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L-band digital phase shifter (1962) 20217
L-103, hydrolysin, nutrition for children, USSR

study (i963) 5220
L.G. DeWitt, Inc., accident (1962) 11951
L series (1961) 303-4, 5512, 11991; (1962)

23101; (1963) 6020; (1964) 15342; (1965)
8652, 11960, 15338, 17238

La Barre, La., railroad accident (1961) 12834
La Batre, Bayou:
channel improvement, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 15864
document edition (1964) 15413

La Bella, Maria, relief (1962) 7119, 13375,
15039

Labels:
canned tuna fish must say light or dark

(1965) 12475
catalog of copyright entries, Jan.-June 1964

(1965) 7554
cigarette labeling, regulating

—

hearings (1965) 413, 8982-83, 12190
law (1965) 15447
reports (1965) 10645, 12114, 12140, 13911

commercial, copyrighted (1961) 430; 9003;
(1962) 2382, 23423; (1963) 2108, 19071;
(1964) 6529, 19610

deceptive

—

advertising and labeling of previously
used lubricating oil, FTC trade regula-
tions rule (1964) 15911

labeling of adhesive compositions, guides
against (1965) 14272

economic poisons, labeling with registration
numbers

—

hearings (1963) 18917, 19041
law (1964) 12000
reports (1963) 19034; (1964) 4480

food, symbols (1965) 12482
hardwood products, misbranding, etc., pro-

tect consumer, hearings (1961) 20578;
(1962) 13669; (1964) 6364, 6500

hazardous substances labeling act, notices
of judgment (1963) 17469; (1964) 6736,
18040; (1965) 12494

inspected and graded poultry products
(1963) 13139

labeling

—

practices, hearings (1962) 5071, 15447
requirements

—

Austria (1962) 5357
Belgium (1963) 2433
Canada (1962) 5356
Federal Republic of Germany and West

Berlin (1961) 7466
Netherlands (1961) 20868
Republic of South Africa (1963) 6603

look for that label, it contains plain facts
about furs and fabrics you buy, consum-
er warning from Federal Trade Commis-
sion (1965) 2143

Meat Inspection Division program (1964)
1693; (1965) 11835

paper

—

gummed, Federal standard (1963) 4931
imported, marking requirements, report

(1964) 10264
petroleum products for household use, how

to comply with Federal hazardous subst-
ances labeling act (1963) 6473

practices, hearings (1961) 17138
prohibit unfair and deceptive labeling, hear-

ings (1963) 12025; (1964) 540; (1965)
17912

read, on foods, drugs, etc., FDA publication
(1961) 17271; (1963) 19246; (1965) 10904

shoe content labeling and advertising, guide
(1962) 21767

Labels—Continued
steel containers in interstate commerce

—

hearing (1964) 4501
reports (1964) 13983, 15545

stretch fiber Spandex, amend textile fiber

products identification act

—

hearing (1965) 10545
law (1965) 12027
reports (1965) 8949, 10460

wool products labeling act, headwear, ex-

clude, reports (1964) 15713; (1965) 10639
woven, imported, identify country where

woven, hearing (1965) 10546
woven textiles identification, amend act

—

hearing (1964) 4501
reports (1964) 12052, 17612

Labetic, Pavica, relief (1964) 15422; (1965)
12076

Labile amino compounds, see Amino com-
pounds.

Labin, Suzanne, techniques of Soviet propa-
ganda (1965) 12341

Labor:
adult workers, formal occupational training

(1965) 2788
African and Arab workers, conspiracies of

LF.F.T.U. against, Egyptian study
(1961) 1008

agricultural productivity, effect on unem-
ployment (address) (1963) 3011

American labor

—

American labor in Peace Corps (1962)

16104
history, chronology of important events,

1778-1961 (1962) 22415
history
important dates (1961) 7135; (1964)

10309
of movement (1964) 20435

1962, in retrospect (1963) 7141
American

—

movement grew and flourished until it

became pillar of industrial democracy
(address) (1962) 20032

worker's fact book (1961) 1161

workers, 50 years of occupational health
(1965) 2991"

worker's stake in foreign trade (1962)

12330
America's talents, resources, ideas, work

force (address) (1961) 17595
analysis of indexes on work in which calcu-

lating machines are used, USSR study
(1961) 21089

annual paid man-hours of employment and
annual wages, 1946-54 (1962) 16094

assistance for workers under Trade expan-
sion act of 1962 (1965) 2785

Austria (1961) 7896

automata and human labor, USSR study
(1962) 9894

automation

—

and problem of occupational division of

labor, USSR (1961) 2205
effect, Soviet criticism of capitalist han-

dling (1962) 5920

automation's impact

—

departmental edition (1961) 2465
document edition (1961) 1878

Belgian Congo, survey, 1958-59 (1962) 15988
Brazil (1962) 8325

building and construction, workers guide to

wages, etc., laws (1961) 5101
Bulgaria, characteristics and grov^lh of la-

bor force (1962) 6755
ceramic mosaic tile workers' petition for

adjustment assistance. Tariff Commis-
sion report (1964) 1627
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Labor—Continued
characteristics of manufacturing industries

(1965) 145
charts, statistical developments (1961) 3364;

(1962) 3979; (1963) 3821; (1964) 3635;
(1965) 3552

Chile (1962) 14369, 15976
code of Federal regulations (1961) 6008;

(1962) 7366; (1963) 10168; (1964) 10532;
(1965)9113

college housing construction, requirements
(1965) 12792

Colombia (1962) 12341, 15976
colonels and carpenters, strength of Nation

(address) (1964) 7356
communism international education, confer-

ence on activity of CPSU (1961) 15110
Communist China

—

attitudes on physical and mental labor
(1961) 2151

number and wages (1962) 3172
plans, organization, etc (1961) 936
spare-time education for workers (1964)

15856
conditions

—

Aden (1964) 5446
Afghanistan (1963) 18047
Argentina (1965) 12798
Australia (1964) 13078
Bahrein (1963) 18051
Bolivia (1965) 7981
Brazil (1965) 6570
British Caribbean territories (1965) 12799
Burma (1963) 19797
Cambodia (1964) 1384
Canada (1965)6571
Ceylon (1963) 18050
Chile (1965) 6572
China, Communist (1964) 9475
Colombia (1965) 7982
Costa Rica (1965) 6573
Cuba (1965) 6575
Dominican Republic (1965) 6574
Ecuador (1965) 7983
El Salvador (1965) 7984
French Caribbean departments (1965) 6576
Guatemala (1965) 7985
Haiti (1965) 7986
Honduras (1965) 7987
Hong Kong (1965) 2799
India (1964) 5445
Indonesia (1963) 18049
Iran (1964) 13080
Iraq (1964) .5443

Israel (1964) 9474
Jamaica (1965) 7988
Japan (1963) 18048
Jordan (1965) 6569
Korea, North (1964) 9473
Korea, Republic (1964) 9476
Kuwait (1964) 11291
Lebanon (1964) 11292
Malaya (1964) 13084
Mexico (1965) 7989
Nepal (1964) 11295
Netherlands West Indies, Netherlands

Antilles and Surinam (1965) 7997
New Guinea (Australian) (1965) 2800
New Zealand (1964) 11293
Nicaragua (1965) 7990
Pakistan (1964) 13077
Panama (1965) 7991
Paraguav (1965) 7992
Peru (1965) 7993
Philippines (1964) 13081
Qatar (1964) 11290
Rvukvu Islands (1964) 11289
Saudi Arabia (1964) 13079
Syria (1964) 11294

Labor—Continued
conditions—Continued
Taiwan (1964) 5444
Thailand (1963) 20935
Trinidad and Tobago (1965) 7994
Tunisia (1963) 19798
Turkey (1964) 1385
Uruguay (1965) 7995
Venezuela (1965) 7996
Vietnam, North (1964) 13083
Vietnam, South (1964) 13082
Yemen (1963) 20936

Congo, new labor code (1965) 880
construction

—

employment outlook (1962) 8354
labor, employment outlook (1964) 9420

contracts, Israeli Communist press com-
ments (1963) 825

cooperation of socialist countries in division
of work, Czechoslovakian studv (1961)
21119

costs

—

excessive, charged to Government by Flex-
onics Division, Calumet & Hecla, Inc.,

GAO review (1965) 9219
ginning cotton (1965) 9028
in Defense Department, control, hearings

(1964) 17661
retail food stores, using work sampling
data to control (speech) (1962) 17385

counseling and employment services for spe-
cial worker groups, supplement (1963)
4833

Cuban

—

regulations (1962) 22054
situation (1962) 22199

custodial laborer, examination announce-
ment (1961) 10101

Cyprus (1963) 14461
developments abroad (1961) 3378; (1962)

3980; (1963) 3822; (1964) 3636; (1965)
3553

cumulative index, 1956-63 (1965) 14624
disability, in labor force. United States, July

1961-June 1962 (1964) 7706

displaced workers, case studies, experiences
after layoff (1964) 16610

educational attainments of workers (1963)
16295; (1965) 6565, 19811

emergency loans to Florida vegetable grow-
ers (1963) 6385

employment

—

labor force growth, and productivity, ma-
jor problems of future (1964) 1386

security and retirement of older worker,
reports from White House Conference on
Aging (1961) 14979

establishing labor norms, use of linear pro-
gramming, USSR study (1963) 8715

exploitation of proletariat in capitalist
countries, USSR study (1965) 6499

factors in workers' decisions to forego re-

training under Manpower development
and training act (1964) 18610

factory workers

—

earnings, trends 1947-60 (1961) 9418
under bargaining agreements (1965) 8000

Federal employees. Federal workforce out-

look, fiscal" years 1965-68 (1965) 5742
foreign labor information (1961) 1182; (1962)

15988
Formosa, labor law and practice (1964)

14690
40-plus workers, improving job opportuni-

ties, guide to community action (1961)

6230
France, immigrant labor problem. Commun-

ist Party proposals (1964) 11151

Page 1238 Do not order from index; see indicated entry



Labor—Continued
gas masks for chemical plant workers,

USSR study (1965) 19782
geared to growing economy (summary of

remarks) (1961) 6922
general and custodial laborers, examination

announcement (1961) 6911
geographic mobility, summary report (1964)

20980
German Democratic Republic in system of

international socialist division of labor
(1964) 16438

Ghana

—

bibliography (1962) 8324
situation (1962) 6209

Gor'kiy Automobile Plant on way to scientif-

ic organization (1965) 2555
health education of workers (1965) 8242
important labor areas, directory (1965)

18017
impoverishment of proletariat, USSR study

(1961)4453
indexes of output per man-hour in private

economy, methods and procedures for

developing (1964) 11296
India (1961) 21139
Indonesia (1963) 20927
information on SOBSI (1961) 10873
movement, articles (1961) 843
selected translations (1961) 2289

industrial

—

development, workers party resolution
(1962) 17897

workers, publications, price list (1963)

12980; (1964) 13390; (1965) 16806
international

—

importance in development of emerging
democracies (address) (1961) 15687

labor (periodical) (1963) 15658; (1964)
3607; (1965) 3523

International Labor Conference, 1962 (1962)
23939

revolutionary movement of working class,

USSR study (1965) 11107
socialist division of labor and coordina-

tion of long-term planning, problem,
USSR (1962) 1164

study

—

Miners' International Federation (1963)
5099

Public Services' International (1962)
9783

Iraqi activities, articles (1961) 7796
irregularities in garment industry, investi-

gate, hearings (1963) 2048
Japan (1962) 6210
job tenure of American workers, Jan, 1963

(1964) 5447
journey to work, commutation streams and

social and economic characteristics of

commuters (1964) 1826
Korea labor party policy for development of

light industry (1963) 17882
Labor

—

and bourgeois rights, distribution system,
Communist China (1962) 22293

and capital for
mixing formula feeds (1962) 20411
pelleting formula feeds (1961) 8300

and material requirements for public
housing construction (1964) 13072, 20436

and price statistics training program,
1965-66, for statisticians and economists
of other countries, Washington, D.C.,

Sept. 1964-Aug. 1966 (1965) 5059
and public interest (address) (1964) 2940
and surplus, necessary value, Communist
China study (1962) 23748

Labor—Continued
Labor—Continued
and the arts (remarks) (1965) 12781
digests (1963) 18047-51, 19797-798,

20935-936; (1964) 1384-85, 5443-46,
9473-76, 11289-295, 13077-84; (1965)
2799-2801, 6569-76, 7981-97, 12798-799

force

—

and employment, 1960 (1961) 11351
(1962) 22443; (1963) 16296

chronically depressed areas, factors
influencing rate of participation by
age and sex, occupation, etc., ARS
study (1965) 147

conducting survey in development coun-
tries (1964) 21668

Czechoslovakia, scope and concepts
(1964) 10070

employment

—

and unemployment statistics, 1947-61

(1962) 23937
in 1960, annual averages and year-end

review (1961) 6242
problems of technological change and

increased automation (address)

(1963) 9772
seasonally adjusted data, 1947-61

(1962) 8441
experienced civilian

—

industry, census of population, 1960,

supplementary reports (1963) 1881

occupations, census of population, of

1960, supplementary reports (1963)

4575
family characteristics of workers, 1959

(1961) 9419
future shape (address) (1963) 16293

gross changes, problem in statistical

measurement (1963) 12808

Hungary, characteristics and growth
(1962) 14946

in transition (address) (1961) 21146

job changing and manpower training

(1964) 13027
major employment centers, statistics

(1962) 7289

monthly report (1961) 3377, 3380; (1962)

3777, 4078; (1963) 3614, 3921, (1964)

3433, 3745; (1965) 3660

people, skills and jobs, utilization prob-

lems (1963) 20924

Poland (1964) 6048

projections

—

(address) (1961) 11353
for 1970-80 (1965) 7999
in U.S. (testimony) (1964) 1388
1965-75 (1962) 22445
to 1976 and 2000 (1963) 3250

Rumania, characteristics and growth
(1961) 8521

seasonal adjustment factors, revised

(1961) 7908

Soviet, recordkeeping and reporting

since 1957 (1962) 14945

special reports (1961) 4801, 6259, 7897,

9415, 9419-20, 9422, 9425, 11351.

21147; (1962) 3273, 15989, 18156,

22443, 22445; (1963) 9078, 16294-297;

(1964) 5447, 7418, 11297, 14709, 18642,
21677-678; (1965) 5060-61, 7999, 18407
advance summaries (1961) 7894; (1962)

15987; (1964) 5449, 13074, 18646;

(1965)6565, 19811

special surveys, annotated bibliography
(1961) 6762
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Labor—Continued
Labor—Continued

statistical accuracy of unemployment
figures (address) (1961) 19819

statistics

—

for major employment centers (1961)
9056

toward more revealing goal (address)
(1961) 9428

unemployable under impact of industrial
change (address) (1961) 19798

USSR, material incentives and develop-
ment of production (1964) 10725

who are the working mothers (1962)
18597; (1963) 13134; (1965) 16925

work experience of population in 1959
(1961) 6259

workers in port of Haiphong, improve-
ment of conditions under socialism
(1961) 10849

workers

—

martial and family characteristics
(1961) 7897; (1963) 9078; (1964)
11297

mathematical models and electronic
computers in planning and economic
calculations, USSR study, consump-
tion (1961) 17379

working mothers, information (1961)
17883

youth, status, 1964 (1965) 18407
Yugoslavia (1965) 11948

labor in America, 1913-63, 50 years of prog-
ress (1963) 7137

labor market and employment security
(1962) 3981; (1963) 3823; (1964) 3637

statistical supplements (1962) 3982; (1963)
3824; (1964) 3638

leisure time under shorter workday, USSR
scientific conference (1961) 9303

Louisiana workers benefitted by economic
expansion (remarks) (1964) 8185

man-hours output

—

and costs in food processing (1961) 17155
indexes

—

footwear industry (1965) 12796
gas and electric utilities industry,

1932-62 (1965) 1295
petroleum refining industry (1962) 6206
primary aluminum industry, 1947-62

(1965) 1296

private economy (1964) 7417, 20445;
(1965) 6567

procedures for developing indexes (1962)
18155

selected industries (1962) 3270; (1964)
5441; (1965) 1297

steel industry (1965) 6568

methods and procedures for develop-
ing (1963) 12811

total private economy and private non-
farm sector, 1947-64, comparisons of

indexes (1965) 19809

trends, etc., aluminum industry (1965)
11358

markets

—

area labor supply classifications (1963)
19123

area trends (1961) 3116; (1962) 3623; (1963)
3461; (1964) 3261

areas, directory, supplements (1961) 4155;
(1962) 11715; (1963) 20648

bituminous coal mining (1964) 4658

cost of moving from one area to another
(1964) 13663

developmentof basic information for small
areas, handbook (1964) 2292

Labor—Continued
markets—Continued
Employment Service participation (1963)
4834

engineering, scientific and technical occu-
pations, current conditions (1961) 3118,
7346, 19251; (1962) 9551. 21674; (1964)
4657. 19647

footwear (1962) 21676
foreign policies, lessons (1964) 15813
labor market and employment security

(1961) 3123
index (1961) 9055
statistical supplement (1961) 3124

machine tools (1965) 16100
meat packing (1965) 16099
missiles and aircraft industries, develop-
ments (1962) 5121

occupational earnings (1963) 9079; (1964)
9479. 14711, 18643

plastics and other synthetic materials,
developments (1961) 7349

policy in relation to economic growth
(1963) 19783

telephone communication industry, devel-
opments (1962) 17416

tires and tubes industry (1965) 16098
wages and related benefits

—

60 labor markets, 1959-60—
departmental edition (1961) 13398
document edition (1961) 12139

82 labor markets, 1960-61—
departmental edition (1962) 8331

document edition (1962) 6937
82 labor markets, 1961-62—
departmental edition (1963) 3024
document edition (1963) 1977

82 labor markets, 1962-63 (1964) 7374
women and girls, status and activities

today and tomorrow (address) (1963)
14807

measuring productivity, USSR methods and
systems (1962) 14297

method for using computer to work out con-
solidated labor norms, USSR study
(1964) 16561

metropolitan areas, supplementary wage
benefits, 1959-60 (1961) 13407

Mexico (1964) 1372
migratory labor notes (1961) 3368; (1962)

8320
missiles, spacecraft and aircraft industries,

developments (1963) 13874
mobility

—

and private pension plans, vesting, early
retirement, and portability provisions
study (1964) 16609

and worker adaptation to economic change
in U.S. (1963) 18016; (1964) 5418

effect of private pension plans (1963)
10910

Mongolia, underground workers in coal in-

dustry, wage regulation (1961) 4408
monthly "labor review (1961) 3379; (1962)

4071; (1963) 3914; (1964) 3739; (1965)
3657

index, v. 72-83—
departmental edition (1962) 23933
document edition (1962) 23312

reprints, see listings under Labor Statis-

tics Bureau in the monthly issues,

statistical supplements (1962) 6208; (1962)

23940; (1964) 5451; (1965) 2804, 9521
movement in Texas (address) (1961) 15686
multiple jobholders. Dec. 1959 (1961) 4801
national policy, public interest in labor-

management relations, national high

school debate topic 1965-66 (1965) 12216
Nigeria (1964) 5435

Page 1240 Do not order from index; see indicated entry



Labor—Continued
noise, effect on productivity, USSR study

(1962) 3217
nonwhite workers, economic status, 1955-62

(1963) 16297, 19801
occupational diseases and hygiene, USSR

studies (1965) 6467
older handicapped workers, vocational reha-

bilitation (1963) 13112
older workers

—

American, age discrimination in employ-
ment, report of Secretary of Labor to

Congress (1965) 14607
American

research materials (1965) 12782

case study of variables affecting retire-

ment policy (1961) 15730
Department of Labor older worker pro-

gram (1961) 21145
disabled, rehabilitation academician's re-

sponsibility (1965) 9990
manpower training activities (1965) 19791
meet the over 40 worker, highlights (1961)
4781

performance in industrial retraining pro-

grams (1963) 14475
problems in States (statement) (1961) 1163
program. Labor Dept (1962) 8313
selected items for sale by Superintendent

of Documents (1961) 21305
State laws against discrimination in em-
ployment (1965) 1273
summary (1964) 11260, 16582

use in meeting manpower challenge of

60's, leaders guide for conducting insti-

tutes (1961) 4154
vocational

—

counseling (1961) 20830
training and placement program (1961)
20825

operating costs in packing mixed feeds with
emphasis on labor and capital (1964)
9953

outlook for

—

costs (remarks) (1963) 7178
labor force at mid-decade (paper) (1965)
6578

papers, currently received, list (1964) 16567
participation in

—

business management (1962) 15268
civil defense (1964) 11928

payments, raising and perfecting in period
of full-scale building of communism in

USSR (1962) 5793
Peru (1964) 11274
problems (1963) 2588, 2828

physiology, problems related to technical
progress, USSR study (1963) 16230

places of work and transportation to work,
census of population, 1960 (1963) 4576

Poland, cult of individual and international

workers movement (1962) 3181
potential for expanding forest industries in

northeastern Minnesota (1963) 6513
problems in advancement, international

communist developments (1962) 22028
processing feed ingredients (1965) 18883
production and related workers, employer

expenditures for supplementary compen-
sation practices (1965) 12785

productivity

—

and size of industrial enterprises, USSR
translations (1963) 8669

Bulgaria in next 20 years (1962) 23736
comparison of various countries, USSR

study (1963) 2.593

Hungary, 1958-59 (1962) 1245

in agriculture, calculation, Chinese study
(1963) 967

Labor—Continued
productivity—Continued
measuring in monetary terms, USSR study

(1963) 12401
methods of increasing in USSR kolkhozes

(1961) 19584
role of scientific and engineering personnel

in increasing. USSR study (1963) 19503
theory and problems in science and tech-

nology development, USSR study (1963)

8837
USSR and capitalist countries, methodo-

logical principles in comparing (1961)

7837

psychology, USSR studies (1964) 7253, 20060

publications, price list (1961) 8145; (1962)
12657, 22720; (1963) 12979; (1964) 21838

reduced OASDI benefits for retired workers
under 65 years of age (1964) 21876

requirements

—

civil works construction by Corps of Engi-
neers (1964) 13069

Federal office building construction

—

departmental edition (1962) 20047
document edition (1962) 19025

feed manufacturers for ingredient han-
dling (1965) 13396

hospital construction

—

departmental edition (1962) 23934
document edition (1962) 23338
errata sheet (1963) 14463

private one-family house construction
(1964) 14703

reprint from Monthly labor review (1962)
200.54

school construction

—

departmental edition (1961) 15729
document edition (1961) 14160

southern rice mills, production (1965)
10072

resource for expanding wood-using indus-
tries in northeastern Minnesota (1965)
10912

resources, USSR (1962) 14198
review
American labor in 1960 (1961) 4806
statistical supplement, 1960 (1962) 3277

role in

—

civil defense, training course (1965) 11957
life of this country (address) (196.5) 14605

Rumania, protection, prospects for develop-
ment (1964) 9334

scientific workers in food manufacturing
industries (1961) 17156

self-interest principle in transition from
socialism to communism, USSR study
(1963) 12765

shorter workday, higher productivity, USSR
(1961) 10767

site picketing by construction workers,
amend act, hearings (1962) 2335

skill development and job training in auto-

mated age (address) (1962) 8438

skilled, as factor in wage differentiation,

USSR study (1964) 201.54

skilled workers

—

building trades, employment in mid-1960
(1963) 1187

occupational outlook (1963) 5459
implications for guidance and counseling

(address) (1961) 1.5694

training in Communist China (1961) 13032
skills for industrial manpower, training poli-

cies and program (address) (1962) 22412
socialist

—

scientific organization, USSR study (1964)

18238
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Labor—Continued
socialist—Continued

society, leisure time, USSR study (1961)
4535

Soviet and satellite, selected translations
(1961) 4737

statistics, interstate conference, report
(1964) 13085

Sudan (1961) 6246
supporting role

—

in national. State, and local civil defense,
trainins course (1965) 11958

in State, county, and local civil defense,
training course (1965) 11959

surplus. Army Dept. advisors for small busi-
ness (1962) 16371

telephone system construction contract,
REA (1961) 1458; (1964) 13435

terms in English, French, German and Span-
ish (1964) 8835

training and upgrading unskilled and semi-
skilled workers (address) (1963) 19776

training of workers in industry, nationwide
survey, 1962 (1964) 11817

transformation of complex labor into simple
labor, Communist China study (1963)
5177

trends in agriculture (1961) 19250
unemployment

—

among full-time and part-time workers
(1964) 18646, 21678

discrimination, etc. (remarks) (1961) 19813
USSR-
angina incidence among workers of Kras-
novolzhskiy, statistical data (1961)
15247

close cooperation between scientists and
practical workers (1963) 6662

controls, recent trends (1965) 2803
improving
bonus system for devising and introduc-
ing new techniques, translations
(1962) 22374

scientific-technical and cultural levels of
workers (1963) 20846

industrial workers, awards (1963) 15740
labor force, reproduction and balance

(1961) 1040
law on incentives (1963) 6867
laws on selecting by competitive methods

(1963) 5191
organizing and planning in machine-

building enterprises (1961) 13362
present and future distribution (1962)
3173

productivity (1962) 5710
agriculture (1963) 6915
raising through composite plans (1963)

6741
sovkhozes, use of reserves for raising
productivity (1962) 1303

specialization, importance (1963) 20906
statistics (1961) 7616
studies (1965) 11222
training of scientific and technical work-

ers (1965) 7853
translations (1961) 2293,4520, 7774, 7845,

9358, 13137, 13346, 15168, 17455, 17471,
19572, 21046; (1962) 1233, 3031, 5933,
7935, 10185, 10312, 12281, 14305, 17819,
17942, 197.58, 19766, 19807, 22029, 22083,
22249; (1963) 663, 726, 740, 924, 948,
1115, 2681, 2778, 5172, .5297, 6747, 6775,
70.53, 7091, 8516, 8645, 8669, 8930, 10364,
10447, 12318, 12382, 14090, 14192, 14240,
15912, 19412. 20827; (1964) 1132, 2650,
2827, 6926, 7230, 10725, 10875, 11161,
12695, 12778, 16294, 18313, 19928, 20154,
20195; (1965) 805, 1040. 1257, 2360, 2393,
2555, 2707

Labor—Continued
utilization in cottonseed oil mills, 1961-62

season (1964) 17905
wage earners, improving standards of work

(1963) 9040
wages and related benefits, nrtetropolitan

areas, U.S. and regional summaries,
1960-61—

departmental edition (1962) 22427
document edition (1962) 20938

work experience program (1965) 4691
work stoppages

—

monthly release (1961) 3398; (1962) 4451;
(1963) 4312; (1964) 4164; (196.5) 4076

1960. final tabulations (1961) 9430
1961. final tabulations (1962) 123.50
1962. final tabulations (1963) 10923

worker and farmer share role in building
great society (addresses) (1964)
13575-576

workers and jobs, role of Federal-State em-
ployment service system in matching
(1965) 19796

workers education, uptrend (1963) 20938
workers' health research, USSR study (1962)

19687
workers movement in Asia and Africa (1965)

18312
workers' performance measurement in man-

ually operated long-distance service.
East Germany study (1962) 14061

Yugoslavia

—

workers self-management and conscious-
ness (1962) 8065

workers self-management and division of
labor (1961) 1043

see a/so Child labor—Employment—Farm
labor—Hours of labor— Industrial rela-
tions—Labor standards—Manpower

—

Migrant labor—Occupations—Unem-
ployed—Wages—Women — aiso headings
beginning Labor.

Labor activity as affected by strength of
nervous system excitation, USSR study
(1964) 11004

Labor and Public Welfare Committee, Senate:
additional

—

expenditures, report (1961) 14654
professional staff and clerical assistants

reports (1961) 5806; (1962) 5030; (1963)
6263; (1964) 4563-64; (1965) 4568

calendar (1961) 3099; (1962) 4011; (1963)
3858; (1964) 3672; (1965) .3584

committee prints, see subjects.
Employment and Manpower Subcommittee,

publications, index (1965) 16043
expenditures, additional, authorize, report

(1965) 14095
hearings, see subjects.
investigations and studies, migratory labor,

authorization or expenses. reports
(1961) 58.36; (1962) 5051, 15404; (1963)
6264; (1964) 4539, 6471; (1965) 4569

reports, see subjects.
selected readings in employment and man-

power (series), vols. 1-2, print additional
copies, report (1964) 15683

Labor bureaus, etc.:

State labor departments (1964) 11265
United States and Canada, directory (1962)

6185; (1964) 9375
Labor consultants, see Consultants.
Labor Day:
American vision (address) (1962) 20032
how it came about, what it means (1961)

17596; (1965) 16543
observance (speech) (1965) 16544
traditional wreath-laying ceremony in honor

of Cardinal Gibbons, 1964 (remarks)
(1964) 18608
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I

Labor Department:
administrative decisions under Walsh-

Healey public contracts act, index-
digest, 1942-64 (1965) 16864

anniversary, growtli, achievements, etc. (re-

marks) (1963) 7136
apprenticeship and training representative,

examination announcement (1965) 10302
appropriations, 1961, supplemental, propos-

al (1961) .5607

appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 8830-31, 14716
law (1961) 18681
reports (1961) 8820, 14646, 16812

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 7077-78, 1.5426

law (1962) 16804
limitation and supplemental, proposal

(1963) 13461
reports (1962) 9306. 17007, 17178
supplemental, proposals (1962) 21237;

(1964) 1990
appropriations, 1964

—

deficiency, hearings (1964) 10285
hearings (1963) 7981, 9923, 15373
law (1963) 20425
reports (1963) 9874, 15356, 18855
supplemental

—

hearings (1964) 6342, 8437
law (1964) 8234
report (1964) 8416

appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 8359, 8361, 17864
law (1964) 19413
proposal (1964) 19527
reports (1964) 8343, 17623, 17778

appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 8867, 14113
law (1965) 15504
reports (1965) 8836, 14104, 15715
supplemental

—

hearings (1965) 15776, 17904
law (1965) 17395
proposal (1965) 17457
reports (1965) 15727, 15986

Assistant Secretary, additional, provide
for

—

hearing (1961) 10342
law (1961) 16570
reports (1961) 10299, 14393, 146.50

Assistant Secretary of Labor

—

nomination of Jerry R. Holleman, hearing
(1961) 4123

nomination of Patrick Daniel Moynihan,
hearing (1963) 8127

budget, amendments (1961) 6974, 10367;
(1962) 11488; (1963) 11922

bulletin S (series) (1962) 22413
careers

—

Federal service entrance examination and
its management intern option, questions
and answers (1965) ,5034

management intern agreement (1965) 5030
management intern program (1964) 7355

challenge and change, brief history,
1913-1963 (1963) 7135

critical occupations for screening Ready
Reserve, list (1961) 19255

duties of Secretary, general information
(1965)2787

employment data needed for evaluating, etc.,

training under Manpower development
and training act of 1962, GAO report
(1964) 10610

employment problems (remarks) (1965) 5765
50th anniversary celebration, challenges,

goals, etc. (addresses) (1963) 7133, 7138
films for loan, list (1961) 21136
general information (1963) 3015; (1964) 7364

Labor Department—Continued
handbook for industry committee members

(1965) 1705
history, etc (1961) 1161
history, 1913-63 (1963) 7134
inadequate

—

administration of centralized payroll ac-

tivities, GAO report (1965) 6274
controls over Federal funds used for fi-

nancing Federal-State programs, GAO
report (196.5) 7772

Library

—

American trade union journals and labor
papers, list (1964) 16567

Labor (obstetrics):

labor delivery unit in general hospital, plan-

ning (1964) 11.560

Library

—

list of recent additions (1961) 3365; (1962)
4331; (1963) 4183; (1964) 4026; (1965)
.3932

list of currently critical occupations for use
by Selective Service System as guide for
deferment, etc (1961) 20495; (1962)
21678; (1968) 10755

manpower development and training act,

reducing costs through increasing hours
of instruction per week, GAO report
(1965) 710

older worker program (1961) 21145
on its 50th anniversary, achievements and

challenges (1963) 9027
open door policy with press (address) (1961)

9387
policies on unemployment compensation

payments to former Federal civilian

employees and ex-servicemen for more
than one benefit year, GAO review (1963)
12215

practice of paying unemployment benefits to
former employees of post exchanges and
similar activities of Armed Forces, GAO
review (1963) 14005

press releases (1961) .3366; (1962) 4217;
(1963) 4067; (1964) 3899; (1965) 3817

private and public development of policy
(address) (1961) 19809

program budget management system, gener-
al information (1965) 6539

programs

—

as affected by Common Market (address)
(1962) 20049

concerning youth employment (1962) 12338
to equalize employment opportunities (re-

marks) (1964) 16575
publications

—

list (1965) 3704
subject listing

—

1958-60 (1962) 1569
19.58-June 1962 (1962) 22416
19.58-June 1963 (1964) 2945
19.58-June 1964 (196.5) .5033

report on age discrimination in employment
(196.5) 14607

research materials (1965) 12782
reports (1961) 4782; (1962) 10382; (1963)

12776; (1964) 21662; (196.5) 79.57

responsibility to promote welfare of all

working people regardless of race, creed
or color (address) (1962) 8308

role in

—

apprenticeship (remarks) (1962) 6623;
(1963) 9029

international affairs (address) (1961) 9396
labor-management relations, references

(1963) 14442
life of this country (address) (1965) 14605

Secretary, nomination of Arthur J. Goldberg
hearing (1961) 4122
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Labor (obstetrics)—Continued
sponsored conference with college presidents

and executives, on preparation and moti-
vation of Negro youth for employment

Jan. 1963 (1963) 5430
Apr. 1963 (1963) 14443
May 1963 (1963) 18017

stabilization preparedness (speech) (1961)
7885

student work sheet, safety training pro-
grams, SWS-LS series (1965) 9499

terminal leave treatment in determining
unemployment compensation, GAO re-

view (1963) 10267
Under Secretary of Labor

—

nomination of John F. Henning, hearing
(1963) 2103

nomination of W. Willard Wirtz, hearing
(1961) 4123

unnecessary procurement of office furniture,
GAO report (1965) 9251

voluntary farm employment service, author-
ize, hearings (1964) 10431

wage rates for federally financed building
construction improperly determined in

excess of prevailing rates for similar
work in New England areas, GAO report
(1965) 6323

wage rates for federally financed housing
construction improperly determined for
Dallas-Fort Worth, Tex., area (1965)
7792

Women's Bureau Director, nomination of
Esther Peterson, hearing (1961) 4123

Labor departments, see Labor bureaus, etc.

Labor disputes:
compulsory arbitration, selected references,

1951-65 (1965) 11322

emergency board reports

—

Akron and Barberton Belt RR., etc (1962)
13745

Chicago and North Western Railway Co
(1962) 19447

Eastern Airlines, Inc (1962) 13744
Eastern, Western, and Southeastern Car-

riers' Conference Committees (1963)
12082; (1964) 10478

Florida East Coast Railway (1964) 6583
National Railway Labor Conference (1964)

19644; (1965) 499, 4668
New York Ontral R.R. Co. System, and
Pittsburgh and Lake Erie R.R (1962)
21667

New York Harbor Carriers' Conference
Committee (1961) 4153, 7344

Northwest Airlines, Inc (1961) 12578
Pan American World Airways, Inc (1961)

14791; (1962) 2418
Pullman Co., and Chicago, Milwaukee, St.

Paul and Pacific RR (1962) 2415

Pullman Co., and Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific RR., etc (1964) 2290

Railway Elxpress Agency, Inc (1963) 391
Southern Pacific Co (1961) 20693
Trans World Airlines, Inc (1962) 2417,

13746
United Air Lines, Inc (1964) 4653

maritime labor legislation

—

Department reports on H.R. 1897 (1964)
10332

hearings (1963) 9942-43, 15323
mediators, professional conduct, code (1965)

566
multiemployer association bargaining, hear-

ings (1965) 8879
national emergency, selected references

(1963) 9033

Labor disputes—Continued
railroad work rules dispute, settlement

—

hearings (1963) 15381, 17175
law (1963) 17038
reports (1963) 17131-132, 17257

railway labor act, amend relative to NRAB,
hearings (1965) 17715

see also Industrial relations—Strikes and
lockouts.

Labor force, see Labor.
Labor hygiene and occupational diseases

(USSR periodical):

translations (1962) 22114
Labor hygiene, see Hygiene.
Labor injunctions, see Injunctions.
Labor laws:

administration, principles (remarks) (1961)
2607

compilation (1962) 2289; (1965) 4452
effect on placement of young workers (1963)

12810
Federal, bonding provisions

—

hearings (1964) 4492; (1965) 14128
report (1964) 15498

Federal, current, with legislative action

—

1789-1960 (1962) 17104
1789-1962 (1963) 18932

Federal laws and programs, layman's guide
(1964) 14671

four areas of developing, resume and ration-
ale (address) (1963) 5629

growth in United States (1962) 10381
Honduras, law and practice (1961) 21140
improvements, as role of lAGLO (remarks)

(1964) 16576
labor law and practice in

—

Austria (1964) 5432
Bolivia (1963) 9044
Burma (1964) 16587
Cevlon (1963) 7142
Colombia (1963) 9043
Costa Rica (1963) 9045
Ecuador (1964) 5433
El Salvador (1965) 7968
Guatemala (1963) 9047
Haiti (1964) 2958
Iran (1965) 1280
Iraq (1963) 9046
Kingdom of Laos (1965) 19801
Mexico (1964) 5431
Morocco (1965) 9502
New Guinea (1964) 20434
Nicaragua (1965) 1278
Pakistan (1965) 7966
Philippines (1964) 1374
Saudi Arabia (1965) 1279
Spain (1965) 19800
Sweden (1965) 11344
Taiwan (Formosa) (1964) 14690
Thailand (1964) 16588
Turkey (1964) 5430
U.S.S.R (1965) 6556
United Arab Republic (Egypt) (1965) 7967
Yugoslavia (1964) 5434

labor laws and their administration, conven-
tion proceedings of International Asso-
ciation of Governmental Labor Officials,

discussion (1961) 19817; (1962) 15971;

(1963) 10886; (1964) 7366; (1965) 9498
law of labor justice, Cuba (1965) 2440
litigant's role and public interest (address)

(1964) 7593
Mongolian People's Republic, code (1964)

16119
Soviet

—

new basic principles (1962) 5427
principal current legislation, compilation

of documents (1962) 8328
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Labor laws—Continued

State, affecting women

—

Alabama (1964) 13543; (1965) 20149
Alaska (1961) 2760; (1964) 20886
Arizona (1961) 1580; (1962) 12796; (1965)

6994, 20150
Arkansas (1961) 5168; (1963) 9511; (1964)

13544
California (1961) 8249, 11658; (1962)

12797; (1965) 8375
Colorado (1962) 12798; (1965) 6995
Connecticut (1962) 6504; (1965) 6996
Delaware (1961) 1581; (1962) 16232; (1964)

11723; (1965) 20151
digest of 1963 legislation (1964) 7859
District of Columbia (1961) 1.582; (1962)

12799; (1965) 1716
Florida (1965) 1717
general information (1964) 13550
Hawaii (1962) 16234; (1965) 6997
Idaho (1965) 1718
Illinois (1961) 1583; (1962) 10778; (1964)

19033
Indiana (1962) 10779; (1964) 11724
Iowa (1964) 9893
Kansas (1961) 16064; (1962) 12800
legislation, 1960 (1961) 5169
Louisiana (1962) 16235; (1965) 6998
Maine (1964) 19034
Maryland (1961) 9831; (1962) 14694
Massachusetts (1961) 1584; (1962) 6508;

(1964) 19035
Michigan (1961) 8254, 16063; (1962) 8747;

(1963) 11414; (1965)8376
Minnesota (1962) 20374; (1965) 6999
Mississippi (1965) 5481
Missouri (1962) 18598; (1965) 1719
Nebraska (1962) 14695
Nevada (1962) 14696
New Hampshire (1965) 1720
New Jersey (1965) 7000
New Mexico (1965) 8377
New York State (1965) 10011
North Carolina (1964) 13545
North Dakota (1961) 1585; (1962) 6509;

(1964) 15176; (1965) 18851
Ohio (1961) 9832; (1962) 8748; (1963) 11415;

(1964) 11725; (1965) 10012
Oklahoma (1965) 5482
Oregon (1961) 9833; (1965) 10013
Pennsylvania (1965) 8378
South Carolina (1965) 7001
South Dakota (1965) 20152
summaries (1962) 18600; (1964) 7865;

(1965) 18850
Tennessee (1964) 13546; (1965) 20153
Texas (1962) 6510; (1965) 10014
Utah (1962) 22914; (1964) 13547
Vermont (1965) 1721
Virginia (1965) 10015
Washington State (1965) 13352
West Virginia (1965) 5483
Wisconsin (1962) 10781; (1965) 13353
Wyoming (1962) 10782; (1965) 8379, 20154

State, against discrimination in employment,
summary

—

fair employment practice acts (1964) 11259

older workers (1964) 11260; 16582; (1965)
1273

State, age discrimination prohibited, table
(1965) 6550

State and Federal

—

coverage of agricultural workers (1964)
13032; (1965) 6548

status of agricultural workers (1964)
16580

State anti-injunction laws, major provisions,
discussion (1963) 9036

Labor laws—Continued
State, child labor laws

—

questions and answers (1964) 11255
summaries (1964) 11254; (1965) 5035

State labor relations acts (1961) 4786
State legislation (1961) 4788; (1962) 6191;

(1963) 3040; (1964) 5424; (1965) 5039
annual digests (1962) 6186; (1963) 16268

State, mediation laws, summary (1964) 11261
State minimum wage laws, summaries (1964)

11256, 14673; (1965)6549
State occupational safety and health, sum-

maries (1964) 11263, 14674; (1965) 7963,
19798

State prevailing wage laws, summary (1964)
11257

State, regulating industrial homework,
summaries (1964) 11262; (1965) 2790

State, union regulatory provisions, summa-
ry (1964) 16583

State wage payment and wage collection

laws

—

suggested language (1964) 14683
summary (1964) 13033

State workmen's compensation, history and
coverage benefits, summary (1964) 11264

United States

—

charts showing provisions of principal
Federal laws, 1961 (1962) 18132

labor law development, brief outline (1964)
16579

Venezuela, law and practice (1962) 14367
women

—

Protective Legislation Committee report
(1963) 20081

protective legislation in 91 countries
(1964) 7861

young workers, handbook (1965) 18393
see also Child labor—Employers' liability

and workmen's compensation.—Labor
standards.

Labor legislation, see Labor laws.
Labor management, see Industrial relations.

Labor Management Policy, President's Advi-
sory Committee on, see President's Advi-
sory Committee on Labor Management
Policy.

Labor management relations, see Industrial

relations.

Labor management relations act, see Industri-

al relations.

Labor management reporting and disclosure

act of 1959:
amendment of Taft-Hartley act, summary

(1961) 8056; (1965) 5268
bonding provisions, amend

—

hearings (1965) 14128
law (1965) 17412
reports (1965) 7445, 10484, 15991

bonding provisions of Federal labor laws

—

hearings (1964) 4492
report (1964) 15498

bonding requirements (1962) 18125
bonding requirements under Landrum-Griffin

act, investigation, hearing (1963) 11891
electing union officers as prescribed in title

4, etc., requirements (1964) 18611
financial reporting, BLMR guide (1963) 5431
informational documents (1961) 6237; (1963)

18021
legislative history (1964) 13461
multiemployer pension plans under collective

bargaining (1961) 7907
repeal sec. 705(b)

—

hearings (1965) 12168, 13983, 14133
report (1965) 15990

reporting requirements for employer and
labor, consultant (1963) 12777; (1964)
16577
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Labor management reporting and disclosure
act of 1959—Continued

reports required from

—

labor officials and employees (1963) 18022
labor organizations (1965) 7959
union officers and employees (1965) 7960

rights of union members (1963) 18023
summary of operations, 1964 (1965) 6544
technical assistance aid (series) (1964)

16577, 18611
text (1964) 14668
union safeguards (1963) 18024; (1965) 7962
union trusteeships, report and study (1962)

22422
were labor's fears, myths or realities? (ad-

dress) (1961) 11334
what is required under law, general informa-

tion (1963) 18025
Labor-Management Reports Bureau:
BLMR guide to understanding union election

requirements, etc (1962) 20034
BLMR union elections guide (1962) 22419
financial reporting guide (1963) 5431
press releases (1961) 3367
research opportunities

—

possible topics, outline (1963) 14445
use of Bureau's files by researchers (1961)
9400

summary of operations (1962) 22420; (1963)
18026

technical assistance

—

aid (series) (1961) 15696; (1962) 22421;
(1963) 12777

reminder R series (1961) 11335
telephone directory (1961) 9402

Labor markets, see Labor.
Labor Migratory, National Advisory Council,

see National Advisory Council on Migra-
tory Labor.

Labor offices, see Labor bureaus, etc.

Labor Organization, International, see Inter-
national Labor Organization.

Labor organizations, see Labor unions.
Labor Party (Great Britain):
foreign policy, Soviet view (1965) 11110

Labor relations, see Industrial relations.
Labor standards:

airport Federal aid program (1962) 15539
contract work hours standards act

—

hearing (1962) 13699
law (1962) 16803
reports (1962) 9346, 15417

fair labor standards act

—

agricultural products, handling and proc-
essing, evaluation of exemptions availa-
ble (1962) 8733

agriculture
and related exemptions (1962) 1890,

18561; (1964) 13511
processing of agricultural commodities,

etc (1963) 18365; (1965) 13329
requirements for child labor (1962)

10725
amend, hearings (1961) 5743, 5895
amend to provide coverage to employees of

hotels, etc (1964) 19507
amendments of 1961

—

highlights (1961) 11650
law (1961) 8618
reports (1961) 5712, 7084, 7254, 8767,

14702; (1962) 19071, 21108
summary (1961) 16045
text (1961) 16042

amendments of 1963

—

hearings (1963) 10021
report (1963) 11970

amendments of 1964

—

hearings (1964) 15586
text (1964) 7837
hearings (1965) 15799, 16040
message from the President (1965) 10403

Labor standards—Continued
fair labor standards act—Continued
amendments of 1964—Continued
report (1965) 15738

annulment or withdrawal of employment
certificates of learners, handicapped
persons, etc (1962) 8738; (1963) 18366;
(1965) 5461, 11769

application to

—

automotive parts wholesaling (1963)
5766; (1965) 3080

Canal Zone (1963) 9485
canning industry (1963) 20229
contract mail

carriers (1963) 5765
haulers (1961) 20241

dairy products industry (1965) 3079
fishing and operations on aquatic prod-

ucts (1962) 8739, 12781; (1963) 9486;
(1965) 13330

forestry or logging operations (1962)

3555; (1963) 16648; (1964) 16913; (1965)
15133

laundering, cleaning, or repairing estab-
lishments (1963) 11378; (1965) 11767

poultry and egg business (1964) 7838
retailers of goods or services (1965)

15132
seamen (1962) 22900; (1964) 11679
wholesale grocery business (1964) 1652

as amended, 1961, hours worked, informa-
tion folder (1961) 20243

background iiiformation (1961) 16041;
(1963) 20227

bona fide thrift or savings plan, require-

ments (1964) 11683; (1965) 15138
child agricultural labor exceptions, elimi-

nate

—

hearings (1961) 5898, 8995, 16835
hearings, pt. 1, print additional copies,

reports (1961) 12296, 12435
child labor provisions, extend to employ-
ment in agriculture

—

hearings (1963) 10021
reports (1961) 14702; (1962) 19071,

21108; (1963) 11970
child labor provisions, guides (1962) 6499,

18562; (1964) 9874
computing overtime pay, as amended, 1961

(1964) 20875
coverage of wage and hours provisions,

construction industry (1962) 3554,
18726; (1963) 18364; (1964) 11678
general (1963) 7504, 20230; (1964) 11677

defining and delimiting term, talent fees

(1962) 14686
defining terms, executive, administrative,

professional, etc (1961) 16044; (1962)

8740; (1963) 14770, 20231; (1964) 1655;

(1965) 8361, 15137
definition of area of production (1963)

9487; (1964) 9876; (1965) 3083, 13337
determinations under and interpretations,

code of Federal regulations (1962) 18568;

(1965) 5462, 13336
employee in bona fide executive capacity,

etc.. terms defined (1962) 10730
employment of

—

apprentices (1962) 14683
full-time students in retail or service

establishments at special minimum
wages (1965) 9991

handicapped in sheltered workshops
(1962) 14684; (1964) 11681; (1965)
13335

handicapped persons (1962) 3556; (1963)
16653; (1965) 5460, 15136

homeworkers in industries (1964) 11682
learners (1962) 6501; (1963) 16651; (1964)

16916; (1965) 18828
messengers (1964) 16917; (1965) 15135
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Labor standards—Continued
fair labor standards act—Continued
employment of—Continued

student-learners (1962) 1894; (1963)

14771; (1964) 11680; (1965) 16911

student workers (1962) 8737, 20366;

(1963) 16654
equal pay act of 1963, information (1965)

11766
equal pay for equal work (1964) 13513

equal pay for men and women (address)

(1965) 1704
Federal-State cooperation for employment
and age certificate issuance, directory

(1964) 9376
handicapped clients in sheltered work-

shops (1961) 11651
handling and processing of agricultural

products, evaluation of exemptions
available, errata (1963) 1590

handy reference guide (1961) 16043; (1962)

18565; (1964) 13512; (1965) 6983
hotels and motels, evaluation of need for

and feasibility of applying provisions,

data (1962) 8734
hours worked (1962) 14680; (1964) 1653,

15146, 15149; (1965) 13331. 15134

how it operates in our town (1964) 20876
how to keep time and payrecords (1965)

3078, 20143
increase overtime penalty rate hearings

(1964) 6352, 17645, 19505
joint employment relationship (1964)

19015; (196.5) 13332
laundry, hotel, restaurant, bar, and hospi-

tal workers, coverage, extend, investiga-

tion, hearings (1963) 7994
maximum hours, exemption of employees

of motor carriers (1964) 19014
migrant farm labor coverage

—

hearings (1961) .5898. 16835
reports (1961) 14326. 14701; (1962) 11370

motor carriers, exemption from maximum
hours for certain employees (1962) 1891

operation, general information (1963)

20228; (1964) 20876
overtime compensation (1962) 6500, 16208;

(1963) 16645; (1964) 9875; (1965) 1706,

16910
overtime pay

—

basic rates for computing (1962) 1896,

14676; (1963) 9488, 18362; (1964) 7836,

9877; (1965) 16909
highlights of computing (1962) 3553

petroleum products distribution, exempt
from overtime pay requirements, inter-

pretation (1962) 12782
profit sharing plan or trust, regulations

(1962) 3557; (1964) 11684
quick look at hours worked under, infor-

mation folder (1964) 15149
radio and television station employees,
exemption from overtime pay regulation

(1962) 18566; (1963) 3396; (1964) 3187;

(196.5) .3081, 13333
record-keeping requirements of employers

(1962) 10728
records to be kept bv employers, regula-

tions (1962) 1893; (1963) .5767-68; (1964)

57.50-51, 16915; (1965) 3082, 1.3334

reduce maximum workweek, hearings
(1963) 15.307; (1964) 6352

reports to Congress as required by sec.

4(d) (1965) .54.57-,59, .5464

retail and service enterprises and estab-

lishments (1961) 20244; (1964) 13514;
(196.5) 18831

retailers of goods or services (1961) 20242;
(1962) 14678; (1963) 16646; (1964) 19013

Labor standards—Continued
fair labor standards act—Continued
seamen exemption from minimum wage
requirements (1961) 17878

seasonal industries, regulations (1962)

10729; (1964) 7840; (1965) 18829
services to public (1961) 1.568; (1962) 1897;

(1963) 211.54; (1965) 6985
shellfish industry exemption, hearing

(1962) 11446
sheltered workshops, questions and an-

swers (1962) 8736; (1965) 18827

talent fees, defining term (1963) 3397;

(1964) 16918; (196.5) 18830
transportation industries (1962) 8741

wage-hour law in small firms (1963) 5718

wage order procedure for Puerto Rico,

Virgin Islands, and American Samoa
(1962) 1892; (1963) 8360

wages, minimum, report to Congress, Jan.

1963 (1963) 7,505

wages of persons engaged by Federal con-

tractors to furnish cleaning services

etc., to Federal agencies, provide

—

hearings (1964) 12127
report (1964) 12112

white collar exemptions (1962) 3558; (1964)

13515
wholesale or bulk distribution of petrole-

um products enterprises, employment
exempt from overtime pay requirements

(1963) 1591
written assurance with respect to hot

goods (1962) 10727; (1963) 16649; (1964)

16914; (1965) 11768
young workers, provisions applicable

(1964) 15147
farm jobs, day-haul program, suggested

standards and practices (1962) 23930
good day-haul practices (1964) 16585

labor standards, 30th anniversary (1965)

14610
migrant farm labor coverage, hearings, pt.

1, print additional copies, reports (1961)

12296, 12435
profit-sharing plan or trust, regulations

(1962) 14685
Public Roads Bureau compliance manual,

direct Federal construction contracts

(1962) 16146
Public Roads Bureau labor compliance man-

ual (1965) 16843
safety standards (1961) 3370; (1962) 4315;

(1963) 4166; (1964) 4003; (1965) 3912

service contracts, provide standards for

persons employed

—

hearings (1965) 17695, 19518
law (196.5) 19161
reports (1965) 17600, 19431

State child-labor standards, summary of

laws (1961) 1164

women, need for improved standards (ad-

dress) (1962) 22910

Labor Standards Bureau:

bulletins, see listings under Labor Stand-

ards Bureau in the monthly issues,

fact sheets (series) (1964) 11254-265, 13033,

14673-675, 16579-.583; (1965) 1272-73,

2790, 5035-36, 6548-,50, 7963, 19799

leaflets (1967-68; (1962) 10389; (1963) 5434.

16270, 19784; (1964) 16.584

press releases (1961) 3372
selected publications (1963) 5435

30th anniversary, report (1965) 14610

Labor Statistics Bureau:
BLS industry employment statistics pro-

gram, errors in data collection (1965)

6566
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Labor Statistics Bureau—Continued
BLS report series, see listings under Labor

Statistics Bureau in the monthly issues.

bulletins, see listings under Labor Statistics
Bureau in the monthly issues.

bulletins 1915-59, subject index and annota-
ted Hsting 189.5- 19,59—

departmental edition (1961) 1170
document edition (1961) 35.3

commissioner, nomination of Arthur Ross,
hearing (1965) 17949

employment statistics, guide (1961) 15733
financial advantages of purchasing over

leasing automatic data processing sys-

tems, failure to adequately consider,

GAO report (1965) 10952
major programs

—

1962, summary (1961) 17603
1963, summary (1962) 20056
1964, summary (1963) 19800

press releases (1961) 3394; (1962) 4218
publications (1961) 3373; (1962) 3644; (1963)

3483; (1964) 3288, 16614
catalog (1965) 50.56, 14642

reports on wage developments, escalation,

deferred increases and salary trends for

Government employees, directory (1962)
14390

scientific and technical manpower publica-
tions, list (1962) 20057

seasonal factor method (1962) 14388; (1963)
12791

description, application on electronic com-
puter (1965) 5045

modification to its application by electron-

ic computer (1965) 5046
statistical approach to civil defense plan-

ning for manpower (address) (1961)
13397

studies in industrial relations

—

July 1953-62, directory (1963) 1180
1954-63, directory (1964) 11286

Labor Statistics, Interstate Conference, see
Interstate Conference on Labor Statis-

tics.

Labor supply, see Unemployed.
Labor surplus, see Unemployed.
Labor turnover:
employment and earnings (periodical) (1962)

3777; (1963) 3614; (1964) 3433; (1965)
3328

factory, monthly release (1961) 3388; (1962)
3799; (1963) 3637; (1964) 3454; (1965)
3347

measurement (1962) 3272
Soviet Union (1962) 20055
statistics manual, administrative and tech-

nical guides (1961) 21129
statistics of BLS, guide (1962) 14393
suggestions for control (1962) 5119

Labor unions:
action in defense of interests and rights of

working people, USSR (1961) 17483
activities, applicability of antitrust legisla-

tion, excerpts and bibliography (1962)
17102

AFL-CIO continually work for laboring
class of the world (address) (1965) 16542

African trade unionism, what is current
status (1965) 2345

agreements with Post Office Department,
1963 and 1964 (1964) 1,5026

American labor movement

—

history (1964) 20435
in great danger today (address) (1961)

15686
Brazil

—

activity (1962) 1413
rural unionization (1963) 2583, 2803

Labor unions—Continued

brotherhood, wipe out barriers (address)
(1961) 14793

building trades, wages and hours (1965) 7980

Bulgaria, local trade union councils, organi-
zation and tasks (1961) 19599, 8919

CGIL views on current problems (1962)
23825

changes in industry, labor's part in plan-
ning for adjustments (address) (1962)
20372

Chinese trade unions (1963) 19511

Christian trade unionism in Americas (1963)
2525

Christian trade unions, international federa-
tion, directory (1963) 15657

constitutions

—

and election of local union officers (1965)
14609

disciplinary powers and procedures (1963)
18038

consultation and cooperation with public
authorities, ILO recommendation, text
(1961) 6994; (1962) 11312

contracts

—

health and insurance, and pension plan
coverage, late 1960 (1962) 18140

new series of studies (1965) 2802
paid sick leave provisions, 1959

—

departmental edition (1961) 4790
document edition (1961) 4008

contributions to economic and social life

(address) (1962) 14354
conventions (1961) 9429; (1962) 10416; (1963)

14484; (1965) 12800
Cuba, trade union movement and the revolu-

tion, speech by Lazaro Pena (1962)
22248

Cyprus, constitution of deck unions (1962)
10236

directories

—

Africa (1962) 23608
Asia and Australia (1963) 19364
Europe (1965) 18268, 18269
ICFTU (1964) 4870
national and international in U.S., 1963

(1964) 16605
Western Hemisphere

—

Antigua, Grenada (1964) 21376
Haiti (1965) 2265

duty to bargain in non-compulsory society
"(remarks) (1961) 2605

electing officers, rules, etc (1961) 15696;
(1962) 22421

election

—

report glossary (1963) 18200; (1965) 6799
requirements, etc., BLMR guide (1962)
20034

elections, BLMR guide (1962) 22419

emergency board report, Akron & Barberton
Belt RR (1962) 13745

entering collective bargaining relationship

for 1st time, information (address)

(1963) 11113
European trade union federations, strained

relations (1964) 18358
facts (1961) 11356

financial

—

reporting, BLMR guide (1963) 5431
statistics, 1959-60 (1962) 18126

Government unions, rights and responsibili-

ties (address) (1962) 6183
ideals are like stars (address) (1964) 20426

importance of leadership in international
field (address) (1962) 12324

Indonesian-Yugoslav trade-union relations,

letters exchanged (1962) 15767
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Labor unions—Continued
international organizations, directory (1961)

12827
investigations, compel testimony and grant

immunity to witnesses

—

hearings (1961) 17135
report (1961) 14616

Iraq labor movement (1961) 876
Iraqi General Federation, memorandum

(1961) 4429
Japan Socialism Reform Movement Prepara-

tory Council comments (1963) 1038
Japanese

—

SOHYO president Ota visit in East Berlin
(1961) 9326

trade-union leader, German-language arti-

cles (1961) 7839
labor, its role and responsibilities of leader-

ship in nation's economy (address) (1963)
9025

labor management reporting and disclosure
act of 1959—

amendment of Taft-Hartley act, summary
(1961) 8056

bonding provisions

—

hearings (1964) 4492; (1965) 14128
report (1964) 15498

bonding provisions, amend

—

law (1965) 17412
reports (1965) 7445, 10484, 15991

bonding requirements, investigation, hear-
ing (1963) 11891

electing union officers, requirements (1964)
18611

funds, safeguards (1963) 18024
reports, data for labor research (1963)

14445
reports required from labor organizations

(1963) 18021; (1965) 79.59

reports required from union officers and
employees (1963) 18022; (1965) 7960

rights of union members (1963) 18023
safeguards (1965) 7962
summary of operations, 1964 (1965) 6544
were labor's fears, myths or realities?

(address) (1961) 11334
leaders, improper activities investigation,

hearings (1961) 4097
Lebanon, working class defends its rights

(1962) 10057
local and single-employer, unaffiliated. Unit-

ed States, 1961—
departmental edition (1963) 1178
document edition (1963) 283

local transit operating employees, wages
and hours (1965) 7979

membership, 1960 (1962) 1588
American trade unions (1962) 1586

membership, 1962 (1964) 5453
Moscow's 5th world congress of trade unions

accomplishments (speech) (1962) 3246
movement today (address) (1964) 2938
national and international in U.S., 1961,

directory

—

additions, corrections, and deletions (1963)
9051

departmental edition (1962) 10412
document edition (1962) 9181

national and international, with headquar-
ters in D.C, list (1962) 6207

neighborhood Youth Corps and your union
(1964) 216.59; (1965) 1266

North Vietnam, party resolution of role in

industrialization, etc (1963) 15722
opportunities to contribute to survival of

freedom at home and abroad (address)
(1962) 12329

organizational campaigns, employer rights
and limitations (address) (1964) 5561

Labor unions—Continued
organized labor and alliance for progress

(address) (1962) 18122
plot against Africa, USSR article (1961)

7865
position of trade unions. Communist China

(1961) 4529
present state of labor movement, reflections

(address) (1962) 6184
profit-sharing by American firms in 1880's

union attitudes toward (1962) 22446
register of reporting labor organizations

—

complete edition (1964) 16569
Great Lakes States (1961) 6238; (1964)

16572
Middle West, Rocky Mountain States

(1961) 4784; (1964) 16.573

Northeastern States (1961) 9401; (1964)
16570

Southeastern States (1961) 6239; (1964)
16571

United States (1961) 21131
Western States (1961) 4783; (1964) 16574

reminders for filling out LM2 financial re-

port form (1961) 11335
retail, wholesale and department store, re-

sponsibility for enlarging economic op-
portunity and maintaining high levels of
employment, etc (address) (1962) 12327

role in better housing (address) (1962) 7478
selected references, list (1964) 2941
Socialist countries, function of trade unions

(1965) 18352
Soviet, 22d Party Congress and tasks of

trade unions, V.V. Grishin's report to
Soviet Central Council of Trade Unions
(1962) 3159

staff intellectual in labor movement (state-
ment) (1964) 2974

State regulatory provisions, summary (1964)
16583

subversive, abuse of tax exemptions

—

hearings (1964) 15811
report (1964) 17883

supervisor relationships. Army Dept. civil-

ian personnel pamphlet (1964) 5941
textile, furniture, tobacco manufacturing,

variables in retirement policy case
study (1961) 15730

trade journals and labor papers currently
received, list (1964) 16567

trade union

—

activities in Angola (1965) 16514
policy of Italian Socialist Party (1964)

2591
positions on Government ownership, dec-

line of a controversy, chronicle (1965)
18406

trusteeships, report and study (1962) 22422
union security and right-to-work issues, se-

lected references (1965) 9520
USSR, congresses and conferences on medi-

cal trade union work, news (1964) 1310
welfare and pension trust funds, participa-

tion of retired employees of employers,

hearing (1965) 17694
report (1965) 19218

West African countries (1961) 19589
Western Hemisphere, directory (1961)

7556-57
see also Collective bargaining

—

also names
of unions.

Laboratories:
automated, for psychological research, pro-

gramming needs (1964) 1736
civil defense emergency hospital, section

(1964) 21851
clinical procedures (1963) 9267
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Laboratories—Continued
concrete mixer, evaluation (1965) 6144
Engineers Corps, Army, investigational and

research facilities (1964) 17952
environment of Federal laboratory, 3d sym-

posium, proceedings (1965) 14244
explosives, propellants, and pyrotechnic

safety (1963) 1373
Fish and Wildlife Service, research (1961)

1999
freezing and thawing tests of concrete

(1965) 10783
graphite subcritical, for nuclear engineering

(1965) 8560
high temperature furnace used, USSR study

(1964) 2810
military construction, investigational pro-

jects, engineering and design, regulation
(1963) 6376

Naval, design manual (1962) 10787
parasitology, work described, USSR studv

(1964) 11099
planning, for general hospital (1963) 11237
practices notebook (1961) 17763
precision standards of mass, and weights,

errata (1962) 12518
pressure development in laboratory dust

explosions (1965) 1378
problem-solving laboratory, USSR (1964)

9155
radiation biology experiments (1963) 15015;

(1965) 8558
radioactive substances, safety requirements

for use, USSR studies (1964) 18266
radionuclide analyses, environmental sur-

veillance (1964) 21847
research and field, water pollution control,

establish (1964) 11573
research, on aerospace in Japan (1965)

11286
school, eye protection (1965) 19797
smelting of copper precipitator dust (1964)

5483
standards

—

conference proceedings (1963) 18189
directory (1964) 20636; (1965) 1494, 11523

technical information and Federal laborato-
ry, 2d symposium, proceedings (1965)
544

see also Medical laboratories—Petroleum
laboratories—Photographic laborato-
ries—Radiation laboratories—Research
laboratories—Veterinary laboratories

—

aiso names of laboratories or places
where located.

Laboratory animals, see Animals.
Laboratory apparatus and supplies:
equipment. Federal supply schedule (1961)

549
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 9507; (1964) 12293
supplements (1963) 3656; (1964) 3474;

(1965) 3376
Federal supply schedule (1961) 7415, 10617
industry outlook for 1961 and review of 1960

(1961) 3843
mobile bioassay equipment, use in lamprey

control (1962) 19525
national defense education act, loans to pri-

vate nonprofit schools for equipment for
science, etc (1962) 21640; (1965) 12389

stainless steel fume hood for safety in use of
perchloric acid (1964) 14755

see aiso Scrubbers.
Laboratory Branch complement-fixation meth-

od, see Complement-fixation tests.

Laboratory-industrial cleaning techniques and
materials (1964) 14167

Laboratory procedures in clinical bacteriology
(1962) 20437; (1963) 13243

Laboratory procedures in clinical hematology
(1962) 14768; (1963) 13242; (1965) 4165

Laboratory of Surface Phenomena of Institute
of Physical Chemistry, USSR, 25th anni-
versary (1961) 10732

Laboratory studies of open-channel flow (se-

ries) (1961) 12804
Laboratory techniques for rearing Heliothis

species on artificial medium (1963) 18391

Laboratory techniques in space environment
research (1963) 5552

Laborers, see Farm labor—Labor.
Laborers' Pension Fund of Hudson County,

N.J., qualitv as trust for tax exemption
purposes (1964) 2007

Labovitz, I. M., catalog of Federal aids to
State and local governments (1964)
10421; (1965) 10684

Labrador, asteroidea of Blue Dolphin expedi-
tions to Labrador (1964) 7599

Labrador Sea, oceanography, 1964 (1965)
17269

LaBrecque, G.C., residual effectiveness of
some insecticides against adult house
flies (1965) 8391

Labyrinthine hydrops, see Meniere's disease.

Lac du Flambeau Reservation:
school and agency farm reserve, authority

of Secretary of Interior to revoke

—

law (1961) 8613
reports (1961) 7104 7250

Lacassine National Wildlife Refuge, birds, list

(1964) 6724
Lace-bugs:
genus Acalypta, Hemiptera, Tingidae, Amer-

ican species (1964) 7605
hemiptera, tingidae, new genera and species

from Eastern Hemisphere (1961) 15839
of world, catalog, Hemiptera, Tingidae

(1965) 6803
Lacey, Robert E.:

demineralization by transport depletion
(1963) 20752

desalination by electrosorption and desorp-
tion (1964) 18163; (1965) 18250

Laci, Vasil, relief (1965) 14026
Laciskey, John F., union wages .and hours,

motortruck drivers and helpers (1964)
14701

Lackawanna River:
flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2207
document edition (1963) 2075

Laco, Chile, uranium reconnaissance in area
(1963) 16855

Lacquer and lacquering:
activities of technology committee of Feder-

ation of Chemical- Industry Unions, East
Germany (1962) 7794

census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 276
chief scientific research and design institute

of lacquer and paint industry and its

experimental plant (1961) 19495
current industrial report (1961) 285, 2989,

8510; (1962) 3736, 11082; (1963) 3574,
9718; (1964) 3390, 11899; (1965) 3273,
13627

Federal test method standard (1961) 12657;

(1962) 11803; (1963) 8263
production, consumption, and trade, selected

European countries (1962) 13026
Lacreek National Wildlife Refuge, general in-

formation (1963) 4968
Lacroix, Henri P., address, June 23, 1964

(1964) 14678
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La Crosse, Wis.:
development program, suggestions (1965)

11892
redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)

15025
Lactams, bactericidal effect, USSR articles

(1964) 10845

blood lactate analysis (1963) 16806
cerebral excess production during hyperven-

tilation of anesthetized dogs (1963) 80
Lactation, DHIA averages. 1959 record (1961)

20269

Lactic acid:

arterial, of dogs of 21,000 feet, transient
changes (1964) 9986

hypoxic lactacidemia, prevention with hepa-
rin (1965) .5566

Lactobacillus leichmannii. dry cultures, gam-
ma-ray effect, USSR study (1962) 997

Lactones, bactericidal effect, USSR articles

(1964) 10845
Ladd, D.M., ground flotation requirements for

aircraft landing gear (1965) 18045
Ladd, David L.:

addresses, etc (1963) 1838, 3251, 9322, 16474,
16481, 20018

nomination, hearing (1961) 7293
Ladd, John, archeological investigations in

Parita and Santa Maria, zones of Pana-
ma (1965) 1808

Ladd. Richard S.:

maps showing explorers' routes, trails &
early roads in United States, annotated
list (1963) 1192

treasure maps and charts, list (1964) 14716
Ladd-Eielson area, Alaska:

land withdrawal from public domain for
Armv Dept. use

—

hearings (1961) 8843, 17129
law (1961) 18715
reports (1961) 8744, 17100

Ladders:
fixed, comparison of State codes with ASA,

chart (1964) 5420
metal. Federal supply schedule (1961) 12650
portable

—

metal, comparison of State codes with
ASA, chart (1964) 7368

wood, comparison of State codes with
ASA, chart (1964) 20430

Ladik, Janos, Czechoslovakian studv tour
(1963) 17651

Lading, see Unlading and lading.
Ladino language, books in Library of Con-

gress, bibliography (1964) 5456
Ladner, James E., earth orbital satellite life-

time (1964) 3013
Ladoga, Lake, wind profile in near-water lay-

er, USSR study (1961) 13122
Ladoga apparatus, see Phototelegraphy.
Laemmerzahl, Arthur J.:

basic data on economy of Yugoslavia (1964)
18180

foreign trade regulations of Yugoslavia
(1965) 13718

market factors in Yugoslavia (1965) 4430
Laennec, Rene T.H., stethoscope invention

(1965) 2069
Lafayette, David P., counselor's guide to occu-

pational and other manpower, informa-
tion, bibliography (1965) 6557

Lafayette, Ind., motor carrier accident (1965)
14468

Lafayette, La.:

district court, waive sec. 142, title, 28,

U.S.C—
law (1961) 18725
reports (1961) 16776, 19064

population, special census (1964) 174

Lafavette County, Wis.:

lead diggings (1961) 4825
loading and transportation at zinc-lead

mines. Eagle- Picher Co (1964) 5477
Lafayette Reservoir:
construction, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 12409
document edition (1965) 12215

Lafayette River and Valley, Lafayette and
Suwannee River area, Fla., tourist and
recreational potential (1965) 5302

La Ferney, Preston E., effects of defoliation,

harvesting, and ginning practices on
Micronaire reading, fiber properties,

manufacturing performance, and prod-

uct quality of El Paso area cotton, sea-

son 1960-61 (1965) 4110
La Follette, Tenn., redevelopment area, statis-

tical profile (1962) 13214
LaFore, William J., jr., testing + training =

success (1963) 2176
LAFTA, see Latin American Free Trade Asso-

ciation.

Lagmay, Angel, relief (1965) 15605, 15849,
17320

LaGow, H.E., results of micrometeorite pene-

tration experiment on Elxplorer VII sat-

ellite (19.59 Iota) (1963) 9180
La Grange, 111., population, special census

(1963) 6001
La Grange Park, 111., population, special cen-

sus (1964) 181
Lagrange's theory of three-body problem

(1963) 3129
Lags in reducing infant mortality (1964) 13536

La Guardia Airport, aircraft accident (1961)
18392

LaGuardia Field, weather observations, hour-
ly, decennial census (1962) 18584

Laguna Atascosa National Wildlife Refuge:
birds, general information (1963) 6458
general information (1964) 4737
mammals, list (1965) 7701

Laguna Beach, Calif., census of housing. 1960,
city blocks (1961) 18181

Laguna Indian Reservation, availabilitv of

ground water (1964) 12514
Laguna Pueblo, N. Mex., unneeded grant ap-

proved to Laguna Pueblo, N. Mex., by
ARA, GAO report (1965) 4821

La Habra, Calif., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 18182
Lahaina, Hawaii, census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 10053
Lahontan, Lake, geology of southern Carson

Desert, Nev (1964) 10639
La Hue, Delmon W., evaluation of malathion,

synergized pyrethrum. and diatomaccous
earth as wheat protectants (1965) 16978

Lai. Sau Ming, see Moy, Mee Sen.
Lai, Tsze Woo, see Moy, Yet Gee.
Laine, Charles 0., ballistically deployed pilot

chute (1963) 7608
Laird, Leslie B., chemical qualitv of surface

waters of Snake River basin (1965) 729
Laissez faire:

private enterprise operations, role of self-

regulation in advertising (1964) 11978
progress under free enterprise svstem (ex-

cerpts of address) (1961) 333: (1963) 9794
promise of free enterprise (remarks) (1963)

9794
strengthening free enterprise, 1964 annual

report. Small Business Administration
(1965) 8273

Laitone, Exlmund V.. higher approximation to

nonlinear water waves, etc (1963) 19130
Lajara, Jose E.R., see Reina, Jose E.

Lajas Valley area. Puerto Rico, soil survey
report (1965) 11699
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Lake, see name of lake, except when occurring
as first word of name of town, etc.

Lake Arthur, La., census of housing, 1960,

special reports for local housing author-
ities (1961) 11947, 18.368

Lake Ashley, designate, report (1963) 20487
Lake Bronson, Minn., ground-water explora-

tion and test pumping in area (1963)

14033
Lake Calumet Harbor, Chicago's welcome to

St. Lawrence Seaway (1962) 12882
Lake Charles, La.:

and vicinity, census of housing, 1960, special

reports for local housing authorities

(1961) 16450
census of housing, 1960, standard metropoli-

tan statistical area, tenure, rooms, con-

dition and plumbing, etc (1962) 18830
Chennault Air Force Base, weather observa-

tions, hourly, decennial census (1962)

18578
Lake County, Calif.:

Abbott Mine, C(XJ Minerals Corp., mining
and furnacing methods and costs (1962)

22480
Sulphur Bank Mine area, ammoniated ther-

mal waters (1961) 6186
Lake County, Oreg., Fort Rock Basin, factors

that control occurrence and availability

of ground water (1964) 19783
Lake Erie, Battle of, 150th anniversary medal,

reports (1963) 13751, 18850
Lake Erie, Battle of, Sesquicentennial Cele-

bration Commission, see Battle of Lake
Erie Sesquicentennial Celebration Com-
mission.

Lake herring, see Herring.
Lake Ilo National Wildlife Refuge, general

information (1961) 572
Lake Mead Base, Nev., ground-water condi-

tions in vicinity (1963) 19328
Lake Mead National Recreation Area:
administration

—

law (1964) 21131
reports (1963) 15353; (1964) 2068

general information (1961) 8066, 21266;
(1964) 7612

Lake Milton, Ohio, aircraft accident (1963)
13313

Lake O'Mahoney, designate, reports (1963)

13716, 20487
Lake o' the Pines general iriformation (1961)

19277; (1964) 17960
Lake States, see Great Lake States.

Lake States Forest Ebcperiment Station:
publications (1965) 10915

1956-60, list (1961) 14927
reports (1961) 9212; (1962) 11845; (1963)

13982; (1964) 12431
station papers (1961) 670-671, 9220-21,

14927, 17302, 20766-767; (1962) 5237-39,
11856-859, 19547-549; (1963) ,573-576,

6488
technical notes (1961) 672-674, 4281-84,

9222-27, 14928-933, 20768-771; (1962)

2509, 5240-42, 11860-864, 17566,

19550-552; (1963) 577-579
Lake States Forest Tree Improvement Confer-

ence, proceedings (1962) 11859
Lake Tapps quadrangle. Wash., surficial ge-

ology and geomorphology (1964) 809
Lake trout, see Trout.
Lakehurst Mine, exploration and pilot plant

testing of ilmenite-bearing sands (1964)
2981

Lakeland, Fla., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 18230
Lakeland quadrangle, Fla., economic geology

(1964) 19775

Lakes:
Canada, ice prediction curves (1964) 17937
chemical composition, geochemistry data

(1963) 6558
climatic review (1961) 3645; (1962) 4036;

(1963) 3883; (1964) 3707; (1965) 3625
closed, salinity and hydrology (1962) 5304
Columbia River basin, change of storage

(1961) 3291; (1962) 4073; (1963) 4212;

(1964) 4058; (1965) 3965
deposits, ancient, Precambrian to Pleisto-

cene in Western States, review and an-

notated bibliography (1964) 15940
eastern Oklahoma, small business and recre-

ational aspects (1961) 9740
ice formation in temperate climate (1964)

8507
ice sheets, load test data (1963) 19137
ice, strength data (1961) 14811
Latvia, prospects for utilization (1964)

21555
Minnesota-Ontario border, catalog of charts

(1961) 4807
perennially frozen, investigation (1961) 8324

principal lakes of United States (1963) 19304

reclamation, recreation facilities (1961)
15953, 21332; (1963) 1440; (1965) 3010

recreational, limnological aspects (1965)
2997

see aiso names of lakes.
Lakewood, Calif., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 18183
Lakewood, N.J., redevelopment area, statisti-

cal profile (1962) 13193
Lakewood, Ohio, census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 18307
Lakshmanan, T.K., chemical formation of

microcircuit elements (1964) 7996
Lall, Tilak R., balloon tank skin measurements

at liquid-hydrogen temperature on Cen-
taur flight vehicle (1965) 18526

Lam Bing-Yin, see Lam, Richard Bing-Yin.
Lam Chong, relief (1964) 15431
Lam, Richard Bing-yin, relief (1965) 12240
La Madrid, Bartola M.S.. relief (1962) 16887,

18944
Lamale, Helen H.:

paper, remarks (1963) 18046; (1964) 5429;
(1965) 18398

Lamar, William L., identification and measure-
ment of chlorinated organic pesticides in

water by electron-capture gas chroma-
tography (1965) 16331

Lamar, Mo., railroad accident (1963) 14079
Lamb, Daniel S., Army Medical Museum serv-

ice, general information (1965) 2058
Lamb, Lawrence E., aeromedical evaluation

for space pilots (1963) 14897
Lamb, Robert H., Newtonian aerodynamic

characteristics of right elliptical

raked-off cones for cone thickness ratios
of 0.25 to 3 (1965) 14856

Lamb:
fresh, transported by refrigerated rail cars,

etc (1962) 14758
grading, effect on prices (1962) 9369
imports, restrict

—

hearings (1964) 10418, 14135
reports (1964) 14098, 15544, 21194

prices, farm-retail spread (1962) 17373
promotional programs, their effects on sales

(1962) 6572
purchase specifications requirements ap-

proved by USDA (1961) 28, 20261
slaughtering, cutting, and processing on

farm (1964) 9941
standards for grade (1961) 38
U.S. grades, economic effects (1963) 6316

Lamb County, Tex., soil survey (1962) 12701
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Lambert, Gerald, behavior of artificial radio-

active aerosols, etc (1965) 13488

Lambert, Nadine M., protection and promotion

of mental health in schools (1965) 5262,

16753
Lambert, Robert W.:
documents on disarmament, 1963 (1964)

19200
Soviet disarmament policy, 1922-31 (1965)

7139
Lambert cosine law, passive communication

satellites with Lambertian surfaces

(1963) 18144
Lamberti, Joseph M., compatability of cesium

vapor with selected materials at temper-

atures to 1200° F (1963) 16369

Lambs:
crop reports (1961) 17854; (1962) 10700,

18520; (1963) 9443, 18342; (1964) 9841;

(1965) 8336; (1965) 16886
feeder, farm building plan (1962) 4519
losses from handling (1962) 16300
on feed (1961) 6658, 9850; (1962) 10704-705,

12748; (1963) 7464; 11341; (1964) 7808,

9844, 13488; (1965) 6949, 8339, 9968
prices received by farmers, U.S. and States,

1909-61 (1963") 5844
sheep and lambing shed, farm building plan

(1962) 6579
shelter, with sheep feeder, farm building

plan (1961) 17928
Lamers, William M., school boards plan for

civil defense (1965) 15341
Laminar flow, see Flow.
Laminar heat transfer over melting plate,

modified Leveque problem (1964) 10485
Laminated construction, analysis of visco

seal, concentric laminar case (1965)

16609
Laminated glass, see Glass.
Laminated materials:
composite constructions with honeycomb

and foam cores (1962) 116
Douglas-fir bolts used in joints, performance

(1964) 8674
Ex;ho II laminate

—

effect of electron irradiation on properties

(1964) 21765
mechanical properties (1964) 16690

flexible honeycomb structure can bend to fit

compound curves (1964) 13183
glass reinforced polyester laminates, effects

of sea water immersion (1961) 1463
glued laminated wood, static and impact

bending tests (1961) 7499
hardwood block flooring, standard of trade

(1963) 7730
honeycomb and sandwich materials, review

of U.S. Government research reports

(1965) 16737
honeycomb bonded structures, bonding

inspection (1961) 580
honeycomb-core panels, overall thermal con-

ductivity (1965) 13032
how to make a laminated diving board (1965)

9175
peel resistance of adhesive bonds accurately

measured (1965) 11445
phenolic laminates, fatigue strength under

repeated load (1964) 12447
stresses within curved beams of Douglas-fir

(1964) 8640
structural

—

behavior and buckling strength of honey-
comb sandwich cylinders subjected to

bending (1965) 14848
sandwich, plastic laminates, and wood-base
components, list of publications (1964)

18047

Laminated materials—Continued
vinyl-metal laminates, standard of trade

(1963) 1857
wood beams, prestressed, comparison, etc

(1964) 8672
wood laminates in flexure for marine use,

design criteria (1964) 9762

wood, marine laminating properties, expo-

sure examination (1962) 6446
see also Plastics.

Lament, James W., nomination, hearing (1965)

6048
Lament, William E., sintering of pyrrhotite

calcine (1964) 1435
LaMountain, Bernard L.. relief (1965) 19373

Lampkin, Bedford A., manual sextant-sighting

task in Ames midcourse navigation and
guidance simulator (1965) 13022

Lampreys:
Michigan, downstream movement in Carp

Lake River (1961) 19343

sea lamprey

—

chemical control, use of mobile bioassay

equipment (1962) 19525
embryological stages and effect of tem-

perature on development (1961) 6057

Lamps:
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 9507; (1964) 12293

supplements (1963) 3656; (1964) 3474;

(1965) 3376
see aJso Electric lamps.

Lanai, climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial

census (1965) 16916
Lanark, N. Mex., railroad accident (1963)

19369
Lancaster, Pa.:

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16408
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,

etc (1962) 18831
censuses of population and housing, 1960

census tracts in standard metropolitan

statistical area (1962) 9093
consumer expenditures and income, 1961

(1964) 2952-53
Lancaster County, Va., soil survey (1963)

13058
Lan-chou region. Communist China, geomor-

phological type demarcations (1962)

17814
Land, Aldythe K., dry cargo service and area

report, etc (1963) 3048

Land, Norman S., jet impingement on surfaces

of fine particles in vacuum environment
(1965) 6700

Land:
abandoned and forest, comparison of bulk

density of soil (1961) 9225
acquired by Federal agencies for projects,

reimburse owners for moving expenses

—

hearing (1961) 18974
report (1964) 14076

acquisition and development financing, con-

ventional loans (1961) 3167; (1962) 3713;

(1963) 35.54, 20424; (1964) 3367, 20424;

(1965) 3254
acquisition for outdoor recreation, legal

problems (1962) 18377
acquisitions, title evidence preparation,

standards (1962) 14349; (1964) 20424

acreages of cropland used for crops, and its

components, cropland harvested, crop

failure, and summer fallow, for each

farm production region, 1939-64, supple-

ment (1965) 16997
against the sea (1965) 2108
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Land—Continued
agricultural

—

development plans for multiple use (ad-

dress) (1962) 8809
in Alaska, development

—

hearings (1962) 17299, 23361; (1964) 8354

reports (1962) 19353; (1963) 13724
irrigation, U.S., census of agriculture,

1959 (1963) 170
resources, digest of national inventory of

conservation needs (1962) 10825
better utilization for planned-unit develop-

ment with homes association (1964)

6636, 19685
California's snow zone land, managing for

water (1964) 8688
capability classification (1961) 17904
challenge of conservation education (ad-

dress) (1962) 8835
conservation

—

fund, need for establishing (address) (1962)

23602
plans (remarks) (1965) 7821, 7823
reserve of soil bank, practices applied

(1962) 12870
3d wave (remarks) (1965) 7826

conveyances of rights-of-way by railroad

companies

—

hearings (1961) 18952
report (1961) 16760

cropland conservation reserve contracts,
extension, report (1963) 19020

cropland retirement program

—

establish, hearings (1962) 11424
hearings (1964) 6492

cultivated virgin and fallow, moisture sup-
ply for spring wheat, USSR study (1962)

2808
development in Indus Plain, report (1964)

21837
disposition by Secretary of Interior of aban-

doned and forfeited lands within rail-

road rights-of-way, hearings (1961)

18952
donations for roadway entrance, Great

Smoky Mountains National Park, ac-

cept

—

law (1963) 17050
reports (1963) 9876, 17263

eastern North Carolina, clearing and drain-

age (1961) 3681
exchanges, Pacific Northwest region, GAO

review (1963) 2325
exurban development in selected areas of

Appalachian Mountains (1963) 12049
farm, census of agriculture, 1959, general

report (1962) 16485
farmland

—

recreation development (address) (1962)

8877
taxation. State action (1961) 19204

for the benefit of man (1965) 11384
global achievements to keep intact in natu-

ral state (address) (1962) 15655
Gunnison River Basin, Colo., water and re-

lated land resources (1963) 13193
high-value. Fort Gordon, Ga., unnecessary

retention by Army Dept., GAO report
(1965) 9252

hydrologic effects of land use (series) (1964)

4804
Indonesia, ownership problem (1961) 7620
Interior and Agriculture Departments land

matters (remarks) (1961) 19453
interstate mail order sales, hearings (1964)

19586, 21237
irrigated

—

in 18 States, 1959, location map (1962)

16477
salt balance and leaching requirement

(1963) 13192

Land—Continued
La Jolla, Calif., donated by University of

California, use for marine biological
research laboratory, report (1965)
17826, 19262

land adjustment needs (address) (1962) 8836
land and water conservation fund

—

act

—

implementation (remarks) (1964) 21829
landmark in legislation (remarks) (1964)

18870
policies and procedures (remarks) (1964)

18871
regulations pertaining to assignment of

responsibilities, user fee criteria, etc
(1965) 13209

establish

—

hearings (1963) 8117, 13655, 15338;
(1964) 15809

law (1964) 17436
reports (1964) 341, 12064, 17619, 17713

operation (remarks) (1965) 9834
program (1965) 1549, 11604

land and water potentials and future re-

quirements for water, report (1961) 407
land-use intensity, interim edition (1965)

14250
lease and disposal by Bureau of Land Man-

agement, GAO review (1961) 20808
leveling, SCS engineering handbook (1962)

1816
listing for private redevelopment (1963) 3390
listing in urban renewal project areas avail-

able for private redevelopment (1963)
3391, 14765, 16639; (1964) 7827; (1965)
1695, 18818

major uses of land and water for agricul-
ture, summary, 1959 (1962) 17362

making land produce useful wildlife (1961)

70; (1965) 18876
man, land & food, world food problem (1964)

567
management

—

estimating slope percent from aerial pho-
tos (1965) 653

information, computer-oriented system for
assembling and displaying (1965) 6250

use, etc. (talk) (1961) 6553
Mexico, redistribution (1962) 21615

multiple use of land and water areas,
ORRRC study report (1962) 18378

national reserve, classification. North 'atte
River basin (1964) 11301-302

need for conservation fund (remarks) (1964)
1534

northeastern resources compact, approval,
reports (1961) 14290, 14328

number of farms and land in farms, U.S.
1950-63, by States, 1961-62 (1963) 9446

open space

—

action in metropolitan areas, report (1962)
18376

grants for acquiring. Federal law (1962)
651

HHFA to assist States in acquisition,
hearings (1961) 10338

planning and taxation, bibliography (1965)
11759

program guides (1962) 10720; (1963) 3392;
(1964) 20868

owner characteristics and distribution of

ownership in eastern Great Plains (1965)
4638

ownership

—

and production in Rumania (1961) 19605
of rural land in the Southeast (1964) 4611

pilot cropland conversion program-
accomplishments in 1st year, 1963 (1965)
469

excerpts from talk (1963) 16734
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Land—Continued
planning bulletins (1964) 6636, 19685; (1965)

14250
predicting rainl'all-erosion losses from crop-

land east of Rocky Mountains, puide
(1965) 10051

private

—

multiple use concept (address) (1962) 14760

recreation possibilities, guide for assess-

ing (1965) .52

privately-owned, need and opportunity for

outdoor recreational development (1962)
8852

products, needs and resources (address)

(1962) 8860
project, loss from sale by St. Louis Housing

Authority, Public Housing Administra-
tion, HHFA, GAO report (1965) 9233

public open-space programs and activities in

National Capital region (1964) 7583
radioactive contamination by insects emerg-

ing from contaminated water bodies,

USSR study (1963) 6885
reform, 1961, rural area development (ad-

dress) (1961) 20304
relationship between vegetation and relief,

Hungary (1963) 17830
reservoir projects in Texas, reconveyance to

former owners, extend time, hearings
(1961) 20584

resources and living requirements in

food-short countries (remarks) (1962)
21795

rural

—

residential recreation subdivisions serving
Washington, D.C. area, 1963 (1964)
15835

resources in 1960's (address) (1962) 8868
State owned, 1962, acreage, distribution,

use (1965) 10090
white and nonwhite owners in Southeast

(1965) 14171
zoning (address) (1962) 17383

rural urban fringe farmland

—

how to assess (address) (1961) 20669
how to tax (address) (1961) 20668

sale, proceeds improperly retained by D.C.
Redevelopment Land Agency, GAO re-

port (1965) 6286
settlement in Israel, information (1963) 6825

shifts in use, loans to rural associations, etc

(1963) 470
standard land use coding manual (1965) 6972

studies of land subsidence (series) (1965)
2244

subdivision regulations (1961) 725; (1963)
619

submerged land

—

act, effect on title to naturally-made land,
opinion of Attorney General (1964) 7350

cases and acts, shore and sea boundaries
(1963) 198

Guam, Virgin Islands, and American Sa-
moa, place jurisdiction within

—

law (1964) 263
reports (1962) 15161; (1963) 9862, 19040

subsidence and artesian-pressure decline
(1964) 10661

suburban, development corporation, estab-
lish, etc., hearings (1965) 15773

surplus cropland, opportunity for increasing
benefits through conservation action
(1965) 18893

that land down there (1962) 10823
titles, evidence in acquisitions, amend act of

Mar. 2, 1899—
hearing (1961) 18974
law (1961) 18668
reports (1961) 12477, 16748

Land—Continued
Upper Peninsula of Michigan, small private

forest landowners, characteristics, etc
(1962) 11856

use

—

activities and recreation on national for-

est lands, GAO review (1963) 8320

adjustment program, statistical summary,
1963 (1964) 9928

Capitol grounds, formulate long-range
plan, hearing (1965) 19521

conference, report (1964) 7714
controls and highwav interchanges (1961)
2685

Hawaii, water storage capacities of soil

under different uses (1963) 17484
hydrological effects (series) (1962) 2533
in orchards and vineyards, problems and
conservation treatment. Western States
(1963) 11289

inventories and forecasting, role in urban
transportation planning, evaluation
(1965) 1595

its relationship to sediment and stream-
flow in northern lower Michigan (1965)
9200

lessons (address) (1962) 22606
inetropolitan planning study (1961) 5069
National Conference on Land and People
(summary remarks) (1963) 1728

new multiple-purpose opportunities (talk)

(1962) 22807
new problems mean new opportunities in

soil and water conservation (address)
(1962) 20281

pattern for planning (1965) 11363
problems in urban planning (address)

(1961) 10699
projects in metropolitan areas, approval
by HHFA. hearings (1963) 17313

rural development program (statement)
(1962) 22944

suburbia, planning (address) (1962) 17382
team approach to better rural programs

(speech) (1963) 14894
urban open space, preserving (1963) 11368

use and treatment, influence on hydrology
of small watersheds at Coshocton, Ohio,
1938-57 (1962) 4.531

USSR-
planning work in Ural'skaya Oblast, com-
bination of rectangular coordinate sys-

tem (1961) 11230
virgin lands policy, role of Khrushchev,
French anticommunist analysis (1964)
9092

utilization

—

graphic summary, census of agriculture,
1959, special reports (1962) 20.559

program, 1934-64, origin, development, and
present status (1965) 17989

wildland management for flood prevention,
nx>del for evaluating (1963) 6502

wind erosion control on irrigated land (1962)
10836

winds over wildlands, guide for forest man-
agement (1965) 26

wise land use, national goal (address) (1961)
16127

Yugoslavia, changes in settlements (1962)
3089

.see also Indian lands—Natural resources-
Public lands—Real estate—Soil conser-
vation.

Land banks, see PVderal land banks.

Land burning, .see Burning of land.

Land conservation fund, establishment, pro-

vide, hearings (1963) 292
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Land-grant colleges:

and Agriculture Department

—

changing patterns to serve farmer-owned
cooperatives (presentation) (1962) 21730

100 years of progress (address) (1962)

15475
and State universities

—

origins (1963) 18740
research work in agriculture (address)

(1964) 5865
and universities, statistics (1961) 14785;

(1963) 380. 387; (1964) 606, 19639; (1965)

19567
preliminary report (1964) 587

centennial, July 2, 1862-1962 (1961) 21152
centennial recognition

—

law (1961) 18572
reports (1961) 10315, 14688

cooperative agricultural extension work,
amend Smith-Lever act, hearings (1962)

13489
development, administrating funds, laws and

rulings, 1862-1962 (1962) 15492
effective State-l<'ederai cooperation, cen-

tennial 1962 (1962) 12858
establishment, importance, etc. (talk) (1962)

16290
faculty salaries (1965) 7583
funds for research and development, 1958

(1961) 2616
funds to establish water resources research

centers

—

law (1964) 15396
reports (1964) 6280, 10248, 13958

graduate degrees awarded, 1958-59, statisti-

cal analysis (1962) 21656
half-century of salaries, changes (1963) 368
hundred years of growth, promise fulfilled

(1961) 4152
let's take high road (address) (1961) 5262
new opportunities and bigger challenges

(remarks) (1963) 1687

racial discrimination, report (1962) 13429
research and educational contributions to

progressive agriculture (summary of

remarks) (1962) 13706
salaries and fees, 1962-63 (1963) 13862
salaries and student charges, 1963-64 (1964)

14195
student charges, 1964-65 (1965) 14179
water resources research centers, estab-

lish—
hearings (1963) 8121, 17170, 20499
report (1963) 8068

workers in agricultural subjects (1961) 9868;

(1962) 12838; (1963) 14850; (1964) 7909,

20909
Land Locomotion Laboratory, Detroit Arse-

nal, reports (1961) 2632-39

Land Management Bureau:
administration and management of public

lands (remarks) (1963) 20750
at work in New Mexico, 1961 (1962) 12351
BLM at work in Oregon and Washington

(1964) 13089
careers in resource management, forestry,

administration, minerals, etc (1964)
18649

Federal timber sold in Pacific Northwest by
oral auction bidding, GAO review (1965)
4839

forestry operation program (remarks) (1961)
2473

general information (1962) 6215; (1963) 3042,
19808

geologists, examination announcement (1963)
169.55; (1964) 19339

grazing use adjustments in Federal range,
evaluation (1962) 22452

Land Management Bureau—Continued

information about public lands (1963) 9083
information bulletin (1965) 8007
land administration (remarks) (1961) 7911;

(1962) 6216
land appraisal practices, report (1962) 23347

landmarks in public land management (1963)
3043

lease and disposal of lands and mineral re-

sources, GAO review (1961) 20808
press releases (1961) 3400; (1962) 4219;

(1963) 4068; (1964) 3900; (1965) 3818
program for public lands and resources

(1962) 20059
recruiting qualified personnel, problems (re-

marks) (1961) 9432
reports (1961) 17607; (1962) 18164

statistical appendix (1961) 7912; (1962)
15993

role in mineral development (remarks) (1962)
8442

scientific information activities (1962) 3401
surveying instructions, manual, supplement

(1963) 16301
Land operation facilities (1962) 10785; (1964)

3200
Land policy, see Land.
Land reform:

Brazil peasants primer for union (1961)
13306

in Brazil, articles (1961) 17488
Indonesia still recognizes private ownership

(1961) 1089
Iraqi 5 year agrarian reform plan (1965)

2459
Latin America, problems and reform move-

ments (address) (1961) 6563
Latin American USOMs seminar, Santiago,

1961 (1962) 7503
Mexico, land redistribution (1961) 7455
North Korea, agrarian transformations

(1961) 4374

Land scrip:

claims, lieu selection, and similar rights,

provide satisfaction

—

hearings 2040 (1965) 17935
law (1964) 17404
reports (1964) 8298, 17773

military bounty land warrents, repeal obso-
lete laws, etc.

—

law (1962) 16784
reports (1962) 9251A, 17185

Land tenure:
farm, graphic summary, census of agricul-

ture, 1959, special reports (1963) 1902
Fort Belknap Reservation, improve pat-

terns, report (1962) 11606
Great Plains, situation, 1957 (1961) 9899;

(1962) 1952
research, scope and nature, 1962 (1963)

15417
Land titles, see Land.

Landahl, Marten T., wave-guide model for tur-

bulent shear flow (1965) 18483
Landau, Emanuel, epidemiologic view of chron-

ic pulmonarv insufficiency in U.S. (1963)

3280
Landau, Lev D., USSR Nobel prize winner

(1963) 10663
Lander, James F.:

United States earthquakes (1964) 220; (1965)

340
Lander County, Nev.:
geology of Antler Peak quadrangle (1965)

6339, 12543
ground water potentialities (1961) 14974
Lynch Creek, beryllium-tungsten prospect,

sampling (1963) 1252
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Landers, W.S., coking-rate study on commer-
cial blend of western coals (1963) 19861

Landers, William S.:

bulk density studies on commercial blend of

western coking coals (1964) 18686
entrained-bed carbonization of bituminous

coal, tests on Australian coal (1965)

9588
Landes, R. A., internal environmental simula-

tor for man-machine system design
(1964) 15004

Landfills, see Refuse.
Landing (aircraft):

air traffic control radar-beacon systems,
technical and operational evaluation
report (1961) 5079

airborne ILS glide slope equipment for air

carrier aircraft technical standard or-

der (1963) 8221
all-weather landings

—

cockpit displays, control-display integra-
tion program (1963) 5876

information requirements and display con-
cepts, pilot acceptance factors (1965)
6634

all-weather systems, pilot acceptance (1964)
11353

altimeter errors (1961) 1296
approach and flare characteristics of X-15

airplane, analysis (1961) 13536
approach operations, repeatability of

over-all errors of airplane altimeter in-

stallation (1961) 11426
Army helicopter landing pads, anchor sys-

tems for prefabricated membrane sur-

facing, engineering tests (1965) 10786
C-47 airplane, steep instrument approach

capabilities under manual control, flight

investigation (1965) 2905
characteristics of propeller-driven, aspect-

ratio-lO, straight-wing airplane with
boundary-layer control flaps, as estimat-
ed from large-scale wind-tunnel tests

(1961) 13532
closed-circuit television, brief study of use

(1964) 7543
computation of effective display sensitivity

(1965) 13121
contact conditions of 2 jet-transport flight

simulators (1963) 1293
elimination of 360° overhead approach from

glider training (1962) 11745
energy-absorption devices for soft landing

of space vehicles, survey (1962) 14479
equipment. Federal item identification guides

for supply cataloging (1962) 9511; (1963)
3660; (1964) 3478, 12297; (1965) 3380

gas-filled bags as deceleration device for
soft landings of vehicles, analytical
study (1961) 6411

GETTOL configuration, ground effect, feasi-

bility and potential, research program
(1963) 9465

GETOL research program final report (1963)
21141

glide reentry manned satellite from near
space orbit, operational concept (1961)
13497

inflated sphere landing vehicle performance
(1961) 7978

instrument flight rules landing minimums
for pilots, civil air regulations amend-
ments (1961) 9078-80

instrument-landing approach, piloted simu-
lator study of loss of altitude by jet

transport in go-around (1964) 1471
instrument landing systems

—

determination of engineered staffing stand-
ards, report (196.5) 470O

Landing (aircraft)—Continued
instrument landing systems—Continued

glide slope equipment, maintenance, hand-
book (1963) 20659

installation drawings (1963) 10110
interference predictions (1965) 19965

lateral-directional handling in landing ap-
proach, development of satisfactory
qualities (1965) 14731

learning skills, programmed perceptual
training (1961) 17760

lift-drag ratios of 3 to 4, delta-wing inter-

ceptor airplane (1963) 10997
low L/D subsonic approach and landing per-

formance of F-106A modified with drag
plates (1965)89

lunar propulsion considerations (1963) 5610

manual blind landing performance using
closed circuit TV displays, flight study
(1964) 13226

multi-legged lunar landing vehicle, dynamic
analysis to determine structural loads
during touchdown (1965) 5184

night carrier, utilizing luminescent and re-

flective coatings as visual aids (1964)
13328

off-runway, unprepared surfaces, O130B,
etc., capabilities (1963) 11484

plastic airplane landing mat, T13, engineer-
ing tests (1965) 16132

radio altimeter STR. 30-Bl as information
source for instrument landing of air-

craft, evaluation, report (1962) 11045
rainbow optical landing aid (1965) 13176
design equations (1965) 13181

re-entry vehicles-
capsule model

—

characteristics (1961) 6376, 21216
effect of load-alleviating structure

(1961) 1318, 11410
landing-impact-dissipation systems (1962)

3353
spacecraft with vertical-cylinder air bag

for load alleviation, investigation (1962)
8498

rough-terrain-induced structural landing
loads (1964) 7819; (1965) 15103

runway overrun, water-pond arresting
(1961) 9556

simulated, landing gear loads obtained dur-
ing tcst.«; over various obstacles (1965)
6738

skid landings on rocker-type fuselages
(1961) 9564

standard instrument approach procedures,
Federal aviation regulations (1963)
13898

STOL-type landing and approach, operating
problems (1961) 11420

supersonic transport, handling qualities in

landing maneuver (1964) 9602
Til aluminum landing mat, operational test

(1965) 16133
tilting-wing, vertical jet airplane model,

stability and controllability investiga-
tion (1961) 4873

turbojet and turboprop transports, landing-
contact conditions during routine day-
light operations (1961) 11427

turbojet transport, contact conditions dur-
ing routine daylight operations at New
York International Airport, investiga-
tion (1962) 23993

V/STOL program, vertical and short takeoff
and landing, hearings (1965) 401

visual boundary for immediate perception of

vertical rate of descent, investigation
(1963) 5591
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Landing (aircraft)—Continued
visual distance computer, design and evalua-

tion testing program (1961) 5305
VTOL approach methods by use of

ground-controlled-approach procedure
(1962) 22588

water landings of winged reentry configura-
tion with outboard folding wing panels
(1963) 10992

X-15 airplane

—

behavior during touchdown and runout for

17 landings (1963) 7241
characteristics determined from 1st flight

(1961) 9536
landing loads and dynamics (1963) 11015
measurements, 1st landing (1961) 9537-38

Landing (spacecraft), see Spacecraft.
Landing craft:

LCM-8—
drop test, operational evaluation report

(1962) 12761
operational guide for launching (1962)
3544

Landing fields, see Aviation fields—Heliports.

Landing gear:
aircraft, ground flotation requirements

(1965) 18045
loads obtained during simulated landing

tests over various obstacles (1965) 6738
tricycle skid-tvpe, slideout dynamics of vehi-

cle (1963) 11071. 19911
winged reentry vehicle, having yielding-

metal shock absorbers, landing charac-
teristics (1963) 1294

X-15—
aerodynamic loads and control-system
contributions (1963) 19940

behavior during touchdown and runout for

17 landings (1963) 7241
wing-flap-actuated warning system, civil

air regulations, amendments (1964)
12359, 12361, 12367, 12372

Landing party manual. United States Navy,
1960 (1961) 11466; (1963) 1365

Landing strips, see Runways (aeronautics).
Landing vessels, see Landing craft.

Landis report, see Government offices.

Landmarks, see Historic sites.

Landmarks in public land management (1963)
3043

Landover, Md., railroad accident (1965) 4902
Landrock, Arthur H.:

effects of space environment on plastics,

summary with bibliography (1963) 348
fluidized-bed coating with plastics (1964)

6551
properties of plastics and related materials

at cryogenic temperatures (1965) 16071
Landrum, Emma J.:

effect of skewed wing-tip controls on highly
swept arrow at Mach number 2.03 (1964)
20582

tabulation of section aerodynamic charac-
teristics, at Mach numbers of 1.61 and
2.01 swept wings, etc (1963) 3120

wing-tunnel pressure data and section aero-

dynamic characteristics

—

cambered and twisted wing, errata (1963)
3126

trapezoidal and delta wing, errata (1963)
3127

Landrum, Iris A., relief (1962) 7013, 11538,
13271

Landrum-Griflin act, see Labor-management
reporting and disclosure act of 1959.

Landry, J.W., sequenced gas sampling experi-

ment (1964) 118
Lands, see Public lands.

Landsberg, Arne, chlorination kinetics of ger-
manium, silicon, iron, tungsten, molyb-
denum, columbium, and tantalum (1965)
14713

Landsberg, H.E.:
Berkeley Springs, W. Va., climatic summary

(1963) 9489
panel presentation Dec. 11, 1962 (1963) 1417

Landscape:
aides, suggested training program (1964)

15850
evolution, relation of entropy to changes in

space and time (1962) 11893
landscaping and scenic enhancement of Fed-

eral-aid highways

—

hearings (1965) 17735, 17957
law (1965) 19161
message from the President (1965) 10408
reports (1965) 19219, 19237

mapping, definition, etc., USSR (1962) 7866
outdoor recreation and natural beauty (re-

marks) (1965) 11606
Philmont country, famous New Mexico ranch

(1964) 10647
Landscape architects:

employment outlook (1964) 9401
examination announcement (1965) 5743

discontinuance notice (1965) 5741
Landslides:
chalk cliff north of Sassnitz, Ruegen, East

Germany (1962) 9830
Columbia River valley, northeastern Wash-

ington (1962) 5300
earthquake of Mar. 27, 1964, at Anchorage,

Alaska, effects (1965) 19673
investigations, handbook for highway loca-

tion and design (1961) 15946
logged areas in southeast Alaska (1965)

2177
Landt, E.F.:

knife action and storage loosen bark on
ponderosa pine pulp chips (1965) 4802

sawmill and logging residues from pondero-
sa pine trees in Black Hills (1965) 667

Lane, Henry C, soil survey of Claiborne Coun-
ty, Miss (1963) 18320

Lane, Paul H., grades for inland Douglas-fir
saw logs in standing trees (1965) 7732

Lane, W.B.:
debris from underground nuclear detonation

(1964) 5981
radiochemical and physical measurements of

debris from underground nuclear deto-

nations (1963) 11578
Lane, William H., remarks, Oct. 17, 1963 (1963)

19816
Lane County, Oreg., geology of Anlauf and

Drain quadrangles (1963) 5015
Lanes, Stephen:
computer program for calculating neutron

interaction between cylindrical storage
containers (1963) 11557

reactor fission product releases under var-
ious meteorological conditions (1965)
1832

Laney, (Charles C, jr., flashing-beacon experi-

ment for Mercury-Atlas 9 (MA-9) mis-

sion (1964) 16694
Lanford, Wade E.:

chemicals as agents for smoke-trails for

wind-shear measurements (1964) 20586
smoke-trail vehicle for application to

wind-shear measurements up to 80,000
ft., development (1963) 20994

Lang, John J., acute radiation injuries in dis-

aster situations (1965) 2982
Lang, Walter B., bauxite and kaolin deposits

of Irwinton district, Ga (1965) 16314
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Lang, William E., triaxial balancing tech-
niques, study of spacecraft balance with
respect to multiple axes (1964) 9578

Langan, L.N., soil survey. Lovelock area, Nev
(1965) 13268

Langdon, 0. Gordon, rodent depredation, direct
seeding problem (1965) 9189

Lange, E.A.:

rotating-beam test for low-cycle fatigue
crack propagation studies (1964) 18864

tensile properties of explosively formed
mild-steel plate (1963) 11169

Langebartel, R.G.:

Liouville's equation and n-bodv problem
(1965) 8129

two-center problem orbits as intermediate
orbits for restricted 3-bodv problem
(1965) 16685

Langford, Hizabeth A., State variations in

income of aged, 1959 (1964) 3133
Langley hotshot tunnel, calibration tests, de-

scription (1964) 5511
Langley Research Center:
characteristics of environmental test equip-

ment (1965) 14810
hypersonic facility, description (1961) 19959
wind tunnels, characteristics (1965) 14811

Langmuir, Irving, papers in Library of Con-
gress, register (1962) 15994

Langrenus, LAC 80, lunar chart (1964) 7991
Langsdorf, Grigoriy, scientific explorations in

Brazil in 1820's, forgotten records (1964)
7302

Langsford, E. L., extent and cost of using
chemicals in cotton production (1964)
12313

Language and languages:
aerospace age, glossary (1963) 13208
applied and mathematical linguistics, de-

scription of system of linguistic objects
possessing common properties, USSR
study (1965) 6528

Armed Forces, dependents, authorize lan-

guage training

—

law (1965) 15507
reports (1965) 13928, 17827

bilingual factors in relation to pseudo men-
tal retardation (1961) 17175

books on philology, etc., classification Li-
brary of Congress (1964) 9484

coding of work meanings according to sym-
bols of objects expressed by them (1964)
8914

Communist China, language reform, spot
report (1961) 1071

cybernetics and linguistics, Hungarian
study (1962) 5403

cybernetics and mathematical linguistics
Rumanian study (1963) 10762

dialect atlas of Belorussian, table of con-
tents (1965) 14525

dolphin language, pros and cons of its exist-

ence, USSR studies (1965) 11232
foreign languages

—

and English dictionaries in physical sci-

ences and engineering, selected bibliog-

raphy 1952-63 (1964) 16737
and your career (1964) 20444
elementary school references (1963) 12079
entomology terms, glossary (1962) 1931
financial assistance for strengthening in-

struction in public schools, regulations
(1963) 19099; (1965) 7584
guidelines (1963) 20634; (1964) 8488

grants for advanced graduate students,
teachers, and professors (1964) 4622

guides, price circular (1963) 3262
in elementary school, references (1961)
4151

Language and languages—Continued
foreign languages—Continued

in Soviet schools (1961) 7332
modern, evaluation and testing in teaching

(1963) 4815
national interest, discussion guide (1962)

12707
proficiency of scientists and technical per-

sonnel (1962) 6329
secondary school teachers, source materi-

als (1962) 15499; (1963) 2169, 8157
students, junior-year enrollments, survey,

1962 (1964) 10467
teachers with inadequate knowledge, tech-
nique evaluation, etc., final report (1963)
20632

teaching in high school language laborato-
ry (1962) 459

grammatical homonymity, extension of set-

theoretical model, USSR study (1965)
12743

historical research in translating ancient
languages, application of electronic
computers (1962) 1452

instruction, financial assistance guidelines
under NDEA (1965) 9042

instruction methods in Soviet Union (1964)
10905

international language for aviation, review
of Air Force sponsored research 1951-61
(1962) 16323

job opportunities, list (1962) 22911
junior-year enrollments and majors, 1960

(1962) 15479
language and area study programs in Amer-

ican universities, directory (1962) 22818;
(1965) 6924

language disorders, major barriers to com-
munication (1961) 20684

language laboratory, how effective is it?

(1964) 14189
language models, Hungarian study (1965)

2688
linguistic geography, theory, USSR study

(1965) 16475
linguistics, question of, USSR (1963) 10809
machine translation

—

and applied linguistics, translations (1963)
14321

foreign developments (1961) 13266
USSR literature (1961) 2080, 2209, 2232,

4445, 4457, 4.503, 7701-3, 7707, 7715,
7731, 7751, 7851, 9382

language models (1963) 14254
Marxist-Leninist gnosiology and problem of

sign and meaning, USSR study (1964)
5139

mathematical linguistics

—

international seminar, 1963, Bucharest,
Rumania (1964) 2833

Rumanian study (1963) 8525
USSR study (1964) 18512

modeling in teaching, USSR study (1965) 797
modern foreign languages

—

and your child (1965) 494
handbook for guiding students (1964) 2273
NDEA institutes for advanced study
(1965)4665
teachers manual (1965) 10744

modern language programs, selection and
organization of library material (1964)
6579

National Council of State Foreign Language
Supervisors, recommendations (196,5)

12390
National defense education act

—

fellowships, postdoctoral awards, 1964-65
(1963) 12069
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Language and languages—Continued
National defense education act—Continued
language development program

—

foreign language fellowships (1961)
19237-238; (1962) 19433-434; 21646,
21648; (1963) 19104; (1964) 17917;
(1965) 18009
report on 1st two years (1961) 9037

general information (1962) 5115
institutes manual (1963) 12070; (1964)

10468
institutes program (1961) 4149, 10547;

(1962) 5104; (1963) 2166; (1964) 4629
loans to private nonprofit schools for

laboratory, etc., equipment (1962)
21640

NDEIA language and area centers (1962)
21624, 21647
1st 5 years, report (1964) 19634

research and studies (1962) 7277-78;

(1963) 4818-19: (1964) 2276; (1965) 4657
report (1961) 4146

language laboratory facilities, technical
guide (1963) 10072; (1964) 2272
NDELA and higher education (periodical)

(1962) 21641; (1963) 3954; (1964) 3782
NDELA. at a glance, language development,

etc (1965) 6115
NDEIA language and area centers program

in non-western language (1964) 19633
provisions and impact of title 3 (1961)

7334
status report, June 1960 (1961) 7136
title 3, grants to strengthen instruction,

questions and answers (1964) 15855;
(1965) 7591

title 3, loans to private nonprofit schools
for equipment (1965) 12389

national defense language development re-

search and studies, fiscal years 1963 and
1964 (1965) 2101

North Korea, Communist education and lan-
guage (1961) 11132

order and government of words in certain
types of sentences, USSR study (1964)
7118

reform, machine translation (1963) 10465
Russian serials translated into English, etc.,

list (1961) 15737; (1963) 1191
thought and language, USSR study (1962)

800
western, southeast Asia annotated bibliog-

raphy sources (1964) 21680
see also Electronic computers— a/so names

of languages.
Language modalities test, see Aphasia.
Langway, Chester C, jr., comparison between

snow-imbedded and industrial black
spherules (1965) 508

Lanier, Sidney F.:

bismuth, lead, and tin tellurides, literature
search (1965) 15254

controlled fusion and plasma research (1965)
5608

direct energy conversion and systems for
nuclear auxilliary power (SNAP) (1963)
7708

fire and explosion protection of glove-box
facilities, literature search (1965) 189

NS Savannah, literature search (1965) 15253
Lanner, R.M., rooting of Douglas-fir and true

fir cuttings (1963) 6498
Lanner, Ronald M., adventitious rooting, re-

sponse to Hawaii's environment (1965)
7734

Lanni, Michelina, relief (1962) 11520; (1963)
6226

Lanning, Isabel K., relief (1962) 16857
Lanowski, Witold A., relief (1964) 6231, 15623,

17189

Lansche, Arnold M.:
arsenic (1964) 13101; (1965) 9542
cadmium refining by amalgam electrolysis

(1964) 7434
lithium (1963) 12832
selenium (1965) 9599
tellurium (1965) 12961
strontium (1963) 12840

Lansdale, Edward G., lecture Sept. 26, 1962
(1963) 18534

Lansdale, Robert T., incapacitated fathers in

AFDC, target for special emphasis
(1965) 6991

Lansing, Donald L:

application of acoustic theory to prediction
of sonic-boom ground patterns from
maneuvering aircraft (1964) 20580

sonic-boom ground patterns due to aircraft
maneuvers (1965) 9698

Lansing, John B.:

cost of geographic mobility (1964) 13663
geographic mobility of labor, summary re-

port (1964) 20980
propensity to move (1964) 17025

Lansing, 111., population, special census (1962)
20556

Lansing, Mich.:
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical
area (1965) 13570

census of housing, 1960,
city blocks (1961) 13965
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18832

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 6806

Lantern slides:

Armed Forces Institute of Pathology catal-
og of audio-visual educational aids
(1965) 15240

medical subjects, teaching aids catalog
(1963) 18549

equilibrium of system lanthanum nitrate-
praseodymium nitrate-nitric acid-
water-tributyl phosphate, extraction
characteristics study (1962) 2051

series and yttrium, separation' using phos-
phonic and iminodiacetic acid resins
(1964) 18693

Lanthanum:
molten, electrowinning from lanthanum ox-

ide (1962) 22520
salts, pyrolysis (1962) 18227

Lanthanum oxide:

crystallographic modifications and phase
transformation rates (1965) 11389

thermodynamic data for lanthanum ses-

quioxide (1962) 1629
Lao Dong Party:
North Vietnam

—

congratulatory messages to (1961) 4593
3d national congress, documentary record

(1961) 10803
Laokay, Vietnam, mining area working condi-

tions, etc. improvements (1961) 2121
Laokay Province, Vietnam, utilization of na-

tural resources and responsibility for
scientific research (1961) 4701

Laos:
Burma boundary, study (1964) 15100
Cambodia boundary, study (1964) 15099
China boundary, study (1964) 15101
Chinese Communist activities (1962) 19674
Communist threat to Laos (1963) 11528
domestic affairs, (Communist Chinese atti-

tude toward American intervention
(1961) 2094

economy, basic data (1964) 21079
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Laos—Continued

establishment of Central Water Supply Co
(1961) 770

fighting journey from Plaine des Jarres to

Ban Ban (1961) 15441
financial situation, analysis (1961) 772
gazetteer, official standard, names (1963)

2337
general information fact sheet (1963) 13065

hot spot in cold war (1962) 12981
information on Government organizations

(1962) 8062
investment guaranties, agreement (1965)

8325
labor law and practice (1965) 19801

Lao Neutralist Party, biographical notes on
prominent members (1964) 7329

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter
(1965) 14678

neutrality, protocol, etc (1963) 20178
new government expects U.S. recognition

(1962) 19958
post and telecommunications report (1961)

771
prescription for peace (1964) 13667
program to insure genuine neutrality (state-

ment) (1961) 15987
Thailand boundary, study (1963) 20165
U.S. foreign policy and operations, report,

1961 (1962) 7111
United States contributions for supervision

and control

—

hearing (1964) 8380
law (1964) 17327
reports (1963) 13773; (1964) 13967, 15564

Viet-nam boundary, study (1964) 18958
La Paz, Bolivia, riots of Oct. 26, 1962 (1963)

928
Lapel buttons:

gold star, for widows, etc., of members of

Armed Forces who lost their lives in cold

war incidents

—

hearing (1963) 13638
report (1963) 13542

Lapidaries, work, industry in Puerto Rico

(1962) 12779
Laplace transforms, see Transformations

(mathematics).
La Porte, Ind., railroad accident (1962) 23624
Lapps, Finnish, cesium-137 and potassium

body content (1964) 13392
Laptev Sea, oceanographic cruise by USCGS

Northwind, Aug.-Sept. 1963, report

(1965) 11993
Laramie River and Valley basin, north part,

Wyo., Foote Creek and Dutton Creek
Formations (1965) 2234

LARC-XV (lighter, amphibious, resupply car-

go), see Cargo carriers.

Larch:
Japanese, effect of competition on height

growth and survival (1961) 4285
western

—

and Douglas-fir stand infiltration follow-

ing cutting and slash treatment (1962)

17558
needle discolorations (1961) 17292
larch casebearer in western forests (1965)

14356
Phomopsis canker on (1965) 10035
thinning (1965) 14376

Lard:
futures trading and open contracts (1961)

3053; (1962) 3908A: (1963) 3752; (1964)

3550
production. United States by months (1961)

9797; (1962) 12742; (1963) 11335; (1964)

11647; (1965) 9964

Laredo, Tex.:
census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

18343
censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 6807

Laredo Air Force Base, weather observa-
tions, hourly, decennial census (1963)
16663

redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)

13215
Large, Ernest J., relief (1961) 12193; (1962)

7158, 11234
Larimer County, Colo.:

geology and ore deposits (series) (1961)

10680, 14946
ground-water resources (1965) 12558

La Riviere, J.R., Hanford isotopes production
plant engineering study (1964) 8057

Larkin, James E., iron and steel scrap (1963)

19841
Larkins, Herbert A.:

comparison of salmon catches in monofila-
ment and multifilament gill nets (1965)

6208
salmon catches in monofilament, etc., gill

nets (1963) 15520
Larsen, Kris A., relief (1965) 15620, 15875,

17328
Larkspur, livestock poisoning in Western

States, reducing losses (1963) 14856;
(1964) 20915

Larned, Fort, National Historic Site, see Fort
Larned National Historic Site.

Larocca, Joseph J., maritime accident statis-

tics, base for accident prevention (1963)

9041
Larsen, Arthur B., optimization study of high

power static inverters and converters
(1964) 13140

Larsen, Finn J., nomination, hearing (1961)

19151
Larsen, Marion R.:

agricultural economy of North Vietnam
(1965) 10729

agricultural situation and crop prospects in

Communist China (1964) 21262
Larsen, Ralph I., motor vehicle emissions and

their effects (1963) 1412
Larsen, Wesley M., soil survey, Sargent Coun-

ty, N. Dak (1964) 7743
Larson, E.H., linings for irrigation canals

(1963) 16547
Larson, K.H., fallout from buried nuclear deto-

nation (1963) 14995
Larson, L.P., mineral industry of Arizona

(1963) 1211; (1964) 1406; (1965) 1331
Larson, Nellie G., contract farming and verti-

cal integration (1963) 18182
Larson, Robert W., Georgia's timber (1963)

19272
Larson, Terry J., calibrations, etc., pressure-

type airspeed-altitude systems of X-15
airplane (1963) 7291

Larson, Wilbur, table of attenuation error as
function of vane-angle error, etc (1963)

12901; (1965) 5256
Larvae:
bloodsucking mosquitoes (Culicinae) of

North Vietnam, study (1964) 21413
Chironomid, semi-commercial raising, USSR

experiment (1964) 2559
fall cankerworm, aggregation affects color

(1965) 4805
gypsy moth early-instar, determining sex

(1963) 10233
mackerel-like fish from Indian Ocean, USSR

study (1963) 14186
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Larvae—Continued
young, of southern pine beetle, simple rear-

ing technique for obtaining (1965) 16272

see also names of insects, etc.

Larvicides, compounds affecting house fly lar-

vae, studies (1963) 16711

Larynx, cancer (1965) 9879
La Sal Mountains:
geophysical investigations (1963) 2346
Geyser Creek Fanglomerate, stratigraphic

and structural history (1965) 18205
quaternary stratigraphy (1962) 15639

LaSala, Albert M., jr., geology and ground-
water resources of Bristol-Plainville-

Southington area, Conn (1965) 7805

LaSalle, Colo., railroad accident (1962) 9805

Las Animas, C-olo.:

Arkansas River, flood control, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1965) 10756
document edition (1965) 10394

Las Animas County, Ck)lo., coal resources of

Trinidad coal field (1962) 627

Las Cruces, N. Mex.:

census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

10057
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 455
document edition (1963) 314

Lascouola, Giuseppa L., relief (1961) 10381,

14213, 16531

Laser radiation weapons, see Weapons.

Lasers:
applications (1965) 4220
bibliography (1965) 15360, 17260-261

biological effects, safety recommendations,
and concept of ocular damage (1964)

20702
Bulgarian (1965) 11173
deep space optical communications systems

study (1964) 16652
Fabry-Perot, resonances (1963) 7605
for aerospace weaponry (1963) 5852
GaAs, output power, at room temperature

(1964) 19175
in space, on ground, and under water, USSR

study (1965) 798
increasing incoherent light output from

injection-luminescent diodes for pumping
lasers (1965) 5121

industrial use, USSR study (1965) 9484
injection materials, research and investiga-

tion for applications (1963) 9627
laser beam transmits electric power (1965)

11431

laser-satellite reflection parameters (1964)

16996
light source, and digital counting system,

combined with interferometer (1965)

11434
materials, tutorial review and bibliography

(1964) 20519
nonlaser light compared with, underwater

attenuation (1965) 11599
nonlinear optics, experimental work, USSR

study (1965) 7951
operational new quantum instruments sent

to international fair at Leipzig, Ger-

many, USSR study (1965) 9437
optical quantum oscillators, use in biology

and medicine, prospects, USSR study
(1964) 5308

optical tests on ruby samples (1964) 13346
radiation at 2d optical harmonic, USSR

study (1965) 2643
ruby, energy, potentiation of gamma radia-

tion (1965) 17027

Lasers—Continued
ruby

—

light transmission through water (1964)
5597

transverse modes using beat frequency
detection and fast photography (1964)
19165

semiconductor quantum generators, USSR
study (1965) 2522

solid state optical masers, bibliography
(1964) 7956

solid-state laser transmitter is amplitude
modulated (1965) 14802

unclassified reports and journal articles,

bibliography (1965) 11421
Lasky, S.G., remarks, June 6, 1963 (1963)

11671
Lasley, Floyd A., coordinating fluid milk sup-

plies in Oklahoma metropolitan milk
market (1965) 42

Lassen Ck)unty, Calif., Honey Lake Valley
water-resources of southeastern part
(1963) 8350

Lassen National Forest:
land exchange

—

law (1964) 17383
reports (1964) 15515, 17766

transfer of land to Lassen Volcanic Nation-
al Park

law (1961) 16562
reports (1961) 12311, 14636

Lassen Volcanic National Park:
addition of land from Lassen National For-

law (1961) 16562
reports (1961) 12311, 14636

general information (1961) 8067; (1962)
14525; (1964) 14972; (1965) 13084

Lassiter, Roy L., jr., utilization of U.S. otter-

trawl shrimp vessels in Gulf of Mexi-
co, 1959-61 (1964) 14271

Last days of Marshal Tukhachevskiy, USSR
(1963) 10389

Lastra, Jose S., relief (1965) 13853, 15409
Las Vegas. Nev.:

aerial radiological measuring survey
(ARMS) of area (1964) 4292

aging, problems, hearings (1962) 11645
aircraft accident (1964) 13787
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 10056
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16516

censuses of population and housing 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical areas (1962) 293

consumer expenditures and income, 1962
(1964) 9379-80

McCarran Field, weather observations,
hourly, summary, decennial census
(1963) 21165

Ordovician sections south of shear zone, pa-
leotectonic significance (1965) 2227

pattern for land-use planning (1965) 11363
Las Vegas Vallev, ground-water conditions in

vicinity of Lake Mead Base (1963) 19328

Latah (bounty, Idaho, Bovill clay and sand
deposit, geology, etc (1964) 5480

Latar orchard grass, see Orchard grass.

Latches, safetv door, for automotive vehicles.

Federal standard (1965) 16191

Late Cretaceous cephalopod Haresiceras Ree-

side and its possible origin (1964) 8770

Late Turonian period, see Cretaceous period.

Lategola, Michael T., in vivo measurement of

total gas pressure in mammalian tissue

(1964) 1789
Lateral control, see Aircraft.
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Lateral sclerosis, see Amyotrophic lateral

sclerosis.

Lateral stability, see Stability of aircraft.

Laterite:
genesis and hardening in soils (1963) 1730

nickel-bearing deposits, Pine Flat and Dia-

mond Flat ar^as, Del Norte County, Calif

(1963)9132
nickeliferous, sulfatization(1965) 14708

Lathe tools, lathe attachment used to machine
elliptical cones (1965) 11440

Lathers, employment outlook (1964) 9422

Lathes:
converted for grinding aspheric surfaces

(1964) 14814
copying, for shoes, temporary suspension of

duties, continue

—

law (1962) 18975; (1964) 13885
reports (1962) 13466, 17237; (1964) 8350,

12241
self-aligning fixture used in lathe chuck jaw

refacing (1965) 14766
Lathing, lathers, employment outlook (1962)

10399
Lathram, E. H., reconnaissance geology of Ad-

miralty Island, Alaska (1965) 7797
Lathrop, Calif., see Sharpe General Depot,

Lathrop.

Laths, metal lath (expanded and sheet), simpli-

fied practice recommendation (1961) 5428

Latin America:
aboriginal cultural development (1963) 14695

agrarian reform, USOMs seminar, Santiago,
1961 (1962) 7503

agricultural economies of 20 republics (1961)
14774

agricultural markets, extension team study
report (1961) 4249

agricultural production for 20 countries,
indices (1963) 2135

agriculture, speech by Cuban delegate at
FAO conference (1963) 2706

agricultures importance in alliance for prog-
ress (address) (1962) 16273

alliance for progress (1964) 18957
address (1961) 9767
Adlai E. Stevenson (1961) 20169

American partnership (1963) 17566
and agriculture (address) (1964) 11750
and taxation (remarks) (1965) 11753
appropriations, 1961—
hearings (1961) 7125, 8971
message from the President (1961) 5621
reports (1961) 8735, 8935

Argentine universities, study mission
(1962) 15267

design for urgent problems (address)
(1962) 16195

evaluation of first year (remarks) (1962)
22891

financing assistance, agreement with Pan
American Union (1964) 9825

5-cent commemorative stamp (poster)
(1963) 16482

foreign operations appropriations, 1963,
hearings (1962) 19169

future goals (address) (1963) 5906
official documents establishing, record of
Punta del Este (1962) 13907

President Kennedy's addresses and re-

marks, 1st year (1962) 13915
program for peoples of Americas (1961)

17992

programs and goals (address) (1963) 12260
questions and answers (1961) 8210
reaches turning point (addresses) (1964)

12562

Latin America—Continued
American partnership (1963) 17566—Con.
regional and other documents (1962) 7092
remarks, declaration, charter (1961) 20170

reports (1963) 9834, 17072; (1964) 12027,

17448; (1965) 7390
1st annual review (1964) 4496
1963, to Inter-American Economic and

Social Council (1965) 786
study mission (1963) 8023
print as S. Doc, report (1963) 20571

special report (1962) 9420
print as Senate document, report (1962)

9436
3d anniversary (address) (1964) 9798
Venezuelan comments (1963) 751

banking for progress (address) (1965) 4706
bibliographic survey of hemispheric partner.

Army pamphlet (1964) 15270
Brazil, Latin American giant, general infor-

mation (1962) 142
Castro-Communist subversion in Western

Hemisphere

—

hearings (1963) 6194
reports (1963) 6195, 7956

Christian trade unionism in Americas (1963)

2525
comments on current international political

events (1964) 7265
communism

—

hearings (1965) 8884
report (1965) 8801

communism and revolution, translations

(1963) 8981
Communist

—

offensive (1963) 7661
penetration, documentation, hearing (1965)

4613
threat hearings (1961) 376

Communist infiltration

—

in educational systems, report (1965) 4612
remarks of Gene J. Cheng Loh (1961) 4432

community water supply program (1962)

16428
Congress of Teachers, participation in

World Conference, at Conakry, Guinea,
1960 (1961) 4354

contributions to hydrology of Latin America
and Antilles (series) (1963) 614, 15619

cooperatives, progress, problems, potentials

(1961) 17217
Cuba, Latin America and communism (ad-

dress) (1964) 1598
democracy vs. dictators, what U.S. can do

(1964) 20820
economic and social problems (address)

(1961) 16518
education, current situation (1963) 17364
estimated food balances of 20 republics

(1961) 585
folk music, etc., phonograph records catalog

(1965) 1303, 19815
forces of change (address) (1961) 8208
foreign operations appropriations, 1964,

hearings (1963) 18918
history, study guide, USAFI course (1962)

19406-407
inflation and economic development (1964)

2570
inter-American social and economic coopera-

tion program, appropriations, 1961 law
(1961) 10186

Kremlin policy on, Italian study (1963) 882
land problem in Americas (address) (1961)

6563
languages, 1962-63, fellowships, program B

(1961) 19238
languages and related area studies, fellow-

ships, program B, 1963-64 (1962) 19434
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Latin America—Continued
Latin American nations today, political de-

velopments since World War H, study
(1965) 4189

loan or sale of naval vessels, reports (1965)
13939, 17569

market indicators (1962)9796; (1965) 13714
materials in National Archives, guide (1961)

19996
!T»eeting Communist threat (1963) 7662
names and places (1961) 21384
new material useful in teaching (1961) 17181

on move, translations on international com-
munist developments (1962) 22237

paperback books, bibliography (1964) 13090
Peace Corps activities, hearing (1965) 17699
peoples (1961) 15156
political and economic situation, Nov.-Dec.

1960 (1961) 7271
press usage of abbreviations, glossary

(1963) 12696; (1964) 18542
private investment

—

hearings (1964) 6193
report (1964) 12013
U.S., improve flow, report (1963) 9783

problems and progress of tax reform (re-

marks) (1962) 24128
progress, and U.S. policies (remarks) (1963)

530
Red Chinese infiltration, hearing (1965)

17944
savings and loan associations, place in (ad-

dress) (1964) 4689
savings and loan systems, encouragement

(address) (1962) 15548
seminar of women, Bolivian articles (1963)

17815
social implications of act of Bogota (ad-

dress) (1961) 5108

social progress trust fund

—

additional interest costs to United States
because of premature releases of funds
administered by Inter-American Devel-
opment Bank, GAO report (1965) 6253

agreement with Inter-American Develop-
ment Bank (1961) 16009
protocol (1964) 9824

social security contribution rates (1962)
16167

State Department activities, 1963 (1963)
13070

story of inter-American cooperation (1963)
1512

students from. West German assistance
(1963) 5365

study mission reports (1961) 5708; (1963)
9863

teachers' right to campaign for democratic
education, speech by Olga Poblete (1962)
2376?

trade, new developments affecting (speech
notes) (1961) 6074

trade with United States, 1959-61, statisti-

cal report (1962) 5364
trip to Latin America (1962) 12292

United States aid and freer trade, Bolivian
comments (1963) 1067

United States aid operations, hearings
(1963) 4755

United States fa-'m exports, purchases fall

(1962) 13729

United States loans, commitments to foster
growth and development (address) (1962)
1875

United States policies, report on study mis-

sion (1962) 9422
print as Senate document, report (1962)

9437

Latin America—Continued

United States relations

—

addresses (1961) 17871; (1965) 7363
observations on operation of alliance for

progress, 1st six months, study (1962)
17330

regional and other documents (1962) 7092
United States trade (1961) 14916; (1962)

19611
United States trade with 19 Latin American

republics, 1959-63 (1965) 356
urban environment and public policy (ad-

dress) (1965) 12564
West German comments on political situa-

tion (1961) 15199
see also American Republics.

Latin American Conference for National Sov-
ereignty, Elconomic Emancipation and
Peace, Cuban aftermath, red seeds blow
south, implications for U.S., hearing
(1962) 417

Latin American free trade association (1962)
16183

Latin language, use of han-yu p'in-yin system,
stressed by Communist China (1962)
2649

Latin literature, medieval and modern, classi-

fication. Library of Congress (1965) 1302
Latitude:
determination from star observations on

same vertical circle (1961) 11317
determined by Talcott method (1961) 2448
geocentric, of space point, USSR study

(1964) 16449
location, combined method for determination

(1961) 11261
ratio between amplitude and length of me-

ridian arc (1961) 1156
Latitude functions, see Mathematics.
Latrobe, Benjamin, and Dolley Madison deco-

rate the White House, 1809-11 (1965)
18632

Lattanzi, Renata, relief (1962) 17151
Lattice theories:

lattice vibrations, thermal effects on specific

heat near phase change (1961) 20054
tables of Einstein energy, specific heat, and

derivative specific heat functions (1961)
1,397

uniform, AEC superheat criticals, compari-
son of experiment and theory (1962)
23024

see also Crystal lattices.

Lattices (reactor):
conversion ratio measurement in uranium-

fueled, light-water-moderated, super-
heater lattices (1965) 15246

D20-moderated natural uranium, with clus-

tered rod fuel elements

—

calculated and measured reactivities

(1962) 18747
calculating reactivity (1961) 18065

frequency spectrum of square lattice (1962)
14439

heavy water lattice project, annual report
(1962) 4639; (1963) 7702; (1964) 19234

irradiated uranium bubbles, formation proc-

ess (1962) 23005
rod-clustered pressure-tube, NDC-Fortran

program for unit cell nuclear design cal-

culations (1963) 16834
slightly-enriched uranium dioxide in water

lattices with high conversion ratio

(1962) 2030
slightly-enriched uranium-water lattices

with high conversion ratio (1962) 2031
uranium-fueled, water-moderated, beginning

of life characteristics, survey (1961)

18031
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Lattices (reactor)—Continued

uranium metal rods in heavy water, behav-
ior of thermal neutrons (1965) 4259

Lattu, Onnie P., address, Oct. 20, 1965 (1965)

20001
Latvia:
Academy of Sciences, bulletin, translation of

articles, USSR (1961) 4463
church and state under Communism (1965)

12336
Latvian exile views Vienna Youth Festival

(1962) 22253
Latvian Soviet Socialist Republic:

Academy of Sciences

—

activities (1963) 6670
awards and greetings (1962) 14238
institutes serving agriculture (1963) 10596

interview with K. K. Plaude, president

(1964) 16499
investigations, 1961 (1962) 1079
scientific activity results and introduction

of completed scientific works, 1960
(1962) 1078

symbolic programming for electronic com-
"puter (1961) 841

atomic research (1963) 808
lakes, prospects for utilization (1964) 21555
physics, current research (1963) 6791
science and technology on 20th anniversary

(1962) 1105
science in Latvia today (1962) 5458
science in service of national economy (1963)

883
scientific activities (1963) 17899
scientists, important problems (1964) 1249
tourist guide to Aluksne Rayon (1962) 14318

Lau Sau Kam, see Wong, Lau Sau Kam.
Lauchengco, Jose, jr., relief (1961) 8725, 12402,

14045
Lauchhammer, East (Jermany, biological

wastewater purification installation of

big coking plant (1962) 7844

Lauderdale County, Ala., forest inventory sta-

tistics (1963) 3379
Laughing gas, see Nitrous oxide.

Laughter and sin, USSR (1961) 817
Laughrey, James A., high-speed photographic

investigation of formation of detonation
waves in stoichiometric hydrogen-
oxygen mixture (1964) 11393

Launch characteristics of X-15 research air-

plane as determined in flight (1961)

63993
Launch vehicles, see Spacecraft.
Launchers:

application of time-optimal control theory to

launch vehicle regulation (1963) 11077
bridge, armored vehicle, technical manual

(1961) 18007; (1965) 7154
control repairman (NIKE), MOS evaluation

test aid (1962) 10976
depth charge and underwater sound signal,

description, launching and storage in-

structions (1961) 13599
equations of motion and design criteria for

despin of vehicles by radial release of

weights and cables of finite mass (1962)
6285

Mark 16, Mark 112, etc., description, opera-
tion and maintenance, ordnance pam-
phlet (1962) 22680; (1963) 11195, 12960,
14635; (1964) 7657

measured response to wind-induced dynamic
loads of full-scale Scout vehicle mounted
vertically on tower (1961) 8007

Nike Apache performance handbook (1963)
9174

operational guide for launching LCM-8
(1962) 3544

Launchers—Continued

Saturn V launch vehicle, proposed versions,

aerodynamic characteristics (1964)

14883
smoke-trail vehicle for application to wind-

shear measurements up to 80,000 ft., de-

velopment (1963) 20994
two-stage solid propellant vehicle, payload

vibration data measured during 5 flights

(1962) 6277
Launches, shallow-draft plastic launch, de-

scription, USSR (1964) 9060
Launching facilities:

aircraft equipment. Federal item identifica-

tion guides for supply cataloging (1962)

9511; (1964) 12297
supplements (1963) 3660; (1964) 3478;

(1965) 3380
Atlas and Titan intercontinental ballistic

missiles administration of construction
at selected Air Force bases, GAO review

(1963) 2324
equatorial sites or sea launch capability,

report (1961) 14293
launch environment profiles for sounding

rockets and spacecraft (1964) 5508
thrust vector steering for rendezvous with

near-earth satellite using 3-stage vehi-

cle launched out of satellite plane (1962)

22550
Laundries, see Laundry and laundries.

Laundry and laundries:

areas, house planning aids (1964) 16961
army fixed laundry organization (1965)

17071
census of business, 1958, power laundries,

etc (1961) 20406; (1962) 2165
coin-operated and nonautomatic, bibliogra-

phy (1965) 6898
completely launderable all-wool apparel,

potential market (1965) 1766
design and construction of laundries, engi-

neering manual (1962) 21686; (1963)

12089
detergents for home laundering (1963) 18424
employees, coverage under Fair labor stand-

ards act, provide, hearings (1964) 19507
fair labor standards act, interpretative bul-

letin (1963) 11378; (1965) 11767

home laundering

—

detergents (1965) 8428
equipment and job (1964) 20923; (1965)

8429
industry wage survey (1964) 16607
machinery and operations, comparison of

State safety codes with ASA, chart
(1963) 9038

minimum wage, survey (1962) 8735
New York City, 1945-64 (1965) 16566

nursing homes laundry (1963) 13015
power laundries

—

and cleaning services, industry wage sur-

vey

—

departmental edition (1962) 18153
document edition (1962) 16834

wage structure (1961) 6245
sanitation in home laundering (1964) 7923,

16954
savings through use of Government-owned

facilities at hospitals rather than con-
tract services by VA, GAO report (1965)

18193
ship's serviceman, handbook (1962) 22663
supervisory jobs, examination announcement

(1964) 6088
workers, coverage under Fair labor stand-

ards act, extend investigation, hearings
(1963) 7994
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Laura Saraniti, Sister, see Saraniti, Maria N.
(Sister Laura).

Laurel River:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1961) 7350
document edition (1961) 6960

shock-tube heat-transfer experiments to

measure thermal conductivity of argon
(1964) 7522

shock-tube gas temperature measurements
by infrared monochromatic radiation
pvrometry (1965) 16693

Lauzardo, Esther Y. relief (1965) 17781

Lava, pillowed lavas, intrusive layered pods
and pillowed lavas, Unalaska Island,

and review of literature (1963) 6560
Lava Beds National Monument:
general information (1961) 6446; (1963)

19978
mammals (1962) 20190

Lava Mountains, geology and volcanic petrol-

ogy (1965) 7801
Lavallee, Fernand:
foreign trade regulations of Italy (1965)

4429
market factors in Italy (1965) 10328

Lavapies, Felipe V., relief (1965) 13866, 19113,

19384
Lavari, Fausto, relief (1961) 8866, 12070,

12167
Lavender, Robert E., touchdown dynamics

analysis of spacecraft for soft lunar
landing (1964) 5510

Laventhol, Jessee, major legislative actions,

88th Congress (1964) 19437

Lavin, Fred, comparison of 16 grasses and
forbs for seeding chaparral burns (1963)

17492
Law, Francis E., testimony, hearings (1964)

6526
Law, Frank E., dental care services for school

children (1964) 13421

Law:
administrative, related to FCC procedures

(address) (1964) 21294
air laws and treaties of world (1961) 20586;

(1965) 14119
Austria, anti-dumping legislation (1963)

8416
books. Federal supply schedule (1961) 9133
Bulgaria

—

financial (1962) 14156
legality, political translations (1962)

18005
control of social processes, etc., USSR study

(1965) 12618
criminalistics and legal expertise, USSR

studies (1965) 4977
cybernetics and experience of solution of cer-

tain legal problems, USSR study (1965)
6494

cybernetics use, USSR study (1962) 19728
cybernetics use in Soviet legal practice,

present status and problems (1965)

16390
Cyprus, Republic (1961) 9343
Czechoslovak legal publications, abstracts

and translations (1961) 17392
divorce laws, July 1, 1964 (1964) 19032

Eastern European legal journals, abstracts
(1961) 13249, 13393, 15125, 15145, 15163,
15183, 17428, 17464-465, 17468, 20933,
21023, 21048-49; (1962) 1135, 1216, 1297,

1300, 1315, 1428, 1432, 1444, 1543, 2842,

2943, 2958-59, 2989, 3019-20, 3033, 3117,

3178, 3180, 3228, 5786, 5932, 6111, 6113,

6160, 7978, 8007, 8009, 8146, 8183, 8227,

8244, 8261, 8281, 9949, 9961-62, 9987,

10012, 10018, 10032, 10035, 10061,10069,

Law—Continued
Eastern E^uropean legal journals, abstracts—Continued

10117, 10137, 10148, 10235, 10237, 10265,
10279, 10288, 14167-168, 14219-220,;

(1962) 15751, 15888, 15891, 15913, 15967,
17754, 17779, 17790, 17890, 17899, 17916,
17946, 17983, 18021, 18058, 19656, 19667,
19777, 19862, 19906, 19939-940, 19972,
20023, 22023, 22046, 22106, 22118, 22181,
22242, 22260, 22298, 23671, 23780, 23890,
23920; (1963) 696, 756, 857, 959, 980,

1103, 1121, 2474, 2554, 2575, 2660, 2789,
5138, 5246, 5342, 6648, 6730, 6897, 7076,
7128, 8528, 8575, 8672, 8736, 8812, 8819,
8891, 10379, 10477, 10694, 10702, 10808,
10856, 12345, 12389, 12556, 12592, 12768,
14194, 14337, 14381, 15732, 16045, 16075,
16088, 17597, 17847, 17867, 17971, 19373,
19425, 19466, 19635, 20867, 20904; (1964)

907, 919, 941, 953, 1026, 1119, 1193, 2512,

2685, 2750, 2788, 2831, 4893, 5037, 5063,

5261, 5404, 6979, 7046, 7066, 7094, 7127,

7181, 7319, 9025, 9151, 9173, 9273, 10831,
10843, 10947, 10974, 11035, 1114.5, 111.59,

11174, 12663, 12914, 12937, 14646, 16074,

16091, 16270, 16450, 16535, 18228, 18497,
19833, 19911, 19940, 19970, 20116, 20134,
20145, 20150, 20164, 20257, 21535; (1965)

937, 1038, 1048, 2294, 2332, 2603
East German legal publications, abstracts

and translations (1961) 13054, 13152,
13363

education, research and reporting activities

in legal problems (1961) 10550

export fruit acts, regulations established and
their application to fruit shippers, etc

(1963)6
Federal

—

birds protected by, list (1965) 18165
effect on State laws, establish rules of in-

terpretation

—

hearing (1962) 9395
report (1962) 13484

firearms laws enforcement guides (1965)
12569

general interest, summary, 88th Congress
(1964) 21218

governing Bank of Korea, amdts (1962)

17733
how our laws are made (1961) 10213; (1963)

11756; (1965) 12048
print as House document, reports (1961)

7226; (1963) 7932, 8083
reprint, reports (1961) 5722; (1965) 7420,

8926

human rights, recent developments in Soviet
bloc, hearings (1964) 8381

Hungarian legal publications, abstracts and
translations (1961) 13332

its foundation is agreement (address) (1965)

9842
Judge Advocate legal service. Army pam-

phlets (1961) 154-156, 1684-86, 3774-77,

5323-25, 6743-44, 8361-62, 9925-26,

11768, 13822-824, 18003-4, 20344; (1962)

157-160, 2009-11, 4618-19, 6670-71,

8923-25, 11002-3, 12989-992, 14821,

16360-362, 18682-683, 20501, 22989-991;

(1963) 106, 1801-4, 4453-55, 5912-13,

7670-73, 9656-57, 11535-536, 13237,

14941-942; (1964) 98-101, 1761, 4282-83,

5945-46, 8027-32, 10002-4, 11839-841,

13671-674, 17039, 19205-206, 20992-993;

(1965) 159-163, 4239-43, 7146-49, 8518-20.

10152-155, 13460-63, 13465, 15165,

17052-55, 18939-941
semi-annual index, Jan. 1-June 30, 1965

(1965) 13464
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Law—Continued

judicial procedures in litigation with inter-

national aspects, improve

—

law (1964) 19427
reports (1964) 2078, 19562

justice, civil rights report, 1961 (1962) .'518

law and poverty, 1965, report to National
Conference, June 23-25, 1965 (1965)

16076
law vs. lotteries (1963) 9326. 12971
laws for the Nation, citizenship reader

(1963) 8360-62
legal books, PACAF basic bibliography

(1961) 16147
legal proceedings, testimony by employees

and production of records. Federal avia-

tion regulations, change (1964) 4683
legal terms for secretaries (1962) 5290
liberty, law and legality in socialistic state,

USSR book review (1962) 7949

Mongolian People's Republic, law and legal

documents (1964) 21538
Mongolian studies (1964) 18533
Navy, Judge Advocate General Office, orga-

nization and functions (1961) 6459
Navy contract, supp (1962) 12625
new directions, new legislation, structural

economic change (remarks) (1961) 18432
new frontiers (address) (1961) 9386
North Korea, development (1962) 22290
Polish legal publications, abstracts and

translations (1961) 13187, 13351
practice in District of Columbia, hearing

(1965) 15791
procurement legal service, Army pamphlets

(1961) 162, 5328-29, 6747-.50, 8363-64,

9927, 9930-31, 13831, 16169-170, 18006,

20350; (1962) 2015-17, 6675-76, 11009,
12996-997, 14826-827, 16372-373, 20505;
(1963) 110, 1806, 4457, 5917-18, 7679-80,
9659-61, 13239, 14945-946, 16826-827,

18553; (1964) 108, 4287, 5947-48, 10010,
11846, 13679, 19213; (1965) 4248, 5592,
8528-29, 10157-158, 14223, 17068, 18945

publications, price list (1961) 15926; (1963)

9331; (1964) 13387
Rumanian legal publications, summaries and

translations (1961) 15418, 15600
Rumanian Worker's Party, statutes, 1960

(1961) 4.580

slip laws (private)

—

87th Congress (1961) 8603-19, 10148-178,

12032-99, 14036-77, 16523-.5.58; (1962)
6884-6924, 9144-48, 11229-261, 13234-300,
15038-60, 16669-717, 18922-951, 20710-
818,23115-156

slip laws (public)

—

87th Congress (1961) 6938-.53, 860.5-19,

10179-190, 12100-133, 14078-12.5,

165.59-610, 18466-769, 20,507-530; (1962)
4886-87, 692.5-29, 9149-63, 11262-284,
13301-327, 15061-78, 16718-808,
18951-19012, 20819-931, 231.57-285

88th Congress (1963) 9802-5, 13391-412,
16973-17012, 18770-771, 20.39.5-422;

(1964) 233-244, 1862-1919, 6137-69,
8199-8215, 11987-999, 13840-865,
17168-240, 19371-;?88, 2110.3-117

88th Congress (1963) 6062, 7821-28,
9806-11, 11708-730, 13412-436, 15142-161,
1701.3-53, 18772-789, 2042.3-445; (1964)
245-270, 1920-85, 3946, 4420-21, 6170-87,
8216-.34, 10139-147, 12000-10, 13866-915,
15383-398, 17241-439, 19389-433,
21118-158

89th Congress (1965) 12017-22, 13746-770,
1.5403-431. 17.30.5-374, 190.58-116

89th Congress (1965) .3862, .5784, 7378, 8716-
25, 10350-367, 12023-32, 13771-812,
15432-515, 17375-446, 19118-169

Law—Continued

social conditions for withering away of

State and law, concepts (1961) 10736
Soviet law and practice, theory, distortions

by Vyshinskiy (196.5) 9432
State-

equal pay laws, digest (1964) 13541
minimum wage laws and orders relative to

handling tips or gratuities, etc., State
policv (1965) 13355

time off for voting (1962) 18127; (1964)

14670
system of retrieving legal information by

computers, USSR study (196.5) 18292
use of computers in field of law, USSR study

(1964) 16.500

using cybernetic methods, USSR study
(1963) 5148

you, the law, and retirement (1965) 8371

see aiso Civil law—Codes of law—Commercial
law—Criminal law—International law

—

Jurisprudence—Labor laws Legislation

—

Military law—Space law—Statutes at

large— aiso names of countries and
States

—

also subjects.

Law clerks:

criers, appointment by district judges,

amend U.S. Code

—

law (1965) 19156
reports (1965) 19210, 19445

Law clerks, MOS evaluation test aid (1962)

10991
Law Day:
designating

—

law (1961) 8608
report (1961) 7074

Law enforcement:
and certification activities. Food and Drug

Administration, GAO review (1961)

19398
career opportunities. Treasury enforcement

agent (1964) 9863; (1965) 1692
equal protection in the South, report (1965)

19013
Federal assistance to State and local gov-

ernments

—

hearings (1965) 13993
law (1965) 17393
reports (1965) 139.53, 15983

Federal laws relation to agriculture, cooper-
ation with States, hearings (1962) 23361

officers, guide to laws enforced by Alcohol
and Tobacco Tax Division, IRS (1963)

.5051; (1964) 14366
techniques, PACAF basic bibliographies

(1961) 16149; (1962) 186.56; (1963) 13212;

(1965) 18909
USAF sentry dog program (1965) 96

Law Enforcement and Administration of Jus-

tice, President's Commission, see Presi-

dent's Commission on Law Enforcement
and Administration of Justice.

Law of proportionate development is law of

development of relations of production,
Communist China (1963) 845

Law of the Lord is perfect, address (1961) 9394

Law, Private, International Institute for Uni-

fication, see International Institute for

Unification of Private Law.
Law suits, see Actions at law.

Lawlor, Patrick J., research and development
of propellant feed systems for ion en-

gines (1964) 13147
Lawns:

better, establishment, maintenance, renova-
tion, problems, grasses (1963) 26; (1964)

11760
diseases, how to control them (1963) 18426;

(1965) 4104
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Lawns—Continued
eastern farmer co-ops services (1963) 6379
fertilizers, selecting (1963) 9571
insects, how to control them (1964) 7919
weed control with herbicides (1962) 8833;

(1963) 18427
Lawrence, Carl B., Calhoun County, S.C. soil

survey (1963) 20140
Lawrence, Charles E., directory of public

training schools serving delinquent chil-

dren (1964) 198
Lawrence, Ernest 0., Hall of Science memorial,

groundbreaking ceremony (remarks)
(1965) 11923

Lawrence, F.W., oversea, confessions of a
new exporter or what is a trade center

(1965) 7833
Lawrence, J.M., aquatic herbicide data (1963)

1680
Lawrence, K. D., NRL air resistance meter,

model II (1965) 11597
Lawrence, Philip S., medical care, health

status, and family income (1964) 11584
Lawrence, Robert S., method for obtaining

parameters of electron-density profiles

from topside ionograms (1965) 19963
Lawrence, Sylvia K., scientific and technical

personnel in industry, 1961 (1964) 9665
Lawrence, Mass.:
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18251
standard metropolitan statistical area

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20595

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 2220

departmental editions (1961) 15724; (1962)

22432; (1963) 16288; (1964) 18634; (1965)
14637

document editions (1961) 14152; (1962)
20943; (1963) 15179

Lawrence County, Pa., coal resources (1964)

19771
Lawrenceburg, Tenn., ground-water geology of

area (1964) 19799
Lawrenceville, Ga., census of housing 1960,

special reports for local housing author-
ities (1961) 10060

Lawrenceville, Ind., motor vehicle accident

(1962) 5370
Lawroski, Stephen, reactor fuel processing,

review of recent developments (1964)

3960; (1965) 3877
Laws, Dwayne, starting and managing small

retail hardware store (1965) 16854
Laws, see Codes of law—Commercial law

—

Criminal law—International law—La-
bor laws—Law—Tariff

—

also subjects.

Lawson, F.R., effect of light traps on horn-
worm populations in large areas (1964)

11

Lawton, Thomas O., jr., relief (1964) 21181;
(1965) 10441

Lawyers:
American economic progress, bar and patent

system (address) (1964) 20715
American economy, patent system, and the

bar (address) (1964) 16805
assigned by court in criminal cases, compen-

sation

—

hearings (1963) 13815, 15322
law (1964) 17314
reports (1963) 13762. 20472; (1964) 378,

15555
attorneys appointed by Attorney General,

salaries, uniform ceiling

—

hearing (1961) 12356
reports (1961) 12466, 14341, 16736

Lawyers—Continued
attorneys guardian program, VA, training

guide (1962) 20364
available to represent inventors before U.S.

Patent Office, list (1961) 5065; (1962)
12645; (1963) 20019

photocomposition using magnetic tape
storage and computer processing (1963)
16480

career in Agriculture Department (1961)
17922; (1963) 1709

degrees conferred by Judge Advocate Gener-
al's School, recognition

—

hearing (1962) 13498
report (1962) 11408

District of Columbia, practice in, hearing
(1965) 15791

employment outlook (1962) 8379; (1964) 9402
fees in workmen's compensation, report of

standards and procedures in State legis-

lation (1961) 1165
fees paid in bankruptcy proceedings, exami-

nation by court

—

law (1963) 11709
reports (1962) 9358; (1963) 6176, 9964

Government, servants of freedom (address)
(1961) 9388

legal counsel for indigent defendants in Fed-
eral courts, study (1961) 19180

legal services, extension to the poor, confer-
ence proceedings (1965) 6988

licensed attorneys' automatic admission to

practice before Federal agencies

—

hearings (1963) 17316; (1965) 2019
report (1964) 2189

Navy, get all the facts (1961) 21122
new frontiers (address) (1961) 9386
opportunity in Agriculture Department

(1961) 5275
outstanding careers for attorneys in ICC

(1962) 7520
pay, survey, Feb.-Mar. 1964 (1965) 1283
registered to practice before Patent Office,

list (1963) 14640
responsibilities, etc., in Government service

(address) (1962) 8305
right of persons to be represented before

Federal agencies

—

hearings (1965) 17936
reports (1965) 17881, 19253

rules governing practice before Internal
Revenue Service (1964) 19002

see also Public defenders.
Laycock, Mary L., relief (1964) 6426, 15479,

17240
Layers, potential layers and rate of lay (1963)

11334
Layman's guide to individual rights under

United States Constitution (1962) 11666
Layman's look at water in Alabama (1963)

10301
Lay-off compensation, see Wages.
Layout, see Plants (industrial).

Layton, Garrison P., jr., flight evaluation of 2

unpowered manned paragliders (1963)

9188
Lazarevich, Tomislav, relief (1961) 8721,

10427, 12087
Lazaro, Zenaida Q., relief (1965) 8764, 15874,

17330
Lazarus. Barbara T., relief (1963) 9852, 13695,

16973
Lazarus, Hillel D., effects of radiation on

mammalian eye (1963) 18591
Lazarz, Casimir, relief (1961) 8687, 10405,

12060
Lazorchick, Daniel C, Miners' International

Federation, international labor study
(1963) 5099
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Lazzeroni, Frank A., disk-shaped reentry con-

figuration (1963) 14544
LBCF, see Complement-fixation tests.

LC, see Library of Congress.
Lea Min Wong, relief (1962) 13408, 16702,

17156
Lea, Robert N., stability of multistep methods

in numerical integration (1965) 9719

Leach, Benjamin, relief (1962) 19060, 21321,

23138
Leach, Diogracias, relief (1962) 19060, 21321,

23138
Leach, Maximo, relief (1962) 19060, 21321,

23138
Leach, Rogelio, relief (1962) 19060, 21321,

23138
Leach solutions, see Solutions.

Leaching:
acid

—

of manganese concentrates and electro-

lytic recovery from solution (1964) 13118

Spor Mountain beryllium ore (1964) 1440

alkaline

—

leach milling processes, radioactivity

(1964) 5492
processing of subgrade calcareous urani-

um ore (1964) 9525
alumina extraction from ferruginous bauxite

by double-leach process (1963) 18098
ammoniacal-ammonium carbonate

—

of manganiferous materials from southern
district, Aroostook (Dountv, Maine (1964)

7446
used for copper recovery from segrega-

tion-flotation (1961) 15757
bacterial of manganese ores (1963) 1241

caustic

—

liquors containing alumina, desilication

tests (1963) 1239
oxidized zinc ores and minerals and recov-

ery from leach solutions (1965) 5088
sulfide, mercury products (1961) 7941

copper sulfide minerals with autotrophic
bacteria (1964) 11329

from western redcedar shingle tow, toxic

eff'ects on Douglas-fir seedlings (1964)

8656
manganiferous schists. Kings Mountain dis-

trict, N.C. and S.C, study (1962) 22514
mercury, continuous-circuit method, cost es-

timates and optimum conditions (1964)

14744
Michigan copper ore and mill tailings with

acidified ferric sulfate (1962) 8472
operations at Arizona copper mines, impor-

tance of chemosynthetic autotrophic
bacteria (1961) 4835

oxidation, of copper sulfides in acidic pulps
(1963) 7224

requirement and salt balance in irrigated

lands (1963) 13192
Thiobacillus thiooxidans experiments (1961)

19875
zinc recovery from ammoniacal-ammonium

sulfate leach solutions (1962) 20103
Lead:

colloidal particles, reaction of polystyrene
at instant of formation at cathode,
USSR study (1965) 2782

Deep Creek zinc-lead mine, methods and
costs (1963) 14500

deposits, effect on automotive exhaust cata-
lysts (1963) 14509

disposal from national stockpile

—

hearings (1964) 13992; (1965) 7528
law (1964) 15390
reports (1964) 13936, 14095; (1965) 5896

fabricating industry, outlook for 1962 and
review of 1961 (1962) 2150

Lead—Continued
geochemical prospecting techniques (1961)

7517
geologv of upper Mississippi Valley zinc

lead district (1961) 12780; (1962) 11887;

(1963) 10281, 17522; (1964) 797,

18102-103; (1965) 2222
import taxes, report (1961) 18920
imports and exports, impact on American

employment, hearings (1962) 7087
print additional copies, reports (1962)

17013, 17282
in atmosphere of 3 urban communities, sur-

vey (1965) 11648
industry

—

in 3 recessions following World War II

(1962) 3294
investigation under sec. 332 of Tariff

report (1962) 12755
studies, report to Congress, report

(1961) 19125
mineral industry survey, monthly (1961)

3452; (1962) 3984; (1963) 3826; (1964)

3640; (1965) 3555
outlook for 1961 and review of 1960 (1961)

3849
review of 1963, outlook for 1964 (1964)

8101
USSR activities (1964) 2656

lead-silver deposits in Omilak area, Seward
Peninsula, Alaska (1962) 16024

lead- zinc

—

deposits of Boquira district, Bahia, Brazil

(1962) 5294
corrected title-page (1962) 9729

deposits in Municipio de Januaria, Minas
Gerais, Brazil (1964) 6796

domestic mining industries, conditions

—

hearings (1963) 15315
report (1963) 15278

domestic mining industries, stabilize

—

hearings (1964) 536
report (1964) 2195

Legendre expansion coefficients for angular
distribution of elastically scattered neu-

trons and fast-neutron cross sections

(1961) 18039
loading and transportation, Eagle-Picher

Co. mines (1964) 5477
materials survey (1962) 18194
Metalline zinc-lead district. Fend Oreille

County, Wash (1965) 9271

method for determination in zinc-base alloys

(1961) 6292
mine production, mineral industry survey,

monthly (1961) 3457; (1962) 4056; (1963)

3827; (1964) 3641; (1965) 3556
mine, Yunnan Province, hydrological survey

work (1961) 7575
mineral facts and problems, chapter (1965)

9575
minerals yearbook chapters (1961) 21176;

(1963)" 1208, 19843; (1964) 21695; (1965)

19846
mining and milling methods and costs, Madi-

son mine, National Lead Co., Madison
County, Mo (1961) 17632

mining, stabilize in U.S., hearing (1961)

20631
mining stabilization program, annual re-

port, 1962 (1963) 7201
ores and concentrates, marketing in U. S

(1964) 13105
ores, census of mineral industries, 1958, in-

dustry report (1961) 20427
radiochemistry (1961) 18062
recovery by combined ehlorination and elec-

trolysis of galena (1965) 1371
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Lead—Continued
recovery from slimes (1963) 16335
release from national or supplemental stock-

pile, or both, law (1965) 8722
removing volatile metals by vacuum distilla-

tion (1961) 4832
report on 7th session of international study

group (1964) 10319
shallow diggings. Grant and Lafayette

Counties, Wis (1961) 4825
slimed minerals, polyethoxylated amines as

flotation collectors (1964) 9509
small producers stabilization act, amend

—

law (196.5) 17431
reports (1965) 12095, 17882

sponge, battery plate conversion to lead
dioxide from pastes made of lower oxides
(1963) 7369

sponge plates, microstructure influenced by
temperatures, electrolyte specific gravi-
ties, and current densities in forming
process (1962) 8569

stabilizing mining by small domestic produc-
ers

—

amend act

—

law (1963) 15154
reports (1963) 7936-37, 7948-49,

11985-986
hearings (1961) 17130, 18951
law (1961) 18735
reports (1961) 14437, 16724, 17066, 19099,

19128
stockpile investigation, hearings (1962)

19374
superconducting, temperature dependence of

depth of penetration of magnetic field,

Polish study (1962) 7812
Tariff Commission reports (1961) 20216;

(1962) 22869; (1963) 20199; (1965) 11736
thin films, critical magnetic fields, Polish

study (1962) 7813
Tri-State zinc-lead district, catalog of re-

corded exploration drilling (1961) 1197
Lead-aluminum silicate, structural and optical

data on synthetic asbestiform materials
(1962) 10451

lead calcium battery (1962) 12584
Lead chloride, solubility in PbF2-PbC2-H20

system at 25°C, USSR study (1962) 2865
Lead disilicic fluormica, see Fluormicas.
Lead fluoride, solubility in PbF2-PbCl2-H20

system at 25°C, USSR study (1962) 2865
Lead isotopes:
evaluating lead-isotope ages, algebraic and

graphic methods (1963) 5022
isotopic composition changes from deposits

of number of regions, USSR study (1965)
12638

Lead molybdate, low temperature heat capaci-
ties and entropies at 298.15° K (1964)
7437

Lead oxides:
battery plate conversion to lead dioxide

from pastes made of lower oxides (1963)
7369

ceramic, makes excellent high-temperature
lubricant (1964) 20555

dioxide plates, microstructure influenced by
temperatures, electrolyte specific gravi-
ties, and current densities in forming
process (1962) 8569

morphology of PbOa in positive plates of
lead acid cells (1964) 15007

role in active material retention in lead-acid
battery (1965) 14963

Lead poisoning:
animals, distribution of radioactive calcium

and its excretion. USSR study (1964)
20417

Lead poisoning—Continued
industrial, satal, Bulgarian drug, use as

therapeutic agent (196.5) 12680
Lead sulfate, role in active material retention

in lead-acid battery (1965) 14963
Lead sulfide:

chloridizing (1962) 3329
fine-grained, from Idaho and Washington

State, flotation (1961) 13446
recovery from zinc concentrates by batch

and fluid-solids roasting, extraction
studies (1962) 3326

slime, alkyl-dithiocarbamic acid amine salts
as flotation collectors (1963) 1232

Lead tellurides:

literature search (1965) 15254
thermoelectric bonding study, bonding of

PbTe and PbTe-SnTe with non-magnetic
electrodes (1965) 16614

Lead titanate, structure. X-ray study of effect
of hydrostatic pressure to 18,000
KG/CM2, USSR (1962) 19936

Lead tungstate, low temperature heat capaci-
ties and entropies at 298.15° K (1964)
7437

Lead vanadates, heats and free energy of for-
mation (1963) 9126

Leaders' Conference, Exjual Employment Op-
portunity Regional Community, see
Equal Employment Opportunity Region-
al Community Leaders' Conference.

Leadership:
Agricultural Sciences Department, annual

report. East European, translations
(1965) 810

Air Force Academy classes, prediction, re-

gression analysis (1961) 17954
Air Force NCO leaders, selection techniques,

status, June 30, 1962 (1963) 4466
Air Force officers (1964) 11789
be a leader of men, be an officer of Marines

(1965) 11365
books for leaders who work with children

and youth (1963) 15089
business, and Neighborhood Youth Corps

(1964) 21658
cadres, must be concrete. Communist China

(1961) 895
civil defense aspects (address) (1961) 300
Conference on Institutes to launch Ekluca-

tion Office Equal Opportunities Pro-
gram, authorized under title 4 of Civil
rights act of 1964 (1965) 6117

fitness, suggestions for colleges and univer-
sities (1964) 18881

4-H horse program, guide for club leaders
(1963) 13185; (1965) 7038

heart H spiritual emphasis, guide for 4-H
club leaders (1961) 11717

military, field manual (1961) 11765
Mr. Roosevelt's three wars, FDR as war

leader (lecture) (1964) 9966
naval, principles and problems (1964) 16795
Naval Reserve, effective naval leadership

publication (1962) 6336
Navy, manual (1963) 1370; (1964) 9681

personnel, preparation in education of men-
tally retarded children, graduate fellow-
ship program (1963) 10071

references, list (1965) 9047

role of soil conservation districts in soil and
water conservation (talk) (1961) 8197

role of State supervisors of mathematics
(1962) 11707

small business, education (1963) 1448

Leadership of Medical Division, Hungarian
Academy of Sciences, annual report
(1964) 2859
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Leadership Working Group, see Navy Leader-
ship Working Group.

Leading-edge, see Airfoils.

Leaf beetles, see Beetles.

Leaf blight of boxelder attributed to 2,4-D

spray drift (1964) 18069
Leaf spot, cherry trees, control (1961) 6685
Leaf-spring suspension provides accurate

parallel displacements (1965) 8084
Leafhoppers:
subfamily Neocoelidiinae, generic revision

(1964) 7604
vectors of plant viruses, synonymical list

(1962) 16253
see also Beet leafhoppers—Cicadel-

loidea — Cuerna — Evacanthidae — Nir-

vanidae — Potato leafhopper—Ulopidae.

Leafing-out date not indicative of growth rate
in hybrid poplars (1962) 606

Leaflet disseminators, air-ground (1963) 7485
Leaflets, see names of departments, etc., issu-

ing leaflets— aiso subjects.

Leahy, John, testimony (1962) 23421
Leak, William B., effects on seedbed, oversto-

ry, and understory on white ash rege-
neration (1963) 10239

Leak, William P., estimating maximum allowa-

ble timber yields by linear programming
(1964) 8681

Leak detectors:
gas—
NRL model E-5753, description and appli-

cation (1961) 8098
portable thermistor-bridge (1961) 20066

helium mass spectrometers use (1964) 14834
NRL thermistor-bridge gas leak detector

—

sensitivity to various gases, operational
performance (1963) 3232

temperature compensation and improve-
ment (1965) 13151

Leak-indicating paints for rocket-fuel tanks
and storage areas (1962) 18360

Leak-rate testing of NASA Plum Brook reac-

tor containment vessel (1963) 14551
Leakage characteristics of steel containment

vessels and analysis of leakage rate
determinations (1965) 5615

Leaks:
containment-vessel leakage rates, compari-

son of absolute- and reference-system
methods of measuring (1964) 20573

weld leaks rapidly and safely detected (1965)

16653
Leaphart, Charles D., Armillaria root rot

(1963) 17472

Lear, Inc., pricing of screwjack assemblies for

F-106 airplanes under Air Force Dept.
negotiated fixed-price subcontracts
awarded by Convair division of General
Dynamics Corp. to Lear, Inc., GAO ex-

amination (1962) 21807
Lear Siegler, Inc., unnecessary cost through

leasing of electronic data processing
systems, by Defense Dept., GAO report

(1965) 6298
Learn and train for job under MDTA (1965)

4672, 19573
Learners, see Apprentices—Motor vehicle op-

erators.

Learning:
acquisition of probabilistic discrimination

between subsequent alternative events
(1963)9614

activities in senior citizen groups, Hamil-
ton's coordinated and interrelated pro-

gram, study (1961) 12551

Learning—Continued

animal and machines, USSR study (1964)
1024

augmented feedback and acquisition and
transfer of skill (1963) 3218

automation of sensorimotor skill training
(1965) 14947

Bayesian learning processes (1964) 64

computer-aided, sound identification, experi-

ments (1964) 15003
contact landing skills, programmed percep-

tual training (1961) 17760
difficult, short-term treatment (1963) 16788
eff'ect of visual perception of depth (1963)

5657
effects of induced stress in combat situa-

tions (1962) 14538
grouping according to ability, does it make

difference? (1963) 8161
human factors research, bibliography (1963)

18487
improving environment, local preparation of

visual instructional materials (1963)
20636

individual learning and team performance
(1961) 2619

knowledge of results and related factors,

survey (1961) 15862
learning and reacting, USSR study (1962)

1209
machines, computer research, bibliography

(1961) 18116
military teams, approach to optimum meth-

ods and procedures (1961) 21280
nx)tor skills, psychological study, phase 2

(1962) 12559
objectives. Navy handbook for writing

(1965) 13103
one-trial, and quantum psychophysics, syn-

thesis (1964) 15006
part played on function of culture in eco-

nomic development of Indonesia (1961)

19525
post-discrimination gradients around stimuli

with diflferential rates of occurrence in

discrete response task (1963) 4396
probabilistic discrimination situations, deci-

sion-theoretic and empirical investiga-

tion (1965) 10109
processes, algorithm approach, USSR study

(1965) 14573
programed

—

and self-instructional media, research
grants and contracts (1964) 2287

and teaching machines (1962) 21663
proof of ability of insects to distinguish cir-

cle, triangle, and other simple figures,

USSR study (1965) 11068
public welfare staff training project (1964)

7851
relearning flight maneuver, contribution of

part-task training (1961) 13588
response and feedback techniques for auto-

mated training of visual identification

skills (1964) 20703
responses of bright, normal and retarded

children to learning tasks (1965) 19554
scheduling of training conditions for acqui-

sition and transfer of perceptual-motor
skills (1962) 8565

self-learning systems feature characteristics

and 6th feedback loop, USSR study
(1963) 19677

short-term memory, technique for obtaining
non-dichotomous measures (1965) 5549

situations, effects of induced stress in naval
training school (1962) 20205
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Learning—Continued

theory principles, derivation of training de-

vice implications

—

guidelines for training device design, de-

velopment and use (1961) 21282
methodology (1961) 20045
specific principles (1961) 20046

use of cuing in training tasks (1964) 13323
Leary, A.T., relief (1965) 13849, 15879, 17358
Learning machines, see Teaching machines.
Leary, Richard J., removing copper from cop-

per-clad steel by oxidation (1965) 14711
Lease, Robert E., cubic-foot volume table for

unpeeled pine poles (1965) 654
Leases:

coal lands by railroads, repeal limitations,

report (1962) 17194
defense commercial communications leasing

procedures manual (1965) 7556
farm

—

cash (1961) 9893
checklist, series of questions (1961) 8295
contract (1961) 11699
crop-share-cash (1961) 9695
livestock-share (1961) 9894

financing and returns to capital of food
marketing firms (1962) 9523

geothermal steam, issuance of leases

—

hearings (1963) 19059; (1964) 4586; (1965)
16025

reports (1964) 17826; (1965) 17856
Indian lands, increase terms, report (1961)

7243
Indian long-term leasing act, amend, report

(1963) 17259
intercity communications lines of civil agen-

cies, costs resulting from failure to con-
solidate leasing, GAO report (1964)
21343

Mineral leasing act, amend

—

hearing (1962) 17338
law (1962) 23222
reports (1961) 14644; (1962) 16991, 21444;

(1964) 15560, 17784
naval properties in Virgin Islands, leasing,

status, hearings (1964) 4588
oil and gas

—

entered into by Navajo Indians, approve

—

law (1964) 262
report (1963) 20485
public records, hearing (1962) 17339
timely payment of rentals, report (1964)

17835
U.S. lease no. Sacramento 037552-C, rein-

state and validate

—

law (1964) 1868
reports (1963) 15279; (1964) 2162

phosphate, increase acreage limitation

—

hearing (1964) 14145
law (1964) 17406
reports (1964) 17558, 17777

Portland, (Dreg., post office facility fund re-

quirements and direct Government ac-
quisition, Ck)mptroller General's report
(1962) 17124

Post Office Department for real property,
extend authority

—

law (1964) 17339
reports (1964) 10215, 12212

public land leasing to States, etc., amend

hearings (1965) 17712
report (1965) 13955

Pyramid Lake Indian Reservation, 99-year
term, report (1965) 15896

real estate program relating to leasing of
major facilities under long-term leases,

GAO review (1963) 2331

Leases—Continued

recreation facilities in reservoir areas, modi-
fy-

hearings (1961) 18929, 20585; (1962) 425
laws (1961) 18628; (1962) 9151
reports (1961) 10457, 16708, 16786; (1962)
5057

small business, Federal guaranties, 1961

—

hearings (1962) 5072
report (1962) 13624

Southern Ute Reservation, except from
25-year limitation

—

law (1962) 23185
reports (1962) 21035, 21450

Torres-Martinez Reservation lands, longer
term leasing, reports (1961) 7100, 19092

Least squares:
computing effect of additional observation

on previous estimate (1963) 3156
fit of an algebraically unspecified form

(1963) 6505
method for individual adjustment of angles

and lines in theodolite traverses (1961)
4757

NAREC program for least square error
curve fitting (1963) 3230

PCM transmission, least mean square error
analysis (1965) 1803

pressure, volume, and temperature data on
gases, application method (1964) 16626

sequential, parameter estimation, applica-
tion of generalized matrix inversion
(1965) 11494

simultaneous approximation of function and
its 1st integrals with application to

thermodynamic data (1961) 9566
Leather goods, see Leather, hides, and skins.

Leather, hides, and skins:
artificial leather, methods of creating, USSR

study (1962) 1048
bibliography (1962) 2159
cattle hides, curing at lower costs and great-

er efficiency, guide (1964) 12308
economics of segmenting cattle hides (1965)

6104
from locker plants and farms (1961) 13794
hide curing methods, economic evaluation

(1962) 21605; (1963) 4804
hide trim pattern for domestic cattlehides,

standard of trade (1965) 9764
hides and skins industry

—

outlook for 1961 and review of 1960 (1961)
1736

outlook for 1962 and review of 1961, sum-
mary (1962) 2117

home tanning and skins for leather (1962)
8828

leather and leather products

—

census of manufactures, 1958, special re-

port (1961) 13891
manufacturers' sales, 1958 census (1961)

20412
leather footwear, comfort factors (1964)

3117
leather goods

—

census of manufactures, 1958, industry
report (1961) 277, 16253

general repair, technical manuals (1964)

1765, 11848; (1965) 7155
leather industry

—

outlook for 1961 and review of 1960 (1961)
1738

outlook for 1962 and review of 1961 (1962)
4661

Puerto Rico, findings of fact and recom-
mendations (1961) 9825

Ukrainian developments, results of work
of Scientific Research Institute (1962)

908
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Leather, hides, and skins—Continued

leathers. Federal item identification guides
for supply cataloging (1962) 9510; (1963)

3659; (1964) 3477, 12296; (1965) 3379
marketing fleshed hides, present changes,

etc. (address) (1961) 3670
personal leather goods, current industrial

reports (1962) 3736; (1963) 3574; (1964)

3390; (1965) 3273
rapid sole leather tannage using domestic

materials (1963) 9369
industry wage survey (1963) 14478

tanning industry in Costa Rica (1961) 15002
tanning and finishing

—

census of manufactures, 1958, industry,
report (1961) 1794

see aJso names of articles manufactured
from leather.

Leaumont, Walter J., jr., collapse tests of

pressurized membrane-like circular cyl-

inders for combined compression and
bending (1965) 11483

Leave of absence:
annual and sick leave act of 1951, extend

benefits to employees of county commit-
tees, hearings (1964) 15601

disability days due to injury, U.S. health
statistics, July 1959-June 1961 (1963)
5687

disability days, U.S., July 1961-June 1962
(1963) 20112

Federal agencies, principles and procedures,
GAO guidance manuals (1961) 703, 9231,
17316-317, 20800; (1963) 585, 19278;
(1964) 792-793, 2399; (1965) 14383

Government officials and employees, FPM
supp (1963) 20383; (1965) 3391

military, ineffective administration

—

Army Department, GAO report (1965) 6277

Richards-CJebaur Air Force Base, Mo., by
Air Force Dept., GAO report (1965) 9229

military leave, union contract provisions

—

departmental edition (1961) 11339
document edition (1961) 10200

military personnel, administration at Dow
Air Force Base, Maine, GAO report
(1964) 6763

need for strengthening controls over sick
leave. Post Office Department, GAO re-

port (1965) 19650
paid leave provisions in major contracts,

1961—
departmental edition (1962) 23935
document edition (1962) 23339

paid sick leave provisions in major union
contracts, 1959

—

departmental edition (1961) 4790
document edition (1961) 4008

sick leave benefits, police and firemen of

D.C., U.S. Park Police and White House
Police

—

law (1964) 17330
reports (1964) 6323, 15773

sabbatical leave in American higher educa-
tion, origin, etc (1963) 4821

sick, supervisor development program, basic
course (1963) 4448

sickness, income-loss protection (1962) 1815

sickness insurance program of Railroad Re-
tirement Board, audit by GAO (1961)
7505

staff personnel policies, extended leave pro-
visions (1962) 9549

table of contents of handbook on furloughs
of workers employed in public health
service, USSR (1965) 853

Leave of absence—Continued

teachers sabbatical leave program, estab-
lish—

hearings (1965) 17696
report (1965) 17602

terminal, former civilian employees and
ex-servicemen of Labor Dept., unemploy-
ment compensation policies, GAO review
(1963) 10267

unused accrued, payment to survivors of
member of uniformed services, author-
ize

—

law (1965) 15499
reports (1965) 13929, 13957, 17828

Leaves, leaf fall, northern hardwood forest,
interrelationship with humus depth and
soil frost (1963) 6490

Lebanon:
background notes (1965) 9935
courts of law, text of proposed bill for or-

ganizing (1961) 13101
economic developments, 1960 (1961) 14903
economy, basic data (1962) 5340
educational data (1963) 8166
establishing business (1963) 5080
foreign trade regulations (196.5) 7353, 13711
household and commercial gas appliances,

U.S. market (1962) 16437
labor conditions (1964) 11292
market factors (1964) 10697
market for soybean oil, soybeans and soy-

bean meal (1962) 21793
nutrition survey (1962) 13896
sailing directions (1964) 7632
trade unions, working class defends its

rights (1962) 10057
United States foreign aid program, report of

study (1963) 19055
United States military operations and mu-

tual security programs overseas, report
(1961) 19147

use of photogrammetry, report (1962) 7586
Lebanon, 111., railroad accident (1965) 16372
Lebanon, Tenn., story of programs for chil-

dren and youth (1962) 2249
Le Barron, Russell K., simple planting and

other reforestation experiments (1963)
6496

Lebarron, Russell K., forest products harvest-
ed in Hawaii, 1963 (1965) 4799

Lebergott, Stanley, methods of forecasting
short term unemployment change (1965)
5032

Lebiasininae, see Characidae.
LeBovit, Corinne, food consumption and die-

tary levels of older households in Roch-
ester, N. Y (1965) 7030

Lecar, Myron, departures from local thermo-
dynamic equilibrium in AO star atmos-
phere (1964) 7519

Lech, Marie M., hospital central services, lit-

erature (1963) 16508
Lecithin, blood, effect of novocaine on orga-

nism, USSR study (1961) 11103
Leckner, Eleanor J., public health nurse in

program for mentally retarded (1964)
10082

Leclanche cells, see Electric batteries.
LeCompte, Robert G., atoms at science fair

(1965) 18961
Lectures, see Addresses, lectures, etc
L'Ecuyer, M.R., energy transfer from liquid to

gas bubbles forming at submerged ori-

fice (1965) 5168
Lecznar, William B.:

aptitude data on Air Force enlisted acces-
sions (1963) 65
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Lecznar, William B.—Continued
comparison of Air Force aptitude indexes

with corresponding talent test compos-
ites (1963) 18496

comparison of test items across forms (1964)
9984

development and preliminary validation of
electronic data processing test-63 (1965)
18911

performance on airman qualifying examina-
tion by regional areas and by sex (1965)
11883

survey of tests used in airman classification
(1963) 9624

years of education as predictor of technical
training success (1964) 9983

Leddy, John M., nomination, hearings (1961)
7267

Lederman, Samuel, acceleration compensated
low level pressure transducer (1965)
16610

Ledridae, catalog (1963) 1648
Lee, An Fu Wang, relief (1964) 6255; (1965)

12070
Lee, Charles Chung Chi, relief (1964) 21224;

(1965) 5994
Lee, Charles F.:

crab industry of Chesapeake Bay and the
South (1965) 6214

handling and packing of frozen breaded
shrimp, etc (1964) 6710

mechanizing blue crab industry (1964) 4729,
6705, 14269

oyster industry of Chesapeake Bay, South
Atlantic, and Gulf of Mexico (1964)
10558

Lee Chung Woo, relief (1964) 15434
Lee, Chee Shee, relief (1961) 14549
Lee, D., boundary conditions over tool-metal

interface in plastic-working conditions,
etc (1963) 20015

Lee Dock On, relief (1961) 8705; (1962) 11545,
18948

Lee, Douglas H.K., heat and cold effects and
their control (1964) 11569

Lee, Duk Man, relief (1962) 19234, 20786,
20998

Lee, E.B., rocket booster control, sufficient

condition in optimal control (1964) 13146
Lee, F.R., permissible mine equipment ap-

proved by Mines Bureau during 1953-62
(1964) 9496

Lee, George K., occupational wage survey, San
Diego, Calif (1965)1289

Lee, Henry A., dynamic-model investigation of
(iemini spacecraft in Langley spin tunnel
(1964)11387

spin investigation of model of unswept-wing,
twin-engine, observation airplane (1963)
5576

Lee, Henry A., spin investigation of model of

unswept-wing, twin-engine, observation
airplane (1963) 5576

Lee Hi Sook, relief (1965) 12233, 15406
Lee, Hwa Sun, relief (1962) 11519, 15148, 16674
Lee Hyang Na, relief (1965) 12238, 15594,

17321
Lee, Jean T.:

field operations of National Severe Storms
Project in spring 1963 (1964) 11709

summary (1964) 11696
Lee, Jong Wan, relief (1964) 8278; (1965) 10417
Lee, Julia, relief (1964) 21224; (1965) 5994
Lee, Kwan Ho, relief (1962) 11549, 16716,

16868
Lee Kyong Ja, relief (1962) 9204, 11560, 13240
Lee Ma Chin-Ying, relief (1962) 19228, 20768,

21013

Lee, Mannor, relief (1963) 8039
Lee, Min Ja, relief (1961) 7031, 10392, 12047
Lee, Robert E., Custis-Lee Mansion, Robert E.

Lee Memorial, general information
(1962) 18331; (1963) 1348

Lee Shee Won, relief (1961) 7030, 14067, 14531
Lee Shue Chung, see Lee Suey Jom.
Lee, Soon Mai, relief (1962) 19234, 20786,

20998
Lee, Soon Nee, relief (1961) 14563, 18497
Lee, Stanley, testimony, hearings (1964) 10438
Lee Suey Jom, relief (1963) 15231; (1964) 241
Lee, Tung-Ming:
complex Poisson's ratio and dilatation con-

stants from forced vibration of sphere
(1965) 9063

dilation constants and complex ratio from
forced vibration of free viscoelastic
sphere (1965) 6132

dynamic properties of visco-elastic solids
(1964) 8510

spherical waves in viscoelastic media (1965)
10767

vibration of sphere for determining dilata-
tional constants of visco-elastic materi-
als (1964) 10486

Lee, W.W., high density optical memory drum
(1964) 11783

Lee, William O., chemical control of weeds in
crimson clover (1964) 7950

Lee, Yick Yuen, relief (1962) 7135
Lee, Tommy, see Lee Suey Jom.
Lee Bros., Inc., accident (1965) 14468
Lee County, Ga., geology and ground-water

resources (1964) 2432
Lee County, Ky., opportunities for economic

growth (1964) 19197
Lee County, S.C, soil survey report (1963)

13059
Lee Creek:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 18032
document edition (1965) 17472

Lee Experimental Forest, Va., trees and
shrubs (1963) 10251

Lee, Fort:
airfield construction, illegal actions

—

hearings (1962) 11456
report (1962) 15174

Lee Transportation Co., Inc., accident (1964)
14404

Leftist experts answer 8 questions on 22d
CPSU congress (1963) 1097

Legal aid, penal matters, reciprocal assist-
ance, agreement with Germany (1961)
20203

Legal aspects of selective service (1963) 9378
Legal documents, see Law.
Legal literature, see Law.

Legal opinions, rulings in administration of
Railroad retirement act and Railroad
unemployment insurance act, 1961.
(1964) 15074

Legal periodicals, see Law—Periodicals.
Legal problems of planning in metropolitan

areas (1963) 3292
Legal procedures, see Law.

Legal questions on organization of scientific

work in USSR (1961) 15025
Legal series. Farmer Cooperative Service

(1961) 3130; (1962) 4366; (1963) 4220;
(1964) 4067

Legal services, see Law—Lawyers,

Legarde, Charles N., and wife, relief (1965)
14008, 17317, 17493

Lege, Frederick M., Ill, cattle exporters guide
(1963) 1679
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Legendre expansion coefficients for angular
distribution of elastically scattered neu-
trons and fast-neutron cross sections
for deuterium, beryllium, carbon, oxy-
gen, zirconium, lead, and bismuth (1961)

18039
Legendre polynomials, see Polynomials.
Leggat, E.R., ground-water resources of lower

Mesilla Valley, Tex. and N. Mex (1964)

4815
Leghorn, Mrs. Kikue Y., and son, relief (1962)

9198, 11505, 13250
Leedom, Boyd:

addresses (1963) 9231; (1964) 1508
Lees, E.A.:

fabrication of fuel elements by swaging
(1963) 9671

failure of stainless steel clad fuel assembly
(1964) 10031

Lees Ferry area, Ojconino County, Ariz., ge-

ology (1964) 798
Leese, G.W., helicopter downwash blast effects

study (1965) 529
Leeward Islands, British, economy, basic data

(1964) 8823
Lefferts, Eugene J., application of Liapunov

direct method to flight control systems
(1965) 11404

Leftist Brazil priest gives his political views
(1962) 15919

Leghorns, see Poultry.
Legibility of alphanumeric characters and

other symbols (1965) 1497
Legion of Valor of United States of America,

Inc.:

naming

—

law (1961) 14078
reports (1961) 14275, 14574

Legislation:
actions affecting union citizens, 1963-64

(1964) 21238
Banking and Currency Committee, House,

activities, summary, 88th Congress
(1965) 403

comprehensive, clear and positive (address)
(1963) 4890

education, new legislative landmarks, high-
lights, 88th Congress, Oct. 1963-Feb.
1964 (1964) 12324

financial management in Federal Govern-
ment, analysis (1961) 5767

Foreign Relations Committee, history, 86th
Congress (1961) 4059

legislation authorizing appropriations and
establishing revolving funds as of Mar.
1965, print as Senate document report
(1965) 19457

legislative achievements and activities, 88th
Congress, 2d session (1965) 4873

legislative highlights over past 4 years, re-

view (1964) 21217
major legislative actions

—

87th Congress (1961) 6957, 8623, 10196,
12137, 14131, 16613, 18774; (1962) 11288,

15083, 16816, 19014, 20936, 23292
88th Congress (1963) 9813, 11733, 13441,

15165, 17056, 18792; (1964) 273, 4425,
8240, 10151, 13917, 15401, 17443,

19436-437
89th Congress (1965) 5790, 10371, 12037,

13819, 15522,17453,19172
Public Works Committee, House, activities,

88th Congress (1965) 5969
Public Works Committee, Senate, activities,

summary, 87th Congress (1963) 2106
record, 1961-63 (1964) 4516
Republican report

—

87th Congress (1961) 20593; (1962) 21244
88th Congress (1964) 2133

Legislation—Continued
school disaster aid, hearing (1965) 17950
Soviet formulation (1962) 17948
State, program of Advisory Commission on

Intergovernmental Relations (1965)
1733, 18861

summary

—

87th Congress, 1st session (1961) 20594
87th Congress, 1st and 2d session (1962)
23390

88th Congress, 2d session (1964) 21217
see aiso Labor laws—Law

—

also subjects.
Legislative appropriations, see Appropria-

tions.

Legislative bodies:

bicameral system, Turkish seminar proceed-
ings (1961) 7749

national, new role in communist conspiracy
for world revolution (1962) 4969

State legislatures, apportionment (1963)
4326

Legislative budget, see Budget of United
States.

Legislative history of Davis-Bacon act (1964)
10307

Legislative history of United States tax con-
ventions (1962) 4970

Legislative history of Welfare and pension
plans disclosure act of 1958, as amended
by Public law 87-420 of 1962 (1963) 5723

Legislative jurisdiction, see Jurisdiction.
Legrislative Standards Commission, establish,

hearings (1964) 14156
Legislative reorganization act, see Congress

of United States.
Legters, Lyman H., U.S. army area handbook

for Colombia (1965) 4245

Legume pod moths, see Lima-bean pod borer.
Legumes:
grass-legume mixtures, effects of phospho-

rus and potassium fertilizers on yield,

etc (1963) 16712
Great Plains, northern and central, dryland

cropping systems, review of literature

(1964) 7934
meadow spittlebug on legumes, control

(1962) 14751
pea leaf weevil introduced pest in Pacific

Northwest (1961) 1650
Persian clover, culture, uses, etc (1961) 86
seed, exports (1961) 595
seed losses in harvesting crops in Willam-

ette Valley (1961) 9856
see also Crownvetch.

Leguminosae, see Dussia.
Leguminosae, see Ormosia.

Lehigh County, Pa., soil survey report (1964)

3138 .

Lehman Caves National Monument, general
information (1961) 20024; (1962) 22646;
(1963) 16435

Lehmann, Virginia, you, the law, and retire-

ment (1965) 8371
Lehnert, Richard, plasma effects on Apollo

re-entry communication (1965) 8113

Lei Feng, Chinese Communist hero, publicity
campaign, pictorial, report (1963) 16071

Leif &ikson Day:
Oct. 9 in each year, proclaim

—

hearings (1964) 19516
law (1964) 17424
report (1964) 17517

Leigh, D.C., thermodynamics and higher-order
fluid theories (1965) 16616

Leigh, Jesse, jr., relief (1963) 17092; (1964)
1915, 2169

Leighton, John H., jr., T-39A limited stability

and control tests (1964) 7969
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Leik, Francis H., relief (1963) 18821; (1964)

6438, 8213
Leinroth, J. P., jr., washing brine from ice crys-

tals (1965) 11026
Leipzig, (jermany, international fair, lasers

are operational new quantum instru-

ments sent by USSR (1965) 9437
Leis, Louanna L., relief (1962) 11531, 13266,

13372
Leiss, Abraham, pressure distribution induced

on flat plate at free-stream Mach num-
ber of 1.39 by rockets exhausting up-

stream and downstream (1963) 1300
Leisure time of working people in socialist

society, USSR (1961) 4535
Leitz, F.J., sodium cooled reactors program,

fast ceramic reactor development pro-

gram (1964) 5959
sodiunvcooled reactors program, fast ceram-

ic reactor development, reports (1963)

7697, 16839, 16844

summary report, July 1959-Sept. 1961 (1963)

7691
Leitzel, Fusako, relief (1964) 427
Lekos, Anna, relief (1961) 8872, 10251, 18474
Leland Harbor, Mich.:
navigation facilities improvement, engineer

report

—

departmental edition (1962) 21681
document edition (1962) 20954

Lemaitre, C.G., three-body problem (1964)
20531

LeMay, Curtis E., nomination, hearing (1961)
12506

Lemhi Pass, geology and thorium-bearing de-

posits of area, Idaho-Montana (1963)
6548

Lemhi Range, southern part, geology (1961)
10681

Lemmon, Gene C, bibliography of AFFTC
technical publications and presenta-
tions, 1952-62 (1963) 5863

Lemmons ceanothus, see Ceanothus.

Lemon, Eidgar R., energy budget at earth's
surface (1963) 16756-757

Lemonade, and colored lemonade, standards
for frozen concentrate, proposal to
amend (1965) 12490

Lemons:
biphenyl control of spoilage (1963) 1704
California carton loads, protective services

for shipments (1962) 6576

California to (iermany, shipping tests (1962)
57

marketing costs and grower's returns, im-

pact of technological change (1963) 1706
storage behavior, Arizona and California

desert areas, supplement (1962) 54
storage in controlled atmospheres (1962)

12815
Lempel, M. J., application of computers to

heat flow and cost analysis in furnace
wall design (1964) 18699

Lena River, adaptation of young coregonines
(1964) 7107

Lenawee County, Mich., soil survey (1961)
17826

Lenchek, A.M., anomalous component of
low-energy geomagnetically trapped
protons (1963) 7285

Lend-lease operations:
reports

—

departmental editions (1961) 21388; (1962)
14607; (1963) 16575; (1964) 16873

document editions (1961) 20536; (1962)
13357; (1963) 15182; (1964) 15404

Lenders handbook, guaranty or insurance of

loans to veterans of World War II and
Korean conflict (1961) 20239; (1963)

1584; (1964) 1650; (1965) 5453
Lendian, Mrs. A.R., relief (1962) 16909, 19269,

20738
Lending operations, see Loans.
Lenett, Stuart D., Apollo digital up-data link

description (1965) 18525
Lenexa, Kans., dedication of new post office

(remarks) (1961) 2649
Lengyel, L.L., vortex type, magnetohydrody-

namic induction generator (1963) 18161

Lengyel, Mathew, relief (1962) 17150, 21010,
23134

Lenhard, Robert W., jr.:

error analysis of modified humidity-
temperature measuring set, AN/TMQ-
11(1963)18490

mesospheric winds from 23 successive hourly
soundings (1963) 18451

Lenin, Vladimir I.:

collectivism principle, restoration, . etc., in

party leadership, 1953-63, USSR study
(1964) 19994

forecasts for practical realization of social-

ism and communism (1961) 903
markings on letter from G.V. Chicherin,

USSR study (1961) 13052
party norms, Czechoslovakian study (1962)

6087
peaceful coexistence of capitalism and so-

cialism (1961) 1042
principles for cadre training, USSR study

(1963) 6650
reflection theory, relative to concept of in-

formation, USSR study (1964) 18315
rewards, prizes, etc., works submitted in

competition, 1963 (1963) 5153
theories

—

applied to revolutionary struggle for pow-
er, Vietnamese study (1963) 12292

following Lenin's path (1962) 5844
peaceful coexistence problem (1961) 1035
post-liberation literature and arts. North
Korea (1961) 11133

reflection and contemporary physiology of

sense organs, USSR study (1961) 15403
science development (1961) 15201
working-class movement, etc (1961) 7754
youth problems (1961) 7721

thoughts on his role in Communist move-
ment (1964) 8876

urgent tasks of Soviet government (1962)

22305
Lenin (icebreaker):
atomic powered, USSR, articles (1962) 6072

Lenin Institute of Physical Culture, Depart-
ment of Anatomy in state central order,

history material (1962) 15854
Lenin prizes:

attainments, 1964, Soviet science and tech-

nology (1964) 11228
awarded to Soviet mathematicians (1963)

6801
awards (1961) 19472

science and engineering (1962) 15735;

(1963) 12446; (1964) 16030
scientists (1964) 8964

controversial works by Ye.B. Krasovskiy in

competition (1965) 6465
Gayskiy, V.N., candidate, 1964 (1964) 9253
natural foci of diseases, article in competi-

tion (1965) 9383
nominations (1961) 19482

field of science and engineering (1964) 2743

nominees and winners (1965) 11156
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Lenin prizes—Continued
received by 5 otorhinolaryngologists (1965)

2545
review of some works nominated for 1965

(1965) 6464
science and technology field (1965) 11052,

11071
list of works submitted (1965) 2401

some 1965 winners (1965) 11157
three innovations considered for 1965 (1965)

11059
works accepted in competition (1963) 8963;

(1964) 10746
works nominated for 1965 (1965) 5008

Lenin prize winner Brandweiner, completely
isolated (1962) 1202

Lenin prize winners (1961) 15264, 19540

Lenin Prizes in Area of Science and Mechanics
of Soviet of Ministers of USSR, Commit-
tee, article (1962) 11996

Lenin Prizes in Field of Science and Technolo-

gy Committee, announcement of works
entered in contest (1961) 7740

Leningrad, Russian SFSR, sightseeing tours

in region, translation (1963) 957
Leningrad, USSR:
hygiene, recent conferences (1962) 19908
industry and reserves, USSR study (1961)

17474
infectious diseases, conference (1962) 1077

mathematical society, meetings (1962) 2887
new television center, description (1962)

5578
traumatism in total morbidity rate of popu-

lation (1962) 12130
see also Institute for Advanced Training of

Physicians, Leningrad.

Leningrad Scientific Medical Society of Otor-
hinolaryngology, USSR, proceedings of

sessions (1961) 15573

Leningrad University:
Geophysical Methods of Exploration Dept.,

work report (1964) 7041
Geophysical Prospecting Methods Dept.,

work report (1964) 10966

Leninism, see Communism.
Lennon, Robert E., screening fish-control

chemicals (1964) 19721

Lens, Sidney, testimony, hearing (1963) 19062

Lens (eye):

amino acid analyses following exposure to

cataractogenic agents (1965) 5559
Lenses:

bootlace lenses, 2-dimensional symmetric,
design considerations (1965) 11583

corrective, filters, and structure effects in

empty visual field, studies (1964) 18856
microwave, system for plasma diagnostics

(1965) 19882

photographic, military standard (1961)
19198

spot diagrams for prediction of lens per-

formance from design data (1965) 18610
television lens system Mark 2 Mod O, de-

scription, operation, and maintenance
(1962) 24045

TV components, effect of electron radiation
(1965) 16678

Zeiss 5.6/1000 mirror lens, new type, East
German study (1962) 7628

see also Contact lenses—Objectives (optics).

Lensink, Calvin J., distribution of recoveries
from bandings of ducklings (1965) 6233

Lent, Barbara, U.S. Army area handbook for

United Arab Republic (Egypt) (1965)
11905

Lent, Gary L., basic data on economy of

Ghana (1963) 2391
Lenten recipes, see Recipes.
Lentils, dry, foreign agriculture circulars

(1961) 3274; (1962) 3876; (1963) 3720;
(1964) 3520; (1965) 3433

Lenzen, Victor F., development of gravity
pendulums in 19th century (1965) 11541

Leon County, Fla., land conveyance to Drake
family (1962) 11317, 13640, 15042

Leonard, Benjamin F., ore deposits of St.

Lawrence County magnetite district,

northwest Adirondacks, N.Y. (1964)

15947
Leonard, George E., relief (1962) 21019, 21340,

23155
Leonard, J. T., supercooling of hydrazine

(1965) 13149
Leonard, Raymond E., precipitation measure-

ment on forest«Jd experimental wat-
ersheds (1963) 20699

Leonard, William F., determination of plasma
temperature and electron density distri-

butions using millimeter waves (1965)

14828
Leone, Lucile P., agricultural migrants and

public health (1964) 5645
Leone, Oliver Q.:

electrofining of titanium-oxygen alloys

(1965) 6598
observations in development of titani-

um-refining cells (1964) 11338

Leong, Franklin, and wife, relief (1961) 8892,
16654, 18496

Lepidoptera:
developing and diapausing pupae, bioelectric

activity of nervous system, USSR study
(1964) 16141

larvae frequently intercepted at quarantine,

keys for identification (1963) 13155
pupae, sex determination (1962) 16254

see also Gonionota melobaphes Walsing-
ham — Microlepidoptera — Moths —
Stenomidae.

Leprosy, medical bulletin (1965) 15121
epidemiology, clinical manifestations, and

laboratory diagnosis methods (1962)

18419, 24073
Leptospirosis:
animal hosts, etc., in Foochow, China, area

(1962) 1167
research in Yugoslavia (1962) 7679

Lerke, Susan H., relief (1962) 11524, 15149,

16675
Lernaea cyprinacea, see Worms.
LeRoux, E.F., geology and ground-water re-

sources of Rock County, Wis (1964) 2428

LeRoy, L.W., smaller Foraminifera from late

Tertiary of southern Okinawa (1964)

10645
Le Sage, Lee G., application of double spheri-

cal harmonics method to one-dimensional
radiation-transfer equation (1965) 5190

Lesage, M.A.:
deep hypothermia, survival, etc., to circula-

tory arrest (1963) 13205
hypothermia induced, etc., with pump oxy-

genator (1963) 11497
tolerance to prolonged deep hypothermia

(1964) 9978
Lesh, Seymour, recruitment and training of

automobile mechanics (1965) 18847
Lesikar, Raymond V., education for leadership

in small business (1963) 1448
Lesions:

brain, ocular movements and their relations,

USSRstudy (1965) 1198
oral mucous membrane, diagnosis (1965)

2962
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Lesions—Continued
septal and hypothalamic, effects on shiver-

ing in cats (1963) 11494
skull and brain, in acute radiation sickness,

conclusion of USSR study (1962) 19760
tumorous, of hemopoietic system, classifica-

tion, USSR study (1963) 17656
see also Brain.

Leslie, Exlward A.:

basic data on economy of Ireland (1964) 863
foreign trade regulations of

—

Ireland (1964) 14386
United Kingdom (1964) 8821

living conditions in United Kingdom (1963)
2432

Lespedeza:
annual, culture and use (1961) 3697; (1964)

11755
insect species in herb stratum of sericea

stand, AEC Savannah River project
(1964) 1781

Lesser, Arthur J.:

accent on prevention through improved
service (1964) 8143

health of children of school age (1964) 19313
lecture. May 10, 1963 (1964) 197

Lessing, Henry C, guidance of low L/D vehicle
entering earth's atmosphere at speeds
up to 50,000 feet per second (1965) 11485

Lesser Antilles, see Antilles.

Lesser Sunda Islands, sailing directions (1963)
3206; (1964) 18841

Lessing, Henry C, stability derivatives of

airplane model with unswept wing and
high horizontal tail (1963) 5538

Lester, Harold C:
describing-function analysis of stability of

launch vehicle with nonlinear thrust
vectoring (1965) 19939

determination of loads on flexible launch
vehicle during ascent through winds
(1965) 6685

LET, see Linear energy transfer.
Let us utilize everything under the sun, Ck)m-

munist China (1961) 874
Let your conscience decide, USSR (1961) 7637
Letcher County, Ky., coals, carbonizing prop-

erties (1964) 9528
Letilan fibers, biologically active polyvinyl

alcohol, anti-bacterial activity, USSR
study (1964) 8883

Letko, William, loads induced on flat plate at
Mach number of 4.5 with sonic or super-
sonic jet exhausting normal to surface
(1963) 14582

Letronne, LAC 75, lunar chart (1962) 14777
Let's keep moving forward, address (1962)

8842
Letson, B.B., heat of formation of lithium

chloride, etc (1965) 5095
Lett, Harold A., equal opportunity in housing

(1964) 21367
Letter services, duplicating and mailing serv-

ice (1964) 3127
Letters, transportation restrictions, private

express statutes (1961) 11522
Lettuce:
California

—

shipped by rail, effects of delayed initial

salting on transit temperatures (1961)
5185

transit temperatures of heavy loads
shipped in several types of rail equip-
ment (1965) 41

descriptions and pedigrees of nine varieties

(1961) 11734
field packing and vacuum cooling (1962)

12887

Lettuce—Continued

field trimming, effects on quality, etc (1961)

17919
market quality in relation to delays between

harvest, precooling and temperature
after cooling (1965) 15172

prepackaged at shipping point, market sur-

vey, preliminary (1962) 14715
prepackaging at shipping point (1964) 13591

production (1962) 8816
rapid vacuum-cooling, preliminary summary

(1962) 6526
shrink-film-wrapped, effects of heat-tunnel

temperatures (1964) 36
vacuum-cooled, factors affecting tempera-

ture reduction and weight-loss (1961)
11708

vacuum-cooling in commercial plants (1962)
14712

Leucichthys, see Chub.
Leucocytes:
and blood plasma, USSR studies (1965) 7850
dry, preparation and experimental study of

action, USSR study (1962) 18082
human and monkey, in culture, comparative

study (1963) 76
irradiated in vitro, chromosomal studies

(1962) 14783
osmotic stability, in persons under occupa-

tional hazards, USSR study (1964) 2490
Pelger's leucocytic anomaly, treatment

(1964) 8941
peripheral blood, technic for preparing chro-

mosomes (1963) 20310
preparation of leucocytic mass, USSR studv

(1962) 2736
transfusion of dry leucocytic mass in leuco-

penic conditions, clinical effectiveness,

USSR study (1963) 5115

vertebrates, survival in intestines of

blood-sucking insects and ticks, USSR
study (1964) 9007

Leucocytozoon caulleryi in chickens (history
and diagnosis) (1965) 19

Leucopenia:
therapy, USSR study (1962) 6066
transfusion of dry leucocytic mass, clinical

effectiveness. USSR study (1963) 5115
Leucosis, see Leukemia.

Leuk.-For most subjects beginning with this

combining form, see Leuc-.
Leukemia:

acute, changes in blood protein, USSR studv
(1962) 13982

etiology of leucoses, role of viruses, USSR
study (1963) 8871, 15803

free amino acids of blood and urine, USSR
study (1961) 15525

health information (1962) 16135; (1964)
18900

immunology of leukosis, translations, USSR
study (1962) 1072

immunology, USSR study (1962) 8025
leucosis patients, methods of virological

study of blood, USSR study (1961) 15343

leukemia and ionizing radiation, USSR
study (1965) 11140

leukosis and radiation, USSR study (1964)
2888

morphogenesis of cells in focus of transplan-
tation, USSR study (1962) 2732

progress against (1962) 24013
USSR studies (1964) 1164
virus etiology of leukoses, USSR study

(1962) 989
Leukosis, see Leukemia.
Leung Chi King, relief (1964) 2027
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Le Van, Herbert P., manganese extraction
studies using ferrous sulfate and pickle

liquor (1964) 13128
Leveille, Gilbert A.:

fatty acid composition of plasma and liver

lipid components as influenced by die-

tary protein and cholesterol (1963) 1811

immunochemical and polyanion precipitation

method of beta-lipoproteins (1963) 11547

influence of dietary factors on plasma cho-

lesterol of growing mice (1963) 13245
influence of orally administered antibiotics

on growth and plasma lipid levels of

growing chicks (1963) 11548
plasma and liver lipids, fecal bile acid and

sterol excretion of rats fed pectin and
saponin (1963) 11549

Level indicators, sensitive level sensor made
with spirit level, gives electrical output
(1965) 6665

Leveling, see Surveying.
Leveling instruments, see Levels.

Levelling, see Surveying.
Levels, surveying, instrumental equipment and

methods for control leveling (1961)
20487

Levelometers, automatically maintains sup-
er-cold liquids (1964) 9549

Levenson, Barbara, mental health in child

health conference (1964) 17117
Lever, R.C., metallic fuel element materials,

comprehensive technical report, (Jeneral

Hectric direct-air-cycle aircraft nuclear
propulsion program (1963) 121

Leverett, Sidney D., jr., decompression sick-

ness studies, circulatory and respiratory
changes in anesthetized dogs (1963) 9630

Levesque, Gilbert, technique for sexing fully

developed embryos and early-instar lar-

vae of gypsy moth (1963) 10233
Levi, David W., thermal degradation, etc., of

high polymers (1964) 4608
Levias-Keystone mining area, geology and

fluorspar deposits (1962) 21826
Levin, George M., NASA engineering model of

Mars atmosphere for entry vehicle de-

sign (1965) 1472
Levin, Harry L.:

pension plans under collective bargaining
(1965) 9516

unfunded private pension plans (1964) 13070

Levin, Sheldon G., fluid amplification, jet at-

tachment distance as function of adja-
cent wall offset and angle (1964) 5628

Levine, E.D., aluminunvlithium phase diagram
(1963) 1834

Levine, Harry, radiochemical determination of

uranium in environmental media by elec-

trodeposition (1965) 13231
Levine, Jack, rocket vehicle used in RAM Al

flight tests (1963) 7268
Levine, Louis:

address, Aug. 5, 1964 (1964) 15862
youth, new employment service focus (1965)

505
Levine, Milton, American science manpower,

1960, report of national register of sci-

entific and technical personnel (1963)
3191

Levins, Philip L., effect of electrophilic addi-
tives on radiolytic products of organic
chain reactions (1964) 10033

Levinson, Edward, testimony, hearings (1964)
8456

Levisa Fork:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 16103
document edition (1965) 15542

Levy, Elmer, relief (1964) 15471, 17702, 21116
Levy, R.H., hypersonic magnetohydrodynamics

with or without blunt body (1964) 16656
Levy, S.:

analysis of various types of 2-phase annular
flow, etc (1963) 18572

prediction of critical heat flux in forced
convection flow (1963) 14976

Lewins, Leon:
basic data on economy of

—

Hungary (1964) 10702
Poland (1965) 17289

Lewis, Alan G.:

calegoid copepods (Crustacea) of Hawaiian
Islands (1964) 7602

caligid copepod genus Dentigryps (1964)

9652
Lewis, Albert J.:

testimony (1962) 23377
additional copies, report (1963) 11857

Lewis, Edward A., geometry and Ist-order er-

ror statistics for 3- and 4-station hyper-

bolic fixes on spherical earth (1964)

19166
Lewis, Clifford E., forage response to month of

burning (1965) 2172
Lewis, Geoffrey W., nomination, hearing (1965)

6048
Lewis, George E., early Permian vertebrates

from Cutler formation of Placerville

area, Colo (1965) 16323
Lewis, Gertrude, headstart for children in

slums (1965) 10739
Lewis, Gertrude M.:

central office services to elementary schools,

organization, etc (1963) 8158
evaluating elementary schools, selected ref-

erences (1963) 17372
Lewis, Gordon D., farm woodland management

cost and returns in southern Piedmont
of Virginia (1965) 9204

Lewis, Harrison, basic data on economy of

Malta (1965) 1942
Lewis, James L., lunar landing and site selec-

tion study (1965) 18551
Lewis, John P., nomination, hearing (1963)

10002
Lewis, John W., Chinese Communist Party

leadership and succession to Mao
Tse-Tung, appraisal of tensions (1964)

9802
Lewis, Keith H., examination of foods for en-

teropathogenic and indicator bacteria,

etc (1964) 13396
Lewis, L. Earl, industry wage survey, meat

products (1964) 13073
Lewis, Lanora G., talent and tomorrow's

teachers, honors approach (1963) 8179
Lewis, Louis, relief (1961) 7010
Lewis, Marie J., relief (1964) 15666
Lewis, Mary E., effect of various modes of

rehearsal on short-term recall (1964)

20705
Lewis, Meriwether, exploratory expedition in

Blackfeet Country (1965) 2255

Lewis, Paul S., gasification of coal in presence
of gamma rays (1964) 7442

Lewis, Richard, E., weld heat-affected zones in

titanium alloy (1963) 9318
Lewis, Richard Q., sr., geology and uranium

deposits of Elk River and vicinity, San
Juan County, Utah (196.5) 6343

Lewis, Richard W.:
barium (1965) 9544

nitrogen (1963) 18086; (1964) 18675; (1965)
12937, 14695

phosphate rock (1963) 18089; (1964) 18677;
(1965) 12941, 18444
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Lewis, Richard W.—Continued

potash (1963) 16328; (1964) 18678; (1965)
12942

potassium (1965) 9583
spectrochemical analysis of high-purity be-

ryllium (1963) 1246
Lewis, Robert, air pollution and New Orleans

asthma (1963) 1400
Lewis, Sidney T.:

spatial disorientation demonstrator (1965)
8492

urine evacuating system for use in

full-pressure suits (1964) 8006
Lewis, Wayne C, board materials from wood

residues (1964) 14314
Lewis, William:
compensating-bellows device as means of

suppressing rocket pump inlet perturba-
tions (1964) 16714

effect of closed-end side branch on sinus-
oidally perturbed flow of liquid in line
(1963)18148

Lewis, William B., work force adjustments to
technological change (1963) 6353

Lewis and Clark County, Mont.:
geology and mineral deposits (1964) 4793
geology of Basin quadrangle (1963) 20729

Lewis and Clark Ebcpedition:

brief account (1962) 18165
trail from St. Louis, Mo. to Pacific North-

west, encourage preservation, reports
(1963) 9906, 17265

Lewis and Clark Lake, fish population studies
(1964) 12427

Lewis and Clark Trail, proposal for develop-
ment (1965) 20006

Lewis and Clark Trail Commission:
appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 5950
law (1965) 13782
reports (1965) 8773, 8960, 12139

establish

—

law (1964) 21122
reports (1964) 17622, 17846

Lewis County, Mont., northern Boulder Moun-
tains, pleistocene ice sheet, description
(1962) 19569

Lewis County, Tenn., forest industry statistics

(1961) 2728
Lewis County, Wash., coal cleaning trials

(1961) 9483
Lewis Invisible Machine Stitch Co., Inc., see

Lewis Sewing Machine Co.
Lewis Research Center, Conference on New

Technology, general information (1964)
21743

Lewis Sewing Machine Co., relief (1962) 7010,
17174, 18932

Lewisburg, Ohio, railroad accident (1965) 7845
Lewiston, Idaho, air pollution study (1965)

11647
Lewistown, Pa., redevelopment area, statisti-

cal profile (1962) 13157
Lexicography, statistics and automation,

USSR study (1964) 8850
Lexington, Ky.:
Blue Grass Field, weather observations,

hourly, summary, decennial census
(1963) 21162

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16347
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18833

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts, standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 2221

Lexington, Mass., flag of U.S., display, reports
(1964) 17516; (1965) 19255, 19468

Lexington, Mich.:
harbor construction, engineer report-
departmental edition (1964) 12348
document edition (1964) 12028

Lexington, N.C., census of housing, 1960, city
blocks (1961) 18298

Lexington Park Volunteer Fire Department,
Inc., land conveyance by quitclaim deed
(1963) 18889; (1964) 4524, 6140

Leybold, Herbert A.:

examining statistical and power-spectral
properties of random time histories
(1965) 8101

fatigue life of aluminum alloys (1964) 16688
predicting static strength of stiffened sheet

containing sharp central notch (1963)
16407

Lezberg, Erwin A.:

comparisons of experimental hydroxy radi-
cal profiles with kinetic calculations in
supersonic nozzle (1965) 13045

feasibility study of high-temperature syn-
thetic-air heated for use with Mach 8 to
9 hypersonic tunnel (1965) 13042

optical techniques for temperature and con-
centration measurements of combustion
(1964) 18769

LFBR, see Reactors (atomic).
LGP-30, see Electronic computers.
Lhasa, Tibet, handicraft industry, growth of

new force (1961) 878
Li language, general features (1964) 4930
Li-hsueh Hsueh-pao (periodical):

translations (1962) 848, 876, 2690, 5565
Li-shih yen-chiu (periodical):

translations on Genghis Khan (1963) 8641
Liability (law)

District of Columbia, physicians in good
Samaritan cases, relieve, reports (1965)
15698, 19419

3d party, for cost of hospital care, etc., fur-
nished by U.S.

—

law (1962) 20868
reports (1962) 9335, 19324

see also Claims.
Liability insurance:
atomic risk in European law systems (1962)

4624
combat servicemen, amend United States

Code-
hearing (1965) 16016
law (1965) 17410
reports (1965) 17625, 17841

farmers who have income-producing recrea-
tional facilities (1963) 15418

motor vehicle. Army regulations (1964)
13670

uninsured motorist coverage required part
of every automobile liability policy in
D.C.—

hearings (1965) 15790, 19492
report (1965) 15695

Liammari, J.J., international coal trade (1963)
3796; (1964) 3604; (1965) 3519

Liang, Edward Y., relief (1962) 4988, 9147,
9212

Liang-Shan, Szechwan Province, China, I Na-
tionality Autonomous Chou (1963) 781

Liao, Yu, relief (1961) 10377
Liao-yuan, China, from small native group to

combined enterprise, several methods
used by city in variety undertakings
(1961) 808

Liao-ning Province, China:
decade of accomplishments (1963) 2979
economic geography (1962) 22026

Liapunov method:
application to flight control systems, guide

(1965) 11404
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Liapunov method—Continued
stability analysis of relay-control systems

via direct method of Lyapunov (1965)

19883
Libbey, Charles E.:

radio controlled dynamic spacecraft, deploy-
ment investigation of parawing recov-

ery device (1964) 1466
stalling and tumbling of radio-controlled

parawing airplane model (1964) 14852
Libby Dam and Reservoir, Kootenai River,

construction authorized (1964) 2297
Libel and slander, proposed Federal group li-

bel legislation, staff report (1963) 8003

in revolutionary world (1963) 10073
language of free men (1963) 18607

Liberation Army medical journal (Chinese pe-

riodical):

translations (1965) 16392, 18378
Liberation daily (Chinese periodical):

articles (1961) 2140
Liberia:

agricultural commodities, sales under title 4,

agreement (1962) 14641
defense equipment, materials, and services,

agreement (1962) 10684
economy, basic data (1964) 12553
education and culture, exchange program,

financing, agreement (1964) 15122
establishing business (1962) 17666
fisheries survey (1962) 23556
foreign trade regulations (1964) 18185
forestry progress, 1951-59 (1961) 17351
guaranty of private investments agreements

(1961) 1506, 13684; (1965) 3055
market for U.S. products (1965) 9304
military equipment, materials, and services,

agreement (1961) 17841
military mission, agreements (1961) 6584,

13685; (1964) 15126
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12890
Peace Corps program, agreement (1962)

14626
Port of Monrovia, transfer of title, agree-

ment (1964) 15119
telecommunications, agreement (1962) 1847
U.S. Army area handbook (1965) 4247

Liberty:
Africa's unfinished struggle for freedom,

real issues (1963) 7432
America's destiny in building of world com-

munity (address) (1963) 11299
(Communist.underground activities, conspira-

cy against freedom in Federal Republic
of Germany (1961) 9377

education for freedom and world understand-
ing, report of committees of conference
(1962) 13733

four freedoms, basis for free world (address)
(1961) 7881

freedom and democracy, products of ideas

and labors of all people (address) (1961)
9391

freedom and human rights, some next steps
(address) (1964) 1599

freedom, free world responsibility (address)

(1963) 9404
freedom from war, complete disarmament in

peaceful world, U.S. program (1961)
20165

freedom of communications, presidential
campaign, 1960

—

15-minute radio and television network
newscasts, report (1962) 5014

hearings before Freedom of Communica-
tions Subcommittee, report (1962) 2352

Liberty—Continued
freedom of communications, presidential

campaign, 1960—Continued
recommendations, report (1962) 11567
speeches, reports (1961) 20619; (1962) 409,
2351
print additional copies, report (1961)
20621

freedom philosophy or enlightened dogma-
tism, political translations on Eastern
Europe (1964) 20197

future of equality and freedom for all (ad-

dress) (1961) 19807
heritage of freedom (address) (1961) 6232
heritage of freedom, origins, etc (1963) 7659
intellectual freedom. Red China style testi-

mony, hearings (1962) 21223
liberty and communism, ideas in conflict,

DOD pamphlet (1962) 6628
national liberation movement in Africa,

USSR study (1962) 1207
peace in freedom (address) (1961) 11328
popular freedom documents available from

Supt. of Documents (1964) 11545
preservation (address) (1961) 9395
religious tolerance, touchstone of freedom

(address) (1962) 1554
survival of peace in freedom (address) (1961)

19806
weight of freedom (remarks) (1963) 2279
winning worldwide victory for freedom (ad-

dress) (1962) 20299
Liberty loan acts, see Bonds of United States.
Libove, Abraham H., survival experience of

radium cases (1964) 13701
Libove, Charles, plane-stress analysis of

edge-stiffened rectangular plate subject-

ed to loads and temperature gradients
(1965) 2876

Librarians:
and title 3 of national defense education act

of 1958 (1963) 2159
Army, professional career, general informa-

tion (1962) 4500
can help the handicapped who have low in-

comes (1965) 11336
case of injustice in small Russian city,

USSR study (1965) 6431
continuing education, conferences, work-

shops, and short courses, 1965-66 (1965)
9037

education of librarian for modern school
(1962) 23438

educational needs for school library admin-
istration, etc., conference proceedings
(1963) 19117

employment outlook (1961) 13731; (1962)

8380; (1964) 7378
employment with Air Force (1963) 9609
examination announcements (1961) 8557;

(1962) 9113; (1964) 1840, 21053
amendment (1962) 13098
discontinuance notice (1962) 11201
Veterans Administration installations

(1963) 1938; (1964) 8160; (1965) 19021
role in formulating title 3 projects of nation-

al defense education act of 1958 (1962)
15494

school, NDEA institutes for advanced study
(1965)6114, 7595

State, 2d assembly, proceedings (1961) 11360

Veterans Administration, career opportuni-
ties (1962) 16027

see also Medical record librarians.
Libraries:
African reading list (1962) 23943
American, African newspapers received

(1962) 10421
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Libraries—Continued

Armed Forces and National Library week,
guidebook for local observance (1961)
1682

automation

—

conference (1964) 20452
economic feasibility (1964) 5454
routines in technical services (paper)

(1964) 7967
technical information retrieval (1964)

15078
basic, general reference, cataloging, and

book selection titles, list (1964) 6608
basic reference sources for business, bibliog-

raphy (1963) 3325
book of the future, USSR study (1964) 14522

Bureau of Ships Technical Library, thesau-
rus of descriptive terms and code book
(1964) 20779; (1965) 11674

college and university facilities planning
aids (1962) 13736

colleges and universities

—

analytic statistics

—

1959-60 (1963) 4816
1961-62 (1965) 4653

building needs (1964) 6829
institutional statistics

—

1959-60 (1961) 4147
advance report (1961) 17189

1960-61 (1962) 9545
1961-62 (1963) 12066
1962-63 (1964) 4625
1963-64 (1965) 4654

county and regional serving 50,000 or more,
statistics (1961) 9045

depository

—

instructions (1962) 22716
law governing (1962) 402, 21226; (1963)
6209

revise laws

—

hearings (1962) 11673
law (1962) 16802

reports (1961) 14307; (1962) 13653, 15455
donation of surplus personal property, hear-

ing (1962) 19181
elementary school, bibliography (1963) 4814
Federal Fire Council, fire safety reference

library (1964) 4772
industrial technical, paperback book collec-

tions, list (1961) 12825
Interior Department, user services policy

survey (1965) 14449
interstate compacts, granting consent of

Ck)ngress, report (1961) 20602
key educational media, personnel in library

systems, directories (1963) 17379
library education directory, 1962-63 (1964)

4624
library research in progress (1962) 5101;

(1963) 8175-76, 12065, 20638; (1964)
8486-87, 14190; (1965) 4652, 10741

library services act

—

allotments to States (1963) 19093
amend, report (1963) 20587
hearings (1962) 21204

library services and construction act, compi-
lation (1964) 6570

materials, cost, and price trends of publica-
tions (1961) 17188

medical library assistance act of 1965

—

hearings (1965) 16038, 17717
law (1965) 19166
reports (1965) 17664, 19216, 19414

medical, outside U.S. and Canada, directory
(1963) 12913

national defense education act of 1958, li-

brarians role in formulating title 3 pro-
jects (1962) 15494

Libraries—Continued

National Library of Medicine, interlibrary
loan operation, survey (1962) 22638

new serial titles (1961) 3413; (1962) 10423,
22456

alphabetical arrangement (1962) 4119;
(1963) 3962; (1964) 3790; (1965) 3707

classed subject arrangement (1961) 3412;
(1962) 4118; (1963) 3961; (1964) 3789;
(1965) 3706

3d edition

—

1962 cumulation (1963) 14487
1963 cumulation (1964) 14719
1964 cumulation (1965) 18412

personnel, national defense institutes, man-
ual (1964) 21267

postage rates for educational materials,
clarify and make uniform law, report
(1961) 14404

public

—

appropriation, 1965, budget amendment
(1964) 8255

construction

—

hearings (1963) 9930
message from the President (1963) 4720

library services act

—

hearings (1963) 13646
report (1963) 15273

library services act, amend

—

law (1964) 6180
report (1964) 2072

library services and construction act of
1964, compilation (1965) 19514

role in education for aging (1962) 19438
rural areas, State plans under Library

services act, progress report (1961) 464;
(1963) 19119

serving populations of

—

35,000 and above, institutional data,
1962 (1965) 14187

35,000-49,999, statistics 1960 (1962)
17407

50,000 to 99,999, statistics 1960 (1962)
15503

100,000 or more, statistics 1960 (1962)
17408

surplus property donation, clarify law

—

law (1962) 23186
reports (1962) 21082, 21465 •

public library for lifelong learning (1961)
10548

publications and articles (1963) 17391
school library as materials center, confer-

ence proceedings (1963) 19117
school

—

elementary and secondary, facilities (1965)
12388

material for language programs, selection
and organization (1964) 6579

meeting new standards (1961) 12569
personnel, national defense institutes,

manual (1965) 10744
public, statistics, 1962-63 (1964) 21269
resources, guidelines to regulations, etc

(1965) 19561
services for culturally deprived child

(1964) 601
services in NDEA title 3 program (1965)

14186
standards, survey (1964) 17927
statistics 1960-61, basic tables (1964)
17925

supervision in State and local school sys-
tems (1963) 4823

service for rural people (1963) 1693
services (1963) 2160
services in rural areas, after five years

(1962) 13737
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Libraries—Continued
services to Nation (1962) 21638
State functions, 3d assembly, proceedings

(1964) 14720
statistics, bibliography of surveys (1961)

14786
systems, key audiovisual personnel, directo-

ry (1961) 12568
USSR, list (1962) 761

USSR technical information and biblio-

graphical centers (1962) 6614
West German library developments since

1945 (1962) 12356
see also Reference books

—

also names of

departments, etc.

—

also names of librar-

ies, or places where located.

Library accessions:
Adjutant General's Office, Army Library

(1963) 4322-23; (1964) 4023; (1965) .3930

Community Health Services (1963) 11230
East European accessions index (1961) 3403;

(1962) 3771
Federal Fire Council, list (1964) 3682; (1965)

3596
foreign statistical publications (1961) 2959;

(1962) 3887; (1963) 3726; (1964) 3525;

(1965) 3438
India, American Libraries Book Procure-

ment Center, New Delhi (1963) 7182;

(1964) 3590; (1965) 3505
Interior Department (1961) 3321; (1962)

4019; (1963) 3868; (1964) 3681; (1965)

3594
Israel, American Libraries Book Procure-

ment Onter, Tel-Aviv (1964) 14717;

(1965) 3543
Labor Department (1961) 3365; (1962) 4331;

(1963) 4183; (1964) 4026; (1965) 3932
Middle East, American Libraries Book Pro-

curement Center, Cairo (1963) 9089;

(1964) 3721; (1965) 3639
National archives (1962) 1699; (1963) 14595;

(1964) 20632
Pakistan, American Libraries Book Procure-

ment Centers, Karachi and Dacca (1963)

7186; (1964) 3834; (1965) 3752
Reclamation Bureau, list (1963) 16550;

(1964) 4025; (1965) 3589
Russian, Library of Congress (1961) 3410;

(1962) 4070; (1963) 3913; (1964) 3738;

(1965) 3656
Small Business Administration, selected

acquisitions (1961) 17809
southern Asia, accessions list (1961) 3416;

(1962) 4344
Library assistants, examination announce-

ment (1961) 14007
Library bulletin:

Quartermaster Food and Container Institute

for Armed Forces (1961) 8163, 11544,

20112-113; (1963) 9368
supplement (1961) 15949

Library extension, see Libraries.

Library list:

Agriculture Department (1961) 104, 1653,

11735
National Agricultural Library (1962) 18306,

20166, 22596; (1963) 1326, 5617,

11092-93, 12890, 14593-594. 16414, 18182;

(1964) 1489, 3041, 9628, 14930; (1965)
14868-869

Library of Congress:
accessions

—

east European index (1961) 3403; (1962)

3771
India, American Libraries Book Procure-
ment Center, New Delhi (1963) 7182;

(1964) 3590; (1965) 3505

Library of Congress—Continued
accessions—Continued

Israel, American Libraries Book Procure-
ment Center, Tel-Aviv (1964) 14717;
(1965) 3543

Middle East, American Libraries Book
Procurement C:€nter, Cairo (1963) 9089;
(1964) 3721; (1965) 3639

Pakistan, American Libraries Book Pro-
curement Centers, Karachi and Dacca
(1963) 7186; (1964) 3834; (1965) 3752

Russian index (1961) 3410; (1962) 4070;

(1963) 3913; (1964) 3738; (1965) 3656
southern Asia, list (1961) 3416; (1962) 4344

acquisitions, quarterly journal (1961) 3414;
(1962) 4277; (1963) 4126; (1964) 3956

title page, v. 17 (1961) 3415
appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 10332, 12503
law (1961) 16563
reports (1961) 10267, 14378, 14601

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 17302
law (1962) 20905
reports (1962) 9350, 19149, 19284

appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 11879; (1963) 13791
law (1964) 1976
reports (1963) 11830, 13750; (1964) 337

appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 8365, 15794
law (1964) 17313
reports (1964) 8334, 15557, 15699

appropriations, 1966)
hearings (1965) 10522, 12306
law (1965) 15445
reports (1965) 12108, 14071, 15653
supplemental, hearings (1965) 17680

archive of recorded poetry and literature,

checklist (1961) 6265
automation, survey (1964) 5454
bronze doors, description, etc (1962) 3282
budget

—

1962 amendment (1961) 6984
1963, amendment (1962) 9189, 13557
1964, amendments (1963) 9838

calendar of events (1963) 7181; (1964) 3298;

(1965) 3185
catalog cards, new method of distribution

explored (1961) 9434
catalog entries for monographs, L. C. an-

nouncement of new proofsheet service

(1962) 20061
cataloging rules, descriptive, for motion pic-

tures and filmstrips (1965) 19817
cataloging service bulletins (1961) 9434;

(1962) 18166, 20061; (1963) 18054-56;

(1964) 2975; (1965) 3192
CStsloCTS"'^

books, subjects (1961) 3407, 19831; (1962)

4016, 20062; (1963) 3864, 19809; (1964)

3677; (1965) 2806, 3590
dictionary, subject headings used (1961)

3417; (1962) 4361; (1963) 4214; (1964)

4061; (1965) 3968
Lincolniana collection of Alfred W. Stern

(1961) 7913
motion pictures and filmstrips (1961) 3408;

(1962) 4017; (1963) 3865; (1964) 3678;
(1965)3591

music and phonorecords (1961) 11359,

21155; (1962) 15995, 18168; (1963) 1^57;
(1964) 14718, 18651; (1965) 12803, 14648

National Exhibition of prints (1961) 1190;

(1963) 10927
national union catalog (1961) 3411; (1962)

4098; (1963) 3941; (1964) 3768; (1965)

3684
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Library of Congress—Continued
catalogs—Continued

annual cumulation (1961) 13420; (1962)

18169; (1965) 1304, 18410
manuscript collections, 1963-64 (1965)

18411
Russian publications, 18th century (1962)
6218

Chinese scientific and technical publications
in L.C. collections, list (1962) 3283

Civil War maps, list (1962) 6217

classification

—

additions and changes, quarterly list

(1961) 3406; (1962) 3978; (1963) 3820;

(1964) 3634; (1965) 3551
class A, general works, polygraphy (1963)

9086
class B, religion (1962) 23944
class C, auxiliary sciences of history

(1961) 15736
class E-F, history, America (1965) 16575
class H, social sciences (1965) 9524
class J, political science (1961) 17612
class M, music and books on music (1963)

10928
class N, fine arts (1962) 18167
class P

—

subclass PG, Russian literature (1965)

9525
subclass PT, Dutch and Scandinavian

literature (1965) 16573
subclasses, PA supplement, Byzantine,
Greek and Latin literature (1965) 1302

class Q, science (1963) 9087
class T, technology, supp (1965) 9526
class Z, bibliography and library science

(1965) 16574
collection of papers of

—

Cattell, James M., register (1962) 10422
Culbertson, William S., register (1964)

5458
Fiske, Minnie M., register (1962) 15996
Langmuir, Irving, register (1962) 15994
Olmstead, Frederick, register (1964) 1390
Sheridan, Philip H., register (1962) 10424
Sherman, William T (1965) 14651
WooUey, Robert W., register (1961) 1192

collection of Russian Orthodox Greek Catho-
lic Church in Alaska vital statistics re-

cords, index and microfilm (1961) 14113
reports (1961) 10486, 12276

establish library of musical scores for use
of the blind

—

law (1962) 23165
reports (1962) 15411, 21032

exhibitions

—

Nevada, centennial of statehood (1965)
14649

West Virginia, centennial of statehood
(1965) 1305

exhibits, monthly list (1961) 3404; (1962)

3794; (1963) 3631
geographical atlases, list (1963) 16302
gifts and bequests, amend act concerning

statutory limitation

—

law (1962) 16748
reports (1962) 13613, 15197

information bulletin (1961) 3405; (1962)

3946; (1963) 3787; (1964) 3595; (1965)
3508

information for readers (1963) 5463
James Madison Memorial Building, con-

hearings (1965) 12348
law (1965) 19137
reports (1965) 17843, 19213-214

Japanese scientific and technical serial pub-
lications in collections (1962) 22455

Library of Congress—Continued
limited cataloging service, discontinuance

(1963) 18056
microfilming presidential papers, remove

liabilities for infringement of literary

property rights

—

law (1961) 18654
reports (1961) 16665, 17986

microfilming, specifications (1964) 16618
Music Division, description, services, etc

(1961) 1191
National Poetry Festival, Oct. 22-24, 1962,

proceedings (1964) 13093
National Referral Center for Science and

Technology

—

clearinghouse for information resources of

scientific and technical community (1963)
7183

general information (1964) 13094
newspapers of east central and southeastern

Europe, list (1965) 18413
PL 480 newsletter (1962) 14402; (1963) 3866;

(1964) 3679; (1965) 3592
Presidential papers, microfilming, remove

authorization limitation

—

law (1964) 10142
reports (1964) 2036, 10394

presidential papers program (1961) 7915
President's papers index series (1961) 19835;

(1962) 3284, 8446: (1963) 5466, 19811;

(1964) 1392, 13095, 18652; (1965) 2087,
8010, 12803, 14650

press releases (1961) 3420; (1962) 4220;

(1963) 4069; (1964) 3901; (1965) 3819
Public law 480 project, accessions list

—

India (1963) 7182; (1964) 3590; (1965) 3505
Israel (1964) 14717; (1965) 3543
Middle East (1963) 9089; (1964) 3721;

(1965) 3639
Pakistan (1963) 7186; (1964) 3834; (1965)

3752
publications in print, lists (1961) 13419;

(1962) 14403; (1964) 13091; (1965) 11364
publications, price lists (1961) 6495; (1963)

7394; (1964) 21841
quarterly journal (1965) 3874
reports

—

departmental editions (1961) 6264; (1962)

8444; (1963) 9085; (1964) 11304; (1965)
11363A

document editions (1961) 5569; (1962) 6949;

(1963) 7847; (1964) 10178; (1965) 10376
summary introduction (1962) 14406

research facilities (1964) 11308
scientific information activities (1964) 11475
Soviet Union newspapers (1963) 5465
technical literature searching service (1961)

20398; (1964) 20853
treasure maps and charts, list (1964) 14716

Library of Congress Trust Fund Board:
permanent loan fund, raise statutory limita-

tion

—

law (1962) 16748
reports (1962) 13613, 15197

Library of documents compressed into lap-held
display kit (1965) 6647

Library science:
classification. Library of Congress (1965)

16574
classing curriculum guides, etc (1963) 8171
dissertations, 1925-60, annotated bibliogra-

phy of doctoral studies (1963) 17380
education directory, 1964-65 (1965) 12387
nuclear science literature management

(1963) 1840
Librations, see Moon.

Libya:
background notes (1965) 9936
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Libya—Continued
boundary studies

—

Algeria (1963) 20146
Chad (1963) 20148
Niger (1963) 20147
Sudan (1963) 20155

civil service law no. 36, 1956 (1962) 19670
defense operations, agreement (1961) 6578
economic assistance agreement (1961) 1512
economy, basic data (1961) 9171; (1964)

21086
educational data (1961) 9032
establishing business (1963) 19356
exports and imports, licensing and exchange

controls (1963) 8420
foreign trade regulations (1965) 10333
ground water

—

Bengasi area, Cyrenaica (1964) 6823
Sirte area, Tripolitania (1964) 6824

import tariff system (1962) 5358
living conditions (1963) 5063
market for U.S. products (1963) 2382
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12891
mutual defense assistance, understanding

(1961) 5124
mutual security in action, fact sheet (1961)

21378
newly independent nation, fact sheet (1961)

2713; (1962) 1824
preparing shipments to (1961) 17285
sailing Directions (1964) 7632
technical cooperation, agreement (1962)

14620
United Kingdom, ground water exploration

in Al Marj area, Cyrenaica (1963) 14037
United States foreign aid program, report of

study (1963) 19055
Lice:

cattle lice, how to control them (1961) 84;

(1965) 16972
infestation (1963) 12993
neotropical Mallophaga, studies (1961) 1344
public health importance and their control,

training guide (1961) 20099
Trochiliphagidae, new family of lice of hum-

mingbirds, study (1961) 1344
Licensed day care facilities for children (1962)

9100

AEC "licensing guide (1963) 14951-952,
15019-21; (1965) 11912

construction equipment operators in Naval
Shore Establishment (1962) 18603

dental hygienists in D.C., waive theoretical

examination

—

law (1964) 17319
reports (1963) 13628; (1964) 15786

export, approved and reexportations author-
ized, list (1962) 17435; (1963) 3633; (1964)

3449; (1965) 3340
firearms and ammunition in interstate traf-

fic, internal revenue regulations (1963)

2379; (1965) 779, 7830
licensing controls

—

Afghanistan (1961) 18449
Australia (1962) 17669
Austria (1962) 9792
Belgium (1962) 5354
Brazil (1962) 7507; (1963) 6607
Cambodia (1961) 18453
Central African Republic (1962) 11940
Ceylon (1961) 9199
Chad (1962) 11940
Chile (1962) 15673
Congo (Brazzaville) (1962) 11940
Congo (Leopoldville) (1962) 21880
Denmark (1961) 641; (1962) 13938
Ecuador (1962) 7508

Licenses—Continued
licensing controls—Continued

Ethiopia (1961) 639; (1963) 2431
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland

(1963) 6596
Finland (1961) 6088; (1962) 21883
France (1962) 15687
Gabon Republic (1962) 11940
Great Britain (1963) 2383, 2387
Greece (1961) 10662
Guinea (1962) 15681
Hong Kong (1961) 636
Indonesia (1963) 5076
Iran (1961) 635; (1962) 724. 21882
Ireland (1961) 6090
Israel (1961) 10664
Italy (1961) 20875
Ivory Coast (1962) 19606
Japan (1961) 9197; (1963) 2388
Libya (1963) 8420
Luxembourg (1962) 5354
Mozambique (1961) 2028
New Zealand (1961) 18446
Norway (1961) 637; (1962) 21881
Philippines (1961) 6091; (1963) 2384
Portugal (1962) 21892
Senegal (1963) 6612
South Africa (1962) 13937; (1963) 10334
Sudan (1961) 20874
Sweden (1961) 6089
Switzerland and Liechtenstein (1962)

19608
Taiwan (1962) 15676
Turkey (1962) 2566
United Kingdom (1961) 6086
Venezuela (1963) 8415
Viet-Nam (1962) 726
Yugoslavia (1963) 2434

licensing responsibility in public welfare

(1965) 7293
perishable agricultural commodities act of

1930, amend—
hearings (1961) 17115, 18930; (1962) 9367
law (1962) 20900
reports (1961) 16976; (1962) 9339, 21072

reactor facilities, AEC procedures, etc.

—

study (1961) 5562
views and comments (1961) 10195

royalty free, confirmatory, not obtained
under contracts with certain divisions of

Thompson Ramo Wooldridge, Inc., De-

fense Dept., GAO report (1965) 701

shelter licensing and marking, instructor's

guide (1964) 8154, 13794
see also Motor vehicle operators— a/so class-

es of persons to whom, or subjects for

which, licenses are issued.

Lichens:
eastern North America, guide (1961) 13663
Graphidaceae family in Mexico (1964) 5563
Parmelia subgenus Amphigymnia, mono-

graph (1965) 9786

Parmelia subgenus Parmelia, studies (1964)

18819
Lichtenberger, Allan R.. staff accounting for

local and State school systems (1965)

10750
Lichtenstein, Jacob H., some considerations on

use of atmospheric braking for tratisfer

into Martian orbit (1965) 13018
Lichtenstein, Stanley, officer jobs, feasibility

of identifying predictors of success from
personnel records, etc (1963) 4402

Lichterman well field, Memphis area. Tenn.,
predicted hydrologic effects of pumping
(1965) 19683

Li Destri. Angelo, relief (1961) 8669, 12085,
12385
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Lie detectors:
polygraphs, use by Federal Government

—

hearings (1964) 10315, 14003, 15588; (1965)
12184

preliminary study (1964) 8384
report (1965) 7459

Liebe Freundel (Jesundheitsregeln fur Ameri-
kareisende (1963) 7407

Lieber, M., high energy gamma rays from
cosmic ray collisions in space (1965)
5103

Lieberman, Joseph A., remarks, Nov. 19, 1963
(1965) 1863

Liebert, Curt H., performance of solar reflec-

tors when applied to storage of cryogen-
ic propellants in space (1965) 1463

Lieblein, Seymour, hypervelocity impact dam-
age characteristics in armored space
radiator tubes (1964) 20599

Liechtenstein, licensing and exchange controls
(1962) 19608

Lienenbach. Paul, foreign trade regulations of

Sweden (1965) 7354
Lien-shan Chuang and Yao Nationalities Au-

tonomous County, establishment (1963)
2475

Liens:
bankrupt estate priorities, amend bankrupt-

cy act

—

hearing (1965) 17918
reports (1963) 13576; (1964) 14079; (1965)

12263, 15668
motor vehicles and trailers, alphabetical file

by D.C. Recorder of Deeds, eliminate

—

law (1963) 17019
reports (1962) 17244; (1963) 13625, 13733

statutory, standards for invalidation, etc.,

amend bankruptcy act, reports (1961)
14291; (1962) 11569

Liepins, Artis A., flexural vibrations of pres-
tressed toroidal shell (1965) 18469

Life:

anabiosis and general problem of life, USSR
study (1963) 14396

at high temperatures, USSR study (1961)
10830

biology, science of life, USSR study (1963)
804

born in a laboratory, development of human
embryo on film, USSR study (1962) 956

control processes in living organisms, USSR
study (1961) 4686

cycle charts, common blood and tissue par-
asites of man (1965) 11645

development in universe, USSR study (1965)
9353

do specific traits manifest themselves on
molecular level? USSR study (1962) 1230

essence of life, effective means of perceiving,
USSR study (1962) 23917

essence, philosophic problems, USSR study
(1963) 2839

extraterrestrial, bibliography, report litera-

ture, 1952-64 (1965) 6642
formula, cybernetic machines and artificial

reasoning, USSR study (1962) 12045
in light of modern achievements in biological

sciences, USSR study (1965) 19725
in meteorite. USSR study (1963) 5214
life and biology, scientific principles, USSR

study (1962) 15794
nauka i zhizn, translations (1964) 16184
on essence of life, USSR studies (1965) 9466
on molecular level, philosophical aspects,

USSR study (1964) 1060
on other planets, probability, USSR study

(1962) 2752
organization, general principles, USSR

study (1964) 12800

Life—Continued
outer space and life, USSR study (1964) 1269
penetrating secrets, USSR study (1961) 4361
processes, effects, of radiation and radioiso-

topes on, bibliography (1964) 11865
sciences

—

application of radioisotopes and radia-
tion

—

hearings (1961) 12134
summary-analysis (1961) 12135

Army research task summary, 1961 (1962)
145

atomic energy research (1961) 3816
radiation research, current projects in

U.S. and throughout world (1961) 1897
universe and life, USSR study (1962) 2863
vital living conditions in space fiight, prob-

lems of securing, USSR study (1962) 953
working life for men, 1900-60 (1963) 14437,

14483
see aiso Life on other planets—Longevity.

Life adjustment, see Conduct of life.

Life boats CC>2 inflatable, operation and mainte-
nance, manual (1961) 1464

Life in Hanoi, North Vietnam (1961) 898
Life insurance:

act of D.C—
amend relative to capital stock insurance
companies

—

law (1964) 17414
reports (1963) 20466; (1964) 17751

amend relative to false statements

—

law (1963) 13431
reports (1962) 191 10; (1963) 6157, 13731

Armed Forces counselor's guide (1965) 18929
business, for small manufacturers (1961)

21341
commercial. Army regulations relating to so-

licitation on installations (1963) 13236;
(1964) 15263

corporation, applicable to small business
(1961)21342

credit, regulate in D.C.

—

law (1962) 20861
reports (1962) 11587, 17054

District of Columbia act, amend

—

laws (1961) 18637, 18641; (1962) 20913,
20915, 23255

reports (1961) 12257-259, 17016-17, 17044,
20614; (1962) 15198, 15344, 17055, 21047,
21400,21506

veto message (1961) 18788

Federal employees group act of 1954, amend

—

designation of beneficiaries

—

hearing (1965) 10554
report (1965) 12135

extend coverage to certain legislative em-
ployees

—

hearing (1964) 408
report (1964) 352

extend coverage to temporary D.C. teach-
ers

—

hearings (1963) 11910; (1964) 6522
law (1964) 21123
reports (1963) 11841; (1964) 17794, 19461

extend coverage to United States commis-
sioners

—

law (1964) 17390
reports (1964) 12080, 17795

filing designation of beneficiary

—

hearing (1964) 6521
report (1964) 17790

increase (iovernment contributions, etc.

—

hearings (1965) 8903, 16047
report (1965) 8819

provide equitable settlement and escheat

—

hearing (1962) 9403
law (1962) 18979
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Life insurance—Continued
Federal employees group act of 1954,

amend— Continued
provide for additional unit

—

hearings (1961) 12535; (1962) 17121
reports (1962) 11358, 17294

reports (1961) 14578; (1962) 21068
Federal employees' group fund, loss of reve-

nue resulting from improper premium
rate for D.C. school teachers by Civil

Service Commission, GAO report (1965)

6279
Federal employees group insurance

—

FPM manual supplement (1963) 15109;
(1965)3388

report, 1964(1965)4407
Federal employees group program

—

actuarial valuation and financial condition

(1965)17727
operation, investigation, authorization,

report (1961) 4070, 4072
operations. GAO review (1962) 13858

Government, exchange for endowment at age
96 plan

—

law (1962) 16775
reports (1962) 9285, 15398

group, coverage of full-time State and local

government emplovees, Oct. 1962 (1964)

20800
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation

group plan, improper disposition of re-

funds of premiums, GAO report (1964)

4762
indemnity coverage for Armed Forces in com-

bat zones

—

hearing (1965) 16016
law (1965) 17410
reports (1965) 17625, 17841

indemnity or insurance for Armed Forces,

hearing (1965) 15834
individual investments in reserves (1961)

5993; (1962) 9601; (1963) 12103

industry wage survey

—

departmental edition (1962) 14385
document edition (1962) 13362

joint-life immediate annuities based on U.S.
life tables for white persons, 1959-61
(1965)8275

national service

—

assignment, liberalize provisions

—

law (1962) 16783
reports (1962) 9287, 15395

dividend schedules (1961) 5154-55; (1962)

12775; (1963) 3394
grant for 1 year to veterans heretofore eli-

gible hearing (1962) 17323
laws liberalizing

—

important announcement (1965) 1701,
5454
important notice (1964) 21917

new insurance law, NSLI (196.5) 1698, 6979

new modified life plan for policyholders

—

hearing (1961) 12511
reports (1961) 5654, 14699; (1963) 6145,

11991
new permanent plan of insurance, modified

life, information about conversion and
premium rates, holders in V, RS. W, H,

and RH programs (1965) 13326
1964 regular dividend schedules (1964)

11674
premium rates for total disability income
provision providing disability protection

to age 65, etc ( 1 964 ) 2087

1

premiums, rates-policy values for modified

life policy in V W H and RH programs
(1965) 5455

Life insurance—Continued
national service—Continued

raising age limit to 65 for total disability

income provision

—

law (1964) 13903
reports (1964) 4477, 14064

reopen program

—

law(1964)21156
reports (1964) 19.568, 21 198

reopen right to apply, report (1962) 17026,
17236, 19094

reopening

—

for veterans of WW 2 and Korea (1965)
8356

funding, hearings (1965) 8908
hearing (1965) 5977

special dividends for certain policyholders
law (1961) 18615
reports (1961) 5702, 12479

Veterans Reopened Insurance Fund, estab-
lish—
law (1965) 12031
reports (1965) 8847, 10655

waiver of premiums and total disability

income provision (1965) 18823
waiver of premiums upon becoming disabled

prior to age 6.5

—

law (1964) 13912
reports (1964) 360, 14063

partnership, information (1961) 21343

reserves, investments of individuals (1961)
3170; (1962) 3968; (19^3) 3807; (1964)
3618, 8546; (1965) 3535

selling, careers for women as underwriters
(1961) 16052, 16062

servicemen waiver of premiums, effects on
survivor benefits (1961) 3767

sole proprietorships (1962) 1805

understanding for family (1965) 4707

veterans

—

all pending insurance bills, hearings (1961)
12365

excessive Federal contributions to trust

funds, GAO report (1964) 21336

hearings on miscellaneous bills (1964) 12160

non-service disabled, general information,
premium rates for special classes, under
NSLI (1965) 9987

service-disabled

—

improper issuance, GAO review (1964)

21337
information and premium rates (1961)

2739; (1965) 15125
standard insurance, information, premi-
um rates and policy values (1965) 6978

special (non-participating) RS and W, infor-

mation and premium rates (1965) 9986

veterans and servicemen, government pro-

grams, annual report 1964 (1965) 11760

veterans organizations, amend D.C. act

—

law (1962) 232.55

reports (1962) 170.55, 21506
see also Old age, survivors, and disability

insurance.
Life insurance companies:

District of Columbia-
amend act eliminating duplication of re-

cordkeeping, etc

—

law (1964) 17317
report (1964) 15774

amend act increasing capital stock re-

quirements, etc., reports (1962) 21042,
21507

amend act relative to annual statements

—

law (1964) 1922
report (1964) 18838; (1964) 477
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Life insurance companies—Continued
District of Columbia—Continued
amend act relative to capitol stock

—

law (1964) 17414
reports (1963) 20466; (1964) 17751

exempt from act regulating loaning of
money on securities

—

law (1964) 1920
reports (1962) 15199; (1963) 9898; (1964)
476

farm-mortgage lending experience (1962)
7261, 17378-379; (1963) 2136, 6318,
15422; (1964) 8477. 12317. 19622; (1965)
4641

income taxation

—

amend act. hearing (1964) 15806
hearing (1961) 14731
law (1962) 23258
reports (1962) 21175, 21415

nonfarm mortgage investments (1962) 17474;
(1963) 15485; (1964) 15889; (1965) 16169

taxation, correct certain inequities

—

law (1964) 17429
reports (1964) 12047, 17615, 17748

see also Insurance companies—Old age, sur-
vivors, and disability insurance.

Life of every citizen (remarks) (1965) 12809
Life on other planets:

astrobiology, history, nature, and theory
(1963) 10425

concepts for detection of extraterrestrial
life (1965) 1402

data from recent observations, USSR study
(1963) 15802

exobiology, new field of scientific research,
USSR study (1963) 7096, 18176

probabilities, etc., USSR study (1963) 17968
search for extraterrestrial life (1963) 18124
transmission of information by extraterres-

trial civilizations, USSR study (1964)
14648

Life preservers, emergency equipment for
overwater operations, civil air regula-
tions amendments (1964) 12364, 12369,
12374

Life rafts:

emergency equipment for overwater opera-
tions, civil air regulations amendments
(1964) 12364, 12369, 12374

new inflatable, nontippable raft (1964) 9562
twin tube, regulations of administrator

(1961) 14837
Life, reason, and universe, USSR (1961) 20906
Life sciences:

new technologies and their promise (1963)
5678

research objectives '65, OAR (1965) 11880
Life support systems:

bacteriologic potability of condensate water
from heat exchangers of pressure suits

(1965)4213
gravity-independent photosynthetic gas ex-

changer (1964) 11784
internal environmental simulator for

man-machine system (1964) 5586, 15004
manned environmental system assessment

(1965) 1398
urine evacuating system for use in

full-pressure suits (1964) 8006
Life tables:

abridged, comparison of 2 methods of con-
structing by reference to standard table
(1964) 7704

National Center for Health Statistics data
(1965)2995-96, 11659

United States, 1900-59, guide (1964) 1562
United States, 1959-61 (1965) 2995

actuarial functions (1965) 2996
geographic division (1965) 11659

Life tables—Continued
United States, 1959-61 (1965) 2995—Con.

white persons joint-life immediate annui-
ties (1965) 8275

vital statistics of U.S. (1961) 15841; (1963)
13030

Lifeboatmen, manual (1961) 1846; (1965) 8681
Lifetime and recent migration (1963) 16908
Lifesaving apparatus, see Life rafts.
Lift (aircraft):

aerodynamic characteristics at low speed of
reentry configuration having rigid re-

tractable lifting surfaces (1961) 2587
airplane configuration having wing of trape-

zoidal plan form (1961) 19908
application of numerical technique to lift-

ing-surface theory for calculation of
unsteady aerodynamic forces due to con-
tinuous sinusoidal gusts on wing plan-
forms (1963) 5575

approach and landing investigation at
lift-drag ratios of 3 to 4 utilizing delta-

wing interceptor airplane (1963) 10997
arrow wing having 80° of sweepback (1961)

17707
attainment of high lift-drag ratios at hyper-

sonic speeds (1965) 16694
augmentation

—

annular jets in ground effect under static
conditions, effects of ratio of jet area to
total area and of pressure ratio (1961)
7987

effects of geometric variations of plenum-
chamber ground-effect models (1961) 9561

characteristics, airplane-like configurations
at Mach numbers from 3.00 to 6.28

(1961) 13471
characteristics of wings with arrow and

modified-diamond plan forms combined
with several different bodies (1961) 6362

circular plan form aircraft with peripheral
jet, wind-tunnel tests (1963) 7245

effectiveness of small pulse rockets exhaust-
ed from fuselage over surface of adja-
cent wing at Mach nos. 0.9 to 1.8, inves-
tigation (1961) 4875

favorable interference effects on maximum
lift-drag ratios of half-cone delta-wing
configurations at Mach 6.86 (1965) 16688

general time-dependent lift and downwash
distributions on finite wings in subsonic
flow, integral equation (1963) 3141

generation, effect of groundboard height on
aerodynamic characteristics of lifting

circular cylinder using tangential blow-
ing from surface slots (1961) 21225

induced lift and minimum induced drag of
nonplanar lifting systems (1963) 11090,
18168

influence on sonic boom intensity by
wind-tunnel measurements of pressure
fields of wing-body combinations at
Mach number 2.01 (1961) 15781

interference effects of single and multiple
round or slotted jets on model in transi-

tion (1964) 16697
lift and drag of swept-wing fighter airplane

at transonic and supersonic speeds
(1963) 10983

lift-drag ratios for arrow wing with bodies
at Mach number 3 (1961) 13492

lift-drag ratios for wing-body combinations
at supersonic speeds (1962) 10479

low-aspect-ratio triangular wings at large
angles of attack and supersonic speeds
(1961) 9496

low speed, characteristics of lightweight
M2-F1 lifting body, flight-determined
(1965) 18569
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Lift (aircraft)—Continued

maximum lift coefficient, effect of angle-

of-attack rate (1965) 19884
maximum lift-drag-ratio characteristics of

rectangular and delta wings at Mach 6.9

(1965) 16680
maximum lift-drag ratios of delta-wing

—

half-cone combination, Mach no. 20 (1965)

9712
paraglider models at supersonic speeds,

wind-tunnel investigation (1962) 1678
parawings as auxiliary lifting devices for

supersonic airplane configuration,

low-speed longitudinal aerodynamic in-

vestigation (1964) 14879
projectiles, investigated at Mach number of

8.6 and Reynolds number of 17 million

(1961) 17670
reentry configurations, lifting, aerodynamic

and control studies (1963) 11004
rotor operating at tip-speed ratios from 0.65

to 1.45, wind-tunnel investigation (1965)

6696
semicircular lift-producing nozzles, perform-

ance (1965) 8112
subsonic longitudinal aerodynamic charac-

teristics of tiltable-wing vertical-

takeoff-and-landing supersonic bomber
configuration (1961) 13485

supplementary lift for air cushioned vehi-

cles

—

data analysis (1962) 22877
performance analysis (1962) 22878

swept-wing heavy-bomber configuration with
large store (nacelle), Mach number, 1.61,

store interference, origin and distribu-

tion (1963) 12843

transonic, research airplane configurations,
flight-determined data, summary (1961)

13486
vortex-sheet deformation behind highly load-

ed wing and its effect on lift (1961) 7971
wing-body combination leading-edge sweep,

effects of spanwise variation (1964) 9596

Lift/cruise fan exhaust system (1965) 3066
Lifting:
danger, youth lifting (1965) 6547
how-to-lift model, build and demonstrate this

safety salesman (1964) 5421
system, effusion phenomena program (1961)

17870
weight lifting provisions for women by

State (1964) 3193
Lifts:

automotive, standard of trade (1962) 2116;
(1965) 19952

industrial, standard of trade (1961) 241
Ligaments, surgical treatment, USSR study

(1963) 15731

Ligand field theory, energy levels of platinum
(II) complexes (1962) 2056

Light:
absolute photometry of night sky, zenith

intensity of Haleakala, latitude N 20.7°,

and at Fritz Peak latitude N 39.9° (1964)
14939

absorption by gases during low resolution
studies, USSR (1961) 4611

activation reaction of EEG, USSR study
(1963) 20814

atmospheric attenuation model, 1964, in ul-

traviolet, visible and infrared regions
(1965) 103

atmospheric scattering in visible and in-

frared (1962) 6340
attenuation coefficients of water, high reso-

lution investigation of relative spectra
(1961) 20065

Light—Continued

breaking dormancy in eastern white pine
(1965) 16271

brightness and two-color pyrometry applied
to electron beam furnace (1965) 13124

candela as unit of luminous intensity, estab-
lish—

hearing (1963) 18958
law (1964) 245
reports (1963) 13754, 18903

chemical light meter, description and evalua-
tion in forest research (1963) 10221

coherent, generation using solid bodies
(1962) 7709

effect of field size and position on mesopic
spectral sensitivity (1965) 9538

effect of light on plants, literature review,

1950 (1963) 7540
forward scattering in lower atmosphere

(1965) 13165
high intensity flashes, recovery of visual

discrimination after exposure (1962)
10909

high luminance levels, visual recovery from
brief exposures (1964) 19177

induced, insect response, presentation pa-
pers (1961) 16074

laser compared with nonlaser, underwater
attenuation (1965) 11599

light and plants, experiments, etc (1961)

3680, 16117
local reaction in human electroencep-

halogram, USSR study (1962) 914
luminance required of opaque and transpar-

ent cathode-ray-tube phosphors (1961)

1399
luminescence

—

all-Union conference, USSR (1961) 10839
Atlantic Ocean, USSR study (1964) 2619
in marine organisms (1961) 21355
methods in cytology, USSR study (1963)

19659
photography. USSR study (1962) 5532
physics, USSR studies (1964) 12799

luminescent microscopy, USSR study (1962)

21973
luminous efficiency of artificial meteor at

11.9 kilometers per second (1965) 16683
luminous efficiency of meteors (1965) 13260
luminous shock waves, literature search

(1962) 7675
measuring, in uneven-aged hardwood stands

(1962) 5229
optical arrangement increases light output

of semiconductor diodes (1965) 5134
output of injection-luminescent diodes in-

creased by modification (1965) 5121
plant growth discoveries, from photoperiod-

ism to phytochrome (1961) 3679
reflection from lunar surface, USSR study

(1965) 6459
resonance, scattering at Lyman-alpha by

atomic hydrogen cell (1964) 13221
ruby laser, transmission through water

(1964) 5597
scattering in atmosphere, integral equation

on theory, numerical solution (1965)
18602

scintillation mechanism (1965) 4204
self-absorption, determining transition prob-

abilities and level population densities

(1963) 20303
shared spectrum display enhancement (1965)

5547
spectral luminescence of tissues of otorhino-

laryngological organs, USSR study
(1963) 12375

stimuli in visual analyzor of man, fusion

thresholds, USSR study (1964) 9220
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Light—Continued

surround and stimulus luminance effect on
discrimination of hue (1965) 11379

survivor locator, civil air regulations,

amendments'(1964) 12364, 12374
temperature measurements of explosions by

optical method, USSR study (1961) 4658
transmission in water, annotated bibliogra-

phy (1961) 11470
transmission of light signals beyond horizon

(1962) 12573
ultraviolet

—

astronomical photometry from rockets,

observational program (1962) 14460
deterioration of textile materials (1962)

6617
nitrogen and oxygen absorption
cross-sections in vacuum (1965) 124

photodetector, fast solid-state (1963)

20299
Schumann-Runge absorption continuum of

oxygen, effect of high temperature
(1963) 1321

survey of southern skies, agreement with
Australia (1961) 17834

ultraviolet region, altitude variation of

Rayleigh, aerosol, and ozone attenuat-
ing components (1964) 19149

variable, bioclimatic cabinet for simulating,
design and operation (1964) 19051

vacuum ultraviolet light sources (1963)
19896-897

visual recovery after high luminances expo-

sures (1965) 13431
see aiso Corpuscular theory of light—Po-

larization (light)—Reflection (light).

Light amplifiers:

optical, research and reports (1961) 8332
Project Cateye, history of research at

Aeronautical Research Laboratory
1952-60 (1962) 10900

Light amplifiers, see Lasers.
Light duty rescue course, instructor's guide

(1964) 6067
Light filters:

color photography, selection of camera fil-

ters (1964) 14934
constructing for aerial surveying, problem

(1961) 11247
display sharing through color filtering

(1963) 58
rotating filters permit wide range of optical

pyrometry (1965) 9645

Light horses (1963) 24

Light lists, see Lights and lighting.

Light modulators:
light ray modulation controls optical system

alignment (1965) 14775
two-plate crystal (1963) 18169

Light projectors, photometry of projectors at

National Bureau of Standards (1964)

3049
Light-sensitive potentiometer measures prod-

uct of 2 variables (1965) 6673
Light traps, see Insect traps.

Light valves, self-attenuating, feasibility de-

sign and study (1961) 140; (1962) 16334
Lighter Captains' Union, Local 996, Interna-

tional Longshoremen Association, emer-
gency board report (1961) 7344

Lighter-than-air pilots, see Aviators.
Lighters, see Cargo carriers.
Lighthouse and Other Aids to Navigation, In-

ternational Technical Conference on, see
International Technical Corrference on
Lighthouses and Other Aids to Naviga-
tion.

Lighthouse Service:
retired pay, increase

—

law (1965) 17397
reports (1965) 13909, 15992

Lighting, see Lights and lighting.

Lighting equipment, see Lights and lighting.

Lightman, Joseph M., patent, trademark, in-

dustrial design and copyright protection
in Japan (1965) 15386

Lightning:
aircraft protection, optimum number, etc., of

static dischargers (1963) 20297
and lightning protection, USSR study (1965)

7929
ball, explanation (1965) 5556
ball, 1950-60 bibliography (1961) 9433
control to suppress forest fires in Califor-

nia, evaluation of operations (1961) 4290
development of channel of long spark, USSR

study (1961) 15430
negative spark, development and compari-

son, new USSR material (1963) 2545
Project Skyfire progress report, 1958-60

(1963) 17473
protection for farms (1963) 7563
protection systems

—

emergency construction, engineering man-
ual (1963) 6373

testing operation of tubular dischargers
of rotary machines connected to over-

head power line, USSR study (1965) 2749
semiconductor lightning stroke recorders,

USSR study (1965) 1163
Lights and lighting:

aircraft

—

continuation of flight with inoperative
anticollision lights, civil air regulations
amendment (1963) 10109

illumination of passenger emergency exit

markings, civil air regulations, amdts
(1962)7317,7319.7321

airfield lighting. Navy design manual (1962)

8750; (1964) 3198
airport equipment, approved list (1963)

19160
airport lighting systems, maintenance evalu-

ation, FAA handbook (1962) 19462
airports, approach lighting systems, mainte-

nance, FAA handbook (1963) 477
airways lighting astronomic time switches

and photoelectric devices, maintenance
(1963) 12095

ANNA-1 satellite optical beacon, evolution

(1963) 9617
backup lights for automotive vehicles, Fed-

eral standard (1965) 16200
barges in special vessel anchorage areas,

amend rules

—

hearing (1963) 13798; (1965) 419
law (1963) 17014
reports (1963) 11965

building maintenance, electrical (1965) 7006
Coast Guard lists

—

Atlantic and Gulf Coasts (1961) 6858;

(1963) 4641; (1964) 6112; (1965) 7336
Atlantic Coast, local (1961) 3982-83; (1962)

4865; (1963) 4640; (1964) 4408; (1965)

5755
Great Lakes (1961) 5542; (1962) 6860;

(1963) 6041; (1964) 8172; (1965) 8679
Mississippi River system (1961) 5543;

(1962) 9122; (1963) 6042; (1964) 8173;

(1965) 8680
Pacific Coast and Pacific Islands (1961)

5541; (1962) 6859; (1963) 4642; (1964)

19344; (1965) 17268
electric lighting fixtures, current industrial

reports (1964) 1813, 15309
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Lights and lighting—Continued
equipment, census of manufactures, 1958,

industry report (1961) 3926
experimental exterior lighting systems ap-

proved for use on aircraft (1963) 475
fixed source lighting for freeways (address)

(1962) 16147
fixtures. Federal item identification guides

for supply cataloging (1962) 9507; (1963)
3656; (1964) 3474, 12293; (1965) 3376

helicopters, illumination of passenger emer-
gency exit markings, civil air regula-
tions, amdt (1962) 7323

Hydrographic Office, lists (1961) 735,
4328-31, 6201, 10704, 12813-814,
14990-991, 19441-442, 20849; (1962)
664-666, .5317, 7483, 17641-643,
19595-587, 21852, 24035; (1963) 1574,
3208-9, 19990

illumination of radio towers, abandoned or
unused, report (1961) 8948

lighting for hospital patient rooms, report
of joint project (1963) 1409

maintenance of lights in Red Sea, interna-
tional agreement (1963) 11924

Naval Oceanographic Office, lists

—

Baltic Sea with Kattegat, etc (1963) 7353;
(1964) 13312, 16781, 21817; (1965) 5292,
8196. 14929

British Isles, etc (1963) 21052; (1964) 11478,
14992, 21815; (1965) 6821, 11561, 18652

Europe and Africa, west coasts, etc (1963)
11140; (1964) 5578, 16780, 21814; (1965)
1531, 8195, 13096, 19988

Greenland, etc (1965) 11560
Indian Ocean, etc (1963) 9259
North America, east coast, etc (1964) 1523,

13310, 20674
North America, west coast, etc (1964)

3074, 13311, 18845
North and South America

—

east coasts, etc (1963) 5651, 9258; (1965)
1530,8193,18650

west coasts, etc (1965) 2958, 8194, 14927
Norway, etc (1963) 21053; (1964) 11479,
21816; (1965) 5291, 9811, 14928

Pacific Ocean, western, etc (1963) 19989;
(1964) 9674, 16779. 21813; (1965) 5290,
9810,18651

naval ships lighting manual (1962) 22780
nursing home lighting (1963) 13011
on naval ships (1961) 20128
orange wainscot lighting system for use in

combat information centers (1962) 12574
point light source technique, device 2FH4

for flight simulator (1964) 11494
standards for lighting obstructions to air

navigation (1963) 484
surface-mounted lights for aircraft runway

guidance, report on evaluation (1961)
9710, 13641

United States standard for colors of signal
lights (1964) 18803

variable light source with million-to-one in-

tensity ratio (1964) 13186
visibility of navigational lights, progress

report (1962) 24043
see also Electric lamps.

Lignin, general information (1965) 4797
Lignite:
brown coal gasification in conventional gasi-

fier for better grade coals, Communist
China (1962) 5436

classifying, application of international sys-
tem to American coals (1961) 4826

deposits

—

engineering geology (series) (1962) 9730
iron ore pellet binders (1965) 1381

Lignite—Continued
effects of in-the-mill drying on pulverizing

characteristics (1962) 22519
freezeproofing (1965) 19863
hydrocracking low-temperature tar from

North Dakota (1963) 10966
hydrogasification (1963) 3083
low temperature carbonization, effect of

hydrogen atmosphere to 1,000 pounds
pressure (1961) 13451

low-temperature tar fractions, dispropioni-
trile solvent extraction processes (1961)
7935

mine explosions, American standard practice
for rock-dusting (1961) 4816

mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)
12834

minerals yearbook chapter (1962) 22469
North Dakota

—

combustion in domestic heaters (1961)
1233

low-temperature tar, examination (1961)
15750

pulverizing in North Dakota power plant
(1961) 13437

technology and use symposium, proceed-
ings-

Apr. 1961 (1963) 12825
Apr.-May 1963 (1964) 20479

uranium-bearing, mineralogy, petrography,
and paleobotany, analyses (1961) 11794

see also Coal.
Lignite tar, see Tar.
Ligonier, Ind., railroad accident (1962) 19617
Liguori, Robert E.:

world survey of civil aviation

—

continental Europe and Ireland (1965)
13547

United Kingdom (1965) 7182
Li-hsueh Hsueh-pao (periodical):

selected translations (1961) 12893, 15360,
15450, 15452, 15462, 19651

Lihue, Hawaii, aging, problems, hearings
(1962) 11645

Lilies-of-the-valley, ecology and biology,
USSR study (1964) 16153

Lill, J. G., sugarbeet culture in North Central
States (1964) 5825

Lilly, Tom, nomination, hearing (1965) 19485
Lily-of-the-valley, see Lilies-of-the-valley.
Lim, Myung Im, see Zehr, Michelle S.
Lim Sam Soon, relief (1964) 15456, 15670,

17233
Lim, Soon Tai. relief (1962) 16888, 19254,

20735
Lim, T. P. K.. effect of induced hypoxia on

thermonregulation and cardiopulmonary
function (1963) 11495

Lim, Tai Ja, relief (1962) 15135, 18951. 19216
Lima. Ohio:
census of housing. 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18308
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20596

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 9094

Lima-bean pod borer, biology and control,
southern California (1965) 8448

Lima beans, frozen, speckled, butter, standard
for grades (1962) 14724

Limbs, gunshot injuries of extremities, mecha-
nism, USSR study (1964) 20024

see also Artificial limbs.
Lime:
frost heave characteristics of slag-fly ash-

lime base-course mixture (1963) 12086
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Lime—Continued

liming soils, aid to better farming (1964)

19069
mineral facts and problems, chapter (1965)

9576
mineral industry survey, monthly (1963)

3867; (1964) 3680; (1965) 3593
minerals yearbook chapters (1961) 21177;

(1962) 23961; (1963) 20951; (1964) 21696;
(1965) 18437

production, etc., 1960, preliminary report
(1961) 1229

quicklime as stabilizer of soils, investiga-

tions (1963) 15459-460
reports, monthly (1961) 3453; (1962) 4018
response of alfalfa in acid soils of south-

eastern U.S. (1964) 5857
sintered beryl concentrates solutions, puri-

fying experiments (1962) 12386
see also Soda-lime.

Lime soda sintering:

alumina recovery from anorthosite (1963)

18102
extraction of aluminum from 2Na20.3-

Ca0.5Al203 in solutions of water, etc

(1965) 6603
hydrated calcium aluminates encountered

(1964), 5482
iron characteristics in process (1963) 1230
viscosity data from lime soda sinter slurries,

method for evaluating (1961) 1236
Limes:

advertising provisions authorized in market-
ing orders, report (1965) 17844

Florida, improved loading methods for truck
shipments (1961) 6691

Limestone:
Alaskan sites, possible, for nuclear reaction

experiment (1962) 16402
costs of mining and crushing at quarries,

Anderson-Oxandale Rock Co (1962)

14416
crushed

—

mining and beneficiating methods and
costs in Madison County, Iowa (1964)

5473
operations, Watauga quarry, Watauga
Stone Co., Carter County, Tenn (1964)

1405
explosives, comparative studies (1964) 9512
flotation, effect of ions common to natural

water (1963) 9121
formations, Calloway Creek, south-central

Kentucky (1965) 18204
Guam, petrology (1964) 14340
hydrometallurgical recovery of manganese

from manganiferous limestones (1964)

7440
karst areas, hydrogeological census work

experiences (1962) 2829A
Lexington limestone (Middle Ordovician) of

central Kentucky (1965) 19662
mining methods and costs, Kimballton lime-

stone mine. Standard and Cement Co.,

Giles County, Va (1964) 13107
mining methods of Fort Dodge Limestone

(Company, Inc., Fort Dodge, Iowa (1962)
8457

nondolomitic, aggregate in concrete, reac-

tion (1965) 14216
Pennsylvanian in central Texas, petrogra-

phy and environmental analysis (1963)
19309

petrography of basalt beneath, Eniwetok
Atoll (1963) 19308

quarries, Iowa, vibrations from delayed
blasting (1963) 16340

slurries, friction-head losses during pipeline

transport (1962) 22511

Limestone—Continued
soils, Belmont, oak site index in Allegheny

Mts., W. Va (1965) 7749
thick high-calcium deposits, survey results,

preliminary (1962) 16402
working and sawing in Moldavian SSR

(1961) 15678
Limestone County, Ala., forest inventory sta-

tistics (1962) 3539
Liming, see Lime—Phosphorus.
Limitations of debate, see Cloture.
Limiters:

ideal

—

effect on signals and noise (1962) 12577
operation, signal-to-noise-ratio theory

(1962) 12578
Limnology:
development in China, Communist China

study (1963) 8682
oceanography and limnology (Chinese peri-

odical) (1962) 5830
organic analyses by quantitative dichro-

mate oxidation (1963) 2297
population of simplest structure, analysis of

production process, USSR study (1964)

18548
publications of Fish and Wildlife Service,

1940-60 (1961) 12668
recreational lakes (1965) 2997
Siberia, conference report (1962) 5955
sockeye and related limnological and clima-

tological investigations. Brooks Lake,
Alaska, 1957, ecological studies (1964)
21318

White Oak Creek and Lake, ecological sur-

vey (1963) 11566
Limonite, brown iron ore resources, Quitman

County, Ga (1965) 12828
Limstrom, G. A.:

forest planting practice in Central States
(1964) 1694

forest tree improvement guides for Central
States (1965) 7746

Lin, Gee Chek, relief (1961) 14214
Lin, Gee Ming, relief (1961) 14214
Lin, Shau Ying, and children, relief (1961)

10431
Lin, Tung Hui, relief (1961) 8909, 12062, 12176
Lin-ch'ing, China, see Lintsing, (ihina.

Lin-Fu, Jane S.:

cat cry syndrome (1965) 18996
histidinemia (1964) 19309; (1965) 4362
maple syrup urine disease (1964) 19310;

(1965) 11950
rubella (1965) 15329

Lina, Lindsay J., investigation of visual

boundary for immediate perception of

vertical rate of descent (1963) 5591
Lincoln, Abraham:

assassination, general information (1965)

2055
catalog of Alfred W. Stern collection of

Lincolniana in L. C (1961) 7913
day by day, chronology (1961) 4812
1st Inaugural, Joint Committee on Arrange-

ments to Commemorate 100th Anniver-
sary, report, print as House document,
reports (1962) 19079, 19286

first inaugural, 100th anniversary, joint

committee to commemorate

—

law (1961) 6938
report (1961) 5665

first inauguration, 100th anniversary, cere-

monies and re-enactment, on east front
of Capitol of U.S., Mar. 4, 1961 (1963)

1984
4-cent regular postage stamp (1965) 20013
house where Lincoln died, general informa-

tion (1965) 11548
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Lincoln, Abraham—Continued
2d inaugural, joint committee to commemo-

rate 100th anniversary, create

—

law (1964) 17286
reports (1964) 12056, 15760

statue for presentation to Mexico

—

law (1964) 17258
reports (1961) 17075; (1964) 6473, 13964

see also Abraham Lincoln Birthplace Na-
tional Historic Site.

Lincoln, Jack S., land held in trust for heirs

(1965) 15404, 15876, 17485
Lincoln, Nebr.:
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 13571
census of population, 1960, census tracts in

standard metropolitan statistical area
(1962) 294

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 11923
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18834

root development of ponderosa pine trans-
plants (1964) 14326

Lincoln Boyhood National Memorial:
establishment in Indiana-
law (1962) 6928
reports (1961) 14436, 17103; (1962) 4953

Lincoln County, Ga., Graves Mountain kyan-
ite-quartzite rock, flotation (1963) 16338

Lincoln (bounty. Miss., soil survey report
(1963) 18318

Lincoln Ck)unty, Nev.:
land conveyance

—

law (1963) 11727
reports (1963) 8070, 9878

Lincoln County, W. Va., oil production by
waterflooding (1961) 11380

Lincoln Hills, progress and profit, ideas for
rural areas development (1964) 5851

Lincoln Museum and the House Where Lincoln
Died, general information (1963) 3186,
21043

Lincoln Reservoir:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 12410
document edition (1965) 12062

Lincoln Sesquicentennial Commission:
audit by GAO (1961) 4296
final report (1961) 1193

Lind, George:
statistics of land-grant colleges and univers-

ities (1963) 387; (1964) 19639; (1965)
19567

Lindahl, Martin L., air transportation in New
Hampshire (1963) 1453

Lindane:
sheep dipping vats, failure to maintain re-

quired concentration (1963) 5801
sprays to control IPS beetles in California,

directions for using (1961) 681
use for control of western pine and ips bee-

tles (1961) 6139
Lindbergh Field, weather observations, hour-

ly, decennial census (1962) 16214
Linden, Kurt J., sensitive vibration magnetom-

eter (1964) 7963
Linden quadrangle, Wis., geology (1962) 11887
Lindenfeld, Frank, teacher turnover in public

elementary and secondary schools,
1959-60 (1963) 15450

Lindenhurst, N.Y., census of housing, 1960,
city blocks (1961) 18278

Linder, Harold F., nomination, hearing (1961)
5851

Lindgard, Elmer W., Sir Henry S. Wellcome
papers (1963) 7305

Lindogan, Rosauro L., relief (1965) 15850,
17513

Lindow, Herbert A.:

basic data on economy of Colombia (1964)
10700

establishing business in Colombia (1963)
17555

market for U.S. products, Colombia (1964)
10690

Lindquist, Clarence B.:

degrees in biological and physical sciences,
mathematics, and engineering, 1949-60
(1963) 17365

entering levels and college courses in fresh-
man mathematics (1963) 17371

honors programs for superior undergradu-
ate mathematics students (1963) 19102

mathematics in colleges and universities
(1965) 18008

placement examinations in mathematics
(1964) 4632

programs of advanced standing in mathe-
matics (1963) 19110

Lindsay, Felix H. I.:

faculty and other professional staff in insti-

tution of higher education (1963) 17373

financial statistics of institutions of higher
education, 1959-60 (1965) 489

Lindsay, James R., YAT-28E limited category
2 systems evaluation (1964) 16988

Lindsay, John S., Antarctic environment and
gingival health (1965) 1314

Lindsay, John V., testimony, hearings (1964)
12281

Lindsay, Rao F.:

educational data, Iraq (1963) 6328
educational data, Turkey (1963) 8169

Lindsay, Renee, see Shin Sook (Renee)
Whang—Whang, Shin Sook (Renee).

Lindsey, Jefferson F., computer utilization of
time-line medical data from man in

space flight (1965) 18530
Lindstrom, R. E., hydrogen as retaining ion

for rare-earth separation by ion ex-

change with EDTA and DCTA (1963)
3089

Linduska, Joseph P., waterfowl tomorrow
(1965) 619

Line is drawn, extracts from letters of J. P.

Spruill (1965) 13458

Line of balance technology, graphic method of
industrial programming (1962) 18365

Line parameters and computed spectra for
water vapor bands at 2.7u (1964) 14937

Line width of pressure broadened spectral
lines (1961) 1667

Line widths, see Linewidths.
Linear energy transfer, effect of radiations of

different LET on Artemia eggs (1962)
14782

Linear equations, see Ekjuations.

Linear ion accelerators, see Accelerators.
Linear prediction of deterministic signals

(1965) 125
Linear programming:
and related computations, guide to USDA

LP/90 (1965) 4642
bibliography (1963) 18627
determining mine-production schedules (1964)

13117
estimating maximum allowable timber yields

(1964) 8681
in assortment planning, application, USSR

study (1963) 5287
in optimal planning, evaluation, USSR study

(1962) 7872
in study of rural electrical network, USSR

(1963) 6812
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Linear programming—Continued
input-output analysis

—

agricultural marketing research tool

(1962) 21608
data problems in keyboard computer,
USSR study (1965) 12685

information in high-speed digital comput-
ers, USSR (1961) 2189

procedures in ALGOL-60 language, USSR
study (1965) 2759

line of balance technology, graphic method
of requirement and achievement (1962)

18365
managerial aspects of least-cost feed formu-

lation (1965) 15199
mathematical models and methods of data

collection and estimation, supplement
(1961)11732

mathematical programming models for selec-

tion of diets to minimize weighted intake
(1963) 20093

method used to estimate agricultural flood

control benefits (1965) 5427
recursive, application to predicting regional

crop production (1965) 10093
regional adjustments in grain production,

analysis (1961) 9907
regional analysis of production adjustment

in major field crops (1964) 1722
selecting inserted variable in simplex meth-

od, USSR study (1964) 16315
Shantung Chu-fou Normal College curricu-

lum (1961) 2215
stochastic linear programming, and optimum

metabolism in cybernetics, USSR study
(1965) 14604

use in establishing labor norms, USSR study
(1963) 8715

use in planning need and use of agricultural

equipment, USSR (1965) 1193
use in Soviet planning (1965) 16509
see also Electronic computers.

Linear scanner in clinical studies (1961) 209
Linear systems:
autonomous, modes of control (1963) 1315
dynamical, with bang-bang controller, syn-

thesis technique (1964) 16724
multiple input, frequency response functions

and coherence functions (1964) 9534
on dynamic characteristics of real struc-

tures for high precision automatic regu-
lation, USSR study (1965) 2733

optimal control with time lags, USSR study
(1963) 14224

optimal processes

—

controlling functton in L. S. Pontryagin's
maximum theory in optimal automatic
control systems, USSR study (1961)
17364

fast-acting, theory, USSR study (1961)
19483

synthesis of correcting devices, USSR
study (1961) 15322

theory of, USSR study (1961) 17366
recombination of dislocations in germanium,

USSR study (1963) 5234
variable-thrust control in terminal phase of

rendezvous of space vehicles (1961)
19962

with variable parameters

—

conditions of invariability, USSR study
(1962) 947

realizability of principle of absolute in-

variance, USSR study (1962) 1037
Linearization of adsorption data (1963) 1229
Linearized supersonic nonequilibrium flow

past arbitrary boundary (1962) 14490

Lineberry, Edgar C. jr., automatic system for
control of terminal phase of satellite

rendezvous (1963) 1323
Lineman, MOS evaluation test aid (1962) 6659
Linens, household linen storage, house plan-

ning aids (1965) 46
Liners, see Boxes.
Lines, see Electric lines—Telephone lines.

Linetol, treatment of coronary atherosclerosis
patients, USSR study (1961) 2378

Linewidths, tables to determine ferrimagnetic
resonance line-width of non-metallic
magnetic materials (1963) 9215

Ling, Yu Sui, see Yu Sui Ling.
Lingafelter, J. W., erosion flow testing of de-

fected stainless steel clad compacted
UO2 powder fuel (1963) 16836

Lingala language. Foreign Service Institute,

basic course (1964) 1601
Lingle, Walter L., jr., address. May 1, 1963

(1963) 10970
Lingo, Daniel T., jr., accident (1963) 15659
Linguistics, see Language and languages.
Linguists, Soviet expedition to Mali (1965)

6455
Linings:
design of underground installations in rock,

manual (1961) 14801
irrigation laterals and farm ditches, materi-

als, etc (1962) 38
polyurethane, for steel fuel-storage tanks

(1965) 13154
Linings for irrigation canals (1963) 16547
Link, Mae M., space medicine in Project Mer-

cury (1965) 16628
Link, Richard F., computer methods of fitting

surfaces to assay and other data by
regression analysis (1964) 18691

Link trainer, ground instructors, link rating,

FAA written examination guide (1961)

17268
Linnane, Patrick A., relief (1965) 12230
Linnenbom, V. J., range-energy relations for

protons and electrons in Al, Si, and SiC)2

(1963) 12952
Linseed oil. Tariff Commission report (1961)

5144
Linsenmayer, L. R.:

addresses, remarks, etc (1964) 5452; (1965)

8006
Linstrom, Harold R., materials used in 1961

automobile interior, etc (1963) 3369
Linters, see Cotton.
Linth, Vernon E., relief (1963) 17091
Lintsing, China, sedimentation conditions and

soil development in vicinity (1962) 2624
Linville Falls quadrangle, N. C, geology

(1964) 19773
Linville quadrangle, N.C.-Tenn., geology pre-

liminary report (1962) 19566
Liothyronin, new Hungarian drug (1964) 16222
Liouville's equation and n-body problem (1965)

8129
Liozner, L. D., regeneration of lost organs

(1964) 4263
Lipid peroxides, see Peroxides.
Lipids:

analysis, bibliography (1961) 19340
blood changes in hypertensive patients un-

der reserpine therapy, USSR study
(1961) 852

blood composition in dogs, effect of ionizing

radiation, USSR study (1962) 1071
blood, effect of beta-sitosterol on level,

USSR study (1961) 19633
chemiluminescence, and rate of growth in

Pacific salmon, USSR study (1964) 4977
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Lipids—Continued
components of sound and carious teeth

(1962)10915
constituents of whole and parotid saliva

(1963) 81

excretion of Hpid and lipid substances in

human sweat (1964) 8045
improved rapid method for determining total

lipids in fish meal (1964) 19724
ionizing radiation effects on lipids of fish

—

annual report (1963) 18595
final report (1965) 10188
final summaries (1963) 18598; (1964) 19251

metabolism, diet, and atherosclerosis, review
of research grants (1965) 8156

plasma and liver, of rats, effect of dietary
pectin and saponin (1963) 11549

plasma, levels of growing chicks, influence

of orally administered antibiotics (1963)

11548
quantitative determination in human dentin

(1963) 7629
serum

—

concentrations

—

changes with age in young men (1963)

9628
Military Academy graduates, 1952-60

(1963) 13217
extraction apparatus for determination

(1963) 4420
separation into 4 major components by sil-

icic acid chromatography (1961) 20323
Lipman, P. W., chemical comparison of glassy

and crystalline volcanic rocks (1965)

10984
Lipoproteins:
beta

—

Hungarian antigen studies (1962) 7891
immunochemical and polyanion precipita-

tion method for quantitative analysis
(1963) 11547

blood serum of atherosclerotic patients,

effect of combined hypochlorite and veg-
etable fat diet, USSR study (1961) 11105

fractions in experimental alimentary hyper-
cholestermia, USSR study (1961) 4635

fractions of blood of hypertensive disease
patients, USSR study (1962) 954

fractions of blood serum, age-related levels

in women during menopause and climac-
teric neurosis, USSR study (1962) 5632

serum concentrations. Military Academy
graduates 1952-60 (1963) 13217

tumor, effect of gamma rays, USSR study
(1962) 5604

Lipp, Frank E.:

claim (1964) 19554
relief (1965) 17797, 19193

Lipper, Harold W., helium (1963) 12823; (1964)
14735; (1965) 9567

Lipschutz, Michael E., cosmic-ray induced sta-

ble and radioactive nuclides in meteo-
rites (1963) 14570

Lipsky, (Jeorge A., Army area handbook, Su-
dan (1964) 19211

Lipson, Harry A., case studies of small retail

stores (1963) 1456
Lipson, S., cellular aluminum for use in energy

dissipation systems (1964) 18719
Lipton, Werner J.:

effects of precooling on market qualitv of
globe artichokes (1963) 20286

market quality of head lettuce in relation to

delays between harvest and precooling
and temperature after cooling (1965)
15172

Liquefied gases, see Gas.

Liquefied petroleum gas:
liquid-measuring devices, examination, man-

ual for officials (1965) 9765
safe use and storage on farm (1961) 5257;

(1964) 9942
shipments in 1962 (1965) 6611

Liquid fluidized bed reactor, see Reactors
(atomic).

Liquid fluorine, see Fluorine.
Liquid fuels:

atomized, coefficient of free turbulence in jet

of (1965) 9759
coal conversion, abstracts of German pat-

ents (1962) 6231
Federal test method standard (1962) 9644;

(1963) 20682; (1964) 17992; (1965) 18110
natural and emulsified, combustion process

(1965) 5234
potential-flow analysis of unsteady outflow

from tank and effect on dynamics of
fluid system (1962) 16036

see aiso Fuel oil.

Liquid hydrogen, see Hydrogen.
Liquid-level gages, integrated hot wire-

stillwell system for liquid hydrogen, etc
(1964) 1474

Liquid level indicators, carbon resistors for

cryogenic liquid level measurement
(1963) 21030

Liquid-level meter has no moving parts (1964)
13182

Liquid-liquid extraction with high-molecular-
weight amines (1962) 11791

Liquid lithium, see Lithium.
Liquid metal fuel reactors, see Reactors

(atomic).

Liquid metals, see Metals.
Liquid nitrogen, see Nitrogen.
Liquid oxygen, see Oxygen.
Liquid switch is remotely operated by low dc

voltage (1964) 13201
Liquidation, German property in Switzerland

accord vdth France, Great Britain, and
Switzerland (1962) 18509

Liquidity (economics):
and public policy (1961) 20741
balance of payments and international li-

quidity (remarks) (1964) 3175
great liquidity debate, international aspects

(remarks) (1965) 10840
is liquidity of your bank still adequate? (re-

marks) (1965) 19623
new look at liquidity (remarks) (1964) 19T07

Liquids:
atomization, model experiments (1961) 13540
autophobic, on platinum, study bv contact

potential method (1964) 20709
behavior on various cords for seams of

chemical and biological protective over-
garments (1964) 11590

boiling, instabilities in flow (1965) 6623
collisions of liquid drops with liquids (1961)

15831; (1963) 11516
convective heat transfer to, influence of

acoustical vibrations (1964) 8801
coupled dynamic responses of partially filled

tank undergoing free and forced planar
oscillations (1963) 16408

damping in right-circular cylindrical tanks,

including effects of time-variant liquid

depth, investigation (1962) 18283; (1964)

3005
equilibrium free surface under low gravity

and centrifugal forces (1964) 20598
flammable

—

physical properties, maritime safety data
(1961) 18615
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Liquids—Continued
flammable—Continued

safe use and storage on farm (1961) 5257;
(1964) 9942

forces and frequencies resulting from liquid

sloshing in spherical tank, investigation
(1962) 18264

gas-liquid flow patterns, literature survey
(1961) 11809

inflammable and combustible, safe handling,
manual (1964) 10118

isotopic analysis with 6-inch radius mass
spectrometer (1963) 9682

layer of uniform thickness spread over rigid

circular cylinder subjected to lateral

accelerations, stability criterion (1964)
18776

motion of liquid-vapor interface in response
to imposed acceleration (1965) 18555

natural frequencies and mode shapes in ob-
late spheroidal tanks (1961) 11430

nonatomic, state of matter, 4th all-Union
conference, Ukraine, report (1961) 1003

phase, homolitic reactions, USSR study
(1962) 3000

problem, foaming agents for removing from
gas wells (1965) 18448

radioactive, entrainment studies (1961) 8378
sink-float, laboratory procedures for separa-

tion of minerals (1961) 7920
sinusoidally perturbed flow in line, effect of

closed-end side branch (1963) 18148
sloshing in spherical and oblate-spheroidal

tanks, penduleum analogy (1965) 8117
sloshing in toroidal tanks, frequencies and

forces resulting (1963) 12858
strength under hydrostatic tension, USSR

study (1962) 11980
super-cold, level automatically maintained

by levelometer (1964) 9549
surface tension, measurement, USSR study

(1963) 5326
turbulent mass transfer in liquid streams

(1963) 11561
undercooled, in cylindrical tubes, tempera-

ture distribution in crystallization
(1964) 15974

upper limits for contact angles of liquids on
solids (1965) 11575

weightless, ground tests, USSR study (1964)
7035

see aiso Fluids—Inflammable materials.
Liquor stores, see Stores.
Liquors:

alcohol education in institutions of higher
learning (1964) 13280

alcoholic beverage taxes on spirits, collec-

tion by reporting, amend alcoholic bev-
erage control act

—

law (1961) 18630
report (1961) 14431, 20615

distilled liquor industry

—

outlook for 1963 and review of 1962 (1963)
5969

review of 1963, outlook for 1964 (1964)
15299

distilled spirits

—

gauging manual (1961) 2066; (1965) 4889
gauging manual for determining quantity
by proof and weight (1962) 15660

importation, code of Federal regulations
(1961) 2067

traffic in containers, code of Federal regu-
lations (1962) 683

used in manufacture of nonbeverage prod-
ucts, drawback of tax (1964) 4846

wine, and beer, manufacturing and taxa-
tion, permissive activities of Alcohol
and Tobacco Tax Division, GAO review
(1961) 12763

Liquors—Continued
distilled spirits—Continued

wines, and beer, imported, refund of taxes

—

law (1964) 17398
reports (1964) 8317, 15702

District of Columbia, alcoholic beverage
control act

—

amend

—

hearings (1961) 12343; (1962) 15264;
(1963) 15306

law (1962) 13322
reports (1961) 16740; (1962) 11585;

(1963) 20489
amend to prohibit false advertising

—

hearings (1963) 15306
report (1963) 20489

revise

—

hearings (1963) 15306
report (1963) 20489

District of Columbia alcoholic beverage tax,
increase, report (1962) 4954

importation of distilled spirits, wines, and
beer, code of Federal regulations (1962)
5335

intoxicating

—

code of Federal regulations (1961) 7391;
(1962) 7365; (1963) 4917; (1964) 6669;
(1965) 9126

regulations under Federal Alcohol Admin-
istration act (1961) 7553

laws and regulations for retail dealers

(1965) 767, 12570
laws, compilation (1961) 350
liquors and articles from Puerto Rico and

Virgin Islands, code of Federal regula-
tions (1962) 7498

see also Malt liquors

—

also names of liquors.

Liria attacks Khrushchev, urges U.S.-

Albanian diplomatic relations (1962) 2977
Lisette, Dorothy L., relief (1962) 20996
Li-shih Yen-chiu (periodical):

selected translations (1961) 17412
Lisi, Alfred G., carcinogenesis abstracts (1963)

12983; (1964) 3304; (1965) 3191
List, Vladimir, biographic data (1962) 19901
List of OAR research efforts (LORE), project

sequence (1964) 7990; (1965) 3599
Listeriosis Control Onter, report, 1960, East

(iermany (1962) 7796
Listen, Laurence L., road-user and property

taxes on selected motor vehicles, 1964
(1964) 7715

Liston, Sonnv, boxing activities, investigation,
hearings (1964) 14150

Lists, see subjects of lists.

Litchfield, 111., redevelopment area, statistical

profile (1962) 15023
Literacy, see Illiteracy.

Literacy and basic elementary education for
adults, selected annotated bibliography
(1962) 2409

Literacy education, see Eliteracy.
Literature:
atomic energy, what's available (1963) 9686;

(1965) 5612
Bulgaria, young writers, contemporaneity

and artistic justice (1961) 9327
choking 2-phase flow, summary (1963) 18191
civil defense training, list (1964) 15051
classical, classification. Library of Congress

(1964) 9484
(Communist China, literary criticism of some

writers' viewpoints (1961) 857
computer, bibliography, 1946-63 (1965) 8140
corrosion of reactor materials, collection

(1963) 1818
critique of literature on brazing, USSR

study (1964) 18339
Eastern Europe, scientific and technical,

guide (1963) 5646
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Literature—Continued

education profession (1965) 7582
Educational Materials Laboratory, report

(1964) 581
general, classification. Library of Congress

(1964) 18650
Gulf of Mexico menhaden, review (1961) 6065
literary criticism, questions, Bulgaria (1962)

8145
mistletoes, review (1961) 11733
mourning dove, abstracts (1962) 13825

North Vietnam, ethnic minorities (1961) 870
nuclear science conference, availability

(1963) 18601; (1964) 1780, 8084, 13717
index (1964) 4300, 13709

recent developments in Soviet bloc, hearings
(1964) 8381

recorded, check list (1961) 6265
scientific and scientific-technical, universal

decimal classification, abridged tables,

USSR study (1965) 4933
selection of literary works for textbooks in

North Vietnam (1961) 2251
technical, paperback book collections, list

(1961) 12825
technology of scandium, yttrium, and rare

earth metals, survey (1962) 16335
USSR, in post-Stalin era (1963) 10366
see aiso Byzantine literature—Chinese liter-

ature—Dutch literature—Greek litera-

ture—Italian literature—Korean litera-

ture—Latin literature—Portuguese lit-

erature—Rumanian literature—Russian
literature—Scandinavian literature

—

Spanish literature.

Lithium:
alloys, Mg-Li melts in sulfuric acid solu-

tions, USSR study (1965) 6400
aluminum-lithium phase diagram (1963) 1834
chemical and physical properties, literature

search (1961) 3803
chemistry and technology (1962) 23001
ferrites and aluminates, heats and free ener-

gies of formation (1961) 9451
ground state, evaluation of rik-integrals

during calculations. East (jerman study
(1962) 7840

lightweight magnesium-lithium alloys, com-
mercial and industrial applications
(1964) 13184

liquid, isothermal study of concentration
and transport of radioactive stainless
steel components (1962) 6341

magnesium-lithium alloys

—

adherent protective coatings plated on
(1965) 18514

development for structural applications
(1964) 13154

technical and economic status (1965) 14758
materials survey (1961) 21172
metal, steady-state nuclear induction signal

shapes (1961) 11788
metasilicate-silica compositional series, devi-

trification of vacuum-melted glasses
(1965) 16589

micas, composition, interpretation (1961)
4315

mineral facts and problems, chapter (1965)
9577

minerals, solution-flame photometric deter-
mination of lithium (1961) 9455

minerals yearbook chapters (1961) 13440;
(1962) 18206; (1963) 12832; (1964) 13111;
(1965) 12835

oilfield waters analysis methods, flame-

spectrophotometric determination (1962)
20112

thermal decomposition of lithium nitrate
(1962) 6693

Lithium—Continued

thermionic emission ion sources for isotopic

analysis (1964) 8061
Lithium chloride, heats of formation of lithium

chloride and lithium oxalate, etc (1965)
5095

Lithium fluoride:

crystals, effect of repeated stressing on
behavior (1961) 21247

fracture whiskers, strength dependent on
size, USSR study (1963) 6807

photoelectric emission phenomena in extreme
ultraviolet (1965) 4177

systemmagnesia-magnesium fluoride-germ-

ania-lithium fluoride (1964) 9515

Lithium hydride:
chemical and physical properties, literature

search (1961) 3803
heat-sink material, experimental investiga-

tion (1962) 12461
high-temperature internal coolant, prelimi-

nary investigation (1961) 9519
moderator with tungsten 184 structural

material and uranium dioxide fuel, reac-

tor-weight study (1962) 22554
survey report (1961) 8404

Lithium hydroxide:
canisters for personnel shelters, description,

etc (1962) 1902
concentrated LiOH effects on steel corrosion

in steam generating systems, laboratory
studies (1963) 3231

monohydrate, AEC procurement contracts,
GAO review (1963) 8322

use for carbon dioxide removal from sub-
marines (1961) 8095

Lithium isotopes, analysis of lithium, ther-

mionic emission ion sources (1964) 8061
Lithium nitrate, kinetics of thermal decompo-

sition (1965) 13499
Lithium oxide, MgO-MgF2-Si02 system at 2 lev-

els of Li20 and Na20 (1962) 22521
Lithobiomorpha, see Centipedes.
Lithoglyptes spinatus, see Barnacles.
Lithographers, Navy training course (1963)

18222
Lithographic ink, see Ink.

Lithographic offset pressman, see Pressmen.
Lithography:
lithographs of Childe Hassam, catalog

(1962) 18325
theory and practice (1964) 15970
trainee, examination announcement (1961)

313
Victorian American exhibit, lithographs

from Harry T. Peters collection (1961)

9750
Lithology, see Rocks.
Lithosiinae, see Moths.
Lithuania:

atheists converting Catholics, methods used
(1963) 17679

bourgeoisie, reflections concerning shattered
illusions, USSR study (1963) 17865

church and state under Communism (1965)

12336
crayfish, interspecies relations of Astacus

astacus L. and A. Leptodactylus Esch. in

eastern lakes, USSR study (1964) 13004
merchandising and automating chemical

industry (1964) 5094
scientific institutions and cadres (1965)

19760
Lithuanian Soviet Socialist Republic:
acceptance of new-program of CPSU, USSR

study (1962) 1087
general information (1961) 15586
industry, technical progress (1962) 5964
science, news (1962) 15828
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Litigation, see Actions at law.

Litter-and-duff fuel in shortleaf pine stand-

ards in southeast Missouri (1961) 9214
Litters, see Stretchers.
Little, C. Gordon, radio science, journal of re-

search (1965) 3549
Little, Hbert L., jr.:

botanical descriptions of 40 artificial pine

hybrids (1965) 18899
common trees of Puerto Rico and Virgin Is-

lands (1964) 16945
Little, M. F., remineralization and mineraliza-

tion of in vitro calculus (1965) 7108
Little, R. C:

alkali sulfonates solubility and theory for

solubility of soaps (1964) 13334
conductance of alkali-metal sulfonates in

polar organic solvents (1965) 11593
physical properties of soap/solvent systems,

etc (1965) 13153
Little, R. P., electrical breakdown, initiation in

vacuum (1964) 5599
Little, Silas:

conditioning loblolly pine stands in eastern
Maryland for regeneration (1964) 787

disking to convert hardwood-loblolly pine

stands to pine in eastern Maryland
(1965) 678

five-year effects from row thinnings in lob-

lolly pine plantations of eastern Mary-
land (1964) 8676

root systems of direct-seeded and variously
planted loblolly, shortleaf, and pitch

pines (1965) 4810
Little Bay de Noc:
harbor improvements, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23475
document edition (1962) 23329

Little Chariton River:

and tributaries, Iowa and Mo. engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1965) 16105
codument edition (1965) 15536

Little Colorado River:
engineer's report

—

departmental edition (1964) 10491
document edition (1964) 10353

Little Cone quadrangle, Colo., geology (1961)

4309
Little Cottonwood Canyon, Wasatch Moun-

tains, Utah, glaciation (1964) 15950
Little Flower Mission, convey lands of Minne-

sota Chippewa Tribe to (1962) 11609,

15051, 15108
Little herder:

in spring, reader (1965) 18241
in summer, reader (1965) 18242
in autumn, reader (1965) 18240
in winter, reader (1965) 18243

Little Hopi (1962) 17648
Little League Baseball, Inc.:

incorporate

—

law (1964) 15395
reports (1964) 2052, 15674

Little Lost River, hydrology of basin, recon-

naissance (1963) 10297
Little-leaf, see Littleleaf.

Little Missouri River:
compact relating to waters, extend time

—

law (1962) 13305
reports (1961) 19046; (1962) 11360

Little Nancy (fishing vessel):

documentation for coastwise trade (1965)

19378
Little Neck Bay:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 425
document edition (1963) 247

Little Nemaha River:
and tributaries, Nebr., flood control, engi-

neer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 10777
document edition (1965) 10390

Little Plover River, hydrology of basin (1965)
19682

Little River, S.C, to Rio Grande, Tex:
and Antilles, light list (1965) 7336
light lists (1961) 3983; (1964) 6112

Little Rock, Ark.:
Adams Field, weather observations, hourly,

summary, decennial census of climate
(1963) 14783

census of business, 1958, standard metropol-
itan area, central business district sta-
tistics (1961) 263

census of business, 1963, major retail cen-
ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 13572
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 11898
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 13987
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16517

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 2222

Employment Service, reorganization im-
proves (1962) 17417

levee. East End, Fourche Bayou, flood con-
trol, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 19580
document edition (1965) 19328

occupational wage survey
departmental editions (1961) 1176; (1962)

1576; (1963) 1176; (1964) 1380; (1965)
1285

document editions (1961) 369; (1962) 375;
(1963) 281

population, special census (1964) 19303
wholesale fruit and vegetable market,

organization (1962) 18635
Little Sandy River:

flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1961) 476
document edition (1961) 358

Little strokes, hope through research (1962)
22630; (1964) 7586

Little Vince Bayou:
flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23494
document edition (1962) 23319

Littleleaf, aeration, etc., affecting Southern
pines (1961) 17941

Littleton quadrangle, (Dolo., geology (1962)
19567

Littoral materials of south shore of Long Is-

land, N.Y (1962) 7291
Littoral studies near San Francisco using tra-

cer techniques (1963) 6359
Lituyapecten, see Patinopecten.
Liu, C. K., stress and strain distributions in

thick-walled cylinder of strain-hard-
ening materials, elastic-plastically

strained by internal pressure (1965)

16687
Liu, Ignace D., relief (1965) 8763, 13765, 15868
Liu Lai Ching, see Ching, Liu Lai.

Liu Shao-ch'i, Hanoi speech (1963) 12475
Liu Shui Chen, relief (1961) 16902; (1962) 9202,

11231
Liu, Wai Chan Cheng, relief (1963) 17077

20566; (1964) 244
Livadiya Sanatorium, in post-war time, USSR

study (1963) 10772
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Live stock, see Livestock.
Livengood, Kenneth, accident (1965) 18280
Liver:
acute carbon tetrachloride hepatotoxicity,

current concepts (1963) 7628
and lung cholesterol exchange, USSR study

(1965) 7914
animals adapted to cold and animals not

adapted to cold, change of glycogen con-

tent, USSR study (1962) 15710
antitoxic and protein-forming functions,

blood transfusion effect, USSR study
(1961) 15602

antitoxic function in patients with chronic
alcoholism during periods of acute intox-

ication and of abstinence from alcohol,

USSR study (1961)920
constituents in rats fed pemmican meals

(1963) 11499
development, effect of cortisone on metabo-

lism of ribonucleic acid and its nucleo-

tides (1964) 16732
di- and triphosphopyridine nucleotide, effects

of cold acclimization (1963) 11498
effect on circulatory processes, study (1962)

9992
enzymes associated with amino acid metabo-

lism, effect of protein intake and cold

exposure (1963) 11502
experimental resection, evaluation of use of

certain plastics (1963) 2496
experimental tumors under conditions of

protein-choline deficiency, USSR study
(1961) 15454

function, effect of portal venous nitrogen
mustard infusion (1962) 10913

functional state

—

following administration of protein blood
substitutes (LSB and BK-8), USSR
study (1962) 1198

in persons employed in production or or-

ganophosphorus insecticides (1965 16530

glycogen content in radiation sickness, ef-

fect of insulin and glucose, USSR study
(1961) 4637

hepatic diseases, drug treatment, NHI sup-
ported research grants (1964) 16743

insulin-inactivating substances. Communist
China study (1962) 2628

lipid components, influence of dietary pro-

tein and cholesterol (1963) 1811
microscope and reductase activity in young

male rats, influence of X-irradiation on
development (1964) 13651

modification of glutathione and vitamin A
content in rats fed on diets containing
synthetic food dyes, Rumanian study
(1962) 9816

protein forming functions, effect of protein
hydrolysates application, USSR study
(1961) 7585

proteins following administration of corti-

sone and under conditions of starvation,
incorporation rate of methionine-S'"',
USSR study (1962) 2901

rats, activity of coenzyme A following X-ray
irradiation (1961) 11014

resection, with use of alloplastic materials,
USSR study (1964) 10963

surgery techniques, USSR study (1964) 9123
see also Hepatitis.

Liver flukes:

cattle, general information (1961) 9886
sheep, general information (1961) 9885

Livermore, Calif., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 18184
Livernash report, collective bargaining in

steel industry (1961) 4780

Livestock:
agricultural research, role in development of

industry (talk) (1962) 12925
air pollution effects (1963) 1418
animal industry, publications price list

(1962) 3454; (1963) 5681; (1964) 9709;
(1965) 18697

animal units fed annually

—

1909-60, statistics (1962) 1955
1909-61, statistics (1963) 4376

auction market (1962) 12872
regulation, hearings (1963) 9918

Australian industry (1962) 13842; (1965)
14350

automatic feeding, equipment (1964) 7918
breeding, proposed laws on organization and

management. East Germany (1962) 9833
breeding stations, mechanized, role in crop

farming, Mongolian study (1962) 15787
brucellosis eradication

—

recommended uniform methods and rules

(1962) 6540; (1963) 4342
State-Federal cooperative program, statis-

tical tables (1962) 4485; (1963) 20265
brucellosis of farm animals, USSR study

(1961) 15499
calculating expected production, USSR

study (1964) 6893
care and breeding, (Communist China direc-

tive (1961) 966
census of agriculture, 1959 (1961) 3940, 5492

8526-27, 10041-46, 11890-893, 13926-930,
16322-329, 18153-158, 20456-460; (1962)

273-278, 2187-92, 4743-46, 9061, 18798
final report, announcement (1961) 6784

Chile, technical cooperative program, agree-
ment (1961) 5126

commercial farms, Bluegrass area, Kentuc-
ky, costs and returns, 1961 (1962) 17366;

(1965) 12373
commercial slaughtering and meat produc-

tion, monthly report (1961) 2814

Communist China, scientific research in

animal husbandry (1961) 15496

competitive enterprise in marketing, hear-

ings (1961) 18933

Cuban development of productive raising

(1963) 724

damage from radioactive fallout in event of

nuclear war (1964) 1734

dealers, recordkeeping under packers and
stockyards act (1963) 16754

disease research activities. Plum Island

Animal Laboratory, Long Island, N. Y
(1962) 12864

diseased, interstate movement

—

hearings (1962) 23361
law (1962) 23163
reports (1962) 15357, 21078

efficiency, increasing through research

(1962) 10809
emergency feeding of surplus grain

—

law (1961) 16560
reports (1961) 14334, 14580

exposed to radiation

—

care for (1963) 10131, 10133
protection (1963) 10132

farm production, etc

1955-59, revised estimates (1961) 8310
1959-60 (1961) 9798
1960-61 (1962) 12743
1961-62 (1963) 11336
1962-63 (1964) 11648
1963-64 (1965) 9965

farming in Soviet Union, report of U.S. tech-

nical study group (1961) 17936
fed by meat packers, 1957-61 (1963) 9532
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Livestock—Continued

feed grain crop insurance program, general
information (1964) 2313

feed production, current industrial reports

(1963) 9719, 15057; (1964) 13757
feeding, fisheries management and fish

by-products, USSR study (1961) 12833
foot-and-mouth disease, foreign threat

(1964) 4217
foreign agriculture circulars (1961) 3274;

(1962) 3876; (1963) 3720; (1964) 3520;

(1965) 3433
foreign crops and markets

—

periodical (1962) 3881; (1963) 2305, 3721;

(1964) 3519; (1965)3422
world summaries

—

crop and livestock statistics, announce-
ment (1961) 2016

monthly (1962) 3882; (1963) 3722
statistics and release dates, announce-
ment (1962) 2507

foreign trade prospects (1961) 2014; (1962)

2505; (1963) 4978
grain-livestock economy of European E^co-

nomic Community, compendium of basic
statistics (1965) 58

health inspection at public stockyards, pic-

ture story (1962) 10865
health requirements and regulations govern-

ing interstate and international move-
ment (1962) 24; (1963) 18405

hybrid, USSR study (1965) 5023
Elinois, reporting market news, Federal-

State cooperative service (1961) 17887
index numbers of farm production

—

for each farm production region, 1939-64,

supplement (1965) 16996
per man-hour, for each farm production

region, 1939-64, supplement (1965) 16998

industry

—

Argentina (1963) 15543
Canada (1961) 6072
France (1963) 6477
Great Britain (1962) 9663
Ireland (1962) 9661
midyear outlook (talk) (1962) 21620
potential dangers of exotic parasites

(1962) 14734
Uruguay (1963) 15544
West C^rmany (1963) 6478

insecticide recommendations (1961) 5249;
(1962) 6558; (1963) 7557; (1964) 7910,
15205; (1965) 10053

inspection at public stockyards, manual
(1963) 1642

inventories (1961) 3720, 5195; (1962) 8697;

(1963) 5747; (1964) 7804; (1965) 8337
Japan, industry boom as market for U.S.

grain (1961) 592
livestock and meat

—

production improvement, Rumania, review
of government decrees (1964) 935

situation (1961) 2789; (1962) 4024; (1963)

3873; (1964) 3687; (1965) 3603
statistics, supplement (1962) 12926

livestock and products

—

census of agriculture, 1959, ranking coun-
ties (1962) 9061

sold in United States, 1959, national atlas

sheet (1962) 11102
livestock-share farm lease (1961) 9894
losses, reduce by safety-checking handling

facilities (1962) 19456
market, development, general information

(1961) 17214
market news

—

dissemination in Southwest, how indus-
tries obtain and evaluate market infor-

mation (1965) 9029

Livestock—Continued
market news—Continued
receipts and disposition (1961) 2791; (1962)

4026
service (1962) 16241
weekly summary and statistics (1961)

2790; (1962) 4025; (1963) 3874; (1964)

3688; (1965) 3604
marketing

—

competition, equalize, hearings (1964) 4487

cooperatives in California (1961) 17215
costs and margins (1961) 90
programs. Federal and State relations

(remarks) (1961) 3666
role of market news (address) (1962) 8769

New Zealand's industry, trends (1962) 15615
nuclear fallout effects (address) (1962) 16263

Ohio agricultural statistics (1961) 34
outlook for meat animals in 1961 (talk)

(1961) 5202
packers and stockyards act, as it applies

to—
auction markets (1963) 13140; (1964) 4179
dealers (1963) 13141; (1964) 5788
producers (1963) 13142; (1964) 4180
regulatory activities (1962) 12912

pooling, improved marketing through grad-
ing and commingling (1962) 1943

prevention of tuberculosis and brucellosis,

investigation of prevailing meat inspec-

tion regulations (1962) 7563
producer contributions for market develop-

ment

—

hearing (1963) 11871
law (1963) 13435
report (1963) 13717

producer program, report (1963) 9897
production during people's democratic re-

gime, development in Rumania (1962)

7748
production

—

labor used, estimates by States, 1959
(1963) 18444

marketing, prices, etc., statistics (1961)

9904
production units

—

1910-61 (1963) 5843
relative feed needs, 1910-58 (1961) 102

protection of farm animals against bacter-
iological weapons, USSR study (1962)

1220
purchases by packers, 1960-61 (1963) 9532
quarantine laws, clarify

—

law (1962) 16744
reports (1961) 14612; (1962) 9333
veterinary service improvement in Kolk-
hozes and sovkhozes, USSR study (1962)

1364
western, costs and returns, 1962 (1963)

15412
range utilization patterns as affected by

class of livestock (1965) 665
receipts and disposition at public markets,

1961 (1963) 4336
receipts at public markets, 1960 (1961) 5205
regulatory establishments, stations, and

officials, working reference, lists (1961)

2866; (1962) 4452; (1963) 4313; (1964)

4165; (1965) 4077
reports

—

content and dates of release (1961) 23;

(1963) 5746; (1965) 6946
how crop reporters help you (1965) 20106

residues in carcasses. Meat Inspection Divi-

sion responsibilities (address) (1961) 55
slaughter

—

commercial monthly report (1964) 3342
industry, federally inspected, structural
changes, 1950-62 (1965) 19550
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Livestock—Continued
slaughter—Continued

Louisiana Crop Reporting Service (1961)

2829
meat and lard production, etc (1961) 9797;

(1962) 12742; (1963) 11335; (1964) 11647;

(1965) 9964
monthly report (1965) 3605
plants, number, Mar. 1, 1965 (1965) 16888

societies of Cuba, general statutes (1962)

14327
southern Arizona ranges, stocking rates can

be improved (1965) 4804
special loan program, extend

—

law (1961) 14106
report (1961) 14575

stabilization of industry dependent on Fed-

eral range (address) (1962) 5322
statistics (1963) 14893; (1964) 16970; (1965)

18895
survival after fallout from nuclear attack

(1963) 4369
Szechwan and Yunnan provinces, geograph-

ic survey data on industry (1962) 19623
terminal markets (1962) 12908
ticks, manual (1965) 13368
trucking, safety-checking to reduce loss, etc

(1963) 8206
tuberculosis eradication

—

and control (1962) 8841
Federal-State cooperative program, statis-

tical tables (1961) 53; (1962) 4486; (1963)

15
livestock identification reduces herd test-

ing (1965) 51

USDA livestock market news service, photo
series (1962) 12910

USSR-
farm animals, various diseases (1962) 6154
growth in communal raising (1964) 1057
pest control urged (1964) 7141
production (1963) 8542
stock breeding (1964) 12753

Virginia crops and livestock (1961) 2803;
(1962) 4429; (1963) 4279

weighing, protective activities of Packers
and Stockyards Division, AMS (1963)
1614

western range and livestock report, monthly
(1962) 22866; (1963) 4303; (1964) 4155;
(1965) 4067

Western States, plants poisonous to, de-

scription, etc (1963) 14856; (1964) 20915
world summaries

—

of statistics, release dates, announcements
(1963) 2308; (1964) 2349; (1965) 2157

monthly (1961) 3273
your livestock claims, packers and stock-

yards act can help you recover losses

(1964) 5844
see also Cattle—Food for livestock

—

Slaughtering.
Livestock products, see Animal products.
Livestock Sales Association, Equity Coopera-

tive, see Equity Ck)operative Livestock
Sales Association.

Livestock waterers, see Waterers (automatic).
Living arrangements of older persons, 1950

and 1961 (1963) 9506
Living conditions, see Cost and standard of

living.

Living death, truth about drug addiction
(1965) 19877

Living expenses, see Cost and standard of liv-

ing.

Living ocean, trip to land beneath the sea
(1965) 6901

Living waters (1961) 17794

Livingston, C. L., wind tunnel tests of
full-scale rotor at high speeds (1965)
16900

Livingston, Clifton W., penetration of projec-

tiles into frozen ground (1965) 12402
Livingston, Robert B., narcotic drug, addiction

problems (1963) 21033
Livingston, Samuel, what hope for child with

epilepsy (1965) 8639
Livingston Parish, La.:

quiet title and possession of private land
claim

—

law (1962) 15062
reports (1961) 14254; (1962) 15333

Livingstone, Daniel A., chemical composition
of rivers and lakes (1963) 6558

Livingstone, Robert, jr., bibliography with
KWIC index on ecology of estuaries and
coastal areas of eastern U.S (1965)
10899

Livshits, N. N., effects of ionizing radiation
and of dynamic factors on functions of

central nervous system problems of

space physiology (1965) 16730
Liwshitz, Mordehai, thermal escape of neutral

hydrogen and its distribution in earth's
thermosphere (1965) 18547

Lizards, populations, influence of cratering
device (1963) 11575

Ljubljana, Yugoslavia, work of Hektroinsti-
tut, institute for electric management in

electric industry (1965) 7896
Llanos, Leon, relief (1964) 6262, 10383, 11991
Llewellyn, Charles P., simulator study of pi-

lot-controlled lunar take-off and rendez-
vous (1965) 9723

Lloyd, Dallas, arms control and disarmament,
studies in progress or recently complet-
ed (1964) 15106; (1965) 3046, 13285

Lloyd, Emily E.:

economic developments in Hong Kong, 1962
(1963) 8385

living conditions in Hong Kong (1963) 12254
preparing shipments to Hong Kong (1963)

8392
Lloyd, Kathleen E., paraplegia and what is

being done about it (1965) 20130
Lloyd quadrangle, Mont., geology (1961) 9246
LMRDA, see Labor-management reporting and

disclosures act of 1959.
Load (mechanics):

acoustic, external-flow jet-augmented-flap
model with turbojet engines operating
(1961) 19960

aerodynamic

—

airplane model with wing and canard of

triangle plan form and either single or
twin vertical tails at Mach numbers
from 0.70 to 2.22 (1961) 11407
tabulated data for model with single

vertical tail, supplement (1961) 13506
tabulated data for model with twin ver-

tical tails, supplement (1961) 13507
cyclic load test of RB-47E airplane, re-

sults (1961) 19919
damping and buffet response of aeroelas-

tic model of Saturn I block U launch
vehicle (1965) 8100

derivatives of launch vehicle vibrating in

free-free bending modes at Mach nos.

from 0.70 to 2.87 and comparisons with
theory (1962) 22548

distribution on 45° sweptback wing with
leading-edge chord-extensions, at tran-

sonic speeds (1962) 6259
distribution, over swept wing of Douglas
D-558-n research airplane at Mach
numbers from 0.73 to 1.73 (1961) 13475
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Load (mechanics)—Continued
aerodynamic—Continued

division on semispan tilting-ducted- propell-

er model in hovering and transitional
flight (1962) 12482

elliptical cross sections and various plan
forms, transonic characteristics, errata

(1961) 2571
isolated shrouded-propeller configuration

for angles of attack from 10° to 110°

(1962) 3359
leading-edge slats on 45° sweptback wing

(1961) 19952
load distribution over 45° swept wing,

effect of body-mounted lateral controls

and speed brakes (1961) 2577
load distributions for project fire configu-

rations at Mach numbers from 0.25 to

4.63 (1965) 5204
prediction of effects of vortex flows on

loading, etc., of slender aircraft (1961)

21250
Scout 3-stage vehicle (1963) 14580
sheet metal structure designed to cope
with air loads encountered by reentry
vehicle, study (1961) 19934

thin-trapezoidal-wing-bond combination,
loading characteristics including effects

of aeroelasticity (1963) 16362
three-stage Scout model, characteristics

at Mach numbers from 0.80 to 1.20

(1961) 19961
unswept-wing-fuselage combination, effect

of leading-edge droop at transonic
speeds (1961) 1267

wing-body-tail combination, effects of con-

ical wing camber and body indentation

at transonic speeds (1961) 21227
wings at subsonic, transonic, and super-

sonic speeds, flight measurements and
calculations (1961) 6324

wings, delta and trapezoidal, pressure
data and characteristics at Mach num-
bers of 1.61 and 2.01 (1962) 22549; (1963)

3127
aeroelasticity, flutter status of flat and

curved panels (1961) 1275
air loads on man, studies (1964) 13726
aircraft shells, longitudinal transverse

bending (1964) 9625
airfield pavements, stresses induced by uni-

form circular loads, theory (1961) 7355

airplanes, 10 Navy types, analysis of V-G
records obtained at high load factor
during squadron operations (1961) 9512

alleviating structure, effect on landing be-

havior of reentry-capsule model (1961)
11410

assumptions for buildings, engineering and
design manual (1963) 4864

axial fatigue tests using loading schedules
based on maneuver-load statistics (1962)
12480

behavior, effect on frequency of free vibra-
tions of ring (1961) 4948

bending tests of large-diameter stiffened cyl-

inders susceptible to general instability
(1964) 9589

biaxial

—

flutter of flat rectangular orthotropic
panels and arbitrary flow direction
(1963) 19924

reinforcing effect of rings of triangular
cross section around central holes in

loaded flat sheets, investigation (1962)
8504

Load (mechanics)—Continued
biaxi al—Continued

stress concentrations around holes in flat

sheets reinforced with rings of rectan-
gular cross section symmetrically
mounted with respect to sheets, investi-

gation (1962) 8518
blast load tests on post-tensioned concrete

beams (1962) 6513
blast loading on airfoil in Mach 0.7 airflow

with initial angle-of-attack change of
28° (1965) 13040

buckled rectangular plates (1961) 1326
buckling of aeronautical structures, im-

perfections, main contributor to scatter

(1964) 19000
buffet bending, on launch vehicles predicted

from tests on aeroelastic model (1963)
20998

buffet investigation at high subsonic speeds
of wing-fuselage-tail combinations with
sweptback wings at various angles
(1961) 4844, 13487

buffet pressures on models of large manned
launch vehicle configurations (1963)
12851

buffet tests of attack-airplane model (1963)
5534

buffeting

—

hammerhead launch vehicles, dynamic re-

sponse (1963) 19934
wing and horizontal tail of X-IE airplane,

measurements (1961) 4872
creep behavior under varied loads with ap-

plication to 2024-T3 aluminum-alloy
sheet (1961) 9574; (1962) 3349

detection of flow-field instability in presence
of buffeting by partial-mode model tech-

nique (1965) 6737
determination, flexible launch vehicle during

ascent through winds (1965) 6685
dynamic analysis of multi-legged lunar land-

ing vehicle to determine structural loads
during touchdown (1965) 5184

dynamic response on snow to high rates of

loading (1964) 12346
dynamic, wind-induced, measured response of

full-scale scout vehicle mounted vertical-

ly on launching tower (1961) 8007
effect of component differential hardnesses

on rolling-contact fatigue and load ca-

pacity (1965) 6702
effect of edge loadings on vibration of rec-

tangular plates with various boundary
conditions (1965) 11484

external stores at transonic and supersonic
speeds (1961) 6331

fatigue under random and programed loads

(1965) 6697
fin, aerodynamic forces of 1/8-scale model

simulating 1st stage of Scout research
vehicle (1961) 13531

fin loads and tip-control hinge moments on
model simulating 1st stage of Scout re-

search vehicle (1962) 12435
flexure support system protects thermally

and dynamically loaded models (1965)

6649
fluctuating, plastic compression (1963) 20015

flutter of streamwise-oriented arrays of

curved panels under compressive loading
and aerodynamic heating, investigation
(1965) 14838

frame-reinforced cylindrical shells, analysis
applications, errata (1961) 7950

ground-wind, on axisymmetric launch vehi-

cles (1964) 1455
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Load (mechanics)—Continued

gust loads in 1961 Rough Rider storms
(1964) 11705

gust loads on wing model caused by
blast-induced gust increasing angle of

attack into stall region, investigation
(1961) 1266

helicopter rotor-blade differential pressures,
stresses, and motions, tabulation (1964)
9564: (1965) 9690

high and low loads, effects on variable-
amplitude fatigue tests (1963) 3147

ice load encountered by ship propeller
blades, determination, USSR study
(1964) 18336

ice mechanics circular plates on elastic,

sealed foundations (1964) 8509
induced on flat plate at Mach number of 4.5

with sonic or supersonic jet exhausting
normal to surface (1963) 14582

induced on flat-plate wing by air jets ex-

hausting perpendicularly through wing
and normal to Mach number 2.0 stream
(1961) 7969

inelastic design of load carrying members
(1963) 9637

investigation at transonic speeds of loading
over sweptback wing having aspect ra-

tio of 3, taper ratio of 0.2, and NACA
65A004 airfoil sections (1961) 9552

lake ice sheets, test data (1963) 19137
landing

—

characteristics of reentry capsule with
torus-shaped air bag for alleviation

(1961) 1318
rough-terrain-induced structural loads

(1965) 15103
analytical determination (1964) 7819

landing gear, obtained during simulated
landing tests over various obstacles
(1965) 6738

leaf-spring suspension provides accurate
parallel displacements (1965) 8084

lifting rotor configurations, periodic forces
and moments transmitted to hub, inves-
tigation (1962) 8493

lightweight load support serves as vibration
damper (1965) 9686

load-bearing characteristics of biaxially
prestressed ceramic plates (1965) 6633

load relations in preloaded rockbolt testing
(1965) 9592

loading characteristics of flap-type ailerons
at 3 locations on sweptback wing-body
combinations (1961) 9594

low-aspect ratio camber delta wing-body
combination, pressure data at transonic
speeds (1961) 4871

maneuver, jet fighter, applications of power
spectral analysis methods (1961) 11428

maneuvering, Monte Carlo technique for
determining from statistical information
on airplane motions (1961) 11402

moments and reactions for rectangular
plates (1961) 6516

multiweb beams stress response to static
and dynamic loading, investigation
(1962) 12483

normal load factors calculated on light air-

planes traversing trailing vortices of
heavy transport airplanes (1961) 11412

panels

—

curved and flat, effects of compressive
stress on flutter at supersonic Mach
numbers (1962) 22547

flutter tests in full-scale X-15 lower stabi-
lizer at Mach number of 3.0 (1962) 22546

Load (mechanics)—Continued

plane-stress analysis of edge-stiffened rec-

tangular plate (1965) 2876
plastic, thin plate under arbitrary lateral

load (1962) 769
pressure produced on flat-plate wing by

rocket jets exhausting in spanwise direc-
tion below wing and perpendicular to
free-stream flow of Mach no. 2.0 (1961)
1285, 11424

prestressed rig:id pavements—
for airfields, single-wheel loadings on

pre-tensioned and post-tensioned slabs
(1963) 13880

on low strength subgrade, repetitive load-
ing model tests (1964) 12352

pure bending moment cause of buckling of
ring-stiffened cylinder (1963) 1305

random loading effects on fatigue life of
notched cantilever-beam specimens of
SAE 4130 normalized steel (1961) 8378

random time histories, examining statistical

and power-spectral properties (1965)
8101

randomization and ground-air-ground cycles
influence on fatigue life (1964) 21746;
(1965) 6677

shallow spherical shells, stability under con-
centrated load (1965) 14748

spacecraft, modelling under random loading
(1965) 1396

span loadings due to wing twist at transonic
and supersonic speeds (1961) 1274

static aeroelastic loads and deflections of
thin 45° delta wing in supersonic flow
(1961) 21229

statistical methods in nonlinear theory of
elastic shells (1963) 1319

steady, due to jet interference on wings,
tails, and fuselages (1961) 2567

store loads at supersonic speeds, effects of
configuration variables (1961) 6329

store side forces attached to configurations
at supersonic speeds, theoretical predic-
tion (1962) 6258

structural-loads surveys on 2 tilt-wing
VTOL configurations (1961) 6397

sweptback T-mounted horizontal tail (1962)
1667

tail, caused by blast-induced gust, experi-
mental investigation (1961) 1271

tail, F-IOOA airplane, in service operational
flying (1962) 10480

tandem-rotor configurations, air loads meas-
urements (1963) 19931

3-dimensional oscillating air forces, experi-
mental data (1961) 6330

transonic, characteristics of 3-percent-thick
60° delta-wing-body combination (1961)
11413

transport airplane, effects of vane-
controlled gust-alleviation system (1961)
4931

transport-airplane wings, fatigue tests with
constant and variable amplitude loading
schedules (1961) 1313

transverse loading of pin type insulators
(1965) 1598

UH-IA helicopter, second harmonic feather-
ing device (1963) 16632

uniform centrifugal loading, static solu-

tions, and general equations of equilibri-
um of rotationally symmetric mem-
branes (1961) 9584

variable-amplitude loadings effects on fa-

tigue crack propagation patterns (1963)
16380
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Load (mechanics)—Continued

vertical-tail loads, effect at high subsonic
speeds of fuselage forebody strakes
(1961) 11429

vibratory, shear stress measurements in

situ of soils (1964) 8513
wind loads on launch vehicles, dynamic re-

sponse of rising and falling balloon wind
sensors (1963) 20981; (1965) 14814

wings

—

and aileron, due to deflected inboard and
outboard ailerons on sweptback wing at
transonic speeds (1961) 4921

and flap loads of large scale V/STOL mod-
el, wind tunnel investigation (1963)
11029

and wing-body combinations, distributions
at high angles of attack and supersonic
speeds (1961) 4839

buffet response of transonic-transport
model airplane, effects of wing bodies,
fences, flaps, and fuselage additional
(1961) 7966

caused by blast-induced gust, experimental
results (1961) 1273

due to deflected inboard ailerons on swept-
back wing at transonic speeds (1963)
3108

surface, X-15 airplane (1965) 5202
X-15 airplane landing-gear, aerodynamic

and control-system contributions (1963)
19940

Load lines:

international convention, proposal, text
(1962) 21246, 21258

merchant and passenger vessels, regulations
(1962) 4866; (1964) 221

vessel, liability for surveys, penalties, etc.,

regulations, establish

—

hearing (1962) 13671
law (1962) 18987
reports (1962) 13623, 17081

Loaded paper shot shells, recorded voluntary
recommendation of trade (1962) 240;
(1963) 9708

Loaders (mechanical):
pine pulpwood harvesting, production costs

(1962) 22872
rapid billet loader aids extrusion of refrac-

tory metals (1964) 13179
Soviet price list (1963) 15804

Loading, see Load (mechanics)—Unlading and
lading.

Loading ramps, see Ramps.
Loam, see Soils.

Loan associations, see Federal savings and
loan associations.

Loan companies, see Finance companies.

Loans:
additional assistance by HHFA for mass

urban transportation systems in metro-
politan areas

—

hearings (1962) 13509, 13668, 21549
reports (1962) 15244, 17271, 21424
summaries (1962) 21202; (1963) 8095

aid for community hospitals and other
health facilities, facts for Hill-Burton
applicants (1962) 18408

air carriers for cargo aircraft, guarantee
hearings (1961) 390

air carriers, (lOvernment guaranty, amend

hearings (1962) 15274, 17314
law (1962) 23220
reports (1962) 19102, 19144, 19318, 21167

Loans—Continued

Alaska reconstruction of areas damaged by
earthquakes

—

hearing (1964) 14140
law (1964) 17310
reports (1964) 13953, 14067, 15556

approving, etc., to Vineland and South Jer-
sey Cooperative Egg Auction and Poul-
try Association, Inc., by ARA, GAO re-

port (1965) 2201
associations for shifts in land use (1963) 470
available to undergraduate and first-pro-

fessional degree students, directory
(1965) 10736

bank-SBA participation loan plans, guide
(1963) 7425

banks, borrowing short and lending long
(remarks) (1964) 19705

borrowing for college, guide for students
and parents (1965) 16086

budget support to Ecuador, questionable
aspects, AID, GAO report (1965) 9242

business and disaster loans, how SEA helps
small construction firms (1965) 1605

business, loss from inadequate evaluation of
borrower's bonding coverage require-
ments, etc., by SEA, GAO report (1965)
7777

college housing

—

fact sheet on Federal assistance (1962)
23113

Federal law (1962) 649; (1965) 6356
college students, report (1962) 21084
commercial and industrial

—

changes, weekly report (1961) 3196; (1962)
3664; (1963) 3507; (1964) 3312; (1965)
3227

under area redevelopment act, questions
and answers (1962) 20466

construction of academic facilities

—

hearings (1961) 7132, 17139
law (1964) 1933
reports (1961) 10286, 16764, 19098; (1962)

4946, 11393, 21084; (1963) 11798, 15280,
19021, 20474, 20492

consumer loans made under effective State
small loan laws, monthly estimates
(1961) 3201; (1962) 3707 .

conventional loans

—

largest insured savings and loan associa-
tions mortgage interest rates, summary
(1961) 10585; (1962) 4089; (1963) 3932;
(1964) 3755

made in excess of 80 percent of property
appraisal bv Federal savings and loan
associations (1961) 3166; (1962) 3712;
(1963) 3553; (1964) 3366; (1965) 3253

Cooley Fund lending under AID (1962) 11916
development lending provisions of interna-

tional development act (statement)
(1961) 13714

direct, housing for elderly or handicapped
(1965) 6357

disaster

—

economic, consolidated FHA act, authorize
hearing (1964) 15581

economic injury disaster loans for

—

displaced small businesses (1965) 1604,
11676

small firms

—

natural disasters (1964) 21865; (1965)
18756

product disasters (1964) 21866
storms and other major disasters

(1965) 1603
for businesses, for homes, through SEA

(1961) 20133
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Loans—Continued
disaster—Continued

to oyster planters, amend act

—

hearing (1962) 17300
law (1962) 23232
reports (1962) 9320, 21486

to restore or replace businesses and homes
through SBA (1964) 20785

emergency loans (1965) 16986
to Florida nurserymen (1963) 6384
Florida vegetable growers (1963) 6385

Ebcport-Import Bank of Washington, active
loans and credits (1962) 21702; (1964)
645

family farmers for recreational enterprises
(1963) 471

farm labor, housing (1964) 15218
farm loan programs of FHA (1962) 17441
farm operating loans, better farming, better

living (1965) 14226
farm ownership loans (1964) 9957; (1965)

18887
Farmers Home Administration

—

cooperatives serving rural families with
low incomes (1965) 10085

emergency, defer payments, hearing (1965)
12300

insurance limitation, increase

—

hearings (1965) 7468, 10665
reports (1964) 13949; (1965) 5930

loans in brief (1963) 5839; (1964) 5842
on leased lands in Hawaii, authorize, hear-
ing (1965) 10664

opportunity, rural families with low in-

comes (1965) 11865
rural housing (1965) 16985
thumbnail sketch (1962) 4525
to water supply and waste disposal sys-
tems serving rural areas

—

law (1965) 19131
reports (1965) 15730, 19211

to water supply systems serving rural
areas

—

hearing (1965) 14110, 17678
report (1965) 15902

farmers, real estate, operating, etc

—

hearings (1961) 12327
law (1961) 16561
reports (1961) 14335, 14342, 14383, 14597

Federal aid to State and local governments
in 1962 budget, analysis (1961) 3819

Federal assistance for plant acquisition and
improvement resulted in no new employ-
ment opportunities within redevelop-
ment area, GAO report (1965) 9223

Federal credit programs, study (1964) 8372
Federal Housing Administration

—

dealers' and contractors' guide, property
improvement loans (1965) 4710

financing for home purchases and home
improvements, consumer bulletin (1965)
4711, 10805

home mortgage insurance, consumer bulle-

tin (1965) 4712, 10806
insured, major home improvement (1965)

10807
quick guide for buying a home (1965)

12432
title 1 property improvement loans, con-
sumer bulletins (1965) 4714, 19607

Federal participation in unnecessary project
costs resulting from failure to properly
recognize effect of incorporate owner-
ship, ARA, GAO report (1965) 9224

Federal reserve member bank loans (1961)
3210; (1962) 4045; (1963) 3893; (1964)
3716; (1965) 3633

Federal reserve member banks executive
officers, regulations (1961) 535

Loans—Continued

Federal reserve member banks to their ex-

ecutive officers, limitation, amend

—

hearing (1965) 17907
report (1965) 15920

Federal, to D.C., authorization

—

hearings (1963) 12014
increase

—

hearings (1965) 12165
message from the President (1965) 4477

federally financed student loans, fellowships,
career training programs in higher edu-
cation, directory (1962) 11444; (1964)
4493

FHA financing for home purchases and im-
provements, guides (1962) 19478; (1963)
4894

FHA, increase limitations

—

hearing (1962) 21194
law (1962) 23198
reports (1962) 21063, 21487

FHA's new home improvement programs
(1963) 2261

financial aid for students in environmental
science and engineering (1963) 18284

fisheries fund reports (1961) 9138, 19333;
(1962) 574

fishery, extend program

—

hearings (1965) 12315, 17720
law (1965) 15440
reports (1965) 12284, 13923

fishery, policies, etc (1962) 23543
foreign, authorizations, July 1, 1945-June

30, 1962 (1965) 2263
forest tracts, by national banks, liberalize

restrictions

—

hearings (1964) 6346, 12255
law (1964) 13890
reports (1964) 4466, 12226

forestry purposes (1964) 15220
Greek refugee repatriation, 1929, settlement

acceptance, report (1965) 17671
group medical practice facilities, financing,

hearings (1965) 8892
health professions student loan program

(1965) 16817
higher education act of 1965

—

hearings (1965) 12344, 13981, 14131
reports (1965) 13938, 17576, 17849, 19271

home improvement loan to pay cost of public
improvement, amend National housing
act, hearing (1962) 21200

home mortgage debt and financing activity

estimates (1961) 7383; (1962) 9600; (1963)
8229

home owners acts, compilation (1961) 1860;
(1963) 214

homeowners act of 1933, amend

—

hearings (1964) 17870
reports (1964) 4467, 6277

housing

—

farm labor, hearing (1964) 2231
inadequate management action to collect

debts resulting from default made in

Florida under loan guaranty program,
VA, GAO report (1965) 4832

insurable, digests (1961) 20732; (1963)
4892, 17430; (1965) 6170

housing for elderly

—

Federal law (1962) 650; (1963) 5043
hearings (1964) 2232
in rural areas, insured loan program, ex-

tend

—

law (1964) 13889
reports (1964) 12091, 14058

insured loans for senior citizens in rural
areas (1963) 6386; (1964) 10503, 20932

law (1963) 20439
reports (1963) 17149. 19024
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Loans—Continued

housing for senior citizens (1965) 16988
design guides (1963) 6058
hearings (1962) 17099
law (1962) 20898
program, fact sheets (1962) 18917; (1963)
9793

program, information (1962) 18918; (1964)
8191

reports (1962) 16987, 21392
insured and direct loans for vocational edu-

cation students

—

hearings (1965) 12167
law (1965) 19162
reports (1965) 8857, 17883

international lending and guaranty pro-
grams, staff memorandum (1965) 2014

International Monetary Fund, supplemental,
proposal (1962) 15099

land acquisition and development (1961)
3167; (1962) 3713; (1963) 3554; (1964)
3367; (1965) 3254

lenders handbook, VA pamphlet (1961)
20239; (1963) 1584; (1964) 1650; (1965)
5453

lending standards and quality of credit (re-

marks) (1965) 7680
livestock, special program, extend

—

law (1961) 14106
report (1961) 14575

made by corporate Development Loan Fund,
improper retention of dollar collections

by Agency for International Develop-
ment, GAO (1965) 6272

making effective ARA business loan applica-
tion (1964) 5928

mass transportation

—

extend time, law (1962) 23209
HHFA loan program guide (1962) 9757

Menominee Enterprises, Inc., reports (1961)
8738, 8786, 8943; (1962) 7071

national defense education act of 1958

—

extend and amend law

—

hearings (1964) 17646
law (1964) 21157
report and recommendations (1965)
17947

reports (1964) 15530, 15732, 17575, 19483
private nonprofit schools (1965) 19563
status report, June 1960 (1961) 7136
student loans, NDEIA and higher education

(periodical) (1962) 21641; (1963) 3954;
(1964) 3782

national defense student loans, collection,
report (1965) 7542

national defense student program (1965)
7587

basic facts (1962) 5105, 13738
borrowers' needs and resources (1962)
7279

distribution of Federal funds, 1959-64
(1963) 19106

increase authorization, etc.

—

hearings (1964) 14151
report (1964) 17804

list of participating institutions (1963)
377, 10075, 17381; (1965) 7588

summary report of operations (1961) 7336
nursing students, program (1965) 16825
operating, for better farming, etc (1963)

5836
optometry students, loan program, extend

to—
hearings (1964) 15593
law (1964) 21146
reports (1964) 17547, 17760, 19459

overseas, U.S., obligations and loan authori-
zations, July 1, 1945-June 30, 1963 (1965)
2264

Loans—Continued

property improvement

—

dealers and contractors guide (1962) 17477
general administrative policy, etc (1962)
23522

loan insurance, FHA regulations (1962)
530

title 1 insured loans, FHA fact sheet
(1963) 8233

public facility, etc., Federal laws (1962) 655;
(1963) 6573; (1965) 7813

public facility. Federal, to meet expanding
needs, fact sheet (1962) 18916

public facility program

—

make applicable to federally impacted
areas

—

law (1962) 18996
reports (1962) 13612, 19075

make applicable to mass transit systems
in urban areas, hearings (1961) 8979

public works and economic development act
of 1965—

compilation of documents (1965) 14137
hearings (1965) 10671, 10702, 12205
law (1965) 15484

highlights, legislative history, etc (1965)
17736

message from the President (1965) 8743
reports (1965) 10644, 12146, 15691

railroads, guaranty authority of ICC, extend
termination date

—

hearings (1961) 7286, 8845
law (1961) 6953
reports (1961) 5703, 5710, 7108, 7236

real estate and construction loan limitation
applicable to national banks, amend

—

hearings (1961) 18939; (1962) 17098. 19380
law (1962) 20892
reports (1962) 16984, 21384

real estate, by national banks, amend Feder-
al reserve act as to limitations, hearings
(1964) 6346, 15802

Roustabout Co., imprudent action in approv-
ing, ARA, GAO report (1965) 700

Rural Electrification Administration

—

lending agency of USDA (1963) 9585
program, statistical reports (1961) 20118;

(1963) 5711, 7421; (1964) 5675, 16851;
(1965) 16850

REA recreation loan policy, hearing (1964)
387

telephone program in Southeast and rela-

tions with borrowers (remarks) (1961)
13646

rural groups, for improvements, general in-

formation (1963) 6387
saline water conversion program, expand

and extend

—

hearings (1961) 14477
report (1961) 17000

savings and home financing

—

chart book (1961) 9094; (1962) 13793;
(1963) 15486; (1964) 12389

source book (1961) 14850; (1962) 17475;
(1963) 20669; (1964) 17973; (1965) 16171

savings and loan associations on multi-
family housing

—

hearings(1962) 21201, 21542
law (1962) 23179
reports (1962) 21057, 21410, 21472

schools, private nonprofit, for laboratory,
etc., equipment

—

basic facts (1962) 21640
national defense education act, title 3

(1965) 12389
sea and brackish water conversion plant

construction

—

hearing (1961) 19172
reports (1961) 16672. 16815
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Loans—Continued

short-term business, bank rates (1963) 19203
small business

—

increase amount available
hearings (1963) 12007
laws (1961) 18593; (1962) 16776
reports (1962) 13633, 16947

increase SBA authority, reports (1961)

20550; (1962) 15164
waging war on poverty through economic
opportunity loans (1965) 11682

Small Business Administration

—

business loans

—

approvals, 1964, supplement (1965) 8268
need for better supervision and adminis-

tration, GAO report (1964) 6772
policies, etc (1961) 8187; (1962) 22786

community development, prescription for
progress (1965) 20063

credit requirements, policies, etc (1963)
11271; (1964) 20784; (1965) 20064

curtailed program, new small loan pro-
grams, hearings (1965) 17744

development loan program to help your
community, prescription for progress
(1963) 5717

lending and procurement assistance pro-
grams hearing (1965) 16051

lending to SBIC'S and State and local
development companies, increase author-
ity—
law (1965) 1.5433

reports (1965) 12102, 14048
limited loan participation plan for retail,

etc., other businesses (1963) 20126
local development company loans, econom-

ic growth, job creation (1964) 18940;
(1965) 8267, 18755

local development companies project, how
communities have benefited (1963) 11267

local development loans, new life for
Smalltown (1963) 16559

participation loans, handbooks (1962)
18443; (1963) 21104

pools, sale of participations, hearings
(1965) 19486

principal lending programs key features
(1963)9382

privately owned health facilities (1965)
1606

program (1965) 1607
SBA, at work financing small businesses,

etc (1962) 22787
to help small manufacturing, retail, serv-

ice, and wholesale firms (1961) 20129
to State and local development companies

(1961) .5089; (1963) 11269
student

—

cancel for physicians and dentists who
practice in shortage areas, reports
(1964) 4.533, 17.582, 17609; (1965) 4548

under national defense education act, GAO
review (1965) 721

unemployment, area assistance

—

hearings (1961) .5739, .5849

law (1961) 8615
reports (1961) .5832, 7088, 7097, 8737

United Nations, authorize

—

hearings (1962) 7218, 17108
law (1962) 20906
message from the President (1962) 4917
reports (1962) 9435, 17060, 19095

urban mass transportation

—

additional assistance

—

hearings (1963) 6290, 7990, 8099
law (1964) 13913
reports (1963) 7964, 8049-50; (1964)

12057
Federal aids available, fact sheet (1963)
2364

Loans—Continued
U.S., to International Monetary Fund to

strengthen system

—

hearings (1962) 9375, 11661
law (1962) 1,5077

reports (1962) 9303, 11631
statement (1962) 9641

veterans

—

cold war veterans' readjustment assist-

ance act

—

hearings (1965) 9000, 17746
print additional copies (1965) 19472

report (1965) 10658
direct, sale at prices determined to be rea-

sonable

—

hearings (1964) 4511
law (1964) 17261
reports (1964) 4470, 15696

guaranteed and direct

—

properties acquired by VA upon default,

GAO report on excessive costs (1963)

17507
questions and answers (1961) 1567,

17876, 214.33; (1964) 5745; (1965) 13325
waiver of indebtedness to U.S. in certain

cases arising out of default

—

hearing (1963) 8126
law (1963) 18788
reports (1962) 9281; (1963) 6147, 119.59

guaranteed or insured, extend maturity

—

hearing (1964) .542

reports (1962) 15387; (1964) 2205
guaranty, etc., extend to post-Korean vet-
erans

—

hearings (1961) 12527; (1963) 12026
reports (1961) 16953; (1963) 13761

home-buying guides (1961) 11649;
6497, 8725; (1963) 16641; (1964)
(1965) 1700

Veterans Administration

—

in housing credit shortage areas,
lending program for residential dwell-
ings (1961) 202.38

liability of individuals, amend U.S. Code

—

hearing (1965) 15833
report (1965) 17567

veterans housing

—

direct loan program, additional funds

—

hearings (1961) 7148
law (1961) 14084
reports (1961) 7091, 7114

direct loan program, withholding of funds,
hearing (1962) 11478

extend program, hearings (1961) 7148;
(1962) 11670

guaranteed and direct, defaults and fore-
closures, hearing (1962) 11478

limit interest rate, hearings (1961) 7148
watershed protection and flood prevention

act, as amended. State legislation status
(1961) 9758

see also Agricultural credit—Banks and
banking—Federal savings and loan as-
sociations—Mortgage insurance—Mort-
gages—Revolving funds—Savings and
loan associations.

Lobbying, Federal regulation, file report of
financial interests with Comptroller
General, report (1965) 1.5887

Lobectomy, pulmonary carcinoma, USSR
study (1963) 16118

Loblolly pine, see Pine.
Lobsters:
explorations, continental shelf off northeast

coast of U.S (1961) 2004
Maine

—

landings, factors influencing (1962) 581
population biological fluctuations check,

use of environmental and economic fac-
tors (1963) 4944

(1962)
7832;

direct
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Lobsters—Continued
Maine—Continued
resource, supply, sustained yield and man-
agement (1965) 6212

spiny

—

and sand, exploratory fishing in Panama
(1965) 12460

explorations in Pacific and Caribbean
waters of Republic of Panama (1965)
19631

fishery leaflet (1962) 17511
South Africa fisheries (1963) 8271

Local board memoranda (1961) 3579; (1962)

4027; (1963) 3875; (1964) 3690; (1965)
3607

Local Goyernment, see Government.
Local planning under area redevelopment act

(1962) 20469
Local public agency letters (1961) 3629; (1962)

4030; (1963) 3877; (1964) 3692; (1965)

3609
Local Soviet and economic organs face new

tasks, USSR (1961) 4459
Local transit:

mass transit systems, study feasibility of

user taxes

—

law (1964) 17412
reports (1964) 15700, 17616

National Capital Region program, develop

—

hearings (1963) 17167; (1965) 7481, 16015
supplement (1964) 394

law (1965) 17379
reports (1964) 2039; (1965) 12144, 12149,

15971
operating employees, union wages and hours

(1963) 7169; (1965) 7979
Localism, nature and causes, Yugoslav study

(1963) 2576
Location identifiers:

airport, etc.

—

handbooks (1963) 14928; (1964) 3693;
(1965) 3610

manuals (1961) 2906; (1962) 134, 4031;
(1963) 3878

Lock boxes. Post Office Department lock boxes,
procurement, GAO review (1963) 2329

Lockard, C.R., grade defects in hardwood tim-

ber and logs (1963) 14852
Locke, Lowell F., iron deficiency in plants, how

to control it in yards and garden (1965)
11843

Locker plants, see Cold storage.
Lockhart, L. B., jr.:

atmospheric radioactivity, Washington, D.C
(1963) 11153

characteristics of air filter media used for

monitoring airborne radioactivity (1965)
13120

chemical research in atmosphere purification
and control on nuclear-powered subma-
rines (1965) 13204

determination of radon concentration in air

through measurement of its solid decay
products (1965) 13200

filter pack technique for classifying radioac-
tive aerosols by particle size (1965)
9819, 9825

fission product radioactivity in air along
80th meridian (west) during 1961 (1963)
16461

intercalibration of some systems employed
in monitoring fission products in atmos-
phere (1963) 11181

Lockhart, R.W.:
sodium mass transfer

—

corrosion sample data, etc (1964) 10027
test loop design (1964) 5958

summary report on fission product radioac-
tivity in air along 80th meridian (west)
1957-62 (1965) 13138

Lockheed Air Terminal, weather observations,
hourly, decennial census (1962) 18575

Lockheed Aircraft Ck)rp.:

California Company, wage chronology (1963)
1161; (1964) 21667

Missile and Space Division, additional costs
from procurement of test equipment as
special tooling, GAO report (1963) 15590

patent royalty costs improperly charged for
use of auxiliary fuel tank invention de-
veloped under government contracts, by
Defense Dept., GAO report (1965) 12527

prices awarded The Brush Beryllium Co. for
Polaris missile parts, GA(D examination
(1963) 10259

pricing of subcontracts for Polaris missile
components awarded Systron-Donner
Ck)rporation, GAO review (1962) 23578

Lockheed-Georgia Co., MADREC electronic
system components manufactured by
Midwestern Instruments, Inc., costs in-

curred in procurement. Air Force Dept.,
GAO report (1965) 18188

Lockheed Missiles & Space Co.:
excessive relocation payments to employees

transferred from one company location
to another, Sunnyvale, Calif., Defense
Dept. and NASA" GAO report (1964)
12490

inventions not disclosed and confirmatory
royalty-free licenses not obtained. De-
fense Dept., GAO report (1965) 702

leasing of electrical accounting machines,
GAO review (1965) 715

potential savings through procurement of
office furniture from GSA sources, GAO
report (1965) 9239

savings through procurement of operating
supplies from GSA sources, GAO report
(1965) 10967

unnecessary cost to Government

—

due to excessive rentals for electronic
data processing equipment by Defense
Dept., GAO report (1965) 2212

through leasing electronic data processing
systems by Defense Dept., GAO report
(1965) 4842

use of private executive rather than com-
mercial aircraft, unwarranted charges,
GAO report (1964) 21345

Locking devices, simple mechanism combines
positive locking and quick release fea-
tures (1964) 7488

Lockjaw, see Tetanus.

Lockport, N.Y., dolomite redescription of 3

species of corals (1963) 6555

Locks (hydraulic engineering):
culvert tainter valves, new lock no. 19, Mis-

sissippi River, investigation (1961)
12598

filling and emptying system, hydraulic model
investigation (1961) 9074

Jackson Lock, Tombigbee River, hawser-
force measurements (1965) 18048

Jonesville Lock, Ouachita-Black Rivers, La.,
filling and emptying system, hydraulic
model investigation (1965) 14218

miter-type gates, operating forces on (1964)
14213

Old River, La (1964) 18714
spillway for Belleville Locks and Dam (1965)

18049
walls and appurtenances, planning and de-

sign, manual, change (1964) 12349
see also names of locks.

Locks and keys:
instrument adjustment knob locks to pre-

vent accidental maladjustment (1965)
1428
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Locks and keys—Continued
savings resulting from elimination of re-

quirement that general office desks be
equipped with locks, Federal Supply
Service, GSA, GAO report (1965) 19656

Lockwood, David L., space-charge-flow theory
and electrode design for electrostatic

rocket engines (1963) 1288
Lockwood, R.M., miniature valveless pulsejets

(1964) 16895
Lockwood, Vernard E., low-speed characteris-

tics of transport 4-engine model with
large bodies mounted above fuselage

(1964) 9591
Locomotion, man's self-locomotion in lunar

environment, gravity-simulation tech-

nique (1964) 9581
Locomotive Inspection Bureau, reports (1961)

4341; (1962) 2579; (1963) 2444; (1964)

4871; (1965) 4896
Locomotive inspectors, examination announce-

ment (1961) 12016
Locomotives:
Bulgarian railroads, new electric locomo-

tives (1963) 15990
inspection, ICC activities, reorganization

—

hearings (1965) 17706, 17929
report (1965) 15670

Pioneer, light passenger locomotive of 1851

(1965) 1514
safety truck, introduction (1961) 20013

Locomotor mechanisms of birds (1961) 13665
Locoweed, livestock poisoning in Western

States, reducing losses (1963) 14856;

(1964) 20915
Locust borer, description, control, etc (1962)

21797
Locust trees:

bibliography (1961) 10667
locust borer injury, control, etc (1962) 21797
thornless honeylocust, effect on pasture de-

velopment (1961) 6595
Lodge, George C, address May 1960 (French

language) (1963) 5429
Lodgepole pine, see Pine.

Lodging, see Housing.
Loeb, Howard A., acute oral toxicity of chemi-

cals force-fed to carp (1964) 6729
Loel, Cyprus, information (1961) 17489
Loeltz, Omar J., ground-water conditions in

vicinity of Lake Mead Base, Las Vegas
Valley, Nev (1963) 19328

Loengard, Richard 0., jr., remarks, Mar. 9,

1965 (1965) 6970
Loeser, Guenter, memorial lecture (series), see

Guenter Loeser memorial lecture (se-

ries).

Loess:
deep hills, Missouri, sealing farm ponds

(1963) 14833
duration of percolation from soil (1964)

12458
Iowa, expansion properties, for lightweight

aggregates (1964) 9510
middle region of Yellow River, water and

soil conservation. Communist China
handbook (1963) 14212

northwest, soil engineering tests, summary.
Communist China (1962) 1275

petrographic and engineering properties
(1961)6517

plateau, China, geologic structure, topogra-
phy, etc (1962) 958

soil erosion classification. Communist
Chinese study (1962) 2627

Loess plateau. Communist China, translation

(1961) 19578
Loessin, Merle K., relief (1962) 4983, 11319,

13237

Loevinger, Lee:
addresses (1963) 17428; (1964) 2311; (1965)

12429
nomination, hearings (1961) 5890; (1963)

12013
Loewenstein, E.V., moire fringe measuring

system for far infrared interferometric
spectrometer (1964) 4254

Log and chart. Public law 85-742, USDL mari-
time safety, program (1964) 5422

Log cabins, protection from insects in Eastern
United States (1963) 1692

Logan County, Colo., ground water resources
(1965) 12558

Logan (bounty, Kans., soil survey report (1964)
20805

Logan International Airport, weather obser-
vations, hourly, decennial census (1962)
18581

Logan, Ohio, redevelopment area, statistical

profile (1962) 13196
Logan, W. Va., redevelopment area, statistical

profile (1962) 13148

Logan, William B.:

handicrafts and home businesses (1963)

11272, 21105; (1964) 18943
training retail salespeople (1963) 14689

Logan, William J.C, Chinese agricultural pub-
lications from Republic of China since

1947 (1964) 9628
Logansport, Ind., consumer expenditures and

income, 1961 (1964) 11272
Logarithmic amplifier uses field effect transis-

tors (1965) 9687
Logarithms:
amplitude characteristics for calculating

entropy of output processes of automat-
ic control systems, USSR study (1963)

12332
and nonlogarithmic methods of computation

(1961) 11273
circular nomograms of differences in eleva-

tion (1961) 11270
four-place, nomographic table for finding

elevations (1961) 11253
logarithmic circle (1961) 11302
plotting positions for logarithmic-normal

frequency studies (1963) 18397
table of degree corrections (1961) 11239

Logging, see Lumbering.
Logging roads, see Roads and highways.
Loggy Bayou:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 14192
document edition (1965) 13828

Logic, see Reasoning.
Logic (symbolic and mathematical):
automatic logical devices for medical moni-

toring, USSR study (1964) 10741
computer circuit will fit on single silicon

chip (1964) 14809
design methods for power reduction in logi-

cal systems, illustration (1965) 18575
digital elements provide additional functions

from analog input (1964) 14822
logic circuit exhibits optimum performance

(1965) 12996
logic redundancy improves digital system

reliability (1965) 5139
microelectronic design, MRIR-PCM teleme-

try system, practical example (1964)

14856
theory of relay devices, terminology (1965)

11516
see aJso Mathematics.

Logic of systems, introduction of formal theo-

ry of structure (1964) 7989
Logical forms of crime classification, USSR

(1964) 14452
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Logical positivism, failure of neopositiyist

concept of scientific and theoretical

knowledge, USSR study (1964) 1001

Logistics, see Military art and science—Naval
art and science.

Logs:
and lumber, oak, plant quarantine import

requirements of foreign countries (1961)

8280
Arizona ponderosa pine, sawing time (1961)

7493
black walnut, export controls, hearings

(1965) 10673
bucking practices for top quality, effect on

tree value (1961) 1559
Central States, log-making costs, estimating

(1965) 10938
characteristics, recommended techniques for

photographing (1965) 647

consumption and harvest of veneer logs in

Central States, 1963 (1965) 6246
cooperage

—

consumption in Ontral States, 1964 (1965)

16250
logs and bolts, production and consump-

tion in Central States, 1962 (1965) 645

production and consumption in Central

States, 1960 (1962) 15616
dimensions and selection of equipment (1961)

12711
Douglas-fir, inland, saw logs in standing

trees, grades (1965) 7732

eastern softwoods, guide to diagraming
(1965) 639

effect of road design on hauling costs, log-

ging road handbook (1961) 63

export to Japan, hearing (1962) 2334

grade analyses

—

indirect calculation method (1961) 663
technique for testing (1964) 2390

green, effectiveness of DDT in preventing
infestation by Douglas-fir beetle (1962)

17563
handle log consumption in Central States,

1962 (1965) 10919
hardwood

—

butt-log grade, improvement with increase
in tree size (1965) 12514

grade defects (1963) 14852
grading guides (1963) 10211; (1965) 12498
overrun estimates of Scribner decimal C

log rule and internatonal 1/4-inch log

rule (1961) 12722
sawing effect of defect placement and ta-

per setout on lumber grade yields (1961)

19360
simplified procedure for developing grade
lumber (1965) 10924

hardwood veneer, development of recom-
mended grades (1964) 8673

hauling costs, effect of road design, logging
road handbook, addenda (1963) 4347

lumber? or chips? comparison of small log

utilization alternatives (1961) 20774
oak, plant quarantine import requirements

of foreign countries, addition (1964)

16938
Pacific Northwest stumpage and log supply

quarterly report (1964) 3830
plant quarantine import requirements of

foreign countries (1963) 1653; (1965)

5502
ponderosa and sugar pine

—

grading defects, guide (1963) 15553
grading saw logs in trees, improved sys-

tem (1963) 15558
guide (1964) 14306

Logs—Continued
ponderosa pine young-growth sawlogs, lum-

ber grade and value performance. Chal-
lenge Experimental Forest mill study
(1961) 19378

production

—

Oregon (1963) 17504; (1965) 4791
Washington (1963) 17503; (1965) 2180

saw, southern pine, weight-scaling (1961)
699

small, veneer use (1965) 10927
Southeast, veneer log production and con-

sumption, 1963 (1965) 2174
southern pine

—

grading features (1963) 8304
overrun data (1963) 6523

sugar maple veneer, grading for pith flecks

(1964) 12459
timber appraisals, computing average val-

ues using IBM 650 or UNWAC solid

state 80 computers (1961) 17309
value and employment associated with Pa-

cific Northwest exports to Japan (1965)

19646
veneer, production

—

and consumption in Central States, 1960
(1962) 15618

and receipts in Eastern U.S., by State and
species, 1963 (1965) 7745

Lake States continues general decline,

1963 (1965) 658
standard grades, etc.. Lake States, 1960

(1961) 14933
western softwoods, diagraming guide (1964)

8633
white fir, lumber yield and log values (1965)

7750
see aiso Scale (logging).

Logsdon, Donald F., jr., determination of ra-

diation exposure from overexposed
AgPOs microdosimeter (1965) 5561

Lohman, Stanley W., geology and artesian
water supply. Grand Junction area, Colo
(1965) 10988

Lohr, Inez D., selected films on child life (1963)
1927

Lohrey, Richard E., healing time for pruning
wounds in red pine plantation (1963)

15571
Lohry, Nellie V., relief (1961) 7200, 10255,

12074
Lomax, Harvard, numerical analysis of flow

properties about blunt bodies moving at

supersonic speeds in equilibrium gas
(1964) 16725

Lomax, 111., railroad accident (1964) 10716
Lombard, David B., nuclear explosions,

close-in shock studies (1964) 5979
Lombard, 111., population, special census (1962)

16475
Lomen, D.O.:

digital analysis of liquid propellant sloshing
in mobile tanks \vith rotational symme-
try (1965) 11408

liquid propellant sloshing in mobile tanks of

arbitrary shape (1965) 9620
Lommis, William R., five bearing-separator

materials and polypheny! ether lubri-

cants for use in space power generation
systems (1965) 6714

Lomonosov, M.V., anniversary of death (ad-

dress) (1965) 9488
London, England:
canned and dried fruit market, comparative

appraisal of quality, etc., from selected

countries (1962) 5220
fresh fruits on market, comparative ap-

praisal (1962) 2503
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London, England—Continued
need for increased use of quarters in Air

Force-leased hotels bv military person-

nel on duty, GAO report (1965) 16301

schools. Defense Dept. program, inconsistent

practices, GAO report (1965) 9228
trade center, U.S. to establish (1961) 2020
U.S. Trade Center, facilities open to users of

trade contract survey (1961) 20496

Loney, Robert A.:

geology of Freshwater Bav area, Chichagof
Island, Alaska (1963) 6545

stratigraphy and petrography of Pyb-
us-Ganibier area. Admiralty Island,

Alaska (1965) 2226
Long, A.T., ground-water geology of Edwards

County, Tex (1963) 12235
Long, E. John, opportunities in oceanography

(1965) 6901
Long, Edward R., remote pilot-controlled dock-

ing with television (1965) 19929
Long, H. Alan, criminal aspects of tax viola-

tions under U.S. laws (1963) 15635
Long, Maria G.F., relief (1961) 18549, 18789,

19016
Long, Mary E., New Zealand's agricultural

production, marketing and trade policies

and their bearing on U.S. farm exports
(1963) 17359

Long, Wayne, payees for lump-sum death
payments awarded (1965) 1627, 16858

Long Beach, Calif.:

census of business, 1958, standard metropol-
itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 8467
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 17172
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18185
standard metropolitan statistical area

—

components of inventory change (1962)

4748. 11152; (1963) 1906
tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing, etc

(1962) 18835
censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 16562

harbor area, customhouse construction,
hearing (1962) 15453

departmental editions (1961) 13399; (1962)

15980; (1963) 14469; (1964) 16592; (1965)

12786
document editions (1961) 12143; (1962)

15088; (1963) 13450
Long Beach Federal Savings & Loan Associa-

tion, seizure bv Federal Home Loan
Bank Board, hearings (1961) 14470

Long Branch, N.J., redevelopment area, statis-

tical profile (1962) 13194
Long Island, N.Y.:

Atlantic coast, beach erosion study, engi-

neer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 9057
document edition (1965) 8741

duck processing, production, and inspection

(1962) 12873
Fire Island Inlet to Montauk Point, beach

erosion control study and hurricane
survey, engineer report

—

deparmental edition (1961) 9071
document edition (1961) 8627

fresh ground water, availability in Montauk
Point area (1963) 14031

hydrogeology of Nassau and Queens Coun-
ties (1964) 6816

Monmouth Group, Upper Cretaceous, corre-

lation and Foraminifera (1965) 9270
potatoes, cooling in storages, evaluation of

methods (1961) 13793

Long Island, N.Y.—Continued
south shore

—

geomorphology (1962) 499
littoral materials (1962) 7291

Long Island Conference on Industrial Moderni-
zation proceedings, Apr. 16, 1964 (1964)
13742

Long Island Jewish Hospital, vocational reha-
bilitation project, final report (1963)
21153

Long Island RR., accidents (1963) 10359; (1965)
16371

Long Island Sound, Foraminifera, distribution
and abundance (1965) 11683

Long Lake, geology of water power sites near
Juneau, Alaska (1962) 13867

Long Lake National Wildlife Refuge, general
information (1962) 7410

Long term care (1964) 20762
Long Valley, gravity study (1964) 6804
Longevity:
and aging, ideas of 0.0. Bogomolets, signifi-

cance of further developing study,

USSR (1961) 21118
and physiological old age, USSR study

(1964) 19891
bibliography (1964) 11661, 13491
diet as factor in length of life of rat with

aging (1964) 19080
health and longevity, excerpts, USSR (1962)

1498
latent effects of chronic irradiation of mon-

key (1964) 73
problem in Siberia and Soviet Far East,

USSR study (1965) 938
problems, Bulgarian study (1963) 14348
rodents, life span, USSR study (1965) 5012
science of aging and long life, USSR study

(1961) 19668
struggle for, USSR study (1961) 1120
USSR translation (1962) 1386
see also Centenarians.

Longevity pay, see Salaries.
Longfield-Smith, Antonia, relief (1962) 7149,

13286, 13381
Longitude, problem of active longitudes on sun

(1965) 16719
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics at

low subsonic speeds of highly swept
delta wing utilizing nose deflection for
control (1963) 1289

Longitudinal stability, see Stability of air-

craft.

Longitudinal trim characteristics of deflected

slipstream V/STOL aircraft during level

flight at transition flight speeds (1962)

22566
Longleaf pine, see Pine.

Longshoremen:
accident statistics, base for accident preven-

tion (1963) 9041
carbon monoxide poisoning hazard (1962)

15972
chlorine handling in stevedoring operations

(1962) 18130
claims, limitation of liability for vessel own-

ers in 3d party suits based on warranty
of seaworthiness etc., hearings (1961)

18967; (1962) 9402
report (1962) 9332

compensation act, amendments

—

hearings (1961) 5742, 12525
law (1961) 14087
reports (1961) 5696, 12471

disabled, increase compensation

—

hearings (1961) 5742, 12525
law (1961) 14087
reports (1961) 5696, 12471

labor legislation, amend merchant marine
act, hearings (1963) 9942-43, 15323
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Longshoremen—Continued
longshoremen and harbor workers' compen-

sation act

—

as extended (1963) 393
hints for employers reporting injuries

(1963) 16270
manpower utilization and job security in

longshore industry in port of

—

Baltimore (1965) 1264
Boston (1965) 1261
Houston and Galveston (1965) 1262
Philadelphia (1965) 1263
New Orleans (1965) 1265

North Atlantic longshoring, wage chronolo-

gy, 1934-61 (1963) 7144
rigging carto gear, instruction handbook for

stevedores (1962) 20037
safety and health

—

administration, report, 1960 (1961) 21132
regulations (1962) 6192

safety measures for hands and fingers (1961)

7886
safety program, report, 1963 (1964) 5422
stevedoring industry, maritime safety data,

hoisting vehicles (1963) 14449
suggested safe practices (1965) 1275
watch your footing, safety hints (1961)

13395
West Coast, working rules (1961) 9423
workmen's compensation benefits provided

under Longshoremen's and harbor work-
er's compensation act, as extended
(1964) 17930

Longstreet, Victor M., nomination, hearing
(1962) 19377

Longwell, Chester R., reconnaissance geology
between Lake Mead and Davis Dam,
Ariz.-Nev (1963) 15610

Longview, Wash., port (1964) 15876
Look ahead (address) (1964) 2318
Look at coal's future markets (1962) 12379
Look at Coast Guard Reserve (1961) 5544
A look at some major world problems (inter-

view) (1965) 4233
Loomis, Albert G., dimensional, etc., analysis

in study of fluid displacements in petro-

leum reservoirs (1965) 1368
Loomis, N.H., growing American bunch grapes

(1963) 7562
Looney, Chesley H., jr., coverage diagrams for

X-Y and elevation-over-azimuth antenna
mounts (1965) 16700

Looney, Warren F., basic data on economy of

United Arab Republic (1963) 12253
Looney, Zolon M., cost of storing seed cotton

(1965) 11855
Loop, Ethel R., relief (1964) 15659, 17210
Loopers:
western hemlock-

—

evaluation of larval populations in control
project

—

Clatsop County, Oreg (1965) 636
southwest Washington (1965) 635

pilot test results of Sevin, Phosphamidon,
and DDT in southwest Washington
(1965) 643

results of entomological aspects of 1963
control project in southwest Washington
(1965) 687

Loosanoff, Victor L.:

American or Eastern oyster (1965) 12455
shellfish hatcheries and their future (1963)

13956
Loose-housing system for dairy cattle (1961)

17920 (1965) 8438
Loparskaya, USSR, measurement of radio-

waves absorption (1965) 11255

Lopez, Armando E.:

attitude stabilization of manned spacecraft
by twin gyros, etc (1964) 20574

simulator studies of manual control of vehi-

cle attitude using on-off raaction control
system (1964) 1473

Lopez, Faye E.R., relief (1964) 6240, 12184,
13845

Lopez, Jesus Garza, see Garza Lopez, Jesus.

Lopez, Manuel Martinez-, see Martinez-Lopez,
Manuel.

Lopez-Bianco, Federico, relief (1963) 11767,

16994, 17214
Lorain, Ohio:
census of housing, 1960—

city blocks (1961) 18309
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20597

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 11167

detached breakwater and navigation en-

trance to harbor, hydraulic model inves-

tigation (1963) 13887
port, harbor conditions, etc (1961) 19269

Loran:
loan of long range aid to navigation (Loran-

A) equipment to Canada, agreement
(1965) 15083

military construction appropriations, 1966,

hearings (1965) 13964
stations, defense, appropriations, 1963, mili-

tary construction

—

hearings (1962) 13495, 19370
law (1962) 20859
reports (1962) 17059, 21041

stations, defense, construction appropria-
tions, 1964, hearings (1963) 15298

use of Loran A radio navigation system in

ship navigation, USSR study (1965)

18346
Lorand Eotvos University of Science, organi-

zation and problems of scientific work,
Hungarian study (1962) 5408

Lord, Douglas R., pressure distributions and
aerodynamic characteristics of spoiler-

type controls on trapezoidal wing (1963)
3107

Lore, George R., relief (1963) 13500; (1965)

5854
LORE, see List of OAR research efforts

(LORE), project sequence.
Lorenz, Walter C, oxidation of coal mine pyr-

ites (1963) 14512
Loreto Department, Peru, petroleum resources

and uranium possibilities of Pucallpa
region (1963) 14998

Loria, E.A., recrystallization of vanadium
(1964) 21716"

Lorilla, Hipolito M., relief (1964) 429
Lorraine American Cemetery and Memorial,

general information (1961) 20337
Los Alamos, N. Mex.:
AEC employees housing rental rates, GAO

review (1962) 9722
community disposal

—

hearing (1962) 13329
law (1962) 20894
reports (1962) 17011, 17228, 19148

community support facilities

—

law (1961) 12108
reports (1961) 10274, 10449

geology and ground-water resources of area

(1964) 19798
pumping tests in Los Alamos Canyon well

field (1962) 13881
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Los Alamos Canyon, evaluation of aquifer and
well characteristics of municipal well

fields (1965) 16328
Los Angeles, Calif.:

aeroradioactivity survey and related sur-

face geology of region (1963) 5927
aging, problems, hearings (1962) 11645
aircraft accident (1965) 8641
antipoverty program, economic opportunity

act, investigation of conditions, hear-
ings (1965) 15793

census of business, 1958, standard metropol-
itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 8467
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 17172
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18186
standard metropolitan statistical area

—

components of inventory change (1962)
4748, 11152; (1963) 1906

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing, etc

(1962) 18835
censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 16562

communist and Trotskyist activity within
Fair Play for Cuba Committee, report
and testimony (1962) 23377

additional copies, report (1963) 11857
consumer expenditures and income, 1960

(1963) 12789, 14458
East, youth training and employment pro-

ject, evaluation study (1965) 1269
electric facilities of area, maps (1962) 559;

(1963) 520, 2266
employment opportunities for the elderly,

increase, hearings (1964) 10409
fallout-radiation protection provided by se-

lected structures, evaluation (1963) 5928

harbor area, customhouse construction,
hearing (1962) 15453

hard-core unemployment and poverty (1965)

15230
housing problems of the elderly, hearings

(1964) 12246
human relations and future of metropolitan

community (remarks) (1965) 13737
income, education, and unemployment in

neighborhoods (1963) 5456
Indies Terminal Co., dedication ceremonies

(remarks) (1965) 18082
metropolitan region impact of growth on

demand for outdoor recreation facilities

in southern California, 1976 and 2000
(1963) ) 3249

mid-decade census, hearings (1962) 4968

natural gas pipeline, map (1961) 9103
nursing homes, conditions and problems,

hearings (1965) 12299
departmental editions (1961) 13399; (1962)

15980; (1963) 14469; (1964) 16592; (1965)
12786

document editions (1961) 12143; (1962)
15088; (1963) 13450

police-minority group relations, civil rights
report (1964) 1839

post offices mail-flo systems, feasibility and
effect of systems upon operating costs,

GAO report (1963) 20717
principal electric facilities, map (1964) 677;

(1965) 16181
railroad accident (1961) 19464

relocation of elderly people, hearing (1963)
8090

Veterans Administration housekeeping
quarters, renovation, GAO review (1963)
5007

Los Angeles, Calif—Continued
weather observations, hourly, summary,

decennial census (1962) 16213
Los Angeles County, Calif.:

geology of southeastern Ventura basin
(1962) 9734

titaniferous magnetite deposits (1962) 10473
Los Angeles Contract Management District,

Calif., time discounts loss, GAO report
(1965) 10961

Los Angeles International Airport, dedication
ceremonies (speech) (1961) 10578

Los Angeles-San Gabriel River Basin project,
additional monetary authorization, re-

port (1963) 15236
Los Indios, Tex.:

bridge across Rio Grande, construction

—

law (1962) 16758
reports (1962) 7061, 15377

Losch stoker, see Stokers (mechanical).
Lo Schiavo, Caterina, see Scalzo, Caterina.
Losee, J.E., Air Force maintenance technical

data system study (1964) 51
Losowskaja, Stepanida, relief (1962) 13588,

16928, 18939
Losses in agriculture (1965) 15180
Lost Colony, landing on Roanoke Island, 375th

anniversary, joint committee to com-
memorate, reports (1962) 11352, 11618

Lost River and Valley, tin mine area, Alaska,
geology (1964) 8752

Lostwood National Wildlife Refuge, general
information (1962) 7412

Lotan, James E.:

initial germination and survival of lodgepole
pine on prepared seedbeds (1965) 10928

regeneration of lodgepole pine (1964) 14319
Lotspeich, Frederick B., minor elements in

bedrock soil, etc., at outcrop of phos-
phoria formation on Snowdrift Moun-
tain (1964) 801

Lotteries:
law against (1963) 9326, 12971
mail orders (1962) 1756, 18393-395

Lou, Kim, see Kim Lou.
Loudon County, Tenn., soil survey (1961)

13671
Loudoun County, Va.:
commitment of persons of unsound mind

found on Federal reservations to St.
Elizabeths Hospital

—

law (1964) 17364
reports (1963) 13605; (1964) 17742

soil survey (1961) 1474
Louisiana:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 4120
and adjacent States, floods of Apr.-May 1958

(1964) 2430
annual survey of manufactures, 1960, stand-

ard metropolitan statistical areas, and
large industrial counties, statistics
(1962) 18775; (1963) 4570; (1964) 6031

Calcasieu River and Pass

—

channel improvement, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1961) 470
document edition (1961) 356

salt water barrier system, construct, engi-
neer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 4838
document edition (1963) 4688

census of agriculture, 1959, countries (1962)
4745

census of business, 1963

—

merchandise line sales, retail trade, statis-
tics (1965) 15303

retail trade, area statistics (1965) 5647,
17193

selected services, area statistics (1965)
7209. 17199
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Louisiana—Continued
census of business, 1963—Continued

wholesale trade, area statistics (1965) 7235

census of governments, 1962, State report

(1965) 5677
census of housing, 1960, State and small

areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc (1962)

4755
census of manufactures, 1958, area report

(1961) 9996
census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-

port (1961) 10005
census of population, 1960

—

characteristics (1963) 15044
detailed characteristics (1962) 16553
general characteristics (1961) 10070
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 283
number of inhabitants (1961) 8534

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

geographic identification code scheme
(1961) 6867

climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial census
(1964) 19025

climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;

(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216
coastal area, fishery products, wholesale

dealers, lists (1964) 719, 18019
cotton area, deep tillage investigations on

compacted soil (1961) 6666
cotton results of 1963 regional variety tests

(1965) 12

county business patterns, activities covered
by OASDI program (1961) 13906, 20441;
(1963) 13285, 18675

district court at Lafayette, waive sec. 142,

title, 28, U.S.C—
law (1961) 18725
reports (1961) 16776, 19064

electric rate book (1961) 19313; (1962) 23526;
(1964) 4706; (1965) 573

epicormic branching in north Delta (1964)

18077
5B redevelopment area, statistical profile

(1963) 13353
flood control survey, etc., Atchafalaya Riv-

er, Morgan City to Gulf of Mexico, engi-

neer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2178
document edition (1963) 2006

floods (1962) 17624; (1963) 8352
forest industry statistics, 1962 (1963) 19273
forest taxation (1962) 5275
Gulf Coast area, analysis of crude oils

(1963) 16337
Gulf Intracoastal Waterway, channel im-

provement, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 418
document edition (1963) 266

highwav construction practices, hearings
(1965) 12204

labor benefitted by economic expansion (re-

marks) (1964) 8185
labor organizations, reporting, register

(1961) 4784; (1964) 16573
landings, fish and shellfish (1961) 3243;

(1962) 4032; (1963) 3879; (1964) 692,

3699, 17995; (1965) 3616, 18112
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chap-

ters (1961)" 1207; (1962) 1612; (1963)

3063; (1964) 2985; (1965) 1341
minor civil divisions, police jurv wards, cen-

sus 1960, map (1961) 16289
Mississippi River and tributaries, fishery

products, wholesale dealers, list (1965)

10894
municipal waste facilities, 1962 inventory

(1964) 3107
municipal water facilities inventory (1961)

15941; (1964) 18912

Louisiana—Continued
north

—

oil-productive formations, analyses of

brines (1963) 18099
water injection in 14 oil reservoirs, engi-

neering study (1962) 8468
northeastern area, alluvial aquifer as large

source of water (1962) 21842
nutria feeding, effect on southwestern marsh

vegetation (1962) 17528
plane coordinate projection tables (1963)

4635
precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)

3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965)
3492

public assistance, federally aided programs,
excessive financial participation. Wel-
fare Administration, Health, Education,
and Welfare Dept., GAO report (1964)
6764

public school finance program, 1962-63
(1964) 2281

relief

—

hearings (1962) 2339
reports (1961) 18904, 19100

rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-

files (1962) 16633
Sabine River compact, amend, consent of

Congress

—

law (1962) 9158
reports (1961) 16794 (1962) 7198

seed origin affects survival in longleaf pine
plantation (1965) 10937

small-mammal species and populations in

lobloUv-shortleaf pine forest type (1965)

683
Southeast hurricane disaster relief act of

1965, report (1965) 19266
sugarcane culture for sugar production

(1964) 13580
sulfur resources and production (1964) 20475

temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthlv normals, decennial
census (1962) 10746

vegetable summary, 1960 (1961) 1601

weather and crop bulletin (1961) 2830

weather stations, decadal census (1963)
16672

women, labor laws, summaries (1962) 16235;
(1965) 6998

ZIP code directory (1963) 20042

Louisiana State University, Medical Center,
electrically driven rotating chair,

duty-free entry (1965) 17526, 19104,

19396

Louisville, Ky.:
air pollution studv, technical report (1962)

6422
census of business, 1958, standard metropol-

itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 6792
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 13573
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18246
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20598

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 4798

electric facilities of area, maps (1962) 556;

(1963) 517, 2266
ground-water resources of area 1949-55,

progress report (1963) 15616
new Employment Service (1962) 17417
departmental editions (1961) 11342; (1962)

14382; (1963) 12795; (1964) 9507, 13067
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Louisville, Ky.—Continued
new Employment Service (1962) 17417—Con.
document editions (1961) 10205; (1962)

13346; (1963) 11739
principal electric facilities, map (1964) 674;

(1965) 16178
Standiford Field, weather observations,

hourly, summary, decennial census

(1963) 20235
Louisville and Nashville RR, accidents (1961)

4349-50; (1965) 6388
Loup River and Valley, Nebraska, channel

patterns and terraces (1964) 12510
Louse, see Lice.

Louvers vinyl-coated plass fiber screening

cloth, standard of trade (1963) 4513;

(1964) 11430
Love, Esther M., seafaring premium pay on

privately operated United States flag

merchant ships (1963) 16315
Love, J. David, uraniferous phosphatic lake

beds of Eocene age in intermontane bas-

ins of Wyoming and Utah (1965) 2245
Love, L.D., summer recreational use of select-

ed national forest campgrounds in cen-

tral Rocky Mountains (1964) 12480
Love Field, Dallas, Tex., weather observations,

hourly, decennial census (1962) 18586

Lovelace, Uriel M., trajectory and large-

amplitude motions of Scout vehicle dur-

ing 4th-stage reentry flight (1964) 13236

Lovelock area, Nev., soil survey report (1965)

Lovering, Thomas S., geothermal gradient

measurement in drill holes less than 60

feet deep. East Tintic district, Utah
(1963) 15606

Lovestone, Jay:
testimony (1961) 5883, 18984

print as Senate document, report (1961)

20611
Love waves, see Seismology.
Lovic, Elizabeth, relief (1962) 13594, 16717,

16871
Lovsin, Marija, relief (1963) 11931, 15217,

17009
Low frequency narrow band pass active filter

(1963) 11483
Low-power tests of Plum Brook reactor (1963)

7258
Low-rent housing, see Housing.
Low-resolution unchopped radiometer for sat-

ellites (1961) 4890
Low-speed longitudinal characteristics of air-

plane configuration including effects of

canard and wing trailing-edge flap con-
trols in combination (1962) 20152

Low temperature sintering of uranium dioxide

(1962) 23061
Lowell, Mass.:
census of business, 1960, standard metropol-

itan statistical area, tenure, rooms, con-

dition and plumbing, etc (1962) 16518

census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

16353
censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 2223

ground-water resources of area (1964) 10657

opportunities for economic development
(1964) 19196

redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)

13198
Lowell, Mass., area redevelopment, manpower

report (1965) 7597
Lowenfeld, Andreas, testimony (1962) 23421
Lowenstern, Martha, labor in Peru (1964)

11274

Lower bound of attainable sonic-boom over-

pressure and design methods of ap-
proaching this limit (1962) 22589

Lower Brule Indians, see Sioux Indians.

Lower Brule Reservation:
providing payment for individual and tribal

lands in S. Dak., required for Big Bend
Dam and Reservoir project

—

law (1962) 20909

reports (1961) 14396; (1962) 17177
Lower Colorado River Basin project, con-

struct, etc., reports (1964) 17707-708
Lower Colorado River Land Use Advisory

Committee, report (1964) 14364
Lower Cretaceous period, see Cretaceous peri-

od.

Lower Eocene period, see Eocene period.

Lower Klamath National Wildlife Refuge:
administration

—

hearings (1962) 9497; (1963) 10017
law (1964) 17425
reports (1962) 11616; (1963) 13757; (1964)

2093, 17595
Lower Paxton Township, Pa., population, spe-

cial census (1963) 167
Lower Pend D'Oreille Indians, see Kalispel

Indians.
Lower Providence Township, Pa., population,

special census (1963) 163
Lower Teton division see Teton Basin project.

Lower Willow Creek watershed project, value
for irrigation, etc. (address) (1962) 6456

Lowery, Helen T., relief (1961) 7049, 12398,
14041

Lowman, Paul D., jr., review of photography
of earth from sounding rockets and sat-

ellites (1965) 1444
Lowrie, L. M., seismic effects from nuclear

cratering experiment in basalt (1965)
11921

Lowry, Anthony R., relief (1961) 10238; (1962)

4991, 6887
Loyal Order of Moose, Suitland Lodge no.

1856, convey land to (1962) 16914, 20780,
21326

Loyal War Governors' Conference, Altoona,
Pa., centennial anniversary, extend
greetings to Altoona, Pa., report (1962)

9271
Loyalty:

internal security manual (1961) 5763
loyalty-security programs and constitution-

al rights, hearings, appendix (1961) 5894

oath, provision of National defense educa-
tion act of 1958, eliminate, report (1965)
10500

Loyd sandstone member, see Sandstone.
Loys, Maria L., see Reis, Maria L.

Loytsyanskiy, Lev G., Stalin-prize laureate,
anniversary (1961) 10753

Loxahatchee National Wildlife Refuge, birds,

list (1964) 6725
Loxodon, see Sharks.
Lozenges, antipoliomyelitis vaccine produc-

tion, processing instructions, USSR
study (1965) 6399

Lozhechnitsa arktika, see Scurvy grass.
LP gas, see Liquefied petroleum gas.
LR series (1962) 10619
LSB, see Labor Statistics Bureau.
LSD-25, see Lysergic acid diethylamide.
Lu, Hattie, relief (1964) 6385, 17480, 19375
Lu, Z.A., finite element solution for thin shells

of revolution (1964) 14768
Lubbock, Tex.:
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 13574
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Lubbock, Tex.—Continued
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18344
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20599

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 6808

Municipal Airport, weather observations,
hourly, summary, decennial census of
climate (1963) 16664

occupational wage survey

—

departmental editions (1961) 15713 ; (1962)
20044; (1963) 16283; (1964) 18633; (1965)
16557

document editions (1961) 14141; (1962)
19021; (1963) 15174

Lubec, Maine, highway bridge to Campobello
Island, New Brunswick, Canada, con-
struction, extend time, report (1962)
5047

Lubke, E. R., hydrogeology of Huntington-
Smithtown area, Suffolk County, N.Y.
(1964) 10655

Lubricants:
aircraft-oil analysis system for operational

use in field, feasibility investigation
(1963) 14749; (1964) 3172

antioxidation effectiveness of motor-oil addi-

tives (1963) 18513
applied to gear and spline, high temperature

studies (1962) 117
autoignition at elevated pressures (1963)

1248
bibliography (1961) 9979; (1964) 15833
ceramic bonded solid-film lubricants (1962)

114
contamination, of cotton by lubricants from

mechanical harvesters (1965) 16935
coolant fluids in cutting metals and tech-

nique of their application (1964) 82
depletion in journal bearings, ohmmeter sen-

ses (1965) 2848
effectiveness on adhesive properties of ice,

apparatus and techniques for bulk
shear strength measurements (1962)
6362

elevated temperatures, effect of metals on
thermal and oxidative stability (1962)
1977

engine oils, radioisotopes evaluations appli-

cations (1964) 1777
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 9508; (1963) 3657;
(1964) 3475, 12294; (1965) 3377

Federal supplv catalog

—

identification lists (1963) 19076; (1964)
15829

management data lists (1963) 19077; (1964)

4601, 14161, 15830
Federal supplv schedule (1961) 555, 6042
Federal test method standard (1962) 9644;

(1963) 20682; (1964) 17992; (1965) 18110
gallium, useful bearing material in

high-vacuum environment (1964) 13177
grease lubrication, bibliography (1964)

16891
heater decomposes oil backstreaming from

high-vacuum pumps (1965) 14788
high temperature

—

research, bibliography (1961) 6774
use of inorganic salts, investigation (1964)
9989

ice adhesion-shear streng^th to clean and
lubricated surfaces (1963) 11174

industry, long-range outlook in German
Democratic Republic (1965) 1143

Lubricants—Continued
lead oxide ceramic makes excellent

high-temperature lubricant (1964) 20555
lubricating oil, deceptive advertising and

labeling of previously used oil, FTC
trade regulations rule (1964) 15911

materials research (1962) 1989

mechanical picker lubricants, detecting, etc.,

on cotton (1963) 1631
minimunvoil-fiow requirements of high-speed

ball bearings at temperatures to 800° F
(1963) 20993

motor lubricating oil additives 701, 711,

711 A, test results. Communist China
(1962) 5436

motor oil effectiveness in reducing sprouting
on pruned white oak trees (1963) 13988

nine, effect on rolling-contact fatigue life

(1962) 22552
nonspreading oils, effect of polar-nonpolar

additives on oil-spreading on solids

(1964) 5603
oil-flow requirements for 30- and 75-

milimeter bore ball bearings (1965)
13055

oil-smeared models aid wind tunnel measure-
ments by flow visualization (1964) 11373

oils and greases, sales, current industrial

reports (1961) 18149; (1963) 18686
organic, evaporation rates in vacuum (1964)

5517
silicone liquids, stabilization above 200° C

—

iron, copper, cerium, and other metal com-
pounds (1961) 1383

oxidation inhibitors and high surface sol-

ids (1961) 1376
spreadability, prevention (1964) 5604

synthesis, characterization, and ester-ester

interchange study of mixed ester

2-ethylhexyl benzyl azelate (1965) 13162
world retail prices and taxes on motor oils,

annuals (1961) 15761; (1962) 20120;
(1963) 16348

vapor-deposited thin gold films, in vacuum
(10-11 mm Hg) (1965) 18581

X-15 power unit pinion gear wear and fail-

ure problem (1964) 20947
see aiso names of lubricants.

Lubricating oil, see Lubricants.

Lubrication:
agents for metal cutting, scientific-technical

conference, USSR (1962) 7597
bearings, with additive fuels (1962) 6371
bibliography (1964) 15833; (1965) 14763
boundary, characteristics of bearing steel in

liquid oxygen (1963) 5589
boundary lubrication of 4 oils 1000° F with

entrained gases and halogen additive

(1965) 6735
burnishing technique improves lubrication

of threaded fasteners (1965) 19897
ceramic-bonded calcium fluoride coatings on

nickel-base alloys (1962) 8513
gas lubricated bearings

—

description, etc (1962) 12952
symposium (1961) 13586

gas, 1964 state prizes awarded to research
projects, Rumania (1965) 6443

grease (1965) 5252
miniature bearings, bv sonic dispersion

method (1965) 9648
solid film, review of U.S. Government re-

search reports (1965) 16741
space environments requirements (1964)

4253
studies with graphite single crystals (1962)

1981
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Lucas, Donald L., numerical representation of

CCIR report 322 high frequency atmos-
pheric radio noise data (1965) 16747

Lucas, Edwin L., lumber kicker for conveyor-
ized cut-off saws (1964) 8637

Lucas, James G., gaseous-film cooling of rock-
et motor (1963) 19935

Lucas, Robert G.:

importance of fishing as attraction and ac-

tivity in Quetico-Superior area (1965)

14367
outdoor recreation surveys, length-of-stay

bias and its correction by computer
(1965) 19641

recreational-
capacity of Quetico-Superior area (1965)

676
use of Quetico-Superior area (1964) 12476

visitor reaction to timber harvesting in

Boundary Waters Canoe Area (1963)

6509
Lucero, Frank N.:

portable aircraft arresting barrier (1964)

1732
T-37/J-69 engine vibration tests (1963) 9607

Lucie, Lovorko, relief (1964) 2000, 6154, 6397
Lucien, Harold, X-irradiation of hydrazine, etc

(1964) 18778
Lucite, brittle materials, damage by impact

with high-velocity projectiles (1965) 8105

Lucke, William H., brief survey of elementary
thermoelectric theory (1963) 18239

Lucky Linda (vessel):

coastwise trade, permit (1962) 15185, 18933,
19207

Ludwig, George H., orbiting geophysical ob-

servatories (1965) 6702A
Luevano, Daniel M., nomination, hearing

(1964) 14127
Luggage, see Baggage.

Luidens, Roger W.:
air-turborocket engine performance (1963)

5520
Mars nonstop round-trip trajectories (1965)

5205
Luisi, Rosina, relief (1962) 13389, 15314, 16686

Luke, I.F., alkaline battery evaluation (1963)
5849

Luke, Keung P., theoretical study of zero-field

electron work function of metal im-

mersed in gas, direct application to ces-

ium thermionic diode (1964) 14886
Luke area, Ariz., geology and ground water of

Maricopa County, Ariz (1964) 14356
Luke-Williams Air Force Range:
training program, public lands for use

—

law (1962) 18966
reports (1961) 7111; (1962) 17258

Lukefahr, M.J., diapause in pink bollworm
(1964) 7952

Lukov, B.N., professor of medicine, USSR,
obituary (1961) 15472

Luks, Eugene M., transformation of equations
of motion of meteorology into arbitrary
orthogonal coordinates (1963) 9602

Lum, Frances, information services, and pub-
lic speaking and writing (1963) 11511

Lumbar sympathectomy as method of therapy
of obliterating endarteritis, USSR
(1961) 10860

Lumber:
and allied products, military handbook

(1963) 4797
board materials from wood residues (1964)

14314
bulk-piled green protecting from fungi by

dip treatment (1961) 6109

Lumber—Continued
cargo, tariff filing requirement

—

exclude

—

hearing (1964) 4504
law (1963) 17033
reports (1963) 13699, 15268

restore, reports (1965) 17662, 19460
characteristics, recommended techniques for

photographing (1965) 647
coast-type Douglas-fir and old-growth red-

wood boards (1965) 16280
cut by circular mills in North Carolina,

thickness variation (1961) 702
developing standard grade from hardwood

logs, simplified procedure (1965) 10924
drying of silk-oak in Hawaii (1962) 17587
effect of confining pressure on compression

parallel-to-grain strength of small clear
wood specimens (1965) 7720

Englemann spruce, grade recovery in Colo-
rado (1963) 12190

exports (1961) 3890, 16245; (1962) 18770;
(1964) 11882, 21021

family fallout shelters of wood (1961) 305
farm consumption and use data, needs and

methods of estimating (1962) 5238
farm framing, selecting for strength (1961)

85
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 7239; (1963) 3655;
(1964) 3473, 12292; (1965) 3375

Government program to assist Northwest
industry (address) (1962) 16430

grain, raised, loosened, torn, chipped, and
fuzzy (1965) 10925

imported, marking requirements, hearing
(1963) 8103

imports (1961) 20400; (1963) 4558; (1964)
11883, 21022; (1965) 18967

in world context (remarks) (1963) 9778
industry

—

mergers and economic concentration in
Douglas-fir (1964) 14331

outlook and review (1961) 3847; (1962)
2140; (1963) 5982

pine, Mississippi (1963) 1469
intercoastal shipments. Secretary of Com-

merce to suspend until Jan. 31, 1964,
requirement for exclusive use of U.S.
vessels, report (1962) 19285

Kentucky produces 466 million bd. ft. in

1962 (1965) 6244
kicker for conveyorized cut-off saws (1964)

8637
kiln-dried, effect of solid storage on uniform-

ity of final moisture content (1961) 686
kiln drying

—

Douglas fir, change of grade and volume
(1963) 2315

Douglas fir, seasoning and surfacing de-

grade in eastern Washington (1961)
19372

ponderosa pine, seasoning and surfacing
degrade in eastern Washington (1961)
17305

western hemlock, seasoning and surfacing
degrade in western Oregon (1961) 19370

white fir (1961) 6140
loss from variation in sawing precision

(1965) 4794
mahogany, drying with solar radiation in

Puerto Rico (1963) 8296
manufacturers' sales, 1958 census (1961)

18130
1-inch, air-drying and kiln-drying periods,

tables (1961)6112
overlays, old product in new dress (1964)

14311
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Lumber—Continued
plant quarantine import requirements of

foreign countries (1963) 1653; (1965)
5502; (1964) 16938

ponderosa pine, recovery in north-central
Washington (1962) 5251

production

—

Arizona and New Mexico (1965) 4803
Illinois (1963) 6506
Minnesota (1962) 19550
Nevada (1963) 570

production and mill stocks current industri-
al reports (1961) 3935, 8509; (1962)
16463, 20544; (1963) 18683; (1964) 19293

products, census of manufactures, 1958, spe-
cial report (1961) 13892

promote flow in commerce

—

hearings (1962) 23361
report (1962) 17279

publications, price lists (1961) 13626; (1962)
16120; (1963) 18278; (1965) 6864

reshipments to Puerto Rico, Secretary of
Commerce to suspend requirements for
exclusive use of U.S. vessels

—

hearing (1964) 2235
report (1963) 20573

rigid-frame picnic shelter from hardwood
(1965) 6248

robusta eucalyptus, air-drying (1965) 664
seasoning, equipment, techniques, and finan-

cial requirements (1961) 17350
seasoning small quantities (1965) 9176
size, yard standards, history (1965) 7715
slabs, edgings, and trims, utilization (1964)

12452
small companies in western Oregon (1965)

10704
softwood

—

imports impact on U.S. industry, hearings
(1962) 17319, 21546; (1963) 13799

Tariff (Commission report (1963) 5752
softwood standards, impact on small busi-

ness

—

hearings (1964) 21214
report (1965) 1992

sources for furniture plants in North Caroli-
na (1961) 696; (1965) 16291

southern pine

—

forced air-drying (1961) 19386
grade yields (1963) 6522

structural products, use and performance of
adhesives (1961) 2040

suitability of 7 West Coast species for pal-
lets (1965) 10939

value losses in southern hardwood lumber
from degrade by insects (1964) 18085

West Virginia wood-using industries, raw
materials survey (1963) 12189

see also Bolts (lumber)—Logs.
Lumbering:
advance reproduction of ponderosa pine,

logging damage (1963) 6485
Alaska, landslides in logged areas (1965)

2177
Arizona pine forest, effect on understory

vegetation and deer use (1963) 4987
characteristics of sample of logging residue

in eastern Oegon (1964) 12464
correction of average yarding distance fac-

tor for circular settings (1965) 16255
effect of road design on cost of hauling logs,

logging road handbook (1961) 63; (1963)
4347

fair labor standards act, applicability to
forestry or logging operations (1962)
3555; (1963) 16648; (1964) 16913; (1965)
15133

flammability of logging slash, errata (1961)
2041

Lumbering—Continued
hardwood logging slash deterioration in

South (1965) 7048
high-lead logging costs as related to log

size, etc (1965) 16283
improved harvesting methods, equipment

survey notes (1961) 12711
logging-
camps, census of manufactures, 1958, in-

dustry report (1961) 3915
costs and production rates for group-

selection cutting method (1965) 16258

farm wood crops (1963) 23
for water qualitv in northern California

(1964) 8662
milling, etc., publications list (1961) 7481
operations, injuries and accident causes

(1964) 1373
operations of Forest Service (1962) 12868
residues from ponderosa pine trees in
Black Hills (1965) 667

residues in Washington, utilizing (1965)
138

slash flammabilitv after 5 years (1963)
10215

lumber and wood processing industries,
USSR, long-range expansion and devel-
opment (1962) 8130

mixed-conifer stands, comparative seed-tree
and selection harvesting costs (1964)
2377

ponderosa pine young-growth logs, lumber
grade and value performance. Challenge
Forest Experimental Station mill study
(1961) 19378

publications, list (1963) 12155
relogging and clean logging in mature hem-

lock, economic comparison (1965) 16284
skyline cable logging on steep slopes, report

on test (1961) 695

soil erosion control structures on skidtrails

(1963) 10237
Soviet logging industry, resources, employ-

ment, etc (1961) 10035
summer logging, scarification of soil for

creation of seedbeds (1961) 6123
thinning red pine for high investment re-

turns (1965) 19644
timber harvesting in Boundary Waters Can-

oe Area, visitor reaction (1963) 6509
tractor-logging in redwood, costs, etc (1964)

8689
Wyssen cable system (1961) 655
yellow birch, season of logging unimportant

in creating disturbed seedbeds (1961)
14929

Lumbermen, publications of interest to, list

(1962) 17547; (1965) 14358
Lumberton, N.C., redevelopment area, statisti-

cal profile (1962) 13180

Luminance, see Light.

Luminescene:
chemiluminescence

—

from atomic oxygen-nitric oxide reaction
under upper atmospheric conditions
(1964) 14780

of lipids and rate of growth in Pacific

salmon, USSR (1964) 4977
discusses problems of biologv and medicine,

all-Union conference USS"R (1965) 11165
dosimetry by radiophotoluminescence and

thermoluminescence methods (1965)
13160

electroluminescent displav, screen, comput-
er, activated (1965) 6835

solids, atom density measurements (1964)
9530
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Luminescene—Continued
super-faint chemoiluminescence of plant

organisms, interrelationship to heat re-

sistance (1964) 9009
thermoluminescence, bibliographies (1964)

1773; (1965) 5610
thermoluminescent dosimeters on recovera-

ble satellites (1964) 7652
ultraviolet luminescence of cells, USSR

study (1964) 11225
Luminescence, see also Electroluminescence

—

Light—Radioluminescence.
Luminescent material:

bacterioviridin, temperature dependence,
and its state in photosynthetic bacteria,

USSR study (1964) 5368
coatings as visual aids for night aircraft

carrier landings (1964) 13328
luminescent tagged air mail postage stamp

(poster) (1963) 14645
organic substances, USSR study (1962) 5721

use in microbiological studies, USSR studies

(1963) 15862
Luminescent microscopy study of tissue cul-

ture cells during initial phase of their

interaction with Sendai virus, USSR
(1963) 12491

Luminescent photodiagnoscope, USSR (1962)

3072
Luminescent serums, USSR (1963) 14338
Luminosity:
approximate solution for luminosity dis-

tance in zero-pressure relativistic model
universes that have U-property (1965)
19932

contamination-induced ahead of blunt body
in Langley hotshot tunnel, study (1964)
18775

Luminous shock waves (1962) 7675
Lummi Reservation:
assessing Indian trust and restricted lands,

within diking project through district

under State laws

—

law (1965) 19126
reports (1964) 17840; (1965) 8942, 17591

Lummins, Robert C, frequency response of

nucleate pool boiling heat transfer
(1964) 19238

Lumsdaine, A. A., evaluating self-instructional

machines (1963) 10064
Lumumba, Patrice:

interview with Tshombe on death of (1964)

9121
profile, reflections bv Serge Michel (1961)

12850
Lumpy skin disease, highly infectious foreign

disease of cattle (1965) 13403
Lunar:

Note.—For other subjects beginning Lunar,
see Moon.

Lunar astronomy, see Astronomy.
Lunar charts and mosaic series, U.S.A.F

(1962) 4552-55, 10899, 14776-778; (1963)

1771, 5878-79, 7619-20, 9618-19, 11508,
13210-211. 16781; (1964) 1740, 4255,
7991, 15228-229, 17000. 20968; (1965)
4206, 7094, 10115, 11878

Lunar flight study series (1963) 12883
Lunar landing propulsion considerations

(1963) 5610
Lunar landings:

aborting, simplified guidance scheme (1965)
2875

lunar landings and site selection study
(196.5) 18551

research vehicle, design, etc (1965) 18571
soft, fixed-base-simulator studv of ability of

pilots to perform (1965) 19918
Lunar missions, see Moon.

Lunar occultations of 2 discrete radio sources,

1963-64 (1963) 21029
Lunar science:

lunar surface structure, USSR study (1965)

6460
lunar surface studies, bibliographies (1964)

14798; (1965) 8058
research, bibliography (1964) 5872
research in space exploration, papers (1963)

5542
spray ejected from lunar surface bv meteo-

roid impact (1963) 9182
Lunar thermal emission measurements (1963)

50
Lunar trajectories, see Trajectories.

Lund, Everett E., blackhead of turkeys and
chickens, control (1963) 7568

Lund, Herbert Z., melanotic tumors of skin

(1963) 6312
Lund, Keith K., relief (1964) 8280, 15630, 17175

Lundberg, Horace W., school social work
(1964) 10472

Lundberg, R.E., heat transfer with laminar
flow in concentric annuli (1963) 18158

Lunden, Leon E., severance pay and layoff

benefit plans (1965) 9503
Lundes, Anders, trends in marriages, births

and populations (1964) 2436
Lundgren, Allen L.:

alinement chart for numbers of trees, diame-

ters, basal areas (1965) 19640
diameter and numbers of trees in red pine

stands treatly affected by density, age,

and site (1963) 15567
thinning red pine for high investment re-

turns (1965) 19644
Lundie, Janet, see Farmer. Janet L.

Lundin, Frank E., socioeconomic distribution

of cervical cancer in relation to early

marriage and pregnancy (1965) 9891

Lundquist, Arnold L., meat distribution pro-

grams of affiliated food wholesalers

(1965) 13366
Lundquist, Arthur L.. three methods for load-

ing out produce in warehouses (1964)

11773
Lundquist, Clarence T., address, Nov. 18, 1964

(1965) 17()4

Lundquist. Raynard V.:

aluminum extraction of calcium aluminates
in water, etc (1964) 20.504

desilication of caustic leach liquors contain-

ing alumina (1963) 1239
extraction of aluminum from 2Na20.3-

Ca0.5A1203 in solutions of water, etc

(1965) 6603
hydrated calcium aluminates encountered in

lime-soda sinter process (1964) .5482

recovery of alumina from anorthosite using
lime soda sinter process (1963) 18102

solubility characteristics of

—

monocalcium aluminate (1963) 19866
sodium aluminate (1964) 18688

some characteristics of iron in lime soda
sinter process for recovering alumina
from anorthosite (1963) 1230

specific conductance, pH, density and viscos-

ity of sodium aluminate solutions and
some properties of aluminate ion (1965)

5094
Lundstrom, Reginald R., description and per-

formance of 3 Trailblazer II reentry

research vehicles (1965) 1443

Lung, Ah Chang, .see Chang, Ah Lung.
Lung, Chang Ah. relief (1963) 8038
Lungs:
anesthesia and lung surgery. USSR studies

(1963) 17979
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Lungs—Continued
artificial, research grants supported by Na-

tional Heart Institute, 1949-64 (1965)
16750

cancer

—

and air pollution (1963) 1416
early recognition, USSR study (1961)

15328
familial aggregation among hospital pa-

tients (1963) 12991
health information (1964) 18903

morbidity in relation to air pollution,

USSR study (1963) 5396
prompt diagnosis, USSR study (1961)
10855

carcinoma, lobectomy, USSR study (1963)

16118
cardiopulmonary consequences of pyrog-

en-induced hyperpyrexia (1965) 212
device induces lungs to maintain known con-

stant pressure (1964) 14825
formaldehyde perfusion and methylene blue

gross staining technic in dry fixation of

tissue (1963) 5889
inflammatory processes, use of copper-

iontophoresis in treatment of children
(1962) 10081

isolated lung, effect of aeroions on bronchos-
pasm, USSR study (1962) 22168

liver and lung cholesterol exchange, USSR
study (1965) 7914

oxygen debt as objective index of functional
state of cardiopulmonary system of pa-

tients with mitral stenosis, USSR study
(1961) 19682

pathoanatomical radiation-induced changes
(1963) 9668

pulmonary function, research, Communist
China (1962) 3138

surgery, USSR translations (1964) 976
thermoregulation and cardiopulmonary

function, effect of induced hypoxia
(1963) 11495

ventilation and circulation in occurrence of

hypoxic phenomena, USSR study (1962)
2844

see also Pneumoconiosis—Silicosis—Tuber-
culosis.

Lunin, Jesse, annotated bibliography on freez-

ing and thawing of soils (1963) 14832
Lunsford, Jack H., study of irradiation-

induced active sites on magnesium oxide
with use of electron paramagnetic reso-
nance (1965) 6719

Lupine, livestock poisoning in Western States,
reducing losses (1963) 14856; (1964)
20915

Lupinski, Eugeninsz, relief (1965) 12225

Luraschi, Luigi G., relief (1963) 11768, 16984,
17224

Luria, Saul M., effect of body position on meri-

odional variations in scotopic acuity
(1965) 1319

Lusby, Gregg C, hydrologic and biotic charac-
teristics of grazed and ungrazed wat-
ersheds. Badger Wash Basin (1964) 4804

Luskin, Sheldon H., employment requirements
and changing occupational structure in

civil aviation (1964) 16591
Lutetium oxide, high temperature spectral

emissivity (1963) 14987
Lutetium sesquioxide, high temperature heat

contents and entropies (1963) 14513
Luther, Larry V.:

economic developments in Thailand, 1962
(1963) 6617

economy of Thailand (1964) 6855
establishing business in Thailand (1963)

6605

Luther, Marjorie J., cancer in subhuman pri-

mates (1964) 18916
Luton, Iowa, railroad accident (1962) 21903
Lutz, H.J.:

early forest conditions in Alaska interior

(1963) 19250
Sitka spruce planted in 1805 at Unalaska

Island by Russians (1964) 2355
Lutz, S.G., antenna beam elevation angle for

control of tropospheric interference
between space system earth terminals
and terrestrial stations (1963) 18192

LuValle, J.E., panchromatic sensitization of

evaporated films of silver bromide (1965)
4133

Luxembourg:
background notes (1965) 9937
double taxation, convention (1965) 11720

ratification, report (1964) 15615

economy, basic data (1962) 23617
education, exchange program financing,

agreement (1964) 11644
establishing business (1961) 6083
exports and imports, licensing and exchange

controls (1962) 5354
foreign trade, 1958-59 (1961) 9206
foreign trade regulations (1964) 8830
forged steel welding fitting and flange indus-

try (1962) 237
friendship, establishment, and navigation

treaty (1962) 21250, 21264; (1963) 11323
import tariff system (1962) 728; (1963) 6604
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12892
mutual defense assistance, agreement (1961)

1517, 1532; (1962) 1854; (1965) 1659
plant quarantine import requirements (1963)

4345
sending gift packages to (1962) 692
steel wire rods, determination of no injury

or likelihood thereof to U.S. industry
(1963) 13095

U.S. compensatory concessions under GATT,
agreement (1962) 18488

Luxembourg American Cemetery and Memori-
al, general information (1961) 9923

Luyet, B.J.:

direct observations on mode of- invasion of

living tissues by ice (1965) 97
distribution of ice in frozen tissues of frogs

and mice (1965) 8465
freezing injury in hibernator and nonhiber-

nator (1965) 4169
ice formed in feet of mice frozen at various

temperatures (1965) 4168
injury caused by formation of ice in isolated

muscles of rats (1965) 4170
Luyet, B.J., observations on extent of injury

caused by formation of ice in feet of

mice (1963) 1756
Luzic, Josip, see Lucie, Lovorko.
Luzon Island, hydrogeologic reconnaissance

(1964) 15955
L'vov, USSR, L'vovselmash plant, primary

production of sprayers and dusters, re-

port (1962) 6095
Lyapunov, A.M., theory of stability of motion,

methods and application (1962) 2024
Lyapunov method, see Liapunov method.
Lydia (oil screw tug):

admit to American registry, etc (1962) 15186,
18934 19208

Lydick Roofing Co., relief (1961) 7051, 8910,
12037

Lyford, Carrie A., Ojibwa crafts (1964) 2439
Lygus, on cotton, control methods (1962) 8840
Lykes Brothers Steamship Co.:

cooperation shown in Government's ship
replacement program (remarks) (1961)
10591
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Lykes Brothers Steamship Co.—Continued
leader in replacement program of merchant

marine (remarks) (1963) 3049
Lyles, Charles H.:

fisheries of United States, 1964, preliminary
review (1965) 10854

fishery statistics of United States, 1963
(1965) 14344

Lyman, C.P.:

autonomic control of circulation during hi-

bernating cycle in ground squirrels
(1963) 13204

circulation in mammalian hibernation (1963)
11488

effect of low temperature on isolated hearts
of Citellus leucurus, etc (1964) 4245

hibernation in mammals and birds (1964)
4246

Lyman, Frederic A.:

expansion of Fokker-Planck equation in

spherical harmonics (1965) 13008
seeding and ion slip on electron heating in

magnetohydrodynamic generator (1964)
7523

seeding criterion for nonequilibrium magne-
tohydrodynamic generators (1965) 13037

Lyman, P.T., temperature distribution and
thermal stresses (1964) 13436

Lyman series:

absorption spectra of H2 in vacuum ultravi-
olet region (1965) 122

resonance, scattering at Lyman-alpha by
atomic hydrogen cell (1964) 13221

Lyman-Mountain View, Wyo., ground-water
and geology resources of area (1963)
20744

Lymphatics:
capillaries and vessels, senile changes,

USSR study (1961) 11084
interorgan system of skin and mucous mem-

brane of external female sex organs,
macro-microscopic study, USSR (1961)
11086

senile changes of efferent lymphatic vessels,
USSR study (1961) 11085

system of mammary gland, age and func-
tional characteristics, macro-micro-
scopic study, USSR (1961) 11152

Lymphocytes:
radiosensitivity, peripheral blood in vitro of

animals of various genotypes, USSR
study (1965) 7885

recirculation (1964) 19141
Lymphogranuloma venerium:
management guide for physicians (1961)

21317
management in general practice (1964) 16840

Lymphosarcoma, see Tumors.
Lyn Pong Y. Hom, see Woo You Lyn.

Lynch, Billie H., relief of heirs (1962) 16916,
17149, 18940

Lynch, C.T., growth, etc., of alumina whiskers
(1963) 7591

Lynch, John H., two-dimensional flux and criti-

cality calculations for Plum Brook reac-
tor (1964) 21767

Lynch, John M., monthly cost standards for
basic needs used by States for specified
types of old-age assistance cases, etc
(1964) 10496; (1965) 18055

Lynch, Norris A., market for costume jewelry
in West Germany (1964) 144

Lynch Creek, beryllium-tungsten prospect,
sampling (1963) 1252

Lynchburg, Va.:
air pollution problem, appraisal and evalua-

tion of sources (1962) 1768

Lynchburg, Va.—Continued
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16416
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18836

Lynde, Harold W.. jr., cobalt (1965) 19834

Lyndon Haines Johnson Presidential Archival
Depository:

agreement with University of Texas, author-
ize

—

hearing (1965) 17705
law (1965) 17375
reports (1965) 17593. 17846

Lynn, Ind., accident (1964) 14405

Lynn, Mass., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 18252

Lynnhaven Inlet:

bay and connecting waters, channel im-

provement, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 426
document edition (1963) 271

Lynnhaven Inlet and Bay, project authoriza-
tion, modify, report (1964) 19470

Lyon, A.W.:
"remarks (1963) 9779, 13380; (1964) 10130

Lyon, R. J. P., infrared spectrophotometry for
compositional analysis of lunar, etc.,

soils (1963) 9189; (1965) 1387
Lyon, Richard H.:

nonlinearity in random vibration of struc-
tures (1963) 9190

review of recent research on noise and
structural vibration (1964) 11398

Lyon, Robert L., structure and toxicity of in-

secticide deposits for control of bark
beetles (1965) 18898

Lyon, W. L., measurement of oxygen to metal
ratio in solid solutions of uranium and
plutonium dioxides (1964) 8054

Lyon County, Minn.:
Des Moines Lobe, aquifers in melt-water

channels (1961) 12800
geology and occurrence of ground water

(1964) 818
ground water availability (1961) 12784

Lyon Creek:
flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 19592
document edition (1965) 19185

Lyons, John B., distribution of thorium and
uranium in 3 early Palezoic plutonic se-

ries of New Hampshire (1964) 21350
Lyons, John C, welded electronic module fabri-

cation (1964) 14862

Lyons, M.F., UO2 swaged powder fuel rod fail-

ures at high thermal performance condi-
tions (1963) 16840

Lyons, Thomas C, jr., representative speeches
of Douglas MacArthur (1964) 19526

Lyons, W. James, impact phenomena in tex-

tiles (1963) 3307
Lyophilization:
freeze-drying

—

attitudes (speech) (1965) 7576
awakening industry (speech) (1965) 9031
designing plant, some economic considera-

tions (1965) 6102
directory, 1964 (1965) 7576
foods, selected writings (1965) 6103
palatability of freeze-dried meats (speech)

(1965) 7578
Lyophilized tendon homotransplatation in

flexor digitorum profundus lesion at

carpal articulation level, USSR (1964)
21445
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Lyophilization:
plastic surgery of vessels by means of ly-

ophilized transplants, morphological
information, USSR study (1962) 11982

tissues, apparatus, USSR study (1961) 15340

Lysergic acid diethylamide:
experimental psychosis induced by (1962)

23831
treatment of chronic mental patients, Yugo-

slav report on experiences (1962) 7727
Lysimeters, soil-block, water yield and soil

loss (1964) 6751
Lysine, 1-C14 labeled, incorporation into pro-

teins of transplantable tumors and or-

gans of rats, USSR study (1962) 5648
Lyska, Henryka, relief (1965) 17539, 17795,

19060
Lysons, Hilton H., correction of average yard-

ing distance factor for circular settings

(1965) 16255
Lysozymes, clinical use, USSR experimental

study (1963) 8892
Lytic cocktail, application in patients with

toxic goiter, changes in basal metabo-
lism, USSR study (1961) 20994

Lytle Creek:
flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 19581
document edition (1965) 19327

Lyubimova, Ye. A., heating of earth's interior

during earth's formation (1965) 6765

M
M.A.R.S., see Military Affiliate Radio System.
M.A.T.S., see Military Air Transport Service.
M.H.D., see Magnetohydrodynamics.
M.LT. nuclear reactors, see Reactors (atomic).

M.M.S. series (1961) 1219-29, 2483-2506,
4849-21, 9448-49, 15748-749, 17638-640,
21189; (1962) 1622, 3316-20, 12380-382,
16011, 18209-210

M.R.L., see Aerospace Medical Research Lab-
oratories.

M series (1963) 12970; (1965) 1557
M. Theophane, Sister, see Carroll, Jane.
M. Valentina, Sister, see Fatibene, Maria.
M2-F1, see Gliders (aircraft.)
MA SP series (1961) 17615-616, 19838-839;

(1962) 1596, 3285-86, 6220-25, 8447-49,
10428, 12359-361, 14409-411, 18170-173,
20063, 22458-460, 23948; (1963) 3049-50,
9094-95, 10930-933, 16312, 18059, 19816;
(1964) 2977, 7425, 13097, 14723-724,
18654-655, 20457-460; (1965) 1307-8,

5069, 6585, 8012-14, 9529-30, 11368,
12808-809, 18416-420, 19822

Ma-tsung Mountain, hydrogeological condi-

tions, Kansu, Communist China (1962)
2825

Ma Tung-i, method of fertile soil formation,
Communist China (1961) 7614

MAA (medical assistance for the aged), see
Medical care.

Maanum, Dedrick A., relief (1965) 10421
Maas, Melvin J., Memorial Hospital, see Mel-

vin J. Maas Memorial Hospital.
Mabie, C. P., petrographic study and classifi-

cation of western phosphate ores (1964)
14750

Mablekos, Evagelos, relief (1961) 16879; (1962)
6907, 6985

Macaca mulatta, see Monkeys.
Macacos quadrangle, Brazil, geology (1964)

10638
McAden, Don, Company, motor carrier acci-

dent (1965) 12579
McAfee, E. L., bi-directional computer updat-

ing equipment (CUE), test and evalua-
tion (1963) 5751

McAlester, Okla., redevelopment area, statisti-

cal profile (1962) 13201
McAllen, Tex., consumer expenditures and in-

come, 1960 (1963) 14460
MacAloney, Harvey J., red-headed pine sawfly

(1965) 2161
McAlpine, Robert G., comparison of growth

and survival between sycamore seed-

lings and cuttings (1963) 17499
Macao:
refugee problem, hearings (1962) 21560
travel information for Chinese going to

Communist China (1964) 9319
Macaro, Carmela, relief (1964) 15433

Macaroni, products, definitions and standards
(1965)631. 7712

Macaroni, recipes. Army technical manual
(1964) 13682

MacArthur, Douglas:
medal, issuance

—

law (1962) 23160
report (1962) 21421

representative speeches, compilation (1964)

19526
tendering thanks of Congress

—

hearings (1962) 15260
report (1962) 16846

tribute, DOD pamphlet (1964) 8020
MacArthur, Douglas, 2d, nomination, hearing

(1965) 6048
MacArthur, Jean B.:

management aids for small manufacturers,
annual (1964) 18941

small marketers aids (1964) 20792

McAuley, John E., cold-air investigation of 3

variable-throat-area convergent-diver-
gent nozzles (1963) 10991

McBride, E. H., soil survey report, Baldwin
County, Ala (1965) 3025

McBrien, Thomas H., remarks (1964) 14682

McCabe, John M., B-58A wet runway perform-
ance (1965) 5535

McCafferty, Irene, relief (1965) 15571, 17355,
17800

McCahill, William P.. remarks (1965) 18394

McCain, John S., new 4-ocean challenge (1964)

15015
McCall, Clarence M., jr., oral hygiene for use

in space cabin (1963) 5890
McCallum, Gordon E., Great Lakes develop-

ment program, review and prospects
(1964) 13398

McCallum, William R., highway bond financ-
ing, analysis 1950-62 (1963) 21097

McCalmont, J. R., farm silos (1965) 44

rope on farm (1964) 20916
McCambridge, W. F., emergence period of

Black Hills beetles from ponderosa pine

in central Rocky Mountains (1965) 7737
McCammon, Bert C, jr.:

discount retailing (1964) 11605
bibliography (1963) 1489

McCamy, C. S.:

current research on archival microfilm

(1965) 9769
inspection of processed photographic record

films for aging blemishes (1964) 7575
McCann, James A.:

length and age frequency samples collected

from Georges Bank and Gulf of Maine
haddock landings, 1956-60 (1963) 8283

length and age frequency samples collected

from Georges Bank haddock landings,
1931-55 (1963) 8282

McCann, Joseph H., nomination, hearing (1961)

5906
McCarran Foundation, incorporate, report

(1962) 21431
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McCarren, E. F., chemical quality of surface
water, West Branch Susquehanna River
basin (1964) 4824

McCarthy, Leo T., jr.:

quality of Delaware River water at Trenton,
N.J (1964) 19803

McCarty, Carol I,,.:

data on staff and man-hours, out-patient
psychiatric clinics in U.S (1963) 9222

outpatient psychiatric clinics (1964) 13282
data on staff and man-hours. State and

total United States (1965) 9777
McCarty, John L., penetrometers to study

physical properties of lunar and plane-
tary surfaces (1964) 18748

Maccary, R. R., leakage characteristics of
steel containment vessels, etc (196.5)

5615
McCaughey, William J. C:

relief (19"62) 4981; (1963) 20557; (1965) 10.584,

1.5593, 17351
McCawley, Frank X., tungsten, preparation of

thick coatings (1964) 13130
McClain, Robert S., beneficiation of aluminum

plant residues (1963) 10952
McClellan, Etsuko M., relief (1963) 13678,

15193, 16975
McClellan, Robert S., foreign trade regula-

tions of Algeria (1965) 357
McClench, Thelma E., relief (1962) 7011
McCloskey, Matthew H., testimony, hearings

(1965) 4624
McCloskey, Thomas D., testimony, hearings

(1965) 4624
McCloud, John L., Ill:

nonarticulated helicopter rotor tests (1964)
16703

wind-tunnel tests of helicopter (1963) 12886
McCloy, John J., exchange of letters with Zo-

rin regarding joint statement of agreed
principles for disarmament negotiations
(1962) 4.577

McClurkin, D. C, site index predictions for
pines in Mississippi (1965) 10943

Macco Corp., relief (1961) 18796
McCollum, John, manpower development and

training (1963) 19336
McCollum, Morris J., salt-water encroachment

to rnajor aquifer zones. Savannah area,
Ga. and S.C (1964) 19792

McCollum, Robert, list of Russian serials
being translated into English and other
western languages (1963) 1191

McCone, John A., nomination, hearing (1962)
.5062

McCone County, Mont., geology of Fort Peck
area (1964) 8767

McConkey, Thomas W.:
direct seeding of pine and spruce in south-

western Maine (1965) 4809
white pine pruning and branch growth

(1965) 9185
McConnell, Beatrice, paper (1963) 16697
McConnell, John P., nomination, hearing (1965)

6040
MeCord, Wallace R., lithology and reservoir

properties of Big Lime, etc., horizons.
Spruce Creek oilfield, W. Va (1964) 1444

MeCormack, C. F.:

creating, organizing, and reporting highway
needs studies (1964) 5670

short-cut to intersection capacity (1965)
15022

MeCormack, George R.:

injuries and accident causes in fabrication
of structural steel and architectural
metalwork (1963) 1158

injuries and accident causes in logging oper-
ations (1964) 1373

MeCormack, (jleorge R.—Continued
system magnesia-magnesium fluoride-germ-

ania-lithium fluoride (1964) 9515

work injuries and work-injury rates in high-
way and street construction industry
(1964) 2960

work injuries and work-injury rates in ho-
tels (1963) 1160

MeCormack, John W., eulogy delivered Nov.
24, 1963 (1964) 2132

MacCormack, Robert W., impact flash at low
ambient pressure (1964) 7548

McCormiek, E. M., noneonventional technical
information systems in current use
(1963) .3316

McCormiek, John A., coast pilot manual (1964)
1.5363

McCoy, C, jr., magnetic digital recording sys-
tem for field use (1964) 13336

McCoy, E. E., jr., instruments for measuring
pore pressures in concrete (1964) 19665

McCoy, J. E., excavations in frozen ground,
'Alaska, 1960-61 (1965) 12403

McCoy, John L., homemakers' opinions and
preferences for broiler-fryers and tur-

keys, preliminary report (1965) 13308
McCoy, Samuel L., relief (1965) 15861
McCoy Military Reservation, see Camp McCoy

Military Reservation.
McCraeken, Curtis W., dust bombardment on

lunar surface (1964) 3033
McCraeken, Earl C, home freezers, their

selection and use (1964) 19075
McCraeken, Frank L., Fortran program for

analysis of ellipsoidal measurements,
etc. from thin films (1964) 13277

McCreight, Dwylia, relief (1961) 12201
McCreight, John T., jr., relief (1961) 12201
McCulloch, C. Y., acorn yield of Gambel oak in

northern Arizona (1965) 18180
McCulloch, Frank W.:

addresses, etc (1964) 11455, 13291, 13293,
16754

nomination, hearings (1965) 16044
McCullough, George B., wind-tunnel study of

ground-wind loads on launch vehicles
including effects of conduits and adja-
cent structures (1965) 13048

McCurdy, Dwight R.:

Ohio's private outdoor and forest recreation
enterprises (1963) 15556

survey of Ohio's forest picnic businesses
(1965) 16248

MacCutcheon, Edward M.:
remarks (1964) 18654, 20459

McDanels, David L., stress-strain behavior of
tungsten-fiber-reinforced copper compos-
ites (1963) 19917

McDaniel, Alvin C, attack on poverty (1965)
83.58

McDearmon, Russell W., investigation of nor-
mal-force, axial-force, and pitching-
moment characteristics of blunt low-
fineness-ratio bodies of revolution at
Mach number of 3.55 (1963) 11012

McDermott, Edward A.:

address, etc (1963) 392; (1964) 12329
nomination, hearings (1961) 12507

McDermott, George A., relief (1961) 7062;
(1962) 7160, 11239

McDevitt, John B., gas injection in boundary
layer of hypersonic wind tunnel to ex-

tend operating range (1965) 14853
McDevitt, Joseph J., relief (1965) 17514, 19077,

19341
MacDonald, Charles B., Siegfried Line Cam-

paign (1963) 12819
McDonald, David L., nomination, hearings

(1964) .521
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MacDonald, F. B., Cerenkov-scintillation
counter measurements of nuclei in pri-

mary cosmic radiation (1963) 16375
McDonald, Francis R., obtaining ultraviolet

and visible spectra of insoluble materi-
als, etc (1964) 11342

McDonald, Frank B., solar proton manual
(1964) 9615

Macdonald, Gordon A., Hawaiian volcanoes
during 1955 (1964) 4779

MacDonald, Gordon J. F.:

free oscillations of earth, study (1963) 7301
inner planets, strength, etc (1964) 9616
spectrum of hydromagnetic waves in exo-

sphere (1964) 7554
McDonald, Herman P., reconnaissance soil

survey of 14 counties in eastern Kentuc-
ky (1965) 13267

MacDonald, Lois, controverted cases, New
York State workmen's compensation
(1964) 16909

McDonald, Philip M., logging costs and pro-
duction rates for group-selection cutting
method (1965) 16258

MacDonald, Scot, evolution of aircraft car-
riers (1964) 21820

McDonald, William J., community planning for
accident coverage (1964) 9711

McDonnell Aircraft Corporation:
purchase of F-101 airplane aft fuselage as-

semblies, pricing examination by GAO
(1962) 21805

unnecessary costs to (jovernment in leasing
of electronic data processing systems,
GAO report (1965) 4847

McDonough, John R., cardiovascular disease
field study in Evans County, Ga (1964)
11551

McDougal, Robert B., mineral industry of
Oklahoma (1963) 1221; (1964) 2987;
(1965) 1353

McDowell, M. E., Army's irradiated food
wholesomeness program, review (1963)
13246

McDowell, M. R. C, lectures, Sept. 1962 (1963)
7313

McDowell County, W. Va., pilot food stamp
program, effect on retail food store sales
(1963) 8145

Macedonian language, Yugoslav abbrevia-
tions, selective list (1962) 14407

Macedonian People's Republic, Kolisevski dis-

cusses economic development (address)
(1962) 21919

McElman, John A., flutter of curved and flat

sandwich panels subjected to supersonic
flow (1964) 11388

McElroy, Robert C:
labor used to produce field crops, estimates

by States (1964) 9965
pecan production and marketing (1964)

17900
termination of bracero program, some ef-

fects on farm labor and migrant housing
needs (1965) 10724

McFadden, E. C, remarks (1964) 13035
McFadden, Ernest B., determining efficiency of

crew and passenger oxygen masks (1963)
5955

McFadden, M. W., compounds affecting repro-
ductive capacity of Mexican fruit flies

(1965) 18863
McFarland, Lellan L., M-151 air cushion con-

version kit (1965) 15105
MacFarland, M. (jarter, FHA experience with

mortgage foreclosures, etc (1963) 4893
McGary, J. W., oceanographic observations.

North Atlantic Ocean station Delta
44°^ 4rW (1964) 13815

McGary, James W., oceanographic observa-
tions, North Atlantic Ocean station
Bravo. 56° 30' N., 51° 00' W (1965) 13695

McGauhey, P. H., causes and prevention of
failure of septic-tank percolation sys-
tems (1964) 14240

McGee, Gale W.:
personnel administration, etc. in AID (1964)

4520
print as Senate document, report (1964)
4538

McGee, K. E., digital readout of oscilloscope
sweep delay times (1965) 112

McGee Bend Dam:
designate Sam Rayburn Dam and Reser-

voir

—

law (1963) 17053
reports (1963) 15242, 17255

McGibony, John R.:

hospital emergency service, criteria for or-

ganization (1963) 14664
hospital medical records, criteria for admin-

istrative evaluation (1963) 16506

McGiffert, David E., nomination, hearing
(1965) 14118

McGill, John T., urban geology (1964) 6802

McGill symposium on microwave optics (1961)
108

McGonnagle, Warren J., nondestructive assay
of nuclear fuels (1965) 17138

McGough, Bonnie A., basic data on economy of

Algeria (1965) 15376
McGouldrick, Paul F., sectoral analysis of ve-

locity (1963) 2274
McGovern, Harold E., geology and

ground-water resources of Washington
County, Colo (1965) 741

MacGowan, CJharles F.:

remarks (1963) 10313; (1964) 21369
testimony, hearings (1965) 4624

McGowan, William A., research problems per-
taining to aircraft operations (1963)
7261

McGranery, James P.:

eulogies, print as House document, report
(1963) 11853

memorial services (1963) 20453
McGrath, Edward J.:

dehydrofrozen apple slices (1963) 4361
market potential for superconcentrated ap-

ple juice (1963) 5828
McGrath, R. G., Carolinas Virginia tube reac-

tor, large plant study (1964) 112

McGrath, Alaska, ground temperature obser-
vations (1964) 17939

McGreevy, Laurence J., ground water east of
Jackson Lake, Grand National Park,
Wyo (1965) 18206

McGregor, E. A., publications on fish parasites
and diseases, 330 B.C.-A.D. 1923 (1964)
8621

McGrew, Gordon W., relief (1964) 15465, 17696,
19383

McGrew, John R., strawberry diseases (1963)
4351

McGrew, Laura W., geology of Fort Laramie
area, Wyo (1963) 19294

McGuinness, C. L.:

ground-water research of Geological Survey
(1965) 2239

role of ground water in national water situ-

ation, etc (1963) 17535
McGuinness, J. L., techniques for fitting fre-

quency distributions to hydrologic data
(1964) 9931

McGuire, E. L., vertical structure of 3 dry
lines, etc (1964) 11698
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McGuire, J. E.:

high resistance Mueller bridge, type G-3
(1964) 13353

six-dial universal ratio set (1964) 13352
McGuire, James K., White Sulphur Springs, W.

Va., climatic summary (1963) 18367
McGuire, Judson U., method of estimating face

fly populations on cattle (1963) 1625
McGuire, Marie C, nomination, hearing (1961)

8974
Mach lines, structure in relaxing media, USSR

study (1961) 11123
Mach numbers:
aerodynamic heating rates to bodies of arbi-

trary shape, measuring, with results for

Mach 7 (1964) 18773
effect on aerodynamic characteristics of

NACA 63A-series airfoil sections (1965)
16898

effects of

—

boundary-layer transition on flat plate

(1961) 19976
changing indentation design on aerody-
namic characteristics of 45° sweptback-
wing-body combination designed for
high performance (1961) 21217

thermal stress and buckling or flutter of

aluminum alloy panels (1961) 19955
hypersonic, investigation of pressure distri-

bution and flow fields of blunted cones
(1965) 16704

hypersonic, longitudinal characteristics of
configurations in conical and contoured
nozzles (1964) 20612

tables based on latest international values
for atmospheric properties and physical
constants (1961) 15775

errata (1961) 21213
test section distributions obtained for 8-inch

by 8-inch slotted tunnel (1961) 17721
McHale, J. B., jr., testimony, hearings (1965)

4624
Machine accountants, see Accountants.
Machine guns:
M60, and repair parts, unnecessary costs

resulting from Government production
rather than procurement, GAO report
(1965) 6307

national firearms act, code of Federal regu-
lations (1961) 10715 (1963) 6583

submachine, military standard (1961) 447
Machine industry (Chinese periodical):
translations (1963) 20861

Machine operators:
Federal examination, what it is and how

given (1964) 1845
surfacing, MOS evaluation test aid (1962)

10984
see also Office machine operators.

Machine shops:
census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 1803
electronic machine helps shop, USSR study

(1963) 5385
job type, bibliography (1964) 11606
machine repair, engineered performance

standards handbook (1961) 6619
techniques, for machinists, mechanics, and

technicians, NASA handbook (1965)
18495

Machine tests crease durability of sheet mate-
rials (1965) 1423

Machine tools:

building, development in China (1961) 2134
calculating norms for incompleted produc-

tion, USSR study (1963) 12723
Communist China, production (1962) 1132
construction, development in Communist

China (1963) 6827

Machine tools

—

Continued
Czechoslovakia, directives for modernization

(1961) 1108
disposition of equipment and materials,

agreement with United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland
(1963) 20181

earnings in manufacture (1962) 1587
efficiency and standardization, USSR study

(1963) 6789
Experimental Scientific Research Institute

of Metal Cutting Machine Tools
(ENIMS) and Order of Lenin Stanko-
konstruktsiya plant, USSR (1962) 17726

industry

—

Japan, foreign market survey (1965) 17157
outlook and review (1961) 3837; (1963)
4545

production equipment modernization for
national defense (address) (1961) 11992

USSR, new developments (1965) 1220
Italy's industry and market potential for

U.S. specialized tools (1964) 12551
labor market developments (1965) 16100
metal-cutting, actual service life of stock,

statistical determination, USSR study
(1964) 10997

metalworking, bibliography (1961) 8450;
(1962) 13023

new maintenance standards. East German
study (1963) 15908

numerical control, outlook (1965) 11354
numerical etc., program controls, current

industrial reports (1964) 164, 17096
plastic tools as manufacturing aids, fabrica-

tion and utilization (1963) 11198
program control, USSR study (1962) 13976

precision tooling techniques (1965) 1406

setting of angles on surfaces speeded by
magnetic protractor (1964) 13160

tool driving or impacting, classification bul-

letin (1963) 14638
Tran Hung Dao factory. North Vietnam,

history and achievements (1961) 7860
world trade (1961) 8454; (1963) 18637

Machine translations, see Translating Ma-
chines.

Machinery:
abstracts pertaining to Communist China in

Soviet journals (1963) 19567
machine building (1963) 963, 8939, 12726

automation and mechanization at Huich'on
Tool Plant, North Korea (1961) 19730

balance of equipment and machinery, sum-
mary report, USSR (1965) 16412

chemical machine building—
non-metallic materials for sliding bearings

(1963) 20315
USSR industrial development, transla-

tions (1963) 728, 763, 10494, 10526,
10617, 10843, 12340, 12427, 14267, 15764,
15821, 15914, 17584, 17623, 17949, 19573,
20805; (1964) 1068, 1204, 2646, 2865,
2911, 4947, 5125, 7155, 9013, 10752,
11242, 16111, 18210, 19889, 21435

construction industry, USSR and US compe-
tition, prospects (1961) 1107

conversion problems, conference of State
Committee of (T'ouncil of Ministers,
USSR study (1962) 11975

costs, profitability and price in connection
with technical progress, dynamics,
USSR study (196.5) 18297

cybernetics, machines, and man, USSR study
(1962) 10212

design, developments in Czechoslovakia,
1956, translations (1961) 17444
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Machinery—Continued

direct current, use of transistorized

4-segment commutator, development
(1961) 13810

directory of combination export managers
(1962) 9779

distribution of manufacturers' sales, 1958
census (1961) 16254

dynamics of modern machines, basic USSR
problems (1962) 12059

eastern Siberia machine building, develop-
ment of productive forces (1961) 10758

economics of machine building, organization
and planning of enterprises, USSR
study (1964) 18580

electric

—

census of manufactures, 1958, special re-

port (1961) 13897
distribution of sales by class of customer,

1958 census (1961) 16255
equipment and supplies, census of manu-

factures, 1958, industry report (1961)
5473

industry, work stoppages (1962) 8330
engineering reminiscences, 1815-40, of

George Escol Sellers (1965) 5271
equipment, Soviet and Chinese articles, Eng-

lish abstracts (1962) 3787
general industrial and equipment, census of

manufactures, 1958, industry report
(1961) 1801

guarding, ILO convention adopted and rec-

ommendations (1965) 1979
Hungarian Ministry of Metallurgy and

Machine Industry, organization and
operational code (1964) 16538

imports and exports, impact on American
employment, hearings (1962) 7087

imports into Yugoslavia (1964) 5186
industrial machinery repairmen, employment

outlook (1962) 8384; (1964) 9435
industrial program control system, based on

relay drum principle (1962) 13955
industries, benefit of specialization, USSR

study (1964) 6906
industry

—

census of manufactures, 1958, industry
report (1961) 279

Communist China (1961) 1009, 7836
except electrical, census of manufactures,

1958, special report (1961) 13897
kinematics of mechanisms from time of Watt

(1962) 8545
machine building

—

abstracts pertaining to Communist China
in abstracts journal (1962) 5874, 6012,
7994, 9921, 9967, 12078, 19688

abstracts pertaining to Communist China
in Soviet journals (1964) 2513

ceramics, importance (1961) 11747
East European industry, advanced tech-
nology, translations (1964) 2725

economic efficiency, evaluating new de-

signs of equipment, USSR study (1964)
9062

electrical simulation, USSR study (1962)
6022

enterprises, capital repair of equipment,
organization problems, USSR study
(1965) 18371

enterprises, organizing and planning la-

bor, USSR (1961) 13362
hot pressing technology, USSR (1963) 6865
inaustry bonus system, USSR study (1964)
6940

industry, eastern Siberia (1961) 12984
industry in North Korea (1962) 8247
industry, reliability and accuracy of elec-

tronic equipment, USSR study (1962)
937

Machinery—Continued
machine building—Continued
mechanization, etc., of production, USSR
study (1964) 10902

Novokramatorsk plant, USSR study (1963)
10825

nuclear energy development, tasks of in-

dustry, Yugoslav study (1963) 5193
planning and calculation of scientific re-

search work, USSR study (1964) 12950
planning production costs in plant, USSR
study (1963) 20817

publications, USSR series planned (1962)
6091

specialization and automation in USSR
industry (1963) 7130

standardization, normalization and unifi-

cation, determining technical-economic
efficiency, USSR study (1964) 4973

technical progress, basic directions, USSR
(1962) 17735

technology handbook (1963) 7645 .

technology, present status and trends in

development, USSR (1962) 15944
transport, determination of unit cost of

output, USSR (1963) 15840
USSR challenge to U.S. (1963) 7742
USSR, higher technical standards (1965)
2306

machine shop repair, engineered perform-
ance standards handbook (1961) 6619

machinery and equipment—
SBA loan policies, etc., to small manufac-

turing, retail, service, and wholesale
firms (1961) 20129

Soviet and Chinese articles, English ab-
stracts (1961) 6768

machines and mind, USSR study (1962) 813
machines solve handling problems in oyster

plants (1962) 15588
manufacturing, industry wage survey (1963)

9061; (1964) 9468; (1965) 9504
departmental edition (1962) 3268
document edition (1962) 2325

measures to improve quality of machines
and equipment, USSR study (1964) 16563

Mednogorsk plant, false economy uncovered,
USSR study (1965) 6519

metal cutting machines in Malaya, foreign
market survey (1965) 17159

metaloceramic products in machine building,

USSR study (1962) 22008
mirror device aligns machine surface per-

pendicular to sight lines (1964) 13185
new, bases for economic planning, USSR

study (1963) 19490
polymers and machine construction, USSR

studies (1963) 10604
power machine building, conference on use

of high-temperature chromium steels,

USSR study (1961) 4443
power, Soviet industrial development, trans-

lations (1962) 17951, 18011, 20003, 22317
power, Soviet scientific conferences on build-

ing (1962) 773
power, USSR industrial development, trans-

lations (1963) 1020, 2480, 5353, 10618,
12285, 14271, 15713, 15765, 15806, 15824,
17683, 17973, 19570; (1964) 1085, 2583,
5089, 7091, 18555, 21437; (1965) 2529

reinforcement binding. Communist China
(1961)804

reliability and durability, USSR technical
progress and questions concerning
(1963) 8710

reliability and life of machines, increasing,
USSR study (1965) 11067

remote control systems wdth multistep con-
trol, USSR study (1965) 14532

repair, USSR study (1965) 16438
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Machinery—Continued
repairman 1 & C, Navy training course

(1965) 16784
repairmen 3 & 2, Navy training course

(1963) 1368
rotary, connected to overhead power lines,

testing tubular dischargers in lightning
protection systems (1965) 2749

rotating, for gas-cooled reactor application,
Oak Ridge National Laboratory pro-
ceedings (1962) 18738

selected, and equipment, trade of United
States, Western Europe, Canada, and
Japan (1964) 14393

self-writing, a dream, USSR study (1962) 871
shock absorber protects motive components

against overloads (1965) 5123
Soviet agricultural workers urged to make

full use of mechanized equipment and
increase productivity (1964) 21421

Soviet chemical machine building, transla-
tions (1961) 17540; (1962) 1320, 8231,
10247, 14329, 17971, 19757, 22316, 22362

Soviet Georgia machine building, transla-
tions (1962) 1477

Soviet ideas on interrelationship of people
and machines (1964) 10850

Soviet machine building, translations (1961)
928, 995, 1125, 2381, 2401, 4625, 4663,
10852, 10870, 10984, 11016-17, 11032,
11075, 11101-2, 11120, 11128, 11171,
11188, 12926, 12934, 19644; (1962) 844,
857, 860-861, 2676, 2679, 2721, 5492, 5579

Soviets seek to raise machinebuilding capac-
ity (1962) 23713

special industry. Federal item identification
guides for supply cataloging (1962)
9510; (1964) 12296

supplements (1963) 3659; (1964) 3477;
(1965) 3379

steels in power machinery, USSR study
(1965) 6526

surplus and equipment, how SBA helps small
construction firms (1965) 1605

trade mission to West Germany 1962 (1962)
16628

transistorized two-segment commutator for
direct-current machine (1961) 8348

Ukraine, chemical machine building, re-

serves for lowering production costs
(196,5) 18363

United States machinery and equipment
mission, doing business with United
Kingdom, report (1962) 17661

use of radioactive and stable isotopes and
radiations in machine building, USSR
(1962) 14831

USSR industrial development

—

chemical machine building (1965) 1069,
1250, 2504

general information (1963) 19684, 19721;
(1965) 961, 985, 1041, 1078, 1105, 1136,
2501

translations (1964) 997, 1022, 1236, 2511,
2541, 2871, 2922, 5086, 6906, 6924, 7108,
8923, 9148, 9213, 11068, 12603, 12615,
13002, 16017, 16041, 16289, 16310, 16367,
16509, 18211, 18509, 18538, 20288, 20377,
21426, 21460, 21623

utility and beauty, USSR study (1962) 1064
vibration in coupled marine mechanisms

resulting from imperfect coaxial align-
ment, USSR study (1965) 6417

see also names or types of machinery, e.g.

Woodworking machinery

—

also subjects
for which machinery is used.

Machines, see Machinery

—

also special kinds
of machines, e.g. Slot machines.

Machining:
and related characteristics of U.S. hard-

woods (1962) 18642
data. Ordnance Corps pamphlet (1961) 20080

electroerosion of metals, review of Soviet
literature (1961) 11357

electro-erosion, USSR studies (1965) 12597
hot machining, review of Govt, reports

(1965) 2933
metals by electroerosion (1964) 8007
metals. X-ray diffraction analysis of stress-

es appearing, USSR study (1964) 2674
metalworking, bibliography (1961) 8449
natural uranium metal with special hoods,

design (1962) 180
occupations, employment outlook (1962)

8381; (1964) 7388
refractory materials (1963) 56

Machinists:
composing room, joint apprenticeship com-

mittees and training in new processes
(1963) 5901

mate, 1 & C, Navy training course (1964)
20695

mate 3 & 2, Navy training course (1963)
12942

printing trade, apprentices, examination
announcement (1961) 20475

see aiso Aviation machinists.
Machisak, John C:
employment and injuries in mineral indus-

tries (1963) 1200
injury experience in

—

coal mining, 1960, analysis of mine safety
factors, related employment and produc-
tion data (1963) 1207

metal industries (1963) 16323, 18073
nonmetal industries (except stone and

coal) (1963) 19835; (1964) 1402
quarrying (1963) 14499, 16322

national safety competition (1963) 7209
Maciejewska, Janina, relief (1962) 9248, 13296,

13602
Mcllhenny, Loyce J., careers in atomic energy,

planning for scientific & technical pro-
fessions (1964) 137

Mcllwain, C. E., Relay I trapped radiation
measurements (1965) 2877

Mcllwraith, N., pressure profile of rocket pay-
load after nose-cone ejection (1965)
16701

Mcintosh County, Ga., soil survey (1962) 6460

Maclntyre, A. Everette:
nomination, hearings (1962) 411
statement (1963) 4934

Maclntyre, Ailsa A., relief (1965) 14007, 15415

Mclntyre, Ruluff D., tungsten-nickel-copper
ternary alloys for high-temperature
applications (1965) 18565

Mclntyre, Walter, simulation of helicopter and
V/STOL aircraft (1964) 15005

Maciolek, John A., limnological organic anal-
yses by quantitative dichromate oxida-
tion (1963) 2297

Mclsaac, J., density measurements from satel-

lite (1963) 11480

Mclver, Robert G.:

cardiorespiratory responses of dogs to com-
pression therapy following decompres-
sion sickness (1964) 5904

experimental decompression sickness from
hyperbaric nitrous oxide anesthesia
(1965) 17029

Mack, Frederick K., geology and hydrology of

West Milton area Saratoga County, N.Y
(1964) 12524
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MacKallor, Jules A.:

aeroradioactivity survey and areal geology
of Georgia nuclear laboratory area,
northern Georgia (ARM-1) (1963)" 11552

aeroradioactivity survey and geology of

Gnome (Carlsbad) area, New Mexico and
Texas (ARMS-1) (1965) 7163

Mackay, Donald R.:

report on technical investigation of odome-
ters (1963) 18194

slow-flow meters for fuel oil distribution
systems (1963) 18195

Mackay Glacier area, coal deposits (1964) 2995

McKay, James M., X-15 airplane landing loads
and dynamics (1963) 11015

Mackay, John S., variational method for op-
timization of interplanetary round-trip
trajectories (1963) 7279

McKay, Winston L., relief (1965) 17562
McKee, Herbert C., gas chromatographic

measurement of space cabin contami-
nants (1963) 7293

McKee, K. H., overlay test track, Sharonville,
Ohio (1964) 4670

McKee, Lynne G.:

canning, can-drainage device to aid sample
inspection (1964) 6709

hydraulic press for laboratory preparation
of fish press cake (1963) 8274

McKee, Richard C.:

financial assistance for college students,
undergraduate and first-professional

(1965) 10736
financing graduate education (1964) 14184

McKee, Robert E., General Contractor, Inc.,

relief (1964) 2014, 6404, 21104
McKee, Stella, relief (1962) 19064; (1963) 7884

McKee, Thomas, automatic model propulsion
system for 3-D terrain (1965) 1547

McKee, Thomas B., radiometric observations
of earth's horizon from altitudes be-
tween 300 and 600 kilometers (1965)
2884

McKee, William F.:

appointment, authorize

—

hearing (1965) 10548, 12314
law (1965) 13776
reports (1965) 10499, 10508, 10660

nomination, hearings (1965) 17913
McKeesport, Pa., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks, selected places in Allegheny
County (1961) 18321

Mackel, Don C, field procedures for bacterio-
logical studies of diarrheal diseases
(1964) 21848

McKendry, James M., word picture checklist
for officer effectiveness reports (1965)
5554

McKenna, Joseph P., export trade and small
manufacturer (1963) 1480

Mackenthun, Kenneth M., nitrogen and phos-
phorus in water, annotated selected bib-

liography of their biological effects

(1965) 11661
McKenzie, Jess M., calibration of electronic

counter and pulse height analyzer for
plotting erythrocyte volume spectra
(1963) 20337

McKenzie, Mary A., proceddings of 3d assem-
bly on library functions of States (1964)
14720

McKenzie, Richard E., effects of secobarbital,
etc., on performance during air mission
(1965) 5567

McKenzie, Robert L., atmosphere structure,

etc., effects on entry into Mars (1965)
5186

MacKenzie, Vernon G.:

addresses, etc (1963) 3271, 3281, 7409; (1964)
5656; (1965) 2998, 5340, 5355, 11658,
14986-87

McKenzie, Tenn., railroad accident (1961) 4349
Mackeral:

firms canning, list (1964) 742; (1965) 14321,
16215

Indian Ocean fishes, preliminary field guide
(1963) 16430

jack, eggs and larvae, distribution and sur-
vival (1962) 584

larvae of mackeral-like fish, from Indian
Ocean, USSR study (1963) 14186

New England, proximate analyses (1961)
9143

Pacific, eggs and larvae, development and
distribution, etc (1961) 2007

MacKevett, E. M., jr:

geology—
and ore deposits of Bokan Mountain urani-
um-thorium area, southeastern Alaska
(1964) 6798

North Bradfield River, iron prospect of
Southeastern Alaska (1964) 2414

Red Devil Quicksilver Mine, Alaska (1963)
15604

Sumdum copper-zinc prospect, southeast-
ern Alaska (1964) 18101

Mackey, Wilfred G., T-39A category 2 per-

formance test (1964) 19135
Mackie, Arthur B., foreign economic growth

and market potentials for U.S. agricul-
tural products (1965) 9034

McKie, James W., industry classification and
sector measures of industrial produc-
tion (1965) 10262

Mackie, Robert R., simulation requirements
for sonar operator trainers (1964) 16798

Mackie, Romaine P.:

special education enrollments and number of
teachers (1965) 10748

special education personnel in State educa-
tion departments (1963) 385

special education personnel in State educa-
tion departments (1964) 4646

special education reaches nearly 2 million
children (1965) 10749

statistics of special education for exception-
al children and youth (1964) 2268

Mackie, T. R., relief (1961) 7214
McKiever, Margaret F., occupational health

services for employees, guide for State
and local governments (1963) 18287

Mackinac Island State Park, parklands, if

used for airport purposes, possible re-

version to U.S., opinion of Attorney
General (1964) 20423

McKinley, William, papers, index (1964) 1392
MacKinney, A. L., advanced test reactor criti-

cal experiments (1965) 8559
McKinney, (5arl M., Louisiana and Texas crude

oils, analysis (1963) 16337
McKinney, H. H., barley stripe-mosaic virus

strains and evolution, biological charac-
teristics (1965) 8449

McKinney, K., thermal shock studies of ceram-
ic materials (1964) 13338

McKinney, Royce L., stability characteristics
of launch vehicle's 2 final stages (1964)
9586

McKinney, William A., segregation of copper
ores by direct-firing methods (1963)
10950

McKinney, Tex.:

sewage treatment plant, transfer to

—

law (1964) 17299
reports (1964) 10279, 15755
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McKinney, Tex.—Continued
transfer land to

—

law (1964) 17297
reports (1964) 15754, 21186

McKinney Bayou:
flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 15869
document edition (1964) 15414

MacKintosh, Helen K.:

educating disadvantaged children in primary
years (1965) 19557

how children learn to read (1964) 21266
McKnight, J. S., hardwood forests of South,

use, protect, manage (1965) 14361

McKoy-Helgerson Co., relief (1964) 15470;

(1965) 5861
McLafferty, G. H., moderator wall cooling of

gaseous nuclear rocket engines (1965)

8047
McLaren, Ennis C, relief (1961) 7201, 10235,

12032
McLaughlin, Joseph D., selling in Israel (1965)

4432
McLaughlin, Kenneth F., interpretation of test

results (1965) 2099
McLaughlin, Milton D., pilot evaluation of

dynamic stability characteristics of

supersonic transport in cruising flight

(1964) 18764
McLaughlin, Patsy A., benthic invertebrate

fauna of eastern Bering Sea (1963) 8279
McLaughlin, Robert E., testimony, hearings

(1965) 444
Maclay, Donald M., basic data on economy of

Dahomey (1964) 10701
Maclay, Robert W., geology and ground-water

resources of Elizabethton-Johnson City
area, Tenn (1963) 5025

McLean, F. Eklward:
eff'ects of thickness on supersonic perform-

ance of wing-body configuration employ-
ing warped highly swept arrow wing
(1965) 19926

some nonasumptotic effects on sonic boom of

large airplanes (1965) 13041
McLean, George, temperature gradients as

in-flight warning of clear-air turbulence
(1965) 8482

McLendon, Verda I., removing stains from
fabrics, home methods (1964) 11761;

(1965) 7029
McLeod, Scott, testimony (1962) 23421
McLeod, William N., jr., testimony, hearings

(1964) 6526; (1965) 4624
McLoone, Eugene P., State variations in sup-

port of public schools (1965) 14431
McMahon, Albert D.;

cadmium (1963) 14494
copper, materials survey (1965) 6589
zinc (1963) 19883

McMahon, Brien:
4-cent commemorative stamp (poster) (1962)

18388
memorial lecture, University of Connecticut

(1962) 23067
McMahon, Charles J., jr., micromechanisms of

cleavage fracture in polycrystalline iron

(1964) 13437
McMahon, W. R., high temperature spectral

emissivity of yttrium, etc., oxides (1963)
14987

McManus, Edward J., relief (1962) 11320,
19251, 20731

McMenamin, James D., testimony, hearings
(1965) 4624

McMillan, Brockway, nomination, hearings
(1961) 12507

Macmillan, Robert T.:

salt (1963) 19876
sodium and sodium compounds (1963) 18107

minerals yearbook chapter (1964) 16647
water (1963) 20974

McMillan, William M., nomination, hearing
(1964) 6524

McMinn, James W., precommercial thinning of

slash pine (1963) 17496
McMinn, John H., Medical Department, Army,

personnel in World War II (1963) 16832
McMinn County, Tenn., forest inventory sta-

tistics (1961) 1557
McMullen, J. W., soil survey, Calhoun County,

Miss (1965) 20082
McMullen Valley, geology and ground-water

resources (1964) 4811
McMurdie, Howard F., research on crystal

growth, etc., at NBS (1964) 21787; (1965)

9768
McMurrary, James H. and wife, relief (1961)

5634
McMurray, Joseph P.:

addresses, etc (1963) 494, 499, 4890-91, 6403.
8231, 10150, 19171-72. 19175, 20670;
(1964) 2318, 4689, 6631, 8543. 8547.
10519-20, 14239, 19682, 19684; (1965)
551 553

hearing (1961) 5853
McMurrin, Sterling M., nomination, hearing

(1961) 7299
McNair, E. C, jr., discharge characteristics of

hurricane barriers, Wareham-Marion,
Mass (1965) 527

McNairy County, Tenn., forest inventory sta-

tistics (1962) 12759; (1963) 3379
McNamar, Lawrence F.:

T-37C category 2 performance test (1964)
4234

T-38 A category 2 performance test (1964)

1731
McNamara, Mary L., relief of estate (1964)

6423
McNamara, Robert S.:

nomination, hearing (1961) 4082
testimony on S. Res. 191 (1961) 19149

print additional copies, report (1961)

19130
McNary Dam:

fish passage report (1961) 1944; (1962) 480;

(1963) 396; (1964) 613, 17936
McNary National Wildlife Refuge:

birds (1961) 10638
general information (1961) 10635; (1965)

18131
McNary Reservoir:
inter-agency archeological salvage pro-

gram

—

departmental edition (1962) 135
document edition (1962) 363A

McNaughton, John T., nomination, hearing
(1962) 21539

MacNeal, Richard H., mechanics of coned ro-

tating net (1965) 14735
McNeely, Richard L., development of John N.

Cobb, pelagic trawl, progress report
(1964) 4730

McNeely, Robert F.:

occupational wage survey

—

Beaumont-Port Arthur, Tex (1965) 14631
Charlotte, N. C (1965) 12789
Houston, Tex (1965) 18401
Jackson, Miss (1965) 9509
Jacksonville, Fla (1965) 7977
Little Rock, North Little Rock, Ark (1965)

1285
Lubbock, Tex (1964) 18633; (1965) 16557
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McNeely, Robert F.—Continued
occupational wage survey—Continued
Miami. Fla (1965) 6561
Norfolk-Portsmouth and Newport News

—

Hampton, Va (1965) 16558
RaleiKh, N. C (1964) 21672
Richmond, Va (1965) 5049
San Antonio, Tex (1965) 18400

McNeil, Ethel, sanitation in home laundering
(1964) 7923, 16954

MacNeil, F. Stearns:
Eocene megafossils from Ishigaki-shima,

Ryukyu-retto (1964) 18128
evolution and distribution of genus Mya and

Tertiary migrations of Mollusca (1965)

9269
McNeil, William J.:

disappearance of dead pink salmon eggs and
larvae from Sashin Creek, Baranof Is-

land, Alaska (1965) 615
method of measuring mortality of pink salm-

on eggs and larvae (1965) 14306
success of pink salmon spawning relative to

size of spawning bed materials (1964)

10572
McNeill, Walter E., piloted simulated study of

loss of altitude by jet transport in

go-around from instrument-landing ap-

proach (1964) 1471
McNitt, Harold A, basic data on economy of

Finland (1964) 8826
economic developments in Finland (1963)

8391
foreign trade regulations of Finland (1965)

1946
preparing shipment to Finland (1963) 5084

MacNulty, B., evaluation of freeze-dehydrated
beefsteaks for Navy use (1964) 11652

McNulty, Donald J.:

occupational wage survey

—

Cincinnati, Ohio-Ky (1964) 14700; (1965)

11350
Columbus, Ohio (1964) 7414; (1965) 2798
Louisville, Ky.-Ind (1964) 13067
Muskegon-Muskegon Heights, Mich (1964)

16603
Macon, Ga.:
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 15283
census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

18242
census of housing, 1960, standard metropoli-

tan statistical area, tenure, rooms, con-

dition and plumbing, etc (1962) 18837
censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 2224

Cochran Field, weather observations, hour-
ly, summary, decennial census of climate

(1963) 14785
railroad accident (1962) 738

MacPhail, John F., relief (1963) 13505
Macpherson, Alan C, parametric amplifiers

and upconverters (1965) 13113
MacPherson, Angus, and family, relief (1962)

15112, 20812, 21337
McQuade, Lawrence C:
remarks (1965) 13726-27

McQuaid, Lawrence, testimony, hearings
(1965) 7547

McQuaig, James A., relief (1963) 17096; (1964)

6435, 8205
McQueen, A. H., telemetering transmittals for

in-core power monitoring, in-core instru-

mentation development program, quart-
erly progress report (1963) 18573

McQueen, L S., development of hand portable
rainfall-simulator infiltrometer (1964)

8761

McQuown, Carleton R., relief (1962) 15114
McRae, Edith A., relief (1963) 11935; (1964)

15452, 17192
McRae, Ernest D., jr., experiment in electrical

fishing with electric field used as adjunct
to otter-trawl net (1965) 18121

McRae, J. L., performance of soils under tire

loads, test facilities and techniques
(1965) 4685

Macready, John A., pilot, first nonstop
coast-to-coast flight (1965) 2926

McRee. Donald L, air injection through porous
surface, etc., effect on skin friction

(1964) 18757
McReynolds, Jane, airman qualifying examina-

tion, use to predict completion of basic

training (1964) 13635
McRoberts, John E., relief (1965) 10420
Macro-microscopic study of intraorgan lym-

phatic system of skin and mucous mem-
brane of external female sex organs,
USSR (1961) 11086

Macromolecules, see Molecules.
Macrophyllodromia, see Cockroaches.
Macrophytes, see Aquatic plants.

Macroscopes, support, fabrication instruc-

tions, calibration procedure (1961) 15871

McShera, John T., jr.:

aerodynamic drag and stability of towed
inflatable decelerators at supersonic
speeds (1963) 9157

wind-tunnel pressure measurements in wake
of cone-cylinder model at Mach numbers
of 2.30 and 4.65 (1965) 14849

Macskaylo, Michael, visible radiation damage
effects of 40-Mev alpha particles on so-

dium chloride crystals (1964) 13243
Macula lutea, see Retina.
Macut, John, outlook for numerical control of

machine tools, study of key technologi-
cal development in metalworking indus-

tries (1965) 11354
McVay, Thomas L., flotation of kyanite-

quartzite rocks. Graves Mt., Ga (1963)
16338

McVey, William H., calculating U-235 outputs
and charges (1963) 15010

Macy, John W., jr.:

address, etc (1963) 18730; (1964) 11936
nomination, hearing (1961) 5900

Macy, Paul T., aquatic biology and oceanogra-
phy, selected list of books (1963) 10193

Macy Land Corp., relief (1965) 10598, 12086,
17354

Mad River Drainage Basin:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23476
document edition (1962) 23317

Madagascar, see Malagasy Republic.
Maday, Bel a C, Army area handbook for Bra-

zil (1965) 167
Madden, Howard L., development and stand-

ardization of airman qualifying exami-
nation-64 (1965) 18912

Madden, Joseph M.:
application to job evaluation of policy-

capturing model for analyzing indi-

vidual and group judgment (1963) 16787
effect of sorting procedure on accuracy of

ordinal ranking (1964) 7994
effects on judgment of variations in rating

scale format (1963) 7626
identification of job requirement factors by

use of simulated job descriptions (1964)
17002

officer job evaluation

—

factors, preliminary study (1963) 18494

in terms of merited pay versus merited
grade (1963) 16785
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Madden, Joseph M.—Continued
prediction of officer job ranitings from rat-

ings on 2 sets of job evaluation factors
(1963) 16786

worker and supervisor agreement concern-
ing worker's job description (1964) 15232

Maddux, James T., relief (1962) 21343; (1963)
13683, 17089

veto (1964) 421
Maddux quadrangle, Bearpaw Mountains, ge-

ology (1961) 4308
Madeiros, Leonor, see de Medeiros, Lenor do

Rozario.
Madell, J. T., spatial distribution of neutron

flux on surface of graphite-lined cavity
(1963) 5940

Madera County, Calif., land exchange with
Marv S. Moses (1961) 14196, 18505,
18997

Madison, Dolley, and Benjamin Latrobe deco-
rate the White House, 1809-11 (1965)
18632

Madison, James:
memorial

—

authorize Architect of Capitol to con-
struct, hearing (1961) 18974; (1962)
21565

papers, index (1965) 2807
Madison, Wis.:
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical
area (1965) 15284

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18354
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16519

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 2225

motor carrier accident (1963) 14076
population, special census (1965) 4350
Truax Airfield, weather observations, hour-

ly, summary, decennial census of climate
(1963) 14797

Madison County, Ala., population, special cen-
sus (1965) 4349

Madison County, Ark., people, who help them-
selves, rural development story (1961)
8174

Madison County, Iowa, crushed limestone op-
erations, mining, beneficiating methods
and costs (1964) 5473

Madison Ck)unty, N.C., forest inventory statis-
tics (1963) 3380

Madison Memorial Building, see James Madi-
son Memorial Building.

Madison Mine, National Lead Co., mining and
milling costs and methods (1961) 17632

Madison River Canyon, geologic history, guide
to earthquake area (1962) 16304

Madisonville, Kv., redevelopment area, statis-
tical profile (1962) 9049

MADREC (malfunction detection and record-
ing systems), see Electronic data proc-
essing systems.

Madrone, Pacific, veneer cutting and drying
properties (1965) 10921

Madsen, Albert C, calf shrinkage under auc-
tion market conditions (1965) 11857

Madura, development (1961) 7638
Maeda, Kaichi:

acoustic heating of polar night mesosphere
(1964) 1456

diffusion of auroral electrons in atmosphere
(1965) 6688

heating of polar upper atmosphere (1964)
7553

infrasonic waves from auroral zone (1964)
13216

Maemactes, see Weevils.
Maestrichtian age, see Cretaceous period.
Maffeo, Michele E., relief (1962) 7138
Magallanes Province, Chile:
tracking station reactivation, agreement

(1961) 16007
uranium reconnaissance in Punta Arenas

area (1962) 16401
Magazines, see Periodicals.
Magella, Ala., railroad accident (1961) 4350
Maggie Canyon, manganese ore deposit. Artil-

lery Mountains region, Mohave County,
Ariz., estimated cost of exploitation
(1964) 13115

Maggio, Pietro, relief (1964) 428
Maggiora, Clara G., relief (1962) 15109, 21291;

(1963) 9847, 16993, 17213
Maggots, see names of maggots.
Maghreb:

industrialization and unity of, translations
(1963) 15918

leadership, 2d and 3d generation elites (1964)
9804

Magill, Arthur W.:
evaluating ecological trends on camp-

grounds (1963) 19262
evaluation of campground conditions and

needs for research (1963) 17483
Maglieri, Domenic J.:

in-flight shock-wave pressure measurements
above and below bomber airplane at
Mach nos. 1.42 to 1.69 (1963) 20990

lateral-spread sonic-boom ground-pressure
measurements from airplanes, etc (1964)
1461

reponse of light airplanes to sonic booms
(1963) 16405

sonic booms from aircraft in maneuvers
(1964) 16691

Magma, Mongolia, deposits, geographical dis-

tribution (1964) 14528
Magna Carta, 6-cent commemorative stamp

(poster) (1965) 11617
Magnesia, see Magnesium oxide.
Magnesia spinel, see Spinels.
Magnesite, belt of Stevens County, Wash.,

geology (1962) 13870
Magnesium:

alloys

—

corrosion, USSR studies (1965) 1082
high temperature processing, USSR study

(1964) 14410
lithium, adherent protective coatings

plated on (1965) 18514
lithium, technical and economic status

(1965) 14758
mechanical properties at moderate temper-

atures, studies (1962) 22523
Mg-Li melts in sulfuric acid solutions,
USSR study (1965) 6400

notch-sensitivity and fatigue-crack-
propagation characteristics, effects of
constituent particles (1962) 12446

protective coatings, fusing Teflon, effect
on mechanical properties (1965) 13188

shape casting, handbook for foundry
worker (1961) .5308

vibration damping capacity (1963) 1250
wrought products, tolerances (1961) 7414;

(1964) 4724
aluminum-magnesium alloy plates, welded,

mechanical properties (1963) 20013
beryllia magnesia thermal storage material

in solar thermionic power system (1965)
18540

bibliography (1961) 3888
compounds

—

indium effect on solid solubility (1963)
.5496

materials survey (1963) 19839
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Magnesium—Continued
compounds—Continued
minerals yearbook chapters (1961) 11383,

17637; (1962) 20087; (1963) 19844; (1964)
20484; (1965) 19847

production, etc., in 1960, preliminary re-

port (1961) 1223
corrosion in tropical environments (1965)

9820
deficiency symptoms of loblolly and Virginia

pine seedlings (1962) 5249
dermal excretion, relation to balance, etc

(1963) 1813
disposal from national stockpile

—

hearing (1965) 19482
reports (1965) 15705, 15963

ferrites and aluminates, heats and free ener-
gies of formation (1961) 9451

in human nutrition (1962) 16288
industry, outlook and review (1961) 3870;

(1962) 4683; (1963) 4527; (1964) 6017
intermetallic compounds in magnesium-rich

alloys (1964) 18682
ions in earth's upper atmosphere (1961)

17731
lithium alloys

—

development for structural applications
(1964) 13154

lightweight, commercial and industrial
applications (1964) 13184

magnesium and magnesium alloys, military
standardization handbook (1965) 7561

magnesium and magnesium compounds, min-
eral facts and problems chapter (1965)
14665

magnesium-zirconium liquids, determination
(1965) 19860

metallothermic production methods, econom-
ic and technical evaluation (1965) 18446

materials survey (1963) 19839
metabolism, temperature effects (1963) 18471
mill products, current industrial reports

(1961) 2989, 6814; (1962) 3736, 9036;
(1963) 3574, 13287; (1964) 6044; (1965)
3273, 7266

minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 17636;
(1962) 18207; (1963) 12833; (1964) 14740;
(1965) 12836

monotungstates, low-temperature heat ca-
pacities of entropies at 298.15 K (1961)
13448

natural phases in system MgO-Si02-H20 and
systems containing congeners of

magnesium (series) (1962) 5303
primary, quarterly report (1961) 3471; (1962)

4253; (1963) 4106; (1964) 3935; (1965)
3851

production, etc., 1960, preliminary report
(1961) 1222; (1962) 3318; (1963) 3059

products, preparation for shipment and
storage, military standard (1964) 562

reduction of rutile (1965) 8020
requirements of Virginia pine (1962) 23570
seawater cell incorporating bacterial colo-

nized cathode (1965) 11576
sheet, fire-retardant coating increases

fire-resistance (1961) 12608
single crystals, internal friction as function

of orientation (1965) 14706
vapor pressure between 223° and 385° C

(1965) 8106
Magnesium fluoride, system magnesia-

magnesium fluoride-germania-lithium
fluoride (1964) 9515

Magnesium isotopes, radiochemistry (1961)
8397

Magnesium molybdate, heats and free energies
of formation (1963) 3098

Magnesium monomolybdate, low temperature
heat capacities and entropies at
298.15°K (1963) 3101

Magnesium oxide:

and metallic chromium composite, mechani-
cal properties, etc (1963) 14555

grain size after high-temperature heat
treatments, effect of 3 metal additions
(1965) 11490

irradiation-induced active sites, with use of
electron paramagnetic resonance, study
(1965) 6719

periclase, thermodynamic data (1963) 18103
phase diagram for system magnesium ox-

ide-vanadium pentoxide (1964) 18861
refractory properties of magnesia spinel

recovered from dusting slags, evaluation
(1962) 10459

system magnesia-magnesium fluoride-

germania-lithium fluoride (1964) 9515
thermal expansion, interlaboratory study

(1963) 3076
uses and properties as superrefractory, bib-

liography (1962) 18197
Magnesium silicide, single crystal. Hall coeffi-

cient and resistivity from 4°K to 300°K
(1961) 16197

Magnesium vanadates:
heats and free energies of formation (1962)

20114
low-temperature heat capacities and entro-

pies at 298.15°K (1964) 3088
Magness, J. R., establishing, etc., young apple

orchards (1964) 15208
Magnet Cove, geochemistry and petrology of

alkanic igneous complex (1963) 12229
Magnetic amplifiers, see Amplifiers.
Magnetic anisotropy fields in single-crystal

iron garnets (1965) 7104
Magnetic compass, see Compasses.
Magnetic cores, see Cores (magnetic).
Magnetic declination, see Compasses.

Magnetic elements, USSR (1962) 15814
Magnetic fields:

acceleration of conducting fluid by traveling
field (1965) 18556

Alouette I orbit, calculation (1965) 14844
ambient, superconductor shields test cham-

ber (1965) 18517
amplification by magnetic domain interac-

tion (1962) 106
anisotropic effects in helically wound super-

conducting solenoids (1964) 3031
arbitrary direction, absorption coefficient of

atoms in reverse Zeeman effect (1963)
18170

auxiliary, duoplasmatron ion source (1962)
7676

axial and radial of finite-length solenoids
(1964) 7559

axial, instability of positive column (1964)
16731

azimuthal, of thick, finite-length, helical so-

lenoid (1964) 14895
boundary layer with arbitrary pressure

gradient and magnetic field, analysis
(1963) 11044

bubble chamber for high magnetic field

(1962) 4640
calculation (1964) 18745
carbon arc tail flame, control (1965) 9650
coaxial, influence on motion of idealized

plasma ring (1962) 20165
constant, effect on conditioned reflexes in

sea fish (1964) 3040
constant dipole, hydromagnetic wave propa-

gation (1963) 3160
Crab Nebula and its central star (1963) 1320
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Magnetic fields—Continued
critical, of thin lead films, Polish study

(1962) 7813
current sheath dynamics and magnetosonic

oscillations in magnetoplasmas (1965)

18479
deceleration and energy conversions of plas-

ma expanding in vacuum in magnetic
field (1964) 16733

deceleration of aluminum rotating cylinders,

experimental evaluation (1961) 9559
design and properties of neon filled spark

chamber in magnetic field (1962) 11032
diffusion and drift instabilities, bibliography

(1965) 1835
directional correlation attenuation coeffi-

cient tables for combined magnetic di-

pole and randomly oriented eletric quad-
rupole interactions

—

spin of intermediate nuclear state 1-1 and
1-2 (1963) 7712

spin of intermediate nuclear state 1-3/2

and 1-5/2 (1963) 7713
duplicating in 2d superconductor, supercold

technique (1965) 2844
eath, satellite attitude control (1961) 15815
earth currents at Mirnyy and Oazis sta-

tions, 1957, USSR observations (1961)
13132

earth parameters, equatorial loci (1964)

11799
earth, Soviet research (1964) 895
earth's magnetic field on

—

Antarctic peninsular traverse, results of

measurements (1963) 16958
Hlsworth Highland and McMurdo-to-Pole

traverses, results of measurements
(1963) 1951

Filchner Ice Field Traverse, results of

measurements, 1963-64 (1965) 8671
South pole traverse, results of measure-
ments (1964) 17148

earth's magnetosphere, relation between
variations and positive ion fluxes with
satellite observations, USSR study
(1965) 6406

eastern "Tennessee and southern Kentucky,
regional geologic implications (1965) 739

effect on chemical engineering systems
(1961) 18056

escape of charged particles from plasma
(1965) 9738

excitation of electrostatic oscillations (1964)

13698
external, interaction of expanding cylindri-

cal plasma column (1964) 20626
finite helical solenoid (1963) 19937

errata (1965) 14815
formation of conditioned reflex response in

fish (1964) 5533
galactic astronomy studies 5526
geomagnetic- and interplanetary-magnetic-

field environment of earth satellites

(1962) 18254
gradient in solar photosphere, determination

(1964) 7564
gravitating plasmas with magnetic field and

rotation, 2-stream instability (1965)

19934
high, effect on respiration and photosyn-

thesis in algae (1965) 13166
homogeneous, 3 and 4 coil systems (1964)

7511
ignition of pulsed gas discharges in air of

low pressure in coaxial plasma gun
(1961) 13529

inhibiting and stopping blood flow, USSR
study (1965) 12592

Magnetic fields—Continued
intense, shaped superconductor cylinder re-

tains (1964) 13169
intensity along axis of circular cylindrical

coils (1962) 12450
interplanetary, geometry, and proton flares

(1965) 1481
interplanetary, simple model (1964)

18745-746
kinetic equations for plasma including ra-

diation, solution (1964) 13699
LF, VLF, ELF radio wave fields in space

between ionosphere and terrestrial

sphere (1964) 20639
life and magnetic fields, USSR articles

(1962) 6142
line current in transverse rarefied plasma

stream (1963) 5582
linear steady-flow plasma accelerators with

crossed electric and magnetic fields, the-

oretical analysis (1965) 2914
longitudinal, calculating motion of gas be-

tween cylinders (1964) 20628
magnetic breakdown in finite 1-dimensional

model (1965) 2900
magnetic field from finite thin cone by use of

Legendre polynomials (1964) 16708
magnetic properties of films, USSR study

(1965) 12691
magnetometer measures orthogonal compo-

nents (1965) 19906
magnetotelluric investigations in Georgia,

USSR (1964) 14430
motion of idealized plasma ring through

traveling-magnetic-wave plasma acceler-

ators (1963) 11031
nitroglycerine stabilization, Polish study

(1962) 7841
orientation of resonance for cold multicon-

stituent plasma (1963) 16391
plasma with finite conductivity, linear ap-

proximation of velocity in case of

1-dimensional motion (1961) 10835
powerful, on instability of non-homogeneous

rarefield plasma (1962) 1152
quiet-time proton belt (1963) 7284
radiation belts (1963) 12873
radiation model belt numerically computed

(1963) 1284
relationship between measurements by Sovi-

et cosmic rockets and magnetic field

measurements by Elxplorer VI and Pi-

oneer V, USSR study (1964) 13156
Romac, plasma behavior (1962) 22951

satellites in circular orbits, fields encoun-
tered (1964) 7501

sheath instability in high-density rf induc-

tion plasma, study (1963) 11177
sheath near plane electrode bounding colli-

sionless plasma in magnetic field (1963)

19936
solar, structure, USSR study (1965) 12596

spherical harmonic analysis (1963) 16770

spinning body, magnetically-supported, theo-

retical and experimental study (1964)

20529
stationary, in coils cooled by liquid hydro-

gen (1961) 8372
strength, nuclear meter for measuring, de-

scription (1964) 7184
structure in active region of sun (1964) 5532

sunspots (1965) 18596

temperature dependence of depth of penetra-

tion into superconducting lead, Polish

study (1962) 7812
test coils are temperature compensated

(1965) 9642
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Magnetic fields—Continued
thick solenoid fields, superposition calcula-

tion from semi-infinite solenoid tables
(1964) 20616

topography, eliminating influence in alter-

nating-current charge method, USSR
study (1965) 11143

torques produced on rotating cylinders, etc

(1963) 5613
transverse, heat transfer to electrically

conducting fluid flowing in channel
(1961) 17720

transverse, liquid metals, interaction of

one-dimensional free-surface waves
(1964) 13249

underwater detection based on use of mag-
netic and electrical phenomena, USSR
study (1964) 7267

use to decrease interelectrode space change
of magnetic triode (1963) 1309

USSR, investigations (1965) 19775
world magnetic survey, methods, results

expected, etc (1964) 7518
Magnetic hourly values, HV series (1962)

6847-48; (1964) 1848-49
Magnetic induction, crack depth detection

(1961) 9671
Magnetic material:

aluminum-iron magnetic alloys and associ-

ated systems, review (1963) 12958
basic magnetic quantities and measurement

(1962) 14495
demagnetizing factors for oblate spheroids

used in ferriniagnetic resonance meas-
urements (1964) 18809

domain structure of uniaxial ferromagnetic
films, USSR study (1962) 5915

ferrimagnetic crystals, study by parallel

pumping (1965) 7115
ferriniagnets, acoustic spin-wave branches

(1962) 12596
ferrimagnetic, calculation of magnetization

vs. temperature curves (1964) 5595
ferromagnetic films, structural properties

(1963) 87
flaw detection, nondestructive testing meth-

ods, analysis and measurements (1961)

18025
non-metallic, tables to determine ferrimag-

netic resonance linewidth (1963) 9215
physical properties of insulators, molecular

crystals and magnetic materials (1962)

108
saturation magnetization of ferrimagnetic

materials, on use of magnetostatic
modes for measuring (1964) 9973

thin film, survey (1964) 20642
thulium ethylsulfate, heat capacity and sus-

ceptibility (1962) 8955
transportation of magnetized materials,

Federal aviation regulations (1963)

13901
Magnetic measurements, magnetic field inten-

sity meter, description (1964) 7184
Magnetic mirrors:
containment of plasma in trap with magnet-

ic mirrors (1961) 8377
direct-current methods of plasma production

(1965) 11506
Magnetic photomultiplier with large cathode

for extreme ultraviolet (1961) 8337
Magnetic planning boards, flexible, easily

transported (1965) 14783
Magnetic poles and the compass (1962) 4858

Magnetic properties and structure of matter
(1961) 11781

Magnetic protractors, see Protractors.

Magnetic recorders, see Tape recorders.

Magnetic recording:
automation, USSR study (1965) 6409
circuit converts AM signals to FM (1965)

5116
digital system for field use (1964) 13336
signal-to-noise ratio (1965) 14857
systems, OTS selective bibliography (1963)

13266
Magnetic resonance:
and Zeeman phenomenon, USSR study (1963)

5280
electron, effect on optical properties of fer-

romagnetic and paramagnetic dielec-

trics, USSR study (1962) 2718
electron paramagnetic

—

resonance method in biochemistry, USSR
study (1964) 18362

resonance spectra of amino acids and pro-

teins under gamma radiation and light,

USSR study (1964) 9257
spectra arising after mechanical and ther-

mal processing of natural cystine-
containing polymers, USSR study (1963)
19587

spectra of electronic paramagnetic reso-

nance of biological specimens, USSR
study (1965) 4969

with irradiation-induced active sites on
magnesium oxide, study (1965) 6719

ferrimagnetic resonance relations for mag-
neto-crystalline anistropy in cubic crys-

tals (1964) 15243
magnetoacoustic resonance in plasma (1961)

3790, 5336
measurements, demagnetizing factors for

oblate spheroids used (1964) 18809
spectra, on nuclei of F19 fluorophosphates

and flurophosphonates, chemical dis-

placements, USSR study (1964) 20205
spectrum analyzer, design and instrumenta-

tion (1961) 8088
Magnetic separators, magnetization delay in

separation of minerals (1964) 9527
Magnetic-shift-register circuit controls step

motor operation (1965) 14790
Magnetic storms:
F2 layer disturbance estimation in high lati-

tudes, USSR study (1963) 6908
geomagnetic, correlation with ionosphere

perturbations and solar flares, observed
by probing (1964) 16995

geomagnetic, solar radio bursts, type IV,

and polar caps absorption (PCA) events
(1963) 20132

north-south asymmetry in solar spottedness

and in great-storm sources (1962) 22794
solar radio bursts of spectral type 2 and 4,

relations to optical phenomena and to

geomagnetic activity (1963) 9386
sudden commencement on Sept. 30, 1961,

protons and electrons observed by Ex-

plorer XII (1963) 9175
Magnetic surveys:
anomaly of possible economic significance in

southeastern Minnesota (1964) 8762
Chashniki anomaly (1961) 1154

Magnetic surveys, general information (1965)

334
rockets and satellites, contributions to

world magnetic survey (1961) 19945
Savran' anomaly (1961) 1157
Soviet progress in magneto-telluric methods

(1964) 7324
world magnetic survey, methods, results

expected, etc (1964) 7518
see also Terrestrial magnetism.

Magnetic tape:
M-2 computer, tape-drive unit, USSR study

(1964) 20025
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Magnetic tape—Continued
simultaneous recording of respiratory move-

ments and speech sounds on same tape,
USSR study (1965) 12666

Magnetic trap with rotating plugs (1961) 8380
Magnetic triodes, see Triodes.
Magnetic waves:

constant-velocity traveling, plasma engine,
experimental investigation (1965) 6727

traveling, coil-system design parameters for

constant-velocity plasma-engine, analy-

tical investigation (1964) 13228
Magnetism:

anomalies, interpretation using Ural-1 com-
puter. USSR study (1965) 16516

anomalous remanent magnetization of ba-
salt (1961) 4310

Bethe-Peierls-Weiss approximation and mod-
el for ferromagnetic thin films (1965)
18541

collation study of highly magnetic period,

Sept. 20-23, 1963 (1965) 4185
earth (1963) 1953
estimation, for rectangular bodies, USSR

study (1965) 18339
ferroacoustic information storage system,

research (1965) 12975
ferromagnetism, bibliography (1961) 1770
heat resistant paramagnetic polymer, ob-

taining (1963) 18514
in space, USSR study (1962) 12138
irradiation effects on magnetic properties of

alloys and ferrites (1962) 6368
magnetic and electric forces for rotating

shaft suspension, investigation (1963)
7593

magnetic and gravity data in Copper River
Basin, Alaska, geologic interpretation
(1964) 21352

magneto-acoustic information storage sys-
tem, research (1964) 13142

Pade approximant calculation of singularity
in magnetic susceptibility of Ising
square lattice (1965) 11489

paramagnetic properties of chlorophyll and
its analogs, USSR study (1964) 21402

properties of macromolecules, USSR study
(1962) 7965

role in snace program (remarks) (1961) 1329
susceptibilities of compositions in tantalum-

tantalum earbide system (1965) 5221
susceptibility, linear correlation with chemi-

cal composition of minerals (1964) 7456
susceptibility of siderite (1963) 10957
systems of units (1962) 22607
systems of units, errata (1963) 7311
zero field magnetic properties of gadolinium,

terbium and samarium (1962) 2050
see aiso Magnetograms—Terrestrial mag-

netism

—

also headings beginning Mag-
netic.

Magnetite:
artificial concentrates, experimental upgrad-

ing by flotation (1964) 7433
experimental conversion of hematite with

solid reductants (1964) 5485
ore deposits, St. Lawrence County district,

northwest Adirondacks, N.Y (1964)
15947

resources. Iron Mountain area, Albany
County, Wyo (1961) 15746

St. Lawrence County district, northwest
Adirondacks, N. Y. regional geology
(1963) 2.348

titaniferous

—

deposits. Iron Mountain, Fremont County,
Colo (1961) 21197

deposits, Los Angeles County (1962) 10473
ore. Iron Mountain, Wvo., area, electric

smelting tests (1961) 9471

Magnetization:
amplifier circuits (1961) 138
characteristics of nonlinear electrical ma-

chines in control systems, Polish study
(1962) 7790

delay in separation of minerals (1964) 9527
demagnetizing factors for oblate spheroids

used in ferrimagnetic resonance meas-
urements (1964) 18809

heterogenous, of rock, USSR study (1964)
10932

remagnetization time of ferromagnetic film

elements, USSR study (1962) 7877
saturation

—

dependence of anisotrophy constant of

nickel, USSR study (1964) 930
ferrimagnetic materials, on use of magne-

tostatic modes for measuring (1964)
9973

spontaneous in solid bodies, research
(1963)9596

transparent magnetic crystals, observations
(1961) 21364

Magnetoacoustics:
oscillations in 3 component plasma (1961)

1693
resonance in plasma (1961) 3790, 5336

Magnetogasdynamics, see Magnetohydrody-
namics.

Magnetograms, MHTV' series (1961) 3975-77;
(1962) 331, 6849-52, 9120, 13112, 18892,
23108; (1963) 197, 4633-34, 7796, 9765,
11672, 15118, 16959, 20388; (1964)
4402-4, 6104, 10115-116, 11958, 17149,
19341; (1965) 335-336, 4415, 7332,
8672-73, 10309, 11988, 13693

Magnetohydrodynamic generators:
Brayton cycle power generation with none-

quilibrium conductivity (1965) 6705
electron heating, effect of seeding and ion

slip (1964) 7523
nonequilibrium, seeding criterion (1965)

13037
radial-flow Hall current, analysis (1965)

16708
Magnetohydrodynamics:

applied and theoretical problems, proceed-
ings of conference (1962) 186

bibliography (1962) 18764
continuous plasma flows driven by confined

arc in transverse magnetic field (1961)
9554

effects at cathode of plasma diode as model
of magnetogas dynamic energy conver-
sion, USSR study (1963) 12498

"

electricity from gas jet, MHD generators,
USSR study 9827

energy conversion, one-dimensional analysis
(1961) 6386

finite conductivity of medium, problems,
USSR study (1962) 859

flow of electrically conductive fluid in plane
magnetohydrodynamic channel (1964)
20630

generators, thermodynamic cycles of atomic
power stations, USSR study (1963)
19543

hydromagnetic radiation, modulation and
.sampling (1965) 19915

hydromagnetic wave propagation in con-
stant dipole magnetic field (1963) 3160

hydrodynamic wave tube (1964) 1738
hydromagnetics and plasma physics (1964)

9969
hypersonic, with or without blunt body

(1964) 16656
ionized media (plasmas), dynamics (1965)

1.3418

literature search (1962) 20.508

optimizing operation of MHD generators,
USSR study (1963) 6894
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Magnetohydrodynamics—Continued
piston problem, USSR study (1961) 11122
plasma physics

—

bibliography (1963) 4439
controlled nuclear fusion research, confer-

ence proceedings, Salzburg, Sept. 4-9,

1961 (1963) 14958
space exploration, papers (1963) 7235

Riga conference, USSR (1965) 12700
shock waves, Hungarian study (1962) 7854
spectrum of hydromagnetic waves in exos-

phere(1964) 7554
three-body collisional recombination of ce-

sium seed ions and electrons in
high-density plasmas with argon carrier
gas (1964) 21752

use during high-speed re-entry (1965) 8043
waves in plasma slab (1965) 16605
vortex type magnetohydrodynamic induction

generator (1963) 18161
whistler-hvdromagnetic extension of magne-

to-ionic theory (1964) 5874
Magneto-ionic theory:
electrodynamics in magneto-ionic environ-

ment (1965) 9824
whistler-hvdromagnetic extension (1964)

5874
Magnetometers

:

airborne, experience in use of frequency
selection channel, USSR study (1965)
9332

flux-gate, reduction of fold-over errors
(1964) 21758

hall effect devices tested for cryogenic appli-
cations (1964) 11402

measurement of remanent magnetization of
igneous rocks (1965) 4863

orthogonal components of magnetic fields

measured (1965) 19906
sensitive vibration instrument (1964) 7963
space probe of Explorer X structure (1962)

10512
studving rare metal carbonatite masses,

USSR study (1964) 18294
toroidal gating coil use (1965) 8083
use to determine angular motion of spinning

model in regular precession (1964) 11411
Magnetometric investigations with compass

(1961) 4775
Magneto-optics, absorption coefficient of at-

oms in reverse Zeeman effect with arbi-

trary direction of magnetic field (1963)
18170

Magnetoresistance, see Electric resistance.
Magnetos, overprocurement for reciprocating

aircraft engines by Navy Dept., GAO
review (1963) 13998

Magnetosphere, and boundaries, information
(1965) 13010

Magnetostatics, modes for measuring satura-
tion magnetization of ferrimagnetic
materials (1964) 9973

Magnetotelluric investigations in Georgia,
USSR (1964) 14430

Magneto-telluric methods, see Magnetic sur-
veys.

Magnetotelluric micropulsations, see Micro-
pulsations.

Magnets:
ferromagnetic, effect of electron magnetic

resonance on optical properties, USSR
study (1962) 2718

frictionless bearing uses permanent magnets
(1965) 11428

magnet systems design, theory and methods
(1963) 5942

position X-ray film for weld inspection (1965)
9652

Magnets—Continued
superconductor, used for stagger-tuning

traveling-wave maser (1965) 11438
Magnitogorsk Metallurgical Combine, USSR

(1962) 12167
Magnolia, southern, silvical characteristics

(1962) 9702
Magnolia, Miss., railroad accident (1961) 9286
Magoffin (bounty, Ky.:

coal geology of Seitz quadrangle (1963) 598
geology and coal resources (1963) 10274

Magyar, Rumania, Maghiar autonomous re-

giune contributions to economic geogra-
phy (1962) 12160

Magyar kemikusok lapja (periodical):

translations (1963) 12588
Magyar tudomanv (periodical):

translations (1962) 17887, 19796; (1963) 8751

Mah, Alia D.:

heat of formation of aluminum carbide
(1964) 11322

heat of formation of tantalum carbide (1965)

14716
heats and free energies of formation of

—

barium oxide and strontium oxide (1963)

5497
vanadium nitride and vanadium carbide

(1963) 7214
carbides of tungsten and molybdenum

(1964) 5484
heats of formation of zirconium carbide and

hafnium carbide (1964) 18700
Mah, Bill, see Mah Ngim Bell.

Mah, Chov-Sim, relief (1965) 17537, 19058
Mah Jew Ngee, relief (1961) 7172, 8697, 10154
Mah, Joe, see Mah Ngim Hay.
Mah Ngim Bell, relief (1961) 7210, 12066,

12165
Mah Ngim Hay, relief (1961) 7209, 12065,

12164
Mah, Peter Jew, see Mah Jew Ngee.
Mah Quock, relief (1961) 7029, 10389, 12044
Mahar, James F., finding new products for

small manufacturers (1963) 1463
Mahar, Mary H.:

school library as materials center, proceed-

ings of conference (1963) 19117
statistics of public school libraries, 1960-61

(1964) 17925
Maher, James F., jr., YLR99-RM-1 rocket en-

gine operating experience in X-15 air-

craft (1964) 14899
Mahogany:

prohibit use of term for woods not mahoga-
ny, hearings (1964) 6364

seedlings, height growth (1963) 8295
solar radiation used to dry lumber in Puerto

Rico (1963) 8296
Mahoney, Michael, visual presentation of mo-

tion and orientation of orbiting space-

craft (OGO) (1965) 14843
Mahoning County, Ohio, oilfields (1965) 5078
Mai Har Tung, see Tung, Mai Har.
Maida, Giuseppe, and family, relief (1963)

18837; (1964) 453, 1883
Maiden, C. J., thin sheet impact (1965) 16618
Maiden voyage of research vessel Yu. M.

Shokal'skiy and its scientific results

(1962) 8085
Mail carriers:

centennial of free city delivery, commemora-
tion (remarks) (1963) 21071

city delivery, uneconomical scheduling by
' Post Oflice Dept., GAO report (1964)

6784

rural

—

delivery service activities, review by GAO
(1962) 7462
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Mail carriers—Continued
rural—Continued
employment-management cooperation (ad-

dress) (1964) 16813
equipment allowance, increase

—

hearing (1961) 12530
report (1961) 14648

examinations, sample questions (1961)

1843
instructions to applicants for examina-

tions (1961) 3968; (1962) 14993; (1963)

6033; (1964) 21058; (1965) 10297
procedures for appointment (1962) 13540;

(1964) 10339; (1965) 8901
proposal to lease fleet of automobiles (ad-

dress) (1965) 14970
Mail contracts, see Postal service.

Mail-flo systems:
inadequate studies to determine feasibility

and effect of systems upon operating
costs at Philadelphia, Denver, Los Ange-
les post offices, GAO report (1963) 20717

unused equipment at Chicago post office,

GAO report (1965) 6320
Mail matter:
address list of refuge managers (1962) 17529
carrying and handling, cost ascertainment

report (1961) 8140; (1962) 10588; (1963)
11206; (1964) 11537; (1965) 11618

Communist political propaganda

—

and obscene material, notification of dis-

semination, report (1962) 21158
and use of mails, hearings (1961) 12523,

18979
print additional copies, report (1962)
9315

exclusion from U.S. mails, hearings (1963)
15327

Communist propaganda

—

and obscene material, notification of dis-

semination, report (1961) 19127
in U.S., notification of dissemination, re-

port (1961) 18814
cost ascertainment of various classes of

mail, adjust

—

hearings (1962) 19396
law (1962) 23193
reports (1962) 21158, 21165, 21425

1st class, unnecessary costs incurred by
Post Office Dept. in transporting by air,

GAO report (1964) 12497
4th class, authority of Postmaster General

to fix postage rates, repeal, hearing
(1965) 15826

fraud and mailability cases, releases (1961)
3527

fraud and mailability, enforcement action,
monthly releases (1962) 3895; (1963)
3738; (1964) 3536; (1965) 3450

fraud, how postal inspection service pro-
tects you (1964) 20731

obscene matter sent through mail
hearings (1962) 9404
protect postal patrons

—

hearings (1964) 2118, 10340
report (1964) 13938

presorting according to ZIP code (address)
(1965) 8220

pre-sorting, revolutionary innovation in
20th century (address) (1965) 5308

return of obscene mail, protect postal pa-
trons

—

hearings (1965) 8902
report (1965) 8785

transportation by common carrier motor
vehicles, hearings (1965) 15827

2d-class mail, filing information on publica-
tions, amend U.S. code

—

hearing (1962) 21219
report (1962) 21055

Mail matter—Continued

2d class mailings of publications of elemen-
tary and secondary institutions, report
(1961) 14399

3d and 4th class, additional writing or print-

ing-
hearing (1961) 18971
law (1962) 15071
report (1961) 16694; (1962) 13628

3d class bulk mail rate increase, survey of

economic effects, statistical supplement
(1961) 5903

transportation by railroad companies. Post
Office Department, railway post office

requirements, contracting practices,
etc., GAO review (1963) 19286

vertical improved mail (remarks) (1965) 1553

ZIP code, last word in mail addressing (1963)

16487
see also International postal service—Let-

ters—Parcel post—Penalty mail—Peri-

odicals.

Mail-order business:
firearms, interstate traffic, juvenile delin-

quency investigation
hearings (1965) 4615
report (1964) 21231

interstate land sales, hearings (1964) 19586,
21237

mail order insurance industry guides (1964)

12411
selling by mail-order, bibliography (1963)

3323, 21028; (1965) 8270
Mail routes, see Postal service.

Mail sorters. Federal, job performance by age
(1964) 9477

Mailers, joint apprenticeship committees and
training in new processes (1963) 5901

Mailing list houses, national directory (1963)
18309

Mailing services, see Letter services.
Mails, see International postal service—Postal

service.

Main Astronomical Observatory of Academy
of Sciences, Ukrainian S.S.R., bulletin
(1965) 6757

Maine:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 4120
agricultural conservation handbook (1962)

1920
annual survey of manufactures, standard

metropolitan statistical areas, and large
industrial counties, statistics (1962)
16447; (1964) 4342

census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1961)
10041

census of business, 1963

—

area statistics (1965) 228, 10209
merchandise line sales (1965) 10220

selected services, area statistics (1965)
5665

wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)
7236

census of governments, 1962, State report
(1965) 4321

census of housing, 1960, State and small
areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc (1962)
2196

census of manufactures, 1958, area statis-
tics (1961) 9997

census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-

port (1961) 11861
census of population, 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 14959
general characteristics (1961) 8529
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 284
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Maine—Continued
census of population, 1960—Continued

number of inhabitants (1961) 1817
censuses of population and housing, 1960,

geographic identification code scheme
(1961) 6868

climatic summary 1951-60, decennial census

(1964) 21920
coastal and tidal areas, engineer report-
departmental edition (1965) 12411
document edition (1965) 12046

commercial broiler farms, costs and returns

(1965) 17991
conference in matter of pollution of inter-

state waters of Androscoggin River pro-

ceedings (1963) 3276
county business patterns (1965) 18975
county business patterns, activities covered

by OASDI program (1961) 11872; (1963)

11614, 18669
economic opportunities, study (1961) 9741

electric rate book (1961) 10596; (1962) 15562;

(1964) 668, 21306
fishery products, wholesale dealers, list

(1964) 701, 18002; (1965) 14315
floods, magnitude and frequency (1964)

21359
herring, exploratory fishing (1964) 10571

Hovey Group of early Paleozoic rocks (1964)

19779
labor organizations, reporting, register

(1961) 9401; (1964) 16570
landings, fish and shellfish (1961) 3244, 9136,

12660; (1962) 2482, 4034, 11808-9; (1963)

3881, 13947-48; (1964) 3701,10551,12415;
(1965) 3618, 10851, 12449

lobster landings, factors influencing (1962)

581
lobster population biological fluctuations

check, use of environmental and econom-
ic factor (1963) 4944

lobster resource, supply, sustained yield,

and management (1965) 6212
lobsterman statue, erect in new southwest,

D.C (1962) 21094
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1961) 19862; (1962) 22487; (1963) 19849;

(1964) 20489
minor civil divisions, towns and cities, cen-

sus, 1960, map (1961) 16290
municipal waste facilities inventory (1964)

3101
municipal water facilities inventory (1961)

15938; (1964) 18906
north-central, Matagamon sandstone, new

Devonian formation (1965) 4860
Penobscot management-intensity demonstra-

tion plots, evaluation (1965) 2176
policemen and firemen, social security cover-

age, report (1962) 21166
population, 1960, characteristics (1963)

18652
potato futures (1961) 5551; (1964) 10134
potato, traders in futures (1961) 10141

potatoes futures, trading (1962) 13227;

(1963) 7815
public school finance program, 1962-63

(1964) 4638
reconnaissance of ground-water conditions

(1964) 825
redevelopment area, 5B, statistical profile

(1963) 13369
retirement system, separate treatment for

teachers and other employees for social

security purposes

—

law (1964) 13898
reports (1964) 8308, 12232

review of activities of Federal-aid highway
program of Public Roads Bureau by
GAO(1961) 17324

Maine—Continued

rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-

files (1962) 18906
sardines, firms canning list (1965) 14317
sea scallop populations, method of predict-

ing fluctuations (1963) 4946
sharks, anglers' guide (1964) 10557
shrimp landings, fluctuations (1963) 15519
Silurian corals from Moose River synclino-

rium (1963) 6556
social security act amendment, law (1962)

23278
soft-shell clam industry (1961) 17243
southwestern, direct seeding of pine and

spruce (1965) 4809
taxation of motor fuels consumed by inter-

state buses, consent of Congress to

compact

—

law (1965) 8724
reports (1965) 5917, 8777

temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial

census (1962) 10753
truck inventory and use survey (1965) 259
vacation business, identification of problems

affecting (1961) 9734
west-central, early Paleozoic rocks, descrip-

tion (1961) 7518
women

—

labor laws, summary (1964) 19034
legal status (1964) 15173
workers, 1960 (1964) 15178

wood particle board manufacture, potential

(1963) 1472
ZIP code directory (1963) 20043

Maine, Gulf of:

drift bottle records (1961) 19341
fish eggs and larvae, etc., distribution (1962)

11838, 17525, 19524
haddock landings, length and age frequency

samples collected (1963) 8283
history of oceanography of offshore waters

(1965) 6227
Maintenance:

aeronautical antifriction bearings, hand-
book (1963) 21059

aerospace maintenance safety (1964) 3216;

(1965) 3104
air compressor plants (1965) 1730
air conditioning equipment, FAA handbook

(1965) 7624
Air Force technical data system study (1964)

51

Air National Guard, maintenance manage-
ment (1963) 21031

air navigation and traffic control, facility

outage and equipment failure report,

FAA handbook (1964) 12380; (1965) 532

aircraft

—

certification procedures, handbook (1963)

19164
changes (1965) 9081, 14234

crews, weather factor effects in Arctic

areas (1963) 18482
maintenance, preventive maintenance, etc..

Federal aviation regulations (1964)

14228
aircraft powerplant, fundamentals. Army

technical manual (1965) 10160
small, FAA handbook (1963) 19166
supervisor's manual (1963) 18556

airframes, AF manual (1964) 11791

airport surface detection equipment (ASDE)
facilities, FAA handbook (1965) 4694

airport surveillance radar, ASR facilities,

handbook (1964) 19169
Army aviation organizational aircraft, field

manual (1965) 18934
Army National Guard, controlled cannibali-

zation for repair parts (1964) 11443
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Maintenance—Continued
automotive equipment. Thailand, foreign

market survey (1965) 17153
aviation administrationman 3 & 2, Navy

training course (1965) 6825
battalion, division support command, field

manual (1962) 2004
building

—

electrical (1965) 7006
galley equipment at naval shore activities

(1964) 7868
plumbing, heating and ventilation (1965)

1727
roofing, Navy manual (1964) 7869
structures at naval shore activities (1964)
5772

central heating and steam electric generat-
ing plants. Navy manual (1965) 13357

clothing, specialist, suggested training pro-
gram (1964) 15839

control lines, FAA handbook (1963) 8218
corrosion prevention and control (1965)

10019
direction finder equipment (1965) 9079
electric power distribution systems at naval

shore activities (1963) 11419
electronic equipment, symbolic integrated

manual, using SIMM techniques (1965)
8266

electronics, Coast Guard manual (1965) 5753,
8678, 17267

engine generator plants, FAA handbook
(1965) 7625

engineer equipment, preventive maintenance
indicators for commanders. Marine
Corps manual (1964) 5460

expenses, United States Section, Interna-
tional Boundary and Water Commission,
United States and Mexico, improper use,
GAO report (1965) 10956

FAA facilities, cost accounting handbook
(1964) 649

facilities, Navy design manual, changes
(1964) 3200; (1965) 5488

floors, Post Office Dept. facilities handbook
(1962) 18392

Government improvements under concession
contracts, reports (1962) 15208, 17231

ground area of shore activities. Navy man-
ual (1964) 7873

ground structures. Navy manual (1964)
11731

heating systems, FAA handbook (1964)
10507

home, equipment and supplies, United King-
dom, foreign market survey (1965) 17156

instrument landing systems

—

determination of engineered staffing stand-
ards, report (1965) 4700

glide slope equipment, handbook (1963)
20659

instrument maintenance course, suggested
1-year training program (1964) 575

irrigation operation and maintenance bulle-
tin (1965) 3539

L/MF range equipment (1965) 4695

machine tools, new standards, East German
study (1963) 15908

maintenance and safety in industry (1963)
1156

management data, field command procedures.
Army manual (1964) 13683; (1965) 17075

management of public works and public util-
ities. Yards and Docks Bureau (1962)
8753

materials handling equipment. Navy manual
(1962) 8702

military air route surveillance radar equip-
ment, FAA handbook (1964) 12381

Mai ntenance—Continued
naval electronics, installation and mainte-

nance book, test methods and practices
(1964) 11601

Nike-Hercules air defense guided missile
system, preventive maintenance guide
(1965) 18946

operation ARM and integrated equipment
record and maintenance management
system in action, Army Department
(1965) 169

precision approach radar (PAR) facilities,

FAA handbook (1964) 14226
personal aircraft inspection handbook (1965)

625
personnel, performance measurement, bibli-

ography (1965) 5524
post offices, management in smaller struc-

tures (1965) 5313
precision approach radar (PAR) facilities,

FAA handbook, change (1965) 18063
preventive, guide for commanders (1965)

18946
preventive, of electrical facilities (1964)

11847, 21003
preventive, of motor vehicles, guide (1963)

7479
radar microwave link equipment (1963)

13893
responsibility and authority

—

scheduled interstate air carriers, civil air
regulations amendment (1964) 12362,
12377

supplemental air carriers, etc., civil air
regulations amendment (1964) 12373

shipboard electronic equipment, maintaina-
bility design criteria handbook for de-
signers (1964) 20781; (1965) 18751

subsurface metal structures, corrosion con-
trol by cathodic protection (1965) 5487

surveillance procedures, FAA handbook
(1965) 10791

synchro-servo fundamentals course

—

instructor's training guide (1963) 7363
trainee's guide (1963) 7364

TACAN equipment, FAA handbook (1965)
10792

tanks, USSR study (1965) 824
trackag:e. Navy manual (1964) 11732
transcribed weather broadcast equipment,

FAA handbook (1965) 7623
transmission and distribution plant, making

survey (1962) 12677
vehicle maintenance at nonpersonnel offices,

handbook (1964) 20729
vehicle maintenance facility, handbook

(1964)20728,21834
VHF and UHF receiving equipment, FAA

handbook (1965) .533, 9078, 18064
VHF omnirange equipment, evaluation, FAA

handbook (1964) 12382; (1965) 534
water supply systems (1965) 133.58

weapon systems, design for maintainability
(1963) 11477

waterfront facilities (1965) 18859
see also Trouble shooting.

Maintenance mechanics, see Mechanics (per-
sons).

Maintenance of equipment:
AC-1 aircraft, technical manual (1962) 18689
aerospace accident and maintenance review

(1961) 2881; (1962) 3.582; (1963) 3421
aerospace maintenance safety (1963) 7603
Air Force manual (1962) 4537
Air Force weapons system, integrated de-

sign, guide (1963) 1767
Air National Guard, maintenance manage-

ment (1962) 8,538
aircraft, organizational, supervisor's man-

ual (1962) 6679
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Maintenance of equipment—Continued
airport lighting systems, FAA handbook

(1962) 19462
Army models H-37A and H-37B helicopters,

organizational maintenance instructions

(1962) 16378
automated check-out equipment, theory,

practice and implications for training

(1961) 11751
bibliography (1962) 11683
controllable pitch propeller, LST 1156 class,

manual (1963) 3321
design for maintainability (1961) 4999-5002
electronic, master maintenance reference

manual (1962) 23946
evaluation of electrical systems, FAA hand-

book (1962) 19463
facilities in shore establishment, Navy de-

sign manual (1962) 8751
general, field and depot maintenance manual

(1961) 164
industrial plant and equipment maintenance

trades, selected schedules (1962) 8907
logistics maintenance management, field

manual (1962) 4613
management data, field command procedures

(1962) 22996
medical, at organizational level, technical

manual (1962) 169
medical, at technical level, technical manual,

changes (1963) 1809
MENEX, maintenance engineering exchange

bulletin (1962) 11683
operator, organizational and field mainte-

nance manual (1962) 16377
operator, organizational, field and depot

maintenance manual (1961) 163
change (1961) 8365; (1962) 6680

organizational maintenance, technical man-
ual (1961) 5334

post offices, management in smaller struc-

tures (1962) 20240
radar set AN/MPQ-29, field and depot man-

ual (1961) 18009
soldiers, individual care and use, field man-

ual (1961) 17996
changes (1962) 6647

systems maintenance study, FAA

—

management and organization (1962)
11751

technical report (1962) 11752
wing commander's guide, key to operational

readiness, AFP pamphlet (1962) 12938
Maintenance shops:

electronic, semitrailer mounted AN/MSM-55,
operator and organizational mainte-
nance manual (1962) 8929

equipment. Federal item identification guides
for supply cataloging (1962) 7238; (1964)
12291

supplements (1963) 3654; (1964) 3472;
(1965) 3374

Maintenance technicians, examination an-
nouncement (1962) 13111; (1963) 182;

(1964) 8157
Maio, Domenic A., polarographic determina-

tion of oxygen content and capacity in

single blood sample (1964) 17014
Maiorano, Ck)simo, relief (1965) 14019
Maiorano, Emilio, relief (1965) 14019
Maiorano, Lucia, relief (1965) 14019
Maisell, Sherman J.:

nomination, hearing (1965) 8978
remarks, Ot. 27, 1965 (1965) 19621

Maize, see Corn.
Majdara, Jennifer E. J., relief (1965) 15631
Majka, Emilia, relief (1965) 19084, 19352
Major activities in atomic energy programs

(1961) 5408; (1962) 4651

Major agreement expirations and reopenings
(1963) 3037

Major flares and geomagnetic activity (1961)
11559

Majority, see Age (law).

Make each person count, guide for nursing
home administrators (1964) 11563

Makens, R. F., organic coolant, summary re-

port (1965) 8549
Makhachkala, Dagestan, modern city, general

information (1962) 8066
Making household fabrics flame resistant

(1963) 5825
Making of creative scientist (remarks) (1961)

5409
Making trade act work (1963) 202
Making world safe for diversity (1964) 15260,

17031
Makkas, Georgois, see Sauter, George.
Makris, Georgia J., relief (1961) 12212, 16924,

18522
Makris, Panagiota, relief (1962) 17153; (1963)

6222, 15214, 17007
Maksymiuk, Bohdan, drop size spectra method

for estimating mass median diameter of

aerial sprays (1964) 18086
Malacca Strait, sailing directions, change

(1961) 6199; (1962) 21850
Malachite mine, geological, geophysical, and

geochemical prospecting methods, com-
parison (1963) 17521

Malagasy Republic:
and adjacent islands, guide to official publi-

cations (1965) 18409
economic developments (1962) 11926
economic, technical, and related assistance,

agreement (1961) 20190
economy, basic data (1962) 23609
foreign trade regulations (1964) 2462

health information for travel (1961) 2663,
15931; (1962) 18414; (1963) 16497

household and commercial gas appliances,
U.S. market (1962) 16438

investment guaranties, agreement (1963)

20176
investment law (1963) 6616
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12893
minerals resources (1963) 20950
people and land, fact sheet (1961) 8203

tobacco production and trade (1964) 12430
tracking stations, agreement (1964) 5704

Malaria:
Chinese traditional medical treatment

achievements. Communist China (1962)
755

description, etc., health information series

(1964) 15049
detections in Moscow, USSR study (1965)

11063
eradication, 4-cent commemorative stamp

(poster) (1962) 8593
microscopical diagnosis, manual (1961) 6429
preventive medicine in World War II (1963)

11551
research, prevention and treatment. Com-

munist China (1962) 17706
USSR, translated data (1961) 10750
Yugoslav regulations for protection (1962)

5456
zones of North Vietnam (1965) 12703

Malathion:
protecting raisins against insects during

drying and storage with malathion-
treated trays (1963) 7575

wheat protectant against insect damage in

small bins (1965) 16978
Malawi:
background notes (1965) 5388
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Malawi—Continued
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland min-

eral industry, minerals yearbook chap-
ter (1965) 12867

official publications, Nyasaland, 1889-1963,
guide (1965) 18414

Peace Corps program, agreement (1965)
15078

Tanganyika and Zanzibar boundary, study
(1965) 1645

tobacco production and marketing (1964)
14291

Malaya:
Commission on Exlucational Ebcchange,

agreement (1963) 9436
economic developments (1961) 7465; (1962)

13924; (1963) 8405
economy, basic data (1962) 722
fisheries, 1962-63 (1965) 4760
general information fact sheet (1963) 13062
labor conditions (1964) 13084
living conditions (1962) 5348
market for U.S. products (1961) 6084
metal cutting machines, foreign market sur-

vey (1965) 17159
minorities (1965) 1120
Peace Corps program, agreement (1962) 3502

peoples and land, fact sheet (1961) 1485
plant quarantine import requirements (1962)

18611
population (1963) 14201
preparing shipments to (1961) 4261
sending gift packages to (1961) 602

Malaysia:
agriculture (1964) 21261
background notes (1965) 3035
birth of an Asiatic Federal State (1963)

19617
birth of new nation (1963) 18535
crisis in Southeast Asia (1964) 5936
economy, basic data (1964) 10694
establishing business (1964) 18175
foreign trade regulations (1965) 8693
independence proclamation, celebration in

Kuala Lumpur (1963) 19624
Indonesia-Malaysia boundary, study (1965)

15060
investment guaranties, agreement (1965)

18794
Manila conference on formation of federa-

tion, role of Indonesia and Philippines,

German studies (1963) 17684
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 14680
trade with, trade mission report (1964) 4866

Malcolm, Frederick B.:

simplified procedure for developing grade
lumber from hardwood logs (1965) 10924

wood products manufacture at small saw-
mills and woodworking plants (1965)

9174
Maiden, Mass., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 18253
Maldonado, Edwin D., solar radiation used to

dry mahogany lumber in Puerto Rico
(1963) 8296

Male, George A., education in France (1964)
577

Maleic hydrazide:
use on potatoes stored in pallet boxes for

chip manufacture (1962) 12855
use on tobacco for cigarette manufacture,

economic implications (1961) 11695
Males, see Men.
Malformations, see Deformities.
Malheur County, Ore.:

Cow Creek and Soldier Creek grazing units,

ground water (1961) 17334
Cow Valley, ground water resources (1963)

613

Malheur National Wildlife Refuge:
birds (1963) 15530
birds, general information (1961) 9147, 12676

mammals, list (1964) 14280
Malheur Reservation:

roll of eligible Snake or Paiute Indians to

receive funds from judgment

—

law (1964) 17323
reports (1964) 12084, 15779

Mali:
agricultural commodities, agreement (1965)

20092
Ambassador, nomination of C. Robert

Moore, hearing (1965) 6048
back door to Algeria (1961) 13042
business opportunities, report of 93d Dept.

of Commerce Trade Mission (1961) 14896

East bloc propaganda activity (1965) 16476
economic and technical assistance, agree-

ment (1961) 9772
economic developments (1962) 19603
economy, basic data (1964) 8824
expedition of Soviet linguists (1965) 6455
foreign trade regulations (1964) 14383
investment guaranties, agreement (1964)

20835
Mauritania boundary, study (1964) 9799
public health and social affairs, reports of

1st seminar (1964) 21583
trade and payments agreement with Cuba

(1963) 2864
Malic acid, effects of diet on malic (TPN) dehy-

drogenase in rat (1965) 4172
Malignant tumors, see Cancer.

Malik, Chester, auroral echoes at 19.4 megacy-
cles per second (1964) 20959

Malinowski, Chester, see Kaluzny, Czeslaw
(Chester).

Malinowski, Zenon S., personal factors in

choosing site for small manufacturing
plant (1963) 1461

Mallards, pre-hunting season banding pro-

gram, progress report (1962) 7421
Malleable iron, see Cast iron.

Mallophaga, see Lice.

Mallory, Andrew R.:

Supreme court rule, amend and qualify

—

hearings (1961) 12344; (1964) 4579, 8443;

(1965) 12324, 16014
report (1961) 12222

Malloy, John T., relief (1961) 7001

Malnar, Marija, relief (1965) 14010

Malone, Joseph P., current labor market condi-

tions in engineering, scientific, and tech-

nical occupations (1964) 4657
Malone, Kevin, mineral industry of Alaska

(1963) 19847, 20953; (1965) 1330
Malone, N. Y.:

real property, reconvey to

—

law (1961) 18574
reports (1961) 14319, 14705

redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)

13168
Maloney, Raymond P., trenching and sampling

of rhvolite mercury prospect, Kuskok-
wim River Basin, Alaska (1963) 3096

Maloney Bros. Nursery Ck>., Inc., relief (1964)

12042, 15627, 17184
Maloyaroslavets, Russian SFSR, city prog-

ress, Kaluga oblast (1963) 8518
Malt liquors, industry, outlook and review

(1963) 4537; (1964) 15299
Malta:
economy, basic data (1962) 13919; (1965)

1942
fishing industry, 1964 (1965) 10877
market for soybean oil, soybeans and soy-

bean meal (1962) 21793
preparing shipments to (1962) 15680
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MaltzefT, Eugene M., fall chinook salmon re-

turns to hatcheries, Bonneville Dam
pool area (1963) 6468

Mammalian genetics, see Genetics.
Mammals:
Alaskan, distribution (1965) 14285
Aransas National Wildlife Refuge, list

(1963) 4964; (1965) 12466
Cabeza Prieta Game Range, list (1964) 10569

cerebral cortex, etc., comparative anatomy,
USSR study (1965) 9375

Chautauqua National Wildlife Refuge, list

(1965) 18139
close-in effects of underground nuclear deto-

nation (1963) 11576
cytochemistry of blood glycogen after single

whole-body X-irradiation, USSR study
(1963) 8838

Desert Game Range (1963) 4967
early Tertiary condylarthran mammal Men-

iscotherium, study (1965) 11684
fauna of southeastern Karakum and its

change resulting from construction of

Karakum Canal, USSR (1964) 2842
fossil marine from Miocene Calvert Forma-

tion of Maryland and Virginia (1965)

18633
hibernation (1964) 4246
hibernation, control of circulation (1963)

11488
Imperial National Wildlife Refuge, list

(1965) 7702
Kofa Game Range (1963) 6461
Laguna Atascosa National Wildlife Refuge,

list (1965) 7701
Lava Beds National Monument (1962) 20190
Malheur National Wildlife Refuge, list

(1964) 14280
mammalian reproduction, 50 years of re-

search, bibliographv of scientific publi-

cations of Carl G. Hartman (1965) 9890
marine, protection, hearings (1964) 10330
marine, protection on high seas, hearings

(1962) 2339. 9484
marine, protection on high seas, report

(1961) 14409
marine, world, list (1963) 10200
National Bison Range (1961) 12682; (1964)

699
National Elk Refuge (1962) 19523
natural hibernation, bibliography (1964)

19145
Okefenokee National Wildlife Refuge (1962)

7413
physical-chemical systems, general dynamics

(1964) 21738
protection against ionizing radiation, chemi-

cal, USSR study (1963) 10619
protection against radiation, USSR studies

(1963) 17906
radiosensitivity of inherited structures of

cells in vitro, USSR study (1964) 5033
Red Rock Lakes National Wildlife Refuge,

list (1965) 7703
Salt Plains National Wildlife Refuge (1963)

4966
San Andres National Wildlife Refuge, list

(1963) 4963; (1965) 12465
Santa Ana National Wildlife Refuge, list

(1963) 17459
sea, America's rare (1964) 14274
sea, ecology and trade, USSR study (1963)

6900
small species and populations in loblolly-

shortleaf pine forests (1965) 683
Wichita Mountains Wildlife Refuge, list

(1963) 4965; (1965) 7700
wild, protecting forest trees and their seed

(1964) 8684
Yunnan Province, China (1963) 16234

Mammary glands:
carcinoma

—

hormone therapy, USSR study (1961) 4644
therapy data obtained at State Oncologi-

cal Institute imeni P. A. Gertsen, USSR
study (1961) 4589

heterotransplantations of female breast
tumor in guinea pigs, USSR study (1962)
5631

lymphatic system, age and functional char-
acteristics, macro-microscopic study,

USSR (1961) 11152
see aJso Udder.

Mammography, guide (1964) 16836
Mammoth, Ariz.:

cenozoic geology in area, Pinal County, Ariz
(1963) 8332

water regimen, San Pedro River, pilot study
(1963) 15620

Mammoth C^ave National Park:
general information (1962) 12545; (1963)

9241; (1965) 14911
water supply, present and future (1965)

14416
Man:

acute radiation sickness, clinico-psy-

chological investigations, USSR study

(1962) 11964
air loads effects, studies (1964) 13726
among automatic machines, USSR study

(1964) 20068
and technology, outlines in engineering psy-

chology, USSR study (1964) 2668
automatic systems of control, relationship,

USSR study (1962) 1034
behavioral periodicity, bibliography (1965)

11374
benefit of man. White House Conference on

Natural Beauty (1965) 11384
biological future, philosophical aspects,

USSR study (1964) 10782
biologization, criticism of theories, USSR

study (1962) 9851
capacity to work in state of weightlessness,

USSR study (1965) 12671
centers of gravity, determining (1962) 23068
chromosomal diseases, USSR study (1964)

5333
common blood and tissue parasites, life cycle

charts (1965) 11645
common intestinal protozoa (1964) 15045
compensatory hypertrophy of organs (1964)

8999
complex study next task of contemporary

science, USSR (1963) 7007
conqueror of space and hope of the future,

USSR study (1965) 7873
control of insect pests, entomological contri-

butions to human welfare (paper) (1961)

5229
dynamic systems response of internal sys-

tems (1965) 2835
electric systole, normal duration (1965)

18598
elecrrophysiological investigations of na-

ture of standing in man, USSR study

(1965) 2482
experiments on human beings in modern for-

eign medicine, USSR study (1963) 19710
emergence into outer space, biomedical as-

pects, USSR study (1965) 9431
gamma radioactivity in people and food-

stuffs, details of construction of Walter
Reed whole body counting facility (1961)

18011
heuristic activity, USSR study (1965) 2313

higher cortical functions. USSR study (1963)

14400
his environment, USSR study of hygiene

problems (1962) 15747
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Man—Continued
human enteric pathogens in dogs in central

Alaska (1965) 99
human tolerances (1962) 16419
insects affecting, summary (1962) 16269
iodine-131 in post-mortem human thyroids

(1964) 20759
man and technology, USSR study (1964)

1230
man in outer space, USSR study (1964)

16503
man in the world of information, interview

with P. L. Kapitsa, USSR (1965) 18387
man-machine tracking performance with

short-period oscillatory control system
transients (1961) 9920

man, medicine, and work, historic events in

occupational medicine (1964) 7699
man of the future is being trained today,

USSR viewpoint (1963) 1000
must take environment into space (1962)

20123
oxygen toxicity, time-concentration effects

(1964) 4258
partial cold water immersion, effects in Arc-

tic (1963) 18483
pathophysiology of higher nervous activity,

conference on research methods, USSR
(1963) 16177

physiological mechanisms of human orga-
nism, USSR studies (1964) 10803

physiology of blood of humans in hot cli-

mates, USSR study (1963) 19707
physiology, USSR study (1963) 19435
prenatal development. Medical Museum ex-

hibit (1965) 2062
phychic activity and modern computing

machines. USSR study (1961) 4655
rare, weak A antigens. As, A4, As, and Ax

(1964) 21011
reaction to environmental factors in space-

craft cabins (paper) (1965) 2922
respiration rate of human subject, count by

pneumotachometer (1965) 1431
response to vehicle vibration (1965) 14214
sitting areas and pressures, analysis (1962)

16414
Soviet ideas on interrelationship of people

and machines (1964) 10850
state of weighlessness, psychological experi-

ments, USSR study (1965) 9410
thermal balance, maintaining (1963) 11496
time reaction, USSR study (1965) 2520
tolerance to acceleration, dynamic model

technique in analysis (1965) 8092
trace elements in life of humans, USSR

study (1965) 16394
trainable for 100-hour orbits and longer,

USSR study (1964) 10928
training of people, implications of changing

technology (address) (1964) 14677
under water, selections, USSR study (1962)

7921
use in booster guidance and control (1964)

14789
ventilatory effect of carbonic anhydrase in-

hibition (1961) 3741
voluntary movements, effects of changes in

gravitational fields on coordination,
USSR study (1962) 22172

water requirements, effect of ventilating air

flow (1964) 1744
weightlessness, psychophysiological reac-

tions, USSR study (1965) 1232
Man and the hill (1962) 13872
Man-hours, see Farm labor—Labor.
Man-in-space, see Outer space.
Man looks to future (1962) 10568
Man-machine system, simulation, measurement

criteria (1965) 12976

Man-machine system, see also Human engi-

neering.
Man-Yeh Chow, see Chow, Man-Yeh.
Management, see Administrative manage-

ment—Configuration management—In-
dustrial management—Office manage-
ment—Planning—Project management.

Management aide in low-rent public housing
projects, suggested training course
(1964) 15851

Management analysts:
examination announcement (1963) 11663
new civil service standards, explanation

(1961) 17733
Management codes. Ordnance Corps manual

(1961) 5060
Management consultants, see Consultants.

Management of our air resources (1964) 5656
Management interns, career opportunities in

Labor Dept (1965) 5030, 5034

Management planning for sound growth (1961)
8183

Management research summary series (1961)
9722-41, 11552, 13655-659, 15961; (1962)

1807; (1963) 1446-86
list (1963) 11268

Management Services Office, Agriculture
Dept.:

appropriations, 1965, hearings (1964) 10286
appropriations, 1966, hearings (1965) 10515

Management succession, see Administrative
management.

Managers:
combination export managers, directories

(1962) 9776-80
employment outlook, industrial traffic man-

agers (1962) 8403
fish hatcheries, national, address list (1961)

7434
management aide in low-rent public housing

projects, suggested training program
(1964) 15851

range managers, employment outlook (1963)
20934

records, bibliography (1965) 2927
small business, personality and success,

evaluation 6900
traffic, industrial, employment outlook (1964)

9408
training and development. Army pamphlet

(1964) 13677
Veterans Administration, benefits from

management analysis (1961) 9818
wildlife refuges, address list (1961) 7446;

(1963) 561; (1964) 4747; (1965) 4779
Managing to sell, administrative management

course program (1965) 1602
Manasquan, N.J. to Cape Hatteras, N.C., and

Chesapeake Bay, coastal warning facili-

ties chart (1961) 9828; (1962) 14690;
(1963) 11384; (1964) 13522; (1965) 13341

Manasquan River-Barnegat Bay Canal:
change name to Point Pleasant Canal

—

law (1964) 21140
reports (1964) 17754, 19469

Manass River, reclamation district, general
information, Chinese study (1963) 2843

Manassas, Battles of, see Bull Run, 1st Battle,
1861.

Manassas National Battlefield Park, general
information (1965) 13085

Manati, P. R., redevelopment area statistical

profile (1963) 13379
Manchester, Alden C:
nature of competition in fluid milk markets,

market organization and concentration
(1965) 6101

structure of wholesale produce markets
(1964) 8468
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Manchester, Ga., census of housing, 1960, spe-

cial reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 11944
Manchester, N. H.:

area wage survey (1965) 19805
census of housing, city blocks (1961) 11925
censuses of population and housing, 1960

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 295

occupational wage survey

—

departmental edition (1962) 1578; (1963)

1172
document edition (1962) 377; (1963) 277

occupational wage surveys (1964) 1378,

20442
Manchuria, geographic characteristics. Air

Force pamphlet (1963) 13202
Mancini, Armando:

long line azimuths from optical observations
of ANNA flashing satellite (1964) 19150

solutions of long-line geodetic azimuths by
photogrammetric techniques (1963)

16769
Mancos shale, see Shale.
Mandel, William, bibliography on sarcoidosis,

1878-1963 (1965) 6879
Mandelkorn, Joseph:

effects of imqurities on radiation damage of

silicon solar cells (1965) 6751
filter-wheel solar simulator (1965) 2906

Mandrels, collar positions strip stock used to

form coils on mandrel (1965) 9672
Manella, Raymond L., racially integrating

State's training schools (1964) 13782
Manely, William T., competitive practices in

marketing Morida and Texas fresh
grapefruit (1964) 33

Maneuver accelerations experienced during
routine operations of commercial turbo-

jet transport airplane (1963) 11070
Maneuvering board manual (1964) 9677
Maneuvers, see Flight—Military art and sci-

ence.
Mangan, George F., jr., membrane technology

pertaining to saline water desalination,

bibl (1964) 848
Manganese:

alloys, manganese-copper, fatigue properties

(1961) 21194
ammoniacal-ammonium carbonate leaching

of manganiferous materials from south-

ern district, Aroostook County, Maine
(1964) 7446

beneficiation tests to produce concentrates,

Silverton district, Colo., metallurgical

studies (1962) 22501
chemical equilibria and oxidation rates

(1963) 8354
chemistry in natural water (series) (1963)

8354; (1964) 6817-18; (1965) 14418
compounds, MgO-MgF2Si02 system at 2 lev-

els of Li20 and Na20 (1962) 22521

concentrates, acid leaching and electrolytic

recovery from solution (1964) 13118
concentrates from Maggie Canyon ore, sin-

tering and smelting (1962) 10454
content of mild steel, effect on dynamic

strength properties (1962) 8630
copper alloys, damping (1965) 8017
deposits

—

Drum Mountain, Juab and Millard Coun-
ties, Utah (1961) 14947

eastern Arizona (1961) 7917
Hodgdon and Linneus Towmships, southern

district, Aroostook County, Maine, in-

vestigation (1963) 3077
Maple and Hovey Mountains area, Aroos-
took County, Maine (1963) 6554

New Mexico (1961) 19854

Manganese—Continued
differential sulfatization of (ieorgia man-

ganiferous iron ore (1962) 20111
electric furnace smelting of high-iron man-

ganiferous materials for producing fer-

romanganese (1963) 10958
electrolytic deposition from sulfate electro-

lytes, ultrasonic effects (1962) 22518
electronic paramagnetic resonance spectra,

chemical bond estimation, USSR study
(1964) 14456

extraction from low-grade dolomitic materi-
als by roast-leach process (1963) 3079

extraction using ferrous sulfate and pickle

liquor (1964) 13128
ferrograde, differential sulfatizing process

for recovery (1963) 5487
flotation of ores, Soviet plans (1962) 23684
flotation of unoxidized manganiferous mate-

rial from Cuyuna Range, Minn (1961)
9487

hydrometallurgical recovery from manganif-
erous slimes and limestones (1964) 7440

impurities, effects on hot water and steam
corrosion rates of zircaloy-3 (1962) 1630

intracellular and extracellular concentration
by aquatic organisms (1964) 6818

iron-manganese concretions, bacteriogenic
formations, Indian Ocean, USSR study
(1963) 15799

manganese-zinc ferrites, research in Hunga-
ry (1962) 5462

mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)

9578
mineral industry survey, monthly (1963)

3882; (1964) 3702; (1965) 3619
minerals, thermal behavior in controlled

atmospheres (1961) 7948
minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 21179;

(1962) 20088; (1963) 19845; (1964) 20485;
(1965) 19848

mining and milling methods and costs, Mo-
have Mining & Milling Co. (1963) 5472

oilfield waters analysis methods,
flame-spectrophotometric determination
(1962) 20112

ores

—

and concentrates, electric furnace smelt-

ing (1963) 3078
bacterial leaching (1963) 1241
enriched, estimated cost of exploitation,

Maggie Canyon deposit. Artillery Moun-
tains region, Mohave County, Ariz
(1964) 13115

methods and costs of mining and washing,
Batesville district. Ark (1962) 14420

stockpiled at Deming, N. Mex. and Wen-
den, Ariz., flotation and sintering stud-

ies (1963) 1242
sulfatization of manganese minerals and

selected gangue materials (1964) 20498
suspension of import duty

—

law (1964) 13887
reports (1964) 8311, 12234

problems in substituting titanium in steel

(1962) 18228
production, etc. preliminary report (1961)

2495
radioactive occurrences in lower Rio Itapi-

curu Valley, Bahia, Brazil (1962) 2080
radiochemistry (1961) 5371
recovering by pyrometallurgical processes

(1963) 1204
recovering from mill rejects (1961) 4824
recovering from U.S. resources, major pro-

posed processes, review (1963) 10938
recovery from open-hearth slags and

low-grade ores by smelting and selective

oxidation (1965) 8019
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Manganese—Continued

reduction and complexing by gallic acids
(1965) 14418

report, monthly (1961) 3454; (1962) 4035
research program outline, Mines Bureau

(1961) 17640
resources, Cuyuna, evaluating by sulfatiz-

ing (1962) 1648
resources of Batesville district. Ark., field

investigations (1964) 14760
silicides, electrical properties, USSR study

(1962) 7888
stockpiling metallurgical-grade ore, Emer-

gency Planning Office and GSA program,
GAO review (1963) 10263

sulfatization of manganiferous carbonate
slates in fluidized bed reactor (1963)
16330

Tariff Commission report (1962) 20340
Manganese carbide, reactions between man-

ganous oxide, graphite, and manganese
carbide (1965) 2817

Manganese dioxide, electrolytic deposition
from sulfate electrolytes, ultrasonic
effects (1962) 22518

Manganese molybdate, heat of formation
(1965) 9596

Manganese oxides:
deposition and solution (1964) 6817
ores concentrating in Nikopol' basin, techni-

cal flow charts, USSR study (1961) 2359
ores from Butte-Philipsburg Federal stock-

pile, metallurgical investigation (1961)
6293

reactions between manganous oxide, graph-
ite, and manganese carbide (1965) 2817

studies of MnO-Si02 binary system (1962)
10453

toxicity, hygienic significance, etc., USSR
study (1963) 10999

translations from Okisly margantsa (1963)
6655

Manganese sulfide, heats and free energies of
formation (1964) 16644

Manganese vanadates, heats and free energy
of formation (1963) 9126

Mangano, Maria, relief (1964) 2016; (1965)
8753

Manganous oxide, see Manganese oxide.
Manger, G. Edward, porosity and bulk density

of sedimentary rocks (1963) 17525
Mangialardi, Gino J., jr., moisture restoration

to cotton at the gin, effects on fiber and
spinning properties (1965) 15194

Mangiaracina, Concetta M., relief (1962)
19057, 20811, 21322

Mangiaracina, Frances, relief (1962) 9217,
13278, 13567

Mangiaracina, Rosetta, relief (1962) 19057,
20811, 21322

Mangiaracina, Tomasino, relief (1962) 19057,
20811, 21322

Manglitz, G. R., sources of resistance to sweet-
clover aphid in introduced species of
Melilotus (1963) 18393

Mangum, Garth L., nomination, hearing (1965)
7541

Manhattan, Kans.:
aircraft accident (1964) 11923
consumer expenditures and income (1964)

11272
Manhattan Beach, Calif., population, special

census (1962) 20554
Manhattan Borough, see New York City.
Manholes, guard for shipyards (1962) 8318
Maniar, Naresh M., bending moments within

midship half length of Mariner model in
extreme waves (1964) 18937

Maniece Bayou:
flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 15870
document edition (1964) 15407

Manifold paper, see Paper.
Manifolds, vent for plumbing system (1965)

1503
Manila, Philippine Islands, aircraft accident

(1963) 179
Manila American Cemetery and Memorial,

general information (1962) 1991
Manipulators, remote manipulation with

transmission delay (1965) 6716
Manista, Eugene J.:

distortion of atomic-beam velocity distribu-
tions due to classifical hard-sphere gas
scattering (1965) 5212

influence of opposing slits on molecular flow
from isothermal enclosure at low densi-
ties (1965) 18545

preliminary experiments with velocity-
selected atomic-beam apparatus (1965)
2903

Manistee National Forest, family campers,
characteristics (1965) 19645

Manitowoc, Wis.:
census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

16426
harbor improvements, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 415
document edition (1963) 236

port, harbor, conditions, etc (1963) 2215
Mankind must be rid of war, USSR (1961) 4495
Mankowich, A.:

detergency of 12 to 18 carbon saturated fat-
ty acids (1963) 12963

HLB of nonionic additive influence on deter-
gency of alkaline cleaners containing
anionic surfactant (1964) 9686

Man-machine system, performance and control
system lags (1964) 14791

see also Human engineering.
Manley Hot Springs, Alaska, Tofty tin belt,

occurrence and exploitation of cassiter-
ite-bearing gold placer deposits (1961)
7514

Mann, Carl M., Navy civil engineer (1965) 3695

Mann, John P., relief (1964) 316, 17693, 19381

Mann, Thomas, addresses delivered at Library
of Congress (1963) 16304

Mann, Thomas C, nomination, hearing (1965)
6048

Mann, W. F., jr., guides for direct-seeding
slash pine (1965) 7756

Mann Creek project:
appropriations authorization, increase

—

law (1965) 13790
reports (1965) 10465, 12285

construction, etc.

—

hearings (1962) 11461, 13686
law (1962) 18958
reports (1962) 11389, 15361, 16958

Manned environmental system assessment
(1965) 1398

Manned Orbiting Laboratory, system program
(MOD, natural environment (1965) 129

Manned space flight, 1963 (1963) 12842

Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, photo-
graphic supplies, excessive inventory,
GAO report (1965) 2189

Manners and customs:
America, tea drinking in 18th century (1961)

4977
highways and economic and social changes

(1965) 5364
Manni, Fernando, relief (1961) 14244, 18546,

19014
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Manning, Charles R., jr.:

mechanical properties and metallurgical
characteristics of metallic chromium
and magnesium oxide composite (1963)
14555

nickel alloy strengthened by dispersed tho-

ria (1963) 14585
Manning, James C, blast loading on airfoil in

Mach 0.7 airflow, etc (1965) 13040
Manning, W. B., military small group perform-

ance under isolation and stress, etc

(1965) 8466
Manning of vessels, see Ships.
Mannix, Joseph P., relief (1962) 15153, 21282,

23118
Manometers:
convection and ionization, measurement of

low atmospheric pressures, USSR study
(1965) 9463

fluid-pressure measurement apparatus uses
short-length tubes (1965) 6644

mercury, sources of error and method of

correction, errata (1961) 6423
Moscow plant defines new goals, USSR

study (1963) 2616
tungsten filament tests (1961) 10897
use by Hurthle method for data on cerebral

circulation, USSR study (1963) 17893

Manpower:
achieving and sustaining opportunities for

workers (address) (1963) 14432
active policy of economic growth, role of

employment security (address) (1964)

7363
advancing America's capacity to industrial

needs of nation (address) (1963) 3012
advisory committees (1965) 11327
American science, report of National Regis-

ter of Scientific and Technical Personnel

(1961) 20031; (1963) 3191; (1964) 20667

area redevelopment report, labor market
area

—

Altoona, Pa (1964) 21275
Ashland, Ky (1963) 17399
Atlantic City, N.J (1964) 17931

Charleston, W. Va (1964) 17932
Detroit, Mich (1963) 17398
Duluth, Minn (1964) 12332
Erie, Pa (1965) 16096
Fall River, Mass.—R.I (1964) 12333
Huntington, W. Va (1963) 17399
Johnstown, Pa (1964) 17933
Lowell, Mass (1965) 7597
Mayaguez, P.R (1964) 17934
New Bedford, Mass (1963) 17400
Pawtucket, R.I (1963) 17042
Pittsburgh. Pa (1963) 17401
Ponce, P.R (1965) 16097
Providence, R.I (1963) 17402
Scranton, Pa (1965) 6127
Superior, Wis (1964) 12332
Wheeling, W. Va.—Ohio (1964) 17935

aspects of area redevelopment act, basic

purposes and objectives (address) (1962)

5123
automatic data processing requirements in

Federal Govt (1964) 2942

automation research monographs (1965)
2788, 6536, 7961

bibliography of items for sale by Supt. of

Docs (1961) 21305

challenge of 1960s (address) (1961) 2458;

(1962) 10380

civil aviation industry requirements, Project
Long Look (1964) 21292

civilian, magnitude and distribution in

USSR (1961) 10039

Manpower—Continued
(Communist China

—

professional, characteristics and training
(1961) 9633

utilization (1961) 1133
community emergency health manpower

planning (1965) 5346
community organization for employment

development (1965) 7599
comprehensive policy, proposals report

(1964) 15817
print additional copies, report (1964)

15688
construction occupations to increase materi-

allv (remarks) (1962) 18670
crisis (address) (1965) 1259
current issues in Federal (jovernment, re-

port (1965) 17584
deficiencies in use of people (remarks) (1965)

6860, 11625
demonstration programs as bridge to em-

ployment (1963) 19781
developing human resources through occu-

pational training under area redevelop-
ment act, 1964 (1965) 14606

development and apprenticeship role. United
States and Western Europe (1964) 10430

development and training

—

continuing task for America (address)

(1962) 18121
policies and program (address) (1962)
22412

projects approved Julv 1, 1963-June 30,

1964 (1965) 4655
development and training act of 1961

—

hearings (1961) 12528, 14457
report (1961) 14667

development and training act of 1962

—

amend

—

law (1962) 20904
reports (1962) 17272, 21054

amendments of 1963

—

hearings (1963) 17325; (1964) 397
law (1964) 1943
reports (1963) 17278, 18913; (1964) 2048,
4527

amendments of 1965

—

hearings (1965) 6063, 8882 .

law (1965) 10352
reports (1965) 6036, 74S3, 8776, 8795
summary (1965) 9491, 9493
text (1964) 13026

cost reduction through increasing weeklv
hours, GAO report (1965) 710

economic setting for program (paper)

(1962) 20051
employer's guide to on-the-job training

(1964) 20977
employment data needed for evaluating,

etc., training. Labor and Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare Depts., GAO report
(1964) 10610

explanation (1962) 18117; (1963) 5428;

(1964) 7354, 21655
farm people and act (1962) 22414
its origin and provisions (1962) 12332
law (1962) 9155
learn and train for job under MDTA (1965)

4672, 19573
meaning for young people and counselors

(1963) 14440
occupational mobility through training

(1964) 16568
occupational training of women (1964)

18609
on the job training (1963) 18530; (1965)

2977
employer's guide (1965) 5573
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Manpower—Continued
development and training act of 1962—Con-
tinued
Paterson, N.J., program (remarks) (1963)

18532
projects and problems (1963) 19336
projects approved (1963) 19103
projects approved, register (1965) 19795
provisions (1962) 18453

public assistance caseloads, impact on
(1965) 14222

regional manpower advisory committees,
directory of membership (1965) 18389

report (1962) 11345
research and training activities, report of

Secretary of Labor (1963) 7139; (1964)

9374
research and training, report of Secretary

of Labor (1965) 9492
responsibilities (address) (1962) 11716
text (1965) 16545
training activities, report of Secretary of

Health, Education, and Welfare Dept
(1963) 6342; (1964) 8786

training activities, report of Secretary
Health, Education and Welfare Dept
(1965) 9280

training disadvantaged groups (1964)
11246

training disadvantaged groups, graduates
of Norfolk project 1 year later (1965)
19792

training for job (1963) 12081
training, manpower utilization catalyst

(1963) 14441
training program (1963) 2173; (1964) 19643

workers' decisions to forego retraining,
study of factors (1964) 18610

your opportunity for job training, general
information (1962) 11717

development and training program

—

clothing maintenance specialist (1964)
15839

companion to elderly person (1964) 15840
family dinner service specialist (1964)

15845
forestry aide (1964) 15846
homemaker's assistant (1964) 15847
hotel and motel housekeeping aide (1964)

15848
landscape aide (1964) 15850
management aide in low-rent public hous-
ing projects (1964) 15851

Norfolk, Va., casework prevents dropouts
(1964) 13024

development and training program, suggest-
ed curriculums (1963) 2161-62; (1964)
19631

supervised food service worker (1964)
15858

visiting homemaker (1964) 15860

development and utilization for better living
standards (address) (1961) 10558

economic manpower and social welfare (pa-

per) (1965) 14643

employees in State and Federal institutions,
statistics (1961) 11525

experimental and demonstration programs,
demonstration notes (1964) 13024,
14663-664; (1965) 1260, 2786, 19791

farming and related occupations (1963)
13845

Fleet Activities, Public Works Dept., Yoko-
suka, Japan, Navy Dept., utilization,

GAO review (1961) 9238
food processing industry, output per

man-hour and labor costs (1961) 17155
Government requirements, employment

trends, etc (1963) 14438

Manpower—Continued

health, national plan for civil defense and
defense mobilization (1961) 3960

health manpower source book (1961) 1439,

13632; (1962) 3460, 6416; (1963) 1407,

11236, 12995; (1964) 5653; (1965) 14998
impact of technology (remarks) (1963) 10911

implications of automation, papers (1965)
19794

improved management plans, etc., by Feder-
al Government (1964) 10337

improved management practices, etc., by
Federal Government, July-Dec. 1964
(1965) 12199

industry, surveys (1961) 7347-49, 12582,
20697; (1962) 5121, 17416, 21676; (1963)
13874; (1964) 4658; (1965) 14189,
16098-100

industry's need to and including 1975 (1965)
11356

information, counselor's guide, annotated
bibliography (1965) 6557

Internal Revenue Service, impact of office

automation, study (1963) 18040
international social welfare, conference,

proceedings (1965) 11801
job situation today, including womanpower

(address) (1963) 9023
management decisions to automate (1965)

7961
management in Ek;onomic Opportunity Office,

hearing (1965) 15828
manpower and automation, implications (ad-

dress) (1965) 5029
manpower and automation research spon-

sored by Office of Manpower, Automa-
tion and Training (1965) 6535, 18390

manpower and immigration, report (1963)
12774

manpower/automation research notice (1965)
3620

manpower evaluation report (series) (1964)
11246, 16568, 18609; (1965) 19792

manpower in 1960's, health manpower
source book (1964) 20754

medical research, hearings (1962) 7079

medical research requirements and resources
(1963) 7317

meeting challenge of 60's with 40-plus work-
ers, leaders guide for conducting insti-

tutes (1961) 4154
meeting needs in science and technology

(1963) 3260

mental health, studies program (1963) 11105

military manpower policy, bibliographic
survey, list (1965) 16070

mobilization of economic power through
improved manpower utilization (re-

marks) (1965) 5317
motivation and preparation of minority

groups in newly emerging employment
opportunities (address) (1963) 19775

National Institutes of Health medical re-

search program (1962) 14501
nation's manpower revolution, hearings

(1964) 15815
Navajo land, training (1963) 12067
naval units, work simplification (1965) 11566
needs of tomorrow, sharpened efforts to

meet problems (address) (1961) 12579
neighborhood center, how it works (1965)

2786
new conservation (address) (1963) 1383
nonprofit organizations for scientific re-

search and development (1961) 21272
overstaffing of civilian personnel at Naval

Ammunition Depot, Hawthorne, Nev.,
unnecessary costs, GAO review (1965)
706
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Manpower—Continued

policies for youth (address) (1964) 20425
policy, and private pension plans (1963)

12806
policy and program, seminar

—

labor looks at automation and civil rights
(1965) 6542

technological change, measurement (1965)
14608

policy in U.S., history (1965) 4619, 9002
policy, people's responsibility (remarks)

(1964) 18608
Post Office Dept., requirements for cleaning

activities, GAO review (1961) 19404
preparedness through adequate civil defense

(address) (1961) 13397
problems, people, skills, and jobs (1963)

20924
problems and local action, role of local advi-

sory committees (1963) 19782
procedures handbook. Army pamphlet (1963)

14944; (1965) 7153
productivity information, preparation and

use, guidelines (1965) 6975
professional personnel, placement (1962)

13751; (1963) 63.55
program needed for economic stability (ad-

dress) (1963) 19780
projections, sources of data, handbook

(1961) 9052
publications and services (1965) 1270
report of the President (1963) 9031

highlights (1963) 20924
statistics (1964) 7359, 11249; (1965) 6537

reports (1963) 12774, 14437-438, 16266-267;
(1964) 2942-43, 13027

reprints (1963) 14440-441, 19783; (1965) 6540,
9493

requirements for technical information sup-
port personnel, study (1965) 2789

requirements, resources, utilization and
training. Labor Dept. report (1963) 9031

statistics (1964) 7359, 11249; (1965) 6537
research, in pharmaceutical industry (1962)

24014
research and development, study

—

committee print (1964) 19511
report (1964) 19474

research bulletins (1963) 9032, 10885, 14439,
18016; (1964) 2944, 5418, 7360, 11247,
20427; (1965) 5031, 6538, 18391

research sponsored by Office of Manpower,
Automation and Training (1963) 18015

resources

—

development, smaller communities pro-
gram (1963) 17407

of nation, training and utilization, hear-
ings (1961) 4124; (1963) 17327, 19066;
(1964) 543, 2247, 4589
index (1965) 16043

science and engineering professional, in
colleges and universities (1963) 3194

scientific research and development in col-

leges and universities (1963) 9251
revolution, exploring dimensions, readings

(1965) 441
science and technology profiles (1963) 16446
scientific

—

and engineering, studies, utilization, sala-
ries (1964) 6123

and technical. Labor Statistics Bureau
publications, list (1962) 20057

and technical resources, information on
employment, etc (1965) 13092, 16777

and technical, supply, demand, and utiliza-
tion, staff study (1963) 6208

annual conference, 1962, highlights and
papers (1963) 16447

Manpower—Continued
scientific—Continued

ballistic missile program of Air Force
Department, survey (1961) 5752

bulletins (1961) 13581, 15853; (1962)
6328-29, 12555; (1963) 3195-96

manpower from abroad (1962) 22654
papers delivered at 1961 annual meetings

of American Statistical Association and
American Association for Advancement
of Science (1962) 20195

papers of 9th Conference on Scientific
Manpower (1961) 15852

scientists and engineers employed at col-

leges and universities, 1958, preliminary
report (1961) 13581

selected readings in employment and man-
power (1964) 10430, 15813; (1965) 441,
4619

vols. 1-2, print additional copies, reports
(1964) 15683, 17513

services for equal employment opportunities
(address) (1964) 15862

situation in social work (address) (1962)
12349

Soviet industrial employment, magnitude
and structure (1961) 10036

States, selected indicators (1964) 2944
teaching, new look at needs (1965) 1300
technical information work, pilot study

(1965) 6536
training activities for older workers (1965)

19791
training and job changing (1964) 13027
trends, outlook, programs (1963) 9032, 14439

United States, study of population problems,
projection (1963) 296

use of every resource for strengthening Na-
tion's economic potential (excerpts from
remarks) (1963) 12773

USSR, planning, training and allocation
(1961) 19597

utilization and job security in longshore
industry in ports of

—

Baltimore (1965) 1264
Boston (1965) 1261
Houston and Galveston (1965) 1262
New Orleans (1965) 1265
Philadelphia (1965) 1263

utilization

—

Federal government, hearings (1961)

14498; (1962) 13538; (1963) 13665, 20504
symposium (1964) 17662
financial management functions in Defense

Establishment, report (1964) 12079
military installations in Japan, GAO re-

view (1963) 6535
Soviet automobile industry (1961) 10034
Soviet logging industry (1961) 10035

vocational education and training programs,
develop, report (1961) 16662; (1962) 7037

see also Employment.
Manpower Administration, appropriation,

1965, proposal (1964) 19527

Manpower analysts, examination announce-
ment (1965) 19032

Manpower and Employment Statistics Divi-

sion, progress report (1961) 1187

Manpower, Automation and Training Office:

manpower and automation research spon-
sored (1963) 18015; (1965) 6535, 18390

technical manpower publications and serv-

ices, list (1963) 14444; (1964) 2946; (1965)
1270

Manpower Conservation, President's Task
Force, see President's Task Force on
Manpower Conservation.
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Manpower development specialists, examina-
tion announcement (1965) 19032

Manring, E., model for periodic character of

winds from 85 to 135 km (1964) 14767
Mansfield, Mike:

Berlin in a changing Europe, report (1963)
4774

Viet Nam and southeast Asia, report (1963)
6298

eulogy delivered by (1964) 2132
Manson unit, see Chief Joseph Dam project.

Manson, James E., solar X-rays from 3 to 12

angstroms as measured with proportion-
al counter spectrometer (1965) 4181

Manson unit, see Chief Joseph Dam project.

Mansour, Adele A., relief (1962) 9222, 13297,
13601

Mantel, Howard N., industrial oncentives for
water pollution abatement (1965) 18713

Manual arts therapists:
examination announcement (1961) 6898
discontinuance notice (1962) 11203

Veterans Administration, career opportuni-
ties (1961) 5160

Manual attitude control systems, parametric
and comparative studies of operating
modes of control (1964) 13150

Manuals, see names of departments, etc., issu-

ing manuals— a^so subjects.
Manufacturers, see Manufactures and manu-

facturers.
Manufacturer's agents, sample display serv-

ice, new way to find agents overseas
(1965) 783, 16356

Manufactures and manufacturers:
acquisitions and disposals of facilities,

1959-62 (1965) 7184
agents, role in economy, bibliography (1962)

24085: (1964) 20789
annual survey of manufactures (1961)

18121-122; (1962) 9024-25, 11066,
13031-32, 14920, 16447-452, 18773-777,
20531; (1963) 4562-72, 5989, 7745, 9711,
13270-271, 18639-641; (1964) 154-156,
1805, 4341-43, 6027-32, 8104, 10045,
11886-888; (1965) 4561, 6007, 7184

announcement and order form (1963) 4561,
6007

bound volume announcement and order
form (1963) 16902

capital expenditures at manufacturing
establishments (1964) 11888

industry groups and industries (1964)
11886

industry groups and selected industries,
general statistics (1963) 1875, 4562,
13270, 18640

reports based on, announcement and order
form (1964) 1804

States, standard metropolitan statistical

areas, and large industrial counties.

East North Central States (1962) 16449,
20531; (1963) 4566; (1964) 6027

East South Central States (1962) 18774;
(1963) 4569; (1964) 6030

Middle Atlantic division (1962) 16448;
(1963) 4565; (1964) 4343

Mountain States (1962) 18776; (1963)
4571; (1964) 6032

New England division (1962) 16447;
(1964) 4342

Pacific States (1963) 5989; (1964) 8104
South Atlantic States (1962) 18773;

(1963) 4568; (1964) 6029
West North Central States (1962) 16450;

(1963) 4567; (1964) 6028
West South Central States (1962) 18775;

(1963) 4570; (1964) 6031

Manufactures and manufacturers—Continued
annual survey of manufactures

—

Continued
summary (1963) 5988, 18639; (1964) 15302
value of manufacturers' inventories (1963)
4564

value of shipments (1962) 18777; (1963)
13271, 18641; (1964) 11887
change (1963) 4563: (1964) 4341

Canadian-American joint venture, inaugura-
tion (remarks) (1961) 18435

carload waybill statistics (1961) 7558; (1962)

5366, 11948; (1963) 2446, 10349; (1965)

16363, 19704
census, 1958

—

area reports (1961) 2977, 9993-10003,
11842-857, 13872-888, 16248-250,

18126-127, 20408
announcement and order form (1961)

6782
area statistics (1962) 6828
general summary (1962) 4707
industry and geographic area, subject

reports, announcement and order form
(1962) 9020

industry and product reports (1961) 2978
industry reports (1961) 268-280, 1787-1805,

3907-32, 5443-76, 6807-8, 8488-92,

11858-859, 13889, 16251-253; (1964) 1807
announcement and order form (1961) 258

industry statistics (1962) 6826-27

link of establishment data and IRS corpo-
ration data (1964) 19306

manufacturers' inventories (1962) 2168
plant and equipment expenditures (1962)
2169

plants, location by county, industry and
employment size. Pacific States (1962)
11069

plants, location by industry, etc., an-
nouncement and order form (1962) 9019

special reports (1961) 6809, 13890-898;
(1962) 4706, 9026-33, 11069, 13034,
16454, 20533

State bulletin (1961) 8493

subject matter summaries of statistics for
industries and geographic areas (1962)
11185, 16565

subject reports (1961) 16254-257,
18128-135, 20409-415, (1962) 2168-69,
4707-13; (1963) 5992; (1964) 11891. 17078

summary, industry, and area statistics,

final volumes (1962) 11064
supplementary report (1961) 5477

census 1963

—

alphabetic list of manufactured products
(1964) 4339

hearings (1964) 8391
manual of industry and product classifica-

tion (1964) 6036
manufactured products, numerical list

(1964) 11911
materials consumption items list (1964)
8137
preliminary reports (1965) 3200
announcement and order form (1965)
4295-96

publication program (1965) 271-272, 13617,
17206

Puerto Rico (1965) 17206
reference manuals, announcement and
order form (1964) 13746

subject reports
preliminary (1964) 3309

census publications, price list (1963) 9334;
(1964) 13389

communications equipment manufacturing
industry, outlook and review (1961) 3825
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Manufactures and manufacturers—Continued

concentration ratios in industry (1962)
13692; (1963) 2097

print additional copies, reports (1963)
8078 9984

reprint pt. 1. report (1963) 11863
constructive sale price for manufacturers

excise taxes, application

—

law (1962) 23258
reports (1961) 18916; (1962) 21175, 21415

earnings series and consumer price indexes,

supplements (1961) 2471, 17605-606
earnings series, summary (1963) 1159, 7143;

(1964) 2950, 9378, 14685; (1965) 1276,
2791, 14612, 18397

electronic computing machines, reliability of

manufacture. USSR study (1964) 20216
employee earnings and hours, Mar. 1964

(1965) 9518
employer expenditures for supplementary

remuneration practices for production
workers, departmental edition (1962)

6201
document edition (1962) 4910

employers expenditures for supplementary
compensation practices for production
and related workers (1965) 12785

employment, diversification for States and
metropolitan areas (1961) 237

enterprise statistics (1963) 9727; (1964) 184
announcement and order form (1983) 9710;

(1964) 153
equipment for industrial manufacture of

block antibiotic ice, USSR study (1965)
6445

expenditures for new plant and equipment
(1963) 7745; (1964) 10045

expenditures for selected supplementary
compensation practices for production
and related workers, manufacturing
industries (1964) 20443

export sales and orders, current industrial

reports (1965) 3273
exports of products, survey of origin, cur-

rent industrial reports (1963) 7760;
(1965) 10246

exports sales and orders, current industrial
reports (1964) 3390

export sales and orders of durable goods.
summary (1964) 8119

Federal supply code for manufacturers

—

excluding United States and Canada (1963)

4794; (1964) 2251; (1965) 452
supplements (1964) 3497; (1965) 3408

United States and Canada

—

code to name (1965) 2048
supplements (1961) 3112; (1962) 3841;

(1963) 3678; (1964) 3498; (1965) 3409
name to code (1964) 559; (1965) 451
supplements (1961) 3111; (1962) 3840;

(1963) 3677; (1964) 3499; (1965) 3410
financial report of corporations (1961) 3226;

(1962) 4275; (1963) 4125; (1964) 3955;
(1965) 3873

food industries, present and potential use of

egg products (1963) 13175
foreign, of farm machinery and equipment,

directory (1961) 245
fuels and electric energy consumed in manu-

facturing industries, 1962 census of
manufactures (1964) 17078

general statistics (19^1) 18121; (1962) 9024,
11066

general statistics

—

divisions and States (1964) 156
industry groups, etc., change sheet (1964)

154
Government establishments, census of 1958,

supplementary report (1961) 5477

Manufacturers and manufacturers—Continued
growth and labor characteristics of indus-

tries (1965) 145
industries, incentive pay (1961) 9416
injurv-frequency rates in manufacturing

industries (1964) 18641
injurv rates in manufacturing industries

(1961) 3391; (1962) 3951; (1963) 3790;
(1964) 3957; (1965) 3510

inventories (1962) 13032; (1964) 155
change (1964) 1805

investment and employment relationships,

ratio for various industries (1962) 14795
management audit for small manufacturers

(1963) 7428
manufactured products, alphabetic list, cen-

sus of manufactures (1964) 4339
manufacturers' orders and inventories, (Cen-

sus Bureau series, descriptions and pro-
cedures (1964) 17109

manufacturers' sales, inventories, etc., in-

dustry survey (1964) 3593
manufacturers' shipments, inventories, and

orders

—

chart book (1964) 15306
current industrial reports (1964) 189,

3706; (1965) 288, 3624
revised (1964) 188

manufacturing corporations, profit rates
(1963) 13945

manufacturing industries

—

costs and asset values, special report
(1961) 6809

development (1961) 21150
industries, minimum wage and maximum
hours standards of fair labor standards
act, study (1965) 5458

performance, of El Paso area cotton, sea-
son 1960-61, effects of defoliation, har-
vesting, and ginning practices (1965)
4110

materials consumed, census of manufac-
tures, 1958 (1963) 5992

miscellaneous, census of manufactures,
1958—

industrv reports (1961) 3932, 5476
special report (1961) 13895

miscellaneous manufacturing, distribution
of sales by class of customer, 1958 cen-
sus (1961) 16257

part and drawing numbering systems. De-
fense Dept (1965) 4628

payroll hours, composition

—

departmental edition (1961) 1171
document edition (1961) 364

performance potential, manufacturing es-

tablishments, measurements (1965) 5717
Peru, principal industries (1965) 17283-284
plants, location by county, industry and

employment size, 1958 census

—

Atlantic States (1962) 9027
Central States (1962) 9031-32
East North Central States (1962) 9028
New England (1962) 9026
Rocky Mountain (1962) 9033
South Atlantic States (1962) 9030
West North Central States (1962) 9029

plants, location by industry, county, and
employment size

—

announcement and order form (1961) 13866
apparel and related products (1961) 13891
chemicals and allied products (1961) 13894
food and kindred products (1961) 13890
furniture and fixtures (1961) 13892
instruments and related products (1961)

13898
leather and leather products (1961) 13891
lumber and wood products (1961) 13892
machinery (1961) 13897
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Manufactures and manufacturers—Continued
plants, location by industry, county, and

employment size—Continued
miscellaneous manufactures (1961) 13895
paper and allied products (1961) 13893
petroleum and coal products (1961) 13894
primary metal industries and fabricated

metai products (1961) 13896
rubber and plastics products (1961) 13894
stone, clay, and glass products (1961)

13895
textile mill products (1961) 13891
tobacco products (1961) 13890
transportation equipment (1961) 13898

plastic tools, fabrication and utilization

(1963) 11198
power equipment in manufacturing indus-

tries, census of manufactures (1964)
11891

Saratov defect-free manufacturing system,
problems in adoption, USSR study
(1965) 19742

sales, inventories, etc., industry survey
(1961) 2952; (1962) 3945; (1963)"3785

sales management, bibliography (1964) 9767
sales workers, employment outlook (1962)

8410
size of establishments, census of manufac-

tures, 1958, subject reports (1962) 4708
size structure of industries in U.S (1963)

16558
small business, technical aids (1963) 7429
small industries, building success (1963)

1462
small manufacturers

—

buying and selling patent (1963) 1444
cash planning (1961) 2704
cost control problems (1961) 9724
defense production, controlling quality

(1962) 8637
export trade (1963) 1480
finding new products (1963) 1463
firms, equity and long-term financing

sources (1963) 1477
firms, equity financing (1963) 1476
firms in New Hampshire (1963) 1446
management aids (1961) 1465, 5090-91,

6540, 8183-85, 13653-654, 20130-132,
21341-343; (1962) 1805-6, 6447-48, 8631,
10641-642, 14588, 20271, 22784-785;
(1963) 1444-45, 5716, 7426, 20127
annual compilation (1961) 15960; (1962)
20272; (1964) 18941

management planning for sound growth
(1961) 8183

market research and planning (1961)
13655

opportunities, report based on 1958 census
(1963) 16557

problems and needs, study (1961) 9739
technical aids (1961) 5094, 17818, 20137;

(1962) 6453, 8637, 12692, 18448, 22793
use of external assistance (1961) 13658
why not use everyone's good ideas? (1962)
22785

small manufacturing plants

—

factors determining site (1963) 1461
purchasing activity (1961) 9735
site selection methods (1963) 1455
turnover and failure (1961) 9725

standard metropolitan statistical areas,
general statistics (1962) 13031

supplementary employee costs, cost of main-
tenance and repair, etc., 1958 census
(1961) 18128

Tennessee Valley region, structure and
change, 1959-63 (1965) 8346

textiles, apparel, and related manufactures,
U.S. imports compared to production
and exports (1962) 21894

Manufactures and manufacturers—Continued

type of organization, census of manufac-
tures, 1958 (1962) 4709

U.S. share of world markets for manufac-
tured products, analysis of changes
(1964) 14395

value of shipments (1961) 18122; (1962) 9025,

14920
Venezuela, principal industries (1965) 15380
wage developments (1961) 2472, 7910; (1962)

1589, 3278, 6212
summary release (1963) 4281; (1964) 4134;

(1965) 4046
wood used in manufacturing industries

(1965) 7042
see also names of manufactured articles.

Manure disposal lagoons (1963) 16713

Manures, see Fertilizers.

Manuscripts:
Armenian, in Freer Gallery of Art (1964)

6752
instructions for typing manuscripts to be

printed at GPO (1964) 4736
national union catalog. Library of Congress

collections, 1963-64 (1965) 18411
preparation for publication, BLS guide

(1962) 1585
Manvel, Allen D.:

compendium of city government finances in

1962 (1963) 16888
papers (1963) 7526-27

Manville, Richard H., distribution of Alaskan
mammals (1965) 14285

nutria in United States (1963) 4973
Many crises of Soviet economy, synposium

(1964) 12274
Manzanita:

greenleaf, defoliation effects by Great Basin
tent caterpillar (1963) 12162

whiteleaf, diurnal fluctuation in moisture
content of leaves (1965) 16265

Mao Tse-tung:
due to replace Confucius, German articles

(1965) 7918

French delegation's interview and impres-
sions following Asian tour (1964) 8987

ideology (1961) 793, 17477
interviews with Anna Louise Strong (1961)

7647
Mao's mandate from Heaven has become

doubtful, report on Communist Chinese
agriculture (1961) 21088

military dialectics (1961) 4373
military thought (1961) 1119
selected works, articles on 4th volume (1961)

4575
works, bibliography for study (1962) 1111
works, studied by officers and men of Com-

munist Chinese army (1964) 12981
writings dealing with improving world out-

look (speech) (1961) 4417
Maoism, see Communism.

Map projection, see Maps and charts.

Map reading, see Maps and charts.

Map series (1963) 9037

Mapas para planear su viaje por un nuevo
mundo/visite los Estados Unidos (1965)

5448
Mapel, William J.:

geology of Invan Kara Mountain quadran-
gle (1963) 8331

geology of Newcastle area, Weston County,
Wyo (1963) 20728

geology of Upton quadrangle. Crook and
Weston Counties, Wyo (1964) 19776

nonopaque heavy minerals in sandstone of

Jurassic and Cretaceous age in Black
Hills (1964) 4777
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Maplass, Leslie F., automated teaching for
retarded children, summary comparison
of two procedures (1964) 12321

Maple:
bigleaf, chemical control of tree and stump

sprouts (1961) 6128
black bark as indicator of bird peck defect

in sugar maple (1965) 675
boxelder leaf blight attributed to 2, 4-D

spray drift (1964) 18069
diseases, control (1962) 10831; (1963) 5821
products, 5th conference, proceedings (1963)

16722
products, sugar and sirup, production, etc

(1962) 12928
red, silvical characteristics (1961) 14934
sapstreak disease of sugar maple in Lake

States, status (1963) 12175
shade and ornamental trees, diseases (1962)

1930
sugar

—

and red maple seedlings seasonal height
growth patterns in upper Michigan
(1965) 9182

concentrated silvicides test (1964) 6748
dieback in Upper Michigan (1963) 12178
ninhydrin color test for detecting buddy

flavor in maple syrup (1964) 1687
rooting greenwood cuttings (1961) 12738
variation in sugar content in budded clone

(1964) 8653
veneer logs, grading for pith flecks (1964)
12459

Maple City (ferry boat):
admit to American registry (1964) 1910,

2001, 4523
and to permit use in coatwise trade

—

hearings (1962) 17313; (1965) 419
report (1962) 23395

Maple Mountain, geology and manganese de-

posits of area (1963) 6554
Maple sap, use of plastic tubing for collecting

and transporting maple sap (1962) 23
Maple sirup:

buddy flavor, ninhydrin color reaction test
for detecting (1964) 1687

making, high-density, high-flavored (1961)
1611

microbiology and sanitation in sugarbush
and sugarhouse (1963) 18404

new use for fluffed maple products (1963)
1640

oil-fired sap evaporators, construction of

arches and burners (1963) 4341
production and industry, producers manual

(1965) 11833
urine disease (1964) 19310; (1965) 11950

Mapleton, R.A.:
asymptotic form of electron capture cross

section in

1st Born and distorted wave approxima-
tions (1965) 4198

impulse approximation (1965) 4197
Mapleworm, green-striped, description, con-

trol, etc (1963) 8293
Mapping, see Maps and charts—Photographic

surveying.
Mapping (mathematics, see Transformations

(mathematics).
Maps and charts:

aerological cross-sections pole to pole along
meridian 75 °W for IGY

daily (1962) 22903; (1963) 7506, 9492,
12778; (1965) 11787

monthly mean (1961) 20247
aeromagnetic and marine exploration in

USSR (1963) 1087
aeromagnetic survey in geology, USSR

study (1964) 6928

Maps and charts—Continued
aeromagnetic surveys in northwestern Ore-

gon, geologic interpretation (1964) 18112
Aeronautical Chart and Information Cen-

ter

—

bulletin (1964) 3215; (1965) 3103
digest (1963) 14898; (1964) 4222, 15225;

(1965) 4132
chart updating manual (1963) 5875; (1964)

3314; (1965) 3206
aeronautical charts, how made and how to

use, West German study (1962) 22061
agricultural charts, handbook (1963) 16729
agricultural, compilation, USSR (1962)

15922
Air Force Department, aeronautical charts,

new editions (1961) 2880; (1962) 3581;
(1963) 3420

Alaska, general information (1961) 14962
Antarctic cartographic materials, acquisi-

tions list (1963) 3337
area-elevation information, grid sampling

method for obtaining (1963) 8298
areas of quadrangles, instructions and ta-

bles for polyconic projections (1965)
2249

atlas of monthly mean stratosphere charts
(1963) 4390

aviation, their creation and use, West Ger-
many (1962) 19896

azimuthal projections (1961) 11306
bathymetric charts, compiling, USSR study

(1965) 9470
cartographic-geodetic work in Transcauca-

sus, outline of development (1961) 11319
cartographic production, ways to reduce

manual work, USSR study (1961) 4500
cartographic records of General Land Office,

list (1964) 7573
cartographic work, organizing and planning

in USSR (1961) 2213
cartographic work in Siberia and Far East

(1961) 4749
cartography in Hungary (1965) 16426
cartography, Institute of (ieodesy and Car-

tography, activity for 1929 (1961) 2450
Census Bureau (1961) 16274-320
congressional districts (1962) 16457
United States maps, GE-50 series (1964)

4356, 13775; (1965) 4356, 7285-87
census publications, price list (1963) 9334;

(1964) 13389
changes on maps, intrabloc (1962) 7689
chart table installed on trawler (1961) 6056
China, cartography articles from Jen-min

Jih-pao (1961) 7645
Chinese cartography, history, USSR study

(1962) 2763
city area, list (1961) 14967
Civil War, annotated list (1962) 6217
Civil War battlefield areas, bibliography

(1962) 11888
Civil War maps in National Archives (1964)

16735
Coast and Geodetic Survey

—

aeronautical charts, dates of latest edi-

tions (1961) 3024; (1962) 3749; (1963)
3585; (1964) 3405; (1965) 3299

charts, sell for not less than cost

—

law (1964) 17300
reports (1964) 12224, 15538

flight information publications, dates of
latest editions- (1962) 3750; (1963) 3586;
(1964) 3406; (1965) 3300

instrument approach procedure charts and
airport obstruction charts, dates of lat-

test editions

—

eastern U.S. (1961) 3025; (1962) 3751;
(1963) 3587; (1964) 3407; (1965) 3512
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Maps and charts—Continued
Coast and Geodetic Survey—Continued

western U.S (1961) 3026; (1962) 3752;
(1963) 3588; (1964) 3408; (1965) 3513

instrument approach procedure charts,
military fields (1965) 3640

nautical charts, catalog (1963) 7795
radio facility charts, dates of latest prints

(1961) 3027
radio navigation charts, sell for not less

than cost, hearing (1964) 2236
collecting geographic materials in field for

showing relief on small-scale maps,
methods (1961) 11295

compilation, color separation, and revision.

Army technical manual (1962) 22995
conferences and awards in field of cartogra-

phy, Hungary (1965) 18347
congressional districts, 89th Congress (1965)

4356
coordinate transformation (1964) 3083
copyrighted (1961) 429, 9002; (1962) 2381,

21576; (1963) 10027, 13828; (1964) 4595,
17894; (1965) 4625

Czechoslovak Central Administration, carto-

graphic activities (1961) 19785
description and uses of maps, manual for

civilian defense personnel (1961) 6895
developments in cartography, USSR study

(1962) 6028
distortion of maps, method of determining

(1961) 11299
domestic air mail transportation system

(1963) 5672
Douglas-fir, guide to 2-story forest type

mapping (1962) 19544
electrical prospecting, rational profiling of

isoohms, USSR study (1963) 6729
explorers' routes, trails and early roads in

U.S., list (1963) 1192
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 9510; (1964) 12296
supplements (1963) 3659; (1964) 3477;

(1965) 3379
Federal Power Commission

—

electric facilities (1962) 555-562; (1963)
516-523, 2266

principal natural gas pipelines in U.S. and
communities (1961) 9103

Finland, topographic and cartographic work
and its geodetic control (1961) 11272

500-mb, forecast of monthly mean height
values, experimental, USSR study (1961)
4709

flight information publication

—

enroute Alaska (1963) 3688
enroute Caribbean and South America

(1962) 16325; (1963) 3689
enroute high altitude, Europe (1962) 3855
enroute intermediate altitude, U.S (1962)

3858; (1963) 3693
enroute Pacific and Far East (1962) 3861
enroute Pacific and southeast Asia (1962)

3862; (1963) 3695
flood control and navigation, Mississippi

River (1961) 13466
geobotanical mapping, USSR study (1964)

16025
geodesy and cartography (USSR periodical),

abstracts (1961) 2931
geodesy and cartography, eastern Europe,

Hungarian studies (1962) 10245
geodetic and cartographic industry, trust,

ten years of achievement in Russia
(1961) 11215

geodetic topographic work, accuracy in

methods of field establishment and fre-

quency sounding, USSR study (1963)
2972

Maps and charts—Continued
geological mapping, electromagnetic profil-

ing. USSR study (1965) 6471
Geological Survey

—

released only in open files (1961) 14952;
(1962) 15638; (1963) 19302; (1965) 2237,
16316

research, 1964, short papers (1965) 4867
shaded relief maps, list (1961) 14960
sources of elevation information (1961)

14959
water resource development in U.S (1963)

14027
geographic maps. East Germany, technology

of producing (1962) 5399
geological maps, compilation and prepara-

tion, USSR manual (1962) 22353
geographical grid for Nimbus cloud pictures

(1964) 9576

Government, general information (1961)
14968

grid of similarity aid to finding correction to

coordinates (1961) 4774

health status and health manpower, chart

book (1961) 20096

highway planning map manual (1963) 21098

historical cartography, selected references
(1961) 9436

Hungary

—

current problems (1963) 12677
State Survey and Mapping Bureau's role

(1963) 7003
Hydrographic Office, chart correction list

(1961) 726, 10701, 19438; (1962) 11906,
24036

indexes, State geologic, list (1961) 14965

Indian Ocean mapping, USSR study (1965)
11166

isopach mapping by photogeologic methods
as aid in locating swales and channels,
Monument Valley area, Ariz (1961) 4306

Israeli (1961) 15147

landscape mapping, definition, etc., USSR
(1962) 7866

lunar charts

—

index (1962) 4554
LAC 38, Seleucus (1965) 11878
LAC 39, Aristarchus (1964) 4255
LAC 40, Timocharis (1964) 1740
LAC 41, Montes Apenninus (1964) 20968
LAC 42, Mare Serenitatis (1965) 10115
LAC 48, Copernicus (1962) 4552
LAC 56, Hevelius (1963) 13210
LAC 57, Kepler (1962) 14776

LAC 58, Copernicus (1964) 15228
LAC 59, Mare vaporum (1963) 9618
LAC 60, Julius Caesar (1963) 1771
LAC 61, Taruntius (1963) 7619
LAC 74, Grimaldi (1963) 7620
LAC 75, Letronne (1962) 14777
LAC 76, Montes Riphaeus (1964) 17000
LAC 76, Riphaeus Mountains (1962) 4553
LAC 77, Ptolemaeus (1963) 13211
LAC 78, Theophilus (1963) 9619
LAC 79, Colombo (1963) 11508
LAC 80, Langrenus (1964) 7991
LAC 93, Mare Humorum (1962) 14778
LAC 94, Pitatus (1964) 15229
LAC 95, Purbach (1965) 7094
LEM-IB, wall mosaic (1963) 16781
Ranger VII. Mare Cognitum (1965) 4206
recently published, list (1962) 21830
reference mosaic (1962) 4555. 10899

lunar reference mosaic, earthside hemi-
sphere (1963) 5878-79

map reading, field manual (1961) 6740; (1965)

13456
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Maps and charts—Continued
mappinp:, cooperative program, agreement

with

—

Dominican Republic (1964) 21893
Ethiopia (1963) 9437
Paraguay (1962) 10683

mapping electric systems for REIA borrow-
ers, guide (1963) 21102

mapping in East Germany (1965) 2774
mapping procedures (1961) 710-711, 7527,

19419, 14593-968; (1962) 2531; (1965)
2249

Maps Information Office MIO series (1962)

17625, 21830
market analysis, information sources, bibli-

ography (1965) 11680
mathematical basis of geographical maps

(1962) 14024
mine maps, fitting surfaces to assay and

other data by regression analysis (1964)
18691

Mississippi River Commission announcement
(1961) 1240

moon photogeologic mapping (remarks)
(1961) 6182

mosaic relief, method of rectifying (1961)

11229
multiplex mapping. Army technical manual

(1962) 12999
mutually consistent magnetic charts based

on orthogonal functions (1964) 20964
national atlas sheet, topographic mapping

status. United States (1962) 633-634
nautical chart manual (1964) 8170
nautical charts. Coast and Geodetic Survey

catalog (1964) 11957
Naval Oceanographic Office

—

chart correction list (1963) 11141; (1964)

1524, 11480, 21819; (1965) 19989
publications, fees for sale, increase

—

law (1964) 17295
reports (1964) 10251, 15729

world port index (1963) 18217
new maps of European countries, etc., Dutch

reviews (1963) 12505
northern and northwestern lakes, catalog of

charts (1961) 4807
Novosibirsk institute of cartography, etc.,

30th anniversary, USSR study (1963)
19420

numerical methods of mapping, handbook
for CRPL ionospheric predictions (1963)
3172

1000-meter grid on large scale maps (1961)
4766

personalities in field of mapping in Hungary
(1962) 7660

point concentration, accuracy within model,
Hungarian studies (1964) 12657

Poland, geodetic and cartographic activities

(1962) 10064
Poland, making large scale maps (1962) 5561

Polish cartography (1962) 5521, 5571, 5622
Polish topographical, hydrographic details

shown (1964) 12790
population distribution, urban and rural,

U.S (1964) 4356
price list (1961) 15928; (1963) 3265; (1964)

7683; (1965) 6866
principal electric facilities. United States

(1963) 2266
principles of geodetic surveying, USSR

study (1962) 10110
printed on textiles and synthetic paper.

West Germany experiments (1962) 7600
radar maps, cartographic problems (1962)

7696

Maps and charts—Continued
radio facility charts

—

enroute-high altitude

—

Northeastern and Southeastern U.S
(1961) 2890

Northwestern and Southwestern, U.S
(1961) 2891

enroute-low altitude

—

Alaska, Canada, and North Atlantic
(1961) 2895

Caribbean and South America (1961)
2892

Europe (1961) 2893
Pacific and Far East (1961) 2894

redevelopment and public works acceleration
areas (1963) 16818

reports of cartographic interest from USSR
(1961) 15155

reproduction of maps in Hungary (1962)
5541

river basin maps showing hydrologic sta-
tions (1961) 17348

Rumanian mapping programs (1962) 7929
Selenga River Delta and adjacent territory,

seismic zoning, USSR study (1965) 18380
Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks

(1963) 7337
sketch map, obtaining from non-rectified

aerial photographs (1961) 11257
soil classification improvement maps (1962)

7656
standard metropolitan statistical areas,

U.S. and Puerto Rico (1964) 13775
State, list (1961) 14963
stereoscopy application to compilation

(1961) 11225
stratosphere, monthly mean charts (1962)

18651
Swedish cartography (1962) 5989, 22119

topographic

—

checklist of current indexes (1961) 14955
collection illustrating land forms, descrip-

tion (1961) 14966
color-separation scribing procedures, in-

structions for preparing map manu-
scripts for multicolor printing on coated
plastic sheets (1961) 19419

construction with help of aerial photogra-
phy, USSR study (1961) 11220

mapping, challenging future (1964) 8773
demand and use in national economy,
USSR study (1963) 12411

improving content, USSR (1961) 15554
mapping report (1965) 738
mapping techniques in Czechoslovakia

(1962) 5610
national parks, etc., list (1961) 14961
silent guides for outdoorsmen (1965) 12551

soil and vegetation cover on scale, repre-

sentation, USSR (1961) 15553
Soviet use of radiogeodesic stations in

making (1962) 23715
symbols, field manual (1961) 13821

tour planner maps, travel a new world, see

U.S.A (1965) 5449
French edition (1965) 5447
Italian edition (1965) 5446
Spanish edition (1965) 5448

transferring distances from photographs to

map, construction of transfer scale

(1961) 2447
treasure maps and charts in Library of

Congress, list (1964) 14716
United States

—

lists (1961) 14953-954

petroleum, natural gas, etc., list (1962) 629
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Maps and charts—Continued
United States—Continued
wall map, print, reports (1963) 7931. 8082

USSR-
chronology of cartographic work (1961)

11204
new map at scale of 1:500,000, description,

etc (1961) 11314
petroleum and gas-bearing areas, sche-
matic map for prediction (1964) 1327

types of terrain (1961) 15551
use of large scale in economic-geographic
research (1961) 15552

vegetation mapping, Soviet achievements
and their significance for Rumania
(1962) 5702

Weather Bureau, daily synoptic series

(1961) 3641; (1962) 3742; (1963) 3579;
(1964) 3398; (1965) 3285

weather maps. Northern Hemisphere, for

IGY (1963) 20244; (1964) 5758, 7842,
11688, 13527-528; (1965) 8364-66,
9996-97, 11790-791

world, list (1961) 14964
world weather maps. Northern Hemisphere,

for IGY (1964) 9880
see also Aerial mapping—Atlases—Relief

models— aiso names of localities— also
subjects.

Maraging steels and alloys, USSR (1965) 6498
Marangon, Teresa, relief (1964) 15662; (1965)

7504
Maran, Stephen P., physics of nonthermal ra-

dio sources (1965) 5112
Marble:

explosives, determination of detonation
properties (1961) 9485

setters, employment outlook (1962) 8346;
(1964) 13056

Marble Canyon Dam and reservoir, proposed,
relationship to Grand Canyon National
Park and Monument, general informa-
tion (1964) 18929

Marble Hill Station, railroad accident (1961)
7560

Marblehead Harbor:
navigation improvement, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2212
document edition (1963) 1982

Marburger, John H., HI, galvanomagnetic
effects in polycrystalline many valley
semiconductors (1963) 19913

Marcelo, Bernardino D., relief (19551
Marcelo, Jossefina Q., relief (1964) 19550
March of time (1962) 1087
Marchbanks, Vance H., stress responses of

pilots (1963) 4413
Marchegiani, Elisabetta, relief (1962) 7181
Marcher, Melvin V., ground-water geology of

Dickson, Lawrenceburg, and Waverly
areas in western Highland Rim, Tenn
(1964) 19799

Marchesan, Paride, relief (1965) 17538, 19095
Marchessault, Charles E., all altitude capabili-

ty study for radar land mass simulator
system (1963) 12947

Marcus, Stanley:
cold ambient temperature, effect upon adre-

nal weight of mice (1963) 18475
effect of acclimatization to 2 °C on host sus-

ceptibility to Klebsiella pneumoniae
challenge (1964) 7981

effect of cold exposure on formed elements of
mouse peripheral blood (1964) 19143

effect of different routes of challenge of
Coxsackie B virus on cold-stressed mice
(1965) 4171

effect of low ambient temperatures on spe-

cific and nonspecific resistance of mice
to bacterial disease (1963) 1755

Marcus, Stanley—Continued
exposure effect on resistance to Ehrilich as-

cites tumor (1964) 7982
low temperature influence on mice resistance

to Coxsackie virus infection (1963) 14911
zymosan and endotoxin treatment effect on

experimental Coxsackie B virus infec-

tion (1964) 7983
Marden, Ethel C, HAYSTAQ, mechanized sys-

tem for searching chemical information
(1965) 19960

Mare Cognitum, Ranger VH lunar charts
(1965) 4206

Mare Island Naval Shipyard, costs of leasing
rather than purchasing electronic data
processing equipment, GAO report
(1965) 4845

Mare Island Strait, port (1964) 623
Mare Serenitatis, LAC 42, lunar chart (1965)

10115
Mare vaporum, LAC 59, lunar chart (1963)

9618
Marek, Jum Ak, relief (1962) 13559
Marek, Kazimiera, relief (1961) 7058, 10387,

12042
Marek, Marya, relief (1961) 8673, 10412, 12081

Marengo County, Ala.:

adjudicate claim to land of Greif Brothers
Cooperage Corporation (1961) 14252,
14544, 18478

land held by B.A. Cogle, adjudicate claim
(1963) 13468

Margarine, see Oleomargarine.
Margason, Richard J., lateral control charac-

teristics of twin-propeller deflected slip-

stream STOL airplane configuration
(1965) 1441

Margerum, Ala., bauxite deposits (1965) 9260
Marginal zone of moon (1963) 19987
Margolin, Reuben J., report of proceedings of

Conference on Rehabilitation of Older
Disabled Worker, academician's respon-
sibility (1965) 9990

Margosian, Paul M., parametric study of ther-

moelectrostatic generator for space ap-
plications (1965) 9713

Margulis, Alvin, occupational wage survey,
Scranton, Pa (1963) 1174

Marhaenism, see Communism.
Mari Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic,

National economy of Mariyskaya, sta-

tistical handbook, USSR study (1962)
6023

Maria Clotilde Costa, Sister, see Costa, Cater-
ina.

Mariana Islands:

Guam, aircraft accident (1962) 16595

Guam, geology and hydrology (series) (1962)

19572; (1963) 15611; (1964) 19784
surface water supply through June 1960

(1963) 2357
unnecessary costs from use of stateside per-

sonnel in civilian positions at naval in-

stallations on .Guam, GAO report (1965)
4846

Marianski, Przemyslaw, see Nowakowski,
Przemyslaw.

Maricopa County, Ariz.:

geology and ground water conditions (1963)
6567

geology and ground-water of Luke area
(1964) 14356

geology and ground-water resources of
McMullen Valley (1964) 4811

ground-water conditions in Rainbow Valley
and Waterman Wash areas (1964) 4814

land conveyance

—

hearings (1965) 17712
report (1965) 12283
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Maricopa County, Ariz—Continued
manganese mining and milling methods and

costs, Mohave Mining & Milling Co
(1963) 5472

public lands, withdrawal for military train-

ing program at Luke-Williams Air Force
Range

—

law (1962) 18966
report (1961) 7111; (1962) 17258

sell mineral estate in lands to surface own-
ers

—

hearings (1962) 19183
law (1962) 20929
reports (1962) 9241, 17240, 21100

suit by David H. and Julia Forman for land
title (1963) 7872, 8042, 9803

Maricopa Indians:
transfer lands to Salt River Pima-Maricopa

Indian Community

—

law (1964) 17324
reports (1964) 12108, 15719

Marienfeld, Carl J., prevalence, prophylaxis,
rheumatic fever and rheumatic heart
disease among U.S. college freshmen,
1956-60 (1965) 2999

Marietta, Ga., census of housing, 1960, special
reports for local housing authorities
(1961) 11945

Marihuana, importation, manufacture, etc.,

regulations (1965) 2826
Marin Clounty, Calif.:

Corte Madera Creek, flood control survey,
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2193
document edition (1963) 1989

Marina del Rey, Los Angeles, Calif.:

name change

—

hearings (1961) 20584
law (1962) 4886
reports (1961) 16753; (1962) 5015

selection of optimum plan for reduction of

wave action, hydraulic model investiga-
tion (1965) 6145

Marine, I. Wendell:
correlation of water-level fluctuations with

climatic cycles in Oklahoma Panhandle
(1963) 8356

ground water resources of Bryce Canyon
National Park area, Utah (1963) 5027

Marine accidents:
collisions at sea

—

international regulations for prevention,
agreement (1965) 16871

President to proclaim regulations for pre-
venting

—

hearings (1963) 15380; (1965) 419
law (1963) 18778
reports (1963) 11826, 17275

collisions between vessels

—

liability apportionment, unify

—

hearings (1962) 13670; (1963) 15379
report (1962) 15346

ship owners and claimants, limitation of

liability, hearings (1962) 13670
shipowners, limit liability, hearings (1963)

15379
statistics, base for accident prevention

(1963) 9041
Marine aids, see Navigation.
Marine algae from tropical Atlantic Ocean

(1962) 6318
Marine animals, see Marine fauna.
Marine atlases, see Atlases.
Marine biocenosis, see Biocenosis.
Marine biology:

biological research laboratory, La Jolla,

Calif., use of land donated by University
of California, reports (1965) 17826,
19262

Marine biology—Continued
China, research activities, etc (1962) 1481
hydrobiology

—

China (1963) 6682
Kuibyshev reservoir, USSR study (1963)

16123
USSR research (1964) 10818
USSR translations (1963) 16020

inland water hydrobiology, 7th conference,
USSR (1964) 2841

marine bio-acoustics, state of the art, 1964
(1965) 14943

marine organisms, early stages, cytochemi-
cal studies, USSR (1964) 4901

primary production of bodies of water (1963)
14959

errata (1964) 11852
primary productivity, bibliography (1964)

126
radioactive isotopes accumulation coeffi-

cients data in organisms, USSR study
(1964) 10847

radiation, USSR, studies (1963) 16264
radioactive carbon in hydrobiological re-

search, USSR study (1963) 16248
Russian and Chinese studies (1963) 15673

radioactive isotopes, USSR studies (1963)
17737

USSR studies (1963) 10564
see also Benthos.

Marine borers:
bibliography (1963) 12945
control, evaluation of creosote-resin solu-

tions and creosote distillation fractions
(1961) 1400

shipworms and others (1961) 19338
toxicity of chemicals (1961) 1586

Marine Corps:
air stations, pavement evaluation data

(1964) 7874; (1965) 13359, 16928
aircraft, CAD pyrotechnic and explosive

items in use, survey (1962) 22678
ammunition, overprocurement, GAO report

(1965) 6283
aviator, training program (1962) 1593
bayonet training, manual (1965) 16576
chronology (1963) 16306-310
commandant, nomination of Wallace M.

Green, jr., hearings (1964) 523
communications. Fleet Marine Force manual

(1962) 1594
competitive marksmanship, history (1961)

21156
engineer operations. Fleet Marine Force

manual (1963) 20940; (1965) 14654
equipment for tactical airfields, procure-

ment

—

hearing (1964) 8383
report (1964) 21187

failure to standardize tropical wool trou-
sers, unnecessary costs incurred, GAO
report (1963) 20722

Fleet Marine Force manual FMFM series

(1962) 1594, 14408; (1963) 1193, 3045,
20940; (1964) 1393-94, 5459, 9486-87,
11309, 16619, 18653, 20456; (1965) 8011,
9527, 12807, 14652-654, 16576-578, 18415.
19820

4th Division and 4th Wing in World War II,

pocket history (1965) 19821
historical bibliographies series (1963) 16305
historical reference series (1963) 16306-310
history of operations in World War II, isola-

tion of Rabaul (1964) 9488
in Civil War, bibliography (1963) 16305
infantry battalion. Fleet Marine Force,

manual (1965) 8011
management review (1961) 3516; (1962) 4109;

(1963) 3952; (1964) 3780; (1965) 3696
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Marine Corps—Continued
Marine division, Fleet Marine Force manual

(1964) 20456
marksmanship competition, evaluation of

polyethylene glycol stabilized wood gun-
stocks (1962) 17554

members who suffered losses pursuant to
cancellation of permanent change of
station, relief, report (1962) 13423,
16708. 17164

military personnel serving as military
inspection representatives in Tokyo and
Osaka, Japan, Navy. Dept. illegal per
diem payment, GAO report (1963) 20715

new 4-ocean challenge (1964) 15015
occupational specialties and schools, guide

(1963) 19814; (1965) 14655
officers

—

be a leader of men, be an officer of Ma-
rines (1965) 11365

on active duty, combined lineal list (1962)
10426; (1963) 9093

professional reading guide (1961) 9641;
(1962) 3406; (1963) 3211; (1965) 13102

promotions, improved opportunity, ex-

tend

—

hearings (1964) 15799
law (1964) 17252
reports (1964) 10246, 12103, 14118

register

—

departmental edition (1961) 11468; (1962)
14535; (1963) 12944; (1964) 11486;
(1965) 11564

document edition (1961) 10201; (1962)
13349; (1963) 11748; (1964) 10180;
(1965) 10377

retired, register (1962) 24039; (1965) 2965
supply-duty-only, reassign

—

hearing (1961) 19150
law (1961) 14123
reports (1961) 8782, 14608

operations in Korea, 1950-53, East-Central
front (1963) 1194

personnel, dependents, scholarship informa-
tion (1962) 1732

personnel, household goods shipments, un-
necessary costs to Government for pack-
ing, GAO review (1963) 8325

procurements of spare parts and assemblies
in excess of current needs, GAO report
(1965) 9241

publications, price list (1961) 15929; (1963)
1398; (1964) 7685;,(1965) 14985

readiness of combat and combat equipment,
2d Marine Division and force troops,
Camp Lejeune, N.C., GAO report (1965)
18195

recipe service (1963) 1566; (1965) 16890
reserve program, insurance plan for securi-

ty (1961) 9439
rifle squad, manual (1964) 9487
shore party and helicopter support team

operations, manual (1964) 5459
technical manuals (1961) 13422-423, 15738;

(1962) 23946; (1964) 5460
telling the Marine Corps story, recruiters

manual (1963) 18058
terminal facilities guide, Defense Supply

Agency handbook (1962) 21583
uniform regulations (1963) 16311
changes (1964) 14721-722

unsatisfactory condition of combat vehicles
and equipment in 3d Marine Division
(reinforced), Okinawa, Navy Dept., GAO
report (1963) 20725

Washington, D.C., general information
(1962) 15999

see also Retired officers, etc.

Marine Corps Air Facility, Iwakuni, Japan,
supply management activities, GAO re-

view (1961) 6165
Marine Corps Air Station, Beaufort, S.C:
construction, report (1964) 353
warehouse storage facilities construction

project, hearings (1963) 15310
Marine Corps Reserve:
commissioned and warrant officers, lineal

list (1963) 3046; (1965) 5068
50th anniversary, U.S.M.C. Reserve ready

(1965) 19818
general information (1963) 19815
job insurance, unique plan for Marine Re-

serve officers (1965) 5067
marine reservists awarded Medal of Honor

in World War II and Korea, list (1962)
15997

reserve marine (periodical) (1961) 3421;
(1962) 4296A; (1963) 4147; (1964) 3975;
(1965) 3896

six months training program

—

basic information (1962) 15998; (1964)
2976; (1965) 1306

ETTT, extended technical training, special
feature (1965) 19819

Marine Corps Schools, Quantico, Va., Cape-
hart housing. Labor Dept. wage rate
determinations for construction, GAO
review (1962) 13862

Marine Corps War Memorial, see United
States Marine Corps War Memorial.

Marine engineering:
Navy and Naval Reserve engineering duty

officers, qualifications, assignments, etc
(1963) 19993

regulations and material specifications
(1961) 8569; (1963) 13336; (1965) 4417

licenses, specimen examinations (1963) 16962

Marine evaporites (1963) 5024
Marine fauna:

acclimatization of fish organisms in USSR
seas, USSR study (1961) 17504

America's rare sea animals (1964) 14274
characteristics of aquatic fauna composi-

tion in relation to salinity of the medi-
um, USSR study (1963) 17749

data on quantitative distribution on floor of

Atlantic Ocean, USSR study (1961) 982
decapod crustaceans of the Carolinas (1965)

18123
food for animals, from marine-animal prod-

ucts, firms canning, list (1965) 1433()

ichthyofauna distribution in southeast Ber-
ing Sea, USSR study (1963) 16257

Ichtyological Laboratory, taxonomy studies
on marine organisms, research program
(1962) 575

Jurassic gastropods, central and southern
Utah (1965) 18213

mammal protection, hearings (1964) 10330

marine animal scrap, meal, etc., firms manu-
facturing, list (1965) 18158

marine animals share experience with de-

signers, USSR study (1964) 12931
marine worm, Glycera dibranchiata, changes

in abundance, associated with seawater
temperature fluctuations (1965) 605

migration of strontium-90 and cesium-137
from consumption of marine animals,
USSR study (1965) 4995

migrations and radioactivity of certain ma-
rine animals, USSR studies (1964) 7061

marine mammals of world, list (1963) 10200

protection on high seas, hearings (1962)

2339, 9484

protection on high seas, report (1961) 14409
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Marine fauna—Continued
remains in American coal balls, occurrence

and significance (1962) 9735
Rumania, Marine Zoological Station of Agi-

gea, activities, etc (1963) 10684
Soviet studies of ecology (1964) 7107
studies in marine zoology, USSR (1964) 8948
see also Benthos—Trilonites.

Marine flora, acclimatization of food orga-
nisms in USSR seas, USSR study (1961)
17504

Marine fouling, see Fouling.
Marine geophysical exploration, USSR (1963)

6866
Marine Highway, economic impact (1965) 5582
Marine Hvdrophysical Institute, USSR, activi-

ties (1964) 10765
Marine inspection, see Ships.
Marine insurance, problems in field (address)

(1961) 519
Marine invertebrates, see Marine fauna.
Marine laminating properties of selected wood

species, outdoor exposure, second period
examination (1962) 6446

Marine meteorological observations, manual
(1963) 3398; (1964) 9878

Marine oils, see FHsh oil.

Marine pelecypods, see Pelecypods.
Marine phytoplankton, see Phytoplankton.
Marine plants, see Marine flora.

Marine Resources and Engineering Develop-
ment, National Council on, see National
Council on Marine Resources and Engi-
neering Development.

Marine science, see Oceanography.
Marine Sciences Division:

hearings (1961) 10509
report (1961) 12439

Marine Science, Engineering and Resources
Commission, establish, reports (1965)
14103, 19215

Marine self-exciting synchronous generators,
USSR (1963) 5144

Marine silver hatchetfishes, family Sternop-
tychidae, revision (1961) 20014

Marine terminals, see Terminals (transporta-
tion).

Marine zoology, see Marine fauna.
Mariner, see Spacecraft.
Mariner ships, see Ships.
Mariners, see Notice to mariners.
Mariner's weather log (1961) 3645; (1962) 4036;

(1963) 3883; (1964) 3707; (1965) 3625
Marines, retired, handbook (1961) 6267

see also Marine Corps.
Marion, Mass.:
hurricane barriers, discharge characteristics,

hydraulic model investigation (1965) 527
hurricane survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2226
document edition (1963) 1991

Marion County, Ala., forest inventory statis-

tics (1963) 3379
Marion County, Fla., land conveyance to

Charles S. Mills, hearings (1962) 23361
Marion County, Ga., redevelopment area, op-

portunities for economic growth (1964)

15253
Marital status, see Marriage.
Maritime academies:
State or Federal, purchase uniforms

—

law (1965) 19143
report (1965) 13930

Maritime Administration:
achievements and plans for shipping im-

provement (remarks) (1961) 19838
administrator, nomination of Nicholas John-

son, hearings (1965) 430

Maritime Administration—Continued
anniversary (remarks) (1965) 11368
cargo development program (remarks) (1963)

10931
changes, programs, etc., and their affect on

shipping industry (remarks) (1963) 9094
construction-differential subsidies, unwar-

ranted payments resulting from inade-
quate implementation of value engineer-
ing program, GAO report (1965) 12533

current regulations, index (1961) 10595;
(1962) 12358; (1963) 10929; (1964) 13096;
(1965) 11367

decisions

—

Jan. 1947-Feb. 1952 (1963) 15491
Apr. 1952-Mar. 1956 (1963) 19186
Apr. 1956-Apr. 1960 (1964) 8550
Apr. 1960-Aug. 1961 (1964) 21297
separates (1964) 3410

deficient administration of spare parts pro-
curement and other deficiencies in con-
tract administration relating to nu-
clear-powered merchant vessel, NS Sa-
vannah, GAO report (1965) 7764

Division of Insurance, duties and functions
(remarks) (1963) 19816

expediting and encouraging Nation's trade
and shipping (remarks) (1962) 22460

financial reporting requirements (remarks)
(1962) 22458

fleet replacement program (remarks) (1961)
10591

hydrofoil program, current and future
status (remarks) (1962) 14409

legislation, hearing (1963) 12009

maritime administrator, appoint

—

hearings (1961) 14473, 14494; (1962) 2365
message from the President (1961) 10227

policies and responsibilities (remarks) (1962)
6225

power of Maritime Administration, expanded
or restricted (remarks) (1965) 8012

press releases (1965) 3820
releases MA NR series (1961) 3174; (1962)

4221; (1963) 4070; (1964) 3902
report, 1960—
departmental edition (1961) 4190
document edition (1961) 4005

report, 1961

—

departmental edition (1962) 6219
document edition (1962) 4908

report, 1962

—

departmental edition (1963) 3047
document edition (1963) 2031

report, 1963—
departmental edition (1964) 7423
document edition (1964) 6222

report, 1964—
departmental edition (1965) 9528
document edition (1965) 8735

research and development program (re-

marks) (1963) 10932; (1964) 20459
review of orders, law, text (9161) 5983
rules of practice and procedure (1965) 5070
ship mortgage insurance program, GAO re-

view (1965) 720
shipbuilding program (remarks) (1961) 9098
SP series (1961) 517-519, 1971, 4191-94,

5997-6000, 7384-87, 9096-9102, 10590-594,
14856, 17615-616, 19838-839; (1962) 1596,
3285-86, 6220-25, 8447-49, 10428,
12359-361, 14409-411, 18170-173, 20063,
22458-460, 23948; (1963) 3049-50,
9094-95, 10930-933, 16312, 18059, 19816;

(1964) 2977, 7425, 13097, 14723-724,
' 18654-655, 20457-460, 21782; (1965)

1307-8, 5069, 6585, 8012-14, 9529-30,
11368, 12808-809, 18416-420, 19822
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Maritime Administration—Continued
surface effect ship, economic potential (pa-

per) (1963) 9095
this is Marad (1965) 11369
value engineering program, future potential

(1964) 2977
Maritime claims, see Claims.
Maritime Commission:

decisions

—

Jan. 1947-Feb. 1952 (1963) 15491
separates (1964) 3410

Maritime Consultative Organization, Intergov-
ernmental, see Intergovernmental Mari-
time Consultative Organization.

Maritime gas cooled reactor program, quarter-
ly progress report, etc (1963) 18567

Maritime industry, see Merchant marine

—

Shipping.

Maritime law:
law of the sea

—

convention on Continental Shelf, adopted
at UN conference (1964) 15114

convention on high seas, adopted at UN
conference (1963) 5728

convention on territorial sea and contig-
uous zone (1965) 1651

recent developments, 1958 UN conference
(1962) 6370

rules of practice

—

amendments (1962) 12751
proposed amendments (1962) 10792

shore and sea boundaries (1963) 198; (1965)
337, 7333

see also Admiralty.
Maritime Museum Association of San Diego,

relief (1961) 7009, 8902, 10172
Maritime resources for security and trade

(1963) 15123; (1964) 10333
Maritime safety data for shipyards (1964)

18615-616

Maritime safety data for shipyards (1964)
18615-616

Maritime safety digest (periodical) (1961)
17597; (1963) 3884; (1964) 3708; (1965)
3626, 5037

Maritime safety officer, examination announce-
ment (1961) 12017; (1962) 328

Maritime service, see Shipping.
Maritime Subsidy Board, current regulations,

index (1962) 12358; (1963) 10929; (1964)
13096; (1965) 11367

Maritime terminals, see Terminals (transpor-
tation).

Maritime Territory, new scarlatiniform fever
discovered in Primorskiy Kray, USSR
study (1965) 19759

Mark, Jerome A., industry indexes of output
per man-hour (1964) 2969

-Mark, Marie E., relief (1961) 7002

Mark sensing, see Electronic data processing
systems.

Mark Twain National Wildlife Refuge:
general information (1961) 12673
waterfowl utilization and hunting kill (1963)

15537
Markarian, Carnick A., summary of State ra-

diological environmental surveillance
activities (1965) 3004

Markers, interstate route, prohibit commercial
misuse, report (1965) 17.596

Markeson, Clyde B.:

economic aspects of marketing Florida avo-
cados (1963) 14869

forestry associations, identifying need
(1965) 9077

Market diseases of grapes and other small
fruits (1961) 64

Market gardening:
contract production of truck crops, 12 se-

lected areas. United States (1964) 12311
Florida, marketing truck crops (1962) 12902
truck crop production practices

—

Accomack and Northampton Counties, Va
(1962) 7257

Berrien and Van Buren C/Ounties, Mich
(1965) 7567

Broward and Palm Beach (Aunties, Fla
(1963) 2126

Cameron and Hidalgo Counties, Tex (1963)
15415

Colquitt County, Ga (1963) 2127
Columbia County, Wis (1961) 6667
Erie County, N.Y (1965) 7568
Monterey County, Calif (1964) 2260
Yakima County, Wash (1964) 17903

Market prices, see Prices.

Marketing, see Markets and marketing.
Marketing Ex^onomics Division, program and

organization (1961) 19217
Markets and marketing:

accelerate movement of consumer goods (ad-
dress) (1962) 9127

acreage allotment and marketing quota
summary (1961) 5552

acreage control programs in 1950's, econom-
ic effects (1962) 21606

acreage-marketing guides (1961) 11, 5173-75,
13744, 20257; (1962) 10, 6517-18, 8757.
16239; (1963) 2, 4330, 5779-81, 14814;
(1964) 2, 5784-86, 15181; (1965) 4-5, 6070,
16052

Africa, market profiles (1965) 15379
agreements and orders, etc., statutes, compi-

lation (1961) 1622; (1963) 1683; (1965)
5507

agricultural marketing (periodical) (1961)
2769; (1962) 3586; (1963) 3425; (1964)
3220; (1965) 3108

agricultural marketing agreements act,
amend

—

hearings (1963) 9993, 11869, 12004; (1964)
19495; (1965) 10514

report (1963) 17248; (1965) 17585
agricultural marketing firms, rising depre-

ciation of assets, some causes and impli-
cations (1964) 4612

agricultural marketing in a free market (ad-
dress) (1962) 8812

agricultural marketing, vital link between
farmer and consumer (1965) 18881

agricultural, new methods and tools for im-
proving. National Marketing Service
Workshop report (1961) 16070

agriculture Department—
50 years of marketing services, exhibit

(1963) 9528
milestones in marketing, 50 years of serv-

ices (1963) 9530
services to consumers (remarks) (1962)

10884
Agriculture Department's role in improving

practices (paper) (1961) 6656
American republics, market profiles (1965)

15387
Austria, market factors (1965) 15383
Austria, market for supermarket, food proc-

essing, and food handling equipment
(1964) 12560

BDSA publications, list (1962) 230; (1964)
11878; (1965) 17152

Belgium, market factors (1965) 5759
Belgium, market for U.S. products, interna-

tional commerce, supp (1963) 10327
building farm markets abroad (remarks)

(1961) 17272
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Markets and marketing—Continued
building markets for future (address) (1961)

18427
business and government, partners in Free

World (address) (1963) 7806
cattleman's challenge (comments) (1962)

8767
challenge and change (address) (1965) 10054
changing metropolitan markets, 1950-60,

population trends (1962) 4657
(Colombia, market for U.S. products (1964)

10690
(Commerce Dept. publications for use in

marketing and distribution (1962) 4700
consumer markets, current materials, list

(1963) 13261
costs and grower's returns, impact of tech-

nological change, case studies (1963)
1706

defense utilization and marketing handbook
(1964) 12301, 21253-254

developing overseas markets for farm prod-
ucts (remarks) (1961) 17273

directory of Federal-State market news re-

ports (1964) 4184
distribution data guide (1961) 2928

index, Jan.-June 1960 (1961) 2928
economics research publications, reference

list (1965) 10725
efficient marketing, our greatest challenge,

theme of National Marketing Service
Workshop (1962) 16245

Europe, market indicators (1961) 14919;
(1964) 4850

export marketing for small firms, manual
(1963) 13042

Far East, market indicators (1961) 6095
Far East, market profiles (1965) 7352
FAS overseas marketing activities (re-

marks) (1961) 20757
fats and oils, modified edible, market poten-

tials (1964) 11771
Federal Republic of (Germany, market fac-

tors (1965) 8691
financing and marketing, Siamese twins (re-

marks) (1964) 17989
fishery marketing specialist, examination

announcement, amdt (1965) 19019
Foreign Agricultural Service, promotion ac-

tivity, report (1965) 19267
foreign, building, possibilities (remarks)

(1962) 7430
foreign crops and markets (periodical) (1961)

3272; (1962) 3881; (1963) 2305, 3721;
(1964) 3519; (1965) 3432

foreign, developing for U.S. seeds (state-
ment) (1961) 7450

foreign market news service, expand cover-
age (remarks) (1961) 10651

foreign market survey (series) (1965)
17153-161

France, market factors (1965) 13716
Government market, guide for selling or

buying, directory (1963) 1493; (1965)
16855

revision sheet (1961) 5095
Greece, market factors (1965) 4435
groceries, handling costs study (1961) 9891
Hong Kong, market for U.S. products (1964)

15982
importance of foreign markets to U.S. econ-

omy (remarks) (1962) 348
input-output analysis as tool in agricultural

marketing research (1962) 21608
international marketing efforts (address)

(1964) 11966
international services of Commerce Dept.

(address) (1962) 2559
Iran, factors (1964) 8811

Markets and marketing—Continued
Italy, market factors (1965) 10328
Italy, potential market for U.S. specialized

machine tools (1964) 12551
key marketing words, list with definitions

(1961) 20130
Latin American republics, market indicators

(1965) 13714
Lebanon, market factors (1964) 10697
Liberia, market for U.S. products (1965)

9304
Libya, market for U.S. products (1963) 2382
list of publications for hotels, motels, tour-

ist courts, and restaurants (1961) 20377
low cost aids for higher export profits, serv-

ices through Commerce Department field

offices (1962) 23112; (1963) 19354
low cost marketing aids for higher export

profits (1964) 19822
make world market yield its opportunities

for America (address) (1964) 6118
making sales figures talk (1964) 5683
market for U.S. products in Pakistan (1962)

720
market for U.S. products in Peru (1961)

18444
market for U.S. products in Sudan (1963)

10345
market indicators for

—

.\frica (1962) 23619
Asia and Oceania (1964) 14372
Latin American republics (1962) 9796

market news leaflets (1962) 19506-511,
21777-780; (1963) 553-554, 2292-93,
10196, 15524-252, 19233-237; (1964)
6718-20, 19729-730; (1965) 4741-61,
10864-882, 16210

market news service, direct teletypewriter
hook-up (1963) 13150

marketing and transportation (1961) 2792;
(1962) 4037; (1963) 3885; (1964) 3709;
(1965) 3627

marketing areas, Pakistan (1961) 6081
marketing bulletins (1961) 87-88, 5264, 6686,

9887, 11706; (1962) 8843, 18631, 22936;
(1963) 33, 7570, 11456, 13172-173, 18431;
(1964) 31, 1705, 4206, 7928, 11768,
15211-213, 20928; (1965) 18880-881

marketing challenges in American economy
(address) (1965) 13391

marketing changes in changing economy
(speech) (1962) 8767A

marketing channels, need for checking (1961)
5091

marketing information guide (1962) 4038;
(1963) 3886; (1964) 3710

annotated bibliography (1965) 3628
marketing key to American progress (re-

marks) (1961) 20497
marketing quotas and allotments, statutes,

compilation (1961) 1622; (1963) 1683
marketing research, biological sciences

(1962) 12890
marketing research methods, listing of mate-

rials from marketing information guide
(1964) 4336

marketing research reports (1961) 89-95,

1633-34, 3702-9, 5265-69, 6687-96, 8300-1,
9888-91, 11707-14, 13786-794,
16106-109, 17916-919, 20297-300; (1962)
54-65, 1941-43, 4513-17, 6570-76, 8845-51,
14752-758, 10838-840, 12853-856,
16298-302, 18632-636, 20407-411,
22937-940; (1963) 34-35, 1701-8, 4357-63,
5826-33, 7571-76, 9577-82, 11457-460,
13174-176, 14863-873, 16746-749,
18432-435, 20286-287; (1964) 32-36,

1706-8, 4207-11, 5832-38, 7929-32,
9947-53. 11769-773, 13586-592, 15214-215,
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Markets and marketing—Continued
marketing research reports—Continued

16957-959, 19086-89, 20929; (1965) 37-43,

1764-66, 4110-11, 5516, 7033-35, 8436-37,
10067-72, 11852-858, 13392-396,
15193-199, 16974-978, 18882-883

marketing research workers, employment
outlook (1962) 8333; (1964) 9383

markets, market structure, and institutional
organization of agriculture (lectures

(1963) 9529
matching fund program, prospects for (ad-

dress) (1962) 12817
measuring metropolitan markets, guide to

use of Government data (1963) 9705
meat market operations, commissary stores.

Army technical manual (1962) 18688
changes (1964) 10014, 19218

modernization, key to new markets (address-
es) (1964) 10043, 11880, 13741

Morocco, market for U.S. products (1964)
19823

national directories for use in marketing
(1964) 13441

bibliography (1963) 14687
Near East and South Asia market profiles

(1965) 15375
Negro market, economic trends (remarks)

(1964) 10128
Netherlands, factors (1964) 14388
new look at

—

export markets (1962) 22784
foreign markets (addresses) (1962)

20690-691
new marketing devices through trade mis-

sions, etc. (address) (1963) 14070
Nigeria, market for U.S. products (1964)

6843
one-market world, implications (addresses)

(1965) 7348, 11040, 17281
one world, one market (address) (1963) 6585
open market operations. Federal reserve,

1962 (1963) 10179
open market policy process (1964) 4716
ores and concentrates of gold, silver, copper,

lead, and zinc in U.S (1964) 13105
organization

—

and Federal-State services in marketing
field (address) (1962) 6530

key to successful marketing (address)
(1962) 6531

organized marketing work of Agriculture
Dept. (address) (1963) 20280

our world market, today and tomorrow (ad-

dress) (1963) 10329
overseas, sell your products in U.S. trade

centers (1963) 203
Pakistan, market factors (1965) 10329
personal income, key to small-area market

analysis (1962) 2160
Peru, market factors (1964) 18173
Philippines, market for U.S. products (1965)

11039
radio and television market news broadcasts

(1961) 6626
research and development programs, etc.,

include in marketing agreements, report
(1965) 17.'585

research directory. Agricultural Marketing
Service, field locations, personnel in

charge (1963) 4335
research procedures, bibliography (1963)

11274
sample display service, new way to find

agents and distributors overseas (1965)
783, 16356

Saudi Arabia, market for U.S. products
(1963) 5092

Markets and marketing—Continued

self-help stabilizing programs with use of
marketing agreements and orders

—

fact sheet (1962) 4496
general explanation, questions and an-
swers (1962) 10844

questions and answers (1962) 4498
selling in Austria (1964) 19824
services for you from Agricultural Market-

ing Service (1963) 13186
shopping world market (address) (1962)

20695
show and sell, where, when, guide to exhibits

around world (1965) 14460
small marketers aids (1961) 2705, 5092, 6543,

8190-91, 9746, 13661, 1.5964, 17816,
20134-135; (1962) 1813. 3479, 8634-35,
10644, 18447, 20275-276, 22792; (1963)
1490, 5718

annual compilation (1961) 17817; (1962)
20276; (1964) 1582, 20792

small marketers

—

building the right reputation (1961) 17816
cost cutting through work measurement

(1961) 8191
customers, neglected sales force? (1962)
20275

electronic recordkeeping (1962) 22792
meeting risks of change (1961) 9746

stable dollar role in expanding world mar-
kets (remarks) (1964) 4718

States, matching fund, marketing service
program (1965) 7551

States, service programs (1961) 13745;
(1963) 1615

statistics and maps for market analysis,
bibliography (1965) 11680

Switzerland, factors (1964) 10699
transportation for changing market struc-

ture for farm commodities (address)
(1962) 6532

trends and consumer services (address)
(1964) 5865

Turkey, market factors (1965) 17287
understanding why they buy (1962) 1813
United Arab Republic, market factors (1964)

21091
U.S. share of world markets for manufac-

tured products, analysis of changes
from 1954-61 (1964) 14395

uses of marketing information by farmers in

Michigan (1961) 19

USSR, organizing and planning (1961) 2441
Venezuela, market for U.S. products (1964)

14370
western Europe and Canada, market profiles

(1965) 15374
Yugoslavia, market factors (1965) 4430
wholesale food distributors, accounting

methods (1961) 6689
wholesale produce markets, structure (1964)

8468
world markets (address) (1964) 6117

world markets

—

for American agriculture (address) (1964)
.5866

opportunities for U.S. business (remarks)
(1963) 4654

policies to ensure U.S. products competi-
tive place (1963) 18272

working together in marketing (address)
(1962) 4471

world 1960, small business problems

—

hearings (1961) 5907
report (1961) 7234

world trade marts, 50 countries represented
(1962) 687A
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Markets and marketing—Continued
see a/so Commodity exchanges

—

also names
or classes of commodities, etc., market-
ed.

Marking:
aircraft nationality and registration marks,

civil air regulations amendment (1961)

9077
articles imported in containers, require-

ments

—

hearing (1963) 8103
reports (1963) 4750, 11988; (1964) 2065

and tagging fishes (1962) 17515
fish and invertebrates (1963) 10195
identification of administrative, combat, and

tactical transport vehicles (1965) 2075
identification, of copper and copper base al-

loy mill products. Federal standard
(1961) 543

imported articles repackaged in U.S., amend
tariff act, report (1961) 16785

iron and steel products. Federal standard
(1962) 15578

lumber and wood products imported, require-

ments, hearing (1963) 8103
marking for shipment and storage, military

standard (1961) 7307
Meat Inspection Division program (1964)

1693; (1965) 11835
military property, identification, military

standard (1962) 17358
obstruction marking standards to air navi-

gation (1963) 484
obstructions in navigable waters, clarify

responsibility

—

law (1965) 19127
reports (1965) 13902, 15987

paper labels and bands, imported require-

ments, report (1964) 10264
pupil marks and school marking systems,

bibliography (1963) 19115
radio towers, abandoned or unused

—

hearings (1965) 17716, 19487
law (1965) 19145
report (1961) 8948; (1965) 14099, 17636

registration, aircraft and related products
(1964) 8531

requirements

—

Austria (1962) 5357
Belgium (1963) 2433
Canada (1962) 5356
Federal Republic of Germany and West

Berlin (1961) 7466
Netherlands (1961) 20868
Republic of South Africa (1963) 6603

runways and taxiways (1961) 1959
shipment and storage, military standard

(1962) 21598; (1963) 2115
steel products, recommendation of trade

(1962) 16444
amendments (1963) 4557, 13267

Markings by Lenin on letter from G.V. Chich-
erin (1961) 13052

Markland locks and dam, spillway, Ohio River,

hydraulic model investigation (1961)

12599
MarkofF, Gypsy, relief (1962) 19047, 23156
Markov chain theory applied to prediction of

retirement rates (1964) 15235
Markov processes:
optimal control of objects, USSR study

(1962) 22197
transformations, USSR study (1961) 15257
yield probabilities (1962) 17376

Markovian model for projecting movements of

personnel through a system (1965) 11881

Marks, Albert, relief (1965) 8759, 13759, 15855
Marks, Leonard, jr., nomination, hearing

(1964) 14127

Marks, Melvin R., airman specialties, develop-
ment of standard list of work require-
ment factors (1964) 4256

Marksmanship, see Shooting.
Markuson, Barbara E., libraries and automa-

tion, proceedings of conference (1964)
20452

Markwalter, George, claim (1962) 15111; (1964)
12031; (1965) 5852

Marlin, Tex., climatic summaries of resort
areas (1965) 13338

Marmo, F.F., role of interplanetary debris in

planetary atmospheres, sodium in

earth's atmosphere (1963) 19893
Marmosets:
hematologic and cytogenetic evidence for

chimerism (1965) 5562
human A- and B-like antigens on red cells

(1965)4211
Marmots, aviation-chemical method of exter-

minating, USSR study (1962) 7907
Marotta, S.F., gaseous tissue nitrogen of rats,

etc (1963) 16790
Marovelli, Robert L., thermal conductivity of

rock, measurement by transient line

source method (1965) 8022
Marowitz, Charles, relief (1964) 21171; (1965)

5860
Marquette, Mich, electric facilities of area,

map (1962) 556; (1963) 517
principal electric facilities, map (1964) 674;

(1965) 16178
redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)

13142
Marquette County, Mich., opportunities for

economic growth (1964) 17023
Marquette Tercentenary Commission, see Fa-

ther Marquette Tercentenary Commis-
sion.

Marquez, Octavio J., relief (1961) 10378
Marquis, David A.:

chemical light meter for forest research
(1963) 10221

regeneration of birch and associated hard-
woods after patch cutting (1965) 12515

Marrella, Pasquale, relief (1962) 7024, 21292;
(1963) 18826; (1964) 1871, 2144

Marriage:
annulment, veterans, widows and children,

restoration to pension rolls

—

law (1962) 20849
reports (1962) 9278, 17262

District of Columbia divorce, legal separa-
tion and annulment laws, amend

—

law (1965) 17413
reports (1964) 13972; (1965) 4504, 15972

law, Vietnam, strengthen propaganda on
implementation (1961) 13237

marital status

—

population characteristics (1961) 13915;
(1962) 4735; (1963) 7761; (1965) 8612

population of U.S., census 1960 (1963)
1886

older persons, trends (1963) 5040
records, where to write (1962) 18412, 18429;

(1964) 11588, 20773
remarriage tables, OASDI and U.S. employees

compensation systems (1963) 14696
selected characteristics of marriages, Geor-

gia, statistics (1961) 21324
Senegal, laws and customs (1962) 19856
senior citizens, marital status, statistics

(1964) 10072
separation and annulment in D.C., amend

act, report (1961) 17078
State laws governing emancipation of mi-

nors (1964) 13551
statistically oriented studies, bibliography

(1963) 16512
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Marriage—Continued

statistics (1962) 8614; (1965) 3005, 15020
annulment, for divorce-registration area

(1961) 15844
by counties (1961) 15842
detailed for marriage-registration area

(1961) 15843
summary 1959 (1961) 15840

trends (1964) 2436
workers, marital and family characteristics

(1961) 7897
see also Premarital examinations—Vital

statistics.

Married persons, see Husbands and wives.
Married-student apartment planning aids, col-

lege and university (1962) 19430
Marriott, Richard A., stream catalog of Wood

River Lake system, Bristol Bay, Alaska
(1965) 7705

Marrow:
bone

—

administration in radiation sickness in

animals, results, USSR study (1962)
1375

cadaverous, response to thermal burns,
USSR study (1963) 8993

cell injection, effect on influenza morpholo-
gy in irradiated animals (1964) 9330

changes under influence of cortisone, age
peculiarities, USSR study (1961) 4657

hematology and therapeutic use, USSR
study (1965) 7895

irradiated rabbits, cultivation in vitro,

USSR study (1961) 12921
rat, effect of total body irradiation on
DNA synthesis in vitro (1965) 10125

suspensions, effect of AET on in-vitro oxi-

dation of glucose, (1965) 13436
transplantation

—

during acute radiation sickness under
experimental conditions, USSR study
(1962) 19900

effect on acute radiation sickness, USSR
study (1961) 11178

in acute radiation sickness, state of
hemopoietic tissue, USSR study (1964)
14592

in treatment of radiation sickness,
USSR study (1961) 21009

on dogs with acute radiation sickness,
humoral component, USSR study
(1964) 4905

problems in radiation affections, USSR
study (1964) 16028

clinical use of whole-body radiation and
bone marrow transplants, recent USSR
research (1965) 19753

homologous bone, treatment of irradiated
rats, hematological research, Rumanian
study (1962) 7711

medullary syndrome following irradiation,
experimental study (1961) 13833

mitotic cycle of bone marrow cells, study of

autoradiographic method, USSR (1963)

20921
MARS, see Military Affiliate Radio System.
Mars (planet):

ascent modes for 1966-67 opportunity with
Atlas-Centaur launch vehicle (1965) 8119

atmosphere

—

composition and surface pressure (1965)
18470

convective and radiative heating of

shapes entering at suborbital speeds
(1964) 3026

determining characteristics from
gas-dynamic behavior of probe vehicle

(1963) 9184

Mars (planet)—Continued
atmosphere—Continued
equilibrium thermodynamic properties of

models (1965) 19891
models for entry design (1965) 1472
structure and chemical composition, effect

on entry (1965) 5186
atmospheric braking for transfer into Mar-

tian orbit (1965) 13018
atmospheric circulation aspects (1965) 14746

atmospheric entry, separation and line-of-

sight relay communication for bus-cap-
sule combinations (1965) 11499

environment, simulated, germination, etc., of

bacterial spores (1964) 78
fast interplanetary missions with low-thrust

propulsion systems (1961) 6413
fast manned missions, mass-ratio and trajec-

tory factors, parametric study (1965)
5161

guidance perturbations for low-thrust orbi-

ter mission using Snap-8 (1963) 1278
guidance sensitivity for various low-thrust

transfers from Earth (1962) 6297
heat shielding requirements for manned

landing (1965) 18478
interplanetary trajectories missions to, use

of three-dimensional sphere-of-influence

method, analysis (1962) 12462
ionosphere, theoretical study (1964) 14868
motions of short 10° blunted cone entering

Martian atmosphere (1962) 12501
natural and induced environments encoun-

tered in interplanetary space and meth-
ods of simulation, investigation (1963)

4392
nominal natural environment for advanced

manned planetary mission programs
(1965) 11419

nonstop round-trip trajectories (1965) 5205
observation of USSR during great opposi-

tion of 1956, results (1963) 7295
orbiting probes, electrically propelled, con-

stant thrust, parametric study (1964)

21755
physical conditions (1963) 18175
planetary flight handbook (1965) 18489-491
popular science articles, USSR (1964) 5192
round-trip missions, 3-dimensional trajecto-

ry analysis (1962) 22541
simulated environment

—

bacterial content and soil moisture con-

tent (1963) 83
bacterial synergism, studies (1963) 7638

small probe entering atmosphere (1964) 3008

strength and structure (1964) 9616
theory of Mars, completion (1962) 6331
tides in atmosphere (1964) 18722
unmanned vehicles, nuclear powered, liqu-

id-hydrogen storage problems (1962)
6271

unmanned vehicles starting from orbit

around Earth, determination of nuclear-

rocket power levels (1962) 6270
USSR interplanetary rocket (1963) 1047

Marsden, Charles P.:

receiving tubes, tabulation of data (1963)

12893
Soviet electron devices, tabulation of data

(1963) 12903
Marsden, Charles P., tabulation of published

data on Soviet electron devices (1965)

19961
Marseilles fever, incidence in Bulgaria (1962)

7650
Marsh, R. Brandon, testimony, hearings (1964)

6526
Marsh screw amphibians, see Cargo carriers.
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Marshall, Burke, nomination, hearings (1961)

5889
Marshall, Kathryn, relief (1963) 11773, 18985,

20404
Marshall, L.B., handbook of Hospital Crops,

Navy (1964) 3565; (1965) 3478
Marshall, Lawrence G.:

mining, methods, etc., crushed-limestone op-

erations, Madison County, Iowa (1964)

5473
sand and gravel operations and costs, Min-

neapolis-St. Paul area, Minn(1963) 10936

sand and gravel operations and costs, Mar-
tin Marietta Corp (1964) 5474

Marshall, Peter, pravers, reprint, reports

(1965) 4574, 7424
Marshall, T.E., III:

automatic weather station (grasshopper)

(1964) 13327
code and sequencing system for automatic

weather stations (1965) 11588
Marshall, Thurgood, nomination, hearings

(1962) 19391; (1965) 16035
Marshall, Tex.:

district court, waive sec. 142, title 28,

\j S.C.
law d'962) 16786
reports (1962) 11398, 17190

Marshall County, Ky., fuller's earth process-

ing plant, feasibility of establishing

(1965) 8500
Marshall County, Tenn., forest inventory sta-

tistics (1961) 17867
Marshall County, W. Va., coal, preparation

characteristics (1964) 14746
Marshall Islands:

Bikini and nearby atolls (series) (1962) 5296,

17627; (1963) 19308; (1964) 15945
physical constants for area (1962) 17627
radioactive isotopes internally deposited in

Marshallese people, determination by
excretion analysis (1961) 185

Marshall Space Flight Center, see CJeorge C.

Marshall Space Flight Center.

Marshalls Creek, Pa., motor vehicle accident

(1964) 21377
Marshals:

fees, charges to private litigants, increase

—

law (1962) 18988
reports (1962) 13426, 17222

Marshes, southwestern Louisiana, effect of

nutria feeding on vegetation (1962)

17528
Marshfield, Ind.:

motor carrier accident (1965) 9312
railroad accident (1965) 9312

Marson, Frank M., bibliography on snow, ice,

and permafrost (1964) 15866, 19652;

(1965) 18022
Marston, Richard B.:

checking calibration of nuclear soil moisture

and density measuring equipment (1965)

7718
volumes of field soil, etc., measured by sub-

surface nuclear probes (1965) 7719

Marteney, P.J., opacity of small particles

(1965) 9615
Martens, Frederick H., research reactors

(1965) 18964
Martha's Vineyard, Mass., tektite specimens

(1961) -20140

Martensite, transformation, behavior of inter-

nal friction associated, Ck)mmunist
Chinese study (1962) 5647

Marthakis, Evangelos J., relief (1962) 5011

Martian atmosphere, see Atmosphere.
Martin, Betty S., look abroad, effects of for-

eign travel on domestic outdoor recrea-

tion and brief survey of outdoor recrea-

tion in 6 countries (1963) 1380

Martin, Billy G., infrared technology and non-
destructive testing (1963) 18263

Martin, Clarence D., jr.:

address, etc (1963) 4652, 6051, 9784, 13352,

15124, 18756, 20392; (1964) 8185-86,

10131, 11972, 13826, 15368; (1965) 4437,

5768-69, 7357, 8698, 13725
nomination, hearing (1961) 4107

Martin, Dale A.:

adsorption and recovery of sulphur dioxide

from industrial gases by using synthetic

zeolites (1964) 1439
decomposition of gypsum in fludized-bed re-

actor (1963) 19859
Martin, E.C., growth and change in structure

of aspen stand after harvest cutting
(1965)12511

Martin, E. Dale, asymptotic expansions for

singular perturbation problems, etc

(1963) 14572
Martin, Edwin M.:

addresses, etc (1963) 5906, 7435; (1964) 1598

Martin, Elizabeth M., relief (1963) 18830;
(1964) 1862, 2150

Martin, Eugene C., rapid solidification of hy-
drocarbon fuels (1965) 9975

Martin, Fant W., woodcock status report
(1963) 6470; (1964) 4746; (1965) 4778

Martin, Glenn L., Co., seaplanes procured
from, additional costs. Navy Dept., GAO
report (1964) 8705

Martin, Gordon E., relief (1963) 11779; (1965)

10425
Martin, H.L., effects of low temperatures on

structural metals (1965) 1405
Martin, Henry B.:

distribute land sale proceeds to

—

law (1964) 17312
reports (1964) 15428, 17710

Martin, Joseph W., jr., acceptance of award
(1965) 15430, 15587, 17782

Martin, Kenneth L.:

O130E performance at emergency-war-
time-use-only gross weights (1965) 4160

limited C-130-E category 2 stability and con-

trol tests (1964) 13615
Martin, Ralph G.:

distribute land sale proceeds to

—

law (1964) 17312
reports (1964) 15428, 17710

Martin, Robert E., relief (1965) 17518

Martin, Roscoe C, metropolis in transition,

local government adaption (1964) 831
Martin, Ruby G., public education. Civil

Rights Commission staff report (1964)

21049
Martin, Rudolph, textbook on anthropology,

systematic presentation, USSR (1962)

1182
Martin, Stanley:

distribute land sale proceeds to

—

law (1964) 17312
reports (1964) 15428, 17710

Martin, Troy C:
application of nuclear techniques in coal

analysis, annual report (1965) 1855
fluorescent excitation using isotopic X-ray

emission (1965) 15249
Martin, W.B.J., relief (1961) 14248, 14543,

18469
Martin, William

close-in effects of underground nuclear deto-

nation on vegetation, etc (1963) 11577
food-chain relationships of radiostrontium

in Sedan fallout field. Project Sedan
(1965) 13510

Martin, W. Edgar:
general-usage facilities and equipment for

secondary schools (1963) 12080
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Martin, W. Edgar—Continued
major principles of biological sciences of

importance for general education, list

(1963) 4825
selected references on facilities and equip-

ment for handicapped children (1963)
20642

Martin, William H., defection, employees of

supersecret NSA, project (1962) 17135
Martin, William MaC, jr.

addresses, etc (1963) 2272; (1964) 2326, 4720;
(1965) 4722, 10839, 12444

Martin Marietta Corp.:
Aerospace Division, leasing electronic data

processing systens, unnecessary cost,

GAO report (1964) 8735
Baltimore plant, wage chronology (1963)

9048
contract with Defense Dept., analog comput-

er systems, excessive cost to Govern-
ment, GAO report (1963) 19280

Denver Division, Denver, Colo., potential
savings through procurement of operat-
ing supplies from GSA sources, GAO
report (1965) 4838

sand and gravel operations and costs (1964)
5474

wage chronology (1965) 18402
Martinek, Harold, error keys as reference aids

in image interpretation (1965) 17076
Martinelli, M., jr., watershed management in

Rocky Mountain alpine and subalpine
zones (1965) 7741

Martinez, Angel A., relief (1961) 7181
Martinez, Maria L., relief (1961) 7182
Martinez- Lopez, Manuel, relief (1961) 10240,

12421, 14057
Martinez, Calif., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 18187
Martinez Torres, Rafael P., relief (1965) 17766

Martino, Angelina, relief (1964) 14038; (1965)

10596
Martino, Domenico, relief (1962) 7124. 21300;

(1963) 8032, 13408, 13481
Martins Fork Reservoir:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 16120
document edition (1965) 15540

Martinsburg, W. Va., National Computer Cen-
ter, general information (1965) 12571

Marton, Tibor W.:
foreign-language and English dictionaries in

physical sciences and engineering (1964)

16737
Soviet research in field emission, 1960-63,

bibliography (1964) 5550
Martorana, S.V.:

Air Force-OAR contribution to programmed
instruction (1965) 4193

survey of State legislation relating to high-

er education (1963) 17396
Marty, Robert:
analyzing uncertain timber investments

(1965) 4808
evaluating and scheduling white-pine weevil

control in northeast (1964) 14330
Martz, C. William:
approximating vacuum motions of spinning

symmetrical bodies with nonconstant
spin rates (1963) 9198

complex Fresnel integral tables (1964) 14797

Martz, Helen E.:

illegitimacy and dependency (1964) 21366
medical care for the aged under MAA and

OAA (1965) 5473
water resources and pollution control (1963)

618
Marupa, description, etc (1961) 6105

Marvel project, investigation of shrouded pro-
peller propulsive system on Marvelette
aircraft (1965) 1688

Marvel report, unique solution to problem of
obtaining 2-dimensional boundary layer
data on variable-camber high-lift wings
of Marvelette aircraft (1965) 13312

Marvin, Joseph G.:

convective heat transfer in planetary gases
(1965) 14858

pressure and convective heat-transfer meas-
urements in shock tunnel using several
test gases (1965) 18567

Marx, Karl:
anniversary of death. North Vietnam talk

on creative Marxism (1963) 12336
criticism of method of vulgar economics and

its realistic significance. Communist
China (1963) 5273

Das Kapital, structure and significance.

Communist Chinese view (1962) 23664
evaluation on 80th anniversary of death,

Vietnamese editorial (1963) 8989
imaginary conversation with Ulbright and

Engels (1962) 12209
manuscripts, notes about the Rumanians

(1965)11236
political economy and bourgeois classical

political economy, Communist China
study (1963) 5213

viewpoint cannot be said as physiocratic
viewpoint, Communist Chinese study
(1962) 22294

Marxism, see Communism.
Marxist-Leninist doctrine and humanitarian-

ism. Communist China (1961) 2183
Marxist-Leninist training of Bulgarian youth

(1961) 4506
Marxist political economy and bourgeois clas-

sical political economy, (Jommunist
China study (1963) 5213

Mary Alphonsa, Sister, see Bruno, Elena.

Mary Attilia, Sister, see Todaro, Filipa.

Mary Aurelia, Sister, see DiGesu, Chiara

Mary Rosina, Sister, see Luisi, Rosina.

Maryland:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 4120
aging citizens, educational needs, conference

report (1963) 20249
agricultural conservation handbook (1961)

3659: (1962) 1921
Allegheny Parkway, establish, hearing

(1962) 13681

annual survey of manufactures, standard
metropolitan statistical areas and large
industrial counties, statistics (1962)

18773; (1963) 4568; (1964) 6029
census of agriculture counties (1961) 18155
census of business

—

retail trade

—

area statistics (1965) 5648
merchandise line sales (1965) 15301

selected service trades, errata sheet (1961)

3904
selected services, area statistics (1965)

8579
wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)

5672, 10228
census of governments. State report (1965)

4322
census of housing State and small areas,

tenure, rent, plumbing, etc (1962) 6776
census of manufactures area report (1961)

11848
census of mineral industries, area report

(1961) 20419
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Maryland—Continued

census of population

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 20629
general characteristics (1961) 10071
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 4773
number of inhabitants (1961) 3946

censuses of population and housing, geo-
graphic identification code scheme (1961)
6869

Chesapeake Bay fishing harbors economic
study (1961) 14796

climatic summary 1951-60, decennial census
(1964) 20877

climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;
(1963) 3517, (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216

community economic redevelopment pro-
grams, case studies (1963) 16817

construct additional bridge across Chesa-
peake Bay

—

hearings (1964) 17663
report (1964) 13954

conveyance of real property to

—

law (1965) 17421
reports (1962) 19359; (1965) 15893, 17635

costs of operating exempt for-hire motor
carriers of agricultural commodities,
pilot study (1963) 8152

county business patterns, activities covered
by OASDI program (1961) 11878, 20438;
(1963) 15051

eastern, disking to convert hard-wood loblol-

ly pine stands to pine (1965) 678
eastern

—

five-year effects from row thinnings in

loblolly pine plantations (1964) 8676
loblolly pine stands, conditioning for re-
generation (1964) 787

electric rate book (1961) 525; (1962) 542,
19482; (1964) 4707, 19692

employment, civil rights report (1964) 6075;
(1965) 17240

firefighting agreements with D.C., amend

law (1964) 17332
reports (1963) 7976; (1964) 15785

fishery products, wholesale dealers, list

(1964) 710, 18011
fossil marine mammals from Miocene Cal-

vert Formation (1965) 18633
labor organizations, reporting, register

(1961) 9401; (1964) 16571
land conveyance to Prince (JSeorges County

Hospital

—

law (1962) 20827
reports (1962) 15224, 17267

landings, fish and shellfish (1961) 3245,
10627; (1962) 4039, 11812; (1963) 3887.
19222; (1964) 691, 3711, 15915; (1965)
3629, 12451

loblolly pines, tip-moth control fails to im-
prove height (1964) 8652

mail routes, schedule (1962) 16109
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1962) 1613, 22488; (1964) 1414, 21700
minor civil divisions, representative dis-

tricts, census 1960, map (1961) 16291
municipal waste facilities (1964) 3103
municipal water facilities (1964) 18908
municipal water facilities inventory (1961)

6503
opportunity for progress (1965) 1810
outpatient psychiatric clinics, methodologi-

cal study of population (1962) 1779
parkway, administration and maintenance,

hearing (1961) 10506
population, 1960, characteristics (1963)

18653

Maryland—Continued
Potomac River compact to regulate fishing

in area

—

law (1962) 23183
reports (1962) 16953, 21437

precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)
3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965)
3492

preferential assessment of farmland

—

experience (talk) (1961) 19216
rural-urban fringe (1961) 17157

primary election. Republican candidate for
Senate, 1964 complaint contesting, sub-
committee report (1965) 4623

public school finance program (1964) 4639
redevelopment area, 5B, statistical profile

(1963) 9790
retrocession of portion of District of Colum-

bia, report (1965) 15759
rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-

files (1962) 16655
soft-shell clam, Mya arenaria, seasonal gon-

adal cycle of male (1965) 6232
southern, 7-year results in managing small

woodlot (1963) 20703
Southern Maryland Electric Cooperative,

development past and future (remarks)
(1962) 18435

State highway funds, increase, hearings
(1961) 18973

stream valley parks, increase authorization,
report (1961) 10480

taxation of motor fuels consumed by inter-

state buses, consent of Congress to
compact

—

law (1965) 8724
reports (1965) 5917, 8777

temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 12785

training schools, integrating (1964) 13782
truck inventory and use survey (1965) 243
urbanized areas adjacent to D.C., air pollu-

tion problems, appraisal and recommen-
dations (1962) 18410

weather stations, decadal census (1963)
16673

women
family and property laW (1961) 9830;

(1962) 16233, 22909
labor laws, summary (1961) 9831; (1962)

14694
workers (1964) 11726

Woodrow Wilson Memorial Bridge over Po-
tomac River, maintenance and opera-
tion

—

law (1961) 18740
reports (1961) 12429, 18878

ZIP code directory (1963) 20044
Maryland-National Capitol Park and Planning

(Commission, funds for land acquisition
for stream valley parks, report (1961)
10480

Maryland tobacco, see Tobacco.
Marzolf, J.M.: emergency distress signaling

devices (1965) 13197
sea water battery plus tunnel diode convert-

er as power source (1964) 5606
MAS series (1961) 18121-122; (1962) 9024-25,

11066, 13031-32

bibliographies (1965) 15360, 17260-261
collision phenomena, paper (1962) 6311
literature search (1962) 214
molecular amplifier group, design (1964)

7959
Polish research scientist, biography (1963)

8823
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Masers—Continued
Project E}cho, dual-channel 2390-MC travel-

ing-wave amplifiers (1962) 3370
rutile traveling wave (1964) 20613
solid state optical and infrared maser mate-

rials, bibliography (1964) 7956
traveling-wave, superconductor magnets

used for stagger-tuning (1965) 11438
unclassified reports and journal articles,

bibliography (1965) 11421
Masica, William J.:

hydrostatic stability of liquid-vapor inter-

face

—

gravitational field (1964) 11399
low-acceleration field (1964) 18771

motion of liquid-vapor interface in response
to imposed acceleration (1965) 18555

Masks, see Gas masks—Oxygen masks.
Mason, Charles M., bullet sensitivity of ammo-

nium nitrate-fuel oil mixtures (1963)
10945

Mason, E.A.:

in-pile loop irradiation studies of organic
coolant materials (1965) 13501

irradiation loop studies of organic reactor
coolants (1963) 14991

Mason, Elizabeth G., relief (1962) 13399; (1963)
7904, 17239, 18789

Mason, Horatio C, controlling drosophila flies

on tomatoes (1963) 25
Mason, Robert M.:
NABUR, NAREC assembler for Burroughs

D825 modular data-processing computer
(1964) 20708

programming glossary for NAREC users
(1963) 11155

Mason County, W.Va., soil survey (1962) 6457
Masonich, Nick, relief (1963) 15221; (1964) 435,

1884
Masonry:
construction, apprenticeship and training

program (1961) 11757
construction for buildings, engineering and

design, manual (1963) 19142
engineered performance standards

—

formulas (1961) 16065; (1963) 9519
handbooks (1961) 16066; (1962) 3568; (1963)

11420
isocyanate primer-sealer (1961) 20047
repairs and utilities, technical manual (1964)

4288
stonemasons, employment outlook (1964)

13056
supervisory jobs, examination announcement

(1964) 6088
training guide and reference text. Army

technical manual (1965) 170
types used in building, limitations, engineer-

ing manual (1961) 480
see also Mortar.

Masons:
cement, employment outlook (1962) 10399;

(1964) 9422
MOS evaluation test aid (1962) 6662
stonemasons, employment outlook (1962)

8346
Mass (chemistry): law of mass action equa-

tion, proof of uniqueness of solution,
USSR study (1961) 2335

Mass (physics):

calibration

—

1 gram to 30 kilograms direct weighing
method measurement system operation
procedure (1961) .5041

200 grams to 30 kilograms, classes S-1
metric, P, and Q measurement system
operation procedure (1961) ^119

general properties of central trajectories of
point of variable mass, USSR study
(1964) 8903

Mass (physics)—Continued
liquid propellant within space vehicle pro-

pellant tank subjected to zero gravity,
determining (1963) 7259

errata (1963) 128.50

models for stars of very low mass (1963)
19922

nuclei, structure above number 40, confer-
ence, proceedings (1964) 19226

parametric study of mass-ratio and trajecto-
ry factors in fast manned Mars Mission
(1965) 5161

precision laboratory standards of mass and
weights, errata (1962) 12518

spectroscopy, methods and uses (1963) 1817
spring-mass representation of free-free non-

uniform bar in response to longitudinal
forces (1964) 18749

stellar model of mixed opacity, variations,
chemical composition, etc (1962) 18294

Mass addition in stagnation region for veloci-
ty up to 50,000 ft. per second (1964)
18795

variable, motion of point along optical
tracking line (1961) 2376

Mass balance, unbalance, methods of express-
ing (1963) 11018

Mass in air, 1 milligram to 200 grams (1961)
11503

Mass line of Party, North Vietnam (1961) 2254
Mass spectra, see Spectra.
Mass spectrometers, see Spectrometers.
Mass spectroscopy, see Spectroscopy.
Mass transfer:
and energy in partial-pressure distillation

(1965) 11027
chemical engineering unit operations, Soviet

research and development (1961) 251
cooling on blunt cone to Mach no. of 10.6,

freeflight investigation (1964) 9,588

in turbulent flow through orifice of chamber
(1963) 10457

radioactive stainless steel in liquid lithium
(1962) 6341

relationships among coefficients of turbulent
moment, heat, and matter transfer in

atmosphere (1963) 5188
sodium

—

corrosion sample data (1963) 18570
screening test data and analysis (1964)

10027
test loop design (1964) 5958

terminology, USSR study (1961) 15495
theory, utilizing for measuring reservoir

evaporation, practical field technique
(1962) 9732

turbulent, in liquid streams (1963) 11561
Massa, Ronald J., visual data transmission

(1964) 13643
Massachusetts:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 4120
annual survey of manufactures standard

metropolitan statistical areas and large
industrial counties, statistics (1962)
16447; (1964) 4342

census of agriculture, counties (1961) 10043
census of business, retail trade

area statistics (1965) 4302, 7192
merchandise line sales (1965) 10220

selected service trades, errata sheet (1961)
3905

selected services, area statistics (1965)
7210, 10222

wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)
5673

census of governments State report (1965)
5678

census of housing. State and small areas,
tenure, rent, plumbing, etc (1962) 6777
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Massachusetts—Continued
census of manufactures area statistics

(1961) 11849
census of mineral industries area report

(1961) 8494
census of population

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 14960
general characteristics (1961) 10072
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 4774
number of inhabitants (1961) 6842

censuses of population and housing, geo-
graphic identification code scheme (1961)
6870

Chicopee River Basin and tributaries, flood
control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1961) 471
document edition (1961) 355

civil rights report, housing in Boston (1964)
1838

climatic summary 1951-60, decennial census
(1964)21290

coastal and tidal areas, hurricane survey,
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 19582
document edition (1965) 19186

county business patterns (1965) 18976
activities covered by OASDI program

(1961) 11872: (1963) 11614
errata (1963) 18669

cultivation of raft-grown oysters (1962)
11824

electric rate book (1961) 10597; (1962) 11782;
(1963) 3918; (1964) 19693; (1965) 18088

family and property law, summary (1965)
18849

Farmington River basin flood control, engi-
neer report

—

departmental edition (1961) 472
document edition (1961) 360

fishery products, wholesale dealers, list

(1964) 703, 18004; (1965) 18143
geology of selected quadrangles (series)

(1964) 10631
jurisdiction over lands within Fort Devens

Military Reservation

—

law (1964) 17243
reports (1964) 365, 14111

labor organizations, reporting, register
(1961) 9401; (1964) 16570

landings

—

fish and shellfish (1961) 3246; (1962) 4040;
(1963) 3888; (1964) 3712, 14264; (1965)
3630, 10855, 18111
by gear and subarea, annual summary

(1961) 12662; (1962) 15581; (1963)
17444; (1964) 15913

by ports, annual summary (1961) 12661;
(1962) 13821; (1963) 15515

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter
(1961) 19863; (1962) 22489; (1963) 20958;
(1964) 21701

minor civil divisions, towns and cities, cen-
sus 1960, map (1961) 16292

municipal waste facilities (1964) 3101
municipal water facilities (1961) 15938;

(1964) 18906
natural resources (1964) 6934

Northeast Rail Authority act, hearings
(1965) 12316

plane coordinate intersection tables (1961)
8568

population characteristics (1963) 15045

Port Authority, property to be conveyed to,

remove conditions

—

law (1964) 17420
reports (1964) 17525, 17829

Massachusetts—Continued
public assistance, federally aided programs,

excessive matching of administrative
expenses. Welfare Administration, GAO
report (1965) 4827

public school finance program (1963) 19112
roads and highways, right-of-way acquisi-

tion practices

—

hearings (1962) 9408, 11472
report (1963) 15258

rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-
files (1962) 16636

share of national system of interstate and
defense highways funds, law (1961)
14096

shoe manufacturing, wage chronology (1962)
3262; (1964) 20432

taxation of motor fuels consumed by inter-

state buses, consent of Congress to
compact

—

law (1965) 8724
reports (1965) 5917, 8777

temperature, precipitation, and heating de-
gree days, monthly normals,- decennial
census (1962) 10753

truck inventory and use survey (1964) 17083
weather stations, decadal census (1964)

15161
Wilmington-Reading area, geology and

ground water conditions (1964) 18141
women, labor laws, summary (1961) 1584;

(1962) 6508; (1964) 19035
women, legal status (1963) 3404
women workers (1963) 5775, 21180; (1965)

18856
ZIP code directory (1963) 20045

Massachusetts Institute of Technology:
MIT-UNICEF studies on production of fish

protein concentrate (1964) 8601
unnecessary cost through leasing of elec-

tronic data processing systems, by
Lincoln Laboratory, GAO report (1965)
6299

Massari, Henry, relief (1961) 14229; (1962)
20758, 21275

Massawa, Ethiopia, Red Sea fishery (1962)
23557

Massena, N.Y., redevelopment area, statistical
profile (1962) 13168

Massengill, H. Edward, jr., purposive systems,
theory and application (1965) 100

Masses daily (Chinese periodical):
selected translations (1961) 892

Massillon, Ohio, railroad accident (1964) 15992
Massimiliani, Manlio, relief (1965) 17491

19106, 19391
Mastenbrook, H.J., vertical distribution of

water vapor over Hyderabad, India, etc
(1963) 12951

Master maintenance reference manual (1962)

23946
Master planning of NASA installations, re-

port (1965) 7431
Master's degrees, see Degrees (colleges, uni-

versities, etc.)-

Masters Golf Tournament, unauthorized use of

military personnel, etc. at Fort Gordon,
Ga., for activities, GAO report (1965)

2211
Masters of space (1964) 21868
Masterson, James R., writings on American

history (1963) 16813, 17058; (1964)

11815; (1965) 11887
Masters, Richard L., effects of alcohol and

hypoxia and heterophorias (1964) 7997

Mastheads, see Information storage and re-

trieval systems.
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Mastitis:
causative agents, frequency of occurrence

and their significance in treatment. East
German study (1962) 7874

screening procedures, recommendations
(1964) 5657

symbovine flies significance in dissemination
of causative agents, East German study
(1962) 5834

Masts and rigging:
moving rigging, engineered performance

standards handbook (1963) 1609
rigging cargo gear (1962) 18129

instruction handbook for stevedores (1962)
20037

safe practices of rigging and using cargo
handling gear, summary (1962) 14366

technical manual (1964) 10013
Masubuchi, K., weld metal toughness (1965)

15029
Masucci, Robert H., income parity standards

for agriculture (1963) 2129
Matagamon sandstone, new Devonian forma-

tion in north-central Maine (1965) 4860
Matalas, Nicholas C:

autocorrelation of rainfall and streamflow
minimums (1963) 6557

correlation procedure for augmenting hy-
drologic data (1965) 730

low flow probability distribution, analysis
(1963) 10293

statistics of runoff-precipitation relation
(1963) 607

Matanuska formation, stratigraphic recon-
naissance in Matanuska Valley, Alaska
(1964) 14339

Matanuska Valley:
Alaska, agricultural area, eolian deposits

(1961) 10685
stratigraphic reconnaissance of Matanuska

formation, Alaska (1964) 14339
washability data on coals (1962) 16023
Wishbone Hill district, bituminous coal de-

posits (1962) 10464
Mateer, George G., charts for equilibrium and

frozen nozzle flows of carbon dioxide
(1965) 14757

Material Inspection Service:
administration manual (1963) 9301; (1964)

3084, 15014, 18868
contract termination and inventory disposi-

tion, manual (1962) 10578
Navy contract termination and inventory

disposition, manual (1963) 7373; (1964)
5625, 9685

Material Laboratories, Puget Sound Navy
Shipyard, evaluation report (1962) 6446

Materialism:
atheistic, Thomas Cooper, Soviet evaluation

(1965) 992
dialectical, and medicine problems, USSR

study (1964) 2655
dialectical, and present-day natural science,

USSR study (1965) 5003
dialectical, Michurinian theory, USSR study

(1961) 19688
dialectical or cvclical theory? Communist

China study (1961) 2105
historical, and scientific communism, USSR

study (1962) 15721
philosophical reappraisal of problems,

USSR studies (1965) 16405
question of materialistic social psychology,

USSR study (1963) 12378
USSR chemistry courses for developing in

students dialectic-materialistic world
outlook (1963) 17580

Materialistic principle of structure in study of

higher nervous activity (1962) 1022

Materials:
acoustical, standard of trade (1961) 5429
act, amend

—

law (1962) 20864
reports (1962) 16989, 21382

aircraft

—

ablation, sensor for obtaining rates (1961)
8024

charring, influence of heating rate and
test stream oxygen content on insula-

tion efficiency (1963) 14573
emittance, total measurements of refracto-

ry oxides, cermets, and ceramics from
600° F to 2,000° F (1962) 8489

fatigue damage under varying stress am-
plitudes (1961) 1320

index of parts, processes, and appliances
certified under technical standard order
system (1961) 7373

metallic, and elements for flight vehicle
structures, military handbooks (1963)

12037; (1964) 12303, 14162; (1965) 6091
NASA research on materials applicable to

supersonic transports (1964) 20566

plastics, transparent glazing, military
handbook (1962) 9516

research, progress report (1963) 12875

research and development leading to es-

tablishment of ultrasonic test standards
(1961) 6732

strength of metal aircraft elements, mili-

tary handbook (1962) 2388

structural failures caused by corrosion,
fatigue, and abrasion, engineering sur-

vey (1964) 19001

supersonic, residual strength of potential-
ly useful alloys (1965) 5210

surface emittance effects on turbulent
skin friction at supersonic and low hy-
personic speeds (1965) 6748

Army research task summary (1962) 4599
atomic

—

AEC-contractor annual materials manage-
ment meeting, proceedings and papers
(1962) 4645; (1963) 16859; (1965) 197

AEC program, procurement, etc., hearings
(1965) 10368

control rod

—

economic comparison (1961) 16181
research and development program,

status report (1961) 16182
development (1961) .5391, 5399, 8425,

16215; (1965) 17135
emission spectrum analysis (1964) 5952

engineering materials lists (1961) 1718,
5389, 9956, 16213-214; (1962) 2091,
14886; (1963) 133, 16857; (1964) 1774-75,
8071, 13710, 21016; (1965) 192, 4272,
7166
indexes (1962) 23055; (1964) 8072-73;

(196,5) 4273
reactors, centrifuges, and instruments

(1964) 21017
engineering materials program, subject

scope, guide (1961) 8409
grant for procurement, agreement with
Korea (1961) 5121

nuclear fuels and materials development
(1963) 7711; (1965) 198

nuclear, management, annotated bibliog-
raphy (1965) 17130

nuclear, private ownership of special,

hearings (1963) 18790
nuclear reactor, essential, analysis (1965)

203, 10192
nuclear rocket, applications, advanced
research (1963) 4491
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Materials—Continued
atomic—Continued
private ownership

—

hearings (1964) 15399
law (1964) 17348

reports (1964) 15548. 15766
radioactive, shipping, handling, storage,

literature search (1961) 5386

raw, production, Polish-Yugoslav confer-

ence, list of reports (1962) 7728

reactor, review of recent developments
(1962)6712

testing, Soviet use of balloons (1963)
16054

automobile interior and convertible tops,

used in 1961 (1963) 3369
brittle, true stress-strain properties to very

high temperatures (1963) 9691
building

—

(Communist China (1961) 813
imports and exports, impact on American
employment, hearings (1962) 7087
print additional copies, reports (1962)

17013, 17282
nonmetallic mineral resources for Alaska's
construction industry (1962) 16017

North Ossetian industry (1962) 2930
trade associations and professional socie-

ties (1964) 148
USSR industry, articles (1961) 10931,

12911, 12977, 21027; (1964) 20128; (1965)
895, 898, 931, 981, 1126, 2373

cadmium, reactor application, survey (1961)
192

carbonaceous, incendivity of permissible
explosives, factors influencing (1961)
19887

census of manufactures, 1958, selected mate-
rials consumed (1963) 5992

ceramic

—

stability at temperatures to 2000° C (1962)
10925

surface and environmental effects (1962)
16320

cladding, superheat, microstructural evalua-
tion (1965) 17096

college housing construction, requirements
(1965) 12792

color, for art education in schools, standard
of trade (1961) 8439

Communist China, articles (1962) 17840,
17952, 18013, 19626, 19756, 19859, 19943,
22014, 22130, 22400, 23719, 23738, 23770;
(1963) 650, 665, 915, 926, 1031, 1101,
2578, 2608, 2640, 2790, 2835, 5376, 6688,
6737, 6938, 8457, 8530, 8596, 8618, 8668,
8843, 8982, 10448, 10498, 10527, 10689,
10739, 12387, 12396, 12679, 14183, 14242,
14247, 14360, 15755, 15900, 15988, 16091,
16117, 16158, 17757, 17787, 17905, 19384,
19492, 19558, 19663, 19699, 19758, 20795,
20890; (1964) 911, 985, 1108, 1184, 1225,
1340, 2571, 2594, 2609, 2684, 2799, 2926,
4940, 4989, 5057, 5243, 5264, 5390, 6919,
6932, 7036, 7081, 7106, 8940, 9183, 10798,
10951, 11061, 12650, 12822, 13017, 14656,
16293, 16421, 16482, 18398, 18475, 18600,
19857, 19998, 20176, 20313, 21469; (1965)
862, 943, 1122, 1149, 1249, 2391, 2416,
2517, 2689

compatibility with chlorine trifluoride,

perchloryl fluoride and mixtures (1962)
120

composite

—

strength characteristics (1965) 9621
structural behavior (1964) 14784

construction, Rumanian research (1965) 9359

Materials—Continued
construction and building

—

Federal supply schedule (1961) 6032
USSR industry, articles (1962) 854, 1321,
2983, 3210, 6167, 8202, 10352, 12266,
14116, 17778, 19692, 21926, 22010, 23702;
(1963) 2596, 6719, 8508, 10705, 10726,
15920; (1964) 10778, 16394, 18349, 20196,
20201, 20324, 21548

construction industry technological process-
es control, improvement, USSR study
(1961) 4605

consumption items, censuses of manufac-
tures and mineral industries, 1963, list

(1964) 8137
corrosive, hot, filler device for handling

(1964) 20561
defense materials system program
and priorities (1961) 20378
identification symbols

—

use to segregate purchase orders (1961)
1454

use in segregating renegotiable and
nonrenegotiable subcontracts (1965)
15027

dielectric, synthesis and purification (1961)
11750

DOSAAF, USSR military articles (1963) 679
earth hydraulic properties (series) (1964)

819; (1965) 14417
economics of supply, USSR study (1962)

13998
elasticity, complex Poisson's ratio and dila-

tation constants from forced vibration
of sphere (1965) 9063

elastomeric, use in aerospace systems, de-

sign data handbook (1963) 4391
electrical and electronic properties, informa-

tion retrieval program (1964) 4224
engineering, USSR study (1964) 2552
evaluated as insecticides and acaricides,

Brownsville, Tex. (1964) 9932
fatigue behavior under strain cycling (1963)

9152
ferrimagnets, acoustic spin-wave branches

(1962) 12596
fibrous, handbook (1962) 16333
flaw size, determining by non-destructive

methods (1962) 1979
granular, electrostatic separation (1963)

7202
graphite, research and development (1962)

105
hard, mining or in situ disintegration (1964)

15019
heat-physical properties at high tempera-

tures, USSR study (1963) 8856
heat-resistant

—

prepared from sintered aluminum powder,
USSR study (1962) 17994

USSR works (1963) 5325
high temperature nuclear engineering appli-

cations (1961) 8406
hull structural, for deep ocean vehicles, etc.,

panel report (1965) 6840
industrial, prices, 1964 (1965) 19802
industries, East European, articles (1961)

15041, 15054, 17372, 17391, 17402, 17406,
17413, 19512, 19517, 21007, 21063; (1962)
1259, 1398, 1423, 2907, 2926, 3055, 3205,
5813, 5854, 5986, 6029, 6165, 7934, 7961,
8196-97, 9990, 10055, 10193-194, 10279,
10368, 12054, 12170, 12217, 12263-264,
14052, 14125, 14341, 15762, 15910, 17695,
17838, 17853, 17937, 18043, 18096, 19630,
19678, 19683, 19801-802, 19817, 19866,
19971, 20029, 21911, 21929, 21997, 22004,
22085, 22116, 22182, 22226, 22280, 22296,
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Materials—Continued
industries, East European, articles—Con.

22340, 22384, 23675, 23711, 23802, 23914;

(1963) 659, 719, 735, 822, 973, 1065, 1131,

2505, 2573, 2603, 2774, 2964, 2994,

5300-1, 5380. 6734, 6854, 6934, 6987,

7042, 8471, 8531, 8622, 8745, 8794, 8950,

10371, 10442, 10493, 10525, 10659, 10734,

10818, 12281, 12356, 12501, 12533, 12598,

12619, 14200, 14308, 15705, 15718, 15863,

15901, 15980, 17578, 17881, 17945, 18001,

19559, 19664, 19733, 20894; (1964) 908,

1023, 1333, 2546, 2784, 2907. 4931, 5059,

5195, 5218, 5278. 5292, .5411, 6982, 7259,

7326, 8968, 9048, 9119, 9145, 921.5, 9243,

9277, 9288, 10824, 10936, 11052, 11116,

11180, 11223, 12581. 12670, 12736, 12794,

12838, 13023, 14497. 14544. 14603, 16126.

16241, 16416, 16481, 18242. 18311, 18346,

18375, 18458, 18535, 18586. 19859. 19939,

19997, 19999, 20181, 20209, 20237, 20289,

20386, 21454, 21487, 21560, 21638; (196,5)

854. 863, 997, 1016, 1067, 1086, 1245,

2330, 2406, 2479, 2607, 2634, 2672, 2722

information centers, list (1962) 10922

information processing capability, develop-

ing (1962) 8902
insulating, ceramic bonded strain gages,

effect of radiation (1962) 12572
jacket, for high-temperature coaxial cable,

evaluated for abrasion resistance (1961)

20333
labor and materials requirements for public

housing construction (1964) 13072
littoral. Long Island. N.Y., south shore

(1962) 7291
low temperature research, bibliography

(1961) 6772
lunar surface, probable materials, charac-

teristics (1965) 10128
magnetic, physical properties (1962) 108
magnetic properties, basic magnetic quanti-

ties and measurement (1962) 14495
mechanical cycling fatigue behavior for

supersonic transport, exploratory stud-

ies (1964) 11351
metallic, corrosion by uranium hexafiuoride

at high temperature (1965) 4250
metallic fuel element, technical report. Gen-

eral Electric direct-air-cycle, aircraft
nuclear propulsion program (1963) 121

military and industrial equipment, methods
of determining actual flaw size by non-
destructive ultrasonic means (1962)
16321

missile and space vehicle structures, recom-
mendations and evaluations of research
areas (1963) 21007

multiple test chamber exposes to various
environments (1965) 16656

neutron absorber materials for reactor con-
trol (1962) 13010

new designs and methods in public works,
study and investigations of use (1962)
21.567-573

new technology, USSR development (1965)

4920A
nondestructive evaluation, review of U.S.

Government research reports (1965)
16742

nonmetallic, mechanism of wear at elevated
temperatures (1961) 6730

nuclear, see. above, atomic.
optical, infrared spectral emissivity (1961)

13596
oxidation in arc-image furnace, study (1961)

4932
phosphorescent and fluorescent, temperature

effect on luminance (1961) 1372

Mater i al s—Continued
plastic

—

defense engineering, specifications and
standards (1963) 15409

tooling techniques (1964) 12305
use in building structures, USSR study

(1962) 1292
used for replacement of defects of dura
mater, evaluation, USSR study (1965)
9403

powder-metal materials and alloys, strength,
at normal and high temperatures (1964)
2615

prereduced, production in rotary kilns and
its use in blast furnaces, USSR study
(1961) 4590

preservation, packaging and packing. Feder-
al test method standards (1962) 5201;
(1963) 13943; (1964) 8.590; (1965) 9147

properties at low temperature, bibliography
(1962) 45.59

properties of solids at low temperature
(1963) 11515

properties, USSR studies (1963) 2665
property data processing system develop-

ment (1964) 4225
radioactive

—

international traflSc (remarks) (1963) 9697
materials, safe handling (1964) 9633
shipping and storage, literature search

(1963) 18588
shipping at NRTS (1961) 236
transportation (1964) 11855
transportation. Federal regulations, hand-
book (1965) 7173

reactor

—

aqueous corrosion, AEC-EURATOM con-
ference papers (1961) 227

construction, corrosion behavior (1965)
10169

control

—

comparative evaluation method (1961)
189

relative effectiveness, supplement (1961)
16180

corrosion, articles (1963) 1818
fuel sheaths, alloys in superheated steam
environments, relative performance
(1964) 10030

mechanical properties (1963) 14967
review of recent developments (1963) 4134;

(1964) 3961; (1965) 3878
structural

—

component requirements and availabili-

ty for gas-cooled nuclear reactor pow-
er plants (1962) 14857

neutron irradiation effect on brittle-

rupture properties (1963) 9690
nuclear radiation effects (1962) 18359

thermal conductivity (1961) 16179
requirements

—

civil works construction by Corps of Engi-
neers (1964) 13069

public housing construction (1964) 20436
research abstracts. Air Force research and

development (1963) 60
research chronology, 1917-57 (1963) 61

research, perspectives (1963) 11151
review by Chemical Warfare Laboratories

(1961) 292
satellite, optical properties (1963) 9149
errata (1963) 19905

sciences, Charles J. Cleary award papers
(1963) 57

semiconducting, new high-temperature, re-

search (1961) 6737

semiconductor, and techniques (1962) 20430

Serbian examination institute, Yugoslav
study (1963) 15785
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Materials—Continued
sheet metal formability, theoretical (1962)

22957-958
space structure, filamentary construction

(1965) 6706
spacecraft

—

apparatus for measuring emittance and
absorptance (1965) 5185

low-pressure and radiation environment
problems (1961) 1298

selection for space operations, papers
(1963) 7236

standard. National Bureau of Standards
catalog and price list (1962) 10540;
(1965) 18607

stock material and miscellaneous articles,

classification definitions (1964) 7670
structural

—

columbium-hafnium binary alloys for use
at elevated temperatures (1963) 1240

for avalanche control in starting zone,

guidelines for planning and design of

permanent supporting structures (1963)
4990

high strength, metallurgical characteris-
tics (1965) 11.594, 13131, 13180, 13206,
19998

optimum filament wound composites (1962)
107

standard guide specifications for family
housing construction at Air Force in-

stallations, manual (1961) 6714
tensile and impact properties at tempera-

tures from 20 to 300° K (1963) 14598
theory of notch stresses, principles for

exact calculation of strength (1961)
13835

superheat applications (1962) 18708
survey series (1962) 9009; (1963) 5469
telephone system construction contract,

REA (1961) 1458; (1962) 12679; (1964)
13435

tested as insect attractants (1963) 14851
testing, bibliography (1964) 9850
thermal properties at elevated tempera-

tures, measurement apparatus (1961)
6729

thermally conductive metal wool-silicone
rubber material, used as a shock and
vibration damper (1964) 11370

thermoelectric

—

developments, status report (1961) 13591
review of research reports (1965) 6783

time-dependent information evaluation for
pressure vessel design (1961) 5378

useful in microwave tube design, manual
(1963) 1780

vacuum insulation investigation up to 4000°
F(1963) 11472

VBWR irradiation of reactor control materi-
als in tubes containing simulated defects
(1963) 7693

see also Raw materials—Refractory materi-
als—Strategic materials

—

also names of

materials.
Materials Central-ASM metallurgical educa-

tional lectures (1963) 7592
Materials handling:
Army technical manual, changes (1965) 5595,

13477-478
bibliography (1962) 4697
cotton gins in southwest, increasing efficien-

cy (1964) 12312
equipment

—

and automated warehousing systems in

Sweden, market information (1965)
17291

Federal item identification guides for sup-
ply cataloging (1962) 7236; (1964) 12289
supplements (1965) 3372

Materials handling—Continued
equipment—Continued

industry, outlook and review (1961) 1745,
13851; (1962) 4688; (1963) 4550; (1964)
6018

maintenance. Navy manual (1962) 8702
change (1965) 9970

hazardous substances, procedures (1962)
22793

measuring field handling and transportation
conditions (1961) 3759

military supplies and equipment. Army,
Navy, Air Force policies and procedures,
preservation and intermediate protec-
tion outlines (1961) 20077

storage and materials handling. Quarter-
master Corps manual (1961) 15948

technical manuals (1962) 16379; (1964) 109,
4290

changes (1961) 1691, 6754
see also Cargo handling.

Materials Inspection Service, Navy, contract
termination and inventory disposition
(1961) 11508

Materiel, see Military supplies.

Maternal mortality, see Mothers.
Maternal welfare, see Mothers.
Maternity, see Mothers.
Maternity care utilization and financing,

source book of U.S. data (1964) 16837
Mathai, K. V., relief (1964) 17174
Mathematical and Physical Sciences Depart-

ment of Hungarian Academv of Sciences
report (1962) 7991

Mathematicians:
Bulgaria, Lyubomir Chakalov biographic

information (1963) 12405
careers in research, examination announce-

ment (1961) 3969
employment outlook (1962) 8383; (1964) 9403
professional work, industry and Grovernment

(1962) 14531
research opportunities, examination an-

nouncement (1961) 3970; (1964) 8156
Soviet, biographies (1962) 999
Soviet, Lenin prize awards (1963) 6801

Mathematics:
a.c. and d.c. circuits

—

instructor's manual (1965) 11563
trainee's guide (1965) 16786
worksheets (1965) 16787

abstracts

—

East European scientific and technical
journals (1963) 858, 1048, 1070

pertaining to Communist China in Soviet
abstracts journals (1962) 1186, 9922,
12061, 17710, 19701, 19875; (1963) 744,

854, 12417, 12672, 14349, 16006; (1964)
1080, 2495

address algorithms and mathematical ma-
chines, USSR study (1962) 19832

aids for mathematics education (series)

(1963) 358; (1964) 570
algorithmic processes structure used in logi-

cal solution to problem of digit identifi-

cation (1965) 14572
algorithms

—

and algorithm approach to learning proc-
esses, USSR study (1965) 14573

approach to analysis of teaching methods
is valid, USSR study (1964) 1329

associated with word systems, USSR
study (1963) 12701

concept, USSR study (1961) 11162
construction of simulating production

process, USSR study (1963) 12711
defining equivalent initial conditions for

linear nonhomogeneous differential
equations with constant coefficients,

USSR study (1962) 11995
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Mathematics—Continued
algorithms—Continued
optimizing manufacture and distribution

of non-homogeneous production, USSR
study (1964) 9080

partially ordered groups, USSR study
(1964) 1152

solving large systems of normal equations
by means of multi-group method on elec-

tronic computer, USSR study (1963)
1085

strong and weak reducibility, USSR study
(1964) 9034

that can be effectively realized by comput-
er systems, USSR study (1965) 2547

validity of approach to analysis of in-

struction processes, USSR study (1965)
6472

application in biology, etc., USSR study
(1962) 948

application in economics, USSR study (1961)
4568

applied, Soviet and Chinese articles, English
abstracts (1961) 8441

applied mathematics series (1961) 19998;
(1962) 6306; (1964) 13267

applied multiple linear regression (1963)
13213

are multi-value calculi logic? USSR book
review (1964) 5142

Army research task summary (1962) 149
asymptotic

—

evaluation of number of graphs and net-

works within branches, USSR studv
(1962) 2729

expansions for singular perturbation
problems, application to viscous flow
over flat plate (1963) 14572

formulae application to study of singular
boundary problems (1961) 6728

solution for autonomic system with strong
nonlinearity, USSR study (1962) 7906

solution to nonlinear differential equation
of 3d order with N.N. Bogolyubov meth-
od (1963) 3168

basis of geographical maps (1962) 14024

Boolean functions, simplify with Veitch dia-
gram plotter (1964) 11371

careers, selected bibliography (1961) 7316

Chebyshev approximation computational
methods and problems with linear real
problems (1962) 18695

civil service, cooperative work-study posi-
tions, opportunities for college students
(1964) 17132

colleges and universities, graduate and un-
dergraduate programs, survey (1965)
18008

college students, junior-year enrollments,
survey (1964) 10467

communications-electronics, principles and
applications, technical manual (1962)
172

computers

—

mathematics and engineering, USSR study
(1964) 20247

problems, USSR study (1961) 7697
self-learning, theory developed in Kiev,
USSR study (1965) 14489

conference of State supervisors, June 1961,
preliminary report (1962) 5106

constructive optimal coding methods for
noisy channels, USSR study (1964) 9363

constructive theory of functions (1961)
18022

control algorithms and controlling machines
for complex automation, USSR study
(1962) 7690

Mathematics—Continued
controlling mathematical machine "Stal' 1",

USSR study (1963) 15978
convex functions and Orlicz spaces (1961)

8381
courses on probability, mathematical statis-

tics given in Hungary (1965) 4935
courses, written materials, films, mathemat-

ics, science, engineering, studies sup-
ported by National Science Foundation
(1964) 20668

debate on use, facts and opinions, Hungari-
an study (1964) 5097

degrees earned, 1949-60 (1963) 17365
describing-function analysis, application to

on-off reaction-control system, study
(1961)4933

dispersion with linear adsorption isotherm
(1964) 19785

distribution function, determining, for
length of maximum carry, USSR study
(1964) 9347

dynamic programming problem and automa-
ta, USSR study (1962) 2894

East European journals, abstracts (1963)
2597, 2757, 2730, 2812, 2877, 2949, 5278,
5421, 6639, 6715, 6798, 6912, 7087, 8685,
8777, 8885, 10430, 10455, 10467, 10608,
10714, 10798, 10866, 12303, 12419, 12526,
12665, 14108, 14329, 14333, 14371, 15698,
15874, 16007, 16142, 17717, 17856, 17986,
19541, 19646, 19722, 20837, 20886; (1964)
968, 1175. 1346, 2496, 2631, 2690, 2741,
2764, 2803

East European scientific abstracts (1964)
4967, 5231, 6888, 7012, 7025, 7113, 7195,
7207, 8860, 9026, 9077, 9133, 9162, 9171,
9309, 9369, 11063, 11185, 12588. 12643,
12782, 12874, 12998, 13020, 14423, 14434,
14469, 14596, 16014, 16100, 16221, 16274,
16368, 16540, 18369, 18402, 18428, 18433,
18554, 19858, 20064, 20126, 20335, 21431;
(1965) 2420

economic use of mathematical methods as
exemplified by investigation of one
branch of industry, Hungarian study
(1965) 2382

education aids, space oriented, for early
elementary grades (1964) 19625

elementary school

—

library, recent titles for selected bibliog-

raphv (1963) 358
new directions (1963) 17370

ellipticity determination of earth's equator
from observations on drift of Syncom II

satellite (1965) 9709
error interval in geodesy, estimate, East

German study (1962) 7755
exponential law in determination of reliabili-

ty, region of applicability, USSR study
(1962)11977

extremum solutions to class of problems,
USSR study (1965) 12656

Federal financial assistance for strengthen-
ing instruction in public schools, regula-
tions (1963) 19099

guidelines (1963) 20634; (1964) 8488
foreign developments, articles (1965) 11198
formulae for admissible errors of closure in

centimeters, comments, Hungarian studv
(1962) 7845

formulation of theory of periodic precipita-
tion, USSR study (1961) 4630

freshman, entering levels and college cours-
es (1963) 17371

functions

—

depth sound speed profile with continuous
1st derivative for use in ray acoustical
model (1963) 11178
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Mathematics—Continued
functions—Continued
frequency response and coherence for mul-

tiple input linear systems (1964) 9534
Hankel, computation (1964) 14940
higher order systems, method of synthesiz-

ing (1963) 11171

radiative transfer theory, X and <!> opera-
tors (1962) 8638

structure with limited spectrum etc., in

communications theory, USSR study
(1963) 8869

graduate training grants (1963) 3260
high school teachers, inservice education,

conference report (1961) 10542
Hungarian colloquium on linear fields and

linear operators (1965) 18365
Hungary, practical application (1962) 5377
inservice education, promising practices for

elementary and secondary school teach-
ers (1964) 19630

instruction, grants for strengthening

—

guidelines under NDE.\ (1965) 9042
loans to private nonprofit schools for
equipment (1965) 12389

questions and answers (1965) 7591
regulations (1965) 7584

isomorphism for automata, algorithmic solv-
ability, USSR study (1962) 820

Japanese text, statistical study (1964) 16090

journal of research, National Bureau of

Standards (1961) 3490, 6420
laminar heat transfer over melting plate,

modified Leveque problem (1964) 10485
latitude functions

—

Clarke 1880 spheroid, technical manual
(1961) 5331

Havford spheroid, technical manual (1961)

5330
leadership role of State supervisors (1962)

11707, 15493
Leningrad Society, meetings (1962) 2887
linguistics, Rumanian studies (1963) 8525,

10762
linguistics, USSR study (1964) 18512
Liapunov direct method, flight control sys-

tems application, guide (1965) 11404
living organism, analysis, USSR study

(1962) 14170
logic

—

development and its relation to technical
applications, USSR study (1962) 2891

development of ideas as factor that paved
way for cybernetics, USSR study (1962)
12002

devices to perform logic functions, physi-
cal realization, USSR study (1962) 2872

stage in development of formal logic,

USSR (1961) 4468
theory of meaning, Gottlob Frege's con-

cept, USSR study (1962) 2892
mathematical functions with formulas,

graphs, and mathematical tables, NBS
handbook (1964) 13267

mathematical linguistics international semi-
nar, 1963, Bucharest, Rumania (1964)
2833

mathematical machines for diagnostic proc-
ess, problems in development, USSR
study (1962) 5801

mathematical methods of investigating auto-
matic regulation systems (1961) 18019

mathematical methods, use in biology (1964)
7020

mathematical modeling of technological
processes on electronic digital computer
(1964) 5355

mathematical problems of cybernetics and
computer technology, USSR study (1964)
20269

Mathematics—Continued

mathematical simulation and electric cir-

cuits (1964) 9315
mathematical simulation in sociological re-

search, USSR (1964) 20234
mathematical statistics research at Aeron-

autical Research Laboratories, history
(1963) 4400

mathematics and computers, practical appli-
cation, Rumanian study (1963) 17948

mathematics and data processing, Rumanian
study (1963) 10441

mathematics and mathematical physics,
journal of research. National Bureau of
Standards (1961) 3490, 6420, 11441;
(1962) 3975; (1963) 3816, 9204, 18188;
(1964) 3629, 13270; (1965) 3547, 14871

mathematics and medical diagnosis, Czecho-
slovak report (1962) 5803

mathematics and your career (1965) 7998

mathematical statistician, examination an-
nouncement (1961) 12011

maximum principle in theory of optimum
processes with delay (1961) 13067

methods

—

application in aviation and space medi-
cine, USSR conference reports summary
(1965) 18603

automation of productive processes, USSR
study (1962) 13999

economic investigations, USSR study
(1962) 7890

pedagogical research, USSR study (1962)
17712

processing statistical data, USSR studv
(1963) 8697

teaching biologv and medicine (1962) 8188
USSR chemicafproduction (1962) 1439
used in economic research and planning,
USSR (1961) 2226

model of development, USSR study (1965)
11315

models and methods, linear programing
analysis of regional adjustments in

grain production, supplement (1961)
11732

models for determining combinative ability

in dial interbreeding, USSR studv (1965)
16457

modern, and vour child, methods of presenta-
tion, etc (1963) 15434

multipole networks that realize functions of
many-valued logic, USSR study (1962)
7784

national defense education act of 1958

—

loans to private nonprofit schools for lab-

oratory, etc., equipment (1962) 21640
provisions and impact of title 3 (1961)
7334

status report (1961) 7136
title 3, grants to strengthen instruction,

questions and answers (1964) 15855
national economy, USSR study (1962) 14094
natural function tables for computing geo-

graphic positions on international el-

lipsoid (1964) 10117
Navv training course (1964) 9678; (1965)

1541
negative exponential curves in biology

(1965) 10122
numerical methods of mathematical analysis

(1961) 11777
obtaining complex algorithm by combining

simple algorithms (1963) 2808
offerings and enrollments in public high

schools (1961) 5934
OMNIFORM 1, general purpose machine

program for calculation of tables of

functions given explicitlv in terms of

one variable (1962) 14497
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Mathematics—Continued
optimum control theory problems, USSR

study (1964) 9346
percentage points of beta distribution (1964)

13275
perspectives for modern mathematical meth-

ods in forestry, Rumanian study (1964)
18285

philosophical problems of multivalued IorIc,

USSR study (1962) 5637
philosophical questions, USSR study (1964)

9328
physical and mathematical sciences research

papers (1965) 4199, 4205, 7100, 10116
placement examinations (1964) 4632
postdoctoral research associateships, oppor-

tunities at NBS (1962) 22608; (1964)
1495

potential-pulse forms integration, USSR
study (1962) 1068

powerful tool for knowledge, USSR study
(1962) 17690

prep-text programed for self-studv

—

algebraic axioms (1965) 18667
exponents and scientific notation (1965)

19993
extraction of square roots (1965) 18666
fractions (1965) 18663-664
ratio, proportion, and variation (1965)

18668
signed numbers (1965) 18665

principles of accomplishing learning and
logical processes in automatic equip-
ment. East German study (1963) 10835

principles of constructing digital logical
machine, Ukrainian study (1962) 19722

probability distributions useful in war
games and other competitive situations,
tables (1961) 1386

problems from Bulgarian bulletin (1962)
5535

problems in cybernetics and computer tech-
nology, USSR studies (1964) 7053

problems of modern cybernetics (1962) 23837
professional opportunities, examination

announcement (1965) 19028
professional work, industry and Government

(1961) 21148
programs of advanced standing (1963) 19110

random processes, prediction of peaks, fa-

tigue damage, and catastrophic failures

(1964) 9535
realization of monotonic functions by net-

works consisting of functional elements,
USSR study (1962) 1065

relationship to medicine (1962) 9965
representation of operators on memory,

USSR study (1962) 21935
research

—

and development, opportunities, examina-
tion announcement (1964) 11949

and production, Rumanian articles (1964)
6901

in Communist China (1962) 5713
participation for

—

college teachers of science and mathe-
matics, summer (1962) 24024

high school teachers, summer (1962)
24025

summaries of projects supported by AEC
(1962) 215; (1964) 11866

role in development of biology (1965) 11210
Rumanian research, socio-political aspects

(1961) 155.55

Rumanian school (1964) 14477
science, status and needs in Bulgaria (1962)

.5518

Mathematics—Continued
scientific tests, standards, publications price

lists (1962) 14566; (1963) 18281; (1965)
6867

secondary summer school, offerings and en-
rollments (1964) 570

service of economist, USSR (1964) 1093
shaping socialistic reproduction with use of

mathematics, USSR study (1962) 2840
singular vector control, extension of Green's

theorem approach to higher dimensions
(1965) 18476

solutions for transport problems (1964) 5233

Soviet and Chinese articles, English ab-
stracts (1962) 3784; (1964) 3439

Soviet scientists, biographic information
(1961) 7800

space oriented

—

from here, where? source book for second-
ary levels (1965) 11339

what's up there, source book for grades
5-8—
student edition (1964) 7570
teacher edition (1964) 7571

spheriodal wave functions, use in empirical
description of scalar wave fields (1961)
5007

statistician, examination announcement
(1965) 19025

statistics

—

industrial application, Hungarian report
(1965) 9450

new trends, USSR study (1962) 11971
superior undergraduate students, honors

programs (1963) 19102
synthesis of graph-diagrams of algorithms,

USSR study (1965) 2446
tables

—

attenuation as function of vane angle for
rotary-vane attenuators (1965) 5256

beta-gamma angular correlation data for
transition in 3-, 2 + , 0+ cascade (1962)
2098

blackbody radiation function for wave-
number calculations (1963) 1739

complex Fresnel integral (1964) 14797
computing spectrum of particles of dis-
persed system from its transparency
(1965) 9754

corrections to nearest 7th logarithmic
place (1961) 112.39

eccentric and true anomaly in elliptic or-
bits (1963) 11091

Einstein functions (1962) 20170
electron radial functions and tangents of
phase shifts of light nuclei (1964) 18804

elliptic integrals (1965) 16613
ferrimagnetic resonance linewidth of

non-metallic magnetic materials (1963)
9215

harmonic oscillator contributions to ther-
modynamic properties (1962) 20170

hydrogen, composition, opacity, and ther-
modynamic properties at high tempera-
tures (1964) .5502

incomplete gamma-function ratio and per-
centage points of chi-square and beta
distributions (1964) 11800

integral of circular bivariate normal fre-

quency function (1963) 14562
point-sample cruising in ponderosa pine

(1962) 11855
rotary wing performance at high forward
speeds (1965) 1390

solid angles (1962) 18740
spectral-line intensities, arranged bv ele-

ments (1962) 12519
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Mathematics—Continued

supersonic flow around right circular
cones

—

small angle of attack (1964) 14796
zero angle of attack (1964) 11360

three integrals related to Planck function
(1961) 9652

traverse calculations (1961) 11274
X and Y, elliptic rectangular coordinates

(1964) 16773
X-coefficients and A factors for triple
angular correlation analysis (1964)
18780

Yale, for development of disturbing func-
tion, addition (1962) 10532

teachers

—

high school, report of survey (1963) 8177
institutes, academic year (1963) 1359
institutes, in-service (1963) 11129
NSF in-service institutes program (1961)
8079

public high school, basic information
(1963) 17393

secondary school, characteristics and
service loads (1963) 9252

summer institutes

—

and conferences (1963) 1363
secondary school (1963) 3198

teaching, analysis of research (1965) 19551
teaching machines and programmed materi-

als (1963) 2172
teaching, summary and analysis of research

(1963) 10061
technician, examination announcement

(1961) 18403; (1965) 13688
theorems, topological spaces on normally

embedded sets (1964) 7567
theory of probability and statistics in 20

years since liberation, Rumania, study
(1965) 1199

12th grade programs, emerging (1965) 4647
UDOFTT procedures (1963) 7366

undergraduate programs, guide (1962) 21634

use in economics, USSR conference (1965)
2312

USSR—
and Chinese articles, English abstracts

(1963) 3621
abstracts from Chinese sources, selected

articles (1961) 15518
economics and education (1965) 7886
scientific abstracts (1963) 12767, 15672,

17808, 19683; (1964) 1006, 2732, 5170,
9036, 12580, 16245, 20056, 20115,
20343-344, 20365, 21394, 21619, 21642,
21646; (1965) 2288, 2544

specialized higher education, advances of
mathematical sciences applied (1965)
7921

variation problems and fluctuation escape,
Soviet papers (1964) 16430

weight distribution of quadratic residue (71,
35) code (1965) 115

your career (1962) 14994

see also Arithmetic—Calculus—Coeffi-

cients—Equations—Gradients (mathe-
matics)—Integration (mathematics—It-

eration (mathematics)—Logic (symbolic
and mathematical)—Markov processes

—

Matrices (mathematics)—Numerical cal-

culations—Optimal processes—Popula-
tions (mathematics)—Randomness (math-
ematics)—Scheduling (mathematics)—
Variables (mathematics).

Mathematics aids:

examination announcement (1961) 18402;
(1962) 9112

suspension notice (1962) 13107

Mathematics and Physics Division of Hungari-
an Academy of Science, report of lead-
ership (1965) 2298

Mathematics Department of Hungarian Acade-
my of Sciences, report of leadership
(1964) 12586

Mathematics Institute, Academy of Sciences,
Poland scientific activities of integral
equations section (1963) 8446

Mather, Bryant:
laboratory freezing-and-thawing tests of

concrete (1965) 10783
partially compacted weight of concrete as

measure of workability, tests of
large-aggregate concrete, investigation
(1963) 19152

Mather, J. Warren:
handbook on major regional cooperatives

handling farm production supplies
(1963) 4877

regional cooperatives handling supplies
(1965) 14225

regional cooperatives handling under $10
million of supplies (1963) 15463

Mather, Stephen T., Interpretative Training
and Research Center, see Stephen T.
Mather Interpretive Training and Re-
search Center.

Mathers, Aubra C, morphological, etc., prop-
erties of southern Great Plains soils
(1964) 1680

Mathews, David R.:

effects of interstitial impurities on mechani-
cal properties of electrorefined vana-
dium at low temperatures (1965) 14702

vanadium-carbon alloys (1965) 12947
Mathews, John H., field reversals of paleomag-

netic type in coupled disk dynamos
(1963) 11189

Mathews, M.J., field moisture content investi-
gation (1964) 4671

Mathews, Walter L., and others, relief (1964)
318, 6163, 6410

Mathews County, Va.:
Garden Creek, hurricane survey, engineer

report

—

departmental edition (1964) 6590
document edition (1964) 6204

soil survey (1963) 1504
Mathieu functions:

radial tables

—

functions of 1st kind (1963) 84
errata (1963) 4397
functions of 2d kind (1965) 10129

Mathisen, Ole A.:

photographic census of Steller sea lion
herds in Alaska (1963) 13973

statistical records and computations on red
salmon runs in Nushagak district, Bris-
tol Bay, Alaska (1964) 19737

Matigian, Michael H., sandwich construction
bibliography (1963) 9316

Mating, Fred W., general solution of laminar
compressible boundary layer in stagna-
tion region of blunt bodies in axisymme-
tric flow (1964) 18734

Matlack, E. Brooke, Inc.:

accident (1964) 876
motor vehicle accident (1963) 5106

Matlins, Stuart M., selling in Austria (1964)
19824

Matloff, Maurice, Mr. Roosevelt's 3 wars, FDR
as war leader (1964) 9966

Mato Grosso State, Brazil, uranium recon-
naissance (1965) 13517

Matomic Building, District of Columbia, acqui-
sition by GSA, hearing (1962) 424

Matoush, Le Roy 0., aspartic acid salts evalu-
ation as anti-fatigue drugs effects on
rats and dogs (1963) 7686
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Matra Mountains, Hungary, development and
forms of relief of western part (1962)

3014
Matranga, Gene J.:

approach and landing investigation at
lift-drag ratios of 3 to 4 utilizing delta-

wing interceptor airplane (1963) 10997

handling qualities, etc., for terminal lunar
landing (1963) 16396

Matrices (mathematics):
algebra, solution of simple problems by

means of computer systems containing L
machines, USSR study (1965) 2548

Coulomb T, effects of shielding (1965) 9726
determination of dynamic characteristics

of multi-dimensional nonstationary sys-

tems, USSR study (1965) 6495
equation arising in statistical filter theory

(1965) 14753
gate circuits realizing boolean matrices with

indefinite elemts, USSR study (1965)
16440

inversion, generalized

—

application to sequential least squares
parameter estimation (1965) 11494

arbitrary complex matrix, special form
(1965) 8125

matrix algebra, applications, bibliography
(1962) 18767

method for determination of natural vibra-
tions of free-free unsymmetrical beams
with application to launch vehicles
(1962) 12476

optimum design of multipath signals (1964)
17005

oscillation matrices and kernels and small
vibrations of mechanical systems (1961)
11779

realization of functions of logical algebra
by formulas of bounded depth in bases
&, V, USSR study (1962) 905

transition assumptions in circumlunar navi-
gation (1963) 20980

Matrix theory, basic theorems, addenda and
errata (1962) 6306

MATS, see Military Air Transport Service.
Mats:

airplane landing

—

experimental T 11 aluminum, engineering
tests (1963) 20653

T13 plastic, engineering tests (1965) 16132
Matsler, Anderson G., relief (1965) 17558,

19410
Mattamuskeet and Swanquarter National

Wildlife Refuges, birds, general informa-
tion (1962) 19516

Mattamuskeet National Wildlife Refuge, gen-
eral information (1961) 569; (1965) 609

Mattas, Helen C, international lending and
guaranty programs, staff memorandum
(1965) 2014

Matte:
nickel-cobalt-copper matte, disposition

—

hearing (1961) 5738
law (1961) 6950
reports (1961) 5704, 20599

Matter:
magnetic properties and structure (1961)

11781
microstructure (1965) 13542
strange states of matter, USSR study (1962)

2691
ultra-acoustics, applications and techniques,

USSR study (1961) 2118
Matter of record, report of article about RELA

and its borrowers, Reader's digest, Dec.
1963. article (1964) 9750

Matthes, Francois E., glacial reconnaissance
of Sequoia National Park, Calif. (1965)
12548

Matthews, Clara M., relief (1962) 9236, 20817,
21346

Matthews, Clarence W.:
nwtion of idealized plasma ring through

traveling-magnetic-wave plasma acceler-
ators (1963) 11031

theoretical analysis of several linear
steady-flow plasma accelerators, etc
(1965) 2914

.Matthews, Earle D.:

soil survey

—

Caroline County, Md (1964) 15091
Dorchester County, Md (1963) 16565
Washington County, Md (1963) 13055

Matthews, Giles L., relief (1961) 18806; (1962)
4992, 6888

Matthews, Ruth H., baked products, consumer
quality, etc (1963) 14860

Mattiat, Sylvia, relief (1962) 13298, 13605
Mattison, C.W., in our forests are many man-

sions (1964) 2356
Mattoon, Berwyn B., accident (1962) 13948
Mattoon, 111., redevelopment area, statistical

profile (1963) 7812
Mattresses:
cotton felted, cleaning and renovating. Fed-

eral standard (1965) 9146
current industrial reports (1961) 2989; (1962)

3736, 13049; (1963) 3574, 13293; (1964)
3390; (1965) 3273, 13623

potential savings for DOD by reducing pack-
ing requirement, GAO report (1965)
16302

recommendation of trade (1963) 4555
Mattresses (hydraulic engineering):

articulated concrete

—

aluminum-coated wires as reinforcement
(1963) 4875

stainless and copper-clad steel wires, gal-
vanic effect (1964) 14214

Mattson, Chester R., chum salmon resources
of Alaska (1963) 4970

Mauch, James, education joins housing and
welfare in coordinated Federal effort

(1963) 12058
Maui:
climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial census

(1965) 16916
Kahului Harbor breakwater repair, designs

(1964) 8520
normal phase variations of 18 kc/s signals

from NBA observed (1964) 9636
principal electric facilities, maps (1962) 562;

(1963) 523; (1964) 680; (1965) 16184
Maumee River:

basin, flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 19145
document edition (1963) 18809

Mauna Loa Observatory, atmospheric electric
ineasurement results (1963) 5771

Mauritania:
Ambassador, nomination of Geoffrey W.

Lewis, hearing (1965) 6048
business opportunities, report of 93d Dept.

of Commerce Trade Mission (1961) 14896
decrees on army and national gendarmy

(1963) 6970
economy, basic data (1963) 6594
foreign trade regulations (1964) 14383
import tariff system (1962) 15682
information on ministries, articles (1964)

8857
investment guaranties, agreement (1965)

8316
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Mauritania—Continued
investment law (1963) 5069
Mali boundary, study (1964) 9799
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12894
newly independent nation, fact sheet (1963)

11290
preparing shipments to (1963) 5079

Mauritius:
and dependencies, guide to official publica-

tions (1965) 18409
plant quarantine import requirements (1962)

14732
Maurus, Edward J., relief (1961) 14230; (1963)

18819; (1964) 12183, 13844
Mavroides, W.G., monopole phased-array feed

for spherical reflectors (1964) 13632
Maxie, E.C., radiation technology in conjunc-

tion with postharvest procedures as
means of extending shelf life of fruits

and vegetables (1965) 4277
Maxilla, maxillofacial and oral health, mili-

tary research (1964) 11850
Maximum principle, see Principle of the maxi-

mum.
Maximum principle in theory of optimal proc-

esses, USSR (1961) 15024
Maxwell, Marvin S., efficient PCM error

correction and synchronization code
(1964) 14860

Maxwell, Richard S.:

preliminary inventory of records of

—

Office of Territories (1963) 12892
Office of U.S. High Commissioner to Philip-

pine Islands (1963) 7306
Maxwell Locks and Dam:
Monongahela River, navigation conditions

(1965) 6146
spillway stilling basins (1962) 500

May, Charles E., mechanism of ductile bending
in ionic crystals (1964) 5527

May, Curtis, shade trees, pruning and repair-

ing their injuries (1965) 11840

May, E.C., satellite determination of

high-altitude water vapor (1964) 14783
May, Irving, strontium sorption studies on

crandallite (1963) 8333
May, Kenneth D., advanced valve technology

(1965) 8056
May, Kim C, see Shim Dong Nyu.
May, Lennon, relief (1961) 18536, 19011, 14240
May, Robert F., predicting outslopes of spoil

banks (1964) 772
May, Sherman L., extraction of tantalum and

columbium from ores and concentrates
by chlorination (1965) 12952

May, Timothy C:
asbestos (1964) 18657; (1965) 9543, 16583
perlite (1964) 18676; (1965) 12939, 16587
pumice (1964) 20497; (1965) 12943, 19858
vermiculite (1965) 2822, 19876

May, Timothy J.:

addresses, etc. (1965) 565, 18081
May beetles, see June bugs.
Mayaguez, P. R.:

area redevelopment manpower report (1964)

17934
census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1962)

6771
censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 13085

redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)

16629
Mayberry Levee District, Ark.:

flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 464
document edition (1963) 270

Maycock, Paul D., thermal diffusivity meas-
urements on finite disk (1963) 124

Mayer, John T., approximate determination of
effects of geometry on ball-bearing
torque and fatigue life (1965) 11468

Mayer, Ralph G., U.S. statutes of general in-

terest to security officers in atomic ener-

gy program (1965) 7174
Mayer, Sylvia R., human engineering in design

of instructional systems (1965) 1792
Mayer, William V., natural mammalian hiber-

nation, bibliography (1964) 19145

Mayers, Leo R., soil survey, Sherman County,
Oreg (1965) 1634

Mayes, William H., noise measurements during
captive and launch firings of large rock-
et-powered vehicle (1963) 1298

Maygarin, B.Zh., absolute stability of nonli-

near automatic control systems (1965)
6758

Mayhue, Robert J., determination of trajecto-

ry and angles of attack of Scout
heat-transfer spacecraft during reentry
flight in atmosphere (1965) 9721"

Maylor, Peter H., relief (1963) 11941, 13409,
13487

Maynard, Zollie, State school laws and regula-
tions for health, safety, driver, outdoor
and physical education (1964) 17924

Maynard, Mass., ground-water geology and
hydrology of area (1963) 2354

Mayo, Alton P.:

accuracy of navigation in various regions of

earth-moon space with various combina-
tions of onboard optical measurements
(1964) 18774

equations for determining vehicle position in

earth-moon space from simultaneous
onboard optical measurements (1963)

5596
Mayo, Charles H., commemorative, 5-cent Doc-

tors Mayo postage stamp (poster) (1964)

21832
Mayo, Doctors William and Charles, commemo-

rative stamp, dedication (address) (1964)

18876
Mayo, Edward E.:

Newtonian aerodynamics for blunted
raked-off circular cones and raked-off

elliptical cones (1965) 11463
static longitudinal stability characteristics

of blunted gliders reentry configuration

(1963) 11000
Mayo, F.R., polymerization and copolymeriza-

tion of unsaturated fatty acids and
their esters (1963) 16714

Mayo, Leonard W., mental retardation, report

of President's Panel (1963) 6572

Mayo, Robert F., magnetically rotated electric

arc air heater (1964) 1463

Mayo, William J., commemorative, 5-cent Doc-
tors Mayo postage stamp (poster) (1964)

21832

Mayo Lykes (SS):

launching ceremonies at Bethlehem Spar-
rows Point (remarks) (1963) 16312

Mayonnaise:
and related products (1961) 16242; (1962)

20528; (1963) 16871; (1964) 17070

current industrial reports (1962) 16467;

(1963) 11628; (1964) 17100; (1965) 18982

definitions and standards of identity (1961)

20754; (1963) 12144
amendment (1963) 12143

salad dressing and related products, current

industrial reports (1961) 8512
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Mayors:
elected for District of Columbia

—

message from the President (1965) 4478
report (1965) 14047

Maz, Joseph, relief (1961) 8667, 12093, 12399
Mazurov, K.T., report to Plenum of Centrol

Committee, CPSU (1964) 1120
Mazza, Gary E., testimony, hearings (1964)

8456
MB series (1961) 1566, 8242; (1962) 10722;

(1963) 9478; (1965) 15121
MBIAC, see Missouri Basin Inter-Agency

Committee.
MC&TSA, see Military Clothing and Textile

Supply Agency.
MDTA, see Manpower.
Mead, Margaret, creative life for your chil-

dren (1963) 4597
Mead, Robert L.:

power from isotopes (1963) 20336
power from radioisotopes (1964) 15292

Mead, Walter J., mergers and economic concen-
tration in Douglas-fir lumber industry
(1964) 14331

Mead, Lake:
Colorado River water, release for sluicing

purposes, hearing (1962) 15442
filling and operation (1963) 8020
forecast of inflow (1961) 3553; (1962) 3983;

(1963) 3825; (1964) 3639
geological reconnaissance between Lake

Mead and Davis Dam (1963) 15610
recreational opportunities (1961) 8066, 21266
water supply outlook and forecast of inflow

(1962) 3983; (1963) 3825; (1964) 3639;
(1965) 3554

Meade, George G., Fort, impairment of combat
readiness of combat unit from lack of
repair parts, GAO report (1963) 15592

Meade, Robert M., removal of water and rear-
rangement of particles during compac-
tion of clayey sediments, review (1964)
14346

Meade Peak, phosphatic shale member of
Phosphoria formation at (x>al Canyon,
Wyo., petrology (1961) 6173

Meadow mice, see Mice.

Meadow spittlebugs, see Spittlebugs.
Meadows:
Colorado mountain-meadow cattle ranches,

forage programs, etc (1963) 8147
improving mountain meadow production in

West (1963) 1685
North China (1963) 15708

Meadows-Reed, Eklith, mass spectrometric in-

vestigations of atmosphere over Wal-
lops Island (1963) 16387

Meadville, Pa.:

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16409
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 11958
redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)

13158
Meal:
cottonseed meal, futures trading and open

contracts (1965) 3460
domestic corn meal bulletin (1965) 3318
export corn meal bulletin (1965) 3339
made from fresh and spoiled shrimp heads,

composition (1962) 11820
meal, production (1961) 6655; (1962) 6480,

18521; (1963) 7461, 16616; (1964) 18989,
20847; (1965) 5419

oil, processing. Northern Regional Research
Laboratory, publications list (1963)
5794; (1965) 10031

oilmeal, market in Pakistan (1961) 17275
Meals, see Food.

Mealworms, description, control, etc (1961)
16105

Mean and mean square measurements of non-
stationary random processes (1965) 9623

Mean annual mid-latitude moisture profiles to
31 km (1962) 22953

Mean duration (mathematics):
sampling procedures and tables for life and

reliability testing based on Weibull dis-

tribution (1962) 2391
Mean electron density variations of quiet io-

nosphere (1962) 22610; (1963) 11098-99,
19952; (1964) 3047

Means, James H., James Means and problem of
manflight, 1882-1920 (1964) 18944

Measles:
general information (1962) 3458; (1964)

15048
rubella, German measles, general informa-

tion (1965) 15329
vaccines, status, technical report (1963)

9355
Measure of readiness (1965) 165
Measured transfer functions of pilots during

2-axis tasks with motion (1964) 9582
Measurements:
absorbed dose of neutrons and of mixtures

of neutrons and gamma rays (1961) 6417

accuracy in measurements and calibrations
(1965) 16745

aerological, Soviet methods, articles (1963)
2524

air humidity and wind velocity, USSR study
(1962) 5742

air temperature and humidity, in layer up
to 1.5 km by mechanical meteorograph
carried aloft by helicopter and by
A-22-rV radiosonde, comparison, USSR
study (1965) 2741

applicability of Kotel'nikov's theorem to

discrete measurement equipment, USSR
study (1962) 2982

barometric pressure, Weather Bureau, histo-

ry (1964) 13530
Budapest international conference (1962)

8001
criteria in man machine systems simulation

(1965) 12976
deep underground shock measurements for

Project Dugout (1965) 13513
displacement, velocity, and acceleration, bib-

liography (1962) 10582
efflux patterns and flow rates from cylindri-

cal tubes in free-molecule and slip flows

(1964) 20606
fluid pressure 35 to 20,000 PSIG, measure-

ment system operation procedure (1961)
11504

free-flight, stagnation-point convective heat
transfer at velocities to 41,000 ft/sec

(1965) 13035
ground, shock-wave noise from supersonic

bomber airplanes in altitude range from
30,000 to 50,000 ft (1961) 15780

hydraulic, apparatus and techniques for

bedload (1964) 19797
industrial productivity, data (1964) 14707
ink and printing qualities (1961) 105
low, temperatures, USSR study (1961) 20896
mercury, pressure to 31.5 in. calibration

procedure (1961) 8120
moire fringe measuring system for far in-

frared inferometric spectrometer (1964)

4254
nephelometric, cuvette with high angular

resolution in region 5 to 175° (1965) 9752
physical parameters in sea, system for eon-

tinous measurement. West Germany
(1965) 19716
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Measurements—Continued
radiotechnical, investigations, USSR studies

(1964) 16036
random processes, nonstationary, mean and

mean square value (1965) 9623
range measurements, real-time compensation

for tropospheric radio refractive effects

(1964) 20530
range required of meteorological equipment

(1962) 20443
results from full-scale measurements of mid-

ship bending stresses on 2 C4-S-B5 dry
cargo ships operating in North Atlantic
service (1964) 18938

rocket with electron and ion probes in Auro-
ra (1965) 1794

signal generator, test instrument calibra-

tion procedure (1961) 11484
state vector (1963) 1316
techniques, Hungarian optical conference,

lectures (1962) 5554
techniques with radioactive isotopes, ultra-

sound, etc., USSR study (1962) 2897
temperature, pressure, density, and wind

rocket grenade experiment, errata (1965)

2913
thermal properties of metals at elevated

temperatures (1961) 5088
ultrasonic, of suspended sediment (1962)

23588
ultrasonic propagation parameter, system-

atic errors and free-field diffraction ef-

fects (1965) 11580
unambiguous space angle, Navy space sur-

veillance system, radio-interferometer,
analog phase-channel combiner MOD II

(1965) 13111
vacuum and low pressure, bibliography and

index (1961) 21255
errata (1964) 13273

velocity and flight-path angle effect of er-

rors on guidance of space vehicle ap-

proaching earth (1961) 19964
warehousing gross performance system

(1965) 12368, 16074, 17984
wind-tunnel and flight, correlation with son-

ic-boom theory (1965) 2915
see also Electric measurements—Metric sys-

tem—Radio measurements—Weights and
measures— also subject of measurement.

Measures of productive capacity (1962) 16815
Measuring capacity to work, report on semi-

nar for physicians in Rhode Island

(1964) 7734
Measuring effects of weather on agricultural

output (1963) 2125
Measuring employment and unemployment

(1962) 22715
Measuring instruments:
apparatus measures very small thrusts

(1965) 1439
automatic

—

control-measuring and regulating instru-

ments, USSR study (1962) 9842
for measuring blood pressure, development

(1961) 5313
significance in water economy. East Ger-
man study (1962) 9880

automation measuring devices, USSR stud-
ies (1964) 21492

Budapest international conference (1962)
8001

designing and making, USSR study (1962)
2897

East European, Polish study (1963) 8610
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 7237; (1964) 12290
supplements (1963) 3653; (1964) 3471;

(1965) 3373

Measuring metropolitan markets, guide to use
of U.S. Government data (1963) 9705

for 2-frequency inductive electro-pros-

pecting. USSR (1963) 12355
hydraulic device provides accurate displace-

ments to microinches (1965) 14794
liquid-measuring devices for liquefied petro-

leum gas, examination, manual (1965)
9765

pore pressures in concrete, literature re-

view, etc (1964) 19665
rocket testing, USSR study (1965) 9358
system measures angular displacement with-

out contact (1965) 6671
technology, articles from USSR periodical

(1961) 20893
theory and design of instruments with pack-

ing-free pistons, USSR study (1965) 2363

tools, use and care, technical manual (1961)

3784
weighing and measuring devices, specifica-

tions, etc (1962) 16065, 18309; (1963)
18184; (1964) 20637; (1965) 19954

see also Dilatometers—Electronic measuring
instruments.

Measuring pressure of high-intensity pulse
jets by tensometer method, USSR (1964)

9194
Measuring tape:

float-and-tape device for measuring fluctua-

tions in shallow ground-water wells

(1962) 7450
steel, field determination of lengths (1961)

2445
Measuring tools, see Measuring instruments.
Measuring wool by staple length recorder

(1964) 13590
Measuring your growth pattern (1962) 14588
Meat:

agricultural commodity grader (meat) exami-
nation announcement (1965) 8659, 19033

Australian industry (1965) 14350
commodity transportation survey, shipper

series (1965) 15305
competitive enterprise in marketing, hear-

ings (1961) 18933
demand and prices, factors influencing their

historical development (1962) 4530
distribution programs of affiliated food

wholesalers (1965) 13366

East Germany bacteriological inspection for

anthrax cases (1962) 7558
exporting to various countries. Meat Inspec-

tion Division regulations, appendix
(1963) 11430

farmer cooperative packing and processing,

recent developments (1961) 20711
foreign agriculture circulars (1961) 3274;

(1962) 3876; (1963) 3720; (1964) 3520;

(1965) 3433
foreign trade prospects (1961) 2014; (1962)

2505; (1963) 4978
freeze dried, methods for reconstitution

(1963) 20120
freeze-dried, palatability (speech) (1965)

7578
freezing in home (1964) 1701; (1965) 34

fresh, centralized processing for retail

stores (1963) 18435
frozen. Federal inspection (address) (1961)

8277
home canning directions (1963) 18423
home preparation time, yield and composi-

tion of various market forms (1965)

15191
imports, restrict

—

hearings (1964) 10418, 14135
reports (1964) 14098, 15544, 21194

industrial waste guide (1965) 16822
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Meat—Continued
industries, outlook and review (1963) 5967;

(1964) 15299
industry

—

Argentina (1963) 15543
Canada (1961) 6072
FVance (1963) 6477
Great Britain (1962) 9663
Ireland (1962) 9661
Texas-Oklahoma (1963) 12044
Uruguay (1963) 15544
West Germany (1963) 6478

inspection

—

and labeling, Agriculture Dept. program
(1964) 1693; (1965) 11835

for prevention of tuberculosis and brucel-

losis, investigation of prevailing legal

regulations (1962) 7563
low-cost protection, picture story (1962)

10868
procedures manual (1963) 18410; (1964)

20904
revised pages (1965) 12357

service, film for TV use (1964) 1688
types of tumors found by Federal inspec-

tors in 8-year survey (1963) 9554
inspection act, amend, section-by-section

analysis (1965) 19295
institutional purchase specifications ap-

proved by USDA, pork products, cured
and processed (1963) 16706

livestock and meat production improvement,
Rumania, review of government decrees
(1964) 935

livestock and meat situation (1961) 2789;
(1962) 4024; (1963) 3873; (1964) 3687;
(1965) 3603

supplement (1962) 12926
market news service (1962) 16241

market news, weekly summary and statistics

(1961) 2790; (1962) 4025; (1963) 3874;
(1964) 3688; (1965) 3604

marketing costs and margins (1961) 90

meal

—

production (1961) 6655, 17855; (1962) 6480,
18521; (1963) 7461, 16616; (1964) 18989,
20847; (1965) 5419

vitamin-supplemented salmon diets, pro-
tein and calorie levels (1962) 19528
feeding studies (1964) 8623

meat and meat products, veterinary-hygienic
inspection, specifications (1962) 2638

miracle, abundance and quality of U.S. sup-
ply (1963) 14874

operations at chainstore warehouses, photo
series (1962) 12874

pesticides residues, research report (1961)
1608

prepared products, industry wage survey
(1964) 13073

processing plants, U.S. inspected, guide to
construction, equipment, etc (1961)
11690

processing ration issue, Army technical
manual (1964) 17053

production

—

monthly reports (1961) 2814; (1962) 3685;
(1963) 3528; (1964) 3342

trade, consumption, etc., statistics (1961)
9904

United States, by months (1961) 9797;
(1962) 12742; (1963) 11335; (1964) 11647;
(1965) 9964

products, census of manufactures, 1958, in-

dustry report (1961) 5453
purchase specifications, requirements ap-

proved by USDA (1961) 27-31, 20260-263;
(1962) 16; (1965) 19523

Meat—Continued
rabbits, physical composition of fryers of

prime, choice, and commercial grades
(1965) 8405

retail sales of broilers and meat as affected
by price, display area, and newspaper
advertising (1964) 14171

statistics (1963) 14893
supplement (1964) 16970; (1965) 18895

storage and transportation (paper) (1962)
14736

sureness is yours with inspected meat (1964)
16966

transportation, regulations governing (1962)
6548

USSR industry, threshold of season, trans-
lation (1964) 20326

veterinary inspection and its effect on na-

tional and international trade (address)
(1962) 6544

wholesale market, 14th Street, New York
City (1962) 22938

see also Packing industry—Pemmican.
Meat animals, see Livestock.
Meat Inspection Division:

activities, summary (1963) 18406; (1964)
19055

chemical evaluation and control fact sheet
MID-CEC (series) (1964) 11742

facilities and equipment fact sheet (series)

(1963) 13158-159; (1964) 18

marking and labeling program (1964) 1693;
(1965) 11835

regulations, special requirements for export-
ing products to various countries, ap-
pendix (1962) 6534; (1963) 11430

responsibilities for control of additives and
residues (address) (1961) 55

summary of activities (1961) 17898; (1962)
18609

Meat inspectors:
Federal, types of tumors found in 8-year

survey (1963) 9554
standards of performance, processing and

non-processing operations (1964) 13574
Meat packing plants, see Packing industry.
Meat tenderizers, facts (1965) 12486
Meat-type hog (1965) 11849
Mechanic schools, see Schools.
Mechanical and Electro-Technical Engineers

and Technicians Association, Yugo-
slavia, 1st honorary and meritorious
members (1962) 12298

Mechanical and physical hazards series (1962)
1571, 3260, 18129, 20035; (1963) 1156

Mechanical behavior of crystalline solids, pro-
ceedings of symposium (1963) 9207

Mechanical brains, see Cybernetics.
Mechanical designs, see Designs (industrial).

Mechanical devices to expedite boll weevil
rearing in laboratory (1964) 4189

Mechanical engineering:
Navy design manual, changes (1964) 3198;

(1965) 5488, 10020, 18858
Soviet and Chinese articles, English ab-

stracts (1962) 3787
spacecraft (1965) 12981
structural, in shore establishments. Yards

and Docks Bureau, design manual (1962)
14697; (1964) 20890

Mechanical engineers, career opportunities.
Veterans Administration (1964) 20870

Mechanical equipment, .see Machinery.
Mechanical fans:
current industrial reports (1961) 2990; (1962)

3737; (1963) 3575; (1964) 3391; (1965)
3274

summaries (1961) 6819, 8501; (1962) 9039,

11077; (1963) 7754; (1964) 8116, 10239
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Mechanical fans—Continued

high disk-loading, mounted in wing, aerody-

namic characteristics (1963) 5602

industry, review and outlook (1961) 3859;

(1962) 4678; (1963) 4532; (1964) 6009
mine, electronic monitoring (1965) 2812

radial-flow, for GEM propulsion (1965) 5437

Mechanical impedance study of X-259 rocket

motor (1963) 14549
Mechanical mobility:

Mobility Equipment Onter, Army, commodi-
ty list (1964) 11834

operational definition (1961) 2632
performance of soils under tire loads, test

facilities and techniques (1965) 4685
studies of trucks (1961) 2634
trafficability and mobility research, Army

reports, list (1964) 12353
troop topics (1964) 11843
vehicle performance in soils and snows, mo-

bility research study (1961) 8230
vehicle research, photoelastic studies (1965)

18044
vehicle ride dynamics aspect of ground mo-

bility, study (1965) 14214
Vicksburg mobility exercise A, vehicle anal-

ysis for remote-area operation (1965)

7618
Waterways Experiment Station research

capability (1964) 635
Mechanical power transmission, see Power

transmission.
Mechanical properties:

alloys at elevated temperatures (1961) 6736

Echo II laminate (1964) 16690
fibrous composites (1964) 11352
high-manganese semikilled steel plate (1963)

9379
pneumatic tires with special reference to

modern aircraft tires (1961) 6408
welded aluminum-magnesium alloy plates

(1963) 20013
Mechanical silo unloaders for upright silos

(1962) 22932
Mechanical stokers, see Stokers (mechanical).

Mechanical technology, design and production,

suggested 2 year post high school cur-

riculum (1963) 2163
Mechanical thumb for measuring firmness of

fruits (1963) 11456
Mechanics (persons):

aircraft maintenance personnel, noise expo-

sure (1962) 8892
airframe and powerplant, examination guide

(1963) 15539
automobile

—

apprenticeship and training standards

(1965) 17035
recruitment and training (1965) 18847

aviation

—

with inspection authorization, handbook
(1962) 17425

structural mechanic. Navy training

course

—

E3 & 2 (1961) 15857
H 1 & C (1964) 16786
H 3 & 2 (1962) 8559
S 1 & C (1963) 9264
S 3 & 2 (1961) 2617

career information, your job as repairman
or mechanic (1964) 20449

certificates, civil aeronautics manual (1961)

4174, 5966
construction mechanic. Navy training

course

—

1 & C (1961) 21274
3 & 2 (1964) 13315

Mechanics (persons)—Continued
employment outlook

—

air conditioning and refrigeration mechan-
ics (1962) 8334; (1964) 9430

appliance servicemen (1962) 8337; (1964)
9431

automobile and diesel (1962) 10395; (1964)

7387
elevator constructors (1962) 8353; (1964)

7383
industrial machinery repairmen (1962)

8384; (1964) 9435
optical laboratory (1962) 8358; (1964) 9425

radio servicemen (1962) 8417
refrigeration (1962) 8334
television servicemen (1962) 8417; (1964)
9436

job opportunities (1963) 20937
machinery repairman. Navy training

course

—

1 & C (1965) 16784
3 & 2 (1963) 1368

mechanic and repairman certificates

—

mechanical experience requirements, civil

air regulations amendment (1962) 11749
time limit for completion of mechanic
examination, civil air regulations
amendment (1962) 11748

mechanical maintenance courses, validation
of common core pattern analysis and
mechanical knowledge tests (1961) 1587

MOS evaluation test aid

—

acquisition radar repairman (Hawk) (1962)
10977

aircraft engine repairman (1962) 10987
airframe repairman (1962) 10988
automotive repairman (1962) 10985
aviation electronic equipment repairman

(1962) 6658
chemical equipment repairman (1962)

10982
dial central office repairman (1962) 10979
drone, target, airplane control systems
mechanic (1962) 6657

engineer equipment repairman (1962)

14816
fuel and electrical systems repairman

(1962) 6663
helicopter, single rotor mechanic (1962)

14817
launcher control repairman (NIKE) (1962)

10976
telephone installer-repairman (1962) 10978

schools, Federal aviation regulations (1962)

17454
teaching methods, reforms at Chung Ch'ing

University (1961) 4647
truck mechanics, apprenticeship and train-

ing standards (1965) 8497, 8499
weather equipment repairman, training pro-

gram (1961) 8341
Mechanics (science):

abstracts pertaining to Communist China in

Soviet journals (1962) 12046, 12213;

(1963) 987, 10481; (1964) 2513

applied mechanics reviews, v. 16, 1963,

WADEX, word & author index (1965)

15212
atomization of liquids, model experiments

(1961) 13540
auto-mechanics course, USAFI study guide

(1961) 7303; (1962) 11680
controlling angular motion of body of means

of rotors, USSR study (1961) 15415

drag coefficient of paraboloids at zero cavi-

tation and zero angle of yaw (1961)

21246
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Mechanics (science)—Continued

electromechanics, USSR symposium (1962)

12020, 12145
elements of automation of investigation of

higher nervous activity, USSR study

(1964) 16539
fluid mechanics

—

Rumanian achievements in last 20 years

(1965) 2338
shock envelopes predicted about two types

of vehicles at large angles of attack
(1961) 9600

forces and frequencies resulting from liquid

sloshing in spherical tank, investigation

(1962) 18264
gyroscope, mechanics of no movement in

suspension moment about axis of rota-

tion, USSR study (1962) 1102
Lenin prizes (1962) 11996
mechanical maintenance courses, validation

of common core pattern analysis and
mechanical knowledge tests (1961) 1587

mechanics for safety man (1962) 20035
mechanics of motion. Naval Guided Missiles

School, trainee's manual (1964) 16792

answer sheets (1964) 16793
mechanisms of living creatures continue to

puzzle engineers (1964) 2642
of coned rotating net (1965) 14735
physics and mechanics of snow as material

(1963) 2190
Poland, translations from Mechanik (1963)

8610
precision measurement and calibration

standards, selected papers (1961) 6419
pressure penetration into body of compressi-

ble nonhomogeneous fluid, USSR study
(1961) 2363

Rumanian Academy, Institute of Applied
Mechanics, research activities (1963)

18010
structural, application of digital computers,

USSR study (1965) 875
Warsaw, Poland Polytechnic Institution,

organizational changes in mechanical
departments (1962) 7659

Yugoslavia, development (1962) 5538
Mechanicsburg, Pa., see Ships Parts Control

Center, Mechanicsburg, Pa.

Mechanism of autoregulation in intact kidney

(1964) 13734
Mechanism of desalination by reverse osmosis

(1964) 6835
Mechanism of electrode demineralization

(1965) 11024
Mechanism of gunshot injuries of the extremi-

ties, USSR (1964) 20024
Mechanism of intracranial circulation (1963)

9194
Mechanism of monoclinic to tetragonal trans-

formation of zirconium dioxide (1965)

11390
Mechanism of stress corrosion in stainless

steels (1962) 23010
Mechanism of venous outflow from cranium

(1963) 11085
Mechanism of wear of nonmetallic materials

(1961) 6730
Mechanisms of allergic reactions, USSR (1962)

23786
Mechanization:
accounting and calculating operations, fur-

ther growth in USSR economy (1961)
17426

agriculture

—

important problems (1963) 20791
problems of speed, USSR study (1963)
8985

blue crab industry (1964) 14269

Mechanization—Continued

development of mechanized apparatus for
processing of oceanographic observa-
tions, conference, USSR (1964) 10893

engineering and administrative operations,
problem of paramount importance,
USSR .study (1962) 5727

farm mechanics instruction, training pro-
gram suggestions (1964) 15849

fish industrv, urgent task, USSR study
(1963) 10472

harvesting and orchard handling of fruits

(1964) 5796
information processing operations, USSR

study (1964) 6964
logical net for time-optimal regulation

(1963) 3158
mechanical patent searcher, foreign develop-

ments in machine translations and infor-

mation processing (1962) 22066
mechanization and automation in industrial

management, USSR studies (1964) 12929

paperwork, source data automation (1965)
13061

Post Office Department, report (1963) 5673
potato harvest, effect on labor (1961) 19249
rice cultivation in Communist China (1962)

14272
sample delivery from steel casting shops,

USSR study (1961) 19774
statistics and bookkeeping problems, USSR

studies (1963) 16083
transport operations in steel casting shops,

USSR study (1961) 19771
USSR-

agriculture mechanizers (1961) 17491
chemical production (1962) 1340
coal and ore mining industries (1962)
23858

industrial engineering and control opera-
tions (1962) 7553

weighing and packing of broiler parts to

exact weights (1965) 13393
wool warehouses, layouts and work methods

(1965) 11852
see also Automation

Mechanized equipment, see Machinery.
Mechtly, E. A., international system of units,

physical constants and conversion fac-

tors (1964) 20540
Meek, J. P., role of economic studies in urban

transportation planning (1965) 18736
Mecklenburg, Germany, structure of rural

property and population. East Germany
study (1963) 8909

Mechanoelectronic blood pressure pickup,
USSR (1962) 983

Medal of Honor:
award to members of Armed Forces for gal-

lantry in cold war incidents

—

hearing (1963) 13638
law (1963) 15156
reports (1963) 13537, 13775

awarded to marine reservists during World
War II and Korea, list (1962) 15997

awards in past century (1962) 16369
hospital, domiciliary, and medical care for

recipients

—

hearing (1964) 14154
law (1964) 17340
reports (1964) 155.58, 15750

pensions to holders

—

based on noncombatant dutv

—

law (1964) 21143
reports (1964) 10276, 14073, 19494

increase

—

law (1961) 16571
reports (1961) 5653, 12488

recipients, 1863-1963 (1964) 15814
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Medalia, Nahum Z., community perception of

air quality, opinion survey in Clarkston,
Wash. (1965) 18703

Medals:
anniversary of birth of Padre Junipero Ser-

ra

—

law (1963) 18784
reports (1963) 13728, 18849

Byrd Arctic Ebcpedition 1926, members, pres-

ent

—

hearings (1962) 15260
report (1962) 16955

commemorative

—

admission of Indiana

—

law (1964) 264
reports (1963) 18847; (1964) 457

admission of Nevada

—

law (1963) 20430
reports (1963) 13727, 18851

admission of West Virginia-
law (1962) 20886
report (1962) 19293

International Ladies' Garment Workers'
Union health center anniversary

—

law (1964) 265
report (1964) 458

legislation, hearing (1963) 11887
New York historic shrines, issuance

—

law (1964) 6173
reports (1964) 460, 2094

100th anniversary of Secret Service, re-

port (1965) 19289
150th anniversary of Battle of Lake Erie,

reports (1963) 13751, 18850
200tn anniversary of founding of St.

Louis, Mo.

—

law (1964) 6181
reports (1964) 2096, 4550

250th anniversary of founding of Mobile,
^jg

law (1961) 8609
reports (1961) 5838, 7087
250th anniversary of founding of San

Antonio, Tex., report (1965) 19252
1,000th anniversary of founding of Po-

land, report (1965) 19288
International Ladies' Garment Workers'

Union health center anniversary, report
(1963) 18848

issuance, compilation of laws (1965) 8729
North Vietnam military unit citations

awarded in 1962 (1963) 17781

see aiso Decorations of honor— aiso names
of medals, or persons to whom medals
are to be presented.

Medeiros, Leonor, see De Medeiros, Leonor do
Rozario.

Medford, Mass., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 16354
Medford, Oreg.:
census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

11928
Municipal Airport, weather observations,

hourly, summary, decennial census of

climate (1963) 14791
Media, Pa., motor carrier accident (1965)

11047
Mediation, see Industrial arbitration.

Mediators:
examination announcement (1964) 15362
Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service,

employment opportunities (1963) 12113
labor, professional conduct, code (1965) 566

Medical Academy of Erfurt, catalog (1962)

19991
Medical Aid to Cuba Committee:

activities, hearings (1963) 4759
print additional copies, reports (1963)

11862, 13772

Medical and biological aspects of energies of
space (address) (1961) 1247

Medical and biological aspects of USSR space
flights (1963) 761

Medical and dental support (1964) 9486
Medical aspects of radiation accidents (1963)

11,589

Medical botany, Communist China (1961)
15076

Medical bulletins. Medicine and Surgery Dept.,

VA (1961) 1566, 8242; (1962) 10722;
(1963) 9478; (1965) 15121

Medical cadres, USSR (1961) 15369
Medical care:
achievements of medical institutions, scien-

tific-practical conference as form of

sharing, USSR (1962) 9975
administration, and health officer (address)

(1964) 3097
after attack by mass attack weapons, USSR

study (1962) 10209
aged persons

—

chart book (1961) 12498
District of Columbia, amend public assist-
ance act, report (1964) 17752

District of Columbia program, delay in

development and implementation, GAO
review (1963) 13993

financing, background facts relating to
problem (1962) 12694, 13656

Kerr-Mills law, summary (1965) 19325
Kerr-Mills program

18 months performance of States (1962)
15420

evaluation report (1963) 20603
meeting costs (1961) 20823
programs. State action to implement, re-

port (1961) 10494
public assistance under social security act

(1961) 20088
social security amendments of 1960 (1961)

19161
social security amendments of 1964, hear-

ings (1964) 17876
social security amendments of 1965

—

actuarial cost estimates (1965) 17747,
19322

analysis (1965) 8985
brief explanation of medicare (1965)

15035, 18762
entitlement and benefits available (1965)

17755
hearings (1965) 7495, 10676
law (1965) 15451
reports (1965) 7464, 8792, 13945, 14055
summary (1965) 7496, 14001, 15836
condensed (1965) 12208

text and justifications recommended by
HEW (1965) 17921

social security program, hearings (1964)
6371

State public assistance, under Social Secu-
rity Act (1964) 12355; (1965) 6150

under MAA and OAA (1965) 5473
Air Force manuals (1961) 117, 16131; (1962)

6597, 14768, 16315-317; (1963) 18461;

(1964) 1733, 11793, 20950
Air Force pamphlet (1961) 1658
all-Union conference of active public health

workers plan (1961) 12953
Armed Forces

—

dependents, transportation expenses when
care not locally available

—

law (1965) 15488
reports (1965) 13889, 17829

reimbursement for cross service care,

eliminate

—

law (1965) 19141
reports (1965) 17578. 19438
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Medical care—Continued
austere, for disaster

—

reference manual for allied health workers
and selected laymen (1965) 1578

suggested course guide (1965) 16815
Belorussian SSR (1961) 4467
benefits for old-age pensioners under foreign

social security programs (1962) 22801
better care through better use of nursing

personnel skills (address) (1963) 21079
cardiovascular diseases and cancer, costs

(1965) 11651
casework services in public assistance (1962)

12693
citizens of U.S., Federal Government's role

in providing (1963) 17195
civilian, dependents of uniformed services,

manual (1964) 2254
Coast and Geodetic Survey retired person-

nel

—

hearings (1965) 419
law (1963) 15150
reports (1962) 19299; (1963) 11828, 11967

Communist China, practices (1961) 19552
community epilepsy service (1965) 18705
community health services extension amend-

ments of 1965

—

hearing (1965) 4618
reports (1965) 6034, 8832

comprehensive, community medicine, Ameri-
can concept (1963) 12986

coordinated home care programs, survey
(1964) 1567

countermeasures against radiation accidents
due to equipment damage or breakdown,
organization, East German study (1964)
18324

Czechoslovak railroad personnel (1961) 4687
dependents, administration of program by

Army Dept., GAO review (1961) 10678
dependents' medical care program, DoD

pamphlet (1964) 19198
dietitian, etc. to serve aged through home

care (1961) 21325
District of Columbia Government programs,

admission and collection practices, GAO
review (1961) 7508

District of Columbia policemen and firemen
for all injuries and diseases

—

law (1962) 2(J883

reports (1962) 17058, 23398
emergency health care, family guide (1962)

312; (1963) 4605
emergency, training. Army pamphlet (1962)

14815
excerpts, 1963-64 national high school de-

bate on medicare, print as Senate docu-
ment, reports (1963) 13698, 17130

expenditures, public and private (1963)
20136

preliminary estimates (1964) 16862
expenses, increase limitations on tax deduc-

tions, amend internal revenue code
(1962) 23263

reports (1962) 21031, 21188, 21513
facilities available to Federal employees in-

jured in performance of duty (1962)
17413; (1964) 15861; (1965) 18016

facilities construction act with amendments,
compilation (1962) 359; (1965) 7382

facilities construction grants, 1962 funds
(1963) 11109

facility designed for coronary care (1965)
15000

facility projects approved for Federal aid
under Hill-Burton program

—

progress report (1962) 3462
register (1962) 3922; (1963) 3768; (1964)

3574; (1965) 3488

Medical care—Continued
fallout shelters, manual for health workers,

etc (1964) 6068, 11929, 13792
family expenditures, development of ques-

tionnaire (1963) 14674
financing and utilization, source book of

data (1963) .5685

first aid and emergency medical treatment
training (1965) 1820

fishing boat owners, restore eligibility

—

hearings (1962) 17318, 19189; (1963) 12011;
(1964) 10324

law (1964) 17283
reports (1962) 13632; (1963) 11964; (1964)

12086, 13971
health and medical activities, need to realign

organizational and management struc-

ture. District of Columbia Government,
GAO report (1964) 8726

Indonesia (1961) 842
infantry, airborne, mechanized, and armored

divisions, field manual, change (1963)
18543

institutions, number and type in United
States, 1958 (1962) 1788

Israel (1961) 19573
long term care (1964) 20762
maternity care utilization and financing,

U.S. data (1964) 16837
Medal of Honor recipients, for nonservice

connected disabilities

—

hearing (1964) 14154
law (1964) 17340
reports (1964) 15558, 15750

medical aid to victims of water accidents,

USSR study (1964) 21652
medical and welfare services, improving co-

ordination (1965) 13661
medical airman's manual. Air Force manual

(1961) 16131
medical and remedial care. State plans under

social security act (1962) 7303
medical care in transition (1964) 13408-409

medical expenses, income tax deductions

(1965) 16348
medical groups, directory (1961) 6507
medical groups, results of questionnaire

survey (1964) 5658
medical planning for disaster, casualty con-

trol, Air Force manual (1962) 16316
inedical self-help training program

—

Army pamphlet (1964) 106
for you and xour community (1963) 21089

medical service

—

field army (1965) 13455
furnished without charge to civilian field

employees of Public Health Service,

Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, need to consider modification of

law, GAO report (1965) 9234
help for disabled through vocational reha-

bilitation (1962) 8731; (1963) 9484
medical support. Fleet Marine Force manual

(1964) 9486
medicare, general information (1965) 20069
medicare, social security, amendments of

1965 (1965) 18230
number of physician visits, U.S., July

1963-June 1964, current estimates (1964)

21859
older farm family, costs (1961) 67

outpatient

—

for Indian war veterans

—

law (1961) 18755
reports (1961) 5660, 17113

for Philippine veterans, extend program

—

hearing (1963) 8126
law (1963) 13414
reports (1962) 17201; (1963) 6140, 11960
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Medical care—Continued
patients with cardiovascular diseases, prob-

lems, USSR study (1961) 10752
peacetime veterans with service-connected

disabilities

—

law (1962) 16805
reports (1962) 15388, 17021

personal health expenses. United States,
statistics, etc (196S) 18731

persons receiving care at home (1961) 20098
persons 65 and over, estimated expenditures

(1963) 7431
Philippine veterans, agreement with Philip-

pines (1963) 16600
plans records, use in estimating occupation-

al hazards (1963) 9339
prebed care in VA hospitals, report (1963)

18961
Project Hope, hospital ship, commending,

report (1961) 7248
public and private expenditures (1962) 22800
public assistance

—

casework services (1965) 18053
guides, etc.

—

dental services (1963) 8200
home health care (1965) 7619
optical services (1963) 8201
organization and administration (1963)
8202

pharmaceutical services (1963) 13891
medical aid for older persons (1965) 4689
recipients, State provisions (1962) 2345
vendor payments by type of service (1964)

10499
publications of congressional committees,

list (1962) 17137
retail prices in 20 cities (1962) 18154
role of Public Health Service in United

States (1961) 17795
sanitary aviation stations of Ukraine, activ-

ity (1962) 9933
self-help training

—

administrative guide (1962) 1776, 22760
course, family guide emergency health

care, reference guide for students (1965)
17236

for you and your community, if disaster
strikes (1965) 16821

service, infantry, airborne, mechanized, and
armored divisions, field manual (1962)
4604

skilled nursing home care by State and re-

gion, utilization (1962) 20278
State health departments role in leadership

(1964) 9726
State public assistance plans (1961) 1469
treatment furnished by U.S., 3d party liabil-

ity for cost

—

law (1962) 20868
reports (1962) 9335, 19324

treatment of caisson disease, translations
from Russian book (1963) 12680

Tunisia, public health and medical services,

translations (1962) 17871
Ukranian SSR, resolution on improvement

(1962) 1185
program, AF pamphlet (1962) 12979, 18649

uniformed services, personnel dependents

—

annual report (1961) 9934; (1962) 18694;
(1963) 18560

United States, health status and family in-

come (1964) 11584
USSR-

facilities (1964) 19964
improvement (1961) 944, 7633
industrial workers (.1962) 1131
inter-relationship between national blood
banks and military medical service, his-

tory (1964) 7064

Medical care—Continued
USSR—Continued
medical care in RSFSR (1964) 9063
medical service to population, implementa-

tion of decrees of Central Committee of
CPSU etc (1965) 11288

news (1965) 6421
organization of medical treatment for in-

juries (1963) 5194
out-patient care of population (1965)

12694
provisions for improving medical service
and protection of health (1961) 20953

specialized medical care (1964) 9188
treatment for all on dispensary level,

study (1963) 17944
veterans

—

1870-1960, bibliography (1963) 9479
hearings on various bills (1962) 11480;

(1964) 12161
intermediate and nursing home care

—

hearings (1963) 15334; (1964) 12278
law (1964) 17309
report (1963) 15291; (1964) 15749

legislation, hearings (1961) 8862
residing abroad, furnish for wartime serv-

ice-connected disabilities report (1962)
9283

Veterans Administration program, opera-
tions, report (1965) 425

welfare and child health provisions of Medi-
care act (1965) 20147

workmen's compensation coverage of work-
caused injuries (1962) 23929

see also Health insurance.
Medical certificates:

airmen, physical standards

—

civil aeronautics manual (1961) 19281
errata (1962) 506

Federal aviation regulations (1962) 19468;
(1965) 18067

medicolegal case's, policies and procedures
(1961) 6440

reviewing and acting on, FPM manual sup-
plement (1963) 16948; (1965) 3385

Medical College of (Georgia:
orthicon image assembly, duty-free entry

—

law (1963) 17013
reports (1963) 13549, 15348

Medical conferences in Soviet Union (1964)
10868

Medical corpsman. Army technical manuals
(1961) 11772; (1963) 11542; (1964) 8041

Medical, Dental, and Optometric Exiucation,
National Advisory Council on, see Na-
tional Advisory Council on Medical,
Dental and Optometric Education.

Medical Department, Army:
activities of Veterinary Service in World

War n (1962) 6684
historv in World War H and Korean War,

wound ballistics (1962) 14829
internal medicine in World War H

—

activities of medical consultants (1961)
16173
errata (1962) 173

infectious diseases (1963) 9666
organization and administration in World

War n (1963) 11550
personnel in World War H, history (1963)

16832
preventive medicine in World War II (1963)

11551; (1964) 17056
surgery in World War II (1963) 5920

activities of surgical consultants (1964)
10022

thoracic surgery (1965) 10163
Medical Department, Navy:

administration (1964) 2979
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Medical Department, Navy—Continued
ensign medical program (1963) 9098; (1964)

20461
independent duty hospital corpsman (1963)

10934
John Paul Jones, autopsy reports (1965)

18654
manuals (1961) 9440, 13425; (1962) 18177;

(1963) 16316; (1964) 7426. 9490, 13100,
14727, 18656; (1965) 1310-11, 6587,
11371, 16580-581

Naval Reserve, program (1962) 1598; (1965)
18422

support to Fleet Marine Force (1963) 7187
Medical economics, U.S. statistics, present

status and recommendations for addi-
tional data (1964) 9731

Medical education, see Medicine.
Medical examinations, see Physical examina-

tions.

Medical examiners:
aviation

—

guide (1962) 18755; (1963) 9701; (1964)
19270

list (1961) 1729, 8435, 11818, 16230; (1962)
229, 8996, 16423; (1963) 13254; (1964)
10041; (1965) 10197

Medical facilities, see Hospitals.
Medical facilities survey and construction act

of 1954, see Hospitals.
Medical gazette (USSR periodical):

articles (1963) 12580; (1965) 4915, 9399, 9421,
110.57, 11127, 11226, 11291

Medical groups:
directory (1961) 6507
results of questionnaire survey (1964) 5658

Medical illustrators, see Illustrators.
Medical industry:

prospects, tasks and cooperation, USSR
studies (1964) 14511

Soviet Union, problems, etc (1965) 14488
Medical industry of USSR (periodical):

articles (1962) 22319, 22382; (1963) 1075,
7094; (1964) 21510; (1965) 2709, 5020,
11058, 11078

Medical installations, see Veterans hospitals.
Medical instruments and apparatus:

biological research and medical diagnostics,
USSR study (1964) 16156

electronic

—

measures to accelerate development, pro-
duction, and adoption needed, USSR
study (1965) 14506

reliability, USSR study (1965) 9447
USSR study (1962) 14214

extracorporeal circulation apparatus
AIK-59, description, etc., USSR study
(1961) 15266

fake medical devices, FDA reports (1963)
8286, 20690

Federal item identification guides for supply
cataloging (1962) 9508; (1964) 12294

supplements (1963) 3657; (1964) 3475;
(1965) 3377

housings of electronic equipment, USSR
study (1964) 6943

manufacturing industry, prospect for devel-
opment in USSR (1964) 7001

medical equipment, USSR developments
(1965) 16470

new instruments, USSR studies (1962) 855,
6065, 6117

organizational maintenance, technical man-
ual (1962) 169

changes (1963) 1809
planned supply system, USSR (1961) 15370
production and distribution (1965) 16442
radio interference, FCC rules and regula-

tions (1961) 7377, 17230; (1962) 7329

Medical instruments and apparatus—Con.
radioelectronic equipment, unification and

normalization problems, USSR study
(1961) 12954

recent developments, USSR study (1964)
16265

ultrasonic and electronic medical devices,
USSR studies (1964) 16211

USSR-
articles (1962) 7983
conference on coordination of plans for

scientific research, etc., in creating new
inedical equipment (1961) 15346

new designs of apparatus and equipment
(1964) 10884

principal tasks in improving products
(1965) 12736

production of equipment (1962) 17703
Medical internships in U.S. Public Health

Service hospitals (1962) 22759; (1963)
20107; (1965) 18715

Medical journal. Armed Forces (1961) 3113
Medical journal of Uzbekistan (USSR periodi-

cal):

articles (1962) 14015
Medical jurisprudence:

forensic medicine expertise in solution of
Soviet public health problems, USSR
study (1962) 12035

medical certification of medicolegal cases,
problems and procedures (1961) 6440

palmistry, significance in forensic medicine,
USSR study (1961) 17500

Medical laboratories:
clinical mycology procedures

—

Air Force manual (1964) 1733
Army manual (1965) 13472

design manual for Naval Shore Establish-
ment (1962) 3567

medical mycology manual (1963) 11241
parasitology procedures (1962) 168
serology procedures, technical manual (1961)

8367
techniques and procedures (1963) 18060
techniques used in control of anticoagulant

therapy, manual (1963) 16511
Medical laboratory technicians:

medical technical assistant, examination
announcement (1962) 6846

virology, procedure (1964) 8040
Veterans Administration, career opportuni-

ties (1961) 9817
Medical libraries, see Libraries.

Medical literature:

articles (1961) 15364; (1963) 9232; (1964)
16755, 18818

subject index (1964) 18917
VA Medical Research Conference, abstracts

(1963) 1581
Medical literature analysis and retrieval sys-

tem, MEDLARS story at National Li-

brary of Medicine (1963) 11242
Medical materiel, see Medical supplies.

Medical Museum of Armed Forces Institute of

Pathology:
first visitors (1965) 2060
general information (1965) 2064
how Museum began (1965) 2061
leaflets (1965) 2052-73

Medical mycology:
clinical laboratory procedures (1963) 9267

Air Force manual (1964) 1733
Army manual (1965) 13472

laboratory manual (1963) 11241

USSR, article (1962) 2782

Medical Nutrition Laboratory, see Army Medi-

cal Research and Nutrition Laboratory.
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Medical officers:

assigned to Polaris submarines, annotated
reference file (1965) 11376

examination announcement (1962) 2254,

4850; (1963) 6026, 16944. 16954; (1964)

4376, 13795
functions aboard fleet ballistic submarine

(1965) 11373
Public Health Service, physicians in Peace

Corps (1965) 20041
veterinary, examination announcement,

amendment (1965) 11 96S
Medical officers, see also Medicine

—

Physicians.
Medical periodical press, USSR (1961) 15365
Medical personnel of some hospitals in Vojvo-

dina, Yugoslavia (1962) 9856
Medical photographers, see Photographers.
Medical practice (USSR periodical):

articles (1963) 1012
Medical preparations based on polymers,

USSR (1961) 15484
Medical protozoology and helminthology (1962)

16002; (1965) 18421
Medical publishing houses, USSR (1961) 15367
Medical radiolog>':

AEC licensing guide, preparation of applica-

tions for medical use of radioisotopes

(1965) 11912
clinical dosimetry, recommendations of in-

ternational commission (1963) 16417
insert (1964) 1491

depression of antibody production after high
degree irradiation, USSR study (1964)

2489
dosimetric measurements in work with ra-

dio-active iodine, USSR study (1964)

2487
field, USSR studies (1963) 19516
personnel, USSR training (1963) 852
proton and gamma-radiation, effect on ves-

tibular analyzer function, USSR study

(1964) 2488
Soviet diagnostic, survey of published liter-

ature (1964) 7093
Soviet study (1961) 2136
Soviet training of physicians, articles (1962)

22403
technician, examination notice, suspension

notice (1962) 13109
thyroid gland irradiation and other radio-

logical studies, USSR articles (1964)

21447
USSR studies (1964) 11072

Medical radiology (USSR periodical):

articles (1961) 2388, 10980, 11195; (1962)

1349-50, 1374, 1460, 2948, 3206, 5862,

5936, 5950, 6010, 7819, 8004, 10178,

12063, 14082, 15733, 15881, 18106, 19918,

22148; (1963) 776, 5284, 6742, 10605,

16154; (1964) 2771, 18519; (1965) 2687,

7931-32
Medical record librarians:
employment outlook (1961) 16056; (1962)

10398; (1964) 9396
examination announcement (1961) 12018;

(1964) 11953, 11944
Medical records:

hospital

—

criteria for administrative evaluation
(1963) 16506

disease classification (1963) 3289-90
Medical records clerk, MOS evaluation test aid

(1962) 10992
Medical research, see Diseases—Medi-

cine— aiso names of diseases, etc.

Medical Research and Nutrition Laboratory,
see Army Medical Research and Nutri-

tion Laboratory.

Medical Research Laboratory, agreement with
Thailand (1961) 11581

Medical Research Laboratory, Naval, see
Naval Medical Research Laboratory.

Medical resources available to meet needs of
public assistance recipients (1962) 2345

Medical schools:
alumni, health manpower source book (1961)

13632
expand facilities and program for training

—

hearings (1962) 9394; (1963) 6199, 17326
law (1963) 18776
summary (1963) 19335

reports (1962) 9307, 21152; (1963) 6180,
7945, 17283

expansion of higher medical education in

USSR (1961) 15368
facilities, planning considerations (1962)

1775
facilities, planning considerations and archi-

tectural guide (1961) 21314
faculty salaries, charging to grants award-

ed by NIH, GAO review (1962) 9728
Gdansk Medical Academy (1962) 5460
graduates, 1950-59, baccalaureate origins

(1961) 20104
grants for program improvements and schol-

arships

—

hearing (1965) 17946
law (1965) 19165
reports (1965) 17565, 17583, 19422

Military Medical Academy, Yugoslavia, 10th
anniversary (1962) 5467

Slovak Postgraduate Medical Institute, re-

port of program and personalities (1962)
7697

USSR, improvement needed in methods of

instruction (1965) 11091
Uzbekistan medical school (1962) 757

Medical Sciences, Hungary, University of, see
University of Medical Sciences, Hunga-
ry.

Medical Sciences, USSR, Academy of, see
Academy of Medical Sciences, USSR.

Medical Sciences Division, History and Tech-
nology Museum, history (1964) 21801

Medical self-help training course

—

administrative guide (1962) 22760
student handbook (1961) 20474

Medical service, see Medical care.

Medical Service, Air Force, laboratory proce-
dures, manual (1962) 18647

Medical Service Corps, Army:
career opportunities for graduate^ students

in clinical psychology (1963) 117

officers, exercise command of troops outside

Army Medical Service

—

hearing (1961) 19152
law (1961) 16575
reports (1961) 12325, 14676

Medical Services Bureau, Public Health Serv-
ice, career opportunities (1961) 20095;
(1962) 22731; (1963) 20092; (1964) 20745;
(1965) 14990

Medical specialists:

Army technical manual (1961) 11772; (1963)

11542; (1964) 8041
Azerbaydzhan congress, USSR report (1964)

11094
health manpower source book (1963) 1407
Hungary regulates use of title (1962) 5445
postgraduate training and qualification,

problems, Hungary (1962) 5860
see also Physicians

Medical supplies:
civil defense, quality control guide (1962)

6421
civil defense stockpile, appropriations, 1962,

supplemental, proposal (1961) 16623
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Medical supplies—Continued
fallout shelter kit, instructions to shelter

managers (1962) 18879
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 9508; (1964) 12294
supplements (1963) 3657; (1964) 3475;

(1965) 3377
Federal supply schedules (1961) 547-548
pararescue kit (1964) 9979
planned supply system, USSR (1961) 15370

Medical technicians:
employment outlook (1962) 10398
examination announcement (1961) 309
medical technical assistant, examination

announcement (1965) 8666
operating room, Air Force pamphlet (1963)

18461
Veterans Administration, career opportuni-

ties (1964) 5744; (1965) 13324
see also X-ray technicians.

Medical technologists:
employment outlook (1961) 13732; (1964)

9396
examination announcement (1962) 2257;

(1964) 4395, 6103, 8158, 21062
health research, NIH, examination an-

nouncement (1963) 15114
Veterans Administration, career opportuni-

ties (1961) 9817; (1964) 5744; (1965)
13324

Medical treatment, see Medical care.
Medical Uses of Radium and Radium Substi-

tutes Conference, report (1965) 14994
Medical X-ray protection up to three million

volts (1961) 6418
insert (1964) 13268

Medical zoology, see Zoology.
Medicare, see Medical care.
Medicinal plants:
Bulgarian research (1962) 5452
organosphosphorus agents used on (1965)

7880
Medicinal substances, see Medicines.
Medicine:
Academy of Medical Sciences, USSR

—

candidates for membership (1965) 11111
vacancies in institutes, announcement

(1964) 18571
AEC program, hearings (1964) 8235
AEC research and development in progress

(1964) 4301, 13711
aero-ionization, USSR study (1961) 21008
aeroions and their use, USSR study (1963)

871
aeromedical reviews (1961) 16134, 17947-948;

(1962) 1963, 4544, 12940, 22962; (1963)
4409, 5884-87, 7628, 16788-789, 18499,
20309; (1964) 4258, 7997-98, 11805,
13646; (1965) 4207-8, 13429, 15221,
17017, 18915

aerospace

—

advances in bionics; USSR study (1964)
16443

annotated bibliography (1961) 4808, 6266,
13415

bibliographic index to USSR literature
(1965) 9741

bibliographies (1962) 10420; (1963) 9084;
(1964) 16668, 18728, 20539, 21744; (1965)
1407, 2841, 6641, 8008, 8060, 9639, 9640,
14760-761, 16630, 18500, 19894
cumulative index (1965) 8059

decompression sickness studies (1963) 9630
dysbarism (1964) 13646
EEC in aircrew and astronaut selection

(1964) 7998
lectures (1961) 16142, 17961; (1962) 16327;

(1963) 16780; (1964) 16999
research studies bibliography (1964) 13732

Medicine—Continued
aerospace—Continued

tests at Aeromedical Field Laboratory
(1961) 8315

Aerospace Medical Research Laboratories,
technical documentary reports (1963)
7604, 11477, 20301; (1964) 51, 9967,
11784-785

al-Zahrawi's 10th century surgical treatise,
drawings and comments on passages
(1961) 20012

AMRL memorandum (1965) 5524
application of electronics, USSR study

(1965) 7940
application of radio-electronics, USSR

(1962) 2749
applications of space telemetry (1965) 18497
archives of internal medicine (USSR periodi-

cal), translations (1963) 935
Arctic, symposia (1963) 18489
Armed Forces medical journal (1961) 3113
artificial organs and devices, temporary or

permanent replacements, USSR study
(1962) 2713

associate training programs, medical and
biological sciences, NIH (1965) 6789

atomic energy and medical sciences (re-

marks) (1964) 19257
Atomic Energy Commision

—

program, hearings (1965) 10368
research program (1965) 18956

auditory research, USSR studies (1964)
11139

aviation

—

aeromedical reviews (1961) 6716, 8325-26
and space medicine (1965) 2917
annotated bibliography, 1952, key to sub-

ject index headings (1961) 13418
drug hazards, guide (1963) 13253
essays on history (1965) 9739
guide for examiners (1961) 6760
implications on progress in stapes mobili-

zation surgery for otosclerosis (1961)
6716

medical education series (1965) 17150
medical papers and reports, bibliography

(1965) 7175
medical report AM series (1965) 209-215,
4287, 7175

outlines on history, USSR study (1963)
10826

safety training manual (1961) 11473
Azerbaydzhan

—

Academy of Sciences, report of Biological
and Medical Sciences Department (1962)
2674

articles, USSR study (1962) 22171
medical journal (1963) 3004

Belorussian

—

medical workers, trade union conference
(1964) 1094

medico-geographic study (1965) 11077
SSR, medical sciences, news (1961) 10742

betatron equipment for medical purposes,
USSR study (1962) 14177

bibliography of medical

—

reviews (1962) 3392. 18324; (1963) 12912;
(1964) 13294; (1965) 6800

translations (1965) 14901-902
bioastronautics data book (1965) 5113
biomedical

—

and aerosol studies associated with field

release of plutonium (1961) 8429
aspects of Soviet space research (1962)

10261
effects of exposure to electromagnetic ra-

diation (1962) 4560
institutions in USSR, directory (1965)

16763
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Medicine—Continued
biomedical

—

Continued

research, coordination of activities of
Federal agencies, hearing (1961) 4096

serials 1950-60, in National Library of
Medicine, list (1962) 12534

biotelemetry for medical control over hu-
mans in space flight, USSR study (1962)
949

books, classification. National Library of
Medicine (1964) 11457

Bulgaria, planned development of science
and education (1963) 2989

bulletin of experimental biology and medi-
cine (USSR periodical), translations
(1965) 9485

cardiovascular diseases, medicinal prepara-
tions, USSR study (1962) 3069

cardiovascular research opportunities in
Israel, medical research scientists re-

port (1964) 20647
chemistry, recent Soviet work (1962) 14206
chemistry, USSR articles (1962) 1280
civil aeromedical research, responsibilities,

aims, and accomplishments (1963) 4505
clinical

—

and professional educational opportunities
at NIH (1964) 7587

clinical medicine (Russian periodical),
translations (1962) 12064, 14060, 15818,
19898

discipline, scientific research, 1944-64,
Bulgarian study (1965) 2725

practice, phonocardiography significance,
USSR study (1961) 2088

research centers program of NIH (1962)
14502; (1965) 9775

USSR studies (1962) 9888; (1963) 8936;
(1964) 21411; (1965) 16454

Communist China

—

achievements, collection of theses (1962)
17763, 18081, 19665

articles from Chung-hua i-hsueh tsa-chih
(1962) 1162, 5645

Chinese

—

and western, cooperation in treatment
of chronic diseases (1961) 7635

research as applied to pharmacology
(1961) 10802

traditional-
achievements in perpetuating and
promoting (1961) 12872

application of theories of Yin-yang
and Wu-hsing in clinical practice
(1962) 748

basic principle, etc (1962) 2594
glossoscopy technique (1962) 2597
selections (1962) 762, 2607
used in treatment of hypertensive dis-

ease, nephritis, diabetes, and cancer,
materials for study, USSR (1962)
875

development, practice, etc (1961) 929
ideological conflicts within medical work-

ers (1961) 4527
internal, achievements (1962) 15882
journal of internal medicine, articles

(1961) 10814, 15470, 15538, 20966
medical progress, article (1961) 11160
microbiology, progress (1961) 10972
new research (1963) 16251
preventive, articles (1962) 895
research and treatment of severe burns

(1962) 14262
community, American concept of comprehen-

sive care (1963) 12986
computers research, bibliography (1961)

18116

Medicine—Continued
conferences, and symposia, USSR study

(1965) 18335
congresses schedule for 1965, East Germany

(1965) 7925
consultation in vocational rehabilitation

(1964) 9873
study committee reports (1965) 16908

contemporary medical radioelectronics,
USSR study (1961) 19679

contemporary problems, results and pros-
pects, USSR study (1965) 7937

cosmic, basic tasks, USSR study (1961)
19649

Council for Planning and Coordination of
Medical Science, order concerning, East
Germany (1963) 12308

Cuba and Soviet medicine, USSR study
(1964) 1270

cybernetics

—

and medicine, USSR study (1964) 2557
application, USSR study (1964) 9128
problems, USSR study (1962) 1244
role, autodidactic diagnostic process in

mathematical machines, evaluation,
USSR study (1962) 13962

use, USSR articles (1964) 9023, 2745;
(1965) 9456, 16419, 18362, 18369

uses, present and future, USSR study
(1964) 4961

USSR study (1962) 2790; (1963) 2945
Czechoslovak Ministry of Health research

plan (1964) 1203
Czechoslovakia

—

activities (1963) 7008
diagnosis and mathematics, Czechoslovak

report (1962) 5803
medical personnel, biographic data (1962)
5517

medical research (1962) 5433
medical society, conference of sections,

descriptions (1962) 7578
postgraduate medical training and medical

personalities (1962) 14186
postgraduate medical training develop-
ment (1964) 20232

quality control of medicines (1962) 5666
research plan (1965) 19745

defense against chemical warfare, Bulgarian
study (1962) 17922

dermatomycoses and current status as prob-
lem. East Germany (1962) 7787

developments, USSR study (1965) 12708
disinfestation, utilization of agricultural

sprayers, dusters and aerosol genera-
tors (1964) 2688

dogs in medical research, care (1961) 9616
drug therapy, psychological factors in im-

proving, USSR study (1965) 18307
early American medical imprints, 1668-1820,

guide to works printed in U.S. (1962)
1716

East European journals, abstracts (1962)
10022; (1963) 778, 964, 1027, 1092, 2542,
2613, 2675, 2727, 2755, 2777, 2875, 2950,
5173, 5207, 5243, 5277, 5309, 6637B,
6672, 6699, 6711, 6796, 6881, 6981, 7088,
8475, 8479, 8522, 8609, 8615, 8775, 8846,
8962, 10419, 10454, 10466, 10536, 10547,
10610, 10677, 10720, 10764, 10795-796,
10868, 12298, 12300, 12555, 12558-560,
12579, 12664, 12670, 12684-686, 12740,
12744, 12747, 14109, 14227, 14258, 14291,
14327, 14334, 14370, 14375, 15696, 15714,
15877, 16014, 16140, 16162, 16166, 16201,
16219, 17590, 17598, 17617, 17621, 17639,
17692, 17791, 17824, 17837, 17897, 17942,
17954, 19428-429, 19540, 19585, 19604,
19623, 19705, 19725, 19747, 19771, 20794,
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E^st EXiropean journals, abstracts—Con.

20840; (1964) 904, 948, 967. 977. 1044.
1084, 1099, 1173, 1261, 1291, 1309, 1347,

1353, 2483, 2633, 2666, 2687, 2726, 2762,
2805, 2853, 2855. 4963, 4976. 5019. 5035.
5105, 5184, 5224. 5249. 5274. 5293. 5317,

5338, 5348, 5353, 5372, 5398, 6880, 6899,
6925. 6949. 6972, 6985, 7008, 7026, 7042,
7112, 7120, 7196, 7205. 7254, 7339, 8890,
8895, 8921, 8950, 8971, 8990. 9052. 9073.
9101, 9131, 9156. 9170. 9206, 9237. 9287,
9306. 9367, 10729. 10754, 10779, 10815,
10871, 10874, 10959, 11041, 11050. 11065.
11089. 11184. 11196. 12587, 12598, 12613.
12636. 12654. 12680, 12719. 12740. 12845.
12856. 12888. 12910, 13008. 14422, 14435.
14470. 14564. 16003, 16010. 16081, 16108,
16122, 16268, 16286, 16318, 16361, 16376,
16444, 16486, 16543. 18214, 18223, 18250.
18278, 18312, 18337, 18374, 18387, 18429,
18434, 18455, 18466, 18476, 18490, 18526,
18557, 19927, 19981. 19983. 20125. 20156

Eastern Europe, industrial articles (1962)
1520

education in USSR, articles (1961) 4727

education on drug therapy, etc., hearings
(1964) 19598; (1965) 2039

electroencephalography, role in manned
space flight (1965) 18527

electrometry in medicine, USSR study (1965)
11150

electronics

—

achievements relating to clinical problems,
USSR study (1964) 11045

and computer engineering use, USSR
study (1962) 15714

and medicine. USSR study (1963) 17910
in medicine, USSR study (1962) 12069

Engels views, USSR study (1961) 15567
Estonia, medical news (1962) 1074
Estonian medical science news (1962) 864
Estonian SSR medical conferences held in

USSR (papers) (1962) 1138
exchange mission to USSR, report on mater-

nal and child care (1962) 18318
exhibition at Zagreb spring fair, Yugoslavia

(1962) 7836
experimental, higher nervous activity of

central nervous system, questions asked
at 1st national conference in Bulgaria
(1962) 20000

experimental, USSR studies (1965) 4990,
11065

expertise, practice, USSR (1965) 4983
extraterrestrial biomedical experiments,

planning conference (1961) 4946
Federal medical and health-related pro-

grams, special analysis (1964) 142
film reference guide (1961) 13561; (1962)

16128; (1963) 14662; (1964) 18898; (1965)
14995

forensic medicine of revolutionary Cuba
(1964) 21606

future international meetings, world list

(1961) 3418; (1962) 4453; (1963) 4314;
(1964) 4167; (1965) 4079

general medical sciences, support of basic
research (1965) 9286

genetics, introduction. USSR study (1965)
9453

group practice facilities, financing, hearings
(1965) 8892

health frauds and medical quackery affect-
ing the elderly, hearings (1964) 14122,
15788, 17862

health professions educational assistance
act of 1963, student loan program (1965)
16817

Medicine—Continued
heart rate patterns observed in medical

monitoring (1965) 13435
herald of Academy of Medical Sciences

USSR (1961) 15396, 19670
history, early contributors (1965) 2059
hormones use. USSR study (1964) 18293
human stress. Soviet research, review of lit-

erature (1962) 3393
Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Medical

Department leadership report (1964)
21610

Hungary

—

Biological and Medical Sciences Division,
Academy of Sciences, activities (1963)
6760

General Assembly of Forensic Medicine
Section of Pathologists, Anatomists of
Medical and Public Health Workers
Union (1964) 20389

medical documentation (1963) 15992
medical science (1963) 2933
medical science and social public health

activities, relationship (1964) 21588
meetings and personalities (1965) 11243.

12595. 14531
postgraduate training. 1961 plan (1962)
5848A

index medicus (1961) 3498; (1962) 3931;
(1963) 3776; (1964) 3583; (1965) 3498

journals indexed, list (1964) 7595-96; (1965)
6801

Indian, general information (1965) 2063
inflight loss of consciousness, case report

(1964) 4318
innovations, articles (1962) 957
instruments and apparatus for biological

investigation and medical diagnostics,
USSR study (1964) 18340

internal in World War H

—

activities of medical consultants (1961)
16173
errata (1962) 173

infectious diseases (1963) 9666
international research, U.S. Government and

future hearings, appendix (1961) 7279
inventions needed, USSR (1962) 7863
irradiation effects, USSR articles (1961)

4404
isotopes, special sources of information

(1962) 14887
Israel, medical research and development

(1962) 14132
Kentucky program on medical aspects of

driver limitation (1964) 20760
liberation army medical journal (Communist

China periodical), articles (1965) 16392
luminescence problems discussed, All-Union

conference. USSR (1965) 11165
mailing. 3d and 4th class, permit additional

writing or printing, law (1962) 15071
man, medicine, and work, historic events in

occupational medicine (1964) 7699
manpower for medical research, hearings

(1962) 7079
mathematical methods application in avia-

tion and space medicine, USSR confer-
ence reports summary (1965) 18603

mathematical methods in teaching, use
(1962) 8188

mathematics, application, USSR study
(1962) 948

medical and health-related research. Federal
support (1965) 1510

medical and health related sciences, thesau-
rus (1963) 12998

medical aspects of water supply, critical
research needs (address) (1961) 2668

medical bulletins (1961) 1566. 8242; (1962)
10722; (1963) 9478; (1965) 15121
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medical conferences in Soviet Union (1964)

10868
medical consultants in State vocational re-

habilitation program, handbook (1963)

9482
medical developments in North Vietnam

(1963) 2908
medical education facilities, planning consid-

erations and architectural guide (1964)

13403
medical education planning, hospital and

medical facilities series (1964) 13403,

16839
medical facilities, etc., publications of con-

gressional committees, list (1962) 17137
medical geography, USSR study (1962)

22262
medical graduates, baccalaureate origins

(1961) 20104
medical libraries outside U.S. and Canada,

directory (1963) 12913
medical news letter. Medicine and Surgery

Bureau (1961) 3422-23; (1963) 3890;

(1964) 3714; (1965) 3632
medical newsletter. Aviation Medical Service

(1961) 18109; (1962) 4043; (1963) 3891;

(1964) 3715
medical officers with Federal Government in

Canal Zone, opportunities (1962) 18772
medical periodical press, USSR study (1961)

15365
medical quackery advertising sent through

mails, legal problems (address) (1961)
20082

medical science in service of public health,

USSR (1961) 15308
medical science publication (1962) 175; (1963)

116
medical sciences, research highlights. Na-

tional Institutes of Health (1961) 6428;

(1962) 8540
medical subject headings (1961) 3499; (1962)

4044; (1963) 3776, 3892; (1964) 3583;

(1965) 3498
medical supervision, 5th all-Russian scientif-

ic-practical conference (1963) 20825
medicine and dentistry, interdependent pro-

fessions, general information (1965)

15124
medicine and dialetical materialism prob-

lems, USSR study (1964) 2655
medicine and engineering

—

combine for more accurate diagnosis,

USSR study (1962) 10030
USSR study (1962) 10180

medicine and physics (1963) 10744
medicine and public health, USSR articles

(1962) 2702; (1965) 1080
Medico-Biological Bureau, work, 1st half

year, 1960, USSR study (1961) 11186
medico-biological flight conditions and train-

ing, USSR studies (1965) 11073
medico-geographical sciences, USSR study

(1965) 838
military

—

ballistocardiography and prospects of its

application, USSR study (1962) 5750

USSR, translations from Voyenno-
meditsins-kiy zhurnal (1961) 11189.

15607; (1962) 893, 959, 1026, 1030, 5664,

6061,9824,9911,10129
modern, experiments on human beings,

USSR study (1963) 19710
Moldavia, tasks of science in CPSU program

(1962) 12012
Moldavian SSR conferences (1962) 2754
monitoring, use of automatic logical devices,

USSR study (1964) 10741

Medicine—Continued
national defense, final report of Assistant

Secretary of Defense, (Health and Medi-
cal) (1962) 435

National Library of Medicine-
catalog (1961) 9437; (1962) 14404; (1963)

12815
services, etc (1963) 7322; (1964) 16756

Navajo Reservation, medical practice (1964)
20763

naval, preventive, manual (1963) 9097, 19819
Navy

—

ensign medical program (1963) 9098; (1964)
20461

preventive medicine, manual (1965) 12812
statistics (1961) 3424; (1962) 4358; (1963)

4210, 18061
trends and facts (1964) 4055; (1965)

3962, 9535
nitrofurans and their use, USSR study

(1962) 1290
North Vietnam medical journal, abstracts,

translations (1965) 12614
notes for medical catalogers (periodical)

(1965) 14903
nuclear effects of biomedical interest (1961)

5344
nursing homes, professional personnel (ad-

dress) (1963) 18291
oversea research, exhibits from nonofficial

sources, hearings, appendix (1961) 7279
oversea research, exhibits from official

sources, hearings, appendix (1961) 7279
pachycarpine poisoning in clinical practice

(1964) 21551
papers on medical sciences, Communist

China (1961) 863
peaceful atom, USSR study (1964) 19949
personal health expenses. United States,

July-Dec. 1962, statistics, etc (1965)
18731

philosophical problems

—

USSR articles (1962) 22224
USSR symposium (1962) 2744

philosophy and medicine, USSR article

(1962) 2750
physical

—

step into action, guidebook for above-knee
amputee (19G3) 9356; (1965) 3003

traineeships for graduate study (1965)

20132
physicians unite Chinese and western medi-

cal practices (1961) 15085
plastic bags use in medical practice, USSR

study (1964) 1338
plastics, types used, etc., USSR study (1962)

9889
Poland, Institute for Experimental and Clin-

ical Medicine, organization, etc (1962)

7763
polarography in medicine, USSR studies

(1965) 868
Polish academies, scientists and research

work (1962) 5461
Polish medical students and graduates, diffi-

culties confronting (1962) 7612
practical medicine in USSR (1964) 14567
preventive

—

Communist China, articles (1961) 15595
glaucoma, screen (1962) 16138
medicine manual (1965) 12812
vector control, naval manual (1964) 11310
World War II (1961) 11776; (1963) 11551;

(1964) 17056
problems of medical chemistry (USSR peri-

odical), articles (1963) 2764
problems related to development of chemis-

try, USSR study (1964) 20374
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production of medical equipment and medica-

tions in USSR (1965) 7864
.

progress, in conjunction with allied disci-

plines. USSR study (1962) 21938

prophylaxis in teaching theoretical subjects,

USSR study (1965) 12623
psychosomatic, USSR (1961) 15209

quackery involving mails. Post Office Dept.

program to meet problem (remarks)

(1963) 20023
international relations (1962) 15850

radioactivity in diagnosis and treatment,
USSR studies (1963) 19582

radioelectronics

—

application, USSR conference (1963) 2467
3d all-Union conference (1965) 18303

radioisotopes in medicine, bibliography
(1961) 18084

radiotelemetry in medicine, USSR studies

(1965) 1231
radium and radium substitutes, uses (1965)

14994
recent advances, USSR (1962) 14270
regional complexes for combating heart dis-

ease, etc.

—

hearings (1965) 15821
report (1965) 17607

relationship to mathematics (1962) 9965
research

—

costly time lag between discovery and use
(1961) 6498

Federal expenditures (1962) 22633; (1963)
19970

for health at NIH, report (1964) 16751
foundation expenditures (1963) 3178
gerontology (1961) 20838
manpower requirements and resources

(1963) 7317
National Institutes of Health (1961) 11449
manpower program (1962) 14501

normal volunteer program of NIH Clinical
Center (1961) 17742; (1964) 1504

physiological basis of air required to float

men in water (1961) 9936
research and development, abstracts

(1963) 15002
research and education, impact of Public
Health Service grant programs (1965)
5965

research and equipment, USSR studies
(1965) 14576

support, years since 1947, national time
series (1965) 14897

Turkmen SSR (1961) 15032
Uzbekistan, USSR report (1962) 14086
Veterans Administration

—

indemnification of research contractors
law (1964) 17292
reports (1963) 18862; (1964) 15753

reports (1963) 9480; (1964) 12159
research in Veterans Administration report

(1965) 6976
research on Vostok and Voskhod, USSR

study (1965) 2566
resources for medical research, report (1962)'

22633; (1963) 3178, 7317, 19970; (1965)
1510, 14898

rheumatic fever and its prevention (1964)
20752

roentgenology and radiology use, USSR
study (1965) 12586

role of biophysics, chemistry and cytology in

development, USSR study (1964) 1220"

role of pharmacology in development, USSR
study (1963) 20804

RSFSR Ministry of Health scientific medical
council bulletin (1962) 911, 2772

Medicine—Continued
Rumania

—

application of nuclear technology (1965)
6492

conferences to be held in 1964, etc (1964)
7073

general session of Society of Medical Sci-

ences (1962) 14095
modern medicine (1965) 12689

School of Aerospace Medicine

—

publications, index (1962) 16326
research reports (1961) 13806-808,

16135-137, 17949-953, 20315-324; (1962)
83-89, 1964-68, 4545-49, 6601-6, 8889-94,
10905-919. 14781-790. 18658, 20451-454;
(1963) 68

technical documentary reports (1962)
10920-921, 20455-457. 22963-971; (1963)
69-83, 1775, 4410-23, 5888-92. 7629-40.
9628-34. 11514. 13214-18. 14917-922,
16790-808, 18500-507, 20310-313; (1964)
70-79. 1742-49, 4259-60, 5895-5911,
7999-8006, 9986-88, 11806-808, 13647-651,
15236-242, 17009-15, 19177-186, 20973;
(1965) 126-128, 4209-16, 5559-68, 7107-9,

8489, 11884, 18916-923
technical reports (1965) 7107-14, 8490-93,

10120-127, 13430-437, 15222-225,
17018-31

School of Aviation Medicine publications
(1961) 122-126, 1660-65. 3736-44.
5291-301, 6717-26, 8327-30, 9911, 11744

index (1961) 3750
scientific research work done abroad in area

of medicinal substances, USSR study
(1961) 12956

scientists other than physicians (1965) 2065
self-help training course, student handbook

(1961) 20474
shortage of doctors, facilities, etc., need for

Federal aid (address) (1962) 1553
significance of ACS and other cytotoxic

sera, USSR study (1962) 1175
Soviet

—

and bloc medical activities, developments
(1964) 4910

bloc, medical conference on work capacity
(1962) 5515

medical institutes criticized (1965) 14512
medical science news (1961) 12928
medical science, theoretical and practical

aspects (1965) 6489
military, current topics, abstracts, etc

(1965) 9459
news (1961) 15205; (1965) 9347
organizational problems (1965) 2748
recent developments (1965) 9426

space

—

bibliography (1964) 1797
computer utilization of time-line medical
data (1965) 18530

digital readout technic for monitoring
physiologic data (1963) 7635

eflFect of pure oxygen at reduced pressures
on metabolic changes (1962) 10910

effects of prolonged exposure to oxygen at

total pressure of 190 mm. Hg (1964) 71

escape from ballistic space vehicles,

biomedical evaluation (1961) 6725
evaluating state of crew members under

conditions of prolonged flight (1965)

5235
flight, medical aspects, NASA (1964) 16658

flight, medical aspects. USSR studies

(1965) 4913. 7868, 11072

general observations, USSR study (1965)
4949
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space—Continued
man and space flight. USSR study (1961)

20968; (1963) 17615
medicine in orbit, USSR study (1965) 2524

neural control of ciliary muscle (1963)

15022
new frontiers, USSR study (1965) 7948

problems, Czechoslovakian study (1962)

5425
Project Mercury (1965) 16628
prolonged hypothermia (1961) 9911
radioelectronics, USSR article (1964)

18384
reactivity, USSR study (1965) 1488, 16487
research during flight of Voskhod, USSR
study (1965) 9478

role in space flights. USSR lectures (1961)

17552
Soviet research (1965) 16501
steroid and catecholomine studies (1963)

16807
stress factors found in 120-day sealed

chamber tests, USSR study (1965) 4973
travel, medical problems, USSR study

(1965) 2732
USSR articles (1963) 10686, 20878; (1964)

12900, 18534
sports

—

electrocardiographic method of examina-
tion, USSR study (1964) 2876

scientific research tasks in 1961, USSR
study (1961) 10993

use of polycardiography, USSR study
(1965) 4927

students, grants for scholarship program,
hearings (1965) 13989

submarine, problems experienced with at-

mospheres (1963) 7188
submarine, research summaries, reported

(1965) 9536
superstitions, general irvformation (1965)

2066
teaching aids composed of lantern and mi-

croscopic slide sets (1963) 18549
technicism, consequence of erroneous metho-

dology, USSR study (1965) 12765
television methods in medicine, USSR study

(1962) 9944
television microscopy, USSR study (1963)

8658
theses on achievements, commemoration of

10th National Foundation Day of China
(1962) 19894, 22121

tranquilizing, analeptic and vasodilating
drugs effect on physical work capacity
and orthostatic tolerance (1964) 13736

Turkmen Medical Institute, scientific confer-

ence of professorial-instructoral staff

(1961) 2404
Ukrainian SSR—
history of medical science (1962) 2703
medical activities (1962) 1025

ultra-high frequency electromagnetic fields,

use, USSR study (1962) 849
ultrasound, powerful potential tool, USSR

studv (1962) 2780
ultrasound use. USSR study (1961) 12909
use of

—

electronic devices, USSR study (1961)

15215
humane atom and radioisotopes in treat-

ment of diseases (remarks) (1964) 11871
hypothermia, significance of and prospects

for, USSR study (1962) 8105
optical quantum oscillators, prospects,

USSR study (1964) 5308
radio isotope cobalt 60 for intracavitary
therapy of carcinom portionis vaginalis

uteri (1965) 16408

Medicine—Continued
use of—Continued

radioelectronics, USSR conference (1962)
19919

surgical practices. USSR studies (1964)
12919

ultrasonics, USSR study (1965) 2781
USSR-
Academic Medical Council, Ministry of

Health, RSFSR, bulletin (1962) 12018
Academy of Medical sciences

—

activities in Presidium (1961) 810
candidates, list (1964) 929
clinical problems (1962) 8059
herald, articles (1962) 14084, 19982,
22091; (1963) 2590, 6794, 6994, 8511,
10643, 10675, 12682, 16224, 17768.
19530. 20818; (1964) 14549

list of candidates (1962) 1001
nominations (1964) 1020. 1097
organization and structure (1962) 22314,
23627

activities (1963) 7008, 19607
advances (1965) 11056
AU-Union Scientific-Research Institute of

Medical and Medical-Technical Informa-
tion, organized (1964) 2714

USSR articles (1961) 9298; (1962) 805, 2750,
5748, 14154, 15727, 17757, 21942; (1963)

1012, 5348, 5372, 8897, 10744, 12580;
(1964) 16142; (1965) 1080, 11057, 11127,

11226, 11291
biomedical research (1962) 12003
cardio-vascular substances, 1st interna-

tional conference (1961) 7573
clinical, tasks at current stage (1961)

19660
developments (1962) 2618; (1963) 12576
Elista Plague-Control Station scientific

works, collection (1962) 22276
great medical encyclopedia, articles (1963)

5168, 5371, 8620, 8773; (1964) 2581, 2806,

2814, 18419, 20136, 21599
human health, object of research (1962)

15793
institutions, activities (1963) 17799
international relations and cooperation

(1962) 10068
investigations (1964) 12795
medical conferences, reports (1964) 1090,

2498
medical criteria of vocational aptitude of

juveniles (1965) 1191
medical education (1963) 5399 (1964) 18154

medical industrv (1961) 15366; (1962) 8098,
12024, 15795, 19737, 19904; (1963) 17577,
19639; (1964) 19958, 20109

medical institutes

—

improvement of teaching cytology (1965)
12711

work performed, reports (1964) 6994
medical practices (1962) 1058
medical research, studies (1964) 10969
medical sciences (1963) 2638, 2707
medical scientific meetings (1964) 19952
medical scientists and organizations, bio-

graphies (1962) 23636
medical scientists, biographies (1962) 5756
medical training and education (1962)

10221
medical training of doctors. Communist

indoctrination (1964) 9196
medical work, report (1962) 19959
military, articles (1961) 10973, 12976,

15354, 19635, 19645; (1962) 893, 959,
1026, 1030, 5664, 6061, 9824, 9911, 10129

modern anesthesiology, preparations
(1962) 892

Moscow Medical Institute (1962) 5769
new technology (1961) 15611
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USSR articles—Continued
news (1962) 1225, 5766, 6007
organizational problems in medical avia-

tion (1962) 2734
plenum of prophylactic aid to population
under Ministry of Health RSFSR (1961)
19664

practical and theoretical aspects (1965)
7859

problems (1963) 12465
problems of higher medical education

(1963) 999
production of preparations and equipment

(1962) 17703
progress, etc (1963) 2639; (1964) 20051
publications, summaries (1962) 5524
recent activities (1962) 14017
recent advances, articles (1964) 20113
recent conferences of specialists (1962)

10077
recent developments (1962) 5791
research (1962) 9982, 10153
research plan (1965) 1508
research, planning and coordination (1965)

12607
scientific abstracts (1963) 14280, 15814,

17587, 17933; (1964) 1335, 2657, 5107,

5283, 7162, 8996, 10940, 14424, 16092,

18194, 19900
scientific research problems in organiza-

tion, etc (1962) 10179
Soviet personnel, biographies (1961) 4393,

7795, 12864, 13355, 15522, 15569, 17494
technical aid abroad in developing indus-

tries (1963) 19727, 20826
training of physicians in radiology and

roentgenology, translations (1962) 22403

translations from Sovetskaya meditsina
(1962) 5883, 15837, 22007. 22365

urban medical districts, problems of orga-
nization, etc (1963) 17935

wave therapy, equipment, methods, etc

(1964) 6943
Uzbelc medical sciences, USSR study (1961)

12915
VA Medical Research Conference, abstracts

(1963) 1581
women in medicine (1965) 2071
X-ray units in Baltimore, findings of 1963

pilot survey (1965) 1582
X-ray, volume of visits, U.S. statistics (1962)

22747
Yugoslav Congress for industrial medicine

(1964) 7109
see also Drugs—Medical care—Nuclear med-

icine—Veterinary medicine.
Medicine and Surgery Bureau, Navy:
operating room manual (1961) 6268
personnel protection against tritium con-

tamination, training guide (1965) 11378
report (1961) 11363; (1962) 20064; (1963)

18061; (1965) 9535
Surgeon (General, rank of vice admiral

—

law (1965) 19163
reports (1965) 10476, 19440

Medicine and Surgery Department, Veterans
Administration:

administrative changes

—

law (1962) 16799
reports (1962) 9282, 15391

Chief Medical Director

—

appoint

—

law (1963) 11710
report (1963) 9973

authority to act on recommendations of
disciplinary boards

—

hearing (1964) 542
law (1964) 1936
reports (1963) 15290; (1964) 2192

Medicine and Surgery Department, Veterans
Administration—Continued

defense of malpractice suits, reports (1965)

17566, 19284
medical bulletins (1961) 1566, 8242; (1962)

10722; (1963) 9478; (1965) 15121
opportunities for

—

dentists (1962) 14674; (1965) 13323
physicians (1962) 14673

program evaluation and criteria, manual
(1961) 2737

program guide, manual (series) (1964) 11675

Medicine Bow National Forest:
Pole Mountain district, retrocede jurisdic-

tion to Wyoming

—

law (1964) 17353
reports (1962) 21490; (1963) 13719; (1964)

15536
Medicine Bureau, Food and Drug Administra-

tion, drug policies, interagency coordi-
nation, hearings (1963) 19054

Medicine cabinets, steel, standard of trade
(1965) 9763

Medicine Lake National Wildlife Refuge, gen-
eral information (1965) 6224

Medicine, National Library of, see National
Library of Medicine.

Medicines:
action mechanism of medicinal substances

as biological problem, USSR study
(1964) 2660

Bulgaria, new instructions governing test-

ing (1963) 8468
Communist China (1961) 15371
hypotensive, Chinese studies (1962) 2829
mailing, 3d and 4th class, permit additional

writing or printing

—

hearing (1961) 18971
report (1962) 13628

manufacture, earnings of workers (1962)
1584

medicinal preparation, use of ionizing radia-
tions for sterilization (1961) 15345

medicinals, etc., from fluorine compounds,
USSR study (1964) 927

new, determining volume of production in

USSR (1963) 19638
production and distribution (1965) 16442
standard control of medicines and work on

pharmacopeia in China, review (1962)
5488

use, instructions to fallout shelter managers
(1962) 18879

see also Drugs—Healing art—Veterinary
medicine.

Medico-Biological Bureau, Academy of Medical
Sciences, USSR, work, 1st half year,
1960, USSR study (1961) 11186

Medico-biological control in cosmic flight,

USSR (1963) 739
Medico-geographic study of Belorussia, USSR

(1965) 11077
Medicolegal, see Medical jurisprudence.
Medina, Miguel A., effects of arginine, 1-

glutamate, and pyridoxine on toxicity

of aerozine (1964) 19182
Mediterranean countries. United States Army

operations in World War H (1965) 16582
Mediterranean fruit flies, see Flies.

Mediterranean Sea:
contributions to hydrology of Africa and

Mediterranean region (series) (1963)
14037; (1964) 6823-24; (1965) 2250

heterotrophic bacteria of basin, distribu-

tion, USSR study (1963) 17735
lights and fog signals, list (1961) 4330,

12813, 19442; (1962) 665, 19587; (1963)
11140; (1964) 5578, 16780, 21814; (1965)
1531, 8195, 13096, 19988
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Mediterranean Sea—Continued

new data on bottom relief, USSR study
(1964) 6886

notice to mariners (1963) 3973; (1964) 3800;
(1965) 3719

radio navigational aids (1962) 21853; (1963)
7354, 14622; (1964) 5579, 14993, 20675;
(1965) 5293, 13097

radio weather aids (1963) 21054; (1964)
13313, 20677; (1965) 6822, 8198

sailing directions (1961) 731-732, 12809,
20846; (1962) .5314, 13890-891; (1963)
7350, 9255, 16450; (1964) 1521, 7632,

18840; (1965) 5287, 8189, 13094-95
Soviet oceanographic research (1962) 9840
tide tables (1961) 16510; (1962) 13116; (1963)

11674; (1964) 13813; (1965) 10314
VHF ionospheric scatter system loss meas-

urements for area (1965) 2939
Meditsinskaya gazeta (periodical):

articles (1963) 12580; (1965) 4915, 9421,
11057, 11127, 11226, 11291

Meditsinskaya parazitologiya i parazitarnyye
bolezni (periodical):

articles (1965) 4908
Meditsinskaya promyshlennost' (periodical):

articles (1962) 5748, 14037, 19904, 22319,
22382; (1963) 1075, 7094; (1964) 21510;
(1965) 2709, 5020, 11058

Meditsinskaya radiologiya (periodical):

articles (1961) 2388, 10980, 11195; (1962)
1349-50, 1374, 1460, 2948, 3206, 5862,
5936, 5950, 6010, 7819, 8004, 10178,
12011, 12063, 14082, 15733, 15881, 18106,
19918, 22148; (1963) 776, 5284, 6742,
10605, 16154; (1964) 2771, 18519; (1965)

2687, 7931-32
Meditsinskiy rabotnik (periodical):

articles (1962) 17757
Meditsinskiy zhurnal Uzbekistana (periodical):

articles (1962) 14015, 15727
Medium-data-rate digital telemetry system

(1964) 14859
Medium resolution infrared-pulse code modula-

tion telemetry, see Telemetry.
Medland, Francis F.:

peer rating stability in changing groups
(1964) 13686

selection of NCO leaders (1963) 4466
MEDLARS, see Medical literature analysis

and retrieval system.
Mednogorsk, Russian SFSR, false economy

uncovered at plant (1965) 6519
Medora, N. Dak.:

facilities for Theodore Roosevelt National
Memorial Park, construction, etc., by
Secretary of Interior

—

law (1961) 18590
reports (1961) 14656, 16689

Medvin, Norman, machine tools, labor market
developments (1965) 16100

Mee Sen Moy, see Moy, Mee Sen.

Mee, T.R., jr., whiteout seeding procedures
(1963) 19134

Meeker, Leonard C, address (1965) 15232
Meeker sandstone member, see Sandstone.
Meet buyers for 400,000,000 new customers

(1964) 4849, 14371
Meet the over 40 worker (1961) 4781
Meeting challenge of changing skills (1964)

10479
Meetings, see Conferences, congresses, etc.

Meetings that move, guide to successful meet-
ings on civil defense (1965) 8651

Megacin and other bacteriocin-type sub-
stances, Hungary (1962) 7811

Megacycle meters, see Frequency meters.
Megafossils, see Fossils.

Megerth, F.H., VBWR irradiation of reactor
control materials in tubes containing
simulated defects (1963) 7693

Meggers, Betty J., aboriginal cultural develop-
ment in Latin America (1963) 14695

Megginson, Leon C, providing management
talent for small business (1963) 1458

Megohmmeters, vacuum tube, test instrument
calibration procedure (1961) 11492

Mehelas, John N., response of squirrel mon-
keys to high accelerative forces (1965)
14730

Mehren, George L., addresses, etc (1963)
20279-281, 20290; (1964) 1698, 5802,
5821-23, 5860, 5865, 7908, 7913, 7915-16,

7924, 11747, 11775, 20923A; (1965) 56,

8425, 10054-55, 11851, 13391
Mehus, T., shape of thrust-augmenting sur-

faces in conjunction with coanda-
deflected jet sheets (1965) 15110

Meigs County, Tenn., forest inventory statis-

tics (1961) 1557
Meknes Province, Morocco, demographic, geo-

graphic and economic data (1963) 5299
Melan Bridge, costs, improper inclusion in

Keyway slum clearance and urban re-

newal project, Topeka, Kans., by Urban
Renewal Administration, GAO report
(1963) 20716

Melanotic tumors of skin (1963) 6312
Melching, William H., handbook for program-

mers of automated instruction (1964)

11837
Melder, Keith, Bryan the campaigner (1965)

9783
Melehan, James B., effect of nuclear radiation

on ceramic reactor-fuel materials (1964)
5982

Melekess, Russian SFSR, city for peaceful
uses of atomic energy (1964) 7221

Melfi, Leonard T., jr.:

calibration of gas-composition-sensitive
pressure gages in condensible vapors
(1965) 5174

use of ionization gage as quantitative ana-
lyzer for Bl-gaseous mixtures (1963)

3155
Melioidosis, infectious disease of men and

animals, USSR review (1962) 2720
Mellinger, F.M., photoelastic studies for vehi-

cle mobility research (1965) 18044
Mellor, Malcolm:

confined creep tests on polar snow (1965)

7606
oversnow transport (1963) 19138
penetration of plates in dense snow (1965)

16110
properties of snow (1965) 6134
snow and ice on earth's surface (1964) 21278
snow removal and ice control (1965) 10773
undersnow structures

—

Byrd Station, Antarctica (1965) 7607
N-34 radar station, Greenland (1964)

17941

Melon fly, see Flies.

Melons:
acreage marketing guides

—

spring (1961) 11; (1962) 10; (1963) 2; (1964)

3; (1965) 5

summer (1961) 5173; (1963) 5780; (1965)

6070
summer and fall (1962) 6517; (1964) 5784

balls, frozen, standards for grades (1962)

14723
commercial production for fresh market and

processing (1962) 10709; (1963) 9451

for fresh market, acreage, production, etc

(1962) 76
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Melons—Continued

market diseases (1961) 17900
see also Muskmelons.

Melpar, Inc., overpricing of B-58 aircraft re-

cording systems, GAO report (1964) 6775

Melsheimer, E.S.:

spillway for

—

Oahe Dam, Missouri River, S. Dak (1964)
19663

Stockton Dam, Sac River, Mo., hydraulic
model investigation (1965) 18046

Melting:
and trandformation temperatures of miner-

als, etc (1963) 19295
arc, with consumable electrode, crystalliza-

tion of ingots, USSR study (1964) 5370
electron-beam system for metals (1964) 7430
electroslag, large-diameter consumable elec-

trodes, USSR study (1964) 10989
electroslag remelting, USSR study (1962)

22295; (1965) 16527
metal, with electron beam, USSR study

(1964) 20420
niobium alloys produced by electron beam,

properties, USSR study (1965) 11116
pyrophoric hvdrogen-reduced iron powder

for production of steel (1964) 9522
thorium arc melting, radiation hazards

(1962) 12391
titanium slags, investigation of electric

melting, USSR studies (1964) 5238
vacuum arc melting, discharge behavior

(1961) 9452
vacuum arc melting and casting of copper

(1963) 14519
vacuum induction, oxygen and carbon in

"iron (1961) 5009
yttrium, electron beam (1965) 18449
see also Zone melting.

Melting point:

alloys belonging to system Ni-Ti-Cr-
Mo-W-Nb, USSR experimental prediction

(1962) 17780
comparison of 2 melting-pressure equations

constrained to triple point using data
for 11 gases and 3 metals (1963) 21028

fluormicas and related compounds, tempera-
tures (1962) 12401

metal oxides, compilation (1963) 19951
Melton, Carlton E., jr., neural control of cil-

iary muscle (1963) 15022
Melton, Curtis, jr., relief (1962) 15117; (1963)

13524, 19005, 20422
Melts, magnesium-lithium, corrosion stability,

etc., in sulfuric acid solution, USSR
study (1965) 6400

Meltzer, E.C., shock and vibration flight data
from 8 Thor-related vehicles (1965) 6637

Melville, George S., jr.:

protection against ionizing radiation (1963)
4412

radiobiologic studies of monkeys irradiated
using nuclear reactor (1965) 18920

radioprotection with AETT-cvsteine in rhesus
monkey (1964) 19179

Melvin, Dorothy M.:
common blood and tissue parasities of man,

life cycle charts (1965) 11645
common intestinal helminths of man, life

cycle charts (1965) 11646
Melvin J. Maas Memorial Hospital:
designate

—

hearing (1965) 16045
report (1965) 15934

Member banks, see Federal reserve member
banks.

Membranes:
amniotic, use in treatment of thermal skin

burns in children, USSR study (1963)
15739

Memb ranes—Continued
arrest of moving mass attached to strip,

analysis (1963) 14578
E. coli cells, system, USSR study (1964)

20255
elastic circular, large deflection with initial

tension under uniformly distributed
load, investigation of problem, Commu-
nist China (1962) 2609

flat stretched, wrinkled by rotation of at-
tached hub, behavior (1964) 18781

hyaline, and atelectasis, development in ex-
perimental chronic respiratory acidosis
(1965) 1313

inorganic ion exchange, for electrodialysis
application (1965) 16344

ion-exchange, USSR study (1961) 4396
membrane analysis of pressurized thin

spheroid shells composed of flat gores
and its application to Echo II (1965)
19920

nerve cells, nuclear potential, USSR study
(1964)11227

osmosis, tubular reverse, salt concentration
at surface (1965) 19692

partly wrinkled, analysis (1961) 13509
permselective, test manual (1964) 8798
polymers, use in reverse osmosis desalina-

tion of sea water (1965) 19694
prefabricated airfield and road surfacing

investigation (1963) 2228
rotationally symmetric, general equations of

equilibrium, and static solutions for uni-

form centrifugal loading (1961) 9584
structure and its relation to reverse osmosis

in desalination of water (1965) 16345
swelling in electrochemical cells, measuring

apparatus (1965) 8071
technology, saline water desalination, bibli-

ography (1964) 848
tumor cell, antibodies to specific antigen,

USSR study (1964) 10801
Memoirs and history, critique of Il'ya Eren-

burg's article, the times, the years, and
life (1961) 19498

Memorandums, see names of departments, etc.,

issuing memorandums— aJso subjects.

Memorial certificates:

Veterans Administration program

—

established without legal authority, GAO
review (1964) 10609

statutory authority

—

law (1965) 15443
reports (1965) 8849, 14078

El Memorial Nacional de Coronado (1964) 3061
Memorial services:

Baker, Howard H. (1964) 19368
Bennett, John B (1965) 376
Bridges, Henry S (1962) 13231
Brooks, Overton (1962) 9140
Cannon, Clarence A (1965) 374
Case, Francis H (1963) 206
Chavez, Dennis (1963) 16969
Doyle, Clyde G (1964) 4415
Dworshak, Henrv C (1963) 1963, 9797
Elliott, Douglas H (1961) 337
Engle, Clair (1965) 12011
Gavin, Leon H (1964) 6131
Green, William J., jr (1964) 13837
Hennings, Thomas C, jr (1961) 12029
Kefauver, C. Estes (1964) 6132
Kennedy, John F (1964) 2132

print as Senate document, report (1964)

2198
Kerr, Robert S (1963) 18767
McGranery, James P (1963) 20453
Miller, Clement W (1963) 1962
Mumma, Walter M (1961) 18461
Norblad, Albin W., jr (1965) 1962
Norrell, William F (1961) 16521
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Memorial services—Continued
Nygaard, Hjalmar C (1964) 4416
O'Brien, Thomas J (1965) 375
Rabaut, Louis C (1962) 9139
Rayburn, Sam (1962) 13230
Reece, B. Carroll (1961) 16520
Riley, John J (1962) 13229
Rogers, Edith N (1961) 12027
Schoeppel, Andrew F (1962) 15034
Thomson, Edwin K (1961) 12028
Walter, Francis E (1964) 231
Wigglesworth, Richard B (1962) 351

Memorials, see National monuments and me-
morials—aiso names of memorials— aiso

names of persons to whom memorials
are erected.

Memory:
and attention, USSR (1962) 1042
animals, its nature and origin (1965) 5240
biologic, and nucleic acids, USSR study

(1965) 18338
dynamic use, effective organization, USSR

study (1965) 2758
experiments, quasi-random sequence (1962)

20442
high density optical memory drum (1964)

11783
immediate, formulation of problem, USSR

study (1965) 9373
information and memory, USSR study (1964)

9295
long and short term, interaction in human

data handling (1964) 5891
neural impulse and chemical theory of mem-

ory, USSR study (1965) 12608
process, use of computers for modelling,

USSR study (1965) 11215
recall of verbal series (1965) 8481
short term

—

and perception under work load stress

(1964) 20706
non-equivalence of query and message
items (1964) 9981

recall, effect of various modes of rehearsal

(1964) 20705
technique for obtaining non-dichotomous
measures (1965) 5549

Memory devices:

Oowe elements, super conductive, USSR
study (1964) 16326

ferrite cores, USSR study (1964) 16154
high speed computer memories, USSR study

(1964) 16038
representation of operators on memory,

USSR study (1962) 21935
Memphis, Tenn.:

aircraft accident (1965) 302
aquifer systems in area, hydrology (1964)

19801
area, predicted hydrologic effects of pump-

ing from Lichterman well field (1965)

19683
Board of Trade Clearing Association, fu-

tures trading and open contracts in

sovbean meal and cottonseed meal (1961)

3052; (1962) 3908; (1963) 3751; (1964)

3549; (1965) 3463
bridge over Mississippi River, designate

aifford Davis Bridge, report (1964) 8347

census of business, 1958, standard metropol-
itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 5445
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 13575
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18329
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 16472

Memphis, Tenn.—Continued
census of housing, 1960

—

Continued
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18838

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 2226

immunization status of 2-year olds (1963)
16509

income, education, and unemployment in

neighborhoods (1963) 10914
motor carrier accident (1964) 8840
Municipal Airport, weather observations,

hourly, decennial census, summary
(1962) 16222

occupational wage survey

—

departmental edition (1961) 7891; (1962)
14372; (1963) 10900; (1964) 11276; (1965)
7978

document edition (1961) 6968; (1962) 13336;
(1963) 9821

principal electric facilities, map (1962) 561;

(1963) 522, 2266; (1964) 679; (1965) 16183

Memphis, Tex., railroad accident (1961) 7561
Memphis lock and dam:
change name

—

hearings (1964) 2123
law (1963) 18783
reports (1963) 13704, 18860

Men:
adult, lifetime occupational mobility (1964)

10063
Men and weapons. North Vietnam (1964)

2606
middle-aged, response to one-hour oral glu-

cose tolerance test (1963) 16537
mortality, ages 20-64

—

by industry and cause of death (1963)

20114
by occupation and industry (1962) 24081;

(1963) 20113, 20115
opportunities offered in Air Force (1962)

22974
physical fitness program (1963) 16488
working life, 1900-60, length (1963) 14437
working life table (1963) 14483

Menasha, Wis., consumer expenditures and
income (1964) 11272

Mendel, Gregor, recent Soviet attitude on
Mendelism (1965) 18295

Mendeleyev, D.I., museum of petroleum refin-

ing plant imeni, USSR (1962) 1282
Mendelson, Alexander:

elastic stress distribution in finite-width

orthotropic plate containing crack
(1964) 9607

optimization of time-temperature parame-
ters for creep and stress rupture (1965)

16710
Mendenhall, W.H., jr., Soohoo-type ferrite cut-

off switch, study (1965) 13184
Mendes-France, Pierre, views on problems of

socialism (1961) 2316
Mendocino County, Calif., Round, Laytonville

and Little Lake Valleys, geology and
ground water resources (1965) 18216

Mendota, Calif., railroad accident (1962) 13950

Mendoza, Felix L., relief (1962) 5012, 9148,

9213
Meneshian, Marie, relief (1965) 12082
MENEX, maintenance engineering exchange

bulletin (1962) 11683
Menhaden:
Atlantic

—

age and size composition of Atlantic Coast
catch with brief review of commercial
fishery (1961) 7444; (1964) 18029,

19738-739; (1965) 10897
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Menhaden—Continued
Atlantic—Continued
comparison of vertebral counts (1965)

18160
early life history in esturine nurseries,

studies (1965) 12469
juvenile, in tributary creek of Indian Riv-

er, E)el., seasonal occurrence (1965)

12469
juvenile, variation in vertebral numbers

(1963) 10201
purse seine fishery, biological investiga-

tions (1965) 18162
purse seine vessels, distribution (1963)

8281
eggs and larvae from M/V Theodore N. Gill

cruises, South Atlantic Cloast (1962)

7417
firms manufacturing products, lists (1964)

758; (1965) 14340
fish oil prices, New York City (1965) 10872
fishery of United States (1962) 7399
Gulf of Mexico, literature review (1961) 6065
menhaden and menhadenlike fishes, biology,

bibliography (1965) 14276
raw, presence of antimetabolites, water-

soluble vitamins, and essential miner-
als, as compared with raw haddock and
beef, rat-feeding studies (1962) 17503

yellowfin, development of eggs and yolk-sac
larvae (1962) 15591

Menhinick, Edward F., insect species in herb
stratum of sericea lespedeza stand, AEC

^Savannah River project (1964) 1781
Meniere's disease, early diagnosis of hydrops

of the labyrinth (1961) 8325
Meningitis, causes, control, etc (1961) 1438
Meningococcus, control measures to prevent

meningitis (1961) 1438
Meniscotherium, early Tertiary condylarthran

mammal (1965) 11684
Menna, Mario, relief (1961) 5637, 8900, 10170;

(1965) 17489, 19109, 19394
Menninger, William C, address (1964) 10086
Menominee County, Wis.:
grants

—

law (1962) 11269
reports (1961) 8738, 8786, 8943; (1962)
7071

inclusion in eastern judicial district of Wis-
consin

—

law (1962) 16798
reports (1962) 9251, 17207

Menominee Enterprises, Inc., make Federal
corporation, hearings (1961) 8985

Menominee Indians:
sanitation facilities, reservation, construc-

tion by Public Health Service, authorize,
law (1962) 11269

termination act, amend, hearings (1961) 8985
termination of Federal services, lessen im-

pact

—

law (1962) 11269
reports (1961) 8738, 8786, 8943; (1962)

7071
Menominee Range, iron ores, anionic flotation

of silica (1964) 9516
Menominee Reservation, sanitation facilities,

construction by Public Health Service,
authorize law (1962) 11269

Menopause:
changes and neoplastic diseases, USSR

study (1961) 15565
general information (1964) 20750
in aging women, cholesterol, phospholipids,

protein and lipoprotein fractions of
blood serum, USSR study (1962) 5632

Men's clothing, see Clothing—Uniforms

—

also
names of clothing.

Mental defective, see Mentally ill—Mentally
retarded.

Mental diseases:
achievements in genetics and phenogrnetics,

USSR study (1965) 9457
bacterial flora of pharynx in case of acute

symptomatic psychoses, Yugoslavian
study (1962) 7908

care, treatment, etc., of mentally ill in

D.C.—
hearings (1963) 17320
law (1964) 19405
reports (1964) 6476, 21195

defense in criminal prosecution in D.C.,

amend D.C. code, report (1961) 12249
disability, prevention (1962) 16070
experimental psychosis induced by lysergic

acid diethylamide (1962) 23831
insulin treatment, annotated bibliography

(1962) 20256
mental disturbances produced by hallucino-

genic agents, description, Israelite study
(1962) 19847

pathopsychological research in active thera-

py of psychoses, USSR study (1964)
11142

psychiatric treatment, etc., of mentally ill

—

constitutional rights and civil aspects,

hearings (1961) 14745
constitutional rights and criminal aspect,
hearings (1961) 20639
print additional copies, reports (1962)

11639, 15212
psychic disturbances in rabies, USSR study

(1961) 19759
psychoses, experimental, produced by anti-

cholinergic hallucinogens, Czechoslovak
study (1964) 7072

responsible for criminal conduct, amend law,

hearings (1961) 12344
veterans, service-connected psychosis and

psychoneurosis, employment adjustment
(1963) 11372

Mental disorders, see Mental illness.

Mental health:
activities, and development of comprehen-

sive community programs, report (1963)
9224

advanced readings (1963) 12907
advances in community programs and serv-

ices (1964) 11444
career development program, conference

proceedings (1964) 11448; (1965) 2947
psychiatry, Public Health Service (1963)

9220
careers

—

clinical psychologist (1961) 8050
nursing, opportunity (1964) 3113

Public Health Service (1965) 18624
Saint Elizabeth's Hospital, D.C (1965)

9279
psychiatric nurse (1961) 8051
psychiatric social worker (1961) 8052
psychiatrist (1961) 9614

community centers construction act of

1963—
amend, hearing (1965) 10699
commentary (1965) 11534

comprehensive community center (1964) 9643

consultation, introduction (1962) 16141
counselors, pilot project in training (1965)

6796
directory. State and national agencies (1965)

2944
education. State activities, survey of 9 pro-

grams (1961) 21261
facilities

—

architecture, bibliography (1964) 13416
design, bibliography (1963) 3288
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Mental health—Continued
facilities—Continued
improved planning, goals, principles, ac-

tion (1961) 8155
Federal, State, and local governments pro-

gram for improving, message from the

President (1962) 6975
foUowup project, report (1963) 12040
hearings, mentally retarded (1963) 11908

in schools, protection and promotion (1965)

5262, 16753
, ^

industrial workers, role of supervisors and

foremen (1961) 8054

informational publications issued by State

agencies, bibliography (1965) 2945

insurance coverage, improving (1965) 16752

introductory readings (1961) 17743
manpower studies program (1963) 11105
mental health for parent and child, reading

list (1962) 10552
Mental health in child health conference,

attitude study project of New York City

Health Dept., evaluation (1964) 17117

monograph series (1962) 16070; (1963) 14606,

19966; (1964) 16744; (1965) 5262, 16753

national program and States (1962) 10550;

(1965) 16755
nurses, psychiatric-mental health trainee

stipends (1964) 13289
nursing home residents, environmental im-

plications (1963) 13000
occupational mental health, selected bibliog-

raphy (1965) 18630
personnel, State, directory (1964) 16742,

20648
revised pages (1965) 5260

personnel, training, 1960-61 survey of fund-

ing and expenditures (1963) 12908
summary (1963) 12909

planning grants. State proposals 1963, di-

gest (1964) 5555
private support, foundations, etc (1961)

15832
problems today, facts (1962) 12523
professional status of personnel supported

by NIMH training grants (1964) 1501

programs, 1962 highlights of developments
(1963) 19965

project grants, NIMH program (1963) 19967;

(1964) 15167; (1965) 13071
public assistance, convalescent leave from

mental hospitals, agreements, etc.,

guides (1964) 8524
public opinions and attitudes (1963) 19968
publications for teachers and pupils, select-

ed reading list (1961) 6431
research findings (1965) 9776
research, highlights of progress (1961)

11445; (1962) 14503
research programs of NIMH (1965) 8160
research project summaries of NIMH (1965)

1509, 18629
services for mentally retarded children,

progress report (1962) 2246
State authorities, conference with Public

Health Service, proceedings (1961)

13635; (1962) 20255
State information officers, conference, pro-

ceedings (1961) 8055
State planning, progress reports, digest

(1964) 21791
State salary ranges (1962) 13885; (1963) 616,

10305, 19340; (1964) 10667, 19807; (1965)

9285
statistics, current reports (1962) 8541;

(1965) 5263, 6790
teacher and mental health (1962) 20181
training grant awards. Public Health Serv-

ice, funds (1962) 3389; (1963) 9228; (1964)

13283; (1965) 6791

Mental health—Continued
training grants program

—

general information (1965) 14899
statistical sourcebook (1964) 1503; (1965)
6793

USPHS career development program in psy-
chiatry (1962) 16125

Mental health centers, see Mental institutions.

Mental Health (Hommission of District of Co-
lumbia:

continue

—

hearings (1963) 17320
law (1964) 19405
reports (1964) 6476, 21195

Mental hospitals:
convalescent leave for patients, public as-

sistance, agreements, etc., guides (1964)
8524

psychiatric aides, highlights from survey
(1964) 11447

see Mental institutions.

Mental illness:

drugs, testimony, hearings (1964) 8445
hire mentally restored, memo for employers

(1964) 7369
job placement of the mentally restored,

guide (1965) 16548
mental disorders of the aging (1963) 11243
new approaches (1964) 4826, 18155
project grants, NIMH program (1964) 15167
psychiatric disorders, treatment with metra-

zol, bibliography (1963) 16517
veterans in VA hospitals (1964) 11454, 20652
what is mental illness (1965) 16812

Mental institutions:

architecture of mental health facilities, bib-

liography (1964) 13416
children's unit, therapeutic use of student

volunteers (1964) 17116
community health centers act amendments

of 1965—
hearings (1965) 8892
law (1965) 13809
reports (1965) 8812, 8831, 12294, 15665

comprehensive community mental health
center (1964) 9643

hospital improvement projects, National
Institute of Mental Health program
(1965) 18623

Hungarian Neurological and Mental Insti-

tute, history (1962) 5846
mental hospital data, processing guide

(1964) 11450
mental hospital statistics, model reporting

area (1963) 5623
12th annual conference, presentations of

panel members (1964) 13281
outpatient psychiatric clinics, Maryland,

methodological study of population
(1962) 1779

patients (1961) 1341, 6430; (1962) 3390;
(1963) 12906, 16425; (1964) 9645,
16747-750; (1965) 1506-7, 6795, 9778,
14894

private

—

hospitals, patients (1961) 6430; (1962)

12525; (1963) 12906
mental defectives and epileptics (1961)

1341 (1961) 1341
mental hospitals and general hospitals

with psychiatric facilities, patients

(1964) 7588, 16749; (1965) 9778
mentally retarded (1963) 16425; (1964)

9645, 16750; (1965) 14894

psychiatric aide in State mental hospitals,

study (1965) 8157

psychiatric services, facilities, design, bibli-

ography (1963) 3288
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Mental institutions—Continued
public

—

aged patients, report (1961) 4119
mental defectives and epileptics (1962)
3390

mentally retarded-
patients (1964) 5558, 16748; (1965) 6795
provisional patient movement and ad-

ministrative data (1965) 6790
patients (1962) 1709; (1963) 5625, 9226

State and County mental hospitals

—

listing (1964) 16747; (1965) 1.506

patient movement data (1964) 16746,
21794; (1965) 13073

patients (1964) .3057, 14950; (1965) 1507
provisional patient movement and admin-

istrative data (1965) 5263
State hospitals, etc., directory (1964) 14948
team relations with psychiatric patients

(1964) 11676
training programs for retarded girls, experi-

mental programs bv nurse educators
(1965) 7297

USSR psychiatric institutions, composition
and disposition of patients (1961) 952

Mental retardation:
abstracts (periodical) (1965) 167.54

bibliography, for social workers (1965) 4365
cat cry syndrome, congenital condition

(1965) 18996
facilities

—

construction grants, regulations (1965)
8243

noninstitutional, near Armv installations,
directory (1965) 15239

planning and constructing, conference
proceedings (1965) 16819

planning, report of Public Health Service
Committee, etc (1965) 6875

facilities and community health centers con-
struction act, amendments of 1965

—

hearing (1965) 10699
reports (1965) 12294, 15665

financial assistance programs, summary
(1965) 6354

grants, awarded by Health, Ekiucation and
Welfare Department, lists (1965) 11003

Health, Exlucation, and Welfare Depart-
inent

—

activities (1963) 19337; (1965) 6351
program, 1964 (1963) 6571
hearings (1964) 4489, 4570
law (1964) 6179
reports (1964) 2070, 4536

program, 1965 (1964) 10666
appropriations (1965) 750

HEW's response to recommendations of
President's panel (1964) 8790

historical perspective 1954-64 (1965) 298
legislation (1965) 18231
mental retardation report (periodical) (1965)

18232
problems, plans, and programs, introduction

(1965) 14426
program of Division of Chronic Diseases

(196.5) 8245
programs and activities (1965) 2254
programs, proposed (1965) 6352, 8632, 9282
reports (1965) .5475, 6352
resources for pediatrician (1965) 18233
traineeships for study (1965) 20137
traineeships, senior clinical (1965) 15002

Mental tests:

Air Force, screening and selection tests for
women, development (1962) 1971

Armed Forces women's selection test, restan-
dardization (1965) 11910

Army personnel tests and measurement
(1962) 16370

Mental tests—Continued
geometric-analogy intelligence-test ques-

tions program (1965) 4199
military service, report on young men found

unqualified (1964) 7678
multiple-choice item structure (1961) 20327
psychophysiological effects of confinement in

high-pressure helium-oxygen-nigrogen
atmosphere for 284 hours (1965) 11380

WAF performance on California psychologi-
cal inventory (1961) 1678

see also Factor analysis.
Mentally ill:

children, role of drugs in treating (1965)
5721

chronic patients, treatment with diethylam-
ide of lysergic acid, Yugoslav report
(1962) 7727

constitutional rights

—

care, treatment, hospitalization in D.C.

—

hearings (1963) 17320
law (1964) 19405
reports (1964) 6476, 21195

civil aspects, hearings (1961) 14745
print additional copies reports (1962)

11639, 15212
criminal aspect, hearings (1961) 20639

hearings, print additional copies, re-

ports (1962) 11639, 15212
convalescent leave from mental hospitals,

public assistance payments, guides
(1964) 8524

employment of handicapped (group discus-

sion) (1962) 12337
ex-mental patients, halfway houses (1964)

13508
facts on causes, treatment, etc (1962) 12523
frenolon and perphenazine in psychiatric

practice, Hungarian study (1962) 3150
helping, rehabilitation program in State

hospital, etc (1964) 5748
hospital team relationship, your job and

psychiatric patient (1964) 11676
jobs for mentally handicapped (address)

(1962) 23932
Loudon County, Va., found on Federal reser-

vations, commit to St. Elizabeths Hospi-
tal-

law (1964) 17364
report (1963) 13605; (1964) 17742

mechanism of therapeutic action of some
psychotropic substances in experimental
study of conditioned reflexes, USSR
study (1962) 11961

mental retardation facilities and community
mental health centers construction act
of 1963—

hearings (1963) 11908, 15318
law (1963) 20445
reports (1963) 11950, 17114, 17135, 18914

milieu rehabilitation (1963) 14768
national mental health program

—

hearings (1963) 6305, 11908
proposal (1963) 4723

national plan for national problem, chart-
book (1963) 20080

older Americans, mental illness, problem
(1961) 20623

outpatient clinics, demographic and psychi-
atric characteristics (1963) 16427

patients in USSR psychiatric institutions,

treatment, etc (1961) 952
patients in veterans hospitals, family plays

important part in treatment (1963) 1583
population of outpatient psychiatric clinics,

Marvland, methodological study (1962)
1779

private hospitals, patients (1961) 6430;
(1962) 12525; (1963) 12906
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Mentally ill—Continued

private mental hospitals and general hospi-
tals with psychiatric facilities patients
(1964) 7588, 16749; (1965) 9778

psychotic adults, outpatient psychiatric
clinics, special statistical report (1965)
18625

public hospitals (1962) 1709, 8541; (1963)

5625
rehabilitation

—

1960's, decade of advance (1963) 1585
report (1965) 11765
selected characteristics (1965) 18826

renaissance of 1960's brings new hope (re-

marks) (1963) 9042

research approaches, conference (1961) 9815;
(1962) 1884

State and county mental hospitals

—

patient movement data (1964) 16746,
21794; (1965) 13073

patients (1964) 3057, 14950; (1965) 1507
provisional patient movement and admin-

istrative data (1965) 5263
statistics for mental hospitals, model report-

ing area (1963) 5623

12th annual conference, presentations of

panel members (1964) 13281

veterans

—

in VA hospitals (1961) 17744; (1962) 14510
job adjustment of psychiatrically disabled

(1963) 9481
service-connected psychoses and psycho-

neuroses, employment adjustment (1963)
11372

with cerebrovascular diseases, treatment
with use of new drugs (1962) 15796

Mentally retarded:
activities administered by HEW (1962) 13884

adults, work evaluation and employment
preparation services, conference pro-

ceedings (1963) 3395
bibliography of world literature on mental

retardation (1964) 5634
children

—

care, therapy, and prognosis (1965) 10271
clinical programs, listing (1962) 14971;

(1963) 16914; (1965) 8628
closed short-term group as treatment ad-

junct for parents (1964) 13776
counseling parents (1965) 8629
demonstration project utilizing child devel-

opment as focus for community interac-

tion with local health department (1962)

14974
education, leadership preparation, gradu-

ate fellowship program (1963) 10071
feeding, guide for nurses working with

child and his family (1964) 10079
guide for public health nurses (1964) 11918
guide to services of social agencies (1963)

13312
health services, progress report (1962)
2246

higher nervous activity characteristics of
oligophrenic children, USSR study
(1961) 21116

nursing role in counseling parents (1964)
10081

nutrition services guide (1962) 16582
orientating parents to clinic (1962) 20644;

(1964) 11919
outpatient psychiatric clinics, special sta-

tistical report (1965) 18625
prevention through improved service. So-

cial security act amendments (1964) 8143
projects, role of social worker (1963) 6010
report of Children's Bureau conference

(1963) 16918

Mentally retarded—Continued
children—Continued

role of child welfare in mental retardation
(speeches) (1963) 18708; (1965) 18998

selected reading suggestions for parents
(1965) 8637

teaching, automated procedures (1964)
12321

welfare service functions in over-all com-
munity program (1962) 13092

welfare services (1965) 7288
with phenylketonuria, inventory (1962)

16583
clinical team looks at phenylketonuria

(1962) 14972; (1964) 15330
combat retardation through maternal, etc.,

health program

—

comments (1964) 2128
law (1963) 20437
reports (1963) 15275, 17118, 19017

community clinics (1965) 7298
construction grants for mental retardation

research centers (1964) 21790
day camping program (1965) 8630
day for brighter beginnings (address) (1965)

19684
dynamics of retardation, overview (1965)

6878
educable, vocational upgrading. North High

work-study program (1964) 612
education of severely retarded child (1961)

19230
employee, information for supervisor (1964)

19012
employment of handicapped (group discus-

sion) (1962) 12337
facilities planning, hospital and medical fa-

cilities series (1965) 6875, 8243
Federal employment, report to the President

(1965) 11972
girls, experimental training programs (1964)

13785
girls, training programs, by nurse educators

(1965) 7297
hire mentally retarded worker, memo for

employers (1964) 7370
implementation of mental retardation pro-

grams, report to the President (1964)

14358
interviewing guides for specific disabilities

(1964) 2293
job placement, guide (1963) 14448
jobs for mentally handicapped (address)

(1962) 23932
mental retardation activities, neurological

and sensory disease service program
(1963) 20108

mental retardation facilities and community
mental health centers construction act

of 1963—
hearings (1963) 11908, 15318
law (1963) 20445
reports (1963) 11950, 17114, 17135, 18914

mental retardation, its biological factors,
hope through research (1964) 18902

national action to combat mental retarda-
tion, proposed program, report to the
President (1963) 5676

national mental health program

—

hearings (1963) 6305, 11908
proposal (1963) 4723

national plan for national problem, chart-
book (1963) 20080

national plan to combat mental retardation,
statement by President Kennedy (1962)
8597

new approaches to mental retardation (1964)

4826, 18155
phenylketonuria—

inherited metabolic disorder (1961) 10087
surveys of high risk groups (1962) 20647
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Mentally retarded—Continued
physician and parents of retarded child

(1964) 6055
President's Panel on Mental Retardation

—

highlights from report (1963) 4598
implications for children, report of confer-

ence (1963) 16918
report (1963) 6572
report of mission to Denmark and Sweden

(1963) 14561
report of mission to Netherlands (1963)

20082
task force report on

—

behavioral and social research (1964)

15029
coordination (1964) 3088
education and rehabilitation (1963)

21074
law (1963) 21075
prevention, clinical services and residen-

tial care (1963) 18273
preventable forms of retardation, treatment

(1962) 14977
private institutions, patients (1961) 1341;

(1963) 16425; (1964) 9645, 16750; (1965)
14894

program of Division of Chronic Diseases
(1964) 15059

programs, nutrition services institute, re-

port (1964) 1829
progress in research, summary (1964) 14953
progress in their rehabilitation (1964) 9870
proposed program to combat mental retar-

dation (1963) 4598
pseudo, relation to bilingual and sub-

cultural factors (1961) 17175
public health nurse in community planning

for retarded (1961) 18388
public health nurse in program (1964) 10082
public institutions, patients (1962) 3390;

(1963) 9226; (1964) 5558, 16748; (1965)
1506, 6790, 14894

provisional patient movement and admin-
istrative data (1965) 6790

reading list (1962) 14508
rehabilitated, selected characteristics (1964)

16911
rehabilitation and research in retardation,

conference proceedings (1962) 10723
rehabilitation-special education cooperation

on prevocational programs, conference
proceedings (1963) 20225

report of mission to USSR (1964) 9703
retardation problem, further assessment

(1962) 18558
schools, surplus property donation, clarify

law

—

law (1962) 23186
reports (1962) 21082, 21465

service to retarded as social work education
(1965) 1919

services of home economist to families with
mental retardation (1963) 9732

State and County mental hospitals' and pub-
lic institutions, patients (1964) 16747

State departments dealing with mental
health, directory (1964) 14948

State interagency planning, guideline (1964)
13410

State laws and regulations, check-list (1964)
15067

teenagers in social group (1965) 4363
training, special needs (1964) 20427; (1965)

5031
vocational rehabilitation, conference, pro-

ceedings (1962) 24133; (1965) 1702
voluntary admissions to Forest Haven, re-

port (1962) 17243; (1963) 17122; (1965)
4503

Mentally retarded—Continued
White House Conference on Mental Retarda-

tion, proceedings (1964) 7857
see also Mentally ill.

Mentzer, William R., stretch yo-yo de-spin sys-
tem (1963) 19920

Menus:
money-saving main dishes (1962) 22934
suggested 21 day cycle and daily breakout

lists, team (1965) 9494
Menzel, Donald H., Conference on Non-Linear

Processes in Ionosphere, Dec. 16-17,

1963 (1964) 11438
Meprobamate, airsickness preventitive (1962)

14789
Mercamine:
radioprotective action on radiosensitivity of

rats, effectiveness, USSR study (1964)
14471

salts, comparative pharmacology, USSR
study (1961) 10966

Mercaptans, organic, reagent in control of

drugs containing mercury, Rumanian
study (1962) 7707

Mercapto compounds:
2-mercaptoethylguanidine

—

distribution and chemical forms given
orally in protective doses to mice (1963)
7637

distribution and metabolism in mice (1962)
22965

transition metal complexes of 4-mercapto-6,
7-diphenyl pteridine (1965) 120

Mercaptophos, poisoning, cholinesterase reac-
tivation and experimental therapy,
USSR study (1961) 15442

6-Mercaptopurine, transition, metal complexes
(1965) 120

Merced County, Calif., soil survey of area
(1962) 20283

Merced National Wildlife Refuge, general in-

formation (1963) 2295
Merced River:
development, flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 15873
document edition (1964) 15409

Mercer, Charles E., performance of plug nozzle
having concave central base with and
without terminal fairings at transonic
speeds (1963) 12877

Mercer, Walter A.:

application of radiochemistry techniques in

food processing research (1964) 19243;
(1965) 15252

industrial waste guide to fruit processing
industry (1963) 1410

Mercer County, W. Va.:
coal, preparation characteristics (1963)

10960
coals, carbonizing properties (1965) 9594

Merchandise, see Commercial products.

Merchandising:
automatic, bibliography (1965) 15034
automatic merchandising industry (1964)

5682
largest firms, mergers and superconcentra-

tion, acquisitions, staff report (1963) 305

Mcintosh apples, some effects on quality in

New York City (1963) 4334
milk, practices, dating regulations, effect

(1961) 6687
opportunities for U.S. abroad (address)

(1963) 9780
practices for freezer provisioners (1961)

9888

retail, bibliography (1964) 15080
seafood (1965) 498
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Merchant, Livingston T., principles for part-

nership, Canada and United States

(1965) 16868
Merchant marine:

act, amend

—

hearings (1963) 17177; (1965) 10552
reports (1963) 15255, 17272, 17284

act of 1920, amend

—

law (1965) 17390
reports (1965) 10468, 17851

act of 1920—
amended through 86th Congress (1961)

4105
errata (1961) 8990

continue authority for suspension of Jones

hearing (1964) 2235
report (1963) 20573

permitting temporary suspension of Jones
act, report (1962) 19285

act of 1928, amended through 86th Congress
(1961) 4105
errata (1961) 8990

act of 1936, amend

—

hearings (1961) 1888, 1902, 12359, 12508,

17122; (1962) 9400, 11657, 17119; (1963)

13798; (1964) 2235, 10331, 12257, 15596,

19594; (1965) 4599, 7491, 15824, 17910,

17914
laws (1961) 10190, 14093, 18594, 18614,

18635, 18657, 18662, 18769; (1962) 20930,

23182, 23277; (1964) 1954, 1956, 15387,

17269, 17337, 19403; (1965) 13796, 15444,

15475, 17445
reports (1961) 7112-13, 8921-22, 8937-38,

10323, 10461, 12234, 12483, 14605, 14683,

16676, 16679-681, 16783, 17005, 17061,

18908; (1962) 9349, 9455-56, 15187,

16942, 17199. 19122, 21132, 21189; (1963)

19013; (1964) 489, 2058-59, 10237, 12049,

14051, 15551, 15562, 15712; (1965) 8781.

10472, 10475, 13920-921, 14041, 14046.

14069. 14075, 17661
act of 1936, amended through 86th Congress

(1961) 4105
errata (1961) 8990

act of 1958, amend, hearings (1961) 1888
advantages gained under trade expansion

program (remarks) (1962) 13795
advertising awards presentation (remarks)

(1963) 8237
American partnership (remarks) (1965) 5069
anti-trust policy, not applicable to shipping

(remarks) (1965) 10811
attain and maintain merchant marine ade-

quate to our needs (remarks) (1964)

10131
authorize payment of operating-differential

subsidy for cruises, amend act. hearings

(1961) 12357; (1962) 9400
benefit to whole Nation (address) (1962) 6220

challenge constantly renewed (remarks)
(1964) 14724

challenge of trade expansion program (re-

marks) (1963) 10157
challenges and growth (remarks) (1962)

21740
cost of maritime shipping, USSR book (1962)

18101
defense readiness (remarks) (1961) 17616,

20734
developments in foreign countries makes for

competition (address) (1962) 3285
fair share of cargo for U.S. flag ships (re-

marks) (1962) 13796
Federal Government, role in maritime mat-

ters (remarks) (1965) 10813
Federal programs for maritime problems

(remarks) (1964) 11972

Merchant marine—Continued
golden gate to tomorrow's American mer-

chant marine (address) (1964) 14723
government participation (address) (1961)

7385
history, American (remarks) (1965) 11368
history and need for support (address) (1961)

5999
history, brief (1963) 5467; (1964) 13099;

(1965) 19823
human problem growing out of automation

and effect it will have on economics of

business and industry (remarks) (1962)
8447

importance in maritime industry (address)
(1961) 10593

importance to economy and well-being of our
country (remarks) (1961) 9100

importance to trade (remarks) (1961) 9101
increasingly important in future (address)

(1962) 18171
international shipping conference system.

method of improving (remarks) (1961)
4193

labor legislation, amend act

—

Department reports on H.R. 1897 (1964)
10332

hearings (1963) 9942-43, 15323
labor-management relations and automation

problems (remarks) (1962) 12361
laws relating to, compilation (1961) 1862;

(1965) 384
legislation, hearings (1961) 10510, 12508;

(1962) 9400, 11657
licensed officers, career in Coast Guard

(1963) 4638
maintaining and improving (address) (1961)

16513
maintaining and perpetuating (remarks)

(1963) 10932
maintaining strong maritime industry (ad-

dress) (1962) 13122
maintenance and improvement (address)

(1961) 10590
marine industry, its role in American histo-

ry (remarks) (1964) 17161
marine transport in people's democracies,

USSR study (1962) 3024
Maritime Administration, this, is Marad

(1965) 11369
maritime cargo transportation, future hori-

zons (remarks) (1964) 18654
maritime industry

—

and U.S. trade (address) (1962) 13128
as unique opportunity in American tradi-

tion (remarks) (1964) 13097
problems, use of public relations (remarks)

(1961) 19839
role in nation's financial programs (re-

marks) (1963) 11361
maritime matters

—

operational arrangement for visit of N.S.

Savannah, agreement with Netherlands
(1963) 16582

public liability for damage caused by N.S.

Savannah, agreement with

—

Ireland (1964) 20845
Netherlands (1963) 16581

use by N.S. Savannah of

—

Belgian ports and waters (1964) 5699
Danish ports and waters (1964) 18975
German ports and territorial waters

(1963) 5736
Greek ports and territorial waters

(1962) '22830

Italian ports and territorial waters
(1965) 5408

Norwegian ports and territorial waters
(1964) 13481
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Merchant marine—Continued
maritime matters—Continued
use by N.S. Savannah of—Continued

Portuguese ports and territorial waters
(1965)8322

Spanish ports and territorial waters
(1964) 20825

Swedish ports and waters (1964) 18976
United Kingdom ports and territorial
waters (1964) 20832

maritime policies and problems (remarks)
(1963) 18750

maritime resources for security and trade,
Maritime Evaluation Committee, final

report (1963) 15123; (1964) 10333
maritime safetv data for stevedoring (1963)

14449
maritime safety digest (periodical) (1961)

17597; (1964) 3708
longshoring (periodical) (1965) 3626
shipyards (periodical) (1965) 5037

miscellaneous legislation, hearings (1963)
4758; (1964) 15596

moving forward with consensus (remarks)
(1965) 19822

national answer (remarks) (1964) 20458
national defense and world trade, impor-

tance (remarks) (1965) 10812
Nation's interest in strength and reliability

(address) (1965) 15371
need for American-flag ships for defense and

commercial purposes (remarks) (1965)
10338

new horizons for American flag ships (re-

marks) (1962) 22459
new perspectives on old problems (remarks)

(1965) 6585
officers, opportunity in Coast Guard (1963)

199
our greatest resource (remarks) (1964) 20460
ownership change, etc., of vessels, supple-

ments (1961) 3104; (1962) 4048; (1963)
3927; (1964) 3750; (1965) 3665

plans for future development (remarks)
(1961) 6000

policy, evaluation of major factors influenc-
ing shipping in post war period (re-

marks) (1962) 11776
policy, review, 1962, hearings (1962) 17120
present position and future possibilities

(speech) (1962) 18172
present situation and future plans (remarks)

(1962) 14411
problems and challenges (address) (1962)

1562
problems and efforts to solve them (remarks)

(1961) 6921
problems and possibilities (remarks) (1963)

10158
problems and prospects for American indus-

try (remarks) (1962) 13136
problems for 1961 (address) (1961) 4192
problems, overall view (remarks) (1961) 9099
progress and future needs (remarks) (1964)

19356
promotion, maintenance, etc. (remarks)

(1962) 2461
protecting future through new versatile

ships (remarks) (1963) 3049
replacement program, role of private invest-

ment (remarks) (1962) 1596
research and development program (re-

marks) (1961) 7386
role in Operation Steel Pike, hearings (1965)

8896
role in world trade (remarks) (1963) 101.59

Russia's burgeoning maritime strength,
staff study (1963) 20612

selling America in changing world of trade
(remarks) (1962) 21870

Merchant marine—Continued
ships in foreign trade of U.S. (remarks)

(1963) 10930
significant contributions toward strengthen-

ing America (remarks) (1962) 14410
Soviet fleet, growing strength (1965) 6043

specimen examinations

—

deck officers (1963) 16961
engineer licenses (1963) 16962

SS Japan Mail, launching (address) (1961)
14856

SS Jean Lykes, launching (remarks) (1961)
10591

staff officers, classify professional nurses

—

hearings (1965) 419
law (1963) 18775
report (1962) 21099; (1963) 11825, 17276

statistics (1961) 14760; (1962) 17350; (1963)
17337; (1964) 21245; (1965) 16062

strengthen to meet civilian needs and build
defenses of free world (remarks) (1962)
11777

subsidies, relationship to maritime progress
(remarks) (1965) 18418

subsidy funds, allocating (remarks) (1965)
12808

tanker segment program (remarks) (1961)
10594

utilization of American flag ships (address)
(1961) 1971, 4191

value of advertising to American merchant
marine (address) (1961) 7384

value to economy (remarks) (1961) 20735
vital part of national defense effort (ad-

dress) (1961) 5998
vital role in national leadership (remarks)

(1963) 10160
what will MarAd surface effect ship do (pa-

per) (1963) 9095
where does it stand in future of increased

trade? (remarks) (1962) 18170
Yugoslav, maritime trade and 7-year plan

(1964) 11224
see also Cabotage— Sailors— Shipbuild-

ing—Shipping—Ships.
Merchant Marine Academy, Kings Point:
acceptance of gifts and bequests
hearings (1962) 9400
law (1961) 18601
reports (1961) 10434, 16675

admission of citizens of Trust Territory of
Pacific Islands, permit

—

hearings (1962) 9400
law (1961) 18636
reports (1961) 16678, 17033

alumni, chapter of New York port, role in

shipping industry (remarks) (1963) 9094
alumni club of Washington, 10th anniversa-

ry (remarks) (1962) 23948
appointment of American nationals from

Samoa, permit

—

hearings (1962) 9400
law (1961) 18594
reports (1961) 16676, 17005

course of instruction (1963) 14488
faculty and administrative staff, clarify

status and establish permanent poli-

cies

—

law (1961) 14093
reports (1961) 8922, 10323

Memorial Chapel dedication (remarks) (1961)
8593, 9096

Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee,
House:

calendar (1961) 3078; (1962) 3996; (1963)
3840; (1964) 3654; (1965) 3568

committee prints (1963) 18955-956; (1964)
10329, 10332-333, 12149, 14012, 19519;
(1965) 420. 17719. 17724
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Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee,
House—Continued

hearings (1961) 378. 1888, 4049-50, 8851,
10355-356, 12357-359, 14493, 18966-967,

20583; (1962) 2339, 9399-400, 9402, 9485,
11470-471, 13532-533. 17119-120,
21217-218; (1963) 297-299, 2056, 4756-58,

8101, 9942-44, 13664, 15323-325, 17177,
18954, 20501; (1964) 405, 2116, 4504,
6367-68, 8390, 10330-331, 12148, 14011,
15596-598, 19518; (1965) 417-419, 5966,

7490-91, 8896-97, 10551-552, 12195-196,

15824, 17720-723, 19315
investigations and studies

—

authorization, report (1961) 5661; (1963)

6104; (1965) 5920
expenses, report (1961) 5682; (1963) 6129;

(1965) 7425
reports (1961) 7112-13, 10263, 10306, 10320,

10323, 12229-231, 12234, 14373-374,
14381-382, 14384-387, 14389-391, 14405,
14409, 14494, 16637. 16675-681, 16741,
16782-783, 18820, 18904, 18908; (1962)

9267-69, 9293, 9332, 15183-188, 16942,
17081-82, 19087, 19122, 21091-92, 21099,
21102-103, 21111, 21131-132, 21135-136,

21163; (1963) 6115, 11823-826, 11828-829,
11835-836, 15244, 15254-255, 15262,

15268; (1964) 2001, 2058-59, 6273-74,

10216, 10229, 10234, 10237, 13927, 13956,

13977, 15551-552, 15562, 17532, 17546,

17606; (1965) 5947, 8781, 8838-39,

8842-44, 10456, 10462-464, 10468, 10472,
10475, 13901-903, 13906, 13920-923,

13931, 17622, 17624, 17629, 17662-663,

19215, 19224, 19240, 19262, 19269
travel authorization, report (1963) 17153

Merchant Marine and Maritime Service Veter-
ans Association, incorporate, report
(1962) 23400

Merchant Marine Council, proceedings (1961)

3034; (1962) 4257; (1963) 4109; (1964)

3939; (1965) 3854
Merchant Marine Meritorious Service Medal,

award to master of SS Meredith Victo-

ry, hearings (1961) 1888
Merchant Marine War Veterans Association,

incorporation, provide (1965) 15588
Merchant Marine Week, preliminary plan

(1965) 9533
Merchant seamen, see Sailors.

Merchant ships, see Ships.
Merchant vessels, see Ships.
Merchants, wholesalers, census of business

(1962) 2166
see also Retail trade.

Merck, John W.:
Markovian model for projecting movements

of personnel through a system (1965)

11881
retention of 1st enlistment airmen, analysis

results of mathematical simulation

(1963) 1772
Mercuric sulfide, low temperature heat capaci-

ty and entropy at 298.15° K. of red mer-
curic sulfide (1962) 14444

Mercury:
analysis of fluorine gas by reaction with

mercury (1962) 20154
binary cycles for nuclear power plants,

study (1963) 16860
boiler development, nuclear auxiliary power

systems (1961) 5359
complex sulfide products, beneficiation and

hydrometallurgical treatment (1965)

2819
condensation, research and development in

space power systems. Government-in-
dustry symposium (1962) 6299

Mercury—Continued
configuration in spherical tanks, effects of

weightlessness (1962) 12460
continuous-circuit leaching, cost estimates

and optimum conditions (1964) 14744
crystal structure of rare earth and related

metals, influence on friction characteris-
tics in vacuum 10-'" millimeter of mer-
cury (1965) 1467

deposits. Flat, Alaska, Yukon River region
(1962) 14435

deposits, USSR studies (1964) 9205
deterioration of some aluminum alloys in its

presence (1964) 7470
drugs containing, control by means of or-

ganic mercaptan reagent, Rumanian
study (1962) 7707

electrodynamic mercury pump (1965) 16702
forced circulation

—

Croloy 9 M mercury loop, operation to

study corrosion product separation tech-
niques (1965) 9616

Haynes alloy 25, mercury loop to study
corrosion product separation techniques
(1965) 14732

influence of microstructural inclusions on
friction and wear (1963) 11046

ion beams, high-vacuum condenser design
(1962) 18258

ionized, singly and doubly, produced by elec-

tron-bombardment ion engine (1962)
18259

mercuration of aromatic and heterocyclic
compounds by ditrinitromethylmercury,
USSR study (1961) 2087

mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)
12838

mineral industry survey, quarterly (1963)

3896; (1964) 3719; (1965) 3636
minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 13441;

(1962) 18208; (1963) 14503; (1964) 16630;

(1965) 12837
occurrence and economic trends (1965) 6337
occurrences in Alaska (1962) 23958
oil-damped pool makes precise optical align-

ment tool (1965) 16642
ore, mining and furnacing at New Idria mine

(1962) 6229
photochemical activity, USSR study (1961)

2171
poisoning, USSR research (1963) 15984
potential, United States (1965) 5080
precipitation and electrodeposition in caus-

tic solutions (1962) 10471
pressure measurements to 31.5 in., calibra-

tion procedure (1961) 8120
production, etc (1961) 2484
products, caustic sulfide leaching (1961) 7941

quicksilver deposits of

—

New Almaden District, Santa Clara Coun-
ty, Calif (1964) 8765

southwestern Alaska (1965) 18200
radiochemistry (1961) 8399
Red Devil Quicksilver Mine, Alaska (1963)

15604
removing and detoxifying, USSR research

(1963) 15982

report, quarterly (1961) 3455; (1962) 4049

rhyolite mercury prospect, KuskokAvim Riv-

er Basin, Alaska, trenching and sam-
pling (1963) 3096

strain gauge, calibration (1964) 19148

Tariff Commission report (1962) 12756

ultrasonic fuel reprocessing in mercury
(1961) 18077

vapor flowing through nozzles, expansion
and condensation behavior (1964) 18789
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Mercury—Continued

vapor in 1-G and zero-gravity environments,
pressure-drop investigation of nonwet-
ting condensing flow (1965) 13019

wetting and nonwetting condensation pres-

sure drops (1965) 1468

Mercury (planet):

radar probes, USSR study (1963) 8570
strength and structure (1964) 9616

Mercury arc lamps, see Electric lamps.

Mercury atlas MA-6 (1962) 6250
Mercury fulminate, combustion, investigations

(1961) 10916
Mercury project, see Project Mercury

(man-in-space program).
Mercury vapor lamps, see Hectric lamps.
Meredith, Jane L., special labor force report,

labor force and employment (1963) 16296

Meredith, Robert E., electrodeposition studies

of molybdenum, tungsten, and vanadium
in organic solvents (1963) 19873

Meredith, Lake:
designating lake to be formed by waters

impounded by Sanford Dam, Canadian
River project, Tex.

—

law (1965) 15501
reports (1965) 7436, 15947

Meredith Victory (steamship):
Gallant Ship Unit Citation award, hearings

(1961) 1888
Mereghetti, Maria, relief (1964) 452. 1904

Merello, Stella R., see Pagano, Stella R.

Mergers, see Business consolidations—Rail-

roads.
Merghetti, Maria, relief (1963) 18825

Meriones erythrourus gray, see Gerbils.

Meristems, growth and development in woody
plants (1964) 42

Meristic variation in hexagrammid fishes

(1965) 14305
Merit salary programs in 6 selected school

districts (1963) 2164
Merit systems. State, directory (1962) 11904;

(1963) 15621
see aiso Civil service.

Merither, Charles M., nomination, hearing
(1961) 5850

Meritorious Service Medal, Merchant Marine,
see Merchant Marine Meritorious Serv-
ice Medal.

Meriwether County, Ga., soil survey report
(1965) 8290

Meriwether Lewis National Monument:
include in Natchez Trace Parkway and re-

designate

—

law (1961) 16564
reports (1961) 8798, 14634

Meriwether Lewis Park, general information
(1963) 12926

Merkel, Edward P., hydraulic spray applica-
tions of insecticides for control of slash
pine cone and seed insects (1964) 18084

Merlin division, see Rogue River Basin pro-
ject.

Merluccius bilinearis, see Hake.

Mermelstein, B., microminiature amplifier with
thin-film passive parts (1964) 13371

Mermentau River and Valley:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 16121
document edition (1965) 15537

Merrell, Theodore, jr., ecological studies of

sockeye salmon and related limnologi-
cal and climatological investigations.
Brooks Lake, Alaska (1964) 21318

Merriam, Alice H., bibliography on day care
services (1965) 8636

Merriam, Charles W.:
Cambrian rocks of Pioche mining district,

Nev (1964) 19789
geology of Cerro Gordo mining district, Inyo

County, Calif (1964) 4788
Merrick, Gordon D., preliminary wood preser-

vation statistics (1963) 12165
Merrick, Robert B., aborts from lunar mission

(1963) 11039
Merrick, Samuel V., address (1963) 18019;

(1964) 1363; (1965) 1259
Merrick, Vernon K., control problems asso-

ciated with earth-oriented satellites

(1963) 14554
Merrill, Carl C, caustic leaching of oxidized

zinc ores, etc (1965) 5088
Merrill, Celine W., talc in U.S., bibliography

(1963) 15607
Merrill, Charles W.:

introduction, mineral facts and problems
(1965) 12830

silver, facts, estimates, and projections

(1965) 12827
Merrill, James L., relief (1962) 7030, 15328,

16692
Merrill, Robert H., stress determination by

flatjack, etc., method (1964) 9517
Merritt, Sophie E., world history 2, study

guide (1964) 6537
Merritt-Chapman & Scott Corp., relief (1962)

11490, 16858, 18923
Merritt Dam and Reservoir, general informa-

tion (1963) 16548
Merritts, William M., removing methane (de-

gasification) from Pocahontas no. 4

coalbed, W. Va (1964) 1443
Merryman, Lester B., low frequency narrow

band pass active filter (1963) 11483
Mersman, William A.:

critical inclination problem in satellite orbit
theory (1963) 7302

self-starting multistep methods for numeri-
cal integration of ordinary differential

equations (1965) 14854
Mertes, John E., store location (1964) 9766
Merulius lacrymans, growth, effects of envi-

ronmental conditions (1961) 14937
Merwinite:
high-temperature heat contents and entro-

pies (1965) 1372
low-temperature heat capacities and entro-

pies at 288.15° K(1964) 5489
Merz, Robert W., estimating log-making costs

in Central States (1965) 10938
Merzlotnye issldovaniya (periodical):

translations (1964) 5015
MESA, see Manned environmental system as-

sessment.
Mesa, Millie G.,' relief (1963) 8033, 13485, 20395

Mesa Verde National Park:
archeological survey of Wetherill Mesa

(1965) 16768
boundaries, revise

—

law (1964) 1964
report (1963) 18865; (1964) 2214

general information (1962) 22647; (1963)
16436; (1965) 14912

Mesabi Range:
ground and surface water in area (1965)

19676
iron ores, anionic flotation of silica (1964)

9516
iron phyllosilicates (1964) 9511
lean iron ores, feasibility of Krupp-Renn

process for treating, digest (1964) 13665
nonmagnetic taconites

—

metallurgical evaluation, etc (1961) 6277;
(1963) 1243

preliminary sampling etc (1965) 14714
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Mesabi Range—Continued
wfltcr resources
near municipalities (1965) 18219-222,

19677
of Mesabi and Vermilion Iron Ranges (se-

ries) (1965) 18219-222, 19677
(series) (1965) 19676

west central, nonmagnetic taconite drill

cores, metallurgical evaluation, etc

(1962) 23977
Mesidine, see Benzine.
Mesilla Valley, lower, ground water resources

(1964) 4815
Mesnier, Glennon N., selected techniques in

water resources investigations (1963)

19329
Mesoclimatic temperature differences in Fort

Greely, Alaska, area (1963) 1436
Mesogastropoda, see Gastropods.
Mesons:

K, observed in cloud chamber, production

and nuclear capture (1962) 769

multiple generation of particles in nucleon-

nucleon and -meson-nucleon collisions in

region of accelerator energies, Polish

study (1962) 7754
Mesosphere:

polar night, acoustic heating (1964) 1456
stratosphere and mesosphere, USSR study

(1964) 1232
wind observations from successive hourly

rocket soundings (1963) 18451

Mesostenini, see Flies.

Mesozoic era:

batholiths of western U.S., distribution of

uranium in rocks and minerals (1961)

12775
formations in Ck)mobabi and Roskruge

Mountains, Papago Reservation, Ariz

(1965) 19660
formations in Vekol Mountains, Papago In-

dian Reservation, Ariz (1965) 2232
lower, extrusive rocks in southeastern Ari-

zona, Canelo Hills Volcanics (1965) 2236
tungsten and molybdenum in Yugodzyr,

Mongolia (1962) 19681

Mesquite, control on southwestern rangeland
(1963) 13171

Messengers:
Capitol pages, residence

—

hearing (1964) 546
report (1964) 14087
staff report (1964) 10436

congressional pages

—

committee to study welfare and education

of, create, report (1964) 19454

welfare and education

—

hearing (1965) 5978
report, recommendation for further

study (1965) 2001

employment, pursuant to fair labor stand-

ards act (1964) 16917; (1965) 15135

employment, under Fair labor standards act,

code of Federal regulations (1962) 18567;

(1963) 16652
examination announcement (1963) 16941

Supreme Court pages, residence-
hearing (1964) 546
report (1964) 14087

Messer, Vicenta A., relief (1961) 10257, 14064,
14528

Messerly, John F., calorimetric method of puri-

ty measurement using lUPAC samples
of benzene (1963) 16343

Messersmith, James C, church-related boards
responsible for higher education (1965)

482

Messes:
administration deficiencies at Dow Air Force

Base, Maine, GAO report (1964) 6763

ashore, Navy manual (1962) 18350; (1963)

12943; (1964) 13317
change (1965) 14937

Communist China

—

consolidation and improvement of urban
public mess halls (1961) 7693

public halls (1961) 2180
Messick, David M.:

Bayesian decision theory, game theory, and
group problem solving (1965) 10110

sequential information seeking (1965)

11874-875
Messina, Calogera V., relief (1962) 19058,

20772, 21308
Messner, Walter G.:

shipments of asphalt (1965) 6610
shipments of liquefied petroleum gases and

ethane (1965) 6611
Metabolic wastes, nutrition in space and relat-

ed waste problems, conJFerence (1965)

8052
Metabolism:
amino acid, effect of protein intake and cold

exposure on liver enzymes associated

with (1963) 11502
amino acid imbalance in cold exposed rats

(1964) 4249
basal

—

atherosclerosis and hypertensive disease,

data from studies using 1-131, USSR
study (1961) 11114

changes under influence of lytic cocktail in

patients with toxic goiter, USSR study
(1961) 20994

infants, data evaluation (1962) 12846
metabohc rate determination by thermo-

electric method, USSR study (1961)

15625
oncological patients, alterations while

undergoing surgery with different types
of inhalation anesthesia, USSR study
(1962) 13994

brain

—

phospholipids, ionizing radiation influence,

USSR study (1962) 2707
protein and water, influence of whole-body

X-irradiation, USSR study (1962) 2708
calcium and phosphorus, effect of prolonged

exposure to 15% carbon dioxide (1962)

10438
calcium phosphorus metabolism in man dur-

ing acclimation to carbon dioxide (1965)

1317
carbohydrate

—

in endarteritis obliterans, USSR study

(1962) 7623
in nervous system, USSR study (1962)

2709
cellular, of nerve systems of vertebrates,

functional evolution of enzyme systems,

USSR study (1965) 2422
cerebral arteriovenous differences in meta-

bolic substrates during hyperthermia
(1964) 17015

changes in acute and chronic intoxication by
dimethyllamidoethoxyphosphorylcyanide
(tabun), Bulgarian study (1962) 9812

cobalt, biological studies, literature search

(1961) 18087
comparison of mineral excretion (calcium

and iodine) in arm and total body sweat
(1964) 19223

copper in hepatolenticular degeneration,

USSR study (1964) 16343
dietary conditioning for nutrient restriction

in humans (1963) 1753
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Metabolism—Continued

diseases, research by NIAMD (1961) 6426
during athletic exercises and nutritional

requirements of sportsmen, USSR study
(1961) 17509

during radiation injuries, USSR study (1964)
20029

effect of X-irradiation on thiamine, Soviet
study (1962) 12184

endocrine and metabolic effects of
short-duration hyperoxia (1964) 8001

energy-
changes in burn sickness, USSR study

(1963) 19537
level in sponges, USSR study (1964) 1241
research progress report (1964) 9919
role in restoration of irradiated cells,

USSR study (1963) 20911
fission products, research on physico-

chemical state and metabolic path or
radioeerium solution (1963) 4470gas-

changes in physical stress in children with
congenital heart defects of blue type,

USSR study (1961) 11117
cold-blooded animals, USSR studies (1964)

7061
methodology of investigating in inspira-

tion of large concentrates of oxygen
(1961) 7605

glucose one-hour oral tolerance test (1963)
16537

Husky dogs, seasonal variations (1963)
14910

iron, activity in endotoxin-poisoned and cor-

tisone-protected mice (1965) 17010
irradiation and drugs effects, USSR study

(1963) 20764
lipid, diet, and atherosclerosis, review of

research grants (1965) 8156
magnesium, temperature effects (1963) 18471

measurements of reindeer during rest and
exercise (1963) 1751

metabolic

—

and functional changes in heart during
prolonged hypothermia (1965) 98

control mechanisms in animal cells (1964)
13284

effects of methionine toxicity in rat (1963)
18479

metabolism and ionizing radiation processes,
summary (1964) 4262

mice living under bio-satellite conditions,
effect to pure oxygen at reduced pres-

sures (1962) 10910
mineral, effect of microquantities of stable

strontium, USSR study (1963) 12716
nuclein, in regeneration of skeletal muscula-

ture under roentgen irradiation, USSR
study (1963) 17939

nucleotide, in norm and in radiation sick-

ness, USSR study (1961) 4634
optimal self-adaptation of metabolic proces-

ses in cell, USSR study (1965) 14577
phosphorus and iodine in deer (1963) 18562
protein

—

alterations during cold acclimation (1963)
11501

changes from prolonged effect of high
temperature, USSR study (1962) 970

effect of cold (1964) 4251
regulation problem, USSR essays (1964)

21600
responses to cold of Peruvian Indians native

to high altitude (1963) 18478
ribonucleic acid and its nucleotides in liver

development, effect of cortisone (1964)
16732

RNA in cells of human malignant tumor,
radiation effect, USSR study (1964)
14574

Metabolism—Continued

role in accumulation of radioisotopes by fish

(1962) 23707
role in origin of bioelectric potentials, USSR

study (1961) 4665
stochastic linear programming, and optimum

metabolism in cybernetics, USSR study
(1965) 14604

strontium and calcium in man and animals,
bibliography (1961) 1635

thermal balance, maintaining in man (1963)
11496

tissue energy metabolism, evolution in num-
ber of vertebrates, USSR study (1965)
11114

tungsten, in patients with infectious hepati-
tis, USSR study (1965) 12727

2-mercaptoethylguanidine and bis (2-
guanidoethyl) disulfide in mice (1962)
22965

USSR studies (1964) 14620
see also Plants.

Metachromatic reaction of nucleic acids (DNA
and RNA), native and irradiated by ul-

trasound, USSR (1964) 10973
Metal bars, see Bars (metal, etc.).

Metal castings, see Castings.
Metal coating:
bibliography (1964) 7813
census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 5472
change (1961) 11859

metallizing equipment, production equipment
directory (1962) 7247

titanium and titanium plating, applying
coatings on, USSR study (1964) 9187

Metal containers, see Containers.

Metal crystals, see Crystals.
Metal cutting:
heat cutting equipment, production equip-

ment directory (1962) 7247
lubricating and cooling agents, scientific-

technical conference, USSR (1962) 7597

machine tools, determination of service life,

USSR study (1964) 10997
machines in Malaya, foreign market survey

(1965) 17159
tool industry, outlook and review (1962)

4669; (1964) 6014
tools, shipments (1963) 9706

Metal deforming (1965) 6846
Metal foils:

indium, with beryllia washer improves tran-
sistor heat dissipation (1964) 11368

refractory rolling development program
(1963) 7627

Metal halides, vapor pressures, references
with bibliography (1963) 7206

Metal laths, see Laths.
Metal mines and mining:
estimating metal content and tonnage of ore

body from diamond-drill-hole data (1964)
9502

Federal metal and nonmetallic mine safety
act, hearings (1965) 15798

safety organization and activities of
award-winning companies (1963) 18076

silicosis in metal mining industry, reevalua-
tion (1964) 15066

western States, industrial engineering prac-
tice (1962) 22478

yieldable steel arches and yieldable steel
ring supports (1962) 8458

see also Mine accidents.
Metal oxides, melting points, compilation

(1963) 19951
Metal plating, see Plating.
Metal shapes, see Shapes (metal).
Metal sheeting, see Sheet metal.
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Metal stamping:
census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 5472
change (1961) 11859

die steels and titanium alloys for hot stamp-
ing, USSR articles (1965) 2356

gold and silver articles, fraudulent misrepre-
sentation concerning quality marking

—

hearings (1961) 17123, 18956
reports (1961) 16990, 18865, 20514

hot stamping of titanium alloy blanks,
USSR study (1964) 20218

sintered aluminum powder sheet, problems,
USSR study (1964) 21491

Metal targets, see Targets.
Metal work, see Metalwork.
Metal-working machinery, see Metalworking

machinery.
Metalforming brakes, metal-bending brake

facilitates lightweight, close-tolerance
fabrication (1964) 20553

Metallic binders for zirconium diboride, chro-
mium, molybdenum, and tungsten (1965)
1369

Metallic binders for zirconium diboride, iron,

cobalt and nickel (1963) 16334
Metallic films:

barium, gold, and silver, high speed vacuum
performance of ball bearings lubricated
with (1964) 13232

bearings for vacuum operation (1962) 14484
ferromagnetic thin films Bethe-Peierls-

Weiss approximation and model (1965)
18541

gold plated miniature ball bearings for high
speed vacuum performance (1964) 1478

sealing, at liquid-hydrogen temperatures,
evaluation of adhesives (1965) 5160

structure in textured gold films (1965) 13143
thin, effect of gamma irradiation (1962) 6398
trimetallic film preparation by electrophor-

etic deposition (1963) 9595
vacuum evaporated and cathode sputtered

thin films, research (1963) 7646-47
Metallic reactions in uranium recovery (1963)

4484
Metallic reduction of thorium tetrachloride

(1961) 4831
Metallizing, see Metal coating.
Metallography:

borides, technical report (1961) 16191
carbide fuel compounds (1961) 18037
dislocation structures, USSR investigations

(1964) 1330
group meeting, technical papers (1962)

14851; (1963) 4488; (1965) 17106-107
metallography and heat treatment of metals

(USSR periodical), abstracts (1961) 2938
physics, translations from Fizika metallov i

metallovedeniye (1963) 6698
physics of metals and metallography (USSR

periodical), abstracts (1961) 294i
pure metals, USSR study (1961) 15544
swelling of uranium and uranium alloys,

study (1961) 1711
theoretical (1962) 2027
see also names of metals.

Metallothermic reduction of vanadium chlo-
rides (1961) 7928

Metallothermic reduction of yttrium halides
(1963) 16331

Metallurgical Advisory Committee on Titan-
ium:

information bulletin (1963) 12964
recommended methods of panel on methods

of analysis of columbium and tantalum
in titanium alloys (1963) 12964

Metallurgical plants, injury experience, 1958
(1962) 16009; (1963) 18073

Metallurgical slime:

hydrometallurgical recovery of manganese
from manganiferous slimes (1964) 7440

sulfide lead, alkyl-dithiocarbamic acid amine
salts as flotation collectors (1963) 1232

Metallurgists:
careers in research, examination announce-

ment (1961) 3969
Chusovoy, city of Ural metallurgists, USSR

study (1963) 2658
examination announcements (1961) 308, 1841
research opportunities, examination an-

nouncements (1961) 3970; (1964) 8156
Metallurgy:
abstracts pertaining to Communist China in

Soviet abstracts journal (1962) 3145,
6060, 6104, 9923, 15719, 22065; (1963)
10766, 12360, 14273, 19567; (1964) 2692

alloys, USSR studies (1964) 12718
application of oxygen experience, USSR

study (1961) 13375
application of X-ray projection microradi-

ography, research (1961) 8132
applied research and development of concep-

tual design of U-233 fuel refabrication
plant (1963) 7703

arc-discharge, USSR translations (1964)
13011

.A.tomic Energy Commission basic research,
summaries (1965) 4270

automation in continuous furnaces, USSR
study (1963) 17640

bacteria, use (1961) 19875
chloridizing sulfides of lead, zinc, and copper

(1962) 3329
conference on cyclone processes (1961) 15216

copper powder from leach solutions after
precipitated with iron (1964) 16637

dislocations, USSR reports (1963) 10570
East EXiropean scientific abstracts (1964)

21434; (1965) 2421
East German, research and analysis (1962)

5557
eastern Siberia, ferrous, excerpts from Sovi-

et book (1961) 7711
extractive, possible uses for bacteria (1961)

13434
ferrous

—

capital investment, determining economic
efficiency, USSR study (1961) 7651

central Asia, development, USSR study
(1965) 9487

features of distribution in USSR socialist

construction (1962) 12208
fixed capital, amortization and capital

repairs (1963) 5124
Hungary (1962) 10211
industries, air pollution by waste prod-

ucts, prevention, USSR (1963) 7041
Lake Baikal region, USSR (1962) 1143
need for higher quality metal, USSR

(1964) 20307
new materials, USSR study (1961) 19658
production cost planning development,
USSR (1961) 815

products, new technical specifications,

USSR study (1962) 14142
speed up rate of planned and research

operations, USSR study (1961) 19772
Ukr SSR long-range development (1962)
14155

USSR—
all-Union public review of achievements

(1965) 14523
conference on coordination of major sci-

entific research (1961) 19479
excerpts from monograph (1961) 2317
expansion and improvement of iron ore
base (1962) 22040
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Metallurgy—Continued
ferrous—Continued

industrial development, articles (1961)

17534. 17537, 17562, 17566-567,

17584-585, 17590. 19672, 1967.5, 19714.

19778. 21065; (1962) 1465, 2966. 3249,
5977, 6054-55. 8033. 8271. 9619, 9969.
10088-89. 10146; (1962) 10286, 10302,
10321, 10335, 10351, 12143, 12188,

12242, 14027, 14033. 14105. 14107,
14126, 14190-192, 14211, 14257, 14276,

14279, 14312. 17727, 17736, 17751,
17794, 17800, 17863-864, 17957. 17969,
18014-15. 18091, 18098. 19635. 19730,

19790, 19798, 19840, 19844, 19861,
19952-953, 21933, 21963, 22009, 22040,
22379. 23603-605, 23652, 236.58. 23686,
23781-782. 23919; (1963) 746, 848. 920,
1010, 24.58. 2679. 2685, 2766, 2872,
2916, 2943, 5304, 5349, 6842, 7022.
7051, 7083, 8505, 8543, 8580, 8653,
8942, 10426, 10480, 10496, 10512.
10519. 10575. 10587. 10632. 10651.
10678. 10830, 12286, 12454. 12509,

12554, 12703. 12706, 12748, 14087.
14178, 14219, 14385. 15687, 15778,
15812, 15835. 15895. 15917. 15938,
15957, 15970. 16094. 16131. 16167.
16178. 17614. 17698, 17713, 17743,
17764. 17798, 17831, 17844. 17972,
18008, 19572, 19608, 19621, 19669,
19744; (1964) 897. 1072. 1127, 1169,
1316, 1349, 2504. 2835, 2923, 5009,
5050, 5067, 5111. 5197, 5221, 5299,
5314, 5331, 5384, 5413, 7133. 8891,
8947, 9134, 9149, 10733, 10751, 10896,
10954, 10990, 11093, 11138, 11211,
12660, 12676, 12839, 12865, 14491,
16002, 16087, 16194, 16225, 16284,
16306, 16324, 16359, 16434. 16556,
18206, 18260, 18408, 18531, 18565,
19971. 20097. 20267. 20307. 20378.
21427, 21525, 21637; (1965) 869, 897,
953, 1020, 1035, 1056. 1065, 1089, 1100,
1148, 1200. 2295. 2531

full mechanization of production, pressing
problems, USSR study (1961) 19773

fundamental and applied research and devel-

opment (1962) 2067-68, 23039; (1963)
18582; (1964) 5971

uranium-base alloys strengthened by SLIS
techniques (1965) 13503

zirconium-based alloys strengthened by
SLIS techniques (1965) 13.504

Hawaiian ferruginous bauxite (1962) 16018
high temperature, bibliography (1961) 6773
high-pressure-high-temperature. research

and development (1963) 7649
Hungarian Ministry of Metallurgy and

Machine Industry, organization and
operational code (1964) 16538

industry

—

(Communist China (1961) 4413
development in People's Republic of China
(1961)861, 967, 1078

hydrocyclone operations, theory and prac-
tice, USSR study (1963) 14261

Soviet, problems of automation, etc (1961)
4555

Urals, USSR study (1962) 22323
Karaganda plant, Kazakhstan, USSR study

(1962) 5852
liquid metals, USSR study (1965) 9483
mechanical

—

as related to fuel-element fabrication, re-

search (1962) 6691
research on, as related to fuel-element
fabrication (1962) 2035

Metallurgy—Continued
mechanization and automation of metallurg-

ical production, USSR study (1964)

18583
metallurgical

—

characteristics of high strength structur-

al materials (1965) 13131, 13180, 13206,

19998
plants, level of mechanization and auto-

mation, inadequate, USSR industrial

development (1963) 10651
shop develops new technology, USSR

(1964) 20378
micrometallurgy, application of induction

heating, USSR study (1965) 7870
Mines Bureau, Albany Metallurgy Research

Onter, progress reports (1961) 1723,

5400, 11813, 18099; (1962) 2104. 6709.

14901. 18748; (1963) 140. 9692. 11585.

15018; (1964) 1782, 8088, 13719, 17064;

(1965) 1856. 5620, 11918, 17141

monographs on pure and applied metallurgy
(1962) 2027

nonferrous

—

Armenian enterprises, inadequate utiliza-

tion of production capacities (1964)

16112
dust elimination in industry, USSR report

(1962) 22139
metal refining opportunities in Four Cor-

ners States, study (1965) 5581
USSR industrial development, articles

(1961) 2325, 2389, 4639, 4667, 11022,
11140, 12925, 15269, 15285, 15300, 15401,
15437, 15475, 19641; (1962) 884, 1409,
1490, 2984, 3252, 3254, 5892, 5907, 5940,
6080, 6172, 8164, 8239, 8296, 10026,
10042, 10300-301, 12141, 14032, 14049,
14188, 14307, 15845, 17707, 17738, 17787,
17801, 17861, 17881, 17903, 18046, 18105,
19637, 19816, 19843, 19903. 19955. 21920.
22230; (1963) 685. 1052. 2628, 2666, 2907,
5158, 5195, 5200, 5202, 5367, 6652, 6665,
6883, 7023, 7056, 8579, 8711, 8921. 10576.
10784. 12323, 12503, 12581, 12698, 14134,
14171, 14222, 14256, 15681, 15820, 15915,
16057, 17638, 17706, 19576, 20781, 20838;
(1964) 2582, 2656, 4891, 4990, 5223, 5248,
6959, 7097, 9054, 9176, 9236, 10728,
10748, 10772, 11112, 11203, 14507, 14605,
16112, 16236, 16291, 16340, 16545, 18218,
18329, 18410, 18552, 18578, 19903, 20287;
(1965) 998, 1077, 2503, 2578, 2705

USSR study (1963) 6809
Philippine nickeliferous ores, investigations

(1963) 3072
physical, summaries of AEC research pro-

grams (1961) 11802
physical, USSR, work of heat treatment and

physical metallurgy section of 7th re-

public conference (1962) 22367
powder

—

application in Soviet machine building
(1962) 23644

Belorussian development and adoption,
USSR study (1965) 7898

bibliography (1961) 1768
compaction of metal powders and their

mixtures (1963) 1090
Czechoslovak developments (1963) 15925
fundamentals, USSR study (1963) 17752
influence of composition and fabrication

variables on stress-rupture properties
of alloy (1962) 18260

materials (1961) 12863; (1963) 6956
physical, principles (1964) 8008
pressure molding improved by rubber mold

insert (1965) 1432
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Metallurgy—Continued
powder—Continued

price list, bibliography (1965) 1931
product, carbide hard alloys (1964) 4914
rare and rare-earth metals, USSR study

(1965) 6416
sintered copper (1961) 11434
strength of metal materials and alloys,

normal and high temperatures, USSR
(1964) 2615

thorium, USSR study (1963) 10621
titanium alloys, USSR investigations

(1963) 2954
USSR-
developments (1963) 15911
studies (1963) 803, 5373, 8766; (1964)
5247

use (1962) 23809
use to obtain rhenium (1963) 5404

powder-metal titanium alloys, investigation

(1962) 23743
processes and apparatus, Government-owned

inventions available for license (1961)

8589
processes, automation, translations (1962)

8080
professional opportunities, examination

announcement (1965) 19029
progress report (1962) 14901
pure metals, USSR study (1961) 15544
pyrometallurgical processes for recovering

manganese (1963) 1204
rare metals and accessory minerals, USSR

study (1965) 4984
research

—

and development, opportunities, examina-
tion announcement (1964) 11949

applications of radioisotopes (1961) 2517
statistical design of experiments (1963)

14507
use of radioactive tracers in beryllium

extractive (1962) 12400
Rumania, research activities (1965) 11321
Siberia, pioneer plant of 3d base (1962)

21963
sodium mass transfer screening test data

and analysis (1963) 14971
solvent extraction application, process, fun-

damentals (1963) 1205
Soviet and Chinese articles, English ab-

stracts (1961) 6767; (1962) 3786
strip rolling and electroslag resmelting,

USSR study (1964) 2653
studies in compatibility of boride dispersion

systems (1961) 5351
summaries of AEC basic research programs

(1964) 5984

technologies, determining courses of study
in vocational education (1962) 19442

technology review, minerals yearbook chap-
ter (1961) 11395; (1962) 12404; (1963)
14525; (1964) 11345

theoretical, contributions to data (series)

(1961) 15741

titanium and its alloys, USSR studies (1965)

2753

USSR-
conferences (1964) 890, 12608; (1965)

11273, 11280, 16539
developments (1963) 10571
industry, hot pressing technology (1963)

6865
Magnitogorsk Metallurgical Combine,
construction, location, etc., of industrial

area (1962) 12167
pure metals, research, articles (1964) 5011

reports (1963) 10518

Metallurgy—Continued
scientific abstracts (1963) 17611, 17947,

19629; (1964) 1197, 2697, 5042, 6972,
8973, 9372, 12690, 13015, 14577, 16391,
18376, 20166, 20384; (1965) 835, 2444

scientific research and planning institutes,

conference (1961) 20945
studies (1964) 14630

variables, effect in ship-plate steels on tran-
sition temperatures in drop-weight and
Charpy V-notch tests (1963) 5715

Yugoslavia, application of radioisotopes
(1963) 17747

Zavodskaya laboratoriya (periodical), re-

ports (1963) 10590
see a/so names of metals.

Metals:
active, absorption of gases (1963) 18508
adhesion between atomically clean surfaces

(1964) 7547
all-Union conference on analysis of noble

metals (1961) 10735
alloys, physical nature of anomalies in plas-

ticity, USSR study (1965) 1131
antioxidant action in fluoroesters and poly-

pheny! ethers (1963) 7370
bonding in oxide-fiber (whisker) reinforced

metals (1964) 7660
brass mills consumption and stocks, monthly

report (1962) 4322
brazing

—

gas-flame, USSR study (1964) 10965
research presented at colloquium at 16th
congress in Helsinki (1964) 18257

cast, mechanical properties, USSR studies

(1964) 16215
cellular, intriguing materials concept (1962)

11047
census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

ports

—

fabricated products (1961) 3923
fabricated structural products (1961)

1798, 5471
centrifugal creep test machine evaluation

program, final report (1961) 18028
ceramic-metal seals for high-power tubes

(1963) 18498
changes in contact potentials, caused by

absorbed monolayers (1965) 13182
chemical milling process, capabilities, limita-

tions, etc (1962) 10584
coefficients of friction and wear for skids

made of various metals on concrete,

asphalt, and lakebed surfaces (1962)

6279
Colorado, New Mexico, Wyoming, technologi-

cal and economic problems oiF rare earth
resources (1963) 3055

commodity data summaries (1964) 13112
comparison of 2 melting-pressure equations

constrained to triple point using data
for 11 gases and 3 metals (1963) 21028

compressive strength of boron-metal com-
posites (1965) 8039, 11402

conditioned polymetallic ores, articles (1964)

20287
consumption and stocks at brass and wire

mills, mineral industry survey, monthly
(1963) 3482; (1964) 3284; (1965) 3171

corrosion and epibiosis of underwater struc-

tures of hydroelectric power stations,

USSR study (1963) 10813
corrosion in sea water (1961) 7547
corrosion in tropical environments (1961)

2623; (1965) 9820
corrosion prevention, from emulsifiable ethy-

lene dibromide packaged for bark beetle

control (1965) 670
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Metals—Continued
countercurrent, multistage, fused salt-

molten mental extractor, development
(1962) 23036

cryogenic applications, review (1964) 11809
cutting, lubricant-coolant fluids and tech-

nique of their application (1964) 82
detecting and measuring fatigue damage

with Rayleigh waves (1961) 6727
diffusion, exchange reactions (1962) 16383
dislocation theory, principles, USSR study

(1963) 17993
dispersion-hardened, review of U.S. Govern-

ment research reports (1965) 16740
distillation, gas-fired vacuum retort (1961)

9460
distribution in crude oils and methods of

analysis (1961) 9252
drv friction theory, Czechoslovakian study

(1964) 2797
ductile rupture mechanisms, electron fracto-

graphic study (1963) 11186
East European scientific abstracts (1964)

21434; (1965) 2421
effects of purity and structure on recrystal-

lization, grain growth, ductility, tensile,

and creep properties of arc-melted tung-
sten (1964) 21776

effect on thermal and oxidative stability of

lubricants at elevated temperatures
(1962) 1977

electrocutting single crystals and electropol-

ishing exposed crystalline face (1965)
4187

electroerosion machining (1964) 8007
review of Soviet literature (1961) 11357

electroslag remelting, USSR study (1962)
22295

exposed to vacuum and thermal outgassing,
adhesion studies (1964) 14792

extrusion processes, USSR study (1961)
11170

fabricated products, except cans, commodity
transportation survey, shipper series

(1965) 18971
fabricated structural products, census of

manufactures, 1958, industry report
(1961) 1798, 3923, 5471

failure at various temperatures, effect of

state of stress (1962) 1986
failure, effect of state of stress at various

temperatures (1962) 8901; (1963) 11517
fatigue, analysis (1965) 11414
fatigue in vacuum environment (1965) 5171
fatigue properties of high strength materi-

als suitable for high temperature appli-

cations, research (1962) 12959
fatty acid monolayers on metals, investiga-

tion by contact potential measurements
(1965) 13187

Federal test method standards (1961) 557,

4220; (1962) 21765; (1963) 2282
films as corrosion indicators (1961) 13811
fine threads, strength, USSR study (1963)

1086
friction and wear, effect of inert, reducing

and oxidizing atmospheres (1961) 21240
finishing of surfaces, military standard

(1961) .5917

furnace brazing with controlled atmos-
pheres, USSR studies (196.5) 904, 2730

fused, problems related to viscosity (1962)
12.508

grinding of metallurgical microsamples by
rotating holder (1965) 166.50

heat treatment

—

bibliography (1961) 6775
electrothermic equipment, USSR classifi-

cation (1962) 12104

Metals—Continued
hemispherical metal diaphragm for single-

cycle liquid-metal positive expulsion
systems, development (1965) 13046

hexagonal, in vacuum, relation of lattice

parameters to friction characteristics
(1965) 6721

high frequency inductive heating, with aid

of tube generators, hygienic appraisal
of work conditions, USSR study (1962)

14178
high-melting-point, laboratory furnace to

study casting (1961) 6291
high-melting, use in vacuum diffusion weld-

ing of high-welding metalloid com-
pounds, USSR study (1965) 9338

high purity, spectral analysis, Hungarian
study (1963) 10654

high-purity, spectrochemical analysis, re-

view and bibliography (1962) 1603
high-temperature testing, USSR study

(1963) 10509
high-temperature thermomechanical treat-

ment, USSR study (1965) 9446
high-velocity impact cratering (1961) 6395
higher-strength, scientific foundations for

developing, USSR study (1965) 12655
identification, guidelines. Air Force pam-

phlet (1964) 20951
industrial development, USSR, articles

(1961) 10974, 11042, 12929
industries

—

employment and injuries, minerals year-
book chapters (1961) 11372, 21162;
(1962) 2.3950; (1963) 19830; (1964) 20471;
(1965) 19836

injury experience (1962) 16009; (1963)
18073

manufacturers' sales, 1958 census (1961)

20414
North Korea (1962) 8247
review, minerals yearbook chapter (1962)

1650, 23984; (1964) 2997; (1965) 1384
technologic trends, minerals yearbook
chapter (1961) 1239; (1962) 1651; (1964)

1446; (1965) 1386
waterborne wastes and water use (1962)

1604
ingot temperatures, problems, USSR study

(1964) 5403
ingots, crystallization during arc melting

with consumable electrode, USSR study
(1964) 5370

Institute of Physics, transactions (1962)

22999
insulating refractory-metal heat-shield pan-

els (196.5) 2867
intermetallic compounds for very high tem-

perature applications

—

development (1963) 9670
investigation (1961) 5310; (1962) 45.57;

(1963) 11518
intermetallic compounds in magnesium-rich

magnesium-aluminum-zirconium alloys

(1964) 18682
ionization, USSR studies (1964) 20252
ions

—

anion exchange separations, in partially

nonaqueous solutions (1962) 4636
separation on chelating resin (1962) 2054

joint plastic deformation of dissimilar bod-
ies, USSR study (1965) 9398

junction of quartz with metal, USSR study
(1963) 6999

lightweight cellular material, new type
(1962) 6397

liquid

—

articles (1965) 17080
boiling, literature survey (1964) 46
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Metals—Continued
liquid—Continued
corrosion, NASA-AEC meetings (1962)

14891; (1964) 6400, 13155
fast flux loop in advanced test reactor,

design criteria (1963) 18574
metal in electromagnetic field, USSR study

(1964) 19988
metallurgy, USSR study (1965) 9483
one-dimensional free-surface waves inter-

action with transverse magnetic fields

(1964) 13249
structure and properties (1962) 14833
studies in France and Great Britain (1963)

12846
thermal treatment to increase mechanical
properties of castings (1964) 5913

thermodynamic analysis of solubility in
systems (1961) 8091

vapor quality measurements, use of throt-
tling calorimeter (1965) 9733

viscosity relation to other properties
(1961) 180

liquid-metal to air heat exchangers, air-side
performance (1961) 2546

low-cycle fatigue, literature review (1962)
1799

machining. X-ray diffraction analysis of
stresses appearing, USSR study (1964)
2674

mechanical properties, effect of surface-
active agents (1961) 20335; (1962) 121

melting with electron beam, USSR study
(1964) 20420

metal

—

composites, OTS bibliography (1964) 9852
fatigue and cyclic stress, USSR study

(1964) 14465
fusion-bonding apparatus, classification

bulletin (1965) 8213
sheath improves thermocouple using
graphite in one leg (1965) 5155

metal-ceramic rolling mill, description,
USSR study (1963) 12343

metal-forming techniques, report (1965)
18496

metallic cloths and yarns, manufacturing
for aerospace applications (1963) 16768

metallic materials and elements for flight

vehicle structures, military handbooks
(1963) 12037; (1964) 12303, 14162, 19615;
(1965) 6091

metallography and heat treatment of metals
(USSR periodical), abstracts (1961) 2938

metals and alloys

—

corrosion, USSR studies (1964) 2659
solid state diffusion (1964) 11854

metals and products, Soviet and Chinese ar-
ticles, English abstracts (1962) 3786

minerals yearbook
departmental edition (1961) 2507; (1962)

1623; (1963) 1225; (1965) 1364
document edition (1961) 1871; (1962) 385;

(1963) 284; (1965) 393
minor

—

deposits, USSR report (1962) 23816
minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 19867;

(1963) 18082-83; (1964) 18673; (1965)
18442

movemement of dislocations, experimental
investigations, USSR study (1962) 22256

NASA-AEC liquid-metals corrosion meeting,
papers (1961) 6400

noble, thermoelectric properties (1963) 11157

noble, thermocouples, instability in vacuum
(1965) 14956

Metals—Continued
nonferrous

—

contributions to Brazilian geology (series)
(1962) 5294; (1964) 6796
corrected title-page (1962) 9729

diffusion brazing and its possibilities,
USSR study (1965) 1133

industries, automation of production proc-
esses, USSR (1961) 15248

metal mill and foundry products, census of
manufactures, 1958, industry report
(1961) 5467

processing in USSR (1962) 21972
research reports and translations availa-

ble from OTS (1963) 13265, 15028
scientific technical conference, USSR

(1962) 2616
secondary, industry in California (1963)

5471
smelting and refining, census of manufac-

tures, 1958, industry report (1961) 5466
Nonferrous metals (USSR periodical), ab-

stracts (1961) 2940
nuclear. X-ray preferred orientation meet-

ing, papers presented (1963) 16850
oilfield waters, methods of analyzing (1962)

23980
optical and infrared properties, theory

(1963) 9149
errata (1963) 19905

our heritage of elements (address) (1964)
19261

oxidation

—

fluorescent X-ray spectrograph for dynam-
ic rate studies (1961) 7932

resistant coatings (1964) 48
role of gaseous diffusion, errata (1962)
3346

physics of metals and metallography (USSR
periodical), abstracts (1961) 2941

physics of metals and problems of modern
technology, USSR study (1962) 15708

physics of semiconductors and metals, USSR
study (1964) 20303

physics, translations from Fizika metallov i

metal lovedeniye (1963) 6698
plastic

—

bending strains at elevated temperature,
optical technique for measurement
(1962) 6361

cold welding, USSR study (1963) 10804
deformation under high pressures, prob-
lems (1962) 8899

deformation, USSR studies (1961) 15251,
15387, 15483

platinum-group, minerals yearbook chapters
(1965) 1367, 16588

porous plates, formation by electrolytic re-

duction (1962) 6369
powder-metal titanium alloys, investigation

(1962) 23743
powdered, use in tractor manufacture, USSR

study (1963) 2846
powders

—

and welding (1963) 8824
explosibility, stuUy (1964) 18698
submicron, prod-.' ;tion by ball milling with
grinding aids (1962) 8487

primary industries, census of manufactures,
1958, special report (1961) 13896

primary nonferrous metal products, com-
modity transportation survey, shipper
series (1965) 17210

products, imports and exports, impact on
American employment, hearings (1962)
7087

print additional copies, reports (1962)
17013, 17282
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Metals—Continued
radiant heat transfer between nongray par-

allel plates of polished refractory met-
als, formulas (1965) 13051

rapidly heated in compression, predicted
behavior (1961) 2594

rare

—

and rare-earth, powder metallurgy, USSR
study (1965) 6416

elements and national economy, USSR
study (1962) 1011

industry, Soviet research (1963) 6721

introduction in manufacture of high grade
materials, USSR study (1963) 1079

metal carbonatite masses, magnetometry
for studying. USSR study (1964) 18294

metallurgy, USSR study (1965) 4984

ores, natural radioactivity in mining and
concentrating as factor in development
of pneumoconiosis, hygienic significance,

USSR study (1963) 14268
placers, prospecting and valuating meth-

ods, USSR study (1965) 12759
prospecting for and evaluating, USSR

criticism of article (1961) 949
Soviet industrial development, transla-

tions (1962) 10040, 10086, 10246
rare earth

—

borides (1963) 119
determination, USSR studies (1965) 9404
elastic constants, calculation (1962) 2046
high purity preparation (1962) 20431
producing and ladle-treating medium-
carbon alloy steels (1962) 3330

separation, etc., in zirconium alloys (1964)
11336

technology, literature survey (1962) 16335
theory and use, USSR study (1965) 6444

reactive, expendable casting molds (1964)
18692

recovery from organometallic compounds
from standpoint of free radicals, survey
of literature (1961) 5302

reduction temperature and heat resistance
of alloys, USSR study (1963) 10432

refined, operations at brass and wire mills

(1961) 3472
refractory

—

alloys, extrusion, forging, rolling and
evaluation (1963) 13196

casting, USSR book (1965) 4921
cold and hot working, USSR study (1964)
6897

development of optimum methods for pri-

mary working, extrusion techniques and
metallurgical evaluation (1963) 7648

diffusion barriers, investigation (1963)
13195

equipment for processing in electrovac-
uum industry, USSR study (1964) 5208

hard compounds (1962) 16062
machining (1963) 56
metal castings, effect of individual fea-

tures of technological process, USSR
study (1964) 5378

oxide materials, evaluation for use in

high-temperature pebble-bed wind-tunnel
heat exchangers (1964) 20615

production methods, physical properties,
and electronic structure, USSR seminar
(1963) 5210

production of powders, USSR articles

(1963) 699
protection for high temperature service,

progress reports (1961) 8090, 8097;
(1962) 6349, 6354

protective coatings (1961) 6733
rapid billet loader aids extrusion (1964)

13179

Metals—Continued
refractory—Continued

shielding increases operating range of
induction furnace (1965) 12991

tensile properties and sheet-bending fa-

tigue properties at room temperature
(1963) 3153

thermocouples, instability (1965) 13201
ultrasonic welding equipment (1962) 14774
vacuum cladding, USSR study (1963)

19546
welded or brazed with tungsten inert gas
equipment (1965) 19910

weldments, bend ductility, study (1965)
11509

relationship of temperature and resistance
(1962) 6394

rolled, production, development, USSR (1962)
5722

science and heat treatment, USSR studies
(1965) 1142

scrap, duties, suspension, continue

—

laws (1961) 14110; (1962) 16740; (1963)
13424; (1964) 13874

reports (1961) 10321, 12470; (1962) 13463,
15372; (1963) 11868, 13746; (1964) 10241,
12238

scrap, temporary suspension of duties, con-
tinue

—

law (1965) 13791
reports (1965) 12111, 14045

sheet metal structure designed to cope with
heating and air loads encountered by
reentry vehicle, study (1961) 19934

smelting and zone-refining by electron beam
all-purpose device (1963) 10848

smooth surfaces, refractory thermal insula-

tion.(1965) 1417
solder flux leaves corrosion-resistant coat-

ing on metal (1964) 20564
Soviet and Chinese articles, English ab-

stracts (1964) 3441
Soviet industrial development, articles

(1961) 11024, 11193
spheres, aerodynamic ablation, analysis

(1965) 11571
sputtering yields by mass-analyzed Nz""" and

N+ ions (1961) 21251
strength and super strength, USSR study

(1964) 2813
strength of metal aircraft elements, military

handbook (1962) 2388
structural, effects of low temperatures

(1965) 1405
structure, investigation by radioactive iso-

tope methods (1962) 185
subsurface structures, corrosion control by

cathodic protection (1965) 5487
super-strong properties, Soviet scientists'

research (1962) 22279
surface

—

diffusion saturation of metals and coat-
ings seminar, USSR (1964) 10785

interaction of atomic particles (1964) 8047

phenomena, problems, USSR study (1963)
8513

potentials and induced polarization in

nonpolar liquids absorbed on metals
(1965) 13126

reactions, irradiation effects (1962) 2034
Tariff Commission studies, report to Con-

gress, report (1961) 19125
temperature and deformation, relationships,

USSR studies (1964) 20072
testing of volumetric standards (1963) 9208

thermal diffusivity determination at high
temperatures, method (1961) 6538

thermal properties at elevated tempera-
tures, measurements (1961) 5088
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Metals—Continued

transition, borides and silicides, crystallo-

graphic data (1961) 3727
transition, hydrides (1963) 1819
transition metal complexes of 6-mercap-

topurine and 4-mercapto-6, 7-diphenyl

pteridine (1965) 120
tubes, frangible, energy-absorption process,

experimental investigation (1962) 22581
tungsten, molybdenum and alloys of refrac-

tory metals, USSR experiments (1963)

7016
ultrasonic hot pressing (1962) 8975

USSR—
and Chinese articles, English abstracts

(1963) 3623
circulation in national economy (1963)

8763
conferences (1965) 11280
conferences on welding and heat treat-

ment, translations (1961) 17380
scientific abstracts (1964) 20384; (1965)

835, 2444
vacuum diffusion welding, USSR study

(1964) 21602
vacuum treatment, USSR study (1964) 10790

vinyl-metal laminates, standard of trade

(1963) 1857
vitamins of technical progress, USSR study

(1962) 754
weld metal toughness, interpretative report

(1965) 15029

see also Alloys—Creep of metals—Explosive
forming—Ferrous metals—Fracture of

metals—Metalwork—Strategic materi-

als—Weld metal— aiso names of met-

als— aiso names of articles manufac-

tured from metals.

Metals, American Society for, see American
Society for Metals.

Metalsmith, shipfitter 3 & 2, Navy training
course (1962) 10572

Metalwork:
architectural, fabrication, injuries and acci-

dent causes (1963) 1158
bibliography

—

casting and forging (1961) 8451
machine and cutting tools (1961) 8450;

(1962) 13023
machining (1961) 8449
rolling, drawing and extrusion (1961) 8452

census of manufactures, 1958, selected oper-
ations (1962) 4712

explosive metal forming, bibliographies
(1965) 4413, 11984

explosive working, its applications status
(1962) 4694

high energy metal forming, review of U.S.
Government research report (1965)
14880

industry, key technological development,
outlook for numerical control of ma-
chine tools (1965) 11354

trades, basic requirements for apprentices
(1962) 137

Metalworking machinery:
census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 1800
change sheet (1964) 1807

current industrial reports (1961) 2990,

11884; (1962) 3737, 16464, 20536; (1963)

3575, 15064; (1964) 3391; (1965) 3274,

17217
equipment, Thailand, foreign market survey

(1965) 17160
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 7237; (1963) 3653;

(1964) 3471, 12290; (1965) 3373

Metalworking machinery—Continued
pressure in machine building, new technolog-

ical processes, USSR study (1962) 1190
Soviet equipment, articles (1961) 15582,

17531. 17541-542, 17572, 17586
USSR industrial development, articles (1961)

19744; (1962) 1005, 1120, 1414, 1528.

1546, 2710, 7995. 8050. 8240. 10257.

10285, 10358, 12284. 14210, 17722. 17788.
19648, 19712. 19849, 20008. 21912, 22038,
22143, 22318, 23658 23755, 23860, 23875;
(1963) 838, 879. 907, 1007. 1132. 2601,

2924, 2998, 6785. 6890, 8660. 10387,
10423, 10507. 10636. 10783. 12326. 12428,

12510. 12604. 12708, 14283, 14358, 15703,

15811, 15971. 16016, 16106, 16246, 17575,

17608. 17773, 17858. 17887, 19404, 19551,

19656. 19761. 19768; (1964) 1075. 1134.

1235, 1259, 2472. 2484. 2599, 2705, 2846,

2851. 2854, 4951, 5038. 5090, 5133. 5137,

5159, 5268. 9164, 9174, 10770, 11113,
11166, 12776, 12903. 13001. 14520, 14545,

16134, 16148, 16360, 16433. 16485. 16506.

18258, 18268; (1964) 18417, 18585, 19840,

20007, 20231, 20341. 20393, 21506, 21591;
(1965) 864, 1162, 1197, 1220. 1237. 2269.

2506. 2650. 2686
Metamorphic and igneous rocks along north-

west border zone of Idaho batholith (se-

ries) (1962) 15641
Metamorphic rocks, see Rocks.
Metamorphosis, caterpillar and butterfly

(1961) 21367
Metaphase of 1st maturation division of stur-

geon oocytes, USSR (1964) 1240
Metascopes:
Polan model P-141. operation, organization-

al, field and depot maintenance manual
(1961) 163

changes (1961) 8365; (1962) 6680
Metasomatic metamorphism in weatern Clear-

water County. Idaho (1962) 15641
Metastable atoms, see Atoms.
Metastatic tumors, see Cancer.
Metathesis of bastnaesite and solvent extrac-

tion of cerium (1964) 7457
Metcalf, Andrew J., relief (1962) 19261
Metcalf. Melvin E.:

hardwood timber resources of Douglas-fir

subregion (1965) 9209
Oregon log production (1963) 17504; (1965)

4791
Metcalf. Robert W.:

mineral industry of

—

Massachusetts (1963) 20958; (1964) 21701
Virginia (1963) 3069; (1964) 2990; (1965)

1359
Metcalf, T. G.:

cold relationship upon biological properties

peculiar to influenza virus, etc (1964)

4252
influence of hibernation upon experimental

infections in Alaskan ground squirrel

(1964) 19144
use of Alaskan ground squirrel cell cultures

for virus propagation (1965) 8469
Metcalf. Wendell 0., health maintenance pro-

grams for small business (1964) 13447
Metcalf. Z. P.:

catalog of Homoptera (1963) 1646-51, 7549.

16715; (1965) 4092-94
cicadelloidea. bibliography (1964) 11744

Meteor dust, see Cosmic dust.

Meteorites:
achievements in meteoritics. USSR (1961)

7593
aerodynamic effects (1961) 15822
chemical fractionations (1965) 16620
cosmic-ray-induced stable and radioactive

nuclides (1963) 14570
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Meteorites—Continued
hazard of environment of satellite (1962)

12477
Henbury craters, Australia (1965) 9918
living organisms in, USSR study (1963) 5214
meteorites, general information (1964) 14906

microscopic properties (1964) 13449
platinum metals in (1965) 4864
spray ejected from lunar surface by meteo-

roid impact (1963) 9182
Tungusk meteorite

—

explosion, effect of geomagnetic field,

USSR study (1962) 5735
velocity and energy, USSR study (1963)
3164

see also Hexahedrites.
Meteoroid bumpers, see Bumpers.

Meteoroid effects on space exploration (1963)
20983

Meteoroids, see Meteors.
Meteorological apparatus and instruments:

electrets, use in meteorological instruments,
USSR study (1965) 11260

introduction of self-registering instruments
(1961) 17745

measurement range required of equipment
(1962) 20443

mechanical meteorograph carried aloft by
helicopter and by A-22-IV radiosonde,
USSR study (1965) 2741

Soviet, articles (1965) 19752

varactor diode parametric amplifier for ra-

win set AN/GMD-2, evaluation (1964) 65

see aiso Anemometers—Radiosondes

—

Rawinsondes.
Meteorological evaluation of radioactive fall-

out, semi-annual report (1963) 7715
Meteorological observers:
Air Force weather observer, on-the-job

training package (1961) 8340
instructions for climatological observers

(1962) 14687
revised pages (1963) 13114

voluntary, roles in establishing knowledge
of climate (1961) 5166

Meteorological Organization, World, see World
Meteorological Organization.

Meteorological Satellite Workshop, Interna-
tional, see International Meteorological
Satellite Workshop.

Meteorological satellites, see Satellites.

Meteorological technicians, examination an-
nouncement (1963) 15105

Meteorologists, employment outlook (1962)

8369; (1964) 9388, 19340
Meteorologiya i gidrologiya (periodical):

articles (1961) 2235, 15321, 19638; (1962) 831,

5992, 9908, 12026, 12057, 15892, 17941,
19957; (1963) 880, 1077, 2713, 5305, 8500,
8665, 10531, 14281, 15780, 16032, 17658;
(1964) 1302, 11207; (1965) 836, 6487,

9316, 9371, 11188, 12600, 12698, 19777
Meteorology:

acoustic propagation studies (1962) 18262
Afghanistan, service (1962) 8064
air pollution control, status of meteorologi-

cal knowledge (1963) 1422
Arctic photo probe (1962) 10497

polarized light experiment (1963) 16364
articles from Ch'i-hsiang Hsueh-pao (1961)

10822
bibliography for secondary schools (1961)

5164; (1963) 11379
Bulgaria (1962) 5506; (1965) 2287
Cedar Hill Meteorological Research Facility

(1961) 17960
China, perennial mean characteristics of

certain elements and circulation during
winter months (1961) 15323

Meteorology—Continued
circulation of solar atmosphere from obser-

vational evidence (1965) 7091
Communist China

—

conditions, effect upon dormancy of winter
wheat (1961) 12838

recent developments (1963) 909
role in service of agriculture (1963) 15936

computer programming, USSR study (1964)

20222
conditions for aircraft icing in As and Ac

clouds, USSR study (1965) 2485
current Federal research and development

activities (1963) 16657; (1964) 15153
Czechoslovakia, research (1962) 5386
density distribution, interlevel correlations

with wind (1963) 1750
drought, climatological aspects (1965) 8368
drought phenomena in Southwest (1963) 605
East Germany, use of radar technology

(1963) 969
elements, analogy determination by means

of electronic computer Pogoda, USSR
study (1961) 4710

equations of motion, transformation into

arbitrary orthogonal coordinates (1963)

9602
extreme value statistics, methods of applica-

tion (1961) 121

fall-off with height of terrain-induced verti-

cal motions (1965) 7087
flood-producing storms in Ohio River basin

(1961) 16048
global observation system, prospects for

international teamwork (remarks) (1963)

4648
Government patent policies, effect on compe-

tition, etc., hearings (1962) 15456
green glow diffusion program (1962) 10896,

22960
Hungary

—

events, meetings, study tours, conferences
(1965) 11179

Meteorological Society, miscellaneous ac-

tivities, meetings, etc (1965) 16474
progress, articles (1962) 7539

hydrologically critical storms in California
(1963) 7515

Indian Ocean research expedition, agreement
with India (1963) 14721

information, collecting and processing using
electronic computers, automating prob-
lems (1965) 18345

instrumented drones for research use, evalu-

ation (1963) 21057
instruments and methods of observations,

USSR study (1964) 20271
Israeli meteorological service, articles (1962)

10348
literature, conferences, and organizational

activities, USSR studies (1963) 20901
literature published in 1962, USSR (1964)

2749
machine analysis of data, USSR studies

(1965) 9382
marine, observations, manual (1962) 22901;

(1963) 3898; (1964) 9878
mean annual midlatitude moisture profiles to

31 km, research report (1962) 22953
meteorological objects with different

drop-size distribution parameters, rela-

tion of water content and intensity of

precipitation to radar reflectivity, USSR
study (1965) 4988

meteorological studies, USSR (1962) 15757
meteorology and hydrology, articles (1961)

2235, 15321, 19638, 20910; (1962) 831,

2932, 5716, 5992, 9908, 12026, 12057,

15892, 17941, 19957; (1963) 880, 1077,

2713, 5305. 8500, 8665, 10531, 14281,
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Meteorology—Continued
meteorology and hydrology, articles—Con.

15780, 16032, 17658; (1964) 1302, 7022,

10822, 11207, 16375, 20301; (1965) 836,

6487, 9316, 9371, 11188, 12600, 12698.

19777
meteorology, and hydrology, literature

(1965) 2324, 2435
meteorology, hydrology and oceanography,

literature (1961) 2332, 2414, 10883,

10932, 15318; (1962) 2694, 14070

national meteorological satellite program-
hearings (1961) 16860
report (1961) 20563

nuclear

—

problems, USSR articles (1962) 12031;

(1964) 8048
selected USSR articles (1964) 14909

Oak Ridge, Tenn., data (1963) 7705

observational data, analysis conducted with

electronic computer, USSR study (1961)

11124
observations above 30 kilometers (1964)

13158, 14795
observations and instrumentation, USSR

study (1964) 16396
observations for hygienic purposes, UabK

study (1961) 2399
occlusions, structure as determined from

serial ascents and vertically-directed

radar (1964) 7965
operational requirements aviation and air

traffic management, analyses (1961)

17804
physical and chemical data from oceano-

graphic stations, coding and keypunch-

ing (1965) 5283, 11554

physics of clouds and mists, USSR study

(1962) 953
planetary (1965) 16604

Poland, organization and activities of State

institute (1964) 922
progress, USSR studies (1964) 18442

publications, price list (1962) 1763; (1963)

3264; (1964) 1552; (1965) 6865
radar, progress and prospects (lecture)

(1961) 3747
radio-radar propagation reference manual

(1962) 8570
reactor fission product releases under var-

ious conditions (1965) 1832

records documentation (1961) 1571, 5166,

8246, 20246, 21437; (1962) 20370, 22905;

(1963) 7516, 11407, 13128, 14799-800,

16668-690, 20245; (1964) 9881-82,

13529-530, 15156-162, 16919-920, 19026;

(1965) 9998, 11792, 18840-841

requirements for field artillery (1962) 16355

research contracts, clarify authority of Sec-

retary of Commerce report (1961) 5819

research during International CJeophysical

Year, results, USSR conference (1961)

2398
research projects in Barbados, agreement

with Great Britain (1963) 9426
rocket and satellite investigations (1963)

18171
rocket data evaluation (1965) 2832
Rumania, Institute of Meteorology, research

activities (1965) 2307
Rumanian automatic meteorological station,

description (1962) 5833
satellite system, agreement with Canada

(1963) 9418
satellites

—

automatic picture transmission (APT) T\'

camera system (1963) 20985
bibliography (1963) 14773

Meteorology—Continued
satellites—Continued
continuous-loop magnetic tape recorders

development, survey (1965) 9716
flywheel stabilized, magnetically torqued

attitude control system (1965) 12970
Nimbus spacecraft and its communica-

tions system (1963) 5571
present state and future prospects (1964)

13260
progress of development and applications,
hearings (1962) 23375

radiation view of hurricane Anna from
Tiros III (1963) 9177

results and objectives, etc (1963) 18118
system analyses (1963) 14901
TIROS—

1st weather satellite, general information
(1964) 5536

meteorological satellite system (1964)
5523

radiation data interpretation for practi-

cal use in synoptic weather analysis
(1965) 11502

telemetering infrared data from (1962)
20130

television cloud photography, data cata-

logue (1961) 20246; (1962) 20370;

(1963) 11407, 14800; (1964) 9882,

19026; (1965) 9998 18840-841
use for weather predictions, staff report

(1962) 9472
value, USSR study (1962) 22161
world atlas of photography (1964) 20525

scientific work in USSR, 1957-59, report

(1961) 10872
Soviet methods (1965) 19752
statistical methods used in studying finite-

difference structure of balance equation,

USSR study (1964) 7043
summer student trainee report (1962) 8743;

(1963) 16691; (1964) 16921
surface atmospheric layer on towers and

masts, USSR study (1961) 15317
surface observations manual, changes (1961)

8243, 16046; (1963) 5769, 20232
Sweden's institute, annual report (1962)

5644
synoptic

—

as practiced by National Meterological
Onter, NAWAC manual (1961) 2754;

(1962) 8744; (1963) 11408
climatology and short-range numerical

prediction, application to 5-day fore-

casting (1965) 20145
processes and turbulence in troposphere
over Transcaucasia, USSR study (1964)

20052
radio meteorology (1962) 22611

temperature distribution, wind velocity, and
weather forecasting, USSR studies

(1962) 5619
toward new horizons, USSR study (1965)

1177
URAL-1, electronic computer, application in

meteorology, Hungarian study (1962)

7918
use in Army aviation, technical manual

(1961) 3781; (1963) 20327
USSR—

all-Union conference (1962) 9984
bibliographies (1961) 2332, 2414, 10883,

10932, 15318; (1962) 2694, 14070; (1965)

2324, 2435
conferences, meetings, and seminars (1965)

2334
hydrodynamic long-range weather fore-

casting (1964) 18479
in USSR and USA (1965) 2430
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Meteorology—Continued
USSR—Continued

instruments and observations (1962) 15889
organizations, plans and meetings (1964)
2746

recent developments (1963) 19544
research (1963) 8760, 17724
research and development (1964) 7011
weather service and new meteorological

techniques (1965) 12593
work (1962) 799

Weather Bureau special services, acceptance
and use of funds from States, etc., re-

port (1961) 12469; (1964) 15744
wind profiles in atmospheric friction layer,

analysis (1963) 18453
wind-scales (1963) 3237
work committee for coordination of mete-

orological research, 1st Budapest meet-
ing, Hungary (1965) 11089

see also Hydrometeorology—Micrometeorol-
ogy—Weather—Winds.

Meteors:
aerodynamic heating results from analysis

of flight data (1964) 16680
artificial

—

luminous efficiency at 11.9 kilometers per
second (1965) 16683

rocket vehicle for producing, flight test

performance and description (1964)
11401

simulated reentry, preliminary analysis
(1964) 11400

astronomy and physics symposium, proceed-
ings, Aug. 28-Sept. 1, 1961, papers (1963)
14693

astronomy, progress, 1958-61, USSR study
(1964) 5361

faint, velocity (1964) 18945
flight, effect of cooling by radiation and

ablation (1965) 13036
geomagnetic effects (1964) 13261
hourly rates, catalog (1965) 9917
luminous efficiency (1965) 13260
meteoric flux

—

and density fields about finite attractive
center generated by stream monoener-
getic and monodirectional at infinity

(1965) 2910
and density fields about infinitesimal at-

tractive center generated by stream
monoenergetic and monodirectional at

infinity (1965) 5178
distribution about attractive center, as-

pects (1965) 2911
meteoroid environment for near-earth, cislu-

nar, and near lunar operations (1965)

8124
meteoroid hazard to space flight structures

(1963) 3137
meteoroid hazards to space vehicles,

self-sealing structures for control (1964)

21733
meteoroid impact hazard to space vehicles,

multiple-sheet structures effectiveness

and evaluation, investigation (1961)

19971
movement of large bodies in atmosphere,

problems (1965) 1482
orbital elements (1961) 6545
Pegasus, meteoroid satellite (1965) 16622
photographic

—

data in design of meteoroid protection for

large space vehicles (1965) 16696
orbital elements (1961) 9747
precision orbits (1961) 6546

puncture hazard to space vehicles, tolerance
limits above surface of earth (1964) 7497

Meteors—Continued
radar investigation at high rates of detec-

tion (1964) 5522
radar observations-

International Geophysical Year program
(1961) 15821

USSR, reports (1963) 10687
simulated, observations (1961) 6547
sporadic and stream meteoroid environment,

determination of design meteoroid mass
(1965) 11493

sputniks and meteors, USSR study (1961)
7594

.stone, criterion for mode of ablation (1963)
14692

synthesis of meteoroid distributions from
monoenergetic monodirectional kernels
(1965) 5217

thin sheet impact, meteoroid shielding study
(1965) 16618

trails, directional scattering of UHF radio
signals, USSR study (1963) 6653

trails, distribution of density of charged
particles, USSR study (1961) 15431

USSR, study (1961) 10749
Meters:

electrical conductance hay moisture meter
(1965) 16

fluid-pressure, calibrated without removal
from flow line (1964) 9559

liquid level, with no moving parts, design
(1964) 13182

microwave power, transistor, Polarad model
P-3, test instrument calibration proce-
dure (1961) 11496

NRL air resistance, model II (1965) 11597
power, calibration (1961) 11497
Ringrose carbon dioxide, modification (1965)

9829
sediment density (1965) 4262
slow-flow meters for fuel oil distribution

systems, report of investigation (1963)
18195

see also names and types of meters, or
substance, etc., measured.

Methacrylates:
films, photodegradation of high polymers in

vacuum and in air (1962) 12601
poly(n-octyl) dilute solution properties

(1963) 7378
Methacrylicpolyethyleneglycol, new gel for

artificial eyes, etc., Czechoslovakia
(1961) 15011

Methanes:
air mixtures, hydrocarbon fuel mixture

burned in air, calculation for thermo-
dynamic transport and flow properties
(1962) 6272

errata (1965) 11461
coat dust-methane-air mixtures, ignition, etc

(1964) 7447
computed compositions of methane-air (1965)

19859
cost estimates of processes for separating

mixtures of methane and hydrogen
(1964) 20506

degasification, removing from Pocahontas
no. 4 coalbed in southern West Virginia
(1964) 1443

methane-air combustion products, aerody-
namic force and moment characteristics
of spheres and cones at Mach 7.0 (1965)
11473

methane-oxidizing bacteria, literature re-

view (1965) 2811
optico-acoustic gas analyzers, description

and instructions for assembling and
operation, USSR study (1965) 6410
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Methanes—Continued
stratified methane-air mixtures, formation

and flammability (1964) 7432

synthesis with self-generated carbon-

expanded iron catalyst (1964) 11331

vapor-liquid equilibria for helium-nitro-

gen-methane system (1963) 7215

explosibiiity of coal dust in atmosphere con-

taining high percentage of methane
(1961) 13460

Methanol, solubilization by soap micelles in

toluene as measured by gas chromatog-
raphy (1962) 6353

Methenyl, spectrophotometric atlas of spec-

trum of CH from 3000 A to 5000 A
(1961) 6425

Methionine:
S-35, incorporation in protein of rat's liver

following administration of cortisone

and under conditions of starvation,

USSR study (1962) 2901

toxicity in rat, metabolic effect (1963) 18479

Methodism, John Wesley, the founder (re-

marks) (1964) 19367
Methodist Church, Minnesota Annual Confer-

ence, see Minnesota Annual Conference
of Methodist Church.

Methodology:
and scores of socioeconomic status, descrip-

tion of CB measures used in 1960 census
program (1963) 16911

development for determining engineered

staffing standards for maintenance of

air traffic control, air navigation and
communication facilities (1965) 4700

erroneous, consequence in technicism in med-

icine, USSR study (1965) 12765
investigation of turbulent regime of bounda-

ry layer, using data from accelerograph
records at Pakhta-Aral, USSR study

(1965) 2743
manual control (1965) 1392
measuring and monitoring atmospheric sul-

fur dioxide (1965) 2987
natural science problems, USSR study (1964)

12936
scientific research, discussion by USSR sci-

entists (1965) 2711
teaching of engineering disciplines, theory

and methods, USSR study (1965) 9352
training, programmed instruction (1964)

13678, 17049
see also subjects.

Methods for analyzing tungsten ores and con-

centrates (1963) 3102
Methods of aquifer tests (series) (1962) 642

Methods of determining permeability, trans-

missibility and drawdown (1964) 2424

Methods of measuring soil moisture in field

(1962) 11897
Methoxychlor, safe and effective substitute for

DDT in controlling Dutch elm disease

(1962) 19539
Methyl bromides:
concentrations lethal to insects in grain

(1962) 6570
eradication of European pine shoot moth

—

in commercial nurseries (1963) 15582

on ornamental pines (1962) 17578
Methyl ethyl ketone, see Butanone—Ketones.
Methyl methacrylate, see Methacrylates.
Methyl nitrate:

combustion of vapors, USSR study (1961)

2331
detonation velocity, results of measuring

(1961) 10820
Methyl silicone, elastomer, zinc-oxide-pig-

mented, properties of white paints for
application to inflatable spacecraft
(1965) 11496

Methylandrostendiol, anti-artherogenic action
in experimental atherosclerosis in rab-
bits, USSR study (1964) 12730

Methyldiazyl, synthesis, USSR study (1962)
9885

Methyldiphacyl, synthesis, USSR study (1962)
9885

Methylene blue, gross staining technic in dry
fixation of lung tissue (1963) 5889

Methylenedixoyphenyl group, new compounds,
preparation (1961) 9853

2-Methylindole, hydrogenation reactions,

Communist China (1961) 19490
Methylstyrenes:

a-, homogeneous ionic polymerized prepara-
tion (1961) 1402

polymerized

—

photolysis, solvent effects (1965) 13142
vacuum photolysis (1962) 6345

Methyltrichlorosilane, effect on permeability
of sandstone cores to gas and water
(1961) 17656

Metlakahtla Indians, Sir Henry S. Wellcome
papers in Federal Records Center, Seat-
tle, Wash (1963) 7305

Metrazol, see Pentamethylenetetrazol.
Metric system:
conversion to, notes (1965) 19321
NBS measurement chart (1961) 9611
practicability of adoption, NBS to investi-

gate—
hearings (1961) 14503; (1965) 2037
report (1961) 14345
Secretary of Commerce to conduct investi-

gation

—

hearings (1965) 17742, 17911
reports (1965) 15733, 17878

units of weight and measure, definitions and
tables of equivalents (1961) 6421

errata (1962) 6309
Metrology, see Gages.
Metropolis, 111., redevelopment area, statisti-

cal profile (1962) 13204
Metropolitan America, selected bibliography

(1964) 19599
Metropolitan areas, see Cities and towns.
Metropolitan Police, see District of Colum-

bia—Police.

Metropolitan Police Department, see District

of Columbia—Police.

Metropolitan Police Relief Association of D.C.:
incorporate

—

law (1962) 16749
reports (1962) 15138, 15292

Metry, Michael N., relief (1962) 11496, 13396,
15041

Metz, Elmer E., remarks (1963) 505
Metzelaar, Pieter C, relief (1965) 17563, 19110,

19381
Mexican fruit flies, see Flies.

Mexico:
agricultural commodities agreement (1963)

1522
agricultural workers, agrreement (1961)

20196; (1962) 8687; (1963) 13074
Dona Ana case (1962) 17415
entry into U.S., law, information (1962)

5122
agricultural workers importation program

—

extend

—

hearings (1961) 7122, 14714
law (1961) 18733
reports (1961) 8740, 8762, 14647, 18853,

20556
proposed regulations, hearing (1962) 4956

protection of domestic workers, hearing

(1961) 14714
aid in action, fact sheet (1962) 8667

air transport services, agreements (1961)

11582; (1964) 20841-842; (1965) 20093
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Mexico—Continued
alliance for progress, United States activi-

ties (1962) 9420
print as document, report (1962) 9436

alliance for progress programs, report on
study mission (1963) 8023

print as S. doc, report (1963) 20571
application of provisions of Safety of Life

at Sea Convention, agreement (1962)
10682

aviation transport services, agreement
(1964) 7798

background notes (1965) 11706
border service, 1911-18, burial flag for veter-

ans

—

law (1961) 18632
reports (1961) 14419, 17021

boundary waters, utilization, agreement
(1961) 5128

certificates of airworthiness for imported
aircraft, agreement (1962) 1850, 12732

Chamizal problem, convention

—

appropriations, 1964, supplemental (1964)
10358

boundary solution (1964) 2137, 7799
implement

—

hearings (1964) 4580-81, 8378
law (1964) 10143
reports (1964) 4521, 4566, 6332, 8342

citrus industry (1962) 21794
civil aviation survey (1962) 13030
claims commissions, records, preliminary

inventory (1962) 18307
Communist Party, proposed program (1962)

22095
construction of dam on Rio Grande, agree-

ment (1961) 5128
cotton, trends and outlook (1965) 633
delivery of water, special studies (1964)

15077
east coast, sailing directions, change (1962)

659; (1963) 7346; (1965) 1526
economic developments (1961) 10652, 14900;

(1963) 2422, 8414
economy, basic data (1964) 6860
electronic products, market information

(1964) 21083
emergency international flood control works,

lower Colorado River, conclusion of

agreements

—

hearings (1964) 14000
law (1964) 17270
reports (1964) 13966, 15709

establishing business (1962) 11942; (1964)
18179; (1965) 19042

farm labor program, extend

—

hearings (1963) 9917, 17159
law (1964) 1932
reports (1963) 9887, 9915, 13788, 15362,

17139, 18900
farm labor program, report of operations

(1961) 19253
fisheries (1962) 19506; (1965) 10864
foreign trade (1962) 731
foreign trade regulations (1964) 8831; (1965)

361
fruits, fumigation with ethylene dibromide,

manual (1963) 20267
gas appliances, household and commercial,

U.S. market (1963) 18619
geologic investigations (series) (1962) 625,

19565
health information for travel (1961) 2664,

15933; (1962) 16130; (1963) 16500
immigration and emigration regulations

(1962) 17807
industries, new program for development

(1965) 163.54

labor, etc (1964) 1372

Mexico—Continued

labor conditions (1965) 7989
labor law and practice (1964) 5431
land redistribution (1961) 7455; (1962) 21615
lichen family, Graphidaceae, study (1964)

5563
living conditions (1961) 2026
market for selected U.S. electric housewares

(1961) 20385
migratory agricultural workers, agreement

(1963) 1529; (1964) 7781
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12895
olive industry (1962) 592
political subdivisions, motor fuel taxation

compact, consent of Congress, report
(1964) 17733

political subdivisions, motor fuel taxation
compact, consent of Congress, report
(1965) 7512

population trends (1963) 11909
preparing shipments to (1962) 9790
press comments on ex-Communist Pellecer

(1963) 3007
pulping and papermaking experiments on

pines (1961) 17299
radio broadcasting in standard band, agree-

ment (1961) 20180
radio broadcasting agreement, report (1963)

20537
relief from double taxation on earnings from

operation of ships and aircraft, agree-
ment (1964) 20834

satellite tracking stations program, agree-
ment (1963) 16594

schools offering summer study and academic
programs, list (1963) 13865

sending gift packages to (1961) 608; (1963)
2410

social security contribution rates (1962)
16167

space research programs, participation by
Mexican scientists, agreement (1965)
11726

statue of Abraham Lincoln, presentation by
U.S.—

law (1964) 17258
reports (1961) 17075; (1964) 6473, 13964

technical cooperation agreement (1962)
24105

telecommunication agreement (1962) 18497
telecommunications, market for U.S. equip-

ment (1962) 2155
television channels, agreement (1962) 18492
today's Mexico overcomes its revolutionary

past (1962) 15789
tracking station at Empalme-Guaymas, So-

nora, agreement (1965) 9959
tracking stations, agreement (1965) 8329
trade, beef and veal, agreement (1964) 15120
transfer of equipment for use of national

police force, agreement (1961) 20192
United States Trade Mission report (1963)

12258
USSR report (1965) 2341
water striders, subgenus Stridulivelia (1962)

14517
weather stations, cooperative meteorological

program, agreement (1962) 24104; (1963)

13087
continuation (1964) 11629

west coast, sailing directions (1962) 9759;

(1963) 21047; (1965) 11.555

winter vegetable production, survey (1964)

14288
Mexico, Gulf of:

aircraft accident (1962) 14980
climate of Texas and adjacent Gulf waters

(1964) 15151
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Mexico, Gulf of—Continued

coast pilot (1963) 1957; (1964) 6108; (1965)
7334

conversion of whole and headless weights in

commercial shrimps (1962) 17524
eastern basins, surface water supply (1961)

2057; (1962) 11899; (1964) 10659
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 10488
document edition (1964) 10159

industrial bottomfish fishery in northern
Gulf (1965) 7696, 19633

jellied flounder, report (1962) 579
menhaden fishery, literature review (1961)

6065
Mississippi River-Gulf outlet, project, map

and description (1961) 20704
oceanographic data, inventory (1964) 6704
oyster industry (1964) 10558
oysters, free liquid content and suggested

change in standards (1965) 14302
red snapper fishery (1965) 18116
red snapper fishing, use of otter-trawling

gear (1961) 6051
shrimp populations, trends and characteris-

tics (1962) 23540
surface water quality of basins (1965) 744,

747, 7806, 10994
thread-herring fishery, development (1962)

582
Tortugas fishing grounds, pink shrimps size,

distribution and fleet concentrations
(1961) 4244

tuna fish, summary of observations (1965)
7697

trawl fishery for industrial species (1961)
9142

utilization of U.S. otter-trawl shrimp vessels
(1964) 14271

western basins

—

floods, magnitude and frequency (1965)
14419

relations between flood peaks and hydro-
logic factors (1964) 12515

surface water supply (1961) 2059, 14971;
(1962) 2539; (1963) 20739; (1964) 12523

see also (julf Coast—Gulf States.

Mexico, Mo., census of housing, 1960, special
reports for local housing authorities
(1961) 11953, 18370

Mexico-United States Interparliamentary
Group:

1st meeting. House delegation report (1961)
7094

2d meeting. Senate delegation report (1963)
2093

3d meeting

—

House delegation report (1964) 10312
Senate delegation report (1964) 4582

4th mcGt-incr

House delegation report (1964) 13963
Senate delegation report (1964) 14137

5th meeting, Senate delegation report (1965)
12327

Meyer, Andrew U., electrical D-C resistivity

measurements on glacier ice (1963) 4843
Meyer, Charles H., tomato repacking methods

and equipment (1964) 32
Meyer, Fred P., treatment tips, how to deter-

mine quantities for chemical treatments
in fish farming (1965) 18163

Meyer, Frederick G., plant explorations, orna-
mentals in Netherlands, West Germany,
and Belgium (1963) 11432

Meyer, Paul, pulsed neutron application to

power reactor start-up procedures
(1963) 1831, 14980

Meyer, Robert B., first airplane diesel engine,
Packard model DR-980 of 1928 (1965)
9760

Meyer-Arendt, Jurgen R., optical scintillation,

literature survey (1965) 8145
Meyers, Herbert, magnetic results, Ellsworth

Highland traverse and McMurdo-to-Pole
traverse, Antarctica (1963) 1951

Meyers, Joseph H., address, etc (1963) 19338;
(1964) 1661

MHB series (1962) 8541; (1965) 5263, 6790
MHD, see Magnetohydrodynamics.

Mi Hi Cha, see Cha Mi Hi.
Mi Sook Koh, see Crabbs, Mary F.

Miami, Ariz., geology and ore deposits of dis-

trict (1962) 15640

Miami, Fla.:

aircraft accident (1965) 11954
census of business, 1958, standard metropol-

itan area, central business district sta-
tistics (1961) 5466

census of business, 1963, major retail cen-
ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 15285
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18231-32
Miami and vicinity special reports for lo-

cal housing authorities (1961) 16436
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20600

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 6809

financial assistance provided to ineligible

Cuban refugees, GAO report (1965) 2193
International Airport, weather observa-

tions, hourly, decennial census (1962)
16216

occupational wage survey (1964) 9462; (1965)
6561

departmental edition (1961) 7889; (1962)
8430; (1963) 9058

document edition (1961) 6966; (1962) 6947;
(1963) 7841

wholesale fruit and vegetable markets, orga-
nization (1963) 7574

Miami Copper Co.:

block-caving mining methods and costs

(1965) 19841
mining methods, etc.. Copper Cities Division,

Gila County, Ariz (1961) 2479

Miami mine, block-caving copper mining meth-
ods and costs (1965) 19841

Mica:
fine, concentration (1963) 10956
lithium-bearing, composition interpretation

(1961) 4315
materials survey (1963) 5469
microcrystalline materials with micaceous

structure, production, research, USSR
study (1965) 12753

mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)

9579
minerals yearbook chapter (1962) 1605;

(1963) 1209, 19846; (1964) 20486; (1965)

18438
ore, California, flotation (1965) 18453
ores from Alabama and North Carolina,

anionic-cationic flotation (1965) 6599
synthetic, from low cost raw materials

(1962) 22522
water content (1964) 12512

Mice:
blood clearance of carbon and bacteria, ef-

fect of low temperature exposure (1964)
4244

cold ambient temperature effect upon adre-
nal weight (1963) 18475

cold exposure, effect on peripheral blood
(1964) 19143
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Mice—Continued

cold-exposed, influence of cortisone on glyco-
neo-genesis, endotoxin lethality and
tryptophan pyrrolase induction (1965)
5542

cold-stressed, eflfect of different routes of

challenge of Coxsackie B virus (1965)
4171

control, dry bacterial cultures, USSR study
(1961) 15022

endotoxin-poisoned

—

and cortisone-protected, iron metabolism
and tryptophan pyrrolase activity

(1965) 17010
enzume induction and cortisone protection

at 25° C compared with that at 5° C
(1965) 8467

exposed to acute cold, source of secondary
invading staphylococci (1963) 14909

fed irradiated food, histopathology (1964)
110

feet injury caused by ice formation, observa-
tions and evaluation (1963) 1756

fertility, effect of centimeter radio waves
(1963) 19502

fertility of male exposed during embryonic
growth and viability of their offspring,
USSR study (1962) 18084

frozen tissues

—

amounts of ice formed in feet, at various
temperatures (1965) 4168

distribution of ice (1965) 8465
time factor in initiation of freezing and in

penetration and propagation of ice in

limbs (1965) 4167
genus Microtus, bibliography (1963) 11584
growing, influence of dietary factors on

plasma cholesterol (1963) 13245
hydrazine toxicity, structural requirements

of protective nitrogenous substances
(1965) 17'019

infected with Coxsackie virus, influence of
low temperature (1963) 14911

Klebsiella pneumonia infection, effects of
space cabin environments on resistance
(1964) 11807

mitotic cycle of bone marrow cells, study of
autoradiographic method, USSR (1963)
20921

mitotic cycle of epithelial cells of cornea,
study by means of tritium-tagged thymi-
dine, USSR (1963) 16153

morphological characteristics of Microtus
hyperboreus, USSR study (1963) 16261

mouse damage among hard pines, variation
in resistance (1963) 10236

potentiation of endotoxin by exposure to
cold (1963) 18477

protective doses to 2-mercaptoethyl-
guanidine and bis (2-guandicoethyl) sul-
fide given orally against radiation (1963)
7637

radioprotective action of sodium nitrite

(1965) 13432
raising for laboratory use (1961) 3699
Salmonella infection, virulence as factor

(1963) 18467
sensitivity to carbon monoxide poisoning,

effect of adrenocortical insufficiency and
hyperfunction, USSR study (1965) 11195

spruce seeds, relative preference (1961)
20777

testis injury as result of single and fraction-
al irradiation during embryonic develop-
ment, USSR study (1963) 17902

twenty-four hour periodicity of mitoses fol-

lowing action of gamma rays (1963)
17677
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Mice—Continued
white, exposed to high partial pressure of

oxygen, gas exchange dynamics, USSR
study (1963) 17733

white, roentgen irradiation effect on suscep-
tibility to ornithosis virus, upon infec-
tion with aerosol of virus, USSR study
(1964) 12653

Micelles:
soap, solubilization of methanol in toluene

as measured by gas chromatography
(1962) 6353

solubilization of polar species by Micelle-
forming soaps in nonpolar solvent (1965)
13144

Michael, William H., jr., considerations of mot-
ion of small body in vicinity of stable
liberation points of earth-moon system
(1964) 7557

Michaelis, Robert E.:

metallographic, characterization of NBS
spectrometric low-alloy steel standard
(1965) 2929

standard reference materials, preparation of
NBS—

copper-base spectrochemical standards
(1964) 20638

white cast iron spectrochemical standards
(1964) 14935

Michaelis, V. H., U.S. export control regula-
tions, summary (1963) 6622; (1964)
10708; (1965) 6377, 11041

Michalowicz, Mieczyslaw, biography (1962)
7542

Michalski, Bernadette C:
mineral industry of

—

Albania (1965) 12840
Poland (1965) 12905

Michaud Flats project, amend act, facilitate
contracts to Indian allotments, report
(1963) 17268

Michel, Eklward L., gaseous environment con-
siderations, etc., leading to spacecraft
atmosphere selection (1965) 5163

Michel, Serge, memoirs of Patrice Lumumba
(1961) 12850

Michels, Charles J.:

characteristics of 5-kilojoule, ignitron-

switched, fast-capacitor bank (1965)

11478
transient electrical characteristics of ex-

haust of coaxial gun plasma (1965) 5177
Michels, Thomas E., backward recurrence

method for computing regular Bessel
function (1964) 9577

Michelson stellar interferometers:
infrared interference spectrometer, evalua-

tion, test and calibration (1964) 14774
theory, USSR study (1963) 8442

Michigan:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 4120
annual survey of manufactures, standard

metropolitan statistical areas and large
industrial counties, statistics (1962)
16449; (1963) 4566; (1964) 6027

census of business, 1958, selected service
trades, errata sheet (1961) 3906

census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1961)
20457

census of business, 1963

—

retail trade

—

area statistics (1965) 7193
merchandise line sales (1965) 15299

selected services, area statistics (1965)
7211

wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)
7237

census of governments, 1962, State report
(1965) 4323
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Michigan—Continued

census of housing, 1960 State and small
areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc (1962)

9069
census of manufactures, 1958, area statis-

tics (1961) 11850
census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-

port (1962) 255
census of population, 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 20630
general characteristics (1961) 10073
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 6787
number of inhabitants (1961) 6843

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
geographic identification code scheme
(1961)6871

climatic summary (1961) 1569
decennial census (1964) 21919

climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;

(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216
congressional districts, 89th Congress (1965)

5714
copper ore and mill tailings, leaching with

acidified ferric sulfate (1962) 8472
county business patterns, activities covered

by OASDI program (1961) 11874, 18146;
(1963) 13283, 18672

Department of Health reactor environmen-
tal surveillance program, summary re-

port (1965) 11660
district courts, eastern district, transfer

(ienesee and Shiawassee Counties to

southern division

—

law (1964) 21119
reports (1964) 15553, 17857

electric rate book (1962) 543, 21747; (1963)

19197; (1964) 19694; (1965) 18089
5B redevelopment area, statistical profile

(1963) 15130
forest owners and timber management (1964)

12477
forest plantations of northern lower area

(1963) 573
Great Lakes area, fishery products, whole-

sale dealers, list (1964) 728; (1965) 10884

ground water contamination and legal con-
trols (1963) 19331

labor organizations, reporting, register

(1961) 6238; (1964) 16572
lampreys and fishes, downstream movement

in Carp Lake River (1961) 19343
landings, fishery products (1962) 4050; (1963)

3897; (1964) 3720; (1965) 3637-38, 14282
legal status of women (1964) 5763
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1962) 3304, 23967; (1964) 1415; (1965)
1342

minor civil divisions, townships and cities,

census 1960, map (1961) 16293
municipal water facilities (1961) 15940;

(1964) 3105, 18910
northern lower

—

fragmentation, absentee ownership, and
turnover of forest land (1965) 14377

sediment, streamflow, and land use rela-

tionships (1965) 9200
northern, snow cover, thermodynamic stud-

ies (1961) 14807
Ontonagon area, postglacial drainage evolu-

tion and stream geometry (1965) 12549
plane coordinate intersection tables (1961)

10112
plane coordinate projection tables (1965)

10311
pollution of sources of Lake Erie (1965)

16830
population, 1960, characteristics (1963)

18654

Michigan—Continued
precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)

3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965)
3492

public school finance program (1964) 2282
remaining recreational shoreline opportuni-

ties, report (1962) 18337
review of activities of Federal-aid highway

program of Public Roads Bureau by
GAO(1961) 17322

rural development areas, statistical profiles
(1962) 18907

small forest ownership in urban fringe area
(1963) 574

streambank stabilization, survey (1961) 671
temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10747

truck inventory and use survey (1965) 244
upper, hardwood, residual stand density and

development of reproduction (1961) 674
upper, seasonal height growth patterns of

sugar maple, yellow birch, and red ma-
ple seedlings (1965) 9182

Upper Peninsula

—

economic development, opportunities,
study (1962) 13701

mixed confier swamps, cutting methods
(1963) 15579

small private forest landowners, charac-
teristics, etc (1962) 11856

sugar maple dieback (1963) 12178
uses of marketing information by farmers

(1961) 19
weather stations, decadal census (1964)

15158
western, industrial modernization, opportun-

ities (address) (1964) 19276
women

—

family and property law (1961) 8251;
(1962) 12790

labor laws summary (1961) 8254, 16063;
(1962) 8747; (1963) 11414; (1965) 8376

women workers (1964) 13553
woodland grazing, downward trend (1962)

2509
Zimmerman pine moth, natural mortality

(1963) 12172
ZIP code directory (1963) 20046

Michigan, Lake:
lower, water pollution control and abate-

ment, hearings (1965) 4521
ports, harbor conditions, etc (1963) 2215
small craft, gale and whole gale warning

facilities chart (1961) 13727; (1962)
16230; (1963) 13130; (1965) 15149

southern, trawling survey (1963) 13959
surface currents (1963) 10199
whitefish in central Green Bay and adjacent

waters, age, growth, etc (1965) 14275
Michigan City, Ind., railway and motor carrier

accident (1964) 4878
Michigan (Conference on Problems of Employed

Women, report (1962) 10780
Michigan National Bank, branch offices, estab-

lish and operate in Saginaw and Grand
Rapids, Mich., hearing (1964) 19593

Michigan University:
towing carriage for use in ship model, tank,

free entry

—

law (1961) 18652
reports (1961) 12243, 20616

Micharin, Ivan V., theory, basic principles in

light of dialectical materialism, USSR
study (1961) 19688

Mickelsen, William R., electrostatic thrustors
for space propulsion (1964) 11381

Mickey, W. V.:

Project Shoal seismic safety net (1965) 1858
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Mickey, W. V.—Continued

seismic effects from high yield nuclear cra-

tering experiment in desert alluvium
(1963) 11573

Micklewright, James T., use air-dry deck-
boards for better wooden pallets (1963)
17476

Mickley, Nabhane M., relief (1965) 13764
Microacoustic system analysis by measure-

ment of free-field sound speed (1964)
18866

Micro-adjuster providing purely rectilinear
motion (1965) 1503

Microanalysis, see Chemical analysis—Elec-
tron probe microanalysis.

Microanalyzer, see Electron probe microanaly-
zer.

Microapparatus for registration of certain
physiological functions by radio, USSR
(1961) 19692

Microbes, see Micro-organisms.
Microbiologic studies of 2-man space cabin

simulator (1964) 11806
Microbiologichgy zhurnal (USSR periodical):

translations (1961) 14005
Microbiologists:

all-Union congress, USSR (1964) 19961;
(1965) 11130

congress of Ukrainian SSR, report (1961)
2117

examination announcement (1964) 21055;
(1965) 15345

medical, examination announcement, discon-
tinuance notice (1963) 15104

public health scientist, examination an-
nouncement (1964) 209

USSR, Zdrodoskiy, Pavel F., biography
(1962) 806

Microbiologists, Hungarian Society of, see
Hungarian Society of Microbiologists.

Microbiology:
automatic devices in research, USSR study

(1965) 11060
bacterial synergism, studies with simulated

Martian environment (1963) 7638
biological oxidation, USSR study (1963)

16209
Bulgarian institutes, USSR study (1962)

2666
Bulgarian scientific research institute, out-

lines of work (1962) 10024
China, translations from Wei-sheng-wu

Hsueh-pao (1962) 863
coal, applicable to research (1962) 16008
coal, materials inhibitory to growth of mi-

croorganisms (1963) 18097
communicable diseases, USSR handbook

(1965) 1032
deterioration of wood, inethods of studying

(1965) 648
dewaxing process yielding protein-vitamin

concentrates (1964) 18798
factors in solution and transport of iron

(1961) 10693
fluorescent antibodies

—

survey, USSR study (1963) 14095
use in research, USSR articles (1963)

16252
Hungarian Microbiological Society

—

Allergology and Immunology Section, pro-
gram (1965) 6469

Bacteriology and Virology Section, scien-
tific meeting, invitation (1964) 16243

Bacteriology and Virology Section, invita-
tion to meeting (1965) 7867

hydrocarbons, problems, USSR study (1965)
16535

inframicrobiology, Rumanian success (1964)
6970

Microbiology—Continued
interchange of oral and intestinal bacteria

between individuals in 2-man space cab-
in simulator, studies (1964) 11806

journal of microbiology, epidemiology, and
immuno-biology (USSR periodical), arti-
cles (1963) 15933

luminescence and fluorescence, use in stud-
ies, USSR articles (1963) 15862

luminescence, use in microbiological tests,
USSR study (1963) 15871

medical, Communist China, progress (1961)
10972

methods of testing atmosphere, USSR study
(1962) 9844

methods used in studying air (1962) 22302
microbiological assay of vitamin B12 in se-

lected foods (1961) 11703
microbiological method of pest control,

all-Union Entomological Society 4th
conference resolution <1961) 20975

Moscow Dept. of all-Union Society, work
(1963) 1114

ozone studies

—

mutation for Escherichia coli (1961) 20315
quantitation in aqueous solutions (1962)85

peats of Ukraine, USSR study (1963) 20915
practical exercises, USSR textbook (1963)

10816
progress in microbiological research in

Rumania (1964) 19985
radiation problems, inter-Institute confer-

ence, USSR report (1961) 11153
radiation, sanitary protection of reservoirs,

USSR study (1964) 21631
relative response to varying types and

methods of application of ionizing radia-
tion (1963) 7416

removal of microbial particles by air filtra-

tion (1962) 22724
research in Communist China (1962) 1433
reservoir investigation, USSR study (1964)

5116
role in increasing corrosiveness of mine

water of Kizel coal basin, USSR (1964)
2580

Rumania, Dr. I. Cantacuzino Institute, ac-
tivities (1964) 16016

Rumanian achievements in field of inframi-
crobiology in 20 years (1965) 1134

Soviet research utilizing radiation and ul-

trasonic techniques (1961) 250
space, Soviet scientific progress (1962) 5668
studies with ozone (1962) 86
sugarbush and sugarhouse, problems and

remedial procedures, etc (1963) 18404
sulfur deposits, Kara Kum, USSR investiga-

tions (1963) 14429
synthesis, theoretical and industrial aspects

of, USSR study (1965) 11272
technological and agricultural, USSR

achievements (1962) 928
Ukrainian institute, status and prospects

for development of research (1964) 10764
USSR—
All-Union Microbiological Society, 2d
Congress, proceedings (1963) 16247

articles (1963) 12582, 14330; (1964) 14638;
(1965) 1102, 2383, 9405, 11082

current research (1964) 12697
current tasks (1962) 6132
dissertation (1964) 20141
plant physiology book review (1964) 5408

work of Department of Hygiene, Microbiolo-

gy, and Epidemiology, Academy of Medi-
cal Sciences, 1960-6l", USSR (1961) 21010

Microcalorimeters, universities, duty-free en-
try (1964) 14089, 17230, 17580

Microcatalytic reactors, see Reactors.
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Microclimate of standard apartments with
central hot-air heating system (1965)
14519

Microclimatology, hygiene principles of pro-
duction in hot workshops, USSR study
(1965) 14496

Microcrystalline materials, micaceous struc-
ture, production, research (1965) 12753

Microdosimeters, see Dosimeters.
Microelectrodes, technique, USSR study (1962)

23857
Microelectronic circuits, see Circuits.
Microelectronics, see Electronics.
Microfiber reinforcement of polytetraflu-

oroethylene (teflon) (1962) 18358
Microelements:

inter-institute conference on problem; of
microelements and soil radioactivity in

USSR (1961) 4525
studies by All-Union Coordinating Commis-

sion, USSR (1962) 2699
Microfiche, see Microfilms.
Microfilming, see Microphotography.
Microfilms:
aperture card system (1961) 20332
archival, current research (1965) 9769
business records held in custodial or fidu-

ciary capacity, evidential value

—

law (1961) 16601
reports (1961) 16956, 20543

index, summary technical report of NDRC
(1961) 6490

inspection for aging blemishes (1964) 7575
National Archives publications, list (1961)

11438; (1965) 9761
newspapers, list (1961) 19833; (1963) 20939
opaque microfiche masthead permits easy

reading (1965) 19900
papers of Presidents in Library of Congress,

remove liabilities for infringement of
literary property rights— (1961) 18654

reports (1961) 16665, 17086
Presidential papers in L.C., remove micro-

filming authorization limitation

—

law (1964) 10142
reports (1964) 2036, 10394

Microflora, see Bacteria and bacteriology.
Microfossils, plant or sporelike, from Upper

Devonian and Lower Mississippian
rocks of Ohio, stratigraphic occurrence,
etc (1962) 19571

Microgeometry, terrain mapping technique
(1963) 2230

Microgrammars:
Placebo IV, rules, concordance, sample com-

puter generation (1965) 6785
prerequisite to utility (1965) 8147

Microhydrogenation technique for identifying
organic sulfur, nitrogen, oxygen, and
halogen compounds (1963) 1236

Microlepidoptera:
Juan Fernandez Island (1965) 14905
moths of family Acrolophidae (1964) 20655
neotropical (1962) 12535
genera Orsothricha Meyrick and Palinorsa
Meyrick (1964) 21803

genus Proeulia from Central Chile, synop-
sis (1964) 21802

new genus of Stenomidae (1964) 18822
restriction of Gonionota melobaphes Wal-
singham with descriptions of new spec-
ies (1964) 9650

Micromachining produces optical apertures to
micron dimensions (1964) 20565

Micromanipulators, device for insertion of
electrodes into brain, USSR studv (1965)
11076

Micromechanisms of cleavage fracture in poly-
crystalline iron (1964) 13437

Micrometeoroids:
capacitor-type detectors, study on electron

irradiation effects (1965) 18481
Explorer XXIII satellite, description and

preliminary results (1965) 16672
impacts, wide-range piezoelectric momentum

transducer for measuirng (1965) 14855
microscopic extraterrestrial particles, data

survey (1965) 8104
penetration experiments as single-sampling

life-test sampling plans (1964) 9565
penetration hazard. Explorer XIII (1961

Chi), design and performance, papers
(1965) 1456

penetrations, improved sensor device or
counting (1964) 13189

satellites, Ibcplorer
NASA facts (1964) 20535
phenomena, presentation of outer space
enigma (1963) 9142

stainless-steel penetration rate experiment
(1964) 1458, 18772

transducer-
advances micro-measurement range (1964)

13203
use for measuring heartbeat of bird em-
bryos (1964) 11364

velocity detector (1963) 19933
Micrometeorology:
energy budget at earth's surface (1963)

16756-757
South Pole program, data presentation

(1963) 1435
turbulent diffusion theory (1963) 7607

Micrometers:
eye-piece value, effect of telescope cross-hair

reticule setting (1961) 11234
microscope, how to simplify mounting (1961)

11219
wedge, bar type (1962) 17560

Microminiature amplifier with thin-film pas-
sive parts (1964) 13371

Microminiaturization, see Miniaturization.

Micromodule is born, USSR (1965) 12676

Micronaire, see Textile testing machines.

Micronaire readings, new service for cotton
producers (1963) 11427

Micro-organisms:
affect yellow-poplar growth (1964) 8671
air, microbiological methods of studying

(1962) 22302
airborne, survival, Netherlands study (1962)

5428
algae interrelation, USSR study (1963) 8451
apparatus for determining number of mi-

crobes in air, Czechoslovakian patent
(1963) 936

capillary methods of studying, USSR (1962)
22098

continuous culture under stationary condi-
tions, method, USSR study (1962) 8125

destruction of hydrocarbons by microbes
(1962) 17704

effect of irradiation on microbial flora sur-
viving irradiation pasteurization of sea-
foods (1965) 1851

effects of human body, USSR study (1964)
18547

found in human gingival tissue (1964) 1748
genetics and selection, principles of molecu-

lar biology, USSR study (1965) 2763
genetics, USSR study (1963) 6774
hermetically sealed electronic components,

bacteriologic examination (1962) 6603
human enteric pathogens in dogs in central

Alaska (1965) 99
inhibitors for systems of jet fuel and water

(1961) 5003, 6462
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Micro-organisms—Continued

marine, destruction of film-founding base of

antifouling paints, USSR study (1963)
17739

materials in coal inhibitory to growth (1963)
18097

mescophilic activated sludge cellulose, ef-

fects of miscellaneous wastes (1964)
15240

microbe satellites, USSR study of baterio-

phages (1961) 20988
microbes and the cosmos, USSR study (1963)

931
microbial biomass, biosynthesis, all-Union

conference, USSR (1965) 7866
mutability under effect of ionizing radiation,

USSR study (1961) 2356
new class of Krasilnikoviae (Kriss), USSR

study (1963) 17702
pathogenic

—

in atmospheric air of hospital installa-

tions, zonal distribution, USSR study
(1962) 20001

microbes in environment, survival and
detection, USSR study (1963) 19548

USSR studies (1964) 2527
physiology and biochemistry problems,

USSR scientific council's studies and
plans (1964) 16204

predatoriness in world of microorganisms,
USSR study (1961) 20982

psychrophilic, in foods, review (1965) 4131
reactions to certain media, USSR studies

(1964) 2634
suspended in air, effect of ionization of air,

USSR study (1962) 951
television microscopy for demonstration,

USSR translation (1963) 16253
thermophylic, USSR study (1961) 10830
transformation process of organic matter

found in upper layer of bottom sedi-

ments of shallow sea basin, USSR study
(1962) 7857

use in feed production, USSR studies (1963)
17619

variation, under ionizing radiation influence,

USSR study (1961) 4631
viability in experimental aerosol, methodolo-

gy of determining, USSR study (1962)
950

virulence and pathogenicity, chemical bases,
USSR study (1964) 21633

virulence, effect of batericidal irradiation,

USSR study (1962) 2652
what they are, where they grow, what they

do (1964) 9955
see also names of micro-organisms.

Microparticle impact sensor measures energy
directly (1965) 6652

Microphones:
glottal source measurements, logical tech-

niques (1964) 19159
low frequency, use of foamed polystvrene

wind-noise shield (1964) 13199
Microphotographers, examination announce-

ment (1961) 14008; (1962) 2253
Microphotography:
censuses of population and housing, 1960,

quality control (1965) 18993
manual-feed adapter permits microfilming of

continuous oscillograph output (1965)
16638

microfilming maps of abandoned anthracite
mines (1965) 19843

planetary camera control improves micro-
fiche production (196.5) 18523

specifications for Library of Congress mi-
crofilming (1964) 16618

Micropower logic circuits (1965) 11420

Micropower transistor logic circuits (1963)
5573

Micropulsations, magnetotelluric, at widely
separated stations, analysis (1964) 7962

Microradiography, X-ray projection, metal-
lurgical application, research (1961)

8132
Microrayons, USSR, present and future devel-

opment (1963) 8857
Microscopes:
attachment converts microscope to point

source autocollimator (1964) 14829
fluorescent, USSR study (1961) 15563
Medical Museum, collection (1965) 2067
micrometer, how to simplify mounting (1961)

11219
time, USSR study (1961) 19546
see also Electron microscopes.

Microscopic structure of stenosed arterial

conus of right ventricle in congenital
heart disease and changes which develop
after direct surgery on it,' USSR (1961)
4692

Microscopy:
analytical methods in food and drug control,

index (1962) 13838
capillary methods of studying micro-

organisms, USSR (1962) 22098
darkfield, for detection and identification of

Treponema pallidum (1963) 5683
electrode processes, investigation (1962)

8569; (1963) 7369
luminescent, USSR study (1962) 21973
malaria diagnosis, manual (1961) 6429
molecular filters, preparation of marine

phytoplankton for examination and
enumeration (1963) 6467

television demonstrations of microorgan-
isms, USSR translation (1963) 16253

television engineering in biology and medi-

cine, USSR study (1963) 8658
television, in cytopathology (1964) 3114
ultraviolet and luminescent, detection of

location of nucleoprotides in oocytes of

frogs, USSR study (1964) 5007
see also Electron microscopy—Slides (glass).

Microsociology, and psychiatry, USSR study
(1964) 7223

Microsomes, oxidase and reductase activity in

liver of young male rats, influence of

X-irradiation on development (1964)

13651
Microsporidia, fish (1965) 608
Microstructure:
ceramic materials, proceedings of symposi-

um (1964) 11431
measurement of fogs by method of small

angles (1965) 9743
microstructural evaluation of superheat

cladding materials (1965) 17096
of matter (1965) 13542

sintered uranium dioxide pellets (1961)

18013
.- Microtime measurements in aquifer tests on

open-hole artesian wells (1961) 19423

Microtus hyperboreus, see Mice.

Microvolters, audio frequency general radio

type 546-C, instrument calibration pro-

cedure (1961) 13602
Microwave filters, modified filter prevents con-

duction of signals along high-voltage

power supply leads (1964) 13162
Microwaves:
attenuation, G-band, measurement system

operation procedure (1961) 20072
automatic plotting of spin-wave instability

threshold data (1964) 191.58

biological effect, mechanism problems, USSR
study (1964) 4894
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Microwaves—Continued

biological effect, USSR studies (1961) 15534
characteristics, etc., of hexagonal magnetic

oxides (1962) 12949
circuit applications (1964) 20690; (1965)

16783
dosimetric methods in therapy, USSR study

(1964) 6943
double-throw device switches 2 lines quickly

(1964) 7485
effect on cardiovascular system of healthy

person, USSR study (1963) 18009
electrical discharge investigation, compari-

son with Langmuir probe (1961) 1380
energy, generation and transmission (1963)

7681
energy conversion, thermodynamics prob-

lems (1962) 119
fading on microwave line of sight tropos-

pheric propagation paths, bibliography
(1965) 8149

ferrimagnetic crystals, study of parallel
pumping (1965) 7115

ferrites, Mg-Mn, spectroscopic splitting fac-
tor, German study (1962) 7718

frequencies of ferromagnetic materials, cat-
alog of properties (1962) 1803

frequencies, phase and amplitude diversity
in over-water transmissions (1965) 9770

G-band, frequency, calibration, measurement
system operation procedures (1961)
8112, 8114

ground-to-ground links, radio path length
stability (1965) 2938

H-band, attenuation, calibration, measure-
ment system operation procedure (1961)
8111

Hungarian experimental antenna for
wide-band microwave connections (1962)
5543A

impedance, measurements and standards
(1965) 16735

interferometer measurements of electron-ion
recombination in nitrogen, air, and ar-

gon (1962) 8514
interferometer measurements of electron-ion

recombination in nitrogen, air, and ar-

gon, errata (1964) 1452
J-band

—

attenuation, calibration, measurement
system operation procedure (1961) 8108

frequency, calibration, measurement sys-
tem operation procedure (1961) 8113;
(1962) 3432

Ka-band mixer, experimental (1964) 5594
lens system for plasma diagnostics (1965)

19882
low intensity, temperature reaction of skin

during irradiation, USSR study (1964)
7063

millimeter wave technology, state-of-the-art
review (1964) 7661

optics, papers collection (1961) 108
optics of millimeter waves and radioastrono-

my, USSR study (1963) 2520
parametric amplification (1964) 5620
phonons, harmonic generation in quartz

(1965) 7099
power meter

—

HP430C and modified 430B-95B, test in-

strument calibration procedure (1961)
11495

transistor, Polarad model, test instrument
calibration procedure (1961) 11496

propagation characteristics in germanium
(1961) 9721

propagation measurements over Pacific

Ocean (1962) 20209

Microwaves—Continued
range, electric parameters of biological tis-

sues, USSR study (1964) 18494
radar microwave link equipment, mainte-

nance (1963) 13893
reflection techniques for dense plasma diag-

nostics (1965) 6786
reflectivity of deposited aluminum films for

passive relay communications (1961)
6379

refractometer with fast response and abso-
lute digital recording (1962) 10898,
14775

results of microwave treatment of some dis-

eases, USSR study (1964) 18341
S-band—
attenuation, calibration, measurement
system operation procedure (1961) 8109

frequency, calibration, measurement sys-
tem operation procedure (1961) 8115

sky temperatures apparent at millimet-

er-wave frequencies (1964) 19171
Soohoo-type ferrite cutoff switch, study

(1965) 13184
spectral tables

—

diatomic molecules (1965) 5250
line strength of asymmetric rotors (1965)
2930

technique measures plasma characteristics
(1965) 9664

techniques, new applications in Communist
China (1961) 4430

therapy, treatment of patients, USSR stud-
ies (1964) 14576; (1965) 9481

transmissions, line-of-sight variations,
phase study (1962) 1702

traveling-wave tube circuit simplifies micro-
wave relay (1965) 9669

tubes, materials useful in design, manual
(1963) 1780

tubes, tabulation of data (1962) 1700, 3383
U.S. market in

—

Greece (1962) 11053
Indonesia (1962) 11054
United Kingdom (1962) 11055

varying intensity, effect on blood and hemo-
poietic organs of white rats, USSR
study (1965) 12749

wide-band radio connections, Hungarian re-

search (1962) 7685
X-band attenuation, calibration, measure-

ment system operation procedure (1961)
8107, 8110

MID, see Meat Inspection Division.
MID-CEC series (1964) 11742
Mid-decade census, hearings (1962) 4968, 13539

Midden, Raymond E., diffuser performance of

Mach 6 open-jet tunnel and model-
blockage effects at stagnation temper-
atures, to 3,600°F (1964) 16700

Middle America, economic policies and pro-

grams, report (1963) 4666
Middle America Research Unit (1965) 14892

Middle Atlantic States, see Atlantic States.

Middle East, see East (Middle East).

Middle Gila River project, Buttes Dam and
Reservoir, Interior Dept. report (1963)

17069
Middle Park, Colo., ground-water resources,

reconnaissance (1965) 10999
Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District:

payment of irrigation charges on Pueblo
Indian lands

—

law (1965) 15449
reports (1965) 8930, 13900

Middle Snake River, drainage, water tempera-

ture studies for 1958 (1963) 8284

Middle Turonian period, see Cretaceous period.
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Middlesborough, Ky., redevelopment area, sta-

tistical profile (1962) 9058
Middlesex Concrete Products & Excavating

Corp.. relief (1963) 9962, 18491, 16980
Middlesex Cbunty, N.J., censuses of population

and housing, 1960, census tracts (1962)

4799
Middleton, David B., aborting lunar landing

mission using manual backup guidance
(1965)8107

Middleton, Helen K., hydraulic research in

United States (1963) 16418; (1964) 16738;

(1965) 18609
Middleton, Wilbur D.:

flat plate pressure distributions on super-
sonic wings of arbitrary planform (1965)
5176

highly swept arrow wings designed for Mach
No. 2.0 for Mach no. 2.0 employing var-
ious degrees of twist and camber (1963)
7277

Middletown, Ohio:
census of housing, 1960, standard metropoli-

tan statistical area, tenure, rooms, con-
dition and plumbing, etc (1962) 20591

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 9087

Middletown, Pa., ground water resources of

Olmsted Air Force Base area (1962) 640
Midges, see Flies.

Mid-Gulf Conference on Transportation and
Industrial Modernization, proceedings,
summary (1965) 8571

Midland, Tex., Air Terminal, weather observa-
tions, hourly summary, decennial census
(1963) 16665

Midland, Tex., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 18345
Mid-latitude biennial oscillation in variance of

surface-pressure distribution (1965) 102
Mid-Ohio Valley Regional Conference on In-

dustrial Modernization, proceedings,
Feb. 26, 1964 1873

Midshipmen, see Naval Academy, Annapol-
is—Pay, allowances, etc.

Mid-State project:
construct, operate, and maintain, hearings

(1962) 19185; (1964) 12272
Federal cooperation in construction

—

hearing (1961) 12516
report (1961) 17080

see also Missouri River Basin project.

Midvale area, Idaho, ground water (1964) 8783
Midway Airport, Chicago, 111., weather obser-

vations, hourly, decennial census (1962)
16217

Midwest (U.S.):

cooperative bulk fertilizer blending plants
in upper Midwest (1964) 15879

Corn Belt, commercial farms, costs and re-

turns (1962) 17367
costs of procurement and assembly of eggs

in 3 Midwestern States (1963) 2128
dairy farms, commercial, costs and returns

(1962) 17363; (1965) 12375
economy, economic growth, problems and

potentials (text of address) (1961) 16517
feed contract program, gains and losses for

manufacturers, etc (1963) 8150
fresh fruit and vegetable unloads, midwest-

ern cities (1963) 9527; (1964) 7881; (1965)
6074

general freight motor carriers, cost study
(1965) 4898

industrial development (address) (1961)
18426

labor organizations, reporting, register
(1961) 4784; (1964) 16573

Midwest (U.S.)—Continued
rural credit unions (1961) 14822
upper Midwest export expansion programs

(address) (1965) 13697
water development (1964) 21243

Midwest Business, Inc., iTwtor vehicle accident
(1961) 12030

Midwest City, Okla.:
aircraft crash, remove $5,000 limitation on

claims

—

law (1961) 20528
reports (1961) 18851, 19109

Midwest Emery Freight System, Inc., accident
(1964) 14405

Midwest Regional Water Pollution Ck)ntrol
Laboratory, Institutional Cooperation
Committee, report (1964) 9724

Midwestern Instruments, Inc., manufacture of
MADREC electronic system components,
etc., costs incurred in procurement. Air
Force Dept., GAO report (1965) 18188

Midwestern Machinery Co., accident (1963)
14076

Midwestern States, see Midwest (U.S.).

Midwives, Indonesia, improve standard of edu-
cation (1961) 7663

Midyear review MR series (1961) 13849-856,
16237-239

Miecielica, Zofia, relief (1963) 13410, 13482,
20547

Mientras su bebe esta en camino (1963) 6014
Miesch, A. T., distribution of elements in Colo-

rado Plateau uranium deposits (1963)
15605

Mieszkuc, Bernard J., space cabin environ-
ments effect on mice resistance to Kleb-
siella pneumoniae (1964) 11807

Miettinen, J. K., cesiunvl37 and potassium in
Finnish Lapps and their diet (1964)
13392

Mifflin quadrangle. Wis., geology (1964) 18102
Mighell, Ronald L., contract production of

truck crops (1964) 12311
Mighell, Ronald L., vertical coordination in

agriculture (1963) 4801
Mighton, S. E., Co., motor vehicle accident

(1961) 10719
Migrant labor:
agricultural-
community efforts to improve conditions

(1964) 18613
concern of government (address) (1961)

15690
families, problems, and programs, selected

references, 1955-1960 (1961) 6240
housing, labor camp standards (1962)

14358
labor demand areas by month and crops

(1962) 2421
migrants and public health (1964) 5645
selected films (1961) 17789

child labor exception from fair labor stand-
ards act with respect to agricultural
employment, eliminate, hearings (1961)
5898, 8995, 16835

children

—

education, selected State programs (1963)
19118

educational opportunities, questions and
answers (1962) 11703

health and day care (1965) 8241
health needs, Kansas day care program
(1964)9717

problems and trends in education (1963)
20639

what's happening in education? (1963)
10084

community efforts to improve conditions,
guide (1963) 14447
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Migrant labor—Continued
community facilities importance (excerpts

from speech) (1961) 17201
community meets migrant worker, programs,

etc (1961) 2460
contractor registration (1965) 504

appropriation, 1965, proposal, report
(1964) 19527

hearings (1961) 5898, 8995, 16835; (1963)
10021, 11895

law (1964) 19390
reports (1961) 14326, 14701; (1962) 11370;

(1963) 11819, 11972
cooperative extension service work (1964)

2315
coverage of agricultural workers under

State and Federal labor laws (1964)
13032

crew leaders registration, hearings (1961)
5898, 16835

day-care services for children

—

hearings (1963) 10021
report (1963) 11968

economic opportunity act, explanation of
assistance available (1965) 9025

education, selected references (1963) 6343
educational opportunities for farmworkers

and their children, improve

—

hearings (1962) 19179; (1963) 10021
reports (1962) 15245; (1963) 11971

educational opportunities, hearings (1961)
8995

educational opportunities for farmworkers
and their children, improve, report
(1961) 14703

fair labor standards act coverage of farm
labor

—

hearings (1961) 5898, 16835
reports (1961) 14326, 14701

fair labor standards act coverage, report
(1962) 11370

families and their children, report (1962)
2360

farm, community facilities importance (ad-
dress) (1961) 9393

farm, situation today and background data
(1961) 396

farm workers and their families, national
organizations programs (1962) 10384

farm workers, interstate transportation,
ICC regulations (1963) 12269

Federal policy and legislation (remarks)
(1961) 19812

health project in Pennsylvania, 1963 (1965)
1583

health services

—

family, grants (1962) 22738; (1965) 20029
grants, hearings (1961) 8995
interim report on program (1965) 4617
public health program for improving

—

hearing (1962) 11467
hearings, print additional copies, report

(1962) 21125
law (1962) 20867
message from the President (1962) 6975
report (1961) 14704
reports (1962) 19105, 19147

workers and their families (1962) 22802
housing, labor camp standards (1963) 9035
improving economic and social conditions

(address) (1962) 5118
investigation, authorization, report (1961)

5836; (1962) 5051; (1963) 6264
expenses, report (1962) 15404; (1964) 4539,

6471
Mexican agricultural workers

—

agreement (1963) 13074; (1964) 7781
entry into U.S., law (1962) 5122

Migrant labor—Continued
Mexican agricultural workers—Continued
importation program, extend, hearings

(1961) 7122
Mexican farm labor program, report of op-

erations (1961) 19253
migratory farmworkers in midcontinent

streams (1961) 1640
migratory labor notes (1961) 3368; (1962)

8320, 14359
President's Committee on Migratory Labor,

meeting, Jan. 17, 1962 (1962) 6190
problem in U.S., report (1961) 19120; (1962)

9431; (1963) 9982; (1964) 6484; (1965)
8944

recruitment act of 1961, fact sheet (1962)
10385

recruitment, transportation, and distribu-
tion improve programs, hearings (1962)
11669

sanitation, provide adequate facilities hear-
ings (1963) 4789, 10021

report (1963) 11969
State migratory labor committees, directory

(1964) 2948
study, authorization, report (1965) 4569

Migration:
and radioactivity of certain marine animals,

USSR studies (1964) 7061
birds, general information (1963) 6452
college students, fall 1963 survey, highlights

(1964) 10465
education of adult industrial migrant (1961)

9030
estimating from census survival rates (1965)

15313
farm people, annotated bibliography 1946-60

(1964) 38
geographic mobility, cost (1964) 13663
international, population problems study

(1964) 2115
into and out of depressed areas (1965) 146
lifetime and recent, census of population,

1960 (1963) 16908
mobility for States and State economic

areas, census of population, 1960 (1963)
20363

mobility of population, U.S. (1962) 4734,
16470

population-migration report (series) (1965)
12383, 14173-177

Migration of strontium through quartz sand
(1962) 2101; (1964) 5991

Migration of energy, USSR (1962) 9853
Migration of workers, see Migrant labor.
Migratory Bird Conservation Commission:

alternate representation of secretarial offi-

cers and expenses

—

hearings (1962) 21544; (1963) 4757
law (1962) 23212
reports (1962) 17275, 21102

Migratory-bird-hunting stamps, duck, infor-
mation for collectors (1961) 19332;
(1965) 7693

Migratory birds, see Birds—Game and game
birds—Water birds.

Migratory grasshoppers, see Grasshoppers.
Migratory Labor, National Advisory Council

on, see National Advisory Council on
Migratory Labor.

Migratory Labor, National Citizens Council
on, see National Citizens Council on
Migratory Labor.

Migratory Labor, President's Committee on,
see President's Committee on Migratory
Labor.

Migratory workers, see Farm labor—Migrant
labor.
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Miguel, Izabel A., relief (1962) 6983. 7179,
11241

Mihai, John, see Kish, John.
Mikhail Ix>monosov (ship):

Atlantic Ocean, 14th voyage (1964) 16514
Mikkelsen. Hans C. G., relief (1961) 7180
Miklius, W., interstate trucking of exempt ag-

ricultural commodities, California (1965)
17993

Mikrobiologogichnyy zhurnal (periodical):

translations (1965) 1102
Mikrobiologii, epidemiologii, i immunologii

zhurnal (periodical):

translations (1965) 12649
Mikrobiologiya (periodical):

translations (1963) 14330; (1965) 11082
Mikulas, Martin M., jr.:

behavior of flat stretched membrane wrin-
kled by rotation of attached hub (1964)
18781

free vibrations of eccentrically stiffened

cylindrical shells and flat plates (1965)
18560

Mikuleckv, Robert G., relief (1965) 15637,
190"72, 19367

Mikulich, Joseph, relief (1962) 7171
Milan, Frederick A.:

Project Cold Case (1965) 8477
thermal evaluation of footgear (1965) 17009

Milan, Italy, aircraft accidents (1961) 1828,

18395
Milana, Alfia A., relief (1961) 16903; (1962)

6991
Milbrandt, Allen C, soil survey of Lincoln

County, Miss (1963) 18318
Milcu, Stefan, research activities, Rumania

(1964) 6997
Milder, Nelson L.:

filament deterioration in electron-

bombardment ion sources (1964) 11382
fragmentation of anthracene in electron-

bombardment ion source (1965) 5192
Mildew:
how to prevent and remove, home methods

(1964) 11762
tobacco, oospires research, Bulgarian stud-

ies (1964) 1000

Miles, Daniel:

relief (1965) 5863, 10625
veto (1965) 12063

Miles City, Mont., aircraft accident (1965)

7300
Mileage, see Pay, allowances, etc

Milenovic, Jeliza P., relief (1961) 14241, 14521;

(1962) 11252
Miles, Daniel W., relief (1962) 15116; (1964)

21178
Miles, R. D., soil trafficability forecasting,

airphoto approach (1963) 13885
Miles City, Mont., railroad accident (1962)

11954
Milestones in marketing in Dept. of Agricul-

ture (1963) 9530, 14821
Milford, Conn.:

shellfisheries research center, conserva-

tion

—

hearings (1962) 2339
law (1961) 18577
reports (1961) 10463. 14390

Milford, S. N., cosmic ray collisions in space,

hazards in solar system (1965) 5105
Milford Dam and Reservoir, railroad

rights-of-way, pay value of improve-
ments of lessees, report (1963) 15288

Milieu rehabilitation for physical and mental
handicaps (1963) 14768

Militarism:
socialist construction, and advantages,

(jommunist China studies (1964) 5114

Mititarism—Continued
thought of Mao Tse-tung (1961) 1119
Western militarists and Chinese Commu-

nists, parallel thinking, views of Soviet
press (1963) 19633

Military Academy, Preparatory School, Fort
Belvoir, catalogue (1963) 1805

Military Academy, West Point:
appointment of U.S. nationals from Samoa,

Guam, Virgin Islands

—

law (1962) 20838
reports (1962) 19133, 19292

cadets, bring number to full strength

—

hearing (1962) 15427
reports (1961) 14296; (1962) 13625

cadets, increase authorized strength, etc.

—

hearings (1963) 13641; (1964) 4571
law (1964) 6187
reports (1963) 13611. 13621; (1964) 4567

catalogues (1962) 18178; (1963) 16317; (1964)
16621; (1965) 18423

graduates, serum lipid and lipoprotein con-
centrations. 1952-60 (1963) 13217

Iran citizen, instruction, report (1964) 15518

oflicial registers (1961) 6269; (1962) 8452;
(1963) 10935; (1964) 9491; (1965) 8015

professors, permanent, increase pay, report
(1961) 8779

Thailand citizens, instruction, report (1964)
15519

this is West Point, pictorial introduction to
academy (1964) 21683

Vietnam Republic citizens, instruction, re-

port (1964) 15520
Military Advisory Group to Republic of Ko-

rea, see United States Military Advisory
Group to Republic of Korea.

Military Affiliate Radio System, general infor-
mation (1963) 13835

Military aid:

action to obtain reimbursement from foreign
countries for administrative expenses
under program. Defense Dept., GAO re-

port (1964) 8721
agreements with

—

Argentina (1964) 15127
Belgium (1961) 8213, 20206; (1962) 8686;

(1963) 1526, 7441; (1964) 11635; (1965)
20099
reports (1962) 15379, 19073

Bolivia (1961) 11593
Brazil (1964) 9836
China (1964) 18970
Colombia (1961) 13690
Denmark (1961) 1505, 20178
Dominican Republic (1964) 15125
Federal Republic of Germany (1961) 1531,

11591; (1962) 22824
France (1961) 5115
Guinea (1965) 18792
Honduras (1962) 10689
India (1963) 3354; (1965) 8328
Italy (1961) 1508

reports (1961) 7076, 7217
Japan (1961) 2718; (1962) 3513; (1963)

3344, 18334; (1964) 18974; (1965) 8314,
11728, 16872

Korea (1961) 6.582; (1962) 14613
Liberia (1961) 17841
Libya (1961) 5124, 6578
Luxembourg (1961) 1517, 1532; (1962)

1854; (1965) 1659
Mali (1961) 20188
Netherlands (1961) 1496. 9788
Norway (1961) 9781. 9789. 11615; (1962)

1842. 24109; (1964) 1620. 21886; (1965)
20102

Pakistan (1961) 11588
Philippines (1962) 1853; (1963) 9438
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Military aid—Continued
agreements with—Continued

Portugal (1961) 1523
Sweden (1961) 9780
Turkey (1963) 5741
United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland (1962) 3519, 22820;
(1963) 20181

appropriations, 1965, budget amendment
(1964) 8257

Army equipment furnished to Far East
countries under military assistance pro-
gram, maintenance, etc., GAO review
(1962) 19560

Army excess material, reservation for mili-

tary assistance program, GAO review
(1961) 14943

backbone of our global alliances (1962) 8913

budget, 1962, increase, amendments (1961)

14163
cooperation with NATO for mutual defense,

agreement

—

hearings (1964) 17440
reports (1964) 19457, 19569

deficiencies related to inadequate adminis-

tration of military budget support funds

provided to certain foreign countries,

GAO report (1964) 19761

foreign assistance act of 1961

—

hearings (1961) 14462, 14733
law (1961) 16607
reports (1961) 14640, 16779

foreign assistance act of 1962

—

hearings (1962) 9378, 11450, 11662

law (1962) 16791
reports (1962) 13461, 13626, 15157, 16965

foreign assistance act of 1963

—

analysis (1964) 2111
hearings (1963) 9933, 11899, 13647, 13804
law (1964) 1934
reports (1963) 15282, 15292, 20584; (1964)
384

foreign assistance act of 1964

—

analysis (1964) 12130
hearings (1964) 8379, 10310, 12128, 14136
law (1964) 21125
reports (1964) 12068, 12075, 15676, 19489,
21197

foreign assistance act of 1965

—

analysis (1965) 8887
background material, fiscal year 1966,

compilation (1965) 8883
hearings (1965) 5957, 7483, 8885, 8988,

10537-538
law (1965) 17377
Ramseyer rule print (1965) 12176
reports (1965) 8862, 8985, 10486, 15724,

15758

foreign assistance appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1964) 2229
law (1964) 1985
reports (1964) 2069, 2098-99, 2103, 2220,

12045
foreign assistance appropriations, 1965

—

law (1964) 21126
reports (1964) 13950, 13952, 19582
hearings (1965) 12156, 17905
law (1965) 19149
report (1965) 19229

foreign operations appropriations, 1964,
hearings (1963) 18918

foreign operations appropriations, 1965,
hearings (1964) 12117

Japan, payment by U.S. of costs for admin-
istrative, etc., expenses, GAO report
(1963) 14012

Military aid—Continued
Korea, overprocurements resulting from

ineffective supply management. Defense
Dept., GAO report (1965) 10965

Korea, Vietnam, Turkey, review (1962) 9379
mutual cooperation and security treaty with

Japan

—

report (1963) 20542
text (1963) 20519

mutual defense and development programs

—

appropriations

—

1965, amendments (1964) 10193
1966, amendments, proposals (1965)
12058

1966, reduction (1965) 8749
1966 message from the President 1985
proposed

—

1964, summary presentation (1963)
10347

1965, summary presentation (1964) 8834
1966, summary presentation (1965) 7836

mutual defense program

—

1964, background material (1964) 4495
1965, background material (1964) 8377

mutual security act of 1954, as amended,
provisions omitted from foreign assist-

ance bill and reasons therefor (1961)
18944

mutual security act of 1961

—

reports (1961) 14395, 16663
print additional copies, report (1961)

18835
mutual security appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 19143
law (1961) 20510
reports (1961) 18828, 18921, 19054

mutual security appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 19169, 21528
law (1962) 23272
reports (1962) 21074, 21173, 21456

mutual security program

—

analysis (1961) 18945
background material, staff memorandum

(1961) 18947
draft legislation (1961) 18943
investigation, expenses report (1961) 5676
report, 1960

—

departmental edition (1961) 5107
document edition (1961) 4025

report, 1961

—

departmental edition (1962) 17664
document edition (1962) 16835

overseas commercial air shipments, GAO
review (1961) 19402

patents and technical information agree-
ments, study (1961) 1914

personnel to administer program, inefficient

utilization in advanced western Euro-
pean countries. Defense Dept., GAO re-

port (1964) 8724
program, 1963, message from the President

(1962) 9186
Military aid
program operations appropriations, 1962,

hearings (1961) 14440, 16828
programs, appropriations, message from the

President (1961) 6983, 9768
rehabilitating equipment donated under mili-

tary assistance program, excessive
costs, GAO report (1963) 12202

scope and distribution, report of committee
to the President (1963) 9401

small arms ammunition components, unnec-
essary transportation costs, GAO report

(1965) 2217
spare parts for Army equipment provided

Far East countries under military as-

sistance program, management, GAO
review (1961) 20807
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Military aid—Continued

surface-to-air missile battalions for air de-

fense, agreement with Japan (1963)
21121

United States military operations and mu-
tual security programs overseas, report
(1961) 19147

unnecessary procurement, etc.. Sidewinder
missile training systems under military
assistance program, GAO report (1964)
8740

use of Wideawake Airfield in Ascension Is-

land by United Kingdom military air-

craft, agreement (1962) 24113
Vietnam

—

additional amount, message from the Pres-
ident (1964) 10195

additional appropriation for U.S. require-
ments, message from the President
(1965) 8752

amended request, message from the Presi-

dent (1964) 12563
western Europe, subcommittee report (1963)

11900
Military air traffic patterns IFR and VFR,

peak day flight plans handled (1962) 511
Military Air Transport Service:
MATS flyer (periodical) (1961) 2899; (1962)

4041; (1963) 3889; (1964) 3713; (1965)
3631

national military airlift

—

hearings (1963) 18925
subcommittee report (1963) 18926

operation, etc., investigation, hearings
(1961) 16840

policies and programs, 1963

—

hearings (1963) 11903
report (1963) 13622

Military airfields, see Airports.
Military Appeals Courts, see Court of Military

Appeals.
Military art and science:
advance naval base defense (1965) 18415
Aggressor, maneuver enemy

—

language, Esperanto, grammar and vocab-
ulary (1962) 8920

supplies, pamphlet (1962) 8926
airmobile operations, field manual (1963)

18544
anti-submarine warfare, role of Navy (1961)

1365
barriers and denial operations, Army field

manual (1962) 18679
bionics and military technology, USSR

study (1964) 18321
Biryuzov's war memoirs, review in Izvestiya

(1963) 19634
coalition warfare problems, military'alliance

against Napoleon, 1813-14 (1965) 13417
combined exercises, agrreement with China

(1964) 16875; (1965) 8317
command decisions, studies (1961) 4813
Communist China, politico-military relation-

ships (1964) 9803
cybernetics, applications, East German

study (1963) 15977
cybernetics origin, USSR study (1964) 18360

cybernetics, Soviet study (1962) 17835
cybernetics use, USSR study (1965) 11202
defense logistics management training cata-

log (1965) 4629, 14150, 19528
defense traffic management handbook (1964)

6540
desert operations, field manual (1964) 8026
design criteria to research, development, and

test facilities (1962) 10787
designation of enemy, USSR study (1962)

2761

Military art and science—Continued

division logistics and support command, field

manual (1962) 4614
doctrine and training, Soviet translations

(1962) 21959
DOSAAF Plenum (1964) 18245
Eastern Europe, translations (1961) 782,

823, 2138, 4394, 7627, 7656, 9302, 12049
engineer functional components system,

staff tables (1963) 13241
environmental effects on military opera-

tions. Waterways Experiment Station
capabilities for evaluating (1964) 628

field army support command, field manual
(1965) 15237

field artillerv support. Fleet Marine Force
manual (1964) 18653

field artillery tactics, field manual (1965)
13454

field artillery target acquisition battalion
and batteries, manual (1962) 8919

field command procedures, maintenance
management (1964) 13683

field exercises and maneuvers, troop topics

(1965) 7151
field maneuver sense. Army pamphlet (1964)

103
France, research and testing apparatus of

modern army, translation (1965) 18341
French army, changes in policy, structure,

etc., since Algerian war (1963) 15779
French military nuclear developments, press

reports (1964) 14581
French nuclear strategy (1964) 19897
group training in tactics and war games,

automatic model propulsion system for
3-D terrain (1965) 1547

helicopterborne operations. Marine Corps
manuals (1964) 1393; (1965) 16577

Indonesia, articles (1961) 4745
jungle training and operations, field manual

(1965) 18937
logistical command, field manuals (1962)

18680; (1964) 17038; (1965) 1819
logistical support for UN operations in Ko-

rea, agreement with Australia, etc

(1964) 11627
logistics maintenance management, field

manual (1962) 4613
logistics material management, require-

ments, field manual (1965) 7143
Logistics Research Conference, professional

papers

—

abstracts (1965) 19537
cost effectiveness models and evaluation

(1965) 19542
government, industry, development and

production (1965) 19539
logistics information systems (1965) 19541

logistics planning elements (1965) 19538
logistics simulation (1965) 19544
maintenance and repair concepts (1965)

17982
measurement of logistics performance,

effectiveness (1965) 19543
practical inventory theory (1965) 19540

logistics, ROTC manual (1964) 10011
logistics supply management, field manual

(1961) 17998
materials on doctrine, training, cybernetics,

Soviet studies (1963) 10418
military application of cybernetics, USSR

study (1964) 7100
military strategy, 1962 and 1963 editions,

comparison, USSR (1964) 2819
military symbols, field manual (1961) 1382()

National Guard annual field training on-site

air defense units (1965) 14886
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Military art and science—Continued

northern operations, field manual (1963)

5910
operational analysis of use of air cushion

vehicles in support of Army's off-road

logistic mission (1963) 20205
operations, field service regulations, field

manual (1962) 6653
operations research, Army research task

summary (1962) 149

operations, ROTC manual (1964) 17050

passage of mass obstacles, field manual
(1962) 20492

pathfinder operations, field manual (1964) 97

planning and systems research. Army re-

search task summary (1962) 149

rifle squad fire, tactical application, field

manual (1963) 11532
river-crossing operations, field manual

(1962) 16357
shore party and helicopter support team

operations. Fleet Marine Force manual
(1964) 5459

small unit tactics, including communica-
tions, ROTC manual (1964) 19214

soil stabilization for military purposes,

Waterways Experiment Station capabili-

ties (1964) 638
strategy and command, first 2 years, war in

the Pacific (1963) 9107
strategy and economics, USSR study (1963)

14102
strategic military concepts of American

imperialism, USSR study (1962) 23634
surveillance, troop topics (1965) 17062

Sweden, protection instruction for armed
forces (1962) 7672

synthetic poisons, chemistry, effects and mil-

itary significance. East German study

(1964) 8955
tactical decision-making in aerospace sur-

veillance (1963) 11507
target capability versus presumed intention

as basis for decision in combat informa-

tion (1965) 13174
technology developments and impact on for-

eign policy of U.S., hearings (1961) 8983

Thailand, environmental conditions affecting

military logistics (1963) 1434

training officer, examination announcement,
closing amendment (1961) 5519

Transportation Corps, mission and services

(1963) 13240
triumph in the Philippines, war in the Pacif-

ic (1963) 12820
United Arab Republic, military potential,

Israeli appraisal (1961) 17466

United States military operations and mu-
tual security programs overseas, report

(1961) 19147
USSR military doctrine

—

list of references (1964) 9780
studies (1964) 932, 12624

USSR studies (1961) 1018, 1053, 1064-65,

1079-80, 1084, 1103, 1113, 1115, 2271,

2276, 4504, 4508, 7775, 9378-79, 13053,

13057-58, 13121, 13138, 13253, 13278,

15170, 17387; (1962) 8238, 9925, 9993,

10272, 10274, 10282-283, 12164, 12216,

12295, 12310, 17836, 17912, 21954, 21961,

22018, 22135-137; (1963) 764, 874, 1025,

5130, 6872, 6927, 12614-617, 17751,

17784, 19419, 20857; (1964) 1158, 2529,

7153, 7219, 7298, 9069, 9251, 9345, 9371,

10944, 10996, 11011, 11199, 12585, 12624,

14478, 14486, 16519, 18245, 18267, 18295,

18392, 18505, 18523, 20009, 20027, 20188,

20250, 21517, 21579, 21598, 21601; (1965)

911, 1027, 1217, 2371, 2534, 2575, 2675

Military art and science

—

Continued
USSR studies—Continued
border troops (1963) 19407
doctrine and training (1963) 8470

DOSAAF Congress (1963) 680

KGB anniversary (1963) 7123
methods of research in military science

(1963) 10417
questions on military history in book Mili-

tary strategy (1963) 15791

Yugoslavia, translations (1961) 15120

see also Air warfare—Airborne opera-

tions—Chemical warfare—Combat.
Military assistance, see Military aid.

Military automotive vehicles, see Motor vehi-

cles.

Military bases:
closures, report and hearings (1961) 20567
in Philippines, criminal jurisdiction arrange-

ments, agreement (1965) 18795
Military budget, see Defense Department.
Military ceremonies, honors, and salutes:

Air Force manuals (1962) 1961; (1963) 5864

Army field manuals (1964) 17037; (1965)

10148, 17048
naval honors to George Washington (1961)

9636
Military civic action, troop topics (1964) 11844

Military claims, see Claims.
Military clothing, see Uniforms.
Military Clothing and Textile Supply Agency:

materiel standardization activities, GAO
review (1961) 19400

selected supply management functions and
responsibilities, GAO review (1962)

11876
supply control and inspection activities,

GAO review (1962) 15632
Military communications:

defense commercial communications leasing
procedures manual (1965) 7556

defense communications system engineering,
installation standards manual (1963)

17340-341; (1964) 6536; (1965) 10714
Project Advent, Satellite program, report

(1962) 23359
signal battalion, armored, mechanized, and

infantry divisions, field manual, changes
(1963) 9652

signal orders, records, and reports, field

manuals (1962) 16356; (1963) 9654
tactical communications center operations,

field manual (1961) 17997
Military construction, see Building—Installa-

tions (military).

Military courts, see Courts martial and courts

of- inquiry.

Military departments, see Armed Forces.
Military depots:
Navy Department, Western Pacific supply

depots, unnecessary retention of spare
parts, GAO report (1964) 10624

operations. Ordnance Corps manual (1961)

6479-80; (1962) 12632, 20230, 22694-695
Military discipline:

Army personnel, correlates of disciplinary

record in wide-range sample (1963) 4463
peer ratings as predictors of disciplinary

problems (1963) 4462
uniform code of military justice, good order

and discipline in Army, committee report

(1961) 1690
Military drill:

Air Force manuals (1962) 1961; (1963) 5864
Army field manuals (1964) 17037; (1965)

10148, 17048
Military education:
Air Force and Navy Depts., public lands for

use at Luke-Williams Air Force Range

—
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Military education—Continued
law (1962) 18966
reports (1961) 7111; (1962) 17258

airman specialties, rankorder estimates of
time required for crosstraining (1963)
4401

annual active duty training for Army and
Air Reserve officers, payments for
days on which no training or travel was
performed, GAO report (1964) 10612

Army field training, administrative instruc-
tions (1962) 3388; (1964) 7585. 11442,
13279; (1965) 8154

Army school training performance of EM
scoring low on AFQT (U) (1965) 4249

Army service schools, schedule of classes,
NGB pamphlet (1961) 20005

CGSC audio-visual instructional aids pro-
gram (1961) 1849

cold war education and speech review poli-

cies

—

hearings, etc (1962) 9481, 13663, 15429,
17307, 19375, 21537, 23408; (1963) 2085

hearings and report, print additional cop-
ies, reports (1962) 19139, 19296

combat training of individual soldier and
patrolling (1962) 4610

doctrine and training, USSR studies (1963)
17784

Egyptian Army training information (1961)
2298

extension course prospectus, Army Ordnance
Onter and School, Aberdeen Proving
Ground, Md. (1965) 6844

guided missiles training and operation (1964)
4236

infrared techniques, application (1962)
1736-37

Israeli defense forces training activities,

military organs review (1961) 4461
on-the-job training package (1961) 5307,

8339-41, 16143-144; (1962) 20446
service schools, organization and functions,

brief (1963) 8135-36
special training enlistment program (STEP),

hearings (1965) 4596
team training in CIC-type task environment

experiments (1965) 1545
training in emergency medical care, Army

pamphlet (1962) 14815
universal military training and service act,

amend

—

hearing (1961) 14720
law (1961) 18756
reports (1961) 7081, 8787, 12486

USSR-
training, studies (1961) 1041; (1963) 8470
training and indoctrination, studies (1963)

1025; (1964) 12754
you and Armv R.O.T.C, school year 1962-63

(1962) 18693
see also Officer candidates school—Squadron

Officer School.
Military engineering, oversnow transport

(1963) 19138
Military equipment, see Military supplies.
Military establishments, see Armed Forces.
Military explosives, see Ebcplosives.
Military facilities:

Army National Guard program, operating
procedures (1964) 9642

design to make usable, etc. by the physically
handicapped, engineering manual (1962)
21683

joint declaration concerning renewal of de-
fense agreement with, Spain (1964) 1608

Military fields United States (1965) 3640
Military fixed bridges, technical manual (1962)

16375

Military floating bridge equipment (1965)
18948

Military funerals, see Naval funerals.
Military government:
Japanese administration in Indonesia (1963)

19661
soldiers become governors. World War II,

special studies (1964) 9493
Trust Territory of Pacific Islands naval

administration, trusteeship period,
1947-51 (1963) 14623

Veracruz records, preliminary inventory
(1962) 20168

Military guidance in secondary schools (1961)
20342; (1962) 22988

Military handbooks (1961) 439, 1925-26; (1962)
436, 2388-89, 9516, 17357; (1963) 344-346,
4797, 12037-38, 19080, 20617; (1964) 561,
4604, 10447, 12303, 14162-163, 19615-617;
(1965) 459, 2074, 6091-92, 7.561, 9022,
10719, 12366

Military history:
Air Force combat units of World War II

(1961) 6712
armor-cavalry units of active Army and

Ready Reserve, lineages, honors, etc.,

compilation (1962) 3288
Army historical program, 1965 (1964) 9492
Army, World War II, Medical Department

—

organization and administration (1963)
11550

personnel (1963) 16832
command decisions, studies (1961) 4813
Harmon memorial lectures (series) (1961)

5285; (1962) 20429; (1963) 13194; (1964)
9966; (1965) 13417

Marine Corps historical bibliographies se-

ries (1963) 16305
Marine Corps historical reference series

(1963) 16306-310
marines in Civil War, bibliography (1963)

16305
Old Guard, 3d infantry regiment (1965) 7144
Soviet, question concerning book, Military

strategy (1963) 15791

Military History, Office of Chief of. Army,
publications, list (1964) 5470

Military hospitals:
Army and Navy, unnecessary costs to be

incurred under military departments'
proposals for continued operation of
separate facilities in San Francisco Bay
area, Calif., GAO review (1963) 14009

Army residency program (1962) 2023
Army, staffing guide. Army Department

pamphlet (1964) 5944
construction and utilization policies, report

(1964) 19498
construction, hearings (1964) 17640
construction standards and criteria, engi-

neering and design manual (1962) 492;
(1964) 6594

interior design conditions (1962) 491

Military housing, see Housing.

Military hygiene, see Hygiene.

Military ideology, see Militarism.

Military index:
Defense Department, specifications and

standards (1961) 438, 7306, 19195-197;
(1962) 3935, 21595; (1963) 3779, 8140.
19079; (1964) 3586, 19614; (1965) 3501,
16069
Air Force Department, supps. (1961)
2897

Army Department, supps. (1961) 2911
Navy Department, supp. (1961) 3607
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Military information:

East Europe, articles (1962) 19993; (1963)

810, 870. 990, 2642, 2842, 2925, 6751,

7061, 7122, 8453, 8559, 8695, 8755, 8809,

8895, 10313, 10376, 10463, 10667, 10688,

12349, 12385, 12422, 12481, 12511, 12568,

12644, 14089, 14233, 14387, 15706, 15810,

17593, 17783, 19498, 19515, 19742, 20002,

20860, 21924, 23691; (1964) 1257, 5026,

5039, 6957, 7287, 10852, 10886, 11190,

11233, 12933, 14508, 16128, 16544, 18216,

18484, 18560, 20165, 21521; (1965) 879,

1094, 2465, 2667
Israel, USSR studies (1963) 2988, 5366

overseas program, report (1962) 9342

radio and chemical reconnaissance squad in

advance action, USSR (1962) 10162

report from Albania, USSR studies (1961)

945, 2417-18, 2420
safeguarding. Ordnance Corps manual (1962)

14552
see also Confidential material.

Military installations, see Installations (mili-

tary).

Military Institute of Hygiene and Epidemiolo-

gy, Poland, aerosol particle studies

(1962) 5553
Military intelligence:

Air Force pamphlets (1963) 55; (1964) 7978
PACAF basic bibliographies (1962) 12946;

(1964) 5892; (1965) 15217
security sense (1965) 2968

Military justice, see Military law.

Military law:
and boards of officers, ROTC manual (1964)

1764
claims, information and reference material,

Army pamphlet (1962) 16363
evidence, Army pamphlets (1961) 11769;

(1962) 18684
fiscal law, Air Force manual (1961) 17945
military justice. Army Dept. pamphlets

—

jurisdiction of courts-martial (1965) 17056
review of courts-martial cases (1962)

16364
trial procedure (1964) 19208

military justice handbooks, Army Dept.
pamphlets

—

guide for summary court-martial trial

procedure (1965) 158
trial counsel and defense counsel (1963)

4452
trial guides for special court-martial pres-

ident (1962) 20500; (1963) 9655; (1965)

15238
military justice system, textbook for Air

Force ROTC student (1962) 16328
PACAF basic bibliography (1961) 16147
procurement law. Air Force manual (1962)

80
relating to military reservations. Army

Dept. pamphlet (1965) 18942
review, Army Dept. pamphlets (1961) 2912;

(1962) 4051; (1963) 3898; (1964) 3722;

(1965) 3641
staff judge advocate handbook, Army Dept.

pamphlet (1963) 18546
uniform code of military justice

—

amend

—

hearings (1961) 19152; (1962) 11435,

17309; (1963) 11883
laws (1961) 20521; (1962) 19010
reports (1961) 12268, 14675; (1962)

15154-155, 19306; (1963) 13538, 13587
good order and discipline in Army, commit-

tee report (1961) 1690
United States code, amend titles 10 and 47,

codifying recent laws, etc., report (1965)

15751
USSR foundations (1963) 14216

Military leadership, field manual (1961) 11765
Military medical journals, USSR, articles from

Voyenno-meditsinskiy zhurnal (1961)

12945, 12974
Military medicine, see Medicine.
Military mines, see Mines (ordnance).
Military missions:
agreement with

—

Argentina (1962) 22829
Chile (1965) 3053
Costa Rica (1961) 1528, 17848; (1963)

14728
El Salvador (1963) 14726
Guatemala (1965) 15070
Liberia (1961) 6584, 13685; (1964) 15126
Panama (1961) 17836; (1963) 5737

Air Force missions to Peru, agreement
(1965) 8324

Military occupational specialties:

changing pattern of military skills (1963)

20647
Marine Corps, specialties and schools, guide

(1963) 19814; (1965) 14655
MOS evaluation test aid

—

acquisition radar repairman (Hawk) (1962)

10977
air defense missile crewman (Nike Her-

cules) (1962) 10974
air defense missile fire control crewman
(Hawk) (1962) 10973

aircraft engine repairman (1962) 10987
airframe repairman (1962) 10988
area communications chief (1962) 6664
armor crewman (1962) 6655
armor intelligence specialist (1962) 6656
automotive repairman (1962) 10985
aviation electronic equipment repairman

(1962) 6658
bridge specialist (1962) 10969
card and tape writer (1962) 10994
chemical equipment repairman (1962)

10982
clerk-typist (1962) 10989
clinical psychology specialists (1962)

11000
construction machine operator (1964)

20991
dial central office repairman (1962) 10979
disbursing specialist (1962) 6665 —
drone, target, airplane control systems
mechanic (1962) 6657

electricians (1962) 10980
engineer equipment repairman (1962)

14816
field artillery missile fire control crewman
(Corporal) (1962) 10970

field artillery missle fire control crewman
(Lacrosse) (1962) 10971

field artillery missile materiel crewman
(Redstone) (1962) 10972

fuel and electrical systems repairman
(1962) 6663

heavy vehicle driver (1962) 10986
heavy weapons infantryman (1962) 6654
helicopter mechanic, single rotor (1962)

14817
legal clerk or court reporter (1962) 10991

light air defense, artillery fire control

crewman (1962) 10975
lineman (1962) 6659
mason (1962) 6662
medical records clerk (1962) 10992
petroleum laboratory specialist (1962)

10999
photographer (1962) 6666
photographic equipment repairman (1962)

6660
photographic laboratory specialist (1962)

10997
pressman, offset (1962) 10996
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Military occupational specialties—Continued
MOS evaluation test aid—Continued

stenographer (1962) 10990
structure specialist (1962) 6661
surfacing machine operator (1962) 10984
switchboard operator (1962) 10993
telephone installer-repairman (1962) 10978

television cameraman (1962) 10998
topographic computer (1962) 10995
warehouseman (1962) 10983
water supply specialist (1962) 10981
X-ray specialist (1962) 6667

MOS feeder patterns (1961) 3780; (1962) 167
Military operations, see Military art and sci-

ence.

Military organization, see Organization.
Military Packaging Training C€nter, see Joint

Military Packaging Training Center.
Military pay, see Pay, allowances, etc.

Military personnel, see Armed Forces—Army
Department—Foreign countries—Navy
Department.

Military petroleum pipeline systems (1962)
20506

Military planning, see Military art and sci-

ence.
Military police:

air police law enforcement operations, Air
Force manual (1963) 1746

investigations, field manual (1961) 8359
Military ports, construction and rehabilita-

tion, technical manual (1964) 19216
Military posts, repairs and utilities, work per-

formance standards for post engineer-
ing, Armv pamphlet (1964) 10009

Military posture, hearings (1963) 6187; (1964)
6344; (1965) 8872

Military posture briefings (hearings) (1961)
8834

Military prisoners, confinement, Armv field

manual (1962) 151
Military production, see Production.
Military psychology, see Psychology.
Military public works, see Installations (mili-

tary).

Military publications:
index of AMC publications (1964) 17034,

20988; (1965) 7140
and blank forms (1965) 11897

Military records:
discharge, correction, consider good conduct

in civilian life, report (1961) 12227
improved Armv equipment record procedures

(1964) 21002
new Army equipment record system (1963)

5914
Military research:
Air Force contracts, negotiation and award,

case study

—

hearings (1964) 6343
report (1964) 8366

Air Force research grant program, develop-
ment (1963) 14915

Army research and development, newsmaga-
zines (1961) 150, 2908; (1962) 3628;
(1963) 3467; (1964) 3266; (1965) 3151

cold regions, problems, symposium (1965)
5543

France, Army, research and testing appara-
tus (1965) 18341

materials, task summarv (1962) 4599
Polaris management (1963) 3238
program evaluation task

—

contractor reporting personnel meetings,
summary minutes (1961) 6468-69

coordination group meetings, proceedings
(1961) 6467

data processing lesson plan handbook for
technicians (1961) 6464

Military research—Continued
program evaluation task—Continued

instruction manual, systems, procedures
(1961) 6465

Polaris management (1961) 9658
summary reports

—

phase 1 (1961) 1406
phase 2 (1961) 6466

research and development, troop topics
(1965) 170.59

systems development and management,
Govt, contracting hearings (1962) 21212,
23370; (1963) 290, 13652

Military reservations:
and navigable waters. Army pamphlet (1961)

13825
military law relation to. Army pamphlet

(1965) 18942
wildlife, fish and game conservation, plan-

ning, etc., hearing (1961) 1900
see also names of reservations, forts, etc., or

places where located.
Military reserve posture (1962) 19170-171
Military review (periodical) (1961) 3035-36;

(1962) 4052; (1963) 3899; (1964) 3723;
(1965) 3642

Military roads, see Roads and highways.
Military schools, see Military education— a^so

names of schools.
Military science, see Military art and science.
Military Sea Transportation Service:
Boy Scouts of America, transportation in

connection with world jamboree to be
held in Greece in 1963—

hearing (1962) 11652
law (1962) 13312
report (1962) 9360, 11595-596

general information (1963) 3213
loading mariner-class ship (1963) 7362
Naval Reserve MSTS officer training pro-

gram, criteria for coding qualifications
acquired, manual (1962) 22659

operation

—

hearings (1961) 5869, 7275, 14737
report (1961) 19053

sealift magazine (1962) 12369; (1963) 4173;
(1964) 4013; (1965) 3921

shipping services to Panama Canal Zone
duplicated by Panama Canal Co., unnec-
essary costs incurred, GAG report (1965)
7785

. Military security:
and foreign relations policies and proce-

dures of Corps of Engineers (1962) 13755
commanders handbook on security (1962)

11007
peacetime reserve training program, memo

to employers (1961) 9439
relationship with national strategy and

arms control in thermonuclear world
(1964) 4276

security sense (1965) 2968
Military service:
American youths, qualification (1963) 1814
leave provisions in union contracts

—

departmental edition (1961) 11339
document edition (1961) 10200

military profession today (address) (1963)
11509-

minority, credit for retirement purposes

—

hearing (1961) 19151
law (1961) 18573
reports (1961) 14286. 14707

obligation. Coast Guard OCS (1964) 6111
opportunities open to volunteers, guide

(1961) 4136
Saudi Arabia, noncommissioned officers and

privates, regulations (1963) 12476
universal military training and service act

—
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Military service—Continued
amend

—

hearings (1963) 13639. 15376; (1965)
15778

laws (1962) 16762; (1963) 17040; (1965)
15500

reports (1963) 13543, 15360; (1962)
15381; (1965) 15702, 17831

amend and clarify reemployment provi-
sions

—

hearings (1961) 16832-833, 20627
law (1961) 20526
reports (1961) 14350, 16774, 19096

exemption of surviving son

—

hearings (1963) 13640; (1964) 6496
law (1964) 13908
reports (1963) 13603; (1964) 2210, 14069

induction provisions, extend

—

hearings (1963) 6186, 8091
law (1963) 7821
reports (1963) 6139, 6160, 6272

reemployment rights

—

information sheet (1965) 20127
1960 and 1961 amendments, explanation
(1962) 6498

veterans' reemployment rights (1964)
15145

unqualified young men, report (1964) 7678
why we serve, troop topics (1964) 10008
see also Armed Forces—Manpower.

Military standards, see Standards and stand-
ardization.

Military supplies:
Aggressor, maneuver enemy, pamphlet

(1962) 8926
Air Force manuals, supply and/or mainte-

nance (1961) 110-114, 1656, 3728-30
Air Force procurement instructions (1961)

1659, 2884; (1962) 3597; (1963) 3439;
(1964) 3234

air movement of troops and equipment, tech-
nical manual (1961) 165; (1965) 15244

airdrop of remote area refueling system on
platform, technical manual (1965) 13474

airdrop of supplies and equipment

—

general, technical manual (1965) 11907
rigging-
components of Army air/ground pickup
systems (1964) 19219

Erdlator 600 gph trailer-mounted water
purification unit (1964) 19220

ammunition pallets, inadequate management
resulted in unnecessary procurement.
Navy Dept., GAO report (1965) 10957

armed services procurement regulations
(1961) 4133, 9007; (1962) 434, 12985;
(1963) 3465, 6311; (1964) 3264

Army Air Forces, buying aircraft, materiel
procurement. World War II, special
studies (1964) 20462

Army Materiel (Command, activities during
1963 (1963) 18539

Army materiel, life cycle, guide (1965) 13447
Army National Guard, maintenance of sup-

plies and equipment (1964) 11443
Army procurement procedures (1961) 149,

3769-70, 8351-52, 16163, 17994; (1962)
6639, 12984-985; (1963) 5908, 7665, 9648,
18540; (1964) 4280

Army, reservation of excess material for
military assistance program, GAO re-
view (1961) 14943

Army supply manual (1961) 8353
automatic data processing system, commer-

cially available auxiliary equipments,
catalog, Army pamphlet (1962) 16359

book type Federal supply catalog, manual
(1961) 14765

Military supplies—Continued
cataloging system, standardization, etc.

—

programs, hearing (1961) 14467
semiannual reports (1963) 18927-928;

(1964) 10298; (1965) 2006, 7478
Chemical Corps, index of instruction man-

uals for inspection aids (1961) 10086

commodity list, Army Mobility Equipment
Center (1964) 11834

computer equipment, use for technical sup-
ply, USSR study (1964) 12674

Defense Department

—

procurement

—

appropriations, 1962, hearings (1961)
10326, 20565

Attorney General's report (1961) 20628
negotiations, lack of competition and
impact on small business, report
(1961) 5781

specifications and standards index (1961)
438, 7306, 19195-197; (1962) 3935,
21594-596; (1963) 3779, 19079; (1964)
3496, 3586, 19614; (1965) 3407, 3501,
16069

standardization documents, classification
listing (1963) 19078; (1964) 3496, 19613;
(1965) 3407, 16067

defense procurement circular (1964) 6539
defense supply procurement regulations

(1962) 11681; (1963) 3590; (1964) 3411
determining actual flaw size in materials by

nondestructive ultrasonic means (1962)
16321

directory of interservice supply support,
coordinators and contact points (1965)
14157

disposal manuals (1964) 4600; (1965) 9018,
14154, 17977

disposition, agreement with

—

China (1964) 18970
Federal Republic of Germany (1961) 11591;

(1962) 22824
Greece (1961) 13691
Honduras (1962) 10689
Nicaragua (1962) 12718
Turkey (1963) 5741
United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland (1962) 3519

drugs, foreign-made, defense procurement
(1962) 21210

electronic test equipment, military standard-
ization handbook (1964) 19617; (1965)
6092

equipment loan to Boy Scouts of America in

1963—
hearing (1962) 11652
law (1962) 13312
reports (1962) 9360, 11595-596

equipment, loan to Boy Scouts of America in

1964—
law (1963) 13415
reports (1963) 4733, 11976

excessive stocks at selected Air Force bases
in Japan and Korea, GAO report (1964)
6766

Federal supply catalog, manuals (1963)

10034; (1964) 10444; (1965) 17973
field army, air delivery of supplies and

equipment. Army field manual (1964)
20990

financial inventory accounting, Ordnance
Corps manual (1962) 3443, 12633

GSA supply services to military activities

(1963) 596
guide for line officers performing supply du-

ties (1963) 19994
identification marking, military standard

(1962) 17358
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Military supplies—Continued

impact of military supply and service activi-

ties on economy

—

committee print (1963) 13439
hearings (1964) 13916

improved Army equipment record procedures
(1964) 21002

inspection, DSA civilian career program
(1963) 15408

inspection equipment design, standardiza-
tion handbook (1963) 20617

item identification, cataloging manuals
(1961) 17149; (1965) 7558

lend to Girl Scouts of America for 1965 en-

campment

—

law (1964) 17291
reports (1964) 13945, 15728

logistics supply management, field manual
(1961) 17998

maintenance, etc., of Army equipment fur-

nished to Far East countries under mili-

tary assistance program, GAO review
(1962) 19560

maintenance management, field command
procedures (1964) 13683

management, defense materiel utilization
program

—

hearing (1961) 14468
report (1961) 18887

management of ordnance equipment and
spare parts in Navy, GAO review (1962)
2518

management reference book (1965) 14163
management report instructions, Federal

property, NGB pamphlet (1964) 14944
Marine Corps Air Facility, Iwakuni, Japan

management activities, GAO review
(1961) 6165

material inspection and receiving, report,
DD form 250 series (1964) 18868

materiel standardization activities of MC &
TSA, GAO review (1961) 19400; (1962)
15632

metals, identification, guidelines, pamphlet
(1964) 20951

militarv floating bridge equipment, technical
manual (1965) 18948

military standards

—

Air Force, index (1961) 2898, 3749; (1962)

97
chemical-biological-radiological, list (1962)

20641
Chemical Corps, index (1961) 18387

military supply system, unnecessary costs
resulting from entry of items identical

or similar to items previously eliminated
or to standard items that were retained,

GAO report (1965) 9248
MILSTRIP, military standard requisitioning

and issue procedures, manual (1964)

10451, 12300, 19618, 21256; (1965) 463,
4633-34, 7562, 10720, 17985

National Guard, stock control, list of report-
able items (1963) 19958

naval equipment, reliability engineering,
fundamental concepts (1962) 8579-80

naval weapons materials

—

life and reliability testing, sampling pro-
cedures and tables (1961) 4138, 7309

tests for validity of assumption that un-
derlying distribution of life is exponen-
tial (1961) 7310

Navy contract clause book for firm

fixed-price supply contracts (1964) 13489

Navy contract clause book, firm fixed-price

supply contracts (1965) 3062
Navy, specifications, standards, and quali-

fied products lists, guide (1963) 21063
new record system (1963) 5914

Military supplies—Continued
Okinawa, end items and repair parts, inef-

fective management, GAO report (1965)
2202

operating forms, cataloging manual (1963)
8138

optical design, standardization handbook
(1964) 561

Ordnance Corps, policies and procedures
manual (1961) 2631; (1962) 14548, 18367,
20231

ordnance, depot company, field manual
(1961) 17995

packaging, preservation and intermediate
protection, course outlines (1961) 20077;
(1962) 9514; (1964) 6545

packing and carloading, course outlines
(1962) 9515; (1964) 6546

pools of tested materials, engineering and
design manual (1961) 17203; (1962) 11721

preservation, packaging, etc., DSA manual
(1964) 12298; (1965) 10718, 14152, 19533

procurement

—

Air Force procurement instruction, revi-
sions (1965) 3118

Armed Forces procurement regulations,
revision (1965) 3149

Army procurement procedure (1963) 14936;
(1965) 11901

background material on economic aspects
(1963) 7829

contracts, small business proprietary
rights and data, report (1961) 4038

DCSC procurement estimates catalog,
1966 (1965) 12364

defense procurement circular (1965) 3301
defense supply procurement regulation,

revision (1965) 3302
economic aspects, reports (1961) 343;

(1964) 8237
equipment for Marine Corps tactical air-

fields

—

hearing (1964) 8383
report (1964) 21187

how to do business with Defense Supply
Agency (1963) 343

impact on economy, hearings (1961) 18771;
(1963) 11731

law statutes, compilation (1961) 16167
legal service. Army pamphlets (1962)

11099, 12996-997, 14826-827, 20505;
(1963) 1806, 9659, 9661, 13239, 14946,
16826-827, 18553; (1964) 108, 4287,
5947-48, 10010, 11846, 13679, 15271,
19213; (1965) 10157

operating supplies from GSA sources by
Martin-Marietta Corporation, Denver,
Colo., potential savings, GAO report
(1965) 4838

petroleum, inspection manual (1965) 9016
procurement act, amend

—

hearings (1961) 7129; (1962) 11438, 17304

law (1962) 20828
reports (1962) 11384, 13431, 19291
procurement and small business, report

(1963) 2036
quality assurance for contract adminis-
tration services, DSAM manual (1965)
2050

relation of cost data, hearing (1963) 11886
small business role

—

hearings (1961) 10521; (1964) 21244
report (1961) 10464

U.S. Army in World War II (1961) 6271
purchased from agencies for the blind,

inspection and acceptance, DSA regula-
tion (1964) 12299

purchasing and sales director (1965) 16855
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Military supplies—Continued
purchasing, specifications and sales directo-

ry (1961) 5095; (1963) 1493
quality assurance program manual (1965)

9017
Quartermaster Corps

—

depot company, TOE company, Army field
manual (1962) 6645

inspection, 1946-56 (1963) 3306
procurement instructions (1962) 1792

quartermaster items, general repair of gen-
eral equipment (1965) 8535

readiness of combat and combat support
equipment, 2d Marine Division and force
troops. Camp Lejeune, N.C., GAO report
(1965) 18195

rehabilitating equipment donated under mili-
tary assistance program, excessive
costs, GAO report (1963) 12202

research and development-
ammunition series (1964) 17035
of materiel, engineering design handbook

(1964) 94-95
sale, agreement with Federal Republic of

Ciermany (1961) 1531
surplus, disposition, agreements with—

Chile (1961) 1496
Italy (1961) 1508
Norway (1961) 9789
Portugal (1961) 1523

weapons production program, agreements
with

—

France (1961) 5115
Great Britain (1962) 22820
Netherlands (1961) 9788

selected supply management functions and
responsibilities of MC & TSA, GAO re-

view (1962) 11876
selling to military, general information

(1962) 2392
signal, Europe rear communications zone,

Orleans, France, operations, GAO review
(1961) 20806

small business procurement practices and
programs, hearings (1964) 12155

specifications, etc.

—

chemical-biological-radiological, list (1962)
20641

Chemical Corps, index (1961) 18387
instructions for preparation. Defense

Dept. manual (1962) 23424
military index, supp.

—

Air Force Dept. (1961) 2897
Army Department (1961) 2911
Navy Department (1961) 3607

standardization policies, procedures, etc.,

manuals (1961) 436-437, 5915, 9009,
10523, 17150, 20657; (1962) 13716, 23424;
(1963) 10035, 20616; (1964) 2252, 4049,
15827, 21250-251; (1965) 3955, 19529

storage and materials handling. Quarter-
master Corps manual (1961) 15948

supply and transport battalion division
support command, field manual (1962)
4605

supply bulletin (1962) 4601
supply manual (1962) 18678; (1963) 18542
supply to other than Army customers, man-

ual (1962) 8588
technical manuals, specification standardiza-

tion program (1963) 8139
transfer, agreement with Haiti (1961) 1502
United States Army Japan Depot-Complex,

activities, GAO review (1961) 6164
unnecessary cost from failure to promptly

record decisions to eliminate unneeded
items from system, Defense Dept., GAO
report (1965) 9250

Military supplies—Continued
USAF standard base level automated system

procedures for implementation, Air
Force manual (1965) 18902

use of Wideawake Airfield in Ascension Is-

land by United Kingdom military air-

craft, agreement (1962) 24113
see also Handling equipment.

Military terms. United States, dictionary for
joint usage (1961) 758; (1962) 11958,
19619; (1964) 6875; (1965) 2267

Military Topographical Administration,
USSR, activities, 1917-27 (1961) 11214

Military tractors, see Tractors.
Military Traffic Management Agency,

criss-cross weight breaker, technical
bulletin (1962) 2018

Military traffic management regulation (1961)
1683; (1962) 8914-15

Military training, see Military education.
Milk:
abnormal, screening tests for detection

(1965) 13244
appraisal of Federal orders (address) (1964)

7913
bulk cooling tanks on farms supplying Fed-

eral milk order markets (1961) 16085;
(1962) 1935; (1964) 13559

bulk, dispensing operations, sanitary stand-
ards for equipment and methods for
handling of milk and milk products, mili-

tary standard (1962) 7245
butterfat content, increase, measures taken

by kolkhoz and sovkhoz farms (1965)
2609

butterfat sampling and testing, selected
problems (1961) 11713

class 3, in New York milkshed

—

economic analysis of pricing (1961) 6696
processors' decisions on utilization (1961)
5269

consumption, statistics, relation to trends in

fluid milk marketing (1962) 15471
containers, amend D.C. act regarding size

—

law (1964) 17264
reports (1963) 18893; (1964) 14106

contamination, protective measures against
radioactivity (address) (1962) 4491

co-op in Texas, operates in 5 marketing
areas (1961) 7366

cooperatives, group bargaining, exempt
from antitrust laws, hearings (1961)
12327

definitions and standards (1962) 19535
distribution and merchandising practices,

dating, regulations, effect (1961) 6687
distribution, price wars and innovation (ad-

dress) (1962) 5090
distributors' sales and costs (1961) 2793;

(1962) 4053; (1963) 3900; (1964) 3725
diversified processing plants in Kansas,

Missouri, and Oklahoma, production cost
of cottage cheese and frozen desserts
(1963) 14872

dry, nonfat, use in Israel (1961) 12687
economics of milk marketing in Alaska

(1964) 19087
evaporated, condensed, and dry (1961) 2781;

(1962) 3793; (1963) 3630; (1964) 3447;
(1965) 3337

evaporated and condensed, held by wholesale
grocers (1961) 2820; (1962) 3792

excess costs of milk purchased for Guantan-
amo Naval Station, GAO report (1963)
12201

farm production, disposition and income
(1961) 8221; (1962) 12745; (1963) 11338;
(1964) 11650; (1965) 9966
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Milk—Continued

farm production per cow, by months (1961)
11727

Federal and State standards (1962) 12837
Federal import act and regulations (1963)

10204
Federal marketing orders

—

allotments for producers, hearings (1963)
9993, 11869, 12004

allotments under, reduce excess market-
ings, etc

—

hearings (1964) 19495
report (1963) 17248

areas with population data (1963) 13147
class 1 base plan, hearings (1965) 10514
impact of dairy cooperatives (19(53) 15462
means of improvement (talk) (1962) 4497
pricing (notes for address) (1962) 10818
pricing systems, Government's role (1963)
354

program (1963) 13173
questions and answers (1962) 8801; (1963)

13138; (1964) 1673
report on volume-weight conversion fac-

tors (1965) 13394
abstract (1965) 16975

scope and function in upper Midwest (talk)

(1962) 8802
significance in dairy economy (talk) (1962)
6552

sources by State and County (1965) 1734
statistics

—

annual summary (1963) 16764; (1964)
11780; (1965) 11872

monthly (1961) 2784; (1962) 3815;
(1963) 3661; (1964) 3479; (1965) 3381

supplement (1962) 4528; (1963) 1725
summaries (1963) 16708; (1964) 5795,

7888; (1965) 4089, 7553, 12360, 16060,
17966

study committee, report (1962) 10885;
(1963) 43

fission products concentrations

—

effected by farming practices (1964) 16833
rapid methods for estimating (1963) 9338

fluid—
and cream monthly report (1961) 2823;

(1962) 3873; (1963) 3713; (1964) 3513;
(1965) 3426

consumption in selected marketing areas,
1950-59 (1962) 10888

distribution in metropolitan area, photo
series (1962) 12878

Government's role in pricing (1963) 354
industry, outlook for 1963 and review of

1962 (1963) 5966
injuries and accident causes in industry

(1961) 19821
markets, nature of competition, market
organization and concentration (1965)
6101

packaged, sales in Federal milk order mar-
kets, by size and type of containers, etc
(1964) 15183; (1965) 10706

prices and price spreads, selected markets.
United States and Europe (1962) 7252

trade barriers in marketing (address)
(1961) 5212

fresh whole, consumption in United States,
1962, national food consumption survey
(1964) 3111

gamma emitters, quality control, cross-check
analyses. Radiological Health Division
(1965) 1588

geographic structure of prices (1962) 21607
getting enough (1965) 7028
home delivery routes, Cumberland, Md., eval-

uation of promotional materials (1962)
9524

Milk—Continued
in family diets (address) (1962) 8792
interstate shippers, certification under

State-PHS cooperative program (1963)
16516

iodine- 131

—

content, effect of evaporation and powder-
ing processes (1964) 20747

surveillance measurements, analytical
quality control service of Radiological
Health Division, interlaboratory study
(1964) 20743

ion exchanged milk, USSR study (1964) 9001
ionite, use in acute disturbances of gastroin-

testinal tract of infants (1964) 5027
long distance shipment, marketing practices

of buyers and sellers (1964) 7931; (1965)
14169

low-fat, market potential (1965) 10071
marketing adjustments, hearings (1963)

20493
markets, producer delivery patterns in New

England (1964) 16958
mastitis screening procedures (1964) 5657
milk and milk products

—

equipment, guide for evaluating sanitary
construction (1964) 20764

in nation's schools (1965) 11856
nx)dern processing (1962) 12905
nonfat dry

—

packaging and canning (1962) 12920
purchase of spray process, packed in
50-pound bags or fibre drums (1965) 4100

use suggestions for needy families (1962)
12916

weakness involving disposition of surplus,
GAO report (1965) 4851

Oklahoma metropolitan milk market, coordi-
nating supplies (1965) 42

ordinance and code, utilization by States,
communities (1963) 9360

ordinance, recommendations, 1965 grade A
pasteurized milk (1965) 9877

pesticide and herbicide problem (paper)
(1961) 4189

pesticides residues, research report (1961)
1608

plants

—

multipurpose, processing market milk,
etc., layouts and operating criteria for
automation (1963) 16746

processing dry milk, insect prevention and
control (1962) 10798

processing milk and half-and-half, layouts
and operating criteria for automation
(1963) 7572

use of multiquart containers, packaging
and handling costs in selective coopera-
tives (1961) 10571

price supports, continue, hearings (1962)
9476, 13487

prices, small business problems in dairy in-

dustry, report (1961) 4039
pricing, responsibility of Federal Govern-

ment (1961) 37
processing and distribution changes (talk)

(1961) 5190
production

—

and dairy products (1965) 6948
production, disposition, and income (1961)

8308
monthly reports (1961) 33, 2831, 3671,

5197, 9799, 13700, 20211, 21409; (1962)
4054, 6481, 8698, 12744, 14658, 18522;
(1963) 1563-64, ,3901. 5748, 9444, 11337,
16617-618; (1964) 1624, 3163, 3726, 5712,
9842, 11649, 13485, 16882; (1965)
1669-70, 3644, 5420, 8338, 11732, 13304,
15091
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Milk—Continued
statistical summary (1962) 8699; (1963)

7462; (1964) 7805
products, composition. Federal and State

standards (1965) 16955
program boosts consumption in summer

camps (1962) 12894
protection by dairy farmers after nuclear

attack (1963) 10138
radionuclide analyses, environmental sur-

veillance laboratory (1984) 21847
radiostrontium in California milk, Jan.

1960-June 1963 (1965) 20044
radiostrontium removal (1962) 10878
recombining plant, planning and equipping

(1961) 10645
safe milk through cooperative effort of in-

dustry. States, and Public Health Serv-
ice (1963) 9353

sale from drive-ins in central California (ad-
dress) (1961) 6657

sanitation

—

amend Public Health Service act, hearings
(1963) 2053

sanitation honor roll (1962) 14574; (1963)
1411; (1964) 1561, 11564

school milk, special program, extend

—

hearings (1961) 8825, 12327
law (1961) 12121
reports (1961) 12263, 12450

shipment trends, impact on State and local

programs (1962) 18418
sources for Federal order markets by State

and county (1962) 8803
special programs, Armed Forces and veter-

ans hospitals, extend

—

hearing (1964) 12115
law (1964) 17388
reports (1964) 10244, 17772

strontium 90 content

—

concentration in U.S. supplies, effect of
deposition rate and cumulative soil level

(1962) 2100
health hazard (1964) 18901
in milk from Brainerd, Minn, milkshed,

factors influencing (1963) 3279
rapid method for determining, USSR study

(1963) 8991
3-stalI milking plant for 20 to 40 cows, farm

building plan (1963) 14879
Vermont, flavor improvement program

(1961) 41

Veterans' Administration procurement for
hospitals, etc., action to avoid excessive
costs, GAO report (1964) 4765

volume-weight conversion factors for milk
(1965) 16975

what starts milk price war (address) (1962)
9538

Milk plants, see Milk.
Milk tanks, see Tanks.
Milking shorthorn cattle, see Cattle.
Milkweed, livestock poisoning in Western

States, reducing losses (1963) 14856;
(1964) 20915

Milky disease, control of Japanese beetle
grubs (1962) 52

Milky way:
photometry of stars in galactic cluster fields

(1961) 15855
radio star scintillation over Canada during

July 20, 1963 ecHpse (1964) 19153
transmission of information by extraterres-

trial civilizations, USSR study (1964)
14648

Mill & Smelter Workers, International Union
of, see International Union of Mine, Mill

& Smelter Workers.

Mill Creek Valley, urban renewal project, St.

Louis, Mo., excessive allocations of
costs, GAO report (1965) 694

Mill slimes, lead and zinc recovery (1963)
16335

Millar, Wilton T., examining and testing clay
from Hartford County, Conn, for light-
weight aggregate use (1964) 18668

Millard, Walter W.:
acetylsalicylic acid effect on man's skin

temperature in cold (1963) 18481
evaluation of pneumatic splints (1965) 8476
pocket pen flare evaluation (1963) 11506

Millard County, Utah, manganese deposits
(1961) 14947

Milldrum, Timothy R., see Yoo Chul Soo.

Milledgeville, Ga., motor carrier accident
(1965) 7842

Millepeds:
Deltotaria, revision of genus (1961) 6435
Panama, new and previously known species,

description (1961) 15838
revision of milliped genera Boraria and Gy-

alostethus (Polydesmida: Xvstodesmi-
dae) (1965) 18635

Miller, CO., Project SLAT (synthesis of impact
acceleration technology) (1963) 18353

Miller, Charles G., Ill, support interference on
blunt body of revolution (1965) 8122

Miller, Clement W., memorial services (1963)
1962

Miller, David, thermal operating performance
of nuclear reactors (1964) 8076

Miller, Dayton C, flute collection, checklist of
instruments (1961) 19830

Miller, Dwight L., bridging utilization engi-
neering development to industrial use
(1963) 1638

Miller, Fern V., nomination, hearing (1961)
8975

Miller, G. Kimball, jr.:

abort scheme for lunar landings (1964)
14871

fixed-base-simulator study of ability of pil-

ots to perform soft lunar landings (1965)
19918

simplified guidance scheme for aborting lu-

nar landings (1965) 2875
simulator study of ability of pilots to estab-

lish near-circular lunar orbits using
simplified guidance techniques (1965)
6698

Miller, H.L., image converter camera for 0.5 to

10,000 microsecond photographs (1965)
10172

Miller, Helen A., Federal assistance for educa-
tional purposes (1963) 9929

Miller, Herbert J., jr., nomination, hearing
(1961) 5886

Miller, Herman P.:

education, advantage for lifetime (1964)
11287

how our income is divided (1964) 187
money value of an education (1963) 3036
trends in income of families and persons in

United States (1963) 13304
Miller, Hyacinth L., relief (1961) 10256, 14072,

14525
Miller, J.H., response of cotton to 2,4-D and

related phenoxy herbicides (1963) 18446

Miller, J.O., structural fabric programs (1963)
16768

Miller, James W.:
dental surpak program and results through

Dec. 1963 (1965) 20023
State dental radiological health activities

(1963) 9357
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Miller, John E.:

preparation of primary standard gas mix-
tures for analytical instruments (1965)

18457
supercompressibility factors for helium-

nitrogen mixtures (1963) 9123

Miller, John F.:

probable maximum precipitation and rain-

fall-frequency data for Alaska, etc

(1963) 16692
two- to ten-day precipitation for return peri-

ods of 2 to 100 years
Alaska (1965) 10001
contiguous United States (1964) 19027
Hawaiian Islands (1965) 10000
Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands (1965)

11793
Miller, John L., jr.:

lead and barium disilicic fluormicas (1963)
10961

synthesis and properties of germanium
fluorphlogopite (1964) 13119

Miller, John S., unsteady-state gas flow in

consolidated porous media (1963) 19872
Miller, John V., predicting surface tempera-

tures in hydrogen-cooled nuclear rocket
reactor at high surtace-to bulk-
temperature ratios (1965) 5194

Miller, Kenneth F., relief (1962) 16904; (1963)
7885

Miller, Leonard M.:

dropout, schools search for clues to his

problem (1963) 17368
dropouts, selected references (1963) 15425;

(1965) 484
preparation in school and college personnel

work (1963) 13854
Miller, Max J., design and overall performance

of axial-flow pump rotor with blade-tip
diffusion factor of 0.66 (1965) 18572

Miller, N.J., optimized propellers for ground
effect machines (1963) 18350

Miller, Norma D., visual recovery (1965) 13431

Miller, Richard D.:

analyses of natural gases of United States
(1964) 11316, 20481; (1965) 5071

geology of—
Franklin, Webster and Nuckolls Counties,
Nebr. (1965) 4857

Omaha-Council Bluffs area, Nebr.-Iowa
(1965) 6342

Miller, Robert E.:

development and standardization of Air
Force officer qualifying test-64 (1964)
11803

predicting 1st year achievement of Air
Force Academy cadets (1964) 19163;
(1965) 1798

Miller, Robert L.:

forest resource of Colorado (1965) 684
lumber production in Arizona and New Mexi-

co (1965) 4803
Miller, Robert R., testimony, hearings (1964)

6526
Miller, Robert W., wind velocity profiles meas-

ured by smoke-trail method at Wallops
Island, Va. (1965) 16684

Miller, Stanley F.:

labor and material requirements for public
housing construction (1964) 13072

labor material requirements for college
housing construction (1965) 12792

Miller, Steven T., apparatus for studying ball

spinning friction (1965) 11471

Miller, Thomas C, hydraulic device for mea-
suring pressure changes in coal during
mining (1965) 2821

Miller, William C:
boron (1964) 18659; (1965) 12815, 19829
bromine (1964) 14731; (1965) 9548, 12816
iodine (1965) 9574, 12831
noise from pneumatic rock drill (1963) 5491

Miller, William M., chronology of Marine
Corps (1963) 16306-310

Miller Transporters, Ltd., accident (1964) 8840

Millet, Communist China, biological and eco-
nomic characteristics, etc., USSR study
(1962) 2697

Millican, Richard D.:

advertising, volume and expenditures, bibli-

ography (1963) 18307
selling by mail-order (1963) 3323, 20128;

(1965) 8270
Millimeter waves, see Microwaves.
Millinery, census of manufactures, 1958, in-

dustry report (1961) 5459
Milling (metallurgy):
chemical milling process, capabilities, limita-

tions, etc (1962) 10584
hard steels and superalloys, review of Govt.

reports (1965) 2933
methods and costs

—

Johnson Mine, Eastern Magnesia Talc Co.
(1963) 3057

Madison mine. National Lead Co (1961)
17632

Vermont Asbestos Mines, Ruberoid Co
(1962)12372

San Manuel Copper Corp., Pinal County,
Ariz (1962) 23951; (1963) 3053

Millipeds, see Millepeds.
Millivoltmeters, transistorized direct current,

for biological research, USSR study
(1965) 11301

Mills, Charles S., land in Marion County, Fla.,

convey to, hearings (1962) 23361
Mills, Theodora:

Bulgaria, foreign agricultural trade (1965)
2088

Soviet agricultural trade (1963) 15420

Mills, «see Cottonseed oil mills—Feed mills

—

Floor covering mills — Flour mills

—

Grain mills—Paper mills—Planning
mills—Pulp mills—Rolling mills—Saw-
mills—Steel mills—Weaving mills.

Millville, N.J., consumer expenditures and in-

come, 1961 (1964) 11269
Millwork:
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 7239; (1964) 12292
supplements (1963) 3655; (1964) 3473;

(1965) 3375
veneer, plvwood, etc., census of manufac-

tures, 1958, industry report (1961) 3916
water-repellant preservative non-pressure

treatment, standard of trade (1964)
18802

Millwright, employment outlook (1962) 8384;
(1964) 9435

Milsop, W.D., what can cooperatives offer

farmers for future? (1964) 2303
Milspaugh, Erwin P., relief (1961) 7004, 8901,

10171
MILSTAMP, Military standard transportation

and movement procedures (1963) 17351;
(1965) 4632, 14161

MILSTRIP, military standard requisitioning
and issue procedures manual (1964)
10451, 12300, 19618, 21256; (1965) 463,
4633-34, 7562, 10720, 17985

Milwaukee, Wis.:
census of business, 1958, standard metropol-

itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 5447
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Milwaukee, Wis—Continued
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 17173
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18355
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 16479
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16520

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census of tracts in standard metropoli-
tan statistical area (1962) 4800

electric facilities of area, maps (1962) 556;

(1963) 517
General Mitchell Field, weather observa-

tions, hourly, decennial census (1962)

18590
ground-water pumpage and water-level

changes, 1950-61 (1965) 14420
harbor, engineers report

—

departmental edition (1962) 485
document edition (1962) 367

income, education, and unemployment in

neighborhoods (1963) 9070
occupational wage survey (1964) 14698;

(1965) 12787
departmental edition (1961) 13403; (1962)

18142; (1963) 14466
document edition (1961) 12147; (1962)

16819; (1963) 13447
port, harbor conditions, etc (1962) 21692
principal electric facilities, map (1963) 2266;

(1964) 674; (1965) 16178
wholesale fruit and vegetable market facili-

ties (1964) 15214
Milyutin, L.A., possible mechanism of electri-

cal ssymetry of tissues, USSR review
(1965) 12591

Mimbar Umum (periodical):

Indonesia, selected translations (1961) 19524

Mimeograph, see Duplicating processes.

Mimeograph paper. Federal standard (1961)

539; (1963) 534
Min Ja Kim, see Kim, Min Ja.

Min Ja Lee, see Lee, Min Ja.

Min-Sun Chen, see (Ilhen, Min-Sun.
Min-tsu T'uan-chieh (periodical):

translations (1962) 22173
Minas Gerais, Brazil:

Cachoeira do Campo, Dom Bosco, Ouro
Branco quadrangles, geology and ore

deposits (1963) 602
geology and mineral resources (series) (1963)

601, 15609; (1964) 10638
geology and ore deposits of

—

Belo Horizonte, Ibirite and Macacos quad-

rangles (1964) 10638
Nova Lima and Minas Gerais quadrangles

(1963) 601
lead-zinc deposits in Municipio de Januaria

(1964) 6796
Mind, see Intellect.

Mind reading, arguments against, USSR study

(1965) 19715
Mind your world, citizen's guide to interna-

tional understanding (1964) 18960
Mindszenty, Joseph, under the Cardinal's man-

tle, USSR article (1961) 816

Mine accidents:
cause and prevention, authorize study

—

law (1961) 18691
reports (1961) 16713, 19061

coal mine disasters, U.S., not classified as

explosions of gas or dust, 1846-1962,

historical documentation (1963) 14493

coal mine injuries

—

experience (1964) 2983

Mine accidents—Continued
coal mine injuries—Continued

monthly report (1961) 3438; (1962) 3676;
(1963) 3519; (1964) 3332; (1965) 3219

Federal coal mine safety act amendments

—

hearings (1965) 16041
reports (1964) 4457; (1965) 7444, 10483

metal and nonmetal industries, safety orga-
nization and activities (1963) 18076

metal industries injury experience (1962)

16009; (1963) 16323, 18073
nonmetal industries, injury experience (1964)

1402
prevention, coal-mines, handbook for super-

visors (1962) 12371
underground blasting hazards with use of

ammonium nitrate-fuel oil mixture (1962)
14433

Mine drainage:
acid mine water, controlling (1962) 12373
anthracite mines, amend act

—

hearings (1962) 9389
law (1962) 23218
reports (1962) 16960, 21454

anthracite region of Pennsylvania, mine
water control program (1962) 22482

geochemistry of ground water (1964) 2423
northern anthracite field. Pa., mine waters,

investigation (1964) 6810
sealing off abandoned coal mines to prevent

pollution of waterways, hearings (1964)

8395
Mine explosions:

coal-dust and gas, experimental (1964) 5490
dust flames, fundamental aspects (1965) 1370

float coal hazard in mines, progress report
(1965) 5093

ignition of coal dust-methane-air mixtures
by hot-turbulent-gas jets (1964) 7447

natural gas concentration effect on ignitibil-

ity of gallery atmospheres (1964) 5487
research and technologic work (1961) 6273,

7918
see also Coal dust—Coal mines and min-

ing—Methanes.
Mine filling, see Hydraulic mine filling.

Mine fires:

coal mines, controlling underground fire on
mining: machine (1961) 19880

extinguishing liquid-fuel flames with
high-expansion foam (1962) 22513

fighting with high-expansion foam, proce-

dure, etc (1962) 12374, 22476
fire-resistant hydraulic fluids for under-

ground use, recent developments (1961)

21171
Pennsylvania coal mine, use of high-expan-

sion foam (1961) 7922
Mine gases, gallery atmospheres, effect of

natural gas concentration on ignitibility

(1964) 5487
Mine haulage, complex automation of haulage,

USSR study (1962) 17882
Mine, Mill & Smelter Workers, International

Union of, see International Union of

Mine, Mill & Smelter Workers.
Mine props:
penetrometer for estimating roof-bolt an-

chorage, evaluation (1965) 14710
precast concrete supports

—

installation, etc (1963) 14518
progress report (1963) 10943

steel, used in longwall mining, Pennsylvania
anthracite mine (1964) 7455

yieldable steel arches and yieldable steel

ring supports (1962) 8458
Mine rescue work:
apparatus and auxiliary equipment (1961)

15747
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Mine rescue work—Continued
national contest (1963) 1203

Mine-roof bolts, see Bolts and nuts.

Mine roofs:
bedded

—

combined effects of friction and suspen-
sion in bolting (1963) 1254

effect of suspension in bolting (1963) 1253
controlling at intersections and junctions in

underground coal mines, survey of prac-
tices (1962) 20083

in-plaee support with rock bolts, method of

determining number required. White
Pine Copper Mine, Mich (1961) 7939

rock and bolt behavior resulting from near-
by blasts (1964) 9501

uranium mine in New Mexico, measuring
changes in pillar strain during pillar

recovery (1962) 22502
Mine safety, see Safety of life.

Mine shafts, inspection and maintenance
(1961) 9447

Mine ventilation:
coal mines, continuous-miner places (1963)

10939
dust-control methods for continuous mining

of coal, study (1964) 2982
electronic monitoring of fans (1965) 2812
removing methane (degasification) from

Pocahontas no. 4 coalbed in southern
West Virginia (1964) 1443

rock-dust disseminator used in return air

currents, Koehler Mine, Kaiser Steel
Corp., Koehler, N. Mex (1965) 6590

Mine water, see Mine drainage.
Mineola, N.Y., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 18279
Miner, Richard J.:

ionospheric behavior during solar eclipse of

July 20, 1963, Bedford, Mass. (1964) 7964

solar flux measurements during eclipse of
July 20, 1963 (1964) 4231

Miner, William N., plutonium (1965) 5626
Mineral County, Mont., St. Regis-Superior

area, geology and mineral deposits
(1961) 10682

Mineral engineering:
adaptation of new research techniques to

problems, progress reports (1961) 1705,
11789; (1962) 6695, 23037; (1963) 18584;
(1964) 8060

mine rocks, triaxial apparatus for testing
(1963) 20972

research, adaptation of new techniques to
problems (1963) 5937

Mineral feeder for cattle, farm building plan
(1961) 17924

Mineral feeder for sheep (1962) 4521

Mineral-fuels, see Fuel.

Mineral industries, see Minerals.

Mineral lands:
Alaska

—

disposition under townsite laws

—

law (1962) 20917
reports (1962) 17070, 19361

repeal law relating to adverse claims and
suits

—

law (1961) 18651
reports (1961) 8822, 17111

subject to lease, etc., selection, amend
statehood law

—

law (1964) 8228
reports (1964) 487, 6328

Cxjlorado national forests, permit develop-
ment of mineral resources, report (1965)
7437

conveyance of mineral rights to

—

California

—

law (1964) 1945

Do not order from index; see indicated entry

Mineral lands—Continued
conveyance of mineral rights to—Continued

reports (1963) 15281; (1964) 2190
Christmas Lake, Inc (1963) 17010, 17076
Christmas Lake, Inc., and Karlson Devel-
opment C^rp (1963) 11996

Fairbanks, Alaska

—

law (1964) 17268
reports (1964) 8300, 15735

San-Man Inn of Manning, Inc (1962)
16911, 20737

South Carolina, property surface owners
(1962) 16880; (1963) 1199.5. 13525, 16977

deposits in acquired lands, promote leasing
of U.S. interests, report (1961) 14644

Leasing act, amend

—

hearing (1962) 17338
laws (1962) 17385, 23222
reports (1962) 16991, 17194, 21444; (1964)

15560, 17784
Maricopa County, Ariz., sale of mineral es-

tate in lands to surface owners

—

hearings (1962) 19183
law (1962) 20929
reports (1962) 9241, 21100

occupants of unpatented mining claims, re-

lief-
hearing (1962) 21552
law (1962) 23251
reports (1962) 17068, 19336, 21178

oil land leasing act with amdts., and other
laws (1961) 3996

Orphan mining claim, acquire law (1962)
13310

Orphan mining claim, acquire, reports (1961)
19072; (1962) 4940, 11391

Osage Indians mineral reservation, extend
for indefinite period

—

law (1964) 21124
reports (1964) 17571, 17841

public land mining claims, problem of dis-

covery (remarks) (1961) 17609
quitclaim oil and gas rights to Alaska ho-

mesteaders, hearings (1961) 388
reserved, disposition, hearings (1962) 19183
sale of interests in propertv owned by J.D.

Wishart and wife (1963)'l3397
reports (1963) 7913, 13677

sale of mineral estate in land patented under
color of title act, report (1964) 17594

State selection of mineral-rich lands (1965)
10544

Vega Dam and Reservoir, reconvey mineral
rights to former owners, reports (1964)
15559; (1965) 10498

Walker River Paiute Tribe, give minerals
underlying reservation

—

law (1961) 18621
reports (1961) 14629, 16750

Mineral Point quadrangle. Wis., geology (1964)
797

Mineral water, Archman spa, effect on orga-
nism, USSR study (1962) 14141

Mineralization associated with magnetic
anomaly in part of Hy quadrangle, Nev
(1964) 18122

Mineralogy, all-Union society, USSR, records
(1962) 775

see also Minerals.
Minerals:
and primary products. Federal item identifi-

cation guides for supply cataloging
(1964) .3476, 12295; (1965) 3378

associations, ultramafic zone, Stillwater
complex, Mont (1961) 7525

beneficiation, report (1962) 21381
Bureau of Land Management's role in devel-

opment (remarks) (1962) 8442
by-products from saline water, research

(1965) 182.52
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Minerals—Continued

by-products from sea (1964) 10675
California Coast Ranges stream waters,

geologic control (1961) 6187
Cameron area, Coconino County, Ariz., min-

eralogy (1965) 13516
carbonate mineralogy, Eniwetok Atoll (1963)

19308
census, 1958, subject report (1962) 6742
census publications, price list (1963) 9334;

(1964) 13389
chemical and fertilizer mineral mining, cen-

sus of mineral industries, 1958, industry
report (1961) 1807

chromitites, bronzitites, harzburgites in

lower part of Stillwater complex, petro-
graphic features and origin (series)

(1961) 7525
clay-

in Morrison formation of Colorado Pla-
teau (1963) 600

in Triassic rocks of Colorado Plateau
(1963) 19296

Colorado, 100-year record (1961) 20810
commodity data summaries (1964) 13112;

(1965) 14662
Communist China, technology, selected

translations (1961) 2245
conservation and Mines Bureau (1962) 3298
contributions to geochemical prospecting

(series) (1961) 7517, 9251; (1963) 17521;
(1965) 14411-412

cosmic mineralogy, new branch of science
(1963) 18177

demand, analyzing (1962) 16007
demineralizing of sea water, gas hydrates

use (1961) 740
deposits

—

and solutions, bryophytes associated with
in Alaska (1965) 12534

Carlisle quadrangle, Wyo (1961) 9248
Habersham County, Ga., exploration

(1965) 4230
Jefferson City quadrangle, Mont (1964)
4793

mineralogy of manganese of Maple and
Hovey Mountains area, Aroostook Coun-
ty, Maine (1963) 6554

Mount Morrison quadrangle, Calif (1964)
6804

Osgood Mountain quadrangle, Nev (1964)
8768

simulating, using Monte Carlo techniques
and mathematical models (1964) 16643

Telluride, Colo, area (1963) 6546
Thomas and Dugway Ranges, Juab and
Tooele Counties, Utah (1964) 14341

Turtle Lake quadrangle. Wash (1963)
12222

Twin Crags quadrangle, Idaho (1963) 6550
White County, Ga., exploration (1965) 4231

dermal excretion, relation to balance, etc

(1963) 1813
determination of FeO (1962) 21828
Dzungaria (1961) 15037

electrical conductivity change with age,
USSR study (1964) 12917

extraction, depletion allowance, apportion-
ment between parties, to certain con-
tracts for income tax deductions, report
(1964) 13948

fertilizers

—

and crop yields, USSR study (1964) 10917
improving use, USSR study (1964) 10724
organizing transportation in USSR (1964)

10825
for chemical manufacturing, supply and

demand in California and Nevada (1965)
5074

Minerals—Continued
formation in region of active volcanoes, con-

ference, USSR (1961) 7714
geophysical prospecting, USSR studies

(1965) 12697
geological formations, absolute age determi-

nation, USSR commission bulletin (1961)
3791

Government publications (1961) 2656
heavy

—

as guides to uranium-vanadium ore depos-
its in Slick Rock district, Colo (1962)
5293

in Cretaceous and Teriary rocks, with
uranium occurrences (1965) 7803

in saprolite of crystalline rocks, Shelby
quadrangle, N.C. (1964) 2418

heavy liquids and procedures for laboratory
sink-float separations (1961) 7920

high-conductivity, electrostatic separation
(1964) 9521

high mineral content in drinking water, ef-

fects, USSR study (1965) 884
Alaska's mineral industry, trends (1962)

6230
Arizona industries, water requirements and

uses (1963) 12824
industries

—

area reports, annual (1962) 3624; (1963)
3463; (1964) 3263; (1965) 3147

census, 1958

—

area reports (1961) 8494, 10004-7,
11860-865, 13899-903, 16258-260,
18136-144, 20416-426; (1962) 250-259,
4714

area statistics (1962) 11186
employment and related statistics (1962)
4720

final area reports, announcement and
order form (1961) 6783

final industry reports (1962) 13089
final industry reports, announcement
and order form (1961) 259

final volumes, announcement and order
form (1962) 11065

fuels, electric energy, etc., used (1962)
4722

industry reports (1961) 1806-7, 5478-79,
6810-11, 8495-96, 11866, 20427-428;
(1962) 260, 2170-71, 4715-18

link of establishment data and IRS cor-

poration data (1964) 19306
size of establishment, subject report

(1962) 4719
type of organization, subject reports

(1962) 2172, 4721
subject reports (1962) 2172, 4719-22

census, 1963

—

preliminary reports (1965) 3201
announcement and order form (1965)
5631

hearings (1964) 8391
manual of industry and product classifi-

cation (1964) 6036
materials consumption items (1964) 8137
publications program (1965) 271-272,

13617
reference manuals, announcement and
order form (1964) 13746

civil defense (1964) 16622
employment and injuries, minerals

year-book chapter (1961) 21163; (1963)

1200, 20946; (1964) 21688
enterprise statistics (1963) 9727; (1964)

184
announcement and order form (1963)

9710; (1964) 153
review, minerals yearbook chapters (1962)

1650, 23984; (1964) 1445, 2997; (1965)

1384
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statistical applications of probability
theory (1964) 9498; (1965) 2815, 9587.
12946

technologic trends, minerals yearbook
chapters (1961) 1239; (1962) 1651; (1963)

1257; (1964) 1446
use of high-speed data reduction and proc-
essing equipment (1962) 12377

industry, minerals yearbook chapters

—

Afghanistan (1965) 14667
Alabama (1961) 21180; (1963) 1210, 20952;

(1965) 1329, 19849
Alaska (1961) 1199; (1962) 1606; (1963)

19847, 20953; (1965) 1330
Albania (1965) 12840
Algeria (1965) 12841
Angola (1965) 12842
Argentina (1965) 12843
Arizona (1961) 21181; (1963) 1211; (1964)

1406; (1965) 1331
Arkansas (1962) 23962; (1964) 1407; (1965)

1332
Australia (1965) 14668
Austria (1965) 12844
Bahrain (1965) 12845
Basutoland, Bechuanaland, and Swaziland

(1965) 12839
Belgium (1965) 12846
Bolivia (1965) 12847
Brazil (1965) 12848
British Guiana (1965) 12849
Bulgaria (1965) 12850
Burma (1965) 14669
California (1961) 1200; (1962) 3299; (1963)

3060; (1964) 2984; (1965) 1333
Cambodia (1965) 14670
Cameroon (1965) 12851
Canada (1965) 12852
Central African Republic (1965) 12853
Ceylon (1965) 14671
Chad (1965) 12854
Chile (1965) 12855
China, mainland (1965) 14679
Colombia (1965) 12856
Colorado (1961) 1201; (1962) 3300; (1963)

3061; (1964) 1408; (1965) 1334
Congo (Brazzaville) (1965) 12908
Congo (Leopoldville) (1965) 12909
Connecticut (1961) 19859; (1962) 22486;

(1963) 20954; (1964) 20487; (1965) 18439
Costa Rica (1965) 12857
Cuba (1965) 12858
Cyprus (1965) 12910
Czechoslavakia (1965) 12859
Delaware (1961) 19860; (1962) 20089;

(1963) 18080; (1964) 20488; (1965) 19850
Denmark (1965) 12860
Dominican Republic (1965) 12861
East Germany (1965) 12862
Ecuador (1965) 12863
El Salvador (1965) 12864
Ethiopa (1965) 12865
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland

(1965) 12867
Federation of South Arabia (1965) 14672
Fiji Islands (1965) 14673
Finland (1965) 12868
Florida (1961) 1202; (1962) 1212; (1964)

1409; (1965) 1335, 19851
France (1965) 12869
Gabon (1965) 12870
Georgia (1962) 23963; (1963) 20955; (1964)
21697

Germany, Federal Republic (1965) 12866
Ghana (1965) 12911
Greece (1965) 12871
Greenland (1965) 12872
Guatemala (1965) 12873

Minerals—Continued
industry, minerals yearbook chapters

—

—Continued
Guinea (1965) 12874
Haiti (1965) 12875
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan (1965)

12876
Hawaii (1961) 11384, 19861; (1962) 20090;

(1963) 19848; (1964) 21698
Honduras (1965) 12877
Hong Kong (1965) 14674
Hungary (1965) 12878
Idaho (1961) 21182; (1962) 23964; (1963)
20956; (1964) 21699; (1965) 19852

Illinois (1961) 1203; (1962) 3301; (1963)
1213; (1964) 1401; (1965) 1336

India (1965) 14675
Indiana (1961) 1204; (1962) 3302; (1963)

1214; (1964) 1411; (1965) 1337
Indonesia (1965) 14676
Iowa (1962) 23965; (1963) 20957; (1965)

1338
Iran (1965) 12879
Iraq (1965) 12880
Ireland (1965) 12881
Israel (1965) 12882
Italy (1965) 12883
Ivorv Coast (1965) 12884
Jamaica (1965) 12885
Japan (1965) 14677
Kansas (1961) 1205; (1962) 1611; (1963)

3062; (1964) 1412; (1965) 1339
Kentucky (1961) 1206; (1962) 3303, 23966;

(1964) 1413; (1965) 1340
Kenya, Tanganyika, and Uganda (1965)

12886
Kuwait (1965) 12888
Kuwait-Saudi Arabia Neutral Zone (1965)

12889
Laos (1965) 14678
Liberia (1965) 12890
Libya (1965) 12891
Louisiana (1961) 1207; (1962) 1612; (1963)

3063; (1964) 2985; (1965) 1341
Luxembourg (1965) 12892
Maine (1961) 19862; (1962) 22487; (1963)

19849; (1964) 20489
Malagasy (1965) 12893
Malaysia (1965) 14680
Maryland (1962) 22488; (1964) 1414, 21700
Massachusetts (1961) 19863; (1962) 22489;

(1963) 20958; (1964) 21701
Mauritania (1965) 12894
Mexico (1965) 12895
Michigan (1962) 3304, 23967; (1964) 1415;

(1965) 1342
Minnesota (1962) 23968; (1964) 1416; (1965)

1343, 19853
Mississippi (1962) 23969; (1963) 20959;

(1965) 1344, 19854
Missouri (1962) 1616; (1963) 1215; (1964)

1417; (1965) 1345
Mongolia (1965) 14681
Montana (1961) 1208; (1962) 3305; (1963)
3064; (1964) 1418; (1965) 1346

Morocco (1965) 12887
Mozambique (1965) 12896
Nebraska (1962) 1617; (1963) 1216; (1964)

1419; (1965) 1347
Netherlands (1965) 12897
Netherlands Antilles (1965) 12898
Nevada (1961) 11385, 21183; (1963) 1217;

(1964) 11317; (1965) 1348
New Caledonia (1965) 14682
New Hampshire (1961) 19864; (1962) 22490;

(1963) 19850; (1964) 20490; (1965) 19855
New Jersey (1962) 1618, 23970; (1964)

1420, 21702
New Mexico (1962) 3306, 23971; (1963)
20960; (1965) 1349
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New York (1961) 1209; (1962) 1619; (1963)

1218; (1964) 1421; (1965) 1350
New Zealand (1965) 14683
Nicaragua (1965) 12899
Nigeria (1965) 12900
North Carolina (1961) 21184; (1962) 22491;

(1963) 20961; (1964) 21703; (1965) 18440
North Dakota (1962) 14426; (1963) 1219;

(1964) 1422; (1965) 1351
North Korea (1965) 14684
North Vietnam (1965) 14685
Norway (1965) 12901
Ohio (1961) 1210; (1962) 3307; (1963) 1220;

(1964) 2986; (1965) 1352
Oklahoma (1961) 1211; (1962) 3308; (1963)

1221; (1964) 2987; (1965) 1353
Oregon (1961) 21185; (1963) 1222, 19851;

(1964) 21704
Pakistan (1965) 14686
Panama (1965) 12902
Paraguay (1965) 12903
Pennsylvania (1961) 1212; (1962) 3309;

(1963) 3065; (1964) 2988; (1965) 1354
Peru (1965) 12904
Philippines (1965) 14687
Poland (1965) 12905
Portugal (1965) 12906
Puerto Rico, Panama Canal Zone, Virgin

Islands, and Pacific Island possessions
(1965) 18441

Qatar (1965) 12907
Rhode Island (1961) 19865; (1962) 20091;

(1963) 19853; (1964) 21705; (1965) 19856
Rumania (1965) 12914
Rwanda (1965) 12915
Saudi Arabia (1965) 12916
Senegal (1965) 12917
Sierra Leone (1965) 12918
Somali Republic (1965) 12919
South Africa (1965) 12912
South Carolina (1961) 21186; (1962) 23972;

(1963) 19854; (1964) 21706
South Dakota (1961) 21187; (1963) 1223;

(1964) 1423; (1965) 1355
South Korea (1965) 14688
South Viet-Nam (1965) 14689
South-West Africa (1965) 12924
Spain (1965) 12920
Sudan (1965) 12913
Surinam (1965) 12921
Sweden (1965) 12922
Switzerland (1965) 12923
Syrian Arab Republic (1965) 14690
Taiwan (1965) 14691
Tennessee (1961) 1213; (1962) 3310; (1963)

3066; (1964) 1424; (1965) 1356
Texas (1961) 1214; (1962) 3311; (1963)

3067; (1964) 2985; (1965) 1357
Thailand (1965) 14692
Togo (1965) 12925
Trinidad and Tobago (1965) 12926
Trucial Coast and Muscat and Oman

(1965) 14693
Tunisia (1965) 12927
Turkey (1965) 14694
United Arab Republic (Egypt) (1965) 12929

United Kingdom (1965) 12930
Upper Volta (1965) 12931
Uruguay (1965) 12932
USSR (1965) 12928
Utah (1961) 1215; (1962) 1621; (1963) 3068;

(1964) 1425; (1965) 1358
Venezuela (1965) 12933
Vermont (1961) 19866; (1962) 20092; (1963)

18081; (1964) 20492
Virginia (1961) 1216; (1962) 3312; (1963)

3069; (1964) 2990; (1965) 1359

Minerals—Continued
industry, minerals yearbook chapters—Con-
Washington State (1961) 11386; (1962)

3313; (1963) 1224; (1964) 1426; (1965)
1360

West Virginia (1961) 1217; (1962) 3314;
(1963) 3070; (1964) 2991; (1965) 1361

Wisconsin (1961) 21188; (1962) 23973;
(1963) 20962; (1965) 1362

Wyoming (1961) 1218; (1962) 3315; (1963)
3071; (1964) 1427; (1965) 1363

Yugoslavia (1965) 12934
industry, state of, hearings (1963) 15390
ion exchange on mineral materials (series)

(1963) 599, 5017; (1965) 10980, 16311
Khar'kov economic region (1962) 1088
leasing act, amend

—

hearings (1963) 19059; (1964) 4586, 14145
law (1964) 17406
reports (1961) 14644; (1964) 17558, 17777,

17826, 17835
long-range research needs (remarks) (1961)

17333
magnetic susceptibility, linear correlation

with chemical composition (1964) 7456
mapping and geodetic control, papers pre-

pared for United Nations conference
(1963) 5095

melting and transformation temperatures of
minerals, etc (1963) 19295

metallic and nonmetallic deposits of Alaska,
index (1961) 19413

mineral examiners, field handbook (1961)
19826

mineral facts and problems, introduction,
preprint (1965) 12830

mineral fillers for California, pesticide in-

dustry (1965) 9571
mineral market reports (1961) 1219-29,

2483-2506, 4819-21, 9448-49, 15748-749,
17638-640, 21189; (1962) 1622, 3316-20,
12380-382, 16011

I.S.P. (series) (1961) 3446; (1962) 3850
LM (series) (1962) 4018
S (series) (1962) 4099

mineral pollution problem and proposed so-

lutions, Arkansas- Red River basins
study, appendix (1965) 14988

mineral trade notes (1961) 3428; (1962) 4059;
(1963) 3902; (1964) 3727; (1965) 3645

special supplement (1962) 10446
mineralogy

—

and cation-exchange capacity of sediments
from selected streams (1965) 18208

and paragenesis of ore deposit at Monu-
ment no. 2 and Cato Sells Mines, Monu-
ment Valley Area (1963) 12220

Guam, selected soils (1963) 19316
of lower part of Pierre shale, S. Dak. and

Nebr., (1965) 19665
minerals and primary products, Federal item

identification guides for supply catalog-
ing, supplements (1963) 3658

minerals in world economy, minerals year-
book chapter (1965) 12935

minor, minerals yearbook chapter (1963)

18083; (1964) 18673; (1965) 18442
Montana, potential, basis for future growth

(1965) 5985
print as Senate document, report (1965)
4577

Montana resources (1964) 2240

natural resources versus utilization prob-
lems, USSR study (1961) 7698

needs of dairy cattle (1963) 14837

nonclastic minerals in Searles Lake evapor-

ite deposit, Calif., character, etc (1964)

19777
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nonmetallic

—

and products, tariff classification study,
explanatory and background materials
(1961) 1551

except fuels, mining, census of mineral
industries (1962) 4717

for Alaska's construction industry (1962)
16017

products, census of manufactures, 1958,
industry report (1961) 3921

services and miscellaneous, census of min-
eral industries, 1958, industry report
(1961) 5479

source for production of lightweight ag-
gregates in Wisconsin (1962) 3338

Soviet and Chinese articles, English ab-

stracts (1961) 6767; (1962) 3786
nonopaque heavy, in sandstone of Jurassic

and Cretaceous age, Black Hills, Wyo.
and S. Dak (1964) 4777

Osage Indians mineral reservation, extend
for indefinite period

—

law (1964) 21124
reports (1964) 17571. 17841

Piedmont Upland, Md. Penn. and Del., ser-

pentine rocks (1961) 10683
Pierre shale, mineralogical composition,

quantitative interpretation from X-ray
and chemical data (1964) 18127

policies administration in Interior Dept.
(remarks) (1965) 18245

powdered, spectrochemical analysis by con-
stant-feed direct current arc (1961)

12777
production, comparison of Mines and Census

Bureaus' 1958 data, minerals yearbook
chapter (1962) 20093

production, statistical summary, minerals
yearbook chapter (1961) 21202; (1963)
1256, 20973; (1965) 1385, 19871

public lands, Pima County, Ariz., withdrawal
of mineral interests

—

hearings (1962) 19183
law (i962) 20922
reports (1962) 11351, 21101

publications, price list (1961) 2658; (1962)
20247; (1963) 18280; (1965) 18698

Puerto Rico, Panama Canal Zone, Virgin
Islands, and Pacific Island possessions
industry, minerals yearbook chapters
(1962) 22492; (1963) 19852; (1964) 20491

quantitative spectrochemical analysis, eval-

uation of reporting (1961) 7516
rare metals and accessory minerals, metal-

lurgy. USSR study (1965) 4984
raw materials, niobium and tantalum, meth-

ods of determining small quantities
(1961) 10746

refractory, census of mineral industries,

1958, industry report (1961) 6811
research techniques, adaptation to engineer-

ing problems (1961) 18075
reserved, disposition, hearings (1962) 19183

resources

—

Alaska (series) (1961) 7514, 12774; (1962)

626, 2520; (1963) 6545; (1964) 2414,
18101; (1965) 4607

briefings on, hearings (1965) 15814
code of Federal regulations (1961) 7396;

(1962) 11789; (1963) 6430; (1964) 8574;
(1965) 9114

Colorado (196.5) 4608
educational grants for mineral research,
hearing (1963) 20611

Idaho (1965) 4609
lease and disposal by Bureau of Land
Management, GAO review (1961) 20808

Malagasy (1963) 20950

Minerals—Continued
resources—Continued
Minas Gerais, Brazil (series) (1963)

601-602, 15609; (1964) 10638
Missouri River Basin, importance (1963)

1195
Nevada (1964) 17668
print as Senate document, report (1964)

15690
New Mexico (1965) 12333
South Dakota (1965) 4610
under bottoms of seas and oceans, prob-
lems of investigation, USSR study
(1962) 2665

upper Missouri River basin, Fort Peck
Reservoir to Monrony Dam (1964) 18669

U.S. participation in exploration (re-

marks) (1963) 8370
USSR, development (1965) 12771
Utah (1964) 8451
Wyoming, western Permian rocks (1964)

2420
Rifle Creek, deposits of area (1961) 6171
St. Regis-Superior area, Mont (1961) 10682
sale of interests in property owned by J.D.

Wishart and wife (1963) 7913, 13397,

13677
saline, of Green River formation-

study (1962) 9738
X-ray powder data (1962) 9738

saline water demineralization

—

feasibility by electrically-induced adsorp-
tion on porous graphite electrodes (1961)

6207
physiological mechanisms of sodium and

chloride ion transport and design of

experiment for application, survey
(1962) 2551

sediment from vicinity of Brookhaven Na-
tional Laboratory (1963) 17526

semiquantitative spectrochemical analysis

by powder d-c arc technique (1961) 9249
separation, magnetization delay (1964) 9527
serpentine-group, chemical analysis (1962)

5303
sources of mineral constituents in water

from granitic rocks, Sierra Nevada,
Calif, and Nev (1964) 12513

South Carolina, conveyance of interests to

San-Man Inn of Manning, Inc (1962)
19273

southern Black Hills pegmatites (1964) 4783
southern Great Plains soils (1964) 1680
specialist, examination announcement (1965)

4411
strategic, location, survey, report (1962)

21467
tariff schedules of U.S. (1965) 9572
trace mineral losses in sweat (1964) 19224
Ukraine (1962) 10080
upper mantle analogues, shear deformation

(1964) 19151
uranium-bearing ligrnites, mineralogical in-

vestigation (1961) 11794
useful, prospecting and development by radi-

oactive methods, all-Union Conference,
USSR (1961) 18018

USSR, All-Union Mineralogical Society,
1962 activities (1964) 4949

USSR trade (1962) 10446
yearbook, 1959

—

area reports

—

departmental edition (1961) 2509
document edition (1961) 1873

fuels

—

departmental edition (1961) 2508
document edition (1961) 1872

metals and minerals except fuels

—

departmental edition (1961) 2507
document edition (1961) 1871
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yearbook, 1960

—

area reports

—

departmental edition (1962) 1625
document edition (1962) 387

fuels

—

departmental edition (1962) 1624
document edition (1962) 386

metals and minerals except fuels

—

departmental edition (1962) 1623
document edition (1962) 385

yearbook, 1961

—

area reports

—

departmental edition (1963) 1226
document edition (1963) 285

fuels

—

departmental edition (1963) 9116
document edition (1963) 7850

metals and minerals except fuels

—

departmental edition (1963) 1225
document edition (1963) 284

yearbook, 1962

—

area reports

—

departmental edition (1964) 1430
document edition (1964) 288

fuels

—

departmental edition (1964) 1429
document edition (1964) 287

metals and minerals except fuels

—

departmental edition (1964) 1428
document edition (1964) 286

yearbook, 1963

—

area reports, domestic

—

departmental edition (1965) 1366
document edition (1965) 395

area reports, international

—

departmental edition (1965) 11387
document edition (1965) 10375

fuels

—

departmental edition (1965) 1365
document edition (1965) 394

metals and minerals except fuels

—

departmental edition (1965) 1364
document edition (1965) 393

see also Assaying—Radioactive sub-
stances—Strategic materials—Terrestri-
al substances

—

also names of minerals.
Minerals Exploration Office:

budget, 1964, decrease, proposal (1963) 4729
exploration assistance program (1963) 12821

press releases (1961) 3425; (1962) 4222;

(1963) 4071; (1964) 3903; (1965) 3821
program in Southeastern States (remarks)

(1962) 20066
program, purpose, etc. (remarks) (1962) 1599

semi-annual reports (1962) 6226, 8453,

22463; (1963) 9108, 19820; (1964) 9494,

20463; (1965) 8016, 18424
Miners, see Mines and mining.

Miners' International Federation, internation-

al labor study (1963) 5099
Mines (ordnance):

history and use of sea mines by United
States (1962) 12607

Mines and mining:
abstracts pertaining to Communist China in

Soviet abstracts journal, mining (1962)

3220, 6127, 9948, 15717, 19880; (1963)

963, 10434, 17977; (1964) 1081, 2692
African industry, transport problems in cen-

tral and south basins, USSR study
(1963) 15870

automatics and remote control, USSR book
review (1961) 20916

bacteria, use (1961) 19875

Belgrade institute, Yugoslav study (1962)

1472

Mines and mining—Continued
bibliography, journal articles (1961) 1198,

2482
block caving, changes in stress concentra-

tion created by undercutting (1962)
14442

contracting mining communities and area
redevelopment program, U.S. experience
(paper) (1964) 8015

dust control in mining (1961) 9444; (1962)
23957

employer expenditures for supplementary
remuneration for production workers
(1962) 6211

equipment, permissable (1962) 3295; (1964)
9496

examination techniques for detecting, etc.,

underground nuclear explosions (1962)
10445

Federal metal and nonmetallic mine safety
act, hearings (1965) 15798

fundamentals of mining science, USSR study
(1964) 18582

hydrology, mining (series) (1964) 2423, 6810
in situ disintegration of hard material (1964)

15019
in situ rock stresses, Ruth mining district,

Nev. with emphasis on slope design
problems in open-pit mines (1964) 20512

Indonesia, economic problems (1961) 806
industries, employer expenditures for sup-

plementary remunerative practices for
production workers, 1960

—

departmental edition (1963) 10895
document edition (1963) 9816

industry

—

Communist China, translations (1961) 880;
(1962) 17920, 17970, 18029, 19772, 19942,
21951, 22056, 22180, 22184, 22388, 23709,
'23791; (1963) 651, 914, 1030, 1102, 2553,
2699, 2792, 2913, 6739, 6870, 7044, 8456,
8482, 8533, 8842, 8983, 10440, 12347,
12724, 14135, 14181, 15966, 16089, 19382,
19560, 19667, 19742, 20861, 20913; (1964)
910, 1102, 1213, 1339, 2603, 2611, 2723,
2787, 2929, 4933, 4958, 4988, 5077, 5235,
5265, 6918, 6933, 7031, 7104, 7154, 7281,
8936, 8970, 10796, 12642, 12830, 14412,
14537, 14643

French-speaking tropical Africa (1961)
17484

speed up introduction of scientific re-

search results, USSR study (1962) 2814
injury experience, nonmetal industries ex-

cept stone and coal (1962) 20084; (1963)
19835; (1964) 1402

Kern County, Calif., underground borate
mining (1963) 3073

mapping and geodetic control, papers pre-

pared for United Nations conference
(1963) 5095

methods and costs

—

Abbott Mine, COG Minerals Corps., Lake
County, Calif (1962) 22480

Deep Creek mine (1963) 14500
Johnson Mine, Eastern Magnesia Talc Co

(1963) 3057
Mouat mine, American Chrome Co (1964)
5475

Ozark-Mahoning Co (1961) 2478
Standard Lime and Cement Co (1964)

13107
Vermont Asbestos Mines, Ruberoid Co
(1962)12372

methods and practices, Hurricane Creek
Bauxite Mine, Reynolds Mining Corp.,
Saline County, Ark (1961) 11376

methods and techniques. Radon Longwall
operation, Hecla Mining (3o., San Juan
County, Utah (1961) 15743
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Mines and mining—Continued
methods of Fort Dodge Limestone Company,

Inc (1962) 8457
mine products, carload waybill statistics

(1961) 4342, 6219; (1962) 13943; (1963)
6629, 8428; (1964) 16365. 18273

mine-surveying in Socialist countries, USSR
study (1965) 14536

mine-systems analysis, design and applica-
tions of some mathematical models
(1963) 5485

mineral examiners, field handbook (1961)
19826

minerals, nonmetallic (except fuels), census
of mineral industries (1962) 4717

miners clothing, Arctic, investigation of
thermal insulating properties (1962) 964

mines products carload waybill statistics

(1962) 5368
mining claims, questions and answers (1963)

16300
mining hydrology (series) (1965) 18210
mining laws of world, summary (1961) 7921
national safety competitions (1961) 11378;

(1962) 12378
noncoal, mobile diesel-powered equipment

approved (1963) 18074
nonmetal industries, safety organization

and activities of award-winning compa-
nies (1963) 18076

oil shale. Rifle, Colo (1964) 21684
open-pit mine, methods and costs. Inspira-

tion Consolidated Copper Co. open-pit
mine, Gila County, Ariz (1963) 7210

open pit mining of rich ores and ferro-
quartzites of Kursk magnetic anomaly,
USSR study (1962) 7695

open pit operations at Tripp pit. Consolidat-
ed Coppermines Corp., Kimberly, Nev
(1962) 23956

Operation Backfill, subsidence project in

Appalachia (1965) 14719
operations, seismic methods of detecting and

delineating subsurface subsidence (1962)
1645

ore grade estimating for bedded deposits,
using unequal sample interval lengths,
etc (1964) 9523

particle statistics of infinite populations as
applied to mine sampling (1961) 9450

petrified wood, exclude from operations of
mining laws

—

law (1962) 20888
reports (1962) 16990, 21383

pillar strain, measuring changes during pil-

lar recovery (1962) 22502
Plowshare program, use for nuclear explo-

sives, evaluation, for Australian purpos-
es (1965) 13482

production schedules, determining by linear
programing (1964) 13117

public lands, need for new laws (remarks)
(1961) 13413

publications, price lists (1961) 2658; (1962)
20247; (1963) 18280; (1965) 18698

review of mining technology minerals year-
book chapters (1961) 9488, 11396; (1963)
3105, 14526; (1964) 13136; (1965) 12954

rigid foam for mines (1964) 7445
safety of life, proceedings of 10th Interna-

tional Conference of Directors of Safety
in Mines Research (1962) 18195

sampling project designed for statistical
analysis (1962) 18221

San Manuel Copper Corp., Pinal County,
Ariz (1962) 23951; (1963) 3053, 9131

sinking methods and costs for small vertical
shaft with steel supports (1962) 14417

Mines and mining—Continued
structural survey of private mining opera-

tions

—

Project Sedan (1963) 11571
Project Shoal (1965) 201

uranium, methods and costs on Colorado
Plateau (1961) 19853

uranium, underground, estimating daily ex-

posures of miners to airborne rad-

on-daughter products (1962) 23983
see also Blasting—Coal mines and min-

ing—Copper—Emerald mines—Hydraulic
mine filling—Metal mines and min-
ing—Mine accidents—Mine drainage

—

Mine fires—Mine rescue work

—

also
names of metals and minerals mines

—

also names of mines.
Mines Bureau:
Albany Metallurgy Research Center, metal-

lurgical progress reports (1961) 1723,
5400, 11813, 18099; (1962) 2104, 6709,
14901, 18748; (1963) 140, 9692, 11585,
15018; (1964) 1782, 8088, 13719, 17064;
(1965) 1856, 5620, 11918, 17141

area report, annual (1961) 3432; (1962) 3624;
(1963) 3463; (1964) 3263; (1965) 3147

authors, journal articles published (1961)
2482

boiler-water service (1963) 10941
briefings on helium activities, hearings

(1965) 15814
bulletins (1961) 11369, 15741-742, 17624,

19842; (1962) 3289, 6227, 12370, 16003-5,

18183; (1963) 1197, 3051, 7202-4, 9109-10,

14493, 16318, 19824, 20941; (1964) 1398,
9495, 13103-104, 18660, 21684; (1965)
2809, 6588, 8017, 9549-50, 14659-660,
19830-831

chromium supplied for research, July
1953-July 1961, including names of re-

cipients and nature of studies (1964)

7429
coal-fired gas turbine research project (1962)

10470
coal research and technologic work (1962)

14422; (1963) 14498, 20947; (1964) 21691
commodity data summaries (1965). 14662
geologists, examination announcement (1963)

16955; (1964) 19339
helium operations, 1960, GAO audit report

(1961) 17319
helium procurement under negotiated

fixed-price contracts, GAO examination
(1963) 2323

information circulars (1961) 1195-97,
2478-81, 4814-18, 6272-75, 7917-22.
9441-47, 11376-380, 13433-438, 15743-746,
17631-632, 19852-858, 21167-173; (1962)
1603-04, 3291-97, 6228-34, 8454-62,
10441-445, 12371-378, 14415-425, 16007-9,
18191-201, 20080-84, 222476-483.
23951-960; (1963) 1201-07, 3053-57,
5469-73, 7205-12, 9111-14, 10936-941.
12824-831. 14497-501, 16322-325.
18073-76, 19835-839, 20947-950; (1964)
1402-5, 2981-83, 5472-77, 7427-29, 9496,
11314-316, 13105-110, 14736-738,
16624-627, 18668-670, 20475-481,
21690-692; (1965) 1328, 2810-12, 5071-80,
6589-92, 8018, 9569-73, 11385, 12827-829,
16585-586, 18434-435, 19840-843

investigations of coal and products, 1910-60,
bibliography (1962) 8455

Keyes, Okla., Helium Plant, production
(1961) 6275

mineral conservation (1962) 3298

mobile diesel-powered equipment approved
for noncoal mines (1963) 18074
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Mines Bureau—Continued
negotiation of noncompetitive fixed-unit-

price contracts for procurement of heli-

um-bearing gas, GAO report (1965)

10962
press releases (1961) 3469; (1962) 4223;

(1963) 4072; (1964) 3904; (1965) 3822
publications

—

and articles, lists (1961) 21178; (1962)

18205; (1963) 18079; (1964) 20483
issued (1961) 1198
monthly list (1961) 3429; (1962) 4115;

(1963) 3958; (1964) 3786; (1965) 3702
on coal preparation (1962) 3292
health and safety (1962) 22483
petroleum and natural gas (1964) 21692

reports of investigations (1961) 1230-37,

2511-20, 4823-36, 6276-6300, 7925-48,

9450-87, 11390-394, 13444-462, 15750-760,
17649-658, 19871-888, 21191-199; (1962)

1628-48, 3321-41, 6236-47, 8463-79,

10448-476, 12383-403, 14427-453,

16015-25, 18220-231, 20097-114,

22496-525, 23975-983; (1963) 1229-54,

3072-3104, 5475-5502, 7213-26, 9118-36,

10943-967, 12834-839, 14507-524,
16330-347, 18093-104, 19856-875,

20964-972; (1964) 1433-44, 2992-96,

5480-96, 7430-61, 9498-9528, 11318-344,

13113-135, 14744-764, 16632-646,
18680-706, 20498-512, 21709-718; (1965)

1368-82, 2815-21, 5083-96, 6595-6609,

8019-26, 9587-96, 11389-396, 12945-953,
14699-716, 16589-597, 18446-458,
19859-867

research and technologic work on coal (1962)

18201
research program outline, manganese (1961)

17640
research, review (1965) 10543
safety competition awards

—

National Crushed Stone Association (1961)

17630; (1964) 1397
National Lime Association (1961) 19849;

(1962) 22465
National Slag Association (1961) 19850
sand and gravel plants (1961) 19851;

(1962) 22466
Mines Research, International Conference of

Directors of Safety in, see International

Conference of Directors of Safety in

Mines Research.
Minetti, G. Joseph:

addresses, etc

—

June 20, 1963 (1963) 13315
Nov. 1, 1963 (1963) 20372

Ming Chup Chau, see Chau, Ming Chup.
Mingechaur hydroelectric station, USSR

(1961) 4482
Mingle, C.K., brucellosis eradication (1965)

13370
Mingo County, W. Va., opportunities for eco-

nomic development (1965) 141

Mingus Mountain, burn, vegetation changes
following fire (1964) 12471

Miniature stress transducer has directional

capability (1965) 5137
Miniaturization:

electronic, price list, bibliography (1965)

1932
microminiature circuit packaging tech-

niques, review of U.S. Govt, research
reports (1965) 16738

microminiaturization techniques for commu-
nications equipment (1963) 1768

microminiaturized instrumentation system
evaluation, Hughes (1964) 1728

microminiaturized physiological instrumen-
tation package (1963) 5858

Miniaturization—Continued
micromodule is born, USSR study (1965)

12676
Miniature walk-around oxygen rebreather de-

vice (1962) 20065
Miniaturized FM/FM bioinstrumentation sys-

tems, AF 04 (611)-9086, (1965) 94
Minidoka Irrigation District:

electric power contract-
law (1962) 13324
reports (1962) 11362, 11612

Minidoka National Wildlife Refuge:
birds (1961) 10639
general information (1962) 23561

Minidoka project:
Federal property on, disposal

—

law (1961) 16584
reports (1961) 14359, 14642

Minimum property standards for mobile home
courts (1962) 23523

Minimum property standards for multifamily
housing (1964) 4698

Minimum property standards for swimming
pools (1963) 20671

Minimum wage, see Wages
Mining, see Mines and mining.
Mining claims, see Mineral lands.
Mining engineering:
mine development workings. Climax Molyb-

denum mine, Colo., stresses induced by
undercutting and caving (1965) 16591,
18451

Young Mine, American Zinc Co., of Tennes-
see, mining methods and practices (1965)
18434

Mining machinery:
and equipment

—

current industrial reports (1962) 18787;
(1963) 11625; (1964) 11898; (1965) 13625

Federal item identification guides for sup-
ply cataloging (1962) 7236; (1964) 12289
supplements (1963) 3652; (1964) 3470;

(1965) 3372
shipments and related data (1961) 6769;

(1963) 1863
census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 1799
German coal planer for longwall mining,

Pocahontas no. 3 coalbed, Keystone, W.
Va (1963) 19863

industry, outlook and review (1961) 3880
mobile diesel-powered equipment for noncoal

mines (1963) 18074
permissible mine equipment (1962) 3295;

(1964) 9496
Ministerial decree changing boundaries of dis-

tricts of Angola (1962) 22087
Ministers of religion, see Clergy.
Ministries of education, their functions and

organization (1962) 19431
Minitrack:
NASA 108-MC system, tracking of Cygnus A

and Cassiopeia A (1962) 10504
NASA stations, correction for atmospheric

refraction (1962) 18297
network stations for sun tracking (1962)

10503
phase-locked phase filter (1962) 20155

Minks, fed fish diets, effect of antioxidants and
other feed additives on reproduction and
steatitis (1961) 6701

Minkus, Wilfred J., nonlinear closed-loop con-

trol systems with stationary stochastic
inputs, analysis (1963) 19939

Minneapolis, Minn.:
census of business, 1958, standard metropol-

itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 8468
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Minneapolis, Minn—Continued

census of business, 1963, major retail cen-
ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 17174
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18259
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 164.56

standard metropolitan statistical area

—

components of inventory change (1962)
9064, 14954
tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,

etc (1962) 16521
censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 11168

Communist activities in area

—

hearings (1965) 2024
print additional copies, report (1965)

12132
Cuban refugee problem, hearings (1964) 6516

income, education, and unemployment in

neighborhoods (1963) 5457
International Airport

—

disaster control plan (1962) 22975
weather observations, hourly, decennial
census (1963) 9496

nursing homes, conditions and problems,
hearings (1962) 17298

occupational wage survey (1961) 8633, 9407;
(1962) 11291, 12343; (1963) 9822, 10901;
(1964) 11280; (1965) 9505

police-community relations, civil rights re-

port (1965) 19014
principal electric facilities, maps (1962) 557;

(1963) 518, 2266; (1964) 675; (1965) 16179
sand and gravel operations and costs in

area (1963) 10936
wholesale fruit and vegetable markets, orga-

nization (1964) 5838
Minnehaha County, N. Dak., soil survey report

(1964) 18953

Minnesota:
adult hymemopterous oarasites of spruce

budworm, field key (1965) 657
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 4120
annual survey of manufactures, standard

metropolitan statistical areas and large
industrial counties, statistics (1962)
16450; (1963) 4567; (1964) 6028

butter reporting, description and analysis
(1961) 11707

census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1961)
10044

census of business, 1963

—

retail trade

—

area statistics (1965) 5649, 16210, 13603
merchandise lines sales (1965) 15300

selected services, area statistics (1965)
7212

wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)
7238

census of governments, 1962, State report
(1965) 4324

census of housing, 1960, State and small
areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc (1962)
47.56

census of manufactures, 1958, area statis-
tics (1961) 11851

census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-
port (1961) 10006

census of population, 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 20631
general characteristics (1961) 10074
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 4775
number of inhabitants (1961) 6844

Minnesota—Continued
censuses of population and housing, 1960,

geographic identification code sheme
(1961) 6872

climate summary 1951-60, decennial census
(1964) 20878

climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;
(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216

commercial forest land, ownership (1964)
12462

county business patterns, activities covered
by OASDI program (1961) 11876, 20436;
(1963) 15050, 18673

egg prices, reporting at shipping points
(1961) 3704

electric rate book (1961) 14859; (1962) 13800;
(1963) 15495; (1964) 17981; (1965) 18090

5B redevelopment area, statistical profile
(1963) 15125

floods of Mar.-Apr. 1960 (1965) 16326
forest area trends in counties (1963) 15572
forest type areas by counties, 1962 (1965)

659
Great Lakes area, fishery products, whole-

sale dealers, lists (1964) 724, 8609; (1965)
91.56

ground-water levels and air temperatures in
winter and spring correlation (1961)
9261

income tax, withholding from compensation
of Federal employees, agreement (1961)
20233

jack pine plantations, white-pine weevil
damage differs by seed source (1962)
11860

jack pine stands, seed stored in cones (1963)
6514

labor organizations, reporting, register
(1961) 6238; (1964) 16572

labor potential for expanding forest indus-
tries (1963) 6513

land exchange in Wright County, report
(1962) 19356

landings, fishery products (1961) 7431; (1962)
4060; (1963) 3903

lightweight aggregates, expansion proper-
ties of clays, shales and argillites (1964)
1434

lumber produced (1962) 19550
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1962) 1614, 23968; (1964) 1416; (1965)
1343, 19853

minor civil divisions, townships, cities and
villages, census 1960, map (1961) 16294

Mississippi River and tributaries, fishery
products, wholesale dealers, lists (1964)
4738; (1965) 9159

municipal waste facilities, inventory (1964)
3106

municipal water facilities inventory (1961)
6505; (1964) 18911

North Dakota boundary compact, approv-
al

—

law (1961) 18571
reports (1961) 10297, 14692

northeastern

—

labor resource for expanding wood-using
industries (1965) 10912

spruce budworm defoliation decreases in
1963 (1964) 12457

transportation and distribution for select-
ed industries (1965) 1811

transportation facilities for developing
wood-using industries (1965) 9211

northern

—

aerial survey of spruce and fir volume
killed by spruce budworm (1964) 12472

aspen lands, evaluating growth potential
(1961) 4280
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Minnesota—Continued
northern—Continued
changes in timber harvest (1963) 12176
forest soil freezing and influence of man-
agement practices (1963) 12187

pine release experiments (1962) 11658
soil moisture trends in thinned red pine
stands (1964) 776

Ontario border lakes, catalog of charts
(1961) 4807

police-community relations, civil rights re-

port (1965) 19014
population, 1960, characteristics (1963)

18655
precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)

3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965)
3492

psoroptic sheep scabies outbreaks, 1964
(1965) 1749

public school finance program (1964) 2283
red pine

—

growing-stock density experiments (1962)
19547

growth and yield (1962) 20427
remaining recreational shoreline opportuni-

ties, report (1962) 18337
rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-

files (1962) 16638
southeastern, magnetic anomaly of possible

economic significance (1964) 8762
southwestern, hydrology of melt-water chan-

nels (1965) 18228
spruce budworm defoliation causes tree mor-

tality (1962) 11863
temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10748

timber volume (1964) 12461
truck inventory and use survey (1965) 1899
weather stations, decadal census (1964)

15159
women, labor laws, summary (1962) 20374;

(1965) 6999
women, legal status (1964) 19031
women workers (1963) 11417
wood residues, volume and use from primary

processing (1962) 11864
ZIP code directory (1963) 20047

Minnesota Annual Conference of Methodist
Church, land on White Earth Reserva-
tion, donate to (1964) 15427, 15658,
17206

Minnesota Chippewa Tribe, see Chippewa Indi-

ans.
Minnesota River:

channel improvement, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2180
document edition (1963) 2004

Minnows, bluntnose, chronic effects of endrin
(1962) 15601

Minor, Charles 0., site-index curves for
young-growth ponderosa pine in north-
ern Arizona (1965) 7742

Minor coins, see Cent.
Minor elements, see Chemical elements.
Minorities:
Communist China

—

Chuang nationality (1963) 14382
economic activities of nationalities (1963)

14350
ethnography and national minorities

(1963) 960
mistreatment, Kazakh study (1963) 20822
nationalities (1964) 20392; (1965) 2309,

2458, 2474
discrimination in employment (address)

(1961) 9392
ethnic, of southern China, list of references

(1964) 9779

Minorities—Continued
Kazakhs and others in Sinkiang, suppres-

sion by Communist Chinese (1964) 989
Malaya (1965) 1120

National Conference of State Minority
Groups Representatives, digest of pro-
ceedings (1961) 1941

North Vietnam, zonal autonomy, implemen-
tation of policy in Viet Bac zone (1963)
17681

police-minority group relations in Los Ange-
les and San Francisco Bay area (1964)
1839

problems, concern of government (address)
(1961) 15690

Turkish minority in Bulgaria, report (1962)
19634

Yugoslavia, equality of treatment (1961)
4405

Minors, see Child labor—Children—Youth.

Minot, N. Dak., population, special census
(1962) 20555

Minow, Newton N.:

addresses, etc.

—

Nov. 14, 1962 (1963) 486
Apr. 2, 1963 (1963) 10114

nomination (1961) 5879
Jan. 22, 1963 (1963) 4888

Minsk, L. D., survey of snow and ice removal
techniques (1965) 9065

Mint (plant):

farming (1963) 5815
mint for oil, acreage, production, etc (1962)

76
Mint, Denver, Superintendent, nomination of

Fern V. Miller, hearing (1961) 8975
Mint, San Francisco, old building, disposition

as surplus property, opinion of Attorney
General (1961) 1160

Mint Bureau:
director, nomination of Eva B. Adams, hear-

ing (1961) 19153
domestic coins manufactured by mints of

U.S. (1964) 21723
reports (1961) 9489; (1962) 14454; (1963)

10968; (1964) 9529; (1965) 11398
transfer of copper from national stockpile

—

law (1965) 17442
reports (1965) 15764, 17896

Minter, C. C, effect of pressure on thermal
conductivity of gas (1963) 18243

Minton, George, United States censuses of
population and housing, 1960: Quality
control of preparatory operations, mi-
crofilming, and coding (1965) 18993

Minton, Gustave M., jr., relief (1962) 21361,
23143

Minton, William L., relief (1965) 15576, 19086,
19354

Mints:
additional facilities

—

hearings (1963) 8093, 17184
law (1963) 17032
reports (1963) 9978, 15266

Philadelphia, Superintendent, nomination of
Michael H. Sura, hearings (1962) 7211

repeal certain obsolete provisions of law

—

hearings (1961) 14722; (1962) 15262
law (1962) 16760
report (1961) 16966; (1962) 15158

retain 1964 on all coins

—

hearing (1964) 15803
law (1964) 17438
reports (1964) 15535, 15697, 17550

Min-tsu t'uan-chieh (periodical):

Communist China, translations (1961) 21108;
(1964) 21546
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Minucci, Patricia K., reaction time under 3

viewing conditions, binocular, dominant
eye, and non-dominant eye (1965) 1321

Minuteman missile, see Missiles.

Minyard, Jimmy D.:

cotton in Iran (1964) 14292
cotton in Pakistan (1964) 2347

MIO series (1961) 14953-968; (1962) 17625,
21830

Miocene period:

floras from Fingerrock Wash, Southwestern
Nevada (1964) 18134

marine, Astoria formation in Oregon (1964)

4790
Split Rock formation in central Wyoming

(1962) 628
treatment of smaller Foraminifera, southern

Okinawa (1964) 10645
upper, marine stratigraphy in southern Sali-

nas Valley, Calif. (1965) 2231
see also Calvert formation.

Mira, Francesco, relief (1964) 6388; (1965) 6008

Miracle of our time, cvbernetics and problems
of development ('l964) 6908

Miracle of water (1961) 8166
Miracles, cures, do they exist, USSR refuta-

tion (1961) 818
Miraflores Dam, Panama Canal Zone, spillway,

hydraulic model investigation (1965)
4683

Mirage Flats project, ground water resources
(1964) 21362

Miraglia, G. J.:

source of secondary invading staphylocci in

mice (1963) 14909
virulence as factor in Salmonella infection

in mice maintained in the cold (1963)
18467

Miraglia, John P., remarks. Mar. 19, 1965
(1965) 6586

Mirex, baits, town ants controlled with (1965)
9193

Mirovaya ekonomika i mezhdunarodnyye ot-

nosheniya (periodical):
translations (1963) 10384

Mirror lens, see Lenses.
Mirrors:
mirror device aligns machine surface per-

pendicular to sight lines (1964) 13185
9-1/2 foot diameter master and mirror (1964)

21727
outside rearview, for automotive vehicles.

Federal standard (1965) 16201
see a/so Magnetic mirrors.

MIS, see Material Inspection Service.
Misaka, Hajime, relief (1961) 14184, 16925,

18523
Miscellaneous bills, see Bills (congressional).
Miscellaneous collection series, see Smithsoni-

an miscellaneous collection.
Miscellaneous papers, see names of depart-

ments, etc., issuing papers.
Miscellaneous publications, see names of de-

partments, etc., issuing publications.
Misconduct, line of duty and misconduct deter-

minations in Army (1965) 8517
Miserentino, Robert, vibration tests of pres-

surized thin-walled cylindrical shells
(1965) 19940

Mishan, Sara, relief (1961) 12379
Mishutani, Roland F., relief (1962) 7118, 9215,

11254
Miskel, John A., radioactivity from nuclear

cratering experiment (1965) 4278
Miskhor, Koreiz, Gaspra Health Resort,

USSR, guide (1963) 12488
Misra, Ehvijendra K., relief (1962) 19210,

20788. 21003

Misses' clothing, see Clothing

—

also names or

types of clothing.
Missile and Space Division, Lockheed Aircraft

Corporation, additional costs from pro-
curement of test equipment as special

tooling, GAO report (1963) 15590
Missile bases:
Air Force Atlas and Titan sites, construc-

tion cost, hearing (1962) 9480
Cuba, President Kennedy's report to the

people on protecting the peace (address)

(1963) 1577
work stoppages

—

hearings (1961) 10505, 12515
index (1962) 9495

report (1962) 23393
Missile Sites Labor Commission, see Presi-

dent's Missile Sites Labor Commission.
Missile technicians. Navy training course

(1963) 5655
Missilemen:
Army, selection of anti-tank missile gunners,

status report (1963) 4467
MOS evaluation test aid

—

air defense missile crewman (Nike Her-
cules) (1962) 10974

air defense missile fire control crewman
(Hawk) (1962) 10973

field artillery missile fire control crewman
(Corporal) (1962) 10970

field artillery missile fire control crewman
(Lacrosse) (1962) 10971 '

field artillery missile materiel crewman
(Redstone) (1962) 10972

service practice for air defense artillery

missile units, field manual (1962) 153

Missiles:
accidents, advance payments on claims

—

hearing (1961) 19151
law (1961) 16610
reports (1961) 14351, 14711

accumulation and retention of excess missile

spare parts due to inadequate supply
management practices of United States
Army, Europe, GAO report (1965) 4815

accumulation of excesses and unnecessary
procurement of spare parts, etc., at 3d
Army Logistical Support Group instal-

lations in Florida, Army Dept., GAO
report (1965) 4816

acoustic transmission loss of fiberglas

nose-cone shapes (1961) 13517
aerodynamic characteristics of 2 rectangu-

lar-plan-form, all-movable controls in

combination with slender body of revolu-

tion at Mach numbers from 3.00 to 6.25

(1962) 1653
aerodynamic characteristics of wings of low

aspect ratio for components in combina-
tion for combined angles of attack and
sideslip at Mach number of 2.01 (1961)

4858
aerospace employment, job market develop-

ments (1965) 14189
air defense artillery units service practice,

field manual (1962) 153
air-to-surface canard configuration, static

longitudinal stability characteristics
(1963) 11003

annular nozzles with concave central base,

effect of geometric parameters on static

performance (1962) 6283
anti-friction airframe bearings for high

temperature use (1961) 16152
anti-missile, USSR study (1962) 2828
anti-missile defense

—

USSR study (1963) 15735
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Missiles—Continued
anti-missile defense—Continued

with quantum generators, USSR study
(1963) 17901

anti-missile warheads, USSR study (1962)
5789

antitank guided missile (ENTAC), Army field

manual (1964) 11836
appropriations, 1966, military procurement,

hearings (1965) 14115
Army Missile Command

—

RE-TR series (1962) 22693; (1964) 7661
RG-TR series (1964) 7662
RT-TR series (1963) 18263

arrow-wing configuration, rocket-model tests
at zero lift (1962) 6257

Atlas and Titan international ballistic,
launch facilities, administration of con-
struction at selected Air Force bases,
GAO review (1963) 2324

Atlas, completion of operational develop-
ment phase, ceremony (remarks) (1963)
4408

Atlas F, explosions, hearings (1965) 429
Atlas ICBM, overpricing of valves pur-

chased from Garrett Ck)rporation, Ai-
Research Manufacturing Division, by
(General Dynamics Corporation, Astro-
nautics Division, GAO report (1965) 6282

Atlas, what is rocket? USSR study (1961)
13034

attitude control for spin-stabilized vehicles,
simulator studies (1962) 20151

ballistic

—

AF intercontinental base construction
program, hearings (1961) 5731

Air Force management, report (1961) 8764
Ames atmosphere entry simulator and its

application to determination of ablative
properties of materials (1963) 11006

base heating with operating rocket (1963)
5530

fuse mechanisms, insulated and uninsulat-
ed, subjected to simulated reentry aero-
dynamic heating, heating and impact
tests (1963) 18127

guidance techniques (1961) 16141
guided and their engines, USSR study

(1964) 9298
hemispherical models in air, heat resist-
ance of copper and beryllium at stagna-
tion temperatures of 2,000''F to S.eOO'F
(1961) 19926

introduction (1961) 16140-141
kinematic and heating parameters for

reentry at speeds of 26,000 to 45,000
feet per second, charts (1961) 21224;
(1962) 14461

missile series (1964) 95
aerodynamics, AMC pamphlet (1965)
11900

nonlinear aerodynamic stability charac-
teristics obtained from free-flight tests,
method (1961) 8016

nose oblation, analysis, errata (1962) 1671
nylon as ablative material (1963) 10995
program of Air Force Department, survey

(1961) 5752
trajectories and performance analysis

(1961) 16140
VHF-UHF missile-and space-research ra-
dar wdth 150-ft. steerable antenna (1963)
12950

biological damages, studies (1961) 5402
blunt nose shapes, boundarv-laver transi-

tion at Mach no. of 2.20 (i96l") 15794
Bomarc

—

A weapon system, overstated cost esti-
mates included in target prices of incen-
tive contracts with Boeing (Do., Air
Force Dept., GAO report (1964) 12492

Missiles—Continued
Bomarc—Continued
guidance subsystems, pricing, under Air
Force contract with Boeing Company,
GAO review (1962) 21806

target seeking systems, overpricing, GAO
review (1963) 8318

weapon system, procurement of mobile
inspection equipment vans under Air
Force contract with Boeing Company,
GAO review (1962) 21815

books, list (1961) 1424
BULLPUP missile, purchases of reusable

metal containers, unnecessary costs in

procurement, GAO report (1965) 6305
canard configuration

—

roller on-roU-rate stabilization svstem
(1961) 6328

wind-tunnel investigation at Mach num-
bers 1.5 and 2.0 (1961) 17669

canard-type, triangular wing and canard,
static stabilitv and control of canard
configurations"(1961) 2532

chronology of events (1961) 5705
civil defense accelerated program, 1961

—

hearings (1961) 16838
print additional copies, reports (1962)

9310, 9464
report (1961) 20558

composite construction, fabrication, inspec-
tion, durability, and repair, military
handbook (1961) 1925

cone-cylinder model with large base flare,

effects of boundary layer separation on
normal force and pressure at Mach
numbers from 3.00 to 6.28 (1961) 17671

cones, sharp • and blunt, laminar
heat-transfer and pressure measure-
ments at Mach no. of 6 (1961) 21221

cones, towed, used as decelerators, aerody-
namic characteristics at Mach numbers
from 1.57 to 4.65 (1962) 3358

coplanar triple-body configurations, lateral-
directional aerodynamic characteris-
tics at Mach numbers from 0.6 to 1.4

(1961) 1250
(Dorporal, pricing under Army Dept., negoti-

ated fixed-price subcontracts with Moto-
rola, Inc., Phoenix, Ariz., examination by
GAO (1961) 12757

cruciform-wing, with canard controls, aero-
dynamic characteristics in pitch (1961)
11414

damping in roll of cruciform triangular
wing-body combinations (1962) 12406

defense against, USSR study (1963) 19696
defense alarm system, MIDAS station,

agreement with Great Britain (1961)
20191

Defense Dept. military procurement appro-
priations

—

1962—
hearings (1961) 8835, 8972, 10500, 14718,

17117
law (1961) 12109, 14118
reports (1961) 8808, 8950, 10265, 10304,

14363, 14367, 144660
1963—
hearings (1962) 7084, 9482
law (1962) 11273
reports (1962) 7062, 9262, 9449

1964—
hearings (1963) 6187, 8092, 11873
law (1963) 11720
reports (1963) 6142, 6161, 8073, 9902

1965—
hearings (1964) 6344. 8358
law (1964) 8227
reports (1964) 6282, 6289, 6319, 6469

1966—
hearings (1965) 8872
law (1965) 12028
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Missiles—Continued
Defense Dept. military procurement appro-

priations—Continued
1966—Continued
reports (1965) 8835, 8934, 10454, 10490

delta-wing windward pressures, control sur-

face interaction effects at Mach number
of 6.83 (1964) 14867

describing-function analysis, application to

study of on-off reaction-control system,
study (1961) 4933

design and performance, wind data for use
in studies (1961) 2582

design of electric systems, technical manual
(1964) 11497

effects of flight conditions at booster sepa-

ration on pavload weight in orbit alti-

tude (1961) 2l"236

effects of surface recombination on heat
transfer to bodies in high enthalpy
stream of partially dissociated nitrogen
(1962) 1688

employing wings of very low aspect ratio,

aerodynamics (1963) 18116
environment shipping simulation develop-

ment (1962) 8708
equipment, Soviet and Chinese articles, Eng-

lish abstracts (1961) 8442; (1962) 3788
excess spare parts, terminating procure-

ment, procedures and practices. Army
Missile Command, GAO report (1965)
16307

Falcon, excessive costs included in prices of

components purchased from Avco Corp.,
Crosley Division, Cincinnati, Ohio, by
Hughes Aircraft Co., under negotiated
contract, GAO report (1963) 20714

Falcon, pricing under Air Force Dept., con-
tracts with Hughes Aircraft Co., Culver
City, Calif., examination by GAO (1961)
9235

fiberglass motor case in Polaris program
(1962) 6357

fin-stabilized body, zero-lift drag at Mach
numbers between 0.6 and 10, experimen-
tal investigation (1961) 6305

fineness ratio 11.5 with 10° flared-skirt af-

terbody, stability characteristics from
Mach number 1.0 to 3.2 (1962) 12426

firing range, public land withdrawal from
Alaska domain

—

hearings (1961) 8843, 17129
law (1961) 18710
reports (1961) 8742, 17097

fleet ballistic weapon, human factors design
standards for

—

equipment (1964) 5619
systems (1964) 5618

flight, empirical three-sigma wind component
profiles for 45-degree azimuth (1961)
13501

four-stage design, Scout research vehicle,

aerodynamic characteristics at Mach
numbers from 1.77 to 4.65, investigation
(1961) 8029

groundboard height effect on aerodynamic
characteristics of lifting circular cylin-

der using tangential blowing from sur-

face slots for lift generation (1961)
21225

guidance system testing at AFMDC (1961)
8336

guided

—

aerodynamic damping derivatives of
launch vehicle vibrating in free-free
bending modes at Mach nos. from 0.70 to
2.87 and comparisons with theory (1962)
22548

ammunition, technical instructions, man-
ual (1962) 14550

Missiles—Continued

guided—Continued

bombs, aerodynamic derivatives and per-

formance of control systems (1961) 9511
Federal item identification guides for sup-

ply cataloging (1962) 9511; (1963) 3660;

(1964) 3478, 12297; (196,5) 3380
flying weight of flying apparatus, effect of

changes in weights and aerodynamic
characteristics of construction, USSR
study (1961) 10891

fundamentals (1964) 4236

programs, procurement information (1961)

17151
research and development in Japanese
defense agency (1965) 11266

United States, general information (1963)
13836

USSR study (1964) 5346

guiding antiaircraft missiles to target,

translation of book (1964) 10834
Hawk, air defense

—

artillery battalion. Army field manual
(1962) 6652; (1965) 170.50

artillery weapons system. Army field man-
ual (1962) 6651

guided-missile system, unnecessary dispos-

al of spare components, GAO report
(1964) 19768

Hawk and Nike-Hercules spare components,
unnecessary procurement because of

deficiencies in requirements computa-
tions. Army Dept., GAO report (1965)

10974
heat-transfer tests of 20-millimeter projec-

tiles at Mach number of 5 with analysis

to predict component temperature rises

after firing for various free-flight condi-

tions (1961) 9562
high temperature ceramic structures (1963)

9279
homing control system to reduce effects of

radome diffraction (1961) 19939
homing, infrared equipment, USSR study

(1964) 12904
hypersonic viscous shock layer of nonequi-

librium dissociating gas (1961) 21252
ICBM re-entry, transient heating and melt-

ing process of glass shields at stagna-
tion point (1963) 11037

identification of pipe, hose, and tube lines,

military standard (1964) 21255
industry, research and development (1963)

11132
intercepting methods (1962) 21932
intercontinental ballistic, construction pro-

gram, report (1961) 5692
interstate aerodynamic pressure during

stage separation, experimental investi-

gation (1961) 9603
IRBM, re-entry, ablation of glass-type heat

protection shield at stagnation point

(1961) 4905
jet effects at supersonic speeds on base and

afterbody pressures of model having
single and multiple jets (1964) 1467

jets, effects on adjacent surfaces from firing

(1961) 2566

labor market developments (1962) 5121;

(1963) 13874

laminar heat-transfer and pressure-

distribution on reentry nose shapes,

studies (1961) 13524

liquid oscillations in cylindrical tanks,

damping with baffles (1961) 9553

liquid oscillations in spherical tank,

slosh-damping (1962) 18273; (1963) 12860
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Missiles—Continued
load distributions on wings and wing-body

combinations at high angles of attack
and supersonic speeds (1961) 4839

low-aspect-ratio cruciform-wing configura-
tion employing canard and training-edge
flap controls, aerodynamic characteris-
tics (1963) 14540

manufacturing, job horizons (1963) 3039
manufacturing occupations, employment

outlook (1962) 10394; (1964) 7392
Mars entry, separation and line-of-sight re-

lay communication for bus-capsule com-
bination (1965) 11499

Minuteman, maintenance trucks cost, GAO
report (1965) 7773

Minuteman, 30-day extended survivability
test, human factors aspect (1965) 5563

missile-armed aircraft, USSR studv (1965)
9341

missiles and ventures into space, 1960-61
bibliographic report. Army Dept. pam-
phlet (1961) 13827

multijet, wind-tunnel investigation at Mach
1.9 of base pressures (1961) 9500

multistage, aerodynamic characteristics at

Mach number of 6.0 (1965) 13025
Navaho, XSM-64A and booster, investiga-

tion

—

force study (1963) 7237
pressure study (1963) 10990

Naval Guided Missiles School, special tech-

nology course

—

manual and answer sheet (1964) 16792-793
manual and textbook (1964) 13320

Nike-Hercules

—

and improved Nike-Hercules air defense
guided missile system, preventive main-
tenance guide (1965) 18946

guided missile

—

fault locating indicators, etc.. Army
Dept., GAO report (1965) 19654

overprocurement of transponders by
Army Dept., GAO report (1963) 14001

nondestructive testing, infrared technology
(1963) 18263

outboard thickened and blunted leading
edges, effects on wave drag of 45°

swept-wing and body combination (1961)
17710

Polaris

—

components, pricing of subcontracts
awarded Svstron-Donner Corporation,
GAO examination (1962) 23578

firing, Nov. 16, 1963, photographic record
of President Kennedy's visit (1964) 5621

Fleet Ballistic Missile program

—

developments, hearing (1961) 10193
management (1961) 9658; (1963) 3238;
(1965) 1542

movement plan (1962) 16181
prices of parts awarded to Brush Beryl-

lium Co., GAO examination (1963) 10259
sales, agreement with Great Britain and
Northern Ireland (1963) 13076

submarines, unnecessary costs in acceler-

ating construction. Navy Dept., GAO
report (1965) 12530

probes, static-pressure at transonic speeds
wind-tunnel tests (1961) 21220

procurement program, pyramiding of profits

and costs

—

Atlas program, hearings (1962) 15440
Bomarc program, hearings (1962) 17334
Nike program, hearings (1962) 13680,

15440
report (1964) 8419

procurement, unnecessary, due to failure to

identify and utilize available spare
parts, 8th Army, Korea, Army Dept.,

GAO report (1964) 12500

Missiles—Continued
progress reports, Army pamphlet (1962)

14822; (1964) 102
propulsion systems, damping characteristics

of liquid oscillations in oblate sphe-
roidal tank with and without baffles

(1961) 13508
publications, lists (1962) 6410; (1963) 14652
radiation measurement (MA-9) (1965) 6687
Redstone and Jupiter, purchases of certain

major components by Chrysler Corpora-
tion, GAO examination (1962) 21808

Redstone, field artillery. Army field manual
(1962) 10964

refractory materials for hypersonic vehicles

tested for deterioration in Mach number
2 jet at stagnation temperature of
3,800° F (1961) 13527

reinforced plastics, military handbook (1961)
439

reliability, military-industry symposium,
papers (1963) 8141

rocket development and missile force, Soviet
translations (1962) 9993

rocket vehicle having rear-facing step ahead
of stabilizing fins, static longitudinal
stability (1962) 1680

rocket vehicles, multistage, tipoff forces
associated with stage separation, exper-
imental technique (1962) 10502

rocket weapons of modern armies (1962)
5966

roll controls having possible application to

fin-stabilized ammunition (1962) 10482
S-11 launchers installed in UH-IB helicop-

ters, flight evaluation (1963) 13200
SMS, Navy surface missile systems (1965)

8211
SS/11, weapon system flight evaluation

(1963) 14903
Scout

—

aerodynamic forces on fin loads of

1/8-scale model simulating 1st stage
(1961) 13531

fin loads and tip-control hinge moments
(1962) 12435

flight test results, analyses, launch opera-
tions, and description (1962) 16038

fourth-stage shapes, aerodynamic charac-
teristics at Mach number of 3.10 (1961)

13530
free-flight tests of 5th-stage (1962) 22561
pitch and sideslip, aerodynamic character-

istics at Mach number of 2.01 (1961)

9569
static longitudinal and lateral stability

characteristics of model of 3-stage con-

figuration (1961) 7983
three-stage model, aerodynamic loading

characteristics at Mach numbers from
0.80 to 1.20 (1961) 19961

self-adaptive guidance system for statistical

inputs (1961) 1292

Sergeant, field artillery, Army field manual
(1962) 12986

Sidewinder training systems, unnecessary
procurement, etc., under military assist-

ance program, GAO report (1964) 8740

simulator, Mark 6 Mods 0, 1, and 2, descrip-
tion, etc (1962) 16090

solid-propellant motors, increased costs of

ammonium perchlorate, GAO report
(1964) 6769

Soviet military buildup in Cuba, President
Kennedy, report to the people (1962)
24093

space, publications list (1964) 18884

spinning symmetric, pitching and yawing
motion (1964) 9575
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Missiles—Continued
stabilizers

—

aerodynamic heating tests (1963) 11002
supersonic jet tests (1963) 5560

static longitudinal stability and roll charac-
teristics of 3-stage configuration (1963)
10996

structural dynamics research problems
(1962) 12493

structural materials-research areas, recom-
mendations and evaluations (1963) 21007

surface-to-air

—

battalions for air defense, agreement with
Japan (1963) 21121

structures and power sources, ORDP pam-
phlet (1963) 3246

weapon control, ordnance engineering de-

sign handbook (1963) 3245
tailless configuration having 45° sweptback

wing of aspect ratio 4, free flight inves-
tigation of stability characteristics
(1963) 10979

taming of blue and beyond. Air Force pam-
phlet (1962) 20438

Tartar and Homing Terrier, overprocure-
ment of spare fuze components by Navy
Dept., GAO report (1964) 6780

Tartar, overprocurement by Navy Dept. of
spare guidance components for ship-
board repair, GAO review (1963) 15597

theory of artificial stabilization with exposi-
tion of 4 control principles (1961) 11403

Thor-related vehicles, shock and vibration
flight data (1965) 6637

three-stage, static stability characteristics
of 2 stages (1961) 6375

three variations of flared-skirt-type two-
stage configurations at Mach number
6.86, static longitudinal and lateral
-stability parameters (1961) 9518

tooling, pricing under Air Force Dept. con-
tract with Boeing Co, GAO examination
(1962) 5280

track-test programs at AT^MDC (1961) 8315
transpiration-cooling on cone in turbulent

boundary layer (1961) 21223
tri-service range radar instrumentation de-

velopment program, NRL services (1963)
12954

triple-body configurations pitch at Mach
numbers from 0.6 to 1.4, aerodynamic
characteristics (1961) 4842

unsatisfactory system, development, pro-
curement, and deployment by Army
Dept., GAO unclassified summary (1964)
6782

unswept wing and unswept horizontal-tail
configuration at Mach nos. 0.70 to 2.22,
static longitudinal stability and control
(1961) 17704

USSR, bibliography 19.56-60 (1961) 157
USSR report on Western missiles and

anti-m.issiles (1963) 12621
vertical wind profile measurements by

smoke-trail method for application to
dynamic-response problems (1961) 21230

warheads, USSR study (1962) 10220
wind loading, sonic anemometer for study

(1963) 1740
wind-body combinations

—

blended diamond wing and body combina-
tion (1961) 19929

diamond, delta, and arrow plan forms
(1961) 19936

lift-drag ratios at supersonic speeds (1962)
10479

longitudinal and lateral characteristics at
combined angles of attack and sideslip
of model at Mach number of 4.08 (1961)
6360

Missiles—Continued
wing-body configuration, 45° sweptback,

effects of body shape on drag (1961)
9533

see also Launching facilities.

Missiles Sites Labor, President's Commission,
see President's Missile Sites Labor
(Commission.

Missing persons:
act, amend to authorize shipment of motor

vehicles of deceased, etc., personnel

—

law (1965) 19148
reports (1965) 15711, 19437

act, amend to cover persons detained in for-

eign countries against will

—

hearing (1964) 17866
law (1964) 17287
report (1963) 13536; (1964) 15742

Mission and Organization of Oflice of Educa-
tion Committee, report (1961) 9033

Mission Indians:
Pala Band, land conveyance to Diocese of

San Diego Education & Welfare Corp

—

law (1961) 10182
reports (1961) 7059, 8946

see also Pala Reservation.

Mission reservations, see Pala Reservation.

Missisquoi National Wildlife Refuge:
birds (1963) 15532
general information (1965) 18129

Missisquoi River and Valley, bedrock geology
and asbestos deposits of upper valley
and vicinity, Vt (1963) 19292

Mississippi:
administration of justice, civil rights report

(1964) 8155
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 4120
annual survey of manufactures, standard

metropolitan statistical areas and large
industrial counties, statistics (1962)
18774; (1963) 4569; (1964) 6030

bauxite and kaolin deposits, exclusive of

Tippah-Benton district (1965) 9259
census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1962)

4744
census of business, 1963

—

retail trade

—

area statistics (1965) 7194
merchandise line sales (1965) 15302

selected services, area statistics (1965)
5666

wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)
7239

census of governments, 1962, State report
(1965) 4325

census of housing, 1960, State and small
areas (1962) 4757

census of manufactures, 1958, area statis-

tics (1961) 9998
census of mineral industries, 1958, area sta-

tistics (1961) 11862
census of population, 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 16554
general characteristics (1961) 8530
general, social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 2203
number of inhabitants (1961) 1818

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
geographic identification code scheme
(1961) 6873

climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial census
(1965) 11788

climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;
(1963) .3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216

coastal area, fishery products, wholesale
dealers, lists (1964) 718, 18018
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Mississippi—Continued
contested congressional elections, dismissal,

etc.

—

letter from Clerk, House of Representa-
tives (1965) 17480

report (1965) 17630
cotton, results of 1963 regional variety tests

(1965) 12

county business patterns, activities covered
by OASDI program (1961) 11880, 20440;

(1963) 15053, 18674
Delta area, crop production practices, etc

(1963) 352
Delta area, tractors, etc., costs (1962) 5079
electric rate book (1961) 526; (1962) 5170,

21748; (1964) 669, 19695
embayment, low-flow characteristics of

streams (1965) 732
embayment water resources (1963) 12226
fishery products, wholesale dealers, Missis-

sippi River and tributaries, list (1965)

18157
5B redevelopment area statistical profile

(1963) 13370
forest industry statistics (1964) 8699
forest resources (1963) 1475
gastropods from Coffee Sand (Upper Creta-

ceous) (1964) 18126
industry, pine lumber (1963) 1469
irrigation withdrawals, effect on stage of

Lake Washington (1961) 6183
labor organizations, reporting, register

(1961) 6239; (1964) 16571
landings

—

fish and shellfish (1961) 10626; (1962)

15582; (1963) 20683; (1964) 3728, 12421;

(1965) 3646, 14281
fishery products (1961) 3247; (1962) 4061,

7388; (1963) 3904
late Cretaceous gastropods (series) (1961)

6177
late Cretaceous gastropods in Tennessee and

Mississippi (series) (1964) 18125-126
loblolly pine planting for erosion control

(1963) 20710
longleaf pine seedlings growth under large

pines and oaks (1962) 9703
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1962) 1615^ 23969; (1963) 20959; (1965)

1344, 19854
minor civil divisions, beats, census 1960,

map (1961) 16295
Mississippi and adjoining States, floods of

Dec. 1961 (1962) 17624
Mississippi River and tributaries, fishery

products, wholesale dealers, lists (1964)

735, 18026
municipal waste facilities (1961) 6504; (1964)

3104, 18909
north, stimulating woodland management

(1961) 20797
northern, erosion-control plantations, early

yield (1964) 2385
oil productive formations, analysis of brines

(1963) 5493
pecan production, economic aspects (1964)

17900
pine site index relationships (1961) 5148
plane coordinate intersection tables (1961)

14022
population, 1960, characteristics (1963)

16884
precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)

3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965)

3492
post study, wood preservatives comparison

(1962) 9673; (1963) 12167; (1964) 12441;

(1965) 9172
public school finance program (1963) 17386

Mississippi—Continued
recreation on TVA lakes (1961) 11634
rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-

files (1962) 18908
site index predictions for pines (1965) 10943
Southeast hurricane disaster relief act of

1965, report (1965) 19266
sulfur, resources and production (1964)

20475
temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10749

test operations area, measured acoustic
propagation parameters (1965) 16673

truck inventory and use survey (1965) 233
voting, report of Civil Rights Commission

(1965) 10283
water pollution control and abatement,

hearings (1965) 4521
weather-crops bulletin, weekly (1961) 2832
women, labor laws, summary (1965) 5481
ZIP code directory (1963) 20048

Mississippi Flyway:
duck-wing collection, 1959-60, results (1961)

10640
States, waterfowl harvest during 1960-61

hunting season (1961) 17266
Mississippi River and Tributaries project:

engineer report

—

additional material (1964) 15406
departmental editions (1964) 15874,

17946-949, 19658
document editions (1964) 15403, 17453-456,

19440
Mississippi River and Valley:
above Cairo, 111., and tributaries, use, ad-

ministration, and navigation, regula-

tions (1961) 14804
alluvial valley

—

Cape Girardeau, Mc, Gulf of Mexico, La.,

topographic maps, announcement (1961)

1240
protection of region against overflow,

Humphreys and Abbott report (1962)

17128
Baton Rouge to Gulf of Mexico, engineer

report

—

departmental edition (1962) 2433
document edition (1962) 2347

bridge in vicinity of Memphis, Tenn., desig-

nate Clifford Davis Bridge, report (1964)

8347
bridge near Muscatine, Iowa, and Drury,

ni.—
hearings (1964) 17663
reports (1964) 10218; (1965) 8852

bridges, Clinton, Iowa and Fulton, 111.

—

hearings (1964) 17663
reports (1964) 10210; (1965) 13932

bridges over navigable waters (1961) 19257
bulk commodity exemption in transportation

on system

—

hearings (1962) 5064
report (1961) 17042

Cairo, 111. to Gulf of Mexico, flood control

and navigation maps (1961) 13466
central valley wooded slopes, sealing farm

ponds (1963) 14833
daily Mississippi River stage and forecast

bulletin (1965) 3281
dam 27, Chain of Rocks reach (1961) 15762

embayment, Cretaceous aquifers (1965)

12541
embayment, low-flow characteristics of

streams, (1965) 732, 18209
fisheries, annual summary (1961) 4228;

(1964) 6698; (1965) 6205
flood control at Guttenberg, Iowa, engineer

report

—
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Mississippi River and Valley—Continued
flood control at Guttenberg, Iowa, engineer

report—Continued
departmental edition (1962) 2432
document edition (1962) 2326

flood control between Ste. Genevieve and St.

Mary's Mo., engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23478
document edition (1962) 23337

flood control in alluvial valley, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1964) 15874
document edition (1964) 15403

flood control in lower valley (1961) 19895;
(1965) 2823, 14726

floodways and outlet, flood control (1964)
7462

fluvial sediment at St. Louis, Mo (1965)
16327

geology of embayment (1964) 12511
groundwater in alluvium of lower Mississip-

pi Valley (upper and central areas)
(1965) 528

Gulf outlet, project, map and description
(1961) 20704

harbors between mouth of Missouri River
and Minneapolis, Minn., engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1963) 2218
document edition (1963) 1981

inland freight tonnage, waterway flow chart,
announcement (1961) 4837

light lists and other marine aids, Mississippi
River system (1961) 5543; (1962) 9122;
(1963) 6042; (1964) 8173; (1965) 8680

lock no. 19, culvert tainter valves, hydraulic
model investigation (1961) 12598'

lower basin, floods, magnitude and frequency
(1964)4817

Muscatine, Iowa, project, modify for public
park purposes

—

hearings (1964) 2123
law (1964) 261
reports (1963) 18906; (1964) 463

navigation (1965) 9607
navigation, lower river (1961) 19896
navigation project, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 435
document edition (1963) 264

power requirements for high-capacity cotton
gins in Yazoo-Mississippi Delta (1964)
7892

project between Missouri River and Minne-
apolis, Minn., modify

—

law (1961) 18585
reports (1961) 10307, 16986

Southwest Pass, reducing shoaling, hydrau-
lic model investigation (1965) 19590

stages and dischanges (1961) 13467; (1962)
12405, 18240; (1963) 16350; (1964) 11346;
(1965) 12969

surface water quality
lower basin (1961) 14971; (1963) 20739;

(1965) 747, 10994
upper basin (1962) 5308, 21839; (1963)

20743; (1965) 746
surface water records

—

lower basin

—

Oct. 1950-Sept. 1960, compilation (1964)
18145

to Dec. 31, 1963, index (1965) 12537
Oct. 1950-Sept. 1960, compilation (1964)

18144
surface water supply

—

lower basin (1961) 4320, 14971; (1962)
11901

upper basin (1962) 11900
transportation lines on river system (1961)

19271; (1962) 21695; (1963) 20652; (1964)
21280; (1965) 18042

Mississippi River and Valley—Continued
upper

—

backwater areas, fish populations, charac-
teristics (1965) 14286

basin, floods, Apr.-May 1965, report (1965)
17740

basin, snowmelt floods of Mar.-Apr. 1960
(1962) 20371

bridges, vertical clearances, amend gener-
al bridge act

—

hearings (1961) 8857, 19186
reports (1961) 8773, 12242

zinc lead district, geology (series) (1961)
12780; (1962) 11887; (1963) 10281, 17522;
(1964) 797, 18102-103; (1965) 2222

urban areas of Illinois, flood control, engi-
neer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 438
document edition (1963) 267

urban areas of Illinois and Wisconsin, flood

control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 437
document edition (1963) 226

water resources of Mississippi embayment
(series) (1964) 12511; (1965) 732, 12541,
18209

waterborne commerce (1962) 5135, 19452;
(1963) 19148; (1964) 17958; (1965) 19588

Mississippi River Basin, see Mississippi River
and Valley.

Mississippi River Delta:
cotton, fiber and spinning properties, as

affected by certain harvesting and gin-
ning practices (1964) 13587

hurricane survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 436
document edition (1963) 262

Mississippi River Parkway, see Great River
Road.

Mississippi River, Upper, Wildlife and Fish
Refuge, see Upper Mississippi River
Wildlife and Fish Refuge.

Mississippian period:

black shales uranium content, central mid-
continent area (1962) 13869

corals from 3 wells in Montana, description
(1961) 4307

floras, analysis of succession (1964) 8771
plant spores and other microfossils from

Lower Mississippian rocks of Ohio (1962)
19571

southern Montana and northern Wyoming,
nomenclature and correlation of litho-

logic subdivisions (1965) 4861
stratigraphic and ecologic associations and

significance of fossils from Big Snowy
group of rocks (1962) 13874

Mississippian Plateau, ground-water recon-
naissance of Kentucky region (1963)
12233

Missoula, Mont., aircraft accident (1962) 9106

Missoula Valley project:
reclassification of land of Big Flat unit, Jan.

1963, approve

—

law (1964) 12010
reports (1963) 19028; (1964) 10263

Missouri:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 4120
annual survey of manufactures, standard

metropolitan statistical areas and large
industrial counties, statistics (1962)
16450; (1963) 4567; (1964) 6028

census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1961)
16325

census of business, 1963

—

retail trade

—

area statistics (1965) 4303. 10211, 17194
merchandise lines sales (1965) 15300
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Missouri—Continued
census of business, 1963—Continued

selected services, area statistics (1965)
7213, 10223. 13611

wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)
7240

census of governments, 1962, State report
(1965) 5679

census of housing, 1960, States and small
areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc (1962)
11155

census of manufactures, 1958, area statis-
tics (1961) 13879

census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-

port (1961) 20420
census of population 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 23087
general characteristics (1961) 11966
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 9075
number of inhabitants (1961) 5501

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
geographic identification code scheme
(1961) 6874

climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial census
(1965) 11789

climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;
(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216

costs of electric power and fuel for driers in
cotton gins (1964) 2261

cotton, results of 1963 regional variety tests
(1965) 12

counties

—

forest area (1963) 6507
timber volume (1963) 15560

county business patterns, activities covered
by OASDI program (1961) 11876, 20436;
(1963) 15050, 18673

diversified milk plants, production cost of
cottage cheese and frozen desserts
(1963) 14872

donable surplus personal property program
for educational and public health pur-
poses, administration by Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare Dept., GAO report
(1965) 16297

electric rate book (1961) 14860; (1962)
19483; (1963) 15496; (1964) 12394; (1965)
14255

farm ponds, sealing in Ozark highlands, etc
(1963) 14833

5B redevelopment area, statistical profile
(1963) 13368

floods of Mar.-Apr. 1960 (1965) 16326
forests (1965) 16287
income tax, withholding from compensation

of Federal employees, agreement (1961)
20230

judicial districts, county transfers

—

law (1962) 13314
reports (1962) 11394, 11617

labor organizations, reporting, register
(1961) 4784; (1964) 16573

land conveyed to, extend time for construc-
tion of improvements

—

hearing (1964) 21211
law (1964) 21134
reports (1964) 17723, 19472

marketing cottage cheese and frozen daily
products (1962) 61

metal-processing industries, wastes and
water use (1962) 1604

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter
(1962) 1616; (1963) 1215; (1964) 1417;
(1965) 1345

minor civil divisions, townships, census
1960, map (1961) 16296

Mississippi River and tributaries, fishery
products, wholesale dealers, list (1964)
8615; (1965) 9162

Missouri—Continued
municipal water facilities (1961) 6505; (1964)

3106, 18911
northern, establishing vegetation on exposed

subsoil (1964) 4197
off-farm grain sales, factors influencing

(1961) 14819
Ozarks, time potential from small forests

(1965) 672
plane coordinate intersection tables (1962)

48.59

population, 1960, characteristics (1963)
16885

precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)
3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965)
3492

public school finance program (1963) 10077
rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-

files (1962) 16659
shortleaf pine plantings, northern seed

sources best (1962) 19538
southeast, litter-and-duff fuel in shortleaf

pine stands (1961) 9214
southeastern, sulfide ores, recovery of cobalt

and nickel (1961) 7933
southern, brown iron ore, methods and costs

of producing (1961) 1196
sulfur, resources and production (1964) 20475
temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 12786

timber cut from eastern Ozark region (1965)
16246

truck inventory and use survey (1965) 260
uranium in Pennsylvanian age rocks (1962)

21829
water pollution control and abatement,

hearings (1965) 4521
weather stations, decadal census (1963)

16674
women, labor laws, summary (1962) 18598;

(1965) 1719
women, legal status (1964) 7858
women workers (1965) 1724
ZIP code directory (1963) 20049

Missouri Basin Inter-Agency Committee:
annual report on progress (1961) 2522;

(1962) 14457; (1964) 2998. 18715
directory (1961) 15763
minutes

—

and publications, fiscal year 1961. index
(1962) 8480

index

—

lst-131st meetings (1964) 7463
108th-113th meetings (1961) 1241
120th-125th meeting (1962) 18241
132d-137th meetings (1965) 2824

113th-139th meetings (1961) 1242-43. 2521,
6301. 9490. 15764. 17667; (1962) 6248-49.
8481, 10477, 10657. 14458. 18242, 22533;
(1963) 7227, 9137. 16351, 20975; (1964)
1447, 2999-3000, 5499, 7464, 11347,
16649-650; (1965) 2825. 8027

progress, annual report (1961) 17666
Missouri-Kansas-Texas RR., accident (1962)

11952
Missouri Pacific RR., accidents (1961) 20888;

(1962) 13951, 13952, 15698, 15701; (1963)
14079

Missouri River and Valley:
Big Bend Dam. hydraulic model investiga-

tion (1962) 17433
bridges. Burt County. Nebr., refinancing,

authorize, reports (1965) 19259, 19466
financing for low-cost power, REIA policies

and plans (remarks) (1962) 10627
Fort Randall flood-control tunnel 10, flow

characteristics (1963) 13886
geology of Yankton area (1961) 4314
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Missouri River and Valley—Continued

Lewis and Clark Lake, fish population stud-
ies (1964) 12427

metal-processing industries, wastes and
water use (1962) 1604

Missouri River basin

—

development. Interior Dept. program
(1964) 12510, 15966, 21362; (1965) 6342

industries in lower basin, mineral wastes
and water uses (1962) 20082

mineral resources, importance (1963) 1195
progress reports (1961) 3318; (1962) 4259;
(1963)4112; (1964) 3941; (1965) 3857

snow surveys and water supply forecasts
for upper basin (1961) 3588; (1962) 3831

surface water quality (1962) 5308, 21839;
(1963) 20743; (1965) 746

surface water records

—

Oct. 1950-Sept. 1960, computation—
above Sioux City, Iowa (1964) 14353
below Sioux City, Iowa (1964) 15960

Dec. 31, 1963, index (1965) 16317
surface water supply

—

above Sioux City, Iowa (1961) 718
below Sioux City, Iowa (1961) 2058;

(1962) 2538
upper basin (1962) 644

upper basin. Fort Peck Reservoir to Mon-
ronv Dam, mineral resources (1964)
18669

water supply outlook and snow surveys
for upper basin (1963) 4287

Oahe Dam outlet works, hydraulic mode!
investigation (1961) 5953

"

operation of main stem reservoirs, summary
report (1962) 6249

sediment distribution in small floodwater-
retarding reservoirs in basin loess hills

(1961)9854
sedimentation and chemical quality of water

in Salt Creek basin, Nebr (1964) 822
snow survey measurements, 1919-63 (1964)

15090
snowmelt floods of Mar.-Apr. 1960 (1962)

20371
soil and water conservation needs inventory

(talk) (1962) 10657
spillway for Oahe Dam, S. Dak (1964) 19663
upper, historic site investigations

—

departmental edition (1961) 3763
document edition (1961) 3998

water rights, legislative history of O'Ma-
honey-Millikin amendment to flood con-
trol act of 1944 (1962) 2371

Missouri River basin, see Missouri River and
Valley.

Missouri River Basin project:
additional units, increase appropriations to

construct

—

law (1964) 17301
reports (1963) 11792, 13558; (1964) 15757

Ainsworth unit, Sandhills Division, general
information (1963) 16548

Anchor Dam, technical record of design and
construction (1963) 7419

Angostura unit, defer collection of irriga-
tion and maintenance charges due in
1962—

law (1962) 11277
reports (1962) 9362, 9460

Fremont Canyon powerplant and power con-
duit, technical record of design and con-
struction (1963) 11256

Frenchman-Cambridge division, general in-

formation (1961) 15951
Garrison diversion unit, construction

—

hearings (1961) 14742; (1963) 15387; (1964)
10317; (1965) 10691

law (1965) 13812

Missouri Riber Basin project—Continued
Garrison diversion unit, construction—Con.

reports (1961) 17037; (1964) 6463, 15503;
(1965) 8846, 15894

Helena Valley pumping plant and tunnel,
technical record of design and construc-
tion (1961) 8167

Nebraska mid-State unit, inclusion

—

hearings (1961) 12516; (1962) 19185; (1964)
12272, 14007

reports (1961) 17080; (1964) 14061
North Loup division. Interior Dept. report

(1963) 238
Sargent unit, general information (1961)

15954
Sherman Dam, design and construction,

technical record (1964) 13433
Tiber Dam, design and construction (1962)

8624
Webster unit, general information (1961)

15955
Mist blowers, knapsack, white-pine weevil con-

trol (1962) 23568
Mr. Field Crops Producer, it pays to use chem-

icals safely (1964) 19085
Misticoni, Anna S., relief (1962) 19214, 21008,

23133
Mistletoe:
dwarfmistletoe

—

brooms and other brooms in lodgepole pine
(1961) 20785

control opportunities in ponderosa pine
reproduction (1964) 6739

damage of ponderosa pine in Southwest
(1961) 16126

digger pine, growth rate of, endophytic
system (1962) 17583

Douglas fir, description, etc (1961) 9216
in California, flowering and seed dispersal

(1965) 16266
influence of light on establishment and
growth on ponderosa and Jeffrey pines
(1961) 19376

lodgepole pine (1965) 2162
lodgepole pine branches, guides for prun-

ing (1962) 7448
silvicultural control on southwestern pon-
derosa pine (1962) 614

true firs in California (1964) 21324
survey

—

northeastern Washington (1963) 10213
survey in western Montana (1964) 14317

susceptibility of Black Hills ponderosa
pine (1963) 17487

literature review (1961) 11733

Mists serve man, USSR (1962) 5774

MIT, see Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology.

MIT nuclear reactor, see Reactors (atomic).

Mitchel Air Force Base:
construction actions, hearing (1962) 11437
negotiated sale of Mitchel Field, hearing

(1963) 8113
Mitchell, Bernon F., defection, employees of

supersecret NSA, report (1962) 17135
Mitchell, Donald W., rigid foam for mines

(1964) 7445

Mitchell, Hmer L., training guides in motiva-
tion for vocational rehabilitation staff'

(1965) 13328
Mitchell, George E.:

census of dental programs in local health
departments (1964) 16830

dental service corporation, organization and
development (1965) 13227

salaries of dental personnel in State health
departnfients (1963) 9354
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Mitchell, George W.:
addresses, lectures, etc.

—

Dec. 11, 1962 (1963) 527
Mar. 13, 1963 (1963) 6440
May 6, 1963 (1963) 10183
May 13, 1963 (1963) 10181
May 13, 1963 (1963) 10181
June 4, 1963 (1963) 12123
Sept. 6, 1963 (1963) 17435
Sept. 27, 1963 (1963) 19207
Feb. 6, 1964 (1964) 4718
Feb. 20, 1964 (1964) 6687
Aug. 10, 1964 (1964) 15905
Oct. 21, 1964 (1964) 19706
Nov. 8, 1964 (1965) 582
Feb. 18, 1965 (1965) 4723
Apr. 8, 1965 (1965) 7678
Apr. 20. 1965 (1965 9134
May 24, 1965 (1965) 10842
June 9, 1965 (1965) 10841
June 22, 1965 (1965) 12443
Oct. 22, 1965 (1965) 19625

Mitchell, Glenn A., performance of supersonic
ramp-type side inlet, etc (1963) 5523

Mitchell, Harold L., breeding for high-quality
wood (1965) 650

Mitchell, James P., remarks. Mar. 4, 1963
(1963) 7138

Mitchell, John W., reduced old-age benefits for
retired workers under 65 years of age
(1964) 21876

Mitchell, R.F., new compound, boron triiodide-

phosphorus triiodide (1965) 121
Mitchell, Robert G., wnnd-tunnel test of VZ-2

VTOL airplane with reference to wing
stall (1964) 3014

Mitchell, Robert T., floodlight trap for captur-
ing blackbirds, etc., at roosts (1964)
6731

Mitchell, Shizuko, mass culturing melon flies,

oriental and Mediterranean fruit flies

(1965) 10024
Mitchell County, N.C., geology of Spruce Pine

district (1962) 23586
Mitchell Field, see (General Mitchell Field.

Mites:
adult scabies, descriptive charts (1961)

11683
cheese, temperature and humidity eff'ects on

(1963) 9581
psorergates, itch mite, reported in New Mex-

ico and Texas (1964) 16937
public health importance and their control,

training guide (1963) 14668
spider mites on cotton, control (1962) 4512
see also Chicken mites—Clover mites.

Mithun, Jacqueline S., African programs of
U.S. organizations, directory (1965)
15050

Miticides, polybutenes evaluation (1963) 1624
Mitochondria, neuronal, alterations identified

by diphopyridine and triphosphopyridine
nucleotide diaphorases in rat brain
(1962) 12367

Mitogenetic irradiation of neuromuscular sys-
tem as method of analysis of its molecu-
lar substrate, USSR (1961) 20944

Mitosis, inhibition induced in grasshopper
neuroblasts by exposure to ozone (1963)
16799

see aiso Karyokinesis.
Mitral stenosis, see Stenosis.
Mitral valve:

blood coagulation in patients following mi-
tral commissurotomy (1961) 10942

commissurotomy, electroencephalographic
data on functional condition of brain,
USSR study (1961) 15381

Mitral valve—Continued
determination of pulmonary-capillary pres-

sure in patients suff'ering from mitral
valve defect, diagnostic importance,
USSR study (1961) 2351

dynamics of sound symptomatics in patients
following replacement of mitral valve
with artificial ball-prosthesis, USSR
study (1965) 11105

failure, roentgeno-functional symptoms,
USSR study (1961) 2083

phonocardiography, etc., significance in in-

vestigation of mitral lesions, USSR
study (1963) 2968

pulmonary circulation in patients with mi-
tral defects, USSR study (1961) 19683

replacing with artificial tricuspid valve,
USSR study (1964) 9178

Mittens, current industrial reports (1961)
8507; (1962) 13048; (1963) 11623; (1964)
11895

Mi Vida uranium mine. Big Indian district,

San Juan C/Ounty, Utah, statistical in-

terpretation of sample assay data (1964)
21717

Mixers (crystal), see Crystal mixers.
Mixing machinery:
formula feeds, labor and capital for mixing

center (1962) 20411
hydraulic agitation of wettable powders,

progress report (1962) 4474
multiple test tubes stirred mechanically

(1965) 9662
see also Concrete mixers.

Mixson, John S.:

investigation of vibration characteristics of

pressurized thin-walled circular cylin-

ders partly filled with liquid (1964) 7555
lateral vibration characteristics of model of

Saturn SA-1 (1963) 5592
with 8-cable suspension system (1965) 1449

vibration characteristics obtained from
Saturn SA-1 (1965) 1450

vibration characteristics of pressurized
thin-walled circular cylinders, etc (1963)
19946

Miyakawa, Tatsuo A., licensing and exchange
controls in Japan (1963) 2388

Miyamoto, Kenji, remarks, Nov. . 15, 1962
(1963) 5152

Miyata, Noriyuki, relief (1963) 15192, 18979,
20401

Miyauchi, David:
annual report" on radiation of fish (1963)

18595
application of radiation-pasteurization proc-

esses to Pacific crab and flounder (1964)
19250

drip formation in fish, composition of drip
from defrosted Pacific and fillets (1965)
14294

Mizen, Mamie L., Federal facilities for Indi-
ans, report (1964) 2228

Mizokami Brothers Produce, see Mizokami,
Mike, and brothers.

Mizokami, Mike, and brothers, relief (1964)
15460, 19553. 21103

MMS series (1961) 1219-29, 2483-2506, 4819-21,
9448-49, 15748-749, 17638-640, 21189;
(1962) 1622, 3316-20, 12380-382, 16011,
18209-210

Moak, James E.. pine lumber industry in Mis-
sissippi (1963) 1469

Moberly. Mo., census of housing. 1960, special

reports for local housing authorities

(1961) 16459
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Mobile, Ala.:

Bates Field, weather observations, hourly,

decennial census (1962) 18.574

census of business, 1958, standard metropol-

itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 1777
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (196.5) 13.576

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 163.30

standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16522

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 2227

electric facilities of area, map (1962) 561;

(1963) .522, 2266; (1964) 679; (1965) 16183

port (1961) 12.596

250th anniversary of founding, commemora-
tive medals

—

law (1961) 8609
reports (1961) .5838, 7087

Mobile dwellings, see Trailers.

Mobile home courts, see Trailer parks.
Mobile homes, see Trailers.
Mobile radiological measuring unit, descrip-

tion and operating information (1965)

8541
Mobile spectroscopic laboratory for recon-

naissance and exploration (1963) 10946
Mobile trade fairs (1962) 23410; (1963) 298
Mobile 250th Anniversary Celebration Corp.:

Treasury Dept. to supply and sell commemo-
rative medals

—

law (1961) 8609
reports (1961) .5838, 7087

Mobility, see Geographic mobility—Mechani-
cal mobility.

Mobility of mortgage funds (address) (1965)
10800

Mobilization, see Army—Industry National
defense—Production.

Mobley, Thomas C:
union wages and hours

—

building trades, July 1, 1962 and trend
1907-62 (1963) 12804

building trades, Julv 1, 1963 and trend
1907-63 (1964) 13071

local transit operating employees (1963)

7169; (1964) 11285; (1965) 7979
motortruck drivers and helpers (1965)
9515

printing history (1963) 14472; (1964)

14702; (1965) 113.52

Mocambique, see Mozambique.
Mock, Bette M., annotated meteorological bib-

liography for secondary schools (1963)
11379

Mock, Steven J.:

glaciological studies in vicinity of Camp
Century, Greenland (1965) 10766

ice sheet elevations of southern Greenland
(1964) 8515

Moczar, Louis J., selling in United Kingdom
(1965) 10331

MOD II phase channel combiner, see Electron-
ic computers.

Mode conversation in earth-ionosphere wave-
guide (1962) 22618

Model Reporting Area for Blindness Statis-

tics:

conference
proceedings (1963) .5626; (1964) 11449;

(1965) 11535
purpose, development, etc (1963) 11106
statistical report (1964) 149.58; (1965) 13076

Model Reporting Area for Mental Hospital
Statistics:

development, purpose, program (1963) 5623
patient inovement data, classified by age,

sex, etc (1964) 16746, 21794; (1965) 13073

12th annual conference, presentations of
panel members (1964) 13281

Modeling:
approximate solution for luminosity dis-

tance in zero-pressure relativistic model
universes that have U-property (1965)
19932

mathematical model of development, USSR
study (1965) 11315

methodological problems, USSR study (1965)
6439

recognition process, USSR study (1965)
16435

Modelling in sociological research, USSR
(1962) 13988

Modelling of automatic control systems, USSR
(1964) 144.38

Modelling of spacecraft under random loading
(1965) 1396

Modeling of thought processes, USSR (1963)
10574

Moderators (reactor), see Reactors (atomic).
Modern foreign languages and your child

(1965) 494
Modern mathematics and your child (1963)

15434
Modern science and your child (1963) 19105
Modern theories of communication (1964) 4360
Modernization, see Renovizing.
Modernization of dual-compensation and

dual-employment laws (1963) 17181
Modernizing government budget administra-

tion (1962) 17663
Modes of control (1963) 1315
Modesto, Calif.:

census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)
18188

redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)
13208

Modification instruction series (1962) 8571-73
Modification instruction series, Navy instru-

ment calibration series available
through CFSTI (1965) 11980

Modified woods (1961) 662
Modisette, Jerry L., model solar proton envi-

ronments for manned spacecraft design
(1965) 9702

Modoc County, Calif.:

disclaim title of U.S. to certain property

—

law (1964) 21118
reports (1963) 20461; (1964) 17689

Modoc Indians:
judgment funds, disposition

—

hearings (1965) 17711
law (1965) 17418
reports (1965) 8948, 17590

Modular chassis simplifies packaging and in-

terconnecting of circuit boards (1964)
13165

Modular design, see Design (industrial).

Modular thermoelectric cell is easily packaged
in various arrays (1965) 13000

Modulated carrier wave communication sys-

tems (1962) 22706
Modulation theory, and sampling of hydro-

magnetic radiation (1965) 19915
Modulators signal source, fabrication instruc-

tions (1961) 15870
see also Light modulators— Pulse modula-

tors.

Modules, see Electronic modules—Nuclear in-

strument modules.
Modulus of elasticity, see Elasticity.
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Moe, Lyle E.:

Israel, supply and demand projections for
agricultural commodities to 1975 (1965)
17999

Nigeria, projected level of demand, etc., of

farm products in 1965 and 1975 (1965)
2089

Moede, Herbert H., market potential for
low-fat milk (1965) 10071

Moench, Robert H., geology of Precambrian
rocks, Idaho Springs district, Colo
(1965) 4859

Moessner, Karl E.:

accuracy of ground point location from aeri-

al photographs (1963) 17481
aerial volume tables for

—

conifer stands in Mountain States (1963)
20697

pinyon-juniper stands (1963) 4983
estimating slope percent for land manage-

ment from aerial photos (1965) 653
learning to estimate stand volume from aeri-

al photos (1965) 652
test of aerial photo classifications in forest

management-volume inventories (1963)
13990

two aerial photo basal area tables (1965)
651

why not use blueprints (1963) 17480
Moffat Ck)unty, Cole, Meeker and Loyd sand-

stone members of Mancos shale (1965)
2233

Moffett, Donovan C, relief of estate (1965)
15429, 17777

Mogollon Plateau, Rim region, geology and
ground water (1964) 2419

Mohair:
prices, 1960 marketing year (1961) 17859
production and value (1962) 10701, 10886;

(1963) 9445; (1964) 13486
Mohammedanism:
cooperation with Christianity, movement in

French West Africa (1961) 13115
criticisms of some Islamic beliefs and teach-

ings (1965) 19779
Islam and its class nature, historv, USSR

study (1961) 2097
Islam and its reactionary nature, USSR

translation (1961) 19521
Islam and the East, oriental arts (1961)

14940; (1964) 4751
Islamic religion, residues and methods for

eliminating, USSR (1961) 15038
Muslims in south Thailand (1961) 4487
sacred scriptures, Soviet critique (1963)

5424
Soviet articles on Moslem religion (1965)

18325
Mohave County, Ariz.:

beryllium deposits in northern Virgin Moun-
"tains (1965) 5084

bridge across Colorado River, transfer from
Reclamation Bureau to San Bernardino
County, Calif., and Mohave County,
Ariz.

—

law (1961) 16589
reports (1961) 14360, 14645

Mohave, Lake, recreational opportunities
(1961) 8066, 21286

Mohave County, Ariz.:

manganese ore deposit from Maggie Canyon,
Artillery Mountain region, estimated
cost of exploitation (1964) 13115

tungsten deposits (1962) 6234
Mohave ethnopsychiatry and suicide, psychi-

atric knowledge and psychic disturb-
ances of Indian tribe (1962) 1992, 2294

Mohave Mining & Milling C!o., mining and mill-

ing methods and costs (1963) 5472

Mohawk Airlines, Inc., accident (1964) 13790
Mohler, Fred L., multiply charged ions survey

(1964) 14942
Mohler, Stanley R.:

civil aeromedical research, responsibilities,

aims, and accomplishments (1963) 4505
resume' and index of reports of Civil

Aeromedical Research Institute (1964)
4312

Mohole project, hearings (1964) 2116
Mohorovicic discontinuity, see Seismology.
Mohr, Fred W.:
industry wage survey

—

auto dealer repair shops (1965) 16565
footwear (1963) 10908
hotels and motels (1964) 18640
machinery manufacturing (1963) 9061;
(1964) 9468; (1965) 9504

pressed or blown glass and glassware
(1965) 1284

women's and misses' coats and suits (1963)
14477

women's and misses' dresses (1964) 9469

Mohr's theory of strength and Prandtl's com-
pressed cell in relation to vertical tec-

tonics (1962) 2530

Moire fringe measuring system for far in-

frared interferometric spectrometer
(1964) 4254

Moisant International Airport, weather obser-
vations, hourly, decennial census (1962)
18579

Moisture:
and heat balances in territory of China,

characteristics (1961) 4601
coal, influence of processing variables on

determination (1964) 13116
content and texture of dried chili peppers

stored in polyethylene-lined burlap bags
(1961) 9840

content in wood calculated with circular
slide rule (1961) 19390

content of kiln dried lumber, effect of solid

storage (1961) 686
content of ponderosa pine and whiteleaf

manzanita leaves, diurnal fluctuation
(1965) 16265

detector, description (1965) 13065
effects of temperature and humidity on

cheese mites (1963) 9581
fuel, forest fire danger rating, Appalachian

scale shelter (1962) 11854
fuel-moisture-indicator sticks, predicting

moisture content (1961) 19374
green-fuel and soil vegetation trends in

southern California (1961) 685
humidity and storage effects on maintenance

of quality of rough rice (1963) 9580
intensity, soil, sampling affected by depth

and vegetative cover (1961) 9227
mean annual midlatitude moisture profiles to

31 km, research report (1962) 22953
patterns in Douglas-fir and tanoak slash

(1965) 7735
regain of cotton yarns, standard of trade

(1963) 13259
seasonal fluctuations in pocosin vegetation

(1963) 10245
soil

—

characteristics of 5 Hawaiian soils (1962)
5258

constants and physical properties of se-

lected soils in Hawaii (1964) 2389
gravimetric determinations, mechanized

soil-core sampler (1961) 16076
methods of field measuring (1962) 11897
soil-moisture theory, review of elements

(1962) 21833
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Moisture—Continued

sources, in mechanically harvested seed cot-

ton and its effects on cotton quality
(1965) 62

supply for spring wheat where virgin and
fallow lands are cultivated, USSR study
(1962) 2808

wetwood in trees, observations (1961) 17298
see also Coal—Water—Water vapor—Wood.

Moisture meters:
comparison with oven method in determining

moisture content of grain (1963) 18379
converting peanut moisture readings,

1962-63 (1963) 18378
electric, calibration, for jack and red pine,

black spruce, paper birch, black ash,
eastern hemlock and bigtooth aspen
(1961) 12718

electric, calibration wood species grown
in Hawaii (1965) 4793

electric, for wood (1963) 19253
neutron, determining slope of calibration

curves (1963) 8302
neutron-moderation application to coal and

soil (1964) 19231
soil, nuclear

—

access tubes and timers for use with
(1965) 7717

checking calibration (1965) 7718
Mojave B Aerial Gunnery Range:

public lands, withdrawal

—

law (1963) 20442
reports (1963) 9879, 19027

Mojave Desert:
geology and mineral resources (series) (1963)

10276
mineral resources, appraisal (1961) 2050

Mojave Indians:
psychiatric theories and practices

—

departmental edition (1962) 1992
document edition (1962) 2294

Mojdara, Jennifer E.J., relief (1965) 17343

Mokelumne River:
Camanche Reservoir flood control, engineer

report

—

department edition (1963) 401
document edition (1963) 224

Mokelumne River, surges in natural stream
channels (1961) 10692

Molar surgery, see Exodontia.

Molasses:
feed and industrial, annual market summary

(1961) 5177
market news (1961) 2833; (1962) 4062; (1963)

3905; (1964) 3729; (1965) 3647
annual summaries (1962) 4062; (1963)

5787; (1964) 5787; (1965) 6071
Moldavian Soviet Socialist Republic:
Academy of Sciences

—

news (1962) 2931
opening session (1962) 1328
structure and work (1964) 11017

cancer control, organizational problems
(1961) 10934

conferences, congresses, etc., 3d oncological
and 4th conference of roentgenologists
and radiologists (1963) 19533

CPSU program

—

tasks of health (1962) 12013
tasks of medical science (1962) 12012

industry (1962) 2933
Kishinev, guide book (1962) 10100
limestone, working and sawing (1961) 15678
medical conferences (1962) 2754
pharmaceutics, development during 1966-70

(1965) 11240
public health service (1964) 21406

Moldavian Soviet Socialist Republic—Con.
rural public health, present status, etc

(1962) 933
7-year plan (1962) 14127

Moldavites from Bohemia and Moravia, Czech-
oslovakian study (1964) 5530

Molded composite for boat hulls (1961) 6117
Moldenhauer, W.C., establishing vegetation on

exposed subsoil in southern Iowa and
northern Missouri (1964) 4197

Molders:
1 and C, Navy training course (1962) 20200
3 and 2, Navy training course (1965) 2964

Moldings, free-close, versus molding to stops
in wood-resin blend processing (1965)
16253

Molds (botany):
inhibition on smoked mullet (1961) 14880
toxic effects on grain, USSR studies (1964)

14523
see also Aspergilli.

Molds (forms):
casting technology for titanium, zirconium

and hafnium (1961) 2515
ceramic and cermet slip casting, applica-

tions of ultrasonic energy (1962) 8971
expendable casting molds for reactive met-

als (1964) 18692
form for 2-way concrete joist floor and roof

construction, recommendation of trade
(1964) 5547

investment casting, new technology, USSR
study (1964) 14513

plastic, reduce cost of encapsulating electric
cable connectors (1965) 1411

rubber mold insert to improve pressure
molding of powdered materials (1965)
1432

static molds, classification bulletin (1965)
11607

Moldstad, John A., source of information on
educational media (1963) 15447

Molecular biology, see Biology.
Molecular compounds:
clathrate hydrates, bibliography (1965) 7824
low, ability of polyvinylpyrrolidone to com-

plex with blood proteins (1965) 16397
polymers with inorganic main chains, USSR

studies (1963) 15906
Molecular functions, synthesis and properties

of polymers with systems of conjugated
bonds, USSR study (1961) 12888

Molecular ions, hydrogen and oxygen, negative
absorption and emission of energy,
Rumanian study (1962) 7704

Molecular sieves, see Adsorbents.
Molecular structure, viruses, modern data,

USSR study (1965) 14578
Molecular weight:
determination in characterization of poly-

mers (1962) 6616
determination in polyethyleneterephthalate

from terminal radicals (1964) 5534
Molecules:

activity and structure, relation to physiol-

ogical activity of gibberellins, USSR
study (1964) 20370

aging of the organism at molecular level

(1962) 2834
bounce-back, test device for preventing

(1964) 14812
calculation in spectrascopy, USSR study

(1963) 2973
chain, flow diagrams for computation of

spatial locations of atoms undergoing
intramolecular rotations (1965) 8400

complexes producing anomalous field emis-
sion in organic semiconductors, USSR
study (1965) 7876
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Molecules—Continued
correlation of dissociation energies of gas-

eous molecules and heats of vaporiza-
tion of solids, homonuclear diatomic
molecules (1963) 9638

diatomic

—

electronic states (1964) 14890
energy exchange in collision of particles

with solid wall (1965) 18599
(HeH) + + partial wave calculation (1965)

19933
in ternary mixture with dissociated atoms
and inert gas, unsteady diffusion with
recombination (1963) 7278

microwave spectral tables (1965) 5250
do specific traits of life manifest themselves

on molecular level? USSR study (1962)

1230
effect of radiation on hereditary molecular

structures, USSR study (1964) 1008
free, and slip flows, measurements of efflux

patterns and flow rates from cylindrical
tubes (1964) 20606

gas, ion source, generates ions through im-

pact ionization (1963) 14923
heavy-molecule propellants in electron-

bombardment thrustor (1964) 16709
flow from isothermal enclosure, influence of

opposing slits (1965) 18545
interactions of 2-component liquid systems,

dielectric studies, Poland (1963) 6914
ion source for molecular effusion studies

(1961) 5354
macromolecular chemistry symposium, Mos-

cow, USSR (1962) 183, 5694
macromolecular structure of ribonucleic

acid, problems (1964) 9342
macromolecules, international symposium

(1961) 9294
macromolecules, magnetic and electrical

properties, USSR study (1962) 7965
metastable, studies using beam techniques

(1964) 20935
molecular

—

biology, cancer as problem, USSR study
(1962) 19923

biology, paths and tasks, USSR study
(1962) 19724

biology, USSR study (1962) 7742
changes and problem of aging, USSR
study (1962) 22628

filters, Hungary (1962) 7750
genetics and effect of radiation on heredi-

ty, USSR studies (1964) 4895
ion propellants and molecular plasma col-

lision processes (1964) 7493
spectroscopy, USSR study (1963) 10773
structure and tensile properties of fila-

ment-winding plastics (1964) 18862
structure of 2-(4'-amino-5'-azamethenyl

pyrimidyl) -3-pentene-4.01 (1964) 19174"
structure of viruses, USSR study (1965)

14498
nitrogen and oxygen, interactions between

(1961) 6409
philosophical aspects of life on molecular

level, USSR study (1964) 1060
photoionization (1962) 8536
quantum mechanical study (1964) 14890
radio signals from molecules, USSR study

(1962) 12028
rigid, moments of inertia, FORTRAN pro-

gram for computing (1964) 7508
surface recombination of molecular frag-

ments (1962) 1987
synthesis of highmolecular compounds with

induced properties, USSR study (1962)
1010

see also Tetrapyrrols.

Molina, Colo., powerplants, design and con-
struction, technical report (1964) 21862

Moline, 111.:

census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)
13947

standard metropolitan statistical area,
tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1964) 20580

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 9084

corrected pages (1962) 18874
occupational wage surveys (1964) 7401;

(1965) 5050
departmental edition (1961) 4794; (1962)

6198; (1963) 5445
document edition (1961) 4012; (1962) 4900;

(1963) 4701
Quad-City Airport, weather observations,

hourly, decennial census (1963) 20233
Moller, Fritz, evaluation of TIROS III radia-

tion data (1965) 1388
MoUison, James A., testimony, hearings. (1965)

444
Mollusks:
Astoria formation in Oregon (1964) 4790
genus Mya, evolution and distribution, Ter-

tiary migrations (1965) 9269
marine, USSR, translations (1962) 9865
mollusca of A. A. Gould, illustrations of

types described, etc (1964) 14962
molluscan shellfish industry, effects of pesti-

cides, water pollution, etc., hearings
(1964) 405

overgrowth of Dreissena, protecting hydrau-
lic installations, USSR study (1963)
12515

overgrowths on hydroelectric station struc-

tures, USSR study (1963) 10774
radiosterilization, literature search (1961)

16211
Tertiary, of Canal Zone and adjoining Pana-

ma (1964) 6803
upper Jurassic, from eastern Oregon and

western Idaho (1964) 15952
see aiso Rapana.

Molnar, Ferenc, relief (1963) 17082; (1964) 442,
1876

Molokai, climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial
census (1965) 16916

Molossus, see Bats.

Molt in northern fur seal (1964) 4744

Molybdenite, dimolybdenum carbide electro-

synthesized from, conversion to molyb-
denum (1965) 6600

Molybdenum:
alloy extrusion development program (1963)

5870
alloy sheet, Mo-0.5Ti, oxidation-resistant

coatings (1964) 18733
arc-cast, and titanium alloy sheet, bend

transition temperature (1964) 20583
catalysts for coal hydrogenation, impreg-

nated and mixed, relative activity (1962)

14453

chlorination kinetics (1965) 14713
concentrates, rhenium volatilization, USSR

study (1963) 14331
content in soils in European part of USSR

(1964) 18343
conversion of dimolybdenum carbide electro-

synthesized from molybdenite (1965)
6600

deposits, evaluation during prospecting and
exploration, USSR study (1962) 22163

deposits in conterminous United States,
1942-60, investigations (1965) 18199

deposits, USSR report (1962) 23816
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Molybdenum—Continued
disposal from national stockpile

—

hearing (1964) 13994
law (1964) 15394
reports (1964) 13935, 14094

effect on grain size of magnesium oxide after
high-temperature heat treatment (1965)
11490

electrodeposition of metal from molten elec-

trolytes (1964) 13120
electrodeposition in organic solvents (1963)

19873
electrowinning, preliminary studies (1961)

9484
elevated temperature diffusion in Fe-Mo sys-

tem (1961) 5010
evaluate use as metallic binder for zirconi-

um diboride (1965) 1369
hot plastic deformation effect on structure

and properties, USSR study (1965) 18349

hot rolling conditions in vacuum, argon
atmosphere, and in air, USSR studv
(1964) 1011

kinetics of oxidation in Mo-Si system (1963)
7589

Mesozoic mineralization, Yugodzyr region,
Mongolia (1962) 19681

metal, production by magnesium reduction
of molybdenum oxides (1962) 8478

metallurgical bonding of plasma-sprayed
tungsten on hot substrates (1965) 1464

mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)
12936

minerals yearbook chapters (1961) 17641;
(1962) 18212; (1963) 18084; (1964) 20493;
(1965) 14666

Mo-0.5Ti alloy at 2,500 F, diffusion effects of

oxidation resistant coatings, studies
(1964) 18732

molybdenum and alloys of refractory metals,
USSR experiments (1963) 7016

molybdenum and molybdenunvniobium al-

loys, metallury, literature search (1963)
18590

Mo-W alloy components, ionization extent,
USSR study (1963) 19708

niobium-molybdenum-zirconium ternary sys-
tem, USSR investigation (1964) 4907

oxidation-resistance coatings tested in two
arc-powered facilities (1961) 13512

preparation of high purity Mo (1961) 11749
report, monthly (1961) 3460; (1962) 4063;

(1963) 3906; (1964) 3730; (1965) 3648
rolled single crystals, deformation textures,

etc (1964) 20511
silicide coatings, effect of stresses on quali-

ty, USSR study (1964) 1012
stress corrosion cracking (1965) 19866
technical aspects, translation (1963) 14592
tungsten alloys, tensile and stress-rupture

properties in system (1962) 12454
uranium alloy, Japanese study (1962) 6685
voluntary agreements program under de-

fense production act. Attorney General's
report (1961) 7266

Molybdenum boride, roentgenographic investi-

gation of recrystallization processes,
USSR study (1962) 23887

Molybdenum carbide:
conversion of dimolybdenum carbide from

molybdenite to molybdenum (1965) 6600
heats of combustion and formation (1964)

.5484

Molybdenum dioxide, lattice energies of com-
plex crystals, method for calculation
(1962) 18302

Molybdenum disulfide:

lubricating spacecraft mechanical compo-
nents, adaptation of M0S2 in situ proc-

ess (1964) 13229

Molybdenum disulfide—Continued

mixtures make effective high-vacuum lubri-
cants (1965) 1408

motor brush, molybdenum disulfide-silver
(1964) 13191

Molybdenum oxides:
catalysts formation for destructive hydro-

genation, USSR study (1961) 10925
production of molybdenum metal by magne-

sium reduction (1962) 8478
Molybdenum trioxide, lattice energies of com-

plex crystals, method for calculation
(1962) 18302

Molzon, Arnold E.:

health hazards and toxicity of plastics, bib-
liography (1963) 347

plastics, subject index, bibliography, etc., of
technical conference papers (1964) 564,
19619

subject index, bibliography, and code de-
scription of technical conference papers
on plastics (1963) 1873, 173,53

Moments:
aerodynamic moment characteristics of

spheres and cones at Mach 7.0 in meth-
ane-air combustion products (1965)
11473

bending, data from ships at sea (1964) 7725
bending, within midship half length of Mari-

ner model in extreme waves (1964) 18937
computer programs for evaluating moments

and moment relationship of probability
distributions with reference to mineral
industries (1965) 9587

effect on elastic shell of arbitrary shape,
USSR study (1963) 19386

midship bending experienced in extreme reg-
ular waves

—

Mariner type ship (1964) 7726
models, summary of investigation (1964)
7728

tanker and destroyer models (1964) 7727
nwment method in theory of nonlinear dif-

ferential equations, USSR (1962) 9839
moments and reactions for rectangular

plates (1961) 6516
nx)ments and sloshing forces on cylindrical

tank, nonlinear analysis (1965) 9619
moments of sampled binomiallv distributed

variable (1964) 13332

Moments of inertia:

determined by using amplitude decay rate of

mechanical oscillating system (1962)
14463

device enables measurement of moments of

inertia about 3 axes (1965) 11448
effects on airplane spin entries, developed

spins, and spin recoveries (1965) 9705
inertias and natural frequencies of fuel

sloshing in circular cylindrical tanks
(1961)9596

rigid molecule, Fortran program for comput-
ing (1964) 7508

space vehicles, spinning, use of inertia

sphere to damp angular motions (1963)
1324

Momentum, see Motion.

Monacanthidae, see Filefishes.

Monahans, Tex., railroad accident (1961) 752

Monarca, Giuseppa R., relief (1963) 13681;

(1965) 10.590

Monazite:
petrography and origin. Central City dis-

trict, Colo (1961) 10680
sands, selected references to technical re-

ports, etc.. list (1961) 11804

Moncure, Robert C, South Africa's agricultur-
al economy in brief (1965) 2087
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Le Monde (periodical):

index (1961) 1069, 4484, 4569, 7776, 13016,
13185, 13270, 13365, 15161, 17453, 20918;
(1962) 1383, 2975, 5784, 8012, 8181,
10121, 10327, 12244, 15764, 15937, 19725,
19852, 23758; (1963) 787, 2667, 5110,
.5413, 8761, 8889, 10788, 14347, 15762,
17734, 20892; (1964) 892, 1116, 2622,
.5084, 6980, 8946, 107.56, 11200, 12988,
16177, 18222, 199.54, 21.384; (1965) 914,
2481

Mondry, Leo M., relief (1964) 14047; (1965)
10619

Monel metal, low cycle fatigue crack propaga-
tion characteristics (1965) 13194

Mones, Gerda S., retail sales, 1963 (1964)
13767

Monessen, Pa., railroad accident (1965) 6387
Monetary policy, see Money.
Money:

alternative approach to monetary mecha-
nism (1964) 21202

bank credit and monetary developments in

1964 (1965) 7677
banking and monetary statistics (1961) 7407,

12644; (1962) 9635, 13813; (1963) 2275-78,
6439, 82.57, 12119; (1964) 12403; (1965)
14263, 19626

banks and monetary system (1963) 2275
changes on monetary affairs (remarks)

(1962) 7373
circulation and credit in Asian socialist

countries (1962) .5983

circulation statement (1961) 3618; (1962)
3670; (1963) 3514; (1964) 3320; (1965)
3212

code of Federal regulations (1961) 7396;
(1962) 11789; (1963) 6430; (1964) 8574;
(1965) 10827

Columbian peso devaluation, connection
with border smuggling, Ecuadorian
comments (1963) 1005

Cooley Fund lending under AID (1962) 11916
counterpart funds and AID foreign currency

accounts (1961) .3324; (1962) 3728, 11917;
(1963) 3.569; (1964) 3384

currency, banking and monetary statistics,
supplement (1963) 6439

demand deposits adjusted, and currency out-
side banks (1962) 3755; (1963) 3592;
(1964) 3413

does monetary history repeat itself? (ad-
dress) (1965) 10839

effects of monetary action, evaluating (re-

marks) (1964) 6687
evolving international monetary mechanism

(remarks) (1965) 2139
facts, 169 questions and answers (1965) 4512

Federal Reserve's attachment to free re-

serve concept (1964) 15585
Federal reserve monetary policy making,

analysis (1964) 21202
'

fiscal and monetary policy, proceedings of

conference, sponsored by President's

Advisory Committee (1963)' 3257
flow of funds accounts

—

194.5-62, 1963 supplement (1965) 583
unadjusted quarterly data, 1952-62 (1965)

.584

flow of funds seasonally adjusted (1963) 2271

flows and balance of payments adjustment
(remarks) (1964) 20861

foreign currencies

—

acquired without payment of dollars, ex-

amination of semiannual consolidated
report of balances as of June 30, 1962,
GAO report (1963) 19279

budget provision (1963) 13463
reservations and conversions (1964) 5729,

19003

Money—Continued
foreign currencies—Continued
Treasury Department operations and poli-

cies (statement) (1964) 1642
U.S.-owned

—

additional income possible by obtaining
nxjre equitable rates of interest.

Treasury Dept., State Dept., and In-

ternational Development Agency, GAO
report (1965) 18187

administration and utilization in select-

ed countries, GAO review (1962) 23579
failure to effectively utilize excess to

pay international air travel ticket

costs being paid in dollars, by State
Dept., IDA, USIA, etc., GAO report
(1965) 10953

hearings (1964) 6356
in Republic of China, interest loss, GAO

report (1965) 703
reports (1965) 4520, 7460

used for informational and educational
activities under trade development act,

limit funds for 1961, hearings (1961)

7123, 7263
foreign exchange rates

—

monthly (1961) 3205; (1962) 3883; (1963)
3723; (1964) 3521; (1965) .3434

weekly (1961) ,3206; (1962) 3884; (1963)
3724; (1964) 3522; (1965) 3435

growth, small business investment compa-
nies financing (1965) 5373

improving international monetary coopera-
tion framework (statement) (1961) 11641

income sources of aged, mid- 1961 (1962) 3484

international currency and credit relations
of USSR (1961) 805

international discussion of monetary ar-

rangements (remarks) (1965) 20119
international monetary arrangements, per-

spective (remarks) (1965) 18099
international monetary reform, guidelines,

hearings (1965) 17451
international monetary system

—

functioning and possible reform, hearings
(1964) 4424

guidelines, report (1965) 17450
improve workings (address) (1965) 18810
liquidity issue and reserve (remarks)

(1965) 9978
international payments, imbalances, and

need for strengthening international
financial arrangements

—

hearings (1961) 14128
report (1961) 16612

its uses and abuses, remarks (1964) 6688
know your money (1964) 9757
maintaining value (remarks) (1962) 564
managing your money, family plan (1965)

6162
nwnetarv analysis and monetary statistics

(remarks) (1961) 20743
monetary and credit developments (1964)

15904
monetary developments, 1st half '63 (1963)

15505
monetary expansion during 1961 (1962) 7377
nwnetary fund resources and international

payments system (statement) (1962) 9639
monetary matters, observations (address)

(1965) 12444
monetary policy

—

and balance of payments (remarks) (1964)
2326

and interest rates (1962) 21757
and international payments (remarks)

(1963) 2272
and public debt management, CMC report,
hearings (1961) 18773
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Money—Continued
nwnetary policy—Continued
bank credit, and money (1962) 17492
challenge of change (remarks) (1964) 684
economic expansion and credit markets
(remarks) (1962) 19489

for years of challenge and danger (re-

marks) (1962) 8720
formulation, as linked to other public poli-

cies (remarks) (1965) 18097
growth and expansion (remarks) (1964)

13829
new challenges (remarks) (1965) 19625
recent changes and balance of payments
problems, hearings (1963) 17166

twin goals (remarks) (1962) 19494
monetary stabilization programs and struc-

ture of currency convertibility (address)
(1961) 20237

monetary system, consolidated condition
statement (1961) 3192; (1962) 3630;
(1963) 3469; (1964) 3268; (1965) 3154

monev and bank credit (1963) 6438; (1964)
6685

money and bank credit in recovery (1961)
14869

money and credit system, defense planning
(remarks) (1962) 5193

money and exchange rates of foreign coun-
tries (1963) 2278

North Korea

—

banking and currency system (1961) 12999

circulation and credit (1961) 4518
North Vietnam banking and currency sys-

tem (1961) 4412
old series currency, Treasury to adjust ac-

counts

—

hearing (1961) 10340
law (1961) 12120
reports (1961) 8953, 10308

open-market rates (1961) 3215; (1962) 4145;
(1963) 3989; (1964) 3816; (1965) 3735

Philippine pesos, deposit of, agreement with
Philippines (1963) 9431

potentialities of our international payments
system (remarks) (1964) 13502

prevalent policy and its consequences, anal-
ysis (1964) 13997

primer on money, general information on
monetary system, policy, etc (1965) 404,
4512

reserved foreign currencies, use in lieu of
dollar for current expenditures, report
(1964) 6482

recent credit and monetary developments
(1965) 14265

review of use of local currencies in Spain
for U..S. contracting and administrative
purposes, GAO report (1961) 19406

ruble, economic basis for extending role in

international finance (1962) 18019
shopping, publications, list (1964) 1.5038
strengthening international monetary sys-

tem (remarks) (1963) 20216
supply, new measure (1961) 530
supply series, revision (1964) 14257; (1965)

14266
transportation bv Post Office Dept., efficien-

cy, etc., report (1963) 7967
unclaimed funds held in trust by Govern-

ment of District of Columbia, mainte-
nance of perpetual accounts, eliminate

—

law (1964) 1940
reports (1964) 479, 2038

use of slugs and similar devices, amend
law

—

law (1962) 20842
reports (1961) 16771; (1962) 19333

Money—Continued
velocity, sectoral analysis (1963) 2274
what kind do you need (1963) 7426
world monetary reform through internation-

al liquidity, etc. (remarks) (1965) 18809
see a/.so Dollars—Ex;onomies in National

Government—Foreign Exchange—Gold
(money)—Public funds.

Money orders:
agreement with

—

American Republics and Spain (1962) 3510
Morocco (1962) 18506
Netherlands Antilles (1961) 16012
Thailand (1963) 1519

dishonored, District of Columbia commis-
sioners to prescribe penalties for han-
dling and collection, report (1965) 10635

Money Orders Center, Kansas City, Mo., ac-

counting and operating procedures, GAO
review (1962) 11869

Money-saving main dishes (1962) 22934
Mongolia:
agreements with foreign nations (1965)

19770
agricultural-industrial state, economic rela-

tionship between Socialist countries
(1961) 2222

agriculture, present achievements and fu-

ture goals (1961) 19729
agriculture, socialist transformation, USSR

study (1961) 978
animal husbandry and agricultural leader-

ship, developing and improving (1961)
15637

archeological exploration (1964) 10911
border treaty with Chinese People's Repub-

lic, translation (1963) 10431, 12369
capital construction (1963) 6725
capital construction pecularities and statis-

tics (1961) 19608
civil code (1963) 12430
coal industry, wage regulation for under-

ground workers (1961) 4408
coal resources (1962) 15788
Communist Party education (1961) 12994
Communist party functions and activities

(1963) 12504
crime prevention (1963) 12461
criminal code (1962) 1527, 6128
criminal legislation on protection of social-

ist property (1965) 19756
economic development (1963) 6904
economic geography (1964) 10835
economic geography of Hu-lun-pei-erh

League (1962) 2903
election of deputies and revisions to consti-

tution, translations (1961) 1055
elections, statute (1962) 6037
entomological research (1963) 17630
finances (1961) 4406
five year plan for economic and cultural

development, 1961-65, draft (1961) 15113
freight shipments to, international regula-

tions, Au.strian study (1963) 19421
geographical articles (1961) 12985
geographic characteristics, Air Force pam-

phlet (1963) 13202
geographical problems pertaining to (1965)

1006
geography, translation (1961) 13211
Governme'nt, articles (1963) 5334
industrial, agricultural and pastoral devel-

opment, translation (1961) 13012
infectious pathology, scientific studies (1965)

9406

Inner

—

achievements in economic and cultural

construction, statistics (1963) 2760
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Mongolia—Continued
Inner—Continued
Autonomous Region, agricultural and
animal husbandry production, status,
research (1963) 10680

primitive society of Owenke, Communist
China study (1963) 2650

international Communist developments,
translations (1963) 7077, 8614, 8699

judicial structure and civil code (1963) 12593

judicial system of Mongolian People's Re-
public (1963) 2794

lakes and geographical features (1961) 2314
laws and legal documents (1964) 21538
laws and regulations concerning State fi-

nances (1963) 10699
livestock-breeding, role of mechanized sta-

tions in crop farming (1962) 15787
local government organs (1963) 5248
magma deposits, geographical distribution

(1964) 14528
main economic zones of Mongolian People's

Republic, experience in defining, USSR
study (1964) 11007

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter
(1965) 14681

national economy and culture, development
(1961) 19705

natural regions and river runoff (1964) 1211
new landmark in geological study, USSR

study (1964) 7165
partv work and law of contradictions (1961)

13013
People's Great Hural, deputies elected, list

(1963) 15728
People's Revolutionary Party, history (1964)

14565
People's Revolutionary Partv, review of 40

years achievements (1963") 668
permanent and seasonal frozen ground

(1964) 16027
planning state and cooperative commercial

commodity fund (1963) 2807
political and economic information (1963)

5221
present shortcomings and future tasks of

local cultural organizations (1961) 7808
press and radio functions (1963) 12460
progress under invincible banner of Lenin-

ism (1963) 14204
six thousand kilometers traveled, notes on

geography and everyday life of country
(1963) 8831

socialist construction (1961) 19621
translations (1962) 17885, 17925, 18017,

19691, 19718, 19881, 19973, 22074, 22094,
22202, 22246, 22282, 23681, 23817; (1963)
819, 1058, 2455, 2775, 5318, 5323, 6982,
7068, 8730, 10633, 12710, 12757, 14243,
14419, 15728, 16072, 16171, 17709, 17862.
17894, 17999, 19529, 19578, 20836; (1964)
906, 1105, 2520, 2902, 5173, 5328, 7175,
7282, 10828, 12841, 15999, 16119, 16335,
16413, 18297, 18533, 18596, 19972, 20073,
20248; (1965) 1153, 2273, 2594

water research (1962) 17718
youth activities (1963) 12459
youth, all-out efforts for development of so-

cialist construction (1961) 765
Mongolian People's Republic, see Mongolia.
Mongolism:

families of mongoloid children (1963) 7770
hope through research (1962) 24074; (1965)

1577
Spanish edition (1963) 18286; (1965) 5342

Mongoose, bamboo trap (1963) 19245
Moniteau County, Mo., soil survey report

(1964) 18952

Monitoring:
aerospace medical, of physiological data,

digital readout technic (1963) 7635
airborne radioactivity, air filter media used

(1965) 13120
Army engineering jobs, performance task,

status report, June 30, 1962 (1962) 18691

Army systems, research activities on per-
formance (1965) 5598

atmospheric sulfur dioxide, methods (1965)
2987

electrocardiograms on actively exercising
subject, simple, inexpensive way (1964)
19178

electronic, of mine fans (1965) 2812
in-core power detectors, instrumentation,

development program (1963) 16846
in-flight, EEC electrodes (1965) 15223
medical, heart rate patterns observed (1965)

13435
medical, use of automatic logical devices,

USSR study (1964) 10741
miniature cardiovascular and psychogalvan-

ic skin response monitoring devices, use
in dentistry (1965) 8490

performance, use of artificial signals to
enhance (1961) 9650

personalized telemetry medical, for
SAM-MATS fatigue study (1965) 13433

personnel systems, Czechoslovakian study
(1962) 7843

physiological, techniques, fundamentals
(1963) 20301

psychomotor response to stress by evoked
auditory responses (1965) 18917

radiology, in shelters, etc., handbook (1963)
16934

vehicle performance under full automatic
control, comparison of displays (1962)
12586

vibrations, U.S. Borax and Chemical Compa-
ny Potash Refinery, Project Gnome
(1962) 14865

visual, 6 hours, effects of visual display
mode (1964) 17012

see also Radiation monitoring—Telephone.
Monitors, see Plutonium monitor.

Monkeys:
correlation of skeletal growth and epiphy-

seal, ossification with age (1961) 5296
cortical fibers in retina, USSR study (1964)

10961
dopane toxicity reduced with aminoethyli-

sothiouronium (AETH), USSR study
(1964) 7344

extirpation of cervical lobes, visual analy-
sor, structural changes, USSR study
(1964) 12757

infected with SV40 in jungles of North Viet-

nam (1965) 11212
irradiated using nuclear reactor, radiobiol-

ogic studies (1965) 18920
Macaca mulatta

—

chronic irradiation, latent effects on lon-

gevity and peripheral blood elements
(1964) 73

cross-sectional anatomy for use in radio-
biologic experiments, atlas (1965) 17025

effect of massive doses of 32-Mev protons
and Co^o gamma radiation on serum
enzyme levels of whole-body irradiated
primates (1965) 17021

effect of 2 Mev X-rays on whole-body irra-

diated primates, radiations of space
(1965) 13430

effects of whole-body 32 Mev proton irra-

diation (1965) 18918
paratuberculosis or Johne's disease, detec-

tion, etc., among animals (1961) 20318
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Monkeys—Continued
Macaca mulatta—Continued
primate phantom for use in radiobiology

(1965) 5568
Proteus occurrences (1961) 8330
tissues, endogenous bacterial invasion fol-

lowing lethal Co^o irradiation (1962)

20455
morphological basis for inequality of audito-

ry and optical analyzers in their behav-
ior, USSR study (1962) 2832

platyrrhine monkeys, behavior patterns of

night monkey (1964) 21870
rhesus, radioprotection with AET-cysteine

(1964) 19179
squirrel

—

learning set performance after rapid de-

compression to vacuum (1965) 4209
response to high accelerative forces (1965)

14730
stereotaxic atlas of brain (1963) 7318

see also Baboons.
Monnin, Carl F., comparison of Gryzinski's

and Born's approximations for inelastic

scattering in atomic hydrogen (1965)

13052
Mono County, Calif., air, water temperatures

and stream flow data. Convict Creek
(1964) 10577

Monoamine oxidase, inhibitors in vitro and in

vivo, differences in effects, USSR studv
(1962) 980

.Monocacy Battle Centennial Day:
designate

—

law (1964) 13905
reports (1964) 4468, 14086

Monocalcium aluminates, solubilitv character-
istics (1963) 19866

Monochromator wavelength modulator (1963)

14989
Monochromators:
grating, and Perkin-Elmer prism, calculated

spectra resolution (1965) 11598
infrared radiation pyrometry, shock tube

gas temperature measurement (1965)
16693

Monoculars, wide-angle, overlapping, for pi-

lot's field of vision, evaluation (1964)

9610
Monoethanolamine:
chemistry, review of physical properties, etc

(1963) 3222
extracting tar acids (1961) 6280
normality, determination by refractive in-

dex, measurement (1962) 12588
.solutions, stabilization for submarine car-

bon dioxide scrubbers (1965) 9832
Monofilament gill net fishing for skipjack tuna

in Hawaiian waters, 1961-62 (1964)
1.5916

Monographs, .see names of departments, etc.,

issuing monographs

—

also subjects.

Monolayer, see Monomolecular films.

Monomers, organic, effects of ultra-high pres-

sure and radiation (1965) 17112
Monomolecular films:

behavior of monolayers of progressively
fluorinated fatty acids adsorbed on wa-
ter (1964) 5592

catalase films, force-area study (1961) 1391
changes in contact potentials, of metal

caused by absorbed monolayers (1965)
13182

effect on surface temperature and convec-
tive motion at water/air interface (1962)
20212

fatty amine monolayers investigation by
contact potentials (1963) 11166

force-area study of ovomucoid films (1962)
12600

Monomolecular films—Continued
investigation of fatty acid monolayers on

metals by contact potential measure-
ments (1965) 13187

of long-chain aliphatic amides, amines, alco-

hols, and carboxylic acids, surface vis-

cosity (1965) 14960
organic, damping of water waves (1965)

9821, 11577
properties of monolayers of w-monohal-

ogenated fatty acids and alcohols ad-
sorbed on water (1965) 11592

protein, structure and surface properties
(1963) 18245

surface potentials and induced polarization
in nonpolar liquids adsorbed on metals
(1965) 13126

surface viscosity on water at low film pres-

sures, literature survey (1963) 12949
use for decreasing intensity of steam fogs,

USSR study (1965) 2323
wettability of adsorbed, condensed monolay-

er, progressive fluorination of fatty acid

effect (1962) 20211

Monomoy National Wildlife Refuge:
birds (1961) 12678
general information (1963) 555

Monongahela River, Maxwell Locks and Dam,
navigation conditions (1965) 6146

Monopole phased-array feed for spherical re-

flectors (1964) 13632

Monopoli, Richard V., controller design for

nonlinear and time varying plants (1965)

5106

Monopolies:
administered prices, compendium of public

policy (1963) 10018
Antitrust and Monopoly Subcommittee, ac-

tivities, 1961, reports (1961) 8913; (1962)

9440; (1963) 9980; (1964) 12209
antitrust laws

—

administration, investigation, expenses,
reports (1961) 5790; (1962) 5032; (1963)

6275; (1964) 6449, 17808; (1965) 4558
antitrust laws and foreign trade, hearings

(1965) 438, 12338

investigation, professional boxing, hear-
ings (1961) 7295, 14750; (1964) 14150

price discrimination legislation, hearings
(1964) 14149; (1965) 19512

antitrust legislation, applicability to labor
unions, excerpts and bibliography (1962)

17102
authorize Attorney General to compel pro-

duction of evidence in civil investiga-

tions for enforcement of antitrust laws,

hearings (1961) 18964
Clayton act

—

amend, hearings (1961) 14486; (1962) 4967,

21559; (1963) 12025; (1964) 540
interlocking bank directorates, regula-

tions (1961) 534
economic concentration, hearings

—

concentration, invention, and innovation
(1965) 19.507

mergers and other factors affecting indus-

try concentration (1965) 16032
overall and conglomerate aspects (1965)

2044
print additional copies, reports (1965)

14057, 1.5717

funeral industry, antitrust aspects, hearings
(196.5) 435

Government patent policies in meteorology
and weather modification, effect, hear-

ings (1962) 1.5456

insurance industry, rates, etc., investiga-

tion, repoVt (1961) 17035
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Monopolies—Continued

legislation to strengthen penalties under
antitrust laws, hearings (1962) 7226,

11667
manufacturing industration, concentration

ratios, 1958 (1962) 13692
manufacturing industry, concentration ra-

tios. 1958 (1963) 2097
print additional copies, reports (1963)

8078, 9984
reprint pt. 1, report (1963) 11863

ocean freight industry problems

—

hearings (1961) 4048, 14490-491
reports (1962) 7067, 7101

problems in regulated industries, hearings
(1961) 4048, 14490-491

tomato industry marketing problems, report

(1962) 9290-91
Monopsyllus kolenati, see Fleas.

Monosodium glutamate, facts (1965) 12486
Monostable circuit with tunnel diode has fast

recovery (1964) 14816
Monotrons, small-signal analysis using circu-

lar cylindrical TMlmn resonator (1962)

22668
Monovalent aluminum in metallurgical proc-

esses (1961) 12946
Monroe, G.E., machine for picking up filled

grape boxes (1963) 14836
Monroe, James, papers, index (1963) 19811
Monroe, John A., copper industry report, an-

nual statistical supplement (1965) 15262
Monroe, Watson H., studies of pre-Selma Cre-

taceous core samples from outcrop area
in western Alabama (1964) 18107

Monroe, La.:

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 11919
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18839 -

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 4801

natural gas pipeline, map (1961) 9103
Ouachita River, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 17951
document edition (1964) 17458

Monroe, Mich.:
census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

13966
redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)

13143
Monroe County, 111.:

Columbia Drainage and Levee District no. 3,

engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2192
document edition (1963) 1987

Richland Creek, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 454
document edition (1963) 268

Monroe County, N.Y., population, special cen-

sus (1964) 19304
Monroe Countv, Tenn., forest inventory statis-

tics (1961) 1557
Monroe County, W. Va., soil survey report

(1965) 8289
Monrovia, Liberia, port, transfer of title,

agreement with Liberia (1964) 15119
Monsoons:
China

—

problems concerning characteristics (1961)

10812
views on nature (1961) 15324

east Asia, problems concerning winds (1963)

14277
Monta, William J., local turbulent skin-friction

measurements on flat plate at Mach
numbers from 2.5 to 4.5, etc (1965) 14831

Montagnard tribes of South Vietnam (1962)
12090

Montague County, Tex., oil recovery from
water-injection projects (1965) 8021

Montana:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 4120
annual survey of manufactures, standard

metropolitan statistical areas and large
industrial counties, statistics (1962)

18776; (1963) 4571; (1964) 6032
area measurement report (1965) 4298
Belt series, and related rocks with strati-

graphic classification (1964) 4786
census countv divisions, 1960, map (1961)

16297
census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1961)

16327
census of business, 1963—

retail trade

—

area statistics (1965) 229
merchandise line sales (1965) 15304

selected services, area statistics (1965)
1886

wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)

1889, 5674
census of governments, 1962, State report

(1965) 5680
census of housing, 1960, State and small

areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc (1962)
4758

census of manufactures, 1958, area statis-

tics (1961) 9999
census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-

port (1961) 13900
census of population, 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 13070
general characteristics (1961) 5493
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1961) 20467
number of inhabitants (1961) 1819

censuses of population and housing, 1960

—

census county division boundary descrip-

tions (1962) 16570
geographic identification code scheme

(1961) 6875
central

—

carboniferous formations and faunas
(1962) 13874

Devonian rocks, distribution and thickness
(1962) 11886

Christmas tree exports

—

decline for 3d straight year (1963) 20698
lowest level since survey was begun (1964)

21326
Christmas tree shipments

—

slump in 1960 (1961) 9218
severe decline in 1961 (1962) 19545

chromite concentrates, electric smelting
(1961) 9476

Clark Fork area, commercial timber man-
agement (1963) 6487

climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial census
(1965) 15142

climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;

(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216
coals, geochemical studv olF minor elements

(1961) 14949
corals, early Mississippian, from 3 wells,

description (1961) 4307
county business patterns (1965) 18977

activities covered by OASDI program
(1961) 10011; (1963) 15054, 18677

Duck Creek Pass quadrangle, geology (1963)

12221
eastern, mineral potential, basis for future

growth (1965) 5985
print as Senate document, report (1965)

4577
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Bearpaw

Callovian

17, 1959

repister

Montana—Continued

economic impact of Federal crop insurance
(1965) 10722

electric rate book (1962) 544; (1963) 509;

(1964) 21307
electric smelting of titaniferous iron ores

(1964) 18681
fersmite occurrence (1961) 2519
5B redevelopment area, statistical profile

(1963) 11690
flood damage, hearing (1964) 19521

geology of Clark Fork quadrangle (1963)

17523
geology of Maddux quadrangle.

Mountains (1961) 4308
Jurassic, Bathonian or early

ammonites (1962) 5301
Hebgen Lake earthquake, Aug.

(1964) 8769
labor organizations, reporting,

(1961)4783; (1964) 16574
Little Missouri River compact, extend time-
law (1962) 13305
report (1961) 19046; (1962) 11360

mineral and water resources (1964) 2240
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1961) 1208; (1962) 3305; (1963) 3064;

(1964) 1418; (1965) 1346
municipal water facilities (1961) 6506; (1964)

3108, 18913
natural resources (1964) 8795
northeastern, (3enozoic history with empha-

sis on Pleistocene (1961) 4313
phosphate industry and its resources, evalu-

ation (1965) 9590
population, 1960, characteristics (1963)

11609
precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)

3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965)

3492
public school finance program (1963) 19114
regenerating lodgepole pine following clear

cutting (1964) 18062
rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-

files (1962) 16630
snow survey and soil moisture measure-

ments (1964) 18950
snow surveys and water supply forecasts

(1961) 3588; (1962) 3831
snow survey measurements (1965) 20075
southern, Jefferson and Three Forks forma-

tions, nomenclature and correlation of

lithologic subdivisions (1965) 4861
southwestern, stratigraphy and petrology of

Permian rocks (1964) 15946
spruce budworm, insect enemy of Douglas fir

(1965) 16292
Stillwater complex, primary textures and

mineral associations in ultramafic zone

(1961) 7525
temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial

census (1962) 10750
thorium recovery from ores (1962) 6241
timber products output, 1962 (1965) 10941
titanium placer resources (1964) 7444
truck inventory and use survey (1965) 245
upper Missouri River basin, mineral re-

sources (1964) 18669
water supply outlook

(1963) 4287; (1964)
13272

weather stations, decadal
16675

western

—

dwarfmistletoe survey (1964) 14317
forest resources (1963) 17502
tungsten resources (1964) 2996

women workers (1964) 7867

and snow surveys
4140; (1965) 4052,

census (1963)

Montana—Continued

ZIP code directory (1963) 20050
see also Blackfeet Indian project.

Montana Power Company, electric power con-

tract for Yellowstone National Park,
hearings (1961) 1884

Montauk (steamship):
United States-flag commercial vessel under

cargo preference law, hearings (1963)

2087
Montauk Point, N.Y.:

beach erosion study and hurricane survey,
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1961) 9071
document edition (1961) 8627

fresh ground water, avilability in area
(1963) 14031

Montauk Point, N.Y. to Manasquan, N.J.,

coastal warning facilities chart (1961)

2747; (1962) 18573; (1963) 13116; (1964)

13523; (1965) 13342

Montclair, N.J., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 18268
Monte Carlo method:
calculation of nuclear collision density of

primary galactic protons in slab of alu-

minum (1964) 9571
calculation of transport properties in

low-density ionized gas (1965) 16697
calculations of neutron number spectra and

build-up factors in infinite conical con-
figurations (1962) 20157

computation of statistics of midcourse veloc-

ity corrections for lunar mission (1964)

11416
determining maneuvering loads from statis-

tical information on airplane motions
(1961) 11402

error analysis of space vehicle position fix

in earth-moon trajectories (1963) 12878
j-values of s-type neutron resonances by

multiple scattering (1962) 6346; (1963)
12955

simulating mineral deposits (1964) 16643

solution for highly rarefied ionized gas flow-

ing through channel with transverse
magnetic field (1964) 21768

studies of gamma ray and neutron transport
in infinite homogeneous media (1961)

21214
study of resonance escape probability in

heterogeneous slab lattices containing
resonant absorbers and scatterers

(1962) 12458
Montebello, Calif., census of housing, 1960,

city blocks (1961) 18189
Monteith, L.K., study on electron irradiation

effects on capacitor-type micrometeoroid
detectors (1965) 18481

Montemavor, Pedro B., jr., relief (1963) 15210.

20565; (1964) 243

Monterey, Calif., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 18190

Monterey County, Calif.:

geology of Cosio Knob and Espinosa Canyon
quadrangles (1964) 12506

geology of Reliz Canyon, Thompson Canyon,
and San Lucas quadrangles (1964) 4776

Jolon and Williams Hill quadrangles, geolo-

gy (1965) 9255

land exchange

—

law (1964) 17432
reports (1964) 17526, 17827

truck crop production practices (1964) 2260

Monterey pine, .see Pine.

Montes Apenninus, LAC 41, lunar chart (1964)

20968
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Montes Riphaeus, LAC 76, lunar chart (1964)

17000
Montevideo, Uruguay:
Montevideo Treaty, establishing Latin

American free trade association, text

(1962) 16183
visit of CJene Cheng Loh of nationalist

China (1961) 4432
Montezuma Castle National Monument, gener-

al information (1961) 20025; (1964) 3062;

(1965) 9797
Montezuma National Wildlife Refuge:

birds (1962) 19519
general information (1963) 19238

Montfort quandrangle. Wis., geology (1962)

11887
Montgomery Blair, Postmaster General (1963)

11208
Montgomery, David, secular and non-secular

behavior for cold plasma equations
(1964) 13233

Montgomery, Donald J., summary report on
NASA university program review con-

ference (1965) 12983
Montgomery, R.L., heat of solution of cerium

metal in hydrochloric acid (1963) 3100
Montgomery, Ala.:

census of business, 1958, standard metropol-
itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 264
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 13577
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 13934
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16523

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 2228

Dannelly Field, weather observations, hour-

ly, decennial census (1963) 14782
geology and ground-water resources (1964)

6812
Montgomery County, Ala., geology and

ground-water resources (1964) 6812
Montgomery County, Md.:

rural fringe and urban expansion, case
study (1963) 19089

soil survey (1961) 20148
Montgomery, 111., railroad accident (1965) 6385
Montgomery, W. Va.. redevelopment area, sta-

tistical profile (1962) 9050
Month-end storage in major reservoirs in Pa-

cific Northwest (1963) 4212; (1964) 4058;
(1965) 3965

Monthly:
NOTE.—For all publications which begin

wth the word "Monthly", see subject, or
name of department, etc., issuing publi-
cations.

Months, see American Heart Month—Senior
Citizens Month.

Monti Marine Corporation, bankrupt estate,
claim of trustee (1962) 19068

Monticellite, P-T univariant equilibria of reac-
tion forsterite + calcite-monticellite -t-

periclase + CO2, experimental studies on
Bowen's decarbonation series, II (1963)
16385

Montmorillonite:
components, modal analyses and calculation

of composition, derivation, reproducibili-
ty and accuracy (1964) 18127

hydrogen, dual acidity and structure (1963)
14023

x-ray study of ethylene glycol-montmoril-
lonite complex (1965) 19577

Montoya, Judy W., mineralogical investigation
of beryllium-bearing tuff. Honeycomb
Hills, Juab County, Utah (1964) 9524

Montpelier, Vt.:

District Court term to be held

—

law (1964) 12007
reports (1963) 9969; (1964) 10240

Montross, Lynn, U.S. marine operations in

Korea 1950-53 east-central front (1963)

1194
Monument no. 1-Mitten no. 2 mine, uranium-

vanadium ore deposit. Monument Val-

ley, Navajo County, Ariz (1961) 19411
Monument no. 2 mine, ore deposit, mineralogy

and paragenesis. Monument Valley area
(1963) 12220

Monument Valley:
Arizona and Utah area buried channels,

geophysical methods of exploration
(1963) 597

geology and uranium-vanadium deposits of

area, Apache-and Navajo Counties, Ariz
(1963) 12220

northeastern Arizona area swales and chan-
nels, location bv photogeologic isopach
mapping (1961) 4306

serpentine at Garnet Ridge (1963) 12220
stratigraphy and correlation of Permain

rocks (1962) 630
uranium-vanadium ore deposit at Monument

no. 1-Mitten no. 2 mine, Navajo County,
Ariz (1961) 19411

Monumentos historicos nacionales de San
Juan, Puerto Rico (1965) 14913

Monuments:
and memorials in National Capital Parks

areas, list (1962) 6323
development of isotope techniques for relo-

cation of land monuments, report (1964)
19253

historic, land suitability, remove date of

acquisition restriction

—

law (1961) 14090
reports (1961) 8958, 12244

topographic maps, list (1961) 14961
see also names of places where located.

Moody, Frederick J., probability theory and
"core design (1963) 14974

Moon, Sung Sang, see Poison, Joseph K.
Moon:
abort from manned lunar landing and return

to rendezvous in 50-mile orbit (1963)
1306

America's manned space flight program,
general information (1963) 12844

architecture for lunar settlements, USSR
study (1965) 2457

ascent from lunar surface (1963) 12852
astrodynamic constants (1963) 14547
biological evaluation of radiation conditions

on path between earth and moon (1965)
1490

braking and descent from lunar orbit (1965)
.5224, 11464

circumlunar mission, guidance using radar
tracking and on-board observation data
(1964) 9597

circumlunar

—

mission, optimal filtering and linear pre-

diction applied to midcourse navigation
system (1962) 10518; (1965) 14813

missions, transition matrix assumptions in

navigation theory (1963) 20980
vehicle, application of statistical filter

theory to optimal estimation of position
and velocity (1962) 22595

configurations for lunar landing having var-
ious landing-gear arrangements (1964)
7500
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Moon—Continued

crater floors, photometric properties (1964)
18796

craters, energy necessary to create, Hungar-
ian study (1962) 8057

crew performance during real-time lunar
mission simulation (1964) 20591

curium fueled generators for lunar missions,
safety analysis (1961) 3799

declination, radial distance, and phases,
1961-71, for use in trajectory considera-
tions (1961) 15786

determining nodal arrival times from pro-

cessing near-earth parking orbits hav-
ing various inclinations (1964) 18770

dust nature of lunar surface, USSR study
(1963) 15801

earth moon trajectories, geometrical charac-
teristics of lunar orbits (1963) 11057

earth system, consideration of small body in

vicinity of stable liberation points
(1964) 7557

exploration systems for Apollo (1964) 7471,

9536
facts and theories about moon, general in-

formation (1963) 16413
gravitational effects on close satellite, math-

ematical development (1962) 3366
gravitational field (1962) 18261; (1964) 21774

gravity-simulation technique for studies of

man's self-locomotion in lunar environ-

ment (1964) 9581
handling qualities

—

and trajectory requirements for terminal
lunar landing, analog simulation (1963)

16396
of vehicle in simulated lunar gravitational

field, preliminary investigation (1965)

6701
Hansen's lunar theory, modification (1963)

12868
Hill's lunar theory, remarks on (1963)

7253-54
history of lunar atmosphere and possibility

of ice and organic compounds existing

on moon (1964) 20625
horizon sensor performance in measuring

altitude above moon (1961) 13503
illusion, effect of observer elevation (1965)

17028
jet impingement on surfaces of fine particles

in vacuum environment (1965) 6700
knowledge, theories of origin, etc., summary,

introductory booklet (1961) 107
limb zone, new Soviet study (1962) 20016
long period effect in motion of artificial sat-

ellite (1961) 15804

lunar charts

—

earthside hemisphere (1963) 5878-79
index (1962) 45.54

LAC 38, Seleucus (1965) 11878
LAC 39, Aristarchus (1964)4255
LAC 40, Timoeharis (1964) 1740
LAC 41, Montes Apenninus (1964) 20968
IJ^C 42, Mare Serenitatis (1965) 10115
LAC 56, Hevelius (1963) 13210
LAC 57, Kepler (1962) 14776
LAC 58, Copernicus (1962) 4552; (1964)

15228
LAC 59, Mare vaporum (1963) 9618
LAC 60, Julius Caesar (1963) 1771

LAC 61, Taruntius (1963) 7619
LAC 74, Grimaldi (1963) 7620
LAC 75, Letronne (1962) 14777
LAC 76, Montes Riphaeus (1962) 4553;

(1964) 17000

LAC 77, Ptolemaeus (1963) 13211
LAC 78, Theophilus (1963) 9619
LAC 79, Colombo (1963) 11,508

Moon—Continued
lunar charts—Continued
LAC 80, Langrenus (1964) 7991
LAC 93, Mare Humorum (1962) 14778
LAC 94, Pitatus (1964) 15229
LAC 95, Purbach (1965) 7094
LEM-IA, reference mosaic (1962) 4555,

10899
LEM-IB, wall mosaic (1963) 16781
Ranger VII, (1965) 4206

lunar flight

—

bv rocket-mastodon or orbital rendezvous,
"USSR study (1963) 5397

1st flight, USSR (1961) 11322
handbooks (1965) 18486-488
study series, trajectories in earth-moon
space with symmetrical free return
properties (1963) 12883

lunar impact mission, conceptual design of

thermoelectric generator (1961) 1708
lunar landing

—

blast effects of twin variable-cant rocket
nozzles on visibility (1965) 2874

from synchronous orbit, thrust-vector ori-

entation technique during manual con-

trol (1964) 14853
gravity simulated, landing-impact tests

(1965) 6684
iterative guidance scheme (1965) 14822
lunar landing and site selection study

(1965) 18551
multi-legged vehicle analysis to determine

structural loads during touchdown
(1965) 5184

reasons for attempt (1964) 11426
research vehicle, design and operational

characteristics (1965) 18571
sites and associated stay times, study

(1965) 11470
soft, fixed-base-simulator study of ability

of pilots to perform (1965) 19918
technique, application from elliptic orbit

established by Hohmann transfer (1965)

1471
terminal guidance, error progression anal-

ysis (1961) 13500
trajectories, study with reference to lu-

nar-orbit-rendezvous, etc (1964) 3015
lunar missions

—

abort scheme for landings (1964) 14871
aborting during powered descent using
manual backup guidance (1965) 8107

effect of lift on separation distance and
loads for aborting vehicle (1963) 11055

minimum crew space habitability (1964)

7505
Monte Carlo computation of statistics of

midcourse velocity correction (1964)

11416
orbit-launched nuclear vehicles, perform-
ance evaluation procedure (1964) 11380

parameter study of insertion conditions

including trajectory conditions (1963)

19944
prediction of velocity requirements for

minimum time aborts from midcourse
region (1963) 11039

requirements, influence of precession of

earth rendezvous orbits (1963) 1304

vehicle position in earth-moon trajectories

(1963) 12878
vehicle, some abort trajectories initiated

during launching, preliminary study
(1962) 10494

vehicles-geometric constraints on trajecto-

ries for recovery (1964) 5881
lunar orbits

—

around, fixed-base-simulator of ability of

human pilot to establish, study (1961)

11431
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Moon—Continued
lunar orbits—Continued
descents, analog study (1963) 3143
rendezvous, news conference on Apollo

(1962) 18248
rendezvous scheme, parametric investiga-

tion (1963) 11025
returning from moon to specified geo-

graphic landing area (1963) 11038
lunar origin of tektites (1963) 5584
lunar return mission, analysis (1963) 16403
lunar surface

—

application of penetrameters to study of

physical properties (1964) 18748
ascent from (1965) 16674
ballistics and hazards associated with
spacecraft landing or launch operations
(1963) 7250

dust bombardment (1964) 3033
infrared radiation coeflficients and differ-

ences in parameter X (kpc)-l/2 for seas

and continents, USSR study (1964)

20050
light reflection from, USSR study (1965)

6459
mid-infrared spectral observations (1965)

5553
physical state and nature, lunar radio

emission (1964) 14911
probable materials, characteristics (1965)

10128
radio communication (1964) 20640
rock types, distinction on basis of their

mass spectra (1965) 18480
soils, evaluation of infrared spectrophoto-
metry for analysis (1965) 1387

structure, USSR study (1965) 6460
studies, bibliography (1964) 14798
use of optical telescopes, preliminary con-

siderations (1965) 18554
lunar terms, glossary, English-Russian,

Russian-English (1961) 17614
lunar transfer orbit ephemeris deviation,

technique (1964) 21747
lunar translation techniques, analysis (1962)

22593
manned lunar mission, velocity requirements

for abort from boost trajectory (1961)

15802
map of far side, USSR study (1961) 15372
marginal zone (1963) 19987
mean distance as determined by radar (1965)

13152
meteoroid environment for near-earth, cislu-

nar, and near lunar operations (1965)

8124
NASA lunar orbit rendezvous decision, hear-

ing (1962) 17130
natural and induced environments encoun-

tered in interplanetary space and meth-
ods of simulation, investigation (1963)

4392
new assault is coming soon, Bulgarian study

(1964) 9283
occulations of radio sources (1963) 21029
orbits, retrograde velocities required for

insertion into low-altitude, survey (1961)

19980
origin and nature of (1961) 21358
perturbations in motion of artifical satellite

(1961) 4892
perturbations, influence of form of moon on

motion, USSR study (1964) 6996
photogeologic interpretations (remarks)

(1961) 6182
phototype lunar transponder (1964) 19157
physical conditions, USSR study (1961)

15014
physical librations, nonlinear analysis

(1965) 6626

Moon—Continued

picture of other side, how obtained, USSR
study (1962) 8122

pilot-controlled take-off and rendezvous,
simulator study (1965) 9723

position fix for lunar trajectories, accuracy
(1964) 7539

powered-descent trajectories for manned
lunar landings, study (1964) 18756

probes, orbits of merit, preliminary study
(1962) 18293

probes, periodic orbits (1963) 5609
Project Ranger investigation

—

hearings (1964) 12154
report (1964) 12104

radiation shields effectiveness for thermal
control of vehicles on sunlit side (1964)

9573
Ranger VII

—

photographs (1964) 21741; (1965) 6640,

19889
special report (1964) 18800
special report to Congress (1964) 16734

research, bibliography (1964) 5872; (1965)

5569
return, formulas for stagnation-point

convective heat loads (1961) 15783

return trajectories, entry range and landing

lighting conditions (1964) 7527
secular perturbations, Halphen's method

applicable to long range effects in mo-
tions of celestial bodies (1964) 9618, 14902

simulated surfaces, interaction of highly
underexpanded jets (1962) 3362

simulator study of ability of pilots to estab-
lish near-circular lunar orbits using
simplified guidance techniques (1965)

6698
soft lunar landing

—

of spacecraft, touchdown dynamics analy-

sis (1964) 5510, 14842
starting from 50-mile altitude circular

orbit, thrusting techniques (1962) 8523
soils, evaluation of infrared spectrophoto-

metry for analysis (1963) 9189
space, accuracy of navigation with various

combinations of onboard optical meas-
urements (1964) 18774

spacecraft returning, emergency midcourse
navigation procedure (1963) 7191A

storage of liquid propellants (1962) 18257,

23987
strength and structure (1964) 9616
television photography, USSR study (1963)

15857
thermal emission measurements (1963) 50
trajectories

—

entry conditions at lunar sphere of influ-

ence applicable to near-moon trajectory

and impact conditions (1963) 14563
precision circumlunar, characteristics

(1962) 8499
use of hf lunar reflection circuit in study of

ionospheric electron density (1964) 5609
USSR landing plan, Polish study (1962) 1548

USSR study (1962) 9863
velocity profile, USSR study (1965) 18308
volcanoes, observations 18th and 19th cen-

turies (1965) 11512
Mooney, H. William, methodology in 2 Califor-

nia health surveys, San Jose, 1952, and
statewide, 1954-55 (1963) 13024

Mooney, Robert R., radioactivity in Washing-
ton surface waters (1965) 1589

Moonstone formation, see Pliocene period.

Moore, A.D., DDT and DDE residues in soil at

Beltsville, Md., aerial test circle (1964)

14329
Moore, Bernice M., education for home and

family living (1963) 13846
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Moore, Betty M.:

crude petroleum and petroleum products
(1963) 1199; (1964) 1400

petroleum refineries in United States and
Puerto Rico (1965) 14698

Moore, C. Robert, nomination, hearing (1965)

6048
Moore, Charlotte E., atomic spectra, tables,

silicon (1965) 13063
Moore, Daniel E., relief (1962) 4931, 11539,

13272
Moore, Hlen J., miocene marine mollusks from

Astoria formation Oregon (1964) 4790
Moore, Elmer J.:

economic factors influencing educational
attainments and aspirations of farm
youth (1964) 10453

rural recreation enterprises in New England
(1964) 17901

Moore, Evelyn A., directories in science and
technology (1964) 5455

Moore, George, emergency childbirth service in

civil defense planning (1965) 2986
Moore, George E., jr.:

bedrock geology of

—

Coventry Center quadrangle, R.I (1963)

19298
Kingston quadrangle, R.I (1964) 18105

geology and hydrology of Claiborne Group
in western Tennessee (1965) 18226

Moore, J. Cordell:
nomination, hearing (1965) 17931
remarks (1965) 13207, 13208, 18247

Moore, James G., geology of Mount Pinchot
quadrangle, southern Sierra Nevada,
Calif (1963) 10283

Moore, Jane R., relief (1962) 16863
Moore, John A., twisted cambered wing with

75° swept leading edge (1965) 19924
Moore, L.A., feed additives, minerals, and vi-

tamins for dairy cattle (1963) 14837
Moore, Margaret L., relief (1963) 13513, 19003,

20417
Moore, Muriel S.:

contribution of imports to U.S. food sup-

plies, 1961, and comparisons with
1957-60 (1963) 8388

exports in relation to U.S. production (1963)

17561
Moore, R.M.:

analysis of variable reluctance transdu-
cers

—

classical method (1965) 13132
energy method (1965) 13133

Moore, Reoko K., relief (1961) 8723. 12399,

14042
Moore, Vernon P., relationship of moisture to

cotton quality preservation at gins

(1965) 1740
Moores Creek National Military Park, general

information (1961) 15848; (1963) 9242;

(1965) 2953
Moorhead, Minn., census of housing, 1960,

standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20587

Moorland Court, Inc., relief (1961) 20597
Moose, Kenai Peninsula, etc., history of early

occurrence (1962) 5227
Moose, Loyal Order of, see Loyal Order of

Moose.
Moose River, synclinorium, stratigraphy,

Maine (1961) 7518
Moosehorn National Wildlife Refuge:

birds (1963) 4961
general information (1964) 19731

Moosic, Pa., railroad accident (1964) 4877
Moquegua Dept., Peru, uranium reconnaiss-

ance in Moquegua-Ilo area (1962) 14875

Moraines, Emmons and Tahoma Glaciers, re-

connaissance studies (1961) 12791

Morakis, James C, bandwidth optimization for

frequency shift keying (1965) 18552
Moral education, Bulgarian aims and methods

(1961) 7728
Moral strength in business, address (1963)

6049
Morale:
airman, dimensions (1961) 143

benefits for defense contractor employees,
cost aspects

—

hearings (1964) 17632
report (1964) 21200

job satisfaction, factor-analytic reanalysis

(1961) 3753
Morality, see Conduct of life—Ethics.

Moran, Francis J., use of 2-degrees-of-

freedom gyroscope as satellite yaw sen-

sor (1964) 7531
Moravia, moldavites, Czechoslovakian study

(1964) 5530
Morbidity:
cardiovascular diseases among workers at

industrial enterprises, experience gained
in analysis, USSR study (1961) 15338

Czechoslovakian population (1962) 5636
data sources (1961) 2682; (1962) 6423; (1963)

5696; (1965) 1592
helminthiasis rate and control measures in

RSFSR, USSR study (1964) 9159
lung cancer, in relation to air pollution,

USSR study (1963) 5396
morbidity and mortality weekly report

(1961) 3501; (1962) 4088; (1963) 3931;

(1964( 3754; (1965) 3669
population, generalizing reported data,

USSR study (1963) 2547
USSR, rural population (1962) 5730, 7938
see also Diseases of animals.

Morehead, Ky., redevelopment area, statistical

profile (1962) 13145
Morehouse, Alanson D., use and handling of

compressed gases (1964) 5419

Morey, George W., phase-equilibrium relations

of common rock-forming oxides except

water, data of geochemistry (1964)

14343
Morgan, D.T.:

irradiation of Santowax OMP in M.I.T.

in-pile loop

—

design equipment, etc (1963) 4483
summary (1963) 4482

Morgan, Donald E., quality cost analysis im-

plementation handbook (1965) 5558

Morgan, Howard, nomination, hearings (1961)

8991
Morgan, Howard E., motels, bibliography

(1963) 1488; (1964) 11604
Morgan, Howard V., nomination, report (1962)

21260
Morgan, Ira L., apparatus for partial cell ir-

radiation (1963) 16796

Morgan, N.E., development of hydrogen-

oxygen internal combustion engine space

power system (1965) 14741
Morgan, Reese R., inorganic chemicals and

gases (1963) 1892
Morgan, Roy L.:

addresses, etc (1963) 4654, 6044, 7809, 18747,

20390; (1964) 223, 4409, 4413. 8178-79,

11969, 15.365. 171.59-160. 19353.

19360-362. 21096-098; (196.5) 363. 1939.

4419. ,5775. 7361-62. 8684, 8689, 8701.

10316, 10337, 13697, 1.5368-370, 19037

Morgan. Thomas A.:

determining stress in rock (1963) 20969
distribution of stress in Westvaco Mine.

Westvaco. Wyo (196.5) 19861
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Morgan, Thomas E., jr.:

effects of prolonged exposure to oxygen at

total pressureof 190 mm Hg (1964) 71
physiologic effects of exposure to increased

oxygen tension (1964) 5895
Morgan, William C, elastic stress distribu-

tions for junctions in pressurized shell

structures (1963) 5587
Morgan City, La.:

and vicinity, hurricane survey, engineer
report

—

departmental edition (1965) 12413
document edition (1965) 12050

Morgan Citv, La. to Apalachicola, Fla., coast-

al warning facilities chart (1962) 22902;

(1963) 5570; (1964) 9879; (1965) 16912
Morgan City, La. to Brownsville, Tex., coastal

warning facilities chart (1961) 11654;

(1962) 12783; (1963) 14777; (1965) 8363
Morgan County, Colo., ground water resources

(1965) 12558
Morgan County, Ky.:

coal geology of Seitz quadrangle (1963) 598
geology and coal resources (1963) 10274

Morgantown, Pa., motor carrier accident

(1965) 12579
Morgantown, W.Va.

—

aircraft accident (1965) 1921
redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)

9051
Morgenstern, J.C., attenuation of ground wave

of low frequency electromagnetic pulse

(1965) 9773
Morgenthau, Henry, jr., China diary (1965)

6060-61
Morhauser, Edward G. relief (1964) 21180;

(1965) 5844, 10603, 12018
Moric, Nicola, relief (1965) 12236
Moriya, Misako, relief (1963) 11940; (1964) 299,

1896
Moriyama, Iwao M., change in mortality trend

in United States, etc (1964) 7705
Morlock, Maud:
broadened horizons of homemaker services

(1964) 19316
homemaker services (1964) 10084

Mormacglen (steamship):
launching (addresses) (1961) 334, 518

Mormactrade, S.S., launching ceremonies (re-

marks) (1962) 6222
Mormon crickets, control (1962) 16283
Mormon Slough:
Calaveras River, flood control, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1963) 4866
document edition (1963) 4686

Morning, John L., silicon (1965) 9600, 19869
Morocco:
Agadir and Meknes Provinces, demographic,

geographic and economic data (1963)

5299
agricultural commodities, agreement (1962)

14611; (1963) 7447
agriculture, programs, etc (1962) 438
criminal procedures, Morocco, code (1962)

14038
economy, basic data (1963) 8378
educational data (1962) 17398
establishing business (1962) 11921; (1965)

8692
fact sheet (1963) 20143
fishing industry (1965) 10871
foreign trade regulations (1963) 15651
import tariff system (1962) 15678
investment guaranties, agreement (1964)

3151
investment law (1961) 18439; (1962) 5342
labor laws and practice (1965) 9502
living conditions (1963) 10336

Morocco—Continued
market for U.S. products, international

commerce, supplement (1964) 19823
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12887
mutual security in action, fact sheet (1961)

21379
newly independent nation, fact sheet (1961)

9759
postal matters, money orders, agreement

(1962) 18506
preparing shipments to (1963) 6618
provinces, demographic, geographic, and

economic data, translations (1963) 2873
sending gift packages to (1961) 609; (1962)

711
Spanish Sahara boundary, study (1963)

20154
transition from Mohammed to Hassan (1961)

20914
youth, problems (speech) (1963) 20788

Morphine, effect of cold exposure on action of

morphine in rats and mice (1964) 7980
Morphogenesis:

crystalline lens, USSR study (1964) 16152
synthetic vascular prostheses, USSR study

(1965) 9387
USSR studies (1964) 16488

Morphologists, Hungarian, scientific research
(1962) 7626

Morphology:
age-associated, historic descriptions and

bibliography, Russian studies (1962)

6312
animals, changes of bone tissue nerves in

radiation sickness, USSR study (1963)

17662
antibiotics olivomycin and krutsin, action on

cells of ascitic form of Erlich's tumor,
USSR study (1963) 6704

basis for inequality of auditory and optical

analyzers in behavior of dogs and mon-
keys, USSR study (1962) 2832

brain, reticular formation, USSR study
(1961) 10743

burns, central nervous system changes,
USSR study (1963) 17983

changes in

—

central nervous system under- effect of

centimetric waves on organism, USSR
(1961) 15304

human morphological arterioplasty with
lavsan prosthesis, USSR study (1964)

14612
tissues of autoplastically transplanted

extremities in dogs, USSR study (1961)

15425
comparative data on baroreception (1962)

1200
dolphin, ultrasonic and sonic detection char-

acteristics, USSR study (1963) 17980
embryo whale shark (1964) 7597
evolutionary problems, cell in light of data

from electron microscopy, USSR study

(1962) 17976
experimental atherosclerosis of cardiac

coronary arteries, USSR study (1962)

2837
frog oocytes, quantitative data, USSR study

(1963) 17922
glacial stream. White River, Mount Rainier,

Wash (1964) 4791
heart and vessels, all-Union conference,

USSR (1961) 2091
inflammatory processes of gall bladder and

bile ducts, morphological changes, USSR
study (1962) 5619

kidneys in certain forms of experimental
sensitization, USSR study (1962) 882
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Morpholep—Continued
lead dioxide in positive plates of lead acid

cells (1964) 15007
Mohorovicic discontinuity and its structural

significance (1964) 20331
morphologic characters in Avena, inherit-

ance (1964) 16974
morphological characteristics of Microtus

hyperboreus, USSR study (1963) 16261
peripheral blood in aged persons, morphol-

ogical composition, USSR study (1961)
15234

plastic surgery of vessels by means of ly-

ophilized transplants, USSR study
(1962) 11982

postmortem morphological and functional
examinations of medullary cells proc-
essed for preservation, USSR studv
(1965) 16428

problems discussed at scientific conference
on problem of restorative and compensa-
tory processes in radiation sickness,
USSR study (1961) 12959

synapses, USSR studies (1965) 9416

teaching and conducting scientific research,
Democratic Republic of Viet Nam (1965)
4966

tissue systems of organism in decorticated
animals, analysis, USSR (1961) 4633

USSR-
research (1964) 1071
studies (1964) 9166, 10761

Morphometric study of silver hake (1961) 6068

Morrell, Gerald:
breakup of liquid jets by shock waves and

applications to resonant combustion
(1964) 18754

effect of oxidizer particle size on solid-

propellant combustion stability (1965)
9699

rate of liquid jet breakup by transverse
shock wave (1963) 11048

Morrell, Lester G.:

mineral industry of

—

Australia (1965) 14668
Canada (1965) 12852
Greenland (1965) 12872
New Zealand (1965) 14683

Morrill, C.S., programmed instruction, selected
bibliography (1963) 18486

Morrill act, see Land-grant colleges.

Morris, Charles W., gnoseological theory of

pragmatism and semiotics, USSR (1963)
10471

Morris, Earl, testimony, hearings (1965) 7547
Morris, Ernest, relief (1961) 12192, 14566,

16541
Morris, Esther, statue presentation, proceed-

ings (1961) 8865
Morris, Garland J., response of jet trainer air-

craft to roughness of 2 runways (1964)
11390

Morris, Hal T.:

geology of Eureka quadrangle, Utah and
Juab Counties, Utah (1964) 8755

geology of Tintic junction quadrangle,
Tooele, Juab, and Utah Counties, Utah
(1964) 6797

Morris, J. Carrell, advanced waste treatment
processes (1963) 11245

Morris, James F.:

dispersion and damping of longitudinal elec-

tron oscillations in thermal plasmas
(1963) 12867

thermal, field emission with terminated im-

age potential (1965) 9729
Morris, Joe P., examination of experimental

iron blast furnace after quenching with
nitrogen (1963) 10951

Morris, Marian G., social signs of abusive
parents are helpful in efforts toward
prevention of child abuse (1964) 11920

Morris, Odell A.:

aerodynamic characteristics in pitch of

—

Mach number of 2.01 of wing-body combi-
nations with wedge-shaped bodies, etc
(1963) 14565

several M-wing-body combinations (1965)
19927

flow angles, measurements in vicinity of 2

lifting configurations (1963) 11035
supersonic store interference, delta-wing

heavy-bomber configuration (1963) 18117
Morris, Robert C, value losses in southern

hardwood lumber from degrade by in-

sects (1964) 18085
Morris, Thomas D., nomination, hearing (1961)

4084
Morrisette, E. Leon, aerodynamic characteris-

tics of multistage missiles (1965) 13025
Morrison, A., photography of western Sahara

Desert from Mercury MA-4 spacecraft
(1965) 2829

Morrison, D.G.:

State formulas for support of public 2-year
colleges (1963) 386

2-year community college, unpublished stud-
ies and surveys, 1957-71, annotated list

(1963) 20645
Morrison, Harold, selected bibliography of

coccoidea (1965) 10074
Morrison, Oscar F., labor law and practice in

Saudi Arabia (1965) 1279
Morrison, Peggy L., relief (1961) 7036, 8905,

10175
Morrison, Roger B.:

Lake Bonneville, Quaternary stratigraphy of
eastern Jordan Valley, south of Salt Lake
City, Utah (1965) 19668

Lake Lahontan, geology of southern Carson
Desert, Nev. (1964) 10639

Morrison, W.W.:
fresh cabbage, from grower to retailer

(1963) 33
market your fresh apples (1964) 20928

Morrison, Warren E.:

review of mineral-fuel industries (1965) 1383
summary energy balances for U.S., selected

years, 1947-62 (1965) 2810, .5072

Morrison County, Minn., geology and ground
water conditions (1964) 4813

Morrison formation, see Jurassic period.
Morrison-Knudsen Co., Inc., equipment rentals

in construction of White Alice communi-
cations system, GAO examination (1963)
10260

Morrisonville, 111., railroad accident (1961)
6226

Morriss, E. Frances, cotton statistics (1963)
9588; (1964) 1721, 19102

Morrissey, Francis X., nomination, hearing
(1965) 19511

Morristown, Tenn., census of housing, 1960,
city blocks (1961) 18330

Morristown National Historical Park:
additional lands

—

law (1964) 19409
reports (1964) 2091, 17843

general information (1964) 13303
Morro Bay, harbor, rubble-mound break-

water repair, design (1961) 14813
Morro Rock Lighthouse Reservation, portion

conveyed to California, remove restric-

tion, reports (1965) 19224, 19452
Morrow, CM. ocean wave profiling radar sys-

tem (1965) 13119
Morrow, Glenn D., Federal income tax reduc-

tions and small business (1964) 20783
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Morse.Mary F., relief (1965) 17809

Morse, R.M., oceanographic observations,
North Atlantic Ckean station Echo, 35°

N, 48° W (1964) 13814
Morse, Richard S., nomination, hearing (1961)

5848
Morse, Robert W., nomination, hearing (1964)

14127
Morse, Wayne:
honoring (remarks) (1962) 1570
testimony, hearings (1964) 12281

Morse code, see Cipher and telegraph codes.

Morsh, Joseph E.:

identification of job types in personnel ca-

reer field (1965) 18910
job analysis, R&D management officer

(1965) 7097

Mort, Kenneth W.:
aerodynamic characteristics of full-scale

propeller tested with both rigid and
flapping blades and with cyclic pitch

control (1963) 11054
effectiveness of 3 exit vane cascade configu-

rations for vectoring thrust of ducted

fan (1964) 20575
Mortality, see Death.

Motar:
explosion-generated pulses, effects of decou-

pling and types of stemming (1965)

19865
properties, effect on strength of masonry

(1962) 1704
small scale blasting experiments (1962)

16021
Mortelliti, Salvatore, relief (1962) 15139,

17172, 18927
Mortensen, Ernest, tropical and sub-tropical

horticulture handbook (1964) 14398

Mortensen, Marcelita L.K., relief (1961) 14553

Mortgage insurance:
administrative regulations under National

housing act

—

housing for the elderly (1961) 5996

nursing homes (1961) 5996
rental housing (1961) 5996

companies. Federal Home Loan Bank Board
inquiry, statement (1964) 14238

dealers and individuals subject to certain

sections of title 1, National housing act,

list (1963) 8232; (1964) 4692
Federal ship program under Maritime Ad-

ministration GAO review (1965) 720

FHA—
and home-buying serviceman (1965) 9095,

10804
financing for home purchases and im-

provements, guide (1962) 19478; (1963)

4894; (1965)4711, 10805
for urban renewal, fact sheet (1963) 10153

foreclosures, necessity for corrective leg-

islation, etc., hearings (1964) 8438
homes

—

area trends (1965) 4709, 10803
consumer bulletins (1965) 4711-12, 10806

data for States, report (1963) 10152

expenditures to correct defects, hearings

(1964) 2233
fact sheet (1962) 13794; (1963) 6404

mortgage transactions, data for

—

selected areas (1963) 10151, 12108;

(1964) 4693, 14241
States (1963) 12109; (1964) 4694, 14242

regulations (1962) 528, 7338-42, 9604,

11772-774, 15553-555, 17479-480; (1963)

503-504, 4895-96, 10154, 13910, 15487,

19176-179; (1964) 2320, 4695, 6633,

14243, 17974-975; (1965) 557-558,

6171-72, 7635, 9097-98, 12433-434,

18075-77
State trends (1965) 4713, 10808

Mortgage insurance—Continued
FHA—Continued
housing for elderly (1962) 15552; (1965)
9096

maximum amounts, minimum down pay-
ments, etc (1961) 18588

monthly payments to finance home pur-
chases and improvements (1962) 7348

mortgage insurance authorization, in-

crease, report (1961) 10436
multifamily projects^
handbook (1965) 12437
lack of information on construction

costs incurred by sponsor-controlled
subcontractors may increase insured
mortgages, GAO report (1965) 7775

rental, eliminate limitation to cost of

physical improvements requirement,
report (1963) 15285

underwriting procedures manual (1963)
19185

program for urban renewal housing, need
to revise procedures in administration,
GAO report (1963) 20718

project, FHA regulations (1962) 529,

7343-46, 17481, 19480-481; (1963)
4897-98, 8234, 15488, 19180-183; (1964)

4696, 6634-35, 10521, 14244-245, 15892,
17976-977; (1965) 559, 2132, 6173,
7636-37, 12435-436, 18078-80

quick guide for buying a home (1965)
12432

underwriting training handbook (1961)

12621, 14855
group medical practice facilities, financing,

hearings (1965) 8892
homes of AEC employees, extend authority

—

law (1962) 18990; (1963) 18774
reports (1962) 15334, 17079; (1963) 17285

homes of NASA employees, extend authori-

ty-
law (1962) 18990; (1963) 18774
reports (1962) 15334, 17079; (1963) 17285

hospital construction, hearings (1964) 8387
housing act of 1961

—

provisions (address) (1961) 17337
summary (1961) 17338

housing, digests (1963) 4892, 17430; (1965)

6170
increased risk of loss to FHA because of

inadequate servicing activities, GAO
report (1964) 6770

liberal financing for sales and rental hous-

ing, extend time

—

law (1963) 13428
reports (1963) 11847, 13741

minimum property standards for urban re-

newal rehabilitation (1963) 13913; (1964)

4699
mortgagee's handbook, home programs, FHA

manual (1962) 21739; (1963) 4899, 6405;

(1964) 660, 8549; (1965) 6175-76,

12439-440
nursing homes, FHA program (1961) 1970,

14854; (1962) 11775; (1963) 15490; (1965)

16172
premium tables (1961) 10586, 14851-852;

(1962) 2459; (1965) 10802
relocation housing, questions and answers

on Sec. 221 (1961) 9095
secondary market facilities for conventional

home loans, establish, hearings (1964)

526
urban renewal areas, utilizing FHA sec.

221(d)(3) below market interest rate

(1964) 16903
Veterans Administration to extend aid on

account of defects

—

hearing (1964) 8404
reports (1964) 15706; (1965) 4543

see also Forbearance.
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Mortgage Insurance and Marketing Corpora-
tions Joint Board, establish, hearings
(1964) 526

Mortgage Insurance Corporations, establish,

hearings (1964) 526
Mortgage Marketing Corporations, establish,

hearings (1964) 526
Mortgages:
amortization and mortgage insurance premi-

um tables (1961) 10586; (1965) 10802
credit study, problems of private housing,

recommendations of Federal agencies
(1961)8977

farm

—

characteristics recorded (1961) 51, (1963)

17355(1965)4640
lending experience of life insurance com-

panies, etc (1961) 5216-17, 8275, 17163;

(1962) 7261, 17378-379; (1963) 2136, 6318,

15422; (1964) 8477, 12317, 19622; (1965)

4641
mortgage act, etc (1963) 213
mortgage debt by States (1963) 12052;

(1964) 2265; (1965) 478
recorded in 1959, interest rates, terms,

etc., historical data, 1949-59 (1962)

15470
Federal Home Loan Bank Board looks at

mortgage lending (address) (1965) 4708
FHA appraised values and maximum

amounts for 1 and 2-family residences

(1961) 5995
FHA experience with foreclosures and prop-

erty acquisitions, report (1963) 4893
foreclosures

—

FHA, necessity for corrective legislation,

etc., hearings (1964) 8438
number and rate, by FSLIC insured sav-

ings and loan associations (1964) 3807
six metropolitan areas (1964) 10669

home

—

ability to pay, FHA mortgage credit anal-

ysis guide (1963) 501
economical financing, today and tomorrow

(address) (1963) 19171
estimated debt and financing activity

(1961) 3168; (1962) 3791; (1963) 3629;

(1964) 3446, 8544; (1965) 3335
estimated debt, 1964 (1965) 9090
estimating ability to pay, FHA mortgage

credit analysis guide (1962) 17478
FHA data, by States, report (1961) 19301;

(1962) 5162, 21738
FHA trends (1961) 19305-306; (1962)
4279A; (1963) 4130; (1964) 3505; (1965)

3417
interest rates and terms (1963) 10148;

(1964) 3576; (1965) 3490
programs, mortgagee's handbook, FHA
manual (1962) 21739; (1963) 4899, 6405;

(1964) 8549; (1965) 12440
voluntary credit program (1962) 21848;

(1963) 19342
housing

—

FHA data for selected areas, report (1962)

5161, 21737
secondary market. Federal laws (1962)

656; (1965) 4716
industrial, secondary market to promote

redevelopment of depressed areas, hear-
ings (1961) 19155

insured under National housing act, amorti-
zation and insurance premium tables

(1961) 14851-852; (1962) 2459
interest rates on conventional loans, largest

insured savings and loan associations,
summary (1961) 10585; (1962) 4089;

(1963) 3932; (1964) 3755

Mortgages—Continued
market, present problems (remarks) (1963)

10183
nubility of funds (address) (1965) 10800
mortgages and money (speech) (1962) 23519
nonfarm

—

investments of life insurance companies
(1961) 17236; (1962) 17474; (1963) 15485;
(1964) 1.5889; (1965) 16169

real estate foreclosure report (1961) 3164;
(1962) 4127; (1963) 3970; (1964) 3797;
(1965) 3716

recording letter (1961) 3163; (1962) 4090;
(1963) .3933; (1964) 37.56; (1965) .3670

residential finance, homeowner properties,
census, 1960 (1963) 4574

savings and mortgage lending activity
(1961) 3165; (1962) .3611; (1963) 3451;
(1964) 3250; (196,5) 3135

selected balance sheet items (1962) 3902;
(1963) 3745; (1964) 3543; (1965) 3457

ship mortgage bonds, sales to noncitizens

—

hearing (1965) 19315
reports (1965) 17858, 19240, 19275

Veterans Administration, sell participa-
tions, hearings (1964) 8404

see also Agricultural credit—Forebear-
ance—Loans.

Morton, Conrad V., revision of Trichantha
(Gesneriaceae) (1963) 19975

Morton, James G.: addresses, etc (1963) 13348;
(1964) 4412. 6124, 10126, 13821, 21093;
(1965) 350, 5758, 7345, 7356, 13734

Morton. John D., relief (1962) 7004. 11507,
13252

Morton, L., electron optical studies of
low-pressure gases (1963) 16420

Morton, Louis, war in the Pacific, strategy
and command (1963) 9107

Morton County, Kans., soil survey report
(1964) 5694

Morton National Wildlife Refuge, birds (1963)
13970

MOS, see Military occupational specialties.

Mosaic diseases, barley, stripe-mosaic virus
strains and evolution, biological charac-
teristics (1965) 8449, 16999

Mosaics:
lunar reference, earthside hemisphere (1963)

5878-79
lunar reference mosaic (1962) 4555, 10899
lunar wall mosaic (1963) 16781

Mosby, Mont., geology of Winnett-Mosby area
(1964) 8756

Moscato, Susanna, relief (1962) 9244
Moscoso, Teodoro, address, Feb. 15. 1962

(1963) 12260
Moscow, Russian SFSR:

Africans in Moscow, disillusionments (1964)
6881

area, general information (1962) 15923
changes in fungal flora over a 15-year peri-

od (1963) 996
clubs and houses of culture guidebook (1962)

19679
conference of communist and workers' par-

ties, Nov.-Dec. 1960, analysis of mani-
festo, testimony of Jay Lovestone (1961)

5883, 18984
print as Senate document, report (1961)

20611
current cultural policy toward non-Russian

nationalities in Soviet Union (1961)
12874

declaration of communist and workers par-

ties, 1960, Albanian party journal dis-

cussion (1961) 13160
education and cybernetics (1964) 17918
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Moscow, Russian SFSR—Continued
enterprises, universal assembly devices

(1963) 14215
executive committee, enterprises, etc., trans-

ferred to Sovnarkhoz, list (1963) 15891

Frunzenskiy Rayon, party educational work
(1964) 20122

guidebook (1962) 17798
hygiene, recent conferences (1962) 19908

industrial sanitation physicians, scientific

conference report (1962) 22233
industry, problems of econonucs and organi-

zation of production (1962) 5943

malaria detections (1965) 11063

motor vehicle plant imeni Likhachev recon-

struction (1964) 7226
Pervomayskiy Rayon, general characteris-

tics (1963) 7028
railroad guide, Moscow-Caucasus (1963)

15847
rayons, general information (1963) 12764

2d conference on gerontology and geriatrics,

1960(1962)3391
tree belts, distribution in severely dissected

terrain (1962) 12158

Moscow-Chop railroad guide (1963) 12402

Moscow-Crimea railroad guide (1963) 10824

Moscow Engineering Physics Institute, scien-

tific conference, 1962 (1963) 5189
Moscow Geological Prospecting Institute, geo-

logical engineers, training (1964) 21594

Moscow Higher Technical School (1917-1955),

USSR (1962) 763
Moscow manometer plant defines new goals,

USSR (1963) 2616
Moscow Oblast Scientific Research Clinical

Institute imeni M.F. Vladimirskiy (Moni-

ki), USSR (1962) 5767
Moscow Society of Naturalists:

Aral Sea area, activities, translations (1962)

22390
paleontological section, report on 1960 meet-

ing (1962) 2817
Moscow State University:
cybernetics seminars (1962) 2918
faculty members and activities, 1955-56

(1962) 3091
news, USSR articles (1965) 2519
philosophy faculty, study of economic and

social effects of automation (1961) 7662

physics 5-year program, analysis (1963)

8174
Moscow University:

herald, selections, geography (1962) 17766

herald, translations (1965) 6517
Moscow Veterinary Academy, translation

(1962) 14293
Moscow-Vladivostok railroad guide (1963)

12441
Moseley, William C, jr., effect of control trail-

ing-edge thickness, etc. (1963) 14536
Moser, Kenneth M.:

cardiopulmonary consequences of pyrogen-
induced hyperpyrexia (1965) 212

clot dissolution therapy (1965) 209
Moses, Earl R., relatives in household of moth-

er-child beneficiary groups under old-age

and survivors insurance (1963) 9303

Moses, Larry, language and area study pro-

grams in American universities, directo-

ry (1965) 6924

Moses, Mary S., exchange land in Madera
County, Calif (1961) 14196, 18505, 18997

Moses Lake, Wash., motor carrier accident

(1962) 13949

Moses H. Cone Memorial Park, general infor-

mation (1961) 8068; (1963) 5639

Mosgrove, Pa., railroad accident (1962) 23625

Moshos, George J., design of real time comput-
ers utilizing counting techniques (1965)

19928
Moskowitz, Harry:

military manpower policy, bibliographic

survey (1965) 16070
U.S. security, arms control, and disarma-

ment (1965) 12367
Moslem group demands dissolution of Indone-

sian Communist Party (1961) 7596

Mosquitoes:
Alaska, handbook (1961) 3693
Anopheles minimus Theobald, study on var-

ious types. Communist China (1962) 2798

bloodsucking, larvae of Culicinae of North
Vietnam, study (1964) 21413

control, new measures, USSR study (1963)

15849
controlling, in your home and premises

(1962) 16287; (1965) 11841
Fu-chou, Kiangsi survey report (1962) 941

Hupeh Province, China, survey (1962) 1169
labeling, with radioactive phosphorus,

USSR study (1964) 2554
public health importance and their control,

training guide (1963) 20109
repellents

—

factors affecting protection period (1963)

13189
orally effective, progress report (1963)

14950
southeastern U.S., handbook (1961) 61

subarctic, feeding habits, colonization, and
potential as vectors of pathogenic orga-
nisms (1965) 17008

Szechwan, hibernation data. Communist
China (1962) 1006

Mosquitofish Gambusia affinis (1962) 17512
Moss, DeWitt A., proceedings of 9th nuclear

superheat meeting (1965) 1852

Moss Point, Miss., census of housing, 1960,

special reports for local housing author-
ities (1961) 11951

Mossbauer effect, physics (1965) 123

Mosses, eastern highlands. New Guinea, Arch-
bold expedition, 1959 (1965) 18634

see aiso Bryophytes.
Most, Charles E., fisherman looks at reser-

voirs (1965) 18119
Most for their money, report of Panel on Con-

sumer Education for Persons with Lim-
ited Incomes (1965) 11624

Mosteller, Henry, and wife, land in Clay Coun-
ty, N.C., convey to hearings (1962) 23361

Mostoller, John W., motor vehicle accident

(1962) 9804
Motels:
bibliography (1963) 1488; (1964) 11604

employees, coverage under Fair labor stand-

ards act, provide hearings (1964) 19507

housekeeping aide, suggested training pro-

gram (1964) 15848
see aiso Motor courts.

Motes (in cotton):

reclaiming and marketing cotton gin motes

(1964) 14169
Mother Benedetta, see Merghetti, Maria.

Mother Cherubina, see Colombo, Annunziata.
Mothers:
and children beneficiary groups under

old-age and survivors insurance, rela-

tives in household, national survey
(1963) 9303

attitudes, relation to influence of breast

feeding on children's behavior (1963)

15094
employed outside the home, management

problems, resource materials for teach-

ing (1961) 19236
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Mothers—Continued

employment and child rearing, personal and
family factors (1964) 8144

fateful months when life begins, nationwide
collaborative mother-child study (1962)
10601

giving babies healthy start in life, materni-
ty and infant care projects (1965) 18999

Hawaii high-risk maternity cases, brought
into care through prenatal clinic in ru-

ral area (1965) 1915
health in developing regions (1965) 4358
health programs, nursing positions (1965)

7296
health services

—

for mothers and children (1965) 8640
grants to combat mental retardation

—

comments (1964) 2128
law (1963) 20437
reports (1963) 15275, 17118, 19017

research grants, announcements (1965)

8631, 15322
maternal and child health services (1961)

11982; (1963) 4599; (1965) 11952
maternal and child welfare, social security

amendments of 1960 (1961) 19161
maternal care in fallout shelters (1963)

11643
maternity and infant care projects, grants,

policies and procedures (1965) 13660
maternity care, current problems (lecture)

(1964) 197
nwrtality, United States, 1959 (1962) 1786
progress in collaborative perinatal research,

nationwide mother-child study, summarv
(1964) 16752

tropical, health education in feeding her
young child (1964) 10080

unmarried

—

and school (1964) 19314
health services (1965) 10272
injustice in small Russian city, USSR case
study (1965) 6431

public welfare services guide (1961) 20087
use of social services (1963) 6011

USSR maternal and child care, report of

medical exchange mission (1962) 18318
working

—

and their children (1962) 16169
child care arrangements (1965) 10263
day care services for children (1962) 14973
job-related expenses (1964) 6053
maternity protection and benefits in 92
countries (1964) 7862

need for day care (address) (1965) 10018
who are the working mothers? (1961)

17883; (1962) 18597; (1963) 13134; (1965)

16925
why mothers work, review of data (1962)

16236; (1963) 20256
Moths:
bagworm, description, control, etc., (1965)

16239
bagworm moths of Western Hemisphere

(1964) 13295
genus Aeeleris, North American (1963) 11115

genus Gonioterma, new Brazilian species

(1964) 7606
genus Rhabdatomis Dvar (Arctiidae, Litho-

siinae) (1964) 7600
genus, Swammerdamia in North America

(1965) 13078
grape berry, cultural control (1962) 14742
gypsy, damage to trees (1962) 12871

gypsy, determining sex of fully developed
embryos and early-instar larvae (1963)

10233
North American, family Walshiidae, review

(1964) 9651

Moths—Continued
nun moths, description, control, etc., (1965)

15204
Siberian silkworm moth, biology of its par-

asite tachinid fly, Masicera zimini Kol
(1962) 792

winter, general information (1963) 14885

Zimmerman pine moth in Michigan, natural

mortalitv (1963) 12172

see also Clothes moths—Codling moths—Eu-
ropean pine shoot moths—gonionota me-
lobaphes Walsingham—Microlepidop-
tera—Oriental fruit nwths—Stenomi-
dae—Tip moths.

Motion:
angular

—

mechanics of controlling means of rotors,

USSR study (1961) 15415
spin axis of Tiros 1 ineteorological satel-

lite due to magnetic and gravitational
torques (1961) 7959

electrons, slow, probability of collision for
momentum transfer in nitrogen plasma
afterglow (1964) 20526

ground motion, analysis of shoal data, safe-
ty program, Project Shoal (1965) 5621

joint measurement, technical manual (1962)
2020

liquid-vapor interface in response to im-
posed acceleration (1965) 18555

mechanics. Naval Guided Missiles School,
trainee's manual (1964) 16792

answer sheets (1964) 16793

mobility of positive ions in their own gas,
average momentunvtransfer cross sec-

tion determination (1964) 16713

momentum accommodation of N-i-, N2-I-, and
A-i- incident on copper and aluminum from
0.5 to 4 kev (1963) 19932

momentum stored by satellite attitude con-

trol system, electromagnetic systems for

removing (1965) 6741
orbits of artificial satellites-

based on Hansen's theory of perturbation
(1961) 1302

first order perturbations due to oblateness
of earth (1961) 1322

pattern data for warehousing gross per-

formance measurement system (1965)
17984

pilots during 2-axis tasks, measured trans-
fer funtions (1964) 9582

point with variable mass along optical
tracking line (1961) 2376

reference systems, simultaneous vs. succes-

sive penetration of relative problems
(1961) 2620

relative, applications in aircraft and space-
craft problems (1961) 8086

satellites with critical inclination (1961)
9748, 15965

spiral, of gas between cylinders in presence
of magnetic field (1964) 20628

stability of motion in the whole, theory
(1965) 16723

stability, theory of A.M. Lyapunov, methods
and" application (1962) 2024

surface, from underground explosions
(1961)16223

unsteady, wing of finite span in compressible
medium (1961) 9608

vertical transfer of momentum and heat at
and near earth's surface (1965) 130

see also Ekjuations of motion—Movement
(psychology)—Three-problem body.

Motion picture cameras, see Cameras.
Motion picture photography, see Photography.
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Motion picture projectionist's manual (1964)

11485
Motion picture theaters, world survey of facil-

ities (1961) 255
Motion pictures:

abroad

—

Argentina (1961) 13857
BelKium (1961) 1.'5858

India (1962) 4696
advice to vounji and gifted creator of cine-

ma, Yugoslavia (1961) 13242
aeronautics and space

—

adult, list (196:5) 19886
elementary grades, list (1968) 19884

secondary" grades, list (1963) 19885

Agriculture Department (1961) 3316, 9867;

(1962) 4408; (1963) 3916, 11447; (1964)

3741, 16944; (1965) 3166
USDA films for television (1963) 14881

air pollution films (1965) 1568

Army film and equipment exchange opera-

tions, field manual (1962) 4607

Army film strips, slides, and phono-

recordings, index (1962) 6673, 11006,

22993
before the day, about social security, adver-

tisement (1961) 5057
cancer film guide (1961) 15835; (1963) 16492

captioned, available for deaf under loan

service law, list (1961) 9020
captioned films for deaf, for training pur-

poses

—

hearings (1962) 17343, 19178
law (1962) 20890
reports (1962) 17287, 21051

captioned films for deaf, program, expand—
hearings (1965) 17948, 19306
law (1965) 19135
reports (1965) 17644. 17845

census of business, 1958, selected services

(1962) 247, 4704
child life, list (1963) 1927
civil defense catalog (1963) 18715; (1965)

15339
Civil War, bibliography (1962) 1591

classification bulletin (1964) 20716
Coast Guard films, catalog (1965) 11992

copyrighted (1961) 4126A, 7301; (1962) 428;

(1963) 2109-10, 13829; (1964) 6530, 14158;

(1965) 4626
descriptive cataloging rules in Library of

Congress (1965) 19817
educational aids. Armed Forces Institute of

Pathology (1965) 15240
Federal safety films, list (1963) 15508
film catalog. Interior Department (1964)

12540
film library

—

popular level (16 mm) AEC catalog (1962)

20515-516. 21517-518
professional level (16mm). AEC catalog

(1962 2108, 8991, 13015, 20519
films and filmstrips on aging, list (1962)

23599; (1965) 16923
films, etc., postage rates on library materi-

als, clarify and make uniform, law, re-

port (1961) 14404
films on oceanography (1965) 14921

films on UNESCO worldwide programs (1962)

20288
fisheries, list (1961) 17252
Forest Service films available for education-

al purposes, list (1962) 19543
Germany, Federal Republic, industry (1965)

15385
Government films for public educational use

(1964) 17929
Government programs, key personnel, direc-

tory (1963) 2158

Motion pictures—Continued
heartbeat, story of heart research progress

around the world (1965) 15004
housing and community development, bibli-

ography (1965) 11005
imports and exports, impact on American

employment, hearings (1962) 7087
in Greece, market information (1965) 359
industry outlook and review (1961) 3827,

3842; (1962) 2125; (1964) 4327
Interior Department film catalog (1961)

20854; (1963) 8368
Japanese, industry (1965) 4436
John F. Kennedy, years of lightning, day of

drums, permit showing in U.S.

—

law (1965) 19150
reports (1965) 5940, 12120, 15977-978,

17667
Labor Department films, for loan, list (1961)

21136
Library of Congress catalog (1961) 3408;

(1962) 4017; (1963) 3865; (1964) 3678;
(1965) 3591

life born in a laboratory, development of

embryo on film, USSR study (1962) 956
medicine and allied sciences, film reference

guide (1961) 13561; (1962) 16128; (1963)

14662; (1964) 18898; (1965) 14995
National Aeronautics and Space Administra-

tion

—

16mm film lists (1964) 13264, 18799; (1965)

19950
unnecessary expense incurred by produc-

ing basically similar films, GAO report
(1965) 6312

National Bureau of Standards, list (1964)

7578; (1965) 14876
national defense education act

—

new educational media program (1961)

5932
news and reports (1962) 15506

status report (1961) 7136
Navy films for public and TV showings

(1961) 21290
Navy fleet motion picture service manual

(1964) 15000; (1965) 9814
neurological and sensory disease, film guide

(1963) 16514
office education programs, list (1961) 10551
Operation Abolition, truth about film, re-

ports (1961) 20560 (1962) 2331

pts. 1 and 2, print additional copies, re-

ports (1962) 15215, 15408
Presidential inaugurations, list (1961) 1336
production facilities of colleges and univers-

ities, survey report (1963) 12068
Public Health Service film catalog (1961)

21308; (1962) 14570; (1963) 16518; (1965)
8250

Public Roads Bureau, films available (1963)

3301; (1964) 13427
radiation in perspective, illustrated text of

film lecture (1964) 4310
realism, Soviet view (1964) 9117
see the West reclaimed, films available for

educational purposes (1963) 18298
State Department

—

film bulletin (1965) 3419
film list (1965) 1642

television films, catalog (1962) 32

Turkish industry (1965) 10332
U.S. Government, for public educational use

(1961) 19246; (1962) 13743
USIA films of Mrs. John F. Kennedy's visit

to India and Pakistan, make available in

U.S., report (1962) 19290
USSR-
documentary, ideological content (1964)
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Motion pictures—Continued
USSR—Continued
educational aids (1964) 8953

utilization under national defense education
act, news and reports (1961) 9047,
10555-556, 17194; (1963) 15452; (1964)
17928; (1965) 6123

vested interests, amend trading with the
enemy act

—

law (1962) 23261
reports (1961) 19088; (1962) 23350, 23352

your meat inspection service, film for TV
use (1964) 1688

Motion sickness:
interoceptive afferentation influence upon

excitation of vomiting center, USSR
study (1965) 12665

meprobamate for prevention of airsickness
(1962) 14789

neurophysiologic studies (1962) 6604
resistance through repeated exposure to

Coriolis stimulation (1965) 7112
urinary catecholamines (1964) 1742

Motivation, missing link (address) (1964) 13028

Motivation (psychology):
college teachers, study of faculty members

in Minnesota colleges (1961) 17187
enlisted men for submarine service, use of

standard psychiatric interview to pre-

dict motivation (1962) 12362
selection test for motivational aptitude

(1965) 5109
understanding why they buy (1962) 1813
vocational rehabilitation staff training

guides (1964) 7834; (1965) 13328
Motivations of youth for leaving school (1963)

19095
Motive power, see Power.
Motor accidents, see Motor vehicle accidents.
Motor boats, see Motorboats.
Motor boxes, AN/ASM-60 test set, operator,

organizational, and field maintenance,
technical manual (1962) 6682

Motor buses, see Motorbuses—Motor vehicles.

Motor carrier decisions, see Interstate Com-
merce Commission.

Motor carriers:
accounts, uniform system (1965) 12582,

16373
act, administration, investigation, hearing

(1961) 1887A
act administration, stricter enforcement

—

hearings (1962) 17316
report (1962) 15335

Alaska, grandfather rights, etc., hearings
(1961) 5873

automatic data processing procedure of
highway Form B, 6-62, using RCA 301
computer, explanation (1964) 10713

certain employees exemption from maximum
hours, Code of Federal regulations
(1962) 14679, 22899; (1963) 16647; (1964)
7839

certificates of convenience and necessity,
new criteria for issuance, hearings
(1961) 5874

class 1, revenues etc.

—

passengers, quarterly (1961) 3353; (1962)
4303; (1963) 4154; (1964) 3982; (1965)
3902

property, quarterly (1961) 3354; (1962)
4304; (1963) 4155

class 2, revenue, etc.

—

property, quarterly (1963) 4185; (1964)
4029; (1965) 3935

common carriers, etc., reparations, amend
interstate commerce act, hearings (1961)
12353

Motor carriers—Continued
common ownership by regulated carriers

hearings (1961) 5875
cost study

—

freight transportation (1961) 748, 2072,
6220; (1963) 5101-3, 8430; (1964) 4872-73.
8837, 18189; (1965) 6381, 7838, 16367
East-South territory (1963) 10352
eastern-central territory (1963) 10353
Middle Atlantic region (1962) 7515
middlewest region (1965) 4898
Pacific region (1961) 2071; (1965) 4899
south-central territory (1963) 10355
southern region (1963) 10354
Southwest region (1965) 4900

electronic computers, use in planning motor
transport, USSR study (1963) 17864

employees, exemption from maximum hours
under Fair labor standards act (1964)
19014

exemption from maximum hours for certain
employees under Fair labor standards
act (1962) 1891

for-hire, hauling exempt agricultural com-
modities, nature and extent of opera-
tions (1963) 4362

freight commodity statistics (1961) 2075;
(1962) 5372; (1964) 12568, 19829; (1965)
6382

freight handling, determining cost (1962)
19618, 11955

highway form B, 6-62, using IBM 7090, ICC
automatic data processing procedure,
explanation (1962) 21898

inspection of buses, 1960-62 (1964) 12567

interstate commerce act, amend

—

hearings (1961) 5874. 14480, 18957
law (1961) 18639; (1962) 23205; (1965)
15448

reports (1961) 14332, 14380, 14579, 16780,
17043, 18830; (1962) 21088; (1965) 13867,
14079

intrastate, operations in interstate and for-
eign commerce, amend act

—

hearings (1961) 5874. 18957
law (1962) 23205
reports (1961) 14579, 16780, 18830; (1962)
21088

large carriers, revenues, etc., property,
quarterly (1965) 3903

mail transportation by motor vehicles, hear-
ings (1965) 15827

mergers, amend interstate commerce act

—

law (1965) 15448
reports (1965) 13867, 14079

private motor carriers of exempt agricultur-
al commodities, number, length of time
in business, types, and capacity of vehi-
cles (1965) 7034

property, class 3, statistics (1962) 15702;
(1963) 19371; (1965) 6391

property, road check results (1964) 14407

safety regulations (1962) 2584; (1965) 14472

terminal area operations, exemption, amend
interstate commerce act

—

hearings (1961) 18955; (1962) 5063, 9486
report (1961) 18829

transportation acts amendments, 1962, hear-
ings (1963) 20.54

transport statistics, reports (1961) 757,

4351, 9269, 19465; (1962) .5373, 9811;
(1963) 641, 5107, 14081; (1964) 4881,
8844, 12573; (1965) 6392. 11049, 14477

USSR, development of motor transport dur-
ing 7 year plan (1962) .5997

see also Motor vehicle accidents.
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Motor courts:
employees, evaluation of exemptions under

fair labor standards act, data (1962)

8734
hotel business and interstate system (re-

marks) (1961) 21327
industry wage survey

—

departmental edition (1962) 15985
document edition (1962) 15095
hotels and motels (1964) 18640

motels and tourist courts, census of busi-

ness, 1958, selected services (1961)

20405; (1962) 4703
starting and managing small motel (1963)

14690
Motor cycles, see Motorcycles.
Motor fuel:

aircraft and vehicular, storage, distribution,

and dispensing, engineering and design
manual, change (1963) 433

aircraft, fuel-ignition-suppression capability

of foam-covered runways (1961) 1392
aircraft tank vent fires and explosions

caused by atmospheric electricity (1964)

7550
aviation, taxation

—

digest of testimony and statements (1962)

15287
hearings (1961) 14507
message from the President (1961) 8645,

8863
Federal excise taxes, 1961 (1962) 14580
flight vehicle combustibles, fire and explo-

sion hazards, review (1963) 5470
motorboat, transfer to land and water con-

servation fund, hearing (1963) 15338
ram-jet engine, pentaborane investigation

(1963) 5518
tax increase, message from the President

(1965) 10400
taxation of fuel consumed by interstate bus-

es, consent of Congress to compact

—

law (1965) 8724
reports (1964) 17733; (1965) 5917, 7512,
8777

water separation, laboratory evaluation
method (1962) 6367

see also Gasoline.
Motor learning, see Learning.
Motor oils, see Lubricants.
Motor reaction:

living creatures, mechanism of elementary
movements, USSR study (1962) 2689

processes of reacting, USSR study (1962)
1209

weightlessness conditions, USSR study
(1965) 1222

Motor service in theaters of operations, field

manual (1961) 17999
Motor ships. United States and Canadian

Great Lakes Fleets, 1960 (1961) 11362;
(1962) 18175

Motor skills, see Ability—Learning.
Motor transport operations and motor trans-

port units (1965) 13457
Motor trucks, see Motortrucks.
Motor vehicle accidents:

class 1 motor carriers

—

data, quarterly (1961) 3343
of passengers, accident data (1962) 4092;

(1965) 11046
collisions in D.C., report to police, reports

(1962) 17023; (1963) 6158; (1965) 4498
District of Columbia, uninsured motorist

coverage required part of liability poli-

cies

—

hearings (1965) 15790, 19492
report (1965) 15695

Motor vehicle accidents—Continued
investigation reports (1961) 2074, 4345-47,

6223, 10719-721, 12830-831, 17354,
19462-463. 20886-887; (1962) 2583,
5370-71, 7519, 9804, 11951, 13947-949,
21899; (1963) 637, 2449, 8431, 14076-77,
15659, 17569, 19367; (1964) 874, 4876,
6864-65, 8840, 10714-715, 14404-405,
21378; (1965) 790, 4901, 7842, 9307-8,
11047, 12578-579, 14468-471, 16369,
18280. 19706

involving fire, 1959-62, ICC analysis (1964)
12566

large motor carriers of property, accident
data, analysis (1964) 870

main rural highways, related to speed, driv-
er, and vehicle (1964) 20774

mechanical defect. 1959-61, analysis (1963)
5100: (1964) 871

motor carriers of property, accident data
(1961) 3344; (1962) 4093; (1964) 3758

persons injured, and associated disability,
U.S., July 1959-June 1961 (1963) 7402

property carrier, 1963, operating revenues
$200,000 and above (1965) 16370

rail-highway grade crossing accidents (1961)
17355; (1962) 21900; (1963) 19368

traffic records, highway safety action pro-
gram, report (1961) 9703; (1965) 6891

traffic safety Federal role hearings (1965)
14121

Motor vehicle operators:
atomic, chemical and bacteriological weap-

ons, work where used, USSR study
(1961) 19669

driver selection and training, technical
manual (1964) 10015

drivers manual (1962) 1874
driving occupations, employment outlook

(1962) 12342
emergency preparedness (1963) 14078
employment outlook in driving occupations

(1964) 9426
Federal, defense of suits against

—

law (1961) 18649
reports (1961) 8747, 16963

heavy vehicle driver, MOS evaluation test
aid (1962) 10986

learners' permits in D.C., increase fees

—

law (1962) 20912; (1964) 8226
reports (1961) 10479, 18879; (1964) 480,
6322

licenses, reciprocal recognition, agreement
with Panama (1961) 11604

licenses suspended, include in Commerce
Dept. register

—

law (1961) 18741
reports (1961) 10469, 18856

limitation, Kentucky program on medical
aspects (1964) 20760

National Driver Register Service (1965)
20057

restoration of permits, etc., fees to be ac-
cessed in D.C.

—

law (1962) 20920
reports (1962) 11586, 21093

Motor vehicles:
accidents related to vehicle on main rural

highways (1964) 20774
administration, highway safety action pro-

gram

—

brief outline (1965) 13251
report (1961) 9699

air pollution and health, report of Surgeon
General of Public Health Service (1962)
20961

print as House document, reports (1962)
19072. 19281
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Motor vehicles—Continued

air pollution, and public health (1963) 1413
anchorage of seats, Federal standard (1965)

18108
anchorages for seat belt assemblies, Federal

standard (1965) 16189
Armed Forces members, transportation at

Government expense, amend U.S. Code

—

hearing (1965) 14117
law (1965) 15455
reports (1965) 13887, 14083

Atomic Energy Commission maintenance,
etc., practices, GAO review (1965) 14387

automotive exhaust catalvsts, effect of lead

deposits on (1963) 14509
automotive industrv in United States and

western Europe, USSR report (1963)

8535
automotive maintenance equipment, Thai-

land, foreign market survey (1965) 17153

automotive parts wholesaling

—

Federal wage-hour law application (1963)
5766

how fair labor standards act applies
(1965) 3080

automotive products. Federal excise taxes
(1962) 14580

backup lights for automotive vehicles, Fed-
eral standard (1965) 16200

brake system, dual operation. Federal stand-
ard*(1965) 18109

bulldozing resistance, simplified method for
determination (1961) 2636

bumper heights. Federal standard (1965)
16194

buses, Soviet price list (1963) 15804
combat

—

capability impaired and unnecessary pro-
curement costs incurred because of lack
of repair parts support by Army-
tank-automotive center, GAO report
(1965) 6256

defective rocker arm assemblies, procure-
ment from Hawk Tool & Engineering
Co., Clarkston, Mich., by Army Dept.,
GAO review (1963) 19285

development and procurement by Army
Department

—

hearings (1961) 1883
report (1961) 1882

ineffective repair parts support by Army
Tank-Automotive Center, Detroit, Mich.,
GAO review (1963) 8315

dessert convoy operation report (1962) 8707
District of Columbia, annual inspection act,

amend, report (1963) 13738
electrical propulsion of ordnance land vehi-

cles (1961) 13613
emergency towing, exemption from inter-

state commerce act

—

hearing (1963) 13658
law (1964) 1937
reports (1963) 13590; (1964) 490

emission of air pollutants, standards for
controlling, reports (1965) 10643, 17597,
17641

emissions and their effects, conference re-

port (1963) 1412
employee earnings at retail dealers

—

departmental edition (1963) 3028
document edition (1963) 2012
environmental factors affecting ground mo-

bility in Thailand (1963) 13888
equipment, census of manufactures, 1958,

industry report (1961) 1805
exhaust discharges, effect on human health,

Surgeon General to study

—

hearings (1962) 19186; (1963) 11907
law (1962) 23161
reports (1961) 19108; (1962) 19115

Motor vehicles—Continued
exhaust emission control system. Federal

standard (1965) 16198
exhaust, removal of hydrocarbons and car-

bon monoxide using promoted uranium
catalyst (1964) 1441

Federal agencies, equipment to control air
pollution for exhausts

—

hearings (1965) 7545
report (1965) 7523

Federal item identification guides for supply
cataloging (1962) 7236; (1963) 3652;

(1964) 3470, 12289; (1965) 3372
Federally owned passenger and cargo vehi-

cles," report (1962) 21762
financing by manufacturers, supplement

antitrust laws, hearings (1961) 16845
four way flasher. Federal standard (1965)

16192
fuels, storage, distribution, and dispensing,

engineering and design manual (1963)

433
gear quadrant (P R N D L) for automotive

vehicles equipped with automatic trans-

missions. Federal standard (1965) 16195
glare reduction surfaces, instrument panel

and windshield wipers. Federal standard
(1965) 16197

Government employees in Alaska, transpor-
tation of private vehicles

—

hearing (1963) 15311
law (1964) 6177
reports (1963) 18852; (1964) 4547

Government-owned, based in Washington,
D.C., savings by elimination of registra-

tion, etc., requirements, GAO report

(1965) 6285
Government passenger carrying, safety

standards, establish

—

hearings (1961) 1905, 14482
law (1964) 17374
reports (1962) 17010, 17038; (1963) 13592;

(1964) 17759
highway safety action program, traffic laws

and ordinances, report (1961) 9698
identification marking of administrative,

combat and tactical transport vehicles

(1965) 2075
impact absorbing steering wheel and column

displacement. Federal standard (1965)

18107
industry wage survey (1964) 5439
interagency motor pool systems service

guide (1964) 15938
liability insurance. Army regulations (1964)

13670
liens, alphabetical file by D.C. Recorder of

Deeds, eliminate

—

law (1963) 17019
reports (1962) 17244; (1963) 13625. 13733

manufacturing, employment outlook (1964)

7395
mechanical mobility, operational definitions

(1961) 2632
military, automotive assembly, engineering

design handbook (1963) 7664
Moscow, RSFSR, plant, reconstruction

(1964) 7226
motion of simple 2-diniensional linear vehi-

cles on random track, statistical analy-
sis (1961) 2639

motion of simple vehicles moving on random
track, statistical analysis (1961) 2638

motor transport operations and motor
transport units, Armv field manual
(1965) 13457

operated on Federal-aid systems, maximum
desirable dimensions and weights (1964)

19445
operation by disabled persons in interstate

commerce, hearing (1964) 21207
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Motor vehicles—Continued

ordnance direct automotive support compa-
ny, field manual (1962) 150

outside rearview mirrors, Federal standard
(1965) 16201

padded instrument panel and visors for au-
tomotive vehicles. Federal standard
(1965) 16190

parts and accessories, uneconomical pro-
curement, Navy dept., GAO report (1965)
6293

parts, industry wage survey (1964) 5439
personal transportation for relief of traffic

congestion (address) (1961) 17801
preventive maintenance, guide (1963) 7479
privately owned, of deceased, etc., personnel,

shipment at Government expense

—

law (1965) 19148
reports (1965) 15711, 19437

privately owned, transhipped between U.S.
ports, uncecessary transportation ex-

penditures, GAO report (1965) 6318
quarry transport, planning, etc., USSR

study (1963) 15843
recessed instrument panel instruments and

control devices, Federal standard (1965)
18106

reliability in automotive industry, organiza-
tion of information, USSR study (1965)
18315

road-user and property taxes (1961) 1452,

6514; (1964) 7715
role in transportation, efficient utilization,

USSR study (1964) 18219
Russian-English glossary, motor-transport,

etc., terms (1963) 12690
safety devices

—

Federal standard (1965) 18105
require in interstate commerce, hearings

(1961) 14482
safety door latches and hinges for automo-

tive vehicles. Federal standard (1965)
16191

safety glazing materials. Federal standard
(1965) 16193

safety legislation

—

hearings (1961) 1905, 14482
report (1962) 19314

seat belts sold or shipped in interstate com-
merce, meet safety standards

—

hearing (1962) 21214
law (1964) 1930
reports (1962) 21128; (1963) 11839, 13586;

(1964) 491
sizes and weights. States legal maximum

limits, compared with AASHO standards
(1962) 22770

supplies. Federal supply catalog (1962)
19410, 21591

tariff elimination, agreement with Canada

—

implementing

—

hearings (1965) 6044, 10566, 17923
law (1965) 19158
reports (1965) 12145, 15748, 19415

message from the President (1965) 7405
text, with related data (1965) 17917

tires and safety rims. Federal standard
(1965) 16199

ton-miles, intercity, 1939-59 (1961) 10718
transport facilities, protection and restora-

tion in national emergency (1963) 14078
transportation, new stage in development,

USSR study (1962) 8215
uneconomical leasing for use in assembly

and checkout operations at Minuteman
missile launch sites and avoidance of

congressional controls relating to acqui-
tions, GAO report (1964) 19762

Motor vehicles—Continued
uneconomical replacement by 5th Air Force,

Fuchu Air Station, Japan, GAO report
(1964) 6783

used in interstate transportation of migrant
workers, ICC regulations (1963) 12269

USSR industrial development, translations
(1962) 17768, 22070; (1963) 2999, 8720,
8967, 12552, 16195, 19724; (1964) 2494,
2601, 5056, 6995, 7226, 7295, 9083, 9275,
12601, 14493, 16029, 18219, 18357, 18450,
19853, 19932, 20023, 20039, 20215, 20281,
20292; (1965) 1168, 2530

USSR industry, 1959-65. development (1962)
19735

USSR transportation developments (1964)
2856, 8846

windshield wipers and washers, Federal
standard (1965) 19196

world production and registration (1961)
6779; (1962) 6738; (1963) 7744; (1964)
151; (1965) 7181

see also Motor carriers.
Motorboats:

act, make applicable to Puerto Rico, Virgin
Islands, and Guam

—

hearings (1962) 9399
law (1961) 16598
reports (1961) 8923, 14405

fuel, taxes transferred to land and water
conservation fund, hearing (1963) 15338

numbering requirement, make applicable to
Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands, and Guam

—

hearings (1962) 9399
law (1961) 16598
reports (1961) 8923, 14405

rules, regulations, etc (1961) 10115
Motorbus drivers, school, requirements and

training programs (1965) 14185
Motorbuses:
conversion from street railways, losses, in-

come tax treatment, report (1961) 18868
Federal use tax on buses (1964) 19820
inspection of buses, 1960-62 (1964) 12567
interstate, proration compact, (3onn., R.I.,

Vt., consent of Congress, reports (1965)
17595, 19454

interstate, taxation proration and reciproci-
ty, consent of Congress to compact

—

law (1965) 8724
reports (1964) 17733; (1965) 5917, 7512,
8777

nonessential services at Hanford Works,
discontinuing, GAO report (1965) 14400

workers, speech of Fidel Castro on July 17,

1962, Cuba (1962) 19733

Motorcycles:
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 7236; (1964) 3470,
12289; (1965) 3372

motorcycle-mounted disinfecting unit, USSR
study (1965) 18326

USSR industrial development, translations
(1962) 17737, 21979; (1963) 14389

Motorists, spaceometer, safety device aid, de-

velopment, hearing (1963) 18951

Motorola, Inc., Phoenix, Ariz., pricing of Cor-
poral missiles under Army Dept. negoti-
ated fixed-priced subcontracts, examina-
tion by GAO (1961) 12757

Motors:
designing, at Altay tractor plant, USSR

(1965) 7874
expansible chamber type, classification bul-

letin (1963) 16475
idle drive, desengaged by quick-acting clutch

(1964) 20549
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Motors—Continued

integral horsepower, industry outlook for
1961 and review of 1960 (1961) 3831

nx)tors and generators, current industrial
reports (1962) 16465; (1963) 13290;
(1964) 1815, 6045. 17098

power elements and system design, servome-
ehanisms (1961) 9669

see also Electric motors—Outboard motors.
Motortruck drivers:
and helpers, union wages and hours (1963)

12805; (1964) 14701; (1965) 9515
departmental edition (1961) 11348; (1962)

14383
document edition (1961) 10215; (1962)

13352
truckdrivers make up four-fifths of workers

in driving jobs, chart (1962) 22448
Motortrucks:
cargo, defective canvas end curtains, pro-

curement by Army, GAO review (1963)
10268

combination runway foaming-tanker vehicle
for fire fighting (1963) 18238

farm trucks, complete-opening endgate for
faster unloading of grain (1963) 7570

farmer cooperatives, leasing (1961) 17216
for livestock trucking, safety-checking

(1963) 8206
industry outlook and review (1961) 3856;

(1962) 6725; (1963) 5972; (1964) 6019
industry report, monthly (1965) 3672
Jumbo, trafficability tests with organic and

coursegrained mineral soils (1961) 20706
light-truck highway train, research on con-

struction and testing (1964) 15136
M35 trucks, failure of Army to store in cov-

ered storage space, unnecessary costs
incurred, GAO review (1963) 10270

M151 utility, major assemblies, unnecessary
planned procurement. Army Dept., GAO
report (1964) 8743

maintenance, produced by Boeing Co., for
Minuteman ICBM, increased cost, GAO
report (1965) 7773

mechanics, apprenticeship and training
standards (1965) 8497

military 3/4-ton, unnecessary costs resulting
from noncompetitive procurement, Army
Dept., GAO report (1964) 18093

mobility studies (1961) 2634
operating costs of farmer cooperatives

(1964) 12358
operations of farmer cooperatives (1963)

10099
pickup, replacing sedan delivery, savings.

Soil Conservation Service, GAO report
(1965) 9243

production report, monthly (1961) 2939;
(1962) 4074; (1963) 3917; (1964) 3742

prospects for bright future for transporta-
tion industry (remarks) (1964) 19358

receiving facilities, selecting best capacity
for country grain elevators (1964) 13592

rough terrain forklift, service test (1961)
17869

USSR industrial development, translations
(1963) 8744, 16127

see also Utility trucks.
Motortrucks in freight service:

airflow loading patterns for truck shipments
of early potatoes (1965) 7033

costs of operating exempt for-hire motor
carriers of agricultural commodities,
pilot study in Delaware, Maryland, and
Virginia (1963) 8152

exempt trucking of fishery products, fresh
and frozen, in interstate commerce
(1962) 11816. 19499

Motortrucks in freight service—Continued
for-hire trucking of exempt farm products

(1964) 7932
intercity trucking industry, review of 1963,

outlook for 1964 (1964) 4326
interstate hauling, California-Arizona fresh

fruits and vegetables (1964) 16959
interstate trucking of exempt agricultural

commodities into and out of California
(1965) 17993

interstate trucking of frozen fruits and veg-
etables under agricultural exemption
(1961) 16106

State and local regulations, effects on inter-
state movement of agricultural products
(1961) 17918

trucking and cartage, bibliography (1961)
15962; (1964) 13445

Motts, Ward S., artificial recharge to
ground-water supplies, Roswell Basin,
N. Mex (1964) 19805

Motycka, D. I., inlet-to-inlet shock interfer-
ence tests (1965) 18467

Mouat mine, mining methods and costs (1964)
5475

Moul, Martin T., simulator study of piloted
entry into earth's atmosphere at para-
bolic velocity (1965) 6749

Moulds, Donald E.:

antimony (1964) 20466; (1965) 9541, 18426
bismuth (1964) 14730; (1965) 9547. 12814
germanium (1965) 9563
lead (1964) 21695; (1965) 9575, 19846

Mound City Group National Monument, gener-
al information (1961) 21267; (1964) 11468

Moundroukas, Vasiliki, relief (1963) 7894
Mount, see name of mountain, except when

"Mount" occurs as first word of town,
etc.

Mount Cabuyao Military Reservation. U.S.
defense communications facility, agree-
ment with Philippines (1965) 11722

Mount Carmel, 111.:

Wabash River survey, flood control, engi-
neer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2225
document edition (1963) 2001

Mt. Carmel, Pa., redevelopment area, statisti-

cal profile (1962) 13174
Mount Chamberlin area, Brooks Range, Alas-

ka, quaternary geology (1965) 16315
Mount Clemens, Mich., census of housing,

1960, special reports for local housing
authorities (1961) 11949

Mount Edgecumbe Boarding School, employ-
ees, relief (1965) 14021. 17548. 19059

Mount Fairweather quadrangle, geology of
eastern part (1963) 6547

Mount Hope Bay:
bridge, Rhode Island to maintain, operate,

etc.

—

hearings (1964) 2123
law (1963) 18785
reports (1963) 17250, 18861

Mt. Jefferson Primitive Area:
reclassification proposal (1964) 2369
study and reclassification (1964) 2393

Mt. Jefferson Wild Area, proposal (1964) 2369

Mount McKinley National Park, general infor-

mation (1964) 14973; (1965) 13086
Mount McKinley quadrangle, geology of area

(1962) 626

Mount Morrison quadrangle, Calif, geology
and mineral deposits (1964) 6804

Mount Pinchot quadrangle, southern Sierra
Nevada, geology (1963) 10283

Mount Prospect. 111., population, special cen-

sus (1963) 5999
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Mount Rainier National Park:
concession facilities, revenues due Govt, ille-

gally expended for rehabilitation, etc.,

GAO report (1964) 21340
general information (1961) 8069; (1962) 6322;

(1963) 5640, 9243; (1964) 18829; (1965)
13087

geology (1964) 4796
glacial activity, botanical methods used to

determine rates of recession (1961)
12791

Mount Rogers National Recreation Area, es-

tablish, report (1965) 15754
Mount Rose quadrangle, Nev., volcanic geolo-

gy, structure, and mineral deposits
(1964) 19788

Mount Rushmore National Memorial, general
information (1964) 9658

Mount Shasta, Calif.:

land conveyance to

—

law (1962) 16725
reports (1962) 11377, 13643

Mount Sinai Hospital, social service depart-
ment, study of use of social services by
unmarried mothers (1963) 6011

Mount Vernon, III., redevelopment area, statis-

tical profile (1962) 15024
Mount Vernon, N.Y., census of housing, 1960,

city blocks (1961) 18280
Mount Vernon Memorial Highway, see George

Washington Memorial Parkway.
Mount Wheeler mines:
beryllium ores, flotation from bertrandite

and phenacite (1962) 1638
continuous flotation of bertrandite and

phenacite from beryllium ores (1964)
9504

Mountain, Ernest, relief (1961) 7184, 8704,
10161

Mountain beaver, see Beavers.
Mountain farming, see Agriculture.
Mountain flying sense (1962) 16366
Mountain Fork River:
Broken Bow Reservoir project, engineer

report

—

departmental edition (1963) 400
document edition (1963) 322

Mountain hemlock, see Hemlock.
Mountain Home, Idaho, population, special

census (1962) 11094
Mountain Iron, Minn., Mountain Iron-Virginia

area, St. Louis County, Minn., explora-
tory drilling for ground water (1961)
9260

Mountain Lakes Wild Area, Winema National
Forest (1965) 642

Mountain peaks. United States, 14,000 feet,

etc., altitude above sea level, list (1961)
14957

Mountain pine beetles, see Beetles.
Mountain slide and rescue operations in Uz-

bekistan (1964) 12864
Mountain States, see Rocky Mountain States.
Mountain waves, general information (1965)

19881
Mountaineering:

acclimatization and training of athletes in

mountainous area, USSR study (1965)
18342

biochemistry of Alpine climates (1964) 12971

Mountainmahogany chaparral, reduction of

litter and shrub crowns by planned fall

burning (1965) 18181

Mountains:
Carpathian Ruthenia area, USSR tourist

handbook and guide (1963) 12675
gravimetric survev, computing effect of re-

lief, USSR study (1964) 7279

Mountai ns—Continued
ring, energy necessary to create, Hungarian

study (1962) 8057
USSR, fruit growing (1965) 2296
West Virginia, four forest practices, effect

on streamflow (1963) 10238
western rangelands, improving cattle distri-

bution (1965) 18877
Mounting bases:

flame burner mountings, field evaluation of 2
types (1962) 10805

mounting for diodes provides efficient heat
sink (1965) 1438

Mourkakos, Stavros (Michael):
relief (1962) 11329, 1530.5, 16680

Mourning doves, see Pigeons.
Mouse, see Mice.
Mouth:
ascorbic acid levels in blood and urine as

related to oral health status (1964) 1746
canker sores and other ulcerations, causes,

treatment, etc (1965) 18710
enzyme activity analysis as method for eval-

uation of action of oral preparations
(1964) 72

lesions of mucous membrane, diagnosis
(1965) 2962

maxill ofacial and oral health, military re-

search (1964) 11850
oral cancer, can you answer these ques-

tions? (1964) 18894
oral exfoliative cytology, value in cancer

diagnosis. Veterans Administration
study, 1962 (1964) 7828

oral hygiene

—

effect of closely supervised program upon
oral cleanliness (1963) 7190

selecting method for use in space cabin
simulator flights (1963) 5890

tumors of odontogenic apparatus and jaws
(1961) 435

Mouthpieces, adapter for pipettes protects
mouth from harmful liquids (1965) 5151

Mouth protectors:
football

—

acceptability by high school players (1964)
7687

players, play it safe (1964) 16841
players, your best defense (196.4) 16848

Movement (psychology):
coordination of man's voluntary movements

under space flight conditions (1965)
16731

Moving, see Transportation.
Moving agricultural abundance into consump-

tion (1962) 17539; (1965) 9168
Moving picture theaters, see Motion picture

theaters.
Moving pictures, see Motion pictures.

Mower, Reed W.:
appraisal of potential ground-water salvage

along Pecos River between Acme and
Artesia, N. Mex (1964) 8779

ground-water resources of Pavant Valley,
Utah (1965) 12557

Moxibustion, acupuncture-moxibustion thera-

py, general discussion, (Dommunist China
(1962) 2619

Moy Chong Wong, see Wong, Moy Chong.
Moy, Kam Yuet, relief (1965) 12242
Moy, Mee Sen, relief (1962) 16325, 20769, 21009
Moy, Yet Gee, relief (1962) 15325, 20769, 21009
Moy York Che, see Che, Moy York.
Moyer, Forrest T.:

coal, Pennsylvania anthracite (1963) 1198
employment and injuries

—

fuel industries (1%3) 19829; (1965) 1327
metal and nonmetal industries (1963)

19830; (1964) 20471; (1965) 19836
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Moyer, Forrest T.—Continued
employment and injuries—Continued
mineral industry (1963) 20946; (1964)
21688

injury experience in coal mining (1964) 2983,
20477

national safety competition of 1962 (1964)
16627

Moyer, James E.:

bacteriologic potability of condensate water
from heat exchangers of pressure suits
(1965) 4213

microbiologic studies of 2-man space cabin
simulator (1964) 11806

Moyers, Bill D., nomination, hearing (1963)
4775

Moynihan, Daniel P.:

addresses (1963) 14432, 19776; (1964) 18607;
(1965) 1258, 2764, 6545

nomination, hearing (1963) 8127
Moynihan, M., some behavior patterns of pla-

tyrrhine monkeys, 1, Night monkey
(1964) 21870

Mozambique, see Portuguese East Africa.
MP series (1961) 305, 3958-59, 13849-856,

16237-239; (1964) 9687
MRA, see Model Reporting Area for Blindness

Statistics.

Mramor, Frank, relief (1964) 314, 17208, 21222
Mraz, Donald, age, growth, sex ratio, and

maturity of whitefish in central Green
Bay and adjacent waters of Lake Michi-
gan (1965) 14275

MRIR-PCM (medium resolution infrared-pulse
code modulation telemetry, see Telemen-
try.

MRL, see Aerospace Medical Research Labor-
atories.

MSEC, see George C. Marshall Space Flight
Center.

MSI (series) (1965) 3141, 3928-29
MSTS, see Military Sea Transportation Serv-

ice.

MTMA, see Military Traffic Management
Agency.

Mucilage, Federal standard (1964) 12410
Muckler, F.A.:

control system lags and man-machine sys-

tem performance (1964) 14791
use of man in booster guidance and control

(1964) 14789
Mucopolysaccharides, cytochemistry in normal

and pathological connective tissue,

USSR study (1965) 6424
Mucorales, carotenoids (1961) 13800
Mucous membrane:
duodenal, restorative processes following

radiation injury, USSR study (1964)

2644
oral, lesions, diagnosis (1965) 2962

Mud daubers, see Wasps.
Mudge, Melville R., stratigraphy and paleon-

tology of Pennsylvanian and Permian
rocks in Kansas (1963) 8334

Mueller, Eva:
migration into and out of depressed areas

(1965) 146
Negro-white differences in geographic mobil-

ity (1964) 17024
Mueller, Lincoln A., lumber grade recovery

from Engelniann spruce in Colorado
(1963) 12190

Muench, H. Stuart

—

atlas of monthly mean stratosphere charts,
1955-59, July-December (1963) 4390

graphical prediction technique incorporat-
ing ageostrophic effects (1965) 7085

Muffler, L.J. Patrick, geology of Frenchie
Creek quandrangle, Nev (1965) 4858

Muffling devices:
jet-aircraft exhaust noise suppiessors,

ground and in-flight acoustic and per-
formance characteristics (1961) 15777

shape and exit noise of rock-drill exhaust
muffler (1964) 13126

testing designs to quiet noise from pneumat-
ic rock drills (1964) 5491

Mugge, Robert H., recipients of aid to the
blind (1965) 11802

Mugler, John P., jr., static longitudinal aero-
dynamic characteristics at transonic
speeds of lenticular-shaped reentry vehi-
cle (1963) 11008

Mugridge, Donald H., Presidents of United
States, 1789-1962 (1964) 5457

Muhlenberg, Frederica, Army area handbook
for Korea (1965) 7152

Muhlenhaupt, Richard C, carbon resistors for
cryogenic liquid level measurement
(1963) 21030

Muir, Kenneth S.:

geology and ground-water of San Antonio
Creek Valley, Santa Barbara County,
Calif (1964) 12520

water levels in observation wells in Santa
Barbara County, Calif (1963) 19320;
(1965) 4869

Muir Woods National Monument, general in-

formation (1961) 20026; (1963) 16437
Mukden Aluminum-Magnesium Design Insti-

tute, Communist China, revolutionary
methods of design, etc (1961) 4370

Mulch farming, see Stubble mulch farming.
Mulching:

applied mulches and mulching (1961) 17892
wind and water erosion control (1963) 13156

Mule Mountains, Paleozoic stratigraphy of
southern part (1965) 10985

Muleshoe National Wildlife Refuge, general
information (1965) 18127

Mulford, Stewart F., scale control in sea water
evaporators. Point Loma I, San Diego,
Calif (1965) 12568

Mull, D.S., ground-water resources of Jenk-
ins-Whitesburg area, Ky (1965) 9276

MuUady, Philomena M., training foreign na-
tionals for employment with U.S. compa-
nies in developing countries, etc (1965)
6538

Mullen, D. H.:

mineral industry of

—

Colorado (1963) 3061; (1964) 1408; (1965)
1334

North Dakota (1963) 1219; (1964) 1422;
(1965) 1351

Mullen, John P., investigating ionospheric
ducting with ORBIS beacon (1964) 5875

Mullens, Thomas E.:

geology of Cuba City, New Diggins, and
Shullsburg quadrangles, Wis. and 111

(1965) 2222
geology of Paradise quadrangle. Cache

County, Utah (1964) 19778
Mullets:
smoked, effect of butylated hydroxy toluene

and potassium sorbate on development
of rancidity (1962) 17501

smoked, mold inhibition (1961) 14880
Mullets, see also Goatfish.

Mullidae, see Goatfish.

Mulligan, John J.:

Mount Gran coal deposits, V^ictoria Land,
Antarctica (1963) 12834

tin-lode investigations. Potato Mountain
area, Seward Peninsula, Alaska (1965)
6597

Willett Range coal deposits, Victoria Land,
Antarctica (1964) 2995
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Mullineaux, Donal R., stratigraphy and chro-

nology of late interglacial and early

Vashon glacial time in Seattle area,

Wash (1965) 4862
Mullins, Richard H.:

market factors in Peru (1964) 18173
principal manufacturing industries in Peru

(1965) 17283-284
Mullite:
low-temperature heat capacity and

high-temperature heat content (1963)

19860
samples obtained in high-temperature solar

furnace USSR study (1962) 10120
sintered, effects of impurities (1962) 10469

Mulrhead, Peter P., national defense student
loan collection (1965) 7542

Multan, Pakistan, U.S. financed military con-
struction, report (1961) 7138

Multiaxial analyzer detects low-energy elec-

trons (1965) 14777
Multiemployer association, bargaining, hear-

ings (1965) 8879
Multi-group diffusion methods (1963) 1835
Multimeters:
AN/USM-34, test instrument calibration

procedure (1962) 6379
electronic, ME-6A/U, ME-6B/U, ME-6C/U

and ME;-74/U, test instrument calibra-
tion procedure (1961) 13604

electronic, ME-6D/U, test instrument cali-

bration procedure (1961) 15877
portable DC, Rawson type 501A, instrument

calibration procedure, technical manual
(1964) 11511

Multinodose scaphitid cephalopods from lower
part of Pierre shale and equivalent
rocks in conterminous United States
(1964) 18138

Multiphase fluids in porous media, review of
theories pertinent to hydrologic studies
(1964) 4789

Multiple comparison procedures (1965) 12510
Multiple element soft X-ray source produces

wide range of radiation (1965) 8066
Multiple jobholders in Dec. 1960 (1961) 21147
Multiple jobholders in May 1963 (1964) 5449
Multiple regression prediction equation, see

Equations.
Multiple sclerosis:

clinical course, etiology and pathogenesis,
USSR study (1961) 4386

dissemination, certain problems, USSR
study (1961) 2125

nature, causes, treatment, etc., hope through
research (1962) 20251; (1965) 1576

progress in research, summary (1964) 14954
service-connected disability, increase pre-

sumptive period to 7 years, reports (1961)
10282, 12489

treatment, USSR study (1961) 20955
Multiple use in action, 1960 yearbook. Depart-

ment of Agriculture, Forest Service in-

termountain region (1963) 580
Multiple use on Norris watershed (1963) 7473
Multipliers:

period Hewlett Packard, test instrument cal-

ibration procedure (1961) 15878, 15883
photoresistance analog multiplier has wide

range (1965) 18507
Multiplex mapping (1962) 12999
Multiplication factor, effective, for bare cylin-

ders (1962) 23031
Multipole networks that realize functions of

many-valued logic, USSR study (1962)
7784

Multi-rod burnout at high pressure (1963)
11555

Multivibrators:
astable, driven by temperature-sensitive net-

work (1964) 20548
monostable, with load-carrying capability,

produced by circuit improvement (1965)
5125

variable frequency magnetic, generates sta-
ble square-wave output (1965) 9666

Mulvihill, James W., cost estimates of process-
es for separating mixtures of methane
and hydrogen (1964) 20506

Mulville, D.R., tensile stresses on surface of
ellipsoidal cavity in compressive loading
situations (1965) 13189

Mumford, Bessie C, list of intercepted plant
pests (1963) 9548; (1964) 7899; (1965)
11823

Mumma, Walter M., memorial services (1961)
18461

Mumps, health information series (1961) 20097

Muncie, Ind.:

accident (1964) 14405
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16341
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20601

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 6810

Munden, Kenneth W., records of Dominican
Customs Receivership (1963) 1328

Mundorff, James C:
fluvial sediment in Kiowa Creek basin, Colo

(1964) 21364
sediment discharge during floods in eastern

Nebraska (1964) 18121
Mundorff, M.J.:

geology and ground-water conditions of
Clark County, Wash., with description
of major alluvial aquifer along Colum-
bia River (1964) 12517

ground water for irrigation in Snake River
basin in Idaho (1964) 15956

ground water in Raft River Basin, Idaho,
irrigation use, 1956-60 (1963) 14034

reconnaissance of hydrology of Little Lost
River Basin, Idaho (1963) 10297

Municipal Airport, Sacramento, Calif., weath-
er observations, hourly, decennial cen-
sus (1962) 18576

Municipal and cooperative distributors of
TVA power:

—

1962 annual report (1963) 5753
1963 operations (1964) 3171

Municipal Court for District of Columbia:
change name to District of Columbia Court

of General Sessions

—

law (1962) 23273; (1963) 13434
reports (1962) 17030, 17241; (1963) 6163,

13734

chief judges, designation to be made with
consent of Senate, clarifv law

—

law (1962) 18965
report (1962) 17270

judges, retired pay, amend law, reports
(1961) 18822; (1962) 21395

jurisdiction in civil actions, increase and
change name

—

law (1962) 23273; (1963) 13434
reports (1962) 17030, 17241; (1963) 6163,

13734
jurisdiction over counterclaims and cross-

claims

—

law (1961) 18634
reports (1961) 12316, 17013
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Municipal Court for District of Columbia—Con.

Small Claims and Conciliation Branch,
amend act

—

law (1961) 18598
reports (1961) 10485, 16733; (1962) 21048

Municipal Court of Appeals for District of

Columbia:
change name to District of Columbia Court

of Appeals

—

law (1962) 23273; (1963) 13434
reports (1962) 17030, 17241; (1963) 6163,

13734
chief judges, designation to be made with

consent of Senate, clarify law (1962)
18965

retirement pay, amend law, reports (1961)

18822; (1962) 21395
Municipal water facilities inventory as of Jan.

1, 1958, cooperative State-Federal re-

ports (1961) 6503-6, 15938-939
Municipalities, see Cities and towns.
Munitions:
armament engineering, elements (1961) 9668
armament kit, equipment for helicopter,

flight evaluation (1964) 13621
armaments industry in UAR, development

(1962)5511
arms and armaments, PACAF basic bibli-

ographies (1962) 10901
arms control, bibliography (1962) 5077;

(1965) 12367
arms control matters, interagency coordina-

tion (1962) 20484
hazardous, transportation on vessels, rules

and regulations (1962) 20676
international control and reduction, report

of NPA Special Project Committee
(1961) 385

procurement and supply, U.S. Army in

World War II (1961) 6271
Munnerlyn, R.D., helium-bearing natural gases

of U.S. analyses (1964) 1398
Munoz-Tostado, Salvador, relief (1965) 8754,

13750, 14016
Muse, Albert R.:

public school finance program, 1961-62

—

Alabama (1963) 19111
California (1963) 6338
Connecticut (1963) 12073
Florida (1963) 13856
Idaho (1963) 12074
Massachusetts (1963) 19112
Mississippi (1963) 17386
Puerto Rico (1964) 4633
Wyoming (1963) 17387

public school finance program, 1962-63

—

Alaska (1963) 6339
American Samoa (1964) 4634
Arizona (1963) 15441
Arkansas (1963) 13857
Canal Zone (1964) 4635
Colorado (1964) .593

District of Columbia (1964) 4636
Georgia (1964) 2280
Guam (1964) 4637
Hawaii (1963) 19113
Illinois (1963) 15442
Indiana (1963) 17388
Iowa (1963) 12075
Kansas (1963) 12076
Kentucky (1963) 20641
Louisiana (1964) 2281
Maine (1964) 4638
Maryland (1964) 4639
Michigan (1964) 2282
Minnesota (1964) 2283
Missouri (1963) 10077
Montana (1963) 19114

Muse, Albert R.—Continued
bublic school finance program, 1962-63

—

Continued
Nebraska (1964) 17922
Nevada (1963) 6340
New Hampshire (1964) 2284
New Jersev (1964) 4640
New Mexico (1963) 17389
New York (1963) 12077
North Carolina (1964) 4641
North Dakota (1964) 4642
Ohio (1963) 12078
Oklahoma (1964) 594
Oregon (1963) 13858
Pennsylvania (1963) 13859
Rhode Island (1964) 595
South Carolina (1963) 15443
South Dakota (1963) 15444
Texas (1964) 596
Utah (1963) 13860
Vermont (1963) 15445
Virgin Islands (1964) 4643
Washington (1963) 10078
West Virginia (1963) 17390
Wisconsin (1964) 8493

Munson, Albert G., magnetic field of line cur-
rent in transverse rarefied plasma
stream (1963) 5582

Muraca, Ralph J., aerodynamic load distribu-
tions for project fire configurations
(1965) 5204

Murchison, Clinton, jr., testimony, hearings
(1965) 4624

Murder:
first degree, abolish mandatory capital pun-

ishment in D.C.

—

law (1962) 9163
reports (1961) 12428, 14282

Murdock, Thomas G.:

mineral industry of

—

Algeria (1965) 12841
Angola (1965) 12842
Cameroon (1965) 12851
Central African Republic (1965) 12853
Chad (1965) 12854
Ethiopia (1965) 12865
Gabon (1965) 12870
Guinea (1965) 12874
Ivory Coast (1965) 12884
Kingdom of Morocco (1965) 12887
Malagasy Republic (1965) 12893
Mauritania (1965) 12894
Mozambique (1965) 12896
Republic of Congo
(Brazzaville) (1965) 12908
(Leopoldville) (1965) 12909

Republic of Sudan (1965) 12913
Rwanda (1965) 12915
Senegal (1965) 12917
Somali Republic (1965) 12919
Togo (1965) 12925
Tunisia (1965) 12927
United Arab Republic (Egypt) (1965) 12929

Upper Volta (1965) 12931
mineral resources of Malagasy Republic

(1963) 20950
Murgelj, Ana, relief (1963) 20556; (1964) 305,

1902

Murgulescu, Hie G., Rumanian chemist, bio-

graphic data (1963) 19593

Muricidae, see Rapana.
Murmansk, Russion SFSR:
backscatter sounding of ionosphere (1965)

16531
oblast, map at scale of 1:750,000 for compi-

lation, experiment (1961) 4779
Murphy, Charles P., nomination, hearing

(1965) 430
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Murphy, Charles S.:

addresses (1963) 5814, 7586, 11446, 14849,
14889, 16734, 16760, 20276, 20278; (1964)
1692, 1717, 5811, 5820, 5827, 5855, 13577

nomination, hearing (1961) 5843, 7262; (1965)
17913

sugar and international trade (1963) 1727
Murphy, Elenor G., economic forces in United

States (1964) 2962
Murphy, George W.:
behavior of ions in aqueous solutions of

mixed electrolytes with respect to os-

mionic cell operation (1963) 14061
demineralization of saline water by electri-

cally-induced adsorption on porous car-
bon electrodes (1964) 8802, 10676

electrochemical demineralization of water
with carbon electrodes (1965) 18253

Murphy, Hugh C:
addresses, etc (1965) 4228, 11888

Murphy, J.S., turbulent boundary layer noise
as related to design criteria (1964) 11394

Murphy, James L., do wire fences stop ground
fires? (1965) 16267

Murphy, John S., relief (1963) 17075; (1964)
446, 10386, 11994

Murphy, Louise R., education directory. State
governments (1963) 2155; (1964) 6562

Murphy, Randall E., hydrodynamic wave tube
(1964) 1738

Murphy, Richard J.:

address, Nov. 2, 1965 (1965) 20011
nomination, hearing (1961) 5901

Murphy, Robert T.:

addresses (1963) 9734; (1964) 17122; (1965)
301, 308, 4369, 10277, 11953

Murphy, Rupert L., nomination, hearing (1965)
10672

Murphy, Sandra B., relief (1963) 17087; (1964)
439, 1874

Murphy, T.E.:

spillway modifications, Miraflores Dam,
Panama Canal Zone (1965) 4683

tests of structure orientation spillway, and
lock emergency gate, Barkley Lock and
Dam, Cumberland River, Ky., hydraulic
model investigation (1965) 18050"

Murphv, Timothy J., nomination, report (1963)
20543

Murphysboro, 111., redevelopment area, statis-
tical profile (1962) 15019

Murray, Barbara M.:
directory of International Confederation of

Free Trade Unions (1964) 4870
directory of labor organizations. Western

Hemisphere Antigua, Grenada, Guate-
mala, Venezuela (1964) 21376

Murray, Evelyn, counseling and employment
service for youth (1963) 4833

Murray, John B.:

State plans and procedures for purchasing
school buses (1963) 13866

State plans for financing pupil transporta-
tion (1963) 6323

State provisions for school bus inspections,
summary (1963) 13867

State supervisors of pupil transportation,
directory (1963) 2170; (1964) 4647; (1965)
7593

Murray, John J.:

on-the-job training program for trainee
commercial fishermen (1965) 12461

safety manual for fishermen, captains, and
owners of New England fishing vessels
(1963) 4942

Murray, John R., fuel temperature counter
(1963) 19258

Murray, Kenneth L., FVance's key role in

grain sector of European Common Mar-
ket (1963) 10206

Murray, Roland V., labor and material re-

quirements for civil works construction
by Corps of Engineers (1964) 13069

Murray, Samuel S., type of farm (1963) 171

Murray, Tina J., copper industry in Soviet
Union (1964) 1792

Murrow, Exlward R., nomination, hearing
(1961) 7273

Murrow, Harold N., calculation of aerodynam-
ic forces due to continuous sinusoidal
gusts on wing planforms (1963) 5575

Murtha, B.E., UO-z fuel systems for water re-

actor applications (1964) 5956
Murtagh, Thomas B., first order oblateness

perturbations and naval space surveil-

lance svstem(1965) 9826
Murzyn, Edward F., relief (1965) 17519
Musca domestica, see Flies.

Muscadine grapes, see Grapes.
Muscat:

amity, economic relations, and consular
rights, treaty, text, report (1963) 20527

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter
(1965) 14693

Muscat and Oman, sultanate, see Muscat

—

Oman.
Muscatine, Iowa:
bridge across Mississippi River

—

hearings (1964) 17663
reports (1964) 10218; (1965) 8852

project on Mississippi River, modify for pub-
lic park purposes

—

hearings (1964) 2123
law (1964) 261
reports (1963) 18906; (1964) 463

Muscatine Bridge Commission:
construct bridge across Mississippi near

Muscatine, Iowa, and Drury, 111.

—

hearings (1964) 17663
report (1964) 10218; (1965) 8852

Muscle protein, see Actomyosin.

Muscle relaxants:
new antispasmodics, USSR studies (1965)

6402
ridol, antispasmodic effects (1962) 7855
use

—

all-Union symposium, USSR (1964) 10962
combination with artificial respiration in

treatment of status epilepticus, Hungar-
ian study (1962) 7864

data on, USSR study (1964) 5309
surgery, USSR studies (1964) 21448

Muscles:
activity during muscular work, USSR study

(1963) 891
afferent and effector innervation of somatic

musculature development, USSR study
(1963) 19717

animals adapted to cold and animals not
adapted to cold, change of glycogen con-
tent, USSR study (1962) 15710

bioelectrical activity in occupational neuro-
muscular diseases, USSR study (1963)
17976

cardiac

—

biochemical changes within tissue, USSR
study (1962) 18108

free transplantation, USSR study (1961)
19742

ciliary, neural control (1963) 15022
defect replacement with tissue and protein

preparations, USSR study (1963) 17984
extremities, excitability changes with direct

current in affections of central nervous
system, USSR study (1961) 4723

human skeletal

—

effect of unipolar negative aeroionization
on motor reaction, USSR study (1965)
11174
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Muscles—Continued
Human skeletal—Continued

electromvographv of tone in normal and
pathological state, USSR study (1964)
5096

injured, effect of galascorbine and thiamine
on recovery, USSR study (1962) 7636

membrane potential and concentration of

sodium and potassium, effect of X-ray
irradiation, USSR study (1962) 2741

minced tissue

—

histological changes in implants, USSR
study (1962) 2778

regeneration of muscles by transplanta-
tion under conditions of sensory dener-
vation, USSR study (1962) 2777

transplantation, restoration of skeletal
muscle defects, USSR study (1962) 2779

mitogenetic irradiation of neuromuscular
system as method of analysis of molecu-
lar substrate, USSR study (1961) 20944

peripheral, occupational diseases of, USSR
study (1964) 1039

plastic repair in chronic gunshot osteomyeli-
tis, USSR study (1961) 15289

rats, injury caused by ice in isolated muscles
(1965)4170

skeletal

—

and smooth, recording contractions, USSR
study (1964) 19836

conditioned reflex changes in respiratory
gas exchange and bioelectrical activity
of brain and skeletal muscles, USSR
study (1962) 7894

musculature
posttraumatic regeneration under total
and local irradiation with X-rays,
USSR study (1961) 12922

regeneration, nuclein metabolism under
roentgen irradiation, USSR study
(1963) 17939

smooth, electric properties, effect of oxygen,
carbon dioxide and nitrogen, USSR
study (1965) 12739

striated, regeneration after X-ray irradia-
tion, USSR study (1961) 12923

synchronization of motor units and related
model representations (1964) 11226

tissue, effect of fractional X-ray irradiation
on activity of hexokinase and aldolase,
USSR study (1964) 16308

tonus under conditions of weightlessness
(1963) 7298

transistorized tensometric amplifier, USSR
study (1965) 12730

ultraviolet fluorescence, USSR study (1963)
12377

unfatigued, working capacity, physiological
analysis of effects of preceding muscu-
lar efforts, USSR study (1964) 16271

working during physical exercises, method
of analysing, USSR study (1962) 7941

Muscogee County, Ga., census of housing,
1960, special reports of local housing
authorities (1961) 16443

Muscovite:
heat and free energy of formation (1964)

7436
high temperature heat contents and entro-

pies and dehydrated musovite (1964)
7449

low-temperature heat capacity and entropy
(1963) 16347

Muscular dystrophy, general information, re-

search (1963) 9342
Muse, Dorothy, how to find U.S. statutes and

U.S. codes citations (1964) 6365

Musen, Peter:
general perturbations of position vectors of

planetary system (1965) 6740
Halphen's method for secular perturbations

in motions of celestial bodies (1964) 9618

modification of

—

Hansen's lunar theory (1963) 12868
Hansen's theory of satellite orbit calcula-

tion (1964) 5524
Hill's method of general planetary pertur-
bations (1964) 14897

on motion of 24-hour satellite (1963) 14553
Pfaff's method in theory of variation of as-

tronomical constants (1964) 11417
simultaneous computation of secular and

resonance effects in motion of celestial
bodies (1964) 13223

Museum aid, examination announcement (1961)
6899

Museum of Plains Indian, Blackfeet Agency,
studies in Plains anthropology and his-
tory (1965) 7815

Museums:
cooperative assistance from National Mu-

seum, authorize

—

hearing (1965) 16050
report (1965) 15994

military, European, facilities, programs, etc
(1961) 13662

naval, developing and improving displays
(1961) 9635; (1965) 1532

technician and specialist, examination an-
nouncement (1965) 8655

Washington, D.C. area, guide (1964) 13448
see also names of museums or places where

located.
Musgrave, John, eight series on manufactur-

ers' orders and inventories, descriptions
and procedures (1964) 17109

Mushrooms:
canned, standards for grades (1962) 4469,

10804
culture, etc., in U.S (1961) 11697
deep-fat fried, chips and other food items

from (1965) 18
growing in United States (1963) 7560
Tariff Commission report (1965) .5424

Musial, Norman T., overexpanded performance
of conical nozzles (1963) 5558

Music:
African, annotated bibliography (1964)

14715
American, >5-cent postage stamp (poster)

(1964) 20724
basic, navy training course (1961) 15858;

(1964) 20680
books on music, classification, Library of

Congress (1963) 10928
catalog of published concert music by Amer-

ican composers (1965) 3071
compositions on coin-operated machines,

provide royalties

—

hearings (1963) 15321
report (1963) 17141

copyrighted, catalog of copyright entries
(1961) 5909, 14758; (1962) 7230; (1963)
339, 13827, 19070; (1964) 12285; (196.5)

2047
curriculum guides (1964) 19632
harmony. Navy training course (1962) 6333
international calendar (1961) 8142; (1962)

10592
Iroquois music and dance

—

departmental edition (1964) 9992
document edition (1964) 101.54

its past and its present (lecture) (1964)
11305
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Music—Continued
Library of Congress catalog (1961) 11359,

21155; (1962) 15995. 18168; (1963) 18057;
(1964) 14718, 18651; (1965) 12803, 14648

library of musical scores, establish in Li-
brary of Congress

—

law (1962) 23165
reports (1962) 15411, 21032

music in our schools, search for improve-
ment (1964) 15852

musical-
ability, USSR studies (1965) 19714
creation, lecture (1962) 8445
treasure hunt (1965) 10743

phonograph records, catalog, folk music.
United States and Latin America (1965)
1303, 19815

Rumania, problems of popular music debat-
ed by Music Council (1963) 8795

sounds, auditory perception by children in

first six grades (1961) 19228
symbols, perception in music reading by

normal children and children gifted mu-
sically (1961) 12558

United States calendar (1961) 9679; (1962)
1759

United States, events of 1962-63 concert
season, list (1963) 5674

see also Songs.
Music Division, Library of Congress, descrip-

tion, services, etc (1961) 1191
Musical instruments:
and parts, census of manufactures, 1958,

industry report (1961) 5475
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 9510; (1963) 3659;
(1964) 3477, 12296; (1965) 3379

see also names of instruments.
Musical pitch:
compensatory and pursuit tracking (1964)

5466
intervals, scaling (1962) 10434
primary auditory abilities in pitch and loud-

ness (1964) 5462
Musicians, occupations, employment outlook

(1964) 7380
Musick, J.T., water management, consumptive

use, and nitrogen, fertilization of irri-

gated winter wheat in western Kansas
(1963) 16759

Musil, Albina F.:

identification of crop and weed seeds (1963)
9561, 20277

Muskeg and its associated engineering prob-
lems, review (1964) 8514

Muskeg, review of research (1963) 1438
Muskegon, Mich,
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 13967
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20602

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 6811

departmental edition (1961) 15715; (1962)
20042; (1963) 16280; (1964) 16603; (1965)
14633

document edition (1961) 14143; (1962)
19019; (1963) 15171

port, harbor conditions, etc (1963) 2215
Muskegon Harbor, Mich.:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23470
document edition (1962) 23328

Muskegon Heights, Mich.:
census of housing, 1960

—

special reports for local housing authori-
ties (1961) 11950

Muskegon Heights, Mich—Continued
census of housing, 1960—Continued

standard metropolitan statistical area,
tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20602

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 6811

occupational wage survey

—

departmental edition (1961) 15715; (1962)
20042; (1963) 16280; (1964) 16603; (1965)
14633

document edition (1961) 14143; (1962)
19019; (1963) 15171

Muskmelons:
cantaloup insects, how to control (1964)

13585
cantaloups, transit temperatures and quali-

ty of rail shipments (1962) 20410
culture (1961) 20284
for garden (1962) 12851; (1965) 10066
pickleworm control (1961) 1631; (1964) 11766

shipping containers (1961) 6693
trade agreements, escape clause investiga-

tion report (1961) 8224
Muskogee, Okla.:
redevelopment area

—

opportunities for economic improvement
(1964) 13658

statistical profile (1962) 13202
Muslims, Black, see Nation of Islam.
Muslims, see Mohammedanism.
Mussels:
and other oyster competitors, chemical

method for killing (1961) 12666
certified shippers (1961) 3538; (1962) 3663;

(1963) 3506; (1964) 3311; (1965) 3204
firms manufacturing fresh-water mussel-

shell products, list (1964) 757
fresh-water mussel-shell products, firms

manufacturing, list (1965) 14339
fresh-water stocks in Tennessee River,

status (1961) 7443
Tennessee River investigation, progress

report (1965) 9974
Musser, John J., description of physical envi-

ronment and of strip-mining operations
in parts of Beaver Creek . basin, Ky
(1964) 4792

Mussler, Ralph E., metallothermic reduction of
yttrium halides (1963) 16331

Mustard gas:
combined poisoning with organic phospho-

rus, changes in serum cholinesterase,
USSR study (1963) 6765

liquid drops, evaporation from paint films

(1962) 22666
radio-mimitic compounds, Hungarian study

(1962) 5402
Mustering-out payments:
extend time for filing claims, law (1965)

13780
repeal authority for making, to Korean vet-

erans, report (1961) 5700
repeal chap. 43, title 38, U.S. Ck)de—
hearing (1965) 14116
law (1965) 13780
reports (1963) 6143; (1965) 4486, 12278

Mutagenic and antimutagenic action of sodium
gallate, USSR study (1964) 9061

Mutation, mutagenesis of ozone for Escheri-
chia coli (1961) 20315

see also Variation (biology).

Mutchler, Calvin K., runoff plot design and
installation for soil erosion studies

(1963) 20263
Mutter, Ronald L., relief (1962) 11532, 13243,

20971
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Mutton:
grading, effect on prices (1962) 9369
imports, restrict

—

hearings (1964) 10418, 14135
reports (1964) 14098, 15544, 21194

purchase specifications requirements ap-
proved by USDA (1961) 28, 20261

slaughtering, cutting, and processing on
farm (1964) 9941

trade agreement with Australia (1964) 9829
Mutual aid, see Foreign aid—Military aid.

Mutual assistance, see Military aid.

Mutual coherence and array theorem (1964)
9972

Mutual defense, see Military aid-National de-

fense.

Mutual defense assistance, see Foreign
aid—Military aid.

Mutual defense assistance control act of 1951,
see Exports.

Mutual funds, see Investment companies.
Mutual interference between surface and sat-

ellite communications systems (1963)
16421

Mutual security, see Foreign aid—Military
aid.

Mutual security program, see Foreign aid.

Mutuality in thrift industry (address) (1964)
6631

Muvdi, B.B., inelastic design of load carrying
members (1963) 9637

Mya, see Mollusks.
Mya arenaria, see Clams.
Mycerin:
detoxifying and disintoxicating properties

with respect to botulinus and staphylo-
coccal toxins (1962) 10005

new Soviet broad-spectrum antibiotic (1962)
19721

Mycobacteria, incidence in adult salmonid
fishes returning to West Coast hatcher-
ies (1963) 19244

see also Actinomycetes.
Mycology, see Medical mycology.
Mycosis, problem of mycotic diseases and their

control in Yugoslavia (1962) 7791
Mycotoxicoses, diseases occurring in man and

agricultural animals, USSR study (1961)
10865

Myeloarchitectonics, characteristics of sec-
tions of motor area in human postnatal
ontogeny, USSR study (1962) 1181

Myers, B.N., artificial recharge studies (1964)
8781

Myers, Charles A., exportability of American
system of industrial relations (1963)
10922

Myers, Clifford A.:

estimating past diameters of ponderosa
pines in Arizona and New Mexico (1963)
17493

estimating volumes and diameters at breast
height from stump diameters, southwest-
ern ponderosa pine (1963) 17495

point-sampling factors for southwestern
ponderosa pine (1964) 790

southwestern ponderosa pine, volume, taper,
and related tables (1963) 15584

taper table for pole-size ponderosa pines in

Arizona and New Mexico (1963) 17494
volume tables and point-sampling factors

for lodgepole pine in Colorado and
Wyoming (1964) 12481

taper tables, bark thickness, and diameter
relationships for lodgepole pines in Col-
orado and Wyoming (1965) 7736

volume tables and point-sampling factors
for ponderosa pine in Black Hills (1965)
4813

Myers, Earl C, symposium on parachute tech-
nology, etc (1965) 1784

Myers, Evelyn S., community mental health
advances (1964) 11444

Myers, Ivy G., relief (1962) 11331, 16704, 17159
Myers, James W., production of lightweight

aggregate from washery refuse (1964)
13125

Myers, L.B., evaluation of troubleshooting
strategies (1964) 11493

Myers, Lawrence, address, May 22, 1963
(1963)9556

Myers, Robert H., suburban shopping centers
(1963) 18308

Myers, Robert J.,

actuarial analysis of relative value of re-

funds vs. deferred annuities under civil

service retirement system (1965) 1616
actuarial cost estimates

—

and summary of provisions of old-age,
survivors, and disability insurance sys-
tems as modified by social security
amendments of 1965 (1965) 19322

for hospital insurance act of 1965 and so-
cial security amendments of 1965 (1965)
5376

for hospital insurance bill (1963) 18311
for old-age, survivors, and disability in-

surance system as modified by H.R. 6675
(1965) 17747

age characteristics of child's insurance ben-
eficiaries under OASDI (1965) 8276

comparison of mortality in large western
European countries with that of U.S
(1965) 1618

disability incidence rates under OASDI sys-
tem for disability onsets occuring in
1956-61 (1965) 11685

distribution of OASDI contributions within
calendar year, particularly when change
in financing is made (1965) 9922

mortality trends in United States, 1900-60
(1965) 1620

paper, Oct. 4, 1063 (1964) 2972
quarterly distribution of OASDI contribu-

tions within calendar year (1965) 13265
relationship of contributions to benefits in

old-age benefit awards (1965) 16856
remarks (1963) 7178, 9082; (1965) 1293
summary history of cost estimates for disa-

bility benefits (1965) 1617
Myers, Vance A., 3-dimensional wind flow and

resulting precipitation in northern Cali-
fornia storm (1963) 20246

Myersville, Ark., railroad accident (1962)
15701

Myles, Jack C, small suppliers in changing
market (1963) 1478

Mylonas, C:
exhaustion of ductility and brittle fracture

of E-steel (1964) 16853
restoration of ductility of hot or cold

strained ABS-B steel by heat treatment
(1965) 9912

Myocardial hypertrophy, see Heart diseases.
Myocardial infarct, see Heart diseases.

Myocarditis, see Heart diseases.
Myogen:

A, SH groups, effect of radiant energy on
changes in number, USSR study (1961)
12964

androgenic and myogenic endocrine bioassay
data (1965) 3138

Myosin, see Actomyosin.

Myren, Richard A., police work with children

(1963) 175
Myrick, Robert M., hydraulic geometry of

small tidal estuary (1963) 15612
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Myrtle Beach, S.C:
hurricane survey, engineers report

—

departmental edition (1962) 21688
document edition (1962) 20948

Mysidacea, crustaceans of genus Lophogaster,
notes (1961) 4979

Mystic, Conn.: v

hurricane survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23479
document edition (1962) 23305

Mystic Shrine, see Ancient Arabic Order of

Nobles of Mystic Shrine.
Myung Ja Kim, see Kim, Myung Ja.
Myxobacteria, cellulose-decomposing, species

and varieties, description, USSR study
(1963) 12493

N
N.A.C.A., see National Advisory (Dommittee for

Aeronautics.
N.A.D.C., see Naval Air Development Clenter,

Johnsville, Pa.
N.A.M.C., see Naval Air Material Center, Phil-

adelphia, Pa.
N.A.S.A., see National Aeronautics and Space

Administration.
N.A.T.O., see North Atlantic Treaty Organiza-

tion.

N.B.L., see New Brunswick Laboratory.
N.B.S., see National Bureau of Standards.
N-body code, general Fortran code for solution

of problems in space mechanics by nu-
merical methods (1963) 3130

N-body problem:
algebraic structure (1964) 20532
analytic, regularized explicit solution (1964)

21735
N.D.R.C, see National Defense Research

Committee.
N.G.B., see National Guard Bureau.
N.I.D.R., see National Institute of Dental Re-

search.
N.I.H., see National Institutes of Health.
N.L.R.B., see National Labor Relations Board.

N.M.B., see National Mediation Board.
N, N-dibenzyl-beta-chlorethylamine, see Diben-

amine.
N.O.L., see Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White

Oak, Md.
N.O.L.C, see Naval Ordnance Laboratory,

Corona, Calif.

N.C.T.S., see Naval Ordnance Test Station,
China Lake, Calif.

N.P.S., see National Park Service.

N.R.A.B., see National Railroad Adjustment
Board.

N.R.L., see Naval Research Laboratory.

N.R.O.T.C., see Naval Reserve Officers Train-
ing Corps.

N.S.F., see National Science Foundation.
N.W.L., see Naval Weapons Laboratory.

Na, Hyang Lee, see Lee Hyang Na.

NAAAP, see North American Association of
Alcoholism Programs.

Naab, Ronald C, Soviet and Japanese fishing
activity off Alaska in 1964 (1965) 14289

Nabers, Claude L., autogeneous bone trans-
plants in treatment of osseous defects
(1964) 15242

NABUR, NAREC assembler for Burroughs
D825 modular data-processing computer
(1964) 20708

NACA see National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics.

Nace, R. L., drought of 1950's with special ref-
erence to midcontinent (1965) 18224

Nacelles:
delta-wing bomber with strut-mounted Sia-

mese nacelles and indented fuselage at
Mach nos. 0.80 to 1.35, free-flight
investigation (1961) 9520

pylon-mounted turbojet-nacelle model, effect
of afterbody terminal fairings (1962)
12432

pylon-supported model having hot-jet ex-
haust, effect of afterbody-ejector config-
urations on performance at transonic
speeds (1962) 22551

swept-wing heavy-bomber configuration

—

lateral forces and pitching moments, Mach
number 1.61 (1963) 14533

lift and drag, Mach number 1.61 (1963)
12843

with large store (nacelle), Mach number
2.01 (1963) 16358

wing-fuselage configurations, store interfer-
ence, origin and distribution (1963)
12843, 14533

wing-tip-mounted, jet effects upon longitudi-
nal and directional stability of general
aircraft configuration, investigation at
Mach nos. 1.94 and 2.41 (1961) 9524

Nachitgall, Alfred J., effect of vacuum on fa-
tigue and stress-rupture properties of
S-816 and inconel 550 at 1500° F (1965)
13050

numerical treatment of Orr-Sommerfeld
equation for case of plane Poiseuille
flow (1964) 16717

statisfaction of asymptotic boundary condi-
tions in numerical solution of systems of
nonlinear equations of boundary-layer
type (1965) 19921

stability of free-convection boundary-layer
flows (1964) 3032

NACO, see National Association of Counties.
Nacol, Habib M., relief (1961) 14076, 14195,

14540
NADC, see Naval Air Development Center,

Johnsville, Pa.
NADC-EL series (1961) 13606; (1964) 7659
Naeseth, Rodger L., wing sweep effect on aero-

dynamic characteristics of parawings
(1963) 18155

Nagasaka, Tetsu, responses of -cold- and
warm-adapted dogs to infused noradren-
alin and acute body cooling (1965) 10108

Nagasaki, Japan:
immediate environmental effects of explosion

(1965) 5601
nuclear bomb survivors, dosimetry program

(1964) 15279
Nagel, R. H., preventing metal corrosion from

emulsifiable ethylene dibromide pack-
aged for bark beetle control (1965) 670

Nagel, William:
foreign trade regulations of

—

Denmark (1965) 12001
France (1965) 1947
Switzerland (1965) 15373

Nagle, Francis J., mitigation of physical fa-
tigue with spartase (1964) 4314

Nagy, James A., flight vibration data of Aero-
bee 150A sounding rocket (1964) 14858

Nagy, Jeno, relief (1962) 15317, 19049, 20741

Nagy, John:
experimental coal-dust and gas explosions

(1964) 5490
explosibility of carbonaceous dusts (1965)

6606
float coal hazard in mines, progress report

(1965) 5093
pressure development in laboratory dust

explosions (1965) 1378
preventing ignition of dust dispersions by

inerting (1964) 21713
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Nagy, John—Continued

sealing coal-mine passageway through bore-

hole (1964) 13129

Nahai, L.:

mineral industry of

—

Afghanistan (1965) 14667
Belgium (1965) 12846
Federal Republic of Germany (1965) 12866
France (1965) 12869
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan (1965)

12876
India (1965) 14675
Iran (1965) 12879
Pakistan (1965) 14686
Turkey (1965) 14694

petroleum industry of Iran (1964) 7427

Nahara, Mitsuko, relief (1961) 19017

Nahas, Gabriel A., and wife, relief (1965)

17820

Nailing dense hardwoods (1964) 18055
Nails and spikes:

aluminum nails, standard of trade (1965)

5247
in hickory (1965) 7759
nail-withdrawal resistance of American

woods (1965) 9179
slender and standard spirally grooved pallet

nails, performance standard (1962) 9678
strength of wood joints made with nails, etc

(1965) 10926
wire nails, sixpenny and eightpenny, spacing

in Douglas-fir multi-nail joints (1961)
660

Naismith Dental Group, dental plan, experi-

ment in dental prepayment (1963) 5684
Naismith, James, commemorative stamp (post-

er) (1961) 21295
Naive, John J., food balances for 24 countries

of Western Hemisphere, 1959-61 (1964)
17907

Nakada, M.P.:
high-energy electrons in radiation belt

(1963) 21024
synchrotron radiation calculations for arti-

ficial radiation belt (1964) 7512
Nakahara, Jun-ichi, optimal strategies and

human behavior in fungus-eater game 4

(1964) 11798
Nakahara, Waro:
contributions to knowledge of Hemerobiidae

of western North America (Neuroptera)
(1965) 5273

neotropical hemerobiidae in United States
National Museum (1965) 14906

Nakanishi, Shigeo, steady-state control prop-
erties of electron-bombardmention
thrustors (1964) 7538

Nakashidze, Hidayet D., relief (1962) 17169,
19039, 20710

Nakasian, Samuel, testimony on Soviet oil in

East-West trade, hearing (1962) 19394
Nal, Asian grasses, pulping and papermaking

with sulphate process (1961) 2039
Nam, Charles B., socioeconomic characteris-

tics of population, 1960 (1964) 15315
Nam Dinh Province, Vietnam, Ho Chih Minh's

speech at party chapter conference
(1963) 15721

Nam le Kim relief (1965) 17510, 19069, 19362
NAMC, see Naval Air Material Center, Phila-

delphia, Pa.
NAMC-AEL series (1961) 1.5875; (1962) 6371

Names (business), see Business names.

Names (geographical), see (Geographical names
—names of special localities.

Names (personal):

census records, vour name is somewhere
(1962) 16581; (1965) 1912

Names (personal)—Continued
given, English, foreign versions (1962) 15651

persons of Spanish surname, census of popu-
lation, 1960 (1963) 18701

Namioka, T.:

absorption spectra of H2 in vacuum ultrovi-

olet region (1965) 7106
Lyman and Werner bands (1965) 122

Nance County, Nebr soil survey (1961) 1477

Nance, Earl C., soil survey. Woodward County,
Okla (1964) 5693

Nance, Paul K.:

bond sales for higher education, 1964 (1965)

10731
modified centralized purchasing in smaller

colleges (1965) 10742
Nanchang, China, description (1963) 992

Nanes, Allan S., U.S. ideological effort, Gov-
ernment agencies and programs (1964)

12132
Nanking Post and Telecommunications Post,

activities. Communist China (1961)

19511
Nannostomina, see Characidae.
Nantucket pine tip moth (1962) 21796

Napa River and Valley:
flood control of basin, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 14204

document edition (1965) 13837
watershed in California, improvement, hear-

ing (1962) 13659
Napadensky, H., dynamic response of snow to

high rates of loading (1964) 12346

Naperville, 111., population, special census

(1964) 178

Naphtha, shale-oil composition, analytical

investigations (1961) 17624
Naphthenic acid, solvent extraction of

rare-earth sulfates (1964) 9513
Naples, Fla.:

hurricane survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 18033

document edition (1965) 17467

Napoleon I., military alliance against, 1813-14

(1965) 13417
Napoli, Concetta F., and children, relief (1963)

18836; (1964) 447, 1882

Napoli. John, relief (1961) 5624. 8911. 12036

Narcisi, R.S.. mass spectrometry in D-region

ionosphere (1965) 7090
Narcissus bulb fly, see Flies.

Narcotic and Drug Abuse, President's Advi-

sory Commission, see President's Advi-

sory Commission on Narcotic and Drug
Abuse.

Narcotic habit:

drug addiction (1963) 14606
facts (1965) 14891
living death, truth about drug addiction

(1965) 19877
prevention and control (1961) 2523. (1963)

7228; (1964) 20518
prevention and treatment (remarks) (1962)

22889
problems, history, symposium (1963) 21033

rehabilitation report on .5-year community
experiment of New York Demonstration
Center (1963) 19966

Narcotics:
abuse control amendments of 1965

—

hearings (1965) 5963
law (1965) 13804
reports (1965) 5932, 5939

abuse in California, hearings (1963) 8123

abuse, proceedings of conference (1963) 9510

control act of 1956. effectiveness, investiga-

tion, reports (1964) 17836. 19585
Czechoslovakia, directives on management

(1962) 5666
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Narcotics—Continued
decisions (1961) 3622; (1962) 4394; (1963)

4245; (1964) 4094; (1965) 4004
drug addiction, facts (1965) 14891

illegal traffic and its effect on juvenile and
young adult criminality, hearings (1963)

8123, 12024
illicit traffic, and organized crime

—

hearings (1964) 533; 2239, 19600. 21239;

(1965) 433
index (1965) 12332
print additional copies, reports (1964)

325 455
report (1965) 7511

laws, compilation (1965) 1970

limitation, etc., of poppy plant cultivation

and opium use and trade, protocol (1963)

11306
prescribing and dispensing under Harrison

narcotic law (1963) 10969; (1964) 3001
President's Advisory Commission

—

interim report (1964) 3087
report (1964) 5636

regulatory taxes (1965) 2827
traffic (1961) 13468; (1962) 18243; (1963)

16352; (1964) 16651; (1965) 18463
vapor concentration, determined with use of

laboratory interferometer, USSR study
(1965) 12712

Yugoslavia, law on drugs (1964) 16079
see also Barbiturates—Morphine—aiso

names of narcotics.

Narcotics Bureau:
investigations, obstruction, amend U.S. code,

report (1962) 11404, 13432
regulations (1964) 21724; (1965) 2826-27
regulatory taxes on narcotic drugs (1965)

2827
Nardi, A.P., Colorado's forest area and timber

volume (1964) 6745
Nardone, John, plastic gears, memorandum on

feasibility for use in ammunition items

(1964) 17897
NAREC, see Electronic computers.
Narodna armiya (periodical):

translations (1963) 12683
Narodno-Trudovoy Soyuz, brochure and histo-

ry (1961) 7637
Narra, Honorata A. Vda de relief (1965) 10617,

15410, 15563
Narragansett Bay:

pier, hurricane protection, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 2434
document edition (1962) 2301

physical oceanographic studies, 1957 and
1958 (1964) 2343

protection from hurricane surges, hydraulic
model investigation (1965) 526

tidal current charts (1963) 13334
Narragansett Conference on Industrial Mod-

ernization report. Mar. 25, 1965 (1965)
11927

Narragansett, R.I., Northeast Shellfish Sani-
tation Research Center, research pro-
gram (1964) 11565

Narraguagus River:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 439
document edition (1963) 257

NASA, see National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.

NASA AL series (1963) 9141, 14536A, 18118
NASA Day, Apr. 27, 1962, Western Space Age

Industries and Engineering Exposition
and Conference (1962) 18252

NASA EP series (1961) 19918, 21206; (1962)
3344; (1963) 5535, 12844-845, 18124,
19900-901; (1964) 7472, 9537, 14793,
16657-659, 21739; (1965) 6638, 12978,
14754, 18484

NASA facts (1962) 16031, 18250, 22535-536;
(1963) 3109-10, 5536-37, 9142, 10981,

14538; (1964) 1449, 7473, 16660-662,
20534-535; (1965) 5110-11, 6639, 9629-33,

11415, 14755, 16621-623
NASA Industry Program Plans Conference,

proceedings (1963) 9143
NASA SP series (1962) 16033, 18251-253,

22537-538; (1963) 1266-67, 3112-14,
5540-53, 7234-36, 9143, 10988-989, 16361,
18130-131, 19902-904, 20976; (1964)

1450-51, 3004, 5501-3, 7477-79, 9539-41,
11358-365, 13155-159, 14795-799,
16664-668, 18727-729, 20536-541,
21741-744; (1965) 1401-7, 2838-41,
5112-15, 6640-42, 8051-61, 9635-40,
11417-421, 12980-987, 14756-764,
16624-632, 18485-500, 19888-894

NASA Special Committee on Materials Re-
search for Supersonic Transports, prog-
ress report (1963) 12875

NASA tech briefs (1964) 7480-91, 9542-63,
11367-377, 13160-210, 14800-832,
16669-676, 20542-565, 21745; (1965)
1408-39, 2842-65, 5116-58, 6642-74,

8062-84, 9641-89, 11422-458, 12988-13003,
14765-806, 16633-670, 18501-523,
19895-913

indexes (1965) 5115, 16629
NASA, 20th century explorer into sea of

space, guide to careers in aero-space
technology (1965) 11518

NASA-University Conference on Science and
Technology of Space Exploration,
principal addresses at general sessions

(1963) 5535
NASA's Ranger program (1962) 18250
Nasal allergy, see Allergy.

Nash Draw quadrangle, N. Mex., surface
geology (1963) 6549

Nash, Edmund, recent trends in labor controls

in Soviet Union (1965) 2803
Nash, H.C., reducing surface friction of elasto-

mers (1963) 18246
Nash, Harry P., jr., relief (1963) 17094; (1964)

1905, 2170
Nash, Philleo:

address, Feb. 12, 1964 (1964) 10670
nomination, hearings (1961) 17131-

Nashua, N. H., Tie Plant, railroad accident
(1961) 9287

Nashville, Tenn.:
and vicinity, census of housing, 1960, special

reports for local housing authorities

(1961) 16473
Berry Field, weather observations, hourly,

decennial census (1963) 11401
census of business, 1958, standard metropol-

itan area, central business district

statistics (1961) 1778
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 15286
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18331
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18840

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 2229

consumer expenditures and income, 1961

(1963) 19786-787
Nasiatka, "Thomas M., hydraulic coal mining

research, tests in steeply pitching
coalbed, Roslyn, Wash (1963) 18095

Nassarius, western American Cenozoic gastro-
pods (1965) 9274

Nassau County, N.Y.:
contract with GSA to purchase Mitchel

Field, hearing (1963) 8113
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Nassau County, N.Y.—Continued
northwestern, hydrogeology (1964) 6816
southern area, geology and ground-water

conditions (1963) 12234
Nasser, Gamal, Egyptian Socialism, fine dis-

tinctions from Algerian (1964) 2729
Nasvytis, A. L., parametric study on roller

gear reduction drive (1965) 16895
Natality, prenatal, rabbits irradiated with

light, primary reaction, USSR study
(1965) 9337

Natality, see also Birth.
Natchez Trace Parkway:
bridge across Tennessee River, designate

John Coffee Memorial Bridge report
(1962) 17215

Emerald Mound (1964) 13300
general information (1961) 2612; (1963)

11120, 12926; (1964) 14974; (1965) 9798
include Ackia Battleground and Meriwether

Lewis National Monuments

—

law (1961) 16564
reports (1961) 8798, 14634

lands and interests, purchase and
exchange

—

law (1961) 14081
reports (1961) 8739, 12446

Tupelo-Baldcypress Swamp, nature trail

guide (1962) 3399
Natchez Trace State Forest, multiple use,

demonstration (1963) 1570
Natchitoches, La., redevelopment area,

opportunities for economic growth
(1965) 142

Natchitoches Parrish, La., redevelopment
area, opportunities for economic growth
(1965) 142

Nathans, M.W., nuclear explosions, shock in-

duced transitions, sample history and
recovery (1964) 120

Nathans, Marcel W.:
isotope program, final report (1965) 17118
Project Gnome, shock induced transitions^

theory, etc (1965) 1847
Nati, Michelangelo C, relief (1962) 15301,

20767, 21004
The Nation and its older people, report of

White House Conference on Aging, Jan.
9-12, 1961 (1961) 9267

Nation of Islam, investigation, authorize, re-

port (1962) 19128
National, see headings beginning Federal

—

Government—National.
National Ability Counts Contest, announce-

ment (1963) 1157
National Academy of Foreign Affairs:

establish

—

draft legislation, executive communication
(1963) 18936

hearings (1963) 13805
recommendations of President's Advisory

Panel (1963) 3261
National Academy of Sciences:

basic research and national goals, report
(1965) 8905

Panel on Basic Research and National
Goals, report, hearings (1965) 15832

report, 1960

—

departmental edition (1963) 9138
document edition (1963) 8019

report, 1961

—

departmental edition (1965) 5097
document edition (1965) 4533

National Accident Prevention Center, estab-
lish, hearings (1962) 7097; (1963) 9939

National action to combat mental retardation,
proposed program (1963) 5676

National Actors' Equity Week:
designate

—

law (1963) 11715
reports (1963) 9891, 9963

National Advisory Board Council for Grazing
Districts:

proceedings

—

special meeting (1962) 1590
21st annual meeting (1961) 9431

22d annual meeting (1962) 22453
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

NACA research memorandum RM (se-

ries) (1961) 1248-85, 2527-70, 4839-75,

6305-61, 9493-9524, 11400, 13471-484,
17669-696, 19901-917; (1962) 1653-65,

6251-60, 8483-84, 10479-486, 12406-420;

(1963) 1259-60, 3106-8, 5509-34, 7229-31,

10971-980, 12843, 14528-536, 16354-360,
18116-117

National Advisory Committee on Education of

Deaf, establishment, law (1965) 19135
National Advisory Council on Academic Facili-

ties, establi'sh, hearings (1961) 17139
National Advisory Council on Correctional

Manpower and Training:
establish

—

law (1965) 17384
report (1965) 15925

National Advisory Council on Education for

Health Professions, establish, hearings
(1963) 17326

National Advisory Council on International
Monetary and Financial Problems:

increase in authorized capital of Interna-

tional Bank for Reconstruction and
Development, special report (1964) 277

increase in resources of International Devel-

opment Association, special report

(1963) 20454
increase in resources of Inter-American

Development Bank, special reports

(1964) 12020, 21163
increases in quotas of International Mone-

tary Fund, proposal, special report

(1965) 7399
report on international financial institutions

(1964) 4432; (1965) 5803
reporting requirements, simplify

—

hearing (1965) 13977
law (1965) 15474
reports (1965) 13956, 14040, 15659

reports (1961) 5588, 6970, 14155; (1962) 2314,

15094; (1963) 9834, 17072-73; (1964)

12027, 17448; (1965) 7390
special borrowing arrangements of Interna-

tional Monetary Fund (1962) 7085

National Advisory Council on Juvenile Delin-

quency:
establisli

—

hearings (1961) 14456
law (1961) 18665
report (1961) 7253

establishment, extend act

—

hearings (1965) 12170, 12343
reports (1965) 12096, 12147

National Advisory Council on Local Area
Youth Employment Programs:

pc13b 1 1 S fl

hearings (1963) 8128, 9931
report (1963) 8062

National Advisory Council on Medical Com-
plexes:

appoint

—

hearings (1965) 6064, 15821
law (1965) 17432
reports (1965) 12296, 17640
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National Advisory Council on Medical, Dental,
and Optometric Ekiucation:

establish

—

hearing (1965) 17946
reports (1965) 17565, 17583, 19422

National Advisory Council on Medical, Dental,
and Optometric and Podiatric Education,
establish, law (1965) 19165

National Advisory Council on Minatory
Labor:

establish

—

hearings (1963) 10021
reports (1961) 16952; (1962) 15246; (1963)

11973
National Advisory Council on Nurse Training:

establish

—

hearing (1964) 15816
law (1964) 17439
reports (1964) 13980, 17724

National Advisory Ck)uncil on Public Service
Employment of Youth, establish, report
(1962) 9338

National Advisory Council on Regional Medi-
cal Programs, establish, report (1965)
17607

National Advisory Council on State and Ckim-
munitv Youth Employment Programs,
estabfish, report (1963) 7960

National Advisory Council on Youth Conser-
vation Corps:

establish

—

hearings (1963) 8128, 9931
reports (1963) 7960, 8062

National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion:

act establishing, amend

—

hearings (1961) 7146, 10491, 12496, 14504
law (1961) 8614
reports (1961) 8919, 7118, 14330
staff reports (1962) 5058

act of 1958, amend with respect to space
communications facilities

—

hearings (1962) 9471, 11656
report (1962) 9453

Administrator, nomination of James E.

Webb, hearing (1961) 4074
advanced research, key to future (1964)

16659
AEC-NASA liquid metals corrosion meeting,

Dec. 14-15, 1961 (1962) 14891
AL [aerospace leaflets] series (1963) 9141,

18118, 14536A
appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 8860, 10331, 12502, 16858,
17114

law (1961) 14098
reports (1961) 8819, 10264, 12465, 14325,

17063
increase, hearing (1962) 2357

appropriations, 1962, supplemental

—

law (1962) 16806
reports (1962) 11407, 13417, 15373

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 11475, 13494, 13544, 15418,
19369

law (1962) 16806
reports (1962) 11407, 13417, 15373, 16980

appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 13670, 13789, 15332, 15371,
18919

law (1963) 17043
reports (1963) 15246, 15263, 15358, 17124

appropriations, 1965

—

authorization, information (1965) 10662
hearings (1964) 8397-8400, 8433, 10290,

10408
index (1964) 10345

law (1964) 15386
reports (1964) 8291, 12046, 12217, 13961

National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion—Continued

appropriations, 1966, authorizing

—

hearings (1965) 7526, 8869, 8907, 8964,

10559, 10662
law (1966) 13783
reports (1965) 8837, 10455, 10641, 13870

arms control and disarmament, research and
studies, report (1964) 11833

budget, 1962, amendntents (1961) 6989, 10223
career opportunities in aero-space technolo-

gy, examination anrwuncements (1961)
1838-40

careers in aero-space technology, guide
(1965) 11518

contractor report CR (series) (1963)
18119-123, 19889-899; (1964) 1448, 5500,
7468-71, 9530-36, 11349-356, 13139-154,
14767-792, 16652-656, 18717-723,
20519-532, 21725-738; (1965) 1387-99,
2829-37, 5098-5109, 6613-37, 8028-48,
9611-27, 11401-414, 12970-977, 14728-753,
16599-620, 18464-483, 19879-886

contractor reports preparing

—

repro typing and layout (1964) 16665
technical illustrating (1964) 16666

contractors, relocation costs incurred for
recruiting salaried personnel, etc., GAO
review (1963) 6537

costs of leasing rather than purchasing elec-

tric power facilities, Goddard Space
Flight Center, GAO report (1965) 6309

design criteria and construction standards
for facilities (1965) 9608

educational opportunities for your profes-
sional growth and career advancement
(1964) 3003

educational programs, hearings (1964) 4568

educational programs & services (1962)

18245; (1965) 9609

educational publications, lists (1962) 18246;
(1963) 1258, 9139

educational services (1962) 18247

electronic data processing equipment use,

hearing (1963) 17182
employees' housing, provide mortgage insur-

ance

—

law (1962) 18990; (1963) 18774
reports (1962) 15334, 17079; (1963) 17285

EP series (1961) 19918. 21206; (1962) 3344;

(1963) 5535, 12844-845, 18124, 19900-901;

(1964) 7472, 9537, 14793, 16657-659,

21739; (1965) 6638, 12978, 14754, 18484
excessive costs incurred in transporting

Saturn launch vehicles, GAO report
(1964) 8717

excessive relocation payments to employees
transferred from one company location

to another by Lockheed Missiles &
Space Co., Sunnyvale, Calif., GAO re-

port (1964) 12490
expense in producing basically similar mo-

tion pictures, GAO report (1965) 6312
facilities project management, NASA PERT

system, handbook (1965) 9634
Federal budgeting for research and develop-

ment, hearings (1962) 413
Federal catalog system, indoctrination

charts (1963) 12841
federally impacted areas public facility

loans, make applicable

—

law (1962) 18996
reports (1962) 13612, 19075

film list, 16mm, including film library loca-

tion map and service areas (1964) 13264;
18799; (1965) 19950

Future Programs Task Group, report (1965)
10560
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National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
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George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
contract with Flexonics Division, Calu-
met & Hecla, Inc., excessive labor costs
charged, GAO review (1965) 9219

goals for post-Apollo period, hearings (1965)
19477

Goddard Space Flight Center

—

additional overpayments of rentals for
automatic data processing machines,
GAO report (1965) 10946

overpayment of rentals for automatic
data processing machines, GAO report
(1963) 12209

Government information plans and policies,

hearings (1964) 401
Government publications, price lists (1962)

10597; (1963) 20087; (1965) 9867
guide to policies and procedures for grants

and research contracts (1965) 19878
gyroscopes purchased from Honeywell, Inc.,

Aeronautical Division, unreasonable
prices, GAO report (1965) 4849

historical origins (1963) 19888
human factors system program, bibli-

ography (1964) 18729
industrial property control manuals (1964)

7474; (1965) 1400
inspection system provisions for suppliers

of space materials, parts, components,
and services (1963) 1265

installations, master planning, report (1965)
7431

inventions, property rights, amend act, re-

port (1962) 17069
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,

Calif., excessive costs incurred by leas-

ing data processing machines, GAO re-

view (1964) 10597
liquid-metals corrosion meeting (1964) 13155
lunar orbit rendezvous decision, hearing

(1962) 17130
manned space flight program

—

Projects Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo staff

report (1962) 19365
status, 1963 (1963) 12842

manned space flight team (1963) 12845;
(1964) 9537

Mercury survival kit, cold test evaluation of
components (1965) 8478

NACA research memorandum RM series
(1961) 1248-85, 2527-70, 4839-75, 6305-61,
9493-9524, 11400, 13471-484, 17669-769,
19901-917; (1962) 1653-65, 6251-60,
8483-84, 10479-486, 12406-420; (1963)
1259-60, 3106-8, 5509-34, 7229-31,
10971-980, 12843, 14528-536, 16354-360,
18116-117

NASA-AEC liquid-metals corrosion meeting,
papers (1961) 6400

NASA and universities on science and
technology of space explorations (ad-

dresses) (1963) 5.535

NASA contributions to technology of inor-

ganic compounds (1965) 5114
NASA-DOD relationship, report (1965) 4530
NASA facts (1962) 16031, 18250, 22535-536;

(1963) 3109-10, 5.536-37, 9142, 10981,
14.538; (1964) 1449, 7473, 16660-662,
20.534-.535; (1965) 5110-11, 6639, 9629-.33,

1141.5, 147.55, 16621-623
NASA incentive contracting guide (1965)

8050
NASA installations, focus for achievement

in space and aeronautics (1964) 7475
NASA memorandums (1961) 6362, 952.5-35,

13485-495, 17697-705, 19919, 21207-8;
(1962) 6261-64, 12421-426; (1963) 1261,

National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion—Continued

NASA memorandums—Continued
3111, .5.538-39, 7232-33, 10982-987,
14539-541, 18125-128; (1965) 8690-91

NASA PERT time II (1965) 11507
NASA photography from five years of space

(1964) 7476
NASA technical publications, July 1960-Dec.

1961, index (1963) 1266
NASA-University Conference on Science and

Technology of Space Elxploration

—

preliminary program and abstracts of
papers to be presented, announcement
(1962) 225.34

proceedings (1963) 3113-14
NASA's relation with industry (address)

(1963) 10970
Nimbus design, unnecessary costs, GAO re-

port (1965) 6300
noncompliance with statutory limitation on

amount allowable for architectural-
engineering services for desig^i of fa-

cility at nuclear rocket development sta-
tion, Nevada, GAO report (1965) 12525

PERT, program evaluation and review tech-
nique handbook (1961) 19920

photographic supplies at Manned Space-
craft Center, excessive inventory, GAO
report (1965) 2189

positions in aero-space technology, examina-
tion announcements (1962) 4836, 6839,
11194, 13104; (1964) 17130

post Apollo planning documents, hearings
(1965) 10662

press releases (1961) 3486; (1962) 4224;
(1963) 4073; (1964) 2905; (1965) 3823

procurement

—

annual report, 1964 (1965) 6612
directives (1964) 16663; (1965) 3675
regulations (1964) 9.538; (1965) 3676
semiannual report, July 1-Dec. 31, 1963

(1964) 14927
program

—

and projects (address) (1961) 6302
highlights, 1964 (1965) 14864
industry conference (196,3) 9143
selected references, list (1962) 18251

Project Mercury, exploring space, general
information (1961) 19898

publications

—

classification change notices (1963) 14537;
(1964) 3761; (1965) .3674

educational publications, list (1964) 3002,
11357, 20.533; (1965) 9628, 19887

manual (1964) 20541
scientific and technical publications and
how to obtain them (1964) 18726

quality assurance provisions

—

Government agencies (1964) 14794
inspection agencies (1963) 1263

quality program provisions for space sys-
tem contractors (1963) 1264

quality publication NPC 200 (series) (1963)
1263-65; (1964) 14794, 21740

reliability publication NPC 250 (series)
(1963) 18129

rental overpayments for automatic data
processing machines at George C. Mar-
shall Space Flight Center, GAO report
(1965) 9235

reorganization briefing, hearing (1964) 414
research and development programs, small

business participation in (1961) 20588
research grants and contracts, general in-

formation (1961) 4953; (1962) 23986
research on materials applicable to super-

sonic transports (1964) 20566
satellite communication, military-civil roles

and relationships (1964) 19510
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National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion—Continued

satellite information (1965) 7458
scientific and technical programs, hearings

(1961) 8969
scientific and technical reports, selected

listings (1964) 11365; (1965) 8061

scientific information activities (1965) 8182

Scout ST-1 flight-test results and analyses,

launch operations, and test vehicle de-

scription (1962) 16038
selling to NASA (1962) 12511; (1963) 11087;

(1964) 11425
semi-annual reports

—

departmental edition (1961) 2526, 6363;

(1962) 16032, 22592; (1963) 7300; (1964)

1481, 14928, 20631; (1965) 5244
document edition (1961) 5590; (1962) 15105,

20966; (1963) 6091; (1964) 284, 13926,

19446; (1965) 4474
small business participation in Government

procurement, 1963, conference (1964)

12283
sonic booms in Greater St. Louis area, re-

sults of flight program to study com-
munity responses (1965) 9696

SP series (1962) 16033, 18251-253,
22537-538; (1963) 1266-67, 3112-14,

5540-53, 7234-36, 9143, 10988-989, 16361,

18130-131, 19902-904, 20876 (1964)

1450-51, 3004, 5501-3, 7477-79, 9539-41,

11358-365, 13155-159, 14795-799,

16664-668, 18727-729, 20536-541,

21741-744; (1965) 1401-7, 2838-41,

5112-15, 6640-42, 8051-61, 9635-40,

11417-421, 12980-987, 14756-764,

16624-632, 18485-500, 19888-894

space launch vehicle program, hearings

(1965) 8965
space science program, review, papers (1963)

19900
spacecraft sterilization conference proceed-

ings (1963) 1274
speaking of space & aeronautics (series)

(1965) 14864
symposium on physics of solar flares (1964)

20537
tech briefs (1964) 7480-91. 9542-63, 11367-

377, 13160-210, 14800-832, 16669-676,
20542-565, 21745; (1965) 1408-39,

2842-65, 5116-58, 6642-74, 8062-84,

9641-89, 11422-458, 12988-13003,
14765-806, 16633-670, 18501-523,

19895-913
indexes (1965) 5115, 16629

technical memorandums (1961) 4876-77, 6364,

9536-40, 13496-498, 19921-939,

17706-712; (1962) 1666-70, 6265-69,

10487-494, 12427-444; (1963) 1268,

3115-16, 5554-66, 7237-41, 10990-11015,

12846, 14544-545, 16362, 18132-134;

(1964) 5504-6, 7492, 9564, 14834, 20566;

(1965) 1440, 5159-60, 6675-76, 8085-86,

11459-460, 13004-6, 14807-812, 16671-673,

18524-527
technical notes (1961) 1286-1320, 2571-89,

4878-4946, 6365-6403, 7950-8036,

9541-9607, 11401-433, 13499-538,

15766-818, 17713-730, 19940-985,

21209-245; (1962) 1671-93, 3345-78,

6270-6302, 8485-8524, 10495-532,

12445-507, 14459-487, 16034-61,

18254-298, 20124-161, 22539-591,

23987-996; (1963) 1269-1318, 3117-63,

5567-5610, 7242-93, 9144-91, 11016-81,

12847-887, 14546-591, 16363-411,

18135-167, 19906-940, 20977-21008;

(1964) 1452-79, 3005-34, 5507-22,

7493-7552, 9565-9612, 11378-417.

National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion—Continued

technical notes—Continued
13211-246, 14835-899, 16677-721,
18730-791, 20567-617, 21746-776; (1965)
1441-78, 2866-2912, 5161-5229, 6677-6755,
8087-8127. 9692-9735, 11461-509,
13007-57, 14813-857. 16674-716.
18528-.586. 19914-945

technical publications announcements (1961)

3485; (1962) 4376, 10536; (1963) 4229-30
annual index (1963) 5505
corporate source, personal author, re-

port and accession nos (1963) 5506
subject guide (1963) 5508

technical reports (1961) 1326-28. 2593-94.
4954-58. 6405-13, 8042-45. 9609,
11435-436, 13542-543, 15823-826,
19989-993, 21246-252; (1962) 1695-96,
3379-81, 8527, 10537-538. 12513-514,
14488-491. 18301-305. 20164-165.
22593-595. 23998-999; (1963) 1321-25.

5612-15. 7301-2, 9198-99, 11088-91,
12889, 18168, 19943-946; (1964) 1482-86,
5523-29, 7553-62, 9613-20, 11418-421,
13247-258, 14900-905, 16722-726,
18782-795, 20618-621, 21777; (1965) 1479,
2913-16, 5230-32, 6756, 8128-32, 9736-37.
14858-859, 18587-588

technical reprints NASA RP (series) (1963)
21013-25; (1964) 1487

technical translations (1961) 1321-25,
2590-92, 4947-52, 6404, 8037-41, 9608,
11434, 13539-540. 15819-822. 17731.
19986-988; (1962) 8525-26. 10533-534.
12508, 16062, 23997; (1963) 1319-20,
3164-68, 7294-99, 9192-97, 11082-85,
14592, 18169-181, 19941-942, 21009-12;
(1964) 1480, 3035-40, 5530-34. 7563-68.
9621-27, 11422-424, 13259-263, 14906-926,
16726-733, 18796-798, 20622-630,
21778-780; (1965) 1480-91, 2917-24,
5233-43, 6757-66, 8133-34, 9738-59,
11510-517, 13058, 14860-861, 16717-731,
18589-604, 19946-949

technology advances, selection and develop-
ment (address) (1965) 14865

technology utilization

—

program (1964) 1488
publications, lists (1964) 14929; (1965)
5245

report (1964) 11364

telephone directory (1963) 16353; (1964)

7467, 18724; (1965) 8049. 11416

this is NASA (1961) 19994; (1965) 14754

topside sounder program (1963) 20984

uneconomical proposed procurement of fire

alarm system by Goddard Space Flight
Center. GAO report (1965) 6295

university program

—

nature and scope (1965) 12982
review conference, summary report (1965)

12983
unnecessary costs for automatic data proc-

essing equipment and services. Manned
Spacecraft Center, GAO report (1965)

6302
violation of statutes governing Federal em-

ployment and excess costs incurred un-

der contract for technical writing and
related services awarded by Goddard
Space Flight Center. GAO report (1965)

6321
Wallops Station, wind distribution statisti-

cal data (1962) 16039
weaknesses in management of Orbiting So-

lar Observatory project, GAO report
(1964) 6762
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National Aeronautics and Space Council:
appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 12502
supplemental, proposal (1961) 18988

appropriations, 1963, hearings (1962) 13494,
19369

appropriations, 1964, hearings (1963) 18919
appropriations, 1965, hearings (1964) 10290
appropriations, 1966, hearings (1965) 8869
Elxecutive Secretary, nomination of Eklward

Christy Welsh, hearing (1961) 5841
reconstitute membership, etc.

—

hearings (1961) 7146, 10491
law (1961) 8614
reports (1961) 7118, 8919

National Agricultural Advisory Commission:
family farm in American agriculture, report

(1964) 11754
farm policy in years ahead, report (1965) 29
National Agricultural Advisory Committee,

report to the President (1961) 1422
National Agricultural Library:
appropriations

—

1964, hearings (1963) 9921
1965, hearings (1964) 10286
1966 hearings (1965) 10515

bibliographies and lists available, list (1963)
1326

Chinese agricultural publications from Re-
public of China since 1947, bibliography
(1964) 9628

Japanese serial publications, bibliographv
(1962) 20166

Korean publications, bibliography (1963)
14594

library list (series) (1962) 18306, 20166,
22596; (1963) 1326, 5617, 11092-93,
12890, 14593-594, 16414, 18182; (1964)
1489, 3041, 9628, 14930; (1965) 14868-869

report of task force ABLE, agricultural bio-
logical literature exploitation, systems
study (1965) 13060

scientific information activities (1965) 9806
subject heading list (1963) 16415
U.S. farm papers received in Library, par-

tial list, Sept. 1962 22596
National Air and Space Museum:
naming and construction, etc.

—

hearing (1964) 15824
reports (1964) 15692; (1965) 17647

National Air Museum:
aeronautical collections (1965) 11521
brief guide (1963) 1495
renaming, etc.

hearing (1964) 15824
reports (1964) 15692; (1965) 17647

National Air Sampling Network, air pollution
measurements, etc (1963) 3269

National Airlines, Inc., accident (1962) 14980,
18878

National airport plan, 1962-66 (1961) 7359
National altitude rocket test facilities (1964)

14833
National American Guild of Variety Artists

Week:
designate

—

law (1961) 12107
reports (1961) 8930, 10268

National American Legion Baseball Week:
designation

—

law (1965) 15481
reports (1965) 15888, 15928

National Animal Disease Laboratory:
description, work, etc (1961) 16116
operation, general information, picture sto-

ry (1962) 10876
National apprenticeship program (1962)

22979; (1964) .5922; (1965) 7122
National Aquarium, general information

(1961) 561

National Arboretum:
general information (1964) 13595
research and education activities (1964) 9922

National Archives:
age and citizenship records (1961) 11437
Civil War materials, guide (1962) 22597
genealogical records (1961) 15827; (1962)

16063
general information (1961) 13545; (1965)

1493, 18605
Latin American materials, guide (1961)

19996
microfilm publications, lists (1961) 11438;

(1965) 9761
see aiso Records.

National Archives and Records Service:
accessions (1962) 1699; (1963) 14595; (1964)

20632
preliminary inventories, series (1961)

1331-35, 2595, 4959, 6415; (1962) 10539,
16064, 18307-308, 20168, 22598-602,
24002-4 (1963) 1327-28, 3170. 7305-7,
9200, 12892, 14596-597, 18183; (1964)
5538, 9629, 20633-635

publications, lists (1961) 4960, 17734; (1962)
6305, 22603; (1963) 7308, 21026; (1964)
13265

record groups in National Archives and
Federal record centers, list (1963) 19948

records management activities, GAO review
(1962) 21812

records, separation, storage, disposal, GAO
review (1963) 14006

special lists (1961) 1336; (1963) 7309, 16416;
(1964) 7573, 21781

staff information circular (1961) 2596
National Armed Forces Museum, establish,

study (1965) 8274
National Armed Forces Museum Advisory

Board:
establish in Smithsonian Institution

—

law (1961) 16602
reports (1961) 16978, 20544

National Arts Foundation:
^StH I) 1 1 sh
hearings (1964) 2246, 13998; (1965) 10700,

12166, 12345, 13982
report (1964) 2215

National Assembly for Democratic Rights:
communist front organization, manipulation

of public opinion, report (1962) 2332
additional copies, reports (1962) 9317, 9465

National Assembly Standing (Committee,
North Vietnam, report (1964) 11077

National Association for Retarded Children,

Inc., mentally retarded and their voca-
tional rehabilitation, report of project,

summary (1962) 1889
National Association of Counties, Joint

AASHO-NACO Committee 2d progress
report (1964) 13429

National Association of Letter Carriers,

AFL-CIO, agreement with Post Office

Department (1963) 9324; (1964) 15025
National Association of Post Office and Gener-

al Services Maintenance Employees,
agreement with Post Office Department
(1963) 9324; (1964) 15025

National Association of Special Delivery Mes-
sengers, AFL-CIO, agreement with Post
Office Department (1963) 9324; (1964)

15025
National Association of State Universities

and Land-Grant Colleges student
charges, 1964-65 (1965) 14179

National atlas of United States:
price list (1961) 12789
separate sheets (1961) 1572-73, 2749-53,

11657; (1962) 633-634, 2186, 3562,
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National atlas of United States—Continued
separate sheets—Continued

11102, 16226-228, 17592, 17676; (1963)

3402, 14801; (1964) 1657, 7844, 21921

National Aviation Hall of Fame, see Aviation
Hall of Fame.

,

National Aviation Facilities Experimental

Center, additional costs incurred in

management of automatic data process-

ing equipment, GAO report (1965) 16295

National banking review, journal of policy and
practice (1963) 20393; (1964) 3762

National banks:
and future, report of Advisory Committee on

Banking (1962) 20703
annual meeting date, amend act

—

law (1964) 1961
reports (1963) 20597; (1964) 2040, 2042

authority to underwrite and deal in securi-

ties issued by State and local

governments, hearings (1964) 6346;

(1965) 17690
branch retention privileges to bank convert-

ing from State to national charter-
law (1962) 20896
reports (1962) 19108, 21386

buildings, amend Federal reserve act, hear-

ing (1961) 14722
condition, abstract of reports (1961) 3062,

5554; (1962) 3571
Federal and State banking laws, rulings and

interpretations, hearings (1963) 17165
foreign branches, Federal reserve regulation

(1963) 17438; (1965) 6201
improve usefulness of branches in foreign

countries

—

hearings (1961) 14722, 18939; (1962) 17098,

19380
law (1962) 18957, 20892
reports (1961) 16965; (1962) 16983-984,
21384

laws and related statutes, compilation (1961)

1852
limitations on real estate loans, amend Fed-

eral reserve act, hearings (1964) 6346,

15802
loans on forest tracts, liberalize restric-

tions

—

hearings (1964) 6346, 12255
law (1964) 13890
reports (1964) 4466, 12226

real estate and construction loans limita-

tion, amend, hearings (1961) 18939;
(1962) 17098, 19380

law (1962) 20892
reports (1962) 16984, 21384

service charges on dormant accounts, regu-
late—

hearing (1961) 14722
report (1961) 16987

trust powers^
place authority in Comptroller of Curren-
cy-
hearings (1962) 19175, 19380
law (1962) 20897
reports (1962) 19107, 21385

regulation bv both (Comptroller of Curren-
cy and SEC-
hearing (1963) 13648
report (1963) 13553

regulations (1961) 12645; (1962) 20704

National Bison Range:
birds, lists (1963) 17458; (1965) 18135
general information (1961) 14887
mammals (1961) 12682; (1964) 699

National Bituminous Coal Commission, re-

cords, 1935-36, preliminary inventory
(1963) 14597

National Brotherhood Week, Departments of

(Commerce and Labor to observe (re-

marks) (1962) 6867
National budget, see Budget of United States.

National Boxing Commissioner, establish,
hearings (1964) 14150

National Boxing (Commissioner, Officer of, es-

tablish, hearings (1961) 14750

National Bureau of Standards:
Analysis and Purification Section, Analyti-

cal Chemical Division, summary of ac-

tivities (1965) 18616
Analytical Chemistry Division, analysis and

purification services (1964) 11429
applied mathematics series (1961) 19998;

(1962) 6306; (1964) 13267
astrophysical and plasma physics research

highlights (1962) 3387
calibration and test services (1964) 1493;

(1965) 19955
careers in science (1962) 24005
circulars (1961) 17735-736; (1962) 6307,

12515-519, 22605; (1963) 5618, 7310,

19949; (1964) 9630; (1965) 9762
crystal growth and characterization re-

search (1963) 9216, 19953; (1964) 9638,

21787; (1965) 9768
electrical engineering units and constants,

as adopted by NBS (1965) 14874
Electrochemical Analysis Section, Analytical

Chemistry Division, progress report,

1965 (1965) 18615
electronic data-processing equipment, state-

ment of chief, Data Processing Systems
Division, hearing (1963) 15329

films, lists (1964) 7578; (1965) 14876
general information (1965) 6780
handbooks (1961) 4966, 6416-19, 11439-440,

17737, 21254; (1962) 1700-1, 3383, 6308,
16065-66, 18309, 24006; (1963) 3171-72,
9201-2, 11095, 12893, 16417, 18185-187,

19950; (1964) 1491, 3043, 5544, 7574-75,

9632-33, 13268, 14932-933, 18803, 20637;
(1965) 1496, 6776, 9765, 19954

hygrometer, standard instrument (1964)
11433

journal of research (1961) 3489-92, 6420,
11441; (1962) 3974-77; (1963) 3815-18,
9203-6, 11094 12894-896, 18188; (1964)
3628-31, 13269-272; (1965) 3546-49,
14870-872, 18606

Library, periodicals received (1963) 1330
miscellaneous publications (1961) 1337,

2597-98, 6421-22, 9611-12, 13547, 17738,

20000; (1962) 3384, 6309-10, 10540,
16067, 24007; (1963) 1329, 3173, 16418,

18189, 21027; (1964) 1492-94, 3044-45,

5545, 7576, 11431, 14934-935, 16737-738,
20638, 21782; (1965) 1497, 2929, 5248-49,

6777-78, 8139-40, 9766, 14873-874, 16734,
18607-609, 19955-956

monographs (1961) 1338, 4967, 6423-25,
8046-48, 9613, 11442-443, 13548, 15829,
17739, 20001, 21255; (1962) 1702-4,

8529-32, 10541-543, 12520, 14494-496,
18310-313, 20169-170, 22606-607, 24008;
(1963) 1330, 3174, 5619, 7311, 9207-8,

11096-97, 12897-898, 14598, 16419-420,
18190, 19951; (1964) 3046, 5546, 7577,

9634, 11432-433, 13273, 14936-938, 16739,
18804-805, 20639-640; (1965) 1498,

2930-32, 5250-51, 6779, 8141-42, 11525,

14875, 16735, 18610, 19958
national standard reference data program,

background information (1963) 14604
national standard reference data series

(1965) 6781, 8143, 13063
new publications, TRA series (1964) 3254
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National Bureau of Standards—Continued
organic act, amend, hearing (1962) 19198;

(1963) 18959
reports (1963) 18904, 20475

photometry of projects (1964) 3049
physical constants recommended by

NAS-NRC, adopted by NBS (196,3)

21027; (1964) 5545
postdoctoral associateships in physical and

mathematical sciences, opportunities
(1962) 22608; (1964) 1495

publications, lists, supplementary (1961)
9612. 13547, 17735; (1962) 22605; (1963)
5618, 19949; (1964) 9630; (1965) 9762

publications newsletters (1964) 11434; (1965)
3698

Radiation Physics Division, research pro-
gram (1961) 13551

Radiochemical Analysis Section, progress
report (1964) 16741

reports (1961) 2.599; (1962) .3386; (1965) 5253
research and development

—

projects (1965) 13064
review of Government reports (1965)

2933-37, .5252, 6782-83, 9767, 11.526,

14877-883. 16736-743, 18611-612
research

—

highlights (1961) 2599; (1962) 3386; (1963)
3175; (1964) 7.579

mission in physical sciences, general infor-
mation (1963) 12899

scientific

—

information (1961) 1362
publications, list (1962) 8533

space program, report (1961) 14294
standard reference materials (1965) 19956
catalog and price list (1965) 18607
descriptive listing (1962) 10540
methods for chemical analysis of white

cast iron standard (1965) 14873
preparation, white cast iron spectrochemi-

eal standards (1964) 14935
sources of information (1965) 6778

State inventors program, role in fostering
home grown industry (1965) 1495

technical

—

highlights, 1964 (1965) 5253
news bulletins (1961) 3493; (1962) 4375;

(1963) 4228; (1964) 4078; (1965) .3985

notes (1961) 1339, 2600-1, 4968-71,8049,
13549-.551, 1.5831, 17740; (1962) 3387,

6311, 8534-,36, 10544-545, 14497-500,
20171. 22609-624. 24009-11; (1963)
1331-34. 3176-77, 5620, 7312-13, 9209-17,
11098-102, 12900-903, 14599-604, 16421,
18191-195, 19952-9.53, 21028-30; (1964)
1498-99, .3047-.53, .5549-.50, 7580-82,
9635-39. 11436-441, 13274-277, 14939-942,
16740-742. 18806-811. 20641-643. 21783-
787; (1965) 1499-1503, 2938-39, .5254-59,

6784-87, 8144-52, 9768-73, 11527-529,
1306.5-67, 16744-747, 18613-620, 19960-
985

weights and measures activities (address)
(1961) 10137

work space program, hearings (1961) 10360

National Cancer Institute:

functions, etc (1961) 17741; (196,5) 19969

journals (1961) .3494; (1962) .3973; (1963)

3814; (1964) .3627; (1965) 3.545

monographs (1961) 13554, 212.58; (1962)
10549, 14.50.5, 20178; (1963) 7315, 9225;
(1964) 1,502. 13284-285, 21792; (196.5)

1.505. 6792
index (1961) 3494

research

—

and related programs (1962) 22632
reports (1962) 24013; (1964) 11453

National Capital, see Capital of United
States.

National Capital Airport, police, survey (1962)
18314

National Capital Airports Bureau, annual
report, 1963 (1964) 13278

National Capital Airports Corporation, cre-

ate, hearings (1961) 1906, 16842; (1962)
13.524; (1963) 15320

National Capital Housing Authority:
appropriations, 1962. hearings (1961) 8833,

12.502

appropriations, 1963, hearings (1962) 13494.
19369

appropriations, 1964, hearings (1963) 18919
appropriations, 1965, hearings (1964) 10290
appropriations, 1966, hearings (1965) 8869
audit, by GAO (1961) 12754, 14164
financial statements, GAO examination

(1965) 4825
housing for the elderly, recommendations,

report (1964) 7894
technical report (1964) 7.583

National Capital Open-Space Project:

public open-space programs and activities

(1964) 7.583

National Capital Park and Planning
Commission, see National Capital Plan-
ning Commission.

National Capital Parks:
administer certain lands in Prince Georges

and Charles Counties Md.

—

law (1961) 18743
reports (1961) 16749, 19107

establish home of Frederick Douglass as
part of system

—

law (1962) 20825
reports (1962) 17072, 17184

general information (1963) 12927
statues, monuments, and memorials, list

(1962) 6323
system, transfer of Glover-Archbold Park-

way to

—

hearings (1962) 13673, 19176
report (1962) 15341

tour information (1963) 19979

National Capital Planning Commission:
appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 7124, 10497
law (1961) 14122
reports (1961) 7120, 10455, 14357

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 7076, 11648
law (1962) 18954
reports (1962) 9266, 11642

appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 6184, 9995
law (1963) 15158
report (1963) 7939, 11951
supplemental, proposal (1964) 6213

appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 63.38. 8436
law (1964) 13904
reports (1964) 8288. 8420, 13951
hearings (1965) .59.50, 8972
law (1965) 13782
reports (1965) 8773, 8960, 12139

ex officio membership, add Administrator of
National Capital Transportation Agen-
cy-

law (1962) 208.58

reports (1962) 15201, 21398
land acquisition in Maryland, increase au-

thorization, report (1961) 10480
plan for Virginia Avenue, NW., report (1965)

11530
plan for year 2000 for Nation's Capital,

report"(1961) 20002
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National Capital Regrional Planning Council:
annual reports (1964) 1500; (1965) 6788
plan for year 2000 for Nation's Capital,

report (1961) 20002
National Capital Transportation Agency:
Administrator, add to ex officio membership

of National Capital Planning Con>-

mission

—

law (1962) 20858
reports (1962) 15201, 21398

appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 7124, 10497
law (1961) 14122
reports (1961) 7120, 10455, 14357

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 7076, 11648
law (1962) 18954
reports (1962) 9266, 11642, 16985

appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 6184, 9995
law (1963) 15158
reports (1963) 7939, 11951

appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 6338, 8436
law (1964) 13904
reports (1964) 8288, 8420, 13951

appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 5950, 8972
law (1965) 13782
reports (1965) 8773, 8960
supplemental, proposal (1965) 17483

develop transit program for National
Capital region

—

hearings (1963) 17167
report (1964) 2039

land and facility acquisition for transit de-
velopment program, authorize

—

hearing (1961) 19159
law (1961) 20515
reports (1961) 18880, 19038

National Cartography Administration, plan
organization, report of activities,
1945-55, 1960-61, Iranian study (1961)
19567

National cemeteries:
American military. World War II (1963)

16811
briefings on hearings (1965) 15814
data, committee print (1962) 7094
national policy on burial, hearings (1962)

13519
superintendents, selection requirements re-

vise

—

law (1961) 18580
reports (1961) 12494, 16690

National Center for Health Statistics
career in statistics, general information

(1963) 14657; (1964) 7691; (1965) 13226
inventory of hospitals and institutions,

development and maintenance (1965)
8257

life tables, 1959-61, data (series) (1965)
2995-96, 11659

organization and functions (1961) 21318;
(1963) 21092; (1964) 5661. 18915; (1965)
13236

public health conference on records and sta-
tistics, proceedings, 10th national meet-
ing (1965) 5350

training program for statisticians and relat-
ed groups (1963) 16513

National Child Health and Human Develop-
ment Institute establish, hearings (1962)
9391

National Children's Theater and Art Center,
establish, report (1962) 21169

National Citizens Committee for Community
Relations, general information (1965)
17300

National Citizens Council on Migratory La-
bor, establish, hearings (1961) 8995,
16835

National Clearinghouse for Mental Health
Information:

bibliography on architecture of mental
health facilities (1964) 13416

conference report series (1965) 9779
international bibliography on crime and de-

linquency (periodical) (1965) 3518
report on alcoholism, community agency at-

titudes and their impact on treatment
services (1965) 5264

National Clearinghouse for Poison Control
Centers, bulletins (1962) 14575; (1963)
3937; (1964) 3763; (1965) 3677

National Collection of Fine Arts, brief guide
(1963) 1495

National Commission for UNESCO, see United
States National Commission for UNES-
CO.

National Commission on Food Marketing:
appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 10515
reports (1965) 12097, 14070

6stHDlisn
hearings (1964) 10416, 13987

print additional copies, report (1964)
15762

law (1964) 13902
reports (1964) 10272, 10406, 12063

extend

—

hearing (1965) 10513
law (1965) 10355

reports (1965) 8775, 10631
National Commission on Technology, Automa-

tion, and Exronomic Progress:
appropriations, 1965, supplemental proposal

(1964) 15415
establish

—

hearings (1964) 13999, 15815
law (1964) 17303
reports (1964) 13985, 15725
Executive Secretary, nomination of Garth

L. Mangum, hearing (1965) 7541
National Committee of Chinese People's Politi-

cal Consultative Conference, speeches
(1961) 971

National Committee on Radiation Protection
and Measurements:

incorporate

—

law (1964) 15393
reports (1964) 8302, 15675
report (1961) 6417

National Computer Center:
dedication (remarks) (1961) 21422
Martinsburg, W. Va., general information

(1965) 12571
National Conference of Standards Laborato-

ries, proceedings, 1962 (1963) 18189
National Conference of State Executives on

Aging, aging, fact and fancy (kevnote
address) (1965) 18844

National Conference of State Minimum-Wage
Administrators, report (1962) 18599

National Conference of State Minority Groups
Representatives, digest of proceedings,
1960 (1961) 1941

National Conference on Air Pollution:
papers (1963) 1414-27
proceedings, Dec. 10-12, 1962 (1963) 14669

National Conference on Day Care for Chil-

dren, report (1962) 4823
National Conference on Ekjual Employment

Opportunity, proceedings, Sept. 27-28,

1962 (1963) 4460
National Conference on Institutionally Ac-

quired Infections, proceedings (1964)
20768
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National Conference on Office Education, re-

port (1961) 9039
National -Conference on Peaceful Uses of

Space, proceedings (1961) 17732; (1963)
3112; (1964) 20538

National Conference on Public Administration,
Washington, D.C., Apr. 3-6, 1963, select-

ed Office of Education publications
concerning public administration and
related fields (1963) 8184

National Conference on School Hygiene, Po-
land (1962) 8136

National Conference on Small Business, report
(1963) 6050

National Conference on Water Pollution:
bulletin (1961) 1433
clean water, chart book, work paper (1961)

1434
highlights and recommendations (1961) 5074
proceedings (1961) 6508
program (1961) 1444
recreation and clean water (1961) 1446
research program (1961) 1435; (1962) 12659

National Conference on Weights and Meas-
ures, reports (1961) 1337; (1962) 6310;
(1963) 1329; (1964) 3045; (1965) 5248

index, 1905-60 (1962) 16067
National Conference on Wheat Utilization

Research, 3d, papers (1965) 16941
National Conference to Keep America Beauti-

ful, evaluation of efforts (address) (1963)
13343

National Congress on Medical Quackery, nu-
trition nonsense spotlighted (1962) 4489

National Cooperatives, Inc., pooled buying
lowers costs for farmers (1963) 6383

National Cotton Council, report, hearings
(1961) 16825

National Council of Cartographers, USSR,
activities (1965) 16485

National Council of State Foreign Language
Supervisors, recommendations (1965)
12390

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics,
conference. Mar. 7-8, 1963 (1964) 19630

National Council on Humanities:
establish

—

law (1965) 17405
reports (1965) 12265, 14103, 15645

National Council on Marine Resources and
Engineering Development, establish re-

port (1965) 14103
National Council on Student Aid, establish,

hearings (1961) 17139
National Council on the Arts:

act establishing, amend

—

law (1965) 15473
reports (1965) 5944, 8794, 14105

appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 5950, 8972
law (1965) 13782
reports (1965) 8773, 8960

establish

—

hearings (1964) 2246, 13998
law (1964) 17437
reports (1964) 2215, 12095, 17544

transfer

—

law (1965) 17405
reports (1965) 12265, 15645

National Country Music Week, designate re-

port (1962)* 15383
National Crushed Stone Association, safety

contest awards (1961) 17630; (1964) 1397
National Cultural Center:

act, amend to enlarge Board of Trustees and
extend termination date

—

hearing (1963) 17184
law (1963) 17030
reports (1963) 13778, 15267

National Cultural Center—Continued
fact sheet (1962) 20172

footlight, monthly news letter (1962) 20173;
(1963) 3715; (1964) 3516

general information (1962) 20174

press releases (1963) 4074; (1964) 3906

rename John F. Kennedy Center for
Performing Arts

—

hearings (1964) 4506
law (1964) 6171
reports (1964) 2076, 2086, 2219, 4459

statement concerning (1962) 20175

National Cultural Center Week:
designate

—

law (1962) 23204
reports (1962) 19339, 21120

National debt, see Public debt.

National defense:
agreements with—
Argentina (1961) 6577; (1964) 15127; (1965)
9956

Australia (1961) 1501
Belgium (1963) 13090
Bolivia (1963) 3347
Brazil (1961) 8214, 17835; (1964) 9836;

(1965) 8331
Canada (1961) 1526, 17837; (1962) 1846,

1848, 14632, 18493; (1964) 3159, 11632,
13480; (1965) 5414, 15085, 18789

Chile (1961) 1522, 6567
China (1961) 2719, 9778; (1962) 1837,

24115; (1965) 9957
Cx)lombia (1961) 1503
Congo (Leopoldville) (1964) 9832
Costa Rica (1963) 1536
Dahomey (1962) 20320
Denmark (1961) 6581
Dominican Republic (1963) 1534; (1964)

15125
France (1961) 5115
Germany, Federal Republic (1962) 22824;

(1963) 1549
Great Britain (1962) 22820, 24113
Greece (1962) 6469, 18496; (1965) 11727
Guatemala (1963) 1542
Guinea (1965) 18792
Haiti (1961) 1502
Honduras (1962) 10689; (1963) 3361
India (1963) 3354; (1965) 8328
Israel (1965) 16878, 18786
Italy (1965) 11729
Jamaica (1963) 14733
Japan (1963) 1521, 21121; (1965) 18784
Korea, Republic (1962) 14613; (1963) 11317
Liberia (1962) 10684
Libya (1961) 6578
Netherlands (1961) 9788
New Zealand (1962) 20317
Niger (1962) 22819
Norway (1961) 1504; (1963) 9424
Pakistan (1963) 9425, 16610
Panama (1962) 20323
Paraguay (1963) 1543; (1964) 9834
Peru (1961) 1534, 11611; (1963) 9420;

(1965) 18788
Philippines (1965) 11722, 20095
Portugal (1961) 1527; (1962) 24106
Saudi Arabia (1963) 20182
Senegal (1962) 22855
Spain (1961) 1516; (1962) 22827; (1965)
8332

Thailand (196.5) 13292
Trinidad and Tobago (1965) 8319
Turkey (1963) .5741

United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland (1964) 21882

air defense, USSR translations (1965) 2675
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National defense—Continued

air offense and air defense missions, Air
Force pamphlet (1962) 20438

appropriations, 1943, supplemental, repeal
portion of act

—

hearing (1963) 17184
law (1963) 17048
reports (1962) 17225; (1963) 13715, 17105

atomic, biological, chemical warfare and
defense, Yugoslav anthology (1962)
15867

biological warfare defense (1961) 15740

Cambodian ground defenses, organization
study (1961) 7761

challenge of change (1965) 14148

code of Federal regulations (1961) 6009-10,
7397-7400, 12639-640; (1962) 7357,
9627-29, 11790, 13806-808; (1963)
4918-19, 6431, 8248-52, 13929; (1964)
4712, 6655, 6670-75, 8575; (1965) 6191-92,

9115-18, 10831-832, 12442
continental

—

air defense system, improvements, agree-
ment with Canada (1962) 1848

radar defense system, agreement with
Canada (1964) 15123

conversion problems of defense-oriented
companies, planning to meet shifts in

programs (1965) 12355
defense areas in Federation of West Indies

—

agreement (1961) 15996
use by United Kingdom of oceanographic
research stations and parts of long
range proving ground, agreement with
Great Britain (1961) 13686

defense

—

industry bulletin (periodical) (1965) 6084
logistics management training catalog

(1965) 4629, 14150, 19528
materials system regulations (1961) 2948

development of economic capability to re-

spond in any emergency (address) (1962)
9550

difficult decisions of space age (address)
(1963) 4395

education act of 1958

—

amend

—

extend operation and proposals (1961)
12526

hearings (1961) 7132, 10516,
14458-459, 17139; (1964) 398,

(1965) 8880
law (1961) 18768; (1962) 23235
reports (1961) 14281, 14668,

(1962) 21150, 21422, 21458,
(1963) 20585

counseling and guidance institutes
gram (1965) 4659, 9038
announcements (1962) 5103; (1964) 4628
basic facts (1965) 4658
policies and procedures manuals (1962)

19435; (1964) 14191; (1965) 14184
extend, law (1961) 18732
extend and amend law

—

hearings (1964) 17646
law (1964) 21157
report and recommendations (1965)
17947

reports (1964) 15530, 15732, 17575. 19483
Federal grants, inadequacies in adminis-

tration, GAO report (1964) 4763
financial assistance for science, etc., in-

struction

—

guidelines (1964) 8488; (1965) 9042
regulations (1963) 19099; (1965) 7584
guidelines (1963) 20634

foreign language fellowships, postdoctoral
awards, 1964-65 (1963) 12069

12345,
19506;

18840;
21469;

pro-

National defense—Continued
education act of 1958—Continued

foreign languages in elementary school,
references (1961) 4151

graduate fellows, addresses, schools, and
fields of study, list (1963) 10074

graduate fellowship program (1961) 1935;
(1962) 2411, 11708, 21645; (1964) 2275,
10477; (1965) 2100
manual for participating graduate

schools (1962) 15495
two-year report (1962) 2410

guidance, counseling, and testing, prog-
ress 1958-63, report (1964) 17913

institutes authorized by Oct. 1964
amendments, preparing proposals, man-
ual (1964) 21267

institute for advanced study

—

English, reading, history, geography,
and for school librarians, educational
media specialists, teachers of disad-
vantaged youth (1965) 6114

modern foreign languages, English as
foreign language (1965) 4665

institutes under title 11, preparing pro-
posals, manual (1965) 10744

institutions wath programs preparing stu-

dents for work abroad, survey report
(1961) 7154

language and area study programs in

American universities, directory (1962)
22818

language development program (1962)
5115
activity report (1962) 21624, 21646-648
institutes, programs (1962) 5104; (1963)
2166

manual (1963) 12070
research and studies (1961) 4146; (1962)

7278; (1965) 2101
research completed, etc., lists (1962)

7277; (1963) 4818-19; (1964) 2276;
(1965) 4567

language institutes program

—

announcement (1961) 4149
general information, etc (1961) 10547
manual (1964) 10468
1964-65 (1964) 4629

language laboratory facilities, technical
guide (1963) 10072; (1964) 2272

loans to private schools for special equip-
ment, basic facts (1962J 21640

loyalty oath and criminal disclaimer pro-
visions, eliminate, report (1965) 10500

modern foreign language fellowship pro-
grams (1961) 9037, 19237-238; (1962)
19433-434; (1963) 19104; (1964) 17917;
(1965) 18009

NDEA—
and higher education (periodical) (1962)
21641; (1963) 3954; (1964) 3782

at a glance, student loans, strengthen-
ing instruction in critical subjects, etc

(1965) 6115
institutes for advanced study, summer

1965 (1965) 7595
language and area centers

—

1st 5 years, report (1964) 19634
program in non-western languages

(1964) 19633
new educational media programs (1961)

5932; (1962) 13739
news and reports (1961) 9047, 10555-556,

17194; (1962) 15506; (1963) 15452;
(1964) 17928

projects initiated under title 7 (1964)
6576

research reports under title 7 (1965)
6123
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National defense—Continued

projects (1963) 382; (1964) 21268
school library services (1965) 14186
status report (1961) 7136
student loan program (1965) 7587
administration, GAO review (1965) 721
basic facts (1962) 13738
borrowers' needs and resources (1962)
7279

collection, report (1965) 7542
distribution of Federal funds, 1959-64

(1963) 19106
including list of participating insti-

tutions (1962) 5105; (1963) 377, 10075,
17381; (1965)7588

increase authorization, etc.

—

hearings (1964) 14151
report (1964) 17804
summary report of operations (1961)

7336
suggestions for guidance, counseling, and

testing program evaluation under title

5-A(1961) 17183
summary of programs administered by
Education Office, reports (1961) 10549;
(1963) 13861; (1965) 6118, 9045

title 3—
loans to nonprofit private schools for
equipment (1965) 12389

questions and answers (1964) 15855;
(1965) 7591

role of librarians in formulating proj-

etcs (1962) 15494
titles 3 and 5-A, provisions and impact

(1961) 7334
title 7, pt. A, projects, July 1, 1958-June

30, 1961 (1962) 11710
electronic research, important areas, compi-

lation of statements (1962) 7241
emergencies and veterinary inedicine (ad-

dress) (1961) 8286
emergency

—

health service preparedness check list

(1965) 11653
preparedness, national plan, basic princi-

ples, and index of authorities (1964)
12330

employment impact of changing defense
programs (1964) 14710

Finland, and national planning (1961) 15174
furnishing articles and services, agreement

with. El Savador (1962) 18494
graduate fellowships, programs 1963-64

(1963) 2165
guarding United States and outposts. United

States Army in World War II (1964)
11312

highway needs, report (1961) 8791
home preparedness and mobilization of

peace in nuclear age (address) (1961)
8550

horological industry, importance, hearing
(1964) 17865

information, eligibility for access, AEC em-
ployees, etc (1962) 16410

inland waterway emergency transport plan-
ning (1965) 6383

intercontinental ballistic missile construc-
tion program, report (1961) 5692

inventions relating to, patents, safe-
guarding secrecy, agreement with other
Governments (1961) 8217

law concerning German Democratic Republic
(1962) 19993

investigation, authorization report (1963)
6239

materials system program

—

and priorities (1961) 20378

National defense—Continued
materials system program—Continued

identification symbols, use to segregate
purchase orders (1961) 1454

medical defense (bacteriological weapons
and defense) principles (1962) 17965

military facilities, joint declaration concern-
ing renewal of agreement with Spain
(1964) 1608

military posture

—

briefings, hearings (1961) 8834
hearings (1963) 6187; (1964) 6344; (1965)
8872

military procurement and supply, economic
aspects, 1964 (1964) 8237

missile and space weapons, defense against,
USSR, translation (1963) 19696

mobilization

—

communications, frequency allocation plan
for radio amateur civil emergency serv-
ice (races), appendix (1961) 14002

modernization of production equipment
(address) (1961) 11992

national plan

—

emergency use of resources, priority
guidance (1961) 3961

explosive ordnance reconnaissance,
preparations (1961) 6897

Federal delegations and assignments
(1961) 6896

health manpower (1961) 3960
organization, responsibilities, etc.,

change (1961) 8551
procedures for warning points. State
and local warning operations manual
(1961) 1830

national, regional. State officials, etc.,

directory (1961) 6891, 11990
radiological defense, monitoring stations
and personnel, appendix (1961) 14003

reports (1961) 1855, 1894; (1962) 5018;
(1963) 4766; (1964) 4462; (196.5) 2003

motor transport emergency preparedness
(1963) 14078

national defense and Army welfare, Bulgar-
ia (1964) 5093

national emergency alarm repeater system
(NEAR), questions and answers (1961)
6894

naval shipyard facilities, support, investiga-
tion, report of findings (1961) 18938

Norway, what defenses necessary (1961)
13127

personal preparedness in nuclear age, in-

structor's guide (1961) 6893
Polaris sales, agreement with Great Britain

and Northern Ireland (1963) 13076
policies (1961) 14162; (1962) 20962

print as House document, report (1962)

19080
policies in 1962, compilation (1963) 18808

print as House document, report (1963)

17129
policies in 1963, compilation (1964) 19443

print as House document, reports (1964)

17510, 19481
policies in 1964, compilation, print as House

document, report (1965) 17588
preparedness program, investigation

—

Army equipment and materiel readiness,
hearings (1965) 16005

authorization, reports (1961) 6796; (1962)

5042
expenses, report (1961) 19129
report of subcommittee (1961) 1896; (1962)

5061, 11649-650; (1963) 13792; (1964)

10410
procurement, trends. 1958-62 (1964) 12302
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National defense—Continued
publications, price lists (1961) 8148; (1962)

22721; (1964) 1553; (1965) 5330
RACES emergency communications, general

information (1962) 23101
readiness of American merchant marine

(remarks) (1961) 17616
resources, convertibility to civilian needs,

search for new employment potentials,

readings (1965) 441
rural fire defense preparation for survival

(1963) 4370
safeguarding

—

classified information, industrial security

manual (1961) 9012; (1963) 4796
oflficial information, status of Executive

order 10501, report (1962) 21105
southeastern U.S., subcommittee report

(1962) 19174
spending, impact on labor surplus areas

—

hearings (1962) 23422; (1965) 446
report (1963) 19069

state of our defenses, basic policies, etc.,

message from President of United
States (1965) 1986

statistical preparedness against national
emergency, (address) (1961) 13397

strategy, military security, and arms con-

trol in thermonuclear world (1964) 4276
strengthen. Communist China studies (1964)

5114
technical problems, lists (1961) 2603, 13557,

20007; (1963) 1339
transportation

—

problems and plans (remarks) (1963) 9779
strengthen and improve (remarks) (1964)

10130
United States collective defense arrange-

ments (1961) 16023
United States policies

—

from World War II through 1963 index

(1964) 21169
in 1964 (1965) 17481

USSR, sanitary chemical defense, transla-

tion (1962) 2755
veterinary services in national emergencies

(1964) 1696
vulnerability of electric power systems to

nuclear weapons (1963) 349; (1965) 6096
wage and salary stabilization programs in

post-attack emergency (1964) 12331
see also Civilian defense—National

security—War and emergency powers.
National Defense Ebcecutive Reserve:
Maritime Administration unit, directory

(1965) 9531
responsibilities (remarks) (1965) 19052

National Defense Research Committee, sum-
mary technical report, microfilm index
(1961) 6490

National Democratization Movement Liaison
Council, Mapan, activities (1964) 16070

National development through social progress,
role of education (1963) 19107

National Driver Register Service (1963) 20118
establish, amend law, hearing (1961) 18959
State driver records exchange service (1965)

20057
National E)conomic Conversion Commission,

establish, hearings (1964) 19596
National economy, see Economic conditions.

National electric rate books (1961) 522-528,

1974-75, 10596-597, 12626-629, 14857-864,
19312-318; (1962) 533-554, 2465-68,

5169-71, 11780-782, 13799-802, 15558-566,
17483-486, 19482-483, 21744-753,

23524-528; (1963) 508-515, 6406-8,

13916-922, 15492-500, 17432-434,

19194-199, 20672-675; (1964) 664-672,

National electric rate books—Con.
2322-24, 3764, 4703-9, 10524-527,
12394-395, 14246-251, 15894-899,
17980-983, 19691-701, 21305-309; (1965)
571-578, 3678, 4718-20, 12441, 14252-257,
16175-176, 18084-92, 19612-616

National Elk Refuge:
birds (1961) 12679; (1962) 19522; (1965)

18137
general information (1962) 15599; (1965)

18128
mammals (1962) 19523

National Emergency Alarm Repeater System,
see Warning systems.

National emergency disputes under Labor
management relations (Taft-Hartley)
act (1963) 5436; (1964) 2949

National emergency labor disputes, selected

references, 1948-63 (1963) 9033
National employees, see Government officials

and employees.
National Endowment for Arts:

establish

—

law (1965) 17405
reports (1965) 12265, 15645

National Endowment for Humanities:
establish

—

law (1965) 17405
reports (1965) 12265; 15645

National Ebchibition of Prints, held at Library
of Congress, catalogs (1961) 1190; (1963)

10927
National Export Expansion Council, directory,

1965-66 (1965) 17280
National Farm City Week, activities in San

Joaquin Valley (talk) (1962) 6561
National Farm Safety Week (1961) 9897;

(1962) 8858; (1963) 7579; (1964) 9956;

(1965) 10096
National Farmers Union, rural unemployment,

problems of rural youth, and migratory
labor (address) (1962) 8304

National Farmers Week, designate, reports
(1964) 506; (1965) 17867

National Federation of Federal Employees,
electronic data processing equipment
use by Federal Government, manpower
problems, hearing (1963) 17182

National Federation of Post Ciffice Motor Vehi-
cle Employees, AFL-CIO agreement with
Post Office Department (1963) 9324;
(1964) 15025

National Fire Prevention Week (1961) 13797;
(1962) 18643; (1963) 14896; (1964) 16963;
(1965) 16983

National PMsheries Center and Aquarium:
construct in D.C., authorize

—

hearing (1962) 15454
law (1962) 23158
reports (1961) 16734; (1962) 17219, 21140

preview (1964) 696
National Forest Reservation Commission:

activities (1961) 17303
reports (1961) 4061; (1962) 4976; (1963) 4765;

(1964) 2134; (1965) 4535
National forestry research program (1964)

11774
National forests:

addition of lands within exterior boundaries,
grant status

—

law (1962) 16750
reports (1962) 9260, 15368

administration

—

intermountain region (1964) 14297
sheet of national atlas (1962) 17592

America's playgrounds

—

camping facilities (1962) 12862
skiing (1963) 39; (1964) 39: (1965) 49
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National forests—Continued

areas (1961) 2042; (1962) 605; (1963) 581;

(1964) 770. 21325
relationship between visitor characteris-

tics and recreation activities (1964) 785
backpacking in national forest wilderness

(1963) 16753
California

—

campground conditions and research needs
(1963) 17483

possible impact of recreation development
on timber production (1963) 6501

campgrounds

—

central Rocky Mountains, summer recrea-

tional use (1964) 12480
estimating number of visitors (1964) 12470

Clark Fork unit, commercial timber manage-
ment (1963) 6487

code of Federal regulations (1961) 4206;

(1962) 7368; (1963) 4921; (1964) 6678;

(1965) 6193
Colorado, permit development of mineral

resources, report (1965) 7437
conservation, golden anniversary progress

report (1961) 17303
development program (1961) 19352; (9962) 71

estimates of work needed and costs by
states (1962) 596

eastern, roadside brush control (1961) 12739
establishment and modification of bounda-

ries, chronological record, 1891-1962
(1963) 6483

fire reports (1962) 594, 17542; (1963) 17470
Forest Service policy (remarks) (1963) 20292

general information (1961) 2613, 13571;
(1962) 12548

grant easements, construct and maintain
roads and trails

—

hearings (1965) 7492
law (1964) 21149
reports (1964) 14103, 19487

history, John Weeks story (1961) 17301
hunting and fishing, unauthorized diversion

of revenues from sale of special permits
by Forest Service, GAO report (1963)
2335

Illinois, amount of money available to State,
hearings (1964) 6336

K\' act (1965) 2165
laws relating to establishment and adminis-

tration (1964) 13578
legislation, miscellaneous, hearings (1964)

19496
log scaling handbook (1964) 14302
map of United States

—

authorize printing, report (1962) 21497
showing national forests (1965) 2805

measuring recreation use (1962) 7446
multiple use

—

in action, 1960 yearbook, Forest Service
intermountain region (1963) 580

of 181 million acres of public land (1965)
13400

national forests and community, review 1962
(1964) 10587

national forests for people (1965) 16242
northern and intermountain regions, oppor-

tunities and problems (1962) 21801
outdoor recreation (1965) 16960
Pacific Northwest

—

lands of many uses, general information
(1964) 2370

Region, management objectives and poli-

cies for high mountain areas (1964) 2358
pest control progress in Nevada, Idaho,

Utah and Wyoming (1963) 10230
public camp and picnic areas in northern

region national forests, directory (1965)
2160

National forests—Continued
purposes and management (1965) 14914
range survey story and planning for man-

agement (1964) 13596
recreation and other selected land use activ-

ities, GAO review (1963) 8320
recreation in

—

Idaho (1964) 12437
intermountain region (1963) 582
Nevada (1964) 12438
Utah (1964) 12439
Wyoming (1964) 12440

rights-of-way across national forests, opin-

ion of Attorney General (1962) 12318
roads and trails, construct and mountain,

hearings (1963) 17331
rules and regulations for protection, etc.,

enforcement in petty offense cases, pro-

vide

—

law (1964) 17396
reports (1964) 10249, 17765

self-guiding trail, developing (1964) 19092
southern region reports (1962) 9704-5
stumpage prices for sawtimber sold (periodi-

cal) (1965) 7760
timber sale

—

activities, 1962 (1963) 10216
story (1963) 9586

tree and shrub response to recreation use

(1962) 17594
trees of forest, their beauty and use (1964)

7938

use and administration, hearing (1962) 2333
West Virginia, print as Senate document,

report (1961) 10488, 12372
wilderness, America's playgrounds (1961)

9898; (1963) 16752
wildlife habitat management, Operation

Outdoors, pt. 2 (1961) 6126
work of Uncle Sam's forest rangers (1963)

16730
Wyoming, basic facts (1961) 4060
see also Timber—Wilderness areas

—

also

names of forests.

National Foundation March of Dimes, honor-

ing on 10th anniversary of victory over

poliomyelitis, report (1965) 8936
National Foundation on Arts and Humanities:
appropriations, 1966, supplemental, hear-

ings (1965) 17680
establish

—

hearings (1965) 10700, 12166, 12345, 13982
law (1965) 17405
reports (1965) 12265, 15645

National Front for Liberation of South Viet-

nam, 2d Congress, military report (1964)

9245
National Fuels Study, Select Committee on,

House, create, report (1961) 5667

National Fuels Study, Special Committee on.

Senate:

hearings (1961) 12517
report (1961) 19042

National Gallery of Art:
appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 7124, 10497
law (1961) 14122
reports (1961) 7120, 10455, 14357

appropriations. 1963, law (1962) 18954
appropriations, 1966, hearings (1965) 5950
color slides and filmstrips for loan (1964)

9640
general information (1961) 20003; (1962)

22625; (1963) 18196; (1964) 5551; (1965)

11531
index of American design, traveling

exhibitions and color slides (1965) 2941
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National Gallery of Art—Continued

slide lectures and colored filmstrips with

texts, to be borrowed free of charge

(1965) 11532
traveling exhibits of framed reproductions

from National Gallery of Art (1964)

7584; (1965) 13068

National goals, challenges for 60's, proceed-

ings of 3d Air Force Academy assembly.

Mar. 22-25, 1961 (1961) 17942

National Guard:
Air

—

depot, field and organizational mainte-
nance management (1962) 8538; (1963)

21031
Federal employees compensation act bene-

fits, extend

—

law (1961) 18626
reports (1961) 14523, 18819
military and air technician pay and allow-

ances guide (1962) 22626
air reservist (periodical) (1961) 2885; (1963)

3440; (1964) 3235; (1965) 3119
Army

—

Area Conference (1962) 8539
civilian personnel, etc., employment of

caretakers, amend U.S. Code, report

(1961) 14347
equipment, controlled cannibalization

(1964) 11443
Federal employees compensation act

benefits, extend

—

law (1961) 18626
reports (1961) 14523, 18819

Federal property equipment status report,

instructions and procedures for prepa-
ration and submission, pamphlet (1961)

21256
field training, administrative instructions

(1962) 3388; (1964) 7585, 11442, 13279;

(1965) 8154
forces in depth, one army in action,

1961-62 (1962) 20497
installations and facilities, operating pro-

cedures (1964) 9642
on-site air defense units

—

annual field training (1965) 14886
service practice (1965) 14885

personnel accounting, reports (1965) 13096

personnel. Army service schools, schedule

of classes, NGB pamphlet (1961) 20005
re-aline by transfer of Army Reserve,

hearings (1965) 12309, 19299
registers (1961) 13553; (1962) 18316; (1963)

14605; (1964) 14945; (1965) 14887
stock control, supply status, list of report-

able items (1963) 19958
technician program, job descriptions pam-

phlet (1965) 8155
technicians

—

administrative management procedures,

pamphlet (1962) 1706, 10546; (1963)

19955
manning criteria (1962) 22627; (1963)

9219, 19957; (1965) 1504, 16749, 19967
job descriptions, pamphlet (1962) 1705,

18315; (1963) 5621

Army-Air Force Wage Board, technicians
localities and codes (1962) 20176; (1963)
19956

attending or instructing at National Guard
schools, clarifv status

—

hearing (1964) 19591
law (1964) 19429
reports (1961) 14348; (1964) 327, 19564

enlisted members, cancellation of indebted-

ness, authorize, report (1964) 13941

National Guard—Continued
extension of enlistments, etc.

—

hearings (1961) 17117; (1962) 19373, 21196
laws (1961) 14117; (1962) 20911
reports (1961) 14362, 14659; (1962) 19362,

21052, 21109
Federal property, supply management re-

port instructions (1964) 14944
members, more effective participation in

training, amend law

—

hearing (1961) 14720
law (1961) 18756
reports (1961) 7081, 8787, 12486

members, participation in reenactment of

Battle of Antietam considered full-time
training duty, report (1962) 19335

members, participation in reenactment of

Battle of First Manassas considered
full-time training duty-

hearings (1961) 12335
law (1961) 14083
reports (1961) 10313, 10441

preserve educational rights

—

law (1962) 23215
reports (1962) 9444

quarterly review of State financial plan,
reporting procedures (1963) 19954

reemployment rights, briefing sessions and
program (1964) 20994

serving during Berlin crisis, extend period
for training, report (1962) 19082

State employee retirement, disability and
death benefit system, withholding

—

hearing (1961) 19151
law (1961) 18616
reports (1961) 14346, 14712

uniform travel allowances payable to all

members

—

hearing (1961) 19151
law (1961) 16594
reports (1961) 14349, 14708

see also Pay, allowances, etc.

National Guard Association of United States,
trophy, announcement of winners (1965)
16748

pamphlet (1964) 21788
National Guard Bureau:
pamphlets (1961) 1340, 13552, 20004-5,

21256; (1962) 1705-6, 3388, 10546, 12521,
18315, 20176, 22627; (1963) 5621, 9219,
16422, 19954-958; (1964) 7585, 9641-42,
11442-443, 13279, 14943-944, 18812,
20644-645, 21788-789; (1965) 1504,
8153-55, 13069, 14884-886, 16748-749,
18622, 19966-967

publications, etc., list and index (1962)

12521; (1963) 16422; (1964) 14943; (1965)
19966

technicians, manning criteria (1965) 1504,
16749, 19967

trophies

—

Eisenhower trophy to outstanding unit of

company size, announcement of winners,
pamphlet (1964) 20645

indoor rifle matches, postal, announcement
of winners, pamphlet (1961) 1340, 20004;
(1964) 18812, 21789; (1965) 18622

National Guard Association, Pershing
trophy, National Guard (State) trophy,
announcement of winners, pamphlet
(1964) 21788; (1965) 16748

National Harmony Week:
designate

—

law (1963) 7826
reports (1963) 7928, 8054

National Health Agencies Campaign, kick-off

meeting of 1962, indespensable role in

maintenance of our free and vigorous
democracy (address) (1962) 8307
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National health survey:
data, illness among children (1963) 20367
findings of occupational health interest

(1963) 9344
health statistics (1961) 1440-41, 2666-67,

6500, 8152, 9690, 11536-537, 15935,
17793, 20098, 21311; (1962) 3461, 6417,
12662-663, 14572-573, 16136, 18417,
22746-747, 24075; (1963) 5686-89, 7402

health survey procedure, concepts, question-
aire development, and definitions in

health interview survey (1964) 11582
origin, program and operation (1963) 18296
vital and health statistics (1963) 14675-676,

16537-5.38, 18296, 20112; (1964) 5666,
7704-6, 9732-34, 11.582-.585, 13423-424,
15071, 16846, 18924-926, 218.59; (1965)
5360, 8257-.58, 9896-98, 11668, 13247-248,
15013-18, 16833-835, 18730-732, 200.5.3-54

National Heart Institute:

cardiovascular research support (1962)
10551

heart research news, film, information book-
let (1963) 19963

intramural research program (1963) 7316
research grants

—

artificial organs, kidney, lung, heart (1965)
167.50

diet, lipid metabolism, and atherosclerosis,
1958-64 review (1965) 8156

for studies on smoking, 1949-62, review
(1963) 18197

on drugs and heart disease (1963)
19961-962
1949-62, review (1964) 11445, 16743

research programs (1961) 20006; (1962)
18317

research studies (1961) 9617
training program (1963) 11107

National Herbarium, contributions from (1961)
8060; (1962) .339.5, 6318, 8546, 14514;
(1963) 19975, 21041; (1964) 1512, 5563,
16759, 18819; (1965) 9786, 16764, 186.34

National Historical Publications Commission,
proposal for national program to meet
needs over next 10 years, report to the
President (1963) 5622

National housing act, see Housing—Loans.
National Human and Resource Conservation

Council, establish hearing (1964) 19604
National Humanities Foundation, establish,

hearings (1965) 10700, 12166, 12,345,

13982
National income, see Income.
National Information Center, see National

Research Data Processing and Informa-
tion Retrieval Center.

National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases:

field station, Middle America Research Unit,
general information (1965) 14892

research programs

—

etc (1962) 22631
1960 highlights (1961) 11446

National Institute of Arthritis and Metabolic
Diseases, bulletin (anniversary issue)
(1961) 6426

National Institute of Child Health and Human
Development:

establish

—

hearing (1962) 21564
law (1962) 23238
reports (1962) 1.5249, 214.53

research and demonstration grant, program
in aging (1965) 6989

research and training programs (1964) 5559;
(1965) 14895

training programs, F^ederal assistance for
projects in aging (1965) 11797

National Institute of Dental Research:
addresses presented at 15th anniversary

observance (1964) 5556
opportunities in dental research (1964) 9644
organization, programs, etc (1961) 11447;

(1963) 12905
National Institute of General Medical Sci-

ences:
establish, hearings (1962) 9391
support of basic research (1965) 9286

National Institute of Mental Health:
conference of State mental health informa-

tion officers, 1960, proceedings (1961)
8055

grants and awards for graduate training
(1962) 10547

hospital improvement projects (1965) 18623
mental health

—

project grants program (1963) 19967;
(1964) 15167; (1965) 1.3071

research findings, 1963 (1965) 9776
professional status of personnel supported

by training grants (1964) 1501
Psychopharmacology Service Center, de-

scription (1961) 9618
research

—

activities (1965) 8160
fellowship program, 1963 (1965) 14896
project summaries (1965) 1509, 18629
studies, progress (1961) 11445; (1962)

14503
training grant awards, 1961 (1962) 3389
training grants program

—

general information (1965) 14899
1948-61 (1963) 1336
statistical sourcebook (1964) 1.503; (1965)
6793

training mental health counselors, pilot pro-
ject (1965) 6796

National Institute of Neurological Diseases
and Blindness, progress, summary (1964)
7590

National Institute on Rehabilitation and
Workmen's Compensation, report (1963)
20224

National Institutes of Health:
appropriations, 1963, hearings (1962) 7079
appropriations, 1964, hearings (1963) 9924
appropriations, 1965, hearings (1964) 8360
appropriations, 1966, hearings (1965) 7471
associate training programs, medical and

biological sciences (1965) 6789
biomedical science and its administration,

study (1965) 68.58

cancer chemotherapy reports (1962) 1707-8
Child Health and Human Development and

General Medical Sciences Institutes,
establish

—

hearing (1962) 21564
law (1962) 232.38

reports (1962) 1.5249, 214.53

clinical research centers program (1965)
9775

Division of General Medical Sciences, re-

search projects, etc (1961) 4972
Division of Research Services, general infor-

mation (1965) 16751
drug policies, interagency coordination,

hearings (1963) 4781, 10014
general medical sciences, research high-

lights, 1960 (1961) 6428
grants and awards, administration

—

investigation

—

hearings (1962) 114.53

report on findings (1961) 8761
reexamination of management deficiencies,

report (1962) 15241
grants and fellowships, review and approval

procedures (1962) 10.548
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National Institutes of Health—Continued

grants awarded to Jackson Memorial Lab-
oratory for equipment purchases, GAO
review (1962) 13860

grants to medical schools, charging faculty
salaries to, GAO review (1962) 9728

health and training, activities and investi-

gations, hearings (1961) 18949
health research facilities construction pro-

gram, GAO review (1963) 2326
health research facilities program (1965)

2943
international biomedical research symposi-

um, Oct. 31-Nov. 2, 1963, Bethesda, Md.,
proceedings (1964) 18815

laboratory and clinical technicians in re-

search, examination announcement
(1963) 13330

library translations index (1964) 16745;
(1965) 16756

medical research manpower program (1962)

14501
medical technologists in health research,

examination announcement (1963) 15114
mental health manpower studies program

(1963) 11105

mental health monographs (1962) 16070;
(1963) 14606, 19966; (1964) 16744; (1965)
5262, 16753

mission, history, organization (1965) 19973
NIH Library, periodicals currently received

(1964) 13288; (1965) 13074
normal volunteer program (1961) 17742;

(1964) 1504
opportunities for clinical and professional

education (1964) 7587
organization handbook (1963) 1337
organizational directory and bibliography

(1961) 11538; (1962) 14578; (1963) 9348;
(1964) 9721

programs, work, etc (1963) 5624; (1964) 5557
property management and accounting, GAO

review (1961) 10679
reference guide series (1961) 6431, 17743;

(1962) 10552, 14508; (1963) 12907
research

—

allergy and infectious diseases, 1961 high-
lights (1962) 14504

associate in pharmacology training pro-
gram (1965) 16760

clinical research program (1962) 14502
general medical sciences, research high-

lights, 1961 (1962) 8540
grants and awards (1962) 1710-11

highlights (1961) 11449
studies in aging (1961) 13555; (1962)

14509
indexes (1961) 21260; (1962) 12526; (1963)

11111; (1964) 11451-452; (1965) 16761
summary tables for total extramural
program (1961) 21259; (1962) 14507

profile (1964) 7590, 9646, 14952-956, 16752,
18816

programs in aging (1961) 13556; (1962)
20180

projects in field of gerontology (1961)
11444; (1962) 22723

research for health at NIH, report (1964)
16751

training programs (1962) 1712
utilization series (1963) 19968

Research Grants Division, history, organiza-
tion, functions, 1945-62

resources analysis memo (1962) 24014; (1963)
19969; (1964) 20651; (1965) 14897

resources for medical research, reports
(1962) 22633; (1963) 3178, 7317, 19970;
(1965) 1510, 14898

National Institutes of Health—Continued
scientific

—

directory and bibliography (1965) 8249
information activities (1964) 7622
papers, bibliography, annual (1961) 11538;

(1962) 14578; (1963) 9348
Supply Management Branch, supply serv-

ices guide (1961) 15833
National Institutes of Health, see also Child

Research Onter, National Institutes of

Health—Clinical Center, National Insti-

tutes of Health.
National interest and foreign languages, dis-

cussion guide (1962) 12707
National Inventors Council, facts about (1963)

7319
National inventory of soil and water conser-

vation needs (1962) 16311
National Key Deer Refuge, general in-

formation (1965) 19630
National labor relations act, see Industrial

relations.

National Labor Relations Board:
act, board, and critics (address) (1963) 19971

administration of national labor relations

act, hearings (1965) 19305
appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 8830
law (1961) 18681
reports (1961) 8820, 14646, 16812

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 7077, 15426
law (1962) 16804
reports (1962) 9306, 17007, 17178

appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 7981
law (1963) 20425
reports (1963) 9874, 15356, 18855

appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 8361, 17864
law (1964) 19413
report (1964) 8343, 17623, 17778

appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 8867, 14113
law (1965) 15504
reports (1965) 8836, 14104, 15715

arbitration and N.L.R.B., happy marriage?
(speech) (1964) 13290

budget, 1962, amendments (1961) l0367
collective bargaining today, as seen at

N.L.R.B. (address) (1965) 6797
consequences of NLRB action on good faith

bargaining (speech) (1964) 13291
current problems (address) (1961) 13560
decisions and orders (1961) 2604, 4975,

11451, 15834. 20008; (1962) 6313, 12531,
18319, 22634; (1963) 1341, 5628, 7320,
12911, 16428, 18199; (1964) 1507, 7592,
13292, 18817, 21795; (1965) 5266, 9780.
13077, 19974

decisions, digests and indexes (1961) 13559
(1962) 1713; (1963) 3179, 11112; (1964)
14959, 16753; (1965) 14900

decisions, recent trends (address) (1963) 5631

delegation and review of cases (address)

(1962) 18323
election reports (1962) 10554; (1963) 3935;

(1964) 3759
glossaries (1962) 10553; (1963) 18200; (1965)

6799
elections conducted, information to voters

(1963) 3180
evaluation of import and effectiveness of

remedial processes (address) (1964)

13293
freshman looks at NLRB (remarks) (1965)

19975
functions, beneath tumult and shouting

(address) (1963) 21037
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National Labor Relations Board—Continued
general counsel, nomination of Arnold Ord-

man, hearing (1963) 12027
hospitable reception for arbitration at La-

bor Board (address) (1964) 14960
how and why of recent NLRB decisions

(speech) (1962) 8543
information concerning regional offices (ad-

dress) (1962) 12533
jurisdictional

—

disputes before NLRB (address) (1962)
20182

guide in administration of national labor
relations act (1962) 1714

labor-management relations act admini-
stration

—

hearings (1961) 16834. 20569
problems and progress (1962) 12527
report (1962) 15265

labor management relations examiner, exam-
ination announcement (1964) 17144

discontinuance notice (1965) 13678
labor relations philosophy and approach to

current problems (address) (1962) 12532
lawyer, random thoughts (address) (1964)

9648
member

—

nomination of Frank W. McCulloch, hear-
ings (1965) 16044

nomination of Howard Jenkins, jr., hear-
ing (1963) 17328

N.L.R.B. on new frontiers (address) (1962)
6314

National labor relations act

—

administration, improving (remarks)
(1962) 22636

administration problems in construction
industry (address) (1963) 5630

personal view (address) (1962) 12529
policy

—

jurisprudential view (address) (1963) 21038

procedures employed in determining
(speech) (1964) 16754

toward current changes and developments
in industrial relations (address) (1963)
21039

press releases (1961) 3496; (1962) 4225;
(1963) 4075; (1964) 3907; (1965) 3824

recent developments affecting arbitration
and NLRB (speech) (1964) 11455

reorganization

—

hearings (1961) 10504
message from the President (1961) 10219

reorganization plan 5 of 1961—
hearings (1961) 12350, 14738
reports (1961) 12262, 14602

reports (1961) 13558; (1962) 12528; (1963)
12910; (1964) 9647; (1965) 11538

role in solving labor-management problems
(address) (1963) 19973

rules and regulations relative to labor-
management relations act (1962) 18321;
(1965) 9781

something old, something new, report on
N.L.R.B. (address) (1962) 10555

statistical summary, quarterly; (1961) 3495;
(1962) 4094; (1963) 3936; (1964) 3760;
(1965) 3673

Supreme Court docket for 1963-64 (address)
(1963) 19972

techniques for expediting administrative
process (speech) (1961) 20009

weekly summary of cases (1961) 3497; (1962)
4441; (1963) 4300; (1964) 4151; (1965)
4063

what's right with Labor Board (address)
(1964) 1508

your employment future with NLRB (1962)
22637

National Lead Co., Madison mine, mining and
milling costs and methods (1961) 17632

National Lead Co. of Ohio, Feed Materials
Production (Henter, analytical chemistry
manual (1965) 7167, 10185-186,
13524-529

National League for Nursing, nursing educa-
tion facilities, report (1964) 16839

National liberation movement in Africa, USSR
(1962) 1207

National Library of Medicine:
bibliography

—

medical reviews (1962) 3392, 18324; (1963)
12912; (1964) 13294; (1965) 6800

medical translations (1963) 9232; (1964)
16755, 18818; (1965) 14901-902
1959-62, subject index (1964) 18917

biomedical serials 1950-60, list (1962) 12534
building data and floor plan (1962) 1774
catalogs (1961) 9437; (1962) 14404; (1963)

12815; (1964) 13092; (1965) 12804
medical subject headings used (1961) 3499;

(1962) 4044; (1963) 3892
Chinese mainland journals (1961) 11453
classification (1964) 11457
facts (1965) 5269
interlibrary loan operation, survey (1962)

22638
John Shaw Billings autobiographical frag-

ment, facsimile of original manuscript
(1965) 11539

John Shaw Billings Centennial, com-
memorative program and exhibition
(1965) 11540

library of Surgeon CJeneral's Office, index-
catalogue (1961) 13562, 15836

MEDLARS story (1963) 11242
notes for medical catalogers (periodical)

(1965) 14903
organization and functions (1964) 16757
scientific information activities (1965) 1524
services, etc (1963) 7322, 12914; (1964) 16756

survey of drug literature (1963) 17311
National Library Week:
Armed Forces, guidebook for local ob-

servance (1961) 1682; (1962) 1998
National Lime Association, safety competition

awards (1961) 19849; (1962) 22465
National Marketing Service Workshop:
proceedings, Nov. 14-17, 1961 (1962) 16245
report (1961) 16070

National Mastitis Council, Inc., recommenda-
tions on mastitis screening procedures
(1964) 5657

National Medal of Science, recipients, pay-
ment of monetary award, amend act,

report (1962) 15175
National Mediation Board:

appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 8830
law (1961) 18681
reports (1961) 8820, 14646, 16812

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 7077, 15426
law (1962) 16804
reports (1962) 9306, 17007, 17178

appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 7981
reports (1963) 9874, 15356, 18855, 20425

appropriations, 1965—
hearings (1964) 8361, 17864
law (1964) 19413
reports (1964) 8343, 17778

appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 8867. 14113
law (1965) 15504
reports (1965) 8836, 14104, 15715

budget, 1962, amendments (1961) 10367
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National Mediation Board—Continued

craft or class determination, railroad or air-

line employees (1961) 21263
interpretations, pursuant to Railway labor

act, 1934-61 (1961) 15837
member, nomination of Howard G. Gamser,

hearing (1963) 8127
members, terms of office

—

law (1964) 17401
reports (1964) 2062, 17732

reports (1961) 4976; (1962) 3394; (1963) 3182;

(1964) 5562; (1965) 6802
rules (1961) 20010

National Memorial Cemetery of Pacific, Hono-
lulu Memorial (1964) 19195

National Meteorological Center:
general information (1964) 7843
technical memorandum (1964) 11691

National monuments and memorials:
American military cemeteries and memorials

of World War H (1961) 9923; (1962)

4564; (1963) 16811
code of Federal regulations (1961) 4206;

(1962) 7368; (1963) 4921; (1964) 6678;

(1965) 6193
public use (1961) 3502; (1962) 4265; (1963)

4118
publications, price lists (1961) 6492; (1962)

18399; (1963) 9333; (1965) 8234
see also names of monuments or memorials.

National Museum:
act of 1965—
hearing (1965) 16050
report (1965) 15994

brief guide (1963) 1495

bulletins (1961) 1342-43, 2608-9, 2977,
6432-34, 8059, 17745, 20011-13, 21264;
(1962) 6315-17, 8544-45, 14512-513,

16072, 18325, 22639-640; (1963) 11114,

12915, 14607, 19974, 21040; (1964)

1509-11, 3059, 13295, 14961-962, 16758,
20653-654, 21796-801; (1965) 1513-14,

2950, 5270-72, 6803, 9782-85, 11541,
18631-633

title page, etc (1963) 11114
hemerobiidae, neotropical (1965) 14906
proceedings (1961) 1344-46, 2610, 4978-80,

6435-37, 8061, 13563, 15838-839, 20014;
(1962) 12535, 14515-520, 16073,
20183-185; (1963) 3183, 7323-24, 9234-36,

11115, 12916; (1964) 7597-7609, 9650-52,

18820-823, 20655-659, 21802-803; (1965)
1515-16, 5273, 6805, 9787, 13078-79,
14904-906, 16765-767, 18635

title pages (1961) 6437; (1962) 6319; (1963)

1342; (1965) 1516, 6804
publications, list 1959-60 (1961) 6438
reports

—

departmental editions (1961) 6439; (1962)

8547; (1963) 5632; (1964) 5564; (1965)
5274

document editions (1961) 5571; (1962) 6950;

(1963) 4705; (1964) 4431; (1965) 4465
reptiles and amphibians, type specimens, list

(1961) 8058
National Oceanographic Council, establish,

hearings (1965) 14120
National (Dceanographic Data Center:
announcements (1964) 14990; (1965) 3680
fully processed oceanographic cruises, lists

(1964) 14991; (1965) 2955
introduction (1964) 9670
newsletters (1964) 7626; (1965) 3681
publications (1964) 9670-72, 21811; (1965)

5281-85, 6817-24, 8185-98, 9808-11,

11554-561, 13094-99, 14920-929
list (1965) 9807

National Oceanographic OflRce, publications,

prices, increase, hearing (1964) 17866

National oceanographic program (1964) 8536,
8539; (1965) 6160

National OflRce Management Association, elec-

tronic data-processing equipment use,

hearing (1963) 15329
National organizations, see Organizations.
National Outdoor Recreation Resources Re-

view Commission, see Outdoor Recrea-
tion Resources Review Commission.

National Park Service:
appropriations, 1963, supplemental, propos-

al (1962) 21234
appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 15792
reports (1964) 6303, 15707, 17514
archeological research series (1963) 1344;

(1964) 20660; (1965) 16768
areas administered by

—

calendar of events (1963) 18201
establish concession policies

—

hearings (1964) 12139
law (1965) 17441
reports (1964) 12060; (1965) 13915,

15714, 17886
general information (1961) 9620; (1962)

12537; (1963) 12918; (1964) 16760; (1965)
13080

business benefits (1964) 13299
career employment (1964) 5566; (1965) 5275
concession contracts

—

deficiencies, GAO report (1963) 12199
maintenance and repair of Government
improvements

—

law (1962) 18976
reports (1962) 15208, 17231

electric power contract for Yellowstone Na-
tional Park, hearings (1961) 1884

fauna series (1962) 8551
historical handbook series (1961) 13568-569,

20022; (1962) 12544, 18331, 18334, 24019;
(1963) 5638, 7333; (1965) 1517, 16773

laws relating to, 1944-63 (1964) 5568
Nation's Capital, tourist information folder

(1965) 8172
natural history handbook - series (1963)

18208; (1965) 1518
plan for the man, management development

program (1963) 7336
policies, review, hearings (1964) 6362
press releases (1961) 3503; (1962) 4226;

(1963) 4076; (1964) 3908; (1965) 3825
programs, briefing, hearings (1965) 15814
registry of national landmarks (1965) 13080
revenues due Govt, illegally expended for

rehabilitation, etc., of concession facili-

ties, GAO report (1964) 21340
scientific information activities (1962) 3401
seasonal employment (1961) 21268; (1964)

3065; (1965) 1519
special program for school groups visiting

Washington, D.C (1961) 6442
specialized positions, examination announce-

ment, insert (1962) 18889, 20660
timber disposal program, weaknesses in

administration, GAO report (1965) 6326
National Parkinson Week:
designate

—

law (1965) 19168
report (1965) 19256

National parks:
and related areas, public use, statistical

reports (1961) 3502; (1962) 4265; (1963)

4118; (1964) 3949; (1965) 3865
boating regulations in national park svstem

(1964) 20661
brief history, with questions and answers

(1961) 6450
camping facilities (1961) 9623; (1962) 12539;

(1963) 12921; (1965) 14908
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National parks—Continued

code of Federal regulations (1961) 4206;
(1962) 7368; (1963) 4921; (1964) 6678;
(1965) 6193

concession policies, establish

—

hearings (1964) 12139
law (1965) 17441
reports (1964) 12060; (1965) 13915, 15714.

17886
concessions, deficiencies in contracts, GAO

report (1963) 12199
conservation and good life (remarks) (1965)

9293
contribution to international tourism (ad-

dress) (1962) 15655
eastern United States, invitation to visit

(1961) 9630; (1962) 12.546

future parks for nation (1962) 20189
general information (1961) 2613, 13571;

(1962) 12548
map of United States, authorize printing,

report (1962) 21497
map of United States showing national

parks, etc (1965) 2805
publications, price lists (1961) 6492; (1962)

18399; (1963) 9333; (1965) 8234
purposes and management (1965) 14914
topographic maps, list (1961) 14961
United States Travel Service information

folder (1964) 20867
western United States, invitation to visit

(1961) 9631; (1962) 12547
wildlife management (1964) 12541
see also names of parks.

National Parks. World Conference on. see
World Conference on National Parks.

National plan for civil defense and defense
mobilization (1961) 1830. 6896-98.
3960-61

National plan for emergency preparedness
(1964) 12330

National plan to combat mental retardation
(1962) 8597

National Planning Association, Special Proj-
ect Committee on Security through
Arms Control, report (1961) 385

National Plans Conference, reports (1961)
.5238; (1963) 1658

National Poetry Festival. Library of Con-
gress. Oct. 22-24. 1962. proceedings
(1964) 13093

National Poison Prevention Week:
designate

—

law (1961) 20508
reports (1961) 16770. 19078

National policies for business expansion, re-

marks (1962) 22886
National policy for educational television

(1963) 8178
National Policy Machinery Subcommittee,

Government Operations Committee,
Senate, print compilation of hearings,
etc., reports (1961) 16803, 17036

National Portrait Gallery:
establish

—

law (1962) 11280
reports (1961) 14651, 16666

National Potato Advisory Board, appoint,
hearing (1963) 20605

National poultry improvement plan, see Chick-
ens—National Plans Conference

—

Poultry—Turkeys.
National power survey (1965) 579-.580

National product, gross national product, ex-
planation and how it mirrors our econo-
my (1963) 13346

National Public Advisory Committee on Area
Development, report (1965) 4421

National Public Advisory Committee on Area
Redevelopment:

appoint

—

hearings (1961) 5739. 5849
law (1961) 8615
reports (1961) .5832, 7088, 7097. 8737

interim reporc (1964) 15369
National Public Advisory Committee on Re-

gional Ek;onomic Development:
appoint

—

compilation of documents (1965) 14137
hearings (1965) 10702, 12205
la>v (1965) 1.5484

highlights, legislative history, etc (1965)
17736

reports (1965) 10644, 12146. 1.5691

National Public Works Week:
designate
law (1962) 16764
reports (1961) 8928; (1962) 11390. 13469;

(1963) 17243
National Railroad Adjustment Board:

appropriations. 1962

—

hearings (1961) 8830
report (1961) 8820

appropriations. 1963

—

hearings (1962) 7077
report (1962) 9306

appropriations. 1964, hearings (1963) 7981
appropriations. 1965, hearings (1964) 8361
appropriations, 1966. hearings (1965) 8867
awards (1961) 1356-57. 6451. 8076-77. 11461.

13576-577, 15851, 17749-750; (1962) 1724.

3400. 6325, 8554, 10563, 12552, 14530,
16081-82, 18342, 20193; (1963) 1356-58,

3190, 7340, 9248. 11126. 14612. 16444.

18211. 19980-982; (1964) 1514. 7615-17.

9663, 11473-474. 14982-986. 20666.
21809-810; (1965) 1521. 5278, 6811-12,

8178, 9804, 11551. 14919. 16775. 19983
railway labor act amendments relating to

hearings (1965) 17715
reports (1961) 4976; (1962) 3394; (1963) 3182;

(1964) 5562; (1965) 6802
National Railway Labor Conference, emergen-

cy board reports (1964) 19644; (1965)

499, 4668
National Reactor Testing Station:
atomic power program (remarks) (1965) 1870

controlled environmental radioiodine tests

(1965) 1833
Health and Safety Division, annual progress

report, 1963 (1965) 1834
respiratory protection program (1962) 18718

shipping radioactive material (1961) 236
SL-1 reactor accident

—

AEC investigation board report (1961)

10194
recovery operation, final report (1963)

5935
report on activities following incident

(1962) 8954
subsurface geology (1964) 12503

National Reclamation Association, annual
conference between Senate Interior and
Insular Affairs Committee and board of

directors, proceedings (1962) 2370,

13682; (1965) 60.53-.54. 14123
National recreation survey, report to Outdoor

Recreation Resources Review Commis-
sion (1962) 240.54

National Referral Center for Science and
Technology (1964) 13094

Library of Congress, clearinghouse for in-

formation resources of scientific and
technical community (1963) 7183

National register of scientific and technical

personnel:
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National re^ster of scientific and technical

personnel—Continued

American science manpower (1963) 3191;
(1964) 20667

metropolitan distribution of scientists (1963)
3195

report on American science manpower,
1956-58 (1961) 20031

salaries and characteristics of scientists

(1963) 3196
National Research Council:

report, 1960—
departmental edition (1963) 9138
document edition (1963) 8019

National Research Data Processing and Infor-

mation Retrieval Center establish, hear-

ings (1964) 398; (1965) 8880
National Resource Evaluation Center:
analysis report (1965) 9050
bibliography of publications (1965) 9052
emergency stockpile requirement for proc-

essed food, analysis report (1965) 9050
technical manuals (1965) 9051-52
technical report (1965) 4669

National resources:
clean water (1961) 1435; (1962) 12659
emergency use, priority guidance (1961) 3961

see also Natural resources.

National Rifle Association, indoor rifle tourna-

ment, announcement of winners, NGB
pamphlet (1964) 20644; (1965) 8153

National Rural Letter Carriers Association,

agreement with Post Office Department
(1963) 9324; (1964) 15025

National Safety Ck)uncil 50th Anniversary
Year:

designate

—

law (1962) 20854
report (1962) 19332

National School Lunch Week:
establish

—

law (1962) 23180
reports (1962) 19322, 21133

school lunch serves Nation, how it operates,

etc (1963) 14823
National Science Academy, establish under

National Science Foundation, hearings

(1961) 5754; (1962) 2341

National Science Foundation:
activities, etc (1962) 20194
annual review

—

hearings (1961) 10362
report (1961) 12312

appropriations, 1962, hearings (1961) 10331,

12502
appropriations, 1963, hearings (1962) 13494,

19369
appropriations, 1964, hearings (1963) 18919
appropriations, 1965, hearings (1964) 10290
appropriations, 1966, hearings (1965) 8869
awards in 2 fellowship programs 1962, an-

nouncement (1962) 10565
basic research, review, hearings (1965)

19320
briefing on program, hearings (1962) 17131

current research and development in scien-

tific documentation (1961) 1459, 11551;

(1962) 6439, 22778; (1963) 11261; (1965)

8264
director, nomination of Leland J. Haworth,

hearing (1963) 12027
fellowship awards, cooperative graduate fel-

lowship program, etc., 1963 (1963) 9249

fellowship program (1961) 6452; (1962)

10567; (1963) 7343
graduate fellowship program, administra-

tor's guide (1962) 24023; (1963) 11127

grants and awards (1965) 6813

grants for graduate science facilities (1965)

8179

National Science Foundation—Continued

institutes for science and mathematics
teachers (1961) 8079; (1963) 1359, 11129

institutional grants for science (1963) 3192
international science

—

notes (1964) 5572
reports (1963) 3193, 16445

Marine Sciences Division, establish

—

hearings (1961) 10509
report (1961) 12439

National Science Academy, establish, hear-
ings (1961) 5754; (1962) 2341

operations, first 15 years, review (1965)
17741

press releases (1961) 3505; (1962) 4227;
(1963) 4077; (1964) 3909; (1965) 3826

programs for

—

dissemination of scientific information
(1961) 20032; (1963) 7424

education in sciences (1963) 14615; (1964)
3068

publications (1964) 3067
register of scientific and technical personnel

(1961) 17752
reorganization

—

hearings (1962) 11457; (1965) 17708
message from the President (1962) 11300
report (1962) 11381

reports

—

departmental editions (1961) 4969; (1962)
6327; (1963) 5647; (1964) 7619; (1965)
6814

document editions (1961) 4028, 6959; (1962)

4914; (1963) 4714; (1964) 6201; (1965)
5817

research and development, reviews of data
(1961) 2616, 4990, 6454, 9634, 13580,
20033-34, 21271; (1962) 12553-554, 18343,
22651-652; (1963) 3194, 11131-132, 18212,
19985-986, 21044; (1964) 9664

reviews of data on science resources (1965)

2954, 8180-81, 13091, 19985
scholarships and fellowships, require addi-

tional information, etc.

—

hearings (1961) 16859
law (1962) 23235
reports (1961) 16737; (1962) 21422

science course improvement projects series

(1963) 1361; (1964) 7620, 20668
science education in schools of U.S., report

(1965) 12206
science education programs

—

general information (1961) 6453
special projects announcement (1963) 7341

scientific

—

and engineering research proposals, case
study of support (1963) 19984

documentation, information, requirements,
etc., price list (1965) 2928

information and activities (1961) 1360
summer institutes for

—

elementary school personnel, 1963 (1963)

3197
secondary school teachers of science and
mathematics, 1963 (1963) 3198

survey of basic research findings in indus-

try, summary report (1962) 1726
testimony on highlights of science in U.S.,

hearings (1962) 11432
undergraduate instructional scientific equip-

ment program grants, 1962-63 (1963)

11133, 14616
work and career opportunities (1962) 10568

National search and rescue manual (1962)

20674; (1963) 7800; (1964) 222; (1965)

10147
National securities exchanges:
and associations, study of adequacy of rules

for protection of investors

—

law (1961) 18591
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National securities exchanges—Continued
and associations, study of adequacy of rules

for protection of investors—Continued
reports (1961) 14424, 16726
postpone date

—

hearing (1962) 13522
law (1962) 16787
reports (1962) 13457, 15194, 15400

credit by brokers, dealers, and members,
regulations (1961) 12646; (1962) 15574;
(1964) 682; (1965) 9137

National security:
administration

—

hearings (1963) 8111, 13806, 19052; (1964)
531, 6508, 8444, 10420, 15807
print additional copies, report (1964)

17816
staff reports, etc., compilation

—

authorize printing, report (1965) 14097

print additional copies, report (1965)
15716

role of American Ambassador, study
(1964) 14138

Secretary of State, study (1964) 6509
selected papers, print additional copies,

report (1964) 8427
staff reports and hearings (1965) 19496

administration of policies and programs

—

basic issues (1963) 4778
bibliography (1963) 4779
selected papers (1963) 2094

air traffic control, Federal aviation regula-
tions (1963) 13899; (1964) 17968; (1965)
12426, 16153

aircraft titles and security documents, re-

cording, Federal aviation regulations
(1964) 17966

bibliography (1962) 5077, 10668; (1965)
12367

Commerce Department's activities and re-

sponsibilities (address) (1961) 10135
defense information, equipment, etc.,

agreement with Sweden (1961) 9780
economic aspects, etc., correspondence

course offered by Industrial College of
Armed Forces

—

application information (1962) 21907;
(1963) 14082, 20759

information booklets (1962) 21908; (1963)
19372; (1965) 4906

economic security for agricultural labor
(address) (1962) 2420

economics

—

correspondence course offered by Industri-
al College of Armed Forces (1964) 12574;
(1965) 7847

orientation in transportation field (1962)
11956

supply management (1965) 19709
education for survival in struggle against

world communism, symposium (1962)
13553

establish legislative base for personnel secu-
rity procedures in National Security
Agency

—

amend act, report (1962) 19081
law (1964) 8229
reports (1963) 6179, 9892; (1964) 6477

Federal laws, your duty (1965) 19546
free world responsibility (address) (1963)

9404
Government employees annuity rights, for-

feiture in certain cases

—

hearings (1961) 12361, 17144
law (1961) 18690
reports (1961) 12228, 12272, 17062

Government methods and processes, investi-

gation expenses, report (1962) 11636

National security—Continued

Government operations, investigations, au-
thorization, reports (1963) 6248; (1964)
6447; (1965) 4582

Government organization

—

final statement (1962) 415
review of programs, staff studies (1961)

5870, 12514, 20634-635
in space age (address) (1963) 9620
internal security act

—

amend

—

hearings (1962) 7103, 11476
law (1962) 13326
reports (1962) 7040, 11400, 11624, 15230

etc., administration, investigation

—

authorization, reports (1962) 5038;
(1963) 4768, 6256

expenses, reports (1961) 5788, 19057
hearings (1961) 1907, 1916-17, 4114,

7292, 12523, 14744. 14746, 19177,
20642; (1962) 23418

report (1961) 7297
staff study, supplement (1963) 17319

internal security laws, etc., administration,
investigation

—

authorization, report (1965) 4584
expenses, reports (1964) 4558, 17813

internal security manual (1961) 5763

loyalty-security programs and constitution-

al rights, hearings, appendix (1961) 5894

management review, 1964 (1965) 19710

Marine Corps reserve program, memo to
employers (1961) 9439

maritime resources for security and trade
(1963) 15123; (1964) 10333

national security and transportation (re-

marks) (1963) 7813
organizing for

—

inquiry, hearings (1962) 2369
private citizen and national service, study

(1961) 7278
review of programs

—

hearings (1961) 19168
study (1961) 20633

personnel procedures for ACDA contractor
employees

—

hearings (1963) 10013, 18942
law (1964) 266
reports (1963) 11981, 20471, 20483

policy, conduct

—

hearings (1965) 12329, 16023, 17926
memorandum (1965) 8992
selected readings (1965) 8993

policy, review of programs, staff study
(1961) 20634

practices in National Security Agency, re-

port (1962) 17135
protection by providing penalties for dam-

age to communications facilities

—

hearing (1961) 12524
law (1961) 18697
reports (1961) 12461. 16702-703, 18863

relationship between Teamsters Union and
Mine, Mill & Smelter Workers, threat to

national security, hearings (1962) 7227;
(1964) 1.5811, 17883

print additional copies, report (1962) 7184
report (1964) 17883

revolutionary changes in American economic
structure (address) (1961) 6231

role of our industrial economy in national
security (remarks) (1962) 22887

safeguarding classified information, in-

dustrial security manuals (1961) 9012;
(1962) 2387; (1963) 4796; (1964) 10446;
(1965) 4631
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National security—Continued

State Department security, administration,

investigation

—

hearings (1962) 21562, 23421; (1964) 2244;

(1965) 16037, 17945
report (1962) 21561

report and hearings, print additional copies,

reports (1963) 11866
testimony, letters, etc (1964) 541

statutes of general interest to security offi-

cers in atomic energy program (1965)

7174
super-cabinent officers and superstafFs, re-

view of programs, staff study (1961)

20635
U.S. and communist challenge, bibliography

(1961) 18001
U.S. defense policies in 1960, print as House

document, report (1961) 12293
U.S. growth and national security, our goal,

steadily expanding economy (address)

(1961) 18436
United States personnel security practices

—

appendix, departmental and agency rules

and regulations, hearings (1964) 12277
hearings (1963) 17321

appendix, departmental and agency
rules and regulations (1963) 15398

Yugoslavia, internal security and constitu-

tional principles (1962) 22003
see also Civilian defense—National defense.

National Security Agency:
establish legislative base for personnel secu-

rity procedures

—

law (1964) 8229
reports (1962) 19081; (1963) 6179, 9892;

(1963) 6477
security practices, report (1962) 17135

National Security (jouncil, organizing for na-

tional security, review of program, hear-

ings (1961) 19168
National Security Seminar:

general information (1961) 12837; (1962)
15704

information guides (1963) 15663; (1964)

12576; (1965) 12584
presentation outlines and reading lists

(1961) 760-761, 19466-467; (1962) 741-742,

17677, 19621; (1963) 642-643, 17572;

(1964) 881-882, 15995; (1965) 795-796,

16374
prospectus (1964) 12577; (1965) 14478

National self-determination, see Self-deter-

mination.
National Service Corps:

GStsb 1 1 s ri-^-~

hearings (1963) 13818, 15308, 18933
message from the President (1963) 4728
report (1963) 15355

National Service Corps Advisory Council:

establish

—

hearings (1963) 13818, 15308, 18933
report (1963) 15355

National service life insurance, see Life insur-

ance.

National Severe Storms Laboratory, purposes
and programs (1965) 5471

National Severe Storms Project:

field operations

—

and data collection, spring 1961, summary
(1964) 11696

spring 1962 (1964) 11704
spring 1963 (1964) 11709

objectives and basic design (1964) 11692
operations, 1962, analysis of selected air-

craft data (1964) 11706
report (series) (1964) 11692-709, 20879;

(1965) 3085, 5471

National Severe Storms Project—Continued

small-scale surface network data, analysis
methods (1964) 11707

surface network, index (1964) 11697
National Shipping Authority, current regula-

tions, index (1961) 10595; (1962) 12358;
(1963) 10929; (1964) 13096; (1965) 11367

National significance of augmented program
of space exploration (1962) 12509

National Slag Association, safety competition
awards, 1960 (1961) 19850

National Small Business Week, 1965 (address)
(1965) 10561

National Society of Daughters of American
Revolution:

District of Columbia component, exempt
from real estate tax (1965) 15589

reports, annual (1961) 16870; (1962) 19201;
(1964) 419, 15607; (1965) 15839

print as Senate document, reports (1961)
7256; (1962) 11575; (1963) 11992; (1964)
8432; (1965) 12257

National Society of Sons of American Revolu-
tion:

remove property ownership limitation,

amend incorporating act

—

law (1961) 18606
reports (1961) 16735, 20609

National songs. Star-spangled banner, nation-
al anthem of U.S (1964) 7610

National standard reference data series (1965)
6781, 8143. 13063

National standard reference data system, plan
of operation (1965) 6781

National survey of historic sites and buildings
(1964) 14975

National System of Interstate Highways:
and motor hotel business (remarks) (1961)

21327
apportionment to Massachusetts of its

share of funds, 1963, law (1961) 14096
completion

—

hearings (1963) 13821, 15331
laws (1961) 12116; (1963) 20438
reports (1961) 8766, 8772, 10454, 10475;

(1963) 13615, 13620, 13712, 19018
cost estimate (1961) 4024
apportioning funds (1965) 4470

defense needs, report (1961) 8791
financing, long-range problem (1961) 2689
progress and status, 1960, hearing (1961)

8999
study future needs

—

hearing (1964) 6369
report (1964) 2088

National Teacher Corps:
establish

—

hearings (1965) 15800
proposed legislation (1965) 15541
report (1965) 15757

National Teachers' Day, designate, reports
(1962) 17260; (1964) 14083; (1965) 17869

National Technical Institute for the Deaf:
establish

—

hearings (1965) 10535, 10699
law (1965) 13771
report (1965) 8856

National Telephone Cooperative Association,
trade association for subscribers (re-

marks) (1962) 10633
National Tile & Manufacturing Co., report to

the President on petition for adjustment
assistance (1965) 3064

National Tillage Machinery Laboratory, gen-
eral information (1963) 14834

National Transportation Week:
President to proclaim each year

—

laws (1961) 10181; (1962) 13302
reports (1961) 7075, 8949; (1962) 9270,

11620
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National Tropical Botanic Garden, establish
in Hawaii, study feasibility, report
(1961) 16688

National Tropical Botanical Garden, see Pa-
cific Tropical Botanical Garden.

National Trust for Historic Preservation in

United States:
Woodrow Wilson House, exempt from D.C.

law (1964) 17329
reports (1964) 17507, 17709

National turkey improvement plan, see Tur-
keys.

National union catalog. Library of Congress
(1961) 3411, 13420; (1962) 4098, 18169;
(1963) 3941; (1964) 3768; (1965) 1304,
3684, 18410

manuscript collections, 1963-64 (1965)
18411

National Warning System, see Warning sys-
tems.

National water quality network:
annual compilation of data (1961) 21315;

(1963) 3293; (1964) 5659
plankton population dynamics, study (1962)

18420
National Water Research Symposium:
proceedings (1961) 14509

print as Senate document, reports (1961)
12298, 12433

National Water Resources, Select Committee
on. Senate:

committee prints (1961) 397-427, 5899
investigations and studies, report on find-

ings (1961) 5802
additional copies, report (1961) 5833

reports (1961) 5802, 5833
National Weather Analysis Center, synoptic

meteorology practices, manuals (1961)
2754; (1962) 8744; (1963) 11408

National Wheat Referendum Committee, farm-
ers' organization, its purpose, responsi-
bilities, etc. (address) (1963) 5811

National Wild Rivers System:
reserve public lands for, etc.

—

hearings (1965) 16029
report (1965) 19425

National Wilderness Preservation System:
establish

—

hearings (1961) 7285; (1962) 11460, 15272;
(1963) 8118; (1964) 8386, 12138

law (1964) 17435
reports (1961) 14655; (1962) 21154; (1963)

8060; (1964) 13970, 15500, 17603
National Wildlife Federation Conference, re-

port (1965) 420
National Woman's Relief Corps:

auxiliary to G.A.R., incorporate

—

law (1962) 19011
reports (1962) 11590, 19113

National Zip Code directory (1965) 13218
National Zoological Park:
appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 15792
reports (1964) 6303, 15707, 17514

authorize improvements

—

hearing (1961) 18974
law (1961) 18742
reports (1961) 16705, 16985

brief guide (1963) 1495
police, salaries, amend act, hearing (1964)

12282
Nationalism:

anti-popular ideology, USSR thought (1961)
1034

dangers of nostalgia (address) (1965) 8308
Eastern Europe, winds of change (1965) 7136
problems connected with present national

independence movements, (Communist
Chinese views (1961^ 4144

Nationalism—Continued
threat to communism, Czechoslovak study

(1962) 14134
Nationalities solidarity (Chinese periodical);

translations (1962) 22173
Nationality:
China, minority nationalities (1964) 20392
code of Federal regulations (1961) 4203;

(1962) 9623; (1963) 4906; (1964) 8566;
(1965) 10824

Communist China

—

activities of minority nationalities (1965)
2309, 2458, 2474

Chuang(1963) 14382
economic activities of minority nationali-

ties (1963) 14350
judicial decisions (1964) 2115

immigration and nationality act, amend

—

analysis of act (1961) 7274
hearings (1961) 8981, 14463; (1962) 7099;

(1964) 17659, 19517, 21209; (1965) 15823,
16033, 17943
print additional copies, report (1964)

19478
law (1961) 18647; (1965) 17429
message from the President (1965) 1984
reports (1961) 12427, 18872, 20555; (1962)

7046, 9258; (1965) 15701, 1.5725, 17875,
19227

with amendments, text (1962) 2338; (1964)
15595

laws, administrative decisions (1963) 17540
indexes (1961) 4333, 9276, 19447, 10705;

(1962) 15652
notice (1964) 8792

laws applicable to (1963) 17544
non-Russian, in Soviet Union, Moscow's poli-

cy toward (1961) 12874
North Vietnam, zonal autonomy of various

nationalities in Viet Bac zone, imple-
mentation of policy (1963) 17681

rights of equality, solution of problem in
USSR (1962) 10093

Tibetan nationalities and ethnic groups in
Communist China (1961) 4460

Yugoslavia, national cultures under social-
ism (1962) 10135

Nationality solidarity (Chinese periodical):
translations (1964) 21546

Nation's manpower revolution (1963) 17327,
19066; (1964) 543, 2247, 4589, 15815

Nations, see Foreign countries.
Native races, northern Ob' region, physical

development of newborn infants, USSR
study (1965) 19736

Nativity, see Birth.
NATO, see North Atlantic Treaty Organiza-

tion.

Natrella, Mary G.:

experimental statistics, analysis of enumer-
ative and classificatory data (1965)
13448

ordnance engineering design handbook, ex-
perimental statistics (1963) 1377, 5664,
7379, 9315, 18187

planning and analysis of comparative sta-
tistics (1965) 13449

Natrolites, see Zeolites.
Natrona County, Wyo.:
reconnaissance geology of Hiland-Clarkson

Hill area (1962)21825
tertiary geology of Beaver Rim area (1965)

2224
Natural and Geographic Sciences Association,

Rumania, activities (1965) 12724
Natural Bridges National Monument, general

information (1963) 16438
Natural disasters (1962) 6512; (1963) 16699
Natural gas, see Gas.
Natural gasoline, see Gasoline.
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Natural history, handbook series (1962) 18334;
(1963) 18208; (1965) 1518

Natural resources:
American outdoors, management for beauty

and use (1965) 10077
America's department of natural resources,

conservation bulletin (1962) 7489
aquatic resources of U.S., expand and devel-

op, hearings (1961) 14493
Arizona (1964) 842
balanced program of conservation, develop-

ment, and use (remarks) (1961) 12817
Belgorodskava oblast, USSR study (1963)

754
Brazil, technical cooperation, agreement

(1965) 13299
Colorado (1964) 2441
Communist China (1961) 990
Communist China, transformation (1963)

6706
conservation

—

acquisition of additional public lands for

future needs (address) (1963) 6575
bulletins (1961) 14994; (1962) 7489; (1963)

2368. 8367
challenge of the future (talk) (1962) 10652
conservation aid series (1961) 15968
conservation and development

—

careers for engineers in Interior Dept
(1962) 9767

for strengthening rural America (ad-

dress) (1963) 1676-77

message from the President (1961) 5610
conservation and good life (remarks)

(1965) 9293
conservation and use (remarks) (1965)

18247
conservation and utilization

role of National Agricultural Limestone
Institute (address) (1963) 5812

(talk) (1961) 6550
conservation etc., by vouth employment

—

hearings (1961) 14460, 14752; (1963)
8128 9931

reports (1961) 14377, 17107; (1962) 9338;
(1963) 7960, 8062

conservation notes, our commercial fisher-

ies (1961) 4231
conservation partnership, how to use agri-

cultural conservation program (1965)
18889

conservation policies and programs of

Agriculture Department (address) (1961)

17906
conservation program

(address) (1965) 13377
message from the President (1962) 6976

conserving our natural resources (1965)
11864

cooperative job (talk) (1962) 10653
everybody's business (address) (1962) 8646

golden decade. Interior Dept., report (1962)
5324

greatest decade predicted (remarks) (1962)
7490

information series (1964) 1591
Interior Department yearbook, quest for
quality (1965) 11017

local challenge of soil and water conserva-
tion (talk) (1962) 8647

New England (1965) 15535
new plans for wise use (address) (1962)

15655
North Vietnam, under present govern-

ment, translations (1963) 12534
plans (remarks) (1965) 7821-23, 7826
present and future needs (address) (1963)

14052

Natural resources—Continued
President Kennedy's message to Congress

of United States (1962) 13897
protecting values with balanced program
(remarks) (1963) 20750

publications list (1965) 20018
quiet crisis, assault upon (remarks) (1965)
20004

race for inner space, special report to the
nation (1964) 8796

something about conservation (1964)
10681

teaching aid, in our forests are many
mansions (1964) 2356

under Agriculture Dept. programs (ad-

dress) (1963) 14848
watershed opportunities in our broadened

conservation job (talk) (1962) 8658
conserving our national resources, 4-H lead-

er's guide (1964) 11778
cooperative program agreement with Brazil

(1961) 1520
disposal on public lands, amend act

—

law (1962) 20864
reports (1962) 16989, 21382

energy, water, and river basin development,
papers prepared for United Nations
conference (1963) 5094

fish and wildlife publications for conserva-
tion education, selected list (1965) 613

forest, etc., highlights in history (1963) 2368

forest resources, eastern Oregon (1964) 8696

forum sponsored by Garden Club of Ameri-
ca, New York City (remarks) (1965) 760

future demands for land and water (address)
(1961) 8195

Gold Seal Conservation Award, presentation
(remarks) (1963) 16760

Government's role in development (remarks)
(1963) 8370

human and natural resources of Nation,
conserve, hearing (1964) 19604

Idaho (1965) 6362
Indonesia, overall development and State

enterprises (1961) 19525
installation of international network of

areas for observational program, con-
servation networks series (1962) 13872

land and water conservation

—

bill. Secretary Udall stresses importance,
before Outdoor Writers Convention (re-

marks) (1963) 17548
resources, policy guide (1962) 16291, 18628

through multipurpose, watershed pro-

grams (talk) (1961) 13668
Land Management Bureau careers in re-

source management, forestry, adminis-
tration, minerals, etc (1964) 18649

Massachusetts (1964) 6834
Michigan's Upper Peninsula economic devel-

opment, opportunities, study (1962)
13701

minerals and mining, mapping and geodetic
control, papers prepared for United
Nations conference (1963) 5095

Montana (1964) 8795
national forests and grasslands, develop-

ment program (1962) 71

natural beautv of our country, message
from the President (1965) 8737

Nevada (1964) 21370
New Mexico (1964) 19811
new outdoor recreational opportunities

(1962) 8852
North American Wildlife and Natural Re-

sources Conference, report (1965) 420
North Carolina, development (talk) (1962)

8650
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Natural resources—Continued

Northern Great Lakes region (1964) 15221
Ohio (1964) 2442
Oregon (1964) 15973
Pacific Northwest

—

development and conservation (address)

(1961) 8575
interrelated roles of resource and econom-

ic development (remarks) (1962) 12973
policies, standards, etc., for use and develop-

ment (1962) 13556
print as Senate document, report (1962)

13616
research and development, report (1963)

20122
resource bulletins (1963) 15.586-588,

17502-504, 19271-273; (1964) 869,5-8700,

12482, 21329; (1965) 684-686, 9207-9,

14380, 16287-288, 19647
resources and conservation

—

act of 1961, hearing (1961) 8988
report of the President to Congress, re-

quiring, hearing (1961) 8988
resources for tomorrow. Interior Depart-

ment report, 1961 (1962) 5323, 7492
revenues

—

investigation, authorization, report (1962)

17195
study report (1962) 17220

Rumania, exploitation, problems of creation
and development of technical and mate-
rial base of socialism (1965) 2726

sand dunes. Pacific Coast, stabilizing with
woody plants (1962) 6580

selected references on forests and related

resources (1961) 17311; (1963) 10241
soil and water conservation

—

in cooperation with the States (talk)

(1961) 20145
inventory (talk) (1961) 11567
leadership (talk) (1961) 8197

timber, outlook (remarks) (1964) 10588

TVA, fish and wildlife (1964) 5720
TVA resource development

—

and economic improvement, international
interest, digest and selected bibliogra-

phy (1961) 17868
report (1962) 18538

USSR, law on protection of nature, sanitary
aspects (1961) 15486

USSR, protection in light of resolutions of

22d CPSU Congress (1963) 16049
Utah (1965) 16342
Vermont (remarks) (1965) 20008
Washington State (1964) 2443
water

—

development and conservation (1961) 8166
investigations, Wisconsin (1963) 10294

watershed conservation insurance (talk)

(1961) 2712
West Virginia (1964) 14365
wetlands, your stake in preservation (1962)

19500
White House Conference on Conservation,

proceedings (1963) 11412
youth and conservation job (address) (1961)

20149
see also Land.

Natural science, see Science.

Naturalists:
correspondence between Spencer F. Baird

and Louis Agassiz (1963) 14691
Great Smoky Mountains National Park,

naturalist program (1961) 9632, 11458,

13572, 15849, 17748, 20027; (1962) 12.549,

18335
Moscow Society, Biophysics Section, May

1963-Apr. 1964, activity (196.5) 11180

Naturalization:
becoming a citizen series (1964) 12535,

14360, 18157
teacher's guide (1964) 12536

candidates

—

business of our Government, citizenship

readers (1961) 10706-708
English and Government, home study
course (1962) 669-670, 2548; (1963)
14043-45, 15628, 17542, 19343; (1965)
11010, 18238, 19690

laws for the Nation, citizenship readers
(1963) 8360-62

on way to democracy, citizenship readers
(1963) 620, 8363

our Constitution and Government

—

Federal textbook on citizenship (1961)

19446; (1963) 1.5629, 17.543; (1964)

18158, 19810; (196.5) 9290, 12565
lessons for citizenship (1962) 21854;

(1963) 621, 1.5630

our Constitution lives and grows

—

citizenship readers (1961) 20850; (1962)

671; (1963) 2365
teacher's edition (1963) 622

rights of the people

—

citizenship reader (1963) 8364
teacher's edition (1963) 8365

investigation

—

authorization, reports (1961) 4071; (1962)

5037, 7205; (1963) 62.55; (1964) 4557,

6483; (1965) 4562
expenses, report (1964) 17811
report on findings (1961) 7241; (1963) 8052;

(1965) 4592
laws, compilation (1965) 386
proceedings, directory of courts having ju-

risdiction (1964) 8793
publications, price lists (1961) 17787; (1963)

3266; (1964) 18888
requirements and general information (1965)

6359
special benefits for veterans, etc (1961) 9275;

(1962) 7484
see aJso (Jitizenship—Nationality.

Nature:
camp program suggestions for counselors

(1961) 1350
cybernetics, USSR study (1962) 17769

explore the woodlands. Rock Creek Park,

walk (1963) 1351
game (1961) 13573
Hog Rock trail, Catoctin Mountain Park

(1961) 9628
in Belgorodskaya oblast, USSR study (1963)

754
living, effect of automatism from standpoint

of cybernetics, USSR study (1963) 7020
naturecraft projects for camp use, list

(1961) 13570
nature's patents, USSR translation (1962)

9645
prescriptions, USSR study (1965) 7903
transformation

—

Communist China (1963) 6706
philosophical questions concerning theo-

retical problems, USSR study (1963)

7098

Nature (USSR periodical):

translations (1962) 981, 17755, 21941, 21943;
(1963) 6712; (1964) 21478; (1965) 49.58,

7920, 12708

Nature of liquid film evaporation during nu-

cleate boiling (1964) 21750

Nauchno-tekhnicheskaya informatsiya (period-

ical):

translation (1964) 2915
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Nauchno-tekhnicheskiye obshchestva (periodi-

cal):

excerpts (1962) 15790; (1963) 2541
Nauchno-Tekhnicheskoe Obshchestvo, scientif-

ic-research society of oil and gas indus-

try, 4th plenary session of central
board, USSR (1962) 2857

Nauchnyye doklady vysshey shkoly, biologi-

cheskiye nauki, translations (1965) 6428
Nauchnyye doklady vysshey shkoly, filosof-

skive nauki (periodical):

translations (1963) 8567
Naugatuck River:

flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23480
document edition (1962) 23315

Naugle, Bruce W., steam- fluidi zed low-
temperature carbonization of high
splint bed coal and thermal cracking of
tar vapors in fluidized bed (1965) 12945

Nauka i religiya (periodical):

translations (1961) 4539, 10762; (1965) 14591

Nauka i zhizn (periodical):

translations (1963) 2594; (1964) 16184
Nauka Polska (periodical):

translations (1962) 17859, 22089
Naumann, Eugene C:
fatigue under random and programed loads

(1965) 6697
load randomization, etc., influence on fatigue

life (1964) 21746
variable-amplitude fatigue tests, effects of

high and low loads (1963) 3147
Naumann, Robert J.:

directional dependence of counting rates
from Explorer IV (1964) 18792

observed torque-producing forces acting on
satellites (1964) 16723

Nautical almanacs:
American ephemeris and nautical almanac

(1961) 17753; (1962) 18347; (1963) 18213;
(1964) 18835; (1965) 19986

nautical (1961) 8081; (1962) 10570; (1963)
11135; (1964) 7625; (1965) 6815

Nautical almanacs, see Almanacs.
Nautical charts, see Maps and charts.
Nautical craft, see Craft (nautical).

Nautical training schools, Coast Guard rules
and regulations (1963) 11679

Navaho Indians, see Navajo Indians.
Navaho missiles, see Missiles.
Navajo County, Ariz:

Monument no. 1-Mitten no. 2 uranium-
vanadium mine ore deposit. Monument
Valley (1961) 19411

Snowflake-Hav Hollow area, water in Coco-
nino sandstone (1962) 9745

Navajo Dam and Reservoir:
land exchange

—

laws (1962) 23228; (1963) 17042
reports (1962) 21036, 21451; (1963) 13594,

17261
Navajo Indian project:
construct

—

hearing (1961) 7282, 14475
law (1962) 15070
reports (1961) 7228, 12322; (1962) 11353

construction feasibility, Interior Dept. re-

port (1961) 4000
water-supply, staff memorandum (1961)

18953
Navajo Indians:
Alamo Band of Puertocito Indians, lands in

trust

—

law (1964) 10146
reports (1964) 495, 8338

education, health, economic problems (1961)
20851

Navajo Indians

—

Continued
education program (1962) 17646
general information (1964) 834
health orientation, guide for hospital and

public health workers (1961) 9692
land exchange for Glen Canyon Dam, amend

act, hearing (1961) 1899
manpower training (1963) 12067
oil and gas leases, approve agreement

—

law (1964) 262
reports (1963) 17270, 20485

population (1963) 5694
rights and interests in and to lands in New

Mexico, determine, report (1963) 19039
Shonto Community, role of trader

—

departmental edition (1963) 16812
document edition (1963) 17059

yearbook 1951-61, decade of progress (1963)
5046

Navajo Lake, hydrology and hvdrogeology
(1964) 21355

Navajo language, description, Navajo year-
book, 1951-61 (1963) 5046

Navajo National Monument, general informa-
tion (1962) 10559; (1963) 16439

Navajo Reservation:
health, orientation, guide for hospital and

health workers (1961) 9692
medical practice (1964) 20763
Red Lake area, geology and ground water

(1962) 5310
road construction program, Arizona and

New Mexico, deficiencies in administra-
tion, GAO review (1964) 18087

Naval Academy, Annapolis:
admission, etc., regulations (1961) 21277;

(1962) 14536; (1963) 16458; (1964) 20698
appointment law, revise

—

hearing (1964) 4571
law (1964) 6187
reports (1963) 13611, 13621; (1964) 4567

appointment of U.S. nationals from Samoa,
Guam, Virgin Islands

—

law (1962) 20838
reports (1962) 19133, 19292

Belgium citizens, instruction

—

hearings (1962) 11652, 13501
law (1962) 13316
reports (1962) 11412, 11593

Board of Visitors annual meetings

—

statement (1962) 20196-197
catalogs (1961) 11464; (1962) 14532; (1963)

12936; (1964) 13307; (1965) 18645
registers (1961) 1363; (1962) 6330; (1963)

3200; (1964) 9666; (1965) 13093
Thailand citizens, instruction, report (1964)

15521
Naval Air Development Center, Johnsville,

Pa., Aeronautical Electronic and Electri-
cal Laboratory, reports (1961) 13606;
(1964) 7659

Naval Air Material Center, Philadelphia, Pa.,

Aeronautical Engine Laboratory, re-

ports (1961) 15875; (1962) 6371
Naval Air Station, Barber's Point, uneconomi-

cal practices in management, etc., of
quarters, GAO review (1964) 18091

Naval Air Station, Kahului, Maui, Hawaii:
remove restrictions on real property con-

veyed to Hawaii

—

hearing (1962) 21538
law (1962) 20829
reports (1962) 13473, 19309

Naval Air Station, Norfolk:
flight hazard removal, authorize—
hearings (1964) 17639, 17641
law (1964) 21129
reports (1964) 17848, 17599
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Naval Air Station, Pensacola:
golden anniversary, galvano in commemora-

tion

—

law (1964) 13868
report (1964) 10268

storage and warehousing of aircraft parts,

etc., GAO review (1962) 620
Naval Ammunition Depot, Hawthorne, Nev.,

overstaffing of civilian personnel, unnec-

essary costs, GAO review (1965) 706

Naval architecture, see Shipbuilding.

Naval art and science:

basic military requirements (1962) 3403
hydroacoustical means of surveillance, pros-

pects for increasing range, USSR study

(1964) 5204
naval research logistics quarterly (1961)

3510; (1962) 4103; (1963) 3945; (1964)

3773; (1965) 3689
radio intercept at sea and countermeasures,

USSR study (1964) 2481
Soviet, selected military translations (1961)

15170
strategy and tactics, bibliography (1963)

9262
theory of games, methods and problems as

applied to naval studies, USSR study
(1963) 12464

warfare problems, role of science in solving,

USSR study (1963) 17900
Naval aviation, see Aeronautics.
Naval aviation news (1962) 4102; (1963) 3944;

(1964) 3772; (1965) 3688
Naval aviators, see Aviators.
Naval bases:

advanced, defense (1965) 18415
disaster control (1965) 1538

Naval ceremonies, honors and salutes, flags,

pennants, customs (1965) 14930
Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory, technical

reports (1961) 6622, 8255, 9835, 20249;

(1962) 1902, 3570, 6513-14; (1963) 13135

Naval construction, see Installations (mili-

tary).

Naval control of shipping (1962) 10571
Naval courts, see Courts martial and courts of

inquiry.

Naval Dental School, extension education pro-

gram for nonresident instruction (1962)

23949
Naval education:

anti-air warfare training program, proce-

dures, etc (1964) 20707
basic electronics, trainee's guide for fire

control technician training (1964)

20678-679
case instruction 21-40 (1961) 20038
combined case instructions 1-50 (1963) 14627

communications yeomen, class A, trainees

guide (1964) 18849
damage control assistants handbooks (1961)

13583; (1965) 2961
effects of induced stress in learning situa-

tions (1962) 20205
Fleet Ballistic Missile training program

(1965) 1542
general vehicular trainer, design and utiliza-

tion (1961) 2621
guided missiles school

—

mechanics of motion, manual (1964)
16792-793

special technology course, training man-
ual and textbook (1964) 13320

gunner's mates, eleetricitv, electronics, and
hydraulics, trainee's guide (1962) 18353

individual learning and team performance
(1961) 2619

instructor training (1964) 3080

Naval education—Continued
Marine Corps, occupational specialties and

schools, guide (1963) 19814; (1965) 14655
Naval control of shipping, training manual

(1962) 10571
Naval Dental Corps, extension program for

nonresident instruction (1962) 2.'^949

Naval Reserve team training guide (1963)
7359

naval training and Air Force missions to
Peru, agreement (1965) 8324

naval training bulletin (1961) 3508; (1962)

4107; (1963) 3949; (1964) 3777; (1965)
3693

Navv instructors' manual (1964) 11484
Navy training courses (1961) 1368, 4994-96,

6456-58, 8082-85, 9639-40, 9642-43, 9645,
13583-584, 15856-859, 15861, 17755-756,
17759, 21275-276; (1962) 1729-30, 1733,

3403, 6332-35, 85.58-60, 8564, 12557-558,
18348-349, 22656-658, 22661-664, 24040;
(1963) 1366, 1368. 5654-56, 7357-58,
14624-62.5, 14628-630, 18219, 18222-223,
19991-992; (1964) 1525-26, 5580-81,
5583-85, 7637, 7641, 7643-44, 9679-80,
11482, 11487, 13314-316, 14997-999,
16785-788, 16796, 20680, 20684, 20695,
20697, 20699, 21822-824; (196.5) 29.59-60,

2964, 2966, 6825-27, 6829-30, 8201, 8204,
9816-17, 13101, 14931-934, 18655-658,
18669-670, 19995-996

nuclear propulsion training program, infor-

mation (1961) 4997; (1963) 3214
officer correspondence course, clinical labo-

ratory procedures, pt. 2 (1963) 9267
officer, language and service schools code

manual (1963) 14626
Supply Corps officers, professional develop-

ment guides (1961) 8222; (1962) 18529
team training, approach to optimum meth-

ods and procedures (1961) 21280
training devices maintenance support sys-

tem, analysis (1961) 21281
training facilities, design manual (1962)

12806; (1964) 3200
training manuals and correspondence cours-

es, lists (1963) 7360, 19995
training program (1964) 20682
training publications for advancement in

rating, lists (1961) 13585; (1962) 16085;
(1963) 11149; (1964) 11488; (1965) 5298,
11565

work simplification for naval units (1965)
11566

Naval Electronics Laboratory, reports (1962)

18442; (1963) 11262
Naval establishment, see Armed Forces

—

Navy.
Naval funerals, Arlington National Cemetery,

guidance manuals (1961) 2618; (1962)
14534

Naval gunfire support (1963) 3045
Naval history:
aviation in U.S. Navy (1965) 13100
bibliography (1963) 9262
Civil War naval chronology, 1861-65 (1961)

20037; (1962) 85.57; (1963) 73.56; (1964)

14996; (1965) 9812
Korea, history of U.S. naval operations

(1962) 226.55

naval documents of American Revolution,
American theatre, Dec. 1, 1774-Sept, 2,

1775, European theatre, Dec. 6,

1774-Aug. 9, 1775 (1965) 8199
sources, Washington area, etc (1965) 8200
submarine in Navy (1961) 4991
U.S. fleet, post-Civil War vears, graphic

account (1962) 12624
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Naval hospitals:
cockroach control (1965) 2808
internships (1965) 16579
Portsmouth, Va., lands, legislative jurisdic-

tion

—

hearing (1964) 10296
law (1964) 17244
reports (1964) 10270, 14116

Naval installations, see Installations (mili-

tary).

Naval Intelligence Office, ONI study (1963)

16454
Naval law, see Courts martial and courts of

inquiry.
Naval Material Support Establishment:
guide for preparation for technical develop-

ment plans (1965) 18681
guide for preparation of project master

plans (PMP) (1965) 16792
Naval Medical Research Laboratory:
reports (1962) 10430-438, 12362-368, 14413;

(1963) 7188-7200, 9099-9106; (1964)

5462-69; (1965) 1313-21, 9537-39,

11372-380
research summaries reported (1964) 2980,

11311, 14728; (1965)9536
Naval nuclear propulsion training program

(1963) 3214
Naval Observatory, publications (series)

(1961) 15855; (1964) 9668-69
Naval Oceanographic Office:

chart correction lists (1963) 11141; (1964)
1524, 11480, 21819; (1965) 19989

naming

—

law (1962) 16759
reports (1961) 16670; (1962) 15376

publications, fees for sale, increase

—

law (1964) 17295
reports (1964) 10251, 15729

publications series (1963) 1364, 3201-9,

5648-52, 7345-55, 9254-59, 11136-40,
12937-939, 14619-662, 16450-452,
18214-217, 19988-990, 21045-54; (1964)
1519-23, 3071-75, 5574-79, 7627-36,
9673-77, 11476-479, 13309-313, 14992-995,
16774-782, 18836-845, 20669-677,
21812-818; (1965) 1526-31, 2956-58,
5286-94, 18646-653, 19987-988

reports (1964) 13308; (1965) 6016
Naval officers, see Navy.
Naval oil shale reserves:

Interior Dept. to take possession of

—

experimental mine and plant-
law (1962) 23196

reports (1962) 17033, 19086, 21401
Navy Dept. to take possession of

—

law (1962) 23196
reports (1962) 17033, 19086, 21401

Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Corona, Calif.,

report (1961) 13596
Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak, Md.:
news for release, NOL (series) (1963) 4078
technical reports (1962) 10575; (1963) 1373,

12948; (1964) 5620, 13349; (1965) 6843
Naval Ordnance Plant, York, Pa., Navy dis-

posal report, hearing (1963) 6185
Naval Ordnance Test Station, China Lake,

Calif.:

land conveyance to Kern County, Calif.

—

law (1964) 17359
reports (1964) 364, 15727

TP series (1962) 10576
Naval Ordnance Test Station, Inyokern, tech-

nical memorandum (1961) 8122
Naval orientation (1961) 11467
Naval Personnel Bureau:
career publications (1964) 3249; (1965) 3134
information bulletin (1961) 3506; (1962)

3610; (1963) 3450

Naval Personnel Bureau—Continued
personnel administration, functions, etc

(1963) 14631
Protestant lay leader resource guides (1963)

16456; (1965) 19994
training manuals and correspondence cours-

es, lists (1963) 7360, 19995; (1964) 7640,
20694; (1965) 9813, 19990

Naval petroleum reserves:
no. 1, Elk Hills, Calif., Standard Oil Co. of

Calif., proposal to modify unit plan con-
tract, hearings (1961) 12340

no. 3 and adjacent areas, exploration (series)

(1964) 804
no. 4 and adjacent areas, exploration (series

(1961) 7523, 17330; (1964) 10635-636,
19781-782

No. 4 and adjoining areas, Alaska, seismic
and gravity surveys (1963) 5020

no. 4, Umiat field, Alaska

—

sell crude oil for drilling, mechanical, and
heating operations in nearby areas

—

hearings (1964) 12121
law (1964) 17248
reports (1964) 13933, 15678

well productivity related to drilling muds
(1961) 4834

South Barrow gas field, reserve no. 4, devel-

op to make gas available to Barrow,
etc.

—

hearings (1962) 11652, 17306
law (1962) 18968
reports (1962) 15369, 17034, 17076

Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey:
compensation of academic dean. Secretary

of Navy to prescribe, report (1961) 8780
salary of academic dean, repeal limitation,

report (1965) 13950
Naval Radio Research Station, Sugar Grove,

unnecessary costs incurred for project,

Navy Dept., GAO report (1964) 10619
Naval Radio Station, Cheltenham, high-

frequency spiral antenna (1963) 11184
11184

Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory, re-

search and development technical re-

ports (1961) 2701, 5088, 8182; (1962)

3476, 22781
Naval Research Laboratory:

air resistance meter, model II (1965) 11597
annual report (1963) 11152; (1964) 16799
bibliography series (1961) 11470, 21278;

(1963) 12948
general information (1965) 19999
memorandum report series (1961) 13591;

(1962) 8566, 18355-356
NRL automatic, single-crystal neutron dif-

fractometer (1962) 20219
NRL services in development of tri-service

missile range radar instrumentation
(1963) 12954

papers presented at 10th International As-
trophysical symposium, Liege, Belgium
(1962) 6348

progress, report, monthly (1961) 3512; (1962)

4292; (1963) 4139; (1964) 3969; (1965)

3890
report series (1961) 1371-1404, 2623-24.

5003-15, 6462-63, 8088-98, 9650-55,
11471-472, 13592-593, 15863-864,
20047-66, 21283; (1962) 3407, 6339-69,
8567-69, 10574, 12564-606, 14539,
16088-89, 18357-360, 20208-220,
22666-676, 24041-44; (1963) 1372,

3220-34, 7368-71, 9273, 11153-192,
12949-957, 14633, 16460-463, 18228-254,

20001, 20157; (1964) 5587-5616, 7649-53,

9682, 11495, 13324-346, 15007, 16800,

18857-866. 20708-712; (1965) 5299,
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report series—Continued

6837-41, 8208, 9819-32, 11571-601,
13106-206, 14948-963, 16789-790, 19998

science education prosram, 1961-62 (1961)
17761

semiautomatic atmospheric electricity sta-

tion (1963) 3229
space surveillance system observations,

decay prediction of 1963-21 (1964) 20712
Naval research logistics quarterly (1961)

3510; (1962) 4103; (1963) 3945; (1964)
3773; (1965) 3689

Naval Research Office:

ACR series (1961) 4998, 13586, 20041-42;
(1962) 20204; (1963) 7365, 11151. 12945,
18224; (1964) 18851; (1965) 18674

general information (1964) 7654
Information Systems Branch, information

systems summaries (1963) 18224
scientific information activities (1964) 1517
study group on microelectronics, final report

(1961) 9646
technical report RLT series (1964) 7655,

13347
tri-service conference on military personnel

selection research, symposium report
(1961) 20041

Naval research reviews (periodical) (1961)
3511; (1962) 4104; (1963) 3946; (1964)
3774; (1965) 3690

Naval Reserve:
ensign medical program (1963) 9098; (1964)

20461
forces, unnecessary costs incurred in enlist-

ment and discharge of unqualified appli-

cants. GAO report (1964) 6787
general information (1965) 1539
leadership improvement program (1962) 6336

Medical Department, program (1962) 1598;

(1965) 18422
midshipmen, pay based on incorrect compu-

tation of service for basic pay, relieve

from reliability to repay, report (1962)

4952
officers

—

active duty, register

—

departmental edition (1961) 11468
document edition (1961) 10201

registers (1962) 6337; (1964) 3082
retired, registers (1961) 1367; (1962) 24039;

(1965) 2965
school, catalog (1962) 3404
training program, criteria for coding qual-

ifications, manual (1962) 22659
service erroneously credited in computation

of basic pay, relief of naval officers

—

law (1964) 19422
reports (1963) 9865; (1964) 19561

Surface Program, impairment of capability

to meet mission requirements in D-Day
augmentation forces, Navy Dept., GAO
report (1965) 6270

team training guide (1963) 7359
Naval Reserve Officers Training Corps:

aviation and amphibious cruise manuals
(1963) 11147; (1964) 13318; (1965) 9815

graduates, place in status comparable with
Naval Academy graduates

—

law (1961) 14100
reports (1961) 7080, 12484

regulations, change (1963) 18220
Naval reservist (periodical) (1961) 3507; (1962)

4105; (1963) 3947; (1964) 3775; (1965)

3691
Naval sanitation, see Sanitation.
Naval schools, see Naval education.

Naval Sea Cadet Corps:
Federal charter, confer

—

law (1962) 20830
reports (1962) 11622, 19077

purchase uniforms

—

hearings (1965) 8974, 13967
law (1965) 19143
reports (1965) 8959, 13930

Naval service, see Navy.
Naval ships, see Ships.

Naval space surveillance system:
broadband linear array (1964) 16800
computation of satellite orbital elements

(1965) 9827
electro-sonic delay line (1965) 13109

first order oblateness perturbations (1965)

9826
for detection and identification of satellites,

error analysis (1963) 18229
optical calibration (1962) 20218
radio-interferometer, analog phase-channel

combiner MOD II, for space angle meas-
urements (1965) 13111

signal-simulator for combiners (1965) 13202

Naval stations, see Installations (military).

Naval stores:

demand and price situation (1963) 20289;

(1965) 48
industry, outlook (1962) 22943
marketing gum naval stores (1962) 12896

modern gum producing methods, manual
(1961) 10669

pines region, dry face symptoms, prevention,

etc (1961) 2037
reports

—

annual (1961) 9800; (1962) 12746; (1963)

5749, 11339; (1964) 11651; (1965) 11733
monthly (1961) 2834; (1962) 4106; (1963)

3948; (1964) 3776; (1965) 3692
Naval supplies, see Military supplies.

Naval Supply Center, Norfolk, excess costs of

milk purchased for Guantanamo Naval
Station, GAO review (1963) 12201

Naval Supply Depot, Clearfield:

lands, legislative jurisdiction, relinquish to

Utah-
hearings (1962) 21538
law (1962) 20835
reports (1962) 19307, 23354

Naval Supply Depot, Subic Bay, requisition-

ing of aeronautical parts, GAO report

(1965) 7791
Naval training, see Naval education.

Naval Training Device Center, Port Washing-
ton:

publications, indexes (1961) 6460; (1963)

3216, 21056; (1964) 20700; (196.5) 19997
technical reports (1961) 1370, 2619-22,

4999-5002, 6461, 8086-87, 9647-49,
13587-590, 1.5862, 17760, 20043-46,
21280-282; (1962) 1734-37, 8565, 10573,
12559-563, 14538, 16087, 2020.5-207,

22665; (1963) 1371, .3217-19, 5657-58,

7366, 9272, 12946-947, 18226-227,
19998-20000; (1964) 1528, 3083, 5.586,

7646-78, 11489-494, 13322-323, 15002-6,

16797, 18852-856, 20701-707, 21825-828;

(1965) 1.54.5-47, 6835-36, 11.567-.570,

13104-105, 14943-497, 1867,5-677

training device guide (1961) 9656, 13594,
17762; (1962) 20221; (1963) 3235, 9274-75,

14634, 16464; (1964) 7656, 13348, 20713;
(1965) 16791

Naval vessels, see Destroyers (warships)

—

Shipbuilding — Ships — Submarine
boats—Warships.
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Naval Weapons Bureau:
data on reliability engineering and testing

(1963) 9280
directories (1963) 3484; (1964) 3289; (1965)

3176
employment opportunities (1961) 3514; (1962)

3779; (1963) 3616; (1964) 3435; (1965)

3330
NAVORD reports (1961) 5017, 13597, 15876;

(1962) 8574-75
NAVWEPS report (1961) 13598; (1962)

18362-363, 22678-679; (1963) 5659; (1964)

15008; (1965) 8209
Navy instrument calibration series, list

available through CFSTI (1965) 11980
ordnance pamphlet OP series (1961) 13599;

(1962) 3409, 8576-77, 12608, 14541,
16090-91, 18364, 22680, 24045; (1963)

1374, 5660, 7372, 11194-195, 12959-960,

14635; (1964) 5622, 7657-58, 13350
reliability engineering, film brochure (1964)

18867
research and engineering problems (1965)

8209
scientific information activities (1964) 7623
standardization requirements

—

for engineering specifications

—

detail presentation (1962) 20224
general presentation (1962) 20223

for technical data (1962) 20225
Standards Laboratory

—

cross check procedures (1961) 5018-19,

11476. 13601
instrument calibration

—

procedures (1961) 5020-24, 8099-8106,
11474-498, 13602-605, 15877-902,
17764-771, 20069-71; (1962) 3410-31,
6374-83, 12610-622, 14542, 22681-689;
(1963) 9281-85, 16466-469

technique (1963) 9286-87; (1964)
13351-354

measurement system operation procedures
(1961) 5025-41, 8107-21, 11499-506,
15903-907, 20072; (1962) 3432, 12623;
(1963) 9288

Naval Weapons Laboratory:
report (1961) 5016
technical memorandums (1962) 6372-73

Navarro-Paz, Francisco, relief (1964) 6425,
17481, 19376

Navigable waters, see Navigation.

Navigation:
aids

—

Coast Guard lists

—

Atlantic and Gulf Coast (1963) 4641
Atlantic Coast, local (1961) 3982-83;

(1962) 4865; (1963) 4640
Great Lakes (1961) 5542; (1962) 6860;

(1963) 6041; (1964) 8172; (1965) 8679
Mississippi River system (1961) 5543;

(1962) 9122; (1963) 6042; (1965) 8680
Pacific Coast (1961) 5541; (1962) 6859
Pacific Coast and Pacific Islands (1963)

4642; (1964) 19344; (1965) 17268
Navy design manual (1962) 8750; (1964)
3198

to navigation

—

manuals (1964) 17152-153, 19343; (1965)
341, 4416

regulations, amendment (1963) 11675;
(1965) 11991

navigators, Hydrographic Service, Soviet
Navy (1965) 9377

American practical navigator (1963) 11136
Aral Sea. USSR study (1961) 15532
Arkansas River, conditions at typical lock

and dam, hydraulic model investigation
(1963) 15457

Navigation—Continued

avion pictorial navigational display in ter-

minal area, pilot operational capabili-
ties (1961) 8171

canoes to spaceships (1961) 21356
celestial, space travel attainability of heav-

enly bodies (1961) 2590
channel, Arkansas River, Ark. and Okla.,

development and maintenance, hydraulic
model investigation (1962) 21698

conditions, hydraulic model investigation

—

Columbia lock and dam, Chattahoochee
River, Ga. and Ala (1961) 17212

Conneaut Harbor, Ohio (1963) 6378
Pike Island locks and dam, Ohio River

(1961) 19274
cosmic, and communication, Polish study

(1962) 22313
detached breakwater and entrance, Lorain

Harbor. Lorain, Ohio, hydraulic model
investigation (1963) 13887

equipment, systems, and devices, Soviet and
Chinese articles, abstracts (1961) 8442;
(1962) 3788

establishment of long range aid to naviga-
tion (Loran-C) station in Newfoundland,
agreement (1964) 21888

future needs for water, report (1961) 406,
5899

hydraulics of river channels as related to
navigability (1962) 5309

improvements, Barnhart Island-Cornwall
Island reach, St. LawTence River, hy-
draulic model investigation (1961) 17213

interplanetary

—

aids, solar-system geometric parameters,
study (1965) 14827

application of statistical filter theorv
(1965) 6743

laws

—

documentation of vessel Eugenie II with
coastwise privileges, reports (1962)

23396; (1964) 2204
equipment, Cbast Guard approved lists

(1963) 4639; (1965) 5754
foreign dredge act not applicable to Vir-

gin Islands, opinion of Attorney General
(1963) 19774

maneuvering board manual (1964) 9677
maps. Intracoastal Waterway, announce-

ment (1962) 18238
marine aids to navigation of U.S (1965) 8677

marine, Decca radio navigation svstem,
USSR study (1965) 11158

Maxwell Locks and Dam. Monongahela Riv-

er, conditions (1965) 6146
Mississippi River (1961) 19896; (1965) 9607
flood control and navigation (1961) 13466
navigable waters

—

clarify responsibility for marking obstruc-
tions

—

law (1965) 19127
reports (1965) 13902, 15987

code of Federal regulations (1961) 7401;
(1962) 13809; (1963) 8253; (1964) 6676;
(1965) 7674

navigation and construction of boundary
rivers, agreement between Peoples Re-
public of China and USSR (1961) 13392

notice to mariners (1961) 3303; (1962) 4129;
(1963) 3973; (1964) 3800; (1965) 3719

Great Lakes, etc (1961) 3033; (1962) 4130;
(1963) 3974; (1964) 3801; (1965) 3720

indexes (1961) .3304; (1963) 11141; (1964)
1524, 11480, 21819; (1965) 19989

optical inertial space sextant for advanced
space system (1965) 1397

orientation and navigation of animals,
USSR study (1965) 9415
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Panama Canal and adjacent waters, rules

and regulations (1961) 3892, 5431, 9983.
13865; (1962) 4701-2, 6741, 16445; (1964)
6026

radio aids (1961) 736, 4332, 19443; (1962)
13893, 218,53; (1963) 73.54-55

Atlantic and Mediterranean area (1964)
.5579, 14993, 20675; (1965) 5293, 1.3097

Pacific and Indian Oceans area (1964)
7936, 14994, 20676; (1965) .5294, 8197,
13098

radionavigation map grids, Bulgarian study
(1962) 7629

rules of road

—

Great Lakes (1962) 18894
international, inland (1962) 23109; (1965)

15.367

western rivers (1962) 18895
rules, provide exceptions

—

hearings (1964) 2235; (1965) 419
law (1963) 20444
reports (1963) 11836. 19031

satellites, randomly spaced, required number
(1962) 8496

space

—

handbook (1962) 8.563

manual computer program (1965) 14736
sighting problems associated with sextant

type measurements (1963) 9165
systems and equipment, USSR studies (1965)

6507
theory, problems, USSR study (1964) 1343
treatv with

—

Belgium (1961) 18995; (1962) 21247; (1964)
1605

Denmark (1961) 21391
Italy (1961) 11584
Luxembourg (1962) 21250, 21264; (1963)

11323
Vietnam (1961) 18995; (1962) 21249

see also Aeronautics—Air navigation

—

Loran.
Navigation Congresses, Permanent Interna-

tional Association of, see Permanent
International Association of Navigation
Congresses.

Navigation, International Technical Confer-
ence on Lighthouses and Other Aids, see
International Technical Conference on
Lighthouses and Other Aids to Naviga-
tion.

Navigation locks, see Locks (hydraulic engi-
neering).

Navigation specialist, examination announce-
ment, discontinuance notice (1965) 4403

Navigational scientist, examination announce-
ment (1964) 1.5351, 21051

Navigator (periodical) (1961) 2900; (1962)
4107A; (1963) 3950; (1964) 3778; (1965)
3694

NAVORD reports (1961) 5017, 1.3.597, 1.5876;

(1962) 8574-75
NAVTRADEVCEN, see Naval Training Device

(Renter, Port Washington.
NAVWEPS reports (1961) 13598; (1962)

18362-363, 22678-679; (1963) 5659; (1964)
1.5008; (1965) 8209

Navy:
administration of Trust Territory of Pacific

Islands, trusteeship period, 1947-51
(1963) 14623

admiralty tort claims, procedures and re-

quirements for handling (1962) 12316
AEC-naval reactor program report, hearing

(1963) 208
air service laws, compilation (1961) 344
air stations, pavement evaluation data

(1964) 7874; (1965) 1.33.59, 16928

Navy—Continued
aircraft, CAD pyrotechnic and explosive

items in use, survev (1962) 22678
aviation in U.S. Navy (1961) 177.54; (1965)

13100
building maintenance painting, standards,

handbook (1963) 9517
career Navymen, rights and benefits, infor-

mation (1964) 13319
career, occupational handbook, manual for

civilian guidance counselors, etc (1964)
7645

chief of naval operations, nomination of
George W. Anderson, hearing (1961)
14720

civil engineer (periodical) (1961) 3654; (1962)
4108; (1963) .3951; (1964) 3779; (196.5)

3695
civilian occupational relationships, manual

(1965) 6831
combat information centers, use of orange

wainscot lighting system (1962) 12574
commissarymen, baking handbook (1962)

8701
communications—
communications-electronics, history (1965)
3015

general knowledge for officers (1962) 8562;
(1965) 5297

system. Air Force manual (1962) 18645
comptroller manuals (1961) 1410-11, .5043-47,

6471-74, 8124-26, 9660-63, 11.509-512,

13607-610, 1.5908-909, 17772-774,
21284-289; (1962) .343.5-40

constructing and using achievement tests,

guide for instructors (1961) 20040
contract clause book, firm fixed-price supply

contracts (1964) 13489; (1965) 3062
contracts with Lockheed Aircraft Corpora-

tion, pricing of subcontracts for Polaris
components, GAO examination (1962)
23578

Dare County practice weapons range, acqui-
sition, hearings (1963) 9999

dental administration (1965) 5296
destroyers, history, 1902-62 (1963) 9261

directives system, consolidated subject index
(1961) 6475, 15911; (1962) 20228

diving manual (1963) 20125
effective leadership publication (1962) 6336

electrical dangers aboard ship, how to avoid
fatal accidents (1961) 20127

electron tube circuits, equipment handbook
(1964) 9683

enlisted personnel, classification codes, man-
uals (1961) 15860; (1962) 1731, 18351;
(1963) 7361, 164.55; (1964) 7642, 16791,
20696; (1965) 6832, 16785

experimental evaluation of 4 types of al-

timeters using enlisted men subjects
(196.5) 11600

ensign medical program (1963) 9098; (1964)
20461

facilities constructed at installations. De-
fense Dept. programming and financing,
GAO review (1961) 4.304

failure to purchase leased automatic data
processing components offered at re-

duced prices, GAO report (1963) 12216
financial management in Navy (1962) 22660

financial management of naval shipyards,
guide (1961) 21340

fleet and block obsolescence of naval vessels,
hearings (1962) 21197-198

fleet ballistic missile, human factors design
standards for

—

equipment (1964) 5619
systems (1964) .5618
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fleet motion picture service manual (1964)

15000; (1965) 9814
fleet reserve, ship activation manual (1963)

21055
flight feeding guide (1962) 8703
flight information publication

—

enroute-low altitude

—

Alaska, Canada and North Atlantic

(1961) 2895
Caribbean and South America (1961)

2892
Europe (1961) 2893
Pacific and Far East (1961) 2894

planning, quarterly check list (1961) 2901;

(1962) 3868B; (1963) 3707
flight surgeon, who, what, why, where, how,

when (1962) 3287
food sanitation, preventive medicine manual

(1965) 12812
glass fiber surface treatments, research

(1964) 13349
Government contracts, overpricing, hearings

(1961) 20568
high-impact shock machines for lightweight

and mediumweight equipment (1961)
15864

history, biography, strategy and tactics,

bibliography (1963) 9262
Hospital Corps handbook, anatomy and

physiology (1961) 1194
hospitalman, Navy training course (1961)

15859
joint travel regulations, changes (1961)

1540, 2721, 5141-42, 6586, 8223, 9801,

13702, 20215, 21410; (1962) 3525-26
land acquisition in Philadelphia, Pa., for

Capehart housing, hearings (1961) 14719

landing party manual, 1960 (1961) 11466;

(1963) 1365
lawyer, get all the facts (1961) 21122
leadership

—

manual (1963) 1370; (1964) 9681
principles and problems (1964) 16795

leasing of naval properties in Virgin Is-

lands, status, hearings (1964) 4588
management information systems data proc-

essing (1961) 20073
management review (1961) 3516; (1962) 4109;

(1963) 3952; (1964) 3780; (1965) 3696
marine climatic atlas of world, Arctic Ocean

(1963) 12961
materials handling equipment, maintenance

manual (1962) 8702; (1965) 9970
Medical Department manual (1965) 1310-11,

16581
medical internships program (1965) 1309,

16579
medical statistics (1963) 18061; (1965) 9535
medicine, statistics, highlights (1961) 3424;

(1962) 4358; (1963) 4210
medicine, statistics, trends and facts (1964)

4055; (1965) 3962
messes ashore, manual (1962) 18350; (1963)

12943; (1964) 13317; (1965) 14937
military personnel serving as military

inspection representatives in Tokyo and
Osaka, Japan, Navy Dept. illegal per

diem payment, GAO report (1963) 20715
naval ordnance and gunnery principles

(1965) 6834
naval shipyard facilities, support, investiga-

tion, report of findings (1961) 18938
Navv's quick slide system (1963) 3242
Navy recruiter (196i) 3509; (1962) 4111
new 4-ocean challenge (1964) 15015
nuclear propulsion training program, infor-

mation (1961) 4997; (1963) 3214
oceanography for meteorologists (1961) 1405

Navy—Continued
officers

—

careers handbook (1964) 16794
classifications, manual (1964) 3081; (1965)

1.540, 19991
cross-reference index (1964) 11481;

(1965) 5295

classification system (1962) 18352
education, language and service schools

code manual (1963) 14626
engineering duty, qualifications, assign-

ments, etc (1963) 19993
erroneous compensation based upon incor-

rect computation of service for basic
pay, relief

—

law (1964) 19422
reports (1963) 9865; (1964) 19561

line, performing supply duties, guide
(1963) 19994

professional reading guides (1961) 9641;
(1962) 3406; (1963) 3211; (1965) 13102

promotions, improved opportunity, ex-
tend

—

hearings (1964) 8367, 15799
law (1964) 17252
reports (1964) 10246, 12103, 14118

register

—

departmental editions (1961) 11468;
(1962) 14535; (1963) 12944; (1964)
11486; (1965) 11564

document editions (1961) 10201; (1962)
13349; (1963) 11748; (1964) 10180;
(1965) 10377

relief (1963) 13521, 20551; (1964) 242
retired, registers (1961) 1367; (1962) 24039;

(1965) 2965

writing guide (1965) 1544
packaging policies and procedures of mili-

tary supplies and equipment preserva-
tion and intermediate protection out-
lines (1961) 20077

patrol and antisubmarine squadron photog-
raphy (1962) 8578

personnel

—

dependents, scholarship information (1962)
1732

household effects, moving information
(1962) 6484

household goods shipments, unnecessary
costs to Grovernment for packing, GAO
review (1963) 8325

retired, and their families, guide (1961)
17758; (1965) 19992

petty officers, military requirements. Navy
training course (1962) 22661, 24038

Philippine nationals enlistment, inquiry
(1964) 2115

physical fitness program, shape up exercises
(1963) 19996

position classification handbook for supervi-
sors and employees of naval establish-
ment (1961) 4334

preferred circuits, handbook supp (1963)
16465

preferred semiconductor device circuits,

handbook (1962) 20222
preventive medicine manual (1965) 12812

prime contractors, selling to (1961) 15912;
(1963) 11196

procurement directives (1961) 3517; (1962)
4110; (1963) 3953, 16470. 20011; (1964)
3781, 13368; (1965) 3697

procurement information, indexes (1961)
1409; (1962) 20227; (1964) 11526

public statements (1961) 5048

public works departments

—

management (1962) 16084
organization and functions (1962) 10790
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publications, price lists (1961) 15929; (1963)

1398; (1964) 7685; (1965) 14985
reactor program, review, hearing (1961)

10193
recipe service (1963) 1566; (1965) 16890
regulations, changes (1962) 6384, 22690;

(1963) 21062; (1965) 9833
regular, unnecessary costs incurred in en-

listnient and discharge of unqualified

applicants, GAO report (1964) 6787
research, 40 years, 1923-1963 (1964) 16799
research task summary (1962) 16086
retired naval personnel, reference guide to

employment activities (1965) 16541

role in anti-submarine warfare (1961) 1365
safety precautions for shore activities

(1965) 19691
scientific information activities (1964)

1516-17, 7623
Seabees, rates qualifications handbook,

change (1961) 4992
shipbuilding and conversion program (1964)

16783
ship's serviceman

—

laundry handbook (1962) 22663
tailor handbook (1965) 8205
1 and C, training course (1964) 11487
3 & 2, training course (1963) 11148

shipboard equipment, shock resistance, dy-

namic design analysis method (1961)
9654

shipbuilding and conversion program (1963)

11142
ships passing Mount Vernon, naval honors

to George Washington (1961) 9636
sites, engineering weather data, manual

(1963) 16828
SMS, surface missile systems (1965) 8211
Soviet, military translations (1961) 13278,

15170; (1962) 9925; (1964) 9251
space surveillance

—

high-power transmitter, Lake Kickapoo
station (1962) 18357

phase-channel combiner for system (1962)

24041
storage of aircraft parts and equipment,

GAO review (1962) 620
structural fire fighting manual (1961) 9638
submarine in United States Navy (1964)

18846
Submarine Service, history (1961) 4991
technical inspection manual, soldering for

electric and electronic application (1962)
16092

terminal facilities guide, Defense Supply
Agency handbook (1962) 21583

training manuals and correspondence cours-

es, list (1962) 8561, 24037; (1963) 7360,
19995

training publications for advancement, bib-

liography (1961) 13585; (1962) 16085;
(1963) 11149; (1964) 11488; (1965) 5298,
11565

travel instructions (1961) 5049
U.S. fleet, post-Civil War years, graphic

account (1962) 12624
U.S., PT boats operations during World War

II, at close quarters (1963) 5653
unnecessary costs as result of refusal to

accept standardized officers' dress shoes,

GAO report (1964) 2407
USSR, military translations (1963) 12614
vigorous voluntary sports program for ship

and station, guide (1964) 16790
warrant officers, qualifications manual

(1965) 18662
Waves share tradition, recruiting informa-

tion (1965) 1543

Navy—Continued
weapons, history and use of sea mines (1962)

12607
weapons officers, home study course (1963)

19997

see also Aviation boatswain's mate

—

Messes—Retired officers, etc.—Uniforms
—Warships.

Navy Audit Organization, auditors, examina-
tion announcement (1962) 4837

Navy Cross:
award to members of Armed Forces for gal-

lantry in cold war incidents

—

hearing (1963) 13638
law (1963) 15156
reports (1963) 13537, 13775

Navy Department:
additional costs

—

from procurement of test equipment as
special tooling under contracts awarded
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation Missile
and Space Division, GAO report (1963)
15590

incurred in procurement of P6M sea-

planes, GAO report (1964) 8705
airborne early warning search radars, un-

necessary costs incurred in procure-
ment, GAO examination (1963) 8311

aircraft engines spare parts, reclamation,
GAO review (1962) 5287, 15629

aircraft production, failure to use excess
spare parts, etc., GAO review (1963)
5003

aircraft, stored, utilization of engines, GAO
review (1961) 17325

appropriations, 1962, military construc-
tion

—

hearings (1961) 12333, 14717
law (1961) 18693
reports (1961) 16813, 16960, 18875, 20545

appropriations, 1963, military construc-
tion

—

hearings (1962) 13495, 17088, 19370
law (1962) 20859
reports (1962) 17059, 19341, 21041

appropriations, 1964

—

deficiency, hearings (1964) 10285
military construction, hearings (1963)

15298; (1964) 517
appropriations, 1965, military construc-

tion

—

hearings (1964) 10291, 12118; (1965) 13964
Assistant Secretary, nomination of

Bannerman, Graeme C, hearing (1965)
6039

Belieu, Kenneth E., hearing (1961) 5847
Longstreet, Victor M., hearing (1962)

19377
Morse, Robert W., hearing (1964) 14127

automatic data processing systems, ineffec-

tive use at Philadelphia Naval Ship-
yard, GAO review (1964) 18090

Barber's Point, Naval Air Station, uneco-
nomical practices, GAO review (1964)
18091

Capehart housing project, San Diego, Calif.,

land conveyance

—

hearing (1965) 17686
law (1965) 19140
reports (1965) 17666, 19435

chief of naval operations, nomination of

David L. McDonald, hearings (1964) 521
claims. Secretary to settle to amount of

$10,000 report (1962) 17009
communication station, agreement with Aus-

tralia (1963) 16599
contract law, supp (1962) 12625
contract with Aeroflex Corporation for

spare parts, GAO review (1963) 593
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Navy Department—Continued

contract with Brown-Raymond-Walsh for
Spanish base construction program
(1961) 4297

contract with Brown-Raymond-Walsh for

Spanish base construction program,
failure to recover excessive administra-
tive costs included in negotiated fixed

prices. GAO reports (1963) 13994, 20713
contract with Ford Instrument Company,

pricing of repair parts for computers,
GAO review (1962) 19555

contract NObs 3647 awarded to New York
Shipbuilding Corporation, excessive

premium pay costs, etc., GAO review

(1961) 19397
contracts, Lockheed Aircraft Corporation

subcontract with The Brush Beryllium
Co. for Polaris missile parts, prices,

GAO examination (1963) 10259
contracts, retention by General Dynamics/

Pomona Division of (jeneral Dynamics
Corp., Pomona, Calif., of refunds re-

lated to illegally imposed taxes included
in prices, GAO review (1963) 8321

costs

—

leasing compared with buying electronic

data processing equipment at Mare Is-

land Naval Shipyard, GAO report (1965)

4845
nuclear submarine valves purchased from
Crane Co. by Westinghouse, GAO report
(1965) 2219

procurement of radar components and re-

lated parts, GAO report (1965) 4843
description of its functional organization

(1962) 14543
diving manual, errata (1964) 1578
electronic equipment supply management,

GAO review (1961) 6166
Electronics Supply Office, automatic data

processing case history (1964) 15294
employees assigned to California offshore

islands, travel expenses

—

hearing (1964) 17649
law (1964) 17397
reports (1964) 15528, 17747

enlisted personnel, classification procedures,
manual (1964) 20696

erroneous purchase of technical data pack-
age from Westinghouse Electric Corpo-
ration, GAO report (1964) 4756

excessive prices paid for propulsion reduc-

tion gears purchased from Westinghouse
Hectric (Dorp., Sunnyvale, Calif., GAO
report (1964) 4759

F-4 aircraft, stabilator assemblies, oversup-
ply, potential savings through use, GAO
report (1965) 18194

F-4 fighter plane, procurement of selected

subsystems, etc., GAO report (1965)

18192
financial management (1962) 22660
financial report (1961) 1408; (1962) 3433
follow-up review of failure to use excess

spare parts and assemblies in aircraft

production, GAO report (1964) 8722
food operations reference manual (1965)

9969
forms management guides (1963) 20010;

(1964) 5624
illegal hazardous duty submarine pay, GAO

report (1965) 2196
impairment of capability to meet mission

requirements and waste of funds in

D-Day augmentation forces of naval
reserve surface program, GAO report

(1965) 6270

Navy Department—Continued
improper changes to Government cost-type

and incentive-type contracts held by
Grumman Aircraft Ck)rp., GAO report
(1964) 10601

improper or unnecessary payments of pay,
travel, and other allowances to crew
members of U.S.S. Kitty Hawk, GAO
report (1964) 10602

inadequate management of special purpose
ammunition pallets resulted in unneces-
sary procurement actions, GAO report
(1965) 10957

industrial relations, principles, etc (1964)
20693

Judge Advocate General Office, organization
and functions (1961) 6459

land withdrawal at Chocolate Mountain Aer-
ial Gunnery Range

—

law (1963) 17049
reports (1963) 11805, 17264

lands, exchange between Navy and Oregon,
clarify law, report (1961) 16795

lands, exchange with Norfolk, Va.

—

law (1965) 17385
report (1965) 13891, 15951

large surface ship reactor, AlW land-based
prototype project, contract GAO review
(1962) 5283

loss of revenue resulting from practice of
requiring that surplus marine anchors
be sold as scrap, GAO report (1965) 6278

manpower utilization, Fleet Activities, Pub-
lic Works Dept., Yokosuka, Japan, GAO
review (1961) 9238

Navy contract clause book, firm fixed-price

supply contracts (1964) 13489; (1965)
3062

noncompetitive procurement of traveling
wave electron tubes, GAO report (1965)
6304

nuclear frigate, U.S.S. Bainbridge, overpric-
ing, GAO report (1965) 2194

overcharges by Westinghouse Electric (Cor-

poration for propulsion machinery for
U.S.S. Enterprise, GAO report (1963)
19283

overcharges included in prices negotiated
for change orders issued under
fixed-price contracts awarded to Avon-
dale Shipyards, Inc., New Orleans, La.,

GAO report (1965) 6281
overpayments made for nuclear submarine

components under cost-plus-a-fixed-fee

contract from Combustion Engineering,
Inc., GAO report (1964) 6774

overpricing

—

by Bethlehem Steel Company for nuclear
frigate U.S.S. Bainbridge, GAO report
(1964) 8731

of nuclear reactors components under
Westinghouse cost-plus-a-fixed-fee con-
tracts, GAO report (1964) 6776

of nuclear submarine components under
Westinghouse subcontracts, GAO report
(1964) 6777

of ship propulsion boilers purchased under
contract with Foster Wheeler Corpora-
tion, GAO report (1964) 6778

of steam generators for nuclear aircraft
carrier, GAO report (1974) 6779

overprocurement

—

of magnetos and distributors for recipro-
cating aircraft engines, GAO review
(1963) 13998

of spare fuze components used for repair
of improved Tartar and Homing Terrier
missiles, GAO report (1964) 6780
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Navy Department—Continued

overstated

—

costs included in price of nuclear, com-
ponents, GAO report (1965) 12526

needs for avionics test equipment, GAO
report (1965) 2190

payments under contracts with Hazeltine
Corporation, GAO review (1963) 2330

petroleum storage in commercial facilities,

San FYancisco area, unnecessary annual
expenditures. GAO report (1963) 15599

position classifiers manual (1963) 12241
potential savings by direct rather than indi-

rect purchase of selected major suV)sys-

tems for A-6A type of aircraft, GAO
report (1965) 19652

prescribe compensation of academic dean of

Naval Postgraduate School, report
(1961) 8780

presentations (1963) 3240-43; (1964) 5626
pricing examinations by GAO, electron tubes

under contract with Raytheon Company,
Waltham, Mass (1962) 2514

pricing of change orders for construction of
naval vessels, need for improvement,
GAO report (1965) 18191

procurement

—

of aircraft engine cylinder assemblies
without consideration of actual usage
experience, GAO report (1965) 16303

of AN/PRC-41 radio sets, hearings, etc

(1962) 15259
small business participation in Govern-
ment procurement. 1963, conference
(1964) 12283

transmitter, militarily designed, when
commercially designed equivalent was
available at less cost, GAO report (1964)
12493

public information for commanders, etc.,

guidelines (periodical) (1965) 11603
purchase of aircraft engine bearings, uneco-

nomical procurement, GAO review (1963)
5009

RDT&E management guide

—

appendices (1965) 20000
organization and procedures (1965) 18680

refunds of group insurance premiums by
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corpo-
ration, GAO report (1964) 4762

reliabilitv engineering, fundamental con-
cepts" (1962) 8579, 8580

rent-free use of Government facilities in

production of commercial aircraft en-

gines by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Div.,

United Aircraft Corp., GAO report
(1965) 6288

reports (1961) 14763; (1962) 19404; (1963)
10038; (1964) 17896

requisitioning of aeronautical parts bv Su-
bic Bay Depot, GAO report (1965) 7791

review of management (1963) 16471
Secretary, nomination of

—

Connafly, John B., jr., hearing (1961) 4080
Korth, Fred, hearing (1962) 5062
Nitze, Paul H., hearing (1964) .522

shipbuilding facilities at private shipyards,
rent-free use, GAO review (1961) 14942

spare parts and modification kits, overpric-
ing, GAO review (1963) 8317

specifications, standards and qualified prod-
ucts lists, guide (1963) 21063

specifications, see, in main alphabet. Mili-

tary supplies,
supply management of

—

high-value repairable aviation assemblies
and equipment, GAO review (1962) 15633

submarine equipment and spare parts,
GAO review (1963) 594

Navy Department—Continued

take possession of and administer naval oil

shale reserves

—

law (1962) 23196
reports (1962) 17033, 19086, 21401

Tartar missiles, overprocurement of spare
guidance components for shipboard re-

pair, GAO review (1963) 15597
Under Secretary, nomination of

—

Baldwin, Robert H.B., hearing (1965)
14118

Belieu, Kenneth E., hearing (1965) 6039
Fay, Paul B., jr., hearing (1961) 4081

uneconomical practices in management of
mobilization, reserve stocks of construc-
tion equipment, etc., GAO report (1964)
8734

uneconomical procurement of motor vehicle
parts and accessories, GAO report
(1965) 6293

unnecessary costs

—

in accelerating construction of Polaris
submarines, GAO report (1965) 12530

in procurement of

—

aeronautical replacement spare parts,
GAO report (1963) 19287

A-4 type of aircraft subsystems, etc.,

GAO report (1965) 10971
aircraft subsystems for A-5 type air-

craft, GAO report (1965) 1253l"

automatic flight control systems for A-4
series aircraft, GAO report (1964)
19766

defective torpedo tubes from Youngs-
town Welding & Engineering Co., GAO
report (1964) 19765

radar altimeters, GAO review (1963)
17512

reusable metal containers for BULL-
PUP missile, GAO report (1965) 6305

RPM comparators (1963) 14008
selected subsystems and accessories for

P-3 aircraft, GAO report (1965) 7783
selected subsystems, etc., F-4 and other

aircraft, GAO report (1965) 2215
subsystems for F-4 aircraft, GAO report

(1965) 9246
incurred for Naval Radio Research Sta-

tion project at Sugar Grove, W. Va.,
GAO report (1964) 10619

unnecessary expenditures for leasing com-
mercial facilities to store Govt-owned
empty steel drums, Los Angeles, Calif.,

area, GAO report (1963) 20720
unnecessary per diem payments

—

military personnel assigned to temporary
duty at Bath, Maine, GAO report (1965)
6314

military personnel reporting early for
temporary dutv assignments, GAO re-

port (1964) 874i
personnel during construction of nuclear-
powered submarines, GAO report (1964)
8742

unwarranted allowance for material price
increases to Newport News Shipbuilding
and Dry Dock Company for construction
of U.S.S. Enterprise, GAO report (1964)
21344

use of polygraphs, hearing (1964) 10315
X-22 (VTOL) contract award, hearings

(1963) 15374
Western Pacific supply depots, unnecessary

retention of spare parts, GAO report
(1964) 10624

Navy installations, see Installations (mili-

tary).

Navv Leadership Working Group, proceedings
of 1st vear (1961) 17757
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Navy Nurse Corps, see Nurse Corps, Navy.
Navy officers, see Marine Corps—Navy.
Navy ROTC, see Reserve Officers' Training

Cx)rps, Navy.
Navy supplies, see Military supplies.

Navy training courses, see Naval education.

Navy Underwater Sound Laboratory:
electronic scientist, etc., examination an-

nouncement (1961) 5,'i32

USL report (1963) 11263
NAWAC, see National Weather Analysis Cen-

ter.

NAWAS, see Warning systems.
Naylor, James C, feasibility of distinguishing

supervisors' policies in evaluation of

subordinates by using ratings of simu-

lated job incumbents (1965) 4194

Naylor, Peter H., see Maylor, Peter H.

N-body problem and Liouville's equation

(1965) 8129
NBL, see New Brunswick Laboratory.
NBS, see National Bureau of Standards.

NCHS, see National Center for Health Statis-

tics.

NDC, see Nuclear design calculations.

NDEA and higher education (periodical) (1962)

21641; (1963) 3954; (1964) 3782
NDEA counseling and guidance institutes

(1965) 4658-59
NDRC, see National Defense Research Com-

mittee.

Neace, Myron B., manufacturers' agent, bibli-

ography (1964) 20789
Neal, Donald L., new electronic meter for

measuring herbage yield (1965) 12502
Neal, Luther, Jr.:

aerodynamic characteristics of 9° cone con-

figuration, etc., at angles of attack up
to 180° (1963) 7265

control-surface interaction effects on delta-

wing windward pressures (1964) 14867
Nealon, Robert J., wool broad woven goods,

summary for 1963 (1964) 17103
NEIAR, see Warning systems.
Near East, see East (Near East).

Neaves, A., research on spontaneous magnet-
ism in solid bodies (1963) 9596

Nebraska:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 4120
annual survey of manufactures, standard

metropolitan statistical areas and large
industrial counties, statistics (1962)

16450; (1963) 4567; (1964) 6028
census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1961)

16326
census of business, 1963

—

merchandise lines sales, retail trade, sta-

tistics (1965) 15300
retail trade, area statistics (1965) 4304
selected services, area statistics (1965)

7214
wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)

7241
census of governments, 1962, State report

(1965) 5681
census of housing, 1960, state and small

areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc (1962)

4759
census of manufactures, 1958, area statis-

tics (1961) 11852
census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-

port (1961) 20421
census of population, 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 20632
general characteristics (1961) 10075
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 2204
number of inhabitants (1961) 3947

Nebraska—Continued
censuses of population and housing, geo-

graphic identification code scheme (1961)
6876

climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial census
(196,S) 5465

climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;
(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216

county business patterns, activities covered
by OASDI program (1961) 11877, 20437;
(1963) 13284

eastern, floods of Mar.-Apr. 1960 (1965)
16326

eastern, sediment discharge during floods

(1964) 18121
electric rate book (1961) 19314; (1962) 21749;

(1963) 19198; (1964) 19696
forest resource (1961) 19379
ground water resources of Mirage Flats

project (1964) 21362
industrial development through education

and research (address) (1965) 13702
Kansas River flood control, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1963) 423
document edition (1963) 317

labor organizations, reporting, registers

(1961) 4784; (1964) 16573
Loup Rivers, channel patterns and terraces

(1964) 12510
magnitude and frequency of floods on small

drainage areas (1962) 13871
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1962) 1617; (1963) 1216; (1964) 1419;

(1965) 1347
minor civil divisions, election precincts,

townships, and cities, census 1960, map
(1961) 16298

Mississippi River and tributaries, fishery

products, wholesale dealers, list (1964)

18025
Missouri River Basin project

—

Frenchman-Cambridge division, general
information (1961) 15951

Sargent unit, general information (1961)

15954
municipal waste facilities, 1962 inventory

(1964) 3106
municipal water facilities inventories (1961)

6505; (1964) 18911
Niobrara River and Ponca Creek compact

negotiations, extend

—

law (1961) 18583
reports (1961) 14671, 16691

population, 1960, characteristics (1963)
18656

precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)

3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965)
3492

psoroptic sheep scabies outbreaks (1965)

1750
public school finance program (1964) 17922
rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-

files (1962) 16658
sulfur production and consumption (1962)

20080
temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10751

truck inventory and use survey (1965) 235
water pollution control and abatement,

hearings (1965) 4521
weather stations, decadal census (1964)

15160

windbreaks

—

Austrian pine, height-age curves (1964)

783
growth curves for ponderosa pine (1963)

4989
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Nebraska—Continued
women

—

labor laws, suinmarv (1962) 14695
legal status (1964) 20883
workers (1963) 5776; (1965) 7005

ZIP code directory (1963) 20051
Nebraska Mid-State Reclamation District,

Federal cooperation in mid-State project
construction, hearing (1961) 12516

Nebraska mid-State unit, see Missouri River
basin project.

Nebulae, see Crab Nebula.
Necedah National Wildlife Refuge, birds, list

(1965) 4767
Neches River and Valley, water and land re-

sources development, study commission
report (1962) 19027

Necrotic ring spot virus content of American
plum in Plains windbreaks (1962) 23573

Necrotomy, effect on burn sickness, USSR
study (1961) 15492

Nectarines:
production, use, value, by States (1961)

11619; (1962) 16180; (1963) 16615; (1964)
15129

reduction of postharvest decay with heat
treatments (1964) 13586

Nectria canker, hardwoods (1964) 18044
Need for comprehensive educational planning

(1963) 378
Needle rust, red pine in Lake States (1965)

9183
Needles, Calif.:

land conveyance from California-
law (1962) 20927
reports (1962) 17005, 21442

Needles (hypodermic), see Hypodermic needles.
Needleman, Stanley M., arctic earth science

investigations (1963) 1749
Needlework, Puerto Rico, industry, findings of

fact and recommendations (1965) 5463
Neef, Arthur:

labor in Mexico (1964) 1372
labor law and practice in Mexico (1964) 5431

Neel, Carr B., wing leading edge internal modi-
fications influence on transient tempera-
ture rise (1963) 16354

Neel, E. A., high density graphite recrystal-

lized by hot forming (1964) 13652
Neel, George I.:

calculation of percentage points of F distri-

bution (1964) 19161
estimation of probabilities associated with F

statistic by digital computer techniques
(1963) 16783

Neel, James V., genetics and epidemiology of

chronic diseases (1965) 9876
Neelands, Robert W., forest research in mid-

south (1965) 14360
Neeley, John A., soil survey of Tompkins

County, N. Y. (1965) 15047
Neesham, Phoebe T., relief (1965) 8769, 13767
Neff, Kenneth L., Burma educational data

(1965) 14180
Neff, Earl L., plotting positions for logarith-

mic-normal frequency studies (1963)
18397

Neff, Kenneth L.:

education in southeast Asia, selected bibli-

ography (1963) 8183
national development through social prog-

ress, role of education (1963) 19107
Neff, W. J., launch environment profiles for

sounding rockets and spacecraft (1964)
5508

Nefsy Divide quadrangle, Wyo., geology (1963)
8330

NEFTIC, see Northeastern Forest Tree Im-
provement Conference.

Negative concentration effect in thermal diffu-

sion of gases in porous media, USSR
(1963) 8539

Negotiated contracts, .see Government con-
tracts

—

also names of departments, etc.,

issuing contracts.
Negrin, Loretta, relief (1965) 8755, 13751,

14017
Negroes:

adoptions, why so few? (1965) 5720
advances, issues, problems, etc. (address)

(1961) 20695
Africa's need for trained American leaders

(address) (1962) 18115
aging nonwhite and his housing, analysis of

1960 census data (1964) 4827
airmen. Rapid City, S. Dak., discrimination

report before Civil Rights Commission
(1963) 6022

American

—

assimilation into labor movement through
efforts of A. Philip Randolph (remarks)
(1964) 13380

equal opportunity in employment (address)
(1961) 14793

America is for everybody, commemoration of

100th anniversary of signing of Emanci-
pation Proclamation (1963) 4831

apprenticeship reports by State advisory
committees (1964) 6076

banking and community development (ad-

dress) (1964) 21064
business opportunities, progress (addresses)

(1963) 18748; (1964) 8184
census of population, 1960, subject guide

(1964) 8107
challenge of equal employment opportunities

(address) (1964) 224
citizenship in emerging culture, privileges

and responsibilities (address) (1964)
15366

college and university graduates, career
opportunities in international field (ad-

dress) (1962) 10378
denial of opportunities (address) (1961) 6234

desegregation and economic future of Negro
middle class (remarks) (1965) 13705

discrimination in employment, reasons (ad-

dresses) (1961) 9392;"(1965) 8709
economic

—

conditions, changes, 1860-1960 (1963)
19795

patterns that exclude unskilled and un-
trained, education and employment to

combat (address) (1962) 6179
problems and opportunities (address)

(1965) 19790
situation in U.S. (1961) 19810; (1962) 22413

status of workers, 1955-62 (1963) 19801
trends in Negro market (remarks) (1964)

10128
emancipation centennial, 1962, proclama-

tion, anthology (1962) 20668
employment (addresses) (1964) 7352; (1965)

8225
employment opportunities, education to meet

challenge (address) (1965) 7341
equal opportunities in America (address)

(1961) 12580
equal job opportunities (address) (1963)

16265
first-class citizenship, progress toward (ad-

dress) (1963) 9021
freedom to the free, 1863 century of emanci-

pation 1963 (1963) 4609
future role in business (remarks) (1964) 226

geographic mobilitv, comparison with white
(1964) 17024
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housing

—

open occupancy, trends in low-rent public
programs (1961) 17800; (1962) 20260;
(1963) 21096

towards freedoin of choice (address) (1961)
20840

Washington, D.C. (1962) 20651
human relations (address) (1965) 367
journey to city (1965) 14644
Labor Department sponsored conference

with college presidents and executives,
on preparation and motivation of youth
for employment (1963) 5430, 14443,
18017

Negro family, case for national action (1965)
18392

officers in Armed Forces (1961) 10524; 13717
our nonwhite population and its housing,

changes between 1950 and 1960 (1964)
832

population characteristics. Mar. 1964 (1965)
8614, 17224

problems and opportunities in business
(1963) 6050

progress toward equal opportunity (re-

marks) (1964) 228
rights and opportunities under Labor De-

partment programs (remarks) (1964)
16575

role today (address) (1965) 16361
servicemen and family housing (1964) 10099
social and economic statistics, census of

population (1963) 18702
social problems of American community (re-

marks) (1963) 21151
Tennessee, business enterprises (1963) 1464
trends in employment and unemployment

(address) (1965) 1940
women, problems (1964) 1542
women workers in 1960 (1964) 11722
youth, provide educational training to devel-

op skills to highest potential (address)
(1963) 19775

Nehalem Indians:
disposition of funds

—

law (1964) 17365
reports (1964) 12110, 15717

Neighborhood organization in conservation
areas (1961) 8239

Neighborhood Youth Corps:
and business leadership (1964) 21658
and your union (1964) 21659; (1965) 1266
are you out of school, etc., want to get in

job, etc., build a better future in Neigh-
borhood Youth Corps (1964) 21654

earn, learn, serve (1965) 6534
facts (1964) 21660
general information (1964) 21657; (1965)

5063, 9026
in your community (1964) 21661
what is it? (1964) 21663; (1965) 9495
your future and Neighborhood Youth Corps

(1964) 21664
Neighborhoods, urban renewal rehabilitation,

minimum property standards (1963)
13913; (1964) 4699

Neiheisel, James, source and distribution of
sediments at Brunswick Harbor & vicin-
ity, Ga (1965) 18020

Neill, R. R., multipurpose powder fire extin-
guishing agents (1963) 11161

NeJame, George E., relief (1964) 2160, 6249,
11987

Neisseria gonorrhoeae, see Gonococcus.

Nekotorye problemy deystviya ioniziru-
yushchey radiatsii na nervnuyu sistemu,
USSR, translations (1963) 12374

NEL, see Naval Electronics Laboratory.

Neliac program, see Electronic computers.
Nellis, William J., tables of elliptic integrals

(1965) 16613
Nellis Air Force Range:
Air Force Dept. training, withdrawal of pub-

lic lands for use

—

law (1961) 18701
reports (1961) 8759, 17104

Nells, Marvin D., relief (1963) 15222; (1965)
10443

Nelmes, Edwin V., phenomenon of aircraft
aquaplaning (1964) 202

Nelsen, Arden, training and reference manual
for job analysis (1965) 19570

Nelson, E. G., inheritance in kenaf as related
to selection of inbred lines for composite
varieties (1965) 1774

Nelson, Howard D., protecting raisins against
insects during drying and storage with
malathion-treated trays (1963) 7575

Nelson, James H., magnetism of earth (1963)
1953

Nelson, Kenneth G., highlights from survey of
residence and migration of college stu-

dents (1964) 10465
Nelson, L. C, jr., automatic fuel element en-

richment differentiator (FEED) based on
gamma-rav spectrometry (1964) 5969

Nelson, Lewis H., HI, relief (1965) 5869, 15418,
17771

Nelson, Morlan W.:
summary of snow survey measurements for

Idaho, etc (1965) 20075
water supply outlook and Federal-State-

private cooperative snow surveys for

—

Columbia basin (1963) 4286
Idaho (1963) 9391; (1964) 4139; (1965) 4051

Nelson, Paul E., jr., market news dissemina-
tion in Southwest (1965) 9029

Nelson, Ralph M., national fire danger rating
system, derivation of spread index for
Eastern and Southern States (1965) 4814

Nelson, Richard W., storage life of individual-
ly frozen Pacific oyster meats, etc (1963)
17448

Nelson, Robert A., remarks (1965) 7360, 8700,
. 17295-296; 19046

Nelson, Robert E.:

commercial uses and volume of Hawaiian
tree fern (1963) 6503

forest products harvested in Hawaii, 1958
and 1960 (1963) 10224

look at forests of American Samoa (1965)
4800

Nelson, Robert 0., relief (1962) 20995; (1963)
7910, 11946, 13396

Nelson, Thomas C:
basal area growth of natural loblolly pine

standards (1963) 19264
silvical, characteristics of commercial hicko-

ries (1965) 9210
Nelson, Willis H., geologv of Duck Creek Pass

quadrangle, Mont (1963) 12221
Nelson County, Va.:

nelsonite deposits (1964) 11335
saprolite ores (1963) 1234
titanium resources (1963) 1234; (1964) 11335

Nelsonite, deposits, Nelson and Amherst Coun-
ties, Va (1964) 11335

Nelsonville, Ohio, redevelopment area, statisti-

cal profile (1962) 13196
Nematocides:

include in Federal insecticide, fungicide, and
rodenticide act, law, transitional provi-
sions, amend

—

hearing (1961) 7141
laws (1961) 6947, 8607
reports (1961) 5699, 7067, 7069, 7219, 7231

Nematodes, see Nematoid worms.
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Neinatoid worms:
Ascaridia Ralli, antigen, immunization of

chicks, effect of vitamin A on antibody
formation, USSR study (1964) 8924

burrowing nematode, pest of citrus (1963)

18442
chemical control of plant-parasitic nema-

todes (1965) 169.56

controlling in home garden (1963) 7.561;

(1965) 16963
damage caused by potato eelworm, Hungary

(1962) 10084
golden nematode of potatoes and tomatoes,

how to prevent spread (1961) 81

nematology literature list, 1962 (1964) 17

plant nematodes (1963) 1622
presence in soils of forest and clear-cut

areas (1961) 676
root lesion nematode infestation and control

in Plains forest tree nursery (1962)

23574
sugar beet nematode and its control (1961)

3700
Nemeth, Zolton N., effect of speed, load, and

temperature on minimum-oil-flow re-

quirements of 30- and 75-millimeter-bore

ball bearings (1965) 13055

Nene geese, Hawaiian, conservation and resto-

ration program, extend, increase appro-
priation, hearings (1962) 2339; (1965)

17720
Nenitescu, Costin D., biographic information

(1963) 2492, 10623
Nenni, Pietro, Pravda attacks for

anti-Communist policy (1963) 876
Neocoelidiinae, see Leafhoppers.
Neodymium:

elution from cation-exchange resin with
ammonia-ethylenediaminetetraacetic
acid solutions, further studies (1962)

2047
salts, thermal decomposition (1962) 22506
sesquioxide, high-temperature heat content

and entropy (1962) 20100
Neodymium oxide, crystallographic modifica-

tions and phase transformation rates

(1965) 11389
Neofitou, Michael J., relief (1963) 17094; (1964)

190.5, 2170
Neogastropoda, see Gastropods.
Neon, solubilitv determination in water and

extracted" human fat (1964) 13650
Neoplasms, see Tumors.
Neopositivism, see Logical positivism.

Neoprene, reusable jacket, protects parts for

chemical milling (1965) 12990
Neosho River, see Grand (Neosho) River.

Neothunnus, see Tuna fish.

Neotropical microlepidoptera (1962) 12535;

(1964) 96.50, 18822, 21802-803
Neotropical region, caddis flies, Rhyacophili-

dae and Glossosomatidae (Trichoptera)
studies (1963) 9235

Nepal:
around world with Bob Poage, report on

recent trip (1963) 2046
Army area handbook (1965) 4246
background, economic, political, social, etc

(1962) 24096
Commission on Educational Exchange,

agreement (1962) 1839
economy, basic data (1963) 15647
education, development (1965) 19556
import tariff system (1962) 2569
investment guaranties, agreement (1963)

16611
labor conditions (1964) 11295
mutual security in action, fact sheet (1962)

1833

Nepal—Continued

Peace Corps program, agreement (1962)
24111

transportation facilities development termi-
nation, agreement (1963) 13077

Nepal alder, see Alder.
Nepheline syenite:
from Canada, determination of no injury or

likelihood thereof to U.S. industry (1961)
11625

minerals year book chapter (1961) 19845;
(1962)"22473; (1963) 18070; (1964) 18664;
(1965) 19837

Nephelines, rocks containing, piezoelectric

effect, USSR .study (1964) 14467
Nephelometers, cuvette for measurements with

high angular resolution (1965) 9752
Nephritis:

Bulgaria, USSR study (1962) 2911
Chinese traditional method used in treat-

ment, materials for study, USSR study
(1962) 875

clinical studies. Communist China (1962)
17857

hypertension in Bright's disease, role of so-

dium in genesis, USSR study (1961)
15330

see also Glomerulonephritis.
Nephrolithiasis, ridol antispasmodic effects,

Hungarian study (1962) 7855
Neponset River:
harbor improvements, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23461
document edition (1962) 23387

Neri, Milagros A., relief (1964) 12201; (1965)

7502
Neruda, Pablo, speech (1963) 6637A

Nerves:
action potentials of vestibular neurons in

cats, USSR .study (1964) 18199
bone tissue, morphological changes in ani-

mals, in radiation sickness, USSR study
(1963) 17662

brain, central neurons, mathematical meth-
ods for investigation of impulse activi-

ty, USSR biophysical study (1964) 10881

brain neuron excitation, electrophysiolo-
gical, histo-chemical, and cvtomorphol-
ogical indices USSR study (1963) 6800

cells, nuclear membrane potential, USSR
study (1964) 11227

central nervous system neurons, structural
and histochemical changes from hypoth-
ermia, USSR study (1963) 1001

cerebral cortex, structural organization of
neuron interrelationships, USSR study
(1962) 12027

cortical neurons, possibility of division,

USSR study (1964) .5004

Crustacea neuron activity, electrophysiolo-
gical and cvtochemical indicators, rela-

tionship, USSR study (1965) 16431
effect of calcium and potassium salts on

higher nervous activity and arterial
pressure of dogs with experimental hy-
pertension ( 1 96 1 ) 1 524 1

efferent labyrinthine impulses in frog (1964)
4259

8th nerve lesion, audiologic findings (1961)
126

extermital, influence of gravitational over-
loads of arterial system, USSR study
(1964) 14616

formation of new neural paths of organs of
small pelvis (1965) 14.566

functional peculiarities of course of excita-
tion process in various parts of motor
neuron, USSR study (1962) 2739
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Nerves—Continued
ganglion-blockinp and antihistamine sub-

stances in prophylaxis of shock, USSR
study (1961) 10954

joint capsule receptors, electrophysiological

and histological characteristics, USSR
study (1962) 5582

mechanisms of trophic effects, USSR study

(1965) 7892
neural impulse and chemical theory of mem-

ory, USSR study (1965) 12608

neurons of cerebral cortex, inhibition of

evoked activity during action of sound
stimulus, USSR study (1965) 14580

neurons, rhythm variations of reticular

formation during lateral overloads

(1964) 18797
pathways in evolution of interoceptive sig-

naliV.ation, USSR study (1962) 22312

peripheral

—

changes due to effect of vibration, USSR
experimental study (1963) 17995

extremities, excitability changes with di-

rect current in affections of central

nervous system, USSR study (1961) 4723

occupational diseases of, USSR studv
(1964) 1039

Ranvier nerve fiber nodes, action potentials
and in vivo-in vitro comparison of

starch digestion, USSR studv (1964)
16501

regeneration and restoration of function,
USSR study (1962) 18077

sciatic, regeneration, effect of total X-rav
irradiation, USSR study (1961) 12940

signaling, biophysics, USSR study (1962)
17711

skin, morphological condition in individuals
dead from hypertensive vascular dis-

ease, USSR study (1961) 4598
splanchnic, action currents under chronic

conditions, recording method, USSR
study (1961) 11182

suturing, of hand and fingers, functional
results, USSR study (1965) 4953

synchronization of motor units and related
nx)del representations (1964) 11226

tissue, functional evolution of enzyme sys-
tems in cellular metabolism, USSR study
(1965) 2422

use of computers for modelling neurons,
USSR study (1965) 11215

vagus, tonus of cardiac center in

X-irradiated dogs, USSR study (1961)
2114

Nervous system:
and atherosclerosis, USSR study (1961)

11051
automata, concerning one class, USSR study

(1962) 2784
basic mechanisms of reaction during acute

radiation sickness, USSR study (1962)
8076

carbohydrate metabolism, USSR studv
(1962) 2709

central

—

dioxolane derivatives action and pharma-
cological studies. East Germany (1962)
7783

effects of

—

centedrin, Hungarian study (1962) 7835
chronic exposure to organophosphate

insecticides (1964) 5999
drugs on enzyme activity of rat brain

(1961) 5293
galanthamine, USSR study (1961) 15580
ionizing radiation and of dynamic fac-

tors on function (1965) 16730
ionizing radiations. USSR study (1963)

15951

Nervous system—Continued
central—Continued

electrophysiologv of action of piridrol,

USSR study (1964) 20108
excitability changes of peripheral nerves
and muscles of extremities with direct

current in affections, USSR study (1961)
4723

higher activity, questions asked at 1st

national conference on experimental
medicine in Bulgaria (1962) 20000

morphological changes

—

in burns, USSR study (1963) 17983
under effect of centimetric waves on
organism, USSR (1961) 15304

pharmacodynamics of psychic functions,
Czechoslovak study (1963) 12424

radiation injuries and restorative process-

es, USSR study (1965) 7889
reliability of compensatory functions,

USSR study (1962) 22281
structural and histochemical changes from
hypothermia, USSR study (1963) 1001

structural changes in burns, USSR study
(1961) 887

symposium on analysis using computer
" methods (1965) 14756
USSR studies (1964) 20254

cephalic, centipedes, gross and microscopic
anatomy (1961) 1466

cerebrum, man, and automatic control,
(Communist (Chinese study (1962) 5533

certain problems of effect of ionizing radia-
tion on nervous system, USSR (1963)
12374

changes in

—

cancer, Soviet book review (1963) 2460

vertigo and after terminal conditions,

USSR study (1965) 2754
vibration sickness, Czechoslovak study

(1962) 7649
chemical transmission of neural excitations,

USSR study (1965) 16380
chlorbutin, side-effects on central nervous

system, USSR study (1965) 11213
clinical syndromes arising under effect of

various radio frequency bands, USSR
study (1965) 9396

control processes in living organisms, USSR
study (1962) 10029

cybernetics

—

inside man (1963) 828
Rumanian study (1964) 7010
Soviet studies (1963) 16263

developing and diapausing Lepidoptera pu-
pae, bioelectric activity, USSR study
(1964) 16141

diseases

—

biochemistry and chemotherapy, USSR
studies (1965) 4981

electronic digital computers for use in

diagnosis, USSR study (1964) 11235
USSR studies (1964) 16007

disorders, treatment by electrically induced
sleep, USSR study (1965) 14547"

dogs, peculiarities of effect of nivaline on
higher nervous activity, USSR study
(1965) 908

drugs acting on central nervous system us-

ing animal experiments, association and
dissociation between EEG and behavior,
Japanese study (1965) 4951

effect of mechanical vibration (1963) 1777
electrophysiological investigations, current

problems, USSR study (1965) 6405
electrophysiology

—

neurochemical mechanisms of cortical ac-

tivation, USSR study (1964) 20133
USSR conferences (1961) 7603
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Nervous system—Continued
evolution of chemical basis of functions,

USSR study (1961) 15453
excitation, strength, labor activity affected

by variation, USSR study (1964) 11004

functional activity, role of gamma-
aminobutyric acid, USSR study (1962)

2695
functions, modeling, USSR study (1965)

11075
higher activity

—

and conditioned reflexes, USSR studies

(1964) 9107
centimeter band radio waves effect, USSR
study (1961) 11126

conference on problems, reports (1964)

8869
functions in animals antenatally irradiat-

ed with ionizing radiation, USSR study
(1963) 17673

investigation, elements of automation in

mechanics, USSR study (1964) 16539
materialistic principle of structure in

study, USSR study (1962) 1022
pathophysiology, conference on research

methods, USSR (1963) 16177
problems, conference report, USSR (1962)

5988
progeny, effects of ionizing radiation on
functions (1963) 14957

reflex systems and chemical influence on
conditioned reflex activity, USSR study
(1964) 7062

UFI-63, device for study of nerves, USSR
study (1965) 6501

USSR journal, translations (1962) 5696;

(1963) 1083, 6675, 8674
USSR studies (1964) 10869

higher and lower branches, structural
changes during experimental complete
starvation, USSR study (1962) 2848

human, reactions to ionizing radiations
(1961) 5338

illnesses, hydrogen sulfide therapy in treat-

ing, USSR study (1964) 20411
importance in accretion of ovarian trans-

plant, USSR study (1961) 17498
integrated whole, USSR study (1962) 2900
mast cells, USSR study (1961) 15273
miscellaneous USSR studies (1965) 11228
neural apparatus of adrenal glands and its-

reactive characteristics, USSR study
(1961) 4656

neurological and sensory diseases

—

film guide (1963) 16514
research advances (1963) 1338
research highlights (1961) 11450; (1962)

12524
senior clinical traineeships (1965) 15003
service program

—

mental retardation activities (1963)

20108
PHS (1962) 12666; (1964) 15060

neuropathologv and psychiatry

—

journal (USSR periodical) (1962) 19794
USSR study (1962) 14114; (1964) 12716;

(1965) 968
neurohumoral mechanisms of radiation-

induced permeability disorders of histo-

hematic barrier, USSR study (1963)
20784

occupational neuro-muscular diseases, bio-

electrical activity in muscles, USSR
study (1963) 17976

peripheral

—

diseases, ultrasound therapy, USSR study
(1961) 15.597

nerve trunks, changes due to effect of vi-

bration, USSR experimental studv
(1963) 17995

Nervous system—Continued
peripheral—Continued

vessels of rabbit ear, eff'ects of adrenaline
and noradrenaline (1963) 18470

vessels, use of plastic prosthetics in surgi-

cal treatment of aneurysms, USSR
study (1962) 925

physiology, current problems, USSR study
(1964) 991

primates, external geniculate body, structur-
al and histochemical characteristics,

USSR study (1965) 9334
proteins, USSR study (1964) 20375
psychopharmacology, central nervous sys-

tem effects, animal research, handbook
(1963) 21093

radioactive isotopes in neurological prac-
tice, USSR study (1962) 22034

reaction of organism and type of nervous
system, (1962) 22088

resolution of all-Union congress of neuro-
pathologists and psychiatrists, USSR
study (1964) 7236

shivering control, review of literature (1963)
18468

structure and function, problems, USSR
study (1961) 17518

types, role in metabolic, compensatory and
restorative reactions of organism,
Ukrainian Republic scientific conference
(1961) 1012

unsuspected neurologic disease in aviation
personnel (1965) 210

USSR studies (1964) 21465
vegetative, functional state and organic

changes, USSR study (1961) 19492
vestibular analyzer condition in persons

working with sources of ionizing radia-

tion, USSR study (1965) 18302
white rats, detection of labelled ribonucleic

acid, USSR study (1964) 18345
see aiso Reflexes.

Nessel, Mark A., short-term treatment of

learning difficulty in a child (1963) 16788

Nessler test, comparison with subjective eval-

uations of quality of shrimp (1965)

14292
Nestingen, Ivan A.:

Federal Government interests in group
health practice (1964) 11554

nomination, hearing (1961) 5856
tomorrow is already here (1963) 3298

Nestrud, Lome M., soil survey report, Minne-

haha County, N. Dak. (1964) (1964)

18953
Nests, structures for wood ducks, improved

designs (1964) 14284
Neter, John, response errors in collection of

expenditures data by household inter-

views, etc (1965) 5715
Netherlands:

air transport services, agreement (1961)

20181
Ambassador, nomination of John S. Rice,

hearings (1961) 7269
Caribbean Organization, agreement (1962)

3504
Communist Party, statement of principles

and constitution (1961) 7821
double taxation, convention, protocol extend-

ing to Netherlands Antilles (1964) 6377.

1.5615; (1965) 1654
economic developments (1961) 9178; (1962)

13925; (1963) 10331
economy, basic data (1961) 9170; (196.5) 5763
educational data (1964) 585
establishing business (1961) 633; (1964) 8813

export controls, report (1962) 9.500

fisheries (1963) 10196; (1965) 10873
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Netherlands—Continued
foreign trade regulations (1964) 10696
gas appliances and equipment, outlook for

American manufacturers (1964) 21071
gas appliances, household and commercial,

U.S. market (1964) 146
German boundary, study (1964) 11622
housing, publicly owned, administration

(1961)6512
import tariff system (1962) 728; (1963) 6604
imports, what can you sell (1964) 21075
living conditions (1961) 638
maritime matters

—

operational arrangements for visit of N.S.
Savannah, agreement (1963) 16582

public liability for damage caused by N. S.

Savannah, agreement (1963) 16581
market factors (1964) 14388
market for air tools, foreign market survey

(1965) 17158
market for selected U.S. electric housewares

(1961) 20386
marking and labeling requirements (1961)

20868
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12897
mission to, report of President's Panel on

Mental Retardation (1963) 20082
mutual defense assistance agreement, dispo-

sition of equipment and materials (1961)

1496
organization for scientific research, excerpts

from 1959 yearbook (1962) 5577
ornamental plant explorations (1963) 11432
outdoor recreation survey (1963) 1380
pharmaceutical regulations (1962) 9793
plant quarantine import requirements (1962)

12827
reactor center, 1963 annual report (1965)

14595
selling in Netherlands (1965) 4424
sending gift packages to (1962) 692
sovereignty, etc., geographic report (1962)

20294
struggle to prevent atomic war, etc., extract

from speech (1961) 2203
trade mission 1963, final report (1963) 14069
U.S. compensatory concessions under GATT,

agreement (1962) 18488
use of Zanderij airport by United States

Government aircraft, agreement (1962)
18478

weapons production program, agreement
(1961) 9788

welding equipment, foreign market survey
(1965) 17161

Netherlands Antilles:

double taxation, convention (1964) 6377,

15615; (1965) 1654
economy, basic data (1962) 23610
establishing business and investing (1962)

21879
import tariff system (1962) 21886
labor conditions (1965) 7997
living conditions (1963) 6610
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12898
money orders, agreement (1961) 16012

Netherlands Reactor Center, annual report for

1959 (1962) 7642
Netherlands West Indies, see Netherlands An-

tilles.

Nets:
coned rotating, mechanics (1965) 14735
neural, iterated, convergence and ultimate

reliability (1965) 116
see Fish nets—Fowling nets.

Nettheim, Nigel F., spectral study of overad-
justment for seasonality (1965) 13654

Nettles, J. Cary, ballistic-missile base heating
with operating rocket (1963) 5530

Networks:
finding critical paths in schedules, USSR

study (1965) 18351
ladder, unbalanced, symbolic notations

(1965) 10117
simulation model (1965) 4669
see also Electric networks.

Netzeband, F. F.:

mineral industry of Texas (1963) 3067; (1964)

2989; (1965) 1357
sulfur resources and production in Texas,

etc (1964) 20475
Neubauer, W.G., microacoustic system analy-

sis by measurement of free-field sound
speed (1964) 18866

Neuberger, Maurine B., testimony, hearings
(1964) 14156

Neubert, Karl, engineer. East German, bio-

graphic information (1962) 5379
Neuder, Stanley M., thermophototropic behav-

ior in perovskite-structured titanates
(1964) 9606

Neufeld, Henry N., cardiovascular research in

Israel (1964) 20647
Neuman, Frank, micrometeoroid velocity de-

tector (1963) 19933
Neuman, Robert B.:

fossils in Ordovician tuffs, northeastern
Maine (1964) 14338

geology of western Great Smoky Mountains,
Tenn (1965) 19664

Neuman, Rozsi relief (1963) 15188, 20560;
(1964) 236

Neumann, Harvey E., convective heat transfer
in nuclear rocket nozzle (1963) 18141

Neumever, Fredrik, law of employed inventors
in Europe, study (1963) 6303

Neural control of ciliary muscle (1963) 15022
Neural nets, see Nets.
Neuraminic acid and its role in organism,

USSR (1961) 15523
Neuristor, investigation of model, USSR study

(1964) 5360
Neuritis, sciatic nerve, therapeutic value of

bee poison, USSR study (1961) 7572
Neurocybernetics:

artificial intelligence, Rumanian achieve-

ments (1965) 7883
new branch of science, USSR study (1961)

10945
theory of perception, significance (1965)

11290
USSR study (1963) 2483

Neurodynamics of human auditory system,
USSR study (1965) 4916

Neuroendocrine regulation of adaptability,
review of monograph, Hungary (1962)

7801
Neuroendocrinology, research conducted by

Yugoslavian scientists (1965) 9476
Neurogenic mechanics of sensitization, USSR

(1962) 1173
Neurohumoral mechanisms of radiation-

induced permeability disorders of histo-

hematic barrier, USSR (1963) 20784

Neurological diseases, see Nervous system.
Neurological Diseases and Blindness, National

Institute of, see National Institute of

Neurological Diseases and Blindness.

Neurological surgery of trauma (1965) 11911

Neurology:
Bulgarian Scientific Association of Neurolo-

gy, Psychiatry, and Neurosurgery, ac-

tivities report'(1964) 12980
Communist China, achievements attained by

studying Soviet experience (1961) 4415
(Communist China, translations (1962) 787
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Neurology—Continued

comparison of postoperative neurological
picture with EEG changes during car-
diac surgery under conditions of artifi-

cial circulation (1964) 11234
Hungary and Bulgaria (1961) li>P>^

sight and touch analysis, USSR studies
(1962) 830

Soviet medical research related to human
stress, review of literature (1962) 3393

Soviet studies (1964) 1086.S

theses on achievements, commemoration of

10th National Foundation Day of China
(1962) 19894

see also Nervous system.
Neuromuscular disorders, progress in re-

search, summary (1964) 149.S5

Neuromuscular system, neurohumoral mecha-
nisms of regulation of muscular activi-

ty, USSR studies (196.5) 16.504

Neurons, see Nerves.
Neuropathology, see Nervous system.
Neuropharmacology, see Pharmacology.
Neurophysiology:
equipment for neurophvsiological investiga-

tions, USSR studies (1964) 19845
mechanisms in process of external signal

discrimination (1965) 5242
present-dav, based on physiology of condi-

tioned reflex (1965) 5241
significance to science of bionics, USSR

study (1962) 2774
studies on motion sickness and its therapy

(1962) 6604
Neuroplegic substances:
cardiac activity changes in patients operat-

ed with application of, USSR studv
(1961) 10952

combination with local anesthesia, use in

surgerv on cancer patients, USSR study
(1961)2350

effect on course of burn shock in dogs,
USSR (1961) 847

Neuropsychiatry:
alcoholism and neuro-psvchiatric diseases,

USSR study (1961) 10946
Ck)mmunist China, translation (1961) 19.545

identifying overly anxious patient in impact-
ed 3d molar surgery (1963) 72

organization of neuropsychiatric aid, USSR
(1964) 7222

Rumania, medical care of neuropsychiatric
patients, problems (1963) 14175"

specialist, reference book and guide (1962)
20.507

speed and overload stress, effects on systems
operator proficiency (1961) 13806

Neuroptera, see Flies.

Neurosecretions:
glvcoproteid component, USSR study (1962)

14240
problems, Soviet research (1962) 23819

Neuroses:
climacteric, in aging women, cholesterol,

phospholipids, protein and lipoprotein
fractions of blood serum, USSR study
(1962) 5632

cardiovascular neurosis associated with
pain syndrome, use of diadynamic cur-
rents for treatment (1965) 12735

of internal organs, USSR study (1961) 17557
personality and neuroses, USSR study

(1963) 12486
psychoneurological services in USSR (1964)

2576
veterans, service-connected psychoneuroses,

employment adjustment (1963) 11372

Neurosurgery, see Surgery.

Neuse River Basin:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 10778
document edition (1965) 10402

Neustadter, Harold E.:

low-coverage heat of adsorption

—

alkali metal atoms on tungsten

—

atom-metal interaction theories (1964)
18758, 18784

Lennard-Jones atom-atom interaction
theory (1964) 18759

Neutrality, Laos, declaration and protocol, etc

(1963)20178
Neutralizer tests on flight-model electron-

bombardment ion thrustor (1963) 16368

Neutrinos:
astronomy, Hungarian study (1963) 8964
supernovas, and neutron stars, final evolu-

tion (1964) 14845
Neutron diff'ractometers, see Diffractometers.

Neutron spectrometers, see Spectrometers.

Neutrons:
absorbed dose, measurement (1961) 6417
absorber materials for reactor control

(1962) 13010
activation

—

analysis

—

by means of short-lived isotopes (1961)
"1720

fundamentals and applications (1963)

20334
of thorium and uranium in graphite

(1962) 16390
techniques for measuring resonance inte-

grals (1963) 14963
used to determine sodium in telluric acid,

Polish study (1962) 7761

angular distribution of elastically scattered

neutrons and fast-neutron cross sections

for deuterium, etc., Legendre expansion
coefficients (1961) 18039

beams, from radial beam and tangential

port of NRL reactor as sources for neu-

tron-capture gamma ravs, comparison
of properties (1961) 20063

captured in control materials, reactivity vs.

number (1961) 16190
consistent PI analysis of aqueous uranium-

235, critical assemblies (1962) 1684
dispersive properties at high densities and

temperatures, USSR study (1961) 2198
embrittlement of steel, engineering and ba-

sic research aspects (1962) 22674
fast critical assemblies, literature search

(1962) 14882
fission, in beryllium oxide, slowing-down and

thermalization characteristics, maritime
gas-cooled reactor program (1961) 18034

flux-
charts in.Gl flat reactor fuel for measure-
ment of buckling (1961) 18023

distributions in graphite assembly with
internal cavity (1962) 22572

equalization, in nuclear reactors, USSR
study (1965) 18372

fast liquid metal loop in advanced test
reactor, design criteria (1963) 16848

measurement methods, summary (1962)
14854

measurement, nx)dulation of photomulti-
plier amplification factor-schematic
(1964) 7563

preliminary dose measurements on neu-
tron generator (1963) 9633

spatial distribution on surface of graph-
ite-lined cavity (1963) 5940

stellar atmospheres, A and <J) opera-
tors of radiative transfer theory (1962)
8638
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Neutrons—Continued
flux—Continued

T7 trap core, analog systems, evaluation
(1961) 16188

from atomic explosion, USSR study (1962)
5841

gamma/neutron detection systems, survey
(1961) 3954

gamma-neutron pulsed radiation, early ef-

fect on primates (1965) 17024
gamma ray spectrometer, description (1963)

7587
harmful effect of fast neutrons on mouse

testes, comparison with X-rays (1963)
20813

high-energy, changes induced in carbon and
graphite (1963) 4477

in space, sources in solar system (1963) 5608

inelastic neutron gamma angular correla-

tion for C-12 (n,n' 7 ), C-12 reaction
(1962) 12587

interaction between cylindrical storage con-
tainers, computer program analysis
(1963) 11557

irradiated steels, heat treatment effective-

ness for recovery of properties (1961)

15863
irradiation

—

animals, action of elevated temperatures,
USSR study (1963) 16013

effect on brittle-rupture properties of con-

struction materials of reactor vessels

(1963) 9690
effect on Charpy V and drop-weight test

transition temperatures of steels and
weld metals (1961) 1385

effects of chronic low dose on peripheral
blood elements in monkey (Macaca mu-
latta) (1961) 1660

relaxation of elastic stresses (1961) 11778
longwave fluxes in troposphere, method of

calculating in cloudless sky (1965) 9745
low cost neutron generator, applying to ac-

tivation analysis (1962) 23038
measurement of effects of fast-neutron ra-

diation on liquid ortho-and
para-hydrogen (1965) 5191

moisture meters

—

calibration curves, determining slope

(1963) 8302
neutron moderation application to coal

and soil (1964) 19231
soil, neutron-scattering, field correlation

(1964) 18064
Monte Carlo calculations of neutron number

spectra and build-up factors in infinite

conical configurations (1962) 20157
multiple scattering of polarized and unpo-

larized neutrons by s-type resonances
(1962) 6346; (1963) 1*2955

"

neutron-field and induced-activity measure-
ments, Operation Bren (1965) 17085

neutron-induced dental fragility (1965) 10124

neutrons and parallel flow channel coupling
effects on T-7 flux trap reactor (1961)
5350

penetration in iron-water shields determined
by engineering physics method (1962)
8950

plutonium-beryllium sources, guide for prep-
aration of license applications for

—

uses other than well logging (1963) 15020
well logging (1963) 15021

probe soil moisture sampling, statistical

guides and graphs (1962) 13849
pulse distributions in stilbene produced by

1-15 mev neutrons (1962) 2096

Neutrons—Continued
pulsed, applicable to power reactor start-up

procedure, development (1963) 1831,
9679, 14980

radial flux or field of isotropic cylindrical
source of finite extent (1961) 13521

radiation, biological action, USSR study
(1965) 16453

radiation from nuclear weapons, shielding,
review and bibliography (1964) 7577

reactor fast, utilization for activation anal-
ysis (1965) 182, 13495

regularities in thermal neutron absorption
cross sections (1965) 9823

resonance

—

capture in flooded superheater, reactivity
response (1961) 18051

integrals of Re and Tm, studies, final re-

port (1965) 8550
neutron activation experiments, Project
Gnome (1962) 13003, 16396

symmetry of induced U235 fission (1964)
5980

scattering soil moisture meter, field calibra-
tion (1961) 20767

self-shielding factors for multiple-body con-
centric cylindrical configurations (1964)
20572

slowing-down area in light water, measure-
ment, experimental results and discus-
sions (1961) 8384

solar flux

—

incident at top of atmospheres of earth
and neighboring planets for spectral
region 50 A to 3000 A (1963) 19891

spinning spherical shell, temperature dis-

tribution (1965) 11409
stars, supernovae, and neutrinos, final evo-

lution (1964) 14845
technical concept. Operation Henre, 14 Mev

neutron source (1965) 11914
thermal

—

attenuation, 2-phase hydrogen density
measurements (1965) 14819

behavior in lattices of uranium metal rods
in heavy water (1965) 4259

diffusion length measurements in light

water from 20° to 90° C (1963) 9674
thermalization

—

differential, summary report (1962) 2037;

(1963) 7690; (1964) 8052; (1965) 5602
integral

—

measurements, annual summary report

(1962) 8939; (1963) 11553; (1964) 13692
quarterly progress report (1963) 14968

thorium-232 resonance captures in Peach
Bottom HTGR critical assembly, activa-

tion measurements (1963) 7689
transmutation doping method for fabrica-

tion of semiconductor devices (1963)

7704
transient analysis, ETTNATA and EGCR

temperature, digital computer program
(1964) 15280

transmutation doping method dor fabrica-

tion of semiconductor devices (1965)

1841
transport, and gamma ray in infinite homo-

geneous media, Monte Carlo studies

(1961) 21214
two-dimensional flux calculations for Plum

Brook reactor (1964) 21767
Nevada:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 4120
agricultural conservation handbooks (1961)

5, 20278
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Nevada—Continued

annual survey of manufacturers, standard
metropolitan statistical areas and large
industrial counties, statistics (1962)
18776; (1963) 4571; (1964) 6032

area measurement report (1965) 7187
Arizona boundary compact, approval

—

law (1961) 12106
reports (1961) 7258, 10275

beryllium investigations, 1959-62 (1963) 9114

Carson Desert, southern, geology (1964)
10639

census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1961)
10046

census of business, 1963

—

merchandise line sales, retail trade, statis-

tics (1965) 15304
retail trade, area statistics (1965) 230
selected services, area statistics (1965)
7215

wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)
7242

census of governments, 1962, State report
(1965) 4326

census of housing, 1960, State and small
areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc (1962)
2197

census of manufactures, 1958, area statis-

tics (1961) 11853
census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-

port (1961) 18139
census of population, 1960

—

characteristics (1963) 11610
detailed characteristics (1962) 13071
general characteristics (1961) 3941
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 285
number of inhabitants (1961) 290

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
geographic identification code scheme
(1961) 6877

centennial of statehood,' exhibition in Li-
brary of Congress (1965) 14649

climatic summary

—

1931-52 (1961) 2743
1951-60, decennial census (1965) 15143

climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;
(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216

conveyance of public lands to

—

Colorado River Commission, extend time

—

law (1962) 23184
reports (1962) 15363, 19078

Henderson, Nev., at fair market value,
report (1963) 13760

cotton, results of 1963 regional variety tests
(196.5) 12

county business patterns, activities covered
by OASDI program (1961) 10011; (1963)
15054, 18677

electric rate book (1962) .545, 23.527; (1963)
20673; (1964) 21308

Fernley-Wadsworth area, ground-water con-
ditions (1963) 8351

fluorspar ores, experimental treatment
(1961) 7943

forest products output (1965) 9197
geology of Ash Meadows quadrangle (1965)

6331
Indians on Federal reservations, basic infor-

mation (1961) 81.53

labor organizations, reporting, register
(1961) 4783; (1964) 16574

Lower Cambrian trilobite fauna (1964)
213.56

lumber and other forest products, produc-
tion (1963) 570

mineral and water resources (1964) 17668
print report as Senate document, report

(1964) 15690

Nevada—Continued
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chap-

ters (1961) 11385, 21183; (1963) 1217;
(1964) 11317; (1965) 1,348

mineral lands, U.S. to disclaim certain
rights

—

law (1961) 18728
reports (1961) 16797, 16997

minerals for chemical manufacturing, sup-
ply and demand (1965) .5074

minor civil divisions, towTiships and judicial
districts, census 1960, map (1961) 16299

municipal waste facilities, 1962 inventory
(1964) 3109

municipal water facilities inventories (1962)
.3463; (1964) 18914

national forests

—

pest control progress (1963) 10230
recreation (1964) 12438

natural resources (1964) 21370
northeastern, floods (1964) 18118
100th anniversary of admission as State,

commemorative medals

—

law (1963) 20430
reports (1963) 13727, 18851

ore deposits, experimental extraction of gold
and silver (1961) 11392

Pacific Northwest disaster relief act of
1965—

hearings (1965) 12202
law (1965) 13772
reports (1965) 8859, 10480, 12123, 12262,

13869
veto (1965) 12218

precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)

3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965)
3492

public land

—

convey to Lincoln County, report (1963)
9878

grants, repeal act

—

law (1964) 7276
reports (1961) 143.39; (1963) 6170; (1964)
15738

transfer to Colorado River Commission,
amend act

—

law (1963) 9811
reports (1963) 6169, 8071, 9811

public school finance program (1963) 6340
retirement systems, divide for social securi-

ty purposes-
law (1964) 17241
reports (1964) 8304, 12229

rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-
files (1962) 16649

secondary nonferrous metals industry, data
(1963) 5471

snow survey measurements

—

monthly (1962) .3832

1910-61 (1963) 1.502

1921-64 (1965) 20075
southern, water project, construct, operate,

and maintain

—

hearings (1965) 10693, 17714
Interior Dept. report (1965) 19175
law (196.5) 19167
reports (1965) 14033, 17633. 19235

southernmost, middle and lower Ordovician
formations (1965) 2227

southwestern, Miocene floras from Finger-
rock Wash (1964) 18134

statehood commemorative 5-cent postage
stamp (poster) (1964) 13375

temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10752

test site

—

community, establish, hearings (1963)
20446
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Nevada—Continued
test site—Continued

Federal employees, travel allowance

—

hearing (1965) 19310
reports (1965) 19263, 19442
story (1964) 13722
stratigraphy and structure of Rainier
and uses tunnel areas (1963) 19315

truck inventory and use survey (1965) 268
Truckee River flood control, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1962) 23493
document edition (1962) 23314

water supply, falls summaries (1961) 21371;
(1962) 22804; (1963) 21115; (1964) 20802;
(1965) 18769

outlook and snow surveys (1963) 4288;
(1964) 4141; (1965)4053

weather stations, decadal census (1964)
16919

western, earthquake history (1961) 20486
women

—

labor laws, summary (1962) 14696
legal status (1965) 11806

ZIP code directory (1963) 20052
Nevada Centennial Commission:
Treasury Dept. to supply and sell commemo-

rative medals

—

law (1963) 20430
reports (1963) 13727, 18851

Nevel, Donald E.:

circular plates on elastic, sealed foundations
(1964) 8509

ice bridge analysis (1965) 10765
semi-infinite plate on elastic foundation

(1965) 12400

Neville, J. Ryan:
oxygen breathing equipment, continuous

functional testing (1964) 74
oxyhemoglobin dissociation curves, measure-

ment and expression (1965) 7110
Neville, William C, fishery for scup with spe-

cial reference to fluctuations in yield

and their causes (1964) 15929
Nevins, Allan, origins of land-grant colleges

and State universities (1963) 18740
Nevis:

nutrition survey (1962) 15654
plant import requirements (1964) 13573

New, Albert E., water and solute shifts be-

tween blood and intraperitoneal glucose
infusate (1965) 17018

New, John C, satellite reliability through en-

vironmental tests (1963) 16388

New age of managed abundance, address
(1961) 20302

New Albany, Ky., formation, black shales,

specific-gravity relationship to oil-yield

(1964) 20507

New Bedford, Mass.:
area redevelopment manpower report (1963)

17400
census of business

—

1958, standard metropolitan area, central
business district statistics (1961) 8469

1963, major retail centers, standard metro-
politan statistical area (1965) 13578

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18254
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 16453
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16524

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 2230

New Bedford, Mass—Continued
Clark Point, beach erosion control study,

engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2187
document edition (1963) 2007

industrial park, master development plan
(1965) 10135

redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)
13200

scallop and flounder industry

—

marketing study (1965) 5577
technical study (1964) 17028

wholesale food-distribution facilities (1963)
14868

New Bern, N.C.:

and vicinity, hurricane survey, engineer
report

—

departmental edition (1965) 10779
document edition (1965) 10406

New boundaries of reality (lecture) (1964) 4308
New Britain, (3onn.:

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16335
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16525

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts, standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 296

water resources of area (1964) 10649
New Brunswick, N.J., aged, problems, hearings

(1962) 21205
New Brunswick Laboratory:
general information (1963) 7719
research progress reports (1961) 5373,

18063; (1962) 14850; (1963) 5938, 18581;
(1964) 5970

New Buffalo, Mich.:
harbor, engineer reports-
departmental edition (1963) 440
document edition (1963) 237

New Caledonia, mineral industry, minerals
yearbook chapter (1965) 14682

New Castle, Ind., redevelopment area, statisti-

cal profile (1962) 13210
New Castle, Pa., redevelopment area, statisti-

cal profile (1962) 13160
New Castle County, Del., southern, ground

water resources (1964) 4823
New Canaan, Conn., census of housing, 1960,

city blocks (1961) 18225
New chairman looks at the board (1962) 523
New Chinese Wall (1962) 14308
New Crops Research Branch, plant material

introduced (1961) 1619; (1964) 15200
New Cumberland Locks and Dam, spillway,

design (1962) 5138
New developments in investment casting tech-

nology (1964) 20226
New Diggins quadrangle. Wis., and 111., geolo-

gy (1965) 2222
New dimensions in higher education (1961) 460,

4150, 9038, 19239; (1963) 6336, 8179,
17383

New directions in Government law, remarks
(1961) 18432

New directions in health, education, and wel-
fare, background papers on current and
emerging issues (1963) 15622

New England:
annual survey of manufactures. States,

standard metropolitan statistical areas
and large industrial counties, statistics

(1962) 16447; (1964) 4342
bluefin tuna purse seining, commercial sea-

son (1961) 9139
broiler processors' procurement, production

and selling programs, evaluation study
(1962) 4515
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New England—Continued

census of business, 1963, merchandise line

sales, retail trade, statistics (1965)
10220

census of housing, 1960, metropolitan hous-
ing, tenure, rooms, condition and plumb-
ing, etc (196.3) 1910

climatic summary 1951-60, decennial census
(1964) 21920

climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;
(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216

coast, bedrock valleys as related to fluctua-
tions of sea level (1964) 19787

coast, trawling, 1961, progress report on
studies (1963) 8270

commercially-important fish, composition
(1961) 9143

common poisonous plants (1965) 2983
conservation of natural resources (1965)

15535
cost studv of general freight transportation

(1964) 4872-73
county business patterns, activities covered

bv OASDI program (1961) 11872, 20432;
(1963) 11614. 18669

division, truck inventory and use survey
(1965) 4338

export expansion program (remarks) (1961)
18434

farm vacation businesses, characteristics
and owners' experiences (1964) 19620

fisheries, annual summary (1961) 4224;
(1962) 2485, 23534; (1964) 694, 19718

fishing vessels, safety manual for fishermen,
captains, and owners (1963) 4942

forest tree seed crop, report, 1960 (1961)
12730

groundfish industries, comparative economic
analysis (1961) 17247

growth rates in spruce-fir region (1961)
12735

gullies in various locations, causes, control
and prevention (1965) 16943

haddock fishery biostatistics (1962) 585
Haustoriidae (Crustacea: amphipoda) (1965)

16766
historical floods (1964) 6825
hvdrologic factors, relation of animal peak

discharges, study (1963) 2355
location of manufacturing plants by county,

industry and employment size, 1958 cen-
sus (1962) 9026

marine polychaete worms of region (1963)
21040

milk markets, producer delivery patterns
(1964) 16958

partnership with Federal Government for
economic progress (remarks) (1965)
190.50

Passamoquoddy tidal power project, values
(remarks) (1964) 844

precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)
3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965)
3492

rural recreation enterprises (1964) 17901
sink gill-net fishing, developments (1961)

6053
southern, port series (1965) 16122
temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, rrwnthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 1075.3

towns and other minor civil divisions popu-
lation, 1940-60 census of population,
1960, supplementary reports (1961)
11870

wage rates for federally financed building
construction improperly determined in

excess of prevailing rates for similar
work in area. Labor Dept., GAO report
(1965) 6323

New England—Continued
weather stations, decadal census (1964)

15161
west-central, aeroradioactivity survey and

areal geology (1965) 180
woodlots, profitable management (1962)

23.571

New England Conference on Modernization for
World Competition, proceedings, June
10, 1964 (1965) 1874

New England States, see New England.

New England Tank Industries of New Hamp-
shire, Inc., excessive interest expense
included in price for petroleum storage,
GAO report (1964) 6765

New era (periodical) (1961) 3534; (1962) 4113;
(1963) 39.56; (1964) 3784; (1965) 3700

New 4-ocean challenge (1964) 15015

New frontiers for lawyers and law, address
(1961) 9386

New frontiers in Yand-shu-p'u, eastern Shang-
hai, from slums to modernity (1963) 1136

New Guinea:
labor conditions (1965) 2800
labor law and practice (1964) 20434
mosses of eastern highlands, Archbold expe-

dition 1959 (1965) 18634
reconstruction, 1949-61 (1963) 8514
sailing directions (1961) 20847; (1963) 9256;

(196.5) 2956
west, police and security affairs, informa-

tion (1961) 7870
New Hampshire:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 4120
agricultural conservation handbook (1961)

6; (1962) 1922
air transportation (1963) 1453
annual survey of manufactures, standard

metropolitan statistical areas, and large
industrial counties, statistics (1962)
16447; (1964) 4342

beryl resources (1962) 7471
climatic summary 1951-60, decennial census

(1964) 21920"
census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1961)

10042
census of business, 1963

—

merchandise line sales, retail trade, statis-

tics (196.5) 10220
retail trade, area statistics (1964) 21026
selected services, area statistics (1965)
7216

wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)
8594

census of governments, 1962, State report
(1965) 4327

census of housing, 1960, State and small
areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc (1962)
4760

census of manufactures, 1958, area statis-

tics (1961) 11854
census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-

port (1961) 11863
census of population, 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 16555
general characteristics (1961) 6836
general, social, and economic characteris-

tics (1961) 20468
number of inhabitants (1961) 1820

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
geographic identification code scheme
(1961) 6878

conference in matter of pollution of inter-

state waters of Androscoggin River pro-
ceedings (1963) 3276

county business patterns, activities covered
by OASDI program (1961) 11872; (1963)
18669
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New Hampshire—Continued

electric rate book (1961) 14861; (1962) 15563;
(1963) 20674; (1964) 19697

fishery products, wholesale dealers, lists

(1964) 702, 18003; (1965) 18142, 18147
5B redevelopment area, statistical profiles

(1963) 11698, 13376
forestry and forest products (1963) 1449
labor organizations, reporting, register

(1961) 9401; (1964) 16570
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1961) 19864; (1962) 22490; (1963) 19850;
(1964) 20490; (1965) 19855

minor civil divisions, towns and cities, cen-

sus, 1960, map (1961) 16315
municipal waste facilities, 1962, inventory

(1964) 3101
municipal water facilities inventories (1961)

15938; (1964) 18906
population, 1960, characteristics (1963)

18657
public school finance program (1964) 2284
relief

—

laws (1961) 20530; (1965) 15468
reports (1961) 18892. 19062; (1965) 10585,

15651
review of activities of Federal-aid highway

program of Public Roads Bureau by
GAO (1961) 17324

shore, beach erosion control study engineer
report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23488
document edition (1962) 23309

small business development (1963) 1465
small manufacturing firms (1963) 1446
southeastern, geology and ground-water

resources (1964) 19794
taxation of motor fuels consumed by inter-

state buses, consent of Congress to
compact

—

law (1965) 8724
reports (1965) 5917, 8777

temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10753

thorium and iranium in 3 early Paleozoic
plutonic series, distribution (1964) 21350

timber resources (1964) 8700
truck inventory and use survey (1965) 261
vacation-travel businesses, survey, invento-

ry, and overall view (1963) 1485
weather stations, decadal census (1964)

15161
women, labor laws, summary (1965) 1720
women workers (1964) 1666
ZIP code directory (1963) 20053

New Haven, Conn.:
census of business

—

1958, standard metropolitan area, central
business district statistics (1961) 8470

1963, major retail centers, standard metro-
politan statistical area (1965) 15287

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16336
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 16433
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16526

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 2231

departmental editions (1961) 11340; (1962)

10409; (1963) 9059; (1964) 11278; (1965)
7973

document editions (1961) 10203; (1962)

9172; (1963) 7842
port (1965) 16122

New Hebrides, Geniostoma, description (1962)
3395

New Hope Dam, construction, hearings (1963)
10024, 13667

New horizons for hospital research (1962)
12667

New Idria Mine, San Benito County, Calif.,

mining and furnacing mercury ore (1962)
6229

New Jersey:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 4120
annual survey of manufactures, standard

metropolitan statistical areas, and large
industrial counties (1962) 16448; (1963)
4565; (1964) 4343

census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1961)
18153

census of business

—

1958—
retail trade (1961) 1783
selected service trades (1961) 1786

1963—
merchandise line sales, retail trade, sta-

tistics (1965) 11933
retail trade, area statistics (1965) 5650,

17195
selected services, area statistics (1965)

8580, 10224-225, 17200
wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)
8595

census of governments, 1962, State report
(1965) 5682

census of housing, 1960, State and small
areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc (1962)
13067

census of manufactures, 1958, area statis-

tics (1961) 16248
census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-

port (1961) 18140
census of population, 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 16556
general characteristics (1961) 11967
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 9076
number of inhabitants (1961) 6845

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
geographic identification code scheme
(1961) 6879

climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial census
(1965) 5466

climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;

(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216
coast, beach erosion control study, engineer

report

—

departmental edition (1962) 2435
document edition (1962) 2302

coast, pictorial history of selected struc-

tures (1965) 7601
coastal plain, advance production under

mature oak stands (1963) 10235

commercial egg-producing farms, costs and
returns (1962) 17365; (1963) 10050

commuter transportation study (1961) 20638

community economic redevelopment pro-

grams, case studies (1963) 16817

compact concerning Delaware River Port
Authority, consent of Congress

—

hearing (1964) 4505
law (1964) 13870
reports (1964) 2087, 2187

compact to establish Delaware River and
Bay Authority, consent of Congress

—

hearing (1962) 19193
law (1962) 20853
reports (1962) 16954, 19321
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New Jersey—Continued
compact to establish Delaware River Joint

Toll Bridge Commission, consent of
Congress

—

hearings (1963) 17174; (1965) 2043
report (1964) 346

country business patterns, activities cov-
ered by OASDI program (1961) 13905,
20433; (1963) 13281, 18670

Delaware River Basin water resources com-
pact, approval

—

hearings (1961) 8850, 17145
law (1961) 18717
reports (1961) 8757, 12275, 17056, 19049,

19065
electric rate books (1961) 1975; (1962) 546;

(1963) 510; (1964) 4708
Englishtown Formation, chemical character

of water (1965) 12547
Federal-aid highway program, inadequate

administration, GAO report (1964) 21338
Federal-aid highway projects, deficiencies in

award and administration of contracts
for construction. Public Roads Bureau,
GAO report (1965) 693

fishery products, wholesale dealers, lists

(1964) 707, 18008; (1965) 18147
5-cent tercentenary commemorative (poster)

(1964) 11536
jurisdiction over lands within Fort Hancock

Military Reservation

—

law (1962) 19002
reports (1961) 13476, 19311

labor organizations, reporting, registers
(1961) 9401; (1964) 16570

landings, fishery products (1961) 3249, 7426;
(1962) 4114, 11806; (1963) 3957, 12131;
(1964) 3785, 17994; (1965) 3701, 10847

milkshed, economic analysis of class 3 pric-
ing (1961) 6696

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter
(1962) 1618, 23970; (1964) 1420, 21702

minor civil divisions, townships, cities,

towns, and boroughs, census 1960, map
(1961) 16300

municipal waste facilities, 1962 inventory
(1964) 3102

municipal water facilities inventory (1961)
15939; (1964) 18907

national electric rate book (1965) 574
nonmedical health officer, licensing, State

and local experiences (1963) 3294
northeastern, census of housing, 1960,

standard consolidated area, components
of inventory change (1961) 16491; (1963)
1907

northern, consumer expenditures and in-

come, 1960 (1963) 7157, 12784
outdoor recreation needs of megalopolis.

New York-New Jersey-Philadelphia re-

gion (1963) 7382
population, 1960, characteristics (1963)

18658
precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)

3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965)
3492

public school finance program (1964) 4640
radium cases, epidemiological follow-up)

—

current data (1961) 11862; (1965) 1838
progress report of Medical Study Group,

etc (1964) 11863
report of Medical Study Group, etc (1965)

1839, 1843

small wholesale businesses (1961) 13657

southern

—

Atlantic Coast hurricane survey, engineer
report

—

departmental edition (1965) 4676
document edition (1965) 4467

New Jersey—Continued
southern—Continued
prescribed burning in pine regions, sum-
mary (1961) 20775

prediction of yield in old-field sweetgum
stands (1962) 609

water supply characteristics of streams
(1964) 824

sweetgum seed, production, etc (1964) 8654
sweetgum stands, site index related to soil

and water-table (1964) 784
temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10754

truck inventory and use survey (1965) 262
weather stations, decadal census (1963)

16676
women workers

—

labor laws, summary (1965) 7000
maintenance and health protection costs

(1961) 1579
ZIP code directory (1963) 20054
see also Port of New York Authority.

New Jersey Conference on Industrial Moderni-
zation, proceedings, June 4, 1964 (1965)
1875

New line (Japanese periodical):
translation (1963) 2800

New London, Conn.:
census of housing, 1960, standard metropoli-

tan statistical area, tenure, rooms, con-
dition and plumbing, etc (1962) 16527

District Court, term to be held, report (1965)
17656

hurricane survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 441
document edition (1963) 235

port (1965) 16122
see also Coast Guard Academy, New London.

New look at farm debt picture (1963) 2273
New look at school dropouts (1965) 9283
New Martinsville, W. Va., redevelopment area,

statistical profile (1962) 9059
New Melonese project:

flood control, etc., engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23481
document edition (1962) 23322

New method for preparation of reservoir stra-
ta for hydraulic fracturing (1962) 1266

New Mexico:
aeroradioactivity survey and geology of

Gnome (Carlsbad) area (1965) 7163
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 4120
agricultural conservation handbook (1962)

1923
annual survey of manufactures, 1961, stand-

ard metropolitan statistical areas, and
large industrial counties, statistics
(1962) 18776; (1963) 4571; (1964) 6032

area measurement reports (1965) 4299, 7188
BLM at work (1962) 12351
census county divisions 1960, map (1961)

16301
census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1961)

16328
census of business, 1963

—

merchandise line sales, retail trade, statis-
tics (1965) 15304

retail trade, area statistics (1965) 7195,
10212

selected services, area statistics (1965)
7217

wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)
7243, 10229

census of governments, 1962, State report
(1965) 5683

census of housing, 1960, State and small
areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc (1962)
4761
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New Mexico—Continued

census of manufactures, 1958, area statis-
tics (1961) 13880

census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-

port (1961) 11864

census of population, 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 13072
general characteristics (1961) 8531
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 286
number of inhabitants (1961) 3948

censuses of population and housing, 1960

—

census county division boundary descrip-
tion (1962) 16571

geographic identification code scheme
(1961) 6880

civil defense adult education programs, con-
ducted (1961) 7322

climatic summary

—

1931-52, quincennial census (1964) 13517
1951-60, decennial census (1965) 18836

climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;
(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216

coal, hvdrogenation at short residence and
high temperature (1964) 14752

Costilla Creek compact, amendment

—

law (1964) 1927
reports (1963) 18864; (1964) 492

cotton, results of 1963 regional variety tests

(1965) 12

county business patterns, activities covered
by OASDI program (1961) 10011; (1963)
15054, 18677

electric rate books (1961) 527, 19315; (1962)

21750; (1964) 2322, 21309
family and property law (1961) 6616
Federal census of territory, excerpts (1965)

5986
print as Senate document, report (1965)
4576

floods, magnitude and frequency (1964)
18116

forest area and timber volume (1965) 10931
highway construction practices
hearings (1961) 14502
report (1962) 13483

income tax, withholding from compensation
of Federal employees, agreement (1961)
20231-232

iron resources reconnaissance (1963) 20948
itch mite, psorergates, reported in sheep and

cattle (1964) 16937
labor organizations, reporting, registers

(1961) 4784; (1964) 16573
land of enchantment (1962) 23388

print as Senate document, report (1962'

21498
land granted by U.S., sale, waiving restric-

tions

—

law (1961) 12101
reports (1961) 8758, 8939

lumber production (1965) 4803
manganese deposits (1961) 19854
mineral and water resources (1965) 12333
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chap-

ters (1962) "3306, 23971- (1963) 20960;
(1965) 1349

municipal wasteland water facilities, inven-
tories (1961) 15941; (1964) 3107, 18912

natural resources (1964) 19811
Navajo Indian Reservation road construc-

tion program, deficiencies in Administra-
tion, GAO review (1964) 18087

non-ferrous metal refining opportunities,

study (1965) 5581
northwestern, herpetology of Zunit Moun-

tains region (1965) 6805
overwintering habits of Ips confusus (Lee),

etc (1965) 4801

New Mexico—Continued
pecan production, economic aspects (1964)

17900
Pecos River depletion, causes (1963) 5037
pegmatite, reconnaissance of north-central

districts (1961) 19852
ponderosa pines-
estimating past diameters (1963) 17493
pole-size, taper table (1963) 17494
susceptible to attack by southwestern

pine beetle, etc (1961) 20790
population, 1960, characteristics (1963)

11611
precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)

3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965)
3492

psoroptic sheep scabies outbreaks (1965)
1751

public land donation to Zuni Indians

—

law (1962) 9156
reports (1961) 8940; (1962) 7043

public school finance program (1963) -17389
range grasses, use of grazed-plant method

for estimating utilization (1965) 666
rare-earth-metal and thorium resources,

technological and economic problems
(1963) 3055

relief (1963) 15261; (1964) 17741, 19404
rights and interests of Navajo Tribe and

TJte Mountain Tribe, report (1963) 19039

rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-

files (1962) 18911
saline-water resources (1963) 5035
sandhill crane hunting season during Jan.

1961 (1962) 7424
Sangre de Cristo Range, solutes in small

streams draining single rock types
(1962) 639

snow measurement, how and why (1961) 8196

sulfur production and consumption (1962)
20080

tellurium resources (1964) 5493

temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial

census (1962) 10755
timber products output (1965) 10942

titaniferous sandstone, reconnaissance
(1962) 6236

truck inventory and use survey (1965) 263

uranium mine experiments, measuring
changes in pillar strain during pillar

recovery (1962) 22502
weather stations, decadal census (1963)

16677
west central

—

changes in perennial grass cover following
conversion from yearlong to summer-
deferred grazing (1965) 7738

ground-cover changes in relation to runoff
and erosion (1965) 7739

western, seeding test with fourwing saltbush
(1964) 2380

wheatgrass, crested, rate and spacing in

seeding (1965) 12508
women

—

family and property law (1962) 12791
legal status (1963) 9512

women workers

—

labor laws, summary (1965) 8377
1960, in New Mexico (1965) 18857

ZIP code directory (1963) 20055
see also Picuris Pueblo.

New mind (Czechoslovak periodical):

translations (1962) 5946

New opportunities in search for peace (ad-

dress) (1963) 18536, 20145
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New Orleans, La.:

air pollution and asthma, report, prelimi-

nary (1963) 1400
census of business

—

1958, standard metropolitan area, central
business district statistics (1961) 3895,
13868

1963, major retail centers, standard metro-
politan statistical area (1965) 15288

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 11920
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 16451
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18842

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 2232

Coast Guard subsistence allowances, vali-

date—
law (1962) 20865
reports (1962) 17006, 19350

Cotton Elxchange, futures trading and open
contracts in

—

cotton (1962) 16666; (1963) 3747; (1964)
3545; (1965) 3459

cotton and cottonseed oil (1961) 3048;
(1962) 3904

hurricane survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 436
document edition (1963) 262

income, education, and unemployment in

neighborhoods (1963) 9071
Moisant International Airport, weather ob-

servations, hourly, decennial census
(1962) 18579

departmental editions (1961) 11341; (1962)
14375; (1963) 10906; (1964) 11283; (1965)
11348

document editions (1961) 10204; (1962)
13339; (1963) 9827

Plaza Tower building, foundation laying
ceremony address (1964) 13818

port, manpower utilization and job security
in longshore industry (1965) 1265

'school crisis (1961) 16495
New Orleans, Battle of:

commemorating, Chalmette National Histor-
ical Park (1965) 8165

commemorative 5-cent postage stamp

—

dedication (address) (1965) 2973
poster (1965) 1555

New Orleans, Battle of, Sesquicentennial Cele-
bration Commission, see Battle of New
Orleans Sesquicentennial Celebration
Commission.

New products and processes, guide to recent
technical reports available from Federal
agencies (1963) 14933

New Republic, remarks by Secretary of Labor
Wirtz at 50th anniversary banquet
(1965) 1267

New River:
flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 16113
document edition (1965) 15529

New Rochelle, N.Y.:
census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

16384
civil rights, public schools (1963) 181

New series on Federal funds (1964) 19708
New sky over port of Haiphong (1961) 10849
New World, see America.
New York Air Route Traffic Control Center,

excessive costs incurred in acquiring
building site and rental space, FAA,
GAO report (1965) 695

New York Airways, Inc., accident (1964) 13786

New York and New Jersey Channels:
entrance to Kill Van Kull from Upper New

York Bay, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 7611
document edition (1965) 7394

New York Bay:
hurricane storm-tides prediction (1961) 487

discussion and reply (1961) 12587
New York Central RR:
accidents (1961) 2077, 7560; (1962) 13954,

19617; (1963) 2450, 6636, 8436, 12267;
(1965) 7845, 14475, 18282

emergency board report (1962) 21667; (1964)
2290

New York City:
aircraft accident (1961) 18392
annual Census Tract Conference, papers

presented (1962) 16580
antipoverty program, economic opportunity

act, investigation of conditions, bear-
ings (1965) 15793

Atlantic Coast, beach erosion control study
and interim hurricane survey, engineer
report

—

departmental edition (1965) 14191
document edition (1965) 13836

Bronx, income, education, and unemployment
(1964) 2966

census of business

—

1958, standard metropolitan area, central
business district statistics (1961) 9989

1963, major retail centers, standard metro-
politan statistical area (1965) 17175

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks

—

Bronx Borough (1961) 18282
Brooklyn Borough (1961) 18283
Manhattan Borough (1961) 18284
Queens Borough (1961) 18285
Richmond Borough (1961) 20463

standard consolidated area, components of
inventory change (1962) 11146, 16491;
(1963) 1907

standard metropolitan statistical area,
tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18844

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 16563-564

consumer expenditures and income, 1960
(1963) 1164, 7149

Cotton Exchange, futures trading and open
contracts in cotton, wool and wool tops
(1961) 3049; (1962) 3905; (1963) 3748;
(1964) 3546; (1965) 3460

demonstration center, rehabilitation in drug
addiction (1963) 19966

electric facilities of area, maps (1962) 555;
(1963) 516, 2266; (1964) 673; (1965) 16177

employment, earnings, wages, 1950-60 (1962)
22441

employees' retirement patterns (1963) 21113
entertainment arts, communist infiltration,

hearings, print additional copies, report
(1961) 12285

Federal reserve member banks, condition,
weekly statements (1962) 17491; (1963)
3535; (1964) 3349; (1965) 3237

Fire Department accident analysis, water
testing, firefighter safety, a trilogy

(1962) 19562
14th Street wholesale market for meat and

poultry (1962) 22938

fresh fruit and vegetable prices (1965) 8447
Grant City Station, accident (1961) 10722
illegal narcotics traffic and its effect on ju-

venile and young adult criminality,
hearings (1963) 12024
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New York City—Continued
income, education, and unemployment in

neighborhoods

—

Brooklyn (1963) 9072
Manhattan (1963) 10915
Staten Island (1963) 7176

International Airport

—

aircraft accident (1962) 30.5, 16588, 23095
landing-contact conditions for turbojet

transports during routine daylight oper-

ations, investigation (1962) 23993
weather observations, hourly decennial
census (1962) 18583

LaGuardia Field, weather observations,
hourly, decennial census (1962) 18584

laundries, wage chronology, 1945-64 (1965)

16566
Mcintosh apples, quality of prepackaged in

retail stores (1962) 1905
menhaden fish oil prices, 1953-64, and Jan.

1965 (1965) 10872
Mercantile Exchange, futures trading and

open contracts in potatoes, eggs, butter,

and rice (1961) 3051; (1962) 3907; (1963)

3750; (1964) 3548; (1965) 3462
mid-decade census, hearings (1962) 4968
departmental editions (1961) 15711; (1962)

20039; (1963) 18034; (1964) 18631; (1965)

18399
document editions (1961) 14139; (1962)

19016; (1963) 17061
outdoor recreation needs of megalopolis.

New York-New Jersey-Philadelphia re-

gion (1963) 7382
port, effect of foreign commerce (remarks)

(1965) 19610
Post Office Department automatic data proc-

essing activities, GAO review (1962)

9718
preparing food for school lunches, photo se-

ries (1962) 12876
Produce Ebcchange, futures trading and open

contracts in cottonseed oil, soybean oil

(1961) 3049; (1962) 3905; (1963) 3748
Queens, income, education, and unemploy-

ment (1964) 2967
railroad accident (1961) 7560
reimburse city for police department expen-

ses incurred during 15th General Assem-
bly of United Nations, authorize

—

hearing (1961) 14466
report (1961) 16731; (1962) 9301, 15385

reimburse city for reconstruction of slip 7,

etc., for use of Army ferries, authorize

—

law (1962) 9149
reports (1961) 12219; (1962) 11568

Teamster Local 239, underworld control

—

hearings (1961) 8984
report (1962) 17221

wholesale butter, margarine, egg and cheese
market facilities (1963) 1701

World's Fair 1964-65, U.S. participation-
hearing (1961) 14465
report (1961) 16696

wholesale fruit and vegetable market, orga-
nization (1962) 14755

New York City National Shrines Advisory
Board:

sale of historic shrine medals, liberty se-

ries

—

law (1964) 6173
reports (1964) 460. 2094

New York-Connecticut Rail Authority, consent
to compact, hearings (1965) 12316

New York Harbor:
anchorage areas, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 9068
document edition (1965) 8915

New York Harbor—Continued
Ellis Island

—

develop as unit of Statue of Liberty Na-
tional Monument

—

law (1965) 15477
reports (1965) 13910, 15909

disposal (1964) 10423
hearings (1963) 6299

report (1965) 12270
New York Harbor Carriers' Conference Com-

mittee, emergency board reports (1961)
41.53, 7344

New York Naval Shipyard;
employees, relief

—

law (1962) 23271
reports (1962) 17080, 23403

New York, New Haven & Hartford RR acci-
dents (1962) 21901; (1965) 792

New York Port Authority, see Port of New
York Authority.

New York Produce Market, ground-breaking
ceremonies (remarks) (1962) 10884

New York Shipbuilding (Corporation, excessive
premium pay costs and computational
errors in contract NObs 3647, GAO re-

view (1961) 19397
New York State:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 5896
annual survey of manufactures, standard

metropolitan statistical areas, and large
industrial counties statistics (1962)
16448; (1963) 4565; (1964) 4343

canals, catalog of charts (1961) 4807

census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1961)
13926

census of business, 1963—
merchandise line sales, retail trade, statis-

tics (1965) 11933, 17196
retail trade, area statistics (1965) 5651,

10213, 17196
selected services, area statistics (1965)

7218, 13612-613, 17201
wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)

8596, 13616
census of governments, 1962, State reports

(1965) 5684
census of housing, 1960, State and small

areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc (1962)
13068

census of manufactures, 1958, area statis-

tics (1961) 18126
census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-

port (1962) 256
census of population, 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 23088
general characteristics (1961) 10076
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 11159
number of inhabitants (1961) 6846

central, effect of reforestation on streamfiow
(1961) 9263

central, snow deposition and melt under dif-

ferent vegetative covers (1964) 8649
climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial census

(1965) 5467
climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;

(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216
community economic redevelopment pro-

grams, case studies (1963) 16817
commuter transportation study (1961) 20638
county business patterns, activities covered

by OASDI program (1961) 13905, 20433;
(1963) 13281, 18670

Delaware River Basin water resources com-
pact, approval

—

hearings (1961) 8850, 17145
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New York State—Continued
Delaware River Basin water resources com-

pact, approval—Continued
law (1961) 18717
reports (1961) 8757, 12275, 17056, 19049,

19065
east-central, aeroradioactivity survey and

area! geology (1965) 180
electric rate book (1962) 547, 15564; (1963)

15497; (1964) 10527; (1965) 14256
federal aid highway program, deficiencies

and problem areas administered by Pub-
lic Roads Bureau, GAO report (1964)
8710

Federal Government role in metropolitan
region, hearings (1963) 19053

fishery products, wholesale dealers, lists

—

coastal area (1964) 706, 18007; (1965)
18146

Great Lakes area (1964) 731; (1965) 10887,
18154

5B redevelopment area, statistical profile

(1963) 13355
floods, magnitude and frequency (1961)

19415
industrial modernization conference, report

(1963) 18630
labor organizations, reporting, register

(1961) 9401; (1964) 16570
landings

fish and shellfish (1963) 12130; (1964) 3791,
15912; (1965) 3708, 10848

fishery products (1961) 3250, 7425; (1962)
4120, 11807; (1963) 3963

milkshed area

—

economic analysis of class 3 pricing (1961)
6696

processors' decisions on utilization (1961)
5269

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter
(1961) 1209; (1962) 1619; (1963) 1218;
(1964) 1421; (1965) 1350

minimum wages in grocery stores, selected
experiences (1961) 94

minor civil divisions, towns and cities, cen-
sus 1960, map (1961) 16302

municipal waste facilities, 1962 inventory
(1964) 3102

municipal water facilities, inventories (1961)
15999; (1964) 18907

New York-Connecticut Rail Authority, con-
sent to compact, hearings (1965) 12316

Northeast Rail Authority act, hearings
(1965) 12316

onions, fungicides and field spacings related
to Botrytis neck rot (1964) 20900

pollution of sources of Lake Erie (1965)
18722

population, 1960, characteristics (1963)
18659

precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)
3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965)
3492

public assistance program, excessive Feder-
al matching of administrative expenses,
GAO report (1965) 2188

public school finance program (1963) 12077
remaining recreational shoreline opportuni-

ties, report (1962) 18337
rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-

files (1962) 16637
surface water, compilation of records

through Sept. 1950 (1961) 713
temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10756

truck inventory and use survey (1965) 246
weather stations, decadal census (1963)

16678

New York State—Continued
women workers

—

labor laws, summary (1965) 10011
1960, in New York (1963) 14809

workmen's compensation, controverted cases
(1964) 16909

ZIP code directory (1963) 20056
see also Port of New York Authority.

New York State Fair, Senior City model com-
munity for older people, history (1961)
20834

New York University, scientific and engineer-
ing research proposals, case study of
support (1963) 19984

New York World's Fair, 1964-65:
United States participation

—

hearing (1961) 14465
report (1961) 16696

United States pavilion. Government publica-
tions display, list (1964) 15039

New York World Trade Fair, awards for ex-

cellence in exports (remarks) (1962)
13218

New Zealand:
aerospace disturbances research program,

agreement (1963) 14730
agricultural production, marketing, and

trade policies, and their bearing on U.S.
farm exports (1963) 17359

air conditioning and refrigeration equip-
ment, production, consumption, trade
(1961) 5414

air transport service, agreements (1961)
6573, 17842

aviation transport service, agreement (1962)

20326; (1963) 16596; (1964) 18969
beef and veal, trade agreement with (1964)

9831
citrus producers and markets (1964) 765
defense, loan of vessel, agreement (1962)

20317
economy, basic data (1962) 23614; (1965) 354
education (1965) 6110
establishing business (1964) 2455
facilities for United States operations in

Antarctica, agreement (1961) 1524
foreign trade regulations (1964) 6858
gas appliances, household and commercial,

U.S. market (1963) 18620
health information for travel (1961) 1437,

15932; (1962) 18415; (1963) 16498
import tariff system (1961) 644
labor conditions (1964) 11293
licensing and exchange controls (1961) 18446
lights and fog signals, list (1962) 19586;

(1964) 13311, 18845; (1965) 2958, 14927

livestock industry, trends (1962) 15615

logistical support for UN operations in Ko-
rea, agreement (1964) 11627

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter
(1965) 14683

plant quarantine import requirements (1962)
18612

sailing directions (1961) 14989; (1963) 5650;
(1964) 7635

sending gift packages to (1962) 712; (1963)
2411

TIROS II radiation data recorded at night
(1964) 7494

trade

—

controls (1962) 15474
interim agreement relating to GATT

.

(1962) 14652
mission, report of 1964 (1964) 12558
supplementary concessions to GATT,
agreement (1963) 18337

U.S. reciprocal negotiations, concessions
obtained and granted (1962) 8662
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Newark, Del., water spreading experiments
(1963)612

Newark, N.J.:

census of business

—

1958, standard metropolitan area, central

business district statistics (1961) 6793
1963, major retail centers, standard metro-
politan statistical area (1965) 15289

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16379
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 16463
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18841

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 11169

housing problems of elderly, hearings (1962)

9473
income, education, and unemployment in

neighborhoods (1963) 7177
motor carrier accident (1964) 876
Newark Airport, weather observations,

hourly, decennial census (1962) 18582
departmental editions (1961) 7892; (1962)

14377; (1963) 12793; (1964) 13066; (1965)

9510
document editions (1961) 6969; (1962)

13341; (1963) 11737
railroad accident (1964) 876
redevelopment area, statistical profile (1963)

15136
relocation of elderly people, hearings (1963)

6287
war on poverty as it affects older Ameri-

cans, hearings (1965) 17903
Newark Bay:
navigation channels, maintenance, engineer

report

—

departmental edition (1964) 8518
document edition (1964) 8260

Newbern, Tenn., census of housing, 1960, spe-

cial reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 11959
Newborn, see Infants.
Newburgh, R.G., photoelectric emission phe-

nomena in LiF and KCl in extreme ul-

traviolet (1965) 4177
Newburgh, N.Y., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 18281
Newcastle, Wyo., geology of area (1963) 20728
Newcastle disease:

poultry, how to control it (1962) 8839
prophylaxis and countermeasures in East

Germany (1962) 7799
Newcome, Roy, jr., water resources of Red

River Parish, La (1963) 5036
Newell, F.D., criteria for acceptable represen-

tation of airplane dynamic responses in

simulators used for pilot training (1963)
7367

Newell, Homer E., world in space (1963) 9141
Newell, J., thermo-structural design concepts

for lifting entry vehicles (1965) 12972
Newfoundland:
establishment of long range aid to naviga-

tion (Loran-C) station agreement (1964)

21888
sailing directions (1961) 19439; (1963) 21046;

(1965) 14925
Newland, Claude T., soil survey of Ottawa

Ck)unty, Okla (1965) 1636
Newland, Robert G., gravity-independent pho-

tosynthetic gas exchanger (1964) 11784
Newlands reclamation project, water quality

(1965) 8395
Newly independent states (1962) 20291
Newman, Allen L., soil survey report, Ck)chran

County, Tex (1964) 15092

Newman, Dorothy K., Negro's journey to city

(1965) 14644
Newman, Perry A.:

hypersonic conical flow parameters for air
in thermodynamic equilibrium (1964)
7504

modified method of integral relations for
supersonic nonequilibrium flow over
wedge (1965) 6708

Newman, Winnifred E., relief (1965) 17794
Newman, Ga., census of housing, 1960, special

reports for local housing authorities
(1961) 18364

Newport, Carl A., testing log grades (1964)
2390

Newport, T. G., ground-water exploration in Al
Marj area, Cyrenaica, United Kingdom
of Libya (1963) 14037

Newport, Ark., census of housing, 1960, citv

blocks (1961) 11899
Newport Bay:
beach erosion control study, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1963) 4869
document edition (1963) 4693

Newport Beach, Calif., census of housing,
1960, city blocks (1961) 18191

Newport, Minn., railroad accident (1961) 751

Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Co.,

material price increases for construc-
tion of U.S.S. Enterprise, GAO report

(1964) 21344
Newport News, Va.:
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 13579
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16417
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 16476
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18843

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 4802

channel project, engineer report

—

departmental editions (1965) 9058, 12398
document editions (1965) 8746, 12056

occupational wage surveys

—

departmental editions (1961) 17601; (1962)

22431; (1963) 16286; (1964) 18635; (1965)

16558
document editions (1961) 16619; (1962)

20942; (1963) 15177

Newport, R.L:
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 11932
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 18374
Cliff Walk, beach erosion control study, en-

gineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 16107
document edition (1965) 15533

see a^so Officer Candidate School, Newport,
R.L

News bulletin, USDA employee (1961) 2877;

(1962) 4425; (1963) 4273; (1964) 4128;

(1965) 4039

News digest:

Federal Power Commission (1961) 3182;

(1962) 4121; (1963) 3964; (1964) 3792;

(1965) 3709
Securities and Exchange Commission (1961)

3572; (1962) 4122; (1963) 3965; (1964)

3793; (1965) 3710

News features. Federal
(1961) 3142

Aviation Agency
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News for farmer cooperatives: (1961) 3128-29;

(1962) 4123; (1963) 3966; (1964) 3794;
(1965)3711

reprints (1961) 490-491, 5960, 7365-66,
10572-73, 17217-219; (1962) 9571,
11739-740, 15534; (1963) 469, 2239-40,
6383, 8208, 10101; (1965) 16141

News letters:

Civil War Centennial Commission (1961)

3023; (1962) 4144; (1963) 3988; (1964)

3815; (1965) 3734
cooperative research program, Exiucation

Office (1961) 5933; (1962) 3715; (1964)
3369

Emergency Planning Office (1965) 3712
information from President's Committee on

E^qual Employment Opportunity (1962)
3949; (1963) 3789; (1964) 3596

medical news letter

—

Aviation Medical Service (1961) 18109;
(1962) 4043; (1963) 3891; (1964) 3715

Medicine and Surgery Bureau (1961)
3422-23; (1962) 4042; (1963) 3890; (1964)
3714; (1965) 3632

NBS publications newsletter (1964) 11434;
(1965) 3698

President's Council on Physical Fitness
(1965) 3713

Project English (1962) 15496; (1963) 381,

12072, 20640; (1965) 496
rural areas development (1962) 4308; (1963)

4160; (1964) 3997; (196.5) .3907

State Department (1962) 8665; (1963) 3595;
(1964) 3415; (1965) .3305

technical reports (1961) 2944; (1962) 4377;
(1963) 4231; (1964) 4079; (1965) .3986

to extension program leaders, rural defense
(1963) 8227; (1964) 3633

United States National Commission for
UNESCO (1961) 3605; (1962) 4402; (1963)
4252; (1964) 4104; (1965) 4013

News of Siberian Division of Academy of Sci-

ences USSR (periodical):

selections (1962) 17809
News of Soviet control sciences (1962) 5723
News releases, see Publicity

—

also names of

departments, etc., issuing releases.
News summary. Federal Trade Commission

(1961) 3229; (1962) 3844; (1963) .3680;

(1964) 3.501; (1965) 3413
Newsfeature page, Civil and Defense Mobiliza-

tion Office (1961) .3009; (1962) 13715
Newsletters, see News letters.

Newsnotes on education around world (1962)
4124; (1963) .3968; (1964) 3795; (1965)
3714

Newsom, David D., North Africa, active cross-
roads (1965) 18774

Newsom, William A., jr.:

aerodynamic characteristics of 4-duct tan-
dem VTOL-aircraft configurations (1963)
3136

stability, etc., of 4-propeller tilt-wing
V/STOL transport (1964) 20590

Newspapermen:
employment outlook (1964) 7379
visit of 2 Russian newspapermen to Mozam-

bique (1965) 9440
.see also Journalists.

Newspapers:
African, in selected American libraries, un-

ion list (1962) 10421; (1965) 8009
census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

ports (1961) 5461, 8491
China, selected technical translations from

Jen-min .Tih-nao (1961) 11100
east central and southeastern Europe in

Library of Congress, list (1965) 18413
importance in labor management relations

(address) (1961) 11452

Newspapers—Continued
making news stories work for you, guide for

extension workers (1961) 5277
microfilm, lists (1961) 19833; (1963) 20939
open door policy of Labor Dept. (address)

(1961) 9387
publishing industry, outlook and review

(1961) 3877; (1962) 6719
relation to Government (address) (1961) 8585
reporters, employment outlook (1962) 8385
Soviet Union, in Librarv of Congress (1963)

5465
see also Press.

Newspictures, Civil and Defense Mobilization
Office (1961) 3010

Newsprint, see Paper.
Newton, Chester W.:
dynamics of severe convection storms (1964)

11699
movement and development patterns of

convective storms, and forecasting prob-
ability of storm passage at given loca-

tion (1965) 3085
Newton, Franklin E., fiber and spinning prop-

erties of cotton as affected by certain
harvesting and ginning practices, Ya-
zoo-Mississippi Delta (1964) 13,587

Newton, G.P., response of vacuum gauges
aboard Explorer XVII (1964) 7533

Newton, John H., soil survey, Fulton County,
Ky (1964) 20809

Newton, Mass., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 16355
Newton Water Users' Association:
contract, approve

—

law (1964) 12009
reports (1963) 19029; (1964) 10262

Newtonian aerodynamic characteristics of

right elliptical raked-off cones for cone
thickness ratios of 0.25 to 3 (1965) 14856

Newtonian equations, see Equations.
Nez Perce Indians:

tribal funds, make available

—

law (1961) 18624
reports (1961) 8941, 16717

use of funds arising from judgment

—

law (1961) 8612
reports (1961) 7102, 7246

Nez Perce National Historical Park:
establish

—

hearings (1965) 4611
law (1965) 10354
reports (1965) 6023, 8802

Ng, Victor W. T., and wife, relief (1961) 16649,

18527, 19006
Ng Yee Hing, see Fong Yee Hin.

NG, see National Guard.
NGB, see National Guard Bureau.
Ngee, Mah Jew, see Mah Jew Ngee.
Nghien-cuu kinh-te (periodical):

translations (1961) 19743; (1964) 5272
Ngo, Dinh Khon, relief (1962) 15303
Ngon Woon Jung, see Jung Ngon Woon.

Nhan dan (periodical):

North Vietnam, translations (1961) 15508,

155.50, 15608, 17515, 17517, 17.520-521,

17528, 17.530, 17.561, 17.568, 19755, 19768,

20999; (1962) 1312, 1388, .3037, 3084,

59.52, 6067, 7997, 8037, 8055, 8138, 8205,

8241, 10043, 10090, 10.333, 14115, 15791,

15935; (1963) 12466, 14149

NHI, see National Heart Institute.

Niagara Falls, N. Y., census of housing, 1960,

city blocks (1961) 18286

NIAID, see National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases.

NIAMD, see National Institute of Arthritis

and Metabolic Diseases.
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Nicaragua:
Ambassador, nomination of Aaron S. Brown,

hearings (1961) 7269
background notes (1965) 3036
disposition of military equipment and mate-

rials, agreement (1962) 12718
economic, technical, and related assistance,

agreement (1962) 20307
economy, basic data (1961) 9176; (1965)

15378
farm output and trade, recent shifts (1964)

12314
foreign trade regulations (1964) 14384
Honduras boundary, study (1965) 1644
household and commercial appliances, U.S.

market (1962) 16439
import tariff system (1963) 10330
investment in (1963) 2395
labor conditions (1965) 7990
labor law and practice (1965) 1278
living conditions (1962) 7511
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12899
pharmaceutical regulations (1961) 9192
plant quarantine import requirements (1962)

10813
sending gift packages to (1961) 610
shrimp fisheries, survey (1963) 2292
telecommunications, market for U.S. equip-

ment (1962) 11057
Nicaro, Cuba:

nickel plant, closedowTi and current status

—

hearings (1962) 2337
report (1962) 9298

Nice, Armand R., tritium activity, nwnitoring,
personnel protection, and decontamina-
tion (1965) 11378

NICHD, see National Institute of Child Health
and Human Development.

Nicholas County, W. Va., coal, preparation
characteristics (1963) 3093

Nicholls, Charles A., fats and oils, vegetable
crushers, summary (1964) 10051

Nicholls, Harry P., validity of scaling laws for
explosion-generated motion (1964) 14754

Nicholls, J. A., two phase detonation as it re-

lates to rocket motor combustion insta-
bility (1965) 16600

Nichols, George C, survey of R & D funds,
1961, and R&D scientists and engineers
(1964) 13306

Nichols, Grady B., solar cell power supply for
interplanetary spacecraft (1963) 18145

Nichols, Landon R.:

sodium flash-vaporization facility (1963)
11041

sodium vapor expansion characteristics de-
termination with inert-gas-injection
pressure-measuring technique (1964)
11405

Nichols, Lester D., analysis of radial-flow Hall
current magnetohydrodynamic genera-
tor (196.'^) 16708

Nichols, Paul R., crab larvae (Callinectes), in
plankton collections from cruises of M/V
Theodore N. Gill, South Atlantic coast
(1964) 4743

Nichols, T. H., red pine needle rust in Lake
States (1965) 9183

Nicholson, David E., hydraulic backfills and
vibratory compaction tests (1964) 14759

Nicholson, Ralph W., nomination, hearing
(1961) 5902

Nicholson, William R., age and size composi-
tion of menhaden catch along Atlantic
Coast (1964) 19738-739; (1965) 10897

Nickel:
activated adsorption of hydrogen on Ni sur-

faces, USSR study (1961) 2369

Nickel—Continued
alloys

—

A1203 dispersion-hardened, electrodeposi-
tion (1964) 7665

aluminum, friction and wear in vacuum
(1964) 13235

cast nickel-base alloys as turbojet-engine
bucket materials tested at 1650° F, per-
formance data (1962) 20132

cobalt-nickel, electrochemical recovery
from superalloy scrap (1964) 13121

copper-nickel, mechanical properties at
elevated temperatures (1963) 6810

corrosion resistance compared with cobalt
alloy (1965) 6601

effect of 2-braze coating, etc., on 1200° F
stress-rupture strength of L-605, A-286,
and inconel sheet (1964) 1454

electroslag remelting effect on plasticity,
USSR study (1964) 1014

heat-resisting, age-hardening characteris-
tics, Japanese study (1964) 12961

hydrogen effect on stress-rupture and fa-
tigue properties, preliminary investiga-
tion (1963) 1287

influence of rare-earth elements on proper-
ties, USSR study (1964) 1149

internal oxidation (1965) 11482
invar-type, low expansion, new achieve-
ments (1961) 11284

liquid copper-nickel, activities of copper
and nickel (1964) 9526

mechanical properties at elevated temper-
atures, Japanese study (1964) 12876

MgO dispersion agglomeration, effects of
variation of hot-pressing temperature
(1962) 10510

microstructure and creep-rupture proper-
ties revealed by overtemperature expo-
sures (1962) 20135

nickel-chromium-aluminum alloy, crack
propagation in air and in vacuum (1962)
12590

nickel-gadolinium phase diagrams (1965)
2816

oxidation mechanism (1961) 8039
palladium, containing absorbed hydrogen,

electric resistivity and thermo-electric
power, low temperature dependence
(1961) 1387

stability in superheated steam (1965)
13497

strengthened by dispersed thoria (1963)
14585

tantalum-modified, advanced-temperature
investigation (1963) 9150

titanium, review of Govt, reports (1965)
2934

anisotropy constant, dependence to tempera-
ture and saturation magnetization,
USSR study (1964) 930

anomalous fracture in creep (1962) 12592
base alloys, lubricating properties of ceram-

ic-bonded calcium fluoride coatings
(1962) 8513

bibliography (1961) 11834
boride, molten, structure, etc., USSR studv

(1965) 14507
chromium-nickel austenite, influence of al-

loying on softening, USSR study (1965)
11285

cobalt-copper-nickel calcines and matte, dis-

position

—

hearing (1961) 5738
law (1961) 6950
reports (1961) 5704. 20599

conference on chemistry of complex com-
pounds, USSR (1961) 19488

contracts, stockpile investigation, hearings
(1963) 4772
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Nickel—Continued

copper sulfide ores, flotation tests (1961)
9482

corrosion in air and oxygen (1963) 10964
crack propagation in air and in vacuum

(1962) 12590
creep-rupture

—

controlled environments (1963) 11187
strength and oxide bonding (1963) 11163

determination in tungsten by combined ion

exchange X-ray spectrographic method
(1963) 20965

disposal from national stockpile

—

Clearing (1965) 19482
reports (1965) 15704, 17901, 19286

duty-free treatment of certain forms

—

law (1965) 17400
reports (1965) 13918, 17854

electroless nickel resist used in alkali-

etching of aluminum (1965) 11435
elevated temperature diffusion in Ni-Ta sys-

tem (1961) 5010
Hanna contracts, stockpile investigation,

hearings (1962) 21536; (1963) 326
high-purity

—

electrodeposition from purified electrolytes
(1962) 14437

preparation (1961) 17658
high temperature fatigue properties, envi-

ronmental effect (1962) 6364
hysteresis loop of cobalt-nickel ferrites

(1963) 20314
outlook and review (1961) 3840, 13850;

(1962) 2133
influence of microstructural inclusions on

friction and wear (1963) 11046
iron-chromium-nickel system, oxidation be-

havior in high-temperature steam, elec-

tron beam microprobe studies (1965)
8543

M 252 alloy, effect of heat treatment on
mechanical properties, USSR studies
(1964) 14419

metal, oxidation kinetics in flowing air and
oxygen-nitrogen mixtures (1965) 1455

metallic binders (1963) 16334
mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)

9580
mineral industry survey, monthly (1963)

3969; (1964) 3796; (1965) 3715
minerals yearbook chapters (1961) 17642;

(1962) 18213; (1963) 18085; (1964) 18674,
19857

Nicaro, Cuba, plant closedown and current

hearings (1962) 2337
report (1962) 9298

nickel-base alloys in air at temperatures
from 500° to 1700° F, improved ceramic-
bonded calcium fluoride coatings for
lubricating (1965) 6736

nickeliferous laterites, sulfatization (1965)
14708

ores, Philippine

—

economic analysis of production (1962)
18198

metallurgical investigations (1963) 3072
plated wire mesh makes superior catalyst

bed (1965) 19912
production

—

All-Union conference on ways for techni-
cal progress, USSR study (1965) 4942

preliminary report (1961) 4820
titanium equipment, USSR study (1964)

10889
radiochemistry (1962) 8964
recovering from southeastern Missouri sul-

fide ores (1961) 7933

Nickel—Continued
replacing by cobalt, effects on tensile prop-

erties and hardness of stainless steel

(1964) 11333
report, monthly (1961) 3464; (1962) 4125
separation and recovery by solvent extrac-

tion and electrorefining (1963) 5486, 9118

solubility in liquid potassium (1965) 8115
solution prepared for precision electroform-

ing (1965) 19898
sulfides, low-temperature heat capacities

and entropies at 298.15° K (1964) 18694
thoriated nickel bonded by solid-state diffu-

sion method (1965) 14784
tungsten-copper ternary alloys for high-

temperature applications (1965) 18565

USSR, conservation in national economy
(1962) 3102

welding nickel and its alloys, USSR (1964)
5259

wettability of aluminum oxides and carbides
by metals of iron group, USSR study
(1962) 23865

Nickel-cadmium cells, see EHectric batteries

—

Storage batteries.

Nickel sulfate, anhydrous, heat of formation
(1965) 9595

Nickel sulfide, and its solid solutions, catalytic
decomposition of hydrazine over, USSR
study (1961) 15258

Nickelsen, William R., theoretical performance
of electrostatic thrustors with analytic
space-charge flows (1964) 9617

Nickerson, John T.R., study of effects of sub-
sterilization doses of radiation on stor-

age life extension of soft-shelled clams
and haddock fillets (1963) 4486; (1964)

5988
Nickley, Nabhane M., relief (1965) 8761, 15866
Nicol, Helen O., Negro women workers in 1960

(1964) 11722
Nicolaus, John J., automated approach to

technical information retrieval, library
applications (1964) 15078

Nicotinic acid, see Vitamins.
Nido, Manuel, relief (1961) 12184, 14065, 14529

NIDR, see National Institute of Dental Re-

search.
Niebel, B. W., machine shop, job type (1964)

11606
Niederfrank, E. J., facts, etc., about rural

population (1963) 2259
Niederkorn, Donald N., study guide for general

science (1963) 6310, 13832
Niedringhaus, Landon, Rammsonde for use in

hard snow (1965) 10770
Nielson, M. W., revision of genus Cuerna

(Hemoptera, Cicadellidae) (1965) 4130
Niemeyer, Gerhart, consultation with Un-

American Activities Committee, print

additional copies, report irrationality of

Communism (1964) 17567

Niemoeller, Hermann, development of hyaline
membranes and atelectasis in experimen-

tal chronic respiratory acidosis (1965)

1313
Nieve, Sister, see Gelado, Aurora M.
Nieves, Rafael A., censuses of population and

housing in Puerto Rico, 1960, processing

the data (1964) 1808
Niger:
business opportunities, report of 93d Dept.

of Commerce Trade Mission (1961) 14896

defense, furnishing military equipment, ma-
terials, and services, agreement (1962)

22819
economy, basic data (1962) 23611
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Niger—Continued
economic, technical, and related assistance,

agreement (1961) 17839
foreign trade regulations (1964) 14383
import tariff system (1963) 2393
investment guaranties, agreement (1963)

1555
investment law (1963) 15648
Libya boundary, study (1963) 20147
newly independent nation, fact sheet (1961)

13673
Peace Corps, agreement (1963) 16590

Nigeria:
agricultural economy in brief (1965) 476
business opportunities (1962) 7500
economy, basic data (1964) 14373
establishing business (1962) 19602; (1965)

8696
fact sheet (1963) 20142
farm products, demand, etc., projected level,

1965 and 1975 (1965) 2089
fisheries survey (1963) 15525
foreign trade

—

1957-59 (1961) 6093
regulations (1964) 862

investment guaranties, agreement (1963)

5742
labor, etc (1964) 5435
living conditions (1963) 8381
market for U.S. products (1961) 9173

international commerce supplement (1964)

6843
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12900
newly independent nation, fact sheet (1961)

8202
plant quarantine import requirements (1965)

11824
sending gift packages to (1961) 611

space vehicle tracking station program,
agreements (1961) 1537; (1964) 21891

struggle for independence, USSR study

(1962) 15921
U.S. Army area handbook (1964) 17054

Nigh, June, survey of activities of Committee
on Foreign Affairs, House, 88th Con-

gress, 1963-64 (1964) 12131; (1965) 407

Night earth shook, guide to Madison River

Canyon earthquake area (1962) 16304

Night layer E according to observations at

observatory on Dikson Island (1962)

10534
Night vision, see Sight.

Night vision devices, see Army night seeing

tester.

Nightingale, F. S., fresh fruit and vegetable

unloads in western cities (1963) 5785

Nightglow, see Airglow.
Nightwear:

knit, current industrial reports (1961) 2990;

(1962) 3737; (1963) 3575; (1964) 3391;

(1965) 3274
men's and boys', industry wage survey

(1965) 19803
departmental edition (1962) 12345
document edition (1962) 11301

Nigo, James T., relief (1962) 7143

NIH, see National Institutes of Health.

Nike Apache rocket, see Rockets.
Nike-Cajun (CAN) rocket, see Rockets.

Nike-Hercules missile, see Missiles.

Nike systems, see Missiles.

Nikola Tesla Hectro-Technical Institute,

work, 1961 (1963) 906
Nikolitch, Radoje:
expanding and contracting sectors of Ameri-

can agriculture (1965) 12371

our 100,000 biggest farms, their relative

position in American agriculture (1964)

6553

Page 1560

Nikolopoulos, Athanasia, and son, relief (1965)
17765

Nikopol', Ukrainian SSR, manganese oxide
ores concentrating in basin, technical
flow charts (1961) 2359

Niksch, Larry A.:

market factors in Pakistan (1965) 10329
selling in India (1965) 4425

Nile River, High Dam project, progress (1961)
13000

Niles, 111., population special census (1962)
18792

Nilson, Rozsi, see Neuman, Rozsi.

Nimbus Dam, powerplant and fish hatcljpry,

design and construction, technical rec-

ord (1961) 1453
Nimbus spacecraft, see Satellites.

NIMH, see National Institute of Mental
Health.

Nimonic alloys, 80A, mechanical properties,

effects of Ti and Al, etc., Japanese
study (1964) 12962

Ninepipe National Wildlife Refuge:
birds, Hst (1961) 17259; (1964) 15922
general information (1962) 17518: (1965) 612

Ninghsia Province, China, coal deposits, geolo-

gy (1962) 15874

Ninhydrin, color reaction test for detecting

buddy flavor in maple syrup (1964) 1687

Ninos carentes de cuidados, el riesgo de cier-

tas condicti^nes domesticas (1965) 6149

Niobium:
alloys

—

clad uranium carbide

—

fuel element, final report (1961) 18078
technical report (1962) 8978

determination in titanium alloys, recom-
mended methods of panel of Metallurgi-
cal Advisory Committee on Titanium on
methods of analysis (1963) 12964

development for elevated-temperature
service (1965) 1375

evaluation of Zr 1.5 w/o Nb cladding for

use in boiling water reactor (1963) 9677
FS-85, high-temperature creep behavior

(1965) 13047
hafnium binary, for elevated temperature

service (1963) 1240
hafnium equilibrium diagram (1964) 16642

Hall coefficient of superconducting and
normal Nb-25% Zr (1963) 18234

high temperature protective coatings for,

development and evaluation (1962) 92

local order and solid-solution strengthen-
ing study (1964) 4226

niobium and molybdenum-niobium alloys,

metallurgy, literature search (1963)

18590
produced by electron beam melting, prop-

erties, USSR study (1965) 11116
recommended for rolling to foil (1963) 7627

rich columbium-titanium, diffusion (1965)
13196

solubility of columbium-1% zirconium in

sodium by activation analysis (1965)

14948
suitable for use at high temperatures

(1964) 7461
vanadium binary alloys for high-temp-
erature service (1962) 14432

welding (1963) 5850
zirconium, equilibrium phase diagram

(1961) 18095
B-titanium-niobum diffusion system, electron

probe, microanalysis (1965) 13156
binary alloys, oxidation behavior (1961)

2572
chlorination kinetics (1965) 14713
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Niobium—Continued
coatings for protection against oxidation at

elevated temperatures, research (1961)

3752
creep-rupture, effect of oxygen (1965) 13135
ductile, production from electrolytic pow-

ders, USSR study (1962) 23891
electrorefining (1964) 18689
elevated temperature diffusion in systems

Nb-Pt, Nb-Se, Nb-Zn. Nb-Co (1961) 5010
extraction of columbium from ores and con-

centrates by chlorination (1965) 12952
field test (1962)'8464

gases in, study, literature survey (1961) 206
heat treatment, USSR study (1964) 2772
high-purity, analysis by optical emission

spectrography (1964) 11321
high temperature oxidation and nitridation

in ultrahigh vacuum (1964) 8085; (1965)
13518

hot plastic deformation effect on structure
and properties, USSR study (1965) 18349

industry, outlook and review (1961) 1757;
(1962) 2149

interstitial impurity levels, effects on me-
chanical properties at low temperatures
(1962) 1635

low temperature deformation behavior of

columbium, effects of strain rate and
hydrogen content (1962) 118

materials survey (1963) 3054
methods of determining small quantities in

mineral raw materials, USSR studv
(1961) 10746

micro-alloying element in steels and effect on
welding technology (1964) 1577

mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)
12820

minerals vearbook chapter (1961) 17628;
(1962) '18188; (1963) 18069; (1964) 18662;
(1965) 19835

niobium and its alloys, use of powder metal-
lurgy in USSR (1962) 23809

niobium-tungsten-zirconium and niobi-

um-molybdenum-zirconium ternary sys-

tems, USSR investigation (1964) 4907
"

powder, sintering, USSR study (1963) 2652
preparation by metallic reduction of chlo-

rides (1962") 23976
preparation of high purity (1961) 11749
radiochemistry (1961) 18061
separation from tantalum

—

by hydrofluoric acid sulfuric acid-methyl
isobutyl ketone system (1961) 21196

by solvent extraction, HF-HCl-diethyl
ketone system (1962) 6243

ultrasonic tube drawing, phenomena in-

volved in extrusion process (1962) 8976
weldings

niobium and its alloys, USSR study (1964)
4911

USSR studies (1964) 11141
X-ray spectrographic analysis for trace

quantities of tantalum (1964) 16634
zinc-base coating, progress report (1961)

8090, 8097; (1962) 6349, 6354
Niobium carbide, thermodynamic data (1964)

13122
Niobium oxides:

carbothermic reduction of niobium pentox-
ide, problems, USSR study (1963) 8636

high temperature heat contents and entro-
pies (1961) 13447

reduction of niobium pentoxide by carbon
(1962) 2053

role in grain growth and sintering of urani-
um dioxide (1962) 199

Niobium pentoxide, see Niobium oxides.

Niobrara County, Wyo., ground-water re-

sources and geology (1965) 9275
Niobrara formation, stratigraphy (1964) 14344

Niobrara River:

compact negotiation, extend

—

law (1961) 18583
reports (1961) 14671, 16691

Nirvanidae, catalog (1963) 1651
Nishikawa, S., television pictures, area prop-

erties (1964) 17006
Nisqually (Glacier, advance and recession

movements, botanical evidence (1961)

12791
Nitrates, rare earth, acute mammalian toxici-

ty (1963) 18502
see also Ammonium nitrates—Methyl ni-

trate—Propyl nitrate—Strontium ni-

trate—Uranyl nitrate.

Nitric acid:

analysis, symposium (1961) 4140
behavior with TBP/kerosene solvent dam-

aged by radiation (1962) 18697
esters (nitro-bodies), hydrolysis and analyti-

cal control, Hungary (1962) 5381

jet fuel rockets, chemical igniters for start-

ing (1961) 17681
oxidation of anthracite (1961) 9477
oxidation of anthracite, products obtained

(1964) 20509
process for producing alumina from clay

(1964) 11337
red fuming, with hydrocarbon fuels in rocket

engine, combustion rates study (1961)

17683
Nitric oxide, see Nitrogen dioxide.

Nitridation, high temperature, niobium in ul-

trahigh vacuum (1964) 8085; (1965)

13518
Nitrides:
cerium, preparation of, USSR study (1963)

10620
iron catalysts in Fischer-Tropsch synthesis

(1963)"l9824
of 65 elements, thermodynamic properties

(1963) 16318
see a/so Aluminum nitride—Boron ni-

tride—Titanium nitride—Vanadium ni-

tride.

Nitrile, dipropionitrile solvent processes, ef-

fectiveness in extracting neutral

low-temperature lignite tar fractions

(1961) 7935
Nitrilotriacetate, rare earth complexes, prop-

erties (1962) 14843
Nitrites, see Lithium nitrate—Sodium nitrites.

Nitrocompounds:
halogenpolynitroalcanes, dipole moments,

USSR study (1961) 1116
1,4-dinitrobutadiene-l, 3, synthesis (1961)

2416
nitro-bodies, nitric acid esters, hydrolysis

and analytical control, Hungary (1962)
5381

organomercury, synthesis, USSR study
(1961) 2087

Nitrofurans:
5-nitrofuran derivatives, antibacterial prep-

arations, USSR studies (1964) 21586
nitrofurans and their use in medicine, USSR

(1962) 1290

Nitrogen:
absorption cross-sections in vacuum ultra-

violet (1965) 124
absorption of infants fed on ionite milk in

acute gastrointestinal diseases (1964)

5027
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Nitrogen—Continued
added to oils and gas-condensate fluids, ef-

fect on cricondenbar and other
phase-boundary pressures (1962) 8470

atom recombination at oxide surfaces and
effect of Tesia discharge on recombina-
tion heat transfer (1963) 3151

atomic, chemistry and vertical distribution
in upper atmosphere (1961) 16138

boiling heat transfer (1965) 18617
in forced flow (1962) 20131

carbon-dioxide and nitrogen mixtures behind
normal shock wave, thermodynamic
properties (1963) 7257

cavitation and effective liquid tension in

tunnel venturi (1964) 7510
choking 2-phase flow literature summary

and idealized design solutions (1963)
18191

compounds

—

ammoniated thermal waters. Lake and
Colusa Counties, Calif. (1961) 6186

gas-liquid chromatographic analysis
(1961) 9463

microhydrogenation identifying technique
(1963) 1236

minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 17643;
(1962) 22494; (1963) 18086

polar material in distillage fuel, separa-
tion, etc (1963) 19869

separated from diesel fraction of shale oil

on catalvtic activity of MoS2, poisoning
effects, Communist China (1961) 19489

determination of level of maximum permissi-
ble supersaturation of body as criterion
of resistance to caisson disease, USSR
study (1962) 1326

dissolved in blood, gas chromatographic de-
termination (1965) 10123

effect on electric properties of smooth mus-
cle, USSR study (1965) 12739

electron-ion recombination, microwave inter-
ferometer measurements (1962) 8514;
(1964) 1452

equilibrium hydrodynamic variables behind
primary and reflected shock waves
(1965) 13053

excretion by rats during fasting, influence of
body weight and growth rate of physio-
logic changes (1961) 3743

fertilizer equipment, accelerate manufac-
ture, Ck)mmunist China (1965) 956

fertilization of irrigated winter wheat in
western Kansas (1963) 16759

fertilizers

—

Arizona granitic and diabase soils to in-

crease plants growth, experiments (1961)
12744

liquid, for direct application (1961) 17901;
(1965) 11836

liquid, USSR utilization (1964) 9312
plant construction support, Canton, China

(1961) 7716
production in Soviet Union, study (1961)

10884
film boiling heat-transfer coefficients ob-

tained in forced flow, correlation study
(1964) 13230

fixed processes (1963) 10938
flow

—

properties of thermally perfect carbon
dioxide and nitrogen mixtures, tables
(1964) 11361

real-gas charts (1964) 5511
fluorine compounds, chemonuclear synthesis

(1965) 14957
forbidden absorption-band systems in vacu-

um-ultraviolet region (1965) 119

Nitrogen—Continued
gaseous tissue

—

of rats exposed to simulated altitude and
high concentrations of nitrogen (1963)
16790

quantitative determination in animals
exposed to various simulated altitudes
(1962) 14784

heat-transfer and pressure drop correlations
for hydrogen and nitrogen flowing
through tungsten wire mesh at tempera-
tures to 5200° R (1965) 14847

held in solution by blood, correlation with
whole blood constituents (1964) 5903

high energy, partially dissociated, frozen,
effect of ablator surface catalysis on
total mass ablated (1962) 12463

high-temperature, approximations for ther-
modynamic and transport properties
with shock-tube applications (1962)
18269

impurities, effects on hot water and steam
corrosion rates of zircaloy-3 (1962) 1630

liquid

—

helical tube separation of nitrogen gas
(1964) 13171

journal bearings of various materials,
evaluation (1965) 1454

refrigeration system installed in frozen
food delivery truck, test (1961) 3664

mass-analyzed N2-1- and N-t- ions, sputtering
yields of metals (1961) 21251

metabolism experiments, automatic compu-
tation and summarization (1964) 9919

mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)
12937

minerals yearbook chapters (1964) 18675;
(1965) 14695

nitrogen

—

and oxygen mixtures, chemically reacting,
with application to nonequilibrium air
flow, model (1965) 16706

and oxygen molecules, interactions (1961)
6409

and phosphorus in water, biological ef-

fects, bibliography (1965) 11661
nutrition of plants, USSR studies (1965)

11061
observation of (0,0) negative band of N2 in

dayglow (1964) 9600
oxygen-nitrogen mixtures, oxidation kinetics

of nickel metal (1965) 1455
phosphorus and precipitation interrela-

tionship in production of bromeg-
rass-crested wheatgrass hay (1964) 5858

plasma afterglows

—

investigation (1963) 21008
probability of collision for momentum

transfer of slow electrons in (1964)
20526

psychomotor functioning while breathing
varying partial pressures of oxygen-ni-

trogen (1962) 20454

breathing varying partial pressures of
oxygen-nitrogen (1962) 20454

purity and contaminants, development of

multi-contaminant analyzer for determi-
nation (1962) 1988

radiochemistry (1961) 5372

real-gas hypersonic-nozzle flow parameters
in thermo-dynamic equilibrium (1963)
20997

real-gas inviscid nozzle contours at Mach
15, 17, and 19, etc (1965) 1457

requirements of soil, influence in decomposi-
tion of wood and bark sawdusts, etc.

(1965) 10094
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Nitrogen—Continued

residual, blood content under conditions of

medically induced sleep, effect of radio-
active phosphorus, USSR study (1962)
2681

, Rydberg absorption series of N2 (1964)
17004

solubility in water and extracted human fat,

determination (1964) 7999
spectra, isotope shift of nitrogen absorption

bands in vacuum ultraviolet region
(1965) 4203

status of corn, evaluation by tissue tests

(1963) 7542
structural requirements of nitrogenous

substances which have protective effects

against acute hydrazine toxicity in

mice (1965) 17019
sweat excretion in relation to balance, envi-

ronment and physical activity (1963)
1812

thermodynamic properties

—

from 114 to 540° R between 1.0 and 3000
psia (1963) 3177

of nitrogen-oxygen mixtures, charts (1965)
12984

transformation of basic nitrogenous com-
pounds under destructive hydrogenation.
Communist China (1961) 19490

use as coolant at stagnation temperatures,
exploratory investigation (1961) 9555

vacuum ultraviolet radiation from N-i--

electron recombination in high-tempera-
ture air (1965) 13011

vapor-liquid equilibria for helium-nitro-
gen-methane system (1963) 7215

vibrational-nonequilibrium flow in hyperson-
ic nozzles (1963) 12880; (1964) 14837

Wright's interpretation of temporal varia-
tion of O/N2 ratio in thermosphere,
notes on (1964) 20960

zirconium-nitrogen equilibrium at high tem-
peratures and free energy of formation
of ZrNx as function of its composition
and structure, USSR study (1962) 5597

Nitrogen dioxide:

mass spectra of positive and negative ions
(1965) 2901

NO2 in Martian atmosphere (1963) 18119
problem of nitrogen peroxide in planets

atmospheres (1962) 6291
produced by self-sustained pyrolysis of ni-

trous oxide (1965) 6672
Nitrogen fixation, USSR studies (1965) 11061
Nitrogen isotopes:
abundance measurements (1961) 1701
N-15, concentration by chemical exchange

reaction, Czechoslovakian study (1962)
9813

nitrogen atom surface recombination, effect

of surface preparation and gas flow
(1961) 19982

Nitrogen mustards, portal venous infusion
effect on liver function and hematopoies-
is with protective agent (1962) 10913

Nitrogen oxides:
and ammonia

—

ignition in rocket engines (1961) 2543
propellant combination with several injec-

tion methods in rocket engine (1961)
2544

peroxide, thermal radiation and air after-
glow, USSR study (1961) 4617

Nitrogen peroxide, see Nitrogen dioxide.
Nitrogen tetroxide:
hydrazine reaction, mechanism and chemical

inhibition (1963) 11475
liquid, impact sensitivity of titanium, test

data (1962) 126

Nitrogen tetroxide—Continued
use as propellant in performance of small

rocket motors, investigation (1962) 1692
Nitrogen trichloride:

detonation, generation under effect of ultra-
sonic vibrations, USSR study (1961)
4613

explosive properties, USSR study (1961)
2373

Nitroglycerin:

effect on pulmonary vasculature of anesthe-
tized dogs (1965) 215

stabilization in magnetic field, Polish study
(1962) 7841

Nitronal, see Aminotrate phosphate.
Nitrosylruthenium, radioactivity transport in

water, environmental behavior (1965)
1844

Nitrous oxide:

anesthesia, use, USSR study (1962) 2876
flames, sampling measurements downstream

(1963) 1308
hyperbaric anesthesia experimental decom-

pression sickness (1965) 17029
mass spectra of positive and negative ions

(1965) 2901
self-sustained pyrolysis, production of nitro-

gen dioxide (1965) 6672
Nitto Shosen Co., Ltd., relief (1961) 14179,

16556. 16885
Nitze, Paul H., nomination, hearings (1961)

4084; (1964) 522
Nivaline, effect on higher nervous activity of

dogs, USSR study (1965) 908
Nix, James C, hired farmworkers in United

States (1965) 6128
Nix, Willie L., heating and impact tests on

insulated and uninsulated ballistic-mis-

sile fuse mechanisms (1963) 18127
Nixon, Charles W., results of USAF-NASA-

FAA flight program to study community
responses to sonic booms in Greater St.

Louis area (1965) 9696
Nixon, Richard M., see Vice President of Unit-

ed States.

Nkrumah, Kawame, U.S. aid opposed by Gha-
nian studies (1964) 6518

NLRB, see National Labor Relations Board.
NMB, see National Mediation Btoard.

NMC, see National Meteorological Center.
NMSE, see Naval Material Support Establish-

ment.
Noakes, J.E., ambient temperature catalytic

benzene synthesis used in radiocarbon
dating (1965) 5605

Nobel, Alfred, our heritage from Alfred Nobel
(remarks) (1963) 9698

Noble fir, see Fir.

Noble gases, radiochemistry (1961) 8398
Nobel prize winner. Lev Davidovich Landau,

USSR (1963) 10663
Nobleman, Eli E., Government competition

with private enterprise (1963) 13807
Nobles County, Minn., geology and ground-

water resources (1964) 18146
Nobles of Mystic Shrine, see Ancient Arabic

Order of Nobles of Mystic Shrine.
Nobutaka Azuma, see Azuma, Nobutaka.
Nock, Matthias, jr., relief (1961) 14199, 16932,

18534
Noctilucent clouds, see Clouds.
Nodaway, Mo., railroad accident (1961) 6224
NODC, see Naval Oceanographic Data Onter.
Nodwell carrier, see Cargo carriers.
Noe, Frank E., mineral industry of Bolivia

(1965) 12847
Noise:

aircraft

—

abatement planning (1961) 5958
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Noise—Continued
aircraft—Continued

abatement research, conduct report (1962)
19344

aerodynamic, flight-determined environ-
ment of nose cone up to Mach of 2 (1962)
10509

aircraft, and its problems, bibliography
(1964) 6612

bypass jets, effects of temperature, meas-
ured in Langley noise research facility

(1964) 16695
citizen's guide (1964) 4674
exposure of B-52 and KC-136 maintenance

personnel (1962) 8892
ground effect, persons and property, inves-

tigation

—

hearings (1963) 6198
reports (1961) 16723, 18837; (1963) 6117

jet and rocket engines, use of acoustic
scale models for investigating near field

noise (1962) 128
jet, sound pressures and correlations on

fuselage (1961) 15818
measurements of external-fiow jet-

augmented-flap model with turbojet en-
gines operating (1961) 19960

multiple-nozzle geometry effect (1961)
19948

problem of control, USSR study (1962) 865

shock-wave from supersonic bombers air-

planes in altitude 30,000 to 50,000 ft.,

ground measurements (1961) 15780
sonic boom intensity, investigation of in-

fluence of lift by means of pressure
fields of several wing-body combinations
at Mach number 2.01 (1961) 15781

sonic boom, some considerations (1961)
14838

sounds of 20th century (1961) 4180
supersonic jets

—

near and far fields measurements for
blowdown-wind-tunnel supersonic ex-
haust (1961) 7956

similarity of near noise fields (1961)
19992

V/STOL, considerations in design and op-
eration (1961) 7995

X-15 airplane, structural dynamic experi-
ences (1962) 10507

antenna and receiving-system noise-temp-
erature calculation (1962) 12569

application of acoustic theory to prediction
of sonic-boom ground patterns from
maneuvering aircraft (1964) 20580

atmospheric radio, amplitude-probability
distributions (1961) 1338

background, optimal filtering detection,
theory of correlated random points,
USSR study (1962) 5432

calculating, ventilation air ducts in ship's
quarters, USSR study (1965) 11100

combatting noise in rooms with telecommun-
ication equipment, Rumanian study
(1962) 7671

control in ships, USSR study (1963) 8536

control, research in USSR, translations
(1961) 7597

cosmic, instrumentation for measurement at
0.75, 1.225 and 2.0 Mc/s from rocket
(1965) 9625

decreasing level in centrifugal ventilators,
USSR study (1965) 12774

device for continuous recording of signal to
noise ratio, USSR study (1964) 11147

effect on

—

muscular efficiency in individuals, USSR
study (1962) 2692

pulse height resolution (1962) 8952

Noise—Continued
effect on—Continued

workers productivity, USSR study (1962)
3217

electronic simulation equipment for infrared
signal processing circuitry design and
development, discussion (1962) 22693

explosives testing, abatement (1964) 5494
far-field, characteristics of Saturn static

tests (1961) 17716
figure of X-band waveguide mixer with tun-

nel diode, measurement (1964) 19169
fluctuations, effects on two-channel phase

meter with frequency multipliers, USSR
study (1961) 2364

harmful to health, USSR study (1961) 15578
helicopters, origin and means of reducing

(1963) 3383
hydrodynamic and aerodynamic, symposium

(1961) 4998
hygienic standards for constant noise in

industry, USSR (1965) 1190
ideal limiters effectiveness (1962) 12577
immunity codes, USSR study (1965) 14588
immunity of communications systems with

error correcting feedback, USSR study
(1964) 16531

impact, control in multifamilv dwellings,
guide (1963) 8235

in-flight

—

aerodynamic measurements on Scout
launch vehicle (1963) 14561

measurements for 3 Project Mercury vehi-
cles (1962) 6278

in hospitals, study of types affecting pa-
tients (1963) 14665

industrial, relationship to hearing acuity in
controlled population (1961) 21316;
(1962) 1777

inlet noise studies for axial-flow single-stage
compressor (1965) 6689

loud sounds effects on physiology and behav-
ior of swine (1963) 5846

missiles, acoustic transmission loss of fiber-
glas nose-cone shapes (1961) 13517

noise and structural vibration, recent re-

search (1964) 11398
non-linear, analysis in FDM telephony

transmission over SSB-PM satellite

communication system (1964) 14892
optimum methods of radio reception during

fluctuating noises, USSR study (1965)
19740

perceived level, effects of spectral content
and duration (1963) 9191

pneumatic rock drill, measurement and sig-

nificance (1963) 5491
problems associated with operation of Army

aircraft (1964) 5949
pulsating and steady, in industry, effect on

organism, USSR study (1962) 746
radio

—

high frequency atmospheric, numerical
presentation of CCIR report 322 data
(1965) 16747

novel horn antenna reduces side lobes,
improves radiation pattern (1964) 11372

quarterly data (1962) 22609; (1963) 9209,
12900; (1964) 13274, 16740, 18806; (1965)
1499, 8144, 16744

worldwide levels. Bureau of Standards cir-

cular, errata (1962) 6307
random

—

and discrete, acoustic fatigue, characteris-
tics of exposed aluminum panels, errata
(1961) 21209

influence on periodic mode in relay-type
automatic systems, USSR study (1962)
1067

nonlinear response of windows (1964) 3018
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Noise—Continued
repetitive bursts, apparent change (1964)

5897
rocket-powered vehicle, measurements dur-

ing captive and launch firings (1963)
1298

rockets, far-field acoustic propagation stud-
ies (1962) 18262

ships' water system valves, vibro-acoustical
characteristics, USSR study (1962)
22330

signal-to-noise ratio theory, operation of
ideal limiter (1962) 12578

stability of pulse-width and pulse-time mod-
ulated telemetering, increasing by
means of time selector, USSR study
(1965) 1028

stationary processes, correlation function,
determination with aid of Burford's
scatter diagrams. East German study
(1962) 9821

studies of inlet-guide-vane-rotor interaction
of single-stage axial-flow compressor
(1965) 18537

suppression of industrial radio noises, USSR
study (1962) 15715

suppressors, for general marine ventilators,
USSR experimental studies (1965) 9441

thermionic diode sources, emission stabiliza-

tion (1962) 24011
transistorized instrumentation system for

acoustical data acquisition in vicinity of
large rocket engines and spaces vehicle
boosters (1964) 20608

turbulent boundary layer, as related to de-

sign criteria for high performance vehi-
cles (1964) 11394

see also Muffling devices—Sonic boom.
NOL, see Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White

Oak, Md.
NOLC, see Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Coro-

na, Calif.

Nolan, George F., high-altitude minimum-wind
fields and balloon applications (1965)
107

Nolan, Loretto R.:

analysis of work stoppages (1963) 1169;
(1964) 1377

work stoppages. Government employees,
1942-61 (1963) 10893

Nolan, Robert L., relief (1963) 13512, 19002,
20416

Noll, Richard B., slideout dynamics of vehicle
equipped with tripcycle skid-type land-
ing-gear system (1963) 11071, 19911

Nomenclature, see subjects.

Nominations:
Civil Aeronautics Administration, etc., hear-

ings (1963) 2090
nomination and election of the President and

Vice President (1964) 8404B
presidential, papers of Senate relating to,

1789-1901 (1964) 21781
see aiso names of persons.

Nomograms, see Nomography (mathematics).

Nomography (mathematics):
application to geodesy, USSR study (1961)

11211
circular logarithmic nomogram of differ-

ences in elevation (1961) 11270
computation of corrections for increases of

coordinates (1961) 11313
construction, experiment with Ural compu-

tor, USSR study (1962) 1103
elevation circle, design and use (1961) 4768
4-place logarithms, table for determining

elevations (1961) 11253
nomogram relating Po:;, pH, temperature,

and hemoglobin saturation in dog (1965)
18916

Nomography (mathematics)—Continued
radiation nomogram, new analysis, USSR

study (1962) 14057
solution of momentum equation for VTOL

-STOL aircraft (1961) 9582
two nomograms for use in computing rations

of 2-dimensional vector qualities (1964)
20643

use in checking geodetic measurements
(1961) 11209

use in geodesy, problem (1961) 11216
Nonadiabatic factors in short-term forecast-

ing of lower-atmosphere geopotential
fields, USSR (1964) 20321

Nonadiabatic theory of electron-hydrogen
scattering (1962) 16050

Nonagricultural employment, see Employment.
Noncash items, collection, regulation, amend-

ments (1963) 8259; (1964) 17987
Noncitizens, see Aliens.
Noncommissioned officers, see Air Force.
Nondestructive evaluation of materials (1965)

16742
Nondestructive testing (1965) 13543
Nondetrital siliceous sediments (1963) 2351
Nondiplomatic activities of representatives of

foreign countries, study (1962) 17327
Nondiscrimination, see Race problems.
Nonequilibrium expansion of plasma from

thermionic source (1964) 1477
Nonfarm real estate foreclosure report (1961)

3164
Nonfat dry milk, see Milk.
Nonferrous alloys, see Alloys.
Nonferrous castings, see Castings.
Nonferrous metals, see Metals.
Nonferrous metals (USSR periodical):

abstracts (1961) 2940
Nongraded primary unit (1962) 13740
Nongraded schools (1964) 19635
Nonlinear adaptive control systems with stor-

age (1964) 14777
Nonlinear effects and parametric regeneration

during interaction of waves in wave-
guide systems with long electron flows

(1963) 10752
Nonlinear equations, see Ekjuations.
Nonlinear interaction of electromagnetic wave

with time-dependent plasma medium
(1964) 13638

Non-Linear Processes in Ionosphere Confer-
ence, see Conference on Non-Linear
Processes in Ionosphere.

Nonlinear stability, see Stability of aircraft.

Nonlinear theory for predicting effects of un-
steady laminar, turbulent, or transition-
al boundary layers on attenuation of

shock waves in tube with experimental
comparison (1961) 15824

Nonmetallic materials, see Nonmetals.
Nonmetals:

high-velocity impact cratering (1961) 6395
industries

—

employment and injuries, minerals year-
book chapters (1961) 11372, 21162;
(1962) 23950; (1963) 19830; (1964) 20471;
(1965) 19836

injury experience (1962) 20084; (1963)
19835; (1964) 1402

review, minerals yearbook (1962) 165(),

23984; (1964) 2997; (1965) 1384 1

technologic trends, minerals yearbook
chapters (1961) 1239; (1962) 1651; (1964)
1446; (1965) 1386

materials

—

crude, Federal item identification guides
for supply cataloging (1964) 3476, 12295

fabricated. Federal item identification
guides for supply cataloging (1964)
3476, 12295
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Nonmetals—Continued
materials for sliding bearings suitable for

chemical machine construction (1963)
20315

mechanism of wear of nonmetallic materi-
als at elevated temperatures (1961) 6730

minor, minerals yearbook chapter (1961)
13442; (1962) 18211

nonmetallic

—

article shaping or treating, classification
bulletin (1964) 9692

crude, Federal item identification guides
for supply cataloging (1962) 9509; (1963)
3658; (1965) 3378

fabricated materials, Federal item identifi-

cation guides for supply cataloging,
supplements (1962) 9509; (1963) 3658;
(1965) 3378

Soviet and Chinese articles, English ab-
stracts (1961) 6767; (1962) 3786

Nonmilitarv and noneconomic aspects of world
crisis, hearing (1962) 21208

Nonparametric density estimation and classi-

fication (1965) 6745
Nonprofit organizations. Federal research

contractors, staff study (1963) 6205
Lithuanian scientific institutions and cadres

(1965) 19760
relocation from urban renewal areas (1965)

15119
surplus Government property donation,

hearings (965) 17704
Nonuniform burnup and poisoning effects in

reactor and validity of uniform approxi-
mation (1963) 7229

Nonviscous flow through pump impeller on
blade-to-blade surface of revolution
(1962) 8505

Nonwhite population:
aging nonwhite and his housing, analysis of

1960 census data (1964) 4827
economic costs of racial discrimination (ad-

dress) (1965) 1940
housing, changes 1950-60 (1964) 832
mortality differentials in United States

(1965) 14432
women workers

—

current data (1964) 9892; (1965) 13350,
16924

fact sheet (1965) 18848
Noodles, products, definitions and standards

(1965) 631
Noradrenaline:

effects on ear vessel in cold- and
warm-adapted rabbits (1963) 18470

responses of cold- and warm-adapted dogs to

infused noradrenalin and acute body
cooling (1965) 10108

Norblad, Albin W., jr., memorial services
(1965) 1962

NORC, see Electronic computers.
Nordberg, W., rocket-grenade experiment

(1964) 7516
Nordberg, William, temperature, etc., measure-

ment over Wallops Island, Va (1963)
7287

Nordby, Gene M., strength properties and re-

lationships associated with various
types of fiberglass-reinforced facing
sandwich structure, final report (1965)
18804

Nordholt, Louis E., outlook for American gas
appliances and equipment in Nether-
lands (1964) 21071

Nordin, Carl F., jr.:

flow resistance, etc., Rio Grande near Ber-
nalillo, N. Mex (1964) 10648

Nordin. Carl F., jr.—Continued
sediment transport

—

in Rio Grande, N. Mex (1965) 10989
parameters, Rio Puerco (1964) 811

suspended sediment, middle Rio Grande
(1963) 19319

Nordyke, Milo D.:

progress in nuclear excavation technology
(1965) 13535

Project Dugout, Nevada test site, June 24,
1965, technical director's summary re-

port (1965) 11917
Sedan event (1965) 17119

Noren, T.M., columbium as micro-alloying ele-

ment in steels, etc (1964) 1577
Norepinephrine:

calorigenesis, effects on pulmonary function
of cold acclimatized rats (1963) 18474

cardiovascular effects in warm- and
cold-acclimatized rats (1963) 13206

in urine, modification of trihydroxyindole
method for estimation (1961) 3737

output, effect of cold and smoking (1963)
16804

Norfolk, Va.:
aerial radiological measuring survey

(ARMS) (1964) 4293
census of business

—

1958, standard metropolitan area, central
business district statistics (1961) 8471

1963, major retail centers, standard metro-
politan statistical area (1965) 10203

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16418
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18845

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 4803

engineer district, historical sketch (1965)
512

graduates of Norfolk project 1 year later
(1965) 19792

hurricane survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 21689
document edition (1962) 20953

lands, exchange with Navy-
law (1965) 17385
reports (1965) 13891, 15951

Municipal Airport, weather observations,
hourly, decennial census (1963) 11405

departmental editions (1961) 17601; (1962)
22431; (1963) 16286; (1964) 18635; (1965)
16558

document editions (1961) 16619; (1962)
20942; (1963) 15177

see also Naval Air Station, Norfolk.
Norfolk and Western Ry., accident (1961) 753

Norfolk, Fort, historical sketch (1965) 512

Norfolk Harbor:
channel project, eng^ineer report

—

departmental editions (1965) 9058, 12398
document editions (1965) 8746, 12056

Norfolk Naval Shipyard, employees, relief

(1965) 17559

Norfolk Southern Ry., accident (1964) 12571

Norgren, Carl T.:

colloid thrustor beam analysis, design and
operation of quadrupole mass filter

(1965) 18578

effect of fuel injectors, etc., on performance
of annular turbojet combustor (1963)
14529

Normal mode theory, see Vibration.
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Normal probability function:
conditional distribution of correlated ran-

dom points and use of correlations for

optimum detection of basic pulse signals

noise filtering, USSR study (1962) 5432
deposition and washout computations based

on generalized Gaussian plume model
(1964) 117

tables for integral of circular bivariate
normal frequency (1963) 14562

Normal volunteer program of NIH Clinical

Center (1961) 17742; (1964) 1504
Normally embedded sets of normal spaces

(1964) 7567
Norman, James M., relief (1961) 14257; (1962)

7157, 13585; (1963) 7888
Norman, Lindsay D., jr.:

chloride and fixed nitrogen processes (1963)
10938

pyrometallurgical processes for recovering
manganese from U.S. resources (1963)
1204

thermoelectric properties of depleted urani-
um selenides and tellurides (1965) 12953

Normative distributions of AQE aptitude in-

dexes for high-school-age boys (1964)
19162

Norment, H.G.:
collection of Fortran programs for crystal

structure analysis (1963) 18237
X-ray diffraction data reduction program

for IBM 704 and 7090 (1963) 9273
Norrell, William F., memorial services (1961)

16521
Norris, C.B., short-column compressive

strength of sandwich constructions as
affected by size of cells of honeycomb
core materials (1964) 12446

Norris, Charles B., stresses within curved lam-
inated beams of Douglas-fir (1964) 8640

Norris, George W.:
character and accomplishment (address)

(1961) 9390
commemorative stamp (poster) (1961) 11519
salute to memory (address) (1961) 9126

Norris, George W., National Centennial Con-
ference, see George W. Norris National
Centennial Conference.

Norris, Tenn.
Watershed
management objectives (1963) 7473
multiple use (1963) 14745

Norris Lake, fishing (1964) 11665
Norry, Leonard J., characteristics of housing

units classified by 1959 income of occu-
pants (1964) 17087

North, Arthur, quality typography from com-
puter data, photocomposition of Patent
Office attorneys roster, etc (1963) 16480

North, Max H., reconciliation with 1958 census
of retail trade with monthly report
(1964) 1825

North Adams, Mass., flood control project,
Hoosic River, hydraulic model investiga-
tion (1962) 17432

North Africa, active crossroads (1965) 18774
North America:
amphipods from west coast, new and unu-

sual species (1964) 7607

tidal current tables (1961) 18420; (1962)
20672; (1963) 18741; (1964) 19342

tide tables (1961) 10114
bark canoes and skin boats, general infor-

mation (1964) 20653
beetles, genus Onthophagus, nomenclatorial

history (1963) 3183
coasts, lights and fog signals, list (1962)

664. 19585

North America—Continued

contributions to ethnology, index

—

departmental edition (1964) 4272
document edition (1964) 4427

diptera of America North of Mexico, catalog
(1965) 13380

east coast

—

lights and fog signals, lists (1962) 24035;
(1963) 3208, 5651, 9258; (1964) 1523,
13310, 20674; (1965) 1530, 8193, 11560,
18650

tide tables (1962) 13115; (1963) 9766;
(1964) 11960; (1965) 10313

eastern

—

bulrushes and bulrushlike plants, field

identification (1965) 14288
larvae of caddis fly genus Rhyacophila

(1962) 14520
lichen handbook (1961) 13663
pondweeds and pondweedlike plants (1964)

15917
Finnish war veteran's trip to American con-

tinent (1961) 17461
geology, bibliography (1961) 7519; (1962)

2522; (1964) 18114; (1965) 9258, 19661
Helderberg Group and position of Silurian-

Devonian boundary (1964) 6799
Heleomyzid flies, nomenclatorial history

(1962) 20184
ichneumon flies, subfamily Gelinae, tribe

Mesostenini (1962) 8544
lights and fog signals, list (1961) 4328, 10704

moths, genus Acleris (1963) 11115
moths of genus Swammerdamia (1965) 13078
networks employed in monitoring airborne

fission products, intercalibration (1964)
18860

Northeast, skier market (1964) 8019; (1965)
7133

northwest, transport requirements for
growth (1961) 18777

ozonesonde observations, research report
(1964) 7966

Pacific Coast

—

surface water temperature and salinity
(1962) 15004

tidal current tables (1961) 16509; (1962)
18893; (1963) 18742; (1965) 339, 19035

regional broadcasting agreement, report
(1963) 20537

reservoir fishery biology, bibliography
(1965) 12468

Salmonidae, relationship among species

(1962) 21773
Stenomidae, review of family (1964) 20657
weather records, 1951-60 (1965) 15150
weevil genus Smicronyx, nomenclatorial his-

tory (1962) 14515
WGSt COQSt

lights and fog signals, list (1962) 19586;
(1963) 5652; (1964) 3074, 13311. 18845;
(1965) 2958, 8194, 14927

tide tables (1961) 6915; (1962) 68.55; (1963)
6040; (1964) 6109; (1965) 8674

western

—

diseases of Monterey pine (1964) 19750
Hemerobiidae (1965) 5273

North American Association of Alcoholism
Programs, role of Health, Education,
and Welfare Department to membership
(paper) (1964) 20769

North American Aviation, Inc.:

wage chronology (1961) 21141; (1965) 5041

North American fauna (1962) 9658

North American Regional Conference on Man-
power Implications of Automation, pa-

pers (1965) 19794
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North American Van Lines, Inc., accident
(1962) 13949; (1964) 14405

North American Wildliife and Natural Re-
sources Conference, report (1965) 420

North Arlin^on, N.J., census of housing, 1960,
city blocks (1961) 18269

North Atlantic Coast, see Atlantic Coast.
North Atlantic Ocean, see Atlantic Ocean.
North Atlantic slope basins, see Atlantic

States.
North Atlantic States, see Atlantic States.
North Atlantic Treaty Organization:
atomic information, cooperation, multilater-

al agreement (1965) 9954
attaining closer partnership in Atlantic alli-

ance (address) (1964) 13465
cooperation for mutual defense, agreement

—

hearings (1964) 17440
reports (1964) 19457, 19569

goals for Atlantic community, address by
President Kennedy (1963) 14934

impact of change in Eastern Ehjrope on At-
lantic partnership (address) (1965) 15058

military aid to western Europe, subcommit-
tee report (1963) 11900

NATO after 16 years, anniversary assess-
ment (1965) 11719

new dimension in Atlantic partnership (ad-

dress) (1964) 5698
new map of central Europe at scale of

1:250,000, review (1962) 21946
parliamentarian's conferences

—

House delegation, implement act of July
11, 1956, report (1963) 20476

reports of House delegations (1961) 5706;
(1962) 11383; (1963) 9913; (1964) 12097;
(1965) 12137

reports of Senate delegations (1961) 5863;
(1962) 7217; (1963) 10012; (1965) 8990

problems and trends in Atlantic partnership
(1963) 11921

EEC and NATO, staff study (1962) 21230
print as Senate document, report (1962)
21375

print as Senate document, report (1963)
11989

status of forces agreement, criminal juris-

dictional operation

—

hearings (1961) 14721; (1962) 21540; (1964)
2230, 17867; (1965) 16004

reports (1961) 19074; (1962) 21427; (1964)
2227, 14100, 17855; (1965) 17863

strength dependent on partnership of U.S.
and united Europe (address) (1964) 15259

United States Citizens Commission on
NATO-

extend through June 30, 1962

—

law (1961) 14116
report (1961) 14598

report of activities (1962) 15097
United States, France, and NATO (address)

(1965) 7135
North Beach of Potomac River, see Potomac

River and Valley.
North Borneo, see Borneo.

North Bradfield River, iron prospect, geology
(1964) 2414

North Carolina:
aerial radiological measuring survey ARMS,

Norfolk Peninsula area (1964) 4293
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 5896
agricultural conservation handbooks (1961)

7; (1962) 1924
annual survey of manufactures, standard

metropolitan statistical areas, and large
industrial counties, statistics (1962)

18773; (1963) 4568; (1964) 6029

North Carolina—Continued
Cape Fear River Basin, flood control, engi-

neer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 402
document edition (1963) 246

census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1962)
274

census of business, 1963

—

merchandise line sales, retail trade, statis-
tics (1965) 15301

retail trade, area statistics (1965) 4305
selected services, area statistics (1965)
8581

wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)
7244, 17204

census of governments, 1962, State report
(1965) 4328

census of housing, 1960, State and small
areas (1962) 4762

census of manufactures, 1958, area report
(1961) 10000

census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-
port (1962) 257

census of population, 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 16557
general characteristics (1961) 10077
number of inhabitants (1961) 5502
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 2205
censuses of population and housing, 1960,

geographic identification code scheme
(1961) 6881

central cotton-tobacco area, costs of crop
production by size of farm (1962) 21603

charter tercentenary celebration (address)
(1963) 13337

circular mills, thickness variation of lumber
cut (1961) 702

civil rights, public schools (1963) 1935;
(1964) 15347

climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial census
(1965) 15144

climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;
(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216

coastal plain, tobacco-cotton farms, estimat-
ing cost of production (1961) 100

commercial tobacco farms, costs and returns
(1962) 17364; (1963) 12045 •

copper deposits, geology (1964) 800
cotton, results of 1963 regional variety tests

(1965) 12
county business patterns, activities covered

by OASDI program (1961) 11879, 20439;
(1963) 15052

District Court, eastern district, term at
Clinton, report (1962) 19164; (1965)
17654, 19462

eastern

—

land clearing and drainage (1961) 3681
potatoes, marketing, summary (1961) 32

economic potentials of irrigation (1965) 2084
electric rate books (1962) 548; (1963) 511,

13919; (1964) 14249; (1965) 19613
equal protection of laws. North Carolina

State Advisory Committee report (1963)
6021, 18719

exploratory fishing off coast, Sept. 1959-July
1960 (1962) 13826

explosion of munitions truck between Smith-
field and Selma, damage to property
(1962) 15115, 21267, 23115

farm problems and prospects (remarks)
(1963) 1667

fishery products, wholesale dealers, list

(1964) 713, 18014
5B redevelopment area, statistical profile

(1963) 11697
furniture plants, sources of lumber (1961)

696
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North Carolina—Continued

homemaker service in public welfare (1965)
4688

hurricanes, descriptive listing of tropical
cyclones (1963) 9503

labor organizations, reporting, register
(1961) 6239; (1964) 16571

landings, fishery, products (1961) 3251, 7423;
(1962) 4128, 9651; (1963) 3971, 13946;
(1964) 3798, 12418; (1965) 3717, 14279

marine decapod crustaceans (1965) 18123
marketing farmers' stock peanuts (1963)

9579, 13174
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chap-

ters (1961) 21184; (1962) 22491; (1963)
20961; (1964) 21703; (1965) 18440

minor civil divisions, townships, census
1960, map (1961) 16303

mountains, direct seeding scarlet oak (1965)
9191

mica ores, anionic-cationic flotation (1965)
6599

municipal waste facilities, inventory (1964)
3103

municipal water facilities inventory (1961)
6503; (1964) 18908

northwestern, Linville quadrangle, geology,
preliminary report (1962) 19566

opportunity for progress (1965) 1810
peanuts, buying farmers' stock in area

(1962) 22937
Piedmont and Southern Appalachians, direct

seeding of oak, tests (1962) 7453
population, 1960, characteristics (1963)

13276
precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)

3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965)
3492

public assistance, federally aided programs,
deficient practices relating to Federal
matching funds. Welfare Administra-
tion, GAO report (1964) 8707

public school finance program (1964) 4641
recreation of TVA lakes (1961) 11634
resource development (talk) (1962) 8650
retrocede jurisdiction over portions of N.C.

highway 24 and U.S. highway 17 to en-
force State laws

—

law (1961) 18582
reports (1961) 14672, 16668

rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-
files (1962) 18905

scallop trawl (1962) 17504
slate belt, geology (1963) 15602
sources of lumber for furniture plants (1965)

16291
spodumene-beryl ores response to beneficia-

tion (1961) 7942
temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10757

tobacco farms, commercial, cost and return
(1965) 12374

truck inventory and use survey (1964) 17082
water-supply characteristics of streams

(1964) 2435
weather stations, decadal census (1963)

16679
western, tourist and recreational potentials

(1965) 1550
women

—

labor laws, summary (1964) 13545
legal status (1964) 15174
workers (1964) 1667

ZIP code directory (1963) 20057
North Carolina Tercentenary Celebration

Commission:
establish

—

law (1962) 11274
reports (1962) 9356, 9434

North Carolina Trade Fair, exhibition (sum-
mary of remarks) (1961) 20500

North Cascades Primitive Area, study and re-

classification (1964) 2394
North Central region see Central States.
North Central States, see Central States.
North Counties Hydro-Electric Co., relief

(1965) 15591, 19377
North Dakota:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 5896
agricultural conservation program (1962)

8800
annual survey of manufactures, standard

metropolitan statistical areas and large
industrial counties, statistics (1962)
16450; (1963) 4567; (1963) 6028

census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1961)
8527

census of business, 1963

—

merchandise lines sales, retail trade, sta-
tistics (1965) 15300

retail trade, area statistics (1965) 5652
selected services, area statistics (1965)
8582

wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)
7245

census of governments, 1962, State report
(1965) 4329

census of housing, 1960, State and small
areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc (1962)
4763

census of manufactures, 1958, area statis-

tics (1961) 13881
census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-

ports (1961) 20422
census of population, 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 20633
general characteristics (1961) 8532
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 4776
number of inhabitants (1961) 1821

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
geographic identification code scheme
(1961) 6882

climatic summary

—

1931-52 (1961) 2744
1951-60 (1965) 13343

climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;
(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216

coals, geochemical study of minor elements
(1961) 14949

county business patterns, activities covered
by OASDI program (1961) 11877, 20437

county business patterns, activities covered
by OASDI program (1963) 13284

District Court, Williston, additional place,
reports (1964) 17735; (1965) 14081

eastern, agricultural drought and excess soil

moisture (1961) 3715
electric rate book (1961) 19316; (1962) 13801;

(1963) 13920; (1964) 17982; (1965) 19614
5B redevelopment area, statistical profile

(1963) 15134
growth of electric cooperatives (remarks)

(1962) 10627
hydrocracking low-temperature tar from

lignite (1963) 10966
labor organizations, reporting, register

(1961) 4784; (1964) 16573
lignite, combustion in domestic heaters

(1961) 1233
Little Missouri River compact, extend time

—

law (1962) 13305
reports (1961) 19046; (1962) 11360

minerals industry, minerals yearbook chap-
ter (1962) 14426; (1963) 1219; (1964)
1422; (1965) 1351

Minnesota boundary compact, approval

—

law (1961) 18571
reports (1961) 10297, 14692
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North Dakota—Continued

minor civil divisions, townships, cities, and
villages, census 1960, map (1961) 16304

Mississippi River and tributaries fishery
products, wholesale dealers list (1964)
8611, 18022

municipal waste facilities, inventory (1964)
3106

municipal water facilities inventory (1961)
6505; (1964) 18911

northwestern, Cenozoic history with empha-
sis on Pleistocene (1961) 4313

place in Statuary Hall, reports (1963)
8085, 9871, 13528

population, 1960, characteristics (1963)
20348

power plants, lignite pulverization (1961)
13437

precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)
3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965)
3492

public school finance program, 1962-63
(1964) 4642

review of activities of Federal-aid highway
program of Public Roads Bureau by
GAO (1961) 17323

soil, water, and crop management on newly
irrigated lands (1961) 11719

statue of John Burke, acceptance, proceed-
ings (1964) 2131

report (1963) 13529
sulfur production and consumption (1962)

20080
temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10758

truck inventory and use survey (1965) 247
weather stations, decadal census (1963)

16680
wheat growers' machinery costs (1963) 6315
women, labor laws summary (1961) 1585;

(1962) 6509; (1964) 15176; (1965) 18851
workers (1964) 13554

ZIP code directory (1963) 20058
North Hollywood, (Dalif., aircraft accident

(1964) 6058
North Korea, see Korea.
North Little Rock, Ark.:
census of business

—

1958, standard metropolitan area, central
business district statistics (1961) 263

1963, major retail centers, standard metro-
politan statistical area (1965) 13572

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 11900
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16517

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 2222

departmental editions (1961) 1176; (1962)
1576; (1963) 1176; (1964) 1380; (1965)
1285

document editions (1961) 369; (1962) 375;
(1963) 281

population, special census (1964) 175
North Loup division, see Missouri River Basin

project.

North Loup River, transport and dispersion of
labeled bed material (1965) 14414

North Miami Beach, Fla., dedication of city
hall (remarks) (1963) 6052

North Ossetian Autonomous Soviet Socialist
Republic:

building materials industry (1962) 2930
economic and cultural development (1962)

6040
North Pacific Ocean, see Pacific Ocean.

North Park, Ck)lo.:

ground-water resources, reconnaissance
(1965) 10999

northwestern, geology (1965) 10981
North Platte River and Valley:

basin, Ck)lo., Wyo., Nebr., national land re-

serve, classification (1964) 11301-302
cattle-feeding industry (1963) 10052

North Sacramento, Calif., population, special
census (1965) 8617

North Sanpete watershed project, proposal,
hearing (1963) 13822

North Sea:
eastern shore, sailing directions (1961)

20845; (1963) 18215; (1965) 6818
lights and fog signals, lists (1961) 9274,

14990; (1962) 666, 17641; (1963) 3209,
21052; (1964) 11478, 14992, 21815; (1965)
6821, 11561, 18652

North-south asymmetry in solar spottedness
and in great-storm sources (1962) 22794

North Texas Producers Association, operation
methods in 5 markets (1961) 7366

North Tonawanda, N.Y., railroad accident
(1963) 8436

North Vietnam, see Vietnam.
Northampton (bounty, Pa., carbonate rocks of

Cambrian and Ordovician age (1965)
2235

Northampton County, Va., truck crop produc-
tion practices (1962) 7257

Northeast (U.S.):

apples, packing, research report (1962)
20407

ash dieback (1962) 5248
commercial dairy farms, costs and returns,

1961 (1962) 17363
community economic redevelopment pro-

grams, case studies (1963) 16817
dairy farms, commercial, costs and returns

(1965) 12375
dairy industry's future (paper) (1961) 6651
deer browsing of hardwoods (1965) 12516
eggs, cost of handling and labor output of

selected cooperatives (1961) 4171
facts about skier market (1963) 18533
flight information publications, enroute-high

altitude (1961) 2890; (1962) 3856; (1963)
3691

forest disease research, guide (1964) 769
green ash provenances, 13-year growth

(1964) 8650
ground water levels (1961) 2056; (1965) 4870
labor organizations, reporting, registers

(1961) 9401; (1964) 16570
outdoor recreation, potential sites (1962)

18373
population migration, 1950-60 (1965) 12383
principal electric facilities, maps (1962) 555;

(1963) 516; (1964) 673; (1965) 16177
reporting labor organizations, register

(1961) 9401
rural nonfarm areas, consumer expenditures

and income (1964) 18626; (1965) 11337,
11825, 18867

sharks, anglers' guide (1964) 10557
skier market research (1965) 7133
small cities, consumer expenditures and in-

come (1964) 11269
soil and water conservation research (1965)

4114
total northeastern region, urban and rural,

consumer expenditures and income
(1965) 14617-618

tree planting sites, tentative classification

(1962) 5243
urban places, consumer expenditures and

income (1964) 13043, 18621
cross-classification of family characteris-

tics (1965) 14613
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Northeast (U.S.)—Continued

water and related land resources compact,
approval of Congress, reports (1961)

14290, 14328
water crisis, hearing (1965) 19506
wildlife refuges (1964) 6721

Northeast Airlines, Inc., accident (1962) 18878
Northeast Rail Authority, consent to compact,

hearings (1965) 12316
Northeast Shellfish Sanitation Research Cen-

ter, research program (1964) 11565
Northeastern Coast, see Atlantic Coast.
Northeastern Forest Experiment Station;

annual reports (1961) 9213; (1962) 9671;

(1963) 12152; (1964) 14295; (1965) 14362
Forest Products Marketing Laboratory, re-

search facility (1964) 768
forest research notes (1961) 675-676,

4285-87, 6118-23, 12726-731, 19366-368,

20772-773; (1962) 606-610, 2510,

17569-570; (1963) 6490, 10217-220
station papers (1961) 4288, 6124-25, 7484,

12732-739, 14934-937, 19369, 20774-780;

(1962) 611, 5243-49, 17571, 23568-572;

(1963) 10221
Timber and Watershed Laboratory, research

facility (1965) 688
Northeastern Forest Tree Improvement Con-

ference, proceedings (1962) 7439
Northeastern Resources Commission:
crest©
hearing (1963) 6304
reports (1961) 14290, 14328

meeting (1961) 1243
Northeastern States, see East (U.S.)

—

Northeast (U.S.)

Northeastern Water and Related Land Re-

sources Compact, consent of Congress,
hearing (1963) 6304

Northern Cheyenne Reservation, see Tongue
River Reservation.

Northern Cheyenne Tribe of Tongue River
Reservation, see Cheyenne Indians.

Northern Cotton Textiles Associations, see
Berkshire Hathaway Inc.

Northern Forest Experiment Station:

report (1965) 634
technical notes (1962) 17572-574; (1963)

12159
Northern Forest Fire Laboratory, research

program, general information (1964) 771

Northern Great Lakes Regional Land and
People Conference keynote address
(1963) 20283

Northern Hemisphere, see Hemisphere, North-
ern.

Northern Ireland, see Great Britain.

Northern Michigan University, your 30th re-

union in scientific society in 1992 (com-
mencement (address) (1962) 13016

Northern Pacific Ry., accident (1961) 15009
Northern Regional Research Laboratory:
publications and patents, lists

—

chemically modified oil products and in-

dustrial uses (1963) 5797
industrial uses of proteins (1963) 5798
new crops, list (1962) 16257
oilseed crops research (1963) 5799
oilseeds, oil, and meal processing (1963)

5794
soybean edible protein products (1963)
5796

soybean oil, edible (1963) 5795
publications, list, oilseeds composition (1963)

5793
Northern Rhodesia:
double taxation convention (1964) 7788
Southern Rhodesia boundary, study (1964)

9800

Northern Rhodesia—Continued
tobacco production and marketing (1964)

14291
Northern Rhodesia, see Zambia.
Northern Rocky Mountain Forest and Range

Experiment Station, publications,
1951-54, list (1962) 602

Northern States Power Co., St. Croix River
power plant dispute, hearings (1965)
4621

Northern Utilization Research and Develop-
ment Division:

organization, research programs, etc (1963)
16

publications and patents, lists (1961) 5222;
(1962) 8780, 16255; (1963) 7553, 9553,
16720; (1964) 7901

antibiotics other than penicillin (1961)
13762

chemically modified oil products and in-

dustrial uses (1965) 10032
composition of oilseeds (1965) 10030

edible soybean oil (1965) 11821
edible soybean protein products (1965) 11822

new crops (1965) 11820
oilseed crops research (1965) 10033
oilseeds and related subjects (1961) 13761;

(1962) 16256
oilseeds, oil, and meal processing (1965)

10031
Northey, W.T., interrelationship of cold envi-

ronment, immunity, etc (1963) 14908
Northgate mining district, geology and fluor-

spar deposits (1961) 6170
Northridge, Calif., railroad accident (1964)

4879
Northumberland County, Va., soil survey

(1963) 13058
North (U.S.):

bean production (1965) 18874
civil rights, public schools, Buffalo, N.Y

(1964) 10097
merchantable hardwood hemlock stands,

porcupine winter feeding activity (1963)

15563
Northway, Alaska, ground temperature obser-

vations (1965) 510
Northwest (U.S.):

Pacific Northwest

—

aluminum fabrication, economic survey
(1963) 1201

aluminum industry, trends and outlook
(1962) 10442

aluminum mill products industry, economic
trends (1965) 16586

annual peak discharge at selected gaging
stations (1961) 19409; (1962) 21821

Christmas trees

—

cultural practices for growing (1964)
2363

harvesting and marketing (1964) 2366
selecting good area for growing (1964)

2362
coastal area, spiny dogfish, control, etc

(1963) 19242
commercial fisheries, research activities,

etc (1965) 12456
commercial thinning of Douglas fir (1961)

3723
commercial wheat farms, costs and re-

turns (1962) 17368; (1963) 15413; (1965)

16080
conifers, toxicity of herbicides (1961)

20782
cooperatives, liquid fertilizer distribution

(1961) 14823
current discharge at selected stations

(1961) 3290; (1962) 3734; (1963) 4212;

(1964) 4058; (1965) 3965
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Northwest (U.S.)—Continued
Pacific Northwest—Continued

disaster relief act

—

hearing (1965) 9005, 12202
law (1965) 13772
reports (1965) 8859, 8954, 10480, 12133,

12262, 13869
veto (1965) 12218

Douglas fir, aerial photo volume tables

(1962) 7442
ecological provinces within fir-hemlock

forest areas (1965) 16282
economy and national transportation poli-

cies (address) (1962) 13134
electric consumers, guarantee first call on
energy generated in Federal hydroelec-
tric plants report (1964) 17597

electric interties with Pacific Southwest,
construction, etc., report (1965) 6038

Federal timber sold by oral auction bid-

ding, GAO review (1965) 4839
ferroalloy industry (1962) 8456
fire season (1962) 9672; (1963) 8292

flight information publications, enroute-

high altitude (1961) 2891; (1962) 3857;

(1963) 3692
floods, Dec. 1964-Jan. 1965, report (1965)

17737
forest industries, production, prices, em-

ployment, and trade (1965) 3855
forest insect conditions (1965) 12497

Forest Service land exchanges, GAO re-

view (1963) 2325

Government lumber program to assist

industry (address) (1962) 16430

grain transportation, analysis (1965) 2085

ground water levels (1961) 707; (1963)

17533

halloysitic clay, physical and chemical
properties (1963) 10947

harvesting minor forest products (1961)

6131

hints for hikers, general information

(1962) 11849

industrial silica deposits (1962) 22481

iron and steel scrap (1965) 5073

log exports to Japan, value and employ-

ment (1965) 19646

moisture content of fuel-moisture-indica-

tor sticks (1961) 19374

month-end storage in major reservoirs

(1963) 4212; (1963) 4058; (1965) 3965

national forests

—

general information (1964) 2370

high mountain areas, management objec-

tives and policies (1964) 2358

pea leaf weevil, introduced pest of legumes

(1961) 1650

piggyback transportation for Pacific

Northwest cooperatives (1961) 1953

power consumers preference (1964) 6376

hearings (1962) 13688; (1963) 8119

reports (1962) 17204; (1964) 15546

power for progress, new program of

Bonneville Power administration (1962)

14907

precipitation and temperature, monthly
(1964) 3829; (1965) 3748

principal electric facilities, maps (1962)

558; (1961) 519; (1964) 676; (1965) 16180

range-plant symbols adapted to automatic
data processing, list (1961) 6135

recreation (1962) 11909

reforestation trends and cost (1964) 12485

Northwest (U.S.)—Continued
Pacific Northwest—Continued
resource development and conservation
(address) (1961) 8575

resource and economic development, ARA's
role (remarks) (1962) 12973

salmon fisheries resources, hearing (1962)
9485

soil and water conservation moves ahead
(talk) (1962) 8652

soil and water conservation research
(1963) 16750

steel industry (1962) 18191
stumpage and log supply, quarterly report

(1964) 3830
timber resources statistics (1965) 9208

titanium-bearing ores, amenability to bene-
ficiation techniques (1961) 9466

water pollution control and abatement,
hearings (1965) 4521

water resources

—

annual peak discharge at selected gag-
ing stations (1963) 17520

summaries (1961) 707, 3292, 20811; (1962)
4157-58, 21831; (1963) 4001-2, 20731;
(1964) 3831-32; (1965) 2241, 3749-50,
19663

wheat areas, stubble mulch farming ex-
periments and observations (1962) 8821

wilderness land allocation in multiple use
forest management framework (1965)
16256

windthrown timber survey (1964) 15937
Northwest Airlines, Inc.:

accidents (1961) 8548; (1962) 9106; (1963)
179, 1931, 18709; (1964) 10087; (1965)
11954

emergency board report (1961) 12578
Northwestern Pacific Ry., accident (1962)

21905
Northwestern Rural Electric Cooperative As-

sociation, building dedication ceremo-
nies, future of electrification, co-op secu-
rity (remarks) (1961) 20119

Northwestern States, see Northwest (U.S.).

Norton, James J., Geology and mineral depos-

its of some pegmatities in the southern
Black Hills, S. Dak (1964) 4783

Norton, R. B., Martian and Cytherian ionos-

pheres (1964) 14868
Norton, Va., blasting agent mix building, fire

and explosion (1962) 10476
Northwind (icebreaker):

USCGC, oceanographic cruise

—

Bering and Chukchi Seas, July-Sept. 1962,

report (1964) 11961
Chukchi, East Siberian and Laptev Seas,

Aug.-Sept. 1963, report (1965) 11993
Norvitch, R.F.:

geology and hydrology of

—

Elk River, Minn., nuclear-reactor site

(1963) 14016
Nobles County and Jackson Ck)unty, Minn

(1964) 18146
Norwalk, Calif., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 18192
Norwalk, Conn.:
census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

16337
censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 2233

Norway:
bibliography of social science periodicals

and monograph series, 1945-62 (1964)

8134
civil aviation, survey (1963) 5985
communications satellites, intercontinental

testing, agreement (1964) 1604
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Norway—Continued

defenses, what are necessary (1961) 13127
economic developments (1961) 10653; (1962)

13923; (1963) 8400
economy, basic data (1961) 9182; (1964)

14387
education, exchange program, financing,

agreement (1964) 11634
educational research (1963) 15430
establishing business (1962) 15668
exports and imports, licensing and exchange

controls (1962) 21881
fisheries (1962) 19508; (1965) 4752
and current subsidy system, general
agreement (1965) 10882

foreign trade regulations (1965) 4427
gazeteer, official standard names (1964)

18097
household and commercial gas appliances,

U.S. market (1962) 11051
import tariff system (1961) 9195
industrial and hydroelectric power develop-

ments, report (1961) 20649
licensing and exchange controls (1961) 637
lights and fog signals, lists (1961) 4331,

12814, 20849; (1962) 17642; (1963) 1364,

21053; (1964) 11479, 21816; (1965) 5291,
9811, 14928

loan of vessel, agreement extension (1963)
9424

maritime matters, use of ports and territori-

al waters by N.S. Savannah, agreement
(1964) 13481"

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter
(1965) 12901

mutual defense assistance agreements (1961)

11615; (1962) 1842; (1964) 1620, 21886;
(1965) 20102

administrative expenditures (1962) 24109
disposition of surplus equipment and ma-

terial (1961) 9789
northwest and north coast, sailing direc-

tions (1961) 730; (1962) 17638; (1964)
18839

Norwegian Constitution Day, observance
(address) (1963) 14847

Norwegian Socialist People's Party, draft
program, translation (1962) 22369

official publications, agreement (1964) 20829
plant quarantine import requirements (1965)

4097, 15177
preparing shipments to (1962) 5351
selling in Norway (1965) 15391
sending gift packages to (1961) 612; (1963)

2412
shipbuilding program, agreement (1961) 9781

southwest coast, sailing directions (1961)

14987; (1963) 7348; (1965) 5286
tax convention, ratification, report (1963)

20535
trade agreements

—

interim agreement relating to GATT
(1962) 14653

text, schedules, etc (1962) 11297
supplementary report (1962) 11296

trade mission to (1963) 17564
U.S. reciprocal negotiations, concessions

obtained and granted (1962) 8662
U.S.S.P.. boundary, study (1964) 7762
weapons production program, agreement

(1961) 1504
Norway rat, see Rats.

Norwich, Ck»nn., census of housing, 1960,

standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,

etc (1962) 16527
Norwood, Douglas, Bonneville Power Adminis-

tration, bibliography (1964) 19271

Norwood, Janet L., labor law and practice in

Union of Burma (1964) 16587
Nose (aircraft):

blunt bodies

—

correlation study of bow-wave profiles

(1962) 8508
effects on static aerodynamic characteris-

tics (1963) 11058
flow of perfect gas, comparison of experi-

mental and numerical results (1962)

22562
retrorocket exhausting into supersonic

free stream, investigation (1961) 19947

blunt, heat transfer, vnth laminar boundary
layers at high supersonic speeds (1961)

4843
blunt-lip, inlet, spike-position control, aero-

dynamic performance of techniques
(1961) 2553

blunt shapes, boundary-layer transition at

Mach of 2.20 (1961) 15794
bluntness and controlled roughness effect on

flow on 2 hypersonic inlet center bodies

without cowling at Mach 5.98 (1965)

14834
bluntness at hypersonic speeds, analytic

study of induced pressure on long bodies

of revolution (1961) 13543
bluntness effect on transition for cone and

hollow cylinder (1961) 7985
cone cylinder bodies, stabilizing effective-

ness of conical flares (1961) 19923
cone, flight-determined aerodynamic-noise

environment of airplane up to Mach of 2

(1962) 10509
fiberglass, acoustic transmission loss (1961)

13517
flat-face conical, heat transfer measure-

ments at Mach to 14.6 (1963) 14535
free-flight, skin-temperature and surface-

pressure measurements on highly pol-

ished nose (1961) 8027
heat transfer and distributions at Mach of 2

(1961) 4857
induced pressures on cylindrical rods with

various nose drags and nose shapes at

Mach of 17 and 21 (1962) 12490
inlets, circular projection at Mach 3.85,

asymmetric swept (1962) 1658
inlets

—

comparison with fuselage side inlets (1961)
4840

total pressure distortion (1961) 2533
modifications, effects on aerodynamic char-

acteristics of body with and without
vertical tail at Mach of 2.01 (1961) 1277

modified Von Karman, free-flight aerody-
namic-heating data (1961) 2565, 9606

oblation for ballistic vehicles, analysis

(1962) 1671
shape, aerodynamic heating and boundary-

layer transition in free flight at Mach
up to 6.7 and free-stream Reynolds
numbers up to 16 x lOfi (1961) 17692;
(1962) 16061

shapes and drug coefficients in helium, Rey-
nolds numbers, effects on included pres-
sures (1964) 1486; (1965) 9736

Noss, Richard B., Thai reference grammar
(1964) 9807

No substitute for brains (1962) 21759
Notaries, Rumania, decree for organization

and functioning (1961) 11125
Notes, see Treasury notes.

Notes on agricultural economies of Far East
(1962) 11691, 13726

Nothdurft, Robert R., internal friction as
function of orientation in magnesium
single crystals (1965) 14706
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Notice (law):

insured banks, change in control of manage-
ment

—

hearing (1964) 17644
law (1964) 19401
report (1964) 17570

Notices of judgment:
caustic poison act (1962) 23566
food, drug, and cosmetic act (1961) 3266-67;

(1962) 4131-32; (1963) 3975-76; (1964)

3802-03, 18039; (1965) 3721-22
judicial review of orders, summary (1963)

10205
hazardous substances labeling act (1963)

17469; (1964) 6736, 18040; (1965) 12494

insecticide, fungicide, and rodenticide act

(1961) 13764; (1962) 6543, 20389; (1963)

9549, 16718; (1964) 13572; (1965) 22,

16948
Notices to airmen:
Alaska (1961) 3135; (1962) 3609
international notams (1961) 3138; (1962)

3958; (1963) 3798; (1964) 3608; (1965)

3524
Pacific area (1961) 3134; (1962) 3606

Notice to aviators (1961) 3306; (1962) 4420;
(1963) 3972; (1964) 3799; (1965) 3718

Notice to mariners (1961) 3303; (1962) 4129;
(1963) 3973; (1964) 3800; (1965) 3719

chart correction lists (1961) 726, 10701,

19438; (1963) 11141; (1964) 1524, 11480,
21819; (1965) 19989

Great Lakes and tributary waters (1961)

3033; (1962) 4130; (1963) 3974; (1964)

3801; (1965) 3720
index 1-26, 1960 (1961) 3304

Notifiable diseases, see Contagion and conta-
gious diseases.

Notions, miscellaneous, census of manufac-
tures, 1958, industry report (1961) 3931

Notre Dame, University of, radiation chemis-
try, activities past and present (re-

marks) (1963) 16863
NOTS, see Naval Ordnance Test Station,

China Lake, Calif.

Noujaim, George E., see NeJame, (Jeorge E.

Nouri, Hassan M., relief (1962) 19272, 20770,
21015

Nova Lima quadrangle, Brazil, geology and
ore deposits (1963) 601

Nova mysl (periodical); political translations
(1962) 5946

Nova Scotia, sailing directions (1962) 21849;
(1964) 7627

Novae, see Stars.
Novak, Alexander S., see Kaznacheev, Alek-

sandr.
Novak, Arthur F.:

free liquid content of Gulf oysters and sug-
gested change in standards (1965) 14302

radiation pasteurization of shrimp (1963)

11568; (1964) 13706
radiation pasteurization of shrimp and oys-

ters (1965) 10176
Novak, Gertrude C, testimony, hearings (1964)

4594, 6526
Novak, Miles, see Kaznacheev, Aleksandr.
Novels, see Faction.

Novgorod, Russian SFSR, Novgorodskaya
oblast, tourist routes (1962) 15947

Novick, David, program budgeting, program
analysis and Federal budget (1965)

18965
Novocain:

effect on experimental alimentary atheroma-
tosis of aorta and on blood cholesterol

and lecithin, USSR study (1961) 11103

Novocain—Continued
use in therapy of endarteritis obliterans

—

intravenous drip administration, USSR
study (1961) 4640

subcutaneous administration, USSR study
(1961) 4641

Novokuybyshevsk, Russian SFSR, civil and
residential construction (1962) 12248

Novosibirsk, Russian SFSR:
Academy of Sciences scientific city, progress

and plans (1962) 7601
engineering institute of geodesy, etc., 30th

anniversary, USSR study (1963) 19420
science city solves various scientific and

technical problems, USSR study (1965)
11314

Novosibirsk Scientific Center, organization,
activities, etc (1964) 4992

Novosibirsk State University, USSR, transla-
tion of pamphlet (1964) 5003

Novosti Press Agency, USSR activities (1965)
12772

Nowak, W.B., research, etc., in metallurgy,
conceptual design of U-233 fuel refabri-
cation plant (1963) 7703

Nowakowski, Przemyslaw, relief (1965) 15634
Nowik, Eva, relief (1961) 8681, 14071, 14535
Noxious and Obscene Matters and Materials

Ckjmmission:

hearings (1965) 19308
report (1961) 10445

Noxious plants, see Weeds.
Noyo River and Harbor:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 443
document edition (1963) 316

Nozzles:
annular, with concave central base, effect of

geometric parameters on static perfor-
mance (1962) 6283

area ratio 200, 25 and 8, performance on
JP-4 fuel and liquid-oxygen rocket en-
gine (1961) 9539

asymmetric penshape in jet-canard configu-
rations for attitude control (1963) 19906

axially symmetric deLaval, Fortran pro-

gram to calculate flow field and perfor-

mance (1965) 5182

axisymmetric free jets, experimental and
theoretical studies (1961) 4954

bell-shaped, comparison of experimental to
predicted heat transfer (1963) 16371

clustered sonic, base pressures and convec-
tive heat-transfer coefficients with em-
phasis on choked exhaust backflow
(1965) 16682

conical and contoured, longitudinal charac-
teristics at hypersonic Mach numbers
(1964) 20612

conical, overexpanded performance with and
without supersonic external flow (1963)
5558

conical rocket-engine exhaust, effects of
geometric variables on performance
(1961) 13515

convergence length effect on performance of
heptane-oxygen combustor (1961) 4911

convergent ejector, effect on boattail drag of
16° conical afterbody at Mach nos. of 0.6

to 1.26 (1961) 4874
cooling at high heat fluxes, forced-

convection nucleate (1962) 12464
critical-flow-through, real-gas effects and

tabulated thermodynamic properties
(1965) 5172
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Nozzles—Continued

discharge-intake, static behavior of system.
East German study (1962) 11962

divergent-shroud ejector, internal perform-
ance evaluations (1961) 2555, 4943-44

effects of extension on thrust-minus-drag of

multiple-jet configuration (1961) 13523
ejector, metal temperatures, experimental

investigation (1962) 1662
ejector-type exhaust, thrust and pumping

characteristics (1963) 5516
electropolishing, improved technique for

localizing (1965) 1433
exhaust

—

afterbody combinations, effect of base
bleed and terminal fairings on perform-
ance (1961) 1309

backflow from simulated cluster of 3

wide-spaced rocket nozzles in near-space
environment (1965) 18566

contoured rocket-engine, effects of geo-
metric variables on performance (1962)
6296

dissociation effect on performance (1963)
16356

internal film cooling (1961) 2537
recombination of hydrogen-air combustion
products (1961) 15808

exhausting against supersonic stream at
angles of attack from 80° to 180°, jet

effects on cylindrical afterbodies hous-
ing (1962) 10500

extended on cylindrical afterbody, jet effects

on base drag (1961) 1279
fixed-and variable-area rocket exhaust dif-

fusers using single and clustered nozzles
with and without gimbaling, perform-
ance evaluation (1962) 18271

flow through nozzle, calculations (1964)
13250

hypersonic

—

contours, real gas effects with methods of
calculation (1963) 9160

vibrational-nonequilibrium flow of nitro-
gen (1963) 12880; (1964) 14837

hypervelocity

—

air-flow properties in equilibrium and fro-

zen flows (1961) 9548; (1963) 3117
charts for equilibrium flow of air (1962)
20136

equilibrium flow properties of carbon diox-
ide (1965) 8054

isentropic plug-type, performance, effects of
external stream at Mach of 2.0, 1.8, and
1.5(1962) 12423

jet stream interaction effects on annular
base pressure and temperature (1962)
18304

low-thrust, thrust coefficients (1965) 19936
Mach 6 open-jet system, diffuser perform-

ance and model-blockage for tunnel op-
eration (1964) 16700

materials in solid-propellant rocket engine,
erosion resistance and failure mecha-
nisms (1963) 5603

multiple, geometry, effect on jet-noise gener-
ation (1961) 19948

nuclear rocket

—

convective heat transfer (1963) 18141
cooling, analysis (1961) 1300
orbital-launch, optimizing performance

(1963) 9154
radiation-cooled, analysis, etc (1962) 3351
thermal radiation heat transfer, analysis

(1961) 4914
overexpansion exchange for base area, effect

on thrust minus base drag of afterbody
(1961) 8006

Nozzles—Continued
plug, with concave central base, with and

without terminal fairings, performance
at transonic speeds (1963) 12877

process for separation of isotopes (1962)
18696

real-gas inviscid nozzle contours for nitro-
gen at Mach 15, 17, and 19, etc (1965)
1457

rocket

—

annular internal-external-expansion for
large booster applications (1961) 19973

area ratios up to 300, JP-4 fuel-
liquid-oxygen engine, performance (1961)
11417

engine ablative-material performance af-

ter postrun cooling at altitude pressures
(1963) 12863

inserts, refractory materials, thermal
shock evaluation (1964) 13331

motor, numerical method for determining
thermal stresses involving plastic flow
(1963) 3223

operating with high-temperature hydro-
gen, heat-transfer effects, analysis
(1965) 6756

twin configurations, measured base pres-
sures (1961) 1311

twin variable-cant, blast effects on visibil-

ity during landing on particle-covered
surface (1965) 2874

vapor-deposited tungsten coatings (1964)
13135

Saturn Ol model, supersonic investigation
of hinge moments with and without jet

flow (1963) 20988
semicircular lift-producing, performance

(1965) 8112
spray, convective streams, freely-rising, lim-

iting principles (1961) 2396
supersonic

—

aerodynamics handbook (1964) 15008
comparisons of experimental hydroxyl rad-

ical profiles with kinetic calculations
(1965) 13045

exhaust plumes, theoretical boundaries
and internal characteristics (1965) 8093

total enthalpy of 1-dimensional flow with
various gases (1964) 7549

variable-throat-area convergent-divergent,
effect on thrust modulation of solid pro-
pellant rockets, investigation (1963)
10991

NPA, see National Planning Association.
NPIP, see Poultry.
NPS, see National Park Service.
NPS national prisoner statistics series (1961)

11525-526, 20086; (1962) 12652, 16116,
20243; (1963) 9328, 11212; (1964) 11541,
18883; (1965) 2979, 8228, 11635

NRAB, see National Railroad Adjustment
Board.

NREC, see National Resource Evaluation Cen-
ter.

NREC analysis report (1965) 9050
NREC technical manuals (1965) 9051-52
NREC technical report (1965) 4669
NRL, see Naval Research Laboratory.
NRL report series (1961) 1371-1404, 2623-24,

5003-15, 6462-63, 8088-98, 9650-55
NROTC, see Naval Reserve Officers Training

Cbrps.
NRTS, see National Reactor Testing Station.
NSA, see National Security Agency.
NSF, see National Science Foundation.
NSLI, see Life insurance.
NSRDS, see National standard reference data
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NSSP, see National Severe Storms Project.

NTIP, see Turkeys.
NTS, see Narodno-Trudovoy Soyuz.
Nuckel, Dean C, replenishing underground

water supplies on farm (1964) 20925
Nuckolls County, Nebr., geology (1965) 4857
Nuclear accident contamination control (1964)

11835
Nuclear armament, French, press information

(1965) 11175
Nuclear bomb effects computer (1962) 11040
Nuclear bomb effects computer, including

slide-rule design and curve fits for weap-
ons effects (1963) 5929

Nuclear chemistry, see Radiochemistry.
Nuclear Compact, Southern Interstate, see

Southern Interstate Nuclear Compact.
Nuclear data tables (1961) 5410, 6756, 8432;

(1962) 8992
nuclear data for GAM-1 data tape (1962)

18706
Nuclear design calculations, NDC-Fortran

program for rodclustered pressure-tube
lattices (1963) 16834

Nuclear electric monopole transitions in 0-16,

Ca-40, (;e-72, and Zr-90 (1961) 184
Nuclear electronics (1962) 16384
Nuclear emulsion spectrometry at low and in-

termediate neutron energies (1965) 17099

Nuclear energy, see Atomic energy.
Nuclear energy (East Germany periodical),

translations (1962) 7560
Nuclear engineering:
challenge of new scientific environment (re-

marks) (1964) 4309
education, interrelated role of universities

and Federal agencies, conference pro-
ceedings (1964) 11867

education, progress, conference proceedings
(1963) 5945

evaluation studies, heavy water moderated
power reactor plants (1962) 23050-51

graphite subcritical reactor laboratory
(1965) 8560

heavy water moderated power reactor
plants, evaluation studies (1961) 16221

high temperature materials, progress report
(1961) 8406

materials lists (1961) 1718, 5389, 9956,
16213-214; (1962) 2091, 14886; (1963) 133,

16857; (1964) 1774-75, 8071, 13710,
21016-17; (1965) 192, 4272, 7166

indexes (1962) 23055; (1964) 8072-73; (1965)
4273

materials program, subject scope, guide
(1961) 8409

nuclear superheat meeting

—

Apr. 13-14, 1961, Idaho Falls, Idaho (1962)
8984

Sept. 13-15, 1961, San Jose, Calif (1962)
14893

plutonium role in power development, USSR
study (1962) 19736

simulated nuclear reactor system for
high-temperature process (1962) 1647

Soviet and Chinese articles, English ab-
stracts (1962) 3787

Soviet nuclear power engineering, informa-
tion on (1964) 5141

Nuclear explosions:
aerial photographic analysis (1963) 14996
aeroradioactivity survey and geology of

Gnome (Carlsbad) area, N. Mex. and Tex
(1965) 7163

analysis of Shoal data on ground motion
and containment, safety program (1965)
5621

artificial radiation belt made on July 9,

1962, characteristics, status report
(1963) 9171

Nuclear explosions—Continued
base surge analysis. Project Pre-Buggy

(1964) 4298
base surge and cloud formation (1965) 17121
biosphere contamination by products of nu-

clear tests, evaluation (1962) 23000
blast effects on AEC test-site facilities, eval-

uation (1962) 16408
blast loading, response of protective vaults

(1962) 16406
Chinese Communist (1965) 149
Japanese evaluation (1965) 6441

close-in shock studies (1964) 5979
comparative nuclear effects of biomedical

interest (1961) 5344
continuity of corporate management in

event of nuclear attack (1963) 11652
crater excavations, Nevada test site, Project

Sedan (1965) 17119
cratering device influence on close-in popula-

tions of lizards (1963) 11575
crating experiment conducted

—

Chariot test site, northwestern Alaska
(1962) 2079

desert alluvium, seismic effects (1963)
11573

Nevada test site (1963) 16853
design of hardened structures to resist ef-

fects, principles and practices. Air Force
design manual (1963) 11487

detection by seismic means (lecture) (1961)
3748

detecting by seismic methods, USSR study
(1962) 1354

detonation velocity of methyl nitrate, re-

sults of measuring (1961) 10820
detonations, timing and firing system (1964)

121
developments in field of detection, identifica-

tion, and relationship to test ban nego-
tiations, hearings (1962) 11285

summary analysis (1962) 11286
disarmament and nuclear tests, UN prepares

to take stock (1961) 17990
effects on

—

buried structural-plate pipes (1961) 18100
commercial communications equipment

(1961) 197
structures, etc., bibliography (1961) 18085
underground military installations in rock

(1961) 20702
electron density of ionospheric wavemotions

caused by detonations (1963) 13198
enemy attack, what targets might be

bombed (1963) 10146
engineering with nuclear explosives, 3d

Plowshare symposium (1964) 17063
excavation in Ogotoruk Creek area, Alaska,

effects (1963) 4494
explosive materials (1962) 13969
eye-protective devices, use of phototropic

materials as self-attenuating light val-

ues (1962) 16334
fallout protection, what to know and do

(1962) 6837
food-chain relationships of iodine-131 for

Project Sedan (1964) 123
French preparations in Pacific (1965) 16480
French underground shelters, instrumenta-

tion (1961) 5403
gamma radiation, physics, estimation of

dose, etc (1962) 187
geologic effects of high-explosive tests in

USGS tunnel area, Nevada test site

(1963) 5021
geologic investigations related to nuclear

explosions (series) (1963) 5021, 19315
high altitude effects of (1964) 20588
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, environmental

effects (1965) 5601
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Nuclear explosions—Continued

injuries, USSR study (1963) 16145
livestock survival after fallout from nuclear

attack (1963) 4369
manufacture of aggregate and riprap by,

investigation (1965) 17124
manufacturing aggregate by nuclear meth-

ods, feasibility (1964) 17959
milk protection after nuclear attack (1963)

10138
Nevada test site, Sept. 15, 1961-Sept. 15,

1962, off-site environment contamination
(1963) 18599

nuclear bomb effects computer (1962) 11040
including slide-rule design and curve fits

for weapons effects (1963) 5929
nuclear excavation technology, progress

(1965) 13535
nuclear weapons effects (1962) 11038
Operation Plumbbob

—

blast effects on air-cleaning system (1963)
141

French underground personnel shelters,

test (1962) 16407
German underground personnel shelters,

test (1962) 18749
instrumentation of structures for air-

blast and ground-shock effects (1961)

232
missile studies with biological target

(1961) 5402
plutonium fallout, surface alpha monitor-

ing as method of measuring (1962) 11036

protection against fallout radiation in

simple structure (1963) 16861
peaceful applications

—

fracturing theories review, scoping study
(1962) 18745

intermediate range earth motion measure-
ments (1964) 119

isotope program, final report (1965) 17118
sequenced gas sampling experiment (1964)

118
shock induced transitions, history and
recovery sample (1964) 120

peaceful uses

—

bibliography (1963) 7707; (1964) 8069;
(1965) 13521

literature search (1961) 1716; (1962) 213
Plowshare program

—

evaluation, for Australian purposes, of
proposed civil engineering and mining
applications (1965) 13482

hearing (1965) 17447
report (1964) 11873

Project Dribble

—

background information (1964) 19263
Salmon event, preshot and postshot safety
survey of oil and gas facilities (1965)
17142

Project Gnome

—

methods and costs of shaft sinking (1963)
20949

timing and firing (1962) 14862
Project Sedan, timing and firing (1963) 11579
protection of food and agriculture against

attack, guide for leaders (1962) 16274
radiations, chemical dosimetry (1961) 8428
radioactive fallout from detonations (1961)

225
radioactive fallouts, determination of frac-

tioning coefficients and biological avail-
ability of products, USSR study (1965)
11284

rural areas, effect of attack (1963) 10128
scientific detection, USSR study (1962) 19835
shock spectrum measurements from seismic

effect of nuclear underground detona-
tions in rock salt (1965) 13537

Nuclear explosions—Continued

SL-1 accident recovery operation, final re-

port (1963) 5935
SL-1 reactor accident, Jan. 3, 1961

—

AEC investigation board report (1961)
10194

report on activities following incident
(1962) 8954

interim report (1961) 5407
soil, crops, and fallout from nuclear attack

(1963) 4367
Soviet detonation of 50 megaton hydrogen

bomb

—

excerpt from Khrushchev's report (1962)
4585

White House statement of Oct. 30, 1961
(1962) 4588

stability of crater slopes. Project Sedan
(1964) 122; (1965) 187

strontium 90 fallout from nuclear tests,

health hazard (1964) 18901
symmetry of neutron induced U-235 fission

at individual resonances (1964) 5980
tests

—

ban

—

proposals, military aspects, hearings
(1964) 6495

report from United Kingdom and U.S.

(1962) 6633
treaty

—

addresses by President Kennedy (1963)
13232, 13234, 14935

agreement vnth other governments
(1964) 1606

banning tests in atmosphere, outer
space and under water, text and
President Kennedy's address (1963)
16819

excerpts from President's press con-
ference (1962) 6634, 20480

excerpts from Secretary Rusk's news
conference (1962) 16346

hearings (1963) 8110, 17310
print additional copies, reports

(1963) 18911, 17287
joint statement of President of U.S.
and Prime Minister of United King-
dom (1962) 20486

military implications, subcommittee
report (1964) 10410

questions and answers (1963) 16821;
(1965) 13446

report (1963) 18971
statement of Dept. of State (1962)

6635
statements by Ambassador Dean

(1962) 20483
U.S. policy and philosophy (1962)
20489

West and East German signatures,
German article (1963) 17782

why, U.S. policy statements, etc (1963)
11530

cessation, excerpts from USSR statement
to UN Disarmament Commission (1962)

10949
continuation of suspension resolution

adopted by UN General Assembly (1962)

4590
disarmament and nuclear weapons tests,

U.S. reply of Sept. 13, 1961, to Japanese
note of Sept. 6, 1961 (1962) 4574

discontinuance

—

conference deliberations, reports to UN
Disarmament Commission (1962)
16348, 20488

developments at Geneva Conference on
tests. State Department press release
(1962) 10952

Geneva Conference, guide (1963) 3341
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Nuclear explosions—Continued
excerpts from President's press confer-

ences (1962) 10953. 10959
fallout, general information (1964) 1787
international negotiations on ending
weapons tests Sept. 1961-Sept. 1962
(1962) 22985

Japan Communist Party's attitude toward
Soviet nuclear testing (1962) 23698

joint United States-United Kingdom dis-

cussions. White House statement (1962)
14810

results from automatic yield indicators

(1961) 18103
Soviet Union's uninspected moratorium
proposal, U.S. statement on (1962) 14811

United States-United Kingdom draft.
Ambassador Dean's presentation
(1962) 20487

testing and disarmament (address) (1962)
6638

use of Christmas Island facilities. White
House statement (1962) 10956

weapons, statement by Arthur H. Dean at

Geneva Conference (1962) 16347
whv we test. President Kennedy's somber

decision (1962) 12980
transmission of thermal radiation from deto-

nations in real atmospheres (1962) 14773

Tunguska taiga investigations, USSR study
(1962) 12120

underground detonations

—

bioenvironmental features, Ogotoruk
Creek area, Alaska, prior studies (1961)
11811

close-in effects on

—

small mammals and invertebrates (1963)
11576

vegetation, caused by cratering,
throw-out, and blast damages (1963)
11577

close-in shock studies. Project Gnome
(1962) 14860

dust cloud, radioactivity measurements
(1965) 15250

earth deformation from detonation in salt,

Project Gnome (1962) 11029, 18730
earth motion measurements (1961) 18102
environment created, in salt (1965) 10177
hydrologic effects (1961) 212
intermediate range earth motion measure-
ments (1962) 11031

mine examination techniques for detecting
and identifying (1962) 10445

particle motion near nuclear detonation in

halite (1962) 11028; (1963) 18585
postshot temperature and radiation stud-

ies (1962) 16395
predictions and comparisons of observed

effects of Gnome on public safetv (1962)
16399
summary (1962) 13005

pre-shot and post-shot structure survey
(1962) 13004, 16398

Project Gnome, shock induced transitions
(1965) 1846-47

Project Pre-Buggy, emplacement and fir-

ing of high-explosive charges and crater
measurements (1965) 10178

Project Shoal

—

detonation in granite, seismic safety net
(1965) 1858

Federal Aviation Agencv airspace advi-

sory (1965) 202
off-site surveillance, report (1965) 1857
on-site health-and-safety report (1965)

1859
structural survey of private mining

properties (1965) 201

Nuclear explosions—Continued
Project Shoal—Continued

subsurface fracturing in granite (1965)
1849

test of Dribble-type structure (1965) 1860
weather and surface radiation prediction

(1965) 200
radioactive pellet trajectory study (1965)

13509
radioactivity from nuclear cratering ex-
periment, distribution (1965) 4278

radiochemical and physical measurements
of debris (1963) 11578; (1964) 5981

research and development program to
improve methods of detecting. Project
VELA (1962) 20478

resonance neutron activatipn measure-
ments (1962) 13003, 16396

seismic effects from cratering experiment
in basalt (1965) 11921

seismic observations, project Vela Uni-
form, agreement with Canada (1965)
15089

seismic waves from explosion in salt bed
(1962) 11030, 23047

structural response and permanent dis-

placement measurements (1961) 1724
surface motions (1961) 16223, 18101
water resources, applications (1965) 17128

use for deep water excavation in vicinity of

Cape TTiompson, Alaska, geologic inves-
tigations (1961) 11798

use to increase petroleum recovery, feasibili-

ty studv (1964) 14764
USSR 1961, fallout (1962) 6708
water for use after nuclear attack (1963)

10139
weapons tests

—

statement by Adlai E. Stevenson (1963)
1795

technical capabilities for detecting and
identifying, hearings (1963) 9812

weather and surface radiation predictions
for Project Sedan (1963) 14994

Nuclear explosives, see Atomic blasting.
Nuclear fission:

irradiated fission, reactor fuel and breeding
material, reprocessing, annotated bibli-

ography, supplement (1964) 19245
solid-state fission probe, silicon wafer series,

technique for increasing sensitivity

(1961) 15810
symmetry of neutron induced U^'\ fission at

individual resonances (1964) 5980
theory, nuclear force interaction between

fragments, (German study (1962) 7717
Nuclear fission wastes, see Radioactivity.
Nuclear fuel, see Reactor fuels.

Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc., chemical repro-
cessing plant, hearing (1964) 6188

Nuclear Fuel Services Reprocessing Plant,
ground-breaking ceremonv (remarks)
(1963) 11592

Nuclear fusion, plasma physics and problems
of controlled nuclear fusion, conference
proceedings, Khrakov (1965) 10165

Nuclear heating, see Heat.
Nuclear instrument modules, standard design

(1964) 19255
Nuclear instrumentation, literature search

(1961) 11799
Nuclear medicine:
new frontiers (remarks) (1963) 1845
Polish Medical Academy, program (1962)

7607
Nuclear membrane potential of nerve cell,

USSR (1964) 11227
Nuclear Metals, Inc., technical progress report

to AEC, Reactor Division, June 30, 1959
(1961) 202
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Nuclear ordnance, see Atomic ordnance.
Nuclear particles, see Nuclei—Neucleons.
Nuclear physics:

accelerators of atomic particles, USSR
study (1962) 15859

Air Force research program, history (1964)
67

Argonne accelerator, instrument and symbol
of research progress (remarks) (1964)
132

collision integrals for modified Stockmayer
potential (1961) 4889

controlled nuclear fusion research, confer-
ence proceedings, Salzburg (1963) 14958

elementary particles, USSR text (1962) 1248
EURATOM reactor fuel management
program, analysis (1964) 5976

heterogeneous reactor calculation methods,
test and verification (1964) 19237

high energy

—

AEC program, background information,
report (1961) 6954

visit of U.S. team to USSR, May 1960
(1961) 11806

high temperature heat physics, USSR study
(1963) 8856

Hungarian international conference, meet-
ing (1962) 5519

Krakow Institute, research, Polish study
(1962) 9997

naval reactors physics handbook, selected
basic techniques (1965) 4274

nuclear physics and linear accelerators,
materials of scientific technical confer-
ence (1964) 15278

nuclear theory reference books (1963) 11590,
13250; (1964) 10036

Plasma Physics Laboratory, quarterly re-

ports (1961) 18057; (1962) 6694
problems, all-Union conference papers, brief

descriptions (1961) 4524
Project Matterhorn, quarterly reports (1961)

1704, 5357, 16199
reactor physics constants (1963) 16833
reactor problems, Advisory Committee on

Reactor Physics, report (1961) 9961
studies, proceeding of Physics Institute

named for P.N. Lebedeva (1965) 13486
theory of nuclear breakup (1961) 2155
use of heavy-water reactor for experimental

work, USSR study (1963) 19651
Van Allen radiation belts, physical aspects

(1961) 13802
U 235-D2O gaseous-core cavity reactors,

calculations (1961) 19942
Nuclear Physics, Central Institute for, see

Germany.
Nuclear Physics Institute, Rumania, see Insti-

tute of Nuclear Physics, Rumania.
Nuclear play calculator, Agressor (1964) 10001

Nuclear power, see Atomic energy—Radio
activity.

Nuclear power plants, see Nuclear reactor
power plants.

Nuclear Power and Saline Water Conversion
Task Group:

report (1964) 9754
appendices (1964) 18936

Nuclear power plants, see Nuclear reactor
power plants.

Nuclear powered ships:
advanced indirect cycle water reactor stud-

ies for maritime applications (1962)
8936, 11023, 16388-389, 18703

aircraft carrier, overpricing of steam gener-
ators, GAO report (1964) 6779

atmosphere purification, diaphragms for
sulfate cycle electrolytic cell (1964) 5615

dosimetric control on atomic ships (1963)
2530

Nuclear powered ships—Continued
free-surface separation of steam and water

(1961) 9946
ships' motion effects (1961) 9947

future developments (address) (1962) 12360
impact on admiralty and shipping law (ad-

dress) (1961) 517
large surface ship reactor AlW land-based

prototype project, contract, GAO, review
(1962) 5283

merchant, nuclear propulsion (1962) 13011
merchant shipping and nuclear power (1964)

13724
N.S. Savannah

—

deficient administration of spare parts
procurement, etc., Maritime Administra-
tion and Atomic Energy Commission,
GAO report (1965) 7764

description (1961) 2476
fact sheet (1964) 9489
literature search (1965) 15253
maritime matters

—

operational arrangements for visit to
Netherlands, agreement (1963) 16582

public liability for damage caused,
agreement with

—

Ireland (1964) 20845
Netherlands (1963) 16581

reactor vessel model and attachments,
stresses, and deflections, model test
(1962) 2072

safeguards report environmental analysis
(1962) 14859

safety assessment (1963) 18596
ship of peace (remarks) (1965) 1949
use of

—

Belgian ports and waters, agreement
(1964) 5699

Danish ports and waters, agreement
(1964) 18975

Italian ports and territorial waters,
agreement (1965) 5408

Norwegian ports and territorial waters,
agreement (1964) 13481

Portuguese ports and territorial waters,
agreement (1965) 8322

Spanish ports and waters, agreement
(1964) 20825

Swedish ports and waters, agreement
(1964) 18976

United Kingdom ports and territorial
waters, agreement (1964) 20832

story (1964) 13098
upgrading analog computer analysis

(1963) 5924
ventilation system filter testing (1964)

19252
naval surface vessels, nuclear propulsion

—

hearings (1964) 4423
report (1964) 1987

Navy training program, information (1961)
4997; (1963) 3214

nuclear fleet, purposes and miscalculations
as to multinational force, USSR article
(1965) 6427

nuclear power and merchant shipping (1965)
4283

reactor shield design, summary report (1961)
1696

reactor zero power tests, final report (1962)
2029

service vessel Atomic Servant, characteris-
tics, operation, etc (1961) 1972

stability of 2-phase flow loops and response
to ship's motion (1961) 16185

statement of Hyman G. Rickover regarding
nuclear powered Navy, hearings (1964)
2104

steam generator 630A, status report (1964)
8056
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Nuclear powered ships—Continued

submarines

—

atmospheres

—

analysis and removal of organic contam-
inants (1963) 11162

aromatic hydrocarbon content (1965)

13150
catalytic combustion of contaminants

(1965) 13117
determination and aromatic content of

hydrocarbon mixture (1965) 13172
hydrocarbon analyzer development

(1964) 13345
purification and control, status of chem-

ical research (1961) 1378, 20062; (1963)

11165; (1965) 13204
purification systems, ignition and com-
bustion properties of activated carbon
containing adsorbed hydrocarbons
(1965) 13134

components

—

overpayments made under cost-

plus-a-fixed-fee contract from Com-
bustion Engineering, Inc., GAO report
(1964) 6774

overpricing under Westinghouse cost-

plus-a-fixed-fee contracts, GAO report
(1964) 6776-77

overpricing under Westinghouse subcon-
tracts, GAO reports (1963) 2321;

(1964) 6777
construction, failure to obtain and consi-

der cost data in procurement of HY80
steel plate used, GAO report (1965)

12524
feasibility of oxygen production by algae

(1964) 5602
per diem payments to military personnel
during construction. Navy Dept., GAO
report (1964) 8742

630A maritime nuclear steam generator
scoping study (1962) 18712

tanker, automatic control of propulsion sys-

tem (1962) 8942
U.S.S. Bainbridge, overpricing, purchased

from Bethlehem Steel Co., Navy Dept.,

GAO report (1964) 8731; (1965) 2194
U.S.S. Enterprise

—

material price increases, unwarranted al-

lowances to Newport News Shipbuilding
and Dry Dock Company, GAO report
(1964) 21344

tour, hearing (1963) 208
U.S.S. Sculpin, submarine atmosphere stud-

ies (1964) 18865
U.S.S. Thresher—

in memoriam (1964) 15016
loss, hearings (1965) 1967

valves, purchased from Crane Co. by West-
inghouse, unsupported costs, GAO re-

port (1965) 2219
vertical gravity oscillations effects on per-

formance of T7 natural circulating boil-

ing water reactor (1962) 8943
Nuclear processes in chromospheric flares

(1964) 14921
Nuclear properties, steady-state induction

signal shapes in lithium metal (1961)

11788
Nuclear radiation, see Radiation.

Nuclear Raw Materials, Institute for Research
in, see Institute for Research in Nuclear
Raw Materials.

Nuclear reactions:

AEC controlled thermonuclear reactions re-

search program, summaries (1965) 8554
Alaskan sites, possible, for experiment in

limestone (1962) 16402

Nuclear reactions—Continued
apparatus and procedure for measuring re-

action of thorium-uranium carbides in

moist air (1961) 18036
consistant set of energies liberated

—

targets in mass region A 1 66 (1961) 8432

targets in mass region 67 <^ A <^ 199

(1961) 6756
cosmic-ray induced stable and radioactive

nuclides in meteorites (1963) 14570
induced by multicharge ions, conference re-

ports (1962) 178
inelastic neutron gamma angular correla-

tion for C-12 (n,n' 7 ) C-12 reaction

(1962) 12587
graphical presentations of data (1961) 5410
nuclear reactions and systems, classification

bulletin (1964) 9691
particle-fluid interactions, symposium (1961)

3810
plasma physics and problems of controlled

thermonuclear synthesis, reports of con-

ference, Kharkov, June 25-July 2, 1959
(1964) 19227

polarization of protons from (d,p) reactions
at 21 Mev (1965) 2916

small and medium energies, all-Union confer-

ence papers, brief descriptions (1961)

4524
tables of X-coefficients and A factors for

triple angular correlation analysis

(1964) 18780
thermal explosion, German study (1961)

19529
controlled thermonuclear

—

research in USSR, survey (1961) 244
selective bibliographies (1961) 5384, 3802
visit of U.S. research team to USSR (1961)

11810
instability of induction (theta) pinch

(1961) 176
rotation effect on stabilized pinch (1961)

199
treated by direct reaction calculation

(1964) 7537
Nuclear reactor chemistry, 1st conference,

Gatlinburg, Tenn (1961) 16217
Nuclear reactor power plants:

advanced indirect cycle water reactor stud-

ies for maritime applications (1962)

8936, 11023, 16388-389
AEC power-reactor development program

(1964) 1788
Army nuclear power program (1963) 19129
Army program, code development program,

water-modulated arravs of uranium and
stainless steel (1963) 126

Army program, reactor analysis seminar,
proceedings, Oct. 11 and 12, 1960, papers
(1962) 8958

Army PWR support and development pro-

gram, semiannual report (1962) 11022
Beloyarsk, evaluation (1962) 198
beta-radiation at 1st atomic power station,

USSR study (1964) 18371
BN-350 atomic power station, USSR study

(1965) 14494
boiling D2O pressure tube indirect and di-

rect cycle plants, 200MWe (1961) 8403
boiling water-separate superheat reactor

plant, 600 MWe, design study (1963)

7696
BONUS boiling nuclear superheater

—

final summary design report (1964) 13707
fuel assembly (1962) 18713
power station

—

final hazards summary report (1962)

16400
supplementary study (1962) 8980
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Nuclear reactor power plants—Continued
BONUS boiling nuclear superheater—Con.

reactor building, containment membrane
development (1962) 4631

zero power critical experiments and appli-

cation to design (1962) 18714
building structures, coating in radioactive

locations, USSR study (1962) 2661
capital and power generation costs (1961)

8422
Carolinas Virginia tube reactor, large plant

study (1964) 112
civilian and military, development, etc.,

hearings (1961) 10192
civilian power program, AEC authorizing

legislation, 1966, hearings (1965) 10368
cooperative power reactor demonstration

program, 1963, hearings (1964) 8236
costs of nuclear power (1961) 5398
civilian nuclear power program, economic

benefits from continuing, evaluation
(1963) 15000

civilian status (remarks) (1962) 13013
comparison of nuclear defense capabilities

with coal-fired power plants (1963) 4476
cost analysis and future development (1962)

16388
cost evaluation guide (1962) 14888; (1963)

15004
desalting plants and nuclear power plants

for combined water and power produc-
tion (1965) 6364

development of nuclear energy and tasks of

electrical and machine building indus-
tries, Yugoslav study (1963) 5193

direct cycle boiling water reactor with inte-

gral nuclear superheat, reference design
(1962) 23030

Dresden plant dedication, blueprint of fu-

ture (remarks) (1961) 235
Euratom-AEC joint program (1962) 2033
fast ceramic reactor, 565 MWe, conceptual

design (1964) 114
fast oxide reactor, core design study (1962)

23019
fast reactor core design parameter study

(1961) 5341
fluid engine power systems, design study

(1964) 5978
France, press reports, etc (1965) 5019
gas cooled, component requirements and

availability survey

—

bearings and seals (1962) 14856
structural materials (1962) 14857

General Electric Company, NPR power con-
version studies, report (1961) 6955

graphite-moderated boiling water, steam-
superheated reactor

—

cost savings, research and development
program (1962) 201

technical description and operation of
plant (1962) 201

Hanford new production reactor

—

proposed arrangements for electric gener-
ating facilities, hearing (1963) 1969

utilitv proposal for powerplant addition,
hearings (1962) 16811-812

heavy water moderated

—

engineering evaluation studies (1961)
16221, 18098; (1962) 211, 23050-51

evaluation and design (1961) 8420
leakage (1961) 18082
power patterns and fuel burnup for var-

ious refueling schemes (1961) 18064
high power density development project

—

fuel assemblies, design, etc (1961) 18046
quarterly reports (1961) 18043; (1962) 2038

in-core power monitoring of nuclear reactors
(1963) 7692

Nuclear reactor power plants—Continued

installation and testing of marine nuclear
plants, USSR study (1965) 5025

land easement at Camp Pendleton

—

law (1963) 15161
reports (1963) 13610, 13752

marking system for valves, fittings, flanges,

unions". Federal standard (1963) 2281
mercury binary cycles, study (1963) 16860
nuclear power and utility systems, location,

etc (1962) 18741
nuclear power economics, analysis, etc

(1964) 19434
nuclear power, new member of energy team

(remarks) (1965) 8566
operation and maintenance of experimental

gas-cooled reactor (1963) 16852
operational safety evaluation of remote

plants (1965) 7165
Pathfinder

—

atomic power plant superheater tempera-
ture evaluation routine, computer pro-
gram (1962) 8933

progress report (1962) 177
Peach Bottom station, tests on half-scale

flow prototype model (1962) 23017
plants and equipment, bibliography (1962)

23042
plutonium role in nuclear power engineering,

USSR study (1962) 19736
PM critical experiments and zero power test-

ing (1962) 8959
PM development, task 5.0 local boiling heat

transfer tests (1962) 4637
PM program

—

controls and instrumentation report (1961)
5358

plant performance studies, final periodic
report (1963) 18579

progress reports (1961) 200, 18058; (1962)
8961, 14844-845, 18722; (1963) 18578

PM reactor core final design report (1962)
18721

PM research and development task 1.0, core
2 final design report (1963) 18580

power conversion, unit study (1963) 14977
prepackaged for ice cap location, design

analysis (1961) 8388
pressure vessels, design and analysis, evalu-

ation of time-dependent, materials infor-

mation (1961) 5378
production of fresh water from sea water,

hearing (1964) 21159
prototype and full-scale power plants

gas-cooled reactor project, progress
report (1961) 8387

prototype spectrum superheater power
plant, conceptual design (1962) 23027

rocket power levels for unmanned Mars ve-

hicles, determination (1962) 6270

rockets, unmanned Mars vehicles, liquid-

hydrogen storage problems (1962) 6271

selected reactors of power reactor demon-
stration program, literature searches
(1961) 13837; (1963) 15003

simulated outer containment vessel, effec-

tiveness of suitable lining materials in

increasing blast resistance (1961) 17776
siting, proceedings of National Topical

Meeting, American Nuclear Society
(1965) 13491

SL-1 annual operating report (1962) 8937
SM-2 core and vessel design analysis (1962)

2028
small, status and potential (1961) 20364

SNAP fact sheet (1962) 14906

sodium-heated steam generator summary
(1963) 15012
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Nuclear reactor power plants—Continued
space electric power units, practical applica-

tion in 1960's (1961) 5390
steam-cooled

—

capital and power generation costs (1961)
18097

D'iO-moderated reactor, evaluation (1961)
18068

evaluation for 300 MW(e) separate super-
heater reactor (1962) 4627, 4629

fast breeder, evaluation (1961) 18066
sulfur-cooled, final report (1961) 11782
superheat meetings, proceedings (1962) 8984,

14893, 23058; (1963) 9688; (1965) 1852
superheat project, progress report (1962)

18710, 23023
superheaters, materials (1962) 18708
technical progress report (1961) 202
thermal and fast breeder reactor stations,

fuel economics, etc. (paper) (1961) 18024
thermal flux liquid metal package loop de-

sign criteria, summary report (1963)
18575

thermionic diode system for large nuclear-
electric powerplants in space vehicles
(1962) 3365

thermodynamic cycles of atomic power sta-

tions with MHD generator, USSR study
(1963) 19543

ultrasonic impregnation, preparation of low
permeability graphite (1962) 8977

USSR, 10 year results of world's first atomic
electric power station (1964) 20337

utilization in underground installations,

engineer manual (1963) 10088
water cooled thermionic plant feasibility

study (1963) 11563
water-cooled thermionic, feasibility study

(1964) 5967
water treatment and water supply of atomic

electric power plants, USSR study
(1965) 6509

Yankee Atomic Electric Company, research
and development program, progress re-

port (1961) 234
Yankee operating data, review (1962) 14852
Yankee reactor, startup experiment pro-

gram (1962) 8987

Nuclear reactors, see Atomic energy—Re-

actors (atomic).

Nuclear Research, Joint Institute for, see
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research.

Nuclear rockets, see Rockets.
Nuclear safety, research and development

program, summary report (1965) 1869,
8564

Nuclear safety, review of recent developments
(1961) 2914; (1962) 4133; (1963) 3977;
(1964) 3804; (1965) 3723

Nuclear science:
abstracts (1961) 2915; (1962) 4134; (1963)

3978; (1964) 3805; (1965) 3724
index

—

cumulative

—

corporate authors (1962) 8993
personal authors (1962) 8994

report numbers with public availability
citations (1962) 8995; (1963) 5953;
(1964) 8095

reports abstracted, availability listing

(1961) 16212
subject scope (1961) 219; (1964) 8075

subjects (1962) 13012
Government-wide (1965) 11978
quarterly (1961) 2916; (1962) 4135;

(1963) 3979; (1964) 3806; (1965) 3725
application of nuclear techniques in coal

analysis, annual report (1965) 1855
applications to agriculture (1964) 136

Nuclear science—Continued
binding force of atom, interdisciplinary pro-

gram of studies (remarks) (1964) 19258
computer applications to nuclear and radi-

ochemistry (1963) 9681
conference literature, availability (1963)

18601; (1964) 1780, 8084, 13717
conferences, index (1964) 4300, 13709; (1965)

17134
Czechoslovakia trains nuclear specialists

(1962) 7561
education, interrelated role of universities

and Federal agencies, conference pro-
ceedings (1964) 11867

education, progress, conference proceedings
(1963) 5945

France, policy developments, press reports
(1965) 2449

French developments, press information
(1964) 12725

French nuclear installations, armament,
press information (1965) 11175

French nuclear research and installations
(1964) 12627

literature, management and use, conference,
proceedings (1963) 1840

nuclear science

—

and strategies for peace (remarks) (1962)
20510

and technology, Yugoslavian study (1963)
15905

nuclear terms, brief glossary (1964) 11876
personal preparedness in nuclear age, in-

structor's guide (1961) 6893
popular books, list (1964) 13725
series (1961) 1709, 5368-72, 8393-8402

9948-53, 11790-791, 16201, 18060-62
(1962) 202-206; 2061-62, 6696, 8964-67
14846-849, 16393; (1963) 9681, 16849
(1965) 4260, 13502, 17105

unemployment and employment in nuclear
scientific era (paper) (1964) 13087

USSR research, hearing (1965) 10697
Yugoslavia, developments (1963) 19618
Yugoslavia, research information (1962)

7591
Nuclear science (Chinese periodical):

article titles, list (1962) 5594
Nuclear superheat development program

(1962) 14838
Nuclear superheat projects (1962) 14836;

(1963) 16837-38; (1964) 4295-96
Nuclear tests, see Nuclear explosions.
Nuclear warfare, see Atomic warfare.
Nuclear weapons, see Weapons.
Nucleate boiling:

boiling flow regimes and critical heat flux,

investigation, final report (1965) 17113
forces acting on bubbles under normal and

reduced gravity conditions (1964) 16683
liquid film evaporation, nature (1964) 21750
pool boiling heat transfer, frequency re-

sponse (1964) 19238
reduced gravity, horizontal and vertical

wires (1965) 5231
subcooled water flowing in 1/4-inch-diameter

tubes at low pressures, experimental
study (1965) 5215

see aiso Boiling.
Nucleation, see Phase studies.

Nuclei:
atomic, Rutherford dispersion of alpha par-

ticles, Hungarian study (1962) 7632
condensation, and concentration of cloud

droplets in arctic clouds, USSR study
(1965) 2484

condensation distribution over Ukrainian
meteorological polygon, USSR study
(1965) 2745
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Nuclei—Continued

electric monopole transitions in 0-16, Ca-40,
Ge-72, and Zr-90 (1961) 184

elements and sound, effects on cells, USSR
study (1964) 20241

gamma radiation accompanying bombard-
ment of Mg-'', Mg25 Mg2« with
Po-alpha radiation in Hungary (1962)

7772
group theoretic model interactions as ap-

proach to 2s-ld shell (1965) 13205
hydrogen, helium and heavy nuclei in 1960

solar cosmic ray event (1963) 11051
ice-fog, Fairbanks, Alaska (1965) 507, 9062
interphase cell with different physiological

functions and cytochemical properties,

USSR study (1964) 988
light, medium, and heavy, in primary cosmic

radiation, Cerenkov-scintillation counter
measurements (1963) 16375

scattering of X-rays (1961) 4971
spectrometer measurements of electromag-

netic radiations (1961) 183
structure above mass number 40, low-lying

state, conference, proceedings (1964)
19226

Nucleic acids:

and visual perception, USSR studies (1964)

16502
and biosynthesis of proteins. Communist

Chinese study (1963) 15889
and evolution in algae, literature data (1963)

18516
biologic memory, USSR study (1965) 18338
Breslau bacillus, change in content and

composition under effect of ionizing ra-

diation (1961) 4620
chemical synthesis, USSR study (1963) 12495

conference on study, USSR (1961) 10876
content in nerve cells in various functional

states, USSR study (1963) 17810
content in organs of healthy and irradiated

rats, effect of sodium gallate, USSR
study (1963) 12445

DNA and RNA, native and irradiated by ul-

trasound, metachromatic reaction,
USSR study (1964) 10973

Dubna school of research, USSR study
(1965) 14594

interrelationship between rates of protein
and nucleic acid turnover and mitotic
activity in proliferation and differentia-
tion of epidermis, USSR study (1962)
2745

metabolism. X-ray effect on enzymes in Azo-
tobacter agile 21-D, USSR study (1962)
19964

optical properties and molecular structure,
USSR biophysical study (1964) 10881

radiation, effect, USSR studies (1965) 870
role in differentiation and malignant degen-

eration, USSR studies (1964) 4904
role in synthesis of cell proteins, USSR

study (1962) 945
tissue content, effect of ultrasound, USSR

study (1962) 2742
translations, USSR (1963) 6750
USSR studies (1964) 9344
see also Desoxyribonucleic acid.

Nucleoli, see Cells.

Nucleonics (Polish periodical):
translations (1963) 6782

Nucleons:
dispersion of waves at high densities and

temperatures, USSR study (1961) 2198
multiple generation of particles in nucle-

on-nucleon and tt -meson-nucleon colli-

sions in region of accelerator energies,
Polish study (1962) 7754

Nucleons—Continued
nucleon 2 nucleon reaction cross sections at

energies above 100 mev, literature sur-
vey (1964) 19241

see also Matter.
Nucleoproteins, conference on study, USSR

(1961) 10876
Nucleoprotides, localization in oocytes of

frogs, detection by means of ultraviolet
and luminescent microscopy, USSR
study (1964) 5007

Nucleotidases, staphylococcal diphosphopyri-
dine, Polish study (1962) 7822

Nucleotides:
adenine, and creatine phosphate in brain

(1961) 16135
code and regulation of protein synthesis in

cell, USSR study (1963) 6884
composition of desoxyribonucleic acid in

various animal breeds and strains of
same species, USSR study (1962) 2682

cortisone effect on metabolism in liver devel-
opment (1964) 16732

metabolism in norm and in radiation sick-

ness, USSR study (1961) 4634
metabolism, X-irridiation effect, USSR study

(1962) 19964
sequence, interpretation in conveying ribo-

nucleic acids, USSR study (1964) 9360
see also Phosphopyridine nucleotides

—

Radionuclides.
Nucleus, see Cells.

Nuclides:
nuclear data for GAM-1 data tape (1962)

18706
short-lived, nuclear decay scheme studies

(1961) 16220
trilinear chart, revision sheets (1961) 2920;

(1962) 4395; (1964) 4096
see aiso Radionuclides.

Nueces County, Tex., soil survey report (1965)
18772

Nueces River and Valley, water and land re-

sources development, study commission
report (1962) 19027

Nuernberger, George F., remarks, June 23,
1964 (1964) 14680

Nugent, Jack:
flight tests of twin-duct induction system for

Mach number range of 0.78 to 2.07

(1963) 11001
lift and drag of swept-wing fighter airplane

at transonic and supersonic speeds
(1963) 10983

Nugent, R.C., preshot geologic investigation
(1965) 13515

Nukleonika (periodical):

translations (1963) 6782
Numbers:

floating-point display, training (1965) 5218
numbers instead of intuition, USSR (1962)

7951
probability theory, new method, USSR study

(1964) 14440
Numbers, signed, see Signed numbers.
Numerical calculations:
analysis of flow properties about blunt bod-

ies moving at supersonic speeds in equi-
librium gas (1964) 16725

application of generalized matrix inversion
to sequential least squares parameter
estimation (1965) 11494

calculating methods on treatment of obser-
vations, new approaches, USSR study
(1963) 2599

calculation of percentage points of F distri-

bution (1964) 19161
calculation of point detonation with counter-

pressure taken into account (1961) 902
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Numerical calculations—Continued
calculation procedure for sand transport by

wind on natural beaches (1964) 12337
computation of hemispherical radiator for

calibrating pyrgeometers (1965) 9751
Computation of perturbations of nearly

circular orbits, using non-singular set of

vectorial elements (1962) 18280
computation of radiation impedance of zonal

arrays on hard prolate spheroidal baffle

(1965) 14951
computation of S2 tidal component for Pa-

cific Ocean water area on BESM-2 elec-

tronic computer, USSR study (1964) 957
computing spectral distribution of bright-

ness of cloudless sky in 2-parameter
model of atmosphere (1965) 9744

computing effect of additional observation
on previous least-squares estimate
(1963) 3156

computing permeability of head loss tests.

Communist China (1962) 2629
diffraction effects at VLF from localized

ionospheric depression (1964) 7580
equilibrium computations for multicompo-

nent plasmas (1965) 11476, 18532
farmers handbook of financial calculations

and physical measurements (1962)
12839; (1964) 7911, 13579

flat plate pressure distributions on super-
sonic wings of arbitrary planform (1965)
5176

flow diagrams for spatial locations of atoms
of chain molecule undergoing intermole-
cular rotations (1965) 8400

flow fields from bow-wave profiles for down-
stream region of blunt-nosed circular
cylinders in axial hypersonic flight

(1962) 1689
formulation and numerical evaluation of set

of 2-phase flow equations modelling
cool-down process (1965) 5259

fuel-valve combustion chamber, USSR study
(1961) 10894

hydrogen ignition, lower limit as function of

temperature from spectroscopic meas-
urements of hydroxyl group, USSR
study (1961) 10819

integral equation on theory of light scatter-
ing in atmosphere, numerical solution
(1965) 18602

large, uniform circular arrays with typical
element patterns (1964) 21753

linear programming and related computa-
tions, guide to USDA LP/90 (1965) 4642

logarithmic and non-logarithmic methods
(1961) 11273

mechanization of engineering calculations
with use of industrial computing ma-
chine stations, USSR study (1962) 2801

method for calculation of wave refraction,
development (1965) 2109

method for estimating ratio of absorptance
to emittance (1965) 9703

method of eliminating influence of topogra-
phy in alternating-current method,
USSR study (1965) 11143

modified Fresnel integral arising in theory
of diffraction bv variable screen (1964)
21784

Monte Carlo calculations of neutron number
spectra and build-up factors in infinite

conical configurations (1962) 20157
Neliac program for prolate radial spheroidal

wave functions (1965) 13139
planetary perturbations, comparison of

components (1965) 11503
polynomials, value with real coefficients,

" USSR study (1962) 2895

Numerical calculations—Continued
potential and effective diffusion constant in

polyelectrolyte solution (1963) 14602
potential-energy curves by Rydberg-

Klein-Rees method (1965) 2883
reflection of electromagnetic waves from

lossy magnetoplasma (1964) 1499
results in development of geodetic computa-

tions (1961) 11320
runoff from impervious surfaces, numerical

computations (1963) 19151
satellite track computation for display pur-

poses (1963) 7368
side computation in electronic geodetic trila-

teration by circular surveying system,
Polish study (1963) 7004

simple methods of estimating nonlinear
functions with emphasis on agricultural
data (1963) 18417

smoothing weights, determination and anal-
ysis (1965) 4230

solving problems of optimum control, USSR
study (1964) 16314

supersonic flow of ideal gas around blunt
two-dimensional bodies (1961) 15774

tabulation of doppler integrals (1965) 8561
theoretical, work of explosion, basic princi-

ples, USSR study (1961) 4653
two-dimensional, criticality of gaseous-core

cylindrical-cavity reactors (1963) 7260
use of barycentric coordinates for solving

some computational problems, USSR
study (1965) 2757

values of polynomials of single variable
with preliminary processing of coeffi-

cients (1962) 2893
wind compensation system for launching of

unguided rockets (1961) 7967
Numerical controls, review of U.S. Govern-

ment research and development reports
(1965) 14881

Numerical evaluation of ion-thrustor optics

(1963) 11042
Numerical integration, see Integration (mathe-

matics).
Numerical list of manufactured products, 1963

census of manufactures (1964) 11911
Numerical lists and schedule of volumes of

reports and documents:
68th Congress, 2d session, index, errata

(1965) 5326
75th Congress, 2d and 3d sessions, errata

(1965) 8231
85th Congress, 2d session, errata (1961)

9681; (1962) 22717; (1963) 9330; (1965)
5327

86th Congress, 1st session, errata (1965)
8232

86th Congress, 2d session (1961) 9682; (1962)
6411

87th Congress, 1st session (1962) 10593
errata (1962) 22718

87th Congress, 2d session (1963) 11217
88th Congress, 1st session (1964) 11544

88th Congress, 2d session (1965) 8233
errata (1965) 11638

Numerical method for solving optimal control

problems, USSR (1962) 17898
Numerical methods of mathematical analysis

(1961) 11777
Numerical predictions of nonlinear diffusion

with homogeneous recombination and
time-varying boundary conditions (1964)

7526
Numerical predictions of radiative inter-

change between conducting fins with

mutual irradiations (1962) 8526
Numerical procedure for shock and Fourier

analysis (1963) 3225
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Numerical solutions of Knudsen flow entering
circular tube through small axial orifice

(1964) 7521
Numerical solution of problem of mixing of

laminar coaxial streams of greatly dif-

ferent densities, isothermal case (1963)

7251
Numismatic Association, American, see Ameri-

can Numismatic Association.
Nun moths, see Moths.
Nungesser, William C, renal regulation of cal-

cium, implications of prolonged weight-
lessness (1965) 15221

Nung-yeh Hsueh-pao (periodical):

translations (1961) 11040, 15073, 15536,
19534

Nupen, Wilhelm:
bibliography on atmospheric aspects of ra-

dio astronomy (1963) 11100
bibliography on tropospheric propagation of

radio waves (1965) 8151
Nurse Corps, Air Force, walk proudly into

future as Air Force nurse (1963) 88
Nurse Corps, Army:
Army Nurse Corps, facts (1962) 174
education opportunities for students (1963)

1815
facts about Army Nurse Corps (1965) 176
general information (1965) 2053
new career (1962) 16381
nursing research conference, Walter Reed

Institute, 1959, report (1962) 8932
Nurse Corps, Navy:

opportunities, etc., as career (1961) 1366;

(1964) 11483
Nurseries, see Day care of children.

Nurseries (horticulture):

bibliography on business (1963) 11276;
(1964) 13442

California, seedbed density and pine seedling
grades (1964) 8667

census of agriculture 1959, special report
(1962) 16483

conifer nursery practice in prairie-plains
(1965) 10050

European pine shoot moth, eradicating with
methyl bromide (1963) 15582

growth of seedlings of Pinus elliottii En-
gelm. and Pinus taeda L., outstanding
characteristics (1961) 20794

nursery products, production and sales

(1962) 18523; (1963) 14736; (1964) 15130
nursery stock affects survival and growth of

birch (1964) 778
nursery stock, quarantine, proposed amend-

ment, hearings (1963) 6182
ponderosa pine, grown in Calif, nurseries,

seed origin and size of planting stock
(1963) 15574

root-pruning southern pines (1964) 2391
Tennessee, problems and practices of nur-

serymen (1961) 9729
see also Forest nurseries.

Nursery for slanderers, Russian Research cen-
ter in Harvard, USSR article (1962)
5831

Nursery schools, see Day care of children.
Nursery stock, see Nurseries (horticulture).
Nurses and nursing:

activities in Public Health Service (1961)
20100

better assignment and utilization of person-
nel (address) (1963) 21079

blood pressure measurement, programed
notebook for nurses (1965) 2942

cancer manual for public health nurses
(1963) 20091

cardiovascular diseases

—

patients, services outside hospital (1963)
9345

Nurses and nursing—Continued
cardiovascular diseases—Continued

2d national conference (1965) 13235
terms for nurses (1962) 6426

care of long-term patient (1963) 13109;
(1964) 20762

care of sick at home

—

availability of services (1965) 6870
in selected U.S. cities (1962) 10611

career opportunities

—

chief, nursing service training program,
facts (1963) 7503

in field of nursing (address) (1962) 12788
in mental health (1964) 3113
psychiatric nurse, mental health (1961)
8051

Veterans Administration (1961) 9816;
(1963) 11375, 18361

work with American Indians (1961) 8154;
(1964) 3112

cervical cytology, clinical procedures for
nurses, handbook (1961) 2661

civil defense, responsibilities (1963) 6020
commemorative stamp (poster) (1962) 1755
construction grants program for schools of

nursing (1965) 9873, 14991
applicant's guide (1965) 16807

contributions to accident prevention (1962)
18407

diploma schools of nursing, payments (1965)
9886

disaster nursing preparation in

—

basic professional programs (1965) 9880
hospital nursing service (1965) 11654
practical nursing program (1965) 11655

earnings and employment conditions (1962)
3565

education facilities, programing considera-
tion and architectural guide (1964)
16839

employment outlook (1964) 13052
practical nurses and auxiliary nursing
workers (1961) 13734

registered professional nurses (1961)
13735

expenditures in small health agencies, cost-
ing procedures (1962) 12664

feeding mentally retarded children, guide for
nurses working with child and family
(1964) 10079

home nursing care, persons receiving, Unit-
ed States (1961) 20098

how to study nursing activities in patient
unit, manual to aid hospitals in making
use of personnel (1965) 5349

Indian health, home nursing course, instruc-
tor's guide (1965) 20037

inservice education activities, VA Nursing
Service, program guide (1964) 11675

liability in good Samaritan cases, relieve,

report (1965) 19419
mental health nursing in Saint Elizabeths

Hospital, D. C (1965) 9279
nurse educators program, training retarded

girls (1965) 7297
nurse in research, approach to professional

excellence (1965) 6794
nurse shortage, causes, etc (1962) 3564
nurses' professional registries, tax-exempt

status, report (1964) 13962
nurses training manual, USSR (1962) 23784
nursing

—

at Clinical Center, NIH (1963) 11108;
(1964) 14949

in occupational health (1965) 9884
research grants, fellowships, etc (1964)

9712; (1965) 9874
open heart surgery in children, study of

nursing care (1965) 5719
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Nurses and nursing—Continued
patient care in hospital, method of studying

(1964) 15061
practical exercises in nursing for medical

students. University of Medical Sci-
ences, Hungary (1962) 3119

practical nurses

—

basic preparatory programs, by States,
1956-61 (1962) 17386

education, curriculum report on confer-
ences (1961) 9028

employment outlook (1962) 8407
licensing, etc., in D.C., amend act, reports

(1963) 15370, 20488
nursing in VA, forward step in career

(1964) 16906
trained, career in Indian hospitals (1965)

5362
training program, extend

—

law (1961) 8610
reports (1961) 5828, 7095

premature infants nursing procedure (1961)
21306

professional nurses

—

education, assistance, hearings (1964)
10325

registration as staff officers in merchant
marine

—

hearings (1965) 419
law (1963) 18775
reports (1962) 21099; (1963) 11825, 17276

traineeship program (1965) 13238
PHS, short-term training courses (1963)

5695, 14671; (1964) 16844; (1965) 3002,
13246, 16831, 18728

policies on grants for long-term academ-
ic training (1962) 16139

report of 1963 evaluation conference,
nurses for leadership (1964) 5660

schools of nursing offering traineeships
for full-time academic study (1965)
13242, 18725

psychiatric-mental health trainee stipends
(1964) 13289

public health nurses

—

community planning for mentally retarded
(1961) 18388

in program for mentally retarded (1964)
10082

mental health followup project, report
(1963) 12040

patient progress, how to study (1964)
13406

positions classification specifications,
guide for State and local public health
agencies (1964) 13393

working with children, guide (1961) 18390
working with mentally retarded children.
guide (1964) 11918

Public Health Service
employed in United States, Puerto Rico,
Virgin Islands and Guam, number and
educational preparation (1963) 3295;
(1965) 8247

grants for research (1964) 1555
Indian health program, examination an-
nouncement (1961) 6913

new career opportunity in psvchiatric-
mental health nursing (1965) 18624

registered nurses, employment outlook
(1962) 8407

registration in D.C., lower minimum age lim-
itation

—

law (1963) 15160
report (1962) 21095; (1963) 6155, 13785

rehabilitation nursing, traineeships (1965)
20142

retarded child, home training programs
(1962) 2247

Nurses and nursing—Continued
rewarding career for you as a Veterans

Administration nurse (1964) 7831
role of nurse in

—

counseling parents of mentally retarded
children (1964) 10081

helping arthritic (1964) 13411
helping diabetic (1964) 13412
national disaster (1965) 11656
reanimation, USSR study (1965) 16538
rehabilitation (1963) 1587

rural home nursing care for long-term ill-

ness, pilot program (1965) 18718
schools of nursing offering traineeships for

full-time academic study, lists (1963)
13025; (1964) 21857

service in milieu therapy (1961) 3786
skilled nursing home care by State and re-

gion, utilization (1962) 20278
specialized positions and personnel in State

and local maternal and child health and
crippled children's programs (1965) 7296

student loan program, information for
schools (1965) 9885

student nurse perception of patient atti-

tudes (1961) 2683
towards quality in nursing, needs and goals,

report (1963) 7414
training act

—

general information (1965) 9883, 16824
hearings (1964) 10325, 15816
law (1964) 17439
project grants (1965) 9888
reports (1964) 13980, 17724
student loan program (1965) 16825

Veterans' Administration hospitals, guide
for studying utilization of personnel
(1961) 11648

ward management guide for packaged disas-
ter hospitals (1965) 9882

see also Nurse Corps, Army,
see aiso Nurse Corps, Navy.

Nursing, see Nurses and nursing.
Nursing homes:

administrators, guide (1963) 21088; (1964)
11563

aged, long-term institutional care, hearing
(1964) 12247

annotated reading list (1962) 10607
care for veterans

—

hearings (1964) 12278
law (1964) 17309
reports (1963) 15291; (1964) 15749

community, case study (1961) 20824
condition, study of problems (1961) 4121
conditions and problems, hearings (1962)

11644, 15419, 17298; (1965) 12299, 14108,
15997

design and use, comparative study (1965)
8244

desigri of facilities for long-term patients,
references (1964) 3100

dietitian, etc., to serve aged (1961) 21325
environmental health factors (1963)

12999-13019
Federal aid for construction, expansion, etc.,

information (1963) 20078
hospital relationships, annotated references

(1962) 22755
minimum property standards (1962) 17482;

(1963) 19184; (1965) 2134
mortgage insurance

—

administrative regulations under National
housing act (1961) 5996

FHA notes (1961) 1970, 14854; (1962)
11775; (1963) 15490; (1965) 16172

nursing homes and

—

homes for the aged, food service and nutri-

tion, guide (1965) 18707
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Nursing homes—Continued
nursing homes and—Continued

related faclHties

—

and programs (1963) 15623
characteristics, 1961 nationwide inven-

tory report (1963) 20103
fact book, reports-analyses (1963) 7405
related long-term care services, hearings

(1964) 12248, 15789
State and local surveys, annotated stud-

ies (1962) 22754; (1963) 11238
suggested uniform expense accounting
system (1961) 11542

professional personnel in nursing homes
(address) (1963) 18291

publications, list (1963) 18282
standards guide (1961) 9691

Nursing School, Freedmen's Hospital, see

^eedmen's Hospital School of Nursing.

Nursing Service, Veterans Administration,
your bright career as nurse (1963) 18361

Nusbaum, William J.:

high subsonic Mach number turbine having
high rotor blade suction-surface diffu-

sion (1963) 5522
stage spacing effect on performance of

2-stage turbine (1964) 13246
Nushagak district, Bristol Bay, Alaska, red

salmon runs, statistical records and
computations, 1946-59 (1964) 19737

Nussle, Ralph C, photographic study of pro-

pellant outflow from cylindrical tank
during weightlessness (1965) 2909

Nuta, Alexander, legal aspects of selective

service (1963) 9378
Nutria, see Coypou.
Nutriculture, see Hydroponics.
Nutrioso, Ariz., Paleozoic and Cenozoic rocks

in area, stratigraphy and structure
(1961) 14950

Nutrition:
and consumer-use research, publications,

lists (1962) 1913; (1963) 20269; (1965)
7014

and food service for nursing homes and
homes for the aged, guide (1965) 18707

and radiation injury, bibliography (1961)
20112

and school lunch, bibliographies (1962) 465;
(1963) 18403

Armed Forces Internation Nutrition Confer-
ence, 4th meeting report (1962) 7488

Army technical manual (1961) 11773
benthophagous fish in Lake Dalaynor,

Chinese People's Republic (1964) 5001
better eating for better health (1962) 17468
Brazil, northeast, survey. Mar.-May 1963

(1965) 9292
calculating value of diets, manual of in-

structions for use of punch cards for
machine tabulation (1964) 20902

child nutrition. Agriculture Dept. aids (1963)
14815

children's homes, Azerbaydzhan SSR (1961)
2242

China

—

Communist translation (1962) 2637
Republic survey of armed forces (1962)

5321
Clinical Center diet manual (1963) 12904;

(1965) 14889
closing world's nutritional gap (1962) 355
committee news (1961) 2863; (1962) 4136;

(1963) 3980
dairy calf (1961) 9858
dietitian or nutritionist, to serve aged (1961)

21325
education for children, conference proceed-

ings (1962) 22942

Nutrition—Continued
energy consumption in boarding-school un-

dergraduates at pioneer camps, USSR
study (1962) 967

enrichment of rice donated to school lunch
program

—

law (1962) 23203
reports (1962) 17197, 21079

facts (1963) 9223
Far East Symposium on Nutrition, transac-

tions (1965) 11014
fats, all-Union conference on problem, USSR

(1962) 5707
FDA's role in sound nutrition (1965) 16228
food concentrates, comparative value, USSR

study (1962) 1104
food for fitness, daily guide (1963) 16743;

(1964) 7925
food needs and health, advance in knowledge

(address) (1961) 1652
food supplements, beverages, high-calorie,

high protein powder ration supplement
for use at forward medical stations, field

test (1961) 20359
foods, nutritive value (1964) 19077
good breakfast starts good day (1965) 11846

hygiene aspect, USSR study (1965) 16466
improving teenage nutrition (1964) 5845
larval, influence on behavior of adult in-

sects, USSR study (1964) 2662
Lebanon, survey (1962) 13896
magnesium in human nutrition (1962) 16288
news in field, USSR study (1965) 873
nutrition

—

program news (periodical) (1963) 18411;
(1964) 3808; (1965) 3726

science, health, Hungarian study (1965)
16413

nutritional evaluation of normal military

population (1961) 20356
nutritive quality of little bluestem in Mis-

souri Ozarks (1961) 12709
of algae, review of literature (1962) 8889
pathology of protein nutrition, USSR book

review (1965) 11142
people of Far North, USSR conference on

problems (1962) 2759
population, methods of studying, USSR

study (1965) 4943
problems of nutrition (USSR periodical),

translations (1963) 1055; (1965) 9479
problems, USSR study (1962) 10177, 18087
quackery widespread and expensive (1962)

4489
quality of plants, effect of soils and fertiliz-

ers (1965) 16959
rational, popularization among population,

USSR (1964) 18515
recent developments, USSR study (1964)

2861
rotifer, USSR study (1963) 10774
school children, USSR studies (1965) 19767
science, technology and development in less

developed areas (1963) 5096
senior citizens and nutrition nonsense (1965)

12478
services for mentally retarded children,

guide (1962) 16582
services in mental retardation programs,

institute report (1964) 1829
Soviet studies (1962) 9940

soybean products for protein in human
foods, proceedings of conference, 1961

(1962) 20390

space nutrition and related waste problems,
conference (1965) 8052

sport fishery research, 1961 progress (1962)
11815
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Nutrition—Continued
surveys

—

Blackfeet Indian Reservation (1965) 7817
Ethiopia (1961) 14993
Fort Belknap Indian Reservation (1965)
7818

manual (1965) 2256
Thailand (1961) 20852

technology, chemistry, ramifications, trends,
and research achievements, Polish study
(1962) 19983

teenage, selected programs for improving
(1963) 20663

up to date, up to you (1961) 98
USSR studies (1963) 15935. 19473; (1964)

2663, 16099; (1965) 11281
values of edible part of foods, tables (1964)

19077
West Indies, Trinidad, Tabago, St. Lucia, St.

Christopher, Nevis and Anguilla, survey
(1962) 15854

Yugoslavia, investigation (1962) 7861
see also Food.

Nutrition and Medical Research Laboratory,
see Army Medical Research and Nutri-
tion Laboratory.

Nutrition Laboratory, see Army Medical Re-
search and Nutrition Laboratory.

Nutrition Education Conference, proceedings
(1962) 22942

Nutrition of plants, see Plants.
Nutritionist:

public health, examination announcement
(1962) 16615; (1965) 330, 13671

Nuts:
census of agriculture (1962) 20561
conditions affecting export, summary (1961)

17277
foreign agriculture circulars (1961) 3274;

(1962) 3876; (1963) 3720; (1964) 3520
search for hardier nuts (1964) 4188
survey, U.S (1964) 15196
tree nuts

—

domestic industries, economic appraisal
(1964) 21259

foreign trade prospects (1961) 9160; (1962)
2504; (1963) 2306; (1964) 15934

prices received by farmers, 1944-58 (1962)
20423

outlook for 1961 (statement) (1961) 5201
production and marketing research,

1945-60, bibHography (1961) 11715
production, use, value, by States (1961)

16026, 17939; (1962) 18528; (1963) 16624;
(1964) 16887; (1965) 15095

see also names of nuts.
Nuts (machinery), see Bolts and nuts.
NWL, see Naval Weapons Laboratory.
Nyanja language. Foreign Service Institute

basic course (1965) 18777
Nyasaland:
double taxation convention (1964) 7788
tobacco production and marketing (1964)

14291
jsee aiso Malawi.

Nyasaland and Rhodesia, Federation of, see
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland.

Nyberg, D.W., advanced solid state infrared
detection (1964) 5867

Nye County, Nev.:
Nevada Test Site, water wells in Frenchman

and Yucca valleys (1963) 130
Paleozoic rocks of Antelope Valley area

(1963) 10291
Nyeboe Land, Greenland, north, physical envi-

ronment (1962) 16187, 18540
Nygaard, Hjalmar C, memorial services (1964)

4416
Nyhan, John C, weatherman in space (1964)

11980

Nyland, Ted W., using throttling calorimeter
for liquid-metal vapor quality measure-
ments (1965) 9733

Nylon:
phenolic-nylon ablation materials, effect of

environmental parameters on perfor-
mance (1965) 2891, 9694

phenolic, thermal-shielding performance,
effect of weight, density, and heat load
(1964) 13225

performance of organic ablative material in
high-energy, partially dissociated frozen
nitrogen stream (1962) 12463

sleeve for cavity amplifiers holds tuning
despite heat (1964) 13166

vinyl, vehicle tarpaulin, test of plastic fab-
ric (1961) 8131

Nyman, Dale J., predicted hydrologic effects of
pumping from Lichterman well field in

Memphis area, Tenn (1965) 19683
Nysmith, C. Robert, impact of copper fila-

ments into aluminum targets (-1964) 7496
Nystagmus:

bicaloric test of vestibular function (1965)

11372
caloric, cat following rotary habituation

(1964) 4315
recording, chronically implanted electrode

(1963) 7630
responses of cat to rotation and directional-

ly equivalent and non-equivalent stimuli
after unilateral caloric habituation
(1964) 1790

secondary and inverted primary, elicitation

from cat by unilateral caloric irrigation

(1963) 16865
vestibular, caused by radial acceleration,

analysis of fast component, USSR study
(1965) 9348

vestibular, human, control of arousal and
effects of repeated unidirectional angu-
lar acceleration on responses, task
(1964) 13731

vestibular, human, induced by caloric irriga-

tion and angular accelerations, manipu-
lation of arousal and its effects (1963)
1849

vestibular reflexes, habituation in decorti-

cated cats, studies (1963) 20312
Nyu, Chun Yoon, see Zehr, Melynda K.
Nyu, Shim Dong, see Shim Dong Nyu.

o

O.A.R., see Aerospace Research Office.

O.A.S., see Organization of American States.

O.A.S.D.I., see Old-Age, survivors, and disabili-

ty insurance.
O.A.S.I. series (1961) 1412, 2625-30, 5050-58,

6477-78, 8127-29, 9665-67; 11513, 13612,
15913-916, 20074-76, 21291; (1962)
1741-50, 3441-42, 6385-92, 8581-85,
10579-581, 12626-630, 18366, 22691,
24046-49; (1963) 1376, 5661-63, 7374-77,

9305-9, 11281-286, 13045-49, 16562,
18312-314, 20133-134, 21109-111; (1964)
1584-88, 3131-32, 5687-88, 7735-37,

9770-73, 11608-610, 13452, 15083-85,

16861, 18947, 20797-798, 21872-875;
(1965) 1629-31, 6905-6, 8278-82, 9923-25,
11688-691, 16859, 20069-70

O.C.S., see Officer candidate schools.

O.E.C.D., see Organization for Ek^onomic
Co-operation and Development.

0-ethyl-S-alkylmethylthiophosphinates, anti-

cholinesterase properties, USSR study
(1965) 4909

O.M.E., see Minerals Bbcploration Office.
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O.N. I., see Naval Intelligence Otiice.

O.R.I. N.S., see Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear
Studies, Inc.

O.R.N. L., see Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

O.R.R.R.C., see Outdoor Recreation Resources
Review Commission.

0-rings, see Rings.

O.T.S., see Technical Services Office.

OAA, see Old age assistance.

Oahe Dam:
outlet works, hydraulic inodel investigation

(1961)595.3'

spillway, hydraulic model investigation

(1964) 19663
Oahe Reservoir, Standing Rock and Cheyenne

River Indian Tribes to participate in

clearing area (1961) 14696

Oahu, Hawaii:
climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial census

(1965) 16916
principal electric facilities, maps (1962) 562;

(1963) 523; (1964) 680; (1965) 16184
southern, ground water

—

resources (1964) 10660
studies (1961) 2053

temporary lodging allowances, excessive

payments to uniformed personnel, GAO
report (1965) 10951

Oak:
Arizona Gambel oak, specific gravity (1964)

14325
California black

—

drying (1962) 9689
utilization study (1962) 9677

California oakworm, description, control, etc

(1962) 19541
cherrybark evaluating sites, guide (1962)

17603
chestnut, silvical characteristics (1962) 9701

direct seeding tests. Piedmont and Southern
Appalachians, N.C (1962) 7453

Gambel, acorn yield in northern Arizona
(1965) 18180

growth, potential indicated by past (1963)

15575
logs and lumber, plant quarantine import

requirements of foreign countries (1961)

8280
mature stands of New Jersey coastal plain,

advance reproduction (1963) 10235
mixed stands growing on Grayling and Rubi-

con soils, cordwood heights (1963) 12177
northern red

—

variable stocking, problem involving di-

rect seedings (1964) 8645
Wisconsin, seeding and planting tests

(1964) 12475
northern, sprouting reduced after debarking

with sodium arsenite (1962) 5242

pin, seedlings persist under forest canopy
(1961) 14920

red oak borer damage silviculturally reduced
(1962) 19537

red, use in making picnic tables, advantages,
etc (1963) 17500

scarlet, direct seeding in North Carolina
mountains (1965) 9191

scrub and associated ground cover, effect on
soil moisture (1961) 6124

shrub live oak

—

control by root plowing (1965) 12504

reduction of litter and shrub crowns by
planned fall burning of oak-moun-
tainmahogany chaparral (1965) 18181

silk-oak

—

drying in Hawaii (1962) 17587
Hawaii, hardness, density, and shrinkage
characteristics (1965) 4796

Oak—Continued
silvical characteristics of shumard oak

(1961) 4294
site index on Belmont limestone soils in Alle-

gheny Mts., W. Va (1965) 7749
water-gum types, deer browse preference,

class by forest type, Georgia Piedmont
counties (1962) 17595

water oak sites evaluating, guide (1963)
15.585

white oak trees, pruned, sprouting reduced
with motor oil (1963) 13988

willow

—

guide for evaluating sites (1965) 7757
seedlings persist under forest canopy

(1961) 14920
woods, identification (1964) 14312
see aiso Acorns.

Oak brush, livestock poisoning in Western
States, reducing losses (1963) 14856;
(1964) 20915

Oak Hill, W. Va., redevelopment area, statisti-

cal profile (1962) 9050
Oak Lawn, 111., population, special census

(1962) 11098
Oak leaf caterpillars, see Caterpillars.
Oak Park, 111., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 13948
Oak Ridge, Tenn.:
atomic energy community property disposal,

amend act

—

law (1961) 16599
reports (1961) 10448, 16699

meteorological data (1963) 7705
Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies, Inc.,

human radiation counters, preliminary
report (1961) 210

Oak Ridge National Laboratory:
beryllium oxide meeting, proceedings (1962)

2094
characterization of uranium dioxide, meeting

(1963) 1838
high temperature thermometry seminar

(1961) 226
master analytical manual

—

indexes (1964) 13712; (1965) 10184
supplements (1961) 18091; (1962) 23057;

(1964) 5985, 13713; (1965) 8555
rotating machinery for gas-cooled reactor

application, proceedings of meeting
(1962) 18738

shaft seals for gas-cooled reactor applica-
tion, proceedings of meeting (1961)
11807

Oak Ridge Radioisotope Conference, Apr.
19-22, 1964 (1964) 11869

Oak Spring formation, ground water and hy-
drologic effects of underground nuclear
explosions (1961) 212

Oak wilt, general information (1964) 14298
Oakland, Calif.:

artery of world commerce (remarks) (1964)
21300

census of business, 1958, standard metropol-
itan area, central business district sta-
tistics (1961) 9990

census of business, 1963, major retail cen-
ters, standard metropolitan statistical
area (1965) 17182

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18193
standard metropolitan statistical area

—

components of inventory change (1962)
9065, 16496

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18857

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 13081
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Oakland, Calif—Continued

harbor channel improvement, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1962) 21691
document edition (1962) 20952

harbor, Fruitvale Avenue Bridge modifica-
tion, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 21690
document edition (1962) 21228

income, education, and unemployment in

neighborhoods (1963) 10916
Metropolitan Oakland International Airport,

weather observations, hourly, decennial
census (1963) 9495

occupational wage survey

—

departmental editions (1961) 9404; (1962)
12344; (1963) 10898; (1964) 11277; (1965)
7976

document editions (1961) 8630; (1962)
11292; (1963) 9819

port (1964) 623
Oakmont, Pa., motor vehicle accident (1961)

10721
OAO, see Orbiting Astronomical Observatory.
OAR, see Aerospace Research Office.

OAS, see Organization of American States.
OASDI, see Old age, survivors, and disability

insurance.
OASI series (1961) 1412, 2625-30, 5050-58,

6477-78, 8127-29, 9665-67, 11513, 13612,
15913-916, 20074-76, 21291; (1962)
1741-50, 3441-42, 6385-92, 8581-85,
10579-581, 12626-630, 18366, 22691,
24046-49; (1963) 1376, 5661-63, 7374-77,
9305-9, 11281-286, 13045-49. 16562,
18312-314, 20133-134, 21109-111; (1964)
1584-88, 3131-32, 5687-88, 7735-37,
9770-73, 11608-610, 13452, 15083-85,
16861, 18947, 20797-798, 21872-875;
(1965) 1629-31, 6905-6, 8278-82, 9923-25,
11688-691, 16859, 20069-70

Oaths:
administration of investigative officers of

GSA—
law (1962) 18986
reports (1961) 8959; (1962) 17052

Armed Forces enlistment oath to support
and defend Constitution of U.S.

—

hearing (1962) 19372
law (1962) 20926
reports (1961) 14343; (1962) 21404

eliminate requirement on

—

certain FCC documents, eliminate

—

hearing (1962) 11465
law (1962) 11281
reports (1961) .5820: (1962) 9355

documents filed with Patent Office

hearing (1962) 21557
law (1964) 8231
reports (1962) 21447; (1964) 508, 6305

export declarations

—

hearings (1961) 12508; (1962) 9399
law (1961) 16604
reports (1961) 8936, 14391

loyalty, provision of National defense educa-
tion act of 1958, eliminate, report (1965)
10500

Oats:
composition of commercial grades (1964)

13570
futures

—

commitments of traders (1963) 3530; (1964)
3344; (1965) 3231

trading and open contracts (1961) 3053;
(1962) 3908A; (1963) 3752; (1964) 3550;
(1965) 3464

stem rust spread by barberry bushes (1964)
9958

winter oats, factors affecting survival (1965)
18900

OAU, see Organization of African Unity.
Ob River, lower, reference and guide book,

USSR study (1963) 5225
Ob', Russian SFSR, northern, physical devel-

opment among native peoples of region,

USSR study (1965) 19736
Obayashi, Tatsuzo:
corpuscular streams related to solar M-re-

gions (1965) 11466
magnetosphere and its boundary (1965)

13010
OBE series (1961) 2954
Oberai, M. M., kinetic theory approach to

study of curved shock-wave (1965) 13029
Oberdorfer, Louis F., nomination, hearing

(1961) 5891
Oberdorfer, Paul W., relief (1963) 15226; (1965)

5832, 13756, 15859
Oberman, Jf. William, phvsician and parent of

retarded child (1964) 6055
Obermann, C. Esco, workshops of Association

of Rehabilitation Centers (1965) 8359
Obermayer, R. W.:

inverse optimal control problem in manual
control systems (1965) 8044

measurement criteria in man machine sys-

tems simulation (1965) 12976
modern control system theory and human

control functions (1965) 14742
performance measurement in flight simula-

tion studies (1964) 14790
Obert, Leonard A.:

triaxial apparatus for testing mine rock
(1963) 20972

triaxial method for determining elastic con-
stants of stress relief cores (1964) 16640

underground borate mining, Kern County,
Calif (1963) 3073

Obesity:
excess weight in children and adults, rela-

tionship (1964) 13417
human body fat, measurement methods

(1963) 16803
USSR studies (1964) 20210

Obituaries, Soviet scientists (1964) 11205

Objective analysis in meteorological studies,

USSR (1965) 9382

Objectives (optics):

mirror-lens, use in photographing artificial

earth satellites, USSR study (1961) 931

wide-angle, developments, and prospects,

USSR study (1962) 5957

Obligations, see Contracts.

Obolensky, Serge, Amharic, basic course (1964)

15094; (1965) 9931

Oborn, Eugene T., intracellular and extracellu-

lar concentration of manganese and
other elements by aquatic organisms
(1964) 6818

Obourn, Ellsworth S.:

aids for teaching science, suggestions for

starting process teaching (1963) 15446
science and mathematics teachers in public

high schools (1963) 17393

OBR series (1963) 2383-2400, 5061-90,
6586-6621, 8378-8420, 10330-344,
12253-257. 15647-652, 17554-561,
19355-358, 20756-757; (1964) 862-868,

2454-62, 4850-62, 6844-60, 8811-33,
10691-706, 12552-556, 14372-390,
15983-987, 18169-187, 19824, 21066-92;
(1965) 353-362, 1942-47, 4423-36, 5759-63,

7349-55, 8691-96, 10326-333, 11999-12003,
13711-718, 15373-391, 17282-291, 19042

National Oceanographic Data Center publi-

cations (1965) 5281-85, 6817-24, 8185-98,
9808-11, 11554-561, 13094-99, 14920-929
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Obraztsov, Nicholas S.:

neotropical Microlepidoptera, 5, synopsis of

species of genus Proeulia from Central
Chile (1964) 21802

North American moths of genus Acleris

(1963) 11115
O'Brien, Constance D., bedrooms and clothes

closets (1965) 18886
O'Brien, Donough, galactosemia, selected bibli-

ography (1964) 4358
O'Brien, Edward J., relief (1965) 17519
O'Brien, Hizabeth F., nomination, hearing

(1965) 6048
O'Brien, Gerald D., address, Aug. 11, 1965

(1965) 16793
O'Brien, John A., address, Nov. 5, 1963 (1963)

20666
O'Brien, Keran, boundary effect on gamma-ray

transport from point source (1965) 8545
O'Brien, Lawrence F., nomination, hearing

(1965) 17954
O'Brien, Thomas J., memorial services (1965)

375
O'Brien, William, effects of yttrium and

rare-earth-metal additions on electrore-

fined vanadium (1964) 21718
Obscene matter:

District of Columbia law relating to inde-

cent publications, amend, report (1962)

21160
indecent publications, forfeit property to

D.C., reports (1961) 12256, 17047
leadership in battle against. Catholic re-

sponsibility (address) (1961) 2651
notification of Communist propaganda or

indecent matter introduced into United
States from abroad (1961) 19127

return of obscene mail, protect postal pa-
trons

—

hearing (1965) 8902
report (1965) 8785

sent through mail

—

commission to study effects and formulate
nrtethods to combat traffic, create, report
(1961) 10445

hearings (1962) 9404
protect postal patrons

—

hearings (1964) 2118, 13040
report (1964) 13938

Observation of artificial satellite by expecta-
tion method (1961) 1325

Observations, see Actinometry.
Observatories, see names of observatories.
Observatory generation of satellites, papers

(1963) 10988
Observers (flight):

aerial observer training (1962) 6640; (1965)
10146

performance during low-altitude, high-speed
flight, flight simulator study (1964) 7817

Observer tolerance of form transformation as
function of form complexity (1963) 14914

Obshtina party committees of Bulgaria, fur-
ther enhancement of role (1961) 13150

Obsolescence:
Federal tax treatment (remarks) (1962)

20356
fleet and block, of Naval vessels, prevent,

hearing (1962) 21197-198
human, education the answer (remarks)

(1964) 10035
Obstacles (military science), see Military art

and science.
Obstetricians, congress of RSFSR (1961) 10733
Obstetrics:
Communist China

—

achievements (1962) 15801
physiological constants, research (1962)

15886
progress in Cesarian section (1962) 17774

Obstetrics—Continued
maternal and newborn care in fallout shel-

ters (1963) 11643
need for experienced midwives in Indonesia

(1961) 7663
see also Abortion.

Obstruction marking and lighting (1963) 484
Ocala National Forest, recreation use (1965)

16286
Ocampo, Remedies, relief (1965) 8767, 13766,

15871
Occlusions (meteorology), see Meteorology.
Occulations, see Ek;lipses.

Occupational diseases:
and hygiene of labor, USSR translation

(1962) 12065
and intoxications, roentgenology, USSR

study (1962) 11993
C-reactive blood serum protein, use in diag-

nosis, USSR study (1965) 11106
effectiveness of electric sleep treatment

(1964) 966
epidemiology, estimation of expected rates

(1965) 11649
guide to their recognition (1964) 21853
hazards, estimation through medical care

plans (1963) 9339
industrial and agricultural toxicology,

USSR study (1965) 16386
industrial hygiene and diseases, USSR

translations (1961) 2208, 15654
infections with natural foci, occupational

nature, USSR study (1961) 10737
labor hygiene and occupational diseases,

USSR study (1965) 16479
occupational pathology, investigations,

USSR studies (1965) 6411
peripheral nerves and muscles, clinical study

and classification, USSR (1964) 1039
prevention and control in Uzbekistan (1962)

9896
scientific research in field of labor hygiene

and occupational diseases, USSR study
(1961) 20960

Soviet labor hygiene, articles (1962) 10203
Soviet studies (1964) 21553; (1965) 6476
USSR, translations (1962) 973
see also Dust.

Occupational earnings in major labor markets
(1962) 10415, 18158, 22444; (1963) 9079,

16298; (1964) 9479, 14711, 18643
Occupational health, see Health—Hygiene.
Occupational Health Division, activities (1964)

11562
Occupational mobility through MDTA training

(1964) 16568
Occupational outlook report series (1964)

7375-78, 7380-88, 7390-96, 9382-9453,
13047-58; (1965) 8001-4

Occupational safety aid, supervisory responsi-
bility for safety (1962) 10390

Occupational safetv charts (1962) 14360-364,
18134-136

Occupational Safety, President's Conference
on, see President's Conference on Occu-
pational Safety.

Occupational safety publications (1962) 22424
Occupational skin diseases, see Skin diseases.

Occupational therapists:
career in medical care programs, in PHS

hospitals (1963) 9346
employment outlook (1961) 16058; (1962)

8394; (1964) 13051
examination announcements (1961) 5515;

(1962) 2258, 23102; (1963) 187-88, 195,
13321; (1965) 19020

place for professional achievement on aero-
space team. Air Force (1962) 20444

Veterans Administration, career opportuni-
ties (1961) 5160
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Occupational therapy:
comprehensive restorative therapy and

training of personnel in neurosurgical

care system, USSR articles (1964) 14634

students, educational opportunities, Army
(1964) 1766

technical manual (1962) 13000
traineeships, 1965-66 (1965) 20139

Occupational training, see Training.

Occupational wage survey, see Wages.
Occupations:

Agriculture Department, profiles, careers

(1964) 20933
Air Force

—

career, predictability of initial intent

(1965) 7098
worker activity check lists for use in anal-

ysis, development (1961) 3760
airman career fields, prediction of perform-

ance from selection and basic training

variables (1964) 11802
Army recruiting and career counseling jour-

nal (1963) 4136; (1964) 3965; (1965) 3882

atomic energy, U.S. Employment Service list

(1961) 17198
automation and problems of occupational

division of labor, USSR (1961) 2205
by industry, 1960, census of population

(1963) 11640
career and traineeship information for grad-

uate study in rehabilitation counseling

(1965) 20128
career guide (1965) 4670
career opportunities

—

aerospace information (1963) 4824
agricultural economics and statistics

(1962) 16281; (1963) 1686
Agriculture Department (1961) 1637;

(1965) 11860
apprenticeship (1962) 12966; (1963) 14930
Army —
commander's counseling guide (1963)

11541
pamphlet (1964) 20995

Army Medical Service, graduate students

in clinical psychology (1963) 117

Army Nurse Corps (1962) 16381
Atomic Energy Commission (1965) 206,

18958
internships, etc., for college graduates

(1962) 223, 23065; (1963) 18606; (1964)

19259; (1965) 17143
management and professional intern-

ships (1961) 3817
atomic energy, planning for scientific and

technical professions (1964) 137
automatic data processing, VA (1965)

18824
biochemists, bacteriologists and serolo-

gists in VA (1961) 13722
career planning for reserve officers (1963)

11537
chief, nursing service training program,

facts (1963) 7503
choosing a career, economic framework

(1964) 7397
civilian job opportunities. Army Dept

(1963) 11531
civilian scientists, engineers, etc., in Air

Force Dept (1962) 10893; (1963) 1748

Coast Guard officer training (1964) 6111

crops research (1963) 1710
dietitians, Veterans Administration (1961)

5161; (1963) 11374
DSA civilian trainee program (1963) 13833

comptroller (1965) 9015
procurement and contract administra-

tion (1965) 16064
property disposal (1965) 455

Occupations—Continued
quality control and inspection (1963)

15408
transportation (1964) 21252

Education Office, handbook (1963) 17377
engrineers

—

and physicists, weather systems (1964)
15150

Federal Government (1961) 14011; (1963)
1944; (1964) 10110

Interior Dept (1962) 9767
Reclamation Bureau (1961) 9706, 18405
Tennessee Valley Authority (1963)

7475-76
extension agent (1964) 20930
Federal careers in sixties, directory for

college students (1961) 1835
Federal directory for college students

(1963) 4623
fishery and wildlife biologists, brochure

(1963) 4940
Food and Drug Administration (1965)
16227

food and drug chemists (1962) 15612
food and drug inspector (1962) 15613
Foreign Service (1962) 15986
Foreign Service staff (1963) 16569
Foreign Service USIA (1962) 12770; (1964)
3179

Forest Service, management (1965) 8441
forestry (1964) 7933; (1965) 18884
girls in biology (1961) 11661
home economics (1961) 14783
Housing and Home Finance Agency (1962)
2543; (1963) 16965; (1964) 19808

Interior Department, directory for college
students (1965) 18246

Internal Revenue Service (1964) 4833;
(1965) 4884
estate tax examiner (1964) 4834
revenue agent (1964) 4840
revenue officer (1964) 4841
special agent (1964) 4842
tax technician (1964) 4844
tax work (1963) 2370; (1964) 2445; (1965)

762, 19697
Interstate Commerce Commission (1962)

7520; (1965) 19703
looking ahead to earning a living (1962)

8332
medical technologists and medical labora-

tory technicians in VA (1961) 9817
medical technologists and technicians

(1964) 5744
National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration (1965) 11518

National Science Foundation (1962) 10568
Navy officers, information handbook

(1964) 16794
nursing among American Indians (1961)

8154; (1964) 3112
nursing at Clinical Center, NIH (1963)

11108; (1964) 14949
Patent Office, engineers and scientists

(1961) 21294
practical nurses for Indian hospitals

(1965) 5362
professional

—

accounting at General Accounting Office

(1963) 17515
auditing with Army Audit Agency (1963)

4468
in social security (1965) 11692
Social Security Administration, profes-

sions (1963) 20135
Veterans Administration (1963) 13110,

18360; (1965) 8357
Public Health Service

—

engineers (1963) 16495
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Occupations—Continued
Public Health Service—Continued

hospitals, physical therapists (1963)
9347; (1965) 1584

medical services (1961) 20095; (1962)
22731; (1963) 20092; (1964) 20745;
(1965) 14490

psychiatric-mental health nursing (1965)
18624

psychiatry (1962) 16125; (1963) 9220;
(1964) 14947

Public Roads Bureau, right-of-way train-
ing program (1963) 11251

public welfare

—

search for young and imaginative staff

for summer work experience (1964)
9886

summer work experience for college stu-

dents (1964) 9885
Rural Electrification Administration, sen-

iors majoring in business administra-
tion, accounting, etc (1961) 5082

safety officers, Army Department and
other Federal agencies (1964) 8162,
19328

Saint Elizabeths Hospital, D.C., mental
health (1965) 9279

science, mathematics and engineering
(1961) 7316

scientific

—

Agricultural Research Service (1961)
16110; (1964) 5839

Commissioned Officer Corps, C&GS
(1963) 20389; (1965) 11990

National Bureau of Standards (1962)
24005

secretaries in Budget Bureau (1963) 1854
social security (1962) 22796
social work as correctional treatment spe-

cialist (1965) 14979
Soil Conservation Service (1961) 96
engineering (1965) 4113
soil science (1965) 16979

soldier's career, Army pamphlet (1964)
17042

Sport Fisheries and Wildlife Bureau (1965)
606

stenographers and typists in General
Services Administration (1964) 795

supervisor development program, basic
course (1963) 4450

teaching (1963) 13869
teaching, as career for retired military

personnel (1961) 11762
technical occupations (1965) 481
Tennessee Valley Authority (1963) 7477
trades and crafts in Federal agencies

(1964) 13805
training for new careers (1965) 18692
Treasury enforcement agent (1964) 9863
typists, stenographers in Eklucation Office

(1965) 16092
Veterans Administration

—

career occupational series (1964) 7831
dentists (1962) 14674; (1965) 13323
Department of Medicine and Surgery,
physicians (1962) 14673

dietitians (1964) 16905
librarians (1962) 16207
medical technologists and technicians

(1965) 13324
Nursing Service (1963) 18361
practical nursing (1964) 16906

veterinarians. Agricultural Research
Service (1961) 5270; (1963) 4364-65

wage-hour investigator (1962) 10724;
(1963) 20226

Washington, D.C (1964) 9373

Occupations—Continued
Water Resources Division, Geological
Survey (1962) 2524

water supply and pollution control (1963)
18283

women

—

biological sciences (1961) 2466, 6615,
16051

life insurance underwriters (1961) 16062
retailing (1963) 5772
science (paper) (1963) 16697
technicians (1962) 12789

you as Air Force physician (1962) 12961
careers

—

apprenticeship (1965) 5572
college teaching, factors influencing

choice, exploratory study (1961) 12557
changing patterns in railroad industry,

1947-60—
departmental edition (1963) 9053
documentary edition (1963) 7836

characteristics, data on age, race, etc., cen-
sus of population, 1960 (1964) 193

choosing, career guidelines, for high school
students, State Employment Service
(1961) 5942

civilian-Army enlisted occupational relation-
ships, personnel selection and classifica-

tion tables (1962) 14824
clerical, for women, today and tomorrow

(1964) 20884
coded titles in trade and industrial educa-

tion, list (1963) 10063
collecting information by use of mark-sense

cards (1964) 15233
comparability of reports from vital records

and 1950 census (1961) 15845
counselor's guide to occupational and other

manpower information, annotated bibli-

ography (1965) 6557
criteria and preparatory curriculum pat-

terns in technical education programs
(1962) 7280

critical, list for screening Ready Reserve
(1965) 11324-326

criticism of Freudian teachings with respect
to assessment of occupational activities,

USSR study (1961) 15210
data from 1960 census by State, health

manpower source book (1964) 5653
earnings and education, by color, 18-64 yrs

(1963) 15084
earnings and wage trends in metropolitan

areas, 1964-65 (1965) 11357, 16568
education for changing world of work, re-

port of Panel of Consultants on Voca-
tional Education (1963) 10066, 13844-846

summary (1963) 2156
electronic computing systems (1965) 18018
electronics manufacturing, changing struc-

ture (1963) 20928
employer record check as to accuracy of in-

formation in 1960 census (1965) 7275
errata (1965) 10255

engineering, scientific, and technical, current
labor market conditions (1962) 9551

enrollment in selected trades and industrial
occupations, 1963 (1964) 10462

farm and nonfarm vouths, status, Oct. 1959
(1961) 16273

Federal

—

blue collar occupational families and se-

ries, handbook (1962) 325; (1963)
16951-952

blue collar workers (1961) 5529; (1963)
18733

career directory for college students
(1963) 16945
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Occupations—Continued
Federal—Continued
careers (1962) 16611; (1963) 18734
position classification plan (1961) 3018;

(1962) 3917; (1963) 3762; (1964) 3566;
(1965) 3479

white-collar workers (1961) 20483; (1963)
9758; (1965) 13683

foreign languages and your career (1964)
20444

future jobs for high school girls (1965) 18852

hazardous

—

increase civil service annuity, hearing
(1962) 2376

prohibitions for 16- and 17-year-old per-

sons, comparison of State and Federal
orders (1964) 7367

hazardous duty pay for

—

Federal employees, amend classification

act

—

hearing (1962) 17122
Government employees, amend act

—

hearing (1963) 8008
reports (1962) 19119; (1963) 7950; (1965)

5877
hazards to young workers, reports (1961)

19815-816; (1962) 12334; (1963) 18027
index, 1960 (1961) 1808
job and independence for handicapped, read-

ing list (1962) 10388
job guidt for young workers (1963) 4835
job horizons for college women in 1960's

(1964) 15175
job opportunities for 40-plus workers, guide

to community action (1961) 8230
job-related expenditures and management

practices of gainfully employed wives in

Ohio (1965) 4106
jobs overseas, questions and answers, infor-

mation (1961) 14794
labor force, civilian, experienced, census of

population, 1960, supplementary reports
(1963) 4575

lifetime mobility of adult males (1964) 10063
local information, reports by State agencies,

list (1962) 21675
location of manpower in 8 occupations,

health manpower source book (1965)
14998

man, medicine, and work, historic events in

occupational medicine (1964) 7699
manpower development and training, proj-

ects approved July 1, 1963-June 30, 1964
(1965) 4655

mathematics and your career (1965) 7998
mental health career development program,

conference proceedings (1964) 11448;

(1965) 2947
mortality statistics, men 20-64 years of age

(1962) 24681; (1963) 20013, 20015
Navy

—

civilian occupational relationships, man-
ual (1965) 6831

manual for civilian guidance counselors,

etc (1964) 7645
new imperatives, or, how to succeed by

really trying (address) (1965) 11924
nomenclature for trades and specialties.

decree of Rumanian Council of Ministers
approving (1962) 12271

occupational outlook (1963) 9080
briefs (1965) 6577, 8001-3
handbook

—

departmental edition (1962) 1574; (1964)

2961
document edition (1962) 371
new look (1961) 1186
reprints (1962) 8332-8420

Occupations—Continued
occupational outlook—Continued

publications

—

available upon request (1961) 2467
Hsts (1961) 2468; (1962)12347; (1964)
9708

quarterly (1961) 3381; (1962) 4138; (1963)

3982; (1964) 3809; (1965) 3728
publications, price list (1962) 16119; (1963)

14653; (1965) 11640
preemployment and initial training pro-

grams available for women and girls

(1961) 1576
repairman or mechanic, career irvformation

(1964) 20449
research careers in chemistry and other sci-

ences (1965) 1769
safety publications (1963) 18028
science and your career, facts about train-

ing (1962) 18159; (1965) 6580
science education needed by, chart (1962)

22450
selected health characteristics, July 1961-

June 1963, U.S., statistics (1965) 18730
selected wage indexes, long-term trend data

and metropolitan areas (1965) 7970
selective service deferment, lists of essential

activities and critical occupations used
as guide for selection (1961) 20495;
(1962) 21678; (1965) 10755

skill development and job training in auto-

mated age (address) (1962) 8438
social science and your career (1964) 20446
social security (1964) 7732
State safety and health legislation, summa-

ries (1964) 11263, 14674; (196.5) 7963,

19798
Supply C/orps, Navy, it's your career, pro-

fessional development guide (1961) 8222;

(1962) 18529
technical activities in research, design, and

development considered as supporting to

engineers and physical scientists, de-

scriptions (1961) 7345
trades and crafts, supervisory jobs in Feder-

al penal institutions, examination an-

nouncement, discontinuance notice

(1961) 16502
training

—

for jobs in redevelopment areas (1962)

22418
materials, index (1961) 3764
program activities under area redevelop-

ment act (1962) 18119
veterans, service-connected psychoses and

psychoneuroses, employment adjustment
(1963) 11372

WAC officers, selected for success, career
information (1963) 111

women, in Federal service (1962) 13106
workers requiring vacations, North Vietnam

ministry of labor directive (1961) 844
see aJso Employment—Military occupational

specialties—Work

—

also names of occu-

pations, industries, etc.

Occupations and Professions Department of

District of Columbia, see District of

Columbia.
OCD, see Civil Defense Office.

OCDM, see Civil and Defense Mobilization
Office.

Ocean:
accumulation coefficients of P32, etc. in or-

ganisms. USSR study (1964) 10847
actinometric observation techniques at sea

(1965) 9755
as power station, USSR study (1963) 17863
beach-ocean-atmosphere system, interac-

tions, Virginia Beach, Va (1965) 7603
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Ocean—Continued

biological indicators of weak radioactive
contaminations in northern seas, USSR
study (1963) 8992

brines, Wilmington, Calif., oil well scale
formation in waterflood operations
(1965) 18447

climatic reviews (1961) 3645; (1962) 4036;
(1963) 3883; (1964) 3707; (1965) 3625

computation of acoustic rays from tempera-
tures measured in deep ocean and pre-

diction of range to convergence zone
(1965) 13145

conservation has gone to sea, program of

(Commercial Fisheries Bureau (1963)
4951

depths and problem of burying radioactive
wastes, USSR study (1961) 775

depths, progress in study of, USSR study
(1961) 7687

discriminatory freight rates and balance of
payments, hearings (1963) 17054, 20447;
(1964) 6190, 10149, 19435

energy spectrum of oceanic turbulence, some
peculiarities, USSR study (1965) 12674

exploration by Soviet submarine Severyan-
ka, USSR study (1962) 2826, 5783

floor, photographic exploration (1961) 21359
freight industry, monopoly problems, re-

ports (1962) 7067, 7101
fronts. Cape San Lucas, Lower California,

study (1965) 10898
gradient measurements at sea, methods,

USSR study (1965) 2772
gravimetric investigations at sea (1962)

14007
high seas, salmon

—

conservation, hearings (1961) 391
experimental trawling (1965) 9151

history under sea, underwater exploration,
handbook (1965) 9916

ice, growth, structure, and strength (1964)
21277

infrared radiation, interpretation in terms
of its boundary layer (1964) 13329

investigation of world of the ocean, USSR
plan (1964) 21486

land against the sea (1965) 2108
law of the sea, convention on

—

Continental Shelf (1964) 15114
high seas, adopted by UN conference,
Geneva, Apr. 29, 1958 (1963) 5728

territorial sea and contiguous zone (1965)
1651

marine meteorological observations, man-
uals (1962) 22901; (1963) 3398; (1964)
9878

marine resources, treaties and international
agreements, compilation (1965) 17916

measuring altitudes of celestial bodies at
sea, random errors, USSR study (1965)
12620

mineral by-products from sea (1964) 10675
mineral resources under bottom, USSR

study (1962) 2665
new 4-ocean challenge, role of Navy and

Marine Corps, Team (1964) 15015
nuclear power for ocean applications (re-

marks) (1965) 11925
physical parameters in sea, system for con-

tinuous measurement, West (iermany
(1965) 19716

physics of sound in sea (1963) 19983
pollution by oil, international convention for

prevention

—

amendments, report (1964) 10366
implement

—

hearings (1961) 8980, 20629; (1962) 9399
law (1961) 16595

Ocean—Continued
implement—Continued

reports (1961) 14382, 14682; (1962)
21257; (1963) 20540

texts (1962) 10676; (1963) 8025, 20517
pollution, protection against, regulations,

USSR (1964) 7117
radiation balance at sea, measuring (1965)

9749
radioactive contamination of seas and

oceans, USSR study (1964) 18305
radioactive waste disposal containers, de-

sign (1962) 18742
radioactivity, USSR study (1961) 7827

radiobiology, references (1961) 216
radiochemical and ecological studies, USSR

(1964) 18269
ray acoustical model using depth-sound

speed profile wdth continuous 1st deriva-
tive (1963) 11178

riches, prospects for developing, USSR
study (1963) 8834

rules of road (1962) 23109; (1965) 15367

sea/air interface, adsorption of surface-ac-
tive material (1965) 13195

sea, conservation note (1963) 2286
sea reveals its mysteries, studies of V. P.

Zenkovich, USSR (1963) 8971
sea slicks, constitution and chemical proper-

ties. Bay of Panama (1964) 7650
seismic research at sea, USSR study (1965)

14544
sewage, disposing in sea, problem of sani-

tary regulations, USSR study (1962)
22012

slick-forming materials, collection from sea
(1965) 13106

something about the sea, information for
young people (1962) 17522

sonic depth measured by fathometers, use of

Ladoga apparatus for recording, USSR
study (1963) 6795

sound-scattering layers, USSR study (1964)
10894

sovereignty of the sea (1965) 11714
Soviet research in world ocean (1965) 9420
surface, organic chemical composition (1965)

5299
surface ruggedness in relation to wind veloc-

ity in accordance wath data accumulated
through natural observations, USSR
study (1965) 14558

surface temperatures and growth of sea ice

(1961) 14808
surface viscosity of monomolecular films on

water at low pressures, literature sur-

vey (1963) 12949
surveys, national plan (1965) 2126

thermal structure, use of towed thermistor
chains for investigating, USSR study
(1965) 18385

transportation

—

excessive costs incurred for shipments
under title 1, Agricultural trade develop-
ment and assistance act of 1954, GAO
report (1965) 6264

grain to Russia, hearings (1965) 418
vertical transfer of waters, USSR study

(1964) 10810
water in upper layer, method of calculating

temperature in warm part of year (1961)
4668

wave profiling radar system (1965) 13119
waves, energy, electrical calorimeter for

measuring (1963) 11159
world, USSR study (1962) 874
see aiso Benthos—Ocean temperature—Sea

Water—Waves

—

also name of ocean.
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Ocean Breeze Project, diffusion program, data,
etc (1964) 5871

Ocean cables, see Submarine cables.

Ocean City, Md., beach area water supplies

between Ocean City, Md., and Rehoboth
Beach, Del (1962) 23596

Ocean City, N.J., redevelopment area, statisti-

cal profile (1962) 13192
Ocean County, N.J., redevelopment area, op-

portunities for economic growth (1965)

10136
Ocean cruises, see Cruises.
Ocean currents:

central Pacific, releases and recoveries of

drift bottles (1965) 4775
China coastal waters, relationship between

winds and surface currents (1963) 15665
current data, manual for processing, in-

structions for coding and keypunching
drift bottle data (1965) 14924

longshore currents on plane beach, experi-

mental study (1965) 10762
manual of current observations, supplement

(1962) 4860
periodic variations in tongue of ocean, Ba-

hamas (1965) 11589
quasi-geostrophic unsteadiness, USSR study

(1965) 14570
telluric, in Barents Sea, USSR, study (1962)

7922
tidal charts, Puget Sound, southern part

(1962) 6854
tidal, surveys by photogrammetric methods

(1964) 4407
tidal tables

—

Atlantic Coast of North America (1962)

20672; (1963) 18741
Pacific Coast of North America and Asia

(1961) 16509; (1962) 18893; (1963) 18742
use of EMIT in arctic waters, USSR study

(1964) 10914
Virginia Beach, Va., nearshore tidal and

nontidal currents (1964) 12342
Ocean Drive Beach, S.C.:

hurricane survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 21679
document edition (1962) 20950

Ocean stations, see Weather stations.

Ocean temperature:
Atlantic Coast, sea-surface, monthly anom-

aly graphs (1965) 7704
infrared survey techniques (1965) 10856
North Pacific Ocean, sea surface, monthly

mean charts (1962) 15583
Northeastern Pacific Ocean

—

sea surface, monthly

—

average and anomaly charts, 1947-58
(1962) 7415

thermal regime data (1964) 11229
oceanographic climate of Hawaiian Islands

region, atlas (1962) 17505
Pacific, eastern tropical, sea surface, month-

ly average and anomaly charts, 1947-58

(1963) 10202
periodic variations in tongue of ocean, Ba-

hamas (1965) 11589
south Atlantic Coast of United States (1962)

586
surface water, Pacific Coast (1962) 15004

Ocean terminals, see Terminals (transporta-
tion).

Oceanborne transponder platform has good
stability (1965) 5144

Oceania:
agricultural economies, notes (1961) 4252
agricultural situation (1963) 10055; (1965)

6107
civil aviation survey (1962) 6739

Oceania—Continued
contributions to hydrology of Asia and

Oceania (series) (1962) 2535; (1963)
17.530; (1964) 815, 12518, 15955, 21358

food balances, 1959-61 (1964) 17909
market indicators for Oceania (1964) 14372
see also French Polynesia.

Oceanographers:
employment outlook (1963) 9065; (1964) 9388
examination announcement (1965) 17241
amdt (1964) 6080
discontinuance notice (1965) 13679

Oceanographic atlases, see Atlases.
Oceanographic Data Center, National, see

National Oceanographic Data Center.
Oceanographic Office, see Naval Oceanograph-

ic Office.

Oceanography:
achievements, progress in study of depths of

ocean, USSR study (1961) 7687
act of 1962, reports (1962) 19087, 21130
act of 1963, report (1963) 15262
aquatic resources of U.S., expand and devel-

op, hearings (1961) 14493
aquatic sciences, graduate educational

grants, academic year, 1965-66 (1965)
7699

Bering Sea and Indian and Pacific Oceans,
oceanological studies, USSR (1964)
10933

bibliog;raphy (1963) 149
Biological I>aboratory, Honolulu, progress

reports (1962) 7389; (1963) 15518; (1965)
10858

books, selected list (1963) 10193
Bristol Bay and Bering Sea, observations

(1962) 7414
Coast Guard research, authorize

—

hearings (1961) 10355, 10509
law (1961) 18765
reports (1961) 10456, 12439, 18869

computer programs (1964) 21811
courses offered in marine sciences at Ameri-

can colleges and universities (1965) 2125

deep ocean vehicles and fixed bottom instal-

lations, hull structural materials, panel
report (1965) 6840

east Coast of U.S., observations, 1960 (1963)
13972

expeditions, USSR studies (1964) 7057
films, catalog, first revision (1965) 14921
fishery and oceanography translations (peri-

odical) (1965) 4738
Grand Banks region and Labrador Sea, 1964

(1965) 17269
Gulf of Tehuantepec (1962) 15606
Hawaiian Islands region, oceanographic cli-

mate, atlas (1962) 17505
Hawaiian waters, data (1962) 7418; (1963)

557
history under sea, underwater exploration,

handbook (1965) 9916
in offshore waters of Gulf of Maine, history

(1965) 6227
Interagency Committee on Oceanography,

effectiveness, hearings (1962) 11471
Kennedy Channel, Kane Basin, Smith Sound,

and Baffin Bay, observations (1965) 1937

Ladoga precision depth recorder, use in re-

search, USSR study (1964) 10937
living ocean (1965) 6901
machine processing of characteristics,

USSR study (1965) 11092
marine geophysical exploration (1963) 6866
marine resources and engineering develop-

ment act of 1965

—

hearings (1965) 14120
reports (1965) 14103, 19215
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Oceanography—Continued
marine sciences

—

advance

—

hearings (1961) 10509
report (1961) 12439

research in AEC (1961) 218
marine surveying and observations, USSR

study (1963) 19712
measuring natural electrical field at sea,

USSR study (1964) 12946
Mediterranean Sea, etc., Soviet research

(1962) 9840
Narragansett Bay, physical studies, 1957

and 1958 (1964) 2343
National Oceanographic Data Center

—

introduction (1964) 9670
publications (1964) 9670-72, 21811; (1965)

5281-85, 6817-24, 8185-98, 9808-11,
11554-561, 13094-99, 14920-929

national oceanographic plan, 1963-72 (1964)

8535
national program (1964) 8536, 8539; (1965)

6160
hearings (1964) 15598
legislation

—

events related to, abridged chronology
(1965) 17719

hearings (1965) 17722
bills to be considered, compilation

(1965) 17724
Navy meteorologists informational material

(1961) 1405
North Atlantic station

—

Bravo 56° 30' N., 51° 00' W., observations
(1965) 13695

Delta, 44°N, 41°W, observations (1964)
13815

Echo, 35°N, 48°W, observations (1964)
13814

northeastern part of Indian Ocean, struc-
ture of bottom of basin, principal fea-

tures, USSR study (1964) 10806
numerical solution of tide hydrodynamic

equations by means of BESM-2 electron-
ic computer for Pacific area, USSR
study (1965) 11079

observations

—

central North Pacific Ocean, July-Sept.
1958 (1961) 6063

development of mechanization and auto-
mation of processing, conference, USSR
(1964) 10893

during albacore survey, west coast (1961)
20753

Florida west coast, counts of red tide or-

ganisms, Gymnodinium breve, 1957-59
(1961) 9149

new methods, USSR study (1965) 5015
tropical Atlantic Ocean, Equalant II

(1965) 1936
data report (1965) 5282

ocean computer, specialized electronic appa-
ratus for mass computations in process-
ing temperature, etc., USSR study (1965)
11095

ocean fronts off Cape San Lucas, study
(1965) 10898

oceanographic cruises

—

NODC fully processed, lists (1964) 14991;
(1965) 2955

usee Northwind, Chukchi, East Siberian
and Laptev Seas, Aug.-Sept. 1963, re-

port (1965) 11993
oceanographic

—

instruments, new, Sept. 1964 USSR exhibi-
tion (1965) 12658

reports (1964) 11961, 13814-815; (1965)
1936-37, 11993, 13695, 17269

ship operating schedules, 1964 (1964) 8537

Oceanography—Continued
oceanographic—Continued
station data, reference sources (1965)

14920
vessels of the world (1964) 9671

oceanography and limnology (Chinese peri-

odical) (1962) 5684, 5830
oceanology, USSR studies (1965) 19721
opportunities (1965) 6901
Pacific Ocean

—

computation of S2 tidal component on
BESM-2 electronic computer, USSR
study (1964) 957

eastern tropical, tuna observations (1962)
15603

North (1964) 10576
and Bering Sea (1961) 20752
mariners atlas (1962) 8742
mean charts, sea surface temperature

(1962) 15583
northeast Pacific albacore survey, 1961

(1964) 4741
physical and chemical. Fish and Wildlife

Service papers, lists (1961) 12670; (1964)
18000

physical, scientific works, 1960-62, USSR
(1964) 5339

Poland, state and development (1962) 7585
processing physical and chemical data from

oceanographic stations, coding and key-
punching (1965) 5283

corrections (1965) 11554
Project Mohole, research for drilling into

earth's crust hearing (1961) 12358
red-tide organisms, Gymnodinium breve, etc.,

from Florida west coast, 1960-61 (1964)
4745

publications, bibliography (1965) 2127
raft for direct subsurface observation at

sea (1965) 18161
data on promising fishing region, USSR
study (1963) 14187

equipment and techniques, USSR studies
(1964) 14409

Soviet comments (1963) 12714
submarine, new trends in development,
USSR study (1964) 5315

vessels, USSR Academy of Sciences (1965)
16471

Seattle, Wash.—Norfolk, Va., Elxplorer expe-
dition cruise report, 1960 (1962) 6853

ship operating schedules (1965) 2128
ships of opportunity, use of merchant fleet

to collect data, hearings (1965) 7490
Soviet, 1964 trip report (1965) 10312
telemetering systems, problems (1963) 20001
underwater

—

geology, USSR studies (1963) 14310
research, USSR data (1963) 19736

university curricula, 1963-64 (1964) 8538
Ural-2 computer, oceanographic informa-

tion, automatic input and processing,
USSR study (1965) 11094

USSR-
bibliographies (1961) 2332, 2414, 15318,

10883, 10932; (1962) 2932, 5534
conferences on Soviet oceanographic stud-

ies (1962) 15705
developments (1963) 19580
important historical document (1962) 7745
literature (1962) 2694, 14070
Marine Hydrophysical Institute, activities

(1964) 10765
marine research (1963) 19714
studies (1963) 19464

vessels, exempt from inspection laws

—

hearings (1965) 12195
law (1965) 15453
reports (1964) 15733; (1965) 8956, 13922
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Oceanography—Continued

water measurements, acoustic pickup depth
meter electronic circuit for relaying
data, USSR study (1962) 9841

western north Atlantic Ocean and Gulf of

Mexico (1964) 6704
world ocean study, USSR (1962) 874
Yellow and East China Seas, Communist

China (1961) 10813
Oceanography, Interagency Committee on, see

Interagency Committee on Oceanogra-
phy.

Oceanologia et limnologia Sinica (Chinese peri-

odical):

translations (1962) 5684
Oceanology, see Oceanography.
Oceanology (USSR periodical):

translations (1963) 8759, 10550, 10771

Oceanside, Calif.:

beach erosion control, make Federal respon-
sibility

—

hearings (1961) 20584
law (1961) 6946
reports (1961) 5728-29

harbor, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 6139
document edition (1965) 5810

OCED, see Organization for Bx;onomic Cooper-
ation and Development.

Ocmulgee National Monument, general infor-

mation (1962) 3398; (1963) 12928; (1964)

7613; (1965) 9799
Oconee County, S.C, soil survey (1963) 13053

O'Connell, Charles P., towed pump and ship-

board filtering system for sampling
small zooplankters (1963) 13975

O'Connell, James D., nomination, hearings
(1965) 430

O'Connor, (jharles M.:

industry wage survey

—

cotton textiles. May 1964 (1964) 20437
fertilizer manufacturing (1963) 14473
hosiery, Feb. 1962 (1963) 5448
laundry and cleaning services, June 1963

(1964) 16607
structural clay products (1965) 19804
wool textiles, June 1962 (1963) 18041
working clothing (1965) 16561

0'Ck)nnor, Lawrence J., nomination, hearing
(1961) 14726

OCS, see Officers candidates school.

Octacosanol, effect on performance of swim-
ming rats (1963) 7687

Octal codes, see Electronic computers.

Octocorralia, see Corals.

Ocular damage, see E!yes.

Ocular movements and their relation to brain
lesions, USSR (1965) 1198

Odar, Fuat, forces on sphere accelerating in

viscous fluid (1964) 15865
O'Day, James, long-distance navigation tech-

niques (1963) 11595
Odegard, Robert J.:

contested election, notice of dismissal, etc

(1963) 4725
hearing (1963) 9938

Odell, Thomas M., white-pine cone beetle (1964)
18043

Oden, Joe C, relief (1964) 12039, 15638, 17179

Oden, Laurance L., hafnium-tantalum equilib-

rium diagram (1964) 18703
Odessa, Tex.:

census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

16414
censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 6812

Odessa, Ukrainian SSR:
new harbor, construction (1963) 2465
precise leveling of city in 1928 (1961) 11218

Odessa Biological Station, USSR, review of
scientific notes (1962) 910

Odometers:
accuracy, technical investigation report

(1963) 18194
addendum (1965) 5254

O'Donnell, John A., activities, hearing (1963)
10009

O'Donnell, Patricia M., fluorine uptake of fluo-

rocarbon greases (1965) 2868
O'Donnell, Terence J., relief (1965) 5862, 15419,

17773
Odontogenic tumors, see Tumors.
OECD, see Organization of Economic Coopera-

tion and Development.
Oecophoridae, see Cionionota melobaphes Wal-

singham.
OEDP (overall economic development pro-

gram), see Redevelopment (city plan-
ning, etc.)—Rural redevelopment.

OEEXH, see Organization for European Econom-
ic Cooperation.

Oehman, Waldo I., state-vector control applied
to lateral stability of high-performance
aircraft (1965) 14829

OEO, see Economic Opportunity Office.

OEP, see Emergency Planning Office.

Oerlein, Karl F., radiological emergency proce-
dures for non-specialist (1964) 1786,
15291

Oesophagus, see Esophagus.
Oettershagen, Martin W., nomination, hearing

(1961) 5906
Oettinger, Katherine B.:

addresses (1965) 13656, 19000
Of prisons and justice, selection of writings of

James V. Bennett (1964) 12166
Off the job safety as element of total safety

(remarks) (1964) 14681
Offenbecker, Larry, National Cooperatives,

Inc., pooled buying lowers costs for
farmers (1963) 6383

Office buildings:
House of Representatives, designate names

(1962) 13306
International Pacific Halibut Commission,

authorize construction

—

law (1965) 17426
report (1965) 14049

postal service, planning (1965) 9841
and designing (1963) 14647

shelter incorporation (1963) 1934
Tangier, Morocco, construction for Consu-

late General, GAO review (1964) 10614
Office education series (1961) 9039
Office employees:

education (1961) 7327
Federal office assistant examination, what it

is and how given (1964) 1845
office assistant, clerical and office machine

operator positions, examination an-
nouncement (1965) 15351

Office equipment, see Office furniture and
equipment.

Office furniture and equipment:
accounting in Old-Age and Survivors Insur-

ance Bureau, Social Security Adminis-
tration, GAO review (1961) 10676

business equipment industry (remarks)
(1965) 19051

business machines

—

market information in Argentina (1965)

10327
United States, common market. Outer Seven,

trade patterns, statistical data and
graphical analysis (1961) 18117
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Office furniture and equipment—Continued
census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 1802
computing and accounting machines, current

industrial reports (1961) 10021, 11885
equipment industry in free economy (ad-

dress) (1961) 20501
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 9570; (1963) 3659;
(1964) 3477, 12296; (1965) 3379

House of Representatives' Members

—

expand types of equipment furnished

—

law (1965) 15470
reports (1965) 13874, 14093

remove certain limitations on equipment
furnished, reports (1965) 19246, 19465

Federal supply schedules (1961) 1988, 4217
painted, color of, Federal standard (1961)
542

office

—

computing and accounting machines, cur-
rent industrial reports (1962) 16466;
(1963) 11626, 16891

copying machines, potential savings
through purchasing rather than leasing,
FSS, GAO report (1965) 6284

office machines

—

current industrial reports (1964) 15310;
(1965) 18981

Federal supply schedules (1961) 12652-653
potential savings through procurement from

GSA sources by Lockheed Missiles &
Space Co., GAO report (1965) 9239

shipments by manufacturers, current in-

dustrial reports (1962) 4731, 14934;
(1964) 165

small office automation, bibliography (1963)
11277

store fixtures, etc., census of manufactures,
1958, industry report (1961) 1791

unnecessary procurement by

—

Air Force Dept., GAO report (1964) 2409
Labor Dept., GAO report (1965) 9251

wood. Federal supply schedules (1961) 4217,
7417

see also specific types of furniture, etc.

Office machine operators, employment outlook
(1962) 8345; (1964) 9415; (1965) 15351

Office machine servicemen, employment outlook
(1962) 8348; (1964) 9432

Office machine stands, wood. Federal standard
(1965) 9140

Office machines, see Office furniture and equip-
ment.

Office management:
forms design, records management handbook

(1961)4961
records management, applying records

schedules (1961) 13546

Office of General Counsel, Post Office Depart-
ment, major accomplishments, 1953-61
(1961) 6487

Office of International Travel, see Internation-
al Travel Office.

Office of Postmaster of House of Representa-
tives, see House of Representatives.

Office of Special Assistant to the President for
Consumer Affairs, see Special Assistant
to the President for Consumer Affairs,
Office of.

Office space, Kennedy, Jacqueline B., provide
law (1964) 1924

Office Space Commission, see Presidential
Office Space Commission.

Office space committee, see Federal Office

Space Committee.

Office supplies:
and devices, Federal item identification

guides for supply cataloging (1962)
9510; (1963) 3659; (1964) 3477, 12296;
(1965) 3379

census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 3931
Federal supply schedules (1961) 551-552,

6036, 9132
Officer Candidate School, Newport, R.I., wel-

come aboard, O.C (1965) 16788
Officer candidate schools:
Army, general information for applicants

(1963) 14938
personnel, response contamination in per-

sonality assessment (1961) 17956
Officer Training School, Air Force, attitudes

and career intentions of students (1963)
63; (1965) 4195

Officers, see Armed Forces—Boards of in-

quiry—Command (military)—Pay, allow-
ance, etc.—Retired officers, etc.—Safety
officers

—

also names of services to which
officers belong.

Offices:

cutting office costs in small plants (1964)
13446

Members of Congress, office space in their

home States or districts

—

law (1965) 17407
reports (1965) 15688, 15996

occupations, education (1961) 7327
small office automation (1965) 5374
see also Office buildings.

Official gazette of Patent Office (1961) 3518;
(1962) 4139; (1963) 3983; (1964) 3810;
(1965) 3729

title pages, contents, etc (1961) 3519
Official grain standards of United States

(1962) 8771
Official publications, see Government publica-

tions.

Official reports, see Supreme Court.
Offord, Harold R., diseases of Monterey pine

(1964) 19750
Offset Press, Hungary, history, etc (1962) 7523

Offshore discharge (pneumatic wave
attenuation full-scale tank tests) (1961)
5151

Oganivic, Nicholas J., address. May 9, 1963
(1963) 13327

Ogassian, Mrs. Geohar, relief (1962) 11492,
15143, 16696

Ogata, Akio:
mathematics of dispersion with linear ad-

sorption isotherm (1964) 19785
spread of dye stream in isotropic granular

medium (1965) 2242
Ogawa, M.:

isotope shift of nitrogen absorption bands
in vacuum ultraviolet region (1965) 4203

Rydberg absorption series of N2 (1964)
17004

Ogden, Daniel M., jr.:

remarks (1965) 6845, 20004-05
Ogden, Jean, west African community develop-

ment stories (1963) 12261
Ogden, Utah:

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 10059
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16528

census of population and housing, 1960, cen-

sus tracts in standard metropolitan sta-

tistical area (1961) 18385
Ogdensburg, N.Y., redevelopment area, statis-

tical profile (1962) 13168
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Ogilbee, William, ground water in Sirte area,
Tripolitania, United Kingdom of Libya
(1964) 6824

Ogilvie, K. W.:
detector analyzer for studying interplane-

tary plasma (1964) 7520
rocket observations of solar protons (1963)

21013
Ogives, blunted, with flared cylinder after-

body, stability at Mach numbers from
0.30 to 2.85 (1962) 23995

Oglala Indians:
Oglala Sioux Tribe of Pine Ridge Reserva-

tion, convey lands in trust to

—

laws (1964) 246, 249
reports (1962) 13455, 15168; (1963)

7915-16, 19036-37
OGO, see Orbiting (Jeophysical Observatory.
Ogotoruk Creek, bioenvironmental features of

area (1961) 11811; (1963) 4494
O'Grady, Dennis H., relief (1961) 14265; (1962)

5009, 6924
OH, see Hydroxl.
Oh Shin Young, relief (1962) 19233
Oh Wha Ja, relief (1965) 10581, 13854, 17350
Oh, Young Jei, relief (1961) 14563, 18497
O'Hara, G. J.:

background for mechanical shock design of

ships systems (1965) 14962
elements of normal mode theory (1964) 13330

numerical method for transient response of

nonlinear systems (1964) 5589
numerical procedure for shock and Fourier

analysis (1963) 3225
O'Hare, John J., auditory abilities in pitch and

loudness (1964) 5462
Ohio:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 5896
agricultural statistics, county estimates

(1961) 34
annual survey of manufactures, standard

metropolitan statistical areas and large
industrial counties, statistics (1962)

16449; (1963) 4566; (1964) 6027
census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1961)

18154
census of business, 1963

—

merchandise line sales, retail trade, statis-

tics (1965) 15299
retail trade, area statistics (1965) 5653
selected services, area statistics (1965)
7219

wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)
7246

census of governments, 1962, State report
(1965) 5685

census of housing, 1960, States and small
areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc (1962)
9070

census of manufactures, 1958, area statis-

tics (1961) 11855
census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-

port (1961) 20423
census of population, 1960—

detailed characteristics (1962) 23089
general characteristics (1961) 11968
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 6788
number of inhabitants (1961) 6847

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
geographic identification code scheme
(1961) 6883

climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial census
(1965) 5468

climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;
(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216

conservation, progress and future needs
(address) (1962) 10654

Ohio—Continued
county business patterns, activities covered

by OASDI program (1961) 11875, 20435;
(1963) 15049

district court at Akron, waive sec. 142, title

28 use
law (1962) 23233
reports (1962) 19161, 21478

district judgeship, make permanent for
northern district, report (1964) 17736

electric rate books (1961) 14862; (1962)
15565; (1963) 15498; (1965) 14257

family and property law (1961) 6617
farm vacation enterprises (1964) 14168
5B redevelopment area, statistical profile

(1963) 9789
forest picnic business, survey (1965) 16248
Great Lakes area, fishery products, whole-

sale dealers, lists (1964) 729; (1965)
10885, 18152

job-related expenditures and management
practices of gainfully employed wives
(1965) 4106

labor organizations, reporting, registers
(1961) 9401; (1964) 16572-573

landings

—

fish and shellfish, annual summary, 1964
(1965) 14282

fishery products (1961) 3252; (1962) 4143;
(1963) 3986; (1964) 3814, 6699; (1965)
3638, 3732

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chap-
ters (1961) 1210; (1962) 3307; (1963)
1220; (1964) 2986; (1965) 1352

minor civil divisions, townships, census
1960, map (1961) 16305

municipal water facilities inventory (1961)
15940; (1964) 3105, 18910

natural resources (1964) 2442
Ohio and adjacent States, floods, Jan.-Feb.

1959 (1964) 12525
pollution of sources of Lake Erie (1965)

16830
population, 1960, characteristics (1963)

18660
precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)

3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965)
3492

public school finance program 1962-63 (1963)
12078

Pymatuning Lake compact, amend rel. to use
of, motorboats, consent of Congress

—

laws (1961) 14115; (1964) 15388
reports (1961) 14297, 14599; (1964) 10230,

14081
recreation, private outdoor and forest enter-

prises, directory (1963) 15556
remaining recreational shoreline opportuni-

ties, report (1962) 18337
rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-

files (1962) 16635
sawmills, buying practices and markets,

1955-58 (1963) 6481
Scioto River Basin, flood control survey,

engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 4871
document edition (1963) 4690

small woodland owner (1962) 595
spoil banks, hybrid poplar plantings (1963)

15559
temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10759

truck inventory and use survey (1965) 269
weather stations, decadal census (1963)

16681
women

—

family and property law, summary (1962)

12792; (1964) 7860; (1965) 5480
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Ohio—Continued
women—Continued
labor laws summary (1961) 9832; (1962)

8748; (1963) 11415; (1964) 11725; (1965)
10012

workers, 1960 (1963) 14810
ZIP code directory (1963) 20059

Ohio County, W. Va., coal, preparation char-
acteristics (1964) 14746

Ohio River and Valley:
Belleville Locks and Dam, spillway, hydrau-

lic model investigation (1965) 18049
daily Ohio River bulletin (1965) 3282
flood-producing storms in basin, meteorology

(1961) 16048
floods, magnitude and frequency (1965)

12553
ice at Cincinnati, 1874-1964 (1965) 5470
Kentucky and Indiana, spillway for Mark-

land locks and dam, hydraulic model
investigation (1961) 12599

Pike Island locks and dam, navigation condi-
tions, hydraulic model investigation
(1961) 19274

surface water

—

quality of basin (1965) 745, 7807
records of basin, Oct. 1950-Sept. 1960

(1964) 12522
supply of basin, except Cumberland and
Tennessee basins (1961) 4318; (1962)
2537

time of travel of water, Pittsburgh to Cin-
cinnati (1961) 10688

tributaries, use, administration and naviga-
tion, regulations (1961) 14804

upper valley, character and history (1962)
23589

water pollution control project (1965) 16826
water resources of basin, comprehensive

survey

—

coordinating committee, minutes

—

1st meeting (1965) 521
2d meeting of (1965) 522

information pamphlet (1965) 513
projective economic study (1965) 9069

Ohio River basin, see Ohio River and Valley.
Ohio River Division Laboratories:
Engineers Corps, publications, list (1962)

19449
miscellaneous paper (1965) 4682
technical reports (1962) 493, 7297-98, 11728,

15524-525; (1963) 13880; (1964) 4670,
12352, 14207-208, 17950

Ohio State University, rheogoniometer,
duty-free entry (1964) 14089, 17230,
17580

Ohman, Howard, notes on environmental con-
ditions affecting military logistics in
Thailand (1963) 1434

Ohman, John H.:

black bark as indicator of bird peck defect
in sugar maple (1965) 675

current status of sapstreak disease of sugar
maple in Lake States (1963) 12175

white trunk rot of hardwoods (1964) 18045
Ohmmeters:

digital, description (1964) 21751
electronic, provide direct digital output

(1965) 16662
sense depletion of lubricant in journal bear-

ings (1965) 2848
ZM-l/U, ZM-IA/U, ZM-IB/U, instrument cali-

bration procedure, technical manual
(1964) 13361

Ohring, George, planetary meteorology (1965)
16604

Ohwi, Jisaburo, flora of Japan (1965) 18758
Oil, see Oils—Petroleum.
Oil and Gas Office, press releases (1962) 4229

Oil-barrel cupola (1961) 20864
Oil burners, maple sap evaporators, construc-

tion (1963) 4341
Oil fields, see Petroleum.
Oil films, plankton, stability to artificial sun-

Hght (1963) 3226
see also Lubrications.

Oil Import Administration, press releases
(1962) 4230; (1964) 3911; (1965) 3828

Oil Import Appeals Board:
decisions (1963) 3987; (1965) 3733
press releases (1962) 4231; (1963) 4080

Oil land leasing act, see Mineral lands.
Oil paints, see Paint.
Oil pipe lines, see Pipe lines.

Oil refineries, see Petroleum refineries.

Oil sand, see Sandstone.
Oil shale:

assaying, use of automated Fischer retorts

(1965) 19862
catalyst for vapor-phase hydrogenation of

oils (1965) 5083
Colorado, oxidation (1963) 5492
deposits in U.S., potential of nuclear explo-

sives as stimulant for hydrocarbon pro-
duction (1964) 13110

Federal policies, hearing (1965) 17932
Green River

—

from Colorado, physical structure (1963)
7220

oil yields from core and drill-cutting sam-
pling (1963) 19870

oil yields of sections in Utah, 1952-62
(1964) 11326

ultimate composition of organic material
(1961) 6290

Kentucky's New Albany formation, speci-

fic-gravity to oil-jrield relationships
(1964) 20507

mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)
12938

mining, Rifle, Colo., 1944-56 (1964) 21684
resources of Piceance Creek basin, north-

western Colorado (1961) 12776
technology, review (1964) 14737
thermal degradation, analytical method for

study (1962) 8477
Oil shale reserves, see Naval oil shale re-

serves.
Oil tankers, see Tankers.
Oil well logging, geophysical well logging in

Soviet Union (1965) 2728
Oil wells, see Petroleum.
Oils:

and derivates, trends in industrial markets
(address) (1961) 3675

and fats, daily spot market price index, Jan.
1957-Sept. 1962 (1962) 22439

bacteria of layer waters, oils and rocks of
oil deposits in USSR (1964) 2589

base for insecticide sprays in tobacco ware-
houses (1963) 7533

chemically modified products and industrial
uses, list of publications and patents
(1963) 5797; (1965) 10032

content of corn inbred lines (1964) 7895
current industrial reports (1961) 2989, 5482,

10016; (1962) 3736, 4729, 13042; (1963)
1891, 3574, 7756, 11619, 16894; (1964)
3390, 10051; (1965) 3273, 4343, 10241,
11936, 17215

summary for 1961 (1962) 13046, 20542
derived from coals, optical activity (1964)

20501
determining content in cottonseed, evalua-

tion of rapid method (1964) 1723
economic potential of soaps, detergents, and

surfactants (1964) 10455
edible, market potentials (1964) 11771
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Oils—Continued
fats and oils

—

census of manufactures, 1958, industry
reports (1961) 3908, 13889

situation (1961) 2783; (1962) 3807; (1963)
3645; (1964) 3462; (1965) 3355

Federal item identification guides for supply
cataloging (1962) 9508; (1963) 3657;
(1964) 3475, 12294; (1965) 3377

Federal supply catalog

—

identification list (1963) 19076; (1964)
15829

management data list (1963) 19077; (1964)
4601, 14161, 15830

Federal supply schedule (1961) 6042
food fats and oils, outlook, 1962-63 (re-

marks) (1963) 2140
foreign agriculture circulars (1961) 3274;

(1962) 3876; (1963) 3720; (1964) 3520;
(1965) 3433

foreign trade in marine-animal oils, 1925-59
(1961) 7438

household use in U.S (1961) 6630
industry

—

Checheno-Ingush ASSR, 1960, and goals
for 1961 (1962) 1369

Nauchno - Tekhnichestvo - Scientific Re-
search Society, fourth plenary session
of central board, USSR study (1962)
2857

infrared spectra (1963) 20296
Japan (1962) 7431

market in

—

Egypt and Syria, analysis (1961) 4253
Pakistan (1961) 17275
Turkey (1962) 9660
Northern Regional Research Laboratory,
publications list (1963) 5794

Northern Research and Development Divi-
sion, publications list, 1964 (1965) 10031

soap decline as outlet for fats and oils

(1962) 17374
solid surfaces submerged, effect of pol-

ar-nonpolar solutes on water wettability
(1962) 6363

spontaneous spreading on solids, dynamic
surface phenomena (1965) 11573

storage facilities, expansion during 1950's
(1961) 17

surface chemical methods of displacing oils

and salvaging flooded equipment (1965)
11595

United States production in relation to
world demand (remarks) (1962) 8804

USSR, prospects of super-deep drilling
(1962) 1163

vapor-phase hydrogenation, derived from
coal and oil shale (1965) 5083

vegetable, southeast Asia as U.S. market
(1962) 5219

world market development efforts (summary
of remarks) (1961) 7452

see also Fuel oil—Lubricants—Petroleum

—

aiso names of oils.

Oilseeds:
and oilseed products

—

and marine oils, prospects for foreign
trade (1964) 6738

prospects for foreign trade (1961) 10649;
(1962) 5222; (1963) 6480

and related subjects, list of publications and
patents (1961) 13761; (1962) 16256

composition

—

Northern Regional Research Laboratory,
publications list (1963) 5793

Northern Utilization Research and Devel-
opment Division, publications list, 1964
(1965) 10030

Oilseeds—Continued
crops

—

research, publications (1963) 5799; (1965)
10033

safflower, growing, etc (1961) 17910
crushing equipment, census of manufac-

tures, 1958, industry report, supp (1961)
13889

Japan's industry (1962) 7431
market for U.S. oilmeal in

—

Greece (1962) 9664
Iran (1962) 2502

meal markets, impact of urea, economic
analysis (1961) 9890

processing

—

Northern Regional Research Laboratory,
publications list (1963) 5794

Northern Utilization Research and Devel-
opment Division, publications list, 1964
(1965) 10031

safflower, expanding as crop in U.S (1962)
21613

stocks, by States, 1954-60 (1962) 6590
United States production in relation to

world demand (remarks) (1962) 8804
vegetable oil crushers

—

current industrial reports (1961) 10016
summary for 1961, current industrial re-

ports (1962) 13046
Oitto, Richard H., jr., use of polyester-type

resin to stabilize fractured rock (1965)
11396

Ojibwa Indians, see Chippewa Indians.
Ok Hi Shin, see Shin, Ok Hi.
Ok Nyu Choi, see Choi, Ok Nyu.
Ok Yun Kim, see Kim-Ok Yun.
Oka River, contamination and self-purifica-

tion, USSR study (1964) 20217
Okaloosa County, Florida:
convey property to Board of Public Instruc-

tion

—

hearing (1965) 15784
law (1965) 17386
reports (1965) 13949, 14106

land on Santa Rosa Island, release Federal
interests

—

hearing (1961) 18936
law (1962) 23260
reports (1961) 16732; (1962) 17288

Okamoto, Kimie, see Addington, Kimie 0.
O'Kane, Timothy W., relief (1965) 17785
Okanogan County, Wash.:
Bald Knob quadrangle, geology (1964) 18108
forest statistics (1962) 17575

Okanogan-Simalkameen Division, see Chief
Joseph Dam project.

Okeanologiya (periodical):

translations (1963) 8759, 10550, 10771
Okeechobee, Fla., railroad accident (1963)

12265
O'Keefe, John A., origin of tektites (1963)

20125
Okefenokee National Wildlife Refuge:
general information (1961) 17253
mammals (1962) 7413
reptiles, amphibians, and fishes, list (1964)

19733
O'Kelly, Burke R., free-flight tests of 45° swept

wings of aspect ratio 3.15, etc (1963)
16357

O'Kelley, G. D., computer applications to nu-
clear and radiochemistry (1963) 9681

Okey, R. W.:
effects of miscellaneous wastes on mesophil-

ic activated sludge, soaps, detergents,
and vomitus (1964) 20973

miscellaneous wastes effects on mesophilic
activated sludge cellulose (1964) 15240
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Okhotsk, Sea of, invertebrates, ecological

characteristics of bottom communities,
USSR study (1963) 5403

Okinawa:
construction equipment held for nontactical

use by military services, GAO review
(1963) 12208

guide for Department of Army civilians

(1965) 17067
ineffective supply management of end items

and repair parts, GAO report (1965)

2202
pocket guide (1961) 16162
southern, smaller Foraminifera from late

Tertiary (1964) 10645
Tertiary and Quaternary gastropoda, de-

scription, etc (1961) 6178
United States military operations and mu-

tual security programs overseas, report
(1961) 19147

Okisly margantsa, translations (1963) 6655
Oklahoma:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 5896
agricultural conservation handbooks (1961)

8; (1962) 28
annual survey of manufactures, standard

metropolitan statistical areas, and large
industrial counties, statistics (1962)

18775; (1963) 4570; (1964) 6031
census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1961)

20460
census of business, 1963

—

merchandise line sales, retail trade, statis-

tics (1965) 15303
retail trade, area statistics (1965) 5654
selected services, area statistics (1965)
7220

wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)
7247

census of governments, 1962, State report
(1965) 5686

census of housing, 1960, State and small
areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc (1962)
6778

census of manufactures, 1958, area statis-

tics (1961) 11856
census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-

port (1961) 18141
census of population and housing, 1960,

geographic identification code scheme
(1961) 8536

census of population, 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 20634
general characteristics (1961) 11969
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 4777
number of inhabitants (1961) 5503

climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial census
(1965) 15145

climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;
(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216

cotton cooperatives (1963) 6380
cotton gins

—

effects of electric rates on power expenses
(1961) 11709

power expenses (1962) 8848
cotton, results of 1963 regional variety tests

(1965) 12

county business patterns, activities covered
by OASDI program (1961) 13906, 20441;
(1963) 13285, 18675

district court, eastern and western districts,

transfer of counties, report (1965) 17659
eastern, lake region, small business oppor-

tunities (1961) 9740
economic opportunities. Federal assistance

(remarks) (1965) 8502

Oklahoma—Continued

electric rate books (1961) 14863; (1962)
17484; (1964) 670, 19698

financial contribution for civil defense pur-
poses, approve

—

hearing (1961) 20626
law (1961) 18633
reports (1961) 14344, 17052

fishery products, wholesale dealers, Missis-
sippi River and tributaries, list (1965)
18156

5B redevelopment area statistical profile
(1963) 13366

floods of Apr.-June 1957 (1963) 8352
highway construction practices investiga-

tion, reports on findings (1961) 8792
income tax, withholding from compensation

of Federal employees, agreement (1961)
20228

labor organizations, reporting, registers
(1961) 4784; (1964) 16573

marketing cottage cheese and frozen dairy
products (1962) 61

meat industry, structure, etc (1963) 12044
milk plants, production cost of cottage

cheese and frozen desserts (1963) 14872
milk supplies, coordinating in metropolitan

market (1965) 42
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1961) 1211; (1962) 3308; (1963) 1221;
(1964) 2987; (1965) 1353

minor civil divisions, townships, cities, and
towns, census 1960, map (1961) 16306

Mississippi River and tributaries fishery
products, wholesale dealers, lists (1964)
732; (1965) 10891

municipal waste and water facilities inven-
tory (1961) 15941; (1964) 3107, 18912

Osage pasture reports (1964) 16881; (1965)
15090

population, 1960, characteristics (1963)
13277

precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)
3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965)
3492

precipitation, maximum for 24 hours and
under (1962) 6502

errata (1962) 8745
public assistance, federally aided programs,

excessive financial participation. Wel-
fare Administration, Health, Education,
and Welfare Dept., GAO report (1964)
6764

public school finance program, 1962-63
(1964) 594

rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-
files (1962) 18904

State legislative council, rehabilitation serv-
ices study (1961) 9823

sulfur, resources and production (1964)
20475

temperature, precipitation, and heating de-
gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10760

truck inventory and use survey (1965) 248
uranium in Pennsylvanian age rocks (1962)

21829
weather stations, decadal census (1964)

15162
women, labor laws summaries (1965) 5482
women workers, 1960 (1964) 13555
ZIP code directory (1963) 20060

Oklahoma City, Okla.:
area, sonic-boom exposures during FAA

community-response studies over 6-

month period (1965) 1477
area wage survey, metropolitan area (1965)

19808
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Oklahoma City, Okla.—Continued
census of business, 1958, standard metropol-

itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 3896
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 15290
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16403
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20603

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 4804

income, education, and unemployment in

neighborhoods (1963) 9073
occupational wage survey

—

departmental editions (1961) 1173; (1962)

1580; (1963) 1175; (1964) 1379, 21671
document editions (1961) 366; (1962) 379;

(1963) 280
Will Rogers Field, weather observations,

hourly, decennial census (1963) 11397
Oklahoma Panhandle, water level fluctuations,

correlation with climatic cycles (1963)

8356
Oklahoma State University, mass spectrome-

ter-gas chromatograph, duty-free entry
(1965) 17532, 19405

Oklawaha River:
flood control, etc., engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 4856
document edition (1963) 4689

Okmulgee, Okla.:

redevelopment area

—

opportunities for economic growth (1965)

11890
statistical profile (1962) 13203

Okomoto, Kimie, see Addington, Kimie 0.

Okra, culture (1961) 83; (1962) 16296
Okracoke Island:

hurricane survey and beach erosion control

study, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 7612
document edition (1965) 7395

Okwit, S., design of molecular amplifier group
(1964) 7959

Old age, see Aged—Centenarians—Geron-
tology.

Old-age and survivors insurance:
explanation, adult education reader (1963)

7376
OASI series (1963) 1376, 5661-63, 7374-77,

9305-9, 11281-286, 13045-49, 16562,
18312-314, 20133-134, 21109-111; (1964)

1584-88, 3131-32, 5687-88, 7735-37,

11608-610, 13452, 15083-85, 16861, 18947,
20797-798, 21872-875; (1965) 1629-31,

6905-6, 8278-82, 9923-25, 11688-691,
16859, 20069-70

old-age assistance (1962) 12695
see also Old-age, survivors, and disability

insurance.
Old-Age and Survivors Insurance and EHsabili-

ty Insurance Trust Funds, see Board of

Trustees of Federal Old-Age and Survi-

vors Insurance and Disability Insurance
Trust Funds.

Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Bureau:
accounting for earnings, of covered workers,

GAO review (1961) 9236
accounting for office furniture and equip-

ment, GAO review (1961) 10676

administration of disability insurance pro-

gram, investigation, report on findings

(1961) 20589
employee field conferences, policies, etc.,

GAO review (1962) 17613

Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Bureau—Con.

employees, salaries, etc., limitation, in-

crease, proposal (1961) 5607
ntessage on aid you can expect from social

security office employees (1962) 8584

poster (1962) 6391

Old age assistance:
cases, specified types, monthly cost stand-

ards used by States (1963) 3328; (1964)

10496; (1965) 18055
help needy aged to maintain themselves with

dignity, etc (1965) 7620
medical care under OAA, 1960-64 (1965) 5473

money payments to recipients, Oct. 1963
(1964) 14215

people it helps and how they live (1965) 4690

program facts (1963) 10095; (1964) 12356

population aged 65 and over receiving pay-
ments (1961) 9752

proportion of aged persons receiving pay-
ments, June 1963 (1965) 1623

public assistance under social security act

(1961) 20088
recipient rates and average payments in

counties of U.S., June 1960 (1964) 10498
State aid under social security act, general

provisions (1962) 21704
State plans, characteristics under Social

security act (1965) 6150, 10788
medical and remedial care (1962) 7303

State public assistance plans under social

security act, staff development provi-

sions (1964) 12355
see aiso Old age insurance.

Old age benefits, see Old age insurance—Old
age, survivors, and disability insurance.

Old age insurance:
medical benefits for old-age pensioners under

foreign social security programs (1962)

22801
old age assistance to help needy maintain

themselves (1962) 12695
social security rulings (1963) 4195; (1964)

4040; (1965) 3945
see also Old-age, survivors and disability

insurance.

Old age, survivors, and disability insurance:

aged beneficiaries and older workers fact

book (1961) 5059
age characteristics of child's insurance ben-

eficiaries under OASDI (1965) 8276
amendments of 1960, analysis of benefits

(1961) 6548
analytical note (1962) 14544

basic structure of annual earnings distribu-

tion of workers (1965) 15039
beneficary studies note (1962) 14545

benefits

—

and wages, relationships, 1940-61 (1962)

18456
by income class (1964) 15086
conversion under formula changes (1965)

1624
farm families, questions and answers

(1961) 10075
increase

—

hearings (1961) 7150, 10503
law (1961) 12119
changes made (1961) 15917

reports (1961) 7110, 7119, 12278, 12438

reduced, for retired workers under 65

years of age (1964) 21876
under social security law (1961) 15915;

(1963) 5662
changes made by social security amend-

ments (1961) 13667, 17775, 19161
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Old age, survivors, and disability insurance

—

Continued
concurrent receipt of

—

OASDI benefits by MAA recipients, by
State, Feb. 1965 (1965) 18054

public assistance, tabular release (1965)

2117
county business patterns (1961) 10011,

11872-880, 13905-908, 16264, 18146,

20432-433; (1963) 11614, 13281-286,
15049-55, 16889, 18669-678

announcement and order form (1961) 13867

United States summary (1963) 16889
death payments, lump-sum, payees (1965)

1619, 1627
disabilitv and old-age benefits in curr-

ent-payment status, Dec. 31, 1962 (1965)
1615

disability applicants under program (1964)
13450, 16860; (1965) 8277

disability incidence rates under OASDI sys-
tem for disability onsets occurring in
1956-61 (1965) 11685

disability provisions, administration, report
and recommendations of Medical Advi-
sory Committee (1961) 1468

disabled worker under OASDI, disability
beneficiaries and workers with disability
freeze in 8 metropolitan areas, 1960
survey (1965) 5379

distribution of OASDI contributions within
calendar year, particularly when change
in financing is made (1965) 9922

earnings of retired-worker, aged widow, wid-
owed-mother beneficiaries during survey
year (1962) 14545

employment of women under program (1962)
14544

family benefits in current-payment status,

June 30, 1963 (1965) 1625
farm people, nature and scope of national

social insurance program (1963) 11285
farmers and farm workers under (1965)

15043
financing your social security benefits (1962)

10581; (1964) 1586, 15084; (1965) 11689
handbook (1963) 11283

of statistics, 1955 (1961) 13611
supplement, explains changes made by
amendments of 1960 (1961) 8129

hospital insurance coverage of aged benefi-
ciaries, national survey (1963) 9304

impact of hospitalization costs on aged ben-
eficiaries, national survey (1963) 9302

increase benefits, social security amend-
nrients of 1965

—

actuarial cost estimates (1965) 17747,
19322

analysis (1965) 8985
brief explanation (1965) 15042
hearings (1965) 7495, 10676
law (1965) 15451
reports (1965) 7464, 8792, 13945, 14055
summaries (1965) 7496, 14001, 15836
condensed (1965) 12208

text and justifications recommended bv
HEW (1965) 17921

interviewing in social security, as practiced
in administration of OASDI (1961) 6476

long-range cost estimates under 1956 amend-
ments (1964) 9769

Maine and Texas retirement systems, cover-
age-

law (1964) 13898
reports (1964) 8308, 12232

maximum benefits under social security
amendments of 1965 (1965) 16857

mortality experience of workers entitled to
old-age benefits under OASDI, 1941-61
(1965) 20068

Old age, survivors, and disability insurance

—

([Continued

national survey of beneficiaries, highlight
reports (1963) 9302-4

Nevada to divide retirement systems

—

law (1964) 17241
reports (1964) 8304, 12229

OASI series (1961) 1412, 2625-30, 5050-58,
6477-78, 8127-29, 9665-67, 11513, 13612,
15913-916, 20074-76, 21291; (1962)
1741-50, 3441-42, 6385-92, 8581-85,

10579-581. 12626-630, 18366, 22691,
24046-49

older people who are working, questions and
answers about payments (1962) 3441

payees for lump-sum death payments award-
ed in 1964 (1965) 16858

payments, farm rental income, effect (1961)

5055; (1962) 1745
population aged 65 and over receiving pay-

ments (1961) 9752
present values of OASI benefits in current

payment status, 1960 (1961) 9751
program, 1961, covering workers also cov-

ered under State and local government
retirement systems, survey (1963) 3244

proportion of aged persons receiving bene-

fits, June 1963 (1965) 1623
public information materials, illustrated

catalog (1962) 1740; (1963) 1375
quarterly distribution of OASDI contribu-

tions within calendar year (1965) 13265
relatives in household of mother-child bene-

ficiary groups, national survey (1963)

9303
remarriage tables, based on experience un-

der OASDI (1963) 14696
service area directory (1964) 1590; (1965)

3022
social security

—

benefits for children (1962) 6389
benefits, if you work while you get pay-
ments (1961) 5050

law provisions, general explanation (1964)

13452
rulings (1961) 3585; (1962) 4341, 10649;

(1963) 5722; (1964) 7742; (1965) 6912
State and local governments, employees, so-

cial security credit (1962) 10580
studies on relationship of contributions to

benefits in old-age benefit awards (1965)

16856
Thresher disaster, survivor benefits pay-

able, actuarial analysis (1965) 1621

toward greater security, information about
system (1962) 8586

trust funds

—

earnings from 1960 interest rate (1965)

9921
facts (1961) 2629

validation of coverage for certain State and
local employees in Arkansas

—

law (1962) 23278
reports (1962) 19092, 21391

women, Social Insurance and Taxes Commit-
tee report (1964) 1545

working people past 62, social security

payments, questions and answers (1961)

15913
your greater security, social security pro-

gram (1961) 1412
your social security, basic information

(1961) 8127; (1962) 6388, 12629; (1963)

11281, 13047; (1964) 3131, 9772, 21874
see aiso Social Security.

Old Guard, history of Third Infantry Regiment
(1961) 13832; (1965) 7144

Old Harbor, aircraft accident (1963) 9736

Old house borer (1962) 53
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Old River:
control structures and navigation lock

(1964) 18714
navigation lock, designate Lt. H. L. Abbot

lock, report (1962) 17208
structures, designate Capt. A. A. Humphreys

spillway, report (1962) 17208
Old Stone House, general information (1962)

20191
Olden, June H., fish farming industry (1963)

4948
The older American (1963) 11209
Older American veteran (1964) 15143
Older Americans, Advisory CJommittee on, see

Advisory Committee on Older Ameri-
cans.

Older persons, see Aged—Gerontology.
Older workers, see Labor-Women.
Olds, G. v., data handling system for Bendix

G-15D digital computer (1965) 13159
O'Leary, Timothy J.:

factors affecting horizontal tooth mobility
(1965) 13434

horizontal tooth mobility, instrument for
measuring (1963) 18504

periodontal examination systems (1964)
15239

screening examination for detection of gingi-
val and periodontal breakdown, etc
(1963) 18503

Oleate, adsorption on fluorite and barite, effect
of fluoride, sulfate, and chloride ions,

infrared study (1964) 11319
Oleic acid:

adsorption on fluorite, barite, and calcite,

infrared studies (1963) 9130
oxidation products, radiomimetic effect,

protective action of radioprotectors,
USSR study (1963) 16151

Olenegorsk Mill, USSR, magnetic flotation
method of iron ore concentration, eco-
nomic effectiveness (1962) 22176

Oleomargarine:
cottonseed and soybean oil use, marketing

returns (1962) 60
definitions and standards (1961) 9157
New York City wholesale market facilities

(1963) 1701
Oleoresins, crystallization of southern pines,

tip moth larvae effect (1962) 17597
Oleson, Merval W., calibration study of

(SFNSY) floating shock platform, opera-
tions and instrumentation (1965) 1582

Olfaction in fish, USSR (1963) 8858
Olien, N. A., bibliography of experimental sat-

uration properties of cryogenic fluids

(1965) 9772
Oligoene period, Foraminifera from Viti Levu,

Fiji (1961) 6180, 9254
Oligochaeta, see Annelids.
Olin, I. D.:

aircraft aspect solution in dynamic radar
area measurements (1965) 13179

power transfer between arbitrarily polar-
ized antennas from experimentally
measurable parameters (1965) 13190

Olin Mathieson Chemical Corporation, pro-
curement of ball powder for .30 caliber
blank ammunition, by Army Dept., GAO
report (1965) 7768

Olitoriside, see Glycosides.
Olivier, Charles P., second catalog of hourly

nneteor rates (1965) 9917
Oliver, W. B., snow surveys for Alaska (1963)

9389; (1964) 4038
Oliver, William A., jr.:

Devonian colonial coral genus Billingsas-
traea and its earliest known species
(1964) 4798

Oliver, William A., jr.—Continued
new Kodonophyllum and associated rugose

corals from Lake Matapedia area,
Quebec (1963) 6556

redescription of 3 species of corals from do-
lomite in New York (1963) 6555

Silurian rugose corals from Lake Temis-
couats area, Quebec (1963) 6556

Olives:

industry of Mexico (1962) 592
production, use, value (1961) 17852; (1962)

18518; (1963) 18340
ripe, recipes (1961) 7435

Olivomycin, antibiotics, morphological action
on cells of ascitic form of Ehrlich's tu-
mor, USSR study (1963) 6704

Olmos, Peru, uranium reconnaissance in dis-
trict (1962) 14872

Olmstead, George B., relief (1961) 20541A;
(1962) 5008, 6904

Olmstead, Frederick L., papers in Library of
Congress, register (1964) 1390

Olmstead Air Force Base, Middletown, Pa.,
ground water resources (1962) 640

Olsen, Carl D., dairy cattle feeding practices
(1964) 9720

Olsen, Donald A.:

relief of estate (1964) 17495
relief of widow and minor children (1965)

10426
Olsen, Genevieve, relief (1964) 15651; (1965)

10614, 15422
Olsen, Kenneth L., oxygen and carbon dioxide

levels for storage of Delicious apples
(1964) 9949

Olsen, William A., jr., integrated hot
wire-stillwell liquid level sensor system
for liquid hydrogen and other cryogenic
fluids (1964) 1474

Olsen Oeek, intertidal ecology and life history
of pink salmon (1965) 4771

Olson, Alec G.:

contested election, notice of dismissal, etc
(1963) 4725

hearing (1963) 9938
Olson, Grant:
economic developments in Sweden, 1962

(1963) 8399
establishing business in Sweden (1965) 17286
foreign trade regulations, Norway (1965)

4427
selling in Norway (1965) 15391

Olson, Jerry C, geologic distribution and re-

sources of thorium (1965) 727
Olson, Leonard:
occupational wage surveys

—

Davenport-Rock Island-Moline, lowa-Hl
(1965) 5050

Des Moines, Iowa (1964) 13061; (1965) 9512
Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minn (1964) 11280
Rockford, 111 (1964) 16593; (1965) 14628
St. Louis, Mo.-Hl (1965) 5052
Waterloo, Iowa (1965) 5053

Olson, Robert M., in vivo method to measure
relative blood viscosity, etc (1963) 7631

Olson, Thomas A., Air Force resupply pallet
tests (1963) 5861

Olszewski, (Jeorge J., restoration of Ford's
Theatre (1964) 7614

Oltman, R. K, Amazon River investigations
(1964) 6801

Olustee Arboretum, performance of forest
trees (1963) 19269

Olympia, Wash., port (1965) 2112
Olympic Association, see United States Olym-

pic Association.
Olympic Committee, see United States Olympic

(Committee.
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Olympic games:
Armed Forces participation, increase ex-

penditure ceiling

—

hearing (1964) 6496
report (1964) 328

hold 1968 games in United States, invita-

tion

—

law (1963) 17025, 18772
reports (1963) 13568, 15359, 17137

winter, Squaw Valley, Calif., 1960, incorpo-
rated, unauthorized use of Federal funds
advanced to organizing committee for
construction of sports arena, GAO re-

view (1963) 20719
Olympic National Forest, report, 1962 (1964)

2371
Olympic National Park, general information

(1961) 6447; (1963) 16440; (1964) 3063;
(1965) 18639

Olympic Peninsula, northern, Foraminifera
(1964) 8766

Omaha, Nebr.:
census of business, 1958, standard metropol-

itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 5448
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 17176
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 11924
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 23080

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical areas (1962) 2234

Eppley Airfield, weather observations, hour-
ly decennial census (1963) 11393

geology (1965) 6342
occupational wage survey

—

departmental editions (1961) 4792; (1962)
6195; (1963) 5440; (1964) 7403; (1965)
2797

document editions (1961) 4010; (1962) 4897;
(1963) 4696

post office dedication (address) (1964) 20720
Omaha Indians:
judgment funds, disposition

—

law (1961) 18627
reports (1961) 14626, 16719

Omaha Tribe of Nebraska, disposition of judg-
ment funds, report (1965) 17592

Oman:
amity, economic relations, and consular

rights, treaty, text, report (1963) 20527
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 14693
Oman, Gulf of, sailing directions (1961) 2063
OMAT, see Manpower, Automation and Train-

ing Office.

OME, see Minerals Exploration Office.

OMEP, see World Organization for Early
(Hhildhood Ekiucation.

Omidvar, Kazem, theory of 2s and 2p excita-
tion of hydrogen atom induced by elec-

tron impact (1964) 13220
Omilak area, Alaska, lead-silver deposits

(1962) 16024
OMNIFORM, see Electronic computers.
Omniranges:
VHF—
equipment, maintenance evaluation, FAA
handbooks (1964) 12382; (1965) 534

installation instructions, FAA handbook
(1963) 19167

VOR—
airborne receiving equipment for air car-

rier aircraft, technical standard order
(1964) 4684

Omniranges—Continued
VOR—Continued
and VOT equipment modifications and in-

structions, reference handbook (1963)
10111

characteristics on 200-foot tower (1962)
11044

Omohundro, Eleanor E., survey of common
trust funds, 1962 (1963) 13938

OMRE, see Organic moderated reactor experi-
ment.

On, F. J., mechanical impedance simulation in

shock and vibration testing (1963) 16389

On, Lee Dock, see Lee Dock On.
On becoming juvenile court judge (1961) 11983
On mechanics of tornado (1964) 11695
On old positions, USSR (1962) 988
On property of contacts (1961) 2157
On the firing line (1962) 1572
On-the-job training, see Employee training.

On thin ice (Soviet novel) (1965) 995
Onaga, Ryotei, basic data on economy of Ryu-

kyu Islands (1964) 864
Onanian, Edward D., analysis of work stop-

pages, 1963 (1965) 1282
Oncogenic properties of viruses, USSR (1964)

16559
Oncology:
cancer cells, book review of E. V. Cowdry's

monograph, USSR (1961) 15566
chemotherapy symposium, USSR (1962) 9975

clinical, problems, translations (1964) 21494
Institute of Warsaw, Poland, work (1962)

5938
mechanics of cellular growth, USSR study

(1965) 9330
Moldavian SSR conference (1963) 19533
morphological characteristics of data, USSR

study (1961) 7584
problems (USSR periodical) (1965) 11214
RSFSR translations (1962) 23697
scientific research, Estonian SSR (1962)

21974
Soviet concepts and methods of research

(1962) 5575
studies conducted by Institute of Epidemi-

ology and Microbiology, USSR (1961)
787

USSR, recent aspects (1963) 8608
see aJso Cancer.

Oncorhynchus, see Salmon.
Oncorhynchus nerka, see Salmon.
One-cent piece, see Cent.
100 years after, newsletter of Civil War Cen-

tennial Commission (1961) 3023; (1962)

4144; (1963) 3988; (1964) 3815; (1965)
3734

One hundred years and still going strong (ad-

dress) (1961) 1638
100 years of service (1962) 72
One nation's response to communism (1961)

9384
One of the effective means of perceiving es-

sence of life, USSR (1962) 23917
One-third of a nation, report on young men

found unqualified for military service
(1964) 7678

One-trial learning and quantum psychophys-
ics, synthesis (1964) 15006

One-two-three and the moon. Mercury, Gemini,
Apollo, America's manned space flight

program (1963) 12844
O'Neal, Boyd B., jr., salaries of white-collar

workers in Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and
Alaska, May-June 1963 (1964) 7415

O'Neal, Robert L., Explorer XXIII micrometeo-
roid satellite, description, etc (1965)
16672
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O'Neill, G. L., sodium logging in fast ceramic
reactor fuels (1965) 8542

O'Neill, James F.:

brown iron ore resources

—

Barbour, Butler, Crenshaw, and Pike
Counties, Ala (1965) 11385

Quitman C^ounty, Ga (1965) 12828
O'Neill, John P., static electricity (1963) 12780
Oneonta, N.Y., redevelopment area, statistical

profile (1962) 13169
Onge, Robert A. St., see Onge, Robert A.

ONI, see Naval Intelligence Office.

Onions:
Botrytis neck rot, relationship of fungicides

and field spacings (1964) 20900
canning or freezing, marketing agreement or

order, develop (1965) 17585
diseases and their control (1961) 20283
futures trading and open contracts (1961)

3050-51
stocks (1961) 3672; (1962) 6482; (1963) 3366;

(1964) 5713, 9843; (1965) 5421
quality changes during marketing (1963) 5

Onotoa Atoll, Foraminifera (1962) 5299
ONR, see Naval Research Office.

Ontario, Calif.:

census of housing, 1960, standard of metro-
politan statistical area, tenure, rooms,
condition and plumbing, etc (1962) 18855

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 13080

occupational wage survey

—

departmental editions (1961) 1174; (1962)

3265; (1963) 5438; (1964) 5437, 21673
document editions (1961) 367; (1962) 2313;

(1963) 4694
Ontario, Canada:
Minnesota border lakes, catalog of charts

(1961) 4807
pension benefit act, 1964 amendments (1965)

6907
Ontario Lake:

small craft, gale and whole gale warning
facilities chart (1961) 13726; (1962)
16229; (1963) 13129; (1965) 15148

water level raising, claims for property
damage, investigate

—

law (1962) 18956
reports (1962) 17206, 21027

Ontario-Mohawk Plain, soil conservation
methods (1965) 8421

Onthophagus, see Beetles.

Ontogenesis, see Ontogeny.
Ontogeny:

course, nature of peripheral and central in-

hibition, analysis of its formation and
transformation, USSR study (1961)
15206

dogs, formation and development of mobility
of neural processes (1962) 5581

early stages, polysaccharides in human tis-

sues, USSR study (1962) 946
evolution, factors which determine changes,

USSR study (1961) 2200
postnatal, cyto-and myeloarchitectonic char-

acteristics of sections of motor area in

human (1962) 1181
problems, USSR study (1964) 20101
rabbits irradiated during various periods of

prenatal development with light, pri-

mary reaction, USSR study (1965) 9337
Ontonagon, Mich.:
harbor improvement, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 494
document edition (1962) 388

Oocytes:
coccidia, of rabbit, bactericidal effect of ul-

trasound, USSR study (1962) 17940

Oocytes—Continued
frogs

—

localization of nucleoprotides, detection by
means of ultraviolet and luminescent
microscopy, USSR study (1964) 5007

nuclear structures, investigation, USSR
study (1964) 5269

sturgeon, metaphase of 1st maturation divi-

sion, USSR study (1964) 1240
Oospores, tobacco mildew, Bulgarian studies

(1964) 1000
OP series (1961) 13599; (1962) 3409, 8576-77,

12608, 14541, 16090-91, 18364, 22680,
24045; (1963) 1374, 5660, 7372,
11194-195, 12959-960, 14635; (1964) 5622,
7657-58, 13350

Opacity, small particles (1965) 9615
Opekiska Lock and Dam, spillway stilling ba-

sins (1962) 500
Open market, see Markets and marketing.
Open pit mining, see Mines and mining—aiso

names of metals and minerals mined.
Open space action, report to Outdoor Recrea-

tion Resources Review Commission
(1962) 18376

Open space land, planning and taxation, se-

lected bibliography (1965) 11759
Open-space land program

—

fact sheet on Federal assistance in acquisi-

tion of permanent open-space land
(1962) 20362

guides (1962) 10720; (1963) 3392; (1964)

20868
Operating engineers:
employment outlook (1962) 8415; (1964) 9424
national apprenticeship standards, 1963

(1964) 5923
Operating history of U.S. nuclear power reac-

tors (1964) 15288
Operating room manual (1961) 6268
Operation Abolition:

truth about film, reports (1961) 20560; (1962)

2331
pt. 1 and 2, print additional copies, re-

ports (1962) 15215, 15408
Operation and maintenance equipment and

procedures, release, Reclamation Bureau
(1961) 3549; (1962) 4151; (1963) 3995;

(1964) 3822
Operation Bren (evaluation of radiation doses

received by persons exposed to nuclear
weapons): (1964) 4294; (1965) 181,

17084-85
operation plan and hazards report (1962)

14835
Operation Chlorine, Public Health Service

report (1964) 5663
Operation Hardtack (nuclear effects tests)

(1961) 1724, 16223, 18102-103; (1964)

5992
Operation Helping Hand, Armed Forces react

to earthquake disaster (1965) 6093
Operation Henre (high energy neutron reac-

tions experiment):
technical concept (1965) 11914

Operation Lead Dog 1960 (Army Transporta-
tion Environmental Operations (iroup)

(1961) 20224
Operation of radioactive material disposal

facilities (1962) 11012
Operation Outdoors (national forest wildlife)

(1961) 6126
Operation Pathfinder (air traffic control)

(1961) 11755
Operation Plumbbob (nuclear effects test)

(1961) 232-233, 5402-3, 8428-29,

18100-101; (1962) 11036, 16406-409,

18749, 23064; (1963) 141, 16861
Operation Pointblank, tale of bombers and

fighters (1962) 20429
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Operation Service Club (program projects)

(1962) 161
Operation Swamp Fox 1, terrain and soil

trafficability observations (1962) 21699
Operation Teapot (atomic weapons effects,

test) (1961) 197, 8427; (1965) 13539
Operation Upshot-Knothole (thermal radiation

and blast effects) (1964) 131
(!)peration-volunteers, program to help the

handicapped (1963) 10889
Operation Waterproof 4th grade (1963) 16515
Operational definition of mechanical mobility

(1961) 2632
Operational experiences of turbine-powered

commercial transport airplanes (1962)
23988

Operational Steel Pike (amphibious exercise):

merchant marine role, hearings (1965) 8896
Operations against guerrilla forces (1963)

1193; (1964) 1394, 16619
Operations Nougat and Storax, in situ stress-

es in rock, Rainier Mesa, Nevada test

site (1964) 19256
Operations research analysis, see Research

analysts.
Operations (surgical), see Surgery.
Operator variance in determination of plastic

limit (1964) 8508
Ophthalmic products, census of manufactures,

1958, industry report (1961) 3929
Ophthalmologists, Congress, German Demo-

cratic Republic (1965) 7861
Ophthalmology:

beta-radiation therapy, USSR study (1964)
20206

dissertation themes for degrees, USSR, list

(1965) 16421
international congress on genetics, Brno,

Czechoslovakia (1965) 16515
northern Caucasus conference on sanatori-

um, etc., treatment of eye diseases,
USSR report (1963) 19728

photostress and flash blindness

—

in aerospace operations (1963) 18507
study (1963) 4422

retinal O2 saturation (1962) 22963
services in Cuba, USSR evaluation (1965)

6418
use of ultrasonics, USSR study (1965) 2781
USSR, conference of ophthalmologists, in-

terrepublican (1962) 10000
Vietnamese, translations (1964) 7315

Opiates, see Narcotics.
Opinions, see names of courts, etc., rendering

opinions

—

also subject involved.
Opisthobranchia, Ripley, Owl Creek, and Prai-

rie Bluff formations (1964) 18125
Opium:

laws, compilation (1965) 1970
production, trade and use, limitation, proto-

col (1963) 11306
regulations (1964) 21724
regulatory taxes (1965) 2827
traffic (1961) 13468; (1962) 18243; (1963)

16352; (1964) 16651; (1965) 18463
Opium poppy, see Poppies.
Oppegard, Blanche E.:

international petroleum trade (1963) 3799;
(1964) 3609; (1965) 3526

world retail prices and taxes on gasoline,
kerosine, and motor lubricating oils,

1962 (1963) 16348
Opportunities for educators. Army's American

dependents schools (1962) 20499
overseas (1962) 155

Opportunities for postdoctoral research in

physical and mathematical sciences at
National Bureau of Standards (1962)
22608; (1964) 1495

Opportunities in oceanography (1965) 6901
Optical analyzers:
behavior in dogs and monkeys, morphologi-

cal basis for inequality, USSR study
(1962) 2832

human visual analyzer, USSR studies (1965)
2776

strain on visual analyzers, USSR study
(1964) 11212

structural changes in visual analysor of
monkeys after extirpation of cervical
lobes, USSR study (1964) 12757

Optical anistropy and conformation of mole-
cules of soluble (transfer) ribonucleic
acid (S-RNA), USSR (1964) 12801

Optical calibration of U.S. Naval Space Sur-
veillance System (1962) 20218

Optical equipment, see Optical instruments
and apparatus.

Optical filters, see Palters and filtration.

Optical glass, see Glass.
Optical illusion, elevator, observation during

subgravity preceded by negative accel-
erations (1963) 16791

see also Distortion.
Optical instruments and apparatus:

design, military standardization handbook
(1964) 561

drawings for optical elements and systems
requirements, military standard (1961)
4137

Hungarian conference on technical measur-
ing, lectures (1962) 5554

materials, infrared spectral emissivity
(1961) 13596

mechanisms for spacecraft optical instru-
mentation (1965) 18558

oil-damped mercury pool makes precise opti-

cal alignment tool (1965) 16642
optical theodolites, new developments, East

Germany (1962) 7662
simple system used to align spectrograph

(1965) 6669
tooling scale, instrument calibration proce-

dure, technical manual (1964) 11524
transmission properties of transparent ma-

terials, effect of electrons (1965) 6692
wide-angle overlapping monoculars for pro-

viding pilot's field of vision (1964) 9610
Optical measurements:
electrochemical analysis, by emf conduct-

ance, optional methods (1965) 18615
equations for determining lunar vehicle pos-

ition in earth-moon space from simulta-
neous onboard optical navigation (1963)
5596

long time azimuths of ANNA flashing satel-
lite (1964) 19150

measurements of position of vehicles in
earth-moon space (1963) 12878

onboard

—

manual procedure for determining position
in space (1965) 2866

to determine position and velocity of
spacecraft in earth-moon space regions
(1964) 18774

Optical mechanics, see Mechanics (persons).
Optical observation of artificial earth satel-

lites (1961) 6404
Optical properties of satellite materials, theo-

ry of optical and infrared properties of
metals (1963) 9149, 19905

Optical pyrometers, see Pyrometers.
Optical quantum oscillators, see Lasers.
Optical radiation, see Radiation.
Optical reflectivity, see Reflectivity.
Optical scintillation, literature survey (1965)

8145
Optical spectra, see Spectra.
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Optical study of transverse detonation waves
(1961) 10880

Optical systems:
computer programs simplify analysis (1965)

8077
light ray modulation controls alignment

(1965) 14775
Optics:
equipment for utilization of solar energy

(1961) 9941
literature cited (1962) 11021

fiber optics, review of U.S. Government re-

ports (1965) 14883
Fresnel zone plate forms images at wave-

length below 1000 angstroms (1965)
11443

Hungarian technical measuring conference,

lectures (1962) 5554
ion, for electron-bombardment ion thrustor

(1965) 13012
ion-thrustor, numerical evaluation (1963)

11042
Kristall light range finder, USSR study

(1965) 16433
micromachining produces optical apertures

to micron dimensions (1964) 20565
microwave, symposium (1961) 108
millimeter waves and radioastronomy, USSR

study (1963) 2520
new thoughts and methods in optical plan-

ning, Hungarian study (1964) 1233
nonlinear, experimental work, USSR study

(1965) 7951
optical activity in oils derived from coals

(1964) 20501
optical arrangement increases useful light

output of semiconductor diodes (1965)

5134
optical inertial space sextant for advanced

space navigation system (1965) 1397
optico-acoustic gas analyzers of carbon

monoxide, carbon dioxide and methane,
description and instructions for assem-
bling and operation, etc., USSR study
(1965) 6410

precision measurement and calibration
standards, selected papers (1961) 6419

errata (1963) 9201
precision-mechanics, training technological

engineers. East CJermany (1962) 7615
radiation at 2d optical harmonic, USSR

study (1965) 2643
relative optical air mass, new table and

approximation formula (1965) 4679
ruby samples, tests (1964) 13346
technique for visual detection of distant

objects in space by use of optical filter-

ing (1965) 1475
unscreening of images for optimum visual

information, French study (1963) 1063

used to measure torque at high rotational

speeds (1965) 2845
see also Light—Optical measurements.

Optics, Acoustics, and Film Technology Socie-

ty, Hungarian, reports (1962) 7653
Optimal binary codes for small rates of trans-

mission of information, USSR (1962)

17831
Optimal control:
Banach spaces, essential conditions, USSR

study (1964) 18471
in linear systems with time lags, USSR

(1963) 14224
of Markov objects, USSR study (1962) 22197

theory, and contact transformations (1965)
19879

Optimal coplanar flight between orbits (1964)
20623

Optimal processes:
algorithm for optimizing manufacture and

distribution of non-homogeneous produc-
tion, USSR study (1964) 9080

application of principle of maximum (1965)
2379

automatic control systems with linear con-
trolling function, L. S. Pontryagin's
maximum principle, USSR study (1961)

17364
conditions sufficient for optimum, USSR

study (1961) 17367
constructing trajectories, USSR study (1962)

5438
continuous control systems dynamics based

on gradient method, USSR study (1962)

10058
control

—

in case of limited phase coordinates, USSR
study (1962) 2612

probability problem, USSR study (1963)
668

problem, USSR study (1964) 14562, 16552
rocket booster (1964) 13146
theory, problems, USSR study (1964) 9346

depreciation costs on equipment under condi-

tions of optimal utilization, USSR study
(1965) 16407

determining optimal system, USSR study
(1962) 894

dynamics of continuous optimalizing control

systems in presence of random scanning
signals, USSR study (1962) 10036

estimation, space vehicle trajectories sec-

ondary errors and off-design conditions

(1964) 7528
fast-acting theory in linear systems (1961)

19483
linear programming in optimal planning,

evaluation, USSR study (1962) 7872
linear rapid-actions with aid of relay

scheme, USSR study (1962) 1151
logical net mechanization for time-optimal

regulation (1963) 3158
mathematical theory, USSR study (1962)

19838
maximum principle in theory of, USSR
study (1961) 15024

Optical techniques:
determination of optical technology experi-

ments for satellite (1965) 14738
high density optical memory drum (1964)

11783
measurement of plastic bending strains at

elevated temperature (1962) 6361
temperature and concentration measure-

ments of combustion in supersonic
streams (1964) 18769

Optical tooling scale (1964) 11524
Optical torque tester, Sturdevant model OTT

500 and 165, test instrument calibration

procedure (1962) 6383
Optical torquemeter for high rotational speeds

(1962) 22569
Opticians:

dispensing, employment outlook (1962) 8358
employment outlook (1964) 9425

Optics:
appraisal of Lord John W. S. Rayleigh, pa-

pers (1965) 1804
atmospheric

—

and actinometry, USSR 5th interdepart-

mental conference on (1964) 7323
selected articles, USSR (1964) 14909

classification bulletin (1964) 20716
definitions, classification bulletin (1965) 2969

electron optical studies of low-pressure gas-
es (1963) 16420
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Optics—Continued
electrostatic-thrustor, electroljrtic tank ana-

log for 2-dimensional analysis (1965)
11474

numerical method for solving

—

optimal control problems, USSR study
(1962) 17898

problems of optimum control, USSR study
(1964) 16314

operating conditions of certain automata
with programmed control, USSR study
(1963) 10708

optimalization of Polish industrial develop-
ment plan (1964) 7303

optimization of time-temperature parame-
ters for creep and stress rupture (1965)
16710

Pontryagin's maximality principle and opti-
mal rocket thrust programming, USSR
study (1962) 9836

problems in theory of optimum control,
USSR study (1962) 18078

problems of optimal control, USSR study
(1965) 4950

statistical problem of optimal control, USSR
study (1962) 5657

successive approximation methods for solv-
ing optimality problems, USSR study
(1963) 6678

theory

—

existence of absolute minimum in one
problem, USSR study (1963) 16135

linear systems (1961) 17366
of analytical design of regulators, USSR
study (1962) 17894

of regulations, USSR study (1962) 7920
USSR study (1961) 15023

trajectories of nonlinear systems, problem,
USSR study (1962) 2693

variational problems of optimizing control
processes in systems wdth bounded coor-
dinates, USSR study (1962) 19682-

Optimal self-adaptation of metabolic processes
in cell, USSR (1965) 14577

Optimal strategies and human behavior in

fungus-eater game 4 (1964) 11798
Optimization of back-to-front suppression and

frequency bandwidth relationship for
3-dimensional acoustic arrays (1965)
13185

Optimized printer plotting system consisting
of complementary 7090 (FORTRAN) and
1401 (SPS) subroutines (1964) 11383-384

Optimum correction of thrust transient meas-
urements (1965) 14752

Optimum filament wound composites (1962) 107

Optimum nonlinear control of second order
nonlinear system (1961) 8030

Optimum-rate processes with bounded phase
coordinates, USSR (1961) 15017

Optimum second order relay servomechanisms,
Poland (1962) 7853

Optimum time for treating radiation injury

wounds, Hungary (1962) 5423
Optometrists:
employment outlook (1962) 8386
occupations, employment outlook (1964) 7377

Optometry:
grants for training program improvements

and scholarships

—

hearing (1965) 17946
law (1965) 19165
reports (1965) 17565, 17583, 19422

student loan program (1965) 16817
extend to

—

hearings (1964) 15593
law (1964) 21146
reports (1964) 17547, 17760, 19459

O'Quinlivan, Michael, U.S. marines in Qvil
War, bibliography (1963) 16305

Oquirrh Mountains, Middle Canyon, hydrogeol-
ogy (1963) 19324

Oral cancer, see Cancer.
Oral diseases, see Mouth.
Oral Ebcfoliative Cytolog^y, Conference on,

transactions, Nov. 4, 1960 (1961) 16039
Oral hygiene, see Mouth.
Oral ulcerations, see Mouth.
Orange, Thomas W., tensile coupon tests of

cryoformed AISI stainless steel pressure
vessels at cryogenic temperatures (1964)
21763

Orange, N.J., railroad accidents (1961) 12833
Orange, Tex., census of housing, 1960, special

reports for local housing authorities
(1961) 18381

Orange County, Fla., soil survey (1961) 1481
Orange County, Calif.:

San Gabriel River to Newport Bay, beach
erosion control study, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 4869
document edition (1963) 4693

Orange juice:

and grapefruit, canned blended, standards
for grades (1965) 4087

canned, standards for grades (1963) 7539
frozen concentrated, special promotional

campaign, evaluation (1961) 5268; (1965)
5516

standards for grades

—

canned (1965) 8
canned concentrated (1965) 7
concentrated, for manufacturing (1965) 9
frozen concentrated (1964) 19049

Orange wainscot lighting system for use in
combat information centers (1962) 12574

Orangeburg County, S. C, fish hatchery, ac-
ceptance by U.S., hearings (1961) 378

Oranges:
California carton loads, protective services

for shipments (1962) 6576
detecting and identifying artificial coloring

(1965) 18170
economic feasibility of radiation-pasteuriz-

ing (1963) 19090
Floiida—
forecasting quality and pounds-solids

(1964) 9911
handling in pallet boxes (1962) 8850
Murcott honey, seasonal changes (1962)
20426

Thielaviopsis basicola associated with de-

clining sweet orange seedlings (1963)
20270

with and without color added, consumer
acceptance (1962) 14752

marketing costs and grower's returns, im-
pact of technological change (1963) 1706

radiation pasteurization in southern region
(1965) 13533, 17139

Orbit-launched nuclear vehicle design and per-
formance evaluation procedure for es-

cape and planetary missions (1963)
12849, 19908

Orbiting Geophysical Observatory:
general information (1965) 14755
ground operation equipment (1964) 3007
motion and orientation of orbiting, visual

presentation (1965) 14843
new tool for space research (1962) 20158
(XJO experiments and spacecraft (1965)

^ , . 6702-A
Orbits:

analysis, USSR papers (1962) 8525
analytical representation of Musen's theory

of artifical satellites in terms of orbital
true longitude (1963) 3133
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Orbits—Continued
application of intrinsic differentiation to

orbital problems involving curvilinear

coordinate systems (1965) 13031

around moon, fixed-based simulator of abili-

ty of human pilot to establish, study

(1961) 11431
atmospheric braking for transfer into Mar-

tian orbit (1965) 13018
celestial bodies, motion, simultaneous com-

putation of secular and resonance ef-

fects (1964) 13223
computation of sub-satellite points from

orbital elements for launch interference

purposes (1965) 13009
differential correction for Vinti's accurate

intermediary orbit (1963) 1283
earth

—

circular, magnetic attitude control of

rigid, axially symmetric spinning satel-

lites (1965) 19880
high eccentricity, prelaunch analysis

(1965) 1474
rendezvous, influence of precession on lu-

nar mission requirements (1963) 1304

eccentricity of gravity-gradient-oriented

lenticular satellite, solar radiation pres-

sure influence (1965) 8102
Echo I satellite and its rocket casing, behav-

ior during first 500 days (1962) 16060,

22544
elements

—

meteors (1961) 6545
photographic meteors (1961) 9747

secular variations dependence on air re-

sistance (1961) 1324
elliptic

—

central force laws (1964) 13636
eccentric and true anomaly tables (1963)

11091
lunar landing technique for landing from

elliptic orbit established by Hohmann
transfer (1965) 1471

variables and their time rates (1961) 4902
elliptical planetary, accuracy of determining

variations (1961) 4909
elliptical satellite, calculation of eclipse fac-

tor (1962) 16053
error analysis of Scout research vessel

(1963) 11034
geodetic parameters, review (1963) 12884
intermediary, accurate, computational pro-

cedure for Vinti's theory (1962) 10513
interplanetary missions

—

high-energy chemical stages performance
analysis (1964) 5507

utilizing Ist-generation nuclear stages,

parametric performance analysis (1964)

21759
launched vehicles, influence of weight par-

ameters on propulsion requirements
(1963) 11020, 18135

low-thrust Mars orbiter mission using
Snap-8 analysis of guidance perturba-
tions (1963) 1278

low-thrust orbit raising in continuous sub-

light (1964) 9567
lunar

—

abort from manned landing and return to

rendezvous in 50-mile orbit (1963) 1306
braking and descent, parametric perform-
ance analysis (1965) 5224
errata (1965) 11464

element control with potential applica-

tions to manned space missions (1964)

11391
geometrical characteristics established

from earth-moon trajectories (1963)

11057

Orbits—Continued
lunar—Continued
near-circular, using simplified guidance

techniques, simulator study of ability of
pilots (1965) 6698

orbit descents, analog study (1963) 3143
orbit rendezvous decision, hearing (1962)

17130
orbit-rendezvous mode and abort situa-

tions, analytical study of lunar landing
trajectories (1964) 3015

rendezvous scheme, parametric investiga-
tion (1963) 11025

retrograde velocities required for estab-
lishing, survey (1961) 19980

returning from moon to specified geo-
graphic landing area (1963) 11038

transfer ephemeris deviation, technique
(1964) 21747

merit for moon probes, preliminary study
(1962) 18293

nearly circular, computation of perturba-
tions using non-singular set of vectorial

elements (1962) 18280
Nimbus meteorological satellite, earth ob-

lateness and relative sun motion in de-

termination (1961) 13535
100-hour, and longer, man's trainability for,

USSR study (1964) 10928

optimal coplanar flight between orbits (1964)
20623

orbital flight handbooks (1965) 16624-625,
18485

orbital storage of liauid hydrogen (1961)
17714

osculating derivatives of elements and para-
meters (1962) 3364

periodic

—

for moon probes (1963) 5609
in three-body problem, series solution

(1964) 20611
precessing near-earth parking, determin-
ing modal arrival times at moon (1964)
18770

precision, of 413 photographic meteors
(1961) 6546

rendezvous

—

or rocket-mastodon, USSR study (1963)
5397

two-impulse plan for performing on
once-a-day basis (1961) 1295

satellites

—

aid in orbit (1962) 8482
computation by Hansen method as modi-

fied by Musen (1964) 5524
computation by naval space surveillance

system (1965) 9827
computation program for Izsak's 2d-order

solution of Vinte's dynamical problem
(1963) 5578

coordinates and real-time position compu-
tation (1962) 12567

differences between calculated and ob-

served positions, method of calculating

(1961) 4891
Explorer VII satellite performance data

(1961) 13502
geodetic utilization, analysis of gravita-

tional and geometric aspects (1961) 7960

Hansen's theory as applied to motion

(1961) 1302
lifting reentry, low-speed static stability

characteristics of two suitable configu-

rations (1961) 9532
long range effects caused by moon and sun

(1964) 9618, 14902
lunar and solar perturbations in motion

(1961) 4892
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Orbits—Continued
satellites—Continued

luni-solar long period effect in motion
(1961) 15804

motion with critical inclination (1961) 9748
erratum (1961) 15965

observation by expectation method (1961)
1325

perturbations

—

due to air resistance (1961) 1323
first-order in motion due to oblateness of

earth (1961) 1322
first order oblateness and naval space

surveillance system (1965) 9826
position display, computer design (1961)

20059
rotation of earth satellite in flight along

its orbit (1961) 20139
secular variations in orbit of oblate plan-

et, theory (1961) 19993
spaceships successful launchings, USSR
study (1961) 2239

theory, critical inclination problem (1963)
7302

Vinti's theory, determination of mean ele-

ments (1964) 13237
space orbital rendezvous

—

for least fuel and least energy, analytical
study (1962) 8520

hearing (1961) 12363
report (1961) 16673

two-center problem orbits as intermediate
orbits for restricted 3-body problem
(1965) 16685

velocity requirements for 2-impulse trans-
fers between circular and coplanar exte-

rior elliptical orbit (1961) 7963
visual binary, catalog (1964) 9669
von Zeipel and modified Hansen methods as

applied to artificial satellites compared
(1963) 21005

Orchard grass, Latar, for conservation in

West (1962) 73
Orchards:

apple, young, establishing and managing
(1962) 10400; (1964) 15208

land use, problems and conservation treat-

ment. Western States (1963) 11289
peach. Eastern U.S., soil management (1962)

1933
Order of Railroad Telegraphers, emergency

board reports (1961) 20693; (1962) 19447,
21667

Order of Railway Conductors and Brakemen,
emergency board reports (1962) 2415;
(1963) 12082

Orders, see names of departments, etc., issuing
orders—also subjects.

Ordinance of 1787, text (1961) 5765; (1963)
9953; (1965) 10568

Ordinal ranking, see Rank order.

Ordinates and theoretical pressure-
distribution data for NACA 6- and
6A-series airfoil sections with thickness
from 2 to 21 and from 2 to 15 percent
chord respectively (1961) 11435

ORDM series, manuals (1961) 2631, 5060,
6479-80, 11514-515, 20078; (1962)
3443-46, 6399, 8587-88, 10583, 12631-638,
14548-552, 16096-98, 18367-368, 20230-
232, 22694-696, 24050-51

Ordman, Arnold:
addresses, etc (1963) 16429, 19972-973,

21037; (1964) 7591, 7593, 11456, 13290;
(1965) 6798

nomination, hearing (1963) 12027
Ordnance:
aluminum hard coating of ordnance materiel

(1963) 9317

C>rdnance—Continued
carriages and mounts, elevating mechanisms

engineering design, handbook, ORD
pamphlet (1962) 16099

Civil War explosive, identification text
(1961) 1407

codes, forms & definitions. Ordnance Corps
manual (1962) .3446

changes (1962) 10583, 12636, 16098, 24051
command management system accounting

and financial reporting. Ordnance Corps
manual (1962) 12638

depot operations manual (1962) 22694-695
engineering design handbook (1961) 8133-35,

9668-69
carriages and mounts series, etc (1962)

1751
experimental statistics

—

basic concepts and analysis of measure-
ment data (1962) 24052

planning and analysis of comparative
experiments (1963) 7379

special topics (1963) 9315
standard techniques for analysis and

interpretation of enumerative and
classificatory data (1963) 5664

tables (1963) 1377
surface to air missile series (1963) 3245-46

explosive disposal, technical manual (1963)
113

general supplies, policies and procedures
manual (1961) 2631; (1962) 14548, 18367

Government-owned inventions available for
license (1961) 10131

inspection administrative instructions, man-
uals (1961) 11514, 20078; (1962) 12637

maintenance engineering guide for design
(1962) 12639

management codes. Ordnance Corps manual
(1961) 5060

management structure. Ordnance Corps
manual (1962) 12631

naval ordnance and gunnery principles
(1965) 6834

pamphlets

—

Naval Weapons Bureau (1962) 12608,
14541, 16090-91, 18364, 22680, 24045;
(1963) 1374, 5660, 7372, 11194-195,
12959-960, 14635; (1964) 5622, 7657-58,
13350

Ordnance Corps, Army (1962) 12639,
16099. 24052; (1963) 1377, 3245-46, 5664,
7379, 9315

quality assurance technical procedures,
Ordnance Corps manual (1962) 14551

safety manual (1961) 11515
sandwich construction, bibliography for

engineers (1963) 9316
stethoscope, explosive disposal, description

and operation (1962) 14541
supplies

—

financial inventory accounting. Ordnance
Corps manual (1962) 3443, 12633

policies and procedures manual, change
(1962) 20231

supply depot company, field manual (1961)
17995

supply management of equipment and spare
parts in Navy, GAO review (1962) 2518

technical terminology (1963) 12962
see also Airborne ordnance—Atomic ord-

nance—Fire control (gunnery).
Ordnance Corps, Army:
automatic data processing development and

use, manuals (1962) 3444-45
changes (1962) 12634-635, 16097, 22696,
24050

direct automotive support company, field

manual (1962) 150
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Ordnance Corps, Army—Continued
internal review, manual (1962) 6399
manual ORDM series (1961) 2631, 5060,

6479-80, 11514-515, 20078; (1962)
3443-46, 6399, 8587-88, 10583, 12631-638,
14548-552, 16096-98, 18367-368,
20230-232, 22694-696, 24050-51

pamphlet ORDP series (1961) 8133-35,
9668-69, 20079-81; (1962) 1751, 12639,
16099, 24052; (1963) 1377, 3245-46, 5664,
7379, 9315

vehicles, electrical propulsion (1961) 13613
Ordnance Department, Army, procurement and

supply, U.S. Army in World War II

(1961) 6271
Ordnance General Support Company, training

and employment guide, field manual
(1961) 8357

Ordnance pamphlet OP series (1961) 13599;
(1962) 3409, 8576-77

Ordnance Tank Automotive Command, appro-
priations, 1965, military construction,
hearings (1964) 12118

Ordnanceman, see Aviation ordnanceman.

Ordovician period:
Ashlock and Drakes formations,

south-central Kentucky (1965) 18204
bryozoan genera Batostoma, Anaphragnia,

and Amplexopora, revision (1961) 2707
carbonate rocks of Cambrian and Ordovi-

cian age, Northampton and Bucks Coun-
ties, eastern Pennsylvania, and Warren
and Hunterdon Counties, western New
Jersey (1965) 2235

Clays Ferry formation, south-central Ken-
tucky, New map unit (1965) 18203

fossils in Ordovician tuffs, northeastern
Maine (1964) 14338

graptolites of Basin Ranges in California,
etc (1963) 12224

middle and lower, formations in southern-
most Nevada and adjacent California
(1965) 2227

middle, Lexington limestone of central Ken-
tucky (1965) 19662

sections south of Las Vegas shear zone, pa-
leotectonic significance (1965) 2227

ORDP series, pamphlets (1961) 8133-35,
9668-69, 20079-81; (1962) 1751, 12639,
16099, 24052; (1963) 1377, 3245-46, 5664,
7379, 9315

Ore carriers, see Ships.
Ore flotation, see Flotation.

Ore ships, see Ships.

Ore tankers, see Tankers.

Oreanda Sanatorium, in post-war time, USSR
study (1963) 10772

O'Rear, J. G.:

new partially fluorinated compounds (1963)
11158

synthesis, characterization, and ester-ester
interchange study of mixed ester
2-ethylhexyl benzyl azelate (1965) 13162

Oregon:
aged and aging, problems background stud-

ies (1961) 5896
Alsea River basin, sedimentation in 3 small

forested drainage basins (1965) 2238
annual survey of manufactures, standard

metropolitan statistical areas, and large
industrial counties, statistics (1962)
20531; (1963) 5989; (1964) 8104

area measurement report (1964) 17073
artificial recharge of ground water, 1962

(1965) 12552
Baker project, upper division

—

construction, etc., reports (1962) 15243,
16959, 19342

Interior Department report (1962) 9178

Oregon—Continued
BLM at work (1964) 13089
Cascades

—

natural regeneration of Douglas fir and
associated species using modified
clear-cutting systems (1963) 20708

occurrence of shrubs and herbasceous
vegetation after clear cutting Dougl-
as-fir (1961) 680

snow accumulation and melt in strip cut-

tings on west slopes (1965) 16254
census county divisions, 1960, map (1961)

16307
census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1961)

11893
census of business, 1958, retail trade area

statistics, errata (1962) 11067
census of business, 1963

—

merchandise line sales, retail trade, statis-

tics (1965) 13606
retail trade, area statistics (1965) 4306
selected services, area statistics (1965)
8583

wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)
8597

census of governments, 1962, State report
(1965) 4330

census of housing, 1960, State and small
areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc (1962)
6779

census of manufactures, 1958, area report
(1961) 10001

census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-

port (1961) 13901

census of population, 1960

—

characteristics (1963) 11612
detailed characteristics (1962) 20635
general characteristics (1961) 10078
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 4778
number of inhabitants (1961) 3949

censuses of population and housing, 1960

—

census county division boundary descrip-

tions (1962) 16572
geographic identification code scheme

(1961) 8537
cetacea, observations (1965) .6229
chemical control of brush in pine forests

(1961) 14938
(Christmas tree harvesting and marketing

regulations (1964) 10586
climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial census

(1965) 13344
climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;

(1963) 3517; (1965) 3216
coast, bottom fish survey (1963) 19228
coast pilot, (1961) 5537; (1962) 4864; (1963)

6038; (1964) 1850; (1965) 5751
coastal dune sands ifor use as glass sand,

beneficiation studies (1964) 16635
coastal planting Sitka spruce and Doug-

las-fir on decayed wood (1961) 6133
county business patterns, activities covered

by OASDI program (1961) 13908, 20443;
(1963) 15055, 18678

developing small boat harbors in 6 counties,

study (1965) 7134
Ccistcrn

forest fire weather, 1960 (1961) 7487
forest resources (1964) 8696
logging residue, characteristics of sample

(1964) 12464
number of trees in forests by diameter

class (1962) 9681
upper Jurassic mollusks (1964) 15952
vegetation and soil condition changes on

subalpine grassland (1961) 20781
woody plants, handbook (1961) 1621A

electric rate books (1962) 2466, 21751; (1964)

2323; (1965) 575
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Oregon—Continued

fish hatcheries, mycobacteria in returning
salmonid fishes (1963) 19244

fishery products, wholesale dealers, list

(1964) 722, 18020
flood of Nov. 24-25, 1960, summary of dis-

charges (1961) 709
forest soils research, bibliography (1965)

4811
geology, Western Cascade Range, central

and northern parts (1965) 733
labor laws affecting women, summary (1961)

9833
labor organizations, reporting, registers

(1961) 4783; (1964) 16574
land exchange

—

hearing (1961) 20627
law (1961) 20516
report (1961) 19069

landings, fish and shellfish (1963) 541, 19223;
(1964) 10549; (1965) 19628

landings, fishery products (1961) 9137

lands exchanged by Navy Department, clari-

fy law, report (1961) 16795
log production (1963) 17504; (1965) 4791

merchantable height of trees, logging prac-
tice, etc., comparison (1961) 677

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chap-
ters (1961) 21185; (1963) 1222, 19851;
(1964) 21704

miocene marine mollusks from Astoria for-

mation (1964) 4790
municipal waste facilities, 1962 inventory

(1964) 3109
municipal water facilities, inventory (1962)

3463; (1964) 18914
natural resources (1964) 15973

north-central, John Day formation, geology
(1964) 4778

northeastern, lodgepole pine stands, soil

moisture depletion (1962) 7441
northwestern, geologic sketch and interpre-

tation of surveys (1964) 18112
Oregon and C. & B. Livestock Co., Inc., land

exchange between

—

law (1963) 18773
reports (1963) 12002, 15294

Pacific Northwest disaster relief act of
1965—

hearings (1965) 9005, 12202
law (1965) 13772
reports (1965) 8859, 8954, 10480, 12123,

12262, 13869
veto (1965) 12218

Pacific slope basins

—

floods, magnitude and frequency (1964)
4818

surface water quality (1961) 19422; (1964)
6811

surface waters, supply (1962) 646
pea aphid, ecology in Blue Mountain area

(1963) 18445
ponderosa pine, growth after partial cutting

(1962) 5253-54
precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)

3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965)
3492

public domain disposition (1961) 20637

public school finance program, 1962-63
(1963) 13858

radiological health program, X-ray protec-
tion techniques (1965) 16838

rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-
files (1962) 16648

severe water shortage and flood, highlight
State water conditions (1961) 13669

snow survey and water supply forecasts
(1961) 3589; (1962) 3833

Oregon—Continued
snow survey measurements

—

1910-61 summary (1963) 1502
1928-61 summary (1964) 3136

southwestern

—

brush problems (1961) 12708
forest lands, use of herbicides (1962) 17576

forest statistics (1965) 685
stroke rehabilitation program, inservice

training for care facility personnel
(1964) 11561

surface water records

—

Oct. 1950-Sept. 1960 (1964) 4822
to Dec. 31, 1963, index. Pacific slope basin

(1965) 12540
temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10761

Trask River basin, waterpower resources
(1963) 17531

truck inventory and use survey (1965) 264
water for Oegon (1965) 10995
water supply outlook and snow survey

(1963) 4289; (1964) 4142; (1965) 4054
weather stations, decadal census (1964)

16920
west central, forest statistics (1965) 16288
western

—

and northwestern, special flood release,
1961 (1961) 10691

forest fire weather and computed fire oc-

currence, 1960 (1961) 6129
kiln-drying western hemlock, seasoning
and surfacing degrade (1961) 19370

resources for making expanded aggregate
(1962) 22507

small lumber companies (1965) 10704
timber trends (1964) 8683

white pine blister rust, spread from Ribes to
sugar pine (1961) 20310

Wilson River basin, waterpower resources
(1962) 7473

women

—

family and property law (1961) 8252
labor laws, summary (1965) 10013
workers (1963) 9516; (1965) 1725

ZIP code directory (1963) 20061
see aiso Lower Klamath National Wildlife

Refuge—Upper Klamath National Wild-
life Refuge.

Oregon (fishing vessel):

exploratory collections made in southwest-
ern North Atlantic, 1956-60 (1965) 19632

Oregon Caves National Monument, general
information (1963) 9244

Oregon Dental Service Corporation, report
(1962) 6414

Oregon Dunes National Seashore:

hearings (1963) 13811; (1965) 17933
report (1964) 500

Oregon Inlet:

bridge. Interior Dept. contribution

—

law (1962) 23199
reports (1962) 15167, 21439

Oregon State University, mass spectrometer,
duty-free entry (1964) 8310, 14049,
17230, 17580

Orem, Utah:
census of housing, 1960, standard metropoli-

tan statistical area, tenure, rooms, con-
dition and plumbing, etc (1962) 16532

consumer expenditures and income, 1961
(1964) 11271

Orend, Jack F., relief (1965) 15641
Ores:
and primary products, Federal item identifi-

cation guides for supply cataloging
(1962) 9509; (1963) 3658; (1964) 3476,
12295; (1965) 3378
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Ores—Continued

deep ore concentration process is making
slow proprress, USSR study (1964) 18408

deposits

—

Antler Peak quadrangle, Nev (1965) 12543
Belo Horizonte, Ibirite, and Macacos quad-

rangles, Minas (jerais, Brazil (1964)
10638

Bokan Mountain, uranium-thorium area,
southeastern Alaska (1964) 6798

Cachoeira do Campo, Dom Bosco, and
Ouro Branco quadrangles, Minas (jerais,

Brazil (1963) 602
Clear Creek, Gilpin, and Larimer Counties,

Colo, (series) (1961) 10680, 14946
Ck)eurd'Alene district, Shoshone County,
Idaho (1964) 15948

Dragoon quadrangle, Cochise County, Ariz
(1965) 2243

Darwin quadrangle, Inyo County, Calif
(1963) 2347

Deer Flat area, Utah (1963) 12223
E^st Shasta copper-zinc district, Shasta
County, Calif (1962) 7470

Eureka mining district, Nev (1962) 17629
Globe-Miami district, Ariz (1962) 15640
hydrochemical methods of prospecting

(1963) 10803
Itabira district, Minas Gerais, Brazil

(1963) 15609
Nova Lima and Rio Acima quadrangles,
Minas (ierais, Brazil (1963) 601

prospecting, method of measuring variable
magnetic field of charged body, USSR
study (1965) 11143

San Manuel area, Pinal County, Ariz
(1965) 6341

Shenandoah Vallev, Va., W. Va (1965)
10991

South Silverton mining area, Colorado
(1963) 8337

Summitville district, San Juan Mountains,
Colo (1961) 708

White Canyon area, San Juan and Garfield
Counties, Utah (1965) 6329

estimating, statistical analysis of sample
data (1961) 15760

fuses granulated obtained from Korshunov-
ka concentrates, USSR study (1962)
15758

geology and structural control of ore deposi-
tion in Creede district, San Juan Moun-
tains, Colo (1965) 19671

geology of zones, USSR studies (1964) 16084
grade and tonnage, computer program using

statistical and polygonal methods (1963)
19864

grade estimating for bedded deposits, using
unequal sample interval lengths, etc

(1964) 9523
metal content and tonnage, estimating from

diamond-drill-hole data (1964) 9502
mine sampling, particle statistics of infinite

populations (1961) 9450
miscellaneous metal, census of mineral in-

dustries, 1958, industry report (1962)
260

Pacific Ocean, USSR conference on geologrj'

and metallogeny (1962) 2655
polvmetallic, conditioned, translations (1964)

20287
prospecting for deep-seated deposits in

USSR (1965) 11118
quantitative spectrochemical analysis, eval-

uation of reporting (1961) 7516
reserves, computing by

—

polygonal method using medium-sized digi-

tal computer (1962) 10466, 23975

Ores—Continued
reserves, computing by—Continued

triangular method using medium-size digi-
tal computer (1963) 7213

rich open pit mining possibilities of Kursk
magnetic anomaly, USSR study (1962)
7695

semiquantitive spectrochemical analysis by
powder d-c arc technique (1961) 9249

titaniferous fluidized-bed chlorination (1964)
1436

USSR, mechanization and automation in
mining industry (1962) 23858

see also Assaying— aiso names of metals or
minerals.

Oresund, sailing directions, change (1961)
4326: (1962) 19583; (1964) 11476

Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument:
general information (1964) 3064
natural history handbook (1965) 1518

Organic acids:

composition, USSR study (1964) 20255
effects on breathing, factors in arterial

blood (1965) 10120

Organic act of Virgin Islands, see Virgin Is-

lands.

Organic chemistry:
Armenian Institute of Fine Organic Chemis-

try, new drugs developed (1963) 19450
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences Institute,

tasks (1964) 7187
contributions of CD. Nenitescu, Rumania

(1963) 2492
organic chemical composition of ocean sur-

face (1965) 5299
Research Institute of Hungarian Organic

Chemical Industry, activities (1964)
14514

7th LTcrainian Republic conference (1962)
18001

USSR studies (1965) 4964

Organic compounds:
atranes, new method for synthesis of

1-alkyl-and arylsilatranes, USSR study
(1965) 11275

bases. X-ray powder diffraction patterns
(1963) 2(J941

catalysts, bibliographies (1963) 1869-71
census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 5463
cyclic intermediates industry, outlook for

1963 and review of 1962 (1963) 5965
Organic compounds:

fluorinated, surface activity at organic-
liquid/air interfaces (1962) 12593; (1964)
5601

halogen, thermochemistry and photochemis-
try (1961) 6711

heavy water-organic cooled reactor pro-
gram, Canadian-U.S. cooperation
(speech) (1965) 10196

heterogeneous catalytic oxidation, Riga con-
ference, USSR 12113

hvdroxy-aromatic, infrared spectra (1961)
134"53

metallic, use in purification of metals, sur-

vey of literature (1961) 5302
non-metallic, containing carbon and hydro-

gen, electroanalytical method for deter-

mination (1962) 1980
nuclear submarine atmospheres, analysis

and removal of organic contaminants
(1963) 11162

organic

—

and non-silicate silicon chemistry, 2d sym-
posium, Dresden, East Germany (1963)
14399
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Organic compounds—Continued
organic—Continued

chemical industry in Hungary, 10 years
work (1962) 5567

luminescent substances, USSR study
(1962) 5721

organophosphorus insecticides, selective tox-
icity, mechanism problem, USSR (1963)
16156

phosphorous, changes in organism of ani-
mals following poisoning with insecti-

cides, USSR study (1961) 10853
physical methods of investigation, USSR

study (1962) 23696
possibility of existence on moon (1964) 20625
production and sales by largest U.S. produc-

ers and sellers, 1958 and 1959 (1962)
1861

protection of other organic compounds from
effects of radiation (1963) 9466

radiation stability of fluids (1963) 4493
radiolysis of organic fluids, annual report

(1963) 15013
removal from air by type 13X molecular

sieve (1961) 8094
semiconductivity, investigation (1962) 8900
semiconductors, review of U.S. Government

research reports (1965) 16743
structure, problems in theory, USSR trans-

lation (1962) 5897
susceptibility to tritium exchange labeling

(1961) 6286
synthetic organic chemicals

—

coking by-products, developing production,
in USSR (1961) 10922

facts for industry (1961) 3610; (1962) 3800
production and sales (1961) 1545, 20217;

(1962) 22870; (1964) 1626; (1965) 1677
U.S. production, preliminary reports

(1962) 14662; (1963) 4033; (1964) 3864;
(1965) 3778

tritium analysis using liquid spectrometer,
reproducibility (1961) 9486

vapor pressures in range below one millime-
ter of mercury (1961) 2600

see aiso names of compounds.

Organic coolants

—

essential data, 4th quarterly report, Jan.
1-Mar. 30, 1962 (1963) 5934

summary report (1965) 8549

Organic matter:
chlorella as source for interplanetary trav-

el, USSR study (1962) 10031
forest soil organic layers, development in

relation to time in southeast Alaska
(1961) 7475

importance in field analysis of soil texture
(1963) 12174

limnological, analyses by quantitative di-

chromate oxidation (1963) 2297
monolayers, damping of water waves (1965)

11577
monomolecular layers damping capillary

water waves, parameters affecting
(1965) 9821

primary production of bodies of water (1963)
14959

errata (1964) 11852
radioactive waste area, accumulation and

cycling during early vegetational suc-
cession (1963) 127

radioluminescence yield (1963) 1824
transformation process in shallow sea bod-

ies of water, USSR study (1962) 7857
ultimate composition in Green River shale

(1961) 6290

Organic moderated reactor experiment, foul-
ing, evaluation (1961) 8412

Organic moderator-coolant in-pile irradiation
loop for MIT nuclear reactor, 1st annual
report Oct. 1, 1958-Oct. 1, 1959 (1962)
18743

Organic plastics, see Plastics.
Organic reactants rapidlv produce plastic

foam (1965) 18508
Organic semiconductor study (1962) 16332
Organisms:
animal

—

gravity effects, USSR study (1965) 4948
oxygen deficiency and prolonged radial

acceleration effects, USSR studv (1962)
21990

oxygen insufficiency resistance, effect of
preparation BAS, USSR study (1961)
4628

vital functions, restoration 2 hours after
chemical death under deep hypothermia
conditions, USSR study (1961) 11150

biological-like structures, USSR study
(1964) 1285

biological structures, specific character,
USSR study (1965) 12625

chemical agents effects on living matter,
USSR study (1964) 9324

defense functions, USSR papers (1962) 23679
early reactions to radiation effect, USSR

study (1962) 10201
effects of heat, vibrations, and radiation,

USSR studies (1965) 2623
electrical phenomena, USSR study (1965)

2585
food, effect on fish growth and composition

of fishery complexes, USSR study (1963)
8932

growing, characteristics of reaction to ioniz-
ing radiation effect, USSR summary
(1962) 9916

human

—

action of uranium and its compounds,
USSR study (1961) 940

body, influence of pulsating and steady
noises in industry, USSR study (1962)
746

body, radioisotope accumulation and their
excretion (1963) 4469

effectiveness of Archman spa mineral wa-
ter, USSR study (1962) 14141

in industrial environment, USSR study
(1965) 11149

human and animal, influence of pain,
USSR study (1963) 20909

physiological
mechanisms and methods of study,
USSR studies (1964) 10803

reactions to transverse accelerations
and means of raising resistance to
such forces (1965) 1485

integrative systems role in development of
pathological process, USSR study (1961)
915

irradiation reaction in determinination of
dose absorbed in integral units, evalua-
tion, USSR study (1961) 2340

living

—

control processes, USSR study (1961) 4686
creatures, mechanism of elementary move-

ments, USSR study (1962) 2689
mathematical analysis, USSR study (1962)

14170
processing of information, USSR study

(1965) 9411
luminescent, marine (1961) 21355
marine

—

cytochemical studies of early stages,
USSR (1964) 4901

uptake of radioisotopes and their transfer
through food chains (1961) 18090
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Organisms—Continued
metabolic, compensatory and restorative

reactions, role of nervous system types,
Ukrainian SSR scientific conference
(1961) 1012

modified reaction to local anesthetics, effect

during various periods of radiation sick-

ness, USSR study (1961) 20947
neuraminic acid and its role, USSR study

(1961) 15523
organization of life, general principles,

USSR study (1964) 12800
paradoxes of adaptation, USSR study (1962)

12191
reaction of organism and type of nervous

system, USSR study (1962) 22088
removing radioactive isotopes chemically

(1963) 10476
resistance to action of toxic substances,

USSR study (1964) 7135
tissue systems in decorticated animals, mor-

phological analysis, USSR study (1961)
4633

water, abiotic and biotic factors significance
during acclimatization, USSR study
(1963) 14154

Organization, studies in organizational effec-
tiveness, contribution to military sociol-

ogy (1962) 20458
see also Planning.

Organization and administration series (1961)
4785; (1963) 3016

Organization and cost of scientific research in

Hungary (1962) 5697
Organization charts:
Air Force (1961) 2886; (1962) 3599; (1963)

3441; (1964) 3236; (1965) 3120
Army Department (1961) 2765; (1962) 3919;

(1963) 3764; (1964) 3569; (1965) 3483
executive departments and agencies (1961)

7276
Federal executive departments and agencies

(1962) 9493; (1963) 8114; (1964) 8446;
(1965) 8994

Food and Drug Administration (1964) 18041
physical culture organization in USSR

(1962) 10092
Organization for child welfare services (1963)

11644
Organization for Exjonomic Cooperation and

Development
convention

—

background documents (1961) 5858
hearings (1961) 5864
report (1961) 5779
text (1961) 5776

goal and functions (address) (1961) 11577
North American Regional Conference on

Manpower Implications of Automation
(1965) 19794

questions and answers (1961) 8204
U.S. representative to, and participation in

OECD, report (1961) 19041
Organization for European Elconomic Coopera-

tion:

reconstitution, convention

—

background documents (1961) 5858
hearings (1961) 5864
report (1961) 5779
text (1961) 5776

Organization for Railroad Cooperation, bulle-

tin (German periodical), translations
(1961) 2272, 4371

Organization for supply of petroleum products
in theaters of operations (1962) 22986

Organization in industry:
mergers and superconcentration, acquisi-

tions of largest industrial and merchan-
dising firms, staff report (1963) 305

Organization in industry—Continued
USSR, industrial administration, use of eco-

nomic cybernetics (1965) 19723
Organization manual (Coast Guard) (1963)

4643
Organization of African Unity, summit confer-

ence in Cairo (1964) 20062
Organization of American States:

collective measures against present govern-
ment of Cuba, expressing sense of Con-
gress, report (1961) 8818

'

combined reports of Communist subversion
(1965) 14126

Inter-American Economic and Social Coun-
cil, report of first annual review of alli-

ance for progress (1964) 4496
Punta del Este conference, Jan. 1962, report

(1962) 17329
study of inter-American educational pro-

grams at university level, encourage,
report (1961) 8817

United States relations with Latin America,
regional and other documents (1962)
7092

Organization of Congress, Joint Committee on,

see Congress, Joint Committee on Orga-
nization of.

Organization of Economic Cooperation and
Development, convention and protocols
between U.S. and other governments,
agreement (1962) 8672

Organization of Executive Branch of the Gov-
ernment Commissions, objectives, opera-
tions and results (1963) 11906

Organization patterns in small business (1961)

9733

Organization projects, see Reclamation of

land.

Organizational aircraft maintenance supervi-

sor's manual (1962) 6679

Organizational analysis, see Job analysis.

Organizations:
chartered by Congress, printing annual re-

ports, etc., as House documents, discon-
tinue, report (1965) 15760

community, focus on clean water, action
program (1964) 13397

contributions to, which are deductible for
income tax purposes, list (1961) 12821;
(1963) 17549; (1964) 3388; (1965) 3271,
11030

education, directory, 1960-61 (1961) 5927

European regional economic, selected read-

ing list (1963) 8379

Federal, and programs in aging (1961) 19432

government, Laos, information (1962) 8062

Hidatsa social and ceremonial organiza-
tion

—

departmental edition (1965) 17034
document edition (1965) 17455

industrial and handicraft production, Hanoi,
North Vietnam, registration (1961) 2120

international travel, list of publications

(1961) 9165
membership, prepaid dues income, include in

gross income for taxable years applica-
ble-

law (1961) 14109
reports (1961) 8809, 14594

national

—

for recreation, directory (1963) 18221
programs for migratory farm workers and

their families (1962) 10384
with plans, programs, etc., in field of ag-

ing, handbook (1961) 2756
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Organizations—Continued
nationally recognized accrediting agencies

and associations designated by Commis-
sioner of Education (1964) 15853

nonprofit groups, scientific research and
development expenditures and manpow-
er, 1957 (1961) 21272

private, and Peace Corps project adminis-
tration (1962) 24061

scientific

—

Soviet, works and tasks (1965) 11154
Ukrainian SSR, translations (1964) 2549
USSR, translations (1962) 770, 1059, 1093,

1149, 1191, 2598, 2622; (1964) 2707
Soviet

—

scientists and organizations, lists (1962)
14078

scientific, reports (1962) 10102
social, translations (1961) 21082

subversive, gxiides (1962) 2343, 11308
print additional copies as House document,
reports (1962) 9319, 9467

U.S.—
directory of African programs (1965)
15050

selected private organizations special ac-

tivities, impact abroad, hearings (1964)

4497
under concealed control of Communist Party

fronts, manipulation of public opinion,

report (1962) 2332
print additional copies, reports (1962)

9317, 9465
USSR meteorological and hydrological,

plans and meetings (1964) 2746
voluntary

—

associated with U.S. National Commission
for UNESCO, international dimension
(1965) 20084

equal pay packet (1965) 11807
in field of aging

—

directory, report (1961) 5897
policy statement (1961) 19433

see also International organizations

—

Nonprofit organizations—Societies

—

aiso names of organizations.

Organizatsiya sotrudnichestva zheleznykh
dorog, bulletin, German language edition

(1961) 2272
Organized crime, see Crime and criminals.
Organized labor, see Labor unions.
Organized occupational curriculums in higher

education, enrollments and graduates,
1958 (1961) 9040

Organometallic additives in polystyrene,
USSR (1965) 4998

Organometallic compounds, infrared spectra
and vibrational assignments (1963) 7590

Organometallic radiation dosimetry systems
(1965) 17111

Organophosphorus compounds:
action on motor function of intestinal tract

of rabbit, USSR study (1965) 16483
advances in research on action in cases of

human poisoning, Polish study (1961)
15684

agents used on medicinal plants, USSR
study (1965) 7880

anticholinesterase properties of some
O-ethyl-S-alkylmethylthiophosphonates
(1963) 20917

chemical structure and biological activity of
inhibitors of cholinesterase, USSR study
(1962) 1056

chemistry and

—

application, USSR study (1962) 22069
use. USSR study (1963) 14335

Organophosphorus compounds—Continued
cholinesterase, investigation of active cen-

ters with aid of organophosphorus in-

hibitors, USSR study (1962) 23873
combined poisoning with mustard-gas,

changes in serum cholinesterase, USSR
study (1963) 6765

Organosilicon compounds:
electrochemical fluorination (1961) 19981
extraction of rare earth products of fission

(1961) 15230
inhibitors of cholinesterase, chemical struc-

ture and biological activity, USSR study
(1963) 10573

insecticides

—

functional state of liver and stomach in

persons employed in production (1965)
16530

protective effect of cholinesterase reacti-

vators in animals poisoned, Yugoslav
study (1962) 7732

toxicity, Rumanian study (1964) 10849
treatment for poisoning, Polish study

(1965) 2278
intoxications, use of oximes as therapeutic

agents, USSR study (1962) 1155
pharmacology and toxicology, USSR study

(1961) 11158
physiologically active, synthesis, USSR

study (1963) 16082
structure and properties, USSR study (1965)

11176
use of high-speed computer for analyzing

mixtures by infrared spectra, USSR
study (1965) 982

vibrational spectra, USSR study (1962) 2888

Organosilicon compounds:
resins, foamed plastics on base of, and com-

binations with organic polymers (1963)
18511

synthesis and physico-chemical properties,
research (1964) 5916

see aiso Hexamethyl disiloxane.
Organosiloxanex, catalytic polymerization,

new polymers (1962) 6613
Organs:

animal, evolution and adaptation, USSR
studies (1964) 21415

artificial

—

kidney, lung, heart, research grants sup-
ported by National Heart Institute,
1949-64 (1965) 16750

USSR study (1962) 1023
culture, studies of development, function,

and disease, symposium (1963) 9225
cytology and histology, problems, USSR

study (1962) 9869
digestive system, USSR study (1962) 22064
histology, altitude influence (1961) 125
human, artificial, temporary or permanent

replacement devices, USSR study (1962)
2713

internal

—

cancer, translations from Russian book
(1962) 1027

diseases during cerebral injuries, patho-
genesis problem, USSR study (1962)
2830

nonpolarizing electrodes for detecting
slowly varying biopotentials (1964) 9627

USSR study of—
changes during burn trauma (1962) 6151

neuroses (1961) 17557
lost, regenerative processes (1964) 4263
rabbits, internal, morphological changes

from local ultrasonic irradiation, USSR
study (1964) 1030
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Organs—Continued

rats, incorporation of labeled Lysine-l-C'""

into proteins, USSR study (1962) 5648
regeneration, USSR study (1965) 16459
restoration, regenerative hypertrophy,

USSR study (1965) 9413
small pelvis, formation of new neural and

vascular paths, USSR study (1965)
14566

transplantations

—

and replacements, USSR study (1961)

15341; (1962) 1187
basic problems, USSR study (1962) 9964
nature of incompatibility, USSR study

(1961) 11185
USSR study (1961) 12908

treating injuries of abdominal cavity, USSR
study (1965) 988

white rats, pathohistological changes in

oral administration of radiosodium,
USSR study (1961) 15520

Orient, see East (Far East).

Oriental art, see Art.
Oriental fruit fly, see Flies.

Oriental fruit moths, parasites. Eastern
United States (1962) 20424

Oriental tobacco, see Tobacco.

Orientation:
accuracy in homogeneous environment, ef-

fects of stimulus and field size (1964)

20701
animals, USSR study (1965) 9415
in boundless space, USSR study (1965) 11185

naval (1961) 11467
new employees in Branch of Education, Indi-

an Affairs Bureau (1964) 835
orbiting astronomical observatory satellite

(1963) 5604
to vertical during water immersion (1962)

10435
Orifices:

axial, numerical solutions of Knudsen flow

entering circular tube through (1964)
7521

elastic

—

automatically regulates gas bearings
(1964) 14800

orifices for gas bearings (1965) 18498
submerged, energy transfer from liquid to

gas bubble forming (1965) 5168
Origin and nature of the moon (1961) 21358
Origins of land-grant colleges and State uni-

versities (1963) 18740
ORINS, see Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear

Studies, Inc.

Orlando, Fla.:

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18233
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18846

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 4805

consumer expenditures and income, 1960
(1963) 10891, 14456

Government-owned housing use to meet mili-

tary requirements in area, HHFA and
Defense Dept., GAO report (1965) 7778

Municipal Airport, weather observations,
hourly, decennial census (1963) 14784

Orleans, France, Army signal supplv opera-
tions, GAO review (1961) 20806

Orleans, N.Y., railroad accident (1965) 7844
Orlik hydraulic development, construction in

Czechoslovakia (1965) 12710
Olov, Alexander, testimony (1963) 333
Ormerod, Louis H., Baker-Nunn satellite

tracking station (1963) 11485

Ormond Beach, Fla., railroad accident (1961)
10723

Ormonde, Jacinto M., relief (1962) 7017, 11501,
13239

Ormosia, American species, Leguminosae fami-
ly, description, etc (1965) 16764

Ornamental hedges, see Hedges.
Ornamental plants, see Plants.
Ornamental shrubs, see Shrubs.
Orne, Lawrence E., instantaneously-re-

sponding expansion amplifier, method
and device for signal enhancement in
noisy communications systems (1964)
16994

Ornithodorini ticks and their epidemiological
significance, USSR (1962) 15722

Ornithology, see Birds.
Ornithosis, see Psittacosis.
ORNL, see Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
Orogeny, and denudation rates, disparity be-

tween (1963) 15614
Orography, considerations on hydrodynamic

forecasting of pressure fields in

mid-level of atmosphere for entire
sphere of earth, USSR study (1964) 6884

O'Rourke, Mary E., relief (1962) 15121; (1963)

7897
Oroville, Calif.:

land conveyance

—

law (1964) 17246
reports (1964) 367, 14114

Oroville project:

flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23482
document edition (1962) 23313

Oroville-Tonasket unit, see Chief Joseph Dam
project.

Orphans:
alien, permit entry as immigrants

—

law (1961) 18692
reports (1961) 16777, 18849, 20608

war orphans education

—

pamphlet (1961) 6608
program by State approving agencies,

provide, hearings (1963) 12026
war orphans educational assistance

—

amend laws

—

hearings (1965) 12207, 16045
law (1965) 17416
reports (1965) 12116, 15937-938

war orphans educational assistance act

GAO reviews (1961) 4303; (1962) 7458
amend

—

hearing (1962) 11670
laws (1961) 18755; (1962) 16772, 23219
reports (1961) 12451, 14420; (1962) 9274,

15389-390, 21459
Philippine resident children of deceased

U.S. veterans, educational benefits, ex-

tend, report (1961) 14418
program

—

approval of courses by State agencies

—

law (1963) 20423
reports (1963) 20465, 20572

Or, Joan R., relief (1962) 19051, 20805, 21324

Orr, Mercedes R., relief (1963) 15204, 20562;
(1964) 238

Orr, P.W.:
forest insect conditions in Pacific Northwest

during 1964 (1965) 12497
windthrown timber survev in Pacific North-

west, 1962 (1964) 15937

Orr, Robert L.:

occupational wage surveys

—

Alburquerque, N. Mex., Apr. 1963 (1963)

14470; (1964) 16594
Boise, Idaho, May 1963 (1963) 16285
Denver, Colo (1963) 10897; (1964) 9467
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Orr, Robert L.—Continued
occupational wage surveys—Continued
Los Angeles-Long Beach, Calif (1963)

14469; (1964) 16592
Phoenix, Ariz (1963) 12803; (1964) 14696
Portland, Oreg.-Wash (1963) 16284; (1964)

16600
Salt Lake City, Utah (1963) 9055; (1964)

9461
San Bernardino-Riverside-Ontario, Calif

(1963) 5438; (1964) 5437
San Diego, Calif (1963) 7161; (1964) 7402
San Francisco-Oakland, Calif (1963)

10898; (1964) 11277
Seattle, Wash (1963) 3032; (1964) 7399
Spokane, Wash (1963) 16277; (1964) 18636

Orrell, Russell F., stream catalog of south-
eastern Alaska (1963) 13976, 20688

Orrick, William H., jr., nomination, hearing
(1961)4118

ORRRC, see Outdoor Recreation Resources
Review Commission.

Orscheln Bros. Truck Lines, Inc., accident
(1965) 19707

Orsino, R.J., procedure for design and analysis
of arbitrary length digital counters
(1965) 14955

Orthicons:
image assembly for Medical College of

Georgia, duty-free entry

—

law (1963) 17013
reports (1963) 15348, 13549

Orthohydrogen, see Hydrogen.
Orthopedic disabilities, see Disabled.
Orthopedics:

all-Union conference of traumatologists-
orthopedists, resolution, USSR (1964)
12883

gerontology and geriatrics, problems, USSR
study (1964) 20002

Orthopedics, traumatology and prosthetics,

USSR (periodical):

translations (1963) 12371, 15781
Orthopediya, travmatologiya i protezirova-

niye, USSR (periodical):

translations (1963) 12371, 15781
Orthoptera, see Cockroaches.
Orthotics, traineeships, 1965-66 (1965) 20141
Ortiz.Alfred,basic data on economy of Domini-

can Republic (1964) 18177
Ortiz, Serafin T.:

relief (1961) 18792; (1962) 4999, 6895
Ortmeyer, Carl E., demographic characteris-

tics of persons married between Jan.
1955-June, 1958 (1965) 9899

Ortner, Martin H., trimetallic film preparation
by electrophoretic deposition (1963) 9595

Orton, Robert B.:

climate of Texas and adjacent Gulf waters
(1964) 15151

Marlin, Tex., climatic summary (1965) 13338
Osage County, Okla.:

Shidler Reservoir, Salt Creek flood control,

etc., engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 16126
document edition (1965) 15539

waterflooding and pressure maintenance in

oilfield projects, 1961 (1961) 13438
Osage Indians:

mineral reservation, extend for indefinite

period

—

law (1964) 21124
reports (1964) 17571, 17841

Osage River:
Kaysinger Bluff Reservoir, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1963) 4858
document edition (1963) 4687

Osborn, Ben 0., soil conservation at home, tips

for city and suburban dwellers (1963)
5816

Osborn, H. B., field performance of large criti-

cal-depth flumes for measuring runoff'

from semiarid rangelands (1963) 9541
Osborne, R.B., transient effects in fast reactor

fuels (1963) 9675
Osborne, M.F.M., interpretation of infrared

from sea in terms of its boundary layer
(1964) 13329

Osborne, Robert S., pressure measurements of
X-15 at transonic speeds (1963) 11005

Osborne, Thomas S., atoms in agriculture,
applications of nuclear science to agri-
culture (1964) 136

Osburn, Hobart G., validation of carefulness
test battery against training school cri-

teria (1964) 13633
Osburn, Max R., controlling insects and dis-

eases of pecan (1963) 11448
Osburn, Walter M., liquid fluorine inducer and

main-stage pump combination (1965)
6675

OSCAR, optimum selection, classification, and
assignment of recruits (1962) 20450

Oscillational structure of electron spectra of
uranyl nitrate, Poland (1962) 7803

Oscillations:
aerodynamic

—

damping-measurement technique, data re-

duction (1962) 22548
wing pressure distributions in 1st bending
mode for Mach numbers from 0.24 to
1.30 (1961) 2573

control profile effects on dynamic hinge-
moment and flutter characteristics of

flap-type control at transonic speeds
(1961) 17693

control surfaces, hinge moment data at
transonic speeds (1961) 6333

control system

—

transients, man-machine performance
(1961) 9920

with doubling actuating elements with dry
friction, USSR study (1965) 2713

damped processes applicable to processes in

3d order systems (1963) 3168
damping in set of bars with wire and tubu-

lar fastening ties, USSR study (1965)
7950

eigen, of bound plasma (1961) 9938
elastically suspended rigid body, geometrical

interpretation, USSR study (1965) 9339
flow

—

heat-transfer and boundary-layer behav-
ior (1965) 2879

onset in forced-flow subcooled boiling
(1965) 11488

fluid—
in circular cylindrical ring tank partially

filled with liquid, theory (1961) 4901
in containers of space vehicle, influence on

stability (1964) 7560
free, circular conical and cylindrical shells

reinforced by rigid circular ribs (1965)
6759

free, of earth

—

observations and interpretations (1962)
14482

study (1963) 7301
frequency and amplitude, effects on lateral

stability derivatives, low speed investi-

gation (1961) 1281
hinge moment and flutter characteristics of

flap type control at transonic speeds,
effect of control trailing-edge thickness
or aspect ratio (1963) 14536
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Oscillations—Continued
large-amplitude, effect on heat transfer

(1963) 5615
longitudinal electron, in thermal plasmas,

dispersion and damping factors (1963)
12867

magnetoacoustics in 3 component plasma
(1961) 1693

maximum principle in theory of optimum
processes with delay (1961) 13067

mechanism's vibration, oscillation energy
flow as criterion, USSR study (1965)
19749

periodic, of velocity and density of medium,
effect on disintegration of liquid jets
(1961) 8041

plasma, dispersion relations (1961) 18015
reactivity, measurements of thorium doppler

coefficient in critical facility (1962) 2036
relationship between aerodynamic damping

derivatives measured as function of in-

stantaneous angular displacement and
function of oscillation amplitude (1965)
13027

resonant, nonlinear, nonplanar free surface,
of fluid in tank (1963) 11073

tapered wing, aerodynamic forces, moments,
and pressures acting in pitch at Mach
numbers from 0.40 to 1.07 (1962) 12470

three-dimensional oscillating air forces, ex-
perimental data (1961) 6330

total in plasma, USSR study (1965) 12675

Oscillations (electric):

excitation of electrostatic oscillations in
magnetic field (1964) 13698

internal oscillations of 3-dimensional reson-
ators with grate partition, USSR study
(1963) 20842

self-oscillating systems with logical devices,
USSR study (1962) 23628

super-high frequency electromagnetic oscil-

lations and biological action of ultra-
sound, USSR study (1965) 12679

Oscill&tors

'

AN/UPM-46 (TS-508/U), test instrument cali-

bration procedure (1961) 15902
audio

—

dial type, instrument calibration proce-
dure (1962) 3417

test instrument calibration procedure

—

Hewlett Packard 200C (1963) 9281
Hewlett Packard 201 B (1961) 15892

TS-382 A/U through TS-382 F/U, Navy
calibration program, technical manual
(1963) 9291

blocking, uses low triggering voltage (1965)
2847

bridge, general radio 1330-A, instrument cal-

ibration procedure, technical manual
(1964) 11502

circuit measure liquid level in tanks (1965)
14773

dial type, instrument calibration procedure,
technical manual (1964) 11503

dual (redundant) system, increased reliabili-

ty (1964) 9544
feedback, functions as low-level pulse

stretcher (1965) 6667
FM, uses tetrode transistor (1965) 6655
frequency tracking square wave, analysis

(1964) 20619
Hewlett Packard 650A, test instrument cali-

bration procedure (1962) 12613, 12615
Krohn-Hite 440A, push button, test instru-

ment calibration procedure (1962) 3416
quartz composite, construction, etc (1964)

11325

Oscillators—Continued
radio frequency SQ-404/UR or Panoramic

Radio Products RF-7a RF, instrument
calibration procedure, technical manual
(1964) 11501

square wave, operates at high power levels
(1964) 13198

test-
Hewlett Packard, 650A, test instrument
calibration procedure (1961) 15889

instrument calibration procedure (1961)
8102

oscillator TO-258 and TO-lOO, instrument
calibration procedure, technical manual
(1964) 11504

transfer, Hewlett Packard 540A or 540B,
test instrument calibration procedure
(1961) 11491; (1962) 3420

TS-47/APR, test instrument calibration pro-
cedure (1962) 6378

unit, general radio

—

Navy calibration program 1214-M techni-
cal manual (1963) 20004

test instrument calibration procedure

—

1208-8(1961) 17766
1209-B (1961) 15893
1210-C (1961) 15895; (1962) 6377
1211-B (1961) 15896
1214-A (1961) 15891
1218-A (1961) 15894

vibrational energy transfer in higher energy
collisions (1965) 16615

voltage controlled oscillator is easily
aligned, has low phase noise (1965)
14787

voltage generator sweeps frequency linearly
with time (1965) 2861

voltage variable, has high phase stability
(1965) 14768

wavemeter-oscillator, OAP, etc., test instru-
ment calibration procedure (1962) 22683

vnde range Hewlett Packard 200 CD & HP
specification 23680, test instrument cali-

bration procedure (1961) 15887
wind tunnel airstream, effectiveness of de-

vice, investigation (1961) 7997
see aJso Lasers—Multivibrators.

Oscillators (pile), see Reactors (atomic).
Oscillatory combustion of liquid-oxygen jet

with gaseous hydrogen (1965) 8127
Oscillograph:

electromagnetic, synchronous recording of
electro-, phono-, and ballistocard-
iograms, USSR study (1962) 883

microfilming of continuous output, manual-
feed adapter (1965) 16638

oxyhemogram recording for determining
blood flow time, USSR study (1965)
12768

Oscillography, evaluation in mitral stenosis
patients, USSR study (1961) 10941

Oscillopolarography, Czechoslovak use in
study of food contamination and barbi-
turates (1962) 7576

Oscilloscopes:
AN/USM-105, and plug-in-units. Navy cali-

bration program, technical manual
(1963) 21060

circuit applications (1964) 20689; (1965)
16782

Dumont

—

304H, instrument calibration procedure,
technical manual (1964) 11512

401A or 401AR, instrument calibration
procedure, technical manual (1964)
11515

General Hectric ST-2A, Navy calibration
program technical manual (1963) 20005
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Oscilloscopes—Continued

general purpose, instrument calibration

procedure, technical manual (1964)

11514
Hewlett-Packard

—

122A and 122AR, instrument calibration

procedure, technical manual (1964)

11516
130A and 130B, Navy calibration pro-

gram, technical manual (1963) 9295

HP 150A, test instrument calibration proce-

dure (1962) 3421
OS-34/USM-32, instrument calibration pro-

cedure, technical manual (1964) 11513

RF signal sources, Weinschel MS-8, MS-12,

MS-13 frequency ranges, test instru-

ment calibration procedure (1961) 11487

sweep delay times, digital readout (1965) 112

Tektronix 530- and 540-series, D.C. plug-in—

fast-rise time preamplifier, test instrument
calibration procedure (1961) 11478

wide-band test instrument calibration pro-

cedure (1961) 11477
Tektronix 535 or 545, test instrument cali-

bration procedure (1963) 9285
TS-0, technical manuals, (1963) 11150; (1965)

18673
Oscilloscopic attachment to electrocard-

iographs, USSR study (1961) 12955
Osen, Lars, load relations in preloaded rock-

bolt testing (1965) 9592
Osgood Mountain quadrangle, Nev., geology

and mineral deposits (1964) 8768
Oskey. Rollo, relief (1964) 15618
Osman University, India, training of geolo-

gists and geophysicists, USSR study

(1965) 11144
Osmionic demineralizers, process, practicality

determination (1963) 14057
Osmium, radiochemistry (1962) 206

Osmosis:
membranes, tubular reverse, salt concentra-

tion at surface (1965) 19692
reverse

—

desalination concentration polarization
with variable flux and incomplete salt

rejection (1965) 19695
desalination mechanism (1964) 6835
and its relation to membrane structure

(1965) 16345
desalination pilot plant design (1964) 6836
membranes, use of expanded glassy poly-

mers (1965) 19694
Osmotic stability in persons subjected to ac-

tion of some occupational hazards,
USSR (1964) 2490

OSO (Orbiting Solar Observatory), see Satel-

lites.

O'Sorio, Anthony E., relief (1962) 16931, 20753,
21281

OSPAM series (1965) 6844
Osseous tissue, see Bones.

OSShD, see Organization for Railroad Cooper-
ation.

OSShD bulletin, see Zeitschrift der organiza-
tion fuer die zusammenarbeit die eisen-

bahnan (periodical).

Osteoarthritic tuberculosis, see Tuberculosis.

Osteomyelitis, chronic gunshot, plastic repair
with muscle flap taken from other ex-

tremity, USSR study (1961) 15289
Osteopathic physicians, employment outlook

(1962) 8387; (1964) 13050
Osteopathy:

grants for training program improvement
and scholarships

—

hearing (1965) 17946
law (1965) 19165
reports (1965) 17565, 17583, 19422

Osteopathy—Continued
student loan program (1965) 16817
students, grants for scholarship program,

hearings (1965) 13989
Osteoporosis, facts (1965) 5344
Osteotomy, oblique sliding surgical correction

of open bite deformities (1962) 176
Osterwald, Frank W., structural control of

uranium-bearing vein deposits and dis-

tricts in conterminous United States
(1965) 9267

Ostracoda, see Crustaceans.
Ostrander, Myron D., guide to log diagraming

for eastern softwoods (1965) 639
Ostrow, S.M., handbook for CRPL ionospheric

predictions based on numerical methods
of mapping (1963) 3171

O'Sullivan, John B., glucose tolerance test

standardization simplified by urinary
ketone testing (1965) 11650

O'Sullivan, Robert B., geology of Cedar
Mesa-Boundary Butte area, San Juan
County, Utah (1965) 9257

Oswalt, N.R., filling and emptying system,
Jonesville Lock, Ouachita-Black Rivers,

La., hydraulic model investigation (1965)

14218
Oswego, N.Y.:
harbor improvements, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 416
document edition (1963) 233

principal electric facilities, maps (1962) 555;

(1963) 516; (1964) 673; (1965) 16177
Ota, Kaoru, SOHYO president visit in East

Berlin (1961) 9326
Otepka, Otto:

case, hearings (1965) 16037, 17945
testimony (1962) 23421

Otero County, Colo.:

geology and occurrence of ground water
(1965) 18223

water in Dakota and Purgatoire formations
(1963) 17532

Otey, Edward, hypoxic lactacidemia, preven-
tion with heparin (1965) 5566

Oths, Florence V., teaching to meet challenges
of space age (1964) 7569; (1965) 12978

OTI, see Technical Information Office, AEC.
Otis J&ck*

speeches (1964) 5762; (1965) 10007
Otis, James H., jr., annular jet configuration in

ground proximity, low-speed wind-tunnel
investigation (1963) 9186

Otis, Leon S.:

animal research in psychopharmacology,
central nervous system effects (1963)

21093
psychopharmacology handbook (1965) 13239

Otitis media:
biochemistry and cytology of effusions in

aerotitis media (1961) 6721
Valsalva maneuver, relationship (1961)

17947
Otolaryngologists Scientific Society, Kiyev-

skaya Oblast, report on activity, 1962

(1963) 20883
Otolarynogolgy:

auditory test for speech discrimination of

monosyllabic words (1963) 7634
clinical and experimental problems, USSR

study (1965) 12588
critical view of SAL test (1962) 20456
labyrinthine efferent impulses in frog (1964)

4259
rhinopneumometer, USSR study (1962) 2765

Otorhinolaryngology:
five otorhinolaryngologists receive Lenin

prize, USSR (1965) 2545
organs, spectral luminescence of tissues,

USSR study (1963) 12375
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Otorhinolaryngology—Continued
Soviet news (1961) 7565
Soviet problems, research, etc (1961) 4367
USSR, translations from Vestnik otorhino-

laryngology (1962) 14182
Otoliths:
response of otolith organs to tilt (1963) 7633

role in taxonomic analysis of fish, USSR
study (1964) 4979

O'Toole, Thomas J., workmen's compensation
claims involving radiation exposure and
delayed injury (1965) 18960

Otosclerosis:
Stapes mobilization

—

experience in United States Air Force
hospital (1961) 17950

patients, followup (1962) 22969
surgery-
experience in Air Force hospital (1961)

17950
may restore hearing to normal level,

aviation medicine implications (1961)
6716

OTR series (1965) 2933-37, 5252, 6782-83, 9767,
11526, 14877-883, 16736-743, 18611-612

OTS, see Technical Services Office.

Otsu, Yasuko, relief (1961) 16942; (1962) 4935,
6913

Ott, Joseph T., national workshop on improved
opportunities for deaf, proceedings
(1965) 15128

C>tt, Leland E., frozen foods, margins, costs,
and returns in relation to display space
(1965) 17994

Ottawa County, Okla., soil survey report
(1965) 1636

Otter Creek quadrangle, Mont., geology (1962)
9730

Otter trawls, see Trawls and trawling.

Otterson, Dumas A.:

carbonate impurity in surface region of so-

dium chloride crystals (1964) 18762
determining carbonate ion in surface of

crystalline solids by means of mass
spectrometric gas analysis (1965) 9714

Otto, N.E., aquatic pests on irrigation sys-
tems, identification guide (1965) 18739

Otton, E.G., water resources of Baltimore
area, Md (1964) 8775

Ottoson, Howard W., land tenure research,
1962 (1963) 15417

Otts, Louis E., jr., water requirements of pe-
troleum refining industry (1964) 813

Ottumwa, Iowa, census of housing, 1960, citv
blocks (1961) 11915

Ouachita County, Ark.:
geology and ground-water resources (1964)

12528
rural home nursing care for long-term ill-

ness, pilot program (1965) 18718

Ouachita, Lake, general information (1962)
14456

Ouachita Mountains, water-resources recon-
naissance (1965) 16329

Ouachita River:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 17951
document edition (1964) 17458

Jonesville Lock filling and emptying system,
hydraulic model investigation (1965)
14218

navigation improvements, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1961) 482
document edition (1961) 383

Oudine, John A., all hands, Naval Personnel
Bureau career publication (1964) 3249;
(1965) 3134

Ouellette, Stanislawa, relief (1964) 291, 6150,
6393

Our American (Government (1963) 9955
print as Senate document, reports (1963)

6278, 7930
what is it? how does it function? (1965)

10387
print as House document, reports (1965)

7417, 8923
Our American way of life (1964) 12535
Our Capitol, print as Senate document, re-

ports (1963) 6281, 7935
Out citizenship, troop topics (1964) 17043
Our country, troop topics (1964) 15269
Our flag (1962) 19024; (1964) 4429

print additional copies of House document,
reports (1964) 6314, 8422

print as House document, reports (1962)
9312, 11572; (1963) 7929, 8081

(Xir foreign assistance act, message from the
President (1963) 7868

Our 4th shore, Great Lakes Shoreline Recrea-
tion Area Survey (1962) 18336

Our Ck)vernment, troop topics (1964) 8033
Our growing population (1961) 18386
Our heritage of elements (address): (1964)

19261
Our Lady of Angels Seminary, stained glass,

duty-free entry (1965) 19208
Our Lady of Lourdes Memorial Hospital:
claim

—

law (1964) 1946
reports (1963) 11806; (1964) 4531

Our southern partners, story of inter-

American cooperation (1963) 1512
Our sunny region, economy and culture in

Khersonskaya Oblast during years of
Soviet power, USSR (1962) 3003

Our United States (1964) 14360
Our women of the sixties (1963) 11669
Oura Branco quadrangle, Brazil, geology and

ore deposits (1963) 602
Out-of-school youth, see Youth.
Outboard motors, unnecessary procurement.

Army Dept. modernization program,
GAO review (1963) 6533

Outdoor cookery, see Cookery.
(Xitdoor recreation, see Recreation.

Outdoor Recreation Bureau:
and other agencies, recreation resource spe-

cialists, examination announcement
(1963) 13331

development of recreational opportunities,

etc. (remarks) (1964) 5629
Federal focal point in outdoor recreation

(1964) 20714
functions and needs (remarks) (1963) 5665
new bureau, general information (1963) 9320
policy, role, etc. in the recreation field (re-

marks) (1962) 22700
press releases (1964) 3912; (1965) 3829
programs, briefing, hearings (1965) 15814
publication series (1964) 9689
responsibilities, policies, etc. (remarks)

(1962) 14555
role, expanding (remarks) (1965) 20005
role in promotion of Federal coordination

and State governments (remarks) (1963)

1379
statistical series report (1964) 7667

Outdoor recreation for America (1962) 6400

Outdoor recreation in small watershed proj-

ects (1962) 10845
Outdoor recreation literature, survey (1962)

22704
Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Com-

mission:
appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 7124, 10497
law (1961) 14122
reports (1961) 7120, 10455, 14357
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Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Com-
mission

—

Continued
audit report, 1958-62 (1963) 6529
final report, extend time for submitting

—

law (1961) 6949
reports (1961) 5681, 5826

implement recommendations, reports (1963)

7925, 7946
proceedings (1961) 13615-616

role of State and local government (1961)

13617
progress report (1961) 5062

reports, list and order form (1964) 3092
responsibilities, plans, and aspirations (re-

marks) (1962) 20233
study reports (1961) 12641-642, 14556, 16100,

18371-380, 20234, 22701-704, 24053-56;

(1963) 1380, 3248-50, 7382, 16473
Outer Mongolia, see Mongolia.

(Xiter Seven Pact, see European Free Trade
Association.

Outer space:
acceleration hodograph and its application

to space trajectorv analysis, research
study (1963) 19899

"

achievements, NASA installations (1964)
7475

activities of Federal depts., etc., investiga-
tion authorization, reports (1963) 6238;
(1964) 4552; (1965) 4587

administration and management of space
exploration (1962) 20121

AEC's advanced space electric power pro-
gram (remarks) (1962) 14830

aeronautics and space bibliography—

•

for adults (1963) 19886
for elementary grades (1963) 19884
for secondary grades (1963) 19885

aerospace

—

aerospace age language, glossary (1963)
13208

bibliography (1963) 48
books and teaching aids for elementary

school pupils and teachers (1961)
19918

biology, effect of mechanical vibrations at
cellular level (1965) 19949

career and scholarship information (1963)
4824

companies, backlog of orders, current in-

dustrial reports (1962) 13041; (1963)
11617; (1964) 3391, 11892; (1965) 3274,
8605

disturbances—
additional facilities for research pro-
gram, agreement with Australia (1965)
13301

research program, agreement with

—

Australia (1964) 7795
New Zealand (1963) 14730

education for elementary school teachers,
handbook (1965) 12978

education series (1963) 8186
geophysical explorations (1961) 8333
information handbook (1964) 13625
medicine and biology, annotated bibliogra-
phy (1961) 4808, 13415; (1962) 10420;
(1965) 2841

nuclear safety (remarks) (1963) 18602
periodicals for teachers and pupils, sci-

ence services, list (1963) 13864
safety (periodical) (1961) 2882; (1962)

3583; (1963) 3422; (1964) 3217; (1965)
3105

structural dynamics of high speed flight,

symposium proceedings (1961) 20042
technology

—

career opportunities at NASA, examina-
tion announcements (1962) 4836, 6839,
11194, 13104

Outer space—Continued
aerospace—Continued
technology—Continued

amdt (1964) 17130
life sciences, etc (1961) 1840
physical sciences, etc (1961) 1838
research, etc (1961) 1839

Lewis Research Center, conference re-

ports (1964) 21743
test facility, conceptual design study of

multipurpose (1962) 16042
weapons systems (1961) 17959

filamentary structural composites (1962)

107
amend NASA act of 1958—
hearings (1961) 7146, 10491, 12496, 14504
law (1961) 8614
reports (1961) 7118, 8919, 14330
staff report (1962) 5058

America in space

—

first 5 years, pictorial review (1963) 19901
pictorial review (1964) 16657

America's manned flight program, general
information (1963) 12844

anabiotic flight into outer space, USSR
study (1965) 1171

applied methods, determining elements of

outer orientation during flight, USSR
study (1962) 9860

architecture in space, USSR study (1965)

2457

astronauts, qualifications for, committee
print (1963) 2061

atmosphere as part of space environment
(1963) 3125

atom in space (remarks) (1961) 8431

automatic terminal guidance system for

rendezvous with satellite (1961) 15791
beginning of new era in studv, USSR study

(1962) 8046
bibliography (1962) 3344
aerospace books and teaching aids for

secondary school students and teachers
(1961) 21206

biological measurements (1965) 16410

biology

—

and conquest of space, USSR study (1962)

14003
and cosmic flights, USSR study (1961)

17507
biomedical experiments in extraterrestrial

environments, planning conference
(1961) 4946

biotelemetry and space flight, USSR study
(1962) 949

books, list (1961) 1424

can you talk language of aerospace age
(1962) 8897

chemical anti-radiation protection of man in

interplanetary flights, USSR study
(1965) 4999

chemistry and cosmic flights, USSR study
(1962) 3090

chronology of missile and astronautic events
(1961) 5705

code of Federal regulations (1961) 9110,
10598-599, 14867; (1962) 7353-56, 9618;

(1963) 12115, 13926-928; (1964) 6651-52,

8556-57; (1965) 9104-6, 10825
communications

—

center, visit to, USSR (1964) 12854
commercial satellite system (address)

(1962) 15544
hearings (1962) 412
microwave reflectivity of deposited alumi-
num films used to fabricate satellites

(1961) 6379
organization, networks, etc (1963) 5611
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Outer space—Continued
communications—Continued

satellite act of 1962—
hearings (1962) 9471, 17326
law (1962) 18991
reports (1962) 9453. 13650

steerable antennas, receiving system de-

sign for arraying independently for deep
probes (1962) 12452

cooperation, agreement with Italy (1963)

1541
coping with silence, USSR study (1965) 6473

cosmic mineralogy, new branch of science

(1963) 18177
cosmic ray collisions (1965) 5102-5

space source of high energy gamma rays
(1965) 5103

cryogenic propellants storage, performance
of solar reflectors (1965) 1463

curium fueled generators for lunar and
space missions (1961) 3799

cybernetics use, USSR articles (1964) 9023
deep space optical communications systems

study (1964) 16652
density of atmospheric dust in altitude

range 50,000 to 90,000 ft (1963) 1496
detector-analyzer for studying interplane-

tary plasma (1964) 7520
earth-moon regions

—

accuracy of navigation with various com-
binations of onboard optical measure-
ments (1964) 18774

trajectories with symmetrical free return

properties, lunar flight study series

(1963) 12883
education in junior high schools, bibliogra-

phy (1962) 11696
educational programs & services of NASA

(1962) 18245
effecting economies in national program,

ways and means, report (1963) 6201

elastic recovery concept for expandable
space structures, development and eval-

uation (1965) 1391
elastomeric materials used in aerospace sys-

tems, design data handbook (1963) 4391

electrical power generation systems for

space applications (1965) 11418
elektron space system, USSR study (1964)

9084
engine operating problems in space environ-

ment (1965) 18468
environment—
and scientific satellites (1962) 14485
man must take into space (1962) 20123
research, laboratory techniques (1963)

5552
testing in exploration of space, satellite

reliability (1963) 16395
vehicle's surface sputtering (1962) 14462

Europe and space, French study (1964) 1133

expandable space structures, report (1961)

16674
experiments in space, results (1962) 18300
exploration, etc

—

atomic energy implications (remarks)

(1965) 10195
challenge of the future (remarks) (1963)

12888
concepts for detection of extraterrestrial

life (1965) 1402
differentiation of conditioned space stimu-

li, USSR study (1961) 2188
documents on international aspects and

use, 1954, staff report (1963) 9960
print as Senate document, report (1963)

9986
gas dynamics (1963) 5551
geophysics and astronomy, papers (1963)

5541

Outer space—Continued

legal problems, symposium

—

print as Senate document, report (1961)
7222

text (1961) 7163
lunar and planetary sciences, papers

(1963) 5542
man-in-space program

—

astronaut John H. Glenn orbits earth
for America (1962) 10478

astronaut M. Scott Carpenter, flight

May 24, 1962 (1962) 16029-30
first flight (1961) 13169
flight of astronaut Grissom and Liberty

Bell 7 (1961) 19900
physiological problems, USSR study

(1961) 20968
Projects Mercurv and Apollo (1961)

19899
Project Mercury ballistic and orbital

chimpanzee flights (1964) 5501
Projects Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo,

staff report of Aeronautical and Space
Sciences Committee (1962) 19365

project Mercury, general information
(1961) 19898; (1963) 19902, 19904

qualifications for astronauts, hearings
(1962) 19197

Vostok-2 flies toward stars, USSR study
(1961) 21115

manned orbital flight, Mercury atlas

MA-6, general information (1962) 6250
Mariner II reports (1963) 10981
meteoroid effects (1963) 20983
mission of man in space (1963) 14536A
NASA and universities (addresses) (1963)

5535
national significance of augmented space
program (1962) 12509

new frontier (1962) 12512; (1964) 5535
nuclear power and space (remarks) (1961)

20367
PACAF basic bibliographies (1961) 8342;

(1962) 14779; (1963) 11510; (1965) 13427
peaceful, U.S. launch vehicles, NASA facts

(1965) 9630
practical values, report (1961) 20559
program, effects on urban life, conference
proceedings (1964) 3004

radioisotopes use (remarks) (1961) 6758
science and technology—
NASA-university conference, proceed-

ings (1963) 3113-14
preliminary program and abstracts of

papers to be presented at NASA-Univ-
ersity Conference announcement (1962)

22534
scientific research and technological prog-

ress in aeronautics and astronautics,
American chronology, 1915-60 (1961)

15765
second flight of man in cosmic space (1962)

834
six-month mission, use of 13-watt curium

fueled thermoelectric generator (1961)

201
Soviet, role of radio electronics, Hungari-
an study (1962) 22067

Soviet scientific progress (1962) 5652
USSR study (1964) 2507
why and how (1965) 18484

extra-terrestrial life

—

probabilities, USSR study (1963) 17968
search (1963) 18124

extraterrestrial stations, uses, etc., USSR
study (1964) 5286

fast interplanetary missions with low-thrust
propulsion systems (1961) 6413

federal association of German aerospace
industry, proceedings (1963) 7107
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Outer space—Continued

filament-reinforced composites for aerospace
structural applications, evaluations

(1965) 11403
first manned group flight, Aug. 11-12, 1962,

USSR (1964) 14613
flank losses, effects, in theory of space-probe

entry under conditions of high mass loss

(1964) 1469
flight applications, exploratory study of

thermoelectrostatic power generation,

errata (1963) 7242
flight structures, environmental problems

(1962) 22579
geophysical explorations in 1961 (1962) 8898

geophysics and space data bulletin (1964)

20967; (1965) 3469
goals, scientists' testimony, hearings (1963)

15372
Goddard Space Flight Cent-sr contributions

to COSPAR meetings (1963) 12855;
(1964) 14854; (1965) 14820

government operations in space, civil-

military roles, report (1965) 10510
Government publications

—

highlights (1962) 18398
price list (1962) 10597; (1963) 14652, 20087;

(1965) 9867
human exposed to extreme conditions of

space training, USSR study (1965) 14516

important USSR experiments (1965) 9329
inflatable structures in space, uses, prob-

lems, funding, research and develop-
ment, hearing (1961) 12362

instrumentation and monitoring techniques,
study (1962) 102

international cooperation

—

and organization, study (1965) 17758
print as Senate document, report (1965)

15946
present and future (1963) 9645

international tracking of space vehicles, 5th
anniversary, program (1963) 5507

interplanetary

—

lunar and near planet environments and
methods of simulation, investigation
(1963) 4392

magnetic field, simple model (1964)
18745-746

space

—

existence of neutral hydrogen (1964)
2699

surface temperature distribution on
thin-walled bodies subjected to solar
radiation (1961) 19944

interstellar, energy spectra of electrons
from pion-muon-electron decays (1965)
5102

investigations

—

conducted on Kosmos and Elektron satel-

lites, results of USSR study (1965) 18379

USSR bibliography (1964) 14926
ionizing radiation in space and its influence

on spacecraft design (1962) 22570
Japan

—

government and private agencies con-
cerned with development (1965) 11096

research laboratories on aerospace (1965)
11286

space program, Kappa and Lambda type
observation rockets (1965) 6763

lasers

—

for aerospace weaponry (1963) 5852
in space, USSR study (1965) 798

law and power, problems (1963) 18537
law of space and of satellite communica-

tions, conference on peaceful uses of
space, proceedings (1964) 13157

Outer space—Continued
life, problems of adjustment, etc., USSR

study (1963) 15802
looking ahead in space (lecture) (1965) 14867

low-energy charged particles, instruments
for measuring distributions (1961) 15801

low energy protons from cosmic ray colli-

sions in space (1965) 5104
low-pressure and radiation environment,

materials problems (1961) 1298
lowest pressures, measurement (1965) 6615
lubrication requirements for space environ-

ments (1964) 4253
magnetism in space, USSR study (1962)

12138
man, conqueror of space and hope of the

future, USSR (1965) 7873
man in space

—

flight, USSR study (1963) 17615
human factors system program, bibliogra-
phy (1964) 18729

life, reason, and capabilities of knowing
universe, USSR study (1961) 20906

USSR study (1964) 16503; (1965) 9374
manned space flight

—

display and control requirements (1961)
17971

program, status, 1963 (1963) 12842
role of electroencephalography (1965)

18527
manned space missions, orbital element con-

trol with potential applications, theoret-
ical study (1964) 11391

man's first emergence, biomedical aspects,
USSR study (1965) 9431

manual control and associated areas, Rus-
sian literature (1965) 9614

manual procedure for determining position
in space from onboard optical measure-
ments (1965) 2866

mechanics, Fortran code for solution of

problems by numerical methods (1963)
3130

medical and biological applications of space
telemetry (1965) 18497

medical problems in space travel, USSR
study (1965) 2732

and biology, bibliographies (1963) 9084;
(1964) 16668, 18728, 20539, 21744; (1965)
8008

and space flights, USSR lectures (1961)
17552

meteoroid impact hazard to space vehicles,
multiple-sheet structures effectiveness
and evaluation, investigation (1961)
19971

microbiology, Soviet scientific progress
(1962) 5668

micrometeoroids, Explorer XVI presentation
of space enigma (1963) 9142

military astronautics, report (1961) 8788
missiles

—

and ventures into space 1960-61 bibliog-

raphic report. Army Dept. pamphlet
(1961) 13827

publications list (1964) 18884
missions

—

Brayton cycle space-power system appli-

cations, analytical studies (1964) 20610
flight-informational sensors, display, and
space control of X-15 airplane for at-

mospheric and near-space flight (1964)
16712

nuclear rockets (remarks (1963) 4500
rotornet, high-performance hypersonic
decelerator for planetary entry (1965)

12974
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Outer space—Continued
missions—Continued
space simulators, surveying star back-
grounds (1965) 13028

NASA-
educational publications, list (1964) 11357
manned space flight team (1964) 9537

qualifications and training program
(1963) 12845

operations, semiannual report

—

departmental edition (1962) 16032,
22592; (1963) 7300

document edition (1962) 15105, 20966;
(1963) 6091

photography from five years of space
(1964) 7476

programs, major activities (1961) 2526
scientific and technical programs, hear-

ings (1961) 8969
20th century explorer into sea of space,
guide to careers in aero-space technolo-

gy (1965) 11518
National Conference on Peaceful Uses of

Space, proceedings (1961) 17732; (1963)
3112; (1964) 20538

national goals for post-Apollo period, alter-
native goals following manned lunar
landing hearings (1965) 19477

national program, effecting economies, hear-
ing (1963) 304

national space program and Defense Dept.
organization, hearings (1961) 8861

naval surveillance system observations,
decay prediction of 1963-21 (1964) 20712

Navy space surveillance

—

high-power transmitter. Lake Kickapoo
station (1962) 18357

phase-channel combiner for system (1962)
24041

system, radio-interferometer, analog
phase-channel combiner MOD II, for
space angle measurements (1965) 13111

near-earth and interplanetary plasma,
USSR study (1965) 16393

near-space environment, exhaust backflow
from simulated cluster of 3 wide-spaced
rocket nozzles (1965) 18566

neutrons in space (1963) 5608
news items on rockets and aerospace tech-

nology, USSR (1965) 14510
nuclear energy for space propulsion, hear-

ings (1962) 2281
index (1963) 4665

nuclear power

—

applications, hearings (1963) 1970
propulsion, practical application in 1960's

(1961) 5390
nutrition in space and related waste prob-

lems, conference, Apr. 27-30, 1964 (1965)
8052

operations of NASA, semiannual report

—

departmental edition (1961) 6363
document edition (1961) 5590

optical telescopes for lunar surface use
(1965) 18554

orbital flight handbooks (1965) 16624-625,
18485

orbital rendezvous in space

—

hearing (1961) 12363
report (1961) 16673

orientation in, USSR study (1965) 11185

osculating orbital derivatives of elements
and parameters (1962) 3364

outer space and life, USSR study (1964) 1269

peaceful space activities, implications for

human affairs, report (1961) 8729

peaceful uses, report of Geneva conference
(1963) 6204

Outer space—Continued
photostress and flash blindness in aerospace

operations (1963) 18507
physics, 8-level pulse-height analyzer appli-

cations (1961) 4939
physiology, neon solubility determination in

water and extracted human fat (1964)
13650

piloted entries into earth's atmosphere for
capsule-type vehicle at parabolic veloci-
ty, fixed-base-simulator study (1962)
22583

planetary flight handbooks (1965) 18489-491
plasma

—

interplanetary, observed phenomena, ex-
periments, etc (1963) 19919

physics and magnetohydrodynamics, pa-
pers (1963) 7235

positions and velocities of space station and
ferry vehicle study (1962) 3379

positions, double gamma-ray spectrometer
to search for (1962) 22574

power

—

supplies, bibliography (1961) 17993
thermionic converter, thermal and ther-

mionic characteristics (1964) 9619
transistor cooling in space environment

(1963) 16374
precision endless-loop magnetic tape record-

er, description (1963) 5579
preparation

—

for human space flight, USSR study (1965)
12660

of man's flight into cosmic space, USSR
study (1962) 809

problem of mastering cosmic space, USSR
study (1962) 2979

program

—

National Bureau of Standards-
hearings (1961) 10360
report (1961) 14294

organization of U.S. national space effort,

staff study (1961) 16857
progress, impact on science (1962) 20122
property rights in inventions made under

Federal space research contracts, amend
act of 1958, hearings (1962) 398, 11474

propulsion energies, medical and biological
aspects, NASA program (address) (1961)
1247

publications, list (1962)6410
quality program provisions for space sys-

tem contractors (1963) 1264
radiation

—

doses, current estimates (1962) 16040
effects on solar-cell power systems, hand-
book (1963) 18130

hazards, protection, symposium, proceed-
ings (1963) 9687

protecting human beings, USSR study
(1964) 7082

space, protection against, symposium pro-
ceedings (1965) 18492

radiations of space (series) (1965) 13430,
18918

radioactive contamination, hygienic prob-
lems, USSR study (1964) 7060

refraction effect on setting sun, theory and
observation (1963) 12862

rendezvous for space and the West, story of
Goddard Space Flight Center launch
operations (1965) 13059

research, etc.

—

activities of Federal agencies, investiga-
tion

—

authorization, report (1962) 5021
expenses, report (1961) 5785

contracts, ownership of inventions, report
(1963) 2059
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Outer space—Continued
research, etc.—Continued
D-region and interplanetary space, rocket
measurement of density and conductivi-

ty, errata (1961) 15766"

East European journals, abstracts (1963)

734, 922, 1069, 2646, 2728, 2876, 2928,

5384, 5420, 6714, 6880, 8523, 8586, 8688,

8779, 8884, 10429, 10534, 10606, 10713,
10793, 12305, 12669, 12687, 14110, 14326,
14412, 15745, 15884, 16139, 16204, 16220,
17780, 17857, 17914, 17990, 19613, 19648,
19706, 19760, 20873, 20888; (1964) 984,

1174, 1216. 1308, 1345, 2700, 2781, 2840,
4966, 5070, 5196, 5232

facilities, training, and research grants
programs of NASA, hearings (1964) 4568

international activity, summaries (1961)
1244-46, 2524-25, 4838, 6303-4, 7949,
9491-92, 11399, 13469-470, 17668, 21205

investigation

—

authorization, reports (1961) 5663;
(1963) 6114; (1965) 5884

expenses, reports (1961) 5684; (1964)
12071; (1965) 5913

knowledge, transforming and using, sym-
posium (1965) 8055

patent policies relating to, hearings (1962)
398, 11474

program, agreement with United Kingdom
(1961) 21405

review. Office of Aerospace Research (peri-

odical) (1965) 18914)
Soviet bibliography (1962) 10074
Soviet bloc (1963) 4200

resources, convertibility to civilian needs,
search for new employment potentials,
readings (1965) 441

road to peace, observations on scientific

meetings and international cooperation
(1961) 10359

rocket and satellite investigations, 1964,
Soviet publications, bibliography
(1965)12699

rubidium corrosion and physical properties
evaluation program, space power tech-
nology studies (1962) 16387

satellite television broadcast system, gov-
ernmental role (address) (1962) 15542

satellities and space

—

operations, problems, lecture series (1961)
1369

summary (1965) 2925
satellites, space probed, and manned

flights—
1961 events (1962) 17129
1962 events (1963) 13669

scientific and technical aerospace reports
(1964) 4011

abstract journal with indexes (1965) 3919
announced, contract number index (1964)
9541

cumulative indexes (1963) 11086; (1964)
4010

Government-wide index (1965) 11978
indexes (1965) 3918
subject indexes, guide (1964) 13138

scientists and engineers, biographical and
bibliographical listing, 1957-61 (1962)
22538

semiconductors surface properties, research
and prospects, USSR study (1962) 3197

serial publications, world list (1962) 23942
simulated environment, human reactions,

USSR study (1963) 14355
sinews from space, STADAN, Space Track-

ing and Data Acquisition Network
(1965) 14863

Outer space—Continued
solar cosmic rays in space excursions, pre-

diction aspects of events, study (1961)
9550

Soviet bloc research (1961) 11323; (1964)
4044; (1965) 3949

Soviet man-in-space shot, hearing (1961)
8859

Soviet navigation, brief developments (1965)
2731

space activities

—

and community of nations (1962) 20162
summary (1962) 20163

space

—

and biology, USSR study (1961) 20967
and time variations of natural radioactivi-

ty of atmosphere, USSR study (1961)
1002

environment, effects on plastics, summary
with bibliography (1963) 348

flights—
and economics, USSR study (1962) 8123
handbooks (1965) 16624-625, 18485-491
medical and biological aspects, USSR

studies (1963) 761
materials, parts, components, services

inspection system provisions for sup-
pliers (1963) 1265

mathematics supplement for secondary
levels (1965) 11399

mercury condensing systems, Govern-
ment-industry symposium (1962) 6299

navigation handbook (1962) 8563
needle, U.S. project, USSR protests (1963)

19444
oriented mathematics for early elementary
grades, education aids (1964) 19625 "

posture

—

hearings (1963) 8011
report (1963) 13671

progress and posterity (speech) (1965)
5975

research programs, participation by Mexi-
can scientists, agreement with Mexico
(1965) 11726

satellite communications system

—

antitrust problems, hearings (1962)
13691, 15444

commercial applications, report (1961)
20561

experiments, report (1963) 286
legislation, hearings (1962) 9471
ownership and control

—

hearings (1961) 19190; (1962) 2379,
9393, 11466, 11656, 17326

law (1962) 18991
print additional copies, report (1963)

8079, 11864
reports (1962) 9453, 11382, 11387,

13650, 17290, 19287
science

—

East European translations (1962) 23769
Soviet (1962) 5754

sextant, simulating sighting problems,
2d-order perturbation angle techniques
(1965) 11500

terms, short glossary (1962) 16033
the new frontier (1964) 21739
travel, attainability of heavenly bodies

(1961) 2590
spacecraft materials for space operations,

papers (1963) 7236
spaceships in earth satellite orbits, USSR

study (1961) 2239
speaking of space and aeronautics (series)

(1965) 14864-867, 19951
standard vehicle and equipment status re-

ports (1962) 4537
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Outer space—Continued

structural fabric program, manufacturing
AIRMAT (1963) 16768

structural research problems for support of

future space missions (1963) 18164
tactical decision making

—

effects of track load on damage, cost and
kills, preliminary report (1962) 12942

in aerospace surveillance (1963) 11507
taming of blue and beyond, Air Force pam-

phlet (1962) 20438
technique for visual detection of distant

objects bv use of optical filtering (1965)
1475

thermoelectrostatic generator for space
applications, parameter study (1965)
9713

3d international symposium on investigation
of cosmic space, USSR report (1963)
2570

transient surface temperature distribution
of thinwalled sphere subjected to radia-
tion in space (1965) 9697

travel

—

hypodvnamic urolithiasis as hazard dur-

ing weightlessness (1962) 12940
present and future, USSR studies (1963)

17834
sensorv deprivation, pain and personalitv

relationships, studv (1963) 18166
Soviet development (1963) 722

ultra thin gauge polymeric films for space
applications (1965) 16602

United States

—

activities during 1960, report (1961) 5591
international space programs, texts of

executive agreements, etc (1965) 15843
print as Senate document, report (1965)

14098
program, appraisal (remarks) (1961) 1329
program, excerpts from President's news

conference, Aug. 22, 1962 (1962) 20485
space activities, report

—

departmental edition (1962) 4920; (1963)
7304; (1964) 5537; (1965) 5246

document edition (1963) 4719; (1964)

„„4434; (1965) 4476
USSR-

builders of cosmic ships (1962) 2810
exploration, etc., bibliography, 1956-60

(1961) 157
historic achievement (1962) 2862
interplanetary rocket to Mars (1963) 1047
new investigations (1964) 6971
research, 5 vears (1964) 16383
Soviet bloc research (1962) 4346
Soviet man in cosmos (1962) 2660
Soviet programs, organization, plans,

goals, and international implications,
report (1962) 13655

vovage of Vostok-3, cosmonaut's account
(1963) 19448. 20761

utilization of space in militarv objectives of

the West (1962) 12201
vehicles and

—

environments, instrumentation and tech-
niques, study (1962) 100

equipment, effects of high-altitude envi-

ronments (1962) 101
ventures into space, progress report, Armv

pamphlets (1962) 14822; (1964) 102
walk in space, from (iemini 4 (1965) 14727
waste heat injection, moving-belt radiator

svstem, heat transfer and weight analv-
sls (1964) 16677

weapons, defense against, USSR translation
(1963) 19696

weather in space (1963) 19947
weather phenomena, observations, report

(1963) 287

Outer space—Continued

weatherman in space (1964) 11980
what's up there, source book in space orient-

ed mathematics

—

student edition (1964) 7570
teacher edition (1964) 7571

world in space (1963) 9141
X-15 research at edge of space (1964) 7472
see also Life support systems.

Outerwear:
children's census of manufactures, 1958,

industry report (1961) 5459
women's and misses' census of manufac-

tures, 1958, industrv report (1961) 5458
Outlet Stores, Inc., relief (1962) 16919; (1963)

7887; (1965) 5849
Outlet works, see Reservoirs.
Outlook and 1960 year-end economic review

(1961) 6919
Outlook and 1961 year-end economic review

(1962) 4871
Outlying possessions:

briefings on, hearings (1965) 8890
dutiable status of imports from insular pos-

sessions amend tariff schedules, report
(1965) 17658

housing census detailed data (1964) 1806
special duty exemption, reports (1963) 11832,

13544, 13584
talent development personnel and activities

(1964) 21273
United States-
extreme and mean altitudes, list (1961)
14956

trade (1961) 2966; (1962) 3894; (1963) 3737;

(1964) 3535; (1965) 3449
Outpatient population of psvchiatric clinics,

Maryland, 1958-59 (1962) 1779
Outpatient services, see Clinics.

Output, see Production.
Output index based on production cost norms,

USSR (1963) 19538
Output meters TS-585A/U, TS-585B/U, TS-

585C/U, or TS-585D/U, Navy calibra-
tion program, technical manual (1963)

16466
Output per man-hour in distributing foods of

farm origin (1965) 8451
Chitput power from GaAs lasers at room

temperature (1964) 19175
Outside rearview mirror(s) for automotive ve-

hicles (1965) 16201
Outwood, Ky., Veterans Administration hospi-

tal propertv, disposition, hearing (1962)

15285
Ovaries:
examination of ovarian function and its sig-

nificance. Communist China (1962) 15887
transplant, importance of nervous factor in

accretion, USSR study (1961) 17498
Oven coke, see Coke.
Overbeck, John G., relief (1964) 6261, 10392,

13841
Overbeck, Marv G., relief (1964) 6261, 10392,

13841
Overbeeke. Cornelis J., relief (1961) 12215
Overheim, Richard K., Baton Rouge wholesale

food-distribution facilities (1964) 11737
Overland air-cushion vehicle stability and con-

trol wind tunnel experiments (1962)

22876
Overland train, Mark II, dust concentration

measurement (1964) 16894
Overlays for lumber, old product in new dress

(1964) 14311
Overrun estimates of Scribner decimal C log

rule and international 1/4-inch log rule

for hardwood logs (1961) 12722
_

Overruns, southern pine logs (1963) 6523
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Oversea service:

Air Force engineers, pamphlet (1963) 5868
Army's dependent schools, educators' oppor-

tunities (1962) 155, 20499; (1965) 1818
engineers' handbook (1965) 15263
Federal jobs (1961) 10108; (1962) 9119; (1963)

4627; (1965) 5745
Government employees

—

civilian, allotment and advancement of

pay in emergency evacuations

—

hearing (1961) 8852
law (1961) 18695
reports (1961) 12269, 19044

civilian, rotation, hearings (1965) 17730
Government officials and employees, travel

expenses, amend act, report (1962) 19083

health workers, opportunities (1961) 20865
information about jobs overseas, questions

and answers (1961) 14794
preparatory programs for students in high-

er education institutions, survey report
(1961) 7154

serving your country (1965) 15231
teachers' act, amend

—

hearing (1961) 16847
law (1961) 18576

'

reports (1961) 12475, 16697
when Americans live abroad (1965) 13277

Overseas Aid Week, Voluntary, see Voluntary
Overseas Aid Week.

Overseas Automotive Club, Inc., President's E
award for export excellence (remarks)
(1965) 8698

Overseas bases, see Installations (military).

Overseas business reports: (1963) 2383-2400,
5061-90, 6586-6621, 8378-8420, 10330-344,
12253-257, 15647-652, 17554-561,
19355-358, 20756-757; (1964) 862-868,
2454-62, 3827, 4850-62, 6844-60, 8811-33,
10691-706, 12552-556, 14372-390, 15983-
987, 18169-187, 19824, 21066-92; (1965)
353-362, 1942-47, 3745, 4423-36, 5756-63,
7349-55, 8691-96, 10326-333, 11999-12003,
13711-718, 15373-391, 17282-291, 19042

checklist (1963) 8422
Overseas marketing activities of Foreign Ag-

ricultural Service (1961) 20757
Overseas military information programs

(1962) 9342
Overseas service:

American social workers, opportunities
overseas (1964) 11710

Federal jobs (1964) 4391
learning to live overseas. Army pamphlet

(1964) 13676
Oversnow transport (1963) 19138
Overstreet, EHizabeth F., geology of southeast-

ern bauxite deposits (1965) 726
Overstreet, William C.:

crystalline rocks of South Carolina (1965)
9256

heavy minerals in saprolite of crystalline
rocks, Shelby quadrangle, N.C (1964)
2418

Overtime, see Hours of labor.

Overton, D.E., mathematical refinement of in-

filtration equation for watershed engi-
neering (1965) 8396

Overton, Robert 0., and wife, relief (1964)
21172; (1965) 5856, 13753, 14009

Ovomucoid, see Glycoproteins.
Owen, Margaret R., relief (1964) 10371
Owen, R.W. jr., northeast Pacific albacore

oceanography survey, 1961 (1964) 4741
Owen, Robert B., theoretical model atmos-

pheres of Venus (1965) 5166
Owen, William E., economic developments in

Chile, 1962 (1963) 8408

Owen, Vaux, jr., geology and ground-water
resources of Lee and Sumter Counties,
Ga (1964) 2432

Owen County, Ind., soil survey report (1965)
3024

Owenke Tribe, primitive society of Inner Mon-
golia, Communist China study (1963)
2650

Owens, Charles D.:

scale for weighing beehives (1963) 5792
selecting and operating beekeeping equip-

ment (1965) 1760, 16966
shade and water for honey bee colony (1964)

15210
Owens, Hugh F., nomination hearing (1964)

8439
Owens, James M., address, Sept. 13, 1963

(1963) 18631
Owens, Seymour K., relief (1962) 20787, 21303
Owens River and Valley, structural geology

and volcanism of region, geophysical
study (1965) 731

Owens Valley, gravity study (1965) 14415
Owensboro quadrangle, Ind.-Ky., geomorpholo-

gy and quaternary geology (1965) 19672
Owings, Ann, young people's use and apprais-

als of natural and competing fibers used
in wearing apparel, preliminary report
(1965) 1672

Owl Creek, geology and ground-water re-

sources of area (1961) 10695
Owl Creek formation, see Cretaceous period.
Owsiak, Jan, see Koss, Jan.
Owsley, Alice, sources of information on finan-

cial aid for professional preparation for
educators of exceptional children (1964)
6580

Owsley County, Ky., opportunities for econom-
ic growth (1964) 19197

Owyhee County, Idaho, ground-water recon-
naissance of Sailor Creek area (1964)
15944

Oxalates, rare-earth, radiochemical precipita-
tion studies (1961) 9478

Oxazoles, hvdrazine derivatives, East German
study (1962) 7825

Oxford, Conn., four-town redevelopment area,
ARA case book (1963) 20317

Oxford, Md., see Biological Laboratory, Ox-
ford.

Oxford, N.C, redevelopment area, statistical

profile (1962) 13179
Oxidation:

anthracite with

—

concentrated nitric acid (1961) 9477
nitric acid, products obtained (1964) 20509

anti-oxidation properties of polyphenols,
USSR study (1964) 7343

aromatic compounds by bacteria (1962)
18183

binary niobium alloys (1961) 2572

biological, in microbiology, USSR study
(1963) 16209

carbon monoxide on platinum using con-
stant-current pulses, study (1965) 13122

coal mine pyrites (1963) 14512

coatings, resistance for graphite and molyb-
denum, tested in two arc-powered facili-

ties (1961) 13512
Colorado oil shale (1963) 5492

columbium-hafnium binary alloys (1963)
1240

copper, and irradiation effects, study (1963)
14964

dynamic selective rate studies, fluorescent
X-ray spectrograph design and princi-

ples (1961) 7932
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Oxidation—Continued

effect of glutamic acid, in cases of circulato-

ry insufficiency in patients with rheu-

matic valve defects, USSR study (1961)

4607
effect on coal flotation (1965) 11391
effects on performance of charring ablators,

determination (1964) 13256
electrochemical, of titanium diboride (1964)

16715
fatigue and high-temperature alloys, USSR

study (1964) 12783
gaseous hvdrocarbon, adaptation of sapro-

phytic" microflora, USSR study (1963)

17701
glucose, in-vitro, by rat spleen and bone

marrow suspensions, effect of AETT
(1965) 13436

heterogeneous catalytic, of organic com-
pounds, Riga conference, USSR (1962)

12113
high temperature, of niobium in ultrahigh

vacuum (1964) 8085; (1965) 13518
hydrocarbons, catalytic activity (1963) 3051

hydrogen as retardant in gas-cooled systems
(1962) 18230

hydrogen at low pressure, effect of cleavage
of chains on walls of container, USSR
study (1961) 10913

inhibitors, stabilization of silicone lubricat-

ing liquids above 200° C (1961) 1376

internal, nickel-base alloy systems (1965)
11482

iron-chromium alloys in water vapor, prelim-
inary study (1961) 5004

iron-chromiunvnickel system in high-temp-
erature steam, electron beam micro-
probe studies, trace interpretation tech-

niques (1965) 8543
leaching of copper sulfides in acidic pulps

(1963) 7224
materials in arc-image furnace, study (1961)

4932
metals, role of gaseous diffusion, investiga-

tion, errata (1962) 3346
methane-oxidizing bacteria, literature re-

view (1965) 2811
molybdenum-silicon system, kinetics (1963)

7589
nickel and

—

chromium alloys, mechanism (1961) 8039
creep-rupture strength (1963) 11163

niobium at elevated temperatures, research
for coatings for protection (1961) 3752

polycvclic, aromatic hydrocarbons, review of

literature (1965) 19958
products of oleic acid, radiomimetic effect,

protective action of radioprotectors,
USSR study (1963) 16151

quantitative dichromate, limnological organ-
ic analyses (1963) 2297

recovering tin from hardhead, methods
(1961) 7945

reduction products in liquid state, develop-
ment of krypton-85 clathrate analytical
techniques for measuring (1963) 18594

removing copper from copper-clad steel

(1965) 14711
resistant coatings

—

diffusion, effects on Mo-0.5 Ti molybdenum
alloy at 2,500° F, studies (1964) 18732

for tantalum alloys and other metals
(1964) 48

sulphuric acid from sulphur dioxide by au-
toxidation in mechanical cells (1963)
12835

thermal, high polvmers, literature survev
(1964) 4608

Oxidation—Continued
titanium at low temperatures, USSR stu(iy

(1963) 6888
uranium dioxide, USSR study (1963) 5285
vanadium-base alloys, characteristics (1965)

6690
vapor phase, of hydrocarbons in low-

temperature coal tar (1963) 10955
Oxides:

coal ash and related materials, methods for

analyzing (1962) 20101
fast reactor, large, calculation of doppler

coefficient and other safety parameters
(1961) 18049

films on metal surfaces, effect of inert, re-

ducing, and oxidizing atmospheres on
friction and wear (1961) 21240

grain growth, effects of several metal and
compound additions (1965) 11487

hexagonal magnetic and their application to

microwave circuitry (1962) 12949
metal, compilation of melting points (1963)

19951
oxide-coated brush cathodes in electron-

bombardment ion thrustors, preliminary
operation (1965) 13005

oxide coatings of metal, USSR articles

(1965) 2610
oxides of 65 elements, thermodynamic prop-

erties (1963) 16318
rare earth

—

acute mammalian toxicity (1963) 18502
corrosion, compatability, and radiation

effects (1962) 23025
preparation and metallic reduction (1962)

1643
producing and ladle-treating medium-
carbon alloy steels (1962) 3330

small quantities, effects on magnetic be-

haviors of variety of rectangular loop
ferrite cores. Communist China study
(1961) 2324

thermal expansion and phase inversion
(1961) 19881

refractory

—

evaluated for high-temperature use (1965)

12989
evaluation for use in high-temperature
pebble-bed wind-tunnel heat exchangers
(1964) 20615

thermal expansion and phase inversion
(1962) 12402

total emittance measurements obtained
over temperatures 600° F. to 2,000° F
(1962) 8489

rock-forming, except water, phase-equi-
Hbrium relations (1964) 14343 ^ ^

sinterable powders and ceramics made from
them, investigation (1963) 9639

sintering by electrical conductivity method,
USSR study (1963) 8709

solubility determination in molten fluorides

(1962) 1641
surface energy (1964) 3038
vanadium

—

heats and free energies of formation
(1961) 19885

metal-grade, preparation from red cake
and mill solutions (1962) 10452

see also oxides by name, e.g. Nitrogen ox-

ides.

Oxidizing agents:
decane oxidizing bacteria isolated from

depth waters of northern Ciscaucasus,
USSR study (1963) 17700

hvdrocarbon-oxidizing bacteria research,

East Germany study (1963) 8459
particle size effect on solid propellant com-

bustion stability (1965) 9699
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Oxidizing agents—Continued

pulverized, removal of vanadium from iron,

USSR study (1961) 2354
study, results of research program (1962)

12936
superoxidizers, study (1961) 11738

Oximes:
pharmacological effects of nn'-trimethylene-

bis (r-hydroxyimino-methylpuridinium

(TMB-4), Yugoslavia study (1962) 7625
use as therapeutic agents follovdng intoxi-

cations by organophorsphorus com-
pounds, USSR study (1962) 1155

Oxnard, Calif., census of housing, 1960, citv

blocks (1961) 18194
Oxygen:
absorption cross-sections in vacuum ultra-

violet (1965) 124
administration of carbon dioxide with oxy-

gen at 39,000 feet altitude, effects on
brain oxygenation, etc (1963) 69

analysis of mixed fluoride salts (1962) 22496
application in metallurgy, USSR study

(1961) 13375
arterial tension increased at altitude by

carbonic anhydrase inhibition (1965) 127

atmospheres rich in, effect on cerebral lipid

peroxides (1963) 9106
atom recombination at oxide surfaces and

effect of Tesla discharge on recombina-
tion heat transfer (1963) 3151

atomic, photoionization (1964) 14779
atoms, reaction with hydrogen and ammonia,

spectrometric investigations (1965) 5226
aviators breathing, analysis of contami-

nants (1961) 5014
boiling heat transfer (1965) 18617
breathing equipment, continuous functional

testing (1964) 74
candles, chlorate-candle production by hot

pressing (1962) 20214
chemical analyses of automobile exhaust

gases for oxygenates (1961) 15755
chemiluminescence from atomic oxygen-

nitric oxide reaction under upper atmos-
pheric conditions (1964) 14780

chlorella as source for interplanetary trav-
el, USSR study (1962) 10031

choking 2-phase flow literature summary
and idealized design solutions (1963)

18191
CO -i- O3, flame and radiation and mechanism

of reaction (1961) 10831

combustion at 20 atmospheres, related to

ultraviolet radiation (1965) 2895
combustion in hydrogen atmosphere, rela-

tion to radiation processes (1965) 2889
compounds

—

microhydrogenation identifying technique
(1963) 1236

polar material in distillate fuel, separa-
tion, etc (1963) 19869

consumption

—

animal tissues after combined action of

certain gases, USSR study (1965) 11254
effect of decreased barometric pressure

(1963) 4411
heart, methods of studying, USSR study

(1962) 2852
mice at various environmental tempera-

tures, effect of hypoxia on rate (1963)
14917

content and capacity of blood, polarograph-
ic determination in single sample (1964)
17014

content of expired air, electrometric deter-

mining, USSR study (1963) 19446
converters for producing steel, USSR report

(1962) 10170

Oxygen—Continued
cyanogen-oxygen combustion, composition

and thermodynamic properties of prod-
ucts (1964) 18753

debt as objective index of functional state of
cardiopulmonary system of patients
with mitral stenosis, USSR study (1961)
19682

delivery rate of human blood (1965) 8489
detection, use of thermochemical gas analyz-

er (1963) 18521
determination, platinum-tube method for

fluorine-containing compounds (1963)
18706

detonation waves formation in

—

hydrogen-oxygen mixture (1964) 9604
stoichiometric hydrogen-oxygen mixture,
high-speed photographic investigation
(1964) 11393

diffusion in zirconium dioxide (1963) 14978
dissolved, analyzer, final report (1965) 8552

dissolved content of intragravel water in

spawning streams of southeastern Alas-
ka, variations (1962) 15604

dogs inhaling, changes in respiration and
reflex excitability, USSR study (1965)

12594
effect in ionizing radiation (1961) 1695
effect of starvation and acceleration on con-

tent of glutamic and gamma-
aminobutyric acids in brain tissue,

USSR study (1965) 5017
effects on

—

breathing, factors in arterial blood (1965)

10120
creep-rupture of niobium (1965) 13135
electric properties of smooth muscle,
USSR study (1965) 12739

flammability of lip, face and hair prepara-
tions (1964) 13729

mechanical properties of tungsten (1963)

9155
properties and heat treatment of titanium

alloy VT 14 (1964) 4909
electrical oxygen-temperature meter for

fishery biologists (1962) 19527
emission spectra from high-pressure hydro-

gen-oxygen combustion (1962) 18270
enriched air for underground gasification of

coal (1962) 20107
flame, investigation, USSR study (1961) 4652

gasification of bituminous coal with oxygen
in pilot plant equipped for slurry feed-

ing (1963) 1251
generation

—

and carbon dioxide removal aboard sub-
marines, sulfate cycle (1964) 13340

sulfate cycle laboratory scale operation
(1962) 20210

gettering agents, effect on iron solubility

(1965) 8115
heptane-oxygen combustor, effect of nozzle

convergence length on performance
(1961) 4911

high partial pressure, gas exchange dynam-
ics in exposed white mice, USSR study
(1963) 17733

hydrogen-helium mixtures, combustion tests

at loading pressures up to 8,000 pounds
per square inch (1963) 19918

hydrogen-oxygen reaction

—

effects of concentration and vibrational
relaxation on induction period (1965)

2888
errata (1965) 9693

ignition kinetics, analytic solutions (1965)
2890

industrial, economics of supplying consum-
ers, USSR (1961) 4556
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Oxygen—Continued
injection processes for 15-percent fluorine-

85-percent oxygen and heptane in 200
pound-thrust rocket engine (1963) 5524

inspiration of large concentrates, methodol-
ogy of investigating gas metabolism
(1961) 7605

intravenous and intra-arterial administra-
tion in experiments on animals, USSR
study (1961) 11181

Legendre expansion coefficients for angular
distribution of elastically scattered neu-
trons and fast-neutron cross sections
(1961) 18039

level detector, fuel cell serves (1965) 6664
levels for controUed-atmosphere storage of

apples (1964) 9949
liquid

—

boundary lubrication characteristics of
bearing steel in liquid oxygen (1963)
5589

converter for space flight (1962) 6619
crack detection method in metals, safe use

(1965) 9649

density at 190° C to 120° C and pressures

to 200 kg/cm2, including saturation
curve, USSR study (1961) 15254

evaluation of 40-niillimeter-bore ball bear-

ings operating in (1965) 5220
friction, wear, and dynamic seal studies

(1964) 18779
gas generators, performance and operat-
ing problems (1962) 12443

jet behavior during combustion instability

in 2-dimensional combustor (1965) 8108
jet with gaseous hydrogen, oscillatory

combustion (1965) 8127
journal bearings of various materials,

evaluation (1965) 1454
propellant, injector principles in 2400-
pound-thrust rocket engine, evaluation
(1963) 10987

S-IV all systems vehicle explosion (1964)
20567

molecular, dissociation rate, measurements
(1962) 20164

negative molecular ions absorption and
emission of energy, Rumanian study
(1962) 7704

nitrogen and oxygen molecules, interactions
(1961) 6409

nitrogen mixtures, oxidation kinetics of

nickel metal (1965) 1455
oxygen and the eye, toxicity effects (1964)

11805
oxygen-blown converter steel, qualitv, USSR

study (1961) 4591
physiologic effects of exposure to increased

oxygen tension at 5 p.s.i.a (1964) 5895
potential of platinum electrode at low par-

tial pressures (1965) 13203
premixed stoichiometric cyanogen-oxygen

flame, stability limits (1962) 22584
production by algae

—

for nuclear submarines (1964) 5602
in small culture unit, factors affecting

(1964) 5611
production by mass culture of algae, studies

(1962) 12580
prolonged exposure at total pressure of 190

mm.Hg, effects on man (1964) 71
psychomotor functioning while breathing

varying partial pressures of oxygen-
nitrogen (1962) 20454

pure, effect at reduced pressures on metabol-
ic changes in mice living under bio-
satellite conditions (1962) 10910

Oxygen—Continued
purity and contaminants, development of

multi-contaminant analyzer for determi-
nation (1962) 1988

radiochemistry (1961) 5372

radiolysis, ozone formation (1964) 5965
ratio to metal in solid solutions of uranium

and plutonium dioxides, measurement
(1964) 8054

reduction, tissue mechanism on adaptation
of animals. USSR study (1962) 23923

relationships in streams, proceedings of
seminar, 1957 (1963) 16519

removal by enzymatic action, new concept of
corrosion prevention (1964) 1533

retinal venous blood oxygen, improved meth-
od for photographic measurement (1962)
22963

Schumann-Runge ultraviolet absorption
continuum, effect of high temperature
(1963) 1321

sensing, physical transducers (1963). 18499

settling time of fixed amount in atmospheres
of planets containing water vapor (1964)
1480

sources, filtration of salt smoke from chlo-
rate candle oxygen (1965) 13192

speech during respiration of mixture of heli-

um and oxygen (1964) 5469
spontaneous chain ignition with hydrogen in

shock waves, USSR study (1964) 14444
subcutaneous administration, therapy in

endarteritis obliterans, USSR study
(1961) 10875

tensions, low, cellular oxygen consumption
(1964) 5896

therapy, administration into stomach (1965)
11206

thermodynamic and transport properties for
hydrogen-oxygen system (1964) 18727

thermodynamic properties of nitrogen-oxy-
gen mixtures, charts (1965) 12984

tissue oxygen, use of gold-iron electrode pair
for electrochemical recording in vivo,
USSR study (1965) 12661

titanium determination (1961) 17655

titanium-oxygen alloys, electrorefining (1965)

6598
titanium reactivity (1964) 16722

toxicity

—

effect of dimercaptopropanel (British
anti-lewisite) at 6 atmospheres' pressure
on white male rats (1965) 8493

pathological physiology (1963) 18162
space-cabin atmospheres, general informa-

tion (1964) 20536
time-concentration effects in man (1964)
4258

transfer during photosynthesis, participa-
tion of xanthophylls, USSR study (1964)
12861

transport and alveolar-arterial gas ten-

sions, effects on intravenous fat emul-
sion (1962) 87

use, with steam, for gasification of coal

(1964) 7443
vacuum induction melting in iron (1961) 5009

vacuum ultraviolet radiation from 0-t- -elec-

tron recombination in high-temperature
air (1965) 13011

Wright's interpretation of temporal varia-

tion of O/N2 ratio in thermosophere,
notes on (1964) 20960

Oxygen cutters, employment outlook (1962)

8420; (1964) 7391
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Oxygen deficiency:

adaptation to cellular level, USSR study
(1962) 6036

aircrew hypoxia-warning system (1962)

10918
cerebral hypoxia in response to gravity ef-

fects while breathing oxygen, USSR
study (1964) 1238

chronic exposure to hypoxia, effect on blood
pressure and thyroid function of hyper-
tensive rats (1963) 9629

effect on animal organism, USSR study
(1962) 21990

hypoxic conditions, physiological nature,

USSR study (1962) 9835
moderate hypoxia, modified tissular resist-

ance accompanying acclimatization,

USSR study (1963) 17691
old age and hypoxia, USSR study (1961)

2379
organism resistance, effect of preparation

BAS, USSR study (1961) 4628
problem, USSR study (1965) 11312
pulmonary ventilation and circulation

changes, significance, USSR study (1962)

2844
significance of hypothermy, Soviet research

(1962) 23819
training for hypoxia, effect on burn sick-

ness, USSR study (1964) 1253
USSR study (1964) 16474
see also Hypoxemia.

Oxygen generators, pump, use of antifoam A
(1961) 9937

Oxygen inhalators, see Inhalators.
Oxygen isotopes:

0-16, nuclear electric monopole transitions
(1961) 184

water analysis (1961) 5337
Oxygen masks:
crew and passenger, determining efficiency

(1963) 5955
use by flight crewmembers. Federal aviation

regulations (1965) 19600
used by flight crewmembers of turbine-pow-

ered airplanes requirements, civil air

regulations amendments (1961) 5968-69,

5971
Oxygenation as method of treating burns,

USSR (1961) 15557
Oxygenators:
low-volume, for regional perfusion technics,

description of apparatus (1961) 5297
pump, profound hypothermia induced and

reverted (1963) 11497
Oxygenometer type PO-01 flow-through, use in

artificial blood circulation (1962) 9951
Oxyhemoglobin:

dissociation curves, measurement and ex-

pression (1965) 7110
volumetric blood flow rate and oxyhemoglo-

bin, apparatus for continuous recording
(1962) 2727

Oxyhemogram recording on oscillator for de-

termining blood flow time, USSR (1965)
12768

Oxytetracycline, semicontinuous biosynthesis,
USSR study (1965) 19754

Oyama, Danny H., relief (1964) 15455, 17226,
17682

Oyster culturists:

emergency loans to oyster planters, amend

hearing (1962) 17300
law (1962) 23232
reports (1962) 9320, 21486

Oyster drills:

Japanese, food preference and rate of feed-

ing, study (1961) 6066

Oyster drills—Continued
Southern, studies on Parorchis acanthus as

biological control (1962) 11826
Oyster planters, see Oyster culturists.

Oysters:
airlift for harvesting (1965) 9149
American, general information (1965) 4739
American or Eastern, general information

(1965) 12455
certified shippers (1961) 3538; (1962) 3663;

(1963) 3506; (1964) 3311; (1965) 3204
design and operation of tray rack for study

(1965) 6217
eggs and larvae, effects of some pesticides

(1962) 7394
firms canning, lists (1964) 747; (1965) 14326,

16218
giant Upper Cretaceous, from Gulf Coast

and Caribbean (1965) 736
Gulf, free liquid content and suggested

changes in standards (1965) 14302
industry

—

Cheaspeake Bay, South Atlantic and Gulf
of Mexico (1964) 10558

effects of pesticides, water pollution, etc.,

hearings (1964) 405
Middle and Late Turonian, of Lopha lugub-

ris group (1965) 18759
mussels and other competitors, chemical

method of killing (1961) 12666
new use for oyster liquors (1-961) 1998
Pacific oyster meats, individually frozen,

storage life (1963) 17448
plants, machines solve handling problems

(1962) 15588
promote production by disease-resistant

hearings (1962) 11470
law (1962) 18955
reports (1962) 9268, 19282

radiation pasteurization (1965) 10176

raft culture in Massachusetts (1962) 11824

shell products, firms manufacturing, lists

(1964) 755; (1965) 14334
Oyunciyan, Ahsabet, relief (1962) 11332, 16713,

17160
Ozark-Mahoning Co., fluorspar mining meth-

ods and costs (1961) 2478
Ozark Mountains:

increasing forage on wooded range (1961)

4274
timber cut from eastern section, Missouri

(1965) 16246
timber potential from small forests (1965)

672
Ozark National Rivers:

establish as part of National Park System-
hearings (1963) 13812, 20500
report (1963) 19035

Ozark National Rivers Commission:
establish

—

hearings (1963) 13812, 20500
report (1963) 19035
establish

—

law (1964) 17351
reports (1964) 8292, 15525

Ozark National Scenic Riverways Commission:
establish

—

law (1964) 17351
reports (1964) 8292, 15525

Ozark region:
Missouri

—

forest and range fire problems (1961) 2036
highlands, sealing farm ponds (1963) 14833

nutritive quality of little bluestem (1961)

12709
small-woodland owner, close-up (1964)

12473
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Ozark Rivers National Monument:
establish, hearing (1961) 19171
proposal (1963) 3188
supplement (1963) 3185

Ozark Scenic Riverways, establish in Clark
National Forest, hearings (1961) 18929

Ozawkie Dam and Reservoir, designate, hear-
ing (1964) 21211

Ozmat, Orhan M., relief (1965) 17511, 19066,
19365

Ozone:
absorption of atmospheric thermal radiation

in 9.6 u band region (1964) 14915
all-Union conference

—

higher educational institutions, USSR
(1962) 1060

USSR (1961) 7877
atmospheric

—

and jet streams, USSR study (1965) 2737
investigation by photoelectric ozonome-

ters (1961) 19643
results of IGY work, USSR conference

reports and results (1962) 12092
attenuating components in ultraviolet re-

gion, altitude variation (1964) 19149
decomposition and explosion, kinetics, USSR

study (1962) 2608
exposure, mitotic inhibition induced in gras-

shopper neuroblasts (1963) 16799
formation in radiolysis of oxygen (1964)

5965
meridional distribution and total amount in

atmosphere, effects of non-photo-
chemical processes (1964) 14844

microbiologic studies

—

mutagenesis for Escherichia coli (1961)
20315

quantitation in aqueous solutions (1962)
85-86

release into upper atmosphere, attempts to
increase hydroxyl air flow artifically

(1965) 16707
using to determine structure and air motions

at tropopause (1965) 7088
Ozonesonde observations over North America

(1964) 7966
Ozonides, low molecular weight, synthesis and

utilization for air revitalization purpos-
es (1965) 1399

P.A. reports (1964) 6602, 8525, 10497, 12355,

19666; (1965) 6150, 10788, 16137-138,

18056, 19595
P. and S. docket (1961) 2795; (1962) 4155;

(1963) 3999
P.C.A., see Production credit associations.

P.H.A., see Public Housing Administration.
P.H.S., see Public Health Service.

P.K.I., see Communist Party of Indonesia.
P.N. series (1961) 3030; (1962; 4266; (1963)

3950
P.P.C. series (1961) 2871; (1962) 4156; (1963)

4000; (1964) 3828; (1965) 3746
P.R.L., see Personnel Research Laboratory.
P.S.I., see Public Services' International.

PA series (1961) 1639, 3712-14, 5277-78, 9898,

11717-718, 16118-119, 17930; (1962) 1951,

4525, 6582, 8861-63, 10844-845, 12862.

16306-307, 20415; (1963) 39, 4367-71,

5836-39, 7580-81, 9586, 13185-186,

14882-887, 16752-755, 18439-442; (1964)

39, 4217, 5842-54, 7937-39, 9957-62,

11776-779, 13595-596, 15216-220,

16964-968, 19100-101, 20931-932; (1965)

49-52, 1771-72, 4116-22, 5521, 7037-38,

8441-42, 10078-85, 11864-866, 13399-409,

15202-207, 16984-991, 18887-894

Pablo National Wildlife Refuge:
birds lists (1961) 17259; (1962) 15922
general information (1962) 17518; (1965) 612

PACAF basic bibliographies (1961) 1668-69,
8342, 9912-13, 16145-149, 17962, 20331;
(1962) 99, 10901-904, 12945-947, 14779,
18654-656; (1963) 62, 5880-81, 9621,
11510-511, 13212, 14916. 18491-492;
(1964) 68, 1741, 5892, 9982; (1965)
1795-96, 8485, 13426-427, 15217-219,
17015-16, 18908-909

PACER, see Portable aircraft condition evalu-
ator recorder.

Pacheco, Anthonly L., seasonal occurrence of

juvenile menhaden and other small fishes

in tributary creek of Indian River, Del.,

1957-58 (1965) 12469
Pachycarpine:
evaluation in ambulatory treatment of obli-

terating endarteritis, USSR study (1961)
11012

poisoning in clinical practice, USSR study
(1964) 21551

Pacific Air Lines, Inc., accident (1965) 303
Pacific area:

airman's guide

—

and chart supplement (periodical) (1965)
3747

Pacific supplement (periodical) (1965) 3129
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, Pacific re-

gion, activities, etc (1961) 20747
climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;

(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216
future of tourism (1961) 20492
PACAF basic bibliographies (1961) 8342,

1668-69, 9912-13, 16145-149, 17962,
20331; (1962) 99, 10901-904, 12945-947,
14779, 18654-656; (1963) 62, 5880-81,
9621, 11510-511, 13212, 14916, 18491-492;
(1964) 68, 1741, 5892, 9982; (1965)
1795-96, 8485, 13426-427, 15217-219,
17015-16, 18908-909

supplement (1965) 15218
reports of Pacific affairs, hearings (1965)

19312
situation in western Pacific (address) (1964)

13466
trade patterns, hearings (1963) 329, 19048
United States Army in World War II (1963)

9107 12820
United States policy (1963) 20319
World War II, interservice relations (1961)

5285
Pacific Coast:
Alaska, coast pilot, Dixon Entrance to Cape

Spencer, supplements (1963) 6039; (1964)
4405

albaeore tuna, seasonal movement, reviews
(1963) 17449; (1965) 6215

California coastal basins, comparison of

methods used in flood-frequency studies

(1965) 18217
coast pilot (1964) 1850
Alaska

—

Cape Spencer to Beaufort Sea (1965)
8676

Dixon Entrance to Cape Spencer, supple-
ment (1965) 5752

California, Oregon, Washington, and
Hawaii, supplement (1965) 5751

coast pilot, supplement (1961) 5537; (1962)
4864; (1963) 6038

coastal warning facilities chart, 1965 (1965)
13340

commercial fisheries (1964) 12426
Dixon Entrance to Cape Spencer, coast pilot

(1962) 13117
fisheries, annual summaries (1964) 8595;

(1965) 7688
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Pacific Coast—Continued
light list (1961) 5541; (1962) 6859; (1963)

4642; (1964) 19344; (1965) 17268
longshoring, working rules (1961) 9423
North America and Asia, tidal current ta-

bles (1961) 16509; (1962) 18893; (1963)

18742; (1965) 339, 19035
oceanographic observations, west coast sur-

vey of albacore (1961) 20753
Pacific crab and flounder, application of ra-

diation-pasteurization processes (1965)

13530
port series report (1961) 21157
sand dunes, stabilizing with woody plants

(1962) 6580
sardine, age composition, 1932-60 (1961)

17262
shipbuilding

—

cost differential, eliminate in bidding,

etc

—

hearings (1961) 12359
reports (1961) 12234; (1962) 9349

wage chronology, 1941-64 (1965) 9501
shrimps of genus Betaeus (1964) 7608

soil and water conservation research (1962)
10842

States, coals, washability examinations
(1962) 3337

storm warning facilities chart

—

Canadian border to Eureka, Calif., and
Alaska (1961) 13724; (1962) 16211; (1964)
5755, 11685; (1965) 11785

Eureka to Point Conception, Calif (1961)

13725; (1962) 18571; (1963) 11383; (1964)

11686; (1965) 13340
Point Conception, Calif, to Mexican border

(1961) 11655; (1962) 12784; (1963) 9491;
(1964) 13524; (1965) 9992

surface water temperature and salinity

(1962) 15004
transportation lines (1961) 1950; (1962)

5134; (1963) 6377; (1964) 6596; (1965)
6143

waterborne commerce (1961) 4168; (1962)
5137, 19453; (1963) 19150; (1964) 21281;
(1965) 19589

wood, suitability for printing paper (1961)
17296

zooplankton volumes (1961) 9152; (1963)
19241

see also Pacific States.

Pacific command, study in interservice rela-

tions (1961) 5285

Pacific Halibut Commission, International see
International Pacific Halibut Commis-
sion.

Pacific Islands:

British, economy, basic data (1964) 6846

climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial census
(1965) 16916

light lists (1961) 5541; (1962) 6859; (1963)
4642; (1964) 19344; (1965) 17268

lights and fog signals, lists (1961) 4329,

9273, 19441; (1962) 7483, 19586, 21852;

(1963) 5652; (1964) 3074, 13311, 18845;
(1965)2958,8194,14927

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chap-
ters (1962) 1620, 22492; (1963) 19852;
(1964) 20491; (1965) 18441

plants, studies (1962) 3395
sailing directions (1964) 21812
changes (1961) 6200; (1962) 5315, 9760,

21851; (1963) 21050; (1964) 3072, 16778;
(1965) 11558

southwest Pacific, research studies complet-
ed, Hst (1964) 7752

surface wafer records to Dec. 31, 1963, index
(1965) 16321

Pacific Islands—Continued
surface water temperature and salinity

(1962) 15004
ZIP code directory (1963) 20035
see also War in the Pacific.

Pacific Islands Trust Territory, see Trust ter-

ritory of Pacific Islands.

Pacific Marine Fisheries Commission:
compact, amendment

—

hearings (1963) 4757
law (1962) 23166
reports (1962) 17192, 21103

Pacific Missile Range employees, relief (1965)
15575, 19085, 19353

Pacific Northern Airlines, Inc., accident (1962)
9107

Pacific Northwest, see Northwest (U.S.).

Pacific Northwest Forest and Range Experi-
ment Station:

annual reports (1961) 12706; (1963) 12151;
(1965) 16236

forest survey reports (1961) 7485; (1962)

17575; (1963) 2311
publications, list (1965) 3595
report, 1961 (1962) 17544
research notes (1961) 677-679, 6128-34,

7486-88, 12740, 17304-306, 19370-373,
20783-784; (1962) 5251, 7440-42, 9680-81,

17576; (1963) 6491, 8297-98, 10222
research papers (1961) 680, 4289, 6135, 7489,

12741, 14938, 19374, 20781-782; (1962)

5252-54, 9682, 17577-579; (1963) 6492-93,

10223
silvical series (1963) 12160

Pacific Ocean:
actinometric atmospheric radiosonde meas-

urements, USSR study (1965) 2320
airman's guides (1962) 3607; (1963) 3447;

(1964) 3245
and flight information manual (1961) 3133;

(1962) 7311
notices to airmen (1961) 3134; (1962)
3606

central and western, tide tables (1961)

14025; (1962) 16618; (1963) 15119; (1964)

13812; (1965) 15365
central

—

fish schools and bird flocks, 1950-61 (1964)

15930
midwater trawling for forage organisms

(1962) 23539
releases and recoveries of drift bottles

and cards (1965) 4775
computation of S2 tidal component for Pa-

cific Ocean water area on BESM-2 elec-

tronic computer, USSR study (1964) 957
danger areas, DAPAC (1962) 19584; (1963)

21051; (1964) 18844
detection of upwelling and sinking of water

in central part, USSR study (1964)
10895

eastern, marine game fishing, atlas (1963)
19227

eastern and central, skipjack tuna (Katsu-
wonus pelamis) origin (1965) 14343

eastern tropical

—

physical, chemical, and biological observa-
tions (1963) 2299

sea surface temperature monthly averages
and anomaly charts, 1947-58 (1963)

10202
sharks of genus Carcharhinus associated
with tuna fishery (1965) 4733

tuna oceanography (1962) 15603
equatorial

—

biostratigraphic separation of bottom se-

diments, USSR study (1964) 7179
calanoid copepods (1962) 5207
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Pacific Ocean—Continued
fishing industry plenums, USSR research

(1963) 10658
flight information manual (1962) 510, 13775
supplement (1963) 483

flight information publication

—

enroute-low altitude (1961) 2894
enroute Pacific and Far East (1962) 3861
enroute Pacific and southeast Asia (1962)

3862; (1963) 3695
planning

—

air traffic control procedures (1963) 3703
planning data (1963) 3698

terminal high altitude (1962) 6611; (1963)
3708

terminal low altitude (1962) 6612; (1963)
3710

French nuclear preparations (1965) 16480
geographical exploration of Pacific basin

1783-1899, exhibit (1961) 19997
halibut fishery, economic aspects (1963)

10190
Hawaiian waters, oceanographic and biolog-

ical data, Jan.-Oct. 1959 (1962) 7418
lights and fog signals, list (1964) 16779
mackerel, eggs and larvae development and

distribution, etc., 1952-56 (1961) 2007
microwave propagation measurements, 1946

(1962) 20209
North

—

albacore resource, investigation (1962)
2488

central region, biological and oceano-
graphic observations, July-Sept. 1958
(1961) 6063

climatological and oceanographic atlas for
mariners (1962) 8742

fisheries problems, hearings (1962) 7213,
9484

fisherv research vessels, trends and devel-
opments (1962) 11819

fur seals, interim convention, protocal
amending, report (1964) 10362

high seas fisheries convention, amend-
ments (1962) 14637; (1963) 16607

monthlv mean charts, sea surface temper-
ature (1962) 15583

oceanography (1961) 20752; (1964) 10576
pelagic amphipod genus Parathemisto,

role in economy of sea (1961) 1345
western, salmon research cruise (1965)
9150

northeast, albacore oceanography survey,
1961 (1964) 4741

northeastern

—

distribution and relative abundance of
commercially important pandalid
shrimps (1964) 8617

fishing operations, agreement with USSR
(1965) 5412

sea surface temperature monthly average
and anomaly charts, 1947-58 (1962) 7415

spiny dogfish, control, etc (1963) 19242
thermal regime data (1964) 11229

northern, sailfish and Portuguese men-
of-war, distribution of ecological forms,
USSR study (1963) 5311

northern and central, observations of char-
acteristics of circulation of atmosphere,
etc. aboard research vessels, A. I. Voy-
eykov, etc (1965) 2738

notices to mariners (1963) 3973; (1964) 3800;
(1965) 3719

numerical solution of tide hydrodynamic
equations by means of BESM-2 electron-

ic computer for Pacific area, USSR
studv (1965) 11079

oceanology, USSR studies (1964) 10933

Pacific Ocean—Continued
ore belt, USSR conference on geology, etc

(1962) 2655
perch

—

parasites, etc., survey (1961) 17264
proximate composition (1961) 1999

radio navigational aids (1962) 13893; (1963)
18216; (1965) 5294

changes (1963) 7355; (1964) 7636, 14994,
20676; (1965) 8197, 13098

radio weather aids (1964) 3075; (1965) 6823,
13099

changes (1964) 13313, 21818
sardine, age composition data (1961) 17265
South, central region, albacore sexual matu-

rity and spawning (1962) 15592
South Sea archipelagoes. Communist China

study (1963) 8783
spiny lobster explorations in waters of Re-

public of Panama (1965) 19631
strontium-90 content of surface waters, cen-

tral portion, 1961, USSR study (1965)
4993

three new species of frogfishes (1964) 18823
tropical, collections of the Albatross, For-

aminifera (1965) 5270
Western

—

conference on joint investigations of flora

and fauna, USSR study (1964) 7172
lights and fog signals, lists (1963) 19989;

(1964) 9674, 21813; (1965) 5290, 9810,
18651

Pacific Regional Conference, International
Road Federation, report (1965) 13998

Pacific salmon (1965) 2153

Pacific silver fir, bibliography with abstracts
(1965) 7751

Pacific slope basins, see Pacific States.

Pacific Southwest, see Southwest (U.S.).

Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Ebcperi-

ment Station:
forest research notes (1962) 17582-585;

(1963) 10226-229, 12162-163, 15557
miscellaneous papers (1961) 6136, 12742,

17307; (1962) 5255-56, 9683-85,
17580-581; (1963) 2312-13, 6494-96,
10224-225, 12161

publications, 1964, list (1965) 10917
reports (1962) 17545; (1963) 15550; (1964)

14296
research notes (1961) 683-686, 4290, 6137-42,

7490, 17308, 19376-377; (1962) 5258-59,
7443-45, 9686-87; (1963) 6497-99

research program and problems on forest
diseases in California (1962) 5262

technical papers (1961) 687-689, 6143-44;
12743, 17309, 19378; (1962) 5260-62,
7446-47, 9688-90, 17586-87; (1963)
2314-15, 6500-3, 8299, 12164, 15558

watershed management bibliography (1961)
12743

Pacific Southwest Inter-Agency Committee,
meeting (1961) 1243

Pacific States:
annual survey of manufactures, standard

metropolitan statistical areas and large
industrial counties, statistics (1962)
20531; (1963) 5989

bridges over navigable waters (1961) 19259
census of business, 1963, merchandise line

sales, retail trade statistics (1965) 13606

census of housing, 1960, standard metropoli-
tan statistical areas, tenure rooms, con-
dition and plumbing, etc (1963) 1918

cost studv of general freight" (1961) 2071;
(1965) 4899
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Pacific States—Continued
county business patterns, activities covered

by OASDI program (1961) 13908, 20443;
(1963) 15055

errata (1963) 18678
drought effects in California (1964) 808
firms canning salmon, list (1965) 14316
fisheries, animal summaries (1961) 4226;

(1962) 7384; (1963) 8265
geographical exploration of Pacific basin,

1783-1899, exhibit (1961) 19997
location of manufacturing plants by coun-

try, industry, and employment size, 1958
census (1962) 11069

oil case, operation and effect of consent de-

cree, hearing (1962) 17134
Pacific slope basins
Oregon and lower Columbia River basin

—

surface qater quality (1964) 6811
surface waters, records (1964) 4822

surface waters

—

quality (1961) 19422; (1965) 748
records (1964) 19796; (1965) 12540, 16320

index (1965) 12540, 16320
supply (1961) 721, 2060, 20821; (1962)
645

Washington and upper Columbia River
basin, surface waters, Oct. 1950-Sept.
1960, records (1964) 14354

petroleum coke on west coast of United
States, production, etc (1965) 9570

seedling identification for 25 conifers, guide
(1962) 7438

truck inventory and use survey (1965) 4340
west coast maritime strike impact, report

(1963) 18956
west coast oil case, operation and effect of

consent decree, report (1962) 21155
see also Pacific Coast.

Pacific Tropical Botanical Garden:
confer Federal charter

—

law (1964) 17308
reports (1964) 15526, 15694

Pacific Tuna Biology Conference, report (1962)
17526

Pacifica Foundation:
investigation, hearings (1963) 15396

print additional copies, report (1963)
15345

Package power reactors, see Reactors (atom-
ic).

Packaged disaster hospitals, see Hospitals.
Packages:
American cotton bale package and our for-

eign markets, supplement (1961) 17159
gift, sending abroad, U.S. export regula-

tions, summaries (1964) 6122; (1965)
10340

gift, sending to

—

Algeria (1962) 689
Argentina (1962) 690
Austria (1962) 691
Belgium-Luxembourg and Netherlands

(1962) 692
Berlin (1962) 7504; (1963) 2408
Bolivia (1963) 2401
Burma (1962) 693
Cameroon (1963) 2402
Canada (1961) 598; (1962) 694; (1963) 2403
Chile (1961) 599; (1962) 695
Congo (Leopoldville) (1963) 2404
Costa Rica (1963) 2405
Cyprus (1962) 696
Czechoslovakia (1961) 12691
Dominican Republic (1962) 697
Ecuador (1962) 698
Egyptian region (UAR) (1961) 600
El Salvador (1961) 601
Ethiopia (1962) 699

Packages—Continued
gift, sending to—Continued
Federation of Malaya (1961) 602
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland

(1961) 603; (1963) 2406
Finland (1961) 604
foreign countries (1962) 13138
France (1962) 700; (1963) 2407
Germany (1961) 12692; (1962) 7504; (1963)

2408
Ghana (1962) 701
Greece (1961) 605; (1962) 702; (1963) 2409
Guatemala (1961) 606
Honduras (1962) 703
India (1962) 704
Indonesia (1961) 607
Iraq (1962) 705
Israel (1962) 706

4 Italy (1962) 707
Jordan (1962) 708
Kenya, Zanzibar, Uganda and Tanganyika

(1962) 709
Korea (1962) 710
Mexico (1961) 608; (1963) 2410
Morocco (1961) 609; (1962) 711

New Zealand (1962) 712; (1963) 2411
Nicaragua (1961) 610
Nigeria (1961) 611
Norway (1961) 612; (1963) 2412
Pakistan (1961) 613
Panama (1962) 713
Paraguay (1961) 614; (1963) 2413
Philippines (1961) 615
Poland (1961) 616; (1962) 714
Portugal (1961) 617
Republic of South Africa (1962) 715
Sierra Leone (1961) 618; (1963) 2414
Singapore (1961) 619
Spain (1961) 620
Sudan (1962) 716
Sweden (1961) 621; (1963) 2415
Switzerland (1963) 2416
Syria (1961) 622
Taiwan (Formosa) (1961) 623
Thailand (1961) 624
Turkey (1961) 625; (1962) 717
Union of South Africa (1961) 626
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (1961)

12693
United Arab Republic (Egypt) (1963) 2417
United Kingdom (1961) 627
Uruguay (1962) 718
Venezuela (1961) 628; (1962) 9785
Viet-Nam (1961) 629

imported articles repackaged, mark with
name of country of origin, report (1961)

16785
looseleaf tobacco, improved, developing and

market testing (1965) 472
power reactors in small packages (1964)

15293
standardizing dimensions, Western Europe

(1965) 7180
see aJso Prepackaging.

Packaging:
aluminum foil industry, outlook for 1962 and

review of 1961, summary (1962) 2121
American cotton bale package and our for-

eign markets, supplement (1961) 17159
apples in shrinkable films at shipping point

(1962) 10839
bibliography (1962) 4697; (1965) 13690
box and crate construction and packaging

data, publications, list (1963) 12154
bulk cheese at store and central warehouse

(1965) 16976
converted flexible packaging products

—

current industrial reports (1961) 2989;

(1962) 3736; (1963) 15062; (1964) 21030
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Packaging—Continued
converted flexible packaging products—Con.

industry

—

midyear review and outlook, 1961 (1961)
13852

outlook for 1961 and review of 1960
(1961) 1761

cushioning materials, FPL dynamic compres-
sion equipment for testing (1965) 7722

early potatoes, Alabama and Florida, pre-
packaging at production points (1963)
4358

equipment packaging for ease of mainte-
nance (1961) 5000

Federal item identification guides for supply
cataloging, supplements (1965) 3374

frozen cut-up chicken, specified shrink films

for prepackaging, evaluation (1964)
11772

glossary of packaging terms. Federal stand-
ard (1961) 7413

industry reports (1961) 2934; (1962) 3942;

(1963) 3552; (1964) 3365; (1965) 3252

Mcintosh apples, some effects on quality, in

New York City (1962) 1905; (1963) 4334

Federal test method standard (1962) 5201;

(1963) 13943; (1964) 8590; (1965) 9147
unnecessary procurement for 2.75 inch

rockets, GAO report (1965) 6315
microminiature circuit, review of U.S. Govt.

research reports (1965) 16738
military supplies, etc., preservation and in-

termediate protection, course outlines

(1961) 20077; (1962) 9514; (1964) 6545
new plastic for storage of preserved homo-

transplants, USSR study (1962) 2878
nonfat dry milk (1962) 12920

packaging and price-marking product in

retail stores (1961) 87

poultry, possibilities and problems of pre-

packaging at processing plant level

(talk) (1961) 9848

practices, hearings (1961) 17138; (1962) 5071,
15447

prepackaged

—

lettuce at shipping point, market survey
(1962) 14715; (1964) 13591

vacuum-cooled cauliflower, effects of chem-
ical treatment on quality (1963) 13148

prepackaging pears at shipping point, new
containers used, 1960-61 (talk) (1961)
11668

prevent unfair or deceptive methods, hear-
ings (1965) 17912

produce, at central warehouse, bananas
(1965) 18864

prohibit unfair and deceptive methods, hear-

ings (1963) 12025; (1964) 540

Quartermaster Food and Container Institute
for Armed Forces, list of serial publica-
tions (1961) 20111

requirements code, military standards (1961)
5918; (1963) 2117, 17350; (1964) 3724,
4607, 14164; (1965) 3643

change notices (1961) 19200; (1962) 437,
17359-360

rice (1962) 12897
selected consumer packages for peaches,

evaluation (1962) 12854
shipping point packaging trends (talk)

(1961) 5207
steel products, recommendation of trade

(1962) 16444
amendments (1963) 4557, 13267

supplies. Federal item identification guides
for supply cataloging (1964) 12291

Packaging—Continued
transparent, military applications (1961)

11621
what you will get already packaged in 1963

(talk) (1962) 12819
see also Packing.

Packaging Training Center, Joint Military,
see Joint Military Packaging Training
(Center.

Packard, R. F., superheterodyne receivers
(1964) 7468

Packer, Paul E., controlling sediment from
secondary logging roads (1965) 2164

Packers:
packers and stockyards act

—

list of packers subject to provisions of
(1963) 14827

text, regulations, and policy (1964) 11738
pickle, avoid losses bv brine-draining proce-

dure (1961) 6673
see also Packing industry.

Packers and stockyards resume' (1963) 18386;
(1964) 3833; (1965) 3751

Packing:
and preservation packaging of military

supplies and equipment, DSA manual
(1964) 12298; (1965) 10718, 14152, 19533

converted flexible packaging products

—

current industrial reports (1962) 14933;
(1963) 3574; (1964) 3390; (1965) 3273

outlook for 1962 and review of 1961 (1962)
235

levels. Federal standard (1963) 6445
materials. Federal test method standards

(1962) 5201; (1963) 13943; (1964) 8590;
(1965) 9147

mattresses shipped in U.S., DOD potential
savings by reducing equipments, GAO
report (1965) 16302

military supplies, course outlines (1962)
9515; (1964) 6546

packaging and packing supplies, Federal
item identification guides for supply
cataloging (1962) 7238; (1963) 3654;
(1964) 3472, 12291

supplies. Federal item identification guides
for supply cataloging

supplements (1965) 3374
see also Packaging—aiso names of articles

packed.
Packing industry:

air screens for insect control (1963) 13158
cattle killing-floor systems and layouts

(1964) 9952
facilities and equipment fact sheet (series)

(1963) 13158-159; (1964) 18
livestock purchased, etc., by packers,

1957-61 (1963) 9532
meat, bonding of packers under stockyards

act, hearing (1962) 15422
meat packing plants

—

bonding of packers under stockyards act
of 1921, hearing (1961) 12328

industry wage survey (1964) 13073
labor market developments (1961) 20697;

(1965) 16099
U.S. inspected, construction, equipment,

etc., guide (1961) 3695
meatpacker costs for slaughtering, cutting

and marketing fresh pork (1961) 20661
meatpacking and processing industries, em-

ployer expenditures for supplementary
compensation practices, 1962 (1964)
14706

P. and S. docket (1961) 2795; (1962) 4155;
(1963) 3999

packers and stockyards act

—

amend

—

hearing (1961) 18933; (1963) 11871
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Packaging industry—Continued
packers and stockyards act—Continued
amend—Continued
law (1963) 13435
reports (1963) 9897, 13717

as it applies to

—

auction markets (1963) 13140; (1964)
4179

livestock dealers (1963) 13141; (1964)
5788

livestock producers (1963) 13142; (1964)
4180

assists to recover losses in livestock
claims (1964) 5844

packers subject to provisions, list (1963)
14827

recordkeeping for livestock dealers (1963)
16754

regulation of livestock auction markets
under, hearings (1963) 9918

regulatory activities (1962) 12912
stockyards posted, list (1963) 14828
suggestions for amending (address) (1962)

14722
text, regulations, and policy (1964) 11738
what it is, how it operates (1963) 18441;

(1965) 13399
packers and stockyards resume' (1963) 18386;

(1964) 3833; (1965) 3751
plastics for construction of meat handling

equipment (1963) 13159
Tennessee's small meatpackers, problems

(1963) 1482
Packing materials, shipping trays and pads

for pears and apples, evaluation (1962)
10838

Packinghouse products, standard specifica-
tions for veterans hospitals, etc (1965)
20126

Packinghouses:
citrus fruit, improved place-packing station

(1961) 11665
meat, panel-type wall and ceiling construc-

tion (1964) 18
northeastern States, apple packing methods

and equipment (1962) 20407
reducing costs of packing mature-green

tomatoes at Florida shipping points
(1965) 10068

Packless valve with all-metal seal handles
wide temperature, pressure range (1964)
9546

Padded instrument panels, see Panels and
^paneling.

Pade approximant calculation of singularity
in magnetic susceptibility of Ising
square lattice (1965) 11489

Paderewski. Ignace J., Paderewski Foundation
medal award in memory of (talk) (1961)
2650

Padgett, Iris C, convalescent leave from
mental hospitals (1964) 8524

Padre Island National Seashore:
establish

—

hearings (1961) 10507, 12518
law (1962) 20887
reports (1962) 9432, 17063, 19142

general information (1964) 18830; (1965)
8173

Pads, shipping, for pears and apples, evalua-
tion (1962) 10838

see also Calendar pads—Finger pads

—

Typewriter pads.

Pagano, Stella R., relief (1962) 16866, 19245,
20724

Pagdilao, Felipe 0., relief (1962) 7126, 13384,
16689

Page, Harry G., water regimen of inner valley
of San Pedro River, Mammoth, Ariz
(1963) 15620

Page, Leland V., water resources of De Soto
Parish, La (1965) 2252

Page, Louise, food and your weight (1964)
19078

Page, R. W., geology and ground-water ap-
praisal of Naval Air Missile Test Center
area. Point Mugu, Calif (1964) 2427

Page, William A., shock-layer radiation of

blunt bodies at reentry velocities (1964)

9620
Page, William C, relief (1965) 15579, 17363,

17816
Pageant (magazine):

article on Members of Congress, hearing
(1965) 2010

Pages, see Messengers.
PAi series (1961) 6491; (1964) 8526, 12354,

14216; (1965) 4689-91, 7620, 9075
Paidas, Areti S., relief (1964) 1999, 6151, 6394

Paiewonsky, Raphael M., nomination, hearings
(1961) 7284

Paige, Jack L, devitrification of vacuum-
melted glasses of lithium metasilicate-

silica compositional series (1965) 16589

Pails:

steel shipping, current industrial reports
(1961) 2989, 6826; (1962) 3736, 9041,
11074; (1963) 3574, 11629; (1964) 3390,
8120; (1965) 3273, 10245

change (1961) 8503

Pain:
influence on human and animal organism,

USSR study (1963) 20909
sensory deprivation and personality rela-

tionships for space travel, study (1963)
18166

Paine, Barry W., form perception in video
viewing, effects of form content and
stereo on recognition (1965) 4174

Paine, R. M., intermetallic compounds for very
high temperature applications (1963)
9670

Paint:
activities of technology committee of Feder-

ation of Chemical-Industry Unions, East
Germany (1962) 7794

antifouling

—

destruction of film-founding base by mar-
ine microorganisms, USSR study (1963)
17739

poisons in, USSR studies (1963) 17675
artists' oil paints, standard of trade (1963)

9703
chief scientific research and design institute

of lacquer and paint industry and its

experimental plant (1961) 19495
colors and containers, recommendation of

trade, amdt (1962) 9011

current industrial reports (1961) 285, 2989,
8510; (1962) 3736, 11082; (1963) 3574,
9718; (1964) 3390, 11899; (1965) 3273,
13627

durable, fireproof, alkali silicate forms
(1964) 13209

effect of insect repellents (1963) 1623
engineered performance standards

—

formulas (1964) 5775
handbook (1964) 5776

evaporation of mustard gas from paint films

(1962) 22666
failures caused by too-frequent repainting,

test-fence studies (1961) 4278
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 9508; (1964) 12294
supplements (1963) 3657; (1964) 3475;

(1965) 3377
Federal test method standard (1961) 12657;

(1962) 11803; (1963) 8263
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Paint—Continued
fluorescent color specification, Beckman

nx)del DK-2 spectrophotometer (1964)
5593

handbook, engineered performance stand-
ards (1961) 16067

industry, use of new marine oils (1962) 7403
industry wage survey

—

departmental edition (1962) 8434
document edition (1962) 6969

inorganic, durable, fireproof, easy to apply
(1965) 11429

leak-indicating paints for rocket-fuel tanks
and storage areas (1962) 18360

manual, control of protective coatings, etc

(1961) 13640
paint and allied products, census of manu-

factures, 1958, industry report (1961)
276

production, consumption, and trade, selected
European countries (1962) 13026

products, unnecessary costs from purchase,
etc., in uneconomical-size containers.
Defense Department, GAO report (1964)
18094

properties as affected by ultraviolet radia-
tion in vacuum (1961) 1398; (1962) 22667

properties of 2 white paints for application
to inflatable spacecraft, titanium-
dioxide-pigmented epoxy and 2dnc-oxide-

pigmented methyl silicone elastomer
(1965) 11496

reflective, use on rice storage bins (1964)
9909

safe use and storage on farm (1961) 5257;
(1964) 9942

white epoxy, vectorial reflectance of Blxplor-

er IX satellite material (1964) 16701
wood properties and paint durability (1962)

14759
Painted Rock Reservoir:

Gila River flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 412
document edition (1963) 313

Painter, John H., S-b and telecommunications
techniques for Apollo (1965) 8090

Painters:
automobile, apprenticeship and training

standards (1965) 17035
employment outlook (1962) 8388; (1964) 9421

Painters, Decorators & Paperhangers of
America, Brotherhood of, see Brother-
hood of Painters, Decorators & Paper-
hangers of America.

Painting:
apprenticeship and training standards

(1962) 6622; (1964) 20978
bibliography (1962) 12689
building maintenance, standards at Naval

establishment facilities, handbook
(19630 9517

electrostatic spray-painting, hygienic char-
acteristics of working conditions, USSR
study (1961) 10937

fire control materiel, military standard
(1962) 7246

how to paint a room step by step (1962)
18430

radio towers, abandoned or unused

—

hearings (1965) 17716, 19487
law (1965) 19145
report (1961) 8948; (1965) 14099, 17636

Paintings:
American fighting men from Revolution to

Korea (announcement) (1962) 3453
Daniells in India, catalog (1963) 3327
Indian miniatures, from Archer collection,

catalogue (1964) 3055

Pai ntings—Continued
Isleta paintings

—

departmental edition (1963) 93
document edition (1963) 220

Shen Chou art, 1427-1509, study (1963) 583
Turner watercolors from British Museum,

catalog of exhibition (1964) 3056
Paints, see Paint.
Paintsville, Ky., redevelopment area, statisti-

cal profile (1962) 13150
Pair production, large angle (1963) 125
Paiute Indians:
Malheur Reservation, roll of eligible persons

to receive funds from judgment

—

law (1964) 17323
reports (1964) 12084, 15779

Walker River Tribe, give minerals underly-
ing reservation

—

law (1961) 18621
reports (1961) 14629, 16750

Pakhta-Aral, Kazakh SSR, investigation of
turbulent regime of boundary layer us-
ing data from accelerograph records,
USSR study (1965) 2743

Pakiser, Louis C:
gravity study of Long Valley (1964) 6804
structural geology and volcanism of Owens

Valley region, Calif., geophysical study
(1965) 731

Pakistan:
accessions list. Library of Congress Ameri-

can Libraries Book Procurement Cen-
ters, Karachi and Dacca (1963) 7186;
(1964) 3834; (1965) 3752

agricultural commodities, agreements (1963)
5738, 20183; (1964) 9826; (1965) 5416

agricultural policy (1961) 20664
agriculture (1965) 14172
American professors who went under Ful-

bright-Hays program (1965) 8292
background, economic, political, social, etc

(1962) 24096
background notes (1965) 3037
cotton (1964) 2347
cotton textiles, trade, agreement (1965) 9950
crisis in South Asia (1965) 18930
economic development agreement (1962)

24102
economic developments (1961) 9183; (1963)

8390
economy, basic data (1964) 4851
education, financing of exchange programs,

agreement (1962) 22838
establishing business (1962) 11931; (1963)

2418
exports and imports, licensing and exchange

controls (1963) 2387
foreign trade regulations (1965) 12000
friendship and commerce, treaty (1961) 8220
report (1963) 20546
text, protocol, etc (1963) 20520

gazetteer, official standard names (1962)
21820

history and economy (1961) 12866
import tariff system (1962) 15689
Indus Basin development fund

—

agreement (1961) 9775
supplemental agreement (1964) 13477

informational media guaranties, agreement
(1964) 9837

investment climate (1962) 7501
investment factors (1962) 9786
labor conditions (1964) 13077
labor law and practice (1965) 7966
liberalization of dollar imports progresses

(1961) 20503
loan of vessel, agreements (1963) 9425, 16610

market factors (1965) 10329
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Pakistan—Continued
market for fats, oils, and oilmeal (1961)

17275
market for U.S. products (1962) 720
marketing areas (1961) 6081
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 14686
mutual security

—

defense support assistance agreement
(1961) 11588

program, GAO review (1961) 7510
national scientific convention, report on

13th meeting (1961) 17505
newly independent nation, fact sheet (1961)

1489
passport visas, agreement (1962) 6472
Peace Corps program, agreement (1962)

22843
selling in Pakistan (1964) 21088
sending gift packages to (1961) 613
surplus agricultural commodities, agree-

ments (1961) 1514, 11608, 13693, 16018,

17847, 20205, 21390; (1962) 3503
trade, interim agreement relating to GATT

(1962) 14654
USIA films recording Mrs. John F. Kenne-

dy's visit, make available in U.S., report
(1962) 19290

United States military operations and mu-
tual security programs overseas, report

(1961) 19147
U.S. reciprocal negotiations, concessions

obtained and granted (1962) 8662
West, land and water development in Indus

Plain, report (1964) 21837
working Pakistan struggles on, strike histo-

ry (1962) 10053
Pakistan International Airlines, specification

and route, agreement (1961) 16021
Pala Band of Mission Indians, see Mission In-

dians.

Pala Reservation:
land conveyance to Diocese of San Diego

Education & Welfare Corp

—

law (1961) 10182
reports (1961) 7059, 8946

Palacios, Tex.:

Gulf Intracoastal Waterway-channel im-

provement, engineer report-
departmental edition (1963) 417
document edition (1963) 242

Palatine, 111., population, special census (1963)
166

Palau Islands, phosphate mining, effects on
ground water (1962) 2535

Palembang, Indonesia, cotton cultivation and
trade (1961) 812

Paleobotany, see Plants, fossil.

Paleocene period:
flora of Rocky Mountains and Great Plains

(1962) 23590
stratigraphy and geologic history in Wind

River basin, Wyo (1965) 18212
Paleogeography, Devonian rocks, of central

Arizona (1965) 19667
Paleomagnetism, see Terrestrial magnetism.
Paleontological section of Moscow Society of

Naturalists in 1960 (1962) 2817
Paleontology:

contributions to stratigraphic paleontology
(series) (1964) 18110; (1965) 2227, 9269-

70, 18214
see aiso Fossils—Animals, fossil.

Paleozoic era:

early, rocks in west-central Maine (1961)
7518

ostracode genera, revision (series) (1962)
9733

revision of coral species from western U.S
(1965) 18214

Peleozoic era—Continued
rocks

—

Alpine-Nutrioso area, Apache County,
Ariz., stratigraphy and structure (1961)
14950

Antelope Valley, Eureka and Nye Coun-
ties, Nev (1963) 10291

Hovey Group of northern Maine (1964)
19779

sandstones and shales from borings in Flori-

da, petrography (1963) 15613
species of Bairdia and related genera (1961)

6176
stratigraphy, of southern part of Mule

Mountains, Ariz (1965) 10985
thorium and uranium in 3 early New Hamp-

shire Plutonic series, distribution (1964)
21350

upper Paleozoic floral zones and provinces
of U.S (1964) 8771

Palermo, Peter, see Fiorica, Pasquale.
Palestine, Arab refugees from Palestine, re-

port (1963) 7957
Palfrey, John G.:

remarks (1964) 134, 1785; (1965) 8568, 13541
Palik, E. D.:

calculated spectra resolution of Perk-
in-Elmer prism and grating monochro-
mators (1965) 11598

far infrared bibliography (1963) 12948
Palladium, deuterium system between 4.2° and

300° K, anomalous electrical resistivity

(1965) 2908
Pallas, James E., jr., research in plant tran-

spiration, 1962 (1965) 8443
Palisades Dam, and power plant, design and

construction, technical record (1961)
6520

Palisades project:

Burns Creek Dam, etc., construction, hear-
ing (1961) 7280; (1962) 4966

dam and powerplant, design and construc-
tion, technical record (1961) 6520

Palisca, Claude V., music in our schools (1964)

15852
Palladium:
and palladium nickel alloys containing ab-

sorbed hydrogen, electrical resistivity

and thermoelectric power, low tempera-
ture dependence (1961) 1387

radiochemistry (1962) 8965
Pallas, James E., jr., research in plant tran-

spiration, 1961 (1963) 9587
Pallas (asteroid):

rectangular coordinates, 1960-80 (1963) 7344

Pallets (material handling):

Air Force, resupply, tests (1963) 5861
ammunition, inadequate management result-

ed in unnecessary procurement actions,

Navy Dept., GAO report (1965) 10957
apple bin designs, evaluation (1961) 12723
apples, cooling in pallet boxes (1962) 16298
Defense Supply Agency's unnecessary pro-

curements from failure to modify size,

GAO report (1965) 9221
handling Florida oranges in pallet boxes

(1962) 8850
loading insert containers and cargo trans-

porters, manual (1962) 170, 11017
plywood, in use, observations (1965) 9180
potato storage boxes, results on color and

yield of chip manufacture (1962) 12855
slender and standard spirally grooved nails,

performance standard (1962) 9678
storing fruits and vegetables in wholesale

warehouses (1964) 4209
suitability of 7 west coast species of wood

(1965) 10939
sweetpotato handling and storing (1965)

5499
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Pallets (material handling)—Continued
wood, market in auto industry, case study of

Ford Motor Co (1963) 575'

wooden, advantages with use of air-dry
deckboards (1963) 17476

Palm Beach County, Fla.:

beach erosion control study, engineers re-

port

—

departmental edition (1962) 495
document edition (1962) 368

truck crop production practices (1963) 2126
Palm kernels:

duties on importation, alteration

—

hearings (1965) 17748
report (1965) 17634

Palm oil:

duties on importation, alteration

—

hearings (1965) 17748
report (1965) 17634

processing tax, permanent suspension

—

law (1962) 23259
reports (1962) 19091, 21408

Palm Springs, Calif.:

census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)
18195

geology and hydrology of Agua Caliente
Spring (1963) 8346

Palm trees, see Palms.
Palmer, Allison R.:

Glyptagnostus and associated trilobites in
United States (1963) 606

trilobites of late Cambrian Pterocephaliid
biomere in Great Basin, United States
(1965) 9272

unusual Lower Cambrian trilobite fauna
from Nevada (1964) 21356

Palmer, C. Mervin, algae and water supplies in
Sao Paulo area, Brazil (1963) 16528

Palmer, Raymond W., coil-system design pa-
rameters for constant-velocity traveling
magnetic wave plasma engine (1964)
13228

Palmer, Robert S.:

apparatus for forming waterdrop (1963)
1719

causes, control and prevention of gullies at
various New England locations (1965)
16943

Palmer, Wayne C, meteorological drought
(1965) 8368

Palmetto Quarries Co., producing crushed
granite, Columbia, S.C (1962) 8460

Palmistry, significance in forensic medicine
and criminology, USSR study (1961)
17500

Palms, trees in U.S., general information
(1963) 18418

Palmyra, N. J.:

bridge construction across Delaware River,
use of funds

—

hearing (1963) 300
law (1962) 19006
reports (1962) 17008, 19304

Palo Verde Mesa:
desert lands, extend time for final proof of

development

—

law (1964) 21137
reports (1963) 13574; (1964) 19580

Palouras, (ieorgios, see Paluras, G€orge.
Palsy, see Facial paralysis.
Paluras, George, relief (1965) 12232, 15610,

17334
Palygorskite, asbestiform mineral, properties

(1962) 22516
Palynologists, Soviet, list (1962) 1360
Pamphlets:

copyrighted, catalog of copyright entries
(1961) 9000; (1962) 11675; (1963) 338,
12031; (1964) 8458; (1965) 448

Pamphlets—Continued
tariff classification study, explanatory and

background materials (1961) 1548
see also names of departments, etc., issuing

pamphlets— aiso subject involved.
Pan-African Union of Journalists (1962) 2976
Pan American games:
Armed Forces participation, increase ex-

penditure ceiling

—

hearing (1964) 6496
report (1964) 328

Pan American Highway Congress, delegates,
joint meeting with Committees on Public
Works (1964) 10435

Pan American Postal Union, see Postal Union
of the Americas and Spain.

Pan American Union, financing of assistance
under alliance for progress, agreements
(1962) 3517; (1964) 9825

Pan American World Airways:
accidents (1965) 5724, 7299
emergency board reports (1961) 14791;

(1962) 2418
Prague to New York service, inauguration

(remarks) (1965) 13727
Panama:

alliance for progress programs

—

report on study mission (1963) 8023
print as S. Doc, report (1963) 20571

United States activities (1962) 9420
print as document, report (1962) 9436

Army mission, agreements (1961) 17836;
(1963) 5737

atomic energy, cooperation for civil uses,

agreement (1963) 16592
aviation communications cable, agreement

(1965) 15069
avifauna, systematic notes concerning

(1962) 16162
birds, additions to records (1964) 3129

contribution to history of Panama land
bridge (series) (1964) 6803

defense, furnishing articles and services,

agreement (1962) 20323
delinquent accounts receivable due Panama

Canal Co., and Canal Zone Government,
GAO report (1964) 12488

economy, basic data (1964) 8814

electoral code (1962) 19782

evacuation of dependents of Armed Forces,
payment of expenses, authorize

—

hearing (1964) 19591
law (1964) 19421
reports (1964) 13937, 19563

fishery resources, program for more effec-
tive use (1962) 19511

fishing industry, developments (1962) 23547;
(1965) 4746

food regulations (1962) 2568

foreign trade regulations (1963) 20756

gas appliances, household and commercial ,

U.S. market (1963) 18624
geology and paleontology (1964) 6803

housing investment guaranty and economic
aid programs, staff survey team report
(1964) 10313

index-digest of decisions, 1949-62 (1964)
19745

Inter-American Highway program, unneces-
sary costs, GAO report (1965) 7787

labor conditions (1965) 7991
millipeds, new and previously known species,

description (1961) 15838
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12902
national aviation regulations, translation

(1964) 18422
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Panama—Continued
Parita and Santa Maria zones, archeological

investigations

—

departmental edition (1965) 1808
document edition (1965) 1973

Peace Corps program, agreement (1964)

18978
private investments, guaranty agreement

(1962) 14622
rebellion of Tute Mountains, failure of revo-

lutionary undertaking (1961) 13315
reciprocal recognition of motor-vehicle oper-

ator's licenses, agreement (1961) 11604
relations with United States, questions of

sovereignty of Canal Zone, etc (1964)
5934

sending gift packages to (1962) 713
spiny and sand lobsters, and scallops, ex-

ploratory fishing (1965) 12460
study mission reports (1961) 5708; (1963)

9863
technical and economic cooperation, agree-

ment (1962) 14618
telecommunications, market for U.S. equip-

ment (1962) 14917
waters, spiny lobster explorations (1965)

19631
withholding Panamanian income tax, agree-

ment (1964) 1616
wood furniture industry, activities and ob-

servations (1961) 15004
Panama, Bay of, constitution and surface

chemical properties of sea slicks (19G4)
7650

Panama Canal:
and adjacent waters, rules and regulations

governing navigation (1961) 3892, 5431,
9983, 13865; (1962) 4701-2, 6741, 16445;
(1964) 6026

appropriations, 1962, general government

hearings (1961) 10330, 12501
law (1961) 14125
reports (1961) 12454, 14327, 20542

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 13496
law (1962) 23280
reports (1962) 17084, 21164, 21457

appropriations, 1964, hearings (1963) 17162
appropriations, 1965

—

amendment (1964) 12030
hearings (1964) 12119
law (1964) 17370
reports (1964) 12098, 15767, 17572

appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 10523
public works, reports (1965) 13876, 15967,
19265

capacity and security, increase, hearings
(1964) 8440

cash relief act, increase benefits and extend
benefits to widows, report (1965) 8843

construction annuity act, report, 1962 (1963)
9760

miscellaneous legislation, hearings (1965)
417

relations between Panama and U.S. on ques-
tion of sovereignty, etc (1964) 5934

ship pilots, annuities, hearings (1962) 13534;
(1963) 9946; (1965) 12197

textual records, preliminary inventories
(1963) 9200

U.S.S. Alabama, permit passage without toll

charges

—

law (1964) 17279
reports (1964) 13977, 15703

vessel tonnage measurement, customs regu-
lations, revised pages (1962) 11677,
21579

Panama Canal—Continued
see also Canal Zone—Canal Zone Govern-

ment.

Panama Canal Co.:

activities, amend Canal Zone code

—

hearings (1963) 9944
report (1963) 11824

annual report, 1960

—

departmental edition (1961) 18119; (1962)

11063; (1963) 11603; (1964) 19281
document edition (1961) 18780; (1962)

11313; (1963) 11765; (1964) 19449
audit by GAO (1961) 10673
audit reports (1961) 10222; (1962) 13855,

20956; (1963) 11757; (1964) 10156
short-form (1961) 4002; (1962) 2328

delinquent accounts receivable due from
Republic of Panama at Nov. 30, 1963,

GAO report (1964) 12488
employees, compensation claims appeals

—

law (1964) 17367
reports (1964) 15517, 17731
employees' salaries, immunity from attach-

ments or garnishments

—

law (1961) 18644
reports (1961) 14387, 17110

excessive costs incurred by purchasing from
commercial sources rather than utilizing

General Services Administration supply
sources, GAO report (1965) 12523

financial statements, GAO reports (1963)

587; (1964) 8714
improper use of funds for bridge construc-

tion, GAO report (1964) 10603
incurred unnecessary costs by not consider-

ing transportation expenses as element
of procurement cost, GAO report (1965)

6301
operation of Panama Line, hearings (1961)

8851
personnel, air accomodations, 1st class, GAO

report (1964) 10598
salary reform act of 1964; amend act to

permit salaries of certain officers to be
established at amounts in excess of max-
imum rate of grade 18 of (General sched-

ule-
law (1964) 21123
reports (1964) 17794, 19461

shipping services to Panama Canal Zone
duplicated by Military Sea Transporta-
tion Service, unnecessary costs incurred,

GAO report (1965) 7785
transportation of commercial cargo and

passengers by Panama Line, discontin-

ued, report (1961) 20583
unnecessary costs for commercial ocean

transportation, GAO report (1965) 6303
Panama Canal review (periodical) (1961) 2955;

(1962) 4159; (1963) 4003; (1964) 3835;

(1965) 3753
Panama Canal Zone, see Canal Zone—Canal

Zone Government.

Panama hats, see Hats.

Panama, Isthmus of, final link, report on Dar-
ien Gap and completion of Inter-

American Highway (1964) 10343
Pancreas:

acute pancreatitis, treatment (1964) 8941
formation of enzymes, effect of X-ray irra-

diation, USSR study (1961) 4636
human, zinc content, USSR study (1964)

18354
islets of Langerhans reactions during radia-

tion syndrome, USSR study (1961) 15514

Pancreatin, use to identify Clostridium, botu-
linum toxin in mixed cultures, USSR
study (1962) 19752
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Panek, Louis A.:

bolting bedded mine roof

—

friction and suspension, combined effects

(1963) 1254
suspension effect (1963) 1253

development of rock stress monitoring sta-

tion (1964) 21710
Panel of Consultants on Aging, report (1964)

7853
Panel of Consultants on Vocational Educa-

tion:

education for changing world of work

—

reports (1963) 10066, 13844-846
summary report (1963) 2156; (1964) 2289

Panel on High Energy Accelerator Physics,

report, Apr. 26. 1963 (1963) 15016

Panel on Science and Technology:
3d meeting, report (1961) 7121

4th meeting

—

hearings (1962) 15281
report (1963) 2060

5th meeting

—

proceedings (1963) 6206
report (1963) 8010

6th meeting, proceedings (1965) 8906
Panel-type wall and ceiling construction (1964)

18
Panels and Paneling:
aerodynamically heated aluminum-alloy and

stainless steel, flutter (1962) 18281

aluminum-alloy tension, fatigue-check prop-

agation (1961) 1310
aluminum, exposed to random and discrete

noise, acoustic fatigue, errata (1961)

21209
buckled, flutter at Mach number 3.0 (1961)

19955
buckled rectangular, flutter at Mach num-

bers 1.2 to 3.0 including effects of pres-

sure differential and panel width-length

ratio (1961) 9591
buckling coefficients for flat, rectangular

sandwich panels with corrugated cores

under edgewise compression (1965) 16276

corrugation-stiffened

—

elastic constants for bending and twisting
(1964) 20618

elevated temperature tests (1961) 19924
flutter results at Mach number of 3 (1964)

11414
curved, streamwise oriented arrays, flutter

under compressive loading and aerody-
namic heating, investigation (1965)
14838

fencing, feeding, and creep panels for sheep
(1962) 4522

fiberglass-reinforced sandwich structure for
airframe use, research (1964) 20857

flat-
flutter, effects of differential pressure,
thermal stress, and buckling (1964) 3022

thermally stressed, with uniform edge
loads, supersonic flutter (1965) 19943

flat and curved, flutter status (1961) 1275

flat fiber-glass sandwich, foamed cores, su-

personic test results (1961) 11411
flat rectangular

—

flutter, flight results (1962) 8501
flutter in uniform coplanar flow with arbi-

trary direction, theoretical analysis
(1962) 6293

flat sandwich, edgewise compressive buck-
ling (1964) 12442

flat single-bay, effects of thermal stress and
buckling on flutter characteristics (1963)
1290

Panels and Paneling—Continued
flutter-

application of transtability concept and
experimental results (1963) 18153; (1965)
2869

effects of compressive stress at supersonic
Mach numbers (1962) 22547

research (1964) 1479, 14788
sandwich, curved and flat type, subjected

to supersonic flow (1964) 11388
tests on full-scale X-15 lower vertical sta-

bilizer at Mach number of 3.0 (1962)
22546

titanium skin, flat and curved, at super-
sonic speeds (1963) 5595

full-scale wing of 7075 aluminum alloy, fa-
tigue investigation (1961) 9546

glare reduction surfaces, instrument panel,
etc., for automotive vehicles, Federal
standard (1965) 16197

honeycomb and sandwich materials, review
of U.S. Government research reports
(1965) 16737

honeycomb ceramic sandwich construction,
refractory inorganic materials for
structural applications (1961) 17969

honeycomb-core and corrugated-core sand-
wich panels, effective thermal conductiv-
ities analysis (1961) 7984

integral ribs formed in metal panels by
cold-press extrusion (1965) 9683

oak plywood, effectiveness of dieldrin in glue
line in preventing Lyctus beetle damage
(1961) 20773

orthotropic, flat rectangular, flutter charac-
teristics (1963) 19924

padded instrument panel and visors for au-
tomotive vehicles, Federal standard
(1965) 16190

recessed instrument panel instruments and
control devices for automotive vehicles.

Federal standard (1965) 18106
rectangular, thermal stresses and deflections

(1964) 4227
sandwich construction

—

face-sheet stiffness on buckling of curved
plates and cylindrical shells in axial
compression, effect (1965) 9728

minimum weight structural sandwich
(1965) 9173

sandwich panels

—

flat with dissimilar facings, compressive
buckling curves (1961) 2038

performance in experimental unit (1964)
18080

torsion of trapezoidal, etc., cross sections
(1961) 658

sandwich-type flat, flutter tests (1963) 10985
simply supported rectangular, postbuckling

effects on flutter (1963) 7272
stiffened, room temperature shear and com-

pression tests with integral or attached
cooling circuits (1963) 9148

subjected to vibration, transducer senses
displacements (1965) 8069

visco-elastic panels, fatigue performance at
elevated temperatures (1965) 6621

wood brick strip paneling, new way to deco-

rate (1963) 17477
wood, plastic faced, importance of balanced

construction (1961) 664; (1964) 8641
X-15 airplane, structural dynamic experi-

ences (1962) 10507
Panels (display), see Display panels.

Pang Yong Chin, see Pong Yong Jin.

Pangborn, Mark W., jr., bibliography of

oceanographic publications (1965) 2127
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Panhandle gas field, Tex., uranium and helium

(1964) 6807
Pankratz, L. B.:

high-temperature heat contents and entro-

pies of

—

akermanite, cordierite, gehlenite, and
merwinite (1965) 1372

andalusite, Kyanite, and sillimanite (1964)

7448
gallium phosphide, indium phosphide, and
indium sulfide (1965) 6602

muscovite (1964) 7449
vanadium silicide (1963) 12837

high temperature heat contents and entro-

pies of sesquioxides of

—

erbium, etc (1963) 5501
lutetium, dysprosium, and cerium (1963)

14513
low-temperature heat capacity and

high-temperature heat content of mullite

(1963) 19860
thermodynamic data for

—

columbium (niobium) carbide (1964) 13122
gallium and scandium sesquioxides (1963)
9127

Pankypria Ergatiki Omospondia, position on
emigration of Cypriot workers to (Ger-

many (1961) 7864
Panning, I. J., survey and analysis of special-

ized science information services in

United States, final report (1963) 9683
Panola County, Miss., soil survey report

(1964) 5695
Pantjasila, five basic principles of Republic of

Indonesia (1961) 7598
Pao, Yih-Ho, and wife, relief (1964) 12192,

17477, 19372
Paone, James, drillability studies, diamond

drilling (1964) 1442
Papa, Robert J.:

nonlinear interaction of electromagnetic
wave with time-dependent plasma medi-
um (1964) 13638

plane wave propagation in nonlinear, inhom-
ogeneous, time-dependent plasma medi-
um (1965) 7102

radio frequency propagation through inhom-
ogeneous, magnetoactive, nonlinear
plasma medium (1965) 117

Papadimitriou, Nicolaos A., relief (1961) 7195,
8702. 10159

Papago Indians:
relocation of village of Sil Murk

—

law (1964) 17321
reports (1964) 15492, 15778

water supply of Indian reservations (series)

(1963) 6567
Papago Reservation:
Mesozoic Formations

—

Comobabi and Roskruge Mountains (1965)
19660

Vekol Mountains (1965) 2232
Papago Tribe, see Papago Indians.

Papain, isolation of specific active antibody
center from papain-fermented antiserum
by means of cellulos-fixed antigen, USSR
study (1962) 2726

Papathanasiou, Stylliani, relief (1964) 15647;
(1965) 12235

Pape, Eugene C, jr., estimated number of

days' supply of food and beverages in

retail stores, 1963, civil defense study
(1965) 13395

Papell, Stephen:
instability effect on 2-phase heat transfer

for subcooled water (1964) 21771
subcooled boiling heat transfer under forced

convection (1963) 9156

Paper:
air pollution and draft pulping industry

(1964) 15047
bibhography (1964) 149
bond and writing, white and colored. Federal

standard (1963) 535
cross sections, preparing at Forest Products

Laboratory (1964) 12443
Cuba industry (1962) 18068
current industrial reports (1961) 2989, 5484,

16270; (1962) 3736, 6746, 18788; (1963)
3574, 4579, 4584, 18684; (1964) 3390,
21034; (1965) 3273

change (1965) 7267
duplicating, copy, liquid process. Federal

standard (1963) 536
Government specification standards (1963)

6210, 11916, 15339; (1964) 2129, 3558,
15604, 19523; (1965) 3472, 8911. 19326

changes notices (1961) 5760, 7152. 12367
Indonesia, manufacture, articles (1961) 2179
industry

—

employment outlook (1962) 8402; (1964)
9450

export opportunities (address) (1962) 6866
outlook and review (1961) 1746; (1962)

2124; (1963) 1859
report (1961) 2936; (1962) 3944; (1963)

4121; (1964) 3952; (1965) 3867
technological change and automation

—

departmental edition (1963) 1177
document edition (1963) 282

making

—

Asian grasses, ekra, khagra, and nal
(1961) 2039

Philippine woods, etc., experiments (1961)
17297

pines of Mexico and Central America, ex-

periments (1961) 17299
manifold. Federal standard (1963) 6444
newsprint, world supply-demand, outlook,

reports (1961) 14398; (1962) 19123;
(1963) 20479; (1964) 19466; (1965) 19273

paper and allied products

—

census of manufactures, 1958, special re-

port (1961) 13893
commodity transportation survey, shipper

series (1965) 18970
manufacturers' sales, 1958 census (1961)
20411

papermaking devices, early engineering re-

miniscences, 1815-40, of George Escol
Sellers (1965) 5271

printing, made from some Pacific Coast
wood, evaluation (1961) 17296

production, fulfillment of plans of scientific

research work, etc., USSR study (1963)
6659

products

—

and newsprint, feasibility of using Lake
States hardwoods (1961) 10668

and processes. Government-owned inven-
tions available for license (1961) 8590

except containers and boxes, converted,
census of manufactures, 1958, industry
report (1961) 1792
change (1961) 6807
industry, employment outlooks (1962)

8402; (1964) 9450
pulp and paper industry, development,

USSR (1965) 11187
sulfate pulping of balsam fir (1961) 20764
supply-demand, report (1963) 17113
synthetic, used in map printing, West Ger-

many, experiments (1962) 7600
tariff classification study, explanatory and

background materials (1961) 1548
tear resistance, effect of number of plies

(1963) 15561
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Paper—Continued
tensile properties, electrical strain gage for

testing (1963) 12169
see also Blotting paper—Calculating ma-

chine paper—Diazotype paper

—

Mimeograph paper—Photographic pa-
per—Wood pulp— a/so names of arti-

cles manufactured from paper.
Paper birch, see Birch.
Paper chromatography, see Chromatography.
Paper clips. Federal standard (1963) 20680
Paper-coating clay from coarse (ieorgia ka-

olins by new attrition-grinding process
(1961) 6279

Paper making machinery, industry outlook
and review (1961) 1751; (1962) 2146

Paper mills:

additional sites in Tennessee Valley, com-
parative data (1961) 17866

automation, impact, 1947-60 (1963) 1185
census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 5460
change (1961) 8489

industry wage survey

—

departmental edition (1963) 1170
document edition (1963) 275

opportunities for development in western
C-olorado (1963) 4992

western Kentucky, establish paper mill in an
8-county area, technical and economic
feasibility (1964) 17027

Paper pulp, see Pulp—Wood pulp.

Paper weights, see Paperweights.

Paper work, see Paperwork (office practice).

Paperboard:
cross sections, preparing at Forest Products

Laboratory (1964) 12443
current industrial reports (1962) 3736, 6746,

18788; (1963) 3574, 4579, 4584, 18684;
(1964) 3390, 21034; (1965) 3273

industry outlook and review (1961) 1746;
(1962) 2124; (1963) 1859

industry report (1961) 2936; (1962) 3944;
(1963) 4121; (1964) 3952; (1965) 3867

products, census of manufacturers, 1958,
industry report (1961) 1792

change (1961) 6807
supply-demand, report (1963) 17113
see also Pulpboard.

Paperboard boxes, see Boxes.

Paperboard mills:

census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 5460
change (1961) 8489

industry wage survey

—

departmental edition (1963) 1170
document edition (1963) 275

Paperhangers, employment outlook (1962)
8388; (1964) 9421

Papers, see Addresses, lectures, etc.—Records.

Paperweights, glass. Federal standard (1963)
19214

Paperwork (office practice):

Federal jungle, hearings (1964) 12150, 14014,
15599

Federal paperwork jungle, requirements
placed upon business, etc., report (1965)
5895

print additional copies, report (1965)
15739

forms design, records management handbook
(1961) 4961

forms management, Navv Department guide
(1963) 20010

change (1964) 5624
improvement ideas, effective presentation

(1961) 1330

Paperwork (office practice)—Continued
management survey. President's Committee

on Equal Employment Opportunity
(1963) 18271

mechanizing paperwork, source data auto-
mation systems (1964) 13266; (1965)
13061

past, present and future, records in space
age (1961) 6414

small store and service trade, recordkeeping
systems, bibliographies (1962) 6449;
(1964) 9765, 21867

Papilloma, see Tumors.
Papillion Creek:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 444
document edition (1963) 234

Papio doguera, see Baboons.
Pappas, C. C:

heat-transfer measurement

—

for binary gas laminar boundary layers
with high rates of injection (1964) 20600

recovery factor of compressible turbulent
boundary layer on sharp cone with for-
eign gas injection (1964) 9593

relation between skin friction and heat
transfer for compressible turbulent
boundary layer with gas injection (1965)
11504

Papworth, Mary J., relief (1962) 16859, 20808,
21355

Paraboloids, drag coefficient at zero cavitation
number and zero angle of yaw (1961)
21246

Parachute riggers:
certificates, civil aeronautics manual (1962)

2444
1 & C, Navy training course (1962) 20201;

(1965) 14938
3 & 2, Navy training course (1961) 9642;

(1964) 9679
Parachutes:
aerodynamic characteristics at Mach nos.

from 1.6 to 3 (1961) 9560
airdrop

—

remote area refueling system on airdrop
platform, technical manual (1965) 13474

supplies and equipment, general, technical
manual (1965) 11907

Army troop reserve parachute, ballistically

deployed pilot chute (1963) 7608
clustering, wind tunnel study (1964) 47
descent times and impact locations for high

altitude balloon payloads (1963) 18455
drag, ribless guide surface to produce low

lift to drag ratios, flight qualification
(1964) 5882

18-foot-diameter, with extendable flaps,

wind-tunnel tests (1962) 18278
joint test facility, USAF 6511th test group

and US naval, El Centre, Calif., descrip-
tion (1963) 12036

lofts. Federal aviation regulations (1962)
17455

nonemergency jumping. Federal aviation
regulations (1963) 479

preformed elliptical, performance (1964)
7542

pyrotechnic systems, tests (1964) 15227
radially vented, stability and drag charac-

teristics (1964) 9612
re-entry, candidate materials for high tem-

perature fabrics (1961) 5311
rotary, drag characteristics and dynamic

stability in descent (1962) 18290
67-ft. Do recovery parachute, evaluation

(1963) 5860
technology and evaluation, symposium pro-

ceedings (1965) 1784
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Parachutes—Continued
35-ft. ring-slot extraction system develop-

ment (1964) 16987
Parachutists:
dynamics of emotional-volitional processes

in astronauts during parachute jumps,
USSR study (1965) 2460

free-fall trajectories (1964) 13617
training, technical manual (1965) 7158

Paraconger eels, see Eels.

Parade, magazine article entitled. Congress-
men who cheat, hearing (1963) 7998

Paradise Airlines, Inc., accident (1965) 13664
Paradise quadrangle, Utah, geology (1964)

19778
Paradoxes of adaptation (1962) 12191
Paraffins and other blocking agents that inter-

fere with petroleum production, bibliog-

raphy (1963) 7209
Paragliders, see Gliders (aircraft).

Paragon (fishing vessel):

commercial-scale gill-net survey for alba-
core in central North Pacific, July-Sept.
1^58 (1961) 6063

Paragonimiasis, prevention and treatment,
achievements in research, Communist
China (1962) 17740

Paraguay:
agricultural commodities, agreements (1963)

9419; (1964) 9814-15. 21885
agriculture and trade (1961) 12548
aid in action, fact sheet (1962) 1832
air transport capability of air force, assist-

ance to increase, agreement (1963) 1543
Commission for Education Exchange

—

and financing of exchange programs,
agreement (1965) 1664

between United States and Paraguay,
agreement (1961) 20194

defense, road construction and maintenance
capability of Paraguayan Army, agree-
ment (1964) 9834

economic developments, 1960 (1961) 18440
economic, technical, and related assistance,

agreement (1963) 3346
economy, basic data (1964) 6854; (1965) 4426
foreign trade regulations (1964) 4855
gas appliances, household and commercial,

U.S. market (1963) 18621
import tariff system (1961) 20876
labor conditions (1965) 7992
living conditions (1961) 9200
mapping, cooperative program, agreement

(1962) 10683
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12903
radio communications, agreement (1961)

1529
relief supplies and equipment, agreement

(1961) 11590
sending gift packages to (1961) 614; (1963)

2413
surplus agricultural commodities, agreement

(1962) 3506
trade agreements (1962) 14645; (1963) 1561,

13082, 21124
Parahydrogen:

heating, laminar-instability problem due to
using long, slender tubes, steady-state
analysis (1964) 7507

liquid, technology of catalytic production,
problems, USSR study (1962) 1046

thermo-dynamic functions, provisional
(1962) 10544

see also Hydrogen.

Paralithodes camtschatica, see King crabs.

Parallax wedge improved (1962) 17561

Paralysis, see Facial paralysis.

Paralyzed Veterans of America:
legislative objectives

—

1963 hearings (1963) 8014
1965 hearings (1965) 8909

Paramagnetic amplifier for planetary radar,

USSR (1964) 7244
Paramagnetic resonance, see Magnetic reso-

nance.
Paramagnetism, see Magnetism.
Paramedical personnel, requirements for

training (1962) 2950
Parameters:
aerodynamic, from nonlinear theory, used in

modified-strip-analysis flutter calcula-

tions for finite-span wings (1963) 14566
amplifiers and upconverters (1965) 13113
analysis for probe and round-trip missions

to Venus (1961) 2575
assumption violations, fact and fallacy, re-

search methodology studies (1961) 8344
atmospheric, determination by use of rock-

et-borne mass spectrometers (1963)

18123
attenuation in atmospheric windows for 15

wavelengths (1965) 105
braking and descent from lunar orbit (1965)

5224
errata (1965) 11464

coil-system design, for constant-velocity

traveling magnetic wave plasma engine,

analytical investigations (1964) 13228
core, studies for selected reactor types

(1962) 16405
correlations

—

selection for control systems composed of

3 aperiodic links, USSR study (1962)

5739
use to improve estimates of mean and var-

iance of streamflow (1963) 5023
determination, model matching techniques

in human pilot models (1965) 5098
device for measuring h-parameters of tran-

sistors at radio frequencies. Communist
China (1961) 1021

disturbing, effect on flight path of solid-

propellant rocket motor (1962) 18301,

23999
earth's magnetic field and cosmic ray, equa-

torial loci (1964) 11799
earth's crust, physical, investigation, USSR

(1965) 16534
effect of thermodynamic properties of work-

ing medium on choice of optimum param-
eters for gas turbine (1965) 18604

electric, of biological tissue in microwave
range, USSR study (1964) 18494

electrical, effect on mortality of fingerling

silver salmon (1962) 21772
electron-density profiles obtaining from top-

side ionograms (1965) 19963
empirical correlation of critical boiling heat

flux in forced flow upward through uni-

formly heated tubes (1962) 20129
energy B, for strong blast waves (1962)

22621
experimental apparatus used in theoretical

program on exploding-wire program,
progress report (1961) 21283

flow charts for conical and 2-dimensional
oblique-shock flow in helium at Mach
numbers from about 1 to 100 (1961)

13510
fundamental influencing system for predict-

ing accumulation and elimination of

carbon monoxide by adult human beings

(1961) 20357
geodetic, review (1963) 12884
growth, involved in synthesizing boron car-

bide filaments (1965) 14737
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Parameters—Continued
hypersonic flow

—

fields about blunt-nosed cylinders (1964)
14875

for helium as real gas (1963) 9164
hypersonic shock-heated flow, as function of

flight velocity and altitude (1964) 14900
insertion conditions for lunar missions in-

cluding trajectory considerations (1963)
19944

kinematic and heating, for ballistic reentry
at speeds of 26,000 to 45,000 feet per
second, charts (1961) 21224; (1962) 14461

laser-satellite reflection (1964) 16996
line, and computed spectra for water vapor

bands at 2.7u (1964) 14937
measured acoustic propagation, in Missis-

sippi test operations area (1965) 16673
model, digital distributed, analysis of un-

steady flow in liquid-filled lines (1965)
9734

nonstationary, automatic control, USSR
study (1963) 6778

non-uniformity relationship of ionosphere to

its excitation, USSR study (1962) 2793
parametric investigation of aerodynamic

and aeroelastic characteristics of artic-

ulated and rigid, hingeless, helicopter
rotor systems (1964) 21907

parametric study of mass-ration and trajec-

tory factors in fast manned Mars mis-

sions (1965) 5161
particle parameter selection system for elec-

trostatic particle accelerator (1965)
14747

performance analysis for interplanetary
missions utilizing Ist-generation nuclear
stages (1964) 21759

physical

—

and chemical, aff'ecting damping of capil-

lary water waves by monomolecular
layers of organic materials (1965) 9821

system for continuous measurement in

sea. West Germany (1965) 19716
powerplant, for orbital-launch nuclear rock-

ets, optimization study (1961) 6382
radioactive relays, Polish study (1962) 7802
reactor measurements in subcritical and

critical assemblies (1963) 11562
rubidium loop design, system, theory, analy-

sis, space power technology studies

(1962) 16387
safety, calculation for large fast oxide reac-

tor (1961) 18049
self-oscillation for digital automatic-control

systems, derivation, USSR study (1962)
1014

sequential least squares parameter estima-
tion, application of generalized matrix
inversion (1965) 11494

shock wave, measurement for determination
of state of explosion products, USSR
study (1961) 2174

solar-system geometric, for use as inter-

planetary navigation aids, study (1965)
14827

solution of systems of nonlinear equations
by method of differentiation with re-

spect to parameter (1965) 16722
signals from noise background, theory of

correlated random points, USSR study
(1962) 5432

static longitudinal and lateral stability, of

three flared-skift two-stage missile con-
figurations at Mach number 6.86 (1961)
9518

study of constant thrust, electrically pro-

pelled Mars and Venus orbiting probes
(1964) 21755

Parameters—Continued
thermodynamic and transport property cor-

relation formulas for equilibrium air

(1962) 22565
thermoelectrostatic generator for space

applications, study (1965) 9713
thrustor performance with analytic space-

charge flows (1964) 9617
time-temperature, optimization for creep

and stress rupture, application to Ger-
man creep program (1965) 16710

transient processes in networks, digital

computer programs for calculating,
USSR study (1962) 5734

ultrasonic propagation measurements, sys-
tematic errors and effect of free-field

diffraction (1965) 11580
variable invariability criteria for linear

systems, USSR study (1962) 947
variable, on realizability of principle of

absolute invariance in linear systems,
USSR study (1962) 1037

vectorial determining, prediction of durabili-

ty of elements and automatic systems,
USSR study (1962) 2595

weight, influence on propulsion requirements
of orbit-launched vehicles (1963) 11020

errata (1963) 18135
Parametics, close-in shock studies, Project

Gnome (1962) 14860
Parana, Brazil:

geological and geo-economic conditions
(1965) 16529

uraniferous coal and carbonaceous shale
(1962) 2082

Paraplegia and what is being done about it,

general information (1965) 20130
Paraplegics:
housing program, expand

—

hearing (1964) 4573
law (1964) 17260
reports (1962) 9276; (1963) 6149; (1964)
15695

Pararescue medical kit (1964) 9979

Parasites:
adult hymenopterous, of spruce budworm in

Minnesota, field key (1965) 657
animal

—

etiology and epidemiology, Rumanian
study (1963) 19436

unusual infestations reported (1964) 16940

animal ectoparasites, hygienic data on ap-

plication of toxic chemicals for combat-
ing, USSR study (1962) 5654

biological control for Southern oyster drill,

studies on Parorchis acanthus (1962)

11826
Chinese research achievements in parasitic

diseases. Communist China (1962) 2869
common blood and tissue, of man, life cycle

charts (1965) 11645
conference on eliminating parasitic diseases,

USSR report (1962) 10051
cowbirds, host relations (1963) 12915
ectoparasites, birds as factor contributing

to expansion of range limits, USSR
study (1962) 22327

exotic, potential dangers to pet and live-

stock industries (1962) 14734
fish, publications in English, list (1964)

15921
freshwater fish (1964) 6716; (1965) 608, 6223
Hawaiian acanthurid caligoid copepods,

parasitic on fishes (1964) 7602

helminth, vaccines for immunization of ani-

mals, Yugoslavian study (1962) 7648

in Pacific Ocean perch, May-June 1959 (1961)

17264
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Parasites—Continued
infectious diseases, control in Chinese Peo-

ple's Republic (1962) 12000
internal, of swine (1961) 11696; (1963) 5818
of fishes (1962)19501

of forest insects liberated in U.S. through
1960 (1962) 14741

oriental fruit moth, Eastern United States
(1962) 20424

OTS bibliography (1962) 13025; (1963) 18629

parasites and diseases of warm-water fishes

(1961)17244
parasites and parasitic diseases of sheep

(1961)13776
parasitofauna of pond-raised carp, USSR

study (1964) 4917
problems, with natural foci, USSR confer-

ence (1962) 1269
publications on fish parasites and diseases,

330 B.C.-A.D. 1923 (1964) 8621
scientific careers in Agricultural Research

Service (1962) 1946
see also Liver flukes—Spanworms.

Parasitic spiral arrays (1961) 1395

Parasitologists, Ukrainian scientific confer-
ence (1962) 2724

Parasitology:
laboratory, work described, USSR study

(1964) 11099
laboratory procedures

—

Air Force manual (1961) 117; (1962) 168

change (1964) 20950
Army technical manual (1962) 168

medical parasitology

—

and parasitic diseases, USSR articles

(1965) 4908
staff training in Institute for Advanced
Training of Physicians (1961) 15208

natural foci of diseases, methods for devel-
oping study in USSR and abroad, USSR
study (1964) 12815

OTS bibliography (1962) 13025; (1963) 18629
problems and diseases with natural reser-

voirs, conference on, USSR (1962) 5656
problems relative to natural focalization of

diseases, USSR studies (1962) 12100
Rumania, Dr. I. Cantacuzino Institute, ac-

tivities (1964) 16016
see also Zooparasitology.

Parastenocaris, new species from Santa Ca-
tarina, Brazil (1962) 14516

Paratuberculosis, paratuberculosis or Johne's
disease in Macaca mulatta monkey
(1961) 20318

Paratyphoid:
Communist China, clinical studies (1962)

17765
dehydrated bacteria, prolonged vacuum

preservation (1962) 8056
fluorescent antibodies method for accelerat-

ed diagnosis, USSR study (1963) 12492
Parawings, see Wings (aircraft).

Parcel post:
additional writing or printing

—

hearing (1961) 18971
law (1962) 15071
reports (1961) 16694; (1962) 13628

agreement with

—

American Republics and Spain (1962) 6466
Kuwait (1964) 21889
Republic of Korea (1961) 5133
Thailand (1963) 1556

exchange agreement with Hong Kong (1961)
13683

handling, develop more economical plan to
cut costs (1964) 9696

insured, agreement with British Colony of
Fiji (1965) 15087

Parcel post—Continued
postage rates, fixing by Postmaster General,

repeal authority, hearing (1965) 15826
see also Postage.

Parcher, Frank M., What is your job in war
disaster (1964) 14219

Parents:
absent, of children receiving AFDC, coordi-

nation in location, report of meeting
(1964) 4672

abusive, social signs are helpful toward
prevention of child abuse (1964) 11920

borrowing for college, guide (1965) 16086
deceased veterans, increased payments

—

law (1963) 11713
reports (1963) 6144, 9974

education, specialists, directory (1964) 1828
education versus children's crowds, clubs,

gangs (1961) 3956
foster, use of group methods (1964) 8146
infantile epilepsy explained (1964) 21542
low income, helping through parent educa-

tion groups and homemaking consult-
ants (1963) 15090

mental health for parent and child, reading
list (1962) 10552

nativity and parentage, social and economic
characteristics of foreign stock by coun-
try of origin, 1960 census of population
(1965) 17230

nursing role in counseling parents of men-
tally retarded children (1964) 10081

of children with phenylketonuria, group
guidance (1964) 13780

of retarded children

—

counseling (1965) 8629
selected reading suggestions (1965) 8637

orientating to clinic for retarded children
(1964) 11919

parental rights and responsibilities, legisla-

tive guides for termination (1962) 2248
parents and schools, USSR study (1962)

1453
Pogo primer, parental guidelines for selec-

tivity of TV programs for children
(1961) 16486

publications for, list (1961) 11981

retarded children, orienting to clinic for
group meetings (1962) 20644

social security benefits, increase

—

hearings (1961) 7150, 10503
law (1961) 12119
reports (1961) 7110, 7119, 12278, 12438

unmarried, public welfare services guide
(1961) 20087

with mentally retarded children, use of

closed short-term group as treatment
adjunct (1964) 13776

see also Families—Fathers.

Parin, Vasiliy V., biographic information
(1963) 17952

Paris, France:
American Hospital of Paris

—

amend charter to remove property limita-

tion

—

law (1965) 17424
reports (1965) 17582, 17871

extend charter

—

law (1962) 20848
reports (1962) 15218, 19323

Paris and the 3d world (1964) 10995

Paris Landing, Tenn., real property acquisi-
tion practices and adequacy of compen-
sation, hearings (1964) 15602

Pariser, E. R., MIT-UNICEF studies on pro-
duction of fish protein concentrate for

human consumption (1964) 8601
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Parita River:
archeological investigations

—

departmental edition (1965) 1808
document edition (1965) 1973

Parity, see Prices.

Park, J. K., combine cutting and feeding mech-
anisms in Southeast (1963) 4374

Park, John J., metallic reactions in uranium
recovery (1963) 4484

Park, Pil Su, see Barker, Richard P.

Park police, see Police.

Park Ridge, 111., population, special census
(1962) 11097

Parke, Robert, jr., interim revised projections
of number of households and families,

1965-80 (1963) 7762
Parker, Evelyn K, cancer chemotherapy re-

ports (1965) 3188
Parker, Garald G., water resources of Dela-

ware River basin (1965) 7799
Parker, J. R., grasshoppers, their habits and

damage (1965) 28
Parker, James W.:
adjustment to submergence aboard subma-

rine (1963) 7199
follow-up study of submarine school gradu-

ates (1963) 9103
Parker, John B., jr., Africa's tobacco industry

(1964) 764
Parker, John E.:

study of strength of short and intermediate
wood columns by experimental and ana-
lytical methods (1964) 12448

wind stresses in pole building frames (1964)

18061
Parker, John G.:

radium (1965) 9585
rare-earth elements (1965) 9586
rare-earth minerals and metals (1963) 18092;

(1964) 18679; (1965) 18445
thorium (1963) 18110
uranium (1963) 18112
jttrium (1965) 12966
zirconium and hafnium (1965) 14725

Parker, John J., jr., tobacco industry of west-
ern Asia (1964) 8627

Parker, John M., 3d, geologic setting of

Hamme tungsten district, N.C. and Va
(1963) 15602

Parker, Phillip L., pyrotechnic systems para-
chutes (1964) 15227

Parker, R.E.:

flame cultivation equipment and techniques
(1965) 5522

hexadecyl alcohol as spindle moistening
agent for mechanical cotton pickers

(1965) 8398
sources of moisture in mechanically harvest-

ed seed cotton and its effects on cotton
quality (1965) 62

Parker, Raymond L., geology of Curlew quad-
rangle. Ferry County, Wash (1965) 6330

Parker, Richard J.:

surface failure of

—

alumina balls due to repeated stresses
applied in rolling contact at tempera-
tures to 2000° F (1964) 13227

titanium carbide cermet and silicon car-

bide balls in rolling contact at tempera-
tures to 2000''F (1964) 18783

Parker, Vivian B., thermal properties of

aqueous uni-univalent electrolytes

(1965) 8143
Parker, W. Russell, multi-unit retirement

housing for rural areas, design consider-
ations for architects, etc (1965) 15185

Parker Branch Research Watershed:
experiment in Appalachian agriculture,

1953-62 (1965) 5431

project report, 1953-62, progress report
(1965) 5432

Parker Dam and power plant, general infor-
mation (1963) 5707; (1964) 13432

Parker-Davis project, Davis Dam and power-
plant, general information (1963) 5705,
5707; (1964) 13431-432

Parker River National Wildlife Refuge, birds

(1961) 14890

Parkersburg, W. Va.:
Public Debt Bureau office, automatic data

processing of series E savings bonds,
GAO review (1962) 11872

redevelopment area, statistical profile

(1962) 13155

Parkevich, Valentina S., relief (1965) 19374

Parking areas:
college and university, campus parking, bib-

liography (1962) 19419
nonorganizational vehicles, engineering and

design manual (1963) 10087

Parking of vehicles:

college and university, campus parking, bib-

liography (1962) 19419

District of Columbia

—

amend act to transfer fees to highway
fund

—

hearings (1961) 10502
law (1962) 6929

reports (1961) 7082, 12493, 18905, 18918;
(1962) 4954

commissioners to lease public parking
space under and in vicinity of 10th St.,

S.W., report (1962) 15342
public offstreet facility, report (1963)

13736
report (1965) 2002

excessive allocation of costs of publicly
owned facilities to urban renewal
projects in San Francisco region, GAO
report (1965) 7765

postal employees and patrons, provide space
at installations, hearing (1965) 19316

Parkinson Week, National, see National
Parkinson Week.

Parkinsonism:

National Parkinson Week, designate

—

law (1965) 19168
report (1965) 19256

Parkinson's disease, hope through research
(1961) 11535; (1962) 22745; (1965) 18708

progress in research, summary (1964) 14956

synchronization of motor units and related
model representations, study (1964)

11226
treatment, experimental contribution, Yugo-

slavia (1962) 5588
treatment with new pharmacologic prepara-

tions, USSR study (1962) 2795

Parks, Lloyd, relief of estate (1962) 20815,

21342
Parks:

for America, resources survey (1964) 18831

National Capital, tour information (1963)

19979
stream valley, in Maryland, increase author-

ization, report (1961) 10480
see also National parks—State parks

—

also

names of parks.
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Parks Air Force Base:
fraudulent Government checks issued

—

relief of persons harmed as result of nego-
tiation, reports (1961) 12220; (1963)
11769

relief of persons involved in negotiation

—

law (1964) 1951
report (1964) 2207

Parliamentary Association, Commonwealth,
see Commonwealth Parliamentary Asso-
ciation.

Parliamentary conferences, see Canada-United
States Interparliamentary Group

—

Interparliamentary Union—Mexico-
United States Interparliamentary
Group.

Parliamentary practice:

Cannon's procedure in House of Representa-
tives (1963) 9829

Interparliamentary activities. Senate Mem-
bers participation, continue reports
(1961) 4068, 5783; (1962) 2355, 5027

Senate procedure, precedents and practices
(1965) 427

Parmelia, see Lichens.
Parmelee, Arthur H., jr., doctor and handi-

capped child (1965) 13657
Parody, Cfvid F.:

need for comprehensive educational plan-

ning (1963) 378
quality secondary schools (1965) 7590

Parole, casework, considerations in diagnosis

and treatment (1964) 10076

Parole Board:
D.C., discharge parolees from parole super-

vision, grant discretionary authority

—

law (1965) 10359
reports (1963) 18896; (1965) 4496, 8963

reports (1961) 7879; (1962) 14348
rules and regulations (1961) 7880

Parolees:
discharge from supervision, grant Parole

Board discretionary authority

—

law (1965) 10359
reports (1963) 18896, (1965) 4496, 8963

under supervision of Federal probation sys-
tem, reports (1964) 13556; (1965) 8383

Parosena Thermoelectric Power Plant, Ruman-
ia, achievement (1963) 18001

Parotid:
contribution of parotid glands to whole sali-

va picture (1962) 88
effect of flow rate on ability of parotid fluid

to bind calcium (1965) 7114
fluid-

chloride concentration at low rates of flow
(1962) 89

corticosteroids

—

following oral hydrocortisone dosage
(1963) 9631

identification and significance (1964)
5901

levels at 1 and 2 hours after graded dos-
es of ACTH (1964) 19183

flow and serum chloride, relation to dental
caries (1961) 17952; (1962) 22966

independence of serum and parotid fluid

inorganic phosphate levels during hemo-
dialysis on artificial kidney (1965) 17026

intramuscular ACTH test based on free
17-hydroxycorticosteroid levels (1964)
17013

modification of self-positioning device for
collection (1965) 4215

self positioning device for collection from
isolated human subjects (1964) 8003

steroid responses to graded doses of corti-
cotropin (1963) 14922

Parotid—Continued
gland

—

flow rate responses of human (1961) 1663
human decentralized and denervated pre-
and post-ganglionic denervation, reac-
tions to reflex stimulation, pilocarpine,
prostigmine and atropine, USSR study
(1962) 2722

saliva

—

lipid constituents (1963) 81
hypotheses concerning regulation of elec-

trolyte composition (1965) 18915
Parratt, Lloyd, and family, relief (1963) 13504;

(1964) 1891, 2148
Parrett, Mary I., congressional guide to infor-

mation services. Department of Agricul-
ture (1963) 2367

Parrino, Paul S., civil defense emergency hos-
pital, plans and training for maximum
utility (1963) 21080

Parrish, Frank, jr.:

eff'ects of water injection on oil recovery in

Cooke and Grayson Counties, Tex (1963)
9135

oil recovery from water-injection projects in

Clay, Jack, Montague, and Wise Coun-
ties, Tex (1965) 8021

Parsley, production (1961) 78
Parsons, Eldward W.:

field testing of explosive-anchored rockbolt
(1965) 6605

rock bolt anchored by explosive forming
(1963) 14515

Parsons, EHsie Clews, Isleta paintings, with
introduction and commentary (1963) 93

Parsons, Mabel H., multidisciplinary team in

Iowa research project uses home econo-
mist in service to families with mental
retardation (1963) 9732

Parsons, W. Va., Timber and Watershed Labo-
ratory, research facility (1965) 688

Part rejection analysis (1962) 113

Part time farming (1962) 1936

Part time jobs, see Employment.
Part-time workers, see Labor.

Partee, Frank, air pollution in coffee roasting
industry (1965) 2988

Parthenium argentatum, see Guayule.

Parthenogenesis, vertebrate, USSR study
(1964) 19992

Partial pressure gas analyzer system (1965)
5536

Partial wave calculation of diatomic molecule
(HeH) +-(- (1965) 19933

Particle accelerators, magnet systems designs,

for particle beam (1963) 5942
see aiso Accelerators.

Particle board, see Pulpboard.

Particle collectors, use in stratospheric sam-
pling, conceptual study of possible sys-

tems (1961) 1719
Particle motion near nuclear detonation in

halite (1962) 11028
Particle seeds for gaseous nuclear rockets,

thermodynamic properties (1965) 8046
Particles:

active, interaction, chain reaction theory,
USSR study (1961) 4711

aerosol

—

precipitation from flow, influence of iner-

tia, USSR study (1965) 14501
studies at Military Institute of Hygiene
and Epidemiology, Poland (1962) 5553

atomic

—

accelerators of, USSR study (1962) 15859
interaction with surface of metal (1964)
8047
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Particles—Continued
black spherules, snow-imbedded and in-

dustrial, comparison (1965) 508
carbon, etc., spectral and total transmissivi-

ties, experimental determination (1962)

22553
charged

—

distribution of density in meteor trails,

USSR study (1961) 15431
escape from plasma in magnetic field

(1965) 9738
heavy cosmic rays and nuclear processes
within large silver chloride crystals, de-

lineation of tracks (1963) 7255
interaction with electric field, USSR study

(1962) 10111
relationship between measurements by

Soviet cosmic rockets and magnetic field

measurements by Explorer VI and Pi-

oneer V, USSR study (1961) 13156
retention by magnetic trap with rotating
plugs (1961) 8380

satellite borne signal conditioning experi-

ments (1961) 17729
classical, energy momentum conservation

consequences (1965) 4202
dispersed system, tables for computing spec-

trum from its transparency (1965) 9754
droplet impact measurements, theoretical

aspects (1964) 13
ejection from sun, possible mechanism,

USSR study (1963) 2469
electric scattering of particle from com-

pound systems, phase shift significance

(1961) 7981
elementary

—

all-Union conference on theory, USSR
(1962) 846

strong interactions, new developments in

research (1962) 17705
theory, 4th All-Union conference (1963)
20810

USSR text, pt. 1 (1962) 1248
energetic, inner Van Allen belt (1963) 16373
emitted by continuous source, dependence of

dispersion on duration of experiment,
USSR study (1965) 2771

energy exchange in collision with solid wall
(1965) 18599

fields research in space, NASA program
(1962) 12456

fine, in vacuum environment, jet impinge-
ment on surfaces (1965) 6700

fluid interactions, symposium (1961) 3810
heavy charged, tables of energy losses and

ranges (1965) 2839
high-velocity, catastrophic fracture of im-

pacted liquid-filled tanks (1963) 12848
low-energy charged, in space, instruments

for measuring distributions (1961) 15801
microscopic extraterrestrial, data survey

(1965) 8104
oxidizer, effect of size on additive agglomer-

ation (1963) 1280
particle concentration, etc., USSR studies

(1965) 14502
particle-like solutions taking into account

gravitation (1965) 9742
particle parameter selection system for elec-

trostatic particle accelerator (1965)
14747

pigment size separation (1964) 14787
propagation of polydispersed admixture,

influence of turbulent scattering along
vertical and in direction of wind (1963)
1018

pulverized coal, rapid determination of size
distribution by sedimentation (1961)
17657

Particles—Continued
2d phase, interaction of dislocations, USSR

study (1964) 2839
size

—

classifying radioactive aerosols (1965)
9819, 9825

distributions in Brownian motion (1964) 14

eff'ect upon green strength of iron oxide
pellets (1961) 9458

small

—

absorption and scattering characteristics,
theoretical investigation (1965) 8045

opacity, experimental investigation (1965)
9615

spherical, propagation of reactions, USSR
study (1961) 4600

spin zero elastic scattering with nuclear
optical model, Fortran program for

analysis (1964) 9570
statistics of infinite populations as applied

to mine sampling (1961) 9450
substrate bonding of plasma-sprayed mate-

rials, preliminary investigation (1963)

18136
theory of weak interactions (13 lectures)

(1963) 1820
transmitting detonation dimensions, USSR

study (1961) 4612
vertical migration in front of moving freez-

ing plane (1963) 4842
see also Alpha particles—Beta particles

—

Magnets.
Particulate filters, see Filters and filtration.

Partition functions and thermodynamic prop-
erties of high temperature gases (1964)

7988
Partitions:

counterline-screenline equipment procure-
ment practices bv Post Office Dept., GAO
report (1964) 8725

metal toilet, current industrial reports

(1961) 2990; (1962) 4732
movable, use in buildings, engineering man-

ual (1963) 2211
Partners in school enterprise (1962) 17405
Partnerships:
income tax returns

—

financial data, statistics (1962) 19597
statistics (1961) 12822; (1962) 9773, 19596;

(1963) 2376, 14067; (1964) 2449, 12548;

(1965) 773, 18261, 19700
life insurance, information (1961) 21343
partnership, people and government (ad-

dress) (1963) 1716
uniform, limited partnership act, apply in

B.C.—
laws (1962) 20884, 20891
reports (1962) 17027-28, 21393-394

Partridge, James A., thermoluminescent spec-

tra of sodium chloride and hydroxide-
free sodium chloride irradiated with
40-Mev alpha particles (1963) 9167

Partridges, black and gray francolins, study
and review (1964) 15931

Parts, see Repair parts.

Pasadena, Calif.:

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18196
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 18360
Pascagoula, Miss.:

and vicinity, census of housing, 1960, special

reports for local housing authorities

(1961) 11952, 13989
harbor, engineer report

—

departmental editions (1961) 17209; (1963)

2213
document edition (1961) 16620; (1963) 1995

water resources (1965) 6346
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Pascagoula River:

flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2186
document edition (1963) 1992

Pasco, Wash.:
relief

—

law (1962) 11265
reports (1962) 4984, 11346

Pascopoulos, Pagona, relief (1962) 16876,

19256, 20718
Pascua Yaqui Association, Inc., land convey-

ance (1964) 17475, 17688, 21107

Pascual, Angel, see Lagmay, Angel.

Pase, Charles P.:

reduction of litter and shrub crowms by

planned fall burning of oak-moun-
tainmahogany chaparral (1965) 18181

vegetation changes following Mingus Moun-
tain burn (1964) 12471

Pasini, J., Ill, paraffins and other blocking
agents that interfere with petroleum
production, bibliography (1963) 7207

Pasour, E. C, jr., farm prices of apples for

canning and freezing (1963) 12041
Passaglia, E., ellipsometry in measurement of

surfaces and thin films, symposium pro-

ceedings (1964) 21782
Passaic, N. J.:

census of business, 1958, standard metropol-
itan area, central business statistics

(1961) 8472
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 15291
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18270
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18847

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 6813

occupational wage survey

—

departmental edition (1961) 15719; (1962)
22429; (1963) 16287; (1964) 16595; (1965)
16555

document edition (1961) 14147; (1962)
20940; (1963) 15178

redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)
15017

Passaic River:
navigation channels, maintenance, engineer

report

—

departmental edition (1964) 8518
document edition (1964) 8260

Passamaquoddy Bay:
fisheries investigation, 1957-58, report (1961)

577
errata (1961) 6064

scallop resource, investigation (1961) 6067
Passamaquoddy region:
economic survey of U.S. fisheries, 1956-57

(1964) 10575
herring fishery (1964) 21320

Passamaquoddy-St. John River project, chal-

lenge and opportunity for New England
(remarks) (1963) 19347

Passamaquoddy tidal power project:
development

—

authorize, hearing (1964) 17890
appendix material (1964) 17889

values for New England (remarks) (1964)
844

report by study committee (1963) 15633
summary (1963) 15634

Passenger cars:
Government motor vehicles, safety stand-

ards, establish, hearing (1961) 1905

Passenger cars—Continued

railroad sanitation, construction operation,
etc., handbook (1964) 9715

see also Automobiles.

Passenger rates:

transportation act of 1963, hearings (1963)
15319, 17176

transportation acts amendments, 1962, hear-
ings (1963) 2054

Passenger ships, see Ships.

Passenger traffic:

airlines, forecast in U.S., 1959-65 projections
(1961) 18391

United States and foreign countries (1961)
3310; (1962) 4293, 5319; (1963) 4140,
14046; (1964) 3970, 4829, 12537; (1965)
3891, 14443

monthly reports (1961) 737
revised pages (1965) 16336-340

see also Railroads.

Passenger trains, see Railroads.

Passenger vessels, see Ships.

Passengers:
passenger transportation survey, advance

and/or preliminary reports (1964)
17079-81, 21027; (1965) 232, 1897-1901,
7258

transportation by Panama Line, discontin-

ue, report (1961) 20583
travel between U.S. and foreign countries

(1961) 3310; (1962) 4293; (1963) 4140,
14046; (1964) 3970, 4829, 12537; (1965)
3891, 14443

revised pages (1965) 16336-340
Passmore, E. M., diffusion barriers for refrac-

tory metals (1963) 13195
Passports:

application requirements, care, etc (1963)

18325; (1964) 20811
do's and don'ts, information and travel tips

(1962) 18464; (1964) 15095
German Democratic Republic, implementing

regulations pertaining to laws (1964)
1351

information for applicants (1963) 14708;
(1964) 16871

nonimmigrant visa issuance and registered
demand for quota immigrant visas
(1964) 2115

not required of U.S. citizens, lists of areas
and general information (1963) 14712;
(1964) 7771; (1965) 1647

reorganization act of 1959 (1962) 15441

seaman, repeal provision authorizing free
issuance, report (1961) 7233

State Department

—

regulations, administration, investigation,
hearings, etc (1962) 21561-562

reorganization

—

hearings (1962) 7099
reports (1962) 7046, 9258

summary of statistics (1963) 7437; (1964)
4068; (1965) 3975

Switzerland, forgeries with simplest means,
investigation (1962) 15954

United States, visa charges of foreign coun-
tries, list (1963) 9397; (1964) 7760, 15097;
(1965) 3042

visa procedures of State Department

—

hearings (1963) 2101
report (1963) 335

visas

—

abolition of fees, agreement with Yugosla-
via (1964) 13475

agreement with

—

Ecuador (1963) 16579
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Passports—Continued
visas—Continued
agreement with—Continued

France (1962) 10679
Korea, Republic of (1962) 22837
Kuwait (1961) 6583
Pakistan (1962) 6472
Rumania (1962) 20305
Spain (1963) 20186
United Arab Republic (1963) 20184

issuance of re-entry visas to diplomatic
personnel, agreement with Czechoslova-
kia (1963) 9416

nonimmigrant, waiver of fingerprinting
requirements, agreement with Cyprus
(1963) 9423

waiver of fees for performing artists and
groups agreement with Poland (1963)
9429

waiver of nonimmigrant fees, agreement
with Brazil (1965) 16879

waivers, and fees, agreement with Belgium
(1962) 20313

Paste:
conductive, secures biomedical electrodes

(1965) 5129
Federal standard (1964) 12410
properties and their use in electrolytic prep-

aration of porous metal electrodes

(1962) 8568
Paste (Italian), see Macaroni.
Pasternak, Mildred, marketing service pro-

grams (1963) 1615
Pasternak, R. A., high temperature oxidation

and nitridation of niobium in ultrahigh
vacuum (1964) 8085; (1965) 13518

Pasteurella, suspended in air, viability, USSR
study (1962) 9981

Pasteurization:
application of radiation-pasteurization proc-

esses to Pacific crab and flounder (1964)

19250
fruit produce, radiopasteurization, mobile

gamma irradiator, conceptual design
study (1964) 5986

irradiated fishery products (1964) 8087
irradiated-pasteurized fishery products, Oct.

1963-Sept. 1964 (1965) 8562
irradiation

—

effect on microbial flora surviving irradia-

tion pasteurization of seafoods (1965)

1851
preservation of fresh-water fish, etc (1965)

1829
mobile gamma irradiator, design (1965) 8551
radiation

—

fresh strawberries and other fresh fruits
and vegetables, costs and benefits, esti-

mates (1965) 13531

of foods, summaries of accomplishment,
annual contractors meeting (1963)
15009; (1964) 11868; (1965) 7164

oranges, grapefruit, tomatoes, peaches,
strawberries in southern region (1965)
13533, 17139

radiation processes

—

application to Pacific crab and flounder,
annual reports (1963) 18595; (1965)
13530

economic feasibility for fresh strawber-
ries, peaches, tomatoes, grapes, oranges
and grapefruit (1963) 19090

fresh fish and fruits (remarks) (1963)
18610

shrimp (1963) 11568; (1964) 13706
shrimps and oysters (1965) 10176

Pastoral activities, see Agriculture.
Pastry baking, Army technical manual (1962)

18687; (1965) 7156

Pasture, commercial fertilizer used on crops
and pasture in United States, 1959 esti-

mates (1964) 16971
Pasture crops, see Forage plants.

Pasture herbage, see Grasses.
Pasture lands:

dairy, condition for seasons, summaries
(1961) 33, 21409; (1963) 1563; (1964)

1624; (1965) 1669
forage production, effect of thornless honey-

locust shade trees and fertilizer (1961)
6595

grass, effect of soil salt on growth. Commu-
nist China study (1962) 5679

Kansas and Oklahoma, bluestem and Osage
pasture reports (1964) 16881; (1965)
15090

trefoil production for pasture and hay
(1963) 5819

PAT test, see Picric acid turbidity test.

Patalogicheskaya fiziologiya i eksperimen-
tal'naya terapiya (periodical):

translations (1962) 18023
Patashnik, Max:
accuracy of net-weight determinations for

frozen glazed halibut steaks (1963) 4947
net-weight determination for frozen glazed

fish (1964) 6708
Patchogue, N.Y., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 18287
Patent adviser:
examination announcement (1965) 17257
discontinuance notice (1965) 17249

Patent Advisory Panel, progress report, June
1964 (1964) 19678

Patent aid, examination announcement (1963)

1950; (1964) 1847; (1965) 4409
Patent draftsmen, see Draftsmen.
Patent examiners:
examination announcements (1962) 330;

(1964) 213, 11954
discontinuance notice (1964) 11943

manual of procedure (1962) 6404
changes (1962) 12644; (1963) 16479; (1964)

1537, 3086, 5630, 11530-532, 20717;
(1965) 5304-7, 6849-52, 8218, 9835, 11610,

18684
revised pages (1965) 9836, 1-8685

see aiso Patents.
Patent Office:

activities, domestic and international (ad-

dress) 1965 16793
administration, investigation

—

authorization, reports (1962) 5041; (1963)
6259; (1964) 6454; (1965) 4565

expenses, reports (1961) 5798, 7252
report (1963) 8058; (1964) 10402; (1965)
7515

attorneys

—

and agents available to represent inven-
tors, lists (1961) 5065; (1962) 12645;
(1963) 14640, 20019

roster, quality typography from computer
data using magnetic tape storage and
computer processing for photocomposi-
tion input (1963) 16480

budget, 1963, amendment (1962) 4925
classification bulletins (1961) 1413, 2641,

6481, 8137, 13618; (1962) 1752-54, 6401-2,

12643, 22706; (1963) 1381-82, 7383,
14638, 16475-477, 20017; (1964) 7669-70,
9691-92, 15018-19, 20716; (1965) 2969,
6846-47, 8213, 11607, 18682-683

index (1965) 18682
Commissioner of Patents, nomination of

David L. Ladd, hearing (1961) 7293
decisions, 1960

—

departmental edition (1961) 13619; (1962)

18382; (1963) 7384; (1964) 11528; (1965)
8214
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Patent Oflfice—Continued
decisions, 1960—Continued
document edition (1961) 12148; (1962)

16830; (1963) 6082; (1964) 10155; (1965)

7385
examination system (1961) 10513
fees by applicants for patents, etc., in-

crease

—

hearings (1962) 15275, 23420; (1964) 14147;

(1965) 10698
law (1965) 15438
reports (1962) 13486, 15251, 21446; (1964)

376, 2073; (1965) 5928, 7429, 12266
general information (1965) 8215
management survey, 1961-62 (1962) 21555
oaths for documents filed with, eliminate

requirement

—

hearing (1962) 21557
law (1964) 8231
report (1962) 21447; (1964) 508, 6305

official gazette (1961) 3518; (1962) 4139;

(1963) 3983; (1964) 3810; (1965) 3729
title pages, contents, etc (1961) 3519

old line agency in modern world (text of ad-

dress) (1961) 11517
patent aid recruiting program (address)

(1963) 1383
patent system, general information (1965)

18686
press releases (1961) 3520; (1962) 4232;

(1963) 4081; (1964) 3913; (1965) 3830
problems and future planning (address)

(1961) 17778
procedure

—

court decisions, guides, study (1961) 1912
expediting, legislative history (1961) 1913

program goals and action (address) (1964)
18874

progress, an accounting (address) (1963)
16474

progress and challenges (address) (1965)
18687

registration to practice, requirements for
examination (1961) 21292

reorganization, major objectives (address)
(1963) 3251

reports (1961) 8136; (1962) 18381; (1963)
9321; (1964) 21066; (1965) 5303

research and development reports (1961)

9674; (1963) 13817
serves American business (address) (1962)

20235
story (1965) 16794
trademark rules of practice with forms and

statutes (1963) 14641
trademarks, indexes (1961) 6482; (1962) 8590;

(1963) 7385; (1964) 7671; (1965) 8217
Patent Office Scientific Library, periodicals

(1963) 5669
Patent Office Workshop on Information Re-

trieval, International, see International
Patent Office Workshop on Information
Retrieval.

Patent System Week, American, see American
Patent System Week.

Patents:
American economic progress, the bar and

patent system (address) (1964) 20715
American economy, patent system, and the

bar (address) (1964) 16805
American system

—

celebration in observance of 125th anni-
versary of U.S. patent act of 1836, pro-
ceedings (1963) 5666-67

general information (1965) 18686
operation (remarks) (1961) 5549

answers to questions frequently asked
(1962) 22705; (1964) 16806; (1965) 8212

Patents—Continued
appeals cases adjudged (1964) 6534; (1965)

6081
applications

—

petitions to make special (1962) 18384
processing, expediting procedure, legisla-

tive history (1961) 1913
basic facts, information aid for inventors

(1964) 21830
buying and selling (1963) 1444
career for engineers and scientists (1961)

21294
chemically modified oil products and in-

dustrial uses. Northern Utilization Re-
search and Development Division, list

(1965) 10032
Children's Bureau, procedure (1965) 18997
classification (1961) 3518; (1962) 4139; (1963)

3983; (1964) 3810; (1965) 3729
indexes (1961) 1414; (1964) 1536
manual (1964) 3703; (1965) 3621

notice (1961) 5063
replacement pages (1964) 7672, 11529,

18872
replacement sheets (1961) 6483, 9673,
21292A, 21293; (1962) 6403, 10586,
18383, 22707; (1963) 5668, 11200,
16478, 21067; (1965) 1551, 6848, 11608,
20009

code of Federal regulations (1961) 4207;
(1962) 5187; (1963) 4922; (1963) 8576;
(1965) 10833

decisions

—

Court of Customs and Patent Appeals
(1961) 4128

weekly (1961) 3518; (1962) 4139; (1963)

3983; (1964) 3810; (1965) 3729
yearly-
departmental editions (1961) 13619;

(1962) 18382; (1963) 7384; (1964) 11528;
(1965) 8214

document editions (1961) 12148; (1962)
16830; (1963) 6082; (1964) 10155; (1965)
7385

draftsmen, guide (1961) 13620
drugs, provisions of antitrust act, hearings

(1962) 5068
Eastern Utilization Research and Develop-

ment Division, lists (1961) 5236, 11688;
(1962) 8799, 10816, 18613; (1963) 5805,
16719; (1964) 4192, 15204; (1965) 4098,
8799, 10816, 13372, 18613

change notices (1962) 12644; (1963) 16479;
(1964) 1537, 3086, 5630, 11530-532,
20717; (1965) 5304-7, 6849-52, 8218,
9835-6, 11609-610, 13211, 18684-685

examining procedure, manuals (1962) 6404;
(1964) 3704, 18873; (1965) 3622

fees paid by applicants to Patent Office, in-

crease

—

hearings (1962) 15275, 23420; (1964) 14147;
(1965) 10698

law (1965) 15438
reports (1962) 13486, 15251, 21446; (1964)

376, 2073; (1965) 5928, 7429, 12266
fermentation acids (1961) 49
files readily available (address) (1962) 10587
filing classified applications, agreement with

Australia (1962) 3505
gasification, indexes (1962) 16003; (1964)

18660
general information (1965) 8215
German, coal conversion to fluid fuels (1962)

6231
glass-resin interface survey and list (1965)

2076
Government patent policy

—

annual report (1965) 16164
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Patents—Continued
Government patent policy—Continued
economic and legal problems (1963) 15402
economic asppects, hearings (1963) 12028
latest development (remarks) (1964) 13831

how to submit ideas & inventions to United
States Government (1965) 11524

Hungarian National Patent Office, applica-
tions to (1964) 14515

Hungarian, new. list (1962) 772
Hungary

—

report (1962) 7654
review of new patents registered by Tele-

communication Research Institute (1965)

11252
telecommunication (1965) 12737

ICIREPAT 1963, progress, pitfalls and pros-

pects (address) (1963) 20018
in official gazette (1961) 3518; (1962) 4139;

(1963) 3983; (1964) 3810; (1965) 3729
indexes (1961) 9672; (1962) 14557; (1963)

12968; (1964) 9693; (1965) 13210
industrial diamonds, U.S. list (1964) 11314
industrial property revolution in Common

Market and U.S. (address) (1963) 9322
interchange of patent rights and technical

information for defense purposes, agree-

ment with Sweden (1965) 5399
interferences, filing settlements

—

hearings (1962) 17117, 21558
law (1962) 23231
reports (1962) 19074, 21448

invention and patent system, materials re-

lating to technology, economic growth,
etc (1965) 4450

Japan, protection, laws, etc (1965) 15386
laws (1961) 8138
laws, investigation

—

authorization, report (1962) 5041; (1963)

6259; (1964) 6454; (1965) 4565
expenses, report (1961) 5798
report (1961) 7252; (1963) 8058; (1964)

10402; (1965) 7515
licensing agreements with firms

—

Federal Republic of Germany and West
Berlin (1962) 19607

United Kingdom (1962) 15683
litigation statistics, analysis, report (1961)

4110
mechanical searcher, foreign developments

in machine translation and information
processing (1962) 22066

meteorology and weather modification. Govt,
policies, effect on competition, etc., hear-

ings (1962) 15456
national policy

—

hearings (1961) 20643; (1962) 419
report (1962) 11635

Northern Regional Research Laboratory^
chemically modified oil products and in-

dustrial uses, list (1963) 5797
new crops, list (1962) 16257
publications, 1936-61, list (1963) 5798

Northern Utilization Research and Develop-
ment Division

—

antibiotics other than penicillin, list (1961)

13762
lists (1961) 5222; (1962) 8780, 16255-256;

(1963) 7553, 9553, 16720; (1964) 7901
oilseeds and related subjects, list (1961)

13761
obtaining irrformation from (1962) 16101-

102; (1963) 11201; (1964) 13372; (1965)

2970 8219
patent 'abstract series (1961) 8586-90,

10130-131; (1962) 346; (1963) 9782,

13350; (1964) 15135
index (1963) 1959

Patents—Continued
patent information in design bureau, USSR

(1965) 11101
patent system

—

(address) (1965) 7342
and economic growth (remarks) (1965)

10334, 13719
economic and social basis, study (1961)

1915
in perspective after 175 years (address)

(1965) 13720
plant patents, general information (1965)

8216
policies impact on small business, economic

aspects, hearings (1963) 12028
policies relating to aeronautical and space

research, hearings (1962) 398, 11474
policy of Health, Education, and Welfare

Dept., analytical history (1961) 4111
Polish, abstracts, translations (1963) 11601,

15031, 18634, 20340; (1964) 1801-2, 4338;
(1965) 3998

practices of

—

Agriculture Dept., report (1962) 420
Commerce Dept., report (1962) 421
Department of Defense, report (1961)
19182

Federal Aviation Agency, report (1961)
4115

Federal Communications Commission, pre-
liminary report (1963) 332

Interior Dept., preliminary report (1963)
331

progress of industry through patents (re-

marks) (1965) 19047
progress through patents (1965) 1552
protection of industrial property, conven-

tion (1962) 12713
report (1963) 20545
text (1963) 20518

publications, price lists (1962) 10596; (1963)

5682; (1964) 7684
regulations of

—

Sweden (1963) 5075
Uruguay (1961) 9203

right of priority, implement Paris conven-
tion

—

hearings (1961) 14489
law (1961) 18721
reports (1961) 14302, 19063

rights in intellectual property (1962) 14666
rights, information agreements, study (1961)

1914
rights interchange, agreement with

—

Australia (1962) 3505
Germany (1964) 18965
Italy (1961) 13682
Portugal (1961) 5113
Spain (1961) 5110
Sweden (1963) 1547

royalty costs improperly charged for use of

auxiliary fuel tank invention developed
under government contracts with Lock-
heed Aircraft Corp., by Defense Dept.,

GAO report (1965) 12527
safeguarding of secrecy of inventions relat-

ing to defense, ag^reement with other
Governments (1961) 8217

secrecy act of 1951, hearings (1965) 12193
Southern Utilization Research and Develop-

ment Division, hsts (1961) 58, 8281;

(1962) 4492, 18614, 20391; (1963) 14845,

20268; (1964) 5800, 19061; (1965) 8411,
16949

Soviet, on acoustical and magnetic measur-
ing instruments (1963) 676

spur to American progress, general informa-
tion (1965) 19040
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Patents—Continued

story of U.S. Patent Office (1965) 16794
Swiss, abstracts, translations (1962)

13028-29, 18625; (1963) 18635; (1964)

1803, 9855; (1965) 3999
system, general information (remarks) (1965)

5774
systems of world, problems involved and

possible solutions through international
cooperation (remarks) (1965) 20010

United States

—

and world patent situation (address) (1965)

11611
1790-1870, new uses for old ideas (1965)

9784
U.S. system, 175th anniversary, fact sheet

(1965) 14966
USSR-
computer elements (1965) 2450
electronic equipment (1964) 1207

validity, court decisions as guides, study
(1961) 1912

Western Utilization Research and Develop-
ment Division, semiannual lists (1961)

5230, 8278; (1962) 1912, 16261-262; (1963)

14844; (1964) 7900, 16936; (1965) 8408,
16947

see also Inventions—also names of persons,
firms, etc., applying for patents.

Paterson, Leslie M., and daughters, relief

(1962) 13386, 15320, 16687

Paterson, N.J.:

ARA-MDTA program, graduation of 500th
trainee (remarks) (1963) 18532

census of business, 1958, standard metropol-

itan area, central business statistics

(1961) 8472
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 15291
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18271
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18847

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 6813

occupational wage survey

—

departmental edition (1961) 15719; (1962)

22429; (1963) 16287; (1964) 16595; (1965)

16555
document edition (1961) 14147; (1962)

20940; (1963) 15178
redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)

15017
Path of flight, practical information about

navigation of private aircraft (1963)
15476

Pathfinder atomic power plant, see Nuclear
reactor power plants.

Pathfinder operations. Army field manual
(1964) 97

Pathoanatomical radiation-induced changes in

lungs (1963) 9668
Pathogenesis:
and treatment of burn sickness, USSR study

(1964) 10958
arterial hypertension experimental investi-

gations, USSR study (1962) 1174
burn disease, role of autoimmunization in

pathology, USSR study (1965) 11141
chemical bases of pathogenicity of microor-

ganisms, USSR study (1964) 21633
emphysema (1965) 4208
feeding habits of Alaskan hematophagous

insects and their potential as vectors of
pathogenic organisms (1965) 17007-8

microorganisms, USSR studies (1964) 2527

Do not order from index; see indicated entry

Pathogenesis—Continued
pathogenic bacteria in endogenous medium,

detection, USSR study (1964) 20219
radiation injuries of skin, USSR study

(1962) 13981
specific pathogen free hog production, eco-

nomic aspects (1964) 8469
Pathogenic fungi, see Fungi.
Pathogenic mechanisms in gas and fat embo-

lism (1963) 5885
Pathogens, see Microorganisms.
Pathohistological changes

—

organs of white rats in oral administration
of radiosodium, USSR (1961) 15520

thrombophlebitis as basis for surgical treat-
ment of it, USSR (1961) 11175

Pathological physiology, see Physiology.
Pathological physiology and experimental

therapy (USSR periodical):

translations (1962) 18023, 22321; (1963) 749,

1029, 6892; (1965) 6412, 9381, 11083
Pathologists:

all-Union congress, USSR (1964) 19961
pathonhysiologists (1961) 15448

Pathologists Anatomy society, Polish, see Pol-

ish Anatomy Pathologists Society.

Pathology:
Algeria, regional (1965) 9327
anatomy of complications following surgical

therapy of congenital cardiac defects,

USSR study (1961) 11184
archives of pathology (USSR periodical)

(1961) 15641; (1962) 19800, 23814
Armed Forces Institute of Pathology cata-

log of audio-visual educational aids

(1965) 15240
autoimmunization and significance of au-

toantibodies (1961) 15659
autoimmunization, role in pathogenesis of

burn disease, USSR study (1965) 11141
blood and circulation problems, translations

(1962) 23687
cardiovascular, of childhood, present status,

USSR (1962) 1251
cardiovascular problems, USSR study (1962)

2615
cholingeric processes, USSR study (1964)

5046
clinical picture and therapy in affections

with toxic and radiological agents,
USSR study (1965) 12722

Communist China, progress (1961) 2211
cytopathology, use of television microscopy

(1964) 3114
geographical, USSR study (1965) 838
hereditary, problems of modern genetics

(1965) 11206
histopathology of mice fed irradiated food

(1964) 110
infectious, Mongolian People's Republic, sci-

entific studies (1965) 9406
multiple sclerosis, USSR study (1961) 4386
muscle tone, electromyography, USSR study

(1964) 5096
newborn children, primary problems, USSR

study (1963) 5261
organism, role of integrative systems in

development process, USSR study (1961)

915
pathological anatomy, work of Soviet scien-

tists (1965) 11080
physiology and experimental therapy in

USSR, articles (1961) 15592
protein nutrition, USSR book, review (1965)

11142
psychopathology of psychoses produced by

hallucinogens, Czechoslovak study
(1964) 7072

regional, of malignant tumors, USSR study
(1965) 975
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Pathology—Continued
respiration, All-Union conference, USSR

(1962) 18100
specimens, preparing for storage and ship-

ment (1963) 18557
Soviet research on higher nervous activity

under pathological conditions (1964)
19868

speech pathology, traineeships for graduate
study, 1965-55 (1965) 20136

sport fishery research, 1961 progress (1962)
11815

structure

—

properties and pathological changes of
elastic structures, current data, USSR
study (1964) 14593

USSR study (1965) 2747
tumors of bone and cartilage (1962) 17355
USSR-

articles (1962) 2701
dissertation (1964) 20141
studies (1962) 9935
translations (1964) 7335

Pathopsychological research in active therapy
of psychoses, USSR (1964) 11142

Paths and tasks of molecule biology, USSR
(1962) 19724

Pathway to the universe, George C. Marshall
Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Ala-
bama (1962) 6303

Pathways to action, jobs for the handicapped,
program guide, 1963-64 (1963) 18029

Pathways to rural progress (1963) 472
Patient asks for medical report (1963) 18312
Patients:
aged in mental hospitals, report (1961) 4119
burns, organization of work of specialized

department for treatment, USSR (1962)
2820

cardiovascular diseases, indices of organiza-
tion of out-patient service, USSR study
(1961) 4626

care, progressive, elements (1962) 22753
chaplain's ministry. Army pamphlet (1962)

4616
Clinical Center, NIH—
admission procedures (1961) 21257; (1963)

11103
referral procedures (1962) 12522

congenital heart defects of cyanotic type,
new surgical method of treating interar-
terial anastomosis, USSR study (1961)
11001

coronary care units, for acute myocardial
infarction patients (1965) 5335

dental, little strokes (1965) 20040
discharged from short-stay hospitals, etc.,

1958-60, statistics (1962) 12663
equal opportunities under Hill-Burton pro-

gram in hospitals and health facilities

(1965) 7315
general hospitals, Veterans Administration,

unnecessary costs resulting from exces-
sive dental services, GAO report (1965)
4844

health resorts in Ukraine, instructions
(1962) 22110

hospital, lung cancer, familial aggregation
(1963) 12991

hospital care, methods of studying (1964)
15061

hospital experience, constructive uses (1965)
10264

hospital rooms, lighting need, report of joint
project (1963) 1409

how to study nursing activities in patient
unit, manual to aid hospitals in making
use of personnel (1965) 5349

Patients—Continued
in

—

general hospitals, planning patient care
unit, design-equipment (1962) 20252

mental institutions (1961) 1341, 6430;
(1962) 1709, 3390, 12525; (1963) 5625,
9226, 12906, 16425; (1964) 3057, 5558,
7588, 9645, 14950, 16747-750; (1965)
1506-7, 6795, 9778, 14894

infectious hepatitis, tungsten metabolism,
USSR study (1965) 12727

long term, design of facilities, references
(1964) 3100

long term care (1964) 20762
long-term illness, nursing care (1963) 13109
mental hospitals. State and county, move-

ment, data (1964) 16746, 21794; (1965)
13073

microwave treatment, USSR study (1964)
14576

normal volunteer, NIH Clinical Center, peo-
ple vdth a purpose (1965) 2946

outpatient care of population, USSR study
(1965) 12694

patients and dentist, radiation protection
(1962) 6413

persons hospitalized by number of hospital
episodes and days in year, U.S., July
1960-June 1962 (1965) 15018

progress, how to study (1964) 13406
progressive care in hospital, estimating bed

needs (1963) 7403
provisional patient movement and adminis-

trative data

—

public institutions for mentally retarded,
U.S., 1964 (1965) 6790

State and county mental hospitals, U.S.,
1964 (1965) 5263

public mental hospitals, 1960-61 (1962) 8541
referral procedures. Clinical Center (1961)

8053
schizophrenic, rehabilitation, Vermont story

(1962) 8730
State and county mental hospitals, 1963

(1965) 1507
stroke, up and around, booklet to aid in ac-

tivities of daily living (1964) 13422
tuberculous, vocational rehabilitation op-

portunities (1964) 7835
tumor, proper feeding during radiation

treatment (1963) 20880
with

—

cardiovascular diseases, problems of orga-
nization of medical care, USSR study
(1961) 10752

congenital heart defects of cyanotic type,
hematopoiesis characteristics, USSR
(1961) 19634

head injuries, air evacuation (1961) 17951
Patinopecten, Lituyapecten, new subgenus

from Alaska and California and strati-

graphic occurrence in Alaska (1962)
2526

Patman, Wright, answers to questions on our
American Government (1963) 9955;
(1965) 10387

Patmour, Rosemary B., relief (1961) 7041
Patoka Reservoir:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 12410
document edition (1965) 12062

Patologicheskaya fiziologriya i eksperimen-
tal'naya terapiya (periodical):

excerpts (1962) 12037
translations (1962) 22321; (1963) 749, 1029,

6892, 12310; (1965) 6412, 9381, 11083
Patologiya belkovogo pitaniya, USSR book,

review (1965) 11142
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Patrick, Joseph, sr., and wife, relief (1961)

7027; (1962) 19265, 20720
Patrick Air Force Base:

empirical three-sigma wind component pro-

files for 45-degree missile flight azimuth
(1961) 13501

monthly and annual wind distribution as
function of altitude, study (1961) 15769

reference atmosphere (1961) 7961
temperature, temporal changes as function

of altitude (1961) 4904
Patrick Draw area, Wyo., formation damage

estimated from water sensitivity tests

(1964) 18702
Patriotism, character guidance discussion

(1963) 102
Patriots and colonials, historic places com-

memorating our forbears, 1700-1783
(1965) 5277

Patrol boats:
Coast Guard, deployed to Vietnam, replace-

ment construction

—

hearing (1965) 12317
law (1965) 10356
reports (1965) 10456, 10636

Patrols, Army, field manual (1962) 4610
Patrusky, Ben, water pollution, rising tide of

trouble (1963) 11249
Pattee, Eldon C, mobile spectroscopic labora-

tory for reconnaissance and exploration
(1963) 10946

Patten, Eugene P., jr., application of electrical
and radioactive well logging to

ground-water hydrology (1963) 14028
Pattern for land-use planning (1965) 11363
Psttcrnm&lcGrs *

1 & C, Navy training course (1962) 22662
3 & 2, Navy training course (1964) 1526

Patterns:
communist espionage

—

house document, print additional copies,
report (1961) 12287

report, additional copies, report (1963)
11855

description. Federal item identification
guides for supply cataloging (1961)
3108; (1962) 3813

efflux, and flow rates from cylindrical tubes
in free-molecule and slip flow, measure-
ments (1964) 20606

epoxy-resin, speed shell-molding of aluminum
parts (1965) 11449

hide trim for domestic cattlehides, standard
of trade (1965) 9764

organization of State committees for chil-

dren and youth (1962) 6830
progress, final report. Committee on Govern-

ment Contracts (1961) 2653
progress in aging, case study (1961)

20824-837; (1962) 19577; (1964) 9888,
11717

list (1963) 2358
recognition by correlation method, USSR

study (1963) 5274
Patterson, C. Meade:
calcium and calcium compounds (1963) 16319
lime (1963) 20951

Patterson, Calvin C, radioactivity transport
in water-dispersion of radionuclides in
open channel flow (1965) 186

Patterson, D.E., summary of incidents involv-
ing USAEC shipments of radioactive
materials, 1957-61 (1963) 139; (1964)
1778

Patterson, Elmer D., coal resources of Beaver
County, Pa (1964) 2417

Patterson, Eugene C, nomination, hearing
(1964) 17881

Patterson, James L.:

floods of lower Mississippi River basin
(1964) 4817

magnitude and frequency of floods in United
States, Western Gulf of Mexico Basins
(1965) 14419

Patterson, R.L., performance characteristics
of FPP-15 filter material used in USSR
for environmental radioactivity moni-
toring (1965) 11596

Pattersons Creek quadrangle, Md. and W. Va.,
geology (1965) 2225

Patton, Rollin M., behavioral testing during
confinement (1964) 3010-11

Patton, William W., jr., geology of Killik-
Itkillik region, Alaska (1964) 19781

Patuxent River:
tidewater portion, hurricane survey, engi-

neer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 17957
document edition (1964) 17469

Patuxent Wildlife Research Center:
general information (1961) 12664
Indian backgrounds (1962) 11817

Paul, Benson H., application of silviculture in
controlling specific gravity of wood
(1963) 13191

Paul, Brother, SVD, see Lengyel, Mathew.
Paul, FVances, spruce root basketry of Alaska

Tlingit (1963) 15632
Paul, Norman S.:

address, Sept. 18, 1964 (1964) 2098A
nomination, hearing (1962) 17308

Paul, Samuel, small suppliers and large buy-
ers (1963) 1459

Paulding County, Ohio, soil survey report
(1961) 11569

Pauli, Frank A., varying stability, etc., of
VTOL aircraft (1965) 6746

Pauling, Linus:
testimony

—

hearing (1961) 1917
report (1961) 7297

Paull, Stephen, magnetic core voltage-to- fre-

quency converter (1963) 5606
PauUing, John R., trends in forage crops vari-

eties, 1962 (1963) 8228
Pauszek, F. H., effects of waste water from

A.E.C. plant on hydrology of Glowegee
Creek at West Milton, N.Y (1965) 12560

Pautzke, Qarence F., nomination hearings
(1962) 411

Pavant Valley, ground water resources (1965)
12557

Pavelis, George A., irrigation policy and
long-term growth functions (1965) 12377

Pavements:
Air Force pavement conference, presenta-

tions (1962) 6615
air stations, naval and Marine Corps, evalu-

ation data (1965) 16928
airfields

—

and heliports, design, structural founda-
tions, engrineering manual (1961) 5949

bituminous mixtures, gyratory testing
machine (1962) 11732

design manuals (1962) 12803; (1964) 20891
design provisions, engineering manual

(1961) 4162, 19265; (1964) 15872
engineering and design manual, change

(1961) 4157, 4159-61, 9058, 10562; (1963)
428-429

evaluation concepts, engineering and de-

sign manual (1961) 478
flexible

—

and prefabricated, Waterways Ebq)eri-

ment Station design capabilities (1964)
632
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Pavements—Continued
airfields—Continued

flexible—Continued
en^neering and design manuals, change

(1964) 12350
pressures and deflections, investigations

(1961) 5952, 7355-56
freeze and thaw penetration, variables

affecting heat transfer (1961) 12585
homogeneous sand test section (1961) 7356

minimum horizontal dimensions for infinite

slab behavior determination, model
study (1964) 17950

mix design study for very heavy gear
loads (1962) 9565

mixed traffic on flexible pavements, study

(1962) 7302
naval and Marine Corps, evaluation data

(1964) 7874; (1965) 13359
Navy design manual, changes (1964) 3199;

(1965) 5488
prestressed concrete

—

for taxiway, design and construction

(1962) 7298
test tracks, Sharonville. Ohio (1962)

11728
rigid

—

engineering and design manual, change
(1964) 12351

estimating life, method (1962) 15525
evaluation, eng^ineering and design
manual. Air Force use (1962) 7295

overlay test track, Sharonville, Ohio
(1964) 4670

prestressed, repetitive loading model

tests (1964) 12352
prestressed, small scale model studies

(1962) 15524; (1963) 13880
stresses induced by uniform circular loads,

theory (1961) 7355
use of unsuitable materials to construct

at Selfridge Air Force Base, Mount Cle-

mens, Mich., Air Force Dept., GAO re-

port (1964) 10628
airport paving

—

FAA advisory circular (1964) 17021
manual (1963) 92

Army airfield and heliport, engineering and
design manual (1963) 4862

concrete, standard practice

—

Engineer Corps, Army (1964) 2295-96
engineering and design manual, changes

(1961) 9060; (1963) 432; (1964) 2298
design for frost conditions, engineering

manual (1962) 13756
changes (1963) 10085; (1964) 14204

epoxy-asphalt concrete mixtures, laboratory
and field study (1964) 6598

flexible

—

CBR design curves set, developing (1961)

19272
subjected to channelized traffic, total

thickness and compaction requirements

(1963) 2229
flexible highway, at military installations,

thickness design (1962) 501
military installations

—

flexible, design for roads, streets, etc., en-

gineering manual (1961) 19143; (1963)

4865
change (1963) 19143

rigid

—

for airfield, engineering and design,

manual (1963) 4863
for roads, streets, etc., engineering and
design manual (1961) 17207; (1962)

7296, 11725
rigid, thickness requirements for military

roads and streets (1962) 7297

Pavements—Continued
test tracks, heavy load, construction report

(1962) 493
Pavilions, United States, New York World's

Fair, Government publications display,
list (1964) 15039

Pavlick, Anthony L., quality of rural and ur-

ban housing in Appalachian region
(1964) 10454

Pavlides, Louis
geology and manganese deposits of Maple

and Hovey Mountains area, Aroostook
County, Maine (1963) 6554

Hovey Group of northeastern Maine (1964)
19779

Pavlov, Todor D., biography (1963) 14356
Pawley, William D., testimony, hearings (1961)

1907
Pawley's Island, S.C.:

hurricane survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 19146
document edition (1963) 18811

Pawlick, Eugene V.:

experimental evaluation of

—

array of 3 electron-bombardment ion
thrustors (1965) 5197

size effects on steady-state control proper-
ties of electron-bombardment ion thrus-

tor (1964) 20597
technique for obtaining plasma-sheath con-

figurations and ion optics for elect-

ron-bombardment ion thrustor (1965)

13012
Pawnee Indians:

disposition of judgment funds to Pawnee
Tribe of Oklahoma

—

law (1964) 17333
reports (1964) 15490, 15777

Pawski, Leonard, handling and shipping pota-
toes in bulk to processing plants (1963)
18432

Pawtucket, R.I.:

area redevelopment manpower report (1963)
17402

census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 17180
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 11933
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 23083

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 11172

cove, navigation project, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 2436
document edition (1962) 2310

occupational wage survey

—

departmental editions (1961) 15716; (1962)

18148; (1963) 16281; (1964) 14632
document editions (1961) 14144; (1962)

16825; (1963) 15172
redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)

15027
Paxton, H. C, critical dimensions of systems

containing U-235, Pu-239, and U-233
(1964) 17062

Pay, see Salaries—Wages.
Pay, allowances, etc.:

advances in emergency evacuation of de-

pendents from overseas

—

hearing (1961) 19151
law (1961) 16603
reports (1961) 14287, 14710

Air Force enlisted personnel subsistence al-

lowances, relieve from liability to re-

pay—
law (1961) 14077
reports (1961) 8824, 14536
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Pay, allowances, etc.—Continued

Air Force, medical and dental officers, re-

lief-
law (1964) 8222
reports (1964) 377, 8409

Air National Guard, guide for military and
air technician pay, etc (1962) 22626

allotment, class Q, for dependents of enlisted

members of Army in pay grades El-4

corporal specialist 4, E-3 private 1st

class, E-2 private, E-1 recruit (1963)

5911
Armed Forces, early payday, permit

—

hearing (1965) 13971
law (1965) 17389
reports (1965) 13947, 17857

Army and Air Force officers erroneously
paid uniform allowances, relief

—

hearing (1964) 19591
law (1964) 19426
reports (1964) 13934, 17850

Army and Air Force Reserve officers, on
annual active duty training, payment
for days on which no training or travel
was performed, GAO report (1964) 10612

Army finance service and administration,
pamphlet (1962) 22992

Army military pay voucher, description, etc.,

pamphlets (1961) 20346; (1962) 12994
Army National Guard, financial administra-

tion, pamphlets (1961) 13552; (1964) 9641

Army Reserve, enlisted personnel and war-
rant officers, relief

—

law (1962) 23236
reports (1962) 13416, 23401

career compensation act of 1949, amend

—

hearings (1961) 12337, 14442, 14451, 14720,
19152, 20627; (1962) 11433

laws (1961) 14103, 16573, 16578, 18752;
(1962) 16726, 16757

reports (1961) 8775, 8777-78, 12271, 12324,
12487, 14413-414, 14674, 14678, 16669,
18860, 19095, 19071

Charleston AFB, S.C, erroneous payments
for military pay, leave, and travel, GAO
report (1965) 6259

civilian and military personnel, waiver of

collection of erroneous payments, report
(1961) 14376

compensation for school board members
(1962) 21630

dependents of members of uniformed serv-
ices evacuated from danger areas, spe-
cial allowances

—

hearings (1965) 7475, 8974
law (1965) 10361
reports (1963) 5876, 10630

erroneous dislocation allowance payments to

military personnel who moved their
house trailers at government expense,
GAO report (1965) 12521

erroneous payments for military pay, leave,

and travel

—

Ellsworth Air Force Base, S. Dak., Air
Force Dept., GAO report (1965) 6260

Elmendorf Air Force Base, Alaska, GAO
report (1965) 4822

failure to collect forfeiture of pay imposed
by court-martial sentences. Army Dept.,
GAO report(1965) 7769

family separation allowances

—

erroneously paid, relief of members in re-

ceipt

—

law (1961) 18600
reports (1961) 8752, 16957

pay to members of uniformed services as-

signed Govt, quarters, report (1965)
13924

Pay, allowances, etc.—Continued
Federal agencies, principles and procedures,

G.A.O. guidance manual (1961) 703,
17316, 20800

hazardous duty on flight deck of aircraft
carriers, incentive pay

—

hearing (1965) 8974
law (1965) 15497
report (1965) 7434, 8778, 14107

hazardous duty submarine pay, illegal pay-
ments. Navy Dept., GAO report (1965)
2196

housing allowances in France, GAO review
(1962) 2516

improper or unnecessary payments of pay,
travel, and other allowances to crew
members of U.S.S. Kitty Hawk by De-
partment of Navy, GAO report (1964)
10602

increase basic pay of uniformed services

—

hearings (1963) 6189, 15375; (1964) 15583;
(1965) 12160, 16003

laws (1963) 20424; (1964) 17281; (1965)
15480

message from the President (1965) 10397
reports (1963) 7968, 9893, 18854; (1964)

14119, 15505; (1965) 12151, 15644, 15926
lodging and subsistence allowances paid

Navy shore patrols, fraudulent claims,
etc., GAO review (1962) 13856

military, causes of overpayments. Defense
Dept., GAO review (1963) 8313

military pay and accounts. Navy comptrol-
ler manual (1961) 1411, 5047, 6474, 9663,
11512, 13610, 15910, 21289; (1962)
3439-40

military personnel

—

Alaskan Command not accompanied by
dependents, unjustified cost-of-living al-

lowances paid, GAO report (1963) 15598
Army Department, Department of Army,
unnecessary costs being incurred for
payment of maintenance and allotments,
GAO report (1964) 18092

missing persons, amend act

—

hearing (1964) 17866
law (1964) 17287
reports (1963) 13536; (1964) 15742

National Guard, deceased or retired mem-
bers upon settlement or as otherwise
authorized by G.A.O.

—

law (1961) 12102
reports (1961) 8781, 8963

Naval Reserve midshipmen, pay based on
incorrect computation of service for
basic pay, relieve from reliability to
repay report (1962) 4952

Navy and Marine Corps, military personnel
serving as military inspection represent-
atives in Tokyo and Osaka, Japan, Navy
Dept. illegal per diem payments, GAO
report (1963) 20715

Navymen and dependents, rights and bene-
fits (1964) 13319

new uniformed services pay act of 1963, it

pays to stay in (1964) 11830
nuclear-powered submarine construction,

unnecessary per diem payments. Navy
Dept., GAO report (1964) 8742

overpayments of per diem travel allowances,
LFnited States Information Agency, GAO
report (1965) 10964

per diem, equalize treatment of Reserves
and Regulars in payment, report (1964)
13939

for members of Congress traveling out-
side, U.S., limit, reports (1963) 13527,
13531
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Pay, allowances, etc.—Continued
per diem to Coast Guard members

—

assigned to Reserve Training Center,
Yorktown, Va.

—

law (1964) 17294
reports (1964) 12062, 21230

per diem to Coast Guard members engaged
in establishing certain loran stations in

Mediterranean area, validate

—

law (1962) 23216
reports (1961) 12221; (1962) 21433

per diem to Public Health Service commis-
sioned officers stationed in Alaska, vali-

date—
law (1962) 20845
reports (1962) 9331, 11401, 19325

professors. Army and Air Force Academies,
increase, report (1961) 8779

readjustment pay, reserve members involun-
tarily released

—

hearings (1961) 18936, 20625
law (1962) 16735
reports (1961) 18823, 19118

Reserve Officers' Training Corps, Army and
Air Force, cadet uniforms, need for im-
proved administration, GAO report
(1965) 18190

retainer pay under career compensation act,

recomputation, hearing (1962) 13665
severance payments for reserve members

involuntarily released

—

hearing (1961) 16831
report (1961) 16722

submarine duty, personnel in submarines
attached to staffs of submarine opera-
tional commanders, incentive pay

—

law (1965) 19153
reports (1965) 7435, 8779, 19441

subsistence allowances to disabled veterans
pursuing vocational rehabilitation
training, increase

—

hearing (1965) 16045
law (1965) 15485
reports (1965) 12117, 12207, 15935

subsistence, to Coast Guard enlisted men at
New Orleans, La., Biloxi, Miss., or Cor-
pus Christi, Tex., validate

—

law (1962) 20865
reports (1962) 17006, 19350

temporary lodging allowances, excessive
payments to uniformed personnel on
Oahu, GAO report (1965) 10951

travel allowance for Federal employees,
Nevada Test Site-

hearing (1965) 19310
report (1965) 19263

travel allowances, increase, hearing (1961)
14451

travel, etc., allowances, extend 1-year trav-
eltime for retirees, etc.

—

hearing (1965) 17684
report (1965) 17606

travel mileage reimbursements, causes of

overpayments and underpayments to

Army and Air Force personnel etc., re-

view, GAO report (1965) 19653
travel of dependents of military personnel,

improper payments, GAO report (1964)
6767

travel or transportation allowances, author-
ize for canceled, etc., orders

—

hearing (1964) 6496
law (1964) 1967
reports (1963) 13539; (1964) 2212

travel, uniformed services members ordered
to change stations while away from
permanent station, report (1965) 13890

Pay, allowances, etc.—Continued
uniform allowances, combining service in

more than one reserve component in
computing

—

hearing (1964) 19591
law (1964) 19432
reports (1964) 13942, 17849

United States Code, title 37, revise, codify,
and enact

—

law (1962) 20826
reports (1962) 7059, 17291

unnecessary per diem payments

—

for military personnel reporting early for
temporary duty assignments. Navy
Dept., GAO report (1964) 8741

made to military personnel assigned to
temporary duty at Bath, Maine, Navy
Dept., GAO report (1965) 6314

waiver of collection of erroneous payments,
report (1964) 15509

withholding and forfeiture of pay of prison-
ers of war who aid enemy or guilty of
other misconduct, report (1964) 15741

witnesses attending Federal courts, increase
per diem, mileage, and subsistence al-

lowances, report (1962) 21407
see a^so Mustering-out-payments.

Pay rolls:

benchmarks for ELS payroll employment
statistics, 1959 (1963) 5458

composition of hours, employer expenditures
for supplementary compensation prac-
tices for production and related workers
(1965) 12785

District of Columbia Government, inade-
quate supervision of activities, GAO
report (1965) 14393

Federal agencies, principles and procedures,
G.A.O. guidance manuals (1961) 703,
9231, 17316-317, 20800; (1963) 585,
19278; (1964) 792-793, 2399; (1965) 14383

Labor Department, inadequate administra-
tion of centralized activities, GAO re-

ports (1965) 6274
Post Office Dept., weaknesses in

—

headquarters activities, GAO review
(1964) 6792

regional activities, GAO report (1964)
10613

relief rolls to payrolls, community work and
training program (1964) 8526

simplified accounting procedures for Federal
agencies (1965) 14384

Pay structure Federal civil service (1962)
16610; (1965) 15353

Payday U.S.A., your military pav voucher
(1961) 20346; (1962) 12994

Payette National Forest, high-intensity rain-

storms (1961) 6114

Paying for recreation facilities, report to Out-
door Recreation Resources Review
Commission (1962) 18374

Payloads:
balloon parachute descent times and impact

locations for high altitude (1963) 18455
rocket, small multipurpose for ionospheric

studies (1964) 13240
SA-5, thermal design and thermal data anal-

ysis (1965) 5207
variable-drag, ejected from vehicle in low

earth orbit, trajectory analysis (1963)
16402

vibration data measured during five flights

of two-stage solid-propellant launch
vehicle (1962) 6277
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Payments:
capital flows and international payments

(1962) 9636
excessive progress payments to contractors,

unnecessary interest costs incurred by
Government, GAO report (1965) 6313

international monetary system potentialities

(remarks) (1964) 13502
provisional, by Hazeltine Corporation under

Navy Dept. contract, GAO review (1963)
2330

relocation resulting from displacement from
urban renewal area (1961) 2731

correction sheet (1961) 17875
timing, for Federal grants, contributions,

and other programs, regulations (1964)
13499

U.S. trade in 1963 (1964) 10545
Payne, Brian R., trends in reforestation and

its cost in Pacific Northwest (1964)
12485

Payne, Elmer J., relief (1964) 315, 6429, 13857
Payne, Peter R., curved jet flows (1965) 15106
Payne, Richard R., relief (1964) 315, 6429,

13857
Payne, Robert B., effects of acute radiation

exposure on human performance (1963)
5884

Payroll savings, see Savings bonds.
Payrolls, see Pay rolls.

Paz, Francisco Navarro-, see Navarro-Paz,
FVancisco.

PB series (1961) 3962
PBC/CBOC, see Prebed care completion of bed

occupancy program.
PCA, see Production credit associations.
PCM, see Radio pulse code modulation

—

Television.
PCM-FS, see Pulse-code-modulation-frequency-

shift-system.

PCM magnetic tape system efficiently records
and reproduces data (1965) 18522

PCM (pulse code modulation) telemetry, see
Telemetry.

PCP Transportation Co., motor vehicle acci-

dent (1961) 6223
Pea aphids:

alfalfa, how to control (1964) 9946
ecology, in Blue Mountain area (1963) 18445

Pea beans, see Beans.

Pea Ridge National Military Park, general
information (1962) 20192; (1964) 13304;
(1965) 9800

Pea Island National Wildlife Refuge, general
information (1963) 17456

Pea weevils, pest of legumes in Pacific North-
west (1961) 1650

Peace:
and independence, fundamental questions in

struggle (1962) 14303
and war, Lennist teaching (1961) 13386
anti-communism is enemy, USSR (1962)

14248
Army colonels defend Soviet attitude toward

war and peace against Chinese Commu-
nist charges (1965) 6436

Army in peacetime, troop topics (1965) 1821
atoms for peace, conference, 1964, report of

U.S. delegation (1965) 7172
ban biological weapons! USSR study (1961)

7705
Ceylon needs peace (1964) 6965
communications for, Echo 1, commemorative

stamp (poster) (1961) 1418
conferences in USSR, speeches presented by

Russian Orthodox Church leaders (1965)
18320

establishment with France, convention, text,
protocol, and joint resolution (1961) 6566

Peace—Continued
extending peace (address) (1965) 15114
food for peace

—

activities under Public Law 480 (1964)
13923, 19452; (1965) 12045

newsletters (1963) 10094; (1964) 3515;
(1965) 3428

food for peace program

—

address (1961) 8289
American abundance goes abroad (1961)

9877; (1962) 10872
around world, community feeding pro-
grams manual (1963) 5093

report (1961) 18782
U.S. agriculture helps to feed world (1962)
4572

United States Government (summary of
remarks) (1961) 7451

Italian Communist views (1963) 2946
Japan Socialism Reform Movement Prepara-

tory Council comments (1963) 1038
Lenin and problem of peaceful coexist rrce,

USSR study (1961) 1035
Lenin on peaceful coexistence of capitalism

and socialism (1961) 1042
movement

—

Communist activities, hearings (1963) 9950

C/ommunist exploitation and infiltration,
problem, staff study (1965) 17939
print as Senate document report (1965)

19474
new opportunities in search for peace, ad-

dress by President Kennedy (1963)
18536, 20145

North Vietnam article (1964) 9040
nuclear science and strategies for peace

(remarks) (1962) 20510
nuclear test ban treaty

—

basic attitude of Communists (1962) 22096
gateway to peace (1961) 17830

pattern for peace in southeast Asia (ad-
dresses) (1965) 8509, 9940

peaceful coexistence

—

and struggle on ideological front, Bulgar-
ia (1961) 4462

Norwegian comments (1961) 15181
peaceful uses of atomic energy, hearing

(1962) 19013
peaceful uses of outer space, observations

on scientific meetings and international
cooperation (1961) 10359

planning for peace, hearings (1965) 12328
power for peace, Armed Forces Day

—

manual (1963) 6308
report (1965) 9012
speakers' guide for service spokesmen

(1962) 11685; (1963) 8143; (1964) 8467
prescription for Laos and Vietnam (1964)

13667
preserving, in southeast Asia (1964) 17461
President Johnson's proposals at Geneva

conference, elaboration (1964) 15261
President Kennedy's report on protecting

the peace (address) (1963) 1577
race, blueprint, outline of basic provisions

of treaty on general and complete disar-
mament in peaceful world (1962) 10960

revisionism relation, Bulgarian article
(1961) 7709

safeguarding, urgent responsibility, North
Vietnam study (1961) 13010

Soviet and Communist Chinese views (1962)
14304

step toward, report to people on nuclear test
ban treaty, address by President Kenne-
dy (1963) 14935

threat to, North Viet-Nam's effort to con-
quer South Viet-Nam (1962) 1829

appendices (1962) 1830
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Peace—Continued
toward strategy of peace (address) (1963)

13232 13234
translations from Hoc tap (1964) 7322
UN-

action agency for peace and progress
(1963) 18328

best hope for operational peace (1961)

20174
USSR—
and USA should live in peace (1962) 12022
vigilantly stand guard over the peace

(1963) 10828
war and peace, 2 different lines of questions,

Communist Chinese comment on open
letter of CPSU (1964) 4971

woman's role in bringing peace through
understanding (address) (1964) 13537

world peace (remarks) (1965) 9852
world promotion through freedom (address)

(1961) 19806
Peace and Disarmament, World Congress for,

see World Congress for Disarmament
and Peace.

Peace Corps:
act

—

amend

—

analysis (1965) 12178
law (1965) 15482
message from the President (1965) 5821

Ramseyer rule print (1965) 12175
reports (1965) 10656, 13879, 13959, 15646

amendments

—

analysis (1962) 9380
hearings (1962) 7091, 9492; (1964) 399,

6355, 6507; (1965) 8991, 12180

laws (1962) 11279; (1964) 1929, 8224

reports (1962) 9289, 9334, 9459; (1964) 333,

336, 2196, 6281, 6300, 6474
agriculture in Peace Corps (1962) 16103

American labor in Peace Corps (1962) 16104

annual reports (1962) 18385; (1964) 7673;

(1965) 16795
appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 19143
increase, amend budget, report (1961)

18783
law (1961) 20510
reports (1961) 18828, 18921, 19054

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 21528
law (1962) 23272
reports (1962) 21074, 21173, 21456

appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1964) 2229
law (1964) 1985
reports (1964) 2069, 2098-99, 2103, 2220,

12045
appropriations, 1965,

—

reduction (1964) 10194
appropriations, 1966

—

reduction (1965) 8749
bibliography, Mar. 1961-Mar. 1965 (1965)

16796
biographic register (1962) 12704, 24091;

(1964) 1595
Deputy Director, nomination of Bill D. Moy-

ers, hearing (1964) 4775
director, nomination of Robert S. Shriver, jr.,

hearing (1961) 7272
disparities in transporting overseas person-

nel to and from work, GAO report (1965)

14388
educational institutions and overseas pro-

jects (1962) 24057
establishment

—

analysis of bill (1961) 18946
draft legislation (1961) 18943

hearings (1961) 14735, 16836

Peace Corps—Continued
establishment—Continued

law (1961) 18684
message from the President (1961) 5614
reports (1961) 16796, 16954, 18839, 18893

facts about service (1964) 11533; (1965)
16797

field staff. Foreign Service list (1965) 3437
foreign assistance appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 19588
law (1964) 21126
reports (1964) 13950, 13952, 19582

foreign assistance appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 12156, 17905
law (1965) 19149
report (1965) 15758

foreign operations appropriations

—

1962, hearings (1961) 16828
1963, hearings (1962) 19169
1964, hearings (1963) 18918,; (1964) 12117

handbook and guide (1962) 20236
health professions (1962) 16105
high school students and Peace Corps (1962)

24059
Latin America and Caribbean, activities,

hearing (1965) 17699
liaison officers, colleges and universities,

guidelines (1962) 24058
news (periodical) (1962) 16106; (1963) 4007
Peace Corps news, special college supple-

ment (1965) 3757
Peace Corps volunteer (periodical) (1963)

3253, 4008; (1964) 3839; (1965) 3758
physicians, around the world (1965) 20041
press releases (1963) 4082; (1964) 3914;

(1965) 3831
private organizations and project adminis-

tration (1962) 24061
program

—

agreements with

—

Afghanistan (1963) 1538
Bolivia (1962) 20327
Brazil (1962) 8684
British Honduras (1962) 24103
Cameroon (1963) 1540
Ceylon (1963) 9411
Chile (1963) 3349
Costa Rica (1965) 13288
Cyprus (1963) 1535
Dominican Republic (1962) 18472
Ecuador (1962) 24110
El Salvador (1962) 8675
Ethiopia (1962) 20309
Gabon (1963) 1557
Ghana (1961) 20193
Guatemala (1963) 11324
Guinea (1963) 9412
Honduras (1962) 24107
India (1963) 7450
Indonesia (1964) 9813
International Labour Organization

(1964) 3153
Ivory Coast (1964) 13472
Jamaica (1962) 12725
Kenya (1965) 1655
Liberia (1962) 14626
Malawi (1965) 15078
Malaya (1962) 3502
Nepal (1962) 24111
Niger (1963) 16590
North Borneo (1963) 3350
Pakistan (1962) 22843
Panama (1964) 18978
Peru (1963) 11312
Philippine Republic (1962) 3518
Sarawak (1963) 3351
Senegal (1964) 3161
Sierra Leone (1962) 8694
Somalia (1962) 18481
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Peace Corps—Continued
program—Continued
agreements with—Continued
Tanganyika (1962) 14631
Thailand (1962) 10680
Togo (1963) 1559
Tunisia (1962) 14614
Turkey (1963) 1560
Uganda (1965) 20089
Uruguay (1964) 1614
Venezuela (1962) 22821

basic questions, fact book (1962) 12708
use of volunteers in FAO-sponsored pro-

jects, agreement with Food and Agricul-
ture Organization (FAO) (1962) 22832

projects and volunteer assignments (1962)
22708

questions and answers (1963) 3252
senior citizens and Peace Corps (1962) 18386
teachers (1962) 16107

special message (1962) 20237
training programs and projects at Universi-

ty of Kansas (1962) 24060
volunteers

—

in Africa (1965) 16798
opportunities in Federal civil service

(1963) 13329; (1964) 11951
quarterly statistical summaries (1963)

1384, 4009; (1964) 3840
what it is, how it operates, opportunities to

serve (1962) 10675, 10692
women (1962) 16108

Peace Corps Career Planning Board:
establishment

—

analysis of bill (1961) 18946
law (1961) 18684
reports (1961) 16796, 18839, 18893

Peace Corps National Advisory Council:
establishment

—

analysis of bill (1961) 18946
law (1961) 18684
reports (1961) 16796, 18839, 18893

Peace Officers Memorial Day:
designating

—

law (1961) 12110
reports (1961) 8927, 10269; (1962) 19125

proclaim May 15 of each year

—

law (1962) 20901
report (1962) 21406

Peace River:
flood control, etc., engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 4856
document edition (1963) 4689

Peaceful settlement of international disputes
in Communist bloc (1965) 151

Peacetime radiation hazards in fire service
(1961) 7339-40, 19240, 19245, 20686-687

Peaches:
California

—

clingstone production, forecast (1963)
16622

packing costs 1959 (1961) 3703
canned clingstone, U.S. standards for grades

(1961) 13756
consumer packages and shipping containers,

evaluation (1962) 12854
economic feasibility of radiation-

pasteurizing (1963) 19090
frozen, standards for grades (1961) 11672
Georgia and South Carolina, marketing,

1962 season (1963) 13152
Georgia, marketing, 1961 season, summary

(1962) 12816
growing east of Rocky Mountains (1964)

19073
hydrocooling, determining cooling require-

ments and times (1965) 11837
insect pests in regions east of Rocky Moun-

tains (1963) 16732
phony disease, control (1963) 31; (1964) 7927

Peaches—Continued
production

—

east of Rockv Mountains (1965) 7022
use, value, 1959-60 (1961) 11619; (1962)

16180; (1963) 16615; (1904) 15129
radiation pasteurization in southern region

(1965) 13533, 17139
reduction of postharvest decay with heat

treatments (1964) 13586
South Carolina and Georgia, harvesting and

marketing (1962) 12899
thermal characteristics as related to hydro-

cooling (1963) 18447

Peacock, Earl G., Panel on Science and Tech-
nology, report (1963) 2060

Peafowl, description, etc (1962) 6542
Peak, George W.:
Federal-State-private cooperative summary

of snow survey measurements for Wyo-
ming, headwaters of Missouri River, etc
(1964) 15090

water supply outlook and Federal-
State-private cooperative snow sur-
veys for Wyoming (1963) 4292; (1964)
4146; (1965) 4058

Peak rates of runoff from small watersheds
(1961) 9697

Peanut butter:
in family meals (1961) 9838
prices, marketing margins, and uses of pea-

nuts (1964) 1706
recipes (1964) 11758
standards

—

for grades (1962) 6533
revised, comment invited (1965) 12489

Peanut oil. Tariff Commission report (1961)
5144

Peanuts:
buying farmers' stock in Virginia-North

Carolina area (1962) 22937
commercial stocks, millings, processing, sea-

sons 1939-40, through 1962-63, months
Aug. 1949-July 1963 (1964) 16972

cultivation, root nodule bacteria and effect

on fruit yield increase, Ckjmmunist
China (1962) 5790

effects of close-row spacings on yield and
production equipment requirements
(1964) 4220

equalize price support, amend Agricultural
act of 1949, hearing (1961) 18934

farmers stock

—

improved dump pit for receiving (1962)
6522

shrinkage study, report (1962) 10802
farms, southern Coastal Plains, organiza-

tion, etc (1962) 11687
for boiling

—

definition, extend

—

hearings (1961) 16825; (1963) 99l9
law (1961) 18631
reports (1961) 14301, 16975; (1963) 9885,

11842
extend exemption from agricultural, ad-
justment act

—

law (1963) 15155
reports (1963) 13722; (1965) 15905

insect prevention and control, storec^farm-
ers stock (1961) 13752

kernel splitter and inspection belt (1961)
6688

market news, weekly reports (1961) 2835;
(1962) 4163; (1963) 4010; (1964) 3841;
(1965) 3759

marketing (1964) 4206
marketing farmers' stock, Virginia and

North Carolina area (1963) 9579
errata (1963) 13174

marketing progress (address) (1962) 16248
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Peanuts—Continued
moisture meter study. 1962-63 (1963) 18378
price summary (1963) 4332
price support program operations and eco-

nomic aspects of industry (remarks)

(1962) 18618
prices, marketing margins and uses in pea-

nut butter (1964) 1706
recipes (1964) 11758
shelling equipment (1962) 8849
southern corn rootworm control (1961) 1630

stocks and processing (1961) 2836; (1962)

3520, 4164, 24116; (1963) 4011, 21137;

(1964) 3842, 21894; (1965) 3760, 20107
Pearcy, G. Etzel:

geographic regions of Asia, south and east

(1964) 11617
Middle East, indefinable region (1964) 15102

Pearl, Robert B., gross changes in labor force,

problem in statistical measurement
(1963) 12808

Pearl, W. L., general corrosion of materials

for nuclear superheat applications

(1965) 17097
Pearl essence, firms manufacturing, list (1965)

14338

Pearl Harbor:
Arizona (U.S.S.) memorial, construction

—

hearing (1961) 20624
law (1961) 18596
reports (1961) 14303, 16993

Pearl Harbor Day:
proclaim Dec. 7, 1966, in commemoration of

25th anniversary of attack

—

law (1964) 13914
reports (1963) 17148; (1964) 14085

Pearl River:
flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1961) 483

document edition (1961) 359
Pears:
Bartlett—

California modified protective services for

shipment, tests (1961) 11710
early-season,
ripening at various transit tempera-

tures (1963) 13145
shipments, thermostatic temperature

control (1962) 14713
fire blight susceptibility of Stewart strain

(1965) 1746
blight (1963) 14861
canned, standards for grades (1963) 16709

cooling in storage rooms (1961) 17916
Kieffer, for home use (1965) 11847
packaging test trends, 1960-61 (talk) (1961)

11668
phytosanitary export certification guide

(1965) 8406
production, use, value, 1959-60 (1961) 11619;

(1962) 16180; (1963) 16615; (1964) 15129

shipping trays and pads, evaluation (1962)

10838
survey of pears, nuts, and other fruit clones

in U.S. (1964) 15196
winter, promotional programs effect on sales

(1963) 14866
Pearson, Albin 0.:

aeroaynamic, etc., characteristics of non-

lifting reentry capsule in combination
with rocket booster (1963) 5565

surface pressure distributions on proposed
Project Rre space vehicles at Mach
numbers from 0.25 to 4.63 (1963) 19928

wind tunnel investigation of static aerody-
namic characteristics of Project Mercu-
ry capsule (1963) 5563

Pearson, Gregory L., water supply outlook
and Federal-State-private cooperative
snow surveys for Utah, etc (1963) 4290;
(1964) 4143:" (1965) 4055

Pearson Richard G.:

human factors, aspects of lightplane safety
(1964) 13737

injury causes in lightplane causes (1963)

3384
judgment of volume from photographs of

complex, irregular shapes (1963) 11351
Pearson, Walter E., direct solution of govern-

ing equation for radiation-resisted

shock waves (1964) 5519
Pearsons, K.S.:

laboratory tests of subjective reactions to

sonic boom, errata (1965) 18466
subjective reactions to sonic boom (1965)

6632
Peas:
consumption trends and patterns (1961)

13772
diseases (1962) 22929
foreign

—

agriculture circulars (1961) 3274; (1962)

3876; (1963) 3720; (1964) 3520; (1965)

3433
trade prospects (1961) 10650; (1962) 11844;

(1963) 10208; (1964) 8629
see aiso (jowpeas—Field peas.

Peasantry, Venezuela, guerrilla threats

against (1963) 2859
Peasants:

Brazil, primer for union against injustices

(1961) 13306
leagues of Francisco Giulion, Brazil (1961)

19784
representatives in Gotong-Rojong (mutual

aid) Parliament, Indonesia (1961) 7797
Vietnamese

—

laboring, characteristics and true nature
(1963) 17704

nature, translations (1963) 17763
see also Peasantry.

Pease, Norman L., exploratory fishing for spi-

ny lobsters, sand lobsters, and scallops

in Panama (1965) 12460

Peat:
mineral facts and problems, chapter (1965)

11388
minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 17644;

(1962) 18214; (1963) 19855; (1964) 20494;

(1965) 14696
producers

—

in U.S. (1961) 19855; (1962) 18215
that reported production in U.S. 1959

(1961) 2480
resources, development for fuel in USSR

(1962) 12237
Soochow, uses for fuel, hog fodder, etc (1961)

10725
Ukrainian, microbiology, USSR study (1963)

20915
Peat moss:
Canada, determination of no injury or likeli-

hood thereof to U.S. industry (1964)

9847
sphagnum moss as medium for rooting pine

seedlings (1962) 11851

Peate, John, 19th century American telescope

maker, biography (1962) 6316

Peay, Roberta E.:

emotional problems of children facing heart
surgery (1965) 13658

what social services offer to patients who
undergo cardiac surgery (1965) 3006
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Pecans:
annual summary, 1960 (1961) 1593
economic aspects of production and market-

ing, Arkansas, Florida, South Carolina,

Mississippi, New Mexico, Georgia (1964)
17900

insects and diseases, control (1963) 11448
nursery industry, structure and economic

aspects (1964) 565
report, Louisiana Crop Reporting Service

(1961) 2837
shelling and processing industry, practices,

problems, prospects (1962) 21604
Pecatonica River:

flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2214
document edition (1963) 1986

Pechanec, Joseph F., sagebrush control on
rangelands (1965) 5506

Pechora, USSR, mining of coal deposits (1962)
5984

Peck, Alan S.:

infrared study of

—

effect of fluoride, sulfate, and chloride ions
on adsorption of oleate on fluorite and
barite(1964) 11319

oleic acid and sodium oleate adsorption on
fluorite, etc (1963) 9130

Peck, Dallas L.:

geologic reconnaissance of Antelope-
Ashwood area, Oreg (1964) 4778

geology of central and northern parts of

.

Western Cascade Range in Oregon
(1965) 733

Peck, Lee C., systematic analysis of silicates

(1964) 10633
Peckham, Robert S., basic data on economy of

Republic of South Africa (1963) 6591
Peckham, Vernon, feasibility of aircraft oil

analysis for operational use in field,

investigation (1964) 3172
Pecora, William T., nomination, hearing (1965)

19505
Pecoraro, Placid J., and family, relief (1962)

7016, 19246, 20729
Pecos National Monument:

establish

—

law (1965) 13784
reports (1965) 8798, 15886

Pecos River and Valley:
appraisal of potential ground-water salvage

(1964) 8779
depletion in New Mexico, causes (1963) 5037
water, reduce nonbeneficial consumptive use

in basin

—

hearing (1963) 13813
law (1964) 19402
reports (1963) 19033; (1964) 15494

Pectin, fed rats, plasma and liver lipids, fecal
bile acid and sterol excretion (1963)
11549

Pectinophora gossipella, see Pink bollworms.
Pedagogy, see Education.
Pedersen, Alex P., relief (1962) 15331
Pedersen, John R.:

economies of scale in turkey hatcheries
(1965) 11858

supplement (1965) 15195
Pediatricians, mental retardation resources

(1965) 18233
Pediatrics, see Children.
Pediatriya (periodical):
translations (1961) 10751

Pedo-ecological investigations, Barrow, Alas-
ka (1965) 10772

Peek, Scott L, testimony, hearings (1964) 6526
Peel resistance of adhesive bonds accurately

measured (1965) 11445
Peer rating, see Ratings.

Peevey, Michael R., trends in farm employ-
ment and training needs (1963) 16266

Pegasus, see Satellites.

Pegg, Robert J., flight investigation of VZ-2
tilt-wing aircraft with full-span flap

(1965) 6731
Pegmatite:
and other Precambrian rocks in southern

Black Hills (series) (1962) 21832; (1963)
14020, 15608; (1964) 4783

Beecher no. 3-Black Diamond exploration,
Custer County, S. Dak (1963) 14019

Cleveland County, N.C., flotation of spondu-
mene from, report (1962) 22515

flotation of beryl from northeastern pegma-
tites (1961) 9462

Fourmile quadrangle. Black Hills, S. Dak.
(1963) 14020

geology and mineral deposits, southern
Black Hills, S. Dak (1964) 4783

geology of Hugo pegmatite. Keystone, S.

Dak (1962) 21832
Helen Beryl, Elkhorn, and Tin Mountain,

exploration for beryllium (1963) 15608
New Mexico, reconnaissance of north-central

districts (1961) 19852
rare metal, prospecting for and evaluating,

USSR criticism of article (1961) 949
spodumene deposits, Gaston County, N. C

(1961) 6294
Pegs for rural progress, rural areas develop-

ment, handbook (1962) 8818
Pei Chi Chou, see Chou, Pei Chi.

Peiping Electronic Tube Factory, production
plans, achievements, etc.. Communist
China (1961) 4370

Peiping-Moscow dispute. Red China's view
(1962) 6629

Peiping-Moscow ideological dispute (1961)
17462

Peiser, H. Steffen:
crystal growth, etc., research at NBS (1963)

9216, 19953; (1964) 9638
Pekar, Ivanka. relief (1964) 449; (1965) 7506

Pekin, 111., accident (1962) 2586
Peking, China:
changes around Fu-hsing Gate (1963) 1137
climate (1965) 14569
fourteen months in Peking (1961) 13196
new street names (1965) 2387
post offices (1962) 1208
streets and alleys, guide (1963) 657

Peking-Pankow ideological axis (1961) 13066;
(1962) 17462

Peking's importance greater to Moscow than
Belgrade's (1961) 13097

Peking University, Communist China, informa-
tion (1961) 19519

Pelage:
and other surface topography of northern

fur seal (1962) 9658
fur seal research, Alaska waters, 1962

(1964) 8622
Pelecypods, marine Jurassic, from central and

southern Utah (1964) 18137
Pelescopes, capillary, methods of studying

micro-organisms, USSR (1962) 22098
Pelger's leucocytic anomaly, see Leucocytes.

Pelican (fishing vessel):

southwestern North Atlantic exploratory
collections made, 1956-60 (1965) 19632

Pelican Lake:
bed or former bed, disclaim title of U.S. to

certain property

—

law (1964) 21118
reports (1963) 20461; (1964) 17689

Pell, Clairborne, address. Mar. 25, 1965 (1965)
7179
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Pellecer, Carlos M.:
ex-Communist, comments by Mexican press

(1963) 3007
PGT condemns (1963) 2866

Pellet seeding on Western rangelands (1963)
11461

Pelletizing iron ores (1962) 15885
Pellets:

feeding pelleted rations to beef cattle (1963)
4375

formula feeds, labor and capital for pellet-

ing (1961) 8300
iron ore

—

binders from lignite deposits (1965) 1381
prereduced, production and smelting (1964)
20499

radioactive, trajectory study. Project Sedan
(1965) 13509

sintered

—

fabrication of fuel rods, design (1963)
16847

uranium dioxide, micro-structures (1961)

18013
steers fed pelleted rations, comparison of

chromic oxide and conventional methods
in digestion trials (1964) 19105

Pellicular materials, methods of creating,
USSR study (1962) 1048

Pellini, W.S.:
applicability of high strength quenched and

tempered steels to submarine hull con-
struction (1963) 11190

applying laboratory fracture test criteria to
fracture-safe design of pressure vessels

(1964) 13339
fracture analysis diagram procedures for

fracture-safe engineering design of steel

structures (1963) 18250
hull structural materials for deep ocean ve-

hicles, etc (1965) 6840
metallurgical characteristics of high

strength structural materials (1965)
13206

Pembina Mountains, stratigraphy of Pierre
shale in areas (1965) 9265

Pemmican, liver constituents in rats fed pem-
mican meals (1963) 11499

Pen flares, see Flares.
Pen Yan quadrangle, N.Y., bedrock geology

(1964) 12505
Penaeus duorarum, see Shrimps.
Penal code (periodical)

Iranian translations (1962) 21944
Penaloza, Dante, influence of high altitudes on

electrical activity of heart (1963) 71
Penalties:

aircraft in flights, events aboard

—

hearings (1961) 14724, 18954
law (1961) 18592
reports (1961) 14700, 16695

assassination of the President or Vice Presi-

dent

—

hearings (1965) 12194
law (1965) 15489
reports (1965) 12125, 15900

assault on employees of penal, etc., institu-

tions, in D.C

—

law (1965) 19152
reports (1965) 17674, 17842

bribery in sporting contests

—

law (1964) 13866
reports (1962) 19349; (1963) 20588; (1964)
2079

civil, reduce in connection with imparting or
conveying false information

—

laws (1965) 13794
report (1965) 8827

commercial misuse of interstate route mark-
er, report (1965) 17596

Penalties—Continued
criminal

—

false statements in connection with high-
way construction program, hearings
(1964) 14010

for making certain telephone calls in D.C,
report (1965) 17675

damage to communications facilities

—

hearing (1961) 12524
law (1961) 18697
reports (1961) 12461, 16702-703, 18863

damage to property moving in interstate or
foreign commerce

—

hearing (1961) 14484
law (1961) 18613
reports (1961) 14310, 17031

District of Columbia traffic violations, in-

crease allowable prison term, report
(1961) 10482

feed sold by CCC for maintenance of founda-
tion herds, misuse

—

law (1964) 19393
report (1963) 13721

intercoastal shipping act, 1933, conform
with shipping act, 1916, hearings (1965)
17910

intercoastal shipping act violations, equal-
ize—

hearing (1965) 10552
law (1965) 13801
report (1965) 10462

juvenile delinquents escape

—

law (1964) 1979
reports (1961) 19080,; (1964) 507, 2045

legislation to strengthen under antitrust
laws

—

hearings (1962) 7226, 11667
marine terminal leases, exemption

—

hearing (1964) 6499, 15596
law (1964) 6186
reports (1964) 2206, 6274

migratory bird treaty act violations, in-

crease, hearing (1961) 4050
threats against officers in order of succes-

sion to Presidency or Vice Presi-

dent-elect

—

law (1962) 23229
reports (1961) 10278, 17040

Penalty mail, dividend, etc., information on
IRS returns, treat as penalty mail, hear-
ing (1965) 17728

Pend D'Oreille Indians, see Kalispel Indians.

Pend Oreille County, Wash., Metaline zinc-lead

district, geology and ore deposits (1965)

9271
Pendell, Earl H., relief (1961) 7040, 7173, 8604
Pender County, N.C.:

title to land, convey to Board of Education

—

law (1964) 17403
reports (1964) 15513, 17770

Pendleton, Camp:
land easement for nuclear electric generat-

ing station

—

law (1963) 15161
reports (1963) 13610, 13752

Pendleton, Oreg., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 11929
Pendleton Tool Industries, Inc., E award for

excellence in exports (remarks) (1965)
5757

Pendulum:
gravity, development in 19th century (1965)

11541
motion, with strong damping on vibrating

base (1965) 11517
see also Gravity.

Penetration of aerosols and gases into blind
slits (1962) 19910
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Penetration of shaped charges into frozen
ground (1964) 8516

Penetrometers:
aerial cone, field test studies in fine-grained

soils (1964) 643
application to study of physical' properties

of lunar and planetary surfaces (1964)

18748
estimating roof-bolt anchorage, evaluation

(1965) 14710
for measuring absolute viscosity of glass

(1964) 7438
Rammsonde for use in hard snow (1965)

10770
Penfield, N.Y., population, special census

(1963) 18697
Peng-Keng Chang, see Chang, Perkins P.K.

Peng, Tzy-Cheng, relief (1961) 19020; (1962)

6916, 6990
Penholders, writing. Federal standard (1963)

19215
Penicillin:

antibiotic action on staphylococcus, USSR
study (1964) 16035

antibodies to, USSR study (1963) 19536
prolonged action by use of polyvinyl pyrroli-

done, USSR study (1964) 5068
Penitentiaries:

delinguent children in penal institutions

(1965) 296
East Germany (1964) 5406
Leavenworth, State highways bordering,

retrocede jurisdiction to Kansas

—

law (1964) 17360
reports (1964) 14110, 17522

national

—

investigation

—

authorization, reports (1964) 4560, 6478
expenses, report (1961) 5794
extension, reports (1962) 5040; (1963)
6258

recommendations, report (1962) 15401
reports (1961) 8915; (1963) 8057; (1964)
6478

prisons and justice, selection of writings
of James V. Bennett (1964) 12166

study

—

authorization, report (1965) 4564
report of findings, report (1965) 7517

Penland, Jim A.:

maximum lift-drag-ratio characteristics of
rectangular and delta wings at Mach 6.9

(1965) 16680
stability and pressure on sharp right circu-

lar cones at hypersonic speeds (1964)
11410

static longitudinal aerodynamic characteris-
tics of several wing and blunt-body
shapes applicable for use as reentry
configurations, etc (1963) 10993

Penmanship:
handwriting analysis, Japanese studies

(1964) 2825
objectivity of impression qualities, German

study (1961) 4422
value of examination in criminology, USSR

study (1964) 6956
Penn, Samuel, ozone structure and air motions

at tropopause (1965) 7088
Penn, William, award dinner 1961 (remarks)

(1962) 2475
Pennanen, Jarno, editor, and Tilanne, Finnish

newspaper, controversy over (1964)
^1441

Pennell, Maryland Y.:
health manpower source book, location of

manpower in 8 health occupations (1965)
14998

health manpower source book, sanitarians
(1963) 12995

Penney, Millard F., bibliography on architec-
ture of mental health facilities (1964)
13416

Penning, F.A., stability of shallow spherical
shells under concentrated load (1965)
14748

Pennington, Jack E.:

effects of display noise on pilot control of
terminal phase of space rendezvous
(1963) 16365

visual aspects of pilot-controlled simulation
of Gemini-Agena docking (1965) 6699

Pennington, Maitland S.:

remarks (1963) 10931; (1965) 18420

Pennington, R.T.:

EVESR nuclear superheat fuel development
project, reports (1963) 7698, 9678, 16841

nuclear superheat project

—

quarterly reports (1963) 16837-838; (1964)
4295-96

Pennock, Jean L., rural family spending and
consumption in low-income area in Ken-
tucky (1964) 19081

Penns Grove, N.J., motor carrier accident
(1964) 21378

Pennsylvania:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 5896
agricultural conservation handbook (1961)

9; (1962) 29
annual survey of manufactures

—

1960, standard metropolitan statistical

areas and large industrial counties, sta-
tistics (1962) 16448

1961, States, standard metropolitan sta-
tistical areas, and large industrial coun-
ties statistics (1963) 4565

1962, standard metropolitan statistical
areas, and large industrial counties
(1964) 4343

anthracite mine, longwall mining, use of
yielding steel props (1964) 7455

anthracite region, mine water control pro-
gram (1962) 22482

ARA economic development plans (address)
(1961) 17982

bituminous region, tree survival and growth
on strip-mined lands (1961) 6125

bituminous strip mine spoils, 2d year results
of hybrid poplar test plantings (1964)
14321

census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1961)
20456

census of business, 1958, retail trade, errata
(1961) 265

census of business, 1963

—

merchandise line sales, retail trade, statis-

tics (1965) 11933
retail trade, area statistics (1965) 5655
errata (1965) 10214, 13604

selected services, area statistics (1965)
8584
errata (1965) 10226

wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)
8598

census of governments, 1962, State report
(1965) 1896

census of housing, 1960, State and small
areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc (1962)
11156

census of manufactures, 1958, area statis-

tics (1961) 16249
census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-

port (1961) 16259
census of population, 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 20636
general characteristics (1961) 11970
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 6789
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Pennsy 1vani a—Continued
census of population, 1960—Continued

number of inhabitants (1961) 6848
censuses of population and housing, 1960,

geographic identification code scheme
(1961) 6884

central drainage basins, channels, etc (1961)

4312
climatic summaries

—

1931-52 report (1964) 13518
1951-60, decennial census (1965) 5469

climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;

(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216
coastal area, fishery products, wholesale

dealers, list (1964) 18009
community economic redevelopment pro-

grams, case studies (1963) 16817
compact concerning Delaware River Port

Authority, consent of Congress

—

hearing (1964) 4505
law (1964) 13870
reports (1964) 2087, 2187, 12210

compact establishing Delaware River Joint

Toll Bridge Commission, consent of

Congress to supplemental agreement

—

hearings (1963) 17174; (1965) 2043
report (1964) 346

county business patterns, activities covered

by OASDI program (1961) 11873, 20434;

(1963) 13282
errata (1963) 18671

Delaware River Basin water resources com-
pact, approval

—

hearings (1961) 8850, 17145
law (1961) 18717
reports (1961) 8757. 12275, 17056, 19049,

19065
electric rate books (1961) 12629; (1962)

15566; (1963) 17432; (1964) 14250; (1965)

12441
fishery products, wholesale dealers, list

(1964) 708
coastal area (1965) 18148
Great Lakes area (1965) 10886, 18153

forest-based industries, opportunities (1965)

11894
geology and uranium occurrences of Lehigh-

ton. Pa., quadrangle (1963) 19293
Great Lakes area, fishery products, whole-

sale dealers, list (1964) 730
labor organizations, reporting, registers

(1961) 9401; (1964) 16570
leader in agricultural programs (address)

(1964) 5860
migrant health project, 1963 (1965) 1583
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chap-

ters (1961) 1212; (1962) 3309; (1963)

3065; (1964) 2988; (1965) 1354
minor civil divisions, townships, cities, and

boroughs, census 1960, map (1961) 16308

municipal water facilities inventories (1961)

15939; (1964) 3102, 18907
northeastern, deer exclosure studies, results

(1961) 19368
opportunity for progress (1965) 1810
Pennsylvania Horticultural Society, new

headquarters, dedication (address) (1964)
19812

pollution of sources of Lake Erie (1965)

18722
population, 1960, characteristics (1963)

18661
precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)

3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965)
3492

psoroptic sheep scabies outbreaks, 1964
(1965) 1753

public school finance program, 1962-63
(1963) 13859

Pennsylvania—Continued
pure air, study (1962) 3468
Pymatuning Lake compact, amend rel. to use

of motorboats, consent of Congress

—

laws (1961) 14115; (1964) 15388
reports (1961) 14297, 14599; (1964) 10230,

14081
remaining recreational shoreline opportuni-

ties, report (1962) 18337
rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-

files (1962) 16650
southeastern, Elinoian outwash (1961) 705
surface waters, chemical quality (1963) 6566

taxation of motor fuels consumed by inter-

state buses, consent of (Congress to com-
pact

—

law (1965) 8724
report (1965) 5917, 8777

temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10762

timber management opportunities^ analysis
(1961) 12732

truck inventory and use survey, July 1, 1963
(1964) 21027

uranium occurrences in sedimentary rocks
(1962) 13868

weather stations, decadal census (1963)
16682

western, coal resources (series) (1964) 2417,
19771

women

—

labor laws, summary (1965) 8378
legal status (1965) 6993
workers (1963) 3409

wood-using industries in Pennsylvania, de-

velopment, manual (1965) 11894
ZIP code directory (1963) 20062

Pennsylvania anthracite, see Coal.

Pennsylvania Avenue Commission, appoint,
message from the President (1965) 19188

Pennsylvania Avenue, President's Council on,

see President's Council on Pennsylvania
Avenue.

Pennsylvania coal, see Coal.

Pennsylvania Conference on Protective Serv-
ices for Older People, 1964 Proceedings
(1965) 19970

Pennsylvania R.R., accidents, reports (1961)
12832, 12836; (1962) 21902. 21904; (1963)
638, 10357-358, 10361, 14080; (1964) 875,
14406, 15992, 21379; (1965) 4902, 6390,
7844, 18281

Pennsylvanian period:
floras, analysis of succession (1964) 8771
geologj' of rocks, Tremont quadrangle, Pa

(1963) 5013
limestones from central Texas, petrography

and environmental analysis (1963) 19309
rocks in Kansas, stratigraphy and paleon-

tolog>' (1963) 8334
rocks of west and central Texas (series)

(1963) 19309
stratigraphic and ecologic associations and

significance of fossils from Big Snowy
group of rocks (1962) 13874

stratigraphy, areas between Brazos and
Colorado Rivers, north-central Texas
(series) (1961) 704, 19410

title page -and contents (1963) 10277

Penobscot County, Maine, soil survey report

(1964) 7744

Penobscot Experimental Forest, manage-
ment-intensity demonstration plots,

evaluation of 4 different treatments of

mixed softwood stands in Maine (1965)

2176
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Pensacola, Fla.:

and challenge of trade expansion (address)

(1963) 5091
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18234
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18848

harbor, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 445
document edition (1963) 255

see also Naval Air Station, Pensacola.
Pension Building, historical study (1964) 7681
Pensions:

annuities based on retired or retainer pay,
amend U.S. Code

—

hearing (1961) 19150
law (1961) 18759
reports (1961) 8784, 19097

Armed Forces members, highest grade held

in any armed force

—

hearing (1962) 13499
report (1962) 11409

Army, Navy, etc., waive time limitation for
increased pay claims, reports (1964)

2032; (1965) 8821
characteristics of 144,700 plans filed with

Secretary of Labor (1962) 6188, 12331
Coast Guard good conduct retirement pay,

repeal

—

hearing (1963) 13798; (1964) 6367
law (1963) 17044
reports (1963) 11974, 15254, 17120

code of Federal regulations (1961) 7402;
(1962) 7369; (1963) 10170; (1964) 10533;
(1965) 7651

concurrent payments of unemployment bene-
fits and retired pay to Armed Forces re-

tirees, GAO report (1963) 15591
District of Columbia teachers, increase, re-

port (1965) 19250
employee benefit plans disclosure act,

amendments

—

hearings (1961) 14455, 17141
Labor Department's responsibilities (ad-

dress) (1962) 14350
law (1962) 9160
reports (1961) 16714, 17091; (1962) 4950,
7066

text (1962) 15975
excessive compensation payments, GAO re-

port (1965) 2199
foreign social security programs, medical

benefits for old-age pensioners (1962)
22801

fund of Bricklayers Local 45, Buffalo, N.Y.,
qualification as trust, effective date
(1962) 19048, 19276, 23122

funds

—

District of Columbia regulations rel. loan-
ing money on securities, exempt from,
report (1962) 15199

impact on national economy (remarks)
(1965) 10841

International Hod Carriers' Building &
Clommon Laborers' Union of America,
tax-exempt status (1962) 20789, 21304

Laborers' Pension Fund of Hudson County,
N.J., tax exemption as qualified trust
(1964) 2007

Lighthouse Service, increase,

—

law (1965) 17397
reports (1965) 13909, 15992

Medal of Honor holders

—

based on noncombatant duty

—

law (1964) 21143
reports (1964) 10276, 14073, 19494

increase

—

law (1961) 16571
reports (1961) 5653, 12488

Pensions—Continued
medical benefits for retired employees,

amend internal revenue code, reports
(1962) 19150, 21505

military retired pay system, study (1962)
13666

multiemployer plans under collective bar-
gaining-

prevalence, 1960 (1961) 7907
spring 1960—
departmental edition (1962) 15984
document edition (1962) 15093

naval officers engaged in selling supplies to
Navy Dept., amend U.S. Code with re-
spect to withholding retired pay

—

hearings (1962) 11436, 21535
law (1962) 23177
reports (1962) 11385, 19331

negotiated plans, changes (1962) 14396
Ontario, Canada, pension benefits act, 1964

amendments (1965) 6907
plan coverage in union contracts (1962)

18140
plans for salaried employees, spring 1963

(1964) 14704
digest (1963) 20929

plans under collective bargaining (1965)
9516

retirement provisions

—

departmental edition (1961) 7887
document edition (1961) 6964

spring 1961, digest

—

departmental edition (1962) 8431
document edition (1962) 6955
erratas (1962) 10411; (1963) 10894

police and firemen of D.C., etc, increase, re-

port (1962) 21098
private plans

—

and labor mobility, vesting, early retire-
ment, and portability provisions study
(1964) 16609

and manpower policy (1963) 12806
and public policy, report of President's
committee on corporate pension funds
and other private retirement and wel-
fare programs (1965) 5322

benefits (1963) 14697
coverage, extend—
hearings (1965) 8966
subcommittee report (1965) 10663

effect on labor mobility (1963) 10910
employer contributions to, provisions of

P.L. 87-863 (1963) 1498
public employee retirement

—

credit transferability among Government
units, report (1963) 9524

systems, benefits and beneficiaries, 1964
(1965) 11694

public employees (1962) 16166; (1963) 11287
Public Health Service and Coast and (ieodet-

ic Survey commissioned officers, credit
military services in computing Reserve
retired pay

—

hearing (1964) 13995
law (1964) 21128
reports (1964) 15504, 17854

recomputation of retired or retainer pay,
hearing (1962) 13665

retired D. C. teachers to accept positions in
Federal Government without loss of re-
tirement pay, report (1961) 19040

retired servicemen's

—

family protection plan (1964) 20982
survivors annuity rights, protect, hearing

(1964) 17869
rights of pension plan participants. Welfare

and pension plans disclosure act (1965)
6541

self-employed individuals, guides for qualifi-
cation of pension, etc., plans (1965) 9302
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Pensions—Continued
survivors benefits under collective bargain-

ing, winter 1960-61

—

departmental edition (1962) 22437
document edition (1962) 20955

tax exemption as qualified trust, local un-
ions joint plan, Brotherhood of Painters,
etc (1962) 7031, 21434, 23120

trust funds, participation of retired employ-
ees of employers, etc

—

hearing (1965) 17694
report (1965) 19218

unfunded plans, prevalence and characteris-
tics (1963) 5460

unfunded private plans (1964) 13070
uniformed services retirement pay, election

of annuitv for survivors, income tax
treatment^ report (1965) 19242

union welfare-pension funds of Allied Trades
Council and Teamsters Local 815, diver-
sion, hearings (1965) 19497

United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Join-
ers of America local union 746 fund, tax
exemption as qualified trust (1964) 2004

veterans

—

and dependents, questions and answers
(1961) 2738

aphonia, additional compensation

—

law (1963) 11714
report (1962) 9284
reports (1963) 4732, 9975

blind, rating for compensation

—

law (1962) 18978
reports (1962) 9275, 17022, 17265

credit service time in more than one period
of war

—

law (1961) 14102
reports (1961) 5659, 12480

deceased, payments of benefits to benefici-
aries, limit persons eligible

—

law (1962) 16770
reports (1962) 9280, 15396

disability ratings in effect 20 or more
years, preservation, law (1964) 17304

dying from service-connected disabilities,

increased payments for parents and
children

—

law (1963) 11713
reports (1963) 6144, 9974

enlisted men, credit inactive Reserve serv-
ice

—

hearings (1963) 13640
report (1963) 13606

hospitalized, continue compensation until
1st day of 2d month, reports (1961)
10282, 12489

kidneys, bilateral involvement, report
(1962) 17022

laws, compilation (1962) 23379; (1964)
21215

loss of creative organ, payment without
filing claim, report (1961) 5657, 5714

loss of eye and limb, additional compensa-
tion, report (1961) 5714

minority service, credit for retirement
purposes

—

hearing (1961) 19151
law (1961) 18573
reports (1961) 14286, 14707

non-service-connected

—

disabilities legislation, hearings (1961)
14506

miscellaneous bills on benefits, hearings
(1964) 14019

program, operation, hearings (1962)
23378

World Wars and Korean, and widows,
etc., revise disability and death
rates

—

Pensions—Continued
veterans—Continued

non-service-connected—Continued
hearings (1964) 17875
law (1964) 21156
reports (1964) 15541, 19568, 21198

pension act amendments of 1964 (1965)
8285

retired prior to June 1, 1958, under Armed
Forces voluntary recruitment act, vali-

date

—

law (1962) 16763
reports (1961) 8783; (1962) 15380

service-connected compensation, hearings
on miscellaneous bills (1965) 10562

service-connected deafness of both ears,

additional compensation

—

law (1963) 11712
reports (1961) 5715; (1963) 4730, 11947

service-connected deaths, increase pay-
ments to dependents, report (1961) 10283

service-connected disabilities

—

additional compensation, report (1961)
5714

and death, miscellaneous legislation,
hearings (1961) 10363

and death monetary benefits, liberalize
effective dates, reports (1962) 17017,
21688

service-connected, disabled

—

compensation ratings in effect 20 or
more years, protection, reports (1964)
10278, 15765

increase rates of compensation

—

law (1962) 19007
reports (1961) 10282, 12489; (1962)

9288, 17235; (1963) 6148; (1965)
17566, 19284, 19450

payment for each anatomical loss, etc.,

report (1965) 4487
tuberculosis, arrested, service-connected,
payment without filing claim, report
(1961) 5657

widows and children, restoration to rolls

upon annulment of marriages or remar-
riages

—

law (1962) 20849
reports (1962) 9278, 17262

widows benefits

—

eligibility, opinion of Attorney General
(1961) 19796

increased dependency and indemnity
compensation

—

law (1961) 18659
reports (1961) 14421, 17054

widows, increase rates of compensation

—

law (1963) 18780
reports (1963) 17109, 17292

with wife or child, payment without reduc-
tion while hospitalized

—

law (1962) 16782
reports (1962) 9279, 15397

Veterans Administration program, review of
operations by GAO (1961) 7512

welfare and pension

—

benefit plans, financial data, 1959 (1963)
16271

plans disclosure act

—

amendments (1962) 18118; (1963) 5723
bonding in excess of $500,000 (1963)

10884
bonding provisions, amend

—

law (1965) 17412
reports (1965) 7445, 10484, 15991

fidelity bonding (1964) 21656
general information (1965) 11323
highlights (1962) 18120
questions and answers (1962) 18123;

(1964) 11248
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Pensions—Continued
welfare and pension—Continued

plans disclosure act—Continued

100 largest plans, 1959-61 statistics

(1963) 18020
plans, statistics (1963) 7140

see also Civil service pensions.
Pentaborane

—

combustion performance in 9.75-inch-

diameter ram-jet engine in connected-
pipe altitude facility (1961) 1259

ram-jet engine fuel investigation, down-
stream fuel injection (1963) 5518

Pentagon, general information (1965) 17078
Pentamethylenetetrazol, metrazol, use for

treatment of psychiatric disorders, bibli-

ography (1963) 16517
Pentasodium triphosphate, see Sodium tripoly-

phosphate.
Pentobarbital, potentiation of protective ef-

fect of AET against gamma rays (1962)

1964
Pentoney, R. E., wood laminates in flexure for

marine use (1964) 9762
PEO, see Pankypria Ergatiki Osmospondia.
Peonies, culture and diseases (1962) 8786
People (North Vietnam periodical):

translations (1961) 15508, 15550, 15608,
17515, 17517, 17520, 17521, 17528, 17530,

17561, 17568, 19755, 19768, 20999; (1962)

1312, 1388, 3037, 3084, 5952, 6067, 7997,

8037, 8055, 8138, 8205, 8241, 10043,
10066, 10090, 10333, 14115, 15791, 15935;
(1963) 12466

People and prosperity (address) (1961) 6235
People, skills, jobs (1963) 20924
People-to-People Health Foundation, Inc.,

work for Project Hope, commending,
report (1961) 7248

People to People Program, President's Music
Ck)mmittee, see President's Music (Com-

mittee of People to People Program.
People with a purpose (1965) 2946
People's army (Bulgarian periodical):

translations (1963) 12683
People's army (North Vietnam periodical):

translations (1963) 5339
People's China goes from victory to victory

(1961) 13068
Peoples Creek units (Hays and Ereaux), see

Fort Belknap project.

People's daily (Chinese periodical):
translations (1961) 15478, 15501, 15537,

15543, 15558, 15587, 15594, 15601, 15612,
15627, 15633, 15643-644, 15647, 15657,
15660, 15664, 17512-513, 17522-523,
19699, 19710-711, 19717, 19737-738,
19750-751, 21041, 21071, 21086; (1962)
1122, 1188, 1447, 1497, 1516, 2962, 2988,
3153-54, 5849, 5906, 5951, 5961, 6056,
8000, 8034-35, 8079, 8101, 8113, 8135,
8154, 8163, 8176, 8199, 10065, 10249,
12269, 12285, 14243, 14330, 15900; (1963)
9014, 12339

People's daily (Indonesian periodical):
translations (1961) 13155

People's Democratic Republic of Korea, see
Korea.

People's Labor League, anti-Communist orga-
nization, brochure and history (1961)
7637

Peoples of Latin America, see Latin America.
People's Republic of China, see China.
People's Republic, Mongolian, see Mongolia.
Peoria, HI.:

census of business, 1958, standard metropol-
itan area, central business district sta-
tistics (1961) 8473

Peoria, 111.—Continued
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 13580
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 13949
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20604

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 13078

Peoria and Pekin Union Ry., accident (1962)

2586
Pepin C-ounty, Wis., soil survey (1964) 11613
Pepper, Leonard:
aluminum-coated wires as reinforcement for

concrete mattresses (1963) 4875
fly ash content, effectiveness in preventing

expansion of concrete (1963) 13890
stainless and copper-clad steel wires as rein-

forcement for articulated concrete mat-
tresses (1964) 14214

Peppers:
bell, postharvest bacterial soft rot, hot wa-

ter treatment and hydrocooling, effect

(1964) 11735
chilling injury and alternaria rot (1962)

16299
dried chili, stored in polyethylene-lined bur-

lap bags, mositure content and texture

(1961) 9840
production (1964) 5818

Pepsin, and trypsin fragments during autoly-

sis and electrodialysis, structure forma-
tion and enzymatic activity, USSR
study (1964) 7149

Peptic ulcers, see Ulcers.

Peptides:
physiologically active polypeptides, USSR

study (1962) 11963
polypeptides in far-ultraviolet, absorption

as means of extraterrestrial life detec-

tion (1965) 14812
Peralta, John A., relief (1964) 4446, 15636,

17178
Perazich, George
economic effect of textile mill closings, se-

lected communities in Middle Atlantic

States (1963) 11685
investment opportunities in south central

Alaska (1965) 8501
Percentage points of beta distribution (1964)

13275
Percentages, points of F distribution, calcula-

tion (1964) 19161
Perception:

algorithmic structure of active touch, USSR
study (1963) 12655

auditory

—

concurrent repetition of continuous flow of

words (1963) 9099
musical sounds by children in first six

grades (1961) 19228
sensitivity to unidirectional frequency
modulation (1964) 5463

binaural beat problem (1964) 4316
color vision in bees, USSR study (1965)

16420
compensatory pursuit tracking of loudness

(1962) 12364
cybernetic approach to problem of image,

USSR study (1964) 16439
depth

—

from binocular disparity (1964) 4313

size cues and adjacency principle (1964)

13730
discrimination in auditory and visual pat-

terns (1963) 9100
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Perception—Continued
distortion

—

distance and perspective in Ames trape-
zoid illusion (1964) 21828

experimental approach to illusion (1963)
1371

effect of observer elevation on moon illusion

(1965) 17028
factors affecting visual and auditory ana-

lyzers, Soviet research (1964) 5049
form perception in video viewing, effects of

form content and stereo on recognition
(1965) 4174

fusion thresholds of light stimuli in visual

analyzer of man, USSR study (1964)
9220

human factors research in 3-D data presen-
tation (1965) 18907

information theory and perception, USSR
studies (1964) 20368

integration of concurrent visual and audito-

ry messages (1965) 17013
logical solution to problem of digit identifi-

cation through information of algo-

rithmic processes structure (1965) 14572

observer tolerance of form transformation
as function of form complexity (1963)

14914
perception

—

and fundamentals of its modeling, USSR
study (1965) 14574

and short term memory under work load
stress (1964) 20706

postural verticality

—

background and apparatus (1961) 20316
effects of flying experience upon reduction

of error (1962) 22967
problems and phenomenon of attunement of

sense organs, USSR study (1963) 14164
scheduling of training conditions for acqui-

sition and transfer of perceptual-motor
skills (1962) 8565

scotopic acuity, effect of body position on
meriodional variations (1965) 1319

skin vision, USSR studies (1964) 20254
spatial perception and spatial concepts,

problems (1964) 14910
speech, articulation, USSR study (1965)

11297
errata (1965) 14480

standard of loudness, stability as measured
by compensatory tracking (1962) 12363

theory of, significance in neurocybernetics
(1965) 11290

visual

—

acquisition of probabilistic discrimination
between subsequent alternative events
(1963) 9614

after-images as source of information
(1964) 16797

and nucleic acids, USSR studies (1964)

16502
color, factors affecting in induced fields

(1964) 5464
effects of corrective lenses, filters, and

structure in empty visual fields (1964)

18856
illusions during parabolic flight maneu-

vers, exclusion of angular accelerations
as cause (1964) 79

James J. Gibson theory, analysis of select-

ed papers (1964) 15002
Mercury-Atlas 9 (MA-9) mission, flash-

ing-beacon experiment (1964) 16694
of depth, effect of learning (1963) 5657
of spatial extent (1964) 5996
recovery after high luminances exposures

(1965) 13431

Perception—Continued
visual—Continued

response and feedback techniques for au-
tomated training of identification skills

(1964) 20703
search, range (1965) 1793
experiments (1965) 17012

shared spectrum display enhancement
(1965) 5547

size and distance (1962) 23069
velocity, absolute judgments (1962) 16324

see aiso Elxtrasensory perception-
Information theory in psychology

—

Sight.
Perceptron:
feature characteristics and 6th feedback

loop, USSR study (1963) 19677
machines which classify elements according

to signs previously unknown, design
problems, USSR study (1961) 15226

theory, fundamental monograph (1964) 1059
Perceptual-motor performance, see Ability.
Perch:

ocean. New England, proximate analyses
(1961) 9143

Pacific Ocean, proximate composition (1961)
1999

parasites, etc., Pacific Ocean survey,
May-June 1959 (1961) 17264

Perchloric acid, stainless steel fume hood for
safety in use (1964) 14755

Perchloryl fluoride, compatibilitv with materi-
als (1962) 120

Perdido Pass Channel:
navigation improvements, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 17953
document edition (1964) 17671

Perdue, Hmer J., economics of delinting cot-

tonseed to low residual linters at oil

mills (1965) 15196
Perennials, herbaceous, for central Great

Plains (1965) 13364
Pereyra, Walter T., scope ratio-depth relation-

ships for beam, shrimp and otter trawls
(1964) 14268

Perez, Antonio R., relief (1965) 8766, 13770,
15870

Perez, Maximo A., Venezuelan parliamentari-
an denounces terrorist line of CP and
MIR (1963) 2521

Perez, Ortelio R., see Rodriguez Perez, Oretlio.

Perfluodicarbonic acids:

derivatives (1963) 18509
method of obtaining (1963) 18515

Perfluorized dicarbonic acid, see Perfluodicar-

bonic acids.

Perfluoroalkanes, linear, thermal decomposi-
tion in Inconel bomb (1963) 14552

Perfluorocyclobutane, thermodynamic proper-

ties of real gas (1964) 14757
Performance evaluation of mercury-propellant

feed system for flight-model ion engine
(1962) 14469

Performance measurement in flight simulation
studies (1964) 14790

Performance of tables in cleaning Alaska
coals (1962) 22500

Performance ratings, see Efficiency ratings.

Performance, storv of the handicapped (1961)

3369; (1962) 4165; (1963) 4014; (1964)

3845; (1965) 3762
Performance (psychology):

effects of acute radiation on human perform-
ance (1963) 5884

effects of induced stress in combat situa-

tions (1962) 14538
factorial structure of basic training per-

formance variables (1961) 20328
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Performance (psychology)—Continued
human performance as function of work-rest

cycle (1961) 16154
learning set performance of squirrel mon-

keys after rapid decompression to vacu-
um (1965) 4209

pilot during simulated low-altitude high-
speed flight, effects of task loading
(1965) 11741

relating transfer of training to pilot per-
formance and degree of simulation, ex-
perimental program (1965) 18677

upon sudden awakening (1962) 4548
Performance ratings, see Efficiency ratings.
Performance tests, see Airplanes—Fighter

planes—Helicopters—Mental tests.
Performing artists, protection, international

convention, report on conference (1962)
13531

Performing arts

—

employment outlook (1962) 8389
labor and the arts (remarks) (1965) 12781
periodicals, repeal exemption as to filing of

information

—

hearing (1964) 8392
reports (1964) 10265; (1965) 7448

Perfumes:
census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 275
change (1961) 8492

Pericarditis:
adhesive, Soviet clinical information (1962)

19911
constricting, surgical treatment, USSR

study (1961) 10982
Pericardium, introceptive reflexes to circulato-

ry system in ontogenesis, USSR study
(1962) 2737

Periclase:
P-T uniyariant equilibria of reaction for-

sterite + calcite-monticellite + periclase
+ CO2, experimental studies on Bowen's
decarbonation series, II (1963) 16385

thermodynamic data (1963) 18103
Pericle, Paul J., relief (1962) 11533, 13267,

20973
Perigee propulsion for orbital launch of nucle-

ar rockets (1963) 1325
Perinatal mortality, see Death.
Perinatal research, see Pregnancy.
Periodicals:

aerospace, for teachers and pupils, science
service, list (1963) 13864

agricultural sciences. Communist Chinese,
bibliographies (1961) 1653; (1963) 12890

agriculture bibliography, serial publications
indexed in (1964) 14930

Air University periodical indexes (1961)
2887; (1962) 3601; (1963) 3443

American agricultural current, list (1964)
1489

Army Library

—

checklists currently received (1963) 5778,
7524; (1964) 19043

selected literature, lists (1963) 9522; (1964)
4027; (1965) 3933

census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-
port (1961) 5461

change (1961) 8490
Chinese Communist, translations (1962)

5787, 5799, 5982, 6042, 6070, 9989, 10098,
10218; 10325, 15960

concerning radio, electricity, etc., announce-
ment and order form (1962) 22719

copyrighted, catalog of copyright entries
(1961) 5908, 9000, 12536; (1962) 7229,
11675, 21575; (1963) 338, 12031, 13826;
(1964) 550, 8458, 17893; (1965) 448

Periodicals—Continued
currently received, HHFA library, lists

(1962) 21845; (1965) 14440
elementary and secondary institutions, per-

mit 2d class mailings, report (1961)
14399

Federal supply schedule (1961) 9133
Government, price lists (1961) 5072, 9684,

15927, 21304; (1962) 6412, 12654, 18400,
24070; (1963) 5679, 11221, 16490, 21078;
(1964) 5642, 11547, 16824, 21839; (1965)
5328, 9866, 14983, 20019

importance to American life (address) (1963)
7808

Indonesian, translations (1962) 10108
international Communist development trans-

lation, publications used in preparation,
list (1963) 12624

international understanding (1965) 487
educational materials, lists (1963) 374,

10069
legal. Eastern European abstracts and

translations (1961) 19587
magazine reprint

—

articles (1961) 3627
MR series (1962) 4033; (1963) 3880; (1964)
3700; (1965) 3617

magazines, local advertising, exclude
charges in excise tax determination

—

law (1962) 23170
reports (1962) 15350, 21076

magnetic tape recordings for the blind,
catalog (1962) 22454

military

—

Air University Library indexes (1963)
16779; (1964) 3238; (1965) 3122

union list (1961) 17967
North Korean

—

scientific-technical, translation of titles
(1961) 15012

titles of technical articles (1962) 5493
North Vietnam

—

articles from Hoc Tap (1961) 19628; (1962)
1496, 1529

translations (1962) 5627, 6002, 6030, 7957,
8028, 8030, 8039, 8158, 8290, 9927, 10015,
10141, 10150, 10294, 10320, 10341, 12139,
12275, 14042, 14135, 14157, 14266, 14323,
15752, 17926, 18041, 21918, 22297

Patent Office Scientific Library (1963) 5669
performing arts, repeal exemption as to fil-

ing of information

—

hearing (1964) 8392
reports (1964) 10265; (1965) 7448

publishing industry, outlooks and reviews
(1961) 3852; (1962) 6721; (1963) 4544

Quartermaster Food and Container Institute
for Armed Forces, library, list currently
received (1961) 20113

received in

—

NIH Library (1964) 13288; (1965) 13074
Washington D.C., NBS Library (1963)

1330
scientific journals, characteristics (1964)

21864
serial publications indexed in Bibliography

of agriculture (1963) 11092
social science bibliography

—

Denmark (1963) 7764
Germany, Soviet Zone (1965) 13645
Iceland (1963) 1900
Japan (1965) 13644
Poland (1964) 15324
Sweden (1965) 17226

Soviet scientific, received in Department of
Agriculture Library (1961) 104

translated and published in technical trans-
lations, lists (1961) 11821; (1963) 5957
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Periodicals—Continued
United States farm papers received in Na-

tional Agricultural Library, list, Sept.
1962 (1962) 22596

uses of statistics in ecology, search (1961)
9955

Welfare Administration, list (1965) 11804
Periodontol disease:

caries, oral glucose tolerance responses in

males (1964) 4260
clinical correlations and systemic status

(1961) 20321
examination systems, study (1964) 15239
fasting and postprandial serum glucose lev-

els as related to caries experience (1964)
19181

findings in adults by age, race, and sex
(1965) 5360

horizontal tooth mobility (1964) 8005
instrument for measuring (1963) 18504

screening examination for detection of gingi-

val and periodontal breakdown and local

irritants (1963) 18503
Peripheral nerves, see Nerves.
Perishables, see Agricultural products.
Peritoneum:

bovine, use in treatment of burns, USSR
study (1964) 5002

water and solute shifts between blood and
intraperitoneal glucose infusate (1965)
17018

Periwinkles (plants):

alkaloids of Vinca herbacea, Bulgarian
study (1962) 7775

antitumor alkaloids of vinca rosea Linn,
USSR study (1965) 4961

Perjury:
false statements in obtaining license to sell

insurance in D.C., amend insurance

law (1963) 13431
reports (1962) 19110,; (1963) 6157, 13731

Perkins, David M., magnetic results South
Pole traverse, 1962-63 (1964) 17148

Perkins, Edward C:
bacterial leaching of manganese ores (1963)

1241
fluidized-bed chlorination of titaniferous

slags and ores (1964) 1436
Perkins, Ellen J., AFDC in review 1936-62

(1964) 7845
Perkins, George D., improvement of Materials

Central mass spectrometer (1963) 18448
Perkins, Porter J., jr., insulation systems for

liquid-hydrogen fuel tanks of launch
vehicles (1965) 6730

Perlee, Henry E.:

compressor and related explosions (1963)
18075

formation and flammability of stratified
methane-air mixtures (1964) 7432

Perlite:

crude, production, etc., 1960, preliminary
report (1961) 1220

mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)
12939

minerals yearbook chapters (1961) 17645;
(1962) 18216; (1963) 18087; (1964) 18676;
(1965) 16587

Perlman, L Richard:
antisocial behavior of minor in United

States (1964) 13783
juvenile delinquency, social and economic

trends (1964) 6054
Perlman, Jacob:

Federal funds for science, 11, 1961-63 (1963)
11128

Federal organization for scientific activities,

1962 (1963) 7342

Perlmutter, Morris:
angular distribution of emitted and reflected

radiant energy from diffuse gray asym-
metric grooves (1963) 20992

flow and heat transfer between heated
plates of finite length in free-molecule
flow environment (1964) 21766

Monte Carlo solution for characteristics of
highly rarefied ionized gas flowing
through channel with transverse mag-
netic field (1964) 21768

Perlmutter, Nathaniel M.:
availability of fresh ground water, Montauk

Point area, Suffolk County, Long Island,

N.Y (1963) 14031
correlation and Foraminifera of Monmouth

Group, Upper Cretaceous, Long Island,

N.Y (1965) 9270
geology and ground-water conditions in

southern Nassau and southeastern
Queens Counties, Long Island, N.Y
(1963) 12234

ground-water geology and hydrology of
Maynard area. Mass (1963) 2354

Permafrost:
bibliographies with abstracts (1961) 10567;

(1962) 9559, 17423; (1964) 8511, 19652;
(1965) 18022

cumulative index (1964) 15866
discontinuous, ground-water occurrence in

Fairbanks area, Alaska (1963) 8344
pedo-ecological investigations, Barrow,

Alaska (1965) 10772
propagation of ground radio waves, specific

features (1965) 18309
quantitative data from patterned ground

site (1965) 9059
regions, ground water, annotated bibliogra-

phy (1965) 12556
relationship between 4 ground patterns,

structure of active layer, type and dis-

tribution of ice near Thule, Greenland
(1962) 15515

research, selections from Merzlotnye is-

sldovaniya (1964) 5015
seismic refraction soundings near Thule,

Greenland, applicability (1962) 9555
tunnel, Camp Tuto, Greenland (1961) 9067

tunneling in Tuto area, Greenland (1964)
10487

Permanent International Association of Navi-
gation (Congresses, annual meetings,
appropriation funds, increase, report
(1965) 8952

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations,
see Government Operations Committee,
Senate.

Permanent Technical Committee on Ports,
Organization of American States, wel-

coming inaugural session (remarks)
(1961) 17615

Permanente Creek, streamflow regimen, effect

of urban growth, Santa Clara County,
Calif (1964) 18139

Permeability:
cladding materials to inert gases (1961) 8392

film, requirements for storage of apples

(1962) 4532
gas-oil and water-oil systems, studies (1962)

16004
graphite to gases at high temperatures,

process for reducing (1963) 14960
high, semiconductors permit close-tolerance

soldering (1965) 9676
rapid determination in porous rock (1963)

1238
vasodilators effect on capillary permeabili-

ty, Hungary (1962) 7876
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Permeability—Continued
water-depth, computing by head loss tests,

Communist Chinese study (1962) 2629
weathered crystalline rocks, Georgia Nucle-

ar Laboratory, Dawson County, Ga
(1964) 8753

Permian Ck)rporation, accident (1961) 20888
Permian period:

early, vertebrates from Cutler formation of
Placerville area, Colo (1965) 16323

floras, analysis of succession (1964) 8771
fossils, determinative studies (1965) 19670
geology of rocks in western phosphate field

(series) (1964) 2420, 15946
lower, rocks of west and central Texas (se-

ries) (1963) 19309
rocks in Kansas, stratigraphy and paleon-

tology (1963) 8334
stratigraphy, areas between Brazos and

Colorado Rivers, north-central Texas
(series) (1961) 704, 19410

title page and contents (1963) 10277
stratigraphy of outcropping rocks in north-

eastern Arizona and adjacent areas
(1962) 630

Wyoming, western, physical stratigraphy
and mineral resources (1964) 2420

see aiso Phosphoria formation.
Permits, see Building—aiso classes of persons

to whom, or subjects for which, permits
are issued.

Permselective membranes, see Membranes.
Perotti, Enzo (Enzio):

relief (1965) 17505
Peroxides:

cerebral lipid, effect of oxygen-rich atmos-
pheres on (1963) 9106

compounds, chemistry of, USSR studies

(1965) 1096
Perpetual energy (1962) 14246
Perphenazine, psychiatric practice, Hungarian

study (1962) 3150
Perreault, John 0.:

personnel management, developing good
employees (1965) 18753

success and failure factors in small business
(1964) 16855

why and what of bookkeeping (1965) 20061
Perregaux, Algeria, economy of district (1963)

12328
Perrella, Vera C:
employment of high school graudates and

dropouts in 1963 (1964) 14709
marital and family characteristics of work-

ers (1964) 11297
out-of-school youth, Feb. 1963 (1965) 5061

Perrigo, William S., relief (1965) 15554, 17805,
19065

Perros, (Ileorge P., papers of United States
Senate relating to presidential nomina-
tions, 1789-1901 (1964) 21781

Perry, Barbour L.:

computation of effective display sensitivity
in aircraft landing (1965) 13121

method of synthesizing higher order func-
tions (1963) 11171

rainbow optical landing aid (1965) 13176
Perry, R.E., flotation of northeast Birming-

ham, Ala., hematite ores (1963) 3081
Perry, Reginald, apprenticeship, past and

present (1965) 135
Perry County, Ky., coal carbonizing proper-

ties (1962) 6246
Perry Dam and Reservoir, designate Ozawkie

Dam, etc., hearing (1964) 21211
Perry Land, Greenland, Arctic ice-free land

sites, evaluation (1962) 4543

Perry Sesquicentennial Committee, Inc.,

Treasury Dept. to supply and sell com-
memorative medals, reports (1963)

13751, 18850
Perry's Victory and International Peace Me-

morial National Monument, general in-

formation (1963) 18209; (1965) 18640
Persecution:

antireligious activities in Soviet Union and
in Eastern Europe, report (1965) 13881

religious, in Soviet Russia, expressing sense

of Congress against, report (1965) 10642

Pershing, John J.:

and anatomy of leadership (1963) 13194
commemorative stamp

dedication (remarks) (1962) 1757
poster (1961) 21296

trophy, NGB, announcement of winners,

pamphlets (1964) 21788; (1965) 16748

Pershing County, Nev., ground water re-

sources (1961) 14973
Pershing Hall, transfer control to Administra-

tor of Veterans' Affairs, report (1964)

363
Persian clover, legume for the South (1961) 86

Persian Gulf:

lights and fog signals, lists (1963) 9259,

19989; (1964) 9674, 16779, 21813; (1965)

5290, 9810, 18651
sailing directions (1961) 2063
changes (1962) 661; (1963) 12937; (1965)

8190
temperature-salinity characteristics, sum-

mary (1965) 5281
Persian Gulf States, economy, basic data

(1961) 9181
Persian language, transliteration (1963) 18054

Persimmons, production, use, value, by States

(1961) 11619; (1962) 16180; (1963) 16615;

(1964) 15129
Person, Philip H., jr., processing guide for

mental hospitals (1964) 11450
Personal affairs:

food caterer's ideas on personal welfare and
ideological discipline. Communist China
study (1963) 2852

PACAF basic bibliographies (1962) 10902;

(1963) 5880
your personal affairs, DOD pamphlet (1964)

4275

Personal aircraft inspection handbook (1965)

625
Personal and family survival, civil defense

adult education course student manual
(1963) 11656

Personal hygiene, see Hygiene.

Personal income, key to small-area market
analysis (1962) 2160

Personal preparedness in nuclear age (1961)

5514, 6893,; (1963) 9110

Personal property:
agricultural use, taxation (1962) 21609
brought into U.S. under (Jovt. orders, exemp-

tion from duty, extend

—

laws (1962) 23190; (1964) 13873
reports (1962) 15217, 15416, 21077; (1964)

8349, 12239
business of leasing by banks, prohibit, hear-

ings (1964) 10302
Defense Department utilization and market-

ing handbook (1964) 12301, 21253-254
excess, in foreign assistance program, inef-

fective utilization, International Devel-
opment Agency, State Dept., GAO report
(1965) 7774
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Personal property—Continued
Federal surplus

—

acquisition for health, educational, and
civil defense purposes (1962) 9754; (1963)
6570

for public airport purposes (1963) 482
Government-owned in U.S., territories, etc.,

inventory reports (1961) 20576; (1962)
11455; (1963) 5959-60

lost, abandoned, or unclaimed, disposition

—

by Defense and Treasury Depts.

—

law (1965) 15491
reports (1965) 17830, 13888

clarify law

—

law (1962) 20866
reports (1962) 17245, 19109

seized, tax disposition, regulations (1964)
4845

servicemen, tax immunity provisions, broad-
en application

—

law (1962) 23171
reports (1962) 17020. 21461

shipping information, Air Force pamphlet
(1961) 3733

surplus

—

classes sold by Defense Dept (1964) 6538;
(1965) 2049

donable, for educational and public health
purposes in Missouri, deficiencies in
administration by Health, Education,
and Welfare Dept., GAO report (1965)
16297

donate to educational activities of special
interest to Defense Dept, hearing (1962)
19180

donate to educational institutions, hearing
(1962) 19181

how to buy from Defense Dept (1961) 5916;
(1962) 9513; (1963) 10040; (1964) 15831

use of State distribution agencies, clarify
law

—

law (1961) 14094
reports (1961) 8964, 12247

utilization at selected installations of
General Services Administration and
other Federal agencies, GAO review
(1963) 595

utilization within Defense Department,
GAO review (1962) 19559

tax on selected motor vehicles, studies (1961)
1452; (1964) 7715

errata (1961) 6514

United States excess in Canada, disposal,
agreement (1961) 21406

Veterans' Administration, revolving supply
fund, use for repair and reclamation

—

law (1961) 18705
reports (1961) 14422, 17053

Personality:
Air Force OflRcers

—

peer nominations, develop self-report tests
to measure factors (1962) 1969

peer ratings as predictors of disciplinary
problems (1963) 4462

traits, similarity of factors underlying
peer ratings of socially acceptable, so-

cially unacceptable, and bipolar form
(1962) 1970

Army helicopter pilot trainees, constructs,
development of experimental selectors
(1961) 20254

assessment, response contamination prob-
lems (1961) 17956

children, research programs, studies in prog-
ress (1961) 10088

communism and overall development, USSR
study (1961) 15498

creative, etiology and development (1965)
19555

Personality—Continued
development, of people engaged in mental

work, USSR study (1964) 10780
personality

—

and cognitive variables, predicting deci-
sion making behavior (1965) 5546

and economic sciences, USSR study (1962)
23659

and neuroses, USSR study (1963) 12486
and success, small business managers,
evaluation (1965) 6900

psychometric-clinical approach to personnel
selection for counterinsurgency duty
(1965) 1799

recurrent factors based on trait ratings
(1962) 94

sensory .deprivation and pain relationships
for space travel, study (1963) 18166

tests, validation as measures of trait-rating
factors (1962) 22961

traits and effectiveness reports, Air Force
Academy cadets, relationship between
ratings (1961) 20330

trend, question of experimental investiga-
tion, USSR study (1963) 12444

Personnel administration, see Administrative
management.

Personnel, see Social workers.
Personnel Bureau, Post Office Dept., nomina-

tion of Richard J. Murphy, hearing
(1961) 5901

Personnel development, see Administrative
management.

Personnel management, see Administrative
management.

Personnel management series (1961) 323;
(1963) 15116; (1965) 327-328

Personnel manual, see Civil service.

Personnel methods series (1961) 5530, 16506;
(1962) 327, 2266, 11205, 16612; (1963)
190, 18735; (1964) 17139

Personnel monitoring systems, Czechoslovakia
(1962) 7843

Personnel offices, Veterans Administration,
additional field stations, potential sav-
ings by consolidation, GAO review (1965)
4837

Personnel records:
Army National Guard, personnel accounting,

reports (1965) 13069
Federal agencies, FPM supp (1961) 10106

Personnel research, see Ability.

Personnel Research Branch:
research pbulications, 1960, abstracts (1961)

1587A
technical research notes (1961) 2, 1587-87A

Personnel Research Laboratory:
personnel research reports, abstracts (1963)

5882-83, 7624; (1964) 7993; (1965) 4196
technical documentary reports (1962) 12948,

16329-330, 20447-450, 22961; (1963)
63-67, 1772-73, 4401-7, 5882-83, 7622-26,
9622-26, 11512, 13213, 16783-787,
18493-496; (1964) 4256, 7993-94, 9983-85,
11802-803, 13633-635, 15232-235, 17002,
19161-164, 20970-971

technical reports (1965) 1797-99, 4194-96,
5554, 7097-98, 8486-87, 11881-883, 13428,
15220, 18910-913

Personnel restraint systems study

—

basic concepts (1963) 11349
UH-IA and UH-IB Bell Iroquois helicop-

ters (1965) 1684-85
Personnel services in education:

pupil personnel service programs, organiza-
tion and administration (1962) 462-463

pupils problems (1964) 5450
school, physical facilities for guidance serv-

ices (1964) 8489
see also Counselors.
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Personnel shelters and protective construction
(1962) 8754

Personnel workers:
employment outlook (1962) 8390; (1964) 9404
officers, position classifiers, etc., examina-

tion announcements (1961) 12001; (1963)
15102

1 & C, Navy training course (1961) 17759
personnelman 3 & 2, Navy training courses

(1965) 9816
preparation for school and college work,

programs, etc., 1963-64 (1963) 13854
summer course offerings, etc (1961) 12576
Veterans Administration, inclusion of volun-

teer workers in determining allowable
number to defeat intent of appropria-
tion act limitations, GAO report (1964)
10607

Persons under supervision of Federal proba-
tion system, fiscal vear reports (1964)
13556; (1965) 8383

Perspectives in materials research (1963)
11151

Perspiration:
comparison of mineral excretion (calcium

and iodine) in arm and total body sweat
(1964) 19223

excretion of

—

lipid and lipid substances in human sweat
(1964) 8045

minerals and relation to mineral balance,
etc (1963) 1813

nitrogen in relation to balance, environ-
ment and physical activity (1963) 1812

measurement of physiologic evaporative
water loss (1964) 13727

trace mineral losses in sweat (1964) 19224
PERT, see Program evaluation and review

technique.
Perth Amboy, N.J.:

beach erosion control study, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1965) 12414
document edition (1965) 12055

Perturbation theory:
application to obtain uniformly valid per-

turbation expansion of temperature dis-

tribution in spinning spherical thin shell
in solar flux (1965) 11409

guidance perturbations for low-thrust Mars
orbiter mission using Snap-8, analysis
(1963) 1278

Hansen's theory as applied to motion of ar-
tificial satellites (1961) 1302

long period effects of ellipticity of earth's
equator on motion of artificial satellites
(1962) 14467

motion of earth satellites due to oblateness
of earth (1961) 1322

orbits of artificial satellites due to air re-

sistance (1961) 1323
osculating elements derived from modified

Hansen's theory for motion of artificial
satellite (1961) 4907

singular problems, application to viscous
flow over flat plate (1963) 14572

Perturbations:
celestial bodies, simultaneous computation

of secular and resonance effects (1964)
13223

first order oblateness effects in orbital path
of artificial earth satellite and naval
space surveillance system (1965) 9826

moon, influence of form on its motion, USSR
study (1964) 6996

planetary

—

computation (1963) 16394
comparison of components, computation

(1965) 11503

Perturbation theory—Continued
modification of Hill's method (1964) 14897

position vectors of planetary system (1965)
6740

rocket pump inlet, suppressed by compensat-
ing-bellows device (1964) 16714

second-order, angle techniques for accurate-
ly simulating sighting problems of space
sextant (1965) 11500

2d-order solution of artificial satellite theo-
ry without air drag (1964) 20576

secular, Halphen's method applicable to long
range effects in motions of celestial bod-
ies (1964) 9618, 14902

solar radiation pressure influence on orbital
eccentricity of gravity-gradient-oriented
lenticular satellite (1965) 8102

see aiso Three-body-problems.
Peru:

agricultural commodities agreements (1962)
14630, 20329; (1963) 21132; (1964) 11628

aid operations of U.S.

—

hearings (1961) 14474
report (1961) 14355

alliance for progress, United States activi-
ties (1962) 9420

print as document, report (1962) 9436
amateur alien radio operators, authoriza-

tion to operate, agreement (1965) 20100
background notes (1965) 6921
Communists and military junta (1963) 2833
cotton industry (1961) 20755
Cuzco-Anta-Urubama area, geology (1965)

17127
defense, furnishing of articles and services,

agreement (1963) 9420
economic developments, 1960 (1961) 9180;

(1963) 8413
economy, basic data (1965) 15381

education (1965) 2097
commission for educational exchange and

financing programs, agreement (1965)
20098

financing exchange programs, agreement
(1962) 18499

establishing business (1963) 2421

fish meal and oil report, 1963 (1964) 19730

fishing industry, major developments,
1960-62 (1963) 554

Foreign Service personnel of U.S. and Peru-
vian diplomats in U.S., free entry privi-

leges, agreement (1961) 11587
foreign trade

—

1958-60 report (1962) 730
regulations (1964) 21074

gas appliances, household and commercial,
U.S. market (1963) 18622

import tariff system (1963) 6600

Indians, native to high altitude, thermal and
metabolic responses to cold (1963) 18478

labor

—

conditions (1965) 7993
etc (1964) 11274
problems (1963) 2588, 2628

living conditions (1962) 11939
loan of vessels

—

agreements (1961) 1534, 11611
extension, agreement (1965) 18788

manufacturing industries (1965) 17283-284
market

—

factors (1964) 18173
U.S. products (1961) 18444
U.S. telecommunication equipment (1961)
20391

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter
(1965) 12904

naval training and Air Force missions,
agreement (1965) 8324
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Peru—Continued
Peace Corps program, agrreement (1963)

11312
petroleum resources and uranium possibili-

ties, Pucallpa region, Loreto Depart-
ment (1963) 14998

plant quarantine import requirements (1964)

9925
southern, reconnaissance (1963) 9685
study mission report (1963) 9863
surplus agricultural commodities, agree-

ments (1961) 6576, 11596, 20207
trade, interim agreement relating to GATT

(1962) 20300
trade mission report (1965) 18264
uranium (1964) 21014
uranium reconnaissance

—

Ayabaca and Huancabamba provinces

(1962) 14874
Ayacucho Basin (1962) 14877
Chota and Hualgayoc provinces (1962)

14876
coast from Lima to Talara (1963) 14997
Cuzco-Anta area (1963) 11581
Cuzco-Ayaviri region (1962) 14871

Dos de Mayo Province (1962) 14873
Iquitos area, Loreto Dept (1963) 14999
Islay Province, Peru (1962) 14878
Moquegua-Ilo area (1962) 14875
Olmos district (1962) 14872

Sayapullo Mine area, Cajamarca Depart-
ment (1963) 16854

U.S. reciprocal negotiations, concessions

obtained and granted (1962) 8662
weather stations, cooperative meteorological

program, agreement (1964) 20833
west-central, uranium, reconnaissance (1965)

1850
Peru, Ind., ground-water geology and hydrolo-

gy of Bunker Hill Air Force Base and
vicinity (1963) 19323

Perus area, Brazil, reconnaissance for urani-

um (1964) 17058
Pervomayskiy Rayon of Moscow (1963) 7028
Pest, see Plague.
Pesticide Chemicals Research Branch, publica-

tions, lists (1961) 5231; (1962) 8790-91

Pesticides:
aerial spraying, etc. by Forest Service, val-

ue, safeguards, etc (1963) 16755
agricultural use, developments (1965) 6518
Agriculture Department basic documents

relating to use, hearings (1965) 6050
analysis methods, USSR, survey on current

status (1965) 18288
chemical

—

control of plant-parasitic nematodes
(1965) 16956

plant protection agents research in China
(1961) 911

summary of registered agricultural uses

(1961) 5242; (1965) 4099
supplements (1961) 8285, 16083; (1962)

1914, 12830, 18617; (1963) 1663, 13161;

(1964) 19, 9927
chemicals for agriculture, research achieve-

ments (talk) (1962) 8788
chlorinated hydrocarbon, identification, etc.,

in surface waters (1964) 20758
chlorinated organic, identification and meas-

urement in water by electron-capture

gas chromatography (1965) 16331
consultation with Fish and Wildlife Service,

etc., before Federal programs, hearings

(1963) 15324; (1965) 4597
current research program. Agricultural

Research Service, hearings (1965) 6050
departmental activities relating to use,

hearings (1965) 6050

Pesticides—Continued
determination in plant and animal tissues,

etc., USSR study (1965) 16384
documentation bulletin, index to literature

on pest control (periodical) (1965) 8135
ecological implications to man of use of

chemicals (paper) (1964) 7692
economic poisons

—

emergency information for treating poi-

soning, clinical handbook (1963) 16493
labeling and registration
hearings (1963) 18917, 19041
law (1964) 12000
report (1963) 19034; (1964) 4480

effects of chemicals on

—

earthworms (1964) 8624
fish and wildlife, investigations, and re-

search findings (1962) 15584; (1965)
18118

molluscan shellfish, hearings (1964) 405
empty containers and surplus pesticides,

d"isposal (1965) 1755
farmers' checklist for pesticide safety (1964)

15219
Federal Pest Control Review Board, activi-

ties (address) (1962) 23603
general information (1963) 20100
identifying, current status of methods,

USSR survey (1965) 16526
in agriculture, USSR study (1965) 6453
industry, mineral fillers for California (1965)

9571
injurious effect on fish and wildlife, prevent

or minimize

—

hearings (1965) 17720
report (1964) 10216

interagency coordination in environmental
hazards, hearings (1964) 6510, 17878;
(1965) 6050, 17928, 19499

print additional copies, report (1964)

15689, 17511
intoxication, clinical picture and therapy,

USSR study (1963) 17669
laws and regulations, administration, hear-

ing (1964) 13986
minimize injurious effects, hearings (1963)

15324; (1965) 4597
new, USSR study (1964) 12618

particle-size distributions in Brownian mo-
tion (1964) 14

pesticide-wildlife studies

—

annotated list (1965) 12458
review of Fish and Wildlife Service inves-

tigations (1963) 17447; (1964) 2337;

(1965) 602
problem, residue in milk (paper) (1961) 4189

protection against insect pests, entomologi-
cal contributions to human welfare (pa-

per) (1961) 5229
protection, respiratory devices (1964) 15194

registered agricultural chemicals, summary
of uses supplement (1965) 10037

registration, prelude to safe use (address)

(1961) 8279
research for protection of fish and wildlife,

increase authorization

—

hearing (1965) 4597
law (1965) 17425
reports (1964) 12216; (1965) 8957, 17624

residues, facts for consumers (1963) 20691;
(1965) 628

food products, double isotope derivative
dilution analyses (1964) 5974

in meat and milk, research report (1961)

1608
removal from foods, application of radio-

chemistry techniques in food process-

ing research (1964) 19243; (1965) 15252
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Pesticides—Continued
respiratory devices for protection against

pesticides (1962) 20383; (1963) 9538
safe use in home and garden (1964) 11777
situation (1961) 13766; (1962) 16272; (1963)

16725; (1964) 16941; (1965) 16952
toxic hazards in aerial application (1962)

16421
use

—

coordination of activities, hearings (1965)
19499

implementing recommendations of Presi-

dent's Science Advisory Committee,
hearings (1965) 19499

report of President's Science Advisory
(Committee (1963) 11210

wildlife, review, Bureau of Sport Fisheries
and Wildlife (1961) 1997

World Health Organization, irvformation
circulars and miscellaneous articles,

hearings (1965) 6050
your home & safe use, facts about pest con-

trol (1965) 14446, 16961

agricultural, control, USSR study (1964)
10919

agricultural plants, predicting appearance
of, intrabloc, problem (1961) 7566

aquatic, on irrigation systems, identification

guide (1965) 18739
biologic control, Rumanian study (1964) 1036

citrus, burrowing nematode (1963) 18442
control

—

against fettered death, Czechoslovakian
study (1963) 895

all-Union conferences (1962) 10195
engineered performance standards hand-
book (1961) 6620
change (1961) 17884
formulas (1963) 11421
handbook (1963) 11422

facts (1965) 11013, 14446, 16961
house plants (1965) 16969
plant, cooperative programs, western re-

gion, 1961 (1963) 7552
Soviet conferences and studies (1962) 5903

Soviet Union (1962) 9872
sterility concept, atomic radiation (1965)

11832
food crop, hygienic data on application of

toxic chemicals for combating, USSR
study (1962) 5654

forest, conditions in California, 1959 (1961)
654

forest pest control act, accomplishments in
national forests of Nevada, Idaho, Utah
and Wyoming, 1961 (1963) 10230

forest pest leaflets (1961) 2037, 7480,
9215-16, 14925, 17290-293, 19354-356;
(1962) 597-599, 2508, 5232, 11848, 19541,
21796-799; (1963) 4981, 8293, 10210,
15551-552, 17472; (1964) 767, 12433-434,
14298-300, 15936, 18043-45, 21324; (1965)
637-638, 2161-62, 4788, 9170, 10910-911,
14355-356, 16239

household, controlling (1964) 7922

insect, use of diseases to kill plant pests,
research progress report (1961) 20265

intercepted plant pests, hsts (1962) 8789;
(1963) 9548; (1964) 7899; (1965) 11823

livestock pest control urged, USSR (1964)
7141

plant

—

chemical protection agents research in
China (1961) 911

control, scientific research (1962) 1948
intercepted pests, list (1961) 11685
interstate shipment of plant materials and
regulatory problems (talk) (1961) 3687

Do not order from index; see indicated entry

Pests—Continued
plant—Continued
measures taken in control, USSR (1962)
17784

pest carriers, requirements for interstate
movement, guide (1963) 5802

protection (USSR periodical), articles

(1962) 15858
quarantines prevent spread of plant pests

(1965) 13405
stored grain, descriptions (1962) 12842;

(1965) 11838
USSR-
Kiev conference on chemicals for plants

(1962) 6050
Kishinev conference on new control ma-
chinery (1962) 6049

watch for new plant pests (series) (1963)
14884-887; (1965) 15202-205

see also Insects

—

also names of individual
pests.

Petak, L.P., resonance testing in determina-
tion of fixed base natural frequencies of
shipboard equipment (1965) 9830

Petaluma, Calif., census of housing, 1960, city
blocks (1961) 18197

Peterka, A. J., hydraulic design of stilling ba-
sins, etc (1964) 9743

Peterkin, Betty, food purchasing guide for
group feeding (1965) 13381

Petermann, Fernando B.:

electric furnace smelting

—

high-iron manganiferous materials for
producing ferromanganese (1963) 10958

offgrade manganese ores, etc (1963) 3078
Peters, Frank A.:

methods for producing alumina from clay
(1963) 10962

evaluation of hydrochloric acid processes
(1963) 3091

evaluation of 2 ammonium alum processes
(1965) 5085

potassium alum process (1963) 19862
Peters, George H., relief (1962) 16849
Peters, Harry T., lithography collection, Vic-

torian American exhibit (1961) 9750
Peters, J., sensory deprivation, pain and per-

sonality relationships for space travel
(1963) 18166

Peters, J. M., collection and analysis proce-
dures for physiological data, methodolo-
gy and apparatus (1965) 14946

Peters, John A., improving quality of whiting
(1965) 598

Peters, Roger W., effect of resin composition
and fillers on performance of molded
charring ablator (1964) 3017

Peters, Stephen, see Duncan-Peters, Stephen.
Petersburg, Alaska:
geology of waterpower sites (1962) 11885
waterpower resources (1962) 7474

Petersburg National Battlefield:

designation

—

law (1962) 20819
reports (1962) 21025, 21370

general information (1963) 11121; (1965)
8174

Petersburg National Military Park:
change name and provide for acquisition of

portion of Five Forks Battlefield, Va.

—

law (1962) 20819
reports (1962) 21025, 21370
general information (1961) 4983

Petersen, Robert P., development of isotope
techniques for relocation of land monu-
ments (1964) 19253

Peterson, Clarence E.:

civil and highway technology, determining
courses of study for vocational educa-
tion (1963) 6346
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Peterson, Clarence E.—Continued

electronic data processing in engineering,
science, and business, etc (1964) 8481

job descriptions, etc., for electrical and elec-

tronic technologies (1964) 10466
Peterson, Donald C, evaluation of UH-ID

equipped with XM-6E2 armament kit

(1964) 13620
Peterson, E. C:
calcium and calcium compounds (1965) 12818

fluorspar and cryolite (1965) 18432
strontium (1965) 14720

Peterson, Elsther:

addresses (1963) 9022-24, 9515, 14433, 18018;
(1964) 16817, 20732, 21927

nomination, hearing (1961) 4123
Peterson, H.B.:
combination runway foaming-tanker vehicle

for fire fighting (1963) 18238
discharge characteristics of potassium bi-

carbonate dry chemical fire fighting

agents from cartridge and stored pres-

sure extinguishers (1963) 16460
vacuum pneumatic process for filling large

dry chemical fire extinguishers (1963)

18253; (1965) 13128
Peterson, H.E., methods for analyzing tung-

sten ores and concentrates (1963) 3102
Peterson, H. V., hydrology of small water-

sheds in Western States (1963) 2352
Peterson, J.W.:
atmospheric measurements over Kwajalein

using falling spheres (1965) 9617
measurement of upper-air density and tem-

perature by 2 radar-tracked falling
spheres (1964) 9533

Peterson, James P.:

buckling strength of pressurized cylinders,
errata (1963) 5567

structural behavior and buckling strength
of honeycomb sandwich cylinders sub-
jected to bending (1965) 14848

Peterson, John B., jr., comparison of results
for compressible turbulent boundary-
layer skin friction, with zero pressure
gradient (1963) 9187

Peterson, John J., fatigue behavior of AM-350
stainless steel (1964) 13139

Peterson, Maurice J.

semiquantitative spectrochemical method
for analysis of coal ash (1964) 16645

spectrochemical determination of beryllium
in mineral beneficiation products (1963)
3090

Peterson, Mendel:
historic and scientific displays in naval

ships and stations (1965) 1532
history under sea, handbook for underwater

exploration (1965) 9916
Peterson, N.P., geologv of Pinal Ranch quad-

rangle, Ariz (1963) 15603
Peterson, Paul Q.:

health manpower source books

—

medical specialists (1963) 1407
pharmacists (1963) 11236

Peterson, Roger S.:

comandra blister rust in central Rocky
Mountains (1963) 6515

effects of broom rusts on spruce and fir

(1964) 8675
fir broom rust (1964) 15936

Peterson, Stephen M.:

contested election, dismissal, etc (1965)
17473

report (1965) 17672
Peterson, Victor L.:

determining planetary atmosphere structure
from measured accelerations of entry
vehicle (1965) 6720

Peterson, Victor L.—Continued
equations for isentropic and plane shock

flows of mixtures of undissociated plane-
tary gases (1965) 8131

errors associated with determination of
planetary atmosphere structure from
measured accelerations of entry vehicle
(1965) 14859

Peterson, Warren L., geology of Platte (bounty
quadrangle, Colo (1964) 12507

Peterson, William P., tables of flow properties
of thermally perfect carbon dioxide and
nitrogen mixtures (1964) 11361

Petit Caillou Bayou:
flood control survey, etc., engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2178
document edition (1963) 2006

Petkof, Benjamin:
diatomite (1964) 14734; (1965) 12821-822
gem stones (1964) 20474; (1965) 9562, 18433
mica (1964) 20486; (1965) 9579, 18438
quartz crystal (1965) 9584

electronic-grade (1963) 16329; (1965) 12944

Petrasek, Donald W.:
alloying effects on tungsten-fiber-reinforced

copper-alloy or high-temperature-alloy
matrix composites, alloying effects

(1963) 19907
elevated-temperature tensile properties of

alloyed tungsten fiber composites (1965)

19942
Petrash, Donald A.:

effect of acceleration disturbances encoun-
tered in MA-7 spacecraft on liquid vapor
interface, etc (1963) 3152

effect of surface energy on liquid-vapor in-

terface configuration during weightless-

ness (1963) 5590
liquid-vapor interface configuration during

weightlessness (1963) 21004
Petree, Ben, construction of calorimeters for

measurement of absorbed dose (1963)

1334
Petrified Forest National Monument, informa-

tion folder (1961) 6448
Petrified Forest National Park, general infor-

mation (1963) 9245
Petrified forests, Yellowstone National Park

(1964) 18832
Petrified wood:

exclude from operation of mining laws

—

law (1962) 20888
reports (1962) 16990, 21383

Petri, L.R., water resources of Wichita area,

Kans (1964) 10650
Petrocelli, A.W., synthesis etc., of low molecu-

lar weight ozonides for air revitaliza-

tion purposes (1965) 1399
Petrochemicals:

enterprises engaged in organic synthesis,

effectiveness of biological methods of

purifying industrial sewage, USSR
study (1964) 7058

Soviet developments (1962) 23641

Petrochemistry and bedrock geology of Fitch-

ville quadrangle. Conn (1964) 18109

Petrogenesis, see Rocks.

Petrographic and engineering properties of

loess (1961) 6517

Petrography, see Rocks—aiso names of rocks.

Petroleum:
agreement with Korea, Republic (1964)

18977
applicability of gas chromatographic analy-

sis in thermal oil-recovery tests (1965)

11392
Arab, political and economic aspects of oil

battle, translation (1964) 18436
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Petroleum—Continued
Azerbaydzhan oil producers and technical

progress, USSR study (1962) 1371
base chemicals, etc.. Federal supply catalog

(1962) 15463
boundary lubrications of four oils 1000° F,

with entrained gases and halogen addi-

tive (1965) 6735
Brazilian Petroleum Company, annual re-

port, 1962 (1963) 15709
brines from fields in east Texas, chemical

analyses, etc (1964) 11328
bulk stations and terminals, census of busi-

ness, wholesale trade (1961) 18125;
(1963) 16877

bulk storage tanks, railway tank cars, and
tank trucks, cleaning (1964) 8043

bulk unloadings, deficiencies in customs con-
trol. Customs Bureau, Treasury Dept.,

GAO report (1964) 10595
California oil well scales, instrumental tech-

• niques for rapid analysis (1965) 6609
characteristics of oils found in Powder Riv-

er Basin (1961) 13445
China (1961) 20895; (1963) 814
coke on west coast of United States, produc-

tion, etc (1965) 9570
Communist Clhina

—

chemistry and technology, status (1961)
10729

industry (1962) 10278
constituents and related compounds, thermo-

dynamics, bibliography (1961) 21168
contributions of R. Gwin Follis to industry

(remarks) (1965) 7819
core tests and test wells, exploration, etc.,

Barrow area, Alaska (1961) 17331
crude oil

—

and products

—

annual summary (1962) 1602
minerals yearbook chapter (1962) 1601

and refined products pipeline mileage in

U.S (1962) 20074
Louisiana and Texas Gulf Coast area,

analysis (1963) 16337
market demand forecast, monthly (1961)

3448; (1962) 3875; (1963) 4017; (1964)
3848; (1965) 3765

petition for adjustment assistance by
Danaho Refining Co (1964) 18994

plain facts about oil (1962) 20229
stocks reports, weekly (1961) 3480; (1962)

4437; (1963) 3572; (1964) 3387
trace metals, quantitative determination
by X-ray spectrography (1962) 20104

uranium and other metals distribution and
methods of analysis (1961) 9252

wetting tendencies, measuring by capillar-
imetric method (1961) 7944

crude petroleum

—

and products

—

final summary (1963) 1199; (1964) 1400
minerals yearbook, chapters (1962)
22472; (1963) 20943; (1965) 1323

monthly statement (1961) 3444; (1962)
3732; (1963) 4018; (1964) 3849; (1965)
3766

census of minerals, 1958, industry report
(1961) 5478

production, wage structure (1961) 11336
defense procurement program, Attorney

General's report (1961) 7266
distribution by administrative districts

(1961) 3338, 15008
drilling, etc., expenses, deduction for income

tax purposes, extend option time, report
(1962) 21505

effect of additives on cricondenbar and other
phase-boundary pressures (1962) 8470

Petroleum—Continued
effect of growth substance on growth, devel-

opment, etc., of plants and potato yield,

USSR study (1964) 8851
exploration, development, and dry hole

maps, lists (1962) 632; (1965) 4868
exploratory well in Azerbaydzhan, USSR

study (1964) 5344
extractive industries

—

determination of ratio of capital invest-
ments, USSR study (1962) 2883

of Rumania, research results (1964) 21502
fertilizers of petroleum origin, USSR study

(1964) 16026
fractions, extraction of sulfides by conver-

sion to sulfonium salts (1964) 13134
gas fields, all-Union C3onference, USSR

(1962) 5812
gas-oil and water-oil systems, relative

permeability, studies (1962) 16004
geophysical prospecting, in Soviet Union

(1965) 2728
growth stimulation factors from, USSR

studies (1964) 16207
handling equipment and operations, techni-

cal manual (1965) 17046
high-sulfur crude oils, Eastern and Western

Hemisphere, hydrocarbon-type relation-

ships (1964) 21712
highways and petroleum, twin factors in

progress (remarks) (1963) 9367
hydraulic fracture treatment in Glade and

Clarendon oil reservoirs, Warren Coun-
ty, Pa (1964) 14753

hydraulic fracturing in Oklahoma waterflood
wells (1961) 6284

hydrorefining coal-oils to fuels for superson-
ic aircraft (1965) 16592

impact allocations, impact on small business
refiners, hearings (1965) 447

importation, effect on employment in U.S.,

advice regarding, hearing (1965) 17701
imports and exports, impact on American

employment, hearings (1962) 7087
imports, small business problems

—

hearings (1962) 9410
print additional copies, report (1962)

15210, 15409
report (1963) 2041

industry

—

chemistry program. East CJermany,
achievements (1962) 7760

civil defense and emergency planning
(1965) 4390

Communist China (1961) 862
distribution problems affecting small busi-

ness, rep6rt (1961) 4041
Indonesia (1961) 1062
injury experience, 1960 (1962) 3290, 18202;

(1963) 20944, (1964) 18663; (1965) 18430
Komi ASSR, prospects (1962) 12256
Kuban, production increase (1962) 1263
of Iran (1964) 7427
offshore deposits in Azerbaydzhan SSR,
comprehensive development (1962) 9977

Rumania (1962) 19678
traumatism control, USSR study (1961)

7601
United States

—

appraisal (1965) 14965
to 1980, expected changes (remarks)

(1965) 18248
Interior Department activities in research,

etc. (remarks) (1965) 11018
International Convention for Prevention of

Pollution of Sea by Oil-
amendments

—

report (1964) 10366
text (1963) 8025
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Petroleum—Continued
International Convention for Prevention of

Pollution of Sea by Oil—Continued

implement

—

hearings (1961) 8980, 20629; (1962) 9399
law (1961) 16595
reports (1961) 14382, 14682; (1962)

21257; (1963) 20540
text (1962) 10676; (1963) 20517

international petroleum quarterly (1964)
16628; (1965) 3525

international trade, monthly inventory
(1961) 3427; (1962) 3959; (1963) 3799;
(1964) 3609; (1965) 3526

interstate compact to conserve, consent of
(Congress to extend

—

hearings (1963) 13659, 19057
law (1963) 17045
reports (1963) 15357, 17110

jobbers, control methods (1962) 1807
laws of world, summary (1961) 7921
lease no. Sacramento 037552-C, reinstate

and validate (1963) 15279; (1964) 1868,
2162

leases

—

agreement with Navajo Tribe of Indians,
approve, reports (1963) 17270, 20485

public records, hearing (1962) 17339
reinstate

—

law (1962) 23222
reports (1962) 16991, 21444

timely payment of rentals, report (1964)
17835

lithology and reservoir properties of Big
Lime, Keener, Big Injun, Weir, and Be-
rea horizons. Spruce Creek oilfield, Rit-

chie County, W. Va (1964) 1444
lubricating oils, anti-wear properties, effect

of composition and natvire of gaseous
media on (1963) 13221

mandatory import control program (1965)
6363

methods of prospecting and survey opera-
tions, USSR, table of contents of book
(1965) 2346

microbiological dewaxing process yielding
protein-vitamin concentrates (1964)
18798

mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)
12940

of USSR (1962) 8061
oil and gas extraction, census of mineral

industries, industry report (1962) 4716
oil basin in West Siberia, USSR book review

(1964) 11105
oil deposits in U.S., potential of nuclear ex-

plosives as stimulant for hydrocarbon
production (1964) 13110

oil district, Los Angeles basin, Calif., intro-

duction (1965) 16322
oil field equipment and machinery industry,

outlook for 1961 and review of 1960
(1961) 3872

oil field services, census of mineral indus-
tries, 1958, industry report (1962) 2171

oil import control program (remarks) (1965)
13207-208

oil import program and problems (remarks)
(1961) 6206

oil in changing world (address) (1965) 20001
oil leases, agreement with Navajo Tribe of

Indians, approve, law (1964) 262
oil pollution in St. Lawrence Seaway, etc.,

cooperative arrangements to reduce

—

hearings (1964) 17663
reports (1964) 10221, 15704

oil producing enterprises, towards method
for determining economic effectiveness
of automating, USSR study (1962) 3050

Petroleum—Continued
oil production by waterflooding in West Vir-

ginia (1961) 4814
oil productive formations

—

Mississippi and Alabama, analysis of
brines (1963) 5493

south Arkansas and north Louisiana,
analyses of brines (1963) 18099

oil recovery from 17 water-injection projects
in Clay, Jack, Montague, and Wise
Counties, Tex (1965) 8021

oil resources, eastern Puente Hills area,
southern California (1964) 10641

oil well scale formation in waterflood opera-
tions using ocean brines, Wilmington,
Calif (1965) 18447

oil wells and facilities, preshot and postshot
safety survey, Salmon event. Project
Dribble (1965) 17142

oilfield equipment and machinery industry,
outlook for 1962 and review of 1961
(1962) 6729 •

oilfield machinery and equipment industry,
review of 1963, outlook for 1964 (1964)
6020

oilfields

—

Cow Run sand and Burning Springs pool,

Wirt County, W. Va., secondary oil re-

covery possibilities (1964) 14745
effectiveness of sodium tripolyphosphate

for improving injection rates of water-
floods (1965) 1374

equipment and machinery industry, out-
look for 1963 and review of 1962 (1963)
4547

Mahoning, Cblumbiana, Carroll, Jefferson,
and Harrison Counties, Ohio (1965) 5078

strata waters, effect of freshening on de-

velopment of halophile sulfate-reducing
bacteria, USSR study (1963) 10383

oilfield waters

—

analysis methods, flame-spectrophotomet-
ric determination of potassium, lithum,
strontium, barium, and manganese
(1962) 20112

analyzing for cesium and rubidium (1965)
14705

chemical analysis and electrical resistivity

of selected California waters (1961) 6298
methods of analyzing (1961) 15753
selenium and tellurium (1964) 14756

modern instrumental analysis (1961) 6299
oil well logging tests on noninvaded thin

beds with shielded electrodes (1961) 9481
Osage Indians mineral reservation, extend

for indefinite period

—

law (1964) 21124
reports (1964) 17571, 17841

paraffin and other blocking agents that in-

terfere with production, bibliography
(1963) 7207

partly depleted oil reservoirs, performance
during gas repressuring and gas cycling
(1961) 9480

petroleum and petroleum-base products,
etc

—

Federal supply catalog (1961) 9011; (1962)
15461-462, 15464, 19411
change bulletin (1962) 21587-590

mycobacteria growth, USSR study (1965)
14553

plain facts about oil (1964) 1532
plants investment and operating costs, bib-

liographies (1962) 18199; (1963) 12831;
(1964) 13109; (1965) 16585

porphyrin aggregates, chromatographic
resolution (1961) 19878

processing in Yugoslavia, development and
problems, translations (1963) 15705

procurement inspection manual (1965) 9016
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Petroleum—Continued
production and refining occupations, employ-

ment outlook (1962) 8391; (1964) 9448
production by waterflooding in West Virgin-

ia (1961) 11380
production operations, miscible-phase, radio-

active tracers, interim report (1965)
4276

production stimulation by nuclear explo-
sives. Project Gnome, samples exposed
(1965) 1846

products

—

and law, how to comply with Federal haz-
ardous substances labeling act (1963)
6473

bibliography (1963) 1869
census of manufactures, 1958, special re-

port (1961) 13894
containers, reinforced concrete stressed

construction, USSR study (1963) 2865
distribution by administration districts

(1962) 3768; (1963) 3607
distribution centers development and re-

construction trends, USSR study (1962)
2882

distribution, exempt from overtime pay
requirements, interpretation (1962)
12782

manufacturers' sales, 1958 census (1961)
18133

mobile tanks, anti-corrosion protection,
USSR study (1963) 6824

Soviet oil, etc., exports, translations
(1964) 11214

supply organization in theaters of opera-
tions, field manual (1962) 22986

surveys (1961) 2510, 4822, 7923-24, 13433,
21190; (1962) 6235, 10447, 16012-13;
(1963) 1228, 5474, 9117, 14504-505,
18088; (1964) 1432, 5479, 9497, 14741,
20495; (1965) 2814, 6594, 9581, 14697,
18443

trace elements in analytical standards
(1962) 22606

wholesale or bulk distribution by enter-
prises, employment exempt from over-
time pay requirements under fair labor
standards act (1963) 1591

progress of East European processing indus-
try (1964) 5278

publications

—

list, 1910-62 inclusive (1964) 21692
price list (1961) 2658; (1962) 20247; (1963)

18280; (1965) 18698
quitclaim U.S. rights to Alaskan homestead-

ers, hearings (1961) 388
recovery

—

by miscible-phase displacement, bibliogra-
phy (1963) 12828

foam-drive process (1962) 1631
in Cooke and Grayson Counties, Tex., ef-

fects of water injection (1963) 9135
increase by using nuclear explosions, fea-

sibility study (1964) 14764
of oil by waterflooding, hydraulic fractur-

ing application (1963) 12827
refining, economic effectiveness of chemical

methods, data (1962) 12077
reservoir oil characteristics

—

Greater Aneth area, Utah, saturation-
pressure variations (1963) 10944

Newcastle sandstone, Greater Clareton
area, Wyo., areal variation (1964) 9507

reservoirs

—

dimensional and inspectional analysis ap-
plication to model study of fluid dis-

placements (1965) 1368
heavy crude oil in U.S., survey (1965) 9573

Petroleum—Continued
resources, Pucallpa region, Loreto Depart-

ment, Peru (1963) 14998
Siberia, tectonics and prospects for produc-

tion of platform regions, USSR study
(1965) 6434

Soviet oil

—

development and export of strategic mate-
rials to, hearings (1963) 2099

in cold war, study (1961) 8994
in East-West trade, hearing (1962) 19394
offensive, problems raised (1962) 15448,

18675
Soviet 7-year plan (1961) 9445
storage

—

excessive interest expense in price negoti-
ated with New England Tank Industries
of New Hampshire, Inc., by Defense
Dept., GAO report (1964) 6765

Grand Forks, N. Dak., excessive prices,

GAO report (1964) 19755
in commercial facilities

—

examination of costs to Government
under Defense Dept. negotiated con-
tracts, GAO review (1963) 6532

Plattsburgh, N.Y., unnecessary expendi-
tures of more than $1 million under De-
fense Dept. contracts, GAO report (1963)
14011
San Francisco, Calif., area, unnecessary
annual expenditures by Air Force and
Navy Depts., GAO report (1963) 15599

tank vehicle operation. Army manual (1965)
17072

Turkey (1961) 9345
underground combustion oil-recovery experi-

ment in Venango First sand (1963) 19875
United States maps, list (1962) 629
United States, producing capacity outlook

(1962) 5295
uranium distribution (1961) 4317
USSR-
accomplishments (1962) 1283
areas, schematic map for prediction (1964)
1327

industries (1962) 10340
deficiencies, USSR study (1964) 887

news (1962) 768
vertical flow of oil and gas mixtures in

small-diameter siphon-type flowstrings
(1965) 18455

voluntary agreements program under de-

fense production act, Attorney General's
report (1961) 7266

water injection in 14 oil reservoirs of north
Louisiana, engineering study (1962) 8468

waterflood, 5-spot 2 phase flow, principles
and computer techniques for calculating
performance (1964) 1433

waterflood water quality, evaluation by fil-

ter methods (1964) 11332
waterflooding

—

developments and pressure maintenance,
Osage County, Okla., oilfields, 1961
(1961) 13438

subsurface saline water sources in north
Texas (1962) 1628

waterflooding projects

—

Allen, Anderson, and Wilson (bounties,
Kans., 1964 (1964) 20480

Butler and Cowley Counties, Kans., 1963
(1963) 12829

waterfloods

—

effectiveness of sodium tripolyphospate
for improving injection rates (1965) 1374

5-spot pattern, methods of predicting per-
formance in stratified reservoirs using
streamlines (1962) 6244
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Petroleum—Continued
waterfloods—Continued

in Wichita County, Tex., performance
(1962) 22517

well drilling machinery and equipment indus-

try trends (1961) 3889; (1963) 150
well drilling operations of drilling trust of

Al' Met'yevsk industry, USSR (1962)
2846

well stimulation and techniques to prevent
formation damage in oil and gas produc-
tion (1964) 21690

west coast oil case, operation and effect of

consent decree

—

hearing (1962) 17134
report (1962) 21155

West Virginia oilfields discovered before
1940 (1963) 7203

Wilmington, Calif, crude oil, identification of

2,2,5-trimethylthiacyclopentane and 2,

2,5,5-tetramethylthiacyclopentane (1963)
14517

world oil prospecting, principal results and
trends (1964) 5199

world statistics (1961) 3481; (1962) 3342,
4455, 16027; (1963) 18114

quarterly (1963) 4316; (1964) 4169; (1965)
4081

see also Fuel oil—Naval petroleum re-

serves—Oil shale—Pipe lines.

Petroleum as fuel, see Fuel oil.

Petroleum County, Mont., geology (1964) 8756
Petroleum engineering:
Hall-Gurney oilfield, Russell (bounty, Kans.,

study (1963) 5476
radioactive inert gases as tracers for petro-

leum reservoir studies (1961) 6296
Soviet and Chinese articles, English ab-

stracts (1962) 3787
velocity of sound in petroleum reservoir

rocks and other mediums, bibliography
(1963) 7205

Petroleum gases, see Gas.
Petroleum Helicopters, Inc., accident (1961)

10093
Petroleum Institute, Groznensk, see Groznensk

Petroleum Institute, USSR.
Petroleum laboratories, laboratory specialist,

MOS evaluation test aid (1962) 10999
Petroleum products, see Petroleum.
Petroleum refineries:

and related industries, census of manufac-
tures, 1958, industry report (1961) 3919

atmospheric emissions, measurement and
control guide (1961) 1431

including cracking and reforming plants in

U.S (1961) 2481, 19858; (1962) 20094;
(1963) 14506; (1964) 14742

industry

—

manpower surveys (1961) 7347
productivity and technological change

(address) (1964) 18644
investment and operating costs, Jan.-Dec.

1960, bibliography (1961) 11379
museum of petroleum refining plant imeni

D.I. Mendeleyev, USSR (1962) 1282
output per man hour, 1919-59, indexes (1962)

6206
small business impact of import allocations,

hearings (1965) 447
streams as prospective reactor coolants,

thermal stabilitv investigations (1961)
1721

Ufa Order of Lenin Oil Refinery, 25th anni-
versary (1964) 8905

and Puerto Rico, Jan. 1, 1965 (1965) 14698
to 1980, expected changes (remarks) (1965)

18248

Petroleum refineries—Continued
USSR, development and location of oil refin-

eries, problems (1963) 19482
water requirements of industry (1964) 813
water utilization and conservation in Cali-

fornia (1965) 18435

Petrology, see Igneous rocks—Rocks.

Petrovskiv, Boris V., USSR Minister of

Health, brief outline (1965) 19765

Petrozavodsk, Leningrad, atherosclerosis au-

topsy data, USSR study (1962) 13979

Petrucci, Enrico, relief (1962) 19232; (1963)

8036, 13411, 13488
Pets

Importation by travelers, regulations (1963)
12034

industry, potential dangers of exotic para-
sites (1962) 14734

Pettee, James C, emergency stockpile require-

ment for processed food (1965) 9050
Pettibone, C.A., control of carbon dioxide con-

tent in air-supported plastic greenhouse
(1964) 7891

Pettibone, Marian H., marine polychaete
worms of New England region (1963)

21040
Pettijohn, F.J., chemical composition of sand-

stones, etc (1963) 2350
Pettinos, George F., Inc., quartzite mining,

processing, and costs of Honey Brook,
Pa. plant (1965) 5076

Petty officers, see Navy.
Petynia, William W., water landings of winged

reentry configuration having outboard
folding wing panels (1963) 10992

Pewe, Troy L., frost heaving of piles, Fair-

banks, Alaska (1963) 10278
Pezelj, Katarina, relief (1963) 15229
PF series (1961) 2840; (1962) 4171; (1963) 4021;

(1964) 3852; (1965) 3769
Pfaff's problem, application of method in theo-

ry of variation of astronomical con-

stants (1964) 11417

Pfeffer, Aloysius R., employer expenditures for

selected remunerative practices for pro-

duction workers in mining industries,

1960, departmental edition (1963) 10895
Pfeiffer, Paul N., remarks, Oct. 18, 1965 (1965)

18419
Pfeifer, V.F., strontium-90 in plant parts and

milling fractions from 1963 Illinois

wheat (1965) 1594
Pfister, Robert D., insect damage in grand fir

cones (1964) 8643
Pfyl, Frank A., circular internal-compression

inlets with translating centerbodies
employing boundary-layer removal at

Mach number from 0.85 to 3.50 (1963)

10982
PFM (pulse frequency modulation) telemetry,

see Telemetry.
PGT, see Communist Party of Guatemala.
pH, see Hydrogen-ion-concentration.
PHA, see Public Housing Administration.
Phaeocystis pouchetti, see Phytoplankton.
Phagocytosis, humizol effect upon phagocytic

defense reaction of organism, etc., USSR
study (1964) 16183

Phantom models, primate, for use in radiobiol-

ogy (1965) 5568
Pharmaceutical chemistry, see Chemistry.
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association;

drug prices, provisions of antitrust act,

hearings (1962) 7224
interagency coordination on drug research

and regulation, hearings (1964) 19598;

(1965) 2039
Pharmaceuticals, see Drugs.
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Pharmacies:
Hungary, operation (1963) 2931
pharmaceutics development in Moldavian

SSR during 1966-70 (1965) 11240
physician ownership, hearings (1965) 4616
Soviet, use of cybernetic techniques (1965)

9428
USSR plan for apothecary network, 1961,

remarks concerning (1961) 15020
Veteran Administration, to fill prescriptions

with less expensive generically equiva-
lent drugs, etc. GAO report (1965) 6290

Yugoslavia, reconstruction (1962) 5759
Pharmacists:

all-Union scientific conference (1962) 12226
disaster preparedness, orientation manual'

(1965) 16827
East (Germany, training (1962) 5824
employment outlook (1962) 8392; (1964)

14692
examination announcement (1961) 14018;

(1962) 20654; (1964) 4392; (1965) 329
health manpower source book (1963) 11236
internships, Public Health Service hospitals

(1961) 17797
residencies in Public Health Service hospi-

tals (1964) 9719; (1965) 18717
role in national disaster (1965) 5348
role in public health protection, East (Jer-

man studv (1962) 10023
Rx legend, FDA manuals (1961) 7449; (1962)

13839: (1965) 4784
Yugoslavia, 4th National Congress (1965)

12663
Pharmacodynamics of psychic functions of

central nervous system, Czechoslovakia
(1963) 12424

Pharmacologists:
examination announcement

—

amendment (1964) 21059
salary adjustments (1962) 4854; (1963)

6035; (1964) 6099
public health scientist, examination an-

nouncement (1964) 209
Volga conference (1964) 9115

Pharmacology:
abstracts pertaining to Communist China in

Soviet journals (1963) 19600
alkylating agents, cancer chemotherapy

report (1965) 11533
All-Union Pharmacological Society, organi-

zation (1961) 17369
aryl-benzo-(e)-l, 3-thiazine derivatives, Hun-

garian study (1962) 7823
benzilic acid, new derivatives. East German

study (1964) 12851
biological activeness of preparations made

from stag antlers, USSR study (1964)
10968

brain, reticular formation, USSR study
(1961) 10748

characteristics of preparations, USSR stud-

ies (1964) 20174
Chinese research as applied to basic medi-

cine (1961) 10802
cholinolytics, USSR studies (1965) 11123
(Dommunist China, translations (1962) 850
coronary circulation (1965) 16727
corydalis, pharmacological actions, studies,

Communist China (1962) 2614
effect of certain agents on electric potential

of stomach in ulcer patients, USSR
study (1961) 15451

effects of pyridine-2-aldoxim-methio-
dide-PAM 2 and nn'-trimethylenebis (r-

hydroxyiminomethyl-piridinium (TMB-4),
Yugoslavian study (1962) 7625

experiments, USSR studies (1964) 20246

Pharmacology—Continued
5-oxytryptamine prepared from hippophae

rhamnoides and tested as antiblastic
preparation in experiments on animals,
USSR study (1962) 2704

handbook, translations (1962) 19839
Hungary, advances in 15 years (1962) 5388
indole derivative series, search for active

substances, USSR study (1962) 15848
mercamine salts, USSR study (1961) 10966
neonatal, testimony, hearings (1964) 8445
neuropharmacology

—

developments, USSR study (1964) 20130
work of Pharmacology Division of Insti-

tute of Ebcperimental Medicine, Academy
of Medical Sciences USSR (1964) 9190

organic phosphoric acid esters. East (ierman
study (1962) 7751

organophosphorus compounds, USSR study
(1961) 11158

pharmacological

—

advances, USSR study (1964) 7309
agents, action on intracranial circulation

(1963) 9195
symposium, Czechoslovakia (1962) 7525

pharmacology and toxicology

—

(USSR periodical), articles, translations
(1962) 12072-73; (1963) 817

USSR study, 1962 (1965) 14549
properties of borons, Polish study (1962)

5573
regulation of cell resistance problems, scien-

tific conference, USSR (1964) 21401
research, USSR study (1962) 12137
role in development of medical science,

USSR study (1963) 20804
Soviet studies (1964) 7160
staphylococcus toxin (Wood 46), East (Ger-

many study (1962) 7655
studies on mechanism of action of 1,3-

dioxolanes, East Ciermany (1962) 7992

training program at NIH, research asso-

ciate (1965) 16760
truxylonium, new curare-like preparation,

USSR study (1962) 5651
urgent problems in teaching, USSR study

(1965) 16495
use of electromyograph in investigation.

East Germany study (1962) 7917
USSR-
current research (1961) 15610
handbook (1962) 14286
new developments (1965) 12662

see also Drugs—aiso names of classes of

drugs.
Pharmacology and toxicology (USSR periodi-

cal):

translations (1963) 5352, 12658, 15743
Pharmacotherapy:
Hungarian conference (1962) 7554
new Soviet achievements (1962) 7743
results, Polish study (1962) 7669

Pharmacy:
department, planning and equipping for 50-,

100-, and 200-bed general hospitals

(1962) 6419
Navy Hospital Corps, handbook (1962) 1597
pharmaceutical

—

affairs in Poland (1962) 9848
journals, USSR, review (1961) 20892
personalities, Yugoslavia (1962) 15804

Poland, report (1962) 5596
scientific research, USSR results and direc-

tion (1962) 14280
Silesian anniversary, Polish study (1962)

5733
USSR-

recent policies and methods (1962) 10134
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Pharmacy—Continued
USSR—Continued
reorganization of courses (1962) 10114
scientific research, 1965 (1965) 19761

Veterans Administration, require to fill pri-

vate physicians' prescriptions, GAO
report (1963) 15594

Yugoslav pharmaceutical developments
(1962) 5505

al-Zahrawi's 10th century surgical treatise,
drawings and comments on passages
(1961) 20012

Pharr, Tex.:
bridge across Rio Grande, construct, report

(1962) 21516
toll bridge across Rio Grande, authorize

construction, etc., reports (1965) 17645,
19448

Pharynx, bacterial flora importance in case of

acute symptomatic psychoses, Yugosla-
vian study (1962) 7908

Phase analysis of nonferrous alloys, USSR
(1963) 10554

Phase-channel combiner for NRL space sur-
veillance system (1962) 24041

Phase detector circuit synthesizes own refer-

ence signal (1965) 8065
Phase detector, wide range, design (1964) 9611
Phase diagram, aluminum-lithium system

(1963) 1834
Phase inversion:

rare-earth oxides (1961) 19881
refractory oxides (1962) 12402

Phase locked dual channel spacecraft receiver
for phase and group path measurements
(1965) 19885

Phase-locked phase filter for Minitrack system
(1962) 20155

Phase measurements:
lattice vibrations, thermal effects on specific

heat near phase change (1961) 20054
to 360 degrees, measurement system opera-

tion procedures (1961) 15904
Phase meters:

digital recording system for satellite track-
ing data, description, etc (1961) 11406

two-channel with frequency multipliers, ef-

fects of fluctuations, USSR study (1961)
2364

Phase rule and equilibrium:
Cliffside gas, helium-bearing natural gas

(1961) 15756
columbium-hafnium equilibrium diagram

(1964) 16642
cricondenbar and other phase-boundary

pressures, effect of adding light hydro-
carbons, etc., to oils and gas-condensate
fluids (1962) 8470

Exell gas, low-temperature phase equilibria
(1962) 14447

hafnium-tantalum equilibrium diagram
(1964) 18703

helium bearing natural gases, low tempera-
ture phase equilibria

—

Hansford gas (1963) 3099
Hogback gas (1963) 18096

helium-nitrogen-methane system, vapor-
Hquid equilibria (1963) 7215

low-temperature phase equilibria of natural
gas of low helium content (1964) 18683

metal carbides, determined at high tempera-
ture, research study (1962) 112

nickel-gadolinium phase diagram (1965) 2816
rock-forming oxides except water, melting

points and phase-equilibrium relations

(1964) 14343
titanium-iridium phase diagram (1962) 22524
zirconium-niobium, equilibrium phase dia-

gram (1961) 18095
see also Critical point.

Phase shift:

absolute definition in elastic scattering of
particle from compound systems (1961)
7981

electron-hydrogen, just below inelastic
threshold (1963) 12861

errata (1963) 18138
frequency synthesizer, efficient, small in size

(1965) 11441
normal variations of 18 kc/s signals from

NBA observed at

—

Boulder, Colo (1964) 11436
College, Alaska (1965) 18613
Frankfurt, (^rmany (1964) 3052
Maui, Hawaii (1964) 9636

phase standard, secondary action laborato-
ries 709A, test instrument calibration
procedure (1962) 6380

tables of electron radial functions and tan-
gents of phase shifts for light nuclei
(1964) 18804

Phase shifter:

developed at National Bureau of Standards
(1964) 9639

ferrite-loaded open transmission line (1963)
18231

ferrite, study (1965) 13141
L-band digital, description (1962) 20217

Phase stability, high-frequency, using comput-
er to determine (1964) 14813

Phase studies:
choking 2-phase flow literature summary

and idealized design solutions for hydro-
gen, nitrogen, oxygen, and refrigerants
12 and 11 (1963) 18191

determination of diffusivity and solubility in

2 phase systems (1963) 4481
diagram for system vanadium pentoxide-zinc

oxide (1964) 5605
Nb-Pt, Nb-Se, NVZn, Nb-Co, Ni-Ta, and

Fe-Mo, elevated temperature diffusion

(1961) 5010
new phase cavitation, theory of formation,

USSR study (1961) 10840
nucleation

—

and growth of ice crystals (1965) 11025
theory, correlation of boiling heat trans-

fer (1962) 6707
Phase transformations in iron-vanadium sys-

tem, USSR (1964) 19867
Phase transformations, see Transformation

temperatures.
Pheasants:
Japanese green and Korean ring-necked

(1965) 617
kalij, description, etc (1962) 7423

Phelan, Howart T., computation of satellite

orbits by Hansen method as modified by
Musen (1964) 5524

Phelan, Michael, magnetic results, Filchner Ice

Shelf Traverse, 1963-64 (1965) 8671
Phelps, M.E., reinforced plastic coatings for

protection of steel surfaces (1963) 3322
Phenacite:
continuous flotation. Mount Wheeler beryl-

lium ores (1964) 9504
flotation from Mount Wheeler, Nev., beryl-

lium ore (1962) 1638

Phenarsazine chloride, colorimetric determina-
tion, Hungarian study (1962) 7804

Phenogenetics:
achievements, certain mental diseases,

USSR study (1965) 9457
phenogenetic analysis of variability in plant

populations, USSR (1964) 5032

Phenolic resins, see Resins.

Phenology, grasses of northern Arizona pin-
yon-juniper type (1965) 12513
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Phenols:
anti-radiation and anti-oxidation properties,

USSR study (1964) 7343
chlorophenol red, paranitrophenol, and

phenol red, determination of dissociation

constants (1962) 4545
distribution in low-temperature tar from

low-rank coals (1965) 6596
phenolic laminates, fatigue strength under

repeated load (1964) 12447
phenolic reinforced plastic laminates, effect

of thermal gradients on strength (1961)

8103
reinforced laminates, effect of infrared heat

on 45" tensile strength (1961) 12714
X-ray powder diffraction patterns (1963)

20941
Phenomena of pneumatic tire hydroplaning

(1964) 1470
Phenomenological model of thermophotot-

ropism (1964) 5525
Phenothiazine, derivatives, use in preopera-

tive preparation of patients with thyro-
toxicosis (1962) 5591

Phenoxy herbicides:

2,4-D and related types, response of cotton
(1963) 18446

using effectively (1962) 10829
Phenyl ether, iron catalyzed hydrogenation

(1963) 7216
Phenyl sulfide, iron catalyzed hydrogenation

(1963) 7216
Phenylhydrazine, acute intoxication, clinical

aspects, USSR study (1962) 22203
Phenylketonuria:
bibliography, 1963 (1964) 4361
blood screening, newborn infants, at hospi-

tal (1965) 10269
children, inventory findings (1962) 16583
clinical team looks at, problems of disease

(1962) 14972; (1964) 15330
detection in newborn infant as routine hos-

pital procedure (1964) 15332; (1965) 7294
group guidance for parents of child patients

(1964) 13780
high risk groups, 4 surveys (1962) 20647
inherited metalbolic disorder associated with

mental retardation (1961) 10087
management of newborn siblings of patients

(1962) 14977
State laws as of Jan. 1965 (1965) 8638
what do you know about PKU? (1965) 300

Pheophytines, formulation from chlorophyll
and its analogues in darkness and upon
illumination (1964) 5912

Phifer, Bryan, working with low-income rural
families for extension agents and spe-
cialists (1964) 14237

Philadelphia, Pa.:

aircraft accident (1961) 10091
census of business, 1958, standard metropol-

itan area, central business district sta-
tistics (1961) 8474

census of business, 1963, major retail cen-
ters, standard metropolitan statistical
area (1965) 17177

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18322
standard metropolitan statistical area

—

components of inventory change (1962)
11147, 13063; (1963)4594

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 23081

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 13079

civil rights, public schools. 1962 (1963) 181

Philadelphia, Pa.—Continued
consumer expenditures and income, 1960

—

advance report (1963) 5437
supplement (1963) 12782

early engineering reminiscences, 1815-40, of
George Escol Sellers (1965) 5271

electric facilities of area, map (1962) 555;
(1963) 516, 2266; (1964) 673; (1965) 16177

electronic computers, regional sharing plan
(1964) 140

housing problems of elderly, hearings (1962)
9473

income, education, and unemployment in

neighborhoods (1963) 9074
International Airport, weather observa-

tions, hourly report, decennial census
(1962) 18585

Navy land acquisition for Capehart housing,
hearings (1961) 14719

occupational wage survey (1964) 9464; (1965)
6560

departmental editions (1961) 6248; (1962)
8427; (1963) 10896

document editions (1961) 5579; (1962) 6944;
(1963) 9817

outdoor recreation needs of megalopolis.
New York-New Jersey-Philadelphia re-

gion (1963) 7382
port, manpower utilization and job security

in longshore industry (1965) 1263
post office, discrimination in promotions,

hearing (1964) 2117
post offices mail-flo systems, feasibility and

effect of systems upon operating costs,

GAO report (1963) 20717
railroad accident (1964) 878
slum clearance and urban renewal activities,

HHFA, GAO review (1962) 9727
wholesale fruit and vegetable market, orga-

nization (1962) 18636
see also Aviation Supply Office, Philadel-

phia

—

also Independence National His-
torical Park.

Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington R. R.:

construct branch sidings in D.C.

—

law (1961) 20509
reports (1961) 18843, 20620

Philadelphia Naval Shipyard, automatic data
processing system, increased costs from
ineffective use in supply management,
GAO review (1964) 18090

Philately and philatelist, see Postage stamps.
Philippine Mail (steamship):
launching as proof of U.S. maritime goal

(remarks) (1962) 2462
Philippines

—

agricultural

—

commodities, agreements (1963) 9431;
(1964) 15116; (1965) 13291

economy (1961) 10644
product supply and demand, implications

for U.S. exports (1964) 2264
aircraft accident (1963) 9735
atomic energy, cooperation for civil uses,

agreement (1965) 1666
background information (1961) 3766
background notes (1965) 3038
businessmen to sell BP's, 2d U.S. Trade Mis-

sion program (1962) 13906
cephalopods (1963) 19974
contributions to biology, title page, etc

(1963) 11114
defense, agreements (1965) 11722, 20095
economic developments (1961) 14906; (1962)

13928; (1963) 6619
economic relations with U.S. (remarks)

(1963) 9785
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Philippines—Continued

economy, basic data (1964) 8816
educational foundations and financing of

exchange programs, agreement (1963)

13081
establishing business (1961) 4259; (1964)

8819
exports and imports, licensing and exchange

controls (1963) 2384
ferronickel and steel production from nick-

eliferous ores, economic analysis (1962)

18198
foreign trade (1961) 2033; (1963) 6606

regulations (1964) 2460
gas appliances, household and commercial,

U.S. market (1963) 18623
general information fact sheet (1963) 13()64

grants, appropriations, 1964, hearings
(1963) 18919

health information for travel (1961) 15932;

(1962) 18415; (1963) 16498
higher education (1962) 5098
Industrial Development Mission to promote

machinery exports (1964) 14391

labor conditions (1964) 13081
labor law and practice (1964) 1374
lessons learned 1946-53, facts for Armed

Forces (lecture) (1963) 18534
licensing and exchange controls (1961) 6091

loan of destroyer escort, reports (1965)

15648, 17571, 17902, 19290
loan of vessels, agreement (1962) 1853
market for selected U.S. electric housewares

(1961) 20387
market for U.S. products, international

commerce, supplement (1965) 11039
military bases, criminal jurisdiction ar-

rangements, agreement (1965) 18795
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 14687
nationals, enlistment in U.S. Navy and

Coast Guard, inquiry (1964) 2115
newly independent nation, fact sheet (1961)

1486
obligation, adjustment of amount and final

settlement, agreement (1961) 11603

Peace Corps program, agreement (1962) 3518

plant quarantine import requirements (1965)

5503
pocket guide (1962) 10948
population (1963) 14201
pulping and papermaking experiments on

woods and fibers (1961) 17297
radio broadcasting facilities, agreement

(1963) 14731
relinquishment of U.S. Naval Radio Trans-

mitting Facility at Bagobantay, Quezon
City, agreement (1963) 9438

resident children of deceased U.S. veterans,
educational benefits, extend, report

(1961) 14418
role at conference on formation of Malaysia

federation, German studies (1963) 17684
sailing directions (1962) 2547, 5316, 13892
changes (1963) 14620, 19988; (1964) 3073;

(1965) 8192, 9809, 11559
sending gift packages to (1961) 615
social security coverage for non-United

States citizen employees, agreement
(1964) 3147

surplus agricultural commodities, agreement
(1962) 8677

telecommunication, radio broadcasting facil-

ities, agreement (1965) 20105
trade in cotton textiles, agreement (1964)

9821
trends in agricultural trade (1961) 12546
United States Army in World War II

—

fall of the Philippines, errata (1961) 13426

Philippines—Continued
United States Army in World War II—Con.

triumph in the Philippines (1963) 12820
U.S. High Commissioner, records of office,

preliminary survey (1963) 7306
United States military operations and mu-

tual security programs overseas, report

(1961) 19147
USS Canopus, disposal of, agreement (1963)

1537
veterans hospitalization, etc

—

agreement (1963) 16600
extend grants-in-aid, program, etc.

—

hearing (1963) 8126
law (1963) 13414
reports (1962) 17201; (1963) 6140, 11960

war damage claims, payment

—

hearings (1961) 14464; (1962) 17328
law (1962) 20820; (1963) 17024
reports (1961) 16747; (1962) 4949, 13419,

16979, 19289; (1963) 13598
Phillips, Harry L., modern mathematics and

your child (1963) 15434
Phillips, John J.:

advance reproduction under mature oak
stands of New Jersey coastal plain

(1963) 10235
site index of New Jersey sweetgum stands,

etc (1964) 784
some effects of competition on survival of

yellow-poplar seedlings (1963) 10219
Phillips, K.N., water for Oregon (1965) 10995
Phillips, R.V., Haines City story (1963) 2240
Phillips, Ralph W., FAO, its organization and

work and U.S. participation (1964) 19744

Phillips, Robert F., (Churchill Research Range,
history of its acquisition & management
by Air Force (1965) 13425

Phillips, Ronald C, comprehensive bibliogra-
phy of Zostera marina (1964) 10579

Phillips, V. Estelle, Air University Library
index to military periodicals (1963)

16779; (1964) 3238; (1965) 3122
Phillips, W. Pelham, parawings as auxiliary

lifting devices for supersonic airplane
configuration (1964) 14879

Phillips Foundation, see Doctor P. Phillips

Foundation.
Philmont Ranch quadrangle. New Mex., rocks

and landscape of famous ranch (1964)
10647

Philology, see Language and languages.

Philosophers, French Communist, discuss per-

sonality cult (1964) 7316
Philosophical analysis of a new science (1964)

16429
Philosophical aspects of life on molecular lev-

el, USSR (1964) 1060
Philosophical problems of general semantics,

USSR (1962) 807

Philosophical problems of teaching of

form-development and theory of heredi-

tary information. USSR (1962) 9904

Philosophical questions of transformation of

nature, USSR (1963) 7098

Philosophical sciences (USSR periodical):

translations (1964) 20077

Philosophy:
Chinese, translation of USSR book review

(1961) 15151
Communist

—

tasks (1962) 17884
USSR articles (1962) 23850

complex systems, cybernetics and engineer-
ing and social psychology, USSR studies

(1964) 11015
current problems, USSR articles (1964)

12898
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Philosophy—Continued
cybernetic modeling, questions, USSR book-

let (1965) 6497
cybernetics and philosophy, Czechoslovaki-

an study (1962) 13980
cybernetics, problems

—

Czechoslovakia study (1965) 14586
Hungarian study (1962) 5747
USSR conference (1963) 6666, 6843
USSR studies (1961) 7661; (1964) 5128;

(1965) 16520
discussions by Adam Schaff (1961) 12980,

13049, 13076, 13112
essence of life, USSR study (1963) 2839
Feng Ting's (Communist life philosophy, re-

view (1964) 20199
fighting task of workers (1964) 5217
interrelationship of physiology and cyber-

netics problems, USSR study (1964) 5374
man's biological future, USSR study (1964)

10782
medicine, problems, USSR translations

(1962) 22224
philosophical problems

—

in science, USSR articles (1965) 2670
in sociology and natural science, USSR
study (1964) 14563

philosophical questions of mathematics,
USSR study (1964) 9328

problems of multivalued logic, USSR study
(1962) 5637

problems (USSR periodical) (1965) 11220
research, Communist China, articles (1961)

17395
science and information theory, philosophi-

cal aspects, USSR studies (1963) 16098
social progress and philosophy, USSR study

(1964) 8879
Soviet, recent developments in situation

(1962) 12290
topical problems in Bulgaria (1965) 2554
unity of thought and existence. Communist

Chinese debate (1961) 4594
USSR, translation (1962) 2750

Philosophy (Chinese journal):
Chinese Communist journal, translations

(1961) 17492
Philosophy research (Chinese periodical):
translations (1962) 1331

Philpot, (Charles W., diurnal fluctuation in
moisture content of ponderosa pine and
whiteleaf manzanita leaves (1965) 16265

Phipps, Howard M.:
growth response of some shelterbelt species

following sod removal (1963) 15568
leaf blight of boxelder attributed to 2,4-D

spray drift (1964) 18069
Phoenix, David A., geology of Lees Ferry area,

(3oconino County, Ariz (1964) 798
Phoenix, Ariz.:

aircraft accident, report (1962) 16193
census of business, 1958, standard metropol-

itan area, central business district sta-
tistics (1961) 3897

census of business, 1963, major retail cen-
ters, standard metropolitan statistical
area (1965) 13581

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 11894
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16529

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 4806

income, education, and unemployment in
neighborhoods (1963) 10917

Indian reservations group, basic informa-
tion digest (1961) 8153

Phoenix, Ariz—Continued
principal electric facilities, map (1962) 559;

(1963) 520, 2266; (1965) 16181
departmental editions (1961) 13401; (1962)

15981; (1963) 12803; (1964) 14696; (1965)
11351

document editions (1961) 12145; (1962)
15089; (1963) 11747

Sky Harbor Airport, weather observations,
hourly, decennial census (1963) 11387

streams, flood control, engineer reports

—

departmental edition (1965) 16113
document edition (1965) 15529

Phomopsis canker, see Canker (disease of
plants).

Phonetics, glance at Madrid speech (1961)
19586

Phonics in beginning reading (1963) 12071
Phonocardiography:
changes in patients with Fallot's tetrad

prior and subsequent to operation of
application of cava-pulmonary anasto-
mosis, USSR study (1961) 10978

intracardiac phonocardiogram, experimen-
tal, USSR study (1964) 18200

recording, 3d tone, USSR study (1961) 15074
significance

—

in clinical practice, USSR study (1961)
2088

in investigation of mitral lesions of heart,
USSR study (1963) 2968

sportsman, USSR study (1961) 11079
synchronous recording of electro-, phono-,

and ballistocardiograms by means of
electromagnetic oscillograph, USSR
study (1962) 890

Phonograph records:
catalog, folk music, folk songs, ballads,

dances, instrumental pieces, folk tales.
United States and Latin America (1965)
1303

note (1965) 19815
counterfeit labels, criminal penalties

—

hearing (1962) 15276
law (1962) 23173
reports (1962) 13449, 21436

industry, review and outlook (1964) 6025
popular music business, staff study (1961)

18960
trade practice rules for industry (1964)

19713
see aiso Phonorecords.

Phonographs:
and record player attachments, current in-

dustrial reports (1961) 10018; (1962)
16459; (1963) 16896, 20351; (1964) 17094

Federal item identification guides for supply
cataloging (1962) 9510; (1964) 12296

supplements (1963) 3659; (1964) 3477;
(1965) 3379

Phonons, microwave, harmonic generation in
quartz (1965) 7099

Phonorecords:
Army motion pictures, film strips, slides,

index (1962) 6673, 11006, 22993
cataloging, Library of Congress rules (1964)

11307
Library of Congress catalogs (1961) 11359,

21155; (1962) 15995, 18168; (1963) 18057;
(1964) 14718, 18651; (1965) 12803, 14648

producers, protection, international conven-
tion, report on conference (1962) 13531

Phonotremometer (FT-2V), USSR (1962) 14144
Phony peach disease:
control (1963) 31; (1964) 7927

Phosgene, fatal poisoning in laboratory (1962)
19729

Phosphacol, photocoli metric method of analyz-
ing, USSR study (1962) 15709
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Phosphamidon, pilot test results on western
hemlock looper in southwest Washington
(1965) 643

Phosphate rock, see Rock phosphates.
Phosphate slimes:

Florida-
chemical and physical beneficiation (1963)

5490
electro-dewatering tests (1964) 13127

Phosphates:
assimilable, determination of reserve in soils

using P-32 phosphorus isotope, USSR
study (1965) 7949

convey rights to Doctor P. Phillips Founda-
tion of Orlando, Fla (1962) 15106, 19274,

20750
creatine, content of brain (1961) 16135
deposits, Florida land-pebble district (1963)

20730
effects of alkaline phosphate solutions at

elevated temperatures on compounds
prepared at room temperature (1963)

11185
Florida, variable thickness, bedded deposits,

application of statistical analysis in

evaluating data (1964) 20502
geology of northern Florida deposits (1963)

8329
hydrothermal refining in cyclone furnace,

USSR study (1962) 2858

Idaho Phosphoria formation, statistical

analysis of sample and assay data from
bedded deposits (1964) 9518

independence of serum and parotid fluid in-

organic phosphate levels during hemodi-
alysis on artificial kidney (1965) 17026

industry, western, and its resources, evalua-
tion

—

introductory review (1964) 16636
Montana (1965) 9590

inorganic, permeability of hematoencephalic
barrier in acute radiation sickness,

USSR study (1963) 20920
mining, effects on ground water of Anguar,

Palau Islands, Trust Territory of Pacific

Islands (1962) 2535
mining leases, increase acreage limitation

for single individuals or corporation

—

hearing (1964) 14145
law (1964) 17406
reports (1964) 17558, 17777

ores, phosphorus pentoxide content (1961)

15759
petrographic study and classification of

western phosphate ores (1964) 14750
pneumatic vibrating-blade planer, test oper-

ation (1963) 3095
sale of rights in Florida to record owners of

surface, reports (1964) 488; (1965) 13847

sell reserved interests of U.S. in Florida to

record owners of surface (1961) 8727-28,

14365, 16550-551, 16554, 16876-878
serum inorganic, as related to dental caries

(1962) 22966
solulsle, in soils, bacterial transformation of

insoluble organic and inorganic phos-
phorous compounds, Communist China
(1962) 2631

superphosphates

—

and other phosphatic fertilizer materials,

current industrial reports, summaries
(1961) 10025; (1962) 14937; (1963) 15069;

(1964) 10059; (1965) 13636
current industrial reports (1961) 2989;

(1962) 3734; (1963) 3574; (1964) 3390;

(1965) 3273
history, chemistry, and manufacture

(1965) 1758

Phosphates—Continued
triaryl, stability and ignition properties,

effect of high temperatures on fluids

(1962) 22676
western field, Permian rocks, geology (series)

(1964) 15946
Wyoming and Utah, intermontane basins,

phosphatic lake beds of Eocene age
(1965) 2245

see aiso Pyrophosphates—Sodium polyphos-
phates.

Phosphine:
complex chemistry, Blast Germany contribu-

tions (1962) 7734
tetracyclohexyl diphosphine, heavy metal

complexes, contributions to complex
chemistry of phosphines and phosphine
oxides (1962) 7884

Phosphine oxides, complex chemistry. East
Germany contributions (1962) 7734

Phosphobacterin as soil inoculant, laboratory,
greenhouse, and field evaluation (1962)

12934
Phospholipids:

brain, influence of ionizing radiation on
metabolism, USSR study (1962) 2707

fractions of blood serum, age-related levels

in women during menopause and climac-
teric neurosis, USSR study (1962) 5632

Phosphonic acid, see Dichloroanhydride of B-
chloroethylphosphonic acid.

Phosphonitrilechloride, preparation, proper-
ties and uses (1962) 2890

Phosphopyridine nucleotides:

di- and triphosphopyridine, liver, effect of

cold acclimatization on (1963) 11498
participation in respiration of chlorella,

USSR study (1963) 12638
Phosphorescence:

kinetics of processes (1961) 8382
temperature effect on luminance (1961) 1372

Phosphoria formation:
Coal Canyon, Wyo., petrology of Meade

Peak phosphatic shale member (1961)

6173
Idaho, statistical analysis of sample and

assay data from bedded deposits (1964)

9518
Snowdrift Mountain, southeastern Idaho,

minor elements in bedrock soil, etc

(1964) 801

Phosphoric acid:

alkyl, solvent extraction of beryllium from
sulfate solutions (1962) 10456

high-toxic organic esters analysis, Hungari-
an study (1964) 5257

organic esters

—

instructions for determination and treat-

ment of poisoning (1965) 18358
pharmocology and toxicology, Elast Ger-
man study (1962) 7751

phosphoric acid and ammonia method of

refining sulphur gases to produce ammo-
phos, USSR (1962) 5643

Phosphors:
cathode-ray-tube, opaque and transparent,

luminance required (1961) 1399
organic compounds and cholin esterase of

erythrocytes, kinetics of reaction be-

tween, USSR study (1962) 7870
Phosphorus:
and nitrogen in water, biological effects, bib-

liography (1965) 11661
and potassium fertilizers, effects on yield,

etc. of grass-legume mixtures (1963)
16712

compounds

—

as systemic insecticides, evaluation (1965)
13363
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Phosphorus—Continued
compounds—Continued

effect on insects, physiological mechanism,
USSR study (1963) 19389

content in U.S. coals (1965) 5091
dermal excretion, relation to balance, etc

(1963) 1813
determining in coal and coke, evaluation of

methods (1961) 7936
fertilizers in red soil, influence of liming on

effectiveness. Communist China (1962)
2879

history (1965) 9782
inorganic, effect of Co-60 on, USSR study

(1965) 7860
insoluble organic and inorganic compounds,

bacterial transformation into soluble

phosphates in soils. Communist China
(1962) 2631

macroergic, compounds, change in content in

tissues in acute radiation sickness,
USSR study (1961) 15524

metabolism

—

effect of prolonged exposure to 15% car-

bon dioxide (1962) 10438
in deer (1963) 18562

nitrogen and precipitation interrelation-

ships on production of bromegrass-
crested wheatgrass hay (1964) 5858

organic insecticides

—

toxicity and industrial hygiene, USSR
study (1964) 6944

toxicology, USSR study (1964) 2818
organophosphorous insecticides, changes in

organism of animals following poison-
ing, USSR study (1961) 10853

polymers, containing USSR study (1964)
20242

radiochemistry (1962) 14848
Phosphorus anhydride:
content of sedimentary phosphate ores

(1961) 15759
irradiated with neutrons for production of

phosphorus 32, Yugoslav study (1964)
11210

Phosphorus isotopes:
hypoxia, experimental, influence on permea-

bility of certain biological barriers of
body to radioactive phosphorus, USSR
study (1962) 1324

phosphorus 32

—

determination of reserve of assimilable
phosphates in soils, USSR study (1965)
7949

production, from P2O5 irradiated with
neutrons, Yugoslav study (1964) 11210

radioactive

—

effect on content of proteins, residual ni-

trogen and urea in blood under condi-
tions of medically induced sleep, USSR
study (1962) 2681

healing of comminuted fractures following
administration, USSR study (1961)
12942

labeling flies and mosquitoes, USSR study
(1964) 2554

Phosphorus pentoxide, see Phosphorus anhy-
dride.

Phosphorylation:
of formanide, USSR study (1965) 19735
Photosynthetic, chemism of, USSR study

(1964) 18482
substrate-linked, effects of chlorinated hy-

drocarbons (1963) 16866
Photo series (1962) 12863-923

Photocells, see Photoelectric cells.

Photochemistry:
activity of quartz mercury arc in case of

reactions, USSR study (1961) 2171

Photochemistry—Contin ued
organic halogen compounds (1961) 6711
oxidation of anthracene compounds, mecha-

nism of effect of aromatic amines (1963)
10778

photochemical problems of Venus atmos-
phere (1963) 14591

photolysis of

—

methylstyrene solvent effects (1965) 13142
poly (alkylene polysulfides) in vacuum

(1965) 13183
polymethyl acrylate in vacuum and in air

(1963) 11191
preparation of sulfur monoxide, USSR study

(1961) 10929
special methods of photochemistry research

in Hungary (1962) 7652
Photochromism & phototropism (1965) 2935
Photocolimetric method of analyzing phospha-

col and armine, USSR (1962) 15709
Photoconductivity:

fast solid-state ultraviolet photodetector,
development (1963) 20299

kinetics of processes (1961) 8382
Photocoreograph, clinical study of pupillary

orientation and photoreaction and mo-
tion of human eyeball and eyelid, USSR
instrument (1962) 9849

Photocurrent carriers, sign, effect of state of
aggregation of dyes, USSR study (1965)
1029

Photodegradation of high polymers (1961)
1402; (1962) 6345, 12601; (1963) 11191;
(1965) 13142, 13183

Photodiagnoscope, luminescent, USSR study
(1962) 3072

Photoelasticity:
coatings, determination of stresses and de-

formations in flexible plates and shells
(1964) 14925

materials, static and dynamic properties
(1964) 5596

photoelastic studies for vehicle mobility re-

search (1965) 18044
servo system facilities photoelastic strain

measurements on resins (1965) 2854
Photoelectric cells

gallium arsenide photovoltaic device, new
method used to fabricate (1964) 14819

selenium photocells p-n junction formation,
USSR study (1961) 15589

threshold of visual sensation in comparison
vnth that of photodectors (1965) 4222

Photo-electric devices, USSR (1965) 12738
Photoelectric emission, phenomena in LiF and

KCl in extreme ultraviolet (1965) 4177
Photoelectric measurements, see Photoelectric

cells.

Photoelectric properties of germanium doped
with gold and zinc, USSR (1963) 7037

Photoelectric semiconductor switch operates
with low level inputs (1965) 5142

Photoelectric sensor output controlled by eye-
ball movements (1965) 8064

Photoelectricity:
airways lighting devices, maintenance (1963)

12095
photoelectric

—

count of aerosol particles of organic and
inorganic origin, USSR study (1961)
17422

observations of pulsating forms of auro-
ra, USSR (1961) 10804

ozonometers for investigation of atmos-
pheric ozone (1961) 19643

selenide and sulfide of antimony, single crys-
tals, USSR study (1961) 15435

Photoengravers, commercial establishments,
national apprenticeship standards
(1962) 20462
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Photogeology:
application to lunar investigation and map-

ping (remarks) (1961) 6182
Chichagof and Kruzof Islands, Alaska (1964)

6795
isopach mapping in location of swales and

channels, Monument Valley, Arizona
(1961) 4306

procedures and studies (series) (1961) 4306;
(1964) 6795

Photogrammetric mapping, see Photographic
surveying.

Photogrammetry, see Aerial mapping—Aerial
photography—Photographic surveying.

Photographers:
employment outlook (1962) 8393; (1964) 9405
examination announcement (1961) 16497;

(1965) 11976
mate 2, navy training course (1963) 5656
mate 3. Navy training courses (1961) 21276
medical, examination announcement (1964)

15356
suspension notice (1965) 13684
Va positions (1964) 15360

MOS evaluation test aid (1962) 6666
photographer's mate 1 & C, Navy training

course (1964) 20697
USAF newspicture guide, pamphlet (1961)

120
Photographic apparatus and supplies:

census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 5474
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 9508; (1964) 12294
supplements (1963) 3657; (1964) 3475;

(1965) 3377
Federal supply schedule (1961) 1985, 6033
ground cameras and photo lab equipment

(1964) 20949
industry outlook and review (1961) 3827;

(1962) 2129; (1963) 1861
Japanese industry, development (1961)

20375; (1963) 145; (1964) 6001
light box for photographing fish and inver-

tebrates at sea (1964) 4732
management of supplies and equipment in

Defense Department, GAO review (1962)

5285
Manned Spacecraft Center, NASA, excessive

inventory, GAO report (1965) 2189
market in United Kingdom and France

(1964) 19279
market information, Japan (1965) 4434
U.S. foreign trade (1962) 20529; (1963)

18636; (1965) 222
see also subiects.

Photographic census of Steller sea lion herds

in Alaska, 1956-68 (1963) 13973
Photographic film detectors:

dosimetry film identified with reassigned film

badge number (1963) 11560
filmbadge monitoring, bibliography (1962)

2070
Photographic laboratories, photo lab process-

ing handbook (1961) 6715
Photographic lenses, see Lenses.
Photographic paper, domestically produced,

for printing documents and texts, USSR
study (1962) 2785

Photographic processing, see Photography.
Photographic study of boiling flow (1964) 8063

Photographic study of liquid hydrogen under
simulated, zero gravity conditions (1963)

11013
Photographic supply stores, see Stores.

Photographic surveying:
achievements of Department of Photogram-

metry of cartographic enterprise of

Hungary (1962) 5542

Photographic surveying—Continued
analytic absolute orientation in photogram-

metry (1962) 15006
C&GS training facilities in photogramme-

try, one-day program for engineering
students (1963) 1952

development of photogrammetry in Soviet
Union (1964) 10777

distortion of central angles, vertexes of

which are located near principal point
of photograph (1961) 4751

exterior orientation in picture from direc-

tion distortions (1961) 11237
film distortion compensation for photogram-

metric use (1961) 3980
geologic interpretation of aerial photo-

graphs, guide (1961) 7526
ground, solution of three point's problem by

method of successive approximations
(1961) 11260

Jena photogrammetric course, Prague and
Budapest, reports (1962) 7899

photogrammetric

—

mapping, engineer manual (1963) 10086
rectification instructions for preparing
equivalent vertical prints from tilted

aerial negatives (1961) 7527
services in Poland (1962) 5521

photogrammetry bibliography (1965) 11983
Poland, photogrammetry development (1962)

5622
problems of photogrammetry in Hungary

(1962) 7660
J

rectifying mosaic relief maps, method (1961) 1

11229 1

rodent population, experiment in large-scale

mapping, USSR study (1964) 1239
solutions of long-line geodetic azimuths by

photogrammetric techniques (1963)

16769
steroautograph, description (1961) 11264 I

stereometric resection, Hungarian solution I

(1962) 7880 i

substitution of polygonal calculations for

triangulation in mapping techniques,
Hungarian study (1962) 11994

tidal current surveys (1964) 4407
USSR-

goals for modernizing photographic de-

partment (1961) 11236
methods of engineering-geological map- ,

ping (1962) 7665 I

Yugoslavia projects (1962) 5539 '

Zeiss photogrammetry course, Budapest
(1962) 8002

see also Aerial mapping.
Photographic technicians:
equipment repairmen, MOS evaluation test

aid (1962) 6660
laboratory specialist, MOS evaluation test

aid (1962) 10997
Photographs:
catalog of copyright entries (1964) 10441
changing faces of our land, USDA photogra-

phy exhibit (1962) 10826
Civil War, catalog of copy negatives (1961)

9435 J
copyrighted (1961) 5910, 14759; (1962) 5073, I

17348; (1963) 4790; (1964) 2249, 19609 1

House of Representatives in session, grant
U.S. Capitol Historical Society, permis-
sion to take, report (1963) 20477

image converter camera for 0.5 to 10,000
microsecond photographs (1965) 10172

lunar-surface photographic ejcperiment with
use of circumlunar trajectory (1962)

12467
NASA photography from five years of space

(1964) 7476
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Photographs—Continued
newspictures (1965) 3195
photo-choice method for recreation research

(1965) 9201
transferring distances from photographs to

maps, construction of transfer scale

(1961) 2447
unscreening of images for optimum visual

information, French study (1963) 1063

USDA, catalog (1961) 7537
use for judgment of volume of complex, ir-

regular shapes (1963) 11351
use speeds inspection of printed-circuit

boards (1964) 16672
vertical and oblique image interpretation,

human factors studies (1962) 12983
way back when, life on the land in the old

days Agriculture centennial observance
(1962) 12923

Photography:
Air Force manual (1961) 6715 .

artificial earth satellites with use of mirror-

lens objectives, USSR study (1961) 931

cinematographic study of flow of thin liquid
layers on surface of a solid, USSR study
(1962) 19820

exploration of ocean floor (1961) 21359
fast, use for detection of transverse modes

of ruby lasers (1964) 19165
fluorescence in circulating blood of human

eye, method of photographing (1961)
3738

high speed, formation of detonation waves
in stoichiometric hydrogen-oxygen mix-
ture, investigation (1964) 11393

high speed kinematography of nanosecond
exposure (1965) 7101

high surface temperatures, technique of

measuring, investigation (1961) 2586
jounalist. Navy training course (1961) 4996

luminescence in reproduction techniques,
USSR study (1962) 5532

material evidence, investigating, USSR
study (1963) 5164

measurements of auroral region coordinates
simultaneously with radar observations,
USSR study (1961) 2153

moon, how picture of other side was ob-
tained, USSR study (1962) 8122

of shock waves, ionospheric temperatures
(1964) 20963

operational documentary, reactors, manual
(1962) 18717; (1964) 8058

PACAF basic bibliographies (1961) 16148;
(1963) 5881; (1965) 15219

patrol and antisubmarine squadron, guide
(1962) 8578

photo lab processing handbook (1961) 6715

photographer's mate 2, navy training course
(1963) 5656

photographic

—

dealers and studios, bibliographies (1962)
22790; (1964) 20787

measures of double stars (1964) 9668
observation of quarry blasting (1961)
21191

terms, glossary, including document re-

production, military handbook (1962)
436

photography and cinematography in USSR
and Satellites, Hungary (1962) 14075

publications, price list (1962) 24067
pyrometer, variable exposure, theory and

operation (1965) 6712
recommended techniques for photographing

log and lumber characteristics (1965)
647

Photography—Continued
remote controlled underwater photographic

surveillance system (1965) 4774

reproduction characteristics compared with

television, USSR study (1963) 2737

scales of photos (1961) 2449
significance of photographic meteor data in

design of meteoroid protection for large

space vehicles (1965) 16696

space

—

determining coordinates of artificial earth

satellite by method of reference stars,

problems in timing, USSR study (1965)

12726
earth from sounding rockets and satel-

lites, review (1965) 1444

photography (1964) 7186

western Sahara Desert from Mercury
MA-4 spacecraft (1965) 2829

study of propellant outflow from cylindrical

tank during weightlessness (1965) 2909

television photography of moon, USSR
study (1963) 15857

time exposure of smoke plumes (1961) 8407

see also Aerial mapping—Aerial photogra-

phy—Color photography—Professional
Photography Week—Radiography.

Photo-ionization, see Ionization.

Photolysis, see Photochemistry.
Photometers, see Electrophotometers.

Photometry:
absolute, of night sky, zenith intensity of

Haleakala, latitude N 20.7° and at Fritz

Peak, latitude N 39.9° (1964) 14939

early type stars, survey (1963) 21022

Echo I satellite, photometic measurements of

surface characteristics (1965) 8037

flame, determination of lithium in lithium

minerals (1961) 9455
low levels of intensity (1961) 13593

photometric conditions of noctilucent cloud

visibility, USSR (1961) 19642

photometric properties of lunar crater floors

(1964) 18796
projector tests at National Bureau of Stand-

ards (1964) 3049
stars in galactic cluster fields (1961) 15855

ultraviolet astronomical, from rockets, ob-

servational program (1962) 14460

see also Spectrophotometry.

Photomosaics, accurate use for solution to

economic and industrial problems (1961)

4748
Photomultipliers

:

magnetic, with large cathode for extreme
ultraviolet radiation measurement
(1961) 8337

modulation of amplification factor in meas-
urement of weak light fluxes (1964) 7563

properties and application for research in

industry. East Germany study (1962)

5552
Photons:
determination of absolute photon fluxes and

applications to laboratory calibration

procedures in lOOA to 300A range (1965)

16677
effects of energetic photon irradiation on

germanium (1965) 8488
interference properties (1964) 4230

Photoperiodism, plant light-growth discoveries

from photoperiodism to phytochrome
(1961) 3679

Photoresistance analog multiplier has wide
range (1965) 18507

Photo-scale protractors, see Protractors.
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Photosphere:
relationship between photospheric and chro-

nwspheric processes in active region
during flares (1965) 18594

solar, magnetic field gradient determination
(1964) 7564

Photostat operators, examination announce-
ments (1961) 14008; (1962) 2253

Photostimulator, EFS-01, new type (1962)
12132

Photostress and flash blindness:
in aerospace operations (1963) 18507
study (1963) 4422

Photostress test for evaluation of macular
function (1963) 16805

Photosynthesis:
algae, effect of high magnetic fields (1965)

13166
bacteria, desoxyriboneucleic acid composi-

tion and certain problems in evolution
of (1965) 16725

chemism of photosynthetic phosphorylation,
USSR study (1965) 18482

energy budget at earth's surface (1963)
16756-757

information, USSR study (1962) 12194
mechanism, Rumanian studies with radioac-

tive Ci" (1963) 8997
participation of xanthophylls in oxygen

transfer, USSR study (1964) 12861
photosynthesizing bacteria, USSR study

(1964) 10939
primary production of bodies of water (1963)

14959
errata (1964) 11852

problems, reports of 2d all-Union conference
(1963) 1816

radioisotopes uses, bibliographies (1961)

5385; (1964) 15283
significance of microorganisms in transfor-

mation of organic matter in shallow sea
bodies of water, USSR study (1962) 7857

thermodynamics, USSR studies (1964) 16411
USSR studies (1965)19730

Photosynthetic gas exchanger, see Gas ex-
changers.

Phototachymetry, equipment, new develop-
ment, USSR study (1963) 20801

Phototelegraphy, Ladoga apparatus used for
recording ocean depths measured by
fathometers, USSR study (1963) 6795

Phototheodolites, survey in Caucasus in 1925
(1961) 11208

Phototriangulation, see Triangulation.
Phototropy:
material as light valve, feasibility (1961)

140; (1962) 16334
review of (iovt. reports on phototropism

(1965) 2935
see also Thermophototropism.

Phototypesetting of computer output, example
using tabular data (1963) 14599

Photovoltaic cells, see Photoelectric cells.

Phreatophytes:
activities, report 1962 (1963) 18299
control in Pecos River Basin

—

hearing (1963) 13813
law (1964) 19402
reports (1963) 19033; (1964) 15494

effect on Pecos River depletion in New Mexi-
co (1963) 5037

research in western States, Mar. 1959-July
1964 (1965) 2240

seed germination and seedling establishment
(1961) 693

vegetation, guide for surveying (1964) 9933
PHS, see Public Health Service.
Phthisis, see Tuberculosis.
Phyllopoda, see Shrimps.

Phyllosilicates, see Iron phyllosilicates.
Physical aspects of irradiation, recommenda-

tions of ICRU (1964) 9632
Physical chemistry:

all-Union conference on physicochemical
analysis, USSR study (1962) 1228

corrosion research in Soviet Union, visit to
Soviet corrosion chemistry institutes
(1963) 7717

dynamics of physical-chemical systems in
mammals (1964) 21738

molton salts and slags, USSR studies (1962)
5690; (1964) 5954

physico-chemical basis of bioelectric poten-
tials, USSR symposium (1965) 16506

plasticity theory, USSR study (1961) 15387
Physical Chemistry Institute, see Institute of

Physical Chemistry, USSR.
Physical condition of moon and planets; USSR

(1961) 15014
Physical conditions on Mars (1963) 18175
Physical constants:

international system of units, adjusted
(1964) 20540

Marshall Island area (1962) 17627
recommended by NAS-NRC, adopted by NBS

(1963) 21027; (1964) 5545
Physical culture, see Physical education and

training.
Physical education and training:

athletic skills, use of automatic devices to
improve, USSR (1965) 4971

conditioning, Army technical manual,
changes (1961) 8368 (1962) 2021

cosmonaut training, USSR study (1962)
14247

cybernetics and physical training, USSR
study (1965) 12631

exercises, consideration of individual differ-

ences in sportsman-acrobat, USSR
study (1965) 2783

field manual (1961) 13819
5th all-Russian scientific-practical confer-

ence (1963) 20825
health-resort therapeutic physical culture,

USSR studies (1964) 14462
medical control and therapeutic physical

culture (1964) 18383
older persons, scientific research, problems,

USSR study (1961) 15361
participation in physical culture, etc., by

middle-aged and older workers, USSR
study (1963) 20824

people of middle and advanced age, medical
and hygienic observations, USSR study
(1961) 20963

physical achievement and schools (1965)
9044

physical condition, technical manual, change
(1965) 17074

physical culture institutes, USSR, results of
scientific investigations (1962) 963

program planning, invaluable guides, an-
nouncement (1963) 11215

self-testing activities for classroom, etc

(1962) 2408
Soviet theory and practice of physical cul-

ture (1962) 962
State school laws and regulations (1964)

17924
theory and practice of physical culture

—

(USSR periodical), translations (1965)
11224

USSR studies (1964) 21442
USSR-
conferences on physical culture (1961) 832
organization of physical culture charts

(1962) 10092
physical culture (1962) 10210
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Physical education and training—Con.

physical training program, need (1962)
19920

studies (1964) 20070
weightlessness, USSR studies (1965) 11117
Women's Army Corps, field manual (1965)

17049
youth physical fitness, tests, activities, and

references, suggested elements of

school-centered program (1961) 15924

Physical examinations:
aged, 80 and older, in USSR (1961) 4622
aliens, medical examinations (1963) 20106
program of Public Health Service, study

(1964) 2115
athletes, methodology of medicopedagogical

observations, USSR study (1962) 22150
attitudes toward cooperation in health ex-

amination survey (1961) 15935
aviation medical examiners, guide (1961)

6760
evaluation of single-visit cardiovascular

examination (1962) 6417
health examination survey for children 6-11

years (1964) 13400
medical control and therapeutic physical

culture (1964) 18383
medical follow-up on athletes training,

USSR study (1964) 7340
military service, report on young men found

unqualified (1964) 7678
national health survey plan, etc (1965) 15013

periodic health examinations, abstracts
from literature (1963) 13020

plan and initial program of health survey
(1962) 14572

veterans, disability evaluation, physician's

guide (1963) 14766
women, ovarian function and its signifi-

cance. Communist China (1962) 15887
your child and health examination survey

(1964) 9736
see also Premarital examinations.

Physical fitness:

adult physical fitness, announcement and
order form (1965) 20015

adult, program for men and women (1963)
16488

Air Force Academy cadets, and cadet effec-

tiveness reports, relationship between
ratings (1961) 20330

airmen, medical certificates

—

civil aeronautics manual (1961) 19281
errata (1962) 506

civil air regulations amendment (1961)
17226

Federal aviation regulations (1962) 19468;
(1965) 18067

Army program

—

female special staff personnel and TD
organizations program, Army pamphlet
(1963) 1800
changes (1963) 14940
for women (1965) 8516

specialists and staff personnel DA pam-
phlets (1963) 1799; (1%5) 5589
changes (1963) 7669, 14939

assessment, simple field test for aviation per-
sonnel (1963) 16867

boys, vigor, complete exercise plan (1964)
11539

conditioning

—

Army technical manual, changes (1961)
8368; (1962) 2021

for stronger America, price circular and
order form (1962) 1762

dynamic work exertion, Soviet studies (1962)
18052

Physical fitness—Continued
elements in recreation, suggestions for

community programs (1962) 24066
facts (1965) 1559
fatigue, mitigation with spartase (1964)

4314
fitness for leadership (1964) 18881
flying fitness sense, Navy training (1962)

3408
girls, vim, complete exercise plan (1964)

11540
Navy program, shape up exercises (1963)

19996
North Vietnam, articles (1961) 13174
physical fitness of our citizens (address)

(1965) 19039
President's Council, statement by the Presi-

dent, problem, aims, etc (1963) 12974
program planning, invaluable guides, an-

nouncement (1963) 11215
publications, list (1964) 18885
recreation planning for youth fitness, work-

shop report (1961) 6488
Sokol commemorative 5-cent postage

stamp

—

dedication (address) (1965) 5309
poster (1965) 5311

youth

—

programs, message from the President
(1963) 4728

recommendations, etc (1962) 12648
suggested elements of school-centered
program (1961) 15924

Physical Fitness, President's Council on, see
President's Council on Physical Fitness.

see aiso Physical education and training.

Physical geography:
Albania (1961) 17554
Bulgaria (1964) 5040
central and northeastern Asia (1961) 7664
central Appalachian mountain region, geo-

morphoiogy (1961) 7524
China (1965) 18298
Ck)mmunist China (1963) 16022

tectonic movement and its effect (1961)

19568
Death Valley region, geomorphology (1965)

6340
environmental factors in Thailand, litera-

ture survey (1965) 16134
geomorphological type demarcations of

Lan-chou region, Communist China
(1962) 17814

landform analysis, application in studies of

semiarid erosion (1961) 10686
physiographic and hydraulic studies of riv-

ers (series) (1961) 4312; (1962) 2525;

(1963) 15612; (1963) 17528; (1964) 10642,

12510; (1965) 10986
Rumanian People's Republic monograph

(1961) 19600
Tien Shan Station for studies, USSR article

(1965) 6500
U.S. continental margins, submarine phy-

siography (1962) 15005
Physical insulation of Korean diving women

(1963) 1759
Physical measurements:
and financial calculations

—

farmers' handbook (1962) 12839; (1964)

7911
physical measurements, handbook, errata

(1961) 13579
precision, standards, selected papers (1961)

6419
errata (1961) 11439-440; (1963) 9201

Physical measurements (body measurements),
see Anthropometry.

Physical medicine, see Medicine.
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Physical research, AEC program, hearings
(1961) 8235; (1965) 10368

Physical science aids:

examination announcement (1961) 18402;
(1962) 9112

suspension notice (1962) 13107
Physical sciences, news of Soviet publications

(1965) 11084
see also Science.

Physical survey manual, dental X-ray (1964)
20767

Physical therapists:
employment outlook (1961) 13733; (1962)

8394; (1964) 13051 > .

examination announcements (1962) 2258,

23102; (1963) 192; (1965) 19020
amdts (1961) 5515; (1963) 13322
discontinuance notices (1963) 186-187

5th all-Russian scientific-practical confer-
ence (1963) 20825

inter-oblast conference in Kuybyshev, USSR
(1961) 20973

place for professional achievement on aero-
space "team. Air Force (1962) 20444

Public Health Service hospitals, careers
(1963) 9347; (1965) 1584

regulating practice in D.C.

—

law (1961) 18671
report (1961) 16808, 17027

Veterans Administration, career opportuni-
ties (1961) 5160

Physical therapy:
aerions, effect on organism, USSR studies
(1963) 19602

department, planning, design equipment
(1963) 3285

health-resort physiotherapy, USSR studies

(1964) 14462
microwave treatment experience, USSR

studies (1965) 9481
nerve regeneration and restoration of func-

tion, USSR study (1962) 18077
skin diseases, USSR study (1965) 867
Soviet physiotherapy methods, information

(1962) 19926
step into action, guidebooks for above-knee

amputee (1963) 9356; (1965) 3003
techniques and methods (1964) 979
traineeships (1965) 20140
USSR-
new apparatus (1964) 2648
physiotherapy in cosmetics (1964) 2792
studies, translations (1963) 15838
treatment problems, translations (1962)

15857
see also Electrotherapy—Therapeutics.

Physical training, see Physical education and
training.

Physically handicapped, see Handicapped.
Physically Handicapped, President's Commit-

tee on Employment of, see President's
Committee on Employment of the Handi-
capped.

Physicians:
advanced training, scientific conference of

Kazan' Institute, USSR study) (1961)
12840

age, type of practice, etc., health manpower
source book (1961) 1439

Air Force, career opportunities (1962) 12961
Air Force medical and dental officers, re-

lief-
law (1964) 8222
reports (1964) 377, 8409

all-Russian conference of higher medical
educational institutions, etc., USSR re-

port (1961) 7586

all-Union conferences and congresses, in-

ternists, USSR (1962) 2806

Physicians—Continued
Armed Forces, appointment and residency

consideration program

—

(Berry) plan (1961) 12543
information bulletins (1962) 13714; (1963)

10033; (1964) 15826; (1965) 6089
Army doctor, general information (1965)

2052
assistants, radiograph and gammograph,

USSR study (1961) 15577
aviation medical examiners (1961) 8435,

11818, 16230
guide (1964) 19270
lists (1962) 229; (1963) 13254; (1964) 10041;

(1965) 10197
Bulgaria

—

commissions of labor-specialists, instruc-
tions governing (1963) 2486

Institute for Specialization and Advanced
Study of Physicians (1963) 5147

civilian care of dependents of uniformed
services, manual (1964) 2254

doctor and handicapped child (1962) 20642;
(1965) 13657

doctors acquiring special qualifications at
1961 Slovak postgraduate institute, list

(1962) 5634
drug reactions, report (1965) 12493
employment outlook (1962) 8395; (1964) 9397
guide for disability evaluation examinations

for Veterans Administration (1963)
14766

handbook on medical aspects of radiation
accidents (1963) 11589

health resort, USSR conference (1961) 20973
hospital house staffs, health manpower

source book (1962) 6416
income from private, self-employment prac-

tice, 1960-62 (1965) 15038
Institute for Advanced Training, staff train-

ing at Chair of Medical Parasitology
(1961) 15208

international forum in Tashkent, USSR
(1962) 5717

internships

—

Public Health Service (1961) 17796; (1962)
22759; (1963) 20107; (1965), 18715

United States Navy (1965) 1309, 16579
liability in good Samaritan cases, relieve,

reports (1965) 15698, 19419
licensing in D.C, amend healing arts prac-

tlCG of*f"^_

law (1961) 18640
reports (1961) 17015, 20548

medical groups, 1959 directory (1961) 6507;
(1964) 5658

medical personnel in RSFSR (1961) 785
mental health in child health conference,

attitude study project evaluation (1964)
17117

non-psychiatric, continuing education cours-
es in psychiatry, survey, and list of fa-

cilities providing courses (1965) 11537
opportunities in Department of Medicine and

Surgery, VA (1962) 14673
ownership in pharmacies and drug compa-

nies, hearings (1965) 4616
Peace Corps (1965) 20041
personal health expenses, United States,

July-Dec. 1962, statistics, etc (1965)
18731

prescriptions, VA to encourage filling by
agency pharamcists with less expensive
generically equivalent drugs, GAO re-

port (1965) 6290
professional public health personnel, in-

crease opportunities for training

—

hearings (1962) 9394; (1963) 6199, 17326
law (1963) 18776
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Physicians—Continued
professional public health personnel, in-

crease opportunities for training—Con.

reports (1962) 9307, 21152; (1963) 6180,
7945, 17283
summary (1963) 19335

public health, 2nd all-Russian congress in

Kemerovo (1965) 11211
Public Health Service (1962) 20254; (1963)

13021
commissioned officer residency deferment
program (1963) 14658

reporting physical abuse of children in

D.C.—
hearing (1965) 15792
report (1965) 19421

residencies at Veterans Administration
Hospital, Perry Point, Md (1965) 6977

services, expenditures, per capita, by region
and State (1965) 5378

social security benefits, brief explanation
(1965) 20073

Soviet physicians in Yemen (1964) 20407
Soviet training in radiology and roentgenol-

ogy, translations (1962) 22403
student loans, amend Public Health Service

act to permit partial cancellation for
practicing in shortage areas, reports
(1964) 4533, 17582, 17609; (1965) 4548

training of assistant doctors in Rumanian
methodological centers (1962) 7624

unite Chinese and western medical practices
(1961) 15085

USSR—
and other countries, organization of ad-

vanced training (1961) 15568
Central Institute for Advanced Training

(1962) 1004
(Communist indoctrination and medical
training of doctors (1964) 9196

improving (1965) 16430
Moscow industrial sanitation scientific

conference, report (1962) 22233
visits

—

by place of visit, type of service, etc.,

1963-64 (1965) 16834
interval of visits, and children's routine
checkup. United States, July 1963-June
1964 (1965) 16835

Yugoslav cadre, composition (1962) 15864
see aiso Osteopathic physicians.

Physicians affairs (USSR periodical):

translations (1962) 15890
Physicists:
career opportunities, building tomorrow's

weather systems (1964) 15150
employment outlook (1962) 8350; (1964) 9406
examination announcements (1961) 308,

1841; (1962) 4842
amendments (1961) 5532, 14014

Hungarian—anniversary meeting in Pecs
(1962) 10112

defend dissertations (1962) 5572
9th congress held in Debrecen, 1962 (1963)
8923

public health scientist, examination an-

nouncement (1964) 209
research opportunities, examination an-

nouncements (1961) 3969-70; (1964) 8156

Physico-chemical basis of bioelectric poten-
tials (1965) 16506

Physico-chemical investigations of SiC B4C
section of Si-B-C system (1963) 938

Physicochemical investigations of barium and
iron titanates, USSR (1961) 20964

Physicochemical properties of glass fiber,

USSR (1963) 10823
Physicochemical theory of plasticity (1961)

15387

Physico-mechanical foundations of plastic

deformation (1961) 15251
Physics:

abstracts pertaining to Communist China in

Soviet abstracts journals (1962) 12131,
15779, 19877, 22219; (1963) 987, 8681,
12367, 12734; (1964) 2868

Army research task summary, 1961 (1962)
147

atmosphere, scientific work in USSR,
1957-59, report (1961) 10872

atmospheric, journal of research. National
Bureau of Standards (1962) 3977; (1963)

3818; (1964) 3631
Bulgaria, 20 years since Socialist revolution

(1965) 947
clouds and mists, USSR study (1962) 1031
college, USAFI study guide (1963) 4793,

17342
(Communist China

—

research (1961) 15079
translations from Acta physica Sinica

(1962) 994
data reduction (1962) 12568
earthquakes and explosion seismology,

USSR studies (1963) 16099
East Ekiropean journals, abstracts (1963)

858, 1048, 1070, 2597, 2730, 2757, 2812,

2877, 2949, 5278, 5421, 6639, 6715, 6798,
6912, 7087, 8685, 8777, 8885; (1963)
10430, 10455, 10467, 10608, 10714, 10798,
10866, 12303, 12419, 12526, 12665, 14108,
14329, 14333, 14371, 15698, 15874, 16007,
16142, 17717, 17856, 17986, 19541, 19646,
19722, 20837, 20886; (1964) 968, 1175,

1346, 2496, 2631, 2690, 2741, 2764, 2803
East European scientific abstracts (1964)

4967, 5231, 6888, 7012, 7025, 7113, 7195,
7207, 8860, 9026, 9077, 9133, 9162, 9171,
9309, 9369, 11063, 11185, 12588, 12643,
12782, 12874, 12998, 13020, 14423, 14434,
14469, 14596; (1964) 16014, 16100, 16221,
16274, 16368, 16540, 18369, 18402, 18428,
18433, 18554, 19858, 20064, 20126, 20335,
2143; (1965) 2420

electrokinetic phenomena in biology, USSR
lectures (1962) 11986

electron and atom collisions, reports,

all-Union conference, USSR (1965) 19713
electron emission and electron tube technolo-

gy (1964) 7995
engineering

—

journal, translations, USSR (1963) 14103;
(1964) 5320, 5327, 8979, 9004

method for determining neutron penetra-
tion in iron-water shields (1962) 8950

experimental and theoretical, theorv of weak
interactions (13 lectures) (1963)"^ 1820

fundamentals of magnetic water treatment,
USSR study (1964) 16472

health, medical aspects of radiation acci-
dents, handbook (1963) 11589

high energy

—

program, report on national policy and
background information (1965) 5786

research, hearings (1965) 12033
high pressure, use of shock-waves, USSR

study (1965) 12652
high-temperature thermodynamics and ther-

mophysics, USSR study (1964) 10763
Hungarian, developments (1963) 12637
Hungary

—

Central Physics-Research Institute, ac-
tivities, 1950-60 (1962) 12096

development since liberation (1965) 16377
Professor Gombas discusses prospects

(1962) 7564
instruments, etc., at service of health, USSR

study (1965) 18304
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Physics—Continued
journal of research, National Bureau of

Standards (1961) 3489, 6420, 11441;
(1962) 3974; (1963) 3815, 9203, 12894;
(1964) 3628, 13269; (1965) 3546, 14870

journal of technical physics, USSR, articles,

translation (1962) 22972
laboratory instructions techniques, USSR

study (1965) 11319
Latvian research (1963) 6791
low temperature, all-Union meeting, USSR

report (1961) 989
luminescence, ionization, and radiation,

USSR studies (1964) 12799
major principles for general education,

evaluation list (1963) 4826
mathematical, journal of research. National

Bureau of Standards (1961) 3940, 6420,
11441; (1962) 3975; (1963) 3816, 9204,
18188; (1964) 3629, 13270; (1965) 3547,
14871

metal, and problems of modern technology,
USSR study (1962) 15708

meteors, symposium, proceedings, Aug.
28-Sept. 1, 1961 (1963) 14693

Mississippi River (1962) 17128
Moscow State University 5-year program,

analysis (1963) 8174
Mossbauer effect (1965) 123
news of Academy of Sciences USSR, physics

series, translations (1965) 4972
nonthermal radio sources (1965) 5112
of atmosphere, Hungarian research (1965)

11074
of important elements, bibliography (1962)

18726
of time and space, USSR study (1962) 803
physico-chemical

—

properties in liquid ammonia and related
solvents, bibliography (1961) 217

research, USSR studies (1964) 7030
state and metabolic path of radiocerium

solutions, research study (1963) 4470
treatment of biological phenomena, USSR
study (1962) 17968

physics of metals and metallography (USSR
periodical)

—

abstracts (1961) 2941
translations (1963) 6698

planetary (1964) 14779-781
atomic properties, transition probabilities,
expansion method for calculating (1964)
16655

problems of physics of the atmosphere,
translation (1964) 7565

processing physical data from oceanograph-
ic stations, coding and keypunching
(1965) 5283

corrections (1965) 11554
professional opportunities examination an-

nouncement (1965) 19029
reactor shielding, USSR studies (1964) 16145
reactor, use of heavy-water for experimental

work, USSR study (1963) 19651

research

—

and development, opportunities, examina-
tion announcement (1964) 11949

cosmic rays (1962) 6064
isotope utilization (1962) 16412
summaries of projects suppbrted by AEC

(1962) 215; (1964) 11866

rock

—

current literature (1962) 2103
sources of information (1962) 23063

role in

—

development of biology (1965) 11210
study of biological problems, USSR (1961)

15265

Physics—Continued
scientific tests, standards, publications price

lists (1962) 14566; (1963) 18281; (1965)
6867

semiconductors and metals, USSR study
(1964) 20303

snow as material (1963) 2190
solar flares, AAS-NASA symposium (1964)

20537
solid state

—

physics (USSR periodical), translations
(1963) 7063, 7114

Soviet research (1961) 253
summaries of AEC research programs

(1961) 11802; (1964) 5984; (1965) 4270
USSR study (1962) 3028

sound in sea (1963) 19983
Soviet abstracts

—

pertaining to (Communist China (1962)
1073

translations by Chinese authors (1961)
15574

Soviet and Chinese articles, English
abstracts (1961) 8441; (1962) 3784;
(1963)3621; (1964)3439

space physics

—

development and prospects, Chinese study
(1962) 23872

8-level pulse-height analyzer applications
(1961) 4939

studies (1963) 13199
statistical, problems of a dynamical theory

(1961) 5303
superconducting alloys, USSR study (1964)

20391
teachers, space science program, papers

(1963) 19900
teaching in USSR, report for UNESCO

(1963) 12656
translations from Wu-han University natu-

ral science journal (1962) 9861
upper atmosphere, USSR study (1962) 23854
USSR-
engineering physics journal (periodical),
translations (1963) 10747, 15968, 19594-
(1964) 2689, 2921, 7194

progress in physics, Apr. 1964 (1964)
12875

scientific abstracts (1963) 12767, 15672,
17808, 19683; (1964) 1006, 2732, 5170,
9036, 12580, 16245, 20056, 20115,
20343-344, 20365, 21394, 21619, 21642,
21646; (1965) 2288, 2544

studies (1964) 16442
translations (1962) 5736; (1963) 10744

X-ray fundamentals (1963) 19818
X-rays (1961) 18021
see also Nuclear physics—Plasma—Radio

engineering—Radiophysics.
Physics bulletin (Chinese periodical):

articles (1961) 2172
translations (1962) 15750

Physics Department, Hungarian Academy of

Sciences, report of leadership, 1963
(1964) 12586

Physiocrats, Marxist viewpoint cannot be said
as physiocratic viewpoint, Communist
Chinese study (1962) 22294

Physiographic and hydraulic studies of rivers
(series) (1962) 2525; (1963) 15612

Physiography, see Physical geography.
Physiological chemistry, see Biochemistry.
Physiological and biochemical evaluation of

potential anti-fatigue drugs (1963)
7685-87

Physiological instrumentation systems:
airborne flight evaluation, including prelimi-

nary results under conditions of varying
accelerations (1961) 4885
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Physiological instrumentation systems—Con.
Hughes microminiaturized instrumentation

system evaluation (1964) 1728
microminiaturized system, airborne (1963)

5858
Physiological journal (USSR periodical):

articles (1962) 5861
translations (1965) 6423, 11115

Physiological mechanism of orientation of

honey bee in space, USSR (1963) 995
Physiological mechanisms of human organism

and methods of studying them, USSR
(1964) 10803

Physiological reactions, of human organism to

transverse accelerations and means of

raising resistance to such forces (1965)
1485

Physiological sensors for use in Project
Mercury (1962) 18255

Physiological Society, Ukrainian, see Ukraini-
an Physiological Society.

Physiologically active polypeptides (1962)
11963

Physiologists:
all-Union conference of pathophysiologists,

USSR (1961) 15448
all-Union congress, USSR (1965) 11128
Bogomolets, A.A.

—

birthday commemoration, USSR (1962)

1226
scientific views and works, USSR study

(1962) 1219
examination announcement, amendment

(1964) 21055
public health scientist, examination an-

nouncement (1964) 209
southern RSFSR, conference report (1963)

5268
USSR, 10th congress of All-Union Society,

results, etc., USSR studies (1965) 9464
Volga conference (1964) 9115

Physiology:
act of attention, USSR study (1964) 5206
aerospace field, neon solubility determina-

tion in water and extracted human fat
(1964) 13650

age-associated, historic descriptions and
bibliography, Russian studies (1962)
6312

aging, OTS bibliographies (1964) 11661,
13491

air required to float men in water (1961)
9936

alkaloids, symposium, USSR (1962) 898
all-Union congress, problems of physiology

of work (1961) 10989
analysis of effects of preceding muscular

efforts on working capacity of unfa-

tigued muscles, USSR study (1964) 16271

animal

—

Rumania, research (1965) 1090
Soviet studies (1962) 19883

apparatus for

—

correlative analysis of physiological proc-
esses, USSR study (1963) 10600

electrophysicological investigations,
USSR article (1965) 2775

articles from Ukrainian journal (1961) 13039

bases of man's survival under conditions of
increased pressure in gas medium, USSR
study (1962) 7946

basis for new forms of labor under condi-
tions of technical progress, USSR study
(1964) 12938

bedrest effect (1965) 6628-29, 8029-33, 9612,
14729, 18465

bioastronautics data book (1965) 5113
brain, reticular formation, USSR study

(1961) 10743

Physiology—Continued
Bulgaria, development and present status of

physiological science (1965) 1174
clinical

—

and methods of functional diagnosis of
kidneys, USSR study (1964) 20059

circulation, outline (1964) 14912
interplanetary and orbital flight aspects,
USSR study (1965) 9429

Communist China studies (1961) 10878
comparative

—

facts and conclusions with reference to

homeostasis (1961) 19685
of temperature regulation, papers (1963)

13209
cosmonauts, reactions during action of

G-loads, etc., USSR study (1964) 9191
cybernetics

—

interrelationship, philosophical problems,
USSR study (1964) 5374

use in regulation of vital functions (1965)

7905
use, USSR articles (1964) 9023

developments, USSR (1965) 12708
dynamic functions response of some internal

human systems (1965) 11406
effects of

—

exposure to increased oxygen tension at 5

p.s.i.a. (1964) 5895
space flight on various physiciological

functions, USSR study (1965) 12678
electronic devices, investigations, USSR

study (1965) 2494
electronic techniques

—

of monitoring, fundamentals (1963) 20301
USSR study (1962) 13966

electrophysical investigations of nervous
system, current problems, USSR study
(1965) 6405

electrophysiologic characteristics and inter-

pretation of skin potentials (1964) 5905
electrophysiological

—

and cytochemical indicators in crustacea
neuron activity, relationship, USSR
study (1965) 16431

and histological characteristics of joint

capsule receptors, USSR study (1962)

5582
index of brain neuron excitation, USSR
study (1963) 6800

investigations of

—

nature of standing in man, USSR study

(1965) 2482
research methods, USSR study (1962) 9947

electrophysiology

—

action of piridrol on central nervous sys-

tem, USSR study (1964) 20108
conditioned reflexes, USSR study (1965)

11075
general, USSR study (1962) 22189, 22210
nervous system, USSR studies (1961) 7603;

(1964) 20133
environmental, USSR, survey of published

literature, 1958-64 (1965) 2408
evaporative water loss, measurement (1964)

13727
evolution of chemical basis of functions,

USSR study (1961) 15453
exercise leading to mastering horizontal

support on crossbars, USSR electrophy-
siologic study (1962) 15712

experimental, Soviet studies (1965) 16434

gas analysis at high altitude by adaptation
of chromatography (1965) 10121

gatherings in East Europe (1964) 18237

gibberellins activity, compared to activity,

etc., of molecule, USSR study (1964)

20370
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Physiology—Continued
hazards and complications in various forms

of electrostimulations of heart, USSR
study (1965) 2579

hemoglobin, comparative, USSR translation
(1964) 18517

human and animal

—

recent developments, USSR studies (1965)
12668

USSR studies (1963) 19435; (1964) 21477
human and animal blood, physiology in hot

climates, USSR translation (1963) 19707

human tolerances (1962) 16419
human water requirements, effect of venti-

lating air flow (1964) 1744
hypodynamic effects induced by water im-

mersion (1961) 1665
increasing body's resistance, problem of

adaptation, training and other methods,
report on conference, USSR (1962) 2853

industrial environment and human
organism, USSR study (1965) 11149

intracranial blood circulation and clinical

implications (1963) 21011
journal (Ukrainian periodical), translations

(1963) 10556
labor and technical progress, USSR study

(1963) 16230
man and space flight, problems, USSR study

(1961) 20968
mechanisms of malignant tumor growth,

conclusions and table of contents, USSR
booklet (1962) 21934

microapparatus for registration of certain
physiological functions by radio, USSR
study (1961) 19692

modern problems in studies of instincts,

USSR translation (1964) 2598
Navy Hospital Crops handbook (1961) 1194
new lines of development and their relation

to cybernetics, USSR study (1963) 2918
new techniques, USSR study (1965) 19764
of activity, control processes in living orga-

nisms, USSR study (1962) 10029
of flight, Air Force pamphlet (1962) 1658
pathologic

—

of infectious process, USSR study (1963)
8550

physiology and experimental therapy
(USSR periodical) (1963) 12310

pathological and experimental therapy in

USSR, articles (1961) 15592
pathological physiology

—

and experimental therapy (USSR periodi-
cal), translations (1965) 9381

of decompression sickness (1962) 10433
USSR translations (1964) 7335

pathophysiology of higher nervous activity
of man, conference on research methods,
USSR (1963) 16177

physiological

—

data collection and analysis, methodology
and apparatus (1965) 14946

effects

—

caused by organophosphorus insecti-

cides, carbon monoxide and methane
exposure, and inhalation of fibreglass
plastics fumes, USSR studies (1965)
12719
of gases encountered at elevated pres-

sures, safe use of respiratory pro-
tective equipment (1964) 18706

of gravitation (1965) 14860
USSR study (1965) 12686

indices of healthy rabbit, USSR study
(1965) 9367

mechanism of action of nicotinic acid,

USSR (1961) 12951

Physiology—Continued
physiological—Continued
psychology, theory, USSR study (1962)

12023
physiology

—

and biochemistry, USSR studies (1962)
19934

and genetics, USSR studies (1963) 15752
and therapy, USSR studies (1964) 20223
journal USSR (periodical), translations

(1962) 15884
pilot perJFormance, physiological effects of

acceleration observed during centrifuge
study (1961) 4881

plant physiology

—

and intensification of crop production,
USSR study (1965) 2581

new procedures in study, USSR study
(1963) 19762

of Soviet East, USSR study (1964) 20221
plants

—

coordination of research (1961) 15392
developments, Communist China (1961)

17424
gibberellins and gibberellin-like sub-

stances, USSR study (1962) 7816
radioisotopes uses, bibliography (1964)

15283
Soviet abstracts (1961) 2385

radioisotopes in, bibliography (1961) 18084

radiotelementry in physiology, USSR studies

(1965) 1231
reactions of animals during flights of

spaceship-satellites, USSR study (1964)
21481

reactions to irradiation etc., and use of bio-

telemetry, USSR studies (1964) 10921
regulation of physiological processes, USSR

study (1962) 7924
research, USSR studies (1962) 9959. 18112

respiration, All-Union conference, USSR
(1962) 18100

Rumania, research (1962) 5566

Rumanian research during 15 years of Re-
public, translation (1964) 936

sensory

—

excitation of secondary and inverted pri-

mary nystagmus from cat by unilateral
caloric irrigation (1963) 16865

manipulation of arousal and its effects on
human vestibular nystagmus induced by
caloric irrigation and angular accelera-
tions (1963) 1849

space biology and physiology problems,
USSR study (1962) 23909

space flight

—

and physiology, USSR studies (1965) 2760
USSR studies (1965) 7849

space physiology

—

effects of ionizing radiation and of dynam-
ic factors on functions of central nerv-
ous systems (1965) 16730

experimental research (1963) 18181
some results and prospects of experimen-

tal investigations (1965) 6764
sports, USSR study of problems (1961)

21012
supply of energy for physiological functions

(1965) 5243
surface immersion hypothermia, studies,

summaries (1964) 8044
system, significance in connective tissue and

collagen diseases, progress of study of
A.A. Bogomolets, USSR (1962) 1178

tomorrow in physiological science, USSR
study (1962) 977

use of cybernetics (1964) 2745
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Physiology—Continued

USSR-
chemistry tasks in light of communist
program (1962) 15716

methods of physiological research (1965)
11269

pathological, and experimental therapy

—

excerpts (1962) 12037
studies (1962) 6100, 12200

physiological research (1964) 19973
plant physiology from standpoint of

microbiology, book review (1964) 5408
research (1964) 5336; (1965) 11271
studies (1963) 8698; (1964) 8886, 10761,

10865; (1965) 11300
translations (1965) 14600

viruses, USSR study (1962) 8075
visual control system (1965) 11412
waveform simulator produces signals (1965)

8075
Physiology journal (USSR periodical):

translations (1962) 18099
Physiotherapy, see Physical therapy.
Phytochrome, plant light-growth discoveries,

from photoperiodism to phytochrome
(1961) 3679

Phytocides, problem, 3d conference on, USSR
(1961) 2343

Phytogeography:
development problem, USSR study (1963)

8566
discussion of 3 Soviet books on geobotany

(1964) 5410
forage geobotanical maps and principles

involved in making, USSR study (1964)
2774

geobotanical mapping, USSR study (1964)
16025

Phytopathology, see Diseases of plants.
Phytophysiognomic reconnaissance of Barro

Colorado Island, Canal Zone (1964) 3130
Phytoplankton:
ecology of Phaeocystis pouchetii, USSR

study (1964) 1145
marine, preparation for microscopic ex-

amination and enumeration on molecu-
lar filters (1963) 6467

Phytotron [Moscow station of artificial

climate], USSR (1961) 21017
PI series, Post Office Department (1961)

9677-78, 13622, 17780-781; (1961) 22712;
(1963) 9325-26, 12971; (1964) 16816,
20730-731; (1965) 8223, 11619-620, 16802

PIANC, see Permanent International Associa-
tion of Navigation Congresses.

Piantadosi, Antonio, see Lowry, Anthony R.
Piatt, V.R., atmosphere purification and

control on nuclear-powered submarines,
chemical research status (1963) 11165

Pica, Chile, geology and ground-water re-

sources of area (1965) 16312
Picard, Adrien D.:

occupational wage survey

—

Charleston, W. Va (1964) 14699; (1965)
14630

Detroit, Mich (1964) 11284; (1965) 9508
Picatinny Arsenal, Dover, N.J.:

Feltman Research Laboratories

—

technical
memorandums (1964) 13369-370
note (1961) 17777
reports (1961) 13614; (1963) 7378; (1964)

13369-370
Picaza, Jorge A., relief (1964) 14034, 21112
Picchione, Pierino R., relief (1962) 7022, 11526,

13241
Piccioni, Elisabetta, relief (1962) 6984, 13242
Piceance Creek, tertiary geology and oil-shale

resources of basin (1961) 12776

Pickel, W.H., relief (1964) 12037, 12174, 13856
Pickering, G.A., spillway for Belleville Locks

and Dam, Ohio River, etc (1965) 18049
Pickering, R.J., Clinch River study, fate of

radionuclides released to surface stream
(1965) 18207

Picketing:
construction site, amend act, hearings (1962)

2335
situs picketing

—

hearings (1965) 17691
report (1965) 17646

Pickett, A.G., elastomeric materials used in

aerospace systems (1963) 4391
Pickett, J.M., intelligibility of excerpts from

fluent speech, effects of rate of utter-

ance and duration of excerpt (1964)

17003
Pickett, R.T., III, advanced test reactor servo

regulator rod test program (1965) 10170
Pickford, Gerald D., opportunities for timber

production in Hawaii (1963) 2313
Pickle, Hal B., personality and success, evalu-

ation of personal characteristics of suc-
cessful small business managers (1965)
6900

Pickles and relishes:

making at home (1964) 5828
soft pickle losses, avoid with brine-draining

procedure (1961) 6673
Pickleworms, how to control on cucumbers,

SQuash. etc (1961) 1631; (1964) 11766
Pickling, see names of commodities pickled.

Pickling (metals):

manganese extraction using ferrous sulfate

and pickle liquor (1964) 13128
Pickup device reads pressures from ports in

rotating mechanisms (1965) 5135
Picloram, brush control chemical (1965) 7740
Picnic shelters, rigid-frame, from hardwood

lumber (1965) 6248
Picnic table for children (1964) 8636
Picnics:

areas in northern region national forests,

directory (1965) 2160
southern Appalachian sites, recreation im-

pact (1963) 6525
Picric acid turbidity tests:

comparison with subjective evaluations of

quality of shrimp (1965) 14292
iced shrimp for quality index (1962) 15587

Pictorial stru'^' ure of Chinese characters
(1965) 525-;

Picture story series (1962) 9763, 10847-882;

(1963) 3039, 13410, 16992
Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore, establish,

hearing (1964) 17879
Pictures:

Civil War, chronological list, 1861-1961
(1961) 19829

television, area properties (1964) 17006
USAF newspicture guide, pamphlet (1961)

120
see also Motion pictures—Paintings—Photo-

graphs.
Picuris Pueblo, young hunter of Picuris, story

(1964) 839
Pidlaoan, Josefa, and daughter, relief (1961)

8716, 16909, 18507
Piece-rate and premium wage system on state

farms, USSR (1963) 2532
Piece work:
system

—

conducting capital construction opera-
tions, Communist China study (1962)

23727
discussion on progress. Communist China
study (1962) 23726

Piedmont Airlines, accident (1961) 10092
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Piedmont National Wildlife Refuge, general
information (1964) 6722

Piedmont region:
floods, relation of channel geometry of

streams (1964) 10642
forests, hydrologic properties of Clecil and

Lloyd soil series (1963) 6519
Georgia

—

effects of conservation reserve program
(1962) 7251

management of small woodland holdings,
12 year report (1963) 10247

Maryland, Pennsylvania, and Delaware,
chromite and other mineral deposits in

serpentine rocks (1961) 10683
North Carolina, direct seeding of oak, tests

(1962) 7453
shortleaf pine seed production (1965) 9188
southern, Clecil soils runoff and erosion con-

trol studies (1963) 7584
southern farms, soil conservation methods

(1963) 11450
southern Virginia, farm woodland manage-

ment cost and returns (1965) 9204
Virginia-Carolina

—

shortleaf pine cubic-foot volume tables
(1962) 17593

shortleaf pine, international 1/4-inch
board-foot volume table (1963) 6518

Piegan unit, see Blackfeet Indian project.
Pieper, A.G., stochastic estimates of penetra-

tion of gamma rays through slab shields
(1965) 11574

Pieper, Heinz P., catheter-tip flowmeter for
measurement of coronary arterial blood
flow, etc (1964) 17011

Pierce, A.P., uranium and helium in Panhandle
gas field, Texas, and adjacent areas
(1964) 6807

Pierce, Charlie M. effects of radiation and ra-
dioisotopes on life processes, bibliogra-
phy (1964) 11865

Pierce, E.C., jr., effects of changes in blood
PCa2 on brain oxygenation (1963) 69

Pierce, Franklin, papers, index (1962) 8446
Pierce, Harold B., blast loading on airfoil in

Mach number 0.7 airflow, experimental
investigation (1963) 7263

Pierce, John N., error probabilities for spread
channels (1965) 4205

Pierce, Margaret H., cases decided in Ck)urt of
Claims (1963) 8130, 15404, 17336; (1964)
6531, 12286-287, 19611; (1965) 449, 9011,
10712, 17971

Pierce, William S., strength comparison of
flawed single-layer and multilayer AISI
301 stainless-steel pressure vessels at
cryogenic temperatures (1965) 19914

Pierce, Idaho, Idaho batholith (1964) 4785
Pierce County, Wash.:
cleaning trials on coals, washability studies

(1964) 21711
coal study of Wilkeson area (1964) 5498

Piercy, George T., testimony (1963) 2099
Pieroni, L.J., solid-fuel gasification using nu-

clear heat (1963) 11565
Pierre shale, see Shale.
Piers:

hurricane protection of Narragansett Bay,
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 2434
document edition (1962) 2301

permits for work in navigable waters (1963)
4867

Piersol, Allan G., measurement and interpreta-
tion of ordinary power spectra for vi-

bration problems (1964) 20523

Pierson, CJeorge A., evaluation, counselor edu-
cation in regular session institutes,
NDEA counseling and guidance insti-

tutes program (1965) 9038
Pietri, C.EL, separation and determination of

plutonium in plutonium-uranium fuel
elements (1963) 5939

Pietura, Regina, see Shore, Diedre R.
Piezoceramics, effect of dispersity of raw ma-

terial on properties of piezoceramics,
USSR study (1965) 19732

Piezoelectricity:
crystal

—

driving element for flow modulator (1961)
15779

measures short-term magnitude forces
(1965) 11458

stress history measurements. Project
Gnome (1962) 14861

effect of nepheline-containing rocks, USSR
study (1964) 14467

piezoelectric materials, bibliography (1965)
17264

substances, transistorized control systems
for information storage device, USSR
study (1963) 5211

transducers for measuring arterial pressure,
USSR study (1961) 15443

wide-range piezoelectric momentum trans-
ducer for measuring micrometeoroid
impacts (1965) 14855

Piezography, arterial, used to determine and
diagnose arteriosclerosis with disorder
of vasomotor innervation, USSR study
(1962) 18050

Piezoresistive gage tests pin-connector sock-
ets (1965) 9670

Pifer, Charles E., relief (1961) 8883, 12075,
12170

Pig iron, see Cast iron.

Pig tin, see Tin.

Pig War National Historical Park, see San
Juan Island National Historical Park.

Pigeons:
and doves

—

hunting, etc., regulations, Alaska (1962)
17519

hunting regulations 1961-62, digest (1961)
17245

hunting, possession^ transportation, im-
portation. Federal regulations (1963)
15535; (1964) 15925; (1965) 16211

mourning dove

—

literature, abstracts (1962) 13825
status report (1961) 14891; (1963) 4972;

(1964) 6730; (1965) 4777
trichomoniasis (1961) 7445

nonvirulent strains of Aujeszky's disease
obtained by passage through pigeons,
Bulgarian study (1962) 9854

see also Squabs.
Pigg, Leroy D., human engineering priciples of

design for in-space maintenance (1963)
7599

Piggyback transportation for Pacific North-
west cooperatives (1961) 1953

Piggyback transportation, hearing (1962) 5067
Piggyback transportation of Florida citrus

fruit, problems, methods, equipment,
interim report (1962) 14716

Piggyback truck-rail service, photo series

(1962) 12883
Pigment particle size separation (1964) 14787

Pigments:
flourescent, as marks for shrimp, evaluation

(1965) 14342
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Pigments—Continued

iron oxide, minerals yearbook chapters
(1961) 11382, 17635; (1962) 18204; (1963)
18078; (1964) 18672; (1965) 19845

properties of 2 white paints for application
to inflatable spacecraft, titanium-
dioxide-pigmented epoxy and zinc-oxide-

pigmented methyl silicone elastomer
(1965) 11496

Pignatti, Terisio, eighteenth century Venetian
drawings from Correr Museum (1964)
3054

Pigs, see Swine.
Pihlainen, John A., muskeg and its associated

engineering problems (1964) 8514
Pijck, J., radiochemistry of chromium (1965)

4260
Pike, true pikes, identification and description

(1965) 2154, 14300
Pike Island locks and dam;
navigation conditions, hydraulic model in-

vestigation (1961) 19274
spillway stilling basin (1962) 5139

Pike National Forest:
adding lands

—

hearings (1962) 21191
law (1962) 20823
reports (1962) 15367, 16998

Pike (I!ounty, Ala., brown iron ore resources
(1965) 11385

Pikel'ner, S.B., magnetic field of Crab Nebula
and its central star (1963) 1320

Pil Su Park, see Barker, Richard P.

Piland, William M., analytical and experimen-
tal investigation of motion of rotating
space station (1965) 18542

Pile (atomic), see Reactors (atomic).
Pileggi, Joseph, legislative actions affecting

commercial fisheries, 88th Congress
(1965) 4741

Piles and pile driving:
column strength of long piles (1962) 6514
frost heaving of piles, Fairbanks, Alaska

(1963) 10278
piles in snow, strain gage instrumentation

(1965) 10769
pressure-treated marine piles

—

Douglar fir (1963) 5961
southern pine (1963) 5962

sheet steel piling, corrosion survey (1961)
9835

steel pilings

—

corrosion in soils (1962) 24008
protective coatings, test results (1963)

13135
Piles (atomic), see Reactors (atomic).
Piling, see Piles and pile driving.
Pillmore, C.L., geology of Nefsy Divide quad-

rangle, Oook County, Wyo (1963) 8330
Pillowcases:
cotton bleached. Federal standard (1961)

4212
current industrial reports (1961) 20447;

(1962) 266, 16468; (1963) 13296; (1964)
11901; (1965) 13632

Pillow covers, see Covers.
Pilocarpine, reactions of human decentralized

and denervated pre- and post-ganglionic
denervation parotid gland, USSR study
(1962) 2722

Pillsbury, Lake, sedimentation (1964) 6815
Pilot balloons, see Balloons,
Pilot guides, see Coast pilots.

Pilot plants:
explosives, propellants, and pyrotechnic

safety (1963) 1373
hot-carbonate process for removing carbon

dioxide and hydrogen sulfide, studies
(1962) 6227

see aiso subjects.

Pilot-scale fluidized-coal feeder utilizing zone
fluidization (1964) 16638

Pilot-vehicle system simulation for low-alti-
tude, highspeed flight (1965) 11469

Pilotage, see Pilots and pilotage.

Pilots and pilotage:
ability of pilot to perform soft lunar land-

ings, fixed-base-simulator study (1962)
22585

acceleration stress recorded by airborne
physiological instrumentation system,
flight evaluation and results (1961) 4885

aviation weather, for pilots and flight opera-
tions personnel (1965) 10902

controlled simulation of rendezvous between
spacecraft and commanded module hav-
ing low thrust (1963) 7270

during simulated low-altitude high-speed
flight, effects of task leading on per-

formance (1965) 11741
effect of aileron-induced yaw on pilot opin-

ion of aircraft lateraldirectional con-
trollability characteristics (1961) 21243

Great Lakes pilotage regulations, etc (1963)

11687; (1965) 352
natural pilot model for flight proficiency

evaluation (1963) 18225-226
operational experiences of turbine-powered

commercial transport airplanes (1962)

23988
pilot operational capabilities in use of FAA

pictorial position indicator etc (1961)
8171

pilot tolerance to acceleration and effect on
performance (1961) 1288

pilotage services on Great Lakes and St.

Lawrence River, agreement with Canada
(1961) 21393

services on Great Lakes and St. Lawrence
River, agreements with Canada (1963)

11320; (1964) 3162

see also Aircraft automatic pilots-
Astronauts—Aviators—Coast pilot pi-

lots—Ship pilots.

Pilots (automatic), see Aircraft automatic pi-

lots.

Pilpel, Harriet F., know your rights, what
working wife should know about her
legal rights (1965) 15165

Piltz, Albert:
science equipment and materials, science

kits (1964) 603
science publications, annotated guide to se-

lected listings (1963) 13863
Pima cotton, see Cotton.
Pima County, Ariz.:

convey lands to Edward 0. Earl (1964) 15480
land conveyance

—

hearings (1965) 17712
reports (1965) 12283

open-pit copper mining and concentrating

methods and costs (1963) 9113
public lands

—

withdrawal of mineral interests

—

hearings (1962) 19183
law (1962) 20922

withdrawal for military training program
at Luke-Williams Air Force Range-
law (1962) 18966
reports (1961) 7111; (1962) 17258

tungsten deposits (1961) 2511

Pima Indians:
and San Carlos irrigation project, history

(1965) 8914
print as Senate document, report (1965)

4575
transfer lands to Salt River Pima-Maricopa

Indian Community

—

law (1964) 17324
reports (1964) 12108, 15719
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Pin connectors, see Connectors (electric).

Pin oak, see Oak.
Pinacol, from hexafluoracetone, USSR study

(1965) 2645
Pinal County, Ariz.:

cenozoic geology in Mammoth area (1963)
8332

copper ore, oxidized, acid curing and coun-
tercurrent decantation (1961) 2514

geology of Christmas quadrangle (1964)
19774

ground-water conditions in Rainbow Valley
and Waterman Wash areas (1964) 4814

Klondyke quadrangle, geology (1965) 735
San Manuel area, geology and ore deposits

(1965) 6341
San Manuel Copper Corp., mining, milling,

smelting methods (1962) 23951
errata (1963) 3053

Pinal Creek:
flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 446
document edition(1963) 249

Pinal Ranch quadrangle, Ariz., geology (1963)
15603

Pinch, see Plasma.

Pinchot, Gifford, National Forest, see Gifford
Pinchot National Forest.

Pinchot Institute for Conservation Studies,

dedication, introductory remarks (1963)
20292

Pinchney, S.Z.:

semiempirical method for predicting effects

of incident-reflecting shocks on turbu-
lent boundary layer (1965) 19923

use of single turning vane to eliminate flow
separation in space-limited 90° intake
elbow of axial-flow compressor (1965)
16671

Pine:
artificial hybrids, botanical descriptions

(1965) 18899
Australian Pinus radiata, ten-year perform-

ance of California planting of progenies
(1964) 12466

Austrian, height-age curves in windbreaks
on loess soils of Nebraska (1964) 783

development of young western white pine
plantations (1964) 18063

digger, dwarfmistletoe, growth rate of endo-
phytic system (1962) 17583

direct seeding, southwestern Maine (1965)
4809

disking to convert hardwood-loblolly pine
stands to pine in eastern Maryland
(1965) 678

dwarfmistletoe of lodgepole pine (1965) 2162
early lifting of seedlings (1962) 11652
east side poles, growth response to vegeta-

tion removal (1963) 12163
eastern, annosus root rot (1963) 10210

eastern white

—

blister rust infection hazard, relationship
to climate (1964) 6742

breaking dormancy by cold and light

(1965) 16271

chlorotic dward disease, effect duplicated
by artificial defoliation (1964) 8635

pretreatment of seed (1962) 17599
hard

—

commandra blister rust (1961) 17293
sweetfern rust infection (1963) 15551
variation in resistance to mouse damage

(1963) 10236
hybrids between eastern and western white

pine, juvenile performance (1963) 10214

Idaho white, plywood, standard of trade
(1962) 231

Pine—Continued
jack

—

and lodgepole and hybrids susceptibility
to sweetfern rust and eastern gall rust
(1965) 9181

and red pine, seeding depth test (1965)
14370

botanical and commercial range in Lake
States (1963) 15562

electric moisture meters, calibration (1961)
12718

Lake States seed sources differ in suscep-
tibility to attack by white-pine weevil
(1961) 4282

seed stored in cones, Minnesota (1963)
6514

snow damage correlated with density in

plantations (1962) 17566
22 year results of precommercial thinning
experiment (1964) 18066

white-pine weevil damage differs by seed
source on 2 Minnesota plantations
(1962) 11860

Jeffrey, dwarfmistletoe growth, influence of
light, etc (1961) 19376

limber pine, blister rust found in northern
Wasatch Mountains (1964) 16935

loblolly—
and slash seed, effect of hydrogen peroxide
on germination (1962) 17601

basal area growth of natural standards
(1963) 19264

Coastal Plain, prescribed burning for un-
derstory hardwoods control (1961) 7496

comparison in Virginia Piedmont (1964)
2381

deer browse preference class by forest
type, CJeorgia Piedmont counties (1962)
17595

direct seeding, guidelines (1962) 5276
estimating foliage (1965) 7744
five-year effects from row thinning in
plantations of eastern Maryland (1964)
8676

inheritance of branch length in young
progeny (1963) 12181

merchantable cubic-foot volume growth
(1961) 19391

Mississippi plantings for erosion control
(1963) 20710

northern provenance may be best for
planting in Virginia (1961) 19383

plantation-grown, weight and volume
(1961) 20792

potassium, etc., deficiency symptoms of
seedlings (1962) 5249

refrigerator car storage of seedlings high-
ly successful (1965) 2175

stands in eastern Maryland, conditioning
for regeneration (1964) 787

tip-moth control fails to improve height in
Maryland study (1964) 8652

loblolly and shortleaf, growing, in mid-
South (1964) 19067

loblolly-shortleaf pine forest type of Lou-
isiana, small mammal species and popu-
lations (1965) 683

lodgepole

—

Colorado and Wyoming, volume tables and
point-sampling factors (1964) 12481

dwarfmistletoe brooms and other brooms
in lodgepole pine (1961) 20785

dwarfmistletoe-infected, guides for prun-
ing (1962) 7448 i

55-year-old, response to thinning (1961) i

17306
infested by mountain pine beetle, relation-

ship of diameter to height of attack
(1961) 668
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Pine—Continued
lodgepole—Continued

initial germination and survival on pro-
pared seedbeds (1965) 10928

northeastern Oregon, soil moisture deple-
tion (1962) 7441

regenerating in central Montana following
clear cutting (1964) 18062

regeneration slash disposal and cone open-
ing, study (1964) 14319

seed dispersal (1963) 19254
service life of poles in REA financed elec-

tric systems, inspection results (1962)
17551

specific gravity in Intermountain Region
(1963) 571

taper tables, bark thickness, and diameter
relationships in Colorado and Wyoming
(1965) 7736

10 year results of spot seeding and plant-
ing (1961) 9219

yield tables (1964) 8686
longleaf

—

seed dispersal (1964) 2387
seed losses to animals on burned seedbeds

(1964) 18075
seedlings

—

development under parent trees (1964)
8693

growth under large pines and oaks, Mis-
sissippi (1962) 9703

survival and growth, age of stock as
factor (1961) 19384

survival, affected by seed origin, in Louis-
iana plantation (1965) 10937

longleaf-slash forest lands, forage and cat-
tle management (1964) 13583

lumber industry, Mississippi (1963) 1469
Michigan plantations, natural mortality of

Zimmerman moth (1963) 12172
Monterey

—

diseases (1964) 19750
ips bettle infestations (1961) 19354

Nantucket tip moth, description, control, etc
(1962) 21796

naval stores region, dry face, symptoms,
prevention, etc (1961) 2037

needle-sheath miner, life history, control, etc
(1962) 599

northern Minnesota, release experiments
(1962) 11858

nursery seedlings, growth, outstanding char-
acteristics (1961) 20794

ornamental

—

procedures and equipment for fumigating
European pine shoot moth (1963) 6493

eradication of European pine shoot moth
with methyl bromide (1962) 17578

papermaking experiments, Mexico and Cen-
tral America (1961) 17299

pattern of variation of fibril angle within
annual rings of Pinus attenuradiata
(1964) 18053

pine needle fuel beds, reproducible, prepar-
ing (1965) 14364

plantations

—

on eroded sites in northern Mississippi,
early yield (1964) 2385

returns per acre yield profitable income
(1963) 20202

pollen stored 15 years, viability (1961) 7490
pond, crowns, fuel weights (1961) 698
ponderosa

—

advance reproduction, logging damage
(1963) 6485

Arizona

—

forest, erosion, etc., following wildlife
(1962) 23575
intentional burn survey (1965) 12507
logs, sawing time (1961) 7493

Pine—Continued
ponderosa—Continued
Arizona and New Mexico

—

estimating past diameters (1963) 17493
pole-size, taper table (1963) 17494

Black Hills-
conversion of cubic-foot volumes to

cords (1961) 2043
immature stands, volume tables (1963)

17491
susceptibility to southwestern dwarfmis-

tletoe (1963) 17487
volume tables and point-sampling fac-

tors (1965) 4813
brushfields, sprayed after planting (1961)

19364
chemical control of brush in forests, Oreg

(1961) 14938
determining growth in Arizona by stand

projection (1965) 16269
diurnal fluctuation in moisture content

(1965) 16265
dominant pines do respond to thinning

(1964) 8658
doors, standard of trade (1962) 16426
dwarfmistletoe

—

damage in Southwest (1961) 16126
growth, influence of light, etc (1961)

19376
infected, pruning (1962) 9691

effects of intentional burning on fuels and
timber stands in Arizona, survey (1961)
6146

emergence period of Black Hills beetles, in

central Rocky Mountains (1965) 7737
estimating tree diameters from aerial pho-
tographs, Arizona (1961) 691

growth after partial cutting on permanent
sample plots in eastern Oregon (1962)
5253-54

growth, curves in Nebraska windbreaks
(1963) 4989

growth following release from supression
(1961) 679

growth of immature stands in Black Hills

(1961) 20789
insect-caused mortality in relation to cut-
ting methods on Blacks Mountain Exper-
imental Forest (1961) 687

lumber grade and value performance of
young-growth logs. Challenge Forest
Experimental Station mill study (1961)
19378

lumber recovery in north-central Washing-
ton (1962) 5251

mature, diameter at breast height

—

variation in measuring (1962) 9692
natural establishment in central Idaho

(1965) 10934
new products from low grade timber (1965)
7753

plywood, standard of trade (1962) 231
point sample cruising in, tables (1962)

11855
pulp chips, knife action and storage loosen
bark (1965) 4802

pulpwood volume tables, Arizona (1962)
9693

ranges of Colorado, infiltration studies
(1961) 19381

region, European pine shoot moth, poten-
tial damage, economic evaluation (1965)
12501

repellents reduce deer browsing on seed-
lings (1963) 19256

reproduction

—

dwarfmistletoe control opportunities
(1964) 6739

in relation to seed supply at Challenge
Experimental Forest (1963) 10226
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Pine—Continued
reproduction—Continued

rock mulch and scalping, effects (1964) 781

roots, variations (1965) 673
sawmill and logging residues from trees in

Black Hills (1965) 667
seasoning and surfacing degrade in

kilndrying in eastern Washington (1961)
17305

seed origin and size of planting stock
(1963) 15574

seed size, germination dates, and survival
relationships in Southwest (1962) 7449

seedling establishment, effects of different

grasses on (1963) 10227
seedling mortality at Challenge Experi-
mental Forest, effect of advance growth
(1963) 19257

seedlings, nursery temperature as factor
in root elongation (1965) 16264

silviculture control of dwarfmistletoe
(1962) 614

site-index curves for young-growth in

northern Arizona (1965) 7742
soil-moisture fluctuations under stands in

northern Arizona (1965) 7752
southwest

—

estimating volumes and diameters at
breast height from stump diameters
(1963) 17495

heavy pruning reduces growth (1963)
17489

point-sampling factors (1964) 790
volume, taper, and related tables (1963)

15584
specific gravity of Arizona pulpwood

(1961) 7492
survival, effect of transpiration retardant

(1961) 12740
susceptible to attack by southwestern
pine beetle, etc., in New Mexico and Ari-
zona (1961) 20790

taper tables for Black Hills, sawtimber
trees (1961) 2044

thermogravimetric analysis, effects of
various chemicals (1963) 19266

tip moth, DDT spray for control (1965)
10935

transplants, root development (1964)
14326

uniformity among growth layers in 3 spec-
imens (1963) 5721

western pine and ips beetle control by lin-

dane-diesel oil spray (1961) 6139
windows, sash, and screens, standard of

trade (1965) 6768
ponderosa and Jeffrey

—

insect-caused mortality, effects of sanita-
tion salvage cutting, 1938-59 (1963) 6500

prototype fuel break (1963) 8297
ponderosa and sugar

—

grading defects in logs, guide (1963) 15553
grading saw logs in trees, improved sys-
tem, guides (1963) 15558; (1964) 14306

protect from bark beetles (1961) 694

pulpmill possibilities in north Alabama
(1964) 16892

pulpwood

—

harvesting

—

effect of mechanical loader on produc-
tion costs (1962) 22872

in Tennessee Valley (1961) 11631
value growth on (jeorge Walton Ebc-

perimental Forest (1962) 17600
red

—

botanical and commercial range in Lake
States (1965) 14368

conelets, frost damage (1963) 6512

Pine—Continued
red—Continued

cone production stimulated by thinning
(2963) 578

diameters and numbers of trees greatly
affected by density, age, and site (1963)
15567

electric moisture meters, calibration (1961)
12718

European pine shoot moth damage as re-

lated to growth (1961) 670
ground preparation and planting costs in
southwestern Wisconsin (1964) 775

growing-stock density experiments in

Minnesota (1962) 19547
healing time for pruning wounds (1963)

15571
heavy crop of cones yields many thou-
sands of good seeds (1964) 6747

individual seed sources, little variation in

height growth after planting (1962) 5241

influence of regular spacing on growth
(1963) 15564

Minnesota, growth and yield (1962) 20427
needle rust disease in Lake States (1965)
9183

plantations

—

crown weights (1963) 15566
litter fuel (1963) 12179

Saratoga spittlebug, destructive pest in

plantations (1962) 6591
60-year old, growing stock density, prog-

ress report (1963) 579
soil moisture and radial increment (1964)
777

soil moisture-thinning relationships under
stands in northern Minnesota (1964) 776

stand density influences stem taper (1961)
14931

thinning for high investment returns
(1965) 19644

vertical distribution of cones (1965) 655
resins, volatility and vapor saturation

(1963) 19260
root systems of direct-seeded and variously

planted loblolly, shortleaf, and pitch
pines (1965) 4810

rust cankers, threat to central Oregon
lodgepole pine? (1965) 7733

sawtimber, method of appraising in South
Carolina (1961) 19387

Scotch, lUFRO seed provenance testing in

New York, 1938, results (1962) 17571
seedling grades, and seedbed density in Cali-

fornia nurseries (1964) 8667
seedlings

—

baled and bagged, testing partial atmos-
pheric fumigation for eradicating Ehiro-

pean pine shoot moth (1965) 7731
care used in breeding at Institute of For-

est Genetics (1964) 2386
rooting media for growing in hydroponic

culture (1965) 18179

bibliography (1963) 8303
burning does not control young hardwoods

in Cumberland Plateau (1964) 14308
comparison in Virginia Piedmont (1964)
2381

cubic foot volume tables, Virginia-

Carolina Piedmont (1962) 17593
estimating sound seed per cone (1964)

18074
germination of treated seed (1963) 15576
graded stock means greater yields (1961)

17289
international 1/4-inch board-foot volume

tables, Virginia-Carolina Piedmont
(1963) 6518
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Pine—Continued
shortleaf—Continued

litter-and-duflF fuel in stands in southeast
Missouri (1961) 9214

plantations, treat stumps to prevent
Fomes annosus (1965) 10920

plantings in Missouri, northern seed
sources best (1962) 19538

regeneration in Kentucky, value of bull-

dozing (1964) 2388
seed fall, rates and dates (1963) 20695
seed production in Piedmont (1965) 9188
strobili, destroyed by pine sawfly larvae in

Virginia (1965) 9192
volume tables, adjusting for different limits

of top utilization (1963) 567
site index

—

predictions, Mississippi (1965) 10943
relationships, Alabama, Mississippi and
Tennessee (1961) 5148

slash

—

cone and seed insects, hydraulic spray
applications of insectitides for control
(1964) 18084

cone crop, 1960, study of losses (1962)
5264

counting cones on standing trees (1961)
4292

controlling shrubs on wet sites (1964) 8670
cultivated plantation, fertilization (1963)

10246
direct-seeding, guides (1965) 7756
fusiform cankers growth (1961) 19385
growth and yield of plantations (1963)

12191
interplanted, 2d report (1961) 12748
less growth, no increased flowering from
changing branch angle (1962) 5266

precommercial thinning (1963) 17496
spacing-environmental relationships (1963)
8301

wide spacing produces early gum and saw-
timber yields (1962) 5268

yield of unmanaged stands in Florida
(1961) 19388

slash and longleaf

—

effect of air temperature on gum yield

(1962) 5267
seed production, insects affecting (1964)
8691

test of direct seeding depths (1963) 12185
southern

—

aeration, etc., related to littleleaf (1961)
17941

affected by bark beetles, review of current
literature (1961) 6150

appraising sawtimber, deficiencies in
Southern Region, Forest Service, GAO
report (1965) 692

grading logs and trees (1963) 8304
logs, overrun data (1963) 6523
lumber

—

forced air-drying (1961) 19386
grade yields (1963) 6522

pollen, extracting, processing, and storing
(1962) 17604

pressure-treated marine piles (1963) 5962
repellent-treated seed, germination before
and after storage (1964) 8668

root-pruning in nursery (1964) 2391
saw logs, weight scaling (1961) 699
tip moth larvae effect on oleresin cyrstal-

lization (1962) 17597
southern pine beetle, simple rearing tech-

nique for obtaining eggs or young lar-
vae (1965) 16272

specific gravity of south Arkansas pine, es-

timating (1965) 9206

Pine—Continued
sphagnum moss as medium for rooting seed-

lings (1962) 11851
sugar

—

experimental fungicidal control of blister
rust in California (1965) 663

plywood, standard of trade (1962) 231
stands, attack pattern of mountain pine

beetle (1965) 12503
white pine blister rust spread from Ribes

to sugar pine in California and Oregon
(1961) 20310

susceptibility to weevils (1961) 6144
terpene biogenesis (1962) 9688
tip moth damage in Florida plantations

(1963) 17497
tortoise scale (1961) 17290
underplanting tests in pine stands (1961)

20791
unpeeled poles, cubic-foot volume table

(1965) 654
Virginia

—

comparison (1964) 2381
effect of seedbed condition on regeneration

after logging (1961) 19369
pine seed, effects of storage treatments on

ripening and viability (1965) 14374
potassium, etc.

—

deficiency symptoms of seedlings (1962)
5249

requirements (1962) 23570
regenerating last strips in strip-cuttings

(1961) 19366
response to release, Ist-year results (1964)
2384

seed viable two months before natural
cone opening (1961) 6118

silvical characteristics (1961) 4288
silvics and silviculture characteristics in
southern Maryland (1965) 7747

wildfire effects in young stand seven years
later (1961) 675

yield estimates (1961) 19389
western pine beetle damage on Fremont Na-

tional Forest, survey (1964) 2395
western white

—

clonal variation, graftability (1963) 6486
cones, insect-caused loss (1963) 572
flower induction and stimulation (1963)
13989

growth stimulation by cultural treatment
(1963) 17479

silvics (1963) 10212
self-and cross-pollination comparison of
height growth of progeny (1964) 18065

stands, 2d-growth (1961) 1648
white

—

blister rust mortality in planations, re-

duced by early pruning (1964) 8646
blister rust spread, relationship to night

breezes (paper) (1965) 14366
climatic distribution of blister rust, Wis-
consin (1961) 9220

comparison in Virginia Piedmont (1964)
2381

eastern

—

botanical and commercial range in Lake
States (1965) 14369

silvical characteristics (1964) 8677
eastern Tennessee, insects not cause of
post-emergence chronic tipburn (1963)
12182

emergence tipburn, physiogenic disturb-
ance (1962) 5270

evaluating and scheduling weevil control
in northeast (1964) 14330

forest overstory effects on microclimate
and related blister rust spread (1963)
577
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Pine—Continued
white—Continued
growing in Lake States to avoid blister

rust (1962) 5237
growing to avoid blister rust, new infor-

mation, 1964 (1964) 12460
introducing into poor-site hardwood
stands in West Virginia (1961) 20778

provenance study in southern Appalachi-
ans (1963) 12192

pruning

—

and branch growth (1965) 9185
literature review (1962) 5230

release, browse damage, and growth, study
(1961) 6121

root rot damage at Chittenden Nursery
(1964) 773

seasonal growth in seedlings from differ-

ent provenances (1961) 4287
southern Appalachian plantations

—

cubic-foot volume tables (1961) 20793
site, volume, and yield (1963) 6524

thinning fails to stimulate growth on
50-year-old plantation (1963) 12166

weed control and fertilization (1965) 16247
white pine weevil control decisions, unin-

jured trees index as criterion (1962)
17569

white-pine cone beetle, description, control,
etc (1964) 18043

Pine Bluff, Ark., railroad accident (1962) 13951
Pine butterflies, see Butterflies.

Pine County, Minn., development opportunities
(1965) 15229

Pine Flat and Diamond Flat nickel-bearing
laterite deposits, Del Norte County,
Calif (1963) 9132

Pine gum, see Gums.
Pine-needle-sheath miner, life history, control,

etc (1962) 599
Pine reproduction weevils, see Weevils.
Pine Ridge Reservation:
land in trust to Oglala Sioux Tribe, reports

(1962) 13455, 15168
Oglala Sioux Tribe of Pine Ridge Reserva-

tion, convey latids in trust to

—

law (1964) 246, 249
report (1963) 7915-16, 19036-37

Pine sawflies, see Flies.

Pine shoot moths, see European pine shoot
moths.

Pineapple juice, pineapple-grapefruit juice
drink, standard proposed (1965) 12488

Piney River, flood, Nov. 18-19, 1957 (1961)
11630

Ping-Kwan Fong, see Fong, Ping-Kwan.
Pink bollworms see Bollworms.

Pinkard, Mary, labor law and practice in Haiti
(1964) 2958

Pinkerson, Alan L., effect of glyceryl trini-

trate on pulmonary vasculature of anes-
thetized dogs (1965) 215

Pinkerton Detective Agency, see Detective
agencies.

Pinnacles National Monument:
general information (1961) 20028; (1963)

7335; (1964) 16769, 8175
ground-water reconnaisance (1962) 13876

PiKon:
aerial volume tables for pinyon-juniper

stands (1963) 4983
juniper type

—

of Arizona effects of grazing, fire, and tree
control (1964) 16969

phenology of grasses of northern Arizona
(1965) 12513

Pins:

straight

—

dressmakers' or common, report on es-
cape-clause investigation (1962) 8705

office. Federal standard (1963) 19217
see also Safety pins.

Pinson, J. D., lubrication requirements for
space environments (1964) 4253

Pinson, Larry D., longitudinal spring con-
stants for liquid-propellant tanks with
ellipsoidal ends (1965) 1452

Pinto Basin, hydrologic and geologic recon-
naissance (1963) 5028

Pinus, N.Z., atmospheric turbulence (1965)
18593

Pinus attenuradiata, see Pine.
Pinus radiata, see Pine.
Pinus strobus, see Pine.
Pinus virginiana, see Pine.
Pinyon, see Pinon.
Pioche mining district, Nev., Cambrian rocks

(1964) 19789
Pioneer, see Satellites.

Pioneer (USC&GSS):
International Indian Ocean Expedition, oper-

ations, etc (1964) 6110
Pioneer V (1962) 1694
Pioneer, light passenger locomotive of 1851 in

Museum of History and Technology
(1965) 1514

Pioneers for new frontier, address (1961) 5548
Pipe, Peter, introduction to dental public

health, self-instruction course (1964)
15057

Pipe and pipe fittings:

acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene plastic pipe,
standard of trade (1964) 5541

austenitic steel steam pipes, increasing reli-

ability of weld joints, USSR study (1965)
16449

bending vibrations, etc., of pipe, effect of
high-velocity fluid flow (1965) 14823

boundary roughness, energy losses associat-
ed with enlargements in pipes (1961)
9256

brazing of thin-walled piping, USSR study
(1965) 5007

buried structural-plate pipes subjected to
blast loading, tests (1961) 18100

cast iron pressure, outlook for 1961 and re-

view of 1960 (1961) 1737
cast iron soil pipe

—

from Australia, determination of no injury
or likelihood thereof to U.S. industry
(1964) 11654

standards of trade (1961) 13845; (1962)
4659

concrete and clay pipe, highway construc-
tion usage factors (1963) 20117

drain and sewer styrene rubber plastic,
standard of trade (1961) 11828

electric-welded steel pipes with spiral seam,
USSR study (1962) 17918

electric welding mills, self-adjusting system
of automatic control, USSR study (1962)
10008

engineered performance standards, pipefit-
ting plumbing formulas and handbook
(1962) 24136; (1963) 1610

Federal item identification guides for supply
cataloging (1962) 7239; (1964) 12292

supplements (1963) 3655; (1964) 3473;
(1965) 3375

flexible polyethylene plastic, standard of
trade (1961) 5418

hydraulic analysis of circular culverts, elec-
tronic computer program (1965) 16840

hydraulic power transmission equipment,
cleaning and protecting piping, military
standard (1964) 10450
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Pipe and pipe fittings—Continued

identification of pipe liner for aircraft, mis-
sile and space systems, military stand-
ard (1964) 21255

large size pipe production from Okhl-
0NZ0T2 stainless steel, USSR study
(1964) 2812

magnetogasdynamic pipe-flow accelerated by
axial body force, study (1961) 8036

mechanical design considerations in primary
nuclear piping (1965) 17095

mechanism of predetonational flame propa-
gation, USSR study (1961) 912

metal, with plastic lining, new method,
USSR (1963) 5346

perforated vitrified clay, standard of trade
(1961) 5417

pipe nipples, brass, copper, steel and
wrought-iron, standard of the trade
(1965) 6775

piping failures for reactor primary coolant
pipe rupture study, survey (1965) 17094

polyethylene plastic pipe, standard of trade
(1964) 5542

polyvinyl chloride (PVC)

—

plastic drain, waste, and vent pipe fit-

tings, standard of trade (1965) 19953
plastic pipe, standard of trade (1964) 5543

pressure pipe in water and sewage systems,
size and regional trends (1965) 13546

production in USSR (1963) 14105
reactor pipe rupture study, experimental

and analytical program recommenda-
tions (1965) 17093

reinforced concrete pipe culverts, criteria

for structural design and installation

(1964) 1571
rigid polyvinyl chloride pipe

—

acceptors, supplementary list (1962) 232
standard of trade (1961) 16234

service pipe requirements by water utilities,

1950-80 (1964) 19280
sewage utilities, sewer service pipe require-

ments (1963) 16872
sharp-edged pipe junctions energy loss in

water, conveyance systems (1963) 16766
stability of 2-phase annular flow in vertical

pipe (1965) 13067
stainless-steel elbows formed by spin forg-

ing (1965) 2846
vitrified clay sewer-
commercial standard (1961) 5419
industry outlook for 1962 and review of

1961 (1962) 4680
water and sewerage works pressure pipe

requirements, 1940-75 (1965) 223
water reactor primary system conditions

pertinent to study of pipe rupture (1965)
17092

water supply piping system, nursing homes
(1963) 13004

Pipe fitters:

employment outlook (1962) 8396; (1964) 9423
supervisory jobs in steamfitter trade, exami-

nation announcement (1964) 6088

Pipe lines:

Canol project, disposal of acilities in Cana-
da, agreement (1961) 5134

chemical production, accident prevention
during assembly and repair of.USSR
translation (1965) 2402

coal slurry, land acquisition, amend Inter-
state commerce act, hearings (1962)
15433

construction permits, exemption from FCC
procedures, message from the President
(1961) 6996

crude-oil and refined products, mileage in
U.S (1962) 20074

Pipe lines—Continued
gas distribution, engineering manual,

change (1964) 4669, 19657
gas distribution, engineering and design

manual, change (1961) 4163
Haines-Fairbanks, maintenance, agreement

with Canada (1962) 14632
interstate, safety regulation by ICC hearing

(1965) 16010
irrigation in Idaho, replace

—

law (1961) 18680
reports (1961) 14354, 17001

junction energy losses in water convenance
systems (1963) 16766

military petroleum pipeline systems, techni-
cal manual (1962) 20506

modify definition of term, carrier, for pur-
pose of ICC regulations

—

hearing (1965) 12191
report (1965) 14076

natural gas

—

maps (1961) 20737; (1962) 11779; (1963)
507, 10162; (1964) 6642, 10523, 21304:
(1965) 10816, 19611

rate cases, suspensions, refunds, and set-

tlements by FPC, hearings (1961) 1887
index (1961) 18958

sales by producers to pipeline companies,
1961 (1963) 8241; (1964) 12392; (1965)
7640

statistics for interstate companies, 1963
(1965) 568

United States, map (1961) 9103
oil-
transport statistics (1961) 19465; (1963)

641; (1964) 4881; (1965) 7846
transportation revenue and traffic (1961)

3358; (1962) 4392; (1963) 4243; (1964)
4092; (1965) 4002

Poland, Druzhba oil pipeline, prospects for
development of chemistry (1964) 5157

transportation

—

barite and limestone slurries, friction-head
losses (1962) 22511

sand slurries, friction-head losses (1962)
22510

Ukrainian design and planning institute

(1962) 1400
underground, biocorrosion, USSR study

(1962) 10056
watershed protection „nd flood prevention

projects, utility relocation costs, reports
(1964) 6489; (1965) 10653

Pipe Spring National Monument, general in-

formation (1961) 6449; (1963) 3187
Pipelines, see Pipe lines.

Piper, Arthur M., potential applications of
nuclear explosives in development and
management of water resources (1965)
17128

Piper, Geraldine M., survey of home-delivered
meals programs (1965) 15011

Piper PA-25 Pawnee distribution patterns
(1963) 18398

Pipestone National Monument, general infor-

mation (1963) 5641; (1964) 11469; (1965)
8176

Pipettes, mouthpiece adapter protects mouth
from harmful liquids (1965) 5151

Piperinges, G.N., geology and uranium depos-
its in Cave Hills area, Harding County,
S. Dak (1965) 12545

Piqua, Ohio, geology and hydrology of area
(1962) 2521

Piranha, eradication in inland waters of Bra-
zil (1963) 13962

Pirhalla, Ferdinand F.:

basic data on economy of

—

Bulgaria (1965) 15377
Rumania (1964) 18183
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Pirhalla, Ferdinand F.—Continued

foreign trade of Czechoslovakia, 1948-62

(1964) 6859
Piridrol, electrophysiology of action on cen-

tral nervous system, USSR study (1964)

20108
Piroplasmosis, immunoprophylaxis of babes-

iasis in cattle, Yugoslav study (1962)

7729
Pirotta, Anthony, relief (1961) 14228; (1962)

20757, 21274
Pirritano, Nina M.C., relief (1964) 2181
Pirsko, Arthur R.:

California's 1961 fire weather brings
near-record losses (1963) 6494

causes and behavior of tornadic fire-whirl-

wind (1965) 16259
Pisar, Samuel, relief (1961) 7207, 10229, 12035
Piscataqua River:
harbor improvements, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23483
document edition (1962) 23330

Pisciculture and fishing (USSR periodical):

translations (1964) 18421
Pissot, Henry J.:

forest resources of western Montana (1963)
17502

New Mexico's forest area and timber volume
(1965) 10931

Pistol practice, see Target practice.

Pistols:
care, use, etc., field manual (1961) 151
District of Columbia, registration, require,

hearings (1965) 12324
see aiso Shooting.

Piston gages, pressure measurements, reduc-
tion of data (1963) 12898

Piston rings, wear radioisotopes measure-
ments applications (1964) 1777

Pistons:
drag parameter investigation for hydraulic

aircraft-arresting energy absorbers
(1962) 91

interaction mechanical radiation impedance
between 2 pistons arbitrarily oriented in

space without baffle (1962) 24044
packing-free, theory and design of instru-

ments with, USSR study (1965) 2363
problem of motion in magnetohydrody-

namics, USSR study (1961) 11122
pump, for accelerated reservoir light-gas

gun, design and operation, modification

(1962) 8507
theory, for study of factors affecting flutter

characteristics calculated for 2-swept
wings (1963) 11067

unbaffled circular rigid, with pressure re-

leased back, mutual mechanical radia-

tion resistance for all values of ka
(1961) 5006

vented seal prevents fluid leakage between 2

chambers (1965) 2842
Pistrang, Marvin A., geologic and hydrologic

reconnaissance of Furnace Creek Wash
area. Death Valley National Monument,
Calif (1964) 21361

Pitch:
binders for graphite, literature survey

(1963) 14969
hydrogenation from low-temperature car-

bonization of coal (1963) 3082
rocket, effect of Ist-stage geometry on aero-

dynamic characteristics in pitch of

2-stage vehicles (1965) 8099
Pitch (motion):
aerodynamic characteristics of triple-body

missile configurations at Mach numbers
0.6 to 1.4 (1961) 4842

Pitch (motion)—Continued
aerodynamic damping derivatives measured

as function of instantaneous angular
displacement relationship with deriva-
tives measured as function of oscillation
amplitude (1965) 13027

afterbody sting diameter effect on aerody-
namic characteristics of slender bodies
at mach numbers from 1.57 to 2.86
(1964) 1465

arrow wing having 80° of sweepback (1961)
17707

characteristics of

—

full-scale fan-in-wing model with nose-fan
pitch control (1964) 18737

wings with arrow and modified-diamond
plan forms combined with several differ-

ent bodies (1961) 6362
control, spinning vehicle during flight, test

(1963) 14576
controllable pitch propellers and ship design

USSR study (1964) 14488
cruciform-wing missiles with canard con-

trols, aerodynamic characteristics (1961)
11414

damping in pitch, blunted cone, effect of

changes in base contour (1964) 1472
effectiveness of small pulse rockets exhaust-

ed from fuselage over surface of adja-
cent wing at Mach nos. 0.9 to 1.8, inves-
tigation (1961) 4875

effects of coupling between pitch and roll

control inputs on handling qualities of

VTOL aircraft (1962) 10525
forces and pitching moments on aspect-

ratio-3.1 wing-body combination (1961)
6310

gyroscopic cross coupling between pitch and
yaw, effects on handling qualities of
VTOL aircraft (1961) 21228

helicopter rotor response to increase in
collective pitch for vertical flight (1961)
4951

high horizontal tail on unswept-wing and
body combination (1961) 17711

low speed characteristics of 45° swept-wing
fighter type airplane, wind-tunnel inves-
tigation (1961) 6334

M-wing-body combinations, aerodynamic
characteristics at Mach numbers 2.40,

2.60, and 2.86 (1965) 19927
oscillations, tapered wing, aerodynamic

forces, moments, and pressures at Mach
numbers from 0.40 to 1.07 (1962) 12470

pitch-up

—

evaluation, design guide, investigation of

limitations due to wing-aspect-ratio var-
iations (1961) 17709

tendencies of model having unswept wing
and high horizontal tail, forces and
moments (1961) 2531

ring-wing-body configurations, aerodynamic
characteristics (1962) 12491

simulator investigation of factors affecting
design of stick pusher for preventing
airplane pitch-up (1961) 13474

sounding rocket, pitch-roll resonance condi-
tions, steady-state and 6-degree-of-
freedom analyses (1963) 12882

space environment, variation due to fuel
sloshing in rectangular tank (1964)
14869

spinning symmetric missile governed by ar-
bitrarily nonlinear restoring moment
(1964) 9575

swept-wing heavy-bomber configuration, lat-

eral forces and pitching moments, Mach
number 1.61 (1963) 14533
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Pitch (motion)—Continued
VTOL aircraft-
gyroscopic cross coupling between pitch
and roll effects on handling qualities

(1961) 9581
interference effects of single and multiple
round or slotted jets on model in transi-

tion (1964) 16697
wing-body combination

—

leading-edge sweep, effects of spanwise
variation (1964) 9596

with wedge-shaped bodies located above
and below 54.5° swept delta wing, aero-
dynamic characteristics (1963) 14565

Pitch (music), see Musical pitch.

Pitch pine, see Pine.

Pitcher, Charles B., gas characteristics and
factors of gas distribution in Western
Europe (1965) 17282

Pith, fleck^ in sugar maple veneer logs, grad-
ing (1964) 12459

Pitman, A.L., sulfate cycle for carbon dioxide
removal and oxygen generation (1964)
13340

Pitot-static tube, measurement of upper-
atmosphere structure (1961) 6381

Pits, see Quarries and quarrying.
Pittman, David J., National Clearinghouse for

Mental Health Information report on
alcoholism, community agency attitudes
and their impact on treatment services

(1965) 5264
Pittman, M.E., homogeneous magnetic fields

(1964) 7511
Pittman, Ralph, testimony, hearings (1965)

4624
Pittman, Steuart L., addresses (1963) 6019,

7776
nomination, hearing (1961) 20627

Pittman act, see Reclamation of land.

Pitts, M.C., relief (1961) 14263, 16899, 18489
Pitts, William C, electric drag on spherical

satellite models (1965) 5213
Pittsburg, Kans., redevelopment area, statisti-

cal profile (1962) 6763
Pittsburgh, Pa.:

area redevelopment manpower report (1963)
17401

census of business, 1958, standard metropol-
itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 3898
census of business, 1963), major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 17178
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18323
standard metropolitan statistical area

—

components of inventory change (1962)
11150, 16494

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16530

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 11170

consumer expenditures and income, 1960

—

advance report (1963) 7155
supplement (1963) 14453

electric facilities of area, map (1962) 555;
(1963) 516, 2266

Greater Pittsburgh Airport, weather obser-
vations, hourly, decennial census (1963)
11399

income, education, and unemployment in

neighborhoods (1963) 10918
motor, carrier accident (1963) 8431
natural gas pipeline, map (1961) 9103
occupational wage survey (1964) 11279;

(1965) 9506

Pittsburgh, Pa.—Continued
departmental editions (1961) 9411; (1962)

10410; (1963) 12792
document editions (1961) 8637; (1962) 9173;

(1963) 11736
principal electric facilities, map (1964) 673;

(1965) 16177
redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)

13191
wholesale food distribution facilities (1965)

37
wholesale fruit and vegetable market, orga-

nization (1962) 18634
Pittsburgh and Lake Erie RR., emergency

board report (1962) 21667
Pittsburgh & West Virginia Ry., accident

(1965) 6387
Pittsburgh coal, see Coal.
Pittsfield, Mass.:
census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

16356
censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 2235

Pittwood, HI., railroad accident (1963) 8435
Pituitary gland:
changes in anterior lobe of hypohysis during

irradiation and cooling, USSR study
(1963) 15671

hypohysis in amphibia, Soviet experiments
(1962) 22076

pathomorphological changes in apoplexy
and softening of cerebral tissue as re-

sult of hypertensive disease, USSR
study (1961) 11115

use of materials to spawn warm-water fishes

(1963) 2298
Piura Department, Peru, uranium reconnais-

sance in Ayabaca and Huancabamba
provinces (1962) 14874

Pixley National Wildlife Refuge, general infor-

mation (1965) 4769
Piziali, Raymond A., tables of 2-diniensional

airfoil coefficients for rotary wings
(1965) 5438

PKI, see Communist Party of Indonesia.
PKU, see Phenylketonuria.

PL 480 newsletter (1962) 14402; (1963) 3866;
(1964) 3679; (1965) 3592

Placak, O.R., final off-site radiological safety
report. Project Sedan (1963) 11569

Place to live, yearbook of agriculture, 1963:

departmental edition (1963) 20291
document edition (1963) 20452

Placebo IV, see Microgrammars.
Placement:
cooperation of College Placement Associa-

tion and U.S. Employment Service (re-

marks) (1963) 17405
handicapped, supervisor's role in selective

placement (1962) 11208
mentally retarded, guide to jobs (1963) 14448
professional personnel (1962) 13751; (1963)

6355
professional, service of Employment Service

(1962) 17418
program for older workers (1961) 20825
selective, hiring handicapped according to

abilities (1963) 18735
services for personnel in higher education

(1961) 20688
VRA—

15th annual workshop, proceedings (1963)

9483
workshops, proceedings dealing with small
business enterprises (1963) 16644

see aJso Child placing.
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Placerville, Colo., early Permian vertebrates
from Cutler formation of area (1965)
16323

Placidi. Maurizio, relief (1962) 16865, 19257,

20723
Plague:
Hista Plague-Control Station collection of

scientific works (1962) 22276
endemic plague epizootics, ecological pecul-

iarities of fleas of Rhombomys opimus,
USSR study (1965) 4944

immunogenic properties of some fractions of

causative agents, USSR study (1963)

17682
jerboas as flea hosts, USSR studies (1965)

6478
pest-allergen tests on aminals and volun-

teers, Soviet study (1965) 11124
Plain Dealing, La., motor vehicle accident

(1961) 4345
Plain facts about oil (1962) 20229; (1964) 1532
Plains, see Great Plains.

Plan for development of land and water re-

sources of southeast river basins, etc

(1964) 6375
Plan for the man, tool to unleash creativity

and potential in National Park Service

(1963) 7336
Planck radiation formula, table of 3 integrals

related to function (1961) 9652
Plane coordinates, see Coordinates.
Plane sense, general aviation information

(1962) 15610, 21789; (1963) 20689
Plane tables:

surveying with use of aerial photographs
(1961) 11232

Zeiss, new model, description (1961) 11238
Plane trajectories, see Trajectories.

Plane wave propagation, in nonlinear, inhomo-
geneous, time-dependent plasma medium
(1965) 7102

Planes (aircraft), see Airplanes.
Planet of Man Ebq)osition, see International

Bbqjosition for Southern California,

1966.
Planetary aeronomy, see Aeronomy.
Planetary environment, see Environment.
Planetary-interplanetary program, Venus and

Mars, advanced manned planetary mis-

sion programs, nominal natural environ-
ment for, establish numerical values
(1965) 11419

Planetary meteorology (1965) 16604
Planetary missions, see Planets.
Planetary physics:
expansion method for calculating atomic

properties (1964) 14779-781, 16655
Planetary science, research in space explora-

tion, papers (1963) 5542
Planets:
atmospheres

—

containing water vapor, settling time of

fixed amount of oxygen (1964) 1480
continuing bibliography (1965) 14762
determining structure from measured ac-

celerations of entry vehicle (1965) 6720
equations for isentropic and plane shock
flows of mixtures of undissociated
planetary gases (1965) 8131

flow properties of thermally perfect car-

bon dioxide and nitrogen mixtures, ta-

bles (1964) 11361
nitrogen peroxide formation, problems
and explanation (1962) 6291

radiative equilibrium (1964) 18742
structure, determination from accelera-

tions of entry vehicle, analysis of errors
(1965) 14859

PI anets—Continued
atmospheres—Continued

temperature readings, methods developed
for inversion of radiative transfer equa-
tion (1965) 16686

density in exosphere (1961) 15805

elliptical orbits, accuracy of determining
variations (1961) 4909

ephemerides, calculation from initial values
(1963) 1277

formation (1963) 21015
gases, convective heat transfer (1965) 14858
gravitational field, simulation, technique

(1964) 21774
infrared celestial backgrounds, research

report (1962) 20439
inner, structure and strength (1964) 9616
interplanetary

—

and orbital flight, clinical and physiologi-
cal aspects, USSR study (1965) 9429

missions, utilizing 1st generation nuclear
stages, parametric performance analy-
sis (1964) 21759

navigation and guidance problem, statisti-

cal filter theory application (1965) 6743
life on other planets, USSR study (1962)

2752
meteorology (1965) 16604
minor

—

orbits, computation of perturbations
(1962) 18280

with large orbital elements, tables for
development of disturbing function, ad-

dition to Yale tables (1962) 10532
near-earth, tumbling motions of probe vehi-

cles entering planetary atmosphere
(1962) 23996

perturbations

—

comparison of components, computation
(1965) 11503

computation (1963) 16394
modification of ffill's method (1964) 14897
position vectors of planetary system

(1965) 6740
physical conditions, USSR study (1961)

15014
planetary flight handbook (1965) 18489-491
polarization of light from planets

—

and some terrestrial substances, research
study (1964) 16727

study (1964) 16728
probes

—

angle-of-attack convergence of spinning
bodies entering atmospheres at large
inclinations to flight path (1964) 21777

theory of tumbling bodies entering atmos-
pheres (1964) 14905

radar, paramagnetic amplifier, USSR study
(1964) 7244

radiation belts, USSR study (1963) 6673
radio astronomy, USSR studies (1962) 6021
research, bibliographies (1964) 5872; (1965)

5569
rotating, Z-function solutions for motion

and heating during atmospheric entry
from equatorial orbits (1963) 5583

secular variations in orbit of satellite of

oblate planet, theory (1961) 19993
simultaneous computation of secular and

resonance effects in motion of celestial

bodies (1964) 13223
soils, evaluation of infrared spectrophoto-

metry for analysis (1963) 9189; (1965)

1387
solar flux incident for spectral region 50 A

to 3000 A at top of atmospheres of

earth (1963) 19891
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Planets—Continued
surfaces, application of penetrometers to

study of physical properties (1964)

18748
transit times, manually recording, measure-

ment of errors (1964) 18761
see also Life on other planets— aJso names

of planets.
Planimeters:
area-elevation information, planimetering

method for obtaining (1963) 8298
new planimeter of geophysics plant of Preci-

sion Mechanics Trust, USSR (1961) 4755

Planimetric map compilation with trimetrogon
photographs, instructions for preparing
small-scale maps and charts from trime-
trogon serial photographs (1961) 711

Planing-machines, pneumatic vibrating-blade
planer, testing in phosphate and coal

(1963) 3095
Planing mills:

census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 3915
southern, industry wage survey (1963) 12807

Plankton:
Bahia Fosforescente, Puerto Rico and adja-

cent waters (1965) 16767
copepods, procedure for calculating produc-

tion, USSR study (1964) 1055
distribution in Gulf of Tonkin and South

China Sea, general characteristics
(1963) 12575

families, tropical Pacific collections of Alba-
tross (1965) 5270

Foraminifera from western north Atlantic
(1965) 6903

mass Black Sea planktonic algae grown in

cultures, protein, fat, carbohydrate, and
ash content (1963) 17738

oil films, stability to artificial sunlight
(1963) 3226

planktonic foraminifera from deep-sea cores
off Eniwetok Atoll (1964) 15945

population dynamics, study (1962) 18420
primary production of bodies of water (1963)

14959
errata (1964) 11852

radionuclide content in vicinity of Christmas
Island, Mar.-Aug. 1962 (1965) 11919

records and observations from grid studies
off Baja California, Apr. 1952 (1964)
4740

relative abundance off Naples, Fla., and
associated hydrographic data (1961)
9151

see also Phytoplankton.—Zooplankton.
Planned training, your future security (1961)

20338; (1963) 9644
Planned-unit development with homes associa-

tion (1964) 6636, 19685
Planners, see City planners.
Planning (economics):

threat of Soviet economic policy (1961)
20166

see aiso Business—Economic policy—Hous-
ing.

Planning (programming), see Programming
(planning).

Planning:
and zoning to prevent land and water prob-

lems in suburbia (1962) 17382
capital investments and production capaci-

ties (1965) 19746
electric water system and plumbing for your

farmstead (1962) 67
experiment, 1st all-Union conference, USSR

(1965) 12635
farm for profit and stability (1964) 4199
for later years (1963) 21112; (1965) 9926

Planning—Continued
for peace, hearings (1965) 12328
on going into business? (1963) 20085
RDT&E management guide, Navy Dept.

—

appendices (1965) 20000
organization and procedures (1965) 18680

visit to Nation's Capital (1963) 11219
your retirement, guide for Department of

Agriculture employees (1963) 16751
Planovoye khozyaystvo (periodical):

translations (1962) 22011
Plans for visiting professional (1963) 13022
Plans, see Architecture.
Plans for Progress Advisory Council, report

(1965) 1560
Plant City quadrangle, economic geology

(1964) 799
Plant diseases, see Diseases of plants.
Plant lice, sweetclover aphids, sources of re-

sistance in species of Melilotus (1963)
18393

Plant life, small and microscopic, USSR stud-
ies (1964) 2895

Plant nematodes (1963) 1622
Plant pathologists, forest and forest products,

examination announcement (1961) 14020
Plant pathology, see Diseases of plants.
Plant Pest Control Division, activities, func-

tions, and background information
(1963) 11439

Plant pest control inspectors, examination
announcement (1963) 1947

Plant pests, see Pests.
Plant physiology, see Physiology.
Plant protection from pests and diseases

(USSR periodical):

articles (1962) 15858
Plant Protection Institute, see Institute for

Plant Protection, Bulgaria.
Plant Quarantine Division, summary of activi-

ties (1961) 3684, 20270; (1963) 1641
Plant quarantine inspectors, examination

announcement (1963) 1947
Plant regulators:

include in Federal insecticide, fungicide, and
rodenticide act, law, transitional provi-
sions, amend

—

hearings (1961) 7141
laws (1961) 6947, 8607
reports (1961) 5699, 7067, 7069, 7219, 7231

Planting:
precision planter for experimental plots

(1965) 8439
screen and cover planting of trees on an-

thracite mine-spoil areas, guide (1965)
4807

spring, publications, lists (1962) 8600; (1963)
7392

see also Crops—Forest planting—Gar-
dening—Sowing—Tree planting.

Plantings, see Crops.

Plants, Kenneth D., gasification of bituminous
coal with oxygen in pilot plant, etc

(1964) 7443
Plants:
accumulation of cesium concentration, effect

(1964) 4970
agricultural

—

districting varieties in Rumania (1962)
5500

ecological zoning in Rumania (1961) 4478
protection, scientific conference, Hungary

(1962) 5902
alkaloid bearing and their contained alka-

loids (1961) 16125
analysis, use of quantometer, USSR study

(1965) 2766
Aral Lake flora, USSR study (1965) 9469
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Plants—Continued
aviation in protection, USSR study (1962)

1419
Barro Colorado Island, Canal Zone, phyto-

physiognomic reconnaissance (1964)

3130
biology, achievements, Rumania (1965) 4974
biophysics in protection, USSR study (1962)

1420
breeding, successes during last 20 years,

Bulgaria (1965) 933
cells, USSR studies (1964) 7201
central Asia (1965) 9468
classification bulletin (1963) 16477
community in light of some cybernetic ideas,

USSR study (1962) 5876
cultivated, Soviet abstracts (1961) 10848
cultured, instructions for testing and appli-

cation of gibberellins (1964) 20330
decorative, use for indoor garden (1965)

11844
deer browse, southern forests (1963) 4980
dwarfing with chemicals (1961) 5215
effects of

—

decomposition of wood and bark sawdusts
in soil, nitrogen requirements (1965)
10094

ionizing radiation (1961) 19734
light, literature review, 1950 (1963) 7540
radioactive fallout, USSR study (1964)

9231
soil (root) acting herbicides on plant nutri-

tive elements in soil, USSR study (1965)

11121
ephemeral vegetation characteristics of

desert area of northern Aral Sea region,
USSR study (1961) 4669

explorations, ornamentals of

—

Australia (1962) 20384
Netherlands, West Germany and Belgium

(1963) 11432
extracts, use in serological studies of fish

(1964) 10574
Federal quarantines and regulations, refer-

ence guide (1962) 4472
fiber yielding, Communist China (1962) 14301

flora

—

and vegetation, historical developments,
etc., conference on coordination of work,
USSR study (1962) 5607

Cuba (1962) 22214
Japan (1965) 18758
of World, annotated list. Western Europe

(1961) 5271
forest, common native and introduced in

Hawaii, provisional check list (1963)

12161
forest geography of China (1963) 14294

genetics

—

conferences on, USSR (1961) 2241
radioisotopes uses, bibliography (1964)

15283
green, energy metabolism, USSR study

(1964) 14420
ground vegetation behavior after partial

cutting in Douglas fir stands (1961) 6134

growing, abstracts pertaining to Communist
China in Soviet journals (1963) 19554

growth

—

and development, gibberellin effect, USSR
study (1961) 942

Arizona granitic and diabase soils, nitro-

gen as aid (1961) 12744
effects of

—

ammonia distribution in soil (1964)
12733

ultrasonic vibrations, USSR study
(1961) 19677

heat effects (1961) 20796

Plants—Continued
heredity control laboratory and its prob-

lems, USSR study (1962) 7871
high temperatures, after-effect on quantity

and quality of yield, USSR study (1962)
7987

house

—

insects and related pests, how to control
(1963) 14858; (1964) 20920; (1965) 16969

selecting and growing (1962) 12845; (1963)
7567

humidity regulation, effect of automatism
from standpoint of cybernetics, USSR
study (1963) 7020

immunity theory and principles of radio-
selection for resistance to infectious
diseases, USSR study (1962) 1017

interrelationship between super-faint chem-
oluminescence and heat resistance (1964)
9009

interstate shipment and regulatory prob-
lems (talk) (1961) 3687

inventory, material received by New Crops
Research Branch (1961) 1619; (1964)
15200

ionizing radiations effects (1964) 1769
iron deficiency, how to control in yards and

gardens (1965) 11843
irrigation, soil-plant-water relationship

(1964) 11612
juices, determination of ascorbic acid by

chromatographic method, USSR study
(1961) 12998

light effects, experiments, etc (1961) 3680,
16117

light-growth discoveries, from photoperiod-
ism to phytochrome (1961) 3679

machines for plant protection, mass-produced
in 1961, USSR study (1962) 7944

mechanism of fenuron injury to plants
(1965) 18182

Miocene floras from Fingerrock Wash,
southwestern Nevada (1964) 18134

Moscow, changes in fungal flora over a
15-year period (1963) 996

nature of heterosis and methods of its utili-

zation in selection, USSR study (1963)
8692

new growth stimulants, USSR study (1965)
7955

new varieties created in Rumania (1964)

16032
nitrogen nutrition of plants, USSR studies

(1965) 11061
northern Arizona, growth inhibitors (1962)

612
Northwest, range symbols adapted to auto-

matic data processing, list (1961) 6135
nursery products

—

production and sales, 1959 and 1961 (1962)
18523

production and sales, 1961 and 1962 (1963)
14736

production and sales, 1962 and 1963 (1964)
15130

nutrient and fertilizer consumption, 1962
(1964) 1678

nutrients, consumption in U.S., 1962 (1965)
7008

nutrition

—

fertilization and seed treatment, USSR
studies (1964) 11163

trace element deficiencies, USSR study
(1965) 7890

nutritional quality, effect of soils and fertil-

izers (1965) 16959
of Caloosa Experimental Range (1965) 682
origins of flora of southern Brazil (1962)

8546
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Plants—Continued

ornamental trees and shrubs, home propaga-
tion (1962) 4509

Pacific Islands, studies (1962) 3395
physiology

—

and intensification of crop production,
USSR study (1965) 2581

developments. Communist China (1961)
17424

gibberellins and gibberellin-like sub-
stances, USSR study (1962) 7816

new procedures in study, USSR study
(1963) 19762

radioisotopes uses, bibliography (1961)
5385; (1964) 15283

Soviet abstracts (1961) 2385
tasks set by central committee of CPSU,
USSR study (1962) 21955

plant breeding, developments, USSR study
(1965) 9407

plant cover of Siberia and Far East, scien-

tific coordination conference report
(1964) 2558

plant patents, general information (1965)
8216

plant physiology and pathology and agro-
nomical problems of Soviet East, USSR
study (1964) 20221

plants, plant products and plant pest car-
riers, requirements for interstate move-
ment, guide (1963) 5802

poisonous and injurious in Virgin Islands
(1962) 10841

potted mediums and composts, preparing
(1964) 20903

protection

—

agricultural chemicals, USSR study (1961)
10777

in Rumania, translation (1962) 5649
proceedings and results of meeting of co-

ordinating council for protection of ag-
ricultural crops, USSR (1963) 1013

through biophysics, USSR study (1964)
2802

publications, price lists (1962) 8601; (1963)
11223; (1964) 16825

quarantine

—

contributions to human welfare (talk)

(1961) 5233
enforcement, careers in Agricultural Re-
search Service (1962) 1947

Federal domestic (1965) 11816
import requirements

—

American Samoa (1964) 15201
Antigua (1962) 8793
Argentina (1962) 10810
Australia (1962) 8794; (1963) 5803
Belgium (1963) 9550
Berlin, West (1962) 10811
British Honduras (1963) 11443
Ceylon (1964) 9923
Chile (1962) 22925

. China, Republic of (1962) 8797
Colombia (1965) 4095
Denmark (1964) 15202,20905
Federation of Malaya (1962) 18611
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland

(1962) 16264
Fiji (1963) 1652
Finland (1963) 5804
foreign countries

—

for logs and lumber (1965) 5502
lists (1963) 9545; (1965) 5500

France (1963) 4344
Germany

—

East (1962) 10811
Federal Republic (1964) 9924, 19058

Great Britain, (England, Scotland,
Wales) (1965) 15176

Plants—Continued
quarantine—Continued
import requirements—Continued
Greece (1965) 13371
Guatemala (1963) 9551
Honduras (1962) 8795
Hong Kong (1962) 10812
India (1962) 8796
Indonesia (1963) 1654
Italy (1964) 15203
Kenya (1965) 4096
Luxembourg (1963) 4345
Mauritius (1962) 14732
Netherlands (1962) 12827
New Zealand (1962) 18612
Nicaragua (1962) 10813
Nigeria (1965) 11824
Norway (1965) 4097, 15177
Peru (1964) 9925
Philippines (1965) 5503
St. Kitts and Nevis (1964) 13573
St. Lucia (1964) 19059
Senegal (1962) 8798
Seychelles (1963) 13160
Sudan (1962) 16265
Sweden (1962) 10814; (1964) 16939
Switzerland (1962) 16266
Turkey (1963) 9552
Uruguay (1964) 19060
Venezuela (1962) 14733; (1965) 16950

notices under plant quarantine act, P.P.C.
series (1961) 2872; (1963) 4000; (1964)
3828; (1965) 3746

proposed amendment, hearings (1963) 6182
protecting farms and gardens (1965) 16987

radioactive elements, USSR study (1962)
19999

rare and trace elements, determination
(1963) 18510

research, large cage design (1963) 9539
salt tolerance (1965) 27
selection and breeding, Soviet agricultural

applications (1964) 2683
soil survey and vegetation report, north-

eastern Kodiak Island area, Alaska
(1961) 1480

South Africa, exploration, 1964 (1965) 10036
strontium 90 contamination, soil and plant

analysis, methods (1965) 16957
study, Moscow station of artificial climate,

USSR (1961) 21017
sulfur as nutrient (1964) 5862
tissue culture research, status and pros-

pects, Chinese study (1963) 17917
trace elements in life of plants, USSR study

(1965) 16394
transpiration research (1963) 9587; (1965)

8443
tumor genesis, new data, East German study

(1962) 7753
upper Paleozoic floral zones and provinces

of U.S (1964) 8771
use of chemical compounds as agents, USSR

study (1962) 6085
USSR, immunity, scientific research (1962)

969
variability in populations, phenogenetic

analysis, USSR study (1964) 5032
vegetation response to grazing, northern

plains (1962) 1956
water investigations, application of tritium

tracer (1961) 1609
Western Pacific, conference on joint investi-

gations, USSR study (1964) 7172
White Oak Lake bed. Oak Ridge, Tenn.,

chemical and physical data (1963) 1836
wild, edible, of Yugoslavia (1961) 12876
wildland, California electronic data process-

ing codes (1964) 8661
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Plants—Continued
woods and flora of Florida Keys, Cappara-

ceae (1963) 21041
woody

—

eastern Oregon and Washington, hand-
book (1961) 1621A

instrument for detecting sap movement
(1962) 17591

meristems, growth and development (1964)

42
stabilizing sand dunes on Pacific Ck)ast

(1962) 6580
yield, effect of growth substance of petrole-

um origin, development, and physiologi-

cal changes, USSR study (1964) 8851

Plants, see also Annuals (plants)—Aquatic
plants—Brush—Diseases of plants

—

Phraetophytes—Poisonous plants—aiso

names of plants.

Plants (industrial):

analysis of indexes of work in which calcu-

lating machines are used, USSR study
(1961) 21089

built by Communist China in Cambodia
(1961) 9347

Cambodia, construction, projects, etc (1961)

7805
chemical and petroleum, bibliography of

investment and operating costs (1965)

16585
coke-chemical, reinforced concrete struc-

tures, design and erection (1962) 11972
commercial egg grading and packing plants,

designs (1961) 3702
Communist China

—

cooperation with rural communes (1961)

7665
small native group to combined enterprise

(1961) 808
construction, conversion etc., financing

through SBA loans to State and local

development companies (1961) 5089;

(1963) 11269
dairy and multipurpose milk, layouts and

operating criteria for automation (1963)

16746
defense facilities, publication of list in Fed-

eral register, eliminate requirement

—

hearing (1962) 7103
law(1962) 13326
reports (1962) 7040, 11624

designing freeze-drying plant, some econom-
ic considerations (1965) 6102

engine generator plants maintenance, FAA
handbook (1965) 7625

equipment handbook (1965) 10717

expenditures for plant and equipment, cen-

sus of manufactures, 1958 (1962) 2169
Federal loan assistance for acquisition and

improvement resulted in no new employ-
ment opportunities within redevelop-

ment area, GAO report (1965) 9223
flexibility of operation in dairy manufactur-

ing plants, changes, 1944-61 (1964)

21258
food processing, feasibility study (1961)

12824
hazardous materials, in-plant storage and

handling (1962) 22793
high-frequency heating equipment, electro-

magnetic fields, USSR study (1961)

10936
improved management, all-Union review,

USSR industrial development, transla-

tion (1964) 16310
inter-plant projects for punch card organi-

zation in industry, factors influencing.

East Germany (1965) 16379

Plants (industrial)—Continued
investment trends in plant and equipment

(1962) 4893, 6934
location, advantages of labor surplus areas

(1961) 6778
Magnitogorsk Metallurgical Combine, con-

struction, location, etc., of industrial

area, USSR study (1962) 12167
manufacturing, location by industry, coun-

ty, and employment size

—

announcement and order form (1961) 13866
apparel and related products (1961) 13891
Central States (1962) 9028-29
chemicals and allied products (1961) 13894
East South Central States (1962) 9031
food and kindred products (1961) 13890
furniture and fixtures (1961) 13892
instruments and related products (1961)

13898
leather and leather products (1961) 13891
lumber and wood products (1961) 13892
machinery (1961) 13897
Middle Atlantic States (1962) 9027
miscellaneous manufactures (1961) 13895
New England (1962) 9026
Pacific States (1962) 11069
paper and allied products (1961) 13893
petroleum and coal products (1961) 13894
primary metal industries and fabricated
metal products (1961) 13896

printing and publishing (1961) 13893
Rocky Mountain States (1962) 9033
rubber and plastics products (1961) 13894
South Atlantic States (1962) 9030
stone, clay, and glass products (1961)

13895
textile mill products (1961) 13891
tobacco products (1961) 13890
transportation equipment (1961) 13898
West South Central States (1962) 9032

manufacturing plants, selected apprentice-
ship schedules (1962) 8907

metallurgical

—

technical progress and trends in utiliza-

tion of fuels, USSR study (1964) 8947
USSR, level of mechanization and automa-

tion, inadequate (1963) 10651
modernization

—

(address) (1964) 6117
aids, bibliography (1965) 1872
as route to economic growth (address)

(1963) 18631
new, manufacturers expenditures (1963)

7745; (1964) 10045
oyster, machines solve handling problems

(1962) 15588
plant laboratory (USSR periodical), metal-

lurgical reports (1963) 10590
plant tours in United States (1962) 24130;

(1964) 7826
processing, bulk handling and shipping po-

tatoes to (1963) 18432
production equipment modernization for

strong national defense (address) (1961)

11992
prospects, information sources for locating

(1964) 15256
rural industrialization studies, summary

(1962) 40
safe work places, etc., mechanical and physi-

cal hazards (series) (1961) 19814
safeguarding classified information, in-

dustrial security manuals (1961) 9012;

(1962) 2387; (1963) 4796; (1964) 10446;

(1965) 4631
safety design considerations for layout of

facilities placement of equipment, and
production processes (remarks) (1964)

14682
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Plants (industrial)—Continued
Saratov defect-free manufacturing system,

problems in adoption, USSR study
(1965) 19742

site selection for small manufacturing firms
(1963) 1455

small

—

cash management (1961) 8185
cutting office costs (1964) 13446
effective space utilization (1962) 6453
electric motor maintenance (1962) 18448
management side of research and develop-
ment (1961) 1465

manufacturing

—

purchasing activity (1961) 9735
personal factors in choosing site (1963)

1461
profitable layout (1964) 20790
shops, boosting productivity (1961) 5094
tubular riveting uses (1961) 20137
turnover and failure (1961) 9725

social processes at industrial plant and sci-

entific supervision, USSR studies (1965)
18334

Southeastern vegetable processing industry,
location and number of plants, etc., 1960
(1962) 4517

Soviet, solving problems of intra-plant plan-
ning (1963) 10711

under USDA continuous inspection, proc-
essed fruits, vegetables, etc., lists (1961)
13746; (1962) 14711; (1963) 13137; (1964)
13558; (1965) 16059

supplement (1963) 7530
United Arab Republic, war plants' produc-

tion, translation (1964) 2526
vacuum-cooling lettuce commercially (1962)

14712
water requirements (1962) 19574
weather factor in location (1961) 16050
see aiso types of industrial plants.

Plants, Fossil:

paleobotanical investigation of uranium-
bearing lignites (1961) 11794

paleocene flora of Rocky Mountains and
Great Plains (1962) 23590

paleontological description of Ch'i-lien
Mountains, Ck)mmunist China study
(1963) 14279

plant spores from Upper Devonian and Low-
er Mississippian rocks of Ohio, strati-
graphic occurrence, etc (1962) 19571

Plantz, Merritt A., soil survey of Hooker
County, Nebr (1964) 7747

Plasma:
acceleration

—

apparatus, design and operation (1962)
6281

of discharge and production of strong
shock waves in chamber with coaxial
electrodes, USSR study (1961) 950

accelerator, characteristics of continuous
flow induction (1965) 5232

afterglows with application in nitrogen, in-

vestigation (1963) 21008
anisotropic, semi-infinite, transient reflec-

tion and transmission of plane wave
(1964) 19170

antenna pattern distortion produced (1964)
17008

atomic hydrogen, energy addition at
off-resonant conditions (1965) 18543

autonomous discharge properties of ther-
mionic diode, USSR study (1965) 12750

barium, measurement of ion concentrations
and electron temperature (1965) 17103

behavior in Romac magnetic field (1962)
22951

Plasma—Continued
bonding mechanism between plasma-sprayed

tungsten and stainless steel substrate,
analysis (1964) 20593

bound, eigen oscillations (1961) 9938
characteristics, microwave technique meas-

ures (1965) 9664
chemical clouds, high altitude, generation

and properties (1965) 4178
coaxial gun, low pressure, magnetic ignition

of pulsed gas discharges (1961) 13529
coil-system design parameters for con-

stant-velocity traveling magnetic wave
plasma engine (1964) 13228

cold

—

collisionless atomic hydrogen, electromag-
netic wave propagation (1964) 11379

multiconstituent, resonance at arbitrary
orientation to magnetic field (1963)
16391

secular and non-secular behavior for
equations (1964) 13233

stability of non-linear traveling waves
(1961) 5356

collision frequencies proportional to energy
in radio wave reflection and transmis-
sion process (1963) 9211

constant-velocity magnetic wave engine,
experimental investigation (1965) 6727

containment in trap with magnetic mirrors,
investigation (1961) 8377

continuous flows driven by confined arc in
transverse magnetic field (1961) 9554

correspondence between solutions of colli-
sionless equation and derived moment
equations (1961) 16198

diagnostics

—

methods of investigation, etc (1965) 8540
microwave lens system (1965) 19882

diode, eflfects at cathode as model of magne-
togas dynamic energy conversion, USSR
study (1963) 12498

direct-current low-pressure source, experi-
mental evaluation (1963) 9166

dynamics

—

applied and theoretical problems, proceed-
ings of conference (1962) 186

of ionized media (plasmas), investigation
(1965) 13418

effects on Apollo re-entry communication
(1965) 8113

electrodeless gun, study of structure of plas-
moids generated (1964) 5966

electron density, microwave reflection meth-
od, for measurement (1965) 6786

electron temperature measurements by
time-resolved probe method (1961) 18055

environment, radiation from slotted conduct-
ing plane theory (1964) 20641

escape of charged particles in magnet field
(1965)9738

excitation functions, ion-production rate for
helium plasma (1964) 13241

excitation of electrostatic oscillations in
magnetic field (1964) 13698

expanding cylindrical, interaction with ex-
ternal magnetic field (1964) 20626

expanding in vacuum in presence of magnet-
ic field, deceleration and energy conver-
sions (1964) 16733

finite conductivity, linear approximation of
velocity in case of 1-dimensional motion,
USSR study (1961) 10835

flows, low-density, direct velocity measure-
ments (1963) 11060

frequency ranges for existence of waves in
cold, collisionless hydrogen plasma
(1964) 11403
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Plasma—Continued
gravitating, with magnetic field and rota-

tion, 2-stream instability (1965) 19934
heating, at 500 megahertz (1965) 17104
high-temperature plasma physics (1965)

18360
hydrodynamic wave tube (1964) 1738
hydrogen, inductive and capacitive radiofre-

quency heating in magnetic field (1965)
6753

hydromagnetic stability of stellar atmos-
pheres (1965) 2872

idealized ring, motion under influence of var-
ious coaxial magnetic fields (1962) 20165

inhomogeneous

—

magnetoactive, nonlinear medium for ra-

dio frequency propagation (1965) 117
plane wave propagation in nonlinear,
time-dependent medium (1965) 7102

resistive instabilities and microinstabili-

ties, relationship (1965) 17102
instability of

—

induction (theta) pinch (1961) 176
positive column in axial magnetic field

(1964) 16731
interaction with electron beam, investiga-

tion (1961) 179
interior, partition function of atom, mathe-

matical treatment of problem of deter-

mining eigenvalues (1963) 20977
interplanetary

—

detector-analyzer for studying (1964) 7520
observed phenomena, experiments, etc

(1963) 19919
isotropic inhomogeneous slab, plane electro-

magnetic waves passing through at ar-

bitrary angles of incidence, generalized
treatment (1964) 14901

jet, measuring temperatures (1962) 1983
kinetics including radiation in external

magnetic field, solution of equations
(1964) 13699

L-2 device using hot tungsten cathode, pre-
liminary studies of reflex arc (1962)
16392

layer, antenna pattern distortion, experi-
mental determination (1964) 9971

linear steady-flow accelerators with crossed
electric and magnetic fields, theoretical
analysis (1965) 2914

loop, dynamic stabilization (1961) 3792
losses in Q-device (1965) 10174
low-density flows, ionization and deioniza-

tion processes in decay region (1961)
7998

magnetic diffusion and drift instabilities,

bibliography (1965) 1835
magnetically compressed, use in stellarator

(1963) 7700
magnetized collision-free plasmas with dis-

crete structure, graphical results for
large-amplitude unsteady one-dimen-
sional waves in (1965) 2886

magnetoacoustic resonance (1961) 3790, 5336
magnetoplasmas, current sheath dynamics

and magnetosonic oscillations (1965)
18479

modern research methods (1964) 11856
molecular collision processes survey (1964)

7493
motion of idealized plasma ring through

traveling-magnetic-wave plasma acceler-

ators (1963) 11031
multicomponent plasmas, equilibrium compu-

tations (1965) 11476
errata (1965) 18532

near-earth and interplanetary plasma,
USSR study (1965) 16393

PIasma—Continued
nitrogen afterglow, probability of collision

for momentum transfer of slow electrons
in (1964) 20526

nonequilibrium

—

expansion from thermionic source (1964)
1477

spectral density of radiation scattered,
calculation valid for all wavenumbers
(1964) 13697

one-dimensional

—

instabilities (1963) 7701
model, some computer experiments (1963)

18576
oscillations

—

dispersion relations (1961) 18015
magnetoacoustic (1961) 1693

physics

—

and controlled nuclear fusion research,
conference proceedings, Salzburg, Sept.
4-9, 1961 (1963) 14958

and hydromagnetics (1964) 9969
and magnetohydrodynamics— •

bibliography (1963) 4439
in space exploration, papers (1963) 7235

and problems of controlled thermonuclear
synthesis, reports of conference, Khar-
kov, June 25-July 2, 1959 (1964) 19227

research highlights at NBS (1962) 3387
physics, and problems of controlled nuclear

fusion, conference proceedings, Khra-
kov, Nov. 14-19, 1960 (1965) 10165

plasma substitutes and tissue preservation,
USSR study (1965) 19757

production for use in magnetic mirror ex-
periments, 2 direct-current methods,
evaluation (1965) 11506

pulsed plasma accelerator operates repeti-
tively without complex controls (1965)
6660

radiation from slotted-cylinder antennas in
reentry environment (1964) 7544

radio transmission at simulated reentry ve-
hicle conditions, experiments with potas-
sium-seeded cyanogen oxygen flames
(1961) 4924

rarefied

—

collective processes and shock waves
(1965) 13484

magnetic field of line current in transverse
stream (1963) 5582

non-homogeneous, instability in powerful
magnetic field, USSR study (1962) 1152

research, literature search (1962) 20508;
(1965) 5608

rigorous treatment of propagation and
damping of small-amplitude plasma
waves in initially Maxwellian plasma
(1965) 13146

rotation effect on stabilized pinch (1961) 199
sheath

—

configurations and ion optics for electron-

bombardment ion thrustor, determining
location (1965) 13012

near plane electrode bounding coUisionless
plasma in magnetic field (1963) 19936

on hypersonic blunt-nosed cone, calculat-

ed, radio attenuation (1964) 3021
problem, radio transmission around lifting

reentry vehicle (1961) 4893
sheaths, instability in high density rf induc-

tion discharge, study (1963) 11177
slabs, resonant interaction with electromag-

netic waves (1964) 20602
Stark broadening of

—

hydrogen and hydrogenic neutral and ion-

ized helium lines in plasma (1965) 13108
isolated spectral lines (1965) 14949
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Plasma—Continued
stark profile measurement of Lyman- a and

Lyman- ,g lines (1964) 5608
steady-flow, linear, crossed-field, direct-

current accelerator, for inviscid, adi-

abatic isothermal, constant-area flow
(1962) 18303

sprayed materials, particle-substrate bond-
ing, preliminary investigation (1963)
18136

temperate, high frequency dielectric tensor,
geometrical representation (1965) 5159

temperature and electron density distribu-
tions, determination using millimeter
waves (1965) 14828

thermal, dispersion and damping of longitu-
dinal electron oscillations (1963) 12867

three-body collisional recombination of ces-

ium seed ions and electrons in

high-density plasmas with argon carrier
gas (1964) 21752

time-dependent medium for nonlinear inter-

action of electromagnetic wave (1964)
13638

toroidal discharge

—

apparatus with strong magnetic field,

Tokomak-2, for pure deuterium plasma
(1961) 8375

investigation in

rapidly varying longitudinal magnetic
field (1961) 8374

strong magnetic field (1961) 8376
total oscillations, USSR study (1965) 12675
turbulent due to electron diffusion (1962)

14480
variable mass, electromagnetic acceleration

(1964) 21762
Plasma (blood), see Blood.
Plasma cells, significance in antibody forma-

tion process during ionizing radiation,
USSR study (1963) 7073

Plasma jets:

metallurgical bonding of plasma-sprayed
tungsten on hot molybdenum substrates
(1965) 1464

technology (1965) 19893
Plasma Physics Laboratory, quarterly report

(1961) 18057; (1962) 2060, 6694, 18720;
(1963) 1832

Plasma slab, magnetohydrodynamic waves in

(1965) 16605
Plasmatrons, water-stabilized arc, for investi-

gating properties of electric arc, etc.,

effectiveness, USSR study (1962) 23757
see also Duoplasmatron.

Plasmoids, generated by electrodeless plasma
gun, study of structure (1964) 5966

Plass, William T., preplanting treatments for
brushy old fields in southern Illinois

(1963) 13986
PLASTEC notes (1963) 347, 10044, 15409;

(1964) 2255, 4608
PLASTEC reports (1963) 348, 2118, 17352;

(1964) 564, 6551, 12305, 17897, 19619;
(1965) 2076, 6094, 14162, 16071, 19545

Plaster, products, census of manufactures,
1958, industry report (1961) 5465

Plasterers, employment outlook (1962) 10399;
(1964) 9422

Plastering, national standards of apprentice-
ship, industry crafts (1965) 7123

Plastic coating:
hydrophobic and oleophobic fluoropolymer

coatings of extremely low surface ener-

gy (1964) 13341
reinforced for protection of steel surfaces

(1963) 3322
review of U.S. Government research reports

(1965) 18611

Plastic coating—Continued
scribing on coated plastics, techniques

(1963) 1731
Plastic film:

effect of ultraviolet irradiation in vacuum
(1965) 14809

producing selectively infrared-reflecting sur-
faces for solar stills (1962) 15657

raincoats, trade agreements escape clause
investigation report (1961) 8225

reflective surfaces reproduced from masters
(1964) 20558

sealing, at liquid-hydrogen temperatures,
evaluation of adhesives (1965) 5160

Plastic molds, see Molds (forms).
Plastic sheets, see Sheet-plastics.
Plastic strain, see Strains and stresses.
Plastic surgery, see Surgery.
Plasticity:
beryllium of different purity, deformation

and destruction, USSR study (1964)
18604

coals, studies of thickness of plastic layer,
determination and significance (1965)
2818

cylindrical shells with rigid end closures,
plastic instability (1965) 4258

elastic-plastic stress state around reinforced
opening in spherical shell (1965) 6723

Gieseler, western coals, effects of retort-
immersion depth (1965) 1376

ice, low stress creep measurements (1961)
9064

iron-nickel-chromium base alloys, electro-
slag remelting effect, USSR study (1964)
1014

isostatic deformation of Lake Bonneville
(1963) 20736

joint plastic deformation of dissimilar bod-
ies, USSR study (1965) 9398

mechanics of geologic deformation (1962)
2530

metallic alloys, physical nature of anom-
alies, USSR study (1965) 1131

metals

—

movement of dislocations, USSR study
(1962) 22256

USSR study (1961) 15251, 15387, 15483
operator variance in determination of plas-

tic limit (1964) 8508
plastic

—

deformation in titanium alloys under dif-

ferent types of stress, USSR study
(1965) 9366

limit as binary packing phenomenon (1965)
2110

thermal stresses and strains in finite thin
plate of strain-hardening material, anal-
ysis (1964) 21764

South Silverton area, Colo., analysis of
plastic deformation according to Von
Mises' theory (1962) 11890

visco-plastic solid, hypervelocity performa-
tion including effects of target-material
yield strength (1965) 8130

see also Aluminum.

Plastics:

ablative properties of materials in
free-flight ranges, determination (1962)
14481

agglutinating, and free-swelling properties
of American coals (1963) 7204

bottles, current industrial reports (1965)
1904, 8610

census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 1793
closure of dura mater defect by polyvinyl

lamella, USSR study (1961) 19477
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Plastics—Continued

coated, scribing applications, techniques
(1963) 1731

coating fabrics, laboratory installation

(1961) 15683
compatibility with sodium, potassium, and

rubidium (1962) 10531
composition of volatile products released

after exposure to high temperature,
USSR study (1965) 11257

compression

—

friction with liquid lubricants (1963) 20015

under fluctuating loads (1963) 20015
defense engineering materials and applica-

tions. Government specifications and
standards (1963) 15409

determination of glass transition tempera-
ture (1965) 18601

dielectric properties from pressing materi-

als, USSR study (1962) 2867
directory of knowledgeable Government per-

sonnel (1963) 17352
effect of explosions (1961) 13597
effect of insect repellents (1963) 1623
evaluation of use in experimental resection

of liver (1963) 2496
expanded, OTS bibliography (1964) 11660
facts for industry (1961) 3610; (1962) 3800
fiberglass-reinforced

—

plastic facing sandwich structure,

strength properties and relationships

(1965) 18804
test data, helicopter rotor blade applica-

tions (1964) 13495
fibrous reinforcement for portland cement

(1964) 14201
filament-winding

—

nrwlecular structure and tensile properties

(1964) 18862
role of resin in glass-fiber-reinforced

structures under tensile stress (1965)

16789
filament-wound

—

glass-reinforced, and liners for cryogenic
pressure vessels (1965) 8121

motor cases, problems in military applica-

tions (1964) 2255
flight vehicles

—

military handbook, transparent glazing
materials (1962) 9516

reinforced, military handbook (1961) 439
fluidized-bed coating, technology, military

applications (1964) 6551
foam

—

compact assembly generates, inflates flo-

tation bag (1965) 8074
organic reactants rapidly produced (1965)

18508
technology and application, review of U.S.

(Government research reports (1965)

16739
foamed

—

conference proceedings (1964) 11657
cryogenic waveguide window sealed with

(1964) 14817
on base of organosilicon resins and their

combinations with organic polymers
(1963) 18511

use for self-erecting structures for space
antennas (1963) 7267

gears, feasibility for use in ammunition
items, memorandum (1964) 17897

glass, USSR study (1963) 10591
glass-fiber-reinforced

—

surface chemistry (1965) 13130
USSR study (1963) 12479

glass reinforced

—

coatings for propeller shafting, Navy in-

struction manual (1964) 9763

Plastics—Continued
glass reinforced—Continued

production and application, USSR study
(1961) 972

structural joining, design manual (1962)
16157

use in applications, design manual (1961)

6535
health hazards and toxicity, bibliography

(1963) 347
high temperature research, bibliography

(1961) 6774
in medicine, USSR study (1962) 9889
industry

—

explosibility of dusts (1962) 12393
furfural and derivatives, prospective raw

material, USSR study (1962) 1505
Hungary, 10 years work (1962) 5567

Khar'kov plant, products, plans, ideas, etc

(1962) 8288
laminated

—

aircraft components, publications, list

(1961) 6115
future for cotton (1963) 14871
phenolic and silicone reinforced, effect of

thermal gradients on strength (1961)

6103
phenolic reinforced, fatigue test at high

stress levels and elevated temperatures
(1962) 5233

reinforced with temperature gradients,
theoretical method for predicting tensile

and compressive strength (1961) 19358
laminates

—

fibrous glass reinforced. Ships Bureau
inspection manual (1964) 16854
errata (1964) 20780

interlaminar properties (1963) 12158
list of publications (1964) 18047
reinforced, effect of elevated temperatures
on strength properties (1964) 7955

reinforced with unwoven glass fibers

—

evaluating shear strength (1964) 18052
evaluation methods (1964) 12445

industry, outlook and reviews (1961) 3873;

(1962) 6730; (1963) 4534; (1964) 6004
materials

—

for replacement of defects of dura mater,
evaluation, USSR study (1965) 9403

review (1961) 292, 8547, 20470
trade of United States, Western Europe,
Canada and Japan, 1961-62 (1964) 14392

use in building structures, USSR study
(1962) 1292

meat handling equipment, construction
(1963) 13159

mechanical properties, predetermining by
empirical method (1964) 14823

methods of testing (1962) 2480
new packaging for storage of preserved

homotransplants, USSR study (1962)

2878
nondestructive testing (1962) 22692

for plastics, methods and applications

(1965) 19545
organic coating using fluidized bed technique

(1963) 20014
physiological effects caused by inhalation of

fiber glass plastics fumes, etc., USSR
studies (1965) 12719

PLASTEC notes (1963) 347, 10044, 15409;

(1964) 2255, 4608
PLASTEC reports (1963) 348, 2118, 17352;

(1964) 564, 6551, 12305, 17897, 19619;

(1965) 2076, 6094, 14162, 16071, 19545
plastics

—

and other synthetic materials, labor mar-
ket developments, industry manpower
surveys (1961) 7349
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Plastics—Continued
plastics—Continued
and products used in machine building

exhibits at USSR achievements exposi-

tion (1962) 5693
and related materials, properties at cry-

ogenic temperatures (1965) 16071
problems of application of alloplastic mate-

rials in surgery, USSR study (1961)
15298

production and sales by largest U.S. produc-
ers and sellers, 1958 and 1959 (1962)
1861

products

—

census of manufactures, 1958

—

industry report (1961) 3920
special report (1961) 13894

commodity transportation survey, shipper
series (1965) 17209

industry wage survey (1965) 12791
made in metal molds, production adapta-

bility (1963) 7644
manufacturers' sales, 1958 census (1961)

18134
progress under Government sponsorship

(1962) 9010
radiation resistance, USSR studies (1964)

18304
reflectivity reduction from transparent ma-

terials applicable to plastic helicopter

canopies, techniques evaluation (1963)
2118

reinforced

—

defense specifications and standards (1963)
10044

deformation and crazing (1962) 22670
feasibility for primary structure of Army

aircraft (1963) 9467
fiberglass, prediction of failure due to

mechanical damage in outer hoop wind-
ings of pressure vessels (1962) 20215

for flight vehicles, military handbook
(1964) 14163

glass fiber laminates in aircraft applica-
tion (1965) 622

glass-resin interface problem, patent sur-

vey, patent list, and general bibliogra-
phy (1965) 2076

phenolic laminates, effect of infrared heat
on 45° tensile strength (1961) 12714

shallow-draft plastic launch, description,
USSR study (1964) 9060

shaping and treating, classification bulletin

(1964) 9692
shipbuilding, Soviet designs (1962) 23824
shipments of selected products, current in-

dustrial reports (1962) 6747; (1963)
15067; (1964) 4348; (1965) 279

space environment effects, summary with
bibliography (1963) 348

stocks for M14.7.62mm rifle, one year tropi-

cal exposure test (1964) 11527
synthetic low friction materials, use, proper-

ties, etc (1962) 21971
technical conference papers, subject index,

bibliography and code description (1963)
1873, 17353; (1964) 564, 19619; (1965)
14162

tensile strength, high-rate, computation
from static strength data (1964) 10482

tooling, materials, techniques, tool design
(1964) 12305

tools as manufacturing aids, fabrication and
utilization (1963) 11198

ultra-high resistance, measurements (1961)
13614

US-
exhibition, Kiev, comments by visitors

(1961) 19627

Plastics—Continued
US—Continued

production and sales, preliminary reports
(1962) 14661; (1963) 4032; (1964) 3863;
(1965) 3777

use in blood banks and in medical practice,
USSR study (1964) 1338

use in surgery, USSR (1964) 2858
USSR-
conference (1963) 15670
industry development (1963) 14121

vacuum forming thermoplastic sheet results
in low-cost casting patterns (1964) 9543

vapor pressure measured with inflatable

plastic bag (1965) 9678
weight loss rates in vacuum at temperatures

from 80" to 500" F (1963) 1273
welding of, USSR seminar (1961) 7650
wood-plastic

—

combinations, preparation using gamma
radiation to induce polymerization
(1964) 8066

combination using gamma radiation to

induce polymerization (1965) 13508
material, irradiated, technical and econom-

ic considerations (1965) 5618
working conditions, tool-metal interface,

boundary conditions research (1963)
20015

see aiso Polystyrene—Textolite—Vioplas-
tics—also names of articles made from
plastics.

Plastics Technical Evaluation Center:
PLASTEC notes (1963) 347, 10044, 15409;

(1964) 2255, 4608
PLASTEC reports (1963) 348, 2118, 17352;

(1964) 564, 6551, 12305, 17897, 19619;
(1965) 2076, 6094, 14162, 16071, 19545

Plated ware, census of manufactures, 1958,
industry report (1961) 3930

Platelets, see Blood.

Plates:
and beam combined using tees, angles, and

flanged plate, tables of properties, man-
ual (1962) 1595

bending of circular, and ring-shaped elastic

thin plate under arbitrary lateral load

(1962) 769
beryllium and graphite, hypervelocity im-

pact damage characteristics (1965)

18568
brittle-fracture propagation in wide steel

plates (1961) 21339
buckled rectangular, loads and deformations

(1961) 1326
calculating bending, deformations of solid

plates, general finite-difference method
(1961) 1308

ceramic, biaxially prestressed, load-bearing
characteristics (1965) 6633

circular

—

and rectangular, air damping, investiga-

tion (1965) 8087
buckled, frequencies and modes of vibra-

tion (1964) 7568
plates on elastic, sealed foundations (1964)

8509
composite constructions with honeycomb

and foam cores (1962) 116
corner-supported rectangular, comparison of

methods in calculating frequencies of

(1965) 18577
edge-stiffened rectangular, subjected to

loads and temperature gradients,
plane-stress analysis (1965) 2876

fin-plate interference model, heat transfer
and pressure investigation at Mach
number of 6 (1964) 16679
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Plates—Continued
flanged, combined with beam and plate, ta-

bles of properties, manual (1962) 1595
flat-

blunted, flow field over and its effect on
turbulent boundary-layer growth and
heat transfer at Mach 4.7 (1961) 6391

eccentrically stiffened, free vibrations
(1965) 18560

effects of leading-edge bluntness on pres-
sure and heat-transfer measurements
over flat plate at Mach number of 20
(1965) 18534

effect of Mach number, leading-edge blunt-
ness, and sweep on boundary layer tran-
sition (1961) 19976

evaluation of hypersonic forces, moments,
and stability derivatives for combina-
tions, including effects of blunt leading
edges by Newtonian impact theory
(1962) 10499

film condensation with and without body
force boundary-laver flow of vapor
(1961) 8022

flutter of low-aspect-ratio surfaces at
Mach numbers from 0.62 to 3.00 (1963)
21002

heat transfer measurements in turbulent
boundary layer (1964) 20589

local turbulent skin-friction measurements
at Mach numbers from 2.5 to 4.5, etc
(1965) 14831

pressure distributions on supersonic wings
of arbitrary planform, numerical calcu-
lation method (1965) 5176

pressures and turbulent heat-transfer
coefficients associated with sinusoidal
protuberances at Mach no. 3 (1963) 9161

surfaces, flutter investigation, low as-

pect-ratio (1962) 10487
turbulent skin-friction and heat-transfer

coefficients in terms of free-stream flow
properties (1961) 9604
errata (1962) 3350

unswept blunt in helium, surface pres-
sures and heat transfer at high Mach
numbers (1961) 6390

with forward-facing steps, use in exten-
sion of boundary layer separation cri-

teria to mach no. 6.5 (1961) 4919
flexible-
determination of stresses and deforma-

tions by photoelastic coatings applica-

tion (1964) 14925
theory, survey of investigations, 1941-57

(1963) 21012
heated, finite length, flow and heat transfer

in free-molecule flow environment (1964)
21766

high-manganese semiskilled steel, mechani-
cal properties (1963) 9379

hot-rolled steel plate, influence of mechani-
cal fibering on brittle fracture (1962)
6445

HY80 steel, used in construction of nuclear
submarines, failure to obtain and consi-
der cost data in procurement by Navy
Department, GAO report (1965) 12524

inflatable fabric, deflections and natural
frequencies (1961) 19958

inflatable, of arbitrary shape, linear theory
(1961) 21215

insulated compression plates subjected to

aerodvnamic heating, optimum design
(1961) 4895

longitudinally stiffened curved, local buc-
kling (1961) 8005

orthotropic, containing crack, elastic stress

distribution (1964) 9607

Plates—Continued
parallel, heat transfer in thermal entrance

region with laminar slip flow (1965)
16712

penetration in dense snow (1965) 16110
plastic thermal stresses and strains in finite

thin plate of strain-hardening material,
analysis (1964) 21764

porous, formation by electrolytic reduction
(1962) 6369

rectangular

—

moments and reactions (1961) 6516
vibration with various boundary condi-

tions, effect of edge loadings (1965)
11484

with propagating crack, transient strain
distribution, numerical solution (1961).
20124

semi-infinite, on elastic foundation (1965)
12400

ship steel plates, mill sampling techniques
for quality determination (1962) 10640

size effect in brittle fracture in tension
(1962) 1798

steel, effect of metallurgical variables on
transition temperatures in drop-weight
and Charpy V-notch tests (1963) 5715

stiffened, torsional rigidity measurements
(1963) 16411

stresses when pushing through draw plate,

USSR study (1964) 2809
thermal midplane stresses, finite differences

energy method evaluation (1964) 18767
thickness, geometric effects (1964) 9761

thin flat plate of finite dimensions, determin-
ing elastic state of thermal stress (1963)
18140

thin, with spanwise and chordwise varia-
tions in temperature, elastic design
charts (1962) 10515

waffle, symmetric, structural synthesis
(1963) 3162

see aiso names of metals, etc., of which
plates are made.

Platform scales to 2000 pounds (minimum
graduation not less than 1 ounce) (1963)
3239

Platforms (political), see Political parties.

Plating:
metal on fluorocarbon polymers (1965) 1413

titanium, applving coatings on, USSR study
(1964) 9187

vapor plating of aluminum on steel (1963)
20298

see aiso Cadmium—Nickel.

Platinum:
adsorption and oxidation of carbon monox-

ide, using constant-current pulses, study
(1965) 13122

common, and rare-earth metals determina-
tion, USSR studies (1965) 9404

electrode

—

behavior, cathodic pretreatment effects on
(1965) 14961

in acid solution, kinetics of hydrogen and
oxygen reactions (1965) 6839

potential at low partial pressures of hy-
drogen or oxygen (1965) 13203

triiodide/iodide reaction, kinetic relations
(1964) 7653

elevated temperature diffusion in Nb-Pt sys-
tem (1961) 5010

expansion values for thermal calibration of

high-temperature X-rav diffraction cam-
eras and diffractometefs (1962) 20081

geochemistry of platinum metals (1965) 4864
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Platinum—Continued
metals report, mineral industry survey

—

annual, preliminary (1965) 5082
quarterly (1961) 3465; (1962) 4170; (1963)

4020; (1964) 3851; (1965) 3768
Mines Bureau describes research for space

use (1961) 17638
platinum and allied metals, bibliography

(1965) 15358
platinum-group metals

—

mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)
9582

minerals yearbook chapters (1961) 19869;
(1962) 20096; (1963) 18090; (1965) 1367,
16588

production, etc (1961) 9448; (1962) 12382;
(1963) 10942; (1964) 20496

radiochemistry (1962) 204
square planar platinum (II), energy levels on

basis of ligand field theory (1962) 2056
stockpile investigation, hearings (1962)

21536
surface, use in study of autophobic liquids

(1964) 20709
ternary platinurn-rhodium-base alloys con-

taining chromium, cobalt, ruthenium,
electrical characteristics (1961) 9602

tube, method for oxygen determination for
fluorine-containing compounds (1963)
18706

Plato, Chris C, relief (1964) 17174
Platsky, David, automobile ownership by aged

persons in U.S (1964) 20799
Piatt, Robert J., jr., jet condenser for space

power (1965) 19930
Piatt National Park, general information

(1963) 12929; (1964) 16770
Platte Canyon quadrangle, Colo., geology

(1964) 12507
Platte County, Wyo.:
Fort Laramie area, geology (1963) 19294
geology and ground water resources (1961)

10694
hydrologic conditions in Wheatland Flat

area (1964) 19804
Platte River and Valley:
and tributaries. Mo. and Iowa, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1965) 18034
document edition (1965) 17465

drainage basin

—

snow courses and soil moisture stations
list (1962) 16170

snow surveys and water supply forecasts
(1962) 3829

ground water in Cedar Rapids division of
lower basin (1964) 19800

water supply outlook and snow surveys of
drainage basins (1963) 4285; (1964) 4138;
(1965) 4050

Platteville quadrangle. Wis., geology (1963)
17522

Plaude, K. K., president of Academy of Sci-
ences, Latvian SSR, interview (1964)
16499

Play it safe (1964) 16841
Playa del Rey Inlet and Harbor, Venice, Calif.:

change name to Marina del Rey Small Craft
Harbor, Los Angeles, Calif.

—

hearings (1961) 20584
law (1962) 4886
reports (1961) 16753; (1963) 5015

Playgrounds, America's, national forests,
skiing (1963) 39; (1964) 39; (1965) 49

Plays, see Drama.
Plays for living (1965) 18845
Pleasure of excellence (address) (1964) 11872
Plectrotaxy as systematic criterion in lithobi-

morphic centipedes, etc (1962) 16073

Pledge of allegiance to flag, song, print addi-
tional copies, report (1963) 15366

Pleistocene period, see Glacial period.
Plendl, Johannes N., infrared spectra of inor-

ganic dielectric solids (1965) 1802
Pless, Vera:
weight distribution of quadratic residue

(17,35) code (1965) 115
Witt's theorem for nonalternating sym-

metric bilinear forms over field of char-
acteristic 2 (1965) 10116

Plethysmographs, volume displacement body,
measurement of airway resistance (1964)
17010

Plethysmography:
gas production in human tissues at low pres-

sures (1962) 1966
impedance plethysmographic determination

of cardiac output (1964) 9988, 15238
monitoring devices, new electronic instru-

mentation in dentistry (1965) 8490
Pleura, introceptive reflexes to circulatory

system in ontogenesis, USSR study
(1962) 2737

Plexiglas, differential temperatures effect on
fracture toughness of stretch-oriented
polymethyl methacrylate (1961) 8089

Pliers, connect hose containing liquid under
pressure (1964) 9551

Plimpton, James D., large angle pair produc-
tion (1963) 125

Pliocene period:
marine stratigraphy in southern Salinas

Valley, Calif (1965) 2231
Moonstone formation in central Wyoming

(1962) 628
treatment of smaller Foraminifera, southern

Okinawa (1964) 10645
Pliss, V. A., certain problems in theory of sta-

bility of motion in the whole (1965)
16723

Plitt, Alfred C, testimony, hearings (1964)
8456

Plotters:
ER-55, operating procedures (1962) 2531
Kelsh, operating procedures (1961) 710
polychart contour, enables data extrapola-

tion from multiple plotting charts (1964)
16676

tape-to-platter converter (1965) 11915
see also latron tubes—Plotting boards and

plotting.
Plotting boards and plotting:
automatic, spin-wave instability threshold

data (1964) 19158
plotting circles of constant overpressure

around targeted points, program (1964)
21786

see also Plotters.
Plotting instruments, see Stereoscopic plot-

ters.

Plotting positions for logarithmic-normal fre-

quency studies (1963) 18397
Plowback program (management improve-

ment):
improvements reported (1964) 1759, 11838

Plowing, see Tillage.
Plowman, E. Grosvenor:

addresses, etc (1963) 7813, 9787, 9792, 13349,
18750, 18753

Plows:
disk, operation, care, etc (1963) 16736
moldboard (1961) 20290
root, use in clearing tamarisk stands (1961)

692
Plowshare Program (civil, industrial, and sci-

entific uses for nuclear explosives):
AEC, hearings (1964) 8235; (1965) 10368
annual reports (1964) 11873; (1965) 18959
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Plowshare Program (civil, industrial, and sci-

entific uses for nuclear explosives)—Con.

final reports (1965) 10177-178, 17118-124
general information (1965) 15259
peaceful applications, hearing (1965) 17447
Project Sulky (1965) 15250
reports (1961) 11811; (1962) 11028-31,

13003-5, 14860-870, 16395-399, 18730,
23046-47; (1963) 4494, 11569-580,
14994-996, 16853. 18585; (1964) 118-123,

4298, 5979-81, 10037, 17063, 21013;
(1965) 187-188, 1846-49, 4263, 11917,
13482. 13509-512, 13514-515

Plugs, disconnect, circuit reliability boosted

by soldering pins to sockets (1964) 9563

Pluhowski, E. J., hydrology of Babylon-Islip

area. Suffolk County. Long Island, N.Y
(1964) 18147

Plum Brook reactor, see Reactors (atomic).

Plum Creek, watershed program evaluation

(1965) 17995
Plum Island, N.Y., geology and ground water

resources (1962) 2534
Plum Island Animal Disease Laboratory, Long

Island, N.Y.:

livestock—^disease research activities (1962)

12864
research on foreign diseases of animals

(1963) 14878
Plumb, T. R., four tests of broadcast spraying

in killing Ist-year chamise sprouts

(1963) 10228
Plumbago, see Graphite.
Plumbers, employment outlook (1962) 8396;

(1964) 9423
Plumbers & Steamfitters Union, local 706, El

Dorado, Ark., misuse of funds, etc., hear-

ings (1961) 4097
Plumbers' supplies:

convection stack, device for ridding pit toi-

lets of bad odor (1963) 10218
current industrial reports, summary 1963

(1964) 19296
fixtures, enameled cast iron, standard of

trade (1963) 16869
plumbing and heating job shop, bibliography

(1961) 9743
plumbing fixtures

—

current industrial reports (1961) 2990,

6824, 8502; (1962) 3737; (1963) 1893,

3575; (1964) 3391; (1965) 3274, 13628
1962 summary (1963) 16899

stainless steel, standard of trade (1962)

16427
vitreous china, standard of trade (1964)

5539
plumbing, heating, and air conditioning job

shop (1965) 1613
vitreous plumbing fixtures, census of manu-

factures, 1958, industry report (1961)

1796
Plumbers Union Local no. 12 Pension Fund:

qualification as trust, effective date

—

law (1961) 12114
reports (1961) 8726, 10369

Plumbing:
building maintenance (1965) 1727
cross-connections, hazards in household and

community water supply systems (1963)

14878
engineered performance standards

—

pipefitting formulas (1962) 24136
pipefitting plumbing handbook (1963) 1610

equipment. Federal item identification guides
for supply cataloging (1962) 7239; (1964)
12292

supplement (1963) 3655; (1964) 3473; (1965)
3375

Plumbing—Continued
national plumbing code, proposed revision

(1964) 9725
nursing homes, environmental health factors

(1963) 13003
planning for farmsteads (1962) 67

repairs for home and farmstead (1964) 19072

stacks, flow capacities in sanitary drainage
systems for buildings (1961) 13548

systems, investigation of hydraulics of hori-

zontal drains (1965) 1498
vent manifold (1965) 1503

Plumbing fixtures, see Plumber's supplies.

Plumbism, see Lead poisoning.
Plumbs, calculation of plumb-line deflections

on basis of gravity anomalies. USSR
study (1964) 902

Plume, Royce C, relief (1961) 7028
Plums:
American, necrotic ring spot virus content

in Plains windbreaks (1962) 23573
canned, standards for grades (1961) 17890;

(1962) 11, 20380
export, minimum standards of quality, es-

tablish, amend act

—

law (1961) 14105
reports (1961) 10447, 12319

production, use, value (1961) 11619; (1962)

16180; (1963) 16615; (1964) 15129
Plunkett, Jerry D., NASA contributions to

technology of inorganic compounds
(1965) 5114

Plunkett Foundation for Cooperative Studies,

overseas co-op courses (1963) 8208
Plutonium:

alloys, USSR study (1964) 4913
analytical chemistry (1962) 7850
bibliography (1962) 6700
chemistry, purification and metallurgy

(1961) 3800
effective cross sections in reactivity calcula-

tions, evaluation (1962) 2031
fabricated alpha sources, guide for prepara-

tion of license applications (1963) 15019
fabrication and reprocessing for fast ceram-

ic fueled reactor (1962) 18709
field release, biomedical and aerosol studies

(1961) 8429
general information (1965) 5626
ion exchange processes (1961) 8417
isolation, inorganic cation exchanger pro-

duction and application. East (Jerman
study (1962) 7788

license applications for plutonium-beryllium
neutron sources

—

uses other than well logging, guide for

preparation (1963) 15020
well logging, guide for preparation (1963)

15021
Operation Plumbob, surface alpha monitor-

ing as method of measuring fallout

(1962) 11036

ornery element, and versatility (remarks)
(1964) 8096

price, thermal and fast breeder reactor pow-
er stations program (1961) 18024

role in development of nuclear power engi-

neering, USSR study (1962) 19736

selected measurement methods in nuclear

fuel cycle (1964) 4303
change (1964) 19249
errata (1965) 5613

separation and determination in plutoni-

um-uranium fuel elements by cation ex-

change (1963) 5939

Soviet experiments with plutonium-239, arti-

cles (1963) 2708
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Plutonium—Continued
uranium fuel elements, separation and deter-

mination of plutonium by cation ex-

change (1963) 5939
Plutonium carbides, fast reactor fuel, study of

PuC-UC (1963) 1829
Plutonium dioxide:

fabrication cost estimate for UO2 and mixed
PUO2-UO2 fuel (1964) 8053

oxygen to metal ratio in solid solutions of
uranium and plutonium dioxides, meas-
urement (1964) 8054

Plutonium isotopes:
Pu-238 and -239, processing in heavy ele-

ment facility, final safety evaluation
(1961) 5365

Pu-239, systems containing, critical dimen-
sions (1964) 17062

Plutonium monitor, application in surface po-
tential studies, Poland (1962) 7911

Plutonium oxides:
fast reactor fuel, study of PUO2-UO2 (1963)

1829
plutonium-uranium dioxide fuel fabrication

(1961) 18042
PUO2-UO2 fast reactor fuel post-irradiation

examination (1963) 123
sintering studies of plutonium dioxide-

uranium dioxide pellets (1961) 16184
Plymouth, Ck)nn.:

industrial park development and adjunct
general aviation airport in area, ARA
case book (1965) 17036

redevelopment area, opportunities for eco-
nomic development (1964) 11821

Plymouth, Mass.:
harbor engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 447
document edition (1963) 319

Plymouth, Mich., census of housing, 1960, city
blocks (1961) 16368

Plywood:
bending strength and stiffness (1965) 4792
cutoff walls for temporary weirs (1961)

17288
Douglas fir

—

commercial standard (1961) 8438
amendments (1962) 2114, 9001

standard of trade (1962) 13018
amdts (1963) 4511, 5958

Federal item identification guides for supply
cataloging (1962) 7239; (1964) 12292

supplement (1963) 3655; (1964) 3473; (1965)
3375

flat, manufacture and general characteris-
tics (1961) 12710; (1965) 649

hardwood

—

current industrial reports (1961) 2990,
8508; (1962) 3737; (1963) 13292; (1964)
161, 11896; (1965) 13622

standard of trade (1961) 11825
industry in present economic environment

(address) (1965) 13721
joints, nail-glued to solid wood, performance

(1964) 18056
linear movement as related to longitudinal

movement of wood (1965) 7723
oak panels, effectiveness of dieldrin in glue

line in preventing Lyctus beetle damage
(1961) 20773

pallets in use, observations (1965) 9180
pine, standard of trade (1962) 231
softwood

—

current industrial reports (1962) 14936;
(1963) 15068; (1964) 15312; (1965) 13633

industry, outlook (1961) 3868; (1963) 4551
western, standard of trade (1961) 11826
amendments (1961) 20373; (1962) 2115,

9002, 13019; (1963) 4512, 5959

PM nuclear power plant research and develop-

ment program, see Nuclear reactor pow-
er plants.

PMA, see Pharmaceutical Manufacturers As-

sociation.

PMS series, see Personnel methods series.

PN series (1961) 3030; (1962) 4266; (1964) 3950
PNCI polymers, see Phosphonitrilechloride.

Pneumatic drills, see Drills (tools).

Pneumatic power is transmitted through air

bearing (1964) 16674
Pneumatic splints, see Splints (surgery).

Pneumatic switches, circuits constructed on,

synthesis, USSR study (1965) 2424
Pneumatic systems, see Compressed air.

Pneumatic tools, market for air tools in Neth-
erlands, foreign market survey (1965)
17158

Pneumatic valves, see Valves.
Pneumoautomation, see Automation.
Pneumoconiosis, hygienic significance of natu-

ral radioactivity in mining and concen-
trating of rare metal ores as factor in

development, USSR study (1963) 14268
see also Silicosis.

Pneumoencephalography, interpretation of

axial transverse encephalography, new
concept (1964) 5553

Pneumogram, changes arising as result of ac-

tion of weak pulse currents on brain,

USSR study (1962) 2740
Pneumographs:

electrical impedance, thoracic cage measure-
ments (1963) 16801

impedance, dynamic characteristics, thoracic

cage impedance measurements (1964)

5907
Pneumonics:

jet pneumoautomatics, USSR (1964) 20275
USSR study (1965) 14526

Pneumotachometer counts respiration rate of

human subject (1965) 1431
Poage, Bob, around world, with report on re-

cent trip (1963) 2046
Poats, Frederick J., appraisal of treated bur-

lap bags for shipping wool (1963) 12048
Poca, W. Va.. railroad accident (1962) 13954

Pocahontas coal, see Coal.

Pocatello, Idaho:
aging, problems, hearings (1962) 11645
census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

11911
Pocket guides:
France (1964) 20986
Germany (1965) 8510
Great Britain (1964) 4278
Italy (1964) 8023
Japan (1961) 3768

/

Korea (1962) 6632
Okinawa Island (1961) 16162
Philippine Islands (1962) 10948
Portugal (1963) 98
Taiwan (1965) 17039
Thailand (1965) 8511
Turkey (1965) 17040
Vietnam (1963) 4436

Pocket pen flares, see Flares.
Pocosins, vegetation, seasonal moisture fluc-

tuations (1963) 10245
Pocs, Konstantins:
Cricketsonde rocket system evaluation

(1964) 19156
evaluation of modification to antenna of

Rawin set AN/GMD-2 (1963) 5877
evaluation of varactor diode parametric

amplifier for Rawin set AN/GMD-2
(1964) 65

Pod borers, see Lima-bean pod borer.
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Podany, Joseph C, tomato prices and market
structure in lower Rio Grande Valley of

Tex (1963) 9577
Podger, S.:

J-values of s-type neutron resonances by
multiple scattering (1963) 12955

regularities in thermal neutron absorption
cross sections (1965) 9823

Podiatry, see Chiropody.
Podol'sk microwire plant, USSR (1963) 2781
Podonominae, see Flies.

Poe Lock:
filling and emptying system, hydraulic model

investigation (1961) 9074
replacement, designate John A. Blatnik lock,

report (1961) 16685
Poetry:
National Poetry Festival, Library of Con-

gress, (Dct. 22-24, 1962, proceedings
(1964) 13093

present-day, Rumania (1962) 6146
recorded, checklist (1961) 6265
Terkin versus Terkin, critique of A. Tvar-

dovskiy's new poem, USSR (1964) 1089
ways of misunderstanding poetry (lecture)

(1965) 12806
young, USSR notes (1962) 1356

Pogo primer for parents (1961) 16486

Pogoda, see Electronic computers.

Pohl, L. E., sodium mass transfer, corrosion
sample data 1962 (1963) 18570

Poinsett County, Ark.:
drainage district 7, flood control, etc.

—

departmental edition (1965) 19585
document edition (1965) 19329

Point Arguello, Calif., aerial radiological mea-
suring survey, ARMS-2, of area (1965)
11913

Point Arguello Naval Missile Facility, geology
and ground-water features (1963) 6565

Point Conception, Calif, to Mexican border,
coastal warning facilities charts (1961)
11655; (1962) 12784; (1963) 9491; (1964)
13524; (1965) 9992

Point 4 program, see name of country with
which agreement is made.

Point Judith, R.L:
harbor improvements and hurricane survey,

engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 448
document edition (1963) 253

Point Mugu, Calif., Naval Air Missile Test
Center area, geology and ground-water
appraisal (1964) 2427

Point Pleasant Canal:
naming
law (1964) 21140
reports (1964) 17754, 19469

Point return from lunar mission for vehicle
that maneuvers within earth's atmos-
phere (1961) 21244

Point Reyes National Seashore:

hearings (1961) 8987, 20577
law (1962) 20832
reports (1961) 17023; (1962) 11374, 16961

general information (1963) 1354; (1964)
20664; (1965) 19979

land acquisition, appropriations, 1963, sup-
plemental, proposal (1962) 21234

Point-sampling factors for southwestern pon-
derosa pine (1964) 790

Po-I-Po distorts facts, USSR article (1964)
14518

Poiseuille equation, see £]quations.

Poison ivy:

3 leaves mean poison ivy, picture story
(1965) 13410

Poison ivy—Continued
identification, precautions, eradication

(1963) 9568
Poison Prevention Week, see National Poison

Prevention Week.
Poisonous and dangerous fish, USSR (1965)

14539
Poisonous gases, see Gases—Mustard gas.
Poisonous plants:
common, of New England (1965) 2983
Western States, descriptions, etc (1963)

14856; (1964) 20915
see also names of toxic plants.

Poisonous snakes of world, manual for use by
U.S. amphibious forces (1963) 16454

Poisons:
advances in Polish research on action of

organophosphorus compounds (1961)
15684

air pollution and industrial poisoning in

USSR (1965) 19758
alimentary intoxications and infections, and

their prevention (1965) 18355 .

antifouling paints, USSR studies (1963)
17675

bee, therapeutic value in lumbo-sacral radi-
culitis and neuritis of sciatic nerve,
USSR study (1961) 7572

beryllium and rocket propellants, literature
search (1961) 214

Bulgaria, production, sale, storage, etc.,

regulations (1963) 5286
caustic poison act, notices of judgment

(1962) 23566
cebetox insecticide toxicity, experimental

data, Rumanian study (1962) 7571
chemicals for extermination of rats, precau-

tionary measures and emergency aid in

cases of poisoning, USSR study (1961)
12841

chemicals toxicity to marine borers (1961)
1586

comparative toxicity of chloride derivatives
of toluene, USSR study (1965) 12692

control centers, directories (1962) 22737;
(1965) 8238

determination of dinitrophenol chemical poi-

sons in feces (1965) 14493
dopane toxicity reduced with aminoethyli-

sothiouronium (AETH) in experiments on
monkeys, USSR study (1964) 7344

economic

—

emergency information for treating (1963)
16493

labeling and registration

—

hearings (1963) 18917, 19041
law (1964) 12000
reports (1963) 19034; (1964) 4480

effect of dimercaptopropanol (British anti-

lewisite) on toxicity of oxygen at 6 at-

mospheres' pressure on white male rats
(1965) 8493

emergency treatment for poisoning, USSR
studies (1964) 21452

enzymatic classification, USSR study (1964)
21453

high-toxic organic phosphoric-acid esters,

analysis, Hungarian study (1964) 5257
increase in toxicity with decrease in concen-

tration, USSR study (1964) 10740
industrial, effect on animal organisms under

high temperature air conditions, USSR
study (1962) 22020

intoxication by pesticides, clinical picture
and therapy, USSR study (1963) 17669

low molecular polyvinylpyrrolidone as detox-
icating agent, USSR study (1962) 862

management and effect of fuel on nuclear
power systems, June 1959-Sept. 1961
(1962) 14855
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Poisons—Continued
National Clearinghouse for Poison Control

Centers bulletins (1962) 14575; (1963)
3937; (1964) 3763; (1965) 3677

organic phosphorus insecticides, protective
effect of cholinesterase reactivators in
animals poisoned, Yugoslav study (1962)
7732

organophosphorous insecticides

—

changes in organism of animals, USSR
study (1961) 10853

toxicity, Rumanian study (1964) 10849
pachycarpine poisoning in clinical practice,

USSR study (1964) 21551
pathology, clinical picture and therapy in

affections with toxic and radiological
agents. USSR study (1965) 12722

poisoning from organic phosphoric acid es-
ters, instructions for determination and
treatment (1965) 18358

poisonous bites, treatment and prevention,
USSR study (1964) 20236

protect your family against poisoning (1963)
8287; (1965) 6240

radioactive aerosols, method of inhalation
poisoning of animals, USSR study (1965)
14528

resistance of organisms to toxic substances,
USSR study (1964) 7135

secrets, USSR study (1965) 12720
swine, by plants, chemicals, etc., in Yugosla-

via (1962) 5589
synthetic

—

chemistry, effects and military signifi-
cance. East German study (1964) 8955

East Germany (1962) 19658
systemic antidotes for selected toxic materi-

als (1965) 6885
testing ozokerite bacillus culture liquid for

toxicity, USSR study (1965) 899
toxic agents, USSR study (1962) 9903
toxic chemicals, personal protection (1962)

10256
toxic factors in acid soils of southeastern

U.S. as related to lime response to alfal-
fa (1964) 5857

toxic substances

—

from fluorine compounds, USSR study
(1964) 927

in air, chemical methods for determining,
USSR (1961) 1039

toxicity of

—

aerosol and aliphatic amines on industrial
premises, USSR studies (1965) 9480

chemicals force-fed to carp (1964) 6729
plastics, bibliography (1963) 347

see also Food poisoning—Lead poisoning

—

also names of poisons.
Poison equations, see equations.
Poisson's ratio, complex, and dilatation con-

stants from forced vibration of sphere
(1965) 9063

Poland:
abstracts and translations from Eastern

European legal publications (1961)
15183

Academy of Sciences

—

activities (1962) 10025
committee of veterinary sciences, 5-year
and long-range plan of scientific re-

search (1962) 7604
current organization and activities (1962)

7543
Cybernetics Institute, activities (1962)
5471

International Federation of Automatic
Control, topics for discussion (19(52)

7808
new members (1964) 5047

Poland—Continued
Academy of Sciences—Continued
organization of scientific information ac-

tivity (1964) 16441
plenary sessions of departments and scien-

tific committees (1962) 15816
scientific research plans (1962) 6121

agricultural

—

commodities, agreements (1962) 14643;
(1963) 16583; (1964) 9818-19

machinery catalogue (1961) 4385
production, selected information (1961)

17456
technology, scientific research, plans

(1962) 7544
around world with Bob Poage, report on

recent trip to (1963) 2046
artificial earth satellites, observations

(1965) 2308
Beskides, Carpathians region, disease center

of antropozoonoses (1962) 22190
bibliography of social science periodicals

and monograph series, 1945-62 (1964)
15324

Biochemistry and Biophysics Institute, ac-
tivities, etc (1962) 5914

biological institutes, Bulgarian report (1963)
2698

bonus payments to engineers and techni-
cians at industrial enterprises, new reg-
ulations (1961) 1098

brucellosis, tests (1962) 5550
chemical industry in OMEA (1964) 5195
chemists, biographies, translation (1962)

5380
church and state under Communism (1965)

16030
claims agreement, text (1961) 597
claims of U.S. nationals against, determina-

tion, report (1965) 17855
climatological and hydrological research

(1964) 2737
coal deposits, geology (1962) 1319
Communist Party

—

active members and candidates, character-
istics (1961) 12852

members and candidates, numerical data
and distribution (1961) 13359

truth about decentralization (1963) 15902
Communist Politburo, report of 9th Central

committee plenum (1962) 3104
conference on production of nuclear raw

materials, list of reports (1962) 7728
cooperation between Polish and Soviet scien-

tific organizations (1964) 20244
Council of Ministers, resolution on coopera-

tion between government organs and
chief technical organization, etc (1962)
7789

Cuban-Polish friendly relations (speech)
(1962) 21981

cult of individual and international workers
movement (1962) 3181

current central industrial plan, tentative
optimization (1964) 9112

cybernetics, translation (1962) 23630
cyclotron, first large one (1962) 7582
definition of Polish-Czechoslovak border

(1961) 2274
difficulties confronting medical students and

graduates (1962) 7612
drug research in Pharmacology Institute,

translation (1962) 5641
Druzhba oil pipeline and prospects for devel-

opment of chemistry (1964) 5157
Dunajec River, economic utilization prob-

lems (1962) 5536
East European legal journals, abstracts

(1964) 2512, 6979, 10947
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Poland—Continued
economic and political conditions, report

(1965) 17580
economy

—

basic data (1961) 631; (1965) 17289

resolution of Central Committee (1962)

.3142

educational systems (1963) 6331
electronics conference, 1958 (1962) 5482

financial system, general principles (1961)

4581
five year plan (1964) 18254
flow of trade on rise, interest in U.S. goods

high (1961) 4258
foreign trade and prospects for economic

development (1961) 7667
Forestry Research Institute, activities

(1962) 5880
14th congress of delegates of Society of Pol-

ish (ieodesists (1962) 7657
(Idansk Medical Academy and Warsaw Insti-

tute of Tuberculosis (1962) 5460
general agreement on tariffs and trade, dec-

laration between contracting parties

and Polish People's Republic (1961) 6574

geodesy

—

and cartography (1962) 5571
development (1962) 5481
geodetic and cartographic activities (1962)

10064
role in regional reorganization (1962) 7661

geographical sciences (1962) 10164
Geographical Society, activities (1962) 5659
Gomulka's reaction to Witold Jedlicki's arti-

cle Churls and kikes, author's glossary

(1963) 8807
health of population (1962) 1389
higher education

—

admissions rules, student activities, and
curriculums (1964) 14187

organization and administration (1963)

8189
statistics (1961) 1093

import-duty rates, reapplication of

trade-agreement reductions to imports
(1961) 6587

industry (1962) 19720
interbranch balance for 1961 in physical

terms, study (1964) 9153
Institute for Experimental and Clinical Med-

icine, organization, etc (1962) 7763
Institute of Thermodynamics, activities

(1962) 5937
International Union of Conservation of

Nature and Natural Resources, general
assembly and technical meeting (1962)

3193
intrabloc, foreign trade to 1965 (1961) 7666
labor force, characteristics and growth

(1964) 6048
Laboratory of (Jeneral Work Organization

problems (1962) 5881
large scale maps, making (1962) 5561
law on geological exploration (1962) 5390
legal journals, abstracts (1963) 959, 5246,

8736, 10694, 12592, 15732, 17597; (1964)

919, 16535; (1965) 1048
legal publications, abstracts and transla-

tions (1961) 13187, 13351, 17465; (1962)

1297, 3033, 3178, 8146, 8261, 10032,

10235, 10279, 10364, 14168, 17890, 17916,
22023

medical academies, scientists and research
work (1962) 5461

medical problems of special significance to

national economy, developing research
(1962) 7565

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter
(1965) 12905

Poland—Continued
most-favored-nation treatment, U.S. interest

in (1964) 13482
National Conference on School Hygiene

(1962) 8136
nuclear energy, translation (1962) 5531
nuclear medicine at Polish Medical Academy,

lectures and exercises (1962) 7607
1,000th anniversary of founding, commemo-

rative medals, report (1965) 19288
optimalization of Polish industrial develop-

ment plan (1964) 7303
patents, abstracts, translations (1963)

11601, 15031, 18634, 20340; (1964)
1801-2, 4338; (1965) 3998

pharmaceutical

—

industry, data (1965) 16443
sciences, information on attainments

(1962) 5912
pharmacy

—

and pharmaceutical affairs (1962) 9848
report (1962) 5596

photogrammetric, geodetic, and cartograph-
ic services (1962) 5521

Physics Society, lectures delivered in War-
saw section (1962) 6074

planned development of Szczecin Repair
Shipyard (1961) 19732

Polish People's Army, code of ethics for

officer (1964) 16544
power engineering, increasing capacity

(1963) 2704
press agency correspondent's visit to Viet-

nam (1965) 16524
prevention of poliomyelitis, serological ex-

amination (1962) 5489
provincial press, summaries (1961) 1063,

1070, 1096, 1100, 2266, 2280, 2303, 2312,

4480, 4533, 4578, 7778, 7789, 7793, 7810,

7830, 7853, 7869, 9353, 9373, 13069,
13079, 13110, 13118, 13141, 13148, 13179,
13223, 13277, 13312, 13324-325, 13356,

13376, 15160, 15173, 15175, 15192, 17436,
17475, 20919, 20926, 20938, 21044, 21064;
(1962) 817, 827, 1133-34, 1213, 1317,

1351, 1435, 2935, 2952, 2991, 3040, 3100,

3175. 5868, 5778, 5785, 5797, 5928, 6003,

6147, 7979, 8013, 8087, 8184, 8268, 9950,

10013, 10138, 10318, 10372, 12174, 12214,

12280, 12300, 14025, 14098, 14160, 14223,

15755, 15831, 15933, 15940, 15958, 17844,

17921, 17988, 18057, 18104, 19703, 19783,
19978, 21968, 22058, 22131, 22245, 22345,
23638, 23721, 23912; (1963) 662. 755,

869, 917, 1098, 1143, 2618, 2743, 2861,

2905, 2987, 5253, 6705, 6763, 6922-23,

7080, 8534, 8649, 8797, 8952, 10404,

10499, 10642, 10733, 12282. 12338, 12539,

12599, 12750, 14143, 14251. 14340,

14383, 15707, 15890, 15969, 16062, 16152,

17649, 17720, 17793, 17926, 17961, 19499,

19574, 19622, 19740, 20831; (1964) 952,

1021, 1103, 1186. 1334, 2538, 2588, 2734,

2864, 4932, 5041, 5138, 5182. 5263,

5386, 6915, 6974, 7040, 7123, 7174, 7225,

8855, 8976, 9088, 9228, 9332, 10783,

10890, 11013, 11106, 11176, 12600, 12712,

12842, 12925, 14428, 14542, 14606, 16049,

16133, 16230, 16296, 16387, 16516. 18348,

18462, 18562, 19871, 19984, 20139, 20225,

20403, 21433, 21534, 21639; (1965) 907,

986, 1084, 1215. 2311. 2442. 2559, 2639,

2721
public health service program (1962) 5595
publications, list, 1959-60 (1962) 10099
radioastronomy development, problems and

prospects (1962) 13984
radio-electronics, scientific research, per-

spective development (1965) 14517
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Poland—Continued
real income of farm population from agricul-

tural production, 1956-60 (1962) 10019

regional institutes, activities (1962) 5660
research on RM-2C and RM-2D rockets

(1962) 5665
Rocket and Astronautic Technology Club

formed (1962) 5483
role of technical sciences in development of

national economy, translation (1964)
18443

school hygiene, evolution of views (1962)
6062

school system, survey (1963) 862

science

—

long range plans for development (1963)
8515

translations (1962) 5475
scientific

—

and technical journals, information (1962)
5761

cooperation with USSR (1964) 6987
information dissemination in press (1962)
5913

personalities and activities, information
(1962) 5592

scientific research

—

action of organophosphorus compounds
(1961) 15684

five-year plan (1962) 7686
need for coordination (1963) 8483
planning present and future (1962) 5602

scientists, development of future cadre
(1962) 7687

2d Polish research reactor, geometry deter-
mination of technical channels (1962)
7759

selected

—

economic translations (1961) 885, 988, 993,
1122, 1129-30, 1140, 1142-43, 1145,
1147-48, 1150-51, 2290, 2387, 2403,
2409-10, 2419, 2422-23, 2428, 2434-35,
2437-38, 2440, 4479, 4550, 4676, 4691,
4705, 4707, 4716-17, 4729-30, 4733-34,
4742-44, 11019-20, 11041, 11074, 11087,
11089-90, 11137

military translations (1961) 823, 2138,
4394

sociological translations (1961) 4543
sending gift packages to (1961) 616; (1962)

714
settlement of claims of U.S. nationals,

agreements (1961) 5132; (1964) 8630
service industries, translations (1962) 10091,

19640
special study mission report

—

hearing (1961) 10347
report (1961) 14295

state and development of oceanology (1962)

7585
State farms, 1959-60 (1962) 23730

State Institute of Hydrology and Meteorolo-

gy, organization and activities (1964)

922
statistical yearbook, 1960 (1962) 3130

study mission report (1962) 15248
surplus

—

agricultural commodities, agreement
(1962) 8682

property agreement (1961) 11612
surveying, cartography and photogramme-

try, development (1962) 5622
telecommunication equipment, public, devel-

opment to 1980 (1964) 2681
topographical maps, hydrographic details

shown (1964) 12790
transportation facilities, reconstruction and

modernization, Cierman study (1962)
19779

Poland—Continued
22d symposium of Polish radiologists (1965)

11182
urban development and geodesy, problems

(1962) 15905
utilization of WWR-S reactor, USSR study

(1961) 2330
veterinary, research (1962) 5525
visas, waiving of fees for performing artists

and groups, agreement (1963) 9429
Warsaw Oncology Institute, work (1962)

.5938

Warsaw Polytechnic Institution, organiza-
tional changes in mechanical depart-
ments (1962) 7659

Warsaw Radio and Television Design Office,

activities (1964) 12960
Polar mesosphere, see Mesosphere.
Polar regions, see Antarctic regions—Arctic

regions.

Polar scale (1961) 11282
Polar semiconductors, see Semiconductors.
Polaris (missile), see Missiles—Submarine

boats.
Polaris (star), see Pole star.

Polaris program, PERT/cost system for inte-

grated project management, introduc-
tion (1962) 1739

Polaris Promontory, North Greenland, suita-
bility of ice free land for aircraft land-
ings (1961) 13805

Polarity (biology):

effects of aeroions of different polarities,

USSR studies (1964) 1031
Polarizabilities, see Atomic polarizabilities.

Polarization (electricity):

nonlinear polarization of weakly absorbing
dispersive medium, USSR studv (1965)
16488

Polarization (light):

Arctic meteorology photo probe (1963) 16364
planets and some terrestrial substances,

research study (1964) 16727
planets, by means oif their light, study (1964)

16728
Polarization (radio):

measurements using polarization instrumen-
tation radar on navigational buoys
(1962) 12589

radar apparatus for polarization investiga-
tions of clouds and precipitation, USSR
study (1965) 2469

Polarization of particles, concentration polari-

zation in reverse osmosis desalination
with variable flux and incomplete salt

rejection (1965) 19695
Polarization of protons from (d,p) reactions at

21 Mev (1965) 2916
Polarization techniques and components for

radar and communication systems (1965)
13137

Polarography:
determination of oxygen content and capaci-

ty in single blood sample (1964) 17014
medicine and biology, USSR studies (1965)

868
oscillographic method for ultramicro-

analysis in clinical laboratory. East
German study (1962) 3165

oxyhemoglobin dissociation curves, measure-
ment and expression (1965) 7110

polarographic activity of blood serum pro-
teins during acute radiation sickness
and prophylactic administration of pro-
pyl gallate, USSR (1962) 13978

20-cathode multipolarograph, USSR study
(1965) 11242

Polatty, J. M., investigation of manufacture of
aggregate and riprap by nuclear means
(1965) 17124
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Pole star:

air almanac (1961) 1364
ephemeris (1961) 17608; (1962) 15991; (1963)

14486; (1964) 16616

Poles:
building frames, wind stresses (1964) 18061
commercial production in northern Rocky

Mountain area, 1962 (1964) 8644
lodgepole pine, service life REA-financed

electric systems, inspection results
(1962) 17551

northern Rocky Mountain production, 1960
(1961) 19365

preservation treatment (1961) 6111
pressure-treated stubs, surface applications

of preservatives to groundline area, field

tests study (1961) 20765
sectional, for measuring tree heights (1965)

9194
unpeeled pine, cubic-foot volume table (1965)

654

Polgar, Leslie G., directional thermal-radiative
properties of conical cavities (1965)
14836

Polhamus, Edward C, effects of camber, etc.,

on aerodynamic characteristics of para-
wings (1963) 3118

Poli, Adon, long-term production prospects for
western agriculture (1963) 13838

Police:

airport, survey (1962) 18314

auxiliary, basic training, instructor guide
(1961) 6890

Capitol

—

employ additional personnel, report (1964)
12069

longevity benefits, preserve, report (1964)
17508

children, police work with, perspectives and
principles (1963) 175

civil rights enforcement (address) (1964)
15376

collaboration with youth workers (1962) 302

college and universities offering 2 and 4
year programs in policing, list (1963)
1926

District of Columbia

—

Canine Corps, expand, report (1965) 4499
increase salaries, etc., report (1962) 21481
medical care for all injuries and diseases

—

law (1962) 20883
reports (1962) 17058, 23398

Police Department, examination announce-
ment for

—

policeman (1962) 20655; (1963) 7785;
(1964) 10101; (1965) 5737, 15355
amdts (1963) 6023; (1965) 11964
discontinuance notice (1965) 13677

policewoman (1963) 9746
amdts (1963) 6024; (1965) 10266

police force, compensation for overtime
work

—

law (1965) 19157
reports (1965) 19248, 19426

report motor vehicle collisions to, reports
(1962) 17023; (1963) 6158; (1965) 4498

residence restrictions, repeal

—

law (1964) 17376
reports (1964) 13976, 17717

retirement and disability act, amend to

create additional category of service-
connected disability

—

law (1962) 23257
reports (1961) 14432; (1962) 21510

salaries, increase

—

law (1964) 17433
report (1964) 15569, 17613, 17716

Police—Continued
District of Columbia—Continued

U.S. Park Police and White House Police
overtime pay, provide

—

hearings (1965) 12324
sick leave benefits

—

law (1964) 17330
reports (1964) 6323, 15773

Egyptian force, organization, etc (1961) 2284

employment outlook (1962) 8397; (1964)
13055

free world. Communist plot, expose of
crowd-handling methods, testimony of

Lyman B. Kirkpatrick, hearing (1962)
416

Indonesia and west New Guinea, informa-
tion (1961) 7870

Japanese scientific research on counterfeit-
ing and forgery (1964) 9064

Maine, social security coverage, report
(1962) 21166

methods of identification by physical charac-
teristics in Spain (1961) 4427

Metropolitan Police Force

—

canine corps, expand, reports (1962) 11350;
(1963) 6156

members

—

increase members

—

law (1961) 12115
reports (1961) 10302, 10484

personal property taken in custody, dispo-
sition, clarify law

—

law (1962) 20866
reports (1962) 17245, 19109

relief or retirement compensation of for-

mer members and their widows, widow-
ers, and children, increase

—

law (1962) 18970
reports (1961) 17058-59; (1962) 17053
veto (1961) 18991

relief or retirement compensation of for-

mer members, increase, report (1962)
21098

salaries, increase

—

law (1962) 23282
report (1962) 21170

National Zoological Park, salaries, amend
act, hearing (1964) 12282.

New York City, reimbursement for expenses
incurred during 15th (jJeneral Assembly
of United Nations

—

hearings (1961) 14466
reports (1961) 16731; (1962) 9301, 15385

nonuniformed special, appointment by
G.S.A.—

hearing (1961) 18974
law (1961) 18666
reports (1961) 8962, 16768

police-community relations in Minneapolis
and St. Paul, civil rights report (1965)
19014

police-minority group relations in Los Ange-
les and San Francisco Bay area, civil

rights report (1964) 1839
policewomen, employment outlook (1964)

13055
retirement credit for service for members of

Secret Service Division

—

law (1964) 17335
reports (1964) 13974, 15783

salary trends (1963) 1162; (1965) 11355
short-term juvenile problem institutes, list

(1963) 1926
Smithsonian Institution buildings and

grounds, amend act

—

hearing (1964) 12282
law (1964) 17250
reports (1964) 379, 15693

Texas, social security coverage

—

law (1964) 13898
reports (1964) 8308, 12232
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Police—Continued
traffic supervision, highway safety action

program report (1961) 9700
transfer of equipment for use of national

police force, agreement with, Mexico
(1961) 20192

United States Park Police

—

appointments, age limits, reports (1963)
8064, 9877

compensation for overtime work

—

law (1965) 19157
reports (1965) 19248, 19426

relief or retirement compensation of for-

mer members, and their widows, widow-
ers, and children, increase

—

law (1962) 18970
reports (1961) 17058-59; (1962) 17053
veto (1961) 18991

relief or retirement compensation of for-

mer members, increase, report (1962)
21098

salaries, increase

—

law (1962) 23282
report (1962) 21170

trial boards, create

—

law (1962) 23197
reports (1962) 9308, 17285

USSR, Dzerzhinskiy papers on Cheka (1962)
1381

White House force

—

compensation for overtime work

—

law (1965) 19157
reports (1965) 19248, 19426

establish by permament law

—

hearing (1962) 11671
law (1962) 15068
reports (1962) 11373, 11403, 11601

relief or retirement compensation of for-

mer members and their widows, widow-
ers, and children, increase

—

law (1962) 18970
reports (1961) 17058-59; (1962) 17058
veto (1961) 18991

relief or retirement compensation of for-
mer members, increase, report (1962)
21098

salaries, increase

—

law (1962) 23282
report (1962) 21170

see aiso Metropolitan Police Relief Associa-
tion of D.C.—Military police.

Police Week:
designating

—

law (1961) 12110
report (1962) 19125

proclaim calendar week of May 15 each
year

—

law (1962) 20901
report (1962) 21406

Policemen, see Police.

Policy, persistence, and patience, interview
(1965) 5392

Policy research study (series) (1964) 9802-4,
11625, 16872

Policy statement of Federal Aviation Agency
(1965) 10790

Poliomyelitis:
adults, high frequency currents in treat-

ment, USSR study (1962) 1238
anterior subacuta, histopathology, Eiast

German study (1964) 16066
association with use of type III oral polio-

myelitis vaccines, technical report (1962)
22728

biochemical changes, USSR study (1963)
15932

East (Germany, regulations for prevention of
polio (1962) 5503

fact sheet (1963) 7401

Poliomyelitis—Continued
honoring Jonas Salk on 10th anniversary of

victory over poliomyelitis, report (1965)
8936

Hungarian epidemic, 1959, enterovirus tests

(1962) 5848
Hungarian-Soviet discussions at medical

meetings (1962) 5465
infantile paralysis, health information se-

ries (1963) 16501
prevention, serological examination in Po-

land (1962) 5489
radon hydrotherapy treatment, USSR stud-

ies (1964) 9300
training and treatment of children at special

boarding schools, USSR study (1962)
3158

vaccinating against, experience with live

attenuated vaccine, USSR study (1961)
4387

vaccination assistance act

—

law (1962) 23268
reports (1962) 15169, 15191, 19302

vaccination, proposals for 1961 neighbor-
hood campaign (1961) 6496

Poliomyelitis vaccine:
live, experience in vaccinating against po-

liomyelitis, USSR study (1961) 4387
live virus developments and results of utili-

zation of killed virus vaccine (1961) 8849
oral, type III, association of poliomyelitis

cases with use, technical report (1962)
22728

Polis, Daniel, T-38A aerodynamic braking re-

fused takeoff tests (1965) 7072
Polish American Congress, Inc., medals com-

memorating 1,000th anniversary of

founding of Poland, report (1965) 19288
Polish Anatomy Pathologists Society, general

information (1962) 7842
Polish Communist Politburo, report of 9th

Central Committee plenum (1962) 3104
Polish Military Institute of Hygiene and Epi-

demiology, general information (1962)

7587
Polish science (periodical):

translations (1962) 17859, 22089

Polish State Geodetic Service, activity, outline

(1962) 7744
Polish United Workers Party (Communist):
members and candidates, numerical data and

distribution (1961) 13359
Polishing (electrolytic):

method for electrocutting single crystals of

metals and electropolishing exposed
crystalline face (1965) 4187

nozzles, improved technique for localizing

electropolishing (1965) 1433

Polistes, see Wasps.

Political activities, see Politics.

Political Activity of (government Personnel
Commission:

crcQtc
hearing (1965) 12350
report (1965) 14059

Political and legal research (Chinese periodi-

cal):

translations (1963) 8816

Political broadcasting, hearings (1962) 23411

Political campaigns, see Elections.

Political conventions
delegates, selection, laws, etc., analysis

(1964) 8404B
Presidential, not prior to 1st Monday in Sep-

tember

—

hearings (1961) 10520, 14755
report (1961) 16980
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Political corruption:
Federal corrupt practices act, as amended,

revised text (1962) 13552; (1964) 10357
print as Senate document, reports (1962)

13611; (1964) 8430
Federal elections act of 1960, hearing (1961)

1886
strengthen criminal laws, amend U.S. code

—

hearing (1962) 17340
law (1962) 23249
reports (1961) 14331; (1962) 21480

Political divisions of Africa (1962) 8660

Political economy, see Economics.

Political parties:
Democratic and Republican Party plat-

forms, 1964 (1964) 19438
France and Italy, social bases (1963) 12435
Indonesia, articles (1961) 843
reimbursement for radio and TV expendi-

tures, hearings (1961) 10520, 14755

Political rights of women, see Women.
Political science:

classification. Library of Congress (1961)

17612
East EXiropean press, translations (1962)

10219
political behavior, list of current studies

(1963) 21119
publications, lists (1961) 6493; (1962) 18403;

(1963) 20086; (1965) 13222
Political scientists, employment outlook (1964)

9409
Political vigilance is duty of party member,

USSR (1962) 19884
Politics:

Chile, political situation, aspects (1965) 7907

Communist China

—

information (1962) 17839, 17991, 18007,
18065, 23642, 23666

politico-military relationships (1964) 9803
selected articles (1961) 860, 968, 1074,

''382 13212
translations (1961) 4540, 9336, 9352, 9357.

12989, 13074, 13083, 13178, 13190, 13229,
13247, 13290-292, 13100, 13153, 13300,
15012, 15105, 15128, 15164, 17432, 17486;
(1962) 793, 1095, 19632, 19680, 19739,
19741, 19761, 19914, 19994, 20013, 22053,
22156, 22160, 22178, 22259, 22346, 22389,
23723, 23812, 23840, 23924; (1963) 783,

806, 962, 1034, 1100, 2502, 2526, 2555,

2572, 2636, 2851, 2884, 2899, 2923, 2992,
5127, 5187, 5222, 5232, 5321, 5327, 5338,
5363, 5414, 6689, 6718, 6743, 6815, 6838,

6845, 6929, 6936. 6998, 7025, 7047, 7069,

7131, 8517, 8642, 8667, 8703, 8727, 8732,
8752, 8813, 8829, 8833, 8894, 8915, 8956,

8977, 10840, 10876, 12468, 12640, 12736,
12755, 14153, 14206, 14233, 14250, 14382,
14423, 14426, 15748, 15759, 15929, 15960,
16073, 17631, 17801, 17959, 19376, 19561,
19641, 19674. 19681, 19757, 19765, 20822,
20855, 20895; (1964) 899, 912, 981, 989,

1046, 1100, 1113, 1138, 1189, 1223, 1281,

1297, 1307, 1320, 1342, 2573, 2614, 2709,
2739, 2759, 2793, 2885, 2931, 4897, 4930,

4997, 5066, 5117, 5191, 5242, 5280, 5303,
5330, 6907, 6934, 6990, 7007, 7068, 7096,

7129, 7299, 7311, 9056, 9147, 9284, 9311,
10797, 10827, 10946, 11046, 11181, 12666,

12751, 12849, 12873, 12886, 12976, 14413,
14529, 14557, 14655, 16001, 16065, 16125,

16138, 16166, 16193, 16224, 16258, 16292,
16305, 16325, 16469, 16475, 16495, 16508,
16517, 16554, 18203, 18225, 18300, 18365,
18394, 18446, 18529, 18593, 18603, 19848,

19886, 20046, 20137, 20160, 20187, 20314,
20399, 21527, 21549, 21609; (1965) 940,

1018, 1045, 1103. 1146, 1160, 1181, 1205,

Politics—Continued
Communist China—Continued

translations—Continued
2272, 2305, 2377, 2466, 2495, 2511, 2535,
2553, 2576, 2618, 2638, 2682, 2695, 2702

Czechoslovakia, translations (1962) 5946
East European press, translations (1962)

10219, 10291, 12070, 14048, 14099, 14101,
14110, 14134, 14169, 14224, 15767 17843,
17848, 17984, 18005, 18080, 19627, 19797,
19869, 19969, 19979, 21919, 22003, 22179,
22266, 22339, 23674, 23869; (1963) 784,
809, 824, 972, 981, 1036, 1126, 2576, 2619,
2697, 2717, 2773, 2854, 2863, 2940, 5108,
5128, 5256, 5290, 5379, 5411, 6837, 6917,
6985, 7090, 8472, 8547, 8621, 8670, 8795,
8904, 8927, 10372, 10444, 10497, 10585,
10660, 10690, 10704, 10732, 10805, 10873,
12277, 12350, 12456, 12540, 12725, 12762,
14197, 14380, 14391, 15769, 15902, 15952,
16008, 16086, 17688, 17833, 17851, 19416,
19556, 19672, 19695, 19729, 20806; (1964)
918, 1351, 2702, 2905, 2932, 5311, 5365,
6993, 7103, 7211, 7238, 7272, 8966, 9136,
9247, 10821, 10858, 10943, 10981, 11037,
11049, 11155, 11187, 11209, 12604, 12633,
12656, 12806, 12821, 12921, 14414, 14506,
14546, 14586, 16009, 16127, 16242, 16351,
16404, 16537, 18207, 18414, 18449, 18556,
18595, 19863, 19930, 20030, 20191, 20197,
20274, 20316, 21513, 21523, 21575, 21629,
21650; (1965) 833, 994, 1111, 1211, 1241,
2473, 2554. 2641

development of Socialist Slovakia (speech)
(1963) 2536

new possibilities and requirements (1962)
23712

proletariat and bureaucracy (1962) 23897
economic-political ideas of European Social

Democrats, 1964 (1964) 7250
freedom, translations on international Com-

munist developments (1962) 17943
Greek political problem, Socialist views

(1961) 13279
Hatch act, as amended, revised text (1962)

13552
print as Senate document, report (1962)

13611
Hatch activities act, proposed amend-

ments
hearings (1962) 21213
law (1962) 20928
reports (1962) 7203, 16976

honor and service, text of David Levy Yulee
lecture (1965) 5776

Indonesia

—

articles from Harian rakjat (1961) 13051
articles from Kehidupan partai (1961)
2357

information (1962) 17849
political affairs (1961) 881
political subjects, Harian rakjat articles

(1961) 10995
translations (1961) 883, 897, 2287, 4388,

4392, 4403, 4411, 4521, 4745
information on leading Jordanian politi-

cians, translations (1963) 10719

intellectual French left (1962) 12277

Italy, current situation (1963) 10436

Korea, developments in last decade (1963)
19729

Latin America, West (Jerman comments
(1961) 15199

Latin American nations today, political de-
velopments since World War II, study
(1965) 4189

means of turning ideals into action and ac-
tion into programs for national cause
(address) (1964) 13373
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Politics—Continued

Mexico overcomes its revolutionary past
(1962) 15789

Mongolia, political information (1963) 5221

North Korea (1961) 18943
information (1962) 18916

translations (1961) 19610; (1962) 1353,
8048, 8173, 10014, 10118, 14055, 14119,
15955, 19649, 19684, 19765, 19873, 19893,
19992, 20010, 22154, 22341, 23747, 23880;
(1963) 675, 709, 2538, 2903, 2909, 8461,
8587, 8644, 12426, 15959, 16115, 16187,
16202, 17925, 20864; (1964) 942, 1141,
1301, 2471, 2547, 2645, 2671, 2680, 2695,
5054, 7145,8949, 9049, 9150, 9227, 12975,
15997, 16455, 18401, 18598, 20261; (1965)
848, 967, 1180, 1233, 2303, 2364, 2514,
2661

North Vietnam, translations (1962) 13065,
17956, 18094, 18103, 19709, 19828, 19857,
19915, 21993, 22059, 22284, 23724; (1963)
645, 710, 927, 1059, 1147, 2700, 2750,
2787, 2991, 5322, 6736, 6919, 7019, 7104,
8498, 8839, 10373, 10693, 10849, 10872,
12391, 12482, 12620, 14150, 14232, 14313,
14336, 14363, 15682, 15722, 15832, 15999,
16067, 16210, 19408, 19605, 20792, 20891;
(1964) 1170, 1201, 1293, 2537, 2628, 5211,
5253, 5273, 5287, 5341, 5412, 7034, 7110,
7315, 7349, 8889, 8977, 9317, 10820,
10955, 11058, 11153, 11164, 11170, 11191,
11197, 11239, 12596, 12684, 12747, 12850,
12949, 12995, 14492, 14536, 14558, 14578,
14587, 16117, 16137, 16159, 16165, 16174,
16197, 16226, 16263, 16285, 16303, 16349,
16457, 16479, 16566, 18262, 18274, 18390,
18404, 18473, 18513, 18590, 19843, 19861,
19935, 20000, 20006, 20102, 20339, 21429,
21468, 21533; (1965) 829, 886, 1001, 1012,
1115, 2301, 2388, 2496, 2513, 2600, 2648,
2700

of agriculture (remarks) (1961) 17931

political activity

—

Federal employees, rules (1962) 4846;

(1963) 7787; (1964) 10103
Federal officers and employees, restric-

tions under Hatch act (1962) 2265; (1963)

9755; (1964) 10108
political interference in biological sciences,

USSR (1965) 16512
political problems in

—

Africa, study mission, report (1961) 5866;
(1962) 7219

Far East and Middle East, study mission,

report (1961) 5861
role in transport policy making (address)

(1961) 1851
role of businessmen (address) (1961) 5068

Rumania

—

socio-political aspects of mathematical
research (1961) 15555

translations (1962) 5843, 8128
Soviet bloc trends, hearings (1964) 8381

Soviet Union, strong men are sought, Shele-
pin appears on eve of power struggle.
West German study (1965) 6523

Syria, political personalities, biographic
information (1963) 2735

trends in Far East and their relation to U.S.
foreign policy, study report (1961) 5865

Turkey, participation by university teachers
(1961) 13269

two kinds of politics, domestic and interna-
tional (address) (1963) 14710

USSR, talks on political subjects (1964)
10839

see also International relations.

Polk County, Fla.:

phosphates, sell reserved interests of U.S. to

record owners of surface (1961) 8727,
16550, 16876

X-ray equipment survey, Sept. 1961-Aug.
1963 (1965) 2989

Polk County, Tenn., forest inventory statistics

(1961) 1557, 2729
Polkinghorn, F. A., jr., application of

Bose-Chaudhuri error-correcting codes
(1964) 18858

Polkowska, Mary E. S., relief (1962) 4982,
9146, 9211

Poll tax:

for Federal elections, abolish

—

hearings (1962) 13529
report (1962) 13485

prerequisite for voting, hearings (1962) 5070

Pollack, Frank G., double capacitor coinci-
dence discharge-type micrometeoroid
penetration sensor, investigation (1965)
1440

Pollack, Irwin, intelligibility of excerpts from
conversation (1964) 17003

Pollak, Morris, labor law and practice in

Kingdom of Laos (1965) 19801
Pollard, A. J.:

effects of alkaline phosphate solutions at
elevated temperatures on compounds
prepared at room temperature (1963)
11185

high-vanadium oil-ash deposits in naval boil-

ers (1963) 11182
photographic X-ray fluorescence data for

fixed-crystal cameras (1965) 11591
proposed phase diagram for system

—

magnesium oxide-vanadium pentoxide
(1964) 18861

vanadium pentoxide-zinc oxide (1964) 5605
X-ray fluorescence camera (1965) 6837

Pollen:
pine, stored 15 years, viability (1961) 7490
southern pine, extracting, processing, and

storing (1962) 17604
trap, simple, inexpensive (1965) 9190

Pollination, see Fertilization of plants.
Pollock, Eugene N., remarks, June 23, 1964

(1964) 14679
Pollock, Josephine:
cooperative extension service work with low

income families (1964) 2314
in low rent public housing (1963) 20662
migrants (1964) 2315
the aging (1964) 2316

Pollock, Samuel J., bedrock geology of Tiver-
ton quadrangle, R.I.-Mass (1964) 15942

Pollucite:

ores

—

cesium extraction, dissolution and roast-
ing techniques (1964) 9505

concentration (1962) 10455
Pollution-caused fish kills (1964) 13414; (1965)

13237
Pollution of air, see Air pollution.
Pollution of streams, see Water pollution.
Pollution of water, see Water pollution.
Polomik, E., multi-rod burnout at high pres-

sure (1963) 11555
Polonium, occupational hygiene in working

with polonium, extracts from USSR
booklet (1964) 7275

Poison, Joseph K., relief (1961) 10416, 16544,
16634

Poison, Mary D., relief (1961) 10416, 16544,
16634

Polstorff, Walter K., dynamics of rotating cy-
lindrical space station (1965) 8126

Polyacetylenes, synthesis and properties,
USSR study (1962) 1339
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Polyamides, containing S-triazine rings, syn-
thesis (1964) 13370

Polybutenes, miticides, evaluation (1963) 1624
Polycardiography, see Cardiography.
Polychaeta:

benthic annelids, from Bering C]lhukchi, and
Beaufort Seas (1965) 16765

New England region, marine polychaete
worms, families Aphroditidae through
Trochochaetidae (1963) 21040

Polychart contour plotter enables data ex-

trapolation from multiple plotting
charts (1964) 16676

Polychloropine, use for altering content of

fishes in small Belorussian lakes, USSR
study (1965) 11119

Polyconic quadrangle maps, see Maps and
charts.

Polycrystalline, see names of elements or met-
als.

Polycrystalline solids, see Solids.

Polydesmida, see Millepeds.

Polyelectrolytes, solution, potential and effec-

tive diffusion constant, calculations

(1963) 14602
Polyester film belts (1961) 9547
Polyester laminates, see Laminated materials.
Polyesters, see Esters.

Polyethoxylated amines as flotation collectors

for slimed lead minerals (1964) 9509
Polyethylene:

bags, filling with citrus fruit (1963) 13146
box liners for storage of (Jolden Delicious

apples (1961) 6695
film, standard of trade (1964) 16736
films, military packaging barrier material

(1961) 11621
frictional properties (1963) 14633
graft polymerization by "y -ray (1962) 16382

inspection of thick sections by radiography
and fluoroscopy (1964) 13369

low-molecular weight, use as matrix materi-

al in obtaining ultraviolet spectra of

insoluble materials (1964) 11342
measurements of effective heats of ablation

at convective heating rates from 25 to

420 Btu/ft2 sec (1962) 18277
errata (1964) 14835

performance of organic ablative material in

high-energy, partially dissociated frozen
nitrogen stream (1962) 12463

plastic pipe, standard of trade (1964) 5542
rat material, REA specification (1962) 1797
sheeting, commercial standard (1962) 233
tubing, replacing ureteral defect, USSR

study (1965) 9388
see also names of manufactured articles.

Polyethylene glycol:

stabilized wood gunstocks in Marine Corps
marksmanship competition, research
(1962) 17554

treatment of wood, notes (1963) 12171
Polyethylene terephthalate, molecular weight

determined from terminal radicals (1964)
5534

Polyglucine:
circulation, periods in blood and pathways

of its excretion, USSR study (1961) 2111

distribution, in blood and organs, and excre-
tion when introduced into blood stream,
USSR study (1962) 5605

hemostatic properties, USSR study (1962)
927

Polygons:
accuracy of determination of the areas,

USSR (1961) 11212
area, formula derivation by lengths of lines

and angles (1961) 4773

Polygons—Continued
calculations, substitute for triangulation in

mapping techniques, Hungarian study
(1962) 11994

distribution of condensation nuclei over
Ukrainian meteorological polygon,
USSR study (1965) 2745

formation, desiccation cracks in soil, experi-
mental research (1965) 10764

formation in soil, research (1961) 14806
method for computing ore reserves using

mediunvsized digital computer (1962)
10466, 23975

Polygraphs:
surgical PGN-01 device for control of phys-

iological processes during operations
(1962) 9945

use by Federal (Government

—

hearings (1964) 10315, 14003, 15588; (1965)
12184

preliminary study (1964) 8384
report (1965) 7459

Polygraphy, Library of Congress classifica-
tion (1963) 9086

Polymer semiconductors, USSR (1962) 2599
Polymerization, see Polymers and polymeriza-

tion.

Polymers and polymerization:
biological polymers and their role in vital

processes (lecture), USSR study (1961)
20987

boron, polymer compounds, USSR study
(1965) 6403

catalytic hydrogenation and polymerization
of acetylene-hydrogen mixtures, synthe-
sis of isobutylene (1961) 10926

chemistry in (Dommunist China (1964) 10909
copolymerization and polymerization of

unsaturated fatty acids and their esters
(1963) 16714

dilute solution properties of poly(n-octyl)
methacrylate (1963) 7378

durability of polymers and polymeric mate-
rials, all-tJnion Chemical Society, Phys-
ics Section (1962) 1285

effects of ultra-high pressure and radiation
on polymers (1965) 17112

electron parametric spectra arising after
mechanical and thermal processing of
natural cystine-containing polymers,
USSR study (1963) 19587

expanded glassy polymers as reverse osmo-
sis membranes (1965) 19694

films for saline water conversion, investiga-
tion (1962) 19592; (1963) 8369

friction, wear, and decomposition mechanism
in vacuum (1964) 3027

frictional properties of polyethylenes and
perfluorocarbon polymers (1963) 14633

glass transition temperature of plastic ma-
terial, determination (1965) 18601

heat-resistant

—

paramagnetic polymer, obtaining (1963)
18514

synthesis, USSR study (1965) 11176
high polymers

—

photodegradation (1962) 6345; (1965) 13183
in solution (1965) 13142

photolysis of poly (alkylene polysulfides) in

vacuums (1965) 13183
photolysis of poly (methacrylate) in vacu-

um and in air (1962) 12601
production with new way of synthesizing
diamines and dibasic carboxylic acids,

USSR study (1961) 2339
thermal degradation, oxidation, and analy-

sis, literature survey (1964) 4608
homogeneous ionic polymerized preparation

of a methylstyrenes (1961) 1402
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Polymers and polymerization—Continued
hydrophobic and oleophobic fluoropolymer

coatings of extremely low surface ener-

gy (1964) 13341
iodine, high polymer compounds, germicidal

and therapeutic properties, USSR study
(1963) 785

Japanese Association for Radiation Research
on Polymers

—

report (1964) 11853, 13689-690; (1965)
13485, 17081

materials review (1961) 292, 8547, 20470

medicinal preparations based on polymers,
USSR study (1961) 15484

metals plated on fluorocarbon polymer parts
(1965) 1413

modification of textile fiber properties by
radiation-induced graft polymerization
(1965) 1836

new, prepared by stereospecific catalysis,
synthesis and evaluation (1962) 103

on piezo-optical effect in polymers under
simple loading, USSR study (1965) 14583

organic, elemental, USSR study (1961) 19693

organosiloxanex, new catalytic (1962) 6613

pellicular materials and artificial leather,

methods of creating, USSR study (1962)

1048
phosphorus containing polymers, USSR

study (1964) 20242
photodegradation of high polymers (1961)

1402
polyethylene graft polymerization by y -ray

(1962) 16382
polymer semiconductors, USSR study (1961)

10754
polymeric therapeutic compounds, USSR

study (1963) 20772
polymers

—

and machines, USSR studies (1963) 10604
characterization for molecular weight de-

termination (1962) 6616
high, photodegradation (1963) 11191
in farm fields, USSR study (1961) 9349
organic, bibliography (1963) 1871
organic foamed plastics on base of orga-

nosilicone resins and combinations with
(1963) 18511

with conjugated bonds, electrical conduc-
tivity, USSR study (1961) 7569

with inorganic main chains, USSR studies
(1963) 15906

poly-Schiff bases, preparation, etc., USSR
study (1963) 20865

preparation of wood-plastic combinations
using gamma radiation (1965) 13508

producing and reprocessing industry, USSR
all-Union conference on modern prob-
lems of control (1961) 4604

prolongation of life of polymers, USSR
study (1964) 20372

radiation induced emulsion polymerization
(1965) 13532

radiation-induced polymerization and graft
copolymerization international symposi-
um, proceedings (1963) 136

radiation polymerization, USSR news (1963)
10569

reduction of polymeric friction by minor
concentrations of partially fluorinated
compound (1965) 13199

science of polymers and material-technical
base of communism, USSR study (1962)
15825

silicone polymers production, recent develop-
ments, USSR study (1963) 19449

spiral-to-ball transitions in biopolymers,
USSR biophysical study (1964) 10881

Polymers and polymerization—Continued
strength of materials, conference, USSR

study (1961) 10886
styrene acenaphthylene copolymers, visco-

elastic properties in transition region
(1964) 7655

synthesis

—

and properties of polymers with systems
of conjugated bonds, USSR study (1961)
12888

of highmolecular compounds with induced
properties, USSR study (1962) 1010

synthetic, reinforcement of clay soils, USSR
study (1965) 9315

tetrafluoroethylene and hexafluoropropylene
copolymers, wetting properties (1961)
1381

thin-film polymeric materials, calculation of
energy deposition (1963) 19938

use of polymeric materials for manufacture
and protection of chemopharmaceutical
equipment, USSR study (1965) 11191

USSR industrial development, translations
polyisoprene synthetic rubbers, equip-
ment (1963) 17584

wettability of solid polymers, effect of par-
tially fluorinated additives (1964) 56Q1

wood-plastic combination preparation using
gamma radiation to induce polymeriza-
tion (1964) 8066

see also Polyethylene terephthalate

—

Polypropylene.
Polymethyl acrylate, photolysis in vacuum

and in air (1963) 11191
Polymethyl methacrylate, differential tempera-

tures effect on fracture toughness (1961)
8089

Polynesia, see French Polynesia.
Polynomials:

calculation of values of single variable with
preliminary processing of coefficients,

USSR study (1962) 2893
expansion, in Bessel operators (1965) 18595
Legendre, magnetic field from finite thin

cone (1964) 16708
schemes for calculation of values with real

coefficients, USSR study (1962) 2895
surface fitting using sample data from un-

derground copper deposit (1964) 18704
Polyorganosiloxanes (1963) 877
Polypeptides, see Peptides.
Polyphenols, see Phenols.
Polyphenyl:

catalytic hydrocracking in reclamation of
nuclear reactor coolant (1964) 8059

radiolysis products, analysis by gas chroma-
tography and other methods (1963) 5948

Polyphenyl ether lubricants for use in space
power generation systems (1965) 6714

Polyphosphates, see Sodium polyphosphates.
Polyploids of different species and hybridiza-

tion between remotely-related species
(1965) 839

Polypropylene, upgrading by radiation tech-
niques (1965) 17125

Polyps:
female gonads of Coelenterate polypodium

hydriforme, cytomorphological study,
USSR (1964) 1153

gastric, remote results of treatment, USSR
study (1961) 10994

hydroid, cell multiplication and growth,
USSR study (1963) 8652

Polyrangers, U-88 or UX, sensitive research
model, instrument calibration procedure,
technical manual (1964) 13359

Polysaccharides:
biological activity, USSR study (1965) 811
human tissue in early stages of ontogenesis,

USSR study (1962) 946
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Polyspermy-blocking mechanism in echino-

derms, USSR (1964) 4978
Polystyrene:
foamed, wind-noise shield protector

low-frequency microphones (1964) 13199

organo- metallic additives, USSR study

(1965) 4998
reaction with colloidal lead particles at in-

stant of formation at cathode, USSR
study (1965) 2782

shrink-film wrapping of lettuce, effects of

heat-tunnel temperatures (1964) 36

Polysulfides, alkylene, photolysis in vacuum
(1965) 13183

Polytechnic Research & Development Co.,

power bridge, universal, type 650-A &
650-B, test instrument calibration proce-

dure (1962) 3429
Polyterminals, feed-through connector fea-

tured (1965) 6656

Polytetrafluoroethylene:
ablation of blunt body to Mach number of

13.1 (1963) 1297
frictional properties (1963) 14633
fusing Teflon to magnesium and aluminum

alloys, effect of mechanical properties
(1965) 13188

performance of organic ablative material in

high-energy, partially dissociated frozen
nitrogen stream (1962) 12463

resin flexible hose, wire braid reinforced,
standard of trade (1963) 1858

resin sheet, voluntary standard of trade
(1963) 5960

teflon

—

capacitors, metallized, etc (1963) 9601
measurements of effective heats of abla-

tion at convective heating rates from 25
to 420 Btu/ft2 sec (1962) 18277
errata (1964) 14835

microfiber reinforcement (1962) 18358
TFE-fluorocarbon resin

—

electrical insulating tubing, standard of

trade (1963) 13260
molded basic shapes, standard of trade

(1963) 15027, 18613
Polyurethanes, see Urethanes.

Polyus (USSR ship):

geological investigations, Atlantic Ocean,
1963, USSR study (1965) 5016

Polyvinol, use for thoracic surgery (1963)

19391
Polyvinyl alcohol, see Vinyl alcohol.

Polyvinyl chloride:

improving quality, USSR study (1962) 1291
plasticized, effect of fillers on radiation re-

sistance, USSR study (1961) 15267
see aiso names of manufactured articles.

Polyvinyl lamella, used for plastic closure of

dura mater defect, USSR study (1961)
19477

Polyvinyl pyrrolidone:
ability of low-molecular preparations to

complex with blood proteins (1965) 16397
low-molecular

—

detoxicatinpi agent, USSR study (1962) 862

effectiveness of use in treatment of gas-
tro-intestinal diseases in infants, USSR
study (1962) 14230

transfusion, change in renal function in pa-
tients suffering from burn disease,

USSR study (1962) 5653
use to prolong action of penicillin and strep-

tomycin, USSR study (1964) 5068
Polyzoa:

fossil bryozoa from drill holes on Eniwetok
Atoll (1964) 15945

Polyzoa—Continued
Ordovician bryozoan genera Batostoma,

Anaphragma, and Amplexopora, revision
(1961) 2707

Pomegranates, production, use, value (1961)
11619; (1962) 16180; (1963) 16615; (1964)
15129

Pomerone, Joel B., geology and ore deposits of
Belo Horizonte, Ibirit^ and Macacos
quadrangles, Minas Gerais, Brazil (1964)
10638

Pomeroy, J. S., recognition criteria of rocks on
aerial photographs of Chichagof and
Kruzof Islands (1964) 6795

Pommer, Alfred M., dual acidity and structure
of H-montmorillonite (1963) 14023

Pomona, Calif., census of housing, 1960, city
blocks (1961) 18198

Pomona College, mass spectrometer, duty-free
entry (1965) 17528, 19099, 19398

Pompanos, species indigenous to South Atlan-
tic coast, description (1962) 21771

Pompton Plains, N.J., railroad accident (1961)
750

Ponca Creek:
compact negotiation, extend

—

law (1961) 18583
reports (1961) 14671, 16691

Ponca Indians:
tribal assets, division among members of

tribe, etc

—

law (1962) 18995
reports (1962) 15364, 17002

tribe, general information

—

departmental edition (1965) 18927
document edition (1965) 19176

Ponca Tribe of Native Americans, see Ponca
Indians.

Ponce, P.R.:

area redevelopment manpower report (1965)
16097

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1962) 6770
metropolitan housing, tenure, rooms, con-

dition and plumbing, etc (1963) 15080,
18646

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 13086

redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)
18901

Ponce de Leon Inlet:

harbor improvements, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 6140
document edition (1965) 5808

Pond, Floyd W., shrub live oak control by root
plowing (1965) 12504

Pond pine, see Pine.
Ponderosa pine, see Pine.

Ponds:
arresting of dynamic model of jet transport

(1961) 9556
sewage oxidation

—

arctic Alaska, design criteria (1965) 8474
southcentral Alaska, observations (1965)
8472

see also Farm ponds—Fish ponds.
Pondweeds and pondweedlike plants of eastern

North America (1964) 15917
Pong, W. Y., change of grade and volume of

Douglas-fir shop and better lumber dur-
ing kiln drying (1963) 2315

Pong Yong Jin, relief (1962) 20990; (1963)
9855, 16987, 17229

Pons, Flora Casals, see Casals Pons, Mora.
Pontchartrain, Lake:
engineer report and hurricane survey

—

departmental edition (1965) 14202
document edition (1965) 13841
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Pontecorvo, Giulio:

economic survey of U.S. fisheries in Passa-
maquoddy region, 1956-57 (1964) 10575

structure of ownership of member banks, etc

(1965) 2009
Pontiac, Mich., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 13968
Pontianak, Indonesia, social and economic

development through cooperatives (1962)
15534

Pontoons:
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 9511; (1964) 12297
supplements (1963) 3660; (1964) 3478;

(1965) 3380
Pony Creek, watershed project, hearing (1961)

19141
Poole, William R., season's first tobacco mar-

ket reports (1964) 15191
Pooling:
cotton allotments of Billie Sol Estes, Agri-

culture Dept. handling

—

hearings (1962) 21551. 23415; (1963) 330;

(1964) 532
errata (1963) 4780
print additional copies, reports (1962)

21127, 21377
report (1964) 19584

feeder cattle, improved marketing through
grading and commingling (1963) 1702

feeder pig, improved marketing, etc (1963)
4357

small business, for defense production, and
research and development (1963) 11279

veal calf, improved marketing through grad-
ing and commingling (1963) 16747

Pools:
construction of garden fish pool (1961)

14883; (1965) 9153
recreation, at Cochiti Reservoir, make water

available

—

law (1964) 8232
reports (1963) 11997; (1964) 6331

Popadich, Blagoje, relief (1961) 10432, 14215,
16532

Popcorn:
acreage (1961) 35, 20212; (1962) 22863
1962 production down 12 percent (1963) 9447

Pope, Robert B., construction aerial photo
stand volume tables (1963) 6492

Popenoe, Peter, aeroradioactivity survey and
areal geology of parts of east-central
New York and west-central New Eng-
land (Arms-1) (1965) 180

Poplar:
hybrid

—

growth poor on acid spoil banks in West
Virginia (1963) 20700

leafing-out date not indicative of growth
rate (1962) 606

observations on test planting in West
Virginia (1961) 12726

Ohio spoil banks (1963) 15559
2d year results of test plantings on bitu-

minous strip mine spoils in Pennsylvan-
ia (1964) 14321

Popoff, Constantine C, evaluation of western
phosphate industry and its resources,
Montana (1965) 9590

Popov, A. S., all-Union session honoring as
inventory of radio, USSR studies (1965)
12767

Popovic, Ksenija, relief (1965) 13863, 17372,
17825

Popper, David H.:

address, Jan. 21, 1965 (1965) 7135
NATO after 16 years, anniversary assess-

ment (1965) 11719

Poppies:
opium, control of production, regulations of

Narcotics Bureau (1964) 21724
plant, limitation of cultivation, protocol

(1963) 11306
Poppleton, Howard 0., process for preparation

of thorium by sodium reduction of tho-

rium tetrachloride (1964) 20503
Popular Wine and Alcoholic Beverages Co.,

Ltd., see Loel Co.
Population:
age by States, 1960 (1961) 16261
census, amend U.S. Code relative to duties of

enumerators

—

hearing (1963) 8007
law (1964) 17389
reports (1963) 11834; (1964) 17792

census, farm series Census-AMS (1961)
6828-29

census, 1790-1890, price list of microfilm cop-
ies of schedules (1965) 11522

census, 1950, matched record comparison of
birth certificate and census information
(1962) 10615

census, 1960

—

advance reports (1961) 2979; (1962) 3662;
(1963) 3505

annexations and growth, standard metro-
politan statistical areas, 1950-60 (1962)
9034

availability of published and unpublished
data (1961) 13992; (1965) 291

birthplace and country of origin, U.S.
data (1963) 1876

census county division boundary descrip-
tions (1962) 14966-970, 16566-578
announcement and order form (1962)
20532

census tracts (1961) 18385; (1962) 289-299,
2208-43, 4783-4819, 6793-6824, 9077-99,
11160-183, 16561-564, 18874, 13075-87
final reports, announcement and order
form (1961) 20403

center, Centralia, 111 (1961) 20453
characteristics, number of inhabitants

(1962) 261
announcement and order form (1962)
2163

characteristics of population (1963)
11605-613, 13274-279, 15039-46,
16882-886, 18647-668, 20348-349; (1964)
6035, 8105
summary (1964) 8105

children born to women 15-44 years old

(1962) 14922
coverage, record check studies (1964)

10067
data-collection forms and procedures

(1961) 8546
detailed characteristics

—

families, fertility, etc (1962) 11157,
13069-74, 14955-960, 16549-560,
18871-873, 20624-640, 23085-90; (1963)
1920-21, 9731

final reports, announcement and order
form (1962) 9022

United States summary (1963) 9731
educational attainment of population of

U.S (1963) 1884
employment status (1963) 1883
and work experience (1963) 18705
occupation, industry, etc., supplemen-
tary report (1962) 13035

enumeration time and cost studv (1963)
16909

evaluation and research program of U.S
(1964) 185, 10067, 15322-323; (1965) 4351,
7275, 10255
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Population—Continued
census, 1960—Continued

background, procedures, and forms
(1964) 185

employer record check (1965) 7275, 10255

population characteristics, accuracy of
data as measured by CPS-census
match (1965) 4351

fertility (1963) 7747
final reports (1963) 11639-640, 13307,

15083-86, 16908, 18700-705, 20363; (1964)
192-193, 1826, 8140, 10074. 11913-915,
13773-774, 15326, 17114, 19308; (1965)
17230
announcements (1964) 15300
subject reports, announcements and or-
der forms (1963) 16876; (1964) 15301

general characteristics, data on age, race,
etc (1961) 289, 3941, 5493-94, 6834-37,
8528-33, 10061-84, 11960-973, 16480-483,
18384; (1962) 280-288, 2201-7, 4768-82,
6783-92, 9073-76, 11158-159, 14961-962
announcement (1961) 260
U.S. summary (1961) 16480

general social and economic characteris-
tics (1961) 13993, 20466-468
announcement (1961) 9985
final reports, announcement and order
form (1961) 9986

geographic identification code scheme
(1961) 6852-88, 8536-45, 11978

geographic mobility, supplementary re-

port (1962) 13036
graphic pamphlets (series) (1961) 18386;

(1964) 187, 17115
income of families and persons in U.S

(1962) 11070
industry group by occupation (1963) 155
inmates of institutions, social and econom-

ic data (1963) 15085
interim report, hearing (1961) 10357
marital status (1963) 1886
migration, lifetime and recent (1963) 16908
mobility

—

by age (1963) 1878
for States and State economic areas

(1963) 20363
nonwhite by race, social and economic sta-

tistics (1963) 18702
number of inhabitants, totals for cities,

etc (1961) 290, 1813-27, 3942-52,
5495-5505, 6838-51, 8534-35. 10085.
11974-976, 16484

occupation by industry (1963) 11640
occupational characteristics (1964) 193
occupations and industries, alphabetical

index (1961) 1808
1/1,000 and 1/10,000 samples, description
and technical documentation (1964)
11916, 21037

our growing population (1961) 18386;
(1964) 17115

persons of Spanish surname (1963) 18701
place of birth, population of U.S (1962)

14923
places of work and means of transporta-

tion to work (1963) 4576
supplementary report (1962) 13038

population characteristics, accuracy of
data as measured by reinterviews (1964)
15323

preliminary reports (1961) 2980
processing the data

—

Puerto Rico (1964) 1808
United States, announcement and
order form (1962) 18875

publication program, list (1961) 6832
Puerto Rico, social and economic charac-

teristics (1963) 1882

Population—Continued
census, 1960—Continued
school enrollment

—

and educational attainment, supplemen-
tary report (1962) 13037

of United States (1963) 1877
standard metropolitan statistical areas

—

final reports, announcement and order
form (1963) 16875

social and economic data (1963) 18700
State economic areas, final reports, an-
nouncement and order form (1963) 16875

State of birth (1963) 13307
supplementary reports (1961) 6812-13.

10008-10, 11867-870. 16261. 18145,
20429-430; (1962) 9034, 11070, 13025-39,
14922-923, 16455; (1963) 155. 1876-86,
4575-76, 7747; (1964) 6033-34, 8106-7;
(1965) 17207

type of place, demographic, social, and
economic data for States, by urban-
rural and metropolitan-nonmetropolitan
residence (1964) 17114

United States, growth of metropolitan
areas, 1960-63 (1964) 17104

veterans

—

in United States (1963) 1879
selected social and economic data for
former members of Armed Forces
(1964) 13774

women by number of children ever born,
fertility by social, economic and housing
characteristics (1964) 11914

census publications, price lists (1963) 9334;
(1964) 13389

censuses, sampling applications (1965) 15319

change by States, 1950-60 preliminary esti-

mates (1961) 8516
changes in low income farming areas (talk)

(1961) 5208
chronically depressed areas, analysis of dis-

tribution by age and sex, migration, etc..

ARA study (1965) 147

10.000 or more, by wards. 1960 (1961)
11867

25,000 or more. 1960 (1961) 11869
100.000 or more, rank, 1960 (1961) 11868

Communist China, changing policy (1961)
13086

Communist countries of Eastern Europe,
projections, by age and sex. 1965-85
(1965) 17228

components of change, 1950 to 1960, coun-
ties, standard metropolitan statistical

areas, etc (1963) 1898
congressional districts, Apr. 1, 1960, census

of population. 1960, supplementary re-

ports (1961) 6813
control, reproduction aspects, relevant to

problems, scientific research, survey
(1963) 5627, 18198

counts for standard metropolitan statistical

areas. 1960 census preliminary reports
(1961) 2980

counts for States, 1960 census preliminary
reports (1961) 2980

current population reports (1963) 1898,

4587; (1965) 3276
announcement and order form (1963) 9724
consumer buying indicators, series (1964)

183. 8132. 11907. 17108; (1965) 285. 5708.
10254, 15317

consumer buying intentions, series (1963)
6003, 11635. 16900

consumer income, series (1961) 1812,
10027; (1962) 18790; (1963) 6002. 20359;
(1964) 11906. 19305; (1965) 10253,
11944-945. 17225
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Population—Continued
current population reports—Continued

population characteristics, series (1961)

3936-37, 13915-918; (1962) 2179, 4734-35,

11091, 14938, 16470, 20549; (1963) 4585-

86, 7761-62, 9724, 15071, 18687-688;
(1964) 4349, 8122, 13762, 15314, 17104,

19298; (1965) 5702, 7268, 8612-14, 10250,
11939, 13640, 17223-224, 18985

population estimates, series (1961) 3938,
5486, 6827, 8516-17, 10028-30, 11887,
13919, 16272, 18150, 20452; (1962) 270,
2180-81, 4736-37, 6749-51, 9042-43,
11092-93, 14939, 16471-472, 18791, 20550;
(1963) 160-161, 1896-97, 4588-89, 5998,
7763, 11631-633, 13299-300, 15072-73,
18689-692; (1964) 169, 1822, 8123-28,
10064, 11905, 13763-764, 15317, 17105,
19299-302, 21035; (1965) 283, 1906, 4348,
5704-6, 7269-72, 8616, 10251-252,
11940-942, 13641-642, 15314-316,
18986-988

socioeconomic characteristics, 1960 (1964)
15315

special censuses series (1961) 5487-89
8518-19, 13920; (1962) 271, 2182-83
6752-53. 11094-98, 14940-942, 16473-475
18792, 20551-558, 23072; (1963) 162-68

1899, 4590-91, 5999-6001, 9725-26, 11634
15074-78, 18693-697; (1964) 170-182
4350-52, 8129-31, 10065-66, 13765-766,
15318-321, 17106-107, 19303-304; (1965)
284, 4349-50, 5707, 7273-74, 8617-19,

11943, 18989
States, District of Columbia and Puerto
Rico estimates, July 1, 1963, with pre-
liminary estimates for July 1, 1964
(1964) 17105

technical studies (1964) 1820-21, 10063,
15315-316; (1965) 8615, 15313

current population survey, household statis-

tics on employment and unemployment,
concepts and methods used (1964) 16589

current reports, population characteristics,
estimates, etc., announcement and order
form (1962) 13058

current survey

—

methodology, report (1963) 11636
reinterview program (1963) 7768

decennial census, 1960, Census Bureau state-
ment (1961) 4022

distribution, urban and rural, U.S., 1960,
map (1964) 4356

Erati circumscription of Mazambique dis-

trict (1965) 2717
estimates

—

and projections for selected countries,
1960-63 (1962) 11101

components of change by color, for States,
1950-60 (1962) 9043

explosion and its allied problems of health
and welfare, this most profound chal-
lenge (address) (1965) 19000

farm

—

census data, 1960, effect of change in defi-

nition of farm residence (1961) 6647
estimates (1961) 6829; (1963) 6004; (1964)

10062, 17904; (1965) 11938, 14170
revised estimates (1962) 21612
series Census-ERS (1961) 16273; (1962)

14943; (1963) 6004; (1964) 10062; (1965)
11938

final counts, 1960 census advance reports
(1961) 2979; (1962) 3662

forecasting methods (1964) 20776; (1965)
13253

forecasts, role in urban transportation plan-
ning, evaluation (1965) 1595

Population—Continued
general characteristics, 1960 census advance

reports (1961) 2979; (1962) 3662
general social and economic characteristics,

1960 census advance reports (1962)

3662; (1963) 3505
geographic mobility

—

migration into and out of depressed areas
(1965) 146

Negro-white differences (1964) 17024
propensity to move (1964) 17025

German in Soviet Union (1961) 17478
growth

—

and economic consequences (address)

(1965) 13722
equation system and certain other systems
modelling biological objects, USSR
study (1965) 16404

world problem, statement of U.S. policy

(1963) 5727
Guam, Virgin Islands, American Samoa, and

Canal Zone, census of population, 1960,
counts and selected characteristics
(1961) 20429

impact on our national society (address)

(1964) 227
increase and rice production, Indonesia

(1961) 2081
Indian

—

estimate, June 30, 1962 (1965) 4881
U.S., 1962 statistics (1964) 838

Indonesia, Malaya, and the Philippines
(1963) 14201

international reports (1961) 10031-39; (1962)
11101, 14945-946; (1964) 10068-70; (1965)
1907

international statistics reports (1961) 8521,

13923; (1962) 6755; (1963) 6006; (1964)

6048; (1965) 7279, 11948, 17228
large metropolitan areas, July 1, 1964, pro-

visional estimates (1965) 11940
local estimates prepared by State and city

agencies, mail survey 1960 (1962) 6750
local government finances and employment,

1957 (1961) 10040
announcement and order form (1961) 11837

metropolitan areas, largest standard statis-

tical, July 1, 1963 (1965) 5703
mid-decade census, take in 1966 and 1975,

etc., hearings (1965) 12200
migration report (series) (1965) 12383,

14173-177
mobility (1964) 4349; (1965) 7268
for metropolitan areas (1963) 18703

movement and social development, Soviet
studies (1965) 18293

national census survival rates by color and
sex, 1950-60 (1965) 15313

national trends, 1790-1960 (1965) 11796
Negro, characteristics. Mar. 1964 (1965)

8614, 17224
New England States, towns and other minor

civil divisions, 1940-60 census of popula-
tion, 1960 supplementary reports (1961)
11870

1960 censuses, procedural report (1964) 1827

nonwhite, housing, changes between 1950
and 1960, reports (1963) 14041; (1964)
832

North Vietnam, 1960 census, official report
(1961) 4488

nutrition and health, methods of studying,
USSR study (1965) 4943

older Americans, new facts, 1960 (1961)
10493

Poland, farm income from agricultural pro-
duction. 1956-60 (1962) 10019
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Population—Continued
population and housing, censuses, 1960

—

geographic identification code scheme,
United States (1961) 11978

processing the data, United States (1962)
13090

problems

—

connected with statistical definition of
urban and rural population (1963) 8583

studies (1964) 2115, 6366; (1965) 416
Asia (1963) 296
manpower in U.S. (1963) 296
print additional copies, report (1964)
19479

United States (1963) 296
world (1963) 296

projections (address) (1961) 11353
projections to 1976 and 2000 (1963) 3250
Puerto Rico, census of population, 1960,

counts and selected characteristics
(1961) 20430

recent national trends, mid-1964 (1965)
15152

residing within 50 miles of selected points,
1960 (1963) 7765

rural, facts and trends (papers) (1963) 2259

rural-farm, effect of definition changes on
size and composition, census report
(1961) 6828

South Korean administrative areas, statis-

tics (1964) 20098
special censuses conducted by Census Bu-

reau (1962) 20553; (1963) 9726; (1964)
179, 8129-30, 10066; (1965) 5707, 8618-19

standard metropolitan statistical areas
(1962) 4657

annexations and growth (1962) 9034
census of population, 1960, supplementary

reports (1961) 6812
States
and Puerto Rico, estimates (1963) 11633,

18691; (1964) 8125

and selected outlying areas

—

estimates (1963) 161, 1896, 18690
estimates (1964) 21035; (1965) 18986
projections, 1970-85 (1965) 5705
provisional estimates (1961) 10029; (1962)
2180

revised estimates and components of
change, 1950-60 (1965) 7271

structure change through selection in case
of overdomination, USSR study (1964)
12811

summaries, 1960 census preliminary reports
(1961) 2980

trends (1964) 2436
national, 1790-1960 report (1963) 5039
national and State, 1950-1960-1970, report

(1963) 9505

United States
and outlying areas, 1940-60 (1961) 10008
characteristics by farm and nonfarm ori-

gin (1965) 2081
characteristics, census, 1960, summary

(1964) 8105
estimates (1961) 6827, 8517, 10030, 13979,

16272, 18150, 20452; (1962) 270, 4737,
6749, 6751, 9042, 11092-93, 14939, 16472,
18791, 20550; (1963) 160, 1897, 4588-89,
5998, 7763, 11631-632, 13299, 15072-73,
18689, 18692; (1964) 169, 1822, 8126,
8128, 10064, 11905, 13764, 15317, 19299-
302; (1965) 283, 1906, 4348, 7269-70,
8616, 10251-252, 13642, 15316, 18987-988

and components of change (1961) 3938;
(1964) 8123; (1965) 5706, 11941

of persons aged 65 and over receiving
OASI and OAA payments (1961) 9752

Population—Continued
United States—Continued
estimates—Continued
preliminary intercensal, July 1, 1950-59

(1961) 10028
projections by age and sex (1964) 8124,

13763
selected large metropolitan areas (1965)

13641
selected standard metropolitan statisti-

cal areas, July 1, 1962 (1964) 8127
single years of age, color, and sex (1965)

11942, 15314
interim revised projections by age and sex

(1962) 4736, 16471
mobility. Mar. 1963-Mar. 1964, population

characteristics (1965) 17223
race, by States, 1960, census of population

1960, supplementary report (1961) 18145
recent trends, rural areas, etc (1963) 4803
single-year-of-age data, 1960 (1963) 1880
trends (1965) 1911
zones of equal population, 1960 (1963)
20360

urban and rural

—

by States 1960 and 1950 (1961) 10009
distribution, mainland China, 1953 and

1958 (1961) 10037
urbanized areas, 1960 and 1950 (1961) 10010
USSR (1965) 416
census of 1926, partial evaluation (1961)

10031
estimates and projections, 1950-76 (1961)

10033
projections, by age and sex, 1964-85 (1965)

1907
voting age

—

estimates, and percent voting in general
elections (1965) 15315

1960, and votes cast for President, 1964
and 1960 (1965) 8615

water needs, projections and economic as-

sumptions, report (1961) 401
world population and food crisis, hearing

(1965) 17925
see also names of States, etc.

Populations (mathematics):
statistical decomposition of mixture of 2

Gaussian populations (1965) 13198
Populus tremuloides, see Aspen.
Porayko, Annie T., relief (1961) 16901

Porcelain, toroid for betatron, contributions
to production at low operating costs,
Rumanian study (1962) 7678

Porcupines:
economic status and control (1963) 560
winter feeding activity in merchantable

stands of northern hardwood (1963)

„ ,
15563

Pork:
and gravy, distribution program effect,

hearings (1961) 16825
and its products, cook thoroughly (1963)

1644
foreign markets, hog cholera's effect (sum-

mary of remarks) (1961) 583
loins and chops, frozen, evaluation (1964)

5715
meatpacker costs for slaughtering, etc

(1961) 20661
price spreads (1961) 6627
prices, farm-retail spread (1962) 17373
products, cured, smoked, etc., institutional

meat purchase specifications approved
by USDA (1963) 16706

purchase specifications requirements, ap-
proved by USDA (1961) 29, 20262; (1965)
14142

seasonal demand (1961) 6638. 19211
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Pork—Continued

slaughtering, cutting, and processing on
farm (1963) 7564

Poro Point, hydrogeologic reconnaissance
(1964) 15955

Poroshkovaya metallurgiya (periodical):

translations (1964) 4969
Porosity

—

and bulk density of sedimentary rocks
(1963) 17525

unsteady-state gas flow in consolidated
porous media, laboratory test method
(1963) 19872

Porous materials:
metal plates, formation by electrolytic re-

duction (1962) 6369
thermal diffusion of gases in porous media,

negative concentration effect, USSR
study (1963) 8539

Porphyrins, petroleum aggregates, chromato-
graphic resolution (1961) 19878

Porpoises, general information (1965) 16209
Port, see name of port, except when occurring

as first word of name of town, etc.

Port Angeles, Wash., port (1965) 18035
Port Arthur, Tex.:

census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 15267
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18346
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, conditions and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20568

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 6796

hurricane survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 449
document edition (1963) 243

occupational wage surveys (1964) 18630;
(1964) 14631

departmental editions (1961) 15720; (1962)
20045; (1963) 16278

document editions (1961) 14148; (1962)
19022; (1963) 15169

Port Charlotte, Fla., aged, retirement income,
hearings (1962) 11646

Port Elizabeth, N.J.:

navigation channels, maintenance, engineer
report

—

departmental edition (1964) 8518
document edition (1964) 8260

Port Huron, Mich., redevelopment area, statis-

tical profile (1962) 13151
Port Industrial Waterway:
Tacoma Harbor improvement, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1962) 23491
document edition (1962) 23382

Port Isabel, Tex.:

dust control measurements at Long Island,
study, authorize

—

hearings (1964) 17663
law (1964) 13876
reports (1964) 10223, 12214

Port Jervis, N.Y., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 18288
Port of New York Authority, activities and

operations, hearings (1961) 10354
Port Oxford, Oreg.:
harbor, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 10492
document edition (1964) 10352

Port Sutton Channel:
Tampa Harbor, Fla., engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 450
document edition (1963) 256

Port Wentworth, Ga., census of housing, 1960,

city blocks (1961) 18243
Portable aircraft condition evaluator record-

er. Project PACER, technical report

(1964) 5724
Portable cardiac electrostimulator, USSR

(1962) 2877
Portable display paneling has wide use, easy

take down and assembly (1964) 9558
Portable flooring protects finished surfaces, is

easily moved (1964) 9556
Portable recirculation system for fumigating

bulk products in freight cars (1963)
13172

Portable surfacing for U.S. Army helicopter
landing pads, engineering field tests

(1965) 18052
Portage, Ind., population, special census (1963)

168
Portage County, Wis.:
geology and water resources (1965) 19678
hydrology of Little Plover River basin and

effects of water resource development
(1965) 19682

Portal venous nitrogen mustard infusion, ef-

fect on liver function and hematopoiesis
with protective agent (1962) 10913

Porte, William S., commercial production of

tomatoes (1963) 4349
Porter, B. A., eastern tent caterpillar (1964)

19082

Porter, C. R., procedures for determination of
stable elements and radionuclides in
environmental samples (1965) 2990

Porter, David W., category 2 performance
tests of YUH-ID with 48-foot rotor
(1965) 90

Porter, Horace G.:

cotton in Brazil (1964) 10583
prospects for cotton textile industry and

cotton consumption in EEC (1964) 21323

Porter, J. C, Fairfax Ck)unty, Va., soil survey
(1963) 13051

Porter-Silber chromogen interference in meas-
urement of body fluid steroid responses
to total fasting (1965) 128

Porterfield, G., sedimentation of Lake Pills-

bury, Lake County, Calif (1964) 6815

Portland, Me.:
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 10054
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 18369
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16531

census of population and housing, 1960, cen-
sus tracts in standard metropolitan sta-

tistical area (1962) 297
City Airport, weather observations, hourly,

summary, decennial census (1963) 20237
consumer expenditures and income, 1960

(1963) 14454
advance report (1963) 7158

engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 2437
document edition (1962) 2305

harbor improvement, authorize, report
(1961) 17109

occupational wage surveys (1964) 7411;
(1965) 5051

departmental editions (1961) 4797; (1962)
8428; (1963) 9054

document editions (1961) 4015; (1962) 6945;
(1963) 7837

port (1965) 6141
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Portland, Oreg.:
and adjacent areas, geology (1963) 14015

census of business, 1958, standard metropol-

itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 8475
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 17179
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18315
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,

etc (1962) 23082
census of population and housing, 1960, cen-

sus tracts in standard metropolitan sta-

tistical area (1962) 11171
east area, ground water resources (1965)

10998
electric facilities of area, map (1962) 558;

(1963) 519
Geological Survey district, special flood re-

lease, 1961 (1961) 10691
Indian AJffairs Bureau, Area Office, adrnin-

istration of forest management activi-

ties, GAO review (1962) 5282
International Airport, weather observa-

tions, hourly, decennial census (1962)

16221
nursing homes, conditions and problems,

hearings (1962) 11644
occupational wage surveys (1964) 16600;

(1965) 14635
departmental editions (1961) 17599; (1962)

22430; (1963) 16284
document editions (1961) 16617; (1962)

20941; (1963) 15175
port (1964) 624

law (1965) 13806
report (1965) 8824

post office facility, fund requirements for

lease and direct Government acquisition,

(Comptroller (Jeneral's report (1962)

17124
principal electric facilities of area, map

(1963) 2266; (1964) 676; (1965) 16180
relocation of elderly people, hearings (1963)

6287
west-side business district, problems of uti-

lizing ground water (1963) 5038
wholesale fruit and vegetable market, orga-

nization (1962) 22940
Portland Area Conference on Industrial Mod-

ernization, proceedings. Mar. 26, 1964

(1964) 13743
Portland cement, see Cement.

Portman, Donald J., visual resolution and opti-

cal scintillation over snow, ice, and fro-

zen ground (1964) 12344
Portraits, see names, etc., of subjects sitting

for portraits.

Portraits in community health (series) (1965)

18718

Ports:
Alaska, Pacific Coast and Hawaii, adminis-

tration, functions, etc (1961) 21157
China seaports (1965) 932
code classification schedule D (1965) 289,

4354
contributions to trade expansion through

building and modernization program
(remarks) (1962) 22460

customs code classification, schedule D
(1962) 6756, 13091; (1963) 11641

change (1961) 8522
distances between U.S. ports (1961) 20485;

(1964) 9675
foreign, classification (1962) 6757; (1964)

6049; (1965) 7280
changes (1963) 169

Ports—Continued
Gulf Coast, administration, functions, etc

(1965) 11370
moving forward in ports (remarks) (1965)

18417
port series (1961) 12595-596, 14803, 19269;

(1962) 496, 5132, 7299, 9558, 13757,

17427, 21692; (1963) 2215, 10089; (1964)
622-624, 10493, 15875-876; (1965) 2112,

6141, 7613-14, 11370, 14205, 16122. 18035
trade expansion program and port growth

(address) (1963) 204
trade routes, interests of smaller ports (re-

marks) (1965) 9530
United States seaports, Atlantic coast

(1963) 19817
see aiso Harbors—Military ports—aiso

names of ports, or places where located.

Portsmouth, N.H.:
harbor improvements, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23483
document edition (1962) 23330

port (1965) 6141

Portsmouth, Ohio, redevelopment area, statis-

tical profile (1962) 13207
Portsmouth, Va.:
census of business, 1958, standard metropol-

itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 8471
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 10203
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16419
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18845

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 4803

naval hospital lands, legislative jurisdic-

tion

—

hearing (1964) 10296
law (1964) 17244
reports (1964) 10270, 14116

occupational wage survey (1964) 18635;

(1965) 16558
departmental editions (1961) 17601; (1962)

22431; (1963) 16286
document edition (1961) 16619; (1962)

20942; (1963) 15177
Portugal:

agricultural commodities, agreements (1963)

16612; (1964) 11639
alien amateur radio operators, authoriza-

tion to operate, agreement (1965) 15081
atomic energy, cooperation for civil uses,

agreements (1962) 22841; (1965) 3049
(Commission for Educational Exchange be-

tween United States and Portugal,

agreement (1961) 16622
cotton textiles, trade, agreement (1965) 8323
creation of new judicial districts (1963) 5391
defense, extension of loan of vessels (1962)

24106
economy, developments, 1961 (1962) 11929
education, exchange program, financing,

agreement (1964) 9838
educational data (1964) 19627
establishing business (1962) 2561
exports and imports, licensing and exchange

controls (1962) 21892
fishing industry, 1961 (1962) 21777; (1963)

19234; (1965) 4743
gazetteer, official standard names (1961)

12772
household and commercial gas appliances,

U.S. market (1962) 11052
import tariff system (1961) 17283
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Portugal—Continued
interchange of patent rights and technical

information, agreement (1961) 5113
labor organizations, directory (1965) 18268
maritime matters, use of ports and territori-

al waters by N. S. Savannah, agreement
(1965) 8322

military assistance program, aircraft spare
parts, canceling excessive procurements,
etc., GAO review (1964) 18088

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter
(1965) 12906

ministers and under-secretaries of State,

biographic data (1961) 17476
mutual defense assistance, agreement (1961)

1523
pocket guide (1963) 98
Portland gray cement, determination of inju-

ry to U.S. Industry (1961) 21411
Portugal and overseas provinces, sovereign-

ty, etc., geographic report (1962) 20293
Portuguese opposition and succession to

Salazar (articles) (1964) 10991
protocol for accession of agreement to

GATT (1963) 9413
sailing directions, change (1962) 2546
Salazar and leaders of Catholic Church

(1965) 19780
sending gift packages to (1961) 617
surplus agricultural commodities, sales un-

der title 4, agreement (1962) 8679
trade, interim agreement relating to GATT

(1962) 14649
U.S.—

reciprocal negotiations, concessions ob-

tained and granted (1962) 8662
schedules of concessions negotiated at

Geneva, 1960-61 (1962) 24090
weapons production program, agreement

(1961) 1527
west coast, sailing directions, changes (1963)

14619; (1965) 6819
Portuguese East Africa:
economic developments, 1961 (1962) 21877
economy, basic data (1964) 10695
import tariff system (1961) 9191
licensing and exchange controls (1961) 2028
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12896
pharmaceutical regulations (1961) 9193
population and agricultural situation in

Erati circumscription, 1961 (1965) 2717
regulation on identity documents (1961)

13184
social sciences (1961) 13186
Tanzania boundary, study (1965) 3044
visit of 2 Russian newspapermen (1965) 9440

Portuguese language, translations of U.S.

books, bibliography (1964) 1391
Portuguese literature, classification, Library

of Congress (1965) 14647
Portuguese man-of-war, ecological forms, dis-

tribution in northern Pacific Ocean,
USSR study (1963) 5311

Portuguese West Africa:
ethnic distribution in Angola group (1965)

2724
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12842
trade union activities (1965) 16514

Porzse, Alexander, relief (1965) 15638
Pos Indonesia (periodical):

articles (1961) 4470
Position classification handbook for supervi-

sors and employees of naval establish-

ment (1961) 4334
Position-classification standards (1961) 3022;

(1962) 4174; (1963) 4022; (1964) 3853;
(1965) 3770

Position classification, see Classification—Job
analysis.

Position indicators, FAA pictorial, pilot opera-
tional capabilities in use (1961) 8171

Positions, see Employment.
Positive and negative numbers, see Signed

numbers.
Positrons:
and electrons interaction at high energies,

USSR study (1963) 7055
positron-hydrogen scattering, theory (1963)

16386
search for in space, double gamma-ray spec-

trometer use (1962) 22574
tables of energy losses and ranges (1965)

2838
Possessions of United States, see Outlying

possessions.
Possony, Stefan T.:

consultation, print additional copies, report
(1961) 14378

testimony (1961) 16872
hearing (1961) 12520
print as Senate document, report (1961)

20610
Post, E. J.:

energy momentum conservation, etc (1963)
4202

physical necessity for covariance in electro-

magnetic theory (1965) 4221
radiation forces in inhomogeneous media

(1964) 13641
Post exchanges, see Commissaries.

Post-graduate work, see Colleges and universi-

ties.

Post of planning commissar is precarious one,

USSR (1962) 19726
Post Office and Civil Service Committee,

House:
activities, 88th Congress, summary (1965)

4528
calendar (1961) 3079; (1962) 3997; (1963)

3841; (1964) 3655; (1965) 3569
committee prints, see subjects,

hearings, see subjects,
investigations and studies

—

authorization, reports (1961) 5645; (1963)

4736; (1965) 4494, 7463, 19233
expenses, reports (1961) 5671; (1962)

16973; (1963) 6130; (1964) 6310; (1965)

8805
reports, see subjects.

Post Office and Civil Service Committee, Sen-

activities (1962) 408
additional clerical assistant, reports (1961)

5782; (1962) 5019, 5048; (1963) 4770,

6265; (1964) 4546, 6457; (1965) 4539, 4571
calendars (1961) 3100; (1962) 4012; (1963)

3859; (1964) 3673; (1965) 3585
committee prints, see subject,

hearings, see subject,
investigations and studies

—

authorization, reports (1961) 4070, 4072;

(1962) 5020, 5049; (1963) 4769; (1963)

6266; (1965) 4538, 4570
expenses, reports (1964) 4545, 6456

reports, see subject.

Post Office Department:
agreement with American Federation of

Labor and Congress of Industrial Orga-
nizations (1963) 9324; (1964) 5025

agreements with employee organizations,
1963- and 1964 (1964) 15026

annual report, 1960

—

departmental edition (1961) 2647
document edition 1865
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Post Office Department—Continued

annual report, 1961

—

departmental edition (1962) 3448
document edition (1962) 2315

annual report, 1962

—

departmental edition (1963) 3256
document edition (1963) 2024

annual report, 1963

—

departmental edition (1964) 7676
document edition 1964) 6217

annual report, 1964

—

departmental edition (1965) 5315
document edition (1965) 4457

appropriations, 1961, supplemental, propos-
al (1961) 5607

appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 5734, 10498
law (1961) 16592
reports (1961) 7096, 10450, 16664

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 7080-81, 9479
law (1962) 16800
reports (1962) 9252, 9442, 16971

appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 7984, 9997
law (1963) 13413
reports (1963) 7941, 9983, 11814

appropriations, 1965^
hearings (1964) 6340, 12251
law (1964) 17251
reports (1964) 8297, 14048, 15497

appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 7473, 10667
law (1965) 13787
reports (1965) 8789, 12152, 12261

appropriations, suspension of restrictions

on withdrawl from Treasury

—

hearings (1963) 13819
law (1963) 13425
reports (1963) 13532, 13748

appropriations, transfers, hearing (1965)
19317

Assistant Postmaster (ieneral

—

Bureau of Facilities, nomination of

—

Tyler Abell, hearing (1964) 4592
Sidney W. Bishop, hearing (1962) 9502
Robert J. Burkhardt, hearing (1961)

5902
Bureau of Finance, nomination of Ralph
W. Nicholson, hearing (1961) 5902

Bureau of Operations, nomination of

—

Frederick C. Belen, hearing (1961) 5902
William M. McMillan, hearing (1964)

6524
Bureau of Personnel, nomination of Ri-

chard J. Murphy, hearing (1961) 5901
Bureau of Transportation, nomination of

William J. Hartigan, hearing (1961)

14754
authorize Postmaster (General to dispose of

certain land in Independence, Mo.

—

law (1961) 18762
reports (1961) 16765, 19121

automatic data processing activities at

headquarters. New York and Richmond
offices, GAO review (1962) 9718

budget, 1962, amendment (1961) 5611

buildings, floor care and maintenance (1962)

18392
challenge to industry (1962) 6406, 22711
consolidating operations and reorganizing,

inadequate consideration of economies,

GAO report (1965) 2198
cost ascertainment reports (1964) 11537;

(1965) 11618
coverage of censuses, use of resources to

improve, tests (1965) 18994
Deputy Postmaster General, nomination of

Frederick C. Belen, hearing (1964) 6524

Post Office Department—Continued
directories of international mail (1963) 5671;

(1965) 9840
domestic air mail transportation system,

map (1963) 5672
efficiency and economy in methods of trans-

porting money

—

hearing (1963) 2050
report (1963) 7967

employee accomplishments and benefits dur-

ing last 18 months (address) (1965)

13216
employees, relief (1963) 17090; (1964) 6434,

8208
employment outlook (1962) 8398
engineering handbook series E (1961) 9675
equal employment (1963) 11207
opportunity program, summation (address)

(1964) 15028
facilities handbook series (1962) 18392,

20240, 24065; (1964) 20728-729, 21834;
(1965) 5313

furnishing utilities for certain vending ma-
chines operated by employees, GAO re-

view (1963) 8319
General Counsel, nomination of Louis J.

Doyle, hearing (1961) 8998
general releases (1963) 4083; (1964) 3915
headquarters payroll activities, weaknesses,

GAO review (1964) 6792
highway transportation activities, GAO re-

view (1962) 5284
history (1965) 11620
improper cost of allocation practice result-

ing in selling stamped envelopes at sub-
stantial loss, GAO report (1965) 9226

improvement of delivery service through
closer cooperation with bulk mailers
(address) (1961) 11518

increased operating costs resulting from
conversion of branches to independent
offices, Boston region, GAO report (1965)

2200
information from ICC concerning railroad

revenue from express companies, repeal
provisions

—

hearing (1961) 8854, 12533
law (1961) 14108
reports (1961) 8807, 10266, 14581

information service IS series (1961) 6485-86
inspection service, work (1963) 9325
it's your business, role in our economy (ad-

dress) (1965) 8221
labor-management relations program (ad-

dress) (1964) 16808
leases of real property, extend authority

—

law (1964) 17339
reports (1964) 10215, 12212

leasing property by Postmaster General on
30 year leases, hearing (1964) 8393

lock boxes, procurement, GAO review (1963)

2329
mail fraud inspection program (remarks)

(1963) 21073
management (address) (1965) 8222
medical frauds, program for dealing with

(remarks) (1963) 20023
methods handbook M series (1963) 12970;

(1965) 1557
modernization programs (remarks) (1963)

20024
Montgomery Blair, Postmaster (IJeneral

(1963) 11208
need for strengthening controls over sick

leave, GAO report (1965) 19650
non-personnel offices, vehicle maintenance,

facilities handbook (1964) 20729
payrolls, weaknesses in regional activities,

GAO report (1964) 10613
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Post Office Department—Continued
phases of manpower requirements for clean-

ing activities, GAO review (1961) 19404
philatelic releases (1963) 4083; (1964) 3915
policies and programs, implementation by

supervisors (address) (1964) 16811
Post ()ffice Department and American busi-

ness, partners in progress (address)

(1965) 5314
postal information fact sheet, 1960 (1961)

8141
postal manual, issues (1961) 3524-25; (1962)

4177-79; (1963) 4025-27; (1964) 3856-58;

(1965) 3772
postal service news (1961) 3526; (1962) 4180
posters, commemorative stamps (1961)

1417-19, 2643-46, 6484, 8139, 11519-521,
15918-919, 20083-84, 21296; (1962) 1755,

6405, 8591-94, 12646, 18387-389,
22709-710, 24062-64; (1963) 1385-87,

3254, 7386-88, 11202-205, 12969,
14642-645, 16482-483, 18267-269,
20020-22, 21069; (1964) 1539. 3338, 9697,
11535-536, 13375, 16814, 18880,
20724-726, 21831-833; (1965) 1554-56,

3225, 5311-12, 6855-56, 9838-39,
11616-617, 13217, 14972-975, 16800-801,
18689-691, 20013

Postmaster CJeneral, nomination of

—

Gronouski, John A., hearing (1963) 19067;
(1965) 7544

O'Brien, Lawrence F., hearing (1965) 17954

Postmaster (general and Deputy, nomina-
tions of J. Edward Day and H. W. Braw-
ley, hearing (1961) 4125

postmasters and rural letter carriers, proce-
dures for appointment (1962) 13540;
(1964) 10339

press releases (1961) 3528; (1962) 4233
general (1965) 3832
philatelic (1965) 3832

procurement

—

contract award by advertising without
effective competition, GAO report (1965)
691

practices for counterline-screenline equip-
ment, GAO report (1964) 8725

progress in past 4 1/2 years (address) (1965)
11615

property records installation, final report
(1961) 2648

public information service PI series (1961)
9677-78, 13622, 17780-781; (1962) 22712;
(1963) 9325-26, 12971; (1964) 16816,
20730-731; (1965) 8223, 11619-620, 16802

publications, list (1961) 20246; (1963) 21077
real estate program relating to leasing of

major facilities under long-term leases,

GAO review (1963) 2331
reimbursement of appropriations by funds

received for damage to personal proper-
ty, etc., to broaden authority

—

hearing (1961) 16855
law (1962) 16722
reports (1961) 14402; (1962) 13629

report on postal rates structure (1964)
10189

research, development and mechanization
(1963) 5673

role of consultation in postal policy making
(address) (1965) 20014

rural carrier leased fleet of special equipped
autos (address) (1965) 13212

savings in transportation costs through uti-

lization of United States air carriers
rather than foreign air carriers, GAO
report (1965) 19655

Post Office Department—Continued
service within framework of sound manage-

ment techniques and prudent fiscal poli-

cies (address) (1964) 18879, 20722
special report, fiscal year 1963 (1963) 16486
substantial savings available through

change in method of obtaining space and
utilities for small post offices, GAO re-

port (1965) 10970
transportation of mail by railroad compa-

nies, railway post office requirements,
contracting practices, etc., GAO review
(1963) 19286

uneconomical scheduling of city delivery
carriers, GAO report (1964) 6784

unnecessary costs incurred in transporting
1st class mail by air, GAO report (1964)
12497

unnecessary interest costs

—

from excess progress payments, GAO re-

port (1965) 6313
incurred by advancing funds to air car-

riers for transporting mail to foreign
countries, GAO report (1965) 14403

ZIP code and other innovations, evaluation
(address) (1963) 21068

Post Office Department Advisory Board, sup-
plementary report on equal employment
opportunity in Post Office Dept (1963)
11207

Post Offices:

acquiring postal quarters, handbook (1962)
24065

automated, 1st in U.S (1961) 6486
building program (address) (1965) 11613
Chicago, unused mail-flo equipment, GAO

report (1965) 6320
cleaning and maintenance, management in

smaller structures (1962) 20240; (1965)
5313

dedication program, art of building a com-
munity, instruction booklet (1961) 9677

directory (1961) 15921; (1962) 18391
by States and counties (1961) 15920; (1962)

18390; (1963) 16484
with ZIP code numbers (1963) 14646;

(1964) 20727; (1965) 14976
first-class stations and branches, list (1961)

17779
1st, 2d, and 3d class, postmaster positions,

information (1965) 73^6
leases, extend authority

—

law (1964) 17339
reports (1964) 10215, 12212

manual (1961) 3524-25; (1962) 4177-79; (1963)
4025-27; (1964) 3856-58; (1965) 3772

occupations, employment outlook (1964) 9449

Omaha, Nebr., dedication (address) (1964)
20720

parking space for employees and patrons,
provide, hearing (1965) 19316

personnel handbooks (1961) 3522; (1962)
4175; (1963) 4023; (1964) 3854

Philadelphia, Pa., discrimination in promo-
tions, hearing (1964) 2117

railway, curtailment, hearing (1965) 14134

receipts and classes (1961) 21297; (1963)
1388; (1964) 1541; (1965) 5316

rental costs for postal facilities, Washing-
ton, D.C. and Alexandria, Va., GAO re-

port (1965) 4828
small, substantial savings available through

change in method of obtaining space and
utilities, GAO report (1965) 10970

special relationship with local community
(address) (1965) 14969
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stations, substations, or branches, increase
area for establishing

—

hearing (1963) 17180; (1964) 544
law (1964) 1948
reports (1963) 15274; (1964) 2194

story behind your new post office (1961) 9678
ZIP code directories

—

Alabama (1963) 20025
Alaska (1963) 20026
Arizona (1963) 20027
Arkansas (1963) 20028
California (1963) 20029
Colorado (1963) 20030
Connecticut (1963) 20031
Delaware (1963) 20032
Florida (1963) 20033
Georgia (1963) 20034
Hawaii and Pacific islands (1963) 20035
Idaho (1963) 20036
Illinois (1963) 20037
Indiana (1963) 20038
Iowa (1963) 20039
Kansas (1963) 20040
Kentucky (1963) 20041
Louisiana (1963) 20042
Maine (1963) 20043
Maryland (1963) 20044
Massachusetts (1963) 20045
Michigan (1963) 20046
Minnesota (1963) 20047
Mississippi (1963) 20048
Missouri (1963) 20049
Montana (1963) 20050
Nebraska (1963) 20051
Nevada (1963) 20052
New Hampshire (1963) 20053
New Jersey (1963) 20054
New Mexico (1963) 20055
New York State (1963) 20056
North Carolina (1963) 20057
North Dakota (1963) 20058
Ohio (1963) 20059
Oklahoma (1963) 20060
Oregon (1963) 20061
Pennsylvania (1963) 20062
post offices (1963) 14646
Puerto Rico arid Virgin Islands (1963)

20063
Rhode Island (1963) 20064
South Carolina (1963) 20065
South Dakota (1963) 20066
Tennessee (1963) 20067
Texas (1963) 20068
Utah (1963) 20069
Vermont (1963) 18270
Virginia (1963) 20070
Washington State (1963) 20071
West Virginia (1963) 20072
Wisconsin (1963) 20073
Wyoming (1963) 20074

see also Zip code—aiso names of places

where located.
Postage:
Afghan postal rates (1961) 13263
domestic rates, fees, and information (post-

er) (1964) 9698
educational and nonprofit organizations,

reduced rates, hearing (1961) 18972
educational, cultural and library materials,

clarify and make uniform law, report
(1961) 14404

fourth-class rates

—

authority to fix

—

hearings (1963) 11912, 13819
need for legislation (1965) 5967
report (1963) 13559

fixing by Postmaster (]reneral, repeal au-
thority, hearing (1965) 15826

Postage—Continued
House Members, additional allowance, re-

port (1963) 18875

postal rate revision of 1962

—

hearings (1962) 19396
law (1962) 23193
reports (1962) 21158, 21165, 21425

rate increases

—

hearings (1961) 12360, 14500
reports (1961) 18844, 18864
3d class bulk mail, survey of economic

effects, statistical supplement, Jan. 1961
(1961) 5903

rate structure. Post Office Dept. report
(1964) 10189

2d and 3d class postal rates for volunteer
fire companies, extend, report (1964)
15768; (1965) 8919

stamped envelopes, improper cost allocation
practice resulting in selling at substan-
tial loss, GAO report (1965) 9226

survey of rates by Post Office Department
(1962) 11306

see also Mail matter.
Postage stamps:
commemorative

—

American credo (poster) (1961) 1417
Andrew Carnegie, famous American (talk)

(1961) 1415
Camp Fire Girls, ceremony (remarks)

(1961) 1416
Doctors Mayo, dedication (address) (1964)
18876

8-cent—
Amelia Earhart commemorative air mail
postage stamp (poster) (1963) 14644

Goddard, Robert H.—
address (1964) 20723
poster (1964) 20726

regular postage stamp (poster) (1961)
21296

8-cent air mail

—

in sheet, coil, and booklet form (poster)
(1963) 1387

stamped envelope (poster) (1962) 24062
11 -cent

—

air letter (aerogramme) sheet (1961)
11520

International Telecommunication Union
(poster) (1965) 18691

ordinary postage stamp (poster) (1961)
11521

11-cent aerogramme, John F. Kennedy

—

dedication (address) (1965) 11614
poster (1965) 9839

15-cent

—

international air mail stamp (poster)

(1961) 2646
Montgomery Blair air mail (poster)

(1963) 11205

Adlai Stevenson (poster) (1965) 18689

alliance for progress (poster) (1963)
16482

amateur radio operators (poster) (1965)
1554

American flag stamp (poster) (1963) 3254

American music (poster) (1964) 20724
Appomatox CSvil War, Centennial (post-

er) (1965) 6855
Battle of (Gettysburg (poster) (1963)

14642
Battle of New Orleans

—

dedication (address) (1965) 2973
poster (1965) 1555

Battle of Wilderness (poster) (1964) 9697

Carolina Charter (poster) (1963) 7387
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Postage stamps—Continued
commemorative—Continued
5-cent—Continued

Christmas

—

dedication (address) (1965) 20011
posters (1963) 20020; (1964) 21831;

(1965) 18690
city mail delivery (poster) (1963) 20021
(3opley American painting (poster)

(1965) 16801
Cordell Hull (poster) (1963) 18267
crusade against cancer, commemorative
postage stamp (poster) (1965) 6856

Dante Alighieri, poster (1965) 13217
Doctors Mayo, postage stamp (poster)

(1964) 21832
Eleanor Roosevelt (poster) (1963) 18268
Emancipation Proclamation (poster)

(1963) 14643
embossed envelope and 4-cent precan-

celed postal cards (poster) (1962)
24063

dedication (address) (1965) 2974
poster (1965) 1556

Florida quadricentennial (poster) (1965)
14973
food for peace, freedom from hunger

(poster) (1963) 11203
George Washington, in sheet, coil, and

booklet form (poster) (1963) 1386
Herbert Hoover (poster) (1965) 14974
homemakers (poster) (1964) 20725
International Cooperation Year, Unit-

ed Nations (poster) (1965) 11616
International Red Cross (poster) (1963)
20022

John F. Kennedy memorial (poster)

(1964) 11535
John James Audubon (poster) (1963)

21069
Magna Carta (poster) (1965) 11617
Nevada statehood (poster) (1964) 13375
New Jersey tercentenary (poster) (1964)

11536
physical fitness-Sokol

—

dedication (address) (1965) 5309
poster (1965) 5311

register and vote

—

dedication (address) (1964) 16810
poster (1964) 16814

Robert Fulton (poster) (1965) 14975
Sam Houston (poster) (1964) 1539
science (poster) (1963) 18269
Verrazano-Narrows Bridge (poster)

(1964) 21833
West Virginia statehood (poster) (1963)

11204
Winston Churchill (poster) (1965) 9838

4-cent

—

apprenticeship (poster) (1962) 18387
Arizona statehood (poster) (1962) 6405
Battle of Shiloh, Civil War Centennial

(poster) (1962) 8591
Brien McMahon (poster) (1962) 18388
Charles Evans Hughes (poster) (1962)
8592

Christmas (poster) (1962) 22709
Dag Hammarskjold (poster) (1962) 22710
Echo 1, communications for peace (post-

er) (1961) 1418
Fort Sumter, Civil War Centennial

(poster) (1961) 6484
Frederic Remington (poster) (1961)
20083

George W. Norris (poster) (1961) 11519
girl scout (poster) (1962) 18389
higher education (poster) (1962) 24064
Homestead act (poster) (1962) 12646

Postage stamps—Continued
commemorative—Continued

4-cent—Continued
Horace Greeley, famous American (post-

er) (1961) 2644
John Foster Dulles, memorial (poster)

(1961) 1419
Kansas statehood centennial (poster)

(1961) 8139
Lincoln regular (poster) (1965) 20013
malaria eradication (poster) (1962) 8593
Naismith-basketball (poster) (1961)
21295

naval aviation (poster) (1961) 15918
nursing (poster) (1962) 1755
Project Mercury (poster) (1962) 8594
range conservation (poster) (1961) 2645
Sam Rayburn (poster) (1962) 20238
Sun Yat-sen (poster) (1961) 20084
Winslow Homer (poster) (1963) 1385
workmen's compensation law (poster)

(1961) 15919
International Red Cross, dedication (re-

marks) (1963) 21070
issuance, standards governing (1964)

16816
John Foster Dulles, ceremony (talk) (1961)

1420
John J. Pershing, dedication (remarks)

(1962) 1757
John F. Kennedy, dedication (address)

(1964) 13374
luminescent tagged air mail (poster) (1963)

14645
Mahatma Gandhi, champion of liberty,

ceremony

—

address (1961) 5067
poster (1961) 2643

1-cent Andrew Jackson

—

regular, in coils (poster) (1963) 11202
poster (1963) 7386

posters series (1961) 1417-19, 2643-46,

6484, 8139, 11519-521, 15918-919,
20083-084, 21295-296; (1964) 3338; (1965)
3225

7-cent single and 14-cent reply-paid inter-

national postal cards (poster) (1963)
16483

6-cent
air mail (poster) (1963) 12969
precanceled air mail postal card (poster)

(1963) 7388
Sokol, unveiling ceremony (remarks) (1964)
21835

Sun Yat-sen, dedication (remarks) (1961)
20085

traffic safety stamp, dedication (address)
(1965) 16803

25-cent regular postage stamp in coils

(1965) 5312
history (1962) 22712; (1965) 11619
philatelic releases (1963) 4083; (1964) 3915;

(1965) 3832
stamp program, 1965 (address) (1964) 18878
United States, Dec. 31, 1961, description

(1962) 18396; (1964) 15027
insert (1961) 5066

Postal bulletin, see Postal service.

Postal cards:
commemorative

—

4-cent

—

Census Bureau (poster) (1965) 16800
Coast Guard (poster) (1965) 14972
social security (poster) (1964) 18880
precanceled (poster) (1962) 24063

visit U.S.A. program (remarks) (1963)
16964

history (1962) 22712; (1965) 11619
6-cent precanceled (poster) (1963) 7388
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Postal cards—Continued

7-cent single and 14-cent reply-paid interna-

tional (poster) (1963) 16483

Postal carriers, see Mail carriers.

Postsl clerics I

1 & C, Navy training course (1964) 21822

Office of Postmaster of the House, additional

mail clerks and laborers, reports (1961)

12300; (1962) 9326
3 & 2, Navy training course (1963) 18223

Postal contracts, see Postal service.

Postal delivery, see Postal service.

Postal employees, see Postal service.

Postal inspection service (1963) 9325
Postal laws, see Postal service.

Postal money orders, see Money orders.

Postal rates, see Postage.
Postal Savings System:

discontinue

—

hearing (1965) 10555
report (1965) 12124

GAO audit, 1963 report (1963) 10256
report of operations (1961) 4004; (1962)

6952; (1963) 4708; (1964) 4438; (1965)

4469
Postal service:

accelerated business collection and deliv-

ery—
ABCD mail service (address) (1964) 9694

(address) (1963) 5670
accomplishments (address) (1965) 18688

administration, etc., investigation, authori-

zation, reports (1961) 4070, 4072
agreement with United Nations (1965) 13302

Albania, problems (1961) 20917

Armed Forces, mailing privileges, provide

—

hearings (1965) 17729
reports (1965) 19241, 19461

challenge to industry (1962) 6406, 22711

civil defense course for postal workers
(1965) 11957

code of Federal regulations (1961) 7403;

(1962) 9619; (1963) 8254; (1964) 6679;

(1965) 6194
Communist China

—

growth, progress, etc (1961) 890
rapid development (1963) 2975

contract mail haulers. Federal wage-hour
law application (1961) 20241; (1963) 5765

contracts for mail transportation, etc., pro-

vide labor standards for persons em-
ployed

—

hearing (1965) 19518
law (1965) 19161
reports (1965) 17600, 19431

Cuban-Chinese agreement (1962) 15784
curtailment, hearings (1964) 14013
dog repellent, use by employees, questions

and answers (1964) 20730
economies (address) (1964) 15021
economy program (address) (1964) 9695
employees

—

annual report on statutory salary sys-

tems

—

Federal-private-industrv comparisons
(1965) 10401

message from the President (1963) 9839
basic salary in cases of assignments, in-

crease

—

hearing (1962) 13537
report (1962) 13424

current workforce data, as of June 1964
(1965) 8658

deceased, unused compensatory time, pro-

vide payment to survivors

—

hearing (1961) 14499
law (1962) 15074
report (1961) 14401; (1962) 13630

Postal service—Continued
employees—Continued

equal opportunity for all (address) (1964)
16812

longevity pay increases

—

hearings (1961) 12532, 18970; (1962)
19397

reports (1961) 12464, 18866
progress in past 4-1/2 years (address)

(1965) 11615
review of acceptable level of competence
and quality, increase features of Feder-
al salary reform act of 1962 (1964)
10341

salaries, adjust

—

hearings (1963) 18957, 20502; (1964)
12279; (1965) 13995

law (1964) 17285
reports (1964) 340, 6320, 10259, 12058,

14071, 15522, 15537
statement of purpose, analysis, etc

(1964) 2120
salaries, preservation of basic rates in

cases involving reduction in standing

—

hearings (1961) 8853
law (1961) 18661
reports (1961) 12254, 17064

salary increase, report (1962) 21144
salary legislation, statement (1965) 15829
summary analysis of President's proposal

for reform of Federal statutory salary
systems (1963) 13666

temporary, summer of 1965, Postmaster
(Jeneral to provide names, adverse re-

port (1965) 17632
use and care of revolvers (1963) 12970;

(1965) 1557
field service employees, exemption from

Whitten amendment

—

hearings (1965) 8899, 14135
law (1965) 15462
reports (1965) 8786, 14090

5-cent city mail delivery commemorative
stamp (poster) (1963) 20021

foreign fraud, unlawful, and lottery mail
orders (1962) 1756, 18393-395

goals and achievements (address) (1964)
15020

highway transportation activities. Post
(Mice Department, GAO review (1962)
5284

history of postage stamps, postal cards and
stamped envelopes (1962) 22712

history of United States postage stamps,
postal cards and stamped envelopes
(1965) 11619

House post office, additional clerks, report
(1964) 17588

how postal inspection service protects you
against mail fraud (1964) 20731

improved service through mechanization,
ZIP code, etc. (address) (1965) 13215

improvement of parcel post service through
ZIP Code and other new methods (ad-

dress) (1964) 16807
improvement through closer cooperation

between Post Office Department and
bulk mailers (address) (1961) 11518

information fact sheet, fiscal year 1960
(1961) 8141

investigation, authorization, reports (1962)

5020, 5049; (1963) 4769; (1965) 4538, 4570
expenses, report (1964) 4545

laws (1963) 16485
amend title 39, United States Code, codify

recent laws, etc.

—

law (1962) 19008
reports (1962) 9253, 17292

changes (1964) 1540, 16815; (1965) 2975
U.S. Code revision, text (1961) 9676
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Postal service—Continued
mail routes

—

extend to 100 miles, hearing (1962) 17123
schedules (1962) 16109

mail transportation by common carrier mo-
tor vehicles

—

hearings (1965) 15827
mail transportation contracts

—

extension of routes

—

law (1962) 23265
reports (1962) 19120, 21518

modernize laws

—

hearings (1961) 16851; (1963) 15328;
(1964) 545

laws (1962) 15078; (1964) 1968
reports (1961) 18845; (1962) 13627,

17123; (1963) 15241; (1964) 2193
major breakthrough (1965) 13213

management improvement (remarks) (1961)

1421
modernization program (address) (1965)

16799; (1963) 20024
nationwide improved mail service program,

new plan (1961) 17781
office buildings, planning (1965) 9841

operations relating to experimental
mail-processing plant. Providence, R.I.,

Post Office Dept., GAO review (1962)
21814

plans for coping with changes (address)

(1965) 6854
position descriptions and salary schedules

(1961) 3522; (1962) 4175; (1963) 4023
postal bulletins (1961) 3523; (1962) 4176;

(1963) 4024; (1964) 3855; (1965) 3771
postal service in office buildings, planning

and designing (1963) 14647
postal service news (periodical) (1961) 3526;

(1962) 4180
present situation in Laos, report (1961) 771

progress and goals (address) (1965) 14971

publications, price list (1962) 16117; (1963)
11220; (1964) 18886

Puerto Rico, transportation of mail by air-

craft on star routes

—

hearing (1962) 17123
report (1962) 19121

research, development and mechanization
(1963) 5673

result of cooperation between Department
and its employees (address) (1965) 13216

rural delivery service activities, review by
GAO (1962) 7462

rural routes, consolidation (1965) 8901
special services performance, cost ascertain-

ment reports (1961) 8140; (1962) 10588;
(1963) 11206; (1964) 11537; (1965) 11618

star route contract prices, cost-of-living
adjustments, hearings (1965) 8898, 16049

steps to improve mail service and to in-

crease its capacity (address) (1964)
18877

story behind your new post office (1961) 9678
supervisors, responsibilities in implementing

policy (address) (1964) 16811
USSR, main Hne communications (1964) 8916
vertical improved mail

—

another step toward modernization (ad-
dress) (1965) 2972

for high rise buildings (address) (1965)
11613

work measurement system, hearings (1964)
409

ZIP code—
and other innovations, evaluation (ad-

dress) (1963) 21068
and sectional center distribution (address)

(1965) 13214
directories (1963) 18270, 20025-74

Postal service—Continued
ZIP code—Continued
information, publications for sale by Su-
perintendent of Documents, price lists

(1963) 20089; (1964) 18890
presorting major achievement of our era

(address) (1965) 5310
last word in mail addressing (1965) 8223,

16802
system, encourage use of volume mailers,
hearings (1965) 13997

see also Air mail—International postal serv-
ice—Mail carriers—Mail matter—Post
offices—Postmasters.

Pribilof Islands:
administration, GAO review (1961) 12760
fur-seal industry (1961) 14884
fur seal investigations (1964) 8618; (1965)

6228, 6230
fur seal population estimates, critical study

(1965) 14293
living and working conditions (1963) 13964

Price, Don, artificial recharge in Oregon and
Washington (1965) 12552

Price, Earl A., heat-transfer measurements on
flat plate and attached fins (1964) 14873

Price, Harold E.:

pilot acceptance factors in all-weather land-
ing system development (1964) 11353

requirements and constraints of potential
roles of supersonic transport crews
(1965) 5100, 18464

utilization of acceptance data in descriptive
model for determining man's role in a
system (1964) 20524

Price, Howard L., mechanical properties of
Echo II laminate (1964) 16690

Price, Paul M., mining methods and costs,
Mouat mine, American Chrome Co (1964)
5475

Price, R. J., research on graphite (1965) 13493
Price, Richard A., salt-stress-corrosion crack-

ing of residually stressed Ti-8Al-lMo-lV
sheet (1965) 8086

Price, Sam, cytology of Saccharum robustum,
etc (1965) 13416

Price, T. R., synthesis of w-halohexadecanoic
acids (1963) 18233

Price, Wallace R., and wife, relief (1961) 8709
Price discrimination, see Prices.
Price lists, see Government publications

—

Periodicals—a/so subjects.
Price supports, see Prices

—

also names of
commodities, etc.

Prices:
affect retail sales of broilers and meat

(1964) 14171
agricultural prices

—

annual summaries (1961) 13699; (1962)
18513; (1964) 15128

periodical (1961) 2770; (1962) 3588; (1963)
3427; (1964) 3222; (1965) 3110

agricultural products

—

new look at price-making machinery (ad-
dress) (1962) 8768

stabilization, agricultural act of 1961

—

hearings (1961) 10324, 10495, 12499
law (1961) 16561
reports (1961) 14335, 14342, 14383, 14597

agriculture, more important ones applicable,
Hungarian study (1964) 16058

Air Force guide for pricing. Air Force pam-
phlets (1963) 7613, 16778; (1964) 7975

change in level, inventory fluctuations and
economic growth (1962) 15080

chartbook, 1953-62—
departmental edition (1963) 7168, 18039
document edition (1963) 6079, 17065

chickens, turkeys, and eggs, received by
farmers, 1909-63 (1965) 10089
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Prices—Continued
Communist China

—

economy and trends, analysis (1962) 18027
price policies (1961) 19767; (1962) 8200

consumer price indexes (1961) 3374; (1963)
3548; (1964) 3362, 20447; (1965) 3249

by individual city and commodity (1962)
3709; (1963) 3549

conversion to 1957-59 standard reference
base period (1963) 10909

earnings series, all manufacturing,
1939-60, supplements (1961) 2471,
17605-606

food distribution changes (1964) 7419
monthly reports (1961) 3385; (1962) 3708
revised city sample (1961) 4802
seasonal factor (1963) 14474
selected items and groups (1961) 3375;

(1962) 3710; (1963) 3550; (1964) 3363;
(1965) 3250, 9517, 16567

short descriptions (1963) 9063; (1964)
21675

contract, accuracy and completeness of cost
data, extent of certifications obtained,
GAO review (1962) 21813

costs and living conditions, statistical needs
and resources, conference report (1964)
13085

crop values, season average prices, value,
productions (1961) 5193; (1962) 10697;
(1963) 3364

daily spot market price indexes (1962)
22439-440

deceptive pricing, guides against (1964) 4726
demand and price situations (1961) 2780;

(1962) 3754; (1963) 3591; (1964) 3412;
(1965) 3303

Eastern Europe, policy problems, transla-
tions (1964) 12635

economic problems of higher productivity
and of new technology, USSR study
(1965) 16507

employment, growth and price levels, hear-
ings, index (1961) 1857

fair trade, amend Federal Trade Commission
act, hearings (1961) 7287; (1963) 328

farm cost-price squeeze

—

hearings (1961) 12329
report (1962) 11427

farm food prices spreads, seasonal variation
(1961) 5273

farm price support programs and dynamic
functioning of agriculture in recent
years (1965) 8967

farm-retail spreads

—

fruits and vegetables (1965) 10726
prices of white bread (1965) 45

fiscal policy and outlook for price stability
(remarks) (1965) 13707

food costs, farm prices, information relating
to agriculture (1965) 13963

compilation (1964) 10284, 15582
foreign countries, key industries, economic

policies and practices, materials (1963)
20448

formation, in industry, in relation to cost,

USSR study (1964) 16182

fruit price index, parity prices, etc (1962)
20423

functional discounts to wholesalers, amend
Clayton act. hearing (1962) 4967

general trends, consumer service prices, food
prices, etc (1965) 19802

important weapon in creating (Communist
economy, USSR translation (1963) 16105

income parity standards for agriculture
(1963) 2129

Prices—Continued

index numbers

—

daily, and spot market prices (1961) 3386,
9403; (1962) 3741

hydraulic turbine industry (1961) 3390;
(1962) 3937; (1963) 3782; (1964) 3589;
(1965) 3504

indexes

—

department stores (1961) 6257; (1962) 6202,
10414; (1963) 5451, 7170, 18042
inventories (1965) 1291-92, 18404

output per man-hour, methods and proce-
dures of developing (1964) 11296

use in escalator contracts (1963) 19803
industrial output, USSR study (1964) 21503
industry-sector price index program, back-

ground and general description (1965)
1298

machinery, dynamics in connection with
technical progress, USSR study (1965)
18297

mathematics in price planning, USSR study
(1964) 16075

Oceanographic Office publications, increase,
hearing (1964) 17866

Pacific Northwest forest industries (1965)
3855

paid by farmers for commodities and serv-
ices, 1910-60 (1962) 16312

parity prices, bibliography (1962) 11694
policy and formation in GDR (1962) 8152
price and value in socialist economy, USSR

study (1964) 16024
price developments (1965) 5043
price discrimination legislation, hearings

(1964) 14149; (1965) 19512
price stability and economic growth (re-

marks) (1962) 429
price supports

—

active and announced programs (1961)
3043; (1962) 3575; (1963) 3413; (1964)
3210; (1965) 3097

program

—

charts and tables (1961) 3041; (1962)
4250

identification of flue-cured tobacco vari-
eties (1964) 9929

statutes, compilation (1961) 1622; (1963)
1683; (1965) 5507

price wars and innovation in milk distribu-

tion (address) (1962) 5090
price wars and progress (talk) (1962) 15478
pricing milk under Federal orders, notes

(1962) 10818
private economy and private nonfarm sec-

tor, productivity, earnings, etc (1964)

16615; (1965) 19809
public policy on administered prices, hear-

ings (1964) 537
purchasing power of dollar based on whole-

sale price, index, annual averages,
1890-1963 (1964) 14712

received by farmers, citrus fruit, etc (1962)
20423

retail, food

—

departmental edition (1962) 1575
document edition (1962) 374

rising prices, impact on younger and older
consumers (1964) 5429

Robinson-Patman act, amend, reaffirm na-
tional policy, etc., hearing (1962) 4967

spot market price, daily index

—

all commodities, Jan. 1957-Sept. 1962, re-

port (1963) 1179
weekly summary (1963) 3578; (1964) 3400;

(1965) 3287
stabilization

—

establish resale prices, hearings (1965)
2038
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Prices—Continued
stabilization—Continued

in Indonesia, basic conditions (1961) 7623
protect trademarks, etc.

—

effects of bill, summary-analysis (1963)

20449
hearings (1962) 17115, 19383; (1963)

13660
reports (1962) 19165, 21153; (1965) 15232

statistics of Federal Government

—

hearings (1961) 5564, 12136
report (1961) 14127

statistics training program for statisticians
and economists of other countries,
Washington, D.C., Sept. 1965-Aug. 1966
prices (1965) 5059

statement (1961) 11620
support prices, programs, progress made

past 8 years (talk) (1961) 5247
user charges, Budget Bureau report (1963)

7726
USSR, price formation, etc (1963) 10615
violations of price reductions clause for

purchase of drugs and pharmaceutical
products, GSA and VA, GAO report
(1965) 6322

wholesale

—

index commodities specifications (1962)
3279

index numbers (1961) 3207; (1962) 3932;
(1963) 3777; (1964) 3584; (1965) 3499

wholesale price index
prices and price indexes, monthly (1961)

3384, 3397; (1962) 4446-47; (1963)
4307-08; (1964) 4159-60; (1965) 4071-72

rebasing factors (1962) 14400
seasonal adjustment factors, 1948-61

(1964) 1375
weekly (1961) 3396; (1962) 4445; (1963)

4306; (1964) 4158; (1965) 4070
wholesale prices and price indexes (1963)

16291; (1964) 9457; (1965) 14625
departmental edition (1961) 19824
document edition (1961) 18778
review in respect to changes in industrial
production, USSR (1965) 18370

USSR, for production of heavy industry,
improvement (1962) 10263

see aJso Inflation (finance)—Supply and
demand

—

also names of commodities.
Pricing policy, see Prices.
Pride, Richard A., design, tests, and analysis

of hot structure for lifting reentry vehi-
cles (1964) 11385

Priem, Richard J.:

comparison of injectors with 200-pound-
thrust ammonia-oxygen engine (1963)
5526

influence of combustion process on stability
(1965) 16695

Priest Rapids Dam, dedication speech (1962)
13130

Priester, Wolfgang, extragalactic radio
sources (1965) 14826

Prigmore, John R., Porter-Silber chromogen
interference in measurement of body
fluid steroid responses to total fasting
(1965) 128

Prihalla, Ferdinand F., basic data on economy
of Czechoslovakia (1963) 6586

Prikladnaya geofizika (periodical):
translations (1962) 10292

Prill, R. C, specific yield, laboratory experi-
ments showing effect of time on column
drainage (1965) 14417

Primary batteries, see Electric batteries.
Primary cosmic radiation (1963) 18241
Primary grades, see Elementary education.

Primary problems in pathology of newborn
children, USSR (1963) 5261

Primary production of bodies of water (1963)

14959; (1964) 11852
Primary Productivity Measurement, Marine

and Freshwater, Conference, proceed-
ings (1963) 16858

Primary unit of education, see Elementary
education.

Primates:
biologic effects of nuclear radiation (1961)

123
effect of 2 Mev X-rays on whole-body irra-

diated primates, radiations of space
(1965) 13430

effects of whole-body 32 Mev proton irradia-

tion (1965) 18918
endocranial cast of Bridger middle Eocene

primate, Smilodectes gracilis (1965)
13264

external geniculate body, structural and his-

tochemical characteristics, USSR study
(1965) 9334

phantom, for use in radiobiology (1965) 5568

physiologic changes following radiation
(1965) 17024

platyrrhine monkeys, behavior patterns of
night monkey (1964) 21870

postirradiation, hyperglycemia results
(1963) 16800

subhuman, cancer, bibliography (1964) 18916
unanesthetized, restraint apparatus for

thoracic roentgenographic examination
(1964) 1749

whole-body irradiation, effect of massive
doses of 32-Mev protons and Co-60
gamma radiation on serum enzyme lev-

els (1965) 17021
El primer ano de vida de su bebe (1963) 16916
Primers (books):
ground water (1964) 803
Pogo primer for parents (TV division) (1961)

16486
primer on money (1965) 404, 4512

Primers (Indian):

Billy Black Lamb (1963) 8366
Primers (paint):

isocyanates, primer-sealer for masonry
(1961) 20047

Primitive areas, see Wilderness areas.
Primorski Krai, see Maritime Territory.
Prince, E., calculation of magnetization vs.

temperature curves for ferrimagnetic
materials (1964) 5595

Prince, Martin, combined effects of ultra-high
pressure and radiation on organic mon-
omers and polymers (1965) 17112

Prince (ieorges County, Md.:
land conveyance to

—

American National Red Cross

—

law (1964) 259
reports (1962) 16912; (1963) 11955, 18888

Silver Hill Voluntary Fire Department
and Rescue Squad

—

law (1962) 23248
reports (1962) 16913, 21363

Suitland Lodge No. 1856, Loyal Order of
Moose (1962) 16914, 20780, 21326

preservation and protection of certain lands
in area by National Capital Parks

—

law (1961) 18743
reports (1961) 16749, 19107

rural fringe and urban expansion, case
study (1963) 19089

Prince (ieorges County Hospital:
land conveyance

—

law (1962) 20827
reports (1962) 15224, 17267
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Prince Georges County School Board, Md.,
Forestville Hementary School, U.S. to

purchase property and pay claims con-

nected with operation of aircraft at

Andrews Air Force Base report (1961)

18848
Prince of Wales Island, southeastern Alaska,

geology of part of Craig C-2 quadrangle
(1961) "12774

Prince William County, Va.:
Cherry Hill property, authorize D.C. to sell,

report (1962) 21024
property owned by District of Columbia in

County, authorize sale

—

law (1962) 13327
report (1962) 11584

Prince William Forest Park, general informa-
tion (1962) 10560; (1964) 5569, 21807

Prince William Sound:
earthquakes, Mar.-Apr. 1964, report, prelim-

inary (1964) 11959
intertidal ecology and life history of pink

salmon at Olsen Creek (1965) 4771
pink and chum salmon fry, estimating abun-

dance (1963) 2300
Princess Anne County School Board:

relief

—

law (1961) 18643
reports (1961) 16629, 17038

Princeton, N.J., census of housing, 1960, spe-

cial reports for local housing authori-
ties (1961) 11955

Princeton University, isotope separator,
duty-free entry (1965) 17536, 19102,
19406

Principal species of commercial shrimp in

Argentina (1962) 9656
Principals, see School superintendents, etc.

Principe, gazetteer, official standard names
(1962) 17617

Principle of the maximum, application (1965)
2379

Principles of vectorcardiography (1964) 12687
Prindle, Richard A.:

air pollution, public health hazard (1963)

3272
health effects from repeated exposures to

low concentrations of air pollutants

(1963) 3283
industry and occupation data from 1960

census by State, health manpower
source book (1964) 5653

motor vehicles, air pollution, and public
health (1963) 1413

Prineville, Oreg., ground water in area (1963)
8349

Prineville Dam, design and construction, tech-

nical record (1963) 13036
Pringle, Dorothy J., effects of variations in

carbohydrates, protein and fat intake
on characteristics of growth of rats

(1964) 9976
Pringle, Ralph, jr., on capture, stability, and

passive damping of artificial satellites

(1965) 2833
Printed circuits, see Circuits.
Printer proofreaders, see Proofreaders.
Printers:
examination announcements

—

composing, apprentices (1961) 20475
hand compositor (1961) 10099; (1962) 2268,

4843, 13099; (1964) 11934
monotype keyboard and slug machine op-
erator (1961) 10099; (1962) 13099, 16617;
(1964) 11934; (1965) 11963

monotype keyboard operator, printer-hand
compositor, printer-proofreader (1965)
11967

slug machine operator, amendment (1964)
17131

Printers—Continued
Government Printing Office compositors,

wage adjustment appeal, hearing (1961)
7151

GPO compositors, proposed wage increase,
hearing (1962) 11482

joint apprenticeship committees and train-

ing in new processes for compositors
(1963) 5901

Printing:
census of manufactures, 1958, special report

(1961) 13893
commercial and manifold business forms,

census of manufactures, industry report
(1961) 272, 5462, 8491

commercial industries, productivity (1961)
20397

commercial, industry outlooks and reviews
(1961) 3828; (1962) 4673; (1963) 5974

guidelines for planning computer printout
for printing press production (1964)
5627

industry

—

economic, summary, monthly (1961) 2929;

(1962) 4254
new electronic equipment (1963) 826
reports (1963) 4107; (1964) 3936; (1965)
3852

union wages and hours (1963) 14472;
(1964) 14702; (1965) 11352
departmental editions (1961) 11349;

(1962) 15983
document editions (1961) 10216; (1962)

15092
job printing, shop, bibliography (1961) 9744
occupations, employment outlook (1962)

8399; (1964) 7389
100 GPO years, 1861-1961, history (1961)

12806
Patent Office attorneys roster, quality ty-

pography from computer data using
magnetic tape storage and computer
processing for photocomposition input
(1963) 16480

plant trainee, examination announcement
(1961) 313

typography and design (1964) 6828
see also Public printing and binding

—

Typesetting.
Printing Industry of Washington, D.C, Inc.,

protest to Public Printer's proposed
wage increase for GPO compositors,
hearing (1962) 11482

Printing ink, see Ink.

Printing Joint (Committee:
authorize study of Congressional record to

improve format, etc., report (1962) 17014

committee print (1963) 6209
(]k)vernment paper specification standards

(1961) 5760; (1963) 6210, 15339; (1964)

2129, 15604, 19523; (1965) 8911
Government printing and binding regula-

tions (1961) 12368; (1962) 4971; (1963)

8016; (1965) 8912
hearings (1961) 7151; (1962) 402, 11482,

21226
Printing machinery:
industry outlooks and reviews (1961) 1754;

(1962) 2138; (1963) 4549; (1964) 4334
production, consumption, trade, selected for-

eign countries (1961) 1772
USSR, typographical machine building, con-

dition and development (1965) 872
see also Printing presses.

Printing paper, see Paper.
Printing plant workers, examination an-

nouncement (1965) 10287
Printing presses, presswork, theory and prac-

tice (1963) 12238
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Printing Week, International, see Internation-
al Printing Week.

Print-out devices, see Electronic computers.
Prints:

art work, copyrighted (1961) 5910, 14759;
(1962) 5073, 17348; (1963) 4790; (1964)
2249, 19609

catalog of copyright entries (1964) 10441
commercial

—

copyrighted (1961) 430, 9003; (1962) 2382,
23492; (1963) 2108, 19071; (1964) 6529,
19610

prints, catalog of copyright entries
Jan.-June 1964 (1965) 7554

Prints, National Exhibition of, see National
Ebchibition of Prints.

Priroda (periodical):

translations (1962) 981, 17755, 21941, 21943,
21953; (1963) 6712; (1964) 21478; (1965)
4958, 7920, 12708

Prioriacopaifera, see Cativo.
Priorities:

defense materials system program (1961)
20378

water use, address (1961) 2680
Priozersk, Russian SFSR, history (1962) 23834

Prisms, Perkin-E3mer, and grating monochro-
mators, calculated spectra resolution
(1965) 11598

Prison Industries, Inc., see Federal Prison
Industries, Inc.

Prisoners, see Military prisoners—Prisons and
prisoners.

Prisoners of war:
aid to enemy or guilty of other misconduct,

withholding and forfeiture of pay report
(1964) 15741

former top-level Communist maneuvers
among (1961) 13326

Prisons and prisoners:
Atlantian (periodical) (1961) 3530; (1962)

3633; (1963) 3472; (1964) 3271; (1965)
3157

Canal Zone prisoner transfer to Attorney
General's custody, authorize

—

hearings (1965) 417
law (1965) 19144
reports (1965) 8839, 19432

characteristics of State prisoners (1965)
6862

compensation for injuries connected with
maintenance of institutions

—

law (1961) 18708
reports (1961) 10316, 19085

District of Columbia, work release program
for prisoners, authorize, report (1965)
8962

eagle (periodical) (1961) 3531; (1962) 3770;
(1963) 3608; (1964) 3427; (1965) 3320

executions (1962) 12652; (1963) 11212; (1964)
18883; (1965) 11635

Federal

—

date of discharge

—

law (1962) 20840
reports (1962) 7068, 19326

increase gratuity on discharge or parole

—

law (1962) 20847
reports (1962) 13448, 19327

Federal prison system

—

hearing (1964) 10427
print as Senate document, report (1964)
8428

Island lantern (periodical) (1961) 3532;
(1962) 3971; (1963) 3812; (1964) 3623;
(1965) 3540

laws, compilation (1961) 347

national prisoner statistics (1963) 7390;
(1965) 6862

Prisons and prisoners—Continued
national prisoner statistics series (1961)

3533, 11525-526, 20086; (1962) 12652,
16116, 20243; (1963) 9328, 11212; (1964)
11541, 18883; (1965) 2979, 8228, 11635

New era (periodical) (1961) 3534; (1962) 4113;
(1963) 3956; (1964) 3784; (1965) 3700

personnel employed in State and Federal
institutions, statistics (1961) 11525;
(1962) 16116; (1963) 9328; (1965) 2979

presentence investigation report (1965)
11814

prisoners in State and Federal institutions
(1961) 20086; (1962) 20243; (1963) 8228;
(1964) 11541

prisoners released from State and Federal
institutions (1963) 7390

prisons and justice, selection of writings of
James V. Bennett (1964) 12166

public offenders, rehabilitative and correc-
tional service for better opportunities
(1965) 15129

rehabilitation of Federal prisoners, facili-

tate through work release, etc.

—

hearings (1965) 13992
law (1965) 17382
reports (1965) 13952, 17836

States and Federal institutions (1963) 1390
statistical tables, 1964, Federal Bureau of

Prisons (1965) 14980
Yugoslavia, execution of sentences (1961)

7750
see aiso Penitentiaries.

Prisons Board, report (1963) 1390
Prisons Bureau:
career opportunities, social work as correc-

tional treatment specialist (1965) 14979
employee housing, inadequate rents charged,

GAO report (1964) 10606
prison mechanical supervisor (operating

engineer), examination announcement,
discontinuance notice (1961) 18411

reports (1963) 11211; (1964) 9705; (1965)
13219

statistical tables (1965) 14980
Pritchard, D. L., spot cotton quotations, their

relation to spot values and to average
differentials (1964) 19089

Pritchard, E. Brian:
analysis of Mars entry with consideration of

separation and line-of-sight relay com-
munication for bus-capsule combina-
tions (1965) 11499

constant-altitude variable-pitch reentry
manuever at velocities up to escape ve-
locity (1963) 12881

Pritchard, Norris T., Federal raisin marketing
order (1965) 473

Pritchard, W. Maurice, subcritical assemblies
(1964) 1772

Privacy, invasions of privacy by Government
agencies, hearings (1965) 10696, 19508

Private Employment Committee, report (1964)
5639

Private enterprise, see Business.
Private express statutes, see Letters.
Private International Law, Hague Conference

on, see Hague Conference on Private
International Law.

Private judgment and public power (remarks)
(1965) 8012

Private Law, International (Rome) Institute
for Unification, see International (Rome)
Institute for Unification of Private Law.

Private laws, see Law.
Private outdoor recreation facilities (1963)

16473
Private pilot's handbook of aeronautical

knowledge (1964) 6732
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Private property, see Property.
Private schools, see Schools.
PRL, see Personnel Research Laboratory.

Probabilities (mathematics):
algebra of stochastic quantities (1963) 20300

amplitude-probability distributions for at-

mospheric radio noise (1961) 1338
applied theory, USSR studies (1964) 9232
climatic probability function, Hungarian

study (1962) 7826
collision for momentum transfer of slow

electrons in nitrogen plasma afterglow
(1964) 20526

comparing multinomial probabilities (1963)

68
computer programs of distribution moments

with reference to mineral industries

(1965) 9587
controlled probability processes, certain

problems, USSR study (1965) 2407
determination of probability distribution

density for random processes in systems
with nonlinearities of piecewise-Unear
type, USSR study (1962) 5601

distributions with reference to mineral in-

dustries experimental confirmation
(1965) 12946

diurnal patterns of probability zones of in-

creased turbulence at high altitudes,

USSR study (1963) 985
economic time series, spectral analysis

(1963) 16910
error, spread channels (1965) 4205
F statistic, estimation by digital computer

technique (1963) 16783
feature characteristics and 6th feedback

loop, USSR study (1963) 19677
formulation of 2 economic problems, USSR

study (1963) 2560
hybrid computer technique yields random

signal probability distributions (1965)

14772
hypothesis of undulating structures of er-

rors, Polish study (1962) 7736
Markovian model for projecting movements

of personnel through a system (1965)
11881

miscellaneous studies (1964) 11440
multiplicative congruence method of gener-

ating pseudo-random numbers on
NAREC computer, tests (1965) 13193

multivariate stationary processes and deter-

mination probability density for random
processes, USSR study (1962) 5864

nonparametric density estimation and clas-

sification (1965) 6745
optimal control problem, USSR study (1963)

668
probability number theory, new method,

USSR study (1964) 14440
probability theory and mathematical statis-

tics and computer engineering ab-
stracts, USSR study (1965) 11309, 12721

problems in stochastic systems, USSR stud-

ies (1964) 16552
quantification of processing of probabilistic

(uncertain) data, research and develop-
ment (1965) 11876

radio communications through layer Es,

USSR study (1964) 20058
random processes, nonstationary, mean and

mean square measurements (1965) 9623
random responses, prediction of peaks, fa-

tigue damage, and catastrophic failures

(1964) 9535
random search method, progress toward

goal, USSR study (1964) 14543

Probabilities (mathematics)—Continued

random time histories, examining statistical

and power-spectral properties (1965)
8101

Rayleigh process, confidence levels for sam-
ple mean and standard deviation (1964)
19176

reliability model and analysis for Project
Mercury 3-orbit manned and unmanned
mission (1963) 1313

sampling to T} items per sample, distribu-

tions with reference to mineral indus-
tries (1964) 9498; (1965) 2815

stochastic estimates of penetration of gam-
ma rays through slab shields (1965)
11574

stochastic linear programming and optimum
metabolism in cybernetics, USSR study
(1965) 14604

synthesis of discrete stochastic arrange-
ments, USSR study (1962) 12210

tables for use in stop-or-go sampling (1961)
17966

transition

—

level population densities by self-

absorption of radiation (1963) 20303
planetary physics, expansion method for

calculating atomic properties (1964)
16655

transmission of detonation dependence on
distance between charges and on area of
passive charge, USSR study (1961) 4618

USSR abstracts journal, cybernetics, trans-
lations (1965) 14556

variance of number of zeros of stationary
normal processes (1965) 14744

war games and other competitive situations,
table of probability distributions (1961)
1386

yield probabilities as Markov process (1962)
17376

Probability distribution of low flows (1963)
10293

Probability prognostication in activity of

brain, USSR (1963) 16184
Probability theory and core design (1963)

14974
Probate law and practice:

District of Columbia, authorize testator to

add properties to existing trusts

—

law (1964) 1921
reports (1963) 7975; (1964) 483

Probation:
and denial orders currently affecting export

privileges (1961) 9161, 12689
casework, considerations in diagnosis and

treatment (1964) 10076
Federal probation (periodical) (1961) 2767;

(1962) 3820; (1963) 3666; (1964) 3484;
(1965) 3394

Federal system, persons under supervision,
report (1964) 13556; (1965) 8383

Probation officers:

guideline, presentence investigation report
(1965) 11814

juvenile probation officers training, work-
shop report (1963) 174

Probes:
Arctic meteorology photo (1962) 10497

probe, polarized light experiment (1963)
16364

atmospheric aerosol searchlight probing
(1965) 109

averaging, reduces static-pressure sensing
errors (1965) 9656

conical, used for measuring flow angularity
at supersonic and hypersonic speeds
(1961) 19965
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Probes—Continued

electron beam, of 1-foot hypersonic-arc,
tunnel airstream, spectrographic analy-
sis (1965) 1479

electron probe microanalysis, computer pro-
gram (1965) 14712

electrostatic spherical theory in slightly ion-

ized, collision-dominated gas (1963)
18577

error-compensated static-pressure, transonic
wind-tunnel tests (1961) 15800

fission, solid-state, technique for increasing
sensitivity (1961) 15810

gamma, determination of densities of reser-

voir sediments in situ (1962) 14727
impedance, on satellites, experiences (1965)

7092
Mars and Venus orbiting missions, electri-

cally propelled, constant thrust, para-
metric study (1964) 21755

measures characteristics of hot gas stream
(1965) 9675

moon

—

orbits of merit, preliminary study (1962)
18293

periodic orbits (1963) 5609
neutron probe soil moisture sampling, sta-

tistical guides and graphs (1962) 13849
oblique long-range high-frequency, correla-

tions observed in ionospheric perturba-
tions, solar flares, and geomagnetic
storms (1964) 16995

Pioneer V, space probe (1962) 1694
planets, theory of tumbling bodies entering

atmospheres (1964) 14905
radar, of planet Mercury, USSR study

(1963) 8570
radioactive

—

sediment density, development and tests

(1961) 1949
use in measuring characteristics of snow-
packs (1963) 19259

rocket-borne Langmuir experiment, results

(1961) 13499
satellites, measurements of ionospheric ir-

regularities in F region and polar cap
(1965) 7084

single total- and static-pressure, use to
measure average mass velocity in thin
rectangular channels (1964) 21769

solar

—

launchings (1961) 7964, 11404
probe mission, preliminary study (1961)
8017

vehicular technology (1963) 11050
space

—

launchings, summary charts (1961) 1244,
2524, 4838, 6303-4, 7949, 9491-92, 11399,
13469-470, 17668, 21205

static pressure at transonic speeds,
wind-tunnel tests (1961) 21220

sterilization of components (1965) 6635
summary (1965) 2925
theory of entry under conditions of high
mass loss (1964) 7558

subsurface nuclear-
access tubes and timers (1965) 7717
checking calibration (1965) 7718
soil and water measured (1965) 7719

temperature, immersion-type, internal cool-

ing increases range (1965) 11430
tests microweld strength (1965) 9653
time-resolved method in plasma for electron

temperature measurements (1961) 18055
2-point and 4-point probe resistivity meas-

urements on rectangular bar-shaped
semi-conductor samples (1964) 13276

unmanned planetary, using low-fineness-
ratio blunted cones, transonic investiga-
tion (1963) 16399

Probes—Continued
upwash characteristics at several stations

on blunted cone-frustum-cylinder model
at Mach from 1.60 to 4.65 (1962) 1666

Problem of Foot- and Mouth Disease, Coordi-
nation Council, see Coordination (Council
on Problem of Foot- and Mouth Disease.

Problem solving:
Army research and development problems

guide. Ordnance Corps (1962) 2022,
11020

Bayesian decision theory, game theory, and
group problem solving (1965) 10110

differences between good and poor problem
solvers (1963) 17366

extremal, use on electronic analogue comput-
ers, USSR study (1963) 12334

problems, challenges, accomplishment, pro-
gression (address) (1963) 11591

research in computer sciences (1965) 7116
three-point,

—

for coordinates (1961) 11248
problem solution by method of successive
approximations (1961) 11260

3-variable problems, graphically determin-
ing values of coefficients of part and
multiple correlation (1962) 1974

Problems connected with statistical definition
of urban and rural population (1963)
8583

Problems in cybernetics (USSR periodical):
translations (1965) 2433

Problems in information transmission (USSR
periodical):

translations (1965) 14603
Problems in psychology (USSR periodical):
translations (1963) 12705

Problems of cosmogony, USSR (1964) 10978,
11055

Problems of cytology and general physiology
(USSR periodical):

radiobiological activity, articles (1962)
10002

Problems of ichthyology (USSR periodical):
translations (1963) 10482, 10800, 14174

Problems of ingot temperatures, USSR (1964)
5403

Problems of medical chemistry (USSR periodi-
cal):

translations (1963) 970
Problems of nutrition (USSR periodical):
translations (1965) 9479

Problems of oncology (USSR periodical):
translations (1965) 11214

Problems of pathology of blood and circula-
tion (USSR periodical):

translations (1962) 23687
Problems of philosophy (USSR periodical):
translations (1962) 18075, 19804, 19931;

(1963) 933, 988, 10420; (1965) 7943, 11220

Problems of Small Towns and Rural Counties
(Commission, establish, report (1961)
10443

Problems of wave-diffraction and propagation,
USSR (1964) 20016

Problems of youth, fact book (1964) 19605
Problemy arktiki i antarktiki (periodical):

translations (1964) 5388
Problemy endokrinologii i gormonoterapii

(periodical):
translations (1962) 21980

Problemy gematologii i perelivaniya krova
(periodical):

translations (1963) 15916, 15931
Problemy kibernetiki (USSR periodical):

translations (1961) 7729; (1965) 2433
Procaine and salts and compounds. Tariff

Comm. investigation (1961) 21412
Procedural constraint and task performance

(1965) 7082
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Procedures, see Administrative management.
Proceedings of National Museum (1961)

1344-46, 2610. 4978-80, 6435-37, 8061,
13563, 15838-839, 20014; (1962) 12535,
14515-520, 16073, 20183-185; (1963) 3183,
7323-24, 9234-36, 11115, 12916; (1964)
7597-7609, 9650-52, 18820-823, 20655-659,
21802-803; (1965) 1515-16, 5273, 6805,
9787, 13078-79, 14904-906, 16765-76,
18635

title pages, etc (1962) 6319; (1965) 6804
Proceedings of technical meetings, catalog

(1962) 225
Processes for recovering sulfur from second-

ary source materials (1962) 18192
Processing guide for mental hospitals (1964)

11450
Processing machines, snow compaction, effec-

tiveness of dry processing methods
(1961) 9065

Processing of food, see Food processing—Food
processing machinery—aiso names of
foods processed.

Processing personnel actions (1963) 15107;
(1965) 3384

Prochazka, Zora, labor force of Poland (1964)
6048

Proclamations, see President of United
States— aiso subjects of proclamations.

Proctor, Lome D., symposium on analysis of
central nervous system and cardiovascu-
lar data using computer methods (1965)
14756

Procurement, see Air Force—Military sup-
plies—Navy—Synopsis of Government
proposed procurement and sales con-
tract awards—aiso names of subjects
procured.

Procurement law (1961) 9927
Produce, see Agricultural products.
Produce markets, see Markets and marketing.
Produce stores, see Stores.
Producer delivery patterns in New England

milk markets (1964) 16958
Producer livestock program, report (1963)

9897
Production:

agricultural

—

African countries, indices (1962) 17380
and industrial, problems of abundance

(address) (1963) 14847
and marketing, future organization and
control (paper) (1964) 15188

economic potentials of irrigation in North
Carolina (1965) 2084

graphic summary, census of agriculture
1959, special reports (1963) 11637

intensification, USSR study (1964) 7086
Latin American countries, Jamaica and
Trinidad, indices (1963) 2135

measurement and analysis of change,
1870-1958 (1961) 6709

Near East countries, indices (1962) 17381
research (address) (1965) 11831

application of scientific and technical
achievements, Rumanian study (1964)
6892

automating oil producing enterprises, eco-
nomic effectiveness, USSR study (1962)
3050

automation

—

of administration of enterprises, USSR
study (1962) 5732

relationship, current developments (paper)
(1964) 14713

role of cybernetics, USSR study (1961)
7684

use of computer engineering, USSR study
(1961) 17423

Production—Continued
boosting productivity in small shops (1961)

5094
capacities, planning, etc., USSR study (1965)

19746
capacity measures, hearings (1962) 15081
coal mining injury experience, related data

analysis (1961) 9446; (1962) 6232; (1963)
1207; (1964) 20477

Communist China

—

cyclical theory of productive forces (1961)
2105

literary workers go to production front
(1961) 2167

scientific technique by foreign and native
methods under socialist conditions (1961)
1016

constructing algorithm simulating process,
USSR study (1963) 12711

costs, methods of reducing, USSR articles

(1964) 14437
cybernetics and automation processes,

USSR study (1962) 853
defense, controlling quality (1962) 8637
defense mobilization organization and tele-

phone directory (1962) 6932
defense production

—

act

—

amend and extend

—

reports (1962) 15173, 15204
amendments of 1962, hearings (1963) 327
as amended (1962) 234
extend

—

hearings (1962) 13505, 13667; (1964)
8368 14128

laws (1962) 16731; (1964) 13892
reports (1962) 15348; (1964) 12076,

14060
inventories, effect of S. 2272, hearing

(1964) 15801
voluntary agreements program. Attor-
ney (ieneral's reports (1961) 5854,
7266, 20628; (1962) 410

small business pooling (1963) 11279
definition of area of production under Fair

labor standards act (1963) 9487; (1964)
9876; (1965) 3083, 13337

domestic, relationship to exports (1963)
17561

economic activities of industrial enterprises,
problems of analysis (1962) 23665

economic challenges of 1963 (address) (1963)
201

economics and organization problems in
Moscow industry (1962) 5943

effects of proposed quality stabilization act,

summary analysis (1963) 20449
escalation, productivity, wages and costs, do

figures tell the story? (address) (1962)
6205

expense value is relation to utility, Chinese
economists views (1963) 5369

facilities

—

in shore establishment. Navy design man-
ual (1962) 10786

Navy design manual, changes (1964) 3203
farm, changes (1965) 15208
supplements (1965) 16996-998

funds in China, recent problem (1963) 2926

indissoluble bond with scientific institutes
and laboratories, USSR report (1963)
2882

industrial

—

geography of North Korea, new features
(1961) 4380

indexes (1964) 17985; (1965) 6197, 18095
industry classification and sector meas-

ures (1965) 10262
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Production—Continued
industrial—Continued
measurement in U.S., concepts, uses, and
compilation practices (1964) 10543

1957-59 base (1962) 23531
planning cost, USSR study (1961) 7773
pneumoautomation means of developing,
USSR prospects (1962) 12207

productivity, data for measurement (1964)
14707

productivity program, technical coopera-
tion agreement with Mexico (1962) 24105

seasonal factors 1961-63 (1964) 17986
industry indexes of output per man-hour

(1964) 2969
labor, measuring productivity, USSR meth-

ods and systems (1962) 14297
labor productivity

—

in Soviet logging industry (1961) 10035
measuring in monetary terms, USSR study

(1963) 12401
raising through composite plans, USSR

study (1963) 6741
law of development of relations, law of pro-

portionate development. Communist
China (1963) 845

linear programming application in planning
of assortment, USSR study (1963) 5287

manual for Contract Administration Serv-
ices (1965) 4630

material limits, all-Union conference on lim-

its of material production, USSR (1962)
12219

maximizing grower returns by allocation
(address) (1961) 6654

measuring productivity of Federal govern-
ment organizations (1964) 19273

metallurgical, mechanization and automa-
tion, USSR study (1964) 18583

microclimate in hot workshops, hygiene
principles, USSR study (1965) 14496

national defense, reports (1961) 1855, 1894;
(1962) 5018; (1963) 4766; (1964) 4462;
(1964) 2003

1980 figures, USSR, CP programme discus-
sion (1963) 2487

non-homogeneous, algorithm for optimizing
manufacture and distribution, USSR
study (1964) 9080

North Vietnam

—

campaign 1960-61 (1961) 10948
relations between quality, quantity, and

costs (1961) 10824
targets for winter-spring season (1961)

10854
operative-productive planning, continuous

method, USSR study (1964) 16143
organization of material-technical supply

and material balances, fundamentals,
USSR study (1964) 14645

output index based on production cost
norms, USSR study (1963) 19538

output indexes per man-hour

—

footwear industry, 1947-63 (1965) 12796
gas and electric utilities industry, 1932-62

(1965) 1295
petroleum refining industry (1962) 6206
primary aluminum industry, 1947-62 (1965)

1296
private economy (1964) 7417, 20445; (1965)
6567
methods and procedures for developing

(1964) 11296
selected industries (1962) 3270; (1963)

5441; (1965) 1297, 12797
steel industry (1965) 6568

Pacific Northwest forest industries (1965)
3855

Production—Continued
planning

—

analyzing information, USSR study (1963)
2814

improvement of industrial management by
means of new electronic equipment
(1962) 12098

private economy and private nonfarm sec-
tor

—

earnings, prices, etc., 1947-62 (1964) 16615
productivity, earnings, etc., 1947-64 (1965)

19809
production

—

and land ownership in Rumania (1961)
19605

and mathematical research, Rumanian
articles (1964) 6901

productivity

—

and food processing costs (1962) 9525
and technological trends in private econo-
my, 1947-62 (statement) (1964) 1387

centers, industry institutes, list (1962) 688
development in United States (address)

(1964) 11298
in aluminum industry, output per man
hour trends, etc (1965) 11358

information, preparation and use, guide-
lines (1965) 6975

in railroad industry (address) (1963) 1184
questions of statistics of prime cost of in-

dustrial production, USSR study (1964)
14614

research reports (1961) 99-100, 1640-41,
3715-16, 6701, 8307, 9899-9900, 11719,
17933; (1962) 73, 1952-53, 6583, 10883,
16308, 18638, 20416-417; (1963) 40,
1718-20, 4373-75, 5840, 9587, 13184,
16756-759; (1964) 4219-21, 5856-59, 7941,
16969; (1965) 53, 5522, 8443

significance of productivity measurement in

Federal government (lecture) (1965) 4292
single-stage, optimizing functions, USSR

study (1965) 9474
size of industrial enterprises and labor prod-

uctivity, USSR translations (1963) 8669
social

—

development, some questions relating to
laws governing. Communist China (1963)
666

two main kinds, quantitative relationship.
Communist Chinese study (1963) 816

Socialist speed. Communist Chinese explana-
tion (1963) 6661

surveillance, line of balance technology,
graphic method of industrial program-
ming (1962) 18365

technical level, USSR study (1964) 11133
two points on question of productive forces,

Communist Chinese study (1963) 965
understandings on question of productive

force. Communist Chinese study (1962)
22394

U.S. 1960, exports in relation to, and com-
parisons with 1956-59 (1961) 20880

U.S., 1961, exports in relation to (1963) 2396
USSR-

agricultural and industrial in village,

translation (1962) 6046
agriculture, reserves for ways to raise
labor productivity (1961) 10763

automation, progressive methods (1961)
10745

cost of, and value (1962) 10072
costs (1964) 16379
economic problems of higher productivity
and new technology and prices (1965)
16507

gross national product, comparative
growth rates (1963) 7734
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Production—Continued
USSR—Continued
heavy industry, cost (1964) 16356
increase effectiveness (1964) 7078
input/output, forms and instructions for

1959 (1962) 14339
planning and economic management under

Socialism (1964) 11086
real productivity of Soviet Russia, critical

analysis (1961) 4116
reliability key factor (1965) 9335
sewing industry enterprises, how to com-

pute (1963) 8633
shorter workday, higher labor productivi-

ty (1961) 10767
sovkhozes, reserves for raising labor
productivity (1962) 1303

structural shifts and increase of effective-
ness of public production, problems
(1964) 16369

ties with science (1965) 4976
work measurement progress, concepts, tech-

niques, etc., for improving productivity,
management bulletin (1962) 20523

workers, role noise plays, USSR study (1962)
3217

Yugoslavia

—

economic system, problems of perfecting,
translation (1965) 1062

producers council within commune (1961)
1048

theory of socialist commodity production
(1961) 13183

see also (jlross national product—aiso names
or classes of commodities.

Production administrators, structure of pro-
duction administration and wages in a
sovkhoz, translations on USSR labor
(1964) 19928

Production credit associations:
bank and PCA lending to farmers (1963)

19202
expedite return of Government capital and

improve operations, amend laws

—

hearings (1965) 12301
law (1965) 17430
reports (1965) 5929, 15965

loans and member borrowers, characteris-
tics (1964) 10501

operations, summary (1961) 7363; (1962)
11737; (1963) 8203; (1964) 10502; (1965)
9076

rules and regulations, revised pages (1962)
5142

Production equipment:
chemical fertilizer. Communist China accel-

eration problems (1961) 4376
depreciation costs under conditions of opti-

mal utilization, USSR study (1965)
16407

directory D series (1962) 7247
equipment and machinery, USSR summary

report-balance (1965) 16412
fixed industrial equipment operators, exami-

nation announcement (1961) 3971; (1962)
4839

for industrial manufacture of block anti-
biotic ice, USSR study (1965) 6445

ice cream manufacturing. Midwest (1962) 55
industrial, for storage or shipment, prepara-

tion and inspection (1963) 13244
manufacturers' expenditures for new equip-

ment (1963) 7745; (1964) 10045
modernization, key to strong national de-

fense (address) (1961) 11992
potato flakelets, estimated cost for commer-

cial production (1962) 8781
Soviet metalworking, selected translations

(1961) 17542

Production equipment—Continued
supervision needed for using funds, USSR

study (1963) 16104
Production process in populations of simplest

structure, analysis of (1964) 18548
Productive capacity, see Industrial capacity.
Productivity, see Production.
Productivity and Technological Developments

Division, Labor Statistics Bureau, pub-
lications, lists (1961) 1188, 6260; (1963)
9081

Productivity centers, industry institutes, in-
dustrial development centers, list (1961)
4337

Products, see Agricultural products—Com-
mercial products.

Proeulia, see Microlepidoptera.
Professional challenges in water resources

(1962) 2524
Professional education, scientists in United

States (1965) 8180
Professional examinations, see Examinations.
Professional guide PSD-PG (series) (1963)

1934, 4607, 9739, 16935, 18716; (1964)
6070

Professional manual PM series (1965) 5735
Professional papers, see listings under Geolog-

ical Survey in monthly issues.
Professional Photography Week:
May 2-8, 1965, designate-
law (1965) 8721
report (1965) 7513

Professional workers:
careers in Veterans Administration, today's

best opportunities (1963) 13110, 18360;
(1965) 8357

characteristics, census 1960, announcement
and order form (1964) 15301

civilian job opportunities. Army Dept (1963)
11531

definition under Fair labor standards act
(1965) 15137

first national assembly of Chilean Commun-
ist Party, report (1963) 757

managers of VA medical installations, addi-
tional pay, report (1961) 5655

opportunities in Social Security Administra-
tion (1965) 11692

placement of personnel (1962) 13751; (1963)
6355

social and economic characteristics, census
of population (1964) 13773

Professions:
accounting, your progress and success at

GAO (1963) 17515
diet and health characteristics of profes-

sional men (1962) 18608
health, educational assistance act of 1963

—

hearings (1963) 6199, 17326; (1965) 17946
laws (1963) 18776; (1965) 19165
reports (1963) 6180, 7945, 17283; (1965)

17565, 17583, 19422
summary (1963) 19335

health, message to graduates (address)
(1964) 7833

mathematics work, industry and Govern-
ment (1961) 21148; (1962) 14531

military profession, today (address) (1963)
11509

placement service of Employment Service
(1962) 17418

professional careers in Education Office

(1964) 6100; (1965) 18005, 18010
publications, price list (1962) 16119; (1963)

14653; (1965) 11640
training in Israel, information (1963) 6825
U.S.S.R., education and professional employ-

ment (1962) 6326
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Professors, see Teachers.
Proffitt, William H., soil survey of Hardin

County, Tenn (1963) 18319
Profile of arc column (1963) 9594
Profiles, careers in Department of Agriculture

(1964) 20933
Profiles of manpower in science and technolo-

gy (1963) 16446
Profiles of newly independent states (1963)

13068; (1964) 18956; (1965) 13282
Profit:

control in automobile retailing (1961) 9723
corporate

—

industrial growth and development, na-
tional goals (remarks) (1962) 10713

record of profits, and their role in our eco-
nomic growth (address) (1964) 10133

do you know your economic ABC's? profits
and American economy, etc (1965) 10322

export, low cost marketing aids (1964) 19822
farm, improvement by cutting costs (1961)

11698; (1964) 1700
large corporations (1961) 3218; (1962) 4317;

(1963) 4168; (1964) 4005; (1965) 3914
manufacturing corporations, rates, 1947-62

(1963) 13945
profitable sales in U.S. trade centers over-

seas (1963) 13351
profitableness and self-supporting opera-

tion, USSR study (1964) 20172
taxes, poverty, jobs, and profits (speech)

(1964) 11829
Profit sharing:
plan or trust, (3odes of Federal regulations

(1962) 3557, 14685; (1964) 11684
plans, guides for qualification, retirement

plans for self-employed individuals
(1965) 9302

selected plans, winter 1961-62, digest

—

departmental edition (1962) 14386
document edition (1962) 13363

U.S. labor and profit sharing in 1880's (1962)
22446

Profitable community relations for small busi-
ness (1961) 17814

Progar, D.J., oxidation kinetics of nickel metal
in flowing air and oxygen-nitrogen mix-
tures (1965) 1455

Progeny:
ionizing radiation effects on higher nervous

system (1963) 14957
registered, AI sires, DHIA cow index list

(1964) 9917
wheat plant, radiosensitivity influenced by

gamma irradiation of parent seed, USSR
study (1964) 9008

Prognostication, probability in brain activity,
USSR study (1963) 16184

Program activity report. National defense
education act (series) (1962) 21645-648

Program aid series (1961) 1639, 3712-14,
5277-78, 9898, 11717-718, 16118-119,
17930; (1962) 1951, 4525, 6582, 8861-63,
10844-845, 12862, 16306-307, 20415;
(1963) 39, 4367-71, 5836-39, 7580-81,
9586, 13185-186, 14882-887, 16752-755,
18439-442; (1964) 39, 4217, 5842-54,
7937-39, 9957-62, 11776-779, 13595-596,
15216-220, 16964-968, 19100 101,
20931-932; (1965) 49-52, 1771-72, 4116-22,
5521, 7037-38, 8441-42, 10078-85,
11864-866, 13399-409, 15202-207,
16984-991, 18887-894

Program budget management system (1965)
6539

Program budgeting, program analysis and
Federal budget (1965) 18965

Program evaluation and review technique:
AFSC policies & procedures handbook (1963)

1774
bibliographies (1963) 7739; (1964) 93, 6610
CAPERSIM (Computer Assisted Program

Evaluation Review Technique Simula-
tion)

—

instructor guide (1965) 9013
player manual (1965) 10715

critical path scheduling, preliminary litera-

ture series (1962) 2088, 23053
DOD and NASA PERT cost systems designs

(1962) 19408; (1963) 19085
NASA PERT and companion cost system

handbook (1963) 1262
NASA-PERT B computer systems manual

(1963) 14543
NASA-PERT C computer systems manual

(1964) 18725
NASA PERT in facilities project manage-

ment, handbook (1965) 9634
NASA PERT time II (1965) 11507
PERT cost system for integrated project

management, introduction (1962) 1739
PERT fundamentals-
networking (1964) 6548
scheduling and replanning (1964) 6549
workbook (1964) 6550

PERT guide for management use (1963)
19084

PERT system-
mechanization on NORC (1962) 6372
network analysis system, ER regulation

(1963) 13881
network consistency testing, automatic
machine methods (1962) 6373

Program guides. Veterans Administration
(1961) 11648; (1963) 13109

Programmed instruction:
Air Force-OAR contribution (1965) 4193
chemistry teaching, USSR study (1964) 5044
cybernetic teaching machines (1964) 12890
elementary school, USSR experience (1964)

7147
first result of work with, programmed text-

book, USSR study (1964) 5301
foreigners in Russian language, application

of structural and mathematical linguis-

tics methods, USSR study (1965) 6432
guide to materials (1963) 17384
handbook for programmers of automated

instruction (1964) 11837
human engineering in design of instructional

systems (1965) 1792
learning and self-instructional media, re-

search grants and contracts (1964) 2287
pedagogical bases of programmed teaching,

USSR study (1964) 12677
prep-text mathematics series for self-

study

—

algebraic axioms (1965) 18667
exponents and scientific notation (1965)

19993
extraction of square roots (1965) 18666
fractions (1965) 18663-664
ratio, proportion, and variation (1965)

18668
signed numbers (1965) 18665

programmed instruction

—

and pedagogical problems, USSR study
(1964) 9339

and teaching machines

—

in polytechnics and technical schools of
Soviet Union (1965) 4925

USSR studies (1965) 9318
materials in U.S. public schools, survey

(1963) 10083
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Programmed instruction—Continued

prospects for its introduction, USSR study
(1964) 14621

psychological problems, USSR study (1965)
797

research, annotated bibliography (1964)
14194

selected bibliography (1963) 18486
short-term memory, technique for obtaining

non-dichotomous measures (1965) 5549
Soviet bloc literature survey (1964) 7056
step size and error rate (1964) 20704
teaching machines

—

bibliography (1963) 20644
USSR studies (1964) 10985

textbook formulation, USSR study (1965)
6429

theory and practice, USSR studies (1965)
9369, 12704

training methodology (1964) 13678, 17049
use of cuing in training tasks (1964) 13323
USSR-
educational aids (1964) 8953
higher schools, studies (1965) 9368
medical schools, improved methods needed

(1965) 11091
methods used in schools (1965) 2447
use (1965) 11097

Programmer (track firing), see Track firing
programmer.

Programmers:
automated instruction, handbook (1964)

11837
automatic data processing course, prediction

of success (1963) 7684
computer, post high school curriculum (1963)

6332
digital computers, examination announce-

ment (1965) 320, 7319
electronic computer, employment outlook

(1962) 8361; (1964) 9415A
Programming (computers), see Electronic com-

puters.
Programming (planning):
computer graphics, use in community renew-

al, manual for professionals in urban
analysis and related fields (1963) 14764

inhibitor circuits, rate control devices and
compilers, USSR studies (1964) 9329

PERT, CPS, CPM, PEP, LESS, TOPS,
CRAM, SCANS, COMET, PROMPT, etc.,

bibliography (1963) 7739
planned norms for expansion of emergency

aid in cities, USSR study (1965) 4952
scientific research, discussion by USSR sci-

entists (1965) 2711
system for Defense Dept (1963) 4798
teaching, developments in USSR (1964) 2828

Progress against leukemia (1962) 24013
Progress in Missouri River Basin (1961) 3318;

(1962) 4259; (1963) 4112; (1964) 3941;
(1965) 3857

Progress in sport fishery research (1963)
10189; (1964) 10556; (1965) 10859

Progress, property, and just compensation,
power of eminent domain (1963) 10882

Progress report on senior citizen housing pro-
grams (1962) 15648

Progressive failure prediction (1964) 13642
Progressive patient care hospital, estimating

bed needs (1963) 7403
Prohibition, era, role of Coast Guard in Rum

War at sea (1964) 10122
Project Advent:

military communications satellite program

—

hearings (1962) 21222
report (1962) 23359

Project ALARM, see Automatic light aircraft
readiness monitor.

Project ANNA:
geodetic satellite system

—

hearings (1962) 15282
report (1962) 17042

optical beacon (1963) 9617
optical observations (1965) 8483

Project Apollo (man-in-space program):
America's manned space flight program,

general information (1963) 12844
Apollo experiments guide (1965) 16598
bremsstrahlung measurements on typical

Apollo wall sections (1965) 18524
digital up-data link description (1965) 18525
entry tracking, shipboard unified S-band

interferometer system (1965) 16675
facilities drafting manual (1965) 2828
lunar exploration systems (1964) 7471, 9536
lunar orbit rendezvous, news conference

(1962) 18248
manned space flight (1965) 16623
NASA program of space research and explo-

ration (1961) 19899
operating stability of Apollo fuel-cell con-

denser (1965) 13004
plasma effects on Apollo re-entry communi-

cation (1965) 8113
staff report of Aeronautical and Space Sci-

ences Committee (1962) 19365
terminology (1963) 18131
transonic aerodynamic characteristics of

Saturn IB-Apollo launch vehicle with
various upper-stage configurations
(1965) 14821

unified S-band telecommunications tech-
niques (1965) 8090

Project Beacon (air traffic control) (1962) 2451

Project Cateye, history of light amplification
research at Aeronautical Research Lab-
oratory, 1952-60 (1962) 10900

Project Chariot (deep-water excavation):
geologic

—

aspect (1962) 2079
investigations (1961) 11798

Project Cold Case, investigation of cold land
survival capabilities of Air Force pilots
wearing full pressure high altitude
flying outfit (1965) 8477

Project control in research and development
contracts, managing development pro-
gram (1961) 20369

Project Danny Boy:
radioactivity from nuclear cratering experi-

ment, distribution (1965) 4278
seismic effects from nuclear cratering expe-

riment in basalt, final report (1965)
11921

Project Dribble (Vela uniform program):
general information (1964) 19263
Salmon event, preshot and postshot safety

survey of oil and gas facilities (1965)
17142

Project Dugout (plowshare program):
apparent crater studies (1965) 17122
close-in air blast from row charge in basalt

(1965) 17123
concrete, grout, and shotcrete support (1965)

13514
technical director's summary report (1965)

11917
Project Echo:
antenna steering system (1961) 19985
Bell Telephone Laboratories participation in

experiment (1962) 3367
FM demodulators with negative feedback

(1961) 19984
horn-reflector antenna for space communica-

tion (1962) 3369
receiving system (1962) 3368
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Project Echo—Continued

satellite-tracking radar (1961) 21242
961-Mc lower-sideband up-converter as

preamplifier (1962) 3372
standby receiver system (1962) 3371
system calculations (1962) 1686
transmitter (1961) 21241

Project English:
newsletters (1962) 15496; (1963) 381, 12072,

20640; (1965) 496
Project English Research Conference, proceed-

ings (1963) 10076
report (1964) 2286

Project Fire (flight reentry program):
convective and equilibrium radiation heat

transfer predictions (1965) 13033
Fire 1, reentry heating spacecraft (1965)

9632
flight parameters and vehicle performance

for flight 1 (1965) 18550
heat transfer and pressure measurements at

Mach 3.51 (1965) 1445
pressure distrilDutions over forward portion

of space-vehicle configuration (1963)
7269

static longitudinal characteristics after
reentry-package separation (1964) 5515

static stability investigation of space-ve-
hicle and reentry package configura-
tions (1963) 1295

surface pressure distributions on vehicle
models (1963) 19928

Project Firefly (1964) 13630
Project FIST (fault isolation by semiautoma-

tic techniques):
concept (1964) 18805

Project fog drops, investigation of warm fog
properties and fog modification concepts
(1964) 14785

Project Gemini (man-in-space program):
America's manned space flight program,

general information (1963) 12844
Gemini 4, walk in space (1965) 14727
manned space flight (1965) 6639
spacecraft, dynamic-model investigation in

spin tunnel (1964) 11387
staff' report of Aeronautical and Space Sci-

ences Committee (1962) 19365
Project Gnome (plowshare program):

aeroradioactivity survey and geology of
area (1965) 7163

close-in shock studies (1962) 14860; (1964)
5979

design, testing, and field pumping of grout
mixtures (1962) 14863

earth deformation from nuclear detonation
in salt (1962) 11029, 18730

effect on public safety, predictions and com-
parisons of observed effects on public
safety (1962) 16399

summary (1962) 13005
environment created by nuclear explosion in

salt (1965) 10177
Federal Aviation Agency, airspace closure

(1962) 14867
hydrologic and geologic studies (1962) 14866,

23406
intermediate range earth motion measure-

ments (1962) 11031; (1964) 119
isotope program, final report (1965) 17118
methods and costs of shaft sinking, AEC

(1963) 20949
monitoring vibrations at U.S. Borax and

Chemical Company Potash Refinery
(1962) 14865

off-site radiological safety report (1962)
14868

on-site radiological safety report (1962)
14869

Project Gnome (plowshare program)—Con.

particle motion near nuclear detonation in

halite (1962) 11028; (1963) 18585
postshot temperature and radiation studies

(1962) 16395
pre- and post-shot mine surveys (1962)

14870; 3104, 16398
resonance neutron activation measurements

(1962) 13003, 16396
seismic waves from underground explosion

in salt bed (1962) 11030, 23047
sequenced gas sampling experiment (1964)

118
shock induced transitions (1965) 1846-47

history and recovery sample (1964) 120
shock spectrum measurements (1965) 13537
stress history measurements with piezoelec-

tric crystals (1962) 14861
symmetry of neutron induced U-235 fission

at individual resonances (1964) 5980
timing and firing

—

nuclear explosions (1962) 14862
system (1964) 121

weather and surface radiation prediction
activities (1962) 14864, 16397

Project Hope (medical care):

commending, report (1961) 7248
Project Horizon (national aviation goals)

(1961) 19292
Project Hummingbird (steep-gradient aircraft

program) (1961) 10579, 19290
Project Ice Way (1962) 18652

Project Long Look (manpower requirements in

civil aviation industry):

report (1964) 21292
Project M, data development and analyses in

support of officer management (1964)
19164

Project management:
concept in Army Materiel Command (1964)

20987
facilities, NASA PERT system, handbook

(1965) 9634
guide for preparation of project master

plans (PMP), Naval Material Support
Establishment (1965) 16792

Project Matterhorn (nuclear physics):
quarterly reports (1961) 1704, 5357, 16199

Project Mercury (man-in-space program):
aerodynamic characteristics of capsule mod-

el, wind tunnel investigation at Mach
0.50 to 1.14 (1963) 5563

America's manned space flight program,
general information (1963) 12844

astronaut

—

John H. Glenn orbits earth for America,
Feb. 20, 1962 (1962) 10478

Grissom and Liberty Bell 7, 2d successful
U.S. flight into space (1961) 19900

M. Scott Carpenter, flight in Aurora 7,

May 24, 1962 (1962) 16029-30
ballistic and orbital chimpanzee flights, re-

sults (1964) 5501

chronology (1963) 19904

cold test evaluation of components of sur-

vival kit (1965) 8478
commemorative stamp (poster) (1962) 8594

exploring space, general information (1961)
19898

first U.S. manned suborbital flight

—

conference on results (1961) 13541
results (1962) 10535

in-flight noise measurements (1962) 6278

manned space flight (1965) 6639
NASA program of space research and explo-

ration (1961) 19899
physiological sensors (1962) 18255
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Project Mercury (man-in-space program)

—

Con.
reliability model and analysis for 3-orbit

manned and unmanned mission (1963)
1313

Schirra's flight (1963) 3169
2d interim report (1961) 12313
second U.S. manned

—

orbital space flight, results (1962) 18253
suborbital flight, results (1962) 6304

space medicine (1965) 16628
staff report of Aeronautical and Space Sci-

ence Committee (1962) 19365
summary

—

briefing, hearing (1964) 414
including results of 4th flight. May 15-16,

1963 (1963) 19902
third U.S. manned orbital space flight, re-

sults (1963) 5540
Project Mohole (drilling earth's crust):
hearing (1961) 12358

Project PACER, see Portable aircraft condi-
tion evaluator recorder.

Project PERT (program evaluation research
task):

contractor reporting personnel meetings,
summary minutes (1961) 6468-69

coordination task group meetings, proceed-
ings (1961) 6467

data processing lesson plan handbook for
technicians (1961) 6464

instruction manual, systems, procedures
(1961) 6465

Polaris management (1961) 9658; (1963) 3238
summary report

—

phase 1 (1961) 1406
phase 2 (1961) 6466

Project Pole Hop (aviation capabilities in po-
lar basin):

report (1961) 9806
Project Pre-Buggy (plowshare program):
base surge analysis (1964) 4298
chemical explosive cratering experiment.

scope (1963) 16853
emplacement and firing of high-explosivt

charges and crater measurements (1965
10178

Pre-Buggy II apparent craters (1965) 13511
venting measurements (1965) 1848

Project Pre-Schooner (field cratering experi-
ment):

base surge and cloud formation (1965) 17121
crater measurements (1965) 13512
stem design (1964) 21013
stem design and shotcrete, grout, and con-

crete support in hard dry rock explo-
sions (1965) 17120

Project Relay, 1st space communications expe-
riment designed to link 3 continents
(1963) 5536-37

Project ROSE (remotely operated special
equipment):

seminars, proceedings (1965) 17087-88
Project Rough Road Alpha (take-off and land-

ing on unprepared surfaces) (1963)
11484

Project Rover (U.S. nuclear rocket develop-
ment program):

hearings (1961) 7144
Nevada test site community, establish, hear-

ings (1963) 20446
report (1961) 8805

Project Seabed, Undersea Technology Panel,
report (1965) 6840

Project Searchlight (FAA maintenance) (1962)
11751-752

Project Sedan (plowshare program):
close-in effects of underground nuclear deto-

nation on

—

small mammals and invertebrates (1963)
11576

vegetation, caused by cratering,
throw-out, and blast damages (1963)
11577

debris from underground nuclear detonation
(1964) 5981

ejecta studies (1963) 11574
fallout characteristics and aerial radiome-

tric survey (1963) 14995
Federal Aviation Agency airspace closure

(1963) 11572
final off-site radiological safety report

(1963) 11569
food-chain relationships of

—

iodine-131 following 2 nuclear tests (1964)
123

radiostrontium in Sedan fallout field

(1965) 13510
influence of cratering device on close-in pop-

ulations of lizards (1963) 11575
iodine inhalation study (1965) 188
naval aerial photographic analysis (1963)

14996
on-site radiological safety report (1963)

11570
radioactive pellet trajectory study (1965)

13509
radiochemical and physical measurements of

debris from underground detonation
(1963) 11578

Sedan event (1965) 17119
seismic

—

effects from high yield nuclear cratering
experiment in desert alluvium (1963)
11573

velocity study (1963) 11580
stability of crater slopes, Nevada test site

(1964) 122; (1965) 187
structural survey of private mining opera-

tions (1963) 11571
timing and firing (1963) 11579
weather and surface radiation prediction

activities (1963) 14994
Project SHARP (ships analysis and retrieval

project):

information storage and retrieval system

—

computer aspects and programs (1965)
6897

indexing procedures and retrieval effec-

tiveness (1965) 1601
Project Shoal (nuclear explosions):

analysis of Shoal data on ground motion
and containment, safety program (1965)
5621

Federal Aviation Agency airspace advisory
plan (1965) 202

off-site radiological surveillance (1965) 1857
on-site health-and-safety report (1965) 1859
Sand Springs Range, Churchill County,

Nev., possible site, seismicity, geology,
and hydrology evaluation, preliminary
(1962) 14881

seismic safety net (1965) 1858
structural survey of private mining proper-

ties (1965) 201
subsurface fracturing from nuclear detona-

tion in granite (1965) 1849
test of Dribble-type structures (1965) 1860
weather and surface radiation prediction

(1965) 200
Project SLAT (synthesis of impact acceleration

technology) (1963) 18353-354
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Project Skyfire (1962) 10847; (1963) 17473
Project Social Studies, report (1963) 17385
Project Star Dust, flight data and results of

radiochemical analyses of filter samples
collected during 1961 and 1962 (1965)
4254

Project Sulky (plowshare program):
preshot geologic investigation (1965) 13515
total cloud activity measurements (1965)

15250
synchronous communication satellite, global

network (1963) 14538; (1964) 1449
Project Talent, tests, scientifically planned

national inventory of human talents

(1962) 472
Project VELA (nuclear explosions):
detection of underground nuclear explosions,

research and development program
(1962) 20478

hearings (1962) 11285
summary analysis (1962) 11286

Project Whiteout (cloud-seeding method) (1963)
19134

Projectiles:

bullet sensitivity of ammonium nitrate-fuel
oil mixtures, studies (1963) 10945

high velocity, impact into glass and lucite

brittle materials, fracture damage
(1965) 8105

hypervelocity perforation of visco-plastic
solid (1965) 8130

impact

—

bumpers as means of reducing damage to
spacecraft, investigation (1961) 8025

hypervelocity data obtained by using rela-

tive velocities technique (1961) 6394
meteoroid bumpers, single aluminum, ef-

fectivess (1963) 11061
velocities to 13,000 feet per second, target
thickness effects on cratering and pene-
tration (1961) 9529

lift, center of pressure, and drag investigat-
ed at Mach number of 8.6 and Reynolds
number of 17 million (1961) 17670

penetration

—

into fine particles (1963) 3140
into frozen ground (1965) 12402
into metallic and nonmetallic targets

(1961) 6395
plastic, momentum transfer to massive alu-

minum targets at speeds up to 25,600 ft.

per second, measurements (1962) 10519
see also Aerial photography—Ballistics.

Projection, design, for propellants and interior
ballistics, engineering design handbook,
AMC pamphlet (1964) 19202

Projectionists, see Motion picture projection-
ists.

Projections to years 1976 and 2000, economic
growth, population, labor force, and lei-

sure and transportation (1963) 3250
Projectors, see Contour projectors—Light

projectors—Shadomaster measuring
projectors—Sound projectors.

Projects aided under Cooperative Research
and Demonstration Grants Program
(1964) 15170

Prok, (jeorge M.:
intensity and intensity ratio of principal

singlet and triplet lines of molecular
hydrogen (1965) 2880

nitrogen and oxygen atom recombination at
oxide surfaces and effect of Tesla dis-

charge (1963) 3151
two-step process to increase atomic hydro-

gen ion production in low-pressure ra-
dio-frequency discharge (1965) 13057

Prokop, Anna B., relief (1961) 8672, 10384,
12039

Prokopovitsh, Andrew S.:

chromium (1963) 18067
tungsten (1963) 19882
tungsten in 1962, preliminary (1963) 5504

Prolate spheroids, see Spheroids.
Promotion of farm products by agricultural

groups (1963) 7571

Promotions:
Air Force Reserve officers to brigadier gen-

eral and major general, authorize

—

hearing (1965) 19481
law (1965) 17378
reports (1965) 13958, 15968

Army and Air Force Reserve officers, to ex-

isting unit vacancies, authorize

—

law (1964) 19428
reports (1964) 13940, 17832

Army general officer, policy, hearing (1963)
12006

Project Syncom:
general information (1965) 16621
commodity programs, guides for improving

(1962) 15473
discrimination at Philadelphia post office,

hearing (1964) 2117
Federal merit promotion program (1965)

17250
Government employees, guaranteeing mini-

mum increase upon promotion

—

hearing (1961) 14496
report (1961) 14403

naval officers, improve opportunity, hearing
(1964) 8367

Navy and Marine Corps officers, improved
opportunity, extend

—

hearing (1964) 15799
law (1964) 17252
reports (1964) 10246, 12103, 14118

reserve officers to general and flag ranks,
report (1962) 2361

temporary. Coast Guard commissioned offi-

cers, continue

—

hearings (1962) 9399
law (1961) 18648
reports (1961) 16741, 17055

Pronghorn antelope (1963) 4949

Pronko, Eugene, current research and develop-
ment in scientific documentation (1963)
11261

Proofreaders, printers, examination announce-
ments (1961) 10099; (1962) 13099; (1964)
8167, 8169, 11934; (1965) 11967

Propaganda:

new approach, USSR study (1965) 19727
promoting, USSR study (1965) 2712

Communist China, literary workers go to
production front (1961) 2167

enemy, defense against, DA pamphlet (1963)
13238

psychological operations, field manual (1962)
4612

scientific-atheistic, and criminal-legal strug-
gle, USSR study (1964) 20369

unconventional warfare, bibliography (1964)
20934

see aiso Communism.
Propaganda and training (North Vietnam pe-

riodical):

translations (1965) 12644

Propagation:
climatic energy over Hungary (1962) 7773
cold flame in fuel mixtures containing

0.03% carbon disulfide, USSR study
(1961) 10910

electromagnetic waves in modified contra-
wound helical coil placed in cylindrical
waveguide, USSR study (1961) 20894
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Propagation—Continued
elevated duct in trade wind region (1962)

6347
flames in tubes, generalization, of Hugoniot

equation for nonstationary processes,
USSR study (1961) 10960

kinetic reaction from plane surface, USSR
study (1961) 2106

long and ultralong radio waves, USSR study
(1961) 10888

long-range, of ultrashort waves (1962) 7592
measured acoustic, parameters in Mississip-

pi test operations area (1965) 16673
microwave characteristics in germanium

(1961) 9721
microwave measurements over Pacific Ocean

(1962) 20209
ornamental trees and shrubs (1962) 4509
plane wave, in nonlinear, inhomogeneous,

time-dependent plasma medium (1965)
7102

radio waves

—

effect of heavy ions, with special reference
to nuclear environment (1965) 13066

ground, in permafrost zone, specific fea-
tures (1965) 18309

path integrals for low and very low fre-

quencies, numerical values (1965) 18618
USSR studies (1964) 20016; (1965) 7936

reactions in spherical particle, USSR study
(1961) 4600

scatter of ultrashort waves, selected foreign
references, 1956-60 (1961) 13421

shock waves in gases with reversible chemi-
cal reactions, USSR study (1961) 4659

spherical shock waves from free boundary
in elastic medium, USSR study (1962)
856

theory of arbitrary discontinuity applicable
to certain cases of gas ignition, USSR
study (1961) 2154

turbulent Bunsen flames (1963) 1197
ultrasonic parameter measurements, system-

atic errors and free-field diffraction ef-

fects (1965) 11580
vinifera grape varieties, chip-bud method of

propagating on rootstocks (1962) 16297
Propanes, computed compositions of propane-

air (1965) 19859
Propanol, see Dimercaptopropanol.
Propellants:

bulk, surveillance inspection of industrial
stocks in storage (1961) 9015

cryogenic

—

feed systems for electrothermal engines
(1964) 13153

storage in space performance of solar
reflectors (1965) 1463

thermal-protection systems for space vehi-
cle tanks (1962) 22594

design for projection, engineering design
handbook, AMC pamphlet (1964) 19202

development of large solid propellant boost-
ers, hearings (1962) 21221

earth orbital vehicle in useful orbit between
2 specified altitude limits (1963) 16383

effect of ionizing radiation, preliminary
study (1962) 8516

electrothermal jet engines, theoretical per-
formance (1961) 7975

feed system for ion engines, research and
development (1964) 13147

forces and frequencies resulting from liquid
sloshing in spherical tank, investigation
(1962) 18264

harvesting machines propelling agents,
USSR study (1965) 19743

heavy-molecule, performance in electron-
bombardment thrustor (1964) 16709

Propellants—Continued
high energy, bibliography (1964) 13159;

(1965) 8057
introduction mode effect on electron-bom-

bardment ion rocket performance (1965)
5188

liquid—
fluorine-liquid ammonia combination in

1000-pound-thrust rocket engines, per-
formance (1961) 1257

handling and storage (1963) 13834; (1964)
4597, 11793

hydrogen

—

design and fabrication of internally in-

sulated filament wound tank (1965)
1393

insulated fiber-glass tank evaluation
(1965) 19941

longitudinal spring constants for tanks
ellipsoidal ends (1965) 1452

lunar storage (1962) 18257, 23987
rocket engines bipropellant, with different
vaporization rates, analysis of chuggine
(1965) 19944

rotation and vortexing in rocket propel-
lant tanks (1962) 6302

sloshing in

—

mobile tanks of arbitrary shape (1965)
9620

mobile tanks with rotational symmetry,
digital analysis (1965) 11408

toroidal tanks, frequencies and forces
resulting (1963) 12858

space vehicle propellant tank, determining
mass in zero gravity (1963) 7259, 12850

spacecraft, effect of liquid impact on pro-
pellant tank (1965) 18535

storage and handling (1961) 12542

mercury feed system for flight-model ion
engine, performance evaluation (1962)
14469

missiles or space-boosters, liquid oscilla-

tions, damping with baffles (1961) 9553
molecular ion, theoretical bases for selection

(1964) 7493
noncryogenic, for electrothermal thrustors

(1964) 7552, 14848
outflow from cylindrical tank during weight-

lessness, photographic study (1965) 2909
propagation velocities, electrical method for

continuous measurement (1963) 9133
propellant actuated devices (1961) 20079

propulsion and propellants, AMC engineer-
ing design handbook (1964) 95

rocket

—

ammonia and mixed oxides of nitrogen

—

ignition (1961) 2543
several injection methods (1961) 2544

foamed liquid, thrust variation (1961)
17677

hydrostatic stability of liquid-vapor inter-

face in

—

gravitational field (1964) 11399
low-acceleration field (1964) 18771

interchanging, effect on combustor per-
formance (1964) 7536

liquid level rise in spinning tank (1962)
18298

liquid-vapor interface

—

configuration, effect of surface energy
during weightlessness (1963) 5590

during weightlessness, effect of contact
angle and tank geometry (1963) 21004

pump inlet perturbations suppressed by
compensating-bellows device (1964)
16714

space storability, X-irradiation of hydra-
zine, etc (1964) 18778
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Propellants—Continued
rocket—Continued
suppressing ignition of RP-1 and hydrogen
under flow conditions, effectiveness of

various agents (1965) 2912
time response of liquid-vapor interface

after entering weightlessness (1964)
18782

toxicity and other hazards, literature

search (1961) 214
tungsten porous platelets for ion engines,
method of producing (1961) 13519

safety, covering laboratory, pilot plant, and
production operations (1963) 1373

sloshing, effect on stability of accelerometer
controlled rig:id space vehicle (1963)
20982

solid

—

combustion, effect of composition during
rapid pressure decrease (1963) 1314

combustion stability, effect of oxidizer
particle size (1965) 9699

development of large boosters (1963) 6203
extinguished, spontaneous reignition

(1964) 9580
ignitability with chlorine trifluoride (1963)
3144

radiographic testing requirements, mili-

tary standard (1964) 563
solid-propellant rocket vehicle, natural fre-

quencies and mode shapes investigation
(1962) 18282

space vehicles and booster stages liquid os-

cillations, slosh-damping (1962) 18273;
(1963) 12860

spacecraft, behavior of confined fluid sub-
jected to nonuniform source and wall
heating (1964) 1476

storage and feed system for electrothermal
propulsion engines (1964) 13148

tank material and rocket fuels or oxidizers,

chemical reaction between them when
impacted by small high-velocity projec-

tiles (1963) 16393
theory of fluid oscillations in circular cy-

lindrical ring tank partially filled with
liquid (1961) 4901

vaporization as criterion for rocket-engine
design, errata (1961) 1287

see also Fuel—Hydrogen—Rockets.
Propeller blades, see Blades.
Propellers:

aerial vehicle supported by 4 unshrouded
propellers

—

flight-test investigation (1962) 10527
force-test investigation (1962) 10526

aircraft

—

airworthiness

—

civil aeronautics manual (1962) 19458
civil air regulation amendment (1962)
9581

current industrial reports (1961) 2991;
(1962) 4724-25; (1963) 1888, 7750, 16890;
(1964) 8110, 17088; (1965) 7261, 17212

flutter of power plant on flexible wing
(1964) 18744

precession instability (1961) 4935
specifications (1961) 3136; (1962) 3782;

(1963) 3619
specifications and type certificate data

sheets (1963) 15464, 17417; (1964) 3241;
(1965) 3125

stern, mounted on 1/20-scale airship model,
wind-tunnel tests (1962) 6287

airworthiness standards. Federal aviation
regulations (1964) 17965; (1965) 7628

certification, delegation option procedures,
regulations of FAA administrator (1961)
5980

Propellers—Continued

controllable pitch, LST 1156 class, mainte-

nance manual (1963) 3321
flight and simulator study of handling quali-

ties of deflected slipstream STOL sea-

plane (1965) 18538
4-propeller deflected-slipstream VTOL model,

lateral stability and control characteris-

tics (1961) 4887
full-scale

—

tested with rigid, flapping blades, and
cyclic pitch control, aero-dynamic char-

acteristics (1963) 11054
3-blade, supersonic-type operating at low
and negative blade angles, section

thrust coefl[icients (1961) 6353
maintenance, repair, and alteration

—

civil aeronautics manual (1962) 2443,

13768; (1963) 476; (1964) 3324
civil air regulation amendment (1962) 9582

optimized, for ground effect machines (1963)
18350

screw

—

calculation of disturbing forces caused by
hydrodynamic imbalance, USSR study
(1965) 12650

controllable pitch, and ship design, USSR
study (1964) 14488

semispan tilting-ducted-propeller model in

hovering and transition flight (1962)
12482

ship

—

determination of ice load encountered by
blades, USSR study (1964) 18336

strength of screw propeller blades for
ships used in ice navigation, USSR
study (1964) 18239

shrouded

—

aerodynamic characteristics in hovering
and transition flight (1962) 3354

propulsive system investigation on Marve-
lette aircraft (1965) 1688

slipstream

—

effects determined from wing pressure dis-

tribution on large-scale 6-propeller

VTOL model at static thrust (1963) 1302

effects on V/STOL aircraft performance
and stability (1964) 21911

wing pressure measurements for V/STOL
wind-tunnel model simulating transition

(1963) 20995
tilt-vnng and deflected slipstream configura-

tions, aerodynamic characteristics of

VTOL aircraft (1961) 7990
twin-propeller deflected slipstream STOL

airplane configuration, lateral control

characteristics (1965) 1441
unshrouded, flight, etc., investigation of aer-

ial vehicle supported by (1963) 18157
VTOL, descent, wind-tunnel tests (1963) 7292

whirl-flutter speeds and static-stability deri-

vations (1963) 18142
whirl instability, analytical trend study

(1962) 12447
Propensity to move (1964) 17025
Properdin, content in fish, USSR study (1963)

17817
Property:

acquired, accounting manual (1965) 2131
American-owned, expropriation by foreign

governments in 20th century, report
(1963) 18935

assessed values for taxation (1963) 152
damage claims

—

by military personnel, authority to set-

tle-
law (1962) 23169
reports (1961) 7116; (1962) 21428
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Property—Continued
damage claims—Continued
proposed appropriation to pay (1961)

7162. 16625
disposal, DSA civilian career program (1965)

455
double taxation, taxes on income and proper-

ty, convention with Luxembourg (1965)
11720

FHA acquired, management and disposition,
GAO review (1962) 9723

German, liquidation in Switzerland accord
with FYance, Great Britain, and Switzer-
land (1962) 18509

list of units for natural gas companies uni-

form accounts system (1962) 13798
minimum standards for urban renewal reha-

bilitation (1963) 13913; (1964) 4699
National Institutes of Health, management

and accounting, GAO review (1961)
10679

senior citizens, assets, statistics (1964)
10072

shipment moving in interstate or foreign
commerce, penalties for destruction

—

hearing (1961) 14484
law (1961) 18613
reports (1961) 14310, 17031

socialist, protection in Mongolian People's
Republic, criminal legislation (1965)
19756

tax assessments in U.S (1962) 16453
tax, role of States in strengthening (1963)

20257; (1964) lA
taxable values, census of governments

(1963) 15035; (1964) 19283
announcement and order form (1963) 15032

taxation (1965) 290
see also Capital assets—Enemy property

—

Personal property—Public property

—

Real estate—Surplus property.
Property accounting, see Accounts and ac-

counting.
Property rights:
family and property laws, women

—

California (1961) 11660
Colorado (1965) 15160
Iowa (1961) 8250; (1962) 10777; (1964) 5764
Maryland (1961) 9830; (1962) 16233, 22909
Massachusetts (1965) 18849
Michigan (1961) 8251; (1962) 12790
New Mexico (1961) 6616; (1962) 12791
Ohio (1961) 6617; (1962) 12792; (1964) 7860;

(1965) 5480
Oregon (1961) 8252
Wyoming (1961) 8253; (1962) 12793; (1963)

9514
inventions under space research contracts,

amend act of 1958, hearings (1962) 398,
11474

marital, in D.C., amendments of 1961

—

law (1961) 18638
reports (1961) 14284, 17026

papers of Presidents microfilmed in Library
of Congress, remove liabilities for in-

fringement of literary rights

—

law (1961) 18654
reports (1961) 16665, 17086

Property standards, see Mortgage insurance.
Prophylaxis:

basic compulsory sanitary, standards neces-
sary for environment during work of
accelerators, USSR study (1962) 17892

brucellosis, ways of studying and obtaining
vaccine strains, USSR study (1962)
12034

caisson disease, translations from Russian
book (1963) 12680

Prophylaxis—Continued
chemical, radiation injuries, USSR study

(1965) 858
dangerous and rarely encountered infectious

diseases (1962) 976
emergency, methods of development, experi-

mental data and further perspectives,
USSR study (1961) 11183

evaluation of effectiveness of measures for
infectious diseases, USSR study (1965)
959

infectious diseases

—

in USSR (1965) 7897
prophylaxis and its improvement, USSR
study (1963) 2607

infections with live vaccines, USSR (1961)
15559

problems, teaching theoretical subjects in
medical institutes, USSR study (1965)
12623

prophylactic and protective measures in
working with thorium, USSR study
(1964) 14463

radiation sickness, use of antireticular cyto-
toxic serum, USSR study (1962) 2831

Soviet public health, USSR ministry prophy-
lactic survey of population (1961) 20942

typhoid fever, Rumanian study (1964) 9266
Prophylaxis pastes, see Dentrifices.
Propionic acids, binary systems, vapor liquid

equilibria. Communist China (1961)
19484

Proportion, see Ratio and proportion.
Proportional counter spectrometers, see Spec-

trometers.
Proportionality of social processes. East Ger-

many (1964) 10837
Proprietary rights and data, report (1961)

4038
Proprietary stores, see Stores.
Propulsion:

air-breathing, horizontal-take-off launch
vehicle, rendezvous capability (1965)
1460

air-turborocket engine performance (1963)
5520

aircraft

—

gas turbines, USSR study (1964) 11169
nuclear powered supercritical-water cycle,

analysis (1963) 7230
arc-jet thrustors for space propulsion (1965)

13034
automatic model propulsion system for 3-D

terrain (1965) 1547
boiling heat transfer to liquid hydrogen and

nitrogen in forced flow (1962) 20131
boiling water reactor system, automatic

control (1962) 8942
chemical rockets

—

hearings (1964) 10346
papers (1963) 5547

constant-velocity traveling magnetic wave
plasma engine (1965) 6727

critical conditions for drop and jet shatter-
ing (1961) 6384

discharge and thrust characteristics of aux-
iliary-air outlets (1962) 22582

ducted fans, parameters related to stability

and control of aerial vehicles supported
by (1961) 1315

effect of impingement angle on drop-size dis-

tribution and spray pattern of 2 imping-
ing water jets (1961) 13520

electric

—

ordnance land vehicles (1961) 13613
sodium flash-vaporization facility, design,

etc (1963) 11041
spacecraft, papers (1963) 5550
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Propulsion—Continued
electric—Continued

space environment facility for systems
research (1965) 9720

steady-flow, linear, crossed-field, direct-

current plasma accelerator for invis-
cid, adiabatic, isothermal, constant-area
flow (1962) 18303

electrostatic-ion-eng:ine, theory and applica-
tion of 2-dimensional Poisson equation
(1962) 22542

electrostatic thrustors for space propulsion
(1964) 11381

energies of space, medical and biological
aspects, NASA program (address) (1961)
1247

exhaust-nozzle-afterbody combinations, ef-

fect of base bleed and terminal fairings
on performance (1961) 1309

ground effect machines, radial-flow fans ap-
plication (1965) 5437

high-temperature gas stream, cooled-tube
pyrometer results (1961) 17718

hydrogen-helium vapor-liquid system, ther-
modynamic consistency of solubility

data (1962) 18291
ion engines, reverse-feed and porous-tung-

sten, comparison (1962) 8509
ion rockets

—

analytical studies (1962) 6607
comparative measurements of beam power

(1961) 9595
cryopumping hydrogen technique (1961)

13518
graphical method for estimating perform-

ance, errata (1961) 9542
hollow, cylindrical, contact-ion source,
evaluation (1962) 6298, 10516

neutralization of beams (1961) 15811
two-dimensional ion beams with smal^ lat-

eral spreading (1961) 7974
JP-4 fuel and liquid oxygen rocket engine,

performance of area ratio 200, 25, and 8
nozzles (1961) 9539

liquid-fuel systems, performance at low
chamber pressure (1961) 6385

low-thrust systems for fast interplanetary
missions (1961) 6413

machinery for U.S.S. Enterprise, over-
charges by Westinghouse Electric Cor-
poration, GAO report (1963) 19283

MB-3 rocket engine systems, examination of
pricing under Air Force contract with
North American Aviation, Inc., report
(1961) 6160

motion of idealized plasma ring under influ-

ence of various coaxial magnetic fields

(1962) 20165
naval hydrodynamics symposium (1964)

18851
nuclear

—

aircraft, 3 cycles (1963) 5511
convective heat transfer in rocket nozzle

(1963) 18141
criticality effects of centrally located
tubes and rods of aluminum, iron, and
tungsten in homogeneous reactor (1962)
20134

electric direct-air-cycle aircraft program
(1962) 23009

electric powerplants in space vehicles,
thermionic diode system (1962) 3365

for naval surface vessels, hearings (1964)
4423

for surface vessels, report (1964) 1987
heat-transfer data for precooled hydrogen,

etc (1965) 5195
liquid-hydrogen storage problems for
unmanned Mars vehicles (1962) 6271

Propulsion—Continued
nuclear—Continued
manned aircraft, program of Atomic Ener-
gy (Commission and Defense Department,
GAO review (1963) 6534

merchant ships (1962) 13011
neutron flux distributions in graphite as-
sembly with internal cavity (1962) 22572

orbit-launched vehicle design, etc., for
escape and planetary missions (1963)
12849, 19908

propulsion conference, proceedings (1963)
18592

radiation-cooled rocket nozzle, analysis,
etc (1962) 3351

radiation transfer and heat deposition
rates in liquid hydrogen (1962) 18256

rockets

—

hearings (1964) 10346
optimizing nozzle performance (1963)
9154

papers (1963) 5548
perigee, for orbital launch (1963) 1325
power levels for unmanned Mars vehi-

cles, determination (1962) 6270
pressure oscillations induced by changes

in burning rate of flames (1961) 8009
turbopump feed systems for hydro-
gen-nuclear rockets (1965) 6752

out-of-pile thermionic gas cycle space power
systems, radiator area characteristics
(1964) 16721

performance characteristics and outlet flow
conditions of constant and variable lead
helical inducers for cryogenic pumps
(1961) 6369

plasma flows driven by confined arc in trans-
verse magnetic field (1961) 9554

polyphenyl ether lubricants for use in space
power generation systems (1965) 6714

propulsion and propellants, AMC engineer-
ing design handbook (1964) 95

side-inlet supersonic difFuser, performance
data obtained in full-scale, free-jet in-

vestigation (1961) 9508
single-cavity vortex gaseous rockets, per-

formance capability (1963) 11023

single-coil induced-electromotive-force plas-
ma accelerator, experimental study of
system (1961) 4928

space, coaxial plasma gun exhaust, tran-
sient electrical, characteristics (1965)
5177

space flight, reverse-feed cesium ion engines,
theoretical performance (1961) 15778

space systems, turboelectric, cycle charac-
teristics (1961) 1297

space, technology, hearings (1961) 7145

systems

—

air-performance evaluation of 4.0-inch-
mean-diameter single-stage turbine
(1962) 18274

components, overstated costs included in
price through failure to obtain and re-
view subcontract cost data during con-
tract negotiations. Navy Dept., GAO
report (1965) 12526

continuous flow electrodeless plasma accel-
erator, design and operation (1962) 6281

efflux of thermal radiation from cylindri-
cal cavity irradiated from external
source (1962) 16049

electric and nuclear, magnetohydro-
dynamic energy conversion analysis
(1961) 6386

empirical equation for turbulent
forced-convection heat transfer from
Prandtl nos. 0.001-1000 (1961) 2576
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Propulsion—Continued
systems—Continued

heat transfer and pressure drop of liquid

parahydrogen flowing through heated
tube (1961) 9565

hovering measurements for twin-rotor
configurations with and without overlap
(1961) 1397

incompressible nonviscous blade-to-blade
flow through pump rotor with splitter

vanes (1962) 12459
lunar landing considerations (1963) 5610
lunar landing terminal guidance, error
progression analysis (1961) 13500

net-thrust and base-pressure characteris-
tics of cylindrical afterbodies with clus-

tered supersonic nozzles at transonic
Mach numbers, investigation (1962) 1674

one-dimensional model, combustion insta-

bility limits determined by nonlinear
theory (1962) 22556

optimum nonlinear control of 2d order
nonlinear system (1961) 8030

orbit-launched vehicles, influence of

weight parameters (1963) 11020
powerplant parameters for orbital-launch

nuclear rockets, optimization study
(1961) 6382

rocket-ejector, static thrust augmentation
attainable with heated supersonic pri-

mary jet (1962) 12486
tipoff forces associated with stage separa-

tion of multistage rocket vehicles (1962)
10502

underwater ramjet powered by compressed
air, investigation (1962) 3356

velocity induced in lateral plane of rotor,

with harmonic azimuthwise vorticity

distribution, and calculated results

(1961) 9579
weight-flow and thrust limitations due to

use of rotating combustors in turbojet
engine (1961) 4850

turbine-geometry characteristics for alkali-

metal turboelectric space power systems
(1963) 11047

turboelectric power system, recirculation-
pump and radiator-area requirements
for flash vaporization (1962) 18265

twin-jet boattail bodies, free-flight effects of

simulated sonic turbojet exhaust on
drag characteristics at transonic speeds
(1961) 6337

Propyl gallate, polarographic activity of

blood serum proteins during acute radia-

tion illness and prophylactic administra-
tion, USSR study (1962) 13978

Propyl nitrate, normal, safety characteristics
(1962) 22504

Propylene:
absorption and photoionization coefficients

in vacuum ultraviolet (1963) 19898
equation of state and thermodynamic prop-

erties, USSR study (1961) 948
Prosecutors, see Public prosecutors.
Prospect Beach, behavior of beach fill and

borrow area (1962) 498
Prospecting:

botanical, uranium on

—

Colorado Plateau (series) (1962) 17621
South Elk Ridge, San Juan County, Utah

(1962) 17621
contributions to geochemical prospecting for

minerals (series) (1961) 7517, 9251;
(1963) 17521; (1965) 14412

early rare-metal and titanium placers,

USSR study (1965) 12759

Prospecting—Continued
electric

—

rational profiling of isoohms for maps,
USSR study (1963) 6729

sounding by method of extraction of fields,

USSR study (1963) 6696
electrical

—

geophysical, in searching for ground wa-
ter under complex geological conditions,
USSR study (1965) 6419

Soviet bibliography (1962) 10181
electro, 2-frequency inductive, measuring

instruments, USSR study (1963) 12355
geochemical, abstracts (1961) 9251
geochemistry of rocks and related soils and

vegetation in Yellow Cat area, Utah
(1964) 21351

geological, geophysical, and geochemical
methods at Malachite mine, Jefferson
County, Colo., comparison (1963) 17521

geophysical

—

(Communist China (1964) 9361
methods, apparent resistivity of single
uniform overburden (1961) 2055

methods of exploring for buried channels
in Monument Valley area, Arizona and
Utah (1963) 597

of minerals, USSR studies (1965) 12697
underground electrical by resistance meth-

od, modeling problems, USSR study
(1965) 6420

gravimetric, determining density of rock
close to surface, USSR study (1965) 2410

magnetic, technical instructions, USSR
study (1964) 11131

molybdenum deposits, evaluation, USSR
study (1962) 22163

ore deposits, Hydrochemical method (1963)
10803

search for uranium deposits, USSR study
(1962) 8935

seismic

—

correlation analysis, USSR study (1965)
9331

efficiency of blasts near ground surface,
USSR study (1965) 2727

methods for investigation of geological
structure of earth in depth, USSR study
(1961) 12886, 19648

turbodrills, geophysical prospecting for pe-

troleum, and geophysical well logging in

Soviet Union (1965) 2728
USSR-

field session of Scientific Council of

All-Union (Geologic Exploration Scientif-

ic Research Institute in Perm' (1961)
9299

search for deep-seated ore deposits (1965)

11118
seismographic equipment (1964) 16382

see also Exploration—Magnetic surveys.
Prospects for utilization of lakes of Latvia

(1964) 21555
Prospects, tasks and cooperation in medical

industry, USSR (1964) 14511
Prospectus on research (1961) 2759

Prosperity:
favorable business climate, problems and

obligations (address) (1964) 17156
for all members of family (address) (1964)

21095
for free men (1961) 7409
people's challenge and achievement (address)

(1961) 6235

Prostate gland:
and related tissues, biology (1964) 1502
cancer (1965) 20032
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Prostheses:
authorizing additional research

—

hearing (1962) 11670
law (1962) 18952
reports (1962) 9286, 15393

auto-alloplastic and porous alloplastic mate-
rial in replacement of vascular defects,

USSR study (1962) 2873
cardiac, USSR studies (1965) 14499
combined application in surgery of vessels,

USSR study (1961) 11174
contemporary state of prosthetics and pros-

thesis, USSR study (1964) 7151
evaluation in vascular alloplasty, USSR

study (1963) 18012
lavsan, changes in human morphological

arterioplasty, USSR study (1964) 14612
orthopedics, traumatology, and prosthetics

(USSR periodical), translations (1963)

15781
plastic prosthetics in surgical treatment of

aneurysms of peripheral vessels, USSR
study (1962) 900

porous and nonporous, in alloplasty of eso-

phagus, USSR study (1961) 15297
progress in prosthetics (1963) 1588
prosthetics research bulletins (1964) 13506;

(1965) 9983, 20123
replacement of mitral valve with artificial

ball-prosthesis, dynamics of sound
symptomatics in patients, USSR study
(1965) 11105

replacement of prosthetic appliances

—

law (1962) 23250
reports (1962) 17016, 21460

step into action, guidebook for above-knee
amputee (1963) 9356; (1965) 3003

synthetic vascular

—

adaptability in prevention of hemorrhage
(1962) 1968

changes in mechanical properties, USSR
study (1963) 9003

traineeships in prosthetics (1965) 20141
upper extremities, hydraulic, pneumatic and

electrical devices, USSR study (1964)

5356
USSR, translations (1963) 12371
vascular, morphogenesis and histology,

USSR study (1965) 9387
see also Artificial limbs.

Prosthetic appliances, bioelectrical control,

USSR study (1961) 2346
Prosthetics and prosthetics manufacture

(USSR periodical):

translations (1963) 15737
Prostigmine, reactions of human decentralized

and denervated pre- and post-ganglionic
denervation parotid gland, USSR study
(1962) 2722

Protactinium:
chemistry symposium, proceedings (1964)

8078
radiochemistry, techniques, procedures, etc

(1961) 5369
Protect your family against poisoning (1963)

8287
Protecting our water resources. Federal water

pollution control program (1962) 22763
Protecting trees against damage from con-

struction work (1964) 20910
Protection against radioactive fallout (Rus-

sian periodical):

translations (1964) 4983
Protection instruction for armed forces, Swe-

den (1962) 7672
Protection of Industrial Property, Interna-

tional Bureau for, see International
Bureau for Protection of Industrial
Property.

Protection of rail shipments of fruits and
vegetables (1961) 13768

Protective clothing, see Clothing.
Protective coatings, see Coating materials.
Protective covers, see Covers.
Protective Labor Legislation (Committee, re-

port (1963) 20081
Protective service occupations (1965) 8004
Protective services for elderly people like

(1964) 13379
Protective services for older persons (1964)

6602
Protective services for the aged, guidelines for

professionals (1965) 18862
Protective shelters:
apartments and office building, incorpora-

tion into (1963) 1934
bibliography (1961) 18114
blast resistant, dual purpose school and

community shelters, basement type de-
sign (1963) 11655

components catalog (1963) 4607
professional guide series (1963) 16935

defense against chemical warfare, Bulgarian
study (1962) 17922

fallout

—

aboveground clay brick masonry core-

type, design (1964) 6071
architects and engineers qualified in anal-

ysis, directory (1962) 9109
architectural & engineering development
program, highlights (1964) 15345

architectural, engineering and consulting
firms with certified analysts, directory
(1963) 7777, 18713; (1964) 6065; (1965)
11956

bunker-type for beef cattle, farm building
plan (1964) 4214

creation through slanting and cost reduc-
tion techniques (1965) 4395, 7314

dairy barn, farm building plan (1963)
20288

Department of Defense program (1964)
21046; (1965) 10278

design and analysis (1963) 18717; (1964)
15344
charts, changes (1964) 11930

do we need them, etc (1963) 10129
equivalent building method of fallout

radiation shielding (1963) 20376;
(1964) 21048

emergency housekeeping (1963) 10142
family designs (1962) 4828
farm potato storage, farm building plan

(1964) 4215
farm shelter and storage areas, farm

building plan (1963) 36
for shopping centers, winning designs

(1965) 19006
for 6 people (1964) 1710
guides for advertising (1962) 569, 7383
home, factors in building (1963) 10141
how would we know when to go to shelter
and when to come out? (1963) 10130

industrial architecture (1964) 4372
low-cost sanitation systems, investigation

(1963) 19141
measurement of protection in above-
ground and below-ground structures
(1964) 5957

medical care manuals (1964) 6068, 11929,
13792

medical kit instructions (1962) 18879
national survey (1963) 10145

new buildings (1965) 5736

policy resolutions of AFL-CIO (1965) 7313

protection against radiation in simple
structure (1963) 16861
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Protective shelters—Continued
fallout—Continued

qualified analysts, directory (1964) 17127;

(1965) 19005
radiation, calculating protection (1964)

14938
radiation protection, evaluation in Los
Angeles area (1963) 5928

rural families emergency protection plans
(1963) 10143

schools

—

guide for administrators (1963) 4608
national design competition awards

(1963) 9740, 13317
shelter

—

design and analysis (1965) 15343
development, architect and engineer ac-

tivities (1965) 11960, 19011
management plan (1964) 6072
program

—

hearings (1963) 11882, 15300, 17163
reports (1963) 17133-134

stall barn for 50 cows, Avith family
quarters, farm building plan (1965)
7036

supplies, etc., for care of

—

infants and children (1963) 11642
newborn infants and mothers (1963)

11643
technical requirements (1965) 4394

signs, posting instructions, handbooks
(1964) 8151, 13793

storage of drinking water, study (1965)
3001

structures for protection from gamma
radiation, design and review (1965) 5735

what to know and do about nuclear attack
(1962) 6837

foreign research in construction (1964) 7872
incorporation into schools (1963) 9739
licensing and marking, instructor's guide

(1964) 8154, 13794
management, instructor's guide (1963) 4606
military protective construction, nuclear,

chemical, biological warfare (1965)

13470
national fallout shelter program, report

(1962) 13445
parking garage, blast resistant community

shelter, underground type design (1963)
13318

personal and family preparedness for sur-
vival (1963) 11656

personnel shelters and protective construc-
tion (1962) 8754

planning dual-use military shelters (1964)
9902

program, hearings (1962) 9382
radiological protective construction (1962)

22781
response of dual-purpose reinforced-concrete

mass shelter (1962) 23064
storage, storm and fallout shelter (1964)

1711
structures, design series (1963) 11655, 13318;

(1964) 6071
weather instrument shelter for plant disease

investigations (1963) 15565
Yards and Docks Bureau, studies (1963)

18236
Protective Structures Division, professional

guide PSD-PG (series) (1963) 1934, 4607,

9739, 16935, 18716; (1964) 6070
Protein hydrolystates, see Hydrolystates.
Proteinases, type B C!l. botulinum proteinase,

isolation, etc., USSR study (1963) 5109
Proteins:

analysis, 3d symposium, Quedlinburg, Ger-
many (1963) 17634

Proteins—Continued

biophysical studies. USSR (1964) 9320
biosynthesis

—

and nucleic acids, (Communist Chinese
study (1963) 15889

USSR study (1964) 20101; (1965) 11272
blood

—

ability of polyvinyl pyrrolidone to complex
with (1965) 16397

content under conditions of medically in-

duced sleep, effect of radioactive phos-
phorus, USSR study (1962) 2681

in stenocardia, diagnostic significance of

electrophoretic study, USSR study
(1961) 12896

plasma, biochemical interrelations of

fat-soluble vitamins and sterols, USSR
study (1961) 12949

protein changes in acute leukemia, USSR
study (1962) 13982

serum

—

atherosclerotic patients, effect of com-
bined hypochlorite and vegetable fat
diet, USSR study (1961) 11105

changes in acute radiation sickness,

USSR study (1962) 2683
clinical-chemical analysis, possibilities

and problems. East German study
(1962) 7752

during malignant growth, physico-

chemical qualities, USSR study (1961)

15204
electrophoretic changes, USSR study

(1962) 5619
epidemic hepatitis, electrophoretic stud-

y, USSR study (1962) 2827
fractions in chemotherapy of cancer,
USSR studies (1965) 9462

hypertensive patients, electrophoretic
investigation, USSR study (1961) 4609

immunological characteristics, USSR
study (1961) 20972

physico chemical properties, effect of
irradiation, USSR study (1962) 2686

polarographic activity during acute ra-
diation sickness and prophylactic
administration of propyl gallate,
USSR study (1962) 13978

substitute BK-8, infusion during surgery,
effect on coagulating blood system,
USSR study (1963) 16157

substitutes (LSB and BK-8) functional
state of liver following administration,
USSR study (1962) 1198

brain, separation via paper electrophoresis,
USSR study (1962) 2819

Oreactive in

—

angina pectoris and acute myocardial in-

farction, diagnostic value problem,
USSR study (1961) 4608

blood serum, use in diagnosis of occupa-
tional diseases, USSR study (1965)
11106

differential diagnosis of myocardial in-

farct and stenocardia, USSR studv
(1961) 10857

cell, role of nucleic acids in synthesis,
USSR study (1962) 945

chemically modified, immunobiological spe-
cificity, USSR study (1961) 15529

composition of gains during protein reple-
tion in cold (1965) 8471

content of

—

corn inbred lines (1964) 7895
some mass Black Sea planktonic algae
grown in cultures (1963) 17738

cottonseed, for animal and man, proceedings
of conference (1963) 1655
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Proteins—Continued
cytochemical analysis of nature of relation

between ribonucleic acid and proteins in

normal tissues and malignant tumors,
USSR study (1962) 5584

dietary, influence on fatty acid composition
of plasma and liver lipid components
(1963) 1811

dietary level, influence on essential amino
acid requirement of weanling rat (1961)

20358
Dubna school of research, USSR study

(1965) 14594
Eastern Utilization Research & Develop-

ment Division basic research (1963)
11442

edible soybean products. Northern Utiliza-

tion Research and Development Divi-

sion, publications, list (1965) 11822
electron paramagnetic resonance spectra

under gamma radiation and light, USSR
study (1964) 9257

fish concentrate

—

action now, operation lifeline (1964) 10562
developments, past and present (1964)

10559
Federal Government's research program,
hearing (1964) 19597

for human consumption, production stud-

ies (1964) 8601
hunger, man and seas (1964) 10561
lifeline of future, summary (1964) 10563
resource (1964) 10560

forming functions of liver, effect of protein
hydrolystates application, USSR study
(1961) 7585

fractions of blood of hypertensive disease
patients, USSR study (1962) 954

functional groups in cortical nuclei of cuta-
neous and motor analysers in cats, com-
parative chemoarchitectonics, USSR
study (1964) 12923

industrial uses. Northern Regional Research
Laboratory, publications and patents,
1936-61, list (1963) 5798

intake

—

and cold exposure, effect on liver enzymes
associated with amino acid metabolism
(1963) 11502

influence on reproductive performance of

beef female through 2d calving (1965)
4128, 7044

interrelationship between rates of protein
and nucleic acid turnover and mitotic
activity in proliferation and differentia-
tion of epidermis, USSR study (1962)
2745

intertryptophan migration of energy in pro-
tein systems, USSR study (1964) 9265

lipoproteins and blood protein fractions in

experimental alimentary hypercholes-
teremia, USSR study (1961) 4685

loss, cortisone effect (1961) 3740
macromolecular size, change during break-

down of ternary structure, USSR study
(1964) 16018

metabolism

—

alterations during cold acclimation (1963)
11501

effect of cold (1964) 4251
microbiological dewaxing process yielding

protein-vitamin concentrates (1964)
18798

monolayers, structure and surface proper-
ties (1963) 18245

nervous system proteins, USSR study (1964)
20375

pathology of protein nutrition, USSR book
review (1965) 11142

Proteins—Continued
protein-choline deficiency, experimental tu-

mors of liver under, USSR study (1961)
15454

salmon diets, protein levels, feeding studies
(1962) 19528; (1964) 8623

sarcoplasm proteins and serum proteins dur-
ing prolonged muscular activity and at
rest, USSR study (1964) 12701

serum

—

change, patients with chronic radiculitis
during treatment with vibration baths,
USSR study (1964) 14575

in relation to periodontal status and car-
ies experience (1964) 1747

soybean products as source in human foods,
proceedings of conference (1962) 20390

structure, USSR study (1961) 2430
synthesis

—

cell, nucleotide code and regulation, USSR
study (1963) 6884

insects, correlation of between develop-
ment rate and nucleotide composition of
ribosome RNA (1965) 11205

muscle repair, USSR study (1963) 17984
protein, USSR study (1962) 5738
RNA, and genetics, relationship, USSR

studies (1963) 17992
role of ribonucleic acid, USSR study (1961)

11118
transplantable tumors and organs of rats,

incorporation of labeled Lysine-1-C14,
USSR study (1962) 5648

variations of intake, effects on characteris-
tics of growth (1964) 9976

vitamin A and E complexes, biological activ-

ity, USSR study (1961) 12967
with vitamin D2, effect on rickets in chil-

dren, USSR study (1961) 12968
see also Lipoproteins—Nucleoproteins.

Protestant lay leader resource guide (1963)

16456; (1965) 19994
Proteus, see Enteritis.

Protezirovaniye i protezostroyeniye (periodi-

cal):

translations (1963) 15737
Prothesis, see Dentistry.
Prothrombin, physiological anticoagulation

system and experimental condition of

organism, USSR study (1961) 20954
Protista, irradiated with gamma-rays of Co^o^

use in presowing treatment of cotton
seeds (1964) 1250

Protocol, amending interim convention on con-
servation of North Pacific fur seals

(1964) 13469
Protocols of Hders of Zion, fabricated histori-

cal document (1964) 17882
Protons:
bombardments with 20 and 40 Mev protons,

damage to germanium (1965) 8110
calibration of semiconductor detector

pulse-height response (1963) 11514
damage in semiconductor devices (1964)

11354
damaging effect on irradiated seed, influence

of cysteine on, USSR study (1964) 2515
effect of

—

massive doses on serum enzyme levels of

whole-body irradiated primates (1965)
17021

radiation on vestibular analyzer function,
USSR study (1964) 2488

exposure facilities, survey (1964) 17009
flares, 1957-61, and geometry of interplane-

tary magnetic field (1965) 1481
flux in trapped radiation belts originating

from orbiting nuclear reactor (1965)
1790
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Protons—Continued

40 and 440 Mev, irradiation effects on tran-

sistors (1963) 5574
40-Mev, effect on semiconductors as deter-

mined with improved method of measur-
ing diffusion length of minority carriers

(1965) 13013
high-energy, blastomatogenic action, USSR

study (1965) 974
low energy

—

from cosmic ray collisions in space (1965)

5104
from 0.1 to 5 Mev, at 12 earth radii during
sudden commencement of magnetic
storm (1963) 9175

geomagnetically trapped, anomalous com-
ponent (1963) 7285

polarization from (d,p) reactions at 21 Mev
(1965) 2916

primary galactic, nuclear collision density in

slab of aluminum, Monte Carlo calcula-

tion (1964) 9571
proton-alpha scattering experiments at 40

Mev (1965) 5227
quiet-time belt, magnetic field (1963) 7284
radiation damage to semiconductors (1964)

14775
range-energy relations in Al, Si, and Si02

(1963) 12952
solar

—

and manned space flight (1961) 7972
impact zones (1962) 14475
manual (1964) 9615
model environments for manned space-

craft design (1965) 9702
observations, etc. (lecture) (1962) 16035
rocket observations during Nov. 1960

(1963) 21013-14
tumor, USSR study (1964) 18249
22 and 240 Mev, irradiation effects on tran-

sistors and solar cells (1961) 7986
Van Allen belt, inner, flux and energy spec-

tra (1961) 17713
whole-body 32 Mev, irradiation, effects on

primates (1965) 18918
Prototype cells, see Clells.

Prototype inflatable causeway (1962) 3570
Protozoa:
common intestional, of man (1964) 15045
microsporidia of fish (1965) 608
see also Gymnodinium breve.

Protozoology, medical, identification and detec-

tion (1962) 16002; (1965) 18421
Protractors:

magnetic, setting angles on machine tools

speeded (1964) 13160
revised aerial photo scale-protractor (1962)

17562
Providence, R.I.:

air pollution pilot study (1962) 18424
area redevelopment manpower report (1963)

17402
census of business, standard metropolitan

area

—

1958 central business district statistics

(1961) 6794
1963 major retail centers (1965) 17180

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 11934
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 23083

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 11172

electric facilities of area, map (1962) 555;

(1963) 516; (1964) 673; (1965) 16177
experimental mail-processing plant opera-

tions, GAO review (1962) 21814

Providence, R.I.—Continued

first automated post office (1961) 6486
occupational wage survey

—

departmental editions (1961) 15716; (1962)

18148; (1963) 16281; (1964) 16598; (1965)

14632
document editions (1961) 14144; (1962)

16825; (1963) 15172
port (1965) 16122
real property acquisition practices and ade-

quacy of compensation, hearings (1964)

14016
redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)

15027
services for senior citizens, hearings (1964)

12249
T.F. Green Airport, weather observations,

hourly, decennial census (1963) 11400
water resources (1961) 12797

Providence River:
and harbor, navigation improvement of har-

bor, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 17954'

document edition (1964) 17670
Providencia, case study in economic censuses

(1964) 15325
Providing equitable treatment for large and

small members (1962) 7307
Provisional thermodynamic functions for

para-hydrogen (1962) 10544
Provo, Utah, census of housing, 1960, stand-

ard metropolitan statistical area tenure,

rooms, condition and plumbing, etc

(1962) 16532
Provocations to cover provocations, Albania

(1961) 17430
Provoost, Maud A., relief (1961) 5623

Prowers County, Colo., geology and
ground-water resources (1965) 12554

Postal Union of the Americas and Spain:
convention, final protocol, etc (1962) 6465
money orders agreement and final protocol

(1962) 3510
parcel post, agreement, final protocol and

regulations of execution (1962) 6466
Posters:

Agricultural Marketing Service (1963) 7535
Agriculture Department (1963) 18440
American soldier, 1781-1855, uniforms (1965)

155
Army Department (1963) 18554
code of ethics for Government service, print

additional copies, reports (1965) 7415,

8921
DOD series (1962) 4571
DOD-P series (1963) 18538
domestic postage rates, fees, etc (1964) 9698
educational aids (1963) 4950-51

fallout shelter signs, posting instructions,

handbooks (1964) 8151, 13793
Forest Service (1963) 10252
inaugural address of John F. Kennedy (1964)

13920
Old Age and Survivors Insurance Bureau

(1962) 6391
Post Office Department, commemorative

stamps (1961) 1417-19, 2643-46, 6484,

8139, 11519-521, 15918-919, 20083-84,

21295-296; (1962) 1755, 6405, 8591-94,

12646, 18387-389, 22709-710, 24062-64;

(1963) 1385-87, 3254, 7386-88, 11202-205,

12969, 14642-645, 16482-483, 18267-269,

20020-22, 21069; (1964) 3338, 9697,

11535-536, 13375, 16814, 18880,

20724-726, 21831-833; (1965) 1554-56,

3225, 5311-12, 6855-56, 9838-39, 11614,

11616-617, 13217, 14972-975, 16800-801,

18689-691, 20013
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Posters—Continued

President's Committee on Elqual Employment
Opportunity (1961) 17782

Public Health Service (1962) 3467
smallpox vaccination, international certifi-

cate, requirement (1964) 5665
sold by Superintendent of Documents, price

lists (1961) 17788; (1962) 16122; (1963)
12981; (1964) 20738

Postgraduate School, Naval, see Naval Post-
graduate School, Monterey.

Postgraduate work, see Colleges and universi-
ties.

Postmaster General, see Post Office Depart-
ment.

Postmaster of House of Representatives, see
House of Representatives.

Postmasters:
acting and permanent, procedures for ap-

pointments (1962) 13540; (1964) 10339;
(1965) 8901

examinations

—

announcements (1961) 12002-5; (1962) 9114,
16601; (1963) 1939, 13323; (1964) 13797,
15352-353, 21054

4th class, instructions to applicants (1962)
14992; (1963) 4624, 20384; (1964) 11947;
(1965) 17252

sample questions (1961) 1843
five-day workweek, establish

—

hearings (1965) 8900, 14136
law (1965) 15464
reports (1965) 8854, 14091

partners in management (address) (1965)
9837

positions, 1st, 2d, 3d class, information
(1962) 4848; (1963) 11664; (1965) 7326

Postmortem morphological and functional
examinations of medullary cells proc-
essed for preservation, USSR study
(1965) 16428

Posts:
12-year service tests on treated posts (1964)

18998
untreated, service life, Puerto Rico (1961)

6153
wood preservatives in Mississippi, progress

reports (1962) 9673; (1963) 12167; (1964)
12441

Posts (fences), see Fence posts.
Postural reflexes in intact animals under con-

ditions of weightlessness (1963) 7297
Posture:

effect of body position on meridional varia-
tions in scotopic acuity (1965) 1319

good posture for boys and g^rls (1964) 4621
perception of postural verticality, effects of

flying experience upon reduction of error
(1962) 22967

riflemen, stability under conditions of train-
ing and competition, electromyographic
analysis, USSR study (1962) 15883

Postwar fluctuations in business inventories
(papers) (1962) 2284

Potash:
compressive strength versus length-diameter

ratios (1964) 5486
minerals yearbook chapters (1961) 17646;

(1962) 18217; (1963) 16328; (1964) 18678;
(1965) 12942

Potassium:
and phosphorus fertilizers, effects on yield,

etc. of grass-legume mixtures (1963)
16712

compatibility tests of several plastics and
elastomers (1962) 10531

content

—

in Finnish Lapps and their diet (1964)
13392

Potassium—Continued
content—Continued

in U.S. coals (1965) 5091
deficiency symptoms of loblolly and Virginia

pine seedlings (1962) 5249
dermal excretion, relation to balance, etc

(1963) 1813
extracellular, regulation during hypother-

mia (1963) 16794
high temperature properties (1963) 3234,

7371, 16463; (1964) 5614; (1965) 11578,
11590, 13148, 13191

mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)
9583

muscle fiber, effect of X-ray irradiation,
USSR study (1962) 2741

oilfield waters analysis methods, flame-

spectrophotometric determination (1962)
20112

radiochemistry (1962) 2062
requirements of Virginia pine (1962) 23570
vapor pressure in 550° to 1,280° C tempera-

ture range, determination (1961) 15819
Potassium alum, process for producing alumi-

na from clay, evaluation (1963) 19862
Potassium carbonates, bicarbonate dry chemi-

cal fire fighting agents, discharge char-
acteristics (1963) 16460

Potassium chloride:

effect on higher nervous activity and arteri-

al pressure of dogs with experimental
hypertension, USSR study (1961) 15241

photoelectric emission phenomena in extreme
ultraviolet (1965) 4177

Potassium hydroxide, electrolytes, comparison
(1962) 6351

Potassium isotopes, K-42, rate of uptake in

rat (1961) 17963
Potassium-lead silicate, structural and optical

data on synthetic asbestiform materials
(1962) 10451

Potassium sorbate, effect on development of
rancidity in smoked mullet (1962) 17501

Potato chips:
color and yield from potatoes stored in pal-

let boxes (1962) 12855
industry, industrial waste guide (1961) 1443

Potato leafhopper, on alfalfa, control (1963)
9576

Potato Mountain area, Seward Peninsula,
Alaska, tin-lode investigations (1965)
6597

Potatoes:
acreage marketing guides, what they mean

to growers (1961) 18
acreage yield, etc., by States and seasonal

groups (1961) 13799, 17857; (1962) 18525;
(1963) 20193; (1964) 16884; (1965) 15092

applying fertilizers, USSR study (1964) 9222
bulk handling and shipping to processing

plants (1963) 18432
California, southern growers, marketing

information, sources and uses (1962)
17371

certified seed reports (1962) 8770; (1963)
5750; (1964) 3164; (1965) 3060

commercial production (1964) 16946
consumption trends and patterns (1961)

13772
controlling insects (1961) 11700; (1963) 9570;

(1965) 10058
crop census (1962) 12927
cultivation under irrigation in north Aral

region, USSR study (1965) 7877
early

—

airflow loading patterns for truck ship-

ments (1965) 7033
Alabama and Florida, prepackaging at

production points (1963) 4358
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Potatoes—Continued

eastern North Carolina, 1960 crop, market-
ing summary (1961) 32

eelworm, damage caused, Hungarian study
(1962) 10084

11th national Potato Utilization Conference,
proceedings and papers (1962) 4526

fall, marketing margins (1961) 5267
fertilizers, USSR study (1964) 16524
flakes

—

advance in food technology (1961) 3690
commercial production, estimated cost and
equipment (1962) 8781

increased density (1961) 1612
procedure for bacteriological examination

(1961) 11682
fresh, transportation to large markets from

5 major producing areas (1965) 43
frozen french-fried

—

consumer preferences, effect of size of

pieces (1962) 4513
processing (1963) 14838
U.S. standards for grades (1963) 16710

futures

—

commitments of traders (1963) 3529; (1964)

3343; (1965) 3230
trading and open contracts (1961) 3050-51;

(1962) 3906-7; (1963) 3749-50; (1964)

3547-48; (1965) 3461-62
golden nematode, how to prevent spread

(1961) 81
handling and shipping to processing plants

in pallet boxes and burlap bags (1961)

17917
harvest mechanization, effect on labor (1961)

19249
harvesters, blades and blade-substitutes in

potato harvesters to reduce spill-out

losses (1962) 18638
in popular ways (recipes) (1965) 16967
industry

—

Aroostook County, Maine, economic review
(1964) 9993

problems (remarks) (1963) 1721
U.S., economic study (1962) 9518

insects, their biology and biological and cul-

tural control (1964) 11752
internal sprouting, causes and controls

(1962) 8760
Irish

—

cobbler and Kennebec, effect of maturity
on chipping quality (1964) 5836

futures trading on commodity exchanges,
prohibit

—

hearings (1963) 9920, 20604
reports (1963) 18846; (1964) 8411

marketing orders, hearings (1962) 19167;

(1963) 20605
marketing quotas through acreage allot-

ments

—

hearings (1963) 11870, 20605
report (1964) 8412

southern wireworm, control (1965) 5515

utiHzation of crop (1961) 20210; (1962)

20334; (1963) 18341; (1964) 18988; (1965)

16885

Long Island storages, evaluation of cooling
methods (1961) 13793

Maine

—

futures, trading (1961) 5551, 10141; (1962)

13227; (1963) 7815; (1964) 10134
marketing costs and grower's returns, im-

pact of technological change (1963) 1706

National Potato Utilization Conference re-

port (1965) 8403
outlook for 1961 (talk) (1961) 5203
pallet boxes for handling and storing (1962)

15

Potatoes—Continued
preparing Florida-grown for market (1962)

12893
processed, market potential (paper) (1961)

10532
products

—

comparative costs to consumers, etc. (talk)

(1962) 15477
processed, market potential (1962) 62

Red River Valley

—

storages, handling methods and equipment
(1961) 20297

vine killing in relation to maturity (1964)
15223

Sebago, quality, effect of heavy loading in

shipping (1961) 6641
seed

—

machine for cutting into uniform size and
shape (1962) 4473

productivity after cooling, supercooling,
or freezing (1962) 64

shipped in conveyorized railroad cars, bulk
handling and quality evaluation (1965)
16939

spring, acreage marketing guides (1961) 11,

20257; (1963) 4330; (1964) 2; (1965) 4
sprouting prevention, irradiation status

etc., addendum (1965) 10167
storage

—

fall crop area, shell ventilation systems
(1963) 5826

pallet boxes for chip manufacture (1962)
12855

use of ionizing radiations for control of
dormancy, USSR study (1962) 9918

summer and fall, acreage marketing guides
(1961) 5175; (1962) 8757; (1963) 5779;
(1964) 5786; (1965) 7550

total stocks, monthly report (1961) 2853;

(1962) 4388; (1963) 4239; (1964) 4087;
(1965) 3995

utilization conference proceedings (1964)
7940

warehousemen, lighter door to ease strain

(1964) 7886
white, Virginia, marketing, buyers' prefer-

ences and practices (1965) 1764
winter, acreage-marketing guides (1961)

13744; (1962) 16239; (1963) 14814; (1964)

15181; (1965) 16052
yield, effect of growth substance of petrole-

um origin, development, and physiologi-

cal changes, USSR study (1964) 8851
see aiso Sweetpotatoes.

Potawatomi Indians:
Citizen Band, convey land to

—

law (1964) 17280
reports (1964) 12107, 15715

Citizens Band of Oklahoma and Prairie
Band of Kansas, use of funds arising

from judgment

—

law (1961) 16609
reports (1961) 14315, 17002

Prairie Band of Kansas, lands in trust

—

law (1962) 16729
reports (1962) 11608, 13452

Potenot problem, solution (1961) 11293, 11296
Potential:

ionization, tables (1961) 223
terminated image, thermal, field emission

theories (1965) 9729
Potential energy, see Force and energy.
Potentiation of gamma radiation with energy

from ruby laser (1965) 17027
Potentiometers:

calibration, practical method (1963) 9214
K-3 precision, Leeds and Northrup, test in-

strument calibration technique (1963)

9286
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Potentiometers—Continued

light sensitive, measures product of 2 varia-

bles (1965) 6673
rotating and static precision components

symposium, proceedings (1964) 15009
unsaturated standard cells, cross-check pro-

cedure, technical manual (1964) 13355
Potentiometric titration of uranium in milli-

gram amounts with vanadate, Poland
(1962) 7609

Potholes, prairie, hydrology, current studies

(1963) 12227
Potholes Reservoir:

costs for recreational purposes to be non-
reimburseable

—

hearing (1964) 10424
report (1964) 6488

Potocko, Richard J., bibliography related to

human factors system program (1964)

18729
Potomac Institute, Inc., defense contractor,

personal services with Defense Depart-
ment with reference to cost reimburse-
ment contracts, report (1964) 8336

Potomac River and Valley:
basin report (1965) 523

public hearing (1965) 524
basin study, summary (1963) 6375
crystalline rocks of gorge near Washington,

D.C (1963) 19317
economic base survey of service area (1962)

6740
North Branch, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 442
document edition (1963) 231

removal of drift in Washington metropolitan
area, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 19583
document edition (1965) 19182

tidewater portion, hurricane survey, engi-
neer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 17957
document edition (1964) 17469

time of travel of water, Cumberland to
Washington (1961) 10687

Washington Clhannel, designating Francis
Case Memorial Bridge, report (1964)
1782

Woodrow Wilson Memorial Bridge, mainte-
nance and operation

—

law (1961) 18740
reports (1961) 12429, 18878

Potomac River Fisheries Commission:
entry of Maryland and Virginia into com-

pact to regulate taking of fish in area

—

law (1962) 23183
reports (1962) 16953, 21437

Potomac River Naval Command, examination
announcement for filling aid positions
(1961) 18402

Pots, see Crab pots.
Potsdam, Germany, Geodetic Institute, re-

search activity (1962) 7617
Potsdam Conference, 1945:
foreign relations of U.S., diplomatic pa-

pers

—

departmental edition (1961) 9785
document edition (1961) 8626

Pottawatomie County, Okla., land, donation to
heirs of Anthony Bourbonnais (1961)
7060, 12375, 14038

Potted plants, see Plants.
Potter, A. E., jr., attempt to increase hydroxyl

airflow artificially by release of ozone
into upper atmosphere (1965) 16707

Potter, James E., matrix equation in statisti-
cal filter theory (1965) 14753

Potter, Jeannette, cancer manual for public
health nurses (1963) 20091

Potter, Joseph R., jr., traffic pattern of Ameri-
can raw cotton shipments, 1961-62
(1965) 10069

Potter, W.T., paper, Apr. 8, 1963 (1963) 9095
Potterbaum, Leonard H., relief (1961) 18801;

(1963) 6099; (1965) 10437
Pottery:
and related products, census of manufac-

tures, 1958, industry report (1961) 1796
earthenware table and kitchen articles, Tar-

iff Commission report (1963) 9460
household and commercial industry

—

Italy (1961) 9975
Japan (1961) 9976

imports and exports, impact on American
employment

—

hearings (1962) 4961
print additional copies, reports (1962)

17013, 17282
North Devon pottery and its export to

America in 17th century (1961) 2609
Potts, James K., B-58A minimum control speed

test (1964) 5879
Pottstown, Pa.:

census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

18324
redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)

13170
Poulos, N.E., high temperature ceramic struc-

tures (1963) 9279
Poultry:
and products

—

inspection and grading programs, list of

approved chemical compounds (1961)

1592, 8262; (1962) 6520, 16242; (1963)

4333, 16704; (1964) 7878, 19045; (1965)

6070A, 19524
transportation regulations (1963) 11426

automatic feeding equipment (1964) 7918

business, Federal wage-hour law application

(1964) 7838
byproducts, processing and utilization in

feeds (1962) 78
condemnation losses, role of research in

solving problem (talk) (1961) 8284
cost accounting for processors, guide (1961)

13771
disease, environmental, and management

factors related to health (1962) 22

diseased, interstate movement

—

hearings (1962) 23361
law (1962) 23163
reports (1962) 15357, 21078

exports to Common Market

—

hearing (1963) 18915
impact of regulations, statements (1964)

6506
farm management (1964) 4202

feed production, current industrial reports

(1963) 9719, 15057; (1964) 13757
foreign agriculture circulars (1961) 3274;

(1962) 3876; (1963) 3720; (1964) 3520;

(1965) 3433
frozen. Federal inspection (address) (1961)

8277
grading and inspection (1961) 13774
grading and packaging (1962) 12919

grading manual (1961) 16093; (1965) 18871

hatcheries and dealers participating in na-
tional poultry improvement plan (1962)

6537, 8777; (1963) 7544-45
hatchery industry, structure, economic

changes, problems (1961) 11714
hatchery production (1961) 2826; (1962)

3918; (1963) 3763; (1964) 3567; (1965)
3480

Louisiana Crop Reporting Service (1961)
2827
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Poultry—Continued
hatching and breeding, trade practice rules

(1961) 6044
health requirements and regulations govern-

ing interstate and international move-
ment (1962) 24; (1963) 18405

home preparation time, yield and composi-
tion of various market forms (1965)
15191

house for laying hens, farm building plan
(1961) 8302

icepacked, shipping containers for short
hauls (1963) 5830

industry

—

and new frontier (address) (1962) 4524
growth and development, European Ck)m-

mon Market problems (address) (1963)
7555

how far will vertical integration go (ad-

dress) (1962) 9531
more market power for producer and in-

creased bargaining power for farmer
(talk) (1962) 9530

problems (address) (1961) 5246
small business problems, report (1963)

2040
inspection

—

applicants information (1962) 12814;
(1964) 16931

consumer's safeguard (1965) 18888
history of its development (1965) 14144

inspector's handbook (1965) 1735
interstate transportation, code of Federal

regulations (1963) 18408
inventories (1961) 3720, 5195; (1962) 8697;

(1963) 5747; (1964) 7804; (1965) 8337
know poultry you buy

—

PA series (1963) 18439
poster (1963) 18440

layers and rate of lay, etc (1961) 9845;
(1962) 12741

laying hens, respiration calorimetric studies

(1961) 16077
manure and other waste, disposal (1964)

16932
market information and prices, explanation

of Dairy and Poultry Market News
Service (1961) 5178; (1963) 4

market-promotion program increases U.S.
sales to West Europe, picture story
(1962) 10862

market statistics (1961) 6707; (1962) 8874;
(1963) 5845; (1964) 7948; (1965) 7043

measuring effects of marketing orders (talk)

(1962) 9533
meat, keep drug residues out by poultrymen

following pre-slaughter rules (1964) 6737

multiple-occupancy warehouses for poultry
and egg wholesalers, improved designs
(1964) 7929

national improvement plan

—

breed distribution of participating flocks

(1961) 1610, 17894; (1963) 11; (1964) 16;

(1965) 13

changes, conference reports (1961) 5238;
(1963) 1658

hatcheries and dealers participating
(1961) 5221, 9857, 17895; (1963) 11437;
(1964) 7893, 19052; (1965) 5496, 8399

hatchery and flock participation, tables
(1961) 5219, 20268; (1963) 1632; (1964)
1682; (1965) 14

proposed changes (1962) 10815; (1964) 9926

provisions (1961) 9892; (1963) 9583; (1965)
11859

record of performance test, summaries
(1961) 16079; (1962) 10807; (1963) 7546;
(1965) 5497

Poultry—Continued
Newcastle disease

—

how to control it (1962) 8839
prophylaxis and countermeasures against.
East (^rmany (1962) 7799

outlook in 1961 (talk) (1961) 5200
packaging, problems and research (talk)

(1962) 14720
plants operating under poultry inspection

and grading programs, list (1961) 9837;
(1962) 12, 12813; (1963) 3, 11424; (1964)
4177, 13557; (1965) 6077

poultry and egg situation (1961) 2796; (1962)
4181; (1963) 4028; (1964) 3859; (1965)
3773, 10727

prepackaging at processing plant level, pos-
sibilities and problems (talk) (1961) 9848

processing

—

dual track conveyor system (1964) 9948
for convenience foods (1962) 12922
industry waste treatment studies (1963)

16530
plants, washing and chilling methods for

eviscerated broilers, analysis (1961) 93
products

—

foreign trade prospects (1964) 8628
household market in U.S (1961) 6632
inspected and graded, labeling (1963)

13139
inspection act, applicability to Puerto
Rico and Virgin Islands, clarify

—

law (1962) 16724
reports (1961) 16787; (1962) 13638

prospects for foreign trade (1961) 7458;
(1962) 5221; (1963) 8289

publications, price lists (1962) 3454; (1963)

5681; (1964) 9709; (1965) 18697
quarantine laws, clarify

—

law (1962) 16744
reports (1961) 14612; (1962) 9333

raising, scientific research, Rumania (1964)
14556

reproductivity inhibition, recent findings

(1963) 559
retail sales of broilers and meat as affected

by price, display area, and newspaper
advertising (1964) 14171

slaughtered fowl salmonellosis infection,

problem in veterinary surveillance. East
Germany study (1962) 7781

slaughtered under Federal inspection,

monthly reports (1961) 2841; (1962)

4182; (1963) 4029; (1964) 3860; (1965)

3774
small business problems, hearings (1962)

400, 2342
print additional copies, reports (1962)

9313 23394
Soviet industry, article (1961) 13028
statistical series, selected, through 1964

(1965) 10727
statistics (1961) 1644; (1962) 8873
tapeworm control (1965) 5513
trade agreements with EXiropean Economic

Community and member States (1962)

14656
tuberculosis, eradication and control (1962)

8841
USDA acceptance service for quantity buy-

ers (1961) 8261; (1965) 6

USDA grades, how to buy (1964) 31

used in canning and processed foods monthly
reports (1961) 2841; (1962) 4182; (1963)

4029; (1964) 3860; (1965) 3774
wholesale market, 14th Street, New York

City (1962) 22938
see also Capons and caponizing—Chick-

ens—Diseases of poultry—Food for poul-
try—Poultry—Turkeys.
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Poultry manure, see Fertilizers.

Poultry mites, see Chicken mites.

Poultrymen, poultry and egg producers, when
you use medicated feeds follow pre-

slaughter withdrawal rules, keep drug
residues out of poultry, meat and eggs
(1964) 6737

Poverty:
and undereducation, what school and com-

munity can do (1965) 9519
anti-poverty campaign (address) (1964) 6117
attack on poverty includes farmers (address)

(1965) 8416
child-rearing and family relationship pat-

terns of the very poor (1965) 6987
children and poverty (1965) 7289
collective bargaining and war against (ad-

dress) (1964) 7591
community action for human resource devel-

opment (1965) 15206
community's stake in eliminating poverty

(address) (1964) 11712
constructive public welfare program (1965)

10003
cooperatives to lead unconditional war on

poverty in rural America (remarks)
(1964) 7917

Cumberland highlands, survey (1965) 4882
cycle, related to deprivation in childhood

(1965) 13346
Economic opportunity act

—

agricultural aspects, hearing (1964) 12116
antipoverty program, New York City and
Los Angeles, investigation of conditions,

hearings (1965) 15793
compilation of materials relevant to bill

(1964) 15610
print as Senate document, report (1964)

15684
expand program, etc.

—

hearing (1965) 16042
law (1965) 17444
reports (1965) 12106, 12148, 15953,

17623, 17652
hearings (1964) 10306, 12126, 14152
law (1964) 17311
legislative summary (1965) 749
programs, appropriations, 1965, proposal

(1964) 17464
reports (1964) 14120, 15482, 15523
war on poverty program, examination,
hearings (1965) 10533

economic opportunity program (remarks)
(1965) 11630

eliminate poverty through education (re-

marks) (1964) 14665
elimination in U.S., appraisal of housing

policies, effectiveness, research report

on slums and insecurity (1963) 14700
facts (address) (1964) 14708
ideals are like stars (address) (1964) 20426
in United States (1964) 8788; (1965) 406
Indonesia, socialist struggle against poverty

(1961) 7799
law and poverty, 1965, report to National

Conference (1965) 16076
legal services, extension to the poor, confer-

ence proceedings (1965) 6988
Los Angeles, hard-core unemployment and

poverty (1965) 15230
President's antipoverty campaign, goals

(address) (1964) 11965
President's program to remove causes (ad-

dress) (1964) 7675
programs to combat

—

compilation of materials relevant to bill

(1964) 15610
print as Senate document, report (1964)

15684

PoVerty—Continued
programs to combat—Continued
hearings (1964) 10306, 12126, 14152
law (1964) 17311
message from the President (1964) 8246
reports (1964) 14120, 15482, 15523

public welfare's role in war on poverty
(1964) 19028

rural

—

areas of U.S (1965) 468
attacking (address) (1964) 5820; (1965)
10048

blight on social and economic landscape
(talk) (1961) 17220

volunteers (1964) 14664
struggle against, India, China, and south-

east Asia, observations (1964) 2730
target for education (address) (1964) 6574
taxes, poverty, jobs, and profits (speech)

(1964) 11829
United States, selective bibliography (1965)

16762
vocational rehabilitation for low income res-

idents of public housing helps fight

want (1965) 8358
war against, American Indian (address)

(1964) 10670
war on poverty

—

addresses (1965) 1258, 2784, 6545, 8444
as it effects older Americans, hearings

(1965) 17903
communities in action (periodical) (1965)
12369

community action means opportunity
(1965) 2080

facts about VISTA volunteers (1965) 6097
hometown fight (1965) 6100
major weapon. State minimum wage legis-

lation (1965) 13354
projects by States, etc (1965) 9027, 16077
quick facts (1965) 6099
recommendations of the President (1965)
5818

through economic opportunity loans for
small business (1965) 11682

to extend hand and heart of this country
(remarks) (1964) 12565

training program for college graduates in

youth centers (1965) 10753
VISTA, invitation to serve (1965) 12370

women in poverty, general information
(1964) 16927, 21929

women's role in war on poverty (address)
(1964) 12533

world, human rights and struggle against,
international implications (lecture)

(1965) 7837
Poverty and Administration of Federal Crimi-

nal Justice, Attorney (^teneral's Commit-
tee on, see Attorney General's Commit-
tee on Poverty and Administration of
Federal Criminal Justice.

Povinelli, Louis A., effect of oxidizer particle
size on additive agglomeration (1963)
1280

Powder metallurgy, see Metallurgy—aiso
names of metals, etc.

Powder-post beetles, see Beetles.

Powder River and Valley:
characteristics of petroleum (1961) 13445
geology and uranium deposits of

—

basin (1964) 10629
Pumpkin Buttes area of basin (1964)

15941
oil sands, susceptibility to water damage

(1963) 1233
west side of basin, sedimentary rocks and

reserves of coal (1961) 6169
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Powders:
burning, heating up of surface, USSR study

(1961) 10915
combustion mechanism, USSR study (1961)

15256
copper, preparation from leach solutions

after precipitation with iron (1964)
16637

fine-particled multiklon adsorption for ex-
traction of Ru-106 in liquid run-off. East
Germany (1962) 7795

metallic, isothermal sintering under pres-
sure, USSR study (1963) 8604

metallurgy, USSR articles (1963) 8766
multipurpose fire extinguishing agents, eval-

uation (1963) 11161
powder fuel processing by 2-pass swaging,

effect of particle size and distribution
(1963) 1830

production of refractory metals, USSR arti-

cles (1963) 699
sintered aluminum,

—

heat resistant material SAP, weldability
by fusion, USSR study (1964) 20322

use in producing heat-resistant material,
USSR study (1963) 17994

specific area in production of hard alloys,

determination, USSR study (1963) 706
tungsten, electrowon evaluation (1965) 5090
see aiso (junpowder—Metal powders.

Powell, Barbara A.:

accuracy of data on

—

housing characteristics (1964) 15322
population characteristics as measured
by-
CPS-census match (1965) 4351
reinterviews (1964) 15323

Powell, C. J., performance of soils under tire

loads, analysis of tests in Yuma sand
through Aug. 1962 (1965) 18051

Powell, Charles H., industrial environment, its

evaluation and control (1965) 20039
Powell, Howard E.:

alkyl-dithiocarbamic acid amine salt as flo-

tation collectors for sulfide lead slime
(1963) 1232

beneficiation of refractory clay (1963) 3097
hydrocyclone in clay beneficiation (1963)

16345
magnetic susceptibility of siderite (1963)

10957
thermal decompositions of siderite and con-

sequential reactions (1965) 14707
Powell, James A., relief (1963) 17094; (1964)

1905, 2170
Powell, Jules V.:

domestic tree nut industries, economic ap-
praisal (1964) 21259

marketing flowers, credit, etc., problems in

Iowa cities (1965) 8437
pecan nursery industry, structure and eco-

nomic aspects (1964) 565
Powell, Ralph L., politico-military relation-

ships in Communist China (1964) 9803
Powell, Lake:

filling and operation (1963) 8020
general information (1965) 11671

Powell, Wyo.:
land exchange

—

law (1963) 17021
reports (1963) 17101, 17240

Powell County, Mont.:
geology of Basin quadrangle (1963) 20729
northern Boulder Mountains, pleistocene ice

sheet, description (1962) 19569
Power, E.A.:

advance report on fisheries of United States
(1963) 4939; (1964) 6700

fisheries of United States (1964) 10552;
(1964) 19740

Power, Peter D., relief (1962) 9239, 21350,
23150

Power, W.H., thermodynamic properties of sa-

line water (1964) 19814
Power:
Communist China industry (1962) 17920,

17970, 18029, 19772, 19942, 21951, 22056,
22180, 22184, 22388, 23709, 23791; (1963)
651, 1030, 1102, 2553, 2699, 2792, 2913,
6739, 6870, 7044, 8456, 8482, 8533, 8842,
8983, 10440. 12347, 12724, 14135, 14181,
15966, 16089, 19382, 19560, 19667, 19742,
20861, 20913; (1964) 910, 1102, 1213,
1339, 2603, 2611, 2723, 2787, 2929, 4933,
4958, 4988, 5077, 5235, 5265, 6918, 6933,
7031, 7104, 7154, 7281, 8936, 8970, 10796,
12642, 12830, 14412, 14537, 14643

Congo, survey of resources (1965) 1092
conservation, code of Federal regulations

(1961) 12631; (1962) 7961; (1963) 6425;
(1964) 8567; (1965) 7668

dissipation in diode swept along its reverse
characteristic (1964) 11441

engineering

—

abstracts pertaining to Communist (]hina

in Soviet journal (1962) 15780, 10044;
(1963) 1032, 8655, 12546, 14377

in USSR (1962) 17681
expenses of cotton gins, Arkansas, Okla-

homa, and Texas, study (1962) 8848
Federal power act, amend

—

hearings (1964) 15804; (1965) 12320
reports (1964) 17712; (1965) 14067

heat power engineering, USSR (1962) 2025
industry and air pollution (remarks) (1963)

7409
invisible waves, USSR study (1964) 980
machinery, USSR industrial development,

translations (1962) 17951, 22317; (1963)
1020, 2480, 2769, 5353, 7103, 8492, 10618,
12285, 14271, 15713, 15765, 15806, 17683,
17973, 19570; (1964) 1085, 2583, 5089,
7091, 18555, 21437; (1965) 2529

motive, for class 1 railroads (1961) 3342;
(1962) 4091; (1963) 3934; (1964) 3757;
(1965) 3671

nuclear energy for space propulsion and
auxiliary power, hearings (1962) 2281

index (1963) 4665
ocean as source, USSR stady (1963) 17863
pneumatic, transmitted through air bearing

(1964) 16674
power for future (remarks) (1962) 18434
power input to small flat plate from diffuse-

ly radiating sphere with application to

earth satellites, spinning plate (1963)
5580

power realities, international apportionment
problems, United Nations procedures
(address) (1965) 13284

space, jet condenser (1965) 19930
statistics of class 1 railroads (1961) 3341;

(1962) 3903; (1963) 3746; (1964) 3544;
(1965) 3458

supply, unit regulated general radio 1201-A,
test instrument calibration procedure
(1962) 3418

systems, computer engineering in design and
exploitation, scientific-technical confer-
ence, USSR study (1961) 2102

unconventional sources, bibliography (1962)
16443

USSR-
distribution networks districts, effect of

local factors on economic characteris-
tics (1962) 2854

fuel-power balance (1963) 6858
see a]so Atomic energy—Electricity—Force

and energy—Horsepower—Solar ener-

gy—Water power.
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Power (Balance of), see Balance of power.
Power boilers, see Boilers.

Power cables, see Electric cables.

Power comparators, desigrn methods for po>yer

reduction in logical systems, illustration

(1965) 18575
Power laundries, see Laundry and laundries.

Power lines, see Hectric lines.

Power meters, see Electric meters.
Power packs, assemblies, purchased from

Sparton Corporation, excessive prices.

Army Dept., GAO report (1965) 696
Power plants;

aircraft maintenance, repair and alteration,

civil air regulation amendment (1962)

9582
aircraft powerplant maintenance, fundamen-

tals, Army technical manual (1965)

10160
cooling, analysis of sub-ice heat sink (1961)

1947
maintenance, repair, and alteration, civil

aeronautics manual (1962) 2443, 13768;
(1963) 476, 3324

mechanics examination guide (1963) 15539
Rankine cycle space, in megawatt range,

parametric exploration of axial-flow

turbines (1965) 2892
third, at Grand Coulee Dam, construction,

etc., authorize

—

hearing (1965) 10694
report (1965) 14030

turboelectric space systems, cycle character-
istics (1961) 1297

turbojet, wind tunnel design requirements
for full scale fire-testing (1962) 4653

see also Electric power plants—Nuclear re-

actor power plants—aJso power plants

by name, e.g. Palisades project

—

Parosena Thermoelectric Power Plant.

Power presses, comparison of State safety
codes with ASA standards, chart" (1963)
3018

Power reactors, see Reactors (atomic).

Power resources:
energy resources and Government, compila-

tion (1961) 1858
national, study

—

authorize, report (1962) 5045
by special committee, hearings (1961)

12517
papers prepared for United Nations Confer-

ence (1963) 5094
Soviet hydroenergetics, results and pros-

pects of development (1962) 11969
summary energy balances for U.S., selected

years, 1947-62 (1965) 2810, 5072
U.S. and world energy resources, sources of

information, bibliography (1961) 14951
Power series expansions, see Integration

(mathematics).
Power series solutions of one-dimensional flow

equation for exponential and linear dif-

fusivity functions (1963) 1629
Power shears, see Shears.
Power supplies:
ASTIA report bibliography (1961) 17993
DC, variable load automatically tests (1965)

9647
fundamentals of electronics (1964) 20686;

(1965) 16780
horsepower of power equipment in manufac-

turing industries, census of manufac-
tures (1964) 11891

John Fluke 406, instrument calibration pro-
cedure, technical manual (1964) 11507

multiloaded, protect with PTC thermistor
(1965) 1437

non-magnetic research (1965) 1394

Power supplies—Continued
transistor-regulated, zener diode is starter

(1965) 5156
power transfer between arbitrarily polar-

ized antennas from experimentally mea-
surable parameters (1965) 13190

Power transformers, see Hectric transform-
ers.

Power transmission:
equipment, mechanical. Federal item identifi-

cation guides for supply cataloging
(1962) 7236; (1963) 3652; (1964) 3470,
12289; (1965) 3372

helicopter, investigation of conformal gear
(1964) 20856

mechanical equipment. Federal supply sched-
ule (1961) 10612

vehicular component^. Federal supply cata-
log (1962) 21591

Power units, see Electric generators.
Power Use Conference, Portland, Oreg., pro-

ceedings (1964) 13738-739; (1965) 10198
Powerplants, see Power plants.
Powers, Bruce G., demonstrating minimum

flying speed of delta-wing airplane
(1964) 14870

Powers, Donald B., relief (1963) 7906; (1965)
10438

Powers, Ekiward I., thermal radiation in ellipti-

cal earth orbit (1964) 9579
Powers, Francis G., hearing (1962) 7209
Powers, Harry R., jr., annosus root rot in

eastern pines (1963) 10210
Powers, Joseph M., teaching machines, ASTIA

bibliography (1963) 4440
Powers, Mary G., voter participation in na-

tional election, Nov. 1964 (1965) 18985
Pozsonyi, Jozsef, and family, relief (1963)

8037; (1965) 10599
Pozzolan cement, see Cement.
PPA series (1961) 3468; (1962) 4185
Prabhakara, Cuddapah, non-photochemical

processes effects on ozone in atmosphere
(1964) 14844

Practical nurses, see Nurses and nursing.
Practitioners, Christian Science, social securi-

ty coverage guides (1961) 2628
Prado Dam quadrangle, Calif., stratigraphy,

structure and oil resources, study (1964)
10641

Pragmatic analysis as theory of epistemologi-
cal discipline. East Germany (1964)
10836

Pragmatism, and semiotics, Charles W. Mor-
ris' gnoseological theory, USSR study
(1963) 10471

Prague, Czechoslovakia:
air service to New York City, inauguration

(remarks) (1965) 13727
1st international conference on techniques

of pseudo-liquified layer (1962) 12153
Jena photogrammetric course, report (1962)

7899
Prairie Band of Potawatomi Indians, see Pota-

watomi Indians.
Prairie Bluff formation, see Cretaceous period.

Prairie du Pont Levee and Sanitary District:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 451
document edition (1963) 259

Prairies:
potholes, hydrology, current studies (1963)

12227
prairie-plains, conifer nursery practice

(1965) 10050
prairie-plains region, superior trees for shel-

ter-belts, guide for selecting (1965) 674
Prakticheskiye metody chislennogo prognoza

pogody, book review (1965) 2436
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Prandtl, Ludwig, compressed cell and Mohr's
theory of strength in relation to vertical

tectonics (1962) 2530
Prandtl's equation, see Equations.
Praseodymium, physics changes of electric

resistance under pressure of up to 250,-

000 kg/cm, USSR study (1962) 1090
Praseodymium salts, thermal decomposition

(1962) 22506
Prasky, Charles:

differential sulfatizing process for recovery
of ferrograde manganese (1963) 5487

sulfatization of manganiferous carbonate
slates in fluidized bed reactor (1963)

16330
Prather, Perry F., medical X-ray units in Bal-

timore, findings of 1963 pilot survey
(1965) 1582

Pratt, Edmund T., jr., nomination, hearings
(1964) 521

Pratt, Harry D., mites of public health impor-
tance (1963) 14668

Pratt, Kans., railroad accident (1961) 2078
Prausnitz, J.M., solubility of solids in dense

gases (1965) 16746
Pravda (periodical):

attacks Italian Socialist leader Nenni for
anti-Communist policy (1963) 876

editorials translation (1962) 23916, 23884,

23900; (1963) 669, 711, 727, 777, 796, 815,

832, 937, 984, 1024, 1042, 1073, 1135,

2481, 2500, 2522, 2587, 2591, 2634, 2673,
2716, 2738, 2761, 2836, 2862, 2890, 2898,
2941, 2956, 2984, 3001, 5151, 5171, 5199,

5223, 5252, 5288, 5307, 5355, 5377, 5388,

5416, 6731-32, 6777, 6816, 6855, 6898,
6903, 6978, 6997, 7029, 7045, 7072, 7095,
7117, 8440, 8519-20, 8590, 8611, 8634,

8664, 8707, 8740, 8787, 8840, 8867, 8906,
8925, 9000, 9019, 10391, 10409, 10450,
10468, 10491, 10521, 10539, 10567, 10598,
10696, 10701, 10723, 10741, 10806, 10845,
12274, 12288, 12317, 12364, 12404, 12436,

12474, 12508, 12529, 12610, 12674, 12689,
12761, 12770, 14083, 14107, 14133, 14198,

14213, 14303, 14342, 14394, 14431, 15700,
15720, 15741, 15767, 15789, 15854, 15868,

15885, 15910, 15937, 15956, 15964, 16026,
16043, 16063, 16102, 16129, 16160, 16173,
16215, 16237, 17583, 17599, 17603, 17624,
17674, 17697, 17730, 17753, 17771, 17786,

17827, 17845, 17859, 17907, 17928, 17953,
17981, 18006, 19403, 19409, 19422, 19442,
19470, 19496, 19518, 19526, 19583-584,

19606, 19619, 19654, 19675, 19690, 19732,
19751, 19763, 20768, 20809, 20859, 20869,
20910; (1964) 886, 921, 946, 964, 972, 1004,

1028, 1077, 1112, 1155, 1200, 1214, 1265,

1278, 1318, 1341, 1352, 2502, 2528, 2530,

2563, 2586, 2608, 2807, 2824, 2845, 2869,
2910, 4981, 5012, 5065, 5082, 5131, 5171,

5177, 5209, 5282, 5297, 5322, 5400, 6890,

6929, 6951, 6977, 6986, 7024, 7125, 7177,

7193, 7215, 7249, 7268, 7297, 7317, 8861,

8882, 8910, 8930, 8959, 8991, 9005, 9037,

9072, 9094, 9116, 9141, 9192, 9250, 9260,

9282, 9331, 10720, 10750, 10793, 10899,

10941, 10950, 11023, 11030, 11073, 11080,
11100, 11123, 11137, 11193, 11219, 12632,
12647, 12668, 12738, 12796, 12836, 12848,
12878, 12905, 12934, 12952, 12963, 12987,
13014, 14454, 14483, 14541, 14607, 14640,

16023, 16060, 16096, 16146, 16171, 16209,
16212, 16231, 16244, 16262, 16301, 16322,
16338, 16384, 16399, 16420, 16448, 16504,
16532, 18220, 18241, 18256, 18271, 18326,
18347, 18418, 18453, 18467, 18508, 18530,
18543, 18545, 18579, 19854, 19898, 19916,
19953, 19969, 20075, 20093, 20151, 20171,

Pravda (periodical)—Continued
editorials translation—Continued

20183, 20249, 20277, 20295, 20354, 20385,
20415, 21404, 21483, 21516, 21543, 21559,
21621, 21632, 21647; (1965) 807, 840, 846,
876, 889, 922, 925, 929, 957, 1021, 1054,
1059, 1099, 1157, 1188, 2268, 2293, 2347,
2362, 2348, 2429, 2456, 2480, 2499, 2526,
2595, 2619, 2631, 2647, 2683, 2704, 2720

Prayer Room in United States Capitol:
article on, House document, print additional

copies, report (1962) 15209
print additional copies of H. doc 234, 84th

Cong., reports (1965) 15719, 15995
Prayers:

offered by

—

former Senate Chaplain Peter Marshall,
reprint, reports (1965) 4574, 7424

House Chaplains (1961) 6961; (1965) 7423,
15527

Senate Chaplains (1961) 1893; (1964)
19575; (1965) 428

proposed constitutional amendments, hear-
ings (1964) 17658

print additional copies, reports (1964)
17561, 17818

school

—

not establishment of religion, hearings
(1963) 4787

permit, amend Constitution, hearings
(1963) 4787

permit prayerful meditation, hearings
(1963) 4787

proposed constitutional amendments, staff

study (1964) 10328
Supreme Court decision on prayer, expla-
nation (1962) 21661

Supreme Court opinions, print additional
copies, reports (1964) 4456, 4534

PRB, see Personnel Research Branch—Public
Roads Bureau.

Preamplifiers, see Amplifiers.

Prebed care completion of bed occupancy pro-
gram (1962) 11479

Pre-Cambrian period:

geology, etc (1963) 2348
geology of Precambrian rocks

—

Central City district, Colo (1965) 6344
Idaho Springs district, Colo (1965) 4859

iron deposits near Atlantic City, Wyo (1963)

10285
lake deposits in Western States, review and

annotated bibliography (1964) 15940
metamorphic and igneous rocks in Front

Range, description (1964) 12507
pegmatites and other rocks in southern

Black Hills (series) (1962) 21832; (1963)

15608; (1964) 4783
quartzite-schist sequence along Coal Creek,

relationship to Idaho Springs Forma-
tion, Front Range, Colo (1964) 18135

rocks, joints in, Central City-Idaho Springs
area, Colo (1961) 6181

Precious metals, decontamination and recov-

ery (1962) 8969

Precious stones:
gem stones, minerals yearbook chapters

(1961) 19846; (1962) 22474; (1963) 18072;

(1974) 20474; (1965) 18433
mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)

9562

Precipitates:
insoluble, formed while heating fuels, disper-

sion, USSR study (1963) 6839
periodic precipitation, mathematical formu-

lation of theory, USSR study (1961)

4630
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Precipitates—Continued

spatial distribution on crystallization of

mutually diffusing substances, USSR
study (1961) 10808

Precipitation:
abundant, role of stationary weather fronts

in causing, Hungarian study (1962) 7824
Alaska

—

interior forested area (1965) 9187
probable maximum data for areas to 400
square miles, etc (1963) 16692

2- to 10-day, for return periods of 2 to 100
years (1965) 10001

Albania, characteristics (1962) 9832
Arctic region, winter, preciseness of calcula-

tion, USSR (1961) 10882
Arkansas, maximum for 24 hours and under

(1961) 1574
California, probable maximum (1962) 3560
changes possible from proposed Rampart

Dam Reservoir (1965) 10768
climatic data, calibrating watershed runoff

(1964) 8679
climatic probability function, Hungarian

study (1962) 7826
cloud, USSR study (1964) 7183
Columbia River basin, monthly (1962) 22907;

(1963) 3918
data from storage gage stations, notice

(1965) 11775
decennial census of U.S. climate (1962)

10733-77-5, 12785-786, 16213-225,
18574-592; (1963) 1592, 7507-14,
9493-502, 11386-406, 13118-127,
14782-798, 16658-666, 20233-243,
21155-175; (1964) 15154-155, 19016-25,
20877-878, 21919-920; (1965) 3084,
5465-69

effect on bromegrass-crested wheatgrass
hay production (1964) 5858

frequency distributions, techniques for fit-

ting to hydrologic data (1964) 9931
Hawaiian Islands, probable maximum (1963)

16667
heavy admixture from higher levels of at-

mosphere with wind varying with
height, effect of ground surface layer,
USSR study (1961) 12969

hourly data, by States, etc (1961) 3652;
(1962) 3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578;
(1965) 3492

increasing, effectiveness of cloud modifica-
tion, USSR study (1965) 4955

indicator, description (1965) 13065
influence on rising currents in convective

clouds, USSR study (1965) 1184
intensity, relation to radar reflectivity of

meteorological objects with different
drop-size distribution parameters, USSR
study (1965) 4988

interception by northern hardwoods (1962)
611

lower Colorado River, Salton Sea area
(1965) 737

mean number of days with 0.01 inch or more,
monthly and annual, national atlas
sheet (1963) 14801

mean total, monthly, Jan.-Aug., national
atlas sheet (1961) 2751

measurement of forested experimental wat-
ersheds (1963) 20699

measurements resulting from 3-dimensional
wind flow in northern California storm
(1963) 20246

monthly normals, decennial census, notice
(1965) 11776

normal annual total precipitation, inches,
national atlas sheet (1964) 1657

Precipitation—Continued

nuclear debris in samples, summary report
of studies (1962) 8970, 16394

Oklahoma, maximum for 24 hours and under
(1962) 6502, 8745

Pacific Northwest, monthly (1964) 3829;
(1965) 3748

precipitation and flood peak runoff in select-
ed drainage basins in U.S (1965) 18229

Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands (1962) 8746
radar apparatus for polarization investiga-

tions, USSR study (1965) 2469
runoff precipitation relation, statistics

(1963) 607
storage-gage, data for Western United

States (1964) 15163
Susquehanna River drainage above Harris-

burg, Pa., probable maximum (1965)
15147

Tennessee River basin (1961) 1560, 3615,
6591; (1962) 4184; (1963) 4031; (1964)
3862; (1965) 3776

above Chattanooga, probable maximum
and TVA (1965) 16918

two-to ten-day, for return periods of 2 to
100 years in contiguous United States
(1964) 19027

Weather Bureau measurements, history
(1963) 7516

see also Rain—Snow—Weather control.
Precipitation (chemistry):

carrier-precipitation and filter electrode, use
for spectrochemical analysis of solu-
tions (1963) 14514

mercury in caustic solutions (1962) 10471
radiochemical, rare-earth oxalates, studies

(1961) 9478
Precipitation gages, see Rain gages.
Precipitators, copper dust, laboratory smelt-

ing (1964) 5483
see also Electrostatic precipitators.

Precision alloys (USSR periodical):

translations (1962) 23799
Precision casting, see Founding.
Precision endless-loop magnetic tape recorder

for space applications (1963) 5579
Precision gage measures ultrahigh vacuum

levels (1964) 13200
Precision instruments:
casing alloys for high-precision parts, USSR

investigation (1964) 16069
components, initial failures, study (1963)

5659
Soviet equipment, translations (1961) 10887,

11062, 15275, 15662, 17538, 17550, 17569,
17571, 17580, 17589, 19698, 19739, 21016,
21030-32, 21037

surveying, very high precision recording
(1961) 11278

USSR industrial development, translations
(1962) 888, 1121, 1196, 1258, 1343-44,

1392, 1491, 2680, 2938, 2967, 3025, 3186,
5562, 5908, 5960, 8254, 9919, 9995, 12240,
14189, 17812, 19842, 19845, 21985, 22140,
22383, 23783, 23785, 23845, 23908; (1963)

886, 1006, 1044, 1109, 1120, 2459, 2611,
2644, 2731, 2758, 2958, 6724, 6944, 7021,
7054, 7081, 8464, 8734, 8922, 8931, 8957,
8974, 8995, 9002, 9013, 10532, 10533,
10718, 10782, 10847, 12421. 12607, 12649,
12749, 14118, 14123, 14125, 14263, 14266,
14287, 14422, 15690, 15701, 15724, 15751,
15797, 15823, 15837, 15848, 15859, 15873,
15898, 15919, 15939, 15945, 15972, 16005,
16019, 16039, 16064, 16130, 16144, 16161,
16165, 16174, 16193, 16200, 16222, 16244,
17589, 17616, 17635, 17642, 17664, 17719,
17722, 17775, 17797, 17931, 19528, 19571,
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Precision instruments—Continued
USSR industrial development, translations

—Continued
19720; (1964) 2503. 2694, 2740, 5164,

5183, 6962, 7077, 10726, 18350, 18491;

(1965) 978, 1113, 2280
see aiso Pulse counters.

Precision measurements, see Physical meas-
urements.

Precision Mechanics Trust, USSR, geophysics
plant, planimeter tests (1961) 4755

Precision orbits of 413 photographic meteors
(1961) 6546

Precision planter and fertilizer applicator for

use on experimental plots (1965) 8439
Precision tooling techniques (1965) 1406
Precooling, see Cooling.
Predatoriness in world of microorganisms,

USSR (1961) 20982
Predators:

of forest insects liberated in U.S. through
1960 (1962) 14741

of sea, and their commercial catches, USSR
study of sharks (1964) 10918

Predicting outslopes of spoil banks (1964) 772
Predicting regional crop production, applica-

tion of recursive programing (1965)
10093

Prediction (psychology):
adjustment to prolonged submergence

aboard fleet ballistic missile submar-
ine

—

background variables (1963) 7198
objective tests (1963) 7199

Air Force Academy cadets

—

achievement in 1st year (1961) 5316,

20325; (1965) 1798
leadership in classes, regression analysis

(1961) 17954
success in pilot training, selection varia-

bles as predictors (1961) 20329
Air Force officers

—

career decisions, predictability of initial

intent (1965) 7098
with scientific and engineering potential,

identification (1962) 12948
air traffic control specialists performance,

comparison of experience with aptitude
tests (1964) 13733

air traffic controllers

—

effectiveness (1962) 16413
school success (1962) 16415

airmen

—

enlistment standards, prediction of unfa-
vorable discharge by separate educa-
tional levels (1962) 20447

performance by career field, from selection

and basic training variables (1964)

11802
qualifying examination use to predict
completion of basic training (1964)

13635
specialists, educational requirements,

appraisal (1961) 5319
success from responses to items of Kelley

activity preference report (1963) 64
technical school success from homogene-
ous biographical inventory scores (1963)

67
unsuitability discharges (1961) 3757

Army clerk course, evaluation of tests to

predict success (1963) 14948
Army reenlistment (1961) 8256
automatic data processing programming

course, success (1963) 7684
carefulness test battery, validation against

training school criteria (1964) 13633
correction of correlation with dichotomous

variable for restriction in range (1963)

7623

Prediction (psychology)—Continued
delinquents, prediction and selection (1961)

11979, 20471
exploitation of personnel data by means of

multiple linear regression model (1961)
9919

factor scores, semantic differential respon-
ses to visual forms (1962) 4547

iterative technique for clustering criteria

(1961) 16151
keying self-report test items (1965) 1797
officer job rankings from ratings on 2 sets of

job evaluation factors (1963) 16786
peer ratings as predictors of disciplinary

problems (1963) 4462
psychrometric-clinical approach to person-

nel selection for counterinsurgency duty
(1965) 1799

relation of job qualification ratings to per-

formance ratings of basic training in-

structors (1964) 20971
retirement rates officers, Markov chain theo-

ry, application (1964) 15235
scientists, explorations in measurement of

contributions of one sample (1962) 1975
speech discrimination scores, prediction

from test information (1963) 4423
subjective probability distributions in se-

quential decision task (1965) 10111
success in

—

Army helicopter pilot trainees personality
constructs, development of experimental
selectors (1961) 20254

technical training

—

educational achievement information
(1963) 16784

years of education as predictor (1964)
9983

unacceptable performance in Army, enlist-

ment and induction standards screening
techniques (1961) 20252

unsuitability among Ist-term airmen from
aptitude indexes, high school data, etc

(1963) 18495
vigilance, AASHO road test (1962) 12982
WAF basic training success, by background

inventories (1961) 3754
WAF peer nominations, factor analysis

(1961) 1677
Predissociation, induced, in visible spectrum of

bromine, USSR study (1961) 4619

Pre-Fab Transit Co., accident (1964) 6870,

10714

Prefabricated airfield and road surfacing in-

vestigation (1963) 2228

Prefabricated buildings, see Buildings.

Prefabricated houses, see Houses.

Pregnancy:
fateful months when life begins, nationwide

collaborative mother-child study (1962)

10601
human prenatal development, exhibit in

Medical Museum (1965) 2062
ionizing radiation exposure, consequences,

USSR study (1964) 2768
late toxemia under climatic and geographic

conditions in dry subtropics, USSR
study (1962) 15730

prenatal care (1962) 20645
progress in collaborative perinatal research,

nationwide mother-child study, summary
(1964) 16752

radiation injuries, pathogenesis and repair
processes in rat embryos after irradia-

tion on 10th day, USSR study (1961)

2201
successful, following hypophysectomy dur-

ing 12th week of gestation (1961) 16134
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Pre-Gnome program, seismic measurements by
Geological Survey during high-explo-
sives tests near Carlsbad, N. Mex (1961)
5383

Prehistoric archeology, see Archeology.
Prejudices, success in eliminating in U.S. (ad-

dress) (1962) 339
Premarital examinations. District of Colum-

bia, require, reports (1964) 17617; (1965)

4506, 19418
Premature baby, see Infants.
Premium pay, see Hours of labor.

Premiums (insurance), see Health insur-
ance—Life insurance.

Prenatal care:
deterrents, California studies (1962) 14975
Hawaii high-risk maternity cases are

brought into care through prenatal clin-

ic in rural area (1965) 1915
mientras su bebe esta en camino (1963) 6014

pregnancy, childbirth, care of newborn, etc

(1962) 20645
when your baby is on the way (1961) 16487

Preneed burial service, hearing (1964) 19587

Prentiss County, Miss., forest inventory sta-

tistics (1963) 3379
Prepackaging, see Packaging.
Preparation and chemical behavior of tetra-

methyl-disilazane and related com-
pounds. East Germany (1962) 7739

Preparation and evaluation of diborides (1964)

11318
Preparation of high-purity nickel (1961) 17658

Preparation of high purity rare earth metals

(1962) 20431
Preparatory trade and industrial training

program in public schools, directory

(1962) 21644
Prepared cereals, see Cereals as food.

Preparedness, see Civilian defense—National
defense.

Preparing for new academic year (1962) 5611
Prep-text, mathematics series (1965)

18663-668, 19993
Presbyterian Retirement Facilities Corp.:

land exchange

—

law (1963) 17021
reports (1963) 17101, 17240

Preschool children, see Children.

Pre-Schooner Project, see Project Pre-
Schooner (field cratering experiment).

Prescott, Hizabeth, day-care centers and their

clientele (1965) 8635
Prescott, Glenn C, jr., reconnaissance of

ground-water conditions in Maine (1964)
825

Prescription for progress, development loan
program to help your community (1963)
5717

Prescription for progress, SBA community
development loans (1965) 20063

Prescriptions:
of nature, USSR study (1965) 7903
of private physicians, require filling in VA

pharmacies, GAO report (1963) 15594
Veterans Administration to fill with cheap-

er, generically equivalent drugs, etc.

GAO report (1965) 6290
Preselect address unit for IBM 1620 computer

(1964) 11859
Presentation pieces in Museum of History and

Technology (1965) 18631
Presentations:

analysis, key to effective briefings (1964)
5626

middleman (1963) 3241
Navy Department (1963) 3240-43
Navy's quick slide system (1963) 3242
paralysis, its cause and Rx cure (1963) 3240

Presentence investigation report (1965) 11814

Preservation of food, see Food.
Preservation of materials. Federal test method

standards (1962) 5201; (1963) 13943
Preservation of plants, see Plants.
Preservation of wood, see Wood preservatives.
Preservatives, millwork, water-repellant non-

pressure treatment, standard of trade
(1964) 18802

see aiso Wood preservatives.
Preserves:

definitions and standards (1961) 9156; (1963)
4975

how to make at home (1965) 13384
Preserving urban open space (1963) 11368
President of United States:

addresses, etc.

—

Apr. 21,1964(1964)12565
May 11, 1964 (1964) 12562

America as great power (address) (1964)

11620
appropriation, 1962 supplemental, for disas-

ter relief, proposal (1961) 18987
archival depository, agreement with Univer-

sity of Texas, authorize

—

hearing (1965) 17705
law (1965) 17375
reports (1965) 17593, 17846

assassination of President John F. Kennedy,
President's Commission on

—

hearings (1965) 1558
report (1964) 18882

assassination, penalties, provide

—

hearings (1965) 12194
law (1965) 15489
reports (1965) 12125, 15900

awards for distinguished Federal civilian

service (1962) 18890
basic staff functions by Budget Bureau

(1963) 1854
budget for Executive Oflice, amendments

(1961) 8658
career staff to the President (1962) 14908;

(1964) 4322
code of Federal regulations (1961) 4198,

17238; (1962) 5175, 7352, 13811; (1963)

6410, 15502; (1964) 6644, 10536, 21310;

(1965) 7643, 16185
control by (Congress of United States (1962)

19182
documents published 1960 (1961) 4198
economic report

—

departmental editions (1961) 2652; (1962)

6407; (1963) 3258; (1964) 5635; (1965)

5320
document editions (1961) 1874; (1962) 4909;

(1963) 2034; (1964) 4442; (1965) 4464
extending date for transmission of eco-

nomic report and budget, law (1965)

5784
hearings (1961) 8622; (1962) 6933; (1963)

6065; (1964) 6192; (1965) 7380
print additional copies, reports (1963)

8080, 11865; (1965) 12089
reports (1961) 8768; (1962) 7064; (1963)

6285; (1964) 6481; (1965) 7438
Eisenhower and party's drought tour (1962)

12869
elect, financing transition period between

administrations

—

hearing (1962) 23369
report (1962) 21081

election

—

abolish electoral college, proposed consti-

tutional amendment
hearing (1965) 6062
message from the President (1965) 4475

election laws, amend, hearings (1961) 10520,

14755
election of Nov. 8, 1960, statistics (1961)

8624
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President of United States—Continued

electors, choosing in D.C.

—

law (1961) 20524
reports (1961) 14435, 17068

emergency fund, appropriation, 1963, law
(1962) 16800

emergency powers

—

negotiated procurement, limit

—

hearings (1961) 7129; (1962) 11438, 17304
law (1962) 20828
reports (1962) 11384, 13431

under Federal civil defense act, extend,
reports (1962) 13413, 15339

equal employment opportunity (remarks)
(1964) 9702

Executive orders published 1960 (1961) 4198
former Presidents

—

and their dependents, protection by Secret
Service

—

law (1965) 19122
reports (1965) 15721, 15954

authorize to address Senate, report (1963)
17298

protection by Secret Service

—

law (1962) 23229
reports (1961) 10278, 17040

serve as Senators at large, hearings
(1963) 17334

funds appropriated to, hearings (1963) 7985
general CJovernment matters, appropria-

tions, report (1961) 20542
goals for Atlantic community (address)

(1963) 14934
inability and succession to office, proposed

amendments to Constitution

—

hearings (1963) 15397; (1964) 14148; (1965)
6062, 7488

message from the President (1965) 4475
reports (1964) 17727; (1965) 6026, 8771,

8783, 13884
inability to discharge duties, interpretation

of Constitution, opinion of Attorney
General (1961) 21123

inaugural addresses

—

George Washington to John F. Kennedy
(1962) 2306
print additional copies, reports (1962)

9314, 9468
Cjeorge Washington to President Lyndon

B. Johnson, print as House document,
etc. reports (1965) 7418, 8924

John F. Kennedy

—

poster (1964) 13920
print as House document in form suita-

ble for framing, reports (1964) 4475,
8421

print as House documents, etc., reports
(1961) 12291, 14590

inaugural committee, records, preliminary
inventory (1961) 1335, 20635

inauguration

—

addresses (1961) 4066, 6561; (1965) 4537
list of motion pictures and sound record-

ings (1961) 1336
Kennedy's new foreign trade program

—

departmental edition (1962) 6463
document edition (1962) 4913
message, analysis and summary of act

(1962) 9413
Kennedy's report to the people

—

on trip to Europe, May 30-June 6, 1961
(address) (1961) 13678

on Soviet missile bases in Cuba (address)
(1963) 1577

Kennedy 3-year record, summary (1964) 4516
messages, see, below veto messages.—also in

main alphabet, subject of message.

President of United States—Continued
microfilming papers of Presidents in Library

of Congress, remove liabilities for in-

fringement of literary property rights

—

law (1961) 18654
reports (1961) 16665. 17086

new international development act, high-
lights (1961) 11576

nomination and election including manner of
selecting delegates to national political
conventions, laws, etc. analysis (1964)
8404B

nomination and election method, constitu-
tional amendments

—

hearings (1961) 14748, 17137, 19181; (1962)
5070; (1963) 17318
appendix and index (1961) 19181

nominations, political conventions to be held
not prior to 1st Monday in Sept.

—

hearings (1961) 10520, 14755
report (1961) 16980

officers in order of succession, protection by
Secret Service

—

law (1962) 23229
reports (1961) 10278, 17040

papers

—

announcement and order form (1964) 15037
Cleveland, Grover (1965) 12805
Coolidge, Calvin (1965) 8010
Eisenhower, Dwight D (1961) 9118
Grant, Ulysses S (1965) 14650
Harrison, Benjamin (1964) 13095
index series (1961) 19835; (1962) 3284,

8446; (1963) 5466, 19811; (1964) 1392,
13095, 18652; (1965) 2807, 8010, 12805,
14650

Johnson, Lyndon B (1965) 19618-619
Kennedy, John F (1962) 9633; (1963) 13932;

(1964) 10540
Madison, James (1965) 2807
of Presidents in L.C., microfilming, remove

authorization limitation

—

law (1964) 10142
reports (1964) 2036, 10394

program of Library of Congress (1961)

7915
Senate relating to presidential nomina-

tions, 1789-1901 (1964) 21781
Truman, Harry S (1961) 19320; (1963) 524,

19200; (1964) 14254; (1965) 581, 14259
Washington, George (1964) 18652

peace proposals to 18-nation Committee on
Disarmament at Geneva, Switzerland,
elaboration (1964) 15261

President Kennedy's visit to USS Observa-
tion Island to observe Polaris firing,

Nov. 16, 1963, photographic record
(1964) 5621

presidential campaign

—

1960 (speeches), report (1961) 20619; (1962)
2351
print additional copies, report (1961)
20621

suspend equal time provisions of communi-
CStlOTlS set—
hearings (1961) 7289; (1962) 23411;

(1963) 9904, 17307
reports (1963) 11820, 11843; (1964) 12050

Presidential documents, weekly compilation
(1965) 16186

presidential transition act

—

hearing (1962) 23369; (1963) 9937
law (1964) 8216
reports (1962) 21081; (1963) 9914, 15238;

(1964) 4526, 6292
Presidents of U.S., list of references,

1789-1962 (1964) 5457
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President of United States—Continued

press conferences, disarmament and nuclear
testing, excerpts (1962) 4591, 10953,
10959, 14804-805

press releases (1961) 3529; (1962) 4234;
(1963) 4084; (1964) 3916; (1965) 3833

proclamations published (1961) 4198
resources and conservation report, requir-

ing, hearing (1961) 8988
search for peace, new opportunities (ad-

dress) (1963) 18536, 20145
state of the Union addresses (1961) 4003,

4035; (1962) 9174; (1963) 2023; (1964)
1996; (1965) 1976

excerpts (1961) 6562; (1962) 10951; (1963)
7434

statement, July 28, 1965 (1965) 13445, 15055
step toward peace, report to people on nucle-

ar test ban treaty (address) (1963)
14935, 16819

Thanksgiving Day proclamation of John F.

Kennedy (1964) 6196
print as House document, report (1964)
4474

3d anniversary of Alliance for progress (ad-

dress) (1964) 9798
toward strategy of peace (address) (1963)

13232, 13234
tribute to Armed Forces (address) (1964)

17032
Truman, Harry S., remarks and responses

by members of Senate on his 80th birth-

day (1964) 15611, 15685
urgent national needs

—

address (1961) 10220
special message to Congress (1961) 13677

U.S. space program, news conference of
Aug. 22, 1962, excerpts from (1962)
20485

veto messages

—

Baker, Melvin H., and wife (1961) 14168
Bernardo, Anthony F (1964) 17462
Biederman, Charles H (1961) 18786
Catalina Properties, Inc (1964) 17463
Cerrito, Ambrose A (1964) 17462
Chow Chui Ha (1962) 11485
District of Columbia hospital center (1962)

17140
Finney, R. Gordon, jr (1964) 8258
Graham, Cecil (1965) 17484
life insurance act of D.C., amendment

(1961) 18788
Maddux, James T (1964) 421
Miles, Daniel W (1965) 12063
military installation construction (1965)

17474
Pacific Northwest disaster relief act of

1965 (1965) 12218
railroad siding in D.C (1961) 20538
retirement compensation increase for D.C.

police, etc (1961) 18991
Simpson, Louis J (1962) 20965
Trousil, Barbara W., and sons (1962)

19028
Utterback, Charles J (1962) 7113
Vincent, William J (1961) 10221
Wetsel-Oviatt Lumber Co., Inc (1964)

19448
Zissu, Theodore (1965) 19191

vetoes, 1789-1961, list (1961) 4057
votes cast, 1964 and 1960, for States and

counties (1965) 8615
voting rights remarks to joint session of

Congress, the American promise (1965)
8227

war and emergency powers, laws in effect,

compilation (1962) 9398
why we test. President Kennedy's somber

decision (1962) 12980

President of United States—Continued
see aJso Garfield, James A—Kennedy, John

F.—Lincoln, Abraham.
President Wilson (SS):

Gallant Ship award, presentation (remarks)
(1965) 8013

Presidential assassination, see Assassination.
Presidential Office Space Commission, estab-

lish, report (1961) 12478
Presidential Railroad Commission:
pay structure study, railroad operating

employees, report (1962) 20242
record of hearings, index-digest (1962) 16110

report (1962) 12649, 16114-115
Presidential scholars, see Scholars.

President's Advisory (Commission on Narcotic
and Drug Abuse:

interim report (1964) 3087
report (1964) 5636

President's Advisory Committee for Labor-
Management Policy:

American products in world market, report

(1963) 18272
appropriations, 1963, law (1962) 16800
appropriations, 1964, hearings (1963) 7985,

9997
appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 6341, 12251
law (1964) 17251
reports (1964) 8297, 14048

appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 7474
law (1965) 13787
reports (1965) 8789, 12261

collective bargaining report (1962) 14559
establishment (1962) 1758
seminars on private adjustments to auto-

mation & technological change (1965)

5325
President's Advisory Panel on National Acade-

my of Foreign Affairs, report (1963)

3261
President's Appalachian Regional Commission,

report (1964) 9699
President's Commission on Assassination of

President John F. Kennedy:
hearings (1965) 1558
report (1964) 18882

President's Commission on Campaign C3osts;

legislative recommendations (1963) 337
report (1962) 10590

President's Commission on Crime in District of

Columbia:
appropriations, 1966, supplemental, hear-

ings (1965) 17680
expenses, authorize

—

law (1965) 17392
reports (1965) 17598, 17834

President's Commission on Heart Disease,

Cancer and Stroke, national program to

conquer heart disease, cancer and
stroke, reports (1965) 2978, 9861

President's Commission on Law Enforcement
and Administration of Justice:

appropriations, 1966, supplemental, hear-

ings (1965) 17680
expenses, authorize

—

law (1965) 17392
reports (1965) 17598, 17834

President's Commission on Registration and
Voting Participation, report (1964) 3091

President's Commission on Status of Women:
(Committee on Civil and Political Rights,

report (1964) 13381
Committee on Education, report (1964) 7679
Federal Employment Policies and Practices

C:k)mmittee, report (1964) 3090
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President's Commission on Status of Women

—

Continued
4 consultations, private employment, etc.

report (1964) 1542
Home and Community Committee, report

(1964) 5638
news release (1963) 3967
Private Employment Committee, report

(1964) 5639
Protective Labor Legislation Committee,

report (1963) 20081
publications (1964) 18889
report (1963) 20075
Social Insurance and Taxes Committee, re-

port (1964) 1545
President's Committee for Traffic Safety:
highway safety action program reports

(1961) 8160-61, 9696. 9698-9700, 9703-4,
13637; (1963) 16542; (1965) 13251

conferences organized citizen support,
feminine touch (1965) 13252

traffic accident records (1965) 6891
President's Committee on (Corporate Pension

Funds and Other Private Retirement
and Welfare Programs, report (1965)
5322

President's Committee on E^mployment of the
Handicapped:

ability counts contest for 11th- and 12th-
grade students announcements (1963)
9034; (1964) 11251

annual meeting, 1963, report (1964) 5423
appropriations, increase authorization

—

law (1964) 13871
reports (1964) 471, 12093

community committees to create national
employment climate favorable to handi-
capped (remarks) (1962) 1572

Disabled Veterans Committee, meeting
(1965) 5038

fifteen years, accomplishments, etc., 1947-62,
report (1962) 22423

general information (1961) 19818; (1962)
20038; (1964) 18620

history of treatment of physically disabled
(1962) 10387

job placement of mentally retarded, guide
(1963) 14448

jobs for handicapped, program guide (1962)
20036; (1963) 18029

librarians can help the handicapped who
have low incomes (1965) 11336

minutes of meetings (1961) 17598; (1963)
3020-21; (1964) 18617; (1965) 19799

news releases (1961) 3371
1966 national ability counts contest for 11th

and 12th grade students, announcement
(1965) 9496

panel discussion, employment of mentally
handicapped (1962) 12337

performance, story of the handicapped
(1961) 3369; (1962) 4165; (1963) 4014;
(1964) 3845; (1965) 3762

press releases (1962) 4235; (1963) 4085;
(1964) 3917; (1965) 3834

program guide (1961) 15697
progress in past 15 years (remarks) (1962)

22425
publicity handbook, program guide (1964)

18618
public officials can screen in ability (1961)

21137
speakers handbook (1964) 7371
State committee organization and financing,

guide (1965) 1274
steps to action, program guide (1965) 18395
what President's Committee expects of the

Governors' Committees (remarks) (1962)
14365

President's Committee on Employment of the
Handicapped—Continued

Women's Committee, operation-volunteers
(1963) 10889

President's Ck)mmittee on Equal Employment
Opportunity:

committee reporter (periodical) (1964) 7677;
(1965) 3232

(Conference of Community Leaders report on
American dream (1962) 22713

equal employment opportunity investiga-
tions and compliance review, guide
(1963) 1389

equal opportunities for all pledge (poster)

(1961) 17782
establishment (1961) 11524; (1962) 22714
Federal (jovernment

—

employment, rules and regulations (1961)
15922; (1962) 3449-50, 10589; (1963) 3259,
14648, 20079

guide to investigation on complaints
(1962) 6409

general information (1963) 20077; (1965)
5321

goal, for all Americans equality in job op-
portunity (1961) 21298; (1963) 12973

Government contract employment, rules and
regulations (1961) 15923

how to file a complaint (1964) 9700
information newsletters (1962) 3949; (1963)

3789; (1964) 3596; (1965) 3509
press releases (1962) 4236
reports (1962) 10591; (1964) 13382

President's Committee on Equal Opportunity
in Housing, questions and answers in
Executive order 11063 (1963) 8359

President's Committee on Government (Con-

tracts, patterns for progress, final re-

port (1961) 2653
President's Committee on Gk)vernment Employ-

ment Policy, report (1961) 8143
President's Committee on Juvenile Delinquen-

cy and Youth Crime
counter-attack on delinquency (1964) 16819
implications for education (speech) (1964)

5762
organization, operation, etc (1962) 2540
youth problems, program (1961). 21299

President's (Committee on Migratory Labor:
labor recruitment act, fact sheet (1962)

10385
meeting, Jan. 17, 1962, proceedings (1962)

6190
migratory labor notes (1961) 3368; (1962)

8320, 14359
press releases (1963) 4086

President's Committee on Public Higher Edu-
cation in District of Columbia, report
(1964) 16821

President's Committee on Youth Employment:
preliminary report (1962) 6408
press releases (1963) 4087; (1964) 3918
report and recommendations (1963) 9327
reports of subcommittees (1963) 18274

President's Committee to Appraise Employ-
ment and Unemployment Statistics, re-

port (1962) 22715
President's Conference on Occupational Safe-

ty:

news (1964) 13031, 13034-36, 13041,
14676-682

proceedings (1962) 23928; (1965) 9497
President's Council on Aging:

action for older Americans, annual report
(1965) 6857

annual report, the older American (1963)
11209

employment opportunities, etc., for the ag-
ing, report (1964) 5640
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President's Council on Aging—Continued

Federal payments to older persons in need of

protection, survey, etc (1965) 9846
projects and promotion guide for Senior Cit-

izens Month (1965) 8224
President's Council on Pennsylvania Avenue,

report (1964) 13378
President's Council on Physical Fitness:

general information (1963) 5675
newsletter (1965) 3713
report (1964) 16822

President's Council on Youth Fitness:

physical fitness elements in recreation,

suggestions for community programs
(1962) 24066

recreation planning for fitness, workshop
report (1961) 6488

statement by the President, problem, solu-

tion, etc (1962) 12648; (1963) 12974
youth physical fitness, suggested elements of

school centered program (1961) 15924
President's Emergency Committee for Employ-

ment, records, preliminary inventory
(1962) 18308

President's Missile Sites Labor Commission:
press releases (1963) 4088
reports (1962) 14563; (1963) 20083

President's Music Committee of People to Peo-

ple Program:
international music calendar (1961) 8142
United States music, calendar (1961) 9679;

(1962) 1759
President's (Drganization on Unemployment

Relief, records, preliminary inventory
(1962) 18308

President's Panel on Mental Retardation:
highlights (1963) 4598
mental retardation, national plan for na-

tional problem, chartbook (1963) 20080
recommendations, etc (1963) 6572
HEW's response (1964) 8790

reports

—

conference on implications for children
(1963) 16918

mission to

—

Denmark and Sweden (1963) 14651
Netherlands (1963) 20082
USSR (1964) 9703

task force on

—

behavioral and social research (1964)

15029
coordination (1964) 3088
education and rehabilitation (1963)

21074
on law (1963) 21075
prevention, clinical services and residen-

tial care (1963) 18273
President's Recreation Advisory Council, diffi-

cult Federal policy issues in outdoor
recreation (remarks) (1962) 22699

President's reorganization plans, see Govern-
ment reorganization plans.

President's Science Advisory Committee:
cotton insects, report (1965) 9845

organization for national security, review of

programs, staff study (1961) 12514
Panel on High Energy Accelerator Physics,

report (1963) 15016
report (1961) 2655
use of pesticides, report (1963) 11210

President's Task Force on Foreign Economic
Assistance, program (1961) 11575

President's Task Force on Manpower Conser-
vation, report (1964) 7678

President's Water Pollution Control Advisory
Board, functions and responsibilities

(1963) 1428
Presnell, John G., jr., panel flutter results for

flat and curved titanium skin panels
(1963) 5595

Press, Charles, rural residents and urban ex-

pansion (1963) 20626
Press:
Albania, information reports (1961) 4740,

10871, 11168, 15271, 15402, 15434, 15562,

15621, 15648, 15653, 17529, 19740-741;

(1962) 1139, 1451, 3036, 8026, 8149, 8253,

12097, 12287, 14254, 17746-747, 18051,

19986, 22270, 23907; (1963) 2513, 2942,

6713, 8510, 10578, 12322, 14151, 15723,

16238, 17829, 17853, 19532, 19598; (1964)

1005, 1154, 2617, 4946, 5288, 7016, 7098,

7263, 8872, 8989, 9091, 9256, 10851,

10953, 11083, 11189, 12582, 12696, 12737,

12813, 12832, 14429, 14453, 16006, 16073,

16178, 16191, 16297, 16362, 16406, 18244,

18277, 18412, 18477, 18574, 20037, 20040,

20066, 20182, 20382, 21545, 21645; (1965)

893, 963, 1246, 2604, 2656
American, pro-Castro forces attempts to

pervert, testimony of Carlos Todd, hear-

ing (1963) 4784
Bulgarian provincial, summaries (1961)

1056-58, 1068, 1109-10, 2281, 4472-73,

4492, 4530, 4538, 4547, 4570, 7755, 7788,

7833, 9330, 9339-40, 9366, 13071-72,

13161-162, 13198, 13261, 13276, 13284,

13319-320, 13379, 15140, 15184-185,

17437, 17442-443. 19555-556, 19620,

20912, 20920, 20922, 20929-930; (1962)

1217, 1298-99, 1395, 1442, 2940, 2953-54,

3034, 3065, 3223, 5779, 5806, 5929, 7980,

8206, 10149, 10173, 10238-239, 10289,

10309, 10337, 10347, 12215, 14046, 14088,

14161, 14207, 14309, 15945, 17930, 18055,

19787, 19895, 22002, 22286, 22372, 22404,

23898; (1963) 2488, 2567, 2935, 5156,

6647, 6822, 6940, 8458, 8805, 9012, 10490,

10758, 12337, 12758, 14293, 14364, 15852,

15986, 18004, 19383, 19509, 19767; (1964)

889, 1165, 2658, 4915, 5150, 5325, 6914,

7321, 8856, 9179, 10986, 11033, 11206,

12628, 12723, 12884, 12991, 14461, 14571,

19832, 19912, 19933, 19944, 20208, 20258,

20264; (1965) 1034, 1203, 2655
comments on TVA's 30th anniversary (1963)

14747
Communist comments on Clolombian youth

activity (1963) 2887
Communist penetration and exploitation,

study (1962) 23417
crisis, the press and community awareness

(remarks) (1965) 19055
Czechoslovak provincial, summaries (1961)

1127, 1137-38, 1141, 1152-53, 2421,

2425-27, 2431, 4682, 4703, 4706, 4725-26,

4739, 11025, 11081, 11121, 11147, 11169,

12907, 12937-938, 12972, 15231, 15261,

15299, 15344, 15389, 15413, 15420, 15449,

15491, 15535, 15547, 15603, 15605, 15630,

15639, 17514, 17519, 17526, 19695, 19718,

19761-762, 20992, 21005, 21039, 21079;

(1962) 1184, 1242, 1334, 1482-83, 1507-8;

3007, 3078-79, 3211, 5885-87, 7969-71,

8023, 8250-52, 8283-84, 10127-128, 10222,

10299, 12140, 12186, 12247, 12276, 14029,

14112-113, 14253, 14319-320, 15773,

15847, 15929, 15965-966, 17749, 18090,

19625, 19694-695, 19788, 19886-887,

19997, 20028, 22042, 22090, 22205, 22291,

23801, 23822-823; (1963) 654, 747, 851,

968, 1089, 2511, 2649, 2670, 2815, 2906,

5120, 5178, 5272, 6658, 6726, 6878,

6951-52, 6976, 8507, 8656, 8772, 8934,

10395, 10483, 10548, 10760, 10879, 12395,

12397, 12517, 12627, 12709, 12735; 14249,

14376, 15699, 15808, 15833, 15926, 16004,

16100, 16213, 17687, 17878, 17967, 19427,

19493, 19514, 19649, 19745, 20829; (1964)

905, 996, 1042, 1098, 1126, 1260, 2514,
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Press—Continued
Czechoslovak provincial, summaries—Con.

2649. 2777, 2867, 4890, 5072, 5121, 5194,

6916, 7018, 7132, 7199, 7328, 8858, 9051,

9135, 9202, 9286, 10774, 10840, 10948,

11066, 11188, 12619, 12746, 12846, 13003,

14448, 14601, 14649, 16072, 16181, 16257,

16341, 18425, 18470, 19884, 19986, 20044,

20356, 21380, 21432, 21617; (1965) 984,

1061, 1107, 1225, 2359, 2414, 2541, 2626,

2718
East European, political translations (1962)

10219, 10291, 14099, 14101, 14110, 14134,

14169, 14224, 15767
Hungarian provincial, summaries (1961)

1131, 1139, 1146, 2352-53, 2432, 4595,
4681, 4718, 10971, 10976, 10988, 11023,
11076, 11135, 11163, 11167, 12914, 12944,
15214, 15243, 15292-293, 15311, 15404,
15409-410, 15421, 15461, 15474, 15481,
15504, 15560, 15571, 15593, 15617, 15649,

15671, 17539, 17573, 17578, 17593, 19703,
19746, 21000, 21013; (1962) 1129, 1218,

1224, 1445, 1536-37, 3012, 3133, 3188,
5838-39, 5889, 5941, 6138-39, 8111, 8221,
8248-49, 9966, 10234, 10298, 10366,
12238, 14106, 14108, 14180, 14209, 15821,
15907, 15930, 17802, 17833, 17904, 17954,
19642, 19669, 19858, 19977, 20021, 21916,
22041, 22145-146, 22309, 23703, 23846;
(1963) 716-717, 771, 998, 1041, 1091,

2544, 2643, 2893, 2977, 5197, 5329, 6753,

6895, 6993, 7109, 8582, 8606, 8722, 8850,
8941, 10398, 10538, 10676, 10759, 10860,
12478, 12594, 12646, 12728, 14167, 14276,
14409, 15768, 15813, 15883, 15896, 16031,
16168, 16214, 16255, 17595, 17869, 17943,
19393, 19520, 19601, 19655, 20835, 20907;
(1964) 950, 973, 1206, 2480, 2567, 2686,

2881, 4941, 5143, 5161, 6887, 6960, 7176,

7260, 8935, 9024, 9055, 9158, 9203, 9226,
10736, 10829, 10957, 11040, 11177, 12641,
12809, 12872, 12896, 12959, 14500, 14633,
16050, 16068, 16260, 16405, 16445, 16452,

18282, 18381, 18472, 18536, 19883, 19894,
20018, 20157, 20346, 20352, 21608; (1965)

927, 1081, 1140, 1252, 2283, 2452, 2560,
2719

Indonesia, abbreviations and terms used,

glossary (1963) 20775
Indonesia articles, translations (1961) 901
Indonesian surveys, monthly (1961) 17470,

17497; (1962) 1214, 2861, 2970, 3214,

6115, 8235, 10230, 12220, 14203, 15896,
17961, 19631, 19834, 20005, 22129, 22326,
23795; (1963) 730, 983, 1152, 2746, 2965,

5357, 6790, 7033, 8562, 8865, 10412,
10737, 12381, 12631, 14146, 14365, 15834,
16146, 17644, 17873, 19414, 19595, 20790;
(1964) 983, 1180, 2470, 2761, 4937, 5130,

5377, 7085, 7261, 8995, 9233, 10870,
11067, 12594, 12866, 14499, 14658

Iraq, translations (1962) 3017
Iraq and Jordan, translations (1962) 6155,

10296
Israeli (Communist, comments on anti-Arab

riots, labor contracts, and nuclear weap-
ons (1963) 825

Israeli reports (1961) 19725; (1962) 1231,
1544, 3207, 5640, 6156, 7912, 8263, 8292,
12144

Israeli, selected translations (1961) 17575
Latin American, glossary of abbreviations

used (1963) 12696; (1964) 18542
Mexican, comments on ex-Communist Pelle-

cer (1963) 3007
Mongolia, functions (1963) 12460

Press—Continued
New China News Agency, closing of Prague

office, Chinese protests (1963) 19443
North Vietnam newspapers, translations

(1961) 21087
Novosti Press Agency, activities (1965)

12772
Polish provincial, summaries (1961) 1063,

1070, 1096, 1100, 2266, 2280, 2312, 4480,
4533, 4546, 4558, 4578, 7778, 7789, 7793,
7810, 7830, 7853, 7869, 9353, 9373, 13069,
13079, 13110, 13118, 13141, 13148, 13179,
13223, 13277, 13312, 13324-325, 13356,
13376, 15160, 15173, 15175, 15192, 17436,
17475, 20919, 20926, 20938, 21044, 21064;
(1962) 817, 827, 1133-34, 1213, 1317,
1351, 1435, 2935, 2952, 2991, 3040, 3100,
3175, 5778, 5785, 5797, 5868, 5928, 6003,
6147, 7979, 8013, 8087, 8184, 8268, 9950,
10013, 10138, 10318, 10372, 12174, 12214,
12280, 12300, 14025, 14098, 14160, 14223,
15755, 15831, 15933, 15940, 15958, 17844,
17921, 17988, 18057, 18104, 197.03, 19783,
19978, 21968, 22058, 22131, 22245, 23345,
23912, 23638, 23721; (1963) 662, 755, 869,

917, 1098, 1143, 2618, 2743, 2861, 2905,
2987, 5253, 6705, 6763, 6922-23, 7080,
8534, 8649, 8797, 8952, 10404, 10499,
10642, 10733, 12282, 12338, 12539, 12599,
12750, 14143, 14251, 14340, 14383, 15707,
15890, 15969, 16062, 16152, 17649, 17720,
17793, 17926, 17961, 19499, 19574, 19622,
19740, 20831; (1964) 952, 1021, 1103,

1186, 1334, 2538, 2588, 2734, 2864, 4932,
5041, 5138, 5182, 5263, 5386, 6915, 6974,
7040, 7123, 7174, 7225, 8855, 8976, 9088,
9228, 9332, 10783, 10890, 11013, 11106,
11176, 12600, 12712, 12842, 12925, 14428,
14542, 14606, 16049, 16133, 16230, 16296,
16387, 16516, 18248, 18348, 18462, 18562,
19871, 19984, 20139, 20225, 20403, 21433,
21534, 21639; (1965) 907, 986, 1084, 1215,

2311, 2442, 2559, 2639, 2721
Polish scientific information dissemination

(1962) 5913
reports and commentary on French nuclear

developments and policy (1965) 2765
reports on French nuclear policy and instal-

lation (1964) 18325
responsibility in labor reporting, etc. (ad-

dress) (1963) 10883
Rumanian provincial, summaries (1961)

1052, 1061, 1082, 1086, 1092, 1097, 2229,
2260-61 2303, 2307, 4517, 4553, 7744,

7747, 7764, 7783, 7804, 7846-48, 7867-68,

9332, 13033, 13102, 13117, 13123, 13125,
13197, 13250, 13272, 13301, 13327, 13349,
13374, 15121, 15146, 15190, 17445, 17459,
17463, 19559, 19564, 19607, 20932, 21025;

(1962) 1097-99, 1232, 1235, 1296, 1382,

2937, 3023, 3139, 3176, 3183, 3243, 5926,
5999, 6148, 8147, 8286, 10016, 10182,

10215, 10326, 10356, 10376, 12177, 14066,

14283, 14345, 15810, 17847, 17979, 18061,

19650, 19717, 19890, 21917, 22031, 22117,
22287, 22408, 23746, 23855; (1963) 742,

820, 982, 1015, 2571, 2622, 2745, 2885,
5165, 5319, 5393, 6759, 6905, 6996, 7078,

8488, 8657, 8866, 10377, 10501, 10634,
10736, 10870, 12432, 12562, 12651, 12752,
14161, 14286, 14343, 15829, 15948, 16050,
16169, 17707, 17776, 17946, 18002, 19434,

19475, 19753, 20832; (1964) 958, 1073,

1187, 1299, 2497, 2595, 2735, 2904, 4998,

5240, 5281, 6911, 7044, 7142, 8967, 9020,

9099, 9239, 9343, 10799, 10924, 11002,
11136, 11201, 12629, 12750, 12868, 12984,

14496, 14568, 14642, 16048, 16139, 16269,
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Press—Continued
Rumanian provincial, summaries—Con.

16344, 16418, 18234, 18302, 18393, 18553,
19838, 19917, 20088, 20263, 20362, 21451;
(1965) 818, 941, 1031, 1155, 1255, 2441,
2552, 2674

Russian, critical target of Iraqi government
(1961) 19582

Soviet

—

comment on East-West competition (1962)
17827

examines implications of gold speculation
in Tashkent (1962) 22343

report on Israeli tourists visit to Vil'nyus,
Lithuania (1964) 20124

technical current review (periodical) (1961)
2927; (1962) 3739; (1963) 3576; (1964)
3395; (1965) 3278

Swiss, translations (1962) 7923
Turkish Press-Advertising Agency, law gov-

erning (1961) 7871
United Arab Republic, translations (1962)

3041
world, epidemic reports (1964) 2501

JPRS serial publication, notice (1964)
1355

epidemiology reports (1964) 5172, 7245,
9364, 20091; (1965) 1234

Press operators, offset duplicating, examina-
tion announcement, amendment (1964)
17131

Press releases, see names of offices issuing re-

leases.

Presses, punch, safe practices (1962) 18135
see aiso Extrusion presses—Power press-

es—Printing presses—Vacuum presses.
Pressman, G.L. blood-pressure transducer for

temporal artery (1965) 16617
Pressmen:

apprentice, examination announcement
(1961) 20475

cylinder

—

and lithographic offset, examination, an-
nouncement, amendment (1964) 17131

examination announcements (1961) 16496,
16507; (1962) 20652; (1963) 18720; (1964)
4398

large presses, offset, examination announce-
ment, amdt (1965) 19018

offset, MOS evaluation test aid (1962) 10996
presswork, theory and practice (1963) 12238
tomorrow's pressmen, joint apprenticeship

committee project (1965) 15227
Pressure:

aircraft static-pressure systems calibra-
tions by ground-camera and
ground-radar methods, test program
(1963) 18163

arbitrary, penetration into compressible
fluid in isentropic case, USSR study
(1962) 2662

base

—

associated with shallow 3-dimensional
rearward-facing steps (1965) 16681

coefficients obtained from X-15 airplane
for Mach numbers up to 6 (1964) 18752

of simple wing-body, effect of multiple-jet
exits (1963) 5555

pressures and convective heat-transfer
coefficients for clustered sonic nozzles
with emphasis on choked exhaust back-
flow (1965) 16682

X-15 airplane at Mach numbers from 1.1

to 3.2 (1961) 15812
boattail and base, of twin-jet afterbodies at

Mach 1.91 (1961) 1260
buffet, on models of large manned launch

vehicle configurations (1963) 12851

Pressure—Continued
calibration

—

measurements to 31.5 in. Hg, measure-
ment system operation procedure (1961)

8120
of pressure transducers (1964) 3046

cambered and twisted wing, swept planform,
wind-tunnel data (1962) 20150; (1963)
3126

center, projectiles, investigated at Mach of

8.6 and Reynolds number of 17 million

(1961) 17670
chambers

—

bio-instrumentation control (1964) 21825
breathholding ability relationship to per-

formance in pressure chamber (1963)

7189
coefficients associated with sinusoidal protu-

berances on flat plate at Mach 3 (1963)

9161
condensing pressure drop by improved Lock-

hart-Martinelli method (1964) 21729
confining pressure effect on compression

parallel-to-grain strength of small clear

wood specimens (1965) 7720
correlations for hydrogen and nitrogen flow-

ing through tungsten wire mesh at tem-
peratures to 5200° R (1965) 14847

cricondenbar and other phase-boundary
pressures, effect of adding light hydro-
carbons, etc., to oils and gas-condensate
fluids (1962) 8470

delta wing

—

80° sweep slab, in hypersonic flow (1965)

8098
measurements at Mach numbers and an-

gles of attack (1964) 18740
differential

—

effects on flutter of flat panels (1964) 3022
system for evaluating angles of attack
and sideslip of Ranger FV vehicle (1964)

1457
displacement of Curie point, USSR study

(1961) 763
distribution

—

aerodynamic heat ^/ansfer and boundary-
layer transition on roughened sphere-
ellipsoid bodies at Mach 3.0 (1961) 15785

and axial temperature in EGCR develop-
ment of PTD-1 program (1964) 11857

blunt delta wing, angles of attack up to

—

35° at Mach 3.4 and 4.7 (1963) 3148
90° and Mach 6.85 (1963) 14588

blunt noses at Mach 2 (1961) 4857
blunted cones at hypersonic Mach num-

bers, investigations (1965) 16704
bodies of revolution with varying nose

bluntness at hypersonic speeds (1961)
13543

bodies with conical flares and extensive
flow separation at Mach number of 6.8

(1962) 12485
center-line of 2-dimensional bodies with

leading-edge angles (1963) 14556
characteristics of rectangular wings at
high angles of attack and supersonic
speeds (1961) 9494

cone-cylinder-flare configuration with
boundary-layer separation (1962) 22568

cylindrical bodies with different nose
shapes and nose drag coefficients on he-
lium, Reynolds number effects (1964)
1486; (1965) 9736

data for NACA 6- and 6A-series airfoil

sections (1961) 11435
delta wing

—

in hypersonic flow (1964) 11418
swept 65°, at Mach number 5.96 at an-

gles of attack from 65° to 115° and
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Pressure—Continued
distribution—Continued

delta wing—Continued
angles of roll from 0° to 25' at 90°

angle of attack, effects of rounding
corners and leading edges (1963) 14589

windward pressures, control-surface in-

teraction effects (1964) 14867
effect on blunt cylinders at hypersonic
speeds in air (1963) 20991

flat-face-cone and hemisphere cone, Mach
up to 4.7 (1961) 13483

flat-face cylinder at Mach number range
of 2.49 to 4.44 (1963) 5554

flat plate, on supersonic wings or arbi-
trary planform numerical calculation
method (1965) 5176

hemisphere-cylinder and bluff-afterbody
model in methane-air combustion prod-
ucts and in air (1963) 1299

induced on flat plate

—

at free-stream Mach number of 1.39 by
rockets exhausting upstream and
downstream (1962) 6266

by rockets exhausting upstream and
downstream (1963) 1300

Mach 6.0 and 9.6 over 2 reentry configura-
tions for 5th-stage Scout vehicle (1963)
11066

measurements on inboard aileron (1961)
9594

missile base and afterbody, jet effects at
supersonic speeds (1964) 1467

0.0667-scale model of X-15 airplane (1963)
3116

on stabilizers and brakes of X-15 airplane
(1965) 18584

over forward portion of Project Fire
space-vehicle configuration (1963) 7269

paragliders at low subsonic speeds (1961)
21233

reentry nose shapes, study (1961) 13524
rigid wings simulating parawings (1963)
9159

60° swept delta wings with blunt leading
edges and dihedral angles of 0° and 45°

measured at Mach 4.95 (1962) 12475
spoiler-type controls on trapezoidal wing

(1963) 3107
surface

—

induced on flat plate by cold air jet issu-
ing perpendicularly from plate, etc
(1963) 7276

on proposed Project Fire space vehicles
at Mach from 0.25 to 4.63 (1963) 19928

swept arrow wings twisted and cambered,
at Mach 2.05 (1962) 12489

swept wing of Douglas D-558-II research
airplane at Mach from 0.73 to 1.73

(1961) 13475
time dependent air forces on wings with

supersonic leading and trailing edges
and subsonic side edges applicable to

wing deforming harmonically according
to general polynomial equation (1963)
3135

2-dimensional sharp-leading-edge flat

plates with sweep angles of 0°, 30°, and
45° at Mach of 6 and angles of attack
from 0° to 90° (1962) 20141

wave drag due to two-dimensional fabrica-
tion-type surface roughness on ogive
cylinder at Mach of 1.61 and 2.01 (1961)
13511

wings

—

of finite span at zero incidence for Mach
near 1, theoretical prediction (1961)
11436

Pressure—Continued
distribution—Continued
wings—Continued
propeller slipstream effects determined
on large-scale 6-propeller VTOL model
at static thrust (1963) 1302

triangular and rectangular, to high an-
gles of attack, Mach 1.45 and 1.97

(1961) 1249
drag of sweptback wings, sine-cosine method

for reducing interference (1961) 6345
drop

—

in eccentric annuli, research program
(1962) 18724

inert gases and binary mixtures (1965)
6728

measurements of liquid parahydrogen
flowing through heated tube, experimen-
tal data (1961) 9585

nonwetting condensing flow of mercury
vapor in 1-G and zero-gravity environ-
ments (1965) 13019

2-phase, etc., of inclined test section (1961)
186

drops, wetting and nonwetting mercury,
study (1965) 1468

effect of thermal conductivity of gas (1963)
18243

effect of gelation of gelatin, USSR study
(1961) 2375

effect on rate of burning of liquid hydrazine
decomposition with flame (1965) 6742

elevated, combustion in spherical vessel
(1962) 3331

enthalpy calculated and flow-rate measure-
ments in high-temperature subsonic
streams (1965) 18563

fields in mid-level of atmosphere for entire
sphere of earth, hydrodynamic forecast-
ing considering orography, USSR study
(1964) 6884

fin-plate interference model at Mach 6 (1964)
16679

flat-plate, effects of leading-edge bluntness
on measurements at Mach 20 (1965)
18534

fluctuations

—

in hermetric cranial cavity (1963) 9197
X-15 airplane upper vertical tail when

carried by B-52 carrier airplane,
wind-tunnel investigation (1962) 14487

fluid—
35 to 20,000 PSIG, measurement system
operation procedure (1961) 11504

used to test turbopump bearings (1965)
5138

force and pressure measurements on cano-
py-fuselage configurations (1963) 5531

forming of aluminum oxide (1963) 5500

heat transfer measurements in shock tunnel
using test gases (1965) 18567

high-
composition and thermodynamic proper-

ties of reacting gas mixtures using Lew-
is and Randall nile (1965) 5200

droplet vaporization (1965) 1484
feasibility of electrical precipitation

(1964) 2993
olivine shear strength (1964) 19155
physics, use of shock waves, USSR study

(1965) 12652
research equipment, USSR study (1962)
22356

technology, research and development,
bibliography (1961) 9916

hydrogen atmosphere, effect on low-
temperature carbonization of lignite and
subbituminous coal (1961) 13451
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Pressure—Continued
hydrostatic, by extrusion (1962) 2068
increased, in gas medium, physiological bas-

es of man's survival, USSR study (1962)
7946

induced

—

on blunt cones in hypersonic flow (1964)
9584

on cylindrical rods with various nose
drags and nose shapes at Mach of 17
and 21 (1962) 12490

integral methods in compressible laminar
boundary layers and their application to

hypersonic pressure interactions (1965)
16608

intraocular tension and blood pressure,
USSR study (1965) 9414

jets, high-intensity pulse, measuring by ten-

someter method, USSR study (1964) 9194
known constant, device induces lungs to

maintain (1964) 14825
level, effect on afterburner-wall tempera-

tures (1963) 5527
loads produced on flat-plate wing by rocket

jets exhausting in spanwise direction
below wing and perpendicular to
free-stream flow of Mach 2.0 (1961) 1285,
11424

loss and heat transfer for turbulent flow
(1961) 167

low

—

ambient, jet-blast effects on dust-covered
surface, exploratory investigation (1962)
8494

aspect-ratio cambered delta wing-body
combination, at trasonic speeds (1961)
4871

breakdown voltages of some electronega-
tive gases (1963) 12872

materials problems in space (1961) 1298
measurement, bibliography and index

(1961) 21255; (1964) 13273
partial, of hydrogen or oxygen, potential

of platinum electrode (1965) 13203
production of gases in human tissues

(1962) 1966
sound transmission in helium and various
gases (1964) 19180

subcooled nucleate boiling of water flow-
ing in 1/4-inch-diameter tubes, experi-
mental study (1965) 5215

lowest, measurement in space and laborato-
ry (1965) 6615

maintenance project, Butler and Gowley
Ck)unties, Kans (1963) 12829

maximum pressure volume relationships of
human respiratory system (1964) 13648

measurements

—

flat face of blunted 10° half-cone body
(semidisk) (1963) 11028

flat-plate surface for range of Mach and
boundary-layer thicknesses (1963) 3124

piston gage, reduction of data (1963)
12898

sharp and blunt S'-and IS'-half-angle
cones at Mach 3.86 and angles of attack
to 100° (1961) 6399

with rocket grenade experiment (1964)
20621; (1965) 2913

X-15 at transonic speeds (1963) 11005
mechanical, use in demineralization of saline

water (1963) 14060
metal tubing, apparatus facilitates testing

(1965) 9673
molding of powdered materials improved by

rubber mold insert (1965) 1432
multijet-missile base, wind-tunnel investiga-

tion at Mach 1.9 (1961) 9500
multiple port pressure scanner valve (1964)

20550

Pressure—Continued

Navaho missile and booster, study (1963)
10990

oscillations induced by changes in burning
rate of flames (1961) 8009

penetration below surface of compressible
fluid, USSR study (1961) 983

penetration into compressible nonhomoge-
neous fluid, USSR study (1961) 2363

pickup device reads pressures from ports in

rotating mechanisms (1965) 5135
predicting boundary-layer self-induced pres-

sure problems, solutions (1961) 9573

pressure and heat transfer measurements
on Project Fire model at Mach 3.51

(1965) 1445
pressurized and axially loaded orthotropic

multicell tanks, analysis (1965) 11472
profile of rocket payload after nose-cone

ejection (1965) 16701
rapid decrease, effect of composition on

combustion of solid propellants (1963)
1314

ratios, Saturn model (1963) 11021

recovery

—

and mass-flow performance of annular
nose inlets (1961) 2542

conical spike inlet with bypass discharg-
ing from top or bottom of diffuser in

axial direction (1961) 2541
remote rapidly varying pressures accurately

measured (1965) 18519
shock wave, with intense spark discharge,

USSR study (1961) 947
solar wind on terminal shape of geomagnetic

field (1964) 13254
sonic boom

—

ground measurements for altitude range
of 10,000 to 75,000 feet (1964) 14903

intensity of several wing-body combina-
tions at Mach number 2.01, investiga-

tion of influence of lift by means of

wind-tunnel measurements (1961) 15781
of dolphin signals at point of reception,

analytical method of determination,
USSR study (1965) 11259

overpressures, some considerations (1961)
14838

static

—

averaging probe reduces sensing errors
(1965) 9656

characteristics on forward parts of 9 fuse-

lages of various cross-sectional shapes
at Mach number of 2.01 (1963) 5533

stabilized structures, theory (1963) 11080

surface

—

and turbulent airflow in transverse rec-

tangular notches (1965) 1461, 9692
unswept blunt plates in helium at high
Mach numbers (1961) 6390

swept cylinder in vicinity of its intersection
with wedge and flat plate (1964) 16678

sweptback T-mounted horizontal tail (1962)
1667

transient pressures measured by variable-
reluctance transducer (1964) 13176

ultra-high, effects on organic monomers and
polymers (1965) 17112

wall-pressure fluctuations and pressure-
velocity correlations in turbulent bound-
ary layer (1964) 9614

wind tunnel measurements in wake of

cone-cylinder model at Mach of 2.30 and
4.65 (1965) 14849

see also Atmospheric pressure—Gas—Vapor
pressure.

Pressure apparatus, see Suction and pressure
apparatus.
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Pressure apparatus—Continued
Bourdan tube

—

test instrument calibration procedure
(1962) 3431

30 to 12, 140 PSIG using Ruska dead
weight installation, test instrument cali-

bration procedure (1962) 22689
differential, for measuring suspended-

sediment concentrations, investigations
(1963) 14049

differential pressure gauge has fast re-

sponse (1965) 18505
gas-composition-sensitive, calibration in

condensible vapors (1965) 5174
inclined-piston deadweight (1963) 5478
thermistor, design procedures (1961) 1305
water-level point gage, description, etc., of

inexpensive equipment (1961) 20771
see aiso Ionization gages.

Pressure indicators, test results from auto-
matic yield indicators (1961) 18103

Pressure measuring systems, measured base
pressures on twin rocket-nozzle configu-
rations (1961) 1311

Pressure pipe, see Pipe and pipe fittings.

Pressure regulation, high-pressure regulating
system prevents pressure surges (1964)
14801

Pressure sensor responds only to shock wave
(1965) 11455

Pressure suits, see Life support systems.

Pressure switches, inflatable bladder provides
accurate calibration (1965) 16667

Pressure transducer system is force-balanced,
has digital output (1965) 11446

Pressure-treated Douglas fir marine piles

(1963) 5961
Pressure-treated southern pine marine piles

(1963) 5962

Pressure vessels:

aerospace pressure vessel design synthesis
(1965) 16611

axisymmetric, rotating pressurized filamen-
tary structures, analysis (1963) 11081

construction, technique for joining and seal-

ing dissimilar materials (1965) 12986
cryoformed AISI stainless-steel, tensile cou-

pon tests at cryogenic temperatures
(1964) 21763

cryogenic, filament-wound glass-reinforced
plastics and liners investigation (1965)
8121

design and analysis, evaluation of time-de-

pendent, materials information (1961)
5378

fiberglass plastic, prediction of failure due
to mechanical damage in outer hoop
windings (1962) 20215

fracture safe design, laboratory fracture
test criteria application (1964) 13339

fracture toughness of materials, evaluation
(1961) 20053

in-reactor studies of low cycle fatigue prop-
erties of nuclear pressure vessel steel

(1965) 13147
neutron embrittlement

—

and embrittlement relief of steels in reac-
tor (1965) 13169

of steels in reactor (1964) 5613
nuclear, specification guidelines (1965) 1842

reactor, structural design basis (1964) 7814

simulated wall, in-depth embrittlement of
A302-B steel (1965) 13164

strength comparison of flawed single-layer
and multi-layer AISI 301 stainless-steel
pressure vessels at cryogenic tempera-
tures (1965) 19914

Pressure vessels—Continued

strength of glass fibers and failure of fila-

ment wound pressure vessels (1965)
13115

tensile stresses on surface of ellipsoidal cav-
ity in compressive loading situations

(1965) 13189
unfired, marine engineering regulations

(1961) 8569; (1963) 13336; (1965) 4417
Yankee reactor surveillance specimens ex-

posed during 2d core, evaluation (1965)

13173
Pressurization, see Tanks.
Pressurized water reactor, see Reactors (atom-

ic).

PRESTO, program for rapid earth-to-space
trajectory optimization (1965) 6617

Preston, Constance C, tables to determine
ferrimagnetic resonance linewidth of

non-metallic magnetic materials (1963)

9215
Preston, Darwin G., soil survey, Clark County,

Ky (1965) 1637
Preston County, W. Va., coal preparation

characteristics (1961) 6288
Prestonsburg, Ky., redevelopment area, statis-

tical profile (1962) 13150
Prestressed concrete products industry (1961)

13861
Prestressed laminated wood beams (1964) 8672

Prestressed monolithic and segmented brittle

structures (1964) 21728
Prestressing, biaxially prestressed ceramic

plates, lead-bearing characteristics
(1965) 6633

Presunrise operations by daytime radio sta-

tions, report (1962) 15181
Pretraining, see Training.
Pretsizionnyye splavy (periodical):

translations (1962) 23799
Prevention of accidents, see Accidents.
Prevention of brucellosis, USSR (1965) 900
Prevention of disability in mental disorders

(1962) 16070
Prevention of liquid spreading or creeping

(1964) 5604
Preventive medicine, see Medicine.
Previte, J.J., potentiation of endotoxin by ex-

posure to cold (1963)^8477
Prezados amigos, irrformacoes sanitarias para

as pessoas que visitam os Estados Uni-
dos (1963) 7410

Prudente, Gennaro, relief (1962) 16875, 19259,
20717

Pruett, Thomas A., relief (1962) 15114
Prunes:

dried

—

quality, survey in retail markets (1962)
1942

U.S. standards for grades (1965) 17968
production, use, value (1961) 11619; (1962)

16180; (1963) 16615; (1964) 15129
Pruning:
black walnut, pruned, growth and quality

(1961) 14924
Douglas-fir, to increase timer value (1964)

2361
dwarfmistletoe-infected lodgepole pine

branches, guides (1962) 7448, 9691
early pruning reduces blister rust mortality

in white pine plantations (1964) 8646
northern Rocky Mountain and intermoun-

tain regions, opportunity to thin and
prune timber (1962) 604

red pine plantation, healing time for wounds
(1963) 15571

shade trees, repairing injuries (1962) 14749;
(1965) 11840
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Pruning—Continued

southwestern ponderosa pine, heavy pruning
reduces growth (1963) 17489

white pine

—

and branch growth (1965) 9185
Uterature review (1962) 5230

Prunus serotina, see (jherry.

Przeglad telekomunikacyjny (periodical):

summary (1962) 5545
Psammochoridae, see Wasps.
PSD-PG series (1963) 1934, 4607, 9739, 16935,

18716; (1964) 6070
Pseudocyclops, new species from Puerto Rico

(1961) 6436
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Pyocyanin produc-

tion, improved medium (1962) 6606
Pseudopriacanthus altus, see Short bigeye.
Pseudopsychopathology, see Psychopathology.

Pseudorabies, see Aujeszky's disease.
PS I, see Public Services' International.
Psittacosis:

ornithosis

—

control, East Germany comments (1962)
7847

epidemic with frequent recurrences, East
German study (1962) 7830

infection, Polish diagnosis of probable
cases (1962) 7667

source in humans, duck farm. East (Ger-

many (1962) 7618
Yugoslav research (1962) 5424

white mice, effect of roentgen irradiation on
susceptibility to ornithosis virus, upon
infection with aerosol of virus, USSR
study (1964) 12653

Psoroptic scabies, see Scabies.
Psychiatric aides:

highlights from survey (1964) 11447
state mental hospitals, study (1965) 8157

Psychiatric clinics, see Clinics.

Psychiatric disorders, see Mental illness.

Psychiatric institutions, see Mental institu-
tions.

Psychiatric nurses, see Nurses and nursing.
Psychiatric patients, see Mentally ill.

Psychiatric social workers, see Social workers.
Psychiatrists:

all-Union congress, resolution (1964) 7236
mental health careers (1961) 9614

Psychiatry:
and psychopharmacology, USSR study

(1962) 14013
biochemistry and chemotherapy of nervous

and psychic diseases, USSR study (1965)
4981

biological research, need for broadening,
USSR (1963) 16003

Bulgarian Scientific Association of Neurolo-
gy, Psychiatry, and Neurosurgery, ac-
tivities report (1964) 12980

careers in Public Health Service (1964)
14947

chemotherapy studies, transactions of re-

search conferences (1961) 9815; (1962)
1884

clinics, reporting outpatient services,
instructions (1963) 11104

Communist China, translations (1962) 787
community concepts, framework for training

(1965) 14890
crew interaction in SAM 2-man space cabin

simulator (1963) 18500
Croatia, polyclinical and outpatient services

(1962) 5878
cybernetics, methods of applying, USSR

study (1964) 12716
education courses for non-psychiatric physi-

cians, survey, list of facilities providing
courses (1965) 11537

Psychiatry—Continued
human engineering, psychiatric research

and tests, catalog of technical reports
(1962) 9000

index for interdisciplinary research, guide to
literature, 1950-61 (1964) 19011

microsociological trends, USSR study (1964)
7223

new career opportunity in nursing. Public
Health Service (1965) 18624

personality and neuroses, USSR study
(1963) 12486

problems, USSR study (1962) 14114
psychiatric disorders, treatment with metra-

zol, bibliography (1963) 16517
psychiatric knowledge and psychic disturb-

ances of Mohave Indians

—

departmental edition (1962) 1992
document edition (1962) 2294

Public Health Service careers (1962) 16125;
(1963) 9220

residencies at Veterans Administration
Hospital, Perry Point, Md (1965) 6977

standardized interview to predict motivation
of enlisted men for submarine service

(1962) 12362
training of mental health personnel, survey

of funding and expenditures (1963)

12908-909
translations from journal of neuropathology

and psychiatry (USSR periodical) (1962)

19794
use of tranquilizing and anti-depressant

drugs (1961) 1566
USSR and Czechoslovakia, articles (1961)

15622
USSR studies (1965) 968
VA, new programs and their implications

for volunteers (1964) 9868
see also Mental diseases—Mentally ill.

Psychical research, see Extrasensory percep-

tion.

Psychidae, see Moths.
Psychoacoustics:

evaluation of speech communications systems
(1965) 7080

relation of perstimulatory adaptation to

other short-term threshold-shifting

mechanisms (1964) 5467
SCIM meter for measuring performance of

speech communications systems (1965)

5548
Psychochemical warfare, see Chemical war-

fare.

Psychogalvanic response, see Galvanic skin
response.

Psycholinguistics, USSR study (1961) 19543

Psychological operations, field manual (1962)
4612

Psychological tests, see Mental tests.

Psychological warfare:
consultation by Un-American Activities

Committee with Edward Hunter, print
additional copies, report (1961) 12286

field manual (1962) 4612
tactical leaflet disseminator (air-ground)

(1963) 7485
Psychologists:

clinical

—

mental health careers (1961) 8050
specialist, MOS evaluation test aid (1962)

11000
counseling, vocational rehabilitation and

education, examination announcement,
amendment (1963) 9744; (1962) 11202;
(1965) 15348

employment outlook (1962) 8401; (1964) 9407
examination announcements (1965)

10289-292. 15348
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Psychologists—Continued
psychologic selection of spaceship crew,

USSR study (1964) 9127
research, examination announcement, dis-

continuance notice (1965) 15348
Psychology:

absolute judgments of velocity (1962) 16324
Behavioral Sciences Laboratory reports,

bibliography (1963) 18485
Bulgaria, conference (1964) 2934
California inventory for WAF performance

(1961) 1678
careers in Federal (iovernment, examination

announcements (1965) 10289-292
clinical, opportunities for graduate students

in Army Medical Service (1963) 117
color, psychological dimensions (1965) 9537
conferences, and symposia, USSR (1965)

18335
cosmic flight, USSR report (1962) 23810
cybernetic applications in psychological

problems, USSR study (1965) 18369
decision making (1961) 13590
dentistry, selected references and abstracts

(1962) 16140
dynamics of emotional-volitional processes

in astronauts during parachute jumps,
USSR study (1965) 2460

educational

—

research in East Germany, Hungarian
report (1962) 5416

USSR studies (1964) 18197
effects of confinement in high-pressure heli-

um-oxygen-nitrogen atmosphere for 284
hours (1965) 11380

engineering

—

and social, problems, USSR studies (1964)

11015
and training fields. Aerospace Medical

Division, Engineering Psychology
Branch and Training Psychology
Branch reports, bibliography (1961)
17958

central problems, USSR study (1963) 5408
man and technology, USSR study (1964)

2668
problems (1965) 11513
scientific organization, USSR study (1964)

18238
USSR study (1961) 19681

essence of human mind and object of psy-

chology, Bulgarian study (1962) 7579
experimental, Rumanian treatise (1964) 2798

free association norms by discrete and con-

tinued methods, technical report (1965)

14942
functions, modeling approach, USSR study

(1965) 11135
health and psychological aspects of the city

(speech) (1965) 2992
human engineering, psychological research

and tests, catalog of technical reports

(1962) 9000
human factors research, bibliography (1963)

18487
human psychological problems in working

with apparatus and as studied by appa-
ratus, USSR study (1962) 11992

Hungary

—

national achievements in 1960 (1962)

14150
status (1962) 5508

immediate memory, formulation of problems,
USSR study (1965) 9373

isolation studies (1961) 8346

labor, USSR study (1964) 7253, 20060

medical conference on research methods,
USSR (1963) 16177

Psychology—Continued

military small group performance under iso-

lation and stress, critical review (1963)
1762-66

occupational, reflexometric and tremometric
methods, USSR study (1964) 1228

PACAF basic bibliographies (1962) 10904;
(1965) 1796

problems

—

in long space flights, USSR study (1965)

7868
of psychology (USSR periodical) (1963)

933; (1964) 18317
USSR translations (1965) 11237

psychic

—

activity of man and modern computing
machines, USSR study (1961) 4655

control and regulation in automata, analy-
sis, USSR study (1963) 10801

psychologic problems in modern weapons
system, development of complex behav-
ior simulator for studying (1961) 6723

psychological

—

changes in adolescence (1965) 8633
sciences

—

Army research task summary (1962) 145

conference on status, tasks and pros-

pects in Bulgaria (1963) 12440
in USSR (1962) 11959, 15707

psychology and astronautics, USSR study
(1963) 15805

physiological theory, USSR study (1962)
12023

research in gerontology (1961) 19429
research, programming needs for automated

laboratory (1964) 1736
role in defining problems of Communist edu-

cation (1964) 1328
short-term memory, technique for obtaining

non-dichotomous measures (1965) 5549
social

—

materialistic question, USSR study (1963)

12378
USSR translation (1963) 12316

space, USSR study (1962) 930
speech, in Soviet sciences for 40 years,

USSR study (1962) 2730
study of motor skills, phase 2 (1962) 12559
tasks in CPSU ideological work, USSR

study (1964) 998
temperament characteristics, experiment,

USSR (1964) 2773
traineeships for graduate study (1965) 20133

tri-service conference on military personnel
selection research, ONR symposium re-

port (1961) 20041
USSR-

activities (1965) 12643
cybernetic and computer techniques, appli-

cation (1965) 12755
experimental study of skilled athletes with

use of controlograph (1965) 14557
psychological

—

reports (1963) 3002
testing and recording instruments (1965)

12646
studies (1964) 9259, 14636
translations from Voprosy psikhologii

(1962) 18111; (1963) 12705
work activity of man and technical prog-

ress, USSR study (1963) 5242
work problems and cybernetics, USSR study

(1962) 15879
see also Information theory in psycho-

logy—Movement (psychology)—Psycho-
pathology—Psychophysics.

Psychology Committee, Hungarian Academy of

Sciences, organization and tasks (1962)

7569
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Psychrometers, see Hygrometers.
Psychometrics, psychometric-clinical approach

to personnel selection for counterinsur-

gency duty (1965) 1799
Psychomotor functioning while breathing

varying partial pressures of oxygen-
nitrogen (1962) 20454

Psychomotor learning, see Learning.
Psychomotor responses, see Responses (psy-

chology).
Psychomyiidae, see Flies.

Psychoneuroses, see Neuroses.
Psychopathology:
French and American, sociological concepts,

USSR study (1964) 10722
pseudopsychopathology problem under con-

ditions of isolation and sensory depriva-
tion, USSR study (1965) 11137

Psychopathy, see Mental diseases.

Psychopharmaca, psychopharmacological
compounds, USSR study (1962) 8016

see also Drugs.
Psychopharmacology:
abstracts (1963) 13023; (1964) 3943; (1965)

3859
animal research, bibliography (1965) 13239
central nervous system effects, animal re-

search, bibliography (1963) 21093
clinical 1958-60, bibliography, list (1965)

16828
compounds, USSR study (1964) 1296
handbook (1963) 21093; (1965) 13239
insulin treatment of psychiatric disorders,

annotated bibliography (1962) 20256
new preparations, USSR study (1964) 11095
preclinical, behavioral research, issues of

design and techniques (1962) 22629
problems, Hungarian study (1962) 7926
psychopharmacology and modern psychia-

try, USSR study (1962) 14013
role of drugs in treating disturbed children

(1965) 5721
Rumanian article (1964) 14417
3d all-state psychopharmacological seminar

report, Jesenik, Czechoslovakia (1962)
7735

USSR studies (1962) 9912
Yugoslavia (1962) 7730

Psychopharmacology Service Center, National
Institute of Mental Health:

bulletin (1965) 11536
description (1961) 9618

Psychophysics, one-trial learning and quan-
tum psychophysics, synthesis (1964)
15006

Psychophysiology:
color discrimination, psychophysical meth-

ods of determining spectral wavelength
(1963) 9105

reactions of man in weightlessness, USSR
study (1965) 1232

space flight, psychophysiological aspects,
USSR studies (1965) 11072

Psychosis, see Mental diseases.
Psychosomatic medicine, USSR (1961) 15209
Psychotherapy:
community therapy in institution for delin-

quent girls (1965) 294
family group therapy, method for psycholog-

ical treatment of older children, adoles-
cents, and their parents (1961) 20103

Psychotics, see Mentally ill.

Psychotoxic drugs:
control act of 1964

—

hearing (1964) 15812
report (1964) 17761

psychotoxic substances. East Germany
study (1965) 1004

treatment of schizophrenia, clinical pat-
terns, USSR study (1964) 7347

Psychotoxic drugs—Continued

use in treating schizophrenia, USSR study
(1964) 21444

see also Psychotoxic drugs.
Psyhopeda, Despina, see Anastos, Despina.
PT boats, operations in Navy during World

War n, at close quarters (1963) 5653
Ptolemaeus, LAC 77, lunar chart (1963) 13211
Public accommodations, see Civil rights.
Public accounting, see Accounts and account-

ing.

Public administration:
authorities, consultation and cooperation

with employers' organizations, ILO rec-
ommendation, text (1961) 6994

business and public administration BPA
notes (1963) 363, 3486; (1964) 3291;
(1965) 3178

graduate study, guide to programs (1961)
7333

Hanoi, North Vietnam, regulations (1962)
8222

Indonesia (1961) 865
programming and planning for transporta-

tion industry (address) 1961) 20499
selected Office of Education publications

concerning public administration and
related fields (1963) 8184

Public Advisory (Committee on Veneral Dis-
ease Control, special committee report
on venereal disease education (1964)
15070

Public affairs, see Public administration.

Public Affairs Bureau, general information
(1963) 16571

Public assistance, see Public welfare.

Public Assistance Bureau, PAi (series) (1961)
6491

Public booklets. Civil and Defense Mobiliza-
tion Office (1961) 3962

Public buildings:
act, repeal section limiting area in D.C.

—

hearing (1962) 11671
law (1962) 15063
report (1962) 11604
with amendments

—

compilation (1965) 8730
report (1962) 11359

administration buildings for general avia-
tion airports (1961) 489

Agriculture Administration Building,
historical study (1964) 13384

air conditioning equipment, repeal portion
of act

—

hearing (1963) 17184
law (1963) 17048
reports (1962) 17225; (1963) 13715, 17105

appropriations, hearings (1962) 17087
bills, hearings (1961) 18974
construction, extension, etc.

—

prospectuses hearing (1963) 8129
waive performance and payment bonds

required under Miller act, report (1961)
18850

construction labor requirements (1962)
20()54

Executive Office Building, historical study
(1965) 1564

facilities for enforcement of customs and
immigration laws along Canadian and
Mexican borders, increase cost limita-
tion, report (1962) 9361

fallout shelter requirement^
hearings (1963) 11882
reports (1963) 17133-134

fixed equipment in Federal buildings,
contracts for inspection, etc.

—

law (1965) 19151
reports (1964) 6462; (1965) 12259, 17621
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Public buildings—Continued

GSA, design and construction program
(1961) 19407; (1963) 17516

GSA guards training handbook (1964) 7680

high speed electronic calculating machines
used in designing and construction,

USSR study (1962) 7914
historical study series (1964) 7681, 13384;

(1965) 1564
labor requirements for construction

—

departmental edition (1962) 20047
document edition (1962) 19025

maintenance

—

galley equipment at naval shore activities

(1964) 7968
roofing manual (1964) 7969

make accessible to the handicapped, sug-

gested specification (1964) 11266
mint facilities, additional

—

hearings (1963) 8093, 17184
law (1963) 17032
reports (1963) 9978, 15266

Pension Building, historical study (1964)

7681
public buildings and grounds. 1962, hearing

(1962) 11671
report regarding projects, repeal require-

ment

—

hearings (1961) 18974; (1962) 11671
law (1962) 13319
reports (1961) 16773; (1962) 11577

sites for Federal buildings, land acquisition,

how and why (1964) 4774
sites, procurement of, evidence of titles in

acquisitions, amend act of Mar. 2,

1 ggg
hearing (1961) 18974

law (1961) 18668
reports (1961) 12477, 16748

State Department, new home of American
diplomacy (1962) 22613

works of art for decoration, within National

Capital region

—

hearing (1962) 11671

report (1962) 11578

see also names of buildings or places where

located.
Public bulletins. Census Bureau (1961) 287,

1809, 3939, 8522-23, 13924; (1962) 262,

272, 2184-85, 4740, 14947, 18795, 23074;

(1963) 169, 7748-49, 7766, 9713; (1964)

157; (1965) 289
Public contracts, see Government contracts.

Public debt:
advance refunding and debt management,

hearings (1962) 9489

changes in structure of Federal debt (1963)

8258

components of national debt, clarify, reports

(1964) 15763; (1965) 17864

continuation of present ceiling

—

hearings (1963) 8015, 15337
law (1963) 17036
reports (1963) 15272, 15277, 17245

increase in ceiling

—

hearings (1961) 10364, 12512; (1962) 13546,

15435; (1963) 12015, 20507; (1964) 528,

12164, 14133; (1965) 10565
laws, (1961) 12123; (1962) 9154, 16738;

(1963) 11722; (1964) 267, 13877; (1965)

13779
need to extend and raise temporary limit

(statement) (1963) 21149
reports (1961) 12235, 12241, 12462; (1962)

7039, 7041, 7199, 13462, 13472, 15374;

(1963) 9890, 9895, 11956; (1964) 326, 330,

472, 12082, 12088, 14056; (1965) 10506,

12110, 14031

Public debt—Continued
increase in ceiling—Continued
statement (1961) 13715

of Secretary of Treasury
Dillon (1964) 1641
Fowler (1965) 17920

local government debt, state constitutional
and statutory restrictions (1962) 6516

management problems (remarks) (1965) 9980
monetary policy and public debt manage-

ment, CMC report, hearings (1961) 18773

our national debt (1964) 9862
reduction by use of gifts

—

law (1961) 12113
reports (1961) 8794, 8966

retirement of obligations, use of cumulative
sinking fund. Treasury Dept., GAO re-

view (1961) 19405
Treasury Department circulars (1962) 6491,

12763-766, 14669, 18544-545, 20355,
22883-884, 24126-127; (1963) 1573-75,
7488-93, 11354-355, 13103-104, 14758,
16637, 20211-213; (1964) . 5730-31,
7820-21, 9861, 11671-672, 16897-900;
(1965) 5443-45, 6967, 13315-316, 16903,
20118

Public Debt Bureau, automatic data process-
ing of series E savings bonds, GAO re-

view (1962) 11872
Public defenders:

provide for representation of defendants in

criminal cases

—

hearings (1963) 13815, 15322
reports (1962) 21503; (1963) 13762, 20472;

(1964) 378, 15555
law (1964) 17314

Public Document Division:
budget, amendment (1961) 8646
classification system (1963) 9329
classified list of Government publications

(1961) 11530; (1962) 12653; (1964) 11543;
(1965) 9864

price lists, see listings under Public Docu-
ments Division in the monthly issues.

Public domain, see Public lands.

Public education, see Education.
Public employment, see Employment.
Public facilities under area redevelopment act

(1962) 20470
Public facility loans, fact sheet (1962) 18916
Public funds:

deposit regulations. Treasury Dept. circular

(1961) 20227; (1964) 5728
Federal-State programs, inadequate controls

over financing, Labor Dept., GAO report

(1965) 7772
outdoor recreation (1962) 24056
special deposits of public moneys (1962)

1868, 16197; (1963) 11352; (1964) 5727;

(1965) 8348-49
USSR-

collective for consumption, new literature

on economic nature (1963) 2610
National consumption planning (1963) 767

Uzbekistan consumption, translations (1962)

19762
Public health, see Health.
Public Health Department of District of Col-

umbia:
hospital and medical care programs, admis-

sion and collection programs, GAO re-

view (1961) 7508
mental health followup project, report (1963)

12040
venereal diseases, immediate treatment of

minors upon their own consent

—

hearing (1963) 10008
law (1963) 20426
reports (1962) 19111; (1963) 6159, 13786
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Public health educators, see Educators.
Public health nurses, see Nurses and nursing.

Public health protection in Belorussia (USSR
periodical):

translations (1965) 9320, 11208
Public health schools:

expand facilities and program for train-

ing-
hearings (1962) 9394; (1963) 6199, 17326
law (1963) 18776
reports (1962) 9307, 21152; (1963) 6180,

7945, 17283
summary (1963) 19335

Federal support (1963) 12992
graduate training program, extend authori-

zation

—

hearing (1964) 10321, 15816
law (1964) 17356
reports (1964) 13984, 17725

offering traineeships for full-time academic
study, list (1963) 13025; (1964) 21857;

(1965) 13242, 18725
Public Health Service:

Accident Prevention Division, purposes,
goals, and current programs (1962)

21818
act

—

amend

—

hearings (1961) 14479, 17140; (1962)

7097, 9391, 21564; (1963) 2053, 9939,
11908; (1964) 15593, 15816, 17655;
(1965) 419, 4618, 6064, 8892, 13989,
15821, 16038, 17717, 17946

law (1961) 18764; (1962) 23238; (1963)

15150; (1964) 17356, 17439, 21146;
(1965) 15457, 15463, 17432, 19165-66

reports (1961) 14277, 14313, 17049,

18882; (1962) 15249, 19299, 21453;
(1963) 11828, 11967; (1964) 13980,
13984, 17547, 17724-725, 17760, 19459;
(1965) 6034, 8811, 8813, 8830, 8832,
12295-296, 15663-664, 17565, 17583,
17607, 17640, 17664, 19216, 19414,
19422

amendments, compilation (1962) 359; (1965)
7382

construction of hospitals, laws and regula-
tions (1962) 8609

action to control radioactive contamination
of environment (1962) 18422

advanced waste treatment research program
(1964) 13391

Advisory Committee on Public Health Serv-
ice Personnel Systems, report (1963)
7411

air pollution program (1963) 3273
air pollution training grants, information

and instructions (1962) 24012
alien medical examination program, study

(1964) 2115
appraisal of State shellfish sanitation pro-

grams (1965) 13234
appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 7124, 8828, 10497
law (1961) 14122
reports (1961) 7120, 10455, 14357

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 7076, 7079, 11648
law (1962) 18954
reports (1962) 9266, 11642, 16985

appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 9924, 9995
law (1963) 15158
reports (1963) 7939, 11951, 13616

appropriations, 1965-^
hearings (1964) 8360, 8436
law (1964) 13904
reports (1964) 8288, 8420, 13951
supplemental, proposal (1964) 15609

Public Health Service—Continued
appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 5950, 7471, 8972
law (1965) 13782
reports (1965) 8773, 8960, 12139

Basic and Applied Sciences Branch, activi-

ties report (1964) 18891
budget, amendment (1961) 12371
cancer research and related programs, prog-

ress (1961) 11448; (1962) 14506
career development for engineers (1965) 5332
career opportunities

—

college graduates (1962) 12658; (1963)
12984

health programs (1965) 1571
psychiatric-mental health nursing (1965)

18624
psychiatry (1962) 16125; (1963) 9220;

(1964) 14947
catalog of numbered publications (1964)

21854; (1965) 20043
certification of interstate milk shippers un-

der State-PHS cooperative program
(1963) 16516

chronic respiratory diseases, activities

(1965) 13241
civilian field employees, free medical serv-

ices, need to consider modification of

law, GAO report (1965) 9234
commissioned officer residency deferment

program (1963) 14658
Commissioned officers

—

crediting military service in computing
reserve retired pay

—

hearing (1964) 13995
law (1964) 21128
reports (1964) 15504, 17854

dependents, manual for civilian physicians
and dentists providing care (1964) 2254

student training and extern program
(1964) 18895; (1965) 6871

Community Health Service Division, re-

search grants program (1964) 11574
conference with Children's Bureau, etc.

—

1960, proceedings (1961) 9693
1963 preliminary report of actions (1964)
5662

conference with State and territorial

—

dental directors and Children's Bureau,
proceedings (1961) 21319

health officers, proceedings (1962) 14577;
(1963) 18290

mental health authorities, proceedings
(1961) 13635; (1962) 20255

Dental Public Health Personnel Service,
general information (1963) 7406

dentists, program (1961) 5075

dietetic internship, Staten Island, N.Y., hos-
pital (1962) 22735; (1965) 18702

Division of Hospitals, management data,
statistical summary (1965) 1575

Division of Nursing, construction grants
program for schools of nursing, appli-
cant's guide (1965) 16807

drinking water standards (1963) 3296

emergency relocation, appropriations, sup-
plemental, proposal (1961) 16623

engineering careers (1963) 16495
Environmental Elngineering and Food Pro-

tection Division, research grants (1964)
21856; (1965) 18724

environmental health activities (1963) 12989

EInvironment Health Problems Committee,
report (1962) 8610

environmental health programs, career in-

formation (1964) 5652
environmental health sciences & engineering

training program, bulletin (1965) 13230
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Public Health Service—Continued
examination announcements

—

sanitarians (1962) 1769-70
sanitary engineers (1962) 1771-72

excessive procurement of equipment and
supplies for packaged disaster hospi-

tals, GAO report (1965) 14391
expenditures and personnel data (1964) 3110
fellows, 1938-58, current professional status

(1962) 20179
fellowships

—

postdoctoral research (1965) 18626
predoctoral research (1965) 18627
special research (1965) 18628

film catalogs (1961) 21308; (1962) 14570;
(1963) 16518; (1965) 8250

fluoride drinking waters, papers (1962) 12661
grade A pasteurized milk ordinance, 1965

recommendations (1965) 9877
grant program, impact on medical research

and education (1965) 5965
grants and awards

—

by NIH—
administration, investigation

—

hearings (1962) 11453
report (1961) 8761

administration, reexamination of man-
agreement deficiencies, report (1962)

15241
summary tables for total extramural
programs (1961) 21259; (1962) 14507

guide (1963) 19964
1962 funds-
health services, formula and project

(1963) 9229
mental health training (1963) 9228
research (1963) 9227
construction of cancer research facili-

ties, etc (1963) 11109
summary tables for extramural pro-
grams (1964) 14951

training grants, traineeships, fellow-

ships, etc (1963) 21034
1963 funds-
construction of health research, hospital
and medical facilities (1963) 21036

health services, formula and project

(1964) 1505
mental health training (1964) 13283
research (1963) 21035

summary tables for extramural pro-
grams (1965) 2948

training grants, traineeships, fellow-

ships, etc (1964) 7589
1964 funds-
construction of facilities (1965) 8159

health services, formula and project
(1965) 5265

mental health training (1965) 6791
research (1965) 2949
summary tables for extramural pro-
grams (1965) 13075

training grants, traineeships, fellow-

ships, etc (1965) 8158

grants for

—

air pollution control programs, general
information (1964) 18919

migrant family health services (1962)
22738; (1965) 20029

research and research training in health
economics (1965) 20030

research in community health (1964) 1555

research projects, policy statement (1965)
9878
for foreign applicants (1965) 18706

training projects, policy statement (1965)
9892

Public Health Service—Continued
grants-in-aid administered to State and ter-

ritorial health authorities, directory
(1962) 16127; (1963) 14659

health and training, activities and investi-

gations, hearings (1961) 18949
health information leaflets and pamphlets,

lists (1961) 21313; (1962) 12665; (1963)
20105; (1964) 15058, 20761; (1965) 5336

health research facilities construction pro-
gram

—

GAO review (1963) 2326
Surgeon General's report (1961) 6976;

(1962) 11302; (1963) 13457; (1964) 10169;
(1965) 10383

hospitals

—

careers for physical therapists (1963)
9347; (1965) 1584

closing, proposal

—

hearings (1965) 8897, 12183
report (1965) 13931

dental internships (1961) 9686; (1962)
20249; (1964) 16831

medical internships (1961) 17796; (1962)
22759; (1963) 20107; (1965) 18715

occupational therapists, career in medical
care programs (1963) 9346

pharmacy internships (1961) 17797
pharmacy residencies (1964) 9719; (1965)
18717

research grant program, administrative
weaknesses, GAO review (1963) 19288

survey and construction grant program,
administrative weaknesses, GAO report
(1965) 6324

inadequate determination of indirect cost
allowances under certain research proj-
ect grants, GAO report (1965) 4830

Indian health activities

—

appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 7124, 10497
report (1961) 7120

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 7076, 11648
law (1962) 18954
reports (1962) 9266, 11642, 16985

Indian health program (1963) 11239
free medical services to individuals able to
pay and inadequate rents for employee
housing, GAO report (1 963) 12206

review, hearings (1963) 15314
laws, compilation (1964) 12144
leave, unused accrued, payment to survi-

vors, authorize

—

law (1965) 15499
reports (1965) 13929, 13957, 17828

library of Surgeon (jeneral's Ofiice, index-
catalogue (1961) 13562

metropolitan health program, research op-
portunities (1964) 9722

migrant workers and their families, services
for (1962) 22802

migratory farm workers health services,

program for improving

—

hearings (1962) 11467
print additional copies, report (1962)
21125

law (1962) 20867
reports (1961) 14704; (1962) 19105, 19147

mission and organization, background mate-
rial (1963) 18949

national water quality network (1963) 21091
neurological and sensory disease service

program (1962) 12666; (1964) 15060
nurse training act (1965) 9883, 16824

project grants (1965) 9888
nurses

—

activities (1961) 20100
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Public Health Service—Continued
nurses—Continued
in Indian health program, examination
announcement (1961) 6913

residence, school of nursing, public health
center. State public health laboratory,
diagnostic or treatment center, stand-
ards of construction and equipment
(1962) 22752

Nursing Division

—

construction grants program for schools
of nursing (1965) 9873, 14991

payments to diploma schools of nursing
(1965) 9886

research grants and awards (1964) 9712;
(1965) 9874

Operation Chlorine, report (1964) 5663
personnel, dependents, quarters allowances,

increase

—

hearing (1962) 13665
reports (1962) 11356, 11402, 13648

physicians (1962) 20254; (1963) 13021

physicians in Peace Corps around the world
(1965) 20041

poster (1962) 3467
project grants program, community health

services for chronically ill and aged
(1964) 15166

projects approved under Hill-Burton pro-
gram, fallout protection for hospitals
(1962) 12660

public advisory groups

—

authority, structure, functions (1962)
14576; (1963) 18288

directory (1961) 13633
roster of members (1961) 6511; (1962)

10612; (1963) 9352; (1964) 11575; (1965)
11664

public health advisor and public health ana-
lyst, examination announcement (1965)
13687

publications (1961) 8156; (1962) 10609; (1964)
9723; (1965) 11662

interim list (1962) 22757; (1963) 16510;
(1965) 18714

selected list (1963) 12997
radiological health activities, highlights

(1963) 12996; (1965) 11657
Radiological Health EHvision's mission and

goals in radiological health (1961) 21321
records management guide (1961) 6502

regions, interstate carrier water supplies,
inventory (1964) 7698

regulations on biological products, etc (1961)
15944, 17798; (1962) 10608; (1964) 11550

reorganization, hearings (1964) 17655
report on activities under migrant health

act (1965) 4617
research grants

—

accident prevention (1964) 7700
references to publications (1964) 7701

management, hearings (1965) 19309
programs, guide for applicants (1963)

16426

research grants and awards

—

cardiovascular research (1962) 10551
National Institutes of Health (1961)
21260; (1962) 1710-11, 12526; (1963)
11111; (1964) 11451-452; (1965) 16761
review and approval procedures (1965)

19971
responsibility and capability of Service in

accident prevention (1962) 20248

role in medical care of United States (1961)
17795

sanitary standard for manufactured ice,

recommendations relating to manufac-
ture, processing, etc (1964) 13418

Public Health Service—Continued
sanitation facilities for Indians, PHS au-

thority under P.L. 86-121 (1964) 15064
sanitation ordinance and code for vending of

food and beverages, recommendations
(1965) 16832

scientific information activities (1964) 7621
scientists, requirements, etc (1961) 11541
senior clinical traineeships

—

cancer control (1965) 14989
mental retardation (1965) 15002
neurological and sensory diseases (1965)

15003
shellfish sanitation program (1962) 10613
student loans, partial cancellation for physi-

cians and dentists who practice in
shortage areas, reports (1964) 4533,
17582, 17609; (1965) 4548

study effects on health of discharges from
motor vehicle exhausts

—

hearings (1962) 19186; (1963) 11907
law (1962) 23161
reports (1961) 19108; (1962) 19115

Surgeon General

—

Ad Hoc Committee on Mental Health Ac-
tivities, report (1963) 9224

Advisory Committee on Smoking and
Health-
report (1964) 5664
excerpts (1964) 16845
quick reference guide (1965) 9893

conference on health communications
(1963) 9358

nomination of William H. Stewart, hearing
(1965) 19516

today (1965) 8251
today and tomorrow in public health (ad-

dress) (1962) 6427
traineeship

—

awards to individuals (1962) 1773; (1965)
1570

for professional health personnel (1962)

1781; (1964) 11580
grants for residency training (1965) 5359
program, professional nurses

—

full-time academic study (1965) 18725
short-term training courses (1963) 5695;

(1964) 16844; (1965) 3002, 13246,
16831, 18728

vacation-time jobs in Commissioned Officer

Student Training and Extern Program
(1962) 6420

validate per diem allowances to commis-
sioned officers stationed in Alaska

—

law (1962) 20845
reports (1962) 9331, 11401, 19325

water pollution surveillance system (1965)
1587, 5351-54

water supply and pollution control program,
report (1964) 18891

weaknesses in accountability etc., of (iovt-

furnished and contractor-acquired prop-
erty under cost reimbursement research
and development contracts, GAO report
(1964) 8746

weaknesses in management of vaccines
stored for civil defense medical stock-
pile, GAO report (1965) 14404

see also Pay, allowances, etc.

Public Higher Education in District of Colum-
bia, President's Committee on, see Presi-
dent's Committee on Public Higher
Education in District of Columbia.

Public housing, see Housing.
Public Housing Administration:

abolish

—

hearings (1962) 7093, 7220
message from the President (1962) 4916
report (1962) 7038
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Public Housing Administration—Continued
abolish and transfer functions, report (1961)

16754
accelerated career growth in public housing

through housing intern program (1965)
9901

air travel by personnel, GAO review (1963)
590

audit report (1961) 5598; (1962) 11295; (1964)
10176

commissioner, nomination of Marie C. Mc-
Guire (1961) 8974

eligibility requirements, rents, and occupan-
cy of selected low-rent housing projects,

GAO review (1963) 10264
excessive costs incurred in constructing

low-rent projects in Puerto Rico, GAO
report (1965) 4826

financial statements, 1963 and 1962, GAO
examination (1964) 8715

honor awards for design excellence (1965)
3007

installation of unnecessary equipment for
measuring electricity and gas consump-
tion in low-rent housing projects, GAO
report (1963) 12205

local authorities participating in low-rent
programs (1963) 16540; (1964) 3689;
(1965) 3606

local housing authorities, GAO reviews
(1961) 12769; (1962) 17616

loss from sale of project land by St. Louis
Housing Authority, GAO report (1965)
9233

low-rent housing bulletin (1962) 10619
low-rent housing projects

—

high costs of sites in San Francisco area,
GAO report (1964) 4761

undue increases in Federal contributions
resulting from method of financing
off-site community facilities, GAO re-

view (1963) 17511
open occupancy trends in low-rent programs

(1961) 17800; (1962) 20260
personnel, leave, and travel policies applica-

ble to non-Federal employees in low-rent
public housing program, GAO review
(1963) 2328

press releases (1964) 3919
property for St. Louis Housing Authority,

proposed acquisition, GAO report (1965)
2208

San Francisco Regional Office, low-rent pro-
gram, GAO review

—

departmental edition (1962) 9725
document edition (1962) 11303

what it is, what it does (1962) 15647
Public housing program for senior citizens,

fact sheet (1963) 9363
Public hygiene, see Hygiene.
Public information:
Army, basic guide, pamphlet (1961) 20347;

(1964) 15268; (1965) 11904, 17058
availability from Federal departments and

agencies

—

background materials on comprehensive
law (1961) 395

news media panel discussion, hearings
(1963) 13650

progress of study Sept. 1961-Dec. 1962,
report (1964) 355

reports (1961) 14364, 18888, 18909; (1962)
15202

clarify and protect right of public

—

hearings (1964) 6517
report (1964) 15679

Cbast Guard program guide (1961) 14026
departmental offices, excessive costs result-

ing from separate operations. Defense
Dept., GAO report (1964) 8720

Public information—Continued
Government information plans and policies,

hearings (1963) 13650, 17169; 1964) 401
Government news from anonymous sources

(1964) 12134
highway safety action program, report

(1961) 8161
human information processing, some pecu-

liarities, USSR study (1963) 6876
interagency coordination, hearings (1963)

12017
Navy Department guidelines for command-

ers, etc. (periodical) (1965) 11603
Post Office Department, PI series (1961)

9677-78, 13622, 1770-781; (1962) 22712;
(1963) 9325-26, 12971; (1964) 16816,
20720;731; (1965) 8223, 11619-620, 16802

public information communicator (series)

(1965) 5475
right of public to information, clarify and

protect, hearings (1965) 17936
science, responsibilities of technical

community and Government in transfer
of information (1963) 5677

scientific, activities of Federal agencies
(1961) 1360-62, 8080, 11463; (1962) 1728,
3401, 18344-345, 22653, 24026; (1963)
12935; (1964) 1515-17, 3069, 5573,
7621-23, 11475; (1965) 1523-24, 8182,
9806

scientific and technical information in Feder-
al Government, status report (1964)
8541

scientific and technological communication,
organization and coordination of
information (1963) 18275

specialized science information services, in

U.S., survey (1963) 9683
systems, design, management and use. Fed-

eral plans for improvement, hearings
(1963) 12017

U.S. private mass media, impact abroad,
hearings (1964) 4497

use of outside information in small firms
(1963) 1466

Vietnam, U.S. problems, report (1963) 18871
welfare programs, report of meeting (1964)

16923
withholding by Federal officers! etc., regulat-

ing, hearings (1965) 10541
withholding from Congress, survey (1961)

20644
Public Instruction Board, Okaloosa County,

Fla.:

convey property to

—

hearing (1965) 15784
law (1965) 17386
reports (1965) 13949, 14106

Public interest in uncongenial interbank rela-

tions (1963) 10182
Public Land Law Review Commission:

appropriations, 1965, supplemental proposal
(1964) 15421

background and need (1965) 412

hearings (1963) 18946; (1964) 15810
law (1964) 19414
reports (1964) 385, 6301, 17762

Public lands:
acquisition of additional lands for future

needs (address) (1963) 6575
addition to national forests, grant status

—

law (1962) 16750
reports (1962) 9260, 15368

administration

—

balanced use (remarks) 1961) 15735
sheet of national atlas (1962) 17592

appraisal practices, report (1962) 23347
Arizona, transfer by sale, amend act, report

(1962) 19358
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Public lands—Continued
bibliography (1962) 15992; (1965) 12801
briefings on, hearings (1965) 15814
Clark Ck)unty, Nev., sell for use as privately

owned golf course, report (1963) 15317
classify for disposal or interim management

under multiple use principles

—

hearings (1964) 15810
law (1964) 19415
reports (1964) 8294, 17824

coal development on public domain, pro-

mote

—

law (1964) 17385
reports (1964) 15560, 17784

code of Federal regulations (1961) 6012;

(1962) 11791; (1963) 6419; (1964) 6656,

10541; (1965)9120
community recreation and public domain

(1963) 17547
development of isotope techniques for relo-

cation of land monuments (1964) 19253
eligibility for selection by Utah as indemni-

ty for lost school lands, opinion of At-
torney General (1963) 9020

exchange, authorize, hearings (1963) 19060
exchange public domain lands heretofore

withdrawn and reserved for use of Han-
ford project of Atomic Energy
Commission, authorize

—

law (1964) 17415
reports (1964) 15576, 17774

field handbook for mineral examiners (1961)
19826

general information (1962) 6214; (1963) 9083
gifts, authorize acceptance, hearings (1963)

19060
granted to States, amend revised statutes,

report (1965) 13954
history of administration (1963) 10924
hydrology of public domain (series) (1961)

12795, 17334, 19420; (1962) 635, 2532,
13876, 15643; (1963) 2352, 5026, 5028,
6561; (1964) 814; (1965) 14416

Idaho, sell lands along Snake River omitted
from Government survey

—

law (1962) 13321
reports (1962) 7056, 11614

Interior Department decisions (1964) 3602;
(1965) 3516

digests (1963) 20749; (1964) 4831
Land Management Bureau's aims and objec-

tives (remarks) (1961) 13413
landmarks in management (1963) 3043
Latin America, problems and reform move-

ments (address) (1961) 6563
laws

—

background information operation (1964)
12273

exchange of correspondence concerning
policy review (1963) 6197

need for revision (addresses, etc.) (1963)
18947

leasing to States and their political subdivi-
sions, amend act

—

hearings (1965) 17712
report (1965) 13955

legislative jurisdiction on certain Federal
enclaves, adjustment, hearings (1963)
20609

print additional copies, report (1964) 2223
management

—

historical highlights (1962) 12355
sesquicentennial of 1st organized system

(1962) 12355
utilization etc., in 1st and 12th districts.

Coast Guard, GAO review (1962) 11873
map of United States showing public lands

(1965) 2805

Public lands—Continued

materials on, disposal, amend act

—

law (1962) 20864
reports (1962) 16989, 21382

military bounty land warrants, repeal

—

law (1962) 16784
reports (1962) 9251A, 17185

mineral leasing act sales, bonuses, royalties,

and rentals, disposition of proceeds,
hearing (1962) 17338

mineral rights, sale in land patented under
color of title act, report (1964) 17594

multiple uses (1961) 19827
national land reserve

—

adjustments in range livestock industry
(remarks) (1961) 15734

administration (remarks) (1961) 13412
conservation and development (remarks)

(1961) 7911
growing in importance (remarks) (1961)

7545
National Wilderness Preservation System,

establish

—

hearings (1961) 7285; (1962) 11460, 15272
reports (1961) 14655; (1962) 21154

notify Congress of actions

—

hearing (1964) 8385
report (1964) 8296

Oregon, disposition of public domain (1961)
20637

our public lands (periodical) (1961) 3399;
(1962) 4154; (1963) 3998; (1964) 3826;
(1965) 3744

railroad land grants, centennial, brief

sketch of history, 1862-1962 (1962) 12352
range and forest lands resource conserva-

tion areas, BLM program (remarks)
(1963) 20750

range appraisal, trial program (1962) 17145
print as Senate document, report (1962)

17281
recreation use, hearings (1965) 17712
resources, long range program for develop-

ment (1962) 20059
review, hearings (1963) 17171, 18946; (1964)

8385
sale act, challenge to local government in

States (1965) 12167
sale of certain lands, authorize

—

hearing (1965) 19503
report (1965) 14089

sale, temporary authority

—

hearings (1964) 15810
law (1964) 19416
reports (1964) 8295, 17789

statistics (1963) 5462; (1964) 9482; (1965)
14646

survey operations, effective management
(remarks) (1961) 9432

timber management for today, tomorrow,
and future (address) (1964) 12435

transfers and sales, hearings (1964) 19496
Uinta National Forest, acquisition of cer-

tain lands within boundaries by Secre-
tary of Agriculture

—

law (1965) 17420
reports (1965) 15732, 15892

use and disposal, hearings (1963) 17171,
18946

watershed conservation (remarks) (1961)

7912A
water supplies on public domain, explora-

tions (1962) 17623
what are the public lands? (1965) 8007
wildlife (1964) 20451
withdrawal, reservation, and restriction,

congressional review, hearings (1962)
17113
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Public lands—Continued
see also Grazing—Homesteads—School

lands— also names of States, etc., where
lands are located.

Public Lands Appeals Board, establish, hear-
ings (1963) 17314

Public law 480, see Agricultural trade develop-
ment and assistance act of 1954.

Public laws, see Law.
Public libraries, see Libraries.
Public management, see Administrative man-

agement.
Public moneys, see Public funds.
Public notices:

Federal Communications Commission (1961)
3156-58

Tariff Commission (1961) 3612
Public oflFenders (1965) 15129
Public open-space programs and activities.

National Capital region (1964) 7583
Public opinion:
and attitudes about mental health (1963)

19968
manipulation by organizations under con-

cealed control of Communist Party
fronts

—

report (1962) 2332
pts. 1 and 2, additional copies, reports

(1962) 9317, 9465
under socialism and capitalism, Soviet anal-

ysis (1962) 18036
Public Opinion Institute, USSR, how 3 polls

were conducted (1962) 3099
Public papers of Presidents of United States

(1961) 9118, 19820; (1962) 9633; (1963)
524, 13932, 19200; (1964) 10540, 14254;
(1965) 581, 14259, 19618-619

Public printing and binding:
Government paper specification standards,

change notices (1961) 5760, 7152
paper specification standards (1963) 6210;

(1964) 2129; (1965) 8911
printing as House documents certain pro-

ceedings, etc., discontinue, report (1965)
15760

regulations (1961) 12368; (1962) 4971; (1963)
8016; (1965) 8912

Public property:
administration. Navy handbook, revised

pages (1962) 3434, 16093; (1963) 9301;
(1964) 3084, 15014

code of Federal regulations (1961) 4208;
(1962) 5188; (1963) 4924; (1964) 10539;
(1965) 7652-54, 9119, 10828

donable property program, expansion, hear-
ings (1965) 17704

Federal

—

equipment status report. Army National
Guard activities, pamphlet (1961) 21256

fire losses (1961) 12771
laws to safeguard national security, your
duty (1965) 19546

property and administrative services act,

amend

—

hearings (1961) 14472; (1962) 9383,
19180-181; (1965) 17704

laws (1961) 14094, 18750; (1962) 18969,
23247; (1964) 6176; (1965) 19151

reports (1961) 8964, 12247, 16707,
18890-891; (1962) 17255, 23353, 23405;
(1963) 11953, 18890; (1964) 4548, 6462,
12222; (1965) 12259-260, 15720, 15747,
17621, 19268

supply management report instructions,
NGB pamphlet (1964) 14944

transfer to government of American Sa-
moa

—

law (1961) 16591
reports (1961) 12476, 14317

Public property—Continued
forcible entry practices involving Federal

properties (1965) 14406
Government-furnished and contractor-

acquired property under cost reim-
bursement research contracts, weak-
nesses in accountability and manage-
ment. Public Health Service, GAO report
(1964) 8746

grounds maintenance and land management
training conferences. Army pamphlet
(1962) 22994

Hawaii, retained by U.S., scope of duty to
report, opinion of Attorney General
(1961) 19797

in possession of contractors, administration
manual (1961) 5042, 8123

industrial, NASA control manual (1964)
7474; (1965) 1400

maintenance of ground structures. Navy
manual (1964) 11731

maintenance of grounds, engineered per-
formance standards

—

formulas (1963) 11421
handbooks (1961) 6620, 17884; (1963) 11422

manual for acquisition and maintenance of
government property by contractors
(1965) 19793

military, identification marking, militarv
standard (1962) 17358

movable equipment on reclamation projects,
transfer title, amend act

—

law (1965) 13778
reports (1965) 8931, 10504

mutual waiver of certain claims, agreement
with Vietnam (1965) 11721

naval shore activities, maintenance of
grounds (1964) 7873

Post Office Department, records, program
for installation, final report (1961) 2648

property units for use in connection with
uniform system of accounts, list (1962)
15557

public property and works, code of Federal
regulations (1965) 10834

transfer of Indian School properties to local
agencies, remove 20 acre limitation-

law (1962) 9157
reports (1961) 7247; (1962) 7045

transfer real estate to State wildlife agen-

hearings (1962) 21544
report (1962) 17283

see aiso Surplus property.

Public prosecutors:
new Turkish law (1962) 17806
North Vietnam, strengthening legality and

activities, translations (1963) 15682

Public relations:

agriculture's relationship with rest of our
society (address) (1962) 8807

journalist, Navy training course (1961) 4996,
17756

principles, etc.. Navy applications (1964)
20693

role in marketing U.S. as tourist destination
(remarks) (1963) 5763

telling the Marine Corps story, recruiters
manual (1963) 18058

workers, employment outlook (1962) 8333;
(1964) 9383

Public roads, see Roads and highways.

Public Roads Bureau:
activities of Federal-aid highway program,

review by GAO (1961) 17322-324; (1962)
7461, 11875

apportionments of Federal-aid highway
funds, 1956-63, GAO review (1962) 21811
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Public Roads Bureau—Continued
career opportunities, engineers (1962) 10621;

(1963) 3302; (1964) 1569, 20775
controls over highway construction, GAO

report (1965) 10963
deficiencies in award and administration of

contracts for construction of Federal-
aid highway projects in New Jersey,
GAO report (1965) 693

design of interstate system for traffic fore-

cast to 1975, GAO report on problems
(1963) 12210

direct Federal highway construction pro-
grams in eastern U.S., interagency
problem areas and deficiences, GAO re-

port (1963) 19282
electronic computers program library memo-

randum (1961) 3544; (1963) 9364; (1964)
7713; (1965) 16841

failure to require adherence to specifications
for materials used in forest highway
projects in certain Western States under
direct Federal highway construction
program, GAO report (1965) 698

Federal aid highway program

—

administration, deficiencies and problem
areas, GAO report (1964) 8710

GAO review of activities in Idaho (1962)
21816

policy requirements, improper waiver,
GAO review (1964) 6768

rights-of-way activities in

—

California, legislative and policy re-

quirements, GAO review (1964) 6771
Virginia (1963) 12214
West Virginia, GAO follow-up examina-

tion of reviews (1965) 7771
Federal Highway Administrator, nomination

of Rex M. Whitton, hearing (1961) 5905
films available (1963) 3301; (1964) 13427
inadequacies in administration of right-

of-way activities of Federal-aid highway
program. New Jersey, GAO report (1964)
21338

Inter-American Highway program

—

Ck)sta Rica

—

unnecessary costs resulting from inade-
quacies in administration of right-of-
way activities, GAO report (1964)
12498; (1965) 6306

unauthorized expenditures for repair
and reconstruction of section, GAO
report (1965) 19657

Panama, inadequacies in administration
result in unnecessary cost, GAO report
(1965) 7787

junior engineer handbook (1961) 21328
labor compliance manual

—

direct Federal and Federal-aid construc-
tion (1965) 16843

direct Federal construction contracts
(1962) 16146

opportunities for young engineers (1962)
6431

organization, position of deputy administra-
tor instead of commissioner

—

hearings (1961) 18973
law (1961) 20527
reports (1961) 16769, 19103

press releases (1961) 3546; (1962) 4237;
(1963) 4089; (1964) 3920; (1965) 3835

program (series) (1965) 16840

publications, lists (1963) 7415, 14681; (1964)
1570, 15072; (1965) 3008, 18735

questionable validity of $32 million estimate
of funds needed to complete Inter-
American Highway, GAO report (1965)
709

Public Roads Bureau—Continued
records, preliminary inventories (1962)

10539
reports (1961) 8157; (1962) 6430; (1963) 5699;

(1964) 9738; (1965) 5363
research activities of Federal-aid highway

program, review by GAO (1961) 9241
right-of-way training program (1963) 11251
secondary road administration, 2d progress

report on activities of Joint AASHO-
NACO Committee (1964) 13429

unnecessary costs from failure to acquire
rights-of-way for interstate highway in

Utah, GAO report (1965) 9249
Washington office, air travel authorized,

GAO review (1962) 17612
Public safety, see Safety of life.

Public schools, see High schools—Schools.
Public Service Employment of Youth, National

Advisory Council on, see National Advi-
sory Council on Public Service Employ-
ment of Youth.

Public services in USDA, address (1964) 5860
Public Services' International, international

labor study (1962) 9783
Public Services Office, series S (1961)

11577-578, 13681, 15995
Public social welfare personnel (1963) 14803
Public speaking engagements, see Addresses,

lectures, etc.

Public utilities:

accounts, uniform system (1961) 7390, 9108;
.(1965) 9099

area redevelopment, economic problem (re-

marks) (1961) 17983
coordination with Government in atomic

power program (remarks) (1963) 4499
general rules and regulations under Public

utility holding company act (1963) 18300
holding company

—

securities required to be exchanged for

cash or new securities (1962) 8629
security transactions and holdings (1961)

3562; (1962) 4142; (1963) 3985; (1964)

3813; (1965) 3731
maintenance, work improvement (1961) 6623
naval shore activities, maintenance manage-

ment (1962) 8753
property units for use in uniform system of

accounts, list (1962) 15557
Public utility holding company act (1961)

8179; (1962) 18439; (1965) 5371
records, preservation, regulations (1963)

10164, 20676
Yugoslavia, social self-administration devel-

opment (1961) 13023
see also Electric utilities.

Public Utilities Commission of District of Col-

umbia reports (1961) 12545; (1962) 2395;
(1963) 350; (1964) 2258; (1965) 4635

Public utility companies, property units for
use in uniform system of accounts, list

(1962) 15557
Public water supplies, see Water.
Public Welfare:
ADC program, from other side of counter,

sensitivity exercise (1965) 1260
administrative supervision, organization,

etc., State agency's responsibility for

local operations (1965) 4693
aged. Federal financial assistance programs

(1963) 11411
aid to families with dependent children

—

eligibility review implications (address)

(1964) 13534
eligibility sampling (1963) 20746
review, 1936-62 (1964) 7845
State plans, characteristics under social

security act (1965) 10788
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Public Welfare—Continued

applicants, D.C. Unemployment Compensa-
tion Bd. to advise D.C. Welfare Dept. as
to status

—

law (1964) 17373
reports (1964) 17718; (1963) 13626

blind, under social security act (1963) 2235
case for Federal assistance for Area and

regional economic development (re-

marks) (1965) 7127
caseload determination, method and stand-

ards (1961) 21300
caseloads, impact of training programs

under manpower development and train-
ing act and area redevelopment act, and
public assistance work and training
programs (1965) 14222

cases, reasons for opening and closing (1961)
15925; (1962) 7304, 15530; (1963) 4876,
19156; (1964) 6604, 14217; (1965) 4692,
14220

casework services in medical care (1962)
12693

caseworkers

—

analysis of appointments (1963) 20745
manual, guides to improving (1965) 530

catalog of exhibits on public welfare (1965)
11794

child welfare

—

children in migrant families, report (1962)
2360

programs, problems and services (1963)
13311

code of Federal regulations (1964) 8577;
(1965) 10835

concurrent receipt of public assistance, tab-
ular release (1965) 2117

constructive program (1965) 10003
demonstration projects (1964) 15165
dependent children and their families, 4 in

every 100 get AFDC (1963) 20655
determination of needs, simplified methods

(1964) 6605
District of Columbia act of 1962, amend

—

hearing (1965) 10675
report (1964) 17752

District of Columbia, improve administra-
tion

—

law (1962) 23207
reports (1961) 17048; (1962) 21096

educational aid to families with dependent
children, AFDC survey (1964) 11714

eligibility requirements, yearstick for need
(1963) 17415

extending AFDC to children of unemployed
parents, impact on general assistance
caseloads (1962) 22798

facts and figures, grants, etc (1962) 21843;
(1964) 829, 18153; (1965) 14423

families, public-voluntary service, new
alignments (address) (1964) 1659

families receiving aid to families with de-

pendent children. State cost standards
(1964) 10496; (1965) 18055

Federal assistance for projects in aging
(1964) 7848-50, 9884, 15166-167; (1965)
6989, 11797

Federal grants, statutory and administra-
tive controls (1964) 20694

Federal legislation, recent, to aid States and
communities in dealing with poverty,
etc., report by Welfare Administration
(1965) 10003

Federal welfare activities coordinated with
education and housing (1963) 12058

federally aided programs

—

Louisiana and Oklahoma, excessive finan-
cial participation. Welfare Administra-
tion, Health, Education, and Welfare
Dept., GAO report (1964) 6764

Public Welfare—Continued
federally aided programs—Continued

Massachusetts, excessive matching of
administrative expenses. Welfare Admin-
istration, GAO report (1965) 4827

North Carolina, deficient practices relat-
ing to matching funds. Welfare Adminis-
tration, GAO report (1964) 8707

under direction of Kansas City regional
office of Health, Education and Welfare
Dept., GAO review (1962) 15631

feeding family on budget (1965) 13347
financial aid to families with dependent chil-

dren, AFDC survey (1965) 1710
homemaker services (1964) 11716

limiting money payments to recipients. State
maximums and other methods (1963)
10096

medical aid for older persons (1965) 4689

medical care

—

casework services (1965) 18053
guides, etc.

—

dental services (1963) 8200
home health care services (1965) 7619
optical services (1963) 8201
organization and administration (1963)
8202

pharmaceutical services (1963) 13891
vendor payments by type of service (1964)

10499

medical resources available for recipients
(1962) 2345

mental health, convalescent leave from men-
tal hospitals, agreements, etc, guides
(1964) 8524

mental retardation, financial assistance,
programs (1965) 6354

necessity for public welfare programs (ad-

dress) (1962) 1566

New York State, excessive Federal matching
of administrative expenses, GAO report
(1965) 2188

PAI (series) (1964) 8526, 12354, 14216; (1965)
4689-91, 7620, 9075

position in Nation's economy (address)
(1963) 20932

problems in Appalachian region (remarks)
(1964) 6832

programs

—

aid to the blind, recipients (1965) 11802
community planning, policies, etc (1965)

16136
families receiving aid to families with de-

pendent children, cost standards used by
States (1963) 3328

protective services for older persons
(1964) 6602

services for senior citizens, hearings
(1964) 12249

social security act amendments of 1962

—

hearings (1962) 7106, 13676
law (1962) 16769
reports (1962) 7065, 7070, 13654, 16963
summary, etc (1962) 13674

training for service in furthering objec-

tives, papers presented at 1960 seminars
for field representatives in State welfare
agencies (1961) 21301

promote independence, train personnel, etc.,

message from the President (1962) 4921
public assistance reports (1961) 1423,

20087-88, 21300; (1962) 7303, 21704.
(1963) 2235; (1964) 6602, 8525, 10497,
12355, 19666; (1965) 6150, 10788,
16137-138, 18056, 19595

public assistance under social security act
(1961) 20088
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Public Welfare—Continued

public welfare staff training projects

—

learning and teaching (1964) 7851
services to families and children (1964)

7852
quality control (1965) 10789
recipient rate and average payment in coun-

ties of U.S., June 1960, old age assist-

ance, AFDC, etc (1964) 10498
relief rolls to payrolls, community work and

training program (1964) 8526
research and public welfare (1965) 20146
services, role of caseworker (1965) 19595
social Security Administration, report (1962)

21703
source of funds expended for payments

(1964) 14218; (1965) 14221
administration, services and training

(1964) 10500
sources of revenue for State share of

payments (1962) 19454
special types

—

money payments (1964) 14215
program facts (1963) 10095; (1964) 12356

staff development as integral part of admin-
istration, Spanish edition (1964) 8525

State-Federal programs, improvement, so-

cial security amendments of 1965

—

analysis (1965) 8985
hearings (1965) 7495, 10676
law (1965) 15451
reports (1965) 7464, 8792, 13945, 14055
summary (1965) 7496, 14001, 15836
condensed (1965) 12208

text and justifications recommended by
HEW (1965) 17921

State plans

—

characteristics under social security act

(1965) 6150, 10788
medical and remedial care, summary of

information (1961) 1469
under social security act

—

general provisions (1962) 21704
medical and remedial care (1962) 7303
staff development provisions (1964)

12355
State salary ranges of positions in

—

employment security, etc (1964) 19807
public welfare (1963) 616; (1964) 10667;

(1965) 9285
statistical date (1964) 6603
statistics, monthly advance release (1961)

3535; (1962) 3579; (1963) 3418; (1964)

3214; (1965) 3101
under Social Security act serving people in

need (1964) 10497
unemployed-parent segment of aid to fami-

lies of dependent children (1964) 4105;
(1965) 4014

welfare expenditures, public and private,

estimates for 1961-63 (1963) 3330
welfare field, developing facilities and serv-

ices which provide people with help they
need (remarks) (1964) 13535

welfare in review (periodical) (1963) 18369;
(1964) 4154; (1965) 4066

statistical supplement (1964) 21925
welfare provisions, social security amend-

ments (1965) 15157
welfare research report (1964) 21926
welfare services

—

families living in public housing (1963)
19339

planning for community needs (1963)

19333
work and training programs, Oct. 1963-Dec.

1964, impact on caseloads (1965) 14222
see also Social security—Social work and

problems.

Public welfare research analyst, see Research
analysts.

Public works:
accelerated assistance approved for areas

under consideration for termination of

eligibility, ARA, GAO report (1965) 6252

accelerated program

—

and employment (1962) 20473
approved projects, directory (1963) 7654;

(1964) 3207; (1965) 3095
Federal aid to States, etc., to reduce unem-
ployment

—

areas eligible for immediate public
works assistance list (1964) 413

hearings (1961) 14751; (1962) 11473,

11672, 13542; (1964) 412
law (1962) 20833
reports (1962) 11592, 13447; (1964) 2092

increase authorization

—

hearings (1964) 6525, 10433
report (1964) 12215

maximum grants-in-aid for eligible areas
(1962) 22980; (1963) 4430, 16815; (1964)

88, 11618
purposes (remarks) (1962) 20693
redevelopment and unemployment areas

eligible to participate, list (1962) 20464
retrospect and prospect, staff report

(1964) 10432
acceleration act

—

hearings (1962) 11672; (1964) 412
law (1962) 20833
reports (1962) 11592; (1964) 2092
S(3S conservation and watershed pro-

grams (1963) 1507
unauthorized assistance to seemingly non-
depressed areas, GAO report (1965) 6291

acceleration areas, map (1963) 16818
acceleration, budget increase

—

amendment (1964) 281
proposal (1962) 19204

Alaska, amend act to authorize settlement
of claims

—

law (1964) 1958
reports (1963) 17251; (1964) 371

appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 12334, 19144-146
law (1961) 18718
reports (1961) 16798, 18919, 19119

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 13496, 15258, 21529-531,
21533-534

law (1962) 23280
reports (1962) 17084, 21164, 21457

appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 15299, 17162, 18920; (1964)

518, 520
law (1964) 1984
reports (1964) 343, 510, 4458

appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 12119, 15796-798
law (1964) 17370
reports (1964) 12098, 13929, 15767, 17572

appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 10523, 12158, 16000, 17906
reports (1965) 13876, 15967, 19265

authorizations, 1965, rivers and harbors,
flood control, etc.

—

hearings (1965) 7546, 10703, 12349
reports (1965) 14086, 17609, 17642, 19270

civil works construction projects, laboratory
investigations and materials testing,

engineering and design manual (1961)

17204
code of Federal regulations (1961) 4208;

(1962) 5188; (1963) 4924; (1964) 10539;
(1965) 10834

community planning. Federal advances, fact

sheet (1962) 18915
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Public works—Continued
construction, repair, etc., on rivers and har-

bors

—

hearings (1962) 21566
law (1962) 23274
reports (1962) 21141, 21148, 21180, 21190,
21500

District of Columbia public works act,

amend, report (1962) 4954

engineering investigation and design serv-
ices, civil works, manual (1961) 14797

B^ngineers Corps

—

civil works activities

—

Army programs, regulations (1965) 2113
finance and fiscal accounting and report-

ing, manual (1962) 17424; (1963) 2209;
(1964) 17955

report

—

departmental editions (1961) 10560,
12583; (1962) 17420, 23451; (1963)
8192, 13876; (1964) 8506, 10481;
(1965) 9055-56

document editions (1961) 10200A,
12141; (1962) 16828, 23297; (1963)
7846, 13454; (1964) 8253, 10177;
(1965) 8733-34

civil works construction, labor and materi-
al requirements (1964) 13069

civil works functions, laboratory soils

testing (1965) 14203
civil works program, annual summary

(1962) 481
civil works projects, recreation, general
information (1964) 625, 19659; (1965)
14206

funds, inequitable allocation among eligible

areas. Area Redevelopment Administra-
tion, Commerce Dept., GAO report (1965)
10958

HHFA planned program, additional funds,
hearing (1964) 4573

Indonesia, development projects (1961) 866

maintenance, engineered performance stand-
ards

—

carpentry

—

formulas (1962) 22915
handbook (1962) 22916

electrical and electronic handbooks (1961)
13740; (1964) 5773

engineer's handbook (1964) 5774
general formulas, all crafts (1963) 1607
general handbook, all crafts (1965) 5489
heating, cooling, ventilating

—

formulas (1962) 22917; (1964) 7870
handbooks (1961) 13741; (1962) 901,

22918; (1964) 7871
janitorial

—

formulas (1962) 14705
handbooks (1961) 13742; (1963) 1608

machine shop machine repair handbook
(1961) 6619

masonry— formulas (1961) 16065; (1963)
9519
handbooks (1961) 16066; (1963) 11420

moving rigging handbook (1963) 1609
paint

—

formulas (1964) 5775
handbooks (1961) 16067; (1964) 5776

pipefitting plumbing

—

formulas (1962) 24136
handbook (1963) 1610

railroad trackage

—

formulas (1964) 1671
handbook (1964) 1671

roads, grounds, pest control

—

formulas (1963) 11421
handbooks (1961) 6620, 17884; (1963)

11422

Public works—Continued
maintenance, engineered performance stand-

ards—Continued
sheetmetal structural iron & welding for-

mulas (1961) 6621
wharfbuilding

—

formulas (1962) 3569
handbooks (1961) 16068

work improvement (1961) 6623
management. Navy Department (1962) 16084
materials, new designs and methods, study

and investigations of use (1962)
21567-573

national program for unemployed, should
Federal Government establish? national
college debate topic (1964) 19450

planned, advances for reserve. Federal laws
(1962) 655; (1963) 6573; (1965) 7813

planning programs, inadequate collections
procedures, etc., by Community Facili-
ties Administration, HHFA, GAO report
(1964) 4764

projects, public recreation use (1962) 15526
public works

—

and construction laws, compilation (1965)
8730

and economic development act

—

appropriations to finance, proposal
(1965) 17482

compilation of documents (1965) 14137
hearings (1965) 10671, 10702, 12205
law (1965) 15484

highlights, legislative history, etc
(1965) 17736

message from the President (1965) 8743
reports (1965) 10644, 12146, 15691

and other construction. Federal activities
in 1962 budget, analysis (1961) 3818

pumping stations for flood protection proj-

ects, mechanical and electrical design,
engineering manual (1963) 4861

standby capital improvement act hearings
(1962) 11473, 13542

survey investigations and reports, general
procedures (1961) 10565; (1962) 15523

see aiso Installations (military).

Public Works Committee, House:
calendar (1961) 3080; (1962) 3998; (1963)

3842; (1964) 3656; (1965) 3570
committee prints, see subjects,
hearings, see subjects,
investigations and studies

—

authorization, reports (1961) 5643; (1963)
6107; (1965) 5888, 19232

expenses, reports (1961) 5683, 18836;
(1963) 6131-32; (1964) 374; (1965) 5912,
15735

joint meeting with Public Works Committee,
Senate, and delegates to Pan American
Highway Congress (1964) 10435

legislative activities, 88th Congress (1965)
5969

reports, see subjects.
travel authorization, report (1964) 8341;

(1965) 8784
Public Works Committee, Senate:

additional staff and funds, reports (1961)
5814, 5817; (1962) 2356; (1963) 4767,
6267; (1964) 6458; (1965) 4541, 4586

calendar (1961) 3101; (1962) 4013; (1963)
3860; (1964) 3674; (1965) 3586

committee prints, see subjects,
hearings, see subjects,
investigations and studies

—

expenses, report (1962) 5024
scenic highways, establish national sys-
tem, authorize, reports (1964) 462, 2197

use of materials, new designs and methods
(1962) 21567-573
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Public Works Committee, Senate—Continued

joint meeting with Public Works Committee
House, and delegates to Pan American
Highway Congress (1964) 10435

legislative activities, summary

—

87th Congress (1963) 2106
88th Congress (1965) 6066

reports, see subjects.
Public Works Coordination and Acceleration

Office;

establish

—

areas eligible for immediate public works
assistance, list (1964) 413

hearings (1962) 11473, 13542
reports (1962) 13447, 17048

Public Works Week, National, see National
Public Works Week.

Publications:
Government agencies to pay in advance for

subscriptions, etc

—

law (1961) 14091
reports (1961) 8961, 12246

price trends, cost to libraries (1961) 17188
see also Government publications—Military

publications

—

also names of depart-
ments, etc., issuing publications

—

also
subjects.

Publicity:
defense utilization and marketing handbook

supplement (1964) 12301, 21253-254
handicapped, program guide, handbook

(1964) 18618
home town news material, preparation,

Army manual (1961) 3772
news story writing, guide for extension

workers (1961) 5277
Publishing:
census of manufactures, 1958

—

industry reports (1961) 5461, 8490
special report (1961) 13893

industry

—

books, outlook and review (1961) 3861;
(1962) 2148; (1963) 4538

economic summary, monthly (1961) 2929;
(1962) 4254

newspaper, outlook and review (1961)
3877; (1962) 6719

periodicals, outlook and review (1961)
3852; (1962) 6721; (1963) 4544

reports (1963) 4107; (1964) 3936; (1965)
3852

medical publishing houses, USSR (1961)
15367

Pucallpa, Peru, petroleum resources and uram-
ium possibilities of region (1963) 14998

Puckett, H.B.:
automatic feeding equipment for livestock

and poultry (1964) 7918
single-phase electric motors for farm use

(1964) 19070
Puddycomb, Ralph H.:

free fall drop tests of F-IOOD ejection seat
occupied by articulated dummy or live
jumper (1964) 5884

human free-fall trajectories (1964) 13617
Pueblo Bonito, see Bonito Pueblo.

Pueblo, Colo.:

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 11908
standard metropolitan statistical area

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16533

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 298

stratigraphy of Niobrara formation (1964)
14344

Pueblo Indians:
Isleta paintings

—

departmental edition (1963) 93
document edition (1963) 220

lands in trust
law (1961) 18623
reports (1961) 14619, 16755
correct land description errors in Public
law 231, 87th Congress-
law (1962) 20862
reports (1962) 11607, 21038

lands, operation and maintenance charges,
payment

—

law (1965) 15449
reports (1965) 8930, 13900

Sia Pueblo, N.Mex., bulletin

—

departmental edition (1963) 4428
document edition (1963) 4670

Pueblos, see also Acoma Pueblo—Picuris
Pueblo—Sandia Pueblo—Santa Ana
Pueblo—Zia Pueblo.

Puente Hills, geology and oil resources, east-
ern area (1964) 10641

Puerto Montt, Chile, weather stations, agree-
ment with Chile (1961) 1519

Puerto Ricans, in U.S., social and economic
data, census of population (1963) 15083

Puerto Rico:
age limitations for coverage of children by

Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans (1962)
16165

aged and aging, problems, background stud-
ies (1961) 5896

agriculture department, directory (1963)
7529; (1964) 9906

amateur alien radio operators, authoriza-
tion to operate

—

hearings (1963) 19049; (1964) 10323
law (1964) 12008
reports (1963) 19025; (1964) 10225, 10267

applicability of automobile information
disclosure act, clarify, report (1962)
13649

applicability of poultry products inspection
act, clarify

—

law (1962) 16724
reports (1961) 16787; (1962) 13638

area de Valle de Lajas, soil survey report
(1965) 11699

artificial flower, decoration, and party favor
industry (1962) 12778

business patterns, activities covered by
OASDI program (1961) 16264

button, jewelry, and lapidary work industry
(1962) 12779

canned fish and byproducts, annual summa-
ry (1961) 7429; (1962) 5204

census of agriculture, 1959, municipalities
(1962) 2192

census of business

—

1958, retail, wholesale and selected service
trades (1963) 13303

1963, retail, wholesale, services (1965)
17198

census of governments, 1962, report (1965)
5694

census of housing, 1960, tenure, rent,

plumbing, etc (1963) 18699
census of manufactures (1965) 17206
census of population, 1960

—

characteristics (1964) 6035
counts and selected characteristics (1961)
20430

detailed characteristics (1963) 1921
general population characteristics (1961)

16481
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 14962
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Puerto Rico—Continued
census of population, 1960—Continued
number of inhabitants (1961) 10085
social and economic characteristics (1963)

1882

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

processing the data (1964) 1808
climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial census

(1965) 16917
climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;

(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216
coast pilot (1961) 5536; (1962) 6856; (1963)

1957; (1964) 6108; (1965) 7334
commodity classification

—

compiling statistics on shipments from
U.S., schedule Q (1962) 2185

reporting shipments to U.S., schedule P
(1962) 2184; (1965) 1910, 7259

communications, utilities, and transporta-
tion industry (1962) 12780

convey real property to, report (1965) 13904
cost-of-living allowances for Federal em-

ployees, require survey before reducing,

report (1965) 17665
county business patterns, activities covered

by OASDI program (1963) 16889
deaths, leading causes (1961) 11454
District Court, tenure of judges, reports

(1961) 12321; (1963) 6171; (1965) 5937
eastern, floods (1961) 12788
economic development and area redevelop-

ment programs (remarks) (1962) 6625
economic growth (address) (1965) 8684
education and citizenship in public school

system, interim report (1963) 11893

electric facilities principal, map (1962) 562;

(1963) 523, 2266; (1964) 680; (1965) 16184
excessive cost-of-living allowances paid to

Federal employees. Civil Service Com-
mission, GAO report (1965) 7767

expanding economy (address) (1962) 338
export expansion opportunities (remarks)

(1963) 20390
export potential, increasing (address) (1965)

4419
fabric and leather glove industry, findings

of fact and recommendations (1961) 9824

fair labor standards act

—

minimum wage rates (1964) 15148
wage order procedure (1965) 8360

Federal relations act, amend

—

law (1961) 14121
reports (1961) 5713, 14621

federally aflfected areas, construction of

school facilities

—

law (1965) 15432
reports (1965) 7428, 12274

5B redevelopment area, statistical profile

(1963) 15132
former Commissioners, gratuitous copies of

congressional record

—

law (1961) 6939
reports (1961) 5816, 7072

grant recognition as State on board of

directors. Federal Home Loan Bank

—

hearings (1962) 15262
law (1962) 20851
reports (1962) 15159, 19337

Great Society (address) (1965) 4715
growth in free trade and economic develop-

ment through American merchant ma-
rine (remarks) (1962) 11777

housing census (1964) 1806
hydrofoil vessels, permit use in coastwise

trade, hearings (1961) 1888
industry committee handbook (1965) 1705
infant mortality (1962) 1787
labor organizations, reporting, register

(1961) 6239; (1964) 16571

Puerto Rico—Continued
Lajas Valley area, soil survey report (1965)

11699
leather, leather goods and related products

industry, findings of fact and recommen-
dations (1961) 9825

liquors, etc., from, code of Federal regula-
tions (1962) 7498

mail transportation by aircraft on star
routes

—

hearing (1962) 17123
report (1962) 19121

map. United States and possessions, inset

(1965) 2805
marriage, divorce, natality, fetal mortality

and mortality statistics (1962) 8614
maternal mortality (1962) 1786

military personnel of U.S. ordered to, help-

ful hints, DA pamphlet (1963) 16825
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chap-

ters (1962) 1620, 22492; (1963) 19852;
(1964) 20491; (1964) 18441

minimum-wage status (1963) 14806; (1964)
13549

mortality data, national summary (1961)
15846

motorboat act, make applicable

—

hearings (1962) 9399
law (1961) 16598
reports (1961) 8923, 14405

municipal water facilities inventory (1961)

6503; (1964) 3103, 18908
municipios, barrios, cities, etc., census 1960,

map (1961) 16309
needlework and fabricated textile products,

findings of fact (1965) 5463
nurses in public health, number and educa-

tional preparation (1963) 3295; (1965)
8247

participation in Caribbean Organization

—

hearings (1961) 8839, 14732
law (1961) 12126
reports (1961) 8815, 20601

petroleum refineries (1965) 14698

plane coordinate projection tables (1961)

3979

planktonic copepods from Bahia Fosfores-

cente and adjacent waters (1965) 16767
political status, settlement

—

hearings (1963) 13654; (1964) 6513
laws (1964) 6182; (1965) 15439
reports (1963) 18885, 20469; (1964) 504;

(1965) 12297 13916
population, estimates (1963) 11633, 18691

by age (1964) 8125
July 1, 1963, with preliminary estimates

for July 1, 1964 (1964) 17105
precipitation and rainfall-frequency data

(1962) 8746
preservative treatments and service life of

fence posts (1965) 18183

Pseudocyclops, new species (1961) 6436

public housing, costs incurred in construc-

ting low-rent projects, GAO report

(1965) 4826
public school finance program (1964) 4633

Puerto Rican students, general ability tests,

in elementary and secondary schools

(1961) 19226
Puerto Rico and selected outlying areas,

1960-64, estimates of population (1965)

5704
rainfall, 2- to 10-day duration for return

periods of 2 to 100 years (1965) 11793

raw sugar, weight and polarization changes
during bulk shipment (1961) 10527

reporting labor organizations, register

(1961) 6239
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Puerto Rico—Continued

Resident Commissioner, clerk hire basic al-

lowance, increase, report (1964) 17589
rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-

files (1962) 18913
salaries of white-collar workers (1964) 7415
sawmills and wood suppliers (1962) 11850
sediment-load data, inventory (1962) 7476
service life of untreated posts (1961) 6153
solar radiation used to dry mahogany lum-

ber (1963) 8296
standard metropolitan statistical areas,

1963, defined by Bureau of Budget, map
(1964) 13775

storm warning facilities charts (1961) 11656;

(1962) 16212; (1963) 11385; (1964) 13525;
(1965) 11786

Supreme Court, final decisions, review by
Supreme Court of U.S., reports (1961)

12320, 16962
surface waters, chemical analyses, 1961,

inventory (1964) 6827
sweater and knit swimwear industry, find-

ings of fact and recommendations con-
cerning wages (1962) 20368

tax treatment of U.S. concerns with Puerto
Rican affiliates, hearings (1964) 17892

temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10775

10-year industrial plan, report (1961) 15003
tree diameter growth in dry limestone hills

(1963) 8294
trees, common species, (1964) 16945
United States trade, monthly report (1961)

2966; (1962) 3894; (1963) 3737; (1964)

3535; (1965) 3449
wage order procedure

—

pursuant to fair labor standards act
(1962) 1892

regulations (1962) 16209
water resource development, map (1963)

14027
women workers (1964) 9898
woods, their machining, seasoning, etc (1961)

20282
world convention of Churches of Christ,

permit foreign-flag vessels, etc., to

transport passengers

—

hearings (1965) 10551, 17910
report (1965) 10463

ZIP code directory (1963) 20063
Puerto Rico Bankers Association, business

and governmental officials, annual semi-
nar (address) 1964) 6116

Puerto Rico Reconstruction Administration,
records, preliminary inventory (1963)
7307

Puget Sound:
area, climatic guide (1961) 8244
earthquake, Apr. 29, 1965, seismological and

engineering report (1965) 15362, 17266
geologic studies in lowland (series) (1964)

809
Kingston Harbor, Wash., harbor improve-

ments, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 452
document edition (1963) 222

southern part, tidal current charts (1962)
6854

Puget Sound Naval Shipyard, Material Labo-
ratories evaluation report (1962) 6446

Pugh, Olin S., problems and prospects of
South Carolina food processors (1963)
1474

Puglisi, Anna C, relief (1961) 10246, 12425,
14060

Puglisi, Enzo A., welfare and pension plan sta-

tistics, 100 largest plans (1963) 18020

Pugwash conferences:
influence and evaluation, committee staff

analysis (1961) 10514
print additional copies, reports (1961)

14658, 19114
Pugwash meetings of scientists, Soviet view

(1962) 19803
Soviet article (1963) 5238

Puillet, Gerard, relief (1962) 19059; (1963)

13475; (1964) 12195, 13859
Pulaski County, 111., development program,

suggestions for making more effective

(1964) 13660
Pulga, Calif., motor carrier accident (1964)

6864
Puline Amusement Co., motor vehicle accident

(1961) 2974
Pulkovo, USSR, Astrophysical Laboratory,

general information (1964) 20298
Pulkovo Observatory, USSR, 125th anniversa-

ry (1965)6511
Pullers, miniature, for gear, flange, and bear-

ing (1965) 1503
Pullets, see Chickens.
Pullman Company:
emergency board reports (1962) 2415; (1964)

2290
transport statistics (1961) 17360; (1962)

21906; (1964) 880; (1965) 794, 9313
PuUorum disease. Salmonella reports (1965)

4091
Pulmonary arteries, see Arteries.

Pulmonary circulation, acute hypoxia and
hypercapnia effects (1965) 11375

Pulmonary diseases:

blood coagulation foUovdng thromboembolic
pulmonary complications (1961) 10942

chronic pulmonary insufficiency in U.S., epi-

demiologic view (1963) 3280
hypertension of pulmonary circulation in

patients with mitral defects, USSR
study (1961) 19683

pulmonary arteriolar resistance (2d barrier)

in patients with mitral stenosis, USSR
study (1961) 11007

pulmonary vessels in mitral stenosis, sys-

temization of changes, USSR study
(1961) 10851

transactions of research conferences (1962)

1885; (1963) 20221; (1965) 15122
Veterans Administration research (1964)

21915
see also Tuberculosis.

Pulp:
and paper industry, development, USSR

(1965) 11187
and wood species, yields for various process-

es (1964) 12450
aspen, semichemical corrugating, bleachabil-

ity (1963) 19267
Cuba industry (1962) 18068
current industrial reports (1961) 2989, 5484,

16270; (1962) 3736, 6746, 18788; (1963)

3574, 4579, 4584, 18684; (1964) 3390,

21034; (1965) 3273
industry

—

employment outlook (1962) 8402; (1964)

9450
export opportunities (address) (1962) 6866
report (1961) 2936; (1962) 3944; (1963)

4121; (1964) 3952; (1965) 3867
technological change and automation

—

departmental edition (1963) 1177
document edition (1963) 282

manufacture, sawdust and shavings charac-
terization as to suitability (1961) 12721

products, feasibilitv of using Lake States
hardwoods (1961) 10668

sorptive extraction of uranium from pulp
and solutions, USSR study (1961) 7850
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Pulp—Continued
sulfate pulping of alligator juniper (1962)

9674
see also Wood pulp.

Pulp mills:

additional sites in Tennessee Valley, com-
parative data (1961) 17866

automation, impact, 1947-60 (1963) 1185
census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 5460, 8489
hardwood, establish in an 8-county area of

western Kentucky, technical and eco-

nomic feasibility (1964) 17027
industry wage survey

—

departmental edition (1963) 1170
document edition (1963) 275

opportunities for development in western
Colorado (1963) 4992

pine, possibilities in north Alabama (1964)
16892

Pulp plant machinery, industry outlook and
review (1961) 1751; (1962) 2146

Pulp wood, see Wood pulp.
Pulpboard:
automating manufacture of insulating

fiberboard, USSR study (1962) 7988
current idustrial reports (1961) 2989, 5484,

13913, 16270; (1962) 3736, 6746, 18788;
(1963) 3574, 4584, 18684; (1964) 3390,
21034; (1965) 3273, 7267

hardboard, general information (1963) 7731
hardboard industry, outlook and review

(1961) 1747; (1962) 4686; (1963) 4530
insulation board industry, outlook and re-

view (1962) 6723
linear movement of plywood and flakeboards

as related to longitudinal movement of

wood (1965) 7723
particleboard

—

current industry reports (1962) 13050;
(1963) 16898; (1964) 10056; (1965) 10244

industry, outlook and review (1961) 1764;

(1962) 4689; (1963) 4526; (1964) 6002
Maine's potential for manufacture

(1963) 1472
standard of trade (1961) 13847

production by indigenous method, several
goals fulfilled by building and installa-

tion enterprises in 1959, Communist
China (1961) 2090

structural insulating board, trade recom-
mendation (1964) 11435

tariff classification of certain particle-

board

—

hearing (1962) 23412
law (1964) 13883
reports (1962) 19151; (1964) 8314, 12236

Pulpwood, see Wood pulp.

Pulse, feeling, diagnostic techniques of

Chinese traditional medicine. Communist
aspects (1962) 2594

Pulse amplifiers, see Amplifiers.

Pulse analyzers:
height, operates at high repetition rates,

low power (1965) 5150
noise effect on pulse height resolution (1962)

8952
plotting ervthrocyte volume spectra, cali-

bration"(1963)"20337
see also Kicksorters.

Pulse code modulation, see Radio pulse code
modulation— Television.

Pulse-code-modulation-frequency-shift system:

keyer circuit improves PCM, conversion for

radio transmission (1964) 13195
signal-to-noise characteristics (1963) 9212

Pulse counters:
simple circuit computes sum of squares

(1965) 16648

Pulse counters—Continued

USSR industrial development, translation
(1963) 15848

Pulse-forming circuitry for explosives re-

search (1962) 14430
Pulse frequency modulation (1962) 22559
Pulse frequency modulation telemetry, see

Telemetry.
Pulse generators:
AN/UPM-55, Navy calibration program,

technical manual (1964) 1530
Hewlett Packard 212A and AN/PPM-1, test

instrument calibration procedure (1963)
9282

permits nondestructive testing of component
breakdown voltage (1965) 6654

synchronized, needs no external power (1965)
6670

threshold detector produces narrow pulses
at high repetition rates (1965) 19903

transistorized ring-type, development (1961)
20064

TS-592A/UPM-15, etc., Navy calibration
program, technical manual (1963) 9292

Pulse-height analyzer:
8-level pulse-height anlavzer for space phys-

ics applications (1961) 4939
subnanosecond time resolution single-

channel (1965) 6724
Pulse modulators, 550-megawatt (1965) 13127
Pulsed plasma accelerator operates repetitive-

ly without complex controls (1965) 6660
Pulsejet engines, see Engines (aircraft).

Pulses:
accelerometer calibration, simple device

produces (1965) 16657
constant-current, study of adsorption and

oxidation of carbon monoxide on plati-

num (1965) 13122
distortions of turbine blades, investigation

using wave method, USSR studv (1965)
9343

distributions in stilbene produced bv 1-15

Mev neutrons (1962) 2096
electric

—

action of weak currents on brain, changes
in pneumogram and electrocardiogram
as result of action, USSR study (1962)

2740
means of restoration of sinus rhvthm,
USSR study (1965) 11104

therapy of cardiac arrhythmia, USSR
study (1965) 16533

feedback oscillator functions as low-level

pulse stretcher (1965) 6667
fixed duration, simple circuit produces

high-speed (1965) 14792
frequency-modulated, use of recirculators

for compression, USSR study (1964)

5020
frequency-modulation telemetry (1964) 5529

high repetition rates, threshold detector for

producing (1965) 19903
high-voltage nanosecond, circuit with ferrite

for producing (1964) 20309
nanosecond exposures, high speed kinema-

tography (1965) 7101
neutron application to power reactor

start-up procedures, development (1963)

1831
of fast electrons, excitation effect on cad-

mium telluride, USSR study (1964) 16022

periodic modes in external pulse regulation
system method of investigating (1962)

17734

radar range calculation (1963) 12957
changes and additions list (1963) 18232

short-pulse techniques (1964) 7653
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Pulses—Continued
ultrasonic, improved nondestructive testing,

spectrum and contour analysis (1962)
14554

Pulses (seeds):

dried, foreign agriculture circulars (1965)
3433

Pumice:
mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)

12943
minerals yearbook chapters (1961) 11388,

19870; (1962) 22495; (1963) 18091; (1964)
20497; (1965) 19858

production, etc., in 1960, preliminary report
(1961) 1221

Pumped storage for hydroelectric power, se-

lected list of references in English (1963)
7474

Pumping:
cryosorption, dynamics (1965) 18482
formula for computing transmissibility

causing maximum possible drawdown
(1962) 21834

Pumping assembly, see Pumps.
Pumping equipment, see Pumps.
Pumpkin Buttes, geology and uranium depos-

its of area of Powder River basin (1964)
15941

Pumpkins, growing (1963) 4350; (1964) 4200
Pumps:

airlift for harvesting oysters (1965) 9149
axial-flow

—

rotor, design and performance (1964)
11415

rotor with blade-tip diff'usion factor of
0.66, design and performance (1965)
18572

stage designed by blade-element theory,
design and performance (1961) 4916

2-stage with tandem-row inlet stage, de-

sign and performance (1965) 13043
bioelectrically controlled perfusion, USSR

study (1965) 9447
coUant, for water reactor nuclear plants,

designs, etc (1961) 18076
cryogenic, performance characteristics and

outlet flow conditions of constant and
variable lead helical inducers (1961)
6369

cryopumping hydrogen, technique (1961)
13518

cryopumping of hydrogen in vacuum cham-
bers is aided by catalytic oxidation of
hydrogen (1964) 14803

current industrial reports

—

farm, shipments by destination (1962)
18785; (1965) 17214

farm, summaries (1961) 2989, 6820; (1962)
3736, 11078; (1963) 3574, 7755, 15060;
(1964) 3390, 8117; (1965) 3273, 10240

pumps and compressors (1962) 11084;
20546; (1963) 13295; (1964) 19297; (1965)
17219

earnings in manufacture (1962) 8440
eff"ect of pumping on water level in

ground-water basin (1961) 4311

electrodynamic

—

mercury pump (1965) 16702
study (1961) 4882

Federal item identification guides for supply
cataloging (1962) 7239; (1963) 3655;
(1964) 3473, 12292; (1965) .3375

fire, operating procedure (1964) 11874

fuel, carbon vane, electric spark ignition
(1961) 6370

gasoline engine powered Seaman-Gunnison
Model MTD bituminous distributor, op-
erator's manual (1961) 6751

Pumps—Continued
heat, air-to-air, in Air Force houses, electric

usage analysis (1962) 18311
high-vacuum, heater decomposes oil back-

streaming (1965) 14788
impeller, nonviscous flow on blade-to-blade

surface of revolution (1962) 8505
impellers, method for design using high-

speed digital computer (1963) 3150
industrial, industry, outlook and review

(1961) 3859; (1962) 4678; (1963) 4532;
(1964)6011

ion pump provides increased vacuum pump-
ing speed (1965) 14803

liquid-dispensing, truck mounting tank and
pump unit assembly, operators' manual
(1961) 18008

liquid fluorine inducer and main-stage pump
combination (1965) 6675

positive displacement types, method of rat-
ing, military standard (1964) 8466

pumping sampler with alternate suspended-
sediment handling systems, investiga-
tion (1963) 14050

pumping station for fire protection of hang-
ars. Air Force, engineering manual
change (1964) 4667

rotor with splitter vanes, incompressible
nonviscous blade-to-blade flow through
(1962) 12459

steam driven coolant, for water reactor nu-
clear plants, studies for maritime appli-
cations (1962) 16389

traveling-wave electromagnetic, annular
design or analysis of linear-induction
(1965) 9735

vacuum, fine-particle filter prevents damage
. (1964) 13192

vibration caused by cavitation (1962) 16331
water pumping, Communist China (1962)

2629
see also Wells.

Pumps stations:
additional stations on Haines-Fairbanks

pipeline, agreement with Canada (1962)
18493

design and layout, engineering manual
(1963) 4860

Helena Valley, technical record of design
and construction (1961) 8167

local cooperation and general considerations
in planning and design, engineering
manual (1963) 4859

mechanical and electrical design, engi-
neering manual (1963) 4861

Punched card machines, see Accounting ma-
chines.

Punched card systems:
calculating nutritive value of diets, manual

of instructions (1964) 20902
coding and keypunching

—

biological data, manual (1965) 14922
drift bottle data, instructions, manual for

processing current data (1965) 14924
geological information form for core,

grab, and dredge samples, instructions,
manual (1965) 14923

inter-plant projects for punch card organi-
zation in industry, factors influencing.
East Germany (1965) 16379

processing physical and chemical data from
oceanographic stations, coding and key-
punching (1965) 5283

corrections (1965) 11554
punch card tabulation in Bureau of Census,

development, etc., 1890-1940 (1965) 18990

research use in study of problems relating
to tektites (1963) 3167

Punched tape, tape-to-plotter converter (1965)
11915
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Punches, selective cuttinK, classification bulle-

tin (1961) 2641
Pundeff, Marin V., Bulgaria, bibliographic

guide (1965) 9523
Punishment:

nonjudicial, commanding officer's authority
to impose

—

hearings (1962) 11435, 17309
law (1962) 19010
reports (1962) 15154-155, 19306

see also Capital punishment.
Puno, Peru, social and economic development

through cooperatives (1962) 15534
Punta Arenas, Chile:

uranium reconnaissance in area (1962) 16401
weather facility, agreement (1962) 3501

Punta del Este Conference, report (1962) 17329

Punta del Este, Uruguay, Che Guevara's
speech (1964) 1289

Pupae, see names of insects, etc.

Pupil (eye), see Eyes.
Pupils (students), see Students.
Purbach, LAC 95, lunar chart (1965) 7094
Purcell, Rex B., automatic film density reading

system (1963) 11560
Purchasers, see Vendors and purchasers.
Purchasing:

Agricultural Stabilization & Conservation
Service (1962) 4271-72; (1963) 4122-23;

(1964) 3953; (1965) 3868
Commodity Stabilization Service purchase

reports (1961) 3056-57
consumer and industrial buying, new indica-

tors to motives, etc. (speech) (1963)

11688
consumer buying

—

indicators, series (1964) 8132, 11907,

17108; (1965) 285, 5708, 10254, 15317
intentions

—

automobiles, etc (1964) 11907, 17108
quarterly reports (1963) 6003, 11635
series (1963) 6003, 11635, 16900; (1964)

183
surveys (1961) 531, 6023, 10606, 14870;

(1962) 565, 7378, 13816, 17493; (1963)

529
consumer purchases of

—

citrus and other juices by family
characteristics (1963) 353

fruits and juices by family characteristics
(1961) 17153

contract terms and conditions for fruit and
vegetable products (1965) 14139

dairy products under price support pro-

grams (1965) 16953
food buying guide for type A school lunches

(196"4) 9959
food, guide for group feeding (1965) 13381
fresh and frozen fish and shellfish, guide

(1965) 16206
Government directory (1961) 5095; (1963)

1493; (1965) 1685.5

Government, guide for businessman (1961)

10621; (1963) 531
government supplies, economic order

quantity (1961) 7419
institutional meat purchase specifications

approved by USDA

—

fresh beef (1961) 27, 20260; (1965) 19523
fresh lamb and mutton (1961) 28, 20261
fresh pork (1961) 29, 20262
fresh veal and calf (1961) 30, 20263
general requirements (1961) 31; (1962) 16

pork products, cured and processed (1963)

16706
modified centralized, in smaller colleges

(1965) 10742
Ohio's sawmills, buying practices, 1955-58

(1963) 6481

Purchasing—Continued
peanuts, farmers' stock in Virginia-North

Carolina area (1962) 22937
pooled buying lowers costs for farmers

(1963) 6383
power of dollar based on wholesale price

index, annual averages, 1890-1963 (1964)
14712

power of urban, rural nonform, etc., income
(1961) 19208

provisioning technical documentation and
procedural requirements for DSA pro-
cured equipment (1965) 17976

retail store buying, bibliography (1963) 9385
small manufacturers, getting most from

your dollar (1961) 8184
small manufacturing plants, problems (1961)

9735
surplus personal property, how to buy from

Defense Dept (1963) 10040; (1964) 15831
Purchasing agents:
employment outlook (1962) 8403; (1964) 9408
foreign government agencies in U.S (1961)

17284
military buyers. Contract Administration

Services, information (1965) 9021
sources of information on American firms

for international buyers (1965) 16357
Purdue Aeronautics Corp., accident (1965)

1921
Purdy, Joey K., relief (1962) 11491, 15128,

16669
Pure food, U.S.A (1962) 20418
Purees, see Tomato puree.

Purification of electrolytes for deposition of
high-purity nickel (1962) 14437

Purification of water, see Water purification.

Purification, purity estimation and spectra of
some organic derivatives of fluorine, sili-

con, boron, and aluminum (1965) 14700
Purhagen, Tom G., automatic plotting of

spin-wave instability threshold data
(1964) 19158

Purposive systems, theory and application
(1965) 100, 4173

Purse seines, see Fish nets.
Purses, see Handbags.
Pursuit of excellence (remarks) (1965) 7356
Putnam, P.A.:

comparison of chromic oxide and convention-
al methods in digestion trials using
steers fed pelleted rations (1964) 19105

feeding pelleted rations of beef cattle (1963)
4375

Putnam, John F., pupil accounting for local
and State school systems (1964) 21270

Putnam, Lawrence E., effects of ramp span
and deflection angle on laminar bounda-
ry-layer separation (1965) 11495

Putnam County, Tenn., soil survey report
(1964) 3139

Putnam group of eastern Connecticut (1964)
19780

Putting preparedness in focus (1962) 4872
Putty, and calking compounds, census of man-

ufactures, 1958, industry report (1961)
276

Putz, R.E., parasites of freshwater fishes,

anchor worm, etc (1965) 6223
Putzel, Henry, jr.:

official reports of Supreme Court, United
States, preliminary print (1965) 3730

United States reports, cases adjudges in

Supreme Court (1965) 6950, 8343
Puyallup, Wash., aircraft accident (1964) 201

Puzak, P.P.:

explosion tear test studies of high-strength
Q&T steels (1963) 12953
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Puzak, P.P.—Continued

metallurgical characteristics of high
strength structural materials (1965)
13131

NRL drop-weight test (1963) 11173
Puzewicz, Zbigniew, maser-research scientist,

Polish study (1963) 8823
Pyatt, Edwin E., pollutant distribution in tidal

estuaries (1964) 19791
Pybus-Gambier area, Admiralty Island, Alas-

ka, stratigraphy and petrography (1965)
2226

Pyle, Jon S.:

flight-measured wing surface pressures and
loads for X-15 airplane (1965) 5202

flight pressure distributions on vertical sta-

bilizers and speed brakes of X-15 air-

plane at Mach numbers 1 to 6 (1965)
18584

flight pressure measurements on forward
fuselage of X-15 airplane (1964) 5521

Pymatuning Lake:
Pennsylvania-Ohio compact, amend rel. to

use of motorboats, consent of Con-
gress

—

laws (1961) 14115; (1964) 15388
reports (1961) 14297, 14599; (1964) 10230

Pyne mine, beneficiation of red iron ore fines

(1961) 9474

Pyocyanin, production by Pseudomonas aeru-
ginosa, improved medium (1962) 6606

Pyramid Lake Indian Reservation, leasing of

Indian land for 99-year term, authorize,
report (1965) 15896

Pyrazole, derivatives, biological activity,
USSR study (1962) 6053

Pyrethrum, synergized, wheat protectant
against insect damage in small bins
(1965) 16978

Pyrgeometers, calibrating, hemispherical ra-

diator computation (1965) 9751
Pyrheliometers, bolometric, calculation of er-

rors, USSR study (1965) 9746
Pyridine nucleotide oxidases and transhydro-

genase in acclimatization to high
altitude (1963) 4410

Pyridines:
pharmacological effects of pyridine-2-

aldoxim-methiodide-PAM-2, Yugoslavia
study (1962) 7625

separated from diesel fraction of shale oil

on catalytic activity of M0S2, poisoning
effects. Communist China (1961) 19489

see aiso Alkylpyridines.
Pyridoxine, see Vitamins.
Pyridoxine hydrochloride, large doses, influ-

ence on convulsigenic activity of UDMH
in monkeys (1962) 4549

Pyrites:
coal mine, oxidation (1963) 14512
geological-geochemical comparison of occur-

rences in central Kyzil-Kum with depos-
its of southern Urals, USSR study
(1965) 6514

mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)
11397

minerals yearbook chapters (1961) 19891;
(1962) 20115; (1963) 19880; (1964) 20514;
(1965) 19873

Pyroceram, crystallized glass ceramic, roll-

ing-contact fatigue process (1964) 3030
Pyroelectric detection techniques and

materials (1964) 11355, 14770
Pyrogens:
conference on experimental study and clini-

cal application of pyrogenal, USSR
(1962) 982

hyperpyrexia induced in man, cardiopulmon-
ary consequences (1965) 212

Pyrogens—Continued
pharmacological properties, from serratia

marcescens, Polish study (1962) 7725
pyrogenal, experimental investigations and

clinical use (1962) 19846
Pyrohydrolysis, see Hydrolysis.
Pyrolysts:

pyrolysis of 5 salts of yttrium, lanthanum,
and cerium (1962) 18227

sealing porous carbon-graphite materials by
pyrolytic carbon, USSR study (1965)
9355

self-sustained, of nitrous oxide, production
of nitrogen dioxide (1965) 6672

Pyrometallurgy, see Metallurgy.
Pyrometers:
cooled-tube, results obtained in high-tem-

perature gas stream (19(51) 17718
correction due to dimer absorption in Cs

vapor (1964) 5876
gas, optical methods of measuring plasma

jet temperatures (1962) 1983
nulling, uses Kerr cell shutter for fast re-

sponse (1965) 6653
optical

—

infrared shield facilitates measurements
(1965) 16660

readings, corrected (1961) 8048
radiometer-pyrometer for analysis of gas-

eous combustion products (1964) 16710
variable exposure photographic, theory, etc

(1965) 6712
Pyrometry:
brightness and two-color pyrometry applied

to electron beam furnace (1965) 13124
infrared monochromatic radiation, shock

tube gas temperature measurement
(1965) 16693

optical

—

rotating filter permits wide range (1965)
9645

theory and methods (1962) 8532
radiation, nonlinear-averaging errors (1964)

16711
Pyrophosphates:

calcium, inactivation of stannous fluoride
(1964) 5909

effect on performance of topically applied
aqueous stannous fluoride in prevention
of enamel decalcification (1963) 79

Pyrophyllite:
mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)

12960
minerals yearbook chapters (1961) 19892;

(1962) 20116; (1963) 18109; (1964) 18709;
(1965) 19874

production, etc., preliminary report (1961)
2501

Pyrosulfuryl fluoride, reaction with ammonia
and diethylamine. East German study
(1962) 7740

Pyrotechnics:
safety, covering laboratory, pilot plant, and

production operations (1963) 1373
systems parachutes, tests (1964) 15227

Pyrrhotite:
calcine, sintering (1964) 1435
cupriferous and nickeliferous deposits, re-

covery of mineral values (1962) 20108
Pyrrolidone, see Polyvinyl pyrrolidone.
Pyrrolase, tryptophan, activity in endotoxin-

poisoned and cortisone-protected mice
(1965) 17010

Q
Q & A series (1962) 20465-471
Q and A bonding requirements under LMRDA

(1962) 18125
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Q-device, plasma losses (1965) 10174

Q-fever:
dissemination and control, USSR study

(1965) 923
epidemic, Soviet research (1965) 11125
incidence in Bulgaria (1962) 7650
research on prevention and treatment.

Communist China (1962) 17748

Q-meters, Boonton Radio Corporation 260-A Q
meter, etc., test instrument calibration

procedure (1962) 22685
Q.M.C., see Quartermaster Corps of Army.
Q.M.F.C.I.A.F., see Quartermaster Food and

Container Institute for Armed Forces.

QA-IND series (1961) 17879; (1962) 8736; (1965)

18827
Qatar:

labor conditions (1964) 11290
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12907
QCAT, see Highway Conference on Research

and Development of Quality Control and
Acceptance Specifications, Materials

and Construction Using Advanced Tech-

nology. Apr. 5-7, 1965.

QMC, see Quartermaster Corps of Army.
QMFCIAF, see (Quartermaster Food and Con-

tainer Institute for Armed Forces.

Quacks and quackery:
affecting older citizen, hearings (1963) 8089
fake medical devices, FDA report (1963)

20690
iTtedical quackery affecting the elderly, hear-

ings (1964) 14122, 15788, 17862
senior citizens and mechanical quackery

(1965) 12479
Quadratic functions for iron radiation (1962)

3297
Quadrature formulas for A and 4> operators

of radiative transfer (1965) 5189
Quadrennial supplement to cumulative index

of congressional committee, hearings

(1963) 13387
Quadriplegics, talking books, hearing (1963)

18945^
Quadros, Janio da Silva:

Brazilian electorate's strange behavior
(1962) 14120

phenomenon of Brazil (1962) 14100
Quail, bobwhite, propagation and management

(1961) 2010; (1965) 6235
Quaking aspen, see Aspen.
Qualifications for astronauts (1962) 19197;

(1963) 2061
Qualified products list, see Quality con-

trol—Standards and standardization.
Quality assurance

—

program manual (1965) 9017
provisions for
Government agencies (1964) 14794
inspection agencies (1963) 1263

technical procedures. Ordnance Corps
manual (1962) 14551

Quality Bedding Co., relief (1964) 17700, 19388,

21184
Quality control:

analytical service of Radiological Health
Division, interlaboratory study of io-

dine-131 surveillance measurements in

milk (1964) 20743
and

—

acceptance specifications using advanced
technology. Highway Conference on
Research and Development, proceedings

(1965) 18734
reliability

—

assurance, handbook, contractor's quali-

ty program (1965) 17983

Quality control—Continued
and—Continued

reliability—Continued
handbooks (1961) 4138-39, 7309; (1965)

17983
technical reports (1962) 2391, 13720;
(1963)8142

bibliography (1963) 18626
cotton, short fiber content in relation, to

other measurements (paper) (1962) 16250
cross-check analyses of gamma emitters in

milk, Radiological Health Division
Apr.-Oct. 1963 (1965) 1588

defense production (1962) 8637
digest (1961) 580
DSA civilian career program (1963) 15408
effects of defoliation, harvesting, and gin-

ning practices on product quality of El

Paso area cotton, season 1960-61 (1965)

4110
evaluation of micro-diffusion method for

determination of tertiary volatile base
in marine products (1965) 14297-

Government, qualified products list, provi-

sions governing qualification (1961) 7308

highway construction, statistical approach,
research guides (1965) 9905

Navy, specifications, standards, and quality

products lists, guide (1963) 21063
preparatory operations, microfilming, and

coding, censuses of population and hous-
ing, 1960 (1965) 18993

promote through protection of trademarks,
etc.

—

effects of bill, summary-analysis (1963)

20449
hearings (1962) 17115; (1963) 13660
reports (1962) 19165, 21153; (1963) 15232

public assistance (1965) 10789
quality and reliability assurance, technical

report (1965) 16072
of consumer goods should be controlled,

USSR article (1964) 21425
stabilization act, hearings (1965) 2038

radioactivity-counting systems (1965) 18704

representatives handbook (1964) 4598; (1965)

9014, 17975
sampling procedures and tables for life and

reliability testing based on Weibull dis-

tribution (1962) 2391, 13720; (1963) 8142
Quality cost analysis implementation hand-

book (1965) 5558
Quality of rural and urban housing in Appa-

lachian region (1964) 10454
Quality program provisions for space system

contractors (1963) 1264
Quality publication NPC 200 (series) (1963)

1263-65; (1964) 14794, 21740
Quality requirements for hand soldering of

electrical connections (1964) 21740
Quality Seafood, Inc., relief (1963) 13508,

19001, 20415
Quality stabilization, hearings (1962) 19383

Quan doi nhan dan (periodical):

translations (1963) 5339
Quantitative analyses by diffusion column

reactions (1962) 10907
Quantitative analytical procedure for deter-

mining glutaraldehyde and chrome in

tanning solutions (1963) 7547
Quantometers, use for soil and plant analysis,

USSR (1965) 2766
Quantum electrodynamics, introduction (1961)

16176
Quantum field theory:
mathematical basis of analogies of statisti-

cal theory of electromagnetic waves in

fluctuating medium (1965) 2932
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Quantum field theory—Continued
propagators, as Green's functions for

boundary value problems in partial dif-

ferential equations (1965) 13114
Quantum generators, see Lasers.
Quantum generators and death rays, USSR

(1963) 17901
Quantum mechanics:
charge exchange cross sections for adiabatic

collisions, variational approach to cal-

culation (1963) 12853
interference properties of photons (1964)

4230
molecules study (1964) 14890
reciprocity (1963) 18160

Quantum oscillators, see Lasers.
Quantum theory:
electromagnetic properties of uniformly

magnetized electron gas (1964) 11437
recirculator with quantization (1964) 5915

Quarantine:
Federal plant quarantines and regulations,

reference guide (1962) 4472
Inspectors

—

trainee, examination announcement (1962)
11209
suspension notice (1963) 20386

plants

—

etc., requirements for interstate move-
ment, guide (1963) 5802

Federal domestic (1965) 11816
import requirements of foreign coun-

tries

—

for logs and lumber (1963) 1653
for oak logs and lumber (1961) 8280

addition (1964) 16938
materials, regulatory problems and inter-

state shipment (talk) (1961) 3687
protecting farms and gardens (1965) 16987

prevent spread of plant pests (1965) 13405
see also subjects.

Quarantine stations, lepidopterous larvae in-

tercepted, keys for identification (1963)
13155

see names of stations or places where locat-

ed.

Quarpel application and test methods for cot-

ton thread (1964) 5671
Quarpel water- and oil-resistant treatment for

textiles (1962) 8620
Quarries and quarrying:
automotive transport, planning, etc., USSR

study (1963) 15843
dust controls (1961) 9444; (1962) 23957
injury experiences (1961) 1195; (1962) 6233;

(1963) 14499, 16322
pits and quarries, selection and operation,

technical manual (1963) 14947
quarry blasting, photographic observation

(1961)21191
vibrations from instantaneous and milli-

second-delayed quarry blasts (1963) 5479
see aiso Limestone.

Quarter century of financing municipal high-
ways, 1937-61 (1964) 18928

Quarterly:
NOTE:—For all publications which
begin with the word "Quarterly",
see subject, or name of depart-
ment, etc., issuing publication.

Quartermaster Corps of Army:
general repair of quartermaster items of

general equipment (1965) 8535
headquarters and headquarters company,

quartermaster depot, field manual (1962)
20495

historical studies (1963) 3306
history, 1775-1939 (1962) 16149
inspection, 1946-56 (1963) 3306

Quartermaster Corps of Army—Continued
manual, QMC series (1962) 1792
operations in war against Germany (1965)

19825
procurement instructions (1962) 1792
research and development liaison with Agri-

culture Dept., progress report (1963)
7417

storage and materials handling manual
(1961) 15948

Textile Engineering Laboratory reports
(1963) 11252-253

textile series reports (1961) 3887; (1962)
8620-21; (1963) 3307; (1964) 5671, 11590,
13430; (1965) 8668

Quartermaster Food and Container Institute
for Armed Forces:

Hbrary bulletins (1961) 8163, 11544,
20112-113; (1963) 9368

supplement (1961) 15949
library, periodicals currently received (1961)

20113
military rations, investigations of long-term

storage (1962) 20261
Nutrition Branch, Food Division, perform-

ance capacity, symposium (1961) 13639
QMFCIAF reports (1962) 20262
serial publications, list (1961) 20111

Quartermaster General of Army, manual,
QMC series (1961) 15948

Quartermaster Research and Engineering
Center, Environmental Protection Re-
search Division, performance capacity,
symposium (1961) 13639

Quartermaster supply depot company (TOE
10-467) (1962) 6645

Quartermasters:
Navy training courses

1 and C (1965) 8204
3 & 2 (1964) 7643

Quarters:
Barber's Point, Naval Air Station, uneco-

nomical practices, GAO review (1964)
18091

Government

—

administration deficiencies at Dow Air
Force Base, Maine, GAO report (1964)
6763

loss in revenues from undercharges for
rents and utilities to employees, Interior

Dept., GAO report (1965) 7776
need for increased use, in Air Force-leased

hotels by military personnel in London,
England, Department of Defense, GAO
report (1965) 16301

Veterans Administration

—

employees, rental charges, GAO review
(1963) 2332

housekeeping, Los Angeles, renovation,
GAO review (1963) ,5007

see also Barracks and quarters.
Quartz:
bibliography (1965) 17264
crystals

—

disposal from national or supplemental
stockpile, or both, reports (1965) 17650,
19451

electronic grade, minerals yearbook chap-
ters (1961) 11389, 17647; (1962) 18218;
(1963) 16329; (1964) 16631; (1965) 12944

mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)
9548

stockpile investigation hearings (1962)
15428

friction experiments to obtain mechanisms
of wear data (1961) 6730

junction with metal, USSR study (1963) 6999

photochemical activity, USSR study (1961)
2171
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Quartz—Continued

removing from refractory clays by mineral
dressing methods (1961) 9454

strontium migration through quartz sand
(1962) -ilOl; (1964) 5991

Quartzite:
flotation of kyanite-quartzite rock, Graves

Mt. Ga (1963) 16338
mining, processing, and costs at Honey

Brook, Pa., plant of George F. Pettinos,
Inc (1965) 5076

Precambrian, sequence along Coal Creek,
relationship to Idaho Springs Forma-
tion, Front Range, Colo (1964) 18135

see aiso Dripping Spring quartzite forma-
tion.

Quasha, Mrs. William H., relief (1964) 434
Quasi-random sequence for memory experi-

ments (1962) 20442
Quast, Jay C, meristic variation in hexagram-

mid'fishes (1965) 14305
Quaternary ammonium compounds:

kvateron, preparation and clinical use, Ar-
menian studies (1964) 12671

role of stereochemically different quater-
nary groups with regard to development
of parasympatholytic and gang-
lion-blocking effects of tropeines, Hun-
garian study (1962) 7782

Quaternary period:

advances and recessions of Quaternary gla-

ciers and their relations to rises and
falls of Lake Bonneville, study of se-

quences (1964) 15950
deposits

—

and fossils in relation to geomorphology.
Front Range, Colo (1963) 10290

west-central Oregon, mineral resources
study (1963) 5015

East Tintic Mountains, deposits (1962) 2527
gastropoda of Okinawa, description, etc

(1961) 6178
geology—
and geomorphic history, Kassler quadran-

gle, Colo (1963) 10290
of Kenai Lowland and glacial history of

Cook Inlet region, Alaska (1964) 10644
Mount Chamberlin area. Brooks Range,
Alaska (1965) 16315

Guibik formation in northern Alaska (1964)
10635

Lake Bonneville, stratigraphy of eastern
Jordan Valley, south of Salt Lake City,

Utah (1965) 19668
rocks, engineering geology (series) (1962)

9730
stratigraphy of La Sal Mountains, Utah

(1962) 15639
Quatinetz, Max, tungsten composites contain-

ing fibered or reacted additives (1965)

9707
Quattlebaum, Charles A.:

enactments by 88th Congress concerning
education, etc (1964) 21242

Federal legislation concerning education and
training (1965) 4515

legislation concerning education and train-

ing, Apr. 24, 1961-June 8, 1965 (1965)

17693
shared time education (1965) 12212

Quattrocchi, Rita, relief (1962) 16936, 20798,
21311

Quattrone, Phillip D.:

animal calorimeter (1964) 19185
construction of thermoelectric heat flowme-

ters (1965) 18919
Quebec, Silurian corals from Lake Temiscoua-

ta and Lake Matapedia areas (1963)

6556

Queens Borough, see New York City.

Queens County, N.Y.:
northeastern, hydrogeology (1964) 6816
southeastern, geology and ground-water

conditions (1963) 12234
Queisser, Hans J., failure mechanisms in sili-

con semiconductors (1963) 11513
Quemisia gravis, relationships (1965) 9920
Quercus, see Oak.
Querataro, Mexico, geology of Bernal-Jalpan

area (1962) 625
Querido, Francelina J., and family, relief

(1962) 13584
Quesenberry, C.P., nonparametric density esti-

mation and classification (1965) 6745
Quest for quality. Department of Interior con-

servation yearbook (1965) 11017
Questionnaires, see subject of questionaires.

(Questions and answers

—

about eradicating hog cholera (1964)

16967
on agricultural research (1963) 13163
on arms control and disarmament (1963)

18938
on boiler-feedwater conditioning (1962)
16014

on Federal outdoor recreation fees (1965)

11605
on guaranteed and direct loans for veter-

ans (1964) 5745; (1965) 13325
on new trade expansion act (1962) 14595
on U.S. Atomic Energy Commission access
permits (1961) 13838

QA-IND series (1961) 17879; (1962) 8736,
20465-471; (1965) 18827

Questions of psychology (USSR periodical):

translations (1962) 18111; (1963) 12715
Questions on biophysics, biochemistry, and

pathology of erothrocytes (USSR peri-

odical):

translations (1963) 10836
Questions on toxoplasmosis, USSR (1962) 9979

Quetico Provincial Park, Ontario, Canada,
recreational capacity (1965) 676

Quetico-Superior area

—

Minn.-Ont., fishing importance as attrac-

tion and activity (1965) 14367
recreational use (1964) 12476

,

Queue with impatient clients and variable

servicing time, linearly dependent on
time of stay of client in queue (1962)

2923

Queueing theory:
cybernetics in service of communism, USSR

study (1965) 11120
problems with restrictions, USSR study

(1962) 7913

Quick, Clarence R.:

experimental fungicidal control of blister

rust on sugar pine in California (1965)

663
relation of canyon physiography to inci-

dence of blister rust in central Sierra

Nevada (1963) 2314

Quick-acting clutch disengages idle drive mo-
tor (1964) 20549

Quick-disconnect coupling provides safe trans-

fer of hazardous fluids (1965) 13003

Quick facts about war on poverty (1965) 6099

Quick look at hours worked under Fair labor
standards act, as amended, 1961 (1961)

20243; (1964) 15149

Quicklime, see Lime.

Quicksilver, see Mercury.

Quiet Sun, see International Year of Quiet
Sun, 1964-65.
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Quigley, Hervey C:
flight investigation of performance, han-

dling, etc., of deflected slipstream STOL
transport airplane etc (1964) 9594

handling qualities and operational problems
of large 4-propeller STOL transport
airplane (1963) 5599

lateral-directional handling qualities of

STOL transport airplane (1963) 110,53

Quigley, James M., nomination, hearing (1961)

5855
Quill and beadwork of western Sioux (1962)

19588
Quillian lecture (1964) 4308
Quimby, Freeman H.:

concepts for detection of extraterrestrial

life (1965) 1402
proceedings of conference on spacecraft

sterilization (1963) 1274
Quinaielt Indians:
judgment funds, disposition

—

law (1965) 10363
reports (1964) 17839; (1965) 8841, 8941

Quinault Reservation:
federal land and personal property convey-

ance to Washington State by Secretary
of Interior, report (1961) 14624

lands, set aside in trust for Quinault Tribe
law (1962) 23206
reports (1961) 8944, 14285

Quinces, blight (1963) 14861
Quincy, Mass., census of housing, 1960, citv

blocks (1961) 16357
Quincy-Columbia Basin Irrigation District:

amendatory repayments contract

—

hearings (1962) 19389
law (1962) 20903
reports (1962) 17064, 17289, 19348

Quinlan, Pierce A., graduates of Norfolk proj-
ect 1 year later (1965) 19792

Quinn, Alonzo W., bedrock geology of Cromp-
ton quadrangle, R.I (1963) 19299

Quinn, E.P., vibration of fuel rods in parallel
flow (1963) 9676

Quinn, Francis L., relief (1962) 11343, 16709,
17165

Quinoline, hydrogenation reactions. Commu-
nist China (1961) 19490

Quintero, Chile, weather stations, agreement
with Chile (1961) 1519

Quintero, Jose M., relief (1965) 17779
Quinton, Oreg., railroad accident (1961) 17359
Quinuclidines, synthesis of 2, 5-disubstituted,

USSR study (1964) 5334
Quirk, Richard, exploration and testing ilmen-

ite-bearing sands (1964) 2981
Quitman County, Ga., brown iron ore re-

sources (1965) 12828
Quitoriano, Asterio, relief (1963) 11766, 16992,

17212
Quiz shows, see Amusements.
(3uo Vadis? (address) (1961) 9395
Quock Mah, see Mah Quock.
Quon, J. E.:

combustion of human waste and product
recovery (1964) 7986

gross chemical changes of human waste
undergoing thermal decomposition (1964)
7985

volatility of human waste at elevated tem-
peratures (1963) 18473

Quong, Joe:
deportation suspension rescission report

(1963) 20592; (1964) 17490
Quotable quotes on water pollution (1962)

10610
Qureshi, Iqbal H., radiochemical separations

by amalgam exchange technique (1963)
18600

R
R.A.D.C., see Rome Air Development Center.

R.A.S. series (1961) 3688-90, 6673, 8283; (1962)
22926

R. D. Bailey Reservoir:
designate

—

hearing (1964) 21211
report (1964) 19468

R.E.A., see Rural Electrification Administra-
tion.

R.E.P.A.S., see Research, Evaluation and Plan-
ning Assistance Staff, International
Development Agency.

R.G.V. International Airport, hourly observa-
tions, summary, decennial census (1962)
16223

R. N. Bert Dosh Lock, name, report (1965)
13936

R.O.T.C., see Reserve Officers' Training Corps,
Army.

Raabe, Herbert P., passive communication
satellites with Lambertian surfaces
(1963) 18144

Raaen, Helen P., indexes to Oak Ridge Nation-
al Laboratory master analytical manual
(1964) 13712; (1965) 10184

Rabat, Morocco, United States Embassy office

building and ambassadorial residence
construction, GAO review (1963) 14004

Rabaut, Louis C, memorial services (1962)
9139

Rabbit fever, see Tularemia.

Rabbit goes duck hunting (1962) 17649

Rabbits:
atherosclerosis, anti-atherogenic action of

cortisone and methylandrostendiol,
USSR (1964) 12730

brucellosis of hares in Poland (1962) 5468
burn models used with isolated heating of

skin, USSR study (1963) 17892
ear

—

cold and warm acclimated, eff'ects of ad-
renaline and noradrenaline on vessels
(1963) 18470

influence of ambient temperature on rela-

tion between skin temperature and blood
flow (1963) 14907

effect of rabbit testicular extract on testicu-

lar regeneration in rat, USSR study
(1965) 5011

healthy, physiological indices, USSR studv
(1965) 9367

immune, biosynthesis of antibodies induced
by ribonucleic acid from lymphatic
nodes and spleen, USSR studv (1964)
9114

influence of low concentration of light

aeroions on cardiac activity (1964) 5373
intestinal tract, motor function, action of

organophorus compounds, USSR study
(1965) 16483

internal organs and skin, morphological
changes from local ultrasonic irradia-

tion, USSR study (1964) 1030
physical composition of fryers of prime,

choice, and commercial grades (1965)
8405

production, inbreeding and crossbreeding
(1965) 7010

raising, information (1961) 13778; (1964)
20917

skin homotransplants, prolonging life span
by means of alkylating substances
(1964) 10916

woolly, inheritance (1965) 7012

Raber, M., wet steam as reactor coolant (CAN-
2), etc (1963) 4497
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Rabies:
control

—

East Germany, directive no. 3 (1965) 14495

with antirabic gamma globulin, new high-

ly effective prophvlactic remedy, USSR
studv (1962) 987

health information series (1963) 21082

see also Hydrophobia.
Rabin, Robert, relief (1962) 7130, 21298

Rabinovich, Harris, partial wave calculation

of diatomic molecule (HeH)-<-+ (1965)

19933
Raborn, William F., jr., nomination, hearing

(1965) 8974
Raccoon Point, La.:

beach erosion control study, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1962) 23452
document edition (1962) 23298

Race for inner space, special report to the

nation (1964) 8796
Race problems:

Africans in Moscow, disillusionments (1964)

6881
apprenticeship reports by State advisory

committees (1964) 6076
awareness of moral, economic and social

cost of discrimination (remarks) (1964)

3089
de facto school segregation, hearings (1965)

15794
discrimination

—

and abuse of power in USSR, study (1965)

16036
print additional copies, report (1965)

14058, 15718
new frontiers in human relations (address)

(1961) 11332

promotions at Philadelphia post office,

hearing (1964) 2117
Selma (remarks) (1965) 8710
some next steps (address) (1964) 1599

District of Columbia, antidiscrimination
regulations re sale or rental of private
property, hearing (1963) 7991

education

—

and motivation (remarks) (1965) 8708
deny federal assistance to institutions

which practice racial discrimination

—

hearings (1963) 17168; (1964) 2110, 6514
report (1963) 18908

federally affected areas, assistance, non-
discrimination amendment

—

hearing (1964) 396
report (1963) 13607

UNESCO documents against discrimina-

tion (1962) 21665
equal opportunity in housing (1964) 21367

equality of opportunity (remarks) (1963)

12972
family housing and Negro serviceman (1964)

10099
Federal Aviation Agency, nondiscrimination

in Federallv assisted programs (1965)

4697
50 States report to Civil Rights Commission

(1961) 16494
freedom to the free, 1863 centurv of emanci-

pation 1963 (1963) 4609
higher education, equal protection of laws

(1961) 3963
housing

—

and urban renewal, State statutes, etc.,

prohibiting discrimination (1962) 15649
open occupancy, trends in low-rent public

programs (1961) 17800; (1962) 20260;
(1963) 21096

Race problems—Continued
housing—Continued
Washington, D.C.

—

civil rights U.S.A. (1962) 20651
hearings before Civil Rights Commission

(1962) 14983
how to turn talk into action, guide for effec-

tive commission on human relations

(1965) 13735
integrating Maryland training schools

(1964) 13782
integration and Negro officer in Armed

Forces (1962) 13717
law enforcement, equal protection in the

South, report (1965) 19013
loss to economy through inadequate educa-

tion and opportunitv for minorities (ad-

dress) (1965) 5318
miscellaneous civil rights proposals, hear-

ings (1963) 18952
print additional copies, reports (1963)

20601, 20486
Negro's journey to city (1965) 14644
New Orleans school crisis (1961) 16495
nondiscrimination in civil defense program

(1965) 11961
North Carolina equal protection of laws.

North Carolina State Advisorv Commit-
tee report (1963) 6021, 18719

public accomodations, eliminate discrimina-

tion

—

hearings (1963) 17304-305; (1964) 4577,

6514
report (1964) 6465

racial discrimination

—

land-grant colleges, report (1962) 13429
problems, eliminating (remarks) (1964)

5637
racial imbalance in Boston public schools

(1965) 4397
racism in USSR (1961) 2250
Rapid City, S. Dak., discrimination against

Negro airmen, report (1963) 6022
remarks (1964) 19367
schools

—

deny payments when operated on discrimi-

natory basis

—

hearings (1962) 13512, 17106
reports (1962) 13442, 17107

desegregation, changing policies and prac-

tices, list of materials (1965) 19565
provide financial assistance in desegrega-

tion

—

hearings (1962) 13512
report (1962) 17107

segregation and desegregation public

schools
conference (1962) 16596

synopsis (1964) 6074
Leadership Conference on Institutes, 1964,

report (1965) 6117
segregation in public schools

—

cities in North and West, Buffalo (1964)

10097
North and West (1963) 181
Southern States (1963) 1935; (1964) 10098

solving problems of prejudice and discrimi-

nation (address) (1965) 19038
see aiso Discrimination in employment.

Racelis, Manuel D., relief (1964) 19548; (1965)
10597, 15616, 17329

RACES, see Radio Amateur Civil Emergency
Service.

Races of man:
Afro-Asian countries colored peoples, Israel

as mentor (1961) 13218
blood pressure of adults, by race and area,

1960-62 (1964) 16846
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Races of man—Continued

peoples of non-Russian Asia, life and mores,
USSR book review (1961) 15613

population of United States by States, 1960,

census of population 1960, supplemen-
tary report (1961) 18145

rights of equality, solution of problem in

USSR (1962) 10093

Racine, Wis.:
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18356
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16534

Racketeering:
investigations, compel testimony and grant

immunity to witnesses

—

hearings (1961) 17135
report (1961) 14616

organized crime, legislation relating to,

hearings (1961) 20581
prohibit travel or transportation in aid

—

hearings (1961) 17135
include arson

—

law (1965) 13798
reports (1965) 8828, 12290

law (1961) 18620
reports (1961) 14661, 18815, 16818

Racks:
electronic assembly rack panels snap on and

off (1964) 14828
wool packing, farm building plan (1961) 8306

see also Bookracks—Tray racks.
Radar:

acquisition repairman (Hawk), MOS evalua-
tion test aid (1962) 10977

airborne

—

beacons, catalog prices, GAO examination
(1963) 12200

early warning search radars, unnecessary
by Navy in procurement, GAO examina-
tion (1963) 8311

equipment salt residues, removal after
salt-spray environmental testing, NRL
salvage system (1962) 6366

observations for refraction by terrestrial
atmospheres, charts of corrections
(1963) 7596

airport surveillance, ASR facilities mainte-
nance, handbook (1963) 19169

altimeters, unnecessary costs in procure-
ment by Navy Dept., GAO report (1963)
17512

AN/MPQ-29 set, field and depot maintenance
manual (1961) 18009

AN/TPS-25 set, field and depot maintenance,
technical manual (1961) 164

ANDB type 2.3NS9 beacon video storage
tube defruiting equipment development
(1961) 9708

antenna and receiving-system noise-tem-
perature calculation (1962) 12569

apparatus for polarization investigations of
clouds and precipitation, USSR study
(1965) 2469

ARTS, advanced radar traffic control sys-
tem, Atlanta facility training manual
(1964) 14221

aurora observations accompanied by simul-
taneous photography, USSR study
(1961) 2153

aurorae and airglow

—

observations (1965) 18591
researches (1963) 3165

auroral echoes at 19.4 megacycles per sec-

ond, study (1964) 20959
back-scatter by dielectric spheres with and

without metal caps (1965) 113

Radar—Continued
beacon systems, air traffic control technical

and operational evaluation report (1961)
5079

bootlace lenses, design consideration for

2-dimensional symmetric type (1965)
11583

broadband linear array for space surveil-

lance (1964) 16800
cartographic problems of radar images

(1962) 7696
celestial bodies, Bulgarian studies (1965)

2558
components and related parts, cost in pro-

curement, Navy Dept., GAO report
(1965) 4843

continental defense system, agreement with
Canada (1964) 15123

continuous-wave principles, USSR study
(1964) 6896

course, fire control technician training,

trainee's guide (1963) 1367; (1964) 7638
data processing, solid state logarithmic vid-

eo amplifier for pulse applications (1965)
13161

determining mean distance to moon (1965)
13152

display noise effect on pilot control of ter-

minal phase of space rendezvous (1963)
16365

display systems, target detectability with
transparent and opaque phosphors
(1961) 1373

doppler spectral characteristics of aircraft
targets at S-band (1962) 6358

dynamic area measurements, aircraft aspect
solution (1965) 13179

East Germany, use of technology in meteo-
rology (1963) 969

electromagnetic scattering from cavity-
backed plane surface (1965) 118

electronic warfare principles. Air Force
manual (1963) 51

equipment

—

cost overstatement of fixed-price incentive
contracts with General Electric Co.,

Heavy Military Electronics Dept., Syra-
cuse, N.Y., Air Force Dept., GAO report
(1965) 708

electronic fundamentals, Air Force man-
ual, change (1963) 5866

new, USSR study (1964) 12798
U.S. market in

—

Greece (1962) 11053
Indonesia (1962) 11054
Surinam (1961) 18113
United Kingdom (1962) 11055

error analysis of naval space surveillance
system (1963) 18229

exploration of solar system (1961) 21351
fire control, special circuits, trainee's guide

(1964) 20683
fixed-array, high-data-rate, search and

height-finding radar

—

beam programmer (1965) 13158
beam-steering components (1965) 13157

FM-CW system measures aircraft attitude
(1965) 18510

four-frequency

—

console U (1965) 13123
master console (1964) 5590

FPS-16, tracking spherical balloon, method
of measuring detail wind data (1963)
11022

frequency offset in linear FM/CW transpon-
der eliminates clutter (1965) 9688

Government publications price lists (1961)
1428, 5073; (1962) 18406, 20244; (1963)
16491, 21076; (1965) 18699
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Radar—Continued

Greenland, N-34 station, undersnow struc-
tures (1964) 17941

ground-radar method for calibrations of air-

craft static-pressure systems (1963)
18163

investigation of meteors at high rates of
detection (1964) 5.'i22

investigations of reflection from clear skv,
USSR study (1965)4989

land mass simulation

—

digital techniques (1962) 12563; (1964)
1528
final report (1964) 11489

feasibility of using computer techniques,
investigation (1961) 9649

maintenance trailer, AN/MSM-55, technical
manual (1962) 8929

matched-filter radar multipath returns at
435 MC, analysis (1962) 12605

meteor observation, USSR reports (1963)
10687

meteorology, progress and prospects (lec-

ture) (1961) 3747
microwave link equipment, maintenance

(1963) 13893
military air route surveillance facilities,

maintenance, FAA handbook (1964)
12381

observations of

—

ice spheres in free fall (1965) 4183
meteors according to IGY program (1961)

15821
Venus, USSR study (1963) 2551

ocean wave profiling (1965) 13119
PAR precision approach facilities mainte-

nance, FAA handbook (1964) 14226;
(1965) 18063

photographs and gust loads in 3 storms
(1964) 11705

planetary, paramagnetic amplifier, USSR
study (1964) 7244

polarization

—

instrumentation, measurements using on
navigational buoys (1962) 12589

techniques and components (1965) 13137
prediction of Faraday rotation angles at

VHF and UHF (1965) 16790
probes of planet Mercury, USSR study

(1963) 8570
radar set AN/TPS-25, field manual (1962)

10967
radar-tracked falling spheres, use in mea-

suring upper-air temperature and densi-
ty (1964) 9533

radio-radar propagation, meteorological
aspects (1962) 8570

range calculation

—

curves of atmospheric-absorption loss

(1961) 20049
pulse-radar equations, changes and addi-

tions list (1963) 18232
USSR study (1963) 19441

range-height-angle charts, selection of at-

mospheric refractivity model (1961)
20061

reflectivity

—

patterns, antenna beam errors, demon-
stration (1965) 10114

relation of water content and intensity of
precipitation to meteorological objects
with different drop-size distribution
parameters, USSR study (1965) 4988

storms containing spondy hail (1964)
19152

research of aurorae and airglow (1962)
10533

Radar—Continued
scanning

—

parasitic spiral arrays (1961) 1395
spiral-grating array (1961) 1396

signal detection characteristics, range, etc.,

USSR study (1965) 18299
sole-source procurement of portable sets,

unnecessary costs, GAO report (1964)
21342

Soviet book on equipment (1962) 23895
station indicator devices, USSR study (1963)

19563
stations. Civil Air Fleet, USSR, working

conditions, appraisal (1965) 1192
studies of auroras and night airplow, USSR

study (1962) 2654
system components, procurement by Air

Force Dept., GAO report (1965) 2216
target simulators, inoperative, procurement.

Federal Aviation Agency, GAO report
(1965) 7779

terminal service area control concept, evalu-
ation (1964) 4268

test set

—

AN/UPM-33, spectrum analyzer
TS-148/UP, test instrument calibration
procedure (1962) 12620

TS-295/UP, etc., instrument calibration
procedure (1962) 3430

TS-642/UPM-56, instrument calibration
procedure, technical manual (1964)
11521

Texas tower no. 4, inquiry into collapse

—

discharge of command responsibility, sup-
plemental report (1962) 11650

hearings (1961) 12505
TS-147B/UP and TS-147D/UP, test instru-

ment calibration procedure (1961) 13605
type 2.3NS10 beacon video defruiting equip-

ment construction (1961) 9709
use in aerology, USSR study (1962) 10154
vertically-directed, determination of struc-

ture of occlusions (1964) 7965
Radar astronomy, program, progress, hear-

ings (1962) 23374
Radar interference, protection against it,

USSR study (1963) 2523

Radar operators:
radarman 3 & 2, Navy training courses

(1961) 8085
training, simultaneous vs. successive presen-

tation of relative motion problems
(1961) 2620

Radar simulators, land mass system, all alti-

tude capability study (1963) 12947

Radar stations, superlong-range, USSR study
(1965) 16401

Radar tracking:
and on-board observation data, used in mid-

course guidance (1964) 9597
automatic measurement of coordinates,

USSR study (1964) 2752
Doppler method using simple CW beacon,

experimental results (1964) 9585
frequency tracking square wave oscillator,

analysis (1964) 20619
naval data handling system

—

capabilities in position and rate-aided
target tracking (1962) 12571

circuits (1962) 8567
performance in missile master, target load,

tracking time, and rated performance
(1962) 18690

Project Echo receiving system (1962) 3368
pursuit tracking tasks incorporating trans-

port lag in control loop (1962) 3378
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Radar tracking—Continued

reentry voice communication system for use
in conjunction with radar tracking
equipment (1964) 16653

rocket interferometer tracking (RIT) system
(1965) 6732

satellite, project Echo (1961) 21242
swept-wing fighter plane with director-type

radar fire-control system and scope
presentation, tracking performance
(1963) 10971

systems

—

tri-service missile range instrumentation
development program, NRL services
(1963) 12954

VHF-UHF missile-and space-research with
150-ft. steerable antenna (1963) 12950

use of small side-located controller, ground
simulator study (1961) 1280

Radarmen, see Radar operators.
RADC, see Rome Air Development Center.
Radcliffe, Shirley, teaching machines and pro-

gramed instruction (1963) 20644
Rader, Georgie L., relief (1963) 18989; (1964)

4448, 6142
Radforth, N. W., trafficability tests on con-

fined organic terrain (muskeg) (1964)
21283

Radiac detectors, standard radiation source
(1961) 1377

Radial acceleration, see Acceleration.

Radial flow, see Flow.

Radial flow fans, see Mechanical fans.

Radial flux or field of isotropic, cylindrical
source of finite extent (1961) 13521

Radiance of earth and its limb in middle ultra-
violet (1964) 14885

Radiant energy:
dependence determinations in 60-180 KeV

range with X-ray machine of varying
output (1963) 11558

eff'ect on changes in aldolase activity and
SH groups of myogen A, USSR study
(1961) 12964

emitted and reflected

—

angular distribution from diffuse asymme-
tric grooves (1963) 20992

from specular, gray, asymmetric groove
(1963) 16390

exchange between axisymmetrical sections
of cylinders, cones, hemispheres and
their bases, configuration factors (1961)
21218

heat transfer

—

and absorption behind hypersonic normal
shock wave (1962) 20156

measurement with thin-film resistance
thermometers (1964) 9532

key weapon for eradication of screwworm,
picture story (1962) 10851, 10859

propagation of climatic energy over Hunga-
ry (1962) 7773

radiant heat component, effect on heat
transfer in vacuum sublimation (1963)
18179

superhigh-frequency, effects of climatic con-
ditions on chronic irradiation, USSR
study (1965) 14527

surface energy balance in arid lands agri-
culture, 1960-61 (1964) 4219

wide angle sensor measures heat in corro-
sive atmospheres (1965) 5133

Radiant heater for vacuum furnaces offers

high structural rigidity, low heat loss

(1964) 13178

Radiant heating:
graphite element serves as radiant heat

source (1965) 14782

Radiant heating—Continued

insulated structural airframes, experiments
(1961) 6344

simulation of aerodynamic heating in wind
tunnel (1961) 1306

use to reduce coal filter-cake moisture (1961)
17653

Radiant-interchange view factors and limits of

visibility for differential cylindrical sur-

faces with parallel generating lines

(1965) 2902
Radiation:
absorption coefficients of air (1961) 8334
accidents

—

due to equipment damage or breakdown,
organization of medical countermeas-
ures against, East German study (1964)
18324

medical aspects, handbook for physicians,
health physicists and industrial hygien-
ists (1963) 11589

all-Union conference on introduction of nu-
clear radiation into national economy of
USSR (1961) 7802

analysis of Shoal data on ground motion
and containment, safety program. Pro-
ject Shoal (1965) 5621

animals, tumors, USSR study (1961) 4632
antiradiation properties of

—

arylamides and aryl-hydraxides of thiocar-
bolic acids, USSR study (1965) 1175

gallates, USSR study (1964) 9108
polyphenols, USSR study (1964) 7343

anti-ray effect of gallates under conditions
of irradiation with 1000 roentgens,
USSR study (1964) 14615

application

—

in life sciences, hearings, etc (1961)
12134-135

in Yugoslave economy, 3d symposium
(1965) 12641

of radiation-pasteurization processes to

Pacific crab and flounder (1964) 19250
artificial radiation belt made on July 9,

1962, characteristics, status report
(1963) 9171

at 2d optical harmonic, USSR study (1965)
2643

atomic, biological effects, bibliographies
(1961) 11801; (1963) 132; (1965) 190

atomic transition probabilities, bibliography
(1962) 18310

bacterial irradiation

—

effect on virulence of microorganisms,
USSR study (1962) 2652

produced by natural ultraviolet radiation
under contaminated atmosphere condi-
tions, USSR study (1962) 2653

balance at sea, measuring (1965) 9749
barrier to space flight, USSR study (1965)

9374
beam, solutions for 3-dimensional equation

of radiative transport (1963) 11176
belts near celestial bodies, USSR study

(1963) 6673
betatron

—

and radioactive gold in treatment of brain
tumors, USSR study (1963) 19388

irradiation, methodology of using in can-
cer of female genital tract, USSR study
(1961) 11033

biochemistry, elements (1963) 7641
biological

—

action, USSR study (1962) 9884
effects

—

and problems of radioactive isotope dis-

tribution (1963) 1821
of 25 Mev betatron rays, USSR study

(1962) 1199
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Radiation—Continued
biological—Continued

effects—Continued
primary and initial processes, USSR
study (1964) 7202

medical, and environmental research pro-
gram, AEC (1965) 18956

blackbody, function, tables for wavenumber
calculations (1963) 1739

cathode-ray, effects on rice weevil in wheat
(1962) 8851

celestial background radiation (1964) 13626
chemical effects (1961) 8321
chromosomal studies on irradiated leuko-

cytes in vitro (1962) 14783
chronic

—

external irradiation, bone changes, USSR
study (1961) 15546

irradiation by superhigh-frequency ener-

gy, effects of climatic condition, USSR
study (1965) 14527

low-level irradiation effects on mice (1962)
10905

clinical use of whole-body radiation and
bone marrow transplants, recent USSR
research (1965) 19753

clouds, estimation of radiation dose to popu-
lation, and surface area covered by radi-

oactive diffusion (1962) 179
coal, flash irradiation (1963) 14523
cobalt-60, scattered components produced in

brick structure (1964) 15236
compounds for protection, survey (1962)

14786
conditions on path between earth and moon,

biological evaluation (1965) 1490
continuum in ionized gases (1961) 1703
control

—

in Kentucky, opportunity and responsibili-
ty (remarks) (1962) 4652

regulatory program, role of Texas (re-

marks) (1963) 1848
role of Florida (1965) 1867
USSR research (1963) 8911

corrosion and irradiation, USSR study
(1964) 18323

cracking of hydrocarbons, radiation-thermal
(1963) 18517

cyanogen compounds, protecting action,

USSR study (1964) 20416
damage

—

and protection, Hungarian symposium
(1962) 5389

cadmium sulfide solar cells (1965) 14850
critical reactor components (1963) 11172
germanium due to 22 and 40 MeV proton
bombardments (1965) 8110

semiconductors by high-energy electron
and proton radiation (1964) 14775

silicon solar cells, effects of impurities
(1965) 6751

SM-1, SM-IA and PM-2A reactor vessels,
effect (1962) 6689

structural survey of private mining prop-
erties. Project Shoal (1965) 201

TBP/kerosene solvent, effect on behaviors
of fission products and nitric acid (1962)
18697

death, subacute, in chemically treated mon-
keys (1962) 1965

detectors, radiobiologic problems (1963)
16795

devices, incidental and restricted, FCC rules
and regulations (1961) 4183; (1962) 7329;
(1963) 2258, 13906; (1964) 3988

different LET, effect on Artemia eggs (1962)
14782

Radiation—Continued

directional correlation attenuation coeffi-

cient tables for combined magnetic di-

pole and randomly oriented electric
quadrupole interactions spin of interme-
diate nuclear state

—

1 = 1 and 1 = 2 (1963) 7712
1 = 3/2 and 1 = 5/2 (1963) 7713

distribution —
of weapons radiation in Japanese residen-

tial structures (1965) 17084
throughout USSR (1965) 9750

does nuclear weapons testing endanger our
health? (1963) 10137

dose^
absorbed, calculation (1961) 9651
spatial distribution in air-over-ground
geometry (1965) 181

dosimetry techniques for irradiation of bio-

logic samples with heavy ions (1961)
6717

earth, power input to small flat spinning
plate from diffusely radiating sphere
application to satellites (1963) 5580

earth's, experimental determination, USSR
study (1963) 6677

earth's radiation belts, information from 2d
Soviet spaceship, USSR study (1962)
5728

edema, delayed complication of total-body 32
mev proton irradiation (1965) 18922

effects

borides (1962) 23020; (1963) 14972-973
ceramic-bonded strain gages (1961) 1374
certain protective substances on changes

in reactivity of tissue sulfhydril groups
in irradiated animals, USSR study
(1964) 2493

early reactions of organisms, USSR study
(1962) 10201

electromagnetic radiation on living orga-
nisms, USSR study (1965) 14589

electron-bombardment damage in silicon

solar cells (1965) 11587
electron radiation on TV lens components

(1965) 16678
energetic photon irradiation on germani-
um (1965) 8488

food and crops (1963) 10134
growth of wheat coleoptile, experiment for

use in biosatellite (1965) 18474
irradiation on ferrokinetics of cross-

circulated dogs (1965) 7111
irradiation on magnetic properties of al-

loys and ferrites (1962) 6368
life processes, bibliography (1964) 11865
mammalian eye, literature survey (1963)

18591
index (1964) 21015

man, genetic danger, from research on
monkeys and rodents (1961) 9943

meteor flight (1965) 13036
microbial flora surviving irradiation pas-

teurization of seafoods (1965) 1851
nucleic acids, USSR studies (1965) 870
organic monomers and polymers (1965)

17112
organism, USSR studies (1965) 2623
plants, and gravity effects on animal or-

ganism, USSR study (1965) 4948
rare earth oxides and rare earth borates

(1962) 23025
RNA and RNA metabolism in cells of
human malignant tumor, USSR study
(1964) 14574

semiconductors (1964) 14891
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Radiation—Continued
effects—Continued

Soviet research (1964) 1337
structural materials in reactors, research

status and implications to design (1961)

228
synthesis of ribonucleic acid in fish em-

bryos, USSR study (1964) 9218
total-body irradiation effect on DNA syn-

thesis in rat spleen and bone marrow in

vitro (1965) 10125
visible damage of alpha particles on so-

dium chloride crystals (1964) 13243
emission spectra from high-pressure hydro-

gen-oxygen combustion (1962) 18270
emittance measurements made in relation to

thermal design of Explorer spacecraft
(1962) 14464

endocrinology, news, USSR study (1965)
16461

environmental

—

measurements, ionization chambers (1964)

1770
surveillance (1964) 20748

equilibrium in planetary atmospheres (1964)
18742

exposure

—

animals, protection (1963) 10132
animals to lethal doses (1963) 10133
automatic film density reading system

(1963) 11560
by means of photographic film, evaluation

(1962) 22624
determination from overexposed AgPOa
microdosimeter (1965) 5561

effects on human performance (1963) 5884
experience. Atomic Energy Commission,

1943-64 (1965) 8567
flight personnel and passengers in super-

sonic transports (1962) 20146
livestock, how to care for them (1963)

10131
external magnetic field, kinetic equations for

plasma, solution (1964) 13699
fallout, protection in simple structure (1963)

16861
fast-neutron, measurement of effects on liq-

uid ortho- and para-hydrogen (1965)
5191

fish, annual report, Oct. 1961-Sept. 1962
(1963) 18595

fishery products

—

irradiated-pasteurized (1964) 8087
preservation (1964) 8083

flow fields of bodies flying at speeds up to

13.4 kilometers per seconds, measure-
ment from heating (1962) 18249

fluorine, irradiation, and tumors, USSR
study (1964) 18581

food

—

irradiator, high intensity, report on design
(1962) 8985

preservation

—

bibliography (1965) 4412, 11981
current status, commercial prospects

(1965) 10199
radiation and food, FDA memo (1965)

12484
food irradiation

—

Army program, review, hearing (1963)
15164

Army's wholesomeness program, review
(1963) 13246

preservation (1965) 18962
preservation, bibliography (1963) 4553
preservation, biochemical aspects, USSR
study (1963) 6640

research, international conference (1963)
14613

Radiation—Continued
food irradiation—Continued

sub-sterilization doses, effect on storage
life of clams and haddock fillets (1964)
5988

forces in inhomogenous media (1964) 13641
Gaussian-shaped antenna patterns, synthe-

sis (1962) 12565
generation of coherent light using solid bod-

ies (1962) 7709
genetics

—

effects, role of heredity and chromosomal
diseases in analysis (1965) 16400

problems, USSR book (1963) 4472
research program of AEC (1961) 1717

geometry factor between earth and satellite

(1965) 14817
Georgia, USSR, problem of climatological

computation of total radiation (1962)
15851

global, daily sums for cloudless skies (1965)
4677

grain irradiated with radio-active cobalt,

hygienic study, USSR (1961) 2377
gravitational, of explosive origin, USSR

study (1965) 19739
hazards

—

contaminated soils (1963) 10135-36
control. State laws and regulations, sum-
mary (1964) 14675

encountered in arc melting thorium (1962)

12391
health hazards of exposure, answers to

frequent questions (1964) 18901
radiological emergency procedures for

non-specialist (1964) 15291
hazards in fire service

—

basic course

—

charts (1961) 19245
instructor's guide (1961) 20686
resource manual (1961) 20687
study guide (1961) 19240
instructor's guide (1961) 7339
student manual (1961) 7340

health

—

problem, public health role (paper) (1965)

13240
protection manual (1965) 1312

high temperature spectral emissivity of

yttrium, samarium, gadolinium, erbium
and lutetium oxides (1963) 14987

human body, background irradiation, USSR
study (1962) 12019

hydrogenation of irradiated coal (1962)

18222
hydromagnetic, modulation and sampling

(1965) 19915
hygiene

—

biogeochemistry, problems, USSR study
(1964) 7000

USSR studies (1964) 1053, 14455
in use of apparatus and personnel train-

ing (1962) 1332
impact flash at low ambient pressure (1964)

7548
impedance

—

of underwater cavity-type squirting trans-

ducers (1962) 12597
of zonal arrays on hard prolate spheroidal

baffle, numerical computation (1965)

14951
induced

—

polymerization and graft copolymeriza-
tion, international symposium, proceed-

ings (1963) 136
reactions in gases, applications, research

(1965) 17114
influence on epithelial cells, USSR study

(1964) 2924
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Radiation—Continued
infrared

—

and reflected solar, description of Tiros II

experiment (1961) 21245
spectral emissivity of optical materials

(1961) 13596
use for control of immature insects in

kernels of rough rice (1961) 9841
injuries

—

acute, immunology, USSR study (1963)
8979

caused by ionizing radiation, long term
effects (1962) 184

cerebrum, degenerative and reparative
processes, USSR study (1961) 12939

chemical prophylaxis, USSR study (1965)
858

effect of various therapeutic agents,
USSR study (1962) 879

pathogenesis and repair processes in rat
embryos after irradiation on 10th day of
pregnancy, USSR study (1961) 2201

problems

—

in mechanics of, USSR study (1965) 920
of surgical treatment. East Germany

(1962) 23899
rat brain, electron microscopic study

(1962) 6601
skin, pathogenesis aspects, USSR study

(1962) 13981
treatment
by transplantation of hemopoietic tis-

sue, USSR study (1963) 17890
of animals with combined radiation inju-

ries, USSR study (1963) 10551
wounds, optimum time for treating, Hun-
garian study (1962) 5423

insect control, literature search (1965) 4268
integral neutron thermalization, quarterly

progress report (1963) 14968
interaction mechanical radiation impedance

between 2 pistons arbitrarily oriented in

space without baffle (1962) 24044
interim interstellar radiation field (1963)

21019
ionizing

—

effect on protein synthesis of living
organism, USSR study (1964) 19890

radiation and leukemia, USSR study
(1965) 11140

iron, quadratic functions, 0° to 180° 20
(1962) 3297

irradiated

—

animals

—

cause of decrease in natural resistance
to live brucellosis vaccine, USSR
study (1964) 12853

with influenza, effect of bone marrow
cell injections, USSR study (1964) 9330

Co"", endogenous bacterial invasion of
tissues of Macaca mulatta following
lethal dose (1962) 20455

food fed to mice, harmful effects (1964) 110
pasteurized fishery products, Cict. 1963-

Sept. 1964 (1965) 8562
rabbits, histological changes in skin fol-

lowing homoplastv to burns, USSR
study (1963) 2539

santowax OMP, nature of high boiler deg-
radation products from (1965) 13500

irradiation

—

behavior of BeO-U02 fuel as function of
fuel-particle size (1963) 14970

biochemical changes, USSR study (1963)
15932

cells, Dutch experiments (1961) 15107
centimetric waves, morphological changes

in nervous system, and internal organs
(1961) 15304

Radiation—Continued
irradiation—Continued

chronic, latent effects on longevity and
peripheral blood elements of monkey
(1964) 73

dogs, tonus of cardiac center of vagus
nerve, USSR study (1961) 2114

effects

—

copper oxidation, study (1963) 14964
of 22 and 240 Mev protons on several

transistors and solar cells (1961) 7986
of 40 and 440 Mev protons on transis-

tors (1963) 5574
on metabolism, USSR study (1963) 20764
on physico-chemical properties of pro-

teins in blood serum, USSR study
(1962) 2686

on surface reactions of metals (1962)
2034

food, AEC and Army programs, review,
hearings (1962) 13330

harmful effect on fast neutrons and
X-rays on mouse testis, comparison
(1963) 20813

improves properties of aromatic polyester
(1965) 11437

in-pile loop studies of organic coolant
materials (1965) 13501

injury in testes of mature mice followdng
embryonic exposure, USSR study (1963)
17902

loop studies of organic reactor coolants,
progress report (1963) 14991

medicine and surgery, USSR translations
(1961) 4404

preservation of fresh-water fish and in-

land fruits and vegetables (1965) 1829
reaction of organism in determination of
dose absorbed in integral units, evalua-
tion, USSR study (1961) 2340

study of electron effects on capacitor-type
micrometeoroid detectors (1965) 18481

superheat fuel element SH-4B in VBWR
(1962) 8946

testing of ceramic fuels

—

progress report (1962) 23015
summary reports (1963) 18566; (1964)
8051

testing of UO2, literature search (1961)
3804

to prevent potato sprouting, addendum
(1965) 10167

ultrasonic, of rabbits, morphological
changes in internal organs and skin,

USSR study (1964) 1030
with microwaves, temperature reaction of

skin, USSR study (1964) 7063
isotopes and radiation technology, review of

recent developments (1963) 20332; (1964)
3625; (1965) 3542

Japanese Association for Radiation Re-
search on Polymers

reports (1964) " 11853, 13689-690; (1965)
13485, 17081

kinetics and mechanism of chemical reac-
tions, USSR study (1962) 5598

late-
irradiation effects conference, inventory

of capability, summary of proceedings
(1965) 13538

testicular lesions in irradiated monkeys
(1962) 84

levels of measurements, on-site health-and-
safety report (1965) 1859

marine biology, USSR studies (1963) 16264
materials problems in space (1961) 1298
measurements

—

environmental, in southeastern, central,

and western U.S., 1963-63 (1964) 21012
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Radiation—Continued
measurements—Continued
from Tiros III meteorological satellite,

preliminary results (1962) 12504
of spectral irradiances of solar simulators

(1965) 8038
on 9th Mercury Atlas Mission (MA-9)

(1965) 6687
mechanical impedance of multizone radia-

tors in prolate spheriodal baffle (1961)

5008
medullary syndrome following irradiation,

experimental study (1961) 13833
messenger RNA in early embryogenesis,

USSR study (1965) 2445
meteorological satellite, user's manual

—

data of Tiros II (1962) 1697
data of Tiros III (1962) 24000

methods

—

and problems of modern dosimetry, Hun-
gary (1962) 5615

of measuring radioactive irradiation
(1961) 9940

microbiology

—

and immunology, inter- Institute confer-
ence on problems, USSR report (1961)
11153

problems in sanitary protection of reser-

voirs, USSR study"(1964) 21631
micronecrotic foci of hemopoietic organs of

animals exposed, USSR study (1964)
5229

mitogenetic irradiation of neuromuscular
system as method of analysis of its mo-
lecular substrate, USSR study (1961)
20944

model belt magnetic field numerically com-
puted (1963) 1284

modification of textile fiber properties by
induced graft polymerization (1965) 1836

molecular genetics and effect on heredity,
USSR studies (1964) 4895

mutual coherence and array theorem (1964)
9972

national plan for civil defense mobilization
(1961) 14003

natural environmental, attenuation by auto-
mobile (1961) 16194

neutron

—

biological action, USSR study (1965) 16453

irradiation effects of chronic low dose on
peripheral blood elements in monkey
(Macaca mulatta) (1961) 1660

nomogram, new, analysis, USSR study
(1962) 14057

nuclear

—

accident contamination control (1964)

11835
and heat deposition rates in liquid hydro-
gen (1962) 18256

biologic effects in primates (1961) 123
detection and measurement (1962) 14849
detectors, semiconductor, bibliography

(1962) 14884
effect on

—

ceramic

—

bonded strain gages (1962) 12572
reactor-fuel materials (1964) 5982

properties of reactor structural materi-
als (1962) 18359

guide (1964) 9967
heating of liquid hydrogen (1965) 14852
in biology USSR study (1964) 18481
incorporation of shelter into schools

(1963) 9739
radiological defense text book (1963) 13319
safety research and development program

related to civilian power reactors (re-

marks) (1965) 1863

Radiation—Continued
nuclear—Continued

semiconductor detectors, bibliography
(1961) 3805

nutrition and radiation injury, bibliography
(1961) 20112

optical, measurement from wake of ablating
blunt bodies in flight at speeds up to 10
KM per second (1965) 9710

organometallic radiation dosimetry systems
(1965) 17111

outgoing

—

fields, etc., USSR studies (1965) 14502
spectral distribution (1964) 14917

partial cell irradiation, development of ap-
paratus (1963) 16796

pasteurization

—

food program, summaries of accomplish-
ment, annual contractors' meetings
(1963) 15009; (1964) 11868; (1965) 7164

fresh

—

fruit and fish (remarks) (1963) 18610
strawberries, and other fresh fruits and

vegetables, costs and benefits, esti-

mates (1965) 13531
oranges, grapefruit, tomatoes, peaches,

strawberries in southern region (1965)
13533, 17139

processes applied to Pacific crab and
flounder (1965) 13530

shrimp (1963) 11568; (1964) 13706
shrimp and oysters (1965) 10176

pathoanatomical changes induced in lungs
(1963) 9668

pattern control of complex wide-band anten-
na with low intensity side lobes, USSR
study (1961) 15564

patterns

—

in lower ionosphere and Fresnel zones for
elevated antennas over spherical earth
(1962) 10541

measured in horizontal and vertical planes
of Javelin spike antenna model (1961)
4906

penetrating

—

and certain chemical protective agents,
effect on physical endurance of animals,
USSR study (1961) 10967

atmosphere, atmospheric depth and effec-
tive solid angle (1962) 10897

permeability disorders of histohematic bar-
rier, role of neurohumoral mechanisms,
USSR study (1963) 20784

phenomenological considerations of inter-
ruption theory of spectral line broaden-
ing (lecture) (1961) 3746

physical aspects of irradiation, recommenda-
tions of ICRU (1964) 9632

physics, USSR studies (1964) 12799
physiological reactions to irradiation and

other factors, USSR studies (1964)
10921

planetary-thermal and planetary-reflected,
incident upon spinning and nonspinning
spacecraft, geometric shape factors
(1965) 11497

polarized techniques for radar and communi-
cation systems (1965) 13137

polymerization, USSR news (1963) 10569
postirradiation hyperglycemia in primate

(1963) 16800
postradiation restoration of yeast cells,

USSR study (1964) 9219
power input to small flat plate from diffuse-

ly radiating sphere, application to earth
satellites (1961) 15772

precision measurement and calibration
standards, selected papers (1961) 6419

errata (1963) 9201
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Radiation—Continued
prediction activities, surface and weather,

Project Gnome (1962) 14864
preservation of food, low dose processing,

research program (remarks) (1961)
16229

problem of protection, Polish study (1962)
7529

process development program summaries,
contractors meeting (1963) 1839

processed fishery products, marketing feasi-

bility study (1961) 3815
processes related to oxygen-hydrogen com-

bustion at high pressures (1965) 2889
Project Gnome

—

postshot studies (1962) 16395
prediction activities, surface and weather

(1962) 16397
proper feeding of tumor patients during

treatment (1963) 20880
protection

—

against

—

hazards in space, symposium, proceed-
ings (1963) 9687

radiations in space, symposium, proceed-
ings (1965) 18492

background material for development of

standards (1964) 15902; (1965) 10821
Bulgaria, decree on organization and con-

trol (1965) 12717
criteria and standards, basis and use

—

hearings (1961) 340
hearings, analysis (1961) 341
index (1961) 14126

dentist and patient (1962) 6413
distribution and

—

chemical forms of (2-mercaptoethylgy-
anidine) and bis (2-guanidoethyl) disul-

fide given orally to mice (1963) 7637
metabolism of 2-mercaptoethyl-guar.i-

dine and bis (2-guanido-ethyl) disulfide

in mice (1962) 22965

effect of chemical compounds, USSR study
(1964) 20371

in industry, USSR studies (1964) 2522
of mammals against, USSR studies (1963)

17906
provided by earth-covered shelter, evalua-

tion (1962) 11026
standards, background material for devel-

opment (1961) 19319
standards, literature search (1961) 18086
tasks, organization, and regulations,
Hungarian study (1962) 15846

USSR studies (1963) 2802; (1965) 1166
protective agents cellular response to preir-

radiation treatment with yeast RNA
(1962) 10908

protective equipment, catalogue, USSR
(1965) 16468

PuO? - UO2 fast reactor fuel post-irradiation
examination (1963) 123

quantities and units, report of ICRU (1962)
24006

errata (1965) 1496
questions and answers (1961) 1727
radiation

—

and chemical protection (1965) 178
and contamination control, procedures,

etc., relating to nuclear weapons (1961)
2700

and genetics, use of vital and health sta-
tistics (1963) 1431

and leukosis, USSR study (1964) 2888
in perspective, illustrated text of film lec-

ture (1964) 4310
induced emulsion polymerization (1965)
13532

Radiation—Continued
radiational-chemical reactions, mechanism,

USSR study (1963) 14278
radiationproof shelters, specifications (1961)

170
radiative

—

transfer

—

quadrature formulas (1965) 5189
theory, A and operators (1962) 8638

transitions, USSR studies (1964) 16411

radioactive

—

contamination, off-site radiological sur-
veillance, report (1965) 1857

well logging, application to ground-water
hydrology (1963) 14028

radiobiologic studies of monkeys irradiated
using nuclear reactor (1965) 18920

radioecology, terrestrial and freshwater,
bibliography (1964) 125, 15285; (1965)
8553

radiological monitoring training, manual
(1961) 19260

range calculation pulse-radar equations
(1963) 12957

recombination, in calcium telluride during
excitation, USSR study (1964) 16022

reconnaissance, USSR, translation (1962)
2762

recording, quantum sensitivity of spectro-
graphic method, USSR study (1961) 4614

Relay I trapped electron measurements
(1965) 2877

research in life sciences, current projects in

U.S. and throughout world (1961) 1897
research supported with project grant funds

by Radiological Health Division, summa-
ries (1965) 5358

resistance of plastic materials, USSR stud-
ies (1964) 18304

resistance of plasticized polyvinyl chloride,

effect of fillers, USSR study (1961) 15267

resisted shock waves, direct solution of gov-
erning equation (1964) 5519

safety

—

and control manual (1963) 1837
and regulation, hearings (1961) 20531
considerations in preparation of license

applications (1963) 14951
for civil airports (1963) 14929
standards, Bulgaria (1965) 16402
USSR rules (1962) 935

sanitation in radiation, USSR studies (1964)

1229
self-absorption, transition probabilities and

level population densities determination
(1963) 20303

sensitivity of chromosomal apparatus of

epithelial cells of mouse cornea, effect of

suprarenal hormones, USSR study
(1964) 2890

shielding, AEC test structures, response
studies (1964) 5992

shields for thermal control of vehicles on
sunlit side of moon (1964) 9573

short wave

—

fluxes in real atmosphere, theory (1965)

18600
spectral distribution, investigation (1964)

14920
solar

—

cell damage (1964) 7513
distribution of energy in spectrum at var-

ious altitudes, USSR study (1961) 10898
force, effect on convex shaped satellites

(1961) 9545
source from slotted-cylinder antennas in

plasma environment (1964) 7544
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Radiation—Continued

Soviet

—

study (1961) 2136
use in field of microbiological research

(1961) 250
space

—

current estimates of doses (1962) 16040
effects on solar-cell power systems, hand-
book (1963) 18130

spectral-line intensities

—

70 elements, experimental transition prob-
abilities (1962) 18313

tables, arranged by elements (1962) 12519
spectral reflectivity of clouds (1965) 9753
stability of organic fluids, progress report

(1963) 4493
standard for communication and other infor-

mation-processing equipment (1965) 591
standards, including fallout

—

hearings (1962) 20932
summary-analysis of hearings (1962)
20933

sub-sterilization doses, effects on storage
life extension of soft-shelled clams and
haddock fillets, final summary (1963)
4486

surface, and weather prediction, Project
Shoal (1965) 200

synchrotron calculations for artificial radia-
tion belt (1964) 7512

techniques, radiochemical analysis (1964)
16741

technology

—

in conjunction with postharvest proce-
dures as means of extending shelf life of

fruits and vegetables (1965) 4277
literature survey (1964) 116

theory of radiation from slotted conducting
plane in plasma environment (1964)
20641

therapy

—

for treatment of malignant tumors, sym-
posium on use of apparatuses, USSR
study (1961) 11035

use (1963) 1142
USSR translations (1965) 834, 11181

thermal

—

heat transfer in nuclear-rocket nozzle,

analysis (1961) 4914
incident on earth satellite (1963) 3142
neutrons, integral measurements, annual
summary report (1962) 8939

thyroid gland irradiation and other radio-
logical studies, USSR articles (1964)
21447

Tiros-
experiment, earth scan analog signal rela-

tionships and their application to prob-
lem of horizon sensing (1962) 14486

interpretation of radiation data for prac-
tical use in synoptic weather analysis
(1965) 11502

TIROS 11—
data recorded over New Zealand at night

(1964) 7494
experiment, physical significance (1962)

1672
TIROS III data-
evaluation (1965) 1388
quasi-global presentation (1965) 1401

total

—

attenuation in upper layer clouds (1965)
9747

body irradiation in albino rats, effects of
traumatic injury on response (1965)
18952

tissue doses from all natural sources,
USSR study (1962) 9893

Radiation—Continued
transfer equation, convergence in splitting

method, USSR study (1965) 11283
transient effects in dielectric materials

caused by electron irradiation (1965)
19925

turbulence measurements in free pure at-

mosphere, USSR study (1964) 18389
ultraviolet, relation to combustion of hydro-

gen and oxygen at 20 atmospheres
(1965) 2895

unequal loads, effects on unidirectional
properties of acoustic projectors (1965)
13186

units and measurements, recommendations
of internation commission (1961) 4966

upgrading of polypropylene by radiation
techniques (1965) 17125

uses in

—

chemistry, all-Union conference (1962)
2026

control of insect pests of plants and ani-

mals, USSR study (1963) 16059
industry and science (1961) 11816
machine building and instrument making,
USSR conference (1962) 14831

USSR, prevention measures, safety (1962)
17756

view of hurricane Anna from Tiros III me-
teorological satellite (1963) 9177

visible and infrared, climatology from TI-
ROS meteorological satellites (1965)
11462

whole-body 32 Mev proton irradiation, ef-

fects on primates (1965) 18918
will we overcome radiation barrier? USSR

study (1965) 11159
workers compensation act, hearings (1962)

9377
Yugoslav regulations, etc., on nuclear af-

fairs (1963) 646
see aiso Alpha particles—Beta rays—Black

body—Bremsstrahlung radiation-
Cooling—Cosmic rays—Electromagnetic
radiation—Gamma rays—Gray body

—

Heat transfer—Infrared rays—Ionizing
radiation—Radiant energy—Radio waves
—Radioactivity—Radioprotective agents
—Radiotherapy—Shielding—Solar radia-
tion—Sound—Thermal radiation—Ultra-
violet rays—Van Allen radiation belts

—

X-rays.
Radiation balance, theoretical studies (1964)

9598
Radiation biology, see Radiobiology.
Radiation chemistry, see Radiochemistry.
Radiation Council, see Federal Radiation

Council.
Radiation detection apparatus, see Dosime-

ters.

Radiation detection instruments:
aerial-monitoring operations development

(1962) 16409
aerial radiological monitoring system

—

electronic processing of Arms-II data
(1965) 17083

theoretical analysis, design, operation
(1961) 8389

airborne, calibration (1962) 18705
boron trifluoride neutron detector, preampli-

fier uses single-cable connection (1965)
16643

corrections for angular correlation measure-
ments (1961) 1384

detector investigation for 8-15 and 100-4000
micron regions (1965) 13112

FAA course for radiological monitors (1961)
14834-836
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Radiation detection instruments—Con.

human radiation counters, preliminary re-

port (1961) 210
improved solid state radiation detector

(1964) 204
infrared, thermistor type (1962) 8574

low energy gamma-ray detector for astrono-

my experiments (1963) 9172
optical-imaging device of simplified con-

struction (1965) 2856
radiation dosimetry aboard spacecraft of

8th Mercurv-Atlas mission (MA-8) (1964)

18731
radiological monitoring

—

instructor's guide (1963) 11654
instruments and equipment, description

(1962) 18881
solid state infrared detection (1964) 5867

study, shipments, etc (1962) 11058

whole body counters (1964) 19269
see also T)osimeters—Ionization cham-

bers—Radiac detectors—Radiation bal-

ance—Radiological telemetering sys-

tems—Scintillation counters.

Radiation dosimetry aboard spacecraft of 8th
Mercurv-Atla"s mission (MA-8) (1964)
18731

Radiation Ejects Laboratory, wastes dispos-
al, results of experiments (1964) 8753

Radiation illness:

acute

—

basic mechanisms of reaction of nervous
system, USSR study (1962) 8076

bloodletting, USSR study (1965) 924
change in

content of macroergic phosphorus com-
pounds in tissues, USSR study (1961)
15524

properties of blood plasma, USSR study
(1962) 2684

protein fractions of blood serum, USSR
study (1962) 2683

clinico-phvsiological investigations in

man, USSR study (1962) 11964
conference on problem, USSR report

(1961) 905
course of shock caused by compression of

soft tissues, USSR study (1964) 1255
dogs, humoral component in effect of bone
marrow transplantation, USSR study
(1964) 4905

effect of sex hormones. USSR study (1964)
1254

hematology injury, mammalian, dose-
response relationships (1965) 18921

hemopoietic tissue, state under conditions
of bone marrow transplantation, USSR
study (1964) 14592

in dogs, prevention and treatment with
sodium gallate, USSR study (1963) 12359

ingrowth of free cutaneous autotrans-
plant during different periods, USSR
study (1961) 12957

lesions of brain and skull, conclusion of

USSR study (1962) 19760
mechanism of action of protective-
therapeutic combinations, USSR study
(1964) 2491

morphological changes of nerves in ani-

mals, USSR study (1963) 17662
pathological anatomy experiment, atlas

(1964) 4291
permeability of hematoencephalic barrier

to inorganic phosphate, USSR study
(1963) 20920

polarographic activity of blood serum
proteins and prophylactic administra-
tion of propyl gallate, USSR study
(1962) 13978

Radiation illness—Continued
acute—Continued

radiation injuries in disaster situations
(1965) 2982

radiation sickness in dogs, bicillin in ther-
apy and prophylaxis, USSR study (1961)
2113

reactions on islets of Langerhaus in pan-
creas, USSR study (1961) 15514

regeneration of tubular bone, USSR study
(1961) 12941

shifts in adsorptivity of tissue, USSR
study (1963) 17655

transplantation of bone marrow, experi-

mental conditions (1962) 19900
use of streptomycin in prevention of,

USSR study (1963) 997
USSR problems in early diagnosis of ra-

diation sickness (1964) 1303
adrenal glands, role in inhibition of toxemia,

USSR study (1961) 11179
articles (1962) 5821
from USSR great medical encyclopedia

(1961) 12901
associated with closed craniocerebral injury,

morphological changes in cat brain,
USSR study (1964) 7320

autoinfection, failure of antibiotic therapy
(1964) 4939

autolysis of tissues, changes following irra-

diation, USSR study (1961) 7610
biocenosis of intestinal microflora, effect on

development, USSR study (1963) 2967
blood content of free fatty acids, USSR

study (1962) 2706
bone marrow

—

administration in sickness of animals,
results, USSR (1962) 1375

transplantation problems, USSR study
(1964) 16028

burn, therapy with sera from burn convales-
cents in combination with early necrec-
tomy, USSR study (1961) 11043

chemical prophylaxis, USSR study (1962)
5884

chemotherapy in treatment, further experi-

ments, USSR study (1965) 851
chronic, clinico-morphological characteris-

tics, USSR study (1963) 85,12

clinical course in rats, effect of ACTH,
USSR study (1962) 14083

combatting radiation sickness, USSR study
(1964) 21493

control mechanisms, USSR study (1962) 9887
cultivation in vitro of bone marrow and

spleen of rabbits irradiated with X-rays,
USSR study (1961) 12921

effects of

—

acute sickness upon tissue, USSR study
(1962) 5802

ionizing radiation on

—

blood lipid composition in dogs and role

of highly unsaturated acids during
course of radiation sickness, USSR
study (1962) 973

vitamins and rational vitamin therapy
of radiation sickness (1962) 7947

effects, USSR studies (1964) 12661

experimental

—

effect of complex compounds of cobalt
salts with B vitamins upon peripheral
blood, USSR study (1961) 20962

use of tetracycline antibiotics (1963) 19491

genetic theory, ionizing radiation and hered-
ity, USSR study (1962) 22303

glycogen content of liver, effect of insulin

and glucose, USSR study (1961) 4637

hemoglobin, changes in physico-chemical and
biochemical properties (1963) 2462
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Radiation illness—Continued

injuries

—

animals, formation of tissue hemolysins,

mechanism, USSR study (1962) 12071

effects on metabolism, USSR study (1964)

20029
glucose absorption changes, USSR study

(1961) 886
restorative processes, USSR studies (1964)

21408
injury—
and restorative processes in central nerv-

ous system, USSR study (1965) 7889
and sickness, treatment, USSR study

(1964) 5193
irreversible component, lowering immuno-

biological resistance of organism as

manifestation, USSR study (1963) 10853
metabolism of citric and fumaric acids, ef-

fect of vitamins Bl and PP, USSR study

(1962) 2685
nucleotide metabolism, USSR study (1961)

4634
organism's modified reaction to local anes-

thetics, effect during various periods of

radiation sickness, USSR study (1961)

20947
pathogenesis, USSR study (1962) 5527
pathological diagnosis, USSR study (1962)

1039
peculiarities of the course of radiation sick-

ness in mice subjected to treatment with
marrow and by immunization, USSR
study (1964) 14618

posttraumatic regeneration of skeletal mus-
culature, USSR study (1961) 12922

preirradiation prophylaxis and postirradia-

tion therapy (1963) 4412
prophylaxis and therapy of radiation sick-

ness, use of antireticular cytotoxic se-

rum, USSR study (1962) 2831
protection of primates with AET (1961) 6720
protective effect of certain inhibitors of

chain oxidation process (1962) 2884
proton and gamma-radiation, effect on ves-

tibular analyzer function, USSR study
(1964) 2488

radiation health protection (1965) 1312
reparative regeneration of tissue, USSR

study (1965) 9475
restorative

—

and compensatory processes, problems of

morphology discussed at scientific con-

ference, USSR study (1961) 12959
processes in duodenal mucosa, USSR
study (1964) 2644

role of functional stress in localization of

radiation injury (1964) 4900
sodium

—

gallate effect on nucleic acid content in

organs, USSR study (1963) 12445
lactate use, USSR study (1963) 16103

therapeutic and cytotoxic effect of antibod-

ies and their role in pathogenesis, USSR
study (1963) 15674

therapy, USSR experimental studies (1964)

8952
total X-ray irradiation effect on regenera-

tion of sciatic nerve, USSR study (1961)

12940
toxicity for paramecia of plasma of healthy

and irradiated rats after being burned,
injured and starved, USSR study (1962)
2845

trace elements determination in dermatites,

USSR study (1964) 16180
transplantation of bone marrow suspension,

USSR study (1961) 11178

Radiation illness—Continued

treatment

—

bone marrow transplantation, USSR
study (1961) 21009

USSR studies (1964) 20071
with ACTH and adrenal cortical hormones,
USSR study (1963) 10767

with homologous bone marrow, Rumanian
study (1962) 7711

USSR-
research on radiation sickness and protec-

tive measures (1964) 12774
studies (1963) 5111, 14398; (1964) 2548,

7342, 20254
workmen's compensation claims involving

exposure and delayed injury (1965) 18960

see also Cataracts.
Radiation injuries, workmen's compensation

and radiation injuries, studies (1965)

18960
Radiation laboratories:
decontamination of radioactive waste wa-

ters, USSR study (1964) 20366
hot laboratories and equipment, design and

operations, conference papers (1961)

1722
reports on visits to some European labora-

tories (1964) 1779
Radiation Medicine Centre, materials and

equipment for establishing, agreement
with India (1963) 11308

Radiation monitor, see Radiation detection
instruments.

Radiation monitoring:
directory. Federal Radiological Fallout Mon-

itoring Station (1965) 313
environmental, Spert 1 destructive test se-

ries (1965) 5604
FAA course for radiological monitor (1961)

14834
fundamentals, excerpts from Russian book,

USSR study (1961) 4507
North American networks employed in moni-

toring airborne fission products, inter-

calibration (1964) 18860
tritium activity, monitoring, personnel pro-

tection, and decontamination (1965)

11378
USDA radiological monitoring handbook

(1963) 13162
errata (1964) 5814

USSR, performance characteristics of

FPP-15 filter material used for environ-

mental radioactivity monitoring (1965)

11596
see also Radiation detection instruments.

Radiation Physics Division, NBS, research
program (1961) 13551

Radiation Protection and Measurements Na-
tional Committee, see National Commit-
tee on Radiation Protection and Meas-
urements.

Radiation pyrometry, see Pyrometry.
Radiation sickness, see Radiation illness.

Radiation Surveillance Network, Public

Health Service, external gamma radia-

tion data 1959-63, evaluation (1965) 5339
Radiation target cans, symposium on problems

in irradiation capsule experiments, Ger-
mantovra, Md., Oct. 8-10, 1963 (1965) 195,

8556
Radiation transfer:
cloudy atmosphere, radiative transfer (1965)

8128, 18588
equation, one-dimensional application of

double spherical harmonics method
(1965) 5190

Radiation weapons, see Weapons.
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Radiative cooling, see Cooling.
Radiative equilibrium algorithm for semi-

infinite atmospheres (1961) 5304
Radiative heat transfer during atmosphere

entry at parabolic velocity (1962) 1682
Radiative heating:

conical shapes entering atmospheres of
Venus and Mars at suborbital speeds
(1964) 3026

of vehicles entering earth's atmosphere
(1962) 18299

Radiators:
central finned-tube, flat, direct-condensing,

analysis and design procedures (1964)
20601

double fin-tube flat condenser, analysis and
comparison with central fin-tube (1965)
2904

fin-tube

—

configurations, heat-rejection and weight
characteristics (1964) 14898

configurations, heat-transfer characteris-
tics (1963) 1279

heat transfer including longitudinal heat
conduction, etc (1964) 3028

space, with tapered fins, heat rejection and
weight characteristics (1964) 7535

hemispherical radiator for calibrating pyr-
geometers, computation (1965) 9751

moving belt system for waste heat rejection
in space, heat-transfer and weight anal-
ysis (1964) 16677

' space radiators

—

flat-plate central-fin-tube sensible heat,
design analysis (1965) 13020

sensible heat, computer program details
for design (1965) 13021

tubes, armored, hypervelocity impact
damage characteristics (1964) 20599

vapor-chamber fin-tube for high-power Ran-
kine cycles, analysis and evaluation
(1965) 11498

Radic, Ivan, and family, relief (1964) 19541;
(1965) 7509

Radicals, see Free radicals.

Radiculitis:
chronic, change in serum protein of patients

during treatment with vibration baths,
USSR studv (1964) 14575

lumbo-sacral, therapeutic value of bee poison,
USSR study (1961) 7572

Radio:
altimeter STR.30-B1, information source for

instrument landing of aircraft, evalua-
tion report (1962) 11045

antenna towers, limit height, hearings (1965)
7487

Berlin conference of 4th study group, inter-
national organization, Polish report
(1961) 17451

bibliography (1961) 462
buoys, seismo-acoustic, for studying earth's

crustal structure in Indian Ocean area,
USSR (1963) 8784

college courses, directory, 1961-62 (1962)
17395

Communist China, industry (1961) 2190
control systems, USSR study (1962) 22019
doppler detectors for airport ground traffic

control, report (1961) 9711
East German, technical development (1962)

9924
electronics, Soviet progress (1962) 2650
Finnish (1961) 13167
fundamentals of, study guide (1963) 10032
general

—

power supply, unit regulated 1201-A, test
instrument calibration procedure (1962)
3418

Radio—Continued
general—Continued
standard capacitors, 509, 1409, 1401 se-

ries, cross-check procedure (1961) 13601
geodetic operations, graphoanalytical meth-

od of constructing hyperbolic net, USSR
study (1963) 6943

standard inductors, 1482 series, cross-
check procedure (1961) 5018

Government

—

periodicals and subscription services,
announcement and order form (1962)
22719

publications, price lists (1961) 1428; (1962)
20244; (1963) 21076; (1965) 18699

industry, achievements of workers in 1961
and tasks for 1962, East Germany (1962)
14085

invention, all-Union session honoring 70th
year (1965) 12767

micromodule is born, USSR study (1965)
12676

Mongolia, functions (1963) 12460
national defense education act of 1958

—

new educational media program (1961)
5932

status report, June 1960 (1961) 7136
pilots radio handbook (1962) 17457
Poland, Warsaw Radio and Television De-

sign Office, activities (1964) 12960
R-600 relay system, USSR study (1961) 9383
radar propagation, meteorological aspect

(1962) 8570
radio

—

and chemical reconnaissance squad in

advance action (1962) 10162
science, journal of research. National
Bureau of Standards (1965) 3549, 18606

technical measurements, investigations,
USSR studies (1964) 16036

radioecology, terrestrial and freshwater,
bibliography (1962) 23054

regulations

—

partial revision, and additional protocol,

text (1964) 10364
with appendixes and additional protocol,

text (1963) 20523
RF bridge general 916 AL, test instrument

calibration procedure (1962) 12618
Shanghai factory meetings (1961) 7658
solar phenomena and their physical inter-

pretation (1961) 19988

technology, research problems in Soviet
Union (1962) 5520

theodolite for accurate determination of

direction and speed at different altitudes

(1961) 15428
transmission

—

and reception, fundamentals. Air Force
manual, change (1963) 5866

direction, electronic means of providing
binaural indication (1965) 19937

frequency-shift-keyer circuit improves
PCM conversion (1964) 13195

USSR (1961) 15052
utilization under national defense education

news and reports (1961) 9047, 10555,
17194; (1963) 15452; (1964) 17928

research reports under title 7 (1965) 6123
see aiso headings beginning Radio.

Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service, gen-
eral information (1962) 23101

Radio apparatus and appliance:
Air Force Dept. procurement of AN/ARN 21

TACAN components, unnecessary costs

incurred through failure to accept op-

tion offer, GAO report (1964) 6785
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Radio apparatus and appliance—Continued

alloys of rare metals with boron and silicon,

applications, USSR study (1963) 6832
AN/GRC-19 radio sets procurement, rejec-

tion of low bid by Army Electronics
Materiel Agency, GAO review (1963)
6536

AN/PRC-41 sets. Navy Dept. procurement,
hearings, etc (1962) 15259

audio frequency impedance measuring equip-
ment, test instrument calibration proce-
dure (1961) 8105

equipment and operation, FCC rules and
regulations (1963) 10120

generation and transmission of microwave
energy (1963) 7681

industrial, scientific and medical service,

FCC rules and regulations (1961) 7377;
(1962) 7329

measuring instruments, new system of desig-
nating, USSR (1962) 819

microapparatus for registration of physiol-
ogical functions by radio, USSR study
(1961) 19692

production technology of radio-electronic
equipment, USSR study (1963) 19524

selling and servicing, bibliography (1962)
1812

servicemen, employment outlook (1962) 8417
test instrument calibration procedure

—

crystal test set TS-268/U through
TS-268E/U (1962) 3426

general, 1203-A and 1203-B unit power
supply (1962) 3419

test set

—

AN/TRM-3, test instrument calibration
procedure (1962) 12616

TS-622/U (AN/URM-44), test instrument
calibration procedure (1961) 17771

U.S. market in

—

Greece (1962) 11053
Indonesia (1962) 11054
Surinam (1961) 18113
United Kingdom (1962) 11055

vessels, inspection, extend period-
law (1962) 23211
reports (1961) 8925; (1962) 21123

see also name of apparatus or appliance.
Radio astronomy:
atmospheric aspects, bibliography (1963)

11100
celestial radio sources, measurements of

positions, fluxes, sizes at 10.2 cm (1961)
1388

Communist China, translation (1961) 15511
electromagnetic-radiation, environment of

satellite (1962) 20138-139
extragalactic radio sources (1965) 14826
investigations and instruments, Soviet-

American symposium (1962) 10073

ionospheric and tropospheric scintillations
of star at zero to 5 degrees of elevation
(1965) 10113

lunar occultations of radio sources, 1963-64
(1963) 21029

lunar thermal emission measurements (1963)
50

measurements of 2 total eclipses (1963) 1738
observations used for determining position

of region where characteristics of solar
atmosphere change rapidly, USSR study
(1965) 1195

optics of millimeter waves, USSR study
(1963) 2520

physics of nonthermal radio sources (1965)
5112

planetary studies in USSR (1962) 6021
Poland, development, problems and pros-

pects (1962) 13984

Radio astronomy—Continued
program, progress, hearings (1962) 23374
radio star scintillations

—

brief study (1965) 106
measurement at subauroral latitude (1965)
7086

solar

—

bursts of spectral types 2 and 4, their re-

lations to optical phenomena and geo-
magnetic activity (1963) 9386

radio bursts, very low frequency envelope
spectra (1965) 4184

radio emission

—

bursts, USSR study (1965) 12596
velocity of corpuscular streams in solar
corona based on observations (1964)
20624

spectrum of discrete cosmic radio emissions
of Cassiopeia-A at frequencies below 30
mc (1962) 931

star scintillation over Canada during July
20, 1963 eclipse (1964) 19153

studies (1963) 13199
survey (1963) 9605
tracking of Cygnus A and Cassiopeia A by

Minitrack system (1962) 10504
transmission of information by extraterres-

tial civilizations, USSR study (1964)
14648

USSR-
major center (1962) 2663
studies (1963) 2600

Radio balance, see Radiation balance.
Radio Beacon Ionospheric Satellite, see Satel-

lites.

Radio broadcast technicians, examination
announcement, amendment (1962) 14986

Radio broadcasting:
advertisementsg pr5bt F.C.C. from making

rules rel. length, etc.

—

hearings (1964) 2114
reports (1964) 2080, 4483

advertising opportunities for small business
report (1963) 2045

American broadcasting, ample meeting
grounds for Government and industry to
work together as team (remarks) (1965)
9849

applications, FCC (1961) 3152; (1963) 3646;
(1964) 3464; (1965) 3357

reports (1962) 3643
standard, Hst (1962) 4351

broadcast actions, reports (1961) 3151;
(1962) 3642; (1963) 3646; (1964) 3464;
(1965) 3357

broadcasting the weather (address) (1965)
8362

campaign expenditures, reimbursement,
hearings (1961) 10520, 14755

Communist China's industry (1962) 15842
conelrad, 640 or 1240 kilocycles (1961) 5512
criminal code provisions, text (1961) 5983
deceptive practices in contests of knowledge,

etc., prohibit, hearings (1961) 392
editorializing, hearings (1964) 6363
educational AM and FM stations, by State

and city (1961) 7328
emergency broadcast system

—

EBS plan (1964) 8153; (1965) 5734
interim plan (1963) 15478

evaluation of recent developments (address)
(1963) 10114

experimental, auxiliary, and special services,
FCC rules and regulations (1964) 3989;
(1965) 3361

facilities, agreement with Philippines (1965)
20105

fairness doctrine

—

applied to editorializing in broadcasts
(address) (1964) 15887
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Radio broadcasting—Continued
fairness doctrine—Continued

current interpretation (address) (1964)

2309
frequency modulation, techniques, USSR

study (1962) 889
government control of programs, questions

raised (address) (1962) 23510
governmental role (address) (1962) 15542

job opportunities, programming personnel,

engineers, technicians, office personnel,

chart (1962) 22447
ledgership or leadership (address) (1963)

2256
local live programming in prime time (ad-

dress) (1963) 13905
maintenance of transcribed weather broad-

cast equipment, FAA handbook (1965)

7623
market news survey (1961) 6626
Mexican agreement, report (1963) 20537
more equitable distribution of facilities (re-

marks) (1964) 2312
North American regional agreement, report

(1963) 20537
occupations, employment outlook (1962)

8405; (1964) 7396
organizations, protection, international

convention, report on conference (1962)

13531
payola and other deceptive practices, hear-

ings, index (1961) 18958
presidential campaigns, equal time, amend

act, hearings (1961) 10520, 14755
program

—

improvement, dependent on expressed pub-

lic interest (address) (1963) 12097
ratings, evaluation of statistical methods
used in obtaining, report (1961) 7090

programs, regulations, problems and dan-

gers (address) (1962) 2453
public responsibility and journalistic func-

tion (address) (1963) 17428
radio broadcasting, and community leader-

ship (address) (1962) 2454
ratings, methodology, accuracy, and use,

hearings (1963) 17173, 18948; (1964)

12142; (1965) 4523
regulation, laws, codes or competition (ad-

dress) (1963) 13904
revenues, expenses, and income (1962) 5153

services, FCC rules and regulations (1962)

5154, 7330, 11756, 13782, 19474, 23513;

(1963) 488, 6397, 10118, 12099; (1964)

3989, 10515; (1965) 3361
Soviet communist broadcasting, 1948-59,

report (1962) 20359
standard

—

applications ready and available, lists

(1963) 3646
band, agreement vnth Mexico (1961) 20180

USSR, research to improve (1961) 4696
utilization under national defense education

act, news and reports (1961) 10556
weather aids (1961) 12815-816, 19444; (1962)

667
Atlantic and Mediterranean area (1963)

21054; (1964) 20677; (1965) 6822, 8198
Pacific and Indian Oceans area (1964)

3075, 21818; (1965) 6823, 13099

see a/so Radio communication—Radio sta-

tions.

Radio chemical Laboratory, Research Insti-

tute for Heavy Chemical Industry, Hun-
gary, activities (1962) 17687

Radio chemistry, paper chromatographic and
electromigration techniques (1962) 16393

Radio codes, question of feasibility of using
high-base frequency codes, USSR study

(1965) 2751

Radio communication:
advertising opportunities for small business,

hearings (1962) 17133
aerospace disturbances, additional facilities

for research program, agreement with
Australia (1965) 13301

agreement with

—

Bolivia (1962) 6473
Paraguay (1961) 1529

amateur

—

service, FCC rules and regulations (1961)

4186, 17231; (1962) 11757, 13785, 17461,

23516; (1964) 3992, 6626; (1965) 3364
stations on behalf of 3d parties, agree-

ment with

—

Brazil (1965) 15082
Colombia (1964) 7777
Israel (1965) 18780

antenna

—

and receiving-system noise-temperature
calculation (1962) 12569

beam elevation angle for control of tro-

pospheric interference between space
system earth terminals and terrestrial

stations (1963) 18192
Apollo Unified S-Band Technical Conference

proceedings (1965) 19890

applications, FCC (1961) 3154; (1962) 3689;

(1963) 3646; (1964) 3464; (1965) 3357
attenuation during reentry, measurement

(RAM), rocket used (1963) 7268
aviation

—

public safety, industrial, and land trans-
portation services, FCC rules and regu-
lations (1961) 4185, 9088, 12612, 19296;
(1962) 2456, 17460, 21726, 23515; (1963)

12100; (1964) 3991, 8534; (1965) 3363
services, FCC rules and regulations (1963)

6399
binary systems using wideband signals

(1963) 7595
broadcast services, FCC rules and regula-

tions (1961) 506, 1961, 5986, 7378, 9086,

10581, 14844-845, 19295
citizens radio service

—

FCC rules and regulations (1961) 4186;
(1962) 9592, 11757, 13785, 17461, 23516;
(1964) 3992, 6626; (1965) 3364

whither or whether (address) (1962) 19475
collation study of highly magnetic period,

Sept. 20-23, 1963 (1965) 4185
Communist China, military (1962) 1204
communist penetration of facilities

—

hearings (1961) 379
report (1962) 391

computing maximum usable frequencies,

USSR study (1963) 10698
cosmic emissions, effect on reception of in-

formation on satellites, etc (1965) 14514

data from radiotelegraph carriers' reports
(1961) 3147; (1962) 4146; (1963) 3990;

(1964) 3817
description and purpose of Ionosphere Bea-

con Satellite S-45 (1961) 7979
domestic public services, FCC rules and reg-

ulations (1961) 509, 4187-88, 5988, 12613;

(1962) 23517; (1963) 8224; (1964) 3993,

10516; (1965) 3365

equal opportunities for nominees for Presi-

dent and Vice President, suspension for

1960, operation, preliminary report,

hearings (1961) 7289
equal time for nominees for President and

Vice President, suspend for 1964

—

hearings (1962) 23411; (1963) 9940, 17307
reports (1963) 11820, 11843; (1964) 12050

experimental

—

auxiliary, and special broadcast services,

FCC rules and regulations (1961) 9086
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Radio communication—Continued
experimental—Continued

services, FCC rules and regulations (1961)
4183; (1962) 21724, 23512; (1964) 3988,
6625; (1965) 3360

facilities for transmission of official mes-
sages, agreement with Guinea (1963)
16587

Geneva regulations, ratification, reports
(1961) 20596; (1962) 14609; (1964) 18967

HF centers, siting criteria, engineering
guide (1962) 14498

industrial

—

and land transportation services, FCC
rules and regulations (1962) 15543

radio services, FCC rules and regulations
(1963) 13907

scientific, and medical service, FCC rules
and regulations (1961) 17230; (1963)
2258; (1964) 3988, 6625; (1965) 3360

services, FCC rules and regulations (1961)
5987, 20728

interference, FCC to regulate harmful de-

vices, hearing (1965) 19487
international fixed public services, FFC

rules and regulations (1962) 11758,
23517; (1963) 8224; (1964) 3993, 10516;
(1965) 3365

ionospheric F2 layer's maximum usable fre-

quency, monthly forecasts, USSR study
(1963) 12335

journalist. Navy training course (1961) 4996
laws of United States, compilation (1963)

217
licenses, new pre-grant procedure for ob-

taining, etc., amend communications act,

hearings (1961) 392
lines, graphical-analytical method for calcu-

lation, USSR study (1965) 2493
lunar surface, study (1964) 20640
optimum methods of radio reception during

fluctuating noises, USSR study (1965)
19740

plasma effects on Apollo re-entry (1965) 8113

probability problem through layer Es, USSR
study (1964) 20058

progress report from FCC, hearings (1965)
12323

RACES emergency communications, general
information (1962) 23101

radiotelegraphy, USSR study (1964) 7276
reentry vehicle plasma conditions, potas-

sium-seeded cyanogen oxygen flames
experiments (1961) 4924

relay

—

lines, USSR study (1962) 9934
systems design, USSR study (1965) 5002

required signal-to-noise ratios, RF signal
power, and bandwidth for multichannel
systems (1962) 22612

safety and special radio services, FCC appli-
cations and actions (1961) 3158; (1962)
4312; (1963) 3646; (1964) 3464; (1965)
3357

scatter wave radio facility, construction,
agreement with China, Republic (1963)
1544-46

ship radio safety requirements, modernize

—

hearings (1965) 12189, 19487
law (1965) 15469
reports (1965) 12103, 14101

short-wave, optimum working frequencies,
USSR study (1965) 9378

Soviet use of radiogeodesic stations in mak-
ing topographic maps (1962) 23715

space rockets, USSR study (1964) 16525
speech-intelligibility and talker-recognition

tests of Air Force systems (1963) 9615

Radio communication—Continued
submarine rescue VHF/UHF transmitting

buoy

—

electrical and radio design (1963) 11170
mechanical design considerations (1962)

12595
theory, structure of functions with limited

spectrum etc., USSR study (1963) 8869
towers, abandoned or unused, painting,

marking, and dismantlement

—

hearings (1965) 17716, 19487
law (1965) 19145
reports (1961) 8948; (1965) 14099, 17636

towers and masts, aid in surface atmospher-
ic layer measurements, USSR study
(1961) 15317

treaty matters

—

experimental services, incidental and re-

stricted devices, industrial, scientific and
medical services, FCC rules and regula-
tions (1962) 7329

FCC rules and regulations (1961) 505,
4183, 5985, 12611, 17230; (1962) 515,
11755, 13781, 17459, 21724, 23512; (1963)
2258, 10117, 13906; (1964) 3988, 6625;
(1965) 3360

tropospheric communication circuits, equip-
ment characteristics and their relation
to system performance (1963) 3176

ultrashort wave space, Soviet-British tests
(1965) 19722

very low frequency synchronizing system,
description (1961) 6380

VHF and UHF receiving equipment, mainte-
nance, FAA handbook (1965) 533, 9078,
18064

VHF, in air transportation, Czechoslovaki-
an study (1963) 12570

wideband

—

adaptive communication system (1963)
9598

microwave connections, Hungarian re-

search (1962) 7685
systems, information transfer efficiency

(1963) 7595, 9598
Zanzibar, agreement with Great Britain

(1961) 11585
Radio converters, see Frequency changers.

Radio direction finding, bibliography, 1955-61
(1962) 22614

Radio direction finders:

maintenance of equipment (1965) 9079
Rawin sets AN/GMD-IA and AN/GMD-IB,

operators maintenance and operation,
technical manual (1961) 6753

Rawin set AN/GMD-2—
antenna, modification evaluation tech-
nique (1963) 5877

evaluation of varactor diode parametric
amplifier (1964) 65

Radio engineering:
abstracts pertaining to Communist China in

Soviet journals (1963) 14377
important problems, USSR study (1962) 1372

news of higher educational institutions,
USSR (1961) 845, 867, 984, 2162, 7685,
10845-846, 12887, 15071, 20903; (1962)
786, 1377, 1458, 5719, 11998, 13995,
14111, 17723, 22111; (1963) 745, 6671,
10753, 12490, 14345, 20796; (1964) 2500,
7021, 7308, 9209

USSR-
achievements, review (1965) 16510
metrology (1964) 19990
recent developments (1964) 2919
translations from Izvestiya VUZov (1964)

14479, 20021, 21484
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Radio Engineering Laboratories, Inc., unneces-
sary testing costs included in prices of
Klystron tubes purchased. Air Force
Dept., GAO report (1965) 6317

Radio engineers:
examination announcement, discontinuance

notice (1961) 8560
training, USSR studies (1963) 14401

Radio equipment, see Radio apparatus and
equipment.

Radio facility charts, see Maps and charts.
Radio field intensity, see Field intensity (ra-

dio).

Radio frequencies:
ablation materials, thermal performance

and radio-frequency transmissivity
(1964) 21749

above 30 megacycles per second, agreement
with Canada (1963) 5729

allocation

—

between Government and non-Government
groups, hearings (1962) 412

FCC rules and regulations (1961) 505,
4183, 5985, 12611, 17230; (1962) 515,
7329, 11755, 13781, 17459, 21724, 23512;
(1963) 2258, 10117, 10120, 13906; (1964)
3988, 6625; (1965) 3360

audio frequency general radio 546-C for
voltmeters, instrument calibration pro-
cedure (1961) 13602

band, 10 kilocycles to 100 megacycles, world-
wide noise levels expected, errata (1962)
6307

class 1-A clear channel frequencies, express-
ing sense of House of Representatives,
report (1962) 15238

clinical syndromes arising under effect of
various radio frequency bands, USSR
study (1965) 9396

computing maximum usable frequencies,
USSR study (1963) 10698

coordination and use above 30 megacycles
per second, agreement with Canada
(1965) 18783

devices, FCC rules and regulations (1964)
6625; (1965) 3360

fading correlation bandwidth and short-term
frequency stability measurements on
high-frequencv transauroral path (1963)
5620

frequency

—

correction device uses digital circuitry
(1965) 18521

offset in linear FM/CW transponder elimi-

nates clutter (1965) 9688
h-parameters of transistors, device for

measuring. Communist China (1961)
1021

inductive and capacitive heating of hydro-
gen plasma in magnetic field (1965) 6753

interactions among bandwidth, center fre-

quency, and type of distortion in speech
intelligibility (1965) 11377

low-pressure discharge, 2-step process to
increase atomic hydrogen ion production
(1965) 13057

mass spectrometer for investigation of ionic

composition of upper atmosphere (1961)
4949

mutual interference between surface and
satellite communications systems (1963)
16421

noise, instrumentation for measurement of
cosmic noise at 0.75, 1.225 and 2.0 Mc/s
from rocket (1965) 9625

propagation through inhomogeneous, mag-
neto-active, nonlinear plasma medium
(1965) 117

Radio frequencies—Continued
optimum working, short-wave communica-

tions, USSR study (1965) 9378
quarterly noise data (1962) 22609; (1963)

9209, 12900; (1964) 13274, 16740, 18806;
(1965) 1499, 8144

radio frequencies and time signals from
NBS stations

—

WWV and WWVH (1961) 2597, 6422, 20000
WWV, WWVH, WWVB, & WWVL (1965)
6777

radio spectrum, efficient use of (1962) 22622
RF impedance probe and CW propagation

techniques, simultaneous measurement
of ionospheric electron densities (1962)
6289

RF signal sources, Weinschel MS-8, MS-12,
MS-13 frequency range as observed on
oscilloscope, test instrument calibration
procedure (1961) 11487

signals with coincident frequency spectra,
increasing receiver sensitivity, USSR
study (1963) 10503

solar bursts, type IV, geomagnetic storms,
and polar cap absorption (PCA) events
(1963) 20132

space telecommunications, policy planning
(1961) 1895

spectrum characteristics, measurement, mili-

tary standard (1962) 5076
studies of solar flare effects and other iono-

spheric disturbances with high frequen-
cy Doppler technique (1965) 11529

transmission of signals through energy-
absorbing element of spacecraft, trans-
parency of materials, evaluation (1965)
14739

see also Frequency meters.
Radio frequency filters:

adjustable, general 1231-P5M, instrument
calibration procedure, technical manual
(1964) 13358

helical coaxial-resonator makes excellent RF
filter (1965) 5126

high-pass RF coaxial filter rejects dc and
low frequency signals (1965) 1422

voltage tunable filter for P-band communica-
tion receivers (1964) 13337

Radio frequency interference meter (1963)
18305

Radio frequency modulation:
bandwidth optimization for frequency shift

keying (1965) 18552
basic principles of pulse frequency modula-

tion (1962) 22559
broadcast stations of world (1963) 15548;

(1965) 16234
calculation of distortion in linear networks

(1965) 14952
circuit reduces distortion of FM modulator

(1965) 11426
error rates in multiple FSK systems and

signal-to-noise characteristics of FM
and PCM-FS systems (1963) 9212

FM's past history, present status, and fu-

ture (address) (1963) 4885
information transmission, application in

hydrological instrument-building, USSR
study (1965) 19787

Project Echo demodulators with negative
feedback (1961) 19984

pulsed frequency modulation

—

decommutator (1962) 16047
telemetry (1964) 5529

pulses, use of recirculation for compression,
USSR study (1964) 5020

single-sideband modulation using phase net-

works, USSR study (1962) 5699
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Radio frequency modulation—Continued

techniques in radio broadcasting, USSR
study (1962) 889

unidirectional, sensitivity (1964) 5463
Radio in navigation:

aids (1961) 736, 4332, 19443; (1962) 13893,

21853; (1963) 7354-55, 14622,18216
Atlantic and Mediterranean area (1964)

5579, 14993, 20675; (1965) 5293, 13097
Pacific and Indian Oceans area (1964)

14994, 20676; (1965) 5294, 8197, 13098
ground instructors, radio navigation, writ-

ten exanination guide (1961) 17269
Radio interference:

meters, AN/URM-6, AN/URM-6B, and Stod-

dart Aircraft Radio Co. NM-lOA, test

instrument calibration procedure (1961)

15900
mutual interference between surface and

satellite communications systems (1963)

16421
radio frequency interference meter (1963)

18305
shielding of internal combustion engines

—

catalog (1963) 9521
installation, etc., handbook (1963) 9520

Radio interferometers, see Interferometers.
Radio measurements, positions, fluxes, sizes of

celestial radio sources at 10.2 cm (1961)

1388
Radio-mimitic compounds, Hungarian study

(1962) 5402
Radio navigation, see Navigation.
Radio noise, see Noise.

Radio operators:
amateur, alien, agreements, authorize to

operate in U.S. and

—

Australia (1965) 16876
Belgium (1965) 15088
Bolivia (1965) 11723
Costa Rica (1964) 20843
Dominican Republic (1965) 9952
Peru (1965) 20100
Portugal (1965) 15081
Sierra Leone (1965) 20096

amateur, alien, authorize to operate in U.S.

and Puerto Rico

—

hearings (1963) 19049; (1964) 10323
law (1964) 12008
reports (1963) 19025; (1964) 10225, 10267

amateur, 5-cent commemorative stamp (post-

er) (1965) 1554
commercial

—

FCC rules and regulations (1961) 9085;
(1962) 19473; (1963) 487, 2257; (1964)

3987, 6624; (1965) 3359
guide and reference material for exams,
supplement (1962) 7331

licenses to nationals of U.S.

—

hearing (1962) 11465
law (1962) 11282
reports (1961) 14606; (1962) 9352

licensing, amend subversive activities con-

trol act, hearings (1961) 379
Navy training course (1961) 9643
RACES emergency communications, general

information (1962) 23101
radioman 1 & C, Navy training course (1963)

16457
radioman 3 & 2, Navy training course (1964)

9680
radiotelephone third class operator permit

examination, study guide and reference

material (1964) 651, 19677
transmitter and receiver operator, examina-

tion announcement (1962) 13111; (1963)

182; (1964) 8157
Radio Peking attacks on Soviet Union criti-

cized, USSR (1964) 1196

Radio physics, see Radiophysics.
Radio propagation, see Radio waves.
Radio programs, see Radio broadcasting.
Radio publications price lists (1961) 5073;

(1962) 18406; (1963) 16491
Radio pulse code modulation, PCM error

correction and synchronization code
(1964) 14860

Radio ranges, maintenance of L/MF range
equipment (1965) 4695

see aiso Omniranges.
Radio receivers, see Receivers (radio).

Radio-release technique for

—

measurement of moisture in gases, final

report (1964) 13705
tracing stream flows (1965) 15257

Radio repairmen, employment outlook (1964)
9436

Radio services, see Radio communications.
Radio sets, see Radio apparatus and appli-

ances.
Radio signals:
atmospheric, amplitude-probability distribu-

tions (1961) 1338
attenuation

—

due to plasma sheath on hypersonic
blunt-nosed cone (1964) 3021

measurement vehicles, 4-stage systems,
jet-pluming interference by computer
simulation of measured flight motions,
analysis (1964) 3016

device for continuous recording of signal to

noise ratio, USSR study (1964) 11147
instrumentation for classification of space

signals (1961) 1390
intercept at sea and countermeasures, USSR

study (1964) 2481
ionospheric effects, siting criteria for HS

communication centers, engineering
guide (1962) 14498

phase and amplitude diversity in over-water
transmissions (1965) 9770

phase variations of 18 kc/s signals from
NBA observed at

—

Boulder, Colo (1964) 11436
College, Alaska (1965) 18613
Frankfurt, Germany (1964) 3052
Maui, Hawaii (1964) 9636

required signal-to-noise ratios, RF signal
power, and bandwidth for multichannel
systems (1962) 22612

rhythmic, chronometer supplying description
(1961) 11233

very-low-frequency, penetration of iono-

sphere, interim results of LOFTI I ex-

periment (1962) 12602
wideband, used in binary communications

systems (1963) 7595
Radio spectrum, see Radio frequencies.
Radio stations:
amateur, alien, agreements authorizing op-

eration in U.S. and

—

Australia (1965) 16876
Belgium (1965) 15088
Costa Rica (1964) 20843
Dominican Republic (1965) 9952
Portugal (1965) 15081
Sierra Leone (1965) 20096

amateur, alien, authorize to operate in U.S.
and Puerto Rico

—

hearings (1963) 19049; (1964) 10323
law (1964) 12008
reports (1963) 19025; (1964) 10225, 10267

amateur, exchange of messages on behalf of

third parties, agreement with

—

Bolivia (1962) 6473
Dominican Republic (1963) 16584
El Salvador (1962) 18470
Paraguay (1961) 1529
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Radio stations—Continued
national plan for civil defense mobiliza-

tion (1961) 14002
broadcasting stations, licensing, etc., amend

communications act, hearings (1962)
9392

broadcasting stations of world

—

amplitude modulation-

—

indexed by country and city (1965) 16232

indexed by frequency (1965) 16233
frequency modulation, indexed by country,

city, frequency (1965) 16234
indexed by

—

call letters and station name or slogan
(1962) 5225A

country and city (1962) 5224; (1963)
15546

country, city, and frequency (1962) 5226;
(1963) 15548

frequency (1962) 5225; (1963) 15547
television, indexed by country, city, fre-

quency (1965) 18175
class 1-A clear channel, power in excess of

50 kilowatts, expressing sense of House
of Representatives, report (1962) 15238

construction permits, etc., where interests of

Congress are involved, hearings (1963)

19049
daytime, extend hours of operation

—

hearings (1962) 13521
report (1962) 15181

educational, by State and city (1961) 7328;

(1962) 17397; (1963) 10068; (1965) 16089

educational, surplus property donation, clar-

ify law

—

law (1962) 23186
report (1962) 21465

employees, exemption from overtime pay
under FLSA (1962) 18566; (1963) 3396;
(1964) 3187; (1965) 3081, 1333

FCC to impose fines for violations of rules

and regulations

—

hearing (1962) 11465
law (1962) 13301
reports (1961) 10470; (1962) 9353

foreign governments, authorize to construct
and operate in D.C.

—

hearings (1962) 19188, 21545
law (1962) 23195
reports (1962) 19100, 19145, 19279, 21492

frequency and equipment lists (1965) 14243
licensees and station personnel, responsibili-

ties, hearings, index (1961) 18958
licenses in safety and special services, re-

newal more than 30 days prior to expi-

ration

—

hearing (1962) 11465
law (1962) 11276
reports (1961) 10477; (1962) 9354

maritime services, on land, shipboard, etc.,

FCC rules and regulations (1961) 507,

1962, 4184, 7379, 9087, 10582, 14846;
(1962) 516, 13783, 21725, 23514; (1963)
6398, 10119; (1964) 3990; (1965) 543, 3362

overseas military information programs,
report (1962) 9342

Pacifica Foundation, investigation, hearings
(1963) 15396

print additional copies, report (1963)
15345

programs, regulations and problems (ad-

dress) (1962) 11753
quarterly radio noise data, (1962) 22609;

(1963) 9209, 12900
standard frequency and time signals

—

NBS stations WWV and WWVH (1961)
2597, 6422, 20000

NBS stations WWV, WWVH, WWVB, &
WWVL (1965) 6777

Radio stations—Continued
voice of America radio relay facilities,

agreement with Liberia (1962) 1847
see also names of radio stations.

Radio-strontium, see Strontium isotopes.
Radio-strontium isotopes, see Strontium iso-

topes.
Radio telegraphy, see Radio communication.
Radio telephone:
cargo vessels in Hawaiian waters, permit,

hearings (1964) 10326
FDM telephony transmission over SSB-PM

satellite communication system, non-
linear noise analysis (1964) 14892

Radio telescopes:
antenna, reception increased by reducing

scattering from supports, USSR study
(1965) 12760

radio telescope proposed for Byurakan ob-
servatory, USSR (1965) 16481

Radio transmitters, see Transmitters.
Radio waves:

absorption, measurement, at Loparskaya,
USSR (1965) 11255

antennas and radio propagation, technical
manual (1963) 11543

antipodal focussing (1963) 18193
basic radio propagation predictions (1962)

3487; (1963) 3476
centimeter

—

band, effect on higher nervous activity
and hematogenic and reproductive or-

gans, USSR study (1962) 11126
range, effect on mouse fertility (1963)

19502
continuous-wave radar principles, USSR

study (1964) 6896
cross-modulation, theory (1965) 11511
CW propagation and RF impedance probe

techniques, simultaneous measurement
of ionospheric electron densities (1961)
6289

diffraction and propagation, USSR studies
(1964) 20016, 21612

directional scattering of UHF signals by
meteor trails, USSR study (1963) 6653

electromagnetic-radiation environment of
satellite (1961) 20139

elevated duct propagation in trade-wind re-

gion (1961) 6347
error probabilities for spread channels

(1965) 4205
fields, public health research in RSFSR,

USSR (1961) 14021
ground wave and tropospheric wave trans-

mission loss prediction formula (1962)
4968

intensity of radio wave scatter from ice sur-
faces, USSR study (1965) 18377

ionospheric

—

ducting investigation with ORBIS beacon
(1964) 5875

electron density profiles of wavemotions in

ionosphere caused by nuclear detona-
tions (1963) 13198

F2 layer's maximum usable frequency,
monthly forecasts, USSR study (1963)
12335

propagation, bibliography, 1955-61 (1961)
22614

radio propagation (1965) 11525
long and ultralong, propagation, character-

istics, USSR study (1962) 10888
lunar

—

radio emission, physical state and nature
of moon's surface (1964) 14911

reflection circuit, use in study of ionos-

pheric electron density (1964) 5609
mode sum for LF, VLF, ELF terrestrial

fields (1964) 20639
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Radio waves—Continued
path integrals for low and very low frequen-

cies, numerical values (1965) 18618
plane wave propagation in nonlinear, in-

homogeneous, time-dependent plasma
medium (1965) 7102

propagation

—

approximate methods for computation, in

nonuniform media (1965) 16607
attenuation of ground wave of low fre-

quency electromagnetic pulse (1965)

9773
calculations of field near apex of wedge
surface (1964) 3051

east-west ionospheric paths, sunrise ef-

fects (1964) 13629
effect of heavy ions, with special reference

to nuclear environment (1965) 13066
ground waves in permafrost zone, specific

features (1965) 18309
ionospheric, errata (1962) 17736
journal of research. National Bureau of
Standards (1964) 3631, 13272

propagation through inhomogeneous,
magneto-active, nonlinear plasma medi-
um (1965) 117

transmission loss predictions for tropo-
spheric communication circuits (1965)
11527-528

ultrashort waves, USSR study (1965) 5002
USSR studies (1964) 20016; (1965) 7936

radio propagation

—

basic, predictions (1961) 3636
Journal of research. National Bureau of
Standards (1961) 3977; (1962) 3492, 6420,
11441; (1963) 3818, 9206, 11094, 12896

rocket measurements of upper atmosphere
(1961) 8506

radio star scintillations, study (1965) 106
real-time compensation for tropospheric ra-

dio refractive effects on range measure-
ments (1964) 20530

reflection

—

and transmission process, plasma collision

frequencies proportional to energy
(1963) 9211

from lossy magnetoplasma, numerical cal-

culations (1964) 1499
refraction in troposphere, USSR study

(1965) 18367
refractive index

—

for U.S. and world, climatic charts and
data (1962) 4967

measuring techniques, survey (1961) 20171
scattering

—

by turbulent inhomogeneities of tropos-
phere, USSR study (1964) 971

profiles of electron density over magnetic
equator obtained using incoherent scat-
ter technique (1963) 7312

superlong, propagation, USSR study (1964)
20031

synoptic radio meteorology (1961) 22611
transverse diffusion during wave diffraction

on wedge (1965) 18375
tropospheric propagation, bibliography

(1965) 8151
ultrashort

—

long-range propagation (1961) 7592
scatter, propagation, selected foreign ref-

erences (1962) 13421
variability of refraction coefficient of
atmosphere, aerological research, USSR
(1964) 2566

wave space radio communications, Soviet-
British tests (1965) 19722

use of UHF in complex therapy of osteoar-
thritic tuberculosis, USSR study (1961)
5618

Radio waves—Continued
vertical test range for antenna radiation

measurements (1965) 9704, 14818
VHF ionospheric scatter system loss meas-

urements, European-Mediterranean area
(1965) 2939

VLF, calculated diffraction effects from lo-

calized ionospheric depression (1964)
7580

VLF, earth-ionosphere waveguide character-
istics (1965) 5258

see aiso Microwaves.
Radioactivation analysis:

activation analysis-
automated, investigations (1965) 10179
radiochemical (1964) 16741
rare-earth elements. Communist China

(1963) 10562
rare-earth impurities in yttrium (1962)
2058

research studies (1964) 10034
computer-coupled, automatic activation

analysis (1965) 4266
literature search (1963) 16856
neutrons, fundamentals and applications

(1963) 20334
solubility of columbium-1% zirconium in so-

dium by activation analysis (1965) 14948

Radioactive decay, correction factors (1965)
14993

Radioactive isotopes, see Isotopes.

Radioactive substances:
AEC air cleaning conference, report (1961)

3811
aerosols, method of inhalation poisoning of

animals, USSR study (1965) 14528
agents of mass destruction, USSR defensive

measures (1961) 12975
artificial radioactive elements, chemical

technology, principles (1964) 7126
basic compulsory sanitary-prophylactic

standards for appraisal of environment
during work of accelerators, USSR
study (1962) 17892

biosphere contamination by products of nu-
clear tests, evaluation (1962) 23000

cancerogenic properties at remote period of
their action, USSR study (1962) 18018

errata (1962) 23626
colloids and suspendoids, cancer therapy by

means of intratumoral deposition,
Czechoslovakian study (1962) 7867

contamination of materials used in scientific

research (1961) 18060
control in underground uranium mine air.

Governors' conference report (1961)
11531

delivery conditions. East German decree
(1962) 7691

deposits, geologic investigations, 1942-60,
bibliography (1961) 11797

eliminating hazards from waste water,
USSR study (1962) 1089

fire service emergency training

—

basic course

—

charts (1961) 19245
instructor's guide (1961) 20686
research manual (1961) 20687
study guide (1961) 19240
instructor's guide (1961) 7339
student manual (1961) 7340

in plants, USSR study (1962) 19999
in water resources of, U.S., data (1962)

19573
incidents involving AEC shipments (1963)

139; (1964) 1778
inert gases as tracers for petroleum reser-

voir studies (1961) 6296
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Radioactive substances—Continued

international traffic in materials (remarks)
(1963) 9697

liquid wastes injected into aquifer through
wells, temperature rise determination
(1961) 12790

luminous compounds, condition of cardiovas-
cular system in workers with, problems
(1964) 6998

material disposal facilities operation, tech-

nical manual (1962) 11012
minerals, reconnaissance in southern part of

Brazil (1962) 2083
northern seas, biological indicators of weak

contaminations, USSR study (1963) 8992
nuclear fallout debris disposition, annual

report (1961) 5379
packaging and regulatory standards for

shipping, summary of report of AEC
symposium (1963) 7710

protection of grain products from radioac-
tive, chemical and bacterial substances
discussed, USSR study (1964) 14591

radioactive—

-

probes, use in measuring characteristics
of snowpacks (1963) 19259

source production at Boris Kidric Insti-

tute, Yugoslavia (1965) 18332
radiological emergency procedures for

non-specialist (1964) 1786, 15291
regulations governing work with radioactive

substances, Bulgaria (1965) 16436
safe handling of materials (1964) 9633
safety in laboratory use, USSR studies

(1964) 18266
safety rules for working with radioactive

materials (1963) 4475

sanitary regulations

—

and safety requirements in work with ra-

diation (1962) 189
relating to work, USSR study (1962) 7798

scavenging radioactive particulate matter
and aerosols in connection with nuclear
reactor operation, summarv report
(1962) 14899

shipping and storage, literature search
(1963) 18588

shipping

—

at NRTS (1961) 236
containers

—

structural integrity, study of transport
operations, etc (1963) 5941

testing program, report of conference
(1962) 23059

handling, storage, literature search (1961)
5386

toxicology, USSR study (1963) 20803
transportation (1964) 11855

Federal regulations, handbook (1965) 7173
regulations (remarks) (1962) 6713

uranium mills, waste characteristics (1963)
9351

USSR-
sanitary regulations of work and trans-
portation (1962) 9932

transportation regulations (1962) 1147

utilization

—

sanitary control in USSR national econo-
my (1962) 2731

sanitation inspection problems, USSR
study (1962) 11968

wastes in atmosphere, USSR study (1962)
9864

Yugoslav radioactive products for industri-
al uses (1965) 12642

see also Radiohydrogeology—Waste prod-
ucts

—

also names of radioactive miner-
als, etc.

Radioactive waste disposal:
atomic energy research (1962) 8988
calcination, etc., of high level wastes in sol-

id, stable media, report of
3d working meeting (1963) 5946
4th working meeting (1965) 196

contributions to problems of radioactive
waste disposal (series) (1961) 12790;
(1963) 10288, 14023

decontamination of waste waters, USSR
study (1964) 20366

dispersion of dissolved or suspended materi-
als in flowing streams (1964) 4794

facilities, operation, technical manual (1962)
11012

fixation in stable, solid media, report of 2d
working meeting (1961) 16219

ground, 2d conference, Sept. 26-29, 1961
(1962) 14892

hazards and protection 4.00, bibliography
(1962) 18728

incinerator for solid combustible wastes
containing low-level radioactivity (1962)
23978

inorganic exchange materials, use for waste
treatment, meeting (1963) 7709

ion-exchange minerals, survey of literature
(1962) 7477

liquid

—

entrainment studies (1961) 8378
in resin-in-pulp-type uranium milling flow-

sheet (1963) 3075
waste in

—

Durango-tvpe uranium milling flowsheet
(1962) 1637

Shiprock-type ranium milling flowsheet
(1962) 20110

low-level wastes, treatment, handling, dis-

posal (1964) 15290
nuclear reactor fuel reprocessing and waste

disposal, bibliography (1962) 18726-728,
23042-45

ocean depths and problem of burying, USSR
study (1961) 775

organic matter and chemical, constituents
accumulation and cycling during early
vegetational succession on area (1963)
127

potentials in selected geologic basins (1965)
5606

processing

—

and disposal practices, bibliography (1962)
23052

annotated bibliography of selected litera-

ture (1964) 19244
radionuclides released to surface stream,

fate. Clinch River study (1965) 18207
rock salt deposits in U.S. as possible stor-

age sites (1962) 19570
sea disposal containers, design requirements

studv (1962) 18742
sites, survey (1962) 220
strength tests of prototype sea disposal

containers, final report (1962) 6706
- strontium and cesium removed from nuclear

solutions by foam separation (1961)
8405

transport

—

and dispersion of labeled bed material.
North Loup River (1965) 14414

of radionuclides in fresh water systems,
meeting report (1964) 129

treatment with ion exchange membrane elec-

trodialyzer (1962) 18701
underground salt cavities, creep, and perme-

ability of rock salt (1962) 217
uranium milling industry, guide (1963) 9350
utilization as fuel for saline water conver-

sion (1963) 12246
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Radioactive waste disposal—Continued

vegetational history and plant succession on
area (1963) 127

vegetation studies related to movement, ba-
sic data (1963) 1836

vitro-type uranium milling flowsheet (1962)

14449
waste treatment and disposal, bibliography

(1962) 23045
water-dispersion of radionuclides in open

channel flow (1965) 186
water supply and waste water systems, ra-

dioactivity detection and control (1963)

7523
Radioactivity:

aerial radiological measuring survey
(ARMS)—

Las Vegas area (1964) 4292
Norfolk-Peninsula area (1964) 4293

aeroradioactivity survey and areal geolo-

gy—
east-central New York and west-central
New England (1965) 180

Georgia nuclear laboratory area, northern
Georgia (1963) 11552

Gnome (Carlsbad) area. New Mexico and
Texas (1965) 7163

Hanford Plant area. Wash, and Oreg
(1962) 18704

Los Angeles region, Calif (1963) 5927
national reactor testing station area, Ida-

ho (1965) 5600
Oak Ridge National Laboratory area,
Tenn. and Ky (1963) 1827

air in Mount Elbrus vicinity, relationship to

meteorological conditions, USSR study
(1961) 10904

airborne

—

air filter media used for monitoring (1965)
13120

radiometric instrumentation (1962) 18705
algal, USSR studies (1963) 8944
alkaline leach milling processes (1964) 5492
Arguello, Calif., area, ARMS-2 (1965) 11913
atmosphere, nuclear meteorology problems

(1964) 8048
atmospheric

—

and fallout research supported by Divi-

sion of Biology and Medicine, AEC
(1961) 11812; (1963) 9689; (1965) 7168

Kodiak and Wales, Alaska (1962) 6360
South America and Antarctica (1961) 1403
space and time variations, USSR study

(1961) 1002
studies, Government program (1961) 5395
Washington, D.C (1963) 11153

basic concepts and laboratory determination
(1961) 9940

beach, relationship to watershed geology
(1963) 19132

behavior of artificial radioactive aerosols
(1965) 13488

beta activity in water, determination (1963)
8357

biogeochemical studies with strontium-90,
cesium-137 and others (1961) 8379

biological activity of radioactive isotopes,
USSR study (1962) 21927

buildup of radioactive products, USSR study
(1965) 2581

Camden-Delaware Valley area, ARMS-2
(1964) 111

cesium and strontium, consequences of acci-

dental releases during shipment (1962)
23033

cobalt-60, use in intracavitary therapy of
carcinom portionis vaginalis uteri (1965)
16408

Radioactivity—Continued
contamination of

—

aircraft or airmen, FAA airspace advisory
plan, Project Shoal (1965) 202

aquatic media and organisms (1963) 1822
external environment (1964) 10023
outer space, hygienic problems, USSR

study (1964) 7060
seas and oceans, USSR study (1964) 18305

control and regulation methods of industrial
processes (1961) 8373

decontamination, bibliography, annotated
(1965) 10181

deposition of matter from flowing stream

—

application to radioactive superheated
stream system (1963) 18569

general relations and equations (1963)
18568

detected in people and foodstuffs, 1958-60,
details of construction of Walter Reed
whole body counting facility (1961)
18011

determination of densities of reservoir sedi-

ments in situ with gamma probe (1962)
14727

dust cloud activity measurements, nuclear
cratering experiment (1965) 15250

ejecta studies (1963) 11574
emanating from K-40 in precipitation and

waters on territory of Vinca, Yugosla-
via (1965) 14582

estimation of population dose, population,
and surface area covered by diffusion of

radioactive clouds (1962) 179
external medium in environs of Greater

Warsaw and Swierk, Poland (1962) 7838
fallout

—

aerial survey, Project Sedan (1963) 14995
and winds (1964) 4373
bibliography (1962) 2084, 18733; (1965)

10180
biological effects and radiation protection
guides (paper) (1963) 1401

characteristics from deeply buried nuclear
detonation (1963) 14995

Christmas Island, radionuclide content of

fish, etc (1965) 11919
civil aircraft (1963) 562
contamination of environment, USSR
study (1963) 12497

collected from 10 AEC installations, data
1959 (1961) 9964

collective protection, engineering manual
(1961) 5948

contaminated areas, radiological assess-
ment (1961) 182

contamination

—

controlling (talk) (1962) 20388
of environment, public health action,

report (1962) 18422
current levels. Federal Radiation Council
guidance (1963) 6409

dairy industry problem (speech) (1962)
12825

damage to livestock in event of nuclear
war (1964) 1734

danger of increased concentration of C-14
in atmosphere, USSR study (1961) 11031

defense against, USSR studies (1964) 5342
defense on farm (1961) 6679; (1964) 19068
deposition and washout computations
based on generalized Gaussian plume
model (1964) 117

determination of fractioning coefficients

and biological availability of products
of nuclear explosions, USSR study
(1965) 11284
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Radioactivity—Continued
fallout—Continued
effect on soils and plants, USSR study

(1964) 9231
emergency

—

clothing service, manual (1965) 19004
repair of damaged housing, for repair of

housing damaged by, or as a result of,

nuclear attack (1965) 14437
engineering method for calculating protec-

tion afforded by structures (1964) 14938
fallout and your farm food (1963) 4368
family shelters of wood (1961) 305

food-chain relationships of radiostrontium
in fallout field (1965) 13510

food chains, HASL contributions to study
(1964) 15282

gamma ray exposure dose to non-urban
populations from surface deposition

(1962) 23060
gummed film results in measuring (1961)

195
Health and Safety Laboratory program,
quarterly reports (1961) 196, 5353, 8390,

16195; (1962) 23032; (1964) 115, 5962,
11860, 15281; (1965) 183, 4255, 8546,
13498

health implications, from nuclear weapons
through 1961 (1962) 13804

helpful tips about survival, must list for
every American (1961) 20089

high altitude sampling program (1962)

19622
in U.S. from nuclear weapons tests
through 1962, estimates and evaluation
(1963) 13924

livestock survival after nuclear attack
(1963) 4369

Marshall Islands tests, determination by
excretion analysis (1961) 185

measurements in above-ground and below-
ground structures (1964) 5957

meteorological evaluation (1963) 7715
nx)nitoring

—

equipment (1964) 18860
fission products in atmosphere, intercali-

bration systems employed (1963) 11181

monitors, handbook (1963) 16934
nuclear

—

as it affects farm livestock (address)
(1962) 16263

attack effects upon soil and crops (1963)
4367

bomb effects computer (1962) 11040
debris, disposition, annual report (1961)

5379
detonations, Feb. and Apr. 1960 (1961)
225

tests, general information (1964) 1787
weapons effects (1962) 11038

weapons tests

—

conference proceedings (1962) 14894
index, hearings (1961) 1854

operations in various countries, survey
(1962) 18716

planning dual-use military shelters (1964)
9902

prediction. Army technical manual (1962)
12998

program, quarterly summary reports
(1962) 197A, 6692, 14841, 18715; (1963)
4479, 9680, 14985

protection

—

afforded by Brookhaven National Labo-
ratory, Medical Research Center
(1962) 2032

against, USSR articles (1964) 4983
for hospitals (1962) 12660

Radioactivity—Continued
fallout—Continued

protection—Continued
resolutions adopted by 1961 Governors'
conference (1961) 14001

what to know and do about nuclear at-
tack (1962) 6837

protective

—

construction (1962) 22781
measures for milk and dairy products
against radioactive contamination
(address) (1962) 4491

radiation standards and countermeasures,
hearings (1963) 15163; (1964) 1986

revised estimates for 1964-65 and verifica-
tion of 1963 predictions (1964) 19702

sampling, analysis, etc (1964) 10023
structure shielding against radiation from
nuclear weapons (1962) 14494

studies using particulate simulant, meth-
ods and techniques (1962) 11025

tuna samples from Tokvo fish market, ra-
dionuclides, 1962 (1965) 10190.

tungsten in atmosphere, USSR study
(1963) 6762

USSR 1961 nuclear tests (1962) 6708
preliminary data (1962) 14840

venting measurements. Project Pre-Buggy
(1965) 1848

welfare institutions, protection of popula-
tions and staff, manual (1965) 1925, 7312

fallout shelters

—

aboveground clay brick masonry core-
type, design (1964) 6071

analysis, invitation to architects and engi-
neers to attend defense design courses
(1965) 17238

analysts, national directory (1965) 19005
architect and engineer activities in devel-
opment (1965) 19011

architects and engineers qualified in anal-
ysis, directories (1962) 9109; (1963) 7777,
18713

architectural & engineering development
program, highlights (1964) 15345

architectural, engineering and consulting
firms with certified analysts, directory
(1964) 6065; (1965) 11956

bunker-type for beef cattle, farm building
plan (1964) 4214

creation through slanting and cost reduc-
tion techniques (1965) 4395, 7314

design and analysis (1965) 15343
development, architect and engineer activ-

ities (1965) 11960
do we need shelter? what protection do we

already have? (1963) 10129
emergency housekeeping preparations

(1963) 10142
facilities on farms in Central and South-

ern States (1963) 13092
family designs (1962) 4828
farm shelter and storage areas, building
plan (1963) 36

for 6 people (1964) 1710
guides for advertising (1962) 569, 7383
handbook for emergencies (1965) 15336
home, factors in building (1963) 10141
industrial architecture (1964) 4372
low cost sanitation systems, investigation

(1963) 19141
management plan (1964) 6072
medical care manual (1964) 6068
national program

—

hearings (1963) 11882, 15300, 17163
reports (1962) 13445; (1963) 17133-134

national survey (1963) 10145
new buildings with fallout protection

(1965) 5736
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Radioactivity—Continued
fallout shelters—Continued

policy resolutions of AFL-CIO (1965) 7313
potato storage, farm building plan (1964)

4215
program

—

building owners, local and State govern-
ments functions and responsibilities,

fact sheet (1962) 11191
fact sheet (1962) 11192
of Defense Dept (1964) 21046; (1965)

10278
protection

—

against radiation (1963) 16861
evaluation of structures, Los Angeles

area (1963) 5928
shelter design and analysis (1963) 18717

qualified analysts, directory (1964) 17127
rural families emergency plans (1963)

10143
school

—

approach to protection (1962) 13095
national design competition awards

(1963) 9740
shelter guide (1963) 4608

shielding, shelter design and analysis,
equivalent building methods (1963)

20376; (1964) 21048
signs, posting instructions, handbook

(1964) 8151, 13793
specifications and costs of standardized

series (1961) 2701
stall barn for 50 cows, with family quart-

ers, farm building plan (1965) 7036
structures for protection from fallout

gamma radiation, design and review
(1965) 5735

technical requirements (1965) 4394
when to go into them, etc (1963) 10130
winning designs for shopping centers

(1965) 19006
filter pack technique for classifying radioac-

tive aerosols by particle size (1965)
9819, 9825

fission products

—

in air along 80th meridian (west) (1961)
1404; (1962) 12583; (1963) 16461; (1965)
13138

of cystoseira in Black Sea, variation in

content, USSR study (1964) 5028
fixation of waste in stable, solid media, re-

port of 2d working meeting (1961) 16219
food and agriculture, protection against

nuclear attack, guide for leaders (1962)
16274

foods, facts (1965) 12472
Galveston, Tex., area, ARMS-2 (1963) 5930
gross beta, biological and related samples at

Eniwetok proving ground (1961) 3814
hygienic significance in mining and concen-

trating of rare metal ores as factor in

development of pneumoconiosis, USSR
study (1963) 14268

in Sputnik 4 fragment (1964) 16997
instruments for sampling atmospheric air,

USSR study (1961) 15274
iodine, effect, articles (1962) 5821
iodine-137 in bovine thyroids, measurement

(1964) 7697
land contamination by insects emerging

from contaminated water bodies, USSR
study (1963) 6885

locations, coating of building structures,
USSR study (1962) 2661

measurement at Czechoslovak water works
laboratories compared with foreign
measurement technology (1963) 8750

natural radioactivity of soils (1964) 9186

Radioactivity—Continued

necessity of determining when selecting un-
derground sources of drinkable water,
USSR study (1962) 6058

nuclear

—

bomb effects computer, including slide-rule

design and curve fits for weapons effects

(1963) 5929
cratering experiments, distribution (1965)

4278
debris in precipitation

—

progress report of studies (1962) 16394
samples, summary report of studies

(1962) 8970
pollution of Hungary's surface waters (1962)

5617
procedures, manual (1962) 1701
errata (1963) 3171

Project Sedan weather and surface radiation
predictions (1963) 14994

prospecting for useful minerals, USSR con-
ference (1961) 18018

protecting rural population against radioac-

tive contamination, USSR pamphlet
(1964) 21517

protection

—

general correlative studies, operation
Bren (1964) 4294

operation plan and hazards report, opera-
tion Bren (1962) 14835

shelter design and analysis (1964) 15344
charts, changes (1964) 11930

student handbook (1961) 20474
technical concept. Operation Henre (1965)

11914
USDA radiological training manual (1961)

16084
quality control of radioactivity-counting

systems (1965) 18704
radiation, preparation of closed sources,

Hungary (1963) 15763
radiation standards, including fallout

—

hearings (1962) 20932
summary-analysis of hearings (1962)

20933
radio-release technique for tracing stream

flows (1965) 15257
radioactive

—

pellet trajectory study. Project Sedan
(1965) 13509

tracers in miscible-phase petroleum pro-

duction operations, interim report (1965)
4276

radioactivity

—

and dosimetric control, USSR study (1965)

1256
and migrations of certain marine animals,
USSR studies (1964) 7061

in oceans, USSR study (1961) 7827
radiochemical and physical measurements of

debris from underground nuclear deto-

nations (1963) 11578; (1964) 5981
radium in water, determination (1964) 14349
radon baths, hygienic characteristics of

work conditions (1961) 4649
recommendations of International Commis-

sion on Radiological Units and Measure-
ments (1962) (1964) 3043

addendum (1964) 5544
reconnaissance for rocks in Paulo Afonso

region, Bahia, Brazil (1962) 4642
rhodium- 1()2 high altitude tracer experiment,

stratospheric results (1963) 1732
seeds, treatment with rays prior to planting,

conference on, USSR study (1962) 13958
sewage water containing natural radioele-

ments, use in irrigation, USSR study
(1963) 17813
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Radioactivity—Continued
source production at Boris Kidric Institute,

Yugoslavia (1965) 18332
space proKram, safety aspects (remarks)

(1961) 1728
stratospheric sampling, conceptual study of

possible particle collecting svstems
(1961) 1719

surface air sampling program, summary
report (1965) 5603

technique for measurement of moisture in

gases (1964) 13705
telemetering of radioactive radiations,

USSR study (1964) 18403
Tertiary igneous rocks of Front Range min-

eral belt, petrographic characteristics
(1961) 14946

thermoluminescence

—

bibliography (1962) 14885
of sodium chloride irradiated with 40-Mev

alpha particles (1961) 6387
spectra of sodium chloride and hydroxide-

free sodium chloride irradiated with 40
Mev alpha particles (1963) 9167

tracers, use in bervllium extractive metal-
lurgy- research ("l962) 12400

transport in water

—

dispersion of radionuclides in open chan-
nel flow (1965) 186

environmental behavior of nitrosvlruth-
enium (1965) 1844

upper atmosphere, sampling by means of
balloons, agreement with Australia
(1961) 13689; (1963) 7439

use in determination of absolute age of geo-
logical formations, USSR commission
bulletin (1961) 3791

use in diagnosis and treatment, USSR stud-
ies (1963) 19582

uses, sediment density probe, development
and tests (1961) 1949

Washington State, surface water, July
1962-June 1963 (1965) 1589

waste processing and disposal, bibliography
(1962) 23052

waste supply and waste water systems,
peacetime detection and control (1963)
7523

water, contamination and decontamination,
bibliography (1962) 18769; (1965) 11986

waters and sediments of Colorado River ba-
sin (1965) 6881

well, surveying applicable to hydrogeologi-
cal prospecting, Communist China (1962)
2993

see also Radiosensitivity—Shielding

—

subjects.
Radioassaying:

thin-layer chromatograms, blueprints

—

for zonal scraper (1964) 11864
of automatic zonal scraper and sample

collector (1965) 4261
Radioastronomy, see Radio astronomy.
Radiobiological Laboratorv, Beaufort, N.C.,

1963 report (1965) 12454
Radiobiologiva (periodical):

translations (1963) 4473-74. 9667, 14953-956,
18561; (1964) 5950-51, 8046, 11851; (1965)
1828, 5599, 8538-39, 13483, 17082

Radiobiology:
activity, articles, USSR (1962) 10002
atlas of cross-sectional anatomy of Macaca

mulatta for use in radiobiologic experi-
ments (1965) 17025

biological action of ionizing radiation,
USSR studies (1963) 16009

cells in vitro, RNA content and degree of
radioresistance, correlative study (1963)
9632

Radiobiology—Continued
dosimetry, recommendations of Internation-

al Commission on Radiological Units
and Measurements (1963) 11095

effects of various chemicals, USSR studies
(1962) 9826

experience in Discoverer satellite XVIII
(1962) 14788

experiments in Discoverer satellite X\'II
(1962) 20453

laboratory experiments (1963) 15015; (1965)
8558

marine and aquatic, references (1961) 216
natural radiomimetic effect on biological

objects, etc., USSR study (1964) 7283
neutron-induced dental fragility (1965) 10124

partial cell irradiation, development of ap-
paratus (1963) 16796

primate phantom use (1965) 5568
problems, application of semiconductor ra-

diation detectors (1963) 16795
properties and hazards of radioactive aero-

sols produced by atomic technique (1965)
15245

radioactive elements in body and their excre-
tion (1963) 4469

radiobiological processes, primary, USSR
study (1965) 11296

project, annual report (1961) 11795; (1963)
14993

USSR articles (1964) 21443
review articles, literature search (1962)

16404
selected chapters (1963) 18518

semi-annual progress report, Julv 1-Dec. 31,
1963 (1964) 19242

USSR-
Academy of Sciences, reports (1963) 7097
articles (1962) 2781
periodical, translation (1963) 4473-74,

9667, 14953-956, 18561; (1964) 1767,
5950-51, 8046, 11851; (1965) 1828, 5599,
8538-39, 13483, 17082

prospects for development (1964) 1122
Radiobiology (USSR periodical):

translations (1962) 5670
Radiocarbon, see Carbon isotopes.

Radiochemical analysis:
activation analysis, instrumentation, radia-

tion and radioisotope techniques (1964)
16741

determination of uranium in environmental
media by electrodeposition (1965) 13231

filter samples collected during 1961 and 1962
under Project Star Dust, results (1965)
4254

methods

—

of analysis of natural radioelements
(1963) 5921

used in Hungary (1962) 7768
radiochemical analysis of water (series)

(1964) 14349; (1965) 16324
separation procedures for strontium and

thallium by amalgam exchange tech-
nique (1963) 18600

Radiochemical laboratories, see Radiation
laboratories.

Radiochemistry:
all-Union conference, USSR proceedings

(1961) 17396; (1962) 5705
aluminum (1961) 9950
antimonv (1961) 9951
beryllium (1961) 1709
carbon, nitrogen, oxvgen (1961) 5372
cesium (1961) 9953
chromium (1965) 4260
cobalt (1962) 202
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Radiochemistry—Continued
computer applications to nuclear and radi-

ochemistry (1963) 9681
copper (1961) 8400
electrophilic additives effect on radiolytic

products of organic chain reactions
(1964) 10033

gallium (1961) 9950
gold (1961) 11790
iridium (1962) 205
iron (1961) 5370
lead (1961) 18062
low-level radiochemical separations (1961)

16203
magnesium (1961) 8397
manganese (1961) 5371
mercury (1961) 8399
nickel (1962) 8964
niobium and tantalum (1961) 18061
osmium (1962) 206
ozone formation in radiolysis of oxygen

(1964) 5965
palladium (1962) 8965
phosphorus (1962) 14848
platinum (1962) 204
polypheny! radiolysis products, analysis by

gas chromatography and other methods
(1963) 5948

potassium (1962) 2062
precipitation studies of rare-earth oxalates

(1961) 9478
principles (1964) 8050
protactinum, techniques, procedures, etc

(1961) 5369
radiation

—

chemistry at Notre Dame (remarks) (1963)
16863

energy transfer mechanisms of chemical
systems (1963) 9466

radiochemical

—

analysis of water (series) (1963) 8357
procedures with radioactive isotopes

(1962) 22997
radioanalysis—

of dextran-derived blood-plasma substi-

tute, USSR study (1965) 7860
of organic fluids, annual progress report,

Oct. 1, 1961-Sept. 30, 1962 (1963) 15013
radium (1965) 17105
rapid radiochemical separations (1962) 2063
rare earths, scandium, etc (1961) 8393
rare gases (1961) 8398
rhenium (1961) 8401
rhodium (1965) 13502
rubidium (1962) 8966
ruthenium (1961) 8402
selenium (1961) 9948
sihcon (1962) 6696
silver (1962) 2061
sodium (1962) 14847
studies of the sea, USSR (1964) 18269
sulfur (1962) 8967
technetium (1961) 8394
techniques (series) (1961) 11791; (1962)

14849; (1963) 9681, 16849
techniques, application in food processing

research for removal of pesticide resi-

dues from foods (1964) 19243; (1965)
15252

tellurium (1961) 16201
tin (1961) 8396
titanium (1961) 9952
transcurium elements (1961) 9949
tungsten (1962) 203
uranium (1962) 14846
vanadium (1961) 8395
zinc (1961) 5368

Radiodiagnosis, Soviet, survey of published
literature, 1959-63 (1964) 7093

Radioelectronics:
abstracts pertaining to Communist China in

USSR journals (1962) 19879; (1963) 1032,
8919, 12547-548

application

—

in biology, USSR study (1962) 971
to medicine and biology, translation (1962)
2749

in service of health, USSR study (1965)
12684

in space medicine, USSR study (1964) 18384
medical

—

contemporary USSR study (1961) 19679
equipment unification and normalization

problems, USSR study (1961) 12954
3d all-Union conference (1965) 18303

Poland, scientific research, perspective de-

velopment (1965) 14517
radioelectronics and

—

adjacent sciences, USSR study (1964)
10745

automation, abstracts pertaining to Com-
munist China in abstracts journal (1962)
15780, 19791

role in Soviet space exploration, Hungarian
study (1962) 22067

synthesis of reliable systems from unrelia-

ble elements, USSR study (1962) 14076
use in biology and medicine, USSR confer-

ence (1962) 19919; (1963) 2467
Radiograph, eight-channel radiograph, physi-

cian's assistant, USSR study (1961)
15577

Radiography:
autoradiographic method of studying mitotic

cycle of bone marrow cells, USSR (1963)
20921

carbon and sulfur in titanium steels (1963)
3080

crystallization of aluminum during continu-
ous casting, USSR study (1963) 12462

improvements in new process of radiograph-
ic imaging in ionography (1962) 8575

industrial, AEC licensing guide (1963) 14951
testing requirements for solid propellants,

military standard (1964) 563
use in inspection of thick polyethylene sec-

tions (1964) 13369
X-ray inspection of welds using back scat-

tered radiation (1961) 20125
Radiohydrogeology, fundamental principles,

etc (1961) 177
Radioiodine, see Iodine isotopes.

Radioisotopes, see Isotopes.

Radiological Defense Laboratory, see Naval
Radiology Defense Laboratory.

Radiological defense textbook (1963) 13319
Radiological emergency procedures for

non-specialist (1964) 1786, 15291
Radiological health, see Health.

Radiological Health Division:
gamma emitters in milk, quality control

cross-check analyses, Apr.-Oct. 1963
(1965) 1588

mission and goals in radiological health
(1961) 21321

research supported with project grant
funds, summaries (1965) 5358

Radiological meter operators, FAA course
(1961) 1956, 14833

Radiological monitoring, see Radiation Moni-
toring.

Radiological monitoring instruments, see Ra-
diation detection instruments.

Radiological protection and decontamination
of civil aircraft (1963) 562

Radiological protective construction (1962)
22781
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Radiological Research Laboratory, Columbia
Universitv, annual reports on research
projects ("1961) 11795; (1963) 14992-993;
(1964) 13700; (1965) 13505

Radiological telemetering systems:
electronic equipment for medical telemetry,

experimental (1961) 2592
man-in-space, biotelemetry for medical con-

trol, over humans in flight, USSR study
(1962) 912

miniaturized FM/FM bioinstrumentation
systems AF 04 (611)-9086 (1965) 94

pulsed frequency modulation decommutator
(1962) 16047

radioactive radiations, USSR study (1964)
18403

telemetering infrared data from TIROS me-
teorological satellites (1962) 20130

Radiological Units and Measurements, Inter-

national Commission, see International
Commission on Radiological Units and
Measurements.

Radiological warfare:
airman's manual for defense against CBR

attack (1961) 13803
collective protection, engineering manual

(1961) 5948
employment of CBR agents (1962) 7584
protecting food and water against chemi-

cal-biological-radiological attack, USSR
study (1964) 14555

protection of troops in battle (1962) 7581
removal of contaminants from water, meth-

ods (1963) 16520
USSR-

individual means of protection against
chemicals and radiation (1964) 20103

translations (1961) 21053
Radiologists:

all-Union conference (1965) 9465
Hungarian, reports on study trip to Soviet

Union (1965) 1058
medical personnel, USSR training (1963) 852
Polish, 22d symposium (1965) 11182

Radiology:
all-Russian conference (1962) 22113
Congress of Bulgarian Radiologists held in

Sofia, Nov. 16-19, 1960 (1962) 7568
equipment and materials, evaluating (1963)

18186
final off-site radiological safety report, Proj-

ect Sedan (1963) 11569
groups, work at sanitation and epidemiologi-

cal control station, USSR (1964) 9089
interagency radiological assistance plan

(1962) 2107; (1965) 4280
lower Columbia River in Oregon, radiologi-

cal survey, Jan. 1962-Julv 1963 (1964)
21855

mobile radiological measuring unit, descrip-

tion and operating information (1965)
8541

Moldavian SSR conference (1963) 19533
monitors in community shelters, etc., hand-

book (1963) 16934
off-site radiological safety report —
Project Gnome (1962) 14868-69
Project Sedan (1963) 11570

operational radiological recovery procedures
at FAA facilities, handbook (1963) 8217

pathology, clinical picture and therapy in

affections with toxic and radiological
agents, USSR study (1965) 12722

radiological mechanisms for geophysical
research, annual reports (1964) 19240;
(1965) 13507

research project, annual reports (1961)

11795; (1963) 14993

Radiology—Continued
scientific investigations development during

7-vear plan, USSR (1961) 15305
2d Hungarian Congress (1965) 12605
Soviet

—

research (1964) 1336
studies (1964) 1305

specialist, on the job training program
(1961) 16144

State environmental surveillance activities,

summary (1965) 3004
State Scientific Research Roentgenora-

diological Institute of Ministry of

Health, RSFSR, 40th anniversary, 1924-

64 (1965) 14534
USDA radiological training manual (1961)

16084
use in industry and medicine, USSR study

(1965) 12586
USSR studies (1965) 12604
USSR translations from Vestnik rentgenolo-

gii i radiologii (1963) 6642
see also Medical radiology.

Radiology (USSR periodical):
translations (1962) 15855

Radioluminescence:
use of luminescence in microbiological tests,

USSR study (1963) 15871
yield of organic matters (1963) 1824

Radiolysis, see Radiochemistry.
Radiomen, see Radio operators.
Radiometeorograph, see Radiosondes.
Radiometers:

infrared, measurement of surface tempera-
ture of water during evaporation stud-
ies, comparison with thermistor (1962)
12604

radiometer-pyrometer for analysis of gas-
eous combustion products (1964) 16710

superheterodyne receiver, techniques (1964)
7468

TIROS low resolution, characteristics (1964)
20569

Tiros II scanning, description of communica-
tions and sensing equipment (1961)
21245

TISS, used for recording of soft beta radia-
tion, USSR study (1961) 19671

unchopped, low-resolution, for satellites

(1961) 4890
Radiometry:

aerial survey. Project Sedan (1963) 14995
all-Union scientific conference on applica-

tion of radioactive and stable isotopes
and radiation, etc (1961) 18027

exploration of radiometric methods for in-

dustrial process control (1961) 8426
extended- and point-source program (1962)

18705
instruments and methods for analysis and

prospecting (1961) 9940
observations of earth's horizon from alti-

tudes between 300 and 600 kilometers
(1965) 2884

satellite, radiometric measurements (1962)
22573

scintillation method (1963) 4471

Radiomimetic agents, natural, effect on biolog-

ical objects, etc., USSR study (1964)
7283

Radionavigation map grids, Bulgaria (1962)
7629

Radionuclides:
Alaskan caribou and reindeer (1965) 6882
analysis of gamma-ray spectra by stepwise

multiple regression (1964) 9713
behavior in fresh-water environments, re-

port 1959-60 (1965) 20026
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Radionuclides—Continued

Columbia River origin, in marine organisms,
sediments and water, from coastal and
offshore waters of Wash, and Oreg
(1965) 13536

content of oceanic fish, plankton, and water
in vicinity of Christmas Island,

Mar.-Aug 1962 (1965) 11919
determination in environmental samples

(1965) 2990
environmental surveillance laboratory for

analyses (1964) 21847
estuarine and other aquatic environments,

symposium (1963) 12990
gamma-emitting, in tuna samples from To-

kyo central fish market, 1962 (1965)
10190

mathematical programming models for selec-

tion of diets to minimize weighted intake

(1963) 20093
maximum permissible body burdens and con-

centration in air and water for occupa-
tional exposure (1963) 18185

radioactivity transport in water-dispersion
in open channel flow (1965) 186

radionucleides and ionizing radiation in orni-

thology, selected bibliography (1963) 7716

radium in water, determination (1964) 14349
released to surface stream, Clinch River

study (1965) 18207
transport by streams (series) (1963) 10292;

(1964) 4794; (1965) 14414, 18208
transport in fresh water systems, report

(1964) 129
uptake and transport by stream sediments

(1963) 10292

Radiophotoluminescence, see Luminescence.

Radiophysics:
news of higher educational institutions,

USSR (1961) 991, 7686, 10841-844, 15070;

(1962) 996, 1036, 5484, 9906, 10063,

13986, 14174, 17797, 22151, 22363; (1963)

2725, 10524, 12406, 19628; (1964) 1123,

5236, 7212, 8863
translations from Izvestiya VUZov (1964)

12590, 14509, 21440; (1965) 1176

Radioprotection in primates (1961) 6720

Radioprotective agents:
AET-cysteine, in rhesus monkey (1964) 19179
bibliography (1965) 13692
cellular response to preirradiation treat-

ment with yeast RNA (1962) 10908
chemical

—

anti-radiation protection of man in inter-

planetary flights, USSR study (1965)
4999

protectors, Japanese study (1964) 16311
correlative study of RNA content and degree

of radioresistance of cells in vitro (1963)

9632
depolymerized yeast ribonucleic acid effects

on radiated human cells in tissue culture
(1963) 5888

effects of drugs, USSR studies (1965) 16494
gases, action, USSR studies (1964) 16381
mercamine, radioprotective action on radi-

osensitivity of rats, effectiveness, USSR
study (1964) 14471

protective action of AET, etc., on radiomi-
metic effect caused by oleic acid oxida-
tion products, USSR study (1963) 16151

sodium nitrite action in mice (1965) 13432
using tissue hemolysins to indicate efficacv,

USSR study (1965) 6485
Radios, see Receivers (radio).

Radiosensitivity:
and growth of tumors, effect of vicasol ad-

ministration, USSR study (1965) 4926

Radiosensitivity—Continued

birds, USSR study (1964) 6945
change as result of previous X-ray exposure,

USSR study (1961) 19637
cytological analysis of sensitivity of tissues

of mammals, USSR study (1964) 5092
lymphocytes of peripheral blood in vitro of

animals of various genotypes, USSR
study (1965) 7885

mammalia, inherited structures of cells in

vitro, USSR study (1964) 5033
of animals and hybrids, USSR study (1964)

12760
stress of rats, effectiveness of radioprotec-

tive action of mercamine, USSR study
(1964) 14471

wheat plant progeny, influenced by gamma
irradiation of parent seed, USSR study
(1964) 9008

Radiosodium, oral administration, pathohisto-
logical changes in organs of white rats,

USSR study (1961) 15520
Radiosondes:

A-22-III, improving methods of processing
signals, USSR study (1961) 7595

A-22-rV, and helicopter, comparison of air

temperature and humidity measurements
in layer up to 1.5 km by mechanical
meteorograph carried aloft, USSR study
(1965) 2741

actinometric atmospheric measurements
over Pacific Ocean, USSR study (1965)
2320

code, manuals (1962) 22906, 24134; (1964)
3188, 11690

dew-point, ascent-descent flight, data con-
cerning water vapor in stratosphere
(1961) 2624

observations, manuals (1961) 20245; (1963)
13115; (1964) 13516

Radiospectroscopy in biochemistry and struc-
tural chemistry, USSR (1962) 22102

Radiostrontium:
eliminating from organism, USSR study

(1963) 10637
food-chain relationships in Sedan fallout

field. Project Sedan (1965) 13510
in California milk, Jan. 1960-June 1963

(1965) 20044
removal from milk (1962) 10878

Radiotelegraphy, see Radio communication.

Radiotelemetric investigation of temperature
in human digestive tract, USSR (1963)
19588

Radiotelephone, see Radio telephone.
Radiotelephone operators, see Radio opera-

tors.

Radiotelescopes, see Radio telescopes.
Radiotherapy, radiation departments, hygienic

problems in designing, USSR study
(1962) 12049

Radiotracer applications in electrometal-

lurgical processing (1963) 9125
Radiowaves, see Radio waves.
Radium:

cases, survival experience (1964) 13701
determination in water (1964) 14349
dial-painters

—

and progeny, cytogenetic studv (1963)
13214

N.J., epidemiological follow-up (1962)

23041; (1964) 192.36

in ground water in U.S., data, 1954-57 (1962)

19573
medical uses of radium and radium substi-

tutes (1965) 14994
mineral facts and problems, chapter (1965)

9585
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Radium—Continued
New Jersey cases, epidemiological follow-

up-
current data (1964) 11862; (1965) 1838
progress reports (1964) 11863; (1965) 1839,

1843
paint on watch and clock dials, health haz-

ards (1964) 18901
program of Health and Safety Laboratory,

quarterly report (1961) 16195
protection of persons assisting in applica-

tion, Czechoslovakian study (1962) 7856
radiochemistry (1965) 17105

Radium Institute imeni V.G. Khlopin, USSR,
transactions (1961) 1694, 8383, 9942,
18020

Radium isotopes, Ra-226, emanation system
for determining small quantities (1965)
5338

Radkovich, William, Co., Inc., relief (1962)
9240; (1963) 17093; (1965) 10428

Radkowsky, A., naval reactors physics hand-
book (1965) 4274

Radnofsky, Matthew I., development of inflat-

able components of personal equipment,
etc (1963) 3119

Rado, Julianna, relief (1965) 12248
Rado, Karolina, relief (1963) 17204
Radochonski, Danusia, relief (1963) 11938,

13405, 13478
Radomes:
ablative coatings for heat protection (1962)

10926
diffraction, homing missile control system to

reduce (1961) 19939
fabrication, etc., high temperature ceramic

structures (1963) 9279
precision, use of foam resin polymers syn-

thesized by controlled branching (1961)
13606

Radomski, Alexander L., family income and
related characteristics among low-
income counties and States (1964) 21926

Radon:
airborne radon-daughter products, daily

exposures of underground uranium min-
ers, estimate (1962) 23983

artificial baths, hygienic characteristics of

work conditions (1961) 4649
concentration in air, determination through

measurement of its solid decay products
(1965) 13200

emanation system for determining small
quantities of Ra-226 (1965) 5338

therapy, problems in USSR (1962) 2748
waters, Belaya Tserkov region, new infor-

mation (1962) 22100
Radon hydrotherapy, see Hydrotherapy.

Radosavljevic, Mihailo, relief (1964) 10379,
15447, 17201

Radwan, M.A., protecting forest trees and
their seed from wild mammals (1964)

8684
Rafala, Carmelo, relief (1962) 19226, 21000,

23130
Rafert, W.E., elements of armament engineer-

ing, ballistics (1963) 20322
Raffaelli, Katherina, relief (1962) 20992

Raffo, Peter L.:

grain growth in dilute tungsten-boron alloys
(1965) 6704

mechanical properties of arc-melted and
electron-beam-melted tungsten-base al-

loys (1965) 5170
Raft River and Valley:
ground water in basin, irrigation use (1963)

14034
water resources of basin (1961) 19424

Rafts:
growth and survival of oysters in Massa-

chusetts (1962) 11824
use in subsurface observation at sea (1965)

18161
see aiso Life rafts.

Ragle, Richard H., formation of lake ice in

temperate climate (1964) 8507
Ragsdale, George C, windflow in 80-400 km

altitude region of atmosphere (1963)
9151

Ragsdale, Robert G.:

correlation of turbulent air-bromine coaxi-
al-flow experiment (1964) 7524

radiant heat transfer in coaxial flow gas-
eous reactor (1964) 7525

single-cavity vortex gaseous nuclear rockets
(1963) 11023

Rahmatullah, Mohammad, stratospheric circu-

lation derived from meteorological rock-
et firings, etc (1963) 16376

Rahway River:
and harbor, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 6142
document edition (1965) 5806

Rail merger legislation (1962) 21559
Rail terminals, see Terminals (transportation).
Railroad accidents:

accident bulletin (1961) 4340; (1962) 733;
(1963) 6625; (1964) 4877-80, 14399

all line-haul and switching and terminal
companies, summaries (1961) 3356;
(1962) 4364; (1963) 4218; (1964) 4065;
(1965) 3973

investigation reports (1961) 750-755,
2077-78, 4348-50, 6224-26, 7560-61,
9286-88, 10722-723, 12832-836, 15009,
17356-359, 19464, 20888-889; (1962)
738-739, 2586-87, 7521-22, 9806-8,
11952-954, 13950-954, 15695-701,
19615-617, 21901-905, 23624-625; (1963)
638, 2450-51, 6635-37, 8435-36,
10357-361, 12266-268, 14079-80,
15660-662, 17570, 19369-370; (1964)
875-879, 6867-72, 8842-43, 10716-717,
12570-572, 14406, 15992, 18191, 19830,
21379; (1965) 791-793, 4902-3, 6386-90,
7844-45, 9309-12, 11048, 12580-581,
14473-476, 16371-372, 18281-282, 19707

prevention by introduction of locomotive
safety truck (1961) 20013

rail-highway grade crossing accidents (1961)
749, 17355; (1962) 21900; (1963) 19368;
(1965) 6384

errata (1964) 14402
reported, preliminary summary, monthly

(1961) 3361; (1963) 3411; (1964) 3208
rules governing, monthly reports (1962) 2589
safety, ICC operations, hearing (1965) 4519
summary and analysis bulletin (1961) 4340;

(1962) 733; (1963) 6625; (1964) 14399;
(1965) 14464, 16368

Railroad Adjustment Board, see National Rail-

road Adjustment Board.
Railroad cars:

conveyorized bulk handling and quality
evaluation of potatoes shipped (1965)
16939

equipment of class 1 railroads (1961) 3342;
(1962) 4091; (1963) 3934; (1964) 3757;
(1965) 3671

loading boxcars at country elevators in hard
winter wheat areas (1964) 19088

see also Dining cars—Freight cars

—

Passenger cars.

Railroad Commission, Presidential, see Presi-

dential Railroad Commission.
Railroad Cooperation Organization see Orga-

nization for Railroad Cooperation.
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Railroad crossings, accidents (1961) 749,

17355; (1962) 21900; (1963) 19368; (1965)
6384

Railroad district, Nev., geology of mining area
(1963) 17527

Railroad employees:
Alaska Railroad, relief (1964) 15639, 17488
craft or class determination of National

Mediation Board (1961) 21263
Czechoslovak, medical care (1961) 4687
disputes under Labor Board, laws, compila-

tion (1962) 2289; (1965) 4452
employment outlook (1962) 8406; (1964) 9451
Indonesian railroads, statistics (1961) 4383
National Mediation Board interpretations,

1934-61 (1961) 15837
nonoperating, wage chronology (1962) 8327;

(1963) 14450
operating

—

employment trends and manpower charac-
teristics (1962) 16115

pay structure study (1962) 20242
railway labor act

—

amend to provide for establishment of

special adjustment boards, report (1965)
19239

text (1963) 9233
reduced annuities under retirement act

—

hearing (1961) 16843
law (1961) 18676
reports (1961) 16767, 17041

retired, spouses to receive annuities without
reduction for social security benefits

earned

—

hearing (1964) 19606
reports (1964) 17583, 17611

retirement act

—

amend

—

hearings (1961) 16843; (1962) 401; (1963)
18950, 19065

laws (1961) 18676; (1963) 18779
reports (1963) 17143, 19012

amend to remove provisions which deduct
social security benefits from annuities
of spouses

—

hearings (1965) 12188, 14129
report (1965) 15976

amend rel. to spouses' annuities and wage
base

—

hearings (1965) 15822
law (1965) 17408
report (1965) 15771

questions and answers (1964) 3118
retirement and unemployment insurance

—

act

—

provisions, general information (1961)
20114

RRB administrative rulings (1962)
10623; (1964) 15074

texts as amended (1962) 23293; (1964)
11591

insurance systems amendments, 1963
(1964) 1589

retirement tax act, amend

—

hearings (1963) 18950, 19065
law (1963) 18779
reports (1961) 16767, 17041; (1963) 17143,
19012

to change rates of tax

—

hearing (1965) 15822
law (1965) 17408
report (1965) 15771

temporary extended unemployment insur-
ance benefits act of 1961, amend

—

hearings (1963) 18950, 19065
law (1963) 18779
reports (1963) 17143, 19012

Railroad employees—Continued
unemployment insurance act, amend

—

hearings (1963) 18950, 19065
law (1963) 18779
reports (1963) 17143, 19012

unemployment insurance fund, reimburse for

persons taking training

—

law (1962) 20904
reports (1962) 17272, 21054

unemployment insurance, temporary exten-

sion

—

law (1961) 6944
reports (1961) 5694, 5840

USSR, calendar-handbook, 1962-63 (1963)

10630
wage

—

accounting and unemployment contribu-
tion collection activities of Railroad
Retirement Board, GAO review (1962)

5288
statistics, class 1 (1961) 3359; (1962) 4432;

(1963) 4282; (1964) 4135; (1965) 4047
work rules dispute, settlement

—

hearings (1963) 15381, 17175
law (1963) 17038
reports (1963) 17131-132, 17257

Railroad equipment, see Railroad supplies.

Railroad Lighter Captains Commission, re-

port, 1962 (1962) 16112
Railroad Marine Harbor Council, emergency

board report (1961) 4153
Railroad retirement acts, see Railroad employ-

ees.

Railroad Retirement Board:
appropriations, 1961, supplemental, propos-

al (1961) 7159
appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 8830
law (1961) 18681
reports (1961) 8820, 14646

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 15426
law (1962) 16804
reports (1962) 9306, 17007, 17178

appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 7981
law (1963) 20425
reports (1963) 9874, 15356, 18855

appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 8361, 17864
law (1964) 19413
reports (1964) 8343, 17623, 17778

appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 8867, 14113
law (1965) 15504
reports (1965) 8836, 14104, 15715

budget, 1964, amendment (1963) 11919
monthly review (1961) 3547; (1962) 4080;

(1963) 3923; (1964) 3746; (1965) 3661

operations, statistical summary (1961) 3548;

(1962) 4284
report

—

departmental editions (1961) 11545; (1962)

10624; (1963) 9371; (1964) 11592; (1965)

11670
document editions (1961) 10202; (1962)

9177; (1963) 7852; (1964) 10184; (1965)

10379
rulings in administration of Railroad retire-

ment act and Railroad unemployment
insurance act, legal opinions (1962)

10623; (1964) 15074

unemployment and sickness insurance pro-

gram, audit by GAO (1961) 7505

wage accounting and unemployment contri-

bution collection activities, GAO review

(1962) 5288
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Railroad Safety Section, reports (1961) 6227;
(1962) 2588; (1963) 2452; (1964) 2464;
(1965) 4904

Railroad supplies:

census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 3928
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 7236; (1963) 3652;
(1964) 3470, 12289; (1965) 3372

Railroad Telegraphers, Order of, see Order of

Railroad Telegraphers.

Railroad Yardmasters of America, emergency
board report (1961) 14792

Railroads:
accounts, uniform system (1962) 2591

interpretations (1963) 635
automatic

—

data processing procedure of rail form A,
11-63, using IBM 7090—
input sheets and program (1965)

12576-577
textural explanation (1964) 14403

processing of information, USSR study
(1965) 11278

automation of control processes at classifi-

cation stations, USSR study (1962)
19938

car flows, long-range prediction with aid of
electronic computers, USSR study (1961)
19776

carload

—

cost scales by territories (1961) 2076,
4344; (1962) 2585; (1963) 8432; (1964)
8841

traffic, freight rates, indexes (1961) 20885;
(1962) 7518; (1963) 6634

unit costs by territories (1964) 12569;
(1965) 7843

waybill statistics

—

agricultural products (1962) 2581, 7514;
(1963) 6627, 8427; (1965) 14467, 18271

all commodities (1961) 6216; (1962) 9801;
(1963) 10348; (1965) 16362

animals and products (1961) 4343; (1962)
5365, 13941; (1963) 6626, 8426; (1965)
14466

distribution of freight by commodity
classes (1961) 20882; (1962) 19614";

(1965) 14465
forest products (1961) 2070, 6218; (1962)

13942; (1963) 10350; (1965) 16364
manufactures and miscellaneous and
forwarder traffic (1961) 7558; (1962)
11948; (1963) 10349; (1965) 16363

mileage

—

block distribution, traffic and revenue
by commodity class (1961) 4342,
6215; (1962) 5366-68; (1963) 2446,
6628-29; (1965) 18270-273, 19704

block progressions by commodity
groups and classes (1961) 19459;
(1962) 13939; (1963) 14075; (1965)
18274

distribution by type of car (1961)
15005; (1962) 13940; (1963) 8425;
(1965) 18275

mines products (1961) 6219; (1962) 5368,
13943; (1963) 6629, 8428; (1965) 16365

quarterly comparisons (1961) 3332

territorial distribution by type of car
(1961) 15006; (1962) 13944; (1963) 8429;
(1965) 18276

tons of revenue freight originated and
terminated by States and commodity
class (1961) 19460; (1962) 13945; (1963)
10351; (1965) 16366

traffic and revenue, distribution by
commodity classes (1961) 10717, 15007;
(1965) 12574

Railroads—Continued
waybill statistics—Continued

weight distribution by type of car (1961)
19461; (1962) 11949; (1963) 6630; (1965)
18277

carriers, emergency board report (1964)
10478

Chinese People's Republic signal-central-
ization-blocking and communication
achievements (1961) 4365

class 1

—

freight commodity statistics

—

annual reports (1962) 737, 23623; (1964)
8839; (1965) 2266

quarterly (1961) 3339; (1962) 3896;
(1963) 3739; (1964) 3537; (1965) 3451

freight train performance (1961) 3340;
(1962) 3897; (1963) 3740; (1964) 3538;
(1965) 3452

fuel and power statistics (1961) 3341;
(1962) 3903; (1963) 3746; (1964) 3544;
(1965) 3458

income and balance-sheet items (1961)
3355; (1962) 4330; (1963) 4182; (1964)
4024; (1965) 3931

line-haul

—

fluctuations in freight traffic compared
with production, 1958-60 (1963) 6633

value of property used in common car-
rier service (1964) 4875

motive power and car equipment (1961)
3342; (1962) 4091; (1963) 3934; (1964)
3757; (1965) 3671

operating revenues and expenses (1961)
3345; (1962) 4148; (1963) 3992; (1964)
3819; (1965) 3738

passenger

—

traffic statistics (1961) 3348; (1962) 4161;
(1963) 4005; (1964) 3837; (1965) 3755

train performance (1961) 3349; (1962)
4162; (1963) 4006; (1964) 3838; (1965)
3756

petroleum products, distribution (1961)
3338, 15008; (1962) 3768; (1963) 3607

revenue traffic statistics (1961) 3351;
(1962) 4301; (1963) 4152; (1964) 3980;
(1965) 3900

train and yard service (1964) 15994; (1965)
3997

yard service performance (1961) 3360;
(1962) 4456; (1963) 4317; (1964) 4170;
(1965) 4082

clearances, new USSR state standards
(1961) 1024

common ownership by regulated carriers,
hearings (1961) 5875

Communist China

—

Chi-ehr RR (1963) 2661
construction experience in desert areas

(1962) 3224
information (1963) 8452
local railroads (1961) 879
new successes (1962) 1401
Pao ch'eng railroad construction (1963)

2740
passenger timetable (1961) 13104; (1964)

1217
railway transportation, articles (1961)

2295
shipment of dangerous freight, regula-

tions (1961) 15521
transport, successes (1961) 4377

commuter transportation, study in New Jer-

sey-New York-Connecticut metropolitan
region (1961) 20638

computer centers system and remote control
transmission of information, USSR
study (1962) 3042

consolidations and public interest, prelimi-

nary examination, staff study (1962)
9809
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Railroads—Continued
conveyance of rights-of-way

—

hearings (1961) 18952
report (1961) 16760

crisis in passenger train service, hearings
(1965) 12316

cost finding procedures and principles, ex-

planation (1964) 873
curtailment of certain railway post offices,

hearing (1965) 14134
disputes under Labor Board, laws, compila-

tion (1962) 2289; (1965) 4452
drainage systems, military construction,

engineering manual (1965) 519
East German construction progress (1962)

14242
emergency board reports (1964) 19644;

(1965) 499, 4668
engineered performance standards, track

maintenance

—

formulas (1962) 14706; (1964) 1670
handbooks (1962) 14707; (1964) 1671

feather bedding, work rules, etc., selected

references (1963) 18014
freight

—

bound for Alaska, establish equality of

rates, hearings (1962) 19384
rate indexes for farm products, 1957-63

(1965) 8446
revenue and wholesale value at destina-

tion of commodities, 1959 (1962) 7517
service costs (1963) 20758

government and management together will

produce faster and better transporta-
tion (remarks) (1965) 17292

industry, employment and changing occupa-
tional patterns

—

departmental edition (1963) 9053
document edition (1963) 7836

industry, productivity and employment (ad-

dress) (1963) 1184
international socialist railway freight traffic

agreement (1961) 10724
interstate commerce act, amend

—

hearings (1961) 7286, 8845, 1440; (1962)
17114, 21548; (1965) 12316, 16009, 19313

laws (1961) 6953, 18639; (1962) 20882
reports (1961) 5703, 5710, 7108, 7236,

14332, 14380, 17043; (1962) 19099, 19315;
(1965) 14052

interstate hauling, California-Arizona fresh
fruits and vegetables (1964) 16959

Kazakhstan (1963) 6829
labor dispute, message from the President

(1963) 13466
land grants, centennial, brief sketch of his-

tory, 1862-1962 (1962) 12352
lands within abandoned and forfeited

rights-of-way, disposition by Secretary
of Interior, hearings (1961) 18952

large railroads

—

operating revenues and expenses (1961)

3346; (1962) 4149; (1963) 3993; (1964)

3820; (1965) 3739
operating statistics (1961) 3347; (1962)

4150; (1963) 3994; (1964) 3821; (1965)
3740

leasing of coal lands, repeal limitations,

report (1962) 17194
lessors and proprietary companies, trans-

port statistics (1961) 2079, 19465; (1962)
5373, 21906; (1963) 5107; (1964) 880,

6874; (1965) 794, 9313
loan guaranty authority of ICC, extend

—

hearings (1961) 8845, 7286
law (1961) 6953
reports (1961) 5703, 5710, 7108, 7236

Mariinsk-Tayshet section of Krasnoyarsk
railroad, automatic control and commu-
nication devices, USSR (1962) 7879

Railroads—Continued
mergers, selected impacts (1965) 5773
mileage block distribution, traffic and reve-

nue by commodity class, etc (1962) 2581;

(1963) 6627
New York-Connecticut Rail Authority, con-

sent to compact, hearings (1965) 12316
North Korean train and route schedules for

1963 (1963) 8678
Northeast Rail Authority act, hearings

(1965) 12316
occupations, employment outlook (1962) 8406

officers, directors, etc., compensation (1961)

17353; (1963) 19365; (1965) 6380
organizing railway transportation. Com-

munist China (1965) 6447
passenger train assistance act of 1965,

hearings (1965) 12316
piggyback truck-rail service, photo series

(1962) 12883
private car lines, transport statistics (1962)

2590; (1963) 2453; (1964) 4881; (1965)

7846
problems, etc (address) (1962) 4870
rail merger legislation, hearings (1962)

21559
railway labor act, amend

—

law (1964) 17401
relative to NRAB, hearings (1965) 17715
reports (1964) 2062, 17732

railway operating rules, technical manual
(1964) 13684

recent merger activity (1961) 19210

regulated transportation corporations, net
operating loss carryovers

—

law (1962) 20885
reports (1962) 19104, 21387

remote control in railroad operations, USSR
studies (1964) 18465

research and development in rail transpor-
tation (remarks) (1965) 7360

revenue contribution, distribution (1962)

736, 13946; (1964) 14401
rights-of-way, pay value of improvements of

lessees

—

Milford Dam construction, report (1963)
15288

Red Rock Reservoir construction

—

hearings (1963) 17332; (1964) 17235,
17798

report (1963) 15287
role in civil defense planning (address)

(1961) 11989
rule of ratemaking, amend sec. 15a, inter-

state commerce act, hearings (1962) 9483

safety, ICC operations, hearing (1965) 4519

safety rules, transportation railway service,

Army pamphlet (1963) 5915
shipments

—

fruit and vegetables, protection (1961)

13768
of cantaloups, transit temperatures and

quality (1962) 20410
terminal corporations and shareholders, in-

come tax treatment

—

law (1962) 23270
reports (1962) 19154, 21176, 21512

train

—

communication systems, statistics (1961)

756, 20890; (1962) 15703; (1964) 2465
discontinuances, hearing (1965) 432

trains

—

compilation of plan for forming on elec-

tronic digital computers, USSR (1964)

12978
explosive, explosives series, engineering
design handbook, AMC pamphlet (1965)

8513
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Railroads—Continued
transportation

—

automation and telemechanics, present
state and methods of developing, USSR
study (1962) 5842

of mail. Post Office Department, railway
post office requirements, contracting
practices, etc., GAO review (1963) 19286

Turkish, present status (1961) 7840
Turkey and Iran link, U.S. assistance to

CENTO, GAO follow-up examination
(1965) 9225

United States

—

signaling and communications, Soviet re-

port (1962) 9909
views of Soviet delegation (1961) 13366

USSR-
automation (1964) 2791
building projects price lists (1964) 6969
calendar-handbook for workers, 1962-63

(1963) 10630
Moscow-Caucasus guide (1963) 15847
Moscow-Chop railroad guide (1963) 12402
Moscow-Crimea railroad guide (1963)

10824
Moscow-Vladivostok railroad guide (1963)

12441
railroads and trains (1963) 12410
train movement chart (1962) 1313
transport machine building, determination

of unit cost of output (1963) 15840
transportation developments (1964) 2856,
8846

work rules dispute, settlement

—

hearings (1963) 15381, 17175
law (1963) 17038
reports (1963) 17131-132, 17257

see also Bridges—Electric railroads—Loco-
motives—Railroad employees—Rails

—

Transportation.
Railroads, Commissioner of, see Commissioner

of Railroads.
Rails:
Chinese railroads, low alloy rails with in-

creased silicon content (1963) 14284
hot-rolled rail steel bars, produced from

tee-section rails, standard of trade
(1964) 5540

Rails (birds):

hunting

—

etc., regulations, Alaska, 1962-63 (1962)
17519, 21782

possession, transportation, importation.
Federal regulations (1963) 15535, 17461;
(1964) 15925, 19734; (1965) 16211

regulations 1961-62, digest (1961) 17245
Railway cars, see FVeight cars—Railroads.
Railway crossings, see Railroad crossings.
Railway Employees' Department, AFL-CIO,

emergency board reports (1964) 19644;
(1965) 499

Railway equipment, see Railroad supplies.
Railway Express Agency, Inc., transport sta-

tistics (1961) 19465; (1962) 21906; (1963)
391; (1964) 880; (1965) 794, 9313

Railway labor act, see Railroad employees.
Railways, see Electric railroads—Railroads.
Rain:
Alaska, rainfall-frequency probable maxi-

mum data for areas to 400 square miles,
etc (1963) 16692

autocorrelation of rainfall and streamflow
minimums (1963) 6557

calendaricities, search (1964) 13628
China's violent rainstorms, research on dis-

tribution (1963) 2610
daily river and rainfall bulletin

—

Shreveport, La., area (1965) 3283
Vicksburg, Miss., area (1965) 3284

Rain—Continued
data, period of 18 cycles per year, test

(1965) 4179
effect of severe rainstorms on insloped and

outsloped logging roads (1963) 10231
erosion losses, universal equation for pre-

dicting, aid to conservation farming in
humid regions (1961) 6664

formation in warm clouds, statistical theory
of microphysical mechanisms, Chinese
study (1964) 945

floods, forecasting, use of electronic analog
computer, USSR study (1961) 15316

frequency

—

Hawaiian Islands, atlas (1963) 1593
Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands (1962)
8746

United States, atlas (1961) 17880
gages, trough-type, evaluation (1964) 14322
high-intensity rainstorms on Boise and Pay-

ette National Forests (1961) 6114
infiltration measurement of simulated rain-

fall by hand portable infiltrometer
(1964) 8761

interception by hardwood forest litter in
southern Appalachians (1964) 14332

maximum recorded U.S. point rainfall, etc

(1963) 14802
measurement of raindrop by acoustic meth-

od, theory, USSR study (1965) 1167
predicting rainfall-erosion losses from crop-

land east of Rocky Mountains, guide
(1965) 10051

probable return periods of rainstorms in
central Idaho (1965) 7726

recording gage, device for automatically
starting when rainfall begins (1963)
6510

research to tame rain (1965) 7758
runoff from impervious surfaces, numerical

computations (1963) 19151
simulated rainstorms, measuring subsurface

stormflow (1965) 6249
temperature and rainfall as they affect corn

earworm damage to dent corn (1964)
20896

2- to 10-day rainfall for return periods of 2

to 100 vears

—

Hawaiian Islands (1965) 10000
Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands (1965)

11793
see also Precipitation.

Rain gages:
economical storage precipitation gage (1965)

16260
economical storage precipitation, gage

(1965) 16260
intermountain precipitation storage gage

(1965) 10933
Rain making, see Weather control.

Rainbow Bridge National Monument, general
information (1962) 1722; (1963) 16441;
(1965) 14915

Rainbow optical landing aid (1965) 13176

Rainbow Valley, ground-water conditions in

area (1964) 4814
Raincoats:
apparel survey, current industrial reports

(1964) 8112
dress, with expensive back vents, additional

costs incurred in procurement. Defense
Department, GAO report (1965) 9215

plastic film, trade agreements escape clause
investigation report (1961) 8225

young people's use and appraisals of natu-
ral and competing fibers used in wearing
apparel, preliminary report (1965) 1672

Rainfall, see Rain.
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Rainforth, Anna C, relief (1965) 8757, 13763,
15854

Rainier, Mount, morphology and hydrology of
glacial stream (1964) 4791

Rainone, Angelina, relief (1962) 9221, 13295,
13603

Rains of fishes (1961) 10633
Rainwater as chemical agent of geologic proc-

esses, review (1962) 17632
Raising dairy calves and heifers (1961) 20291;

(1962) 16284; (1965) 16964
Raising guinea pigs (1962) 10834
Raisins:
California industry, prices, returns, econom-

ic adjustments (1962) 21602
competition in world markets (1962) 13844
dried, quality, survey in retail markets

(1962) 1942
Federal marketing order (1965) 473
industry of Iran (1961) 9159
meeting the raisin standards (1965) 16053
processed, U.S. standards for grades (1961)

17885; (1965) 17970
protecting against nsects during drying and

storage with malathion-treated trays
(1963) 7575

sorting by airstream method (1961) 3709
Raitiere, Louis P., wide angle television

projection, phases 1 and 2 (1965) 18675
Rakajes, Andreas, see Rakintozis, Andreas.
Rakich, John V., supersonic flows of perfect

gas over bodies of revolution at small
angles of yaw (1964) 16702

Rakintozis, Andreas, relief (1961) 7199, 8703,
10160

Rakintzis, Andreas, see Rakintozis, Andreas.
Raleigh, Henry D.:

activation analysis, literature search (1963)
16856

radioactive decontamination, literature
search (1965) 10181

systems for nuclear auxiliary power (SNAP),
literature search (1964) 17061

Raleigh, Robert F., zooplankton, Bare Lake,
Alaska, composition, abundance, etc.,

after fertilization (1963) 6465

Raleigh, N.C.:

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16392
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18849

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 2236

occupational wage survey

—

departmental editions (1961) 1175; (1962)
3264, 23936; (1964) 2963, 21672

document editions (1961) 368; (1962) 2312,
23341

railroad accident (1961) 17356
Raleigh-Durham Airport, weather observa-

tions, hourly summary, decennial census
(1963) 16658

Raleigh County, W. Va., redevelopment area,
development opportunities (1965) 13441

Ralph, James T., nomination, hearing (1961)
5843, 7262

RAM (radio attenuation measurement), see
Radio communication.

Ram B vehicles, see Spacecraft.
Ram-jet engines, see Engines (aircraft).

Ram jets, underwater, powered by compressed
air, investigation (1962) 3356

Rama Road, construction, authorize funds for
completion, etc, hearing (1963) 303

RAMAC, see Electronic computers.
Ramage, W. Va., railway accident (1964) 877

Ramaley, David:
modifications in methods of calibration of

universal ratio sets (1964) 18808
practical method for calibration of poten-

tiometers (1963) 9214
Raman scattering, see Scattering.
Rambosek, Albert J.:

stress field within core stub in borehole
(1964) 11344

stresses in drill bit and rock under static
loads (1963) 5495

Ramelb, Benjamin A., relief (1964) 6439, 21170;
(1965) 6016, 15562

Ramey, James T.:

addresses (1963) 143, 4499, 18602, 18604;
(1964) 135, 10039, 19264; (1965) 1867-68,
1870, 10196, 17147

Ramie:
adaptation of Micronaire for fiber fineness

(1965) 1743
fiber, mechanical harvesting and ribboning

(1963) 4373
Ramie toweling, see Toweling.
Ramirez-Trejo, Augustin, relief (1962) 9243,

13570, 16699
Rampacek, Carl, sulfuric acid from sulfur

dioxide by autoxidation in mechanical
cells (1963) 12835

Rampart Dam Reservoir, precipitation
changes (1965) 10768

Rampart project, power market (1963) 2104
Ramps:
C-130 aircraft ramp unloading kit (1964)

5883
loading chute for sheep, farm building plan

(1962) 4520
loading, hinged, standard of trade (1961) 241

ramp span and deflection angle, effects on
laminar boundary-layer separation
(1965) 11495

Rampy, John M., determination of stability
derivatives from flight test data by
means of high speed repetitive opera-
tional analog matching (1964) 11786

Ramsey, Jerry W., relation of density and po-
rosity data to structural features of
anthracite (1965) 16593

Ramsey, John L., logical techniques for glottal
source measurements (1964) 19159

Ramsey, Leah W., engineering degrees
(1961-62) and enrollments (fall 1962),
advance report (1963) 6320

Ramseyer rule print of^
executive branch proposal, foreign assist-
ance act of 1962 (1962) 11451

foreign assistance act of 1965 (1965) 12176

Foreign Service act amendments of 1965
(H.R. 6277) (1965) 12177

H.R. 7327, foreign aid bill of 1961 (1961)
20574

proposed act to amend further Peace
Corps act (1965) 12175

proposed Foreign Service buildings legis-

lation (1963) 18939
Rana temporaria, see Frogs.
Ranch, L. M., algebraic structure of N-body

problem (1964) 20532
Ranches:

cattle, organization, costs, returns, south-
western U.S., 1940-59 (1961) 20659

Colorado mountain-meadow cattle, forage
programs and cattle systems (1963) 8147

equipment for beef cattle (1963) 1691
western, livestock, costs and returns, 1962

(1963) 15412
what is ranch conservation plan (1965) 50

Rancidity, smoked mullet, effect of butylated
hydroxy toluene and potassium sorbate
on development (1962) 17501
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Randall, Allan D., geology and ground water
in Farmington-Granby area. Conn (1964)
10654

Randall, C.C., mercury binary cycles for nucle-
ar power plants (1963) 16860

Randall, John E., review of hawkfishes, family
Cirrhitidae (1963) 12916

Randall, Kenneth A., nomination, hearing
(1964) 6497

Randall, C. G., Equity Cooperative Livestock
Sales Association (1963) 2238

Handle, Claire, legislative history of equal pay
act of 1963 (1964) 10308

Handle, Robert J., jr., training for floating-
point display of numbers (1965) 5218

Randolph, A. Philip, salute to a great leader
(remarks) (1964) 13380

Random processes, see Probabilities (mathe-
matics).

Random walk (mathematics):
queuing schemes and their description,

USSR study (1962) 7913
Randomness (mathematics):
generation of random correlated quantity on

high-speed electronic computer (1961)
2170

go/no-go testing of continually generated
binary digits, effectiveness (1962) 20213

statistical analysis of motion of simple vehi-
cles moving on random track (1961)
2638-39

Range and range rate system and data analy-
sis for Syncom I (1963 4A) (1964) 13217

Range-energy relations for protons and elec-

trons in Al, Si, and Si02 (1963) 12952
Range estimation of familiar targets present-

ed against black background (1965)
18533

Range finders:

double image, testing (1961) 11290
Kristall light (1965) 16433
precision of stadia hair range finder with

vertical rod (1961) 11301
SVV-1 light, field tests (1963) 5298
wild precision, problem (1961) 4763

Range lands:
administered by Forest Service, court cases

related to administration (1964) 15935
allotment analysis and management plan-

ning, story of survey on national forests
and grasslands (1964) 13596

beet leafhopper control in southern Idaho by
seeding breeding areas to range grass
(1963) 9540

Big Game Ridge & vicinity, Teton National
Forest, conditions (1961) 7500

Bighorn National Forest, Wyo., production
and forage, preference on subalpine
sheep ranges (1961) 7491

black grama and tobosa grasslands and
associated shrub ranges of Southwest,
grazing values and management (1962)
20425

California, annual-type vegetation, changes
(1964) 8663

classifying for conservation planning (1963)
21

conservation, commemorative stamp (poster)
(1961) 2645

cow and calf weight trends on mountain
summer range (1963) 10222

drill used in reforestation in California
(1961) 682

Federal, grazing use adjustments, evalua-
tion (1962) 22452

improving cattle distribution on western
mountains (1965) 18877

managers, employment outlook (1963) 20934
moderate grazing pays (1961) 80

Range lands—Continued
national land reserve adjustments in range

livestock industry (remarks) (1961)
15734

New Mexico, crested wheatgrass for spring
grazing (1963) 16758

northern Idaho and northeastern Washing-
ton, resources and management prob-
lems (1962) 19546

northern plains, responses of vegetation,
etc., to grazing (1962) 1956

Northwest, plant symbols adapted to auto-
matic data processing, list (1961) 6135

Ozark forest ranges, spraying, seeding, etc.,

increase forage (1962) 5228
perennial bunchgrass, rest-rotation grazing

management system (1961) 17933
public land range appraisal, trial program

(1962) 17145
print as Senate document, report (1962)

17281
publications, price lists (1961) 13626; (1962)

16120; (1963) 18278; (1965) 6864
range utilization patterns as affected by

fencing and class of livestock (1965) 665
research

—

methods, symposium (1964) 4212
what's ahead (address) (1961) 7501

sagebrush control (1965) 5506
semiarid, field performance of large critical-

depth flumes for measuring runoff (1963)
9541

south Florida range, effect of burning (1963)
10244

southern

—

Arizona, forage production and stocking
rates can be improved (1965) 4804

Idaho, seeding (1965) 10940
management (1963) 20709

southwestern

—

mosquite control (1963) 13171
ranges, principal forage plants (1962)
23576

study of early gully-control structures in

Colorado Front Range (1961) 6147
vegetation characteristics, automatic data

processing (1963) 6497
western

—

pellet seeding (1963) 11461
range and livestock

—

reports, monthly (1962) 22866; (1963)
4303; (1964) 4155; (1965) 4067

17 western States, 1922-62 (1963) 9590
Range, see Spacecraft.
Rangers (military):

training and operations, field manual (1962)
6648

Ranges (radio), see Radio ranges.

Ranges stock, see Range lands.
Rank order:

effect of sorting procedure on ranking error
(1965) 8486

estimates of time required for crosstraining
among 98 airmen specialties (1963) 4401

ordinal ranking accuracy, effect of sorting
procedure on cards (1964) 7994

Rankin, B. Kirk, III, pictorial structure of

Chinese characters (1965) 5257
Rankin, Douglas W., Matagamon sandstone,

new Devonian formation in north-
central Maine (1965) 4860

Rankin, Robert H., Coast Guard aviation
(1964) 6114

Rankin, John Elliott, Memorial Veterans Hos-
pital, see John Elliott Rankin Memorial
Veterans Hospital.

Rankine cycles, high-power, vapor-chamber
fin-tube radiator, analysis and evalua-
tion (1965) 11498
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Ranney, A.F., paper, Oct. 22, 1964 (1965) 8412
Ransome, Robin K., YH-41 stability and con-

trol re-evaluation (1963) 20304
Rantz, S. E.:

snowmelt hydrology of Sierra Nevada
stream (1964) 6826

stream hydrology related to optimum dis-

charge for king salmon spawning in

northern California Coast Ranges (1964)
14357

surface-water hydrology of coastal basins
of northern California (1964) 12526

tide-affected streams, discharge measure-
ments, empirical method of determining
(1963) 15617

Rapana, bezoar linne, influence on Black Sea
fauna, USSR study (1963) 20919

Raper, James L.:

description and flight performance of Ram B
vehicle (1964) 18765

flight-test temperature data for Altair-IICl
rocket motor (1965) 16691

rolling motions of delta configuration with
wing-tip fins (1963) 20996

Raper, Luther E., stepping stones to good
member relations (1963) 8205

Rapid City, S. Dak.:
data reduction for stable auroral red arcs,

IGY program (1965) 9771
District Court term to be held, report (1965)

17876
Municipal Airport, weather observations,

hourly decennial census (1963) 21174
Negro airmen, discrimination report before

Civil Rights Commission (1963) 6022
Rapid determination of permeability in porous

rock (1963) 1238
Rapid transit, see Local transit.

Rapoport, Amnon, subjective probability dis-

tributions in sequential decision task
(1965) 10111

Rappahannock (bounty, Va., soil survey report
(1962) 1818

Rappahannock River:
tidewater portion, hurricane survey, engi-

neer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 17957
document edition (1964) 17469

Rapperport, E.J., high temperature properties
of refractory alloys (1963) 18582

Rare Books Division, L.C., guide to collections
and services (1965) 19816

Rare earths:
activation analysis, Communist Chinese

study (1963) 10562
all-Union conference on chemistry, prepara-

tion, and analysis (1963) 774
alloying characteristics with transition ele-

ments (1964) 19233
alloys, USSR book (1962) 8049
Ames Laboratory research (remarks) (1963)

9693
amine extraction systems, yttrium behavior

and effect of sequestrants (1963) 12838
aqueous chloride solutions, thermodynamic

properties (1962) 23035
borates, corrosion, compatability, and radia-

tion effects (1962) 23025
hydrolysis of alloys of their oxides with
ammonium thiocyanate, USSR study
(1962) 2753

production and properties, USSR studies
(1964) 20406

spectroscopic analysis (1961) 9939
extraction and separation of elements in

Idaho euxenite concentrate (1965) 5089
fraternal 15 (1965) 18963
impurities in yttrium, activation analysis

(1962) 2058

Rare earths—Continued

influence on high-temperature nickel-base
alloys, USSR study (1964) 1149

liquid-liquid extraction by amines (1962)
6245

metals

—

and oxides, producing and ladle-treating
medium-carbon alloy steels (1962) 3330

borides of (1963) 119
determination, USSR studies (1965) 9404
elastic constants, calculation (1962) 2046
high purity, preparation (1962) 20431
impurities, ion exchange separation and
instrumental analysis (1963) 1237

problems of theory and use, USSR study
(1965) 6444

separation, etc., in zirconium alloys (1964)
11336

technology, literature survey (1962) 16335
minerals and metals, minerals yearbook

chapters (1961) 17648; (1962) 18219;
(1963) 18092; (1964) 18679; (1965) 18445

nitrates and oxides, acute mammalian toxici-

ty (1963) 18502
nitrilotriacetate complexes, properties (1962)

14843
oxides

—

corrosion, compatability, and radiation
effects (1962) 23025

effects on magnetic behaviors of ferrite

cores. Communist China study (1961)
2324

thermal expansion and phase inversion
(1961) 19881

physical and chemical properties (1962) 4635
powder metallurgy, USSR study (1965) 6416
products of fission, extraction with organo-

phosphorus compounds, USSR study
(1961) 15230

prospects of industrial use, USSR Study
(1961) 19636

radiochemistry (1961) 8393
rare earth elements

—

and national economy, USSR study (1962)
1011

mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)
9586

USSR study (1962) 13972
rare-earth oxalates, radiochemical precipita-

tion studies (1961) 9478
selected references to technical reports, etc.,

list (1961) 11804

separation by ion exchange with EDTA and
DCTA, hydrogen as retaining ion (1963)
3089

separation of

—

compounds by solvent extraction with
amines, effect of chelating agents (1963)
7226

elements and recovery of EDTA from ef-

fluent solutions (1962) 1642
lanthanide series and yttrium using phos-
phonic and iminodiacetic acid resins

(1964) 18693
sesquioxides, crystallographic modifications

and phase transformation rates (1965)
11389

sulfates, naphthenic acid solvent extraction
(1964) 9513

sulfides, crystal-chemical properties, USSR
study (1963) 1061

use in engineering, USSR study (1965) 11318

vitamins of technical progress, USSR study
(1962) 754

see also names of rare earths.
Rare elements in coal (1963) 10940
Rare gases, see Noble gases.
Rare metals, see Metals.
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Rare phenomena vision in fingers of Rosa Ku-
leshova. USSR (1963) 14414

Rarefied gases, see Gases.
Raring, Richard H., progress report of NASA

Special Committee on Materials Re-
search for Supersonic Transports (1963)
12875

Raritan Bay:
beach erosion control and hurricane survey

engineers report

—

departmental edition (1962) 21693
document edition (1962) 20959

Raritan River:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1961) 484
document edition (1961) 361

RAS series (1961) 3688-90, 6673, 8283; (1962)
22926

Rasetti, France, Upper Cambrian trilobite

faunas of northeastern Tennessee (1965)
13262

Rashbaum. William, use of social services by
unmarried mothers (1963) 6011

Rashis, Bernard, ablation, analytical investi-
gation (1963) 5564

Rasidi, Harun, biography (1961) 4522
Rasmussen, E.F., seasoning small quantities of

lumber (1965) 9176
Rasmussen, Maurice L., pitching, etc., motion

of spinning symmetric missile (1964)
9575

Rasor, Robert W. and wife, relief (1963) 18820;
(1964) 6440, 8212

Raspberries:
controlling diseases (1965) 10060
growing, general information (1961) 8296;

(1964) 11756
Rasps, see Files and rasps.
Raster linearity of video cameras calibrated

with precision tester (1965) 2850
Rastinon and its effect on peripheral blood,

USSR (1961) 15342
Rat-feeding studies to determine presence of

anti-metabolites, water-soluble vitamins,
and essential minerals in raw menhaden
as compared with raw haddock and beef
(1962) 17503

Ratajczak, Irena, relief (1962) 13407, 16701,
17155

Ratajczak, Rosa S., relief (1964) 15432, 17215,
17678

Ratay, Krystyna, relief (1962) 15322; (1963)
6229

Rate meters, wrist-carried high range gamma-
detecting ratemeter, description, etc

(1962) 3476
Rates, see Air carriers—Carriers—Casualty

insurance—Electricity—Fire insurance
—Freight cars—Freight rates—Passen-
ger rates—Telephone.

Rathbun, Mary, relief (1962) 16910, 19270
Rather, John C, library research in progress

(1963) 8175
Rathert, George A., minimum crew space hab-

itability for lunar mission (1964) 7505
Rathjen, Warren F., trawling off New England

coast, 1961, progress report on studies
(1963) 8270

Rating scales:

chance distribution of inconsistent response
patterns in paired comparison and mul-
tiple ranking designs (1963) 7625

format variations, effects on judgment
(1963) 7626

Ratings:
Air Force, scale construction, comparison of

3 methods (1961) 5317
danger, in forest fire control and manage-

ment, applications (1962) 5269

Ratings—Continued
Navy

—

construction rates qualifications hand-
book, change (1961) 4992

enlisted classification manual (1961) 15860
training publications for advancement,

bibliographies (1961) 13585; (1962)
16085; (1963) 11149; (1964) 11488; (1965)
5298, 11565

officer effectiveness reports, word picture
checklist (1965) 5554

peer

—

Air Force Officers

—

develop self-report tests to measure per-
sonality factors (1962) 1969

personality traits, similarity of factors
underlying peer ratings (1962) 1970

predictors of disciplinary problems
(1963) 4462

stability in changing groups (1964) 13686
trait-rating factors, validation of personali-

ty tests as measures (1962) 22961

Ratio and proportion, prep-text, mathematics
series, programed self-teaching device
(1965) 18668

Rations:
arctic survival rations (1963) 1761, 11499

dehydrated, digestibility and acceptability
(1961) 20354

food concentrations, nutritional value,
USSR study (1962) 1104

Horsford's Army ration of 1864 (1961) 15949
military long-term storage, report of inves-

tigation (1962) 20261
see also Food for livestock.

Ratliff, Raymond D., economical storage pre-
cipitation gage (1965) 16260

Rats:
absorption of calcium, iron and vitamin B12

during alterations in environmental
temperature (1963) 18484

albino, irradiation, effects of traumatic inju-

ry on response to total body exposure
(1965) 18952

body temperature regulation, effect of res-

"perine (1962) 10914

brain and muscle tissue, effect of fractional
X-ray irradiation on activity of hexoki-
nase and aldolase, USSR study (1964)
16308

chronic exposure to hypoxia, effect on blood
pressure and thyroid function of hyper-
tensive rats (1963) 9629

cold exposed

—

and control, cell proliferation in adrenal
(1964) 4247

metabolic studies of amino acid imbalance
(1964) 4249

control, dry bacterial cultures, USSR study
(1961) 15022

deep hypothermia, survival and tolerance to
circulatory arrest (1963) 13205

diet as factor in length of life, etc (1964)
19080

ecology and sociology of Norway rat (1963)
21032

effects of

—

adrenocortical insufficiency and hyper-
function on sensitivity to carbon monox-
ide poisoning, USSR study (1965) 11195

diet on HMP dehydrogenase and malic
(TPN) dehydrogenase (1965) 4172

irradiated food on reproductive function
and progeny (1961) 17383

variations in carbohydrate, protein and
fat intake on characteristics of growth
(1964) 9976
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Rats—Continued

exercising, effect of carbonic anhydrase inhi-

bition (1963) 14921
exposed to cold, alterations in protein me-

tabolism (1963) 11501
exposed to simulated altitude and high con-

centrations of nitrogen, gaseous tissue
nitrogen content (1963) 16790

exposure, effects of cold acclimatization on
liver di- and triphosphopyridine nucleo-
tide (1963) 11498

fed pectin and saponin, effects on plasma
and liver lipids, fecal acid bile and sterol
excretion (1963) 11549

fed pemmican, liver constitutents (1963)
11499

gravitational acceleration, plasma nonester-
ified fatty acids concentration (1964)
16729

healthy and irradiated, effect of sodium gal-
late on nucleic acid content in organs,
USSR study (1963) 12445

ice in isolated muscles, injury caused (1965)
4170

metabolic effects of methionine toxicity
(1963) 18479

microsome oxidase and reductase activity in

livers of young rats, influence of
X-irradiation on development (1964)
13651

performance, effects of aspartic acid (1963)
7686

poisons, precautionary measures and emer-
gency aid in cases of poisoning, USSR
study (1961) 12841

pulmonary effects of cold acclimatization
and norepinephrine calorigenesis (1963)
18474

radiosensitivity, effectiveness of radiopro-
tective action of mercamine, USSR study
(1964)14471

raising for laboratory use (1961) 3699
rat spleen and bone marrow suspensions,

effect of AET on in-vitro oxidation of
glucose (1965) 13436

red cell formation rate of 24° C and 5° C
(1963) 13203

simple methods of deratization, USSR study
(1962) 5712

swimming performance, effects of octacosan-
ol, wheat germ oil and vitamin E (1963)
7687

testicular regeneration, effect of rabbit tes-

ticular extract on, USSR study (1965)
5011

tissue cytochrome c levels, alterations by
chronic cold exposure (1963) 18480

warm- and cold-acclimatized, cardiovascular
effects of norepinephrine thermogenesis
(1963) 13206

white

—

adapted to hypoxia, effect of adrenalecto-
my on resistance to radial acceleration,
USSR study (1964) 16279

blood and hemopoietic organs, effect of
microwaves of varying intensity, USSR
study (1965) 12749

male, effect of dimercaptopropanol (Bri-
tish-lewisite) on toxicity of oxygen at 6
atmospheres' pressure (1965) 8493

nervous system, detection of labelled ri-

bonucleic acid, USSR study (1964) 18345
Rattlesnake quadrangle, Mont., geology (1965)

2228
Rau, Weldon W., Foraminifera from northern

Olympic Peninsula, Wash (1964) 8766
Rauch, L. M., regularized explicit solution of

analytic N-body problem (1964) 21735

Raup, Ruth M., medical groups in United
States, 1959 (1964) 5658

Ravenna, Ohio:
railroad accident (1963) 640
redevelopment area, statistical profile (1963)

7811
Ravner, H., antioxidant action of metals and

organometal compounds (1963) 7370
Raw materials:
AEC program, hearings (1965) 10368
African, strategic significance in U.S. plan-

ning (1963) 1776
Communist China, utilization (1961) 874
evaluating for rotary-kiln production of

light-weight aggregate (1962) 23953
international reserve, establish, report

(1961) 10452
Kulunda, utilization, scientific and technical

conference, USSR (1961) 10921
raw materials and semi-finished products,

directory of combination export man-
agers (1962) 9778

supplies, contributions of imports to U.S
(1961) 646; (1962) 2575; (1963) 5086

United States economy, 1900-61 (1964) 6052
announcement and order form (1964) 8103

USSR, kolkhoz trade, procurement (1961)
19791

wood, source for chemical utilization (1961)
19362

Rawin sets, see Radio direction finders.

Rawinsondes, hourly rawinsondes for week
(1965) 4217

Rawles, Beverly A., guide to scientific and
technical literature ot Eastern Europe
(1963) 5646

Rawls, Nancy V., foreign trade regulations of
Liberia (1964) 18185

Rawson, D., environment created by nuclear
explosion in salt (1965) 10177

Ray, Clayton E., relationships of Quemisia
gravis (Rodentia:? Heptaxodontidae)
(1965) 9920

Ray, Edward J., effect of wing planform modi-
fication on longitudinal characteristics
of variable-sweep M wing (1965) 18573

Ray, Ernest C, re-entrant cosmic-ray albedo
(1963) 21020

Ray, H. D., measuring wool by staple length
rec9rder (1964) 13590

Ray, Louis L., geomorphology and quaternary
geology of Owensboro quadrangle,
Ind.-Ky (1965) 19672

Ray, Robert S., unemployment rates in larger
cities (1964) 15255

Ray acoustical model of ocean using
depth-sound speed profile with continu-
ous 1st derivative (1963) 11178

Rayburn, Sam:
4-cent commemorative stamp (poster) (1962)

20238
medal

—

hearing (1962) 19381
law (1962) 20877

Rare earths:

cermets, USSR studies (1965) 2752
cermets, USSR studies (1965) 2752
Colorado, New Mexico, and Wyoming, tech-

nological and economic problems of met-
al resources (1963) 3055

compounds as refractory materials, bibliog-
raphy (1962) 18193

crystals

—

spectra (1961) 6424, 15829
structure influence on friction characteris-

tics (1965) 1467
effects on electrorefined vanadium (1964)

21718
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Rare earths—Continued
elements

—

and yttrium with dodecyl, Phosphoric
acid-kerosine solvent, extraction and
separation (1965) 6608

differentiation in magmatic process (1963)
19942

euxenite, extraction and separation (1962)
3341

report (1962) 19360
memorial services (1962) 13230
statue, acceptance

—

print proceedings, reports (1965) 7416,
8922

proceedings (1965) 13823
tributes extended to, print as House docu-

ment, reports (1961) 12299, 14583
tributes of colleagues (1962) 383

Rayburn, Sam, Dam and Reservoir, see Sam
Rayburn Dam and Reservoir.

Rayburn, Sam, Memorial Veterans Center, see
Sam Rayburn Memorial Veterans Cen-
ter.

Ravleigh, Lord John W. S., appraisal, papers
(1965) 1804

Rayleigh process, see Probabilities (mathemat-
ics).

Rayleigh scattering, see Scattering.
Raleigh waves, see Seismology.
Raymond, Allan E., effect of evaporation and

powdering processes on iodine-131 con-
tent of milk (1964) 20747

Rayner, A.C.:

(Coastal Engineering Research Center, sum-
mary of capabilities (1964) 12338

land against the sea (1965) 2108
Rayon:
research in economic geography of Hungary,

significance and problems (1962) 7694
staple fiber,

—

determination of no injury to U.S. indus-
try-
Belgium (1961) 11626
Cuba (1961) 13704
France (1961) 11627
West Germany (1961) 13705

trade agreements escape clause investiga-
tion (1961) 8226

Rayons (sub-areas) of Moscow (1963) 12764
Rays (fishes):

general information (1961) 20748
Raytheon Company:
Army Department procurement of unneeded

spare assemblies resulting from negli-
gence, GAO report (1965) 6287

electronic technician apprenticeship pro-
gram (1961) 16155

Re, Edward D., nomination, hearings (1961)
7294

Re, Richard J., aerodynamic effects of modify-
ing wing inboard trailing-edge camber,
etc (1963) 12879

Re-entrant cosmic-ray albedo (1963) 21020
RE-TR series (1964) 7661; (1962) 22693
REA, see Electrification Administration.
RK.\ bulletins (1961) 1457, 2697-98, 11549,

13644-645, 17808; (1962) 1795-97, 6434,
8627, 12676-678, 14583, 16152, 22773;
(1963) 5712, 9374, 14684, 21102; (1964)
3122-23, 5676, 7721, 9751-52, 18933;
(1965) 1598, 3012, 9907-8, 18745

Reaction kinetics, see Kinetics.
Reaction of organism and type of nervous sys-

tem, USSR (1962) 22088
Reaction-rate studies of thorium-uranium di-

carbides in moist air (1961) 18038
Reaction time, see Discrimination reaction.
Reactionary economic theory of W.W. Rostow

which serves U.S. ruling clique, (Com-
munist China (1961) 13171

Reactions (chemical), see Chemical reactions.
Reactions (kinetics), see Kinetics.
Reactions (nuclear), see Nuclear reactions.
Reactions (physiological), see Physiological

reactions.
Reactive flying machines (1965) 18592
Reactivity:
calculations of effective plutonium cross

sections (1962) 2031
DaO-moderated natural uranium lattices

with clustered rod fuel elements (1961)
18065

calculated and measured values (1962)
18747

excess in reactor, device for measuring, Pol-
ish study (1962) 7806

oscillation measurements of thorium doppler
coefficient (1962) 2036

uranouranic oxide, surveys (1962) 16385-386,
23002-4

Reactor fuel, see Reactor fuels.

Reactor fuel elements:
adhesive bonded AEC superheat critical fuel

manufacture (1961) 18045
automatic enrichment differentiator (FEED)

based on gamma-ray spectrometry
(1964) 5969

beryllium-clad uranium-silicon, etc., cermets
(1961) 204

ceramic

—

flat plate, development of process, summa-
ry report (1962) 14900

powders, ultrasonic filling of tubular clad-
ding (1962) 8972

rod-type, made by hot isostatic pressing of
NO2 (1961) 11796

cladding, plastic, strain due to UO2 thermal
expansion (1962) 2041

columbium alloy clad uranium carbide

—

final report (1961) 18078
technical report (1962) 8978

CP-5 tubes fabrication development work
(1961) 1714

development program for pebble bed reactor
(1961) 18073

diffusional bonding, fundamentals, 7th an-
nual progress report (1963) 129

dispersion type, isotopic interchange (1961)
5375

double-annular boiling-superheating, refer-
ence design of 200 Mw(e) direct cycle
boiling water reactor (1962) 23030

fabrication

—

by swaging (1963) 9671
of Yankee (iore 1 prototype fuel element

(1961) 1725
research on mechanical metallurgy, Jan.-

Sept. 1961 (1962) 6691
fuel bearing fiberglass in aluminum-base

fuel elements, fabrication properties,
report (1963) 4492

graphite, subsurface coatings, development
program for pebble bed reactor, report
(1961) 5377

heat transfer tests (1961) 18059
hot extrusion of UO2 fuel elements (1962)

I & E, Dvnapak extrusion (1962) 23012;
(1963) 18565

irradiation behavior of BeO-UOi fuel as
function of fuel-particle size (1963)
14970

mechanical metallurgy, research program
(1962) 2035

metal clad, development for high-
temperature gas-cooled reactor (1962)
192

metallic materials, comprehensive technical
report (1963) 121
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Reactor fuel elements—Continued
ML-1 fuel element development in-pile test

history, summary report (1965) 4256
models of temperature fields of fuel elements

in active zone and shield of BN-350 reac-

tor, USSR study (1965) 14515
nuclear fuel elements, slip casting, terminal

report (1961) 18093
pebble bed reactor, development program

—

final report (1962) 6698
in-pile loop test (1962) 2071
progress report (1961) 5376

plutonium-uranium, separation and determi-

nation of plutonium by cation exchange
(1963) 5939

powder packed uranium dioxide fuel ele-

ments, symposium (1963) 5925-26
reactivities of D20-moderated uranium lat-

tices with clustered rod fuel elements

—

calculated and measured values (1962)

18747
calculating (1961) 18065

superheat fuel element SH-4B in VBWR,
design, fabrication, irradiation (1962)

8946
superheat SH-1 and SH-2, irradiation and

evaluation (1961) 191

superheated sheaths, relative performance
of alloys (1964) 10030

technology for organic reactors, status re-

port (1962) 14897
thermal

—

analysis of type 3 elements in SM-1,
SM-IA, PM-2A cores (1962) 18702

loading along reactor channel with consid-

eration of nonuniformities of heating of

heat transfer agent, USSR study (1962)

13968
thermoelectric, progress reports (1961)

230-231, 5401
ultrasonic fuel reprocessing in mercury

(1961) 18077
UO2 system, development and testing (1961)

5342
uranium

—

analysis of uranium fuel rod etc., studies

(1961) 18017
and UO2 coated particles, corrosion and
radiation damage resistant fuel materi-

al, final report (1962) 207
dioxide system, development and testing

(1962) 6690, 23013
rolling of sheet and its properties, studies

(1961) 178

studies (1962) 180-182
zirconium spent fuel elements, Dow alumi-

num pyrometallurgical process, progress
report (1961) 18094

vibratory packed UO2 enriched, redistribu-

tion following burnup (1961) 5346
wound and folded single-sheet (1962) 4638

Reactor fuel plates, ultrasonic roll bonding,
study, etc (1961) 5343

Reactor fuel rods:

boiling water reactor, multi-rod burnout at
high pressure (1963) 11555

examination of 304 stainless steel cladding
from cold-swaged and rolled fuel rods
(1963) 7695

fabrication

—

by low temperature sintered pellets, de-

sign (1963) 16847
by tandem rolling (1962) 8944
with stainless-steel-lined zircaloy-2, design

(1964) 13695
failed hot gas isostatic pressed fuel rods,

evaluation (1963) 16842
isostatic pressing of UO2 in high tempera-

ture metals (1961) 5382

Reactor fuel rods—Continued
powder fuel processing of 2-pass swaging

(1963) 1830
programming in Yankee reactor, depletion

and control study (1961) 16225
single, burnout conditions in annular geome-

try, water at 600 to 1400 psia (1964)

5960
stress considerations in design, fast oxide

breeder (1961) 190
UO2 fuel systems for water reactor applica-

tions, development and testing (1964)

5956
UO2 swaged powder, failures at high ther-

mal, performance conditions (1963)

16840
uranium

—

analysis by X-ray inverse pole figure

method (1961) 18017
in heavy water, behavior of thermal neu-

trons in lattices (1965) 4259
thermal cycling by X-ray inverse pole

figure method (1962) 18698
vibration in parallel flow (1963) 9676

Reactor fuels:

AEC cycle program, design and fabrication

of basic fuel assemblies (1963) 16835
BONUS superheater emergency cooling,

terminal report (1962) 8947
burnup determination (1963) 7714
ceramic, irradiation testing

—

progress report (1962) 23015
summary reports (1963) 18566; (1964) 8051

ceramic

—

materials, effect of nuclear radiation

(1964) 5982
matrix fuels containing coated particles,

symposium proceedings (1963) 15008
pellets, application of ultrasonic vibration

to cold pressing (1962) 8973
chemical reprocessing plant, hearing (1964)

6188
cladding

—

materials, superheat fuel cladding (1963)

5932
stainless steel tubing evaluation (1963)

5933
conventional and nuclear fuels, competitors

or partners? (remarks) (1963) 11587
cycle program, boiling water reactor re-

search and development program, quart-

erly reports (1961) 16192, 18050; (1962)

2043; (1963) 16845; (1965) 1830
design, etc., of assemblies for VBWR irra-

diation testing (1961) 18046
development

—

nuclear fuels and materials (1961) 5399,
8425

programs, summaries (1961) 5391, 16215;

(1965) 17135
economics, thermal and fast breeder reactor

power stations program (1961) 18024
effect of fuel and poison management on

nuclear power systems, June 1959-Sept.
1961 (1962) 14855

EURATOM management program

—

cycle analysis (1964) 5977
physics analysis (1964) 5976
synthesis of results (1964) 8064

E^VESR nuclear superheat fuel development
project, reports (1963) 7698, 9678, 16841

fabrication

—

fast oxide breeder project (1961) 18042
processes used in high power density pro-

gram, economic comparison (1964) 8055
failure of, literature search (1963) 5943
fast

—

ceramic, sodium logging (1965) 8542
mobile blankets design and economic eval-

uation (1964) 19230
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Reactor fuels—Continued
fast—Continued

transient effects (1963) 14982
fuel management symposium, report (1964)

1776
glass bearing, notes from meeting (1962) 218

graphite-matrix

—

compacts for H T G R, development and
evaluation (1962) 4625

development for AVR, final report (1964)

13693
irradiated fission, reprocessing, annotated

bibliography, supplement (1964) 19245
metallography of carbide fuel compounds

(1961) 18037
mixed PUO2-UO2 fuel, fabrication cost esti-

mate (1964) 8053
nuclear fuels

—

and materials development (1963) 7711;

(1965) 198
nondestructive assay (1965) 17138
reprocessing and waste disposal, bibliog-
raphy (1962) 18726-728, 23042-45

research fuel cycle development program,
progress reports (1961) 207, 18071-72;
(1962) 6697

particulate nuclear fuels, preparation and
processing, symposium, proceedings
(1965) 17086

plutonium

—

fabrication and reprocessing for fast ce-

ramic reactors (1962) 18709
uranium carbide and plutonium-uranium

oxide, comparative study (1963) 1829
preparation of (Th, U) C2 fuel particles for

HTGR (1963) 14961
pressurized water reactors fuel cycle costs,

effects of changing economic conditions
(1963) 14990

processing, review of recent developments
(1961) 2919; (1962) 4286; (1963) 4133;
(1964) 3960; (1965) 3877

PuC-UC and PUO2-UO2 as fast reactor fuel,

comparative study, economic considera-
tions (1963) 14975

PUO2-UO2 fast reactor fuel post-irra-

diation examination (1963) 123
reprocessing

—

literature search (1962) 2085
plant for fast ceramic reactors (1963)

11556
selected measurement methods for plutonium

and uranium in nuclear fuel cycle (1964)
4303

change (1964) 19249
errata (1965) 5613

stainless steel clad swaged powder fuel as-
sembly, failure (1964) 10031

strontium-titanate production radioisotope
fuel for SNAP 7B thermoelectric genera-
tor (1964) 5968

thorium fuel cycle symposium, proceedings,
Dec. 5-7, 1962 (1963) 15007

transient effects in fast reactor fuels (1963)
9675

UO2 powder, compacted with defected stain-
less steel cladding, erosion flow testing
(1963) 16836

uranium carbides

—

as reactor fuel materials, proceedings of
symposium (1961) 18092

development (1962) 14853; (1963) 15017;
(1964) 21018

weight study of beryllium oxide, beryllium,
lithium-7 hydride, and water as modera-
tors with tungsten 184 structural mate-
rial and uranium dioxide fuel (1962)
22554

Reactor power plants, see Nuclear reactor
power plants.

Reactor safety, see Safety of life.

Reactor Testing Station, see National Reactor
Testing Station, Idaho Falls, Idaho.

Reactors:
bomb, reducing vanadium compounds (1964)

7451
bus reactor for regulation of generator volt-

age, USSR study (1965) 18289
large-diameter, use in synthesizing pipeline

gas and gasoline by hot-gas-recycle
process (1963) 3084

microcatalytic, testing oxidation catalysts
(1963) 3051

see also Fluidized bed reactors.
Reactors (atomic):
absorber burn-up experiment (1963) 9673
ABWR-PL-2 design report (1962) 23034
ABWR quarterly progress reports (1962)

14834, 23014
advanced

—

indirect cycle water reactor studies for
maritime applications (1962) 8936,
11023, 16388-389, 18703

test reactor

—

burnout heat transfer tests (1965) 10171
corrosion behavior of materials of
construction (1965) 10169

critical experiments (1965) 8559
fast flux liquid metal loop, design cri-

teria (1963) 18574
final shielding design report (1965) 4257
servo regulation rod test program (1965)
10170

turbo report (1965) 10168
AEC development program —
hearings (1964) 8235; (1965) 8726
remarks (1963) 18604

AEC licensing procedures, etc (1961) 5562,
10195

AEC-naval reactor program report, hearing
(1963) 208

AEC superheat criticals, comparison of ex-
periment and theory in uniform lattices

(1962) 23024
aeroradioactivity survey and areal geolo-

gy—
east-central New York and west-central
New England parts (1965) 180

Idaho, national reactor testing station
area (1965) 5600

Ames Laboratory Research Reactor dedica-
tion (remarks) (1963) 9693

annual report of Netherlands reactor center,

1963 (1965) 14595
application of low-permeability graphite

properties, techniques and procedures
(1963) 14966

aqueous corrosion of materials, AEC-
EURATOM conference papers (1961) 227

Army nuclear power program

—

code development program, water-
moderated arrays of uranium and stain-

less steel (1963) 126
reactor analysis seminar, proceedings,

Oct. 11 and 12, 1960, papers (1962) 8958

atomic

—

energy research (1962) 8988
in-pile loop, design, construction, and ini-

tial operation (1965) 17091
power program and National Reactor
Testing Station (remarks) (1965) 1870

Belorussian, start-up, etc. of first reactor
(1962) 21989

beryllium oxide, experimental, progress re-

port (1963) 14962
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Reactors (atomic)—Continued
BN-350—
atomic power station, USSR study (1965)

14494
models of temperature fields of fuel ele-

ments in active zone and shield, USSR
study (1965) 14515

boiling water

—

automatic control of T7 tanker reactor
propulsion system, design, etc (1962)

8942
direct cycle, 200-Mw(e), with integral nu-

clear superheat, reference design (1962)
23030

effect of ship's motion on heat transfer
and fluid flow performance, experimental
and analog results (1961) 18040

flux trap core, summary design report
(1961) 5349

fuel cycle program, quarterly reports
(196l") 16192, 18050; (1962) 2043; (1963)

16845; (1965) 1830
methods for improving critical heat flux

(1964) 10029
multi-rod burnout at high pressure (1963)

11555
natural circulation loop performance at

1000 psia under periodic accelerations,

experimental and analog results (1961)
18040

research and development programs (1961)

5352; (1962) 2043; (1963) 16845
separate superheat reactor plant, 600
MWe, design study (1963) 7696

boiling heavy water

—

stability (1962) 18700
T7 natural circulation, effects of vertical
gravity oscillations on performance
(1962) 8943

zirconium 1.5 w/o niobium cladding, evalu-
ation (1963) 9677

BONUS—
boiling nuclear superheater power sta-

tion

—

final hazards summary reports (1962)
16400; (1964) 13707

supplementary study (1962) 8980
containment membrane development for

building (1962) 4631
determining neutron penetration in

iron-water shields (1962) 8950
superheater assembly

—

seal connector development, terminal
report (1962) 8951

water injection test simulating moderate
flooding, heat transfer tests (1962)

superheater elements, zero-flow shutdown
cooling test (1961) 18052

superheater fuel

—

assembly (1962) 18713
assembly unflooding test, terminal re-

port (1962) 8949
emergency cooling, terminal report

(1962) 8947
zero power critical experiments and appli-

cation to design (1962) 18714
boron carbide as nuclear control and poison

material, information (1961) 11787
built, being built, or planned, U.S (1961)

5396, 20363; (1962) 6704, 18379; (1963)
5947, 18593; (1964) 8082, 15287; (1965)
4275, 17136

Bulgarian atomic reactor information (1964)
9154

burnout conditions for single rod in annular
geometry, water at 600 to 1400 psia
(1964) 5960

Reactors (atomic)—Continued
Carolinas Virginia tube reactor, large plant

study (1964) 112
cavity, graphite-lined surface, spatial distri-

bution of neutron flux (1963) 5940
chemistry, 3d conference (1963) 15006
civilian

—

and military, development, etc., hearings
(1961) 10192

nuclear power program, economic benefits

from continuing, evaluation (1963) 15000
power program (1962) 16405
program, status of application in process

industries, 1961 (1962) 2095
classification bulletin, nuclear reactions and

systems (1964) 9691
coaxial-flow gaseous, 2-dimensional gray-gas

radiant heat transfer (1964) 7525
components, radiation damage (1963) 11172
construction materials for active zone of

nuclear reactors, USSR study (1965)
1224

consumers research and development phys-
ics, analytical methods (1961) 16187

containment, bibliography (1964) 5973
containment-vessel leakage rates measuring,

comparison of absolute- and reference-
system methods (1964) 20573

control augmentation critical experiments
(1964) 10026

control materials

—

absorber burn-up experiment, technical
report (1961) 18047

comparative evaluation method (1961) 189
neutron absorbers (1962) 13010
reactivity vs. number of neutrons cap-
tured (1961) 16190

relative effectiveness, supplement (1961)
16180

control rods

—

effects on prompt neutron decay constant
in multiplying media, parametric study
(1962) 23028

self-bonded borides preparation (1961) 188

control systems, transistorized magnet cur-
rent amplifier (1965) 13107

controlled recirculation boiling. Pathfinder
atomic power plant, progress report
(1962) 177

coolants

—

gas-suspension project (1961) 18030
petroleum refinery streams suitability,

thermal stability investigations (1961)
1721

reclamation, catalytic hydrocracking of
polyphenyl systems (1964) 8059

study of wet steam, final report (1963)
1833

wet steam under fog flow conditions, inves-
tigation (1963) 4497

cooling

—

and coolants, bibliography (1961) 5425
biphenyl liquid heat transfer and vapor
deposition studies (1964) 10032

core materials, review of recent develop-
ments (1961) 2918; (1962) 4285

core-parameter studies for selected types
(1962) 16405

corrosion of type 304 stainless steel in simu-
lated superheat reactor environments
(1962) 23021

critical facility control, engineering test

manual (1962) 14842
cylindrical, computer program for solving

9-group diffusion equations, analysis
and discussion, errata (1961) 21208

dedication of University of Maryland's nu-
clear reactor (remarks) (1961) 6759
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Reactors (atomic)—Continued
deposition of matter from flowing stream

—

application to radioactive superheated
stream system (1963) 18569

general relations and equations (1963)
18568

design

—

radiation effects on structural materials,
research status and implications (1961)
228

study of fluid engine power systems (1964)
5978

digital computer program for EGGR temper-
ature and neutron transient analysis,
ETNATA (1964) 15280

distance factors for power and test sites

calculation, technical information docu-
ment (1962) 14896

earthquakes, effects on nuclear reactors,
design, etc (1963) 20330

EBR-2 and breeder reactor development (re-

marks) (1965) 15258
Elk River, Minn., nuclear-reactor site, geolo-

g>-, etc (1963) 14016
employing high pressure boiling water as

working fluid, critical heat flux and flow
pattern characteristics (1963) 122

engineering materials list (1964) 21017
Enrico Fermi reactor, response to TNT sim-

ulated nuclear accidents (1965) 6843
ETVESR nuclear superheat fuel development

project, reports (1963) 7698, 9678, 16841
EWA installation at Swierk, Poland (1962)

7651
excess reactivity, device for measuring, Pol-

ish study (1962) 7806
experimental, decontamination of waste

waters, USSR study (1964) 20366
fast

—

ceramic fuel reprocessing plant (1963)
11556

ceramic-fueled, plutonium fabrication and
reprocessing (1962) 18709

ceramic reactor, 565 MW(e), conceptual
design (1964) 114

coolant vaporization effects important to
safety (1962) 23062

fixed blankets, design and economic evalu-
ation (1964) 10025

flux liquid metal loop in advanced test
reactor, design criteria (1963) 16848

fuel cycle costs and temperature coeffi-
cients of reactivity for Pu02-SS and
PuO-2-U02 (1963) 18564

mobile blankets design and economic eval-
uation (1964) 19230

neutron pulse reactors, literature search
(1962) 14882

neutrons utilization for activation analy-
sis (1965) 182, 13495

fast breeder

—

safety studies, gamma-rav scanning tech-
niques (1961) 20060

state of development. East Germany study
(1963) 6945

fast oxide breeder

—

500 \rVVe, core design study (1962) 23019
fuel fabrication (1961) 18042
fueled, calculation of doppler coefficient
and other safety parameters (1961)
18049

parametric study of reactor core (1961)
5347

sintering studies of plutonium-uranium
dioxide pellets (1961) 16184

southwest experimental development pro-
gram (1965) 13496

stress considerations in fuel rod design
(1961) 190

Reactors (atomic)—Continued
fast reactor

—

control mechanisms, proceedings of meet-
ing (1965) 10191

core design parameter study (1961) 5341
transients including meltdown, analysis,
survey of current methods (1965) 17140

Federal item identification guides for supply
cataloging (1962) 7239; (1963) 3655;
(1964) 3473, 12292; (1965) 3375

flat, G-1, fuel for flux charts (1961) 18023
flow

—

stability of gas-solids suspensions, final

report (1965) 13506
studies, full scale model tests (1962) 8960

fluidized-bed, design and construction (1963)
9134

France (1961) 18016
fuel-

cycle development programs (1961) 5352;
(1962) 6697

management symposium (1964) 1776
full-range in-core neutron monitoring sys-

tem employing ion chambers, topical
report (1965) 1831

Gl, reports (1962) 188
G2 and G3, description (1961) 8385
gas cooled

—

axial temperature and pressure distribu-
tion in EGCR development of PTD-1
program (1964) 11857

bearings and seals, component require-
ments and availability survey (1962)
14856

design studv report for target, 1000-Mw(e)
high-temperature (1965) 4253

experimental

—

final hazards, summary reports (1963)
128, 16852; (1965) 10175

radiological health manuals (1964)
13691; (1965)4252

fast breeder reactor, core design study
(1965) 17090

FATT, transient temperature computer
program for EGCR core (1964) 11858

40-Mw(e) protot>T)e high-temperature, re-

search and development program, prog-
ress reports (1961) 1698, 9944-45, 11784

gas space reflective insulations (1962) 219
high-temperature

—

B4C control-rod material development
and evaluation (1962) 23016

40-\rW(E) prototype, research and devel-
opment program, progress reports
(1962) 8938, 8941, 23018; (1963) 11554,
14965

graphite-matrix fuel compacts (1962)
4625

metal-clad-fuel elements, development
(1962) 192

prototype, research and development
program, quarterly progress report
(1962) 193

maritime program

—

analysis (1961) 18034
progress report (1963) 18567

reactor project, terminal report (1962)
4632

rotating machinery application

—

Oak Ridge National Laboratory pro-
ceedings (1962) 18738

proceedings of meeting (1964) 13715
safety problems, progress reports (1961)

18067; (1962) 2066
shaft seals for compressors and turbines.
Oak Ridge National Laboratory pro-
ceedings (1961) 11807

structural materials, component require-
ments and availability survey (1962)
14857
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Reactors (atomic)—Continued
gas cooled—Continued
US/UK meeting on compatibility problems

(1961) 9957
gaseous-core cylindrical-cavity system with

2-dimensional criticality calculations

(1963) 7260
geometry determination of technological

channels of 2d Polish research reactor

(1962) 7759
Georgia nuclear laboratory area, aerora-

dioactivity survey and areal geology
(1963) 11552

GETR-helium loop-1 design summary, techni-

cal report (1961) 18041
graphite-matrix fuels development for AVR,

final report (1964) 13693
graphite subcritical reactor laboratory for

nuclear engineering (1965) 8560
Hanford new production reactor

—

power conversion studies, report (1961)

6955
proposed arrangements for electric gener-

ating facilities, hearing (1963) 1969
utility proposal for powerplant addition,

hearings, etc (1962) 16811-812
Hanford plant area, Wash, and Oreg., aero-

radioactivity survey and areal geology
(1962) 18704

Hanford project of Atomic Energy Commis-
sion, exchange of public domain lands
heretofore withdrawn and reserved,
authorize

—

law (1964) 17415
reports (1964) 15576, 17774

hazards, indemnity legislation, extend and
amend

—

hearings (1965) 15516
law (1965) 17406
reports (1965) 15743, 15979, 17619

heat transfer experiment (1962) 23009
heavy element facility, plutonium process-

ing, final safety evaluation (1961) 5365
heavy water

—

lattice project, annual report (1962) 4639;
(1963) 7702; (1964) 19234

organic cooled reactor program, Canadi-
an-U.S. cooperation (speech) (1965)
10196

use for experimental work in nuclear and
reactor physics, USSR study (1963)
19651

heavy water moderated

—

boiling heavy water-cooled, reactor tran-
sients and power patterns (1961) 16204

forced-convection, quality burnout data
with calculated Reynolds numbers, com-
pilation (1961) 11793

power plants, engineering evaluation stud-
ies (1962) 211, 23050

power plants, evaluation and design (1961)
8419-20

power reactor, engineering evaluation
studies (1961) 18098

reactivities for uranium lattices with clus-

tered rod fuel elements, calculated and
measured values (1962) 18747

helium-cooled, contaminant removal from
helium (1962) 4648

heterogeneous calculation methods (1962)
23040

test and verification (1964) 19237
homogeneous, criticality effects of centrally

located aluminum, iron, and tungsten
tubes and rods (1962) 20134

high power density development project in-

terim report 300 MWe HPD conceptual
design study (1964) 113

Reactors (atomic)—Continued
hot channel factors and burnout, literature

search (1963) 5944
HTGR (Peach Bottom atomic power sta-

tion)

—

activation measurements of Th-232 reso-

nance captures (1963) 7689
preparation of (Th, U) C2 fuel (1963) 14961

test on half-scale prototype model (1962)
23017

hydraulic ball (hy-ball) control system devel-

opment program (1965) 13519
hydrogen and helium flowing in tube, heat

transfer and friction data at surface
temperatures up to 5600° R (1964) 11407

in-core instrumentation, telemetering (1963)
4478

in-core power monitoring of nuclear reactors
(1963) 7692

in-pile test history, ML-1 fuel element devel-

opment, summary report (1965) 4256
investigation of system of automatically

relating power level, USSR study (1962)

1305
kinetics and control, symposium (1964) 13714

large fast ceramic, Doppler calculations

(1963) 14981

laminar heat transfer in thin rectangular
channels, etc (1964) 16716

light water-moderated

—

fog-cooled, conceptual design evaluation
(1963) 4497

nuclear, measurement of slowing-down
area of neutrons in various types of

light water mixtures, experimental re-

sults and discussions (1961) 8384
liquid fluidized bed experiment study (1961)

1706
low-pressure steam reactor review group,

report (1964) 15289

M.I.T. in-pile loop, irradiation of Santowax
OMP—

equipment design, etc (1963) 4483
summary (1963) 4482

marine, free-surface steam-water separation
(1961) 9946-47

maritime nuclear steam generator 630A,
status report (1964) 8056

marking system for valves, fittings, flanges,

unions used in nuclear reactor systems,
Federal standard (1963) 2281

miterials

—

corrosion, articles (1963) 1818
mechanical properties (1963) 14967
nuclear

—

radiation effects (1962) 18359
reactor materials, essential, analysis

(1965) 203, 10192
superheat applications, general corro-

sion (1965) 17097
of construction of 21 vessels, neutron irra-

diation effect of brittle-rupture proper-
ties (1963) 9690

review of recent developments (1962) 6712;

(1963) 4134; (1964) 3961; (1965) 3878
thermal conductivity (1961) 16179

Michigan Department of Health reactor en-

vironmental surveillance program,
summary report (1965) 11660

multi-group diffusion methods for analysis

(1963) 1835
naval reactor program, review, hearing

(1961) 10193
naval reactors physics handbook, selected

basic techniques (1965) 4274
Netherlands Reactor Center, annual report

for 1959 (1962) 7642
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Reactors (atomic)—Continued
neutron flux distributions in graphite assem-

bly with internal cavity (1962) 22572
new cadmium materials for more effective

and economical control rods, survey
(1961) 192

nondestructive testing trend in AEC pro-
gram, symposium, proceedings (1961)
9958

nonuniform burnup and poisoning effects in
reactor and validity of uniform approxi-
mation (1963) 7229

nuclear

—

chemistry, proceedings of conference
(1962) 18735; (1964) 128

control rod theory and experiment, analy-
sis of methods (1962) 23026

merchant ship reactor

—

shield design summary report (1961)
1696

zero power tests, final report (1962) 2029
power costs (1961) 5398

nuclear reactors

—

induced coloration in fused silica, experi-
mental investigation of thermal anneal-
ing (1965) 18475

neutron flux equalization, USSR study
(1965) 18372

Soviet Union, report of reciprocal ex-
change trip (1965) 18954

steel containment vessels, leakage charac-
teristics, etc (1965) 5615

technology, chemical aspects conference,
report (1961) 16217

thermal operating performance (1964)
8076

used to irradiate monkeys, radiobiologic
studies (1965) 18920

nuclear

—

safety research and development program
related to civilian power reactors (re-

marks) (1965) 1863
steam generator for merchant ship appli-
cation (1963) 5923

superheat critical initial experiments,
analysis (1961) 18053

superheat development program

—

meetings (1961) 3812-13, 8418, 18054
progress reports (1961) 193, 3795-96;

(1962) 197, 2044, 14838
superheat meeting, proceedings (1962)

23058; (1965) 1852
superheat project

—

progress reports (1961) 1699, 5348;
(1962) 194, 196, 2039, 4626, 14836,
18710 23023

quarterly reports (1963) 16837-838;
(1964) 4259-96

superheat process tube heat transfer tests

(1964) 4295-96
technology, analytical chemistry, proceed-
ings of conferences (1961) 11808; (1962)
18737

Oak Ridge National Laboratory area, Tenn.
and Ky., aeroradioactivity survey and
areal geology (1963) 1827

once-through boiling of water, heat transfer
coefficients (1962) 2040

orbiting, electron and proton fluxes in

trapped radiation belts (1965) 1790
organic coolants

—

and fuel element technology, status report
(1962) 14897

essential data, 4th quarterly report, Jan.
1-Mar. 30, 1962 (1963) 5934

irradiation loop studies, progress report
(1963) 14991

summary report (1965) 8549
technology, progress report (1963) 11559

Reactors (atomic)—Continued
organic cooled

—

heavy water, tripartite meeting, June
11-13, 1962 (1964) 127

reactor forum, proceedings (1961) 5367
organic moderated reactor experiment, eval-

uation of organic fouling problem (1961)
8412

organic moderator-coolant in-pile irradia-
tion loop for MIT nuclear reactor, an-
nual report, Oct. 1, 1958-Oct. 1, 1959
(1962) 18743

oscillator, optimum operating conditions,
Polish study (1962) 7731

parameters, measurements

—

in subcritical and critical assemblies
(1963) 11562

theory and use of small critical assemblies
(1962) 18725

peaceful uses, application of lAEC safe-
guards to U.S. facilities, agreement
(1962) 14646

pebble bed, fuel element development pro-
gram-

final report (1962) 6698
in-pile loop test (1962) 2071
progress reports (1961) 5376, 18073-74
report on subsurface coatings for graph-

ite spheres (1961) 5377
photography, operational documentary,

manuals (1962) 18717; (1964) 8058
physics constants (1963) 16833
piping failure for primary coolant pipe rup-

ture study, survey (1965) 17094
Plum Brook

—

containment vessel, leak-rate testing
(1963) 14551

hydraulic characteristics, measuring tech-
niques (1963) 16367

low-power tests (1963) 7258
two-dimensional flux and criticality calcu-

lations (1964) 21767
plutonium cross sections in reactivity calcu-

lations (1962) 2031
PM—
development, task 5.0 local boiling heat

transfer tests (1962) 4637
progress reports (1962) 8961, 18722

PM-1—
critical experiments and zero power test-

ing (1962) 8959
program final progress report (1963) 18578
program, plant performance studies, final

periodic report (1963) 18579
reactor core final design report (1962)

18721

policies relative to foreign reactors (ad-
dress) (1962) 228

policy objectives and Government organiza-
tion (remarks) (1963) 1847

potential for high temperature heat utiliza-

tion in industry (1961) 16207
power

—

AEC controlled thermonuclear reactions
research program, summaries (1965)
8554

AEC development programs (1964) 1788

annotated bibliography of selected litera-

ture (1964) 19246
boiling D2O pressure tube indirect and

direct cycle plants, 200MWe (1961) 8403
civilian program, 10-year index (1961)
5397

conversion unit study (1963) 14977
cooperative demonstration program, 1963,

hearings (1964) 8236
cost evaluation guides (1962) 14888; (1963)

15004
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powpr—Continued

demonstration program, selected reactors,

literature search (1961) 13837; (1963)

15003
development

—

joint U.S. Euratom program, Dec. 31,

1960 (1962) 2033
program in AEC (remarks) (1962) 2109

fuel cycle costs (1962) 2097
heavy water moderated

—

engineering evaluation studies (1961)

16221; (1962) 23051
leakage (1961) 18082
power patterns and fuel burnup for var-

ious refueling schemes (1961) 18064
reactivity of uranium lattices with clus-

tered rod fuel elements (1961) 18065
high density development project

—

fuel assemblies, design, etc (1961) 18046
quarterly reports (1961) 18043; (1962)

2038
300MWe HPD conceptual design study,

interim reports (1963) 1828, 7694
in-core instrumentation meeting, 1960,

proceedings (1961) 8415
in small packages (1964) 15293
licensing, regulations, safeguards, etc

(1963) 16862
nuclear performance of cores, ANS topical

meeting (1964) 8077
operating history (1964) 15288
power and heat, reactor designs, domestic
and foreign, review (1962) 2045

pulsed neutron application to startup pro-

cedures, development (1963) 1831, 9679,
14980

reactor technology, review of recent devel-

opments (1961) 2917; (1963) 4030
role of Plutonium, USSR study (1962)

19736
small, status and potential, June 1960

(1961) 20364
steam-cooled

—

capital and power generation costs,

evaluation (1961) 18097
D2O moderated, evaluation (1961) 18068
fast breeder, evaluation (1961) 18066

sulfur-cooled, final report (1961) 11782
technology, review of recent developments

(1962) 4183; (1964) 3861; (1965) 3775
thermal and fast breeder reactor power

stations program, fuel economics, etc.

(paper) (1961) 18024
precooled hydrogen and helium heat-transfer

data at surface temperatures up to

5300° R (1965) 5195
prepackaged for ice cap location, design

analysis (1961) 8388
pressure vessels, specification guidelines

(1965) 1842
pressurized water

—

Army PWR support and development pro-
gram, semiannual report (1962) 11022

cooled systems, tentative structural de-

sign (1964) 7814
reactor nuclear plants, designs, etc., for

main coolant pumps (1961) 18076
reactors fuel cycle costs, effects of chang-
ing economic conditions (1963) 14990

small size, conceptual design (1962) 208
analysis of power failure incident (1962)
209

thermal calculation, USSR study (1963)
14299

probability theory and core design (1963)
14974

protections, calculation handbook (1965) 179

Reactors (atomic)—Continued
prototype

—

and full-scale power plants gas-cooled pro-
ject, progress report (1961) 8387

high-temperature gas-cooled, research and
development program, quarterly prog-
ress report (1961) 18035

radiation

—

damage on SM-1, SM-IA and PM-2A reac-
tor vessels (1962) 6689

safety and regulation, hearings (1961)
20531

radioactive isotopes, preparation in 1st
Hungarian experimental nuclear reactor
(1964) 2753

radioisotope and reactor Brayton-cycle
space power systems, thermodynamic
and turbomachinery concepts (1965)
16703

radionuclides of Columbia River, coolant for
nuclear reactor (1965) 13536

reactor pipe rupture study, experimental
and analytical program recommenda-
tions (1965) 17093

remote plants, operational safety evaluation
(1965) 7165

in Latvian SSR (1963) 808
reactors (1965) 18964
operating and safety experience, study

(1965) 8548
rocket, dynamics and control, automatic

control theory application (1965) 8035
rockets, use of advanced nuclear materials

(1963) 4491
safeguards, application to United States

facilities, agreement with International
Atomic Energy Agency (1964) 18984

safety

—

and indemnity provisions of atomic energy
act, hearings (1962) 16810

lessons from civilian and military experi-

ence for aerospace (remarks) (1963)
18602

literature search (1961) 16208; (1963) 131,

18587; (1964) 15284
quarterly progress report (1961) 16205

scavenging radioactive particulate matter
and aerosols in connection with nuclear
reactor operation, summary report
(1962) 14899

selection of sites (address) (1962) 221
75 MWe prototype spectrum superheater

power plant, conceptual design (1962)
23027

shielding physics, USSR studies (1964) 16145

ship

—

boiling water, performance, 2-phase pres-
sure drop, burnout and hydraulic oscil-

lation on inclined test section (1961) 186
large surface, AlW prototype project, con-

tract, GAO review (1962) 5283

simulated

—

superheat reactor corrosion facility, de-

sign and principles of operation (1962)
4628

system for high-temperature process heat
(1962) 1647

simulators, development of equipment and
instruction manual (1963) 15014

single-cavity vortex gaseous nuclear rock-
ets, performance capability (1963) 11023

site

—

criteria, progress report (remarks) (1963)
18605

selection based on nuclear aspects (1962)
8934
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SL-1—
accident

—

AEC investigation board report (1961)
10194

recovery operation, final report (1963)
5935

report on activities following incident
(1962) 8954

excursion, final report (1964) 1771
stationary low power, explosion, Jan. 3,

1961, report (1961) 5407
SM-2, core and vessel design analysis (1962)

2028
small power projects of AEC, cooperative

program with IAEA (1962) 14895
SNAP fact sheet (1962) 14906
SNAP 10, 2, and 8, development for space

exploration and utilization (1961) 5390
630A maritime nuclear steam generator

scoping study (1962) 18712
sodium components information meeting,

proceedings (1965) 5607
sodium-cooled

—

fast ceramic reactor development pro-

gram

—

reports (1963) 7697, 16839, 16844; (1964)
5959

summary report, July 1959-Sept. 1961
(1963) 7691

mass transfer, test loop design (1964) 5958
testing 30 megawatt heat exchanger and
steam generator

—

machine and welding specifications
(1962) 23007

operation and maintenance procedures
(1962) 23008

thermal and mechanical final design
(1962) 23006

30 megawatt heat exchanger and steam
generator, chemical and stress analysis
(1964) 5955

sodium-heated steam generator experiment
(1963) 15012

sodium reactors technology, proceedings of
symposium (1962) 14890

Soviet use of balloons in materials testing
(1963) 16054

Spert 1 destructive test series environmen-
tal monitoring and research, studies
(1965) 5604

stainless steel with high thermal neutron
capture cross section, for use in, USSR
study (1965) 11261

start up simulator, Polish description of
specialized computer (1962) 7910

steam cooled power reactor evaluation
(1962) 198, 4627, 4629, 4647

mixed spectrum superheater (1962) 195
study of 300 MW(e) once-through super-
heater reactor (1961) 18048

steels, neutron embrittlement (1964) 5613
and embrittlement relief (1965) 13169

subcritical

—

assemblies, compilation of references
(1964) 1772

university use, conference proceedings
(1962) 4646

superheat

—

environments, stress corrosion of type 304
stainless steel (1962) 18711

meetings (1962) 8984, 14893; (1963) 9688
project fabrication, irradiation and evalu-

ation of fuel element SH-1 and SH-2
(1961) 191

superheater temperature evaluation routine,
Pathfinder atomic power plant, comput-
er program (1962) 8933

Reactors (atomic)—Continued

superheaters, materials (1962) 18708
T-7—

flux, neutron and parallel flow channel
coupling effects (1961) 5350

locking piston control rod drive mecha-
nism, analysis (1961) 18044

technology, strain-cycle phenomena in

thin-wall tubing (1964) 19232
telemetering transmittals for in-core power

monitoring, in-core instrumentation de-

velopment program, quarterly progress
report (1963) 18573

test reactor operating and safety experi-
ence, study (1964) 5963

thermal analysis of type 3 elements in SM-1,
SM-IA, PM-2A cores (1962) 18702

thermal flux liquid metal package loop de-

sign criteria, summarv report (1963)
18575

thermoelectric fuel element, progress re-

ports (1961) 230-231, 5401
thermonuclear, stationary electric fields

obtained in coils cooled by liquid hydro-
gen (1961) 8372

thin rectangular cooling passages, use of
single total- and static-pressure probes
to measure flow rate (1964) 21769

300 MW(e) once through superheater,
steam-cooled power reactor evaluation
study (1961) 18048

thorium homogeneous power before steady
state, time-dependent changes of opera-
tion conditions (1961) 18012

Tory II-A, nuclear ramjet test reactor (1963)
4495

turbocirculator for TARGET program (1965)
13494

two-phase flow

—

loops, stability and response to ship's mo-
tion (1961) 16185

meeting (1965) 13492
U-233 fuel refabrication plant, conceptual

design (1963) 7703
U-235-D2 gaseous-core cavity system, nu-

clear calculations (1961) 19942
ultrasonic impregnation, preparation of low

permeability graphite (1962) 8977
University Reactor Conference, 1960 (1961)

16216
UO2 fuel systems for water reactor applica-

tions, development and testing (1964)
5956

variable moderator reactor, technical feasi-

bility and economic potential, final re-

port (1961) 18029
VBWR—

irradiation of reactor control materials in

tubes containing simulated defects
(1963) 7693

stability test report (1964) 13694
water-cooled thermionic nuclear power

plant, feasibility study (1963) 11563;
(1964) 5967

water reactor primary system conditions
pertinent to study of pipe rupture (1965)
17092

weight study of beryllium oxide, beryllium,
lithium-7 hydride, and water as modera-
tors with tungsten 184 structural mate-
rial and uranium dioxide fuel (1962)
22554

wet steam as coolant, study (1962) 2065;
(1963) 5949

WTR and SL-1 accidents, aspects (1962)
16391

WWR-S, utilization in Poland, USSR studv
(1961) 2330
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Yankee

—

core 1, pelletization procedure for UO?
Pellets (1962) 11037

fabrication of Core 1 prototype fuel ele-

ment (1961) 1725
fuel rod programming, depletion and con-

trol study (1961) 16225
operating data, review (1962) 14852
research and development program, prog-

ress report (1961) 234
startup experiment program (1962) 8987
steel pressure vessel surveillance speci-

mens, evaluation exposed during 2d core
(1965) 13173

transient boiling behavior following loss

of coolant flow (1962) 14902
zirconium production by semicontinuous

reactor process (1961) 9457
Read, Charles B., upper Paleozoic floral zones

and floral provinces of U.S. (1964) 8771
Read, Ralph A., tree windbreaks for central

Great Plains (1964) 5815
Reader, Paul D.:

electron-bombardment ion rocket operated
with alternating-current supplies (1963)
1286

propellant-introduction mode effect on elec-

tron-bombardment ion rocket perform-
ance (1965) 5188

Readers for blind, see Blind.

Reading, Pa.:

census of business, 1958, standard metropol-
itan area, central business district sta-
tistics (1961) 3899

census of business, 1963, major retail cen-
ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 15292
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16410
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18850

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 9095

Reading:
automation, designing principles for univer-

sal system, USSR study (1962) 20009
blind children's mode of reading as related

to degree of vision (1961) 20670
devices, Russian language book, translation

(1963) 8478
difficulty, short-term treatment (1963) 16788
for profit. Braille books, etc., annotated list

(1963) 9091
how children learn to read (1964) 21266
instruction

—

Armed Forces, USAFI manual

—

stories worth knowing, textbook (1964)
554

teaching guide (1964) 556
workbook, know your English (1964) 555

financial assistance guidelines under
NDEA (1965) 9042

made easy by use of opaque microfiche mast-
head (1965) 19900

National defense education act

—

institutes for advanced study (1965) 6114,
7595
teachers manual (1965) 10744

title 3, grants to strengthen instruction,
questions and answers (1965) 7591

title 3, loans to private nonprofit schools
for equipment (1965) 12389

phonics in beginning reading (1963) 12071
primary level, research, bibliography (1963)

19116

Reading—Continued
professional, guide for Navy and Marine

Corps officers (1961) 9641; (1962) 3406;
(1963) 3211; (1965) 13102

readiness, research (1964) 600
remedial, books for retarded readers, list

(1962) 21639
research, middle grades, bibliography (1964)

599
teachers, advanced study, national defense

institutes, manual (1964) 21267
teaching

—

checklist of practices (1963) 364
young children to read (1964) 10474

unreadiness in the underprivileged (1964)
6577

Reading (Company:
accident (1964) 878
emergency board report (1962) 2416

Reading machines:
electronic, automatic character recognition,

state-of-the-art report (1962) 8535
for data processing, employment effects

(1964) 2943
Readjustment allowances, see Pay, allowances,

etc.

Readout control unit for automatic type-punch
systems (1962) 6342

Ready Reserve, see Reserve components of

Armed Forces.
Reagents, pure, present and future, Hungari-

an production history (1962) 7719
Real estate:
abroad, exclusion from estate tax, termi-

nate

—

digest of testimony and statements (1962)
15287

hearings (1961) 14507
message from the President (1961) 8645,
8863

acquisition in Federal and federally assisted
programs, compensation and assistance
for persons affected, study (1965) 4529

print additional copies, reports (1965)
7421, 8927

acquisition practices and adequacy of com-
pensation in Federal and federally as-

sisted programs, hearings (1964) 14016,
15602-603

acquisitions for building sites, evidence of

land titles, amend act of Mar. 2, 1889

—

hearing (1961) 18974
law (1961) 18668
reports (1961) 12477, 16748

acquisitions, need for review of procedures
in, and compensation for, background,
staff memorandum (1962) 9406

agents and brokers, employment outlook
(1962) 8375; (1964) 7381

bibliographies (1962) 22791; (1964) 20788
conveyance to Maryland

—

law (1965) 17421
reports (1962) 19359; (1965) 15893, 17635

conveyance to Waukegan Port District,

111.—

hearings (1964) 2123
law (1964) 1952
reports (1963) 18907; (1964) 464

Defense Department projects, hearings
(1962) 11437; (1963) 6185, 7986

District of Columbia

—

deed recordation tax, reports (1961) 18905;
(1962) 4954

horizontal property act

—

amend, law (1964) 17334
amend reports (1964) 15496, 21232
hearings (1964) 4578, 8373
law (1964) 1947
reports (1963) 9901; (1964) 484
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Real estate—Continued
easements in real property of U.S., grant

for rights-of-way

—

hearings (1961) 18974; (1962) 11671
law (1962) 23252
reports (1961) 18824; (1962) 11598

expenditures on owner occupied residential
properties (1965) 8604

Federal surplus, acquisition for health and
educational purposes (1962) 9754; (1963)
6570

Government-owned in U.S., territories, etc.,

inventory reports (1961) 20576; (1962)
11455; (1965) 5959-60

industrial development, professional trophy
award (remarks) (1962) 4876

industry, employer expenditures for supple-
mentary remuneration practices, 1961
(1963) 18044; (1964) 21670A

investment trusts, permit corporations to

qualify, report (1965) 12122
leased to U.S. throughout world (1961) 7513;

(1962) 11880; (1963) 8328; (1964) 8748;
(1965) 9253

leases by Post Office Dept., extend authori-
ty-

hearing (1964) 8393
law (1964) 17339
reports (1964) 10215, 12212

living units

—

minimum property requirements

—

FHA (1961) 12620
Honolulu insuring office district (1963)

12111
minimum property standards (1961) 1969,

19304; (1964) 659, 8548, 17979; (1965)
12438

loan limitations applicable to national
banks, amende

hearings (1961) 18939; (1962) 19380
law (1962) 20892
reports (1962) 16984, 21384

loans by national banks, amend Federal re-

serve act as to limitations, hearings
(1964) 6346

miscellaneous bills, hearings (1962) 21538
multifamily housing, minimum property

standards (1964) 17978, 19686; (1965)
560, 2133

national bank loans limitations, increase
percentage hearings (1964) 15802

operation and maintenance of real property,
GSA handbook (1965) 13220

owned by U.S. throughout world (1961) 6167;
(1962) 7465; (1963) 6543; (1964) 6794;
(1965) 6328

Post Office Department's program relating
to leasing of major facilities under
long-term leases (1963) 2331

procedural guide for acquisition of real
property by governmental agencies
(1965) 6532

reacquisitions of real property, limit amount
of gain and prevent deduction for bad
debts

—

law (1964) 17428
reports (1964) 15784, 17614

title 1 property improvement loans, consum-
er bulletins (1965) 4714, 19607

transferred from RFC to other departments,
payments in lieu of taxes, extend peri-

od-
laws (1962) 23187; (1964) 13880
reports (1962) 19084, 21466; (1964) 12055,

17704
see also Farms—Mortgages—Public proper-

ty.

Real-gas

—

effects on hypersonic nozzle contours with
method of calculation (1963) 9160

hypersonic-nozzle flow parameters for ni-

trogen in thermodynamic equilibrium
(1963) 20997

Real property, see Real estate.
Realm of flight, presenting practical informa-

tion about weather in relation to pilot-

ing of private aircraft (1963) 17426
Reanimation, see Revivification.
Reanimatology, problems in traumatic clinic,

USSR study (1963) 19517
Reapportionment:
congressional redistricting standards, estab-

lish, reports (1965) 5941, 5948
legislatures, amend Constitution of United

States to guarantee State's right to
apportion one house on factors other
than population

—

hearings (1965) 12340
report (1964) 19460

State legislative bodies, temporary .stay of
proceedings, report (1964) 15769

Rearing tilapia for tuna bait (1962) 11825
Reasoning:

artificial, and cybernetic machines, USSR
study (1962) 12045

conference on USSR problems of logic (1961)
13388

cybernetics and dialectics development,
USSR study (1965) 16446

dialectical logic as science, USSR study
(1961) 13180

dialectics, Poland, totality, development
processes in light of cybernetics (1962)
19636

judgment analysis, technique for analyzing
group judgment (1963) 9622

Marxist-Leninist historical dialectical meth-
od victory over capitalism, Communist
China's viewpoint (1961) 7564

mathematical logic as stage in development
of formal logic, USSR study (1961) 4468

principle of symmetry and dialectics, USSR
study (1962) 14122

political and economic dialetics. Communist
China (1963) 7131

productive forces and production relations
and reorganization of state apparatus
in Bulgaria, dialectics (1961) 13021

USSR chemistry courses for developing in

students dialectic-materialistic world
outlook (1963) 17580

Rebellion of Tute Mountains, failure of revolu-
tionary undertaking, Panama (1961)
13315

Recall (psychology):
effect of length on recall of verbal series

(1965) 8481
short-term, effect of various modes of re-

hearsal (1964) 20705
Recanati, Elaine R., relief (1962) 7147, 13393,

15048
Recchia, Vito, relief (1961) 12217, 16939, 18544
Receipts and classes of post offices (1961)

21297; (1963) 1388; (1964) 1541; (1965)
5316

Receipts and expenditures, see Finance.
Receivers (radio):

airborne

—

glide slope receiving equipment, technical
standard order (1963) 8221

radio marker receiving equipment, techni-
cal standard order (1963) 13903

c-w and a-m, technical manual, change (1961)
5332
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Receivers (radio)—Continued
home type

—

and automobile, current industrial reports
(1961) 10018; (1962) 16459; (1963) 16896,
20351; (1964) 17094

Federal item identification guides for sup-
ply cataloging (1962) 9510; (1963) 3659;
(1964) 3477, 12296; (1965) 3379

noise-temperature calculation (1962) 12569
P-band communication, voltage tunable fil-

ter (1964) 13337
phase locked dual channel spacecraft receiv-

er for phase and group path measure-
ments (1965) 19885

Project Echo, standby receiver system (1962)
3371

propagation of centimeter waves over large
distances in mountainous areas, USSR
study (1961) 15352

sensitivity in presence of 2 signals with
coincident frequency spectra, USSR
study (1963) 10503

superheterodyne, above 100 gigacycles, tech-
niques (1964) 7468

transistor, Tariff Commission report (1963)
11346

VHF and UHF receiving equipment, mainte-
nance, FAA handbook (1965) 533, 9078,
18064

see also Transceivers (radio).

Receiving clerks, occupations, employment
outlook (1964) 7382

Reception of time signals by Cook's method
(1961) 1155

Receptors:
baroreception adaptability in normal and

blind people, comparative morphological
data, USSR study (1962) 1200

gravity, mammalian responses to sustained
tilt (1962) 6605

joint capsule, electrophysiological and histo-
logical characteristics, USSR study
(1962) 5582

mediatory function of acetylcholine and
nature of cholinoreceptors (1963) 2969

Recess appointments, opinion of Attorney
General (1961) 1159

Recessions, see Business recession.
Rechtien, Richard D., autocorrelation function

of structural response measurements
(1965) 5181

Recipes:
apples in appealing ways (1964) 11763
breads (batters), cereals, and pasty products

(1964) 13682
bulgur wheat (1964) 16934
canned beef in family meals (1964) 7885
community feeding programs, manual for

leaders (1963) 5093
corn grits

—

for schools and institutions (1964) 5793
in family meals (1964) 7883

donated foods features (1965) 10705
eggs (1965) 8430

dried (1961) 5278, 11664; (1963) 7580
fish and shellfish

—

over the coals (1965) 12470
publications, list (1965) 13224
top o' the mornin' (1965) 19634

fish, for Lent (1961) 4233
fish birds (1961) 4235
molded tuna salad (1961) 4236
oven-fried scallops (1961) 4237
salmon-rice loaf (1961) 4238
shrimp salad roll (1961) 4234, 4239
southern baked fish fillets (1961) 4240
outdoor cookery (1961) 12671
shellfish, olives (1961) 7435

Recipes—Continued
freezing combination main dishes (1965)

8427
green vegetables (1964) 11759
milk (1965) 7028
money-saving main dishes (1962) 22934
Navy-Marine Corps recipe service (1963)

1566; (1965) 16890
outdoor fish cookery (1964) 17997
peanut and peanut butter (1964) 11758
peanut butter (1961) 9838
potatoes in popular ways (1965) 16967
reducing diet (1965) 7117
seafood, for Alaskans (1961) 20751
suggested 21 day cycle menu and daily

breakout lists (1965) 9494
sweetpotato (1964) 4205
test kitchen series (1965) 12470, 19634
therapeutic diet, Air Force manual (1962)

6597
tomato dishes (1961) 8297
tomatoes on your table (1964) 20924
turkey on table year round (1961) 20294
vegetables (1965) 16971

Reciprocal trade agreements, see Commercial
treaties.

Reciprocating engines, see Engines (aircraft).
Reciprocity in quantum mechanics (1963)

18160
Recirculation of lymphocytes (1964) 19141
Recirculation principle for ground effect ma-

chines (1962) 20352-353; (1963) 7484,
11350, 18352

Recirculator with quantization (1964) 5915
Reclamation accounts to you (1964) 9748;

(1965) 8262
Reclamation Association, National, see Na-

tional Reclamation Association.
Reclamation Bureau:
appropriation acts and allotments

—

compilation (1961) 8164
statistical supplement (1962) 8623

appropriations, 1962, public works

—

hearings (1961) 12334, 19146
law (1961) 18718
report (1961) 16798

appropriations, 1963

—

law (1962) 23280
public works

—

hearings (1962) 15258, 21530, 21533
reports (1962) 17084, 21164, 21457

appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 17162
public works, hearings (1964) 519

appropriations, 1965

—

amendment (1964) 12030
hearings (1964) 12119, 15797
reports (1964) 12098, 15767

appropriations, 1966

—

amendment (1965) 7407
hearings (1965) 12158
public works, hearings (1965) 17906

bridge across Colorado River, transfer to
San Bernadino County, Calif., and Mo-
have County, Ariz., reports (1961) 14360,
14645

budget, 1962, amend, proposal (1961) 16624
budget, 1963, amendments (1962) 16837,

21232
dams (1961) 21331
earth manual (1964) 5672
engineering careers (1961) 9706, 18405;

(1965) 17243
salary supplement (1965) 17255

engineering laboratories (1964) 9742
financial condition and operations, fiscal

year summary report (1963) 7418; (1964)
9748; (1965) 8262
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investigations, costs, nonreimbursable

—

hearing (1963) 15389
report (1963) 17258

irrigation operation and maintenance bulle-

tin (1965) 3539
library accessions, list (1963) 16550; (1964)

4025; (1965)3589
operation and maintenance equipment and

procedures release (1961) 3549; (1962)

4151; (1963) 3995; (1964) 3822
program, recreational opportunities (1961)

6519; (1964) 15076
press releases (1961) 3554; (1962) 4238;

(1963) 4090; (1964) 3921; (1965) 3836

project feasibilities and authorizations,

supplement (1964) 7717
publications available for

—

distribution without charge (1962) 4268

sale (1961) 3550; (1962) 4267; (1963) 4119,

5708; (1964) 5673, 15075; (1965) 5365,

16849
purpose, background, accomplishments, etc

(1963) 1439
reclamation, 60 years of service, 1902-62

(1962) 18433
reports (1961) 11546; (1962) 8622; (1963)

9372; (1964) 9740
statistical appendices (1963) 16549; (1964)

9740; (1965) 5366-67
project data (1965) 5368

research report (1964) 9749

scientific information activities (1962) 3401

see the West reclaimed, films available for

educational purposes (1963) 18298

special studies, delivery of water to Mexico
(1964) 15077

Reclamation era (periodical): (1961) 3551;

(1962) 4287; (1963) 4135; (1964) 3964;

(1965) 3881
Reclamation of land:

acreage limitation policy, study (1965) 4605

amend reclamation project act of 1939, re-

port (1962) 17066
amend small projects act of 1956

—

hearings (1963) 15389; (1965) 15816
reports (1963) 17258, 17280; (1965) 14035,

15750
amendatory repayment contracts, extend

time

—

law (1962) 18981
reports (1962) 11611, 17071

briefings on, hearings (1965) 8890

Communist China, Manass River reclama-

tion district, translation (1963) 2843

compensation in connection with reclama-

tion projects

—

law (1964) 17419
reports (1964) 359. 17825

Federal projects, corp reports (1965) 16845

statistical appendix (1964) 16850; (1965)
16846

Grand Valley Water Users' Association,
repayment contract, modify

—

law (1963) 13417
reports (1963) 6153; (1964) 4525

lower Colorado River

—

project, general information (1963) 14682
recreation values (1961) 15952

map of United States, authorize printing,
report (1962) 21497

movable property on reclamation projects,

transfer title, amend act

—

law (1965) 13778
reports (1965) 8931, 10504

Reclamation of land—Continued

Nevada, repeal Pittman act authorizing
grants

—

law (1964) 17276
reports (1961) 14339; (1963) 6170; (1964)

15738
predicting outslopes of spoil banks (1964)

772
projects

—

feasibilities and authorizations, supple-
ment (1964) 7717

future water needs in Western States
(1961) 409

publications available for sale by Reclama-
tion Bureau (1961) 3550

questions and answers, on reclamation
(1963) 16545; (1964) 7718; (1965) 15025

reclamation

—

project data (1961) 6518
60 years of service, 1902-62 (1962) 18433

reclamation's role in recreation (1963) 9373
rice as crop for salt-affected soils (1961) 99
see the West reclaimed, list of Bureau of

Reclamation films (1962) 12673
strip mined land

—

Kansas, walnut plantings, mixed or pure
(1962) 11847

planting using European alder, promising
tree (1961) 19350

tree survival and growth in Pennsylvan-
ia's bituminous region (1961) 6125

strip-mine reclamation

—

alder, use as nurse crop in plantations
(1963) 20696

bibliography (1963) 566
USSR, discussion of problems at February

plenum of Central Committee, CPSU
(1964) 14650

water supply contracts

—

renewal

—

law (1963) 13418
reports (1963) 6164, 11984

repayment compilation (1964) 17669
print as Senate document, report (1964)

17706
wetlands drainage, limit assistance if wild-

life preservation harmed

—

hearing (1961) 18391
law (1962) 20907
reports (1961) 16788; (1962) 17234

see also names of projects.

Reclamation projects, see Reclamation of

land

—

also names of projects.

Recognition (psychology):
form perception in video viewing, effects of

form content and stereo (1965) 4174
Recognition sense (1961) 9659
Recombination of hydrogen-air, combustion

products in exhaust nozzle (1961) 15808
Recombination of hydrogen atom in adsorbed

layer, USSR (1961) 925
Recombination reactions:
volume recombination of cesium ions (1963)

7482
final report (1964) 5725

Recommended techniques for photographing
log and lumber characteristics (1965)

647
Reconnaissance (aerial):

aerial observer training (1965) 10146
aeromagnetic, of Cook Inlet, Alaska (1963)

6553
electromagnetic air survey, USSR study

(1962) 2659
Reconnaissance (geologic):

Admiralty Island, Alaska (1965) 7797
Alaska

—

beach sands, Bristol Bay (1963) 10949
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Reconnaissance (geologic)—Continued
Alaska—Continued
northern Baranof Island (1963) 10284
Frosty Peak Volcano and vicinity (1961)
20809

Yukon Flats district (1963) 2339
Antelope-Ashwood area, north-central Ore-

gon (1964) 4778
ground-water

—

at Pinnacles national monument, Calif
(1962) 13876

resources in Mississippian Plateau region,
Ky (1963) 12233

Hiland-Clarkson Hill area, Wyo (1962) 21825
hydrogeologic, San Antonio Island, Calif

(1963) 6562
hydrology of Little Lost River Basin, Idaho

(1963) 10297
iron resources in

—

Arizona (1965) 1328
New Mexico (1963) 20948

parts of Larimer, Logan, Morgan, Sedgwick,
and Weld Counties, Colo (1965) 12558

radioactive minerals in southern part of
Brazil (1962) 2083

scandium sources (1962) 22509
southern Peru (1963) 9685
titanium resources on Ship Island, Harrison

County, Miss (1962) 20097
uranium

—

Arizona (1962) 17622
Brazil

—

central Tucano Basin, Bahia (1965) 2229
Perus area, Sao Paulo (1964) 17058

Chile—
Chanaral-Taltal area (1965) 4265
Ckipiapo area, Atacama Province (1962)
23049

Magallanes Province (1962) 16401
Tarapaca Province (1962) 8981-82, 14879

Peru

—

Ayabaca and Huancabamba provinces
(1962) 14874

Ayacucho Basin (1962) 14877
Chota and Hualgayoc provinces (1962)

14876
coast from Lima to Talara (1963) 14997
Cuzco-Anta area (1963) 11581
Cuzco-Ayaviri region (1962) 14871
Dos de Mayo Province (1962) 14873
Iquitos area (1963) 14999
Islav Province (1962) 14878
Moquegua-Ilo area (1962) 14875
Olmos district (1962) 14872
west-central (1965) 1850

Uinta Basin of Colorado and Utah (1961)
5380

water supplies, Cordova, Alaska (1964) 827
Reconnaissance (military), see Military infor-

mation.
Reconstruction Finance Corporation:
liquidating agencies, file annual reports

under RFC act, report (1963) 20602
payments in lieu of taxes, extend period

—

law (1964) 13880
real property transferred to other depart-

ments

—

extend period for payments

—

law (1962) 23187
reports (1962) 19084, 21466; (1964)

12055, 17704
Recontracting of conservation reserve con-

tracts expiring in 1963 and 1964 (1963)
17156

Record players, see Phonographs.
Recorder tape:
magnetic

—

annotated list of books (1961) 17611
books for the blind, catalog (1962) 22454

Recorders, see Gyroscopic recorders

—

Recording instruments.
Recording instruments:
cockpit voice recorders, installation, civil

air regulations amendments (1964) 14222
digital computers, microwave refractometer

with fast response (1962) 10898
errata (1962) 14775

hiss recorder, used for observing VLF emis-
sion spectra (1965) 1501, 5255

Ladoga precision depth recorder, use in mar-
ine research, USSR study (1964) 10937

semiconductor lightning stroke recorders,
USSR study (1965) 1163

small digital recording head has parallel bit
channels, etc (1964) 13175

sound range recorders. Navy technical man-
ual (1962) 1802

Soviet psychological testing (1965) 12646
thermistor bridge for use with null balance

recorders (1963) 6516
unmanned system for data on stresses and

accelerations on ships at sea (1963)
16556

wind-movement recorder, how to make from
spare drum-type recorder (1964) 21327

see aJso Sound recording and reproducing
equipment—V-G (velocity grravity) re-

corders

—

also names or types of instru-
ments.

Recordings, see Phonorecords—Sound record-
ings.

Records:
accident, provide statistics of results, and

give direction to safety effort (remarks)
(1964) 13025

authority over voluntary disclosure of re-

cords pertaining to Office of Comptroller
of Currency, opinion of Attorney (jener-
al (1965) 5026

availability from Federal officers, etc., regu-
lating hearings (1965) 10541

bibliography for records managers (1965)
2927

business, held in custodial or fiduciary ca-
pacity, microfilmed, evidentiary value

—

law (1961) 16601
reports (1961) 16956, 20543

career opportunities, State Department
(1965) 8295

case recording in rehabilitation (1964) 20874
criminological investigation of documents,

USSR study (1964) 21407
damaged by fire and water, salvaging and

restoring (1963) 10272
divorce, where to write (1962) 3470; (1964)

11587
documentary material pertinent to antitrust

investigations, compel production

—

hearing (1961) 12521
law (1962) 20839
reports (1961) 19113; (1962) 7051, 9257,

15189, 19131
documentary requirements for aliens in U.S.

(1961) 6202
documents systems, to automate or not to

automate (1961) 9610
drift bottle, for Gulf of Maine, Georges

Bank and Bay of Fundy, 1956-58 (1961)
19341

electronic recordkeeping for small marketers
(1962) 22792

employers, kept under Fair labor standards
act

—

general requirements (1963) 5767; (1964)
5750, 16915; (1965) 13334

miscellaneous exemptions, etc (1962) 1893;
(1963) 5768; (1964) 5751; (1965) 3082

family-farm (1961) 9876
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Records—Continued
farm, system and method of experimentation

for peoples communes, Communist China
(1961) 15533

genealogical records in National Archives,
guide (1964) 14931

Government departments, etc., disposition,

reports (1961) 5690, 7083, 7107, 8760,

8816, 10287, 10317, 12252, 14312, 14353,
14369, 16728, 18896, 18913, 20554; (1962)
4947, 7032-33, 7048, 7058, 7063, 9261,
9321, 11349, 11386, 13421, 15225, 16946,

17050, 19117, 21033, 21069, 21138, 21145,
23348; (1963) 7920-22, 7969, 9881, 11793,
11852, 13591, 15251, 17102, 17140, 18845,
18884; (1964) 339, 2043, 4463, 4481, 6294,
8293, 8333, 10207, 10214, 12051, 12074,
13931, 15488, 15499, 17593, 17620, 19462;
(1965) 5887, 5891, 8770, 8787, 8800,
10473, 13913, 13942, 15709, 17605, 17612,
192223, 19247

groups in National Archives and Federal
records centers, list (1963) 19948

keeping, curriculum for manpower develop-
ment and training program (1963) 2161

livestock dealers, record keeping under
packers and stockyards act (1963) 16754

management

—

activities. National Archives and Records
Service, GAO review (1962) 21812

handbooks (1964) 13266; (1965) 13061
managing

—

forms, design, handbook (1961) 4961
noncurrent files

—

applying records schedules, handbook
(1961) 13546

Federal records centers (1964) 7572
National Archives age and citizenship (1961)

11437
papers in Federal Records Center, Seattle,

Wash., preliminary inventory. Sir Henry
S. Wellcome (1963) 7305

papers in Library of Congress, register

—

Cattell, James M (1962) 10422
Culbertson, William S (1964) 54.58

Fiske, Minnie M (1962) 15996
Langmuir, Irving (1962) 15994
Olmsted, Frederick L (1964) 1390
Sheridan, Philip H (1962) 10424
Sherman, William T (1965) 14651
Woolley, Robert W (1961) 1192

papers presented at Census Tract Confer-
ence, Dec. 28, 1961 (1962) 16580

paperwork

—

guide (1962) 12774
management systems in Forest Service,

review. Interagency Records Adminis-
tration Conference, 1960-61 season
(1961) 13544

Portuguese report on falsified documenta-
tion, Brazil (1962) 7677

preparation of detailed lists (1961) 2596
President's Committee on Equal Employment

Opportunity recordkeeping practices,
manual (1963) 18271

processing physical and chemical data from
oceanographis stations, coding and key-
punching (1965) 5283, 11554

production in legal proceedings, FAA regula-
tions (1962) 13774

public

—

custodians (1962) 1886
health conference, proceedings, 10th na-

tional meeting (1965) 5350
retention requirements, guides (1964) 6684;

(1965) 6195
State statutes relating to right of inspec-

tion (1961) 395

Records—Continued
Public Health Service, management guide

(1961) 6502
record-keeping requirements of employers

(1962) 10728
records and credit in profitable management,

course program (1964) 20782
Senate, papers relating to presidential nomi-

nations, 1789-1901 (1964) 21781
separation, storage, disposal. National Ar-

chives and Records Service, GAO review
(1963) 14006

tools for safety action, using to reduce acci-

dents (remarks) (1964) 14679
transferred, certification of facts by GSA

administrator

—

law (1964) 6176
reports (1963) 18890; (1964) 4548

V-G data obtained from 10 types of Navy
airplanes during squadron operations,
analysis (1961) 9512

vour personal affairs, keep with your impor-
tant papers (1964) 2257

see also Medical records—Military re-

cords—Paperwork (office practice)

—

Personnel records also names of depart-
ment, etc., also subjects.

Recovery, a mission for survival, Air Force
Reserve (1962) 4.556

Recovery of finely dispersed carbon black us-

ing acoustic coagulation (1962) 1261
Recovery of lunar vehicles-geometric con-

straints on trajectories (1964) 5881
Recovery of tin, tungsten, and other metals

from tin smelter wastes (1963) 1245
Recreation:
and other selected land use activities. Forest

Service, GAO review (1963) 8320
and public purposes act, amend, pertaining

to leasing of public lands to States and
their subdivisions

—

hearings (1965) 17712
report (1965) 13955

Appalachian Mountain areas, exurban devel-
opment (1963) 12049

benefits for defense contractor emplovees,
cost aspects (1964) 21200

hearings (1964) 17632
campgrounds, working drawngs of basic

facilities for rural areas development,
self-help suggestions (1962) 16277

camping visits to America's national forests
and grasslands ^962) 12862

central Rocky Mountains, forest camp-
grounds, summer recreational use (1964)
12480

changing social trends and recreation plan-
ning (address) (1964) 11711

civil works projects

—

general information (1964) 625, 19659;
(1965) 14206

community

—

PACAF"basic bibliographies (1961) 16145;
(1963) 18491; (1965) 13426

public use (1962) 15526
recreation and public domain (1963) 17547

consumer information, price list (1964) 21842
decompression sickness, emerging recrea-

tional hazard (1965) 1316
development

—

Federal programs (1965) 5580
3 California national forests, possible
impact on timber production (1963) 6501

eastern Oklahoma lake region, small busi-

ness opportunities and inland water re-

source development (1961) 9740
enterprises, loans to family farmers (1963)

471
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Recreation—Continued

equipment

—

Federal item identification guides for sup-
ply cataloging (1962) 9510; (1963) 3659;
(1964) 3477, 12296; (1965) 3379

Federal supply schedule (1961) 6037
facilities in reservoir areas

—

adjust rentals

—

hearings (1962) 425
law (1961) 18628
report (1961) 10457

modify leases

—

hearings (1961) 18929, 20585
law (1962) 9151
reports (1961) 16708, 16786; (1962) 5057

farmers' income-producing facilities, liabili-

ty and insurance protection (1963) 15418
forest

—

recreation for profit (1962) 16278
research, observation technique (1965)
4790

free time activities, reports from White
House Conference on Aging (1961) 14982

Great Lakes area, shoreline opportunities,
report (1962) 18336

highway, protection, hearings (1965) 17957
hospital, specialist, examination announce-

ments (1962) 2267, 6840, 11195
discontinuance notice (1963) 18728

impact

—

of water pollution (1961) 1446; (1962)
16142

on southern Appalachian campgrounds
and picnic sites (1963) 6525

intermountain region, national forests
(1963) 582

land and water conservation fund

—

hearings (1963) 8117, 13655, 15338;
(1964) 15809

law (1964) 17436
reports (1964) 341, 12064, 17619, 17713

proposal (remarks) (1964) 7666
land conservation fund, establish, hearings

(1963) 292
land conveyance to Fayetteville, Ark., re-

port (1961) 20605
limnological aspects of recreational lakes

(1965) 2997
lower Colorado River (1961) 15952
mountain facilities expensive operation at

Armed Forces recreation center, Kilauea
Military Camp, Hawaii Volcanoes Na-
tional Park, Defense Dept., GAO report
(1965) 697

national fish and wildlife conservation
areas, increase public use

—

hearings (1962) 2339, 21544
law (1962) 20889
reports (1962) 9293, 17277

national forests

—

areas, relationship between visitor char-
acteristics and recreation activities

(1964) 785
Idaho (1964) 12437
measuring use (1962) 7446
Nevada (1964) 12438
Utah (1964) 12439
Wyoming (1964) 12440

national

—

organizations directory (1963) 18221;
(1964) 16789

survey (1962) 24054
wildlife refuges, recreational policy (1965)
4780

Northern Great Lakes region (1964) 15221
opportunities and problems in national for-

ests of northern and intermountain re-

gions (1962) 21801

Recreation—Continued

outdoor

—

Agriculture Dept. programs for farm en-
terprises (address) (1964) 5806

Alaska potential, ORRRC study report
(1962) 12642

America, report (1962) 6400
beneficial effects, planning adequately for
needs and facilities (remarks) (1963)
20751

clip sheet (1964) 3085
conservation, 3d wave (remarks) (1965)

7826
coordination, planning, and planning
grants

—

hearings (1963) 293
to States hearings (1962) 13687
to States, report (1962) 17253

current periodicals (1964) 19818
domestic, foreign travels effect on (1963)

1380
economic studies (1962) 22703
facilities, major product of American
farms (1962) 8852

Federal

—

and State agencies, directory (1963)
9319

assistance
available to States, their subdivisions,

etc (1964) 9689
in planning, goal of Outdoor Recrea-

tion Bureau (remarks) (1963) 1379
focal point (1964) 20714
legislative proposals and plans (remarks

(1963) 5665
questions and answers on fees (1965)

11605
for America, reports of Outdoor Recrea-

tion Resources Review Commission, list

and order form (1964) 3092
general policy guidelines (1964) 15031
grants-in-aid manual (1965) 20007

Great Lakes area (1961) 17302
Great Society, programs (address) (1965)

10045
growing role as important and primary
use of land resources (remarks) (1963)
21065

industry, impact of water pollution (ad-
dress) (1961) 2674

information and outdoor recreation re-

search (1963) 15573
land acquisition, legal problems, analysis

(1962) 18377
land and water conservation

—

fund act as landmark in legislation (re-

marks) (1964) 18870
plans (remarks) (1965) 7821, 7823

legislative needs (remarks) (1963) 3247

literature, survey (1962) 22704
metropolitan regions of U.S., needs, re-

sources, etc (1963) 3248-49, 7382
multiple use of land and water areas

(1962) 18378
national forests (1965) 16960

nationwide outdoor recreation plan (re-

marks) (1965) 6845
Northeast States, potential sites (1962)
18373

Ohio's forest picnic businesses, survey
(1965) 16248

Ohio, private enterprises, directory (1963)
15556

opportunity for redevelopment (1963)
12244

outdoor

—

and Federal agencies (1962) 18375
natural beauty (remarks) (1965) 11606
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Recreation—Continued
outdoor—Continued

recreation and demands (remarks) (1964)
9690

parks for America (1964) 18831
participation factors affecting demand
among adults (1962) 18379

private facilities (1963) 16473
promote Federal and State programs

—

hearing (1963) 6301
law (1963) 11721
reports (1963) 6232, 7925, 7946, 9916

prospective demand (1962) 18380
public

—

areas

—

acreage, use, potential (1962) 24053
list (1962) 14556

demands (remarks) (1963) 1378
expenditures (1962) 24056
facilities, financing (1962) 18374

quality as evidenced by user satisfaction
(1962) 16100

quiet crisis, assault upon (remarks) (1965)
20004

race for inner space, special report to the
nation (1964) 8796

recreation, picture in U.S. (remarks) (1962)
19591

remaining shoreline opportunities in Min-
nesota, Wisconsin, etc (1962) 18337

research programs, current and projected
(address) (1963) 14846

responsibilities and aspirations of ORRRC
(remarks) (1962) 20233

rural, selected publications, summaries
(1965) 4637

skiing in national forests, America's play-
grounds (1964) 39

small watershed projects (1962) 10845
small woodlands can be developed into

profitable business ventures (address)
(1965) 16244

State administration, directory (1962)
22702

State-Federal program, needs and oppor-
tunities (remarks) (1963) 12967

State statistics, 1962 (1964) 7667
survey in Denmark, France, Great Britain,
West Germany, Netherlands and Japan
(1963) 1380

surveys, length-of-stay bias, correction by
computer (1965) 19641

timber industry's role in development of

facilities (remarks) (1963) 7380
time is now (remarks) (1964) 7668
trends in American living (1962) 24055
TVA reservoirs (1962) 1865
water pollution and public health aspects,

policy (1964) 15032
Pacific Northwest, general information

(1962) 11909
physical fitness elements, suggestions for

community programs (1962) 24066
place in agriculture (address) (1964) 5855
planning

—

for youth fitness, workshop report (1961)

6488
to conserve natural resources (address)

(1963) 14052
possibilities on private land, guide for as-

sessing (1965) 52
potential

—

Eastern Panhandle area, W. Va (1965)
5301

Lafayette and Suwannee River area, Fla
(1965) 5302

western North Carolina (1965) 1550
professional education to meet sociological

needs (remarks) (1963) 7381

Recreation—Continued
program of conservation and natural beauty

and natural beauty and outdoor recrea-
tion (remarks) (1965) 20008

projections to 1976 and 2000, economic
growth, population, labor force and lei-

sure and transportation (1963) 3250
public

—

land use, hearings (1965) 17712
role of Federal Ck)vernment (1962) 5163

REA loan policy, hearing (1964) 387
reclamation

—

lakes, region 4, general information (1961)
15953; (1963) 1440

program for recreational opportunities
(1961) 6519; (1964) 15076

projects (1963) 9373
recreation and public purposes act of 1926

and related laws (1963) 17547
recreational capacity of Quetico-Superior

area (1965) 676
regulations pertaining to assignment of res-

ponsibilities, user fee criteria and stand-
ards, and designation of areas, issued in

connection with land and water conser-
vation fund act of 1965 (1965) 13209

research

—

and management for recreation, work of
Fish and Wildlife Service (1963) 4950

photo-choice method (1965) 9201
resource specialists. Outdoor Recreation

Bureau, etc., examination announcement
(1963) 13331

resources development (address) (1963) 20274
role of Outdoor Recreation Bureau (re-

marks) (1962) 22700
rural

—

as a business, bibliography (1963) 6402
conservation and development projects,

role of Agriculture Department (ad-

dress) (1964) 16942
enterprises for profit (1963) 18419
families, income opportunities from out-
door enterprises (1965) 7564

New England enterprises, investments,
returns, problems (1964) 17901

new opportunities on private land, facili-

ties, etc (1963) 11463
recreation as family-farm business, report

of Agriculture Dept. Task Force (1962)
20420

residential recreation subdivisions serving
Washington, D.C. area, 1963 (1964)
15835

Sanford Reservoir area, public facilities,

construct, operate, and maintain

—

law (1964) 17395
reports (1964) 332, 17779

shoreline resources of U.S., report (1962)

18371
small watershed projects, rural areas devel-

opment program (1964) 5853
soldier. Army service club program projects

from Operation Service Club, manual
(1962) 161

employment with Air Force (1963) 16777
examination announcement (1961) 12015,

18401; (1962) 18886, 20664; (1963) 4613
discontinuance notice (1963) 13326

topographic maps, silent guides for out-

doorsmen (1965) 12551
traineeships for graduate study, 1965-66

(1965) 20134
TVA lakes, Alabama, etc (1961) 11634
use of Ocala National Forest, Fla (1965)

16286
vacation farm business, planning helps

(1964) 5848
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Recreation—Continued

visits and use estimates, instructions for

using traffic counters (1963) 12193
water

—

for recreation, values and opportunities

(1962) 22701
needs in U.S., 1960-2000, report (1961) 412
resource development projects, planning

policy, hearings (1963) 13653
resource projects, uniform policies and

cost allocation

—

briefing (1965) 17733
hearings (1964) 6361; (1965) 7532
law (1965) 13802
reports (1964) 6304; (1965) 8818, 8938,

10469
Woods Ferry recreation area dedication (re-

marks) (1965) 11867
Zapata County, Tex., program (1965) 1812
see also Boating.

Recreation Advisory Council, circulars (1964)
15030-33

Recreation, Federal Interagency Committee
on, see Federal Interagency Committee
on Recreation.

Recreation Resources Review Commission,
Outdoor, see Outdoor Recreation Re-
sources Review Commission.

Recreational areas and demonstration pro-

jects:

agencies administering, lists (1961) 9629;
(1962) 18370

Bureau of Reclamation (1963) 9373
California, judging hazard from native

trees, guide for professional foresters
(1963) 15583

environmental health practice (1965) 5337
Lake Powell, administered as national recre-

ation area (1965) 11671
low-income housing demonstration program,

guide (1963) 12240
national areas, selection, etc., policy govern-

ing (1964) 15030
outdoor recreation needs and challenge, Na-

tional Conference on Outdoor Recreation
Research at Ann Arbor, Mich, (address)

(1963) 10310
proposed Whiskeytown-Shasta-Trinity na-

tional recreation area, report (1964)
1535

Quetico-Superior area, recreational use
(1964) 12476

Welfare Administration, demonstration pro-
jects in public assistance (1964) 15165

western States, administrative guide cover-
ing public health problems (1962) 24072

Recreational boating guide, changes (1963)
11677

Recruiting, see Civil service.
Recruiting and enlistment:

Air Force

—

dietitians, physical and occupational ther-

apists for aerospace team (1962) 20444
nurse, walk proudly into future (1963) 88

Air Force Reserve flying program, aircrew
opportunities (1962) 22956

airmen, enlistment standards, prediction of

unfavorable discharge by separate edu-
cational levels (1962) 20447

Armed Forces oath to support and defend
Constitution of U.S.

—

hearing (1962) 19372
law (1962) 20926
reports (1961) 14343; (1962) 21404

Army enlistment screening test

—

feasibility of abbreviated forms (1964)
15275

methods for improving enlisted input
(1964) 15277

Recruiting and enlistment—Continued
Army enlistment screening test—Con.

simulated branching tests, preliminary
evaluation (1964) 15274

Army Nurse Corps, new career (1962) 16381
Army recruiting & career counseling journal

(1963) 4136; (1964) 3965; (1965) 3882
Army recruiting journal (1961) 2766; (1962)

4288
Army reenlistment prediction, evaluation of

measures (1961) 8256
enlistment in Reserve components of Armed

Forces, amend U.S. Code

—

law (1964) 1965
reports (1964) 329, 2211

enlistment of aliens in Reserve components
of Armed Forces, amend U.S. Code, hear-
ing (1964) 6496

Navy recruiter (1961) 3509; (1962) 4111
Navy Waves share tradition, career infor-

mation (1965) 1543
Philippine nationals enlistment in U.S. Navy

and Coast Guard, inquiry (1964) 2115
reenlistment bonus, provisions of law, make

uniform

—

hearing (1961) 14720
law (1961) 14103
report (1961) 8778

reenlistment of undesirable military person-
nel, GAO review (1963) 5006

Regular and Reserve Forces, unnecessary
costs incurred in enlistment and dis-

charge of unqualified applicants, GAO
report (1964) 6787

reserve personnel, special program, amend

hearings (1963) 13639, 15376
law (1963) 17040
reports (1963) 13543, 15360

special training enlistment program (STEP)
for men who do not meet standards,
hearings (1965) 4596

strategy with fluctuating availability and
known demand, evaluation (1963) 4406

telling the Marine Corps story, recruiters
manual (1963) 18058

WAC officers, selected for success, career
information (1963) 111

Recruiting bulletin, Agricultural Marketing
Service (1961) 2797

Recrystallization:
vanadium (1964) 21716
zone method of obtaining high-purity alumi-

num, investigation, USSR study (1964)
11079

Rectal temperature of working sled dog (1964)
4250

Rectifiers:

germanium-diode, direct-current computer
power sources, USSR study (1961) 2169

high voltage silicon controlled, research and
development (1964) 13439

power supplies, regulated linear transformer
units (1961) 1393

use for aerial photos, description (1961)
11235

use in refining silicon tetrachloride and
trichlorosilane, USSR study (1963)
17886

see aiso Photographic surveying.
Rectum, cancer (1965) 14997

Recursion relation associated with certain
special type determinant (1963) 9144

Red, red-green, relative sensitivity as function
of retinal position (1963) 9102

Red alder, see Alder.
Red cedar, see Cedar.
Red China, see China.
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Red Chinese infiltration into Latin America
(1965) 17944

Red Chute Bayou:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 14192
document edition (1965) 13828

Red clover, growing (1964) 20926
Red crab explorations off Northeastern Coast

of United States (1961) 14881
Red Crescent, USSR, activity in rural areas,

translation (1962) 2719
Red Cross:
achievements in educational health work, etc

(1963) 7061
ambulance of 1898 in Museum of History

and Technology (1965) 9785
field hospital in Korea, agreement with Swe-

den (1962) 22848
USSR, activity in rural areas, translation

(1962) 2719
see also International Red Cross.

Red Cross, American National, see American
National Red Cross.

Red Cross, International Committee of, see
International Committee of Red Cross,
International Tracing Service.

Red Dane cattle, see Cattle.
Red Desert, uranium-bearing coal in area,

eastern part (1962) 21823
Red Devil Quicksilver Mine, Alaska, geology

(1963) 15604
Red fir, see Fir.

Red flag (Chinese periodical):

translations (1961) 1067, 2292, 4561, 7834,
11159, 12982, 12986, 13055, 13081, 13335,
13338, 13395, 15172, 15357-58, 17376,
17450, 19516, 19561, 19577, 19615, 19629,
21055, 21073, 21113; (1962) 1427, 2896,
2971, 3075, 5498, 5894, 8011, 8044, 8260,
10046, 12039, 12231, 12273, 12301, 14162,
17745, 17868, 17963, 18079, 19784, 22127,
22368; (1963) 704, 1113, 1144, 2793, 2962,
5407, 8564, 8702, 10549, 10725, 12407,
12536, 14238, 17950, 19676, 20853, 20851;
(1964) 1131, 2545, 4974, 5217, 5389, 8925,
8957, 10912, 11165, 12646, 12885, 14436,
14481, 16188, 16302, 18290, 18301, 18314,
18451, 19844. 19991, 20138, 20199, 21630,
21383; (1965) 1008, 1108, 2398, 2462,
2498

Red iron ores, see Hematite.

Red Lake, geology and ground water of area
(1962) 5310

Red Lake Band of Chippewa Indians, see Chip-
pewa Indians.

Red maple, see Maple.

Red Mountain formation, relation between
specific gravity and iron content of
rocks (1964) 4781

Red oak, see Oak.
Red pine, see Pine.
Red Poll cattle, see Cattle.

Red River and Valley:
basin, water quality study, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1962) 23497
document edition (1962) 23383

drainage basin, water quality conserva-
tion

—

appendix (1965) 14988
report on basic study (1965) 9871

engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2216
document edition (1963) 1979

Garland City, Ark., engineer report

—

departmental edition (1961) 10566
document edition (1961) 10217

Red River and Valley—Continued
potatoes

—

storage methods and equipment (1961)
20297

vine killing in relation to maturity (1964)
15223

Red River Basin, see Red River and Valley.
Red River Parish, La., water resources (1963)

5036
Red Rock Dam:
Des Moines River, Iowa, spillway and

sluices, hydraulic model investigation
(1965) 9071

designate

—

law (1963) 17047
reports (1963) 15259, 17252

Red Rock Lake:
designate

—

law (1963) 17047
reports (1963) 15259, 17252

Red Rock Lakes National Wildlife Refuge:
birds (1963) 15533
mammals, hst (1965) 7703

Red Rock Reservoir:
railroad rights-of-way, pay value of im-

provements of lessees

—

hearing (1963) 17332
law (1964) 17235
reports (1963) 15287; (1964) 17798

Red Sea:
lights and fog signals, lists (1963) 9259,

19989; (1964) 9674, 16779, 21813; (1965)
5290, 9810, 18651

Massawa, Ethiopia, fishery (1962) 23557
maintenance of lights, international agree-

ment (1963) 11924
sailing directions (1961) 12810; (1963) 3204;

(1964) 11477; (1965) 18648
Red snapper, see Snapper.
Red Star (USSR periodical):

translations (1965) 11109
Red-tailed gerbils, see Gerbils.
Red tide:

copper ore experiment in lagoon, effects
(1961) 20750

counts of organisms, Gymnodinium breve,
and associated oceanographic data from
Florida west coast, 1960-61 (1964) 4745

Florida

—

hydrographic and biological data (1961)
9151

occurrence and control (1961) 9145
west coast, counts of organisms and asso-

ciated oceanographic data, 1957-59
(1961) 9149

Red vitamin (vitamin B12) see Vitamins.
Red wheat, see Wheat.
Redd, Bass, relationship between aerodynamic

damping derivatives measured as func-
tion of instantaneous angular displace-
ment and aerodynamic damping deriva-
tives measured as function of oscillation
amplitude (1965) 13027

Redden, J.E., Twi basic course (1963) 7457
Redden, Jack A.:

diamond-drilling exploration of Beecher no.

3-Black Diamond pegmatite, Custer
County, S. Dak (1963) 14019

geology and pegmatites of Fourmile quad-
rangle. Black Hills, S. Dak (1963) 14020

Redden, James F., Lingala, basic course (1964)
1601

Redevelopment (city planning, etc.):

accelerated public works program, maximum
grants-in-aid (1963) 4430; (1964) 88,

11818
administration. Fort Worth regional office,

HHFA, GAO review (1963) 2333
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Redevelopment (city planning, etc.)—Con.

AID missions, bibliographies (1963) 15626;
(1964) 18156

Alexander and Pulaski Counties, 111., sugges-
tions for more effective development
program (1964) 13660

ARA economic and social research program
(1964) 13664

ARA financing economics development under
area redevelopment act, guide for local

developers (1961) 17980
ARA provisions for training unemployed to

acquire skills which available jobs de-

mand (address) (1962) 2419
ARA's roles

—

in community rehabilitation (remarks)
(1962) 6624

remarks (1962) 12972
area analysis and economic development,

ARA experience (address) (1964) 8013
area designation status reports (1962) 138;

(1963) 7655, 11523, 16816; (1964) 1754
area redevelopment

—

and better communities (address) (1964)
5926

and economic growth (remarks) (1961)
17981

approach to creating jobs (remarks) (1963)
18531

approved projects, directory

—

accelerated public works program (1965)
3095

Area Redevelopment Administration
(1964) 5925; (1965) 3146

areas eligible to participate in accelerated
public works program, list (1962) 20464

Arrowhead Engineering Corporation
Plant, Knox, Ind. (remarks) (1965) 13442

bookshelf of community aids (1962) 12970,
14795; (1963) 14932-933; (1964) 1755,
13662, 15256; (1965) 145

Britain & Common market countries, poli-

cies and economic research (1965) 11893
Cleveland, Ohio (remarks) (1965) 5576
contracting mining communities, U.S. ex-

perience (paper) (1964) 8015
disposable cup industry, pertinent charac-

teristics (1964) 11825
District of Columbia urban renewal pro-
gram, report (1965) 2002

Dorchester County, Md., proposals for
making economic development program
more effective (1965) 144

economic growth in American communities
(1964) 5927

economic growth opportunities

—

Atlantic, Ocean, Cape May and Cumber-
land Counties, N.J. (1965) 10136

Bell County, Ky (1965) 5574
Bradford County, Pa (1965) 1814
Bristol-Plymouth, Conn (1964) 11821
Butler County, Ala (1964) 17022
Cambridge, Ohio (1964) 11822
Douglas County, Wis (1964) 15251
Early County, Ga (1964) 20979
Hagerstown, Md (1965) 143
Holmes, Walton and Washington Coun-

ty, Fla (1965) 7125
Iron County, Wis (1965) 1813
Kalkaska County, Mich (1964) 15252
Lowell, Mass (1964) 19196
Marion County, Ga (1964) 15253
Marquette County, Mich (1964) 17023
Muskogee, Okla (1964) 13658
Natchitoches, La (1965) 142
Okmulgee-Henryetta, Okla (1965) 11890
Raleigh County, W. Va (1965) 13441
Reynolds and Wayne Counties, Mo (1964)

13657

Redevelopment (city planning, etc.)—Con.
area redevelopment—Continued
economic grovi^h opportunities—Con.

Taylor Countv, W. Va (1965) 1815
Washington, Mo (1964) 11823
Washington County, Maine (1965) 11891
Weston, W. Va (1964) 15250

Edgemont area, S. Dak (1965) 140
employment opportunities

—

created by ARA projects, inadequate
evaluation, GAO report (1965) 4831

restricted to individuals having funds to

invest in business venture, GAO re-

port (1964) 21333
Federal loan assistance for plant acquisi-

tion and improvement resulted in no new
employment opportunities, GAO report
(1965) 9223

financing of projects (1962) 14796
fuller's earth processing plant in Marshall

(bounty, Kv., feasibility of establishing
(1965) 8500"

Grayson and Breckenridge Counties, Ky
(1965) 15228

HHFA aids to communities (1962) 19580
in action (1964) 9994
industries, big city, characteristic (1964)

13661
interrelated roles of resource development
and economic development (remarks)
(1962) 12973

iron and steel industry, pertinent charac-
teristics (1965) 7132

iron ore problems, ARA technical assist-

ance (1964) 11826
La Crosse, Wis (1965) 11892
local economic programs, case studies in 8

northeastern communities (1963) 16817
local financial participation in area re-

development projects, lack of compliance
with statutory requirement, Area Rede-
velopment Administration, GAO report
(1965)9231

manpower reports

—

Altoona, Pa (1964) 21275
Ashland, Ky (1963) 17399
Atlantic City, N.J (1964) 17931
Charleston, W. Va (1964) 17932
Detroit, Mich (1963) 17398
Duluth, Minn (1964) 12332
Erie, Pa (1965) 16096
Fall River, Mass.-R.I (1964) 12333
Huntington, W. Va (1963) 17399
Johnstown, Pa (1964) 17933
Lowell, Mass (1965) 7597
Mayaguez, P. R (1964) 17934
New Bedford, Mass (1963) 17400
Pawtucket, R. I (1963) 17402
Pittsburgh, Pa (1963) 17401
Ponce, P. R (1965) 16097
Providence, R. I (1963) 17402
Scranton, Pa (1965) 6127
Superior, Wis (1964) 12332
Wheeling, W. Va.-Ohio (1964) 17935

maximum grants-in-aid for eligible areas
under accelerated public works program
(1962) 22980; (1963) 16815

middle Kentucky River Valley area, Ky,
Breathitt, Lee, Owsley, and Wolfe Coun-
ties (1964) 19197

new approach to utilization of resources
available within Federal structure (ad-

dress) (1961) 16157
progress in the South (remarks) (1961)

17984
Puerto Rico, economic development (re-

marks) (1962) 6625
Scioto County, Ohio (1964) 15254
technical assistance (1963) 11524
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Redevelopment (city planning, etc.)—Con.

area redevelopment—Continued
technical leaflets (1963) 12243-244
.3 years in review, report of National Pub-

lic Advisory Committee on Area Redevel-
opment (1964) 15369; (1965) 4421

area redevelopment act

—

amendments

—

hearings (1963) 9925, 10000, 17164
reports (1963) 9889, 11800, 11193, 15271;

(1964) 15563
summary (1964) 2234

and your community (1961) 9924
developing human resources through occu-

pational training, report, 1964 (1965)

14606
extend

—

law (1965) 13785
report (1965) 13883

implement, message from the President
(1965) 7402

program as aid to unemployed (remarks)
(1961) 16159

Area Redevelopment Administration

—

programs (remarks) (1965) 8503
technical assistance, cumulative reports,

quarterly (1964) 11828; (1965) 3871
area redevelopment program

—

Cambridge, Md. aided (remarks) (1962)
10942

Commerce Department (remarks) (1961)

20339
emphasis on interdependence (remarks)

(1962) 18672
history and plans (address) (1962) 12969
improve economic conditions (remarks)

(1962) 1995, 1996, 8909, 18671
projects, etc. (remarks) (1962) 8912
purposes, etc. (remarks) 1962) 8910

areas

—

maps (1963) 1787, 16818; (1964) 8016,

17026; (1965) 7128
summary lists (1963) 7655, 11523, 16816;

(1964) 1754
designation status report (1965) 3972

attracting new industry (1963) 7656
Cambodia, urban development projects

(1961) 7812
challenge

—

of future (1962) 13886
of urbanization (address) (1965) 18235

chronic unemployment and underemploy-
ment, specific tools to help (remarks)
(1962) 10940

Cleveland's neighborhood improvement pro-

gram (1961) 16037
community

—

development, films, etc., bibliography
(1965) 11005

planning, 60 books, list (1963) 14040
renewal program

—

guide, CRP (series) (1963) 14764
policy (1964) 3182

services and family relocation (1965) 2079
Connecticut, 4-town area (1963) 20317
consolidated list of redevelopment areas

(1962) 138
cooperation of Federal government with lo-

cal communities (address) (1962) 6863
cost estimates for project improvements and

site preparation (1962) 14672
demolition and clearance practice (1963)

1579
depressed areas

—

Federal Government's attack on problems
(remarks) (1963) 1786

hearings (1961) 5739, 5849
law (1961) 8615
reports (1961) 5832, 7088, 7097, 8737

Redevelopment (city planning, etc.)—Con.
design objectives in urban renewal docu-

ments (1965) 18819
determination of benefits from water re-

source projects (1964) 9995
developing home grown industry (1963) 5904
District of Columbia

—

act of 1945, amend, hearings (1964) 6349;
(1965) 19304

Adams-Morgan, democratic action to save
neighborhood (1964) 21257

include nonresidential areas, reports
(1962) 21104; (1963) 13729; (1964) 12099

pay relocation costs

—

law (1964) 21121
reports (1964) 478, 15570

Plaza project, terminate, report (1964)
12113

urban renewal program, hearing (1961)
7131

Washington Channel waterfront priority
holders, amend act, report (1965) 19249

economic

—

development program, information and
guidance (1961) 13815

program, planning on local level (remarks)
(1962) 12976

redevelopment research (1964) 17024-25;

(1965) 146-147, 11893
emerging city (remarks) (1961) 9810
Evansville story, example of what ARA pro-

gram is designed to do (address) (1963)
13338

family surveys in conservation areas (1961)
2733

Federal aids to communities, handbook
(1963) 14932

Federal-local relationships (address) (1962)

13887
FHA mortgage insurance program for urban

renewal housing, need to revise proce-

dures in administration, GAO report
(1963) 20718

grant applications

—

effectiveness (1964) 17877
local review

—

hearings (1963) 17313
report (1964) 4542

national survey (1964) 4583
Guam, public authority to undertake urban

renewal

—

law (1964) 251
reports (1963) 13567, 20583

helping people to help themselves in country
and in towns, overall economic develop-
ment program (1963) 4352

HHFA aids to communities in area redevel-

opment (1962) 2542
historic preservation through urban renewal

(1963) 9473

homebuilders and urban renewal (remarks)
(1962) 1883

housing act of 1949, title 1, relocation from
urban renewal project areas (1961) 9814

housing act of 1961, summary (1961) 17338

housing and community development legisla-

tion, hearings (1964) 8370
housing and urban development act of 1965,

hearings (1965) 8977
how urban renewal projects affect small

business (1961) 9722

impact of Federal programs on local govern-
ment organization and planning (1964)

14139
implementing conservation (1961) 2732
influence of urban renewal on education (ad-

dress) (1962) 21637
investment and jobs (1962) 14795
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Redevelopment (city planning, etc.)—Con.

Jefferson County, 111., proposals for making
development program more effective,

ARA field report (1964) 11824
Kentucky communities, workable programs.

State agency help (1965) 15116
land use problems (address) (1961) 10699
local

—

area groups, their role, problems, etc. (re-

marks) (1963) 11526
listing of land in urban renewal project

areas available for private redevelop-
ment (1963) 3390-91, 14765, 16639; (1964)
7827

participation and decision making in ur-

ban renewal projects (remarks) (1961)
9813

public agency letters (1961) 3629; (1962)
4030; (1963) 3877; (1964) 3692; (1965)
3609

Mill Creek Valley Project, St. Louis, Mo.,
excessive allocations of costs, GAO re-

port (1965) 694
mortgage insurance, utilizing FHA sec.

221(d)(3) below market interest rate
(1964) 16903

neighborhood organization in conservation
areas (1961) 8239

OEDP status reports (1964) 5929; (1965)
5578-79

outdoor recreation, field of opportunity
(1963) 12244

overall economic development programs,
guidebook for redevelopment area orga-
nizations (1964) 13662

overallocation of public facility costs to 5
urban renewal projects in Hawaii and
California, GAO report (1965) 16299

Paterson, N.J., ARA-MDTA program, gradu-
ation of 500th trainee (remarks) (1963)
18532

perspectives on area redevelopment (ad-

dress) (1962) 10935
planned-unit development with homes asso-

ciations (1964) 6636, 19685
planning

—

for new growth, new jobs, overall econom-
ic development program (1962) 12970

public facilities and institutions on region-
al basis, combined urban-rural in char-
acter (remarks) (1965) 7020

preserve aging neighborhoods and prevent
their deterioration into slums, problem
(address) (1962) 23600

proposed legislation for urban renewal pro-
gram (address) (1961) 11642

public

—

facility loans and grants. Federal laws
(1962) 655; (1963) 6573; (1965) 7813

policy and urban environment in Latin
America (address) (1965) 12564

works and economic development act of
1965—
compilation of documents (1965) 14137
hearings (1965) 10671, 10702, 12205
law (1965) 15484
legislative history, etc (1965) 17736
message from the President (1965) 8743
reports (1965) 10644, 12146, 15691

re-designing urban America (address) (1961)
9269

redevelopment (periodical) (1964) 5930;
(1965) 3883

relocation

—

elderly people, hearings (1963) 6287, 8090
families from urban renewal areas, inade-
quate polices and practices. District of
Columbia Redevelopment Land Agency
and HHFA, GAO report (1964) 19756

Redevelopment (city planning, etc.)—Con.
relocation—Continued
from urban renewal project areas, Dec.

1961 (1962) 24131
good design, etc (remarks) (1961) 9812
housing (1961) 9095
payments, questions and answers (1961)

2731, 17875
standards, determining local need (1961)
21431

unequal treatment of people and business-
es displaced by governments (1965)
10022

urban areas, bibliography (1961) 19436
research centers on developing areas (1965)

5397
rural fringe and urban expansion. Prince

Georges and Montgomery Counties, Md.,

case study (1963) 19089
Russell County, Va., suggested development

opportunities (1964) 13659
selecting

—

areas for conservation treatment (1961)
1563

consultants for project planning (1961)
2730, 8237

slum clearance and urban renewal activities

under N.Y. regional office of Housing
and Home Finance Agency, GAO review
(1962) 23583

Small Business Administration's role in area
redevelopment (1963) 9381

social problems of American community (re-

marks) (1963) 21151
special area development services available,

rural areas development handbook
(1963) 11449

State-
enabling legislation, urban redevelopment
and renewal, citations to statutes, etc.,

list (1962) 21846
statutes, local ordinances etc., prohibiting
discrimination (1962) 15649

statistical profiles

—

Aguadilla, P.R., area (1962) 18902
Altoona, Pa., area (1962) 9056
Amsterdam, N.Y., area (1962) 13159
Anchorage, Alaska, area (1962) 15026
Arecibo (1962) 18899
Ashland, Ky., area (1962) 13178
Ashtabula-Conneaut, Ohio, area (1963)
4655

Athens, Ohio, area (1962) 13196
Athens, Pa., area (1962) 13176
Atlantic City, N.J., area (1962) 13188
Auburn, N.Y., area (1962) 13166
Batavia-Georgetown-West Union, Ohio,
area (1962) 15020

Bay City, Mich., area (1962) 9057
Beckley, W. Va., area (1962) 6766
Berwick, Pa., area (1962) 13141
Bloomsburg, Pa., area (1962) 13141
Bluefield, W. Va., area (1962) 6764
Bridgeton, N.J., area (1962) 13189
Butler, Pa., area (1962) 13146
Butte, Mont., area (1962) 6760
Caguas, P.R (1962) 18900
Cairo, 111., area (1962) 13204
Cambridge, Md., area (1962) 13195
Cambridge, Ohio, area (1962) 13206
Cape May, N.J., area (1962) 13192
Carolina, P.R (1963) 15135
Cedartown-Rockmart, Ga., area (1962)
6762

Centralia, 111., area (1962) 13190
Charleston, W. Va., area (1962) 9047
Clarksburg, W. Va., area (1962) 13153
Clearfield, Pa., area (1962) 13147
Ck)nnellsville, Pa., area (1962) 13175
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Redevelopment (city planning, etc.)—Con.
statistical profiles—Continued

Conway, S.C, area (1962) 13211
Corbin, Ky., area (1962) 9053
Cumberland, Md., area (1962) 15018
Danville, Ky., area (1962) 13183
Detroit, Mich., area (1962) 13149
DuBois, Pa., area (1962) 13147
Duluth, Minn., area (1962) 13156
Dunkirk, N.Y., area (1962) 13162
Elizabethtown, Ky., area (1962) 13184
Escanaba, Mich., area (1962) 13152
Evansville, Ind., area (1962) 15021
Fairmont, W. Va., area (1962) 9048
Fall River, Mass., area (1962) 13199
Farrell, Pa., area (1962) 13167
Favetteville, N.C., area (1962) 13185
Flat River, Mo., area (1962) 15022
Ford City, Pa., area (1962) 13144
Gloversville, N.Y., area 1962) 13165
Grayson, Ky., area (1962) 13145
Greeneville, Tenn., area (1962) 13216
Guayama, P.R., area (1962) 18898
Hagerstown, Md., area (1962) 13197
Hamlet, N.C., area (1962) 13154
Hammond, La., area (1962) 13217
Harriman-Rockwood, Tenn., area (1962)

13213
Harrisburg, 111., area (1962) 13205
Hazard, Ky., area (1962) 9046
Hazleton, Pa., area (1962) 13173
Henderson, N.C., area (1962) 13179
Henryetta, Okla., area (1962) 13203
Herrin-Murphysboro-West Frankfort, 111.,

area (1962) 15019
Hopkinsville, Ky., area (1962) 9054
Huntington, W. Va., area (1962) 13178
Indiana, Pa., area (1962) 9060
Jamestown, N.Y., area (1962) 13162
Jasper, Ala., area (1962) 9055
Jellico, Tenn., area (1962) 13214
Johnstown, Pa., area (1962) 13171
Kalispell, Mont., area (1962) 6761
Kent, Ohio (1963) 7811
Kinston, N.C., area (1962) 13187
Kittanning, Pa., area (1962) 13144
La Crosse, Wis., area (1962) 15025
La Follette, Tenn., area (1962) 13214
Lakewood, N.J., area (1962) 13193
Laredo, Tex., area (1962) 13215
Lewistown, Pa., area (1962) 13157
Litchfield, III., area (1962) 15023
Logan, Ohio, area (1962) 13196
Logan, W. Va., area (1962) 13148
Long Branch, N.J., area (1962) 13194
Lowell, Mass., area (1962) 13198
Lumberton, N.C., area (1962) 13180
McAlester, Okla., area (1962) 13201
Madisonville, Ky., area (1962) 9049
Malone, N.Y., area (1962) 13168
Manati, P.R., area (1963) 13379
Marquette, Mich., area (1962) 13142
Massena, N.Y., area (1962) 13168
Mattoon, 111 (1963) 7812
Mayaguez, P.R (1962) 16629
Meadville, Pa., area (1962) 13158
Metropolis, HI., area (1962) 13204
Middlesborough-Harlan, Ky., area (1962)
9058

Modesto, Calif., area (1962) 13208
Monroe, Mich., area (1962) 13143
Morehead, Ky., area (1962) 13145
Morgantown, W. Va., area (1962) 9051
Mt. Carmel, Pa., area (1962) 13174
Mount Vernon, 111., area (1962) 15024
Muskogee, Okla., area (1962) 13202
Nelsonville, Ohio, area (1962) 13196
New Bedford, Mass., area (1962) 13200
New Castle, Ind., area (1962) 13210

Redevelopment (city planning, etc.)

—

statistical profiles—Continued

New Castle, Pa., area (1962) 13160
New Martinsville, W. Va., area (1962) 9059
Newark, N.Y (1963) 15136
Oak Hill-Montgomery, W. Va., area (1962)
9050

Ocean City, N.J., area (1962) 13192
Ogdensburg, N.Y., area (1962) 13168
Okmulgee, Okla., area (1962) 13203
Oneonta, N.Y., area (1962) 13169
Oxford, N.C., area (1962) 13179
Paintsville, Ky., area (1962) 131.50
Parkersburg, W. Va., area (1962) 13155
Passaic, N.J., area (1962) 1.5017

Paterson, N.J., area (1962) 15017
Pawtucket, R.I., area (1962) 15027
Pittsburg, Kans., area (1962) 6763
Pittsburgh, Pa., area (1962) 13191
Ponce, P.R (1962) 18901
Port Huron, Mich., area (1962) 13151
Portsmouth-Chillicothe, Ohio, area (1962)
13207

Pottsville, Pa., area (1962) 13170
Prestonsburg, Ky., area (1962) 13150
Providence, R.I., area (1962) 15027
Ravenna, Ohio (1963) 7811
Richmond, Ky., area (1962) 13172
Rockingham, N.C., area (1962) 13154
St. Marys, Pa., area (1962) 13177
San Juan, P.R (1962) 18903
Sayre, Pa., area (1962) 13176
Schenectady, N.Y., area (1962) 13182
Scranton, Pa., area (1962) 13161
Shamokin, Pa., area (1962) 13174
Sharon, Pa., area (1962) 13167
Sunbury, Pa., area (1962) 13174
Superior, Wis., area (1962) 13156
Tazewell, Tenn., area (1962) 13214
Toms River, N.J., area (1962) 13193
Towanda, Pa., area (1962) 13176
Traverse City, Mich., area (1962) 13164
Ukiah, Calif., area (1962) 13212
Uniontown, Pa., area (1962) 13175
Washington, Mo., area (1962) 13209
Watertown, N.Y., area (1962) 13181
Welch, W. Va., area (1962) 9052
Wenatchee, Wash., area (1962) 6765
Wheeling, W. Va., area (1962) 13163
Wildwood, N.J., area (1962) 13192
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., area (1962) 13173
Wilson, N.C., area (1962) 13186
Yauco, P.R., area (1963) 13378

technical assistance role (1965) 137
tourism and area redevelopment (remarks)

(1962) 8908
tourist industry and redevelopment areas,

statement (1964) 15257
urban

—

economic development, guidelines (address)
(1963) 10306

expansion, problems and needs, conference
papers (1963) 14042

industrial society trend (remarks) (1962)
8911

planning

—

bulletin (1965) 18820
information system (1965) 18820

urban planning assistance program

—

grants to States, etc (1965) 6358
project directories (1961) 2734, 8240;

(1962) 12771, 22894, 24132; (1963) 11371,
13108, 18359; (1964) 3183, 9865, 16904;
(1965) 5450, 15117

reports (1961) 3630; (1962) 4294; (1963)

4141; (1964) 3971; (1965) 3892
urban renewal

—

demonstration grant program project

directory (1965) 1697
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Redevelopment (city planning, etc.)—Con.
urban renewal—Continued

design review, technical guide (1965) 6973
directories (1964) 4125; (1965) 4036
disposition of project land (1965) 3072
District of Columbia

—

hearings (1963) 11890; (1964) 6349, 8376,

19501; (1965) 2011, 19034
report (1963) 2037

Federal assistance

—

for community renewal programs (1964)

1647
to communities, etc., fact sheet (1963)

3393; (1965) 3073
Federal laws (1962) 657; (1965) 9287
FHA mortgage insurance, fact sheet

(1963) 10153
Hyde Park-Kenwood area rehabilitation,

(Chicago, III., ineffective administration,

HHFA, GAO report (1964) 19757
laws relating to, amend

—

hearings (1965) 8874
highlights, analysis, history (1965)

13976
law (1965) 15465
reports (1965) 12098, 13943, 14044, 15643

summary of main provisions of act
(1965) 14441

listing of land in project areas available
for private redevelopment (1965) 1695,
18818

manuals (1962) 4422; (1963) 4270; (1964)
4126; (1965) 4037

notes (1962) 4423; (1963) 4271; (1964) 4127;
(1965) 4038

operations under title 1, Housing act of

1949, reports (1962) 4295; (1963) 4142;
(1964) 3972; (1965) 3893

problems and promise (remarks) (1963)
5764

program, hearings (1964) 393
project characteristics (1962) 12773,

16205; (1963) 1580, 16640; (1964) 15142;
(1965) 6974, 15118

project directories (1961) 3634; (1962)
4424, 10721; (1963) 4272

projects, cost sharing by Urban Renewal
Administration and Housing, and Home
Finance Agency, GAO review (1962) 7459

Queensgate project, excessive allocation of
costs of roads and streets, GAO report
(1965) 7766

questions and answers (1963) 11369
rehabilitation, minimum property stand-
ards (1963) 13913; (1964) 4699

relocation

—

assistance, hearings (1965) 19501
of business concerns and nonprofit asso-
ciations (1965) 15119
of families and individuals (1965) 15120
report (statement) (1964) 9864

residential property

—

conservation standards (1961) 8238
surveys in conservation areas (1961)
6604

San Francisco region, excessive allocation
of costs of parking facilities, GAO re-

port (1965) 7765
speeding up the work (remarks) (1961)
9811

teamwork by citizens and government
(1961) 7532

URA honor awards program in urban re-

newal design, 1964 (1965) 1696
what can be done to speed up operations
(remarks) (1961) 11645

urban renewal program

—

action for city (remarks) (1961) 11644

Redevelopment (city planning, etc.)—Con.

urban renewal program—Continued
activities, regional office, HHFA, GAO re-

view

—

Atlanta (1961) 12768
Philadelphia (1962) 9727

addresses (1961) 11646-647
downtown and community (remarks) (1961)

13716
Federal assistance to communities, etc.,

fact sheet (1962) 12772
manual (1961) 3632
notes (1961) 3633
open-space land acquisition, fact sheet

(1962) 20362
operations under title 1, Housing act of

1949, report (1961) 3631
opportunity for economic and social reha-

bilitation (address) (1961) 19435
plans formulate through government on

all levels (address) (1961) 10700
project characteristics (1961) 2735, 16036;

(1962) 12773, 16205
rehousing (remarks) (1961) 13717
Washington, D.C., status (remarks) (1961)

9271
urban transportation planning, population,

economic, and land use studies (1965)

1595
urbanization in America, fact and fiction

(1961) 2315
using census data for urban renewal purpos-

es (1962) 18548
using computer graphics in community re-

newal, manual for professionals in ur-

ban analysis and related fields (1963)
14764

value in creating partnership between Gov-
ernment and private enterprise (re-

marks) (1962) 4565
value of prime contracts awarded in ARA

redevelopment areas, 1963 (1964) 9996
Washington, D.C. proposed physical develop-

ment policies, 1965-85 (1965) 18621
see also Rural redevelopment.

Redevelopment (periodical) (1964) 5930; (1965)

3883
Redevelopment Area Industrial Mortgage As-

sociation, establish, hearings (1961)

19155
Redevelopment Land Agency, see District of

Columbia.
Redfish, Atlantic, serological studies (1962)

2492
Redheaded pine sawflies, see Flies.

Redi, Eleanore, relief (1962) 11322, 15310,
16684

Redick, Charles P., relief (1961) 12203, 16896,
18486

Redkey, Henry, rehabilitation practices in

Germany (1964) 5749
Redmon, Donald E., determining mine-

production schedules by linear program-
ming (1964) 13117

Redmond, P., simulator, weapon, firing and
ranging (laser) system (1935) 13104

Redmond, John, Dam and Reservoir, see John
Redmond Dam and Reservoir.

Redmond Air Center, aerial firefighting opera-
tions, general information (1965) 644

Redondo Beach, Calif., census of housing,
1960, city blocks (1961) 18199

Redox fuel cells, see Electric batteries.

Redstone missile, see Missiles.

Redstrom, Ruth A., consumer practices in

handling and storing frozen foods, etc

(1963) 16742
Reducing costs of grading wool in warehouses

(1963) 1707
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Reducing; diet, see Diet.

Reductase activity

—

and sulfhydryls in dehydrogenase histochem-
istry of human gingiva (1965) 126

of human whole saliva as related to dental
caries experience (1965) 11808

Reduction in force, see Government officials

and employees.
Reduction of fold-over errors in flux-gate

magnetometers (1964) 21758
Reduction of Government expenditures, see

E}conomies in National Government.
Reduction of Nonessential Federal Ebcpendi-

tures Joint Committee:
committee prints (1961) 3084-85, 12369;

(1962) 3576-77; (1963) 3414-15; (1964)
3211-12; (1965) 426. 3098-99

expenditures, authorization limitation, re-

move, report (1964) 19579
Reduction temperature of metals and

heat-resistance of alloys, USSR (1963)
10432

Redundant circuits, see Circuits.

Redwood:
boards, old-growth, shrinkage (1965) 16280
seed dispersion in old-growth cutovers (1961)

20783
tractor-logging costs and production (1964)

8689
Redwood City, Calif.:

census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)
18200

port, harbor conditions, etc (1964) 622
Redwood County, Minn., Redwood Falls area,

ground water conditions (1964) 15958
Redwood Creek:

flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23484
document edition (1962) 23335

Redys, John J., detection of group A strepto-
cocci in throat cultures by immunoflu-
orescence (1963) 12987

Reece, B. Carroll, memorial services (1961)
16520

Reed, Avery H., jr., mineral industry of Ala-
bama (1963) 1210, 20952; (1965) 1329,
19849

Reed, Edith Meadows-, see Meadows-Reed, Ed-
ith.

Reed, Elizabeth, plans for visiting profession-
al (1963) 13022

Reed, I.F., disk plows (1963) 16736
Reed, J.H., methods of generating functions

with Bendix DA-1 digital differential

analyzer (1963) 3233
Reed, James A., remarks. May 22, 1963 (1963)

11361
Reed, John C, jr.:

crystalline rocks of Potomac River gorge
near Washington, D.C. (1963) 19317

geology of Linville Falls quadrangle, N.C
(1964) 19773

Reed, L.B., insects and diseases of vegetables
in home garden (1963) 11452

Reed, Louis S.:

enrollment in Blue Cross and Blue Shield
plans (1963) 16563; (1964) 13454; (1965)
8284

health benefit plans under collective bar-
gaining (1964) 7739

incomes of physicians and dentists from pri-

vate, self-employment practice, 1960-62
(1965) 15038

independent health insurance plans (1963)
14698; (1964) 15087

per capita expenditures for hospital care
and for services of physicians and den-
tists (1965) 5378

Reed, Morton J., electronic data processing
codes for California wildland plants
(1964) 8661

Reed, Robert D., skin, etc., temperatures on
X-15 during flight (1963) 18133

Reed, Robert E., jr., comparison of methods in
calculating frequencies of corner-
supported rectangular plates (1965)
18577

Reed, Sarah R.:

continuing education for librarians, confer-
ences, workshops, and short courses,
1965-66 (1965) 9037

library education directories (1964) 4624;
(1965) 12387

library research in progress (1964) 8486-87,
14190; (1965) 4652, 10741

Reed, Walter, brief biography (1965) 2057
Reed, William H., CH-21A helicopter airframe

deformation under dynamic crash condi-
tion (1964) 9858

Reed, Wilmer H., 3d, dynamic response of ris-

ing and falling balloon wind sensors
with application to wind load estimates
(1963) 20981

Reeder, Claude S., relief (1962) 19266
Reeder, John P.:

closed-circuit television for aircraft landing
(1964) 7543

impact of V/STOL aircraft on instrument
weather operations (1965) 6747

Reeder, Sadako S., relief (1961) 7213, 12077,
12172

Reeder Motor Co., Inc., relief (1962) 19266
Reefs, effects on wind set-up in shallow water,

study (1961) 5950, 12588
Reelfoot National Wildlife Refuge, general

information (1964) 6726
Reemployment of veterans, see Veterans.

Reemployment rights, see Government officials

and employees—Veterans
Reenlistment, see Recruiting and enlistment.
Reentry into atmosphere, see Atmospheric

entry.
Reentry vehicles, see Missiles—Rockets-

Spacecraft.
Rees, George H., edible crabs of U.S (1964)

8604
Reese, Doris A., relief (1961) 5635
Reese, Robert B., establishing central school

lunch kitchens in urban areas, problems
and costs (1965) 10721

Reeves, Frank D., nomination, hearing (1961)
20630

Reeves, Leo F., homestead entries, validate
(1962) 17176; (1963) 8043, 9845, 13391

Reetz, Arthur, jr., protection against radia-
tions in space (1965) 18492

Referativnyy zhurnal, biologiya (periodical):
abstracts on zooparisitology (1964) 4938,

4999, 5098, 9335, 9337
translations (1964) 12803-804

Referativnyy zhurnal-khimiya (periodical):
abstracts (1962) 14074

Referativnyy zhurnal, kibernetika (periodical):

abstracts on cybernetics, translations (1965)
9366, 12721, 14556, 14584

excerpts, translations (1965) 9442, 11216,
11251, 11265, 16391

Referativnyy zhurnal-metallurgiya (periodi-

cal):

abstracts (1963) 8541

Referees in bankruptcy:
filing time for review of orders, amend bank-

ruptcy act, report (1961) 18881
part-time, prohibit from acting as trustee or

receiver, report (1965) 17873
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Referees in bankruptcy—Continued

retired and recalled, pay applicable salary

—

law (1962) 20852
reports (1962) 16943, 19328

Reference atmosphere for Patrick AFB, Flori-

da, (annual) (1961) 7961
Reference books:
forestry (1962) 10244
job analysis, training and reference manual

(1965) 19570
NBS, national standard reference data pro-

gram, background information (1963)
14604

new materials useful in teaching, annotated
list (1961) 12561; (1962) 11704, 15488

PACAF basic bibliography (1963) 9621
Reference guide series (1961) 6431, 17743
National Institutes of Health (1962) 10552,

14508; (1963) 12907
Reference handbook for VOR and VOT equip-

ment modifications and instructions
(1963) 10111

Refineries, see Petroleum refineries—Smelting

—

Sugar refineries.

Refining, see Smelting—Zone melting—Zone
refining.

Reflection:

and information concepts in cybernetics,
USSR study (1963) 10777

and transmission coefficients at interface
ice-solid (1964) 14202

and transmission of electrons by aluminum
foil (1963) 9217

Lenin's theory, relative to concept of infor-

mation, USSR study (1964) 18315
light from lunar surface, USSR study (1965)

6459
spectral reflectivity of clouds (1965) 9753
spherical shock waves from free boundary

in elastic medium, USSR study (1962)
856

telemetering signals by ionized flow fields

surrounding reentry bodies (1963) 16378
transient, and transmission of plane wave

normally incident upon semi-infinite ani-

sotropic plasma (1964) 19170
Reflection (light):

angular reflectance properties of

light-trapping surfaces (1962) 24042
Fortran program for calculation of reflec-

tion coefficients from thin films (1964)
13277

laser-satellite reflection parameters (1964)
16996

radar investigations of reflection from clear
sky, USSR study (1965) 4989

spacecraft coatings, integrating sphere for
monitoring (1963) 9178

vectorial reflectance of Explorer IX satellite

material (1964) 16701
see also Albedo.

Reflections on Soviet scientific progress (1963)
17629

Reflection (sound), see Sound.
Reflectivity:

optical, dispersion analysis (1965) 4200
radar patterns, antenna beam errors, dem-

onstration (1965) 10114
radiant energy, angular distribution from

gray asymmetric grooves (1963) 20992
reduction from transparent materials, tech-

niques applicable to plastic helicopter
canopies, evaluation (1963) 2118

Reflectivity, microwave, of deposited aluminum
films for passive relay communications
(1961) 6379

Reflectometers, VSWR measurement, instru-
ment calibration technique (1964) 13354

Reflectors:
ellipsoidal optical, reproduced by electro-

forming (1964) 20544
Fresnel cup reflector directs maximum ener-

gy from light source (1964) 13173
FVesnel, modified, for solar-energy concen-

tration (1962) 16056
plastic films for reflective surfaces repro-

duced from masters (1964) 20558
spherical, monopole phased array feed (1964)

13632
see also Solar reflectors.

Reflector sheeting, see Sheeting.
Reflexes:

activity of animals and man under natural
conditions, USSR study (1962) 2735

animals under normal conditions and in

presence of cholesterol-induced athero-
sclerosis, eff'ect of histidine on condi-
tioned activity, USSR study (1961)
12889

blinking conditioned, and functional state of
cardiovascular system, simultaneous
study, USSR (1964) 12924

changes in vascular conditioned and uncon-
ditioned reflexes in man in relation to
typological peculiarities of nervous sys-
tem, USSR study (1965) 7854

conditioned

—

appraisal of mechanism of therapeutic
action of some psychotropic substances
in experimental study, USSR study
(1962) 11961

automation of unit for study in small lab-
oratorv animals, USSR study (1965)
12713

changes in respiratory gas exchange and
bioelectrical activity of brain and skele-
tal muscles, USSR study (1962) 7894

eff'ect of constant magnetic field in sea fish

(1964) 3040
electrophysiology of, USSR study (1965)

11075
present-day neurophysiology (1965) 5241
regulation of immuno-biological reactions,
USSR study (1962) 5434

responses to magnetic field in fish (1964)
5533

trace, comparison of trace imitation in
chimpanzee, USSR study (1964) 16170

USSR studies (1964) 18363
dogs inhaling oxygen, changes in reflex ex-

citability, USSR study (1965) 12594
factors affecting higher nervous and condi-

tioned reflexes under experimental condi-
tions, USSR study (1962) 5749

motor-conditioned, effect of radial accelera-
tion, USSR study (1961) 19652

motor defensive conditioned, automatic pro-
gramming device for investigating,
USSR study (1963) 2801

postural in intact animals under conditions
of weightlessness (1963) 7297

reactions, speed in several subjects simulta-
neously, electronic instrument for deter-
mining, USSR study (1962) 13967

reflex action of nervous system, USSR stud-
ies (1964) 19956

respiratory, of carotid sinus, effect of anes-
thetics (1962) 2621

responses of habituated vestibulo-ocular
reflex arc to drug stress (1965) 7109

Soviet research on higher nervous activity
under pathological conditions (1964)
19868

spinal cord reflex activity during dorsicol-
umn stimulation, USSR study (1962)
22172
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Reflexes—Continued
stimulation, reactions of human decentral-

ized and denervated pre- and post-
ganglionic denervation parotid gland,
USSR study (1962) 2722

systems and chemical influence on condi-
tioned reflex activity, USSR study (1964)
7062

vasomotor, USSR study (1965) 6458
Reforestation, see Forest planting.
Reform in statutory pay provisions, hearings

(1962) 19397
Reformatories:
changing programs, problems (1963) 1928
Maryland training schools, integrating

(1964) 13782
training needs in correctional institutions

(1965) 18391
USSR, improvement in rehabilitation, etc

(1962) 8262
Refraction:
atmospheric

—

correction at NASA minitrack stations
(1962) 18297

radio-frequency electromagnetic waves
(1961) 20052

selection of model for radar range-
height-angle charts (1961) 20061

by terrestrial atmospheres, airborne radar
observations, charts of corrections
(1963) 7596

effect on setting sun, seen from space (1963)
12862

radio waves in troposphere, USSR study
(1965) 18367

wave, development of method for numerical
calculation (1965) 2109

Refractive index:

cloud studies, cumulus climatology (1962)
10895

invert sugar, aqueous solutions (1963) 12897
liquid hydrogen (1965) 19964
measurement, determination of monoetha-

nolamine normality (1962) 12588
radio, for U.S. and world, climatic charts

and data (1961) 4967
radio, measuring techniques, survey (1962)

20171
rocket measurements, reevaluation of ino-

sphere electron densities and collision
frequencies (1961) 1304

synoptic radio meteorology (1962) 22611
Refractometers:
microwave, with fast response and absolute

digital recording (1962) 10898
errata (1962) 14775

Refractories, see Refractory materials.
Refractory alloy foil rolling development pro-

gram (1963) 7627
Refractory alloys, see Alloys.
Refractory-clay deposits of

—

Utah (1964) 13106
Wyoming (1961) 6276

Refractory clayrocks, see Clayrocks.
Refractory materials:
boron-base, investigation of physical prop-

erties (1961) 9469
ceramic, wide usage, low fabrication cost

(1964) 11375
clay, ceramic, and minerals, census of miner-

al industries, 1958, industry report
(1961) 6811

clays, removing quartz and other impurities
by mineral dressing methods (1961) 9454

compatibility of molten uranium dioxide
(1963) 5572

current industrial reports (1961) 8511; (1962)
11085

Refractory materials—Continued
dense shapes preparation, use of induction

heated vacuum hot press (1961) 3794
deterioration tested in Mach number 2 jet at

stagnatic temperature of 3,800° F (1961)
13527

double paraboloidal mirror image furnaces
as research tool for high temperature
materials (1962) 10461

high temperature

—

alloys, properties (1963) 18582
ceramic structures (1963) 9279
made of sintered aluminum powder, USSR
study (1963) 6891

nickel-base alloys, influence of rare-earth
elements on properties, USSR study
(1964) 1149

tensile testing in vacuum, apparatus facil-

ities (1964) 14805
using rare-earth compounds (1962) 18193

lightweight basic, experimental production
(1962) 18224

literature search (1962) 2086

machining (1963) 56
magnesia, uses and properties above 1500

C, bibliography (1962) 18197
mechanical evaluation at high temperatures,

development of methods and instruments
(1962) 93

metals

—

protection for high temperature service,
progress reports (1961) 8090, 8097;
(1962) 6349, 6354

tensile properties and sheet-bending fa-

tigue properties at room temperature
(1963) 3153

muUite samples from high-temperature solar
furnace, USSR study (1962) 10120

nuclear engineering applications (1961) 8406

oxides, evaluated for high-temperature
(1965) 12989

refractories

—

based on boron nitride, USSR study (1963)
697

current industrial reports (1961) 2990;
(1962) 3737; (1963) 3575, 7759; (1964)
3391" (1965) 3274
summaries (1964) 17099; (1965) 15310 .

rocket nozzle inserts, thermal shock evalua-
tion (1964) 13331

stability of compounds in hydrogen and
their compatibility with tungsten (1961)
11416

synthesis of new high temperature materials
(1961) 6735

technology (1963) 18520
used for high-temperature seals and bear-

ings, friction and wear behavior charac-
teristics (1961) 16153

USSR, articles (1963) 2620
see also names of materials.

Refractory metals, see Metals.

Refractory thermal insulation for smooth
metal surfaces (1965) 1417

Refrigerants, choking 2-phase flow literature
summary and idealized design solutions
(1963) 18191

Refrigerated storage, see Cold storage.
Refrigerated storage warehouses, see Ware-

houses.
Refrigeration and refrigerating machinery:
(Communist China, semiconductor electric

refrigeration applications (1961) 17421
cryogenic refrigeration systems, Joule-

Thompson process (1965)*6784
engineering, translations from Khnolo-

gil'naya Tekhnika (1961) 17373
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Refrigeration and refrigerating machinery

—

Continued
equipment

—

current industrial reports (1961) 18147;
(1962) 265; (1963) 20350; (1964) 17090;
(1965) 1902

Federal item identification guides for sup-
ply cataloging (1962) 7239; (1963) 3655;
(1964) 3473, 12292; (1965) 3375

foreign countries, production, consump-
tion, trade (1961) 5414

industry, outlook (1961) 3857; (1962) 2132;
(1963) 4524

liquid carbon dioxide refrigeration in fro-

zen-food trailer, test (1964) 8

liquid nitrogen system installed in frozen
food delivery truck, test (1961) 3664

mechanical, cold-storage facilities, engineer-
ing and design manual (1961) 14799

mechanical refrigeration and ventilation in

cold-storage facilities, engineering man-
ual (1965) 517

operation, maintenance, etc., technical man-
ual (1962) 11016

refrigeration emergency construction, engi-
neering manual (1963) 12091

refrigerator entrapment prevention, safety
guide (1963) 6441

selling and servicing, bibliography (1965)
15032

Soviet industrial development, translations
(1962) 1195, 1221, 3108, 3155, 19786,
22164, 22227

Soviet machinery, selected translations
(1961) 17588

trailer, cold-wall, maintaining frozen food
below zero (1962) 14753

USSR-
fishing industry, use of rapid-freezing
methods (1963) 17755

industrial development, translations (1963)

694, 892, 2633, 8968, 14388, 15704
standardization of home refrigerators

(1963) 10561
see aiso Cold storage.

Refrigeration mechanics, see Mechanics (per-

sons).

Refrigerator cars:

fresh lamb transported (1962) 14758
hanging beef transportation (1961) 13788
icing service on rail shipments of canta-

loups, effect on quality (1962) 20410
private car lines, transport statistics, 1960

(1962) 2590
storage of loblolly pine seedlings (1965) 2175

Refrigerators:
children and entrapment (1965) 11644
household

—

industry outlook (1963) 1860
preventing child entrapment (1965) 8248
safety devices for doors, progress, hearing

(1964) 4500
Refueling of airplanes, see Airplanes.
Refugee Year, 1959-(i0, see World Refugee

Year, 1959-60.
Refuge leaflets, see listings under Fish and

Wildlife Service in the monthly issues.

Refugees:
African refugee problems, hearings (1965)

10695
Arab, from Palestine, report (1963) 7957
Asian, from Communism, study, report

(196.5) 6019
assistance, appropriations, 1966

—

proposal (1965) 19189
reduce, proposal (1965) 7410

Austria, housing program, use of agricultur-
al commodities counterpart funds,
agreement (1962) 20325

Chinese, problem in Hong Kong and Macao,
hearings (1962) 21560

Refugees—Continued

Cubans

—

appropriations, 1966, supplemental, hear-
ings (1965) 17680

children, care away from home, observa-
tions of reporter (1963) 6013

contracts for resettlement in U.S., weak-
nesses in negotiation etc.. Welfare Ad-
ministration, HEW, GAO report (1965)
7793

problems

—

hearings (1962) 7223; (1963) 4786, 19063;
(1964) 2242, 6516

report (1962) 9462
report to the President (1961) 6489

program (1964) 7847
refugee student assistance program (Uni-

versity Free Cuba)

—

hearing (1961) 8838
report (1961) 8817

selection, security screenings, etc., for
resettlement in U.S (1964) 2115

U.S. policy concerning (1963) 16820
foreign operations appropriations

—

1963, hearings (1962) 19169
1965, hearings (1964) 12117

Hong Kong problem report (1962) 4938
population problems study (1964) 2115
problems, investigation

—

additional funds, report (1964) 17812
authorization, reports (1962) 7195, 21495;

(1963) 6260, 11983; (1964) 6455; (1965)
12298

problems, study, authorization, report (1965)
4566

refugees and escapees

—

from Communist tyranny, investigation,
authorization, report (1961) 5797

report (1964) 12208
resettlement, U.S. to participate, amend act

of July 14, 1960—
hearings (1961) 16846, 17128
law (1962) 16736
reports (1961) 16766, 19052; (1962) 15220

Western Hemisphere countries, assistance
programs

—

hearings (1962) 7099
reports (1962) 7046, 9258

world, resettlement, U.S. to participate,
hearings (1962) 423

Refuges, see Wildlife refuges— aiso names of
refuges.

Refunds of taxes, see Tax refunds.

Refuse:
burning coal-mine refuse banks, survey

(1964) 7428
collection and disposal

—

bibliography 1958-59 (1961) 20102; (1963)
18292

environmental health planning guide,
objectives and procedures (1962) 10599

disposal

—

of poultry manure and other waste (1964)
16932

problem, construction, etc., of sanitary
landfill (1963) 14660

environmental health planning guide, objec-
tives and procedures (1961) 8150

farmstead disposal (1964) 22
garbage and rubbish disposal, emergency

construction, engineering and design
manual (1963) 13879

International Research Group on Refuse
Disposal, information bulletins (1963)
15056

national status on control of garb-
age-feeding (1961) 2870; (1962) 4096;
(1963) 3939; (1964) 3766; (1965) 3682

nursing homes, waste handling (1963) 13009
safe and sanitary home storage (1963) 7412
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Refuse—Continued
screenings, prohibit importation, report

(1964) 21190
Regal Asbestos Mine, Jaquays Mining Corp.,

Gila Count, Ariz., mining methods and
costs (1961) 13433

Regalia, see Insignia.

Regeneration (biology):

birch and associated hardwoods after patch
cutting (1965) 12515

black spruce, investment opportunities
greatly affected by site (1961) 20769

bone, method in skull surgery, Soviet book,
conclusions and table of contents (1962)
19872

controversial problems with modern teach-
ings,

controversial problems with modern teach-
ings, USSR study (1964) 4892

correlation between intensity of regenera-
tion of parenchymatous elements and
connective tissue, USSR study (1962)
23868

cortical neurons, possibility of division,

USSR study (1964) 5004
lodgepole pine, slash disposal and cone open-

ing, study (1964) 14319
new trend in research, USSR study (1964)

7075
organs, regenerative processes, study (1964)

4263
pattern of changes in regenerative capacity

of organs of animals, USSR study (1965)
9452

rabbit testicular extract, effect on testicular
regeneration in rat, USSR study (1965)
5011

reparative, of tissue after exposure to ioniz-

ing radiation, USSR study (1965) 9475
scientific conference on regulation of regen-

erative processes, USSR study (1961)
7581

spruce-subalpine fir stand, results of cutting
(1965) 19637

tissue and organ regeneration, USSR study
(1965) 16459

Virginia pine, seedbed condition after log-

ging (1961) 19369
white ash, seedbed, overstorv, and under-

story, effects (1963) 10239
yellow birch, artificially constructed mounds

show promise (1964) 779
Regenerators (machinery):
employment for repeated use of caloric to

produce ship power, fallacies in mid 19th
century (1961) 6434

Reggel, Leslie, reduction of coal by lithi-

um-ethylenediamine and reaction of
model compounds with metal-amine sys-
tems (1965) 9549

Regional action planning commissions:
establish

—

compilation of documents (1965) 14137
hearings (1965) 10702, 12205
law (1965) 15484

highlights, legislative history, etc (1965)
17736

message from the President (1965) 8743
reports (1965) 10644, 12146, 15691

Regional cooperatives handling under $10 mil-

lion of supplies, 1960-61 (1963) 15463
Regional economic stabilization conference,

Atlanta, Ga., Dec. 5-6, 1961 (1962) 19448
Regional Export Ebcpansion Council, directory,

1965-66 (1965) 17280
Regional organization, planners perspective

(1965) 15057
Regional Water Pollution Control Research

Laboratory, see Federal Regional Water
Pollution Control Research Laboratory.

Regional Water Pollution Control Laboratory,
Midwest, see Midwest Regional Water
Pollution Control Laboratory.

Regionalism:
Cuba, economic regionalization, preliminary

scheme (1965) 16445
Czechoslovak krajs, economic-geographic

review (1962) 3182
Register of copyrights, report on copyright

law revision (1965) 10550
Register of Scientific and Technical Personnel,

National, see National Register of Sci-

entific and Technical Personnel.
Register-vote 5c commemorative postage

stamp (1964) 16814
Registered nurses, see Nurses and nursing.
Registers:
Air Force

—

departmental editions (1961) 5290; (1962)
4542, 6600; (1963) 4388-89; (1964)
5888-89; (1965) 5540, 7075

document editions (1961) 5593; (1962) 4905,
6948; (1963) 4712-13; (1964) 6198-99;
(1965) 5795, 7387

air pollution analysis (1961) 11539
approved recurring reports. Army Materiel

Command (1965) 153, 5586
Army

—

departmental editions (1961) 5335, 8369-70;
(1962) 6683, 11018-19; (1963) 7682,
9664-65; (1964) 10017-19; (1965) 10161,
11909, 13479

document editions (1961) 5577, 8628-29;
(1962) 6954, 11293-294; (1963) 7851,
9831-32; (1964) 10181-183; (1965) 10378,
12042, 13822

unit citation and campaign participation
credit registers (1961) 13830, 20348-349;
(1962) 8928, 14825

Army National Guard (1961) 13553; (1962)
18316; (1963) 14605; (1964) 14945; (1965)
14887

auto license revocations, establish in Com-
merce Dept., amend law, hearing (1961)
18959

civil aircraft. United States (1963) 17466;
(1964) 6733, 18033; (1965) 6238, 16158

Coast Guard (1962) 20675; (1963) 18744;
(1965) 343, 7338

Reserve (1961) 8570; (1962) 9123; (1963)
7801; (1964) 8174; (1965) 7337

Commerce Dept. include suspended drivers
licenses

—

law (1961) 18741
reports (1961) 10469, 18856

Federal register (1961) 3183; (1962) 3822;
(1963) 3668; (1964) 3487; (1965) 3398

act, amend

—

law (1964) 270
reports (1963) 6152, 9965

codification guide (1961) 3183; (1962) 3823;
(1963) 3669
and parallel table (1964) 3488; (1965)

3399
indexes (1961) 3183; (1962) 3824; (1963)

3670; (1964) 3489; (1965) 3400

publication of list of defense facilities,

eliminate requirement

—

hearing (1962) 7103
law (1962) 13326
reports (1962) 7040, 11624

foreign aid, voluntary agencies (1963) 14073;
(1964) 10710; (1965) 14462

Hill-Burton projects (1962) 3922; (1963)

3768; (1964) 3574; (1965) 3488
Justice Department, 1962 (1962) 18114

labor organizations, reporting (1964) 16569
Great Lake States (1961) 6238; (1964)

16572
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Registers—Continued
labor organizations reporting—Continued

Middle West, Rocky Mountain States
(1961) 4784; (1964) 16573

Northeastern States (1961) 9401; (1964)
16570

Southeastern States (1961) 6239; (1964)
16571

United States (1961) 21131
Western States (1961) 4783; (1964) 16574

Manpower development and training act of

1962, projects approved (1965) 19795
Military Academy, West Point (1961) 6269;

(1962) 8452; (1963) 10935; (1964) 9491;
(1965) 8015

National Driver Register Service (1963)
20118; (1965) 20057

National Register of Scientific and Techni-
cal Personnel, geographic distribution
of scientists, preliminary report (1962)
6328

national, scientific and technical personnel
(1961) 17752; (1962) 12555

Naval Academy, Annapolis (1961) 1363;
(1962) 6330; (1963) 3200; (1964) 9666;
(1965) 13093

Naval Reserve officers (1962) 6337; (1964)
3082

Navy and Marine Corps, officers

—

departmental editions (1961) 11468; (1962)
14535; (1963) 12944; (1964) 11486; (1965)
11564

document editions (1961) 10201; (1962)
13349; (1963) 11748; (1964) 10180; (1965)
10377

retired (1961) 1367; (1962) 24039; (1965)
2965

papers in Library of Congress

—

Cattell, James M (1962) 10422
Culbertson, William S (1964) 5458
Fiske, Minnie M (1962) 15996
Langmuir, Irving (1962) 15994
Olmsted, Frederick L (1964) 1390
Sheridan, Philip H (1962) 10424
Sherman, William T (1965) 14651
Woolley, Robert W (1961) 1192

Patent ()ffice, examination for registration
to practice (1961) 21292

penal, reciprocal information, agreement
with Germany (1961) 20203

scientific and technical personnel

—

foreign language proficiency (1962) 6329
metropolitan area distribution of scien-

tists (1963) 3195
national (1963) 3191
salaries and characteristics of scientists,

1962 (1963) 3196
State Dept., biographic (1961) 5103
voluntary agencies contributing to foreign

aid (1961) 2069; (1962) 11919, 15662
wilderness-trail, effect of nonresponse on

information representativeness (1965)
9203

Registers (machines):
classification bulletin (1961) 1413

Registration:
securities, under act of 1933, increase fees

—

hearings (1965) 17718. 17909
law (1965) 19164
reports (1965) 17637, 19443

see a^so subjects.

Registry of animal cell lines certified by (Hell

Culture Collection Committee (1964)
11571

Registry of national historic landmarks (1964)
14976; (1965) 6808

Regression (statistics):

applied multiple linear regression (1963)
13213

Regression (statistics)—Continued
computer methods, fitting surfaces to assay

and other data by analysis (1964) 18691
Regular Army, see Army.
Regular Navy, see Navy.
Regulations, see Code of Federal regula-

tions

—

also names of departments, etc.,

issuing regulations

—

also subjects.

Regulators:
advanced test reactor servo regulator rod

test program (1965) 10170
theory of analytical design, USSR study

(1962) 17894
see aiso Electric current regulators.

Regulatory agencies, see Government offices.

Regulatory announcement. Fish and Wildlife
Service (1961) 19339; (1962) 13832-833,
17519, 21782; (1963) 15535, 17461; (1964)
15925, 19734; (1965) 16211, 18141

Rehabilitation:
college campuses, 1959-60 (1962) 21642
Guam, law (1964) 250
urban renewal areas, minimum property

standards (1963) 13913; (1964) 4649
see also subjects.

Rehabilitation advisers:
career and traineeship information for grad-

uate study (1965) 20128
employment outlook (1964) 9387
examination announcements (1965) 321, 4399

Rehabilitation Centers, Association of, see
Association of Rehabilitation Centers.

Rehabilitation in drug addiction, report on
5-year community experiment of New
York Demonstration Center (1963) 19966

Rehabilitation of criminals:
correctional rehabilitaation study act of

1965—
hearings (1965) 10532, 12342
law (1965) 17384
reports (1965) 10493, 15925

Federal prisoners, facilitate rehabilitation

—

hearings (1965) 13992
law (1965) 17382
reports (1965) 13952, 17836

public offenders, rehabilitative and correc-
tional services (1965) 15129

Rehabilitation of the disabled:
aged

—

background and factual information on
various problems (1961) 6614

employment, independence (1961) 21434
aging disabled worker, successful programs

(1964) 3185
alcoholics (1961) 2740
areawide planning of facilities, report of

joint committee (1963) 12982
blind persons, training, instructional guide

for use in vocational schools (1961) 2742
blinded veterans, additional time for train-

ing, amend U.S. Code

—

hearing (1962) 11670
law (1962) 18960

career and traineeship information for grad-
uate study in rehabilitation counseling
(1965) 20128

case recording in rehabilitation (1964) 20874
children and teen-agers, special services

(1963) 13111
controversion relationship to rehabilitation

of disabled workers (1964) 16909
deaf

—

and hard of hearing, vocational opportuni-
ties (1962) 18559

drivers, Denver University sumposium,
abstracts (1962) 18553

training programs, 1965-66 (1965) 20131
epileptics (1961) 2741
gateway to employment (1962) 14675
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Rehabilitation of the disabled—Continued

facilities on college campuses, 1959-61 (1963)
17382

German practices (1964) 5749

Goodwill Industries, example of good neigh-
bor tradition (address) (1962) 6180

Guam, reports (1963) 17112, 20682

guidelines for establishment of rehabilita-

tion for the deaf, manual (1965) 18825
help through vocational rehabilitation

(1965) 20129
homebound veterans, programs (1965) 11763

inservice training in stroke rehabilitation
for care facility personnel in Oregon
(1964) 11561

little strokes in dental patients (1965) 20040
medical

—

consultants in State program, handbook
(1963) 9482

of injured workers (1963) 3019
mental patients in hospitals (1962) 16070
mentally ill

—

characteristics (1965) 18826
gain brighter prospects (remarks) (1963)
9042

helping (1964) 5748
1960's, decade of advance (1963) 1585
report (1965) 11765

mentally

—

restored, guide to job placement (1965)
16548

retarded (1962) 24133
characteristics (1964) 16911
employee, information for supervisor

(1964) 19012
vocational rehabilitation (1962) 1889

milieu rehabilitation for physical and men-
tal handicaps (1963) 14768

multiple disability facilities planning, compi-
lation of studies (1963) 5691

nurse's role (1963) 1587

Oklahoma Legislative Council, rehabilita-
tion services study (1961) 9823

older disabled worker, academician's respon-
sibility (1965) 9990

100,000 VIP's (1962) 18555
opportunities for blind persons and the vis-

ually impaired through vocational reha-
bilitation (1965) 6981

overseas research progress (1962) 18556
platform for action, report of National In-

stitute on Rehabilitation and Workmen's
compensation (1963) 20224

post-Korean readjustment assistance

—

hearings (1961) 12527
report (1961) 16953

programs

—

and facilities of Western Europe (1964)
1651

for 51 countries (1965) 9989
prosthetics, progress (1963) 1588
publications of congressional committees,

list (1962) 17137
rehabilitation

—

advisers, examination announcement
(1961) 317

and aging, reports from White House Con-
ference on Aging (1961) 19430

and insurance (address) (1961) 9820
and research in retardation, conference
proceedings (1962) 10723

decade hence (1964) 20873
record (1961) 3637; (1962) 4289; (1963)

4137; (1964) 3966; (1965) 3888
service series (1961) 2742, 5162; (1962)

18557-558; (1963) 9483, 11377, 16644;
(1964) 7834, 9873, 20874; (1965) 1702,
13328, 16908

Rehabilitation of the disabled—Continued
rehabilitation—Continued
special education cooperation on prevoca-

tional programs for handicapped young
adults, conference proceedings (1963)
20225

research and demonstration

—

grant program, description and proce-
dures for applying for and administer-
ing grants (1965) 15130

projects

—

bibliography (1963) 1589
sponsored by Office of Vocational Reha-

bilitation, annotated list (1961) 5163,
9822

social insurance disability benefits and reha-
bilitation in United States (address)
(1965) 3023

special education and vocational rehabilita-
tion of handicapped, expand services

—

hearings (1961) 18942; (1962) 11449
report (1962) 16944

step into action, guidebook for above-knee
amputee (1963) 9356; (1965) 3003 .

stroke

—

is community problem (1964) 9729
rehabilitation program guidelines with
model plan for community action (1964)
13399, 20749

techniques and procedures of rehabilitating
severely disabled people in small busi-

ness enterprise objectives, final report
(1962) 8729

traineeships for graduate study in

—

physical medicine, etc., 1965-66 (1965)
20132

psychology, 1965-66 (1965) 20133
recreation, 1965-66 (1965) 20134
social work, 1965-66 (1965) 20135
speech pathology and audilogy, 1965-66

(1965) 20136

occupational therapy, 1965-66 (1965) 20139
physical therapy, 1965-66 (1965) 20140
prosthetics and orthotics (1965) 20141
rehabilitation nursing (1965) 20142
study for specialized areas (1965) 20138

tuberculous, vocational opportunities (1961)
20240

veterans

—

vocational

—

program, make permanent, report
(1961) 5701
rehabilitation & education, quarterly
information bulletins (1961) 6606,
16038; (1962) 8723, 22896; (1963) 9477;
(1964) 1649. 9867

veterans, seriously disabled, additional time
for training, amend U.S. code

—

hearing (1965) 16045
law (1965) 15486
report (1965) 15936

vocational

—

agencies, professional examination service
(1964) 9872

blinded veterans, report (1962) 17024
clients, adjustment (1964) 3184
extension and improvement grants, report

(1362) 8728
helps fight want for residents of public
housing (1965) 8358

in suburban community hospital (1963)
21153

medical consultations (1964) 9873; (1965)
16908

medical service, counsel and guidance, etc
(1962)8731; (1963) 9484

mentally retarded, special problems, con-
ference proceedings (1965) 1702
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Rehabilitation of the disabled—Continued
vocational—Continued

older handicapped workers (1963) 13112

process, training manual (1961) 5162

programs, regulations governing (1964)

13510, 20872
vocational rehabilitation act

—

amend

—

hearings (1965) 9003, 10536
reports (1965) 10501, 15656, 19287, 19439

extension and improvement program,
grants (1964) 9869

of 1954, new hope for disabled (1962) 3552,

18560
Vocational Rehabilitation Administration

—

advisory groups (1963) 14767; (1964) 16908

international activities (1965) 15127
research and demonstration projects ap-

proved (1962) 18557; (1963) 11377
restoration, teamwork approach (remarks)

(1964) 14684
role of small business enterprises (1963)

16644
staff, training guides in motivation (1964)

7834; (1965) 13328
State agencies

—

casework, 1962, evaluating (1964) 13509
factors influencing effectiveness (1963)

11376
State-Federal program, general informa-

tion (1962) 18555
State salary ranges (1962) 13885; (1963)

616, 10305, 19340; (1964) 10667, 19807;
(1965) 9285

this is one way, summary Arkansas pro-

ject (1962) 20365
training of disabled veterans, increase

subsistence allowances

—

hearings (1965) 12207, 16045
law (1965) 15485
reports (1965) 12117, 15935

tuberculous (1964) 7835
veterans, amend laws, hearing (1965)

12207
VR-ISC series (1961) 20240; (1962) 3552,

8731, 18559-560; (1963) 9484; (1964)
7835; (1965) 6981

World War II veterans, continue training
course, report (1962) 15392

Rehoboth Beach, Del., beach area water sup-
plies between Ocean City, Md., and Re-
hoboth Beach, Del (1962) 23596

Reichard, T. W., creep and drying shrinkage of

lightweight and normal-weight concretes
(1964) 9634

Reid, J. David, making household fabrics flame
resistant (1963) 5825

Reid, Richard:
examination of onboard training for extend-

ed space flights (1964) 21761
technique for determining deviation in lunar

transfer orbit ephemeris (1964) 21747
trajectory analysis of variable-drag payload

ejected from vehicle in low earth orbit

(1963) 16402
Reid, William J. jr.:

cabbage insects, how to control them in

home garden (1963) 7566
control of caterpillars on commercial cab-

bage and other cole crops in South
(1964) 9939

pickleworm, how to control on cucumber,
squash, etc (1964) 11766

Reigner, Irvin C:
calibrating a watershed by using climatic

data (1964) 8679
evaluation of trough-type rain gages (1964)

14322

Reigner, Irvin C.—Continued

how to make wind-movement recorder from
any spare drum-type recorder (1964)

21327
Reilly, James F., testimony, hearings (1965)

444
Reilly, John F., testimony, hearings (1964)

2244
Reilly, John R., nomination, hearings (1964)

4576
Reilmann, Theodore T., relief (1961) 14262;

(1962) 7161, 11249
Reimbursement planning (1961) 2689
Reimherr, George W., magnetic thin film mate-

rials survey (1964) 20642
Rein, J. E., burnup determination of nuclear

fuels (1963) 7714
Reina, Jose E., relief (1961) 10411
Reindeer:
and caribou, radionuclides in (1965) 6882
thermal and metabolic measurements during

rest and exercise (1963) 1751
Reineke, L. H.:

briquets from wood residue (1965) 7724
uses for forest residues (1965) 16252
wood fuel preparation (1965) 9177

Reinforced plastics, see Plastics.

Reinforcements, eyelet, gummed cloth. Federal
standard (1964) 2331

Reingold, Nathan, materials research chronol-

ogy, 1917-57 (1963) 61

Reinhardt, Walter A.:

model for chemically reacting nitrogen-

oxygen mixtures with application to

nonequilibrium air flow (1965) 16706
numerical predictions of nonlinear diffusion

with homogeneous recombination and
time-varying boundary conditions (1964)

7526
unsteady diffusion with recombination in

ternary mixture of diatomic molecules,

etc (1963) 7278
Reinhart, Kenneth G.:

effect on streamflow of four forest practices

in mountains of West Va (1963) 10238
frequency of streamflow measurements re-

quired to determine forest treatment ef-

fects (1965) 7728
stream-gaging stations for research on

small watersheds (1964) 13581

Reinherz, Helen, therapeutic use of student
volunteers (1964) 17116

Reins, D. A., acute and chronic effects of insec-

ticide endrin on renal function and renal
hemodynamics (1964) 13728

Reintjes, John W., bibliographical on biology
of menhadens and menhadenlike fishes of

world (1965) 14276
Reis, Maria L., relief (1961) 14178, 18569,

19015

Reischauer, Edwin 0., nomination, hearings
(1961) 7269

Reish, Donald J., benthic polychaetous anne-
lids from Bering, Chukchi, and Beaufort
Seas (1965) 16765

Reisig, G. H. R., atmospheric ballistics in rock-

et technology (1963) 14567

Reiss, Ladislav, biographic data (1962) 19901
Reisz, Zsuzsanna, relief (1961) 14191, 16907,

18504
Rekosz, Zdzislaw, see Bulski, Stanley.

Relation of perstimulatory adaptation to oth-
er short-term threshold-shifting mecha-
nisms (1964) 5467

Relative cost of shipbuilding in various coast-
al districts of United States, report to

Congress (1963) 16314
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Relativity (physics):

astrorelativity (1964) 5528
philosophical content of theory, Hungarian

study (1965) 2714
relativistic eflfects on satellite orbits (1962)

18261
Relaxants (drugs), see Muscle relaxants.

Relaxation, mechanism of propagation of

combustion in heterogeneous exothermal
systems, USSR study (1961) 2362

Relay, see Satellites.

Relay devices, see Devices.

Relays, see Electric relays.

Relearning, see Learning.
Releases, see name of office issuing re-

leases

—

also subjects.

Reliability (mechanical):
aircraft weapons system, AFFTC category

II/III test concepts (1963) 16774
applying MIL-STD-105D sampling plans

(1965) 16072
automotive industry, organization of infor-

mation on reliability, USSR study (1965)

18315
basic directions in theory, USSR study

(1964) 1177
bibliography (1963) 18626
convergence and ultimate, of iterated neural

nets (1965) 116
cybernetics in service of communism, USSR

study (1965) 11120
design handbook (1965) 18749
determination, region of applicability of

exponential law, USSR study (1962)
11977

electrical connections, technology handbook
(1964) 7478

electronic

—

circuitry, energry source requirements
(1965)" 7105

computing machines, reliability of manu-
facture, USSR study (1964) 20216

elements of reliability prediction (1965) 1548

engineering

—

and testing. Naval Weapons Bureau data
(1963) 9280

handbook (1964) 16801
specifications, etc.. Naval Weapons Bu-
reau film brochure (1964) 18867

statistical concepts and analysis (1962)

12609
literature survey at Air Force Plight Test

Center (1963) 7609
machines, increasing reliability and life,

USSR study (1965) 11067
medical electronic equipment, USSR study

(1965) 9447
missile and space systems, military-industry

symposium, papers (1963) 8141
model and analysis for Project Mercury

3-orbit manned and unmanned mission
(1963) 1313

part rejection analysis (1962) 113
progressive failure prediction (1964) 13642
RADC notebook, revised pages (1962) 18657;

(1964) 69
reliability

—

and cybernetics, USSR study (1964) 7051
and redundant circuitry (1964) 21737
engineering, reliability monitoring, bro-
chure of film MN 8770h, Naval Weapons
Bureau (1965) 8210

reports, civil air regulations amdt (1962)
7316, 7318, 7320, 7322

science of reliability of industrial products,
USSR study (1961) 17382

sounuing rocket, reassessment (1965) 1453
space system contractors, NASA program

provisions for (1963) 18129

Reliability (mechanical)—Continued

stress and failure rate data for electronic
equipment (1963) 345

system

—

of devices with available reserves, USSR
study (1962) 7905

reliability allocation and testing proce-
dures (1963) 11471

Reliability engineering, fundamental concepts
(1962) 8579-80

Reliability, key factor in production (1965)
9335

Reliability of an electronic brain (1965) 11160
Reliability of job evaluation ratings as a func-

tion of number of raters and length of

job descriptions (1961) 5315
Reliability publications NPC (series) (1963)

18129
Relief models, three-dimensional maps, refer-

ences (1965) 6583
Relief work:

disaster

—

Federal manual, committee print (1963)
17312
print additional copies, reports (1963)

19022, 20468
relief act of 1965

—

hearings (1965) 14138
report (1965) 15889

relief

—

fund appropriations, 1966, amendment
(1965) 10575

status of funds and summary of alloca-

tions to each State, reports (1961)

4023, 6977; (1962) 11311; (1963) 9841;

(1964) 8251; (1965) 8750
disaster communications, service, FCC rules

and regulations (1962) 11757, 17461;

(1964) 3992, 6626; (1965) 3364
disaster relief, status of funds and summary

of allocations to each State, report
(1962) 11311; (1963) 9841; (1964) 8251;

(1965) 8750
disasters

—

Executive Office of the President, appro-
priation, 1962 supplemental, proposal
(1961) 18987

Federal program, concise and practical

guide (1965) 445
in Uzbekistan, mountain slide and rescue

operations (1964) 12864
Pacific Northwest disaster relief act of

1965—
hearings (1965) 9005, 12202
law (1965) 13772
reports (1965) 8859, 8954, 10480, 12123,

12262, 13869
Southeast hurricane disaster relief act of

1965, report (1965) 19266
supplies and

—

equipment, inland transportation charges,
agreement with Republic of Korea (1963)

7455
packages, agreement with India (1965)

11725
victims of Nazi persecution by settlement of

heirless property claims, report (1962)

16970
see also Foreign aid—White Fleet—also

names of countries.

Religions:
anti-religious

—

activities in Soviet Union and in Eastern
Europe, hearings (1965) 12171

propaganda

—

Soviet articles (1961) 2424. 12867, 13011,

13025, 13073
USSR translations (1961) 4378

art, role in religion, USSR study (1961) 1030
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Religions—Continued

articles from Agitator (USSR periodical)

(1961) 13262
Baptist teachings, Soviet criticism (1963)

17678
Chinese Communist articles, translations

(1961) 1073
Christian, Jewish, and Moslem scriptures,

Soviet critique (1963) 5424
clericalism, anti-popular ideology, USSR

thought (1961) 1034
cybernetics

—

and anti-religion, USSR study (1964)
20259

and religion, USSR study (1964) 20418
folk, in southwest China (1961) 21365
freedom, translations on international com-

munist developments (1962) 17943

human rights, recent developments in Soviet
bloc, hearings (1964) 8381

interfaith consultations on

—

community action programs and legisla-

tive program objectives, minutes (1965)
18234

welfare, minutes (1964) 6830, 12532
Library of Congress classification (1962)

23944
moral and spiritual guidance of religious

leaders to young Americans in today's
world (1965) 7557

organized religion and older population
(1965) 6992

religion and aging, reports from White
House Conference on Aging (1961) 14983

religion and Einstein, USSR article (1961)
2291

role in Chinese peasant struggle, Communist
China (1961) 4397

science and religion, translations (1965)
14591

scientific progress and contemporary theolo-

gy, Hungarian study (1962) 10205

status of church and state under Commu-
nism

—

Cuba (1965) 17940
Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia (1965)

12336
Poland (1965) 16030
Rumania, Bulgaria, Albania (1965) 7534
USSR (1965) 436, 12337
Yugoslavia (1965) 8997

tolerance, touchstone of freedom (address)
(1962) 1554

USSR-
renewed struggle against (1964) 7185
status of churches and theology, Dutch
view (1963) 15892

survival, causes and means for elimination
(1964) 14553

translations (1961) 7675, 9301, 10765,
15043, 15049, 17378, 19521-523, 21058;
(1962) 1362, 3110, 3234-35, 8108, 12152,
14227, 14342, 14344, 17826, 17924, 22037,
22105, 22301, 23661, 23772, 23793; (1963)
1105, 5236, 5336, 8573, 8903, 10375,
12642, 16149
from Nauka 1 religiya (1961) 10762

Wakinyan, contemporary Teton Dakota In-

dians (1965) 7815

Religious activities:

PACAF basic bibliographies (1965) 8485
religious exercises in public schools, Su-

preme Court decision, explanation (1964)
571

shadow of the Cross over Cuba and Congo
(1961) 2150

USSR, studying and overcoming survivals
(1961) 10774

Religious articles:

duty free entry

—

hearing (1962) 15437
law (1962) 18972
reports (1961) 8811; (1962) 15415

Religious bodies:
break-up of IPKhS illegal Sect by Soviet

authorities (1964) 7101
church-sponsored developments for housing

and living needs of elderly people (ad-

dress) (1965) 751
Islamic beliefs and teachings, criticisms

(1965) 19779
members working aborad, social security

coverage (1963) 10317
ridding ourselves of religious prejudices

(remarks) (1961) 10133
Religious education, Indonesia, problems cf

instruction in public schools (1961) 831
Religious organizations, see Religious bodies.
Religious persecution, see Persecution.
Religious services, Protestant lay leader re-

source guide (1963) 16456; (1965) 19994
Relishes, see Pickles and relishes.

Reliz Canyon, geology (1964) 4776
Reller, John 0., jr., heat transfer to blunt axi-

ally symmetric bodies (1963) 7240
Relocation, see Eminent domain.
Relocation (housing), see Redevelopment (city

planning, etc.).

Remains, see Dead.
Remedial reading, see Reading.
Remer, Ida, handbook for guiding students in

modern foreign languages (1964) 2273
Remer, Ho, librarian and title three (1963)

2159
Remineralization and mineralization of in vi-

tro calculus (1965) 7108
Remington, Frederic, commemorative stamp

(poster) (1961) 20083
Remote control:
automatic control of structures with varia-

ble parameters, construction of
high-quality systems, USSR study (1962)
23922

electrical-supply systems of industrial es-

tablishments, discussion concerning in-

stallation, USSR study (1962) 1380
electrical switching system has 1000-output

capability (1965) 19909
fundamentals, excerpts from Russian book,

USSR study (1961) 4507
large systems with multistep control, USSR

study (1965) 14532
mine automatics and remote control, USSR

book review (1961) 20916
predictor for systems operating with signal

transmission delays (1964) 3034
railroad operations, USSR studies (1964)

18465
remote

—

manipulation with transmission delay
(1965) 6716

pilot-controlled docking with television
(196.5) 19929

remotely operated special equipment, pro-
ceedings of 1964 seminars (1965)
17087-88

time lag due to long transmission distances
(1962) 3378, 12506

transmission of information and system of
railroad computer centers, USSR study
(1962) 3042

underwater photographic surveillance sys-
tem (1965) 4774

Remote rapidly varying pressures accurately
measured (1965) 18519

Remotely operated clamping tool has positive
grip (1965) 18502
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Remotely operated special equipment, see Pro-
ject ROSE (remotely operated special
equipment).

Removal of causes:
State to Federal courts, extend time for fil-

ing petitions

—

law (1965) 17411
reports (1965) 5934, 17866

Rempel, John R., shock-wave attenuation in
elastic-rigid foam (1964) 5893

Rempfer, Paul S., application of bang-bang
control system to 2 spinning space vehi-
cles (1965) 5196

Renal diseases, see Kidneys.
Renal regulation of bicarbonate loads during

hypothermia (1963) 4418
Renal tumors, see Tumors.
Rend Lake Reservoir:
construction, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 453
document edition (1963) 260

modify project

—

law (1963) 17052
reports (1963) 13604. 17253

Rendezvous (space):
and the West, story of Goddard Space Flight

Center launch operations (1965) 13059
horizontal-take-off launch vehicle with

air-breathing propulsion capability
(1965) 1460

Rene' 41, mechanical properties at 800°, etc.,

for use in supersonic transport (1964)
18718

Renegotiation, see (Hovernment contracts.

Renegotiation act of 1951, see Government
contracts.

Renegotiation Board:
annual reports (1961) 2692; (1962) 3475;

(1963) 3309; (1964) 5674; (1965) 5369
appropriations, hearings (1961) 8833, 12502;

(1962) 13494, 19369; (1963) 18919; (1964)
10290; (1965) 8869

bulletins (1961) 1454, 20116-117; (1963) 3311;
(1964) 18930; (1965) 15027

member, nomination of Thomas D'AIesandro,
jr., hearings (1961) 7267

practice and procedure, extend

—

laws (1961) 16746; (1964) 13888
reports (1962) 4918, 13478, 15378; (1964)

8348, 10222, 14055
regulations

—

amendments (1961) 6521, 21333; (1962)
8625, 22772; (1965) 15026, 18741

compilation (1963) 3310; (1964) 11594

renegotiation

—

act of 1951, as amended (1963) 3308; (1964)
21863

what it is, how it works (1963) 3312
rulings (1961) 15956; (1962) 8626, 24083;

(1963) 5710, 20121; (1964) 7720, 11595;
(1965) 20058

and bulletin, indexes (1962) 8626, 24083;
(1963) 20121; (1964) 11595; (1965) 20058

Renne, Roland R.:

addresses (1963) 9557, 9566; (1964) 1724,

7914
Renner, F. G., classifying rangelands for con-

servation planning (1963) 21

Renner, James A., sea surface temperature
monthly average and anomaly charts.
Eastern tropical Pacific Ocean, 1947-58
(1963) 10202

Rennick, Gerald E., vertical flow of oil and gas
mixtures in small-diameter siphon-tvpe
flowstrings (1965) 18455

Rennie, D. W., physical insulation of Korean
diving women (1963) 1759

Reno, Horace T.:

iron (1965) 11386
ore (1964) 5478, 21694; (1965) 2813, 19844
oxide pigments (1964) 18672; (1965) 19845

molybdenum (1963) 18084
Reno, Nev., Municipal Airport, weather obser-

vations, hourly, decennial census (1963)
9499

Renovizing:
hospital, modernization, guidelines (1965)

15001
how to succeed by really trying, BDSA aids

to modernization (1964) 19277
industrial

—

aids to modernization, bibliography (1965)
1872

Long Island Conference, proceedings, Apr.
16, 1964 (1964) 13742

modernization conferences

—

(Central Tennessee, report (1965) 217
Connecticut State, report (1965) 218
Detroit area, report (1965) 11926
Hudson-Mohawk Valleys, report (1965)
219

Indiana State report (1965) 220
Mid-Gulf, proceedings, summary (1965)
8571

Mid-Ohio Regional, proceedings (1965)
1873

Narragansett, report (1965) 11927
New England, Modernization for World
Competition, proceedings (1965) 1874

New Jersey, proceedings (1965) 1875
Western Michigan, report (1965) 221

modernization (remarks) (1964) 10132
New York State regional conference, re-

port (1963) 18630
Portland Area Conference proceedings.
Mar. 26, 1964 (1964) 13743

Southwestern Conference proceedings,
Jan. 17, 1964 (1964) 13744

Tri-State regional conference, proceed-
ings, Jan. 9, 1964 (1964) 11881

Washington State Conference proceedings,
Mar. 31, 1964 (1964) 13745

modernization

—

address (1965) 8572
for survival (address) (1965) 13709
key to
growth and profits (address) (1965) 7178
new markets (addresses) (1964) 10043,
11880

of Federal salary systems (1964) 12058
renovation-expansion checklist (1962) 20271
taxation and industrial modernization (re-

marks) (1965) 9981
Veterans' Administration housekeeping

quarters, Los Angeles, GAO review
(1963) 5007

Rent:
agricultural, theory and practice, bibliogra-

phy (1962) 10843
Alaska, inadequate rental rates for Govern-

ment quarters furnished to civilian em-
ployees of military departments, GAO
review (1962) 15626"

cash rent, census of agriculture, 1959, gen-
eral report (1962) 16487

excessive, postal facilities at Washington,
D.C. and Alexandria, Va., GAO report
(1965) 4828

farm

—

rent determination problem (1961) 9874
renting problem (1961) 9873

free use of (Government facilities in produc-
tion of commercial aircraft engines,
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Division,

United Aircraft Corp., GAO report
(1965) 6288
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Rent—Continued

garages used by VA field station employees,
loss of revenue resulting from inade-
quate rental rates, GAO report (1964)
10608

Curtiss-Wright Corporation, Wood-Ridge,
N.J., for commercial use of Government-
owned facilities furnished by Air
Force Dept., GAO report (1963) 10262

employee housing in Indian health pro-
gram, GAO review (1963) 12206

employees occupying Government-owned
quarters, loss in revenues. Interior
Dept., GAO report (1965) 7776

government-owned housing at Brookhaven
National Laboratory, AEC, GAO report
(1964) 10605

Prisons Bureau, employee housing, GAO
report (1964) 10606

oil and gas leases, timely payment, report
(1964) 17835

redeemable ground rent payments, deduc-
tion

—

hearing (1963) 6293
law (1963) 7828
reports (1962) 19101; (1963) 4741, 6280

supplement payments to aid disadvantaged
persons

—

law (1965) 15465
highlights, etc (1965) 13976

reports (1965) 12098, 13943, 14044, 15643
correction of misleading statements

(1965) 17689
unnecessary rental costs from delay in pur-

chasing components of automatic data
processing systems, Social Security
Administration, GAO report (1965) 7790

Veterans Administration employees' quart-
ers, GAO review (1963) 2332

Rental housing, see Housing.

Rental housing insurance, see Mortgage insur-

ance.
Reo»"ganization of Government activities, see

Government reorganization plans.

Repair kits, emergency, for large diameter
tubeless tires and rolling liquid trans-
porters (1964) 5722

Repair parts:
aeronautical replacement spare parts, non-

competitive procurement

—

Air Force Dept., GAO follow-up review
(1963) 13995

Army Dept., GAO follow-up review (1963)
13996

Defense Dept., GAO review (1961) 19401
Navy Dept., GAO review (1963) 19287

aeronautical, requisitioning by Naval Sup-
ply Depot, Subic Bay, GAO report (1965)
7791

aircraft

—

approved and supplemental type certifi-

cates summary (1961) 3265; (1962) 4367;
(1963) 4221; (1964) 4069; (1965) 3976

certification procedures for products and
parts, Federal aviation regulations
(1965) 535, 14229-230, 16145, 19598

Defense Dept. action in canceling exces-
sive procurements and redistributing
spare parts programed for or delivered
to Portugal under military assistance
program, GAO follow-up review (1964)
18088

engines spare parts, reclamation in Army,
Navy, Air Force Depts., GAO review
(1962) 15629

jet engine, ineffective interservice utiliza-

tion bv Defense Dept., GAO report (1965)
9230

'

Repair parts—Continued

ARC-34 communication equipment spare
parts. Air Force fixed-price contracts
negotiated with Magnavox Company,
pricing examination by GAO (1962) 5281

Army National Guard equipment, controlled
cannibalization (1964) 11443

automotive

—

planned disposals. Army Department, GAO
report (1965) 4836

wholesaling
Federal wage-hour law, application

(1963) 5766
how fair labor standards act applies

(1965) 3080
computers, pricing under Navy contract

with Ford Instrument Company, GAO
review (1962) 19555

deficient administration of spare parts pro-
curement, etc., for NS Savannah, Mari-
time Administration and Atomic Energy
Commission, GAO report (1965) 7764

electronic, overpricing under Army Dept.,
fixed-price contracts with Burroughs
Corporation, GAO review (1963) 8316

excess aeronautical spare parts, shipment to
Oklahoma City air materiel area by Air
Force bases, GAO report (1965) 16308

F-4 aircraft, stabilator assemblies, over-
supply, potential savings through use,
Navy Dept., GAO report (1965) 18194

field and depot maintenance list, technical
manual (1961) 3782

follow-up review of failure to use excess
spare parts and assemblies in aircraft
production, Navy Dept., GAO report
(1964) 8722

gas turbine engines for military, under con-
tracts with United Aircraft Ck)rp., Gov-
ernment's loss of capability to procure
competitively, GAO review (1963) 13997

Hawk air defense guided-missile system,
unnecessary disposal of spare compo-
nents, GAO report (1964) 19678

high-precision, casing alloys, USSR investi-

gation (1964) 16069
industry, aircraft engine parts, outlook for

1963 and review of 1962 (1963) 5971
ineffective support for combat vehicles by

Army Tank-Automotive Center, Detroit,
Mich., GAO review (1963) 8315

lack, resulting impairment of combat readi-
ness of Army combat unit at Fort
Meade, GAO report (1963) 15592

management for Army equipment provided
to Far East countries under military
assistance program, GAO review (1961)
20807

missile

—

accumulation of excesses and unnecessary
procurement, etc., 3d Army Logistical
Support Group installations in Florida,
Army Dept., GAO report (1965) 4816

unnecessary procurement due to failure to

identify and utilize available spare
parts, 8th Army, Korea, Army Dept.,

GAO report (1964) 12500
motor vehicles, uneconomical procurement,

Navy Dept., GAO report (1965) 6293
Navy Department

—

failure to use excess parts and assemblies
in aircraft production, GAO review
(1963) 5003

use of excess aircraft engines for spare
parts, GAO review (1962) 5287

nonrecoverable spare parts, unnecessary
procurement resulting from failure to
review requirements, 1963, Air Force
Dept., GAO review (1964) 8744
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Repair parts—Continued
overpricing of spare parts and modification

kits purchased from Hazeltine Corpora-
tion, GAO review (1963) 8317

overprocurement by Navy Dept. of spare
guidance components for shipboard re-

pair of Tartar missiles, GAO review
(1963) 15597

pricing of spare parts under Navy Dept.
contract with Aeroflex Corporation,
Aeroflex Laboratories Division GAO re-

view (1963) 593
procurement, etc., San Antonio air materiel

area. Department of Air Force, GAO
review (1961) 9239

procurements of spare parts and assemblies
in excess of current needs by Marine
Corps, GAO report (1965) 9241

"

ships

—

supply management by Ships Parts Con-
trol Center, GAO review (1962) 7463

spare parts, increased costs resulting
from failure to procure competitively or
directly from manufacturer, Navy Dept.,
GAO report (1963) 17509

spare parts for J-69 turbojet engines, exami-
nation of pricing under Air Force con-
tract with Continental Aviation & Engi-
neering Corps (1961) 6159

uneconomical use of parts kits to support
depot overhaul activities in Air Force
Logistics Command, Air Force Dept.,
GAO report (1963) 14007

unnecessary costs-
incurred in procurement from Hamilton
Standard Division, United Aircraft
Corp., Windsor locks. Conn., Air Force
Dept., GAO report (1964) 12499

resulting from failure to furnish available
parts to contractor engaged in produc-
tion of 3/4-ton trucks. Army Dept., GAO
report (1965) 10972

unnecessary retention of spare parts at
Western Pacific supply depots, Navy
Department, GAO report (1964) 10624

use of former Govt surplus parts without
authorization under Army Dept. con-
tract with Aerodex, Inc., Miami, Fla.,

GAO report (1963) 20726
vehicle, combat capability impaired and

unnecessary costs incurred because of
lack. Army Dept., GAO report (1965)
6256

wasteful practices in management of
age-controlled aeronautical spare parts.
Air Force Dept., GAO report (1964) 8745

see aiso names of repair parts.
Repair shops:
auto dealer, industry wage survey (1965)

16565
efficient organization of capital repair of

equipment, problems, USSR study (1965)
18371

equipment, Federal item identification guides
for supply cataloging (1962) 7238; (1963)
3654; (1964) 3472, 12291; (1965) 3374

Repair stations, see Aircraft repair stations.
Repairing:

failures to make timely repairs on single-
family properties, Wichita, Kans. GAO
report (1965) 10954

Government improvements under concession
contracts, reports (1962) 15208, 17231

inert gas spraying device aids in repair of
hazardous systems (1965) 9657

mechanical trades, sample, apprenticeship
schedules (1962) 20463

repairs and utilities. Army technical man-
ual, sheet metal (1964) 10012

see also subjects.

Repairmen, see Instrumentmen—Mechanics
(persons).

Repairs and utilities, work sampling (1964)
1763

Reparations, common carriers, etc., repara-
tions in interstate commerce, hearings
(1961) 12353

REPAS, see Research, Evaluation and Plan-
ning Assistance Staff, International
Development Agency.

Repatriates:
North Korea, living conditions (1963) 19562
U.S. citizens from foreign countries, tempo-

rary assistance (1962) 14591
extend

—

law (1964) 13896
reports (1964) 8345, 12240

Repatriation:
American nationals from foreign countries,

emergency assistance, report (1961)
10444

Communist China, articles (1961) 829

Repellents:
dog repellent, use by postal employees, ques-

tions and answers (1964) 20730
investigation, USSR study (1962) 14239
manufacturers of chemical animal repel-

lents, list (1965) 6236
reduce deer browsing on ponderosa pine

seedlings (1963) 19256
see also Insect repellents—Rodent repel-

lents.

Reporters, clearinghouse of studies on higher
education (1962) 2412, 21653; (1964) 598;
(1965) 10746

Reporters and reporting:
Armed Forces news style guide (1964) 17030
author's guide for technical reporting (1964)

19160
court reporters

—

furnish transcripts for District Courts,
report (1963) 11845

MOS evaluation test aid (1962) 10991
District Court reporting system (1962) 16237

employment outlook (1964) 7379
newspaper, employment outlook (1962) 8385
Senate, additional funds, report (1961) 16981

transcripts furnished by court reporters,

U.S. payment

—

law (1965) 15514
reports (1965) 5935, 17839

Reports:
congressional, relating to civil service, bibli-

ography

—

19th-84th Congress (1961) 6901
85th Congress (1961) 6902
86th Congress (1961) 6903

reports to be made to Congress

—

discontinue or modify requirements, report
(1965) 15927

lists (1961) 4006; (1962) 2321; (1963) 2032;
(1964) 6223; (1965) 1978

required under labor-management reporting
and disclosure act of 1959

—

employers (1961) 6237
labor organizations (1963) 18021; (1965)
7959

union officials and employees (1963) 18022;
(1965) 7960

statistical reporting handbook, instructions
for preparing (1962) 10619

see aiso names of departments, etc., issuing
reports— aiso subjects.

Representation of operators on memory (1962)
21935

Representatives, see House of Representa-
tives.
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Reprocessing irradiated fission reactor fuel

and breeding material, literature search
(1962) 2085

Reproducing processes, see Duplicating proc-
esses.

Reproducing systems correction with aid of
filters based on lag elements, USSR
(1961) 19496

Reproduction:
advance, under mature oak stands of New

Jersey coastal plain (1963) 10235
avian reproductivity inhibition, recent find-

ings (1963) 559
(Columbia River blueback salmon, influence

of early maturing females (1962) 11821
cycle in female dolphin, determining phase

by vaginal smears, USSR study (1965)
12589

infiltration in western larch-Douglas fir

stand following cutting and slash treat-

ment (1962) 17558
loblolly pine stands in eastern Maryland,

conditioning for regeneration (1964) 787
northern Appalachian hardwood stands,

appraisal after cutting (1962) 5247
ponderosa pine

—

appraisal of logging damage to advance
growth (1963) 6485

dwarfmistletoe control opportunities
(1964) 6739

processes of self-reproduction and evolution,
attempt at modelling, USSR study (1963)
5244

reproductive performance of beef female
through 2d calving, influence of total

feed and protein intake (1965) 4128, 7044

research related to birth and population
control, survey (1963) 5627, 18198

results of regeneration cutting in spruce-
subalpine fir stand (1965) 19637

rooting of

—

Douglas-fir and true fir cuttings, factors
affecting (1963) 6498

greenwood cuttings of sugar maple (1961)
12738

Virginia pine, regenerating last strips in

strip-cuttings (1961) 19366
water fleas, affected by concentration of

bacteria (1963) 12720
yellow birch, rooting greenwood cuttings

(1962) 610
see also Generative organs.

Reptiles:
herpetology of Zuni Mountains region,

northwestern New Mexico (1965) 6805
Northern Croatia (1961) 7826
Okefenokee National Wildlife Refuge, list

(1964) 19733
significance in maintaining foci of tick-borne

central Asian relapsing fever, USSR
study (1961) 7599

type specimens in National Museum, list

(1961) 8058
Yunan Province, China, material (1963)

16234
Republican Leadership, Joint Senate-House,

see Joint Senate-House Republican
Leadership.

Republican Party:
achievements during 8 years of administra-

tion, study (1961) 7160
print as Senate document, report (1961)
7221

platform, 1964 (1964) 19438
reports

—

87th Congress

—

1st session (1961) 20593
2d session (1962) 21244

Republican Party—Continued
reports—Continued
88th Congress

—

1st session (1964) 2133
2d session (1964) 19536
supplement (1964) 21218

89th Congress, 1st session (1965) 19333
Republican River, watershed, irrigation guide

(1961) 1471
Reque, Robert R., Court of Customs and Pat-

ent Appeals

—

customs cases adjudged, etc (1963) 10029;
(1964) 6533; (1965) 6080

patent cases adjudged (1964) 6534; (1965)
6081

Requisitions:
MILSTRIP, military standard requisitioning

and issue procedures, manual (1964)
10451, 12300, 19618, 21256; (1965) 463,
4633-34, 7562, 10720, 17985

ships, by Government, owner preference in
reacquiring report (1962) 19277

RES series (1965) 3045
Reschak, Robert J.:

category 2 performance and limited handling
characteristic tests of YUH-ID with
44-foot rotor (1965) 1783

UH-1B/AN/ASW-12(V) flight evaluation of
production configuration (1963) 13200

YAT-28E limited category H performance,
stability and control tests (1965) 4162

Rescue equipment and appliances:
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 7238; (1963) 3654;
(1964) 3472, 12291; (1965) 3374

Fulton air-to-ground pickup system for Car-
ibou aircraft (1964) 11667

pararescue medical kit (1964) 9979
personal equipment, handbook. Air Force

manual (1964) 5885
Rescue operations, see Relief work—Rescue

work.
Rescue work:

civil defense, light duty rescue course, in-

structor's course (1964) 6067
firefighting and rescue operations. Army

technical manual (1965) 18949
national search and rescue manual (1962)

20674; (1963) 7800; (1964) 222; (1965)
10147

nuclear strike zone, USSR study (1965) 1050
pilot rescue facts (1962) 10577
rescue operations, civil defense basic course

instructor's guide (1963) 18714
rescue skills and techniques (1964) 4371
scoop attachment makes helicopter recover-

ies easier and safer (1965) 14793
see also Mine rescue work.

Research:
Academy of Sciences, Hungary, Institute of

Economics, 1954-64 (1965) 18374
AEC research reports, price list (1961) 18112
ARA economic redevelopment program

(1964) 13664
basic

—

academic and industrial, Princeton confer-
ence, proceedings (1961) 21269

and applied, Rumania (1964) 990
books, unlocated, L.C. list (1961) 9438
capital expenditures for facilities in colleges

and universities, 1958 (1961) 13580
careers in chemistry and other sciences

(1965) 1769
colleges and universities, indirect costs, 1960

(1962) 12553
contracts, guide to NASA policies and proce-

dures (1965) 19878
Czechoslovakia, responsibility of commu-

nists (1962) 23759
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Research—Continued

dogs and cats used for, regulate transporta-
tion, sale, and handling, hearing (1965)
19292

Education Office

—

cooperative program newsletter (1961)

5933; (1962) 3715; (1963) 2148; (1964)
3369

cooperative projects (1961) 17176; (1963)
370, 20631
7 year summary, July 1, 1956-June 30,

1963 (1964) 14180
education prospects, cooperative research

program, 5^year summary (1962) 9548
external research lists (1961) 15976-985;

(1964) 7750-59, 9786-95, 20812-818; (1965)
8298-8304

external research papers (1964) 9779-85
Federal agencies programs, select committee

to investigate expenditures

—

create, hearings (1963) 17187
expenses for, report (1963) 18880
report (1963) 17136

Federal contracts with colleges and univer-

sities, payment of indirect costs

—

hearing (1962) 9385
law (1962) 19000
reports (1962) 9304, 17254

Federal grants, indirect costs

—

committee print (1965) 5973
report (1965) 7413

Federal programs, conflicts with goals for
education

—

academic communities, etc., responses to

inquiry (1965) 13986, 17703
hearings (1965) 17702
report (1965) 17676

Federal research and development pro-
grams

—

extend time for making report, report
(1964) 15539

hearings (1964) 6357, 10316
print additional copies, report (1964)
6317

progress report-
committee print (1964) 6358
report (1964) 6287

Federal research and development reports.
Government-wide index (1965) 11978

funds. State agricultural experiment sta-

tions (1965) 6078
(jermanv, activities of Economics Ministry

(1964) 5572
Government

—

effect on economic growth, hearings (1963)
17335; (1964) 19608

research and development

—

opportunities, small business guide
(1962) 20274

requirements merry-go-round (remarks)
(1964) 10039

research reports (1961) 2947; (1962) 4400;
(1963) 4250; (1964) 4101

grants

—

and award programs. Public Health Serv-
ice (1965) 19971

in Public Health Service, management,
hearings (1965) 19309

program, Division of Chronic Diseases,
PHS (1965) 11663

to universities, limitation on indirect
costs, hearing (1962) 17132

highway conference on future of research
and development in traffic surveillance,
simulation & control, proceedings (1965)
1596

Hungary

—

evaluation, organization and planning at
technical universities, problems (1963)
991

Research—Continued
Hungary—Continued

national long-range plan (1962) 15802
preparation of annual plans, regulations

(1963) 15684
independent nonprofit Federal research con-

tractors, staff study (1963) 6205
industrial R&D funds in relation to other

economic variables (1965) 5279
Institute of Applied Mechanics, 1944-61,

Rumania (1965) 4975
interdisciplinary, psychiatric index, guide to

literature, 1950-61 (1964) 19011
interpretation into regulatory programs for

plant and animal life (talk) (1962) 8788
isotopes, special sources of information

(1962) 14887
Library of Congress facilities (1964) 11308
medical and health-related, support, years

since 1947, national time series (1965)
14897

methodology studies (1961) 8344
naval

—

history, suggested subjects, list (1965)
8200

reviews (1961) 3511; (1962) 4104; (1963)
3946; (1964) 3774; (1965) 3690

plans for institutes of Polish Academy of

Sciences, 1961 and 1961-65 (1962) 5633
policy research studies (series) (1964) 9802-4,

11625, 16872
Post Office Department, report (1963) 5673
postdoctoral associateships in physical and

mathematical sciences, opportunities at
NBS (1962) 22608; (1964) 1495

practical, guide (1963) 8160
program and organization of Marketing

Economics Division, Economic Research
Service (1961) 19217

projects

—

faculty and doctoral, in business and eco-

nomics, survey (1961) 8192; (1963) 11280
foreign agricultural, review (1962) 8787
Rumania, 1964 state prizes awarded, in

semiconductor devices, hypersustenta-
tion, and gas lubrication (1965) 6443

prospectus recommendations proposed by
White House Conference on Children and
Youth forums (1961) 2759 ,

Public Health Service advanced waste treat-

ment program (1964) 13391
research and demonstration, Education

Office, financial assistance programs
(1965) 14183

research and development

—

abstracts of USAEC (1962) 18752
and innovation, industrial, inquiries into

(1963) 11131
Army

—

contractors guides (1961) 16164; (1962)
8916

problems guides (1962) 2022, 11020
between Agriculture Dept. and Army
Quartermaster Corps, progress report
(1963) 7417

breakdown of costs, Hungarian studies

(1965) 14587
contract policies and procedures, report

(1965) 1998
decision-making in business firm (1964)
9664

documentation and dissemination of re-

sults, report (1965) 398, 410
Federal facilities, reports (1965) 397, 409
fiscal trends (1965) 5970
funds, geographic distribution (1965) 5972
geographic distribution of Federal funds,

report (1965) 5921
Government participation in small busi-

nesses (1962) 10643
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research and development—Continued

Government reports, abstracts (1965) 4010
Government-wide index (1965) 11978
grants, administration, study report

(1964) 15575, 15589
impact of Federal programs, report (1965)

1994
in aircraft and missile industry, 1956-61

(1963) 11132
in chemicals and allied products industry,

1956-61 (1963) 19986
in free society (talk) (1962) 16267
interagency coordination, report (1965)

1995
management officer, job analysis (1965)
7097

manpower for, study

—

committee print (1964) 19511
report (1964) 19474

national goals and policies, report (1965)
1997

nuclear safety, summary report (1965)

1869, 8564
obligations, etc (1965) 5974
obligations for, etc., print additional cop-

ies, report (1964) 19477
projects, fy 1965, NBS (1965) 13064
remarks (1962) 11220, 11223
statistical review, report (1965) 1996

research and research training grants in

health economics (1965) 20030
research and your job (address) (1964) 15177

research centers on developing areas (1965)
5397

research, development and test facilities

(1962) 10787
Navy design manual, changes (1964) 3200

research in action. Department of State's
Bureau of Intelligence and Research
(1965) 20083

research laboratories on aerospace in Japan
(1965) 11286

research memorandum RES series (1965)
3045

research profiles (1964) 7590, 9646, 14952-
956, 16752, 18816

research program which will help up-grade
local economy (remarks) (1963) 4433

research utilization series (1963) 19968
review of selected Government research and

development reports (1965) 2933-37,
5252, 6782-83, 9767, 11526, 14877-883,
16736-743, 18611-612

Rumanian Academy, 1964 and 1965 plans
(1965) 7910

SBA assistance available to businessmen
(1962) 22788

scientists and engineers in colleges and uni-

versities, 1958 (1961) 9634
social security cooperative research and

demonstration grant program (1962)
18457

Stalinabad Institute of Epidemiology and
Hygiene (1961) 15598

USSR-
marine biocenosis (1963) 15961
organizations (1965) 9477
pharmacology and toxicology (1962) 12137
public inspection of fulfillment of plans

(1963) 2772
value of cybernetics (1962) 21928

veterinary, Poland (1962) 5525
see also Military research—Physical re-

search—Scientific research

—

also names
of departments, etc., doing research

—

aJso subjects.

Research achievement sheet R.A.S. series

(1961) 3688-90, 6673, 8283; (1962) 22926
Research Analyses Office, history (1963) 16782
Research Analysis Directorate, AFOSR/DRA

series (1962) 12936
Research analysts:

operations, examination announcements
(1961) 14021; (1962) 11193, 15000; (1963)
196; (1964) 214, 17145

public welfare, examination announcement
(1961) 317

social insurance, examination announce-
ments (1961) 10100; (1963) 11667; (1965)
316-317

Research and development abstracts of

USAEC (1963) 4145; (1964) 3973; (1965)
3894

Research and Development Bureau, FAA:
research and development progress report

(1961) 9713
systems research techniques, report (1961)

9712
technical development report (1961) 1456

Research and Development Laboratories,
Army Chemical, see Army Chemical Re-
search and Development Laboratories.

Research and Development Laboratories, En-
gineers, see Army Engineer Research
and Development Laboratories.

Research and Development Laboratory, Army
Signal, see Army Signal Research and
Development Laboratory.

Research and development reports:
Atomic Energy Commission (1961) 167-234,

1692-1725, 3790-3815, 5336-5403,
8372-8429, 9938-64, 11777-813, 13833-838,
16174-225, 18012-103, 20360-365; (1962)
177-220, 2024-2104, 4624-49, 6685-6709,
8933-87, 13003-6, 14831-902, 16382-409,
18695-749, 20508-509, 23052-64; (1963)
118-141, 1816-42, 4469-97, 5921-49,

7688-7717, 9667-92, 11552-585,
14953-15018, 16833-861, 18561-601,

20330; (1964) 111-131, 1767-82.
4291-4303, 5950-92, 8046-89, 10023-34,
11851-869, 13689-719, 15278-289,
17057-64, 21012-18, 19225-256; (1965)
177-202, 1827-60, 4250-78, 5599-5621,
7161-71, 8538-62, 10165-191, 11913-921,
13482-539, 15245-257, 17080-142,
18953-954

price lists' (1962) 18759; (1964) 4324
Coal Research Office (1962) 20669-670; (1964)

219, 4401
Patent Office (1961) 9674; (1962) 20669-670;

(1964) 219, 4401
Research and development series. Army (1963)

7683
Research and statistics legislative notes

(1962) 18453-454; (1963) 1497-98; (1965)
1632-33

Research and statistics notes (1962) 9752;
(1962) 1815, 3484, 16165-169, 18455-456,
20278-280, 22798-802; (1963) 1499-1501,
3329-32, 7430-31, 9387, 11287, 14698-699,
16563, 20136, 21113; (1964) 1589,
3133-34, 5690-91, 7739-40, 9774,
13454-455, 15086-87, 16862, 20799-800,

21876; (1965) 3019-21, 5378, 6907-11,
8283-85, 9927, 11693-694, 15037-40, 18765

index (1965) 6904
Social Security Administration, index (1964)

7733
Research and Technology Division, technical

documentary reports (1964) 5893-94,
11804

Research associate in pharmacology training
program at National Institutes of
Health (1965) 16760
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Research bulletins, papers, etc., see names of

issuing agencies

—

also subjects.

Research Bureau, Education Office, organiza-
tion, new framework, announcement
(1965) 18002

Research Conference on Dry Beans, 7th, pa-
pers (1965) 16942

Research Conference on Pulmonary Diseases,
transactions (1962) 1885; (1963) 20221;
(1965) 15122

Research Division, Apprenticeship and Train-
ing Bureau, report (1964) 11817

Research, Evaluation and Planning Assistance
Staff, International Development Agen-
cy:

contract operations

—

hearings (1962) 21209; (1963) 288
reports (1962) 21085. 21118

Research Facilities and Resources Division,

National Institutes of Health, mission of

serving health research (1964) 3058

Research Grants Division, NIH, history, orga-
nization, functions, 1945-62 (1963) 16423

Research in hospital use, progress and prob-
lems, conference report (1963) 3286

Research in reading readiness (1964) 600

Research Institute for Grains and Industrial

Crops, Rumania, activities (1964) 9124

Research institutes:

Hungarian, status and development, 1953-59

(1962) 5576
Hungary, inventions (1962) 17887
scientific, history and list, USSR study

(1962) 960
Soviet institutions, planned expenditures

(1963) 5157
USSR, problems of (1965) 11293

Research laboratories:
AEC's program for interdependence of na-

tional laboratories and universities (re-

marks) (1963) 13251
biomedical, space planning principles (1964)

1563
defining technical information needs (1965)

8487
see also names of laboratories or places

where located.

Research memorandums. National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics (1961)
1248-85, 2527-70, 4839-75, 6305-61,
9493-9524, 11400, 13471-484, 17669-769,
19901-917; (1962) 1653-65, 6251-60,

8483-84, 10479-486, 12406-420; (1963)
1259-60, 3106-8, 5509-34, 7229-31,
10971-980. 12843, 14528-536, 16354-360,
18116-117

Forest Service (1963) 6504-13, 10231-236,
12166-185, 13984-985, 15559-574, 17476-
499, 19253-264, 20694-704; (1964) 772-783,
2374-87, 6743-49, 8535-70, 10589, 12441-
472, 14308-329, 18050-78, 21326-328;
(1965) 645-671, 2166-75, 4792-4806, 6244-
49, 7717-45, 9172-94, 10919-937, 12500-513,
14364-375, 16246-275, 18178-182

Geophysics Research Directorate (1961) 3746-
48

Intermountain Forest and Range Experiment
Station (1961) 668-669, 6114, 9218-19,
19364-.365; (1962) 601, 11854, 13848, 15619,
17558-564, 19545; (1963) 571-572, 6485-86,
10213-214

Northeastern Forest Ebcperiment Station
(1961) 4285-87, 6118-23, 12726-731,
19366-368, 20772-773; (1962) 606-610,

2510, 17569-570; (1963) 6490, 10217-220

Research notes—Continued

Pacific Northwest Forest and Range Experi-
ment Station (1961) 677-679, 6128-34,
7486-88, 12740, 17304-306, 19370-373;
(1962) 5251, 7440-42, 17576; (1963) 6491,
8297-98, 10222; (1963) 6491, 8297-98,
10222

Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Ebqjeri-

ment Station (1961) 683-686, 4290,
6137-42, 7490, 17308, 19376-377,
20783-784; (1962) 5258-59, 7443-45,
9680-81, 9686-87, 17582-585; (1963)
6497-99, 10226-229, 12162-163, 15557

Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Ebcperi-

ment Station (1961) 691-692, 2043-44,
7491-94, 12744-745, 20785-787; (1962)
612-613, 7448-50, 9691-94, 17588-590;
(1963) 4985-89, 6515-17, 17505

Southeastern Forest Ebcperiment Station
(1961) 697-698, 4291-92, 12747-748,
17313, 19382-385, 20791-793; (1962)
5263-68, 9697, 17593-599; (1963) 6518-23

Research papers:
Forest Service (1963) 6514, 10237-239,

12186-193, 13986-990, 15575-585,
17500-501, 19265-270, 20705-710; (1964)
784-790, 2388-91, 6750-51, 8671-94,

10590, 12473-481, 14330-333, 18079-86,
19749-750; (1965) 672-683, 376-379,
2176-77, 4807-14, 6250, 7746-57,
9195-9206, 10938-943, 12514-517,
16276-286, 18183-184, 19637-642,
19643-646

Intermountain Forest and Range Experi-
ment Station (1962) 602-604, 11855,
13849-850, 17565, 19546, 21801; (1963)
4983, 6487, 10215, 17473

Pacific Northwest Forest and Range Experi-
ment Station (1961) 680, 4289, 6135,
7489, 12741, 14938, 19374, 20781-782;
(1962) 5252-54, 9682, 17577-579; (1963)
6492-93, 10223

physical sciences research papers (1964)
13636-645, 17003-8, 19165-176; (1965)
113-125, 1800-3, 4197-4205, 5555-57,
7099-7106, 8488, 10116-118; (1965)
113-125, 1800-3, 4197-4205, 5555-57,
7099-7106, 8488, 10116-118

Southeastern Forest Experiment Station
(1963) 6518-23

Weather Bureau (1963) 20246; (1965) 8368,
20145

Research psychologist, see Psychologists.

Research Reactor Fuel Element Conference,
proceedings, Sept. 17-19, 1962 (1963)
11583

Research reactors (1965) 18964

Research reports:
air transport economics in jet age (1961)

18391
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency

(1965) 7139, 18933
available from Clearinghouse for Federal

Scientific and Technical Information,

special announcements (1965) 3951

Cold Regions Research and Engineering
Laboratory (1962) 9552-53, 15514-517,
17421-422, 23457; (1963) 2188-89,
4840-42, 6362, 19133-134; (1964) 8507-10,
10485-486, 12343-346, 15865, 17937,
19649-651, 21277; (1965) 506-508, 2110,
4677-78, 6130-32, 7606, 9059-63,
10764-767, 12399-401, 14196, 16108-110,
19574-577

Fish and Wildlife Service (1961) 17262;

(1962) 2493, 5212-14, 15601-602; (1963)
2297-98, 17462; (1964) 10570, 14282,

21317; (1965) 2156, 4770, 12468
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Research reports—Continued
Fish and Wildlife Service—Continued

list (1962) 23544
National Cancer Institute (1962) 24013;

(1964) 11453
price lists, selective bibliography of Govern-

ment reports (1965) 1931-35, 4412-14,

7331, 8667-70, 10304-307, 11981-986,
13690-692, 15357-360, 17262-265

list (1965) 11979
Reclamation Bureau (1964) 9749
School of Aerospace Medicine (1961)

16135-137, 17949-953, 20315-324; (1962)
83-89, 1964-68, 4545-49, 6601-6, 8889-94,
10905-919, 14781-790, 18658, 20451-454;
(1963) 68

Snow, Ice, and Permafrost Research Estab-
lishment (1961) 1947, 4165-66, 9062-64,
14805-808

Social Security Administration (1963) 14700,
21114; (1964) 16863; (1965) 5379-80,
13266, 15041

index (1964) 7733; (1965) 6904
Underwater Sound Reference Laboratory

(1963) 21058
Waterways Experiment Station (1965) 10784,

14217
Research Services Division, National Insti-

tutes of Health, research services, gen-
eral information (1965) 16751

Research Technical memorandum series (1961)

8230; (1962) 3544, 6488; (1965) 15101
Reseeding, see Sowing.
Reserpine:

action in hypertension of pulmonary artery,
USSR study (1961) 10968

effect on body temperature regulation of rat
(1962) 10914

effect on coronary circulation

—

in hypertension, USSR study (1961) 957
of hypertension patients, clinical observa-

tions (1961) 7570
pseudo-Parkinson drug, effects on shivering

in cats (1963) 11493
resistance of renal vessels in hypertensive

patients treated, USSR study (1961) 956
synthetic analogues, USSR study (1962)

11997
therapy, changes in lipid content of blood in

hypertensive patients, USSR study
(1961) 852

treated hypertensive patients, changes of
arterial pressure during certain emo-
tions and cold test, USSR study (1961)
11108

Reservations, see Military reservations—aiso
names of reservations.

Reserve, La., consumer expenditures and in-

come, 1960 (1963) 14460
Reserve banks, etc., see headings beginning

Federal reserve.
Reserve components of Armed Forces:
appropriations, 1962, military construc-

tion

—

law (1961) 18693
reports (1961) 16813, 16960, 18875, 20545

civil defense and standby military reservist,
program, qualification, etc (1965) 15338

construction appropriation, 1965

—

law (1964) 17434
reports (1964) 12059, 12061, 17604

construction appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 15999
law (1965) 17398
reports (1965) 15696-697, 15956

credit inactive Reserve service in computing
retired pay

—

hearings (1963) 13640
report (1963) 13606

Reserve components of Armed Forces—Con.

critical occupations for screening Ready
Reserve, Department of Labor lists

(1961) 19255; (1965) 11324-326

enlisted members, cancellation of indebted-
ness, report (1964) 13941

enlistment of aliens

—

hearing (1964) 6496
law (1964) 1965
reports (1964) 329, 2211

enlistment programs, etc., amend act

—

hearings (1963) 13639, 15376
law (1963) 17040
reports (1963) 13543, 15360

facilities construction

—

appropriations, 1962, hearing (1961)
14717, 12333

appropriation, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 15795
reports (1964) 15772

authorization

—

conference report (1962) 19202
hearings (1961) 5736, 7265; (1962) 9374,

13664; (1963) 11880, 19043; (1964)
6345, 12252; (1965) 10529, 12308, 13964

law (1961) 12112; (1962) 16780; (1964)
254, 17249; (1965) 19124

reports (1961) 5695, 7078, 8934, 10305;
(1962) 9351, 9363, 15340, 16950; (1963)
11809, 11818, 19032, 20490; (1964)
6334, 8289, 10453, 15487; (1965) 10496,
10509, 14036, 17603, 17639

veto (1965) 17474
military reserve posture, annual review

—

hearings (1962) 19170
report (1962) 19171

officers

—

active duty agreements

—

hearings (1961) 18936, 20625
law (1962) 16735
reports (1961) 16722, 18823, 19118

promotion to general and flag ranks, re-

port (1962) 2361
physicians appointment and residency con-

sideration program, information bulletin

(1962) 13714; (1963) 10033; (1964) 15826;
(1965) 6089

Ready Reserve

—

misassignment, etc., in XV Corps, 6th
Army, GAO review (1962) 9717

more effective participation of members,
amend law

—

hearing (1961) 14720, 18756
reports (1961) 7081, 8787, 12486

order units and members to active duty

—

hearings (1962) 19373, 21196
law (1962) 20911

order units to active duty

—

hearing (1961) 17117
law (1961) 14117
reports (1961) 14362, 14659; (1962)

19362, 21052, 21109
preserve educational rights

—

law (1962) 23215
report (1962) 9444

reemployment rights, 1960 and 1961 amend-
ments to law, explanation (1962) 6498

reorganization, summary (1963) 99

reserve forces act of 1955, information for
enlisted trainees, pamphlet (1963) 4456

serving during Berlin crisis, extend period
for training, report (1962) 19082

special enlistment program in Ready Re-
serve, lists of currently essential activi-

ties and critical occupations used as
guide for selection (1961) 20495; (1962)
21678; (1965) 10755
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Ready Reserve—Continued

uniform travel allowances payable to all

members

—

hearing (1961) 19151
law (1961) 16594
reports (1961) 14349, 14708

why merge (1965) 7160

see also Army Reserve—Marine Corps Re-
serve—National Guard—Naval Re-
serve—Pay, allowances, etc.—Reserve
Officers Training Corps, Army.

Reserve fleet safety review (1962) 10429

Reserve officers, see Reserve Officers' Training
Cbrps, Air Force—Reserve Officers'

Training Corps, Army—Reserve Officers'

Training C3orps, Navy.
Reserve Officers Training Corps, Air Force:
allowances paid for cadet uniforms, need for

improved administration, GAO report
(1965) 18190

amend United States Code to correct vitali-

zation act of 1964

—

hearings (1965) 10527, 14116
law (1965) 13781
reports (1965) 10477, 12277

flight instruction for members, permanent
authority, report (1964) 15739

general information (1962) 16322
military profession today (address) (1963)

11509
program, retention of uneconomical units,

GAO report (1965) 6289
program, vitalize and improve

—

hearings (1964) 2105, 17868
law (1964) 21139
reports (1964) 362, 12101, 21234

Reserve Officers 'Training Corps, Army:
allowances paid for cadet uniforms, need for

improved administration, GAO report
(1965) 18190

amend United States Code to correct vitali-

zation act of 1964

—

hearings (1965) 10527, 14116
law (1965) 13781
reports (1965) 10477, 12277

Army ROTC (1965) 7141
authorize serving as commissioned officer in

C!oast and Geodetic Survey upon com-
pleting course-

law (1962) 16762
reports (1961) 14350; (1962) 15381

flight instruction for members, permanent
authority report (1964) 15739

flight training of pilots of fixed-wing air-

craft, validation of aptitude battery
against success (1961) 20250

just facts, what is it, what does it have to
offer you (1962) 20498

manuals (1961) 9932; (1963) 5919, 13240;
(1964) 1764, 10011, 17050, 19214

military phofession today (address) (1963)
11509

organization of Army and ROTC manual
(1961) 9932

program

—

retention of uneconomical units, GAO re-

port (1965) 6289
vitalize and improve

—

hearings (1964) 2105, 17868
law (1964) 21139
reports (1964) 362, 12101, 21234

step into your future, new 2-year Army
ROTC program (1965) 5594

you and Army ROTC (1962) 8930, 18693;
(1964) 10020

your son and Army ROTC (1962) 8931

Reserve Officers' Training Cbrps, Navy:
amend United States Code to correct vitali-

zation act of 1964

—

hearings (1965) 10527, 14116
law (1965) 13781
reports (1965) 10477, 12277

flight instruction for members, permanent
authority, report (1964) 15739

program, vitalize and improve

—

hearings (1964) 2105, 17868
law (1964) 21139
reports (1964) 362, 12101, 21234

Reservoirs:
blue-green algae role in, USSR study (1963)

8571
China, USSR studies (1964) 5043
Columbia River basin, storage in major

power reservoirs, monthly reports (1963)
4212; (1964) 4058; (1965) 3965

Communist China, hydrologic work concern-
ing food prevention (1961) 11026

cooling, hydraulic design, USSR study (1964)
18364

dam, fish conservation, establish research
program, hearings (1961) 378

evaporation, utilizing mass-transfer theory
for measuring, practical field technique
(1962) 9732

farm, fishes (1962) 17499
fauna enrichment, USSR study (1963) 6723
fisherman looks at reservoirs (1965) 18119
fishery

—

biology in North America, bibliography
(1965) 12468

research strategy and tactics (1965) 601
game and food fish, conservation research,

hearings (1962) 11470
Government constructed, local interests

defined

—

hearing (1963) 19068
law (1963) 20429
reports (1962) 19116; (1963) 15260; (1964)
4529

ground-water, use for storage of surface
water in San Joaquin Valley, Calif
(1964) 6814

hydrology of stock-water development in Ely
grazing district, Nev (1963) 5026

inland

—

microbiology, USSR study (1964) 5116
wave action (1963) 6360

Missouri Basin loess hills, floodwater-
retarding, sediment distribution (1961)
9854

natural, parasitological problems and dis-

eases, conferences on, USSR (1962) 5656
oil, heavy crude in U.S., survey (1965) 9573
outlet works

—

DeGray Dam, hydraulic model investiga-
tion (1965) 18047

hydraulic design, engineering manual
(1964) 616

Oahe Dam, Missouri River, S. Dak (1961)

5953
Pacific Northwest

—

month-end storage in major reservoirs

(1963) 4212; (1964) 4058; (1965) 3965
water storage (1961) 3290; (1962) 3734

projects in Texas, extend time within which
land may be reconveyed to former own-
ers, hearings (1961) 20584

radiation microbiology problems in sanitary
protection, USSR study (1964) 21631

recreation facilities

—

adjust rentals

—

law (1961) 18628
report (1961) 10457
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Reservoirs—Continued
recreation facilities—Continued

enable Secretary of Army to modify leas-

es, hearings (1961) 20585
modify leases

—

hearings (1961) 18929
law (1962) 9151
reports (1961) 16708, 16786; (1962) 5057

recreation on reclamation lakes, region 4,

general information (1961) 15953
regulation, engineering and design manual

(1961) 20700; (1962) 21685; (1963) 8196
sanitation of beds, USSR studies (1964) 933
sanitary protection, from pollution by in-

dustrial sewage, USSR study (1965) 9322

sedimentation investigations program, engi-
neering and design manual (1962) 5128

sediments in situ, determination of densities
with gamma probe (1962) 14727

small drainage basin flood peaks, inflow-

outflow-storage relations (1962) 9748
stock-water, upper Cheyenne River basin

(1961) 14972
storage, Cenomanian-Turonian aquifer of

central Israel, its development and use
as storage reservoir (1964) 21358

strata preparation, new method for hydrau-
lic fracturing, USSR study (1962) 1266

structural design of spillways and outlet
works, engineering manual (1965) 2111

survey of world literature, USSR (1963)
6841

thermal stratification, elimination and re-

sulting benefits (1965) 12559
TVA, outdoor recreation (1962) 1865
United States, sediment deposition surveys

made through 1960, summary (1964)
13593

USSR, water, sanitary protection problems,
all-Union Scientific Research Conference
(1962) 1076

water

—

losses by evaporation, control research
(1961) 714; (1963) 6569

self-purification of cesium-137, USSR
study (1964) 18359

see aiso names of reservoirs.
Resettlement:
Communist China, articles (1961) 829
efforts in Indonesia (1961) 1017
refugees and escapees, U.S. to participate,

in resettlement

—

hearings (1961) 16846, 17128; (1962) 423
law (1962) 16736
reports (1961) 16766, 19052; (1962) 15220

Reshotko, Eli:

resonance in cold multiconstituent plasma at
arbitrary orientation to magnetic field

(1963) 16391
stability of two-fluid wheel flows (1965)

14816
Residence (law), see Domicile.
Residence and migration of college students,

fall, 1963 (1964) 21271
Residence hall planning aids (1962) 19437;

(1965) 10747
Residences, see Houses.
Residences, psychiatry, surgery, Veterans

Administration Hospital, Perry Point,
Md. (1965) 6977

Resident Commissioners, see House of Repre-
sentatives.

Resident physicians, see Physicians.
Resident research associateships, postdoctor-

al, tenable at National Bureau of Stand-
ards (1962) 22608; (1964) 1495

Residential construction, see Building.
Residential redevelopment, see Redevelopment

(city planning, etc.).

Resins:
anion exchange

—

scintillating, final report (1964) 13702
separations of metal ions in partially
nonaqueous solutions (1962) 4636

cation-exchange, elution of copper and neo-
dymium, further studies (1962) 2047

composition and fillers effect on performance
of molded charring ablator (1964) 3017

creosote solutions, evaluation in marine
borer control (1961) 1400

epoxy

—

and their application in ship repairing,
USSR study (1962) 1403

asphalt concrete paving mixtures, labora-
tory and field study (1964) 6598

bond, stringent cleaning technique recom-
mended (1964) 14830

new method forms bond line free of voids
(1964) 21745

resin patterns speed shell-molding of alu-

minum parts (1965) 11449
welting behavior on glass filaments (1965)

13155
fiberglass composites, maximum strains

(1962) 22670
foam polymers synthesized for precision

radomes by controlled branching (1961)
13606

free-close molding versus molding to stops in

wood-resin blend processing (1965) 16253

glass-resin composites, surface chemical
aspects (1965) 13155

ion exchange

—

elution sequences with chelating eluants
(1962) 2048

metal, separation on chelating resin (1962)

2054
permselective membranes test manual

(1964) 8798
processes, plutonium purification, etc

(1961) 8417
purification of fluorescent conjugates from

free fluorochrome, USSR study (1963)
15798

synthesized, USSR items (1964) 2673
materials, U.S. production and sales, prelim-

inary report (1962) 14661; (1963) 4032;

(1964) 3863; (1965) 3777

mixed with additives, modification of spray
guns to eliminate quick-hardening (1964)

9553
photoelastic

—

materials, static and dynamic properties
(1964) 5596

strain measurements, servo system facili-

tates (1965) 2854
pine, volability and vapor saturation (1963)

19260
polyester-type, use to stabilize fractured

rock (1965) 11396
preventing dermatitis if you work with

epoxy resins (1963) 18289
production and sales by largest U.S. produc-

ers and sellers, 1958 and 1959 (1962)
1861

role in glass-fiber-reinforced structures un-
der tensile stress, filament-winding plas-

tics (1965) 16789
separation of lanthanide series and yttrium

using phosphonic and imonodiacetic acid
resins (1964) 18693

silicone-resin and phenolic-nylon ablation
materials, environmental parameters
effect on performance (1965) 2891, 9694

temperature and flow rate effects on
ion-exchange separation of erbium and
thulium (1962) 4634
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Resins—Continued
thermal destruction of condensation resins,

thermal destruction of solidified epoxy
resins, investigation (1962) 12953

titanium-dioxide-pigmented epoxy, properties
of white paints for application to inflat-

able spacecraft (1965) 11496
tree tapping production

—

coordination and methodological confer-
ence, USSR (1962) 5671

scientific-technical conference of workers,
USSR (1962) 5672

see also Gums—Plastics—THPC.
Resistance, see Electric resistance.
Resistance of barge tows

—

errata (1961) 17210
supplement (1963) 15455

Resistance of insects to ultra-low tempera-
tures. USSR (1963) 8577

Resistance of soil in North Vietnam (1962)
19775

Resistance to diseases, see Diseases.
Resistance thermometers, see Thermometers.

Resistors, see Electric resistors.

Reskin, Gertrude, relief (1963) 15225; (1965)
5845

Resolutions:
digests (1962) 3763; (1963) 3601; (1964) 3421;

(1965) 3311
history (1961) 3064; (1962) 3697; (1963) 3537;

(1964) 3351; (1965) 3239

Hungarian Academy of Sciences, 1964 pre-
sidium (1965) 6491

see also House bills—Law—Senate bills

—

also subjects of resolutions
Resolvers, see Electric resolvers.

Resonance:
chemical reaction rates, resonance theory,

USSR study (1964) 1151
electron

—

paramagnetic, spectra of amino acids and
proteins under gamma radiation and
light, USSR study (1964) 9257

spin, pentavalent chromium complexes
investigation, USSR study (1964) 14622

energy addition to atomic hydrogen plasma
at off-resonant conditions (1965) 18543

Fabry-Perot LASER (1963) 7605
in cold multiconstituent plasma at arbitrary

orientation to magnetic field (1963)
16391

interaction of electromagnetic waves with
slabs of plasma (1964) 20602

mechanical, dispersion and stress-strain
behavior of ionic single crystals (1965)
5173

nuclear, s-type used for multiple scattering
of polarized and unpolarized neutrons
(1962) 6346; (1963) 12955

optical, scattering at Lyman-alpha by atom-
ic hydrogen cell (1964) 13221

p. 7 , phenomenological characteristics, in-

vestigation (1964) 5616
region, electromagnetic scattering cross sec-

tions modification, symposium record
(1964) 19189

testing in determination of fixed base natu-
ral frequencies of shipboard equipment
(1965) 9830

see also Magnetic resonance.
Resonance capture, see Neutrons.

Resonance escape probability, heteorogeneous
slab lattices containing resonant ab-
sorbers and scatterers computed by
Monte Carlo method (1962) 12458

Resonance integrals, see Neutrons.

Resonators:
cavity

—

mechanical impedance added to walls by
inside and outside liquid medium (1962)
12598

radiation impedance (1962) 12597
circular cylindrical TMlmn, small-signal

analysis of monotrons using (1962)
22668

cylindrical cavity, coupling between rec-

tangular waveguide through aperture.
Communist China study (1961) 19473

helical coaxial, makes excellent RF filter

(1965) 5126
3-dimensional, with grade partition, internal

oscillations, USSR study (1963) 20842
Resor, Stanley R., nominations, hearings

(1965) 10668, 14118
Resort areas:
Caucasus coastal resorts, guide book,

USSR study (1963) 14160
climatic summaries (1963) 9489, 14744,

18367; (1965) 13338
notice (1965) 11771

Resource bulletins, Forest Service (1963)
15586-588, 17502-504, 19271-273; (1964)
8695-8700, 12482, 21329; (1965) 684-686,
9207-9, 14380, 16287-288, 19647

Resources, see Natural resources.
Resources analysis memo (1962) 24014; (1963)

19969; (1964) 20651; (1965) 14897
Resources and Conservation Advisers Council,

create, hearing (1961) 8988
Resources and Conservation Joint Committee,

establish, hearing (1961) 8988
Resources for tomorrow (1962) 5323, 7492
Respicio, Margarita M., relief (1963) 18828
Respiration:

acclimatization to carbon dioxide (1965) 1318

acidosis, related to use of amine and other
buffers in control of carbon dioxide in

submarine atmosphere (1962) 12368
adaption to chronic hypercania (1965) 1315
aerobic variants of Bac. perfringens ob-

tained under effect of X-rays, USSR
study (1961) 4621

algae, effect of high magnetic fields (1965)
13166

artificial

—

after use of muscle relaxants in treatment
of status epilepticus, Hungarian study
(1962) 7864

cardiopulmonary resuscitation. Coast
Guard pamphlet (1963) 16960

methods (1961) 1847

mouth-to-mouth or mouth-to-nose rescue
breathing (1962) 22727

prolonged, improving modern apparatuses,
USSR study (1963) 17604

bedrest effect, ventilatory response to bicy-
cle ergometer test (1965) 8030

carbon dioxide, oxygen, and acidity, interac-
tion, effects on breathing, factors in

arterial blood (1965) 10120
chlorella, participation of phosphopyridine

nucleotides, USSR study (1963) 12638

conditioned reflex changes in respiratory
gas exchange and bioelectrical activity
of brain and skeletal muscles, USSR
study (1962) 7894

cutis stored at low temperatures (1965)
11233

determining gas exchange through entire
surface of skin, USSR study (1965) 6529

dogs inhaling oxygen, changes in respirato-
ry center, USSR study (1965) 12594
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Respiration—Continued

dynamics and work of breathing, effects of

compressibility of alveolar gas (1964)

1745
electrometric method of determining oxy-

gen content of expired air, USSR study
(1963) 19446

gas exchange

—

dynamics in white mice exposed to high
partial pressure of oxygen, USSR study
(1963) 17733

through skin, importance to human body,
USSR study (1965) 6468

helium and oxygen mixture, effect on speech
(1964) 5469

in vivo measurement of total gas pressure in

mammalian tissue (1964) 1789
injuries, USSR studies (1963) 5220
insolation influence, USSR research (1965)

11294
physiology and pathology, All-Union confer-

ence, USSR (1962) 18100
rate, and catecholamine release from

adrenal slices (1963) 20311
rate and depth, simulated by electronic de-

vice (1965) 1429
rate of human subject, count by pneumo-

tachometer (1965) 1431
reflexes of carotid sinus, effect of anesthet-

ics (1962) 2621
relationship of breathholding ability, etc. to

performance in pressure chamber and
escape training tank (1963) 7189

respiratory function studies during pro-

longed exposure to simulated altitude

without hypoxia (1963) 16797
simultaneous recording of respiratory move-

ments and speech sounds on same mag-
netic tape, USSR study (1965) 12666

thoracic cage impedance measurements, can-
cellation of respiration effects on
transthoracic impedance (1964) 5906

Respiratory equipment, see Breathing appara-
tus.

Respiratory organs:
aerosols in treatment and differentiation of

diseases, Poland (1962) 7670
air-carrying pathways under conditions of

dust pollution, some protective-adaptive
mechanisms, USSR study (1962) 23660

diseases, and air pollution (1965) 6869
influenza and acute catarrh of upper tract,

dispensary treatment problems, USSR
study (1963) 19438

upper, classification of tumors, USSR stud-
ies (1964) 14516

Respiratory system:
antitoxin immunity important for protection

of respiratory tract from bacterial tox-
ins, USSR study (1965) 14581

chronic respiratory diseases. Public Health
Service activities (1965) 13241

dogs inhaling oxygen, changes in respiration
and reflex excitability, USSR study
(1965) 12594

health, relationship to air pollution (1963)
1415

human, maximum pressure-volume relation-

ships (1964) 13648
effect of decreased barometric pressure

(1963) 16808
inflammatory processes, use of copper-

iontophoresis in treatment of chil-

dren, USSR study (1962) 10081
rats, pulmonary effects of cold acclimatiza-

tion and norepinephrine calorigenesis
(1963) 18474

reactions of cosmonauts under conditions of
orbital flight on spaceship Voskhod-1,
USSR study (1965) 16490

Response of hardwood seedlings to inorganic
fertilizer (1963) 7471

Response to disaster, Alaskan earthquake.
Mar. 27, 1964 (1964) 19703

Responses (psychology):
contamination problems in personality as-

sessment (1961) 17956
errors in collection of expenditures data by

household interviews (1965) 5715
human vesticular responses, task, control of

arousal and effects of repeated unidirec-
tional angular acceleration (1964) 13731

psychomotor response to stress by evoked
auditory responses, monitoring (1965)
18917

schoolchildren's physical and emotional re-

sponses, USSR studies (1964) 10994
Responsibilities of agriculture in age of chemi-

cals (talk) (1961) 59
Responsibilities of a global power, address

(1964) 20985
Rest:
bedrest effect on physiological function

(1965) 6628-29, 8029-33, 9612, 14729,
18465

effect of performance of periodic Flack ma-
neuvers on preventing cardiovascular
deconditioning of bedrest (1965) 14729

relation between work span and rest periods
for people of various ages, USSR study
(1965) 14520

rotation grazing, new management system
for perennial bunchgrass ranges (1961)
17933

union contract provisions

—

departmental edition (1961) 11339
document edition (1961) 10200

Restaurants, lunch rooms, etc.:

Army installations, food service facilities,

engineering and design manual (1962)

7294, 23477
bibliography (1963) 3324
dairy products, use and promotion (1963)

18433
design and construction of food service fa-

cilities, engineering manual (1963) 12089
eating and drinking places, industry wage

survey

—

departmental edition (1962) 18151
document edition (1962) 16832

employees, coverage under fair labor stand-
ards act, provide, hearings (1964) 19507

expenditures for processed foods by employ-
ee food services in manufacturing plants
(1961) 6692

extending minimum wage (1964) 5752
fish recipes for Lent, fish birds (1961) 4235
food service

—

industry, training programs and facilities

(1961) 20678
sanitation manual (1962) 14571

industry wage survey (1964) 16606
occupations, employment outlook (1962)

8408; (1964) 9452
Senate restaurants, transfer

—

law (1961) 14082
report (1961) 12437

services of institutional wholesale grocers,
opinions (1963) 1705

starting and managing small restaurant
(1964) 7731

statutory minimum wage and maximum
hours standards, need for application
(1962) 10732

workers, coverage under Fair labor stand-
ards act, extend investigation, hearings
(1963) 7994

Restoration of vital functions of organism 2

hours after clinical death under condi-

tions of deep hypothermia (1961) 11150
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Restorative orocesses in radiation injuries,
USSR (1964) 21408

Restraint apparatus:
animal, technique for making (1964) 20545
CH-47 Vertol Chinook, studies (1964)

21905-906
CV-2 DeHavilland Caribou, study (1964)

20854
for thoracic roentgenographic examination

of unanesthetized primates (1964) 1749
UH-IA and UH-IB Bell Iroquois helicopters

(1965) 1684-85

Restuccia, Vincenzina C, relief (1963) 17088-
(1964) 1881, 2155

Resuscitation:
cardiopulmonary

—

aeromedical review (1963) 5887
heart-lung. Coast Guard pamphlet (1963)
16960

techniques (1965) 5331
training (1965) 15012

methods used in therapeutic clinic for treat-
ment of terminal states (1963) 8803

Resuscitators, equipment and drugs for dental
emergencies (1961) 18010

Retail commerce, see Retail trade.

Retail credit, and collections, bibliographies
(1963) 21106; (1964)20786

Retail prices, see Prices.

Retail produce manual (1961) 87; (1964)
15211-213

Retail stores, see Stores.

Retail trade:
advance monthly retail sales report (1961)

2971; (1962) 3580; (1963) 3417
careers for women (1963) 5772
census, 1958, reconciliation with monthly

report (1964) 1825
census of business, 1958

—

advance report (1961) 2972
area reports (1961) 265, 1782-83, 6805-6,

8484-85, 11839, 16247; (1962) 11067;
(1964) 21026
final volume (1961) 11977
preliminary (1961) 2973
United States summary, errata (1961)
1782

Puerto Rico (1963) 13303
retail trade area statistics. United States,
errata (1962) 11184

subject reports (1961) 6805-6, 8484-85,
13870

summary statistics (bound vol.) (1962)
14963

census of business, 1963

—

area statistics (1965) 221-230, 1882-85,
4300-8, 5635-60, 7189-99, 10205-219,
11932, 13601-605, 17191-197
advance reports (1965) 3197

major retail centers, standard metropoli-
tan statistical areas (1965) 10203,
11930-931, 13549-600, 15265-298, 17164-
190
announcement and order form (1965)
10200

sales size (1965) 18969
subject statistics (1965) 10220, 11933,

13606, 15299-304, 18969
United States summary (1965) 11932

current retail trade reports (1963) 13301;
(1964) 3392-94, 13767; (1965) 3277, 13643

discount retailing, bibliography (1963) 1489;
(1964) 11605

employee earnings (1964) 1376
building materials, hardware, and farm
equipment

—

departmental edition (1963) 3025
document edition (1963) 2009

Retail trade—Continued
employee earnings—Continued

building materials, hardware, and farm
equipment—Continued

drug and proprietary stores

—

departmental edition (1963) 3031
document edition (1963) 2015

food and grocery stores

—

departmental edition (1963) 3027
document edition (1963) 2011

furniture, home furnishings, and house-
hold appliance stores

—

departmental edition (1963) 3030
document edition (1963) 2014

overall survey

—

departmental edition (1963) 9052
document edition (1963) 7835

preliminary release (1963) 12812
employment of full-time students at special

minimum wages (1962) 20367
regulations under fair labor standards act

(1965) 1708, 9991
employment size, census of business, 1958

(1961) 8484
enterprises and establishments under fair

labor standards act (1961) 20244
fair labor standards act, provisions (1962)

14678; (1963) 16646; (1964) 19013
food

—

future for retailing (1961) 6650
products, effect on sales by combining

kinds of retailer promotions (1963) 355
how Federal wage-hour law applies (1961)

17879
insurance management in small firms (1963)

1481
legal form of organization, census of busi-

ness, 1958 (1961) 6806
management audit for small retailers (1964)

20791
merchandising and promotion, bibliography

(1964) 15080
merchants' share in administration program

in consumer affairs (address) (1964) 8189
observation and audit techniques for mea-

suring sales (1961) 16
operating costs and ratios, bibliographies

(1963) 11273; (1965) 9913
reports

—

annual (1961) 11889; (1962) 14948; (1963)
13301

monthly (1961) 2968; (1962) 4079; (1963)
3922

restrictions on purchase of goods by non-
market consumers, Czechoslovakia
(1963) 1078

retail

—

and service establishments, etc., under
fair labor standards act (1961) 20242;
(1964) 13514; (1965) 18831

sales (1964) 13767; (1965) 13643
retailing, bibliography (1963) 7427; (1964)

9764
sales size, census of business, 1958 (1961)

6805
single units and multiunits, census of busi-

ness, 1958 (1961) 8485
small

—

business, status, 1948-58, staff report
(1961) 4051

marketers, building the right reputation
(1961) 17816

retailers, administrative and managerial
problems (1961) 9730

starting and managing small retail hard-
ware stores (1965) 16854

stores ssles^—
advance monthly (1964) 3392-93
weekly (1962) 16579; (1963) 4299; (1964)

3394
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Retail trade—Continued
USSR, retail commodity turnover, principles

of planning (1964) 16200
see aiso Salesmen and salesmanship— Shop-

ping centers—Stores—aiso names of

commodities and industries.

Retailers:
application of fair Labor standards act to

retailers of goods and services (1965)
15132

joint advertising programs, competitive and
antitrust aspects, hearing (1964) 8457,
19607

Retaining walls, engineering and design (1961)
17205; (1964) 14205; (1965) 7610

see also Walls.
Reticulosis, problem, USSR study (1962) 5585
Retina:

cortical fibers, USSR study (1964) 10961
duration as function of retinal size, place

and hemiretinal transfer (1965) 213
photostress test for evaluation of macular

function (1963) 16805
receivers, spectral sensitivity determination

in experiments with dichromates, USSR
study (1963) 2858

red-green sensitivity as function of retinal
position (1963) 9102

retinal gain index, relationship to system
performance (1961) 5013

Retired officers, etc.:

Armed Forces, travel and transportation
allowance to homes of selection

—

hearing (1961) 19152
law (1961) 16573
reports (1961) 8775, 14674

emergency oflficers, readjust benefits equita-
bly-

law (1962) 23275
reports (1962) 17018, 21476

highest grade held in any armed force, re-

tirement

—

hearing (1962) 13499
report (1962) 11409

naval personnel, employment activities

(1965) 16541
naval, selling supplies, etc., to Navy Dept.,

amend U.S. Code with respect to with-
holding retired pay

—

hearings (1962) 11436, 21535
law (1962) 23177
reports (1962) 11385, 19331

Navy and Marine Corps guide to employ-
ment activities (1963) 12771

relief, claims for increased retired pay, re-

ports (1964) 2032; (1965) 8821
retired

—

Army personnel handbooks (1962) 20504;
(1965) 8527

serviceman's family protection act, desig-
nating and amending

—

hearing (1961) 19150
law (1961) 18759
reports (1961) 8784, 19097

teaching as second career (1961) 11762
see also Armed Forces.

Retired pay, see Annuities—Pensions.
Retirement:

Air Force officers, prediction (1963) 4403
Armed Forces members, in highest grades

—

hearings (1963) 18920, 18924
report (1963) 18842

begin today to enjoy tomorrow (1961) 2065
Central Intelligence Agency employees im-

proved system

—

hearings (1963) 18923-924; (1964) 6346
law (1964) 21135
reports (1963) 18844, 18902; (1964) 19566

Retirement—Continued

Federal retirees, preferential treatment as
to unemployment compensation, costs,

GAO report (1965) 9244
finances of employee-retirement systems of

State and local governments (1961)
8520; (1962) 13060

gradual plan in Department of Health, Eldu-

cation and Welfare (1961) 6190
health benefits program for retired Federal

employees, act of 1960

—

administrative expenses

—

hearing (1963) 9945; (1964) 8454
report (1963) 7952

comparison with other plans (1961) 2469
evaluation of premium rates (1962) 9501

impact of inflation on retired persons, re-

ports from White House Conference on
Aging (1961) 14980

important aspects (address) (1961) 11327
income and measures of need (1964) 7740
income of aging, hearings (1961) 19139;

(1962) 9475, 15421, 19367; (1963) 325,
2084
pt. 1, print additional copies, report

(1962) 7204
Port Charlotte and Sarasota, Fla., hear-

ings (1962) 11646
income tax credit, amend law

—

hearing (1962) 23413
law (1962) 23276
reports (1961) 16710; (1962) 21475

judges of D.C., retirement and disability act,

amend

—

law (1964) 21136
reports (1963) 18897; (1964) 17786

marines, handbook (1961) 62(57

Nevada, divide system for social security
purposes

—

law (1964) 17241
reports (1964) 8304, 12229

now that you are retiring, general informa-
tion (1962) 6392; (1963) 13048, 21111

older worker, reports from White House
Conference on Aging (1961) 14979

patterns. New York City employees (1963)
21113

planning

—

bibliography (1965) 13360
for later years (1963) 21112; (1965) 9926
for retirement, university-labor union
program (1964) 9888

growing employee relations service (1961)
16506

plans

—

for small businessmen (1962) 6447
for State and local employees (1962) 3276

police and firemen of D.C.

—

relief or retirement compensation of for-

mer members and their widows, widow-
ers, and children, increase

—

law (1962) 18970
reports (1961) 17058-59; (1962) 17053
veto (1961) 18991

retirement and disability act, amend to
create additional category of service-
connected disability

—

law (1962) 23257
reports (1961) 14432; (1962) 21510

policy, variables affecting, case study (1961)
15730

preparation, Chicago plan (1961) 20828
preparing for retirement, selected list of

references (1963) 3381
program

—

build your own with savings bonds (1965)
11672

now build with savings bonds (1964) 20778
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Retirement—Continued
public employee

—

credit transferability among Government
units, commission report (1963) 9524

systems, benefits and beneficiaries (1962)
16166; (1963) 11287; (1965) 11694

rates for officers, prediction, Markov chain
theory, application (1964) 15235

retired serviceman's family protection plan,

tables of percentage reduction of retired
pay (1962) 10945

retirement decision, exploratory essay (1965)
15041

Secret Service Division members, credit for
former police service

—

law (1964) 17335
reports (1964) 13974, 15783

self-employed individuals

—

guides for qualification of pension pro-
fit-sharing and bond purchase plans (1965)
9302

retirement act of 1961

—

hearings (1961) 14729
reports (1961) 8806, 19055

tax retirement act of 1962

—

law (1962) 23192
law, summary (1962) 23380
provisions (1963) 1497
report (1962) 21075

serviceman's family protection plan (1962)
1997

social security

—

benefits, you don't have to retire complete-
ly to get them (1962) 1742; (1963) 5661

rights and responsibilities of recipients
(1965) 8287

State and local governments employee-
retirement systems (1963) 18642

contributions, benefits, and beneficiaries,
1957-63 (1964) 13455

covering workers also covered under Fed-
eral old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance program, 1961, survey (1963)
3244

finances (1964) 11909; (1965) 5709
State employee benefit systems, withholding

for National Guard

—

hearing (1961) 19151
law (1961) 18616
reports (1961) 14346, 14712

TVA preretirement program (1961) 20832
uniformed services contingency option act,

amend, report (1964) 17847
you, the law, and retirement (1965) 8371
see aiso Army—Civil service pensions

—

Ck)ast Guard—Foreign service—Judges —
Navy—Pensions—Railroad employees

—

Social security.
Retirement and disability fund, see Civil serv-

ice pensions.
Retorts:

Fischer, automated modified, for assaying oil

shale, etc (1965) 19862
gas-fired vacuum for distilling metals (1961)

9460

Retracting Fulton skyhook yoke on Army type
CV2B (Caribou) aircraft (1963) 20207

Retrometer, light-beam communications sys-
tem, description (1964) 11362

Retrorockets, heat transfer to sphere with
retrorocket exhausting into free-stream
(1963) 1310

Reunion (Bourbon) Island, guide to official

publications (1965) 18409
Reuther, T.C., jr., diffusion in columbium rich

columbium-titanium alloys, etc (1965)
13196

Reuss, M. L., jr.:

ferrite-loaded open transmission line (1963)
18231

ferrite phase shifter (1965) 13141
Revascularization of heart in experiment,

USSR (1961) 10983
Revenue:

agent, career in professional accounting,
IRS (1965) 770

carload waybill statistics

—

animals and products (1962) 13941
distribution of freight traffic and revenue
averages by commodity classes (1961)
20882; (1962) 19614; (1965) 14465

forest products (1962) 13942; (1963) 10350;
(1965) 16364

mileage block progressions by commodity
group and classes (1961) 19459; (1962)
13939; (1963) 14075; (1965) 18274

mine products (1965) 16365
State-to-State distribution

—

agricultural products (1962) 7514
all commodities (1961) 6216; (1962) 9801,

(1963) 10348; (1965) 16362
territorial distribution, traffic and revenue
by commodity classes (1961) 10717,
15007; (1962) 734, 21897; (1965) 12574

District of Columbia act of 1965, hearings
(1965) 12165

Dutch plantations in West Java, distribu-
tion to Indonesian dissidents (1961) 4471

Federal, shared with State and local govern-
ments in 1962 budget, analysis (1961)
3819

natural resources, investigation, authoriza-
tion, report (1962) 17195

officer, career opportunities, IRS (1965) 771
permits for hunting and fishing in national

forests, unauthorized diversion of reve-
nues by Forest Service (1963) 2335

public schools, programs in U.S., 1959-60
(1961) 10552

received by railroad companies from express
companies, repeal provisions relating to
furnishing information to Postmaster
General by ICC—

hearings (1961) 8854, 12533
law (1961) 14108
reports (1961) 8807, 10266, 14581

State and local governments in Great Plains
(1963) 4802

see aJso Internal revenue

—

also names of
articles, etc. from which revenue is de-

rived.

Revenue agent, career in professional account-
ing (1964) 4840

Revenue stamps:
fraudulent State tax stamps, prohibit trans-

portation in interstate and foreign
commerce, hearings (1962) 395

tax stamps. State, fraudulent, prohibit
transportation in interstate and foreign
commerce

—

law (1961) 18749
reports (1961) 18818, 19110

Revere, Paul, commemorative 25-cent regular
postage stamp in coils (1965) 5312

Revetments, see Shore protection.
Review of merchant marine policy, 1962, hear-

ings (1962) 17120
Review of Yankee operating data (1962) 14852

Revised aerial photo scale-protractor (1962)
17562

Revised statutes of U.S., see Codes of law.
Revision and Codification Subcommittee, Judi-

ciary Committee, Senate, resume' of ac-

tivities reports (1964) 8410; (1965) 4593
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Revisionism:
Ck)mniunist Party of Austria (1964) 2661

contemporary, USSR study (1961) 1049
Marxist

—

conception of peaceful coexistence, Czech-
oslovakian study (1961) 2221

dialectics and contemporary revisionism,

USSR study (1961) 4483
modern, serves American imperialism. North

Korea ideologistic theories (1961) 4425
relation to problems of war and peace, Bul-

garian article (1961) 7709
Tito's views (1963) 15998
Yugoslavian

—

provacations to cover provocations,
against people of Albania (1961) 17430

still flagrantly in service of anticommu-
nist cause (1961) 13339

Revisionist at work (address) (1963) 494
Revivication:

clinical death, experience in reviving orga-
nism, USSR study (1964) 1267

reanimation

—

and reanimatology, problems, proceedings,
surgical society, USSR (1962) 13956

role of nurse, USSR study (1965) 16538
some problems, USSR study (1965) 16521

Revolt (Swedish periodical):

translation (1962) 18059
Revolution, 1775-83:
American marines, 1775-85, chronology

(1963) 16306
drug supplies (1961) 8059
historical preservation in municipality of

Boston, Mass., report (1961) 12149
naval documents of American Revolution,

American theatre, Dec. 1, 1774-Sept. 2,

1775, European theatre, Dec. 6,

1774-Aug. 9, 1775 (1965) 8199
records. War Department collection, prelimi-

nary inventory (1962) 24002
Revolutionary movement under modern captal-

ism (1962) 8155
Revolutionary training schools and training

of cadres, Cuba (1962) 9823
Revolutionary War, see Revolution, 1775-83.

Revolutions:
Africa, anti-imperialist, results and pros-

pects (1962) 3114, 3118
agricultural, causes and effects (address)

(1963) 5841
colonial, Stalinist theory and national liber-

ation movement in Africa (1961) 17415
Cuban

—

prospects of revolution (1962) 6084
training, new development, Cuban study

(1962) 22238
Uruguayan view (1902) 6039

Indonesia, commemoration of August 1945
revolution (1961) 2147

industrial, technical and social, myth and
reality, USSR study (1962) 8274

instructors in Cuba, Fidel Castro's speech
(1962) 17900

Italian Communist views (1963) 2946
Latin America, translations (1963) 8981
revolution and decolonization, French leftist

view (1962) 21950
South Vietnam

—

comment by North Vietnamese (1964) 7114
revolution will be won (1964) 9182

translations from Hoc tap (1964) 7322
welcome 47th anniversary of October revolu-

tion. North Vietnam celebration (speech)
(1965) 2612

world historical development and interna-
tional revolutionary liberation move-
ment (1965) 7888

Revolvers, use and care (1961) 151; (1963)
12970; (1965) 1557

Revolving funds:
adjustable capital plan for farmer coopera-

tives (1963) 12093
banks for cooperatives, reduce

—

law (1962) 16720
reports (1962) 11379, 13641

Chinese People's Republic, organization in

State enterprises (1961) 21057
Indian loans, increase and merge

—

law (1961) 18642
reports (1961) 14641, 16756, 16819

Indian loans to procure assistance before
Indian Claims Commission

—

law (1964) 248
reports (1963) 13593, 17269

legislation authorizing appropriations and
establishing revolving funds as of Mar.
1965, print as Senate document, report
(1965) 19457

Small Business Administration

—

increase, etc.

—

hearings (1961) 8976; (1964) 2109; (1965)
12164, 12313, 19302

laws (1961) 18696; (1964) 6175
reports (1961) 16824, 17019; (1964) 467,

4464; (1965) 19277, 19427
repayments, hearing (1962) 11654

small business, increase, reports (1962)
13633, 16947

Veterans' Administration

—

loan guarantee, estimate of receipts in

excess of expenditures (1962) 13369
relief from paying interest on funds trans-

ferred between funds

—

hearings (1964) 542, 4511
law (1964) 6185
reports (1964) 2191, 4478

use for repair and reclamation of personal
property

—

law (1961) 18705
reports (1961) 14422, 17053

see also Correctional industries fund.
Rewards (prizes, etc.):

academy awards for 1964 scientific achieve-
ments, Hungary (1965) 5024

acceptance of—
Stephen Wise Man of Year Award by Ar-
thur J. Goldberg (address) (1961) 21126

Swedish-American of 1962 Award by Glenn
T. Seaborg (remarks) (1962) 18753

American Legion's School Award

—

Medal, patent renewal

—

law (1964) 17256
reports (1964) 10203, 15616-617

Plaque, patent renewal^
law (1964) 17255
report (1964) 10204

Armed Forces

—

decorations and awards (poster) (1963)
18538

members, cash awards for suggestions or
inventions

—

establish program, hearing (1964) 19591
hearing (1964) 17637
report (1964) 17530

program of cash awards, establish

—

law (1965) 17394
reports (1965) 15710, 17572, 17852

awards

—

and honors for Federal scientists and en-

gineers, current information (1963)
20380

from National Institute of Dental Re-
search (1964) 9644

in field of geodesy and cartography, Hun-
gary (1965) 18347
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Rewards (prizes, etc.)—Continued

bonus payments to engineers and techni-

cians at industrial enterprises in Po-
land, new regulations (1961) 1098

cancer control, United Nations prize estab-
lished for periodic award, Soviet initia-

tive, USSR study (1961) 976
CFA 1964 design awards program (1964)

21099
Charles EMgelhard, industrialist of year

award dinner (remarks) (1964) 8188
Charles Lathrop Parsons Award (remarks)

(1965) 208
coal-mining industry, safety organization

and activities of award-winning compa-
nies (1964) 16625

Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences (1961)

21121
E award for

—

excellence, ceremonies, Westinghouse Elec-

tric International (remarks) (1964) 229
export expansion to New Jersey Chamber

of Commerce (remarks) (1964) 4414
export trade, Big Dutchman Automatic
Poultry Feeding Co. (remarks) (1964)
21096

E pennant

—

Algas Industries, Los Angeles, Calif, (re-

marks) (1964) 21097
field of international business, Fort Motor

(3o., Rawsonville, Mich, (remarks) (1964)

21098
FHA 1963 honor awards for residential de-

sign (1964) 6632
Four Freedoms Award, posthumous presen-

tation to John Fitzgerald Kennedy (re-

marks) (1965) 10339
Gallant Ship award, presentation to crew of

SS President Wilson (remarks) (1965)

8013
Gold Seal Conservation Award, presentation

(remarks) (1963) 16760
honorary titles and awards presented by

presidium of Kazakh SSR (1962) 6026
Hungarian Academy of Sciences (1962) 5450
awards and events (1965) 14485
awards outstanding scientists (1964) 7032

Hungary, Kossuth-prize winners, 1963, list

(1963) 17811
improving bonus award system for devising

and introducing new techniques, USSR
labor translations (1962) 22374

incentive awards program. Federal employ-
ees (1962) 18887; (1964) 17135

Latvian SSR Academy of Sciences (1962)
14238

Lenin prizes

—

attainments, 1964, Soviet science and tech-

nology (1964) 11228
in area of science and mechanics, USSR

(1962) 11996
in field of science and technology, an-
nouncement of works entered in contest
(1961) 7740

nominations, 1964, science and engineering
(1964) 2743

USSR, science and engineering (1964)
16030

winners (1961) 19540
science and engineering (1962) 15735

National Guard Association trophy, Persh-
ing trophy. National Guard (State) tro-

phy, announcement of winners (1965)
16748

national high school essay contest, winning
essays on civil defense, American tradi-

tion (1961) 6892

Rewards (prizes, etc.)—Continued

PHA 1964 honor awards for design excel-

lence (1965) 3007
presentation of award to Chauncey B.

Smythe (remarks) (1964) 4413
President's award for distinguished Federal

civilian service, 1962 (1962) 18890
President's "E" award for export excellence,

presentation to

—

Aerospace Industries Assoc, of America,
Inc. (remarks) (1965) 13732

Anchor Hocking Glass Corp. (remarks)
(1965) 8701

Bacharach Industrial Instrument Co. (re-

marks) (1964) 17159
Blue Bell, Inc. (remarks) (1965) 7361
Concrete Pipe Machinery (Company, Inc.

(address) (1965) 7339
Crutcher-Rolfe-Cummings, Inc (address)

(1964) 19349
Freedco Products, Inc. (remarks) (1965)
7358

Galveston Wharves, Trustees (remarks)
(1965) 8014

Grace Line (1965) 10318
Hanes Corporation (remarks) (1965) 10337
International Telephone and Telegraph
Export Corporation (remarks) (1964)
19357

Jenks Metals Export, Inc (remarks) (1964)
19360

Norgren, C.A., Co. (remarks) (1965) 7362
Nu-Tex (Corporation (remarks) (1965) 1876
Overseas Automotive Club, Inc., (remarks)

(1965) 8698
Pendleton Tool Industries, Inc., Los Ange-

les, Calif, (remarks) (1965) 5757
Sierra Talc and Chemical Co. (remarks)

(1964) 17160
Smith, Allen V., Inc (1965) 13724
Smith, Kirkpatrick & Co., Inc., (remarks)

(1964) 19362
Society of Plastics Industry, Inc. (re-

marks) (1965) 15392
Veeco Instruments Inc., (remarks) (1965)

7346
West Penn Power Co. (remarks) (1965)

19048
Willson, International Ltd., Inc. (remarks)

(1964) 19361
recognition of employees, supervisor devel-

opment program, basic course (1963)

4447
Rumania, 1964 state prizes awarded to re-

search projects in semiconductor de-

vices, hypersustentation, and gas lubri-

cation (1965) 6443

safety awards

—

National Crushed Stone Association (1961)

17630; (1964) 1397
National Lime Association, 1960 (1961)

19849
national safety competition, 1960 (1962)

12378
National Slag Association, 1960 (1961)
19850

school fallout shelter design, national com-
petition (1963) 9740, 13317

sand and gravel plants, 1960 (1961) 19851
shipping world awards in maritime advertis-

ing (address) (1961) 7384

Soviet

—

scientific

—

awards (1962) 10160
competitions, results (1965) 11241

scientists, recent awards conferred (1965)
9424
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Rewards (prizes, etc.)—Continued
URA 1964 honor awards program in urban

renewal design (1965) 1696
USSR-
awards to engineers, technicians, institu-

tions, etc (1963) 15740
exposition of achievements in national
economy (1961) 19501

law on labor incentives (1963) 6867
Lenin prizes

—

awarded Soviet mathematicians (1963)

6801
winners, science and engineering (1963)

12446
works accepted in competition (1963)

5153, 8963
Lev Davidovich Landau, Nobel prize win-
ner (1963) 10663

orders and medals awarded for construc-
tion, etc., of power machinery, list (1963)
15824

outstanding teachers, supreme Soviet
awards (1962) 15873

water pollution control, research, etc., 1963
awards, list (1964) 7711

William F. Patterson Apprenticeship Memo-
rial Award, 1st 10 winners, 1962 (1963)
16814

Rewey quadrangle. Wis., geology (1964) 18102

Reyes, Mauricia, relief (1961) 5628; (1965)
5864, 10604, 13748

Reyes, Point, National Seashore, see Point
Reyes National Seashore.

Reyes, Robert J., cellular oxygen consumption
at low oxygen tensions (1964) 5896

Reyff, Paul A., electrical shock, much-
misunderstood hazard (1963) 9039

Reynafarje, Baltazar, pyridine nucleotide oxi-

dases and transhydrogenase in acclima-
tization to high altitude (1963) 4410

Reynard, Diana, cancer chemotherapy ab-
stracts (1964) 18813; (1965) 3187

Reynaud, Paul, book on De Gaulle foreign poli-

cy, French review (1964) 11005
Reynolds, Don B.:

testimony

—

hearings (1964) 4594; (1965) 4624
report by Justice Department (1965) 12352

Reynolds, Elizabeth 0., relief (1962) 7156,
9229, 11258

Reynolds, Hudson G.:

effect of logging on understory vegetation
and deer use in ponderosa pine forest of
Arizona (1963) 4987

habitat relations of vertebrates of Sierra
Ancha Experimental Forest (1964) 12479

mesquite control on southwestern rangeland
(1963) 13171

use of natural openings in ponderosa pine
forests of Arizona, etc (1963) 4986

Reynolds, James E., modification of experimen-
tal track firing programmer and control

system (1963) 5857
Reynolds, John M., legislative history of clo-

ture rule (1963) 17194
Reynolds, Myron B.:

slow cycle strain fatigue in thin wall tubing
(1963) 5931

strain-cycle phenomena in thin-wall tubing
(1964) 19232

Reynolds, Robert C, jr., x-ray study of ethy-
lene glycol-montmorillonite complex
(1965) 19577

Reynolds, T.W.:
aircraft-fuel-tank design for liquid hydrogen

(1963) 10973
effect of dissociation on exhaust-nozzle per-

formance (1963) 16356

Reynolds, Thaine W.:
flux patterns resulting from free-molecule

flow through converging and diverging
slots (1964) 20581

thermionic emission from cesium-coated
ion-thrustor electrodes (1963) 19916

Reynolds County, Mo., redevelopment area,

opportunities for economic growth
(1964) 13657

Reynolds Creek Experimental Watershed, area
set aside to find way to save and use
each raindrop (1965) 7039

Reynolds Feal Corp., relief (1961) 7051, 8910,

12037
Reynolds Mining Corp., mining methods and

practices Hurricane Creek Bauxite
Mine, Saline County, Ark (1961) 11376

Reynolds numbers:
and burnout enthalpy calculations, compila-

tion of data (1961) 11793
effects on

—

airodynamic characteristics of NACA
63A-series airfoil sections (1965) 16898

heat transfer of resonant vibrations at

high Reynolds numbers (1962) 2102

induced pressures of cylindrical bodies

wdth different nose shapes and nose drag
coefficients, helium (1964) 1486
errata (1965) 9736

stability at hypersonic speeds (1963) 11033

roughness, stagnation-point heat transfer
coefficients (1961) 4867

transition, of separated flows at supersonic
speeds (1961) 2574

RFC, see Reconstruction Finance Corporation.

Rhabdatomis Dyar, see Moths.
RG-TR series (1964) 7662
Rhenium:

all-Union conference, USSR (1963) 14163
behavior in molybdenite concentrates, USSR

study (1963) 14331
chromium-rhenium and derived alloys, me-

chanical properties (1964) 21731
industrial rhenium aerosol, hygienic charac-

teristics, USSR study (1964) 18372
isolation and colorimetric determination

(1962) 3324
mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)

12955
obtained from USSR powder metallurgy

(1963) 5405
powder, production by electrolytic and auto-

clave methods, USSR experiment (1963)
7000

resonance integrals (1965) 8550
sources and recovery methods (1963) 12839
USSR monograph (1964) 7137

Rhenium isotopes, radio chemistry (1961) 8401

Rheogoniometers, universities, duty-free entry
(1964) 14049, 17230, 17580

Rheostats, see Electric rheostats.
Rhett, Robert G., testimony, hearings (1964)

6526
Rheumatic fever:

and its prevention (1964) 20752
bibliography (1964) 1564
experimental nrwdeling in pathogenesis of

collagen diseases, USSR study (1962)
1333

prevalence

—

among school children in Ufa, USSR study
(1963) 8966

prophylaxis, among U.S. college freshmen,
1956-60 (1965) 2999

problems, USSR study (1961) 19706
selected references (1964) 15043, 18918

Rheumatic heart disease, see Heart diseases.
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Rheumatism:
all-Union conference, USSR (1962) 15728
arthritis and rheumatic diseases abstracts

(1965) 3153
children

—

blood serum cholinesterase activity, USSR
study (1962) 2916

inter-attack periods and its sanitary-
health resort treatment, USSR study
(1962) 7940

school age. USSR study (1962) 1249
USSR conference, proceedings (1963)

20912
clinical-immunological and biochemical

methods for determination of activity,

USSR study (1961) 2342
description (1961) 6499
health information series (1963) 16502
immunological methods of study, USSR book

(1962) 19897
immunology, research and unresolved prob-

lems, USSR book, conclusions and table

of contents (1962) 22134
news in USSR (1962) 14193
tissue changes, dynamics, USSR study

(1962) 2836
treatment at sanatoria and health resorts,

USSR study (1962) 23836
USSR research (1964) 20408
see also Rheumatic fever.

Rhinology, see Otolaryngology.
Rhinopneumometer, USSR (1962) 2765
Rhizoprionodon, see Sharks.
Rhoades, Margaret M., research centers on

developing areas (1965) 5397
Rhode Island:

aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 5896
agricultural conservation handbook (1962)

6549
annual survey of manufactures, standard

metropolitan statistical areas, and large
industrial counties, statistics (1962)

16447; (1964) 4342
bus taxation proration compact, consent of

Congress, reports (1965) 17595, 19454
census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1961)

3940
census of business, 1963

—

area statistics

—

retail trade (1965) 5656, 7196, 10215
selected services (1965) 7221, 17202
wholesale trade (1965) 7248

merchandise line sales, retail trade, statis-

tics (1965) 10220
census of government, 1962, State report

(1965) 4331
census of housing, 1960, State and small

areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc (1962)

4764
census of manufactures, 1958, area statis-

tics (1961) 13882
census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-

port (1961) 13902
census of population, 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 16558
general characteristics (1961) 10079
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 4779
number of inhabitants (1961) 5504

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
geographic identification code scheme
(1961) 6885

climatic summary 1951-60, decennial census
(1964) 21920

coastal and tidal areas, hurricane survey,
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 10781
document edition (1965) 10385

Rhode Island—Continued
county business patterns (1965) 18978

activities covered by OASDI program
(1961) 11872; (1963) 11614, 18669

electric rate books (1962) 549; (1963) 512;
(1964) 671, 19699

fishery products, wholesale dealers, lists

(1964) 704, 18005; (1965) 18144
geology of selected quadrangles (series)

(1963) 19298-299; (1964) 10630, 15942,
18105

income tax, withholding on compensation of
Federal employees, regulations (1965)
3069

industry, survival and revival (address)
(1965) 7179

labor

—

laws affecting women, summary (1965)
15161

organizations, reporting, register (1961)

9401; (1964) 16570
landings

—

fish and shellfish (1964) 3983, 12416; (1965)
3904, 10852

fishery products (1961) 3254, 9135; (1962)
4305, 13820; (1963) 4156, 10187

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter
(1961) 19865; (1962) 20091; (1963) 19853;
(1964) 21705; (1965) 19856

minor civil divisions, towns and cities, cen-

sus 1960, map (1961) 16292
municipal

—

waste facilities, 1962 inventory (1964)
3101

water facilities inventory (1961) 15938;
(1964) 18906

Northeast Rail Authority act, hearings
(1965) 12316

operate bridge across Mount Hope Bay

—

hearings (1964) 2123
law (1963) 18785
reports (1963) 17250, 18861

population, 1960, characteristics (1963)
18662

public school finance program, 1962-63
(1964) 595

temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10753

truck inventory and use survey (1965) 249
weather stations, decadal census (1964)

15161
women workers, 1960 (1963) 21181
ZIP code directory (1963) 20064

Rhode Island Reds, see Poultry.

Rhode Island Seminar in Measuring Capacity
to Work, report (1964) 7734

Rhodes, Edna, land conveyance in California
by Central Pacific Railway, validate,

hearings (1961) 18952
Rhodes, John D., tributes upon retirement

(1963) 17193
Rhodes, sailing directions (1964) 7632

Rhodesia:
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland min-

eral industry, minerals yearbook chap-
ter (1965) 12867

ground-water provinces of Southern Rhode-
sia (1965) 2250

guide to official publications, 1889-1963
(1965) 18414

Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Federation of, see
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland.

Rhodium:
radiochemistry (1965) 13502
ternary platinum-rhodium-base alloys con-

taining chromium, cobalt, or ruthenium,
electrical characteristics (1961) 9602
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Rhodium isotopes, 102, high altitude tracer
experiment, stratospheric results (1963)

1732
Rhododendron, control by basal spray (1963)

10217
Rhodonite ores, Silverton district, Colo., me-

tallurgical studies (1962) 22501, 22508;
(1964) 13118

Rhombomys opimus, at sites of endemic plague
epizootics, ecological peculiarities of

fleas (1965) 4944
Rhubarb, production, outdoors and in (1961)

17915; (1963) 5823
Rhyacionia buoliana, see European pine shoot

moths.
Rhyacophilidae, see Caddis flies.

Rhyne, Richard H., power spectral measure-
ment of atmospheric turbulence in se-

vere storms and cumulus clouds (1964)
20596

Rhyolite, mercury prospect, Kuskokwim River
Basin, Alaska, trenching and sampling
(1963) 3096

Rhythm variations of neurons of reticular

formation during lateral overloads
(1964) 18797

Rhythmic chronometer and rhythmic signals

(1961) 11233
Ribbons for typewriters, etc.:

cotton cloth

—

report to the President, 1962 (1962) 20338
Tariff Commission report (1963) 20197;

(1964) 20848; (1965) 18797
Federal standard (1963) 19216

fabric

—

cotton and nylon (1964) 14260
in-office reproduction methods using GSA

supplies (1963) 539
Japanese cotton cloth, trade agreement with

Japan (1962) 16177
teletypewriter. Federal standard (1963)

19218
Ribes, see Currents—Gooseberries.
RibicofT, Abraham, nomination, hearing (1961)

4088
Riboflavin, see Vitamins.
Ribonucleic acid:

and collagen synthesis by fibroblasts during
connective tissue growth, USSR, study
(1964) 16345

biosynthesis of antibodies induced by RNA
from lymphatic nodes and spleen of
immune rabbits, USSR study (1964) 9114

composition, structure and biological role,

USSR study (1964) 21585
cortisone effect on metabolism in liver devel-

opment (1964) 16732
cytochemical analysis of nature of relation

between ribonucleic acid and proteins in
normal tissues and malignant tumors,
USSR study (1962) 5584

depolymerized yeast, effects on radiated
human cells in tissue culture (1963) 5888

distribution in testicles of rats after gam-
ma-irradiation with Co''", histochemical
characterization, USSR study (1964)
1271

infectious

—

activity of RNA of influenza A virus on
susceptible animals, USSR study (1965)
11170

human and animal viruses, USSR study
(1965) 989

labelled, in nervous system of white rats,
detection, USSR study (1964) 18345

macromolecular structure problems (1964)
9342

messenger RNA in early embryogenesis,
USSR study (1965) 2445

Ribonucleic acid—Continued
metabolism in cells of human malignant

tumor, radiation effect, USSR study
(1964) 14574

nucleotide sequence, interpretation in con-
veying, USSR study (1964) 9360

protein synthesis, RNA, and genetics, rela-

tionships, USSR studies (1963) 17992
radioprotective agents, cellular response to

preirradiation with yeast RNA (1962)
10908

role of soluble RNA in protein synthesis,

and its connection with enzymic systems
of amino-acid activation, USSR study
(1961) 11118

soluble (transfer) S-RNA, molecules, optical
anistropy and conformation, USSR
study (1964) 12801

synthesis in fish embryos, effect of radia-

tion, USSR study (1964) 9218
variations of RNA in giant chromosomes of

Chironomus dorsalis during metamor-
phosis, USSR study (1964) 4980

Ricatti equation, see E)quations.

Ricciuti, Robert A., world survey of abrasive
products, 1957-62 (1963) 13268

Rice, A.C., chelating agents in separation of
rare-earth compounds by solvent extrac-
tion with amines (1963) 7226

Rice, Dorothy P., economic costs of cardiovas-
cular diseases and cancer 1962 (1965)
11651

Rice, E. R., maturity in sugarcane varieties in
Fla (1965) 16934

Rice, Eklward A., early physiologic changes in

primates following mixed gamma-
neutron pulsed radiation (1965) 17024

Rice, Gabrielle P., foreign gold and dollar re-

serves (1964) 12319
Rice, J. Wade, recordkeeping systems, small

store and service trade (1964) 9765,
21867

Rice, James M., Silver-cadmium battery devel-

opment program (1964) 20520
Rice, John S., nomination, hearings (1961) 7269

Rice, Katherine E.:

basic data on economy of Mexico (1964) 6860

economic developments in Mexico (1963)
2422, 8414

establishing business in Mexico (1964)
18179; (1965) 19042

Rice, L. P., alloys suitable for use as U.S.
coinage (1965) 15115

Rice, Mabel C, resident and extension enroll-

ment in institutions of higher education
(1965) 18012

Rice, P. L., transmission loss predictions for
tropospheric communication circuits
(1965) 11527-528

Rice, Richard P.:

basic data on economy of Guatemala (1963)
6588

investment in Nicaragua (1963) 2395
living conditions in Guatemala (1963) 6601

Rice, Robert A., bulk handling and quality
evaluation of potatoes shipped in con-
veyorized railroad cars (1965) 16939

Rice, William L. R.:

irradiation capsule experiments symposium
(1965) 195

nuclear fuels and materials development
(1965) 198

symposium on problems in irradiation cap-
sule experiments held at Germantown,
Md., Oct. 8-10, 1963 (1965) 8556

Rice, William W., rigid-frame picnic shelter
from hardwood lumber (1965) 6248
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Rice:
acreage

—

allotments, validity

—

hearing (1963) 9919
law (1963) 20441
reports (1963) 15250, 17296

history, amend 1938 law,

hearings (1961) 20564
history transfer

—

amend 1938 law-
hearing (1963) 9919
law (1964) 6172

reports (1963) 9886, 13780; (1964) 350
hearings (1962) 7073
law (1962) 9152
report (1961) 16810; (1962) 7186

agriculture in southeast Asian rice bowl,
relation to U.S. farm exports (1965)

16084
basic food for one-third of earth's people

(1961) 21361
California stocks and movement reports

(1962) 3653; (1963) 3494; (1964) 3300
crop for reclamation of salt-aflfected soils

(1961) 99
cultivation. Communist China, revolution

through mechanization (1962) 14272
distribution patterns in United States (1964)

19621
drying-
improved methods benefit industry and
consumers (1961) 3688

in heated air dryers with aeration (1962)

65
export marketing problems (address) (1963)

15545
foreign

—

agriculture circulars (1961) 3274; (1962)

3876; (1963) 3720; (1964) 3520; (1965)

3433
trade prospects (1961) 10650; (1962) 11844;

(1963) 10208; (1964) 8629
futures trading and open contracts (1961)

3051; (1962) 3907; (1964) 3548; (1965)

3462
gene symbolization and linkage groups (1963)

1626
harvesting, inspection, etc (1962) 12897

news (1961) 2844; (1962) 4306; (1963) 4157;

(1964) 3984; (1965) 3905
supplement, rough rice receipts (1961)

2845; (1962) 4307; (1963) 4158; (1964)

3985; (1965) 3906
summaries (1961) 15, 20258; (1962) 22920;

(1964) 1674, 20895
marketing allocation program, hearings

(1965) 12155
medium grain, marketing margins (1961)

1634
mills, southern, production labor require-

ments (1965) 10072

North Vietnam, better planting techniques
(1961) 19575

nutritional enrichment, and sanitary pack-
aging prior to distribution under certain

Federal programs

—

law (1962) 23203
reports (1962) 17197, 21079

paddy, cultivation. Communist China (1962)

14199
production

—

and population increase, Indonesia (1961)

2081
annual summary, 1960 (1961) 1594

receiving rice from farm trucks at commer-
cial dryers (1962) 1941

Rice—Continued
rough

—

drying with infrared radiation (1962) 6525
effects of moisture content, humidity, and

length of storage on quality mainte-

nance (1963) 9580
immature insects in kernels, control by

use of infrared radiation (1961) 9841
insect prevention and control (1963) 18431

situation and outlook (1961) 3674; (1962)

7264; (1963) 4805: (1964) 4615; (1965)

4643
southern, inspected for export (1962) 8772;

(1963) 4199; (1964) 4043; (1965) 3948
stocks

—

and movement, California mills (1961) 2811

rough and milled (1961) 2846; (1963) 4159;
(1964) 3986

storage bins, use of reflective paints (1964)

9909
stored, insect pests, controlling (1964) 15206
surplus agricultural commodities, agreement

with Ceylon (1962) 1838
Szechwan, organic and inorganic mixture

fertilizers, application methods and
problems, Communist China (1962) 2868

trade agreements with European Economic
Community and member States (1962)

14656
U.S. exports under Government programs

(1961) 12686; (1962) 7432; (1963) 4977;
(1964) 142900; (1965) 16230

utilization, conference report (1962) 1910
varieties and grades in world trade, U.S.

official standards, analysis (1961) 6694
Rice borers, see Asiatic rice borer.

Rice weevils, see Weevils.

Richard, Dorothy E., United States naval ad-

ministration of Trust Territory of Pa-
cific Islands (1963) 14623

Richard E. Byrd Antarctic Commission, estab-

lish, hearings (1965) 13988
Richards, Eurina P., relief (1963) 15195; (1965)

12077
Richards, Francis A., spectrophotometric de-

termination of ammonia and labile ami-
no compounds in fresh and seawater by
oxidation to nitrate (1964) 13347

Richards-Gebaur Air Force Base, Mo., military

leave, ineffective administration by Air

Force Dept., GAO report (1965) 9229
Richards, Hadley T.:

cooling characteristics of corrugated-insert
air-cooled turbine blade for use in turbo-

prop engine (1963) 1268
influence of fluorine environment on mechan-

ical properties of sheet alloys (1963)

9176
Richards, O.W., contribution to study of genus

Sphaerocera Latreille in Central and
South America (Diptera, sphaeroceridae)
(1965) 9787

Richards, R. J., literature on heat transfer

from solid surfaces to cryogenic fluids

(1963) 9210
Richards, Stanley I., India's agricultural

trade trends (1964) 6558
Richardson, Carlton M., relief (1963) 13697,

15219, 17011
Richardson, John L., thermal diffusion for sa-

line water conversion (1965) 11020

Richardson, Ted M., relief (1965) 10418

Richardson County, Nebr., geology and ground
water resources (1964) 21360

Richardson Cove quadrangle, Tenn., geology

(1962) 5298
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Richardson, Fort:

Army Dept. training, land reservation for

use

—

hearings (1961) 8843, 17129
law (1961) 18699
reports (1961) 8743. 17098

Richardson number, accuracy of computation
and probability of zones of increased
turbulence, USSR study (1965) 2762

Riche, Richard W.:
impact of

—

automation in pulp and paper industry,
1947-60 (1963) 1185

office automation in Internal Revenue
Service (1963) 18040

office automation in Federal Government
(1963) 14479

Riches of nature are riches of the people,

USSR (1961) 7698
Richey, Hdred T., measurement of effects of

epinephrine, etc., on EEG activation
response (1963) 5886

Ritchie, Boyd L., testimony, hearings (1964)
8456

Richland, Wash.:
atomic energy community property disposal,

amend act

—

law (1961) 16599
reports (1961) 10448, 16699

constitute place for holding court

—

law (1962) 20874
reports (1962) 17191, 19159

Hanford project, disposal of property on

—

law (1964) 17253
reports (1964) 13957, 14078

Richland-China Bar area, Columbia River
bank storage evaluation (1961) 12801

Richland Creek:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 454
document edition (1963) 268

Richley, Edward A.:

Knudsen flow entering circular tube (1964)
7521

numerical solutions of free-molecule flow in

converging and diverging tubes and
slots (1964) 13244

Richmond, Clyde A., effects of soil type, tem-
perature, and moisture on pink bollworm
larvae and pupae buried under laborato-
ry condition (1965) 18901

Richmond, George B., species trials at Waiak-
ea Arboretum, Hilo, Hawaii (1964) 8687

Richmond, Gerald M., glaciation of Little Cot-
tonwood and Bells Canyons, Wasatch
Mountains, Utah (1964) 15950

Richmond, Joseph C:
measurement of thermal radiation proper-

ties of solids (1964) 1450
procedures for precise determination of

thermal radiation properties (1965) 1502
Richmond, Calif.:

census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)
18201

port (1964) 623
Richmond, Ind., dental health status of chil-

dren 5 years after completing school
care programs (1965) 6872

Richmond, Ky.:
motor carrier accident (1963) 14077
redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)

13172
Richmond, Va.:

aircraft accident (1962) 6835
Byrd Field, weather observations, hourly,

decennial census (1963) 11406
census of business, 1958, standard metropol-

itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 5449

Richmond, Va.—Continued
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 13582
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16420
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 16477, 18383
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18851

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 4807

Imperial Airlines plane crash

—

hearings (1962) 4958
subcommittee report (1962) 7082

occupational wage survey

—

departmental editions (1961) 6250; (1962)
8424; (1963) 5446; (1964) 7412; (1965)
5049

document editions (1961) 5581; (1962) 6941;
(1963) 4702

Post Office Department automatic data proc-
essing activities, GAO review (1962)
9718

Richmond Borough, see New York City
Richmond National Battlefield:

acquisition of land authorized (1961) 12495
historical information (1961) 13569
redesignate (1961) 12495

Richter, D. H., 1961 eruption of Kilauea Vol-
cano, Hawaii (1964) 14345

Richter, Harold G.:

radio-release technique for

—

measurement of moisture in gases, final

report (1964) 13705
tracing stream flows (1965) 15257

Richter, Tor, annotated department reference
file for Polaris medical officers (1965)

11376
Rickenbacker, Joseph E., safety-checking live-

stock trucking to reduce loss and dam-
age (1963) 8206

Rickert, John E., open space land, planning
and taxation, selected bibliography
(1965) 11759

Rickert & Laan, Inc., relief (1961) 14224;
(1962) 21325; (1963) 15198; (1964) 17677,
19371

Rickets, artificial complex of vitamin D2 with
protein effect, USSR study (1961) 12968

Ricketts' organism, antibodies, detection by
luminescent-serological method, USSR
study (1963) 14140

Rickettsia prowazeki, see Ricketts' organism.
Rickettsial diseases:
Communist China, research on prevention

and treatment of typhus fever, trombi-
culiasis, and Q fever (1962) 17748

fluorescent antibody research, USSR arti-

cles (1963) 15845
laboratory diagnosis, procedures (1962) 8893
spotted fever group. Army symposium (1962)

175
Rickles, William H., jr., engineering considera-

tions in GSR research (1965) 4207
Rickover, Hyman G.:

education for all children, what we can learn
from England, hearings (1962) 19168

print additional copies report (1962) 21496
statement (1964) 2104

Ricupero, Esterina, relief (1964) 6226; (1965)
10451, 17310, 17788

Riddell, Katherine E., see Oh, Young Jei.

Riddell, Rebecca A., see Lee, Soon Nee.
Ridge, Paul F., relief of estate (1964) 2013,

6419, 17216
Ridgely, Kazuyo W., relief (1965) 17315, 17793
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Ridpway, R. L., phosphorus and carbamate
compounds as systemic insecticides

(1965) 13363
Ridol, antispasmodic effects, Hungarian study

(1962) 7855
Riecker, R. E.:

application of induction heating to rock de-

formation apparatus (1964) 13631
bibliography of rock deformation (1964)

19188

high pressure thrust bearings (1965) 4186
new shear apparatus (1964) 1739
olivine shear strength at high pressure and

room temperature (1964) 19155
shear deformation of upper mantle mineral

analogues (1964) 19151

Ried, Robert C, jr., Newtonian static, etc.,

coefficients for body of revolution with
offset center-of-gravity location (1963)

14546
Rieger, Samuel, soil survey of Fairbanks area,

Alaska (1964) 1593
Riehl, W. A., reactivity of titanium with oxy-

gen (1964) 16722
Rienow, Robert, new look at taxes (1965) 2258

Riesgo, Raymond R., economic developments in

Italy, 1962 (1963) 8397
Rifkin Textiles Corp., relief (1965) 13848,

19103, 19368
Rifle, Colo., oil shale mining, 1944-56 (1964)

21684
Rifle Association, National, see National Rifle

Association.
Rifle company, infantry and airborne battle

groups, field manual (1962) 20494
Rifle Creek, Colo.:

mineralogy of area (1961) 6171
vanadium-uranium deposits (1961) 6171

Rifle practice, see Target practice.

Riflemen, stability of posture under conditions

of training and competition, USSR elec-

tromyographic analysis (1962) 15883

Rifles:

and carbines, military standard (1961) 447

M-14—
program, investigation report of subcom-

mittee (1962) 5061
spare parts, unnecessary costs resulting

from Government production rather

than procurement from commercial
sources, GAO report (1964) 6789

unnecessary costs incurred in furnishing

ammunition for test-firing. Army Dept.,

GAO report (1964) 8736

M14,7.62 mm, wood and plastic stocks,

one-year tropical exposure test (1964)

11527
National Guard (State) trophy, NGB, an-

nouncement of winners, pamphlet (1964)

21788
National Rifle Association, indoor rifle tour-

nament, announcement of winners, NGB
pamphlet (1964) 20644

NGB indoor matches, postal, announcement
of winners, pamphlets (1961) 1340,

20004; (1964) 18812, 21789; (1965) 18622

squad fire technique, tactical application

field manual (1963) 11532

U.S. cal .30, Ml—
field manual (1965) 10149
maintenance and training in use, field

manual changes (1964) 16165

see also Shooting.

Riga, USSR, conference, problems of structur-

al chemistry (1962) 14073
Rigby, Lynn V., integrated system design for

maintainability (1963) 1767

Rigging:
components of Army air/ground pickup sys-

tem airdrop of supplies and equipment
(1964) 19219

water purification unit, Erdlator 600 gph
trailer-mounted, airdrop of supplies and
equipment (1964) 19220

see aJso Masts and rigging.

Riggins quadrangle, Idaho, Columbia River
basalt (1963) 2342

Riggins region, Idaho, metamorphism (1963)

20735
Riggs, C. H., petroleum engineering study of

Hall-Gurney oilfield (1963) 5476
Right-to-work issues, selected references

(1965) 9520
Right-to-work laws, see Industrial relations.

Rights (civil), see Civil rights—Civil Rights
Commission

Rights of persons:
constitutional rights of military personnel,

hearings, summary (1964) 10426
individual rights under U.S. Constitution,

layman's guide (1962) 11666
rights and responsibilities of recipients of

social security retirement or survivor
benefits (1965) 8287

see also Civil rights.

Right of privacy, see Privacy.
Rights-of-way, see Land—Railroads—Roads

and highways.
Rigid foam for mines (1964) 7445
Rihani, Najm B., relief (1961) 10380, 14212,

16530
Riley, Charles E., flat cable electrical connec-

tors (1964) 7662
Riley, David, relief (1961) 10239
Riley, Donald R., pilot control of orbital dock-

ing of attitude-stabilized vehicles (1964)

5513
Riley, Harold L.:

crushed limestone operations, Watauga
Quarry (1964) 1405

mineral industry of Kentucky (1964) 1413;

(1965) 1340
Riley, John J., memorial services (1962) 13229
Riley, William H., investment factors in Thai-

land, 1962 (1963) 2425
Riley Whittle, Inc., accident (1964) 14405
Rim, Kwan, derivation of mapping functions

for star-shaped regions (1965) 6636
Rima, Donald R., ground-water resources of

southern New Castle County, Del (1964)

4823
Rinehardt, Audrey L., Bureau of Census catal-

og (1965) 3174
Rinehart, C. Dean, geology and mineral depos-

its of Mount Morrison quadrangle, Calif

(1964) 6804

Rinehart, Mansureh, relief (1961) 8717, 12415,

14052

Ring counters, advanced or retarded by com-
mon signal (1964) 16675

Ring shake:
anatomy of hemlock, associated with sap-

sucker injury (1965) 679
associated with sapsucker injury (1964) 786

Ring spot, necrotic ring spot virus content of
American plum in Plains windbreaks
(1962) 23573

Ringel, S.M., some quality changes in onions
during marketing (1963) 5

Ringel, Seymour, information assimilation
from alpha-numeric displays (1964)

13685
Ringle, John C, electron and proton fluxes in

trapped radiation belts originating from
orbiting nuclear reactor (1965) 1790
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Rings:
as decelerators at Mach nos. 1.57 to 4.65,

aerodynamic characteristics (1963)

11065
behavior of load effect on frequency of free

vibrations of ring (1961) 4948
circular, on oblate spheroidal baffles, mutual

radiation impedance (1962) 12582
O-rings, low-cost tool minimizes damage dur-

ing installation (1965) 9658
tear ring permits repair of sealed module

circuitry (1965) 5128
Rings, see also Electric slip rings.

Ringstrom, N. H., small business success and
failure cases (1963) 1468

Ringwald, William J., soil survey, Ck)tton

County, Okla (1964) 5696
Rio Abajo, Bolivia, Communists incite disturb-

ances (1963) 2662
Rio Acima quadrangle, Brazil, geology and ore

deposits (1963) 601
Rio Blanco County, Colo., Meeker and Loyd

sandstone members of Mancos shale

(1965) 2233
Rio Grande and Valley:
bridge at Pharr, Tex., authorize construc-

tion, etc., reports (1965) 17645, 19448
bridge construction

—

Donna or Pharr, Tex., reports (1962)

21067, 21561
Health Crossing, Tex

—

law (1962) 16751
reports (1962) 9254, 15377

Los Indios, Tex.

—

law (1962) 16758
reports (1962) 7061, 15377

Rio Grande City, Tex.—
law (1962) 16758
report (1962) 15377

canalization project, maintenance costs
hearings (1964) 14000
law (1964) 19408
reports (1964) 10405, 13965

drainage basin, snow courses and soil mois-

ture stations, list (1962) 16170
drought effects in basin (1963) 8335

engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 455
document edition (1963) 314

floods result of Falcon Dam construction,
claims of inhabitants of area, settle-

ment

—

law (1964) 17306
reports (1964) 2033, 17705

flow resistance and sediment transport near
Bernalillo, N. Mex (1964) 10648

lower, ground water resources of area (1964)

14348
middle Rio Grande, N. Mex., fluvial charac-

teristics, and hydraulic variables (1964)
4799

New Mexico, sediment transport (1965)
10989

packing mature green tomatoes, quality,

costs, and margins in lower Valley of

Texas (1963) 20287; (1964) 20929

relocation, convention with Mexico (1964)

2137, 7799
implement

—

hearings (1964) 4580-81, 8378
law (1964) 10143
reports (1964) 4521, 4566, 6332, 8342

water supply outlook and snow surveys and
drainage basins (1962) 3829

spillway for Amistad Dam, hydraulic model
investigation (1964) 19662

storage dam, joint construction with Mexico,
agreement (1961) 5128

Rio Grande and Valley—Continued
stream gaging control structure for Rio

Grande conveyance channel near Ber-
nardo, N. Mex (1964) 21357

tomato prices and market structure, Texas
(1963) 9577

vertical distribution of velocity and sus-

pended sediment, middle channel of river

(1963) 19319
water supply outlook and snow surveys of

drainage basins (1962) 3829; (1963) 4285;
(1964) 4138; (1965) 4050

Rio Grande City, Tex.:

bridge across Rio Grande, construction

—

law (1962) 16758
report (1962) 15377

Rio Grande do Sul, reconnaissance for urani-
um in C9al (1962) 2081

Rio Itapicurii and Valley, radioactive man-
ganese occurrences (1962) 2080

Rio Muni, gazetteer, official standard names
(1962) 17617

Rio, new disease-resistant variety of sweet
sorghum for southern United States
(1965) 13365

Rio Puerco and Valley:
changes in perennial grass cover following

conversion from yearlong, to summer-
deferred grazing (1965) 7738

ground-cover changes in relation to runoff
and erosion (1965) 7739

sediment transport parameters (1964) 811
Rio Tombo, uranium reconnaissance in area

(1962) 14878
Rioch, Margaret J., pilot project in training

mental health counselors (1965) 6796
Rioja, Carmen, and child, relief (1964) 624,

10387, 11995
Riots:
communist inspired, youth groups target for

infiltration and agitation tactics

—

pts. 1-3, hearings, print additional copies,

reports (1961) 12289, 14587
report, print additional copies, reports

(1961) 5723, 7227
Israeli Communist press comments (1963)

825
La Paz, Oct. 26, 1962 (1963) 928

Rioux, Berchmans, relief (1961) 19021; (1962)

6918, 6993
Ripening of fruits, etc., see names of fruits,

etc.

Riphaeus Mountains, lunar chart, LAC 76
(1962) 4553

Ripley, Thomas H.:

deer browse resources of north Georgia
(1964) 8697

recreation impact on southern Appalachian
campgrounds and picnic sites (1963)
6525

Ripley formation, see Cretaceous period.
Ripples (sand), see Sand.
Rippy, Mary A.:

data on patients of outpatient psychiatric
clinics in U.S., 1961 (1963) 9221; (1964)
5554

outpatients psychiatric clinics (1965) 18625,
14893

special statistical report, 1962, adoles-
cents (1964) 13287

Riprap:
manufacture by nuclear means, investiga-

tion (1965) 17124
stability, overflow embankments, Arkansas

River (1964) 14212
Ririe Dam and Reservoir:

flood control, etc., engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2219
document edition (1963) 1997
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Ristow, Walter W., three-dimensional maps,
annotated list of references to construc-
tion and use of terrain models (1965)
6583

Ritchie County, W. Va., lithology and reser-

voir properties of Big Lime, Keener, Big
Injun, Weir and Berea horozons, Spruce
Creek oilfield (1964) 1444

Rites and ceremonies:
Seneca thanksgiving rituals

—

departmental edition (1962) 1993
document edition (1962) 2295

Ritt, Eva L., relief (1962) 7169, 13383, 15040
Ritzinger, Frederick R., disease transmission

by aircraft (1965) 17017
River Basin Study Ckimmission for Texas:

appropriations, 1963, public works

—

law (1962) 23280
reports (1962) 17084, 21164, 21457

River Rouge, Mich.:
basin project Talent division. Agate Dam

and Reservoir, Interior Dept. report
(1961) 5587

channel improvement, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2200
document edition (1963) 1980

flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 2438
document edition (1962) 2298

Rivera, Joseph:
HASL bone program, 1961-64 (1965) 17100
HASL contributions to study of fallout in

food chains (1964) 15282
strontium-90

—

and calcium in infant diets, 1963 (1965)
8253

in human vertabrae, 1962-63 (1965) 8254
strontium turnover rates in human bones

(1965) 8255
Riverdale, III., population, special census

(1964) 8131
Rivers:

alluvial channels

—

bed roughness effect on depth-discharge
relations (1962) 9743

tentative classification (1963) 19305
backwater curves in channels, engineering

manual (1961) 477
basins commissions, establish

—

hearings (1964) 12140
reports (1964) 494, 17621

basin development

—

papers prepared for United Nations con-
ference (1963) 5094

place of small watersheds (paper) (1962)
18459

basin planning

—

hearing (1963) 19061; (1965) 6057
law (1965) 15435
reports (1965) 6028, 7432, 8780, 13926

role of small watersheds (paper) (1962)
22808

basin plans, additional authorization, 1966

—

hearing (1965) 8904

law (1964) 1980; (1965) 13773
reports (1963) 9912, 13560, 13779, 18873;

(1964) 474, 2050; (1965) 8858,5) 8858,
10470

basin salvage program after 15 years (1961)
21362

Canada, ice prediction curves (1964) 17937
chemical composition, geochemistry data

(1963) 6558
central

—

New York, effect of reforestation on
streamflow (1961) 9263

Pennsylvania, drainage basins, channels
etc (1961) 4312

Rivers—Continued
contributions to stream-basin hydrology (se-

ries) (1964) 2422, 21355; (1965) 729 6338
daily river and rainfall bulletin

—

Shreveport, La., area (1965) 3283
Vicksburg, Miss., area (1965) 3284

daily stages (1961) 6612; (1962) 20369; (1963)
13117; (1964) 13526; (1965) 18834

daily weather and river bulletin

—

Albuquerque, N. Mex., area (1965) 3289
Houston, Tex., area (1965) 3290
Little Rock, Ark., area (1965) 3291
Memphis, Tenn., area (1965) 3292
Montgomery, Ala., area (1965) 3293
New Orleans, La., area (1965) 3294
Sacramento, Calif., area (1965) 3295

depth-discharge relations of alluvial
streams, discontinuous rating curves
(1961) 7528

depth of flow, effect on discharge of bed
material (1961) 12796

discharge ratings for streams at submerged
section controls (1964) 18150

dispersion of dissolved or suspended materi-
als in flowing streams (1964) 4794

ephemeral-stream channels, effect of sedi-

ment characteristics on erosion and
deposition (1961) 10690

flood control and multi-purpose projects,

public works authorization, 1965

—

hearings (1965) 7546, 10703, 12349
reports (1965) 14086, 17609, 17642, 19270

flood control, 1962, hearings (1963) 301,

13667, 15330, 17183
flow

—

forecasting, report (1961) 420
of water through openings in width con-

strictions (1962) 5306
fluvial

—

characteristics and hydraulic variables in

middle Rio Grande, N. Mex (1964) 4799
sediments

—

discharge in streams, determination of

loads by measurement and analysis
(1964) 14363

distribution, discharge, etc (1963) 19301
forecasting. Weather Bureau and water

management (1965) 10002
hydraulic and geologic factors, effects on

streamflow of Yakima River basin (1964)

4807
hydraulics

—

of channels as related to navigability

(1962) 5309
(series) (1961) 9256, 10692; (1962) 5306

hydrologic stations, maps (1961) 17348
hydrology

—

of tidal streams (series) (1961) 10697;

(1963) 611, 15617; (1964) 19791
related to optimum discharge for king
salmon spawning in northern California

Coast Ranges (1964) 14357
ice flow and shifts, USSR studies (1964)

18288
low-flow characteristics of streams in Mis-

sissippi embayment in

—

Mississippi and Alabama (1965) 732
Tennessee, Kentucky, and Illinois (1965)

18209
low-flow

—

frequency curves for stream-gaging sta-

tions in eastern U.S. (1963) 14035
probability distribution, analysis (1963)

10293
mineralogy and cation-exchange capacity of

sediments from selected streams (1965)

18208
miscellaneous legislation hearings (1961)

20584
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Rivers—Continued

morphology and hydrology of glacial stream
(1964) 4791

navigation, etc., agreement between People's

Republic of China and USSR (1961)

13392
North Carolina streams, water-supply char-

acteristics (1964) 2435
oxvgen relationships in streams, proceedings

of seminar, 1957 (1963) 16519
Permanente Creek, Santa Clara County,

Calif., effect of urban growth on stream-
flow regimen (1964) 18139

physiographic and hydraulic studies (series)

(1961) 4312; (1962) 2525; (1963) 15612,

17528; (1964) 4791, 10642, 12510; (1965)

10986
Piedmont streams, flood frequency related to

channel geometry (1964) 10642
pollution, interstate compact cases, U.S.

District Court jurisdiction and venue

—

hearing (1962) 7100
law (1962) 23230
reports (1962) 11414, 21479

pollution, record of defilement (1963) 11246
public works for navigation, etc

—

hearings (1962) 21566
law (1962) 23274
reports (1962) 21141, 21148, 21180, 21190,
21500

radio-release technique for tracing stream
flows (1965) 15257

radioactivity transport in water-dispersion
of radionuclides in open channel flow

(1965) 186
radionuclide studies, symposium (1963) 12990
river and harbors

—

act of 1962, amend, report (1964) 19470
flood control, omnibus bills, 1965, hearings

(1965) 15831, 17734
miscellaneous bills, 1964, hearings (1964)

17663
river basin commissions, establish

—

hearings (1961) 19174; (1963) 19061; (1965)
6057

law (1965) 15435
reports (1965) 6028, 7432, 8780, 13962

river basin planning

—

relationship to program of ARA (remarks)
(1963) 11527

seminar. Ft. Belvoir, Va., Mav 27-31, 1963
(1963) 20651

river basin survey papers

—

departmental editions (1961) 3763; (1962)
135, 22976; (1963) 13230; (1964) 11813
figures (1963) 11522

document editions (1961) 3998; (1962)
363A, 23296; (1963) 13443; (1964) 12018

river-crossing operations, field manual
(1962) 16357

river

—

hydraulics (series) (1964) 21357
networks, distribution of branches (1965)

10986
runoff, Mongolian People's Republic (1964)

1211
sailing vessels, etc., rules concerning, report

(1965) 17850
sand-bed streams, relationships between dis-

charge of sands and mean-velocity
(1964) 18136

scour and fill in sand-bed streams (1964)
6808

;ediment

—

loads in streams, measurement and analy-
sis (1962) 673; (1963) 14049-51; (1964)
14363

streamflow, and land use relationships in

northern lower Michigan (1965) 9200

Rivers—Continued
sediment—Continued

transported by Georgia streams (1964)

4812
Sierra Nevada west-side zone, characteris-

tics of drainage basins (1962) 5261
small streams

—

flow in Tecolote Tunnel area of Santa
Barbara County, Calif (1962) 23595

simple filter dam (1961) 6120
southeast basins, water used estimate (1961)

12786
southern Wisconsin, sediment characteris-

tics of small streams (1963) 8355
spawning streams of southeastern Alaska,

variations in dissolved oxygen content
of intragravel water (1962) 15604

stream

—

channels composed of coarse noncohesive
sands, factors controlling size and shape
(1962) 2525

discharge, calculating (1964) 18081
geometry in Ontonagon area, Mich (1965)

12549
stream catalog of

—

southeastern Alaska

—

regulatory district no. 2 (1963) 13976
regulatory districts nos. 3 and 4 (1963)

20688
Wood River Lake system, Bristol Bay,
Alaska (1965) 7705

streambank stabilization in Michigan, sur-

vey (1961) 671
streamflow

—

accuracy in measurements on Fernow
Experimental Forest (1965) 14372
and drainage density, investigation

(1963) 17528
characteristics, relation to environment in

Delaware River region (1964) 2422
data, far western States (1963) 6568
frequency measurements required, forest

treatment effects (1965) 7728
minimums, and rainfall, autocorrelation

(1963) 6557
rating tables, computer program for con-

struction (1962) 5259
records, automation (1963) 19303

streams survey, flood control, Alamogordo,
N. Mex., engineer report

—

^
departmental edition (1962) 23490
document edition (1962) 23327

studies of flow in alluvial channels (series)

(1961) 9257
surface streams, ground-water movements

and bank storage due to flood stages
(1963) 19322

suspended sediment, role of single-stage
sampler (1962) 673

transport of radionuclides by streams (se-

ries) (1963) 10292; (1964) 4794; (1965)
14414, 18208

Ukraine, hydroenergetic utilization of small

rivers (1962) 14299
underfit streams

—

principles (1964) 18130
subsurface exploration and chronology

(1964) 18131
theoretical implications (1965) 9266

uptake and transport of radionuclides by
stream sediments (1963) 10292

USSR, geographical and climatic factors

affecting regimes (1964) 20048
water temperature, effects on bed material

discharge (1965) 7802
West Virginia mountains, four forest prac-

tices effect on streamflow (1963) 10238

western navigation, rules of road (1962)

18895
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Rivers—Continued
wild rivers system, reserve public lands for,

etc.

—

hearings (196.'S) 16029
report (1965) 19425

see also names of rivers, or places where
located.

Rivers and Harbors Board:
transfer certain functions of Beach Erosion

Board to

—

law (1964) 252
reports (1963) 13708, 18905

Riverside, Calif.:

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18202
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18855

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 13080

occupational wage survey

—

departmental editions (1961) 1174; (1962)

3265; (1963) 5438; (1964) 5437, 21673
document editions (1961) 367; (1962) 2313;

(1963) 4694
Riverside County, Calif.:

land conveyance—
by Southern Pacific RR., and others, vali-

date, hearings (1961) 18952
to Richard V. Evans and wife (1961)

14233; (1962) 7121
Pinto Basin, Joshua Tree National Monu-

ment, reconnaissance (1963) 5028
Riverton project:

acquire lands, deliver water, etc., in 3d divi-

sion

—

amend act of Mar. 10, 1964

—

law (1964) 17427
reports (1964) 17601, 17796

law (1964) 8217
reports (1964) 2041, 6472

reauthorize to include all except Muddy
Ridge area, hearings (1964) 2241

third division irrigation district, hearing
(1962) 7222

water delivery to lands in 3d division

—

laws (1962) 15066; (1963) 9806
reports (1962) 11615, 13430; (1963) 7923,

8063
Kivets:

tubular, uses in small plants (1961) 20137
tungsten, jig and fixture aid fabrication

(1965) 9646
Rizzo, Alfred J., operational safety evaluation

of remote reactor plants (1965) 7165

RNA, see Ribonucleic acid.

Roach, F. E., absolute photometry of light of

night sky, zenith intensity of Haleakala
and Fritz Peak (1964) 14939

Roach, James F., electromagnetic shock tube
for generating strong shocks in air

(1963) 19925
Roaches, see Cockroaches.
Road-check results, first half, 1962-63 (1964)

14407
Road Federation, International, see Interna-

tional Road Federation.
Road machinery, maintenance equipment, Fed-

eral item identification guides for supply
cataloging (1962) 7236; (1963) 3652;

(1964) 3470, 12289; (1965) 3372
Road signs, see Roads and highways—Signs

(road).

Roads and highways:
administration of Federal aid (1961) 2691

Alaska

—

Federal-aid program, adequacy study

—

hearing (1962) 13541
reports (1962) 11605, 21056

Roads and highways—Continued
Alaska—Continued
highway program, sudy, hearing (1962)
9503

American dream that's coming true (re-

marks) (1961) 1450
Appalachian region development (remarks)

(1965) 13254
approach roads, Greenland 1956-57 program

(1963) 10093
Arizona

—

construction practices

—

hearings (1963) 13668
report (1964) 12111

need for long-range planning (text of ad-

dress) (1961) 335
authorized share of national system of in-

terstate and defense highways funds to

Massachusetts, law (1961) 14096
beautification (remarks) (1965) 5772
bond financing, analysis 1950-62 (1963)

21097
challenges of highway transportation (re-

marks) (1964) 13826
challenging field of transportation (remarks)

(1961) 8592
Chicago Skyway toll bridge, operate as free-

way-
hearings (1963) 17185
report (1963) 18872

code of Federal regulations (1961) 6006;

(1962) 9625; (1963) 4909; (1964) 6664;

(1965) 6185
(Communist China, highway maintenance and

improvement, advanced experience

(1962) 3218
construction

—

and maintenance, agreement with Para-
guay (1965) 9834

contracts for Federal-aid programs in

areas of substantial unemployment
(1964) 9996

effectiveness of controls over, GAO report
(1965) 10963

Indian reservations, local government
cooperation

—

law (1961) 18673
reports (1961) 8947, 16781

practices in Oklahoma, investigation, re-

port on findings (1961) 8792'

usage factors for cement, pipe, etc (1963)

20117
what can be expected from treated wood

(1962) 9676
controlling sediment from secondary logging

roads (1965) 2164
culverts

—

capacity charts for hydraulic design

(1965) 9902
hydraulics (1962) 1789

Democratic Republic of Vietnam, road build-

ing under tropical conditions (1963)

10433
designing coal-haul roads for good drainage

(1965) 16238
disaster road program, amend U. S. Code

—

hearing (1964) 15820
law (1964) 21150
reports (1964) 17720, 19488

District of Columbia

—

accelerated program and one-way street

plan, hearings (1962) 15263
borrowing authority for construction, in-

crease, report (1965) 19251
financing by loan authorization and motor

vehicle fuel tax increases, hearings

(1964) 12125
transfer, parking fees to highway fund

—

hearings (1961) 10502
law (1962) 6929
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Roads and Highways—Continued
District of Columbia—Continued

transfer, parking fees to highway fund-
Continued
reports (1961) 7082, 12493, 18095, 18918;

(1962) 4954
drainage structures—
open-channel flow design charts (1961)

17803
subgrades, and base courses, technical

manual (1962) 11014
drainage systems, military construction,

engineering manual (1965) 519
easements in real property of U.S., grant

for rights-of-way

—

hearing (1961) 18974; (1962) 11671
law (1962) 23252
report (1961) 18824; (1962) 11598

economic

—

and social effects of highway improvement
(1961) 5595

impact of highway improvements, guide

for studies (1962) 18432
effect of road design on cost of hauling logs,

logging road handbook (1961) 63

addenda (1963) 4347
emergency highway relief, increase limita-

tion, reports (1965) 13919, 13934
everybody's mile (remarks) (1963) 13348

explorers' routes and early roads in U.S.,

maps, list (1963) 1192
Federal aid highways

—

act of 1961—
hearings (1961) 8858, 12510; (1962)

13543, 19398; (1963) 15331; (1964)
8396, 12880

laws (1961) 12116; (1962) 23266; (1963)
20438; (1964) 17282

reports (1961) 8766, 8772, 10454, 10475,
12250; (1962) 15232, 15252, 19343,
21182; (1963) 13615, 13620, 19018;
(1964) 10211, 12066, 14093

junkyards, control

—

hearings (1965) 17735, 17957
law (1965) 19160
message from the President (1965) 10408

reports (1965) 19219, 19237
landscaping and scenic enhancement

—

hearings (1965) 17735, 17957
law (1965) 19160
message from the President (1965) 10408
reports (1965) 19219, 19237

outdoor advertising, control

—

hearings (1965) 17735, 17957
law (1965) 19160
message from the President (1965) 10408
report (1965) 19219

projects in New Jersey, deficiencies in

award and administration of contracts.
Public Roads Bureau, GAO report (1965)

693
protect wildlife and recreation projects,

hearings (1965) 17957
systems, study future needs

—

"hearing (1964) 6369
report (1964) 2088

Federal aid in construction, law, compilation
(1962) 2291

Federal aid program

—

America's lifelines (1962) 10620
apportionments of funds. Bureau of Public
Roads, Dept. of Commerce fiscal years,

1956-63, GAO review (1962) 21811
California, rights-of-way activities of

Public Roads Bureau, legislative and
policy requirements, GAO review (1964)

6771
construction contracts, value of Federal
funds portion (1961) 9981, 11760

Roads and highways—Continued
Federal aid program—Continued

construction engineering, increase limita-

tions on payments

—

hearing (1963) 13821
report (1963) 13713

financing hearings (1961) 7149
Idaho, GAO review of activities of Public
Roads Bureau (1962) 21816

interstate system, traffic needs of today
and tomorrow (address) (1962) 20681

let's do job right (remarks) (1961) 20109
New Jersey, right-of-way activities, inade-

quate administration, GAO report (1964)
21338

New York State, deficiencies and problem
areas administered by Public Roads
Bureau, GAO report (1964) 8710

objectives (address) (1963) 9773
prevailing wage determination, opinion of

Attorney General (1961) 6229
policy requirements. Public Roads Bureau,
improper waiver, GAO review (1964)

6768
progress (remarks) (1963) 5700
review of activities of Public Roads Bu-
reau by GAO in

—

South Carolina (1962) 11875
Tennessee (1962) 7461

urban highway funds, equitable appor-
tionment

—

hearings (1963) 13821, 15331
law (1963) 20438
reports (1963) 13615, 13620, 19018

Virginia

—

design, etc., GAO review (1963) 5008
right-of-way, activities of Public Roads
Bureau, GAO review (1963) 12214

West Virginia, right-of-way claims. Public

Roads Bureau, GAO follow-up examina-
tion of reviews (1965) 7771

see also, below, interstate system.

Federal-aid secondary highway funds,

broaden purposes

—

hearings (1965) 17735
message from the President (1965) 10408

Federal-aid systems

—

maximum desirable dimensions and
weights of vehicles (1964) 19445

State permitted to increase mileage, re-

port (1964) 14090
Federal assistance available when natural

disaster damages roads, streets, bridges

(1963) 14680
Federal construction programs in

—

Eastern U.S. administered by Public

Roads Bureau, interagency problem
areas and deficiencies, GAO report

(1963) 19282
Western States, failure to require adher-

ence to specifications for materials used

in forest highway projects, Public Roads
Bureau, GAO report (1965) 698

fills, determining downward movement of

seeds (1963) 13985
finance, 1921-1962 (1964) 16849
fire hazard reduction with chemical re-

tardants (1964) 2378
fixed source lighting of freeways (address)

(1962) 16147
flexible highway pavements at military in-

stallations, thickness design (1962) 501

flood highway emergency relief, hearings

(1965) 12203
Florida

—

relationship between contractors and
State personnel

—

hearings (1961) 5753
report (1961) 18899
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Roads and highways—Continued
Florida—Continued
right-of-way improvements, disposition

—

hearings (1961) 8856
report (1962) 4939

future of roadbed for personal transporta-
tion (address) (1961) 17801

ground water seepage from road cuts, flow
meter for measuring (1964) 10589

Haines Road, winter maintenance, agree-
ment with Canada (1964) 11632; (1965)
5414

highway beautification program

—

hearings (1965) 17735, 17957
law (1965) 19160
message from the President (1965) 10408
remarks (1965) 4437
reports (1965) 19219, 19237

highway conference on research and devel-
opment

—

quality control and acceptance specifica-
tions using advanced technology (1965)
18734

traffic surveillance, simulation & control,
proceedings, Sept. 14-15, 1964 (1965)
1596

highway construction

—

and finance (remarks) (1962) 3472
program, criminal penalties in connection
with false statements, hearings (1964)
14010

statistical approach to quality control,
research guides (1965) 9905

highway cost allocation study

—

final report (1961) 5589, 5595
supplementary reports (1965) 10384

highway engineering, snow removal and ice

control (1965) 10773
highway interchanges and land use controls

(1961) 2685
highway needs studies, creating, organizing,

and reporting (1964) 5670
highway planning

—

calibrating gravity model with data from
selected zones (1965) 15022

importance of relations, integrity, and
progress (remarks) (1963) 3304

map manual (1963) 21098
notes (1964) 3573; (1963) 9365; (1965) 3487

highway planning technical reports (1964)
5670; (1905) 15022

highway program, review of progress and
look ahead to 1972 (remarks (1962) 8617

highway progress (1961) 8157; (1962) 6430;
(1963) 5699; (1964) 9738; (1965) 5363

highway research and development studies
using Federal-aid funds (1964) 13428;
(1965) 15023

highway safety-
action program (1962) 10622
concern of Federal Government (remarks)

(1963) 20116
highway signs for survival, civil defense

(1964) 6066
highway transportation planning (remarks)

(1962) 8616
highway trust fund

—

amendments

—

hearings (1961) 12510
law (1961) 12116
reports (1961) 8766, 8772, 10454, 10475,

12250
financial conditions and operations (1961)

5616; (1962) 6977; (1963) 6090; (1964)
6214; (1965) 5822

reimbursement planning (1961) 2689
highways and

—

economic and social changes (1965) 5364
economic growth (remarks) (1962) 22769

Roads and highways—Continued
highways and—Continued
natural beauty (remarks) (1965) 16842
petroleum, twin factors in progress (re-

marks) (1963) 9367
improve, expand, and reconstruct for traffic

needs of today and tomorrow (address)
(1961) 16514

improvement impact on urban areas (paper)
(1961) 8159

improvements and needs (address) (1965)
17273

improving safety and service of highway
transportation system (remarks) (1963)
20119

interstate cost estimate and highway, need
study, 1965, hearings (1965) 12203

interstate route, portion between Tacoma
and Seattle, Wash., dedication (remarks)
(1962) 20692

interstate system

—

completion

—

appropriations, authorization, message
from the President (1965) 10400

cost estimates

—

hearings (1965) 10701
law (1965) 15487
reports (1965) 10640, 13944, 15713

hearings (1963) 13821, 15331
laws (1961) 12116; (1063) 20438
reports (1961) 8766, 8772, 10454, 10475;

(1963) 13615, 13620, 13712, 19018
cost estimate (1961) 4024; (1965) 4470
design to accommodate traffic forecast for

1975, GAO review of problems (1963)
12210

express route to economic opportunity
(address) (1961) 10120

financing, long-range problem (1961) 2689
human values (remarks) (1961) 17802
let's finish job on time (remarks) (1961)
6513

need and cost (remarks) (1965) 5764
remarks (1965) 13703
route log and finder list (1963) 11250
route marker, prohibit commercial misuse,

report (1965) 17596
United States Code, amend, hearings

(1961) 18973

labor compliance manual (1965) 16843
location and design, landslide investigations,

handbook (1961) 15946
logging roads, insloped and outsloped, effect

of severe rainstorms (1963) 10231
Louisiana, construction practices, hearings

(1965) 12204

Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont, re-

view of activities of Federal-aid high-
way program of Public Roads Bureau
by GAO (1961) 17324

maintenance, engineered performance stand-
ards

—

formulas (1963) 11421
handbooks (1961) 6620, 17884; (1963) 11422

Massachusetts right-of-way acquisition
practices

—

hearings (1962) 9408, 11472
report (1963) 15258

Michigan and Wisconsin, review of activities

of Federal-aid highway program of Pub-
lic Roads Bureau by GAO (1961) 17322

mileage compilation and reporting. Public
Roads Bureau instruction manual (1962)
16148

military

—

construction, basic principles (1963) 5919
in theater of operations, soil stabilization
requirements (1964) 2299
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Roads and highways—Continued
military—Continued

planning, site selection, and design in

theater of operations, technical manual
(1963) 20328

roads and streets, rigid pavement thick-

ness requirements (1962) 7297
military installations

—

flexible pavement design for streets,

walks, etc., engineering manual (1961)
10564; (1963) 4865, 19143

geometric design, etc., engineering manual
(1962) 5131, 11724

provisions and geometric design criteria

for roads, etc., engineering manual
(1961) 14800

rigid pavement design for streets, walks,
etc., engineering manual (1961) 17207;
(1962) 7296, 11725

miscellaneous highway legislation, 1964,
hearing (1964) 21212

municipal, quarter century of financing,
1937-61 (1964) 18928

national forest roads and trails, construct
and maintain

—

hearings (1965) 7492
law (1964) 21149
reports (1964) 14103, 19487

national progranv

—

achievements and goals (remarks) (1961)
5078

defense needs report (1961) 8791
progress and problems (remarks) (1962)

12671
progress and status, hearing (1961) 8999
scenic roads and parkways (1964) 15033

national system of interstate and defense
highways, etc., map (1961) 8162, 20110

Nation's highways, materials, new designs
and methods, study and investigations
of use (1962) 21573"

Navajo Indian Reservation road construc-
tion program, Arizona and New Mexico,
deficiencies in administration, GAO re-

view (1964) 18087
New Mexico, construction practices,
hearings (1961) 14502
report (1962) 13483

North Dakota and South Dakota, review of
activities of Federal-aid highway pro-
gram of Public Roads Bureau by GAO
(1961) 17323

Pacific Northwest disaster relief act of 1965,
hearing (1965) 9005

pay-as-you-go programs, message from the
President (1961) 5612

Pentagon road network, convey to Virgin-
ia

—

law (1961) 18698
reports (1961) 16772, 19048

planning

—

after 1972 (remarks) (1963) 21099
and administering accelerated program,

public understanding (address) (1961)
10132

integrated highway and commuter systems
to meet transportation needs of metro-
politan areas, hearings (1962) 13668

prefabricated surfacing membrane investi-
gation (1963) 2228

progress 1956-61 (address) (1961) 2686
public roads (periodical) (1961) 3545; (1962)

4264; (1963) 4117; (1964) 3948; (1965)
3864

publications, price lists (1961) 1425; (1962)
16117; (1963) 11220; (1964) 18886

queensgate 1 urban renewal project, exces-
sive allocation of costs by U.R.A., GAO
report (1965) 7766

Roads and highways—Continued
research activities of Federal-aid highway

program of Public Roads Bureau, review
of GAO (1961) 9241

resources allocated for road work, better
utilization (1962) 8293

revenue act of 1965, hearings (1965) 12165
right-of-way

—

acquisition, bibliography (1964) 9737
across national forests, opinion of Attor-
ney General (1962) 12318

activities of Inter-American Highway pro-
gram in Costa Rica, unnecessary costs
resulting from inadequacies in adminis-
tration. Public Roads Bureau, Commerce
Dept., GAO report (1964) 12498

appraisers, examination announcement
(1961) 8565
discontinuance, notice (1964) 1843

training program. Public Roads Bureau
(1963) 11251

Utah, interstate highways, unnecessary
costs from failure to obtain before prop-
erties were improved. Public Roads Bu-
reau, GAO report (1965) 9249

road construction, cybernetics should be
used, USSR study (1963) 2759

roadbank erosion and its control in Pied-
mont upland of Georgia (1963) 20262

road-user tax on selected motor vehicles,
study (1961) 1452, 6514; (1964) 7715

roads and trails for national forests, con-
struct and maintain, hearings (1963)
17331

roadside

—

drainage channels, design (1965) 13250
improvement cost and cost per mile, ap-

portioning interstate funds, fiscal years
1963-66 (1961) 9701

RSFSR-
building, main tasks in 1960 (1962) 8015
network, greater possibilities for improv-

ing (1962) 8077
raise technical level of repair and mainte-
nance (1962) 8186

rural main highways, accidents related to
speed, driver and vehicle (1964) 20774

safety action program

—

education, report (1961) 9696
engineering, report (1961) 13637
motor vehicle administration

—

brief outline (1965) 13251
report (1961) 9699

organized citizen support, report (1961)
8160

police traffic supervision report (1961)
9700

public information, report (1961) 8161
research (1963) 16542
traffic accident records, reports (1961)

9703; (1965) 6891
traffic courts, report (1961) 9704
traffic laws and ordinances, report (1961)
9698

safety for other 80 percent (remarks) (1964)
9739

scenic highways, establish national system,
investigation, authorization, reports
(1964) 462, 2197

secondary road administration, 2d progress
report on activities of Joint
AASHO-NAOO Committee (1964) 13429

severance damage studies, manuals (1961)
21329; (1963) 3305

short-cut to intersection capacity (1965)
15022

small business and superhighway era, eco-

nomic effects (1961) 9727
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Roads and highways—Continued
snow-
avalanches along Colorado mountain high-
ways (1965) 681

stabilization for construction (1963) 19135
soil stabilization, engineering and design

manual (1961) 19266
Southeastern Regional Research Conference

proceedings (1963) 3303
specifications for construction on Federal

highway projects (1961) 9702
standard highway signs (1964) 7716
state highways bordering Fort Leavenworth

Military Reservation and U.S. Peniten-
tiary at Leavenworth, retrocede juris-

diction to Kansas

—

law (1964) 17360
reports (1964) 14110, 17522

State obligations, 1963 (1965) 9904
statistics (1961) 8158, 13638; (1962) 8615;

(1963) 9366; (1964) 11589; (1965) 8259
technology, determining courses of study in

vocational education (1963) 6346
Thailand, ground mobility (1963) 13888
traffic

—

control devices, manual (1961) 15947
construction and maintenance opera-

tions (1963) 16541
errata (1962) 3473

regulation in emergency (remarks) (1964)
15374-375

safety (1963) 7413
transportation

—

facilities development termination, agree-
ment with

—

India (1963) 13077
Nepal (1963) 13077

planning in urban areas, hearings (1964)

411
truth in public relations of highway pro-

grams (remarks) (1964) 6124
U.S. Highway 70, eastern Arkansas vicinity,

ground water resources (1964) 19802
unnecessary costs

—

incurred in relocation of highways at
Amistad Dam project, U.S. section. In-

ternational Boundary and Water Com-
mission, U. S. and Mexico, GAO report
(1965) 7784

resulting from deficiencies in construction
activities of Inter-American highway
program in Costa Rica, GAO report
(1965) 6306

urban

—

areas, gravity model, calibrating and test-

ing (1963) 14679
highway planning (remarks) (1962) 8619

use of slow moving vehicle emblem (1965)
10096

USSR-
completion of 7-year plan, intensify efforts

(1962) 9980
cost of work, reducing (1962) 8019
developing and improving network, pros-

pects (1961) 15393
West Virginia, right-of-way acquisition

practices

—

hearings (1962) 21220
report (1964) 8329

work injuries and rates in highway and
street construction industry (1964) 2960

zoning law, transportation criteria (1961)
2687

see also names of roads or highways.
Roanoke, Va.:
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16421; (1962) 16489
standard metropolitan statistical area;

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18852

Roanoke, Va.—Continued
Woodrum Field, weather observations, hour-

ly summary, decennial census (1963)
16666

Roanoke Island, landing of Sir Walter Ra-
leigh's colony, 375th anniversary, joint
committee to commemorate, reports
(1962) 11352, 11618

Roanoke River and Valley:
inter-agency archeological salvage pro-

gram

—

departmental edition (1962) 22976
document edition (1962) 23296
figures (1963) 11522

pollucite ores, techniques for extracting ces-

ium (1964( 9505
Roback, R., thermodynamic properties of cool-

ant fluids and particle seeds for gas-
eous nuclear rockets ((1965) 8046

Robber flies of world, genera of family asilidae
(1962) 16072

Robbins, David:
disclosures on precipitation indicator, mois-

ture detector, vacuum ball valve, film

strip printer, normal incidence interfer-
ometer, color sorter, and coaxial T
(1965) 13065

disclosures on various subjects, plumbing
vent manifold, etc (1965) 1503

Robbins, Hannah, relief (1963) 18973; (1964)
289, 1909

Robbins, Leslie F., college and university en-
rollment facilities survey, 1961-65 (1964)
10459

Robert A. Taft Sanitary Engineering Center:
analytical reference service training pro-

gram (1965) 13225
publications lists (1962) 18423; (1963) 14670
technical reports (1962) 6422, 18423-424,

20257; (1963) 9350-51, 11245, 14670,
16519-532

Water Supply and Pollution Control Divi-

sion, activities of Research Branch
(1963) 16529

water supply and water pollution pro-
gram, seminar 1957, proceedings (1963)
16519

Robert E. Lee Memorial, see Lee, Robert K
Robert S. Kerr Lock and Dam:
designate

—

hearings (1963) 13667
law (1963) 13436
reports (1963) 9860, 13710

Robert S. Kerr Water Research Outer, nam-
ing, reports (1964) 6327, 12213

Roberts, Bruce L., remarks, Apr. 14, 1965
(1965) 14977

Roberts Carol A., design equations for rain-

bow optical landing aid (1965) 13181
Roberts, Charles T., guide for implementing

handbook 3, property accounting for
school systems (1963) 8172

Roberts, Clarence L.:

Air Force Flight Test Onter, reliability lit-

erature survey (1963) 7609
upgrading category II/III testing with relia-

bility and maintainability techniques
(1963) 16774

Roberts, Doris E., how to study patient prog-
ress (1964) 13406

Roberts, &nest, jr.,:

determining elastic state of thermal stress

in thin flat plate (1963) 18140
plastic thermal stresses and strains in finite

thin plate of strain-hardening material
(1964) 21764

Roberts, Eugene, some structural require-
ments of nitrogenous substances which
have protective effects against acute
hydrazine toxicity in mice (1965) 17019
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Roberts, Frank H. H., jr., river basin surveys
papers, inter-agency archeological sal-

vage program (1963) 13230; (1964) 11813
Roberts, George W., presentation on Caribbe-

an demographic position (1963) 13663
Roberts, Jean:
binocular visual acuity of adults. United

States, 1960-62 (1964) 13424
comparison of 2 vision-testing devices (1963)

14673
Roberts, Kenneth A., panel presentation, Dec.

11, 1962 (1963) 1426
Roberts, Owen, indexing and abstracting ex-

perimentation support, final report
(1964) 4257

Roberts, Ralph J.:

ore deposits of Antler Peak quadrangle, Nev
(1965) 12543

stratigraphy and structures of Antler Peak
quadrangle, Humboldt and Lander Coun-
ties, Nev (1965) 6339

Roberts, Sean C:
flow visualization techniques used in full-

scale flight tests (1964) 20858
Marvel report, obtaining 2-dimensional

boundary layer data on variable-camber
high-lift wings of Marvelette aircraft
(1965) 13312

shrouded propeller propulsive system on
Marvelette aircraft (1965) 1688

Roberts, Steve:
testimony (1962) 23377

additional copies, report (1963) 11857
Roberts, T. D., army area handbook for Liber-

ia (1965) 4247
Roberts, Thomas L.:

inactivation of encysting Azotobacter cells

by ionizing radiation (1963) 16793
Martian simulated environment, bacterial

survival, etc (1963) 83
simulated Martian environment, germina-

tion, etc., of bacterial spores (1964) 78
studies with simulated Martian environment,

bacterial synergism (1963) 7638
Roberts, W. A., ejecta studies (1963) 11574
Roberts, W. L., waves in small tank (1965)

13136
Robertson, Harry F., mineral industry of

Puerto Rico, Panama Canal Zone, Vir-
gin Islands, and Pacific Island posses-
sions (1963) 19852; (1964) 20491; (1965)
18441

Robertson, J. Kenneth, transporting fresh
beef to European markets (1965) 7011

Robertson, J. L.:

remarks (1963) 530, 10182, 19206; (1965)
4721, 6202, 7681, 10837, 19620

Robertson, Jacques F., geology of lead-zinc
deposits in Municipio de Januaria, State
of Minas Gerais, Brazil (1964) 6796

Robertson, James I., jr., Civil War (1964) 218
Robertson, James L.:

nomination, hearing (1964) 8439
remarks (1964) 684, 8586, 12405

Robertson, O.T., pink boUworm kill with im-
proved gin equipment (1963) 13184

Robertson, Roger L., National Institute of
Mental Health, training grant program.,
1948-61 (1963) 1336

Robertson, S. Harry, crash fire-inerting sys-
tem for reciprocating engine helicopters
(1964) 7816

Robertson, Seymour, relief (1962) 7166, 9227,
11256

Robertson, Stanley M., soil survey of Haber-
sham County, Ga (1963) 14701

Robey, Elsie, relief (1961) 8714
Robinove, Charles J.:

availabilitv of ground water in Bear River
Valley, Wyo (1963) 8343

Robinove, Charles J.—Continued
geology and ground-water resources. Grey-

bull River-Dry Creek area, Wyo (1963)
8345

ground-water resources and geology of
Lyman-Mountain View area, Wyo (1963)
20744

ground-water studies and analog models
(1964) 18119

Robins, A. Warner, force, etc., measurements
on canopy-fuselage configurations (1963)
5531

Robins Air Force Base, Ga.:
property, clear title

—

hearing (1962) 21538
law (1962) 19004
reports (1962) 13475, 23397

Robinson, A. R., distribution, control, and
measurement of irrigation water on
farm (1963) 13178

Robinson, Charles S., stratigraphy and struc-
ture of northern and western flanks of
Black Hills uplift (1964) 21354

Robinson, Edward A., acquisitions, etc., of
manufacturing facilities (1965) 7184

Robinson, Edwin Arlington, reappraisal, bibli-

ography, and list of materials in Li-

brary of Congress exhibit (1963) 9088
Robinson, Florence M., core tests, Simpson

area, Alaska (1964) 19782
Robinson, G., new force of atomic energy, its

development and use (1965) 1862
Robinson, G. D.:

geology of Three Forks quadrangle, Mon-
tana (1963) 12228

Philmont country, rocks and landscape of
famous New Mexico ranch (1964) 10647

Robinson, G.M., earth fissures in southern
Arizona (1964) 18117

Robinson, (ieorge B., wide range phase detec-
tor (1964) 9611

Robinson, H. W., and Co., Inc., relief (1963)
15227; (1964) 1918, 2173

Robinson, Henry, and wife, relief (1961) 7008
Robinson, J. W., ground water in Prineville

area, Oeg (1963) 8349
Robinson, James C:

axial temperatures and pressure distribu-
tion in EGCR development of PTD-1
program (1964) 11857

tension shell shapes (1965) 18548
Robinson, James F., making and preserving

apple cider (1964) 9940
Robinson, James H., testimony, hearing (1965)

2025
Robinson, John W., gift and art shops, bibliog-

raphy (1965) 9914
Robinson, Lilyan, relief (1961) 8719, 10425,

12083
Robinson, Mercedes, see Orr, Mercedes R.

Robinson, R.R., earthworms in relation to soil

productivity (1964) 11743
Robinson, Ross B., low-aspect-ratio cruci-

form-wing configruration employing can-
ard and trailing-edge flap controls, aero-
dynamic characteristics (1963) 14540

Robinson, Spottswood W., Ill, nomination,
hearing (1961) 14749

Robinson, T. W.:
introduction, spread, and areal extent of

saltcedar (Tamarix) in Western States
(1965) 12546

phreatophyte research in western States,
Mar. 19.59-July 1964 (1965) 2240

Robinson, Vernon L.:

1961 pulpwood prices in Southeast (1963)
6521

southern pulpwood production, 1961 (1963)
10242
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Robinson, Victor R., jr., relief (1964) 2011;
(1965) 10446

Robinson, W. E., oxidation of Colorado oil

shale (1963) 5492
Robinson-Patman act, see Prices.
Robots, relationship between man and auto-

matic machinery, USSR study (1962)
17684

Robson, Fred L., condensing pressure drop by
improved Lockhart-Martinelli method
(1964) 21729

Robusta eucalyptus wood, its properties and
uses (1964) 18082

Roby, Thornton B.:

measurement of confidence and trust (1965)
15216

procedural constraint and task performance
(1965) 7082

Rocchi, Alberto L., see Rosasco, Alberto L.
Rocco, G. G., ion exchange properties of cer-

ium (IV) compounds (1965) 5557

Rochelle, Robert W., pulse-frequency-niodula-
tion telemetry (1964) 5529

Rochester, N.Y.:
aircraft accident (1964) 13790
census of business, 1958, standard metropol-

itan area, central business district sta-
tistics (1961) 6795

census of business, 1963, major retail cen-
ters, standard metropolitan statistical
area (1965) 15293

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18289
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20605

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 9096

electric facilities of area, maps (1962) 555;
(1963) 516

older households, food consumption and die-
tary levels (1965) 7030

principal electric facilities, maps (1964) 673;
(1965) 16177

Rochester Airport, weather observations,
hourly, decennial census (1963) 20240

Rock, see Rocks.
Rock bit requires no flushing medium to main-

tain drilling speed (1965) 9651

Rock County, Wis., geology and ground-water
resources (1964) 2428

Rock Creek, upper watershed project, hearing
(1963) 13823

Rock Creek Nature Center, explore the wood-
land, nature walk (1963) 1351

Rock Creek Park, general information (1962)
1723; (1963) 5642, 16442

Rock drilling:

coal mines, dust collecting devices, system
approved by Mines Bureau (1961) 15745

deep drilling as method of studying earth's
crust, USSR study (1963) 14289

geotherm.al srradient measurement in drill

holes less than 60 feet deep. East Tintic
district, Utah (1963) 15606

laboratory studies of variables in rotary
drilling (1963) 3087

Silver Summit Mine, Hecia Mining Co.,
Shoshone County, Idaho (1963) 10937

stresses of drill bit and rock under static
loads (1963) 5495

Rock drills, see Drills (tools).

Rock Island, 111.:

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 13951
standard iiietropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20580

Rock Island, 111.—Continued
censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 9084, 18874

occupational wage survey

—

departmental editions (1961) 4794; (1962)
6198; (1963) 5445; (1964) 7401; (1965)
5050

document editions (1961) 4012; (1962) 4900;
(1963) 4701

Rock Island Arsenal Laboratory, technical
report (1964) 18869

Rock Island Dam:
fish passage reports (1962) 5215, 19526;

(1963) 6464; (1964) 21319; (1965) 9164,
10900

salmon escapements, 1954-60 (1965) 9163
Rock phosphates:

mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)
12941

minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 19868;
(1962) 20095; (1963) 18089; (1964) 18677;
(1965) 18444

phosphate rock deposits, area of high-grade,
study (1964) 12504

rapid phosphate rock analysis (1962) 21827
Rock River:

flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 456
document edition (1963) 323

Rock salt, see Salt.

Rockaway Peninsula:
beach erosion control study and hurricane

survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 14191
document edition (1965) 13836

Rockdust:
disseminator used in return air currents,

Koehler Mine, Kaiser Steel Corp., Koeh-
ler, N. Mex (1965) 6590

underground bituminous-coal and lignite

mines coal-dust explosions, preventing
(1961) 4816

Rockefeller Wildlife Refuge and Game Pres-
serve:

grants conform to Louisiana constitution

—

hearings (1962) 2339
law (1961) 20517
reports (1961) 18904, 19100

Rockenfeller, Juliane C, relief (1962) 15315,
16711, 16884

Rocket and Astronautic Technology Club
formed in Poland (1962) 5483

Rocket boosters, see Rockets.
Rocket launchers:
aluminum components, heat fused ceramic

coatings (1962) 14547
equatorial launch sites, acquire, hearings

(1961) 10361
mobile sea capability, develop, hearings

(1961) 10361
3.5 inch, field manual (1962) 4611

Rocket missiles, see Missiles.

Rocket propellants, see Propellants.
Rockets:
ablative-material performance after postrun

cooling at altitude pressures (1963)

12863
acoustic phenomena observed on rocket-

borne high altitude explosions (1962)

14476
Aerobee 150A sounding, flight vibration

data (1964) 14858
air-turborocket engine performance (1963)

5520
ammonia-oxygen, heat-transfer coeflfecients

on combustion side (1961) 19972
errata (1962) 1681

ammunition, technical instructions, manual
(1962) 14550
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Rockets—Continued
anti-missile missile, USSR study (1962) 2828
Atlas solid fuel retarding rocket during At-

las-Centaur separation tests, investiga-
tion (1965) 14808

Atlas vehicle, noise measurements during
captive and launch firings (1963) 1298

atomization of 2 impinging water jets, effect

of ambient air velocity (1964) 7509
automatic flight control theory, USSR study

(1965) 6490
axial-flow-pump stage designed by blade-

element theory, design and performance
(1961) 4916

base pressures and convective heat-transfer
coefficients for clustered sonic nozzles
with emphasis on chocked exhaust back-
flow (1965) 16682

Blue Scout and Blue Scout, jr., research ve-

hicles, static stability characteristics at
Mach nos. 2.29 to 3.75 (1963) 14581

books, list (1961) 1424
boosters

—

and trajectory modifications for recovery
of large rocket booster, orbital payload
reductions resulting (1962) 3374

control system, plants containing deriva-
tives of control variable (1964) 13145

manned guidance and control (1964) 14789
multistage, performance charts (1961)
4912

penalty functions and bounded phase coor-
dinate control (1964) 13152

recovery by means of parawing, investiga-
tion of loads, etc (1962) 8490

sufficient condition in optimum control
(1964) 13146

thrust, acoustic efficiency trends (1964)
14841

time optimal control with amplitude and
rate limited controls (1964) 14771

braking of blunt nonlifting vehicles entering
earth's atmosphere at very high speeds
(1964) 11392

Cajun or Apache vehicle with roll-control,

spinning and nonspinning model, super-
sonic investigation (1965) 5179

Cajun rocket motor, flight performance
(1961)9516

Clentaur program

—

hearings (1962) 13545
report (1962) 15242

chemical reaction between propellant tank
material and rocket fuels or oxidizers
when impacted by small high-velocity
projectiles (1963) 16393

clamps align large rocket cases (1964) 7487
combustion conditions, determination from

acoustic measurements in combustor
and comparison with overall perform-
ance (1962) 8515

combustors

—

effect of gas flow transients on heat re-

lease of burning liquid drops (1963) 9153
efficiency, effect of length, throat diame-

ter, etc., errata (1961) 1287
performance, effect of interchanging pro-

pellants with coaxial injection (1964)
7536

compatibility of materials with chlorine tri-
fluoride, perchloryl fluoride, and mix-
tures (1962) 120

configuration of mercury and alcohol in
spherical tanks effects of weightlessness
(1962) 12460

conical rocket-engine exhaust nozzles, ef-
fects of geometric variables on perform-
ance (1961) 13515

Rockets—Continued
contoured rocket-eng^ine exhaust nozzles,

effects of geometric variables on per-
formance (1962) 6296

contraction ratio and chamber pressure
effect on performance of gaseous-
hydrogen-liquid-oxygen combustor (1961)
4878

contribution to world magnetic survey
(1961) 19945

Cricketsonde system, evaluation, prelimi-
nary (1964) 19156

Czechoslovak report on research in nations
other than US and USSR (1962) 9910

destruction in flight, anti-missile defense
system problems, USSR study (1962)
8047

droplets vaporization under conditions of
high temperatures and pressures ((1965)
1484

ejector system, static thrust augmentation
attainable with heated supersonic pri-

mary jet (1962) 12486
electron bombardment ion, effects of propel-

lant-introduction mode on performance
(1965) 5188

electrostatic

—

applying field-ion emission (1963) 5585
ion-engine, numerical solution and applica-

tion of Poisson equation (1962) 22542
engine

—

ammonia-oxygen, injector techniques with
200-pound-thrust (1963) 5526

combustion in fuel-nitric acid systems,
effects of chemical and physical factors
(1961) 17682

combustion, mixing model (1965) 13044
design, propellant vaporization as criteri-

on, errata (1961) 1287
dynamic calibration of pressure transdu-

cers (1964) 3046
electron-bombardment ion, producing sin-

gly and doubly ionized mercury, compar-
ative measurements (1962) 18259

electrostatic, space-charg-flow theory and
electrode design (1963) 1288

hydrocarbon fuels with red fuming nitric

acid, combustion rates study (1961)
17683

hydrogen-oxygen, ignition

—

by addition of fluorine to oxidant (1962)
18272

chemical system, test results (1961) 7976

liquid fluorine-liquid ammonia propellant
combination, performance (1961) 1257

liquid fuel, stability of operation, USSR
study (1961) 15349

MB-3 propulsion systems under contract
with North American Aviation, Inc.,

report (1961) 6160
100-pound-thrust, performance of liquid

fluorine and hydrazine-ammonia, investi-

gation (1961) 4845
three vehicle configuration, static aerody-
namic characteristics of at Mach num-
bers from 1.80 to 4.63 (1963) 14579

throttling (1961) 9502
using liquid oxygen and liquid ammonia,
evaluation of injector principles in

2400-pound-thrust (1963) 10987
exhaust backflow from simulated cluster of 3

wide-spaced rocket nozzles in near-space
environment (1965) 18566

exhaust gases

—

comparisons of experimental free-jet

boundaries with theoretical results ob-
tained with method of characteristics
(1964) 14865
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Rockets—Continued
exhaust gases—Continued

highly underexpanded free jets impinging
upon parallel flat surface (1964) 14864

far-field acoustic environments due to mov-
ing sound source, predicting technique
(1963) 16384

far ultraviolet rocket spectrophotometry
instrumentation (1964) 9601

Fire 1, reentry heating spacecraft (1965)
9632

firings

—

meteorological aspects of stratospheric
circulation over U.S., winter, 1961 (1963)
16376

single station doppler-interferometer
tracking technique (1963) 3123

first-stage geometry effect on aerodynamic
characteristics in pitch of 2-stage vehi-

cles (1965) 8099
fixed-and variable-area exhaust difTusers

using single and clustered nozzles with
and without gimbaling, performance
(1962) 18271

flights-
engineering, principles, etc (1965) 16717
investigation of cosmic rays and terrestri-

al corpuscular radiation, USSR study
(1961) 10816

fluid drag, device measures on test vehicle
(1965) 12998

fly on course, USSR study (1962) 9913
four-clustered configurations, base flow

characteristics (1962) 1683
grenade, experiment, temperature, pressure,

density, and wind measurements, 1960-63
(1964) 20621

errata (1965) 2913
helium concentrations downstream of vent

exhausting helium at sonic velocity into
supersonic stream (1963) 11063

hourly soundings, mesospheric wind obser-
vations (1963) 18451

hydrogen-nuclear, turbopump feed systems
analysis (1965) 6752

hydrogen-oxygen

—

hot-gas side heat-transfer rates (1965)
13017

internal combustion engine, space power
system, development and testing (1965)
14741

thrust chambers, theoretical performance
(1962) 14488

injection processes for 15-percent fluorine-

85-percent oxygen and heptane in 200-
pound-thrust engine (1963) 5524

instrumentation for measurement of cosmic
noise at 0.75, 1.225 and 2.0 Mc/s (1965)
9625

investigations of upper atmosphere and out-
er space, 1964, Soviet publications, bib-
liography (1965) 12699

ion

—

cesium and mercury beams, high vacuum
condenser design (1962) 18258

comparative measurements of beam power
in research (1961) 9595

electron-bombardment

—

accelerator grid tests (1962) 8510
charge-exchange effects on accelerator
impingement (1963) 11040

operated with alternating-current sup-
plies (1963) 1286

engine using rectangular-slab porous-
tungsten emitter (1963) 1272

graphical method for estimating perform-
ance, errata (1961) 9542

hollow, cylindrical, contact-ion source,
evaluation (1962) 6298, 10516

Rockets—Continued
ion—Continued
Hungarian study (1962) 5419
propellant feed systems, research and de-
velopment (1964) 13147

propulsion, analytical studies (1962) 6607
reverse-feed cesium engines, theoretical
performance (1961) 15778

rocket beams, neutralization (1961) 15811
rocket research, application of hot-wire
calorimetry (1961) 21249

SERT I flight test results (1965) 8103
10-centimeter-diameter electron bombard-
ment ion source (1962) 6294

2-dimensional beams with small lateral
spreading (1961) 7974

2-dimensional using through-feed and po-
rous tungsten, evaluation (1961) 8010
errata (1962) 8486

with electron-bombardment ion source
(1961) 4913

ionospheric

—

electron density profile measurement up to
620 kilometers (1961) 19941

experiments, results (1961) 15817
jet-
exhausting upstream and downstream,

pressure distribution induced on flat

plate at free-stream Mach number of
1.39 (1962) 6266

fuel-nitric acid, chemical igniters for
starting (1961) 17681

plumes effects on flow over cone-
cylinder-flare bodies (1962) 6280

pluming, effect

—

of flow separation on aircraft dynamic
stability during atmospheric exit

(1961) 13490
on static stability of cone-cylinder-flare

configurations at Mach number of 9.65

(1962) 20137
interference by computer simulation of
measured flight motions of 2 RAM A
fourth stages (1964) 3016

jets exhausting

—

in spanwise direction below wing, pressure
loads produced on flat-plate vnng (1961)
1285, 11424

upstream and downstream, pressure distri-

bution induced on flat plate (1963) 1300
JP-4 fuel-liquid-oxygen engine, performance

of nozzles having area ratios up to 300
(1961) 11417

Kappa and Lambda observation type, Japa-
nese space program survey (1965) 6763

large solid propellant boosters, development
(1963) 6203

launch

—

deflector design criteria and application to

Saturn C-1 deflector (1963) 9145
vehicles of national launch vehicle pro-
gram, description (1963) 1267

launched from USSR submarine (1962) 12148
light-weight heat exchanger, new method

used to fabricate (1964) 9554
liquid-bipropellant engines using propellants

with vaporization rates, analysis of

chugging (1965) 19944
liquid fluorine inducer and main-stage pump

combination (1965) 6675
liquid-hydrogen

—

flowmeter calibration facility (1961) 21210
liquid-oxygen gas generator for driving
1000-horsepower turbine (1962) 18275

liquid rotation and vortexing in rocket pro-
pellant tanks (1962) 6302

liquid-vapor interface configuration, effect

of surface energy during weightlessness
(1963) 5590
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low-thrust storable-bipropellant, perform-

ance at low chamber pressure (1961)
6385

lunar

—

landing propulsion considerations (1963)
5610

launching, USSR study (1962) 1418
mastodon or orbital rendezvous, USSR

study (1963) 5397
matrix method for determination of natural

vibrations of free-free unsymmetrical
beams with application to launch vehi-

cles (1962) 12476
measurements

—

of refractive index and attenuation, as
means of reevaluation of ionosphere
electron densities and collision frequen-
cies (1961) 1304

of upper ionosphere by radio propagation
technique (1962) 8506

with electron and ion probes in Aurora
(1965) 1794

meteorological

—

data evaluation (1965) 2832
stratospheric research in USSR during

International Geophysical Year and In-

ternational Geophysical cooperation
period (1965) 4938

M405 handling unit procurement, unneces-
sary costs incurred, Army Dept., GAO
report (1964) 8737

mixing characteristics downstream of core
region of high-temperature axisymmet-
ric jets exhausting into transonic and
supersonic streams (1962) 12429

motor, Altair IICl, flight test temperature
data (1965) 16691

motor-cases

—

fiberglass-plastic, prediction of failure due
to mechanical damage (1962) 20215

filament wound, problems in military ap-
plications (1964) 2255

resistance to crack propagation of
high-strength sheet materials (1963)
3224

ultra high strength steel, evaluation of
electron beam welding (1963) 9277

motor combustion instability, 2 phase deto-
nation, study of relationship (1965)
16600

motors

—

gaseous-film cooling (1963) 19935
static investigation of paddle vane oscil-

lating in jet (1961) 9531
using coaxial injection of hydrazine and
nitrogen tetroxide, performance (1962)
1692

national altitude test facilities (1964) 14833
news items (1965) 14510
Nike Apache performance handbook (1963)

9174
Nike-Cajun and Nike-Apache sounding, tele-

metry package (196.5) 6718, 9695
nonlifting reentry capsule in combination

with rocket booster, static aerodynamic
and control characteristics (1963) 5565

noise, far-field acoustic propagation studies
(1962) 18262

nozzles

—

annular internal-external-expansion for
large booster applications (1961) 19973

area ratio 200,25, and 8, performance on
JP-4 fuel and liquid oxygen engine (1961)
9539

asymmetric penshape in jet-canard config-
urations for attitude control (1963)
19906

Rockets—Continued
nozzles—Continued
inserts, refractory materials, thermal
shock evaluation (1964) 13331

operating with high-temperature hydro-
gen, heat-transfer effects, analysis
(1965) 6756

twin variable-cant, blast effects on visibil-

ity during landing on particle-covered
surface (1965) 2874

vapor-deposited tungsten coatings (1964)
13135

nuclear

—

convective heat transfer in nozzle (1963)
18141

coolant fluids and particle seeds, thermo-
dynamic properties (1965) 8046

development program

—

hearings (1961) 7144; (1963) 1970
report (1961) 8805

dynamics and control, automatic control
"theory application (1965) 8035

flight operations, environmental safety
aspects (1965) 1837

gaseous, moderator wall cooling (1965)
8047

liquid-hydrogen storage problems for

unmanned Mars vehicles (1962) 6271
materials, advanced research (1963) 4491

optimizing nozzle performance (1963) 9154
orbit-launched vehicles, lunar mission per-

formance evaluation (1964) 11380
perigee propulsion for orbital launch

(1963) 1325
power levels for unmanned Mars vehicles,

determination (1962) 6270
powerplant parameters for orbital-launch,
optimization study (1961) 6382

prediction of surface temperatures in hy-
drogen-cooled reactor at high surface-to
bulk-temperature ratios, improved meth-
od (1965) 5194

propulsion, papers (1963) 5548
radiation-cooled nozzle, analysis, etc

(1962) 3351
residual-load-plus-powerplant weights for

orbital launch (1961) 11415
rocket development station, Nev. noncom-

pliance with statutory limitation on
amount allowable for architectural engi-

neering services for design of facility,

NASA, GAO report (1965) 12525
rocket nozzle cooling, analysis (1961) 1300

single-cavity vortex gaseous, performance
capability (1963) 11023

space exploration missions (remarks)
(1963) 4500

space program, safety aspects (remarks)
(1961) 1728

thrust augmentation, thermodynamic
analysis (1961) 6368

observations

—

of solar protons during Nov. 1960 (1963)
21013-14

related to ionosphere, summary (1961)
4940

one-dimensional model, combustion instabili-

ty limits determined by nonlinear theory
(1962) 225.56

lOOO-pound-thrust liquid-ammonia liquid-

oxygen, internal film cooling of exhaust
nozzle (1961) 2537

operating, study of ballistic missile base
heating (1963) 5530

optimal thrust programming, Pontryagin's
maximality principle, USSR study (1962)
9836
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oxygen-jet behavior during combustion in-

stability in 2 dimensional combustor
(1965) 8108

payload

—

after nose-cone ejection, pressure profile
(1965) 16701

small multi-purpose for ionospheric stud-
ies (1964) 13240

performance

—

for chemically frozen expansion of hydro-
gen (1964) 3029

IBM 704 or 7090 computer program for
computation (1962) 23992; (1963) 7247,
19909

procurement information (1961) 17151
propellants

—

fuel tanks and storage areas,
leak-indicating paints (1962) 18360

ignition of ammonia and mixed oxides of
nitrogen in engines (1961) 2543

liquid-fuel level rise in spinning tank
(1962) 18298

mixed-oxides of nitrogen-ammonia combi-
nation, with several injection methods
(1961) 2544

pump inlet perturbation suppressed by
compensating-bellows device (1964)
16714

toxicity and other hazards, literature
search (1961) 214

tungsten porous platelets for ion engines,
method of producing (1961) 13519

propulsion

—

chemical, nuclear, hearings (1964) 10346
chemical, papers (1963) 5547
fighter-type airplane, rolling effectiveness

of wing-control configuration at Mach
numbers of 0.6 to 1.5 (1963) 14532

pressure oscillations induced by changes
in burning rate of flames (1961) 8009

publications, list (1962) 6410
pulse, exhausted from fuselage over surface

of adjacent wing, lift and pitching effec-
tiveness, investigation (1961) 4875

PVO, units, selected Soviet military transla-
tions (1961) 1018

radio attenuation measurement, 4-stage sol-

id propellant vehicle used (1963) 7268
recovery of winged Ist-stage booster,

re-entry glide maneuvers (1962) 14477
relationship between charged particle meas-

urements by Soviet cosmic rockets and
magnetic field measurements by Ebcplor-
er VI and Pioneer V, USSR study (1961)
13156

research aircraft program, major events and
achievements, 1946-62 (1963) 5862

retrorockets, simulated effects on aerody-
namic characteristics of body of revolu-
tion at Mach nos. from 0.25 to 1.90
(1962) 12497

rocket-borne Langmuir probe experiment,
results (1961) 13499

rocket-grenade experiment system (1964)
7516

rotating-solid-propellant, application to at-

titude control of space-vehicle upper
stage (1964) 16689

RM-2C and RM-2D, Polish research (1962)
5665

Saturn

—

excessive costs incurred by NASA in
transporting, GAO report (1964) 8717

inertial platform system, of launch vehi-
cles (1965) 18544

model, base heat transfer, pressure ratios,
and configuration effects (1963) 11021

Rockets—Continued
Saturn—Continued

static testing, atmospheric acoustics as
factor (1964) 18735

type booster stage, base-flow aerodynam-
ics (1962) 8485

Saturn I

—

Block 1 flight test vehicles, aerodynamic
analysis (1964) 7498

Block II launch vehicle, aerodynamic
damping and buffet response of aero-
elastic model (1965) 8100

Saturn IB-Apollo launch vehicle with var-
ious upper-stage configurations, tran-
sonic aerodynamic characteristics (1965)
14821

Saturn V—
configurations in upper stage flow fields in

transonic Mach number range, shad-
owgraph study (1965) 9706

launch vehicle, proposed versions, aerody-
namic characteristics (1964) 14883

vehicle S-IC stage, pump inlet duct gimbal
joint system, kinematic analysis (1964)
20568

Saturn C-1
supersonic investigation of nozzle hinge
moments with and without jet flow (1963)
20988

Saturn SA-1—
lateral vibration characteristics of model
with 8-cable suspension system (1965)
1449

torsional vibration characteristics (1965)
9701

vibration characteristics (1965) 1450
Scout

—

development vehicles, analysis of coning
motions of final stages (1963) 1276

4-th stage diaphragm separation disturb-
ances, flight investigation (1965) 5193

launch vehicle

—

in-flight aerodynamic noise measure-
ments (1963) 14561

static aerodynamic characteristics and
surface pressure distributions for
1/15-scale model of 4-stage configura-
tion (1963) 20999

model of 3-stage vehicle, aerodynamic
loading characteristics (1963) 14580

reentry vehicles, aerodynamic characteris-
tics of 5th-stage (1963) 11033

research vehicle

—

effects of simulated bending and
4th-stage size on local pressures and
normal-force distributions at Mach
number 3.10 (1963) 12876

orbital error analysis (1963) 11034
vehicle during 4th-stage reentry, trajecto-
ry and large-amplitude motions, analy-
sis (1964) 13236

sealed-foam, constrictive-wrapped, external
insulation system for liquid-hydrogen
tanks of boost vehicles (1965) 8094

smoke trails for wind-shear measurements,
evaluation of chemicals (1964) 20586

solid-propellant

—

erosion resistance and failure mechanisms
of nozzle materials (1963) 5603

ignitability with chlorine trifluoride (1963)
3144

increased costs of ammonium perchlorate,
GAO report (1964) 6769

variable-throat-area convergent-divergent
nozzles effect on thrust modulation, in-

vestigation (1963) 10991
vehicle, natural frequencies and mode

shapes, investigation (1962) 18282
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sounding

—

air launched from F-104a airplane, use as
Ist-stage booster, operational aspects
(1963) 5568

development in Japan (1963) 7294
Goddard projects summary (1964) 13137,

18716
launch environment profiles (1964) 5508
photography of earth, review (1965) 1444
pitch-roll resonance conditions, steady-

state and 6-degree-of-freedom analyses
(1963) 12882

reliability reassessment (1965) 1453
sounding rockets (1965) 19888

Soviet, nuclear components of cosmic rays,

investigations made (1964) 12986
space

—

propulsion technology, hearings (1961)

7145
radio communications, USSR study (1964)

16525
spectrophotometer airglow measurements in

far ultraviolet (1964) 14889

spinning, vacuum motion with variable mass
and inertia properties acted upon by
disturbing parameters (1962) 18301,
23999

sporadic-E layer observed (1961) 13534
stellar spectrophotometry above atmosphere

(1963) 21018
surface blast effects. Waterways Experiment

Station research capabilities (1964) 639
technology

—

atmospheric ballistics (1963) 14567
works of K. E. Tsiolkovskiy (1965) 19947

test-stand study of vehicle upper stage em-
ploying rotating-solid-rocket attitude
control system and comparison with
analog studies (1965) 19919

testing, measurement equipment and meth-
ods, USSR study (1965) 9358

thrust

—

maximum principle and optimum program-
ming, USSR study (1962) 9837

variation with foamed liquid propellants
(1961) 17677

tracking, interferometer (RIT) system (1965)
6732

Trailblazer

—

reentry-body wind tunnel tests (1963)
14583

reentry physics research vehicles, descrip-
tion and flight tests (1964) 11386

simulated meteor reentry, preliminary
analysis (1964) 11400

vehicle for producing artificial meteor,
flight test performance and description
(1964) 11401

vehicles, flight tests, results of application
of wind compensation method (1964)
9566

Trailblazer II—
reentry research vehicles, description and
performance (1965) 1443

rocket vehicle, static aerodynamic charac-
teristics at Mach numbers from 1.47 to
4.63 (1962) 12469

2-9°-blunted-cone reentry bodies at Mach
6.8 in air and 21.2 in helium, aerodynam-
ic characteristics (1965) 11465

3-stage rocket vehicle having various fin

configurations, static aerodynamic char-
acteristics at low subsonic Mach num-
bers and angles of attack up to 28°

(1963) 11062
Trailblazer lib, spectrographic data from

reentries (1964) 14880

Rockets—Continued
troops, Soviet military translations (1962)

17836, 22135
two-dimensional, gray-gas radiant heat

transfer in coaxial flow gaseous reactor
(1964) 7525

200-pound-thrust JP-4-nitric acid engine,
low-temperature chemical starting using
3-fluid propellant value (1963) 5517

20,000-pound-thrust gaseous-hydrogen-
liquid-oxygen rocket engine, variations
of combustion dead time to engine varia-
bles (1961) 11418

two-stage vehicle having unusual nose
shape, aerodynamic characteristics from
Mach 0.22 to 4.65 (1965) 1447

2.75 inch rockets, unnecessary procurement
of shipping containers and packaging
materials, GAO report (1965) 6315

ultraviolet astronomical photometry, obser-
vational program (1962) 14460

unguided

—

field wind weighting and impact prediction

(1964) 7532
wind compensation calculation for launch-

ing (1961) 7967
United States, missions and capability

(1961) 4946
unmanned. Federal aviation regulations

(1963) 13900; (1964) 6619
upper atmosphere, research during main

IGY, 1957-58, information of Soviet IGY
Committee (1961) 19639

use in meteorological investigations (1963)
18171

USSR-
bibliography, 1956-60 (1961) 157
interplanetary rocket to Mars (1963) 1047
troops, translations (1963) 1017

Vanguard satellite launching vehicle, se-

quence diagram analysis (1961) 11408
vaporization rates of ethanol sprays in

combustor with low-frequency fluctua-
tions of combustion-gas pressure (1962)

22555
vibration and stability analysis of com-

pressed rocket vehicles (1965) 5167
vibratory environments, localized

—

predicting techniques (1963) 19912
statistical techniques for describing (1964)

14847
weapon system mounted in HU-IB helicop-

ter, flight test evaluation (1963) 11482
weather, USSR study (1963) 10583
X-259 motor, mechanical impedance study

(1963) 14549
YLR99-RM-1 engine operating experience in

X-15 aircraft (1964) 14899
see also Launching facilities—Retrorockets.

Rockey, J. W., loose-housing system for dairy
cattle (1965) 8438

Rockey, John W., farmstead sewage and refuse
disposal (1964) 22

Rockfish, northeastern Pacific, Sebastodes,
field identification (1965) 10857

Rockford, 111.:

census of business

—

1958, standard metropolitan area, central
business district statistics (1961) 8476

1963, major retail centers, standard metro-
politan statistical area (1965) 15294

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 13950
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20606

censuses of population and housing 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 11173
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occupational wage survey

—

departmental editions "(1961) 15714; (1962)
18149; (1963) 14464; (1964) 16593; (1965)
14628

document editions (1961) 14142; (1962)
16826; (196:?) 13345

population, special census (1964) 10065
Rock River flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 456
document edition (1963) 323

Rockingham, N.C., redevelopment area, statis-
tical profile (1962) 13154

Rockland County, N.Y., population, special
census (1964) 173

Rockmart, Ga., redevelopment area, statistical
profile (1962) 6762

Rockport, Maine, deposits, copper-nickel sul-

fide ores, flotation tests (1961) 9482
Rockport, Mass.:
beach erosion control study, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1963) 457
document edition (1963) 250

Rocks:
altered wallrocks in central part of Front

Range mineral belt, Colo (1964) 4795
bacteria of layer waters, oils and rocks of

oil deposits in USSR (1964) 2589
basalt

—

anomalous remanent magnetization (1961)
4310

water injection for artificial recharge of
ground water (1961) 6188

basaltic, Columbia River, storage of ground
water behind subsurface dams (1962)
2528

basement, northeastern Tennessee, geology
(1961) 9253

bedrock geology of Pen Yan and Keuka
Park quadrangles, N.Y (1964) 12505

Belt series, Bonner quadrangle, Mont., stra-
tigraphy and structure (1961) 19412

bleached rock in Coeur d'Alene district

(1964) 15948
borehole, deformation (1962) 1644
Cambrian, Pioche mining district, Nev (1964)

19789
carbonate

—

Cambrian and Ordovician age, Northamp-
ton and Bucks Counties, Pa., and War-
ren and Hunterdon Counties, N.J (1965)
2235

hydrologic significance of 6 core holes,

Nevada test site (1962) 18731
Cenozoic sedimentary, Salinas Valley, stra-

tigraphy and structure, study (1964)
12506

coal bearing rocks, geology and coal re-

sources of Alabama (1964) 12508
coaly carbonaceous, geology of uranium

(1962) 9736
collecting (1965) 4865
Columbia River basalt in Riggins quadran-

gle, western Idaho, characteristics
(1963) 2342

Comanche series and associated rocks in
subsurface in central and south Florida
(1965) 10987

conductivity at high temperatures, USSR
study (1964) 903

crushing, new methods (1963) 85
crystalline

—

Potomac River gorge, metamorphic histo-
ry, etc (1963) 19317

Shelby quadrangle, N.C., heavy minerals
(1964) 2418

South Carolina (1965) 9256

Rocks—Continued
deep earth, new shear apparatus for temper-

atures of 1000°C and pressure of 50 kb
(1964) 1739

deformation

—

apparatus, application of induction heat-
ing (1964) 13631

bibliography (1964) 19188

density, close to surface, determining by
gravimetric prospecting, USSR study
(1965) 2410

destruction by pulsed water jet, results
(1964) 8993

determination of ferrous oxide (1962) 21828
Devonian

—

in Williston Basin, central Montana, and
north-central Wyoming, distribution and
thickness (1962) 11886

of central Arizona (1965) 19667

distinction of types on basis of their mass
spectra, lunar-surface applications
(1965) 18480

dynamic

—

elastic constants, in situ determination
(1962) 3323

tensile strength at minimum loading, de-
termining (1962) 22512

elastic constants and stress relief cores de-
termined by triaxial method (1964) 16640

electrical conductivity change with age,
USSR study (1964) 12917

Eocene, southwestern Wyoming and adjacent
parts of Colorado and Utah, geology
(1965) 2247

explosion generated, strain pulses, effect of
decoupling (1964) 5481

fractured rock, use of polyester-type resin
to stabilize (1965) 11396

geochemistry, related soils and vegetation,
Yellow Cat area, Utah (1964) 21351

granitic, sources of mineral constituents in
water, Sierra Nevada, Calif, and Nev
(1964) 12513

Guam, petrology of volcanic rocks (1963)
15611

Hovey Group of northeastern Maine (1964)
19779

hydrology of volcanic-rock t^rranes (series)

(1962) 2528; (1964) 19783
identification (1961) 2688

joint and fracture orientations, analysis for
determining stress directions (1964)
11320

lithologic variations in slope development
theory (1964) 12509

lithology of manganese deposits of Maple
and Hovey Mountains area, Aroostook
County, Maine (1963) 6554

lower Mesozoic extrusive, southeastern Ari-

zona, Canelo Hills Volcanics (1965) 2236

Magnet Cove, petrology of alkalic igneous
complex (1963) 12229

magnetization, heterogenous, USSR (1964)
10932

manufacturing aggregate by nuclear meth-
ods, feasibility (1964) 17959

Meade Peak phosphatic shale member of

Phosphoria formation at Coal Canyon,
Wyo (1961) 6173

mean density values, determination by use
of penetrating cosmic radiation, USSR
study (1964) 14445

metamorphic and igneous rocks

—

along northwest border zone of Idaho
batholith (series) (1962) 15641; (1964)

805, 4784-85
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metamorphic and igneous rocks—Con.

Chichagof and Kruzof Islands, recognition
criteria on aerial photographs (1964)
6795

Precambrian age in FVont Range, descrip-

tion (1964) 12507
metamorphic, quantitative spectrochemical

analysis, evaluation of reporting (1961)
7516

metamorphism of Belt series in Hk River-
Clarkia area, Idaho (1964) 4784

metasedimentary and metavolcanic, origin
and metamorphism, Riggins region, Ida-

ho (1963) 20735
mine

—

roof rock behavior resulting from nearby
blasts (1964) 9501

triaxial apparatus for testing (1963) 20972
modules of elasticity determined by 4 meth-

ods (1964) 21709
nepheline-containing, piezoelectric effect,

USSR study (1964) 14467
nomenclature and correlation of lithologic

subdivisions of Jefferson and Three
Forks formations of southern Montana
and northern Wyoming (1965) 4861

operations Nougat and Storax in situ stress-
es. Rainier Mesa, Nevada test site (1964)
19256

Paleozoic^
and Cenozoic in Alpine-Nutrioso area,
Apache County, Ariz., stratigraphy and
structure (1961) 14950

of Antelope Valley, Eureka and Nye Coun-
ties, Nev (1963) 10291

Pennsylvania

—

age—
Tremont quadrangle, Pa., geology (1963)

5013
uranium, Oklahoma, Kansas, etc (1962)
21829

and lower Permian, west and central Tex-
as (series) (1963) 19309

and Permian, Kansas, stratigraphy and
paleontology (1963) 8334

limestones from central Texas, petrogra-
phy and environmental analysis (1963)
19309

Permian, in

—

northeastern Arizona and adjacent areas
(1962) 630

western phosphate field, geology (series)

(1964) 15946
petrochemistry and bedrock, geology of

Fitchville quadrange, Conn (1964) 18109

petrogenesis of Island Park caldera, eastern
Idaho (1965) 12550

petrographic study and classification of
western phosphate ores (1964) 14750

petrographical investigation of uranium-
bearing lignites (1961) 11794

petrography of

—

basalt beneath limestones, Eniwetok Atoll
(1963) 19308

diabase sheets of Taylor Glacier region,
Victoria Land, Antarctica (1965) 12542

igneous rocks (1963) 12228
Pybus-Gambier area, Admiralty Island,
Alaska (1965) 2226

some sandstones and shales of Paleozoic
age from borings in Florida (1963) 15613

petrologic study of anorthosite and its coun-
try rocks northwest of Idaho batholith
(series) (1964) 805

petrology

—

limestones of Guam (1964) 14340
Permian, rocks of southwestern Montana

(1964) 15946

Rocks—Continued
petrology—Continued

2 layered gabbro stocks in Fairweather
Range (1963) 10279

Ute Mountains area, Colo (1965) 9268
phase-equilibrium relations of rock-forming

oxides (1964) 14343
Philmont country, rocks and landscape of

famous New Mexico ranch (1964) 10647
physical properties

—

at high pressures and temperatures, inves-
tigation, USSR study (1965) 19776

effects of stress relief and other changes
in stress (1962) 22499

physics

—

current literature (1962) 2103
sources of information (1962) 23063

platinum metals in rocks (1965) 4864
porous, permeability, rapid determination

(1963) 1238
powdered, spectrochemical analysis by con-

stant-feed direct-current arc (1961)
12777

Precambrian

—

Idaho Springs district, Colo., geology
(1965) 4859

in southern Black Hills (series) (1962)
21832; (1963) 15608; (1964) 4783

joints in. Central City-Idaho Springs area,
Colo (1961) 6181

pressures around mining excavations, bore-
hole deformation gage for determining
stress, description, etc (1962) 12399

Putnam group of eastern Connecticut (1964)
19780

reconnaissance petrographic cross section
of Idaho batholith in Adams and Valley
Counties, Idaho (1964) 8760

Red Mountain formation, Ala., relation be-
tween specific gravity and iron content
(1964) 4781

sedimentary

—

Bighorn Mountains and adjacent west side
of Powder River Basin (1961) 6169

uranium occurrences in Pennsylvania
(1962) 13868

semiquantitative spectrochemical analysis
by powder d-c arc technique (1961) 9249

stress

—

determinations by flatjack and borehole-
deformation methods (1964) 9517

determining (1963) 20969
monitoring station developed based on fiat

slot method (1964) 21710
stresses, in situ, Ruth mining district, Nev

(1964) 20512
structure, and geologic history of Steam-

boat Springs thermal area, Washoe
County, Nev (1965) 734

systematic analysis of silicates (1964) 10633
talc-bearing ultramafic and adjacent coun-

try rocks in north-central Vermont, pe-

trology and geochemistry (1963) 603
Tertiary and Quaternary, engineering geolo-

gy (series) (1962) 9730
thermal conductivity, measured by transient

line source method (1965) 8022
underground military installations-—
design-^

protective features and utilities (1961)
19267

space layouts and excavation methods,
engineering manual (1961) 14802

engineering and design (1961) 12594
rock, bomb penetration and nuclear explo-

sion effects (1961) 20702
uppermost Certaceous, Paleocene and lower

Elocene in Wind River basin, Wyo., stra-
tigraphy and geologic history (1965)
18212
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uranium-bearing lignite and carbonaceous
shale of Williston Basin (1965) 7803

uranium in carbonaceous rocks (series)

(1961) 4317, 19416; (1962) 9736; (1963)
17529

volcanic petrology of Lava Mountains, San
Bernardino County, Calif (1965) 7801

* weathered crystalline, infiltration and
permeability, Georgia Nuclear Labora-
tory, Dawson County, Ga (1964) 8753

weathering, rainwater as chemical agent of
geologic processes (1962) 17632

Wichita group stratigraphy in Brazos River
Valley, north Texas (1961) 9247

xenotime and monazite concentrations. Cen-
tral City district, Colo (1961) 10680

see also Bedrock—Carbonatites—Clay-
rocks—Gabro—Igeneous rocks—Og-
neous rocks—Sandstone—Sedimentary
rocks.

Rockville Centre, N.Y., census of housing,
1960, city blocks (1961) 18290

Rockwell, Julius, jr., electromechanical fishing
and counting fence used in Ireland
(1964) 14267

Rockwood, Tenn., redevelopment area, statisti-

cal profile (1962) 13213
Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Experi-

ment Station:
forest survey release (1961) 19379
publications, lists (1963) 15554; (1964) 3685;

(1965) 3601
research notes (1961) 691-692, 2043-44,

7491-94, 12744-745, 20785-787; (1962)
612-613, 7448-50, 9691-94, 17588-590,
23573-575; (1963) 4985-89, 6515-17, 17505

station papers (1961) 693-695, 6146-47, 7495,
12746, 19380-381, 20788-790; (1962)
614-615, 7451, 9695-96, 23576; (1963)
4990-92, 10240

Rocky Mountain National Park:
exchange certain property for land owned

by Colorado Transportation Co.

—

law (1961) 16579
reports (1961) 12305, 14631

general information (1961) 13574; (1962)
16079; (1963) 11122; (1964) 16771

natural history handbook (1963) 18208
Rocky Mountain spotted fever:
general information (1964) 9716
symposium. Army (1962) 175

Rocky Mountain States:
annual survey of manufactures standard

metropolitan statistical areas and large
industrial counties, statistics (1962)
18776; (1963) 4571; (1964) 6032

census of business, 1963, merchandise line

sales, retail trade, statistics (1965)
15304

census of housing, 1960, standard metropoli-
tan statistical area, tenure, rooms, con-
dition and plumbing, etc (1963) 1917

coals

—

Baum jig performance in treating (1964)
2992

washability examinations (1962) 3337
conifer stands, composite aerial volume ta-

bles (1963) 20697
cost of transporting freight (1961) 748;

(1965) 7838
county business patterns, activities covered

by OASDI program (1961) 10011; (1963)
15054, 18677

labor organizations, reporting, register
(1961) 4784; (1964) 16573

manufacturing plants, location by county,
industry, and employment size, 1958
census (1962) 9033

Rocky Mountain States—Continued

national forest recreation in intermountain
region (1963) 582

northern

—

commercial pole production, 1962 (1964)
8644

home fruit garden (1965) 8433
pole production, 1960 (1961) 19365

reporting labor organizations, register
(1961) 4784

small business problem studies (1963) 1473
truck inventory and use survey, mountain

division (1965) 5700
Rocky Mountains:

central

—

emergence period of Black Hills beetles
from ponderosa pine (1965) 7737

selected national forest campgrounds,
summer recreational use (1964) 12480

cherries growing east of Rocky Mountains
(1962) 16285

comandra blister rust in central region, re-

ports of outbreaks (1963) 6515
east, predicting rainfall-erosion losses from

cropland, guide (1965) 10051
geology at head of Missouri River, restudy

of area (1963) 12228
northern and intermountain regions, oppor-

tunity to thin and prune timber (1962)
604

paleocene flora (1962) 23590
snow measured in Colorado and New Mexico,

how and why (1961) 8196
watershed management in alpine and subal-

pine zones (1965) 7741
Rocky River Co., relief (1965) 10598, 12086,

17354
Rocky River, Ohio:
engineer report on harbor

—

departmental edition (1964) 17956
document edition (1964) 17471

Rodabaugh, David, on efficient use of predic-
tor-corrector methods in numerical solu-

tion of differential equations (1965)
16689

Rodden, Clement J., analysis of essential nu-
clear reactor materials (1965) 203

Rodenhiser, H.A., panel presentation, Dec. 11,

1962 (1963) 1418
Rodent repellents:
arasan-endrin mixture, tests on acorns

(1963) 12184
endrin-Arasan 75, in combination with thio-

urea, effect on germination of bitter-

brush seed (1961) 17308
Rodenticides:
amend act to include nematocides, etc., law,

transitional provisions, amend

—

hearings (1961) 7141
laws (1961) 6947, 8607
reports (1961) 5699, 7067, 7069, 7219, 7231

Federal insecticide, fungicide and rodenticide
act, amend

—

hearings (1963) 18917, 19041
law (1964) 12000
reports (1963) 19034; (1964) 4480

notices of judgement (1961) 6672, 13764;
(1962) 6543, 20389; (1963) 9549, 16718;
(1964) 13572; (1965) 22, 16948

produced and recommended, USSR, 1961, list

(1962) 6051
rodenticides and accessories, manufacturers

and importers, list (1965) 6237
Rodents:

characteristics of interspecies contact in

ecesis of greater gerbils in area north of
Aral Sea, USSR study (1962) 2898

control

—

and public health importance (1961) 1436
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Rodents—Continued
control—Continued

biological factors (1961) 1432
importance of sanitation (1961) 1448
nursing homes (1963) 13010

depredation, direct seeding problem (1965)
9189

life span and alteration of generations,
USSR study (1965) 5012

population, large-scale mapping experiment,
USSR study (1964) 1239

relationships of Quemisis gravis (Rodentia:
Heptaxodontidae) (1965) 9920

Rhombomys opimus at sites of endemic
plague epizootics, ecological pecularities
of fleas, USSR study (1965) 4944

seed eating, more natural regeneration by
controlling (1964) 18070

see also Marmots—Porcupines—Rats.
Roder, H.M., thermodynamic and related prop-

erties of parahydrogen from triple point
to 100° K at pressures to 34() atmos-
pheres (1965) 14875

Roderburg, T.K., taxonomy of subject matter
(1965) 5545

Rodis, Harry G., geology and occurrence of
ground water in Lyon County, Minn
(1964) 818

Rodriquez, Antonio J.F. Senra, see Senra,
Antonio J., and wife.

Rodriguez, Eduardo G., relief (1961) 10423

Rodriguez Jimenez, Alvaro, relief (1961) 8870
Rodriquez, Jose L., relief (1964) 2180; (1965)

6011, 15592, 17316
Rodriguez, Jose R.C.S., see Soler y Rodriguez,

Jose R.C., and wife.
Rodriguez, Manuel Arranz, see Arranz Rodri-

guez, Manuel.
Rodriguez Perez, Ortelio, relief (1965) 14020

Rodriguez, Reynaldo F.:

basic data on economy of Venezuela (1964)
2456

economic developments in Venezuela, 1962
(1963) 8410

establishing business in Peru (1963) 2421
licensing and exchange controls of Venezue-

la (1963) 8415
market for U. S. products, Venezuela (1964)

14370
Rods:
advanced test reactor servo regulator rod

test program (1965) 10170
recrystallized, thermal expansion coefficients

and thermal cycling growths (1961)
18014

steel wire, determination of no injury, etc.,
to U.S. industry by imports from

—

Belgium (1963) 13094
France (1963) 14739
Luxembourg (1963) 13095
West Germany (1963) 13096

see also Control rods—Stadia rods— aiso
names of metals, etc., of which rods are
made.

Roe, Arthur L.:

results of regeneration cutting in
spruce-subalpine fir stand (1965) 19637

thinning western larch (1965) 14376

Roe, Eugene I.:

direct seeding of conifers in Lake States,
review of past trials (1963) 12188

heavy crop of red pine cones yields many
thousands of good seeds (1964) 6747

seed stored in cones of some jack pine
stands, northern Minnesota (1963) 6514

Roe, R.M., apparatus for study of slag forma-
tion, etc (1964) 7649

Roe:
caviar and other fish roe products (1964)

19728
disappearance of dead pink salmon eggs and

larvae from Sashin Creek, Baranof Is-

land, Alaska (1965) 615
firms canning caviar and fish roe, list (1964)

746
firms canning fish roe, list (1965) 14325
pink salmon eggs and larvae method of

measuring mortality (1965) 14306
size, comparison with conditions of fish de-

velopment and fertility, USSR study
(1964) 4917

Roed, Vula, relief (1964) 15445, 15668, 17222
Roelke, Richard J., analytical investigation of

3 turbopump feed systems suitable for
high-pressure hydrogen-oxygen rocket-
engine applications (1965) 16709

Roentgen irradiation, see X-rays.
Roentgenologists, all-Union conference, USSR

study (1965) 9465
Roentgenology:
all-Russian "conference (1962) 22113
anti-ray effect of gallates under conditions

of irradation with 1000 roentgens,
USSR study (1964) 14615

diagnosis of tumors of large intestine, USSR
study (1961) 2349

examinations of patients. X-ray exposure
doses on skin, USSR study (1961) 15306

homotransplantation of bones preserved by
freezing, USSR study (1961) 20941

Moldavian SSR conference (1963) 19533
occupational diseases and intoxications,

USSR study (1962) 11993
roentgeno-functional symptoms of mitral-

value failure, USSR (1961) 2083
Soviet

—

studies (1964) 1305
training of physicians, translations (1962)
22403

State Scientific Research Roentgenoradi-
ological Institute of Ministry of Health,
RSFSR, 40th anniversary, 1924-64
(1965) 14534

thoracic examination of unanesthetized pri-

mates, restraint apparatus (1964) 1749
use in industry and medicine, USSR study

(1965) 12586
USSR-

studies (1965) 12604
translations from Vestnik rentgenologii i

radiologii (1963) 6642
see also Mammography.

Roentgenology (USSR periodical):
translations (1962) 15855

Roethlisberger, Hans:
movement studies by seismic soundings,

Greenland ice sheet (1965) 14196
reflection and transmission coefficients at

interface ice-solid (1964) 14202
Rogallo, Vernon L., wide-range piezoelectric

momentum transducer for measuring
micrometeoroid impacts (1965) 14855

Roger Mills County, Okla., soil survey (1963)
18317

Roger Williams National Memorial:
establish

—

law (1965) 19167A
report (1965) 17885

Rogers, Eldith N., memorial services (1961)
12027

Rogers, Elfriede P., relief (1962) 6980, 7174,
11233

Rogers, George B., costs and economies of
scale in turkey processing plants (1963)
18434
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Rogers, James G., shared spectrum display
enhancement (1965) 5547

Rogers Lake, quadrangle, geology (1961) 9250
Rogers, LeRoy, effects of agricultural flood

reduction on most profitable farm orga-
nization and income of flood plain farms.
Beech River Watershed (1965) 5427

Rogers, Lonnie J., constant amplitude, vari-
able phase filters (1965) 9708

Rogers, Samuel M., digest of State air pollu-

tion laws (1963) 1404; (1964) 5651
Rogers, T.A.:

caloric cost and fluid and electrolyte balance
in simulated subarctic survival situa-

tions (1964) 19140
temperature effects on magnesium metabo-

lism (1963) 18471
Rogers, William C, jr., testimony, hearings

(1964) 6526
Rogers, Ark., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 11901
Rogers, Edith Nourse, Memorial Veterans

Hospital, see Eklith Nourse Rogers Me-
morial Veterans Hospital.

Rogerson, Thomas L., estimating foliage on
loblolly pine (1965) 7744

Rogge, T.R., stability of sloshing modes under
translational and rotational excitation,

nonlinear analysis (1965) 9618
Rogler, George A., growing Russian wildrye in

Western States (1963) 18430
Rogoff, Martin H., materials in coal inhibitory

to growth of microorganisms (1963)

18097
Rogovin, Mitchell, nomination, hearing (1965)

4603
Rogue River Basin:

flood control survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 4868
document edition (1963) 4684

Rogue River Basin project:

Merlin division, construct, Interior Dept.
report (1964) 6197

Talent division

—

Agate Dam, etc., construct

—

hearing (1961) 14740
law (1962) 20902
reports (1962) 9428, 19088

rehabilitation and construction, 1956-61

(1962) 16151
Rogus, B.J., fracture characteristics of alumi-

num alloys wetted with liquid zinc amal-
gam (1963) 20012

Rohl, Gerald E.:

fluorescent color specification, Beckman
model DK-2 spectrophotometer (1964)

5593
luminescent, etc., coatings as night aircraft

carrier landing aids (1964) 13328
Rohrer, Robert, base surge and cloud forma-

tion (1965) 17121
Roithmayr, Charles M.:

distribution of fishing by purse seine vessels

for Atlantic menhaden, 1955-59 (1963)

8281
industrial bottomfish fishery in northern

Gulf of Mexico (1965) 7696, 19633
Rolfe, E.A., jr., relief (1964) 6229, 12190, 15481,

17237
Rolfe, S.T., crack propagation in low-cycle fa-

tigue of mild steel (1963) 14686
Rolinski, Andrew J., satellite-tracking charac-

teristics of X-Y mount for data acquisi-

tion antennas (1964) 13213
Roll:

controls applicable to fin-stabilized vehicles

(1964) 18793
delta configuration 79° clipped, rolling mo-

tions with wing-tip fins (1963) 20996

Roll—Continued
sounding rocket, pitch-roll resonance condi-

tions, steady-state and 6-degree-of-free-
dom analyses (1963) 12882

Roll (aircraft):

fin-stabilized ammunition, controls, possible
application (1962) 10482

interceptor, analysis of effects on success of

collision-course attacks (1961) 15798
low speed characteristics of 45° swept-wing

fighter type airplane, wind-tunnel inves-

tigation (1961) 6334
requirements for fighter airplane, flight and

analytical studies (1961) 6339
roUer-on-roU-rate stabilization system for

canard missile configuration (1961) 6328
three-stage missile configuration (1963)

10996
tolerable limits of oscillatory accelerations

due to rolling motions during automat-
ic-interceptor flight tests (1961) 9580

trailing-edge spoilers at Mach numbers 2.2

and 5.0, drag and rolling-moment effec-

tiveness (1961) 6306
VTOL aircraft-

effects of coupling between pitch and roll

control inputs on handling qualities

(1962) 10525
gyroscopic cross coupling between pitch
and roll effects on handling qualities

(1961) 9581
wing-control configuration for fighter-type

airplane at Mach numbers from 0.6 to

1.5, effectiveness (1963) 14532
Roll stability, see Stability of aircraft.

Rollag, Norman L., freezing of commercial
bakery products (1964) 19086

Rollbuhler, R. James, rocket-engine ablative-

material performance after postrun
cooling at altitude pressures (1963)

12863
Roller bearings, see Bearings (machinery).

Rollin, S.F., Federal seed act, questions and
answers (1963) 13143

Rolling element slip rings for vacuum applica-

tion (1964) 9608
Rolling history in relation to toughness of

ship plate (1965) 15028
Rolling mills:

labor market developments, industry man-
power surveys (1961) 12582

manufacture of spur gears by rolling, USSR
study (1963) 12363

metal-ceramic, description, USSR study
(1963) 12343

production of rolled steel sections, USSR
study (1962) 19854

Rollins, Myron B., water quality of Newlands
reclamation project (1965) 8395

Rollins, W.C, inbreeding and crossbreeding in

rabbit production (1965) 7010
Rollinson Channel:
navigation improvements, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 458
document edition (1963) 228

Rolls, L. Stewart:
effects of lateral control characteristics on

hovering jet lift VTOL aircraft (1965)

8095
flight evaluation of lunar landing trajecto-

ries, etc (1963) 5601
Roman, H. Roth:

technical papers of metallographic group

—

15th meeting (1965) 17106
18th meeting (1965) 17107

Roman, James A.:

elevator illusion during subgravity preceded

by negative accelerations (1963) 16791
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Roman, James A.—Continued

sensitivity to stimulation of semicircular
canals during weightlessness (1963) 7636

validity of flight blood pressure data (1965)
17022

Romancier, R.M., management of small wood-
land holdings in Georgia Piedmont
(1963) 10247

Romans, Peter A., X-ray spectrographic anal-
ysis for trace quantities of tantalum in

columbium (1964) 16634
Romanus, Waheeda B., see Jariash, Wahidi R.
Romberger, J.A., meristems, growth and devel-

opment in woody plants, etc (1964) 42
Rome, Ga., census of housing, 1960, special

reports for local housing authorities
(1961) 16444

Rome, N. Y.:

census of business 1963, major retail cen-
ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 15297
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18291
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20618

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 11181

water resources of area (1963) 5030
Rome Air Development Center:
RADC reliability notebook for ground elec-

tronic equipment (1961) 134, 17965
technical

—

documentary reports (1963) 11513,
18497-498; (1964) 4257, 7996, 20972

notes (1961) 133, 17964
reports (1961) 134, 17965; (1962) 12949,

18657; (1964) 69
Rome Air Materiel Area, unnecessary costs

incurred in negotiated procurement of
batteries, GAO report (1965) 2214

Rome Institute for Unification of Private Law,
see International (Rome) Institute for
Unification of Private Law.

Romeo, David J.:

aerodynamic interaction effects ahead of
rectangular sonic jets (1963) 11069

forward-facing jet effect on bow shock of
blunt body, etc (1963) 7264

Romer, A. Russell:
basic data on economy of Greece (1964) 8827
economic developments in Greece, 1962

(1963) 8403
establishing business in Greece (1963) 2392
foreign trade regulations of Greece (1964)

15986
Romero, Petra, formaldehyde perfusion and

methylene blue gross staining technic in
dry fixation of lung tissue (1963) 5889

Romerstein, Herbert, Communist International
youth and student apparatus (1963)
17317

Romine, H. E., plane strain fracture toughness
of 18 Ni (250) and 18 Ni (200) maraging
welded steel plate (1965) 18473

Romney, Carl F., relief (1961) 18798; (1962)
7163, 11244

Romney Federal Credit Union, growth and its

contributions to community (1964) 6606
Romstad, Karl:
evaluating shear strength of plastic lami-

nates reinforced with unwoven glass
fibers (1964) 18052

investigation of methods for evaluating
unwoven glass-fiber-reinforced plastic
laminates in flexure (1964) 12445

Rondberg, Samuel R., relief (1965) 17774

Rondout Harbor:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 19584
document edition (1965) 19184

Rondout Creek:
flood control improvements, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1963) 2220
document edition (1963) 2069

Ronholt, Lael L.:

distribution and relative abundance of com-
mercially important pandalid shrimps,
northwestern Pacific Ocean (1964) 8617

light box for photographing fish and inver-
tebrates at sea (1964) 4732

shrimp explorations off Vancouver Island,
B.C., by MA" John N. Cobb, Oct.-Nov.
1962 (1964) 19723

Ronstadt, Robert C:
testimony (1963) 307

print additional copies, report (1965)
12133

Roof supports, see Mine props.
Roofers:
employment outlook (1962) 10401; (1964)

7385
national apprenticeship and training stand-

ards (1965) 4227
Roofing:
asphalt and tar, current industrial reports

(1961) 2989, 8500; (1962) 3736; (1963)
3574; (1964) 3390; (1965) 3273

summary (1963) 11616; (1964) 8113; (1965)
10235, 13619

building maintenance. Navy manual (1964)
7869

built-up, effects of

—

solar heating, radiative cooling, and ther-
mal movement (1964) 3053, 7581

thermal shrinkage (1965) 8141
corrugated and siding, protected-steel, engi-

neering and design manual (1961) 7352
farm buildings, general information (1962)

42
operations, occupational hazards to young

workers (1962) 12334
Roofs:
concrete

—

precast cellular, fire tests (1962) 10543
truss, erecting in unit by jack lifting

method. Communist China (1961) 803
decking design, engineering manual (1962)

2431
drainage products, commercial standard

(1962) 9005
mines, bolted and timbered, costs of mining

bituminous coal (1961) 13436
utility trusses, lap-nailed construction, farm

building plan (1962) 18637
Rooke, A.D., jr., emplacement and firing of

high-explosive charges and crater meas-
urements (1965) 10178

Rooker, James L., CH-47A category 2 stability
and control tests (1965) 88

Roos, G.E., electrothermal engine propellant
storage and feed system study (1964)
13148

Roosa, Robert V.:
nomination

—

hearing (1961) 4089
remarks (1963) 3388; (1964) 3175, 13502,

20860-61
Roosevelt, Eleanor:

eulogies, print as House document, report
(1963) 11854

5-cent commemorative postage stamp (post-
er) (1963) 18268

Roosevelt, Eleanor, Memorial Foundation, see
Eleanor Roosevelt Memorial Foundation.
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Roosevelt, Franklin D.:

memorial commission to

—

consider changes in design, report (1962)
21520

raise funds

—

hearings (1962) 15271
law (1962) 23242
reports (1962) 17039, 21107

three wars, FDR as war leader (lecture)

(1964) 9966
Roosevelt, FYanklin D., Home, National His-

toric Site, see Home of Franklin D.

Roosevelt National Historic Site.

Roosevelt, Franklin D., Library, see Franklin
D. Roosevelt Library.

Roosevelt Library, see Franklin D. Roosevelt
Library.

Roosevelt, Franklin D., jr.:

addresses, etc (1963) 9781, 18748; (1964)
1857, 4414, 8187-88, 10132, 11974-77,
13827-30, 17161-63; (1965) 13730-31,
4439-40, 5770-71, 7346, 7365-66, 8702,
10339

nomination, hearings (1963) 8096; (1965)
12347

Roosevelt, Theodore:
acquire Ansley Wilcox House where oath of

office was taken, report (1964) 2095
Sagamore Hill National Historic Site, ac-

ceptance of deed (remarks) (1963) 14055
Roosevelt, Theodore, Birthplace, National His-

toric Site, see Theodore Roosevelt Birth-

place National Historic Site.

Roosevelt, Theodore, National Memorial Park,
see Theodore Roosevelt National Memo-
rial Park.

Roosevelt Campobello International Park:
establish

—

as memorial, agreement with Canada
(1964) 20830

law (1964) 13911
reports (1964) 12085, 12245

Roosevelt Campobello International Park
(Commission:

establish

—

law (1964) 13911
reports (1964) 12085, 12245

Roosevelt University, growth, etc. (address)

(1961) 19803
Root, Frederick W., scientific and technical

personnel in Federal Government,
1961-62 (1965) 11552

Root lesion nematode infestation and control
in Plains forest tree nurserv (1962)
23574

Root rot:

annosus, in eastern pines (1963) 10210
Armillaria, general information (1963) 17472
damage to white pine at Chittenden Nursery

(1964) 773
Roots:

adventitious rooting, Hawaii's environment
(1965) 7734

antelope bitterbrush, characteristics (1961)
17304

development, ponderosa pine transplants at
Lincoln, Nebr (1964) 14326

Douglas-fir and true fir cuttings, factors
affecting growth (1963) 6498

elongation in ponderosa pine seedlings, nur-
sery temperature as factor (1965) 16264

root systems of direct-seeded and variously
planted loblollv, shortleaf, and pitch
pines (1965) 4810

tree seedlings, development, construction
and use of glass-faced boxes to study
(1962) 17590

vellow birch, development better in humus
than sandy loam (1964) 780

Rootworms, see Southern corn rootworms.
Rope:
Federal item identification guide for supply

cataloging (1962) 7238; (1963) 3654;
(1964) 3472, 12291; (1965) 3374

uses, etc., on farm (1964) 20916
see also Hawsers—Wire rope.

Roppel, Alton Y., fur seal investigations, Prib-
ilof Islands, Alaska (1964) 8618; (1965)
6228, 6230

Rosa, Lucia B.C., relief (1961) 19001; (1962)
6919, 6994

Rosamond quadrangle, Calif., geology (1963)
10276

Rosasco, Adelina, see Benedict, Adelina.
Rosasco, Alberto L., relief (1961) 18530, 16642,

19008
Rosciszewski, Jan, relief (1965) 13865, 19090,

19356
Roscoe B. Jackson Memorial Laboratory,

grants awarded by NIH for equipment
purchases, GAO review (1962) 13860

Rose, Cecil D., relief (1962) 4929, 11528, 13263
Rose, Homer C, skills of management and

supervision (1963) 10103
Rose, P.H., heat transfer measurements in

partially ionized gases (1965) 8041
ROSE, see Project ROSE (remotely operated

special equipment).
Rosebud County, Mont., geology (1964) 8756
Rosebud Reservation:

lands, place in trust status

—

law (1964) 17322
reports (1963) 20576; (1964) 12105

tribal land, sale and exchange of isolated
tracts

—

law (1964) 1925
reports (1963) 9909; (1964) 499

Rosebud Sioux Tribe, see Sioux Indians.
Roseburg, Oreg.:
land transfer

—

law (1965) 19130
reports (1965) 8850, 19413

Roseland, Nelson County, Va., flotation of ti-

tanium minerals from Roseland anor-
thosite (1962) 10467

Rosen, Alan:
compendium of Explorer VI data (1963)

19889; (1964) 1448
Explorer VI and Pioneer V data (1964) 1448

Rosen, B. Walter, mechanical properties of
fibrous composites (1964) 11352

Rosen, Baruch, estimating residual shell in
shucked soft-shell clams (Mya arenaria
L.) (1965) 7698

Rosen, Howard, manpower development and
training act, its meaning for young peo-
ple and counselors (1963) 14440

Rosen, Jean, relief (1962) 19047, 21336, 23156
Rosen, Seymour M.:

higher education in Poland, organization
and administration (1963) 8189; (1964)
14187

significant aspects of Soviet education
(1965) 9048

Rosenberg, N.W.:
generation and properties of high altitude

chemical plasma clouds (1965) 4178
ionospheric temperatures obtained from

photography of shock waves (1964)
20963

ionospheric winds, motions into night and
sporadic E correlations (1963) 18167

observations of ionospheric wind patterns
through night (1964) 20962

Project Firefly, 1962-63 (1964) 13630
Rosenberg, Nathan, acceptability of mouth

protectors by high school football play-
ers (1964) 7687
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Rosenberg, S.D., catalytic reduction of carbon
monoxide with hydrogen (1964) 14773

Rosenberry, Paul E.:

commercial corn belt farms, 1962 (1963) 8146
costs and returns, commercial Corn Belt

farms, 1964 (1965) 17992
Rosenstein, Louis J., relief (1961) 7015
Rosenstein, Marvin:

analytical quality control service of Divi-

sion of Radiological Health, inter-

laboratory study of iodine-131 sur-

veillance measurements in milk (1964)

20743
quality control, cross-check analyses of

gamma emitters in milk. Radiological

Health Division, Apr.-Oct. 1963 (1965)

1588
Rosenthal, Haine P., outdoor recreation, cur-

rent periodicals (1964) 19818
Rosenthal, Joseph, Federal support for medi-

cal and health-related research (1963)

19970; (1965) 1510
Rosenzweig, Walter, energy loss of 5.8 Mev

alpha particles passing through absorb-
er of variable thickness (1964) 8065

Roses:
for the home, classification, culture, etc

(1963) 16738
production and sales, etc (1962) 18516; (1965)

11730
varieties for the home, classification, cul-

ture, etc (1964) 9943; (1965) 11839
Rosettes, see Medal of Honor.
Rosetti, Joseph, testimony, hearings (1965)

7547
Rosewell, Gloucester County, Va., excavations,

1957-59 (1962) 14513
Roshore, E.C., tensile crack exposure tests,

results of tests of reinforced concrete
beams, 1955-63 (1965) 2115

Rosiclare Fluorspar Works, mining, milling

and water-control methods (1961) 13435
Rosin, see Naval stores.

Rosina, Sister Mary, see Luisi, Rosina.
Roskruge Mountains, Mesozoic Formations,

Papago Indian Reservation, Ariz (1965)
19660

Roslyn-Cle Elum coal field. Wash., amenability
to production of high-ash boiler fuel

(1965) 11394
Roslyn, Wash., coalbed, hydraulic mining re-

search (1963) 18095
Rosofsky, Rose, manpower act of 1965 (1965)

9493
Ross, A. John, mycobacteria in adult salmonid

fishes returning to national fish hatcher-
ies in Washington, Oregon, and Califor-

nia, 1958-59 (1963) 19244
Ross, Arthur, nomination, hearings (1965)

17949
Ross, Charles R., nomination, hearings (1962)

411; (1965) 12322
Ross, Clyde P., Belt series in Montana (1964)

4786
Ross, David W., interference properties of

photons (1964) 4230
Ross, Donald C, geology of Independence

quadrangle, Inyo County, Calif (1965)
6332

Ross, Enid S., washing machines, selection and
use (1965) 32

Ross, George W., jr., relief (1961) 12207; (1962)
7162, 11250

Ross, J. Richard, recovery of scandium from
uranium plant iron sludge, etc (1965)
5092

Ross, Jack S.:

fish meal supply and price trends (1963) 8153
grain and feed statistics (1963) 13188; (1964)

7946; (1965) 7041

Ross, John E., effects of gin drying and clean-

ing of cotton (1964) 13589
Ross, Malcolm, crystal chemistrv of beryllium

(1964) 6809
Ross, Mark speech discrimination of hearing-

impaired individuals in noise, rela-

tionship to other audiometric parame-
ters (1963) 14918

Ross, Reuben J., jr.:

middle and lower Ordovician formations in

southernmost Nevada and adjacent Cali-

fornia (1965) 2227
Ordovician graptolites of Basin Ranges

(1963) 12224
Ross, Roger A., relief (1964) 12033, 15633,

17176
Ross, Ronald G., directory of counselor educa-

tors (1963) 2151
Ross, W.M., grain sorghum, culture and utili-

zation (1964) 9936
Ross, William F., Quartermaster Corps, opera-

tions in war against Germany (1965)

19825
Rossa, Leonard G., parametric study of con-

stant thrust, electrically propelled Mars
and Venus orbiting probes (1964) 21755

Rosser, R.M., NS Savannah upgrading analog
computer analysis (1963) 5924

Rossing, Robert G.:

nomogram relating P02, pH, temperature,
and hemoglobin saturation in dog (1965)
18916

pathogenesis of emphysema (1965) 4208

Rossmann, Audrey, relief (1964) 8271, 12193,
13861

Rossman, Darwin L.:

geology and petrology of 2 stocks of layered
gabbro, Fairweather Range, Alaska
(1963) 10279

geology of eastern part of Mount Fair-
weather quadrangle, Glacier Bay, Alas-
ka (1963) 6547

Rossow, Vernon J., one-dimensional free-

surface waves on liquid metals interac-
tion with transverse magnetic field

(1964) 13249
Rosters, National Cancer Institute, staff, advi-

sory bodies and consultants (1962) 22632

see also names of departments, etc., issuing
rosters.

Rostoker, William, deterioration of aluminum
alloys in presence of mercury and
cesium (1964) 7470

Rostow, W.W.:
addresses (1964) 7761, 15259
and reality of communistic social progress,

Rumanian study (1962) 3136
anti-Communist manifesto, Czechslovakian

review (1962) 5865
reactionary economic theory, which serve

U.S. ruling clique. Communist China
(1961) 13171

regional organization, planner's perspective
(1965) 15057

theory, opinion of Japanese Communist Par-
ty (1963) 10514

Rostvedt, J.O., floods in United States during
1960 (1965) 10996

Roswell Basin:
ground water, artificial recharge (1964)

19805
saline ground water, 1958-59 (1963) 8341

Roszkowski, Franciszek, relief (1961) 12378
Rot:

cull in black willow (1965) 7743
postharvest bacterial soft rot, bell peppers,

hot water treatments and hydrocooling,
effect (1964) 11735

rust-red stringy rot (1965) 10910
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Rot—Continued
soft-rot funpi wood attacking, aeration re-

quirements (1961) 19359
white trunk rot of hardwoods (1964) 18045
see also name of rot.

Rotalia, rotaliform families, tropical Pacific
collections of the Albatross (1965) 5270

Rotariu, George J., krypton-85 clathrate ana-
lytical techniques, to measure oxida-
tion-reduction products in liquid state
(1963) 18594

Rotary, deployable space power supply (1964)
21734

Rotary drills, see Drills (tools).

Rotating galactic arms and leading-edge shock
waves in H-III (1965) 11480

Rotating holder permits accurate grrinding of
metalurgical microsamples (1965) 16650

Rotating machinery for gas-cooled reactor
application, proceedings of meeting
(1964) 13715

Rotation:
cats, caloric nystagmus following rotary

habituation (1964) 4315
device transmits rotary motion through

hermetically sealed wall (1964) 11369
earth satellite in flight along its orbit (1961)

20139
effect on stabilized pinch (1961) 199
gravitating plasmas with magnetic field and

rotation, 2-stream instability (1965)
19934

intramolecular, flow diagrams for computa-
tion of spatial locations of atoms of
chain molecule (1965) 8400

liquid rotation and vortexing in rocket pro-
pellant tanks (1962) 6302

optics used to measure torque at high rota-
tional speeds (1965) 2845

rest-rotation, and season-long grazing on
mountain range in Wyoming (1965)
18184

reversibility with extremely fast action,
transmission device (1961) 9544

rotational magnetodynamics and steering of

space vehicles (1961) 19943

Rotation of crops:
calculation of optimal structure of sown

areas in farm within framework of crop
rotation alternatives, USSR study
(1962) 19751

cropping system studies on Cecil soil, Wat-
kinsville, Ga., 1943-62 (1964) 11741

Rotational decay of satellite 1960 ETA 2 due
to earth's magnetic field (1962) 22575

ROTC, see Reserve Officers Training Corps,
Air Force—Reserve Officers Training
Corps, Army—Reserve Officers Training
Corps, Navy.

Rotenone in fish pond management (1965)
10863

Roterus, Victor:
addresses, etc.

—

Feb. 6, 1963 (1963) 4433, 11527; (1964)
8013, 8015; (1965) 4229

ARA staff study, centralization or decentral-
ization of economic growth (1965) 10137

Roth, Emanual M.:

oxygen toxicity (1963) 18162
space-cabin atmospheres

—

fire and blast hazards (1964) 11358
oxygen toxicity (1964) 20536

Roth, H.P., technical papers of 13th metallo-
graphic group meeting (1963) 4488

Roth, Susanne, see Griin, Susanna.

Rothacher, Jack, snow accumulation and melt
in strip cuttings on west slopes of Ore-
gon Cascades (1965) 16254

Rothberg, Herman J., labor and material re-
quirements for private one-family house
construction (1964) 14703

Rothe, Victor E., crash injury evaluation, crew
seat design criteria for Army aircraft
(1963) 13099

Rothermel, Richard C, low airspeed differen-
tial pressure integrating system (1965)
14365

Rothman, Stuart:
address (1963) 3181, 5629, 11113

Rothschild, Brian J., skipjack tuna origin in
Pacific (1965) 14343

Rothwell, Doris P., calculation of average retail
food prices (1965) 6581

Rotifers, nutrition, USSR study (1963) 10774
Rotor planes, periodic forces and moments

transmitted to hub of 4 lifting rotor
configurations, investigations (1962)
8493

see also Convertiplanes—Helicopters.
Rotorcraft:
airworthiness

—

normal category

—

civil

—

aeronautics manual (1961) 14828;
(1962) 23501; (1963) 6390; (1965)
2121

air regulations, amdt (1962) 9578,
23501; (1963) 475, 2245, 20657

transport categories —
civil

—

aeronautics manual (1961) 14829;
(1962) 17444

air regulation, amendment (1962) 9579
transport category. Federal aviation regu-

lations (1965) 2122, 14233
class ratings for pilot certificates (1962)

11746
external-load operations. Federal aviation

regulations (1964) 6620
jet-boundary corrections for lifting rotors

centered in rectangular wind tunnels
(1961) 15823

structural dynamics studies (1961) 7996
Rotornet, high-performance hypersonic decel-

erator for planetary entry (1965) 12974
Rotors:

articulated, tilt-wing VTOL airplane, wind-
tunnel investigation (1965) 6682

asymmetric, line strength, microwave spec-
tral tables (1965) 2930

axial-flow-compressors—
transonic

—

designed for sonic inlet velocity with
inlet hub-tip radius of 0.35 (1961) 4854

wdth inlet hub-tip radius ratio of essen-
tially zero, design and investigation
(1962) 10483

with

—

contracted exit annulus, transonic inves-

tigation (1961) 6351
hub tip ratio of 0.75 and blades having
NACA A2 Isb mean lines, transonic
investigation (1961) 6350

axial-flow-pump

—

blade-element performance (1964) 18790
design and performance (1964) 11415
with blade-tip diffusion factor of 0.66, de-

sign and performance (1965) 18572
blades

—

flapping hinges, analysis of flapwise bend-
ing frequencies and mode shapes to re-

duce vibration levels (1961) 2588
protective covers (1961) 5150

damping vibrations of heavy rotors, USSR
study (1965) 6488

duct closure valves for hot cycle system
(1963) 14751
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Rotors—Continued

fully rotating at cowl face of supersonic
conical inlet to reduce inlet flow distor-

tion (1961) 17703
harmonic airloads, effects of rotor-rotor in-

terference and blade flexibility (1965)

15104
helicopter

—

hovering characteristics in

—

airfoil section (1963) 1307
design of flying-crane type (1961) 8000

jet-flat, flutter characteristics in hovering
and forward flight (1963) 14752

nonarticulated, full-scale wind tunnel tests

(1964) 16703
rotor blade response in variable inflow

environment, analysis and correlation

(1965)20116
high speed rigid rotor systems, elastic cou-

pling phenomena (1964) 18999
jet driven, weight-flow and thrust limitations

(1961) 4850
lifting

—

configurations, periodic forces and mo-
ments transmittt to hub, investigation
(1962) 8493

in transition, trim requirements and stat-

ic-stability derivatives (1965) 6709
operating at tip-speed ratios from 0.65 to

1.45, wind-tunnel investigation (1965)
6696

wind-tunnel measurements at high thrust
coefficients and high tip-speed ratios

(1964) 18785
mechanics of controlling angular motion of

body, USSR study (1961) 15415
performance of 78° flat-plate helical inducer,

investigation (1962) 10511

pickup device reads pressures from ports in

rotating mechanisms (1965) 5135
pump, visual observations of cavitation

(1965) 13007
rotary wing flight, technical manual (1965)

13469
rotor driven helicopter controlled by jet

flaps (1965) 18576
short-circuited, brazing, USSR study (1965)

4997
simulation, helicopter, feasibility of reduc-

ing number of azimuth stations used,

study (1965) 6836
tables of 2-dimensional oscillating airfoil

coefficients for rotary wings (1965) 5438
superconducting, magnetically supported

spinning body, theoretical and experi-

mental study (1964) 20529
tail blades, effect of erosion resistant boots

(1965) 11743
transonic compressor, high performance de-

signed for 37.5 pounds per second per
square foot of frontal area, transonic
investigation (1961) 2561

turbine blades

—

small air-cooled, temperatures and coolant
pressure losses for cascade (1963) 5528

vibration, USSR study (1965) 9401
turbine

—

critical speed, USSR study (1965) 9401
secondary-flow study, loss patterns as de-

termined by hot-wire anemometers
(1962) 12416

velocity indiced in lateral plane, with har-
monic azimuthwise vorticity distribu-
tion, and calculated results (1961) 9579

wind tunnel tests at high speeds (1965)
16900

YUH-ID helicopters, category 2 perform-
ance and limited handling tests (1965)
1783

Roudebush, William H., tank pressurization
during outflow (1965) 5187

Rouge, River, see River Rouge, Mich.
Rough, Robert L., hydraulic fracture treat-

ments in Glade and Clarendon oil reser-

voirs (1964) 14753
Rough-air effect on crew performance during

simulated low-altitude high-speed sur-

veillance mission (1963) 16398
Roughage, see Food for livestock.

Round table discussion on training young sci-

entists, USSR (1965) 16424
Rounds, Donald E.:

potentiation of gamma radiation with ener-

gy from ruby laser (1965) 17027
radioprotective agents

—

correlative study of RNA content and de-

gree of radio-resistance of cells in vitro

(1963) 9632
effects of depolymerized yeast ribonucleic

acid, etc (1963) 5888

Rounsefell, George A.:

Biological Laboratory, Galveston, Tex
(1964) 10553

marking fish and invertebrates (1963) 10195
Rous, W.C., zirconium 1.5 w/o niobium clad-

ding, evaluation in boiling water reactor
environment (1963) 9677

Roush, J. Edward:
contested election, investigation

—

hearing (1961) 8842
reports (1961) 10311, 12226

Roustabout Company, loans, imprudent action
taken in approving, ARA, Commerce
Dept., GAO report (1965) 700

Rovelstad, Trygve A., relief (1964) 15472
Row, Clark, determining forest investment

rates-of-return by electronic computer
(1964) 8694

Rowan, Carl T., address, Aug. 11, 1964 (1965)
19951

Rowe, H.A., relief (1962) 19033

Rowland, Catherine M., index to appropriation
ledgers. Interior Dept., Finance Division,
1853-1923 (1963) 16416

Rowland, Robert L., statistics on public insti-

tutions for delinquent children, 1958
(1963) 6015

Rowles, James E., relief (1962) 15114

Rowlesburg Dam and Reservoir:
multiple-purpose water resources develop-

ment

—

departmental edition (1965) 18036
document edition (1965) 17458

Rowlett, Frank B., relief (1964) 15478, 17703,
21115

Rowley, James J., remarks. May 16, 1963
(1963) 11358

Rowley, Paul D., resonant interaction of verti-

cally polarized plane electromagnetic
waves with thin slabs of plasma (1964)
20602

Roy, Douglass F., system for recording forest
tree seed lot information in California
(1963) 17486

Royal Blue Coaches, Inc., accident (1963) 2449

Royal Canadian Air Force, flight information
publication, enroute-low altitude, Alas-
ka, Canada and North Atlantic (1961)
2895

Royal Canadian Navy, flight information pub-
lication, enroute-low altitude, Alaska,
Canada and North Atlantic (1961) 2895

Royal Interocean Lines, see Koninklijke
Java-China-Paketvaart Lijnen N.V.

Royal Oak, Mich., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 16369
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Royalties:
charges by Hazeltine Corporation under

Defense Dept. contracts, GAO examina-
tion (1962) 15625

failure of Defense Dept. to recover from Col-

lins Radio Co., GAO report (1965) 2192
musical compositions on coin-operated ma-

chines, provide

—

hearings (1963) 15321
report (1963) 17141

Royce, R.K., high-frequency spiral antenna at
Naval Radio Station, Cheltenham, Md
(1963) 11184

Royer, John H., jr.:

addresses (1963) 18751; (1965) 1938, 5757,
7339

Roys, G.P., penetrations of thunderstorms by
aircraft flying at supersonic speeds
(1964) 11705

Royster, Dick M., mechanical properties, etc.,

vanadium-base alloys (1965) 6690
RP-1, see Propellants.
RSFSR, see Russian Soviet Federal Socialist

Republic.
RSN, see Radiation Surveillance Network.
RT-TR series (1963) 18263
RTA-60 page teletype, USSR (1964) 9110

RTD, see Research and Technology Division.
RTM, see Research technical memorandum se-

ries.

Ruanda-Urundi, agricultural econom.y (1962)
9529

Rubber:
and plastics products, manufacturers' sales,

1958 census (1961) 18134
and rubber products industry (1961) 3835;

(1962) 6717
automation in USSR industry (1962) 5744
bibliography (1962) 13024
Cambodia industry (1961) 7615
disposal from national stockpile

—

hearing (1965) 19482
law (1965) 15515
reports (1965) 15703, 15961

industry

—

all-Union Chemical Society work, USSR
(1961) 10919

improving chemical fibers, USSR creative
discussion (1961) 19502

mills and calenders, comparison of State
safety codes with ASA, charts (1962)
8316

reports (1961) 2933; (1962) 3941; (1963)
3511; (1964) 3317; (1965) 3209

socialist competition in honor of 22d con-
gress of CPSU, USSR study (1962) 2604

mixtures, mechanization and automation
processes of receiving, etc., components
at Dnepropetrovsk tire factory, USSR
study (1962) 5638

new mixture ingredients, toxicological char-
acteristics, USSR study (1965) 12672

products

—

and processes, Government-owned inven-
tions available for license (1961) 8590

census of manufactures, 1958,

—

industry report (1961) 3920
commodity transportation survey, shipper

series (1965) 17209
protective multi-layered, for X-ray shielding

devices, USSR study (1962) 22141

Rumanian industries, new sub-branches
(1962) 7989

sampling and testing

—

brittleness, low-temperature, method
standard, change (1962) 5202

test method standard (1961) 12658; (1963)
538

Rubber—Continued
special purpose synthetic industries, water

requirements (1963) 12231
stockpile investigation, hearings (1962)

15428
supply and distribution for U.S.

—

current industrial reports (1961) 2989;
(1962) 3736; (1963) 3574; (1964) 3390;
(1965) 3273, 13629

summaries (1961) 10024; (1962) 13052;
(1963) 11627; (1964) 10058

surplus, disposal program, report (1962)
9343

synthetic

—

Attorney General's report on competition
in synthetic rubber industry (1962) 6175;
(1964) 5416, 18606

census of manufactures, 1958, industry
report (1961) 1793

specification limits, sampling and testing.
Federal standard (1964) 12408

USSR industrial development, transla-
tions (1963) 17584

see aiso names of articles maniofactured
from rubber.

Rubber bands, see Bands (rubber).
Rubber gloves, double, reduce contamination

of dry box atmosphere (1965) 9659
Rubber mills, producing technical articles, new

equipment, USSR study (1962) 2603
Rubber tracks. Army combat vehicles, unnec-

essary deterioration of unused stock,
GAO review (1963) 6540

Rubberweed, livestock poisoning in Western
States, reducing losses (1963) 14856;
(1964) 20915

Rubel, John R., nomination, hearings (1961)
12507

Rubella, see Measles.
Ruben, George:
deferred increases due in 1964 and wage

escalation (1964) 5448
deferred increases due in 1965 and wage

escalation (1965) 5062
Rubeola, see Measles.
Ruberoid Co., Vermont Asbestos Mines, mining

and milling methods and costs (1962)
12372

Rubidium:
compatability tests of several plastics and

elastomers (1962) 10531
corrosion and physical properties evaluation

program, space power systems technol-

ogy studies (1962) 16387
field test (1961) 2512
mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)

9597
oilfield waters, analyzing for (1965) 14705
radiochemistry (1962) 8966
vapor, frequency standard, portable (1964)

11439
Rubidium hydroxide, electrolytes, comparison

(1962) 6351
Rubies:

crystals. X-ray topography (1964) 9682
dislocation structures in single-crystal

AI2O3 (1964) 19173
optical tests on samples (1964) 13346

Rubin, Bernard, electrocutting single crystals
of metals, etc (1965) 4187

Rubin, Myron M., screening children for heart
disease with portable tape recorder
(1965) 13243

Rubin, Sherwin, sensitivity indices for Hall
generators (1964) 7582

Rubin, Vera C, kinematic studies of early

type stars (1963) 21022
Rubinoff, Morris, USOFTT mathematical pro-

cedures (1963) 7366
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Ruby, J.D., elastomers for potential use at

cryogenic temperatures (1964) 15017
Ruby Lake National Wildlife Refuge, general

information (1962) 11834
Ruckel, Gail J., roadside fire prevention signs,

standard and new designs compared
(1965) 16263

Rudd. Benjamin W., decisions of United States
courts involving copyrights, 1961-62
(1964) 549

Rudd, Kenneth D., horizontal tooth mobility

(1964) 8005

Rudd, Velva E.:

American species of Ormosia (Leguminosae)
(1965) 16764

genus Dussia (Leguminosae) (1964) 1512
Rudderfishes, Kyphosus sectatrix and K. inci-

sor, in western North Atlantic, develop-

ment, etc (1962) 11823, 15590

Rudee Inlet, sedimentation at entrance (1965)

7604
Rudjer Boskovic Physics Research Institute,

Zagreb, Yugoslavia, scientific program,
etc (1962) 7639

Rudman, Herbert C, structure and decision-

making in Soviet education (1964) 6581

Rudman, P.S., local order and solid-solution
strengthening in columbium alloys

(1964) 4226
Rudolf, Paul O.:

botanical and commercial range of

—

eastern white pine in Lake States (1965)
14369

jack pine in Lake States (1963) 15562
red pine in Lake States (1965) 14368

1962 forest tree seed crop averages fair in

Lake States (1963) 12173

Rueff, George Wm., Inc., relief (1962) 15126,
19250, 20730

Rugged pressed disk electrode has low contact
potential (1965) 19911

Ruggeri, Robert S.:

cavitation, etc., of nitrogen in tunnel ventu-
ri (1964) 7510

effects of air content, etc., on liquid tension
in incipient cavitation in venturi flow

(1963)9146
incipient cavitation of ethylene glycol in

tunnel Venturi (1965) 6755
Rugs:

braided, industry, trade practice rules (1964)
14261

current industrial reports (1963) 18685;
(1964) 15311; (1965) 13630

literature references, 1940-63, list (1965)
13362

wilton, brussels, etc., Tariff Commission
report (1961) 16030; (1962) 3535; (1963)
18347; (1964) 18996; (1965) 16891

Ruhlin, Charles L., flutter studies of swept-
back T-tail of multijet cargo plane
(1964) 9583

Rula, A.A., environmental factors affecting
grround mobility in Thailand (1963)
13888

Rulers, see Rules (measures).
Rules, see Senate

—

also names of courts, com-
missions, etc., issuing rules— aiso sub-
jects.

Rules (measures):
desk ruler, wood. Federal standard (1963)

20681
Rules and Administration Committee, Senate:
calendar (1961) 3102; (1962) 4014; (1963)

3861; (1964) 3675; (1965) 3587
committee prints (1963) 337; (1964) 10440;

(1965) 2045-46, 4623, 12352-353

Rules and Administration Committee, Senate

—

Continued
hearings (1961) 7300, 10520, 14755-756,

17146, 19188-189; (1962) 2377, 11673,
13702-704, 15455; (1963) 17334; (1964)
4594, 6526, 8456, 10438, 12281-282,
14156, 15822-824; (1965) 444, 4624,
6067-68, 7547-48, 12350-351, 16050

investigations and studies

—

financial or business interests of former
employees, etc

—

report (1963) 20600
rules of procedure (1964) 10439

privileges and elections expenses, reports

(1961) 5813; (1962) 5046; (1963) 6268;

(1964) 6459; (1965) 4591
standing rules of Senate, authorization,

report (1965) 4579
jurisdiction to investigate violation of rules

of Senate, report (1964) 14082
reports, see entry listings in Monthly cata-

log.

Rules Committee, House:
consent calendar and motion to suspend

rules, consideration, report (1961) 18826
hearings (1963) 17187; (1964) 4507, 14017
membership, increase to 15, report (1961)

5642
reports, see entry listings in Monthly cata-

log.

Rules of practice and rules relating to investi-

gations (1965) 3013
Rules of practice of Securities and Exchange

Commission (1962) 18439
Rules of road:
Great Lakes (1962) 18894

Rules of road, international, inland (1962)

23109; (1965) 15367
Rules of road, western rivers (1962) 18895
Rum:
denatured

—

distribution and use, code of Federal regu-
lations (1964) 12549

formulas, code of Federal regulations
(1962) 684; (1965) 19701

Rum War at sea (1964) 10122
Rumania:
Academy activities, proceedings. Mar. 18-21,

1963 (1963) 10787
Academy of Sciences

—

achievements in 1963 and plan for 1964
(1964) 9321

betatron (1963) 8864
conference on electronic computers (1962)
7555

Academy

—

statute on organization and operations,
translation (1965) 12756

surveys scientific achievements, 1944-64

(1964) 21547
achievements in geological research in hy-

drocarbons (1964) 21464
agricultural

—

geography (1962) 12203
districting varieties (1962) 5500
ecological zoning (1961) 4478

research (1964) 20233
institutes, recent activities (1965) 9389

science

—

advances (1964) 10904
in full development (1964) 18236

situation (1961) 12547
animal

—

health protection, achievements (1962)
5613

physiology research (1965) 1090
production development during people's
democratic regime (1962) 7748
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Rumania—Continued
application of science to industry, opinion

survey (1965) 18296
art and nwrality in development of socialist

awareness (1961) 7670
automatic meteorological station, descrip-

tion (1962) 5833
Automation Commission of Academy, scien-

tific session (1963) 14128
automation research (1965) 2564
bibliographic guide (1963) 19812
biographic information

—

CD. Nenitescu (1963) 2492, 10623
V.L. Bologa (1963) 8951

bibliography of social science periodicals
and monograph series, 1947-60 (1961)
11888

Bistrita River fish, prospects for develop-
ment in Bicaz storage lake (1962) 12122

Black Sea-
littoral, Constanta, hydraulic-engineering
problems, symposium (1964) 8859

storm data, effect on design, etc., of mari-
time construction, translations (1962)
19805

cement industry, development in long-term
plan of RPR (1961) 19788

chemical

—

and rubber industries, new sub-branches
(1962) 7989

industry, interregional conference on
health problems (1962) 5422

cities, data (1962) 5499
Cluj Biological Research Center, activities

(1962) 14277
Communist Party

—

policies, development (1961) 15134
state plan for 1962, 3d year of 6-year plan

(1962) 14028
communist regime, Turkish reporter's im-

pressions (1961) 13281
creation and judicious use of drug supplies

(1964) 2800
chemical research achievements (1965) 11316
church and state under Communism (1965)

7534
claims of inhabitants, payment, report

(1965) 19412
construction and construction materials

industries, research (1965) 9359
cultural relations agreement (1961) 6570;

(1963) 13085; (1965) 8321
cybernetics, developments (1965) 18290
DACICC-1 Electronic computer (1965) 11250
Dr. I. Cantacuzino Institute of Microbiology,

Parasitology, and E^pidemiclogy, activi-
ties (1964) 16016

development of

—

algebraic theories of automatic mecha-
nisms (1965) 6425

socialist

—

democracy, role of people's councils
(1961) 9312

industry (1961) 1026
doctors, training assistants in methodologi-

cal centers (1962) 7624
East European legal journals, abstracts

(1963) 7128, 8672, 17971
economic and political translations (1962)

5843
economy

—

basic'data (1964) 18183
development by combination of industry
and agriculture, translation (1965) 969

education (1964) 10461
of youth in armed forces (1964) 21521

electronic computers in national economy
(1962) 23650

Rumania—Continued
electrotechnical industry, translations

(1964) 19841
endocrinology achievements (1965) 2290
ethical profile of present-dav hero in novels

(1962)3126
ethics and aesthetics, discussion (1961)

19722
farm output, principal ways of increasing

(1962) 10130
fluid mechanics, achievements (1965) 2333
foodstuffs industry, development under 6

year plan, 1959-65 (1964) 5190
Forestry Research Institute, progress in sil-

viculture (1963) 20918
geographic monograph, translations (1962)

5781
geography, during people's regime (1965) 852
geological research (1964) 9217; (1965) 18331
geography of villages (1961) 4532
geologists, activity abroad (1962) 13957
Grand National Assembly, session on agri-

culture, speeches (1962) 14172
health, scientific research (1962) 5512
higher education

—

current problems (1964) 8951
in field of health (1964) 16080
rich content of ideas (1964) 5358

Hungary-Rumania boundary, study (1965)
15062

hydroelectric power plants, automation
(1962) 22340

hydrological service (1965) 12758
hygiene and labor protection, prospects for

development (1964) 9334
IFAC congress proceedings, impressions

(1962) 7645
immunology, developments (1965) 2557
index-digest of decisions, 1949-62 (1964)

19745
industrialization and structural changes in

economy (1964) 21530
industry, excerpts, 1944-64 (1965) 4985
inframicrobiology

—

new success (1964) 6970
20 years of achievements in field (1965)

1134
Institute for State Control of Drugs and

Pharmaceutical Research, research ac-
tivities (1964) 11010

Institute of Applied Mechanics

—

1944-64, research (1965) 4975
Rumanian Academy, research activities

(1963) 18010
Institute of Atomic Physics of Rumanian

Academy, report (1964) 1092
Institute of Inframicrobiology

—

objectives, etc (1963) 8822
study of viruses (1963) 8863

Institute of Metallurgical Research, activi-
ties (1965) 11321

Institute of Nuclear Physics, report (1964)
18524

Karl Marx notes about Rumanians, manu-
scripts (1965) 11236

L. Cuza University in lasi, reports delivered
at scientific session marking 100th anni-
versary, listing (1962) 7705

labor force, characteristics and growth
(1961) 8521

land ownership and production (1961) 19605
legal

—

journals, abstracts (1962) 10235, 12103,
15891, 15967, 17890, 19862; (1963) 857,
959, 10477, 12556, 14337, 19466; (1964)
941, 1193, 2685, 4893, 5261, 5404, 7181,
10831, 11159, 12937, 16091, 16270, 18497,
19940, 20164; (1965) 937, 2294, 2603
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Rumania—Continued
legal—Continued

publications, abstracts, summaries and
translations (1961) 15145, 15418, 15600;
(1962) 3019, 8281

livestock and meat production improvement,
review of government decrees (1964) 935

machine translation (1965) 958
mapping programs (1962) 7929
Marine Zoological Station of Agigea, activi-

ties, etc (1963) 10684
Marxist-Leninist solution of national prob-

lem (1962) 5945
mathematical research, socio-political as-

pects (1961) 15555
mechanics of deformable solids research

(1965) 2455
medical

—

care of neuropsychiatric patients, prob-
lems (1963) 14175

conferences to be held in 1964, etc (1964)
7073

Medical Sciences Society, proceedings of

general session (1962) 14095
Meteorology Institute, research activities

(1965) 2307
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12914
modern medicine (1965) 12689
Natural and Geographic Sciences Associa-

tion, geographic activities (1965) 12724
neurocybernetics achievements (1965) 7883
new plant varieties created (1964) 16032
1964 state prizes awarded to research proj-

ects in semiconductor devices, hypersus-
tentation, and gas lubrication (1965)
6443

nuclear technology, application in industry,
agriculture, medicine, and biology (1965)
6492

Parosena Thermoelectric Power Plant
achievements (1963) 18001

peaceful coexistence, basic principle of for-

eign policy, translation (1963) 17800
petroleum

—

and gas extractive industries research
results (1964) 21502

industry (1962) 19678
Phthisiology Institute, general information

(1964) 12807
physical geography, monograph (1961) 19600
physiological research (1962) 5566
during 15 years of Republic, translation

(1964) 936
Piscicultural Research and Planning Insti-

tute, activities, translation (1963) 17908
plant biology, achievements (1965) 4974
plants, protection (1962) 5649
political

—

impressions of traveller (1963) 14380
translations (1962) 8128

popular music, problems debated by Music
Council (1963) 8795

problem of present day poetry (1962) 6146
progress in microbiological research (1964)

19985
provincial press summaries see entry list-

ings in Monthly catalog.
raising efficiency of scientific research, sur-

vey (1965) 16482
research, basic and applied (1964) 990
Research Institute for Grains and Industrial

Crops activities (1964) 9124
research plans, 1964 and 1965 of Academy

(1965) 7910
Rumanian science abroad (1965) 9433
Rumanian Worker's Party, statutes, 1960

(1961) 4580
school of mathematics (1964) 14477

Rumania—Continued
science

—

engineering, and higher education, recent
statutes governing (1963) 7127

progress in years of people's rule (1963)
12399

scientific

—

and cultural cooperation agreement with
Bulgaria (1963) 10656

geographic research (1965) 799
research

—

evaluation of effectiveness (1964) 2914
in agriculture (1964) 21399
in animal husbandry and poultry raising

(1964) 14556
scientists discuss closer coordination of ba-

sic and applied sciences (1965) 16414
selected

—

economic translations (1961) 885, 1122-23,
1151, 2288, 2290, 2387, 2422, 2433, 2435,
2440, 4479, 4515, 4531, 4550, 4567, 4676,
4691, 4707, 4716-17, 4730, 4735-36, 11020,
11074, 11087

military translations (1961) 823
sociological translations (1961) 1091, 1105,

4494, 4548
socialism

—

chemistry helping to build, 15 years of
achievement (1962) 7627

problems of creation and development of
technical and material base (19()5) 2726

socialist trade, organization and mechanism
(1962) 10226

State notary, decree for organization and
functioning (1961) 11125

State Water Committee, Hydrotechnical
Studies and Research Institute, activi-

ties (1965) 1226
tasks of rayon head doctor in solving health

and epidemiological problems (1962)
7613

technical and scientific research, new as-

pects in statistical characterization,
study (1964) 11009

3d conference of young Rumanian writers
(address) (1961) 9344

3d congress of Rumanian workers' party,
propaganda at level of present tasks
(1961) 11030

trade and payments balances, 1919-38 (1965)
11217

trades and specialties, decree of Council of
Ministers approving nomenclature
(1962) 12271

trends in Hungarian prose (1962) 7955
U.S.S.R. boundary, study (1965) 8309
USSR-Rumania state border agreement

(1962) 20018
utilization of computers in planning and

accounting (1962) 7599
vegetation mapping development, Soviet

contributions (1962) 5702
visas, agreement (1962) 20305
water management, progress (1965) 2404
workers' party organization and activity in

plants (1962) 3121
young writers achievements under socialism

(1961) 7748
Rumanian literature, literary theory textbook,

criticism (1961) 19724
Rumanian People's Republic, see Rumania.
Rumanian Red Cross, Central Committee, ac-

tivity report (1962) 14047
Rumanian Inframicrobiology Institute, facili-

ties and activities (1963) 2753
Rumbaugh, Duane M., learning set perform-

ance of squirrel monkeys after rapid
decompression to vacuum (1965) 4209

Ruminants, bloat, current research (1963) 8
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Rumley, Josephine C, claim of estate of

George S. Rumley, relief (1965) 10423,
15431, 15877

Rumley, George S., claim of estate (1961)
10254

Rummler, Donald R., oxidation-resistant coat-
ings on Mo-0.5Ti alloy sheet at 2,500°F
(1964) 18733

Rumsey, Charles B., heat-transfer measure-
ments on flat-faced conical nose (1963)
14535

Rumsey, Fay, economics of forestry, bibliogra-

phy for U.S. and Canada, 1960-62 (1965)
18885

Runckel, Jack F., catalyst beds for 98-per-

cent-concentration hydrogen peroxide
(1963) 14558

Runge, Carlisle P., nomination, hearing (1961)
4076

Runge-Kutta method, see Equations.
Runoff:

agricultural watersheds, annual maximum
flows (1961) 16072

Cecil soil in southern Piedmont, control
studies (1963) 7584

Dilldown Watershed, calibrating by using
climatic data (1964) 8679

estimate rates, use of Cypress Creek formu-
la, southern coastal plain and adjacent
flatwoods land resource areas (1965)
8394

flood peak, and associated precipitation in

selected drainage basins in U.S (1965)
18229

from impervious surfaces, numerical compu-
tations (1963) 19151

ground-cover changes in west central New
Mexico (1965) 7739

hydrology of small watersheds, (Coshocton,
Ohio, 1938-57 (1962) 4531

peak rates from small watersheds (1961)
9697

plastic till soil in northeastern Illinois, in-

vestigations (1962) 8775
plot

—

design and installation for soil erosion
studies (1963) 20263

inexpensive type, construction and instal-
lation (1964) 782

runoff-precipitation relation, statistics
(1963) 607

selected storm events for small agricultural
watersheds (1961) 11689

semiarid rangelands, flumes for measuring,
field performance (1963) 9541

snow, forecasts, western U.S., 1961 (1961)
9754-55; (1962) 10656, 12698

streamflow after fire in southern California,
effects of land treatment (1962) 9686

use of analog models in analysis of flood

runoff (1965) 7804
yearly variations for conterminous United

States, 1931-60 (1964) 2433

Runway marker lights, see Lights and light-
ing.

Runways (aeronautics):
airfield moisture content investigation (1961)

12597; (1964) 4671
airport runway and taxiway design (1961)

8168
approach lights, visibility, evaluation of

visual distance computer (1961) 5305
arresting cable "pop-up" system, tests

(1962) 1973
barrier systems, models 56C and 56D evalua-

tion tests, report (1961) 8169
combination foaming-tanker vehicle for fire

fighting (1963) 18238

Runways (aeronautics)—Continued
fuel-ignition-suppression capability of

foam-covered runways for aircraft
(1961) 1392

length requirements for airport design
(1965) 10134, 17033

lights, surface-mounted for guidance, report
on evaluation (1961) 9710, 13641

MA-IA runway overrun barrier, T-33 air-

craft tests (1965) 92
operational test of modified T 11 aluminum

landing mat (1965) 16133
parallel spacing, evaluation of test program

(1962) 11043
processed snow, supporting capacity (1962)

23458
rough areas, location and simulated repair

by analytical method (1962) 22586
roughness

—

applicable to supersonic transports, ef-

fects of airplane and landing-gear fac-
tors (1963) 1292

response of jet trainer aircraft (1964)
11390

Selfridge Air Force Base, facilities deterio-
ration

—

hearings (1964) 12120
report (1964) 21201

serviceable, marking (1961) 1959
snow stabilization (1963) 19135
suitability of ice-free land site at Polaris

Promontory, Greenland, for emergency
landing areas (1961) 13805

surface condition, influence on braking fric-

tion and rolling resistance of modern
aircraft tire (1962) 20144

unevenness, effect on dynamic response of
supersonic transports (1964) 21732

vehicular measurements of effective friction

(1963) 9456
wet, B-58A performance (1965) 5535

Ruocco, Joseph N., Kinetic cueing in simulated
carrier approaches (1965) 13105

Rupert, Maxie L., relief (1965) 17492, 19100,
19392

Ruppel, Edward T., geology of Basin quadran-
gle, Mont (1963) 20729

Ruppert, John A.:

recovery of zinc from galvanizers' dross and
zinc-base die-cast scrap by filtration

(1964) 11323
tin recovery from hardhead by filtration

(1964) 20505
Rural Areas Development Office, Agriculture

Dept.:
appropriations, 1964, hearings (1963) 9921
appropriations, 1965, hearings (1964) 10286

Rural communities:
areas, development

—

articles (1963) 8226
handbook, pegs for rural progress, finan-

cial and technical assistance (1963)
11449

ideas (1964) 5851
list of aids (1963) 1700
recreation enterprises for profit (1963)
18419

recreation in small watershed projects
(1964) 5853

attracting new industry (1963) 7656
campgrounds, working drawings of basic

facilities rural areas development,
self-help suggestions (1962) 16277

civil defense

—

knowledge for survival, newsletter to ex-

tension program leaders (1963) 8227;
(1964) 3633

targets that might be bombed, fact sheet
(1963) 10146
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Rural communities—Continued
areas, development—Continued
you can survive, fact sheets (1963)

10128-147
youth program, leaders guide (1961) 3959

Communist China, class struggle in rural

areas (lectures) (1963) 14426
consumer expenditures and income,

1960-61—
southern region, supp (1965) 14621
total north central region (1965) 14619
total northeastern region (1965) 14617-618

total United States (1965) 11342
western region, supp (1965) 14624

consumer expenditures and income, 1961

—

rural farm population

—

north central region (1965) 11826, 18868
northeastern region (1965) 11825, 18867
southern region (1965) 11827, 18869
United States (1965) 11829, 18870
western region (1965) 11828

rural nonfarm areas in

—

north central region (1965) 11338
northeastern region (1964) 18626; (1965)
11337

southern region (1964) 18627; (1965)
11339

United States (1964) 16586; (1965) 11341

.

western region (1964) 14687; (1965)
11340

total urban and rural, southern region
(1965) 12784

cooperation among local governments, bibli-

ography (1964) 5841
depressed areas can become more prosper-

ous through rural development pro-
grams (notes used in address) (1961)
5251

developing home grown industry (1963) 5904
development, basic problems, new solutions

(talk) (1963) 14890
disease incidence among population of cer-

tain areas, USSR study (1961) 2176
diversify and stabilize economy through

rural development programs (remarks)
(1961) 11722

employment development program for small-
er communities (1963) 17407

forest development offers multiple use bene-
fits for all (1962) 8862

growth and new economic opportunity (ad-
dress) (1964) 1689

Hawaii high-risk maternity cases, care
through prenatal clinic in rural area
(1965) 1915

helping people to help themselves, overall
economic development program (1963)
4352

high schools, revitalizing (1961) 9042
home nursing care for long-term illness,

pilot program (1965) 18718
hospitals for rural people (1964) 26
housing

—

census (1963) 13273
elderly, insured loan program, extend

—

law (1964) 13889
reports (1964) 12091, 14058

senior citizens (1963) 6386; (1964) 10503
industrialization, studies, summary (1962) 40
levels of living, 1960 (1965) 14167
Hbrary service (1963) 1693
library services act after 5 years (1962)

13737
loans to

—

associations of residents, for shifts in
land use (1963) 470

groups of farmers, etc., for improvements,
general information (1963) 6387

Rural communities—Continued
low production farm areas, opportunities for

economic development, study (1961) 66
modern telephone service, improvement and

extension (excerpts from remarks) (1961)
6530

need for rural renewal of job opportunities,
industry, and resources use (1962) 8818

needs and opportunities (speech) (1961)
11725

nonfarm and farm income, 1955 (1961) 19208

opportunities for people on the land (re-

marks) (1962) 8859
opportunity gap between rural and urban

America (address) (1965) 10047
outdoor recreation, selected publications,

summaries (1965) 4637
Pine County, Minn., suggested development

opportunities (1965) 15229
planning for new growth, new jobs, overall

economic development program (1962)
12970

population

—

by States 1960 and 1950 (1961) 10009
recent trends (1963) 4803

poverty in rural areas of U.S. (1965) 468
problems, etc., commission to study report

(1961) 10443
program for strengthening rural America

(addresses) (1963) 1674-75
promotion of new and better job opportuni-

ties (remarks) (1961) 17806

protecting rural population against radioac-
tive contamination, USSR pamphlet
(1964) 21517

residents and urban expansion (1963) 20626
revitalizing

—

needs (remarks) (1961) 11720
rural America (addresses) (1963) 1676-77

rural areas

—

America needs cooperatives (remarks)
(1962) 20266

development

—

and land use (talk) (1964) 3137
at work (1964) 16965
can help your community (1962) 8861
suggestions for ASCS committeemen

(1964) 9962
United States (talk) (1964) 1719

need better schools, problem (1962) 7253
prosper through small watershed pro-
gram, picture story (1962) 10881

redevelopment through ARA program (re-

marks) (1962) 10938
zoning (1962) 10837; (1965) 16973

small, fluoridation of water supplies (1965)
8239

type of place, demographic, etc. data for
States by farm and nonfarm residence,

census of population, 1960 (1964) 17114
upswing in rural America (1963) 11469;

(1965) 7049
USSR-
geographic study (1962) 12265
morbidity among population (1962) 5730
public health service development, prob-
lems (1961) 11036

Rural Community Development Service, appro-
priations, 1966, hearings (1965) 10515

Rural county cares for its aging, story of Ait-

kin County, Minn (1964) 11717
Rural development program:

agricultural processing plant (1965) 13382
aids, list (1963) 1700

articles (1963) 8226
basic problems, new solutions (talk) (1963)

14890
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Rural development proRram—Continued
conference on international rural develop-

ment, proceedings, July 27-28, 1964
(1965) 4893

conservation projects (address) (1963) 7554
cooperatives as contributors to RAD (ad-

dress) (1964) 5804
create new economic opportunity (statement)

(1962) 22944
diversify and stabilize economy of small

rural areas (remarks) (1961) 11722
extending housing and other programs to

rural America (address) (1965) 8418
goals and accomplishments (remarks) (1964)

5824
growth and new economic opportunity in

rural communities (address) (1964) 1689
guide to depressed areas for more rapid

progress (notes used in address) (1961)

5251
ideas, progress and profit in Lincoln Hills

(1964) 5851
in action (notes used in address) (1961) 1643
international, contribution of American ag-

riculture (address) (1964) 16949
land reform, 1961 (address) (1961) 20304
loans to rural groups for improvements,

general information (1963) 6387
need for, scope, and objectives of rural area

development, etc. (address) (1961) 19297
new economic opportunity in rural America

(address) (1963) 1669
new rural America, opportunities unlimited

(notes used in address) (1961) 5276
news (1961) 3555
newsletter (1962) 4308; (1963) 4160; (1964)

3997; (1965) 3907
next step (address) (1963) 1670
objectives (excerpts from remarks) (1962)

6435
opportunities for youth (address) (1964) 1690

outdoor recreation projects, role of Agricul-
ture Department (address) (1964) 16942

parity of opportunity for rural people (ad-

dress) (1965) 11870
pathways to rural progress, FAA programs

(1963) 472
pays big dividends (notes used in address)

(1961) 5281
pegs for rural progress, handbook, types of

assistance (1962) 8818; (1963) 11449
policies, and responsibility for segments of

projects (statement) (1963) 1723
RAD program to create new job opportuni-

ties in rural communities (address)

(1963) 9558
REA approach (remarks) (1961) 13643
recreation in small watershed projects (1964)

5853
resource development, challenge to Exten-

sion Service (address) (1963) 14888
review of events (address) (1961) 16122
revitalizing America today (1962) 8863
rural areas development

—

and role of Extension Service (notes)

(1961) 12618
at work (1964) 16965
can help your community (1962) 8861
forest resources (1962) 8862
local level (address) (1962) 9598
viewed at national level (address) (1962)
8824

working together (address) (1962) 7309
rural frontier at home and abroad, opportu-

nity and challenge (remarks) (1961)

20305
story, etc. (address) (1961) 16123
story of those who help themselves (1961)

8174

Rural development program—Continued
strike at causes of poverty and rural decay

(address) (1965) 8417
support offered by Agriculture Dept. (re-

marks) (1961) 11721
team approach to better land use (speech)

(1963) 14894
Rural electricity, see EHectricity.

Rural Electrification Administration:
accounting records, REA borrowers, audit

(1964) 3122
administrator, nomination of Norman M.

Clapp, hearing (1961) 5842
appropriations, 1962, Agriculture Dept.,

hearings (1961) 10325
appropriations, 1963, Agriculture Dept.,

hearings (1962) 11430
appropriations, 1964, Agriculture Dept.,

hearings (1963) 9921, 17302
appropriations, 1965, Agriculture Dept.,

hearings (1964) 10286, 15790
appropriations, 1966, hearings (1965) 10515,

12302, 14111
career opportunities for seniors rriajoring in

business administration, accounting, etc
(1961) 5082

cooperative power financing, policies and
plans (remarks^ (1962) 10627

development and progress of rural telephone
service (excerpts from remarks) (1961)
6530

distribution line extension, construction con-
tract (1963) 3313; (1964) 7722

electric retail rates and service rules, hand-
book (1961) 1457

energy purchased by REA borrowers, 1960,
reports (1961) 13644; (1962) 12676;
(1964) 9751; (1965) 3012

Federal expenditures under electric loan
program, possibilities for reducing, GAO
report (1964) 2403

financing, hearing (1964) 15578
financing of cooperative, growth (remarks)

(1962) 6436
guide for establishing continuing property

records for use by rural electric borrow-
ers (1962) 12678

hot line ties (1965) 9907
lending agency of USDA (1963) 9585
line construction, specifications and draw-

ings (1962) 22774
loans, rural telephone activities (1962) 12865
materials acceptable on REA systems (1961)

3556, 9716, 15957; (1962) 4020-21, 20265;
(1963) 3869-70, 5713, 16553

new reorganization and spirit (remarks)
(1962) 14582

objectives (remarks) (1962) 10628
policy concerning general fund levels as re-

lated to advances and accelerated pay-
ments (1964) 18933

programs to help build sound economy (re-

marks) (1961) 17805
programs, success achieved through co-ops

(excerpts of remarks) (1961) 6523
progress, role in rural America, etc. (ad-

dress) (1963) 5813, 13038
REA—
and its borrowers, report published in

Reader's digest, Dec. 1963, article, mat-
ter of record (1964) 9750

borrowers

—

electrification systems, list of materials
acceptable (1964) 7723, 16852; (1965)
3597, 5370, 18743

telephone systems, list of materials ac-

ceptable (1963) 11258; (1964) 3683,
11596; (1965) 3598, 9906
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Rural Electrification Administration—Con.
REA—Continued

bulletins (1961) 1457, 2697-98, 11549,
13644-645, 17808; (1962) 1795-97, 6434,

8627, 12676-678, 14583, 16152, 22773;

(1963) 3314, 5712, 9374, 14684, 21102;

(1964) 3122-23, 5676, 7721, 9751-52,

18933; (1965) 1598, 3012, 9907-8, 18745
coop's stake in a prosperous agriculture
(remarks) (1961) 17807

finance systems, protected by generation
and transmission loans (remarks) (1962)

18436
financed

—

cooperatives, encroachment by private
power companies (remarks) (1961)
21336

generating plants, 1965 (1965) 9909
pattern (1963) 9374

program, freedom to grow in Indiana (re-

marks) (1962) 12674
recreation loan policy, hearing (1964) 387

report, 1960 (1961) 15958; (1962) 10629;
(1963) 13037; (1965) 13257

service test program on treated poles in

electric systems of REA borrowers
(1962) 17551

soil and water conservation programs (ex-

cerpts of remarks) (1961) 6524

bulletins (1961) 3557-60; (1962) 4082-84;

(1963) 3925-26; (1964) 3748-49; (1965)
3663-64

reports (1961) 8172, 20118; (1963) 5711,
7421; (1964) 5675, 16851

rural electrification borrowers (1965)
16850

rural telephone borrowers (1964) 3121,
18931; (1965) 18742

technical assistance program, financing for
future (remarks) (1965) 20059

telephone

—

financial planning (excerpts of remarks)
(1961) 6526

loan program in Southeast (remarks)
(1961) 13646

system

—

construction contract (1961) 1458; (1962)
12679; (1963) 7420; (1964) 13435

frontiers (remarks) (1962) 6437
uniform system of accounts prescribed for

electric borrowers (1961) 2698
what to expect from REA (remarks) (1961)

21337
work order procedures for electric borrow-

ers (1962) 14583
Rural families, see Families.

Rural fringe and urban expansion (1963) 19089

Rural health, selected annotated references,
Jan. 1953-June 1960 (1961) 9896

Rural housing, see Housing.
Rural industrialization, summary of five stud-

ies (1962) 40
Rural life, see Country life—Rural communi-

ties.

Rural mail carriers, see Mail carriers.
Rural problem areas need better schools (1962)

7253
Rural recreation enterprises in New England

(1964) 17901
Rural recreation, new family-farm business

(1962) 20420
Rural recreation, new opportunities on private

land (1963) 11463
Rural redevelopment:
agriculture yearbook 1963—
departmental edition (1963) 20291
document edition (1963) 20452

Rural redevelopment—Continued
area and economic growth under ARA (re-

marks) (1963) 1788
area redevelopment

—

Aitkin County, Minn., opportunities (1965)
7126

approved projects, directories (1964) 5925;
(1965) 3146
accelerated public works program (1965)
3095

area resource development (1963) 10123
areas, summary list, designation status re-

port (1965) 3972
attacking rural poverty (address) (1964)

5820
building better rural America (address)

(1965)4101
home economists needed (remarks) (1965)

8413
OEDP status reports (1964) 5929; (1965)

5578-79
outdoor recreation, field of opportunity

(1963) 12244
planning public facilities and institutions on

regional basis, combined urban-rural in

character (remarks) (1965) 7020
RAD program (address) (1964) 5811
recreation enterprises for profit (1963) 18419
redevelopment (periodical) (1964) 5930;

(1965) 3883
resource conservation and rural areas devel-

opment (remarks) (1964) 1717
resources and rebirth of rural America (ad-

dress) (1964) 1718
rural America (statement) (1965) 16995
rural areas development program (address)

(1964) 5803
special

—

area development services available, rural
areas development handbook (1963)
11449

forest products for profit, self-help
suggestions (1963) 18420

statistical profiles

—

Alabama (1962) 16645; (1963) 15128
Alaska (1963) 15131, 15137
American Samoa (1962) 18912
Arizona (1962) 16652; (1963) 13364
Arkansas (1962) 16651; (1963) 13363
California (1962) 16654; (1963) 11694,

15129
Colorado (1962) 16640; (1963) 13356-357
Delaware (1963) 13377
Florida (1962) 16643; (1963) 11692, 15127
Georgia (1962) 16646; (1963) 13360-361
Hawaii (1962) 16660
Idaho (1962) 16644; (1963) 13359
Illinois (1962) 16639; (1963) 15126
Indiana (1962) 16656; (1963) 11695
Iowa (1962) 16662
Kansas (1962) 16632
Kentucky (1962) 16641; (1963) 11691, 13358
Louisiana (1962) 16633; (1963) 13353
Maine (1962) 18906; (1963) 13369
Maryland (1962) 16655; (1963) 9790
Massachusetts (1962) 16636
Michigan (1962) 18907; (1963) 15130
Minnesota (1962) 16638; (1963) 15125
Mississippi (1962) 18908; (1963) 13370
Missouri (1962) 16659; (1963) 13368
Montana (1962) 16630; (1963) 11690
Nebraska (1962) 16658
Nevada (1962) 16649
New Hampshire (1963) 11698, 13376
New Mexico (1962) 18911
New York State (1962) 16637; (1963) 13355
North Carolina (1962) 18905; (1963) 11697
North Dakota (1963) 15134
Ohio (1962) 16635; (1963) 9789
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Rural redevelopment—Continued
statistical profiles—Continued
Oklahoma (1962) 18904; (1963) 13366
Oregon (1962) 16648
Pennsylvania (1962) 16650
Puerto Rico (1962) 18913; (1963) 15132
South Carolina (1962) 18909; (1963) 13371
South Dakota (1962) 16642
Tennessee (1962) 18910; (1963) 13372-373
Texas (1962) 20696; (1963) 13374-75

Utah (1962) 16647; (1963) 11693, 13362
Vermont (1963) 11699, 15133
Virginia (1962) 16657; (1963) 11696, 13367
Washington State (1962) 16631
West Virginia (1962) 16634; (1963) 13354
Wisconsin (1962) 16661
Wyoming (1962) 16653; (1963) 13365

value of prime contracts awarded in ARA
redevelopment areas, 1963 (1964) 9996

Rural rehabilitation:

economic rehabilitation programs and devel-

opment plans (remarks) (1961) 17986
goals. Agriculture Department's role (ad-

dress) (1963) 1673
Rural renaissance, revitalizing small high

schools (1961) 9042
Rural schools, see Schools.
Rural telephone companies, see Telephone.
Rural telephony, see Telephone.
Rural workers, see Farm labor.

Rural zoning (1962) 17383
Rusacovite, new vanadium mineral, USSR

study (1961) 15457
Rusalem, Herbert, vocational rehabilitation of

older handicapped workers (1963) 13112
Rush, E.S., trafficability of soils, 17th supp.,

tests on coarse-grained soils with
self-propelled and towed vehicles,

1958-61 (1963) 13884
Rush, John D., liability and insurance protec-

tion for farmers who have income-
producing recreational facilities (1963)

15418
Rushes, see Bulrushes.
Rushing, Charles E., basic data on economy of

Republic of Congo (1965) 353
Rushing, Jimmie D., relief (1962) 9245
Rusk, Dean:

addresses (1963) 9402-04, 11299; (1964) 5698,

7772, 9805-06, 13465-66; (1965) 4233,

5392, 5398, 15056, 20086-87
changing patterns in world affairs (inter-

view) (1963) 1511
4 steps to peace (1965) 15054
making of foreign policy (interview) (1964)

9796
nomination, hearing (1961) 4092

Ruskin, R.E., research use of instrumented
drones, in cloud physics and meteorology
(1963) 21057

Russ, C, metabolic and functional changes in

heart during prolonged hypothermia
(1965) 98

Russel, James M., scientists and engineers in

colleges and universities, 1961 (1965)

18644
Russel, John H.:

case studies in liberal arts college, academic
administration (1964) 4616

financing undergraduate education (1964)
8485; (1965) 10737

Russell, Clarence C, and wife, relief (1964)
17691

Russell, D.L., rocket booster control, penalty
functions and bounded phase coordinate
control (1964) 13152

Russell, Harold:
remarks (1964) 14684, 18619

Russell, J.L., jr.:

absorber burn-up experiment (1963) 9673
thermal neutron diffusion length measure-

ments in light water (1963) 9674
Russel, R.B., X-ray preferred orientation meet-

ing. West Concord, Mass., Dec. 7-8, 1961,
papers (1963) 16850

Russell, Maud, testimony (1963) 13672
Russell, R.B., beta treatment of uranium

(1963) 18583
Russell, Sargent, producer delivery patterns

in New England milk markets (1964)
16958

Russell, Warren J., Immunoelectrophoresis,
quantitative determinations by (1965)
8491

Russell Cave National Monument, general in-

formation (1965) 6809
Russell County, Kans., Hall-Gurney oilfield,

petroleum engineering study (1963) 5476
Russell County, Va.:

coal, carbonizing properties (1964) 5496
coal, preparation characteristics (1964) 5488
development opportunities, suggestions for

improvement (1964) 13659
Russia, scientific expedition to Brazil, forgot-

ten records of Langsdorf Ebcpedition in
1820's (1964) 7302

see aJso Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

Russian accessions, L.C. monthly index (1961)
3418; (1962) 4070; (1963) 3913; (1964)
3738; (1965) 3656

Russian language:
algorithm for machine translation from

Russian to Lithuanian (1963) 14341
applicational generative model and transfor-

mational calculus (1964) 20169
dictionary, personal names, Ukrainian-

Russian and Russian-Ukrainian (1962)
5948

(German transliteration of Russian names
(1962) 1397

guide. Air Force pamphlets (1963) 55, 4387,
14906; (1964) 7978

linguistic geography, USSR study (1965)
16475

lunar terms, glossary, English-Russian,
Russian-English (1961) 17614

machine translation from French to Rus-
sian, USSR study (1963) 12721

motor-transport and related terms, glossary
(1963) 12690

philological tasks developed by decisions of
22d Congress of CPSU (1962) 15934

serials, translated in English and other
western languages, lists (1961) 15737;
(1963) 1191

structural and mathematical linguistics

methods in programmed instruction of
foreigners, USSR study (1965) 6432

texts, automatic analysis, USSR study
(1964) 16527

Russian literature:

classification. Library of Congress (1965)
9525

publications, 18th century, in Library of
Congress, catalog (1962) 6218

recent perspectives (lectures) (1961) 19834
scientific periodicals received in Department

of Agriculture Library (1961) 1()4

Russian-olive for wildlife and other conserva-
tion uses (1962) 22935

Russian Orthodox Church:
contact with West (1964) 11238
relationship to ecumenical movement and to

World Council of Churches (1962) 1513
speeches presented by leaders at peace con-

ferences in USSR (1965) 18320
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Russian Orthodox Greek Catholic Church in

Alaska:
vital statistics, Library of Congress to in-

dex and microfilm records

—

law (1961) 14113
reports (1961) 10486, 12276

Russian River and Valley:
flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2221
document edition (1963) 1990

Sonoma and Mendocino Counties, Calif., ge-
ology and ground water resources (1965)
18216

Russian Soviet Federated Socialist Republic:
Academy of Pedagogical Sciences, general

convention (1961) 4499; (1965) 16493
central regions, helminthiasis morbidity rate

and control measures (1964) 9159
conference of roentgenologists and radiolo-

gists (1962) 22113
confirmation of various laws by Supreme

Soviet RSFSR (1964) 20120
• criminal procedure, code of (1961) 15466-467
farm equipment problems (1964) 1194
gold, geophysical work, conditions and tasks

(1962) 19822
hygienists and sanitation physicians, con-

gress of labor hygiene problems (1961)
20952

aid in RSFSR (1964) 9063
personnel (1961) 785

Ministry of Health

—

Academic Medical Council, bulletin (1962)
12018

collegium activities (1965) 12619
plenum of medical prophylactic aid to
population (1961) 19664

Presidium of Scientific Council of Health,
actions taken, etc (1963) 2461

Scientific Medical Council, bulletins (1962)
911, 2772

State Scientific Research Roentgenora-
diological Institute, 40th anniversary,
1924-64 (1965) 14534

obstetricians and gynecologists congress
(1961) 10733

oncology, translations (1962) 23697
pedagogical society

—

central section on methodology in biology
(1962) 2771

1st congress (1961) 4368
physiologists conference (1963) 5268
public health

—

agencies, 1964, statistics (1964) 21590
improvement (1964) 20270
information (1965) 936
measures, improvement, report (1964)
20049

organs and institutions, principal indica-
tors of increase in medical personnel
(1964) 2639

research on electromagnetic radiowave
fields (1962) 14021

Russian Federation (1965) 2380
service in Russian Federation, studies

(1964) 20203
service, results of development at begin-
ning of 1965, statistical data (1965)
18384

roads

—

building, main tasks in 1960 (1962) 8015
network, greater possibilities for improv-
ing (1962) 8077

raise technical level of repair and mainte-
nance (1962) 8186

surgical care and prospects for its develop-
ment (1961) 10956

water supply problems (1964) 16039

Russian surgical staplers (1962) 1717
Russian wild-rye, see Ryegrass.
Russianolive, see Russian-olive.
Russo, Angelo A., relief (1962) 16851, 20761,

21285
Russo, Anthony J., jr., attenuation and reflec-

tion of telemetering signals by ionized
flow fields surrounding reentry bodies
(1963) 16378

Russo, F., PM research and development task
1.0, core 2 final design report (1963)
18580

Rust, Irwin W.:
directors of cooperatives and their wives,

good member relations team (1965)
18059

how to start a cooperative (1965) 7621
using cooperative directors to strengthen

member relations (1965) 16139
Rust-red stringy rot (1965) 10910
Rusts (plant disease):

Armenian rust-resistant wheat varieties,
USSR study (1962) 5527

rust cankers, threat to central Oregon
lodgepole pine (1965) 7733

see ayso Broom rust—Gall rust—Needle
rust—White pine blister rust.

Ruth mining district, Nev., in situ rock
stresses (1964) 20512

Ruthenium, ternary platinum-rhodium-base
alloys containing chromium, cobalt,
ruthenium, electrical characteristics
(1961) 9602

see also Nitrosylruthenium.
Ruthenium isotopes:
radiochemistry (1961) 8402
Ru-106 extraction in liquid run-off by ad-

sorption of fine-particled multiklon, East
Germany (1962) 7795

Rutile:

chlorination, catalytic effect of ionizing ra-
diation (1962) 14438

magnesium reduction (1965) 8020
traveling wave maser (1964) 20613

Rutter, William J., metabolic control mecha-
nisms in animal cells (1964) 13284

Ruud, F.O., stress analysis of hydraulic tur-
bine parts (1963) 5706

Rwanda:
gazetteer, oflicial standard names (1965)

4856
import tariff system (1963) 6599
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12915
Rx legend, FDA manual for pharmacists (1961)

7449; (1962) 13839; (1965) 4784
Rx to keep you healthy in flight (1965) 17150

Ryack, Bernard L., natural pilot flight profi-
ciency evaluation model (1963) 18226

Ryan, Denis, relief (1963) 13679; (1965) 7503
Ryan, J. Donald, geology of Edgemont quad-

rangle, Fall River County, S. Dak (1964)
21348

Ryan, J. Patrick:
gold (1963) 19833; (1964) 21689; (1965) 9564,

19838
platinum-group metals (1963) 18090
silver (1963) 19878; (1964) 21720; (1965)

14717, 19870
Ryan, Margaret F.:

communications and electronics bibliogra-
phy (1964) 1741

psychology, bibliography (1965) 1796
Ryan, Robert H., restaurants and other eating

places (1963) 3324
Ryan, Stephen 0., spruce budworm defoliation

in northeastern Minnesota decreases in
1963 (1964) 12457
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Ryazan, Russian RSFR, general information
(1963) 12695

Ryba, Zbigniew, relief (1961) 12190, 16936,
18541

Rybnoye khozyaystvo (periodical):

translations (1963) 9006, 12652, 12722,

14209; (1964) 16521
Rydberg absorption series of N2 (1964) 17004

Rye, N.Y.:
census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

18292
school lunch participation, photo series

(1962) 12884
Rye:
crop production (1961) 5192; (1962) 10696;

(1963) 7459; (1964) 7802 (1965) 5418
futures

—

commitments of traders (1963) 3530; (1964)

3344; (1965) 3231
trading and open contracts (1961) 3053;

(1962) 3908A; (1963) 3752; (1964) 3550;
(1965) 3464

stem rust spread by barberry bushes (1964)

9958
Rye Harbor, N.H.:
navigation improvement, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1961) 485
document edition (1961) 357

Ryegrass:
growing Russian wildrye in Western States

(1963) 18430
southern California, use as fuel-breaks

(1962) 7443
Ryer, CM., powder fuel processing by 2-pass

swaging (1963) 1830
Rygg, G. L.:

biphenyl control of

—

citrus spoilage (1964) 7930
lemon spoilage, etc (1963) 1704

Ryker, Russell A., methods and costs of killing

hardwood culls (1963) 4979, 8291
Rynearson, Garn A.:

mineral industry of

—

Brazil (1965) 12848
British Guiana (1965) 12849
Jamaica (1965) 12885
Surinam (1965) 12921
Uruguay (1965) 12932

Ryukyu Islands:
agricultural commodities, agreement (1963)

13073, 14727
appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 19143
law (1961) 20510
reports (1961) 18828, 18921, 19054

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 21528
law (1962) 23272
reports (1962) 21074, 21173. 21456

appropriations, 1964—
hearings (1964) 2229
law (1964) 1985
reports (1964) 2069, 2099, 2103, 2220,

12045
appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 12117, 19588
law (1964) 21126
reports (1964) 13950, 13952, 19582

civil

—

administration, Oct. 1960-Mar. 1961 (1962)

12811

activities (1961) 16069
statistics (1964) 5779

claims of inhabitants, payment

—

hearings (1965) 15801, 16020
reports (1965) 15770, 15933, 19238

consultative committee, agreement with
Japan (1965) 13294

Ryukyu Islands—Continued
economic and social development, increase

appropriations

—

hearing (1962) 13502, 21539
law (1962) 20921
reports (1962) 11417, 13427, 21409

economic cooperation between United States
and Japan, agreement (1964) 16880

economy, basic data (1964) 864
Eocene

—

algae from Ishigaki-shima (1964) 21353
megafossils from Ishigaki-shima (1964)

18128
facts book (1964) 5779-80
foreign assistance appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 12156, 17905
law (1965) 19149
report (1965) 15758

foreign operations appropriations, 1963,

hearings (1962) 19169; (1963) 18918
geology and paleontology of Ishigaki-shima

(series) (1964) 18128, 21353; (1965) 14413

labor conditions (1964) 11289
program operations appropriations, 1962,

hearings (1961) 16828
United States

—

Civil Administration activities, review
(1961) 2047

military operations and mutual security
programs overseas, report (1961) 19147

S

S.A.M., see School of Aerospace Medicine.
S.B.A., see Small Business Administration.
S.C.S., see Soil Conservation Service.

S.D. series (1961) 3058; (1962) 4310; (1963)

4162; (1964) 3999; (1965) 3908
S.E.C., see Securities and Exchange Commis-

sion.

S-FV vehicles, see Spacecraft.
S.I.P.R.E., see Snow, Ice and Permafrost Re-

search Establishment.
S.R. series (1961) 3059; (1962) 4311; (1963)

4163; (1964) 4000; (1965) 3909
S.R.D.S., see Systems Research and Develop-

ment Servicce, FAA.
S.S.C, see Ship Structure Committee.
S, 2-aminoelhylisothiruonium dibromide, see

AET.
Sa Suk Kim, see Suk. Kim Sa.
SA-TR series (1964) 11527
Saalfeld, F. E.:

mass spectrometric determination of

—

aliphatic and aromatic content of hydro-
carbon mixture (1965) 13172

permeability coefficients (1965) 13175
Saaremaa Island, Soviet Baltic republics bota-

nists expedition to region, USSR study
(1961) 2216

Sabaneyev, L. P., encyclopedist of wildlife

management (1965) 7947
Sabates, Felix N., relief (1962) 21305, 23145
Sabatini, Annunziata, relief (1963) 11783,

17001, 17222
Sabatini, Omero, basic data on economy of

Republic of Ivory Coast (1963) 6608
Sabbatical leave, see Leave of absence.
Sabella, Kenneth J., testimony, hearings (1964)

6526
Saben, Samuel, geographic mobility and em-

ployment status (1964) 21677
Sabghir, Aaron, construction review, monthly

industry report (1965) 3246
Sabine National Wildlife Refuge, birds (1963)

10197
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Sabine-Neches Waterway:
navigation improvement, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2222
document edition (1963) 1993

Sabine River:
compact between Texas and Louisiana,

amend, consent of Congress

—

law (1962) 9158
reports (1961) 16794; (1962) 7198

surface waters of basin, chemical quality,

reconnaissance (1965) 18227
Sabio, Barbara C, relief (1964) 8262
Sable fish, see Sablefish.

Sabo, Julius J., radionuclides in estuarine, etc.,

environments, symposium (1963) 12990
Sabotage, Federal laws, your duty (1965)

19546
Sabrosky, Laurel K., recruiting 4-H club lead-

ers, guide for extension agents (1965)

18892
Sac River, spillway for Stockton Dam, Mo.,

hydraulic model investigation (1965)

18046
Saccharum.robustum, see Sugarcane.
Sacks, see Bags.
Sacramento, Calif.:

aged, problems, hearings (1962) 21205
census of business

—

1958, standard metropolitan area, central

business district statistics (1961) 8477
1963, major retail centers, standard metro-
politan statistical area (1965) 13583

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18203
standard metropolitan statistical area

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18853

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 11174

electric facilities of area, map (1962) 559;

(1963) 520, 2266; (1964) 677; (1965) 16181
Municipal Airport, weather observations,

hourly, decennial census (1962) 18576
population, special census (1965) 8617
port, harbor conditions, etc (1964) 10493
real property acquisition practices and ade-

quacy of compensation, hearings (1964)
15603

Sacramento National Wildlife Refuge:
birds (1965) 14314
general information (1963) 4958; (1965)

14311
Sacramento Peak Observatory, 1947-62 (1962)

12944
Sacramento River and Valley:

bridges, vertical clearances, amend general
bridge act, hearings (1961) 19186

chemical quality of surface waters in basin
(1963) 12236

geologic features and ground-water storage
capacity (1961) 19421

tide-affected streams, discharge measure-
ments, empirical method of determining
(1963) 15617

winter-run Chinook salmon (1964) 8619
Sadacca, Robert, human factors problems in

image interpretation task, status report
(1963) 16830

SADE, see Reactors (atomic).
Sadoff, Melvin:
high sustained acceleration effects on pilots'

performance and dynamic response
(1964) 14843

pilot-vehicle system simulation for low alti-

tude, high speed flight (1965) 11469
study of pilot's ability to control during

simulated stabilitv augmentation system
failures (1963) 1312

Saenger, Eugene L., medical aspects of radia-
tion accidents, handbook for physicians,
health physicists, and industrial hygien-
ists (1963) 11589

Saens, A. W.:
normal spin-wave modes of complex ex-

change-coupled crystals (1965) 11581
rigorous treatment of propagation and

damping of small-amplitude plasma
waves in initially Maxwellian plasma
(1965) 13146

SAET, see Spiral aftereffect.

Safe and sanitary home refuse storage (1963)
7412

Safe deposit boxes:
prepayment of rentals by SBA

—

hearings (1961) 8976
law (1961) 18696
reports (1961) 16824, 17019

Safe Harbor, Pa., electric facilities of area,

maps (1962) 555; (1963) 516, 2266; (1964)

673; (1965) 16177
Safeguarding official information in interests

of defense of United States (status of

Executive order 10501) (1962) 21105
Safety and service agents, examination an-

nouncement (1963) 7791
Safety and Service Bureau, Railroad Safety

Section, reports (1961) 6227; (1962) 2588;
(1963) 2452; (1965) 4904

Safety at sea, see Safety of life.

Safety belts, see Automobile seat belts.

Safety Bureau, report BOSR (series) (1964)

15335; (1965) 304, 4372, 13665
Safety-checking handling facilities to reduce

livestock losses (1962) 19456
Safety-checking livestock trucking to reduce

loss and damage (1963) 8206
Safety engineering in working with beryllium,

USSR (1965) 2621
Safety engineers, maritime, examination an-

nouncement (1961) 12017
Safety equipment and appliances:
eye protection in school shops and labs

(1965) 19797
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 7238; (1963) 3654;
(1964) 3472, 12291; (1965) 3374

motor vehicles, require certain devices in

interstate commerce, hearings (1961)

14482
safe practices of rigging and using cargo

handling gear (1962) 14366
selection, use and maintenance manual

(1961) 4335
see also names of special equipment or ap-

pliances.
Safety helmets, see Helmets.
Safety in Mines Research, International Con-

ference of Directors, see International
Conference of Directors of Safety in

Mines Research.
Safety in the air, see Safety of life.

Safety inspectors:
examination announcement (1961) 12009,

12019; (1963) 7792
Safety of life:

accident prevention and nursing (1962)

18407
accident prevention, responsibility, etc., of

Public Health Service (1962) 20248
air safety

—

aerospace maintenance safety (1963) 7603;
(1964) 3216; (1965) 3104

aerospace nuclear safety (remarks) (1963)

18602
aerospace safety (periodical) (1961) 2882;

(1962) 3583; (1963) 3422; (1964) 3217;
(1965) 3105
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Safety of life—Continued

airborne collision prevention devices,
symposium (1963) 9457

aircraft accident prevention (series) (1963)
16921

aircraft emergency procedure over water
(1961) 5540; (1962) 16619; (1964) 3240;
(1965) 3124

altimeter errors during landing-approach
and take-off operations (1961) 1296

Armv aviation accident prevention pam-
phlet (1963) 9658

CAB charged with safety promotion, acci-

dent prevention, etc. (remarks) (1964)
19317

crash impact configurations, structural
analysis (1964) 16893

environmental safety aspects of nuclear
rocket flight operations (1965) 1837

flight operational trainer in aviation safe-
ty (1962) 22665

hearings (1961) 10508
human factors aspect of lightplane safety

(1964) 13737
medical safety training manual (1961)

11473
naval aviation safety review (1961) 3513;

(1962) 3620; (1963) 3460; (1964) 3260;
(1965) 3145

personnel restraint systems study (1963)
11349

random deviations from cruise altitudes
(1961) 8028

responsibilities of CAB (address) (1962)
20648

rules of CAB pertaining to accidents, haz-
ards, investigations (1963) 6017

AMC safety manual (1964) 15262; (1965)
13451-452

at sea, convention of 1960

—

implementing

—

hearings (1965) 12189, 19487
law (1965) 15469
reports (1965) 14101, 12103

rules and regulations

—

report (1962) 11489
text (1962) 21248

with regulations, between U.S. and other
governments, text (1965) 13289

at sea, international conference, 1960, inter-
national regulations for preventing col-
lisions, agreement (1965) 16871

Atlantic merchant vessel report system
(1963) 11676

Atomic Energy Commission shipments of
radioactive material, summary of inci-
dents, 1957-61 (1963) 139

atomic energy program

—

AEC public safety programs in atomic
energy (1964) 10038

atomic power safety, general information
(1964) 17068

biological effects of fallout and radiation
protection guide (paper) (1963) 1401

containment vessels, encloses nuclear re-
actor, leakage characteristics, etc (1965)
5615

coolant vaporization effects important to
fast reactor safety (1962) 23062

data on ground motion and containment,
safety program. Project Shoal (1965)
5621

Enrico Fermi reactor response to TNT
simulated nuclear accidents (1965) 6843

fast reactor safety, quarterly progress
report (1961) 16205

fire and explosion protection of glove-box
facilities (1965) 189

Safety of life—Continued
atomic energy program—Continued

fire service

—

charts (1961) 19245
instructor's guide (1961) 7339, 20686
research manual (1961) 20687
student manual (1961) 7340
study guide (1961) 19240

gas-cooled reactors, progress report (1961)
18067

glove boxes and containment enclosures,
design criteria report (1962) 18744

hazardous research equipment, design and
operation manual (1962) 13006

nuclear accident contamination control
(1964) 11835

nuclear safety, review of recent develop-
ments (1964) 3804

operational safety evaluation of remote
reactor plants (1965) 7165

radioactive materials

—

handling (1964) 9633
transportation (1964) 11855

radioactive substances, laboratory use,
safety requirements, USSR studies
(1964) 18266

radiation safety and regulation, hearings
(1961) 20531

reactor

—

protections, calculation handbook (1965)
179

safety, Hterature search (1961) 16208;
(1963) 131, 18587; (1964) 15284

site selection based on nuclear aspects
(1962) 8934

selection of reactor sites (address) (1962)
221

shipments of radioactive material, summa-
ry of incidents, 1962 (1964) 1778

SL-1 incident, Idaho Falls, Idaho, report
(1961) 5407

SL-1 nuclear reactor

—

accident. National Reactor Testing Sta-
tion, report on activities following in-

cident (1962) 8954
excursion, final report (1964) 1771

SNAP lA thermoelectric generator, ra-

dioisotope fueled, final analysis (1961)
16200

SNAP 3 thermoelectric generator

—

final analysis (1961) 5363
preliminary operational safety report

(1961) 5362
Spert 1 destructive test series (1965) 5604
standard health and safety requirements,
ID manual (1964) 5964

strontium-90 fueled generator for attended
light buoy (1962) 8962

test reactor operating and safety experi-
ence, study (1964) 5963

USSR rules (1962) 935
WTR and SL-1 accidents, aspects (1962)

16391
atomic ships, dosimetric control (1963) 2530
atomic weapons accident hazards, precau-

tions and procedures, technical informa-
tion bulletin (1963) 7720

automobile seat belts, you can help to belt

America, program suggestions (1965)
13249

automotive vehicles, standard safety devices

(1965) 18105
bacteriological weapon and methods of pro-

tection from it, USSR study (1961) 10963

biological warfare, defense against, Nor-
wegian study (1962) 22244

BPA Technical Laboratory manual (1963)
13255
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buildings, dangerous or unsafe, removal.
District of Columbia, amend act

—

law (1964) 17345
reports (1961) 17010; (1962) 11582; (1963)

18899; (1964) 17715
Bureau of Safety pamphlet BOSP series

(1963) 16921; (1964) 202
chemical enterprises, safety engineering,

USSR studies (1965) 14568
chemistry

—

for safety man (1965) 11330
fundamentals, brief test for safety man

(1961) 2461
coal dust explosion, water neutralizes haz-

ard (1962) 14424
college safety education credit courses

(1961) 537
community's interest in health and safety of

health workers (remarks) (1964) 14672
comparison of State codes with ASA,

chnrts
abrasive wheels (1962) 8317
cranes, derricks, and hoists (1962) 18133
excavations (1964) 2947
fixed ladders (1964) 5420
floor and wall openings (1961) 1166
laundry machinery and operations (1963)
9038

mills and calendars in rubber industry
(1962) 8316

portable

—

metal ladders (1964) 7368
wood ladders (1964) 20430

power presses (1963) 3018
scaffolds (1961) 21135
textiles (1962) 23931
trucks, powered industrial (1963) 10887
welding and cutting (1962) 3261
window cleaning (1963) 16269
woodworking machinery (1962) 12335

competitions

—

National Crushed Stone Association
awards (1961) 17630; (1964) 1397

National Line Association awards (1961)
19849; (1962) 22465

National Slag Association awards (1961)
19850

sand and gravel plants, awards (1961)
19851; (1962) 22466

construction safety, metropolitan area, pat-
tern for program (remarks) (1964) 13036

construction supervisors, guide (1965) 6552
consumer information, price list (1964) 21842

control of liquid hydrogen hazards at experi-
mental facilities (1965) 17098

cooking utensils, FDA estimation (1965)
12474

cooperative effort for individual safety
strengthens democracy (address) (1962)
8311

defense against agents of mass destruction,
USSR study (1961) 12975

drug safety, hearings (1965) 408
effects of automation and technological

change, abstracts (1964) 7358

electric supply and communication lines,

safety rules for installation and mainte-
nance (1961) 21254; (1963) 9202

electrical facilities safe practices handbook,
Air Force pamphlet (1965) 18906

electrical shock, much-misunderstood hazard
(1963) 9039

employed farm youth safety program (1961)
21138

epoxy resins, hazards, preventive measures
(1963) 18289

experimental gas-cooled reactor, final haz-
ards, summary report (1963) 16852
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explosibility of dusts used in plastics indus-
try (1962) 12393

explosive ordnance disposal, technical man-
ual (1963) 113

FAA, construction and alteration work
handbook (1963) 6393

fallout and your farm food (1963) 4368
false bomb information, make criminal of-

fense, clarify law

—

law (1961) 18726
reports (1961) 10281, 19084

families on guard against accidents (1963)
20095

farm ponds, ways and means of improving
(address) (1961) 6549

farmers' checklist for pesticide safety (1964)
15219

farmwork

—

safety, and you, discussion for youth lead-

ers, teachers, etc (1963) 5433
safety tips (1963) 20925

Federal coal-mine safety act, administra-
tion, 1952-61 (1962) 23959

films and film strips, Federal, list (1963)
15508

final off-site radiological safety report. Pro-
ject Sedan (1963) 11569

fire emergency plan for farms (1963) 14896
fire protection for safety man (1962) 3260
fire safety

—

nursing homes (1963) 13006
training (1964) 6793
training in farm homes (1962) 13788

first aid guide for USDA employees (1962)
22928; (1963) 18415

fishermen, captains, and owners of New Eng-
land fishing vessels, safety suggestions
and practices (1963) 4942

flammable

—

liquids and gases, safe use and storage on
farm (1961) 5257; (1964) 9942

materials, lecture demonstration (1961)
15744

flight safety through automation and tech-
nological change (remarks) (1962) 21718

Forest Service, health and safety code (1962)
21800

gas-cooled reactors, progress report (1962)
2066

gas explosion hazards associated with bulk
storage of molten sulfur (1963) 7221

glass door accidents, health departments
survey in 16 communities, Jan.-June,
1963 (1963) 21084

handling

—

hazardous materials (1965) 19892
inflammable and combustible liquids, man-

ual (1964) 10118
HASL bone program, 1961-64 (1965) 17100
hazards in production and handling of liquid

hydrogen (1961) 6281
highway safety action program (1962) 10622
conferences, organized citizen support,
feminine touch (1965) 13252

drugs and driving (1962) 13836
education, report (1961) 9696
engineering, report (1961) 13637
motor vehicle administration

—

brief outline (1965) 13251
report (1961) 9699

organized citizen support, report (1961)
8160

police traffic supervision, report (1961)
9700

public information, report (1961) 8161
require for interstate system, report

(1965) 13944
traffic accident records (1961) 9703; (1965)
6891
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Safety of life—Continued
high safety action program—Continued

traffic courts, report (1961) 9704
traffic laws and ordinances, report (1961)

9698
hints for longshore safety (1961) 13395
how to keep electricity from killing you,

dangers aboard ship (1961) 20127
how-to-life model, school shop project (1964)

5421
HSS series (1961) 2477, 17630, 19849-851;

(1962) 3290, 10440
indemnity and reactor safety, hearings

(1962) 16810
industrial safe practices

—

arc welding (1962) 14361
gas welding and cutting equipment (1962)

14362
low voltage electrical equipment (1962)

18134
maintenance and safety (1963) 1156
mechanics for safety man (1962) 20035
metal shapers (1962) 14364
overhead cranes (1962) 18136
power shears (1962) 14363
punch presses (1962) 18135
scaffolds (1962) 14360

industrial safety

—

consultative approach (1961) 4785
design considerations for layout of facili-

ties, placement of equipment, and pro-
duction processes (remarks) (1964) 14682

environmental and chemical hazards (se-

ries) (1961) 2461, 21133; (1962) 18130;
(1965) 11330

fundamentals of accident prevention
(1963) 3016

mechanical and physical hazards (series)

(1961) 19814; (1962) 1571, 3260, 18129;
(1963) 5432

organization and administration (series)
(1961) 4785; (1963) 12779

protection against chemical agents and
radiation, USSR studies (1964) 2522

safety in industry, environmental and
chemical hazards series (1964) 5419,
18614

static electricity, detection, control, etc
(1963) 12780

study outline (1965) 11334
using injury statistics (1963) 12779
work with beryllium and its alloys, USSR
book (1965) 2617

interagency radiological assistance plan
(1962) 2107; (1965) 4280

job training and safety (remarks) (1962)
6438

judging hazard from native trees in Califor-
nia recreational areas, guide for profes-
sional foresters (1963) 15583

Kaiser Steel Corporation, Fontana, Calif.,

accident records program (remarks)
(1964) 14680

Labor Dept. training programs, student
work sheet (1965) 9499

laboratory, pilot plant, and production oper-
ations with explosives, propellants, and
pyrotechnics (1963) 1373

lasers, biological effects, safety recommen-
dations (1964) 20702

licensing of power reactors (1963) 16862
lifeboatmen, able seamen, etc., manual (1965)

8681
lifting, youth danger (1965) 6547
locomotive safety truck, introduction (1961)

20013
longshore and ship repair industries safety

program, maritime safety report (1964)
5422

Safety of life—Continued

longshoremen

—

limitation of liability for vessel owners in
3d party suits based on warranty of
seaworthiness, etc., hearings (1961)
18967

safety measures for hands (1961) 7886
suggested safe practices (1965) 1275

longshoring

—

regulations (1962) 6192
ship repairing, etc., administration, report

(1961) 21132
lunar and space missions, analysis of curium

fueled generators (1961) 3799
management safety policy statements, guide

(1963) 4928
marine chemist's role in ship repair safety

(1965) 7964
maritime safety

—

application of provisions of Safety of Life
at Sea Convention (1962) 10682

data for
shipyards (1964) 18615-616
stevedoring (1963) 14449

digest (periodical) (1961) 17597; (1963)
3884; (1964) 3708
longshoring (1965) 3626
shipyards (1965) 5037

maritime statistics, base for accident pre-
vention (1963) 9041

medical self-help training for you and your
community (1963) 21089

if disaster strikes (1965) 16821
mine safety

—

ammonium nitrate blasting agents, recom-
mendations (1963) 12830

causes and prevention of injuries, etc.,

authorize study

—

hearings (1961) 20571
law (1961) 18691
reports (1961) 16713, 19061

coal mines, escapeways and other emer-
gency measures (1963) 1202

coal-mining industry, safety organization
and activities of award-winning compa-
nies (1964) 16625

coal mining injury experience, analysis
(1961) 9446; (1962) 6232; (1963) 1207;
(1964) 2983, 20477

coal stockpiling, precautions (1965) 6592
electrical equipment, installing and using

(1964) 20476
Federal coal-mine safety act

—

administration (1961) 21170; (1963)
19838

amend to remove exemption for mines
employing 14 or less

—

hearings (1961) 7137
report (1961) 8751

amendments

—

hearings (1964) 6351; (1965) 8881,
16041

reports (1964) 4457; (1965) 7444, 10483
and codes, interpretations and ap-

plications (1963) 9111
Federal metal and nonmetallic mine safety

act, hearings (1965) 15798
float coal hazard (1965) 5093
float dust deposits in return airways in

American coal mines (1963) 7208
hoist and shaft installation, inspection
and maintenance (1961) 9447

metal and nonmetal mining industries,

safety organization and activities of

award-winning companies (1963) 18076
mobile diesel-powered equipment approved
by Mines Bureau (1963) 18074

national safety competition (1961) 11378;
(1962) 12378; (1963) 7209; (1964) 16627
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Safety of life—Continued
mine safety—Continued
proceedings of 10th International Confer-
ence of Directors of Safety in Mines
Research (1962) 18195

reducing incendivity of permissible explo-
sives by sodium chloride (1961) 1235

rigid foam to increase safety (1964) 7445
roof at intersections and junctions in un-
derground coal mines, survey of prac-
tices (1962) 20083

uranium, existence of severe health haz-
ards. Governors' conference report
(1961) 11531

motor carrier safety regulations (1962)
2584; (1965) 14472"

motor vehicle safety legislation
hearings (1961) 1905, 14482
report (1962) 19314

motor vehicles. Govt, passenger carrying,
establish standards

—

law (1964) 17374
reports (1962) 17010, 17038; (1963) 13592;

(1964) 17759
N. S. Savannah safety assessment (1963)

18596
National Accident Prevention Center, estab-

lish, hearings (1962) 7097; (1963) 9939
National Farm Safety Week (1961) 9897;

(1962) 8858; (1963) 7579; (1964) 9956

National Reactor Testing Station, Idaho,
Health and Safety Division, progress
report (1965) 1834

Navy safety precautions (1962) 3402; (1964)
3076

for shore activities (1965) 19691
normal propyl nitrate, characteristics (1962)

22504
nuclear safety research and development

program

—

related to civilian power reactors (re-

marks) (1965) 1863
summary report (1965) 1869, 8564

nuclear safety, review of recent develop-
ments (1961) 2914; (1962) 4133; (1963)
3977; (1965) 3723

nuclear space program, aspects (remarks)
(1961) 1728

occupational. Federal grants to bolster
State programs

—

hearings (1962) 23365
report (1962) 15247

occupational safety

—

and health. State law, suggested language
(1964) 13039-40

charts (1962) 14360-364, 18134-136
legislation. States, summary (1964) 11263,

14674; (1965) 7963
publications, list (1962) 22424; (1963)

18028
occupational safety aid

—

safety program, elements (1962) 8319
supervisory responsibility (1962) 10390

off-site radiological safety report, Project
Gnome (1962) 14868

on-site radiological safety report

—

Project Gnome (1962) 14869
Project Sedan (1963) 11570

ordnance manual (1961) 11515
petroleum pipe lines, modify definition of

term carrier

—

hearing (1965) 12191
report (1965) 14076

pilot rescue facts (1962) 10577

pipelines, interstate, regulation by ICC,
hearing (1965) 16010

pleasure craft, safety suggestions, etc (1961)
10115; (1962) 15007; (1964) 6113

Safety of life—Continued
plutonium processing in heavy element facil-

ity, final evaluation (1961) 5365
poison control centers, directory (1962)

22737
problems during casting and processing of

titanium alloys, USSR study (1961) 973
Project Shoal seismic safety net (1965) 1858
protection against fallout radiation in sim-

ple structures (1963) 16861
protection from

—

accidental injury from misuse of petrole-
um products, how to comply with Feder-
al hazardous substances labeling act
(1963) 6473

pesticide residues, facts for consumers
(1963) 20691; (1965) 628

weapons of mass destruction, USSR civil

defense study (1962) 22220
protective

—

clothing and other apparel, bibliography
(1962) 2158

equipment, USSR catalog (1965) 16468
service occupations, occupational outlook

(1961) 7905; (1965) 8004
public safety

—

Gnome project, predictions and compari-
son with observed effects, summary
(1962) 13005, 16399

radio services, FCC rules and regulations
(1961) 4185; (1962) 17460, 23515; (1964)
8534

radio stations, FCC rules and regulations
(1961) 9088, 12612, 19296

public swimming pools, suggested ordinance
and regulations (1963) 18294

publications, price list (1962) 12657; (1964)
13390; (1965) 16806

radiation

—

accidents due to equipment damage or
breakdown, organization of medical
countermeasures against. East German
study (1964) 18324

accidents, medical aspects, handbook for
physicians, health physicists and in-

dustrial hygienists (1963) 11589
hazards encountered in arc melting thor-
ium (1962) 12391

safety

—

and control manual (1963) 1837
for civil airports (1963) 14929
standards, Bulgaria (1965) 16402
standards, literature search (1961)

18086
therapy departments, hygienic problems in

designing, USSR study (1962) 12049
USSR prevention measures (1962) 17756

radioactive

—

contamination precautions, on-site
health-and-safety report (1965) 1859

materials, safety work rules (1963) 4475
radiography license applications, guide

(1963) 14951
radiological monitoring training, manual

(1961) 838
railroad safety, ICC operations, hearing

(1965) 4519
reactor fission product releases under var-

ious meteorological conditions (1965)
1832

records as tools for safety action (remarks)
(1964) 14679

refrigerator entrapment prevention, safety
guide (1963) 6441

refrigerators

—

devices for doors, progress, hearing (1964)
4500

preventing child entrapment (1965) 8248,
11644
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rescue skills and techniques (1964) 4371
research reactor operating and safety ex-

perience, study (1965) 8548
reserve fleet safety review (1962) 10429
residential chimneys and fireplaces, litera-

ture search (1964) 3044
responsibility for air progress (remarks)

(1961) 5982
Rx to keep you healthy in flight (1965) 17150
rural fire defense preparation for survival

(1963) 4370
safe practices and guides, recommended

standards, Federal Safety Council digest
(1963) 17439

safe use of pesticides in home and garden
(1964) 11777

safety and fire protection

—

bulletin

—

AEC (1961) 236
VA (1962) 3550, 8722, 18549, 22895;

(1963) 9476, 20220; (1964) 5743, 9866,
20869; (1965) 3075, 8355, 18821

technical bulletin (1962) 20513
safety and special radio services, FCC appli-

cations and actions (1961) 3158; (1962)
4312; (1963) 3646; (1964) 3464; (1965)
3357

safety conference guide (1961) 9280
safety digest, AMC pamphlets (1963) 1797,

4442, 13235, 16822, 20321; (1964) 4279,
5939, 10000, 13669, 19201; (1965) 154,
4235, 10144-45, 15235, 17042

safety engineering

—

and program services (1965) 6551
in working vnth beryllium, USSR study

(1965) 2621
safety equipment manual. Industrial Rela-

tions Oflice, Navy (1961) 4335
safety in industry
environmental and chemical hazards series

(1961) 2461, 21133; (1962) 18130
instructor outline

—

accident cause analysis (1965) 11333
accident cost control (1965) 11332
appraising safety performance (1965)

12783
introduction to industrial safety (1965)

11331
mechanical and physical hazards series

(1962) 1571, 3260, 18129, 20035; (1963)
1156, 12780

organization and administration series
(1961) 4785; (1963) 3016

safety investigation regulations, SIR series
(1963) 6017

safety of public at Federal installations
(address) (1963) 4929

safety record (1961) 3552; (1962) 4313; (1963)
4164; (1964) 4001; (1965) 3910

safety review (1961) 3315; (1962) 4314; (1963)
4165; (1964) 4002; (1965) 3911

safety standards (1961) 3370; (1962) 4315;
(1963) 4166; (1964) 4003; (1965) 3912

safety training for supervisors (1964) 1364
satellite mission, thermoelectric generator

task 2, interim report (1961) 3798
scoop attachment makes helicopter recover-

ies easier and safer (1965) 14793
service station safety for young workers

(1965) 16549
shaft sinking and tunneling. West Delaware

aqueduct (1962) 14425
shock tube studies of effects of sharp-rising,

long-duration overpressures of biologi-
cal systems, progress report (1961) 3808

SL-1 nuclear reactor accident, National
Reactor Testing Station

—

AEC investigation board report (1961)
10194

Safety of life—Continued
SL-1 nuclear reactor accident. National

Reactor Testing Station—Continued
final report (1963) 5935

spray painting in electrostatic field, hygien-
ic characteristics of working conditions
(1961) 10937

standard first aid training course (1962)
14537

standards for Government passenger carry-
ing motor vehicles, establish, hearings
(1961) 1905, 14482

State school laws and regulations (1964)
17924

State occupational safety and health legis-
lation, summary (1965) 19798

supervisors development program, basic
course (1963) 4449

survival of extreme vertical impact in seat-
ed position (1963) 4504

teenage farm employees (1962) 6189

tornado safety rules (1962) 10776; (1964)
15164

traflic safety

—

alcohol and its effects (1964) 5552
basic tort claims principles for accident

investigators, factors of safety (1961)
9280

cause for greatness (address) (1961) 2690
Federal Government and highway safety
(remarks) (1963) 20116

Federal role, hearings (1965) 14121

highway safety action program, research
(1963) 16542

highway safety for other 80 percent (re-

marks) (1964) 9739
highway traffic safety, bibliography (1963)
7413

interstate compacts, consent of Congress
to permit District of Columbia to join

—

law (1964) 17325
report (1964) 12228

Kentucky program on medical aspects of

driver limitation (1964) 20760

Midwestern Regional Conference for
Women's National Organizations, etc.,

proceedings (1965) 11669
nationwide situation (remarks) (1963)
20119

services, national organizations, directory

(1963) 16543
Southern Regional Conference for Wom-

en's National Organizations, etc., pro-

ceedings (1965) 9903
stamp (remarks)(1965) 16803
use slow moving vehicle emblem (1965)

10096
transportation rules, railway service. Army

pamphlet (1963) 5915
TVA program (1965) 6956

unit safety management, Army pamphlet
(1962) 20503; (1964) 20999

use of respiratory protective equipment in
emergency rescue or recovery opera-
tions in pressurized tunnels, etc (1964)
18706

USSR translations (1963) 10769
water program. Operation Waterproof 4th

grade, general information (1963) 16515

water supply and plumbing cross-
connections, hazards (1963) 14678

weather and flight safety, USSR study
(1964) 20053

why are booms dropped? (1964) 1365

work of radiology groups at sanitation and
epidemiological control stations, USSR
(1964) 9089
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X-ray and sealed gamma-ray-sources, stan-

dard (1964) 7574
your home and safe use of pesticides, facts

about pest control (1965) 14446, 16961
Yugoslav regulations, etc., on nuclear af-

fairs (1963) 646
Safety of Life at Sea, International Conven-

tion, see International Convention on
Safety of Life at Sea.

Safety officers, career opportunities. Army
Department and other Federal agencies

(1964) 8162, 19328; (1965) 7328
Safety pins. Tariff Commission report (1961)

2724; (1962) 3533; (1963) 3377; (1964)

5719; (1965) 11737
Safety restrainer prevents whipping of rup-

tured high-pressure hose (1965) 2864
Saffel, Dorothy M., labor offices in United

States and Canada (1964) 9375
Safferman, Robert S., isolation, etc., of actino-

mycetes related to water supplies (1963)

16532
Saffian, Sadie, program trends in crippling

conditions, 1950-60 (1963) 1929
Safllower:
considerations in industries (speech) (1962)

9537
crop, acreage expanding in U.S. (1962) 21613

diseases, description, etc (1963) 11435
list of selected references, 1900-60 (1962)

18306
oilseed crop, growing, etc (1961) 17910

Sagamore Hill National Historic Site:

acceptance of deed (remarks) (1963) 14055
establishment

—

law (1962) 16773
reports (1962) 9295, 17186

general information (1964) 14977
Sagavanirktok River, geology of region (1961)

7523
Sagebrush:

control on rangelands (1965) 5506
influence on snow accumulation and disap-

pearance (1965) 12512
Sagen, Louise, convalescence after surgery

(1963) 14676
Saginaw, Mich.:
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16370
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 16454
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18854

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 6814

Michigan National Bank to operate and es-

tablish branch offices, hearing (1964)
19593

services for senior citizens, hearings (1964)
12249

Saginaw Bay, fishes, distribution and seasonal
movements (1962) 15608

Saginaw River:
Bay City, Mich, section, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 16124
document edition (1965) 15538

navigation improvement, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2201
document edition (1963) 1988

ports, harbor conditions and facilities (1962)
13757

Saguaro National Monument, general informa-
tion (1963) 5643; (1965) 18641

Sahara:
Algerian region, information (1964) 12709

Sahara—Continued

Morocco-Spanish Sahara boundary, study
(1963) 20154

Spanish, description (1964) 2724
Sahara Desert, western, photography from

Mercury MA-4 spacecraft (1965) 2829
Sahni, Roop C, electronic state of diatomic

molecules (1964) 14890
evolution of Saharan peoples, translations

(1963) 7112
Saigon, Vietnam, chancery of U.S. damaged,

replace with new building, authorize

—

law (1965) 10357
message from the President (1965) 7406
reports (1965) 8791, 8961

water supply system, development, loan for

construction by Development Loan
Fund, GAO review (1963) 17510

Sailfish, ecological forms, distribution in

northern Pacific Ocean, USSR study

(1963) 5311
Sailing directions:

Aden, Gulf of (1964) 11477; (1965) 18648
Africa

—

northwest coast (1965) 6819
southeast coast (1964) 1522; (1965) 9808
southwest coast (1964) 16777

Australia

—

east coast, change (1965) 5288
north and west coasts (1964) 18842
south coast (1965) 8191
southeast coast (1964) 7634

Baffin and Davis Strait (1964) 9673; (1965)

8187
Baltic Sea (1964) 16775; (1965) 1528, 11557
Bengal, Bay of (1964) 20673
Biscay, Bay of (1964) 18838
British Columbia (1964) 18836; (1965) 6817
Canada, northern (1964) 7628; (1965) 8186
Central America and Mexico, east coasts

(1965) 1526
China, coast (1964) 5577
England

—

and Wales, west coast (1965) 11556
east coast (1964) 5575
south coast (1964) 20671

France, north coast (1964) 7631
Greenland, east (1964) 20669
Iceland (1964) 20669
Indian Ocean, south (1964) 5576; (1965)

18649
Ireland (1964) 20670
Japan (1964) 13309, 18843
Java, Lesser Sundas, south, southeast, and

east coasts of Borneo, and Celebes
(1964) 18841

Kattegat and Sound (1964) 11476
Mediterranean Sea (1964) 1521, 7632, 18840;

(1965) 5287, 8189, 13094-95

Mexico and Central America, west coasts

(1965) 11555
New Guinea (1965) 2956
New Zealand (1964) 7635
Newfoundland (1965) 14925
North Sea, eastern shore (1965) 6818
Norway

—

northwest and north coasts (1964) 18839
southwest coast (1965) 5286

notices to navigators, Hydrographic Serv-

ice, Soviet Navy (1965) 9377
Nova Scotia (1964) 7627
Pacific Islands (1964) 3072, 16778; (1965)

11558
Persian Gulf (1965) 8190
PhiHppines (1964) 3073; (1965) 8192, 9809,

11559
Portugal, west coast (1965) 6819
Red Sea (1964) 11477; (1965) 18648
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Sailing directions—Continued

St. Lawrence, Gulf and River (1964) 18837;

(1965) 8185
Scotland, west coast (1964) 20672; (1965)

1527
Siberia

—

east coast (1965) 2957
southeast coast, and Korea (1965) 5289

Skagerrak, northern and eastern shores
(1964) 1519; (1965) 18646

Soenda Strait and western and northeast
coasts of Borneo (1965) 1529

South America (1964) 7630, 16774; (1965)

8188
South China Sea, western shores (1965)

6820, 19987
Spain, west coast (1965) 6819
USSR, northern (1964) 1520, 3071, 16776;

(1965) 18647
West Indies, etc (1964) 5574, 7629; (1965)

14926
world ports, index (1963)18217
see also names of localities.

Sailing vessels:

inland. Great Lakes and western rivers

rules, amend, report (1965) 17850
migrations of an American boat type of,

sharpie (1961) 21264
Sailor Creek, ground-water reconnaissance of

area (1964) 15944
Sailors:

able seamen qualifications, manual (1961)

1846; (1965) 8681
application of Fair labor standards act to

seamen (1962) 22900; (1964) 11679
Civil relief act

—

amend, hearing (1963) 8126
amendments, compilation (1962) 362
general information (1962) 8886
text (1961) 18981; (1962) 23379; (1964)

21215
exemption from minimum wage requirements

under fair labor standards act (1961)

17878
fees for consular services and passports,

report (1961) 7233

forbid employment on failure to answer
questions on Communist activities, re-

port (1961) 5666
foreign, applicability of U.S. laws (address)

(1961) 4973
health, on U.S. vessels, protect, hearing

(1965) 17914
labor legislation, amend merchant marine

act, hearings (1963) 9942-43, 15323

licensing, etc., merchant marine personnel,

rules and regulations (1961) 1848; (1962)

15008; (1963) 18745; (1965) 5756
merchant seaman, to insure economic bene-

fits (remarks) (1965) 10813
Navv training course (1961) 11469; (1965)

9817
premium pay (1963) 16315
seamen's act, as amended, and other laws,

compilation (1962) 23294

wages, hours of work on board ship, and
manning, recommendations of ILO con-
vention, text (1961) 4019; (1963) 20526

Yugoslav sailor's 6 years in Chinese prison
(1964) 20272

Sailplanes, see Gliders (aircraft).

Saimiri sciureus, see Monkeys.
Sainsbury, Cleo L.:

bervllium deposits in Seward Peninsula,
"Alaska (1963) 19306

geology of Lost River mine area, Alaska
(1964) 8752

quicksilver deposits of southwestern Alaska
(1965) 18200

St. Augustine Quadricentennial Commission:
establish

—

law (1962) 16808
reports (1961) 19086; (1962) 15216

St. Austine Quadricentennial Commission,
members, increase, extend termination
date, and authorize appropriations, re-

ports (1965) 122.58, 19254
Saint Christopher, nutrition survev (1962)

15654
St. Clair, Hillary W., thermochemical model

for iron blast furnace (1963) 10965;
(1964) 7454

St. Clair County, 111.:

Richland Creek, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 454
document edition (1963) 268

St. Clair Shores, Mich, census of housing,
1960, city blocks (1961) 13969

St. Croix, V.I., ground water for public supply
(1964) 820

St. Croix National Scenic Waterway:
establish in Minnesota and Wisconsin

—

hearings (1965) 16029
report (1965) 17853

St. Croix River, Maine to Little River, S.C,
light list (1961) 3982; (1962) 4865; (1963)

4640; (1964) 4408; (1965) 5755
St. Croix River, Minn., power plant at Oak

Park Heights, Minn., hearings (1965)
4621

Saint EHizabeths Hospital, D.C.:

careers in mental health nursing (1965) 9279
commitment of persons of unsound mind

found on Federal reservations in Lou-
doun Countv, Va

—

law (1964) 17364
reports (1963) 13605; (1964) 17742

final report of Advisorv group on future of

(1964) 12531
mental health followup project, report (1963)

12040
psvchologists, examination announcement

(1965) 10289
St. Hizabeth's Hospital Improvement Commis-

sion, see Improvement of St. Elizabeth's

Hospital Commission.
St. Francis Levee District, Ark., relief (1964)

15510, 17232, 17739
St. Francis River:

flood control, etc

—

departmental edition (1965) 19585
document edition (1965) 19329

St. Francis Xavier Church, Phoenix, Ariz.,

stained glass, free entry (1961) 18813;
(1962) 15332, 20748

Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site:

establish

—

law (1964) 17402
reports (1963) 18863; (1964) 17776

St. George, R.A.:

protecting log cabins, rustic work and un-
seasoned wood from injurious insects in

eastern United States (1963) 1692
subterranean termites, their prevention and

control in buildings (1963) 16739
St. Helens, Mount, recreation guide (1964)

2372
Saint-Jean, Bernard J., solar cell generator on

satellite (1963) 18150
St. John, (^rald, relief (1964) 17500
St. John River:

blue crabs fishery, fluctuation in vield be-

tween 1961 and 1962 (1965) 9165
multipurpose development (remarks) (1962)

14798
upper, hydroelectric power development

—

authorize

—

hearings (1964) 17889, 17890; (1965)
17734
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St. John River—Continued
upper, hydroelectric power development

—

Continued
authorize—Continued -r^oo
report bv study committee (1963) 15633-

634
St. Johnsbury, Vt.:

District Court term to be held

—

law (1964) 12007
reports (1963) 9969; (1964) 10240

St. Joseph, Mo.:
census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

13974
retirement income of the agingr, hearings

(1962) 19367
St. Joseph's Cathedral, Hartford, Conn.,

stained glass, free entry (1961) 18813;

(1962) 15332, 20748
St. Kitts, plant import requirements (1964)

13573
St. Laurent, Louis S.E., relief (1964) 17504

St. Lawrence County, N.Y.:

magnetic district, northwest Adirondacks,
regional geology (1963) 2348

ore deposits of magnetite district, northwest
Adirondacks, N.Y (1964) 15947

St. Lawrence Gulf, sailing directions (1961)

10702, 17341; (1963) 11137; (1964) 18837;

(1965) 8185
St. Lawrence River and Valley:

basin, floods, magnitude and frequency
(1965) 18218

pilotage services, agreement with Canada
(1961) 21393; (1963) 11320; (1964) 3162

sailing directions (1961) 10702, 17341; (1963)

11137; (1964) 18837; (1965) 8185
seaway

—

and power project, International Seaway
Festival (address) (1961) 14030

Barnhart Island-Cornwall Island reach,

navigation improvements, hydraulic
model investigation (1961) 17213

changing shipping patterns, with empha-
sis on U.S. grain exports (1963) 14873

channel improvements in Lake Erie (Pelee

Passage), agreement (1962) 3515

impact on location of grain export facili-

ties (1961) 1633
Lake Calumet Harbor, Chicago's welcome

(1962) 12882
Lake States wood-product imports and
exports (1963) 6511

navigation all year, study

—

hearings (1964) 2123
reports (1963) 13707, 18909

oil pollution, cooperative arrangements to

reduce

—

hearings (1964) 17663
reports (1964) 10221, 15704

reimposition of tolls on Welland Canal,
agreement with Canada (1964) 9811

tariff of tolls, agreement with Canada
(1964) 18971

traffic report (1962) 12681; (1963) 11260;
(1964) 9753; (1965) 9910

transportation study, hearings (1964)
17873-874; (1965) 431
report (196.5) 17915

Welland Canal, suspension of tolls, agree-
ment with Canada (1962) 22846; (1964)

11640
Wolfe Island Cut, dredging agreement

(1962) 6464
surface water

—

quality of basin (1965) 745, 7807
records of basin, Oct. 1950-Sept. 1960

(1964) 18143
supply (1961) 6189, 20819

St. Lawrence River basin, see St. Lawrence
River and Valley.

St. Lawrence Seaway, see St. Lawrence River
and Valley.

St. Lawrence Seaway Development Corpora-
tion:

administrator, nomination, hearing (1961)

5906
annual reports

—

departmental edition (1961) 9719; (1962)
12680

document edition (1961) 86.54; (1962) 11310
appropriations, 1962, general government

hearings (1961) 10330, 12.501

law (1961) 14125
report (1961) 12454

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 13496
law (1962) 23280
reports (1962) 17084, 21164, 21457

appropriations, 1964, public works

—

hearings (1963) 17162
law (1964) 1984
reports (1964) 343, 510, 4458

appropriations, 1965, public works

—

hearings (1964) 12119
law (1964) 17370
reports (1964) 12098, 15767, 17572

appropriations, 1966, public works

—

hearings (1965) 10523
report (1965) 13876, 15967, 19265

audit of financial statements, GAO reports

(1965) 2186, 14386
audit reports (1962) 13360; (1963) 6530, 7861;

(1964) 6760, 10166; (1965) 4473, 15543
deputy administrator, nomination, hearing

(1961) 5906
press releases (1962) 4239; (1963) 4091;

(1964) 3922; (1965) 3837
reports

—

departmental edition (1963) 13039; (1964)

18934; (1965) 13258
document edition (1963) 11764; (1964)

17460; (196.5) 12064
traffic report of St. Lawrence Seaway (1962)

12681; (1963) 11260; (1964) 9753; (1965)

9910
St. Louis, m.:
census of housing, 1960, standard metropoli-

tan statistical area

—

components of inventory change (1962)

11151, 16495
tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing, etc

(1962) 20607
occupational wage survey

—

departmental edition (1963) 5444
document edition (1963) 4700

St. Louis, Mo.:
census of business, 1960, standard metropol-

itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 3900
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 15295
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18261
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 16460
standard metropolitan statistical area

—

components of inventory change (1962)

11151, 16495
tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,

etc (1962) 20607
censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 11175

civil rights, public schools (1963) 181
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St. Louis, Mo.—Continued

consumer expenditures and income, advance
report (1963) 7159, 12785

electric facilities of area, map (1962) 557;
(1963) 518, 2266; (1964) 675; (1965) 16179

flood control project, folder (1962) 18239
housing problems of elderly, hearings (1962)

9473
fluvial sediment of Mississippi River (1965)

16327
income, education, and unemployment (1964)

2968
interstate air pollution study, air resources

management program (1965) 6883
Lambert Field, weather observations, hour-

ly, decennial census (1963) 9498
metropolitan centers, outdoor recreation,

present and future (1963) 3248
Mill Creek Valley urban renewal project,

excessive allocations of costs, GAO re-

port (1965) 694
occupational wage survev (1964) 7410; (1965)

5052
departmental edition (1961) 2462; (1962)

6199; (1963) 5444
document edition (1961) 1875; (1962) 4901;

(1963) 4700
principal electric facilities, map (1964) 675;

(1965) 16179
sonic booms, in area, results of USAF-

NASA-FAA flight program to study
community responses (1965) 9696

200th anniversary of founding, commemora-
tive medals

—

law (1964) 6181
reports (1964) 2096, 4550

uranium processing feed materials facilities

expansion, report (1961) 3807
Wherrv housing units, renovate, hearing

(1963) 11885
St. Louis Bicentennial Corp.:
medals commemorating 200th anniversary of

founding of St. Louis, Mo., furnish

—

law (1964) 6181
reports (1964) 2096, 4550

St. Louis County, Minn., Mountain Iron-Vir-
ginia area, exploratory drilling for
ground water (1961) 9260

St. Louis County, Mo., Federal surplus com-
modities, weaknesses in administration
of program for direct distribution, GAO
report (1965) 6325

St. Louis Housing Authority:
loss from sale of project land. Public Hous-

ing Administration, Housing and Home
Finance Agency, GAO report (1965) 9233

proposed acquisition of unnecessary and
expensive property for development of
low-rent housing project, GAO report
(1965) 2208

St. Louis River:
dam, construction

—

hearings (1964) 17663
law (1964) 13872
reports (1964) 10200, 12191

St. Louis-San Francisco Ry., accident (1962)
9807; (1963) 14079

St. Louis Southwestern Ry., accidents (1961)
20889; (1963) 8434

St. Louis Universitv, mass spectrometer, duty-
free entry (1965) 17530, 19101, 19401

Saint Lucia:
Beane Field Airport, use, agreement with

Great Britain (1964) 20837
nutrition survey (1962) 15654
plant quarantine import requirements (1964)

19059
United States defense areas, agreement

(1964) 21882

St. Marks, Fort:
donation of site

—

law (1962) 23189
reports (1962) 17075, 21440

St. Marks National Wildlife Refuge, birds
(1962) 19518

St. Marys, Pa., redevelopment area, statistical
profile (1962) 13177

St. Marys County, Md., land conveyance to
Lexington Park Volunteer Fire Depart-
ment, Inc (1963) 18889; (1964) 4524, 8140

St. Marv's Falls Canal, lake commerce
through canals, 1960 (1962) 7300

St. Marys River:
John A. Blatnik lock, designating, report

(1961) 16685
lock at Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., designate

John A. Blatnik Lock, report (1964) 8346
St. Onge. Robert A., relief (1961) 12194, 14569,

16543
Saint-:Paul, Raymond C, NDC-Fortran pro-

gram for unit cell nuclear design calcu-
lations for rod clustered pressure-tube
lattices (1963) 16834

St. Paul, Minn.:
census of business, 1958, standard metropol-

itan area, central business district sta-
tistics (1961) 8468

census of business, 1963, major retail cen-
ters, standard metropolitan stav.stical
area (1965) 17174

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18260
standard metropolitan statistical area

—

components of inventory change (1962)
9064, 14954

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16521

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 11168

electric facilities of area, map (1962) 557;
(1963) 518, 2266; (1964) 675; (1965) 16179

income, education, and unemployment in
neighborhoods (1963) 5457

International Airport

—

disaster control plan (1962) 22975
weather observations, hourly decennial
census (1963) 9496

lands conveyed to, release reservations

—

law (1964) 17257
reports (1963) 13608; (1964) 14112

occupational wage survev (1964) 11280;
(1965) 9505

departmental edition (1961) 9407; (1962)
12343; (1963) 10901

document edition (1961) 8633; (1962) 11291;
(1963) 9822

police-community relations, civil rights re-

port (1965) 19014
sand and gravel operations and costs in

area (1963) 10936
wholesale fruit and vegetable markets, orga-

nization (1964) 5838

St. Petersburg, Fla.:

census of business, 1958, standard metropol-
itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 6801
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 17185

census of housing 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18235
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 16437
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18864
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St. Petersburg, Fla.—Continued
census of population and housing, 1960, cen-

sus tracts in standard metropolitan sta-

tistical area (1962) 11179
retirement income of the aging, hearings

(1962) 9475
wholesale fruit and vegetable markets, orga-

nization (1963) 7574
St. Regis, Mont., geology and mineral deposits

of area (1961) 10682
St. Simons Island, Ga.:
hurricane survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 482
document edition (1962) 366

St. Thomas, V.I., effect of school water fluori-

dation on dental caries (1965) 13229
St. Thomas Island, leasing of naval proper-

ties, hearings (1964) 4588
Saints Mary and Joseph Church:
convey Minnesota Chippewa land to (1962)

15052, 15107, 15293
Saipan, rocks, relationship of volcanic rocks

of Guam (1963) 15611
Sakioka, Isei, relief (1961) 14232, 16916, 18514

Sakamoto, N., flexible wing air cargo delivery
system, final program, summary report
(1965) 15111

Sakhalin fishermen initiate socialist competi-
tion to increase fish catches, USSR
(1964) 7070

Sakmara River, landscape map of Ural-Sak-
mara interfluvial region, and its use in

physical-geographic regioning, USSR
study (1962) 6088

Salad dressing:
and related products

—

BDSA report (1964) 17070
current industrial reports (1961) 16467,
20528; (1963) 11628, 16871; (1964) 17100;
(1965) 18982

definitions and standards of identity (1961)
20754; (1963) 12143-144

mayonnaise and related products

—

current industrial reports, 1959-60 (1961)
8512

production, etc., 1960 (1961) 16242

Salamanca, Chile, uranium reconnaissance of
area (1961) 211

Salaries:
attorneys appointed by Attorney General,

uniform ceiling

—

hearing (1961) 12356
report (1961) 12466, 14341, 16736

Capitol Police, longevity benefits, preserve,
report (1964) 17508

checks drawn in favor of banks, etc., for
credit of Federal employees' accounts,
authorize

—

hearings (1964) 19508; (1965) 15805, 17907
law (1965) 15493
reports (1965) 15672, 15917

city public school teachers, 1925-63, trends
(1965) 16563

civilian employees of U.S., in emergency
evacuations

—

hearing (1961) 8852
law (1961) 18695
reports (1961) 12269, 19044

college and university

—

administrative and faculty, changes from
1960-61 to 1962-63 (1964) .573

faculty, 1963-64, preliminary report (1964)
2278

Council of Economic Advisers appropria-
tions, increase

—

hearings (1961) 8978, 10350
law (1961) 12105

Salaries—Continued
Council of Economic Advisers appropria-

tion, increase—Continued
reports (1961) 8765. 8785, 8955

dealers and gasoline service stations em-
ployees (1964) 11275

Defense Dept. overseas teachers, correct
inequities in compensation

—

hearings (1965) 12201, 16048
reports (1965) 13873, 15650

dental personnel in State health depart-
ments (1963) 9354

District of Columbia

—

Government, officers, increase, hearing
(1964) 8374

judges, retired, increase retirement sala-
ries, report (1965) 4501

police and firemen

—

increase

—

law (1962) 23282; (1964) 17433
reports (1962) 21170, 21481; (1964)

15569, 17613, 17716
hearing (1965) 12324

public school educational employees, in-

crease partial pay

—

law (1964) 17331
reports (1963) 18895; (1964) 17714

retired judges, increase retirement pay,
report (1964) 15572

teachers and Eklucation Board employees,
increase

—

law (1964) 17433
reports (1964) 15568, 17613, 17716

teachers, increase

—

law (1962) 23281
reports (1962) 21168, 21183, 21482

dual compensation-dual employment laws,
modernize

—

hearings (1963) 17181
law (1964) 17307
reports (1964) 331, 6279, 6485
statement of purpose, etc (1964) 12152

employee earnings

—

miscellaneous retail stores, June 1962 re-

tail stores and proprietary stores (1964)
14693

retail building materials, hardware, and
farm equipment dealers (1964) 7398

retail food stores (1964) 9456
employees, for selected occupations in serv-

ices for the blind

—

departmental edition (1962) 8436
document edition (1962) 6972

faculty, land-grant colleges and State uni-

versities (1965) 7583
faculty members in junior colleges (1962)

19441
Federal agencies, principles and procedure,

GAO guidance manual (1963) 585, 19278;
(1964) 792-93, 2399; (1965) 14383

Federal executive pay act of 1956, and relat-

ed provisions, compilation, report (1962)
11354

Federal, report of advisory panel (1964)
2119

Federal service employees, increase, message
from the President (1962) 6973

firefighters, conversion to annual premium
rate of pay by election

—

hearing (1961) 18968
report (1961) 18846

firemen and policemen, trends, 1924-64 (1965)
11355

Foreign Service retired officers or employees
reemployed, pavment of salaries, report
(1961) 7237

Government classification act employees,
wage chronology, 1924-64 (1965) 12793
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Salaries—Continued
Government officials and employees

—

adjust rates of basic compensation

—

hearings (19fi3) 18907, 20502; (1964)
12279; (1964) 13995

law (1964) 17285
reports (1964) 340. 6320, 10259, 12058,

14071, 15522, 15537
statement of purpose, analysis, etc

(1964) 2120
Administrative procedure act, promotion

to Chief Hearing Examiner at increased
compensation, opinion of Attorney Gen-
eral (1965) 5027

annual report on statutory pay systems

—

Federal-private industry comparisons
(1965) 10401

message from the President (1963) 9839
Back pav act

—

hearings (1962) 13535; (1963) 11911;
(1964) 6520

reports (1962) 13439; (1963) 11802
basic compensation in downgrading ac-

tions, preservation, hearings (1961) 8853
bimonthlv statistics (1961) 3084; (1962)

3576; (1963) 3414; (1964) 3211; (1965)
3098

BLS reports, directory (1962) 14390
classification laws, compilation (1961)

1861; (1963) 210; (1964) 21160
executive pay act of 1956, as amended,

text (1961) 5707
Federal personnel manual (1963) 20383;

(1965) 3391
guaranteering minimum increase upon
promotion

—

hearing (1961) 14496
report (1961) 14403

hazardous duty pay, amend classification

hearings (1962) 17122; (1963) 8008
reports (1962) 19119; (1963) 7950; (1965)
5877

increase

—

hearings (1962) 15278, 17125
law (1962) 23193
reports (1962) 21144, 21158, 21165, 21425

increasing, letter from the President
(1964) 8250

increasing, message from the President
(1965) 10397

1954-64 (1965) 426
overpayments, validate, report (1961)

16727
pay legislation, hearings (1965) 17953
pav structure of Federal civil service

("1961) 14017; (1962) 16610; (1965) 15353
premium pay in lieu of pay at saved

hearing (1963) 15326
report (1963) 15264

preservation of basic rates in cases involv-
ing reductions in standings
law (1961) 18661
report (1961) 12254

rate for positions under general schedule,
examination announcements, amendment
(1963) 189; (1964) 4389, 15357

review of acceptable level of competence
and qualitv increase features of Federal
salary reform act (1964) 10341

salary act, report (1965) 19463
salary comparability act, report (1965)

17573
summary analysis of President's proposal

for reform of Federal statutory salarv
systems (1963) 13666

withholding compensation for State and
territorial income tax, regulations (1965)

3069, 11746, 16902, 20117

Salaries—Continued
Government Printing Office, allotment and

assignment of pay to cover union dues
and State income tax, extend act to cov-
er

—

hearings (1964) 10334; (1965) 10553
law (1965) 13777
reports (1964) 12081; (1965) 10488, 12271

Guam legislature, payment

—

law (1965) 15454
reports (1965) 13907, 15891

higher education (1962) 17402; (1965) 491,
6113

planning and management data, 1957-58 to
1959-60, analysis of changes (1961)
17195

teaching faculty (1964) 6575
House of Representatives assistant tally

clerks no. 1 and 2, additional pay, report
(1961) 18926

Hungarian scientific personnel, regulations
(1964) 12762

land-grant colleges and State universities
(1963) 13862; (1964) 14195

medical school facultv, charging to grants
awarded by NIH, GAO review (1962)
9728

National Zoological Park police, amend act,

hearing (1964) 12282
Naval Postgnraduate School academic dean,

repeal limitation, report (1965) 13950
nurses and other hospital personnel (1962)

3565
occupations by earnings and education, by

color (1963) 15084
organizations, voluntary, equal pay packet

(1965) 11807
Panama Canal Co. employees, immunity

from attachments or garnishments

—

law (1961) 18644
reports (1961) 14387, 17110

personnel in land-grant institutions, half-

century changes (1963) 368
pharmacologists, adjustments, examination

announcement (1962) 4854
position and pay management, supervisor

development program, basic course
(1963) 5909

postal employees

—

basic salary in cases of assignments, in-

crease

—

hearing (1962) 13537
report (1962) 13424

deceased, payment for unused compensato-
ry time to survivors

—

hearing (1961) 14499
law (1962) 15074
reports (1961) 14401; (1962) 13630

legislation, statement (1965) 15829
longevity pav increases

—

hearings (1961) 12532, 18970; (1962)
19397

reports (1961) 12464, 18866
personnel handbook (1961) 3522; (1962)

4175; (1963) 4023; (1964) 3854
preservation of basic rates in cases in-

volving reductions in standing

—

law (1961) 18661
reports (1961) 12254, 17064

professional, administrative, technical and
clerical, national survey (1963) 20930;
(1965) 1283

departmental edition (1961) 1180, 21144;
(1963) 9060

document edition (1961) 373, 20540; (1963)

7843
railroads, officers, directors, etc (1961)

17353; (1963) 19365; (1965) 6380
referees in bankruptcy, retired and re-

called

—

law (1962) 20852
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Salaries—Continued
referees in bankruptcy, retired and re-

called—Continued
reports (1962) 16943, 19328

salary trends, firemen and policemen, 1924-

61 (1963) 1162
schedule policy, relationship to teacher eval-

uation (1962) 5114
scientists
and en^neers, 1948-62 (1964) 6123
in United States, 1964 (1965) 8180
national register, 1962 (1963) 3196
1960 (1961) 15853

State-
employment security, public welfare, etc

(1962) 13885
equal pay legislation, inventory (1964)

20885; (1965) 11809
salary ranges of positions in employment

security, etc (1963) 616, 10305, 19340;
(1964) 10667. 19807; (1965) 9285

stationery clerk and assistant stationery
clerk, increase, report (1961) 18924

statutory pay provisions, reform, hearings
(1962) 19397

structure characteristics in large firms

(1964) 16612
Supreme Court clerk, payment by marshal

—

hearings (1964) 8455
law (1964) 8218
reports (1963) 17115; (1964) 6480

Supreme Court Justices, increase, reports
(1965) 5953, 7430

teachers in Soviet Union (1962) 18162
teachers, merit programs (1963) 2164
trends city public school teachers, 1925-59

(1961) 15703
United States employees, jurisdiction of dis-

trict courts over actions to recover

—

law (1964) 17378
reports (1964) 15501, 17734; (1965) 19411

VA medical installations

—

directors, additional pay, report (1963)
6146

managers, additional pay, report (1961)
5655

Virgin Islands government comptroller,
amend organic act

—

law (1962) 9161
reports (1961) 14316; (1962) 7200

Virgin Islands legislature, payment by gov-
ernment

—

law (1965) 15452
report (1965) 13908, 15890

white-collar civil servants in Great Britain,
determination (1961) 4804

white-collar workers, Hawaii, Puerto Rico,
and Alaska, May-June 1963 (1964) 7415

women, equal pay, economic indicators
(1963) 7519

women, in Federal service (1962) 13106
see a/so Cost-of-living allowances—Wages.

Salazar, Antonio de Oliveira:
and leaders of Catholic Church in Portugal

(1965) 19780
succession to (1964) 10991

Salem, Mass.:
Narbonne House, acquisition

—

law (1964) 1928
reports (1963) 13554; (1964) 486

Salem National Historic Site:

administer 17th-century Narbonne House

—

law (1964) 1928
reports (1963) 13554; (1964) 486

Salem, Oreg., McNary Field, weather observa-
tions, hourly, decennial census (1963)
21173

Salem quadrangle, Mass., bedrock geology
(1964) 10631

Sales:
agencies, under 1959 and 1960 cotton pur-

chase programs, Commodity Credit Cor-
poration, GAO review of operations
(1962) 15628

Agricultural Stabilization & Conservation
Service reports (1962) 4271, 4318; (1963)
4122, 4169; (1964) 4006; (1965) 3915

by class of customer, census of business
wholesale trade, subject reports (1961)
18124; (1965) 17205

capital assets, reported on individual income
tax returns (1962) 19595

census of business, 1963

—

merchandise line sales, announcement and
order form (1965) 11928

retail trade, sales size (1965) 18969
Commodity Stabilization Service reports

(1961) 3056, 3060
convenience foods, relationship between

sales volume and factors influencing
demand (1965) 16078

department stores

—

annual distribution by months (1961) 9122;
(1962) 9637; (1963) 10177; (1964) 8584;
(1965) 7679

distribution by departments (1961) 9123;
(1962) 9638; (1963) 10178; (1964) 8585;
(1965) 7679

indexes, without seasional adjustment
(1961) 9119; (1963) 10171-172; (1964)
8581; (1965) 7679

monthly report (1961) 3211-12; (1962) 4067-
68; (1963) 3910-11; (1964) 3735-36; (1965)
3653-54

selected cities and areas, weekly percent-
age changes (1961) 3223; (1962) 4439;
(1963) 4297; (1964) 41.50; (1965) 4062

stocks-sales ratios (1961) 9121; (1963)
10175-176; (1964) 8583

weekly index (1961) 3222; (1962) 4438,
19492; (1963) 4296; (1964) 4149; (1965)
4061

farm debt as related to value of sales (1963)
6437

Government directory (1961) 5095; (1963)
1493; (1965) 16855

industrial products in USSR, organizing and
planning (1961) 19585

land, proceeds improperly retained by D.C.
Redevelopment Land Agency, GAO re-

port (1965) 6286
large corporations (1961) 3218; (1962) 4317;

(1963) 4168; (1964) 4005; (1965) 3914
making sales figures talk (1964) 5683
management for manufacturers, bibliogra-

phy (1964) 9767
new products, bibliography (1964) 5678
profitable, U.S. trade centers overseas (1963)

13351; (1964) 15988
retail, measuring, observation and audit

techniques (1961) 16
retail stores

—

increase by using knowledge of customer
behavior (address) (1962) 5091

produce sales area arrangement (1964)
15213

size, census of business, 1958

—

retail trade (1961) 6805
wholesale trade, subject reports (1961)

13871
water and sewer bond (1963) 11248; (1964)

16847; (1965) 15021
see a}so names of commodities, etc.

Sales Association, Equity Cooperative Live-
stock, see Equity Cooperative Livestock
Sales Association.

Sales finance companies, see Finance compa-
nies.
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Sales tax:
District of Columbia

—

exempt House of Representatives majority
and minority rooms, reports (1964)
17618; (1965) 4500

exempt Washington Terminal Co.

—

law (1964) 17422
reports (1964) 15495, 17750

increase rate on gross receipts

—

hearings (1961) 5740, 10502
law (1962) 6929
reports (1961) 7082, 12493, 18905, 18918;

(1962) 4954
overlapping, effects on small business (1961)

9736
State, as applied to interstate commerce,

hearings (1962) 19190
State taxation of interstate commerce, re-

ports (1965) 12154, 17601
Salesmen and salesmanship:

color can stimulate sales (1963) 1490
contribution to our economy (address) (1962)

4867
direct selling, role in American economy (ad-

dress) (1962) 15016 '
•

District of Columbia, insurance agents and
brokers licenses, make perjury applica-
ble, report (1961) 20614

employment outlook, retail stores, wholesale
trade, manufacturing (1962) 8410

house-to-house selling, bibliography (1965)
1612, 20066

life insurance selling careers for women
(1961) 16052

managing to sell, administrative manage-
ment course program (1965) 1602

Netherlands, what can you sell (1964) 21075
number and sales of food and beverage re-

tailers (1965) 12380
outside salesman, definition under fair labor

standards act (1965) 15137
salesmen, retail stores, wholesale trade,

manufacturing, employment outlook
(1964) 9417

sales promotion role in economic expansion
(address) (1961) 8594

selling around world, how Commerce helps
(1963) 7810; (1964) 19364

selling in

—

Germany (1965) 17288
Greece (1965) 17290
India (1965) 4425
Iran (1964) 18182
Israel (1965) 4432
Netherlands (1965) 4424
Norway (1965) 15391
Pakistan (1964) 21088
Spain (1965) 11999
Switzerland (1964) 21082
Turkey (1964) 21072
United Arab Republic (1964) 6852
United Kingdom (1965) 10331

selling to

—

Government, basic information for small
firms (1962) 22789; (1965) 3016

military, general inJFormation (1962) 2392;
(1963) 19086; (1965) 9023

small service firms (1961) 6543
training commercial salesmen, bibliography

(1962) 1811; (1963) 14889; (1965) 20067
Salespeople, see Salesmen and salesmanship.
Salicylanilides, and monohaloid salicylanilides

dichloriodic derivatives, new synthetic
antimicrobial substances (1963) 977

Salida Basin, potash mines, pre-and post-shot
mine survey. Project Gnome (1962) 14870

Salinas, Maria D. Villar, see Villar Salinas,
Maria D.

Salinas, Calif., census of housing, 1960, city
blocks (1961) 18204

Page 1966

Salinas River and Valley:
Cenozoic sedimentary rocks, stratigraphy

and structure, .study (1964) 12506
southern California, upper Miocene and Pli-

ocene marine stratigraphy (1965) 2231
Saline County, Ark., mining methods and prac-

tices. Hurricane Creek Bauxite Mine
(1961) 11376

Saline River:
and tributaries, flood control, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1964) 14209
document edition (1964) 13924

chemical quality of surface waters and sedi-
mentation in basin (1964) 4810

Saline minerals of Green River formation
(1962) 9738

Saline soils, see Soils.

Saline water, see Sea water—Water—Water
supply.

Saline Water Conversion Conference, proceed-
ings, 1962 (1963) 6576

Saline Water Office:

press releases (1961) 3320; (1963) 4092;
(1964) 3923; (1965) 3838

programs, briefing, hearings (1965) 8890
report (1963) 12245; (1964) 8797; (1965)

12567
scientific and technical activities sponsored,

bibliography (1964) 847
scientific information activities (1962) 3401
sound water conservation (remarks) (1963)

10313

Salines, physiologic effects produced in car-
diovascular system (1961) 5295

Salinger, Pierre:
appointment as Senator

—

hearing (1964) 15822
report (1964) 17726

Salinity:
Delaware estuary (1963) 611

Georges-Bank-Gulf of Maine area, fish eggs
and larvae distribution (1962) 11838,
17525, 19524

influence on characteristics of aquatic fauna
composition, USSR study (1963) 17749

input and loss of salts in closed lakes (1962)
5304

intrusion in estuaries, one-dimensional anal-
ysis (1961) 17202

natural sources in Brazos River, Tex (1964)
19793

oceanic salinities off South Atlantic coast of
U.S., 1953-54 (1962) 11837

report on land and water development in

Indus Plain (1964) 21837
sea water, effect on motility of sperm of

Azov and Aral Chalcalburnus and Cy-
prinius, USSR study (1965) 9328

soil, diagnosing (1964) 1697
soil salinity and irrigation in Soviet Union,

report of U.S. technical study group
(1962) 20419

surface water, Pacific Coast (1962) 15004
temperature-salinity characteristics of Per-

sian Gulf, summary (1965) 5281
Salisbury, John W.:
bibliography of lunar and planetary re-

search (1964) 5872; (1965) 5569
lunar surface, probable materials (1965)

10128
Salisbury, N.C., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 16393

Salisbury Beach, Mass.:
beach erosion control study, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1963) 459
document edition (1963) 251

Salish Indians, see Flathead Indians.
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Saliva:
contribution of parotid glands to whole sali-

va picture (1962) 88
effect

—

of exposing stannous fluoride-treated

enamel surfaces (1965) 17023
on performance of 0.1% stannous fluoride

mouthwash (1965) 17030
human, flow rate responses of parotid gland

(1961) 1663
human whole, reductase activity as related

to dental caries experience (1964) 11808
hypothesis concerning regulation of electro-

lyte composition of human parotid sali-

va (1965) 18915
modification of self-positioning device for

collection of parotid fluid (1965) 4215
parotid fluid relation to dental caries (1961)

17952
whole and parotid, lipid constituents (1963)

81

Salix, see Willows.
Salk, Jonas, honoring on 10th anniversary of

victory over poliomyelitis, report (1965)

8936
Sallas, Gustav:
labor law and practice in

—

Iraq (1963) 9046
Spain (1965) 19800

Salle, Kenneth H., soil survey, Kearny County,
Kans (1964) 7745

Sallows, E., hot cycle rotor duct closure valve
system (1963) 14751

Salmirs, Seymour, Scout 4th-stage diaphragm
separation disturbances (1965) 5193

Salmon, M. A., plastic instability of cylindri-

cal shells with rigid end closures (1965)

4258
Salmon, Stephen R., specifications for Library

of Congress microfilming (1964) 16618
Salmon:
Alaska commercial, catch statistics, 1951-59

(1961) 10641
Atlantic salmon (salmo salar) (1962) 17507
catches

—

comparison in monofilament and multifila-

ment gill nets (1965) 6208
in monofilament and multifilament gill

nets, comparison (1963) 15520
chum

—

length, age, etc., in Alaska Peninsula,
Kodiak Island and Prince William Sound
areas (1963) 8280

resources of Alaska from Bristol Bay to

Point Hope (1963) 4970
Columbia River blueback, reproductive po-

tential, influence of early maturing fe-

males (1962) 11821
conservation on high seas, hearings (1961)

391
development program in California, initiate,

hearings (1963) 299
escapements

—

above Rock Island Dam, 1954-60 (1965)
9163

in turbid streams, evaluation of fyke trap-
ping as means of indexing (1963) 6466

experimental trawling on high seas (1965)

9151
fall Chinook

—

salmon, factors influencing return to

Spring Creek Hatchery (1964) 4742
returns to hatcheries, Bonneville Dam

pool area, 1945-60 (1963) 6468
fingerling silver, effect of electrical parame-

ters and water resistivity on mortality
(1962) 21772

firms canning, list (1964) 737
Pacific Coast States (1965) 14316

Salmon—Continued
fry, pink and chum, estimating abundance in

Prince William Sound, 1957 (1963) 2300
hatchery, helps maintain important sport

and commercial fisheries (1965) 12453
Karluk River sockeye, ocean mortality and

maturity schedules and some compari-
sons of marine growth and mortality

rates (1965) 14309
king—

Ck)ok Inlet, Alaska, inventory study (1963)

13974
stream hydrology related to optimum dis-

charge for spawning in northern Cali-

fornia Coast Ranges (1964) 14357
Northwest fisheries resources, hearing

(1962) 9485
Pacific

—

chemiluminescence of lipids and rate of

growth, USSR study (1964) 4977
conserve, hearings (1965) 12315
conservation measures, limit importation
from countries not observing

—

hearings (1963) 299
report (1962) 21135

general information (1965) 2153
pink

—

eggs and larvae, method of measuring
mortality (1965) 14306
intertidal ecology and life history, Olsen

Creek, Prince William Sound, Alaska
(1965) 4771

Oncorhynchus gorbusha Walbaum, age
and census dynamics, USSR study
(1964) 1037

spawning, effect of dead eggs and lar-

vae, Sashin Creek, Baronof Island,

Alaska (1965) 615
success of spawning relative to size of

spawning bed materials (1964) 10572
variability of escapements estimated
from foot surveys (1962) 15607

protein and calorie levels of meat-veal, vi-

tamin-supplemented diets (1962) 19528;

(1964) 8623
red

—

at Brooks and Karluk Lakes, Alaska, fe-

cundity (1961) 566
escapements, estimating by sample counts
from towers (1962) 5210

Kvichnak River, abundance and age (1962)

5209
main-stem and tributary sampling of

scales for population studies (1961) 578
runs in Nushagak district, Bristol Bay,
Alaska, 1946-59, statistical records and
computations (1964) 19737

segregation in escapements to Kvichak
River system in Alaska (1964) 10573

research cruise in western North Pacific

(1965) 9150
runs, upper Columbia River 1956-57 (1961)

2009
sockeye

—

and related limnological and climatologi-

cal investigations. Brooks Lake, Alaska,
1957, ecological studies (1964) 21318

marking scales by short periods of starva-
tion (1962) 17527

spawning rMe—
in southeastern Alaska, waterflow through

(1963) 6463
interchange of stream and intragravel
water (1963) 4969

spring Chinook salmon transplantation
study, 1955-61, progress report (1964)

2341
stamina measurement of fingerling salmon-

ids, device (1965) 4770
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Salmon—Continued

stream catalog of southeastern Alaska regu-
latory district no. 2 (1963) 13976

tagginK experiments, Unimak Island and
Alaskan shores (1965) 4772

trends and developments (1965) 6216
troll-caught king and coho, southeastern

Alaska, 1957-58, stomach content analy-
sis (1961) 17263

winter-run Chinook salmon in Sacramento
River, Calif., with notes on water tem-
perature requirements at spawning
(1964) 8619

Salmon eggs, see Roe.
Salmon Falls area, Idaho, ground water, pre-

liminary report (1961) 12781
Salmon National Forest, Operation Bugout,

1964, spruce budworm epidemic (1965)
16243

Salmon River and Valley, general information,
river of no return (1965) 16289

Salmonella:
bibliography of literature, 1955-60 (1961)

6509
economics of controlling in foods by use of

ionizing radiation (1965) 17115
infected mice exposed to acute cold, source

of secondary invading staphylococci
(1963) 14909

infection in mice maintained in the cold, vir-

ulence as factor (1963) 18467
organisms, procedure for isolation from

animal feeds and meat byproducts (1963)
1643

reports, pullorum disease, fowl typhoid, oth-
er (1965) 4091

sanitation guidelines for control in process-
ing industrial fishery products (1965)
13369

ultrasonics alteration, USSR articles (1964)
10845

Samonellosis:
bibliography of literature, 1955-60 (1961)

6509
in slaughtered fowl, serious problem in vet-

erinary surveillance, East Germany
study (1962) 7781

national conference, proceedings, 1964 (1965)
9887

Samonidae:
bacterial kidney disease of salmonid fishes

(1964) 10567
hatchery-reared, accumulated excretory

products, effects (1965) 2156
mycobacteria in adult salmonid fishes re-

turning to West Coast hatcheries (1963)
19244

North American, relationships (1962) 21773
see also Salmon—Whitefish.

Salmons, Ruth M.:

list of American agricultural books (1964)
1489

school lunches, 1952-61, list of selected ref-

erences (1963) 5617
veterinary medical periodicals currently

received in National Agricultural Li-

brary (1963) 11093
Salsbury, Melford H., marketing ores and con-

centrates of gold, silver, copper, lead,

and zinc in U.S (1964) 13105
Salt:
Barsa-Kel'mes salt swamp, USSR, study

(1965) 16499
baths, growth and properties of zirconia and

titania whiskers from (1965) 18452
carbonate impurity in surface region of so-

dium chloride crystals (1964) 18762
concentration at surface of tubular reverse

osmosis membranes (1965) 19692

Salt—Continued

cortical regulation of water and electrolyte
balance, USSR study (1964) 2891

crystals, visible radiation damage effects of
alpha particles (1964) 13243

demand, analyzing (1962) 16007
earth deformation from nuclear detonation,

Project Gnome (1962) 11029, 18730
etchants and techniques used to produce dis-

location etch pits, evaluation (1964)
13242

explosives, detonation properties, compara-
tive studies (1962) 20106

hot-salt stress-corrosion cracking of titan-
ium alloys (1964) 21730

in water desalination processes, concentra-
tion at phase boundaries (1964) 10678

intermediate range earth motion measure-
ments from underground detonations
(1962) 11031

minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 19889;
(1962) 22526; (1963) 19876; (1964) 20513;
(1965) 18459

molten, reaction rate of titanium and titan-

ium subchlorides in (1963) 5489
new factory in Indonesia, plans (1961) 4398
particle motion near nuclear detonation in

halite (1962) 11028; (1963) 18585
physiological transport of sodium chloride,

evaluation of practical aspects (1962)
2551

production, etc., 1960, preliminary report
(1961) 2500

rock

—

deposits in U.S., possible storage sites for
radioactive waste materials (1962) 19570

permeability, and creep of underground
cavities, reactor fuel waste disposal pro-
ject (1962) 217

salt smoke, filtration from chlorate candle
oxygen (1965) 13192

salt-stress-corrosion cracking of residually
stressed Ti-8Al-lMo-lV sheet (1965)
8086

seismic waves from underground explosion
in salt bed (1962) 11030, 23047

surface topography of crystals (1964) 11404
thermoluminescence of sodium chloride

irradiated with 40-Mev alpha particles

(1961) 6387
thermoluminescent spectra of sodium chlo-

ride and hydroxide-free sodium chloride
irradiated with 40-Mev alpha particles

(1963) 9167
tolerance of plants (1965) 27
use for reducing incendivity of permissible

explosives (1961) 1235
see also Brines—Salts.

Salt Creek:
flood control, etc., engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 16126
document edition (1965) 15539

sedimentation and chemical quality of water
in basin (1964) 822

Salt Croton Creek, salinity in basin (1964)

19793
Salt Lake City, Utah:

accident (1964) 14405
census of business, 1958, standard metropol-

itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 1779
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 13584
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 11942
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16535
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Salt Lake City, Utah—Continued
censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan

statistical area (1962) 299

convey land to Board of Education

—

hearing (1964) 12123
law (1964) 17259
reports (1964) 13944, 14115

Municipal Airport, weather observations,

hourly, decennial census (1963) 11404

occupational wage survey (1964) 9461; (1965)

7972
departmental edition (1961) 6255; (1962)

10407; (1963) 9055
document edition (1961) 5586; (1962) 9170;

(1963) 7838
wholesale fruit and vegetable market, orga-

nization (1962) 14754

Salt Lake County, Utah, construction of 5490

railroad tunnel, methods used in driving

(1962) 10443
Salt Lake meander line (1965) 12335

Salt Plains National Wildlife Refuge:

general information (1961) 573

mammals (1963) 4966
Salt River and Valley:

flood control, etc., engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 460

document edition (1963) 245

snow survey and water supply forecasts

(1962) 3828
summary of snow survey measurements,

1938-64 (1964) 18955
water supply outlook and snow surveys

(1963) 4284; (1964) 4137; (1965) 4049

Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community,
see Pima Indians.

Salt water, see Sea water—Water.

Saltbush:
fourwing

—

seeding test in western New Mexico (1964)

2380
some factors affecting germination (1965)

669
Saltcedar, see Tamarisk.
Saltlick Creek, watershed in West Virginia,

improvement, hearing (1962) 13659
Salton Sea:

area, precipitation, runoff and water loss

(1965) 737
water resources of lower Colorado River-

Salton Sea area (series) (1965) 737
Salton Sea National Wildlife Refuge, birds

(1963) 6460
Saltonstall-Kennedy act, see Pish and fisher-

ies.

Salts:

balance and leaching requirement in irriga-

ted lands (1963) 13192
calcium and potassium, effect on higher

nervous activity and arterial pressure
of dogs with experimental hypertension,
USSR study (1961) 15241

countercurrent, multistage, fused salt-

molten metal extractor, development
(1962) 23036

electrochemical analysis, by emf conduct-
ance, optical and kinetic methods (1965)
18615

environment created by nuclear explosion
(1965) 10177

fluoride, mixed, oxygen analysis (1962) 22496
fused

—

electrical conductivity (1962) 2059
ion mobilities (1962) 2057

fused-salt electrolysis

—

for preparing boron, preliminary study
(1962) 3828

of tungsten, experiments (1963) 5481

Salts—Continued
fused, voltaic cells, bibliography (1961) 5017

injury to ornamental shrubs in West, reduc-

ing (1964) 7921
molten

—

alkali-sulfate, and Mg-Li melts in sulfuric

acid solutions, USSR study (1965) 6400

physical chemistry (1962) 5690
proceedings of all-Union conferences

(1964) 5954
regenerative, molten-salt, thermoelectric

fuel cell (1964) 18768
selected references (1961) 16210; (1963)

18589
thermal energy recovery, problems (1961)

13458
inorganic, using as high-temperature lubri-

cant, investigation (1964) 9989

praseodymium, neodymium and samarium,
thermal decomposition (1962) 22506

soil, effect on growth and composition of

pasture grass, Communist China study

(1962) 5679
tolerance of fruit, crops (1965) 15184

various, as copper-volatizing agents in seg-

regation process (1962) 20109
yttrium, lanthanum and cerium, pyrolysis

(1962) 18227
see also Amine salts.

Saltzman, Edwdn J.:

base pressure coefficients obtained from

X-15 airplane for Mach numbers up to 6

(1964) 18752
in-flight gains realized by modifying twdn

side-inlet induction system (1963) 10978

Saluda County, S.C, soil survey (1962) 20284

Salute to steel industry (1961) 8595
Salutes (military), see Military ceremonies,

honor and salutes.

Salutes (naval), see Naval ceremonies, honors,

and salutes.

Salutsky, Murrell L.:

mineral by-products from sea (1964) 10675

research on mineral by-products from saline

water (1965) 18252
Salvador, Martin M., relief (1964) 10369

Salvador, see El Salvador.
Salvage:

flooded electronic equipment, etc., surface

chemical techniques, NRL recovery sys-

tem (1962) 6366
flooded helicopter equipment after submer-

sion at sea or contamination, surface

chemical techniques (1965) 11595

records damaged by fire and water (1963)

10272
sales, use of proceeds for construction pur-

poses by Air Force Logistics Command
(1962) 17615

Salvelinus alpinus, see Trout.

Salvelinus namaycush, see Trout.

Salvucci, Lucia, relief (1964) 15430

Saly, Harold A., relief (1961) 14260; (1964)

6245
Salyersville North quadrangle, Ky., geology

and coal resources (1963) 10274
SAM, see School of Aerospace Medicine.

Sam Rayburn Dam and Reservoir:

designate

—

law (1963) 17053
reports (1963) 15242, 17255; (1964) 10274,

15543
Sama, L., oxidation resistant coatings for tan-

talum alloys, etc (1964) 48

Samarium:
salts, thermal decomposition (1962) 22506
sesquioxide, high-temperature heat content

and entropy (1962) 20100
zero field magnetic properties (1962) 2050
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Samarium oxide:

crystallographic modifications and phase
transformation rates (1965) 11389

high temperature spectral emissivity (1963)
14987

thermal expansion (1963) 7217
Samet, Seymour, remarks, Dec. 3, 1964 (1965)

5778
Sammons, Robert L., address, July 19, 1965

(1965) 14267
Samoa, see American Samoa.
Samore, Theodore:

college library building needs (1964) 6829
library statistics of colleges and universi-

ties

—

analytic report (1965) 4653
institutional data (1963) 12066; (1964)

4625; (1965) 4654
Sample display service, new way to find agents

and distributors overseas (1965) 783,
16356

Sample questions and directions (1963) 4630
Sampling:

applications in censuses of population and
housing (1965) 15319

applying MIL-STD-105D plans to life and
reliability testing (1965) 16072

attribute methods for local health depart-
ments with special reference to immuni-
zation surveys (1965) 8237

butterfat, problems, 9 market, study (1965)
13415

churn-drill and diamond-drill data from San
Manuel copper mine, Ariz., statistical
analysis (1963) 18093

census of population and housing, 1960,
1/1,000 and 1/10,000 (1964) 11916, 21037

coding and storing flood plain data (1962)
20398

data for estimating ores, statistical analysis
(1961) 15760

field test of point-sample cruising (1962)
17565

forest, elementary methods (1963) 1681
high altitude program (1962) 19622
hydromagnetic radiation (1965) 19915
iron ores for R-N process tests (1964) 8018
layer sampling for water-bearing horizons,

USSR study (1964) 1247
Lynch Creek beryllium-tungsten prospect.

Lander County, Nev (1963) 1252
method used for study of marine microflora,

problems, USSR (1963) 20881
methods for determining insect populations

in stored gain (1963) 7534
mine, particle statistics of infinite popula-

tions (1961) 9450
mine, project designed for statistical analy-

sis (1962) 18221
moments of sampled binomially distributed

variable (1964) 13332
procedures and tables for

—

inspection by attributes, military stan-
dard (1962) 2390; (1963) 17349; (1964)
12304

life and reliability testing based on Wei-
bull distribution

—

hazard rate criterion (1962) 13720
mean life criterion (1962) 2391
reliable life criterion (1963) 8142

point-sampling factors in ponderosa pine in
Black Hills (1965) 4813

populations of mountain pine beetle tech-
nique (1965) 19643

rare diseases, surveys to estimate preval-
ence (1965) 20049

seed offered for importation under Federal
seed act, guide to U.S. customs inspec-
tors (1963) 13149

S ampling—Continued
statistical procedure in examination of

vouchers, permit

—

hearing (1964) 12136
law (1964) 17380
reports (1964) 15534, 17745

stop-or-go, tables of probabilities (1961)
17966

tables describing small-sample properties of
mean, median, standard deviation and
other statistics in sampling from var-
ious distributions (1963) 14601
to amount of items sample (1965) 2815

see also Assaying—also names of sub-
stances or objects sampled.

Sampling devices:
plastic bags in evacuated chamber make

lightweight gas sampling system (1965)
16652

pumping samples with alternate suspended-
sediment handling systems investigation
(1963) 14050

Sampson, J. B., activation measurements of
Th-232 resonance captures in Peach
Bottom HTGR critical assembly (1963)
7689

Samson, J.A.R.:
absolute intensity measurements in vacuum

ultraviolet (1963) 18121

absorption, etc., coefficients of propylene
and butene-1 in vacuum ultraviolet
(1963) 19898

duoplasmatron as vacuum ultraviolet light

source (1963) 19896
vacuum ultraviolet light sources (1963)

19897
Samson, J.A.R., planetary physics, photoioni-

zation cross sections of rare gases
(1964) 14781

Samsonov, C. V.:

borides of rare earth metals (1963) 119
boron, its compounds and alloys (1963) 118

Samuel Gompers (U.S.S.):

keel-laying (address) (1964) 14661
Samuelli, Nora L, relief (1964) 19557-558;

(1965) 6002, 6015, 10412, 17352, 17522,
19201

Samuelson, R. E., radiative transfer in cloudy
atmosphere (1965) 8128

San Andres National Wildlife Refuge:
birds (1961) 10637
mammals (1963) 4963; (1965) 12465
sheep, bighorn (1961) 17254

San Angelo project. Twin Buttes Dam, techni-
cal record of design and construction
(1965) 6892

San Angelo, Tex.:
census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

18347
censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 6815

San Antonio, Tex.:
census of business

—

1958, standard metropolitan area, central
business district statistics (1961) 6796

1963, major retail centers, standard metro-
politan statistical area (1965) 13585

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18348
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20608

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 6816

flood. May 1965, report (1965) 17738
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San Antonio, Tex.—Continued
HemisFair, 1968, U.S. participation, pro-

vide—
hearing (1965) 17700
law (1965) 19159
reports (1965) 17611, 17627, 17888

income, education, and unemployment in

neighborhoods (1963) 10919
International Airport, weather observa-

tions, hourly, decennial census (1962)

18588
occupational wage survey (1964) 16604;

(1965) 18400
departmental edition (1961) 15717; (1962)

20040; (1963) 18033
document edition (1961) 14145; (1962)

19017; (1963) 17060
250th anniversary of founding, commemora-

tive medals, report (1965) 19252
San Antonio Creek Valley, Santa Barbara

County, Calif., geology and groundwater
(1964) 12520

San Antonio Dam and Reservoir:
land conveyance at Hunter-Liggett Military

Reservation to

—

hearing (1962) 21538
law (1962) 19003
reports (1962) 17041, 17077, 19312

San Antonio River and Valley, water and land
resources development, study commis-
sion report (1962) 19027

San Benito, Tex., census of housing, 1960,
standard metropolitan statistical area,
tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18810

San Benito County, Calif., New Idria Mine,
mining and furnacing mercury ore (1962)
6229

San Benito International Bridge Co.:
construction of bridge across Rio Grande

near Los Indies, Tex.

—

law (1962) 16758
reports (1962) 7061, 15377

San Bernardino, Calif.:

area, geologic and hydrologic features (1964)
8774

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18205
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18855

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 13080

electric facilities of area, map (1962) 559;
(1963) 520, 2266; (1964) 677; (1965) 16181

occupational wage survey (1964) 5437, 21673
departmental edition (1961) 1174; (1962)

3265; (1963) 5438
document edition (1961) 367; (1962) 2313;

(1963) 4694
San Bernardino County, Calif.:

bridge across Colorado River, transfer from
Reclamation Bureau to San Bernardino
County, Calif., and Mohave County,
Ariz,

law (1961) 16589
reports (1961) 14380, 14645

Lytle and Warm Creeks, flood control, engi-
neer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 19581
document edition (1965) 19327

public lands at Mojave B Aerial Gunnery
Range, withdrawal

—

law (1963) 20442
reports (1963) 9879, 19027

San Carlos project, and Pima Indians, history
(1965) 8914

print as Senate document, report (1965)
4575

San Diego, Calif.:

census of business

—

1958, standard metropolitan area, central
business district statistics (1961) 6797

1963, major retail centers, standard metro-
politan statistical area (1965) 17181

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18206
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18856

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 11176

convey property to University of Califor-
nia

—

hearing (1962) 17306
law (1962) 20837
reports (1962) 15370, 19130

income, education, and unemployment in

neighborhoods (1963) 9075
land conveyance to

—

hearing (1965) 17686
law (1965) 19140
reports (1965) 17666, 19435

Lindbergh Field, weather observations,
hourly, decennial census (1962) 16214

motor carrier accident (1965) 14470
occupational wage survey (1964) 7402; (1965)

1289
departmental edition (1963) 7161
document edition (1963) 6072

Point Loma distillation plant, scale control
in sea water evaporators (1965) 12568

port, foreign trade (remarks) (1964) 21298
recognize officially as birthplace of naval

aviation, report (1961) 16671
saline water conversion demonstration plant

(1962) 7491, 7493; (1963) 2369
San Diego County, Calif.:

beach erosion control

—

hearings (1961) 20584
law (1961) 6946
reports (1961) 5728, 5829
study, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1961) 486
document edition (1961) 362

San Diego Education and Welfare Corp., Dio-
cese of, see Diocese of San Diego Educa-
tion & Welfare Corp.

San Diego River:
Mission Valley, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 14207
document edition (1965) 13833

San Dimas Experimental Forest:
fuel-break system (1962) 9685
general information (1963) 20711
helicopter sowing of burned watersheds

(1962) 9684
trapezoidal flume models, study (1965) 2170
treatment to reduce erosion, etc. after fire,

damage, results (1962) 17581
San DAmingo Pueblo:

lands in trust, correct land description er-

rors in Public law 231, 87th Congress

—

law (1962) 20862
report (1962) 21038

San Felipe Pueblo:
lands in trust-
correct land description errors in Public
law 231, 87th Congress-
law (1962) 20862
reports (1962) 11607, 21038

law (1961) 18623
reports (1961) 14619, 16755

San Francisco, Calif.:

aircraft accident (1963) 20369
census of business

—

1958, standard metropolitan area, central
business district statistics (1961) 9990
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San Francisco, Calif.—Continued
census of business—Continued

1963, major retail centers, standard metro-
politan statistical area (1965) 17182

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18207
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 16430
standard metropolitan statistical area

—

components of inventory change (1962)

9065, 16496
tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,

etc (1962) 18857
censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 13081

communist-led riots against House
Un-American Activities Committee, re-

port (1962) 2331
pt. 1 and 2, print additional copies, report

(1962) 15215, 15408
print additional copies, report (1961)

18833
supplemental report (1961) 20560

consumer expenditures and income (1963)
7147-48

electric facilities of area, map (1962) 559;
(1963) 520, 2266; (1964) 677; (1965) 16181

employment opportunities for the elderly,

increase, hearings (1964) 10409
excessive allocation of costs of publicly

owned parking facilities to urban renew-
al projects, GAO report (1965) 7765

fruit and vegetable marketing facilities

(1963) 20281
General Services Administration region,

long distance telephone calls, unneces-
sary costs, GAO report (1965) 6310

housing problems of the elderly, hearings
(1964) 14123

income, education, and unemployment in

neighborhoods (1963) 9076
low-rent housing sites, high costs, GAO re-

port (1964) 4761
mint, old building, disposition as surplus

property, opinion of Attorney General
(1961) 1160

occupational wage survey (1964) 11277;
(1965) 7976

departmental edition (1961) 9404; (1962)
12344; (1963) 10898

document edition (1961) 8630; (1962) 11292;
(1963) 9819

police-minority group relations, civil rights
report (1964) 1839

port, harbor conditions, etc (1964) 622
Public Housing Administration, regional

office, low-rent housing program, GAO
review

—

departmental edition (1962) 9725
document edition (1962) 11303

relocation of elderly people, hearings (1963)

6287
weather observations, hourly, decennial cen-

sus (1962) 16215
see also Federal Reserve Bank of San Fran-

cisco.

San Francisco Bay:
navigation, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 14208
document edition (1965) 13832

San FVancisco Naval Shipyard:
employees, relief

—

law (1962) 23271
reports (1962) 17080, 23403

floating shock platform, operations and in-

strumentation calibration study (1965)
11582

San Gabriel Mountains:
anorthosite, recovery of alumina by lime

soda sinter process (1963) 18102
fitting brush conversion to watersheds

(1962) 9683
geology (1963) 18102

San Gabriel River:
beach erosion control study, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1963) 4869
document edition (1963) 4693

watershed improvement, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 4870
document edition (1963) 4692

San Ildefonso Pueblo:
lands in trust

—

correct land description errors in Public
law 231, 87th Congress-
law (1962) 20862
reports (1962) 11607, 21038

law (1961) 18623
reports (1961) 14619, 16755

San Jacinto fault, underflow across (1964)
8774

San Jacinto River and Valley, water and land
resources development, study commis-
sion report (1962) 19027

San Joaquin Valley:
cotton farms, 1947-59, organization, etc

(1962) 5080
cotton ginning practices, effect on fiber, etc

(1961) 13789
ground-water

—

reservoirs, use for storage of surface wa-
ter (1964) 6814

story (1964) 18115

San Jose, Calif.:

census of business

—

1958, standard metropolitan area, central

business district statistics (1961) 8478
1963, major retail centers, standard metro-
politan statistical area (1965) 13586

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18208
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18858

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 13082

health survey, methodology (1963) 13024

San Juan, P.R.:

beach erosion control study, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1963) 2223
document edition (1963) 2003

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1962) 6769
metropolitan housing, tenure, rooms, con-

dition and plumbing, etc (1963) 15081,
18646

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 13087

income, education, and unemployment in

neighborhoods (1963) 10920

Isla Verde Airport, weather observations,
hourly, decennial census (1962) 18592

property conveyance

—

hearing (1962) 21538
law (1962) 20834

reports (1962) 19132, 19308
redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)

18903
San Juan, Utah, soil surv y of area (1962)

20282
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San Juan-Chama project:
Cochiti Reservoir, make water available for

pool for recreation

—

law (1964) 8232
reports (1963) 11997; (1964) 6331

construct

—

hearings (1961) 7282, 14475
law (1962) 15070
reports (1961) 7228, 12322; (1962) 11353

construction feasibility, Interior Dept. re-

port (1961) 4000
water supply, staff memorandum (1961)

18953
San Juan County, Colo.:

geology and ore deposits. South Silverton
mining area (1963) 8337

South Silverton mining area (series) (1962)
11890; (1963) 8337, 10287

San Juan County, Utah:
botanical prospecting for uranium on South

Elk Ridge (1962) 17621
Cedar Mesa-Boundary Butte area, geology

(1965) 9257
Cottonwood Wash area, uranium-vanadium

deposits (1962) 2074
geology—
and uranium deposits (1965) 6343
of Abajo Mountains area (1964) 18132
ore deposits, and exploratory drilling

(1963) 12223
Mi Vida uranium mine, statistical interpre-

tation of sample assay data (1964) 21717
mining methods and techniques Radon Long-

wall operations, Hecla Mining Co (1961)
15743

Montezuma Canyon area, geology and urani-
um deposits (1965) 14409

San Juan County, Wash., soil survey (1963)
1503

San Juan Island National Historical Park:
establish

—

hearing (1965) 17934
report (1965) 15911

San Juan Magnetic Observatory, magneto-
grams and hourly values (1961) 3977;
(1962) 6852; (1963) 4634, 15118; (1964)
11958; (1965) 8673

San Juan Mountains:
geology and ore deposits of Summitville dis-

trict, Colo (1961) 708
geology and structural deposition in Creede

district, Colo (1965) 19671
San Juan National Historic Site, general in-

formation, Spanish edition (1965) 14913
San Leandro, Calif., census of housing, 1960,

city blocks (1961) 18209
San Lucas, Cape, Lower California, ocean

fronts study (1965) 10898
San Lucas quadrangle, Calif., geology (1964)

4776
San Luis Obispo, Calif.:

harbor improvement. Port San Luis, engi-
neer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 19147
document edition (1963) 18804

San Luis unit, see Central Valley project.
San-Man Inn of Manning, Inc., relief (1962)

16911, 19273, 20737
San Manuel Copper Corp., Pinal County, Ariz.,

mining, milling, smelting methods (1962)
23951; (1963) 3053

San Manuel copper mine, churn-drill and dia-
mond-drill sample data, statistical anal-
ysis (1963) 18093

San Manuel Mine, Pinal County, Ariz., surface
subsidence, measurements (1963) 9131

San Mateo, Calif.:

census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)
18210

soil survey report of area (1961) 11570

San Miguel County, Colo., Frenchy Incline
uranium deposit, regional study (1963)
15605

San Nicolas Island:
geology (1963) 14021
hydrogeologic reconnaissance (1963) 6562

San Ore Construction C^o., claim (1961) 14181;
(1962) 5010, 11229

San Pablo, Calif., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 18211
San Pablo Bay, port (1964) 623
San Pedro de Atascama, Chile, uranium recon-

naissance in area (1963) 16855
San Pedro River, water regimen of inner val-

ley, pilot study (1963) 15620
San Ramon, Calif., aircraft accident (1965) 303
San Salvador, new theory identifying locale of

Columbus's light, landfall, and landing
(1964) 20794

hydrology, electrical analog analysis of data
(1965) 19681

San Simon Basin:
hydrologic data available, analysis and

evaluation (1963) 10299
Sanatoriums:
and health resorts, role in treatment of eye

diseases. Conference, USSR report
(1963) 19728

health resorts in Ukraine, instructions for
patients (1962) 22110

see also Tuberculosis.
Sanatoriums, see Tuberculosis.
Sanchez, Carlos Teodoro Trevino, see Trevino

Sanchez, Carlos Teodoro.
Sanchez, Gabriel A., relief (1964) 2141, 6250,

8202
Sanchez, George I., development of education

in Venezuela (1963) 10065
Sanchez, Juana B., relief (1963) 11784
Sanchez, Pedro A. J., relief (1965) 15856
Sanchez, Sebastian H., see Hermosilla, Sebas-

tian S.

Sancier, K. M., atom density measurements by
luminescence of solids (1964) 9530

Sand:
air-dry, distribution of stresses, beneath

towed pneumatic tires (1965) 16131
air-dry, strength-density relations, vehicle

mobility research (1964) 19664
airfield pavements, homogeneous test section

(1961) 7356
beaches

—

Bristol Bay, Alaska, reconnaissance (1963)
10949

eastern Gulf of Alaska, reconnaissance
studies (1962) 14431

equilibrium characteristics in offshore
zone (1962) 497; (1963) 6358

Bovill deposit, Latah County, Idaho, geolo-

gy, etc (1964) 5480
casting machinery, effectiveness of model II

Michigan sand caster for forest fire con-
trol (1963) 13987

census of minerals, 1958, industry report
(1961) 11866

coarse-grained soils, tests with self-pro-

pelled and towed vehicles, 1958-61 (1963)

13884
control

—

Communist China research (1963) 17880;
(1964) 2937

desert lands (1963) 14395
deflection of moving tires, tests (1961) 20709
discharge and mean-velocity relationships in

sand-bed streams (1964) 18136
frozen, water permeability (1961) 9070
glass, Oregon coastal dune sands for use,

beneficiation studies (1964) 16635
humate in coastal sands of northwest Flor-

ida (1965) 12536
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Sand—Continued
iminersed, at Virginia Beach, Va., dynamic

properties (1965) 7605
industry, injury experience, 1960 (1963) 9115
management of sandy soils in central U.S

(1964) 27
mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)

12956
minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 21200;

(1962) 22527; (1963) 19877; (1964) 21719;
(1965) 19868

mobility results, correlation of single tire

test results (1962) 16194
movement by wind (1964) 6587
action, characteristics of sand traps

(1961) 1948
operations and costs

—

Martin Marietta Corp (1964) 5474
Minneapolis-St. Paul area, Minn (1963)

10936
pile construction, large-scale, Ck)mmunist

China (1961) 2089
plants, safety competition awards (1961)

19851; (1962) 22466
processing operations and costs. Construc-

tion Aggregates Corp (1962) 12376
production, etc., 1960, preliminary report

(1961) 2504
ripples and dunes, bedload equations (1965)

10990
sand cones, performance characteristics of

coal-washing equipment (1965) 8024
saturated and containing clay, triaxial tests

(1961) 2637
scour and fill in sand-bed streams (1964)

6808
slurries, friction-head losses during pipeline

transport (1962) 22510
strontium migration through quartz sand

(1962) 2101; (1964) 5991
transport by wind on natural beaches, cal-

culation procedure (1964) 12337
uniform

—

gravity drainage mechanism and its rela-

tion to specific yield (1961) 12792
infiltration and drainage (series) (1961)

12792; (1964) 6805
Yuma, performance of soils under tire loads,

analysis of tests (1965) 18051
Sand dunes, see Dunes.
Sand Lake National Wildlife Refuge:

birds, general information (1962) 19515
general information (1965) 14312

Sand lobsters, see Lobsters.
Sand Springs Range, Churchill. County, Nev.,

possible site for project shoal, seismici-

ty, geology, and hydrology evaluation,
preliminary (1962) 14881

Sand traps, characteristics (1961) 1948
Sandberg, Arthur M., world trade of interest

to fishery industries (1963) 547
Sandberg, Charles A., nomenclature and corre-

lation of lithologic subdivisions of Jef-

ferson and Three Forks formations of

southern Montana and northern Wyo-
ming (1965) 4861

Sandblasting, new method for preparation of

reservoir strata for hydraulic fractur-

ing, USSR study (1962) 1266
Sander, D. H.:

growth curves for ponderosa pine in Nebras-
ka windbreaks (1963) 4989

height-age curves for Austrian pine in wind-
breaks on loess soils of Nebraska (1964)

783
Sandercock, Donald M.:

cavitation and noncavitation performance
of 80.6° flat-plate helical inducer at 3

rotational speeds (1963) 1281

Sandercock, Donald M.—Continued

design and overall performance of 2-stage
axial-flow pump with tandem-row inlet

stage (1965) 13043
Sanders, Debra L., relief (1964) 14032, 17486;

(1965) 6014, 10450, 17306
Sanders, F. W., soil survey report, Owen Coun-

ty, Ind (1965) 3024
Sanders, Ivan L., bulldoze or disk to regener-

ate shortleaf pine in Kentucky (1964)
2388

Sanders, L.D., field operations of National
Severe Storms Project in spring 1962
(1964) 11704

Sanders, William A.:

compatibility of molten uranium dioxide
with 5 refractory materials (1963) 5572

hydrogen-graphite reaction rates (1965)
8118

Sanders Creek:
flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 8197
document edition (1963) 7860

Sanderson, Agnes, French West Indies, agri-

cultural production and trade (1964)
12315

Sanderson, H. Reed, effects of grass competi-
tion on bitterbrush (1964) 8664

Sanderson, Rudolph, relief (1963) 17098; (1964)

1916, 2172
Sandgrouse:
common Indian (1965) 618
imperial (1965) 618

Sandhill crane, see Cranes (birds).

Sandia Corporation, purchase orders under
contract with AEC, GAO review (1963)

6538
Sandia Laboratory, automatic data processing

system leased, significant savings by
purchasing, AEC. GAO report (1964)

10616
Sandia Pueblo, land to be given in trust, re-

port (1965) 15897
Sandli, Arild R, relief (1962) 13563, 20999,

23129
Sando, William J., revision of some Paleozoic

coral species from western U.S. (1965)

18214
Sandoval County, N. Mex., Valle Grande and

Valle Toledo, geology and hydrology
(1963) 19325

Sandpoint, Idaho, economic impact of

Schweitzer Basin Ski Resort (1965) 139

Sandpoint region, Idaho, ground water (1964)

15968
Sandrock, Gary D., effect of variations in sili-

con and iron content on embrittlement
of cobalt-base alloy (L-605) (1965) 16715

Sands, Eidward S., paper presented, Oct. 1,

1964 (1964) 20769
Sandstone:
Beacon, of Antarctica, tjrpe section (1963)

19318
chemical composition, geochemistry data

(1963) 2350
Coconino, Snowflake-Hay Hollow area, Nav-

ajo County, Ariz., ground water re-

sources (1962) 9745
cores, permeability to gas and water, effect

of methyltrichlorosilane (1961) 17656

formation damage estimated from water
sensitivity tests, Patrick Draw area,

Wyo (1964) 18702
Matagamon, new Devonian formation in

north-central Maine (1965) 4860
Meeker and Loyd, members of Mancos shale,

MofFat and Rio Blanco Counties, Colo
(1965) 2233
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Sandstone—Continued
nonopaque heavy minerals, Jurassic and

Cretaceous age, Black Hills, Wyo. and S.

Dak (1964) 4777
Paleozoic, from borings in Florida, petrogra-

phy (1963) 15613
physical properties and clay mineral con-

tents affecting susceptibility of oil

sands to water damage. Powder River
Basin, Wyo (1963) 1233

titaniferous, deposits of Utah, Wyoming,
New Mexico, and Colorado (1962) 6236

used as dimension stone (1963) 16324
Sandusky, Ohio, port, harbor conditions, etc

(1961) 19269
Sandusky River:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 461
document edition (1963) 321

Sandven, Johs, educational research in Nor-
way (1963) 15430

Sandwich construction, see Aircraft—Cyl-
inders—Panels and paneling.

Sandwich construction, see Beams—Disks

—

Ordnance—Panels (aircraft).

Sandwich construction, see Cylinders—Panels
(aircraft)—Panels (building).

Sandwich construction, see Plates (metal, etc.).

Sandy Hook Bay, N.J.:

beach erosion control and hurricane survey,
engineers report

—

departmental edition (1962) 21693
document edition (1962) 20959

Sandy Hook to Cape Henry, coast pilot (1962)
333; (1963) 6036; (1964) 6106; (1965) 5749

Sandy Lick Creek:
flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 12416
document edition (1965) 12054

Sandy Slough, Lincoln County, Mo.:
remedial works, engineers report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23485
document edition (1962) 23311

Sanford, F. Bruce:
author index of publications, etc., Commer-

cial Fisheries Bureau, 1963 (1965) 14301
bibliography of publications of Branch of

Technology (1963) 15523
Gulf States shrimp canning industry (1963)

13960
index of publications by Branch of Technol-

ogy, Bureau of Commercial Fisheries,
1955-59 (1964) 14277

Sanford, Maria L., statue, acceptance, pro-
ceedings in (Congress and in Rotunda,
Capitol (1961) 386

Sanford, Thomas B., Hall effect devices as
magnetometers in cryogenic applica-
tions (1964) 11402

Sanford Dam:
Canadian River project, Tex., designating

lake to be formed by waters impounded,
as Lake Meredith

—

law (1965) 15501
reports (1965) 7436, 15947

Sanford Reservoir:
public recreation facilities, construct, oper-

ate and maintain

—

law (1964) 17395
reports (1964) 332, 17779

Sang Man Han, see Han, Sang Man.
Sangster, Raymond C, survey of Soviet litera-

ture and semiconductor and thermoelec-
tric science and technology (1964) 150

Sangston, H. Earl, suggested management
guides, practical guide for large compa-
nies and others who are interested in
helping small businessman improve his
management skills (1963) 1492

Sangre de Cristo Range, solutes in small
streams draining single rock types
(1962) 639

Sanibel National Wildlife Refuge, general in-

formation (1962) 7409
Sanilac County, Mich., soil survey (1961)

11568
Sanios, Despina J., relief (1963) 17236; (1964)

302, 1898
Sanitarians:
examination announcements (1962) 1769-70,

22725
health manpower source book (1963) 12995

Sanitary engineering:
advanced waste treatment research pro-

gram, summary report (1963) 16531
USSR, industrial sanitation physicians of

Moscow, scientific conference, report
(1962) 22233

your career, toward healthier world (1964)
7703

Sanitary engineers:
conference, report of proceedings and com-

mittee programs (1963) 1430; (1964)
11572; (1965) 2984

examination announcements (1962) 1771-72,
22726

Sanitation:
airlines, standards of sanitation for con-

struction and operation, etc., handbook
(1965) 5341

atmospheric air protection in USA, Soviet
report (1964) 15062

constant of ion disappearance and its hy-
gienic significance, USSR study (1965)
12664

control stations, work of radiology groups,
USSR (1964) 9089

cooperative program, agreement with, El
Salvador (1963) 11327

drainage water and reservoir beds, USSR
studies (1964) 933

education work at new stage, USSR transla-
tion (1963) 19711

environmental health planning guide, objec-
tives and procedures (1962) 10599

equipment. Federal item identification guides
for supply cataloging (1962) 7239; (1963)
3655; (1964) 3473, 12292; (1965) 3375

facilities for Indians, PHS authority under
P.L. 86-121 (1964) 15064

facilities for migratory farm workers

—

hearings (1963) 4789, 10021
report (1963) 11969

facilities, serving rural areas, FHA insured
loans

—

law (1965) 19131
reports (1965) 15730, 19211

food

—

general principles (1962) 13837
naval preventive medicine manual (1965)

12812
service, manual (1962) 14571
warehouse, good housekeeping rules to

protect stored food products (1965) 630
Hanoi, North Vietnam, regulations (1962)

8222
helpful tips about survival, must list for

every American (1961) 20089
home (1962) 22742
home laundering (1964) 7923, 16954
Hungary, medical officers training course

(1962) 5384
hygiene and sanitation (USSR periodical),

translations (1965) 9458
importance in control of rodents and insects

(1961) 1448
Indians, individual type facilities (1962) 8606
in radiation, USSR studies (1964) 1229
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Sanitation—Continued
insanitary buildings in D.C., condemnation

board to examine, etc., amend act report
(1961) 20613

inspection problems of enterprises and insti-

tutions using radioactive substances,
USSR study (1962) 11968

inspection program, fruits, vegetables, and
products thereof (address) (1961) 8270

international regulations (1961) 21397
adopted at World Health Assembly (1962)
6476

kolkhoz villages, problems of hygiene, USSR
study (1962) 2792

low-cost systems for fallout shelters, inves-
tigation (1963) 19141

materials, CEC fact sheet (1964) 11742
milk-
amend Public Health Service act, hearings

(1963) 2053
equipment and methods in bulk dispensing

operations, military standard (1962)
7245

honor roll (1962) 14574; (1963) 1411; (1964)
1561, 11564

milk and milk product equipment, guide
for evaluating sanitary construction
(1964) 20764

phvsicians, labor hygiene problems,
all-Russian conference (1961) 20952

processing industrial fishery products,
guidelines for salmonella control (1965)
13369

Public Health Service shellfish program
(1962) 10613

publications, price list (1961) 2657; (1962)
18402; (1963) 14654; (1965) 2981

radiation microbiology in sanitary protec-
tion of reservoirs, USSR study (1964)
21631

railroad, passenger and dining cars, stan-
dards applicable to construction, etc.,

handbook (1964) 9715
regulations relating to work with radioac-

tive substances and sources of ionizing
radiations, USSR study (1962) 7798

reservoirs, protection from pollution by in-

dustrial sewage, USSR study (1965) 9322
rural, individual water supply systems,

manual (1962) 22758
sewage, disposing in sea, problem of sani-

tary regulations USSR study (1962)
22012

shellfish

—

growing areas, manual (1963) 3277
harvesting and processing, manual (1963)

1403; (1965) 18716
national program, manual of operations

(1965) 13234, 18716
processing for shipment, agreement with
Japan (1963) 3355

State programs, Public Health Service
appraisal (1965) 13234

workshop, proceedings (1962) 22762; (1965)
15006

soil conditions of populated places, indices,
USSR study (1961) 12842

standards for manufactured ice, PHS recom-
mendations relating to manufacture,
processing, etc., 1964 (1964) 13418

sugarbush and sugarhouse, problems and
remedial procedures, etc (1963) 18404

translations from Gigiyena i sanitariya
(1962) 13996, 19734, 22273, 22311, 23754;
(1963) 835, 2574, 5141, 8851

Ukrainian SSR sanitary-bacteriological
laboratories, status, etc., USSR study
(1965) 12673

Sanitation—Continued
USSR—
all-Union state sanitary inspection, 25th
anniversary (1961) 20907

conference on statistics (1961) 20959
organization of sanitary epidemiological
work under new conditions, USSR study
(1961) 15473

sanitary regulations of work with radioac-
tive substances and sources of ionizing
radiations, etc (1962) 9932

USSR studies (1962) 17697; (1964) 19834;
(1965) 7871, 11177, 12728

vending machines, food and beverages, ordi-
nance and code (1965) 16832

vessels in operation, handbook (1963) 20096
water contaminated with botulin toxin,

USSR study (1962) 5394
work with radioactive substances, standards

necessarv for appraisal of environment,
USSR study (1962) 17892

see also Refuse.
Sanna, R., nuclear emulsion spectrometry at

low and intermediate neutron energies
(1965) 17099

Sanner, Angelica, see Anagnostopoulos, Angel-
ica.

Sanpete County, Utah, watershed project,
hearing (1963) 13822

Santa Ana, Calif.:

census of business, 1963, major retail cen-
ters, standard metropolitan statistical
area (1965) 17165

census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)
18212

Santa Ana National Wildlife Refuge:
birds (1961) 4243
mammals (1963) 17459

Santa Ana Pueblo:
land to be given in trust, report (1965) 15897
lands in trust

—

correct land description errors in Public
law 231, 87th Congress-
law (1962) 20862
reports (1962) 11607, 21038

law (1961) 18623
reports (1961) 14619, 16755

Santa Barlaara, Calif.:

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18213
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18859

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 13083

harbor improvement, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2224
document edition (1963) 1983

Santa Barbara County, Calif.:

geology and ground-water

—

features of Point Arguello Naval Missile
Facility (1963) 6565

of San Antonio Creek Valley (1964) 12520
geology and quicksilver deposits of New

Almaden District (1964) 8765
urban growth, effect on streamflow regimen

of Permanente Creek (1964) 18139
water levels in observation wells (1961)

9255; (1962) 17631; (1963) 19320; (1965)
4869

Santa Catarina, Brazil:
parastenocaris, new species (1962) 14516
reconnaissance for uranium in coal (1962)

2081
Santa Clara County, Calif., census of housing,

1960, city blocks, selected places and
census tracts (1962) 279
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Santa Clara River and Valley, land subsi-
dence, progress report (1962) 11896

Santa Cruz, Calif., census of housing, 1960,
city blocks (1961) 18214

Santa Cruz Ck)unty, Ariz., tungsten deposits
(1961) 2511

Santa Fe, N. Mex.:
geology and water resources of area (1963)

19321
geophysical exploration of area (1963) 19321

Santa Fe National Forest:
adding lands

—

hearings (1962) 21191
law (1962) 20823
reports (1962) 15367, 16998

Santa Fe River, watershed, water yield, study
(1963) 10240

Santa Fe Springs, Calif., census of housing,
1960, city blocks (1961) 18215

Santa Magdalena SS., launching ceremony
(remarks) (1962) 6224

Santa Maria River:
archeological investigations

—

departmental edition (1965) 1808
document edition (1965) 1973

Santa Monica, Calif.:

census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)
18216

wnnd distributions as function of altitude

(1963) 5588
Santa Paula, Calif., census of housing, 1960,

city blocks (1961) 18217
Santa Rosa, Calif., census of housing, 1960,

city blocks (1961) 18218
Santa Rosa Wash:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 12417
document edition (1965) 12057

Santa Rosa Island:

land, repeal law relating to residual rights

—

hearing (1961) 18936
law (1962) 23260
reports (1961) 16732; (1962) 17288

Santamour, Frank S., jr.:

13-year growth of some green ash prove-
nances in Northeast (1964) 8650

variation in

—

resistance of hard pines to mouse damage
(1963) 10236

sugar content in budded sugar maple clone
(1964) 8653

Santee Sioux Tribe, see Sioux Indians.
Santiago, Chile, Latin American USOMs semi-

nar on agrarian reform, 1961 (1962)
7503

Santmyer, Carolee, Algeria's agricultural
economy in brief (1965) 16083

Santo, John, (Communist in workers' paradise,
consultation (1963) 8013

print additional copies, report (1964) 17568
Santo Domingo Pueblo:
lands in trust

—

correct land description errors in public
law 231, 87th Congress-
law (1962) 20862
report (1962) 11607

law (1961) 18623
reports (1961) 14619, 16755

Santoli, P.A., molybdenum alloy extrusion de-
velopment program (1963) 5870

Santorelli, Emilia D., relief (1965) 17543
Santoro, Gilbert J., magnetic susceptibilities

of compositions in tantalum-tantalum
carbide system (1965) 5221

Santoro, Sebastiana, relief (1962) 13578,
20982, 23128

Santos, John P., quality of surface waters in

lower Columbia River basin (1965) 4871

Santowax OMP, irradiated, nature of high
boiler degradation products from (1965)
13500

Santowax OMP:
irradiation in M.I.T. in-pile loop reactor

—

design equipment, etc (1963) 4483
summary (1963) 4482

Sao Paulo, Brazil:

algae and water supplies of area, study re-

port (1963) 16528
reconnaissance for uranium

—

in coal (1962) 2081
Perus area (1964) 17058

Sao Tome, gazetteer, official standard names
(1962) 17617

Sap, movement in woody plants, instrument
for detecting (1962) 17591

SAP (sintered aluminum powder), see Alumi-
num.

Saponins:
alfalfa, content as related to location, etc

(1963) 11434
fed rats, plasma and liver lipids, fecal bile

acid and sterol excretion (1963) 11549
Sapountzis, Panageotis, Greek, basic course

(1964) 1597
Sapphire:

dislocation structures in single-crystal
AI2O3 (1964) 19173

foils, energy spectra and angular distribu-
tions of electrons transmitted through
(1964) 9539

friction experiments to obtain mechanisms
of wear data (1961) 6730

Saprolegnia, fungi of fish and fish eggs (1964)
6716

Saprolite:
heavy minerals in crystal line rocks, Shelby

quadrangle, N.C (1964) 2418
ores. Nelson and Amherst Counties, Va

(1963) 1234
Virginia ores, flotation of ilmenite (1963)

5498
Saprophytes, USSR research on saprophytic

cultures (1963) 14085
Sapstreak, disease of sugar maple, status in

Lake States (1963) 12175
Sapsuckers, see Woodpeckers.
Sapuschnin, Willy, relief (1964) 290, 6148, 6391

Saraniti, Maria N. (Sister Laura):
relief (1963) 11928

Sarasota, F\a., aged, retirement income, hear-
ings (1962) 11646

Sarasota County, Fla.:

phosphates, sell reserved interests of U.S. to

record owners of surface (1961) 16551,
16877

report (1961) 8728
Saratoga County, N. Y.
West Milton area, geology and hydrology

(1964) 12524
Saratoga National Historical Park, general

information (1961) 4984; (1962) 12550;
(1964) 11470; (1965) 18642

Saratoga spittlebugs, see Spittlebugs.
Saratoga Springs, N.Y., climatic summaries of

resort areas (1963) 14774
Sarawak, Peace Corps program, agreement

(1963) 3351
Sarcoidosis, bibliography (1965) 6879
Sarcolysin, effect on life cycle of Ehrlich's as-

cite carcinoma (1964) 9322
Sarcoma, see Tumors.
Sarcone, Frances E., relief (1961) 19019; (1962)

6915, 6989
Sarcoplasm proteins and serum proteins dur-

ing prolonged muscular activity and at
rest, USSR (1964) 12701
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Sardines:
Maine

—

air-curtain fishing gear, usefulness and
effectiveness of device (1961) 12665

firms canning, list (1964) 738; (1965) 14317
Pacific

—

age composition data (1961) 17262, 17265
firms canning, list (1964) 739; (1965) 14318,

16212
Sargent, John F., lighter, amphibious, resup-

ply cargo (1964) 11666
Sargent County, N. Dak., soil survey report

(1964) 7743
Sargent unit, see Missouri River Basin proj-

ect.

Sarin:
degradation products, identification by in-

frared spectrography (1962) 5558
fatal intoxications, Bulgaria (1964) 9165
intoxication, acute, dogs, treatment with

antidotes, electrocardiographic changes,
Bulgarian study (1965) 16465

Sarino, Joseph M., use of single total- and
static-pressure probes to measure aver-
age mass velocity in thin rectangular
channels (1964) 21769

Sarkozy, Elmer C, relief (1961) 14187, 16931,
18533

Sarles, Frank B., jr., patriots and colonials,
historic places commemorating our for-
bears, 1700-83 (1965) 5277

Sarpy County, Nebr.:
claim

—

law (1964) 17284
reports (1964) 14099, 15508

Sartan, Dimitri E., relief (1961) 16644; (1962)
4995, 6891

Sartre, Jean P., address of welcome by Miros-
lav Krleza (1961) 4390

Sartz, Richard S.:

duration of percolation from loess soil (1964)
12458

effect of forest litter on growth of hardwood
seedlings (1965) 7727

water yield and soil loss from soil-block ly-

simeters (1964) 6751
Sarwar, Muhammad, relief (1965) 15600
Sashes, window, ponderosa pine, standard of

trade (1965) 6768
Sashin Creek, disappearance of dead pink

salmon eggs and larvae, effect on
spawningbeds (1965) 615

Saskatchewan, snow survey and soil moisture
measurements (1964) 18950

Sass, A. R., magnetic field of finite helical sole-

noid (1963) 19937
Sassani, Abul H. K.:

bibliography of books and pamphlets on
education in India (1963) 8182

education in Iran (1963) 8163
educational data

—

Kingdom of Greece (1963) 6329
Lebanon (1963) 8166
Saudi Arabia (1963) 8168
Sudan (1963) 15428
United Arab Republic (1963) 8170

Sassnitz, Ruegen, 1958 landslide on chalk cliff,

East Orman study (1962) 9830
Sasson, Aziza (Susan), relief (1964) 12197
Satal, Bulgarian drug, therapeutic agent in

industrial lead poisoning (1965) 12680
Satellite States:

labor, selected translations (1961) 4737
USSR, towns and settlements (1962) 23830

Satellite Workshop, International Meteorolog-
ical, see International Meteorological
Satellite Workshop.

Satellites:

active control system for spinning body,
analog computer study (1961) 13526

Satellites—Continued
Advent, military communications program,

hearings (1962) 21222
Alouette

—

Canada's 1st satellite (1963) 3110; (1964)
20534

reduction of inograms to electron density
profiles (1965) 14824

topside sounder, minimum telemetry re-

ceiving system (1964) 21783
American spies in space, USSR study (1962)

12093
ANNA—

flashing, long line azimuths from optical
observations (1964) 19150

optical beacon, evolution (1963) 9617
optical observations (1965) 8483

Ariel

—

environmental test program (1964) 7514
evolution of its structure (1963) 18149
1st international satellite (1962) 22535
project summary (1964) 1451, 13156

artificial

—

attitude control using inertia wheels and
bar magnet (1961) 1317

Fourier series operating package (1962)
3360

Hansen's theory as applied to motion
(1961) 1302

instrumentation for classification of sig-

nals (1961) 1390
international activity, 1960 (1961) 1244-46

long period perturbations effect of elliptic-

ity of earth's equator on motion (1962)
14467

observation by expectation method (1961)
1325

orbits, perturbations due to air resistance
(1961) 1323

perturbations in motion due to oblateness
of earth (1961) 1322

photographing with use of mirror-lens
objectives, USSR study (1961) 931

artificial earth

—

and geodetic network, USSR study (1965)
19718

capture, stability, and passive damping
(1965) 2833

determining coordinates by method of
stars, problems in, timing photography,
USSR study (1965) 12726

effects of magnetically induced eddy-
current torques on spin motions (1965)
8089

generalized problem of 2 fixed centers and
its application, USSR study (1963) 12315

Polish observations (1965) 2308
solar simulation testing, Goddard Space

Flight Center (1965) 5211
use for geodetic purposes, USSR studies

(1965) 2767, 18383
artificial lunar, modification of Hansen's

theory for motion (1963) 12868
astronomical observatory

—

ground operation equipment (1964) 3007
orientation and control (1963) 5604

atmosphere as part of space environment
(1963) 3125

attitude control

—

on-off systems, predicted performance
(1961) 15803

system using inertia wheels and magnets,
simulator study (1963) 19930

system using integrating gyros as torque
sources, study (1961) 19978

utilizing earth's magnetic field (1961)
15815

attitude sensors for ion engine control sys-
tem, survey (1964) 11356
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Satellites—Continued
automated spacecraft of United States

(1963) 19887
automatic system for control of terminal

phase of rendezvous (1963) 1323
Bell Telephone Laboratories participation in

experiment (1962) 3367
biosatellites (1965) 11415
brushless dc motor application (1964) 7517
camera observations, tesseral harmonics of

gravitational field and geodetic shifts

derived (1963) 12885
carriers, fin loads, aerodynamic forces of

1/8-scale model simulating 1st stage of

Scout research vehicle (1961) 13531
charged, interaction with ionosphere (1961)

21211
chronology (1962) 17129; (1963) 13669
circuits used in analog to digital converter

for satellite application (1965) 13014
close earth, critical inclination theory (1963)

19914
close, gravitational effects of sun and moon,

mathematical developments (1962) 3366
close-lunar, analytical lifetime studies

(1965) 11475
cloud interpretation from wide-angle pic-

tures (1963) 14900
command systems, applicability of micro-

electronic circuits to command subsys-
tems (1965) 11407

communications

—

hearings (1962) 9471; (1964) 14002, 17650
reports (1962) 9453; (1963) 4722, 18883;

(1964) 6210
message from the President (1965)
5816

address (1963) 18115
bibliography (1964) 14799; (1965) 9637
commercial

—

hearings (1962) 23376
system (paper) (1963) 10116

communication and navigation, randomly
spaced, developments on required num-
ber (1962) 8496

experimental, intercontinental testing,
agreement with

—

Canada (1964) 9808
Federal Republic of Germany (1962)
6471

FCC rules and regulations (1963) 4887,
8224; (1964) 3993, 10516; (1965) 3365

general information (1964) 11348
hearings (1961) 18976
history and international aspects (ad-

dress) (1965) 19951
incorporators of Communications Satellite

Corporation, nominate, hearings (1963)
8088, 8100

intercontinental testing, agreement with

—

Brazil (1962) 8690
Denmark, Norway and Sweden (1964)

1604
France (1961) 13688
Italy (1963) 3359
Japan (1963) 3360
Spain (1965) 9947

international law, USSR study (1965) 6438
law, part of 3d National conference on

peaceful uses of space, proceedings
(1964) 13157

microwave reflectivity of deposited alumi-
num films used in fabrication (1961) 6379

military-civil roles and relationships
(1964) 19510; (1965) 7441

military, program, hearings (1963) 11904
networks, etc (1963) 5611
passive, with Lambertian surfaces (1963)

18144

Satellites—Continued
communications—Continued

Project Advent, military satellite pro-
gram, report (1962) 23359

randomly spaced, determination of re-

quired number (1961) 4920
system, agreement with other govern-
ments (1965) 3047

systems, mutual interference with surface
systems (1963) 16421

technical, economic, and international
developments (1962) 7207

technical progress report, hearings (1963)
8097

computation of sub-satellite points from
orbital elements for launch interference
purposes (1965) 13009

contribution to world magnetic survey
(1961) 19945

convex shape, effect of radiation force (1961)
9545

coordinates and real-time position computa-
tion (1962) 12567

crew of spaceship voskhod, and certain med-
ical aspects of space flight, USSR stud-
ies (1965) 4913

critical inclination problem in orbit theory
(1963) 7302

cryogenic propellant feed systems for elec-

trothermal engines (1964) 13153
density measurements (1963) 11480

detection, symmetry pattern recognition
system 2 (1963) 18228

determining dimension of reference ellipsoid

and geodetic datum, Czechoslovak study
(1963) 7057

digital command system (1962) 8502
direct probe measurements of ionospheric

irregularities in F region and polar cap
(1965) 7084

Discoverer XVIII, radiobiologic experiments
(1962) 14788, 20453

Discoverer XXIX and XXX, biologic systems
(1962) 20452

drag determinations for artificial satellites

(1963) 18310
earth

—

effects of magnetically induced eddy-
current torques on spin motions (1964)
11389

emitted radiation on surface, experimental
method of determining (1961) 15772

launchings, 1957-60 (1961) 7964
orbital, lifetime (1964) 3013

orbits, spaceships successful launchings,
USSR study (1961) 2239

oriented, control problems (1963) 14554
reflected solar radiation incident upon

arbitrarily oriented spinning flat-plate

(1963) 14569

thermal-vacuum testing at Goddard Space
Flight Center (1963) 16372

viewed from satellite (1962) 20671
Echo-
dual channel 2390-MC traveling wave
maser (1962) 3370

FM demodulators with negative feedback
(1961) 19984

horn reflector antenna for space communi-
cation (1962) 3369

receiving system (1962) 3368
standby receiver system (1962) 3371

system calculations (1962) 1686
tracking radar (1961) 21242

Echo A-12—
application vertical tests AVT-1 and
AVT-2 flight shock and vibration data
(1963) 19923

buckling (1964) 16687
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Satellites—Continued
Echo I

—

and its rocket casing, orbital behavior
during first 500 days (1962) 16060, 22544

communications antennas steering system,
description (1961) 19985

communications sphere for commercial
purposes (1961) 19897

inflation system (1964) 13224
photometric measurements of surface
characteristics (1965) 8037

Echo II—
laminate

effect of electron irradiation on proper-
ties (1964) 21765

mechanical properties (1964) 16690
membrane analysis of pressurized thin
spheroid shells (1965) 19920

eclipse factor for elliptical satellite orbits,

calculation (1962) 16053
effect of weightlessness and radiation on

growth of wheat coleoptile for purpose
of defining and verifying experiment
suitable for use in biosatellite (1965)
18474

electric drag on sperical satellite models,
experimental investigation (1965) 5213

electromagnetic attitude control system
study (1964) 11349-350

electromagnetic-radiation environment

—

radio waves (1962) 20139
thermal to X-radiation (1962) 20138

E3ektron-2, observations of earth's mag-
netosphere, USSR study (1965) 6406

Hektron, studies of earth's radiation belt,

USSR (1964) 10998
endless-loop tape transport development

(1964) 13238
error analysis of naval space surveillance

system (1963) 18229
Europe and space, French study (1964) 1133
Explorer

—

determination of mean atmospheric densi-
ties (1965) 14830

helium ions in upper atmosphere, evidence
for presence (1962) 16052

Interplanetary, NASA facts (1964) 16660
results of omittance measurements made

in relation to thermal design (1962)
14464

space weather investigators (1963) 3109
Explorer FV, directional dependence of

counting rates (1964) 18792
Explorer VI

—

and Pioneer V, data (1963) 19889; (1964)
1448

data (1963) 19889
scientific findings (1965) 9636

Explorer VII
flight data (1961) 13502
micrometeorite penetration experiment

(1963) 9180
Explorer VIII—

electric field meter, development (1962)
12453

ionosphere direct measurements, instru-
mentation (1962) 12445

ionospheric experiment results (1961)
15817

measurements in upper ionosphere (1964)
13222

measurements of sheath currents and
equilibrium potential (1961) 13537

Explorer IX

—

and Explorer XIX, ground tests and orbit-
al launch results, comparison (1964)
18787

temperature control (1962) 18285
vectorial reflectance of material (1964)

16701

Satellites—Continued
Ebcplorer X, magnetometer space probe

structure (1962) 10512
Explorer XII—
instrumentation for study of energy spec-
trum of cosmic rays (1963) 12856

silver-cadmium sealed battery, feasibility
of using in space exploration (1963) 3145

solar radiation pressure effect on spin
(1963) 18147

Explorer XIII—
micrometeoroid
penetration hazard, design and perform-

ance, papers (1965) 1456
stainless-steel penetration rate experi-
ment (1964) 1458, 18772

thermal design (1962) 12448
Explorer XVI—
micrometeoroid
data presentation (1963) 9142
satellite, NASA facts (1964) 20535

Explorer XVII—
real time PCM telemetry data processing
and display test stand (1964) 13239

response of Redhead and Bayard-Alpert
vacuum guages (1964) 7533

Explorer XIX—
air density satellite, NASA facts (1964)

16661
Explorer XXIII micrometeoroid satellite,

description and preliminary results,

Nov. 6, 1964-Feb. 15, 1965 (1965) 16672
first order oblateness perturbations and

naval space surveillance system (1965)
9826

flights, investigation of cosVnic rays and ter-

restrial corpuscular radiation, USSR
study (1961) 10816

flywheel control system, use of magnetic
damping, comments (1961) 9559

France, D-1, structure (1965) 16447
geodetic system. Project ANNA

—

hearings (1962) 15282
report (1962) 17042

geodetic utilization, analysis of gravitation-
al and geometric aspects (1961) 7960

geoid and world geodetic system (1961) 9551
geomagnetic- and interplanetary-mag-

netic-field environment (1962) 18254
Goddard projects summary (1964) 13137,

18716
Government publications, list (1964) 18884
gravitational field environment (1962) 18261
gravity-gradient-oriented lenticular, solar

radiation pressure influence on orbital
eccentricity (1965) 8102

high altitude water vapor determination
(1964) 14783

honoring 1st artificial earth satellite, USSR
(1963) 10695

impedance probe, experiences (1965) 7092
inflatable structures in space, uses, prob-

lems, funding, research, and develop-
ment, hearing (1961) 12362

information from NASA, report (1965) 7458
instrumentation, use of solid circuits (1964)

14836
intermediary orbit, accurate computational

procedure for Vinti's theory (1962)
10513

international

—

activity, summaries (1961) 2524-25, 4838,
6303-4, 7949, 9491-92, 11399, 13469-470,
17668, 21205

ionosphere, UK-1, electronic integration
(1965) 18553

Ionosphere Beacon Satellite S-45, descrip-
tion and purpose (1961) 7979

ionosphere topside sounder studies (1965)
14824. 14844
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Satellites—Continued
ionospheric research, agreement with Cana-

da (1964) 15112
investigations of upper atmosphere and out-

er space, 1964, Soviet publications, bib-

liography (1965) 12699
Japan, satellite no. 1 (1965) 19784
Juno II summary project report (1961)

13502; (1963) 1270
laser-satellite reflection parameters (1964)

16996
launch 1963-21, decay prediction, using na-

val space surveillance system observa-
tions (1964) 20712

launching trajectory calculations, program
for NAREC (1961) 5005

launchings, 1957-60, errata (1961) 11404
lightweight inflatable, for determination of

atmospheric density at extreme altitudes
(1962) 12472

low-resolution unchopped radiometer tech-
nique (1961) 4890

magnetic field encountered in circular orbits

(1964) 7501
magnetic field mapping (1961) 9549
man and cosmos, Polish study (1962) 1548
man-in-space program, pilot-controlled ren-

dezvous, analog simulation (1961) 8003
manned

—

mass-loading variations and applied mo-
ments effects on motion and control
(1961) 9576

reentry completed with glide landing, oper-
ational concept (1961) 13497

wingless configuration, nonlifting prelimi-
nary studies (1961) 17696; (1962) 8524

materials, optical properties (1963) 9149,
19905

medium-data-rate digital telemetry system
(1964) 14859

meteoritic hazard of environment (1962)
12477

meteorological

—

automatic picture transmission (APT) TV
camera system (1963) 20985

background information, etc., for weather
predication system, staff report (1962)
9472

bibliography (1963) 14773
continuous-loop magnetic tape recorders

developed, survey (1965) 9716
descriptions, etc (1965) 19888
flywheel stabilized, magnetically torqued

attitude control system (1965) 12970
present state and future prospects (1964)

13260
progress of development and applications,
hearings (1962) 23375

results and objectives, etc (1963) 18118
satellites and weather, USSR study (1962)
2669

system

—

agreement with Canada (1963) 9418
analyses (1963) 14901

weather, USSR study (1963) 10583
model of atmosphere, contribution toward

construction, USSR study (1961) 11073
momentum stored by attitude control sys-

tem, electro-magnetic systems for re-

moving (1965) 6741
motion

—

in asymmetrical gravitational field, theory
(1961) 4908

in vicinity of critical inclination (1962)
22576

long period luni-solar effect (1961) 15804
lunar and solar perturbations (1961) 4892
of 24-hour satellite, theory, etc (1963)

14553

Satellites—Continued
motion—Continued
simultaneous computation of secular and
resonance effects (1964) 13223

solar radiation pressure effect (1961)
19975

with critical inclination (1961) 9748, 15965

Musen's theory of artificial satellites ana-
lytical representation in terms of orbit-
al true Longitude (1963) 3133

NASA topside sounder program (1963) 20984
national meteorological satellite program

—

hearings (1961) 16860
report (1961) 20563

near earth, thrust vector steering for ren-
dezvous using 3-stage vehicle launched
out of satellite plane (1962) 22550

near stable liberation points, considerations
for establishment (1964) 7557

Nimbus

—

and its communications system (1963) 5571

cloud pictures
errors in geographic referencing (1964)

5520
geographical grid (1964) 9576

facts (1965) 5111
meteorological, earth oblateness and rela-

tive sun motion in determination of ideal

orbit (1961) 13535
unnecessary costs incurred, obsolete
weight design goal used for design, inte-

gration, and test, by Goddard Space
Flight Center, NASA, GAO report (1965)
6300

vibration reduction methods (1964) 18751
nonlifting, range-controlled return from cir-

cular orbit, estimates of minimum ener-

gy requirements (1962) 1676
observation services, Moscow conference of

8 countries, Jan. 1961 (1962) 5879
observations

—

accuracy problems, USSR studies (1963)
15761"

equations for bistatic doppler shift and
rate of change of doppler shift (1961)

20057
equatorial ionosphere (1963) 12869
related to ionosphere, summary (1961)

4940
use for 16-day weather forecasts (1961)

11561
observatory generation, papers (1963) 10988

on 2d-order solution theory without air drag
(1964) 20576

optical (1961) 6404
optical technology experiments, determina-

tion (1965) 14738
optimum velocity change to intercept and

rendezvous (1962) 8500
ORBIS beacon for investigating ionospheric

ducting (1964) 5875
orbit computation program for Izsak's 2d

order solution of Vinti's dynamical
problem (1963) 5578

orbital

—

elements, computation by naval space
surveillance system (1965) 9827

flight handbook (1965) 16624-625, 18485
rendezvous in space, hearing (1961) 12363
theory, method of estimating residuals

(1961) 4891

Orbiting Geophysical Observatory

—

general information (1965) 14755
new tool for space research (1962) 20158
(XiO experiments and spacecraft (1965)
6702-A

OGO motion and orientation of orbiting,

visual presentation (1965) 14843
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Satellites—Continued

Orbiting Solar Observatory

—

project, weaknesses in management, GAO
report (1964) 6762

scanning mechanism for X-ray spectrome-
ter (1963) 1271

Streetcar, OSO-1 mission (1962) 16031
orbiting system, effects of flight conditions

at booster separation on payload weight
(1961) 21236

orbits

—

analysis, USSR papers (1962) 8525
computation by Hansen method as modi-

fied by Musen (1964) 5524
drift of 24-hour equatorial orbit in earth
gravity field through 4th order (1964)

7515
lifting reentry, low-speed static stability

characteristics of two suitable configu-
rations (1961) 9532

long range effects caused by moon and sun
(1964) 9618, 14902

low-thrust orbit raising in continuous sun-

light (1964) 9567
midcourse guidance of vehicle to rendez-

vous with target (1961) 13522
nearly circular, computation of perturba-

tions using non-singular set of vectorial

elements (1962) 18280
velocity requirements for 2-impulse trans-

fers between circular and coplanar exte-

rior elliptical orbit (1961) 7963

Vinti's accurate intermediary, differential

correction (1963) 1283
von Zeipel and modified Hansen methods
compared (1963) 21005

orientations, new formulation and equilibri-

um deduced from integral of motion of

moon's libration (1965) 6626
osculating elements derived from modified

Hansen's theory for motion (1961) 4907
outer space investigations conducted on

Kosmos and Elektron satellites, results

of USSR study (1965) 18379
Pegasus (1965) 16622
photographed with telescope contraction

that rivals Mount Palomar (1962) 2960
photography of earth, review (1965) 1444

physiological reactions of animals during
flights, USSR study (1964) 21481

position display, orbit computer design
(1961) 20059

power input to small flat spinning plate

from diffusely radiating sphere (1963)

5580
precise attitude control, systems using iner-

tia wheels, evaluation study (1961) 7977

predicted positions, providing accurate local

antenna pointing, interpolation and co-

ordinate transformation program (1964)

13218
propellant required to maintain earth orbit-

al vehicle in useful orbit between 2 spec-

ified altitude limits (1963) 16383
publications, list (1963) 14652

radiation geometry factor between earth
and satellite (1965) 14817

radiometric measurements (1962) 22573
radiation measurements in non-adiabatic

model of atmospheric movements, re-

sults, USSR study (1964) 6905
radioactivity in Sputnik 4 fragment (1964)

16997
radio reception, effect of cosmic radio emis-

sions (1965) 14514
recoverable, thermoluminescent dosimeters

on (1964) 7652

Satellites—Continued

Relay

—

1st space communications experiment de-

signed to link 3 continents (1963)
5536-37

operations, progress report, hearings
(1963) 8097

trapped radiation measurements (1965)

2877
reliability, environmental tests (1963) 16388
rendezvous

—

energy-optimal trajectories in 3 dimen-
sions for terminal phase (1964) 13251

problems, trajectory control technique of

proportional navigation (1961) 8012
with automatic terminal guidance system

(1961) 15791
rigid, axially symmetric, spinning, magnetic

attitude control in circular earth orbits

(1965) 19880
rotation of earth satellite in flight along its

orbit (1961) 20139
rotational decay of 1960 ETA 2 due to

earth's magnetic field (1962) 22575
S-46, flight data (1963) 1270
safety procedures for task 2 thermoelectric

generator, interim report (1961) 3798
Saturn SA-1 model lateral vibration char-

acteristics, investigation (1963) 5592
scientific

—

and understanding space environment
(1962) 14485

applications, USSR study (1961) 10896
purposes of environmental testing in ex-

ploration of space (1963) 16395
scintillations

—

measurement at subauroral latitude (1965)

7086
study (1965) 106

secular variations in orbit of satellite of

oblate planet, theory (1961) 19993
shipboard position display (1962) 6352
signal conditioning for satellite borne ener-

getic-charged-particle experiments (1961)

17729
SNAP 3 thermoelectric generator

—

final safety analysis (1961) 5363
fueled with cerium-144, conceptual design

(1961) 5364
preliminary operational safety report

(1961) 5362
solar cell generator, preliminary design

(1963) 18150
solar constant measuring instrument (1961)

7973
solid state separation sequence timer (1964)

16685
Soviet

—

explorations and observations (1962)

23643
ion-trap results in exploration of upper
atmosphere (1961) 4938

nuclear components of cosmic rays, inves-

tigations made (1964) 12986
space communications system

—

address (1962) 15544
antitrust problems, hearings (1962) 13691,

15444
commercial applications, report (1961)

20561
experiments, report (1963) 286
legislation, hearings (1962) 9471
ownership and control

—

hearings (1961) 19190 (1962) 2379, 9373,
11466, 11656, 17326
print additional copies, reports (1963)

8079, 11864
law (1962) 18991
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Satellites—Continued
space communications system—Continued

reports (1962) 9453, 11382, 11387, 13650,
17290, 19287

space operations, problems, lecture series

(1961) 1369
space probe summary (1965) 2925

space television broadcasting, governmental
role (address) (1962) 15542

spherical

—

earth reflected solar radiation input (1961)

21239; (1963) 9147
metal, monopole antenna systems (1962)

8503
spin-stabilized

—

thermal radiation in elliptical earth orbit

(1964) 9579
with rigid expandable structures, design

considerations (1965) 11459
spinning, demodulation system for vector

measurements (1965) 18528

sputniks and meteors, USSR study (1961)

7594

SSB-PM communication system, non-linear
noise analysis in FDM telephony trans-
mission (1964) 14892

stretch yo-yo de-spin system

—

analytical theory (1963) 9169
dynamic tests (1963) 19920

Syncom (1965) 16621
determination of ellipicity of earth's equa-

tor from observations on drift (1965)

9709
global communication network (1963)

14538; (1964) 1449
range and range rate system and data anal-

ysis (1964) 13217
synchronous communications satellite, tel-

evision tests (1965) 14839
tape recorders

—

use of polyester film belts (1961) 9547
vibration isolation (1964) 7492

telemetry signals, automatic data process-
ing (1963) 21017

television infra-red observation satellite

(1961) 19995
Telstar
background information (1963) 20976
operations, progress report, hearings

(1963) 8097
space activities summary (1962) 20163

thermal radiation incident (1963) 3142
thermostructural requirements for atmos-

pheric re-entry (1962) 12566
TIROS—
angular motion of spin axis due to mag-

netic and gravitational torques (1961)
7959

attitude determination (1964) 13219
earth scan analog signal relationships in

radiation experiment and their applica-
tion to problem of horizon sensing (1962)
14486

1st weather satellite, general information
(1964) 5536

for measuring infrared and reflected solar
radiation (1961) 21238

importance to meteorology (remarks)
(1965) 8367

infrared ""idiation measurements, analysis
and interpretation (1965) 7089

interpretation of radiation data for prac-
tical use in synoptic weather analysis
(1965) 11502

low resolution radiometer (1964) 20569
NASA facts (1964) 7473; (1965) 9633
observation of orographically induced

clouds, identification and significance
(1964) 20966

Satellites—Continued
TIROS—Continued

radiation climatology in visible and in-

frared (1965) 11462
radiation data

—

evaluation (1965) 1388
quasi-global presentation (1965) 1401
recorded over New Zealand at night

(1964) 7494
user's manual (1962) 1697, 24000

radiation experiment

—

description (1961) 21245
physical significance (1962) 1672

radiation measurements, preliminary re-

sults (1962) 12504
radiation view of hurricane ANNA (1963)

9177
satellite system, report (1964) 5523
telemetering infrared data (1962) 20130

television cloud photography, catalog
(1961) 20246; (1962) 20370; (1963) 11407,
14800; (1964) 9882, 19026; (1965) 9998,
18840-841

world atlas of photography (1964) 20525

torque-producing forces acting on, observa-
tions (1964) 16723

torques produced by magnetic field on rota-

ting cylinders, etc (1963) 5613

track computation for display purposes
(1963) 7368

tracking

—

accuracies, description of very low fre-

quency synchronizing system used (1961)

bandwidth switching is transient-free,

avoids loss of loop lock (1965) 2865
characteristics of X-Y mount for data

acquisition antennas (1964) 13213

data, digital recording system for measur-
ing, description, etc (1961) 11406

mathematical models and errors, theory
(1962) 22577; (1963) 3134

operation of Baker-Nunn camera (1963)
11485

phase-locked phase filter for Minitrack
system (1962) 20155

range and range rate system (1962) 8512
stations, agreement with

—

Australia (1961) 16019; (1963) 11310
Chile (1962) 12734
Mexico (1963) 16594
Nigeria (1964) 21891

stations system, hearings (1961) 5755
USSR equipment (1963) 6853

triangulation

—

in Coast and Geodetic Survey (1965) 7335
new tracking system and related geodetic
research (1962) 13113

tunnel-diode binary counters, description
(1962) 14483

type recorders, application of modulariza-
tion concept (1963) 1285

unsymmetrical, gyroscopic motion under no
external forces (1961) 4918

use for determining exact shape and dimen-
sion of earth, USSR study (1961) 21090

use in meteorological investigations (1963)
18171

using, for measurement of ionospheric elec-

tron concentration, USSR study (1964)
19874

Vanguard

—

balancing (1961) 7955
geomagnetic field measurements (1962)

22557
launching vehicle, sequence diagram anal-

ysis (1961) 11408
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Satellites—Continued
Vanguard—Continued
magnetic field, structure and design (1961)
15770

separation mechanisms, performance
(1961) 7954

spin-reduction mechanism (1961) 7953
structure and separation mechanism

(1961) 7952
whistlers observed, data report (1964)

14857
Vinti's theory, determination of mean ele-

ments (1964) 13237
Vostok and Vostok-2, first manned group

flight into outer space, Aug. 11-12, 1962,
USSR study (1964) 14613

Vostok type, results of microbiological and
cvtological investigations on spacecraft
(1965) 1491

weather, use in forecasting, modification,
etc., USSR study (1962) 22161

weather, vortex structure of cloud cover
according to data (1964) 16730

yaw sensor, use of 2-degrees-of-freedom gy-
roscope (1964) 7531

vo-yo de-spin mechanism, theory and design
curves (1961) 15771

see aiso Launching facilities—Space sta-
tions—Three-body problem.

Satterlund, Donald R., surface geometry of
closed conifer forest in relation to losses
of intercepted snow (1965) 14378

Saturn, static tests far-field noise characteris-
tics (196U 17716

Saturn (rocket), see Rockets.
Saturn vehicle attitude resolver computer

(1962) 20125
Sau Ming Lai, see Moy, Mee Sen.
Saucier, Kenneth L.:

evaluation of 16-cu.-ft. laboratory concrete
mixer (1965) 6144

high-compressive-strength concrete, develop-
ment of concrete mixtures (1964) 11804

Project Dugout, concrete, grout, and shot-
crete support (1965) 13514

stem design and shotcrete, grout, and con-
crete support (1965) 17120

Saudi Arabia:
background notes (1965) 16866
defense, loan of aircraft, agreement (1963)

20182
economic developments (1961) 12697
economy, basic data (1963) 5068; (1964)

10703
educational data (1963) 8168

establishment of television system, agree-
ment (1965) 1652

labor conditions (1964) 13079
labor law and practice (1965) 1279
market for U.S. products (1963) 5092

military service regulation for noncommis-
sioned officers and privates (1963) 12476

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter
(1965) 12916

Kuwait-Saudi Arabia Neutral Zone (1965)
12889

preparing shipments to (1963) 5071

Sauerkraut, canned, standards for grades
(1963) 9536

Saugus, Mass., motor carrier accident (1963)
19367

Saule, Arthur V., flat-plate central-fin-tube
sensible-heat space radiators (1965)
13020

Saulevicz, Felicja, relief (1962) 9207, 11564,
13261

Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.:
Chippewa County War Memorial Hospital,

free entry of steel

—

law (1962) 13308
reports (1962) 9255, 9452

lake commerce through canals, salt water
ship movements (1961) 9072; (1962) 9561

lock on St. Marys River, designate John A.
Blatnik Lock, report (1964) 8346

Poe Lock replacement, designate John A.
Blatnik lock, report (1961) 16685

Poe Lock, St. Marys River, filling and
emptying system, hydraulic model inves-
tigation (1961) 9074

Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, lake commerce
through canals, salt water ship move-
ments, 1960 (1961) 9072; (1962) 9561

Saunders, R. A., analysis of spacecraft atmos-
phere (1963) 11167

Saunders, Stuart T., outstanding career in
business. State and national affairs (re-

marks) (1965) 13319

Saunders County, Nebr., soil survey report
(1965) 5382

Sauter, George, relief (1961) 8683, 12403,
14046

Sautter, Edward H., soil survey of Deuel Coun-
ty, Nebr (1965) 16862

Sautter, F.K., electrodeposition of dispersion-
hardened nickel-Al203 alloys (1964) 7665

Sautter, Howard K, soil survey report, Dundy
County, Nebr (1963) 9390

Savage, Howard F., momentum accommodation
of N-I-, N2 + , and A+ incident on copper
and aluminum from 0.5 to 4 kev (1963)
19932

Savannah, Ga.:
census of business

—

1958, standard metropolitan area, central
business district statistics (1961) 3901

1963, major retail centers, standard metro-
politan statistical area (1965) 15296

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18244
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18860

censuses of population and .housing, 1960
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 2237

harbor improvement, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23486 (1965)
14209

document edition (1962) 23386 (1965) 13480
occupational wage survey (1964) 16602;

(1965) 14629
departmental edition (1961) 15721; (1962)

20046; (1963) 14467
document edition (1961) 14149; (1962)

19023; (1963) 13448
port (1964) 15875
salt-water encroachment

—

geology, etc., of area (1964) 4808
relation to major aquifer zones of area

(1964) 19792
Travis Field, weather observations, hourly,

summary, decennial census of climate
(1963) 14786

Savannah (nuclear ship):

description

—

nuclear ship program (1962) 13011
one of world's safest ships (1961) 2476

dockside ceremonies marking first visit to

home port (address) (1962) 18896
fact sheet (1962) 12357; (1964) 9489
literature search (1965) 15253
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Savannah (nuclear ship)—Continued
maritime matters

—

operational arrangements for visit, agree-
ment with Netherlands (1963) 16582

public liability for damage caused, agree-
ment with

—

Ireland (1964) 20845
Netherlands (1963) 16581

use of

—

Belgian ports and waters, agreement
(1964) 5699

Danish ports and waters, agreement
(1964) 18975

German territorial waters and ports,
agreement (1963) 5736

Greek ports and territorial waters,
agreement (1962) 22830

Italian ports and territorial waters,
agreement (1965) 5408

Norwegian ports and territorial waters,
agreement (1964) 13481

Portuguese ports and territorial waters,
agreement (1965) 8322

Swedish ports and waters, agreement
(1964) 18976, 20825

United Kingdom ports and territorial

waters, agreement (1964) 20832
operation at Camden, final safeguards re-

port environmental analysis (1962)
14859

reactor vessel model and attachments,
stresses and deflections, model test

(1962) 2072
review of developments (1963) 11689
safety assessment (1963) 18596
ship of peace, world's first nuclear merchant

ship (remarks) (1965) 1949
spare parts procurement and other deficien-

cies in contract administration, GAO
report (1965) 7764

story (1964) 13098
upgrading analog computer analysis (1963)

5924
ventilation system filter testing (1964) 19252

Savannah (steamship):
scale model, study (1961) 20011

Savannah Harbor:
engineers report

—

departmental edition (1965) 16125
document edition (1965) 15549

Savannah National Wildlife Refuge, birds, list

(1964) 8606
Savannah River:
AEC plant site, population status of larger

vertebrates (1964) 8086
aeroradioactivity survey and areal geology

of plant area (1962) 11024
Georgia and South Carolina dam projects,

engineer report

—

departmental edition (1961) 17211
document edition (1961) 16869

movements of channel catfish in AEC opera-
tions area, study (1965) 15256

Trotters Shoals project, hearings (1963)
13667

Trotters Shoals Reservoir, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 18037
document edition (1965) 17756

Savannah River Ecology Laboratory, onsite
research (1965) 15255

Savannah River project:
AEC, insect species inherb stratum of seri-

cea lespedeza stand (1964) 1781
AEC operations area, study of movements of

channel catfish (1965) 15256
Save Your Vision Week:
designate

—

law (1964) 1971
reports (1964) 505, 2060

Savery-Pot Hook project:
Colorado and Wyoming, water resource de-

velopment (1963) 230
construction, etc., hearings (1963) 4783;

(1964) 6360, 12137
law (1964) 17426
reports (1964) 15493, 17797

Saveson, Irwin L., drainage system for sugar-
cane (1963) 18395

Savin, Raymond C, solutions for flow about
flat-top wing-body configurations (1963)
5510

Saving and thrift:

bona fide plan, requirements (1962) 10731
bona fide plan, requirements under Fair la-

bor standards act (1964) 11683; (1964)
15138

savings and home financing (1961) 14850;
(1962) 17475

selected plans, winter 1961-62, digest

—

departmental edition (1962) 14386
document edition (1962) 13363

trends in saving and investment (1962) 4893,
6934

Savings accounts, see Banks and banking.
Savings and loan associations:
business in new environment (address) (1963)

8231
changing investment environment (speech)

(1962) 23519
common approach (address) (1962) 19477
competitive position of industry and econom-

ic situation (remarks) (1962) 9603
current setting (address) (1963) 498
directorship responsibilities (address) (1963)

20667
flow of savings and mortgage lending activi-

ty, all operating savings and loan asso-
ciations (1961) 3165; (1962) 3611; (1963)
3451; (1964) 3250; (1965) 3135

FSLIC insured, foreclosures, number and
rate (1964) 3807

future

—

executives in savings and loan industry
(address) (1964) 19684

prospects and problems (remarks) (1962)
13791

Government policy, report of Committee on
Financial Institutions (1963) 10028

industry

—

in 1960's (speech) ((1965) 6166
in transition (address) (1963) 20670

insured, average annual dividend rates paid
(1961) 513, 9090; (1962) 522, 11768;
(1964) 8545, 19683

Latin America, encouragement (address)
(1962) 15548

loans on multifamily housing

—

hearings (1962) 21201, 21542
law (1962) 23179
reports (1962) 21057, 21410, 21472

looking ahead at some aspects of savings
and loan industry (address) (1965) 14248

management and system, decisions for today
and tomorrow (remarks) (1964) 14239

mortgage interest rates on conventional
loans, largest insured savings and loan
associations, summary (1961) 10585;
(1962) 4089; (1963) 3932; (1964) 3755

movement in South America (address) (1963)
4891

mutuality in thrift industry (address) (1964)
6631

new strength in savings and loan system
(address) (1962) 524

participation loan transactions (1961) 3171;
(1962) 4160; (1963) 4004; (1964) 3836;
(1965) 3754

past and future (address) (1962) 15549
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Savings and loan associations—Continued

place in Latin America (address) (1964) 4689
problems (remarks) (1963) 8230
reflections and hope (address) (1965) 551
regulatory legislation, proposed changes

(address) (1964) 10520
reserve regulations of Federal Home Loan

Bank Board, amendments (address)

(1964) 8543
retrospect and prospects (address) (1965)

553
savings and home financing

—

chart book (1961) 9094; (1962) 13793;
(1963) 15486; (1964) 12389

source book (1963) 20669; (1964) 17973;

(1965) 16171
savings and loan industry, accomplishments,

etc. (address) (1964) 2318
savings and mortgage activity, selected bal-

ance sheet items, FSLIC insured asso-

ciations (1961) 3169; (1962) 3902; (1963)

3745; (1964) 3543; (1965) 3457
savings in U.S., growth (address) (1962)

21735
savings industry, new perspective (address)

(1962) 7336
selected balance sheet data, all operating

savings and loan associations (1961)

3165; (1962) 3611; (1963) 3451; (1964)

3250; (1965) 3135
serve their community (excerpts from ad-

dress) (1962) 17476
share accounts insurance, increase maximum

coverage for each depositor
hearings (1963) 15304
report (1964) 4465, 10281

strength and flexibility in financing (ad-

dress) (1963) 499
supervision in industry, common ground (ad-

dress) (1965) 6165
taxation. Treasury Dept. report (1961)

12366; (1962) 15286
hearings (1961) 18982

total assets by States, Dec. 31, 1960, 1959,

and 1940 (1962) 9599
trends (1961) 1967; (1962) 5158; (1963) 500;

(1964) 656; (1965) 9093
what we need to know about regulatory

remedies for unsound practices (address)

(1963) 19175
year ahead (address) (1962) 23521
see also Federal savings and loan associa-

tions.

Savings and loan examiners, examination an-

nouncement (1964) 10102
Savings and loan industry in Heller report

(1963) 10150
Savings banks, see Banks and banking.
Savings bonds:
bond sales for public school purposes,

1959-60 (1961) 7312
bond tips from your U.S. savings bond re-

porter (1963) 7422; (1964) 3283; (1965)

3170
conference, 1962 (remarks) (1962) 6492
endorsement and payment regulations (1964)

11668
exchange of series H bonds for series E, F,

and J (1964) 11670
history, Treasury sales to individuals,

1776-1961 (1961) 20122
investments of individuals (1961) 3170, 5993;

(1962) 3968, 9601; (1963) 3807, 12103;

(1964) 3618, 8546; (1965) 3535
issued and redeemed (1961) 3232; (1962) 4421;

(1963) 4269; (1964) 4124; (1965) 4035
now, build your own retirement program

(1964) 20778; (1965) 11672
payroll savings help small business (1961)

20132

Savings bonds—Continued
program

—

aids debt management (remarks) (1963)
3387

financial columnists talks concerning ad-
vantages, etc (1961) 8177

remarks (1965) 11752
shareholders in America, questions and
answers (1961) 13647

to finance deficit, etc. (remarks) (1963)
3388

progress of payroll savings (remarks) (1964)
3177

regulations governing, department circular
(1961) 16032; (1962) 3546; (1963) 21144;
(1965) 5440

selling, public service of high order (re-

marks) (1961) 21425
series A-E, tables of redemption values

(1961) 11527; (1962) 1760, 14564; (1963)
1391, 12976; (1964) 1546, 13385; (1965)
2980. 11636

series Er—
automatic data processing, GAO review

(1962) 11872
department circular (1963) 21145; (1965)

6964
investment advantages (1964) 18935

series F & J, tables of redemption values
(1961) 11528; (1962) 14565; (1963) 1392,

12977; (1964) 1547, 13386
series H

—

current income, information circular

(1962) 10636
general information, department circular

(1961) 17872; (1962) 3547; (1963) 21146;
(1965) 5442

series J, tables of redemption values (1965)

1565. 11637
voluntary pay roll savings plan provision

((1963) 3386; (1964) 9860; (1965) 3068,

6965, 11745, 16901
Savings stamps, why and how of school sav-

ings (1962) 18437

Savino, Joseph M.:

hydraulic characteristics of NASA Plum
Brook reactor (1963) 16367

laminar heat transfer in thin rectangular
channels, etc (1964) 16716

peripheral wall conduction effects for lami-

nar forced convection in thin-walled rec-

tangular channels (1965) 13030
Savitz, Roberta A., vision screening of pre-

school child (1965) 4364

Savran', Ukrainian SSR, magnetic anomaly
(1961) 1157

Saw Mill River:
and tributaries, flood control, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1965) 18038
document edition (1965) 17463

Sawdust:
and shavings for pulp manufacture, charac-

terization as to suitability (1961) 12721
southern pine, saw performance and lumber

characteristics when producing (1961)

12720
uses for sawdust and shavings (1964) 14315
wood and bark, decomposition in soil, nitro-

gen requirements, effect on plants (1965)

10094
Sawflies, see Flies.

Sawing machines, see Saws.

Sawing time for Arizona ponderosa pine logs

(1961) 7493
Sawlogs, see Logs.
Sawmills:
Arkansas, management staffing needs (1963)

1457
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Sawmills—Continued

census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 3915
circular

—

aspects of sawing accuracy (1964) 14310
North Carolina, thickness variation of

lumber cut (1961) 702
industry, status report (1961) 17865
injuries and accident causes, survey 1956-57

(1963) 16275
loss from variation in sawing precision

(1965) 4794
Ohio, buying practices and markets, 1955-58

(1963) 6481
Puerto Rico (1962) 11850
residues

—

from ponderosa pine trees in Black Hills

(1965) 667
raw materials for W. Va. wood-using in-

dustries, survey (1963) 12189
small, wood products manufacture (1965)

9174
southern, industry wage survey (1963) 12807

Saws:
bow saw for cutting tropical wood (1962)

11853
circular, band, and guillotine shears, opera-

tion (1961) 19815
conveyorized cut-off, lumber kicker for

(1964) 8637
loss from variation in sawing precision

(1965) 4794
Sawtimber, see Timber.
Sawtooth and half-sine shock impulses from

Navy shock machine for medium weight
equipment (1964) 5598

Sawyer, Richard H., simulator study of air-

space requirements for supersonic
transport 01963) 18156

Sawyer, Robert K., military advisors in Korea,
KMAG in peace and war (1963) 5468

Sawyer, William A., remarks, June 23, 1964
(1964) 14672

Sawyer Mine, methods and costs of producing
brown iron ore (1961) 1196

Saxman, Alaska:
convey lands to

—

law (1964) 17288
reports (1964) 8299, 15734

Saxon, James J.:

nonimation, hearing (1962) 7210
remarks (1963) 4658, 6059, 9794

testimony, hearings (1965) 6067
Sayapullo Mine, Peru, uranium reconnaissance

in area (1963) 16854
Sayman, William C, performance of subsur-

face drains at selected airfields during
1960 frost melting period (1965) 509

Sayre, W. W.:
lateral turbulent diffusion at surface of al-

luvial channel (1964) 18124
transport and dispersion of labeled bed ma-

terial, North Loup River, Nebr (1965)
14414

uptake and transport of radionuclides by
stream sediments (1963) 10292

Sayre, Pa., redevelopment area, statistical
profile (1962) 13176

SB series, see listings under Clearinghouse for
Federal and Scientific Information.

SBA, see Small Business Administration.
SBR, see Styrene-butadiene rubber.
SC-1473 (vessel):

permit to engage in fisheries

—

hearings (1964) 10330
law (1964) 17195
reports (1964) 13927, 15640

Scab, see Cattle scab—Scabies.

Scabies:
adult mites, descriptive charts (1961) 11683
psoroptic cattle eradication activities report

(1963) 1620
psoroptic sheep

—

and cattle, eradication, activities report
(1961) 42, 16073; (1964) 10; (1965) 1736

eradication

—

activities report (1963) 1621
failure to maintain concentration of lin-

dane in dipping vats (1963) 5801
inspections by counties, map (1963)

1660; (1965) 1757
progress, map (1963) 1659, 1661, 5807;

(1965) 1756
training schools (1963) 5806

outbreaks in 1964

—

Kansas (1965) 1748
Minnesota (1965) 1749
Nebraska (1965) 1750
New Mexico (1965) 1751
Virginia (1965) 1752
Wisconsin and Pennsylvania (1965) 1753

outbreaks reported (1963) 5800, 5808
Scaffolding, prefabricated, Federal item identi-

fication guides for supply cataloging
(1962) 7239; (1963) 3655; (1964) 3473,
12292; (1965) 3375

Scaffolds:
comparison of State safety codes with ASA,

chart (1961) 21135
safe practices (1962) 14360

Scale:
California oil well, instrumental techniques

for rapid analysis (1965) 6609

forming compounds, removal from sea water
(1962) 13899

oil well scale formation in waterflood opera-
tions using ocean brines, Wilmington,
Calif (1965) 18447

national forest log scaling handbook (1964)
14302

sea water evaporators, control formation
(1965) 12568

weight-scaling of southern pine saw logs
(1961) 699

Scale insects:

black pine-leaf scale (1965) 638
coccoidea, bibliography, supplement (1965)

10074
on beech (1962) 23569
pine tortoise, description, control, etc (1961)

17290
tuliptree scale (1965) 4788
see aiso California red scale.

Scale model studies on snow drifting (1963)
4840

Scale models of vehicles in soils and snows
(1961) 8230

Scales (fishes):

red salmon, main-stem and tributary sam-
pling for population studies (1961) 578

sockeye salmon, starvation-marking (1962)
17527

Scales (measures):
drafting device, interpolator, description

and use (1961) 11231
interpolation scale facilitates reading of

graphs (1965) 6668
polar scale, potting principles (1961) 11282
scales of photos (1961) 2449

Scales (weighing instruments):
Appalachian scale shelter (1962) 11854
classification bulletin (1961) 8137
examination of weighing equipment, manual

for State and local weights and meas-
ures agencies (1965) 6776
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Scales (weighing instruments)—Continued
platform, to 2000 lbs, Navy calibration pro-

gram, technical manual (1963) 3239
scale for weighing beehives (1963) 5792
seed cotton scale trailer for research plots,

portable (1962) 10806
vehicle, selection, installation, and mainte-

nance, recommendation, addendum (1961)
15830

weighing and measuring devices, specifica-
tions, etc (1962) 16065, 18309; (1963)
18184; (1964) 20637; (1965) 19954

weighing bales of cotton at compress (1964)
11736

weight calibration, mass in air, 1 milligram
to 200 grams, measurement system oper-
ation procedure (1961) 11503

Scaling laws for material damping (1963) 3132
Scallion, William 1.:

flight parameters and vehicle performance
for Project Fire flight 1 (1965) 18550

low-speed static longitudinal and lateral
characteristics of delta-wing model, etc

(1963) 7238
Scallops:

calico (Pecten gibbus), iced, comparison of
chemical and sensory tests for assessing
storage life (1965) 14291

Cape Canaveral bed, interim report (1962)
2487

exploratory fishing in Panama (1965) 12460
Gulf of Alaska, explorations (1964) 14272

industry. New Bedford, Mass.

—

marketing study (1965) 5577
technical study (1964) 17028

Passamaquoddy area resources, investiga-
tion (1961) 6067

sea

—

Canada industry (1964) 2338
fluctuations in populations of Maine,
method of predicting (1963) 4946

production in U.S. and Canada, economic
study (1965) 14296

shucking and cleaning, application of steam-
ing and vacuum (1962) 7392

trawl for North Carolina (1962) 17504
Scalzo, Caterina, relief (1962) 11553, 15038
Scammon, Richard M.:
nomination, hearing (1961) 8997
presentation on population of U.S (1963) 296

Scandinavian literature, clsssification. Li-

brary of Congress (1965) 16573
Scandium:
and rare earths, physical and chemical prop-

erties (1962) 4635
foam concentration (1962) 10457

low-temperature heat capacity and entropy
(1962) 12403

mineral facts and problems, chapter (1965)
9598

radiochemistry (1961) 8393
reconnaissance of sources and recovery

from uranium mill solutions (1962) 22509

recovery from uranium plant iron sludge
and wolframite concentrates (1965) 5092

technology, literature survey (1962) 16335
Scandium oxide, low-temperature heat capaci-

ties and entropies at 298.15° K of ses-

quioxides of scandium, etc (1963) 14511

Scandium sesquioxide:
heats and free energies of formation (1962)

12388
thermodynamic data (1963) 9127

Scanlan, Robert J., relief (1962) 19221, 20977,
23125

Scanlon, David, education in Uganda (1965)
4646

Scanlon, Joseph H., cosmic ray collisions in
space, energy spectra of electrons from
pion-muon-electron decays in interstel-
lar space (1965) 5102

Scanners:
blood cell, AEC, final report (1962) 2073
infarared horizon, for use in

—

spacecraft attitude determination, devel-
opment and testing (1965) 18549

space-orientation control systems, study
(1962) 6282

linear, in clinical studies (1961) 209
original-document, for input to computers,

factors influencing design (1964) 18811
tracking, description (1961) 19678

Scanning:
gamma-ray techniques for fast breeder reac-

tor safety studies (1961) 20060
mechanism for satellite borne X-ray spectro-

meter (1963) 1271
MTMS, stereo input study (1964) 7646
random signals, dynamics of continuous op-

timalizing control systems, USSR study
(1962) 10036

scan patterns for use in star tracker sys-
tems (1965) 16716

Scarab beetles, see Beetles.
Scarangello, Anthony A., Italian education

(1964) 8492
Scarlatiniform, new fever discovered in Pri-

morskiy Kray, USSR study (1965) 19759
Scarpa, Evelina, relief (1961) 7034, 10395,

12050
Scattered radiation from cobalt-60 source in

brick structure (1964) 15236
Scattergood, Leslie W., herring fishery of U.S.

Passamaquoddy region (1964) 21320
Scattering:

alpha-particle, application to chemical anal-
ysis (1965) 10166

atmospheric, in visible and infrared (1962)
6340

back-scatter by dielectric spheres with and
without metal caps (1965) 113

characteristics of small particles (1965) 8045
cobalt-60 gamma radiation, in air ducts

(1961) 1339
computation by conducting cylinders with

arbitrary cross-section, , approximate
method (1965) 16606

differential, cross section with charge ex-
change, calculation (1964) 18791

electric, of particle from compound systems,
phase shift significance (1961) 7981

electromagnetic

—

cross sections modification in resonant
region, symposium record (1964) 19189

determined from cavity-backed plane sur-
face (1965) 118

electron-hydrogen scattering, nonadiabtic
theory (1962) 16050; (1963) 14550

error probabilities for spread channels
(1965) 4205

gamma rays by nuclei (1961) 4971
hard-sphere gas, distortion of atomic-beam

velocity distributions (1965) 5212
inelastic, atomic hydrogen, comparison of

approximations (1965) 13052
light in atmosphere, integral equation on

theory, numerical solution (1965) 18602
multiple of j-values of s-type neutron reso-

nances, determination (1962) 6346; (1963)
12955

positron-hydrogen theory (1963) 16386
propagation of ultrashort waves, selected

foreign references, 1956-60 (1961) 13421
proton-alpha scattering experiments at 40

Mev (1965) 5227
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Scattering:—Continued
radiation scattered by non-equilibrium plas-

ma, calculation of spectral density valid

for all wavenumbers (1964) 13697
Rayleigh

—

and Raman (1962) 18746
for analysis of high Z atoms in low ' a-

dia, use of radioisotopes as sour. i)f

X-rays (1964) 19254
in ultraviolet region, altitudf variation

(1964) 19149
resonance, at Lvman-alpha by ; mic hydro-

gen cell (1964) 13221
spin zero elastic scattering \.,Lh nuclear

optical model, Fortran program for

analysis (1964) 9570
turbulent, propagation of polydispersed

admixture, along vertical and in direc-

tion of wind (1963) 1018
X-ray by weakly absorbing polytype-crys-

stalline materials, absorption correc-

tions for intensity (1964) 13131
Scattering of radio waves, see Radio waves.
Scavenging devices, scavenging radioactive

particulate matter and aerosols in

connection with nuclear reactor opera-
tion, summary report (1962) 14899

Scenery Creek, geology of waterpower sites

(1962) 11885
Schack, Carl H., silver-production techniques

(1965) 12829
Schact, Ralph L., hot-gas side heat-transfer

rates for hydrogen-oxygen rocket (1965)
13017

Schade, Robert 0., wing stalling in transition
effect on model of VZ-2 aircraft (1964)
16698

Schaefer, Charles H., studies on life history of
Virginia pine sawfly (1964) 14333

Schaefer, John W.:
noncryogenic propellants for electrothermal

thrustors (1964) 7552
regenerative, etc., cooling effects on elec-

trothermal thrustor performance (1963)
20979

Schaefer, Karl E.:

acid-base balance and blood and urine elec-

trolytes of man during acclimatization
to carbon dioxide (1965) 1320

alveolar pathways during 90-foot
breath-hold dives (1963) 7200

calcium phosphorus metabolism in man dur-
ing acclimatization to carbon dioxide
(1965) 1317

interaction of aerosols and air ions (1963)
7197

respiratory

—

acclimatization to carbon dioxide (1965)
1318

adaptation to chronic hypercapnia (1965)
1315

submarine atmospheres, experiences (1963)
7188

Schaefer, William T., jr., characteristics of
major active wind tunnels at Langley
Research Center (1965) 14811

Schaefers, Edward A., World Fishing Gear
Congress (1964) 17999

Schaeffer, Harry G.:

supersonic flutter of thermally stressed flat

panel with uniform edge loads (1965)
19943

thermal midplane stresses in plates (1964)
18767

Schaetzel, J. Robert, address, Apr. 3, 1965
(1965) 15058

Schaetzle, Olaf C, see Bonde, Olaf S.

Schaff, Herbert R., relief (1963) 13518; (1964)
1911, 2166

Schaffer, Herbert, employee earnings in non-
metropolitan areas of south and north
central regions, June 1962 (1965) 1281

Schaffert, Justin C, solid state satellite sepa-
ration sequence timer (1964) 16685

Schaffhauser, R.J., viscoelastic properties of
styrene-acenaphthylene copolymers in
transition region (1964) 7655

Schafft, Harry A., power dissipated in diode
swept along its reverse characteristic
(1964) 11441

Schallau, Con H.:

forest owners and timber management in
Michigan (1964) 12477

fragmentation, absentee ownership, and
turnover of forest land in northern low-
er Michigan (1965) 14377

rationale for small woodland research in
Lake States (1964) 8634

Schaller, N. C, expressing mass unbalance
(1963) 11018

Schaller, W. Neill, predicting regional crop
production, application of recursive
programing (1965) 10093

Schamadan, James, dynamic test of aircraft
litter installation (1963) 13098

Schamus, J. J., bibliography of saline water
conversion literature (1965) 18254

Scharpf, Robert F.:

dwarfmistletoe on true firs in California
(1964) 21324

flowering and seed dispersal of dwarf mistle-
toe in California (1965) 16266

Schaub, William F., nomination, hearing (1961)
5848

Schechter, Samuel, benchmarks for BLS pay-
roll employment statistics (1963) 5458

Schedule of mail routes (1962) 16109
Scheduling (mathematics):
theory, USSR study (1965) 6525

Scheelite:
ores, calcareous, flotation (1964) 9503
western, electrolytic extraction of tungsten

(1964) 18695
Scheerenberger, R.C., mental retardation ab-

stracts (1965) 16754
Scheffer, Victor B.:

list of marine mammals of world (1963)
10200

molt in the northern fur seal (1964) 4744
Scheidegger, Adrian E., lithologic variations

in slope development theory (1964) 12509
Scheiman, James:

effect of helicopter rotor-blade tip vortex on
blade airloads (1963) 11032

helicopter rotor-blade differential pressures,
stresses, and motions as measured in
flight (1964) 9564

Scheiman, M.A., hydrolysis of oil-dispersed
amine salts (1965) 13129

Schein, Jerome D., methodological aspects of
hearing ability interview survey (1965)
20050

Schembor, Eklward H., bibliography of techni-
cal reports etc., covering aerial delivery
research activities at Armed Forces
Food and Container Institute (1963)
9368

Schenectady, N.Y.:
census of business

—

1958, standard metropolitan area, central
business district statistics (1961) 5433

1963, major retail centers, standard metro-
politan statistical area (1965) 13549

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18293
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20565
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Schenectady, N.Y.—Continued
censuses of ftopulation and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 11160

occupational wage survey (1964) 14695;
(1965) 11347

departmental edition (1961) 11344; (1962)
18141; (1963) 12800

document edition (1961) 10207; (1962)
16818; (1963) 11744

redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)
13182

water resources (1964) 4800
wholesale fruit and vegetable market, orga-

nization (1962) 22939
Schenkenberger, Filomena F., relief (1962)

11551, 15146, 16672
Schermerhorn, Richard A., psychiatric index

for interdisciplinary research, guide to
literature, 1950-61 (1964) 19011

Scherrer, Richard, lateral-control and dihedral
effect of wing-body combination with
variable-incidence triangular wing and
wing-tip ailerons, etc (1963) 5509

Schertmann, John H., quantitative data from
patterned ground site over permafrost
(1965) 9059

Schertz, Lyle P.:

barriers to international grain trade in se-

lected foreign countries (1965) 10908
basic provisions of European Economic

Ck)mmunity grain regulations (1963)
12149

Schexnayder, Charles J., jr.:

composition, etc., of products of cyanog-
en-oxygen combustion (1964) 18753

tabulated values of bond dissociation ener-
gies, etc., for molecules found in

high-temperature chemical reactions
(1963) 12874

Schiff bases, preparation and electrophysical
properties of poly-Schiff bases, USSR
study (1963) 20865

Schiffer, Clara G., illness among children
(1963) 20367

Schiffman, Jacob:
special labor force reports

—

marital and family characteristics of
workers (1963) 9078

multiple jobholders (1963) 16294
Schild, Sylvia, parents of children with phen-

ylketonuria (1964) 13780
Schillaci, Carmelo, relief (1963) 8029
Schilling, Guy A. W., how U.S. cotton is sold

for export (1963) 15542; (1964) 14289
Schimke, Harry E.:

chipping of thinning slash on fuel-breaks
(1965) 16257

tests of wind machine as aid to burning
slash (1964) 14324

Schimmel, J. T., use of large-diameter auger in
mining pitching anthracite beds (1963)
3092

Schindler, A. I., Hall coefficient of supercon-
ducting and normal NB-25% Zr (1963)
18234

Schindler, G.W., isometric deformation of
screw surfaces (1963) 11079

Schindler, John K.:

determination of electromagnetic scattering
from cavity-backed plane surface (1965)
118

modification of electromagnetic scattering
cross sections in resonant region (1964)
19189

Schiner, George R.:

geology and ground water conditions of
Redwood Falls area. Redwood County,
Minn (1964) 15958

Schiner, George R.—Continued
ground-water exploration and test pumping

in Halma-Lake Bronson area, Kittson
County, Minn (1963) 14033

Schippell, Herbert R.:

aerodynamic characteristics of 2 Trailblazer
n blunted 9° cone reentry bodies at
Mach 6.8 in air and 21.2 in helium (1965)
11465

Trailblazer 1 reentry-body wind-tunnel tests
(1963) 14583

Schirra, Walter M., jr.:

space flight, orbital, Oct. 3, 1962 (1963) 3169
results (1963) 5540

Schisandra chinensis, efficacy, arteriosclerosis
associated with hypertension, USSR
study (1962) 2723

Schistosomiasis:
Chinese traditional medical treatment

achievements, Communist China (1962)
755

prevention problems, Communist China
(1961) 11161

research on prevention and treatment,
study. Communist China (1962) 17702

Schists:
manganiferous, Kings Mountain district,

N.C. and S.C, resource investigation
and leaching study (1962) 22514

Precambrian, sequence along Coal Creek,
relationship to Idaho Springs Forma-
tion, Front Range, Colo (1964) 18135

Schizophrenia:
immunological reactivity of patients to ther-

apy with insulin and neuroleptic sub-
stances, USSR study (1961) 20946

rehabilitation of patients, Vermont story
(1962) 8730

research (1964) 16744
suicidal risk among patients in psychiatric

hospitals, evaluation and treatment
(1962) 10722

treatment with psychotropic

—

drugs, USSR study (1964) 21444
preparations, clinical patterns, USSR

study (1964) 7347
Schlain, David:
alumina reduction cell (1963) 16336
corrosion properties of titanium and its al-

loys (1965) 2809
Schlanger, Seymour O.:

petrology of limestones of Guam (1964)
14340

subsurface geology of Eniwetok Atoll (1963)
19308

Schlegel, Woodrow A., Spanish agriculture, its

competitive position (1964) 15838
Schleicher, Aladar, biography (1962) 12161
Schleiger, John W., relief (1962) 9235, 20777,

21329
Schlick, Donald P., ventilation of continuous-

miner places in coal mines (1963) 10939

Schliefer, Wilhelmina G., relief (1963) 11790
Schlots, Fred E., soil survey report, San Juan

County, Wash (1963) 1503
Schmaedeke, W. W.:

rocket booster control

—

plants containing derivatives of control

variable (1964) 13145
time optimal control with amplitude and
rate Hmited controls (1964) 14771

Schmarje, David P., evaluation of 67-ft. Do
recovery parachute (1963) 5860

Schmeltzer, Edward, remarks, Nov. 14, 1963

(1964) 661
Schmidt, Dwight L., reconnaissance petro-

graphic cross-section of Idaho batholith
in Adams and Valley Counties, Idaho
(1964) 8760
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Schmidt, E.D.:

cushioning materials for harvesting and
handling fruits and vegetables (1964)
13567

terminal velocities of small fruits (1963)
20264

Schmidt, Ferenc J., electroforming aluminum
for solar energy concentrators (1965)
11401

Schmidt, J.P.:

changes in intestinal flora of ground squir-

rels during hibernation (1963) 11500
effect of hibernation on retention of viral

agents by Arctic ground squirrels (1963)
18476

intubation of abnormal aorta of Alaskan
ground squirrel (1964) 7984

variations of humoral and cellular elements
of blood of Alaskan ground squirrels
during hibernation and induced hypoth-
ermia (1964) 19142

Schmidt, L.B., demagnetizing factors for ob-
late spheroids used in ferrimagnetic res-

onance measurements (1964) 18809
Schmidt, L.H., comparative pharmacology of

alkylating agents (1965) 11533
Schmidt, R.A., boiling water-separate super-

heat reactor plant, 600 MWe, design
study (1963) 7696

Schmidt, R.S., frog labyrinthine efferent im-

pulses (1964) 4259
Schmidt, Richard A., microscopic extraterres-

trial particles (1965) 8104
Schmidt, Robert G.:

geology and ore deposits of Cuyuna North
range, Minn (1963) 20734

geology of Cleveland quadrangle, Bearpaw
Mountains, Blaine County, Mont (1964)
18104

Schmit, Lucien A., jr.:

structural synthesis of symmetric waffle

plate (1963) 3162
synthesis of

—

airfoils at supersonic Mach number (1965)
5099

simple shock isolator (1964) 13149
Schmitt, Esther C:

gift by will to U.S. acceptance by Attorney
Greneral, authorize

—

law (1962) 13320
reports (1962) 7050

Schmitt, Marshall L.:

industrial arts courses, grades 7-12 (1964)
17916

why industrial arts? (1964) 4652
Schmittou, Mary J., preliminary inventory of

records of Puerto Rico Reconstruction
Administration (1963) 7307

Schmitz, G., profile of arc column (1963) 9594
Schmoldt, Maria A., relief (1961) 14198, 16929,

18531
Schmutz, F. C, lightweight aggregate plant

using marine clays in York County,
Maine (1965) 4232

Schmutz, Howard B., relief (1961) 14558,
18795; (1962) 6885

Schnabel, Robert W., geology of Burdock
quadrangle, Fall River and Custer Coun-
ties, S. Dak (1963) 10275

Schneider, Hsa, what part will schools play?
Surgeon General's report on smoking
(1964) 19641

Schneider, Robert:
(3enomanian-Turonian aquifer of central

Israel, its development and use as stor-

age reservoir (1964) 21358
ground-water provinces of Brazil (1963) 614

Schneider, Samuel J., melting points of metal
oxides (1963) 19951

Schneiderman, S. B., theoretical viscosities

and diffusivities in high-temperature
mixtures of hydrogen and uranium
(1965) 11405

Schnellbacher, E. E.:

addresses (1964) 21372; (1965) 4891, 11040
Schnittker, John A.:

addresses, etc (1965) 7040, 8415, 16994
Schnitzer, Martin, unemployment programs in

Sweden (1964) 12012
Schober, Glenn E., transient surface tempera-

ture distribution of thin-walled sphere
subjected to radiation in space (1965)
9697

Schocken, Klaus, optical properties of satellite

materials, etc (1963) 19905
Schoenfeld, Benjamin, relief (1961) 12198,

16557, 16882
Schoeppel, Andrew F., memorial services

(1962) 15034
Schofield, B. Lyle, cockpit displays for pilot

control during hypersonic lifting

re-entry (1963) 5859
Schofield, Kevin D., relief (1965) 15851
Scholars:

Presidential, 1964 (1965) 1561
teacher and scholar abroad, U.S. exchange

program, Ist-person reports (1965) 4786
Scholarships:
acceptance by members of Armed Forces,

amend law

—

law (1962) 16781
reports (1961) 14321; (1962) 15382

aerospace information sources (1963) 4824
American Indian youth, general information

(1964) 2440
available to undergraduate and first-

professional degree students, directory
(1965) 10736

elementary and secondary teachers, hear-
ings (1962) 11448, 13698

foreign scholars and visitors, on official edu-
cational and cultural exchange pro-
grams, tax advice (1963) 10319

higher education students, provide

—

hearings (1964) 14151; (1965) 12344, 13981,
14131

report (1964) 17804; (1965) 13938, 17576,
17849, 19271

information for dependents of Naval and
Marine Corps personnel (1962) 1732

make available for American nationals un-
der surplus property act

—

law (1961) 16586
reports (1961) 8960, 12245

medicine, dentistry, osteopathy, and optome-
try, provide through grants to schools

—

hearings (1965) 13989, 17946
law (1965) 19165
reports (1965) 17565, 17583, 19422

National Science Foundation, and national
defense education act, require additional
information, etc.

—

law (1962) 23235
report (1962) 21422

National Science Foundation, require addi-

tional information, etc.

—

hearings (1961) 16859
report (1961) 16737

regular-year programs in higher education
institutions available for summer-
session students, list (1962) 19436

talented and needy students, message from
the President (1961) 5608; (1962) 6971

undergraduate college students, amend na-
tional defense education act

—

hearings (1961) 7132, 17139
reports (1961) 10286, 19098

see also Traineeships.
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Scholl, Walter:
consumption of

—

commercial fertilizers and primary plant
nutrients in United States, year ended
June 30, 1962 (1965) 7008

fertilizers, etc., 1962 (1964) 1678
Scholten, John A., strengrth of wood joints

made with nails, staples, or screws
(1965) 10926

Scholz, Harold F.:

seeding and planting tests of northern red

oak in Wisconsin (1964) 12475
variable stocking is problem in experiments

involving direct seedings of northern red

oak (1964) 8645
Schomer, Harold A.:

mechanical thumb for measuring firmness of

fruits (1963) 11456
storage of sweet cherries in controlled at-

mospheres (1964) 9908
School attendance:
casework prevents dropouts, Norfolk, Va.,

MDTA program (1964) 13024
disability days, U.S (1963) 20112
dropouts

—

campaign (1964) 6561
high school, 20th century tragedy (1963)

17378
new look (1965) 9283
programs in public welfare, 1963, report

(1964) 1660
selected
references (1965) 484
reports and statistics (1964) 10473

poverty and undereducation, what school
and community can do (1965) 9519

School boards, see Eklucational boards and
departments.

School books, see Textbooks.
School buildings:
campus facilities planning for higher educa-

tion, casebook (1962) 17390
college union planning aids (1962) 21628
construction, labor requirements

—

departmental edition (1961) 15729
document edition (1961) 14160

construction, regulations, policies, etc. relat-

ing to Federal grants, GAO report (1961)
12766

disaster areas

—

construction assistance

—

hearings (1965) 15795, 17950
reports (1965) 13912, 19416

financial assistance, provide, hearings
(1964) 17884

dual purpose blast resistant school and
community shelter, basement type de-

sign (1963) 11655
elementary and secondary schools, fall 1960,

statistics (1961) 5929; (1962) 9543; (1963)
10070; (1964) 15844

environmental engineering for school, rec-

ommended practice, manual (1962) 3456
fallout shelter design competition, prize-

winning awards (1963) 9740, 13317
federally affected areas

—

construction assistance

—

annual report (1961) 5919; (1962) 5092;
(1963) 4806; (1964) 6560; (1965) 2092

broaden assistance hearings (1964)
19502

eliminate inequities in military base
closings

—

hearings (1965) 15795
reports (1965) 13912, 19416

extend law

—

hearings (1961) 7133, 8836; (1963)
11896; (1964) 396, 17884

School buildings—Continued
federally affected areas—Continued
construction assistance—Continued

laws (1961) 18732; (1964) 21157
report and recommendations (1965)

17947
reports (1961) 16763; (1962) 4937;

(1963) 13607; (1964) 15732, 19483
outside continental limits

—

law (1965) 15432
reports (1965) 7428, 12274

federally impacted areas

—

construction assistance,—extend—-law
(1961) 18732
deny payments when operated on racial-

ly discriminatory basis

—

hearings (1962) 13512, 17106
reports (1962) 13442, 17107

federal assistance in construction and
operation, extend to American Samoa,
report (1961) 19036

fire insurance economies (1965) 4649
functional schools for young children (1961)

9034
general usage facilities and equipment for

secondary schools, selected references
(1963) 12080

higher education facilities

—

non-residential, gross area by facilities

category (1963) 12064
objectives in education, 1960-70 (1963)
6350

progress in construction, etc., detailed and
trend analysis, 1951-59 (1962) 23445

maintenance procedures (1964) 10470
metropolitan centers facilities, planning

problems (1963) 6337
national inventory, school facilities and per-

sonnel, spring 1962 (1964) 6572
physical facilities

—

for school guidance services (1964) 8489
series (1962) 19425

planning for new media, guide for boards of
education, school administrators, and
architects (1962) 21643

plant management, administering custodial
program (1961) 5936

public elementary and secondary classroom
construction, message from the Presi-
dent (1961) 5608; (1962) 6971

school facilities services (series) (1961)
17192; (1963) 4822, 12080, 20642

school plant

—

administration (series) (1964) 8491
management series (1964) 10470; (1965)
4649

schoolhousing in 1963, survey of facilities to

begin (1964) 602
urban facilities, planning, problems (1964)

8491
USSR, hygienic design, boarding school

(1962) 1107
vocational and technical education facilities,

basic planning guide (1965) 19552
School bus drivers, see Motorbus drivers.
School buses:

defective fuel servicing procurement. Army
Dept., GAO review (1965) 2207

State-
plans and procedures for purchasing,
summary (1963) 13866

provisions for—inspections, summarv
(1963) 389, 13867
insurance (1961) 9044

School children, see Children.
School credits, system in colleges and universi-

ties, new dimensions in higher education
(1961) 19239
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School districts:

federally impacted areas, Federal payments,
extend, law (1961) 18732

finances, census of governments (1964) 4344
Hanover, N.H.-Norwich, Vt., Interstate

School District, granting consent of
Cbng^ress to establish

—

law (1964) 257
reports (1963) 17108, 20594

School dropouts, see High schools—School
attendance.

School facilities, see School buildings.
School finance, see Education.
School houses, see School buildings.
School lands, eligibility of public lands for

selection by Utah as indemnity for lost

school lands, opinion of Attorney Gener-
al (1963) 9020

School libraries, see Libraries.
School life (periodical) (1961) 3115; (1962)

4319; (1963) 4170; (1964) 4008; (1965)
3917

School Lunch Week, see National School
Lunch Week.

School lunches:
activities, nutrition committee news (1962)

4136; (1963) 3980
agricultural commodities agreement with,

Cyprus (1962) 14621
central school lunch kitchens in urban

areas, establishing, problems and costs
(1965) 10721

District of Columbia, appropriation of pub-
lic money, reports (1962) 17251; (1963)
13784

fish recipes for Lent

—

molded tuna salad (1961) 4236
oven-fried scallops (1961) 4237
salmon-rice load (1961) 4238
shrimp salad roll (1961) 4239
southern baked fish fillets (1961) 4248

food preparation, New York City facilities,

photo series (1962) 12876
national program

—

challenge of abundance (address) (1964)
1698

general description (1963) 18384
participation, Rye, N.Y., photo series

(1962) 12884
statutes, compilation (1961) 1622
telling the story (1963) 14831

national school lunch act

—

additional funds

—

hearings (1961) 20572; (1962) 15424
law (1962) 23223
reports (1962) 7053, 11406, 13428, 19355,
21146

amend to provide more equitable distribu-
tion of funds

—

hearings (1961) 20572; (1962) 15424
law (1962) 23223
reports (1962) 7053, 11406, 13428, 19355,
21146

national school lunch program (1964) 7937;
(1965) 10078

nutrition

—

and school lunch, selected references
(1963) 18403

bibliography (1962) 465
rice donated, enrichment and sanitary pack-

aging-
law (1962) 23203
reports (1962) 17197, 21079

school

—

feeding program, agreement with Israel
(1963) 14725

lunch serves Nation, how it operates, etc
(1963) 14823

selected references, 1952-61, list (1963) 5617

School lunches—Continued
statutes, compilation (1963) 1683; (1965)

5507
type A, food buying guide (1964) 9959
urban school systems without service as

potential market for food (1961) 6642
whiting products tested (1964) 6706

School of Aerospace Medicine, Air University:
aeromedical reviews (1961) 16134, 17947-948;

(1962) 1963, 4544, 12940, 22962; (1963)
4409, 5884-87, 7628, 16788-789, 18499,
20309; (1964) 4258, 7997-98, 11805,
13646; (1965) 4207-8, 13429, 15221,
17017, 18915

lectures in aerospace medicine (1962) 16327;
(1963) 16780; (1964) 16999

publications (1961) 13806-808
index (1962) 16326

research reports (1961) 16135-137,
20315-324, 17949-953; (1962) 83-89,
1964-68, 6601-6, 8889-94, 10905-919,
14781-790, 18658, 20451-454; (1963) 68

technical documentary reports (1962)
10920-921, 20455-457, 22963-971; (1963)
69-83, 1775, 4410-23, 5888-92. 7629-40,
9628-34, 11514, 13214-218, 14917-922,
16790-808, 18500-507, 20310-313; (1964)
70-79, 1742-49, 4259-60, 5895-5911,
7999-8006, 9986-88, 11806-808, 13647-651,
15236-242, 17009-15, 19177-186, 20973;
(1965) 126-128, 4209-16, 5559-68, 7107-9,
8489

technical report (1965) 7107-14, 8490-93,
10120-127, 11884, 13430-437, 15222-225,
17018-31, 18916-923

School of Aviation Medicine, Air University:
aeromedical reviews (1961) 6716, 8325-26
lectures in aerospace medicine (1961) 16142
publications (1961) 122-126, 1660-65, 3736-44,

5291-5301, 6717-26, 8327-30, 9911, 11744,
index (1961) 3750

School officers, see School superintendents,
etc.

School or else (1965) 16101
School plants, see School buildings.

School-related activities of farmer coopera-
tives (1962) 5144

School shelters see Air raid shelters

—

Protective shelters.
School superintendents, etc.:

planning schools for new media, guide (1962)
21643

technology challenges administrator (1962)
469

School supplies:
and equipment administration, selected ref-

erences (1963) 4822
instructional, etc., 1650-1900 (1963) 6348

Schoolbooks, see Textbooks.

Schoolhouses, see School buildings.
Schools:

administration, publications, list (1963)
20084

administrators, fallout shelter guide (1963)
4608

adult education, statistics of public schools
(1962) 466

all-year school, general characteristics,
advantages, disadvantages, etc (1962)
21621

Army's dependents overseas, educators op-
poctunities (1962) 155, 20499

audiovisual personnel, directory (1961)
12568

better financial accounting (1963) 19108
boarding

—

energy consumption of undergraduates at
pioneer camps, USSR study (1962) 967
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Schools—Continued
boarding—Continued

hygienic characteristics of educational
regime (1961) 15262

organization of agricultural labor of
trainees (1961) 10866

schools, elementary grades, joint work of
teacher and class advisor (1963) 2714

USSR studies-
conclusions based on educational work

(1963) 5116
bond and tax elections, influence of voter

turnout (1961) 12566
business, responsibility in development of

higher ethical standards (address) (1962)
13120

Chinese, training for work in agricultural
production (1961) 13357

church-related, directory (1964) 15841
citizens committees for better schools (1964)

17912
city-
new hope through State aid (1962) 15502
public, teachers, salary trends 1925-63

(1961) 15703; (1965) 16563
civil defense education (1964) 10095
civil rights conference, problems of schools

in transition from educator's viewpoint
(1961) 10095

Communist China, formation of half-work,
half-study educational institutions, ex-
periments (1964) 10464

community relations, partners in common
enterprise (1962) 17405

cybernetics, communications theory, USSR
study (1963) 2917

de facto racial segregation, hearings (1965)
15794

desegregation

—

changing policies and practices, list of
materials (1965) 19565

provide financial assistance

—

hearings (1962) 13512, 17106
report (1962) 17107

disaster areas-
construction assistance, hearing (1965)

17950
financial assistance, provide, hearings

(1964) 17884
District of Columbia

—

discipline

—

hearings (1963) 7992
suspension or dismissal of unruly pupils,

report (1963) 9899
use of reasonable force, report (1963)
9900

Federal aid in operation and mainte-
nance

—

hearings (1962) 17346, 23363
report (1962) 21501

donation of surplus personal property, hear-
ing (1962) 19181

dropouts

—

problem, importance of getting facts, etc
(1963) 17368

rates among farm and nonfarm youth
(1963) 19088

references (1962) 13741; (1963) 15425
educational attainment, years completed by

age, ethnic origin, etc (1963) 18704
effective youth physical fitness program,

suggested elements (1961) 15924
elementary

—

and secondary, public and nonpublic, en-
rollment, 1950-80 (1962) 23440

central office services, organization, re-
sponsibilities, and coordinating activi-
ties (1963) 8158

education of talented children (1962) 23437

Schools—Continued
elementary—Continued
or secondary, teachers sabbatical leave
program, establish

—

hearings (1965) 17696
report (1965) 17602

teachers, annual demand between 1960 and
1970, chart (1962) 22449

enrollment

—

decline in rate of increase (1963) 4585
in United States, to 1980, illustrative

projections (1961) 11887
increases 17 percent 1958-63 (1964) 8122
Oct. 1962 (1963) 18688
personal and family characteristics of
persons enrolled in school or college, etc
(1964) 8140

population

—

characteristics, census (1962) 14938;
(1963) 13762

of U.S., 1960 (1963) 1877
young adults and their fathers, Aug. 1960,
population characteristics, census (1961)
13917

esthetic training in primary school, USSR
study (1961) 19792

extended day schools, USSR, initial experi-
ence (1962) 8086

fall enrollment, population characteristics,
census (1961) 3937

federally affected areas

—

broaden assistance, hearings (1964) 19502
operation assistance

—

annual report (1961) 5919; (1962) 5092;
(1963) 4806; (1964) 6560; (1965) 2092

deny to institutions which practice ra-
cial discrimination

—

hearings (1962) 13512; (1963) 17168;
(1964) 2110

reports (1962) 13442, 17107; (1963)
18908

extend and amend law

—

hearings (1961) 7133, 8836; (1963) 396,
17884

law (1964) 21157
report and recommendations (1965) 17947

reports (1961) 10291, 16763; (1962) 4937;
(1963) 13607; (1964) 15732, 19483

uniform eligibility requirements for as-

sistance

—

hearings (1965) 15795
reports (1965) 13912, 19416

financial accounting and reporting, where to

improve (1961) 20682
food service-
private elementary and secondary schools

(1965) 38
public schools (1965) 40

graduates

—

advanced work allocation, regulations on
labor ministry organization and state
council notice. Communist China study
(1963) 5314

on-the-job training of future workers,
USSR report (1962) 17944

guidance workers certification requirements
(1963) 15431

health-
references (1965) 18719
the world over (1961) 10553

health program, outline for school and com-
munity (1961) 11540

how strong is your school? NDELA. titles 3,

5-A (1961) 7334
incorporation of shelter (1963) 9739
Indonesia public, problem of religious in-

struction (1961) 831
Indonesian advanced, general studies (1961)

4509
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Schools—Continued
juvenile delinquency prevention, symposium

(1963) 8181
keep children in school for educational ad-

vantages and better job opportunities
(1963) 12781

library services act, hearings (1962) 21204
local and State systems

—

property accounting guide, implementing
(1963) 8172

pupil accounting, handbook (1964) 21270
staff accounting, handbook (1965) 10750

London, England, Defense Dept. program,
inconsistent practices, GAO reprt (1965)
9228

market for food (1965) 11854
mechanic

—

certificates, civil aeronautics manual
(1962) 5146

Federal aviation regulations (1962) 17454
fires, prevention, control, protection (1963)

384
mental health, protection and promotion

(1965) 5262, 16753
mentally retarded and physically handi-

capped, surplus property donation, clar-
ify law

—

law (1962) 23186
reports (1962) 21082, 21465

Mexico, offering summer study and academic
programs, list (1963) 13865

milestones in education, what 88th Congress
did for American schools and colleges
(1965) 493, 4656, 7586

milk and milk products in nation's schools
(1965) 11856

milk program extend—
hearings (1961) 8825, 12327
law (1961) 12121
reports (1961) 12263, 12450

milk program, increase authorization, hear-
ings (1961) 8825

music in our schools, search for improve-
ment (1964) 15852

New Orleans school crisis, report (1961)
16495

night, general status of studies, certain con-
clusions (1962) 14138

nongraded (1964) 19635
nonproperty taxation, possibilities for local

application (1964) 589
nursing, student loan program, information

(1965) 9885
parents, USSR study (1962) 1453
part-time system of Ministry of Post and

Telecommunications, results, Communist
China (1961) 19511

physical achievement (1965) 9044
pilot, Federal aviation regulations (1962)

17451
Poland, educational system, survey (1963)

862
poverty and undereducation, what school

can do (1965) 9519
preparation in personnel work, programs,

etc (1963) 13854
private nonprofit

—

loans for equipment, national defense edu-
cation act, title 3 (1965) 12389

loans for laboratory, etc., equipment, ba-
sic facts (1962) 21640

loans, under NDEA (1965) 19563
profiles in school support, decennial over-

view (1965) 18011
programs for educationally deprived chil-

dren, basic facts for administrators
(1965) 19558

progress, age-grade, of farm and nonfarm
youth (1963) 17354, 20625

Schools—Continued
prolonged day in USSR, hygiene and educa-

tional significance (1961) 15489
public

—

and nonpublic, dual enrollment, case stud-
ies (1965) 10733

assistance act of 1961

—

constitutionally in its various aspects
(1961) 10366

constitutionality, memorandums, etc.,

print as Senate document, report
(1961) 8931

hearings (1961) 8996
reports (1961) 8952, 10291

bond sales (1961) 7312; (1962) 9539; (1963)
4807, 20630; (1965) 2093

Boston, racial imbalance (1965) 4397
civil rights

—

Camden and environs (1964) 6073
cities in North and West (1963) 181

Buffalo (1964) 10097
southern schools (1964) 10098
Southern States (1963) 1935; (1964)

15347
condition of plants (1965) 16087
District of Columbia, educational employ-

ees on leave, increase partial pay

—

law (1964) 17331
reports (1963) 18895; (1964) 17714

elementary and secondary, teacher turn-
over, 1959-60, report (1963) 15450

Emergency educational aid act, reports
(1961) 16763; (1962) 4937

exceptional children enrollments (1961)
5928

finance program

—

Alabama (1963) 19111
Alaska (1963) 6339
American Samoa (1964) 4634
Arizona (1963) 15441
Arkansas (1963) 13857
California (1963) 6338
Canal Zone (1964) 4635
Colorado (1964) 593
Connecticut (1963) 12073
District of Columbia (1964) 4636
Florida (1963) 13856
Georgia (1964) 2280
Guam (1964) 4637
Hawaii (1963) 19113
Idaho (1963) 12074
Illinois (1963) 15442
Indiana (1963) 17388
Iowa (1963) 12075
Kansas (1963) 12076
Kentucky (1963) 20641
Louisiana (1964) 2281
Maine (1964) 4638
Maryland (1964) 4639
Massachusetts (1963) 19112
Michigan (1964) 2282
Minnesota (1964) 2283
Mississippi (1963) 17386
Missouri (1963) 10077
Montana (1963) 19114
Nebraska (1964) 17922
Nevada (1963) 6340
New Hampshire (1964) 2284
New Jersey (1964) 4640
New Mexico (1963) 17389
New York (1963) 12077
North Carolina (1964) 4641
North Dakota (1964) 4642
Ohio (1963) 12078
Oklahoma (1964) 594
Oregon (1963) 13858
Pennsylvania (1963) 13859
Puerto Rico (1964) 4633
Rhode Island (1964) 595
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Schools—Continued
public—Continued

finance program—Continued
South Carolina (1963) 15443
South Dakota (1963) 15444
Texas (1964) 596
Utah (1963) 13860
Vermont (1963) 15445
Virprin Islands (1964) 4643
Washington State (1963) 10078
West Virginia (1963) 17390
Wisconsin (1964) 8493
Wyoming (1963) 17387

financial assistance for strengthening in-

struction in science, mathematics, mod-
ern foreign languages, etc., regulations
(1965) 7584

instruction in science, etc., Federal finan-
cial assistance, regulations, guidelines
(1963) 19099, 20634; (1964) 8488; (1965)
9042

key educational media personnel, directory
(1963) 17379

library statistics (1964) 21269
prayers and Bible reading

—

proposed constitutional amendments

—

hearings (1964) 17658
print additional copies, reports

(1964) 17561, 17818
staff study (1964) 10328

Supreme Court decision

—

explanation (1962) 21661; (1964) 571
print additional copies, reports (1964)

4456, 4534
permit, amend (institution, hearings

(1963) 4787
prayerful meditation, permit, hearings

(1963) 4787
programed instructional materials, survey

(1963) 10083
revenue programs in U.S (1961) 10552
segregation and desegregation

—

Leadership Conference on Institutes,
report (1965) 6117

problems conference, synopsis (1964)
6074

special education enrollment, exceptional
children and youth (1961) 19231

State variations in support (1965) 14431
systems

—

census (1962) 2167, 14921
compliance with title 5 of Civil rights

act 1964, list (1965) 14178
directory (1962) 7272; (1963) 13843;

(1964) 15841
large, current expenditures per pupil

(1963) 2150
Puerto Rico, education and citizenship,
interim report (1963) 11893

trade and industrial training program,
directory, 1961-62 (1962) 21644

training schools serving delinquent chil-

dren, directory (1964) 198
pupil marks and school marking systems,

bibliography (1963) 19115
pupil personnel service programs, organiza-

tion and administration (1962) 462
residential, education of handicapped chil-

dren (1965) 10749
rural, supervision, beliefs, and practices

(1965) 18014
savings program, why and how (1962) 18437
school children undergraduates, work rou-

tine in industrial training, USSR study
(1962) 2766

school-home cooperation in low-income
neighborhoods in preparing city child
for his school (1964) 15854

Schools—Continued
school-home partnership in depressed urban

neighborhoods (1964) 10471
school or else, employment opportunities are

relative to education secured (1965)
16101

school or what else (1962) 18137
schools and unmarried mothers (1964) 19314
science as way of life (1961) 7342
science education in U.S., report of National

Science Foundation (1965) 12206
science equipment and materials, kits, cri-

teria for selection, etc (1964) 603
seating, selected references (1961) 17192
secondary polytechnical, general education,

etc., problems of students (1962) 14317
shops and labs, eye protection (1965) 19797
social work, service of schools (1964) 10472
Soviet, foreign languages (1961) 7332
special programs for visually handicapped

children, fall 1964, directory (1965) 4645
staff personnel administration, selected

practices and issues (1963) 8187
State laws and regulations, for health, safe-

ty, driver, outdoor, and physical educa-
tion (1964) 17924

State systems

—

organization, etc., statistics (1961) 10536
preliminary statistics (1961) 17190; (1964)

592
statistics (1963) 8188; (1964) 19640

stronger, through guidance, counseling, test-

ing, etc (1964) 607
Surgeon (General's report on smoking, what

part will schools play (1964) 19641
teaching about United Nations in United

States, 1960-1963 report (1964) 14199
tours of Washington, D.C., information fold-

er (1965) 8172
urban systems, 1958-59, current expendi-

tures per pupil (1961) 9027
USSR-

higher, information on activity (1965) 2423

middle, new course in general biology

(1965) 18353
polytechnics and technical, programmed

instruction and teaching machines
(1965) 4925

programmed teaching methods (1965) 2447

reorganization, hygiene problems (1962)

12005
translations (1961) 21082

welcoming visiting educators from abroad,
suggestions (1964) 10476

you and civil defense, guide for teachers,

administrators, and school board mem-
bers (1964) 10096

see also Blind—Dental schools—Education

—

Hementary schools—High schools—In-

dian schools—Junior high schools

—

Medical schools—Naval education

—

Public health schools—School build-

ings—School districts—School lunches

—

also names of places where located.

Schools of forestry, see Forests and forestry.
Schor, Sigmund, rehabilitated mentally ill

(1965) 18826

Schorr, Alvin L.:

slums and social insecurity (1963) 14700
Social security and social services in FVance

(1965) 5380

Schottler, (jeorge R., statistical analysis of

gamma-ray log sample data from urani-
um deposit. Ambrosia Lake area, Mc-
Kinelv County, N. Mex (1965) 14709

Schramm, L.W., oil shale (1965) 12938
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Schramm, Wilbur, research on programmed
instruction, annotated bibliography
(1964) 14194

Schrecengost, Harry A., fire' and explosion
hazards in fluidized-bed thermal coal

dryers (1965) 9569
Schreiber, Zara M., relief (1963) 17095; (1964)

1893, 2152
Schreiber formulas, geometric method of de-

riving complete, for calculation of geo-
detic coordinates of first order triangu-
lation stations (1961) 11213

Schreier, Stefan, breakdown voltages of some
electronegative gases at low pressures
(1963) 12872

Schreiner, Max P., development of power sili-

con gate controlled switch (1964) 18720
Schriever, B.A.: addresses (1963) 4395. 4399,

9620, 11509
Schroeder, Ernest F.:

aerospace employment, job market develop-
ments (1965) 14189

missiles, spacecraft, and aircraft, labor
market developments (1963) 13874

Schroeder, H.J.:

cadmium, minerals yearbook chapter (1964)

14732; (1965) 12817, 14661
indium, minerals yearbook chapter (1965)

9568
thallium, minerals yearbook chapter (1965)

12962
zinc, minerals yearbook chapter (1964)

21722; (1965) 12967
Schroeder, Harry W., rough rice, effects of

moisture, etc., on maintenance of quality
(1963) 9580

Schroeder, Peter B., Korean publications in

National Agricultural Library (1963)
14594

Schrogie, John J., training in cardiopulmonary
resuscitation (1965) 15012

Schubert, Gilbert H.:

chemicals for brush control in California
reforestation (1963) 6495

nursery temperature as factor in root elon-

gation of ponderosa pine seedlings
(1965) 16264

silvical characteristics of giant sequoia
(1963) 8299

Schuerch, H. U.:

compressive strength of boron-metal com-
posites (1965) 8039

deployable centrifugally stabilized struc-
tures for atmospheric entry from space
(1964) 14782

filamentary structures (1963) 3163
folding deformations in expandable struc-

tures (1963) 3161

rotary, deployable space power supply
(1964) 21734

Schuette, Robert D., preparing reproducible
pine needle fuel beds (1965) 14364

cathodic pretreatment effects on behavior of
platinum electrode (1965) 14961

kinetics of—
hydrogen and oxygen reactions on plati-

num electrode in acid solution (1965)
6839

triiodide/iodide reaction on platinum elec-

trode in neutral solution (1964) 7653

Schuler, Walter H., safeguards for vital sta-
tistics (1963) 16533

Schult, Eugene D., roll controls applicable to
fin-stabilized vehicles (1964) 18793

Schult, Veryl, inservice mathematics educa-
tion, promising practices for elementary
and secondary school teachers (1964)
19630

Schulte, H.F., instrumentation for measure-
ment of cosmic noise at 0.75, 1.225 and
2.0 Mc/s from rocket (1965) 9625

Schulte, R.L., commercial peanuts, stocks, etc.,

seasons 1939-40, through 1962-63 (1964)
16972

Schultz, Clifford W., activities of copper and
nickel in liquid copper-nickel alloys
(1964) 9526

Schultz, E.D.:

absorption cross sections for wavelengths
less than 3000 A (1963) 19895

solar flux incident at top of atmospheres of

earth and neighboring planets, etc

(1963) 19891
Schultz, John D., field correlation of 2 neu-

tron-scattering soil moisture meters
(1964) 18064

Schultz, Leonard G.:

clay minerals in Triassic rocks of Colorado
Plateau (1963) 19296

mineralogy and stratigraphy of lower part
of Pierre shale, South Dakota and Ne-
braska (1965) 19665

quantative interpretation of mineralogical
composition from X-ray and chemical
data for Pierre shale (1964) 18127

Schultz, Leonard P., three new species of frog-
fishes from Indian and Pacific Oceans
(1964) 18823

Schultz, T. Paul, distribution of personal in-

come in U.S (1965) 5787
Schultz, Vincent:

offsite ecological research of Division of

Biology and Medicine, terrestrial and
freshwater (1964) 130; (1965) 17137

radionuclides and ionizing radiation in orni-

thology, selected bibliography (1963)
7716

Schulze, R.C., operation of Haynes alloy 25
forced circulation loop to study effects

of hydrogen in simulated Sunflower sys-
tem (1965) 9622

Schum, Harold J., cold-air evaluation of

2-stage sodium vapor turbine (1965)
5229

Schumacher, Paul W.J., radar photographs
and gust loads in 3 storms of 1961
Rough Rider (1964) 11705

Schumm, S.A.:

alluvial river channels, tentative classifica-

tion (1963) 19305
channel widening and flood-plain construc-

tion along Cimarron River in Southwest-
ern Kansas (1963) 19310

disparity between present rates of denuda-
tion and orogeny (1963) 15614

Schuster, Joseph H., research and development
in industry, 1960, final report on survey
of R & D funds and R&D scientists and
engineers (1963) 12934

Schuster, Louis H., business enterprises of

Negroes in Tennessee (1963) 1464
Schuster, William T., relief (1965) 10621, 15565
Schutt, John B.:

phenomenological model of thermophoto-
tropism (1964) 5525

thermophototropism in corticated alkaline

earth titanates (1964) 13234
Schwaniger, Arthur J., lunar flight study se-

ries, trajectories in earth-moon space,

etc (1963) 12883
Schwaneke, Alfred E., quartz composite oscil-

lator (1964) 11325
Schwartz, Bella, scientific and technical per-

sonnel in Federal Government (1963)
1362

Schwartz, Frank G.:

storage stability of gasoline, etc (1964)

13104
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Schwartz, Frank G.—Continued

survey of research on thermal stability of
petroleum jet fuels (1963) 1206

Schwartz, Harry S., address, Nov. 27, 1962
(1963) 498

Schwartz, John R., selective guide to published
climatic data sources prepared by
Weather Bureau (1963) 20245

Schwartz, M.H., organization and administra-
tion of electronic data processing, func-
tional approach (1964) 681

Schwartz, S., rigidized inflatable solar energy
concentrators (1965) 14740

Schwartztrauber, Evelyn M., establishing
business in Ghana (1964) 8820

Schwarz, Francis K.:

probable maximum and TVA precipitation
over Tennessee River basin above Chat-
tanooga (1965) 16918

probable maximum precipitation in Hawai-
ian Islands (1963) 16667

Schweitzer Basin Ski Resort:
dedication (remarks) (1964) 5932
economic impact (1965) 139

Schweizer, Earle, remarks, Aug. 25, 1965
(1965) 16174

Schweppe, J.L., dynamic calibration of pres-
sure transducers (1964) 3046

Schwertz, J.H., tungsten sheet development by
use of ultra-fine tungsten metal powder
(1963) 18466

Schwikert, Frank D., relief (1963) 6098; (1965)
10439

Schwirian, Richard E., analysis of linear-
induction or traveling-wave electro-

magnetic pump of annular design (1965)
9735

Science:
academic, Federal funds for support (1965)

9040
academies of sciences, USSR

—

activities, 1962 (1964) 10972
general information (1961) 4670; (1964)
8934

news (1964) 2757
nominations and elections of members, etc

(1963) 6821
role and activities (1965) 9489

academy awards for 1964 scientific achieve-
ments, Hungary (1965) 5024

Academy of Medical Sciences, USSR

—

activities in Presidium (1964) 810
chemotherapy, side effects, application, etc

(1961)4699
organization and structure (1962) 22314,
23627

results of scientific research of institutes

(1961) 15207
Academy of Pedagogical Sciences, RSFSR,

general meeting (1961) 4499
Academy of Sciences, Armenian SSR

—

Department of Biological Sciences institu-

tions, activities (1962) 5726
future programs (1965) 12769

Academy of Sciences, Azerbaydzhan SSR

—

achievements (1965) 11247
nominations (1962) 22063

Academy of Sciences, Belorussian SSR

—

nominations (1962) 5745
yearly general meeting (1965) 16385

Academv of Sciences, Bulgaria

—

activities (1962) 12025; (1963) 2289; (1964)
9292

Atomic Center, research information
(1963) 14353

development (1962) 7527
Geological Institute (1964) 5158
Institute of Organic Chemistry, tasks

(1964) 7187

Science—Continued
Academy of Sciences. Bulgaria—Continued
new academicians, etc (1962) 5418
20th anniversary of Socialist revolution

(1965) 946
Academy of Sciences, Czechoslovakia, activi-

ties (1962) 7577
Academy of sciences, Estonian SSR

—

activity (1965) 11132
scientists in ideology (1963) 19692

Academy of Sciences, Germany, Plant Bio-
chemistry Institute section, dedicated
(1962) 7766

Academy of Sciences, Hungary

—

activities (1961) 10759; (1962) 8058; (1964)
20266

associations and societies (1963) 7060
awards

—

and events (1965) 14485
outstanding scientists (1964) 7032

Biological

—

and Medical Sciences Division, activities
(1963) 6760

Sciences Department, leadership report
(1964) 7257

Chemistry Division activities (1962) 7606
committees, regrulation and reorganiza-

tion, resolution of presidium (1965) 9435
congress and general assembly (1963)
19453

Mathematics and Physics Dept.

—

annual report (1964) 8915
report of leadership (1965) 2298

miscellaneous information (1964) 10744
organizational tasks after its 1961 gener-

al meeting (1962) 6137
presidium-
annual report (1964) 21405
resolutions (1965) 976

Psychology Committee, organization and
tasks (1962) 7569

qualification and degrees, directive of
president (1964) 16054

speeches at plenary session (1965) 14487
Technical Sciences Department, reorgani-

zation (1965) 9390

Academy of Sciences, Kazakh SSR

—

activities (1961) 1051; (1963) 16034; (1964)
5198

candidates for academicians and corre-
sponding members (1962) 12168

general meetings (1962) 12083; (1965)
16478

results of activities (1961) 10900

Academv of Sciences, Latvian SSR

—

activities (1963) 6670
activity results and introduction of com-

pleted scientific works (1962) 1078
institutes serving agriculture (1963) 10596
investigations (1962) 1079

Academv of Sciences, Moldavian SSR, struc-

ture and work (1964) 11017

Academy of Sciences, Poland

—

activities (1962) 10025
current organization and activities (1962)

7543
new members (1964) 5047
organization of scientific information ac-

tivity (1964) 16441
plenary sessions of departments and scien-

tific committees (1962) 15816
scientific research plans (1962) 6121

Academy of Sciences, Rumania

—

achievements in 1963 and plan for 1964
(1964) 9321

betatron (1963) 8864
conferences on electronic computers (1962)

7555
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Science—Continued

Academy of Sciences, Slovakia

—

achievements in past 10 years (1964)

10922
candidates of science (1962) 5437

Academy of Sciences, Tadzhik SSR

—

annual meeting (1965) 11299
discussion of future plans (1964) 2717

Academy of Sciences, Ukrainian SSR

—

activities (1962) 5755, 5771; (1963) 8825
candidates for membership (1964) 16105
Department of Technical Sciences institu-

tions, research and introductions, plans
(1961) 1020

election of members (1962) 5770
general assembly, report (1961) 4623
intensification of efforts toward progress

(1962) 19755
Microbiology Institute, problems of re-

search development (1964) 10764
news (1961) 15374, 20891; (1962) 22101
presidium

—

activities (1963) 10572
decisions regarding activities (1962) 940
plans for scientific studies (1962) 916

reports (1961) 2247; (1962) 811; (1963)

12415; (1964) 20305, 21554; (1965) 4947
scientific coordinating councils (1962)

14291
Academy of Sciences USSR

—

Academy of Sciences, USSR and UkSSR,
Departments of Technical Sciences,
news of joint session (1963) 2615

activities (1962) 760, 19917, 22216; (1964)
10972
measures for improving, etc (1963) 16033

of Siberian Branch (1961) 10740
affiliates, trends in research (1963) 8659
African Institute, research plan (1962)

2673
anniversary meeting (1963) 17667
annual meeting (1961) 15102A; (1963)
12659

Biochemistry, Biophysics, and Chemistry
of Physiological Compounds Dept., gen-
eral meeting (1965) 16460

biological investigations (1964) 16237
candidates for

—

academicians, list (1962) 22132
active and corresponding members, list

(1964) 18201
chemical, meeting (1962) 1370
city near Novosibirsk (1962) 7601
coordination conference on growth stimu-

lants, etc (1964) 21507
Cytology Institute reports, abstracts

(1963) 17576
Department of

—

Chemical Services, general meeting
(1961) 15398; (1962) 5743; (1963) 5162

Technical Sciences, technical cybernet-
ics, news (1965) 12732, 16508

dissertations, 1962, list (1963) 12574
earth sciences, expanded session and gen-

eral meeting (1965) 7927
election of academicians and associate
members (1961) 15253

Entomological Society activity (1964)
19960

functions as affected by recent 22d Party
Congress (1962) 9914

general meetings (1962) 18069; (1964)
16095, 16483

herald (1961) 2224, 10731, 15259, 17370;
(1962) 919, 15740; (1963) 12373

introductory address of president, M.V.
Keldysh (1965) 9461

Science—Continued
Academy of Sciences USSR—Continued
new

—

additions (1964) 18521
departments in operation (1964) 11128
developments in presidium (1965) 11193

news (1963) 6680; (1965) 4972
news. Department of Chemical Sciences

(1961) 10885
1961 yearly general assembly (1961) 19667
opening address of meeting (1962) 5773
physiology and biochemistry problems of

microorganisms, studies and plans
(1964) 16204

reports-

—

abstracts (1961) 2942
excerpts (1962) 15792, 17732, 21948

results and prospects (1964) 9193
sessions held by sections (1964) 11109
Siberian Department

—

accomplishments (1963) 15725
recent events (1962) 10161, 11976

social sciences, recent reports (1963) 8965
Technical Sciences Department

—

cybernetics, news (1963) 19402; (1964)
4962, 8847

general meeting (1962) 2667
news (1964) 2592

vacancies, announcement (1964) 11098
various aspects, notes (1962) 8117
vestnik (1964) 16395; (1965) 6450, 6461,

6482, 6522, 7934, 16448, 18318, 18361
academy presidents' report on work of scien-

tific establishments, USSR (1962) 12029
acoustical, in USA, notes by Soviet scien-

tists (1961) 13113
advice for Congress, needs and sources, staff

study (1965) 5971
adviser in State Department, program pur-

pose, etc (1961) 1484
aerospace, bibliography (1964) 16664; (1965)

9638
agricultural

—

in full development, Rumania study (1964)
18236

science review (1964) 547, 3224; (1965)
3112

USSR studies (1963) 8887
American manpower, report of national reg-

ister of scientific and technical person-
nel (1961) 20031; (1963) 3191; (1964)
20667

Antarctica, support for, U.S. Antarctic Pro-
jects Officer (1965) 2078

aquatic, graduate educational grants, aca-
demic year (1965) 7699

articles from

—

Doklady Akademi i Nauk, USSR (1963)
5134

Russian newspapers (1961) 2265
astronautics and aeronautics, chronology

(1965) 1404, 12985
atomic, of Hungary (1963) 798
Azerbaydzhan SSR, development in (1962)

835
basic research and national goals, report

(1965) 8905
behavioral sciences, strengthening (1962)

12650
bibliography, PL-480 translation program

(1964) 11664
biological and physical, degrees earned,

1949-60 (1963) 17365
bio-sciences, Soviet and Chinese articles,

English abstracts (1963) 3626; (1964)
3444

brain, Soviet popular study (1962) 23896
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Bulsaria

—

basic tasks in development plan (1965)
9419

Bulgarian Scientific Association of Neu-
rology, Psychiatry, and Neurosurgery,
activities report (1964) 12980

chemical, progress (1965) 949

decree on improving state leadership
(1962) 23704

development on right path (1965) 11172

geographical, development during 15 years
of Communist rule (1961) 7841

mathematical, status and needs (1962)
5518

plans for cooperation with foreign acade-
mies of sciences (1962) 5776

pure science and practical science, pro-
gram for development (1963) 6667

regulation on state committee for science
and technical progress (1963) 16058

Rumanian cooperation agreement (1963)
10656

scientific decrees (1962) 5449
careers at National Bureau of Standards

(1962) 24005
careers in government, descriptions of be-

ginning jobs for young people (1965)
8664

Century 21, U.S. science exhibit, releases
(1961) 3038; (1962) 4193

China, bibliography (1961) 5424; (1964) 1793

Chinese serial publications in L.C (1962)
3283

citizenship in space age (remarks) (1961)
11817

classification, Library of Congress (1963)
9087

closer bonds of science and universities with
life, USSR study (1962) 2620

closer relation between science and practice,
USSR (1962) 10254

cold regions science and engineering

—

engineering (1963) 19138; (1965) 6134,
10773

physical science (1963) 2190; (1964) 19653,
21278

college and university, physical facilities

planning aids (1962) 15497; (1964) 14196
college science education, financing (1965)

9805
college students, junior-year enrollments,

survey (1964) 10467
common ground for men of any nation (re-

marks) (1963) 13249
(Communist China

—

achievements (1961) 2195
activities (1963) 2971
news items from

—

Jen-min jih-pao (1961) 10826
K'o-hsueh hsin-wen (1961) 10877,

1037-38, 11063-66, 11068, 11093, 12891
K'o-hsueh t'ung-pao (1961) 15301; (1962)
14225

Kuang-ming jih-pao (1961) 10825, 12871
organizations of higher learning and their

publications, selected guide (1961) 19832
progress (1962) 794
scientific abstracts (1964) 5030, 5087, 5091,

5101, 5106, 5126, 5146, 5151, 5165, 5175,
5256, 5276, 5294, 5310, 5324, 5337, 5345,
6953, 7045, 7065, 7092, 7095, 7119, 7140,
7164, 7192, 7208, 7239, 7255, 7289, 8894,
8933, 8992, 9014, 9027, 9046, 9074, 9096,
9129, 9169, 9223. 9249, 9314, 9338, 9362,
10730, 10753, 10760, 10844, 10888, 10903,
10960, 10970, 10992, 11150, 11158, 11172,
11175, 11194, 11213, 14447, 14566, 14653,
16232, 16251, 16280, 16447, 16542, 19882,

Science—Continued
Communist Clhina—Continued

scientific abstracts—Continued
19915, 19921, 19937, 19976-977, 20336,
20342, 21482; (1965) 883

scientific and technological items (1961)
9292, 12854, 19491, 20924; (1962) 2646

translations (1962) 17820, 18012, 18085,
18097, 18113, 22200, 21964, 22159, 22221,
22336, 23683; (1963) 648, 912, 2503. 2580,
2963. 2993. 5169. 6767. 6920. 7075, 8497,
8917, 8947, 10437, 10443, 10446, 10502,
10516, 10528, 10592, 10614, 10646, 10738,
12348, 12392, 12613, 14309, 14408, 14424,
15800, 15928, 15973, 15996, 16068. 16203,
17711. 19392. 19452. 19468. 19479. 19557,
19665, 19737, 20770, 20879; (1964) 915,
1088, 1209, 1231, 2605, 2751, 2786, 2897,
4936, 4955, 5080, 5246. 5279. 6942. 7079.
8866, 8985, 9016, 9041, 9167, 12611,
12658, 12700, 12715, 12819, 12891, 12973,
13021, 14411, 14532, 14604, 14608, 14624,
14644, 16015, 16208, 16240, 16334, 16419,
16497, 18204, 18212, 18263, 18406, 18431,
18496, 18525, 18539, 18592, 19839, 19851,
20112, 20158, 20179, 20273, 20396, 21419,
21496, 21536, 21566; (1965) 803, 859,
1003, 1024, 1053, 1110, 1137. 1216. 2299,
2376, 2399, 2571, 2694

connection between sciences. USSR study
(1961) 4361

contemporary, complex study of man as next
task, USSR (1963) 7007

cooling applied in science (1965) 11308
cosmic flights and science, USSR study

(1963) 15846
courses, science teaching equipment (1964)

7620
courses, written materials, films, studies

supported by National Science Founda-
tion (1963) 1361; (1964) 20668

CPSU program, USSR study (1962) 14137
Cuban-Czechoslovak scientific and cultural

collaboration plan for 1961 (1962) 14163
cybernetics

—

contemporary scientific knowledge, USSR
study (1964) 2664

development, USSR study (1964) 16392
science of optium control, USSR study

(1964) 20110
Czechoslovakia

—

development since World War II (1965)
11112

increasing role as force of production
(1962) 23632

progress, research of underlying princi-
ples (1965) 9434

develop enthusiasm, storm fortress of sci-

ence (address) (1962) 8096
development

—

in socialist countries, USSR study (1963)
20769

relationship to labor productivity, USSR
study (1963) 8837

dialectical logic, USSR study (1961) 13180
directories, provisional checklist (1964) 5455
directory, 1964, and annual bibliography,

1963, NIH (1964) 9721
dissertations for degrees at USSR institu-

tions, list (1961) 913
doctorate holders of 1958-59, numbers, char-

acteristics, and employment (1961) 1358
documentation, indexing, and retrieval of

information

—

addendum (1961) 5770
report, additional copies, report (1961)
5834

East European journals, abstracts (1963)
19394-395. 19428-429. 19483. 19501. 19513,
19521-522, 19527, 19540-541. 19585, 19604,
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East European journals Abstracts—con.

19612-613, 19623, 19646-648, 19704-706,

19722-723, 19725, 19747, 19760, 19771,

20763, 20794, 20837, 20839-841, 20874,

20886-889; (1964) 904, 948, 967-968, 977,

984, 1034, 1044, 1063, 1084, 1087, 1099,

1125, 1128-29, 1173-75, 1192, 1216, 1218,

1261, 1291, 1308-9, 1344-47, 1353, 2482-83,

2496, 2523, 2631-33. 2666, 2687, 2690-91,

2700, 2726, 2741-42, 2762-64, 2780-81,

2789, 2803-5, 2840, 2849, 2853, 2855,
4963-67, 4975-76, 5019, 5035, 5070,
5104-5, 5110, 5149, 5162, 5184, 5196,

5201, 5207, 5224, 5226, 5231-32, 5249,

5254, 5274-75, 5293, 5298, 5317, 5326,

5338, 5348, 5353, 5371-72, 5397-98, 5407,

6880, 6882, 6888, 6899, 6902, 6925,
6947-49, 6976, 6978, 6985, 7012, 7014,

7026, 7042, 7111-13, 7120, 7131, 7195-98,

7205, 7207, 7254, 7262, 7337-39, 8860,
8890, 8892-93, 8895, 8921, 8950, 8971,
8982-83, 8990, 9015, 9026, 9052, 9073,
9077-79, 9100-1, 9131-33, 9156, 9161-62,

9168, 9170-71, 9206, 9224-25, 9237, 9287,
9306-9, 9327, 9351, 9367-70, 10729, 10754,
10814-815, 10864, 10871-872, 10874,

10959, 11000-1, 11041, 11050, 11062-65,
11089-90, 11184-185, 11196, 12587-589,
12598, 12613, 12636-645, 12654,
12679-680, 12719, 12721, 12739-740,

12782, 12837, 12845, 12856-857, 12867,
12874, 12888-889, 12892, 12908, 12910,
12942, 12955, 12957, 12998, 13008-10,

13020, 14421-423, 14426, 14431,
14434-435, 14469-470, 14524, 14564,
14596, 14600, 16003-4, 16010, 16014,
16043, 16045, 16081-82, 16085, 16100,
16108, 16120, 16122, 16149, 16218, 16235,
16268, 16274-275. 16286, 16318, 16361,
16368, 16376, 16444, 16446, 16461, 16486,
16526, 16540-541, 16543, 18213-215,
18223, 18250, 18278, 18291, 18312, 18337,
18369, 18374, 18380, 18387, 18402,
18423-424, 18428-429, 18433-434. 18455,

18466, 18476, 18490, 18492, 18526-527,

18554, 18557, 18588, 19858, 19922, 19927,

19981-983, 20008, 20064-65, 20125-127,

20142, 20156, 20335, 21392-393, 21395-

396, 21416, 21424, 21431, 21434; (1965)

2389-90, 2394, 2418-21, 2439, 2478, 2525

earth sciences

—

arctic investigations, northeast Greenland
(1963) 1749

central Asia and Kazakhstan, development
(1965) 11122

East European journals, abstracts (1962)

10039; (1963) 1027, 2543, 5275, 5310,
5381, 6674, 6710, 6797, 6949, 8524, 8687,

8774, 8882; (1964) 1128, 1344, 2691, 2780,
4965, 5201, 5298, 5371, 5397, 6947, 6978,
7014, 7131, 7197, 8893, 8983, 9079, 9161,

9225, 9308, 12679, 14421, 16149, 16235,

18291, 18588, 19922, 21395; (1965) 2394

gravity network at USAF air bases (1963)
5855

new developments, USSR study (1964)
7168

USSR-
abstracts (1964) 20405
conferences and research, translations

(1963) 20885
studies and conferences (1963) 2528

East European journals

—

abstracts (1962) 10022, 14187, 17685,
17936, 19643, 19991, 21994, 22272, 23750;

Science—Continued
East European journals—Continued

(1963) 734, 778, 858, 901, 922, 940, 964,
1027, 1048, 1069-70, 1092, 1111, 2494-95,
2542-43, 2597-98, 2613, 2645-47, 2675,
2678, 2726-30, 2755, 2757, 2777, 2812,
2874-77. 2928-29. 2947-50, 5121, 5173-75,
5206-8, 5243, 5275-78, 5308-10, 5350,
5381-84, 5420-21, 6637B, 6639. 6672,
6674, 6699, 6710-11, 6714-15, 6717,
6796-98, 6820, 6849, 6879-81, 6911-12,
6949, 6981, 7014. 7087-89. 8475-77, 8479,
8522-24, 8586, 8608-9, 8615, 8685-88,
8774-79, 8846, 8882-86, 8962, 8976, 10394,
10396, 10419, 10428-430, 10453-455,
10466-467, 10534-537, 10546-547, 10606-

610, 10673, 10677. 10712-715. 10720.
10722. 10535. 10607, 10673, 10722, 10799,
12527, 12666. 12671. 14094, 14290, 14328,
14418, 15893, 15923, 16138, 10764,
10793-799, 10866-868, 12298, 12300-305,
12418-419, 12438-439, 12448, 12525-528,
12555, 12558-560. 12579. 12664-671.
12684-687, 12732, 12740, 12742-744,
12746-747, 14086, 14094, 14108-110,
14225-227, 14258. 14290-291. 14325-329.
14333-334, 14370-371, 14375, 14412,
14417-418, 15696-698, 15714-715,
15744-745, 15874, 15877-878, 15884,
15893, 15923-924, 15983, 15994, 16007,
16014, 16138-142, 16162, 16166, 16201,
16204-205, 16207, 16218-220, 17590,
17598, 17617-618, 17621, 17639, 17692.
17716-718, 17780, 17791-792, 17824-825,
17837, 17855-857, 17876, 17897,
17914-915, 17942, 17954, 17986,
17988-990, 17618, 17825, 17915, 17989,
19521, 19612, 19704, 20889, 17923, 18048,
19697, 21970, 22115, 22193, 22380, 23798,
23881

information (1962) 5859, 10126, 10145,
10165

publication notice (1964) 19831
translations (1962) 19925

East European literature, guide (1963) 5646
East European meetings (1962) 17987
economic and social implications, current

projects, 1961 (1962) 10564; (1963) 9250;
(1964) 14987; (1965) 19984

education

—

a little or a lot, chart (1962) 22450
for democratic-scientific society (remarks)

(1962) 23066
for our age of science (remarks) (1962)

8990
Government surplus material, general in-

formation (1961) 9268; (1962) 9756;

(1964) 10668
impact on economy of U.S. (remarks)

(1963) 9695
in schools of U.S., report of National Sci-

ence Foundation (1965) 12206
in space age, conference, proceedings

(1965) 11519
NSF programs (1963) 14615
program, 1961-62, Naval Research Labo-
ratory (1961) 17761

programs, 1964, special projects announce-
ment (1963) 7341

schedule (1964) 3068
Soviet, recent articles (1962) 15829
supervision for quality education, confer-
ence 1962, report (1963) 17395

electronic data processing, suggested tech-
niques for determining courses of study
(1964) 8481

elementary school, evaluation (1964) 15843;
(1965) 488
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environmental, financial aid for students,

listing (1963) 18284
environmental sciences, organization in Fed-

eral Government (address) (1964) 13531
equipment and materials

—

for elementary school, suggestions (1961)
20689

kits for school use (1964) 603
exchange of information, need of new meas-

ures to expand, USSR study (1963)
10776

exchange program, agreement with USSR
(1964) 15118

exchanges, agreement with USSR (1962)
22842

expansion for human benefit (remarks)
(1961) 18107

experience and scientific knowledge in build-
ing communism, USSR study (1962) 2751

failure of neopositivist concept of scientific

and theoretical knowledge, USSR study
(1964) 1001

Federal financial assistance for strengthen-
ing instruction in public schools, regula-
tions (1963) 19099

guidelines (1963) 20634
Federal funds for research, development and

other scientific activities

—

1959-61 (1961) 4987
1960-62 (1962) 8555
1961-63 (1963) 11128
1962-64 (1964) 14988
1963-65 (1965) 16776
1964-66 (1965) 18643

financial assistance for strengthening in-

struction in public schools

—

guidelines (1964) 8488
regulations (1965) 7584

5-cent commemorative postage stamp (post-
er) (1963) 18269

foreign scientific policy, coordination, staff
study (1963) 6202

France, research, 4th plan (1963) 19484
freedom and scientific society, 3d revolution

(address) (1962) 13008
furthering scientific progress in next decade,

concepts, goals, etc (1961) 13579
future international meetings, world list

(1961) 3418; (1962) 4453; (1963) 4314;
(1964) 4167; (1965) 4079

general and miscellaneous, Soviet and
Chinese articles, English abstracts
(1961) 8443; (1962) 3789

general, USAFI course, study guides (1963)
6310, 13832

geological and geographical, articles (1962)
8020

Germany, organization of training, research
etc (1963) 16445

Ghana's institutions, USSR study (1963)
20866

government and science

—

committee prints (1965) 5970-73
hearings (1964) 4509, 17665; (1965) 19320
reports (1965) 5921, 7413
statement of purpose (1964) 4508

Government, science, and distracted scholar
(remarks) (1964) 134

graduate enrollment and Ph.D. output in
scientific fields at 100 leading institu-
tions, 1961-62 and 1962-63, trends (1964)
20651

graduate enrollments, etc., selected fields at
leading schools, 1960-62 (1963) 19969

graduate, facilities, NSF grants for con-
struction, etc (1965) 8179

health-resort, USSR studies (1964) 14462
help to sports, USSR study (1964) 18275

Science—Continued
highlights in U.S., hearings (1962) 11432
History and Technology Museum, papers,

title page, etc (1964) 1511
history in eastern countries, translations

from Russian book (1962) 821
human scientific and technical capabilities

at Holloman Air Force Base, their ori-
gins and development (1961) 130

Hungarian Academy of Sciences

—

activities (1962) 10083
publishing activities (1962) 9929

Hungarian Association of Societies of Tech-
nology and Natural Sciences new na-
tional directorate and presidium, elec-
tion report (1962) 7644

Hungarian science (periodical), translations
(1962) 19796

Hungary

—

achievements, 1960 (1962) 5513
candidates and inventions at research in-

stitutes (1962) 17887
chemical development and achievements

(1962) 5453
conferences, news (1962) 5395
developments and personalities (1962)

5570; (1963) 8549
medical science and social public health

activities, relationship (1964) 21588
organizations (1965) 9449
recent statutes (1963) 6702
regulations for scientific-technical cooper-

ation with other socialist countries
(1965) 11139

science candidates, qualifications (1965)
12725

scientific journals, information (1962) 9968
scientific personnel, regulations of sala-

ries (1964) 12762
scientific progress and contemporary the-
ology (1962) 10205

translations from Magyar Tudomany
(1962) 17887

importance of non-weapons aspects of Unit-
ed States international endeavors (re-

marks) (1962) 226
in Latvia today, translation (1962) 5458
in 1980, USSR study (1962) 6047
in socialist countries, current problems,

Hungarian study (1962) '5835

India, scientific activities organization
(1963) 3193

indissoluble connection of science and life,

USSR study (1962) 1262
information activities

—

Aerospace Research Office (1962) 22653
Air Force (1962) 22653; (1964) 5573
Air Force Systems Command (1963) 12935
Atomic Energy Commission (1964) 1515
Bonneville Power Administration (1962)
3401

Federal agencies (1961) 1360-62, 8080,
11463; (1962) 1728, 3401, 18344-345,
22653, 24026; (1963) 12935; (1964)
1515-17, 3069, 5573, 7621-23, 11475;
(1965) 1523-24, 8182, 9806

Federal Aviation Agency (1962) 18345
Fish and Wildlife Service (1962) 3401
Indian Affairs Bureau (1962) 3401
Interior Department (1962) 3401, 24026
Land Management Bureau (1962) 3401
Library of Congress (1964) 11475
National Institutes of Health (1964) 7622
National Park Service (1962) 3401
Naval Research Office (1964) 1517
Naval Weapons Bureau (1964) 7623
Navy (1964) 1516-17, 7623
Public Health Service (1964) 7621
Reclamation Bureau (1962) 3401
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Saline Water Office (1962) 3401
Ships Bureau (1964) 7623
Smithsonian Institution (1962) 18344
Treasury Dept (1962) 1728
Veterans Administration (1961) 11463

information, proprietary interest, national
policy, report (1962) 11635

information resources in U.S. for physical
sciences, directory (1965) 5066

instruction, financial assistance guidelines
under NDEA (1965) 9042

inter-American program for interchange,
establish centers, hearing (1961) 14461

international notes (1963) 11130; (1964)
3610, 7770; (1965) 3527

international reports (1963) 3193
international scientific affairs (1963) 18324
interrelationship problems and cybernetics,

USSR study (1962) 14338
interrelationship with cybernetics, USSR

study (1963) 12463
Israel

—

information, translations (1963) 748, 1150,
2776

scientific and technical development (1964)
21495

Japan and mainland China, journals, list

(1961) 4810
Japan, status of information (1965) 12653
Japanese, bibliography (1962) 6736; (1964)

1796
Japanese serial publications in L.C (1962)

22455
journals, characteristics (1964) 21864
Kazakh SSR—
achievements (1964) 8954
activities (1963) 6788
conference of scientific workers, reports

(1962) 5686
news (1962) 5543

Kirghiz SSR, developments to strengthen
communism (1962) 12111

Latvia

—

activities in Latvian SSR, USSR study
(1963) 17899

in service of national economy (1963) 883
life-

atomic energy research (1961) 3816
radioisotopes and radiation applications,
hearings (1961) 12134-135

Lithuanian

—

news (1962) 15828
scientific institutions and cadres (1965)
19760

machine translation and information proc-
essing developments (1963) 14148

management challenge of the sixties (ad-
dress) (1963) 4399

manpower

—

for technical information work, pilot

study (1965) 6536
meeting needs (1963) 3260
profiles (1963) 16446

material base development, USSR study
(1965) 11133

medical

—

development in GDR (1961) 20971
Estonian SR news (1962) 864

metal, and heat treatment, USSR studies
(1965) 1142

modern

—

and your child, new concepts (1963) 19105
need for cadres, USSR study (1963) 5203

Mongolian People's Republic, scientific stu-
dies on infectious pathology (1965) 9406

NASA scientific and technical publications
and how to obtain them (1964) 18726

Science—Continued
NASA scientific reports, selected listing

(1964) 11365; (1965) 8061
National defense education act

—

loans to private nonprofit schools for lab-
oratory, etc., equipment (1962) 21640

provisions and impact of title 3 (1961)
7334

status report, June 1960 (1961) 7136
title 3, grants to strengthen instruction,

questions and answers (1964) 15855;
(1965) 7591
loans to private nonprofit schools for
equipment (1965) 12389

National Referral Center for Science and
Technology, general information (1964)
13094

natural science and cybernetics, USSR
study (1961) 2407

natural

—

and national long range research plan,
status evaluation, Hungarian study
(1963) 15909

philosophical problems, symposium, USSR
study (1962) 2744

philosophical problems, USSR study (1964)
14563

problems of methodology, USSR study
(1964) 12936

technical assistants in field, decree on
training. East Germany (1962) 7638

USSR studies (1964) 2708, 2894
nauka i zhizn, translations (1964) 16184
naval, surveys (series) (1963) 11151
new horizons, USSR translations (1963)

10717
new, philosophical analysis, USSR study

(1964) 16429
new scientific environment, challenge to en-

gineering societies (remarks) (1964) 4309
new stage of scientific relations between

Hungary and East Germany (1962) 9682
North Korea

—

15 years of progress (1962) 5563
scientific and technical developments

(1961) 11069
scientific development, 1945-60 (1962) 5476
scientific publications and their authors

(1963) 16028
North Vietnam-

activities (1962) 17933, 19652
program implementation (1962) 21992
scientific development (1962) 5440
translations (1963) 6813

NSF institutional grants (1963) 3192
nutrition, science, health, Hungarian study

(1965) 16413
offerings and enrollments in public high

schools (1961) 5934
opens roads to future, USSR study (1964)

1244
optimum use to achieve national goals (ad-

dress) (1963) 1960
Panel on Science and Technology

—

3d meeting, report (1961) 7121
4th meeting

—

hearings (1962) 15281
report (1963) 2060

5th meeting

—

proceedings (1963) 6206
report (1963) 8010

6th meeting

—

proceedings (1965) 8906
report (1965) 7465

Pakistan national scientific convention, re-

port on 13th meeting (1961) 17505
part played on function of culture in eco-

nomic development of Indonesia (1961)
19525
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past, present and future impact (remarks)
(1963) 5954

personnel, role in raising labor productivity,
USSR study (1963) 19503

philosophical

—

aspects, USSR studies (1963) 16098
higher school scholarly papers (USSR pe-

riodical), translations (1963) 8567
physical

—

and biological, information services, direc-

tory (1961) 21338
and earth science occupations, occupation-

al outlook (1961) 7904
and mathematical, postdoctoral research

associateships, opportunities at NBS
(1962) 22608; (1964) 1495

atomic energy research (1961) 3816; (1962)

basic research supported by AEC (re-

marks) (1961) 8434
chemical and engineering, USSR, division

reports (1962) 765
civil service cooperative work-study posi-

tions, opportunities for college students
(1964) 17132

creativity in research and invention, anno-
tated bibliography (1961) 21278

employment outlook for technicians (1962)
10403

Federal grants and contracts for research
(1961) 13578

foreign-language and English dictionaries,

selected bibliography, 1952-63 (1964)
16737

graduate training grants (1963) 3260
National Bureau of Standards research

mission, general information (1963)
12899

NBS national standard reference data
program, background information (1963)
14604

national standard reference data system,
plan of operation (1965) 6781

sciences, research objectives '65, OAR
(1965) 11880

sciences research papers (1964) 13636-645,
17003-8, 19165-176; (1965) 113-125,
1800-3, 4197-4205, 5555-57, 7099-7106,
8488, 10116-118

selected services, major principles

—

biological sciences of importance for
general education, list (1963) 4825

physics, chemistry, geology of impor-
tance for general education, list (1963)
4826

technician, examination announcement
(1961) 18403; (1965) 13688

Poland

—

activities (1962) 5592
long range plans for development (1963)
8515

press information (1962) 5913
scientific journals, information (1962) 5761
technical role in development of national
economy, translation (1964) 18443

translations (1962) 5475
potential to meet engineering needs of the

Nation (lecture) (1965) 19041
process teaching, aids (1963) 15446
professional literature for teachers of ele-

mentary science, selected references
(1963) 19109

progress during building of communism,
USSR study (1963) 12597

publications

—

annotated guide to selected listing (1963)
13863

National Bureau of Standards (1962) 8533

Science—Continued
radiation uses (1961) 11816
radio science, journal of research. National

Bureau of Standards (1965) 3549
readings on applications to problems of

less-developed nations (1963) 5097
related to everyday practice, USSR study

(1962) 2856
relations with foreign countries, interbloc,

USSR articles (1962) 10079
relationship between science and economic

progress, USSR study (1962) 3137
research participation

—

for college teachers, summer 1963 (1962)
24024

for high school teachers, summer 1963
(1962) 24025

resources series (1961) 2615
reviews of data on resources (1965) 2954,

8180-81, 13091, 19985
revolutionary changes

—

challenges to higher education (remarks)
(1963) 5951

in 20th century, USSR report (1962) 17793
role in solving naval warfare problems,

USSR study (1963) 17900
role of scientist in today's world (remarks)

(1964) 4311
Rumania

—

activities of Natural and (ieographic Sci-
ences Association (1965) 12724

application to industry, opinion survey
(1965) 18296

basic and applied, scientists discuss closer
coordination (1965) 16414

geographic research (1965) 799
presence abroad (1965) 9433
progress in years of people's rule (1963)

12399
recent statutes (1963) 7127
reports delivered at scientific session
marking 100th anniversary of L. Cuza
University, listing (1962) 7705

Rumanian Academy scientific achievements,
1944-64, surveys (1964) 21547

science and

—

cancer (1965) 1511
communism, USSR (1962) 815
future (address) (1963) 1051
general welfare in democracy (lecture)

(1964) 5993

humanities, unity in diversity (address)
(1962) 20514

individual in changing world (address)
(1963) 11593

national interest (remarks) (1965) 8703
related fields, selected bibliography (1961)
7316

science fiction, USSR study (1962) 14245
technology (1961) 3040

in Dnepropetrovsk Oblast, USSR study
(1962) 17999

in Latvian SSR, 20th anniversary (1962)
1105

SF-(series) (1962) 4320; (1963) 4171;
(1964) 4009

your career, facts about training (1962)
18159; (1965) 6580

science course improvement projects series
(1963) 1361; (1964) 7620

science for survival (exhibit) (1965) 8652
science news (Chinese periodical):

translation (1961) 15091
science of reliability, USSR (1961) 17382
science, technology, and development (series)

(1963) 633-634. 2437-43, 5094-96
science, technology, and Nation's needs (re-

marks) (1965) 7367
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science, technology, tax policy, and economic

growth (remarks) (1963) 7500
scientific and technical exchange programs,

planning and development, key contacts,
interagency directory (1964) 15098

scientific and technical information in Feder-
al government, status report (1964) 8541

scientific and technical manpower resources,
information on employment, etc (1965)
13092, 16777

scientific and technological

—

policy, planning, and organization, papers
prepared for United Nations conference
(1963) 2441

progress under capitalism, Soviet views
(1963) 2867

scientific coordination conference on study
of plant cover of Siberia and Far East
(1964) 2558

scientific information

—

dissemination of National Science Founda-
tion programs (1963) 7424

handling at Commerce Dept. (address)
(1965) 346

notes, national and international develop-
ments (1961) 3504; (1962) 4321; (1963)
4172; (1964) 4012; (1965) 3920

proprietary interest, national policy, hear-
ing (1961) 20643; (1962) 419

systems, design, management and use.
Federal plans for improvement, hearings
(1963) 12017

theory, research, USSR (1964) 2716
report, CIA (1961) 2995
retritval, USSR study (1962) 23760

scientific literature, universal decimal classi-
ficatio.v abridged tables, USSR study
(1965) 49C?

scientific organization of labor and engi-
neering psychology, USSR study (1964)
18238

scientific progress, universities, and Federal
Government, report of President's Sci-

ence Advisory Committee (1961) 2655
scientific society, the beginnings (remarks)

(1962) 2110
scientific statesmanship in air pollution con-

trol (1965) 1591
scientific-technical articles, translation of

titles, North Korean periodicals (1961)
15012

scientific tests, publications price list (1962)
14566; (1963) 18281; (1965) 6867

scientific work of chairs of Kiev Technologi-
cal Institute of Light Industry, USSR
study (1962) 2717

Seattle World's Fair, U.S. exhibit, report
(1963) 7814

secondary education, current trends (re-

marks) (1961) 6755
Siberia, development, USSR study (1962) 974

significance of cybernetics in German Demo-
cratic Republic (1963) 7085, 10506

social role and its outlook, Slovakia (1962)
8099

soil

—

abstracts pertaining to Communist China
in USSR journals (1963) 17740

Soviet abstracts (1961) 2386
space exploration, preliminary program and

abstracts to be presented at NASA-
University Conference, announcement
(1962) 22534

space, impact of progress (1962) 20122
specialized, information services in U.S.

survey (1963) 9683

Science—Continued
State technical services act

—

hearings (1965) 12321, 15817
law (1965) 19118
reports (1965) 14068, 15726, 15745

subjects and fields of specialization, list,

USSR study (1963) 8737
summer training programs for high-ability

secondary school students (1963) 3199
supervision for quality education (1963)

4828
surveys of science resources series (1961)

2615, 4987, 17751, 21272; (1962) 8555,
10566; (1963) 9251; (1964) 18834; (1965)
5279, 11552, 18643

tasks of, USSR study (1962) 2767
teaching

—

aids

—

checklist for assessing program (1962)
15498; (1964) 2288

evidences of good program (1964) 604
for high school personnel, references,

Hst (1962) 21655
in elementary schools (1965) 6121
research, July 1957-July 1959 (1962) 23446
research, 1959-63, analysis (1965) 6119
STEPS program for improvement (1964)
4648

STEPS to excellence, program for improv-
ing (1962) 15504

teachers

—

institutes

—

academic year (1963) 1359
in-service (1963) 11129

NSF in-service institutes program (1961)
8079

public high schools, basic (1963) 17393
secondary school, characteristics and

loads (1963) 9252
summer institutes and conferences (1963)

1363
summer institutes, secondary school (1963)
3198

United States high schools (1963) 8177
technical aids, examination announcement

(1965) 13685
theoretical papers in hydrologic and geo-

morphic sciences (series) (1962) 11893
trainee, examination announcement (1964)

19338
training mind for creative thinking, USSR

study (1963) 12650
third revolution (address) (1962) 13014
30th reunion in 1992 of scientific progress,

invitation to 1962 graduates of North-
ern Michigan College (commencement
address) (1962) 13016

to front ranks, USSR study (1961) 21060
to work to improve food production (paper)

(1962) 9535
training and education, NSF programs

(1961) 6453
transfer of information, responsibilities of

technical community and Government
(1963) 5677

Turkmenistan, scientific and technical prog-
ress for 40 years (1965) 9380

Ukrainian, news, USSR (1961) 762
UkrSSR, scientific conference on gerontolo-

gy and geriatrics, problem, USSR study
(1962) 2786

ultra centrifuges, increase revolutions per
second, Hungarian study (1962) 7818

USSR-
abstracts (1963) 12767, 14106, 15672, 15814,

15949, 17587, 17611, 17808-809, 17933,
17947, 19629, 19682-683; (1964) 1006,
1016, 1197, 2657, 2697, 2732-33, 5042,
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5107, 5169-70, 5283, 6972, 7162, 8973,

8996, 9035-36, 9372, 10940, 11240, 12580,

12690, 13015, 14424, 14577, 16092, 16198,

16245, 16391, 18193-194, 18376, 18498,

19900, 20056, 20092, 20115, 20166,

20343-344, 20353, 20365, 20384, 21389,

21394, 21430, 21490, 21498, 21619, 21646;

(1965) 806, 835, 837, 845, 847, 877, 1173,

2284, 2288. 2366, 2444, 2492, 2544, 2611,

2680-81
publication notice (1964) 19831

achievements (1961) 7592
activities (1963) 5259
activities and personalities (1963) 17581,

17672
address by M.V. Keldysh (1965) 6451

advances of technical sciences applied in

specialized higher education (1965) 7921

application of cybernetics (1965) 16450
applications in social sciences (1965) 12752

articles (1964) 21504
awards (1962) 10160
bibliography on state of the art, 1955-61

(1962) 14405
bloc scientific conferences, reports (1963)

14137
building Communism (1961) 19548; (1962)

10197; (1963) 2709
Communist Party and Soviet science

(1962) 19864
conference of institutions of higher learn-

ing dealing v^ith problems in logic and
methodology (1961) 13158

conference of Moscow Engineering Physics
Institute (1963) 5189

conference, 2d Moscow Medical Institute

imeni N. I. Pirogov (1961) 15212
conferences and organizations, reports

(1962) 10102
cooperation between USSR and—Algeria,
Czechoslovakia, Indonesia, Poland, and

Brazil (1964) 6987

Hungary and Afghanistan (1965) 5013

North Vietnam (1962) 7580
Polish scientific organizations (1964)

20244
criticism (1965) 16383
documentation in information system

(1965) 16452
economics and education in economics,
development (1965) 2654

education (1965) 11221
education, news (1965) 14546
education, problems (1965) 11054, 12702
future (1962) 14287
important frontiers (1965) 5006
improving higher scientific education

(1965) 14535
information, documentation, recent devel-

opments (1965) 14492
information service (1962) 6024
institutes of geological sciences (1962)

5396
items from 1961 Great Soviet encyclopedia

(1962) 10103
Izvestiya, translations on science (1962)

15830
Lenin prizes (1961) 7740, 15264; (1962)

11996, 15735; (1963) 8964, 12446; (1964)

2743, 11228, 16030; (1965) 2401, 11052,

11071
Lenin's principles of development (1961)

15201
medical sciences (1963) 2707; (1964) 20051
medical scientific meetings (1964) 19952

Science—Continued
USSR—Continued
methods, content, and structure of knowl-
edge in field of control (1965) 12618

natural sciences

—

important achievements (1965) 11239
present-day, and dialectical materialism

(1965) 5003
research, etc., in Aral region (1964) 5132

new achievements, conversation between
Tass correspondent and member of

Committee on Lenin Prizes in Science
and Technology (1964) 16203

news (1961) 15407, 19782; (1962) 12030;

(1965) 11320, 14533, 16451, 16496, 18287,

19755
Novosibirsk science city solves various

scientific and technical problems (1965)

11314
Novosibirsk Scientific Center, organiza-

tion, etc (1964) 4992
periodicals received in Department of Ag-

riculture Library (1961) 104 .

philosophical problems (1965) 2670
planning (1965) 12715, 16427, 18361
planning and administration, problems

(1965) 2353
planning and coordination (1965) 11302,

12770
popular science library, bibliography

(1964) 16172
present tasks confronting (1963) 5269
problems and achievements, translations

(1963) 10721
promoting use of scientific achievements

in economy (1965) 4912
public councils (Soviets) (1964) 16088
recent activities (1963) 19607
recent articles (1962) 15827
recent scientific conferences (1962) 13990,

14146
reflections on scientific progress (1963)

17629
reports (1962) 5688
research needed in development of agricul-

ture and medicine (1963) 12576
scientific activities in the Republics (1962)

19965
scientific and medical training (1963) 899
scientific and technical

—

information system, methods to improve
(1965) 2357

progress and regeneration of technical

engineering cadres (1963) 10408
societies, news (1965) 12654
terms, selective hst (1961) 17614; (1963)

12816
scientific competitior 5, results (1964)

20230; (1965) 11241
scientific council planned, new organ

(1964) 12720
scientific developments, some future prob-

lems (1962) 8160
scientific institutions, news (1965) 11262
scientific meetings, reports (1964) 9002
Scientific-Methodological Athletic Council,

plenum, results (1964) 20131
scientific work

—

experience of coordinating (1965) 18382
legal questions on organization (1961)

15025
scientific works in physical oceanography,

1960-62 (1964) 5339
serial pubHcations, list, 1945-60 (1963)

19813
Soviet administration

—

and organization (1961) 12879; (1962)

2899
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Science—Continued
USSR—Continued

Soviet administration—Continued

articles (1964) 2816
organization and policy (1962) 17678

Soviet organization

—

and administration (1965) 894, 4920,
12621
articles from Soviet press (1964) 2756
news (1964) 21614

and policy (1962) 15839
news (1965) 1073, 11053

space programs, general background
(1962) 13655

strong and weak points (1962) 10159
tasks of agricultural science, USSR report

(1962) 5899
theory, principles of Marxism-Leninism

(1965) 14491
ties with production (1965) 4976
translations (1961) 12851; (1962) 19949;

(1963) 2594-95; (1964) 5176
trends and achievements (1964) 16492
trends and developments (1964) 970
veterinary, problems (1962) 9963
veterinary science and practice develop-
ments (1965) 12695

Volga region, poorly planned scientific

institutes (1964) 16201
Uzbec scientific meetings and activities,

USSR study (1962) 756
way of life (1961) 7342
women in science, present and prospective

opportunities (paper) (1963) 16697

women in scientific careers (1961) 20036

Wroclaw Agricultural College in past and in

future, Polish study (1962) 7758
yesterday, today, and tomorrow (1961) 21363

Yugoslavia

—

aspects in development of economy (1965)

11184
doctorates (1962) 7663; (1963) 12578;

(1965) 11161
law on federal fund for scientific work

(1962) 7681
law on method of financing scientific insti-

tutions (1962) 7680
scientific activities (1965) 11246
scientific developments (1962) 5472

see also headings beginning Scientific

—

also
names of sciences.

Science Academy, National, see National Sci-

ence Academy.
Science Advisory Panel, establish, report

(1963) 6237
Science Advisory Staff, House, establish, hear-

ing (1964) 4499
Science Advisory Staff, Senate, establish,

hearing (1964) 4499
Science and Astronautics Committee, House:

activities, reports (1962) 399; (1963) 6207
calendar (1961) 3081; (1962) 3999; (1963)

3843; (1964) 3657
committee prints (1963) 2058-61, 6201-5,

6207-8, 13671; (1964) 4508; (1965)
4530-31, 5970-75, 8905, 10560, 12206,
17741, 19321

hearings, etc (1961) 5754-57, 7143-46,
8859-61, 10359-362, 12362-363, 14503-504,
16857-62, 18976-977, 20586-588; (1962)
398-399, 2341, 11474-475, 13544-545,
15281-282, 17129-132, 19196-198, 21221-
222, 23373-376; (1963) 304, 6206, 8011,
13670, 15332, 18958-959; (1964) 414,
2124, 4509-10, 8397-8400, 10345-346,
12154, 17665; (1965) 8906-7, 10559,
15832, 17742-743, 19320

see also subjects.

Science and Astronautics Committee, House

—

Continued
hearings, etc (1962) 398-399, 2341, 11474-475,

13544-545, 15281-282, 17129-132,
19196-198, 21221-222, 23373-376

hearings (1963) 304, 6206, 8011, 13670,
15332, 18958-959

hearings (1964) 414, 2124, 4509-10,
8397-8400, 10345-346, 12154, 17665

hearings (1965) 8906-7, 10559, 15832,
17742-743, 19320

hearings, see also subjects,
committee prints, see aJso subjects,
investigations and studies, aeronautical

outer space, and other scientific re-

search

—

authorization, reports (1961) 5663; (1963)
6114; (1965) 5884

expenses, reports (1961) 5684; (1963) 6133;
(1964) 12071; (1965) 5913

miscellaneous business, hearings (1961)
20587

progress report of Science, Research, and
Development Subcommittee (1965) 4531

reports (1961) 5705, 5709, 7118, 7121, 8729,
8788, 8805, 8819, 12312-313, 14293-294,
14330, 14345, 16673-674, 16737, 18927,
20559

reports, see aiso subjects.
Science and religion (USSR periodical):

translations (1961) 4539; (1963) 8924; (1965)
14591

Science and Technology Commission:

hearings (1962) 13679, 17332
reports (1962) 17256; (1963) 6237

Science and Technology Office:

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 19369
proposal, supplemental (1962) 15101

appropriations, 1964, hearings (1963) 18919
appropriations, 1965, hearings (1964) 10290
appropriations, 1966, hearings (1965) 8869
create, staff study (1961) 12514
director, nomination of Jerome B. Wiesner,

hearing (1962) 17345

hearing (1962) 11457; (1964) 4499
message from the President (1962) 11300
report (1962) 11381
staff study (1963) 2058

press releases (1965) 3839
Science bulletin (Chinese periodical):

articles (1963) 10443
Science fairs, see Fairs.
Science fiction, see Fiction.

Science Information Data Processing Center,

see National Research Data Processing
and Information Retrieval Center.

Science, Research, and Development Subcom-
mittee, Science and Astronautics Com-
mittee, House, progress report (1965)

4531
Science Service, Inc.:

incorporation, grant Federal charter

—

hearing (1962) 13530
report (1962) 13471; (1963) 6174

Science, Space and Urban Life Conference, see
Space, Science and Urban Life Confer-
ence.

Scientia (Chinese periodical):

translations (1962) 1408, 5765, 5792

Scientific activities news (North Vietnam peri-

odical):

translations (1962) 5486, 5580
Scientific aid (cotton):

examination announcement discontinuance
notice (1961) 14010
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Scientific and technical aerospace reports
(1963) 11086; (1964) 4010-11, 9541; (1965)
3918-19, 11978

Scientific and technical information (USSR
periodical):

translation (1964) 2915
Scientific and Technical Personnel, National

Register of, see National Register of

Scientific and Technical Personnel.
Scientific apparatus and instruments:
Chengtu Geological Institute raises utiliza-

tion rate (1961) 4650
Early American scientific instruments and

their makers (1964) 16758
importation agreement

—

report (1963) 20536
text (1963) 20514

industry, outlook and review (1961) 3843;

(1962) 6718; (1963) 5981
NSF undergraduate instructional program

grants (1963) 11133, 14616
problems of building, USSR (1965) 14567
radio interference, FCC rules and regula-

tions (1961) 7377, 17230
radio services, FCC rules and regulations

(1962) 7329
science equipment for elementary schools,

suggestings (1961) 20689
USSR survey of needs (1962) 7785

Scientific attaches. United States, present
status (1961) 19795

Scientific Council of State Hydrological Insti-

tute, session on results of scientific re-

search works in 1959, USSR (1961) 2333
Scientific Council on Problems of Cytology,

USSR, proceedings of 1st session (1964)

14538
Scientific directory and annual bibliography,

National Institutes of Health (1961)

11538; (1962) 14578; (1963) 9348
Scientific findings from Explorer VI (1965)

9636
Scientific illustrators, see Illustrators.

Scientific institutions, see Nonprofit institu-

tions.

Scientific inventory management series (1961)

7419
Scientific Manpower Conference, papers (1961)

15852
Scientific Medical Council bulletin (USSR peri-

odical):

excerpts (1962) 15877
translations (1962) 9901

Scientific Medical Society of Otorhinolaryng-
ology, Leningrad, see Leningrad Scien-

tific Medical Society of Otorhinolaryng-
ology, USSR.

Scientific-Methodological Athletic Council,

USSR, plenum, results (1964) 20131
Scientific notation, see Mathematics.
Scientific research:
academies of sciences of socialistic bloc

countries, aims, etc., Polish study (1963)

8574
affiliates of Academy of Sciences, USSR,

trends in 1963 (1963) 8659
agriculture in Rumania, study (1964) 21399
Air Force achievements (1965) 1806
Air Force objectives (1963) 18464
Air Force research bibliography

—

1950-56 (1961) 20313
1957-58 (1964) 16986

armed services support, investigation

—

authorization, reports (1961) 5649; (1965)

5885
expenses, reports (1961) 5673; (1965) 5904,

15736
basic research and national goals, report

(1965) 8905

Scientific research—Continued

biological problems, USSR study (1962) 897
Bulgaria

—

establishment of regulations for scientific

institutes under the departments (1962)
7537

ordinance for including scientific workers
and production specialists in research
institutes (1962) 7610

careers

—

agricultural engineering (1962) 1945
animal diseases and parasites (1962) 1946
soil and water conservation (1962) 1944

Chung-shan Hospital, Communist China
(1961) 7678

clinical discipline, 1944-64, Bulgarian study
(1965) 2725

contracts for research and design work,
USSR (1963) 16183

contribution to America's destiny (remarks)
(1961) 10713

cooperation in scientific and engineering
research (remarks) (1961) 996.5

cooperative program in research and train-

ing in bio-medicine, agreement with
Ghana (1962) 12714

coordination of information

—

central registration of projects, report
(1961) 8956

development projects in field of electronics

(1961) 19167
coordination

—

on public health problems in socialist

countries (1961) 10970
USSR (1961) 15392; (1962) 17698

documentation

—

current research and development (1961)

1459, 11551; (1962) 6439, 22778; (1963)

11261; (1965)8264
program of Office of Science Information

Service, NFS (1963) 3316

Dutch organization, excerpts from 1959
yearbook (1962) 5577

economic and social implications, current

projects (1961) 8078
employment of aliens

—

law (1964) 17407
reports (1963) 13753; (1964) 17551, 17806;

(1965) 8951
encouraging supply of vouth, USSR report

(1962) 23844
engineering

—

methods and materials. Reclamation Bu-
reau (1964) 9749

problems (1965) 8209
environment in Federal laboratory, symposi-

um proceedings (1965) 14244

expenditures and manpower for research
and development in colleges and univers-

ities (1963) 9251
Federal organization for activities (1963)

7342
Federal research and development

—

agency coordination study, hearings (1962)

2367
Government contracting, report to the

President (1962) 13554
print as Senate document, report (1962)

13610
programs in 1962 budget, analysis (1961)

3821
food industry coordination, USSR study

(1962) 12112
France, expansion (1962) 9886

funds and personnel trends for research and
development, 1953-61 (1962) 12554

funds. Federal, distribution, hearings (1964)

17665
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Scientific research—Continued

funds for agricultural colleges and agricul-
tural experiment stations (1961) 2616

funds for research and development—
and gross national product (1961) 6454
Federal

—

1962-64 (1964) 14988
1963-65 (1965) 16776
1964-66 (1965) 18643

in industry (1961) 2615, 4990, 17751,
20034; (1962) 10566; (1963) 12934, 18212;
(1964) 13306; (1965) 2954

national trends, 1953-62 (1963) 19985
funds used in Nation's scientific endeavor

(1965) 13091
Geological Survey 1962, short papers in ge-

ology, hydrology, and topography (1962)
17630; (1963) 6559

grants, administration and submission of
proposals (1963) 14614

Hungary

—

economic development relation (1965) 4986
long-range plans preparation (1962) 5411
morphologists (1962) 7626
organization and cost (1962) 5697
organization at Budapest Technical Uni-

versity (1965) 6479
information, NSF programs for dissemina-

tion (1961) 20032
Institute for Plant Protection, Bulgaria,

25th anniversary (1962) 5729
Institute of Botany, Academy of Sciences,

Ukrainain SSR, activities (1962) 22068
institutes and laboratories, coordination

vnth production, USSR report (1963)
2882

institutes, criticized in Soviet press (1964)
16431

institutes, history and list, USSR study
(1962) 960

international organizations, library, docu-
mentation, and information services
guide (1963) 5464

lasers, application, USSR study (1965) 798
manpower, annual conference, 1962, high-

lights, etc (1963) 16447
manpower, papers delivered at 1961 annual

meetings of American Statistical Asso-
ciation and American Association for
Advancement of Science (1962) 20195

medical and health-related

—

Federal support, 1947-64 (1962) 22633;
(1963) 19970

foundation expenditures (1963) 3178
methodology and planning, discussion by

USSR scientists (1965) 2711
NASA grants and contracts, general infor-

mation (1961) 4953; (1962) 29986
national long range research plan, status

evaluation, Hungarian study (1963)
15909

Navy research task summary (1962) 16086
North Vietnam

—

industrial development (1962) 17813
programs conducted (1962) 5478

OAR cumulative index of research results
(1965) 8484

opportunities in field of chemistry, mathe-
matics, metallurgy, physics, examination
announcement (1961) 3969

personnel, current problems in management,
1st symposium, proceedings (1964) 8540

planning, financing, and utilization, USSR
(1963) 10779

Poland—
5-year plan (1962) 7686
need for coordination (1963) 8483
planning present and future (1962) 5602

Scientific research—Continued

practical application, USSR study (1964)
2766

proposals submitted to sponsors by New
York University, etc., case study of
support (1963) 19984

publications in industrial firms, 1957-59,
survey (1962) 1726

Radiological Health Division research pro-
ject grant funds, summaries (1965) 5358

research and development

—

expenditures of nonprofit organizations
(1961) 21272

for defense in Defense Dept., hearings
(1961) 7143

in electrical equipment and communication
industry, 1956-62 (1965) 8181

research grants by N.I.H., index (1961)
21260; (1962) 12526; (1963) 11111; (1964)
11451-452; (1965) 16761

results, speed up introduction into industry,
USSR study (1962) 2814

review of activities in Defense Dept., 1961,
staff report (1961) 18977

Rumania

—

evaluation of effectiveness (1964) 2914
in field of health (1962) 5512
perspectives (1963) 19693
raising efficiency, survey (1965) 16482

science at work, careers in Commissioned
Officer Corps, C&GS (1963) 20389; (1965)
11990

scientific communication in Government,
organization and coordination of infor-
mation (1963) 18275

scientific documentation sponsored by NSF,
price list (1965) 2928

scientific research and development, Federal
budgeting, agency coordination study,
hearings (1962) 413

scientific research and other programs of
private foundations (1962) 22651

Slovakia, development (1962) 5435
small business concerns interested in per-

forming research and development, list

(1962) 1808; (1963) 11270
space exploration, advance of aeronautics

and astronautics, American chronology,
1915-60 (1961) 15765

space physiology, experimental research
(1963) 18181

space programs, participation by Mexican
scientists, agreement with Mexico (1965)
11726

statistical characterization, new aspects,
Rumanian study (1964) 11009

systems development and management.
Govt, contracting, hearings (1963) 13652

Tatar ASSR—
activities of scientific societies (1961) 7602

scientific conferences on 40th anniversary
(1962) 1086

technology and chemistry of nutrition, Pol-
ish study (1962) 19983

Ukrainian SSR, plans, 1964-65, summaries
(1964) 11114

USSR-
accessibility to U.S. scientists (1962)

10569
achievements under communism, public

inspection of plan fulfillment (1963) 5281

administrative work and coordination
(1961) 13238

all-Union Scientific Research Conference,
sanitary protection of water reservoirs,
problems (1962) 1076

conferences and activities (1962) 764
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Scientific research—Continued
USSR—Continued
conference on coordination of major re-

search in ferrous metallurgy (1961)
19479

coordination

—

improving (1962) 802
new form in economics (1963) 19637
State task (1962) 8180

deficiencies in planning work, translation
(1964) 11117

dermatology field, present status and
tasks (1965) 11178

direction and planning, study tour made
by Hungarians (1961) 10760

expanded session of Scientific Council
(1962) 19813

finance (1963) 6770
financing of works for new equipment

(1965) 12602
financing problems (1965) 5001
geographic investigations, methods (1962)

5587
higher level development (1962) 6076
institutes, activities (1965) 5018
legal aspects (1963) 17997
Marxist methods (1964) 11182
news of achievements (1965) 14524
organization, articles (1964) 20332
organizations (1962) 1012
organizations, work and tasks (1965)

11154
pharmacy (1965) 19761
planning and coordinating necessity (1965)

9370
planning and coordination (1965) 12607,

12770
problems in coordination of work (1962)

6027
scientific cadres, improving selection and

training (1962) 22325
scientific education, developments (1962)
14324 (1963) 5399

scientific research and publications (1965)
6524

veterinary medicine (1965) 11218

USSR Academy of Sciences, Institute of

Oceanology, Black Sea Experimental
Scientific Research Station jubilee con-

ference report (1961) 777
work in field of chemical engineering and

equipment, goals of development, USSR
study (1962) 798

works in field of geomagnetism and aerono-
my, 1957-59 (1961) 8040

Yugoslavia (1963) 10597
competition for funds for projects (1965)

12587
Council for Coordination of Scientific Re-

search, members (1963) 17746
Federal Council for Coordinating Scientif-

ic Research, ruling on naming President,
general secretary and members (1963)
16036

institutions, list (1963) 15786
method of financing scientific establish-

ments (1962) 7546, 7680
need for federal fund (1962) 7547
work, resolution on (1965) 7941

see also Research— aiso subjects.

Scientific Research and Development Office,

National Defense Research Committee,
summary technical report, microfilm

index (1961) 6490
Scientific research societies (USSR periodical):

excerpts (1962) 15790

Scientific societies:

conference on cooperation among scientific-

technical organizations of Socialist

countries, Budapest, May 11-16, 1964

(1964) 16562
dues and membership, survey report (1961)

2698A
Hungarian Meteorological Society, miscella-

neous activities, meetings, etc (1965)
16474

organizational principle in network of scien-

tific-information institutions in member
nations of Council for Economic Mutual
Assistance, intrabloc (1965) 12630

pertinent to education of technicians (1965)
18013

scientific-technical societies, role in USSR
(1963) 19697

USSR, Scientific-Technical Society of Radio
Engineering and Telecommunications
imeni A.S. Popov, 20th anniversary
(1965) 12636

Scientific-Technical Society of Non-Ferrous
Metallurgy, USSR, work in 1959, task
for 1960 (1961) 10727

Scientific-technical societies USSR (periodi-

cal):

translations (1963) 2541
Scientific-Technical Union, Bulgaria, transla-

tions (1964) 16557
Scientific Unions, International Council of, see

International Council of Scientific Un-
ions.

Scientists:
academicians' working day, USSR report

(1962) 6141
Air Force officers, mathematical prediction

(1962) 12948
aliens, employment by Commerce Dept., re-

port (1961) 17029
American, in cancer-virus research, biblio-

directory of current studies (1962) 16068

biological, employment outlook (1962) 8344;
(1964) 7375

Bulgarian, information (1962) 5448
Bulgarian scientific workers, decree on spe-

cialization (1963) 10403
career opportunities

—

Agricultural Research Service (1961)
16110

atomic energy (1964) 137
civilian. Air Force Dept (1962) 10893;

(1963) 1748
crops research (1963) 1710
entomology research (1962) 1949
National Bureau of Standards (1962)
24005

conducting research and development in col-

leges and universities (1963) 9251
Conference of Scientific Manpower, papers

(1963) 16447
contacts with foreign scientists, translation

(1962) 10179
Ck>rps of Engineers, Army, career develop-

ment program (1962) 488
creation of a scientist (remarks) (1962) 6710
creative, role and training (remarks) (1961)

5409
creative scientist, training and role (re-

marks) (1963) 9694
Czechoslovakia, biographic data (1962) 5517;

(1963) 17592
earnings, 1960 (1961) 15853
earth, employment outlook (1964) 9388
earth, nuclear age, opportunities and re-

sponsibilities (1961) 706
East European, information (1963) 8679
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Scientists—Continued
employed at colleges and universities, 1958,

preliminary report (1961) 13581
employed in industry (1961) 1359; (1962)

1727
employment in

—

Federal Government (1961) 20035; (1963)
1362

industrial research (1962) 22652; (1963)
12934, 18212; (1964) 13306; (1965) 2954

State government agencies (1961) 11462;
(1964) 14705

examination announcement, amdt (1965)
19017

explorations in measurement and prediction
of contributions of one sample (1962)
1975

Federal Government personnel (1965) 11552
Federal, personnel system. Federal merit

system of interest to (1964) 6101
foreign language proficiency (1962) 6329
geographic distribution reported in National

Register of Scientific and Technical Per-
sonnel, 1960, preliminary report (1962)
6328

Georgian SSR, conference reports (1962)
10196

graduate enrollment and Ph.D, output at 100
leading institutions, 1959-60 to 1963-64
(1965) 14898

honors and award practices of Federal Gov-
ernment (1963) 20380

human resources, training of scientific and
technical personnel (1963) 2443

Hungarian

—

Academy of Sciences awards outstanding
scientists (1964) 7032

activities (1964) 1178
biographic notes (1963) 10761
classifying system (1964) 8848
Kossuth-prize winning, for 1960, back-
ground (1962) 7726

news (1962) 7528
news and activities (1962) 5374
qualification and training of aspirants

(1964) 5102
scientists and scientific organizations

(1965) 9449
visits to bloc countries, report (1964)
20163

ideology, Estonian Academy of Sciences gen-
eral meeting, USSR study (1963) 19692

in engineering schools (1963) 21044
Israeli personalities, biographic information

(1963) 20899; (1964) 2884
Japanese, 10 best (1962) 7526
Kazakhstan conference, reports (1962) 5686
labor market conditions (1961) 3118, 7346,

19251; (1962) 21674; (1964) 4657, 19647
survey (1962) 9551

Latvia, important problems (1964) 1249
long-range demand for personnel, NSF study

(1962) 1725
manpower

—

ballistic missile program of Air Force
Department, survey (1961) 5752

in science, profiles (1963) 16446
Labor Statistics Bureau publications, list

(1962) 20057
resources in colleges and universities

(1963) 3194
studies, utilization, salaries (1964) 6123
supply, demand, and utilization, staff

study (1963) 6208
medical

—

Bulgaria, biographic information (1963)
8821

other than physicians (1965) 2065

Scientists—Continued
medical—Continued
research, cardiovascular, opportunities in

Israel (1964) 20647
metropolitan area distribution, national reg-

ister 1960 (1963) 3195
Mexican, participation in space, research

programs, agreement (1965) 11726
need for cadres in modern science, USSR

study (1963) 5203
new stage in consolidation of scientific ef-

forts, USSR study (1964) 2701
nuclear scientist defects to United States,

hearing (1965) 10697
patent career (1961) 21294
personnel employed in colleges and universi-

ties, 1961 survey (1965) 18644
physical, employment outlook (1964) 9406
physical, research, design, and development

activities, technical occupations con-
cerned (1961) 7345

Poland

—

development of future cadre (1962) 7687
information (1962) 5592
medical academies (1962) 5461
Wroclaw Agricultural College in past and

in future (1962) 7758

Public Health Service, requirements, etc
(1961) 11541

Pugwash meetings, Soviet view (1962) 19803

recruitment by defense contractors, cost
investigation, report (1961) 5751

register of scientific and technical personnel
(1961) 17752; (1962) 12555

requirements and supply in 1960's (1964)
7624

research and development (1961) 20033
in colleges and universities, 1958 (1961)
9634

1956-61 (1963) 11132, 19986
positions, increase limitation

—

hearings (1961) 17143
report (1961) 17108

research manpower in pharmaceutical indus-
try, 1959-61 (1962) 24014

responsibilities to their Nation and world
(remarks) (1963) 16864

role in today's world (remarks) (1964) 4311
role of scientist and citizen in control of air

pollution (address) (1965) 5355
Russian, biographies (1962) 12084

salaries and characteristics, national regis-

ter 1962 (1963) 3196
salaries and professional characteristics,

1964 (1965) 8180
scandal among Kirghiz SSR scientists (1965)

14541
scientific and technical personnel in industry

(1964) 9665, 16613
scientific manpower bulletins (1961) 13581,

15853; (1962) 6328-29, 12555; (1963)
3195-96

scientific manpower from abroad (1962)
22654; (1963) 1360

scientific workers and training of scientific

pedagogical cadres in USSR (1962)
21984

scientist as a human being (remarks) (1965)
208

scientists and society (remarks) (1963) 9700
scientists from abroad, 1962, as immigrants

(1965) 19985
sociology and psychology, symposium (1961)

15852
space, biographical and bibliographical list-

ing, 1957-61 (1962) 22538
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Scientists—Continued
supply and demand 1960-70 (1964) 2971
testimony on space goals, hearings (1963)

15372
training facilities, USSR studies (1964) 8981
Ukrainian SSR (1964) 2549
United States, access to Soviet scientific

information (1962) 10569
USSR-

activities in USSR and in foreign coun-
tries (1965) 11306

at higher educational institutions, contri-
bution to theory and practice (1961)
19503

biographies (1961) 2127, 4510, 4645, 7587-
89, 7843, 10726, 13140, 19475, 19541;
(1962) 743, 752, 829, 836, 1008, 1032,
1259, 1422, 2613, 2999, 5829, 6145, 9828,
9926, 10078, 13143, 14228, 14237, 15720,
15737, 17782, 17990, 18083, 19916, 22025,
23826; (1963) 788, 2930, 6966, 8949,
10652, 16069, 17812; (1964) 1191, 2707,
2862-63, 5156, 7159, 8909, 9163, 12625,
12637, 12678, 14418, 16380, 19909, 20317,
20333, 21539

close cooperation between scientists and
practical workers (1963) 6662

decisions on ranks and titles (1961) 19769
education (1965) 11183
field of mathematics, biographic informa-

tion (1961) 7800
matter of honor (1962) 1367
medical figures. Academy candidates (1962)

1001
medical scientists and organizations, bio-
graphies (1962) 23636

news (1965) 18287
news of achievements (1965) 14524
obituaries (1964) 11205
propagandizing scientific atheism as hon-
orable task (1963) 17729

recent activities (1965) 14543
recent awards conferred (1965) 9424
scientific cadres, selection and training,
improvement (1962) 22325

scientific personnel, suggestions for better
utilization (1965) 2342

scientific research, methodology and plan-
ning, discussion (1965) 2711

scientists and organizations, lists (1962)
14078

Soviet and Czech

—

cooperation (1964) 7227
information (1963) 17659

training (1964) 21603; (1965) 2343
translations (1962) 770, 1059, 1093, 1149,

1191, 2598, 2622
visit to Democratic Republic of Vietnam

(1961) 15203
young, training, round table discussion

(1965) 16424
visiting colleges and universities, 1961-62,

programs (1961) 21270
what it means to be a scientist (remarks)

(1964) 10040
see also Agricultural research scientists

—

Social scientists.

SCIM meter for measuring performance of
speech communications systems (1965)
5548

Scintillation:

anion exchange resin, final report (1964)
13702

ionospheric and tropospheric, of radio star
at zero to 5 degrees of elevation (1965)
10113

mechanism, study (1965) 4204
optical, literature survey (1965) 8145

Scintillation—Continued
optical, over snow, ice, and frozen ground

(1964) 12344
radio star and satellite

—

measurements at subauroral latitude
(1965) 7086

study (1965) 106

radio star over Canada, during July 20, 1963
eclipse (1964) 19153

radiometry methods (1963) 4471

Scintillation counters:
(Derenkov, measurements of nuclei in pri-

mary cosmic radiation (1963) 16375
characteristics and use (1963) 4471
directional dependence of counting rates

from Explorer IV (1964) 18792
liquid scintillation spectrometer, reproduci-

bility of tritium analysis of organic
compounds (1961) 9486

organic, proceedings of University of New
Mexico, conference on (1961) 16218

scintillating fibers for low energy beta
counting (1965) 17101

telescope for charge and mass identification

of primary cosmic rays (1963) 16377
Scioto County, Ohio, development program,

suggestions (1964) 15254
Scioto River:

flood control project, modify

—

hearing (1964) 21211
report (1964) 19473; (1965) 5889

Scioto River Basin:
flood control survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 4871
document edition (1963) 4690

Scituate, Mass.:
sale of portion of former light station prop-

erty, U.S. to waive reversionary inter-

est, hearings (1962) 9399
law (1961) 16535
reports (1961) 12230, 14693

Sciulli, Joseph A., digital tape recorder ana-
lyzer (1964) 21748

Sclerosis, see Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis

—

Arteriosclerosis—Cardiosclerosis—Mul-
tiple sclerosis.

Scola, D.A., catalytic hydrocracking of poly-

pheny! systems for reactor coolant re-

clamation (1964) 8059
Scoliodon, see Sharks.

Scolytus multistriates, see Beetles.
Scombrids, see Tuna fish.

Scopolamine, see Hyoscine.
Scope ratio-depth relationships for beam

trawl, shrimp trawl, and otter trawl
(1964) 14268

SCORE, see Service Corps of Retired Execu-
tives.

Scotch pine, see Pine.

Scotland:
education (1964) 2271, 8484"

north and east coasts, sailing directions
(1961) 7535; (1963) 3203

west coast, sailing directions (1961) 20844;
(1963) 11139; (1964) 20672; (1965) 1527

Scotopic acuity, see Acuity.

Scott, Clarice L., men's suits, how to judge
quality (1963) 18425

Scott, E.J., power series solutions of
one-dimensional flow equation for expo-
nential and linear diffusivity functions
(1963) 1629

Scott, Earnest 0., relief (1964) 17694, 21106,
21175

Scott, Edward W., Ill, relief (1961) 7165, 8691,
10149
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Scott, George S.:

flammability characteristics of ethylene
(1965) 16594

flammabihty of trichloroethylene (1963) 5502

Scott, Glenn R.:

bedrock geology of Kassler quadrangle, Colo
(1963) 14025

stratigraphy of Niobrara formation at
Pueblo, Colo (1964) 14344

Scott, Harold G., household and stored-food
insects of public health importance, etc
(1964) 1560

Scott, James H., GAMLOG computer program i

(1965) 15251
Scott, James L., projections of population of

(Dommunist countries of Eastern Europe,
by age and sex, 1965-85 (1965) 17228

Scott, Norman C, moisture patterns in Doug-
las-fir and tanoak slash (1965) 7735

Scott, R.F., heat exchange at ground surface
(1964) 19653

Scott, Samuel J.:

subsonic aerodynamic heat transfer to sur-
face recessed within forward stagnation
region slit (1964) 3020

testimony hearings (1965) 4624, 6067, 7547
Scott, W. Wayne, electron-bremsstrahlung

differential cross section for thin and
thick targets (1965) 6711

Scott County, Ind., soil survey (1962) 8655
Scotti, Marie, remarks, June 24, 1964 (1964)

14681
Scottish Rite Masons, see United Supreme

council, 33d Degree, Ancient and Accept-
ed Scottish Rite of Freemasonry, South-
ern Jurisdiction,

operating costs and ratios, retail, bibliogra-
phy (1963) 11273; (1965) 9913

Scotts Bluff National Monument:
general information (1962) 10561; (1964)

14978; (1965) 9801
revision of boundaries

—

law (1961) 12122
reports (1961) 8797, 12445

Scotts Creek:
flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 18039
document edition (1965) 17464

Scottsville, Ky., geology and ground-water
resources of area (1963) 10296

Scour and fill in sand-bed streams (1964) 6808
Scouring and combing plants, see Wool.
Scout, see Rockets.
Scranton, Pa.:
area redevelopment, manpower report (1965)

6127
census of business

—

1958, standard metropolitan area, central
business district statistics (1961) 8479

1963, major retail centers, standard metro-
politan statistical area (1965) 13587

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18325
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16536

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 6817

electric facilities of area, map (1962) 555;
(1963) 516; (1964) 673; (1965) 16177

housing problems of elderly, hearings (1962)
9473

metropolitan area, area wage survey (1965)
19806

motor carrier accident (1965) 16369
occupational wage surveys (1964) 2964,

20440

Scranton, Pa.—Continued
departmental editions (1961) 1178; (1962)

3263; (1963) 1174
document edition (1961) 371; (1962) 2311;

(1963) 279
redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)

13161
Wilkes-Barre Scranton Airport, weather

observations, hourly, summary, decenni-
al census of climate (1963) 14792

Scranton Lackawanna Industrial Building Co.,
unnecessary grant approved for financ-
ing Keystone Industrial Park, GAO re-
port (1965) 7789

Scrap:
boron, recovery by pyrohydrolysis (1964)

8062
consumption and stocks at brass and wire

mills, mineral industry survey, monthly
(1962) 4322; (1963) 3482; (1964) 3284;
(1965)3171

experimental extraction of strategic compo-
nents from S-816 alloy scrap (1961)
11390

fishery imports, 1937-59 (1961) 7436

fishery products, production, 1929-59 (1961)
7437

high-temperature alloy scrap

—

reclaiming (1965) 10963
sales by Defense Dept installations in

U.S., GAO review (1962) 23582

iron and steel

—

minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 17634;
(1962) 20085; (1963) 19841; (1964) 20482

monthly (1963) 3809-10; (1964) 3620-21;
(1965) 3537

Pacific Northwest (1965) 5073
materials, defense scrap yard handbook

(1963) 2114

metal, duties, suspension, continue

—

law (1961) 14110; (1962) 16740; (1963)
13424; (1964) 13874; (1965) 13791

reports (1961) 10321, 12470; (1962) 13463,
15372; (1963) 11868, 13746; (1964) 10241,
12238; (1965) 12111, 14045

sales, use of proceeds for construction pur-
poses by Air Force Logistics Command
(1962) 17615

steel, forced convection heating in fuel-fired
vertical furnace (1962) 1639

superalloy, electrochemical recovery of co-
balt-nickel alloy (1964) 13121

zinc-base die-cast, use for zinc recovery
(1964) 11323

Scrapers:
automatic zonal, for radioassay of chroma-

tograms, blueprints (1965) 4261
zonal, radioassay of thin-layer chromato-

grams, blueprints (1964) 11864
Scrapie:
eradicating, of sheep (1965) 13409
slaughter program, compensate sheep own-

ers, hearing (1963) 17158

Screening technique makes reliable bond at
room temperature (1965) 5119

Screening tests:

Army enlistment

—

feasibility of abbreviated forms (1964)
15275

simulated branching tests, preliminary
evaluation (1964) 15274

methods for improving enlisted input
(1964) 15277

chronic diseases, principles and procedures
in statistical evaluation of sensitivity,
etc (1962) 3466
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Screening tests—Continued
detection of abnormal milk (1965) 13244
glaucoma, prevent blindness (1962) 16138
fine-screening of coal, sieve bend cleaning

process (1961) 4828
Screens:

air, for insect control (1963) 13158
aluminum tubular frame, commercial stand-

ard (1962) 4660
effect in reducing distortion and diffusion

length for dump diffuser (1962) 12417
fine-mesh, simplified method of fabricating

(1965) 2855
insect screening, wire, commercial standard,

amdt (1961) 11827
use of sieve bend and scalping deck with

vibrating screen in dewatering and
draining dense medium from fine coal
(1963) 20968

vinyl-coated glass fiber insect screening and
louver cloth, standard of trade (1963)
4513; (1964) 11430

window, aluminum tension, commercial
standard (1962) 6715

window, ponderosa pine, standard of trade
(1965) 6768

Screw locking cups quickly and neatly crimped
(1965) 5154

Screw propellers, see Propellers.

Screw threads:
cutting by master-screw method since 1480

(1964) 20654
standards for Federal services (1963) 19950

Screwdrivers, V-slotted screw head and match-
ing driving tool (1964) 7481

Screws:
machine products, census of manufactures,

1958, industry report (1961) 5472, 11859
metric (international standard), differentiat-

ing from Whitworth (thread) screw.
Communist Chinese study (1961) 2131

strength of wood joints made with screws,
etc (1965) 10926

V-slotted head and matching driving tool

(1964) 7481
Screwworms:
eradication

—

use of radiant energy, picture story (1962)
10851, 10859

facts (1963) 4343
questions and answers (1963) 13
science vs screwworm in Southwest (talk)

(1962) 16268
status in U.S (1962) 12820

Scribers:
negative scribing for color-separation of

maps, procedures (1961) 19419
scribing on coated plastics, techniques

(1963) 1731
Scribing sheets, negative scribing for color-

separation of maps, procedures (1961)
19419

Scribner, Bourdon F., spectrochemical analy-
sis, optical spectrometry, X-ray fluores-
cence spectrometry, and electron probe
microanalysis techniques (1965) 19962

Script, see Land scrip.

Script for filmstrip entitled Children's Bureau,
first 50 years, 1912-62 (1962) 23092

Scriven, L. Edward, address Nov. 15, 1962
(1963) 204

Scrivner, C.L., soil survey report, Moniteau
County, Mo (1964) 18952

Scroggins, James R., detail wind data as meas-
ured by radar/balloon technique (1963)
11022

Scrub oak, see Oak.

Scrubbers, carbon dioxide, stabilization of

monoethanolamine solutions for subma-
rines (1965) 9832

SCS, see Soil Conservation Service.
Scullen, Herman A., genus Cerceris in America

north of Mexico (Hymenoptera: Spheci-
dae) (1965) 14904

Scullion, Joseph R., nomination, hearing (1965)
430

Sculpin (U.S.S.):

submarine atmosphere studies (1964) 18865
Sculpture and statuary:
create and establish commission on art and

antiquities of Capitol, report (1962)
15413

Abraham Lincoln statue, presentation to
Mexico

—

law (1964) 17258
reports (1964) 6473, 13964

Dennis Chavez statue

—

accept, hold ceremonies, and print proceed-
ings, authorize, report (1965) 17862

acceptance, authorize, report (1965) 19244
acceptance proceedings, print as Senate
document (1965) 19245

place in Capitol rotunda, authorize, report
(1965) 19243

Esther Morris statue, presentation proceed-
ings (1961) 8865

Eusebio Francisco Kino, statue

—

acceptance, proceedings (1965) 12047
accepting, reports (1964) 17554, 17802
place in statuary Hall

—

law (1962) 18973
reports (1962) 9342, 17280

place temporarily in rotunda of Capitol
and hold ceremonies, reports (1964)
17553, 17801

proceedings at unveiling, authorize print-
ing, reports (1964) 17560, 17803

John Burke statue

—

acceptance, print proceedings, report
(1963) 13529

acceptance, proceedings (1964) 2131
place in Statuary Hall, reports (1963)
8085, 9871, 13528

Joseph Ward statue

—

acceptance, print proceedings, report
(1963) 9873

place in Statuary Hall, reports (1963)
8077, 9872, 13530

Maine lobsterman, erect statue in new
southwest, D.C., report (1962) 21094

Robert H. Goddard, statue, erect

—

hearings (1964) 4510; (1965) 17743
reports (1965) 15761, 19456

Sam Rayburn statue

—

acceptance proceedings (1965) 13823
print, reports (1965) 7416, 8922

statues, monuments, and memorials in Na-
tional Capital Parks areas, list (1962)
6323

Scup, fishery, fluctuations in yield and their
causes (1964) 15929

Scurvy grass, biology of lozhechnitsa arktika,
plant with hypotensive action, USSR
study (1962) 15741

SD series (1961) 9016; (1962) 2393, 19413;
(1963) 2119, 6314, 12039, 19087; (1964)
2256, 6552, 12306, 17898; (1965) 2077

SDA equipment guide (1964) 18801
Sea, see Ocean.
Sea Cadet Corps of America, see Naval Sea

Cadet Corps.
Sea food:
canned, struvite crystals (1965) 12481
fish and shellfish recipes (1961) 7435
for better balanced diet, tips and recipes,

publications, list (1965) 13224
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Sea food—Continued
irradiation pasteurization, effect of irradia-

tion on microbial flora surviving (1965)

1851
littorals of China seas, USSR article (1961)

17394
merchandising (1965) 498
recipes for Alaskans (1961) 20751
spiced and pickled, general information

(1964) 10566
Sea kale, cultivation in China (1963) 14415

Sea lampreys, see Lampreys.

Sea level:

cosmic-ray variations (1961) 10805
fluctuations, bedrock valleys of New Eng-

land coast, relationship (1964) 19787

observations at polar gaging stations, pro-

tection of bench marks (1961) 12586

Sea lions, see Seals (animals).

Sea nettles, see Jelly fish.

Sea of Japan, see Japan, Sea of.

Sea otters, Soviet studies of ecology (1964)

7107
Sea scallops, see Scallops.

Sea slicks, see Ocean.

Sea urchins:
Cassiduloid echinoids, description, etc (1962)

16161
CJenozoic and Cretaceous, from Trinidad and

Venezuela (1961) 15967
fishery (1961) 10632
fossil echinoids from Marshall Islands (1964)

15945
papers on Ek;hinoidea, etc.. National Museum

bulletin, title page, etc (1963) 11114
Tertiary echinoids from Caloosahatchee and

Tamiami formations, Florida (1963)

16560
Sea water:
absorption-multistage flash distillation proc-

ess (1963) 20753
boundary waters, Great Lakes and St.

Lawrence River, pilotage services,
agreement (1963) 11320

chemical analysis, calcium determination,
etc (1963) 604

chlorinated, use to improve quality of fish

aboard fishing vessels (1961) 1999
conversion

—

bibliography (1964) 847
by freezing (1964) 10679
by reverse osmosis (1964) 6835; (1965)

16345
catalyst of international cooperation (re-

marks) (1964) 21369
chelation to remove ions prior to

distillation (1961) 12820
demineralization by electrically-induced

adsorption on porous carbon electrodes
(1964) 8802

demonstration plant —
Freeport, Tex., dedication ceremony (re-

marks) (1961) 10711
San Diego, Calif (1962) 7491, 7493

desalination pilot plant design (1964) 6836
distillation, by large nuclear-powered

plants (1964) 9754, 18936
isotopes utilization as fuel (1963) 12246
membrane technology, bibliography (1964)
848

multiphase ejectors for

—

distillation desalination systems, study
(1964) 10680

freezing process desalination systems,
study (1965) 11021

new process for production of fresh water
(1962) 7495

nuclear power use for production of fresh
water from sea water, hearing (1964)
21159

osmionic process, practicality (1963) 14057

Sea water—Continued
conversion—Continued
plants

—

expansion and construction, law (1961)

18686
loans for construction

—

hearing (1961) 19172
reports (1961) 16672, 16815

program, expand and extend

—

hearings (1961) 14477
report (1961) 17000

reports (1963) 12245; (1964) 8797; (1965)
12567

research and development test station,
Wrightsville Beach, N.C (1964) 18164

research needs, staff reports (1961) 5709,
5757

salt concentration at phase boundaries
(1964) 10678

sea or brackish water to fresh, cost, etc.

(remarks) (1961) 14996
thin film vapor compression system (1964)

10673

use of polymer films (1962) 19592
vapor reheat and liquid-liquid heat ex-

change (1964) 845
corrosion of metals (1961) 7547
demineralizing, gas hydrate

—

process, use of new agents (1962) 13901
use (1961) 740

desalination

—

agreement with Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics (1965) 5406

bibliography (1965) 10304
electrodialysis process

—

adapted tor computer methods, engineer-
ing evaluation (1965) 16343

inorganic ion exchange membranes in-

vestigation (1965) 16344
reverse osmosis, concentration polariza-

tion with variable flux and incomplete
salt rejection (1965) 19695

desalting plants and nuclear power plants
for combined water and power produc-
tion (1965) 6364

development of solvent demineralization of
saline water (1962) 15658

dissolved gases, determined by gas chroma-
tography (1962) 20220

distillation, current status of problem,
USSR (1965) 14554

distillation unit for marine and shore base
application, evaluation (1963) 6577

effects of immersion on properties of glass
reinforced polyester laminates (1961)
1463

emergency solar still desalts (1965) 14778

evaporators, scale control (1965) 12568

Hickman still, study and development (1961)
739

ice, structural control of vertical variation
of strength (1964) 14203

in coastal aquifers (1964) 10653

magnesium cell incorporating bacterial colo-

nized cathode, experiments (1965) 11576

nuclear energy for water desalting (1965)
17146

bibliography (1965) 17131
postulated anomalous dissolved atmospheric

gas concentration in Arctic Ocean (1965)
14959

producing selectively infrared-reflecting sur-
faces on plastic films for solar stills

(1962) 15657
program for advancing desalting technolo-

gy, report (1965) 761
radionuclide content in vicinity of Christmas

Island, Mar.-Aug. 1962 (1965) 11919
refrigerated, processing and quality of

shrimp held, studies (1962) 576
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Sea water—Continued
relation of salt water to fresh ground water

(series) (1963) 12234, 14031; (1964)
19792; (1965) 19675

removal of salt residues

—

and contamination from flooded helicopter
equipment, surface chemical techniques
(1965) 11595

from airborne rad^r equipment after
salt-water environmental testing, NRL
salvage system (1962) 6366

removal of scale-forming compounds (1963)
6578

saline water conversion program to develop
new source of fresh water (1963) 624

salinity, effect on motility of sperm of Azov
and Aral Chalcalburnus and Cyprinus,
USSR study (1965) 9328

salt water/air interface, effects of impressed
electrostatic fields (1963) 5050

salt-water encroachment

—

of Savannah area, Ga-S.C (1964) 4808
relation to major aquifer zones (1964)

19792
scale-forming compounds, removal process

(1962) 13899
sea water batteries plus tunnel diode con-

verter as power source (1964) 5606
softening by ion exchange, saline water

conversion pretreatment (1962) 17654
submarine application of gas chromatogra-

phy for analysis of dissolved gases in

sea water (1965) 14958
surface temperature, North Pacific Ocean,

monthly mean charts (1962) 15583
systems for experimental aquariums, collec-

tion of papers (1964) 14282
technical exploitation of electrochemical

processes occurring, USSR study (1964)
18370

temperature and salinity. Pacific Coast
(1962) 15004

temperature fluctuations, changes in abun-
dance of marine worm, Glycera dibran-
chiata (1965) 605

Seaber, Paul R., chemical character of water
in Englishtown Formation, N.J (1965)
12547

Seaboard Air Line RR., accidents (1961) 4348,
17356; (1963) 12265; (1965) 4903, 14473

Seaborg, Glenn T.:

addresses, etc (1963) 138, 1844, 1845; (1963)
1848, 5951, 5954, 9693-95, 9699, 11587,
11591, 11593, 13249, 13251, 16863-64,
18607, 18609; (1964) 132, 1783-84, 1865,
4308-09, 4311, 5993, 8093, 8096, 10035,
10040, 11871-72, 17067, 19258, 19261,
19265-67, 21020; (1965) 205, 208, 4282,
4286, 5623, 8563, 8565-66, 10193,
11922-24, 13545, 17148, 18955

Seacliff, Calif., railroad accident (1964) 6871
Seader, J.D., boiling heat transfer for cry-

ogenics (1965) 12973
Seafaring premium pay on privately operated

United States flag merchant ships (1963)
16315

Seafaring wage rates, Atlantic, Gulf and
Pacific districts (1964) 14726

Seafood, see Sea food.

Seagle, Edgar F., X-ray equipment survey in

Polk Ck)unty, Fla (1965) 2989
Seagrave, Richard C, turbulent mass transfer

in liquid streams (1963) 11561
Sealers, Federal item identification guides for

supply cataloging (1962) 9508; (1963)

3657; (1964) 3475, 12294; (1965) 3377
Sealers, see Primers (paint).

Sealift magazine (1962) 12369; (1963) 4173;
(1964) 4013; (1965) 3921

Sealing:
coal-mine passageway through borehole,

progress report (1964) 13129
composite seal reduces alkaline battery

leakage (1965) 16659
dissimilar materials, joining technique (1965)

12986
engineering manual (1965) 516
metal fill tubes, tool facilitates (1964) 14810
porous carbon-graphite materials in heat

treatment, USSR study (1965) 9355
Sealing compounds:

analysis of visco seal, concentric laminar
case (1965) 16609

engineering manual (1965) 516
use to reduce seepage losses from canals

(1965) 6595
Seals (animals):

California aerial census (1962) 583
fur seal

—

industry of Pribilof Islands, 1786-1960
(1961) 14884

investigations, Pribilof Islands, Alaska
(1965) 6228, 6230

operations, Pribilof Islands Administra-
tion, GAO review (1961) 12760

molt in the northern fur seal (1964) 4744
North Pacific fur seals

—

interim convention on conservation proto-
col amending report (1964) 10362

protocol between United States, Japan,
and USSR, amending interim convention
of Feb. 9, 1957 (1964) 13469

northern fur seal

—

history, distribution and movements, etc

(1964) 8600
pelage and surface topography (1962) 9658

Northwest Atlantic fisheries convention,
protocol (1964) 10361

report (1964) 14029
pelagic fur seal investigations, Alaska

(1964) 8622; (1965) 6226
Pribilof fur seal population estimates, criti-

cal study (1965) 14293
Pribilof Islands, AJaska, 1962, fur seal in-

vestigations (1964) 8618
Steller sea lion herds in Alaska,

photographic census, 1956-58 (1963)
13973

Steller sea lion in Alaskan waters, experi-
mental harvest of (1961) 9150

Seals (numismatics):
Federal Aviation Agency, FAA regulations

(1962) 13774
great seal of United States, description

(1964) 16870
House of Representatives, provide new seal

and press, report (1964) 2083
Post Office Department seal, history (1965)

11620
used in (jrovernment P*rinting Office (1965)

14422
Seals (vacuum tube):
ceramic-metal seals for high-power tubes

(1963) 18498
Seals and glands:
Bonus superheater assembly seal connector

development, terminal report (1962) 8951
connector seals fluid lines at cryogenic tem-

peratures and high vacuums (1965) 2862
device transmits rotary motion through

hermetically sealed wall (1964) 11369
dynamic seals friction and wear studies in

liquid fluorine and liquid oxygen (1964)
18779

low-cost, compensates for surface irregulari-

ties (1965) 11433
seal allows blind assembly and thermal ex-

pansion of components (1965) 5157
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Seals and glands—Continued
self sealing disconnect for tubing (1964)

7482
shaft seals for compressors and turbines for

gas-cooled reactor application, Oak
Ridge National Laboratory proceedings
(1961) 11807

type of seals for main coolant pumps for
large pressurized water reactor plants
(1961) 18076

vented piston seal prevents fluid leakage
between 2 chambers (1965) 2842

Sealskin, see Seals (animals).
Sealy, W.C., vascular responses to hypother-

mia (1964) 9977
Seamanship, see Navigation.
Seamen, see Sailors.

Seaplanes:
bases, directory, airman's guide supplement

(1962) 21712; (1963) 3604; (1964) 3424;
(1965) 3314

deflected slipstream STOL, having 4 propel-
lers and boundary-layer control, han-
dling qualities (1965) 18538

DeHaviland Beaver DH(3-2—
cargo-dropping installation (1962) 11865
external water tank installation (1962)

11866
high-subsonic mine-laying, effects of gross

load and various bow modifications
(1962) 10488

hull-type, aerodynamic characteristics at
Mach numbers 1.57, 1.87, 2.16 (1962)
12440

P6M, procurement from Glenn L. Martin Co.,

additional costs, GAO report (1964) 8705
supersonic multijet

—

variable-incidence wing, aerodynamic and
hydrodynamic characteristics (1962)
12439

water-based aircraft equipped with super-
cavitating hydrofoils, hydrodynamic and
aerodynamic characteristics of model
(1962) 12430

transonic aerodynamic characteristics of

model 6-engine hull-type, designed for
supersonic flight (1962) 12437

transport, high-subsonic multijet logistics

with weight of 500,000 lbs., aerodynamic
and hydrodynamic characteristics (1961)
7958

Seaports, see Ports.
Search for Cittie of Ralegh, archeological ex-

cavations at Fort Raleigh National His-
toric Site, N.C (1963) 1344

Search for extraterrestrial life (1963) 18124

Search for new empirical formula for repre-
sentation of variation of intensity of
solar radiation with zenith angle (1965)
5239

Search for talent (1965) 8005
Search radar, see Radar.
Searches and discoveries, USSR (1962) 955
Searchlights, atmospheric aerosol probing

(1965) 109
Searles Lake, evaporite deposit, character and

distribution of nonclastic minerals
(1964) 19777

Searsport, Maine:
harbor improvement, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23487
document edition (1962) 23336

port (1965) 6141
Seas, see Ocean.
Seaside Park, behavior of beach fill and

borrow area (1965) 10763
Seasonal changes of temperature field in lower

stratosphere over Northern Hemisphere,
USSR (1965) 12626

Seasonal, latitudinal and diurnal variations in
upper atmosphere (1961) 7982

Seasonal variation in farm food prices and
price spreads (1961) 5273

Seasonally adjusted series for bank credit
(1962) 17495

Seasoning of wood, see Lumber—Wood.
Seasons and holidays (1963) 12059
Season's first tobacco market reports (1964)

15191
Seat belts, see Automobile seat belts.

Seats:
aircraft

—

analysis of sitting areas and pressures of
man (1962) 16414

design criteria, crash injury evaluation
(1963) 13099

dynamic test, experimental research (1962)
20350

failure of rearward facing seat-backs and
resulting injuries in survivable trans-
port accident (1962) 16420

free fall drop tests of F-IOOD ejection seat
by articulated dummy or live jumper
(1964) 5884

automotive vehicles, anchorage. Federal
standard (1965) 18108

classification bulletin (1961) 13618
ejection, automatic escape systems of USAF

fighter aircraft, operation, etc., of com-
ponent sections (1962) 1963

energy-absorption experimental troop seat
concept, crashworthiness evaluation
(1965) 11742

helicopters, survivability seat design dy-
namic test program (1965) 18807

HU-1 aircraft, strength analysis of carriage
attachment fitting and recommendations
for improvement (1962) 24125

passenger, installation in H-21 helicopter,
test crash injury evaluations (1963)
18351

troop, installation in H-21 helicopter, test
crash injury evaluation (1964) 7818

Seattle, Wash.:
census of business, 1958, standard metropol-

itan area, central business district sta-
tistics (1961) 8480

census of business, 1963, major retail cen-
ters, standard metropolitan statistical
area (1965) 17183

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16422
standard metropolitan statistical area

—

components of inventory change (1962)
9063, 14952; (1963) 1908

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16537

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 4808

climatic guide (1961) 8244
consumer expenditures and income, 1960

(1963) 7153, 12783
electric facilities of area, map (1962) 558;

(1963) 519, 2266; (1964) 676; (1965) 16180
environmental health survey (1965) 18726
income, education, and unemployment in

neighborhoods (1963) 10921
occupational wage survey (1964) 7399; (1965)

1286
departmental editions (1961) 1177; (1962)

1581; (1963)3032
document editions (1961) 370; (1962) 380;

(1963) 2019
port (1965) 7614
Seattle-Alaska trade (remarks) (1964) 21299
Seattle-Tacoma Airport, weather observa-

tions, hourly, decennial census (1962)
18589
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Seattle, Wash.—Continued
stratigraphy and chronology of late inter-

glacial and early Vashon glacial time in

area (1965) 4862
wholesale fruit and vegetable market, orga-

nization (1962) 22940
Seattle World's Fair, U.S. science exhibit, re-

port (1963) 7814
Seaver, Robert E., cryogenic solutions and

solubilities in liquid fluorine (1964)

14850
Seawalls, see Walls.
Seawater, see Sea water.

are not weeds (1962) 9654
Japanese research, survey (1964) 10555
products, firms manufacturing, list (1965)

14336
Sebacher, Daniel I., spectrographic analysis of

1-foot hypersonic-arc-tunnel airstream
using electron beam probe (1963) 1479

Sebastodes:
field identification of northeastern Pacific

rockfish (1965) 10857
parasites, etc., occurrence in Sebastodes

alutus, 1959 survey (1961) 17264
Sebert, Harry A., relief (1961) 18800; (1962)

7165, 11246
Seborg, Gloria, relief (1965) 13861, 19079,

19345
SEC, see Securities and Exchange Commission.
Secale, see Wheat.
Seckler-Hudson, Catheryn, Federal textbook

on citizenship, our Constitution and
Government (1964) 19810

Secobarbital, effect on performance during
simulated air mission (1965) 5567

Seconal, see Secobarbital.
Second-class mail matter, see Periodicals.

Second transisthmian canal, hearings (1964)

8440
2d World Fishing Boat Congress (1962) 15585
Secondary education:

aeronautics and space bibliography (1963)

19885
aerospace bibliography (1961) 21206
Clearinghouse Bcchange of publications of

State departments of education (1963)

17361; (1964) 14179
counseling and guidance training institutes,

announcement (1964) 4148
disaster areas, financial assistance

—

hearings (1965) 15795, 17950
reports (1965) 13912, 19416

grants for instructional research, hearings
(1963) 13645

improve quality

—

hearings (1962) 11448, 13698; (1963) 13645
of teacher training programs, communica-

tion from the President (1965) 15541
report (1962) 13443

publications (1963) 20085; (1964) 4631
shared-time programs. Federal assistance

for acquisition of equipment, provide,

hearings (1964) 19506
teaching genetics in Soviet secondary

schools (1965) 16469
see also High schools.

Secondary flow fields embedded in hypersonic
shock layers (1962) 12500

Secondary oil recovery possibilities. Cow Run
sand. Burning Springs pool, Wirt Coun-
ty, W. Va (1964) 14745

Secondary schools, see High schools.

Second-class mail matter, see Periodicals.

Secret Service:
agents, authorization to make arrests

without warrants, etc.

—

law (1965) 19128
reports (1965) 8820, 17872

Secret Service—Continued
centennial medals, report (1965) 19289
members, retirement credit for former police

service

—

law (1964) 17335
reports (1964) 13974, 15783

protection for former Presidents and their
dependents

—

law (1965) 19122
reports (1965) 15721, 15954

protection for officers in order of succession
to Presidency or Vice-President elect

—

law (1962) 23229
reports (1961) 10278, 17040

protection, Kennedy, Jacqueline B., and mi-
nor children, provide, law (1964) 1924

relief or retirement compensation of certain
members, increase

—

law (1962) 18970
reports (1961) 17058-59; (1962) 17053,
21098

veto (1961) 18991
responsibilities (remarks) (1963) 11358

Secretaries:
curriculum for manpower development and

training program (1963) 2162
employment outlook (1961) 16059; (1962)

8411; (1964) 9418
Federal judges, basis of payment of annui-

ties

—

hearing (1965) 13996
report (1965) 17575

Foreign Service career in United States In-

formation Agency (1965) 20122
legal terms, glossary (1962) 5290
opportunities in Budget Bureau (1963) 1854
opportunities unlimited, secretarial careers

in Washington, D.C (1965) 6373
see also for departmental secretaries, names

of departments or names of secretaries.
Secretary of Agriculture, see Agriculture

Department.
Secretary of Labor, see Labor Department.
Secrets of poisons, USSR (1965) 12720
Sectoral analysis of velocity (1963) 2274
Secular and non-secular behavior for cold

plasma equations (1964) 13233
Securities:

act

—

amend

—

hearings (1963) 13794; (1964) 8388;
(1965) 4524, 17718, 17909

laws (1964) 17326; (1965) 19164
reports (1963) 15352; (1964) 12053,

13978; (1965) 17637, 19443
amended to July 12, 1960, text (1961) 1462
as amended to Aug. 20, 1964, text (1965)
1599

regulation S-X (1961) 8179; (1962) 18438-
(1965)5371

releases

—

compilation (1965) 20060
SEC (1961) 3574; (1962) 4323; (1963) 4175;

(1964) 4015; (1965) 3923
beneficial ownership and transaction, state-

ments (1961) 13648
District of Columbia sales, regulation

—

hearings (1964) 6348, 12259
law (1964) 17362
reports (1964) 4469, 17722

Federal reserve transactions, 1954-63 (1964)
15903

foreign government obligations, purchase by
Federal reserve, authorize

—

hearing (1965) 17907
report (1965) 15919

foreign, interest equalization tax act

—

description and technical explanation
(1963) 15336

digest of testimony, etc (1964) 10348
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Securities—Continued
foreign, interest equalization tax act—Con.

hearings (1963) 18962; (1964) 14134; (1965)
14000

law (1964) 17421; (1965) 17435
reports (1964) 2075, 6302, 15724, 17592;

(1965) 13925, 15681, 15957, 17618
statement (1963) 21148

general rules and regulations under public
utility holding company act of 1935
(1963) 18300

gifts to minors in D.C., amend act

—

law (1962) 23221
reports (1962) 17025, 17242

issued by State and local governments

—

authority of national banks to underwrite
hearings (1964) 6346; (1965) 17690

which are carriers, exempt from ICC juris-

diction

—

law (1965) 15441
reports (1965) 10461, 14077

markets investigation, hearings (1961) 14483
markets, investor protection

—

hearings (1964) 8388
law (1964) 17326
reports (1964) 12053, 13978
special study reports (1963) 11753-754,

18798-799; (1964) 276, 389, 4455-56
member State banks. Federal reserve regu-

lation (1965) 6200
publications, price list (1961) 17786; (1963)

1395; (1964) 1551; (1965) 6863
redeemable, list (1961) 9124, 10604; (1962)

13815; (1963) 13936; (1964) 10544; (1965)
18098

regulations of District of Columbia, hearing
(1962) 13525

required to be exchanged for cash or new
securities (1962) 8629

rules and regulations of SEC under securi-

ties act (1961) 1460; (1962) 10638; (1963)
18301; (1965) 16852

special market study releases (1962) 4348;
(1963) 4202; (1964) 4046

traded on exchanges (1961) 3563, 8180;
(1962) 4325, 12683; (1963) 4177, 16555;
(1964) 4017, 11599 (1965) 3925, 13259

transactions and holdings (1961) 3562; (1962)
4142; (1963) 3985; (1964) 3813; (1965)
3731

United States bearer, restrictive endorse-
ments, regulations (1965) 5441

United States corporate, promote increased
foreign investment to reduce deficit in

U.S. balance of payments (1964) 11538
see also Government securities—National

securities exchanges—Stocks.
Securities and Ebcchange Commission:
appropriations, 1962, hearings (1961) 10331,

12502
appropriations, 1963, hearings (1962) 13494,

19369
appropriations, 1964, hearings (1963) 18919
appropriations, 1965^
amendment (1964) 10192
hearings (1964) 10290
supplemental, proposal (1964) 17468

appropriations, 1966, hearings (1965) 8869
authority over trust powers of national

banks by both SEC and Comptroller of
Currency

—

hearing (1963) 13648
report (1963) 13553

budget, 1962, amendment (1961) 8661
companies filing annual reports, directory

(1961) 20123; (1962) 10637; (1963) 9377;
(1964) 9758; (1965) 6896

decisions and reports (1962) 20268; (1963)
20123

Securities and Exchange Commission—con.

delegation of SEC functions, etc.

—

hearing (1962) 17116
reports (1962) 16981, 17032

functions and activities (1964) 9760; (1965)
18784

general rules and regulations under

—

investment company act (1962) 12682;
(1965) 16851

public utility holding company act (1963)
18300

securities act (1961) 1460; (1962) 10638;
(1963) 18301; (1965) 16852

securities exchange act (1961) 1461; (1962)
14586; (1963) 18302; (1965) 18746

laws relating to, compilation (1965) 383
legislation, 1963

—

hearings (1963) 13794
report (1963) 15352

legislative matters, hearings (1961) 14483
member, nominations of

—

Budge, Hamer H., hearing (1964) 14130
Cary, William L., hearing (1961) 5853
Cohen, Manuel F., hearing (1961) 19154
Frear, J. Allen, jr., hearing (1961) 5853
Owens, Hugh F., hearing (1964) 8439
Wheat, Francis M., hearing (1964) 17871

news digest (1961) 3572; (1962) 4122; (1963)

3965; (1964) 3793; (1965) 3710
Whitney, Jack M., II, hearing (1961) 19154

organization, management, regulation of

conduct of American Stock Ebcchange
members, staff report (1962) 6441

press releases (1963) 4093
promote efficient, fair, and independent oper-

ation, hearings (1961) 14481
releases (1961) 3565-71, 3573-77; (1962) 3572,

3720, 3923, 3966-67, 4023, 4240, 4322-24,

4348, 4356, 4396; (1963) 3317, 3412, 3561,

3769, 3805-6, 3872, 4175-76, 4202, 4208,
4246; (1964) 3209, 3375, 3616-17, 3686,
4015-16, 4046, 4053, 4097; (1965) 3096,
3261, 3489, 3533-34, 3602, 3840, 3923-24,

3960, 4006
reorganization

—

hearings (1961) 10351, 10501, 10504
message from the President (1961) 8649

reorganization plan 1 of 1961

—

delegation of SEC functions, etc., law
(1962) 18961

hearings (1961) 16844
reports (1961) 12223, 12436, 16996

report

—

departmental editions (1961) 2699; (1962)

8628; (1963) 9376; (1964) 11598; (1965)
6895

document editions (1961) 1870; (1962) 6953;

(1963) 7849; (1964) 10179; (1965) 5798
report on mutual funds (1962) 19124
rules of practice and rules relating to inves-

tigations (1962) 18439; (1963) 3317;
(1965) 3013

securities markets, investor protection

—

hearings (1964) 8388
law (1964) 17326
reports (1964) 12053, 13978
special study reports (1963) 11753-754,

18798-799; (1964) 276; (1965) 389.
4455-56

statistical bulletin (1961) 3564; (1962) 4355;
(1963) 4207; (1964) 4052; (1965) 3959

study adequacy of rules of national
securities exchanges and associations

—

law (1961) 18591
reports (1961) 14424, 16726
postpone date

—

hearing (1962) 13522
law (1962) 16787
reports (1962) 13457, 15194, 15400
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Securities and Exchange Commission—con.

work (1961) 8181; (1962) 10639; (1963) 3318
workload, personnel, etc., comparative oper-

ating data for 1949 and 1959 (1961) 8846

Securities exchanges:
act

—

amend

—

hearings (1961) 14483; (1962) 13522;
(1963) 13794; (1964) 8388; (1965) 4524

law (1961) 18591; (1962) 16787; (1964)
17326

reports (1961) 14424, 16726; (1962)
13457, 15194, 15400; (1963) 15352;
(1964) 12053, 13978

as amended to

—

Jan. 16, 1961, text (1961) 6532
Jan. 1964, text (1964) 9759
Aug. 20, 1964, text (1965) 3014

companies filing annual reports, directory
(1961) 20123; (1962) 10637; (1963) 9377
(1964) 9758; (1965) 6896

general rules and regulations (1961) 1461
(1962) 14586; (1963) 18302; (1965) 18746

regulation S-X (1961) 8179; (1962) 18438
(1965) 5371

releases, SEC (1961) 3575; (1962) 4324
(1963) 3317, 4176; (1964) 4016; (1965)
3924

code of Federal regulations (1961) 6005;
(1962) 5177; (1963) 6424; (1964) 10531;
(1965) 7667

see also National securities exchanges

—

Stock exchanges.

Securities investigators, examination an-
nouncements (1964) 215, 17146

Security, see Civilian defense—International
security—Military security—National
security.

Security and Consular Affairs Bureau:
abolish

—

hearings (1962) 7099
reports (1962) 7046, 9258

change name to Consular and Migration
Affairs Bureau

—

law (1964) 1934
reports (1963) 15282, 15292, 20584; (1964)
384

Security of vessels and waterfront facilities

(1961) 16512; (1964) 17155

Sedalia-Marshall Boonville Stage Line, Inc.,

motor vehicle accident (1961) 19462

Seddon, J. Carl:
model of quiet ionosphere (1963) 5605
single station doppler-interferometer rocket

tracking technique (1963) 3123
Sedges, explorations in germination (1965)

16268
Sedgwick County, Colo., ground water

resources (1965) 12558
Sedimentary rocks:
bedrock valleys of New England coast as

related to fluctuations of sea level (1964)
19787

Colorado Plateau

—

chemical composition (1962) 21824
transmissive character and uranium dis-

tribution (1962) 23587
petrography of evaporites from Wellington

formation near Hutchinson, Kans (1965)
7798

porosity and bulk density (1963) 17525
SeKdimentation and deposition:

alluvial channels

—

bed material, effect of depth of flow on
discharge (1961) 12796

bed roughness effect on depth-discharge
relations (1962) 9743

Sedimentation and deposition—Continued
alluvial river channels, tentative classifica-

tion (1963) 19305
analysis of particle-size distribution of pul-

verized coal (1961) 17657
apparatus and techniques for measuring

bedload (1964) 19797
Aral Sea bottom deposits and processes of

sediment formation, USSR study (1962)
918

Arkansas River hydraulic model investiga-
tion

—

conditions at typical lock and dam (1963)
15457

navigation channel, development and
maintenance (1962) 21698

bottom sediments, equatorial Pacific, bio-
stratigraphic separation, USSR study
(1964) 7179

Brunswick Harbor & vicinity, Ga (1965)
18020

Chamberlin Glacier area, observations
(1962) 631

Cheyenne River basin, upper, sediment
sources (1961) 14972

clayey sediments, removal of water and
rearrangement of particles during com-
paction (1964) 14346

compaction caused by water percolating
through certain alluvial-fan deposits for
first time since burial, study (1965) 2244

contribution to geochemistry of sedimentary
processes (series) (1962) 9737

controlling sediment from secondary logging
roads (1965) 2164

determination of sediment density by gamma
attenuation (1963) 1628

distribution in small floodwater-retarding
reservoirs in Missouri Basin loess hills

(1961) 9854
eastern Chesapeake Bay at Choptank River,

survey (1961) 10113
environment of calcium carbonate deposition

west of Andros Island, Bahamas (1963)
604

ephemeral-stream channels, effect of sedi^

ment characteristics on erosion and
deposition (1961) 10690

erosion and sediment movement following
wildfire in Arizona forest (1962) 23575

erosion and sedimentation in semiarid envi-
ronment (series) (1961) 10690; (1963)
19310

Federal Inter-Agency Sedimentation Confer-
ence, 1963, proceedings (1965) 15200

filter dam for small streams (1961) 6120
flood deposition, botanical evidence (1965)

2246
flow resistance and sediment transport, Rio

Grande near Bernalillo, N. Mex (1964)
10648

fluvial sediment

—

discharge in streams, determination of
loads by measurement and analysis
(1964) 14363

in Kiowa Creek basin, Colo (1964) 21364
of Mississippi River at St. Louis, Mo

(1965) 16327
summary of source, deposition, discharge,

etc (1963) 19301
gases at 4.2° K, experimental data on deposi-

tion (1961) 2601
ground-cover changes in relation to runoff

and erosion in west central New Mexico
(1965) 7739

inlet entrance sedimentation, Rudee Inlet,

Virginia Beach, Va (1965) 7604
Interagency sedimentation project, summary

of work (1963) 14851
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Sedimentation and deposition—Continued
joint hydrology-sedimentation bulletin (1965)

758
littoral studies near San Francisco using

tracer techniques (1963) 6359
manganese deposits of Maple and Hovey

Mountains area, Maine, lithology and
mineralogy (1963) 6554

marine evaporites, geochemistry data (1963)
5024

measurement and analysis of sediment loads
in streams (1962) 673; (1963) 14049-51;
(1964) 14363

middle Rio Grande, vertical distribution of

velocity and suspended sediment (1963)
19319

mineralogy and cation-exchange capacity of
sediments from selected streams (1965)
18208

nondetrital siliceous sediments, geochemis-
try data (1963) 2351

physical and chemical composition of bottom
sediments. South Atlantic Coast 4245

pumping samples with alternate suspended-
sediment handling systems, investiga-
tions (1963) 14050

radioactive sediment density probe, develop-
ment and tests (1961) 1949

radiological mechanism, gage for in-situ

measurement of sediment in rivers, etc

(1965) 13507
reduced, benefits of small watershed projects

to municipal water supply (address)
(1962) 18460

reservoir

—

investigations program, engineering and
design manual (1962) 5128

sediment surveys made in U.S. through
1960, summary (1964) 13593

sediments in situ, determination of densi-

ties with gamma probe (1962) 14727
Saline River basin, Kans (1964) 4810
Salt Creek basin, Nebr., sedimentation and

chemical quality of water (1964) 822
sediment

—

density meter (1965) 4262
discharge during floods in eastern Nebras-
ka (1964) 18121

load data, U.S. and Puerto Rico, inventory
(1962) 7476

samples from vicinity of Brookhaven Na-
tional Laboratory, physical properties
and mineralogy (1963) 17526

streamflow, and land use relationships in

northern lower Michigan (1965) 9200
transport

—

in alluvial channels (series) (1963)
19319; (1964) 811, 6808, 10646, 18136;
(1965) 7802, 10989-990

in Rio Grande, N.Mex (1965) 10969
parameters, Rio Puerco (1964) 811

transported by (Jeorgia streams (1964)
4812

sedimentation

—

in small drainage basins (series) (1964)
21364

in 3 small forested drainage basins in Al-

sea River basin, Oreg (1965) 2238
of Lake Pillsbury, Lake County, Calif

(1964) 6815
research, from field to laboratory to con-

trol, picture story (1962) 10880

single-stage sampler for suspended sediment
in streams (1962) 673

small streams in southern Wisconsin,
sediment characteristics, 1954-59 (1963)
8355

stream sediment transport, storm-period
variables affecting, analysis (1964)
10646

Sedimentation and deposition—Continued

suspended-sediment concentrations, differen-
tial-pressure gages for measuring,
investigations (1963) 14049

total sediment discharge, simplified methods
of computation with Elinstein procedure
(1961) 9262

transport and dispersion of labeled bed ma-
terial. North Loup River (1965) 14414

transport rate of bed material due to wave
action (1964) 12339

ultrasonic measurement of suspended sedi-

ment (1962) 23588
United States and Canada, annotated bibli-

ography (1962) 23594
sedimentation, 1959-62 (1965) 758

uptake and transport of radionuclides by
stream sediments (1963) 10292

wheat quality measure, 1962 crop (1963)
4363

see also Silt.

Sedimentation Laboratory, USDA, research
program (1963) 1714

Sedimentation test, sedimentation as measure
of wheat quality, 1963 crop (1965) 39

Sedition:
wartime act, repeal geographical limitation

section

—

hearings O^) 9941
reports (1908) 13566, 13613

See America Year, 1964, designate, report
(1964) 2053

See the United States:
1964 and 1965, designate period to

—

law (1964) 17275
report (1964) 14084

program, extend through 1966

—

law (1965) 17428
report (1965) 17879

travel new world of great outdoors (1964)
20867

See the West reclaimed (1963) 18298
Seebeck coefficients, see Coefficients.

Seebees, see Navy.
Seebold, R. E., electron probe microanalysis of

diffusion systems B-titanium-vanadium,
B-titanium-niobium, and chromium-van-
adium (1965) 13156

Seed-corn maggots, beans, how to control
(1962) 14750

Seed crops, see Crops.
Seed crops (periodical) (1961) 2847
Seed flax straw, potential for extending its uti-

lization (1963) 11431
Seed potatoes, see Potatoes.
Seed separators:

descriptive guide (1961) 5250
velvet-roll, for seed testing (1961) 16078
vibrator, description, etc., of machine (1961)

8273
Seed year, 1961, see World Seed Year, 1961.
Seedbeds, burned, longleaf seed losses to ani-

mals (1964) 18075
Seeding, see Forest planting—Sowing.
Seedlings:
hardwood, response to inorganic fertilizer

(1963) 7471
nursery, Pinus elliottii Engelm. and Pinus

taeda L., growth, outstanding character-
istics (1961) 20794

Pacific northwest, identification for 25 coni-

fers, guide (1962) 7438
paddy control, rapidly implementation,

(Communist China (1961) 2098
pine grades and seedbed density in Califor-

nia nurseries (1964) 8667
tree, construction and use of glass-faced

boxes to study root development (1962)
17590

see also names of plants or trees.
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Seeds:
administration of Federal seed act (1962)

12889
agriculture yearbook, 1961

—

departmental edition (1961) 11724
document edition (1961) 12142

balsam fir, viability depends on age of tree
(1961) 672

black cherry, effect of pre-germination
treatment (1963) 17498

certified in 1959 by States, report (1961) 512
cleaning and handling, methods and

equipment (1961) 5250
co-op helps provide better stock (1961) 5960
distribution in swath from helicopter sowing

(1962) 7445
Douglas fir

—

endrin-treated, seed spotting in northwest-
ern California (1962) 7447

production and dispersal (1961) 6143
downward movement on road fills, determin-

ing (1963) 13985
Federal seed act

—

amend to prohibit importation of, screen-
ings, report (1964) 21190

questions and answers (1961) 3663; (1963)
13143

State noxious weed seed requirements in
administration (1965) 10110-711

violations, investigation dF^omplaints, 11
cases reported (1961) 11666

field, acreage, yield, etc., U.S., crop years

—

1939-59 (1962) 74
1950-fil (1962) 14657
1951-62 (1963) 3365
1957-63 (1964) 7803
1958-64 (1965) 6947

fluidized conveying (1965) 5523

foreign

—

agriculture circulars (1961) 3274; (1962)
3876; (1964) 3520; (1965) 3433

trade prospects (1961) 10650; (1962) 11844;
(1963) 10208; (1964) 8629

forest trees

—

certification, progeny testing, minimum
standards (1961) 6116

crop averages fair in Lake States (1962)
5240; (1963) 12173

protecting from wild mammals (1964) 8684
seed crop. New England, 1960 (1961) 12730
seed lot information, recording system in

California (1963) 17486
geographic study of yellow-poplar, results

(1961) 4291
germination

—

characteristics of phreatophjrte species
(1961) 693

light effects, experiments, etc (1961) 16117
of repellent-treated seed before and after
storage (1964) 8668

hygroscopicity, vapor pressure determina-
tion (1961) 3722

longleaf seed losses to animals on burned
seedbeds (1964) 18075

losses cut through research, picture story
(1962) 10867

northern sources best for shortleaf pine
plantings in Missouri (1962) 19538

observance of World Seed Year (1961) 16103
origin affects longleaf pine in Louisiana

plantation (1965) 10937
prices paid by farmers, spring averages,

1926-61, etc (1963) 7582
quarantine, proposed amendment, hearings

(1963) 6182
regulations under Federal seed act, service

and regulatory announcements (1963)
18387

Seeds—Continued
sampling, guide to U.S. customs inspectors

(1963) 13149
screenings, prohibit importation

—

hearing (1962) 13488
report (1962) 11378

seed crops

—

acreage, yield, production, etc (1963) 3368
forecast (1962) 4326; (1963) 4178; (1964)

4018; (1965) 3927
prices (1962) 4327; (1963) 4179; (1964)
4019; (1965) 3926

stocks reports (1962) 4328; (1963) 4180;
(1964) 4020

seedbeds as result of scarification from
summer logging (1961) 6123

shortleaf pine production in Piedmont (1965)
9188

small, mechanical vibratory feeder (1961)
8274

southwestern ponderosa pine, size, germina-
tion dates and survival relationships
(1962) 7449

spindle-tree (euonymus Europaea L.), effect
of cosmic-fiight factors, USSR study
(1965) 18337

storage and deterioration, annotated bibli-
ography (1962) 18

stored in cones of jack pine stand, Minneso-
ta (1963) 6514

transportation, etc., by Southeast regional
cooperatives (1962) 13763

treatment agents and ways of applying
them, USSR study (1961) 11083

treatment with radioactive rays prior to
planting, conference on, USSR study
(1962) 13958

tree, nursery techniques and field planting,
articles (1961) 4295, 9228

trees and shrubs, dealers' directory (1964)
791

U.S., developing foreign markets (statement)
(1961) 7450

yellow and paper birch seeds germinate well
after 4 years' storage (1965) 19642

yellow-poplar, low viability (1962) 11846
see also Grasses—Legumes—Oilseeds—Vege-

tables—aJso names of plants.

Seeley, James F.:

basic data on economy of Morocco (1963)
8378

living conditions in Morocco (1963) 10336
Seeley, Leonard C:
restandardization of Armed Forces women's

selection test (1965) 11910
sequential item text, exploratory study

(1963) 18559
Seepage:
ground water, from road cuts, flow meter for

measuring (1964) 10589

losses from canals, reduction by chemical
sealants (1965) 6595

subsurface stormflow from simulated rain-
storms, measurement plot technique
(1965) 6249

symposium. Phoenix, Ariz., proceedings
(1965) 8393

Segal, Julius, research in schizophrenia (1964)
16744

Segal, Martin, population, labor force & unem-
ployment in chronically depressed areas
(1965) 147

Segezha, Karelian SSR, postwar reconstruc-
tion (1962) 6133

Segregation, see Race problems.
Segregation of copper ores by direct-firing

methods (1963) 10950
Seib, Roseitha, relief (1962) 13590; (1963) 6224
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Seibel, Robert, perception and short term
memory under work load stress (1964)
20706

Seible, Charles M., mechanical stability and
trim augmentation on helicopter IFR
capability (1963) 13100

Seiches, Aral Sea seiches, model studies, USSR
(1962) 5991

Seidel, Harry, trial in East Germany (1963)
5129

Seidel, Kenneth W., germination of treated
shortleaf pine seed (1963) 15576

Seiden, Jacob, research review, Office of Aero-
space Research (1965) 18914

Seiden, Martin H., economic analysis of com-
munity antenna television systems, etc

(1965) 7631
Seidl, Wolfgang, relief (1964) 10199, 14044,

17170
Seiff, Alvin, determining characteristics of

atmospheres of Mars and Venus from
gas-dynamic behavior of probe vehicle

(1963) 9184
Seigel, Victor:
America in space

—

first 5 years (1963) 19901
pictorial review (1964) 16657

Seim, H.J., ion exchange separation and in-

strumental analysis of impurities in

rare-earth metals (1963) 1237
Seines, see Fish nets.

Seipel, John H., unsuspected neurologic dis-

ease in aviation personnel (1965) 210
Seismic and gravity surveys of Naval Petrole-

um Reserve No. 4 and adjoining areas,
Alaska (1963) 5020

Seismic effects from nuclear cratering experi-
ment in basalt, final report, Project
Danny Boy, Nevada test site, Mar. 5,

1962 (1965) 11921
Seismic measurements:
by Geological Survey during Pre-Gnome

high-explosives tests near Carlsbad,
N. Mex (1961) 5383

gravity and seismic studies in Crooks Gap
area (1964) 14337

nuclear explosions, detecting, etc., USSR
study (1962) 1354

prospecting, efficiency of blasts near ground
surface, USSR study (1965) 2727

sounding data, effect of refractive boundary
curvature when interpreting, USSR cal-

culation (1964) 9033
Seismic methods of detecting and delineating

subsurface subsidence (1962) 1645
Seismic model impacter (1964) 1737
Seismic transducer measures small horizontal

displacements (1965) 6646
Seismic waves, see Tsunami (tidal wave).
Seismicity, see Seismology.
Seismographs:
electrodynamic, transient effects, consider-

ing seismic amplifier input, USSR study
(1963) 6686

increased sensitivity, characteristics (1963)
2986

portable, calibration studies (1962) 14448
portable, design criteria (1961) 6282
possibility of using deep explosions for

seismic investigations in deep-sea
regions by reflected waves method,
USSR study (1964) 16513

record vibrations produced by blasting, in-

strumentation design requirements
(1964) 14763

seismographic instruments (1964) 1292
seismographic prospecting equipment, USSR

(1964) 16382
unmanned seismometer levels self, corrects

drift errors (1964) 13196

Seismologists, USSR, visit USA (1964) 2832
Seismology:
Antarctic seismological bulletin (1963) 3456
compendium of papers in field of wave prop-

agation prepared at AFCRL during 1963
(1965) 5570

correlation analysis in seismic prospecting
(1965) 9331

detailed seismic zoning of Selenga River
Delta and adjacent territory, USSR
(1965) 18380

earthquake epicenters, determining direction
from Love and Rayleigh waves, USSR
study (1964) 6891

Earth's crust, study by seismic methods
(1965) 9455

earth's interior, scientific work, 1957-59,
USSR report (1961) 2139

engineering, problems, USSR study (1964)
9325

explosions

—

evaluation of seismically dangerous zones,
USSR study (1961) 2096

seismic effect under conditions of weak
ground and monolithic structure, USSR
study (1961) 2103

full-field seismic modelling (1963) 18450
interference surface waves, USSR study

(1961) 9322
Kurile Island arc, USSR study (1964) 6878
low frequency work in Tsaidam Basin (1961)

2164
morphology of Mohorovicic discontinuity

and its structural significance (1964)
20331

movement studies by seismic soundings,
Greenland ice sheet (1965) 14196

new instruments for recording seismic phe-
nomena, USSR study (1965) 11055

observatory, withdrawal from mineral entry
in Tonto National Forest, report (1962)
9390

phenomena, USSR studies (1965) 11256

physics of earthquakes and explosions,
USSR studies (1963) 16099

Puget Sound earthquake (1965) 15362, 17266

reflected waves, interpretation of reflection
shooting data, USSR study (1961) 12886,
19648

seismic effects from high yield nuclear cra-
tering experiment in desert alluvium
(1963) 11573

seismic effects of nuclear detonation in
granite, seismic safety net (1965) 1858

seismic methods to determine Black Sea ba-
sin granite-free region, USSR study
(1965) 7928

seismic observation

—

methods, USSR studies (1964) 6910
underground nuclear explosions, project
Vela Uniform, agreement with (Canada
(1965) 15089

seismic research at sea, USSR (1965) 14544
seismic research, USSR (1962) 3194
seismic sea-wave warning system (1965)

8675, 11989
seismic surveys, Columbia River valley

(1962) 5300
seismic velocity study (1963) 11580

seismicity, final report 1960, worldwide
collection and evaluation of earthquake
data (1964) 17016

seismological bulletin (1961) 3028; (1962)
4329; (1963) 4181; (1964) 4022; (1965)
3928

Antarctica (1964) 3256; (1965) 3141
engineering (1965) 3872
IGC supplement, South Pole-Byrd (1964)
4021; (1965) 3929
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Seismology—Continued

seismological investigations of Institute of
Earth Physics, USSR (1965) 18381

shock spectrum measurements from seismic
effects of nuclear detonations in rock
salt underground (1965) 13537

Soviet seismologists visit USA (1964) 2832
spectra of ocean waves and microseisms as

related to storms at sea (1963) 11164
use for detection of nuclear explosions (lec-

ture) (1961) 3748
USSR, problems of modern seismology and

single system of observations (1965)
19717

waves from underground explosion in salt
bed (1962) 11030, 23047

see also Earthquakes.
Seismometers, see Seismographs.
Seitz quadrangle, Ky., coal geology (1963) 598
Sekisui Plastics Corporation, dedication (re-

marks) (1965) 13730
Sekou Toure interviewed by Francois Mitter-

and in Guinea (1962) 8010
Selby, Rose T., major collective bargaining

agreements, grievance procedures (1965)
2793

Selected schedules of dental fees in United
States and territories (1961) 17799

Selected technical translations (1962) 16411
Selecting fertilizers for lawns and gardens

(1963) 9571
Selecting first-line supervisor (1961) 20256
Selective information filter terminal, control

monitor AN/GGA-11 prototype, evalua-
tion for weather data handling (1962)
4551

Selective service, see Conscription.
Selective service regulations, see Selective

Service System.
Selective Service System:
appropriations, hearings (1961) 8833, 12502;

(1962) 13494, 19369; (1963) 18919; (1964)
10285, 10290; (1965) 8869

supplemental, proposal (1964) 21165
regulations (1962) 4335; (1963) 4188; (1964)

4032; (1965) 3938
report (1961) 6533; (1962) 6442; (1963) 5714;

(1964) 11600; (1965) 8265
Selenga River Delta and adjacent territory,

detailed seismic zoning, USSR (1965)
18380

Selenides:
depleted uranium, thermoelectric properties

(1965) 12953
surface energies (1964) 3038

Selenium:
bibliography (1961) 3886
elementary, and sulfur jointly present in

cyanic solutions determined by iodato-
metric method, USSR study (1962) 1055

elevated temperature diffusion in Nb-Se sys-
tem (1961) 5010

field test for detecting (1962) 16019
in agriculture, toxic effects, etc (1961) 13769
in oxidized sandstone-type uranium deposits

(1963) 6552
mineral facts and problems, chapter (1965)

9599
oilfield waters, analyzing method (1964)

14756
photocells p-n junction formation, USSR

study (1961) 15589
report, quarterly (1961) 3473; (1962) 4336;

(1963) 4189; (1964) 4033; (1965) 3939
separation from sulfur, coagulation process,

USSR study (1962) 1054
volatilization studies, radioisotopes as tra-

cers (1962) 14445
Selenium isotopes, radiochemistry (1961) 9948

Seleucus, LAC 38, lunar chart (1965) 11878
Self-adaptive missile guidance system for sta-

tistical inputs (1961) 1292
self-balancing beam permits safe, easy load

handling under overhang (1964) 9561
Self-determination, right of, in Soviet Union

(1963) 16175
Self employment, see Employment.
Self-feeding fences for cattle (1961) 8304
Self-government, see Democracy.
Self-reform movement in Communist China

(1961) 15108
Self-regulation in advertising (1964) 11978
Self-report tests, keying procedures (1965)

1797
Self-service stores, see Stores.
Self teaching systems with positive feedback,

USSR (1964) 16281
Selfridge Air Force Base:
runway facilities deterioration

—

hearings (1964) 12120
report (1964) 21201

use of unsuitable materials to construct
airfield pavements, Air Force Dept.,
GAO report (1964) 10628

Seligsberger, Ludwig:
comfort factors in leather footwear (1964)

3117
rapid sole leather tannage using domestic

materials (1963) 9369
Sell your products through U.S. trade mis-

sions overseas (1964) 869, 19825; (1965)
18265

Sellers, (Jeorge E., early engineering reminis-
cences, 1815-40 (1965) 5271

Selling, see Mail-order business—Markets and
marketing—Salesmen and salesmanship.

Selling American goods abroad, 48th annual
report of Secretary of Commerce (1961)
3985

Selling the one world market, address (1965)
11040

Selling to AEC (1961) 8433 (1963) 13252
Selling to military (1962) 2392; (1963) 19086;

(1965) 9023
Selling to NASA (1962) 12511; (1963) 11087;

(1964) 11425
Selling to U.S. Government (1962) 22789
Sells, S.B., military small group performance

under isolation and stress (1963) 1762-66
Selma, Ala., 20th century tale (remarks) (1965)

10343
Sel'skoye khozyaystvo Sibiri (periodical):

articles (1962) 14154
Seltzer, George, small business and union-wide

bargaining (1963) 1470
Seltzer, Norman, scientific and technical man-

power resources, information, etc (1965)

13092, 16777
Semantics:

general, philosophical problems, USSR,
study (1962) 807

wordmanship, communist weapon, study
(1962) 2375

Semiautomatic apparatus for processing aero-
geophysical diagrams, USSR (1965)
16517

Semicircular canals, sensitivity to stimulation
during weightlessness (1963) 7636

Semiconductors:
basic circuitry for ecological and behavioral

studies of insects (1964) 15195
detector, pulse-height response to protons,

experimental calibration (1963) 11514
device circuits. Navy aeronautical electronic

equipment handbook, supp (1963) 16465
devices-
fabrication by neutron transmutation dop-
ing (1963) 7704; (1965) 1841

\
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Semiconductors—Continued

market in West Germany and Italy (1964)
13740

proton damage (1964) 11354
diodes, optical arrangement increases useful

light output (1965) 5134
effect of 40-MeV protons as determined with

improved method of measuring diffusion
length of minority carriers (1965) 13013
four-point probe resistivity measure-
ments, correction factor tables (1964)
9635

high permeability, permit close-tolerance
soldering (1965) 9676

lightning stroke recorders, USSR study
(1965) 1163

materials for electron devices, bulk resistivi-

ty measurement, bibliography (1964)
21785

organic, review of U.S. Government research
reports (1965) 16743

organic, size and shape of cross sections of
molecular complexes producing anoma-
lous field emission, USSR study (1965)
7876

peculiarities of use of devices, USSR study
(1965) 11289

physical properties, investigation (1963)
1779

photoelectric switch operates with low level

inputs (1965) 5142
physics of semiconductors and metals, USSR

study (1964) 20303
polar, apparatus for measurement of trans-

port properties (1963) 9173
polycrystalline many valley, galvanomag-

netic effects (1963) 19913
prizes awarded to research projects in semi-

conductor devices, Rumania (1965) 6443
quantum generators, USSR study (1965)

2522
radiation damage to semiconductors by

high-energy electron and proton radia-
tion (1964) 14775

radiation effects (1964) 14891
research at Aerospace Research Laborato-

ries (1965) 4191
resistive element, report (1963) 13041
resistivity measurements using 2-point and

4-point probe on rectangular bar-shaped
sample (1964) 13276

semiconducting compounds

—

for thermoelectric power generation (1963)
7486

with thermoelectric applications, report
(1964) 16896

silicon, failure mechanisms (1963) 11513
silicon, fast and precise impurity diffusion

process (1965) 19896

solid state infrared detection (1964) 5867

Soviet literature, survey (1964) 150

technology and microelectronics, USSR
study (1964) 5307

Semi-infinite plate on elastic foundation (1965)
12400

Seminole County, Ga., ground water resources
and geology (1965) 19680

Semiotics:
communicable diseases, USSR handbook

(1965) 1032
gnoseological theory of Charles W. Morris,

USSR study (1963) 10471
Semiquantitative spectrographic analysis of

tungsten (1962) 3335
Semitrailers, see Trailers.
Semler, Thor T., neutron self-shielding factors

for multiple-body concentric cylindrical
configurations (1964) 20572

Semmler, R.A.:
application of alpha-particle scattering to

chemical analysis (1965) 10166
neutron-moderation moisture meters, appli-

cation to coal and soils (1964) 19231
tape-to-plotter converter (1965) 11915

Semyan, John, digital ohmmeter (1964) 21751
Senate:
appointment of Pierre Salinger as Senator

from California

—

hearing (1964) 15822
report (1964) 17726

appropriations, 1961, supplemental, propos-
al (1961) 18985

appropriations, 1962, legislative

—

hearings (1961) 12503
law (1961) 16563
reports (1961) 14378, 14601

appropriations, 1963, legislative

—

amendments (1962) 11487
hearings (1962) 17302
law (1962) 20905
reports (1962) 19149, 19284

appropriations, 1964, legislative

—

hearings (1963) 13791
law (1964) 1976
reports (1963) 13750; (1964) 337

appropriations, 1965, legislative

—

amendments (1964) 10185
hearings (1964) 15794
law (1964) 17313
report (1964) 15699

appropriations, 1966, legislative

—

hearings (1965) 12306
law (1965) 15445
report (1965) 14071

authority to originate appropriation bills

(1963) 9959
bills, see also listings under Congress, Sen-

ate in most monthly issues,
budget, 1962, amendments (1961) 10368
calendar, executive (1961) 3087; (1962) 4015;

(1963) 3862; (1964) 3676; (1965) 3588
calendar of business (1961) 3086; (1962)

4002; (1963) 3846; (1964) 3660; (1965)
3573

cloture

—

amend rules

—

report (1961) 17069
summary analysis (1962) 2377

present rules, history, etc (1963) 17194
committees

—

funds authorized for and expended for
inquiries and investigations, staff study
(1962) 13703; (1965) 2045-46, 12353

staffing, survey (1963) 9958
delegation to

—

Canada-United States, Interparliamentary
Group, reports

—

4th meeting (1961) 7164, 7270
5th meeting (1961) 14514
7th meeting (1964) 12265
8th meeting (1965) 17760

Mexico-United States Interparliamentary
Group, reports

—

2d meeting (1963) 2093
3d meeting (1964) 4582
4th meeting (1964) 14137
5th meeting (1965) 12327

documents, see also listings under Congress,
Senate in most monthly issues,

election, expulsion, and censure cases from
1789 to 1960 (1962) 7109

print as Senate document, report (1962)
5052

executive documents (1961) 5772-78, 16873,
18994; (1962) 7115, 17147, 21245-255;
(1963) 8024-25, 11923-924, 13675,
20511-526; (1964) 2137, 6377-79,
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Senate—Continued
executive documents—Continued

10360-361, 14027-28; (1965) 8917, 12222,
17762-763

executive reports (1961) 5779-80, 18995,
20596; (1962) 7116-17, 9425-26, 11489,
15290, 17148, 21256-264; (1963)
18969-971, 20527-546; (1964) 423, 4521,
10362-367, 14029-30, 15615; (1965)
12223-224, 17764

financial interests of Senators, officers of
Senate, etc., disclosure, report (1964)
14075; (1965) 14061

former Members, gratuitous copies of con-
gressional record

—

law (1961) 6939
reports (1961) 5816, 7072

general information (1965) 17753
inquiries and investigations, list (1964)

10440
invitations from foreign parliamentary bod-

ies, authorize response by President of
Senate, reports (1965) 17860, 17890

journals by sessions (1961) 1890; (1962)
4972; (1963) 2067; (1964) 6373; (1965)
2028

journals of executive proceedings by
sessions (1961) 4054-56; (1962) 403-406,
13548; (1964) 10349, 14022; (1965)
5979-80

limit debate by majority vote

—

hearings (1965) 7548
report (1965) 6032

limit debate by 3/5 vote

—

hearings (1965) 7548
report (1965) 6033

manuals (1961) 5765; (1963) 9953; (1965)
10568

Maryland and primary election, 1964, com-
plaint contesting, report (1965) 4623

Members

—

assistance in interparliamentary activi-

ties, etc., reports (1961) 4068, 5783;
(1962) 2355, 5027

certificates of appointment or election,
appropriate forms, report (1961) 14585

nomination and elections. Federal and
State laws, summary, print as Senate
document, report (1962) 11574; (1964)
8431

office space in home States, revision of
Legislative Branch appropriation act

—

law (1965) 17407
report (1965) 15996

nominees, Nov. 8, 1960 election, statistics

(1961) 8624
officers and employees

—

financial and business interests

—

amend standing rules, report (1965)
14060

investigation

—

hearings (1964) 4594, 6526, 8456,
10438, 12281, 14156

index to witnesses and exhibits (1964)
15823

reports (1963) 20600; (1964) 14104
rules of procedure (1964) 10439

prohibit certain activities, etc., report
(1964) 14075

official reporters, additional funds, report
(1961) 16981

papers relating to presidential nominations,
1789-1901 (1964) 21781

Parliamentarian (Hharles L. Watkins, trib-

utes upon retirement (1965) 2035
prayers offered by chaplain (1961) 1893;

(1964) 19575; (1965) 428
prayers offered by former Chaplain Peter

Marshall, reprint, reports (1965) 4574,
7424

Senate—Continued
procedure, precedents and practices (1965)

427
recess appointments, opinion of Attorney

General (1961) 1159
reports, see also listings under Congress,

Senate in most monthly issues,

restaurants, transfer management

—

law (1961) 14082
report (1961) 12437

rules of procedures, amend

—

hearings (1961) 14756; (1963) 17334
law (1963) 20436
reports (1962) 13614, 13702; (1963)

17298-299, 19023, 20467
Secretary, reports (1961) 4065; (1962) 7108;

(1963) 6214; (1964) 4518; (1965) 2033,
10569, 15846

omitting names of witnesses

—

law (1964) 21148
report (1964) 19576

service pins, etc., award to Members,
officers, and employees, report (1965)
17861

standing rules

—

amend

—

hearings (1965) 7548
reports (1963) 19010; (1964) 14075,

14082; (1965) 6032-33, 14060-61
excerpt from manual (1965) 12354
study, authorization, report (1965) 4579

telephone directory (1961) 5761; (1962) 407,
11483; (1963) 310, 8017, 18963; (1964)
8405; (1965) 2029, 7498

United States Senate, 1787-1801—
dissertation on first 14 years of upper leg-

islative body (1962) 4975
print as Senate document, report (1961)

19136
youth program

—

continue, reports (1963) 11958; (1964)
10396

establish

—

hearing (1962) 13704
report (1962) 11637

Senators, see Senate.

Sencer, David J., address, Oct. 27-28, 1965
(1965) 13228

Seneca Indians:
money from leased lands

—

law (1961) 18622
reports (1961) 14627, 16718

relocation, etc.

—

hearings (1964) 6359, 8448
law (1964) 17392
reports (1964) 6275, 8418, 17596

thanksgiving rituals

—

departmental edition (1962) 1993
document edition (1962) 2295

Senegal:
agricultural commodities, agreement (1964)

16879
Army area handbook (1964) 10016
background notes (1965) 8293
business opportunities, report of 93d Dept.

of Commerce Trade Mission (1961) 14896

defense, furnishing military equipment, ma-
terials and services, agreement (1962)

22855
development plan, preliminary research

(1961) 13236
economic and sociological data (1964) 16107
economic, financial, technical and related

assistance, agreement (1961) 16002
economy, basic data (1962) 13920
exports and imports, licensing and exchange

controls (1963) 6612
fishery developments (1963) 15524
foreign trade regulations (1964) 14383
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Senegal—Continued
gazetteer, official standard names (1965)

9254
household and commercial gas appliances,

U.S. market in (1962) 16440
import tariff system (1962) 15682
investment law (1963) 5073
marriage laws and customs (1962) 19856
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12917
Peace Corps program, agreement (1964) 3161

plant quarantine import requirements (1962)
8798

preparing shipments to (1961) 18455
trade agreements, laws and decrees (1964)

2534
Seney National Wildlife Refuge, general infor-

mation (1962) 21781
Senility:

changes in efferent lymphatic vessels, USSR
study (1961) 11085

changes in lymphatic capillaries and vessels,

USSR study (1961) 11084
Senior citizens, see Aged.
Senior Citizens Association of Los Angeles, ,

Inc., case study (1961) 20829
Senior citizens housing loan program, means

of providing low cost housing for aged
(speech) (1961) 20504

Senior Citizens Month:
community action for older Americans (1965)

9843
guide (1964) 15169
projects and promotion guide (1965) 8224

Senior citizens service center, case study
(1961) 20833

Senior City at New York State Fair (1961)
20834

Senn pest, see Stinkbugs.
Senra, Antonio J., and wife, relief (1965) 12228
Sense organs:

autosensitization phenomena, clinical impor-
tance, USSR study (1961) 11116

functional state of certain analyzers as
function of sex and age, USSR study
(1964) 20413

information for sportsmen, USSR study
(1965) 823

neurological and sensory disease service
program, PHS (1962) 12666; (1964) 15060

perception problems and phenomenon of
attunement, USSR study (1963) 14164

physiology and Lenin's theory of reflection,
USSR study (1961) 15403

research advances in neurological and sen-
sory disorders (1963) 1338

research highlights, sensory disorders (1961)
11450; (1962) 12524

sensory deprivation, pain and personality
relationships for space travel, study
(1963) 18166

sensory disease

—

film guide (1963) 16514
mental retardation activities (1963) 20108
PHS program (1962) 12666

sensory tests for assessing storage life of
iced calico scallops (Pecten gibbus),
comparison (1965) 14291

training of pre-school child, convention,
USSR (1962) 14244

Sensitivity, indices for Hall generators (1964)
7582

see also Tactile sensitivity.
Sensitization:
brain during serum course, spontaneous

bioelectric activitiy changes, USSR
study (1963) 15784

neurogenic mechanics, USSR study (1962)
1173

Sensors:
attitude, study (1964) 11356
balloon wind, dynamic response of rising

and falling with application to estimates
of wind loads on launch vehicles (1963)
20981; (1965) 14814

biological mechanisms for application to
instrument design (1964) 16654

device for counting micrometeoroid penetra-
tions (1964) 13189

double capacitor coincidence discharge-type
micrometeoroid penetration sensor, in-

vestigation (1965) 1440
flight informational, of X-15 airplane for

atmospheric and near-space flight mis-
sions (1964) 16712

for obtaining ablation rates (1961) 8024
horizon sensing problem, application of

earth scan analog signal relationships
in Tiros radiation experiment (1962)
14486

integrated hot wire-stillwell liquid level sys-
tem for liquid hydrogen and other cry-
ogenic fluids (1964) 1474

microparticle impact sensor measures ener-
gy directly (1965) 6652

photoelectric, output controlled by eyeball
movements (1965) 8064

physiological, for use in Project Mercury
(1962) 18255

pressure sensor responds only to shock wave
(1965) 11455

satellite yaw, use of 2-degrees-of-freedom
gyroscope (1964) 7531

solar angle, has no moving parts, design
(1964) 13172

solar aspect, digital (1961) 19974
solar, for use in space-vehicle orientation

control systems, study (1961) 11422
TELUS, telemetric universal sensor (1965)

15222
thermocouple, circuit for continuous moni-

toring (1964) 20546
transmitter, tiny, can withstand accelera-

tion, gives digital output (1965) 1410
wide-angle measures radiant heat energy in

corrosive atmospheres (1965) 5133

X-15 ball-nose flow-direction, as air-data
system, flight evaluation (1965) 14846

Sensory diseases, see Sense organs.

Sensory physiology, see Physiology.

Sensory reactions and state of voluntary
movements of man under conditions of
weightlessness, USSR (1962) 6110

Separation (military):

disability separation, facts for your future
(1964) 20981

Separation processes:
anion exchange of metal ions in partially

nonaqueous solutions (1962) 4636
application of distillation techniques to ra-

diochemical separations (1963) 16849
centrifuge separation project, developments

(1961) 3806
cobalt and nickel, separation and recovery

by solvent extraction and electrorefining
(1963) 5486, 9118

cost estimates of processes for separating
mixtures of methane and hydrogen
(1964) 20506

radiochemical

—

low-level (1961) 16203
rapid (1962) 2063

temperature and flow rate effects on
ion-exchange of erbium and thulium
(1962) 4634

ultracentrifuge, separation of isotopes in,

Polish study (1962) 7536
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Separation processes—Continued
uranium isotopes (1961) 1692
Vanguard satellite separation mechanisms,

performance (1961) 7954

isotope, duty-free entry (1965) 17536, 19102,
19406

radial vane steam models

—

analyses of performance (1962) 14837
results of air-water and steam-water tests

(1962) 8945
see a/so Cyclone coal washer—Magnetic

separators— Seed separators.
Sepsis, treating in newborn, effect of ultra-

high frequency electric field on change
of reactivity of children, USSR study
(1962) 14012

Septal and hvpothalamic stimulation of un-
anesthetized cats (1963) 11490

Septic tanks:
bituminous-coated metal, residential types,

standard of trade (1962) 4658
care, general information (1963) 16503
percolation systems, failure, causes and

prevention (1964) 14240
practice manual, addendum (1961) 13627
soils suitable for filter fields (1962) 39
systems for low-cost homes (1963) 13914

Septum:
interauricular

—

anatomo-surgical characteristics of con-
genital defects, USSR study (1961)
10850

cardiac, experimental defect, USSR study
(1961) 15424

Sepulveda, Charles A., see Abarca, Carlos S.

Sequelae of deep hypothermia (1961) 15237

Sequential analysis, questionnaire language
and abstract synthesis of minimal se-

quential machines (1964) 21780
Sequential information seeking, effects of

number of terminal acts and prior infor-

mation (1965) 11875
Sequential information seeking, optimal strat-

egy and other results (1965) 11874
Sequential machines, see Sequential analysis.

Sequential tests, item, exploratory study
(1963) 18559

Sequestrants, effect on yttrium behavior in

rare-earth-amine extraction systems
(1963) 12838

Sequoia National Park:
general information (1962) 14526; (1963)

5644; (1964) 14979; (1965) 11549
glacial reconnaissance (1965) 12548
land for hydroelectric project, continue

use

—

law (1963) 13421
reports (1963) 7926, 12001

map (1963) 7337; (1964) 18833; (1965) 13088

Sequoia, giant, silvical characteristics (1963)
8299

Serafini, John S., wall-pressure fluctuations
and pressure-velocity correlations in

turbulent boundary layer (1964) 9614
Serbia, Materials Examination Institute,

Yugoslav study (1963) 15785
Serbian language, see Serbo-Croatian lan-

guage.
Serbo-Croation language:
Foreign Service Institute, basic course

(1965) 15064
Yugoslav abbreviations, selective list (1962)

14407
Serenkov, G.P., nucleic acids and evolution in

algae (1963) 18516
Seresly, Amalia, relief (1963) 11932

Serfling, Robert E., attribute sampling meth-
ods for local health departments with
special reference to immunization sur-
veys (1965) 8237

Sergeant, Russell L.: concurrent repetition of
word flow, intelligibility factors and
scores (1963) 9099

interactions among bandwidth, center fre-

quency, and type of distortion in speech
intelligibility (1965) 11377

relation of perstimulatory adaptation to
other short-term threshold-shifting
mechanisms (1964) 5467

sensitivity to unidirectional frequency mod-
ulation (1964) 5463

speech during respiration of mixture of heli-

um and oxygen (1964) 5469
Sergeant at Arms, see House of Representa-

tives.

Sergosin, use in treatment of varicose dilated
veins, USSR study (1964) 1282

Seri, Armand, relief (1962) 13589
Serial set (congressional), see . Listings

under Congress in most monthly issues.
Serials:

aeronautical and space publications, world
list (1962) 23942

agriculture bibliography, serial publications
indexed in (1964) 14930; (1965) 14869

Chinese scientific and technical publications
in L.C. (1962) 3283

copyrighted, catalog of copyright entries
(1961) 9000; (1962) 11675; (1963) 338,

12031; (1964) 8458; (1965) 448
indexed in bibliography of agriculture (1963)

11092
Japanese

—

publications in National Agricultural Li-

brary, bibliography (1962) 20166
scientific and technical publications in

L.C. (1962) 22455
JPRS reports, publication notice (1963)

19772
new serial titles

—

alphabetical arrangement (1961) 3413;
(1962) 4119; (1963) 3962; (1964) 3790;
(1965) 3707

classed subject arrangement (1961) 3412;
(1962) 4118; (1963) 3961; (1964) 3789;
(1965) 3706

1950-60 cumulation (1962) 10423
3d series

—

1961 cumulation (1962) 22456
1962 cumulation (1963) 14487
1963 cumulation (1964) 14719
1964 cumulation (1965) 18412

Soviet Union scientific and technical serial

publications, 1945-60 (1963) 19813
union lists, bibliography (1964) 20453

Series 60, methodical experiments with models
of single-screw merchant ships (1964)
13438

Sernini, Livia, relief (1962) 13579; (1964) 425
Serological tests, see Syphilis.
Serologists:
career opportunities, Veterans Administra-

tion (1961) 13722
examination announcement (1963) 9743;

(1965) 15349
Serology:
examination of selected groups in Poland

toward prevention of poliomyelitis
(1962) 5489

general and technical information (1964)
5461

laboratory procedures

—

for syphilis (1963) 3291
in clinical serology, technical manual

(1961) 8367
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Serology—Continued

serological

—

response to thermal burns, USSR study

(1963) 8993
studies of fish, use of plant extracts (1964)

10574
see also Serum and serumtherapy.

Serotonin, concentration changes, in blood of

animals exposed to ionizing radiation
and dynamic factors of space flight,

USSR study (1965) 7939
Serpa, Albert R., relief (1961) 14264; (1962)

5005, 6901
Serpan, C. Z., jr.:

in-depth embrittlement of simulated pres-

sure vessel wall of A302-B steel (1965)
13164

Yankee reactor pressure vessel surveillance,

evaluation of specimens exposed during
2d core (1965) 13173

Serpentine:
chromite and other mineral deposits. Pied-

mont Upland, Md., Penn. and Del (1961)

10683
Garnet Ridge, Monument Valley area (1963)

12220
Serpentine-group minerals (1962) 5303
Serra, Junipero:
anniversary medal

—

law (1963) 18784
reports (1963) 13728, 18849

Serratia marcescens, pharmocological proper-

ties of pyrogen from serratia marces-
cens (1962) 7725

Serratia marcescens, use of B. prodigiosum as
experimental model of bacterial aerosol,

USSR study (1965) 6430

SERT I, see Spacecraft.
Serum and serumtherapy:
antirhonidase serum effect on metastatic

process of Brown-Pearce carcinoma,
USSR study (1962) 880

Atlantic redfish, serological studies (1962)
2492

blood serum

—

age-related levels of cholesterol, phospho-
lipids, protein, lipoprotein fractions in

women during menopause and climacter-
ic neuroses, USSR study (1962) 5632

changes in protein fractions in acute ra-

diation sickness, USSR study (1962)
2683

cholesterol uptake in normal and hospital-
ized individuals (1962) 10916

cholinesterose activity and acetycholine in

ascariasis, USSR study (1961) 15339
decomposition of DFP as proof of exist-
ence of alkylphosphates, Hungarian
investigation (1962) 7562

during malignant growth, physico-
chemical properties of proteins (1961)
15204

enzyme activity, increase due to strong
stimuli, USSR study (1964) 12795

in epidemic hepatitis, electrophoretic
study of fractions of proteins, USSR
study (1962) 2827

lipid and lipoprotein concentrations. Mili-
tary Academy graduates, 1952-60 (1963)
13217

of atherosclerotic patients, effect of com-
bined hypochlorite and vegetable fat
diet on cholesterol level, lipoproteins,
and protein fractions, USSR study
(1961) 11105

physico-chemical properties of proteins,
effect of irradiation, USSR study (1962)
2686

Serum and serumtherapy—Continued
blood serum—Continued

proteins

—

change, patients with chronic radiculitis
during treatment with vibration
baths, USSR study (1964) 14575

clinical-chemical analysis, possibilities
and problems. East (jerman study
(1962) 7752

fractions in chemotherapy of cancer,
USSR studies (1965) 9462

in hypertensive patients, electrophoretic
investigation, USSR study (1961) 4609

polarographic activity during acute ra-
diation sickness and prophylactic
administration of propyl gallate,
USSR study (1962) 13978

C-reactive blood serum protein, use in occu-
pational disease diagnosis (1965) 11106

changes in serum lipid concentrations with
age in young men (1963) 9628

cholesterol uptake by serum (1961) 3742
cholinesterase

—

activity changes during administration of
subtoxic dosages of alkyl phosphates,
Hungarian study (1962) 5421

serum interaction with organophosphor-
ous inhibitors, protective action of ace-
tylcholine, USSR study (1965) 821

diaferm-3 antitoxic sera, causes affecting
titer reduction during storage, USSR
study (1962) 2738

extraction apparatus for determination of
total serum lipids (1963) 4420

glyceride serum determination, method to
eliminate influence of cholesterol (1961)
9935

immunological characteristics of serum pro-
teins, USSR study (1961) 20972

independence of serum and parotid fluid in-

organic phosphate levels during
hemodialysis on artificial kidney (1965)
17026

luminescent-serological method of detection
of antibodies against Rickettsia prowa-
zeki, USSR study (1963) 14140

luminescent serum

—

use for rapid diagnosis of dysentery,
USSR study (1963) 14122, 14338

paraagglutinating E. coli strains ability to
stain by fluorescent sera of different
specificity, USSR study (1963) 12370

serum-diagnostics of brucellosis in swine,
influence of relations of antigenic struc-
ture and certain bacteria, Yugoslavian
study (1962) 7575

serum enzyme levels of whole-body irradiat-
ed primates, effect of massive doeses of

32-Mev protons and Co''" gamma radia-
tion (1965) 17021

serum proteins in relation to periodontal
status and caries experience (1964) 1747

serum sensitization of brain, changes in
spontaneous bioelectric activity, USSR
study (1963) 15784

toxic and antitoxic properties of dog serum
after thermal burns, study by means of
tissue culture, USSR (1961) 11044

toxic properties of sera after repeated ther-
mal trauma, USSR study (1964) 14468

use of sera, USSR handbook (1962) 21947
see also Biological products—Cytotoxins.

Servants:
domestic workers paid $50 in wages in 3

mos. earn social security (1962) 12627;

(1963) 20134
improve status of private-household work

(1965) 8380
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Servants—Continued

private-household employment, 2d consulta-
tion, summary (1965) 16926

private-household workers

—

consultation, summary (1965) 11810
employment, estimating, handbook (1963)

19126
social security

—

coverage for household employees (1961)
9665; (1962) 6385; (1964) 7735

good news for houshold workers (1962)
1743, 24046; (1963) 9306; (1964) 9770;
(1965) 1629

household employer's guide (1963) 626
women private-household workers, fact

sheet (1964) 13552, 19038; (1965) 8381
Serve and explore with Ck)ast and Geodetic

Survey (1963) 13333
Service, Alfred L. western phosphate industry

and its resources (1964) 16636
Service and regulatory announcements:
Agricultural Marketing Service (1961) 38,

1602; (1962) 8771; (1963) 9534-35, 18387;
(1964) 11739, 19046-47

(Consumer and Marketing Service (1965)

6077, 7549-50, 9008, 12358-359, 14145,
16058-59, 17995, 19524

Service area directory (1964) 1590; (1965) 3022
Service clubs. Army service club program pro-

jects from Operation Service Club, man-
ual (1962) 161

Service cooperatives, see Farmers' cooperative
organizations.

Service Corps of Retired Executives, how vol-

unteer members aid small businesses
(1965) 11678

Service craft, see Ships.
Service establishments:
and enterprises under fair labor standards

act (1961) 20244
employment of full-time students at special

minimum wages, regulations under Fair
labor standards act (1962) 20367; (1965)

1708, 9991
retail and service establishments, etc., under

Fair labor standards act (1961) 20242;
(1964) 13514; (1965) 18831

see also Business.
Service industries:

census, 1963

—

selected services, area statistics, advance
reports (1965) 3198

Service contracts act of 1963 (1964) 12112,
12127

Service contract act of 1965, see Government
contracts,

employment, expanding, ARA staff study
(1965) 10138

translations on East European service
industries, see aiso listings under Joint
Publications Research Service in most
monthly issues.

Service insurance, see Life insurance.
Service medals, see Medals.
Service records, see Military records.

Service schools, see Military education-Naval
education

—

also names of schools.

Service-station attendants:
automobile, testing and training programs

(1963) 2176
gasoline, employment outlook (1964) 9429

Service stations:
automobile, testing and training programs

for better workers (1963) 2176
employee earnings (1964) 11275
gasoline, employee earnings, June 1961

—

departmental edition (1963) 3028
document edition (1963) 2012

safety for young workers (1965) 16549

Service stations—Continued

starting and managing (1961) 6544, 20136
see also Flight service stations.

Service trades:
census of business, 1958

—

area reports (1961) 266-267, 1784-86, 2973,
3904-6, 5452, 20469

legal form of organization (1961) 8487
Puerto Rico (1963) 13303
receipts size (1961) 9991
single units and multiunits (1961) 8486
subject reports (1961) 8486-87, 9991-92,

20405-6; (1962) 247-248, 2165, 4703-5
summary statistics (1962) 14965
United States summary (1961) 266,1784;

(1965) 13607
census of business, 1963, area statistics

(1965) 1886-87, 5661-70, 7200-24, 8574-87,
10221-226, 13607-614, 17199-203

employ more than 8 million workers, chart
(1963) 1188

employment size, census of business, 1960,
selected services (1961) 9992

equipment

—

Federal item identification guides for sup-
ply cataloging (1962) 7238; (1963) 3654;
(1964) 3472, 12291; (1965) 3374

Federal supply schedule (1961) 6030
Fair labor standards act, provisions (1962)

14678; (1963) 16646; (1964) 19013
how Federal wage-hour law applies (1961)

17879
machines, census of manufactures, 1958,

industry report (1961) 1803
occupational outlook brief (1965) 6577
personal, sample apprenticeship schedules

(1962) 20463
recordkeeping systems (1962) 6449
bibliography (1964) 9765, 21867

travel service center in Henryetta, Okla,
economic feasibility, ARA study (1964)
11820

Service, USDA's report to consumers (1964)
18160; (1965) 3940

Servicemen, see Armed Forces—Mechanics
(persons).

Services for child who is hard of hearing
(1963) 16917

Services for senior citizens (1964) 12249
Services for you from USDA's Agricultural

Marketing Service (1963) 13186
Services in public and voluntary child welfare

programs (1962) 6831
Services occupational outlook (1961) 7906
Servicing techniques for transistorized and

printed circuits (1964) 15001
Serving people in need, public assistance un-

der social security act (1964) 10497
Serving your country overseas (1965) 15231
Servito, Teofilo C, relief (1962) 16940, 21316,

23136
Servo amplifiers, see Amplifiers.
Servo calorimeter measures material heating

rate (1965) 16636
Servo Corporation, Servo analyzer (Servo-

scope) 1100 A, B, C, D models, instru-
ment calibration procedure, technical
manual (1964) 11509

Servo loop design for air bearing inertial

components (1962) 14466
Servo systems, see Servomechanisms.
Servomechanism:
advanced test reactor servo regulator rod

test program (1965) 10170
amplification

—

AMC engineering design handbook (1965)
11899

ordnance engineering design handbook
(1961) 8135
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Servomechanism—Continued

bibliography (1963) 1865
digitally-controlled instrument servos

—

analysis and design (1961) 1370
simulator study (1961) 2622

dynamic characteristics of real structures

for high precision automatic regulation,

USSR study (1965) 2733
feedback control theory

—

AMC engineering design handbook (1965)

13450
ordnance engineering design handbook

(1961) 8133
fundamentals course, for maintenance

training

—

instructor's guide (1963) 7363
trainee's guide (1963) 7364

maintenance of fractional degree phasing
between 2 separate AC voltages or ro-

tating shafts (1961) 11471
measurement and signal converters

—

AMC engineering design handbook (1965)

11898
ordnance engineering design handbook
(1961)8134

optimum 2d order relay servomechanisms,
Polish study (1962) 7853

power elements and system design (1961)

9669
AMC engineering design handbook (1963)

20323
servo system facilitates photoelastic strain

measurements on resins (1965) 2854
tension is servo controlled in film advance

system (1965) 8062
vapor pressure system for measuring metal

halides (1964) 11327
Servomechanisms, Inc., contract with Air

Force, ballistics computers, excessive
material costs, GAO report (1963) 15593

Servomotors, rotating and static precision
components symposium, proceedings
(1964) 15009

Servoscopes, models 1100 A, B, C, D, instru-

ment calibration procedure, technical
manual (1964) 11509

Seth, Kamal K., tabulation of doppler inte-

grals (1965) 8561
Sethares, James C!.:

ferrimagnetic crystals, study by parallel

pumping (1965) 7115
spin wave anisotropy in parallel pumping

experiments on YIG (1964) 9970
Seto Yiu Kwei, relief (1961) 14217, 16906,

18502
Settees, wood, general office. Federal standard

cancellation (1964) 4722
Setterholm, Vance C, effect of restraint dur-

ing drying on tensile properties of hand-
sheets (1964) 18079

Settlement and tilting of footings on viscous
foundation (1962) 17421

Settlement of land, see Land.
Setun, see Calculating machines.
Sevan, Lake, basin, method of evaluating cli-

matic resources for artificial increase of
precipitation from convecture clouds,

USSR study (1965) 4957
Sevastopol, Russian SFSR:
defense battles during 1941-42, diary of A.L

Kovtun, USSR (1964) 1279
historical places and monuments (1963) 8499

17-hydroxycorticosteroids, see Hydrocortisone.

Sever, Bruce B.:

basic data on economy of

—

Bahama Islands (1964) 15983
Barbados (1964) 15987
Nicaragua (1965) 15378

Sever, Bruce B.—Continued
foreign trade regulations of Peru (1964)

21074
Sever, Charles W., ground-water resources and

geology of Seminole, Decatur, and Grady
counties, Ga (1965) 19680

Severance, Roger D.:

establishing business in Kuwait (1963) 10338

foreign trade regulations of United Arab
Republic (1964) 4854

preparing shipments to Saudi Arabia (1963)
5071

selling in United Arab Republic (1964)
6852

Severance pay, see Wages.
Severiens, Jacobus T.:

basic data on economy of Netherlands (1965)
5763

market factors in Netherlands (1964) 14388
selling in Netherlands (1965) 4424

Severin, Sanford L.:

photostress and flash blindness

—

in aerospace operations (1963) 18507
study (1963) 4422

photostress test for evaluation of macular
function (1963) 16805

Severyanka (USSR submarine):
scientific journeys (1962) 2826

Sevier Valley, central, ground water condi-

tions and storage (1965) 16325
Sevin, pilot test results on western hemlock

looper in southwest Washington (1965)

643
Sewage:

activated sludge process, treatment of undi-

luted human waste (1964) 19146
aerobic treatment process, water conserva-

tion through reuse of flushing fluid

(1963) 1757
community sewerage systems, minimum de-

sign standards (1963) 15489
disposal by Federal installations, report

(1965) 12153
disposal of waste water at Federal installa-

tions, report (1964) 15527
disposal systems serving rural areas, FHA

insured loans, hearing (1965) 17678
disposing in sea, sanitary regulations,

USSR study (1962) 22012
effects of miscellaneous wastes on mesophil-

ic activated sludge, soaps, detergents
and vomitus (1964) 20973

environmental health planning guide, objec-

tives and procedures (1961) 8150; (1962)

10599
fallout shelters, low-cost sanitation systems,

investigation (1963) 19141
farmstead sewage and refuse disposal (1964)

22
Federal installations, facilities, and equip-

ment control act-
hearings (1963) 7545
report (1965) 7523

Hungary, treatment at plants and public
institutions (1961) 15115

individual sewerage disposal systems act
and regulations, recommended State leg-

islation and regulations (1965) 20045
industrial, from enterprises engaged in or-

ganic synthesis, effectiveness of biologi-

cal methods of purifying, USSR study
(1964) 7058

industrial, pollution, sanitary protection of

reservoirs, USSR study (1965) 9322
intergovernmental responsibilities in metro-

politan areas (1963) 4327
miscellaneous wastes, effects on mesophilic

activated sludge cellulose (1964) 15240
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Sewage—Continued
municipal, disposal, water pollution control,

etc., report (1965) 8772
municipal, sewer construction cost index,

trends (1964) 11577
oxidation pond

—

arctic Alaska, design criteria (1965) 8474
southcentral Alaska, observations (1965)
8472

pipe requirements for sewer service pipe,
sewerage utilities (1963) 16872

pollutional effects of stormwater and over-
flows from combined sewer systems, pre-
liminary appraisal (1965) 1585

research and treatment technology (discus-
sion of paper) (1961) 2670

sanitary and industrial-waste sewers, engi-
neering manual, change (1962) 15520;
(1963) 427

sanitary sewage systems, emergency con-
struction, engineering and design man-
ual (1963) 17408

sanitation facilities for Indians, PHS au-
thority under P.L.86-121 (1964) 15064

sewage and water works construction, con-
tract awards (1963) 13026; (1964) 18922;
(1965) 15009

sewer bond sales (1961) 13636; (1962) 22766;
(1963) 11248; (1964) 16847; (1965) 15021

sewerage and central water systems, owner-
ship and organization (1965) 561

sewerage works pressure pipe requirements,
1940-75 (1965) 223

treatment

—

biological references (1963) 20110
contract awards by location (1964) 15065;

(1965) 15010
equipment, Federal item identification
guides for supply cataloging (1962)
7239; (1963) 3655; (1964) 3473, 12292;
(1965) 3375

facilities, financing problems (1962) 3465
facilities, 1962 inventory (1964) 3101-9
plant, transfer to McKinney, Tex.

—

law (1964) 17299
reports (1964) 10279, 15755

plants

—

construction cost index (1963) 20111
extended-aeration, preliminary evalua-

tion (1963) 16523
meeting community needs under con-

struction grants program (1961) 15942
modern, how much do they cost? guide to
estimating construction costs (1964)
20765

problems of improving, Hungary, study
(1962) 5675

works construction

—

contract awards (1961) 21322; (1962)
22764; (1963) 13027

increase grants

—

amendments of 1961, comparative
print (1962) 17127

hearings (1961) 8855, 10519
law (1961) 14088
reports (1961) 8753, 8769, 10462, 12315

urban sewerage systems. State and local
authority to provide orderly develop-
ment (1964) 11578

volatility of human waste at elevated tem-
peratures (1963) 18473

waste stabilization lagoons, desigri, con-
struction, etc., svmposium papers (1962)
10616

water and sewage systems, size and regional
trends for pressure pipe (1965) 13546

water containing radioelements, utilizing for
irrigation, USSR study (1965) 17813

Sewall, John L., vibration study of
ring-stiffened cylindrical shell structure
(1964) 18743

Sewalls Pt., Va., see Hampton Roads, Va.
Seward (bounty, Kans., soil survey report

(1965) 20079
Seward Peninsula:
beryllium deposits (1963) 19306
geology of Imuruk Lake area (1964) 2416
lead-silver deposits (1962) 16204
tin-lode investigations. Potato Mountain

area (1965) 6597
Sewell, Winifred, drug literature survey (1963)

17311
Sewer pipe, see Pipe and pipe fittings.

Sewerage, see Sewage.
Sewers, see Sewage.
Sewing:
enterprises and trading organizations,

expand economic ties, USSR transla-
tions (1964) 19945

industry, enterprises, how to compute pro-
duction, USSR study (1963) 8633

simplified clothing construction (1965) 16968
stitches, seams, and stitchings. Federal

standard (1965) 12446
Sewing machines, household electric, misuse of

"automatic" or terms of similar import,
etc., FTC trade regulation rule (1965)

Sex:
'''''

farm population, 1960 and 1964 (1965) 16921
migration of population by sex (series)

(1965) 12383, 14173-177
Sex determination of lepidopterous pupae

(1962) 16254
Sex hormones, see Hormones.
Sextants:
manual sextant-sighting task in Ames mid-

course navigation and guidance simula-
tor, investigation (1965) 13022

optical inertial space, for advanced space
navigation system (1965) 1397

space, simulating sighting problems,
2d-order perturbation angle techniques
(1965) 11500

Sexual organs, see (Generative organs.
Seychelles:
guide to official publications (1965) 18409
plant quarantine import reqiiirements (1963)

13160
Seymour, AJlyn H.:

gamma-emitting radionuclides in tuna
samples from Tokyo central fish market,
1962 (1965) 10190

radionuclides of Columbia River origin in

marine organisms, etc., collected from
coastal and offshore waters of Washing-
ton and Oregon (1965) 13536

Seymour, William R., appraisal of frozen food
locker cooperatives (1963) 19158

Seymour, Ck>nn., four-town redevelopment
area, ARA case book (1963) 20317

Sferics:
studies of 500-kc./sec. in severe storms

(1964) 11703
transpolar, directive VLF antennas for re-

ception (1964) 19106
SFNSY, see San Francisco Naval Shipyard.
SH, see Sulfhydryl.
Shacklette, Hansford T.:

bryophytes associated with mineral deposits
and solutions in Alaska (1965) 12534

element content of bryophytes (1965) 14412
Shad:
American

—

age determination from scales (1962) 2490
leaflet (1963) 551
tolerance to water changes (1962) 587
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Shad—Continued

firms canning, list (1964) 744; (1965) 14323,

16217
Shade and water for honey bee colony (1964)

15210
Shade trees, see Trees.

Shadomaster measuring projectors, duty-free

entry (1965) 17524, 19407

Shadow Mountain National Recreation Area,

general information (1963) 18210

Shadow over clear day, on question of plot

against Africa, USSR (1961) 7865

Shadowgraph study of upper stage flow fields

of some Saturn V study configurations

in transonic Mach number range (1965)

9706
Shafer, Elwood L., jr.:

deer browsing of hardwoods in Northeast
(1965) 12516

photo-choice method for recreation research
(1965) 9201

Shaffer, H. W., range and range rate system
and data analysis for Syncom I (1963

4A) (1964) 13217

Shaffer, Paul F., produce packaging at central
warehouse, bananas (1965) 18864

Shafrin, Elaine G., upper limits for contact
angles of liquids on solids (1965) 11575

Shaft seals for compressors and turbines for

gas-cooled reactor application (1961)
11807

Shaft sinking:
large-diameter, concrete-lined access, Harold

D. Roberts tunnel, Cblo (1962) 6228
methods and costs. Project Gnome (1963)

20949
small vertical shaft with steel supports,

sinking methods and costs (1962) 14417
West Delaware aqueduct, safety practices

(1962) 14425
Shafting, propeller of naval vessels, glass

reinforced plastic coatings, instruction
manual (1964) 9763

Shafts:
misalignment, new coupling compensates for

(1965) 6674
rotating, magnetic and electric forces for

suspension, investigation (1963) 7593
Shahbaz, Kurush, relief (1965) 12247

Shahinian, P., creep-rupture of nickel (1963)
11187

Shaikh, M. S., solid state radiation detector
(1964) 204

Shaiou, Sheu-chwan, see Sheu-chwan Shaiou.

Shakers (apparatus):
Widmark flask shaker, construction (1962)

13831
Shale, Correll €.:

electrical precipitation at high tempera-
tures, etc (1964) 2993

positive corona for electrical precipitation
(1964) 9514

Shale:

bituminous, decancerogenization of prod-
ucts, USSR study (1963) 2557

Chattanooga

—

and related rocks of central Tennessee
(1961) 17332

recovery of uranium (1962) 6699
lightweight aggregate

—

expanded, industry in south central United
States (1964) 20478

expansion properties

—

Illinois shales (1965) 9593
Indiana shales (1965) 5086
Iowa shales (1964) 9510
Minnesota shales (1964) 1434

Shale—Continued
Mances, Meeker and Loyd sandstone mem-

bers, Moffat and Rio Blanco Counties,
Colo (1965) 2233

marine black, geology and geochemistry of

uranium, review (1961) 19416
Meade Peake phosphatic shale member of

Phosphoria formation at Ck)al Canyon,
Wyo (1961) 6173

Paleozoic, from borings in Florida, petrogra-
phy (1963) 15613

Parana, Brazil (1962) 2082
Pierre

—

cephalopods (1964) 18138
chemical analyses for selected minor ele-

ments (1961) 20813
geochemical investigations, analytical
methods (series) (1961) 20813-814; (1964)
18127

Great Plains region, geologic setting and
chemical composition (1962) 9737

lower part, mineralogy and stratigraphy,
S. Dak. and Nebr (1965) 19665

mineralogical composition, quantitative
interpretation from X-ray and chemical
data (1964) 18127

spectrographic analysis for selected minor
elements (1961) 20814

stratigraphy, in Valley City and Pembina
Mountain areas, N. Dak (1965) 9265

studies of Pierre shale in northern Great
Plains (series) (1965) 9265, 19665

Pioche faunules (1964) 19789
pozzolan calcined, cause of abnormal stiff-

ening of concrete, investigation (1962)
17431

tax treatment for years beginning before
Dec. 14, 1959—

laws (1961) 18703, 18711
reports (1961) 16687, 17087

uranium-bearing lignite and carbonaceous
shale of Williston Basin (1965) 7803

uranium content in Devonian and Missis-
sippian black shales, central midconti-
nent area (1962) 13869

see aiso Oil shale—Shale oil.

Shale oil, naphthas, composition, analytical
investigations (1961) 17624

Shallau, Con H., small forest ownership in

urban fringe area of Michigan (1963)
574

Shalowitz, Aaron L., shore and sea bounda-
ries, with special reference to interpre-

tation and use of Coast and Geodetic
Survey data (1963) 198; (1965) 337

Shambon, Arthur:
determination of energy distribution of

X-ray beams from 250 kV constant po-

tential machine (1965) 8544
energy dependence determinations in 60-180

Kev range with X-ray machine of vary-
ing output (1963) 11558

ionization chambers for environmental ra-

diation measurements (1964) 1770
Shamokin, Pa., redevelopment area, statistical

profile (1962) 13174
Shandler, Jack, relief (1962) 16930
Shands, W. A.:

controlling potato insects (1963) 9570; (1965)
10058

potato insects (1964) 11752
Shanghai, China:

description (1963) 992
eclampsia, achievements in prevention (1962)

17773
economic society, problems discussed, 1961

meeting (1962) 22274
Shanghai Naval Shipyard, information (1961)

15186
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Shanholtz, V. 0., computer program USHL no.

2, water surface profiles, etc (1965)
10027

Shanklin, Edward H.:

cotton spinning performance test, evalua-
tion (1963) 1617

effects of cotton ginning practices on

—

cotton yarn properties, weaving perform-
ance, and fabric properties (1964) 9951

market quality of cotton, Mississippi Del-

ta variety, 1958-59 (1963) 4360
Shanks, E. Baylis:
higher order approximations of Runge-

Kutta type (1965) 16679
mathematical treatment of determining ei-

genvalues associated with partition
function of atom in interior of plasma
(1963) 20977

recursion relation associated with certain
special type determinant (1963) 9144

Shanks, Robert E.:

dynamic stability

—

and controllability of towed model of modi-
fied half-cone reentry vehicle (1965) 6681

of towed parawing glider

air cargo delivery system (1964) 16682
model (1963) 7271

static, etc., stability derivatives of flat-plate

wings (1963) 14564
Shannon, Ira L.:

ascorbic acid levels in blood and urine as
related to oral health (1964) 1746

corticosteroids in human parotid fluid fol-

lowing oral hydrocortisone dosage (1963)
9631

cortisone oral glucose tolerance responses in

healthy young adult males classified as
to oral health status (1964) 19186

device for collection of parotid fluid from
isolated human subjects (1964) 8003

effect of

—

exposing stannous fluoride-treated enamel
surfaces to whole saliva (1965) 17023

pyrophosphates on laboratory perform-
ance of topically applied aqueous stan-
nous fluoride (1963) 79

whole saliva on performance of 0.1% stan-
nous fluoride mouthwash (1965) 17030

enamel surface protection by tap-water so-

lutions of stannous fluoride (1964) 8002
fasting and postprandial serum glucose lev-

els (1964) 19181
hematologic changes following simple exo-

dontia (1964) 5900
in vitro

—

effectiveness of topical applications of low
concentration stannous fluoride solu-

tions (1964) 13647
performance of stannous fluoride prophy-

laxis paste and topical solution, etc

(1963) 4416
inactivation of stannous fluoride by calcium

pyrophosphate (1964) 5909
intramuscular ACTH test based on parotid

fluid free 17-hydroxycorticosteroid levels

(1964) 17013

laboratory performance of

—

aging 20% stannous fluoride solution
(1965) 10126

low concentration aqueous stannous fluo-
ride prophylaxis pastes (1963) 73

oral glucose tolerance responses in healthy
young adult males, etc (1964) 4260

parotid fluid

—

corticosteroid levels at 1 and 2 hours after

graded doses of ACTH (1964) 19183
steroid responses to graded doses of corti-

cotropin (1963) 14922

Shannon, Ira L.—Continued
performance of topical application solutions

prepared from aging stannous fluoride

concentrate (1965) 11884
prophylaxis pastes prepared with X-14 stan-

nous fluoride solution (1964) 5910
reductase activity of human whole saliva as

related to dental caries experience (1964)
11808

serum proteins in relation to periodontal
status and caries experience (1964) 1747

shelf life of aqueous solutions of stannous
fluoride (1964) 5911

stress in dental patients

—

adrenocortical responses, etc (1963) 7639
effect of local anesthetic procedures (1963)

13218
effect of time of day on adrenocortical
response to oral surgery (1963) 75

Shanoff, Leslie B., relief (1964) 12043
Shantung Province, China:

coal deposits, geology (1962) 15874
sedimentation conditions and soil develop-

ment in Lin-ch'ing (1962) 2624
trade and finance units help fight drought

(1961) 4353
Shape up, new program of exercises to build

fitness right at your desk (1963) 19996
Shaped charge and principles of its operation,

USSR (1961) 15276
Shapers (tools):

metal, safe practices (1962) 14364
spindle guard makes shaper safer, more

efficient (1963) 13984
Shapes (metal):

aircraft extruded shapes used as structural
members, military handbook (1961) 1926

Federal item identification guides for supply
cataloging (1962) 7239; (1963) 3655;
(1964) 3473, 12292; (1965) 3375

mill shapes and forms, consumption, census
of manufactures (1962) 13034, 16454

Shapiro, Gustave, project FIST, fault isola-

tion by semi-automatic techniques (1964)
18805

Shapiro, Harvey, 1964 revenue act, provisions
of significance to farmers (1964) 8470

Shapiro, Ivan R., whistlers observed by Van-
guard III (1964) 14857

Shapiro, M. M.:
origin of cosmic rays in supernovae and

other sources (1965) 13110
primary cosmic radiation (1963) 18241

Shapiro, R., mid-latitude biennial oscillation in

variance of surface-pressure distribu-
tion (1965) 102

Shapiro, Sam:
infant and perinatal mortality in U.S (1965)

20051
weight at birth and cause of death in neona-

tal period. United States, early 1950
(1965) 15019

weight at birth, and survival of newborn,
U.S., 1950 (1965) 20055

Shapiro, Shirley, relief (1964) 15477; (1965)
5848

Shapiro, Sidney, fisheries of world (1965) 1761
Sharble, Elfriede U., relief (1962) 20994; (1963)

18824; (1964) 6390, 17207
Shared spectrum display enhancement (1965)

5547
Shared time education, see Education.
Shareholders in America, important questions

and answers about U.S. savings bonds
(1961) 13647

Sharkey, Andrew G., advances in coal spectro-
metry (1964) 1437

Sharkey, Robert K., market for books in India

(1965) 1943
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Sharkey County, Miss., soil survey (1962)
10658

Shares of stocks, see Stocks.
Sharks:
Carcharhinus genus associated with tuna

fishery in eastern tropical Pacific Ocean
(1965) 4733

carcharhinid, revision of genera scoliodon,

loxodon, and rhizoprionodon (1964)
18821

general information (1961) 20748
northeastern U.S., Maine to Chesapeake

Bay, anglers' guide (1964) 10557
predators of sea and their commercial catch-

es, USSR study (1964) 10918
sandbar, natural history, etc (1961) 565
vertebral numbers, survey (1965) 1515
see also Whale sharks.

Sharon, Joseph, and wife, relief (1964) 2024,
6149, 6392

Sharon, Pa., redevelopment area, statistical

profile (1962) 13167
Sharonville, Ohio:
overlay test track (1964) 4670
prestressed concrete test tracks (1962) 11728

Sharp, Earl D., torque exertable on knobs
(1963) 7604

Sharp, Laure M., two years after college de-

gree (1963) 16448
Sharp, Robert R., nature of liquid film evapo-

ration during nucleate boiling (1964)
21750

Sharp, William N.:

geology and thorium-bearing deposits of

—

Lemhi Pass area, etc (1963) 6548
Pumpkin Buttes area of Powder River

basin, Wyo (1964) 15941
southern part of Powder River basin,
Wyo (1964) 10629

Sharpe, F. Phillip, electrofishing boat with
variable voltage pulsator for lake and
reservoir studies (1965) 2150

Sharpe, Lake:
change name of Big Bend Reservoir, S. Dak.,

report (1962) 17210
naming

—

law (1963) 17028
reports (1963) 13630, 13706

Sharpe Greneral Depot, Lathrop, Calif.:

airfield construction project, hearings (1963)
15310

construction, report (1964) 353
Sharpies, see Sailing vessels.

Shasta County, Calif.:

geology and ore deposits of East Shasta
copper-zinc district (1962) 7470

geology of French Gulch quadrangle (1964)
8754

proposed Whiskeytown-Shasta-Trinity na-
tional recreation area, report (1964)
1535

Shasta Dam, general information (1964) 3119
Shasta Dam, keystone for Central Valley pro-

ject, general information (1963) 16551
Shasta View, asbestos deposits (1962) 10462
Shasta red fir, see Fir.

Shaviovik River, geology of region (1961) 7523
Shaw, Byron T., address, Oct. 3, 1962 (1963)

1662
Shaw, C. Scott:

cottonseed handling at gins (1963) 5840
effects of trash deposits in cotton picker

baskets (1965) 11818
Shaw, David S., effects of nose bluntness, etc.,

on static aerodynamic characteristics of
blunt bodies (1963) 11058

Shaw, Edward I., laboratory experiments in

radiation biology (1963) 15015; (1965)
8558

Shaw, Henry L, jr., history of Marine Corps
operations in World War II, isolation of
Rabaul (1964) 9488

Shaw, Lawrence H.:

effect of weather and technology on corn
yields in Corn Belt. 1929-62 (1965) 14168

measuring effects of weather on agricultural
output (1963) 2125

Shaw, Lawrence W., reported tuberculosis
data (1963) 3297

Shaw, Van E., extraction and separation of
rare-earth elements in Idaho euxenite
concentrate (1965) 5089

Shaw, W. E., experiences in blending for iso-

topic adjustment (1965) 7170
Shaw, William N., seasonal gonadal cyle of

male soft-shell clam, Mya arenaria, in
Maryland (1965) 6232

Shawnee Indians:
Absentee-Shawnee Tribe, convey land to

—

law (1964) 17280
reports (1964) 12107, 15715

funds, disposition

—

law (1964) 17316
reports (1964) 8321, 15780

tribal land in Oklahoma, authorize sale

—

law (1964) 17272
reports (1964) 10233, 15714

Shchuchinski, Louis, relief (1965) 19202

Shea, Jack J., relief (1964) 6239, 12182, 17223

Shea, Loretta, relief of estate (1962) 15118,
20803, 21349

Shea, M. A., cosmic-ray equator (1965) 4182

Shea, Richard, dynamic stress concentration
factors (1963) 18265

Sheaffer, C. R. & Sons, relief (1964) 17498;
(1965) 5868, 10629, 13747

Shear (mechanics):
block shear methods for determining shear-

ing strength of solid wood, comparison
(1964) 12449

deformation and rotary inertia, effects,

method of determining modal date of

nonuniform beam (1965) 18536
deformation of upper mantle mineral ana-

logues (1964) 19151
evaluating shear strength of plastic lami-

nates reinforced with unwoven glass
fibers (1964) 18052

new shear apparatus for temperatures of
1000° C and pressures of 50 kb (1964)
1739

soils subjected to vibratory loads, stress
measurements in situ (1964) 8513

zones in ice cap margin, Thule, Greenland
(1964) 12343

Shear of winds, see Winds.

Shearing stresses, see Strains and stresses.

Shears:
guillotine, operation (1961) 19815
power, safe practices (1962) 14363

Sheathing, metal, improves thermocouple us-
ing graphite in one leg (1965) 5155

Shedd, C. K., handling and storing soft corn on
farm (1965) 7025

Shedd, Edward S., continuous electrowinning
of cerium metal from cerium oxides
(1964) 7441

Sheds:
drying and storage, farm building plan

(1961) 5272
hay storage and feeding, farm building plan

(1963) 13183
sheep, farm building plan (1961) 8305

Shee, Tom Pon, relief (1962) 13562

Shee Won Lee, see Lee Shee Won.
Sheehan, Lily N., relief (1965) 15624, 19107,

19390
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Sheep:
activities on created wheatgrass lambing

range (1963) 4985
bighorn of Death Valley (1962) 8551
bighorn, San Andres National Wildlife Re-

fuge (1961) 17254
bluetongue incidence, reported in U.S. (1963)

14843; (1964) 19056; (1965) 16946
brucellosis, in Poland (1962) 5468
common liver fluke, general information

(1961) 9885
ewe stanchion, building plan (1962) 1950
feeder and lamb shelter, farm building plan

(1961) 17928
feeders, building plan (1962) 69
fencing, feeding, and creep panels, farm

building plan (1962) 4522
foot rot (1965) 15188
grades, U.S. standards (1961) 38
grain troughs, farm building plan (1962)

8857
hay and grain feeder, building plan (1961)

16112
itch mite reported in New Mexico (1964)

16937
loading chute, variable heights, farm build-

ing plan (1962) 4520
losses from handling (1962) 16300
mineral feeder, farm building plan (1962)

4521
nutrition affected by cobalt deficiency in

soils and forages (1961) 6684
on feed (1961) 6658, 9850; (1962) 10704-705,

12748; (1963) 7464, 11341; (1964) 7808.
9844, 13488; (1965) 6949, 8339, 9968

parasites and parasitic diseases (1961)
13776

portable self-feeder, farm building plan
(1962) 70

prices received by farmers, U.S. and States,
1909-61 (1963) 5844

psoroptic scabies outbreaks

—

Kansas (1965) 1748
Minnesota (1965) 1749
Nebraska (1965) 1750
New Mexico (1965) 1751
Virginia (1965) 1752
Wisconsin and Pennsylvania (1965) 1753

scabies eradication

—

activities, report (1961) 42, 16073; (1963)
1621; (1964) 10; (1965) 1736

inspections by counties (1963) 1660; (1965)
1757

lindane concentration in dipping vats, fail-

ure to maintain (1963) 5801
outbreaks reported (1963) 5800, 5808
progress, maps (1963) 1659, 5807, 1661;

(1965) 1756
training schools (1963) 5806

scrapie, eradicating (1965) 13409
scrapie slaughter program, compensate

owners, hearing (1963) 17158
sheds, farm building plan (1961) 8305
sheep and lambing shed, farm building plan

(1962) 6579
shelter using plastic film, farm building plan

(1962) 6581
shipping crate, building plan (1961) 16111
shorn wool production, 1961 (1961) 17858;

(1962) 18526
stocker and feeder, shipments (1961) 2848;

(1962) 4337; (1963) 4190, 9448; (1964)
4034; (1965) 3941

weighing crate, farm building plan (1961)
17923

see also Lambs.
Sheep Creek, geologic investigation of power-

sites in Alaska (1962) 19564

Sheep Island:
inter-agency archeological salvage pro-

gram

—

departmental edition (1962) 135
document edition (1962) 363A

Sheep ranges, see Range lands.
Sheet glass, see Glass.
Sheet-material:

high-strength, for rocket motor casings, re-

sistance to crack propagation (1963)
3224

machine tests crease durability (1965) 1423
Sheet metal:
behavior under biaxial stress, USSR study

(1964) 5369
engineered performance standards, hand-

book (1961) 5170; (1965) 20161-162
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 7239; (1963) 3655;
(1964) 3473, 12292; (1965) 3375

fiberglass dies speed forming of large metal
sheets (1965) 14774

formability, theoretical (1962) 22957-958
forming technology

—

final report (1964) 5868, 7958
literature survey (1963) 9600

fracture testing (1961) 1389
industry, national apprenticeship and train-

ing standards (1961) 146, 11758; (1965)
11889

operation formulas, engineered performance
standards (1961) 6621

pressed bends, forms, seams, and joints,

identification. Federal standard (1962)
21764; (1963) 13942

repairs and utilities, Army technical manual
(1964) 10012

Soviet rolling technology (1964) 8870
stress gradient and stress biaxiality effect

on behavior of materials (1963) 7602
titanium alloy stamping, USSR study (1964)

5060
see also names of metals.

Sheet metal workers, employment outlook
(1962) 10401; (1964) 7385

Sheet-plastics, plastic sheet from United King-
dom, determination of no injury to U.S.
industry (1964) 20850

Sheeting:
cotton, workers' petition for adjustment as-

sistance. Tariff Ck)mmission report
(1963) 14740

current industrial reports (1961) 20447;
(1962) 266, 16468

polyethylene, commercial standard (1962)
233

reflectorized. Federal supply schedule (1961)
556

Sheets, current industrial reports (1962) 266,
16468; (1963) 13296; (1964) 11901; (1965)
13632

Sheffield Lake Community Park, Ohio:
shore, beach erosion control study, engi-

neers report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23489
document edition (1962) 23307

Shelburne Harbor Ship & Marine Construc-
tion Co., Inc., relief (1962) 16901; (1963)
13516; (1964) 1894, 2157

Shelby County, Iowa, soil survey (1961) 6552

Shelby County, Tenn., immunization status of
2-year folds (1963) 16509

Shelby quadrangle, N.C., heavy minerals in
saprolite of crystalline rocks (1964) 2418

Sheldon, John W.:
mobility of positive ions in their own gas

(1964) 16713
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Sheldon, John W.—Continued

semiclassical calculation of differential scat-
tering cross section with charge ex-

change, cesium ions in cesium vapor
(1964) 18791

Sheldon, Porter F., relief (1965) 5870
Sheldon, Richard P.:

physical stratigraphy and mineral resources
of Permian rocks in western Wyoming
(1964) 2420

relation between specific gravity and iron

content of rocks from the Red Mountain
formation, Ala (1964) 4781

Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery, stone for con-
struction, duty-free entry (1964) 14089,
17230, 17580

Sheldon National Antelope Refuge:
birds (1963) 12138
general information (1961) 6062; (1965)

12463
Shelepin, Aleksandr, Soviet Union, strong men

are sought, Shelepin appears on eve of

power struggle, West (ierman study
(1965) 6523

Shelf life of aqueous solutions of stannous
fluoride (1964) 5911

Shell egg grading and inspection of egg prod-
ucts (1964) 11768

Shell molds, see Founding.
Shell ventilation systems for potato storages

in fall crop area (1963) 5826
Shellfish:

Alabama landings (1964) 3248, 12420; (1965)
3133 14280

California landings (1964) 3299; (1965) 3186
cholesterol content (1965) 14284
conservation promotion, hearings (1961) 391
cookery, publications, list (1965) 13224
definitions and standards (1962) 17533
firms canning fish and shellfish specialties,

list (1964) 745
fish and shellfish, over the coals (1965) 12470

Florida landings (1964) 3512; (1965) 3425
fresh and frozen, buying guide (1965) 16206
Georgia landings (1964) 3556, 14263; (1965)

3470, 12480
growing areas, sanitation manual (1963)

3277
harvesting and processing, sanitation man-

ual (1963) 1403; (1965) 18716
hatcheries and their future (1963) 13956

industry

—

equipment construction guides (1962)
18425

exemption from fair labor standards act,

hearing (1962) 11446
interstate shippers, cooperative program for

certification (1963) 1403, 3277
current problems and proposed corrective

actions, analysis (1964) 13394
Japanese research, survey (1964) 10555

Louisiana landings (1964) 3699, 17995; (1965)
3616, 18112

Maine landings (1964) 3701, 10551, 12415;
(1965) 3618, 10851, 12449

Maryland landings (1963) 19222; (1964) 691,
3711, 15915; (1965) 3629, 12451

Massachusetts landings (1964) 3712, 14264;
(1965)3630, 10855, 18111

Mississippi landings (1963) 20683; (1964)
3728. 12421; (1965) 3646, 14281

national sanitation program, manual of op-
erations (1965) 13234, 18716

New Jersey landings (1962) 11806; (1964)
3785, 17994; (1965) 3701, 10847

New York landings (1962) 11807; (1963)
12130; (1964) 3791, 15912; (1965) 3708,
10848

Shellfish—Continued

North Carolina landings (1964) 3798, 12418;
(1965) 3717, 14279

Oregon landings (1963) 19223; (1965) 19628
Pacific Coast, commercial fisheries (1964)

12426
processing industry, Atlantic and Gulf

Coasts, hourly earnings (1963) 9064
Public Health Service sanitation program

(1962) 10613
recipes (1961) 7435
research center at Milford, Conn., construc-

tion

—

hearings (1962) 2339
law (1961) 18577
reports (1961) 10463, 14390

Rhode Island landings (1964) 3983, 12416;
(1965) 3904, 10852

sanitary practices in processing for ship-
ment, agreement with Japan (1963) 3355

sanitation workshop, proceedings (1962)
22762; (1965) 15006

shippers, list (1961) 3538; (1962) 3663; (1963)
3506; (1964) 3311; (1965) 3204

South Atlantic fisheries (1965) 597, 18114
South Carolina landings (1964) 4042, 12417;

(1965) 3947, 12452
specialties, firms canning, list (1965) 14324
State sanitation programs. Public Health

Service appraisal (1965) 13234
Texas landings (1964) 2334, 4081; (1965)

3788, 18113
top o' the mornin' with fish and shellfish,

recipes (1965) 19634
Virginia landings (1964) 4133, 19717; (1965)

4045, 14278
Washington landings (1965) 18115
Washington State landings, annual summa-

ry (1961) 7428
see also Mollusks.

Shelling equipment for samples of peanuts
(1962) 8849

Shells:

firms manufacturing fresh-water mussel-
shell products, list (1964) 757; (1965)
14339

marine pearl shell buttons, firms manufac-
turing, list (1965) 14337

oyster, products, firms manufacturing, list

(1964) 755; (1965) 14334
residual, in shucked soft-shell clams (1965)

7698
Shells (aircraft):

buckling load, imperfections, main contribu-
tor to scatter (1964) 19000

conical, determination of thermal stresses
(1961) 10892

cylindrical, effect of initial imperfections on
buckling stress (1963) 16410

finite element solution for thin shells of rev-
olution (1964) 14768

flexible, theory, survey of investigations,
1941-57 (1963) 21012

frame-reinforced cylindrical, analysis, loads
and stresses, applications, errata (1961)
7950

spinning spherical shell in solar flux, tem-
perature distribution, perturbation ex-
pansion, etc (1965) 11409

stiffened circular cylindrical shells, longitu-
dinal-transverse bending (1964) 9625

thin, deflections, general theory (1961) 8031
Shells (ordnance):

loaded paper shot, simplified practice recom-
mendation (1962) 240

loaded shot, simplified practice recommenda-
tion (1963) 9708

Shells (structural):
anisotropic, theory (1964) 13259
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Shells (aircraft)—Continued

circular conical and cylindrical, reinforced
by rignd circular ribs, free oscillations
(1965) 6759

conical, free vibrations (1965) 6717
cylindrical

—

axially compressed, influence of edge con-
ditions on stability (1965) 6620

eccentrically stiffened, free vibrations
(1965) 18560

effect of end slope on buckling stress
(1965) 2887

liquid-filled, equations of axially symmet-
ric vibrations (1964) 14924

post-buckling behavior (1964) 11422, 13261

with round aperture in its side, stress con-
centration (1965) 2923

elastic, statistical methods in nonlinear
theory (1963) 1319

flexible, determination of stresses and defor-
mations by photoelastic coatings appli-
cation (1964) 14925

general theory, and its application in engi-
neering (1964) 11423

liquid-filled, equations of transverse vibra-
tions (1964) 14923

pressurized

—

elastic stress distributions for cylinder-
to-hemisphere and cone-to-sphere junc-
tions (1963) 5587

thin spheroid, composed of fiat gores,
membrane analysis and its application
to Echo II (1965) 19920

thin-walled cylindrical shells, vibration
tests (1965) 19940

ring-stiffened cylindrical structure with var-
ious support conditions, vibration study
(1964) 18743

shallow spherical, stability under concen-
trated load (1965) 14748

spherical, elastic-plastic stress state around
reinforced openings (1965) 6723

tension shell

—

shapes at Mach 7, aerodynamic investiga-
tion (1965) 18548

structure for entry vehicles (1965) 6726
thin shells of general type, geometrical and

inertial properties (1965) 16599
revolution, geometrical and inertial prop-

erties (1964) 20522
thin-walled cylindrical and conical frustum,

vibrational characteristics (1965) 8111
toroidal, pressurized, investigation (1965)

14745
Shelter belts:

Central Great Plains, tree and shrub species
under dryland cultivation (1964) 4221

for northern Great Plains (1962) 1934
Great Plains, influence on field environment

and crops (1962) 20417
growth response of some shelterbelt species

following sod removal (1963) 15568
selecting superior trees for prairie plains,

guide (1965) 674
tree planters' notes (1962) 9706, 17606,

21802; (1963) 2316-17, 6527, 8307, 10250,
20712; (1964) 791, 8702-3, 12483-484,
14335, 21330; (1965) 7761-62, 9212-13,
12518, 14381, 18185

index (1962) 9707
Shelterbelts, see Shelter belts.

Shelters, see Housing—Picnic shelters.

Shelters (air raid), see Air raid shelters.

Shelters (military science):
troop shelter and equipment, USSR study

(1961) 21106

Shelters (protective), see Protective shelters.

Shelton, John E.:

mercury, minerals yearbook chapter (1963)
14503; (1964) 16630; (1965) 12837-838

tin, minerals yearbook chapter (1963) 19881;
(1964) 20515; (1965) 12964, 18460

Shelton, L. R., jr., bacteriological survey of
frozen precooked food industry (1963)
2304

Shelton, R. D.:

aspects of distribution of meteoric fiux
about attractive center (1965) 2911

synthesis of meteoroid distribution from
monoenergetic monodirectional kernels
(1965) 5217

Shemya, Alaska, aircraft accident (1962)
23096

Shen, C. C, selection and design of bore gener-
ator for Hilo Harbor Tsunami model
(1965) 14217

Shen Chou, art, 1427-1509, study (1963) 583
Shen, John, use of analog models in analysis

of flood runoff (1965) 7804
Shenandoah National Park:
atmospheric electric conductivity and field

measurements (1964) 5612
general information (1961) 20029; (1963)

11123; (1965) 11550
transfer section of Blue Ridge Parkway

—

law (1961) 12124
reports (1961) 8749, 12444

trout fishery (1962) 2494
Shenandoah Valley, geomorphology and origin

of residual ore deposits (1965) 10991
Sheng, Chang, see Sing, Jeung.
Sheng-li Hsueh-pao (periodical):
translations (1962) 1273

Sheng-wu-hsueh Tung-pao (periodical):
translations (1962) 866

Shensi Province, China:
landforms (1962) 1341
soil conditions (1961) 19618

Shepard, Alan B., jr.:

space flight, conference on results (1961)
13541

training by simulation (1965) 3018
Shepard, Charles E., constricted-arc superson-

ic jet (1964) 7506
Shepard, Harold H.:

fertilizer situation (1963) 11445; (1964) 7904;
(1965) 10044

pesticide situation (1963) 16725; (1964)
16941; (1965) 16952

Shepardson, Chas. N., remarks, May 20, 1965
(1965) 10836

Shepherd, C. M.:
primary and secondary cells, battery dis-

charge equation (1963) 18244
theoretical design of primary and secondary

cells, further studies of battery dis-

charge equation (1965) 6838
Shepherdson, Philip N., relief (1964) 6246,

12189, 13850
Sheppard, David, relief (1964) 8269, 12196,

13860
Sheppard, Harold L.:

remarks (1963) 1786, 1788
Studebaker South Bend, Ind., plant closing

report (1964) 13656
Sherard, Hoyt, soil survey report, Franklin

County, Ala (1965) 13271
Sherfey, Lester E., soil survey report, Thomas

County, Nebr (1965) 20080
Sheridan, Eugene T.:

coal carbonization in United States, 1900-62
(1965) 5079

fuel briquets and packaged fuel

—

minerals yearbook chapter (1963) 16321;
(1964) 18665; (1965) 14663

producers, 1961 (1964) 1401
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Sheridan, Eugene T.—Continued
lignite (1965) 12834
peat, minerals yearbook chapter (1963)

19855; (1964) 20494; (1965) 11388, 14696
Sheridan, Philip H., papers in Library of Con-

gress, register (1962) 10424

Sheridan, William H.:

delinquent children in penal institutions

(1965) 296
double jeopardy and waiver in juvenile delin-

quency proceedings (1964) 10077
family court (1964) 8142
gaps in State programs for juvenile offend-

ers (1963) 1925
Sheridan, William L., waterflow through sal-

mon spawning riffle in southeastern
Alaska (1963) 6463

Sherlock, Dulcie A. S., relief (1963) 17210;
(1964) 306, 1903

Sherman, Kenneth N., inventory control (1965)

1614
Sherman, May:

artificial organs, kidney, lung, heart, review
of research grants supported by Nation-
al Heart Institute, 1949-64 (1965) 16750

cerebrovascular diseases (1964) 18814
drugs and heart disease, review of NIH re-

search grants (1963) 19961-962; (1964)
11445, 16743

smoking and heart disease, review of NIH
research grants (1963) 18197

Sherman, W. C, jr., stability of crater slopes.

Project Sedan (1964) 122
Sherman, William T., papers in Library of

Congress, register (1965) 14651
Sherman, Windsor L.:

approximate solution for luminosity dis-

tance in zero-pressure relativistic model
universes that have U-property (1965)
19932

conversion of spacecraft designed for
manned space flight to recoverable or-

biting astronomical observatory (1965)
2885

zero-density cosmological models and their

applicability to observed universe (1965)
5201

Sherman Cbunty, Oreg., soil survey report
(1965) 1634

Sherman County, Tex., natural gas, low tem-
perature phase equilibria (1963) 3099

Sherman antitrust act, see Trusts (industrial).

Sherman Dam, design and construction, tech-

nical record (1964) 13433
Sherrod, John, popular books on nuclear sci-

ence (1964) 13725
Sherwood, R. K., licensing and exchange con-

trols of Senegal (1963) 6612
Sherwood, T. K.:

saline water conversion by freezing (1964)
10679

salt concentration at phase boundaries in

desalination processes (1964) 10678
Sheu Chwan Shaiou, relief (1962) 13565, 21301
Shiawassee National Wildlife Refuge, general

information (1962) 11836

Shibler, Bertram K., fluidized-bed reactor
(1963) 9134

Shibley, Allen M.:
filament winding

—

bibliography (1965) 6094
in military application (1964) 2255

Shidler Reservoir:
Salt Creek, flood control, etc., engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1965) 16126
document edition (1965) 15539

Shielding:
barrier attenuation of air-scattered gamma

radiation (1965) 13489
BN-350 reactor, USSR study (1965) 14515
concretes, literature survey (1961) 2764
effects of Coulomb T matrix (1965) 9726
equipment from intense heat fluxes with

flexible curtain (1965) 6650
factors and atomic polarizabilities (1963)

18120
fallout shelters design and analysis (1964)

21048
heat, methods and data required for calcula-

tions (1965) 5236
high energy electron accelerator installa-

tions (1964) 14932
infrared shield facilitates optical pyrometer

measurements (1965) 16660
interference, of internal combustion en-

gines

—

catalog (1963) 9521
installation, etc., handbook (1963) 9520

iron-water, engineering physics method for
determining neutron penetration (1962)
8950

military field expedient experiment (1961)
11783

neutron self-shielding factors for multiple-
body concentric cylindrical configura-
tions (1964) 20572

nuclear merchant ship reactor shield design,
summary report (1961) 1696

protective multi-layered rubber for X-rays
(1962) 22141

radiation, AEC test structures, response
studies (1964) 5992

radiation, for manned space flight (1961)
13505

radiation shields and shielding, bibliography
(1962) 6701

radiation shields for thermal control of vehi-
cles on sunlit side of moon (1964) 9573

radiative and ablative structural approach-
es for manned reentry vehicle heating
problems, summary (1961) 19933

radioisotope, design manual (1964) 13703
radium application, protection of persons,

Czechoslovakian study (1962) 7856
reactor-shielding physics, USSR studies

(1964) 16145
refractory metal, increases operating range

of induction furnace (1965) 12991
slab shields, penetration of gamma rays,

stochastic estimates (1965) 11574
solar-radiation shields for temperature con-

trol of space vehicles subjected to large
changes in solar energy (1962) 8521

spacecraft

—

elastomeric thermal materials, develop-
ment study (1965) 6631

for protecting humans, USSR study (1964)
7082

from radiation (1962) 16040
heat shielding requirements for manned
Mars landing and return mission (1965)
18478

nuclear collision density of primary galac-
tic protons in slab of aluminum, Monte
Cargo calculation (1964) 9571

stagnation surfaces against radiation by
transpiration of absorbing gas (1961)
15826

structure, against fallout radiation from
nuclear weapons (1962) 14494

symposium, Oct. 31-Nov. 1, 1960 proceedings
(1961) 8182

technology, current outstanding problems
(1962) 8986
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Shields, William D., nomination, hearings
(1965) 430

Shields:
personal protective equipment (1962) 1571
position and absorptivity, effect on tempera-

ture distribution of body shielded from
solar radiation in space (1961) 4910

Shift, standard gear quadrant (P R N D L) for
automotive vehicles equipped with auto-
matic transmissions. Federal standard
(1965) 16195

Shigella:
Aerobacter antagonism, survey (1961) 8328
ultrasonics alteration, USSR articles (1964)

10845
Shigemoto, FVed H., image dissector aperture

geometries and scan patterns for use in

star tracker systems (1965) 16716
Shigo, Alex L.:

beech bark disease (1963) 4981
collar crack of birch (1964) 21328
fungus and insect injury to yellow birch

seeds and seedlings (1963) 20707
pattern of defect associated with stem stubs

on northern hardwoods (1965) 14375
ring shake associated with sapsucker injury

(1964) 786
Shih-chieh, Chih-shih (periodical):

translations (1961) 17385
Shih Fang Chow, see Chow, Frank S.

Shih-San-Ling Reservoir, basin, (Communist
China (1961) 9376

Shik, Hwang Tai, see Hwang Tai Shik.
Shillito, Thomas B., effect of pressure level on

afterburner-wall temperatures (1963)
5527

Shiloh National Military Park, general infor-

mation (1963) 7338; (1964) 3066; (1965)
19980

Shiloh, Battle, Civil War Centennial, 4-cent
commemorative stamp (poster) (1962)
8591

Shim Dong Nyu, relief (1961) 14250, 14520,
18473

Shim So Yoon, see Yoon So Shim.
Shimkin, Demitri B., Soviet mineral-fuels in-

dustries, 1928-58, statistical survey
(1963) 6006

Shimkin, Michael B., science and cancer (1965)
1511

Shin, Ok Hi, relief (1961) 7178
Shin Sook (Renee) Whang, relief (1964) 1998
Shinagawa, Chikoko, relief (1962) 11333,

15309, 16683
Shina, Violet, relief (1965) 12227
Shingle Creek Basin:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2183
document edition (1963) 2073

Shingles:
preservative treatment and staining (1961)

6102
red cedar, current industrial reports (1961)

16271; (1962) 20547; (1963) 15065; (1964)
11900

western redcedar shingle tow, toxic effects

on Douglas fir seedlings (1964) 8656
Shingles (disease):

herpes zoster, hope through research (1965)
16814

Shinzato, Aiko, relief (1961) 8880
Ship Island, titanium resources reconnais-

sance (1962) 20097
Ship mortgage insurance, see Federal ship

mortgage insurance.
Ship pilots, Panama Canal, civil service annui-

ties, hearings (1962) 13534; (1963) 9946;
(1965) 12197

Ship Structure Committee:
annual report (1961) 13649; (1963) 1442
biennial report, 1962-64 (1965) 9911
serial SSC (1961) 5087, 6534, 20124-126,

21339; (1962) 1798-99, 6444-45, 8630,
10640; (1963) 5715, 9379, 14686, 16556,
18304, 20124; (1964) 1575-77, 5677,
7725-29, 9761, 13436-437, 16853,
18937-938; (1965) 5372, 9912, 15028-29

special report (1962) 18440
Ship terminals, see Terminals (transporta-

tion).

Shipboard determination of dissolved gases in
sea water by gas chromatography (1962)
20220

Shipbuilding:
aids granted by governments of 10 major

foreign maritime nations to industry
(1962) 18174

American-fiag vessels, encourage construc-
tion in American shipyards

—

hearings (1962) 9400
law (1961) 18657
report (1961) 16680

American naval architecture, National Mu-
seum watercraft collection (1961) 1342

and conversion program, 1965 (1964) 16783
apprenticeship schedules, selected from

building and construction trades (1961)
1681

Bethlehem Steel Co. overcharges, GAO re-

view (1962) 7457
capital fund reserve, expenditures for re-

search, development, and design

—

law (1961) 18662
report (1961) 16681

cargo ships under contract in American
yards (remarks) (1961) 10591

Communist China (1964) 10742
development (1961) 2308

extend

—

hearings (1964) 10331, 12257
construction differential subsidy

—

clarify provisions with respect to recon-
struction, etc.

—

hearings (1962) 9400, 11657
law (1961) 18614
reports (1961) 7112, 10461

construction, reconstruction, etc., continu-
ing limits

—

law (1962) 23277
reports (1962) 16942, 21189

contracts of Federal Maritime Board, GAO
review (1961) 6161, 8641

extend

—

hearings (1964) 10331, 12257
law (1964) 15387
reports (1964) 10237, 14051

extend temporary increase for construc-
tion, reconstruction, etc.

—

hearings (1962) 17119
report (1962) 9455

postpone reduction of present maximum
subsidy rate

—

hearings (1965) 7491, 17970
law (1965) 15475
reports (1965) 8781, 14075

program to aid domestic trades, hearings
(1964) 19594

reimbursement to operators of extra ex-

penses

—

hearings (1963) 13783, 17177
law (1964) 17269
reports (1963) 15255, 17284; (1964) 12049

reimbursement to shipowners for certain
excess expenses

—

hearings (1961) 12508; (1962) 9400
report (1961) 8938; (1962) 19122
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Shipbuilding—Continued
construction differential subsidy—Continued
trade-in allowances on obsolete vessels

—

hearings (1962) 9400, 11657
law (1961) 18769
reports (1961) 17061, 18908

construction material, inadequate control at
Ingalls Shipbuilding Corp., GAO report
(1962) 21809

construction, replacement vessels for Coast
Guard patrol boats deployed to Viet-

nam

—

hearing (1965) 12317
law (1965) 10356
reports (1965) 10456, 10636

construction reserve funds, extend time for
commitment

—

hearing (1964) 2235
laws (1962) 23182; (1964) 1956, 19403
reports (1961) 14605; (1962) 17199, 21132;

(1964) 489, 2058, 15562, 15712
control and stability in ship design, USSR

(1964) 11167
cost factors entering into bids, study (1962)

13672
Danish Navy, mutual defense assistance

program, agreement (1961) 20178
design costs of unbuilt vessels, hearings

(1963) 297
economic analysis in designing of maritime

vessels, USSR study (1962) 14269
epoxy resins and their application in ship

construction, USSR study (1962) 1403
equipment, census of manufactures, 1958,

industry report (1961) 3928
European, fall of 1961, study, report (1962)

21163
fiberglass boat building, USSR study (1964)

16253
merchant ship construction programs (re-

marks) (1961) 9098
midship bending moments experienced in

extreme regular waves

—

Mariner type ships (1964) 7726, 18937
models, summary of investigation (1964)
7728

tanker and destroyer models (1964) 7727
naval ships, glass reinforced plastics appli-

cations, design manual (1961) 6535
naval vessels modernization and construc-

tion, hearings, etc (1962) 21197-198
ore or coal carriers, construction, hearing

(1962) 15434
Pacific Coast

—

eliminate cost differential applying to
bids, etc.

—

hearings (1961) 12359
reports (1961) 12234; (1962) 9349

wage chronology, 1941-64 (1965) 9501
pricing of change orders in construction of

naval vessels, need for improvement,
GAO report (1965) 18191

program of Norwegian Navy, mutual de-
fense assistance, agreement (1961) 9781

relative cost in various coastal districts of
U.S., report to Congress (1963) 16314;
(1965) 14656

rent-free use of government-owned facilities

by private shipbuilders, GAO review
(1961) 14942

rolling history in relation to roughness of
ship plate (1965) 15028

shipbuilding and conversion program (1963)
11142; (1964) 16783

shock- and vibration-resistant electronic
equipment for shipboard use, design
manual (1962) 20270

single-screw merchant ships, methodical
experiments with models, series 60 (1964)
13438

Shipbuilding—Continued

Socialist nations production after World
War II (1963) 2976

sound-insulating capability of ship hull
structures, USSR study (1963) 15953

soundproofing problems, USSR studies
(1964) 12775

Soviet views (1962) 8161

subsidies, construction-differential, unwar-
ranted payments resulting from inade-
quate implementation of value engineer-
ing program, GAO report (1965) 12533

subsidy construction vessels operating be-
tween Alaska and British Columbia
deemed in foreign trade, hearings (1961)
1888

trawlers, stern-ramp, construction, hearings
(1963) 12011

USSR, plant creative societies, public design
offices, work (1962) 3141

wood

—

boat and ship construction techniques,
manual (1963) 11265

technical data applicable to boat and ship
design, manual (1963) 11264

Shipbuilding Division, Bethlehem Steel Co.,
overcharges, GAO review (1962) 7457

Shipfitter:

1 & C, Navy training course (1961) 13584
3 & 2, Navy training course (1962) 10572;

(1965) 18669
Shipments:
AID-financed authorization awards (1963)

3431; (1964) 3227
asphalt (1962) 16011

carton loads of California oranges and lem-
ons, protective services (1962) 6576

containers, cargo, dehumidified, reusable
(1962) 16192

early-season Bartlett pears, thermostatic
temperature control (1962) 14713

Florida grapefruit from Tampa to Hamburg,
Germany, October test (1963) 9533

freight to N. Vietnam, N. Korea, (Communist
China, and Mongolia, international reg-
ulations, Austrian study (1963) 19421

fruits and vegetables, tables of carlot con-
version factors, supp (1963) 1619

Government, loss and damage prevention,
sharing responsibility (1963) 7480

long distance, of milk, marketing practices
of buyers and sellers (1965) 14169

lumber in intercoastal trade. Secretary of
Commerce to suspend until Jan. 31, 1964,
requirement for exclusive use of U.S.
vessels, report (1962) 19285

lumber to Puerto Rico, Secretary of Com-
merce to suspend for 2 years require-
ment for exclusive use of U.S. vessels,
report (1963) 20573

manufactured products, value (1964) 11887
manufacturers

—

chart book, 1953-63 (1964) 15306
current industrial reports (1964) 189,

3706; (1965) 288, 3624
1947-63 (1964) 188
value (1963) 18641

marking, military standard (1961) 7307;
(1962) 21598; (1963)2115

ocean freight industry, monopoly problems

—

hearings (1961) 4048, 14490
reports (1962) 7067, 7101

overseas commercial air, of military cargo,
GAO review (1961) 19402

Panama Canal Company, unnecessary costs
for commercial ocean transportation,
GAO report (1965) 6303

preparing shipments to

—

Angola (1963) 8419
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Shipments—Continued
preparing shipments to—Continued
Austria (1961) 9201
Bolivia (1961) 18445
Brazil (1961) 20870-871
Canada (1962) 23618
Ceylon (1962) 11943
Denmark (1963) 6587
East Africa (1963) 8380
Ecuador (1962) 15674
El Salvador (1961) 9189
Ethiopia (1962) 7510
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland

(1963) 2394
Finland (1963) 5084
German, Federal Republic, and West Ber-

lin (1961) 640; (1963) 5072
Ghana (1963) 10340
Great Britain (1962) 7512
Greece (1961) 10663
Guinea (1962) 868
Hong Kong (1963) 8392
Iceland (1963) 2429
Iraq (1961) 9190
Libya (1961) 17285
Malaya (1961) 4261
Malta (1962) 15680
Mauritania (1963) 5079
Mexico (1962) 9790
Morocco (1963) 6618
Norway (1962) 5351
Saudi Arabia (1963) 5071
Senegal (1961) 18455
Singapore (1961) 20872
South Africa, Republic of (1962) 2565,
7509

Sudan (1961) 9194
Sweden (1961) 9188
Tunisia (1963) 8418
Turkey (1961) 20867
Viet-Nam (1963) 5066

radioactive materials, regulations, USSR
(1962) 1147

Steel shipping barrels, drums and pails, cur-

rent industrial reports (1962) 9041,
11074

tariff filing requirements, exclude lumber
cargoes

—

law (1963) 17033
reports (1963) 13699, 15268

uncrated household goods, military traffic

management (1962) 10961-962
see also Freight—aiso names of articles

shipped.
Shippers:
commodity transportation survey, prelimi-

nary reports (1965) 15305-306, 17208-
210, 18970-973

announcement and order form (1965) 15264
fruit, export acts, questions and answers

(1965) 10080
interstate shellfish, cooperative program for

certification (1963) 1403, 3277
current problems and proposed corrective

actions, analysis (1964) 13394
Shipping:

act

—

administration, hearings (1964) 19518
act, amend

—

clarify

—

hearing (1965) 19315
reports (1965) 17858, 19240, 19275

hearings (1961) 389, 10356, 14728, 17121,
17124, 18966; (1964) 4504, 6499, 15596

laws (1961) 12128, 18644-645, 18734; (1963)
17033; (1964) 6186

legislative history regarding shipping
conferences

—

index (1962) 15289

Shipping—Continued
act, amend—Continued

print as Senate document, report (1962)
11640

reports (1961) 10306, 12463, 14697, 16782,
17060, 17110, 18900, 19047; (1963) 13699,
15268; (1964) 2206, 6274; (1965) 17662,
19461

act, amended through 86th Congress (1961)
4105, 8990

act, improvements from 1961 amendments
(remarks) (1962) 5167

aids granted by governments of 10 major
foreign maritime nations to industry
(1962) 18174

airport cargo facilities (1964) 17020
Alaska transportation legislation, hearings

(1961) 5873
American

—

does not cost penny more (remarks) (1961)
518

future through ship mortgage insurance
programs (text of address) (1961) 334

importance to economy (address) (1961)
5997

apples in pallet containers (1961) 6659
cargo preference act, amend

—

law (1961) 18657
provisions affecting sale of agriculture

surplus, opinion of Attorney General
(1963) 20923

report (1961) 16680
cargo preference laws, implementation by

administrative agencies, etc., reports
(1962) 23406; (1964) 6464

Charleston, S.C., history of port (remarks)
(1965) 10810

coastwise and intercoastal industry, decline,
hearings (1961) 1901

code of Federal regulations (1961) 1978,
6014, 7404, 12641; (1962) 2472,
11792-793, 15572; (1963) 4904, 8255,
13930, 13933; (1964) 2325, 6681, 8578,
14255; (1965) 6186, 7655, 9129, 10829,
14260

competitiveness on sea lanes (remarks)
(1964) 18655

dangerous cargoes, report on movement
(1965) 12004

domestic offshore industry,, hearings (1962)
2372

dry cargo service and area report, shipping
companies, etc (1963) 3048

foreign ports, code classification (1962) 6757
foreign ports, code classification, schedule K

(1964) 6049; (1965) 7280
foreign trade

—

reports (1961) 2993
summary reports, monthly (1962) 4409;

(1963) 4258; (1964) 4113; (1965) 4024
waterborne, statistics, monthly report

(1962) 4418; (1963) 4267; (1964) 4122;
(1965) 4033

waterborne, trade area by coastal district,

monthly, report (1965) 11946
fresh approach to cargo handling problem

(remarks) (1964) 20457
future possibilities for maritime industry

(remarks) (1965) 9529
government supplies, etc., common faults

and their remedies (1964) 1635
Great Lakes

—

Maritime Administration plans for emer-
gencies (remarks) (1962) 3286

what can be done to attract more U.S.
vessels? (remarks) (1965) 18419

Guam, legislation, hearings (1964) 15596
household goods

—

guide for employees of civilian agencies
(1962) 13864, 22873; (1965) 19659
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Shipping—Continued
household goods—Continued
review of collection of excess-weight costs,

Army Dept., GAO report (1965) 14398
improvement, etc., plans of Maritime Admin-

istration (remarks) (1961) 19838
intercoastal act

—

amend, report (1961) 5823
equalize penalties

—

hearing (1963) 297; (1965) 10552
law (1965) 13801
report (1965) 10462

penalties to conform with shipping act of

1916, hearings (1965) 17910
international conference system, methods of

improving (remarks) (1961) 4193
interstate rules to prevent spread of hog

cholera (1965) 4121
laws, impact of nuclear propulsion of ships

(address) (1961) 517
laws relating to (1961) 1862; (1965) 384
loading insert containers and cargo trans-

porters (1964) 13681
maintain maritime strength for inter-

American peace and friendship (re-

marks) (1962) 11777
maintenance of merchant marine strength

(remarks) (1961) 9098
maritime

—

cargo transportation, future horizons
(remarks) (1964) 18654

cost, USSR book (1962) 18101
maritime industry and world trade (address)

(1962) 13128
facing challenges and opportunity (ad-

dress) (1962) 12326
history (remarks) (1964) 12390
how FMC can be of help (remarks) (1965)
6178

interunion disputes settlement, hearings
(1965) 4599

regulations and expansion (remarks)
(1963) 10158

report, 1961 (remarks) (1961) 9102
services, radio stations on land, ship-

board, etc., FCC rules and regulations
(1961) 4184, 7379, 9087, 10582, 14846;
(1962) 516, 13783, 21725, 23514; (1963)
6398, 10119, 3990; (1965) 3362

traffic management regulation (1961) 1683;
(1962) 8914-15

merchant, and nuclear power (1965) 4283
merchant shipping statutes, amendments,

hearings (1965) 17910
more cargo for U.S. ships (remarks) (1963)

10930
Navy control, training manual (1962) 10571
nonapplicability of foreign dredge act to

Virgin Islands, opinon of Attorney (Jen-

eral (1963) 19774
nuclear power and merchant shipping (1964)

13724
ocean rate situation concerning Alaska (re-

marks) (1964) 21302
oceanborne foreign trade of U.S. participa-

tion of U.S. and foreign ships (1962)
10427

old hopes and new horizons (remarks) (1965)
1307

personal property, information, Air Force
pamphlet (1961) 3733

practices for controlling decay of sweetpota-
toes during marketing (1965) 13392

radio stations on land, FCC rules and regu-
lations (1961) 507, 1962

radioactive material

—

at NRTS (1961) 236
literature search (1961) 5386
packaging and regulatory standards, AEC
symposium, summary report (1963) 7710

Shipping—Continued

rate disparities (address) (1964) 4701

regulations

—

effect of new laws (remarks) (1962) 21742
foreign trade (remarks) (1963) 4901

responsibilities of government and industry
(remarks) (1965) 562

role of FMC in regulating (remarks) (1964)

10522
St. Lawrence Seaway, changing patterns

with emphasis on grain exports (1963)

14873
selling American services (remarks) (1963)

10931
statistics reports, policy in regard to release

(1962) 4739
subsidies, U.S. and foreign countries (1964)

15400
systems, point of origin to final destination

(remarks) (1965) 7359
to Panama Canal Zone, unnecessary costs

incurred by Defense Dept., through du-

plication of services, GAO report (1965)

7785
transportation of commercial cargo by Pan-

ama Line, discontinue, report (1961)

20583
United States capacity, changing patterns

(1965) 6584
overseas, being over-regulated? .(address)

(1965) 18081
USSR, Far East, history (1963) 12487

water transportation industry, work stop-

pages, 1927-59 (1961) 6244
weather service (1964) 1658; (1965) 3086

west coast maritime strike impact, report
(1963) 18956

see also Sabotage—Marine insurance

—

Transportation—Water carriers.

Shipping clerks, occupations, employment out-

look (1964) 7382
Shipping conferences:
dual-rate contracts, problems of regulation

(remarks) (1963) 505
dual rate law, extend, report (1961) 19047
dual rate legislation, 1961-64, review, hear-

ings (1964) 19518
operation

—

hearings (1961) 10356, 14728, 17124
law (1961) 18734
reports (1961) 10306, 17060, 18900

operation, dual-rate contract agreements,
continue in effect, report (1961) 12463

operation, extend law

—

law (1963) 7824
report (1963) 8047

operation, legislative history

—

index (1962) 15289
print as Senate document, report (1962)

11640
regulation and shipping, effect of new laws

(remarks) (1962) 21742
regulations, foreign trade (remarks) (1963)

4901
Shipping containers, see Containers.
Ships:

activation manual (1963) 21055
admission to American registry

—

hearings (1962) 17313; (1965) 419
report (1962) 23395

American

—

fees for consular services, authorize re-

port (1961) 7233
flag passenger, off-season cruises, report

(1961) 7113
greater employment through cargo devel-

opment (remarks) (1963) 10931
role in American exports (text of address)

(1961) 332
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Ships—Continued
analysis of acceleration and acquisition

data relative to cargo loads (1964) 7729
appropriations, 1966, military procurement,

hearings (1965) 14115
bending-moment data from ships at sea,

analysis (1964) 7725
calculating noise of ventilation air ducts in

ship's quarters, USSR study (1965)
11100

Canadian, operate to and within Alaska

—

hearings (1961) 1888
law (1961) 12129
reports (1961) 5822, 10320

cargo and miscellaneous vessels. Coast
Guard rules and regulations (1963) 7802;
(1965) 344

cargo, radiotelephones on voyages in

Hawaiian waters, permit (1964) 10326
classification man, on various problems of

immediate interest to (1961) 20126
Coast Guard

—

authorization for procurement

—

hearings (1964) 6368, 6501; (1965) 5966,
8979

law (1964) 8220; (1965) 10350
reports (1964) 6273, 6278, 6298, 6466;

(1965) 5947, 7446, 8937
high-endurance vessels, overstated re-

quirements for replacement, GAO report
(1965) 4835

seagoing vessels, operations, review, hear-
ing (1962) 13533

standard ship's organization and regula-
tions manual for WAGL (180') (1964)
1852

State-by-State listing (1964) 10329
communications equipment, inspection, ex-

tend period

—

law (1962) 23211
reports (1961) 8925; (1962) 21123

construction, see in main alphabet. Ship-
building,

construction-subsidized

—

amend contracts

—

hearings (1963) 17177
law (1964) 1954
reports (1963) 17272; (1964) 2059

construction-subsidized war risk insurance
coverage, remove certain limitations

—

hearings (1962) 11657, 17119; (1963) 17177
law (1964) 17337
reports (1962) 9457; (1963) 19013; (1964)

15551

Defense Dept. military procurement appro-
priations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 8835, 8972, 17117
addendum (1961) 10500
index (1961) 14718

laws (1961) 12109, 14118
reports (1961) 8908, 8950, 10265, 10304,

14363, 14367, 14660

Defense Dept. military procurement appro-
priations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 7084
law (1962) 11273
reports (1962) 9262. 9449, 7062

Defense Dept. military procurement appro-
priations, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 6187, 8092, 11873
law (1963) 11720
reports (1963) 6142, 6161, 8073, 9902

Defense Dept. military procurement, appro-
priations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 6344, 8358
law (1964) 8227
reports (1964) 6282, 6289, 6319, 6469

Ships—Continued
Defense Dept. military procurement appro-

priations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 8872
law (1965) 12028
reports (1965) 8835, 8934, 10454, 10490

design and controllable pitch propellers,
USSR study (1964) 14488

documentation of vessels sold or transferred
abroad

—

hearings (1962) 9399
law (1961) 16590
report (1961) 8924, 14373

domestic vessels, rebuilding work to be done
in U.S. shipyards, hearings (1961) 1888

dry-cargo ships operating in North Atlantic
service, results from full-scale measure-
ments of midship bending stresses (1964)
18938

earnings, relief from double taxation, agree-
ment with Mexico (1964) 20834

electrical systems, Navy (1963) 1369
electronic equipment maintainability design

criteria, handbook for designers (1963)
1443; (1964) 20781; (1965) 18751

electronic equipment on shipboard (1965)
9818

exchange for more efficient ships in (iovt.

reserve fleet, extend and broaden pro-
gram

—

hearings (1965) 15824, 17914
law (1965) 17445

Federal item identification guides for supply
cataloging (1962) 9511; (1963) 3660;
(1964) 3478, 12297; (1965) 3380

reports (1965) 13920, 14041, 17661
fees for certain services, repeal laws prohib-

iting, hearing (1961) 4049
fiberglass, vibrations, characteristics, USSR

study (1965) 12651
field decontamination studies with chemical

warfare decontaminating solution DS2
(1965) 13178

fixed base natural frequencies of shipboard
equipment, resonance testing in determi-
nation of (1965) 9830

foreign, applicability of U.S. laws (address)
(1961) 4973

foreign-flag vessels, etc., permit transporta-
tion of passengers to Puerto Rico world
assembly of Churches of Christ

—

hearings (1965) 10551, 17910
report (1965) 10463

fouling in Soviet waters of Sea of Japan
(1963) 15679

freely vibrating nonuniform beams including
methods of solution and application to
ships, theory (1962) 20269

furnishing of certain supplies and services
to naval vessels, agreement with Aus-
tralia (1963) 11329

go and find the wind (remarks) (1965) 11368
grant of vessels, agreement with Japan

(1963) 1521
high-performance, naval hydrodynamics,

symposium (1962) 20204
inspection, laws governing (1963) 7799;

(1965) 15366
inspection, records, reports, and tests, tech-

nical manual (1962) 16155
Liberty, sale for conversion into barges,

authorizing

—

hearings (1961) 10510
report (1961) 10435

lighting on naval ships (1961) 20128
loan agreement with

—

Argentina (1965) 9956
Brazil (1961) 8214; (1962) 22845; (1965)
8331
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Ships—Continued
loan agreement with—Continued

Chile (1961) 1522, 6567
China (1961) 2719, 9778; (1962) 1837,

24115; (1965) 9957
Colombia (1961) 1503
Germany, Federal Republic (1963) 1549
Greece (1962) 18496; (1965) 11727
Italy (1965) 11729
Japan (1965) 18784
Korea (1961) 6582; (1963) 11317
New Zealand (1962) 20317
Norway (1963) 9424
Pakistan (1963) 9425, 16610
Peru (1961) 1534, 11611; (1965) 18788
Philippines (1962) 1853
Spain (1961) 1516; (1962) 22827; (1965)
8332

Thailand (1965) 13292
maneuvering board manual (1964) 9677
manning of vessels, rules and regulations

(1961) 329; (1963) 7803
manning, questions (remarks) (1965) 6586
MarAd surface effect, economic potential

(paper) (1963) 9095
marine chemist's role in repair safety (1965)

7964
mariner-class, loading (1963) 7362
Mariner model, bending moments in extreme

waves (1964) 18937
measurement, customs regulations, revised

pages (1962) 11677, 21579
mechanization, victory of enlightened minds

(remarks) (1965) 1308
merchant

—

and passenger vessels, load lines, regula-
tions (1962) 4866; (1964) 221

application of consolidated nuclear steam
generator (1963) 5923

classification of weights, standard group-
ing (1962) 23947

fleets of world

—

age, size, speed and draft by frequency
groupings, statistical analysis (1962)
8450; (1964) 2978

seagoing steam and motor ships of 1,000
gross tons and over (1961) 13424;
(1962) 14412; (1963) 12818; (1964)
14725; (1965) 9532

ships

—

nuclear propulsion (1962) 13011
participation of principal national flags

in U.S. oceanborne foreign trade
(1961) 17617

sales act, amended through 86th (Con-

gress (1961) 4105, 8990
vessels

—

Atlantic, report system (1963) 11676
electrical equipment. Coast Guard ap-
proved list (1962) 16620; (1963) 4639;
(1964) 19345; (1965) 5754

extend life from 20 to 25 years, amend
law, hearings (1961) 1902; (1963) 13798

merchant vessel and waterfront security
act, report (1961) 5666

new developments lead to competition
among nations (address) (1962) 3285

privately operated U.S. flag, seafaring
premium pay (1963) 16315

strength and stress of structures, USSR
study (1965) 12633

United States, 1963—
departmental edition (1961) 10522;

(1962) 17351; (1963) 17338; (1964)
17895; (1965) 16063

document edition (1961) 10211; (1962)
16829; (1963) 17066; (1964) 17449;
(1965) 15524

Ships—Continued
midship bending moments experienced in

extreme regular waves

—

Mariner type ship (1964) 7726
models, summary of investigation (1964)
7728

tanker and destroyer models (1964) 7727
mobile launch capability, report (1961)

14293
mortgage act of 1920, amend

—

hearings (1962) 9400
law (1961) 18694
reports (1961) 16677, 19037

mortgage act, clarify

—

hearing (1965) 19315
reports (1965) 17858, 19240, 19275

mortgage insurance program of Maritime
Administration, GAO review (1965) 720

National Museum watercraft collection

(1961) 1342
nautical schools, public and civilian vessels,

Coast Guard rules and regulations
(1963) 11679

naval

—

disaster control (1965) 1538
fleet and block obsolescence, prevent,
hearings, etc (1962) 21197-198

historic and scientific displays (1961) 9635;
(1965) 1532

lighting manual (1962) 22780
naval, USS Canopus, disposal of agree-

ment with Philippines (1963) 1537
naval vessel loans now in existence, author-

ize extension, hearing (1964) 17866
naval, vigorous voluntary sports program,

guide (1964) 16790
navigation and vessel inspection laws,

amend, hearings (1961) 4049
Navy landing party manual (1961) 11466;

(1963) 1365
Navy shipboard equipment, shock resist-

ance, dynamic design analysis method
(1961) 9654

noise and sonic vibration control, USSR
study (1963) 8536

nuclear powered

—

large surface ship reactor, AIL land-based
prototype project, GAO review (1962)
5283

N.S. Savannah

—

description, one of world's safest ships
(1961) 2476

fact sheet (1962) 12357
stability of 2-phase flow loops and re-

sponse to ship's motion (1961) 16185
obsolete vessels for trade-in purposes, rede-

fining term

—

hearings (1965) 15824
report (1965) 13921

oceangoing and coastwise vessels, loadlines,
liability for surveys, penalties, etc.,

regulations, establish

—

hearing (1962) 13671
law (1962) 18987
reports (1962) 13623, 17081

oceanographic research, exempt from inspec-
tion laws

—

hearings (1965) 12195
law (1965) 15453
reports (1964) 15733; (1965) 8956, 13922

oceanographic ship operating schedules
(1964) 8537; (1965) 2128

oceanographic vessels of the world (1964)
9671-72

oceanography, ships of opportunity, use of
merchant fleet to collect data, hearing
(1965) 7490
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Ships—Continued
operating differential subsidy

—

capital reserve funds, operators to draw
for financing research, etc

—

hearings (1961) 12508
report (1961) 8937

increase limitation, report (1961) 12483
passenger ships, authorize payment for

cruises, hearings (1961) 12357
operating under bridges over navigable

waters, approve certain practices

—

hearings (1964) 2235; (1965) 419
law (1963) 20444
reports (1963) 11836, 19031

operations research and ship design study of
merchant shipping (paper) (1962) 10428

ore carriers and ore/oil carriers in world
fleet, 1960 (1961) 15739; (1963) 16313;
(1965) 12810

owners, limitation of liability

—

hearings (1961) 18967; (1962) 9402
reports (1962) 9332, 15345

ownership changes, supp. to merchant ves-
sels of U.S. (1961) 3104; (1962) 4048;
(1963) 3927; (1964) 3750; (1965) 3665

passenger vessels, rules and regulations
(1962) 9124; (1964) 13816

plastic and fiberglass, Soviet designs (1962)
23824

privately owned U.S. flag commercial vessel,
defining term, report (1961) 14683

procurement of shipboard equipment by
Bureau of Ships, GAO review (1962)
11874

program for trade expansion (remarks)
1842t)

propeller blades, determination of ice load
encountered, USSR study (1964) 18336

reactors, performance, 2-phase pressure
drop, burnout and hydraulic oscillation

on inclined test section (1961) 186
recognition sense (1961) 9659
relief from double taxation on earnings from

operation, agreement with, Colombia
(1962) 6477

repair parts, supply management by Ships
Parts Control Center, GAO review (1962)
7463

repairing, epoxy resins and their applica-
tion, USSR study (1962) 1403

repairing, safety and health administration,
report (1961) 21132

repairmen, safety program, report (1964)
5422

requisitioned by Government, owner prefer-
ence in reacquiring

—

hearings (1963) 17177
report (1962) 19277

requisitioned, restore vessels to former own-
er on same basis and conditions as when
acquired, hearings (1961) 12508

research vessels, USSR, Academy of Sci-

ences (1965) 16471
rolling angles measurement with small-size

gyroscopic recorders, USSR study (1961)
10957

sanitation of vessels in operation, handbook
(1963) 20096

satellite position display (1962) 6352

seamen's wages, hours of work, and man-
ning, ILO recommendations, text (1961)
4019

security, Federal regulations (1961) 16512;
(1964) 17155

self-exciting synchronous generators, USSR
study (1963) 5144

service craft, design manual (1962) 14703;
(1964) 3202

Ships—Continued
shelter deck vessels, measurement of gross

and net tonnage, provide

—

law (1965) 17414
reports (1965) 15984, 17622

ship-borne air defense facilities, USSR
study (1962) 12228

ships systems background for mechanical
shock design (1965) 14962

small, inland, Great Lakes and western riv-

ers rules, amend, report (1965) 17850
small passenger vessels, rules and regula-

tions, code of Federal regulations (1961)
18421; (1964) 10120

small vessels, simplify admeasurement, re-

port (1965) 15985
spare parts increased costs resulting from

failure to procure competitively or di-

rectly from manufacturer, Navy Dept.,
GAO report (1963) 17509

steel plates, mill sampling techniques for
quality determination (1962) 10640

stresses and accelerations at sea, unmanned
system of recording (1963) 16556

structural design, research problems (1962)
18440

surface effect, new era in commercial ocean
transportation (1965) 9534

surface observations, machine data process-
ing, USSR study (1965) 11093

temperature distribution and thermal stress-
es (1964) 13436

trade-in, extend time for definition of obso-
lete-

hearings (1962) 17119
law (1962) 20930
reports (1962) 9456, 15187

tropical Atlantic Ocean, Equalant II

—

data report (1965) 5282
oceanographic observations (1965) 1936

U.S. flag, selling their use to American ship-
pers (remarks) (1963) 10930

undocumented, rules and regulations for
numbering (1961) 10116; (1963) 11680

uninspected, rules and regulations (1961)
16511; (1964) 10121

United States vessels, carriage of exports
financed by Government agency, decision
of Attorney General (1965) 12779

US flag passenger, off-season cruises

—

law (1961) 10190
report (1961) 8921

USSR, motor cargo, with 4150-ton capacity
(1964) 9272

vessel entrances and clearances, summary
report (1962) 18876; (1963) 13308; (1964)
15327

value for war and peace (remarks) (1961)
9097

vessel entrances and clearance, summary
report (1961) 16485

vessel examiners guide (1961) 3984
vessel operating-differential subsidy, in-

crease limitation

—

law (1961) 18635
report (1961) 16679

vessels carrying freight to and from Alaska,
inspection exemption, extend, hearing
(1961) 1903

vibration, David Taylor Model Basin report
(1962) 1800

vibro-acoustical characteristics of water
system valves, USSR study (1962) 22330

wages, hours of work on board, and manning
of vessels recommendations adopted at
ILO convention, text (1963) 20526

war-built, exchange for military-types, re-

port (1961) 16783
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Ships—Continued

wing, portable, for cargo transfer by heli-

copter (1962) 14665
see also Fishing vessels—Hulls (ships)

—

Landing craft—Marine insurance—Sail-

ing vessels—Shipbuilding—Tankers

—

War risk insurance—Warships—White
fleet

—

also names of ships.

Ships Bureau:
journal (1961) 3580; (1962) 3645; (1963) 3485;

(1964) 3290; (1965) 3177
procurement of shipboard equipment, GAO

review (1962) 11874
records, preliminary inventory (1961) 6415
reliability design handbook (1965) 18749
scientific information activities (1964) 7623
shop practice suggestions (1961) 238, 11822;

(1962) 4655, 13017; (1963) 13258; (1964)
7811

Technical Library, thesaurus of descriptive
terms and code book (1964) 20779; (1965)
11674

technical manuals

—

chapters (1962) 16155-156
sound range recorders (1962) 1802

Ships Parts Control Center, Mechanicsburg,
Pa., supply management, GAO review
(1962) 7463

Ship's serviceman, see Navy.
Shipstructure, see Shipbuilding.

Shipworms and other marine borers (1961)
19338

Shipyards:
drydock wing wall railings and manhole

guard (1962) 8318
maritime safety digest (periodical) (1965)

5037
naval, financial management guide (1961)

21340
Poland, labor and docking facilities (1964)

11103
privately owned, rent-free use of Govern-

ment-owned facilities, GAO review (1961)
14942

safety data, maritime (1964) 18615-616
shop practice suggestions (1963) 13258;

(1964) 7811
straight-time hourly earnings, indexes of

change, monthly (1963) 3781; (1964)
3588; (1965) 3503

utilization of naval facilities, hearings
(1961) 18937

see also names of shipyards.
Shireman, Charles H., casework in probation

and parole, some considerations in diag-
nosis and treatment (1964) 10076

Shirley, Lawrence E.:

mineral industry of Florida (1963) 1212;

(1964) 1409; (1965) 1335, 19851
South Carolina (1963) 19854; (1964) 21706

Shirley Highway, see Henry G. Shirley Memo-
rial Highway.

Shirts:

men's and boys' shirts (except work shirts),

industry wage survey (1965) 19803
men's and boys', industry wage survey

—

departmental edition (1962) 12345
document edition (1962) 11301

Shishkin, Julius:

current expansion in historical perspective,
technical paper (1965) 11929

tests and revisions of Bureau of Census
methods of seasonal adjustments (1963)
16906

Shivering:
activation and suppression during septal

and hypothalamic stimulation (1963)
11492

Shivering—Continued
anti- and pseudo-Parkinson drugs effects in

cats (1963) 11493
decerebration and decortication effects in

cat (1963) 11491
effect of hypoxia (1963) 11495
hypothalamus anatomy (1963) 11489
nervous control, review of literature (1963)

18468
relationship to temperature regulation

(1963) 18469
septal and hypothalamic lesions effects in

cats (1963) 11494
septal and hypothalamic stimulation of

unanesthetized cats (1963) 11490
Shivers, James P., hovering characteristics of

rotor having airfoil section designed for
utility type of helicopter (1963) 1307

Shives, T. R., effect of environment on fatigue
strengths of four selected alloys (1965)
14750

Shjeflo, J. B., current studies of hydrology of

prairie potholes (1963) 12227
Shnidman, David A., solving Wiener-Hopf

equation (1965) 7100
Shoaf, William W., remarks, Dec. 17, 1964

(1965) 1876
Shoaling, Southwest Pass, Mississippi River,

plans for reducing, hydraulic model in-

vestigation (1965) 19590
Shock (biological):

bacteremic, management of hypothermia
(1961) 17948

caused by

—

compression of soft tissues under condi-
tions of acute radiation injury, USSR
study (1964) 1255

heterogenic blood, experimental research
on problem of reducing, USSR study
(1965) 4922

causes and cure, NHI supported research
grants (1964) 11445

effects of aeroions of different polarities,

USSR studies (1964) 1031
operative, prophylaxis

—

accomplished by ganglion-blocking and
antihistamine substances, USSR study
(1961) 10954

application of dibazol, USSR study (1961)

10955
produced by burns, therapy and prevention,

USSR study (1961) 19662
surgical intervention, application of poten-

tiated anesthesia and artificial hypoth-
ermia in patients, USSR study (1961)

10953
therapy of terminal states (1962) 22310

traumatic, pretreatment with adrenocorti-
cotrophic hormone, protective effects

(1963) 14919
traumatic, USSR study (1962) 20015
USSR, translations (1962) 5741
see also EHectric shock.

Shock (mechanical):
close-in air blast from row charge in basalt

(1965) 17123
close-in shock studies of nuclear explosion

(1964) 5979
deep underground, measurements for Project

Dugout (1965) 13513
electronic designer's shock and vibration

guide for airborne applications (1964)
1750

envelopes of blunt bodies at large angles of
attack (1964) 3012

flight, and vibration data of Echo A-12 ap-
plication vertical tests AVT-1 and
AVT-2 (1963) 19923
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Shock (mechanical)—Continued

inlet-to-inlet shock interference tests (1963)
18467

isolator, synthesis (1964) 13149
laminar boundary layer behind strong shock

moving into air (1961) 6366
mechanical shock design of ships systems,

background (1965) 14962
Operation Plumbob, instrumentation of

structures for air-blast and ground-
shock effects (1961) 232

resistant, shipboard electronic equipment,
design manual (1962) 20270

shipboard equipment, resistance design
(1961) 9654

shock impingement, effect on distribution of
heat transfer coefficients on right circu-
lar cylinder (1961) 4930

spectra for design purposes (1961) 13592
testing, mechanical impedance simulation

(1963) 16389
Thor-related vehicles, flight data (1965) 6637
see Thermal shock.

Shock absorbers:
novel, features varying yield strengths

(1964) 16673
one-time, break-up of metal tube (1964) 7486
operates over wide range (1965) 14805
protect motive components against over-

loads (1965) 5123
yielding-metal, winged reentry vehicle land-

ing gear, landing characteristics (1963)
1294

Shock-layer radiation of blunt bodies at reen-
try velocities (1964) 9620

Shock machines:
high-impact for lightweight and medium-

weight equipment (1961) 15864
sawtooth and half-sine shock impulses (1964)

5598
Shock mounts:

frictional wedge, inexpensive and has good
damping characteristics (1964) 14802

isolates pressure transducers from vibration
(1965) 9655

Shock tubes:
attenuation of shock waves, nonlinear theo-

ry for predicting effects of boundary
layers (1961) 15824; (1962) 10537

BRL, piezo-electric blast gages (1963) 9311
electromagnetic, generating strong shocks

in air, evaluation (1963) 19925
gas temperature measurement by infrared

monochromatic radiation pyrometry
(1965) 16693

heat-transfer experiments to measure ther-
mal conductivity of argon, evaluation
(1964) 7522

low-pressure flow duration measurements,
evaluation (1962) 12465

real, contact-surface tailoring (1965) 18583
studies of effects of sharp-rising, long-dura-

tion overpressures on biological sys-
tems, progress report (1961) 3808

thermodynamic and transport properties of
high-temperature nitrogen, engineering
approximation (1962) 18269

Shock tunnels:
combustion-heated drivers, v*dre-ignition,

note (1965) 19938
using test gases, pressure and convective

heat-transfer measurements (1965)
18567

Shock waves:
Ames 1-foot hypervelocity shock tunnel,

high-enthalpy, real-gas air flows gener-
ated with flow times of about 180 milli-
seconds (1962) 22564

atomic explosion, USSR study (1962) 5800

Shock waves—Continued
attenuation in elastic rigid foams (1964)

5893
attenuation in shock tube, nonlinear theory

for predicting effects of boundary layers
(1961) 15825; (1962) 10537

axisymmetric, constant density approxima-
tions for flow (1961) 9597

bow shock of blunt body in Mach no. 6 free
stream, effect of forward-facing jet
(1963) 7264

carbon dioxide dissociation rates behind
shock waves (1965) 6624

chemical reactions, method for obtaining
record-high temperatures, USSR study
(1961) 922

chemical relaxation behind strong normal
waves in carbon dioxide including inter-
dependent dissociation and ionization
processes (1964) 7529

comparison of shock and isentropic heating
in light-gas gun compression (1965)
13125

computing by difference method, USSR
study (1961) 4513

curved, kinetic theory approach (1965) 13029
detached, method for computing supersonic

flow around blunt bodies (1965) 6762
development from compression wave, prob-

lems, USSR study (1961) 10961
difference method for numerical calculation

of discontinuous solutions of hydrody-
namic equations, USSR study (1961)
2400

elliptic conical, at finite angles of incidence,
supersonic perfect-gas flow calculations
(1961) 1291

energy parameter B for strong blast waves
(1962) 22621

equilibrium hydrodynamic variables behind
primary and reflected shock waves in
argon and nitrogen (1965) 13053

explosions, mechanical action of shock
waves, USSR study (1961) 10832

gas properties predicted in layer ahead of
capsule-type vehicles at angles of at-
tack (1962) 22560

gravitational field, law governing propaga-
tion (1962) 7635

head shock wave in front of earth, effect on
radiation belts, USSR study (1964) 5073

hypersonic layers, embedded secondary flow
fields (1962) 12500

hypersonic shock-heated flow parameters, as
function of flight velocity and altitude
(1964) 14900

hypersonic viscous shock layer of nonequili-
brium dissociating gas (1961) 21252

in-flight pressure measurements above and
below bomber airplane at Mach nos. 1.42
to 1.69 (1963) 20990

in rarefied plasma (1965) 13484

ionized radiating layer, solutions including
reabsorption and foreign species effects

and stagnation region heat transfer
(1964) 1485

isentropic 1-dimensional unsteady expan-
sions in equilibrium real air with partic-
ular reference to shock-initiated flows,

charts for analysis (1964) 11420

jet breakup and applications to resonant
combustion (1964) 18754

large-amplitude unsteady one-dimensional,
in magnetized collision-free plasmas
with discrete structure, graphical re-

sults (1965) 2886
luminous, literature search (1962) 7675
magnetohydrodynamic, Hungarian study

(1962) 7854
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Shock waves—Continued
noise from supersonic bomber airplanes in

altitude range from 30,000 to 50,000 ft.,

ground measurements (1961) 15780
nonequilibrium flow field behind normal

shock waves in carbon dioxide (1963)
14571

nonequilibrium shock front rotational, vi-

brational and electronic temperature
measurements (1965) 8042

normal, thermodynamic properties of car-
bon-dioxide and nitrogen mixtures be-

hind (1963) 7257
oblique-shock flow, ideal-gas tables for pa-

rameters in air (1964) 9592
oblique shock parameters, correlation for

ratios of specific heats from 1 to 5/3

with application to real gas flows (1964)
11421

oblique, system for surfaces at various an-
gles of attack, sweep, and dihedral in

equilibrium real gas, method of solution
with tabulated results (1961) 6407

optical study of transverse detonation
waves, USSR study (1961) 10880

parameters, measurement for determination
of state of explosion products, method of
investigating, USSR study (1961) 2174

patterns on cranked-wing configuration
(1961) 1293

photographed, ionospheric temperatures
obtained (1964) 20963

plane, in carbon dioxide, flow charts (1965)
16627

predicting effects on turbulent boundary
layer by incident-reflecting shocks (1965)
19923

pressure sensor responds only to shock wave
(1965) 11455

pressure with intense spark discharge,
USSR study (1961) 947

production and acceleration of discharge
plasma in chamber with coaxial elec-

trodes, USSR study (1961) 950
propagation in gases with reversible chemi-

cal reactions, USSR study (1961) 4659
radiation resisted, direct solution of govern-

ing equation (1964) 5519
radiative heat transfer and absorption be-

hind hypersonic flow (1962) 20156
rarefaction, possibility, USSR study (1961)

4660
shock envelopes predicted about two types

of vehicles at large angles of attack
(1961) 9600

sound waves in multi-component media,
propagation, USSR study (1961) 1010

spatial non-stationary motions of solid medi-
um penetration (1963) 1825

spherical convergent, stability of single
case, USSR study (1961) 15335

spherical, propagation and reflection from
free boundary in elastic medium, USSR
study (1962) 856

spontaneous chain ignition of hydrogen with
oxygen, USSR study (1964) 14444

standoff distance ahead of general stagna-
tion point, estimates (1961) 15807

strong plane, decay in ideal gas (1964) 20528
supersonic flow around bodies, explosive

analogy, USSR study (1962) 867

transition induced. Project Gnome

—

petroleum industry samples exposed (1965)
1846

theory and results (1965) 1847

transverse, rate of liquid jet breakup (1963)
11048

Shock waves—Continued
two-dimensional bodies, center-line pressure

distributions for detachment at Mach
number 6 and angles of attack up to 25°

(1963) 14556
underwater, formation by exploding wires

(1963) 18242
use in high-pressure physics, USSR study

(1965) 12652
utilization for spectroscopic investigation of

gases, USSR study (1961) 2322
vibrations from instantaneous and milli-

second-delayed quarry blasts (1963) 5479
see also Sonic boom.

Shoeboard, standard of trade (1964) 9631
Shoemaker, Charles J., performance of semi-

circular lift-producing nozzles (1965)
8112

Shoemaker, Clarence R., amphipods from west
coast of North America (1964) 7607

Shoes, see Boots and shoes.
Shomura, Richard S., monofilament gill net

fishing for skipjack tuna in Hawaiian
waters (1964) 15916

Shona language. Foreign Service Institute
basic course (1965) 15065

Shonto, study of role of trader in modern
Navaho community (1963) 16812, 17059

Shook, Donald F., two-phase hydrogen density
measurements by thermal neutron atten-
uation (1965) 14819

Shoop, Lucille T.:

endocarditis, bibliography, 1957-62 (1963)
21081

rheumatic fever, glomerulonephritis, and
streptococcal infections, selected refer-

ences (1964) 1564, 15043, 18918
Shoot moths, see European pine shoot moths.
Shooting:
Army marksmanship, troop topics (1962)

8927, 12995
civilian marksmanship firing for clubs and

schools enrolled with Director of Civil-

ian Marksmanship, Army qualification
courses (1962) 20491

electromyographic analysis of stability of

posture of riflemen, USSR study (1962)
15883

Marine Corps competitive marksmanship,
history (1961) 21156

marksmanship, competitive, training pro-
gram. National Guard pamphlet (1965)
14884

rifle marksmanship in USSR, articles (1964)
12940

small arms ranges. Air Force Manual (1963)
9608

Shooting fields, northeast and Corn belt, how
to plan (1964) 20927

Shop practice, see Shipyards.
Shopper, be a good shopper (1965) 14247
Shopper's guide to U.S. grades for food (1961)

3698; (1963) 1697; (1964) 7920
Shopping, publications, list (1964) 15038
Shopping centers:

fallout shelters, winning designs (1965)
19006

financing through SBA loans to State and
local development companies (1961)
5089; (1963) 11269

small store opportunities, problems asso-
ciated (1961) 9738

suburban, bibliography (1963) 18308
Shops, school, eye protection (1965) 19797

see aiso Machine shops.
Shore, Charles P., experimental pressures and

turbulent heat-transfer coefficients, etc

(1963) 9161
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Shore, Diedre R., relief (1964) 8270, 12203,
13855

Shore, Milton F., constructive uses of hospital
experience (1965) 10264

Shore and sea boundaries (1963) 198; (1965)
337, 7333

Shore birds, hunting, etc., regulations, Alaska,
1962-63 (1962) 17519

Shore operations, see Military art and science.

Shore party and helicopter support team oper-
ations. Fleet Marine Force manual
(1964) 5459

Shore patrol:
fraudulent claims and uneconomical prac-

tices in lodging and subsistence allow-
ances, GAO review (1962) 13856

Navy training course (1964) 21823
Shore protection:

Benedict, Md., concrete block revetment
(1964) 12336

planning and design (1961) 19270
Shoreline areas:
beach changes at Virginia Beach, Va (1965)

7602
preservation for public use and benefit
hearings (1961) 8989; (1963) 13811; (1965)

17933
reports (1961) 14665; (1964) 500

recreation resources

—

Great Lakes Shoreline Recreation Area
Survey, report (1962) 18336

preservation of Assateague Island as na-
tional seashore (remarks) (1963) 20751

United States, report (1962) 18371
remaining opportunities in Minnesota, Wis-

consin, etc.. Great Lakes Shoreline Rec-
reation Area Survey (1962) 18337

Short bigeye, development and distribution in

western North Atlantic (1962) 17506
Short history of electrical communication

(1964) 12386
Short Mountain Lock and Dam and Reservoir:
rename as Robert S. Kerr Lock and Dam

—

hearings (1963) 13667
law (1963) 13436
reports (1963) 9860, 13710

Short takeoff aircraft, see Aircraft.
Short term memory, non-equivalence of query

and message items (1964) 9981
Shortcuts and special problems in aquifer

tests (1964) 4806
Shorter, Herbert B., sr., relief (1962) 11338;

(1963) 7905, 18996, 20410
Shorter workweek, selected references (1964)

1362; (1962) 6543
Shortleaf pine, see Pine.
Shoshone County, Idaho:
Coeur d'Alene mining district, geochemical

studies (1961) 7517
ore deposits of Coeur d'Alene district (1964)

15948
rock drilling at Silver Summit Mine, Hecla

Mining Co (1963) 10937
silver production, economic aspects in C!oeur

d'Alene mining region (1964) 5476
Shoshone Indians:
Malheur Reservation, roll of eligible per-

sons to receive funds from judgments-
law (1964) 17323
reports (1964) 12084, 15779

Yahooskin Band of Snake Indians, judgment
funds, disposition

—

hearings (1965) 17711
law (1965) 17418
reports (1965) 8948, 17590

Shoshone project:

Federal property on, disposal

—

law (1961) 16584
report (1961) 14359, 14642

Shoshone Range, Northern, tectonic and ig
neous geology (1965) 12544

Shotgun Butte area, Wyo., geology (1964) 875',

Shotguns:
gunshot injuries of the extremities, mecha

nism, USSR study (1964) 20024
loaded paper shot shells, simplified practice

recommendation (1962) 240
loaded shot shells, simplified practice recom-

mendation (1963) 9708
military standard (1961) 447
see also Firearms.

Shotts, Reynold Q., Alabama coals, research
and technologic work, bibliography
(1963) 19837

Shotwell, R. L., forecasting hatching period of
grasshoppers from weather data (1965)
8390

Shoub, Harry, literature on safety of residen-
tial chimneys and fireplaces (1964) 3044

Shoulders, Eugene:
root-pruning southern pines in nursery

(1964) 2391
seed origin affects longleaf pine in Louis-

iana plantation (1965) 10937
Shoulders, dislocation, modification of tenosus-

pension operation, USSR study (1962)
1257

Shovels:
crane, improvident disposal, Army Dept.

modernization program, GAO review
(1963) 6533

crane, power cranes, standard of trade,
amendment (1961) 13844

Show Low, Ariz., soil survey of area (1964)
13456

Shows, see Amusements.
Shrager, Jack J., vehicular measurements of

effective runway friction (1963) 9456
Shreveport, La.:

census of business, 1958, standard metropol-
itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 1780
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical
area (1965) 13588

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 11921
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18861

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts, standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 2238

Greater Shreveport Municipal Airport,
weather observations, hourly, decennial
census (1963) 13122

Shrews, ecology of genus Sorex of western
Siberia, USSR study (1963) 7031

Shrewsbury River:
eng:ineers report

—

departmental edition (1965) 18040
document edition (1965) 17476

Shrimps:
Betaeus, of Pacific Coast (1964) 7608
biological stains, inks and fluorescent pig-

ments as marks for shrimp, evaluation
(1965) 14342

breaded

—

annual summary (1965) 7689
current fisheries statistics (1964) 8592;

(1965) 3172, 3423
firms producing (1965) 14341
standards for frozen raw breaded prod-

ucts, hearing announced (1965) 12483
brine, description, etc (1962) 17513
canned, control of iron sulfide discoloration

(1961) 2002
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Shrimps—Continued

commercial, field techniques for staining-
recapture experiments (1965) 614

commercial, principal species in Argentina
(1962) 9656

comparison of picric acid turbidity and Nes-
sler tests with subjective evaluations of

quality (1965) 14292
composition of meal made from fresh and

spoiled shrimp heads (1962) 11820
conservation, convention with Cuba

—

implement, hearings (1961) 378
text, report (1963) 20529

conversion of whole and headless weights in

commercial Gulf of Mexico shrimps
(1962) 17524

duty, imposed, and duty-free entry of unpro-
cessed shrimps annually in amount
equal to 1960, hearing (1961) 16864

eggs of Artemia salina, effect of radiations
of different LET (1962) 14782

exploration in central Alaskan waters (1961)
9140

explorations off Vancouver Island, Oct.-Nov.
1962 (1964) 19723

fairy, Branchinecta campestris, from north-
western United States (1961) 2610

firms canning, list (1964) 749; (1965) 14328
fisheries in Guatemala, H Salvador, and

Nicaragua, survey (1963) 2292
fishery of southeastern U.S., vessel and gear

usage, study (1962) 578
frozen breaded, individually frozen peeled

and deveined, handling and packing
(1964) 6710

frozen raw breaded, determination of bread-
ing percentages, accuracy of official

method (1963) 19229
Galveston Biological Laboratory, research

(1962) 13955; (1964) 12424; (1965) 19629
Gulf Coast data (1964) 3562, 6701; (1965)

3475, 4730, 12448
Gulf of Mexico commercial populations,

trends and characteristics, 1956-59 (1962)

23540
Gulf States canning industry (1963) 13960
held in refrigerated sea water and ice, proc-

essing and quality studies (1962) 576
iced storage, comparison of pH, trimethy-

lamine content, and picric acid turbidity

as indices of quality (1962) 15587
inspection, down with rejects, up with profits

(1961) 6054
landings (1961) 3255, 12663; (1962) 4338,

19498; (1963) 4191, 4935, 17445; (1964)

4035, 12422; (1965) 593, 3942, 10849
Maine landings, fluctuations (1963) 15519
non-brachyuran decapods of Clipperton Is-

land, description (1962) 20185
northeastern Pacific Ocean, commercially

important pandalid shrimps, distribu-
tion and abundance (1964) 8617

pink

—

Florida waters, early development stages,
study (1962) 2491

size distribution on Tortugas fishing

grounds (1961) 4244
storage life in commercial and jacketed

cold-storage rooms (1961) 2000
quality, physical and chemical properties of

drip as indices (1965) 12459
radiation pasteurization (1963) 11568; (1964)

13706; (1965) 10176
recognizing important species of South

(1962) 17517
shrimp farming (1964) 6715
Tariff Commission investigation (1961) 8227
utilization of otter-trawl vessels in Gulf of

Mexico, 1959-61 (1964) 14271

Shrine, Mystic, see Ancient Arabic Order of
Nobles of Mystic Shrine.

Shrinkage:
coast-type Douglas-fir and old-growth red-

wood boards (1965) 16280
drying, lightweight and normal-weight con-

cretes (1964) 9634
thermal, effects on built-up roofing (1965)

8141
Shriver, C. B., design, etc., of liquid hydrogen

propellant tank (1965) 1393
Shriver, Robert S., jr., nomination, hearings

(1961) 7272; (1964) 17886
Shrouded propellers, see Propellers.

Shrout, Barrett L., zero-lift drag, wings with
variation of thickness ratio and chord
(1965) 11481

Shrub live oak, see Oak.

Shrubs:
and tree response to recreation use (1962)

17594
key to woody plants of eastern Oregon and

Washington (1961) 1621A
occurrence after clear cutting old-growth

Douglas-fir in Oregon Cascades (1961)
680

ornamental
for southern Great Plains (1964) 24
home propagation (1962) 4509
reducing salt injury in West (1964) 7921

ranges associated with black grama and
tobosa grasslands of Southwest, grazing
values and management (1962) 20425

seed and planting stock, commercial dealers,

directory (1964) 791
Shubin, Poland, base-line measurement (1961)

4753
shelterbelt species under dryland culture.

Central Great Plains (1964) 4221
wet slash pine sites, controlling (1964) 8670

Shu-hsien Chang, see Chang, Shu-hsien.

Shuford, Emir H., jr.:

Bayesian learning processes (1964) 64
Ck)rtex, computer-based system for aiding

decision making (1965) 4176
Decision Sciences Laboratory program of

techniques and facilities for automating
research (1965) 101

Shugars, Owen K.:

commercial tobacco farms, coastal plain.

North Carolina (1963) 12045; (1965)
12374

commercial tobacco livestock farms. Blue-
grass area, Ky (1965) 12373

Shui-mo-kou hot springs, investigation of ori-

gin. Communist China (1962) 1033
Shui-wen ti-chih kung-ch'eng ti-chih (periodi-

cal):

translations (1961) 15077, 19536, 19647;
(1962) 2640-41

Shui-wen yueh-k'an (periodical):

translations (1962) 2908, 3016, 5646, 5673

Shuler, R. L., factors affecting oxygen produc-
tion by algae in small culture unit (1964)
5611

Shullsburg quadrangle. Wis. and 111., geology
(1965) 2222

Shultz, John F., carbides, nitrides, and carbo-
nitrides of iron as catalysts in Fischer-
Tropsch synthesis (1963) 19824

Shultz, John F., carbides, nitrides, and carbon-
itrides of iron as catalysts in Fische-
r-Tropsch synthesis (1963) 19824

Shumagin Islands, king crab movements (1964)
6728

Shumaker, Lawrence A., relief (1962) 9233,
19262, 20722

Shumard oak, see Oak.
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Shumway, Robert H., radionuclide analysis of
gamma-ray spectra by stepwise multiple
regression (1964) 9713

Shungnak River, glacial, eolian, and alluvian
history of parts of quadrangle, recon-
naissance study (1964) 18111

Shupe, Dorothy G., Arizona's forest area and
timber volume (1965) 10932

ShurcliflF, Alice W., labor law and practice in

Ceylon (1963) 7142
Shute, Barbara E., prelaunch analysis of high

eccentricity orbits (1965) 1474
Shut-off device for automatic acid analyzers

(1961) 5224
Shutters:
camera, actuated by electric signal (1965)

1409
Kerr cell use with nulling pyrometer (1965)

6653

Siagris, Maria A., relief (1965) 17490, 19082,
19349

Siahaya, Odo, digital readout technic for
aerospace medical monitoring of physi-
ologic data (1963) 7635

Sia Pueblo:
American Ethnology Bureau bulletin

—

departmental edition (1963) 4428
document edition (1963) 4670

Siat, Purification, relief (1961) 7208; (1963)
6218

Siberia:
Academy of Sciences, USSR, Siberian De-

partment, accomplishments (1963) 15725
astronomy center, USSR study (1965) 19744
cartographic work (1961) 4749
east coast, sailing directions, change (1961)

17345; (1963) 7325; (1965) 2957
eastern

—

ferrous metallurgy, excerpts from Soviet
book (1961) 7711

fused granulated ores from Korshunovka
concentrates, USSR study (1962) 15758

machine building (1961) 12984
Russian kolkhoz, peasantry, ethnographic
study (1961) 15616

ethnography, archeology and anthropology
problems (1961) 15615

forest area maps, compilation and edition

(1961) 2453
geological studies, USSR (1963) 19650
geophysical research (1963) 12353
hydroelectric power development (1964)

21420
limnology and geology (1962) 5955
longevity problem, USSR study (1965) 938
news of Siberian Department of Academy of

Sciences, USSR (1961) 1038, 2141, 21094;
(1962) 12227

nuclear explosion over taiga, USSR study of

Tunguska meteorite (1962) 12120
pioneer plant of 3d metallurgical base (1962)

21963
plant cover, scientific coordination confer-

ence report (1964) 2558
productive forces, progress and distribution,

embodiment of Leninist ideas, USSR
study (1961) 20985

science, development, USSR study (1962) 974
smoke haze of 1959, USSR study (1962)

15836
social sciences, topics of scientific research

works, 1959-65, book review, USSR
study (1962) 961

southeast coast, sailing directions, change
(1961) 20848; (1963) 12939; (1965) 5289

structure of earth's crust, geophysical in-

vestigations, USSR study (1964) 6909
tectonics and prospects for petroleum and

gas production of platform regions,
USSR study (1965) 6434
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topographers conference (1963) 2552
tractor, USSR industrial development,

translations (1964) 20306
west, oil basin, USSR book review (1964)

11105
western, ecology of shrews (genus Sorex),

USSR study (1963) 7031
zoologists, 2d meeting (1964) 2620

Sibgnouk, Norodum, observations on United
Nations, report (1961) 7835

Sicily, and the surrender of Italy, United
States Armv in World War II (1965)

„. . 16582
Sick:

acute and chronic conditions, incidence,
U.S.—

current estimates (1964) 9733, 21859
acute conditions, incidence and associated

disability in U. S., statistics (1961) 1440;
(1962) 14573, 16136; (1963) 14675; (1964)
13423; (1965) 9897

aged and chronically ill, residents in institu-
tions, Apr.-June 1963, characteristics
(1965) 18732

bed disability among chronically limited,
United States, June 1957-June 1961
(1964) 18925

children's illness, national health survey
data (1963) 20367

chronic conditions causing limitation of ac-
tivities, U.S. statistics, July 1959-June
1961 (1962) 24075

community dental program for chronically
ill (1962) 14567

community health services for chronically
ill, PHS project grants program (1964)
15166

currently employed persons, illness and
work-loss days, statistics (1962) 12662

disability days due to injury, U.S. statistics
(1961) 17793; (1963) 5687

family income in relation to disability days,
hospital discharges, etc.. United States
(1963) 16538

financial protection for Federal employees
(1963) 16946; (1964) 11945

foodborne illness, you can prevent (1964)
7712

illness among veterans, July 1957 - June
1961, selected statistics (1965) 8258

illness and treatment in various climatic
conditions, USSR (1964) 20228

income-loss protection against short-term
sickness, 1948-63 (1964) 5690; (1965)
3020

long-term illness, rural home nursing care,
pilot program (1965) 18718

nursing care at home, availability of serv-

ices (1965) 6870
publications, price list (1962) 1764; (1963)

1397; (1964) 5643; (1965) 14984
restored with use of biotron, USSR study

(1961) 19708
working with sick and disabled, sketches

(1963) 19157

Sick leave, see Leave of absence.

Sickle cell anemia, see Anemia.

Sid Simpson flood control project:
name

—

hearings (1962) 15280
law (1962) 16796
reports (1962) 13435, 17218

Sidereal time, see Time.

Siderite:

magnetic susceptibility (1963) 10957
thermal decomposition and consequential

reactions (1965) 14707

; see indicated entry



Sideslip (aircraft):

aerodynamic characteristics of configura-

tion with blowing applied over flaps and
wing leading edge (1961) 9529

effects on aerodynamic characteristics of 2

arrow-wing-fuselage arrangemer
(1961) 6377

effects on static longitudinal trim and s

lateral stability characteristics of fi. at-

r-type airplane at low speed (1 i61)

'915

;, acy and amplitude of osr vtion, ef-

fects on lateral stability de. Lives of

60° delta, 45° sweptback a unswept
wing (1961) 11425

low speed characteristics of 45" s>vept-wing

fighter type airplane, wind tunnel inves-

tigation (1961) 6334
wing height effects on vertical-tail pressure

distribution of complete model at high

subsonic speeds (1961) 6348

see also Angle of sideslip.

Sidewalks:
military installations, geometric design, etc.,

engineering manual (1962) 5131

repair, in D.C., relieve owners of abutting

property from certain assessments

—

law (1962) 20875
reports (1962) 21028, 21368

Sidewash (aircraft):

aerodynamic, effective characteristics of 35°

swept-wing airplane model at Mach
number of 1.61 (1961) 6338

Sidewinder missiles, see Missiles.

Siding:
asphalt and tar, current industrial reports

(1961) 2989, 8500; (1962) 3736; (1963)

3574, 11616; (1964) 3390, 8113; (1965)

3273, 10235, 13619
residential aluminum, trade practice rules

for industry (1962) 9647
wood, drop, water repellents improve per-

formance (1963) 19265
Sidorsky, Raymond C, behavioral, etc., as-

pects of tactical decision making in

AAW, etc (1965) 1546
Siegel, Byron I., heat-transfer and pressure

drop correlations for hydrogen and ni-

trogen flowing through wire mesh at
temperatures to 5200° R (1965) 14847

Siegel, Davey E.S., relief (1963) 13519; (1964)

6427, 8209
Siegel, Earl, health and day care of children of

migrant workers (1965) 8241
Siegel, (jordon S.:

periodic health examinations, abstracts
from literature (1963) 13020

remarks, June 23, 1964 (1964) 13034
Siegel, Jacob S.:

estimates of population of United States
and components of change, by age, col-

or, and sex 1950-60 (1965) 11941
projections of population of United States

by age and sex, 1964-85, with extensions
to 2010 (1964) 13763

Siegel, Jennifer R., relief (1965) 17561, 19115,
19385

Siegel, Michael H.:

discrimination of color

—

psychophysical methods (1963) 9105
sensitivity as function of spectral wave-
length (1965) 9539

spectral bandwidth effect on color discrimi-

nation (1964) 5468
Siegel, Robert:
nucleate and film boiling in reduced gravity

(1965) 5231
wall temperatures in tube with forced

convection, etc (1964) 9568

Siegel, Victor, space, the new frontier (1964)

21739
Siegenite, flotation in complex sulfide table

middling from southeast Missouri (1963)
5475

Siegert, Clifford E.:

behavior of liquid-vapor interface of cry-

ogenic liquids during weightlessness
(1965) 5228

time response of liquid-vapor interface after

entering weightlessness (1964) 18782
Siegfried Line Campaign (1963) 12819
Siekanowicz, Peter, church and state under

Communism, Poland (1965) 16030
Siemens, Richard E., columbium-hafnium equi-

librium diagram (1964) 16642
Siemoneit, Hans-Dieter, relief (1961) 14176;

(1962) 21297; (1963) 17078
Sierra Ancha Ehcperimental Forest, habitat

relations of vertebrates (1964) 12479
Sierra Blanca area, Hudspeth Ck)unty, Tex.,

geology (1965) 19669
Sierra Diablo region, geology (1965) 19670
Sierra Leone:

agricultural commodities, agreement (1965)

9948, 18781
amateur alien radio operators, authoriza-

tion to operate, agreement (1965) 20096
economic and technical assistance, agree-

ment (1961) 16000
economy, basic data (1963) 2423
guaranty of private investments, agreement

(1961) 16006
import tariff system (1961) 2027
investment guaranties, agreement (1964)

5701
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12918
official publications, bibliography (1963)

19810
Peace Corps program, agreement (1962) 8694

sending gift packages to (1961) 618; (1963)

2414
Sierra National Forest, Basin fire July 13-22,

1961, fire behavior (1962) 19540
Sierra Nevada:

batholith, recent work across central part

(1964) 810
western, Calif., Late Jurassic ammonites

(1962) 5302
Sierra Nevada Mountains:
canyon physiography, relation to incidence

of blister rust (1963) 2314
chemical composition of snow (1964) 15954
metamorphic belt, Calif., stratigraphy and

structure (1965) 7800
snow zone of west-side, terrain features of

drainage basins (1962) 5261
snowmelt hydrology of Sierra Nevada

stream (1964) 6826
sources of mineral constituents in water

from granitic rocks (1964) 12513
southern California, geology of Mount Pin-

chot quadrangle (1963) 10283
Sierra Talc and Chemical Co., President's E

award for excellence in exporting (re-

marks) (1964) 17160
Sieu-Yoeh Tsai Yang, see Yang, Sieu-Yoeh

Tsai.
Sievering, Nelson F., jr., remarks, June 17,

1965 (1965) 11925
Sievers, Patricia T., automated routines in

technical services (1964) 7967
Siff, Hilda, feeding family on public assistance

budget (1965) 13347
SIFT, see Selective information filter terminal.

Sigafoos, Robert S., botanical evidence of

floods and flood-plain deposition (1965)

2246
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Siegelbaum, Benjamin B., testimony, hearings
(1964) 8456

Sigetin, dipotassium salt of p.p'-disulfo-

meso-3, 4-diphenylhexane, synthesis,
USSR study (1961) 15485

Sight:
acoustic effects upon visual signal detection

(1965) 7081
amblyopia ex anopsia robs children's eye-

sight (1965) 8236
analysis, neurological studies, USSR (1962)

830
behavior of visual target and visual after-

image during parobolic flight maneu-
vers (1962) 22964

binocular color mixture (1962) 12366
cephalopoda, colorimetric investigation,

USSR study (1962) 5763
color discrimination, sensitivity as function

of spectral wavelength (1965) 9539
color vision, USSR studies (1964) 14525

degree of vision and mode of reading of
• blind children (1961) 20670

effect of field size and position on mesopic
spectral sensitivity (1965) 9538

experimental investigation on central mech-
anisms of visual function, USSR study
(1962) 20019

eye disorders

—

caused by foreign substances, problems of

treating, USSR study (1965) 16473
summary of progress (1964) 18816

eye test for glaucoma, protective assurance
of vision (1963) 11240

glaucoma and its effect on eyesight (1963)
11233

how tuna see a net (1965) 10862

hue discrimination, effect of surround and
stimulus luminance (1965) 11379

human pilots' ability to detect angular mo-
tion with application to control of space
rendezvous (1963) 1296

legal blindness and blindness, interviewing
guides for specific disabilities (1964)
8501

night seeing tester. Army, development and
use (1961) 11662

night vision sensitivity during prolonged
restriction from sunlight (1964) 5465

optical services, medical care in public as-

sistance, guides, etc (1963) 8201
photostress test for evaluation of macular

function (1963) 16805
rare phenomena, vision in fingers of Rosa

Kuleshova, USSR study (1963) 14414
recovery from brief exposures to very high

luminance levels (1964) 19177
red-green sensitivity as function of retinal

position (1963) 9102
sight reduction tables for air navigation

(1964) 14995
space flight conditions, results and problems

of observation, USSR study (1965) 5021
threshold of visual sensation in comparison

with that of photodetectors, its quantum
aspect, color perception, etc (1965) 4222

using generalized contact flight simulator to
improve visual time-sharing (1965)
14944

vision screening of preschool child (1965)
4364, 8634

vision testing

—

and correcting instruments, definitions,

classification bulletin (1965) 2969
devices, comparison (1963) 14673

Sight—Continued

methods and binocular visual acuity find-

ings, by age, sex, and race among adults
aged 18-79 years. United States, 1960-62
(1964) 13424

visual control system, physiology (1965)
11412

visual impairments, interviewing guides for
specific disabilities (1964) 8502

visual persistance decay curves as function
of intensity and duration of stimulus
(1962) 20207

visual search, range

—

experiments (1965) 17012
reports (1965) 1793

visually handicapped children, directory of
special school programs (1965) 4645

see also Color blindness.

Sightseeing tours in Leningrad region and
quick trips to northern Russian cities

(1963) 957

Sigma 7, Schirra's 6 orbits, Oct. 3, 1962 (1963)
3169

Signal Corps, Army:
Office of Chief Signal Officer, records, prelim-

inary inventories (1963) 14596
operations, theater of operations, field man-

ual (1962) 10968; (1963) 9651

Signal generating image tubes, see Image
tubes.

Signal generators:

AN/USM-44 and AN/USM-44A—
illustrated parts breakdown (1964) 15013
operating instructions (1964) 15010
overhaul instructions (1961) 15011
service instructions (1964) 15012

Hewlett Packard 202A, low frequency func-
tion (1962) 6376

Hewlett Packard 205 AG, audio (1961) 15897;
(1962) 12614

Hewlett Packard 612A, UHF (1961) 15890

Hewlett Packard 626A, AN/USM-47, HP
628A, AN/USM-49 (1962) 14542

audio, Hewlett Packard 205 AG (1961)
15897; (1962) 12614

constant-amplitude signal generator Tek-
tronix-190A and 190B (1963) 9293

general radio lOOlA (1961) 11485, 11488

HP 626A. AN/USM-47, HP 628A, AN/USM-
49 (1962) 14542

low frequency function, Hewlett Packard
202A (1962) 6376

RF, AN/URM-25F (1964) 11506
R.F. set, AN/URM-26 or AN/URM-26B

(1961) 8106
SG-21A/U or SG-21B/U (1963) 18258
SG-21/U (1963) 18257
SG-403/URT or Panoramic Radio Products
TTG-2 (1964) 11500

TS-35A/AP (1963) 20009
TS-419/U (AN/URM-64), TS-419A/U
(AN/URM-64A) (1961) 20071

instrument calibration procedures

—

A.F., SG-21/U and SG-2/A.U (1961) 8103
AN/GPM-15 (1961) 8104
AN/URM-25D and AN/URM-25E RF set

(1964) 11505
AN/URM-64, (TS-419/U), AN/URM-64A,
(TS-419A/U) (1964) 11519

AN/USM-27, AN/USM-27A, or AN-USM-
27B (1962) 22682; (1963) 9283
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Signal generators—Continued

TS-535/U and TS-535A/U (1961) 11486

UHF AN/URM-49 (1961) 17767

UHF Hewlett Packard 612A (1961) 15890

portable prevision frequency meter and pre-

cise signal generator (1961) 20051

SG-21/Uand SG-2/A.U., AF (1961) 8103

Tektronix- 190A and 190B, constant-
amplitude (1963) 9293

Signal lights, see Lights and lighting.

Signal Research and Development Laboratory,
see Army Signal Research and Develop-
ment Laboratory.

Signal Supply Control Agency, operations,

GAO review (1961) 20806
Signal systems:
conditioning for satellite borne energetic-

charged-particle experiments (1961)

17729
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 9507; (1963) 3656;
(1964) 3474, 12293; (1965) 3376

long distance transmission of information,
prerequisite for efficient data process-
ing. East German study (1963) 2904

Signalmen:
1 & C, Navy training course (1963) 9269
3 & 2, Navy training course (1961) 15861;

(1965) 2966
Signals:
aircrew station, military standard (1965)

14159
artificial, use to enhance monitoring per-

formance (1961) 9650
battalion, armored, mechanized, and infan-

try divisions, field manual (1962) 2006;
(1963) 9652; (1965) 17047

calculating-machine for determining linear
transformations, USSR study (1962)
2870

centralization-blocking and communication
achievements in Chinese People's Repub-
lic (1961) 4365

command, ring counters, advance or retard
sequence (1964) 16675

deterministic, linear prediction (1965) 125

dolphin, sonic pressure at point of reception,
analytical method of determination,
USSR study (1965) 11259

electric, actuate camera shutter (1965) 1409

electronic simulation equipment for infrared
signal processing circuitry design and
development, discussion (1962) 22693

electropneumatic rheostat regulates high
current (1965) 19895

emergency distress, devices (1965) 13197

external discrimination process, neurophysi-
ological mechanisms (1965) 5242

feedbacks, conditioned corrective and condi-
tioned switching functions, Bulgarian
study (1962) 7774

from A-22-III radiosonde, improving methods
of processing, USSR study (1961) 7595

ideal limiters effectiveness (1962) 12577
in noise ratio theory, operation of ideal limi-

ter (1962) 12578
international code, visual and sound signal-

ing (1962) 17640
lightweight coaxial cable connector reduces

signal loss (1965) 16634
microwave, modified filter prevents conduc-

tion along high-voltage power supply
leads (1964) 13162

Signals—Continued
multipath, optimum design (1964) 17005

orders, records and reports, field manual
(1962) 16356; (1963) 9654

PFM frequency discriminator, simple circuit
functions as monitor (1965) 8082

random scanning, dynamics of continuous
optimalizing control systems, USSR
study (1962) 10036

reference, phase detector circuit synthesizes
(1965) 8065

rhythmic, time moments (1961) 4761, 4764,
11240, 11242, 11250, 11252

signal-simulator for Navy space surveil-
lance system combiners (1965) 13202

sinusoidal test signal used in adaptive
flight-control investigation (1961) 13528

smoke and illumination, submarine, handling
and operation instructions (1963) 7372

tactical communication systems. Army,
Corps, and Division, field manual (1962)
4606

train control, statistics (1961) 756, 20890;
(1962) 15703; (1964) 2465

transmission of light signals beyond horizon
(1962) 12573

visual

—

acoustic effects upon detection (1965) 7081
Army field manual (1962) 6649; (1965) 156

warning, vibrotactile, comparative evalua-
tion (1963) 1769

see also Communications—Fog signals

—

Radar—Radio signals—Railroads-
Telemetering signals—Time signals

—

Warning systems.

Signed numbers, programed text for self-study
(1965) 18665

Signorelli, Robert A., erosion resistance, etc.,

of nozzle materials in small solid-
propellant rocket engine (1963) 5603

Signs:
roadside fire prevention signs, standard and

new designs compared (1965) 16263
structure of construction, analysis, USSR

(1964) 9125

Signs (advertising):
control in area adjacent to highway (ad-

dress) (1961) 10120
industry, national apprenticeship and train-

ing standards (1964) 5921
outdoor, exclude charges for local advertis-

ing in excise tax determination

—

law (1962) 23170
reports (1962) 15350, 21076

Signs (traffic):

civil defense, highway signs for survival
(1964) 6066

standard highway signs (1964) 7716
standard traffic control signs (poster) (1965)

18737

Sigulda, USSR, cultural development (1962)
12053

Sihanouk, Norodom, analysis of Cambodia's
relations with its neighbors (1963) 8896

Sikich, Matthew G., mineral industry of

—

Illinois (1963) 1213; (1964) 1410; (1965)
1336

Minnesota (1964) 1416
Sikkim. Army area handbook (1965) 4246

Sikora, Urszula, relief (1961) 8688, 10430,
12097
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Sil Murk, Ariz.:

relocate

—

law (1964) 17321
reports (1964) 15492, 15778

Silage:
crops, harvesting, comparison of methods

(1962) 5083
ensilaged food of horses, role in botulinic

intoxications, Rumanian data (1962)

7746
good silage from bunker silos, picture story

(1962) 10854
hay-crop, making and feeding (1962) 22931

preserving alfalfa as low moisture silage

(1965) 11

use of microorganisms in production, USSR
studies (1963) 17619

Wisconsin, facts (1965) 1668
Silanes, see Methyltrichlorosilane.

Silence, coping with silence in outer space,

USSR study (1965) 6473

Silesia, pharmacy anniversary, Polish study

(1962) 5733
Silica:

anionic flotation from

—

goethitic iron-bearing materials, Cuyuna
Range, Minn (1963) 9128

iron ores, western Mesabi and Menominee
Range (1964) 9516

content of rocks, nondetrital siliceous sedi-

ments, geochemistry data (1963) 2351

fused, thermal annealing of nuclear-

reactor-induced coloration in fused sil-

ica (1965) 18475
impurities of silicon dioxide, determination

by spectrochemical method (1962) 7887

Pacific Northwest, industrial deposits (1962)

22481
solid solubility in magnesium, effect of in-

dium (1963) 5496
vitreous, development into textile type yarn

(1961) 17970
Silica gel, adsorption properties of gels, USSR

study (1961) 15252
Silicate glasses, see Glass.

Silicates:

alkali, forms durable fireproof paint (1964)

13209
anhydrous heats and free energies of forma-

tion (1962) 8466
chemistry and technology, USSR report

(1961) 7578
crystalline, barium and strontium,

low-temperature heat capacities and
entropies at 298.15° K (1965) 1373

hydrated and anhydrous sodium- and cal-

ciunvaluminum, heats and free energies

of formation (1962) 8465
industry development decisions of central

committee, CPSU (1961) 7611
properties of sitalls, USSR study (1965)

19738
rapid rock analysis (1962) 21827
sodium-aluminum and calcium-aluminum, low

temperature heat capacities and entro-

pies at 298.15''K (1962) 3321
synthesis of fibrous silicon carbide by ther-

mal reduction (1963) 10953
systematic analysis, methods and problems

(1964) 10633
with monovalent and bivalent cations, Ber-

lin symposium (1962) 1278
X-ray diffraction and microscopic data

(1964) 11334
see also Iron phyllosilicates.

Silicic acid, studies of MnO-SiO-2 binary system
(1962) 10453

Silicides:

coatings on molybdenum, effect of stresses

on quality, USSR study (1964) 1012
manganese, electrical properties, USSR

study (1962) 7888
transition metals, crystallographic data

(1961) 3727
Silicomanganese, producing by electric fur-

nace smelting (1962) 22508

Silicon:

aluminum alloys, use of molten zinc to ex-

tract aluminum, progress report (1961)

9476; (1962) 8463
atomic spectra, selected tables (1965) 13063
bibliography (1961) 3885
chlorination kinetics (1965) 14713
compounds, synthesis of fibrous silicon car-

bide by thermal reduction (1963) 10953
current amplifier for microampere current

levels (1965) 7093
effect of mechanical strain on p-n junctions

(1965) 16603
germanium thermoelectric modules for

Transportation Corps silent boat de-

sign, optimization (1963) 16633
high-purity

—

mineral industry survey, quarterly (1963)

4192; (1964) 4036
minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 17659
report, quarterly (1962) 4339

in cobalt-base alloy (L-650), effect of varia-

tions in content on embrittlement (1965)

16715
kinetics of oxidation in Mo-Si system (1963)

7589
low alloy rails with increased silicon content

for Chinese railroads (1963) 14284
low-temperature far-infrared spectra (1965)

114
mineral facts and problems, chapter (1965)

9600
minerals yearbook chapter (1962) 18232;

(1963) 18105; (1964) 18707; (1965) 19869
organic and non-silicate silicon chemistry,

2d symposium, Dresden, East Germany
(1963) 14399

organic derivatives, purification, purity esti-

mation and spectra (1965) 14700
power silicon gate controlled switch develop-

ment (1964) 18720
purification through transport reactions.

East (German study (1961) 20996
radiochemistry (1962) 6696
range-energy relations for protons and elec-

trons in Sia2 (1963) 12952
rare metal alloys, radio and electrical appli-

cations, USSR study (1963) 6832
resistive material (1963) 13041
semiconductor materials, bulk resistivity

measurement for electron devices, bibli-

ography (1964) 21785
semiconductors

—

failure mechanisms (1963) 11513
fast and precise impurity diffusion process

(1965) 19896
solar cells

—

effects of impurities on radiation damage
(1965) 6751

electron-bombardment damage (1965)

11587
performance at high solar intensities and
temperatures (1965) 8114

wafer series technique for increasing sensi-

tivity of solid state fission probe (1961)

15810
zone-refined P-type, in-pile Hall coefficient

and conductivitv measurements (1964)

5591
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Silicon borides, polycrystalline, physical prop-
erties (1962) 22697

Silicon carbide:
balls, surface failure in rolling contact at

temperatures to 2000"^ (1964) 18783
disposal from supplemental stockpile

—

law (1965) 17443
reports (1965) 8807, 17895

fibrous, synthesis by thermal reduction of
silicates and silicon compounds (1963)
10953

physico-chemical investigations of SiC-B4C
section of Si-B-C system, USSR study
(1963) 938

technical, material for point-contact diodes,

USSR study (1962) 7897
Silicon dioxide, see Silica.

Silicon nitride, fibrous, synthesis and proper-
ties (1964) 14749

Silicon oxides, range-energy relations for pro-
tons and electrons in Si02 (1963) 12952

Silicon tetrachloride:
impurities of metals, determination by spec-

trochemical method (1962) 7887
intense purification by rectification, USSR

study (1962) 7889
refining by rectification, USSR study (1963)

17886
Silicone resins, see Resins.

Silicones:
improved lubricants for service above 400''F

(1962) 4695
lubricating liquids, stabilization above

200°C—
iron, copper, cerium, and other metal com-
pounds (1961) 1383

oxidation inhibitors and high surface sol-

ids (1961) 1376
polymers, production, recent developments,

USSR study (1963) 19449
silicone lubricating fluids at 300° to 400° C,

stabilization by soluble cerium complex-
es (1965) 13167

Silicone reinforced plastic laminates, effect of
thermal gradients on strength (1961)
6103

see also Methyl silicone.

Silicosis:

Bulgaria—
Ck)uncil of Ministers decree on protection
against silicosis (1962) 5466

international symposium (1962) 9855
in metal mining industry, 1958-61, revalua-

tion (1964) 15066
Silk:

raw silk and silk noils, disposal from nation-
al stockpile, reports (1965) 8804 15924

spun yarn, temporary suspension of duty,
continue

—

law (1962) 18971
reports (1962) 13467, 17249

USSR, industry (1962) 10370
woven goods finished, current industrial

reports (1961) 20445; (1962) 20540;
(1963) 18680; (1964) 13753

yarn, temporary suspension of duty, ex-

tend

—

law (1965) 17422
reports (1965) 12112, 14080

Silk-oak, see Oak.

Sill, Elvin, jr., automatic data processing,
glossary (1963) 5956

Sillimanite:
deposits of Southeastern States (1961) 2054
high-temperature heat contents and entro-

pies (1964) 7448

Sills, Combest B., relief (1962) 16848

Silos:

farm silos, (1965) 44
farm, type, construction, etc (1963) 18436
upright, mechanical unloaders (1962) 22932

Siloxanes, polyorganosil oxanes, USSR arti-
cles (1963) 877

Silsby, Norman S., effects of airplane and
landing-gear factors on response to
runway roughness with application to
supersonic transports (1963) 1292

Silt:

deflection of moving tires, tests (1961) 20709
fine sediment and flow phenomena, effects

(1963) 10295
sediment discharge during floods in eastern

Nebraska (1964) 18121
sedimentation conditions and soil develop-

ment in vicinity of Lin-ch'ing in Shan-
tung, Communist C:hina (1962) 2624

see also Sedimentation and deposition.
Silurian period:
Helderberg Group and position of Silurian-

Devonian boundary in North America
(1964) 6799

rocks in west-central Maine (1961) 7518
Silver, Jacob, population, economic, and land

use studies in urban transportation
planning (1965) 1595

Silver:

articles, fraudulent misrepresentation con-
cerning quality marking

—

hearings (1961) 17123, 18956
law (1961) 20514
reports (1961) 16990, 18865

cadmium batteries (1962) 122
California and Nevada ores, experimental

extraction (1961) 11392
coin production

—

hearings (1965) 8888
report (1965) 7456

corrosion of silver-indiunv-cadmium in borat-
ed high temperature water (1961) 16224

electrode, oxides on. X-ray diffraction stud-
ies (1965) 6841

electrodes, increasing discharge capacity
(1963) 18247

exploration, financial assistance (remarks)
(1964) 1396

exports and imports, summary (1961) 5491;
(1962) 6767

facts, estimates, and projections (1965)
12827

films, vacuum performance of ball bearings
lubricated with (1964) 13232

lead-silver deposits in Omilak area, Seward
Peninsula, Alaska (1962) 16024

low concentrations, bacteriological and
chemical behavior (1963) 16522

mine production

—

monthly report (1961) 3458; (1962) 4057;
(1963) 4193; (1964) 4037; (1965) 3943

preliminary annual figures (1961) 2493
mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)

14717
minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 21201;

(1962) 22528; (1963) 19878; (1964) 21720;
(1965) 19870

ores and concentrates, marketing in U. S
(1964) 13105

ores, census of mineral industries, 1958, in-

dustry report (1961) 20427
production and availability for forseeable

future, hearings (1965) 12186
production and consumption, report (1961)

9489; (1962) 14454; (1963) 10968; (1964)
9529; (1965) 11398

production, economic aspects, Coeur D'Alene
mining region, Shoshone County, Idaho
(1964) 5476
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Silver—Continued

production incentives, hearings (1962) 17337
appendix (1963) 2095

production techniques, review and evalua-
tion (1965) 12829

radiochemistry (1962) 2061
repeal legislation relating to purchase,

hearings (1963) 7989, 10003
law (1963) 11728
reports (1963) 7944, 7963, 9990

silver-cadmium battery development pro-
gram (1964) 20520

United States movements (1961) 2994; (1962)
4419; (1963) 4268; (1964) 4123, 6051;
(1965) 4034, 13652

Silver (money):
coinage act of 1965

—

hearings (1965) 12311, 13975
law (1965) 15436
message from the President (1965) 12059
reports (1965) 12136, 12150, 12279

coins, content, redefine, hearings (1964)
10411

Mint Bureau report (1961) 9489; (1962)
14454; (1963) 10968; (1964) 9529; (1965)
11398

silver dollar and small coin production,
status (1965) 12159

Treasury staff study, silver and coinage
(1965) 13321

Silver Bay (fishing vessel):

southwestern North Atlantic exploratory
collections made, 1956-60 (1965) 19632

Silver Bell mining district, open-pit copper
mining and concentrating methods and
costs (1963) 9113

Silver bromide, evaporated films, panchromat-
ic sensitization, investigation (1965)
4133

Silver chloride, grain-boundary stress concen-
trations (1961) 8032

Silver fir, see F^r.

Silver hake, see Hake.
Silver Hill Voluntary Fire Department and

Rescue Squad, land in Prince (Jeorges
County, Md., convey by quitclaim deed
(1962) 16913, 21363, 23248

Silver metaphosphate, determination of radia-
tion exposure from overexposed AgPOs
microdosimeter (1965) 5561

Silver oxide:
electrodes, anodization at 0° and 25° C in

alkaline solutions (1962) 14539
on silver electrode. X-ray diffraction studies

(1965) 6841
zinc alkaline primary cell capacities (1962)

6351
Silver Star:
award to members of Armed Forces for gal-

lantry in cold war incidents

—

hearing (1963) 13638
law (1963) 15156
reports (1963) 13537, 13775

Silver Summit Mine, rock drilling, Hecla Min-
ing Co., Shoshone County, Idaho (1963)
10937

Silverfish, control (1962) 1940
Silverman, Herbert M., collation study of

highly magnetic period, Sept. 20-23, 1963
(1965) 4185

Silverman, Melvin P., methane-oxidizing bacte-
ria (1965) 2811

Silverman, S. Richard, educating deaf children
(1965) 12384

Silverstein, Bennett L., naval hydrodynamics
symposium, propulsion, hydroelasticity
(1964) 18851

Silverton, (;k)lo.:

rhodonite ores, metallurgical studies (1962)
22501, 22508; (1964) 13118

south Silverton mining area, San Juan
(bounty, Colo.

—

analysis of plastic deformation according
to Von Mises' theory (1962) 11890

geology and ore deposits (1963) 8337
series (1963) 8337, 10287

Silvicides:

concentrated test on sugar maple (1964)
6748

weeding in West Virginia, field trial of tree
injector (1963) 20701

Silviculture, see Forests and forestry.
Silviculture Laboratory, Bend, Oreg., research

(1965) 2178
Silverware:
census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 3930
industry, foreign competition in U.S (1965)

6982
Simarouba amara, see Marupa.
Simcox, Craig D., charts for equilibrium and

frozen flows across plane shock waves in
carbon dioxide (1965) 16627

Simferopol, USSR, postwar development of
city (1962) 17998

Similar solutions for compressible boundary
layer on yawed cylinder with transpira-
tion cooling, errata (1961) 1327

Similarity type relativistic motions in case of
point symmetry, USSR (1962) 9915

Simkin, William K, nomination, hearing (1961)
7299

Simmonds, F.A.:
bleachability of clean fraction from aspen

semichemical corrugating pulp (1963)
19267

elements of wood fiber structure and fiber

bonding (1963) 15578
nonchlorination bleaching of hardwood neu-

tral sulfite semichemical pulps (1964)

18057
strength of some hardwood pulps and their

fiber fractions (1964) 12444
Simmonds, James G., in-plane vibrations of

flat spinning disk (1963) 1269
Simmons, Fred C., logging farm woodcrops

(1963) 23
Simmons, Henry B.:

plans for reducing shoaling Southwest Pass,
Mississippi River, hydraulic model in-

vestigation (1965) 19590
protection of Narragansett Bay from hurri-

cane surges (1965) 526

Simmons, Lansing G., natural function tables

for computing geographic positions on
international ellipsoid (1964) 10117

Simmons, W.P., jr., hydraulic design of transi-

tions for small canals (1964) 11593

Simms, Frank, relief (1965) 17496, 19081,
19348

Simms, R., behavior of thermal neutrons in

lattices of uranium metal rods in heavy
water (1965) 4259

Simon, A.C.:

active material retention in lead-acid bat-
tery, etc (1965) 14963

electrode processes of microscopy, investiga-
tion of battery plate conversion to lead
dioxide and sponge lead, etc (1963) 7369

Simon, G.A., new product development and
sale, bibliography (1964) 5678

Simon, George M., testimony, hearings (1964)
6526
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Simon, Kenneth A. digest of educational sta-

tistics (1964) 17914; (1965) 16088
instructional staff in institutions of higher

education, projected to 1970-71 (1963)
15432

Simon, Luba S., relief (1963) 9853
Simon, R.H., design, construction, and initial

operation of general atomic in-pile loop

(1965) 17091
Simonian, Nishan Der, see Der Simonian, Nis-

han.
Simons, D.B.:

bedload equation for ripples and dunes
(1965) 10990

some effects of fine sediment on flow phenom-
ena (1963) 10295

Simons, David G.:

B/GSR module (1965) 15225
heart rate patterns observed in medical

monitoring (1965) 13435
personalized telemetry medical monitoring,

etc (1965) 13433
Simons, Frank S., geology of Klondyke quad-

rangle (1965) 735
Simons, Howard, we know so shamefully little

about the moon (1963) 16413
Simons, Joseph W., control of direct sunlight

for comfort (1965) 16981
Simons, Marian E.K., relief (1965) 19376
Simonson, R.B., optimum methods for primary

working of refractory metals (1963)
7648

Simplified methods for determining needs
(1964) 6605

Simplified practice recommendations (1961)
5428-29, 9980, 11824, 11835, 13862-863,
16243; (1962) 240-241, 4698, 9011, 16444;
(1963) 4510, 4555-57, 9708-9, 11599-600,
13267, 18632-633; (1964) 1497, 5547-48,
11435; (1965) 19959

Simpson, Clark L., relief (1961) 7026, 10402,
12057

Simpson, Louis J., relief of estate (1962) 15123,
19244, 20965

Simpson, Marion E., cellulose decomposition
by Aspergilli (1964) 7951

Simpson, Thomas A., geologic and hydrologic
studies in Birmingham red-iron-ore dis-

trict, Ala (1965) 18210
Simpson area, Alaska, core tests (1964) 19782
Simpson Construction Co., relief (1961) 8875
Simpson, Sid, flood control project, see Sid

Simpson flood control project.
Sims, Claude C, hydrophone calibrator (1963)

21058
Sims, Joseph L.:

tables for supersonic flow around right cir-

cular cones

—

small angle of attack (1964) 14796
zero angle of attack (1964) 11360

Sims, Lecil A., relief (1962) 11337, 15327, 16693
Sims, Paul K.,

economic geology of Central City district,

Gilpin County, Colo (1963) 19311
geology of Precambrian rocks. Central City

district, Colo (1965) 6344
geology of uranium, etc., deposits

—

central part of Front Range mineral belt,

Colo (1964) 806
in Front Range, Colo (1964) 18106

Simulation and control of physical and chemi-
cal systems, USSR (1964) 18331

Simulation circuits, see Circuits.
Simulation of helicopter and V/STOL aircraft

(1964) 13322, 21826-827
Simulation of helicopter and V/STOL aircraft,

helicopter analysis report (1965) 6836
Simulation study of operational procedures

for civil turbojet aircraft (1962) 18757

Simulators:
air-borne target simulator for use with

fire-control systems (1961) 19901
airplane, minimum standards for approval,

civil air regulations, amdts (1963) 10106,
10108

Ames atmosphere entry, application to de-

termination of ablative properties of
materials for ballistic missiles (1963)
11006

complex behavior, for studying psychologic
problems in modern weapons systems
(1961)6723

digital, of aircraft systems, investigation
(1961) 20044

digital techniques for radar land mass simu-
lation (1962) 12563; (1964) 1528, 11489

electrical simulation in machine building,
USSR study (1962) 6022

electronic device simulates respiration rate
and depth (1965) 1429

electronic simulating devices, principles of
design and work, USSR study (1962)
18032

fixed-base studies

—

ability of pilot to perform soft lunar land-
ings (1962) 22585

piloted entries into earth's atmosphere for
capsule-type vehicle at parabolic veloci-

ty (1962) 22583
gravity, of lunar environment, for studies of

man's self-locomotion (1964) 9581
ground, use to determine operating charac-

teristics of small side-located controller

(1961) 1280
helicopter battery service (1964) 18810

human factors technology in design of simu-
lators for operator training (1964) 7648

internal environmental, for man-machine
system (1964) 5586, 15004

investigation

—

command reaction controls (1961) 9510
effects of various ways of utilizing rate

signals on control precision (1961) 4896
factors affecting design of stick pusher

for preventing airplane pitch-up (1961)
13474

launcher and missile, Mark 6 Mods 0, 1, and
2, description, etc (1962) 16090

motion study to determine VTOL
height-control requirements in hovering
(1962) 22587

nonmoving, measurement of human pilots'

dynamic-response characteristics (1962)
10523

nuclear reactor

—

development of equipment and instruction
manual (1963) 15014

Polish description of specialized computer
(1962) 7910

of 2 digitally-controlled instrument servos,
study (1961) 2622

physiological waveforms, produces signals
(1965) 8075

present-day, of animal behavior, USSR
study (1962) 12075

radar target, inoperative, procurement. Fed-
eral Aviation Agency, GAO report (1965)
7779

reentry environment, operating capabilities
(1964) 18723

satellite attitude control system using iner-
tia wheels and magnets, study (1963)
19930

simulation system, programming design
manual (1964) 11490

sonar operator trainers, requirements (1964)
16798
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Simulators—Continued

studies of attitude control for spin-

stabilized vehicles (1962) 20151
studies, manual control of vehicle attitude

using on-off reaction control system
(1964) 1473

study of active control system for spinning
body (1963) 3139

television multiple insertion techniques
(1963) 3217

training by simulation, lecture (1965) 3018
turbojet-exhaust with solid-propellant rock-

et motor for free-flight research, design
and evaluation (1961) 17691

see also Flight simulators—Radar simula-
tors—Solar simulators—Space simula-
tors.

Simuliidae, see Flies.

Simultaneous vs. successive presentation of

relative motion problems (1961) 2620
Sinclair, John H.:

bend ducility of selected refractory metal
weldments (1965) 11509

bend transition temperature of arc-cast
molybdenum and molybdenum-0.5-ti-
tanium sheet, etc (1964) 20583

effect of 2 braze coatings, etc., on 1200° F
stress-rupture strength of L-605, etc

(1964) 1454
Sinclair, W.C., ground-water conditions in

Fernley-Wadsworth area, Churchill,

Lyon, Storey and Washoe counties, Nev
(1963) 8351

Sinclair Oil companies:
wage chronology

—

1941-61 (1962) 18139
1941-63 (1964) 20433
1941-66 (1965) 14641

Sindhi X Holstein cattle, see Cattle.

Sindhi X Jersey cattle, see Cattle.

Sinev, N.M., address, Aug. 16, 1964 (1964)
20026

Sing, Jeung, relief (1963) 17083; (1964) 444,
1877

Sing, Rafael Chang, see Sing, Jeung.
Singapore:
economy, basic data (1963) 8383
fisheries (1962) 21780
household and commercial gas appliances,

U.S. market (1962) 16441
import tariff system (1961) 2029
living conditions (1963) 8382
preparing shipments to (1961) 20872
sending gift packages to (1961) 619

Singer, Joseph M., ignition of coal dust-
methane-air mixtures by hot-turbulent-
gas jets (1964) 7447

Singer story, how one company's visit USA
program fostered better employee rela-

tions and helped United States (1965)
16905

Singers, occupations, employment outlook
(1964) 7380

Singh, Jag J.:

finite geometry corrections to gamma-ray
angular correlation measurements
(1965) 2896

tables of X-coefficients and A factors for
triple angular correlation angular cor-

relation analysis (1964) 18780
Singh, Mohan, relief (1962) 6998, 7176, 11237
Single-sideband modulation using phase net-

works (1962) 5699
Singleton, Carey B., jr, agricultural economy

of Tanganyika (1964) 17910
Singleton, Eben L., reactions between man-

ganous oxide, graphite, and manganese
carbide (1965) 2817

Singlevich, Walter, relief (1961) 18799; (1962)
7164, 11245

Singman, David, flow-through porous elec-

trodes for redox couples (1964) 7664
Sinha, Naresh K., nonlinear adaptive control

systems wath storage (1964) 14777
Sinkiang Province, China:
economic aggression of Soviet Union, Na-

tionalist Chinese study (1963) 6971
geographical articles (1961) 19619
geography (1961) 15082
geography, Soviet-Chinese study (1962)

19833
Kazakhs and other minorities, suppression

by Chinese Communists (1964) 989
Russo-Chinese treaties and agreements,

1851-1949 (1964) 12863
Uigur Autonomous Oblast, Kirgiz popula-

tion, ethnographical information (1964)
11192

Uighur Autonomous Region, natural condi-
tions (1963) 10390

Sinkiang Uighur Autonomous Region, general
information (1961) 10862

Sinks, electronic modules easily separated
from heat sink (1965) 11457

Sinnhuber, R.O., effect of irradiation of mi-
crobial flora surviving irradiation pas-
teurization of seafoods (1965) 1851

Sino-American Development Fund, see
Sino-American Fund for Economic and
Social Development.

Sino-American Fund for Economic and Social
Development, agreement with Republic
of China (1965) 16870

Sino-Soviet bloc, see China—Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics.

Sino—Soviet conflict (1965) 10539, 12127,
13845

Sintered copper powder (1961) 11434

Sintered corundum (1963) 18519
Sintering:

accelerated, in vertical furnaces, USSR
study (1963) 12519

aluminum powder

—

SAP-2, brazing, USSR study (1964) 10975
spot welding with D16AT and AMg6 alloys
USSR study (1964) 2790

use in producing heat-resistant material,
USSR study (1963) 17994

weldability of heat-resistant material by
fusion, USSR study (1964) 20322

creep of metalloceramic bodies, USSR study
(1961) 4603

fission, boride powders (1962) 23020
fundamentals

—

5th annual progress report (1961) 18096
progress report, July 1, 1960-June 30, 1961

(1962) 8983
ice, study (1962) 17422
isothermal, of metallic powders under pres-

sure, USSR study (1963) 8604
lime-beryl concentrates solutions, purifying

experiments (1962) 12386
lime-soda for recovering alumina, structural

phases, progress report (1961) 2513
low temperature, fuel rods (1963) 16847
uranium dioxide (1962) 23061

manganese concentrates from Maggie Can-
yon ore (1962) 10454

manganese ores stockpiled at Deming, N.
Mex., and Wenden, Ariz., studies (1963)
1242

new process adjusts magnetic value of fer-

rite cores (1964) 13202
niobium powder, USSR study (1963) 2652
oxide powders and ceramics made from them,

investigation (1963) 9639
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Sintering—Continued
oxides by electrical conductivity method,

USSR study (1963) 8709
plutonium-uranium-dioxide pellets (1961)

16184
pyrrhotite calcine (1964) 1435
sintered aluminum powder, USSR study

(1963) 8546
specific surface area influence upon/ura-

nouranic oxide, reactivity/survey (1962)
23004

see also Lime—soda sintering.
Sinuses, rhythm, restoration by means of elec-

tric pulse, USSR study (1965) 11104
Sinusitis, sinus infection, description, etc

(1961) 17791

Sinusoidal vibration testing of nonlinear
spacecraft structures (1963) 19910

Sioux City, Iowa:
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 11916
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20609

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 2239

Municipal Airport, weather observations,
hourly, decennial census (1963) 20234

Sioux Falls, S. Dak.:
census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

10058
occupational wage survey (1964) 7409; (1965)

2795
departmental edition (1961) 4795; (1962)

6196; (1963) 3034
document edition (1961) 4013; (1962) 4898;

(1963) 2021

Sioux Indian Museum and Crafts Center, gen-
eral information (1961) 6208

Sioux Indians:
Brule, Lower, providing for individual and

tribal lands required for Big Dam and
Reservoir project

—

law (1962) 20909
reports (1961) 14396; (1962) 17177

Cheyenne River Tribe, South Dakota lands
in trust, permit sale

—

law (1964) 17277
reports (1963) 13617; (1964) 15722

Crow Creek, providing for payment for indi-

vidual and tribal lands required for Big
Bend Dam and Reservoir project

—

law (1962) 20910
report (1961) 14397; (1962) 21369

Devils Lake Tribe of Fort Totten Indian
reservation, donating land to—

law (1964) 1923
reports (1962) 13454; (1963) 9910; (1964)
496

Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribe, lands held in
trust

—

law (1964) 17342
reports (1964) 15491, 15781

life and customs, story of 3 generations
(1963) 19345

participate in clearing Oahe Reservoir area,
report (1961) 14696

Rosebud Tribe

—

placing in trust status certain lands

—

law (1964) 17322
reports (1963) 20576; (1964) 12105

sale and exchange of isolated tracts of
tribal land

—

law (1964) 1925
reports (1963) 9909; (1964) 499

western, quill and beadwork (1962) 19588
see also Oglala Indians—Santee Indians.

Sipe, Oscar E., jr., effect of Mach number, etc.,

on aerodynamic characteristics of
NACA 63A-series airfoil sections (1965)
16898

Siphonaptera, see Fleas.
Siphons:

principles, artificial-recharge studies. Grand
Prairie region. Ark (1963) 14032

vertical flow of oil and gas mixtures in

small-diameter siphon-type flowstrings
(1965) 18455

Sipple, Lloyd, arches and burners for oil-fired

maple sap evaporators (1963) 4341
SIPRE, see Snow Ice and Permafrost Research

Establishment.
SIR series (1963) 6017
Sires, see Bulls.

Sirken, Monroe G.:

comparison of 2 methods of constructing
abridged life tables by reference to
standard table (1964) 7704

guide to United States life tables, 1900-59
(1964) 1562

hospital utilization in last year of life, de-
velopment and test of method measuring
effect of omitting decedents from survey
of hospitalization (1965) 15017

Sirons, Janis, lasers for aerospace weaponry
(1963) 5852

Sirota, Louis, relief (1965) 12246
Sirte, Libya, ground water conditions in area

(1964) 6824
Sirups, see Maple sirup—Sugarcane sirup.
Siry, Joseph W., attitude determination for

TIROS satellites (1964) 13219
Sisal, see Sisal hemp.
Sisal hemp:
disposal from national stockpile

—

law (1964) 19425
reports (1964) 17529, 17851

stockpiling fibers, questionable need, GAO
report (1964) 21339

Sisco, Joseph J., address, Feb. 27, 1965 (1965)
7137

Siskiyou County, Calif.:

geology and ground-water features (1961)
6184

Mount Eddy and Shasta View asbestos de-
posits (1962) 10462

Sisson, Evelyn, relief (1962) 19040, 20773,
21309

Sisson, Priscillo J., relief (1962) 19040, 20773,
21309

Sister Myriam, see Krzyzowska, Marta.
Site indexes:
estimating system from stem analysis data

(1964) 8685
New Jersey sweetgum stands related to soil

and water-table characteristics (1964)
784

northern hardwoods in Green Mountains of
Vermont (1962) 23572

oak, on Belmont limestone soils, Allegheny
Mts., W. Va (1965) 7749

pine, Alabama, Mississippi and Tennessee
(1961) 5148

predictions for pines in Mississippi (1965)
10943

southeast Alaska sapling and pole stands,
estimating methods (1961) 7476

western white pine stands, 2d-growth (1961)
1648

white pine, southern Appalachian planta-
tions (1963) 6524

yellow-poplar site index curves (1963) 6520
Sites:

airport, selection, bibliography (1964) 6607
cherrybark oak, guide for evaluation (1962)

17603
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Sites—Continued

community center planning, Engineers Corps
manual (1962) 13754

Federal buildings, land acquisition, how and
why, GSA information (1964) 4774

industrial, how to make survey (1964) 1755
paper birch, requirements and yield (1963)

576
quality factor in regenerating black spruce

for investment opportunities (1961)

20769
reactor, engineering out distance factor

(remarks) (1963) 18605
selection, Army installations emergency

construction (1963) 434
small manufacturing plant, personal factors

in choosing (1963) 1461
see also Historic sites.

Siting criteria for HF communication centers

(1962) 14498
Sitka Magnetic Observatory, magnetograms

and hourly values (1961) 3976; (1962)

6851, 15002; (1963) 16959; (1965) 336,

10309
Sitka spruce, see Spruce.
Sitka Sound, aircraft accident (1963) 18709
Sitosterol, beta, effect on level of blood lipids

in patients with atherosclerosis of coro-

nary arteries, USSR study (1961) 19633
Situation (psychology):
Air Force officer effectiveness, importance of

factors in measurement (1963) 66
Siu Har Ng, see Ng, Victor W.T., and wife.

Siuslaw River, stability of south jetty, hy-

draulic model investigation (1963) 15458
Sivo, Joseph N., analog study of descents from

lunar orbit (1963) 3143
600-A band of helium (1964) 13644
Sixteen-day weather forecasts from satellite

observations (1961) 11561
Sixty books on housing and community plan-

ning (1963) 14040
Size cues and adjacency principle (1964) 13730
Size of place, social and economic data by size

of urbanized area and size of urban
place (1964) 11913

Skagerrak, northern and eastern shores, sail-

ing directions, change (1962) 7481; (1964)

1519; (1965) 18646
Skagit River Basin, floods (1962) 638
Skagway, Alaska, geologic reconnaissance of

West Creek damsite (1965) 9262
Skamangas, Emmanuel E., relief (1961) 10433
Slates, see Ice skates.
Skates (fishes):

general information (1961) 20748
Skau, CM., soil water storage under natural

and cleared stands of alligator and Utah
juniper in northern Arizona (1965) 668

Skeels, Harold M., effects of adoption on chil-

dren from institutions (1965) 7290
Skeleton:
bone and cartilage, tumor pathology (1962)

17355
correlation of skeletal growth and epiphy-

seal ossification with age of monkeys
(1961) 5296

human skeletal remains in John H. Kerr
Reservoir Basin

—

departmental edition (1962) 22976A
document edition (1962) 23296

Sketchley, Harold R., soil survey, Amador
area, Calif (1965) 18773

Ski outfits, hygienic evaluation, USSR study
(1961) 15029

Skibitzke, H.E.:
dispersion in ground water flowing through

heterogeneous materials (1963) 10288
extending Darcy's concept of ground-water

motion (1965) 728

Skid-rocker landings, see Spacecraft.
Skids (aircraft):

cermet materials for X-20A nose gear skid,
friction and wear properties (1964) 5877

made of various metals on concrete, asphalt,
lakebed surfaces, coefficients of friction
and wear characteristics (1962) 6279

wire brush constructed with Rene' 41 bris-
tles, friction and wear property, coeffi-
cients (1964) 19134

Skier market in northeast North America
(1965) 7133

Skies, radar investigations of reflection from
clear sky, USSR study (1965) 4989

Skiing, see Skis and skiing.
Skilled labor, see Labor.
Skilled laborers, see Labor.
Skilled trades, see Occupations.
Skilled workers, see Labor.
Skin:
B/GSR module, technic for combined record-

ing of base skin resistance and galvanic
skin reflex activity (1965) 15225

cancer (1964) 15050
cutaneous stimuli varying in both intensity

level and duration, absolute identifica-
tion (1963) 4502

effect of T-1 brand fuel, USSR study (1962)
23883

homoplasty, in burned, USSR study (1962)
978

gas exchanged through surface

—

determination, USSR study (1965) 6529
importance to human body, USSR study

(1965) 6468
histological changes following homoplasty

to burns of irradiated rabbits, USSR
study (1963) 2539

homotransplants, preserved by various
means, criteria of biological evaluation,
USSR study (1964) 20005

injuries induced by beta-radiation, effect of

cortisone, USSR study (1961) 11013
isolated heating on model of burns in rab-

bits, USSR study (1963) 17892
losses, effect on lethality, pathogenesis, and

principles of treating burn sickness,

USSR study (1962) 19976
melanotic tumors (1963) 6312
neural elements, morphological condition in

individuals dead from hypertensive vas-
cular disease, USSR study (1961) 4598

permeability, USSR study (1965) 7914
potentials, electrophysiologic characteris-

tics and interpretation (1964) 5905
proliferation and differentiation of epider-

mis, interrelationship between rates of

protein and nucleic acid turnover and
mitotic activity, USSR study (1962) 2745

quantitative changes in sebiagogic function
of sebaceous glands under effects of ace-

tone, gasoline, and white spirit in in-

dustrial workers, USSR study (1965)
9397

rabbits, morphological changes from local

ultrasonic irradiation, USSR study
(1964) 1030

radiation injuries, pathogenesis aspects,

USSR study (1962) 13981
respiration of cutis stored at low tempera-

tures (1965) 11233
skin vision, USSR studies (1964) 20254
strips of preserved human cadaver skin,

USSR study (1962) 7982
temperature and heat loss, objective criteria

of boundary between conrfort and over-

heating, USSR study (1962) 7942
temperature reaction during irradiation

with low intensity microwaves, USSR
study (1964) 7063
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Skin—Continued
temperatures in man, efTects of acetylsali-

cyclic acid on normal pattern of cold

defense (1963) 18481
tests for nasal allergy, reliability of results

of testing 100 airmen (1963) 7632
thermal burns in children, use of amniotic

membranes in treatment, USSR study
(1963) 15739

transplantation, Soviet research (1962)
23829

Skin boats, see Boats.
Skin diseases:

artificial dermatoses, caused by physical
factors, USSR study (1962) 7875

cold agglutinins and cryoglobulins in derma-
toses associated with effects of cold,

USSR study (1962) 15729
control, handbook, USSR (1961) 2429
dermatitis, caused by epoxy resins, preven-

tive measures (1963) 18289
dermatomycoses and current status as prob-

lem for medicine and veterinary medi-
cine, East CJermany (1962) 7787

5th All-Union Congress of Dermato-
Venereologists, USSR study (1961) 868

infectious, controlling, implementing decree
of CC CPSU and Council of Ministers,
USSR (1962) 5612

Kazakhstan, dermato-venerology, 40 years
(1962) 5836

occupational, in chemical industry, USSR
study (1965) 2644

physiotherapy and resort therapy, USSR
(1965) 867

pustulous, treatment with ultra-high fre-

quency electrical field and staphyococcal
antiphagin electrophoresis, USSR study
(1965) 7922

radiation dermatitis, determination of trace
elements, USSR study (1964) 16180

Trencin Conference of Dermato-Venere-
ologists, Czechoslovakia (1962) 7762

Skin diving, see Diving.

Skin friction (aircraft):

coefficients for inclined flat plate at high
hypersonic speeds in terms of

free-stream flow properties (1961) 9604
errata (1962) 3350

compressible average turbulent, calculations
(1963) 5612

compressible turbulent-boundary-layer, com-
parison of results (1963) 9187

friction drag due to streamwise injection of
helium, reduction study (1961) 4880

heat transifer relation for compressible tur-

bulent boundary layer with gas injection
(1965) 11504

laminar, parameters for flat plate at hyper-
sonic speeds in terms of free-stream flow
properties, errata (1962) 10495

local turbulant measurements on flat plate
at Mach numbers from 2.5 to 4.5, etc

(1965) 14831
ogive cylinder, drag due to surface rough-

ness (1964) 3023
turbulent

—

at high Mach numbers and Reynolds num-
bers in air and helium (1961) 8045

at Mach 3, effect of air injection through
porous surface and through slots (1964)
18757

boundary layer, effects of spiral longitudi-
nal vortices (1965) 2837

effects of surface omittance at supersonic
and low hypersonic speeds (1965) 6748

Skin friction (aircraft)—Continued
turbulent—Continued
reduction on flat plate by means of air

injection through discrete slots (1965)
1446

Skin grafting:
autohomotransplantation techniques used in

treating granulated wounds, USSR
study (1961) 15291

free, possibility of tissue acceptance when
transplanted on various tissues, USSR
study (1962) 979

homoplastic, preserved by betapropiolac-
tone, use in treatment of burns, USSR
study (1965) 7933

homotransplants of rabbits, prolonging life

span by means of alkylating substances
(1964) 10916

homoplasty used in treatment of burns, clin-

ical results of USSR study (1961) 19661
ingrowth of free cutaneous autotransplant

during different periods of acute radia-

tion sickness, USSR study (1961) 12957
treatment of burns, results, USSR study

(1961) 15626
use of cutaneous auto- and homo-plasty,

experience, USSR study (1961) 15239
Skinner, G.B.:

flame extinguishment, literature research
(1963) 11470

hydrazine-nitrogen tetroxide reaction (1963)
11475

Skinner, Snider W.:
agricultural economy of Ivory CJoast (1964)

10456
Congo's agricultural economy in brief (1965)

10728
Nigeria's agricultural economy (1965) 476

Skins, see Leather, hides, and skins.

Skipjack tuna, see Tuna fish.

Skipjacks:
Hawaii fishery, 1952-53, distribution and

abundance (1962) 5208
world resource (1964) 8599

Skis (aircraft):

jet airplane equipped with hydro-skis,
land-water operations (1961) 2570

Skis and skiing:

facts about skier market in Northeastern
U.S (1963) 18533

national forests, America's playground
(1963) 39; (1964) 39; (1965) 49

northeast North America, market (1964)
8019

skier market, northeast North America,
1965 (1965) 7133

skiing injuries (1963) 14672
Sklar, Olga M.F.P., see Ferrer, Olga M.
Sklopje, Yugoslavia, earthquake tragedy, U.S.

aid allocation, hearing (1964) 386

Skodje, Marvin T., water supply and plumbing
cross-connections (1963) 14678

Skokie, El.:

census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)
13952

population, special census (1962) 20551;
(1965) 284

Skokomish Indians, judgment funds, disposi-
tion, report (1965) 8840

Skolmen, Roger G.:

air-drying of robusta eucalyptus lumber
(1965) 664

Robusta eucalyptus wood, its properties and
uses (1964) 18082

wood density and growth of some conifers
introduced to Hawaii (1964) 19749
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Skolnik, Alfred M.:
contributions, etc., State and local gov't re-

tirement systems (1964) 13455
coverage of full-time State and local govern-

ment employees by group life insurance
and health or hospital insurance, Oct.
1962 (1964) 20800

experience of employee-benefit plans in 1961
(1963) 7430; (1965) 8283

workmen's compensation payments and
costs (1963) 1501; (1964) 3134; (1965)
3021

Skougstad, Marvin W., occurrence and distri-

bution of strontium in natural water
(1963) 5029

Skov, Eric R., EEG electrodes for in-flight

monitoring (1965) 15223
Skovlin, Jon M.:
cow and calf weight trends on mountain

summer range (1963) 10222
improving cattle distribution on western

mountain rangelands (1965) 18877
Skow, Milford L.:

barite, minerals yearbook chapter (1963)
18064

mica

—

materials survey (1963) 5469
minerals yearbook chapter (1963) 1209,

19846
Skull:

closed craniocerebral injury associated with
radiation sickness, morphological
changes in cat brain following, USSR
study (1964) 7320

endocranial cast of Bridger middle Ek)cene
primate, Smilodectes gracilis (1965)
13264

lesions in acute radiation sickness, conclu-
sion of USSR study (1962) 19760

regeneration of bones of cranial vault in

dogs as result of transplantation of

bone filings, USSR study (1961) 15232
surgery with regenerating bone, Soviet

book, conclusions and table of contents
(1962) 19872

venous outflow from cranium, mechanism
(1963) 11085

Skunk River:
flood control, etc., engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 18041
document edition (1965) 17469

Skunks, control (1963) 17463
Sky:

brightness, determining up to altitude of 60
kilometers, USSR study (1961) 10899

clear, occurrence over regions of Northern
Hemisphere during IGY, geographic dis-

tribution, USSR study (1965) 12629
cloudless, computing spectral distribution of

brightness in 2-parameter model of at-

mosphere (1965) 9744
mean sky cover, sunrise to sunset, monthly

and annual, national atlas sheet (1961)
6613

Rayleigh's data in airglow emission, reexam-
ination (1963) 16771

southern sky survey payload (1963) 7290
temperatures at millimeter-wave frequencies

(1964) 19171
see also Airglow.

Skyhook yoke, see Air-to-surface pickup.
SL series (1961) 3261; (1962) 3684; (1963) 3527;

(1964) 701-760, 4738-39, 8609-16,
15926-928, 18002-28, 19735-736; (1965)
9155-62, 10883-896, 16212-221, 18142-159

SL-1, see Reactors (atomic).

Slabs:
minimum horizontal dimensions for infinite

slab behavior determination, model
study (1964) 17950

Slabs—Continued
uses for (1964) 12452

Slaby, Jack G., laminar, etc., hydrogen heat
transfer and friction coefficients over
parallel plates (1964) 18763

Slag:
chlorination of titaniferous slags, study of

moving bed technique (1962) 14429
coal ash, measurement and significance of

flow properties (1964) 9495
composition, effect on melting of electrode of

large section in electroslag process,
USSR study (1964) 1237

copper reverberatory

—

from White Pine, Mich., study (1962) 10468

smelting to recover iron of low copper and
sulfur content (1964) 14762

crystals, glass crystal materials, USSR
study (1963) 655

dusting

—

electric-furnace in synthesis of spinel

(1961) 17654
refractory properties of magnesia spinel,

evaluation (1962) 10459
electric furnace for remelting steel (1961)

13188
frost heave characteristics of slag-fly

ash-lime base-course mixtures (1963)
12086

galvanizers' dross, use for zinc recovery
(1964) 11323

iron blast-furnace

—

industry injury experience and employ-
ment data (1961) 2477; (1962) 10440

minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 17660;
(1962) 18233; (1963) 18106; (1964) 18708;
(1965) 12957

molten, physical chemistry (1962) 5690
proceedings of all-Union conferences

(1964) 5954
rates, very low, blast furnace operations

(1965) 19864
titaniferous fluidized-bed chlorination (1964)

1436
titanium, investigation of electric melting,

USSR (1964) 5238
Slag (in boilers):

marine boilers, bench scale apparatus for
formation and removal (1964) 7649

Slash, see Forests and forestry.
Slash pine, see Pine.
Slate:
Caroline belt, geology (1963) 15602
manganiferous carbonate, sulfatization in

fluidized bed reactor (1963) 16330
Slater, Daniel W., winter-run CJhinook salmon

in Sacramento River, Cal., etc (1964)
8619

Slatick, Eugene R., mineral industry of Neth-
erlands Antilles (1965) 12898

Slats (aircraft):

automatic leading-edge, on 45° sweptback
wing, aerodynamic load measurements,
etc (1961) 19952

leading-edge, effects on aerodynamic charac-
teristics of wing-fuselage combination
(1961) 6307

Slaughtering:
beef on farm (1965) 15189
cattle—

in Federally inspected establishments,
special release (1965) 16882

killing-floor systems and layouts (1964)

9952
plants, improved methods and facilities in

Southwest (1961) 5266
selected markets (1961) 2813

commercial livestock slaughter and meat
production, monthly report (1961) 2814;

(1962) 3685; (1963) 3528; (1964) 3342
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Slaughtering—Continued

commercial slaughter, meat and lard produc-
tion (1964) 11647; (1965) 9964

humane methods, progress report (1962)
4484; (1963) 11441

lamb and mutton on farm (1964) 9941
livestock

—

industry, federally inspected, structural
changes, 1950-62 (1965) 19550

Louisiana Crop Reporting Service (1961)
2829

meat and lard production, etc (1961) 9797
monthly report (1965) 3605
slaughter plants, number (1965) 16888
veterinary hygienic inspection, specifica-

tions (1962) 2638
pork on farm (1963) 7564

Slavic languages:
Cyrillic alphabet, German transliteration of

proper names using (1961) 15034
Cyrillic words, Hungarian transliteration of

(1961) 15131

Slavin, Albert, accounting practices in small
firms (1963) 1483

Slavin, Joseph W.:
irradiated-pasteurized fishery products

(1964) 8087; (1965) 8562
low-level radiation preservation of fishery

products (1964) 8083
Slay, W.O., receiving grain sorghum at coun-

try elevators in Southwest (1965) 8436

Slayton, William L.:

remarks, etc.

—

Feb. 11, 1963 (1963) 5764
Nov. 1, 1963 (1963) 21151
Nov. 21, 1963 (1964) 9864

Sledge, Oliver D., calculation of frequency-
modulation distortion in linear networks
(1965) 14952

Sleeman, William C, jr., low-speed investiga-
tion of cable tension and aerodynamic
characteristics of parawing and space-
craft combination (1963) 14584

Sleep:

barbamil-induced, therapy in experimental
burns, USSR study (1961) 15217

characteristics in hypodynamic environ-
ment, study (1961) 3736

curative sleep, USSR study (1963) 7074
electric sleep treatment, effectiveness in cer-

tain occupational diseases (1964) 966
electrically induced

—

methods used in administration, USSR
study (1964) 7300

treatment of disorders of nervous system,
USSR study (1965) 14547

electrosleep

—

price list, bibliography (1965) 1935
therapeutic application, USSR study

(1965) 16464
medically induced, effect of radioactive phos-

phorus on content of proteins, residual
nitrogen and urea in blood, USSR study
(1962) 2681

performance upon sudden awakening (1962)
4548

Soviet research on teaching during sleep
(1964) 18198

therapeutic, effect on biocurrents of brain in
patients with hypertension, USSR study
(1961) 4643

Sleeping bags, cold weather sleeping equip-
ment, Army (1965) 173

Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore:
establish

—

hearings (1962) 5066; (1963) 15388
reports (1964) 2224; (1965) 15975

Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore Ad-
visory Commission:

establish

—

hearings (1963) 15388
report (1964) 2224

Sleeping car companies, see Pullman Compa-
ny-

Sleeve and cutter simplify disconnecting weld-
ed joint in tubing (1964) 13170

Sleeving (insulating):
new nut and sleeve improve flared connec-

tions (1965) 11451
Slemp, Wayne S., preoxidation treatments

effects on emittance of inconel, etc
(1964) 16684

Slice, R. L., solid state logarithmic video am-
plifier for pulse applications (1965)
13161

Slick Rock, Colo., heavy minerals as guides to
uranium-vanadium ore (1962) 5293

Slick Airways, Inc. accident (1963) 20369;
(1965) 1923

Slide films, see FMlmslides.
Slide rules:

basic operations, USAFI study guide (1962)
19405

circular, for calculating wood moisture con-
tent (1961) 19390

Slidefilms, see Filmslides.
Slides (glass):

Armed Forces Institute of Pathology cata-
log of audiovisual educational aids
(1965) 15240

microscopic slide sets, medicine, teaching
aids catalog (1963) 18549

Sligh, John L., jr., galvanostagometry, new
technique based on negative pressure of
liquids for investigating electrochemical
phenomena at electrode (1964) 5894

Slimes, see Metallurgical slime—Mill slimes

—

Phosphate slimes.

Sliney, Harold E.:

fused fluoride coatings as solid lubricants in
liquid sodium, hydrogen, vacuum, and
air (1964) 16686

improved ceramic-bonded calcium fluoride
coatings for lubricating nickel-base al-

loys in air at temperatures from 500° to
1700° F (1965) 6736

Slings, helicopter, improved external-sling-
load capability (1962) 6488

Slip casting of nuclear fuel elements, terminal
report (1961) 18093

Slip laws, see Law.
Slip rings, see Electric slip rings.
Slippers, see Boots and shoes.
Slipstream, see Propellers.
Slipstream flow around several tilt-wing

VTOL aircraft models operating near
ground (1962) 20145

Slopes:
development theory, lithologic variations

(1964) 12509
smooth bottom, effects on wind set-up in

shallow water, study (1961) 5950, 12588
Slot machines:

interstate transportation, amend law

—

hearings (1961) 17135; (1962) 7095
law (1962) 23240
reports (1961) 14662; (1962) 15162, 15190,

19152
Slots:

converging and diverging, flux patterns re-
sulting from free-molecule flow (1964)
20581

effects of dielectric covers over shunt slots
in waveguide (1965) 2878

Slovak Geographical Society:
activities (1962) 5708
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Slovak Geographical Society—Continued

establishment of East Slovak Branch (1962)
5495

Slovak Institute for Postgraduate Medical
Training:

annual report (1962) 5635
doctors who acquired special qualifications,

list (1962) 5634
Slovakia, see Czechoslovakia.
Slovenia:

People's Republic

—

agriculture, regional aspects (1964) 18352
anniversary of Society of Welding Tech-

niques of Slovenia in Maribor (1962)

12299
health legislation (1962) 9825

Slovenian language, Yugoslav abbreviations,
selective list (1962) 14407

Slow flight sense (1961) 13600
Sluder, Earl R.:

direct seeding scarlet oak in North Carolina
mountains (1965) 9191

white pine provenance study in southern
Appalachians (1963) 12192

Sludge, see Sewage.
Slugs (tokens), see Tokens.
Slum clearance, see Slums.
Slums:
and social insecurity in U.S., research re-

port (1963) 14700
children, help through headstart project

(1965) 10739
city, unemployed and out-of-school young

people (address) (1961) 11330
clearance

—

and urban renewal activities, N.Y regional
office Housing and Home Finance Agen-
cy, GAO review (1962) 23583

Atlanta regional office, HHFA, GAO re-

view (1961) 12768
local public agency letters (1961) 3629
local public agency letters (1962) 4030;

(1963) 3877; (1964) 3692; (1965) 3609
Philadelphia regional office, HHFA, GAO
review (1962) 9727

projects, cost sharing by Urban Renewal
Administration and Housing and Home
Penance Agency, GAO review (1962) 7459

urban renewal

—

manual (1962) 4422; (1963) 4270; (1964)
4126; (1965) 4037
questions and answers (1963) 11369
teamwork by citizens and government

(1961) 7532
workable programs for community im-

provement. Fort Worth regional office,

HHFA, GAO review (1963) 2333
relocation in urban areas, bibliography

(1961) 19436
Slurries:
barite and limestone, friction-head losses

during pipeline transport (1962) 22511
clay, electrical dewatering (1964) 16632
coal, pilot plant for feeding to pressure gas-

ifier (1961) 6287
coal pipeline, land acquisition, amend inter-

state commerce act, hearings (1962)
15433

coal-water, in metallic tube coil, gasification
(1961) 4833

equeous, of coal and granular materials,
bibliography (1963) 14497

gasification of bituminous coal with oxygen
in pilot plant equipped for slurry feed-

ing (1963) 1251
sand, friction-head losses during pipe line

transport (1962) 22510
viscosity data from lime soda sinter slurries,

method for evaluating (1961) 1236

SM series (1961) 5514; (1962) 9110; (1963)
11656, 13319; (1965) 19009-10

Smal, Anna, relief (1963) 18833; (1964) 1863,
2143

Smal, Jan, relief (1963) 18833; (1964) 1863,
2143

Small, E., summary of laws and regulations
affecting cheese industry (1964) 4195

Small, Norman J., Constitution of United
States of America, analysis and inter-

pretation, etc (1965) 5982
Small ammunition, see Ammunition.
Small animal centrifuge for chronic accelera-

tion studies (1965) 15224
Small arms, see Firearms.

Small business, see Business.

Small Business Administration:
activities, 1959-60, review, report (1961)

5803
administrator, nomination of

—

Foley, Eugene P., hearing (1963) 15377
Home, John E., hearing (1961) 4085

appropriations, 1962

—

general government matters

—

hearings (1961) 10330, 12501
law (1961) 14125
reports (1961) 12454, 14327

supplemental, proposal (1961) 18987;
(1962) 9188

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 15253, 21525
law (1962) 23243
reports (1962) 16956, 21493
supplemental, proposal (1962) 21237

appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 11874; (1964) 515
law (1964) 1974
report (1963) 11848; (1964) 511, 2082

appropriations, 1965—
hearings (1964) 10288, 15791
law (1964) 17386
proposal (1964) 19530
reports (1964) 10245, 21193, 21233

appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 10517, 14112
law (1965) 15511
reports (1965) 10497, 15929
supplemental, hearings (1965) 17680

bank loan participation plan, explanation,
etc (1962) 1804

bank-SBA participation loan plans, guide
(1963) 7425

budget, 1962, amendments (1961) 10223

budget, 1964, decrease, proposal (1963) 4729
business loan

—

activities, need for better supervision and
management, GAO report (1964) 6772

approvals, 1964, supplement (1965) 8268
credit requirements, loan policies, etc

(1961) 8187; (1962) 22786; (1963) 11271;
(1964) 20784; (1965) 20064

change name, hearings (1964) 2109
development loan program to help your

community, prescription for progress
(1963) 5717

directory, small business concerns interested
in performing research and development,
list (1962) 1808; (1963) 11270

disaster loans

—

for business, for homes, types, etc (1961)
20133

to restore or replace businesses and homes
(1964) 20785

economic injury disaster loans, etc (1965)
1603-4

efficiency and economy in operation

—

hearing (1962) 21211
report (1963) 7966
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Small Business Administration—Continued

Federal participation in unnecessary project

costs resulting from failure to properly

recognize effect of intercorporate owner-

ship, GAO report (1965) 9224
investment companies licensed (1962) 6450,

12690, 24086
Investment Division, reporter (1962) 12686;

(1963) 4144
key features of SBA's principal lending pro-

grams (1963) 9382
lending and procurement assistance pro-

grams, hearing (1965) 16051

lending to SBIC's and State and local devel-

opment companies, increase authority,

report (1965) 10481
library, selected acquisitions (1961) 17809

limited loan participation plan (1963) 20126

loan authority, increase, reports (1961)

20550; (1962) 15164
loan policies, etc., to small manufacturing,

retail, service, and wholesale firms

(1961) 20129
loan pools, sale of participations, hearings

(1965) 19486
loan program, new life for Smalltown (1963)

16559
loans

—

community development, prescription for

progress (1965) 20063
increase amount available, law (1961)

18593
privately owned health facilities (1965)

1606
SBIC'S and State and local development
companies, increase authority

—

law (1965) 15433
reports (1965) 10481, 12102, 14048

to State and local development companies
(1961) 5089; (1962) 11269

local development company loan program
(1963) 11267; (1964) 18940; (1965) 8267,

18755
loss on business loan from inadequate evalu-

ation of borrower's bonding coverage
requirements, etc., GAO report (1965)

7777
management and research assistance avail-

able to businessmen (1962) 22788
organization and operation

—

hearings (1963) 20505
reports (1963) 2038; (1965) 1991

participation loans, handbook (1963) 21104;

(1965) 18443
press releases (1961) 3582; (1962) 4241;

(1963) 4094; (1964) 3924; (1965) 3841
programs and services for small business,

publications (1963) 13043; (1964) 11602
promote foreign commerce of U.S.

—

hearings (1961) 17120
report (1961) 16970

publications (1961) 9742, 11553
booklets, sale list (1961) 2702, 17810;

(1962) 8632; (1963) 1487, 9383; (1965)

1608, 11679
free publications currently available

(1963) 9384; (1964) 1580, 11603; (1965)

1609, 11677
management, classification (1965) 8269
management and technical, free list (1961)

2703, 17811; (1962) 8633
reorganization, loan programs, etc., hear-

ings (1965) 17744
reports (1961) 6542; (1962) 3477, 16159;

(1963) 11266; (1964) 16856; (1965) 8268.
8273

review of operations, 1961

—

hearings (1961) 14757
report (1962) 2353

Small Business Administration—Continued

review of operations, 1963, hearing (1964)

6527
revolving fund

—

audit report, 1959 (1961) 6157
increase, etc

—

hearings (1961) 8976; (1964) 2109; (1965)

12164, 12313, 19302
law (1961) 18696; (1964) 6175
reports (1961) 16824, 17019; (1964) 467,

4464; (1965) 19277, 19427
repayments, hearing (1962) 11654

role in area redevelopment (1963) 9381
SBA and SBIC amendments, 1963, hearings

(1963) 12007
SBA loans at work (1962) 22787
SBA services for forest products industries

(1962) 1809
Service Corps of Retired Executives, mana-

gerial skills and experiences available to

small businesses (1965) 11678
services to small firms in selling to Govern-

ment (1962) 22789; (1965) 3016
Small business act, survey findings on tax

depreciation practices and opinions

(1961) 5153
Small Business Administration:

and investment act with amendments,
compilation (1962) 361; (1965) 387

small business investments-
act amendments

—

hearings (1961) 14453, 17119

law (1961) 18729
reports (1961) 16745, 16823, 17018

text, 1961, explanation, etc (1961) 20652

companies licensed (1963) 11278, 20129;

(1964) 1581
company program (1962) 12687

program

—

hearings (1964) 14018
report (1965) 1990

small business participation in Government
procurement, 1963, conference (1964)

12283
small business procurement practices and

programs

—

hearings (1965) 422
report (1965) 1993

small loan program (1965) 1607

starting and managing series (1961) 6544,

20136; (1962) 10645, 12691; (1963) 1491,

3326, 14690; (1964) 3127, 7731; (1965)

16854
Utah, SBA financial-assistance program

(1963) 1467
what it is, what it does (1962) 20273; (1964)

18942
workshops for prospective business owners,

announcement (1963) 21103

Small Business, Cabinet Committee on, see

Cabinet Committee on Small Business.

Small business investment act, see Business.

Small Business, Select Committee on. House:

committee prints, see also subjects.

Small Business, Select (Committee on, House:
committee prints (1963) 305, 2062-63, 18960;

(1964) 8402, 12157; (1965) 10561, 10704
hearings, etc (1961) 4051, 14505, 14757;

(1962) 400, 2342, 7102, 9410, 17133-134;

(1963) 9949, 15333, 20505-506; (1964) 415,

6370, 8401, 12155-156, 14018, 21214;

(1965) 422, 2021-23, 17744
creating, reports (1961) 5644; (1963) 4734;

(1962) 9290-91, 21137, 21155; (1963) 2036,

2038-43, 2045, 17119; (1964) 8330; (1965)

1990-93, 1999-2000
final report (1965) 2000
hearings, see subjects.
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Small Business, Select Committee on House

—

Continued
investigations and studies

—

authorization, report (1965) 4488
expenses, reports (1961) 5685; (1963) 2043,

6134; (1964) 6307; (1965) 5914
final report (1961) 4043

publications, list, 77th-88th Congresses,
1941-63 (1964) 12157

reports, see subjects.
Small Business, Select Committee on, Senate:
annual reports (1961) 5824; (1962) 11643;

(1963) 8055; (1964) 14109; (1965) 15970
committee prints, see subjects.

hearings, etc (1961) 1919, 5907, 10521,
19190, 20652; (1962) 426, 2378-79, 5072,
9504, 13705, 15456, 17347, 19400-401,
21574, 23422; (1963) 12029-30, 15402,
19069; (1964) 2248, 12283-284; (1965) 445,
9006, 12355, 17962, 19522

hearings, see subjects.
hearings (1963) 12028, 13825, 17335; (1964)

6527, 8457, 17891-892, 19607-608, 21244;
(1965) 446-447, 6069, 12356, 16051

investigations and studies, authorization,
reports (1961) 4073; (1962) 5028; (1963)
6269; (1964) 6460; (1965) 4572

publications, lists (1961) 1919; (1965) 19522
reports, see subjects.
reports (1961) 4067, 5781, 5803, 5824, 7234,

10464; (1962) 2353, 13624, 21509; (1963)
8055, 9977, 17242

Small Business Week, see National Small
Business Week.

Small Business, White House Committee on,
see White House Committee on Small
Business.

Small Claims and Conciliation Branch of Dis-
trict of Columbia Court of Greneral Ses-
sions:

amend act

—

law (1963) 17015
reports (1963) 13624, 13732

Small Claims and Conciliation Branch of Mu-
nicipal Court of D.C.:

amend act

—

laws (1961) 18598
reports (1961) 10485, 16733; (1962) 21048

Small craft, gale and whole gale warning fa-

cilities charts (1961) 2747, 11653,
11654-656, 13726-727; (1962) 16229-230,
22902; (1963) 13129-130

Small guns, see FMrearms.

Small manufacturers, see Manufactures and
manufacturers.

Small office automation, bibliography (1963)
11277

Small plants, see Plants (industrial).

Small town organizes basic services for its

aging (1964) 15171
Small Towns and Rural Counties Commission,

see Problems of Small Towns and Rural
Counties Commission.

Small unit tactics, including communications
(1964) 19214

Small wheat grower and 1964 wheat program
(1963) 7581

Smallenberger, Leroy, relief (1963) 9844,
13403, 13694

Smaller communities program (1964) 4660

Smaller War Plants Corporation, records, pre-

liminary inventory (1964) 20633
Smallpox:

description, etc (1962) 22741
vaccination, international certificate re-

quirement, poster (1964) 5665
Smelter Workers, International Union of, see

International Union of Mine, Mill &
Smelter Workers.

Smelting:
beryllium electrorefining

—

prototype cell operation (1964) 16639
studies of operating variables (1962)

12385
USSR study (1961) 13038

cadmium refining by amalgam electrolysis
(1964) 7434

Carter Creek, Mont., iron ore (1962) 8471
chromium electrorefining (1961) 1234
copper precipitator dust, laboratory investi-

gation (1964) 5483
copper reverberatory slags to recover iron

of low copper and sulfur content (1964)
14762

electric

—

furnace smelting for producing silicoman-
ganese (1962) 22508

manganese ores and concentrates (1963)
3078

Montana chromite concentrates (1961)
9470

smelting and gaseous refining of cement-
copper precipitate (1962) 3333

smelting of titaniferous iron ores from
Alaska, Montana, and Wyoming (1964)
18681

tests of titaniferous magnetite ore. Iron
Mountain, Wyo (1961) 9471

electronic, USSR study (1964) 12710
electrorefined vanadium, physical and me-

chanical properties (1961) 9464
electrorefining

—

beryllium, 2-cycle electrolysis (1965) 2820
columbium (1964) 18689
titanium, electrolytic methods of prepar-

ing cell feed (1963) 5488
titanium-oxygen alloys (1965) 6598
titanium ternary alloys (1962) 14441
vanadium in molten bromide electrolyte

(1965) 12949
zirconium (1961) 9456

electroslag

—

for use in machine building (1964) 9013
titanium ingots, USSR study (1963) 686

hafnium electrorefining (1961) 21193
high-temperature alloy smelting, etc., USSR

studies (1964) 2704
hydrothermal refining of phosphates in cy-

clone furnace, USSR study (1962) 2858
iron ore prereduced pellets (1964) 20499
iron ores, Utah and Wyoming, experimental

(1961) 13461
manganese

—

concentrates from Maggie Canyon ore
(1962) 10454

recovery from open-hearth slags and
low-grade ores (1965) 8019

metals by electron beam all-purpose device
(1963) 10848

molten-salt electrorefining of uranium (1964)
18690

non-ferrous metal refining opportunities in 4

corners States, study (1965) 5581
rare-earth elements; influence, on high-

temperature nickel-base alloys, USSR
study (1964) 1149

refining crude aluminum by subhalide reac-

tion (1961) 9468
San Manuel Copper Corp., Pinal County,

Ariz (1962) 23951; (1963) 3053
separation and recovery of cobalt and nickel

by solvent extraction and electrorefining

(1963) 5486
silicon tetrachloride and trichlorosilane,

high purity refining, USSR study (1963)
17886

super-purity gallium, new method of zone
melting for refining. Communist China
study (1961) 19474
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Smelting:—Continued

taconite in Mines Bureau experimental blast
furnace (1961) 6289

tin, tungsten, and other metals, recovery
from tin smelter wastes (1963) 1245

titanium, development of 10,000-ampere cell

for electrorefining (1961) 13452
titanium electrorefining, transfer of selected

metals (1964) 11341
titanium-refining cells, development (1964)

11338
uranium in chloride electrolyte (1965) 11395

Smelyanskiy, Zinoviy B., obituary (1961) 7654
Smicronyx, see Weevils.
Smilodectes gracilis, endocranial cast of

Bridger middle Ek)cene primate (1965)
13264

Smith, Allan F., hydraulic fluids in sponta-
neous heating of coal (1963) 10954

Smith, Allen V., Inc., President's "E" award
for excellence in exporting (remarks)
(1965) 13724

Smith, Antonia Longfield, see Longfield-Smith,
Antonia.

Smith, Arthur J., jr., Halphen's method for
secular perturbations in motions of ce-
lestial bodies (1964) 14902

Smith, Arthur L., fuel rich hydrogen combus-
tion system (1963) 10977

Smith, Barbara A.:

market for men's and boy's clothing in West-
ern Europe (1965) 216

principal sources of statistical data on tex-
tiles and apparel (1964) 17069

Smith, Betty A., relief of legal guardian (1961)
7027; (1962) 19265, 20720

Smith, Bryce A., relief (1963) 18817; (1965)
5850

Smith, C.R., measurement of blood pressure in
human body (1964) 11363

Smith, Cameron C, guides for supervisors
(1965) 14968

Smith, Carroll N., mosquito repellants, factors
affecting protection, period (1963) 13189

Smith, Charles C, jr., flight tests of vec-
tored-thrust jet VTOL transport air-
plane (1964) 16681

Smith, Charles R., and wife, relief (1965)
19197, 19409

Smith, Charles W., making your sales figures
talk (1964) 5683

Smith, Clarence R., tips on fatigue (1964)
13367

Smith, Craig, computer experiments with one-
dimensional plasma model (1963) 18576

Smith, Donald F., thermodynamic properties of
strontium chloride and strontium fluo-

ride from 0° to 300''K (1963) 20971
Smith, Douglas H., metallized teflon capaci-

tors, etc (1963) 9601, 18449
Smith, Edgar D.:

evaluation of UH-ID 48-foot rotor with

—

helicopter-armament subsystem XM3,
2.75-inch rocket (1965) 91

Kellet 60-gallon external fuel tanks (1964)
13622

Smith, Edward J., technology in broiler pro-
duction, impact on feed conversion and
marketing weight (1965) 17996

Smith, EHizabeth R., nomination, hearing
(1961) 4089

Smith, F. B., jr.:

application of time-optimal control theory to
launch vehicle regulation (1963) 11077

logical net mechanization for time-optimal
regulation (1963) 3158

Smith, Floyd F., controlling insects on flowers
(1964) 19063

Smith, Fort, National Historic Site, see Fort
Smith National Historic Site.

Smith, Fred M., calibration of Langley hotshot
tunnel with some real-gas charts for
nitrogen (1964) 5511

Smith, G. D., designing toroidal inductors with
dc bias (1964) 14861

Smith, G.L.:

boll weevil control with emphasis on early-
season and fall treatment, 1960-62
(1965) 1737

cost of cotton insect control with insecti-
cides at Tallulah, La (1964) 13565

Smith, G. Louis:
effects of magnetically induced eddy-current

torques on spin motions of earth satel-
lite (1965) 8089

magnetically induced eddy-current torques
effects on spin motions of earth satellite
(1964) 11389

torques induced by magnetic field on rotat-
ing cylinders, etc (1963) 5613

Smith, G.S., cardiovascular effects of refeed-
ing stress following starvation (1964)
7984

Smith, Gail D., flyback voltage regulator
(1965) 5216

Smith, Geoffrey H., relief (1963) 13474, 16988,
17230

Smith, George L:

character and distribution of nonclastic
minerals in Searles Lake evaporite de-
posit, Calif (1964) 19777

geology and volcanic petrology of Lava
Mountains (1965) 7801

Smith, Gerald L.:

midcourse guidance using radar tracking
and onboard observation data (1964)
9597

Monte Carlo computation of statistics of
midcourse velocity corrections for lunar
mission (1964) 11416

secondary errors etc., in optimal estimation
of space vehicle trajectories (1964) 7528

Smith, Gerald M:
Ranger VH, photographs of moon (1965)

6640, 19889
Ranger VH, photographs of moon, pt. 1:

Camera A series (1964) 21741
Smith, Gerald R., Project Social Studies, re-

port (1963) 17385
Smith, Grace, and others, relief (1962) 7028;

(1964) 8284, 12188, 13849
Smith, Hannis S., report of library service for

rural people (1963) 1693
Smith, Harold M., hydrocarbon-type relation-

ships of Eastern and Western Hemi-
sphere high-sulfur crude oils (1964)
21712

Smith, Harriet J., evaluation of lateral-
directional stability and control char-
acteristics of lightweight M2-F1 lifting

body at low speeds (1965) 18570
Smith, Harvin R., quality relationships of

American Egyptian cotton (1965) 8423
Smith, Helen V., railroad freight rate indexes

for farm products. 1957-63 (1965) 8446
Smith, Herbert D., biological control of citrus

blackfly in Mexico (1965) 61
Smith, Howard D., segregation of red salmon

in escapements to Kvichak River sys-
tem, Alaska (1964) 10573

Smith, Hugh M. (fishing vessel), see Hugh M.
Smith (fishing vessel).

Smith, Hugh M., how color of red delicious
apples affects their sales (1964) 4208

Smith, Hyrum M., guidance for children in

elementary schools (1963) 13852
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Smith, J. Donald, waterfowl status report
(1963) 4971

Smith, J. FYed, jr., geology of Capitol Reef
area, Utah (1963) 20732

Smith, J.H., design and operation of carbon-14
biosynthesis chamber (1963) 37

Smith, J.W., wind distributions, Santa Monica,
Calif (1963) 5588

Smith, Jackie B., relief (1964) 8267, 13864,
14042

Smith, James L., crushing strength and longi-
tudinal wave velocity in processed snow
(1965) 6133

Smith, Jean C, indexing and abstracting serv-
ices received in Interior Dept. Library
(1965) 6365

Smith, Jerry L., strength-moisture-density re-

lations of fine-grained soils in vehicle
mobility research (1964) 6599

Smith, Jesse 0., relief (1962) 9237, 13284,
13575

Smith, Joan J., relief (1961) 14173, 16921,
18519

Smith, John W.,
oil yields from core and drill cutting sam-

pling of Green River oil shales (1963)
19870

specific-gravity to oil-yield relationships for
black shales of Kentucky's New Albany
formation (1964) 20507

Smith, Julian F., guide to instrumentation lit-

erature (1965) 16734
Smith, Keith A., exploratory fishing for Maine

herring (1964) 8620, 10571
Smith, Kirkpatrick & (3o., Inc., President's E

award for excellence in exporting (re-

marks) (1964) 19362

Smith, Lee R., and son, relief (1964) 6236;
(1965) 10433

Smith, Lloyd F.:

care of pine seedlings used in breeding at
Institute of Forest Genetics (1964) 2386

controlling shrubs on wet slash pine sites

(1964) 8670
Smith, Lucille M., homemaker services, avail-

able help (1963) 13032
Smith, M., photography, PACAF basic bibliog-

raphy (1965) 15219
Smith, M.K, deflection of moving tires, center-

line deflection studies (1965) 10785
Smith, Margaret:

fitting coats and suits (1963) 13167
how to tailor a woman's suit (1964) 19074
simplified clothing construction (1965) 16968

Smith, Marion R., house-infesting ants of east-
ern United States, recognition, biology,
and economic importance (1965) 10091

Smith, Maynard E., panel presentation, Dec.
11, 1962 (1963) 1422

Smith, Michael B., basic data on economy of
Chad (1964) 14377

Smith, Noble F., and wife, relief (1964) 8277,
12179, 13853

Smith, Norman F., supersonic store interfer-
ence from forces on wing-fuselage-store
configurations, etc (1963) 12843, 14533,
16359

Smith, Orvel E., cross sections of temperature,
pressure and density near 80th meridian
west (1963) 11036

Smith, Patsy B.:

ecology of benthonic species (1964) 14342
quantitative and qualitative analysis of

family Bolivinidae (1963) 12230
Smith, Preston, jr.:

improved rapid method for determining total
lipids in fish meal (1964) 19724

sound and structural vibration (1965) 6619

Smith, Quentin M., experiment in dental pre-
payment, Naismuth dental plan (1963)
5684

Smith, R.V., choking 2-phase flow literature
summary and idealized design solutions
for hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, and re-

frigerants 12 and 11 (1963) 18191
Smith, Ralph G., panel presentation Dec. 11,

1962 (1963) 1419
Smith, Rex 0., ground-water resources of

South Platte River basin in Adams and
Weld Counties, Colo (1964) 12519

Smith, Richard G.,

living conditions in Greece (1963) 6592
relief (1964) 17701; (1965) 15572, 15882,

17345
Smith, Richard H., volatility and vapor satu-

ration of pine resins (1963) 19260
Smith, Richard J.:

atomic energy program, bibliographies
(1963) 18586; (1965) 4267

civil engineering bibliography on design and
construction of nuclear facilities (1963)
4485

reactor containment (1964) 5973
reactor safety, literature search (1963)

18587; (1964) 15284
Smith, Robert D., electrical resistivity of ce-

rium metal from 4° to 300°K (1964) 14761
Smith, Robert J., anomalous electrical re-

sistivity of palladium-deuterium system,
etc (1965) 2908

Smith, Robert R., war in the Pacific, triumph
in the Philippines (1963) 12820

Smith, Robert W., fatigue behavior of materi-
als under strain cycling (1963) 9152

Smith, Robert W., jr., thermodynamics of com-
bustion gases, computed compositions of

methane-air, propane-air, and ethyl-
ene-air flames (1965) 19859

Smith, Ronald H., development of radio-fre-
quency transparent energy-absorbing
structural element (1965) 14739

Smith, Rufus P., floods of Apr.-May 1958 in
Louisiana, etc (1964) 2430

Smith, S. H., jr.:

filtration of salt smoke from chlorate candle
oxygen (1965) 13192

modification of Ringrose carbon dioxide me-
ter (1965) 9829

Smith, S.R., talk, Feb. 21, 1963 (1963) 7538
Smith, Samuel W., relief (1963) 13510; (1965)

10448
Smith, Sonia M., relief (1962) 9247, 13281,

13572
Smith, Stanley, relief of legal guardian (1961)

7027; (1962) 19265, 20720
Smith, T. Lynn, presentation on Central and

South American population growth
(1963) 13663

Smith, Thomas B., operating procedures and
labor utilization in cottonseed oil mills,

1961-62 season (1964) 17905
Smith, Thomas H., maternal and child health

services (1963) 4599
Smith, W., temperature, pressure, density, and

wind measurements with rocket grenade
experiment, 1960-63 (1964) 20621

Smith, W. L., jr., reduction of postharvest de-

cay of peaches and nectarines with heat
treatments (1964) 13586

Smith, W.O., turbulence in ground-water flow
(1964) 6805

Smith, Willard G.:

wind-tunnel investigations at subsonic and
supersonic speeds

—

retractable winged re-entry vehicle (1963)
11007
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Smith, Willard G.—Continued
wind-tunnel investigations at subsonic and

supersonic speeds—-Continued

tailless fighter airplane model, etc (1963)

14528
Smith, Wm. Paul, measures of banking struc-

ture and competition (1965) 19624
Smith, Winifred E., service to retarded as so-

cial work education (1965) 1919

Smith act of 1940, see Conspiracies.

Smith Sound, oceanographic observations

(1965) 1937
Smithson, James:

bicentennial celebration of birth, proclaim,

authorize

—

law (1965) 15472
reports (1965) 14037, 15667

Smithson, Lee D., infrared spectra of some
oils, greases, etc (1963) 20296

Smithsonian Institution:

annual reports, 1849-1961, index-
departmental edition (1963) 5719
document edition (1963) 4671

appropriations, amend act

—

law (1965) 19155
reports (1965) 8844, 17892

appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 7124, 10497
law (1961) 14122
reports (1961) 7120, 10455, 14357

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 7076, 11648
law (1962) 18954
reports (1962) 9266, 11642

appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 6184, 9995; (1964) 10285

law (1963) 15158
reports (1963) 7939, 11951

appropriations, 1965^
hearings (1964) 6338, 8436
law (1964) 13904
reports (1964) 8288, 8420, 13951

appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 5950, 8972
law (1965) 13782
reports (1965) 8773, 8960, 12139

board of regents annual report

—

departmental edition (1961) 2706, 20138;

(1963) 1494, 20130; (1965) 3017
document edition (1961) 1864, 18776; (1963)

221, 18796; (1965) 1974
board of regents, appointment of William

A.M. Burden, report (1962) 15196

board of regents executive committee, report

(1961) 5096; (1962) 6454; (1963) 5720;

(1964) 5685; (1965) 5375

brief guide (1963) 1495
citizen regent, appointment of

—

Burden, William A.M.

—

law (1962) 16743
report (1962) 13652

Fleming, Robert V.

—

law (1965) 15471
report (1965) 8814

citizen regent, reappointment of

Brown, John N.

—

law (1963) 9809
reports (1963) 6094, 8086

Greenewalt, Crawford H.

—

law (1962) 11268
reports (1962) 7190, 9323

Haskins, Caryl P.

—

law (1962) 15061
reports (1962) 7189, 9322

Jerome C. Hunsaker

—

law (1961) 6948
reports (1961) 7071, 7224

employment of aliens

—

law (1964) 17407
reports (1964) 17551, 17806

Smithsonian Institution—Continued

expansion of exhibits, etc. relating to Armed
Forces

—

law (1961) 16602
reports (1961) 16978, 20544

First Ladies Hall (1962) 3480

History and Technology Museum

—

construction

—

final report (1965) 17759
dedication (1964) 9649

progress, reports (1961) 10473; (1962)

15399; (1965) 2034

National Air and Space Museum, naming
and construction

—

hearing (1964) 15824
report (1964) 15692

National Museum act

—

hearing (1965) 16050
report (1965) 15994

National Museum watercraft collection

(1961) 1342
National Portrait Gallery, establish

—

law (1962) 11280
reports (1961) 14651, 16666

policing of buildings and grounds, amend

hearing (1964) 12282
law (1964) 17250
reports (1964) 379, 15693

publications available for distribution, Dec.

31, 1960, list (1961) 17823
publications, price list (1961) 8147; (1962)

16121; (1963) 18279; (1965) 13223
report of secretary (1961) 5096; (1962) 6454;

(1963) 5720; (1964) 5685; (1965) 5375
scientific information activities (1962) 18344

Smithsonian annals of flight (1965) 2926,

9760
Smithsonian contributions to astrophysics

(1961) 6545-47, 9747-49, 11559-560,

15965-966, 20139; (1962) 8638, 22794-795;

(1963) 1496, 9386, 14692-694, 18310,

20131-132; (1964) 13449, 18943; (1965)

9917-18, 13260-261
Smithsonian miscellaneous collections (1961)

1466, 2707-8, 11561, 13664-665, 15967,

17820-822, 20140, 21365-367; (1962)

3481-82, 8639, 10648, 16161-163,

18449-452; (1963) 5721, 14695, 16560-561,

21108; (1964) 3129-30, 16859, 20793-794,

21869-871; (1965) 6902-3, 9919-20,

11683-684, 13266-264, 18759
Smithsonian miscellaneous collections and

special publications. May 1, 1952-June

30, 1960, list (1961) 8193
Traveling Exhibition Service, Daniells in In-

dia, catalog (1963) 3327
Smithtown, N. Y., hydrogeology of area (1964)

10655
Smode, Alfred F., human factors technology in

simulator design (1964) 7648
Smog, see Air pollution.

Smoke:
and mists, aerosols, USSR study (1962) 917

measuring wind profile for application to

missile-dynamic-response problems

(1961) 21230
salt, from chlorate candle oxygen, filtration

(1965) 13192
Siberian, haze of 1959, USSR study (1962)

15836
signals, submarine, handling and operation

instructions (1963) 7372
trails, for wind-shear measurements, evalua-

tion of chemicals (1964) 20586
wind velocity profiles measured by smoke-

trail method, Wallops Island, Va (1965)

16684
Smoked fish, see Fish and fisheries.
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Smoking:
and health

—

authorize research by Agriculture Dept.

—

hearings (1964) 8353
report (1964) 4484

bibliography, 1958-63 (1964) 11568
bibliography, 1963-64 (1965) 18720
regulating cigarette labeling, etc.

—

hearings (1965) 413, 8982-83
reports (1965) 10645. 13911

Surgeon General's Advisory Committee
report (1964) 5664
excerpts on smoking and oral cancer

(1964) 16845
quick reference guide (1965) 9893
summary (1964) 21858
what part will schools play (1964) 19641

USSR study (1961) 4661
and heart (1964) 14957

disease, research grants, National Heart
Institute, 1949-62 (1963) 18197

and lung cancer, note (1962) 3464
cigarette smoking, chronic bronchitis &

emphysema (1965) 18700
effect on output of epinephrine and norepi-

nephrine (1963) 16804
medical research and practice, exhibits

(1962) 3457
smoking and cancer (1965) 1512
smoking, health, and you, facts for teenag-

ers (1964) 19312
your teenage children and smoking (1964)

17119
Smolak, George R., altitude investigation of

can-type flame holder in ram-jet combus-
tor (1963) 5512

Smolts, see Salmon.
Smoot, E. La Ree, see Carpenter, E. La Ree S.

Smoothing data, see Numerical calculations.
SMS, Navy surface missile systems (1965)

8211
Smuggling:

border, in connection with Columbian peso
devaluation, Ecuadorian comments
(1963) 1005

Ecuador, operations and government control
(1963) 2690

Smuk, John M.:
furfural yield and decomposition in sodium

2,4-dimethylbenzenesulfonate-sulfuric
acid-water solutions (1965) 16281

rate of D-xylose decomposition in sulfuric
acid, sodium 2, 4-dimethylben-
zenesulfonate, water solutions (1965)
9195

Smull, T. L. K., nature and scope of NASA
university program (1965) 12982

Smuts, corn, TMTD used against, USSR study
(1962) 2881

Snails:

in home aquarium (1962) 21774
land. South America and Central America

(1962) 14518
Snake bites, see Venom.
Snake Creek National Wildlife Refuge, general

information (1963) 10198; (1965) 18140
Snake Indians, see Shoshone Indians.
Snake River and Valley:
basin

—

chemical quality of surface waters (1965)
729

surface water records to Dec. 31, 1963,
index (1965) 12539

water quality patterns, geologic, climatic,
etc. variations that produce patterns
(1965) 729

Burns Creek Dam and Reservoir, engineer
report

—

departmental edition (1963) 4837
document edition (1963) 4763

Snake River and Valley—Continued
Burns Creek Dam project, hearings (1963)

17183
fish passage reports, Bonneville, The Dalles,

McNary and Ice Harbor Dams (1964)
613, 17936

floods, magnitude and frequency (1964) 6822
ground-water flow system in plain, analysis

(1962) 9744
ground water in basin, irrigation use (1964)

15956
reservoir, construction at Burns Creek site,

hearing (1961) 7280; (1962) 4966
surface water, compilation of records, Oct

1950-Sept. 1960 (1964) 4821
surface water supply of basin (1961) 722,

19427
Snake venom, see Venom.
Snakes:
conservation notes (1961) 19330
poisonous, of world manual for use by U.S.

amphibious forces (1963) 16454
SNAP, see Atomic auxiliary power genera-

tor—Atomic energy.

Snapp, Oliver I., insect pests of peach, east of

Rocky Mountains (1963) 16732

Snapper:
red, fishing in Gulf of Mexico, use of otter-

trawling gear (1961) 6051
red. Gulf of Mexico fishery (1965) 18116

southeastern coast, U.S., trawling explora-
tions (1963) 8272

Snavely, P.D., jr., geologic sketch of north-
western C)regon, etc (1964) 18112

Sneezeweed, livestock poisoning in Western
States, reducing losses (1963) 14856;
(1964) 20915

Snelling, Myra K., relief (1965) 15577, 17361,
17798

Snettisham project:
Crater-Long Lakes division, construction,

hearing (1962) 15443
reports (1961) 6971; (1962) 17223

Sniegocki, Richard T.:

artificial recharge in Grand Prairie region,
Ark (1964) 817; (1965) 10993

equipment and controls used (1963) 10298
geochemical aspects (1963) 20740
principles of siphons (1963) 14032

hydrogeology of Grand Prairie region. Ark
(1964) 4809

Snieszko, S.F.:

basic list of publications in English on fish

diseases and parasites (1964) 15921

freshwater fish diseases caused by bacteria,
etc (1963) 4956

Snipes:
Wilson's, hunting, possession, transporta-

tion, importation, Federal regulations
(1961) 17245; (1962) 17519; (1963) 15535;
(1964) 15925; (1965) 16211

Snodgrass, Raymond J., concept of project
management (1964) 20987

Snodgrass, Robert E., contribution toward
encyclopedia of insect anatomy (1963)
16561

Snoqualmie National Forest, report, 1962
(1964) 2392

Snouse, Thomas W., sputtering at oblique an-
gles of ion incidence (1964) 9595

Snow, Donald L., space planning principles for
biomedical research laboratories (1964)
1563

Snow:
accretion on electric wires (1965) 6131
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Snow—Continued
accumulation—Continued
and disappearance influenced by big sage-

brush (1965) 12512
and melt in strip cuttings on west slopes

of Oregon Cascades (1965) 16254
and melt under certain forest conditions in

Adirondacks (1961) 12733
in (Colorado front range, influences of tim-

ber cutting (1961) 12745
in natural openings and adjacent pondero-

sa pine stands on Beaver Creek water-
sheds (1965) 16270

age hardening at South Pole (1965) 9060

arctic whiteout modification experiments on
Greenland (1962) 15518

bibliography with abstracts (1961) 10567;
(1962) 9559, 17423; (1964) 8511, 15866,
19652; (1965) 18022

Camp Century movement record (1964) 6588
chemical composition, northern Sierra Ne-

vada and other areas (1964) 15954
Colorado, early season report (1961) 11562;

(1962) 3485
compaction equipment, snow drags (1961)

8255
cooling of undersnow camp (1962) 15517
cover in northern Michigan, thermodynamic

studies (1961) 14807
damage correlated with density in thinned

jack pine plantations (1962) 17566
densification theory and its engineering ap-

plications (1961) 9063
deposition and melt under different vegeta-

tive covers in central New York (1964)
8649

drifting, scale model studies (1963) 4840
dry, theory of densification on high polar

glaciers (1963) 6362
dynamic response to high rates of loading

(1964) 12346
evaluation of snow, ice, slush removal and

disposal equipment for Washington in-

ternational airport (1963) 9454
Federal-State-private cooperative surveys

—

Arizona (1961) 3586; (1962) 3828; (1963)
4284; (1964) 4137; (1965) 4049
summary 1938-64 (1964) 18955

Colorado

—

and New Mexico (1963) 4285; (1964)
4138; (1965) 4050

and Wyoming (1961) 11565-566; (1962)
12697; (1963) 11288
special report (1964) 13460; (1965)

11700
early season reports (1963) 3336; (1964)

3141; (1965) 3026
Rio Grande, Platte and Arkansas drain-
age basins (1962) 3829, 16170; (1963)
4285; (1964) 4138; (1965) 4050

Columbia basin (1961) 3587; (1962) 3830;
(1963) 4286

Idaho (1963) 9391; (1964) 4139; (1965) 4051,
20075

Montana (1964) 4140; (1965) 4052, 13273
and northern Wyoming (1961) 3588;

(1962) 3831; (1963) 4287
including Alberta, Saskatchewan, Brit-

ish Columbia, Idaho, and Wyoming,
1922-64 (1964) 18950

Nevada (1962) 3832; (1963) 4288; (1964)
4141; (1965)4053
summary, 1910-61 (1963) 1502

Oregon (1961) 3589; (1962) 3833; (1963)
4289; (1964^ 4142; (1965) 4054
summary, 1928-61 (1964) 3136

Utah (1964) 4143; (1965) 4055
Bear and Colorado River basins (1961)

3590; (1962) 3834; (1963) 4290

Snow—Continued
Federal-State-private cooperative surveys

—

Continued
Washington State (1962) 3835; (1963) 4291;

(1964) 4144; (1965) 4056
Western United States, including Colum-

bia River drainage in Canada (1963)
9392; (1964) 4145, 15089; (1965) 4057,
18770

Wyoming (1962) 3836; (1963) 4292; (1964)
4146, 15090; (1965)4058

flow of air into partially-cased snow trench
(1964) 19650

forces on sphere accelerating in viscous fluid

(1964) 15865
glaciological studies in vicinity of Camp

Century, Greenland (1965) 10766
hard, Rammsonde for use in (1965) 10770
maximum water equivalent values of March

snow cover in North Central U.S. fre-

quency (1964) 21922
measurement in Colorado and New Mexico,

how and why (1961) 8196
naturally compacted, heat transfer charac-

teristics (1965) 16109
observations in Adirondacks (1961) 12731
on earth's surface (1964) 21278
oversnow transport (1963) 19138
penetration of plates in, strength measure-

ments of (1965) 16110
physics and mechanics of snow as material

(1963) 2190
polar, confined creep tests (1965) 7606
processed

—

age hardening studies (1962) 23457
crushing strength and longitudinal wave

velocity (1965) 6133
elastic properties with reference to inter-

nal structure (1962) 15514
on runways, supporting capacity (1962)
23458

unconfined compressive strength and ram
hardness, correlation (1963) 19136

profile data, analysis (1962) 15516
properties, engineer's study (1965) 6134
removal and ice control on roads and high-

ways (1965) 10773
removal techniques, survey (1965) 9065
run-off forecasts, western U.S (1961)

9754-55; (1962) 10656, 12698
scale-model vehicles performance, mobility

research study (1961) 8230
settlement and tilting of footings on viscous

foundation (1962) 17421
Sierra Nevada west-side zone, terrain fea-

tures of drainage basins (1962) 5261
snow and firn of Greenland ice sheet, strati-

graphic studies (1963) 2188
snow-imbedded and industrial black spher-

ules, comparison (1965) 508
snowmelt hydrology of Sierra Nevada

stream (1964) 6826
snowmelt, timing of streamflow, larger melt-

water flows come later (1962) 7444
snowpacks, characteristics, use of radioac-

tive sources in measuring (1963) 19259
strain gage instrumentation of steel piles in

(1965) 10769
stabilization for roads and runways (1963)

19135
stabilization using dry processing methods,

effectiveness (1961) 9065
studies at Byrd Station, Antarctica (1962)

9554
surveys, Alaska (1963) 9389; (1964) 4038;

(1965) 3404
temperature, relationship with soil frost

formation (1963) 10234
trafficability

—

in trenches (1964) 8512
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Snow—Continued
trafficability—Continued

Waterways Experiment Station research
capability (1964) 635

trenches, isothermal flow if air (1965) 19576
tunnels, production analysis of

cut-and-cover trench construction (1965)

9064
undersnow structures

—

Byrd Station, Antarctica (1965) 7607
N-34 radar station, Greenland (1964)

17941
upper layers of southern dome of Greenland

ice sheet, structures (1965) 506
variable permeability, isothermal flow of air

through snow pack (1964) 19649A
ventilated, heat transfer characteristics

(1965) 6130
ventilated, thermal conductivity (1963)

19133
visual resolution and optical scintillation

(1964) 12344
Washington State, surveys (1962) 22812
water yield losses due to interception on

closed conifer forest, analysis (1965)

14378
whiteout seeding procedures, investigation

(1963) 19134
zone lands, managing for water, California

(1964) 8688
see aiso Avalanches—Precipitation.

Snow, Ice and Permafrost Research Establish-

ment:
publications, list (1961) 4167
research reports (1961) 1947, 4165-66,

9062-64, 14805-808
SIPRE report (1961) 10567; (1962) 9559

technical reports (1961) 9065-68, 9069-70,
14809-811

technical reports (1962) 9560, 17428
Snow Mountain and its grasslands, Ck)mmunist

China (1963) 2514
Snowball quadrangle, Ark., Witts Springs

Formation (1965) 2230
Snowdrift Mountain:
phosphoria formation, minor elements in

bedrock soil, etc (1964) 801
southeastern Idaho, geology (1964) 12504

Snowflake, Ariz., ground water in Cloconino
sandstone, Snowflake-Hay Hollow area,
Navajo County, Ariz (1962) 9745

Snowmelt floods of Mar.-Apr. 1960, Missouri
and upper Mississippi basins (1962)

20371
Snyder, Carl P., refractive indices, etc., of

aqueous solutions of invert sugar (1963)

12897
Snyder, Charles T.:

hydrology of stock-water development

—

Ely grazing district, Nev (1963) 5026
public domain of western Utah (1963) 6561

Snyder, Curtis D., Project Fire reentry stage
after reentry-package separation (1964)
5515

Snyder, FVed:
radioassay of thin-layer chromatograms,

blueprints for zonal scraper (1964)
11864

zonal scraper, etc., for radioassay of chro-
matograms (1965) 4261

Snyder, (Jeorge L., petrochemistry and bed-

rock geology of Fitchville quadrangle.
Conn (1964) 18109

Snyder, George L., pillowed lavas (1963) 6560
Snyder, Norman R., relief (1964) 15475; (1965)

10449
Snyder, Richard G.:

biomedical research studies in acceleration,
impact, etc., comprehensive bibliography
(1964) 13732

Snyder, Richard G.—Continued

case of survival of extreme vertical impact
in seated position (1963) 4504

human survivability of extreme impacts in
free-fall (1964) 1791

Snyder, Tex., census of housing, 1960, city
blocks (1961) 18349

So you're going abroad, health hints for trav-
elers (1961) 1449; (1962) 18426; (1963)
16534

So you're going to hire the mentally restored
(1964) 7369

So you're going to hire the mentally retarded
(1964) 7370

Soap:
and soap-products, test method standard,

change (1961) 10620
bibliography (1961) 13860
census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 275, 8492
economic potential, made from fats and oils

(1964) 10455
effects of miscellaneous wastes on mesophil-

ic activated sludge (1964) 20973
fats and oils, decline as outlet (1962) 17374
floating white. Federal standard (1961) 1982
industry

—

outlook and review (1961) 3865; (1962)
6732; (1963) 4542; (1964) 4329

potential of radioisotopic methods (1961)
221

micelle-forming soaps in nonpolar solvent,
solubilization of polar species (1965)
13144

micelles, solubilization of methanol in to-

luene as measured by gas chromatogra-
phy (1962) 6353

oil-soluble, solubility theory (1964) 13334
solvent systems physical properties and

their relation to solubility parameter
(1965) 13153

Soapstone:
mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)

12960
minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 19892;

(1962) 20116; (1963) 18109; (1964) 18709;
(1964) 19874

production, etc., 1960, preliminary report
(1961) 2501

Sobey, Margot R., relief (1964) 430
Sobin, Irving M., Chemical Co., Inc., relief

(1964) 2002; (1965) 5871, 19355
SOBSI, see Central Organization of

All-Indonesian Labor.
Socarraz, Oton, relief (1965) 15865

Sochacki, Tadeusz, relief (1962) 19056, 20751,
21283

Social and economic cooperation program, in-

ter-American, see Latin America.
Social bases of political parties in France and

Italy (1963) 12435
Social climates in high school (1961) 5937

Social conditions for withering away of state
and law, Yugoslav view (1961) 10736

Social gerontology, see (Serontology.

Social implications of act of Bogota, address
(1961) 5108

Social insurance:
adviser and research analyst, examination

announcement (1961) 10100; (1963) 6027;

(1965) 316
disability benefits and rehabilitation in

United States (address) (1965) 3023
programs throughout world (1962) 6455;

(1964) 15088
Social Insurance and Taxes Committee, report

(1964) 1545
Social insurance research analyst, see Re-

search analyst.
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Social interaction, see Behavior—Group be-

havior.
Social life and customs, see Manners and cus-

toms.
Social problems, see Social work and prob-

lems.

Social processes at industrial plant and their

scientific supervision (1965) 18334
Social progress and philosophy, USSR (1964)

8879
Social progress program, Inter-American, see

Latin America.
Social psychology, see Psychology.
Social sciences:

and communism, USSR book review (1964)

5140
and construction of communism, USSR

study (1963) 3005
application of game theory to, bibliography

(1964) 9784
Army research task summary (1962) 145
bibliography of periodicals and monograph

series

Albania (1962) 11099
Bulgaria (1961) 13921
China, mainland (1961) 18151
China, Republic (1962) 4738
Denmark (1963) 7764
Finland (1964) 186
Germany, Soviet Zone (1965) 13645
Greece (1962) 9044
Hong Kong (1962) 13059
Hungary (1964) 6047
Iceland (1963) 1900
Japan (1965) 13644
Korea, North (1962) 14944
Korea, Republic (1962) 16478
Norway (1964) 8134
Poland (1964) 15324
Sweden (1965) 17226
Rumania (1961) 11888
Turkey (1964) 8133

classification. Library of Congress (1965)

9524
cvbernetics application, USSR study (1963)

10485
developmental activities of social studies

project, report (1963) 17385
economic and social implications of science

and technology, current projects (1962)

10564; (1963) 9250; (1964) 14987; (1965)
19984

elementary studies, unit planning and teach-
ing (1963) 13871

fighting task of workers (1964) 5217
foreign bibliographies series (1961) 11888,

13921, 18151; (1962) 4738, 9044, 11099,
13059, 14944, 16478; (1963) 1900, 7764;

(1964) 186, 6047, 8133-34, 15324; (1965)

7276, 8620-21, 13644-645, 17226
information resources in U.S., directory

(1965) 19814
Mozambique (1961) 13186
personality and economic sciences, USSR

study (1962) 23659
precision methods in social research, USSR

study (1965) 7915
problems of development under building of

Communism, USSR study (1963) 6955
proportionality of social processes. East

German study (1964) 10837
psychological science in USSR (1962) 11959,

15707
psychology, USSR translation (1963) 12316
research in gerontology (1961) 19429
research studies, completed, list^
Africa (1965) 8302
American republics (1965) 8303
Asia (1965) 8299

Social sciences—Continued
research studies, completed, list—Con.

international affairs (1965) 8304
Middle East (1965) 8301
USSR and Eastern Europe (1965) 8298
Western Europe, Great Britain and Cana-

da (1965) 8300
research studies in progress lists

—

Africa (1964) 20816
American republics (1964) 20817
Asia (1964) 20813
international affairs (1964) 20818
Middle East (1964) 20815
USSR and eastern Europe (1964) 20812
Western Europe, Great Britain, and Cana-
da (1964) 20814

social science and your career (1964) 20446
social studies, introductory, USAFI course,

exercise book (1963) 12035
topics of scientific research works in Siberia

and Far East, 1959-65, book review,
USSR study (1962) 961

USAFI course, teacher's guide and key
(1964) 8462

USSR-
Academy of Sciences, recent reports (1963)
8965

important achievements during 1964
(1965) 11239

methodology (1964) 9254
scientific applications (1965) 12752
social science, textbook for secondary

schools (1964) 12945
teaching (1963) 15451

Yugoslavia, selected translation (1961)
17460

see also Sociology.
Social scientists:

chart (1963) 1186
employment outlook (1962) 8412; (1964) 9409

Social security:
account numbers, issuances, survey of data,

1937-64 (1965) 9927

aid to the blind programs (1963) 2235;

(1965) 9075
amend

—

hearings (1961) 5758; (1962) 401
laws (1961) 8619; (1963) 11723; (1964)

13898, 17241, 21142
reports (1961) 5669, 5698, 7259, 8754;

(1963) 7971, 9869, 9989; (1964) 8304,
8308, 8316, 12229, 12232, 17833

amendments of 1960

—

analysis of benefits (1961) 6548
changes made (1961) 19161

amendments of 1961

—

changes in old-age, survivors and disa-

bility insurance (1961) 13667, 15917,
17775

hearings (1961) 7150, 10503
law (1961) 12119
reports (1961) 7110, 7119, 12278, 12438

amendments of 1964

—

hearings (1964) 17876
reports (1964) 13979, 15486, 17831

amendments of 1965

—

actuarial cost estimates (1965) 5376,
17747, 19322

analysis (1965) 8985
brief explanation of medicare, health
insurance for aged (1965) 15035,
15042, 18762, 20071

entitlement and benefits available (1965)
17755

health insurance for the aged, summary
(1965) 18767

hearings (1965) 7495, 10676
law (1965) 15451
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Social security—Continued
act—Continued

medicare (1965) 18230
prevention of mental retardation
through improved services (1964) 8143

reports (1965) 7464, 8792, 13945, 14055
summaries (1965) 7496, 14001, 15836
summary, condensed (1965) 12208
text and justifications recommended by
HEW (1965) 17921

welfare provisions (1965) 15157
1935-65, 20,000,000 beneficiaries on rolls
(1965) 14430

State public assistance plans

—

general provisions (1962) 21704
medical and remedial care (1962) 7303
staff development provisions (1964)

12355
compilations (1961) 4053; (1963) 2022;

(1965) 385, 396
print as House document, report

(1962) 19137; (1964) 19476; (1965)
19281

changes in old-age, survivors, and dis-

ability insurance benefits (1961)
15915; (1963) 5662; (1964) 13452

answers to a woman's questions (1965) 8279,
9924

are you getting credit due you? (1964) 3132
before the day, motion picture, advertise-

ment (1961) 5057
beneficiaries who have lived to 100, Ameri-

ca's centenarians (1964) 18946; (1965)
11686

benefits

—

earned by spouses of retired railroad em-
ployees not to be deducted from Rail-
road retirement act annuities

—

hearings (1964) 19606; (1965) 12188
reports (1964) 17583, 17611

for adults disabled in childhood (1963)
13049; (1964) 1588, 16861

future, ways that local public welfare
agencies workers can assure clients' eli-

gibility (1965) 4686
harvest of hope (1962) 18366
how to estimate amount, how you earn
them, etc (1961) 5054, 13612; (1962) 1747,
12630; (1963) 7377; (1964) 11609; (1965)
1631, 20070

if you work while you get social security
payments (1961) 5050, 11513, 20074;
(1963) 9305, 20133; (1964) 11608; (1965)
9923

instructions for representative payee
(1965) 1628, 11687

outside United States (1962) 16095; (1963)
18315; (1964) 7741; (1965) 20072

physicians, brief explanation (1965) 20073
replacement for lost earnings (1962) 6386;

(1964) 7737; (1965) 8278
services for children under title 5 (1964)
6057

students up to age 22, explanation (1965)
15036

widows at age 60, brief explanation (1965)
18760

you don't have to retire completely to get
them (1962) 1742; (1963) 5661

bulletins (1961) 3583; (1962) 4340; (1963)
4194; (1964) 4039; (1965) 3944

index, v. 22 (1961) 3584
statistical supplement (1961) 9753; (1962)

8644; (1963) 20137; (1964) 18948; (1965)
18766

career opportunities (1962) 22796; (1964)
7732

Social security—Continued

cards

—

adult education reader (1963) 7376
how to obtain and use (1963) 16562

commemorative postal card (poster) (1964)
18880

(^mmunist China (1962) 3237
contribution rates in countries of Americas

(1962) 16167
coverage for

—

American Indians (1961) 20076
clergyman, guides (1961) 2628; (1963)

10317, 18313; (1964) 9771
engineering aides employed by soil and
water conservation districts in Okla-
homa, validate, amend act
law (1964) 21142
reports (1964) 8316, 17833

household employees (1961) 9665; (1962)
1743, 6385, 24046; (1963) 9306; (1964)
7735, 9770; (1965) 1629

policemen and firemen in Maine, report
(1962) 21166

Cuba (1962) 22199
disabilitv benefits, rights and responsibili-

ties of recipients (1965) 8286
disability insurance program, facts and

figures (1962) 24047; (1963) 13045; (1964)
1585, 15083; (1965) 11688

disability provisions

—

general information (1965) 8281
how disabled must you be? (1961) 5053;

(1962) 8582; (1964) 1584; (1965) 6905
domestic workers paid $50 in wages in 3

mos. earn social security (1962) 12627;
(1963) 20134

earnings of over $1200 affect benefit pay-
ments for the year, wall chart (1962)
3442

earnings record (1961) 6478, 9667, 15916;
(1962) 1750, 24049; (1964) 5687, 18947;
(1965) 11691, 16859

employer's tax guide (1964) 6837
equality of treatment of nationals and non-

nationals, ILO convention adopted
(1964) 1994

essentials (1962) 22691; (1964) 9773
European systems, U.S. system 1965, etc

(1965) 17449
fact book (1961) 5059
fact sheet, services for children (1964) 6057
family's stake in benefits (1962) 6390
farm families, questions and answers about

old-age, survivors, and disability insur-

ance benefits (1961) 5052, 20075
farm people

—

and old-age, survivors, and disability in-

surance in U.S., nature and scope of

program (1963) 11285
retirement test (1961) 2626; (1962) 12628

farm statistics, 1955-61 (1965) 15043
farmers

—

self-employed
are you getting credit due you? (1961)

2630; (1962) 1746; (1963) 1376, 18314;
(1964) 1587, 21875

information (1962) 1749; (1964) 5688
self-employment taxes, guide (1965) 764

Federal employment, gaps in retirement,

etc., protection, possible adjustments
(1965) 19324

Federal tax guide for employers in Virgin
Islands, Guam and American Samoa
(1962) 21859

financing your social security benefits (1962)

10581; (1963) 5663; (1964) 1586, 15084;
(1965) 11689
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Social security—Continued

for your g^reater security, old age and
survivors insurance (1961) 1412

foreiKH

—

benefits available before normal pensiona-
ble age (1965) 18765

developments (1963) 1499, 9387
programs, medical benefits for old-age
pensioners (1962) 22801

recent developments (1965) 1633, 6910,

15037
France, social security and social services

(196.5) 5380
handbook (1963) 11283
supplement, explains changes made by
amendments of 1960 (1961) 8129

health insurance benefits for older persons,
message from the President (1961) 5605;
(1962) 6975

help or information, list of social security
district offices (1962) 24048; (1965) 11690

information for crew leaders and farmers
(1961) 6477; (1964) 20797

international comparison of ratios of social
security expenditures to gross national
product (1965)6911

Joe Wheeler finds job and learns about so-

cial security law provisions (1964) 13452
ministers, elect coverage, extend time, amend

law (1964) 21142
report (1964) 8316, 17833

minor and incompetent beneficiaries, inade-
quacies in their behalf, etc., GAO report
(1965) 6273

nonprofit organizations and their employees,
how it works (1961) 5056, 5058; (1962)
6387; (1963) 13046

non-United States citizen employees, cover-
age, agreement with Philippines (1964)
3147

now that you are retiring, general informa-
tion (1962) 6392; (1963) 13048, 21111

old age, survivors and disability insurance,
long range cost estimates under 1956
amendments (1964) 9769

payments

—

older people who are working, questions
and answers (1962) 3441

working people past retirement age, ques-
tions and answers (1961) 5051

working people past 62 years, questions
and answers (1961) 15913

programs

—

disability insurance benefits, don't guess
about your rights (1963) 11286

in other countries, recent developments
(1962) 20279

in Soviet Union, reports (1961) 2710
in United States (1964) 18949; (1965) 5381
medical care for the aged, hearings (1964)
6371

throughout world (1962) 6455; (1964) 15088
public assistance (1961) 20088; (1962) 21703
public welfare, amendments of 1962

—

hearings (1962) 7106, 13676
implementation, current progress, future
prospects (1965) 6990

law (1962) 16769
reports (1962) 7065, 7070, 13654, 16963
summary, etc (1962) 13674

publications

—

price lists (1962) 12657; (1963) 12980;
(1964) 13390; (1965) 16806

selected Hsts (1961) 21291; (1962) 8583
reader for English classes for foreign-born

adults (1963) 11282
regulations (1961) 1467, 2709, 5097, 8194,

17824, 21369; (1962) 3483, 8640-43,
12696, 16164; (1964) 7738

Social security—Continued
research and statistics legislative notes

(1962) 184.53-454; (1963) 1497-98; (1965)
1632-33

research and statistics notes (1961) 9752;
(1962) 1815, .3484, 16165-169, 18455-456.
20278-280, 22798-802; (1963) 1499-1501,
3329-32, 7430-31, 9387, 11287, 14698-699,
16563, 20136, 21113; (1964) 1.589,

3133-34, 5690-91, 7739-40, 9774,
13454-455, 15086-87, 16862, 20799-800,
21876; (1965) 3019-21, 5378, 6907-11,
8283-85, 9927, 11693-694, 15037-40, 18765

decision, exploratory essay (1965) 15041
or survivor benefits, rights and responsi-

bilities of recipients (1965) 8287
test for farm people (1962) 12628

right to question decision made on your
claim (1962) 1748; (1963) 11284; (1964)
20798

rulings on Federal old-age, survivors, and
disability insurance (1961) 3585; (1962)
4341, 10649; (1963) 4195, 5722; (1964)
4040, 7742; (1965) 3945, 6912

self-employed

—

information leaflets (1962) 1741, 12626;
(1963) 7374; (1964) 7736, 21872

employment and earnings (1964) 16863
self employment (1961) 2625
service area directory (1964) 1590; (1965)

3022
servicemen and veterans (1961) 9666; (1962)

1744; (1963) 7375; (1965) 1630
social insurance disability benefits and reha-

bilitation in United States (address)
(1965)3023

social security numbers, use as taxpayers
identifying account numbers, amend in-
ternal revenue code

—

law (1961) 18766

reports (1961) 18827, 19124
State and local governments, employees,

how they get credit (1962) 10580
State public assistance plans, staff develop-

ment provisions (1965) 16137
status and recommendations for improve-

ment, report of Advisory Council (1965)
15044

suggested outline for studying (1963) 9308
tax guide for household employers (1963) 626
teaching aids, free (1965) 9925
three who came back! (1961) 8128; (1963)

21110; (1965)8282
tips as wages under social security, brief

explanation (1965) 18768
trust funds, status (1963) 18316
what if you're disabled? social security disa-

bility benefits (1961) 15914
what you can expect from your district of-

fices (1962) 8.584; (1964) 15085
what you need to know about disability in-

surance benefits (1963) 21109; (1964)
21873

when (poster) (1962) 6391

your check (1962) 8585; (1963) 9309; (1964)

11610; (1965) 6906
your social security, Federal old-age survi-

vors and disability insurance, basic in-

formation (1961) 8127; (1962) 6388,
12629; (1963) 11281, 13047; (1964) 3131,
9772, 21874; (1965) 20069

see also Disability insurance—Old age, sur-

vivors and disability insurance—Public
assistance—Survivors insurance—Un-
employment insurance.

Social Security Administration:
Accounting Operations Division

—

electronic data processing (1964) 13451
recordkeeping (1964) 13453
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Social Security Administration—Continued

notes (1965) 1615-27, 8275-76, 9921-22,
13265, 16856-858

study series (1961) 6548, 9751; (1963)
14696-697, 18311; (1964) 9769; (1965)
5376, 11685, 20068

appropriations, 1961, supplemental, propos-
al (1961) 7159

cooperative research and demonstration

—

grant program (1962) 18457
projects in aging (1964) 7848

issuances of social security account num-
bers, survey of data, 1937-64 (1965) 9927

professional opportunities (1963) 20135;
(196.5) 11692

public assistance, report (1962) 21703
recipients of social security payments on

behalf of minors, etc., inadequacies in

selection, GAO report (1965) 6273
regulations (1961) 1467, 2709, 5097, 8194,

17824, 21369; (1962) 3483, 8640-43,
12696, 16164; (1964) 7738

research

—

program, report of advisory group (1961)
20142

reports and research and statistics notes,
index (1964) 7733; (1965) 6904

supervisory training course, interviewing
and counseling (1964) 15082

unnecessary rental costs from delay in pur-
chasing components of 2 automatic data
processing systems, GAO report (1965)
7790

Social service, see Social work and problems.
Social studies, see Social sciences.

Social surveys, social and economic dispari-
ties, intergovernmental relations in cen-
tral cities and suburbs (1965) 8387

Social welfare, see Social work and problems.
Social work and problems:
aging, local community organization of pro-

grams in aging, reports from White
House Conference on Aging (1961) 19431

American social and economic revolution,
for whose benefit? (address) (1964) 18607

ARA research program (1964) 13664
Army social work handbook, technical man-

ual (1962) 6681
aspects of automation (address) (1961) 21149
automation and growing demand for work-

ers in social welfare (address) (1961)
21146

breakthrough, play about careers in public
welfare (1965) 18845

careers in Federal agencies and D.C. (gov-

ernment, examination announcement
(1965) 13674

catalog of exhibits on public welfare (1965)
11794

characteristics

—

associated with receipt or nonreceipt of
financial aid from welfare agencies
(1965) 16920

of 144,700 welfare benefit plans (1962)
12331

child welfare and family service agencies,
staff losses, study (1961) 3955

child welfare workers, training for place-

ment responsibilities (1963) 4601
children and youth, tensions of our age de-

mand increased services (1962) 14978
children receiving aid to families with de-

pendent children, coordination in loca-

tion of absent parents, report of meet-
ing (1964) 4672

citizen's role in social welfare policy (1963)
20364

Social work and problems—Continued
civil defense emergency welfare services,

role of voluntary agencies (1963) 21178
community service (address) (1965) 7019
converging trends, emerging problems (1964)

11713
Cooperative Research and Demonstration

Grants Program

—

policy, procedures, etc (1964) 20880
projects aided, list (1965) 15154

correctional treatment specialist, career
opportunities (1965) 14979

development and urbanization (1963) 2439
economic manpower and social welfare (pa-

per) (1965) 14643
economics and public welfare (paper) (1964)

7373
emergency social service (1965) 19003
emergency welfare services, developmental

plan, guide for local public welfare de-

partment (1965) 12419
Spanish edition (1965) 19594

field instruction for graduate schools, sum-
mer employment of undergraduates, etc.,

guides (1964) 13533
France, social security and social services

(1965) 5380
grants for research and demonstrations in

social welfare (1964) 21924
graduate schools, field instruction guides

(1963) 13044
group services in public welfare, guides for

administration and program develop-
ment (1964) 19666

health, education, and welfare services in

public housing community (1963) 19339
helping people in groups, 6 background pa-

pers from Workshop on Group Services
(1965) 16138

homemaker service

—

and social welfare (1965) 18846
in public welfare. North Carolina experi-

ence (1965) 4688
International

—

Seminar on Social Welfare Administration
and Planning (1965) 8370

social welfare manpower conference, pro-
ceedings (1965) 11801

joint conference on relationships of planning
councils and public welfare agencies,
summary (1965) 5477

licensing responsibility in public welfare
(1965) 7293

local public welfare administrators, training
guide (1965) 4687

low income groups, new welfare programs
(1965) 14428, 19687

Mali, public health and social affairs, semi-

nar reports (1964) 21583
mentally retarded

—

child, guide to services of agencies (1963)
13312

report of President's Panel (1964) 15029
methodology and scores of socioeconomic

status, description of CB measures used
in 1960 census program (1963) 16911

national trends (1965) 4872
national welfare needs, role of voluntary

agencies, 6th Inter-Faith Consultation,
minutes (1964) 12532

new directions, current and emerging issues,

background papers (1963) 15622
new frontiers in human welfare (remarks)

(1963) 19338
nonmetropolitan territories, social policy

concerning, ILO convention and recom-
mendations, text (1963) 20457

planning for community needs in health,

education, and welfare (1963) 19333
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Social work and problems—Continued
poverty, closer working relationship be-

tween social workers and Government
action at all levels, city, State and na-
tional (address) (1962) 4568

problems of American community (remarks)
(1963) 21151

projects aided under Cooperative Research
and Demonstration Grants Program
(1964) 15170

protective services for elderly people (1964)
13379

public assistance programs, standards for
caseload determination (1961) 21300

public child welfare agencies, characteris-
tics of children who receive services

(1961) 3957
public-voluntary service, new alignments

(address) (1964) 1659
public welfare

—

agencies, staff development (1963) 16696
amendments of 1962 (1962) 18454
career opportunities, summer work experi-

ence for college students (1964) 9885-86
code of Federal regulations (1961) 6013;

(1962) 9630; (1963) 6432
conditions and programs, reference facts

(1964) 8789; (1965) 6353
information programs, report of meeting,
June 11-12, 1964 (1964) 16923

programs and possibilities (address) (1964)
9889

public welfare and economic opportunity
act (address) (1965) 15151

research and statistics (1964) 20882
role in day care for children (1962) 16585
role in war on poverty (1964) 19028
State salary ranges (1963) 19340
workers, social work concepts (1965) 531

research relating to children, studies in

progress (1961) 296, 10088; (1963) 176,

11647; (1964) 17120; (1965) 17231
school dropout programs in public welfare,

1963, report (1964) 1660
school services (1964) 10472
self-administration development in Yugoslav

public services (1961) 13023
service to retarded as social work education

(1965) 1919
social change through social welfare and the

law (remarks) (1965) 10344
social insurance, public assistance, etc.,

trends (1961) 10698
social welfare

—

Federal legislation, 1961-65 (1965) 11800
in changing world, place in process of de-

velopment (1965) 5476
in community development programs

(1962) 21872
in country development (address) (1964)

19029
programs, future role and function in free

society, 5th Inter-Faith Consultation,
minutes (1964) 6830

programs in United States (1964) 20801
social worker takes a case into court, res-

ponsibilities, etc (1962) 16586
South in transition, social change (remarks)

(1965) 13736
State salary ranges in public welfare (1962)

13885
trends (1962) 19576; (1963) 19334
traineeships for graduate study, 1965-66

(1965) 20135
training syllabus for social services in emer-

gency conditions (1965) 18057
undergraduate students, field experience and

summer employment (1963) 13044
United States experience in meeting needs of

children, etc (1964) 7856

Social work and problems—Contini ed
unmarried mothers, use of social services

(1963) 6011
urban development, social aspects, seminar

(1964) 7855
USSR concrete social research, studies

(1965) 11222
voluntary welfare agencies, fund-raising

within Federal service, manual (1964)
3705; (1965) 3623, 8661, 11971

volunteer services for older people, annotat-
ed bibliography (1962) 21844

welfare

—

and medical services, improving coordina-
tion (1965) 13661

efforts with modern theories of communi-
cation (1964) 4360

etc., indicators (1961) 3296; (1962) 3920;
(1963) 3765; (1964) 3570; (1965) 3484

expenditures under public programs, pre-
liminary estimates, 1963-64 (1964) 16862

international development programs, con-
tribution of Welfare Administration
(1963) 20250

institutions, civil defense guide (1965) 1925
our common cause (address) (1964) 1661
trends. State data and rankings (1965)

14425
work, needs in the 1960's (address) (1962)
20058

what social services offer to patients who
undergo cardiac surgery (1965) 3006

what we do today will determine course
America will follow tomorrow (remarks)
(1965) 11627

workers in local public welfare agencies,
ways to assure their clients' eligibility

for future social security benefits (1965)
4686

Social workers:
American social workers abroad (1964)

11710
bibliography on mental retardation for so-

cial workers (1965) 4365
career opportunities. Veterans' Administra-

tion (1965) 322
casework services in public assistance medi-

cal care (1962) 12693; (1965) 18053
caseworker's manual, guides to improving

(1965) 530
child welfare and family service agencies,

study of staff losses (1961) 3955
child welfare workers, training for place-

ment responsibilities (1963) 4601
correctional, examination announcement

(1962) 16614; (1963) 9761
employment outlook (1961) 13736; (1962)

8413; (1964) 9410
examination announcements (1961) 315-317,

322, 11997; (1963) 7781, 18724; (1964)
8163; (1965) 13670, 13674

indigenous personnel, problems and promise
in use of (speech) (1965) 10007

international welfare manpower conference,
proceedings (1965) 11801

manpower situation in social work (address)
(1962) 12349

medical and psychiatric, health manpower
source book (1962) 3460

orientation to problems of deaf persons
(1965) 3077

protective casework for abused children
(1964) 4363

psychiatric, mental health careers (1961)
8052

public assistance

—

adviser, etc., examination announcement
(1964) 4379; (1965) 1927, 4399

case load standards, interim guide (1961)
21300
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Social workers—Continued
public assistance—Continued
caseworkers, analysis of appointments

(1963) 20745
role of caseworker (1965) 19595

public social welfare personnel, report of

survey (1963) 14803
public welfare workers, social work concepts

(1965) 531
role in aiding unemployed (address) (1961)

21146
role in child health projects for mentally

retarded children (1963) 6010
social worker takes a case into court (1962)

16586
State salary ranges (1963) 10305
training additional personnel, message from

the President (1962) 4921
Veterans Administration, use of assistant

(1965) 13322
youth workers and police (1962) 302

Socialism:
African, Nasser, Ben Bella and the fine dis-

tinction (1964) 2729
Arab, in Sudan, translations (1965) 1201
Asian countries, monetary circulation and

credit (1962) 5983
Bolivia, Socialist sector suggests reforms to

MNR political committee (1963) 881
Bulgaria

—

cultural revolution concept (1961) 4455
development (1961) 13131
implementation (1961) 13024
transition to communism

—

economic and legal problems (1961)
13020

laws governing (1962) 5777
cause of new sky over port of Haiphong,

North Vietnam (1961) 10849
changes in class structure during transition

to communism, USSR study (1962) 11965
changes in Socialist countries (1964) 5396
Chile, Socialist Party, letters exchanged

with Communist Party (1963) 2623
Communist China

—

all-out transformation of economic struc-
ture (1961) 13068

anti-imperialist struggle (1961) 2085
quantity of value, inquiry into calculating

(1963) 5302
scientific techniques development of pro-
duction by foreign and native methods
(1961) 1016

conflict of humanisms (1962) 6099
struggle over happiness (1962) 5935

constitutions of socialist states, Chinese
studies (1963) 12273

cooperation of socialist countries in division
of work, Czechoslovakian study (1961)
21119

Cuba, fundamental principles (1962) 19664
cybernetics and socialist management. East

Germany (1965) 7930
Czechoslovak socialist patriotism and prole-

tarian internationalism (1961) 4426
Czechoslovakia and abroad (1962) 1457
decisive factor in development of society,

USSR study (1963) 2687
demand for and supply of goods in socialist

society, USSR study (1961) 7743
developing science in socialist countries,

USSR study (1963) 20769
development, Mongolian youth's all-out ef-

fort (1961) 765
development of awareness and problems of

socialist-realist art, Rumanian study
(1962) 1153

development of economy and foreign trade
of member states of CEMA in 1960
(1962) 15734

Socialism—Continued
economic accounting problems, socialist, dis-

cussion among Chinese economists
(1963) 5370

economic accounting under socialist system,
divergent views, Chinese study (1962)
22232

economic-political ideas of European social
democrats (1964) 7250

Egyptian, views of Soviet journalist (1962)
18056

European Socialist countries hydrometeorol-
ogical services, 7th conference of direc-
tors (1965) 11088

expedience and goal in social development,
USSR study (1964) 10781

French communist-socialist ideologistic po-
lemic, articles (1962) 14328

French PSU socialist on post-Stalin social-
ist unity (1962) 12306

German Democratic Republic in system of
international socialist division of labor
(1964) 16438

growing cooperation raises benefit of inter-
national socialist division of labor
(1964) 2569

humanistic, Leninism, and Soviet foreign
policy as viewed by Social Democratic
Party of West Germany (1962) 17977

importance of funds for social consumption
in satisfying needs of the people (1963)
8749

Indonesia

—

conditions for its implementation (1962)
23643

socialist aspirations and economic devel-
opment (1961) 849

struggle against poverty (1961) 7799
international division of labor and coordina-

tion of long-term planning, problems,
USSR (1962) 1164

Italian

—

Communist Party position on relations
with right and left (1963) 3009

Communist Party views (1962) 3127
Socialist interviews leaders of FVench Left

(1964) 12970
Socialist Party trade union policy (1964)
2591

Socialists and Communists, debate on uni-

ty (1965) 12601
Socialists present their economic policy

(1964) 1062)
Japan

—

policy handbook, Communist objections to

(1962) 15970
socialism reform movement, activities

(1962) 10295
socialists congress, translations (1964)
8988

Lenin on principle of peaceful coexistence of

capitalism and socialism (1961) 1042
Lenin's comprehensive plan for construction

(1961) 903
liberty law and legality in socialistic state,

USSR book review (1962) 7949
North Korea, growth, achievements, etc

(1961) 1144
North Vietnam-

aim, unity and solidarity among socialist

nations (1961) 13018
expansion through cadres (1961) 2255
outstanding event in history (1961) 7684
revolution, formulate and develop new
concepts to step up completion (1961)
15169

socialist legislation, strengthening and
safeguarding (1961) 4592

peaceful competition and advance toward
socialism (1962) 14166
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Socialism—Continued

people's democratic State in the building of

socialism (1963) 7090
perfecting all-national democracy into

Communist public self-government,
USSR report (1962) 23848

permanent commissions of people's councils,

activity of study and control carried out
(1964) 16404

population movement and social develop-
ment, Soviet studies (1965) 18293

Pravda attacks Italian Socialist leader
Nenni for anti-Communist policy (1963)
876

price and value in socialist economy, USSR
study (1964) 16024

principles of socialist humanism, propagan-
da and pedagogical aspects (1962) 2889

problems, views of Mendes-France (1961)
2316

production, speed, Clommunist Chinese expla-
nation (1963) 6661

property concept, shift to Communist, lay-

ing ideological groundwork, USSR study
(1963) 16225

public opinion, compared with under capital-
ism, Soviet analysis (1962) 18036

quantitative relationship between 2 main
kinds of social production, Communist
Chinese study (1963) 816

reinforcement of solidarity and unity (1963)
10757

rightists' view of Communist Party pro-
gram, USSR study (1962) 21940

Rumania

—

chemistry helping to build, 15 years of
achievement (1962) 7627

development of socialist democracy, role

of people's councils (1961) 9312
organization and mechanism of socialist

trade (1962) 10226
problems of creation and development of

technical and material base (1965) 2726
rural household subsidiary industry, C3om-

munist China study (1962) 22275
socialist

—

and capitalist societies development,
USSR study (1964) 21508

and handicraft industries, Communist
China (1961) 2282

awareness on problems of interaction of
art and morality (1961) 7670

bloc countries, academies of sciences,
aims, etc., Polish study (1963) 8574

construction in Mongolian People's Repub-
lic (1961) 19621

countries, economic development, determi-
nation of level (1964) 2718

countries, shipbuilding production after
World War II (1963) 2976

industrialization, increase speed (1961)
2238

revolution and scientific-technical prog-
ress, USSR study (1965) 6398

solidarity and national liberation, Soviet
comments (1963) 7064

speed development by organizing people's
economic life, Ck)mmunist China (1961)
7692

strength of world system, dependence on
unity and solidarity of socialist coun-
tries, USSR article (1961) 7710

strengthen unity and solidarity of socialist
camp. North Korea (1961) 11131

trade union positions on (Government owner-
ship, decline of a controversy, chronicle
(1965) 18406

Socialism—Continued
transformation of agriculture

—

Chinese People's Republic, USSR study
(1961) 2135

Mongolian People's Republic, USSR study
(1961) 978

transition characteristics, Chinese Peo-
ples' Republic, USSR study (1961) 2194

transition to communism, labor and
self-interest principle, USSR study
(1963) 12765

Turkish social thought, new trends (1965)
14509

22d Congress of CPSU, role of state in
building communism, translations (1962)
14101

two points on question of productive forces,
Communist Chinese study (1963) 965

unity and peaceful coexistence, USSR com-
ments (1963) 6973

USSR-
building up equality of all peoples and

nationalities, solution of national prob-
lem (1962) 10093

economics and organization of socialist

agricultural production (1962) 3043
leisure time of working people (1961) 4535
problems in planning long-run increase in

level of living (1961) 4474
Vietnam, socialist economy achievement

campaign (1964) 2720
world system, new stage in development and

its significance (1961) 13340
Yugoslav discourse (1961) 15312
Yugoslavia, national cultures under social-

ism (1962) 10135
Socialist competition in honor of 12th (Con-

gress or CPSU undertaken by enterpris-
es in caoutchouc and rubber industry,
USSR (1962) 2604

Societies:

Cuba, agriculture and livestock, general
statutes (1962) 14327

professional, of construction and building
materials industries, list (1964) 148

technical, pertinent to education of techni-
cians (1965) 18013

USSR scientific-technical, news (1965) 12654
see also Scientific societies.

Society:
based upon dignity and worth of individual

(address) (1961) 9394
changes in class structure in building of so-

cialism and communism, USSR study
(1962) 11965

decisive factor in development, USSR study
(1963) 2687

expedience and goal in social development,
USSR study (1964) 10781

free society based on social and economic
justice for all (address) (1962) 14356

general and particular in development,
USSR study (1961) 17383

Great Society (remarks, addresses, etc.)

(1964) 17162, 19355, 20718
major cultural goals, adolescent conformity

and deviation, sociopsychological study
(1961) 12573

mentally retarded teenagers in social group
(1965) 4363

morals and society, Italian lectures, transla-
tion (1964) 21476

primitive, Ownenke Tribe of Inner Mongolia,
Communist China study (1963) 2650

responsibilities in free society (address)
(1962) 14353

responsibilities of citizens (address) (1961)
9385
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Society—Continued

role in causing disease, USSR study (1965)
4982

scientists and society (remarks) (1963) 9700
USSR, development of feelings and consci-

ence (1964) 5357
Society of Plastics Industry, Inc., President's

"E" award for excellence in exporting
(remarks) (1965) 15392

Socioeconomic characteristics of population
(1964) 15315

Socioeconomic distribution of cervical cancer
in relation to early marriage and preg-
nancy (1965) 9891

urban, destiny of American agriculture (ad-

dress) (1961) 17152
Society for Foreign Cultural Relations, East

German efforts to establish contracts
with western and neutral countries
(1962) 14123

Society of Polish (Jeodesists, 14th congress of
delegates (1962) 7657

Society of Surgeons of Kazakhstan, 1960 ac-
tivities (1962) 952

Socio-economic statistics, USSR (1961) 7817
Socio-economic theory and its application,

USSR (1965) 12751
Socio-hygienic problems of controlling cancer,

USSR (1963) 656
Sociologists:
employment outlook (1964) 9409
social scientists, chart (1963) 1186

Sociology:
and economic developments in UAR (1965)

2348
(Communist China, translations (1961) 1074,

4572, 7855, 13015, 13030, 13142, 13147,
13232, 13294, 13299, 13385, 15101, 15197;
(1962) 17839, 17953, 17991, 18007, 18035,
19632, 19680, 19739, 19741, 19761, 19914,
19994, 20013, 22053, 22156, 22160, 22178,
23642, 23666, 22259, 22346, 22389, 23723,
23812, 23840, 23924; (1963) 783, 806, 962,
1034, 1100, 2502, 2526, 2555, 2572, 2636,
2851, 2884, 2899, 2923, 2992, 5127, 5182,
5222, 5232, 5321, 5327, 5338, 5363, 5414,
6689, 6718, 6743, 6815, 6838, 6845, 6929,
6936, 6998, 7025, 7047, 7069, 7131, 8517,
8642, 8667, 8703, 8727, 8732, 8752, 8813,
8829, 8833, 8894, 8915, 8956, 8977, 10840,
10876, 12468, 12640, 12736, 12755, 14153,
14206, 14233, 14250, 14382, 14423, 14426,
15748, 15759, 15929, 15960, 16073, 17631,
17801, 17959, 19376, 19561, 19641. 19674,
19681, 19757, 19765, 20822, 20855, 20895;
(1964) 899, 912, 981, 989, 1046, 1100,
1113, 1138, 1189, 1223, 1281, 1297, 1307,
1320, 1342, 2573, 2614, 2709, 2739, 2759,
2793, 2885, 2931, 4897, 4930, 4997, 5066,
5117, 5191, 5242, 5280, 5303, 5330, 6907,
6934, 6990, 7007, 7068, 7096, 7129, 7299,
7311, 9056, 9147, 9284, 9311, 10797,
10827, 10946, 11046, 11181, 12666, 12751,
12849, 12873, 12886, 12976, 14413, 14529,
14557, 14655, 16001, 16065, 16125, 16138,
16166, 16193, 16224, 16258, 16292, 16305,
16325, 16469, 16475, 16495, 16508, 16517,
16554, 18203, 18225, 18300, 18365, 18394,
18446, 18529, 18593, 18603, 19848, 19886,
20046, 20137, 20160, 20187, 20314, 20399,
21527, 21549, 21609; (1965) 940, 1018,
1045, 1103, 1146, 1160, 1181, 1205, 2272,
2305, 2377, 2466, 2495, 2511, 2535, 2553,
2576, 2618, 2638, 2682, 2695, 2702

cybernetics, problems, USSR study (1964)
5128

development of social production, some ques-
tions relating to laws governing, C!om-
munist China (1963) 666

Sociology—Continued

development research digest (1964) 14396;
(1965) 3310

Eastern Europe, translations (1961) 1028,
1091, 1105, 4490, 4494, 4543, 4548, 4552,
4566, 7792, 7816, 7832, 7878, 9323, 9374,
12995, 13047, 13084, 13090, 13146, 13205,
13258, 13314, 13377, 13391, 15144, 17467,
17479, 20911, 20934, 21045, 21076, 21105;
(1962) 1128, 1337, 1454, 2904, 2906, 2973,
3018, 3129, 3221, 5700, 5798, 5845, 5927,
6020, 6114, 7981, 8174, 8214, 8216, 8228,
9817, 10097, 10241, 10374, 12074, 12221,
12250, 14047, 14089, 14095, 14138, 14221,
14317, 15811, 15871, 17978, 19634, 19831,
19930, 22057, 22104, 22204, 22247, 23673,
23779, 23833; (1963) 693, 811, 862, 903,
963, 989, 1023, 1108, 1141, 2632, 2655,
2783, 2838, 2888, 5114, 5230, 5265, 6693,
6781, 6887, 7006, 7026, 7125, 8554, 8589,
8637, 8749, 8788, 8810, 8874, 8890, 10414,
10624, 10728, 10789, 10822, 10851, 12293,
12358, 12420, 12471, 12483, 12569, 12632,
12754, 12759, 14172, 14175, 14259, 14307,
15716, 15760, 15774, 15875, 15940, 16000,
16041, 16046, 16122, 16194, 17648, 17849,
18003, 19486, 19685, 19703, 19766, 20778,
20798, 20850, 20903; (1964) 925, 1135,
1274, 2675, 2901, 5189, 5312, 5358, 6931,
6950, 6975, 6999, 7143, 7274, 7288, 8867,
8871, 8951, 8969, 9043, 9185, 9248, 9299,
10808, 10860, 10892, 10926, 11026, 11036,
11091, 11152, 11204, 11232, 12638, 12667,
12722, 12743, 12765, 12786, 12989, 13022,
14490, 14527, 14598, 16011, 16053, 16196,
16216, 16246, 16374, 16388, 18217, 18378,
18461, 18499, 18566, 18605, 19862, 19925,
19978, 20020, 20083, 20213, 20238, 20308,
20397, 20402, 21418, 21456, 21565, 21571,
21580, 21618; (1965) 841, 1052, 1117,
1212, 2411, 2476, 2497, 2601, 2630, 2642

education for home and family living (1963)
13846

human health and laws, USSR study (1964)
18318

Indonesia, information (1962) 17849
international meetings, world list (1961)

3419; (1962) 4454; (1963) 4315; (1964)
4168; (1965) 4080

investigations of criminals, use of cybernet-
ics and computer-analyzers, USSR study
(1965) 11267

Israel, information (1963) 1110, 2880, 5389,
6754

Marxism and concrete sociological research,
USSR study (1964) 2747

Marxist, and sociological research, USSR
study (1963) 8700

military, contributions (series) (1962) 20458
modelling in sociological research, USSR

study (1962) 13988
new trends, USSR (1961) 15193
North Korea, translations (1962) 18016,

19649, 19684, 19765, 19873, 19893, 19992,
20010, 22154, 22341, 23747, 23880; (1963)

675, 709, 2538, 2903, 2909, 8461, 8587,
8644, 12426, 15959, 16115, 16187, 16202,
17925, 20864; (1964) 942, 1141, 1301,
2471, 2547, 2645, 2671, 2680, 2695, 5054,
7145, 8949, 9049, 9150, 9227, 11153,
12975, 15997, 16455, 18401, 18598, 20261;
(1965) 848, 967, 1180, 1233, 2303, 2364,
2514, 2661

North Vietnam, translations (1962) 17877,
17956, 18065, 18094, 18103, 19709, 19828,
19857, 19915, 22059, 21993, 22284, 23724;
(1963) 645, 710, 927, 1059, 1147, 2700,
2750, 2787, 2991, 5322, 6736, 6919, 7019,
7104, 8498, 8839, 10373, 10693, 10849,
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Sociology—Continued
North Vietnam, translations—Continued

10872, 12391, 12482, 12620, 14150, 14232,
14313, 14336, 14363, 15682, 15722, 15832,
15999, 16067, 16210, 19408, 19605, 20792,
20891; (1964) 1170, 1201, 1293, 2537,
2628, 5211, 5253, 5273, 5287, 5341, 5412,
7034, 7110, 7315, 7349, 8889, 8977, 9317,
10820, 10955, 11058, 11164, 11170, 11191,
11197, 11239, 12596, 12684, 12747, 12850,
12949, 12995, 14558, 14492, 14536, 14578,
14587, 16117, 16137, 16159, 16165, 16174,
16197, 16226, 16263, 16285, 16303, 16349,
16457, 16479, 16566, 18262, 18274, 18390,
18404, 18473, 18513, 18590, 19843, 19861,
19935, 20000, 20006, 20102, 20339, 21429,
21468, 21533; (1965) 829, 886, 1001, 1012,
1115, 2301, 2388, 2496, 2513, 2600, 2648,
2700

Norway rat (1963) 21032
philosophical problems, USSR study (1964)

14563
Portuguese Guinea, social organization,

USSR study (1962) 22207
programming social research, USSR study

(1964) 1061
research, mathematical simulation, USSR

(1964) 20234
research needed on motivation, missing link

to progress (address) (1964) 13028
Soviet studies on contemporary problems

(1965) 14508
Yugoslavia, Marxist theory, selected trans-

lations (1961) 15046
see also Microsociology.

Sociometry, military small group performance
under isolation and stress, analysis of

sociometric indices of group interaction
at Alaskan AC&W sites (1965) 8466

Sockets:
electrical probe ensures reliable contact

(1965) 14779
faulty connections, continuity tester for

screening (1964) 13210
pin-connector, piezoresistive gage tests

(1965) 9670
Sockeye salmon, see Salmon.
Sockol, Peter M.:
nonequilibrium expansion of plasma from

thermonic source (1964) 1477
transport equations for ionized gas in elec-

tric field (1964) 11406
Socks, and anklets, measurements, stretch,

commercial standard (1961) 6765
Sod:
Bermudagrass varieties for general-purpose

turf, evaluation (1964) 16947
growth response of some shelterbelt species

following removal (1963) 15568
turf planting, manual (1962) 489

Soda (baking):
massive sodium bicarbonate infusion, effect

on renal function (1963) 14920
renal regulation of bicarbonate loads during

hypothermia (1963) 4418
Soda (caustic):

production techniques, scientific and techni-
cal conference, USSR (1962) 1288

Soda-lime:
sinters for recovering alumina, structural

phases, progress report (1961) 2513
viscosity data from lime soda sinter slurries,

method for evaluating (1961) 1236
Sodium:
and sodium compounds

—

minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 17661;
(1962) 18234; (1963) 18107; (1964) 16647;
(1965) 14718

Sodium—Continued
and sodium compounds—Continued
production, etc., 1960, preliminary report

(1961) 2488
atmospheric, in earth's atmosphere (1963)

19893
compatibility tests of several plastics and

elastomers (1962) 10531
components design project research and de-

velopment program, final report (1961)
5339-40

content in U.S. coals (1965) 5091
dermal excretion, relation to balance, etc

(1963) 1813
determination in telluric acid by neutron

activation and gamma-spectrometry,
Polish study (1962) 7761

ferrites and aluminates, heats and free ener-
gies of formation (1961) 9451

flash-vaporization facility, spacecraft pro-
pulsion study (1963) 11041

high temperature properties (1963) 3234,
7371, 16463; (1964) 5614; (1965) 11578,
11590, 13148, 13191

liquid, fused fluoride coatings as solid lubri-
cants (1964) 16686

logging in fast ceramic reactor fuels (1965)
8542

mass transfer

—

corrosion sample data, screening test data
and analysis (1963) 18570; (1964) 10027

metallurgy screening test data and analy-
sis (1963) 14971

test loop design (1964) 5958
mineral facts and problems, chapter (1965)

9601
monotungstates, low-temperature heat ca-

pacities of entropies at 298.15K (1961)
13448

muscle fiber, effect of X-ray irradiation,
USSR study (1962) 2741

oleate, adsorption on fluorite, barite, and
calcite, infrared studies (1963) 9130

radiochemistry (1962) 14847
rate of D-xylose decomposition in sulfuric

acid, 2, 4 dimethylbenzenesulfonate wa-
ter solutions (1965) 9195

reduction of thorium tetrachloride for prep-
aration of thorium (1964) 20503

role in genesis of hypertension in Bright's
disease, USSR study (1961) 15330

sodium to sodium intermediate heat exchan-
ger and sodium to water steam genera-
tor, research and development (1962)
6688

solubility of columbium-1% zirconium in so-

dium, determine by activation analysis
(1965) 14948

systems, sodium components development
projects (1965) 5607

vapor

—

expansion characteristics determination
with inert gas-injection pressure-
measuring technique (1964) 114()5

pressure from 0.5 to 120 atmospheres
(1965) 11501

trails in upper atmosphere, turbulent dif-

fusion (1965) 18472
Sodium aluminate:

solubility characteristics (1964) 18688
specific conductance, pH, density and viscos-

ity of solutions, and properties of alumi-
nate ion (1965) 5094

Sodium arsenite, debarking northern oaks to
reduce sprouting, followup study (1962)
5242

Sodium bicarbonate, see Soda (baking).
Sodium bisulfite, see Sodium metabisulfite.
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Sodium bromide, thermodynamic properties at
low temperatures (1964) 11339

Sodium carbonate, use as sealant to reduce
seepage losses from canals (1965) 6595

Sodium chloride, see Salt.

Sodium dimolybdate, low-temperature heat
capacities and entropies at 298.15° K
(1963) 9122

Sodium ditungstate, low-temperature heat
capacities and entropies at 298.15° K
(1963) 9122

Sodium fluosilicate, process for recovering
beryllium from Utah ore (1963) 5483

Sodium gallate:
effect on nucleic acid content in organs of

healthy and irradiated rats, USSR study
(1963) 12445

mutagenic and antimutagenic action, USSR
study (1964) 9061

prevention and treatment of acute radiation
sickness in dogs, USSR study (1963)
12359

Sodium hydroxide:
corrosion of steel in 40 percent sodium hy-

droxide solution at 316" C (1962) 10574
steel corrosion mechanisms in high-temp-

erature aqueous systems (1965) 11585
(1965) 11585

also see Soda (caustic).

Sodium iodide, thermodynamic properties at
low temperatures (1964) 11339

Sodium lactate, use in radiation sickness,
USSR study (1963) 16103

Sodium metabisulfite, preservation of Caspian
sprat for feed meal production, USSR
study (1964) 10802

Sodium molybdates, heats of formation (1962)
12395

Sodium monomolybdate, low temperature heat
capacities and entropies at 298.15° K
(1963) 3101

Sodium nitrites, radioprotective action in mice
(1965) 13432

Sodium ortho-phenylphenate, concentration
used to control sweetpotato decay (1964)
1675

Sodium oxide, MgO-MgF2-Si02 system at 2
levels of LiiiO and Na20 (1962) 22521

Sodium polyphosphates, effects on weight of

fryer chickens during chilling (1963)
11460

Sodium pyrosulfite, see Sodium metabisulfite.
Sodium reactor experiment, see Reactors (a-

tomic).

Sodium sulfate, sulfate cycle for carbon diox-

ide removal and oxygen generation
(1964) 13340

Sodium triphosphate, see Sodium tripolyphos-
phate.

Sodium tripolyphosphate, effectiveness for
improving injection rates of waterfloods
(1965) 1374

Sodium tungstates, heats of formation (1962)
12395

Sodium vanadates:
heats of formation (1961) 2520
low-temperature heat capacities and entro-

pies (1961) 7926
potentionmetric titration of uranium in mil-

ligram amounts with vanadate, Polish
study (1962) 7609

Sodium xylenesulfonate, sodium 2, 4-dimethyl-
benzenesulfonate-sulfuric acid-water
solutions, furfural yield and decomposi-
tion (1965) 16281

Soenda Strait, see Sunda Strait.
Sofia, Bulgaria, 1959 influenza epidemic (1962)

6004
Sofokidis, Jeanette H., new look at school

dropouts (1965) 9283

Soft drinks:
bottled and canned, industry, review of 1963,

outlook for 1964 (1964) 15299
sweeteners used by beverage industry (1963)

10049
Softwoods:

eastern, log diagraming, guide (1965) 639
lumber standards, impact on small busi-

hearings (1964) 21214
report (1965) 1992

lumber. Tariff (Commission report (1963)
5752

Penobscot management-intensity demonstra-
tion plots, evaluation (1965) 2176

plywood

—

current industrial reports (1962) 14936;
(1963) 15068; (1964) 15312; (1965) 13633

industry, outlook and review (1961) 3868;
(1963) 4551

western, standard of trade (1961) 11826,
20373; (1962) 2115, 9002, 13019; (1963)
4512, 5959

structural characteristics (1963) 12170
western, log diagraming guide (1964) 8633

Sohn, Jung Yol, relief (1963) 18834

Sohl, Norman F.:

gastropods from Coffee Sand (Upper Creta-
ceous) of Mississippi (1964) 18126

giant Upper Cretaceous oysters from Gulf
Ck)ast and Caribbean (1965) 736

marine Jurassic gastropods, central and
southern Utah (1965) 18213

neogastropoda, opisthooranchia, and basom-
matophora from Ripley, Owl Creek, and
Prairie Bluff formations (1964) 18125

Sohlberg, Erik T., strain gage instrumentation
of steel piles in snow (1965) 10769

SOHYO, see (General Council of Japanese La-
bor Unions.

Soil bank program, see Soils.

Soil conservation:
abstracts of material published (1961) 44,

9855, 11677, 17893; (1962) 12823; (1963)
5790-91, 18396; (1964) 1679, 7890, 9916,
15197, 20898; (1965) 5495, 8392,
11025-26, 11817, 15170

activities, guide for leaders of Girl Scouts
(1965) 11866

agricultural land resources, digest of na-
tional inventory (1962) 10825

applied mulches and mulching (1961) 17892
assistance on farm woodlands (1961) 17930
bankers and soil conservation (talk) (1961)

17825
benefit to wildlife (1962) 36; (1963) 9564

Boy Scouts, soil and water conservation ac-

tivities for (1964) 16964
broadened conservation concepts (address)

(1962) 20399
Communist China (1963) 2850
conservation

—

and new South (talk) (1962) 10650
becomes more important (address) (1962)

10651
farm plan, what is it? (1962) 1938
farming in humid regions, aid through
equation for predicting rainfall-erosion
losses (1961) 6664

needs in a changing agriculture (talk)

(1961) 20143
cotton fields in Huang Ho area. Communist

China's method and practices (1961)
17503

county committees, extend benefits to em-
ployees

—

hearing (1965) 10558
report (1965) 10491
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Soil conservation—Continued
districts

—

anniversary, commemorating, reports
(1962) 9438, 11372

organization and services (1961) 3712;
(1965)4117

role in rural development (address) (1963)
5814

status of organization, by States, approxi-
mate acreage, etc (1963) 3333-34; (1964)
1592, 18951; (1965) 18771

drought insurance (1962) 12843
engineering conservation practices, SCS

national engineering handbook (1961)
21372; (1962) 1816; (1963) 20139; (1964)
11612; (1965) 15045-46

farming terraced land (1963) 5822
financing approved practices (address)

(1962) 15535
formulation of policy (address) (1962) 20404

future demands for land and water (address)
(1961) 8195

highlights (1964) 5692; (1965) 8288

increasing efforts throughout the country
(talk) (1962) 8652

inventory, national and Missouri Basin
needs (talk) (1962) 10657

irrigated farms, practices as recommended
by SCS (1962) 12866

land and people (talk) (1961) 1472

Latar orchardgrass for conservation in

West (1962) 73
list of publications (1964) 5641

men of the year in soil conservation (talk)

(1962) 8648
needs, national inventory (1965) 5517
basic statistics (1962) 16311

new problems mean new opportunities (ad-
dress) (1962) 20281

Ohio, progress and future needs (address)
(1962) 10654

Ontario-Mohawk Plain and Glaciated Alle-

gheny Plateau, methods (1965) 8421
our productive land, conservation and im-

provement while using (1961) 8291
Piedmont southern farms, methods (1963)

11450
predicting rainfall-erosion losses from crop-

land east of Rocky Mountains, guide
(1965) 10051

ranch conservation, what is it? (1965) 50

RBIA programs (excerpts of remarks) (1961)
6524

rcsG^rcli
Great Plains States (1963) 4366
in many countries (1962) 16305
northeastern States (1965) 4114
Pacific Coast region (1962) 10842
Pacific Northwest (1963) 16750

reserve program

—

and land use adjustment program, statisti-
cal summary (1964) 9928

in (Georgia, effects in Piedmont and Coast-
al Plain areas (1962) 7251

of soil bank, statistical summaries (1961)
10143, 16086; (1963) 16724

rural area development, land reform, 1961
(address) (1961) 20304

Russian-olive for land uses (1962) 22935

safeguarding at community level (talk)
(1962) 8647

scientific careers in Agricultural Research
Service (1962) 1944

signs of change (address) (1964) 7944

soil and water conservation research (talk)

(1962) 20392

Soil conservation—Continued
soil conservation and domestic allotment

act, amend

—

hearings (1961) 20564; (1963) 17156, 19042
law (1964) 17393
reports (1961) 18842; (1963) 19020; (1964)

17523, 17769
soil conservation districts lead way (talk)

(1961) 21373
soil conservation (periodical) (1961) 3591-92;

(1962) 4342; (1963) 4196; (1964) 4041;
(1965) 3946

statutes, compilation (1961) 1622; (1963)
1683; (1965) 5507

surplus cropland, opportunity for increasing
benefits through conservation action
(1965) 18893

tax treatment, amend act, report (1964)
19579

teaching, classroom and field guide (1964)

9960
tips for city and suburban dwellers homes

(1962) 12839A; (1963) 5816
Yellow River middle loess region

—

Communist China handbook (1963) 14212
relation of erosion in gully drainage sys-

tems, (Communist Chinese study (1963)
6695

see also Soil erosion.
Soil Conservation Service:
appropriations, 1962, Agriculture Dept.,

hearings (1961) 10325; (1962) 11430
appropriations, 1964, Agriculture Dept.,

hearings (1963) 7979
appropriations, 1965, Agriculture Dept.,

hearings (1964) 10286
appropriations, 1966, Agriculture Dept.,

hearings (1965) 10515
ARS-SCS workshop on hydraulics of surface

irrigation, proceedings (1961) 45
career opportunities for students (1961) 96
conservation

—

aid, CA series (1961) 15968
and watershed programs, speed up under

Public works acceleration act (1963)
1507

information, CI series (1964) 1591
elementary principles in management, corre-

spondence study course (1964) 16864
engineering-

career for you (1965) 4113
handbook (1961) 11563

engineers in SCS (1964) 5840
national engineering handbook (1961) 21372;

(1962) 1816; (1963) 20139; (1964) 11612;
(1965) 15045-46

pickup trucks replacing sedan delivery vehi-
cles, savings, GAO report (1965) 9243

point of view on use of small private wood-
lands (talk) (1961) 21375

report, digest (1964) 5692; (1965) 8288
SCS-CI series (1961) 1470; (1963) 13050
services to soil conservation districts (1961)

3712
soil and water conservation practices on ir-

rigated farms, recommendations (1962)
12866

soil science career (1965) 16979
soil survey reports, list (1963) 9388
technical publication, TP series (1961) 9758
watershed program, how local people partic-

ipate in small projects (1963) 14882
what it does (1961) 1470; (1964) 1591
what it is, what it does (1961) 15968

Soil erosion:
Appalachians, central, continuous and unin-

terrupted, geomorphological studv (1965)
10991
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Soil erosion—Continued

Cecil soil in Southern Piedmont, control
studies (1963) 7584

control in north Mississippi with plantings
of loblolly pine (1963) 20710

control structures on skidtrails (1963) 10237

control, vegetation and engineering struc-
tures (1962) 9708

eastern Chesapeake Bay at Choptank River,
survey (1961) 10113

erosion and sedimentation in semiarid envi-
ronment (series) (1963) 19310

erosion-control structures for airfields and
heliports, engineering and design man-
ual (1965) 518

establishing vegetation on exposed subsoil
in Monona-Ida-Hamburg soil association
area (1962) 10821

forest-land gully in driftless area, natural
or man-caused? (1961) 20770

ground-cover changes in relation to runoff
and erosion in west central New Mexico
(1965) 7739

gully drainage systems in middle Yellow
River loess region, relation to water and
soil conservation. Communist Chinese
study (1963) 6695

how to control a gully (1962) 43
Kazakhstan, control measures (1965) 4911
loess region of China, classification (1962)

2627
mulches for wind and water erosion control

(1963) 13156
northeastern Illinois, plastic till soil, in in-

vestigations (1962) 8775
pine plantations in northern Mississippi,

early yield (1964) 2385
roadbank, and its control in Piedmont up-

lands of Georgia (1963) 20262
runoff plot design and installation (1963)

20263
San Dimas Experimental Forest, control

treatments after fire damage, results

(1962) 17581
semiarid areas, landform analysis applica-

tion in studies (1961) 10686
watershed, trapezoidal flume models at San

Dimas, study (1965) 2170
wind erosion

—

and dust storms on Great Plains (1961)
6682

control on irrigated lands (1962) 10836
Wisconsin, gully control structures (1963)

7541
work of uncontrolled water (1962) 16276
see also Winds.

Soil Institute of Academy of Sciences of China
principles of regional sil subdivision
purpose of development of rural econo-
my (1962) 858

Soil mechanics:
and earth structures (1961) 9834
engineering application to design of founda-

tions and earth structures, design man-
ual (1962) 12802; (1965) 20158

foundations and earth structures, Navy de-

sign manual, change (1964) 3197
mine backfill physical property testing, pro-

posed percolation-rate test (1965) 1379
plastic limit, operator variance in determi-

nation (1964) 8508
shear stress measurements in situ of soils

subjected to vibratory loads (1964) 8513
vehicle mobility research properties, mea-

suring (1964) 19664
Soil moisture, see Soils.

Soil salinity and irrigation in Soviet Union,
report of technical study group (1962)
20419

Soil sampler, mechanized, for gravimetric
nrwisture determinations, description
(1961) 16076

Soil scientists, challenge, on 25th anniversary
of Soil Science Society of America (ad-
dress) (1962) 8645

Soil temperature, see Soils.

Soils:

airfield moisture content investigation (1961)
12597; (1964) 4671

all-Union conference on cultivation and im-
provement of solonets-soil lands (1961)
2337

analysis, use of quantometer, USSR study
(1965) 2766

Arizona granitic and diabase, nitrogen fer-
tilizer increases plant growth (1961)
12744

bacterial transformation of insoluble organ-
ic and inorganic phosphorous com-
pounds into soluble phosphates. Com-
munist China (1962) 2631

Belmont limestone, oak site index, Allegheny
Mts., W. Va (1965) 7749

bioassay of soil containing residues of chlor-
inated hydrocarbon insecticides (1962)
14766

blowing, how to control (1961) 13779
bulldozing resistance, simplified method for

determination (1961) 2636
Cecil—
and Lloyd series. Piedmont forests, hydrol-

ogic properties (1963) 6519
cropping system studies, Watkinsville,

Ga., 1943-62 (1964) 11741
Southern Piedmont runoff and erosion
control studies (1963) 7584

changes on subalpine grasslands in eastern
Oregon (1961) 20781

classification (1961) 20708
economic potentials of irrigation in North
Carolina (1965) 2084

improvement maps (1962) 7656
Thailand, ground mobility (1963) 13888

coarse and fine grained, trafficability tests
with Marsh screw amphibian (1964) 6600

cobalt deficiency, how it affects cattle and
sheep (1961) 6884

colloids, swelling. Communist Chinese study
(1962) 2847

Communist China (1961) 990; (1962) 1206;

(1963) 10528
compaction investigation (1964) 641
comparison of bulk density in abandoned

and forest land (1961) 9225
conditions in Chekiang and Shensi, Commu-

nist China (1961) 19618
conservation methods of northern coastal

plain (1963) 7559
contaminated

—

radiation hazards (1963) 10135
reclaim (1963) 10136

control in military construction, technical
manual (1963) 4458

corrosion of steel pilings in soils (1962)
24008

cover on scale topographic maps, represen-
tation, USSR (1961) 15553

decomposition of wood and bark sawdusts,
nitrogen requirements, and effects on
plants (1965) 10094

desiccation cracks

—

experimental research (1965) 10764
research (1961) 14806

determination of

—

cerium-144 (1964) 13696
reserve of assimilable phosphates, using

P-32 phosphorus isotope, USSR study
(1965) 7949
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Soils—Continued
determination of—Continued

values by means of circular footings

(1961) 2633
distribution of ammonia in soil, its effect on

plant growth (1964) 12733
dustproofing and waterproofing, laboratory

studies of materials (1963) 17413
dynamics research. Waterways Experiment

Station capabilities (1964) 637
earthworms in relation to productivity

(1964) 11743
effect of

—

radioactive fallout, USSR study (1964)
9231

soil (root) acting herbicides on plant nutri-

tive elements in soil (1965) 11121
on nutritional quality of plants (1965)

16959
eastern Tibet, high mountain soils (1965)

14597
elastic moduli determined by field vibratory

techniques, procedures (1963) 13883
Hmira-Williamsport region

—

New York and Pennsylvania (1963) 19313
comparision of forest regions and great

soil groups (1963) 19313
engineering classification for residential

developments (1962) 526
established and tentative soil series of U.S.,

list (1961) 20144
establishing vegetation on exposed subsoil

in southern Iowa and northern Missouri
(1964) 4197

evaluation and use of soil surveys for engi-
neering purposes in urban development
(1964) 2319

excess moisture and agricultural drought in

North and South Dakota (1961) 3715
far north, bacterial self-decontamination,

USSR study (1964) 12939
fertile soil formation. Ma Tung-i's method.

Communist China (1961) 7614
field calibration of neutron-scattering soil

moisture meter (1961) 20767
fine-and coarse-grained, trafficability tests

with 5-ton GOER (1962) 11731
fine-grained

—

field test studies on use of aerial cone pe-
netrometer techniques (1964) 643

strength-moisture-density relations in ve-

hicle mobility research (1964) 6599
forest

—

and clear-cut areas, presence of nematodes
(1961) 676

coastal plain, effects of prescribed burn-
ing (1962) 5273

organic layers, development in relation to

time in southeast Alaska (1961) 7475
research in Oregon and Washington, bibli-

ography (1965) 4811
formation patterns and vertical-zonal distri-

bution in tropical and subtropical re-

gions of southwestern China, USSR
study (1961) 19657

formation, rainwater as chemical agent of
geologic processes (1962) 17632

foundations, bearing capacity, engineering
manual, change (1962) 7293

freezing and thawing

—

annotated bibliography (1963) 14832
temperature measurements, analysis of

factors affecting heat transfer (1961)
12585

freezing, influence of forest management
practices, northern Minnesota (1963)
12187

frost behavior effects, test results (1962)
9553; (1963) 2189

Soils—Continued
frost formation, relationships among air,

snow and soil temperatures (1963) 10234

fumigant diffusion, theoretical aspects
(1964) 15

geochemistry. Yellow Cat area, Utah (1964)
21351

Georgian SSR, reporting and mapping pro-
cedure (1962) 5502

geometric interpretation of 3-dimensional
yield criterion of soils (1965) 19575

Grayling and Rubicon sands, cordwood
heights of mixed oak stands (1963) 12177

Guam, mineralogy and description of profiles

(1963) 19316
Hawaii

—

moisture and soil strength characteristics
(1962) 5258

moisture constants and physical proper-
ties (1964) 2389

water storage capacities under 4 different
land uses (1963) 17484

herbicides introduced into, problem of inter-
action, USSR studies (1965) 11069

humid area, use of crop residues to main-
tain organic content (1961) 5256

humus and sandy loam, root development of
yellow birch (1964) 780

improvement and utilization. Communist
China (1961) 20984

inter-institute conference on problem of mi-
croelements and natural soil radioactivi-
ty in USSR (1961) 4525

irrigation, soil-plant-water relationship
(1964) 11612

know your soil, importance of soil surveys
(1963) 5817; (1964) 21

laboratory testing, procedures for making
acceptable and comparable determina-
tions of soil properties, engineering and
design manual (1965) 14203

land-capability classification (1961) 17904
laterite, genesis and hardening (1963) 1730

light sandy loam, use of compound and sim-
ple fertilizers, comparative evaluation,
USSR study (1964) 16487

liming, aid to better farming (1964) 19069

lunar and planetary, evaluation of infrared
spectrophotometry for analysis (1963)
9189; (1965) 1387

management, newly irrigated lands in Dako-
tas (1961) 11719

management practices of peach orchards in

Eastern U.S (1962) 1933
measuring moisture in field, methods (1962)

11897
microbiologic factors in solution and trans-

port of iron (1961) 10693
moisture

—

and density, checking calibration of nucle-
ar measuring equipment (1965) 7718

and density, volumes of field soil and of
water measured by subsurface nuclear
probes (1965) 7719

as source of base flow from steep moun-
tain watersheds (1962) 5272

content and bacteria survival in simulated
Martian environment (1963) 83

content-density-cone index relations, fac-
tors affecting (1962) 9563

depletion of lodgepole pine stands in
northeastern Oregon (1962) 7441

effect of scrub oak and associated ground
cover (1961) 6124

exponential and linear diffusivity func-
tions, power series solution of
one-dimensional flow equation (1963)
1629
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Soils—Continued
moisture—Continued

fertilizer interrelations, with irrigated
sorghum (1965) 16945

fluctuations under ponderosa pine stands
(1965) 7752

intensity, sampling is affected by depth
and vegetative cover (1961) 9227

measurement

—

and radial increment in 2 density levels
of red pine (1964) 777

for Montana, including Alberta, Sas-
katchewan, British Columbia, Idaho
and Wyoming, 1922-64 (1964) 18950

for Western United States, including
Columbia River drainage in Canada
(1964) 15089; (1965) 18770

measuring subsurface stormflow from
simulated rainstorms (1965) 6249

neutron meter calibration curves, method
for determining slope (1963) 8302

neutron-moderation moisture meter appli-
cation (1964) 19231

neutron probe sampling, statistical guides
and graphs (1962) 13849

neutron-scattering meters, field correla-
tion (1964) 18064

nuclear meters, access tubes and timbers
(1965) 7717

stations, Colorado, Rio Grande, etc., drain-
age basins, list (1962) 16170

tension gradients, influence on fescue
growth (1961) 12747

theory, review of elements (1962) 21833
trends in southern California (1961) 685
trends in thinned red pine stands in north-
ern Minnesota (1964) 776

Monona-Ida-Hamburg soil association area,
establishing vegetation on exposed sub-
soil (1962) 10821

northern hardwood forests, interrelationship
with leaf fall and humus depth (1963)
6490

organic and coarse-grained mineral, traffic-
ability tests with Jumbo truck (1961)
20706

organic and mineral, traflicability tests with
airroll (1961) 20707

pedo-ecological investigations, Barrow,
Alaska (1965) 10772

performance under tire loads

—

analysis of tests in Yuma sand (1965)
18051

test facilities and techniques (1965) 4685
phosphobacterin as inoculant, laboratory,

greenhouse, and field evaluation (1962)
12934

planted, forms of sulfur compounds, USSR
study (1965) 6454

plastic limit as binary packing phenomenon
(1965) 2110

populated places, sanitary conditions, ind-
ices, USSR study (1961) 12842

potential volume change meter character
and identification of expansive soils
(1961) 18589

protection, agricultural chemicals, USSR
study (1961) 10777

publications, price list, surveys, erosion,
conservation (1961) 1426; (1962) 10595;
(1963) 7393; (1964) 16826

Pullman silty clay loam, intake rates, effects
of alfalfa, crop sequence and tillage
practice (1965) 15175

radioactivity of, natural (1964) 9186

radioisotopes use, research and development
program (remarks) (1961) 6758

rare and trace elements, determination
(1963) 18510

Soil s—Continued
reconnaissance survey, Kentucky, eastern,

14 counties (1965) 13267
red, influence of liming on effectiveness of

phosphorus fertilizers (1962) 2879
regional subdivision of China, principles for

purpose of development of rural econo-
my (1962) 858

resistance to plow in North Vietnam (1962)
19775

response to grazing, northern plains (1962)
1956

saline, of northern and eastern Honan,
Ck)mmunist Chinese study (1962) 1267

salinity, diagnosing (1964) 1697

salt-affected, rice as crop for reclamation
(1961) 99

salt, effect on growth and composition of
pasture grass. Communist China study
(1962) 5679

salt tolerance of fruit crops (1965) 15184

sandy, in Central U.S., management (1964)
27

sanitary-virological examination in irrigat-
ed fields, USSR study (1965) 4968

scale-model vehicles performance, mobility
research study (1961) 8230

scarification from summer logging for crea-
tion of seedbeds (1961) 6123

science

—

abstracts pertaining to Communist China
in USSR journals (1963) 17740

career for you in SCS (1965) 16979
conferences on, USSR (1961) 2241
Soviet abstracts (1961) 2386

septic tank filter fields (1962) 39

shallow, silvicultural limitations (1961)
19363

soft, performance of pneumatic tires, dimen-
sional analysis (1965) 19591

soil and geography, USSR studies (1964)
11108

soil and water conservation needs, national
inventory (1965) 5517

soil bank program

—

conservation reserve

—

contracts, extension, hearings (1962)
11424

contracts, facts (1961) 336
hay harvesting
laws (1961) 12117, 16560; (1962) 16747
reports (1961) 12264, 12449, 14334,

14580; (1962) 13635, 15235
practices applied (1962) 12870
recontract expiring contracts, hearings

(1963) 17156
release of land from contracts (1963)
13839
hearings (1963) 17156, 19042

report (1963) 19020
statistical summaries (1961) 10143,

16086; (1963) 16724
effect on income and resource use, in

southern Iowa (1961) 8307
questionable participation in Hidalgo
County, Tex., GAO report (1963) 10261

statutes, compilation (1961) 1622; (1963)
1683; (1965) 5507

soil-inhabiting injurious insects, conference
on control, USSR (1961) 20976

soil loss from soil-block lysimeters planted
to small trees, etc (1964) 6751

soil survey and vegetation report, north-
eastern Kodiak Island area, Alaska
(1961) 1480

soil survey manual, supplement (1962) 12836
soil survey reports

—

Acadia Parish, La (1962) 22811
Adair County, Ky (1964) 13459
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Soils—Continued
soil survey reports—Continued
Adair County, Okla (1965) 20081
Adams County, Iowa (1963) 13054
Allen County, Ohio (1965) 20077
Amador area, Calif (1965) 18773
Armstrong County, Tex (1965) 6914
Aroostoock County, Maine (1964) 13457,
20807

Bailey County, Tex (1963) 13057
Baldwin County, Ala (1965) 3025
Bath County, Ky (1963) 21116
Bayfield County, Wis (1961) 9756
Beaver County, Okla (1962) 22810
Beryl-Enterprise area, Utah (1961) 1475,
8198

Boone County, Mo (1963) 3335
Bossier Parish, La (1962) 20285
Bradley County, Ark (1961) 9757
Brown County, Kan (1961) 1476
Buffalo County, Wis (1962) 12700
Calhoun County

—

Ala (1961) 21374
Miss (1965) 20082
S.C (1963) 20140

Carbon County, Pa (1963) 1505
Caroline County, Md (1964) 15091
Carson County, Tex (1962) 16172
Cherokee County, S.C (1962) 18461
Chester County, Pa (1963) 13056
Childress County, Tex (1963) 18321
Cimarron County, Okla (1961) 1478
Qaiborne County, Miss (1963) 18320
Clark County, Ky (1965) 1637
ainton County, Ohio (1962) 24088
Cochran County, Tex (1964) 15092
Ck)rtland County, N.Y (1961) 13670
Cotton County, Okla (1964) 5696
Covington County, Miss (1965) 9929
Crawford County, Wis (1962) 8656
Crow Wing County, Minn (1965) 11695
Cullman County, Ala (1962) 18462
Daviess County, Mo (1964) 16865
Dawson County, Tex (1961) 1482
Delaware County, Pa (1963) 13056

- Deuel County, Nebr (1965) 16862
Dewey County, Okla (1964) 7746
Dodge County, Minn (1961) 20147
Dorchester County, Md (1963) 16565
Douglas County, Ga (1962) 1821
Dundy County, Nebr (1963) 9390
eastern Stanislaus area, Calif (1964)
21878

Elliott County, Ky (1965) 6913
Ellis County, Tex (1964) 20808
Erie County, Pa (1961) 2711
Fairbanks area, Alaska (1964) 1593
Fairfax County, Va (1963) 13051
Fayette County—

Ind (1961) 6551
Tenn (1964) 16867

Eraser Alpine area, Colo (1962) 12699
Foard County, Tex (1965) 11697
Ford County, Kans (1965) 20076
Franklin County, Ala (1965) 13271
Frederick County, Md (1961) 1479
Fulton County, Ky (1964) 20809
Gadsden County, Fla (1962) 6461
Gage County, Nebr (1964) 16866
Gloucester County, N.J (1962) 16171
Grant County, Wis (1961) 20146
Greeley County, Kans (1962) 1819
Habersham County, Ga (1963) 14701
Hall County, Nebr (1962) 6458
Hamilton County, Kans (1962) 1817
Hand County, S. Dak (1963) 13052
Hardin County, Tenn (1963) 18319
Hart County, Ga (1964) 3140
Hartford County, Conn (1962) 8653

Soils—Continued
survey reports—Continued
Haskell County, Tex (1961) 15970
Hockley County, Tex (1965) 20078
Holbrook-Show Low area, Ariz (1964)

13546
Hooker County, Nebr (1964) 7747
Humboldt County, Iowa (1961) 8199
Iowa County, Wis (1962) 22009
Iredell County, N.C (1964) 18954
Issaquena County, Miss (1962) 1822
Jackson and Mason counties, W. Va (1962)

6457
Jackson County, Miss (1964) 15093
Jackson County, Okla (1961) 17827
Jefferson County, Pa (1965) 1635, 5383
Jefferson County, Tex (1965) 16861
Kearny County, Kans (1964) 7745
Kenai-Kasilof area, Alaska (1962) 14593
Kimball County, Nebr (1962) 14592
Kingfisher County, Okla (1962) 16173
Lamb County, Tex (1962) 12701
Lajas Valley area, Puerto Rico (1965)

11699
Lee County, S.C (1963) 13059
Lehigh County, Pa (1964) 3138
Lenawee County, Mich (1961) 17826
Lincoln County, Miss (1963) 18318
list (1963) 9388
Logan County, Kans (1964) 20805
Loudon County, Tenn (1961) 13671
Loudoun County, Va (1961) 1474
Lovelock area, Nev (1965) 13268
Mcintosh County, Ga (1962) 6460
Mathews County, Va (1963) 1504
Merced area, Calif (1962) 20283
Meriwether County, Ga (1965) 8290
Minnehaha Countv, N. Dak (1964) 18953
Moniteau County, Mo (1964) 18952
Monroe County, W. Va (1965) 8289
Montgomery County, Md (1961) 20148
Morton County, Kans (1964) 5694
Nance County, Nebr (1961) 1477
Northumberland and Lancaster County,
Va (1963) 13058

Nueces County, Tex (1965) 18772
Oconee County, S.C (1963) 13053
Orange County, Fla (1961) 1481
Ottawa County, Okla (1965) 1636
Owen County, Ind (1965) 3024
Panola County, Miss (1964) 5695
Paulding County, Ohio (1961) 11569
Penobscot County, Maine (1964) 7744
Pepin County, Wis (1964) 11613
Putnam County, Tenn (1964) 3139
Rappahannock County, Va (1962) 1818
Roger Mills County, Okla (1963) 18317
Saluda County, S.C (1962) 20284
San Juan area, Utah (1962) 20282
San Juan County, Wash (1963) 1503
Sanilac County, Mich (1961) 11568
San Mateo area, Calif (1961) 11570
Sargent County, N. Dak (1964) 7743
Saunders County, Nebr (1965) 5382
Scott Countv, Ind (1962) 8655
Seward County, Kans (1965) 20079
Sharkey County, Miss (1962) 10658
Shelby County, Iowa (1961) 6552
Sherman County, Oreg (1965) 1634
Spalding County, Ga (1964) 21879
Stanton County, Kans (1962) 6459
Stevens County, Kan (1962) 1820
Stephens County, Okla (1965) 5384
Suwannee County, Fla (1965) 11698
Terry Countv, Tex (1962) 8657
Texas County, Okla (1961) 17829
Thomas County, Nebr (1965) 20080
Tillamook area, Oreg (1964) 20803
Tompkins County, N. Y (1965) 15047
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Soils—Continued
soil survey reports—Continued
Treutlen County, Ga (1964) 13458
Trout Creek Watershed, Colo (1961) 17828
Twiggs County, Ga (1963) 16566
Union County, Ind (1961) 6551
Upper Flathead Valley area, Mont (1961)

1473
Van Buren County, Iowa (1962) 8654
Wabash County, 111 (1964) 9776
Wabasha County, Minn (1965) 13269
Walla Walla County, Wash (1964) 9775
Walton County, Ga (1965) 9928
Warren County, Miss (1965) 11696
Waseca County, Minn (1965) 16863
Washington County, Fla (1965) 15048
Washington County, Md (1963) 13055
Washington (bounty, Miss (1961) 15969
Washington County, Nebr (1964) 20804
Wayne County, Ga (1965) 9930
Wilbarger County, Tex (1962) 24089
Williamson (bounty, Tenn (1964) 20806
Woodward County, Okla (1964) 5693
Yadkin County, N.C (1963) 1506
Yoakum County, Tex (1964) 9777
York County, Pa (1963) 16564
York County, S.C (1965) 13270

soil surveys

—

urban areas, authorization, report (1964)
17536

use for engineering purposes in urban
development (1964) 2319

soils and fallout from nuclear attack (1963)
4367

southeastern U.S., toxic factors and acidity
as related to lime response to alfalfa

(1964) 5857
southern Great Plains, morphological, physi-

cal, chemical, and mineralogical proper-
ties (1964) 1680

stabilizing systems for military purposes
(1965) 9072

stabilization

—

by vibration (1961) 20249
chemically modifieid quicklime as stabiliz-

ing material, laboratory and field inves-
tigations (1963) 15460

for military purposes. Waterways Ebqieri-

ment Station capabilities (1964) 638
for roads and streets, engineering and de-

sign manual (1961) 19266
quicklime as stabilizing material, investi-

gations (1963) 15459
requirements for military roads and air-

fields in theater of operations (1964)
2299

state of ground, observing, etc (1965) 12418
sterilant chemical formulations, use of thin-

ning balsam fir thickets (1961) 20776
strengths, stress-strain curves developed

from laboratory tests (1961) 5952
strontium-90

—

contamination, soil and plant analysis,
methods (1965) 16957

deposition rate and cumulative soil level

data, effect on concentration in U.S.
milk and food supplies (1962) 2100

on earth's surface, world-wide sampling
program, summary and interpretation
(1961) 8410; (1963) 1842

structure, affects yellow poplar growth
(1964) 8671

subgrade, frost action effects, counter-
measures (1963) 12086

surveys, look ahead (talk) (1962) 10655
temperature

—

Aniak, Alaska (1963) 12087
Barrow, Alaska (1965) 18023
Big Delta, Alaska (1964) 17940

Soils—Continued
temperature—Continued
Fort Yukon, Alaska (1963) 4844
Galena, Alaska (1964) 17938
Gulkana, Alaska (1965) 18024
Kotzebue, Alaska (1965) 18025
McGrath, Alaska (1964) 17939
Northway, Alaska (1965) 510
relationship with frost formation (1963)

10234
stations in U.S., history (1961) 8246

texture, organic matter important in field

analysis (1963) 12174
thermal strengthening, USSR study (1961)

10748
Togo, status studies (1964) 7158
trafficability (1961) 20708; (1963) 13884
and mobility research, abstracts (1962)
11718

and mobility research. Army reports, list

(1964) 12353
forecasting, airphoto approach (1963)

13885
forecasting, freezing and thawing (1964)

14211
Operation Swamp Fox 1 (1962) 21699
Thailand, ground mobility (1963) 13888
Waterways Experiment Station research

capability (1964) 635
treated for termite control, estimation of

Aldrin and chlordane residues (1962)
14726

treatment, aid in termite control (1962) 6568
triaxial tests on saturated sand and on

sands containing clay (1961) 2637
type, temperature and moisture, effect on

pink bellworm larvae and pupae (1965)
18901

upland soil, planting wetland species (1965)
16275

use as foundations and construction materi-
als for hydraulic structures (1964) 5672

USSR, local conductivity and its distribu-
tion (1963) 19730

USSR, salinity and irrigation, report of U.S.
technical study group (1962) 20419

vibratory compaction tests, hydraulic back-
fills (1964) 14759, 18680

water intake, experiments for high school
students (1963) 14877

water investigations, application of tritium
tracer (1961) 1609

water movement in film between glass and
ice (1965) 12401

water storage under natural and cleared
stands of alligator and Utah juniper in

northern Arizona (1965) 668
wheels on soft soils, analysis of existing

data (1965) 6147
White Oak Lake bed. Oak Ridge, Tenn.,

chemical and physical data (1963) 1836
zinc, copper, cobalt and molybdenum con-

tent, European part of USSR (1964)
18343

see also Clay—Loess—Natural resources—also headings beginning soil.

Sokal, Ukrainian SSR, social development in

Sokal' Rayon (1963) 8490

Sokaski, Michael:
Baum jig performance in treating Rocky

Mountain coals (1964) 2992
cleaning unsized fine coal in dense-medium

cyclone pilot plant (1963) 16344
use of sieve bend and scalping deck with

vibrating screen in dewatering and
draining dense medium from fine coal

(1963) 20968

Sokitch, Miloye M., relief (1962) 21335
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Sokol:
commemorative 5-cent physical fitness post-

age stamp (1965) 5311
dedication (address) (1965) 5309
unveiling ceremony (remarks) (1964) 21835

Sokoloff, V. P., mineral industry of USSR
(1965) 12928

Sokoloski, Martin M., measurement of trans-
port properties of polar semiconductor
(1963) 9173

Solar:
NOTE.—For other subjects beginning Solar,

see Sun.
Solar Aircraft Co., overstated costs included

in price of turbojet engine parts, GAO
report (1965) 2205

Solar-angle sensor has no moving parts (1964)
13172

Solar batteries:
cadmium sulfide solar cells, radiation dam-

age (1965) 14850
calibration of solar cells using high-altitude

aircraft (1965) 5165
cells, irradiation effects of 22 and 240 Mev

protons (1961) 7986
gallium arsenide photovoltaic device, new

method used to fabricate (1964) 14819
new form of solid state solar generator

(1963) 5873
interplanetary spacecraft (1963) 18145
photelectric, USSR study (1965) 11146
radiation damage studies to cells (1964) 7513

satellite, preliminary design of solar cell

generator (1963) 18150
silicon solar cells

—

effects of impurities on radiation, damage
(1965) 6751

electron-bombardment damage (1965)
11587

performance at high solar intensities and
temperatures (1965) 8114

solar-cell performance at high temperatures
(1965) 1473

solar-cell power systems, space-radiation
effects on, handbook (1963) 18130

thermal cycling and heat damage tests of
thin-film cadmium sulfide solar cells

(1965) 18579
Solar cells, see Solar batteries.
Solar concentrator, electroformed nickel, cal-

orimetric evaluation of 60 in (1965)
18562

Solar corpuscular stream:
solar corpuscles and interplanetary medium,

USSR study (1965) 11064
variations of cosmic rays and solar corpus-

cular streams (1965) 18589
Solar energy:

applications, bibliography (1962) 18762
Brayton cycle solar collector, design study

(1965) 9613
concentrator, 60-inch stretch-formed alumi-

num (1964) 13144
concentrators, electroforming aluminum for

(1965) 11401
concentrators, rigidized inflatable (1965)

14740
cosmic necklace for our planet, USSR study

(1962) 13977
direct energy conversion, thermal energy

storage, heat-transfer analysis (1964)
9569

distribution in spectrum of solar rays at
various altitudes, USSR study (1961)
10898

effect of adding tungsten filler material to
beryllia magnesia thermal storage mate-
rial in solar thermionic power system
(1965) 18540

Solar energy—Continued

electric power stations, USSR study (1963)
2519

electrical power generation systems for
space applications (1965) 11418

modified Fresnel reflectors for solar-energy
concentration (1962) 16056

power supplies, bibliography (1961) 17993
rotary, deployable space power supply

(1964) 21734
solar-cell power systems, space-radiation

effects on, handbook (1963) 18130
solar-cycle variation of upper atmosphere,

theoretical models (1962) 18296
solar power from concentrator for space-

craft, evaluated (1965) 18562
solar radiation shields for temperature con-

trol of space vehicles subjected to large
changes in solar energy, analysis (1962)
8521

split-rib umbrella-type paraboloidal concen-
trator, calorimetric efficiency (1964)
7499

Sunflower solar collector (1964) 13143
thermopile generator study (1962) 110-111
Tunisia enters era (1964) 5079
umbrell a-type

—

collectors, effects of distortions in collec-

tor surface (1961) 17722
erectable paraboloidal solar concentrators

for generation of spacecraft auxiliary
power (1962) 18284

utilization

—

optics in equipment (1961) 9941; (1962)
11021

Soviet research (1962) 14183
wide-aperture collector is light in weight

(1965) 5153
wonders in use, USSR report (1962) 14246

Solar flares:

AAS-NASA symposium on physics of (1964)
20537

chromospheric flares

—

nature and localization (1965) 16720
weak, nature (1965) 16718

correlation with ionospheric perturbations
and geomagnetic storms, observed by
probing (1964) 16995

effect on green line of nightglow (1965) 108
effects observed on long VLF paths during

1961 (1964) 9637
effects, studies with high frequency Doppler

technique (1965) 11529
hydrogen, helium, and heavy nuclei in 1960

cosmic ray event (1963) 11051
proton, 1957-61, and geometry of interplane-

tary magnetic field (1965) 1481
protons, observations, etc (lecture) (1962)

16035
radio bursts of spectral types 2 and 4, their

relations to optical phenomena and
geomagnetic activity (1963) 9386

relationship between photospheric and chro-
mospheric processes in active region
during flares (1965) 18594

solar cosmic ray event, Sept. 26, 1960 (1963)
3157

solar cosmic rays in space excursions, pre-

diction aspects of events, study (1961)
9550

solar proton events and manned space flight

(1961) 7972
solar proton impact zones (1962) 14475
sunspots and flares, relative position (1963)

14694
Solar furnaces:
high-temperature, USSR study (1962) 10120
mass transfer in turbulent flow through or-

ifice of chamber (1963) 10457
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Solar observations, USSR (1962) 901
Solar heating, see Heating.
Solar power, see Solar energy.
Solar radiation:

actinometric observation techniques at sea
(1965) 9755

automatic system for determining solar ab-
sorptance and thermal emittance of sur-

faces from spectral normal reflectance
measurements (1965) 14807

control device senses solar position (1965)
6659

corpuscular, on descending curve of activity
cycle (1965) 1480

daily sums of global radiation for cloudless
skies (1965) 4677

dynamic thermal vacuum technique for mea-
suring solar absorptance of spacecraft
coatings (1963) 9179, 18137

earth reflected

—

input to spherical satellites (1961) 21239
on arbitrarily oriented spinning flat-plate

(1963) 14569
upon spherical satellites in general ellipti-

cal orbits (1963) 9147
infrared atmospheric transmission (1962)

long wave and reflected, from atmosphere
and water surface, methods to compute
data (1964) 8763

mean daily, monthly and annual, sheet of

National atlas of United States (1964)
21921

optical glass, radiation-energy conductors,
USSR study (1962) 19921

pressure, effect on spin of Explorer XII
(1963) 18147

pressure, influence on orbital eccentricity of
gravity-gradient-oriented lenticular sat-

ellite (1965) 8102
protons, model environments for manned

spacecraft design (1965) 9702
ratio of absorptance to emmitance, method

for estimating (1965) 9703
relative optical air mass, new table and

approximation formula (1965) 4679
scattered and total, under various condi-

tions, USSR study (1965) 9748
search for new empirical formula for repre-

sentation of variation of intensity with
zenith angle (1965) 5239

shields for temperature control of space
vehicles subjected to large changes in

solar energy, analysis (1962) 8521
solar absorptance and emittance for selected

materials, apparatus for measuring
(1965) 5185

solar cosmic ray event, Sept. 26, 1960 (1963)

3157
solar flux measurements, July 20, 1963 (1964)

4231
total, earth's surface, more accurate compu-

tation, USSR study (1962) 14250
use in drying mahogany lumber in Puerto

Rico (1963) 8296
variation, effect of cosmic factors on blood

system, USSR study (1964) 1118
X-rays, proportional counter spectrometer

for measurement (1963) 7618; (1965)
4181

Solar reflectors, performance when applied to

storage of cryogenic propellants in

space (1965) 1463
Solar sensor, see Sensor.
Solar simulation, testing earth satellite, God-

dard Space Flight Center (1965) 5211
Solar simulators:

filter-wheel (1965) 2906
measurement of spectral irradiances (1965)

8038

Solar system:
and national economy, on intimate terms,

USSR study (1962) 10157
atmosphere rapid change, radioastronomical

observations, USSR study (1965) 1195
collapse phase of early solar evolution

(1963) 3159
cosmic ray hazards (1965) 5105
early chronology (1962) 20159
evolution of heavenly bodies, problems.

Communist China (1962) 7570
exploration by radar (1961) 21351
geometric parameters for use as interplane-

tary navigation aids, study (1965) 14827
neutrons sources (1963) 5608
research, Sacramento Peak Observatary,

objectives and accomplishments (1962)
12944

search for extraterrestrial life (1963) 18124
space environment, engine operating prob-

lems (1965) 18468
velocity modification for earth capture of

astronomical body (1962) 3373
Solar time, see Time.
Solar-type farm cottage (1965) 11863
Solar wind:

effect of uniform external pressure etc., on
terminal shape of geomagnetic field

(1964) 13254
stability of boundary of geomagnetic field

(1965) 9737
steady, boundary and distortion of geomag-

netic field (1964) 13253
steady, effect of ring current on boundary of

geomagnetic field (1964) 13252
Solberg, Erling D., zoning for rural areas

(1965) 16973
Solder and soldering:
aluminum, fluxes and their use, literature

research (1964) 8070
brazed joints, titanium treatment improves

(1965) 11427
brazing

—

and soldering

—

of metal alloys, USSR studies (1965)
6474

wetting dynamics (1963) 12966
critique of literature, USSR study (1964)

18339
foam aluminum, to SAP-l material and
titanium alloy 0T4, USSR study (1962)
17874

gas-flame, metals, USSR study (1964)
10965

marine engineering regulations (1961)
8569; (1963) 13336; (1965) 4417 .

metals, research presented at colloquium
at 16th congress in Helsinki (1964)
18257

nickel base alloys, effect of 2 braze coat-
ings, etc., on 1200''F stress-rupture
strenth of L-605, A-286, and inconel
sheet (1964) 1454

refractorv metals with tungsten inert
gas equipment (1965) 19910

SAP-2 sintered aluminum powder, USSR
study (1964) 10975

short-circuited rotors, USSR studv (1965)
4997

stainless steels and heat-resisting steels
and heat-resisting alloys, USSR studv
(1965) 5000

thin-walled piping, USSR study (1965)
5007

titanium

—

alloys, problems (1964) 1350
and electroslag welding, USSR studies

(1965) 2314
to stainless steel with new alloy (1965)
6658
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Solder and soldering—Continued

brazing—Continued
titanium—Continued

with rapid heating, USSR study (1963)

19739
USSR study (1964) 1287
with high temperature solders, USSR

study (1964) 1181
circuit reliability boosted by soldering pins

of disconnect plugs to socket (1964) 9563

coating method enables low-temperature
brazing of stainless steel (1965) 16639

furnace brazing of metals with controlled

atmospheres, USSR studies (1965) 904,

2730
hand soldering of electrical connections,

quality requirements (1964) 21740
high permeability semiconductors permit

close-tolerance soldering (1965) 9676
hot-air soldering technique prevents over-

heating of electrical components (1964)

7490
improved solderless connector is easily dis-

connected (1965) 14765
mechanized brazing of heat-exchanger tubes,

USSR study (1963) 17676
nonferrous metals, diffusion brazing and its

possibilities, USSR study (1965) 1133
sintered aluminum powder, USSR study

(1963) 8546
soldering for electric and electronic applica-

tion. Navy technical inspection manual
(1962) 16092

solders composed of noble metals and alloys,

USSR study (1965) 11102
Soldering flux, see Flux.
Soldier Creek Grazing Unit, ground water

(1961) 17334
Soldiers:
American, 1781-1855, posters showing uni-

forms (1965) 155
body armor for individual soldier, guide

(1965) 13459
career. Army pamphlet (1964) 17042
civil relief act

—

amend, hearing (1963) 8126
amendments, compilation (1962) 362
as amended, selected cases and materials

(1962) 11004
general information (1962) 8886
text (1961) 18981; (1962) 23379; (1964)

21215
first aid, field manual (1962) 4609, (1963)

9653
guide, field manual (1962) 152, 2007
honor. Army pamphlet (1963) 11540
individual clothing and equipment, care and

use,

—

field manual (1961) 17996
injured in atomic attack, individual dosime-

try, Yugoslavian study (1961) 7562
changes (1962) 6647

officer's call, your soldiers, general informa-
tion. Army pamphlet (1962) 2014

on freedom's frontier, troop topics (1965)
17061

shows. Armed Forces song folio and Army
hit kit, index (1962) 12810

Soviet, recall comradeship with Czech parti-

sans during WW II (1965) 12659
use of credit, helpful or destructive? Army

pamphlet (1964) 11842
see also Veterans.

Soldiers' and sailors' homes:
Federal aid to State homes

—

law (1962) 23219
report (1962) 17019, 21459

Soldiers Home, District of Columbia:
appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 8830

Soldiers Home, District of Columbia—Con.
appropriations, 1962—Continued

law (1961) 18681
reports (1961) 8820, 14646

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 7077. 15426
law (1962) 16804
reports (1962) 9306, 17007, 17178

appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 7981; (1964) 10285
law (1963) 20425
reports (1963) 9874, 15356

appropriations, 1965—
hearings (1964) 8361, 17864
law (1964) 19413
reports (1964) 8343, 17623, 17778

appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 8867, 14113
law (1965) 15504
reports (1965) 8836, 14104, 15715

Sole proprietorship life insurance (1962) 1805

Solenoids:
finite helical, magnetic field of (1963) 19937;

(1965) 14815
finite-length, axial and radial magnetic fields

(1964) 7559
force controlled, drives microweld tester

(1965) 11453
force-free, potential advantages of aniso-

tropic superconductors (1964) 21757
helically wound superconducting, anisotrop-

ic effects (1964) 3031
permits remote control of stop watch and

assures restarting (1964) 13161
thick, finite-length, helical, azimuthal mag-

netic field (1964) 14895
superposition calculation of fields from

semi-infinite solenoid tables (1964) 20616
Soler y Rodriguez, Jose R. C, and wife, relief

(1965) 17780

Solicitor (jeneral, see Justice Department.
Solid solutions, see Solutions.

Solid state:

—

diffusion in metals and alloys (1964) 11854
image intensifiers (1964) 7647; (1965) 14945
physics, USSR (1962) 3028
physics (Russian periodical), translations

(1963) 6772
Physics Laboratory, Hungary, work, etc

(1962) 10144
satellite separation sequence timer (1964)

16685
sequential camera trigger circuits (1965)

13015
self-scanning display device (1963) 18497

SoUday, Stanley M.:
effects of task loading on pilot performance

during simulated low-altitude high-speed
flight (1965) 11741

simulator investigation of pilot performance
during extended periods of low-altitude,

high-speed flight (1964) 14776
Solidification and separation of ice from saline

water (1964) 10677
Solids:

adsorption properties of nonuniform sur-

faces, USSR study (1963) 934
apparatus for repeated automatic extrac-

tion of porous solids with hot solvent

(1963) 16802
crystalline,

—

mechanical behavior, symposium proceed-
ings (1963) 9207

surface, determining carbonate ion by
means of mass spectrometric gas analy-
sis (1965) 9714

deformable

—

research in mechanics of, Rumania (1965)

2455
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Solids—Continued
deformable—Continued

studies in mechanics of at Al.I. Cuza Uni-
versity of lasi (1965) 2615

dynamic surface phenomena in spontaneous
spreading of oils on solids (1965) 11573

gas/solid interaction at various degrees of

surface coverage (1965) 14954
inorganic dielectric, infrared spectra (1965)

1802
insoluble, through zirconium, general ana-

lytical methods (1965) 10185
isotopic analysis with 6-inch radius mass

spectrometer (1963) 9682
mechanical properties, complex Poisson's

ration and dilatation constants from
forced vibration of sphere (1965) 9063

polycrystalline, influence of grain bounda-
ries on high temperature strength (1964)

1527
properties at low temperature (1963) 11515
reductants, experimental conversion of hem-

atite to magnetite (1964) 5485
reflection and transmission coefficients at

interface ice-solid (1964) 14202
solubility in dense gases (1965) 16746
specific heat near phase changes, vibration-

al contributions (1961) 20054
surface tension, measurement, USSR study

(1963) 5326
thermal radiation

—

properties, measurement, symposium
(1964) 1450

symposium (1965) 12980
thermodynamic properties (1961) 1397
visco-elastic, dynamic properties, determin-

ing by employing forced vibration (1964)

8510
visco-plastic, hypervelocity perforation

(1965) 8130
water wettability of surfaces submerged in

oil, effect of polar-nonpolar solutes

(1962) 6363
Solomon, David, accidents on main rural high-

ways, related to speed, driver, and vehi-

cle (1964) 20774
Solomon Islands, western groups, sailing

directions (1964) 21812

Solon, Jerry A., hospital outpatient services,

guide to surveying clinic procedures
(1964) 9718

Solon Turman (steamship):
launching (remarks) (1961) 4194

Soltis, Lawrence A., stress distribution due to

negative moment over block supports in

3-span wood laminated beam (1965) 2166

Soltis, Richard F., visual observations of cavi-

tation in rotating machinery (1965)
13007

Solubility:
characteristics of sodium aluminate (1964)

18688
columbium-1% zirconium in sodium by acti-

vation analysis (1965) 14948
determination in 2 phase systems (1963)

4481
impurities in beryllium, X-ray analysis,

USSR study (1963) 6764
iron, nickel, and cobalt in liquid potassium

(1965) 8115
liquid metal systems, thermodynamic analy-

sis (1961) 8091

methanol solubilization by soap micelles in

toluene as measured by gas chromatog-
raphy (1962) 6353

solids in dense gases, thermodynamic aspect
with 2 techniques for determining (1965)
16746

Solubility—Continued

solid, of calcium and silicon in magnesium,
effect of indium (1963) 5496

Solubilization of polar species by Micelle-
forming soaps in nonpolar solvent (1965)
13144

Solutes, small streams draining single rock
types, Sangre de Cristo Range, N. Mex.
(1962) 639

Solutions:
alumina hydrate and dilute fluoride, used in

preparation of aluminum fluoride (1964)
20500

carbonate used for electroreduction of ura-
nium (VI), compounds, Polish study
(1962) 7805

leach, copper powder preparation after pre-
cipitation with iron (1964) 16637

lime-sintered beryl concentrates, purifying
experiments (1962) 12386

monoethanolamine, for submarine carbon
dioxide scrubbers, stabilization (1965)
9832

nickel, prepared for precision electroforming
(1965) 19898

solid

—

effect on thermal conductivity of UO2
(1961) 18081

heat conductivity of semiconductors,
USSR study (1961) 10881

sulfuric acid, molten alkali-sulfate salts and
Mg-Li melts, USSR study (1965) 6400

spectrochemical analysis (1963) 14514
urease, effect of gamma radiation on viscosi-

ty and enzymatic activity (1961) 20317
water, rate of D-xylose decomposition in sul-

furic acid, sodium 2, 4 dimethylbenz-
enesulfonate (1965) 9195

see aiso Heat of solution.

Solvents:
effects in photolysis of poly (d-methyl-

styrene) (1965) 13142
effects induced on infrared spectra (1964)

5587
organic, physical properties of soap/solvent

systems and their relation to solubility

parameter (1965) 13153
polar organic, conductance of alkali-metal

sulfonates in (1965) 11593
physico-chemical properties, bibliography

(1961) 217
quantitative changes in sebiagogic function

of sebaceous glands under effects of ace-

tone, gasoline, and white spirit in in-

dustrial workers, USSR study (1965)

9397
wood seasoning (1961) 14926
see also Extraction (chemistry).

Solving Wiener-Hopf equation (1965) 7100
Sol-ya, Han, see Han Sol-ya.

Somal, Narinder S., relief (1961) 8663, 12384,
14036

Somali Republic:
background notes (1965) 13276
economic cooperation agreement (1963)

14715
economy, basic data (1961) 7463; (1965) 5762,

7350
import tariff system (1963) 10335
investment guaranties, agreement (1964)

7797
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12919
newly independent nation, fact sheet (1963)

3338
Peace Corps program, agreement (1962)

18481
technical cooperation, agreements (1964)

7793; (1965) 6942, 15080
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Somalia, see Somali Republic.
Somaliland, see Italian Somaliland.
Somerlock, Charles R., transistorized VHF

transmitter design for spacecraft appli-

cations (1964) 13215
Somerset County, N.J., censuses of population

and housing, 1960, census tracts in

standard metropolitan statistical area
(1962) 4809

Somerville, Mass., census of housing, 1960,

city blocks (1961) 18255
Somes, H. A., tip-moth control fails to improve

height of loblolly pines (1964) 8652
Something about series (1962) 17520-523
Son Chung Ja, relief (1965) 15639, 17367,

17813
Sonar:

acoustical space-time information process-
ing (1963) 7365

introduction. Navy training course (1961)

8084; (1964) 5585
operators trainers, simulation requirements

(1964) 16798
training of operators, artificial wake gener-

ating system for ASW training device

(1965) 11570
transmitter, using parallel inverter unit,

performance and analysis (1965) 13116
Sonatone Corporation, contract with Air

Force Dept. for nickel cadmium aircraft
storage batteries, unreasonable prices,

GAO report (1963) 17514
Sondermayer, Roman V.:
mineral industry of

—

Czechoslovakia (1965) 12859
East Germany (1965) 12862
Hungary (1965) 12878
Rumania (1965) 12914
Yugoslavia (1965) 12934

Sonett, Charles P., modulation and sampling
of hydromagnetic radiation (1965) 19915

Songplugging and airwaves, functional outline
of popular music business, staff studv
(1961) 18960

Songs:
Armed Forces song folio (1961) 3105; (1962)

3625; (1963) 3464
and Army hit kit for soldier shows, index

(1962) 12810
hit kit for soldier shows, Irving Berlin edi-

tion_(1962) 1

songplugging and airwaves, popular music
business, staff study (1961) 18960

Sonic anemometer for study of turbulent wind
loading on missiles (1963) 1740

Sonic boom:
aircraft in maneuvers (1964) 16691
annoyance, effects, etc (1963) 13219
atmospheric effects on, computer program

for study (1965) 6616
boom propagated from supersonic aircraft,

effects of flight path and atmospheric
variations (1964) 7562

characteristics of 3 wing-body combinations
differing in wing longitudinal location
(1962) 20147

damage, induced, studies (1965) 9624
exposures during FAA community-response

studies over 6-month period, Oklahoma
City area (1965) 1477

ground patterns from maneuvering aircraft,
application of acoustic theory to predic-
tion (1964) 20580

Lateral-spread ground-pressure measure-
ments from airplanes at altitudes to
75,000 ft. and Mach numbers to 2.0
(1964) 1461

lower bound of attainable overpressure and
design methods of approaching this limit
(1962) 22589

Sonic boom—Continued
measured and calculated ground patterns

due to aircraft maneuvers (1965) 9698
nonasymptotic effects, large airplanes (1965)

13041
pressures, ground measurements for altitude

range of 10,000 to 75,000 feet (1964)
14903

response of light airplanes (1963) 16405
St. Louis area, results of USAF-NASA-FAA

flight program to study community re-

sponses (1965) 9696
subjective reactions, laboratory tests (1965)

6632, 18466
theory, correlation with wind-tunnel and

flight (1965) 2915
Sonic equipment, see Sound.
Sonic pressure, see Pressure.
Sonnek, Armond A., helium analyzer (1965)

6607
Sonoma County, Calif., Round, Laytonville

and Little Lake Valleys, geology and
ground water resources (1965) 18216

Sonoma Creek, Calif.:

engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 14210
document edition (1965) 13838

Sons of American Legion, badge, patent re-

newal (1962) 9224, 13606, 15043
Sons of American Revolution, see National

Society of Sons of American Revolution.
Soo Line RR:

accident (1962) 15695
emergency board report (1964) 2290

Soo, Yoo Chul, see Yoo Chul Soo.

Soochow, China, peat, used for fuel, hog fod-
der, etc (1961) 10725 .

Sook Hee Kim, see Kim Sook Lee.
Sook, Hi Lee, see Lee Hi Sook.
Sook Ja Kim, see Kim, Sook Ja.
Sook Jun Ki, see Ki Sook Jun.
Soon, Lim Sam, see Lim Sam Soon.
Soon Mai Lee, see Lee, Soon Mai.
Soon Nee Lee, see Lee, Soon Nee.
Soon Tai Lim, see Lim, Soon Tai.
Soos, Anna, relief (1964) 12199; (1965) 6013
Soot, deposition in oil-fired boilers, effective-

ness of additiveness to control (1962)
12383

Sorbents, see Adsorbents.
Sore throat, see Angina.

Sorensen, Roy T., flotation treatment of iron
ore tailing from Champion mine, Mar-
quette Range, Mich (1964) 20508

Sorensen, Virginia L., computer program for
calculating flow fields in supersonic in-

lets (1965) 14832
Sorensen Fish Co., relief (1961) 10372
Soresi, Carl D., relief (1962) 7009

Sorex, see Shrews.
Sorghum:

acreage, yield, production, etc., by States,
1929-58 (1962) 14764

chinch bug control (1964) 19083
grain

—

composition of commercial grades (1964)
13570

culture and utilization (1964) 9936
futures trading and open contracts (1961)
3053

irrigating (1962) 12852
receiving at country elevators in South-
west (1965) 8436

stocks, Oct. 1, 1960 (1961) 36
hybrids

—

improving vigor in 1st generation, USSR
study (1964) 12662

selection, USSR study (1964) 12834
irrigation and fertilizer study (1965) 16945
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Sorghum—Continued

Rio, new disease-resistant variety, for
southern United States (1965) 13365

storage studies (1964) 15224
trade agreements with European Ek:onomic

Community and member States (1962)
14656

Sorption, see Adsorption.
Sorting, see Rank order.
Sorting devices, electric sorting machines for

tart cherries, performance studies, 1963
(1964) 19053

Sotiropoulos, Panagiotis, relief (1961) 7032,
10394, 12049

Sotos, Carol J., radiant-interchange view fac-
tors and limits of visibility for differen-
tial cylindrical surfaces with parallel
generating lines (1965) 2902

Sound:
absorption in air below 1000 cps (1965)

11411
acoustic journal (USSR periodical) (1963)

9018
acoustic phenomena observed on rocket-

borne high altitude explosions (1962)
14476

acoustic pressure distribution between
spherical transducer and baffle, formu-
las (1964) 18859

acoustical measuring instruments, Soviet
patents on devices (1963) 676

acoustical methods of investigating atmos-
phere, USSR study (1962) 3143, 19740

acoustical science in USA, notes by Soviet
scientists (1961) 13113

acoustical space-time information process-
ing (1963) 7365

acoustical waves in water, measurement fa-

cilities, experimental (1962) 12579
acoustics scale models for investigating

near field noise of jet and rocket en-
gines, feasibility of use (1962) 128

air transport, sonotropic effects on birds
(1962) 16417

all-Union conference on ultrasonics, USSR
(1962) 2606

application of acoustic theory to prediction
of sonic-boom ground patterns from
maneuvering aircraft (1964) 20580

atmospheric acoustics as factor in Saturn
static testing (1964) 18735

auditory fatigue, pure tone, central factor
(1964) 4317

biological action of ultrasound and super-
high frequency electromagnetic oscilla-

tions, USSR study (1965) 12679
boiling songs and associated mechanical

vibrations (1961) 11792
coagulating fog droplets with acoustics os-

cillations, USSR study (1965) 1183
depth charge and underwater sound signal,

description, launching and storage in-

structions (1961) 13599
displacement of deformable body in acoustic

medium, USSR study (1964) 2712
dolphin, ultrasonic and sonic detection char-

acteristics, USSR study (1963) 17980
effect of acoustic and ultrasonic fields on

bio-chemical processes, Polish study
(1962) 7712

effects and nucleic elements on cells, USSR
study (1964) 20241

effects upon visual signal detection (1965)
7081

far-field acoustic propagation studies (1962)
18262

ferroacoustic information storage system,
research (1965) 12975

Sound—Continued

fish sounds, significance, USSR study (1963)
8662

hydroacoustical means of surveillance, pros-
pects for increasing range, USSR study
(1964) 5204

hydroacoustical station Paltus, designed for
detecting schools of fish, USSR (1964)
12592 15996

hydroacoustics, USSR study (1965) 7923
identification, computer-aided learning, ex-

periments (1964) 15003
influence of acoustical vibrations on convec-

tive heat transfer to liquids (1964) 8801
infrasonic waves from auroral zone (1964)

13216
inhibition of evoked activity of neurons of

cerebral cortex during action of sound
stimulus, USSR study (1965) 14580

insulating capability of ship hull structures,
USSR study (1963) 15953

magneto-acoustic information storage sys-
tem, research (1964) 13142

marine bio-acoustics, state of the art (1965)
14943

measured acoustic propagation parameters
in Mississippi test operations area
(1965) 16673

measurement of raindrop sizes by acoustic
method, theory, USSR study (1965) 1167

mechanical self resistance and mechanical
mutual resistance of unbaffled rigid disk
radiating sound from single face into
acoustic medium (1961) 5012

microacoustic system analysis by measure-
ment of free-field sound speed (1964)
18866

miniature bearings lubricated by sonic dis-

persion method (1965) 9648
monostatic reflection in far field of rigid,

finite objects (1961) 1379
mutual radiation impedance of circular

rings on oblate spherical babbles (1962)
12582

nondestructive ultrasonic means of deter-
mining actual flaw size in materials
(1962) 16321

nonverbal, learning to identify, computer as
teaching machine (1962) 16087

optico-acoustic gas analyzers of carbon
monoxide, carbon dioxide and methane,
description and instructions for assem-
bling and operation, etc., USSR study
(1965) 6410

plane hydroacoustical wave, diffraction at
boundary of elastic plates, USSR studv
(1963) 17923

point-contact transducers for ultrasonic
testing (1963) 12965

propagation of plane acoustic waves in ra-
diating gas (1963) 12889

radiation from one face of unbaffled rigid
piston whose 2d face is pressure re-

leased (1961) 5006
range recorders. Navy technical manual

(1962) 1802
rocket, far-field acoustic environments due

to moving sound source, predicting tech-
niques (1963) 16384

sea, physics (1963) 19983
shock waves is multi-component media,

USSR study (1961) 1010
sonic and ultrasonic waves in air, water,

and solids, table of contents and pref-

aces to USSR book (1962) 5947
sonic boom characteristics of 3 wing-body

combinations differing in wing longitudi-
nal location (1962) 20147
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Sound—Continued

sonic depth sounder for laboratory and field

use (1961) 12787

sound-scattering layers, USSR study (1964)

10894

Soviet use of ultrasonic techniques in field

of microbiological research (1961) 250

spheroidal wave functions use in empirical
description of scalar wave fields (1961)
5007

structural vibration (1965) 6619

thrust boosters, acoustic efficiency trends
(1964) 14841

transmission in helium and various gases at
low pressures (1964) 19180

transmission loss of fiberglass nose-cone
shapes (1961) 13517

ultra-acoustics, use in study of matter, 8th
scientific conference. USSR (1961) 2118

ultrasonic waves

—

and certain problems of modern biology,
USSR study (1962) 2783

in industry hygienic characteristics,
USSR study (1961) 15487

of low-intensity, influence on tissue respi-
ration and glycolysis in brains of albino
rats, USSR study (1962) 2705

propagated in air, biological effect, USSR
study (1961) 7653

ultrasonic welding equipment for refractory
metals (1962) 14774

ultrasonics

—

alteration of Salmonella and Shigella,
USSR articles (1964) 10845

application to cold pressing of ceramic
pellets (1962) 8973

bibliography (1963) 4554
chemical and biological action, USSR
study (1963) 20882

destructive effect on reproductive organs
of herring, USSR study (1961) 9316

detection of fatigue damage in metals with
Rayleigh waves (1961) 6727

determination of elastic constants at room
and low temperatures (1961) 2640

determining flaw size of materials (1962)
1979

effects on electrolytic deposition of

—

copper and zinc from sulfate and cyan-
ide electrolytes (1962) 3325

manganese and manganese dioxide from
sulfate electrolytes (1962) 22518

energy applications to casting of ceramic
and cermet slips (1962) 8971

extrusion, reduction in vehicle and plasti-
cizer requirements for non-clay ceramics
(1962) 8974

fabrication, review of U.S. Government
research reports (1965) 14878

filling of tubular cladding with ceramic
fuel powders (1962) 8972

fuel reprocessing in mercury (1961) 18077

grinding techniques in microminiaturi-
zation (1962) 6395

high purity electroforming method (1964)
7480

hot pressing of metals and ceramics (1962)
8975

impregnation, preparation of low permea-
bility graphite (1962) 8977

inspection of graphite (1962) 8940

irradiation, metachromatic reaction of
nucleic acids, USSR study (1964) 10973

irradiation of rabbits, morphological
changes in internal organs and skin,
USSR study (1964) 1030

measurement of suspended sediment (1962)
23588

Sound—Continued
ultrasonics—Continued
mechanism of action on processes of re-

sorption in gastro-intestinal tract,
USSR study (1964) 16278

medical devices, USSR studies (1964)
16211

method for water disinfection, experimen-
tal investigation, USSR study (1962)
1193

methods in study of fatigue and deforma-
tion in single crystals (1964) 4223

molecular biology, USSR study (1965)
19748

nondestructive testing of plastics (1962)
22692

phenomena and methods of measurement,
bibliography (1963) 5473

physicochemical and biological action,
USSR, translations (1964) 5154

propagation of ultrasonic waves in blood,
problem of rate, USSR study (1964) 1029

propagation parameter measurements,
systematic errors and effect of free-field

diffraction (1965) 11580
pulses for improved nondestructive test-

ing, spectrum and contour analysis
(1962) 14554

roll bonding of fuel plates, study, etc
(1961) 5343

technique for detection and measurement
of fatigue cracks (1965) 18557

test standards for aircraft materials, re-

search and development leading to es-
tablishment (1961) 6732

testing, review of U.S. Govt, research re-

ports (1965) 14879
use in clinical diagnosis (1962) 5674
use in medicine and ophthalmology, USSR

studies (1965) 2781
vibration effect on generation of detona-

tion in NCl:i (1961) 4613
vibration effects on plant growth, USSR
study (1961) 19677

ultrasound

—

action on biological properties of tumor-
ous tissue, USSR study (1961) 767

apparatus for removal of dental calculus,
USSR study (1964) 1252

biophysics and medicine, powerful poten-
tial tool, USSR study (1962) 2780

effect on coccidia oocytes of rabbit, USSR
study (1962) 17940

effect on nucleic acid content of tissues,
USSR study (1962) 2742

in biology, USSR study (1961) 10917
in life of animals, USSR study (1961) 4671
in medicine, USSR study (1961) 12909
problems, French study (1962) 17842
Soviet studies on effect (1962) 17939
therapy of diseases of peripheral nervous
system and locomotor apparatus, USSR
study (1961) 15597

vibrations in molecular biophysics, USSR
study (1964) 16329

underwater, attempts to guide small fish

(1962) 15605
underwater velocity, computation of acous-

tic rays from temperatures measured in
deep ocean and prediction of range to
convergence zone (1965) 13145

velocity in petroleum reservoir rocks and
other mediums, bibliography (1963) 7205

see also Noise.
Sound, The, see Oresund.
Sound projectors:
optimization of back-to-front suppression

and frequency bandwidth relationship
for 3-dimensional acoustic arrays (1965)
13185
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Sound projectors—Continued

unequal radiation loads, effects on unidirec-

tional properties of biplanar array
(1965) 13186

Sound recording and reproducing equipment:
transport aircraft cockpit voice recording

—

final report (1961) 9714
technique investigation, final report (1962)

11046
see aiso Tape recorders.

Sound recordings:
archive of recorded poetry and literature,

checklist (1961) 6265
method for simultaneous recording of respir-

atory movements and speech sounds on
same magnetic tape, USSR study (1965)

12666
presidential inaugurations, list (1961) 1336
unauthorized duplication, copyright study

(1961) 5884
use to record district court proceedings

—

law (1965) 15510
reports (1963) 13614; (1965) 8845, 17840

Sounding (meteorology):
backscatter sounding of ionosphere at Mur-

mansk, RSFSR (1965) 16531
ionosphere, NASA topside sounder program

(1963) 20984
mesospheric wind determination from suc-

cessive hourly rocket soundings (1963)
18451

temperature and winds above 50 km over
Wallops Island, Va (1963) 7287

upper atmosphere, rocket development in

Japan (1963) 7294

Sounding and soundings:
electrical sounding by method of extraction

of fields, USSR study (1963) 6696
seismic, of earth's crust, conference on prob-

lems (1962) 1229

Sounding rockets, see Rockets.

Soundproofing, marine, problems, USSR stud-

ies (1964) 12775
see aiso Insulation.

Source data automation equipment guide
(1961) 9664

Souris Loop National Wildlife Refuges, birds,

general information (1962) 19517
Sousa, John P., home in D.C., provide for res-

toration and place statue in capital,

report (1961) 14434
South, Jerry C, jr.:

application of Dorodnitsyn's integral meth-
od to nonequilibrium flows over pointed
bodies (1963) 16406

integral relations application to supersonic
nonequilibrium flow past wedges and
cones (1964) 18794

South (U.S.):

America's challenges and hope for future
(address) (1964) 10125

caterpillar control on cabbage, etc (1961)

1625; (1964) 9939
central southern States, home fruit garden

(1965) 8432
civil rights, public schools (1964) 10098,

15347
conservation and new South (talk) (1962)

10650
controlling sugarcane beetle on corn (1963)

9575
cost of transporting freight (1963) 5101,

5103, 8430, 10352, 10354-355
crab industry (1965) 6214
economic advance (remarks) (1965) 16904
economic conditions improve as result of

Federal and State policies and programs
(remarks) (1965) 13729

South (U.S.)—Continued
employee earnings in selected metropolitan

areas (1964) 16608
facts, figures, and comments about collective

bargaining (address) (1964) 7594
fallout facilities and fuels on farms (1963)

13092
fig growing (1961) 11692
fig growing for home use (1963) 29
fire danger, spread index for Southern

States, derivation (1965) 4814
forest research in the midsouth (1965) 14360
forest types (1964) 2357

identifying on aerial photographs (1961)
4293

fresh fruit and vegetable unloads in south-
ern cities by commodities. States, etc
(1964) 7882; (1965) 6075

ground water resources (1961) 6174
hardwood forests, use, protect, manage

(1965) 14361
hardwood logging slash deterioration (1965)

7048
law enforcement, equal protection in the

South, report (1965) 19013
mid-South, growing loblolly and shortleaf

pine (1964) 19067
mosquitoes of southeastern States, hand-

book (1961) 61
muscadine grapes, growth adaptation, etc

(1961) 5258
New South moves forward as part of united

nation (remarks) (1965) 9856
nonmetropolitan areas, employee earnings

and hours (1965) 12795
nuclear energy legislation (remarks) (1961)

9967
Persian clover, culture, uses, etc (1961) 86
pulpwood chipping installations in Midsouth

(1963) 12194
pulpwood price trends in midsouth, 1937-63

(1964) 18078
pulpwood production (1961) 10670; (1963)

15588; (1965) 686
radiation pasteurization of oranges, grape-

fruit, tomatoes, peaches, strawberries
(1965) 13533, 17139

Rio, new disease-resistant variety of sweet
sorghum (1965) 13365

rural nonfarm areas, consumer expenditures
and income, 1961 (1964) 18627; (1965)
11339, 11827, 18869

small cities in southern region, consumer
expenditures and income (1964) 11270

social change, transition problems (remarks)
(1965) 13736, 15397

southern pine lumber grade yields (1963)

6522
Southern Plains, commercial wheat farms,

costs and returns (1962) 17368; (1963)
15413; (1965) 16080

southern wood density survey, 1965 status
report (1965) 16277

sweetpotato canning industry, feasibility of

expanding (1963) 11458
total southern region, urban and rural, con-

sumer expenditures and income (1965)
12784

urban places, consumer expenditures and
income (1964) 13045; (1965) 1277, 14621,
16550

wages in nonmetropolitan areas (1961)

19820; (1962) 18163
white clover for south, information (1962) 50

South Africa:
agricultural economy in brief (1965) 2087
Basutoland, Bechuanaland, and Swaziland,

mineral industries, minerals yearbook
chapter (1965) 12839
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South Africa—Continued
economy, basic data (1963) 6591
establishing business (1965) 13713
exports and imports, hcensing and exchange

controls (1962) 13937; (1963) 10334
fisheries (1965) 4747
foreign trade regulations (1964) 18187
gasification patents, index (1962) 16003
import tariff system (1962) 723
labeling and marking requirements (1963)

6603
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12912
pharmaceutical regulations (1962) 15675
plant exploration (1965) 10036
preparing shipments to (1962) 2565, 7509
sending gift packages to (1962) 715
stockfish and spiny lobster fisheries (1963)

8271
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chap-

ter (1965) 12924
see also Union of South Africa.

South America:
Atlantic Coast, tides tables (1961) 10114
atmospheric radioactivity (1961) 1403
atoms at work tour (1961) 13839
catfishes of callichthyid genus Carydoras,

new species and redescriptions (1964)

20658
characid fishes of subfamilies Lebiasininae

and E>ythrininae, subtribe Nannostom-
ia, osteology, etc (1964) 20659

civil aviation survey (1962) 18771
coasts, lights and fog signals, list (1962)

19585
Communist penetration of Chile (1962) 19781
6Hst) const

lights and fog signals, list (1962) 24035;
(1963) 3208, 5651, 9258; (1964) 1523,
13310, 20674; (1965) 1530, 8193, 11560,
18650

tide tables (1962) 13115; (1963) 9766;
(1964) 11960; (1965) 10313

economic developments, hearings, etc (1962)
13331, 16813

economic policies and programs, report
(1962) 4888

flight information publication, enroute
(1961) 2892; (1962) 3854, 16325; (1963)
3689

genus Spherocera Latreille (Diptera, sphero-
ceridae), contribution to study (1965)
9787

health information for travel in (1961) 2664,
15933; (1962) 16130; (1963) 16500

lights and fog signals, list (1961) 4328,
10704; (1962) 664

new land snails (1962) 14518
Pacific Coast, surface water temperature

and salinity (1962) 15004
population growth (1963) 13663
sailing directions (1961) 4323, 20843; (1962)

5312, 17636; (1963) 18214; (1964) 7630,
16774; (1965) 8188

savings and loan movement (address) (1963)
4891

species of Vismia (Guttiferae), synopsis
(1962) 14514

study mission

—

print as Senate doc, report (1962) 11638
report (1962) 13551

tobacco industry (1962) 21792
west coast

—

lights and fog signals, list (1962) 19586;
(1963) 5652; (1964) 3074, 13311, 18845;
(1965) 2958, 8194, 14927

sailing directions (1961) 4324
tide tables (1961) 6915; (1962) 6855; (1963)

6040; (1964) 6109; (1965) 8674

South America—Continued
wheat, sedimentation value changes during

storage (1964) 6

see also American Republics,
see aJso Caribbean area.

South Arabia, Federation of

economy, basic data (1964) 18169
labor conditions (1964) 5446
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 14672
South Asia, see Asia.
South Atlantic slope basins, see Atlantic

States.
South Atlantic States, see Atlantic States.
South Bend, Ind.:

aged, problems, hearing (1963) 6193
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 13589
census of business, 1958, standard metropol-

itan area, central business statistics

(1961) 6798
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 13960
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20610

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 4810

occupational wage survey (1964) 14694;
(1965) 11349

occupational wage surveys

—

departmental edition (1961) 13400; (1962)

15979; (1963) 12799
document edition (1961) 12144; (1962)

15087; (1963) 11743
prevent becoming depressed area (remarks)

(1964) 5931
St. Joseph County Airport, weather observa-

tions, hourly, decennial census (1963)
21160

Studebaker plant closing, report (1964)
13656

South Carolina:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 5896
annual survey of manufactures, 1960, stand-

ard metropolitan statistical areas, and
large industrial counties, statistics

(1962) 18773; (1963) 4568; (1964) 6029
area measurement report (1964) 17074
census county divisions, 1960, map (1961)

16310
census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1962)

275
census of business, 1963

—

merchandise line sales, retail trade, statis-

tics (1965) 15301
retail trade, area statistics (1965) 5657
selected services, area statistics (1965)
5667

wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)
7249

census of governments, 1962, State report
(1965) 7257

census of housing, 1960, State and small
areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc (1962)
4765

census of manufactures, 1958, area statis-

tics (1961) 13883
census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-

port (1961) 18142
census of population, 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 16559
general, social, and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 2206
general statistics (1961) 10080
number of inhabitants (1961) 3950
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South Carolina—Continued

censuses of population and housing, 1960

—

census county division boundary descrip-
tions (1962) 16573

geographic identification code scheme
(1961) 8538

civil defense adult education programs
(1961) 7322

climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial census
(1965) 16913

climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;
(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216

community effort in boll weevil control
(1963) 4338

congressional districts, 89th Congress (1965)
4355

conservation and wise use of water is key to
progress (1961) 11564

cotton, results of 1963 regional variety tests
(1965) 12

county business patterns, activities covered
by OASDI program (1961) 11879; (1963)
15052

crystalline rocks (1965) 9256
District Court, eastern and western division,

consolidate into single judicial district

—

law (1965) 17434
reports (1965) 12268, 19220

electric rate book (1962) 550; (1963) 513,
15499; (1964) 15896; (1965) 19615

fishery products, wholesale dealers, lists

(1964) 714, 18015
5B redevelopment area, statistical profile

(1963) 13371
food processors, problems and prospects

(1963) 1474
grapes, new ready market (1961) 5199
labor organizations, reporting, register

(1961) 6239; (1964) 16571
landings, fish and shellfish (1961) 3256, 6046;

(1963) 4343, 9649; (1963) 4197, 13949;
(1964) 4042, 12417; (1965) 3947, 12452

marine decapod crustaceans (1965) 18123
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chap-

ters (1961) 21186; (1962) 23972; (1963)
19854; (1964) 21706

mineral interests

—

conveyance to San-Man Inn of Manning,
Inc (1962) 19273

conveyance to surface owners (1962)
16880; (1963) 11995, 13525, 16977

municipal waste facilities, inventory (1964)
3104

municipal water facilities inventories (1961)
6504; (1964) 18909

peaches, harvesting and marketing (1962)
12899

marketing, 1962 season (1963) 13152
pecan production, economic aspects (1964)

17900
pine sawtimber, method of appraising (1961)

19387
population, 1960, characteristics (1963)

18663
precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)

3925;^ (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965)
3492

public school finance program (1963) 15443

review of activities of Federal-aid highway
program of Public Roads Bureau by
GAO (1962) 11875

rural redevelopment, statistical profiles

(1962) 18909
salt-water encroachment, geology and

ground-water resources of Savannah
area (1964) 4808

Savannah River area, aeroradioactivity
survey and areal geology (1962) 11024

South Carolina—Continued
Savannah River dam projects, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1961) 17211
document edition (1961) 16869

temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (2963) 18763

truck inventory and use survey (1965) 237
weather stations, decadal census (1963)

16683
women, labor laws, summary (1965) 7001
women workers (1964) 9899
ZIP code directory (1963) 20065

South Central Airlines, Inc., accident (1965)
4370

South (Central States, see Central States.
South China, see China.
South China Sea:

gazetteer, official standard names (1962)
7466

plankton and benthos distribution, general
characteristics (1963) 12575

western shores, sailing directions (1962) 663;
(1963) 14621; (1965) 6820, 19987

South Dakota:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 5896
agricultural conservation handbook (1961)

1590; (1962) 6550
agricultural drought and excess soil mois-

ture (1961) 3715
annual survey of manufactures, standard

metropolitan statistical areas and large
industrial counties, statistics (1962)
16450; (1963) 4567; (1964) 6028

artesian wells penetrating artesian aqui-
fers, progress report (1961) 6185

census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1961)
11890

census of business, 1963

—

merchandise lines sales, retail trade, sta-
tistics (1965) 15300

retail trade, area statistics (1965) 4307
selected services, area statistics (1965)
8585

wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)
7250

census of governments, 1962, State report
(1965) 5687

census of housing, 1960, State and small
areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc (1962)
4766

census of manufactures, 1958, area statis-
tics (1961) 13884

census of mineral industries, 1958, area sta-
tistics (1961) 20424

census of population, 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 20637
general characteristics (1961) 10081
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 287
number of inhabitants (1961) 1822

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
geographic identification code scheme
(1961) 8539

climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial census
(1965) 16914

climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;
(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216

county business patterns, activities covered
by OASDI program (1961) 11877, 20437;
(1963) 13284

District Court, term to be held at Rapid
City, report (1965) 17876

Edgemont NE quadrangle. Fall River and
Custer Counties, geology (1963) 12219

electric rate book (1961) 19317; (1962) 13802;
(1963) 13921; (1964) 17983
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South Dakota—Continued
floods of Mar.-Apr. 1960 (1965) 16326

labor laws affecting women, summary (1965)

20152
labor organizations, reporting, register

(1961) 4784; (1964) 16573

Little Missouri River compact, extend time-

law (1962) 13305
reports (1961) 19046; (1962) il360

mineral and water resources (1965) 4610

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1961) 21187; (1963) 1223; (1964) 1423;

(1965) 1355
minor civil divisions, townships, cities,

towns, census 1960, map (1961) 16311

Mississippi River and tributaries, fishery

products, wholesale dealers, list (1964)

15928,18028 . ^^^^^^
municipal waste facilities, inventory (1964)

3106
. . ^^_,^

municipal water facilities inventories (1961)

6505; (1964) 18911

Niobrara River and Ponca Creek compact
negotiation, extend

—

law (1961) 18583
reports (1961) 14671, 16691

population, 1960, characteristics (1963)

16886 „„„,
precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)

3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965)

3492
public school finance program (1963) 15444

review of activities of Federal-aid highway

program of Public Roads Bureau by

GAO (1961) 17323
. .

rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-

files (1962) 16642

soil, water, and crop management on newly

irrigated lands in Dakotas (1961) 11719

statue of Joseph Ward

—

acceptance, print proceedings, report

(1963) 9873 ^^„^
place in Statuary Hall, reports (1963)

8077, 9872, 13530
sulfur production and consumption (1962)

20080
.

temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly norms, decennial

census (1962) 10764

truck inventory and use survey (1965) 238

Vermillion River and tributaries, flood con-

trol improvement, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1961) 488

document edition (1961) 354

weather stations, decadal census (1963)

16684
western, forest area and timber volume

(1964)14320
western, timber products output (1965) 9199

ZIP code directory (1963) 20066

South Elk Ridge, botanical prospecting for

uranium (1962) 17621

South Fork Cumberland River:

dam and reservoir construction, engineer

report

—

departmental edition (1962) 2423

document edition (1962) 2300

South Gate, Calif., census of housing, 1960,

city blocks (1961) 18219

South Holland, HI,, population, special census

(1962) 11095

South Korea, see Korea.

South Norwalk, Conn., railroad accident (1965)

792
South Pacific Commission:
agreement (1965) 16880
conference report, hearings (1965) 19312

South Pacific Commission—Continued

contribution of U.S.

—

increase, continuing authorization

—

hearing (1965) 12179
law (1965) 15446
reports (1965) 12291, 13880

remove ceiling

—

hearing (1963) 18941
law (1964) C174
reports (1963) 20482; (1964) 2217

South Pacific Ocean, see Pacific Ocean.

South Platte River and Valley:

cattle-feeding industry, changes 1953-59

(1963) 10052
ground-water resources, western Adams and

southwestern Weld Counties, (3olo (1964)

12519
watershed, irrigation guide (1961) 1471

South Pole:

age hardening of snow (1965) 9060

South Pole-Byrd supplement, seismological

bulletin (1965) 3929
traverse, magnetic results (1964) 17148

South Pole Magnetic Observatory, magneto-

grams and hourly values (1963) 11672;

(1964) 1849; (1965) 11988

South St. Paul, Minn., census of housing, 1960,

city blocks (1961) 16373

South Santiam River:

Foster Reservoir, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1961) 473
document edition (1961) 382

South Sea, see Pacific Ocean.

South Silverton mining area, Colo.:

geology and ore deposits (1963) 8337

plastic deformation according to Von Mises'

theory (1962) 11890
San Juan County, Colo, (series) (1963) 8337,

10287
South Vietnam, see Vietnam.

South West Africa:
economy, basic data (1961) 20866
fisheries (1965) 4747

South Windsor, Conn., clay, Qark Brick Co.

deposit, examining and testing for light-

weight aggregate use (1964) 18668

Southampton Village, N.Y., census of housing,

1960, city blocks (1961) 18294

Southbridge, Mass., consumer expenditures

and income 1961 (1964) 11269

Southeast (U.S.):
, ^ . ,.

acid soils toxic factors as related to lime

response to alfalfa (1964) 5857

aquatic plants, guide and key (1963) 6451

bauxite deposits, geology (1965) 726

bauxite deposits of southeastern ^United

States (series) (1965) 726, 6335-36,

9259-61, 16313-314, 18201

combine cutting and feeding mechanisms

(1963) 4374
. ^ .

cotton crop of 1960, effects of certain drying

treatments in ginning on fiber proper-

ties and spinning performance (1965) 53

defense, subcommittee report (1962) 19174

flieht information publication, enroute-high

altitude (1961) 2890; (1962) 3856; (1963)

3691
floods (1961) 10689

forest nurseries, diseases and their control

(1962) 17602

ground-water levels, 1956-58 (1962) 21836

home fruit garden (1965) 8432

hurricane disaster relief act of 1965, report

(1965) 19266

kyanite, sillimanite and andalusite deposits

(1961) 2054
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Southeast (U.S.)—Continued

labor organizations, reporting, register

(1961) 6239; (1964) 16571
mulch tillage, planting and cultivating in

crop residue (1962) 20406
operating grain aeration systems (1961)

20299
ownership of rural land (1964) 4611
pine chafer beetle causes damage (1961)

19382
power system, audit, 1961-63, GAO report

(1965) 12519
principal electric facilities, map (1962) 561;

(1963) 522; (1964) 679; (1965) 16183
program of Minerals Exploration Office (re-

marks) (1962) 20066
pulpwood price trends (1962) 5263
pulpwood prices (1963) 6521; (1965) 16274
radiation measurements, environmental

(1964) 21012
raw product procurement (1962) 16302
REA telephone loan program (remarks)

(1961) 13646
reporting labor organizations, register

(1961) 6239
residual effects of fall- and spring-applied

nitrogen fertilizers on crop yields (1962)

77
river basins:

timber supplies and forest industrial de-

velopment (1962) 19553
water used (1961) 12786
yield of sedimentary aquifers (1964) 6820

seed transportation, etc., by regional coop-
eratives (1962) 13763

timber trends (1962) 7452
titanium (1964) 16624
vegetable processing industry

—

location and number of plants, etc (1962)

4517
marketing practices and management
problems (1963) 5829

vessel and gear usage in shrimp fishery,

study (1962) 578
white and nonwhite owners of rural land

(1965) 14171
wind directions for prescribed burning in

woods (1962) 5271
Southeast Asia, see Asia.
Southeast Asia studies (Japanese journal):

translations (1965) 9467, 12762, 14481,

14530, 14537, 18322
Southeast River Basins, United States Study

Commission, see United States Study
Commission, Southeast River Basins.

Southeastern Carriers' Conference Committee,
emergency board report (1964) 10478

Southeastern Forest Experiment Station:

annual report, 1960 (1961) 12707; (1962)

15620; (1963) 15555

forest genetics publications, list (1962)
17605

forest survey releases (1961) 10670, 17312;
(1962) 7452; (1963) 10242

hickory task force reports (1965) 7759, 9210
research (1964) 14305
research notes (1961) 697-698, 4291-92,

12747-748, 17313, 19382-385, 20791-793;
(1962) 5263-68, 9697, 17593-599; (1963)
6518-23

station papers (1961) 4293-94, 17314,
19386-391, 20794-795; (1962) 5269-73,
7453, 9698-9702, 17600-602; (1963)
6524-25, 8301-4, 10243-247

Southeastern Power Administration:
appropriations, 1962, public works-
hearings (1961) 12334
law (1961) 18718
report (1961) 16798

Southeastern Power Administration—Con.
appropriations, 1963, public works

—

hearings (1962) 15258
law (1962) 23280
reports (1962) 17084, 21164, 21457

appropriations, 1964, public works, hearings
(1963) 17162

appropriations, 1965, public works

—

hearings (1964) 12119
reports (1964) 12098, 15767

appropriations, 1966, public works, hearings
(1965) 12158, 17906

monthly report (1963) 3919; (1964) 3743
operations, GAO audit, report (1961) 20804
publications, 1921-58 (1961) 7497
quarterly report (1965) 3875
report, 1962 (1962) 20286; (1963) 20141;

(1964) 20810
southeastern power system, etc., 1961-63,

audit, GAO report (1965) 12519
Southeastern Power System, audit by GAO,

report (1961) 20804
Southeastern Radiological Health Laboratory,

functions, services, etc (1964) 7702
Southeastern Regional Highway Research

(Conference, proceedings (1963) 3303
Southeastern States, see Southeast (U.S.).

Southern California Mison Co.:

occupy certain lands for hydroelectric pro-
ject, extend permit

—

law (1963) 13421
reports (1963) 7926, 12001

Southern corn rootworms, insecticides for con-
trol in corn, etc (1961) 1630

Southern Forest Experiment Station:
annual report (1961) 12725
forest genetics publications, list (1962)

17605
forest survey release (1961) 6149; (1963)

12194
occasional papers (1961) 699, 6150,

20796-797; (1962) 5274-76, 9703,
17603-605; (1963) 8305, 12195

publications, Hsts (1963) 6526, 10248, 13991,
17474; (1964) 3962; (1965) 3879, 10916

publications, 1955-61 (1963) 8305
report (1962) 17568; (1964) 14303
research to tame rain, watershed manage-

ment research (1965) 7758
southern forest research (1961) 7498
southern forestry notes (1962) 4345; (1963)

4198
Southern Hemisphere, see Hemisphere, South-

ern.

Southern Institute of Forest CJenetics, general
information (1963) 15589

Southern Interstate Nuclear Board:
crciitc

hearing (1962) 9396
law (1962) 16789
reports (1962) 13425, 19280

Southern Interstate Nuclear Compact:
granting consent of Congress to

—

hearing (1962) 9396
law (1962) 16789
reports (1962) 13425, 19280

Southern magnolia, see Magnolia.
Southern Nevada water project, construct,

etc., authorize, hearing (1965) 10693
Southern Pacific Co.:

accidents (1961) 19464; (1962) 13950; (1963)

17570, 19369; (1964) 4879, 6866-67, 6871,

18191
emergency board report (1961) 20693; (1963)

6351
land conveyance in California, validate,

hearings (1961) 18952
Southern Pacific RR., land conveyance in Riv-

erside County, Calif., validate, hearings
(1961) 18952
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Southern pine, see Pine.
Southern pine beetles, see Beetles.

Southern Plains Indians Museum and Craft
Center, general information (1961) 6209

Southern Poultry Co., Inc., motor vehicle acci-

dent (1961) 19462
Southern Power Administration, monthly re-

port (1962) 10659
Southern Ry., accident (1963) 8433; (1964)

12570
Southern region, see Rural communities.
Southern Rhodesia:

double taxation convention (1964) 7788
Northern Rhodesia boundary, study (1964)

9800
tobacco production and marketing (1964)

14291
Southern Rhodesia, see aJso Rhodesia.
Southern sky survey payload (1963) 7290
Southern Stages, Inc., accident (1965) 7842
Southern States, see South (U.S.).

Southern Tank Lines, Inc., accident (1961)
17357

Southern Ute Reservation:
lease, except from 25-year limitation

—

law (1962) 23185
reports (1962) 21035. 21450

Southern Ute Tribe, see Ute Indians.
Southern Utilization Research and Develop-

ment Division:
cotton research, annotated bibliography

(1962) 20413
publications and patents, lists (1961) 58,

8281; (1962) 4492, 18614, 20391; (1963)
14845. 20268; (1964) 5800, 19061; (1965)
8411, 16949

Southold, N.Y., geology and ground-water re-

sources (1963) 20742
Southwell, C. R.:

corrosion of metals in tropical environ-
ments, aluminum and magnesium (1965)
9820

natural resistance of woods to biological
deterioration in tropical environments
(1963) 3221

Southwest (U.S.):

American-Egyptian cotton, roller ginning
(1964) 4194

cattle ranches, organization, costs, returns,
1940-59 (1961) 20659

cost study of general freight (1965) 4900
cotton gins, increasing efficiency of power

used for materials handling (1964) 12312

country elevators receiving grain sorghum
(1965) 8436

drought effects, general summary (1963)
14022

droughts, 1942-56 (series) (1963) 605, 8335,
14022, 19312, 20733; (1964) 807-808, 4787

dwarfmistletoe damage of ponderosa pine
(1962) 16126

electric interties with Pacific Northwest,
construction, etc., report (1965) 6038

flight information publication, enroute-high
altitude (1961) 2891; (1962) 3857; (1963)
3692

floods, factors affecting occurrence (1964)
12515

grain aeration systems, operating (1962)
8845

grazing values and management of black
grama and tobosa grasslands and asso-
ciates shrub ranges (1962) 20425

ground water levels (1963) 17534
market news dissemination, how feed-grain

and livestock industries obtain and eval-
uate market information (1965) 9029

mesquite control on rangeland (1963) 13171
meteorologic phenomena of drought (1963)

605

Southwest (U.S.)—Continued
national wildlife refuges (1961) 7439
ponderosa pine

—

estimating volumes and diameters at
breast height from stump diameters
(1963) 17495

heavy pruning reduces growth (1963)
17489

seed size, germination dates, and survival
relationships (1962) 7449

volume, taper, and related tables (1963)
15584

principal electric facilities, maps (1962) 559;
(1963) 520; (1964) 677; (1965) 16181

regional water laboratory, name Robert S.

Kerr Water Research Center reports
(1964) 6327. 12213

rock mulch and scalping of ponderosa pine,

effects on survival (1964) 781
science vs screwworm (talk) (1962) 16268
water, future (1964) 18120
water plan (1964) 9745-47

fact sheet (1964) 7719
hearings (1964) 14142

wildlife refuges (1965) 18130
Southwest Pass, reducing shoaling, hydraulic

model investigation (1965) 19590
Southwest Trucking, Inc., motor carrier acci-

dent (1961) 4346
Southwestern Irrigated Cotton Growers Asso-

ciation, description and reviews in asso-
ciation's history (1962) 6569

Southwestern Ck)nference on Industrial Mod-
ernization, proceedings, Jan. 17, 1964
(1964) 13744

Southwestern Power Administration:
appropriations, 1962, public works

—

hearings (1961) 12334
law (1961) 18718
report (1961) 16798

appropriations, 1963, public works

—

hearings (1962) 15258
law (1962) 23280
reports (1962) 17084, 21164, 21457

appropriations, 1964, public works, hearings
(1963) 17162

appropriations, 1965, public works

—

hearings (1964) 12119
reports (1964) 12098, 15767

appropriations, 1966, public works, hearings
(1965) 12158, 17906

contract with Associated Electric Coopera-
tive, Inc., excessive credits, etc., GAO
report (1965) 12522

financial statements for Southwestern Pow-
er System examination, GAO report
(1965) 19649

operations, GAO audit, report (1963) 12197

Southwestern Power System:
audit by GAO, report (1963) 12197
financial statements examination, GAO re-

port (1965) 19649
Southwestern Radiological Health Laborato-

ry, functions (1962) 24080
Southwestern States, see Southwest (U.S.).

Sovereignty:
international law of sovereign immunity,

policy research study (1964) 11625
State, and fiscal policy (address) (1964)

15905
Sovereignty of the sea (1965) 11714

Sovetskaya etnografiya (periodical):

translations (1961) 12878, 15039, 15042;
(1962) 18044, 23859

Sovetskaya meditsina (periodical):

translations (1961) 9298; (1962) 5883, 15837,
22007, 22365; (1964) 5372

Sovetskoye gosudarstvo i pravo (periodical):

translations (1963) 5306
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Sovetskoye zdravookhraneniye (periodical):

translations (1962) 3157. 15822, 21957,

23732; (1963) 689, 6643; (1965) 6401,

7916, 11167
Sovetskoye zdravookhraneniye Kirgizii (peri-

odical):

translations (1962) 19639
Sovie, Ronald J., volume ion production in

tenuous helium plasma (1964) 13241
Soviet abstracts (1961) 963, 987, 2385-86, 2390,

2412-13, 4627, 10848, 10939, 15574
Soviet Air Force, selected military transla-

tions (1961) 13138
Soviet Army, United States Army Dept. hand-

book, change (1961) 13826
Soviet atlas of airglow spectrum W 3000-

124A (1962) 22050
Soviet Azerbaydzhan, see Azerbaydzhan Sovi-

et Socialist Republic.
Soviet bloc:

academies of sciences of Socialist bloc coun-
tries, aims, etc., Polish study (1963) 8574

accelerated production of chemicals planned,
USSR translation (1963) 17695

American exports of strategic materials,
hearings (1962) 5069, 9499

as reported by former nationals (1961) 3603
Brazilian reaction to U.S. criticism of trade

(1963) 2581
captive European nations, trends, current

conditions, etc., report (1963) 9880,
18940

chemical institutions, Hungarian chemists
visit (1963) 12623, 14115

conditions behind Iron Curtain, study mis-
sion report (1963) 9866

conferences (1964) 1182, 1354, 7258, 11173,
12964, 14595, 16534, 20035; (1965) 944,

2590, 19781
council for Mutual Economic Assistance

—

difficulties viewed by Italian radical group
(1962) 20017

regulations (1961) 19510
credits and grants between peoples' democ-

racies (1962) 3160
development of economic relations between

countries (1961) 1102
Cuban trade in farm products (1962) 11690
East bloc propaganda activity in Mali (1965)

16476
economic offensive, DOD pamphlet (1962) 140

electrified railroads of socialist countries
(1961) 2321

export of strategic materials to, hearings
(1963) 2099

functions of trade unions in Socialist coun-
tries (1965) 18352

geographic changes (1962) 17962
Government guarantees of credit to Cummu-

nist countries, prohibit, report (1964)

485
guaranty of obligations by Export-Import

Bank, etc., prohibit, hearings (1964) 524
hydrological forecasting, international con-

ference, intra-bloc (1962) 13961
imports from Communist countries, hearing

(1963) 15303
international geophysical cooperation in-

formation (1961) 2937
intra-bloc, selected economic translations

(1961) 885, 992, 1129, 1142, 1145, 1151,

2290, 2411, 2434, 2437, 4515, 4729-30,

4735, 4743, 11074 11089-90, 11137
Iron Curtain 18 years later, East-West trade

(address) (1965) 1817
medical activities, recent developments

(1964) 4910
medical conference on work capacity (1962)

5515

Soviet bloc—Continued
ministers of public health of countries of

soviet camp, 6th conference (1963) 2901
news of science, USSR study (1965) 11320
1962 crop outlook in communist countries

(1962) 23427
peaceful settlement of international disputes

(1965) 151

policy towards underdeveloped countries,
list of publications (1964) 9783

recent developments

—

hearings (1964) 8381
report (1964) 12067

science news (1962) 1268
scientific conferences, reports (1963) 14137
scientific relations with foreign countries,

interbloc, USSR articles (1962) 10079
shipbuilding production after World War II

(1963) 2976
synthetic fibers, development (1962) 8621
teaching machines and programmed learn-

ing, literature survey (1964) 7056
trade policy toward communist bloc, new

look (1962) 2285
twelve years of Communist broadcasting,

1948-59, report (1962) 20359
visits of Hungarian scientists, report (1964)

20163
Soviet botanists in Vietnam (1962) 5687
Soviet cataloging of faint stars in Southern

Hemisphere (1963) 12352
Soviet-Chinese economic cooperation (1961)

2371
Soviet-Chinese Paleontological Expedition,

field investigations, 1960 (1961) 19544
Soviet collective farmer, see Collectives.

Soviet comments on Far East situation (1962)
10151

Soviet Empire, study in discrimination and
abuse of power (1965) 14058, 15718,
16036

Soviet ethnography (Russian periodical):

excerpts (1962) 18044
Soviet gyro research (1962) 883
Soviet initiative in control of cancer support-

ed by UN General Assembly (1961) 976
Soviet journalist on Egyptian socialism (1962)

18056
Soviet man in cosmos (1962) 2660
Soviet medical research related to human

stress, review of literature (1962) 3393
Soviet medicine (periodical):

translations (1962) 22007
Soviet primer on Africa (1962) 15819
Soviet psychiatry (periodical):

translation (1962) 10048
Soviet public health (USSR periodical):

translations (1963) 689, 6643
Soviet report on Western missiles and antimis-

siles (1963) 12621
Soviet research and development in separation

of stable isotopes (1962) 4699
Soviet state and law (periodical):

translations (1963) 5306
Soviet steel industry activities (1962) 17893
Soviet terrorism in Germany (1961) 1916
Soviet total war, historic mission of violence

and deceit, print additional copies, re-

ports (1961) 12288, 14613
Soviet Union, see Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics.
Soviet writer discusses transition to world-

communism, USSR (1963) 661
Soviet Zone of Germany, see Germany.
Sovietization, see Communism.
Soviets and world situation, Norway (1962)

8031
Soviets study super-strong metal (1962) 22279
Sovkhozes, see State farms.
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Sovnarkhoz carries out preventive inspection,

USSR (1964) 10747
Sovremennyy vostok (periodical):

translations (1961) 10761
Sowa, Walter, jr., midshipman, reappointment

(1963) 16981, 13496, 13640, 15343
Sowing:

bitterbrush seeding in California, guide
(1965) 4789

helicopter, of burned watersheds on San
Dimas Experimental Forest (1962) 9684

pellet seeding on western rangelands (1963)

11461
seeding southern Idaho rangelands (1965)

10940
Sows, see Swine.
Soybean meal:
cooked unextracted, its economic feasibility

in poultry feeds (1962) 5084
futures, commitments of traders (1963) 3530

futures trading and open contracts (1961)

3052-53; (1962) 3908-8A; (1963) 3751-52;

(1964) 3549-50; (1965) 3463-64

market in Cyprus, Lebanon, and Malta
(1962) 21793

U.S. market. Western Europe (1964) 766

Soybean oil:

edible, list of publications and patents

(1963) 5795; (1965) 11821
futures, commitments of traders (1963) 3530
futures trading and open contracts (1961)

3049, 3053; (1962) 3905, 3908A; (1963)

3748, 3752; (1964) 3546, 3550; (1965)

3460, 3464
margarine manufacture, marketing returns

(1962) 60
market in Cyprus, Lebanon, and Malta

(1962) 21793
Soybeans:
acreage and production, 1924-60, trends

(1961) 17158
current status of research (address) (1961)

16080
edible, protein products, publications, list

(1963) 5796; (1965) 11822
futures

—

commitments of traders (1961) 3047; (1962)

3688; (1963) 3530; (1964) 3344; (1965)

3231
market (1962) 9133
trading and open contracts (1961) 3053;

(1962) 3908A; (1963) 3752; (1964) 3550;

(1965) 3464
harvested for beans, acreage, yield, produc-

tion (1961) 16025; (1962) 18527; (1963)

16621; (1964) 16886; (1965) 15094
market in Cyprus, Lebanon, and Malta

(1962) 21793
oil content, rapid determination (1964) 43

processing plant at Vienna, Md., ARA loan,
hearing (1963) 11872

shifting U.S. marketing year to Sept. 1, im-

plications (1965) 17997
southeast Asia as U.S. market (1962) 5219
soybeans and products

—

for protein in human foods, proceedings of

conference (1962) 20390
market development abroad (remarks)

(1965) 16994
U.S. market, Western Europe (1964) 766
uses as food, farming practices, etc., orien-

tal methods (1961) 17896
world market development efforts (summary

of remarks) (1961) 7452
SP series, see FMC SP series—MA SP se-

ries'—NASA SP series—Statistical pro-

files.

Space:
algebraic description of forms in space

(1965) 4787
atmospheric structure and its variations in

lower thermosphere (1963) 16772
law bibliography. Judge Advocate (General

activities, Air Force pamphlet (1962)
1962

physics of time and space, USSR study
(1962) 803

physics, studies (1963) 13199
psychology, USSR study (1962) 930
rules of practice and economic proceedings,

CAB procedural regulations (1962)
13094

Soviet navigation, brief developments (1965)
2731

technology, Goddard Space Flight Clenter,

publications (1965) 14862
topological, metricization (1964) 7566
utilization, college and university, bibliogra-

phy (1962) 19439
see also Asteroids—Astronautics—Astro-

physics—Outer space.

Space Administration, see National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration.

Space age:
atom in space (remarks) (1961) 8431
bio-astronautics, bibliography (1961) 8350
challenge and promise (address) (1965) 14866

chronology of missile and astronautic
events, report (1961) 5705

communications, regulation (address) (1964)
15888

communications, regulation in interest of

truth and freedom (address) (1963) 486
difficult decisions (address) (1963) 4395
educational guidance, conference proceed-

ings (1965) 6638
exploring, Project Mercury, general informa-

tion (1961) 19898
International Astronautical Federation

meeting, report (1961) 5756
manned space flight program of NASA, pro-

jects Mercury and Apollo (1961) 19899
meaning, comments by authorities, USSR

study (1964) 5376
NASA program (1963) 9143
national security in space age (address)

(1963) 9620
nuclear program, safety aspects (remarks)

(1961) 1728
pathway to universe, CJeorge C. Marshall

Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Ala
(1962) 6303

peaceful activities, implications for human
affairs, report (1961) 8729

Project Mercury, 2d interim report (1961)
12313

science

—

and citizenship in space age (remarks)
(1961) 11817

and technology, national significance of
augmented program of space explora-
tion (1962) 12509

education in space age, conference, pro-
ceedings (1965) 11519

teaching to meet challenges, aerospace edu-
cation handbook for elementary teach-
ers (1964) 7569; (1965) 12978

technology utilization program of NASA for
industrial and consumer benefit (1964)
1488

telecommunications, policy planning (1961)
1895

United States space activities (1962) 4920;
(1963)4719
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Space-Age Planning Conference, proceedings,
1963 (1963) 16361

Space and Air Museum, see National Air and
Space Museum.

Space and facilities for art instruction (1964)

4645
Space batteries, technology handbook (1964)

9540
Space biology:
achievements and goals, USSR study (1962)

17889
astrobiology, history, nature and theory

(1963) 10425
bibliographies (1963) 9084; (1964) 16668,

18728, 20539, 21744; (1965) 8008
biology and conquest of space, USSR study

(1962) 14003
biology and the cosmos (1962) 1118
biomedical aspects of Soviet research (1962)

10261
birth of cosmic biology, USSR study (1963)

8484
cosmic space and its effects on human be-

havior, USSR study (1963) 2517
environmental conditions, biological aspects,

bibliography (1964) 1799
life in outer space, problems, USSR study

(1963) 15802
living cells in cosmic space, USSR study

(1962) 878
measurements (1965) 16410
medicine and the cosmos, USSR study (1963)

8986
medico-biological control in cosmic flight,

USSR study (1963) 739
microbes and the cosmos, USSR study (1963)

931
microbiology, Soviet scientific progress

(1962) 5668
problems, USSR study (1962) 6006; (1963)

8754; (1964) 3039, 14628
research, bibliography (1962) 10420
Soviet studies (1963) 8897
space biology

—

and cosmic flights, USSR study (1961)
17507

and medicine, USSR studies (1964) 12000,
18534

and physiology problems, USSR study
(1962) 23909

stations in cosmos, USSR selected articles

(1962) 8137
systems of Discoverer satellites XXEX and

XXX (1962) 20452
theoretical problems, USSR study (1961)

10991
USSR advances (1965) 16500
USSR reports (1963) 10686
vital living conditions in space flight, prob-

lems of securing, USSR study (1962) 953
see also Life on other planets.

Space chambers, thermal-vacuum chambers
for testing orbital environments, survey
(1963) 9168

Space charges:
one-dimensional ambipolar currents, effect

of initial velocity (1964) 16720
space-charge-flow theory and electrode de-

sign for electrostatic rocket engines
(1963) 1288

Space communications:
theory and applications, bibliography

—

coding and detection theory (1965) 14764
information processing and advanced tech-

niques (1965) 16631
modulation and channels (1965) 12987
satellite and deep space applications

(1965) 16632
ultrashort wave radio, Soviet-British tests

(1965) 19722

Space Corporation, aircraft engine test stands
modification, overestimated costs under
fixed-price contracts with Air Force
Department, GAO report (1964) 4768

Space correlation of local temperature
changes in turbulent isotropic streams,
Bulgaria (1962) 9881

Space embryology, USSR studies (1963) 8948
Space environment, see Environment.
Space exploration, see Outer space.
Space flight, see Astronautics.
Space flight trajectories, see Astronautics.
Space in military objectives of the West,

USSR (1962) 12201
Space law:

international aspects of exploration and use,
1954-62, documents, print as Senate
document, report (1963) 9986

law of space, part of 3d National conference
on peaceful uses of space, proceedings
(1964) 13157

legal problems of space exploration

—

symposium, print as Senate document,
report (1961) 7222

text (1961) 7163
Space medicine, see Medicine.
Space navigation, see Navigation.
Space perception:

conditional signalization in spatial analysis
in bats, USSR study (1965) 916

double resection in space, USSR study (1964)
16458

orientation of honey bee, physiological
mechanism, USSR study (1963) 995

spatial perception and concepts, problems
(1964) 14910

visual perception of spatial extent (1964)
5996

Space photography, see Photography.
Space physiology, some results and prospects

of experimental investigations (1965)
6764

Space pilots, see Astronauts.
Space Research C!ommittee, (Joddard Space

Flight Center contributions to meetings
(1963) 12855; (1964) 14854; (1965) 14820

Space science:
advanced research, key to future (1964)

16659
bibliography, 1957-61 (1963) 9092
Goddard Space Flight (Denter, publications

(1965) 14862
NASA program and physics teacher, papers

(1963) 19900
NASA services to college and university

summer sessions (1965) 12979
research in space science (1963) 20131
space oriented mathematics, from here,

where? source book for secondary levels

(1965) 11399
structural research problems for support of

future space missions (1963) 18164
translations from Stiinta si technica (1963)

8924
ultraviolet photodetectors, characteristics

and applications in spectroscopic re-

search (1963) 16366
Space, Science and Urban Life Conference,

proceedings (1964) 3004
Space scientists and engineers, selected bio-

graphical and bibliographical listing,

1957-61 (1962) 22538
Space simulators:
environment, construction problems (1964)

7495
simulating sighting problems of space sex-

tant, 2d-order perturbation angle tech-

niques (1965) 11500
space mission simulators, surveying star

backgrounds (1965) 13028
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Space stations:
architecture in space, USSR study (1965)

2457
control system, simulator study (1963) 3139
drag cancellation, electric and chemical

thrust systems (1964) 20578
extraterrestrial stations, uses, etc., USSR

study (1964) 5286
inflatable toroidal configuration, packaging

and deployment characteristics (1965)
9691

manned, rotating, passive dampers design,
feasibility study (1965) 6622

manned, spin dynamics (1964) 11419
manned, USSR study (1965) 4941
on-oflf control system (1965) 8109
rotating, analytical and experimental inves-

tigation (1965) 18542
rotating cylindrical, dynamics (1965) 8126

Space surveillance system, see Naval space
surveillance system.

Space Systems Division, technical documenta-
ry report (1964) 11809

Space technology:
mechanical engineering (1965) 12981
spacecraft systems (1965) 11417

Space Tracking and Data Acquisition Net-
work, sinews from space, general infor-

mation (1965) 14863
Space vehicles, see Spacecraft.
Spacecraft:
aborting lunar landing mission during pow-

ered descent using manual backup guid-
ance (1965) 8107

accelerations of entry vehicle, use in deter-
mination of planetary atmosphere struc-
ture, analysis of errors (1965) 14859

accelerometer controlled rigid vehicle, effect

of propellant sloshing on stability (1963)
20982

active control system for spinning body,
analog computer study (1961) 13526

aerodynamic damping of 0.02 scale Saturn
SA-1 model vibrating in 1st free-free
bending mode (1963) 19926

aerodynamic heating of conical entry vehi-
cles at speeds in excess of Earth para-
bolic speed (1964) 5526; (1965) 18587

aerodynamically heated models, high temper-
ature isotherm patterns, measuring
technique (1965) 9718

aerodynamics of space vehicles, papers
(1963) 7234

aerospace accident and maintenance review
(1961) 2881; (1962) 3582; (1963) 3421

aerospace employment, job market develop-
ments (1965) 14189

aerospace maintenance safety (1963) 7603;
(1964) 3216; (1965) 3104

alkaline battery evaluation for future space
vehicle design (1963) 7594

allowable entry condit:ons for point return
from space, effect of lateral-and longitu-
dinal-range control (1961) 13538

analog simulation of pilot-controlled rendez-
vous (1961) 8003

angular motions of spinning bodies in space,
theoretical study (1961) 19990

antennas for aircraft and space vehicles,

USSR study (1965) 18356
antennas for, study (1965) 6618
antennas, self-erecting flexible foam struc-

tures (1963) 7267
anti-friction airframe bearings for high

temperature use (1961) 16152
Apollo

—

entry tracking, shipboard unified S-band
interfermometer system (1965) 16675

mission, lap-held display kit for library of
documents (1965) 6647

Spacecraft—Continued
Apollo—Continued
plans, news conference, July 11, 1962, on
lunar orbit rendezvous (1962) 18248

tj-pe vehicle, pilot's ability to control dur-
ing atmosphere entry, study (1964)
18788

Unified S-Band Technical Conference pro-
ceedings (1965) 19890

application of bang-bang control system to
2 spinning space vehicles (1965) 5196

Atlas-Centaur launch vehicle, comparison of

direct and indirect ascent modes for
1966-67 Mars opportunity (1965) 8119

Atlas solid fuel retarding rocket during At-
las-Centaur separation tests, investiga-
tion (1965) 14808

atmosphere

—

analysis (1963) 11167
for cabin, selecting (1962) 10430
gas chromotographic measurement of

trace contaminants (1963) 7293
selection, gaseous environment considera-

tions, etc (1965) 5163
atmospheric entry

—

analysis, tables of Z functions (1962)
12514

comparison of two maneuvers for longitu-
dinal range control (1962) 6301

corridors and angles, approximate analy-
sis (1961) 4915

deployable centrifugally stabilized struc-
tures (1964) 14782

transient response of advanced thermal
protection systems, numerical analysis
(19C2) 18286

with interplanetary vehicles, analysis of
errors and requirements of optical guid-

ance technique for approaches (1962)
3380

with lift-drag ratios modulated to limit

decelerations (1962) 22563
atmospheric reentry at parabolic velocity,

radiative heat transfer (1962) 1682
attainability of heavenly bodies (1961) 2590
attitude control

—

capabilities of pilots, effect of combined
linear and oscillatory acceleration
(1965) 6750

for spin-stabilized vehicles, simulator
studies (1962) 20151

manual systems, parametric and compara-
tive studies (1964) 13150

system for astronaut maneuvering unit

(1965) 8036
use of rotating-solid-rocket system (1964)
16689

attitude determination, development and
testing of infrared horizon scanner
(1965) 18549

attitude stabilized vehicles, pilot control or
orbital docking visual-simulator study
(1964) 5513

automated, of United States (1963) 19887
auxiliary power, umbrella-type erectable

paraboloidal solar concentrators for
generation, study (1962) 18284

axisymmetric launch vehicles, ground-wind
loads (1964) 1455

ballistic configurations, static longitudinal
stability and performance in helium
(1962) 18288

balloon tank skin strain measurements at
liquid-hydrogen temperature on Clentaur
flight vehicle (1965) 18526

base pressures associated with shallow
3-dimensional rearward-facing steps
(1965) 16681

batteries, reliability and redundancy consid-

erations in selecting (1962) 22570
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Spacecraft—Continued

bearing separation materials and poly-

pheny! ether lubricants for use in space
power generation systems (1965) 6714

Blue Scout jr., static longitudinal aerody-
namic characteristics at Mach 0.40 to

1.03 (1962) 12468

Blue Scout launch vehicle configurations,

static aerodynamic characteristics,
transonic wind-tunnel investigation

(1963) 19927

blunt body, ablation to Mach of 13.1, free
flight investigation (1963) 1297

blunt nonlifting vehicles entering earth's
atmosphere, aerodynamic and rocket
braking at very high speeds (1964)
11392

blunt reentry bodies, regime of frozen
boundary layers in stagnation region
(1961) 9601

blunted right triangular pyramidal lifting

reentry configuration (1961) 11409
bodies with conical flares and extensive flow

separation, heat transfer and pressure
(1962) 12485

booms for placing scientific experiments up
to 25 ft. from (1964) 5505

booster, manned guidance and control (1964)
14789

booster recovery, re-entry glide maneuvers
(1962) 14477

boundaries influence on fluid oscillations in

containers of space vehicle (1964) 7560
Brayton cycle power generation system, cold

performance evaluation of radial inflow

turbine (1965) 16714
bumpers as means of reducing projectile

penetration, investigation (1961) 8025
cabins

—

atmosphere
effects of prolonged exposure to oxygen

at total pressure of 190 mm. Hg (1964)
71

fire and blast hazards (1964) 11358
oxygen toxicity (1964) 20536

biochemical laboratory apparatus for use
in (1965) 5564

environmental factors, reaction of human
organism (paper) (1965) 2922

environments, effects on resistance of mice
to infection with Klebsiella pneumoniae
(1964) 11807

capsule-type vehicle

—

at parabolic velocity moving-cockpit-
simulator studv of piloted entries into
earth's atmosphere (1963) 11068

direct and skip entries, guidance with ter-

minal control techniques at parabolic
velocity (1964) 7503

gas properties, predicted in shock layer
structure at angles of attack (1962)
22560

piloted entries into earth's atmosphere at
parabolic velocity, fixed-base-simulator
study (1962) 22583

terminal controller technique for reentry
guidance (1961) 9589

carbon monoxide, light induced in closed en-
vironments (1963) 18506

Centaur program

—

hearings (1962) 13545
report (1962) 15242

circumlunar

—

application of statistical filter theory to

optimal estimation of position and veloc-

ity (1962) 22595

Spacecraft—Continued
circumlunar—Continued
navigation theory, transition matrix as-

sumptions (1963) 20980
photographic experiment, feasibility study

(1962) 12467
coatings, solar absorptance and thermal

emittance, dynamic thermal vaccum
technique for measuring (1963) 9179,
18137

communications system, antenna beam ele-

vation angle for control of tropospheric
interference between earth terminals
and terrestrial stations (1963) 18192

cone angle, Mach number and nose blunting
effects on transition at supersonic
speeds (1961) 4926

cones, sharp and blunt, laminar heat-trans-
fer and pressure measurements at Mach
6(1961) 21221

configuration of mercury and alcohol in

spherical tanks, effects of weightless-
ness (1962) 12460

control

—

by pilot of terminal phase of rendezvous
with optical devices and timer, study of

ability (1961) 19967
fixed-base-simulator of ability of human

pilot to establish close orbits around
noon, study (1961) 11431

guidance, and navigation (1963) 5545
of large launch vehicle with limited thrust
vectoring in presence of winds (1963)
16409

systems, attitude, measured' steady-state
performance of water vapor jets (1962)
12499

crew, effect of space flight, USSR study
(1965) 7872

cryogenic-propellant tanks thermal projec-

tion systems, analysis (1962) 22594
cycle characteristics for advanced turboelec-

tric power systems (1961) 1297
data acquisition (1963) 5544
decontamination and sterilization, problems

and techniques, proceedings of meeting
(1961) 4945

Delta 9 launch vehicle, flight vibration data
(1963) 20978

design

—

influence on ionizing radiation in space
(1962) 22579

proceedings of national symposium on
winds (1962) 12939

designed for manned flight, conversion to

recoverable orbiting astronomical ob-

servatory (1965) 2885
detection and identification of space signals

of satellites, instrumentation for classi-

fication (1961) 1390
detection of flow-field instability in presence

of buffeting by partial-mode model tech-
nique (1965) 6737

determining planetary atmosphere structure
from measured accelerations (1965) 6720

development of vibration test specifications
(1965) 11410

docking, remote pilot-controlled, with televi-

sion (1965) 19929

drag modulation to limit deceleration during
non-lifting entry (1961) 19970

dynamic stability and controllability of

towed model of half-cone reentry vehicle

(1965) 6681

dynamics, during atmospheric exit, effect of

flow separation due to rocket jet plum-
ing (1961) 13490
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dynamics

—

and controllability of towed model of modi-
fied half-cone reentry vehicle (1965) 6681

piloted reentry from lunar missions (1962)

1679
I>yna-Soar contract cancellation (1965)

15233
effects of some typical geometrical con-

straints on lunar trajectories (1961)

15795
effects of surface recombination on heat

transfer to bodies in high enthalpy
stream of partially dissociated nitrogen
(1962) 1688

elastic recovery concept for expandable
space structures, development and eval-

uation (1965) 1391
elastic stress distributions for cylinder-to-

hemisphere and cone-to-sphere junctions
in pressurized shell structures (1963)

5587
electric propulsion, papers (1963) 5550
electrical connections, technology handbook

(1964) 7478
electrical power management

—

standard (1965) 14759
survey manual (1965) 18499

electronic components, sterilization proce-
dures to prevent contamination of extra-
terrestrial bodies (1962) 6603

electrostatic thrustors for propulsion (1964)
11381

electrothermal engine propellant storage
and feed system study (1964) 13148

elektron space system, USSR study (1964)
9084

energy-absorbing structural element, devel-

opment from radio-frequency transpar-
ent materials (1965) 14739

energy-absorption devices for soft landing
of space vehicles, survey (1962) 14479

entry vehicles, tension shell structure (1965)
6726

environmental test data, integrated system
for collecting and analyzing (1964)
14863

erectable Yagi disk antennas (1962) 23989
escape studies, biomedical evaluation and

instrumentation (1961) 6725
evaluation of lateral-directional stability

and control characteristics of light-

weight M2-F1 lifting body at low speeds
(1965) 18570

expandable space structures, report (1961)
16674

expandable structures, folding deformations
theory (1963) 3161

experience with 3-axis-side-located controller
during static and centrifuge simulation
of piloted launch of manned multistage
vehicle (1961) 2580

Explorer XVII, real time PCM telemetry
data processing and display test stand
(1964) 13239

fatigue design (1965) 11413
filament-reinforced composites for aerospace

structural applications, evaluations
(1965) 11403

finned-vehicle attitude control system, ana-
lytical study (1963) 7266

Fire 1, reentry heating (1965) 9632
flight to moon by rocket-mastodon or orbital

rendezvous, USSR study (1963) 5397
fluid oscillations in propellant containers,

influence on stability (1964) 7560
forces and moments on sphere-cone bodies in

Newtonian flow (1962) 1693

Spacecraft—Continued
fracture toughness of pressure-vessel mate-

rials, evaluation (1961) 20053
free-flight observation of separated turbu-

lent flow including heat transfer up to
Mach 8.5 (1961) 19940

free-flying model of thick 70" delta reentry
configuration, low sub-sonic stability
and control (1961) 19954

Fresnel reflectors for solar-energy concen-
tration (1962) 16056

(j-loads and heating during atmospheric en-
tries and passes with constant aerody-
namic coeflScients (1962) 18263

Gemini-Agena vehicles, visual aspects of
full-size pilot-controlled simulation in

docking operation (1965) 6699
Gemini, dynamic-model investigation in

Langley spin tunnel (1964) 11387
gimbal geometry and attitude sensing of

ST-124 stabilized platform (1962) 14465
goals following manned lunar landing, alter-

native goals for national space pro-
gram, hearings (1965) 19477

guidance

—

of low L/D vehicle entering earth's atmos-
phere at speeds up to 50,000 feet per
second (1965) 11485

vehicle approaching earth, effect of dead-
band about desired perigee (1963) 5597

which can continuously predict landing
point of low L/D vehicle during atmos-
phere re-entry (1961) 8020

handling qualities and trajectory require-
ments for terminal lunar landing, ana-
log simulation (1963) 16396

heat-rejection and weight characteristics
of—

fin-tube space radiators with tapered fins

(1964) 7535
radiator fin-tube configurations (1964)

14898
heat shielding requirements for manned

Mars landing and return missions (1965)
18478

heat-transfer tests of 20-millimeter projec-
tiles at Mach 5 with analysis to predict
component temperature rises after firing

for various free-flight conditions (1961)
9562

heat transfer to sphere with retrorocket
exhausting into free stream (1963) 1310

high-performance aircraft, effect on pilot

control of large accelerations during
exit and reentry flight (1961) 6357

high-speed-impact attenuation by gas bags,
theory (1962) 12495

highlights. Government publications (1962)
18398

human in spaceship, USSR study (1965) 2521
hypersonic

—

boost-glide configuration, low-subsonic
flight characteristics (1961) 9607

speeds, pressures, forces, and moments
acting on arbitrary bodies of revolution

undergoing separate and combined an-

gle-of-attack and pitching motions, theo-

retical evaluation (1961) 11405
vehicles, solution for oblique shock-wave
system in real gas including atmosphere
(1961) 6407

viscous shock layer of nonequilibrium dis-

sociating gas (1961) 21252
identification of pipe, hose, and tube lines,

military standard (1964) 21255
inertias, determined by using amplitude de-

cay rate of mechanical oscillating sys-

tem (1962) 14463
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inflatable, properties of 2 white paints, ti-

tanium-dioxide-pigmented epoxy and
zinc-oxide-pigmented methyl silicone

elastomer (1965) 11496
inflatable-sphere launching vehicle, aerody-

namic characteristics under simulated
conditions of Mach number and altitude

(1961) 4929
inflated sphere landing vehicle, performance,

design study (1961) 7978
inflation of bubbles in space, dynamics prob-

lems (1965) 8040
information systems (1962) 22543
instrumentation and monitoring techniques,

study (1962) 102
interaction of highly underexpanded jets

with simulated lunar surfaces (1962)

3362
interaction with ionized atmosphere, meas-

urements of sheath currents and equilib-

rium potential (1961) 13537
international tracking of space vehicles, 5th

anniversary, program (1963) 5507
interplanetary

—

midcourse guidance, data-adjustment and
logic techniques (1962) 14489

missions, high-energy chemical stages per-

formance analysis (1964) 5507
solar cell power supply, method to opti-

mize (1963) 18145
knob linkage permits one-hand control of

several operations (1965) 5136
labor market developments (1963) 13874
laminar heat-transfer and pressure-distri-

bution on reentry nose shapes, studies

(1961) 13524
landings

—

ability of pilot to perform, fixed-base sim-

ulator study (1962) 22585
characteristics of lenticular-shaped reen-

try vehicle (1961) 21216
configuration having various multiple-leg
landing-gear arrangements (1964) 7500

deforming energy-absorption system
(1965) 18586

from synchronous orbit, thrust-vector ori-

entation technique during manual con-
trol (1964) 14853

impact tests at simulated lunar gravity
(1965) 6684

iterative guidance scheme (1965) 14822
multi-legged, dynamic analysis to deter-

mine structural loads during touchdown
(1965) 5184

on particle-covered surface, blast effects

of twin variable-cant rocket nozzles on
visibility (1965) 2874

or launch hazards, consideration of sur-

face ballistics (1963) 7250
research vehicle, design and operational

characteristics (1965) 18571
simple abort scheme (1964) 14871
slideout dynamics of vehicle equipped with

tricycle skid-type landing-gear system
(1963) 11071, 19911

soft, touchdown dynamics analysis (1964)
5510, 14842

systems, energy absorption processes, re-

search (1962) 22581
technique, application for landing from

elliptic orbit established by Hohmann
transfer (1965) 1471

trajectories using jet VTOL test vehicle,

flight evaluation (1963) 5601
translational ballistic maneuvers, analy-

sis of techniques (1962) 22593
large space chambers for testing (1963) 9168
launch environment profiles (1964) 5508

Spacecraft—Continued
launch structures, fatigue design (1965)

11413
launch vehicles

—

aeroelastic model approach for prediction
of buflFet bending loads (1963) 20998

determination of flexible loads during as-
cent through winds (1965) 6685

dynamic response of rising and falling
balloon wind sensors with application to

wind load estimates (1963) 20981; (1965)
14814

hammerhead, dynamic response to tran-
sonic buffeting (1963) 19934

hearings (1965) 8965
liquid-hydrogen fuel tanks, insulation sys-

tems, study under ground-hold condi-
tions (1965) 6730

longitudinal spring constants for liquid-
propellant tanks with ellipsoidal ends
(1965) 1452

malfunction effects model, development
(1965) 16612

NASA facts (1965) 9629
national launch vehicle program, descrip-

tion (1963) 1267
nonlinear thrust vectoring, stability, de-

scribing-function analysis (1965) 19939
pilot's ability to stabilize flexible launch

vehicle during first-stage boost (1965)
11477

United States, for peaceful exploration of
space, NASA facts (1965) 9630

limits on observational capabilities of aeros-
pacecraft (1965) 14851

long range planning (1961) 2585
low-power, low-level analog-to-digital con-

verter for space vehicles (1965) 14842
low-thrust propulsion systems for fast inter-

planetary missions (1961) 6413
lubricating mechanical components, adapta-

tion of M0S2 in situ process (1964) 13229
lunar missions vehicle

—

effects of lift on separation distance and
loads on abort trajectories at maximum
dynamic pressure (1963) 11055

equations for determining position in

earth-moon space from simultaneous
optical measurements (1963) 5596

geometric constraints on trajectories for

recovery (1964) 5881
minimum crew space habitability (1964)
7505

some abort trajectories initiated during
launching, preliminary study (1962)
10494

launch vehicle with nonlinear thrust vector-

ing, describing-function analysis (1965)
19939

low-subsonic
speed static longitudinal stability and
control characteristics of winged reen-
try-vehicle configuration having wingtip
panels that fold for high-drag reentry
(1962) 12433

stability and control characteristics of
0.34-scale free-flying model modified
half-cone reentry vehicle (1963) 14545

lunar-orbit-rendezvous scheme, parametric
investigation (1963) 11025

lunar trajectories, mission analyses and de-

sign purposes (1961) 15776
MA-7, acceleration disturbances encoun-

tered, effect on liquid-vapor interface in

baffled tank during weightlessness (1963)
3152

major NASA launchings, 1958-62, chronolo-

gy (1963) 13669
maneuvers, guidance equations (1964) 18736
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manned

—

abort from lunar landing and return to
rendezvous in 50-mile orbit (1963) 1306

attitude stabilization by twin gyros and
pulse-modulated reaction jets (1964)
20574

design, model solar proton environments
(1965) 9702

flight vehicle combustibles, fire and explo-
sion hazards, review (1963) 5470

landing characteristics, dynamic model
investigation (1965) 6680

launch vehicle model, buffet pressures in-

vestigation (1963) 12851
lunar mission, velocity requirements for
abort from boost trajectory (1961) 15802

Mars and lunar vehicles, radiative heating
upon entering earth's atmosphere (pa-
per) (1962) 18299

orbital flight

—

Mercury atlas MA-6, general informa-
tion (1962) 6250

toroidal configuration and filamentary
construction, model investigation
(1965) 6706

rotating design, research and technologi-
cal problems, report (1962) 20161

rotating space vehicle, effects of
mass-loading variations and applied
moments on motion and control (1961)
9576

satellites, wingless configuration, prelimi-
nary studies (1962) 8524

sealed environments, water recycling sys-
tem (1964) 75

space flight display and control require-
ments (1961) 17971

return lunar flight, effect of lift on entry
corridor depth and guidance require-
ments (1961) 8043

variable-drag payload ejected in low earth
orbit, trajectory analysis (1963) 16402

visual observations of nightglow (1964)
1487

manual control

—

procedure for determining position in

space from onboard optical measure-
ments (1965) 2866

Russian bibliography (1965) 9614
space navigation computer program (1965)

14736
vehicle attitude using on-off reaction con-

trol system, simulator studies (1964)
1473

manufacturing

—

job opportunities (1963) 3039
occupations, employment outlook (1962)

10394; (1964) 7392
Mariner

—

flight mission (1962) 22536
general information (1965) 9631
reports (1963) 10981

Mars and Venus orbiting probes, electrically

propelled, constant thrust, parametric
study (1964) 21755

Mars entry, effects of atmospheric struc-
ture, etc (1965) 5186

masters of space (1964) 21868

materials for space operations, papers
(1963) 7236

materials problems resulting from low-
pressure and radiation environment
(1961) 1298

measurement of velocity and flight-path
angle, effect of errors on guidance ap-
proaching earth (1961) 19964

mechanical engineering (1965) 12981

Spacecraft—Continued
mechanisms for optical instrumentation

(1965) 18558
Mercury

—

Atlas 9 (MA-9) mission, flashing beacon
experiment (1964) 16694

inflatable components of personal equip-
ment for astronaut body instrumenta-
tion and survival at sea inclusion (1963)
3119

MA-4, photography of western Sahara
Desert (1965) 2829

metallic and nonmetallic materials, high-
velocity impact cratering (1961) 6395

meteoric flux distribution about attractive
center, asepcts (1965) 2911

bumpers, single aluminum, eflfectiveness

(1963) 11061
environment problems of space flight

structures (1963) 3137
hazards, self-sealing structures for con-

trol (1964) 21733
mass determination for sporadic and
stream meteoroid environment (1965)
11493

protection, photographic meteor data in

design (1965) 16696
puncture hazards, tolerance limits above
surface of earth (1964) 7497

meteorological satellites, flywheel stabilized,

magnetically torqued attitude control
system (1965) 12970

microelectronic circuits applicability to te-

lemetry and command subsystems (1965)
11407

micrometeoroid penetration experiments as
single-sampling life-test sampling plans
(1964) 9565

midcourse guidance for rendezvous with
earth satellites, evaluation of method
(1961) 13522

military astronautics, report (1961) 8788
modelling under random loading (1965) 1396
monitoring vehicle and equipment environ-

nients at high altitude, instrumentation
and techniques, study (1962) 100. 101,
102

moon probes, orbits of merit, preliminary
study (1962) 18293

motions of short 10° blunted cone entering
Martian atmosphere (1962) 12501

multistage vehicles, collision boundary be-
tween 2 separating stages (1961) 15768

NASA program for particles and fields re-

search in space (1962) 12456
NASA's Ranger Program (1962) 18250
natural frequencies and mode shapes of liq-

uids in oblate spheroidal tanks (1961)
11430

navigation accuracy in earth-moon space
regions with onboard optical measure-
ments (1964) 18774

navigation, from canoes to spaceships (1961)
21356

noise measurements for Project Mercury
vehicles (1962) 6278

nonlifting, delta-wing recovery device,
low-subsonic aerodynamic characteris-
tics (1964) 14881

nonlifting reentry capsule in combination
with rocket booster, static aerodynamic
and control characteristics (1963) 5565

nonlinear attitude control systems, tech-
niques for analysis (1963) 47

nonlinear structures, sinusoidal vibration
testing (1963) 19910

nuclear, orbit-launched vehicle design, etc.,

for escape and planetary missions (1963)
12849, 19908
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nuclear power supply research, final report

(1961) 1707
nuclear rockets

—

liquid-hydrogen storage problems for
unmanned Mars vehicles (1962) 6271

power levels for unmanned Mars vehicles,
determination (1962) 6270

residual-load-plus-powerplant weights for
orbital launch (1961) 11415

nuclear stages, parametric performance
analysis for interplanetary missions
(1964) 21759

OGO, motion and orientation of orbiting,
visual presentation (1965) 14843

optimal filtering and linear prediction ap-
plied to midcourse navigation system for
circumlinear mission (1962) 10518; (1965)
14813

optimum velocity change to intercept and
rendezvous (1962) 8500

oral hygiene for use in cabin (1963) 5890
orbit-launched nuclear vehicles, lunar mis-

sion performance evaluation (1964)
11380

orbit-launched vehicles, influence of weight
parameters on propulsion requirements
(1963) 11020, 18135

orbital rendezvous

—

for least fuel and least energy, analytical
studv (1962) 8520

hearing (1961) 12363
investigation of two-impulse plan for per-

forming on once-a-day basis (1961) 1295
report (1961) 16673

orbiting geophysical observatories experi-
ments (1965") 6702A

orientation, with infrared horizon scanner,
for use in control systems, study (1962)
6282

out-of-pile thermionic gas cycle power sys-
tems, radiator area characteristics
(1964) 16721

parabolic, reentry guidance and control dur-

ing direct-descent (1962) 1675
paragliders for recovery, low subsonic pres-

sure distributions (1961) 21233
pavloads, methods of expressing mass unbal-

" ance (1963) 11018
performance measurement in flight simula-

tion studies (1964) 14790
phase locked dual channel receiver for phase

and group path measurements (1965)
19885

pilot-controlled simulation of rendezvous
between spacecraft and commanded
module having low thrust (1963) 7270

piloted entry into earth's atmosphere at
parabolic velocity, simulator study
(1965) 6749

Pioneer V, general information (1962) 1694
pitch motion, variation due to fuel sloshing

in rectangular tank (1964) 14869
planet approach-phase guidance scheme,

supercircular entry into planetary at-

mospheres, corridor and guidance re-

quirements, analysis (1961) 6406
planetarv entry vehicles, longitudinal stabil-

ity characteristics (1965) 9730
planetary probe, aerodynamic investigation

of tension shell shapes at Mach 7 (1965)
18548

point return of vehicle with lift-to-drag ra-
tio of 1/2, returning from lunar mission
(1961) 21244

position and velocity with 4-station Doppler,
tracking determination method using
simple CW beacon (1961) 8004

position in earth-space moon trajectories
(1963) 12878

Spacecraft—Continued

positions and velocities of space station and
ferry vehicle during rendezvous and re-

turn (1962) 3379
power (1963) 5549
power, condenser (1965) 19930
powerplants, Rankine cycle, parametric ex-

ploration of axial-flow turbines (1965)
2892

pressure stabilized structures, theory (1963)
11080

probes, static pressure at transonic speeds,
wind-tunnel tests (1961) 21220

Project Fire

—

configuration pressure distributions over
forward portion (1963) 7269

heat transfer and pressure measurements
at Mach 3.51 (1965) 1445

surface pressure distributions at Mach
numbers from 0.25 tO 4.63 (1963) 19928

Project Mercury capsule, static aerodynamic
characteristics (1963) 5563

Project Ranger, facts (1965) 5110
propellant actuated devices (1961) 20079
propellant tank, determining mass of liquid

propellant in zero gravity (1963) 7259,
12850

propulsion

—

arc-jet thruster (1965) 13034
energies, medical and biological aspects,
NASA program (address) (1961) 1247

neutron flux distributions in graphite as-

sembly with internal cavity (1962) 22572
technology, hearings (1961) 7145
two-dimensional ion beams with small lat-

eral spreading (1961) 7974
publications, list (1963) 14652; (1964) 18884
radiation accumulation and shielding (1962)

16040
radiation dosimetry, 8th Mercury-Atlas mis-

sion (MA-8) (1964) 18731
radio transmission at simulated reentry ve-

hicle plasma, conditions, experiments
with potassium-seeded cyanogen oxygen
flames (1961) 4924

radio transmission through plasma sheath
around lifting reentry vehicle (1961)
4893

Ram B vehicle

—

description and flight performance (1964)
18765

longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics,
etc (1964) 9590

Ranger

—

photographs of moon (1964) 21741; (1965)
6640, 19889

Project investigation

—

hearings (1964) 12154
report (1964) 12104

special report to Congress (1964) 16734,
18800

steady-state characteristics of differen-

tial-pressure system for evaluating an-

gles of attack and sideslip (1964) 1457

recovery factor and analytical solution of

conical flow field for 20° included angle
cone at Mach numbers 4.6 and 6.0 (1961)
11401

reentry

—

ablation materials, investigation (1963)
11019

ablation-shield requirements for manned
reentry vehicles (1961) 8042

aerodynamic skip flight, guidance scheme
using approximate solutions of trajecto-

ry equations to control, study (106^)

16397
attenuation and reflection of telemetering
signals by ionized flow fields surround-
ing typical reentry bodies (1963) 16378
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ballistic, at speeds of 26,000 to 45,000 feet
per second, charts depicting kinematic
and heating parameters (1961) 21224;
(1962) 14461

bang-bang path controller for range con-
trol, feasibility study (1964) 1468

blunt bodies at transonic speeds, aerody-
namic characteristics (1963) 10986

blunt bodies, shock-layer radiation veloci-

ties (1964) 9620
blunt configuration, equations for New-
tonian static and dynamic aerodynamic
coefficients for body of revolution with
offset center-of-gravity location (1963)
14546

blunt delta configurations with 75° sweep-
back, subsonic aerodynamic characteris-
tics (1963) 18134

blunted glider configuration, static longi-
tudinal stability characteristics (1963)
11000

blunted right-triangular pyramidal lifting
configuration

—

employing variable-sweep wing panels,
aerodynamic characteristics at Mach
numbers from 0.40 to 1.10 (1963) 7249

static longitudinal aerodynamic charac-
teristics at transonic speeds (1961)
11409

canted multiple-air-bag load-alleviation
system, landing impact tests (1963)
16401

capsule, landing characteristics and flota-
tion properties (1961) 6376

capsule model, effect of load-alleviating
structure on landing behavior (1961)
11410

charring materials, influence of heating
rate and test stream oxygen content on
insulation efficiency (1963) 14573

cockpit displays for pilot control during
hypersonic lifting (1963) 5859

communication, wave propagation in non-
uniform media (1965) 16607

cone configuration, aerodynamic charac-
teristics at angles of attack up to 180°

(1963) 7265
configuration, having rigid retractable

conical lifting surfaces, aerodynamic
characteristics (1961) 2587

configurations, right-triangular-pyramid
and half-cone lifting, low-subsonic-speed
static stability (1961) 6373

conic and spheric bodies, Newtonian theo-

ry for estimating characteristics at
hypersonic speeds (1963) 11089

constant-altitude variable pitch maneuver
initiated at velocities up to escape veloc-

ity, longitudinal range attained (1963)
12881

convective and radiative heating of

shapes entering Venus and Mars at
suborbital speeds (1964) 3026

deceleration effects on range sensitivity
for modulated-lift reentry at supercircu-
lar speeds (1963) 18154

disk-shaped configuration, investigation
(1963) 14544

disks, effects of thickness on longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics (1961) 8021

Doppler tracking method using simple CW
beacon (1964) 9585

dynamic stability and control problems of
piloted reentry from lunar missions
(1962) 1679

effect of convective and radiative heat
loads on performance of subliming and
charring ablators (1962) 16055

Spacecraft—Continued
reentry—Continued
effects of bank angle, etc., of initial bank-

ing on lateral and longitudinal ranges
(1963) 7274

effects of dielectric covers over shunt slots

in waveguide (1965) 2878
elastomeric thermal shield materials, de-

velopment study (1965) 6631
environmental parameters effect on per-
formance of low-density silicone-resin
and phenolic-nylon ablation materials
(1965) 2891, 9694

flight-path angle in upper atmosphere,
approximate solutions (1964) 16696

graphite ablation rates and surface tem-
peratures during reentry, prediction
(1964) 9974

hot structure for lifting, design, tests and
analysis (1964) 11385

inflatable fabric plate, deflections and
natural frequencies (1961) 19958

insulating refractory-metal heat shields
(1965) 2867

landing characteristics using passive
landing system for impact alleviation
(1964) 5512

landing-impact-dissipation systems (1962)
3353

lateral range control by banking during
initial phases of supercircular reentries
(1963) 1303

lenticular

—

and elliptic shaped, aerodynamic charac-
teristics (1965) 5206

configuration, static stability and con-
trol characteristics (1963) 11009

shaped, static longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics (1963) 11008

lifting configurations, aerodynamic and
control studies (1963) 11004

lifting from satellite orbit, low-speed stat-

ic stability of two suitable configura-
tions (1961) 9532

lightweight M2-F1 lifting body, lateral-

directional stability and control char-
acteristics at low speeds, evaluation
(1965) 18570

longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics
of delta-wing configurations (1963)
11010

low-aspect-ratio wings having variations
in leading-edge contours, aerodynamic
characteristics (1962) 20143

magnetohydrodynamics use during high-
speed re-entry (1965) 8043

maneuvering requires 6-degree-of-freedom
equations of motion (1962) 20206

manned satellite completed with glide
landing, operational concept (1961)
13497

manned, sheet metal structure designed to
cope with heating and air loads, study
(1961) 19934

manned, structural approaches for dealing
with heating encountered, summary
(1961) 19933

modified half-cone 0.34-scale free-flying

model, low-subsonic stability and control
characteristics (1963) 14545

nonequilibrium shock front rotational,
vibrational and electronic temperature
measurements (1965) 8042

nonlifting, static stability characteristics
(1963) 18125

parachutes, candidate materials for high
temperature fabrics (1961) 5311
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planetary atmosphere, one-dimensional
heat conduction through skin of vehicle
at constant velocity and entry angle
(1962) 22580

plasma effects on communication (1965)
8113

Project Fire, convective and equilibrium
radiation heat-transfer predictions
(1965) 13033

Project Fire, performance for flight (1965)
18550

pyramidal configuration with cambered
variable-sweep wings and various longi-
tudinal controls, transonic investigation
(1964) 3019

radiation from slotted-cylinder antennas
in plasma environment (1964) 7544

radio controlled model, free flight investi-

gation of deployment of parawing recov-
ery device (1964) 1466

right triangular pyramidal configuration
at transonic speeds, static longitudinal
and lateral characteristics (1961) 7970

square and circular plan-form, static
longitudinal and lateral stability char-
acteristics (1963) 3115

static longitudinal aerodynamic character-
istics of wing and blunt-body shapes
applicable for use (1963) 10993

static stability characteristics of several
raked-off circular and elliptical cones at
Mach 6.7 (1965) 19935

subsonic aerodynamic characteristics or
disk reentry configurations with elliptic

cross sections and thickness-diameter
ratios of 0.225 and 0.325 (1963) 11014

thermostructural requirements (1962)
12566

Trailblazer I wind-tunnel tests with theo-
retical aerodynamics, etc (1963) 14583

trajectory control for vehicles entering
earth's atmosphere at small flight-path
angles (1961) 15825

tumbling motions of probe vehicles enter-
ing planetary atmospheres (1962) 23996

variability of atmospheric range from
surface to 120 KM altitude (1961) 13504

vertical-cylinder air bag for load allevia-

tion, landing characteristics, investiga-
tion (1962) 8498

water-absorbent materials as heat sinks
(1962) 18267

winged

—

configuration, effect of longitudinal and
lateral controls of aerodynamic char-
acteristics (1963) 11011

static longitudinal aerodynamic charac-
teristics at transonic speeds (1963)

14586
with all-skid landing gear having yielding

metal shock absorbers, landing charac-
teristics (1963) 1294

with deflected flap-type control surfaces,
static longitudinal stability characteris-
tics tested at high subsonic speed (1962)

6269; (1963) 21001
with retractable wings, wind-tunnel inves-

tigation at subsonic and low supersonic
speeds (1963) 11007

with thick flat 75° swept delta wing and
half-cone fuselage, low-subsonic flight

characteristics (1962) 8491
with extensible heat shield, static and os-

cillatory stability derivatives for

high-drag reentry (1961) 15784
reflectance of opaque coatings, integrating

sphere for monitoring (1963) 9178
relative motion problems (1961) 8086

Spacecraft—Continued
reliability, military-industry symposium,

papers (1963) 8141
rendezvous capability of horizontal-take-off

launch vehicle with air-breathing pro-
pulsion (1965) 1460

rendezvous, linear system for variable-
thrust control in terminal phase (1961)
19962

resistance to impact of meteoroids, multi-
ple-sheet structures effectiveness and
evaluation, investigation (1961) 19971

retrograde velocities required for insertion
into low-altitude lunar orbits, survey
(1961) 19980

retrorocket exhausting from nose of blunt
body into supersonic free stream, inves-
tigation (1961) 19947

returning from moon, emergency mid-course
navigation procedure (1963) 7291A

reverse-feed cesium ion engines, theoretical
performance (1961) 15778

rocket-powered, noise measurements during
captive and launch firings (1963) 1298

rocket vehicles

—

atmospheric ballistic technology (1963)
14567

effects of fin size, fin cant, and auxiliary
rocket motors on 3 configurations at
Mach numbers from 1.80 to 4.63 (1963)
14579

having rear-facing step ahead of stabiliz-

ing fins, static longitudinal stability

(1962) 1680
multistage, tipoff forces associated with
stage separation, experimental tech-
nique (1962) 10502

rockets, radio communications, USSR study
(1964) 16525

rotating, accurately reducing spin rate by
using stretch yoyo system, method
(1962) 22558

rotating manned, on-off control system
(1965) 8109

rotational magnetodynamics and steering of

space vehicles (1961) 19943
S-IV all systems vehicle explosion, investi-

gation (1964) 20567
SA-5 payload, thermal design and thermal

data analysis (1965) 5207
Saturn IB-Apollo launch vehicle with var-

ious upper-stage configurations, tran-
sonic aerodynamic characteristics (1965)
14821

Saturn vehicle attitude resolver computer
error analysis (1962) 20125

Scout vehicle

—

effects of simulated bending and 4th-stage
size on local pressures and normal-force
distributions at Mach 3.10 (1963) 12876

4th-stage

—

diaphragm separation disturbances,
flight investigation (1965) 5193

reentry flight, trajectory and large- am-
plitude motions, analysis (1964) 13236

5th-stage

—

free-flight tests (1962) 22561
heat transfer and pressure distribution
data (1963) 11066

longitudinal static stability at Mach
numbers from 0.60 to 24.4 (1963) 11033

heat-transfer, reentry flight in atmos-
phere, trajectory and angles of attack
determination (1965) 9721

mounted vertically on launching tower,
measured response to wind-induced dy-
namic loads (1961) 8007

related models, static longitudinal aerody-
namic characteristics of several config-

urations (1961) 9570
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Spacecraft—Continued
Scout vehicle—Continued
several fourth-stage shapes, aerodynamic

characteristics at Mach number of 3.10

(1961) 13530
static longitudinal and lateral stability

characteristics of model of 3-stage con-
figuration (1961) 7983

sealed components, controlled contamination
to develop sterilization procedures
(1964) 77

2d Soviet, data on earth's radiation belts

(1962) 5728
selection of space cabin atmospheres, oxy-

gen toxicity (1963) 18162
semigraphical method of applying impact

theory to arbitrary body to obtain aero-

dynamic characteristics (1961) 9571
errata (1962) 20124

SERT—
ion rocket flight (1965) 8103
ion thrustor flight test, description and

operation (1965) 8085
shield position and absorptivity as tempera-

ture control device from solar radiation
in space (1961) 4910

shielding, Monte Carlo calculation of nucle-

ar collision density of primary galactic

protons in slab of aluminum (1964) 9571
shielding needs, USSR study (1964) 7082
shock envelopes predicted at large angles of

attack (1961) 9600
similitude in thermal models (1963) 9163
simulators, microbiologic studies (1964)

11806
simulators, steroid and catecholamine stud-

ies on pilots during prolonged experi-
ments (1963) 16807

single stage vehicles, ascent from lunar sur-

face (1963) 12852; (1965) 16674
skid-rocker landings

—

characteristics, investigation (1963) 11026
stability analysis (1963) 11027

sodium flash-vaporization facility, design,

etc (1963) 11041
soft landings on gas-filled bags, analytical

study (1961) 6411
solar aspect sensor, digital (1961) 19974
solar concentrator—

60-inch stretch-formed aluminum (1964)
13144

to provide power for, evaluated (1965)
18562

solar orientation control system

—

flight investigation (1964) 5506
for space vehicles (1962) 20128

solar-probe mission, preliminary study
(1961) 8017

solar-radiation shields for temperature con-
trol, space vehicles subjected to large
changes in solar energy, analysis (1962)
8521

solar sensor used in space-vehicle orienta-
tion control systems, study (1961) 11422

Soviet space ship explorations, observations
(1962) 23643

space batteries, technology handbook (1964)
9540

spacecraft and parawing combination,
low-speed investigation of cable tension
and aerodynamic characteristics (1963)
14584

spaceships in earth satellite orbits, USSR
study (1961) 2239

spinning and nonspinning, geometric shape
factors for planetary-thermal and
planetary-reflected radiation (1965)
11497

spinning, use of inertia sphere to damp an-
gular motions (1963) 1324

Spacecraft—Continued

stagnation-point heat loads in lunar return
(1961) 15783

standard aerospace vehicle and equipment
status reports (1962) 4537

static longitudinal stability

—

and race, 3-stage missile configuration
(1963) 10996

ballistic spacecraft configurations in heli-

um (1962) 18288
blunted glider reentry configuration (1963)

11000
Project Fire reentry stage after reentry-
package separation (1964) 5515

three flared-skirt two-stage missile config-

urations at Mach 6.86 (1961) 9518
winged reentry vehicle with deflected

flap-type control surfaces tested at high
subsonic speed (1962) 6269; (1963) 21001

static stability

—

investigation of proposed Project Fire
vehicle and reentry package configura-
tions (1963) 1295

lenticular reentry configuration (1963)
11009

low-subsonic-speed, of right-triangular-
pyramid and half-cone lifting reentry
configurations (1961) 6373

nonlifting reentry vehicles (1963) 18125
Project Fire space-vehicle and reentry-
package configuration (1963) 1295

74' swept arrow wings with and without
camber and twist at Mach 1.6 to 2.8,

aerodynamic characteristics (1961)
19921

static and oscillatory derivatives of pro-
posed reentry vehicle having extensible
heat shield for high-drag reentry (1961)
15784

statistical model for synthetic wind profiles
for design and launching criteria (1963)
14559

sterilization of space probe components
(1965) 6635

sterilization, proceedings of conference
(1963) 1274

stiffness properties of stressed fabrics, mod-
el tests (1961) 15773

structural dynamics research problems
(1962) 12493

structural materials-research areas, recom-
n)endations and evaluations (1963) 21007

structural research problems for support of
future space missions (1963) 18164

structure, application of magnesium-lithium
alloys (1964) 13154

structures for space operations (1963) 5553
supersonic longitudinal stability character-

istics of 2 final stages of 4-stage launch
vehicle (1964) 9586

surface materials

—

apparatus for measuring omittance and
absorptance (1965) 5185

ratio of absorptance to emittance, method
for estimating (1965) 9703

systems (1965) 11417
systems contractors, reliability program

provisions (1963) 18129
temperature control by thermostatic fins-

analysis (1964) 18717; (1965) 5108
test-stand study of vehicle upper stage em-

ploying rotating-solid-rocket attitude
control system and comparison with
analog studies (1965) 19919

theory of artificial stabilization with exposi-
tion of 4 control principles (1961) 11403

thermionic diode system for large nuclear-
electric powerplants, study (1962) 3365
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Spacecraft—Continued

thermoelectric generators, SNAP program,
quarterly progress reports (1961) 5366,
8391

thermopile generator feasibility study (1962)
110, 111

thermo-structural design concepts for lifting

entry vehicles (1965) 12972

thin sheet impact, meteoroid shielding study
(1965) 16618

thrusting techniques for soft lunar landings
starting from 50-mile altitude circular
orbit (1962) 8523

time sharing switch for telemetry systems
(1962) 8511

toroidal tanks, frequencies and forces re-

sulting from liquid sloshing (1963) 12858
tracking and communications station, Zanzi-

bar, agreement with Great Britain
(1961) 11585

tracking, VHF-UHF missile-space-research
radar with 150-ft. steerable antenna
(1963) 12950

tracking stations program, agreement
with

—

Australia (1963) 11310
Bermuda (1961) 9792; (1963) 21135
Chile (1961) 5130, 16007
Great Britain (1961) 11606
Mexico (1963) 16594
Nigeria (1961) 1537; (1964) 21891
Spain (1963) 21123
Union of South Africa (1961) 1499

tracking stations system, hearings (1961)
5755

tracking systems

—

mathematical models and errors, theory
(1962) 22577; (1963) 3134

range and range rate

—

analysis (1962) 8512
development (1964) 13214

Trailblazer II—
blunted 9° cone reentry bodies at Mach 6.8

in air and 21.2 in helium, aerodynamic
characteristics (1965) 11465

rocket vehicle, static aerodynamic charac-
teristics at Mach numbers from 1.47 to

4.63 (1962) 12469
3-stage rocket vehicle having various fin

configurations, static aerodynamic char-
acteristics at low subsonic Mach num-
bers and angles of attack up to 28°

(1963) 11062
training for floating-point display of num-

bers (1965) 5218
trajectories

—

for I'.inar missions, effects of insertion
errors, statistical study (1962) 12487

longitudinal and lateral range control of
high-drag low-lift vehicle entering at-

mosphere of rotating earth (1961) 17726
optimum low- acceleration for interplane-
tary transfers (1963) 3131

secondary errors and off-design conditions
in optimal estimation (1964) 7528

simulation applicable to stability and con-
trol studies of large multi-engine vehi-
cles (1963) 18143

transistorized VHF transmitter design
(1964) 13215

transpiration-cooling on cone in turbulent
boundary layer (1961) 21223

triaxial balancing techniques with respect
to multiple axes study (1964) 9578

turboelectric power systems

—

alkali, metal, effect on turbine geometry
(1963) 11047

Spacecraft—Continued
turboelectric power systems—Continued
recirculation pump and radiator-area re-

quirements for flash vaporization (1962)
18265

twin-gyro attitude control system for space
vehicles (1964) 16718

unguided boosters, trajectory simulation
(1961) 6372

unmanned, of United States (1964) 14793
unsteady aerodynamic forces on slender

body of revolution in supersonic flow
(1961) 9599

USAF aerospace vehicles, information hand-
book (1964) 13625

use of finite-thrust engines for abort during
launch of space vehicles (1962) 3348

USSR, builders of cosmic ships (1962) 2810
USSR, voyage of Vostok-3, cosmonaut's

account (1963) 19448, 20761
variable-stability, flight investigation to

determine minimum stability require-
ments for high-speed, high-altitude vehi-
cles (1961) 8015

vehicles

—

and environments, instrumentation and
techniques, study (1962) 100

and equipment, effects of high-altitude
environments (1962) 101

automatic discontinuous control system,
analytical approach to design (1961)
7965

Federal item identification guides for sup-
ply cataloging (1962) 9511; (1963) 3660;
(1964) 3478, 12297; (1965) 3380

performance between 60 km and 80 km al-

titude Cape Canaveral, Fla., idealized
wind profiles applicable for study (1961)
4903

sputtering of surface in space movement
(1962) 14462

technology considerations for solar probe
(1963) 11050

Venus-entry body, conical, study of stability
and drag at Mach 4.5 to 13.5 (1965)
11492

Voskhod

—

flight, USSR (address) (1965) 9333
lessons learned from flight, USSR study

(1965) 12637
space flight, USSR study (1965) 12708
space medicine research during flight,

USSR study (1965) 9478
Vostok

—

and Voskhod, medical and biological re-

search, USSR study (1965) 2566
1st trip with cosmonaut aboard (1961)
13169

flies toward stars, USSR study (1961)
21115

in hours of historic flight (1962) 816
man's daring deeds are being realized,

USSR study (1962) 2657
type, results of microbiological and cyto-

logical investigations (1965) 1491
wind-tunnel study of ground-wind loads on

launch vehicles including effects of con-
duits and adjacent structures (1965)
13048

winged reentry configuration

—

having wingtip panels for high-drag reen-
try, low subsonic speed static longitudi-
nal stability (1962) 12433

longitudinal stability and control charac-
teristics (1962) 6268

water landing characteristics (1963) 10992
see also Launching facilities—Life support

systems—Satellites.
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Spaceometer, safety device to aid motorists,
development, hearing (1963) 18951

Spacer blocks, design, fabrication instructions

(1961) 15869
Spaces, see Topology.
Spaceship crews:
aboard spaceship Voskhod, and certain med-

ical aspects of space flight, USSR stud-
ies (1965) 4913

crew performance during real-time lunar
mission simulation (1964) 20591

effect of interplanetary flight, USSR study
(1965) 7872

human in spaceship, USSR study (1965) 2521

selection by psychologists, USSR study
(1964) 9127

state and activity under conditions of pro-
longed flight, evaluating (1965) 9235

walk in space from (Jemini 4 (1965) 14727
Spacing:

interelement, modified, improves Yagi anten-
na array (1965) 11454

spacing-environmental relationships in slash
pine plantation (1963) 8301

Spada, Benjamin, forest statistics for King
Ck)unty, Wash (1963) 2311

Spaeth, David H., individual incentive prods
Red China to change commune system
(1963) 2133

Spafford, Michael, rocket interferometer
tracking (RIT) system (1965) 6732

Spagnola, J. D., hydrogen reduction of galena
and sphalerite (1965) 16595

Spagnoletti, Carmelo, relief (1961) 7021
Spain:

agriculture, its competitive position (1964)
15838

almond industry (1965) 14351
Ambassador, nomination of Biddle, Anthony

J. D., hearings (1961) 7269
Duke, Angier B., hearing (1965) 6048

background notes (1965) 5390
citrus industry (1961) 17276
(Commission for Educational Ebcchange,

agreement (1961) 5116
communications satellites, intercontinental

testing, agreement (1965) 9947
convention, final protocol, etc (1962) 6465
cotton production, trends and prospects

(1964) 15933
cotton textiles, trade, agreement (1965) 3050
deciduous fruit canning industry (1961)

17274
defense, loan of vessels, agreement (1962)

22827
doing business in Spain, report of 1962 U.S.

Machinery Trade Mission (1963)
economic cooperation agreement, modifica-

tion of counterpart deposit requirement
(1962) 24099

economic development (1961) 10658; (1962)
13927

economy, basic data (1964) 6850
education and culture, exchange program,

financing, agreement (1965) 8320
educational data (1964) 586
electronic products, market information

(1964) 21067
establishing business (1961) 7464
establishing business in (1964) 4852
extension of loan of vessels, agreement

(1965) 8332
fishing industry (1962) 19507; (1965) 4744
foreign trade regulations (1964) 14375
gazetteer, official standard names, list (1961)

12773
(jcrman assets, termination of obligations,

protocol (1961) 5111
import tariff system (1961) 18454

Spain—Continued
interchange of patent rights and technical

information, agreement (1961) 5110
labor law and practice (1965) 19800
loan of additional vessels, agreement (1961)

1516
loan of helicopter carrier, reports (1965)

13940, 17570, 17902, 19290
Madrid speech (1961) 19586
maritime matters, use of ports and territori-

al by N. S. Savannah, agreement (1964)
20825

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter
(1965) 12920

nx)ney orders agreement (1962) 3510
parcel post agreement (1962) 6466
passport visas, agreement (1963) 20186
police methods of identification by physical

characteristics (1961) 4427
review of use of local currencies for U.S.

contracting and administrative purpos-
es, GAO report (1961) 19406

sailing directions, change (1962) 2546
selling in Spain (1965) 11999
sending gift packages to (1961) 620
sovereignty, etc., geographic report (1962)

20296
surplus agricultural commodities, agree-

ments (1961) 16015; (1962) 14610
tracking stations, agreement (1963) 21123;

(1964) 9835
trade in cotton textiles, agreement (1963)

21131; (1964) 18963; (1965) 8330
trade, interim agreement relating to GATT

(1963) 11305
trade opportunities and advantages for U.S.

business (remarks) (1962) 349
United States military operations and mu-

tual security programs overseas, report
(1961) 19147

United States trade with (address) (1965)
4418

water resources developments (1965) 15840
report, print as document, report (1965)

14056
west coast, sailing directions (1963) 14619;

(1964) 6819
Spain and the Americas, Postal Union of, see

Postal Union of the Americas and Spain.
Spalding County, Ga., soil survey report

(1964) 21879
Spalt, Karl W., bark characteristics and fire

resistance, literature survey (1963)
12195

Spalvins, Talivaldis, vapor-deposited thin gold
films as lubricants in vacuum (10-11 mm
Hg) (1965) 18581

Spandex:
stretch fiber, labeling

—

hearing (1965) 10545
law (1965) 12027
reports (1965) 8949, 10460

Spangler, Clarence J., testimony, hearings
(1965) 4624

Spangler, Jack G., effects of spiral longitudi-
nal vortices on turbulent boundary lay-
er skin friction (1965) 2837

Spaniol, Joseph F., jr.. United States courts,
jurisdiction and work (1964) 285; (1965)
4527

Spanish-Americans, wage workers on U.S.
farms, economic, social, and demograph-
ic characteristics (1963) 8144

Spanish cedar, see Cedar.
Spanish language:
Armed Forces Institute, study guide (1961)

4132
Federal credit unions, general information,

translation in Spanish (1962) 11762
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Spanish language—Continued
Foreign Service Institute, basic course

(1962) 1835; (1964) 15104-105
labor terms (1964) 8835
teachers, opportunities abroad, 1955-66

(1964) 17919
translations of U.S. books, bibliography

(1964) 1391
Spanish literature:

classification. Library of Congress (1965)
14647

recent perspectives (lectures) (1961) 19834
Spanish Sahara, see Sahara.
Spanish War Veterans, see United Spanish

War Veterans.
Spano, Ernest F.:

combined ion exchange X-ray spectrographic
method for determining trace metals in

tungsten (1965) 1382
determination of cobalt and nickel in tung-

sten by combined ion exchange X-ray
spectrographic method (1963) 20965

Spanworms:
elm

—

description, control, etc (1964) 767
head-capsule measurements (1964) 2382
larvae aggregation affects color (1964)

2383
oviposition habits, comparison in 1960 and

1961 (1962) 17596
source of egg parasites (1965) 4806

Spare parts, see Repair parts

—

also see names
of spare parts.

Spare-time education for workers in Commu-
nist China (1964) 15856

Spark chambers, neon filled, in magnetic field,

desigri and properties (1962) 11032
Spark ignition, see Ignition.

Spark planing damage in copper (1965) 18619
Spark plugs:

aircraft, uneconomical utilization and pre-
mature disposal by Air Force Dept.,

GAO review (1963) 8324
Federal supply schedule (1961) 6041

Sparks, Loward D., and wife, relief (1964)
6234, 14036, 17171

Sparks, long, development of channel, USSR
study (1961) 15430

Sparrow, E. M.:
heat-transfer characteristics of several ra-

diator finned-tube configurations (1963)
1279

heat transfer from fin-tube radiators (1964)
3028

Sparrow, Ciene W.:
banking positions, effects on lateral and

longitudinal ranges of hypersonic global
reentry vehicle (1963) 7274

proportional-type lateral control system
capability of providing aerodynamic
heading-angle trajectory control during
reentry (1964) 14876

Spartanburg, S.C., census of housing, 1960,
city blocks (1961) 11941

Spartase, mitigation of physical fatigue (1964)
4314

Sparton Ck)rporation, excessive prices for
power packs purchased from, GAO re-

port (1965) 696

SPASUR (U.S. Naval space surveillance sys-
tem), see Naval space surveillance sys-
tem.

Spatafora, Salvatore, relief (1962) 11550

Spatial disorientation:
current concepts and aeromedical implica-

tions (1963) 20309
demonstrator (1965) 8492

Spatial distribution of bioelectric activity in

cerebral cortex of man and animals,
USSR (1961) 19676

Spatial distribution of neutron flux on surface
of graphite-lined cavity (1963) 5940

Spatial non-stationary motions of solid medi-
um with Shockwaves (1963) 1825

Spatial perception, see Space perception.
Spaulding, Seth, channels of communication

(1963) 10062
Spawn:
albacore sexual maturity and spawning,

central South Pacific (1962) 15592
fish eggs and larvae, etc., distribution,

Gwrges Bank, Gulf of Maine area (1962)
11838, 17525, 19524

jack mackeral eggs and larvae, distribution
and survival (1962) 584

pink salmon, success relative to size of
spawning bed materials (1964) 10572

prespawning and postspawning anadromous,
alewives blood properties (1961) 20749

salmon riffle, interchange of stream and in-

tragravel water (1963) 4969
saprolegnia, fungi of fish and fish eggs

(1964) 6716
spawning ground catalog, Kvichak River

system, Bristol Bay, Alaska (1965) 616
sperm motility of Azov and Aral Chalcal-

burnus and Cyprinus in sea water of
varying salinity, USSR study (1965)
9328

streams of southeastern Alaska, variations
in dissolved oxygen content of intra-
gravel water (1962) 15604

SPB series, see Statistical profiles.

Speakers' guide for service spokesmen, power
for peace. Armed Forces Day (1962)
11685; (1963) 8143; (1964) 8467

Speakers handbook. President's (Committee on
Elmployment of the Handicapped (1964)
7371

Speaking engagements, see Addresses, lec-

tures, etc.

Speaking of space and aeronautics (series)

(1965) 14864-867, 19951
Spear, Michael, drinking water quality of se-

lected interstate carrier water supplies
(1965) 16810

Special announcements from Clearinghouse
for Federal Scientific and Technical In-

formation (1965) 3951
Special Assistant to the President for (Con-

sumer Affairs, Office of, press releases
(1965) 3842

Special districts:

function and finances in rural areas (1961)
1616

problem in American government, report
(1965) 1732

Special market study releases (1962) 4348;
(1963) 4202; (1964) 4046

Special reports:
Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories

(1964) 15243, 17016, 19187-189; (1965)
129-130, 1804-5, 4217-21, 5569-70,
7115-16, 8494, 10128

Ck)ld Regions Research and Engineering
Laboratory (1965) 509. 14197

Earth Sciences Division (1963) 1434
Special Representative for Trade Negotia-

tions, Office of:

appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 11874; (1964) 515
law (1964) 1974
reports (1963) 11848; (1964) 511, 2082

appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 10288
law (1964) 17386
reports (1964) 10245, 21193. 21233

appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 10517, 14112
law (1965) 15511
reports (1965) 10497, 15929
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Special streets (series) (1965) 11530
Special Subcommittee to South Vietnam, re-

port, following inspection tour, June
10-21, 1965 (1965) 19301

Special text ST series (1963) 12962
Special training enlistnient program, see Re-

cruiting and enlistment.
Special use airspace (1962) 23506
Special warfare, U.S. Army, selected articles

(1962) 16374
Specialists:

airman specialties, rankorder estimates of

time required for crosstraining (1963)

4401
educational media, NDEA institutes for

advanced study (1965) 6114
evaluation of officer jobs versus evaluation

of specialities (1965) 11882
skilled aliens, facilitate entry into U.S.

—

law (1962) 23285
reports (1962) 21185, 21514

specialists and generalist, bibliography
(1962) 14660

working with low-income rural families
(1964) 14237

see also types of specialists, or occupations.
Specialization and automation in USSR ma-

chine-building industry (1963) 7130
Specialized electronic computer Ocean, USSR

(1965) 11095
Specific gravity:

alligator juniper in Arizona (1965) 12506
Arizona Gambel oak (1964) 14325
Arizona ponderosa pine pulpwood (1961)

7492
lodgepole pine in Intermountain Region

(1963) 571
oil-yield relationships for black shales of

Kentucky's New Albany formation
(1964) 20507

relation to iron content of rocks. Red Moun-
tain formation, Ala (1964) 4781

tree, increment core sampling methods for
estimating (1964) 8692

wood chips, weight-volume method of deter-
mining (1961) 12719

wood, silviculture in controlling (1963) 13191
Specific heat:

solids near phase changes, vibrational con-
tributions (1961) 20054

2-stage turbines over range of ratios from
1.2 to 1 2/3, analytical investigation
(1962) 18268

Specific yield, laboratory experiments showing
effect of time on column drainage (1965)
14417

Specification bulletin (1961) 1670
Specifications, see Government supplies

—

Military supplies

—

also names of depart-
ments, etc., issuing specifications—aiso
subjects.

Specimen handling, diagnostic specimens,
collection, handling and shipment (1963)
9337

Spectacles:
personal protective equipment, goggles, etc

(1962) 1571
sunglasses, phototropic material use as

light valve (1961) 140
Spectra:

absolute intensity measurement in vacuum
ultraviolet region (1963) 18121

absorption-
atmospheric thermal radiation in 9.6 ozone
band region (1964) 14915

H2 in vacuum ultraviolet region

—

B'-X, B"-X, D-X, and D'-X bands (1965)
7106

Lyman and Werner bands (1965) 122

Spectra—Continued
absorption—Continued
of polypeptides in far-ultraviolet as means

of ejctraterrestrial life detection (1965)
14812

Rydberg series of N- (1964) 17004
afterglow spectrum during discharge in

water vapor, USSR study (1961) 2408
analysis of economic time series, techniques

(1963) 16910
analysis, translations (1962) 23756
atomic, selected tables (1965) 13063
atmosphere, spectral transmittance varia-

tion (1965) 6766
aurorae and airglow

—

researches (1963) 3165
spectral observations (1965) 18591

autoionization, of gases observed in vacuum
ultraviolet (1965) 4201

bandwidth, effect on color discrimination
(1964) 5468

bromine, visible, induced predissociation
(1961) 4619

calculated resolution of Perkin-EHmer prism
and grating monochromators (1965)
11598

CH from 3000 A to 5000 A, spectrophoto-
metric atlas (1961) 6425

computed, and line parameters for water
vapor bands at 2.7u (1964) 14937

computing spectral distribution of bright-
ness of cloudless sky in 2-parameter
model of atmosphere (1965) 9744

continuous, in radiation from ionized gases
(1961) 1703

crystals atomic energy levels (1961) 6424,
15829

density

—

of radiation scattered by non-equilibrium
plasma, calculation valid for all wave-
numbers (1964) 13697

representation and calculation of field of
atmospheric turbulence based on results
of aircraft flight tests (1965) 2920

discrete cosmic radio emissions of Cassiop-
eia-A at frequencies below 30 mc, USSR
study 931

discrimination of color, sensitivity as func-
tion of spectral wavelength (1965) 9539

distribution of

—

outgoing radiation (1964) 14917
shortwave radiation (1964) 14920

doppler, characteristics of aircraft radar
targets at S-band (1962) 6358

effect of field size and position on mesopic
spectral sensitivity (1965) 9538

electron

—

of superconducting compounds, special
features (1964) 4902

of uranyl nitrate, oscillational structure,
Polish study (1962) 7803

paramagnetic resonance

—

of amino acids and proteins under gam-
ma radiation and light, USSR study
(1964) 9257

of biological specimens, USSR study
(1965) 4969

emission, analysis of atomic materials (1964)
5952

emissive power of water in infrared region
of spectrum (1965) 8133

energy

—

electrons from pion-muon-electron decays
in interstellar space (1965) 5102

electrons transmitted through sapphire
foils (1964) 9539

loss of 5.8 Mev alpha particles passing
through absorber of variable thickness
(1964) 8065
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Spectra—Continued
energy—Continued

of cosmic rays, Explorer XII instrumenta-
tion for study (1963) 12856

of electrons in outer radiation belt (1963)
7289

protons in inner Van Allen belt (1961)
17713

spectrum of oceanic turbulence, some pe-
culiarities, USSR study (1965) 12674

far infrared

—

bibliography (1963) 12948
investigation (1961) 8347

far ultraviolet rocket spectrophotometer
airglow measurements (1964) 14889

frequency spectrum of square lattice (1962)
14439

gamma-ray, radionuclide analysis by step-
wise multiple regression (1964) 9713

hydrogen flame, USSR study (1961) 2367
hydrogen. Stark profile measurement of

Layman- a and Lvman- jQ lines (1964)
5608

hydromagnetic waves in exosphere (1964)
7554

infrared

—

absorption spectrum of water in its liquid
state (1964) 14918

alkylthiophenes (1961) 15751
analysis of gases produced during molten

salt electrolysis of metals (1964) 14758
and vibrational assignments for some
organometallic compounds (1963) 7590

astronomy review (1965) 6676
atmospheric transmission, solar spectrum

studies (1962) 8888
general research, equipment, and materi-

als, bibliography (1961) 16241
hydroxy-aromatic organic compounds

(1961) 13453
inorganic dielectric solids (1965) 1802
ketones, ethers and alcohols between 15
and 35 microns (1963) 11474

monochromatic radiation pyrometry, gas
temperatures measured in shock tubes
(1965) 16693

oils, greases, additives, and related mate-
rials (1963) 20296

sarin and its degradation products, identi-

fication (1962) 5558
solvent-induced effects (1964) 5587
spectrometry in chemistry, Bulgarian
study (1962) 7708

studies of oleic acid and sodium oleate
adsorption on fluorite, barite, and cal-

cite (1963) 9130
27 compounds in regions 15-35 and 15-200
microns (1965) 14699

use of high-speed computer for analyzing
mixtures of organophosphorus com-
pounds, USSR study (1965) 982

intermolecular electron transfer in tetrapyr-
role pigments during pulsed illumina-
tion, USSR study (1963) 20811

isotope shift of nitrogen absorption bands
in vacuum ultraviolet region (1965) 4203

limited, structure of functions etc., in com-
munications theory, USSR study (1963)
8869

line broadening, phenomenological consider-
ations of interruption theory (lecture)

(1961) 3746
low frequency power spectrum of cosmic-ray

variations, during IGY (1963) 9170
low-temperature far-infrared, germanium

and silicon (1965) 114
magnetic resonance on nuclei of F19 fluoro-

phosphates and fluorophosphonates,
chemical displacements, USSR study
(1964) 20205

Spectra—Continued
mass

—

alkylthiophenes (1964) 13113
and correlations with structure for 14
alkylthiophenes (1965) 18456

distinction of rock types, lunar-surface
applications (1965) 18480

positive and negative ions in nitrous and
nitric oxides (1965) 2901

volatile hydrides (1962) 8957
microwave spectral tables (1965) 5250

line strength of asymmetric rotors (1965)
2930

molecular, methods of calculation in molecu-
lar spectrascopy, USSR study (1963)
2973

nitrogen, forbidden absorption-band systems
in vacuum-ultraviolet region (1965) 119

organic derivatives of fluorine, silicon, bo-
ron, and aluminum (1965) 14700

particles of dispersed system, tables for
computing from its transparency (1965)
9754

photoelectric emission phenomena in LiF
and KCl in extreme ultraviolet (1965)
4177

power

—

analysis methods, application to maneuver
loads obtained on jet fighter airplanes
(1961) 11428

measurement and interpretation for vibra-
tion problems (1964) 20523

measurement of atmospheric turbulence in

severe storms and cumulus clouds (1964)
20596

pressure broadened lines, measurement of
widths (1961) 1667

radio signals from molecules, USSR study
(1962) 12028

rare earth elements, analysis (1961) 9939
resonance, scattering at Lyman-alpha by

atomic hydrogen cell (1964) 13221
shared, display enhancement (1965) 5547
shock, for structural design purposes (1961)

13592
signals with coincident frequency, increas-

ing receiver sensitivity, USSR study
(1963) 10503

solar

—

absorptance of surfaces from spectral
reflectance measurements, automatic
system for determining (1965) 14807

extraterrestrial, temperature of gray body
most closely fitting (1964) 18730

radio bursts, very low frequency envelope
spectra (1965) 4184

simulators, measurement of spectral irra-

diances (1965) 8038
XUV, from 310A to 55A (1964) 20965

Soviet atlas ^of airglow spectrum XX
3000-12400A (1962) 22050

analysis (1961) 10977
reflectivity of clouds (1965) 9753
research of aurorae and airglow (1962)

10533
resolution, correlation function definition

(1962) 16051
sensitivity of retina receivers in experi-
ments with dichromates, USSR study
(1963) 2858

spectrum and contour analysis of ultrasonic
pulses for improved nondestructive test-

ing (1962) 14554
star lines, autoionization effect and its influ-

ence on intensity (1961) 4952
stark broadening of isolated spectral lines

in plasma (1965) 14949
tables of spectra-line intensities, by wave-

lengths (1961) 20001
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Spectra—Continued
thermoluminescent, of sodium chloride and

hydroxide-free sodium chloride irradi-

ated with 40-Mev alpha particles (1963)
9167

ultraviolet

—

absorption measurements in upper atmos-
phere (1965) 10112

absorption of SO2 (1963) 19890
and visible of insoluble materials, using
polyethylene as dispersion medium
(1964) 11342

congeries of absorption cross sections for

wavelengths less than 3000 A (1963)
19895

duoplasmatron as vacuum ultraviolet
light source (1963) 19896

fluorescence of muscles, USSR study
(1963) 12377

spectrally selective photodetectors (1963)
12870

upper atmosphere spectroscopy (1964)
14769

vacuum

—

absorption and photoionization coeffi-

cients of propylene and butene-1
(1963) 19898

light sources (1963) 19897
nitrogen and oxvgen absorption cross-

sections (1965)'l24
photoionization detector (1963) 7288

very-low frequency emission, observed with
hiss recorder (1965) 1501, 5255

vibrational, of organophosphorus com-
pounds, USSR study (1962) 2888

X-ray, study, basic research program (1962)
125

see also Radiation—Wavelengths.
Spectral lines:

intensities

—

experimental transition, probabilities of
70 elements (1962) 18313

stellar spectral lines, method for comput-
ing formation (1963) 18172

tables, arranged by elements (1962) 12519
oscillator strengths from light and medium

elements, coulomb approximation (1965)
11586

spectral type theory, contribution (1963)
18172

Spectral study of

—

luminescence of tissues of otorhinolaryn-
gological organs, USSR (1963) 12375

overadjustment for seasonality (1965) 13654
Spectrochemical analysis, see Spectrochem-

istry.

Spectrochemistry:
analysis of high-purity beryllium (1963)

1246
copper-base spectrochemical standards

—

chemical analysis (1965) 19956
NBS preparation (1964) 20638

copper-spark method for spectrochemical
determination of strontium in water
(1962) 636

hafnium, analysis (1964) 7460

high-purity metals, spectrochemical analy-
sis, review and bibliography (1962) 1603

powdered rock and mineral samples, spectro-
chemical analysis by constant-feed di-

rect-current arc (1961) 12777
rocks, minerals, and ores, semiquantitative

spectrochemical analysis by powder d-c
arc technique (1961) 9249

semiquantitative spectrochemical method
for analysis of coal ash (1964) 16645

solutions, spectrochemical analysis (1963)
14514

Spectrochemistry—Continued
spectral analysis of high purity metals,

Hungarian study (1963) 10654
spectrochemical

—

analysis

—

high-purity tungsten (1961) 13459
report, July 1964-June 1965 (1965) 19962
tungsten (1965) 12950

determination

—

beryllium in mineral beneficiation prod-
ucts (1963) 3090

impurities of metals in silicon tetrach-
loride and silicon dioxide (1962) 7887

minor elements in water by concentra-
tion method 12803

titanium, analysis (1963) 1244
vein materials, metamorphic rocks, etc.,

quantitative spectrochemical analysis,
evaluation of reporting (1961) 7516

white cast iron spectrochemical standards,
NBS preparation (1964) 14935

Spectrograph cameras, see Cameras.
Spectrographs:

alignment, simple optical system used (1965)
6669

electron probe X-ray spectrograph, design,
etc (1963) 3074

fluorescent X-ray, for dynamic selective oxi-

dation rate studies, design and princi-
ples (1961) 7932

high-vacuum X-ray, high-resolution focus-
ing. East German study (1962) 7996

multigap magnetic, duty-free entry (1965)
17533

quantum sensitivity of spectrographic meth-
od of recording radiation, USSR study
(1961) 4614

split pole, universities, duty-free entry
(1965) 17531, 17535, 19402-403

vacuum, for X-ray study (1962) 125
Spectrography:

analysis of

—

cerium by carrier distillation technique
(1963) 1231

natural water (series) (1961) 12803
1-foot hypersonic-arc-tunnel airstream
using electron beam probe (1965) 1479

fluorescent X-ray determination of trace
elements (1962) 12389

infrared, identification of sarin degradation
products (1962) 5558

optical emission, analysis of high-purity
columbium (1964) 11321
hafnium (1964) 7460
vanadium (1963) 7218

reentries of Trailblazer lib, data (1964)
14880

trace analysis, use of temperature buffered
argon arc (1965) 5198

X-ray-
analysis for trace quantities of tantalum

in columbium (1964) 16634
determination of

—

cobalt and nickel in tungsten (1963)
20965

trace metals in tungsten (1965) 1382
quantitative determination of trace metals

in crude oils (1962) 20104
Spectrometer-gas chromatographs, see Chro-

matographs.
Spectrometers:

b'=>ta, short focal-length, focusing methods.
East German study (1962) 7916

cycloidal focusing mass, mechanism of for-

mation of metastable peaks (1965) 13006
data, improved data handling techniques

(1965) 18477
double gamma-ray, to search for positrons

in space (1962) 22574
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Spectrometers—Continued

helium mass, leak detector, use (1964) 14834
Illinois University use, ifree entry (1962)

17083, 20763, 21266
infrared

—

interference, evaluation, test, and calibra-
tion (1964) 14774

interferometric, moire fringe measuring
system (1964) 4254

intermediate image pair, measurements of
electromagnietic radiations from light
nuclei (1961) 183

intermediate lens, beta-ray, for Tulane Uni-
versity, free entry

—

law (1962) 11264
reports (1961) 14308; (1962) 7197

mass

—

duty-free entry (1965) 17527-531, 17534,
19099, 19101, 19108, 19397-401, 19403

in D-region ionosphere (1965) 7090
investigations of atmosphere between 100
and 227 kilometers above Wallops Is-

land, Va (1963) 16387
ion source for molecular eflFusion, studies

(1961) 5354
Materials Clentral, improvement (1963)
18448

M/E positions, measurement using rotat-
ing coil gaussmeter (1963) 11564

rocket-borne, determination of atmosphere
parameters (1963) 18123

6-inch radius for isotopic analysis of sol-

ids, liquids, or gases (1963) 9682
spectra of positive and negative ions in

nitrous and nitric oxides (1965) 2901
spectrometric method for determination of
permeability, coefficients (1965) 13175

Stanford University, duty-free entry

—

law (1963) 17017
reports (1963) 13547, 15346

time-of-flight, ion dissociation reactions in

drift tube (1964) 5873
observation of 2,1, charge transfer

(1964) 19172
universities, duty-free entry (1964) 8310,

14049, 17230, 17580
neutron-gamma ray, description (1963) 7587
Pound-Watkins nuclear magnetic-resonance,

design and instrumentation (1961) 8088
proportional-counter

—

determination of K fluorescence yield

(1961) 13550
for solar X-rays (1963) 7618; (1965) 4181

radio-frequency mass, for investigation of
ionic composition of upper atmosphere
(1961) 4949

satellite borne X-ray, scanning mechanism
(1963) 1271

soft x-ray, solar observations (1962) 20160
spin and parity of nuclear excited states, by

measurement of triple correlations in

(p,yy) reactions (1965) 13177
time-of-flight, mass

—

adapted for studying charge transfer, ion
dissociation, and photoionization (1964)
66

charge transfer studies (1964) 54, 13645
ion dissociation

—

in drift tube (1964) 4228. 13637, 19167;
(1965) 10118

processes occurring in drift tube, obser-
vation and identification (1964) 52

Spectrometry:
accuracy of solution X-ray spectrometric

analysis of copper base alloys (1965)
8139

coal, mass spectrometric techniques, ad-

vances (1964) 1437
crystals, Cr content of Al203-Cr203, spectro-

metric determination (1962) 7927

Spectrometers—Continued
gamma ray

—

automatic fuel element enrichment differ-
entiator (FEED) based on (1964) 5969

used to determine sodium in telluric acid,

Polish study (1962) 7761
infrared, value in chemistry, Bulgarian

study (1962) 7708
mass

—

investigation of reactions of oxygen atoms
with hydrogen and ammonia (1965) 5226

spectrometric determination of aliphatic
and aromatic content of hydrocarbon
mixture (1965) 13172

measurements of gas temperatures in arc-
heated jets and tunnels (1963) 20987

measuring environmental gamma radiation
(1965) 11916

nuclear emulsion, at low and intermediate
neutron energies (1965) 17099

optical. X-ray fluorescence, report (1965)
19962

research, agreement with Australia (1964)
20844

total absorption spectrometry symposium,
proceedings (1961) 8414

Spectrophotometers:
analysis, use in foreign criminal law, USSR

literature survey (1963) 15666
automatic system for determining solar ab-

sorptance and thermal emittance of sur-
faces from spectral normal reflectance
measurements (1965) 14807

Beckman model DU for seagoing use, de-

scription of modifications (1961) 19342
DK-2 Beckman model, fluorescent color spec-

ification (1964) 5593
infrared, UR 10, new attachments, East

German study (1962) 7713
rocket, airglow measurements in far ultravi-

olet (1964) 14889

Spectrophotometric:
attachment for vacuum ultraviolet (1962)

3347
determination of ammonia and labile amino

compounds in fresh and seawater by
oxidation to nitrite (1964) 13347

Spectrophotometry:
atlas of spectrum of CH from'3000 A to 5000

A (1961) 6425
determination of trace amounts of copper in

tungsten metal powder (1961) 4836
far ultraviolet rocket, instrumentation

(1964) 9601
flame, determination of potassium, lithium,

strontium, barium, and manganese in

oilfield waters (1962) 20112
infrared, evaluation for compositional anal-

ysis of lunar and planetary soils (1963)

9189; (1965) 1387
mid-infrared spectral observations, lunar

surface features (1965) 5553
spectral and total transmissivities of clouds

of small particles (1962) 22553
stellar, above atmosphere (1963) 21018

Spectroscopes, mobile laboratory for recon-
naissance and exploration (1963) 10946

see also Monochromators.

Spectroscopy:
analysis for selected minor elements in

Pierre Shale (1961) 20814
annotated bibliography (1962) 18312
(Communist China, developments (1961)

20909
Czechoslovakia (1965) 16528
Hungarian Chemical Society, spectroscopic

section conference report, excerpts
(1962) 7594

infrared, in Japan, translations (1964) 16034
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Spectroscopy—Continued

investigation of carbon disulfide flame,

USSR study (1961) 10909
mass, methods and uses (1963) 1817
method of integral determination of water

vapor content in column of atmosphere
(1964) 14919

molecular, USSR study (1963) 10773
radiospectroscopy in biochemistry and

structural chemistry, USSR study (1962)

22102
shock waves, utilization in spectroscopic

investigation of gases, USSR study
(1961) 2322

spectral analysis, translations (1962) 23756
tables of spectral-line intensities, by wave-

lengths (1961) 20001
ultraviolet, of upper atmosphere (1964)

14769
Spectrum, see Spectra.
Speculation:
corn futures market (1963) 6056
cotton

—

and wool and wool top futures, commit-
ments of traders (1961) 3046; (1962) 3687

futures trade (1961) 3044; (1962) 4389;

(1963) 4240; (1964) 4088
on call positions and transactions in spot

cotton, weekly reports (1961) 3054;

(1962) 4440; (1963) 4298
wool, cottonseed oil, potatoes, futures

commitments of traders (1963) 3529;

(1964) 3343
futures trading and open contracts

—

cotton (1962) 16666; (1963) 3747; (1964)

3545; (1965) 3459
cotton and cottonseed oil (1961) 3048;

(1962) 3904
cotton, wool, wool tops, cottonseed oil,

soybean oil (1961) 3049; (1962) 3905;

(1963) 3748; (1964) 3546; (1965) 3460
eggs, potatoes and butter (1961) 3050;

(1962) 3906; (1963) 3749; (1964) 3547;

(1965) 3461
potatoes, eggs, butter, and rice (1961)

3051; (1962) 3907; (1963) 3750; (1964)

3548; (1965) 3462
soybean meal and cottonseed meal (1961)

3052; (1962) 3908; (1963) 3751; (1964)

3549; (1965) 3463
wheat, corn, etc (1961) 3053; (1962) 3908A;

(1963) 3752; (1964) 3550; (1965) 3464
frozen eggs (1962) 2277

grain futures, trade (1961) 3045; (1962) 4390;

(1963) 4241; (1964) 4089
Maine potatoes futures trading (1961)

10141; (1962) 13227; (1963) 7815; (1964)

10134
wheat soybean, etc. futures, commitments of

traders (1961) 3047; (1962) 3688; (1963)

3530; (1964) 3344; (1965) 3231
wool and wool top futures, hedging and

other operations, analysis (1962) 1960
wool, cottonseed oil, potatoes futures, com-

mitment of traders (1965) 3230
see a/so Commodity exchanges.

Speech:
articulation, and perception, USSR study

(1965) 11297, 14480
articulation-testing methods, consonantal

differentiation with closed-response set

(1965) 8480
child with speech problem (1964) 21039
clinic helps adult stutterer (1965) 5456
communication systems—

psychoacoustic evaluation (1965) 7080
SCIM meter for measuring performance

(1965) 5548

Speech—Continued

discrimination

—

of hearing-impaired individuals in noise,

its relationship to other audiometric
parameters (1963) 14918

prediction of scores from other test infor-

mation (1963) 4423
test composed of CNC nwnosyllabic words

(1963) 7634
disorders, summary of progress (1964) 14952

during respiration of mixture of helium and
oxygen (1964) 5469

glottal source measurements, logical tech-

niques (1964) 19159
intelligibility

—

and talker-recognition tests of Air Force
voice communication systems (1963)

9615
computation and measurement, USSR
study (1964) 1139

effects of transmission band and message
context (1962) 12581

interactions among bandwidth, center fre-

quency and type of distortion (1965)

11377
of excerpts (1964) 17003

pathology, traineeships for graduate study
(1965) 20136

psychology in Soviet sciences for 40 years,

USSR study (1962) 2730
restoration in brain lesions, USSR study

(1962) 1154
signal in cybernetics and communications,

USSR study (1965) 2735
signals, role in automation technology,

Rumanian observations (1964) 9104
simultaneous recording of respiratory move-

ments and speech sounds on same mag-
netic tape, USSR study (1965) 12666

sounds, recognition by automatic machines,
USSR study (1962) 22377

transmission of clipped speech signals using
phase telegraphy, USSR study (1965)

4970
USSR, early age, development (1962) 2610
see also Aphasia—Phonetics—Voice.

Speech pathologists:
examination announcement (1962) 11210
grants for training

—

law (1961) 18667
report (1961) 5827

Speeches, see Addresses, lectures, etc.

Speed:
accidents related to speed on main rural

highways (1964) 20774
aviation record holders, 1906-61, speed as

factor in progress (1963) 8186
farm tractors, etc., mechanization problem,

USSR study (1963) 8985
high rotational, optics used to measure

torque (1965) 2845
sensing device aids crane operators (1965)

1414
see also Air speed.

Speed tests, see Airplanes.
Speegle, Katherine C, heat-transfer measure-

ments of 2 wing-body combinations, etc

(1963) 7233
Speel, H. C, economic potential of soaps, de-

tergents, and surfactants made from
fats and oils (1964) 10455

Speel River, geology of waterpower sites near
Juneau, Alaska (1962) 13867

Speer, Paul R.:

Cumberland and Tennessee River basins
floods (1964) 4816

floods of south Atlantic slope basins, James
River to Savannah River (1964) 12521
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Speer, Paul R.—Continued

low-flow characteristics of streams in Mis-

sissippi embayment in

—

Mississippi and Alabama (1965) 732
Tennessee, Kentucky, and niinois (1965)

18209
Ohio River basin floods (1965) 12553

Speir, Hugh B., characteristics of nursing
homes and related facilities, 1961 na-

tionwide inventory, report (1963) 20103
Spellman, Francis J., servant of 3 gentlemen,

USSR article concerning Cardinal Spell-

man (1961) 10773
Spence, Brent, portrait unveiling, proceedings

(1962) 23342
Spencer, Bernard, jr.:

aerodynamic characteristics at Mach num-
bers etc., of blunted right-triangular
pyramidal lifting reentry configuration
employing variable-sweep wing panels
(1963) 7249

longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics

—

at low subsonic speeds of highly swept
delta wing utilizing nose deflection for

control (1963) 1289
of delta-wing reentry configurations (1963)

11010
low-wave-drag hypersonic body, effects of

cross-section shape on low-speed aerody-
namic characteristics (1963) 19929

pyramidal reentry configuration with cam-
bered variable-sweep wings, etc (1964)

3019
supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of

series of bodies having variations in

fineness ratio, etc (1964) 18741
transonic aerodynamic characteristics of

bodies having variations in fineness ra-

tio, etc (1965) 6693
Spencer, John S., jr.:

forest products output in Utah and Nevada
(1965) 9197

Montana Christmas tree exports reach low-

est level since survey was begun in 1942
(1964) 21326

timber products output in Colorado, Wyo-
ming, and western South Dakota (1965)
9199

Utah's forest area and timber volume (1965)

4798
Spencer, Laura L., legal status of women in

U.S., report for Georgia (1963) 13133
Spencer, Richard N.:

antimony, minerals yearbook chapter (1963)

19822
bismuth, minerals yearbook chapter (1963)

14490
lead, minerals yearbook chapter (1963) 1208,

19843
Spencer, Vivian E., raw materials in United

States economy, 1900-61 (1964) 6052
Spera, David A., elastic stress distributions in

Cassinian domes (1963) 16370
Spera, Wanda F., relief (1961) 8676, 10397,

12052
Sperilli, Frances, relief (1964) 8268, 10388,

11996
Sperm studies as guide in fur-animal breeding

practice (1965) 7013
Spero, Earl H., relief (1961) 7011, 14075, 14537

Sperry Gyroscope Co., B-58 aircraft compo-
nents, overpricing under purchase or-

ders by Convair, Fort Worth, Tex., Air
Force Dept., GAO report (1964) 10611

Sperry Rand Corporation, Ford Instrument
Company division, pricing of repair
parts for computers under Navy con-
tracts, GAO review (1962) 19555

Spert 1, see Reactors (atomic).

Spett, Murray C, testimony, hearings (1965)
4624

Sphaerocera Latreille, see Flies.

Sphaeroceridae, see Flies.

Sphagnum, see Peat moss.
Sphalerite:

chloridization by contact with chlorides
(1963) 20967

dissolution of zinc extracts at elevated tem-
peratures and pressures (1961) 19882

hydrogen reduction (1965) 16595
Sphecidae, see Wasps.
Spheres:

accelerating in viscous fluid, forces on (1964)
15865

aerodynamic force and moment characteris-
tics at Mach 7.0 in methane-air combus-
tion products (1965) 11473

air damping, investigation (1965) 8087
as decelerators at Mach nos. 1.57 to 4.65,

aerodynamic characteristics (1963)
11065

aspheric surfaces, lathe converted for grind-
ing (1964) 14814

behavior ablating under constant aerody-
namic conditions, study (1963) 11030

black spherules, snow-imbedded and in-

dustrial, comparison (1965) 508
blunt body solutions, in equilibrium gas mix-

tures (1965) 9725
dielectric, back-scatter with and without

metal caps (1965) 113
falling

—

atmospheric measurements over Kwajalein
(1965) 9617

drag measurements, upper atmosphere
density obtained (1963) 11479

measurements of atmospheric density,
temperature, and pressure (1964) 16998

ferrite, in coaxial waveguide, USSR study
(1965) 9423

ice, in free fall, radar observations (1965)
4183

inflated, skin stresses during impact (1961)
15816

metal, aerodynamic ablation, analysis (1965)
11571

radar-tracked falling, use in measuring up-
per-air temperature and density (1964)
9533

rotating, and other axisymmetric shapes,
boundary layers (1964) 20614

roughened ellipsoid bodies, aerodynamic
heat transfer and boundary-layer tran-
.sition (1961) 15785

spherical electrode eliminates high-voltage
breakdown (1965) 9681

spinning spherical shell in solar flux, tem-
perature distribution, perturbation ex-

pansion, etc (1965) 11409
thin-walled, subjected to radiation in space,

transient surface temperature distribu-

tion (1965) 9697
three-dimensional sphere-of-influence method

for use in interplanetary trajectories
missions to Mars, analysis (1962) 12462

viscoelastic, dilation constants and complex
ratio from forced vibration (1965) 6132

Spherical harmonics:
analysis, new method audits verifications

(1963) 16770
double method application to one-dimen-

sional radiation-transfer equation (1965)
5190

expansion of Fokker-Planck equation (1965)
13008

Spherical hyperbolas, see Hyperbolas.

Spherical model provides visual aid for cubic
crystal study (1965) 6663
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Spherical waves in viscoelastic medium (1965)

10767
Spherics, see Sferics.

Spheroids:
hard prolate spheroidal baffle, radiation

impedance of zonal arrays, numerical
computation (1965) 14951

membrane analysis of pressurized thin sphe-

roid shells composed of flat gores, and
its application to Echo II (1965) 19920

oblate, used in ferrimagnetic resonance
measurements, demagnetizing factors

(1964) 18809
Spiced and pickled seafoods (1964) 10566

Spicer, William S., jr., panel presentation, Dec.
11, 1962 (1963) 1415

Spices, foreign agriculture circulars (1961)

3274; (1962) 3876; (1963) 3720; (1964)
3520; (1965) 3433

Spider wasps, see Wasps.

Spiegel, Zane, geology and water resources of
Santa Fe area, N. Mex (1963) 19321

Spiegelman, Robert G., application of activity
analysis to regional development plan-
ning in rural south central Kentucky
(1965) 8452

Spies:
enemy agents and you (1961) 159
Frenzel case. West Germany (1961) 13207
Wennerstroem case, excerpts from testimony

(1965) 439
see a/so Espionage.

Spikes, see Nails and spikes.
Belleville Locks and Dam, Ohio River,
Ohio -and W. Va (1965) 18049

Big Bend Dam, Missouri River, S. Dak
(1962) 17433

central and southern Florida project
(1964) 642

drop, engineering handbook (1961) 11563
Greenup locks and dam (1961) 14814

hydraulic design, engineering manual (1965)
12412

Spillways:
hydraulic model investigation

—

Allegheny Dam (1963) 10092
Amistad Dam, Rio Grande, Mexico and
United States (1964) 19662

John Redmond Dam, Grand (Neosho River)
Kans (1963) 2227

low-head navigation dam, Arkansas River,
Ark (1964) 21282

Markland locks and dam, Ohio River, Ken-
tucky and Indiana (1961) 12599

modification, Miraflores Dam, Panama Canal
Zone (1965) 4683

New Cumberland Locks and Dam, design
(1962) 5138

Oahe Dam, Missouri River, S. Dak. (1964)
19663

Red Rock Dam, Des Moines River, Iowa
(1965) 9071

stilling basins

—

(Columbia Lock and Dam, Chattahoochee
River (1962) 2440

Maxwell and Opekiska Locks and Dams
(1962) 500

Pike Island Locks and Dam (1962) 5139
Stockton Dam, Sac River, Mo (1965) 18046

structural design, engineering manual (1965)
2111

tests of structure orientation and lock emer-
gency gate, Barkley Lock and Dam,
Cumberland River, Ky (1965) 18050

Spilsbury, Calvin C, Western Europe, market
for U.S. soybeans, etc (1964) 766

Spin (aircraft)
and recovery characteristics of

—

high-speed fighter design, with low aspect
as determined from dynamic-model tests

(1962) 3352
North American X-15 aircraft, analytical
investigation and recovery (1963) 7239

angular motions of spinning bodies in space,
theoretical study (1961) 19990

density effects (1965) 8091
despin of vehicle by radial release of

weights and cables of finite mass, equa-
tions of motion and design criteria

(1962) 6285
entries, developed spins, and recoveries,

effects of product of inertia, analytical
study (1965) 9705

Ebcplorer XII, effect of solar radiation pres-
sure (1963) 18147

North American FJ-4 airplane with external
fuel tanks, investigation (1961) 19917

1/20-scale model unswept-wing, twin-engine,
observation airplane, investigation
(1963) 5576

recovery, analytical study and determina-
tion of moments required (1964) 7541

reduction mechanism. Vanguard satellite

(1961) 7953
research for recent airplane designs (1961)

2593
spin-entry characteristics of delta-wing air-

plane as determined by dynamic model
(1965) 6710

stretch yo-yo system for reducing spin rate
of rotating spacecraft, method (1962)
22558

T-37C qualitative evaluation tests (1963)
14904

Spin (aircraft)

yo-yo de-spin mechanism for satellites, theo-
ry and design curves (1961) 15771

Spin (atomic):

intermediate nuclear, attenuation coeffi-

cients for combined magnetic dipole and
randomly oriented electric quadrupole
interactions (1963) 7712-13

resonance, pentavalent chromium complexes,
investigation, USSR study (1964) 14622

spin and parity of nuclear excited states by
measurement of triple correlations in (p,

yy) reactions (1965) 13177
zero elastic scattering with nuclear optical

model, Fortran program for analysis
(1964) 9570

Spin dynamics of manned space stations (1964)
11419

Spin forging, stainless-steel elbows (1965)
2846

Spin wave anisotropy in parallel pumping
experiments on YIG (1964) 9970

Spin waves, normal modes of complex ex-
change-coupled crystals (1965) 11581

Spina bifida, hope through research (1963)
16505

Spinach, frozen, United States standards for
grades (1961) 5213; (1964) 19050

Spinal cord:
Clinical Spinal Cord Injury Conference, pro-

ceedings (1962) 3551, 20363; (1964) 7829;
(1965) 9984

injuries

—

and diseases, research funds, report (1965)
4485

authorizing additional research, report
(1963) 18882

bibliography, 1940-63 (1965) 11762
reflex activity during dorsicolumn stimula-

tion, USSR study (1962) 22172
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Spincasting, 9 1/2 foot diameter master and
mirror (1964) 21727

Spindle guard makes shaper safer, more effi-

cient (1963) 13984
Spindle-moistening agents for mechanical cot-

ton pickers, evaluation (1962) 20385
Spindle-tree, effect of cosmic-flight factors on

seeds, USSR study (1965) 18337
Spindler, Evelyn B.:

giving food demonstration with tips for TV,
guide for extension workers (1963) 5837

improving teenage nutrition (1964) 5845
selected programs for improving teenage

nutrition (1963) 20663
Spindler, Pearl G., housing for migrant agri-

cultural workers, labor camp standards
(1963) 9035

Spindles (machine tools):

Soviet electric spindle making (1962) 5514
Spine:

birth defects, spina bifida (1963) 16505
comparison of vertebral counts of Atlantic

menhaden (1965) 18160
sharks, vertebral numbers, survey (1965)

1515
strontium-90 in human vertebrae (1965) 8254

vertebral numbers, variation in juvenile
Atlantic menhaden (1963) 10201

Spinelli, John, evaluation of micro-diffusion
method for determination of tertiary
volatile base in marine products (1965)
14297

Spinels:
magnesia, recovered from dusting slags, re-

fractory properties, evaluation (1962)
10459

synthesis by electric furnacing dusting
slags (1961) 17654

Spinning:
body in regular precession, magnetometer to

determine angular motion (1964) 11411
performance and fiber properties of south-

eastern cotton crop, 1960, effects of cer-

tain drying treatments in ginning (1965)
53

satellite, demodulation system for vector
measurements (1965) 18528

symmetrical bodies with nonconstant spin
rates, method for approximating vacu-
um motions (1963) 9198

Spiny dogfish, see Dogfish.

Spiny lobsters, see Lobsters.
Spiral aftereffect:

duration

—

as function of retinal size, place and hemi-
retinal transfer (1965) 213

as measure (1965) 214
effects of size, speed and inspection time

(1962) 6602
test, apparatus (1961) 1661

Spiral-grating array (1961) 1396

Spiral heater coils hand-formed with fixture

(1965) 12995
Spiral-quad communication cable with cord-

paper insulation state standard 5008-49,
USSR (1962) 17792

Spiraled channels improve heat transfer be-

tween fluids (1965) 18511
Spirit Lake, recreation guide (1964) 2372

Spirit process, see Duplicating processes.

Spiritous liquors, see Liquors.

Spirochaeta pallida, see Treponema pallidum.
Spisz, E>nie W.:

rocket performance for chemically frozen
expansion of hydrogen (1964) 3029

thrust coefficients of low-thrust nozzles

(1965) 19936

Spitfire (naval vessel):

time limitations for registration, extend

—

hearings (1964) 15596
report (1962) 21131

Spittlebugs:
control (1961) 9880
meadow spittlebug on legumes, control

(1962) 14751
Saratoga, destructive pest in red pine plan-

tations (1962) 6591
Spitzbergen, Norway, German Glaciological

expedition in 1962, East German report
(1963) 8910

Spitzig, William A.:

analysis of bonding mechanism between
plasma-sprayed tungsten and stainless
steel substrate (1964) 20593

metallurgical bonding of plasma-sprayed
tungsten on hot molybdenum substrates
(1965) 1464

Splanchnic nerves, see Nerves.
Spleen:
glutathione modification in rats fed on diets

containing synthetic food dyes, Ruma-
nian study (1962) 9816

irradiated rabbits, cultivation in vitro,

USSR study (1961) 12921
rat

—

effect of total body irradiation on DNA
synthesis in vitro (1965) 10125

spleen and bone marrow suspensions effect

of AETT on in-vitro oxidation of glucose
(1965) 13436

splenin, its biological and therapeutic prop-
erties, USSR study (1961) 15480

Splenectomy, treatment of diseases of blood
system, USSR study (1961) 11176

Splices:

prevailing practices in splicing electric

trailing cables in coal mines (1962)
14419

splice plate design assures structural sepa-
ration by mild explosive (1965) 11439

Splints, field manual (1965) 17045
Splints (surgery):
pneumatic, evaluation (1965) 8476

Split, Yugoslavia, electrostatic accelerator at
School of Engineering (1964) 16370

Split Rock formation, see Miocene period.

Spodumene:
beryl-spodumene concentrates containing 10

to 30 percent beryl, treating by fluosili-

cate process (1963) 5480
deposits, Gaston County, N.C., pegmatites

(1961) 6294
flotation from pegmatites of Cleveland

County, N.C (1962) 22515
mill tailing, continuous flotation of beryl,

from spodumene mill tailing (1964) 14748
ore, beneficiating response, North Carolina

(1961) 7942
Spoilers (aircraft):

slot-deflector control

—

effectiveness on aspect-ratio-4 wings at
transonic speeds, wind-tunnel investiga-
tion of wing sweep and taper ratio
(1961) 5361

on 45° sweptback wing

—

at Mach nos. 1.61 and 2.01, aerodynamic
characteristics (1961) 4860

fuselage model, aerodynamic character-
istics (1962) 10491; (1964) 1464

on variable-wing-sweep configuration with
outer wing panels swept back 75° at
Mach number 2.01, aerodynamic charac-
teristics (1962) 12441

trailing-edge, drag and rolling-moment effec-

tiveness of trailing edge (1961) 6306
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Spokane, Wash.:
aging, problems, hearings (1962) 11645
census of business

—

1958, standard metropolitan area, central

business district statistics (1961) 6799
1963, major retail centers, standard metro-
politan statistical area (1965) 13590

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 13980
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16538

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 4811

Geiger Field, weather observations, hourly,
decennial census (1962) 16224

occupational wage survey (1964) 18636;
(1965) 16560

departmental editions (1961) 15722; (1962)

20043; (1963) 16277
document editions (1961) 14150; (1962)

19020; (1963) 15168
wholesale fruit and vegetable market, orga-

nization (1962) 22940
Spokane Valley project:

construction, etc., amend act

—

hearings (1962) 11462
law (1962) 20822
reports (1961) 19075; (1962) 11388, 16962

Sponges:
ecology of Gulf of Mexico commercial

sponges and its relation to fishery (1964)
14283

energy metabolism level, USSR study (1964)
1241

Spontaneous ignition, see Ignition.

Spools, regulator, flow control valve independ-
ent of pressure drop (1965) 9663

Spooner, Robert B., nonuniform burnup and
poisoning effects in reactor and validity

of uniform approximation (1963) 7229
Spoonwort, see Scurvy grass.
Spor Mountain:

acid leaching of beryllium ore (1964) 1440
ore, beryllium solvent extraction (1964)

14751
Sporadic-E, see Ionosphere.
Spores:

bacterial, in simulated Martian environ-
ment, germination, etc (1964) 78

plant, and other microfossils from Upper
Devonian and Lower Mississippian
rocks of Ohio, stratigraphic occurrence,
etc (1962) 19571

Sporn, Philip, nuclear power economics, analy-
sis and comments, 1964 (1964) 19434

Sport fisheries, see Fish and fisheries.

Sport Fisheries and Wildlife Bureau:
Branch of Wildlife Research, activities, 1962

(1963) 17446
employment opportunities (1965) 606
fish hatchery program, weaknesses in admin-

istration, GAO report (1964) 21346
fishery and wildlife biologists, careers, bro-

chure (1963) 4940
operation and management of fishery re-

sources (196c>) 4941
pesticide-wildlife review, 1959 (1961) 1997
pondfish hatcheries, operation and manage-

ment (1963) 12136
report (1961) 12659

Sporting goods:
and athletic equipment, census of manufac-

tures, 1958, industry report (1961) 5475
bibliography (1962) 14590; (1965) 6899
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 9510; (1963) 3659;
(1964) 3477, 12296; (1965) 3379

Sporting goods—Continued

recreational and athletic equipment. Federal
supply schedule (1961) 6037

Sports:
and science, USSR study (1964) 18275
antitrust laws, limit applicability

—

hearings (1964) 10428
report (1964) 15758

bribery in sporting contests, prohibit
schemes

—

law (1964) 13866
reports (1962) 19349; (1963) 20588; (1964)
2079

estimating past and current attendance at

winter sports areas (1964) 12467
improving fishing by control of aquatic

weeds (1962) 7390
international activities. Armed Forces par-

ticipation, increase expenditure ceiling

—

hearing (1964) 6496
report (1964) 328

medicine, electrocardiographic method of
examination, USSR study (1964) 2876

nutritional requirements of sportsmen and
metabolism during athletic exercises,

USSR study (1961) 17509
participation by middle-aged and older work-

ers, USSR study (1963) 20824
phonocardiogram of sportsman, USSR study

(1961) 11079
physiology, USSR study of problems (1961)

21012
professional, authorize television contracts

by leagues

—

hearing (1961) 18963
law (1961) 18719
reports (1961) 18855, 19111

Professional sports act, report (1965) 14085
professional teams, antitrust laws applica-

bility-
hearings (1965) 14127
report (1965) 14085

USSR-
medicine, use of polycardiography (1965)
4927

new methods (1965) 4923
training, problems in scheduling (1965) 888

vigorous voluntary program for naval ships

and stations, guide (1964) 16790
Water Sports Center, general information

(1961) 11459
see also Fish and fisheries—Hunting.

Sportsman's stake in agricultural conserva-
tion (1964) 5847

Spot diagrams for prediction of lens perform-
ance from design data (1965) 18610

Spot welding, see Welding.
Spotted fever of Rocky Mountains, see Rocky

Mountain spotted fever.

Spraberry, James A., summary of reservoir
sediment deposition surveys made in

United States through 1960 (1964) 13593
Sprat, Capisan, preservation with sodium

pyrosulfite for feed meal production
(1964) 10802

Spray ejected from lunar surface by meteoroid
impact (1963) 9182

Spray guns, modification to eliminate quick
hardening problems by mixing resin and
accelerator liquids during application
(1964) 9553

Spray nozzles, see Nozzles.
Spray painting, see Painting.

Spray towers, liquid-liquid, heat transfer per-

formance (1965) 11022
Sprayers:

aerosol pulsating unit AAP-0.5 Mikron,
USSR study (1964) 1038
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Sprayers—Continued
agricultural sprayers, dusters, etc., use for

medical disinfestation (1964) 2688
USSR-

pest control, Kishinev conference on new
machinery (1962) 6049

primary production at L'vovselmash plant
(1962) 6095

Sprays and spraying:
accidents in aerial application activities

(1962) 303
aerial application of agricultural chemicals

(1965) 10052
aerial sprays, spectra method for estimating

mass median diameter (1964) 18086
bonding mechanism between plasma-sprayed

tungsten and stainless steel substrate,
analysis (1964) 20593

broadcast spraying, tests in killing Ist-year
chamise sprouts (1963) 10228

distribution patterns from

—

low level applications with monoplane
(1964) 16933

Stearman airplane flying at 50 feet (1963)
14835

effect of impingement angle on drop-size dis-

tribution and spray pattern of 2 imping-
ing water jets (1961) 13520

hydraulic spray applications of insecticides
for control of slash pine cone and seed
insects (1964) 18084

increase forage on Ozark forest ranges
(1962) 5228

insecticide, oil base for sprays in tobacco
warehouses (1963) 7533

motorcycle-mounted disinfecting unit, USSR
study (1965) 18326

Operation Bugout, 1964, Salmon National
Forest (1965) 16243

ponderosa pine in brushfields, sprayed after
planting (1961) 19364

preplanting treatments for brushy old fields

in southern Illinois (1963) 13986
rhododendron, control by basal spray (1963)

10217
spray distribution patterns from Piper

PA-18A airplane flying at 50 feet (1964)
13566

spraying on farms, 1958 (1962) 12929
tests with helicopter, distribution and atomi-

zation (1961) 20267
treatment, effect of 2,4-D and 2,4,5,-T on

water quality (1965) 2171
2,4-D on 2d-year chamise sprouts (1961) 6137
2,4-D spray drift, cause of boxelder leaf

blight ("1964) 18069
vacuum spraying, thickness monitor for thin

films obtained (1964) 5917
see also Pesticides.

Spread of dye stream in isotropic granular
medium (1965) 2242

Spreemann, Kenneth P., semispan tilting-wing

configuration and effects of wing-chord
propeller-diameter ratios at transition

speeds (1963) 14560
Spreiter, John R.:

effect of ring current on boundary of geo-

magnetic field in steady solar wind
(1964) 13253

pressure of solar wind on terminal shape of

geomagnetic field (1964) 13254
stability of boundary of geomagnetic field

(1965) 9737
Spring CMty, Tenn., vicinity, flood, Nov 18-19,

1957 (1961) 11630
Spring Cleanup Week, 1962, train for fire safe-

ty (1962) 13788
Spring-mass representation of free-free non-

uniform bar in response to longitudinal

forces (1964) 18749

Spring wheat, see Wheat.
Springberg, Clifford M., relief (1965) 5862,

15419, 17773
Springdale, Ark., population, special census

(1962) 16474
Springer, Victor G.:

revision of carcharhinid shark genera sco-
liodon, loxodon, and rhizoprionodon
(1964) 18821

survey of vertebral numbers in sharks
(1965) 1515

Springfield, H. W.:
activities of sheep on crested wheatgrass

lambing range (1963) 4985
cattle gains and plant responses from

spring grazing on crested wheatgrass in

northern New Mexico (1963) 16758
rate and spacing in seeding crested wheat-

grass in New Mexico (1965) 12508
seeding test with fourwing saltbush in west-

ern New Mexico (1964) 2380
some factors affecting germination of four-

wing saltbush (1965) 669
use of grazed-plant method for estimating

utilization of some range grasses in New
Mexico (1965) 666

Springfield, HI.:

Capital Airport, weather observations,
hourly, summary, decennial census of
climate (1963) 14788

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 13953
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20611

Springfield, Mass.:
census of business

—

1958 standard metropolitan area, central
business district statistics (1961) 8481

1963, major retail centers, standard metro-
politan statistical area (1965) 17184

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16358
standard metropolitan statistical area,
tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16539

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 9098

electric facilities of area, maps (1962) 555;
(1963) 516, 2266; (1964) 673; (1965) 16177

retirement income of the aging, hearings
(1962) 15421

water problems (1962) 23597; (1963) 19330
Springfield, Mo.:
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 13975
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18862

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 4812

Municipal Airport, weather observations,
hourly, decennial census (1963) 20238

nursing homes, conditions and problems,
hearings (1962) 17298

Springfield, Ohio:
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18310
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20612

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 9097

Springfield Armory, technical report (1964)

11527
Springs:

flow characteristics of 2 types in Wisconsin
(1963) 6508
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Springs—Continued
flow in Tecolote Tunnel area of Santa Bar-

bara County, Calif (1962) 23595
thermal, of United States and other coun-

tries of world, summary (1965) 18211
Springs (mechanism):

Belleville, new package permits rate change,
etc (1964) 9548

cantilever springs maintain tension in ther-
mally expanded wires (1965) 11423

coiled spring makes self-locking device for
threaded fasteners (1965) 9677

leaf-spring suspension provides accurate
parallel displacements (1965) 8084

wide temperature range bimetallic coil

spring system, properties analysis
(1963) 7598

Springvale, Ga., bauxite deposits (1965) 12535
Sprinkle, Marcia, basic data on economy of

Democratic Republic of Congo (Leopold-
ville) (1965) 15382

Sprott, Arthur R., jr., relief (1965) 10419
Sprouting, reduced on prune white oak trees

with motor oil (1963) 13988
Sprouting of chaparral by December after

wildfire in July (1962) 5260
Spruce, William E.:

basic data on economy of

—

British Honduras (1964) 14385
Paraguay (1965) 4426

foreign trade regulations of

—

Chile (1964) 10692
Uruguay (1964) 4853

Spruce:
black

—

electric moisture meters, calibration (1961)
12718

regenerating, investment opportunities
greatly affected by site (1961) 20769

broom rust, effects (1964) 8675

direct seeding, southwestern Maine (1965)
4809

Engelmann

—

bibliography (1961) 12746; (1965) 19638
board-foot volume table (1961) 7494
lumber grade recovery in (Colorado (1963)

12190
mechanical properties (1961) 6104

estimating d.b.h. from stump diameter (1962)
17572

growth rates. New England (1961) 12735

planting in beetle-killed stands (1961) 20786

root, use in basketry by Alaska Tlingit
(1963) 15632

seedbed preparation, effect on natural re-

production under dense shade (1962)
5245

seedlings, identification in Alaska (1961)
. 7473

seeds, preference of mice and voles (1961)
20777

Sitka—
epicormic branching (1965) 4812
planting on decayed wood in coastal Ore-
gon (1961) 6133

planted in 1805 at Unalaska Island, histo-
ry (1964) 2355

stand, results of regeneration cutting (1965)
19637

super-spruce seedlings show continued supe-
riority (1965) 19639

volume killed by spruce budworm in north-
ern Minnesota, aerial survey (1964)
12472

white

—

insect damage to cones and seeds, factor
in regeneration (1961) 9226

seasonal growth data, near Fairbanks,
Alaska (1961) 7474

Spruce budworms, see Budworms.
Spruce Creek, oilfield, lithology and reservoir

properties of Big Lime, Keener, Big In-
jun, Weir, and Berea horizons Ritchie
County, W. Va (1964) 1444

Spruce Knob-Seneca Rocks National Recrea-
tion Area:

establish

—

hearing (1965) 8969
law (1965) 17403
reports (1965) 15753, 15908

Spruce Pine district, geologj' (1962) 23586
Spruill, J. P.:

letters, extracts (1965) 13458
Spruill, Joseph L.:

apparent crater studies (1965) 17122
crater measurements (1965) 13512
Pre-Buggy II apparent craters (1965) 13511

Spur gears, see (rears.
Sputniks and meteors, USSR (1961) 7594
Spurlock, Hughes H., trend and developments

in Japan's economy affecting market for
U.S. farm products, 1950-62 (1964) 14174

Sputtering:
effects with hydrogen ions on total hemi-

spherical emittance of metallic surfaces
(1963) 5598

materials, study (1961) 8318
metals by mass-analyzed N2+ and N-i- ions

(1961) 21251
oblique angles of ion incidence (1964) 9595
sputtering of vehicle's surface in space envi-

ronment (1962) 14462
Squabs, raising (1963) 14855
Squadron Officer School, attendance, relation-

ship to later officer effectiveness reports
(1963) 9626

Squalls, see Storms.
Square-law recorders, description, accuracy,

etc (1962) 20208
Squalus acanthias, see Dogfish.
Square root, extraction, programed text for

self-study (1965) 18666
Square wave generators:
Hewlett Packard, test instrument calibra-

tion procedure (1961) 15888, 15898
Tektronix 105, test instrument calibration

procedure (1962) 3415
Squash:

acorn, alternaria rot following chilling inju-
ry (1962) 8847

growing (1963) 4350; (1964) 4200
pickleworm control (1961) 1631; (1964) 11766

Squaw Creek National Wildlife Refuge:
general information (1961) 12672

birds (1962) 19521
Squeeze casting of thin-wall parts, USSR

(1964) 12728
Squeeze-out in small business ownership (1961)

9728
Squids:

eyesight, Soviet study (1962) 14022
firms canning, lists (1964) 752; (1965) 14332,

16220
Squire, James L., jr.:

atlas of eastern Pacific game fishing (1963)
19227

distribution of tunas in oceanic waters of
northwestern Atlantic (1963) 4952

Squirrel monkeys, see Monkeys.
Squirrels:

Douglas', cut Pacific silver fir cones in
Washington Cascades (1965) 661

prefer cones from fertilized trees (1963)
12183

see a^so Ground squirrels.
Srawley, John E.:

crack extension force dependence on crack
length for single-edge-notch tension
specimen (1964) 16707
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Srawley, John R—Continued

crack-toughness of sheet steels (1963) 11192
fracture toughness testing (1965) 5199
low temperature fatigue cracks as deliber-

ate fracture origins (1963) 11168
resistance to crack propagation of high-

strengrth sheet materials for rocket mo-
tor casings (1963) 3224

tensile, etc., properties of maraging steel

compositions (1963) 18249
SRDS, see Systems Research and Development

Service.
Sreekanth, Agaram K., relief (1963) 17205;

(1964) 2021, 6137
SRS series (1963) 3369, 13092, 16623; (1965)

1672, 13306-308, 16888
SSC, see Ship Structure Committee.
SSD, see Space Systems Division.
Staatz, Mortimer H.:

beryllium exploration at Helen Beryl, etc.,

pegmatites (1963) 15608
geology and mineral deposits of Thomas and

EKigway ranges, Juab and Tooele Coun-
ties, Utah (1964) 14341

geology of Bald Knob Quadrangle, Wash
(1964) 18108

geology of beryllium deposits in Thomas
Range, Juab (bounty, Utah (1963) 10286

Stability:

analysis of relay-control systems via direct
method of Lyapunov (1965) 19883

artificial satellites (1965) 2833
axially compressed cylindrical shells, influ-

ence of edge conditions (1965) 6620
ceramic materials at temperatures to 2000°C

(1962) 10925
cones, sharp, right circular models, at hy-

personic speeds, study (1964) 11410
crater slopes, Project Sedan (1964) 122;

(1965) 187
high density nanosecond arc channels (1965)

1800
high-gain amplifier has excellent stability

and low power consumption (1965) 9680
high temperature beta phase in beryllium

and alloys (1962) 2069
in the large, on nonlinear system of differen-

tial equations (1964) 20592
influence of combustion process (1965) 16695
hydromagnetic stability (1965) 11467
large underground cavity, factors influ-

encing, evaluation (1961) 3793
lateral, trailer trains (1963) 21143
limits of premixed stoichiometric cvanogen-

oxygen flame (1962) 22584
liquid layer of uniform thickness spread

over rigid circular cylinder subjected to
lateral accelerations (1964) 18776

motion in the whole, certain problems in

theory (1965) 16723
multistep methods in numerical integration

(1965) 9719
nonlinear automatic control systems (1965)

6758
Orr-Sommerfeld equation for case of plane

Poiseuille flow, numerical method (1964)
16717

parachutes, radially vented (1964) 9612
rolling of ships, measured with small-size

gjToscopic recorders, USSR study (1961)
10957

single case of spherical converging shock
wave, USSR (1961) 15335

sloshing modes under translational and ro-

tational excitation, analysis (1965) 9618
static characteristics of several raked-off'

circular and elliptical cones at Mach 6.7

(1965) 19935

Stability—Continued
two-phase annular flow in vertical pipe

(1965) 13067
Stability of aircraft:

aerial vehicle supported by 2 ducted fans
(1961) 15789

aerodynamic

—

characteristics of several flat-bottom con-
figurations at Mach 3.0 and 3.5 (1963)
3111

forces on slender body of revolution in
supersonic flow (1961) 9599

airplane model with tail surfaces outboard
of wing tips at Mach of 2.01 (1963) 5557

angular motions of spinning bodies in space,
theoretical study (1961) 19990

B-52H tests (1964) 1729
blunted cone and blunted ogive with flared

cylinder afterbody at Mach from 0.30 to
2.85 (1962) 1670, 23995

boundary layer, effects of sweep angle of
untapered wing at low speeds (1961)
1289

O130-E, limited category 2 stability and
control tests (1964) 13615

C-135B, limited category 2 tests (1964) 13616
canard and outboard-tail model at high sub-

sonic speeds (1961) 21234
canard configuration

—

effects on performance (1962) 12410
high trapezoidal aspect-ratio-3 wing

—

effects of forebody deflection (1961)
13488

effects of forebody length (1961) 13495;
(1962) 12488

effects of vertical location on stability
and control (1963) 5556

split flaps located ahead of wing trailing
edge, etc., on use of canard controls at
low subsonic speeds (1962) 12474

stability and performance characteristics,
factors affecting design (1962) 12420

CH-47A category 2 stability and control
tests (1965) 88

compressed rocket vehicles, analysis (1965)
5167

delta wing

—

configuration flight test at Mach from 1.23

to 1.62, effect of underwing propulsive
jets on lift and drag (1961) 9514

hypersonic stability and control behavior
at angles of attack between 30° and 90°

(1963) 7262
derivatives

—

determination from flight test data by
means of high speed repetitive operation
(1964) 11786

for combinations of flat plates including
effects of blunt leading edges, evalua-
tion by Newtonian impact theory (1962)
10499

devices to improve static directional stabili-

tv of unswept-wing model at Mach from
0*8 to 2.2 (1963) 10984

directional

—

and static, subsonic and supersonic speed
methods of estimating derivatives of

side force and yawing moment coeffi-

cients (1962) 6262
derivatives at moderate angles and super-

sonic speeds (1962) 6261
lateral, longitudinal

—

canard configurations at Mach 1.41 and
2.01, effects of canard surface size

(1961) 1276
coupling in aileron rolls, flight experi-

ence with delta-wing airplane (1962)
6255
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Stability of aircraft—Continued
directional—Continued

lateral, longitudinal—Continued
static pressure-distribution investiga-
tion at Mach 2.01 of 45° sweptback-
wing airplane model at combined an-
gles of attack and sideslip, tabulated
data (1963) 7232

static, effects of gross changes on V/STOL
handling characteristics (1964) 20603

ducted-fan aerial vehicles, parameters relat-
ed to (1961) 1315

dynamic

—

instability of winged GEM, investigation
(1965) 6963

parawing glider towed

—

air cargo delivery system (1964) 16682
model, investigation (1963) 7271

rigidly forced oscillation system for mea-
suring parameters in transonic and su-
personic wind tunnels (1962) 10524

supersonic transport in cruising flight,

pilot evaluation (1964) 18764
tilting-rotor convertiplane, flight study

(1961) 9567
transport cruising at Mach 3 (1964) 20607

effects of wing dihedral and planform on
stability characteristics of research
model at Mach from 1.80 to 4.63 (1965)
14840

F-105F, limited category 2 performance and
stability tests (1965) 1787

fighter type

—

airplane models, sideslip effects on static
longitudinal trim and static lateral sta-
bility characteristics at low speed (1961)
19915

configuration, jet effects at low supersonic
Mach numbers (1961) 4863

45° swept wing-fuselage combination, effects
of external store-pylon configuration
and position on aerodynamic character-
istics at Mach of 1.61 (1961) 1283

four-propeller tilt-wing V/STOL transport
(1964) 20590

guided bombs, aerodynamic derivatives and
performance of control systems (1961)
9511

heave stability and heave damping of
ground effect machines, thick annular
jet and plenum types, final report (1965)
18805

HH-43B helicopter-
category 2 stability and control tests

(1964) 13612
performance evaluation (1964) 1730

high performance, stability augmentation
system, study of pilot's ability to con-
trol failures (1963) 1312

hypersonic

—

boost-glide configuration, low-subsonic
flight characteristics (1961) 9607

glider configuration, low-speed aerodynam-
ic characteristics, wind-tunnel investiga-
tions (1961) 6311

pressures, forces, and moments acting on
arbitrary bodies of revolution undergo-
ing separate and combined angle-of at-
tack and pitching moments, theoretical
evaluation (1961) 11405

speeds, use of cones as stabilizing and
control surfaces (1961) 4862

inlets, ramp-type side, stabilization tech-
niques at supersonic speeds (1962) 1661

jet-powered low-aspect-ratio vertical-take-
off-and-landing configuration with en-
gines buried in tiltable wings, investiga-
tion (1961) 4869

Stability of aircraft—Continued
lateral

—

airplanes designed for flight at high Mach
numbers, effect of cross-control deriva-
tives, theoretical investigation (1962)
10521

characteristics of

—

airplane models in free flight, testing
and data analysis (1961) 4956

model with highly tapered wing and sev-
eral tail configurations, at high sub-
sonic speeds (1961) 17725

control

—

Convair YF-102, flight evaluation (1962)
6256

dihedral effect of wing-body combination
with variable-incidence triangular
wing and wing-tip ailerons at Mach of
1.52 (1963) 5509

effectiveness at high subsonic speeds of
differentially deflected horizontal-tail
surfaces on configuration having thin
highly tapered wing (1961) 9535

coplanar triple-body missile configurations
at Mach from 0.6 to 1.4 (1961) 1250
directional

—

effects of frequency and amplitude of
oscillation in slideslip, low-speed in-
vestigation (1961) 1281

large 4-propellered STOL transport air-

plane (1963) 11053

longitudinal, aerodynamic derivative
characteristics of X-15 research air-

plane as determined from flight tests
for Mach 0.6 to 3.4 (1962) 6288

stability and control derivatives of su-
personic airplane with low-aspect-
ratio unswept wing and tee-tail, flight
test investigation (1963) 14539

derivatives of 60° delta, 45° sweptback and
unswept wing, effects of frequency and
amplitude of oscillation in sideship
(1961) 11425

handling qualities on Bell X-5 research
airplane at 58.7° sweepback, flight deter-
mination (1961) 2558

high-performance aircraft, state-vector
control applied (1965) 14829

jet-engine configuration with tail boom, at
Mach of 1.15 to 1.37, rocket model inves-
tigation (1961) 4927

four-propeller deflected-slipstream VTOL
model (1961) 4887
range control by banking during initial

phases of supercircular reentries
(1963) 1303

lift-
augmentation of jets in ground effect un-
der static conditions, effects of ratio of
jet area to total area and of pressure
ratio (1961) 7987

drag, and static longitudinal characteris-
tics of airplane-like configurations at
Mach from 3.00 to 6.28 (1961) 13471

liquid fuel rocket engine stability of opera-
tion, USSR study (1961) 15349

longitudinal

—

aerodynamic characteristics

—

5th-stage Scout reentry vehicles at hy-
personic speeds (1963) 11033

wing-body-tail model having highly ta-
pered cambered 45° swept wing of as-
pect ratio 4 at transonic speeds (1962)
1668

canard-airplane configuration at low speed
(1962) 20152
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Stability of aircraft—Continued
longitudi nal—Continued
characteristics of

—

model with highly tapered wing and sev-

eral tail configurations, at high sub-
sonic speeds (1961) 17724

variable-sweep M wing, effect on wing
planform modification (1965) 18573

control

—

feel system for in-flight research on re-

sponse feel (1961) 4925
problems at low and negative damping
and stability with emphasis on effects

of motion cues (1961) 4883
unswept wing and unswept horizontal-

tail configuration at Mach 0.70 to 2.22

(1961) 17704
cruciform missiles with canard controls

(1961) 11414
delta-wing configuration at high angles of

attack (1962) 12436
directional

—

jet effects of general aircraft configura-
tion employing wing-tip-mounted na-

celles investigation at Mach 1.94 and
2.41 (1961) 9524

static, triangular-wing airplane configu-
ration at Mach 3.00 to 6.28, lift, drag,
and static-stability characteristics,

investigation (1961) 4841
T-tail model at high lift, use of low aux-

iliary tail surfaces having dihedral to

improve (1961) 9577
effects of canard planform and wing-

leading-edge modification on aerody-
namic characteristics (1961) 15799

friction and preload effects, analog-
computer investigation (1961) 9605

jet transport model equipped with con-

trollable thrust reversers (1961) 8019
lateral

—

canard configurations at Mach 1.41 and
2.01 (1961) 1269

characteristics of 6-propeller deflected-

slipstream VTOL model with bound-
ary-layer control (1961) 4888

control at Mach no. 2.01 of 60° delta-

wing airplane configuration equip-
ped with canard control, etc (1961)
2569

control, canard configurations at Mach
of 1.41 and 2.01 (1961) 13493

delta-wing canard model with high lift

surfaces, low-speed static characteris-

tics of variable incidence (1961) 17712

directional rotary derivatives of

straight-wing, research airplane con-

figuration (1962) 8483
low-aspect-ratio unswept-wing airplane

model at Mach 1.82 and 2.01, charac-

teristics (1962) 1663
right triangular pyramidal lifting-

reentry configuration at transonic

speeds (1961) 7970
six-engine hull-type seaplane at Mach

1.57, 1.87, 2.16, aerodynamic charac-

teristics (1962) 12440
subsonic aerodynamic characteristics of

disk reentry configurations with ellip-

tic cross sections and thickness-diam-

eter ratios of 0.225 and 0.325 (1963)

11014
proposed planetary entry vehicles (1965)

9730
rocket-model investigation to determine

lift and pitching effectiveness of small

pulse rockets exhausted from fuselage

over surface of adjacent wing at Mach
0.9 to 1.8 (1961) 4875

Stability of aircraft—Continued
lateral—Continued
simulator study of control of piloted air-

craft in flights to extreme altitude and
high speed (1961) 17672

stability characteristics of low-aspect-
ratio wings having variations in lead-
ing- and trailing-edge contours (1964)
20577

static

—

control, canard wing configurations at
Mach from 0.70 to 2.22 (1961) 13489

North American X-15 research airplane,
0.0667-scale model, aerodynamic char-
acteristics at transonic speeds (1961)
19922

wing warp effects on lift, and drag of
aircraft configuration having arrow
wing of aspect ratio 1.86 at Mach
from 1.1 to 1.7 (1961) 6347

swept-wing

—

airplane configuration with canard con-
trol surfaces (1961) 6358

body configurations with aspect ratios

of 2.67 and 4.00, transonic wind-tunnel
investigation of horizontal tail effect

(1961) 9523
models, effects of wing-crank, leading-
edge horizontal-tail height, at Mach
from 0.6 to 1.4 (1961) 19927

trapezoidal-wing airplane model with var-
ious vertical positions of wing and hori-

zontal tail (1961) 2568
vertical-take-off-and-landing airplane con-

figuration with simulated jet intake and
exhaust at Mach of 1.61 and 2.01, inves-

tigation (1962) 1664
VTOL, tilt-wing model with rigid and flap-

ping propeller blades (1962) 16059
winged reentry configuration (1962) 6268

low-seed characteristics of 1/7-scaIe model
North American X-15 airplane, investi-

gation (1961) 1272
low-subsonic, of free-flying model of thick

70° delta reentry configuration (1961)
19954

man-carrying ducted-fan vehicle of flying-

platform type, hovering flight investiga-

tion of 2 control methods (1961)^.13514

mechanical and trim augmentation on heli-

copter IFR capability (1963) 13100
model

—

supported by 4 ducted fans (1961) 17723
vectored-thrust jet VTOL transport air-

plane, flight tests (1964) 16681
nonlinear

—

aerodynamic characteristics of bodies of

revolution, obtained from free-flight

tests, method (1961) 8016
longitudinal dynamic stability, study

(1964) 20620
North American X-15 radio controlled model,

subsonic flight tests at high angle-of-

attack (1961) 13498
nose and afterbody modifications, effects on

aerodynamics characteristics of body
with and without vertical tail at Mach
of 2.01 (1961) 1277

overload air cushion vehicle, wind tunnel
experiments (1962) 22876

parawing utility model flight characteris-
tics, low-speed, wind-tunnel investiga-
tion (1962) 20127

powered semispan tilting-shrouded-propeller
VTOL model in hovering and transition
flight (1962) 3354

propeller

—

precession instability, analytical treat-

ment (1961) 4935
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Stability of aircraft—Continued
propeller—Continued
whirl instability, analytical trend study

(1962) 12447
radio-controlled models with parawings,

free-flight investigation (1961) 19957
rocket-propelled model, low 52.5° delta wing

and unswept horizontal tail, aerodynam-
ic characteristics over Mach no. range
of 1.40 to 2.78 (1961) 1278, 9593

roll stability of ground effect machines,
thick annular jet and plenum types, final

report (1965) 16897
scaled-speed elastic swept-wing bomber and

fighter models coupled wing tip to wing
tip, simulated flight investigation (1963)
5532

semispan delta-wring VTOL, interference

effects of deflected jet with free stream
and ground (1961) 15787

shell structures, instability (1963) 3138
similator study of effects of aileron-induced

yaw on pilot opinion of lateral-direc-

tional controllability characteristics
(1961) 21243

spin research for recent airplane designs
(1961) 2593

stability and

—

control techniques, AFFTC handbook
(1965) 1786

drag at Mach from 4.5 to 13.5 of conical
Venus-entry body (1965) 11492

static-
airplane configurations wnth favorable lift

interference at Mach up to 5 (1963) 1261

at Mach of 2.37, 2.98, 4.01, wind-tunnel
investigation (1961) 17706

blunt-nosed 10° half-angle cone at Mach
15, free flight measurements (1963) 5566

canard configurations at Mach from 0.70
to 2.22, triangular wing and canard with
twin vertical tails (1961) 11432

characteristics of

—

airplane-like configurations at Mach
3.00 to 6.28 (1961) 13472

Blue Scout and Blue Scout, jr., research
vehicles at Mach 2.29 to 3.75 (1963)
14581

cone-cylinder-flare configurations at Mach
of 9.65, effect of jet pluming (1962) 20137

configuration wdth 63° sweptback wing and
twin-boom tails (1962) 12424

conical flares on bodies with conical noses,
stabilizing effectiveness (1961) 19923

derivatives, wind-tunnel measurement of

propeller whirl-flutter speeds and com-
parison with theory (1963) 18142

effect at high subsonic speeds of fuselage
forebody strakes (1961) 11429

flow-field effects at high supersonic Mach
nos (1961) 19914

helicopter fuselage models, wind-tunnel
investigation (1962) 16057

hypersonic boost-glide configurations
(1962) 1669

missile, investigation (1961) 6375
stability derivatives of lifting rotor in

transition (1965) 6709
stand-on type helicopter with rigid blades,
measurements, errata (1962) 3345

tests on blunted cone at Mach of 20 (1963)
1301

thick wing models with parabolic plan
forms at Mach of 3.11 (1961) 19932

triangular wing and canard configuration,
Mach 2.58-3.53 (1962) 12409

wing sweep and horizontal-tail, height of
airplane model at transonic speeds,
wind-tunnel investigation of effects

(1961) 9525

Stability of aircraft—Continued
static and dynamic-
airplane model with unswept wing and
high horizontal tail (1963) 5538

flat plate wings having leading-edge sweep
angles of 70° to 84° (1963) 14564

free-flight measurements of 10° blunted
cone (1962) 12496

hypersonic boost-glide configuration, free
flight investigation at supersonic speeds
(1963) 18132

longitudinal, characteristics of missile of

fineness ratio 11.5 with 10° flared-skirt

afterbody (1962) 12426
rotary derivatives, model having wing and

tail surfaces swept back 45° (1961)
17701

rotary stability derivatives of flat-top

wing-bodv model, wind-tunnel investiga-
tion (1962) 12442

10° semivertex angle blunted cone,
wind-tunnel investigation (1962) 3377

static

—

lateral

—

airplane configuration having trapezoi-
dal plan form (1961) 19910

directional

—

canard configurations at Mach 0.70 to

2.22 (1961) 2532
35° swept-wing airplane model at
Mach of 1.61 (1961) 6338

trapezoidal-wing airplane model, ef-

fects of vertical location of wing
and horizontal tail at Mach of 1.41

and 2.01 (1961) 1284
longitudinal

—

air-to-surface missile configuration
(1963) 11003

airplane configuration having wing of
trapezoidal plan form (1961) 19908

characteristics at low-speed of swept-
wing airplane with blowing flaps and
leading-edge slats (1962) 12408

configurations at high Mach numbers at
angles of attack between and +180°
(1962) 10486

elastic canard-fuselage configuration
measured in air and in Freon-12 at
Mach up to 0.92 (1963) 16379

low speed characteristics of airplane
configuration including effects of can-
ard and wing trailing-edge flap con-
trols in combination (1961) 13491

winged reentry vehicle with deflected flap-

type control surface tested at high sub-
sonic speed (1963) 21001
and lateral

—

airplane configuration at Mach of 6.86
vnth wings of trapezoidal plan form
(1961) 19912

airplane configuration having wing of
trapezoidal plan form (1961) 19909

characteristics of square and circular
plan-form reentry vehicles (1963)
3115

directional characteristics of un-
swept-wing airplane model, wind
tunnel investigation at Mach 0.8 to
1.4 (1961) 2529

effects of various arrangements of
horizontal and vertical tails on air-

plane with and without wing at
Mach 4.06, exploratory investiga-
tion (1961) 19913

low speed characteristics of two con-
figurations suitable for lifting reen-
try from satellite orbit (1961) 9532

Scout research vehicle, model of

3-stage configuration (1961) 7983
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Stability of aircraft—Continued
subsonic, X-15 airplane with and without

forebody strakes (1961) 13496
supersonic

—

lateral-directional characteristics of 45°

swept wing-body-tail model with various
body cross-sectional shapes (1964) 16693

with forebody strakes for improving direc-

tional stability, wind-tunnel investiga-
tion at Mach of 2.01 (1961) 1282

swept and unswept wing configuration, aero-
dynamic characteristics (1961) 13484

T-38 test (1964) 1731
T-39A limited stability and control tests

(1964) 7969
tailless

—

fighter airplane, stability and control at
subsonic and supersonic speeds,
wind-tunnel investigation (1963) 14528

missile configuration having 45° swept-
back wing of aspect ratio 4, free flight

investigation (1963) 10979
tandem-rotor transport helicopter, flight

test (1965) 13023
10° cone, rocket-propelled, limited results at

Mach numbers up to 9 (1961) 17690
three-axis fixed simulator investigation of

effects on precision of various ways of

utilizing rate signals (1961) 4896
3-dimensionaI compressible boundary layers

(1962) 14471
tilt-wing VTOL model, with programmed

flap-
flight investigation (1962) 20149
force-test investigation (1962) 20148

towed spheres, conical wings, and cones used
as decelerators at Mach 1.57 to 4.65,

aerodynamic characteristics (1963)
11065

trajectory simulation applicable to stability
and control studies of large multi-engine
vehicles (1963) 18143

transonic investigation of aerodynamic
characteristics of swept-wing fighter-
airplane with leading-edge droop in com-
bination with outboard chord-exten-
sions and notches (1961) 9592

transport airplane automatic gust-allevi-
ation system, flight investigation (1961)
4897

transtability concept, application to flutter

of finite panels and experimental results
(1963) 18153; (1965) 2869

UH-2A jet augmented research helicopter,
flight test data (1965) 5435

unswept wing and high horizontal tail mod-
el, subsonic aerodynamic characteristics
up to extreme angles of attack (1961)
2531

variable stability and control X-14A, atti-

tude control power and damping require-
ments (1962) 12503

varying, deflected-jet fixed-wing VTOL air-

craft (1965) 6746
vertical take-off-and-landing configuration,

investigation (1961) 4873
V/STOL aircraft, effects of propeller slip-

stream (1964) 21911
VTOL—

four-propeller deflected slipstream model,
longitudinal aerodynamic characteris-
tics, including effects of ground proximi-
ty (1961) 1286

handling qualities, effects of gyroscopic
cross coupling between pitch and yaw
(1961) 21228

VZ-2 tilt-wing aircraft, rapid-transition
tests (1961) 21219

Stability of aircraft—Continued
X-15 airplane

—

augmentation system (1962) 10506
flight measurements to Mach of 6.02 and
angle of attack of 25° (1965) 1476

landing loads and dynamics (1963) 11015
model, static and dynamic-rotary stability
derivatives at subsonic speeds (1961)
6312

pilot-airplane instability experience, anal-
ysis (1961) 21235

YAT-28E limited category II (1965) 4162
YH-41, re-evaluation (1963) 20304
YHU-ID category 1 helicopter (1964) 7968

Stability of spacecraft, see Spacecraft.
Stabilization:
economic promotion by requiring disclosure

of finance charges in connection with
extensions of credit, hearings (1962)
19382

emission, thermionic diode noise sources
(1962) 24011

nitroglycerine in magnetic field (1962) 7841
preparedness in Labor Department (speech)

(1961) 7885
snow, using dry processing methods, evalua-

tion (1961) 9065
stabilization ponds for treatment of in-

dustrial wastes, inventory and reference
material (1963) 16527

see also Economic stabilization—Prices.

Stabilizers:
missile

—

aerodynamic heating tests (1963) 11002
supersonic jet tests (1963) 5560

three-axis gyroscopic, method of eliminating
ballistic deviations, USSR study (1962)
749

Stabilizers (airplane), see Airplanes.
Stabilizers (voltage), see Voltage regulators.
Stack venting, see Plumbing.

Stacks (plumbing), see Plumbing.
STADAN, see Space Tracking and Data Acqui-

sition Network.
Stadia measurements, precision of stadia hair

range finder with vertical rod (1961)
11301

Stadia rods, design and graduation (1961) 4770

Stadium:
District of Columbia

—

construction investigation, hearings (1965)

444, 4624, 6067, 7547, 12351
failure to construct according to financial

plan submitted to Congress, GAO report

(1965) 2191
Staff accounting for local and State school

systems (1965) 10750
Staff development, see Administrative manage-

ment.
Staff judge advocate handbook (1963) 18546

Staff nurses, see Nurses and nursing.

Staff personnel administration, selected prac-
tices and issues (1963) 8187

Staff reports, (Commerce Department (1964)
6123

Staff training:
development, supervisor's job (1963) 17539
personnel policies, extended professional

leave provisions (1962) 9549
stroke rehabilitation program, inservice

training for care facility personnel in

Oregon (1964) 11561
Staffing international organizations, report of

Advisory (Committee on International
Organizations (1963) 20168

Staffing procedures and problems in Soviet
Union, study (1963) 13808. 15364
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Stafford, Joseph H., managerial aspects of

least-cost feed formulation with linear

programming (1965) 15199
Stafford, Walter H.:

high-energy chemical stages for interplane-

tary missions (1964) 5507
parametric performance analysis for inter-

planetary missions utilizing Ist-genera-

tion nuclear stages (1964) 21759

Stage, Albert R., specific gravity and tree

weight of single-tree samples of grand
fir (1963) 17501

Stageman, Anne:
hospital utilization studies, selected refer-

ences annotated (1963) 3287
State and local surveys of nursing homes

and related facilities, annotations of

selected studies (1963) 11238
Stages and discharges of Mississippi River

and its outlets and tributaries (1961)

13467; (1962) 12405, 18240; (1963) 16350;

(1964) 11346; (1965) 12969
Stages of economic growth, by W. W. Rostow

(1962) 1041
Staggs, John F., electrolytic tank analog for

2-dimensional analysis of electrostatic-

thrustor optics (1965) 11474
Staging presentation (1963) 3243
Stagnation point:

blunt bodies in axisymmetric flow, laminar
compressible boundary layer, general
solution (1964) 18734

convective heat
loads in lunar return, formulas (1961)

15783
transfer at velocities to 41,000 ft/sec,

free-flight measurements (1965) 13035
gas injection near, film cooling on blunt bod-

ies, analysis (1961) 19949
heat transfer

—

at Mach 2 and 3, 530°F temperature ef-

fects of surface roughness (1961) 4867
measurements in arc-heated subsonic
stream, theoretical and experimental,
comparison (1964) 14840

hydromagnetic boundary layer, with arbi-

trary pressure gradient and magnetic
field, analysis (1963) 11044

mass addition in stagnation region for ve-

locity up to 50,000 ft. per second (1964)
18795

shielding of reflecting surfaces against ra-

diation by transpiration of absorbing
gas (1961) 15826

shock standoff distance ahead, estimates
(1961) 15807

stock envelopes of blunt bodies at large an-
gles of attack (1964) 3012

Stahl, Joseph M., relief (1961) 14194
Stahl, R. Ward:
escapeways and other emergency measures

in coal mines (1963) 1202
recommended safety precautions for active

coal stockpiling and reclaiming opera-
tions (1965) 6592

safety organization and activities of

award-winning companies in metal and
nonmetal mining industries (1963) 18076

survey of burning coal-mine refuse banks
(1964) 7428

Stahl, Walter R., X-ray protection techniques
(1965) 16838

Stahr, EHvis J., nomination, hearing (1961)
4077

Staiman Bros.-Simon Wrecking (Do., relief

(1964) 17497; (1965) 5865
Stainback, P. Calvin:
convective and equilibrium radiation heat-

transfer predictions for Project Fire
reentry vehicle (1965) 13033

Stainback, P. Calvin—Continued
heat transfer measurements at Mach num-

ber of 8 in vicinity of 90° interior corner
alined with free-stream velocity (1964)
18750

pressure, etc., measurements on flat face of

blunted 10' half-cone body (1963) 11028
Stained glass:

free entry for use in

—

(Congregation Emanuel of Denver, Colo
(1965) 19207

Out Lady of Angels Seminary (1965) 19208

St. Joseph's Cathedral, Hartford, Conn.,
and St. Francis Xavier Church, Phoenix,
Ariz (1961) 18813; (1962) 15332, 15437,
20748

industry, apprenticeship and training, na-
tional standards (1962) 10932

Stainer, Howard M., X-ray mass absorption
coefficients, literature survey (1963)
12826

Staining, see Stains and staining.
Stainless steel:

AISI 301, tensile coupon tests of cryoformed
pressure vessels at cryogenic tempera-
tures (1964) 21763

alloys AISI 301 and 304L, tensile properties
at 75°, -320°, -423°F (1961) 4917; (1962)
10496

alloys and superalloy, residual static
strength at 109° F, 70°F, and 550°F
(1964) 5514

alloys, fatigue-crack propagation (1964)
20587

AM-530, fatigue behavior (1964) 13139
boron stainless steel control rods, welding

(1961) 16175
bounding agents, development of improved

heat resistant adhesive (1961) 20762
brazing, USSR study (1965) 5000
clad

—

compacted UO2 powder fuel defected sam-
ples, erosion flow testing (1963) 16836

from cold-swaged and rolled fuel rods,
examination of metallurgical and me-
chanical properties (1963) 7695

production, USSR study (1964) 11042
USSR study (1965) 18291

coating method enables low-temperature
brazing (1965) 16639

corrosion

—

in tropical environments (1961) 2623
resistance, effects of substituting cobalt

for nickel (1965) 6601
elbows formed by spin forging (1965) 2846
elevated temperature, stability and proper-

ties (1961) 11785
Explorer XIII skin material, micrometeoroid

penetration rate experiment (1964) 1458
exposed to liquid nitrogen tetroxide, impact

sensitivity data (1962) 126
fatigue before and after exposure to 550° F

(56rK) up to 8800 hours (1965) 14833
filters for removing dust from hot gases

(1961) 19876
flatware. Tariff Commission report (1961)

21414
fume hood for safety in use of perchloric

acid (1964) 14755
gadolinium alloys, phases, etc (1965) 14701
heat resistant electroslag remelting, USSR

(1964) 2517
high thermal neutron capture cross section,

for nuclear reactor assemblies, USSR
study (1965) 11261

new alloy brazes titanium to stainless steel

(1965) 6658
notch sensitivity and fatigue-crack-propa-

gation rates, effect of decarburization
(1961) 21222
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Stainless steel—Continued

OKhlONZOT2, large size pipe production
from, USSR study (1964) 2812

penetration bv micrometeoroids, Explorer
XVI experiment (1964) 18772

PH 15-7 Mo, axial-load fatigue properties
(1964) 14887

process tubes for nuclear superheat applica-
tions, development (1962) 23022

PuO.'-SS and Pu(>2-UOj reactivity, fast reac-
tor fuel costs and temperature coeffi-
cients (1963) 18564

radioactive, isothermal study of concentra-
tion and transport in liquid lithium
(1962) 6341

17-7PH and 12 MoV, tensile properties under
rapid-heating and constant-temperature
conditions (1961) 9587

sheet materials, stability after exposures to
22000 hours at 550' F (561° K) (1965)
6686

stress corrosion

—

mechanism (1962) 23010
tvpe 304 in simulated superheat reactor
environments (1962) 18711

substrate, coated with plasma-sprayed tung-
sten, analysis of bonding mechanism
(1964) 20593

supersonic transports, research, progress
report (1963) 12875

susceptibility to stress corrosion at ambient
and elevated temperatures (1965) 1459

table flatware. Tariff Commission reports
(1962) 24117; (1963) 21140; (1965) 8345

tensile properties and hardness, effects of
substituting cobalt for nickel (1964)
11333

303, radiative cooling, emissivity measure-
ment (1961) 19991

tubing for fuel cladding, evaluation (1963)
5933

type 304—
corrosion in simulated superheat reactor
environments (1962) 23021

swaged powder fuel assembly clad, failure
(1964) 10031

type 316
and Cr-Mo steel, welding procedure for

transition joint (1961) 5339
high temperature fatigue properties envi-
ronmental effect (1962) 6364

type 347, spectral normal and total normal
emittance, effects of preoxidation treat-
ments (1964) 16684

water-moderated arrays of uranium and
stainless steel, ANTPP code development
program (1963) 126

welded joints, influence of heat treatment on
corrosion, USSR study (1963) 5241

wires, reinforcement for articulated concrete
mattresses, galvanic effect (1964) 14214

Stains and staining:
biological stains as marks for shrimp, evalu-

ation (1965) 14342
field techniques for staining-recapture ex-

periments with commercial shrimp (1965)
614

(microscopy)

—

acridine orange at different pH values, use
in examination of normal and tumoral
cells, USSR study (1964) 7074

beryl, preferential standards (1962) 14451
intra-vitam staining of cells and tissues,

USSR Study (1964) 12675
specific brightness of bacteria stained
with fluorescent antibodies, criteria,

USSR study (1963) 17689
removing from fabrics, home methods (1964)

11761; (1965) 7029
shingles (1961) 6102

Stair, Ralph, measurement of spectral irradi-
ances of solar simulators (1965) 8038

Stair, William K., analysis of visco seal, con-
centric laminar case (1965) 16609

Stakem, Thomas K:
remarks (1963) 2263, 4901, 10155, 10158,

12112
Staking of aerial plant (1962) 20267
Stal" (periodical):

translations (1963) 14270
Staley, Okla., railroad accident (1962) 11952
Stalin, Joseph:
anniversary book by Chinese, effect on con-

troversy with Soviet, Italian study
(1962) 15769

philosophical errors, criticism (1962) 17884
struggle against Trotskyism and Bukharin-

ism, Chinese translations (1965) 2462
Stalin Peak, mountain laboratory for study of

cosmic rays (1961) 7758
Stalinist theory of colonial revolution and lib-

eration movement in tropical and South
Africa (1961) 17415

Stall (aircraft):

axial-flow compressor rotating-stall and ro-
tor-blade vibration survey (1961) 9499

control devices on unswept tilt wing model,
wind-tunnel tests (1964) 7530

rotating

—

axial flow compressor blade, effect of in-

let-guide-vane-angle assembly in turbo-
jet engine (1961) 9503

effect of inlet temperature on vibrations
in multistage axial-flow compressor
(1961) 6315

limits in supersonic turbofan engine (1963)
5525

stalling and tumbling of radio-controlled
parawing airplane model (1964) 14852

swept wings, characteristics, review (1964)
14896

turbojet engine, overriding control to effect
recovery, investigation (1961) 4853

VZ-2 VTOL, wing stall, full-scale wind-
tunnel test (1964) 3014

wing stalling in transition, effect on model
of VZ-2 aircraft (1964) 16698

Stall barns, see Barns,
marketing western fruits and vegetables,

long-term, outlook (1963) 10051
Stallings, Dale G.:

long-run projections of food processing and
marketing in West (1965) 12372

Stallings, James A., graphic summary of agri-
cultural resources and production (1963)
11637

Stallings, Robert L., jr.:

heat transfer and pressure measurements on
delta wings (1964) 18740
flat plate and attached protuberances in

turbulent boundary layer (1964) 20589
Project Fire model at Mach 3.51 (1965)

1445
helium concentrations downstream of vent

exhausting helium at sonic velocity into
supersonic stream (1963) 11063

Stallman, Robert W.:
calculation of resistance and error in elec-

tric analog of steady flow through non-
homogeneous acquifers (1963) 5032

electric analog of 3-dimensional flow to wells

and its application to unconfined aqui-

fiers (1963) 2353
multiphase fluids in porous media (1964)

4789
Stalnaker, Wade 0., small business enterprises

in vocational rehabilitation (1963) 16644
Stambler, Howard V.:

employment outlook for oceanographers
(1963) 9065
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Stambler, Howard V.—Continued
scientists and engineers, 1960-70, supply and

demand (1964) 2971, 7624
Stamford, Conn.:
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18226
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 16434
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16540

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 2240

Stammering, speech clinic helps adult stutter-

er (1965) 5456
La Stampa (periodical) and La Stampa sera

(periodical):

indexes (1961) 1027, 1059, 1076, 1094, 1111,
2273, 2299, 2305, 4481, 4489, 4559-60,

4562, 4577, 7777, 7809, 7844, 9331, 9361
12987, 13002, 13031, 13048, 13087, 13114,
13199, 13208, 13240, 13275, 13302, 13331,
13350, 13384, 15097, 15153, 15176, 15187,
17440, 17454, 19563, 19571, 20921,
20936-937, 21054; (1962) 1158, 1246,
1538-40, 3076-77, 3179, 3238, 5807,
5869-70, 5931, 6033-34, 8126-27, 8182,
8225-26, 10017, 10060, 10096, 10136,
10155, 10264, 10328, 10363, 12185, 12197,
12257, 12302, 14087, 14288-289, 15782,
15893-894, 15938, 15949, 17845, 17901,
17967, 19749-750, 22086, 22267, 22361,
23669-670, 23682, 23777-778, 23879,
23903, 23927; (1963) 929, 1068, 1151,
2489-90, 2585, 2616, 2934, 5122, 5160,
5279, 5390, 6694, 6804, 6860, 6932, 8439,
8443, 8504, 8561, 8804, 8905, 9008, 10470,
10641, 12272, 12319, 12507, 12584-585,
12688, 14207, 14292, 14392, 15776, 16023,
16065, 16256, 17605, 17607, 17728, 17756,
17818, 19413, 19424, 19500, 19596, 19657,
19691, 20830; (1964) 888, 1017, 1069,
1195, 1290, 1306, 2518, 2577, 2616, 2834,
4942, 4996, 5074, 5100, 5153, 5323, 5394.
6955, 7054, 7148, 7280 , 8945, 9019, 9157,
9274, 9348, 10848, 10925, 11012, 11107,
11202, 12630, 12785, 12870, 12992, 14442,
14584, 16020, 16086. 16157, 16229, 16347,
16432, 16549, 18292, 18407, 18520, 18584,
19906, 20054, 20147, 20296, 20388, 21472,
21564; (1965) 830, 918, 1036, 1204, 1242,
2409, 2568, 2626, 2662

Stamp taxes:
documentary, regulations under internal

revenue code (1962) 11911
intergovernmental aspects of documentary

taxes (1965) 1

miscellaneous regulations, IRS looseleaf
regulations system (1961) 7551

Stamper, John W.:
aluminum (1964) 20465; (1965) 11382, 19826
titanium (1963) 18111; (1964) 18711; (196.5)

9604, 18461
Stampfl, Rudolf A.:

automatic picture transmission (APT) TV
camera system for meteorological satel-

lites (1963) 20985
Nimbus spacecraft and its communications

system (1963) 5571
Stamping, see Metal stamping.
Stamps, see also Food stamps—Migratory

bird-hunting stamps—Postage stamps
Savings stamps.

Stanaker Dam, see Steinaker Dam.
Stanchions, ewes, building plan (1962) 1950
Stanzyk, Martin H.:

continuous attrition grinding of coarse ka-
olin (1964) 2994

Stanzyk, Martin H.—Continued

electro-dewatering tests of Florida phos-
phate rock slime (1964) 13127

oxidation leaching of copper sulfides in acid-
ic pulps (1963) 7224

Standard Airways, Inc., accident (1964) 11923
Standard cells, their construction, mainte-

nance, and characteristics (1965) 5251
Standard industrial classification manual,

supplement (1963) 9702
Standard Lime and Cement Co., mining meth-

ods and costs (1964) 13107
Standard Oil Co. of California, naval petrole-

um reserve No. 1 unit plan contract,
modification, hearings (1961) 12340

Standard plans for highway bridges (1963)
5701-4; (1965) 8260

Standard time, see Time.
Standard X-ray diffraction powder patterns

(1962) 8529; (1963) 11096
Standardization, see Standards and standardi-

zation.
Standards and standardization:
aeronautical and military standards, index

(1961) 3749, 2898; (1962) 97
cataloging and standardization program,

semiannual reports (1963) 18927-928;
(1964) 10298; (1965) 2006, 7478

classified list revised to Jan. 1, 1963 (1963)
4509

commercial standard series (1961) 241-242,
1735, 3824, 5417-20, 6765, 8438-40,
11825-830, 13843-847, 16232-234,
20372-373; (1962) 231-233, 2114-16,
4658-60, 6715, 9001-5, 13018-19,
16232-234, 16426-427, 18760, 20372-373;
(1963) 144, 1857-58, 4511-13, 5958-62,
7727-31, 9703, 13259-260, 15026-27,
16869, 18613, 20338; (1964) 3042,
5539-43, 9631, 11430, 16736, 18802;
(1965) 5247, 6768-75, 8137-38, 9763-64,
13062, 19952-953

classified list revised to June 1, 1961 (1961)
11823

commodity standards, what they are, why
they are used, etc (1961) 11831

Defense Department

—

programs, hearing (1961) 14467
indexes (1961) 438, 7306, 19195-197;

(1962) 3935, 21594-596; (1963) 3779,
8140, 19079; (1964) 3586, 19614; (1965)
3501, 16069

standardization documents, supply classi-

fication listing (1963) 19078; (1964) 3496,
19613; (1965) 3407, 16067

standardization policies, procedures, etc.,

manual (1961) 436-437, 5915, 9009,
10523, 17150, 20657; (1962) 13716, 23424;
(1963) 10035; (1964) 2252, 4049, 15827,
21251; (1965)3955, 19529

directory of standards laboratories in U.S
(1964) 20636; (1965) 11523

directory SD series (1961) 9016; (1962) 2393,
19413; (1963) 2119, 6314, 12039, 19087;
(1964) 2256, 6552, 12306, 17898; (1965)
2077

Federal specifications, standards and hand-
books, index (1961) 3225, 6043; (1962)
3934, 5203; (1963) 3778, 6447, 9704;
(1964) 3585, 6693; (1965) 3500, 7684

Federal standardization, GSA handbook
(1965) 14405

Federal standards (1961) 539-543, 1982-83,
4212-15, 6026, 7413-14, 10609, 12649,
19327; (1962) 568, 5198-5200, 9643,
15577-578, 21764; (1963) 533-536, 2281,
4931, 6444-46, 12125-129, 15510-512,
17441-442, 19211-218, 20680-681; (1964)
687-689, 2329-31, 4722-24, 6690-91,
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Standards and standardization—Continued
Federal standards—Continued

12407-410, 14260, 19710-712; (1965)
590-591, 4726, 6204, 9140-46, 10844-845,
12446, 16189-201, 18102-109

guide (1962) 11804; (1963) 14014
Federal test method standards (1961)

557-558, 4220, 10620, 12657-658 (1962)

2480, 5201-2, 9644, 11803, 21765; (1963)
537-538, 2282, 8263, 13943, 20682; (1964)

8590, 15907, 17992; (1965) 9147, 18110
Hungary, report (1962) 7654
industrial classification system, purpose and

principles (address) (1964) 11912
military index

—

Army Department, supply (1961) 2911
Navy Department, supply (1961) 3607

military standardization handbook (1962)
17357

military standards (1961) 440-448, 1927,
4137, 5917-18, 7307, 9013-15, 12544,
19198-200; (1962) 437, 2390, 5076,
7242-48, 11684, 13719, 17358-360, 19412,
21598-599; (1963) 2115-17, 10042-43,
17348-350, 19081-83, 20618-623; (1964)
562-563, 6547, 8466, 10448-450, 12304,
14164, 15823, 21255; (1965) 460-462,

2075, 14159-160
chemical-biological-radiological, list (1962)

20641
Chemical Corps, index (1961) 18387

minimum standards for approval of airplane
simulators, civil air regulations, amdts
(1963) 10106, 10108

national standard reference data system,
plan of operation (1965) 6781

Navy, specifications, standards, and quali-

fied products lists, guide (1963) 21063
pools of tested materials, engineering and

design manual (1961) 17203; (1962) 11721

publications, price list (1963) 18281; (1965)

6867
qualified products list, provisions governing

qualification (1961) 7308
radiation protection, background material

(1964) 15902; (1965) 10821
scientific tests, standards, publications price

list (1962) 14566
standard reference materials, NBS (1965)

2929, 6778, 19956
standardization manual M series (1961)

436-437, 5915, 9009, 10523, 17150, 20657;

(1962) 13716, 23424; (1963) 10035, 20616;

(1964) 2252, 15827, 21250-251; (1965)

19529
standardization policies, procedures, etc.,

manual (1963) 20616
Standard Laboratory (Conference, proceed-

ings, 1962 (1963) 18189
technical standard order TSO (series) (1961)

1958-59, 5978, 14840, 19293; (1963) 8221,

13903; (1964) 4684
United States standard for colors of signal

lights (1964) 18803
USSR-
planning of standards (1965) 16398
problems (1965) 7879

see also Engineered performance stand-

ards

—

also subjects.

Standards Bureau, see National Bureau of

Standards.
Standards Laboratory, Naval Weapons Bu-

reau:
cross check procedure (1961) 5018-19, 11476,

13601
instrument calibration procedures (1961)

5020-24, 8099-8106, 11474-498, 13602-605,

15877-902, 17764-771, 20069-71; (1962)

3410-31, 6374-83, 12610-622, 14542,
22681-689; (1963) 9281-85, 16466-469

Standards Laboratory, Naval Weapons Bu-
reau—Continued

instrument calibration technique (1963)
9286-87; (1964) 13351-354

measurement system operation procedures
(1961) 5025-41, 8107-21, 11499-506,
15903-907, 20072; (1962) 3432, 12623;
(1963) 9288

Navy instrument calibration series, list

available through CFSTI (1965) 11980
Standing Rock Sioux Tribe, see Sioux Indians.
Standing wave detector PRD 219 (1963) 20007
Standing wave meter, see Standing wave ratio

indicator.
Standing wave ratio indicator:
Hewlett-Packard 415C of D meter, instru-

ment calibration procedure, technical
manual (1964) 11523

HP 415A, HP 415B, or AN/USM-37, test in-

strument calibration procedure (1962)
12621

IM-89/UR, Navy calibration program, tech-

nical manual (1963) 18262
Standing waves, VSWR modified reflectometer

technique (1964) 13354
Standpipes, vertical, downward-flowing granu-

lar solids as pressure seals (1961) 7938
Stands, soft-frozen dessert, information for

prospective operators (1961) 11554
see aiso types of stands.

Stanek, Floyd J., free and forced vibrations of
cantilever beams with viscous damping
(1965) 13016

Stanfield, K. E., oil yields of sections of Green
River oil shale in Utah, 1952-62 (1964)
11326

Stanford Research Institute, unreasonable
charges to government cost-type con-
tracts for depreciation on building ac-

quired from Government at no cost,

GAO report (1965) 6319
Stanford University:

accelerator power supply, hearing (1964)
10148

linear electron accelerator construction,
technical background and financial as-

pects of projects, report (1961) 6954
mass spectrometers, duty-free entry

—

law (1963) 17017
reports (1963) 13547; 15346; (1965) 17527,

19397
Stanislaus area, Calif., see Eastern Stanislaus

area, Calif.

Stanislaus River:
New Melonese project, flood control, etc.,

engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23481
document edition (1962) 23322

Stankiewicz, N.:

applying field-ion emission to electrostatic

rocket engines (1963) 5585
field emission of charging metallic colloids

(1964) 5516
Stanley, James M., electric heating of hotbeds

(1965) 1762
Stanley, Idaho, hydrogeochemical reconnaiss-

ance for uranium in area (1962) 23048
Stanley Hayman & Co., Inc., see Hayman,

Stanley, & Co., Inc.

Stanmeyer, William R., Antarctic stress and
teeth (1963) 7192

Stannett, V. T., radiation induced emulsion
polymerization (1965) 13532

Stannous fluoride:

aging concentrate, topical application solu-

tions performance (1965) 11884
aqueous

—

prophylaxis paste, laboratory perform-
ance (1963) 73

solutions, shelf life (1964) 5911
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Stannous fluoride—Continued
aqueous—Continued

topically applied, effect in prevention of

enamel decalcification of addition of

pyrophosphates (1963) 79

exposing treated enamel surfaces to whole
saliva, effect (1965) 17023

inactivation by calcium pyrophosphate
(1964) 5909

laboratory performance of aging 20% solu-

tion (1965) 10126
mouthwash, effect of whole saliva on per-

formance (1965) 17030
solutions, in vitro effectiveness of topical

applications of low concentration (1964)

13647
tap-water solutions for enamel surface pro-

tection (1964) 8002
topically applied in aqueous solution in car-

ies prevention in military population
(1964) 13649

X-14 solution, prophylaxis pastes evaluation
(1964) 5910

Stansberry, Robert R., jr., rural fringe and
urban expansion, case study of Prince
(ieorges and Montgomery Counties, Md
(1963) 19089

Stansby, Maurice E., effects of ionizing radia-

tion on lipids of fish (1965) 10188
Stanton, Beryle:
farmer cooperatives, farm business tools

(1964) 4196
news for farmer cooperatives (1964) 3794;

(1965) 3711
way Farmer Cooperative Service works

(1963) 10100
Stanton, Kyoko, relief (1962) 16935, 21295
Stanton County, Kans., soil survey (1962) 6459
Stapes mobilization, see Otosclerosis.

Staphylococcal diphosphopyridine nucleoti-

dase, Poland (1962) 7822
Staphylococcus:

antibiotic action of penicillin fungi, USSR
study (1964) 16035

antiphagin electrophoresis, treatment of

pustulous skin diseases, USSR study
(1965) 7922

detoxifying and disintoxicating properties of

mycering with respect to staphylococcal
toxins (1962) 10005

secondary invading, source in Salmonella
infected mice exposed to acute cold

(1963) 14909
toxin (Wood 46), pharmacology, East Ger-

many study (1962) 7655
used in disinfectant control, preservation of

phenol resistance, USSR study (1962)
2815

Staple removers, heavy duty, operated by
hand (1964) 9552

Stapleford, Robert L., development of satis-

factory lateral-directional handling
qualities in landing approach (1965)
14731

Staples and stapling machines:
Russian surgical staplers, bibliography

(1962) 1717
strength of wood joints made with staples,

etc (1965) 10926
STAR, see Scientific and technical aerospace

reports.
Star routes, see Postal service.

Star Mine, stress directions, determining
through rock joint analysis, etc (1964)

11320
Star-spangled banner, inspiration for writing

of national anthem (1964) 7610
Star Valley, upper, g^round water resources

(1965) 9277

Starch, digestion, action potentials of Ranvier
nerve fiber nodes and in vivo-in vitro

comparison, USSR study (1964) 16501
Starfishes:

asteroidea of Blue Dolphin expeditions to

Labrador (1964) 7599
biology and methods of controlling (1962)

7398
Stargazer fishes, specimens from western

North Atlantic, data (1961) 8061
Starik, I. E., principles of radiochemistry

(1964) 8050
Stark, John T.:

geology and petrography of volcanic rocks
of Truk Islands (1963) 8338

petrology of volcanic rocks of Guam (1963)

15611
Stark, Kenneth W.:
continuous-loop magnetic tape recorders

developed for meteorological satellites

(1965) 9716
endless-loop tape transport for satellite

applications (1964) 13238
Stark, Lawrence, physiology of visual control

system (1965) 11412
Stark, Martin C, MTMS, stereo input study

(1964) 7646
Stark broadening of hydrogen and hydrogenic

neutral and ionized helium lines in plas-

ma (1965) 13108
Stark broadening of isolated spectral lines in

plasma (1965) 14949
Stark profile measurement of Lyman-A and

Lyman-B, of hydrogen (1964) 5608
Starker, Joseph, relief (1961) 7020; (1962)

15326, 16691
Starkey, Maurice W., Oil Co., motor carrier

accident (1963) 19367
Starks, La., motor carrier accident (1964)

14404
Starlings:
decoy trap (1964) 14275
fioodlight trap for capturing at roosts (1964)

6731
trapping (1965) 9166

Starliper, Aaron G.:

recovery of lead and sulfur by combined
chlorination and electrolysis of galena
(1965) 1371

recovery of tin, tungsten, and other metals
from tin smelter wastes (1963) 1245

Starostka, R. W., fertilizer attachment for

tree-planting machine, progress report

(1963) 10
Starr, Fred E., relief (1964) 15653; (1965)

10623, 15567
Starr-Camargo Bridge Co.:

construction of bridge across Rio Grande
near Rio Grande City, Tex.—

law (1962) 16758
report (1962) 15377

Stars:
AO, atmosphere, departures from local ther-

modynamic equilibrium (1964) 7519
B, boundary conditions (1963) 21021
bolometric corrections, revised scale (1964)

13626
Crab Nebula central star, magnetic field

(1963) 1320
early type, kinematic studies, photometric

survey (1963) 21022
ephemeris (1961) 17608; (1962) 15991; (1963)

14486; (1964) 16616
evolution of heavenly bodies, problems

(1962) 7570
faint stars in Southern Hemisphere, Soviet

cataloging of (1963) 12352
field identification, effect of field of view

(1963) 9165
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Stars—Continued

gravitational waves and superstars, USSR
study (1964) 16077

infrared

—

celestial backgrounds, research report
(1962) 20439

stellar irradiance (1965) 5551
massive, evolutionary stages in hydrogen

exhaustion phase through onset of car-
bon burning (1964) 9613

model of mixed opacity and its variations
with mass, chemical composition, opaci-
ty coefficients, and energy-generation
coefficient (1962) 18294

models for stars of very low mass (1963)
19922

navigational chart (1961) 1364
observations, determination of latitude,

time, and azimuth on same vertical cir-

cle (1961) 11317
on the wire, USSR study, translation (1962)

10206
photographic measure of double stars (1964)

9668
radio star scintillation measurement at su-

bauroral latitude (1965) 7086
reference, use in determining coordinates of

artificial earth satellite, problems in
timing photography, USSR study (1965)
12726

sight reduction tables for air navigation
(1964) 14995

southern sky survey payload (1963) 7290
space mission simulators, surveying star

backgrounds (1965) 13028
spectra lines, autoionization effect and its

influence on intensity (1961) 4952
spectrophotometry above atmosphere (1963)

21018
stellar spectral lines, method for computing

formation (1963) 18172
supernova of 1054, double star? (1965) 9758
supernova

—

neutrinos, and neutron stars, final evolu-
tion (1964) 14845

origin of cosmic rays (1965) 13110
tables for air navigation (1962) 5318
tracker systems, image dissector aperture

geometries and scan patterns (1965)
16716

transit times, manually recording, measure-
ment of errors (1964) 18761

visual binary stars, catalog (1964) 9669
see also Milky way.

Starsinic, Donald E., components of popula-
tion, 1950 to 1960, for counties, etc
(1963) 1898

Starting and managing series (1961) 6544,
20136; (1962) 10645, 12691; (1963) 1491,
3326, 14690; (1964) 3127, 7731; (1965)
16854

Starting conditions for nonoscillatory
low-thrust planet-escape trajectories
(1962) 18292

Startup experiment program for Yankee reac-
tor (1962) 8987

Starvation:
cardiovascular effects of refeeding stress

(1964) 7984
complete, structural changes in higher and

lower branches of nervous system dur-
ing experiment, USSR study (1962) 2848

dietary conditioning for nutrient restriction
in humans (1963) 1753

therapy, preliminary USSR report (1962)
13993

Stassinopoulos, Anastasia, relief (1961) 7183,
14170, 16548

Stassinopoulos, E. G., computer program to
calculate artificial radiation belt decay
factors (1965) 13038

State aid, see Grants-in-aid.
State and local government employment and

payrolls (1961) 3395; (1962) 4353; (1963)
4205; (1964) 4050; (1965) 3956

State banks:
conversion, etc., to national banks, retention

of branches

—

hearings (1962) 19175, 19380
law (1962) 20896
reports (1962) 19108, 21386

Federal and State banking laws, rulings and
interpretations, hearings (1963) 17165

member banks of Federal reserve system,
list, supplements (1961) 3189; (1962)
4354, 5196; (1963) 4206, 4927; (1964)
4051, 4719; (1965) 3957, 4724

membership in Federal reserve system

—

regulations (1963) 15506
weekly changes (1961) 3191; (1962) 3665;

(1963) 3508; (1964) 3313; (1965) 3205
use of computers, USSR study (1962) 1156

State boards and departments of health, see
Health boards and departments.

State courts:
judgments, payment

—

law (1961) 18587
reports (1961) 10276, 16961

reform, deduction for income tax purposes of
contributions to organizations, report
(1962) 21030

State Department:
administration, information and analyses,

compilation, additional materials (1962)
17325

appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 10328-329, 14715
reports (1961) 10288, 16820, 16959, 19054

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 15256, 21525-626, 21528
laws (1962) 23243, 23272
proposal (1962) 16843
reports (1962) 16956, 21074, 21173, 21179,

21456, 21493
appropriations, 1964

—

expired, illegal obligation, GAO report
(1965) 4829

hearings (1963) 11877; (1964) 515
law (1964) 1974
proposal (1964) 10358
reports (1963) 11848; (1964) 511, 2082

appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 8363, 15791
law (1964) 17386
proposal (1964) 19532
reports (1964) 10245, 21193, 21233

appropriations, 1966

—

amendment (1965) 12217
hearings (1965) 10517, 10520, 14112
law (1965) 15511
proposal (1965) 10382
reports (1965) 10497, 15929, 17579

Assistant Secretary
additional, authorize, reports (1962) 21511;

(1963) 13774
for African Affairs, nomination of G.
Mennen Williams, hearing (1961) 4093

for Congressional Relations, nomination
of Douglas MacArthur, 2d, hearing
(1965) 6048

background notes (1965) 1638, 3027-39,
5385-90, 6915-22, 8293-94, 9932-39,
11703-708, 13273-276, 16865-866,
18775-776

biographic registers (1961) 5103; (1962)
12704, 24091; (1964) 1595
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Brazil, assistance program, GAO review
(1961) 19395

budget, amendments (1961) 6981, 14165;
(1962) 21231; (1963) 7864, 7870

budgeting and financial reporting for cer-

tain educational exchange activities,

loose management, GAO report (1965)
10959

building, new home of American diplomacy
(1962) 22813

bulletin (1961) 3593-95; (1962) 3757; (1963)
3594; (1964) 3414; (1965) 3304

career opportunities in communications and
records (1965) 8295

careers in Washington, D.C (1963) 16570

commercial policy series (1961) 2716, 8204,
13674, 15972, 20150; (1962) 1827,
3487-88, 6463, 8661-63, 14595-598,
16174-175, 18463, 24090; (1963) 5724,
11294, 16568; (1965) 1639, 16867

cultural presentations program, report
(1965) 9941

Department and foreign service series (1961)
1484, 5103, 6555, 9762, 15973, 20151-152;
(1962) 8664, 12704, 18464, 20287, 22813,
24091; (1963) 7433, 11295, 14703-704,
16570-571, 18324-325; (1964) 1595,
7748-49, 9778, 11615, 15095, 16869,
20811; (1965) 8297, 13277, 20083

Deputy Under Secretary for Administra-
tion, nomination of Roger W. Jones,
hearing (1961) 4093

disparities in transporting overseas person-
nel to and from work, GAO report (1965)
14388

displacement of commercial dollar sales of
tallow to United Arab Republic, GAO
report (1965) 14389

educational and cultural

—

diplomacy (1964) 3145
exchange program

—

American grantees, lists (1963) 16572;
(1964) 15096

report (1963) 18327
employment information (1961) 6555
failure to effectively utilize excess U.S.

owned foreign currencies to pay interna-
tional air travel ticket costs being paid
in dollars, GAO report (1965) 10593

film bulletin (1965) 3419

film library, film list (1965) 1642

foreign affairs personnel, establish unified

system

—

hearings (1965) 15802
reports (1965) 15728, 17599

foreign assistance appropriation, 1964

—

hearings (1964) 2229
law (1964) 1985
reports (1964) 2069, 2098-99, 2103, 2220.

12045
foreign assistance appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 12117, 19588
law (1964) 21126
reports (1964) 13950, 13952, 19582

foreign assistance appropriations, 1966—
hearings (1965) 12156, 17905
law (1965) 19149
report (1965) 15758

Foreign Buildings Office, construction, Tan-
gier, Morocco, GAO review (1964) 10614

foreign currencies. United States-owned,
additional income possible by obtaining
more equitable rates of interest, GAO
report (1965) 18187

foreign operations appropriations, hearings
(1962) 19169; (1963) 18918; (1964) 12117

State Department—Continued
foreign policy implementation, investiga-

tion

—

authorization, report (1961) 5648
expenses, report (1961) 5676

Foreign Service Institute, examination, GAO
report (1961) 19396

Foreign Service Staff corps career oppor-
tunities (1963) 16569

general information (1961) 9762; (1963) 7433;
(1964) 9778

general records, preliminary inventories
(1963) 18183

Government information plans and policies,
hearings (1963) 13650

Intelligence and Research Bureau, research
in action (1965) 20083

interagency directory, key contacts for

planning and development of education-
al, cultural, scientific and technical ex-

change programs (1964) 15098
International Boundary and Water Commis-

sion, United States and Mexico, power
activities, GAO review (1961) 12765

international educational exchange pro-

gram, report on operations (1961) 6564,
15992

international information and cultural se-

ries (1962) 3494-95, 24095; (1963) 1514,
14709, 18327; (1964) 3145, 7768; (1965)

5396 9941
Latin Arnerican program, 1963 (1963) 13070

legal adviser, nomination of Abram Chayes,
hearing (1961) 4094

news letter (1962) 8665; (1963) 3595; (1964)

3415; (1965) 3305
organizing for national security, review of

program

—

hearings (1961) 19168
staff study (1961) 5870

overpayments of per diem travel allowances,
GAO report (1965) 4834

passport functions, reorganization, staff

report (1962) 15441
policies, etc. 1963, report to the citizen

(1963) 11297
press releases (1961) 3606; (1962) 4242;

(1963) 4095; (1964) 3925
promote foreign commerce of U.S.

—

hearings (1961) 17120
report (1961) 16970

proposed amendments to Foreign Service act
of 1946, as amended (1963) 18937

Public Service Office, series S, see below
under Series S.

publications, lists (1961) 3602, 20177; (1962)

4332; (1963) 4184; (1964) 4028; (1965)
3934

publications on diplomatic history, etc., list

(1962) 3491
reorganization

—

hearings (1962) 7099
reports (1962) 7046, 9258

science adviser, program, purpose, etc (1961)
1484

Secretary

—

Air Force Academy assembly final report
(1964) 45

national security administration study
(1964) 6509

nomination of Dean Rusk, hearing (1961)
4092

security, administration, investigation

—

hearings, etc (1962) 21561-562, 23421;
(1964) 2244; (1965) 16037, 17945

reports (1963) 9985, 11866
testimony, letters, etc (1964) 541
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security oflficers, protecting heads of foreigri

states and other officials, provide au-

thority to arrest without warrant

—

hearing "(1964) 10327
law (1964) 17352
reports (1964) 10231, 14108

series S (1961) 11577-578, 13681, 15995;
(1962) 1834, 12709, 14605-606, 20299;
(1963) 9402-4, 11299; (1964) 5698, 7772,
9805-6, 13465-466; (1965) 5398

Soviet bloc developments, views on, hearings
(1964) 8381

telephone directory (1965) 1648. 8312, 13286,
15066

travel regulations, violations by U.S. citi-

zens, hearings (1963) 17189; (1964) 416,

2127; (1965) 5976
print additional copies, reports (1965)

12131, 14065
Under Secretary for Economic Affairs, nomi-

nation of

—

Ball, George W., hearing (1961) 4093
Mann, Thomas C, hearing (1965) 6048

Under Secretarv, nomination of Chester
Bowles, hearing (1961) 4091

visa procedures

—

hearings (1963) 2101
report (1963) 335

what it is, what it does (1964) 16869
winning cold war, U.S. ideological offensive,

hearings (1964) 8382
State educational records and reports series,

handbook (1965) 10750
State farms:
measures taken by kolkhoz and sovkhoz

farms to increase butterfat content in

milk (1965) 2609
structure of production administration and

wages in sovkhoz, translations on USSR
labor (1964) 19928

USSR-
basic capital of sovkhozes (1963) 8454
new organization of material-technical
supply of sovkhozes (1961) 4438

piece-rate and premium wage system of

sovkhozes (1963) 2532
reserves for raising labor productivity of

sovkhozes (1962) 1303
wage level of sovkhoz workers and factors

of its growth (1962) 10095

State finances series (1961) 288, 6833, 8525,

16321, 20455; (1962) 9045, 11103, 18794,

23075; (1963) 7767, 9730, 16904; (1964)

190-191, 8139, 10073, 21036; (1965) 7282,

8626
State forestry, see Forests and forestry.

State Governments, Council of, see Council of

State Governments.
State Highway Officials, American Association

of, see American Association of State
Highway Officials.

State of Nation's capital (1961) 14767-768

State of our defenses, message from President
of United States (1965) 1986

State of the Union, see United States.

State parks:
agencies administering, list (1961) 9629;

(1962) 18370
areas, acreages, and accommodations, list

(1961) 8070
statistics, expenditures, sources of funds,

etc (1961) 15850; (1962) 18338
State Planning Commission in Czechoslovakia,

goals (1961) 17555
State Vaccine Producing Institute, Hungary,

operations and achievements (1965) 2755

State variations in income of the aged (1963)

1500

State vector;
control applied to lateral stability of

high-performance aircraft (1965) 14829
measurement (1963) 1316

Statements, see Addresses, lectures, etc.

Staten Island:
aircraft accident (1962) 14981
beach erosion control study and hurricane

survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 10782
document edition (1965) 10405

income, education, and unemployment in

neighborhoods (1963) 7176
Public Health Service hospital, dietetic in-

ternship (1962) 22735; (1965) 18702
Staten Island Rapid Transit Ry., accident

(1961) 10722
States:

accident fatalities (1962) 6428
activities in mental health education, survey

of 9 programs (1961) 21261
age discrimination prohibited in private

employment, laws (1963) 14446
age of majority, laws (1964) 9894
aged

—

medical programs, action to implement,
report (1961) 10494

report of progress, concerns, goals (1961)
2755

agency's responsibility for local operation
in administrative supervision, organiza-
tion and management in public assist-

ance (1965) 4693
aging-

legislation enacted, highlights, 1963-64
(1965) 8369

organization and action, handbook (1965)
1711

agricultural conservation program, summa-
ry by States (1961) 159.1; (1962) 1927;

(1963) 1665; (1964) 5801, 19062
agricultural experiment stations, research

policy and procedure, history (1962)
12858

agricultural workers status under State and
Federal labor laws (1964) 16580; (1965)
6548

agriculture departments, directory (1961)

8258; (1962) 8759, 16240; (1963) 7529,
9906

aid for schools, new hope for cities (1962)
15502

air pollution control program grants under
clean air act (1964) 11548

air pollution laws, digest (1962) 3469; (1964)

5651, 21845
anti-injunction laws, major provisions, dis-

cussion (1963) 9036
applications asking Congress to call Federal

constitutitonal convention (1961) 18965
authority over development of urban water

supply and sewerage systems (1964)
11578'

aviation services, coordination with national
policy (address) (1961) 16488

Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans, enroll-

ment (1962) 22799; (1963) 16563

brucellosis eradication activities (1961)

2874; (1962) 4365; (1963) 4219; (1964)

4066; (1965) 3974

business cycle indicators (paper) (1962)

14389

census of population, 1960

—

occupation by industry (1963) 11640
State of birth (1963) 13307

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

processing the data, announcement and
order form (1962) 18875
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States—Continued
certification of interstate milk shippers un-

der State-PHS cooperative program
(1963) 16516

chickens and eggs, monthly egg production,
1955-59 (1961) 8309

child labor laws, summaries (1964) 11254;
(1965) 5035

child-labor standards, summary (1961) 1164
child welfare programs organization (1963)

11644
cigarette taxes, State-Federal overlapping

(1965) 2

civil defense

—

directors, list (1965) 15342
Federal contributions available (1964)

15342
labor's supporting role, training course

(1965) 11958-959
civil rights, 50 States report (1961) 16494
class specifications for nursing positions,

guide for States and local public health
agencies (1964) 13393

climates (1961) 8245; (1962) 3559; (1963)

3399; (1965) 11782
climatic division, monthly averages, 1931-60,

decennial census (1963) 14781; (1965)
11780

committee organization and financing, guide
to committee service to and employment
of the handicapped (1965) 1274

committees for children and youth

—

how-to-do-it (1963) 6012
patterns of organization (1962) 6830

committees on seasonal agricultural labor,
their organization and programs (1965)
16546

commodity allotments, average size (1962)
11422

congressional districts, redistricted for 89th
Congress (1965) 4355, 5712-14, 7283-84,
10260

congressional redistricting

—

hearings (1964) 17657
reports (1965) 5941, 5948

constitutional and statutory restrictions

—

on local taxing powers (1963) 4328
structural, etc., powers of local govern-
ment (1963) 4329

construction expenditures (1965) 13646,
17229

continuity of government, constitutional
amendment to assure, explanation (1964)
19646

cooperation in enforcement of certain Feder-
al laws, hearings (1962) 23361

cooperative State-Federal research in agri-
culture and forestry (1964) 19065

coordinating role in local nonproperty taxes
(1962) 5

cost standards for basic needs for old-age
cases and families receiving aid to de-

pendent children (1964) 10496; (1965)
18055

cotton production (1962) 16458; (1963) 13280
cotton varieties planted 1959-63 (1963) 14825
county business patterns, activities covered

by OASDI program (1963) 16889
creating opportunities for older persons,

selected papers from 4th annual confer-
ence of State Elxecutives on Aging (1964)
21923

deaths, leading causes (1961) 11454
debt, long-term, of State governments (1963)

154
dental directors, conference with PHS and

(Children's Bureau, 1961 proceedings
(1961) 21319

dental health programs, 1961, digest (1962)
3455

States—Continued

dental radiological health activities (1963)
9357

directors of junior colleges and coordinators
of State systems of 2-year colleges, con-
ference proceedings (1962) 7284; (1964)
605

disability and old-age benefits in current
payment status (1965) 1615

disaster assistance, handbook for governors
(1965) 500

discrimination in employment, laws
against

—

fair employment practice acts (1964) 11259
older workers (1964) 11260, 16582

distribution agencies use of surplus person-
al property, clarify law

—

law (1961) 14094
reports (1961) 8964, 12247

distribution of public employment (1961)

6830; (1962) 11100; (1963) 9728; (1964)
8135

divorce records, where to write (1962) 18428
dust control in mining, tunneling, and

quarrying, 1958-60 (1962) 23957
economic areas

—

census of population (1963) 11639
outpatient psychiatric clinics, data (1964)

13282
education

—

agency publications in education of excep-
tional children and youth (1963) 13847

basic adult, interim guide for development
of plan for administration under title

2-B of economic opportunity act of 1964
(1965) 10740

biennial survey, 1956-58 (1962) 17387
statistical summary 1957-58 (1962) 17387
structure and organization (1965) 4661

education department

—

directors of programs for gifted and tal-

ented, conference report (1964) 4651
guidance directors, NASA-sponsored con-

ference, proceedings (1965) 6638
personnel for guidance, counseling, and

testing, directory (1963) 19096
special education personnel (1962) 9542

education directory, 1960-61, Federal gov-
ernment and States (1961) 458

educational AM and FM radio and educa-
tional television stations (1962) 17397;
(1963) 10068; (1965) 16089

educational records and reports series,
handbooks (1963) 8172; (1964) 21270;
(1965) 10750

electric energy production and consumption,
analytical study (1961) 13462

employee-retirement systems of State gov-
ernments (1963) 18642; (1964) 11909;
(1965) 5709

employees' health benefit programs (1963)
14663

employment

—

agencies, private, laws regulating, map
series (1963) 9037

and age certificating offices, directory
(1964) 9376

and earnings statistics, 1939-62 (1963)
14476; (1964) 18629; (1965) 16553

certificates, help you, help youth (1964)
18612

security agencies, statistical reporting
instructions handbook (1961) 468

service, duties and responsibilities

—

hearings (1965) 2012
readings (1965) 7482

equal pay laws

—

digests (1964) 13541; (1965) 8372
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equal pay laws—Continued

suggested language for act to abolish dis-
criminatorv wage rates based on sex
(1965) 3093, 5484
memorandum (1965) 3092

equal pay legislation

—

inventories (1964) 20885; (1965) 11809
what you want in bill (1964) 20888

established and tentative soil series, list

(1961) 20144
Executives on Aging, conference, 1962, pro-

ceedings (1963) 2359
exemption of certain employees from with-

holding taxes

—

hearings (1965) 414
reports (1964) 10413, 12225

expenditures on planning and development
(1961) 6763

explorers' routes, trails and early roads in
U.S., maps, list (1963) 1192

fair housing laws, summaries of text (1965)
6355

family money income, per capita and median,
1959, census of population (1965) 17207

farm employment, family and hired workers,
1950-59 (1963) 16763

farm labor contractor laws, major provi-
sions (1965) 16547

farm mortgage debt, estimates (1963) 12052;
(1964) 2265; (1965) 478

farm operators, cash expenditures for pro-
duction supplies and equipment (1963)
2237

Federal aid

—

for education, proposed, pro and con, ex-
cerpts (1961) 14513
print additional copies, report (1961)

19117
for public schools, reports (1961) 8931,
8952

highway construction act of 1962

—

hearings (1962) 19398
law (1962) 23266
reports (1962) 15232, 15252, 19343, 21182

to education, major bills, chronological
summary and description, 1949-59 (1961)
375

to elementary and secondary education,
hearings (1965) 5955

Federal grants

—

administered by Education Office (1965)
14183

adult education

—

hearings (1962) 11441
reports (1962) 9344; (1963) 15276

air pollution control

—

law (1964) 1935, 4825
reports (1963) 13609, 13619; (1964) 382,
465

staff study (1963) 17333
air pollution control research, etc., extend

act

—

hearings (1962) 19186; (1963) 11907,
17330

law (1962) 23161
reports (1961) 19108; (1962) 19115

college academic facilities act, reports
(1961) 10286, 16764, 19098; (1962) 4946,
11393, 21084

commercial fisheries research and develop-
ment act

—

hearings (1964) 10330
Interior Dept. reports on legislation
(1964) 12149

law (1964) 12004
reports (1963) 13756; (1964) 10234

congressional review, hearings (1961)
16839

States—Continued
Federal grants—Continued
construction of roads, laws, compilation

(1962) 2291
dental disease control, hearing (1962)

13696
disaster relief, summary of allocations,

report (1961) 6977
education

—

digest of laws (1963) 9929
elementary and secondary

—

hearings (1962) 13698
report (1962) 13443

history of legislative proposals,
1789-1960 (1961) 10344; (1963) 9929

education and libraries, hearings (1963)
9930

education programs

—

hearings (1961) 7133, 8836
reports (1961) 10291, 16763; (1962) 4937

educational assistance for migratory agri-
cultural employees, hearings (1961) 8995

educational television construction

—

hearings (1961) 5876, 12354
law (1962) 11284
reports (1961) 5837, 16715; (1962) 7054,
11357

rules and regulations (1963) 14038
fine arts program

—

hearings (1961) 10343; (1962) 21563
report (1962) 21502

Great River Road, interstate planning and
coordination, increase

—

law (1964) 21152
reports (1964) 14091, 19490

Health, Education and Welfare Dept.
facts and figures (1962) 21843; (1964)

829, 18153; (1965) 14423
posters (1963) 10303; (1964) 10665;

(1965) 11002
higher education facilities act

—

law (1964) 1933
reports (1963) 11798, 15280, 19021,

20474, 20492
highway construction, act
hearings (1962) 13543; (1964) 8396, 12280
law (1964) 17282
reports (1964) 10211, 12066, 14093

highway program

—

hearings (1961) 8858
report (1964) 14090

highways, continue

—

law (1961) 12116
reports (1961) 8766, 8772, 10454

highways, disaster road program, amend
U.S. Code-
hearing (1964) 15820
law (1964) 21150
reports (1964) 17720, 19488

highways, equitable apportionment of
urban highway funds

—

hearings (1963) 13821, 15331
law (1963) 20438
reports (1963) 13615, 13620, 19018

highways, interstate system, completion-
cost estimate, 1961 (1961) 4024
hearings (1963) 13821, 15331
law (1963) 20438
reports (1963) 13615, 13712, 19018

intensive immunization programs against
poliomyelitis, etc., hearings (1962) 13523

juvenile delinquency prevention and con-
trol-
hearings (1961) 14456
law (1961) 18665
report (1961) 7253
views (1961) 7253
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juvenile delinquency prevention and con-

trol, extend act

—

hearings (1963) 17324; (1965) 12170,
12343

laws (1964) 15385; (1965) 13799
reports (1963) 17281; (1964) 6283, 12087;

(1965) 12096, 12147, 12280
library services act

—

hearings (1962) 21204; (1963) 13646
law (1964) 6180
reports (1963) 15273; (1964) 2072

library services and construction act of

1964, compilation (1965) 19514
local review

—

hearings (1963) 17313
report (1964) 4542

make applicable to federally impacted
areas

—

law (1962) 18996
reports (1962) 13612, 19075

maternal and child welfare and combat-
ting mental retardation

—

comments (1964) 2128
law (1963) 20437
reports (1963) 15275, 17118, 19017

mental health planning grant proposals,
1963 digest (1964) 5555

mental health programs (1962) 10550;
(1965) 16755

metropolitan planning, effectiveness (1964)
17877

migratory farm workers sanitation facili-

ties

—

hearings (1963) 10021
report (1963) 11969

national survey (1964) 4583
nursing homes for veterans

—

hearings (1963) 15334; (1964) 12278
law (1964) 17309
reports (1963) 15291; (1964) 15749

planning of transportation systems in

metropolitan areas, hearings (1961) 8979
practical nurse training

—

law (1961) 8610
reports (1961) 5828, 7095

provide periodic congressional review

—

hearings (1965) 10685
report (1965) 15922

public schools, constitutionality in its var-
ious aspects (1961) 10366

sewage-treatment workers construction

—

amendments, comparative print (1962)
17127

hearings (1961) 8855, 10519
law (1961) 14088
reports (1961) 8753, 8769, 10462, 12315

technical services programs

—

hearings (1965) 12321, 15817
law (1965) 19118
reports (1965) 14068, 15726, 15745

urban planning assistance program (1965)
6358

vaccination assistance, reports (1962)
15169, 15191, 19302

water resources planning

—

hearings (1964) 12140
reports (1964) 494, 17621

welfare programs, improve

—

hearings (1962) 7106, 13676
law (1962) 16769
message from the President (1962) 4921
reports (1962) 7065, 7070, 13654, 16963
summary, etc (1962) 13674

Federal-State cooperative programs, retire-

ment credit

—

hearings (1962) 15452; (1964) 15601
reports (1962) 17296, 19135

States—Continued
Federal-State relations, problems of Grain

Division programs (address) (1961) 3667
Federal-State service, retirement credit,

hearings (1962) 15277
feed mixing industry, current structure and

practices (1962) 63
fertilizer summary data (1965) 5428
finances of employee-retirement systems of

local governrnents (1961) 8520; (1962)
13060

finances, reports on State and local govern-
ment (1963) 16878

financial assistance, water resources plan-
ning—

hearings (1961) 19174; (1963) 19061; (1965)
6057

law (1965) 15435
reports (1965) 6028, 7432, 8780, 13929

fiscal capacity, measures and tax effort

(1963) 3332
fish hatcheries and rearing stations, list

(1961)9144
flags, reproductions (1964) 4429

forest tree nursery facilities, etc., continue
use

—

law (1962) 16718
reports (1962) 11367, 13644

forestry departments, on the lookout, forest
fire, control (1965) 18891

formulas for support of public 2-year col-

leges (1963) 386
fresh fruit and vegetable shipments (1961)

8260; (1962) 10797; (1963) 9525, 13136;
(1964) 9907, 11734; (1965) 10707-708

funds for university extension education

—

hearings (1961) 8837; (1962) 17344
reports (1962) 13441, 21477

general hospital and skilled nursing home
care, utilization (1962) 20278

geographical distribution of women workers
in 1960 (1962) 24135

geographical names, decisions list (1963)
5012

geologic map indexes, list (1961) 14965
governments

—

continuity in emergency (1963) 4829
education directory (1962) 7271; (1963)

2155; (1964) 6562; (1965) 10734
finances, 1960, compendium (1961) 8525;

(1962) 11103; (1963) 9730; (1964) 10073;
(1965) 8626

home study course (1965) 18238
public land sale act, challenge (1965)

12187
regulation of

—

drugs and related products, report
(1963) 13569

food and related products, report (1964)

358
weights and measures, hearings (1962)

23368
summary (1961) 6833; (1962) 9045; (1963)

7767; (1964) 8139; (1965) 7282
women as secretaries of state and mem-

bers of State legislatures, list (1961)
13738

government agencies, employment of scien-

tific and technical personnel (1961)
11462; (1964) 14705

governmental fiscal years in 1962 (1965)
10259

Governors' committees, role of volunteers in

employment of handicapped (speech)
(1962) 15974

health authorities, directory (1962) 16127;

(1963) 14659; (1964) 18897; (1965) 16809
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States—Continued
health departments

—

role in medical care (1964) 9726
salaries of dental personnel (1963) 9354

health, education and welfare trends, data
and rankings (1965) 14425

health officers, conference, 1960, with Sur-
geon General, PHS, and Chief, Chil-

dren's Bureau, proceedings (1961) 9693;
(1962) 14577; (1963) 18290

health requirements and regulations govern-
ing admission of livestock and poultry
(1962) 24; (1963) 18405

high school requirements for graduation
(1961) 7341

higher education

—

advance planning to meet needs, studies
(1956-59 (1961) 1928

legislation, 1963, survey (1964) 4650;
(1965) 2103

Hill-Burton State plan data for hospitals
and related medical facilities, national
summary, Jan. 1, 1963, reports and ana-
lyses (1963) 20102

home grown industry, fostering through
State inventors program (1965) 1495

hospitals for mental disease, departments
dealing with mental health, directory
(1964) 14948

hour laws for women (1961) 17881
household food consumption and dietary lev-

els, survey (1963) 4355
housing characteristics, 1960 census, ad-

vance reports (1961) 2975; (1962) 3661;

(1963) 3504
income tax, withholding from salaries of

Federal employees, regulations (1963)

20210; (1965) 3069, 11746, 13313, 16902
independent health insurance plans, list

(1962) 20277
individual income tax returns, 1959-61 (1962)

21867
industrial arts curriculum guides, prepara-

tion and characteristics (1962) 7281
industrial homework laws, summary (1964)

11262; (1965) 2790
industrial relations legislation

—

mediation laws, summary (1964) 11261
union regulatory provisions, summary

(1964) 16583
infant and perinatal mortality (1965) 20051
infant mortality (1962) 1787; (1963) 13031
irrigated lands in 18 States, 1959, location

map (1962) 16477
interagency planning, mental retarda1;ion

guidelines (1964) 13410
interest bearing U.S. Government securities

available for investment of short-term
cash balances of local and State Gov-
ernments (1964) 1637

interstate agencies for water pollution con-
trol, needs and obligations (address)

(1961) 2675
interstate carrier water supplies, inventory

(1964) 7698
junior colleges, directors, and coordinators

of State systems of 2-year colleges, con-
ference proceedings (1964) 19638

labor departments (1964) 11265
labor laws for women, general information

(1964) 13550
labor legislation, annual digests (1962) 6186;

(1963) 16268
labor legislation enacted (1961) 4788; (1962)

6191; (1963) 3040; (1964) 5424; (1965)

5039
labor relations acts (1961) 4786
labor used to produce field crops, estimates

(1964) 9965

States—Continued
Lake and Northeastern, bean production

(1965) 18874
land acquisitions, title evidence preparation,

standards (1962) 14349
land-grant colleges and universities

—

Extension Service review (periodical)
(1962) 3796; (1963) 3634; (1964) 3450;
(1965) 3343

hundred years growth, promise fulfilled

(1961) 4152
large-scale farming, census of agriculture,

1959, special reports (1963) 13305
law enforcement. Federal assistance

—

hearings (1965) 13993
law (1965) 17393
reports (1965) 13953, 15983

laws

—

air polution, digests (1961) 9694; (1963)
1404

foreign insurance companies operations,
investigation, hearings (1961) 5888

program of Advisory Commission- on Inter-

governmental Relations (1964) 9905;
(1965) 1733, 18861

rules of interpretation governing effects

of acts of Congress

—

hearing (1962) 9395
report (1962) 13484

time off for voting (1962) 18127
laws against discrimination in employment

summary, older workers (1965) 1273
legislation

—

attorney's fees in workmen's compensa-
tion, report of standards and procedures
(1961) 1165

of interest to women (1961) 5169; (1962)
3563, 22908

relating to higher education, survey (1961)
10554; (1962) 15505; (1963) 2167, 17396

status relating to watershed protection
and flood prevention act, as amended
(1961) 9758

legislative bodies, temporary stay of reap-
portionment, report (1964) 15769

legislatures

—

apportion one house on factors other than
population, amend Constitution of Unit-
ed States to guarantee right

—

hearings (1965) 12340
report (1964) 19460

apportionment (1963) 4326
librarians, 2d assembly, proceedings (1961)

11360
library functions, 3d assembly, proceedings

(1964) 14720
library services act, allotments (1963) 19093

livestock and products sold, 1959, national

atlas sheet (1962) 11102
livestock marketing programs. Federal coop-

eration (remarks) (1961) 3666
local government debt, State constitutional

and statutory restrictions (1962) 6516
local occupational information, reports by

employment offices, list (1962) 21675

low-income, family income and related char-
acteristics (1964) 21926

marketing service programs (1961) 13745;
(1963) 1615; (1965) 7551

manufactures, general statistics, 1962, 1961,
and 1958 (1964) 156

manufacturing employment diversification

indexes, analysis (1961) 237

maps, general information, list (1961) 14963

marriage records, where to write (1962)

18429; (1964) 11588, 20773
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States—Continued
maximums and other methods of limiting

money payments to recipients of special

types of public assistance (1963) 10096
medical and remedial care provided in ap-

proved public assistance plans (1961)
1469

medical assistance for aged

—

Kerr-Mills program, evaluation report

(1963) 20603
performance, 18 months of Kerr-Mills
program (1962) 15420

medical care institutions, number and type
(1962) 1788

mental health

—

agencies, bibliography of informational
publications (1965) 2945

authorities, conference with Public Health
Service, proceedings (1961) 13635; (1962)

20255
directory of State and National agencies

(1965) 2944
information officers conference, 1960, pro-

ceedings (1961) 8055
personnel, directory (1964) 16742, 20648;

(1965) 5260
planning, 1964, progress reports, digest

(1964) 21791
mental hospitals

—

psychiatric aide, study (1965) 8157
U.S., 1964, provisional patient movement
and administrative data (1965) 5263

mentally retarded, laws and regulations
affecting, checklist (1964) 15067

merit systems, directory (1962) 11904; (1963)

15621
migratory labor committees, directory (1964)

2948
milk sanitation programs, impact of ship-

ment trends (1962) 18418
mineral-rich lands, selection (1965) 10544
minimum-wage laws (1962) 18596; (1963)

21179; (1965) 10016
analysis of rates and coverage (1961)

8248; (1962) 14693; (1964) 1663
major weapon in war on poverty (1965)

13354
suggested language (1964) 13037
summaries (1964) 11256, 14673, 16581;

(1965) 6549
provisions, affecting working conditions,

1942-61 (1961) 16053
minimum-wage status (1963) 14805; (1964)

13549
model State economic development program

(remarks) (1963) 4432
mortality data, 1959, national summary

(1961) 15846
mortality from selected causes (1961) 13565
mortality statistics (1961) 13564
motor vehicle sizes and weights, legal maxi-

mum limits, compared with AASHO
standards (1962) 22770

National Driver Register Service (1965)
20057

national forests, development program,
costs, etc (1962) 596

National Guard employees, withholding for
retirement, disability, and, death benefit

system

—

hearing (1961) 19151
law (1961) 18616
reports (1961) 14346, 14712

natural guardianship and support of minor
children, laws governing (1964) 19037

nomination and election of U.S. Senators,
laws, guidebook, print as Senate docu-
ment, reports (1962); 11574; (1964) 8431

noncitrus fruits, production, use, value
(1962) 16180; (1963) 18340

States—Continued
noxious weed seed requirements recognized

in administration of Federal seed act
(1965) 10710-711

number of Representatives in Congress
based on 1960 census, Census Bureau
statement (1961) 4022

OASDI benefits and OAA payments, aged
persons receiving (1965) 1623

obligations for highways (1965) 9904

occupational safety and health bill

—

suggested language (1964) 13039-40
summary (1965) 7963, 19798

occupational safety programs. Federal
grants to bolster

—

hearings (1962) 23365
report (1962) 15247

officers and employees, make Hatch act in-

applicable

—

law (1962) 20928
report (1962) 7203

officers, appointed by their Governors, make
Hatch act inapplicable, hearings (1962)

21213
officials enforcing food, drug, etc., laws,

directory (1963) 13979

older workers problems and programs
(statement) (1961) 1163

organization and action for the aging, hand-
book (1965) 10005

outdoor recreation

—

administration, directory (1962) 22702
statistics (1964) 7667

Pacific Northwest disaster relief act of 1965,

hearing (1965) 9005

parks for America, resources survey (1964)

18831

patient movement data for State and county
mental hospitals (1964) 16746, 21794

payments to local government (1963) 20342

phenylketonuria laws as of Jan. 1965 (1965)
8638

placement and foster-care of dependent chil-

dren, report (1964) 6215
plane coordinate systems, interpretative

statement (1964) 17150
planning data for hospital and related medi-

cal facilities construction under Hill-

Burton program, national summary
(1962) 24078

plans for financing pupil transportation
(1963) 6323

plans under library services act, progress
report (1961) 464; (1963) 19119

population

—

change, 1950-60, preliminary estimates
(1961) 8516

counts, 1960 census, preliminary reports
(1961) 2980

estimates (1963) 161, 18690-691; (1964)
8125, 17105, 21035; (1965) 18986

migration, 1950-60 (1965) 12383, 14i;j3-177

mobility and economic areas, census (1963)

20363
preliminary intercensal estimates, July 1,

1950-59 (1961) 10028
provisional estimates (1961) 10029; (1963)

1896
revised estimates and components of

change, 1950-60 (1965) 7271
voting age, 1960, and votes cast for Presi-

dent, 1964 and 1960 (1965) 8615
practical nurses, basic preparatory pro-

grams, 1956-61 (1962) 17386
prices received by farmers, citrus fruits,

etc., 1944-58 (1962) 20423

prisoners in State institutions (1962) 20243
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States—Continued
private employment agencies

—

laws, summaries (1964) 11258; (1965) 5036
regulation, law, suggested language (1964)

13038
programs for juvenile offenders, limitations

(1963) 1925
promote commercial fishery research and

development, hearings (1963) 12011
property tax, role in strengthening (1963)

20257; (1964) lA
property taxation in 1962 (1965) 290

provisions for school bus insurance (1961)
9044

psychiatric clinics, 1963, outpatient service
(1965) 14893

public airports affected by agreements with
Federal Government, list (1963) 20658

public assistance

—

and child welfare plans under social secu-
rity act, staff development provisions
(1965) 16137

caseworker's manual, guides to improving
(1965) 530

payments, sources of revenue (1962) 19454

plans under social security act (1965)
10788

simplified methods for determining needs
(1964) 6605

under social security act

—

cost standards for basic needs for
old-age cases and families receiving
aid to families with dependent children
(1963) 3328

staff development provisions (1964)
12355

public employment, distribution (1965) 7277
public health legislation (1964) 1566
public outdoor recreation areas

—

acreage, use, potential (1962) 24053
list (1962) 14556

public schools, programed instructional
materials, survey (1963) 10083

publications, monthly checklist (1961) 3409
pupil transportation, supervisors, directory

(1965) 7593
radiation hazards control, laws and regula-

tions (1964) 14675
radioactive contamination control in under-

ground uranium mines. Governors' con-
ference objectives (1961) 11531

radiological environmental surveillance ac-
tivities, summary (1965) 3004

radiological health programs, summary,
fiscal year (1965) 9895, 20046

recipient rate and average payment in coun-
ties (1964) 10498

recommended State legislation and regula-
tions urban water supply and sewerage
systems act and regulations, etc (1965)
20045

regulating fluid milk prices (1963) 354
requirements for interstate movement of

plants, etc., guide (1963) 5802
retirement plans for State and local employ-

ees (1962) 3276
right of minor. 14 years of age or over, to

nominate own guardian, laws governing
(1964) 21928

roadside improvement cost and cost per mile,
fiscal years 1963-66 (1961) 9701

role in community planning and action for
older persons (1964) 9887

rural land owned. 1962, acreage, distribu-
tion, use (1965) 10090

safety codes, comparison with ASA, charts

—

abrasive wheels (1962) 8317
cranes, derricks, and hoists (1962) 18133

States—Continued
safety codes, comparison with ASA, charts

—

Continued
excavation (1964) 2947
fixed ladders (1964) 5420
floor and wall openings (1961) 1166
laundry machinery and operations (1963)

9038
mills and calenders in rubber industry
(1962) 8316

portable metal ladders (1964) 7368
portable wood ladders (1964) 20430
power presses (1963) 3018
scaffolds (1961) 21135
textiles (1962) 23931
trucks, powered industrial (1963) 10887
welding and cutting (1962) 3261
window cleaning (1963) 16269
woodworking machinery (1962) 12335

salaries, employment security, public wel-
fare, etc (1962) 13885

salary ranges of positions in employment
securitv, etc (1963) 616, 10305, 19340;
(1964) 10667, 19807; (1965) 9285

savings and loan associations, total assets,
Dec. 31. 1960. 1959. and 1940 (1962) 9599

school laws and regulations for health, safe-
ty, driver, outdoor, and physical educa-
tion (1964) 17924

school systems, statistics (1961) 10536,
17190; (1963) 8188; (1964) 592, 19640

scope and purpose of metropolitan planning
and development (paper) (1961) 19437

seed certified in 1959, report (1961) 512

senior citizens, statistics (1964) 10072

services for crippled children (1964) 11917

sex discrimination in employment, laws
against (1965) 15163

shoreline recreation resources, report (1962)
18371

soil conservation districts, status of organi-
zation, etc (1963) 3333-34; (1964) 1592,

18951; (1965) 18771
Southern, civil rights, public schools (1963)

1935
State and countv mental hospitals

—

listing. 1963 (i965) 1506
patient movement data (1965)' 13073
patients (1965) 1507, 13073

State and local governments

—

Federal aids, catalog (1964) 10421; (1965)
10684
print additional copies, reports (1964)

15681. 17859. 19480, 21189; (1965)
8929, 12091, 15741, 15945

occupational health services for employ-
ees, guide (1963) 18287

special studies (1961) 10040; (1963) 15079;
(1965) 290. 8625, 10259

State and local warning operations manual,
procedures for warning points (1961)
1830

State and regional defense airlift planning
(1964) 17969

State trees, list (1961) 701

States and AEC, growing partnership (re-

marks) (1964) 19266
States and small areas, housing census de-

tailed data

—

Alabama - Connecticut (1963) 20343
Delaware-Indiana (1963) 18644
Iowa-Massachusetts (1963) 20344
Michigan-New Hampshire (1963) 20345
New Jersey-Ohio (1963) 18645
Oklahoma-Tennessee (1963) 20346
Texas-Wyoming (1963) 20347
United States summary (1963) 18643

statistical programs. Federal-State coopera-
tive (1963) 16292
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States—Continued

statutes authorizing assistance to farmer
cooperatives (1962) 7308

statutes, local ordinances and resolutions
prohibiting discrimination in housing
and urban renewal operations (1962)
15649

statutes on public records relating to right

of inspection (1961) 395
summer annual forage grasses (1963) 4348
supervisors of pupil transportation, directo-

ries (1962) 5109; (1963) 2170; (1964) 4647
supervisors of trade and industrial educa-

tion, directory (1964) 4617
surplus property agencies directors, directo-

ries (1961) "19428; (1962) 9751; (1963)

8358; (1964) 10662; (1965) 7809
surveys of nursing homes and related facili-

ties, annotated studies (1963) 11238
talent development personnel and activities

(1964) 21273
tax collections (1961) 288, 16321, 20455;

(1962) 18794, 23075; (1963) 16904; (1964)
191, 21036

tax return statistics, individual, 1959-61
(1965) 6374

tax revenue (1963) 15079, 16903, 20362;
(1964) 1824, 8138, 13772, 19307; (1965)
1909, 8624, 13647, 18991

taxation of farmland on rural-urban fringe
(1961) 19204

taxation of interstate commerce

—

income of mercantile and manufacturing
corporations, hearings (1962) 7098

reports (1964) 13928, 17822; (1965) 12154,
17601

sales and use taxes, hearings (1962) 19190
taxation on interstate commerce activities,

investigation

—

authorization

—

law (1961) 8605
reports (1961) 7077, 7232

expenses, reports (1961) 7070; (1963) 6120,
18877; (1964) 12070; (1965) 5911

extend time for filing reports

—

laws (1962) 11272; (1963) 13416; (1964)
8225

reports (1962) 7085, 9450; (1963) 11807,
11987; (1964) 6296, 6486

technical services act-
hearings (1965) 15817
law (1965) 19118
reports (1965) 14068, 15726, 15745

trade and industrial education, supervisors,
directory (1963) 2152

trends in home mortgages insured by FHA
(1965) 4713, 10808

unemployment insurance laws

—

and experience (1961) 9053; (1963) 13873;
(1965) 7598

comparison (1961) 466; (1962) 21672; (1964)
21276

recommendations for 1962 (1962) 23450
significant provisions (1961) 469; (1963)

2174; (1964) 4659, 6584; (1965) 4675
urban redevelopment and renewal, enabling

legislation, citations to statutes, etc.,

list (1962) 21846
urban water policy (1964) 9728

variations in support of public schools
(1965) 14431

veterans employment

—

Federal-State cooperative program, report
(1963) 17404

representative, assistant, examination
announcements (1961) 3973, 8564, 12020

vocational education boards, digest of re-

ports (1961) 17177; (1963) 8159; (1964)

576

States—Continued

vocational rehabilitation

—

agency casework, 1962), evaluating (1964)

3509
agency effectiveness (1963) 11376
program, handbook for medical consult-

ants (1963) 9482
voting

—

qualification laws, hearings (1962) 5070
time off, laws (1964) 14670

wage laws prevailing, summary (1964) 11257

wage payment and collection law

—

suggested language (1964) 14683
summary (1964) 13033

war on poverty projects (1965) 9027, 16077
water pollution control agencies, needs and

obligations (address) (1961) 2678
water rights

—

Federal-State relationships, clarify, hear-

ings (1964) 21240
laws, etc (1963) 1715

welfare agencies, guides for development of

day care services (1965) 1913
wildlife agencies, transfer excess real prop-

erty to

—

hearings (1962) 21544
report (1962) 17283

women workers

—

background facts (1963) 1595
legislation of interest to (1964) 7859
weight lifting provisions (1964) 3193

women's eligibility for jury service (1965)

15162
work stoppages, 50 States and District of

Columbia, 1927-62 (1964) 2959
working mothers and day care services,

facts about children (1962) 14973
workmen's compensation laws

—

comparison of major provisions with rec-

ommended standards (1962) 10383; (1964)

7365
compilation, supplement (1962) 8314
history and coverage benefits, summary

(1964) 11264
summarization of main provisions (1965)

1271
world, geographic reports

—

major political entities (1962) 20290
newly independent states (1962) 20291

see also Intergovernmental relations

—

Interstate agreements

—

also headings
beginning State

—

also names of States.

Statesville, N.C., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 16394
Statheron, Rodopi C, see Statherou, Rodopi.
Statherou, Rodopi, relief (1961) 8881, 12072,

12169
Stathis, Nicholas A., relief (1964) 2009; (1965)

10447
Static:

stability characteristics of raked-off circu-

lar and elliptical cones at Mach 6.7

(1965) 19935
static commutator (1963) 5871
whistlers observed by Vanguard III, data

report (1964) 14857
Static and impact bending tests of glued lami-

nated wood (1961) 7499
Static electricity, see Electrostatics.

Static inverters, see Inverters.

Static molds, see Molds (forms).

Static pressure, see Pressure.
Static stability characteristics of blunt

low-fineness-ratio bodies of revolution at

Mach of 24.5 in helium (1964) 11409
Station notes:

Ontral States Forest Experiment Station
(1961) 14920-923, 17288, 19350; (1962)

5228, 15616, 19537-539; (1963) 6481
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Station papers:
Lake States Forest Elxperiment Station

(1961) 9220-21, 14927. 17302, 20766-767;
(1962) 5237-39, 11856-859; (1963) 573-576,
6488

Northeastern Forest Experiment Station
(1961) 12732-739, 14934-937, 20774-780,
19369; (1962) 611, 5243-49, 17571,
23568-572; (1963) 10221

Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Experi-
ment Station (1961) 12746, 19380-381,
20788-790; (1962) 614-615, 7451, 9695-96,
17591; (1963) 4990-92, 10240

Southeastern Forest Eixperiment Station
(1961) 17314, 19386-391, 20794-795;
(1962) 5269-73, 7453, 9698-9702,
17600-602; (1963) 6524-25, 8301-4,
10243-247

Stationary engineers, employment outlook
(1962) 8414; (1964) 7390

Stationery:
House of Representatives, additional allow-

ance, report (1963) 18874
stationers industry, trade practice rules

(1962) 15580
Statistical abstract of United States (1961)

13925, 14154; (1962) 16482, 16831; (1963)
16905, 17068; (1964) 17113, 17445; (1965)
15526, 15318

Statistical abstract supplement, congressional
district data book (1961) 11871, 12154;
(1964) 4345, 4430

Statistical abstract supplement, county and
city data book (1962) 23070, 23326;
(1963) 4577, 4673

Statistical analysis of sample data for esti-

mating ore (1961) 15760
Statistical aspects of antisocial behavior of

minor in United States (1964) 13783
Statistical briefs from around world (periodi-

cal) (1965) 3958
Statistical bulletins, see names of depart-

ments, etc., issuing bulletins.
Statistical decision:

project engineers confidence levels and con-
fidence limits in planning and executing
ordnance experimental programs (1961)
8122

two extensions of theory (1965) 11877
Statistical design, see Statistics.
Statistical determination of actual service life

of stock of metal-cutting machine tools,

USSR (1964) 10997
Statistical evaluation reports (1961) 6762
Statistical processes, decomposition of mix-

ture of 2 Gaussian populations (1965)
13198

Statistical profiles:

redevelopment area, SP series (1962)
6760-67, 9046-60, 13141-217, 15017-28,
16629, 18898-903; (1963) 4655, 7811-12,
9789-90, 13378-379, 15135-137

rural redevelopment areas, SPB series
(1962) 16630-641, 18904-913, 20696;
(1963) 11690-699, 13353-377, 15125-134

Statistical publications, see names of depart-
ments, etc., issuing publications

—

also
subjects.

Statistical Reporting Service:
appropriations. Agriculture Dept., hearings

(1962) 11430; (1963) 9921; (1964) 10286;
(1965) 10515

career in agricultural statistics (1963) 7578
periodic reports, Hst (1962) 10846; (1963)

4372; (1964) 4218; (1965) 1773
reports, checklists (1961) 11694; (1962) 3667;

(1963) 3510; (1964) 3316; (1965) 3208
scope, methods, etc (1965) 1768
SRS series (1963) 3369, 13092, 16623; (1965)

1672, 13306-308, 16888

Statistical summary, see Agriculture

—

National Labor Relations Board.
Statistical supplement. Monthly labor review

(1962) 23940
Statistical theory of continuous self-adjusting

systems, USSR (1963) 6893
Statisticians:

agricultural, examination announcement
(1963) 9762

analytical and survey, examination an-
nouncement, discontinuance notice
(1963) 20381

career opportunities in Agriculture Depart-
ment (1962) 16281; (1963) 1686

career with National Center for Health Sta-
tistics (1963) 14657; (1964) 7691; (1965)
13226

employment outlook (1962) 8383; (1964) 9403
mathematical, examination announcements

(1961) 12000, 12011; (1963) 6028; (1965)
19025, 19027

of other countries, 1965-66 labor and price
statistics training program, Washing-
ton, D.C (1965) 5059

recruitment, retention and retraining in
Federal Government (remarks) (1965)
13723

statisticians and survey statistician, exami-
nation announcement (1963) 18737;
(1965) 19030

training program. National Center for
Health Statistics (1963) 16513

Statistics:

activities of Federal Government personnel,
equipment, costs, report (1964) 6276

Army Dept., cost of daily compilation of
data by automatic data processing
equipment, GAO report (1965) 2195

census, relation of census statistics on gov-
ernmental finances to original sources
(1965) 5711

Cuban plans for national service (1962) 8211

data reduction in physics (1962) 12568

distribution-free statistical tests (1961)
17973

employment, etc., ELS seasonal factor meth-
od (1963) 12791

experimental

—

analysis of enumerative and classificatory
data, engineering design handbook
(1965) 13448

basic concepts and analysis of measure-
ment data (1962) 24052

handbook (1963) 18187
planning and analysis of comparative
experiments (1963) 7379; (1965) 13449

special topics (1963) 9315
standard techniques for analysis and in-

terpretation of enumerative and classifi-

catory data (1963) 5664
extreme value in meteorology, method of

application (1961) 121
Federal, for metropolitan areas, information

report (1963) 1613
Federal program for 1960's (1962) 23288

Federal-State cooperative statistical pro-
grams (1963) 16292

Federal statistical directorv (1963) 13256;
(1965) 17151

Government, principal Federal programs in

1962 budget, analysis (1961) 3822
industrial, guide (1965) 287

market analysis, information sources, bibli-

ography (1965) 11680
mathematical

—

industrial application, Hungarian report
(1965) 9450

methods for processing data, USSR study
(1963) 8697
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statistics—Continued
mathematical—Continued
USSR abstracts journal, cybernetics,

translations (1965) 14556
mechanization problems, USSR studies

(1963) 16083
metallurgical research, statistical design of

experiments (1963) 14507, 18094
methods, biometrics, USSR study (1965)

12716
methods use in studying finite-difference

structure of balance equation, USSR
study (1964) 7043

miscellaneous studies (1964) 11440
nature of statistical laws, USSR study

(1962) 14298
optimal control, one statistical problem,

USSR study (1962) 5657
price, of Federal Government (statement)

(1961) 11620
public health conference on records and sta-

tistics, proceedings, 10th national meet-
ing (1965) 5350

reporting handbook, instruction for prepar-
ing reports (1962) 10619

reporting instructions handbook for State
employment security agencies (1961) 468

seasonal factor method of BLS (paper)
(1962) 14388

description, application on electronic com-
puter (1965) 5045

modification of its application by electron-
ic computer (1965) 5046

services of U.S. Government (1963) 15023
services, PACAF basic bibliographies (1961)

1668
Soviet procedures and definitions in agricul-

ture (1961) 10979
statistical series releases, SEC (1961) 3576;

(1962) 4356; (1963) 4208; (1964) 4053;
(1965) 3960

statistical series report, Outdoor Recreation
Bureau (1964) 7667

tables describing small-sample properties of
mean, median, standard deviation and
other statistics in sampling from var-
ious distributions (1963) 14601

tests of group differences (1961) 13587
use in lexicography, USSR study (1964) 8850

use of computer technology in statistical

work, USSR study (1964) 10755
world trade information service (1961)

646-650, 2030-35, 4267-70, 6093-95, 7471,

9205-11, 10665, 12703-705, 14912-919,

17286-287, 18456-458, 20878-881; (1962)

730-731, 2572-78, 5360-64, 7513, 9796-99,

11944-947, 15690-693, 17670-671,

19609-613, 21893-896, 23619-621; (1963)

2435
see also Correlation (statistics)—Regression

(statistics)—Statistical decision—Time
series—Vital statistics

—

also subjects

Statler, R.L., electron-bombardment damage in

silicon solar cells (1965) 11587
Stators:
downstream, one-stage turbines, design

charts constructed from aerodymanic
analysis (1961) 6313

turbine, performance investigation and
high-flight-speed application (1961) 6314

turbine, secondary-flow study, configura-
tions designed to eliminate blade wakes
and secondary-flow effects, etc (1962)

12414
Stats, Jeanette, conference proceedings, exten-

sion of legal services to the poor (1965)

6988
Stattel, R. J., airborne transistorized teleme-

ter system model SST-1 (1965) 8088

Statuary, see Sculpture and statuary.
Statue of Liberty National Monument:
American Museum of Immigration

—

commemorative medal, liberty series

—

law (1964) 6173
reports (1964) 460, 2094

commemorative postage stamps (poster)

(1961) 11521
develop EJllis Island as unit

—

law (1965) 15477
reports (1965) 13910, 15909

general information (1961) 20030; (1964)
11471

Status of forces agreements, see Criminal ju-

risdiction.

Status of Women, President's Commission on,

see President's Commission on Status of

Women.
Status of world's nations (1963) 16547; (1964)

9797; (1965) 11713
Statutes, see Law.
Statutes at large:

citations, how to find, pamphlet (1964) 6365
86th Cong. 2d sess (1961) 12643
87th Cong.—

1st sess (1962) 13812; (1963) 2268
2d sess (1963) 12118

88th Cong.—
1st sess (1964) 8579, 12402
2d sess (1965) 9133

tables of laws affected (1961) 19321
Staver, David A., relief (1964) 322; (1965)

10445
Staylor, W. Frank:
afterbody pressures on boattailed bodies of

revolution (1965) 9711
afterbody pressures on 2-dimensional boat-

tailed bodies having turbulent boundary
layers (1964) 14882

Stavropol'skiy Kray, RSFSR, resources, in-

dustry and health resorts, USSR study
(1963) 1125

Stavropoulos, Constantinos G., relief (1961)

7170. 16652, 18494
Stavroudis, Orestes N., spot diagrams for pre-

diction of lens performance from design
data (1965) 18610

Steam:
analysis of performance of radial steam

separator models (1962) 14837
carbon reaction, suspended specimen method

for determining rate (1962) 14443
fogs, use of monomolecular films for decreas-

ing intensity, USSR study (1965) 2323
free-surface separation of steam and water

in marine reactor (1961) 9946
ships' motion effects (1961) 9947

generation problems in light of modern
trends in heat engineering, USSR study
(1965) 18344

high pressure, reaction of ceramic materials,

USSR study (1965) 12754
hydrogen production by continuous steam

iron process at 7 atmospheres, economic
evaluation (1962) 23981

iron process for production of synthesis gas
and hydrogen (1962) 6237

low-pressure steam reactor review group,
report (1964) 15289

results of air-water and steam-water tests

on radial vane steam separator models
(1962) 8945

630A maritime nuclear generator scoping
study (1962) 18712

steam-water flow, effect of heat addition in

empirical correlation of void fractions

(1963) 1282
superheated

—

alloys performance (1964) 10030
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Steam—Continued
stability of high-nickel alloys (1965) 13497

thermodynamic properties and Mollier chart
for hydrogen from 300° K to 20, 000° K
(1964) 11359

use, with oxygen, for gasification of coal
(1964) 7443

void fraction with 2-phase steam-water flow
predicting (1962) 6300

wet, as reactor coolant (1962) 2065; (1963)
1833, 5949

wet, under fog flow conditions, investigation
(1963) 4497

see also Water vapor.
Steam Battery (SS):

Fulton's blockship and catamaran, 1st
steam man-of-war, description and histo-
ry (1965) 1513

Steam boilers, see Boilers.

Steam-cooled power-reactor evaluation (1962)
4647

Steam-electric plants, see Electric power
plants.

Steam fitters, see Pipe fitters.

Steam-fluidized low-temperature carbonization
of high splint bed coal and thermal
cracking of tar vapors in fluidized bed
(1965) 12945

Steam generators:
maritime nuclear, status report on 630A

(1964) 8056
nuclear, for merchant ship application

(1963) 5923
overpricing for nuclear aircraft carrier,

GAO report (1964) 6779
sodium cooled reactor system

—

chemical and stress analysis (1964) 5955
material and welding specifications (1962)
23007

operation and maintenance procedures
(1962) 23008

thermal and mechanical final design (1962)
23006

sodium heated, summary (1963) 15012
Steam power plants:
equipment. Federal item identification guides

for supplv cataloging (1962) 7239; (1963)
3655; (1964) 3473, 12292; (1965) 3375

North Dakota, lignite pulverization (1961)
13437

Steam railways, see Railroads.
Steam superheaters, see Superheaters.
Steam turbines, see Turbines.
Steamboat Springs, Nev.:

regional geology of area (1964) 19788
rocks, structure, and geologic history of

thermal area (1965) 734
Steamship conferences, see Shipping confer-

ences.
Steamship Trade Association of Baltimore,

Inc.-Waterfront Guard Association, pen-
sion fund, qualified trust (1963) 15206;
(1964) 1864, 4522

Steamships, United States and Canadian
Great Lakes fleets (1961) 11362; (1962)
18175

see also names of steamships.
Stearns, Carl A.:

evaluation of etchants and techniques used
to produce dislocation etch pits on So-
dium chloride (1964) 13242

non-Hookean, premacroyield behavior of ion-

ic single crystals (1965) 2893
Stearns, FVanklin, monthly sea-surface tem-

perature anomaly graphs for Atlantic
Coast stations (1965) 7704

Stears, Juel H., evaluation of penetrometer for
estimating roof-bolt anchorage (1965)
14710

Steatite, see Talc.
Stecher, Theodore P.:

interstellar radiation field (1963) 21019
stellar spectrophotometry above atmosphere

(1963) 21018
Stechschulte, Roger, basic data on economy of

Zambia (1965) 15389
Steckel, John, vertical test range for antenna

radiation measurements (1965) 9704
Stecura, Stephan, crystallographic modifica-

tions and phase transformation rates, of
5 rare-earth sesquioxides (1965) 11389

Stedman, R.L.:

flavor contribution of Turkish tobacco in
blended cigarettes (1964) 13571

total hexane and ethanol extractives of to-
bacco (1963) 1639

Steel, Mary N., Fortran program for empirical
expression for measured quantity on 2
variables (1965) 8148

Steel:

A-286, Discaloy and 16-25-6 austenitic, ther-
mal fatigue crack-growth characteris-
tics and mechanical strain cycling be-
havior (1961) 1299

A302-B, in-depth embrittlement of simulated
pressure vessel wall (1965) 13164

air-melted and consumable-electrode vacuum
remelted, crack propagation tests (1961)
1401

all-Union scientific and technical conference
of steelsmelters, USSR (1964) 19896

alloying electric steels, USSR study (1965)
16417

alloys

—

antifriction, use of depleted uranium as
constituent (1963) 137
electroslag remelting, USSR studv

(1965) 16527
electroslag welding, USSR study (1964)
21602

invar-type, low expansion, new achieve-
ments (1961) 11284

medium-carbon, with rare-earth metals
and oxides, producing and ladle-treating
(1962) 3330

vacuum melting (1961) 9473

arc steelmaking furnaces, mechanization
and automation (1961) 19622

austenitic heat resisting steel and alloys
used in building gas turbines, USSR
study (1964) 14441

ball-bearing, new casting method, USSR
study (1964) 2758

basic industry, work stoppages, 1901-60
(1962) 1573

basic iron and steel, industry wage survey
(1963) 5450

bearing, in liquid oxygen, boundary lubrica-
tion characteristics (1963) 5589"

bookcase section, base and top. Federal
standard (1965) 18103

brittle fracture

—

at high and low temperatures, conformi-
ties, USSR study (1965) 2546

drop-weight test (1963) 11173
low stress problems (1964) 5677
1950-61, list of literature (1962) 8953
propagation studies (1964) 1575

carbon

—

and sulfur detected with audiography
technique (1963) 3080

bars and shapes from Canada, determina-
tion of injury (1964) 18991

effect of carbon content on diffusion of
hydrogen, USSR study (1964) 11003

carburizing and heat treatable steels, DI-2,
etc., USSR study (1964) 21446
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Steel—Ccntinued
chemical composition and hardenability,

Federal standards (1961) 540, 4215;

(1964) 12407
chemical heat treatment, theoretical bases,

USSR study (1964) 16199
Chinese periodical, extracts (1961) 779-781

columbium as micro-alloying element and
effect on welding technology (1964) 1577

companies, refusal to respond to subpenas,
hearings (1962) 19393; (1963) 8125

continuous casting

—

and open-hearth computer controls, USSR
studies (1964) 9291

foreign literature, bibliography (1963)

7741
2 years experience, USSR study (1963)
2829

USSR studies (1963) 10411
continuous teeming, prospects for develop-

ment, USSR study (1964) 4908
converter, oxygen-blown quality, USSR

study (1961) 4591
copper-clad, removing copper by oxidation

(1965) 14711
corrosion

—

due to alkali concentration in steam gen-
erating systems, laboratory studies on
LiOH at 316° C (1963) 3231

in 40 percent sodium hydroxide solution at
316° C (1962) 10574

mechanisms in high-temperature water as

affected by sodium hydroxide additions

(1965) 11585
Cr-Mo, and type 316 stainless, welding pro-

cedure for transition joint (1961) 5339
Croloy 9 M, operation of forced circulation

mercury loop to study corrosion product
separation techniques (1965) 9616

die for hot stamping, USSR articles (1965)

2356
dispute, statistics bearing on revised tables

(1962) 12339
domestic industry and foreign sales (re-

marks) (1962) 4875
ductility

—

exhaustion and brittle fracture caused by
prestrain and aging (1964) 16853

restoration by heat treatment (1965) 9912
dynamic behavior, effects of carbon, man-

ganese content, and grain size on
strength properties (1962) 8630

economics, in USSR (1962) 15742

electrical and alloys, improving quality,

tasks, USSR (1962) 10361
electrochemical corrosion in sea water, role

of bacteria, USSR study (1964) 2636
electron beam welding for fabrication of

ultra high strength steel rocket motor
cases, evaluation (1963) 9277

extrusion die development (1961) 8331

extrusions, improved methods, etc., for pro-

ducing (1963) 9613, 18488
forgings

—

current industrial reports (1961) 2989,

6817; (1962) 3736, 18784; (1963) 3574;

(1964) 3390; (1965) 3273, 4341, 11935
industry outlook for and review (1961)

3833; (1962) 2127; (1963) 4531; (1964)

6005
program to improve mechanical properties

(1962) 8895
foundries

—

census of manufacturers, 1958, industry

report (1961) 1797
current industrial reports (1961) 2989,

16269; (1962) 3736, 16461; (1963) 3574,

16897; (1964) 3390; (1965) 278, 3273

Steel—Continued
free entry of donation for Chippewa County

War Memorial Hospital

—

law (1962) 13308
reports (1962) 9255, 9452

fuel-storage tanks, polyurethane linings

(1965) 13154
hard, lower cost turning and milling, review

of Govt, reports (1965) 2933
hardenability, USSR study (1964) 11140
hardening with electron beam, USSR study

(1965) 9439
heat resistant, Soviet research (1964) 5095
heat-resisting properties for heat and power

engineering, USSR studies (1965) 6413
heat-treated 4340—

effect of fatigue crack on notch strength
and fracture development in cylindrical
specimens (1964) 5588

specimen size effect on fatigue crack
strength of cylindrical specimens (1964)
13335

high strength

—

embrittlement by hydrogen isotopes, study
(1961) 11745

heat treatment through control of quench-
ing temperature (1962) 14553

quenched and tempered

—

explosion tear test studies (1963) 12953
factors determining applicability to
submarine hull construction (1963)
11190

sheet, crack toughness (1963) 11192

sheet, minimum toughness requirements
(1961) 5011

stress-corrosion cracking, etc (1964) 13342

with high tempering temperatures, fatigue
properties at room temperature (1962)
1978

high-temperature chromium, conference on
use in power machine building, USSR
study (1961) 4443

imports and exports, impact on American
employment, hearings (1962) 4961

industry

—

address (1965) 10319
automation of production processes, USSR

(1961) 15248
collective bargaining, study (1961) 4780
(Communist China (1961) 858, 894
employment outlook (1962) 8378; (1964)
9447

indexes of output per man-hour (1965)
6568

India (1961) 21173
industry and American economy (remarks)

(1965) 13703
North Korea (1961) 889
expansion of production (1961) 11095

outlook and review (1961) 3854; (1962)
2130; (1963) 4523; (1964) 6010

output per man-hour indexes, methods and
procedure for developing (1963) 12811

privilege and challenge to promote use of

indispensable metal (address) (1961)
8595

USSR, efficiency of oxygen converter steel-

making process, problems (1963) 946
ingot producers, current industrial reports

(1965) 278
intensification of production in arc furnaces,

USSR study (1961) 12844
iron and steel-

industry, characteristics related to area
redevelopment (1965) 7132

mineral industry survey

—

annual (1963) 16326; (1964) 18671; (1965)

5081
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Steel—Continued
iron and steel—Continued
mineral industry survey—Continued

monthly (1963) 3808; (1964) 3619; (1965)
3536

report, monthly (1961) 3450; (1962) 3969
scrap, monthly

—

final data (1963) 3809; (1964) 3620;
(1965) 3537

preliminary data (1963) 3810; (1964)
3621

Pacific Northwest (1965) 5073
irradiated, heat treatment effectiveness for

recovery of properties (1961) 15863
low-alloy

isothermal transformation and hardena-
bility, effect of uranium (1964) 18697

metallographic characterization of NBS
spectrometric standard (1965) 2929

pearlitic, heat resisting for power machine
building, USSR study (1965) 11209

low temperature fatigue cracks as deliber-
ate fracture origins (1963) 11168

machined tool bars (flats and squares),
standard stock sizes, recommendations
of trade (1965) 19959

maraging steels and alloys, USSR studies
(1965) 6498

maraging, tensile and impact properties
(1963) 18249

mild

—

brittle fracture initiation (1963) 20124
crack propagation in low-cycle fatigue

(1963) 14686
effects of speed and temperature on crack
toughness and yield strength (1962)
22673

low-cycle fatigue behavior of axially load-
ed specimens (1963) 18304

mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)
12958

minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 21174;
(1962) 22484; (1963) 19840; (1964) 21693

neutron embrittlement, engineering and ba-
sic research aspects (1962) 22674

neutron irradiation, effect on (3harpy V and
drop-weight test transition tempera-
tures (1961) 1385

new steels and alloys, USSR study (1962
14229

nuclear pressure vessel, in-reactor studies of
low cycle properties (1965) 13147

nuclear radiation effects (1962) 18359

Pacific Northwest industry (1962) 18191

Philippine, nickeliferous ores, economic
analysis of production (1962) 18198

pilings

—

corrosion in soils (1962) 24008
protective coatings, test results (1963)

13135
plane strain fracture toughness of 18 Ni

(250) and 18 Ni (200) maraging welded
steel plate (1965) 18473

plate

—

explosively formed, tensile properties
(1963) 11169

influence of hot-rolling conditions on brit-

tle fracture (1961) 5087
reports (1963) 13564, 15349

polished plates and sheets, duty

—

law (1963) 17016

prices

—

report to President (1965) 9010
unit costs, etc., increase, hearings (1963)

11732
production (1961) 15749
by electroslag remelting method, USSR

study (1963) 19592; (1964) 1166
Communist China (1961) 13003
melting pyrophoric hydrogen-reduced iron
powder (1964) 9522

Steel—Continued
products

—

commercial exemption (1961) 20116
identification marking. Federal standard

(1962) 15578
packaging, marking and loading methods,
recommendation of trade (1962) 16444;
(1963) 4557, 13267

prospects for development of combined proc-
esses of continuous casting and rolling,
USSR study (1963) 2556

radiotracer studies of cerium and sulfur dis-
tribution (1963) 14521

rapid twist test for determining hot-forming
temperatures (1962) 10449

reactor pressure vessel steels, neutron em-
brittlement (1964) 5613; (1965) 13169

reactor structural material, radiation dam-
age (1963) 11172

reinforcing

—

bars from Canada, determination of likeli-

hood of injury (1963) 9848
comparison test in resisting blast loading
from nuclear weapons (1961) 233

corrosion in porous concrete, USSR study
(1963) 6701

steel, protection from corrosion (1964)
14207

remelting in electroslag furnace, USSR
study (1961) 13188

rolled sections, production, USSR study
(1962) 19854

rolling history in relation to toughness of
ship plate (1965) 15028

scrap

—

forced convection heating in fuel-fired ver-
tical furnace (1962) 1639

minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 17634;
(1962) 20085; (1963) 19841; (1964) 20482;
(1965) 18436

sheet

—

high strength, for aircraft industry, re-

search and development status (1961)
17968

piling, corrosion survey (1961) 9835
ship-plate

—

effect of metallurgical variables on transi-
tion temperatures in drop-weight and
Charpy V-notch tests (1963) 5715

mill sampling techniques for quality deter-
mination (1962) 10640

Soviet industry

—

activities (1962) 17893
iron ore utilization (1962) 22109

steels and alloys

—

handbook, USSR (1965) 18285
investigations, USSR study (1965) 4931
modern methods of increasing strength

properties, USSR study (1965) 6449
special, USSR study (1964) 14504

strength

—

and structure, effect of cold work and
temperature (1961) 20050

of weld joints from high-strength steels,
USSR study (1965) 19728

properties, influence of speed of deforma-
tion (1961) 6534

strengthening by electron bombardment,
USSR study (1965) 18294

stressed, effect of cadmium plating at ele-

vated temperatures (1963) 5893
structural

—

and alloys, methods of increasing
strength, USSR study (1965) 2277

fabrication, injuries and accident causes
(1963) 1158

open-web joists, and light-gage, for build-
ings, engineering manual (1964) 619

random loading effects on fatigue life of
notched cantilever-beam specimens of
SAE 4130 normalized steel (1961) 6378
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Steel—Continued

sulfur-modified, friction and wear in vacuum
(1964) 13235

surfaces, protection with reinforced plastic
coatings (1963) 3322

titanium, substituting for manganese, prob-
lems (1962) 18228

uranium alloyed, fabrication and mechanical
properties (1964) 9520

use in power machinery, USSR study (1965)
6526

USSR-
periodical, translations (1963) 14270
plans more steel (1962) 12253
translations (1963) 2822

vacuum melting (1963) 3056
vapor plating of aluminum (1963) 20298
welding and welding equipment, USSR stud-

ies (1964) 1150
welding austenitic steels and alloys, USSR

study (1965) 6477
works, labor market developments, industry

manpower surveys (1961) 12582
Yankee reactor surveillance specimens ex-

posed during 2d core, evaluation (1965)
13173

see also Bessemer process—Stainless steel

—Steel structures—Tool steel

—

also
names of manufactured articles.

Steel castings, see Castings.
Steel containers, see Containers.
Steel mills:

census of manufactures, industry report
(1961) 3922

inventories of shapes, current industrial
reports (1964) 3390; (1965) 3273, 11937

products (1963) 20357; (1965) 281
current industrial reports (1961) 20448;

(1962) 23071; (1965) 4345
shapes, inventories, summary (1964) 11897
strikes and bargaining abroad (1961) 6261
United Steelworkers and unionwide bargain-

ing (1961) 6283
USSR, importance of shop in operation

(1964) 10733
Steel Pike, see Operations Steel Pike (amphibi-

ous exercise).
Steel structures, fracture analysis diagram

procedures for fracture-safe engineering
design (1963) 18250

Steele, L. E.:

neutron embrittlement and embrittlement
relief of reactor pressure vessel steels

(1965) 13169
neutron embrittlement of reactor pressure

vessel steels (1964) 5613
radiation damage to reactor components

(1963) 11172
Steelhead trout, see Trout.
Steelworkers, see Structural steelworkers.
Steen, Harold K.:

measure of wind-caused fuels (1965) 662
relation between moisture content of fine

fuels and relative humidity (1963) 19255
Steerable 5th wheel (1961) 6598
Steers, Carter A., soil survey, Dewey County,

Okla (1964) 7746
Steers, fed pelleted rations, comparison of

chromic oxide and conventional methods
in digestion trials (1964) 19105

Steffen, R.M., directional correlation attenua-
tion coefficient for combined magnetic
dipole and randomly oriented electric
quadrupole interactions (1963) 7712-13

Steffensen, James P.:

merit salary programs (1963) 2164
staff personnel administration, selected

practices and issues, school systems
(1963) 8187

Steff'ensen, James P.—Continued
teachers negotiate with their school boards

(1964) 19642
Stefferud, Alfred:
consumers all, yearbook of agriculture

(1965) 15187
farmer's world, yearbook of agriculture

(1964) 16952
place to live, yearbook of agriculture (1963)

20291
Stehlik, Charles J., mine roof rock and roof

bolt behavior resulting from nearby
blasts (1964) 9501

Stehling, K.R., lunar landing propulsion con-
siderations (1963) 5610

Steidley, K. David, table of 2 F i (a, b; c; z) etc
(1963) 18139

Steigelmann, William H., radioisotope shield-

ing design manual (1964) 13703
Stein, Bland A., diffusion studies of oxidation

resistant coatings on Mo-0.5 Ti molyb-
denum alloy at 2,500 F (1964) 18732

Stein, Edward S., factors influencing design of
original-documents scanners for input to
computers (1964) 18811

Stein, K.C., catalytic oxidation of hydrocar-
bons (1963) 3051

Stein, Lester, testimony, hearings (1964) 8456
Stein, Manuel:

arrest of moving mass by attached mem-
brane (1963) 14578

prebuckling deformations and stresses effect
on buckling of perfect cylinders (1964)
7561

Stein, R.P., wet steam, etc., as reactor coolant,
investigation (1963) 5949

Stein, Robert L.:

unemployment among full-time and
part-time workers (1964) 21678

unemployment rates from household survey,
definitions, uses, and limitations (1963)
12813

Stein, William I., more natural regeneration
by controlling seed-eating rodents (1964)
18070

Steinaker Dam, design and construction, tech-
nical record (1964) 3120

Steinberg, Erwin R., needed research in teach-
ing of English (1963) 10076

Steinberg, Joseph, current population survey,
report on methodology (1963) 11636

Steinberg, M., carbon dioxide dissociation
rates behind shock waves (1965) 6624

Steinberger, R. L., computation of acoustic
rays from temperatures measured in

deep ocean and prediction of range to
convergence zone (1965) 13145

Steiner, Roy, measured characteristics of se-

vere storm turbulence (1964) 11700
Steinert, Leon A., quantum field theoretic tech-

niques and electro-magnetic properties
of uniformly magnetized electron gas
(1964) 11437

Steinhilber, August W., Bible reading in public
schools (1964) 571

Steininger, Fred H., implementation of 1962
public welfare amendments (1965) 6990

Stella reorganized schools R-I, Missouri, relief

(1961) 14180, 14556; (1963) 7909, 13693
Stellar astronomy, USSR (1964) 9095
Stellar model of mixed opacity and its varia-

tions with mass, chemical composition,
opacity coefficients, and energy-gen-
eration coefficient (1962) 18294

Stellar sea lions, see Seals (animals).

Stellerators:
C stellarator, discharges

—

behavior of neutral hydrogen and helium
(1965) 10173
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Stellerators—Continued
C stellarator, discharges—Continued
variation of neutral density with time

(1963) 14988
confining field coils for C machine, method of

determining tilts (1961) 1702
electron gun measurements with helical sta-

bilizing windings (1961) 198
Etude, discharge clean up (1961) 5355
use of magnetically compressed plasmas

(1962) 7700

Stelluto, (jeorge L.:

industry wage surveys

—

communications (1963) 1171
eating and drinking places (1964) 16606
hospitals (1964) 16611
leather tanning and finishing (1963) 14478
mens and boys suits and coats (1965) 6558
miscellaneous plastics products (1965)

12791
pulp, paper, and paperboard mills (1963)

1170
southern sawmills and planning mills

(1963) 12807
wood household furniture (1963) 16290

Stem rust, spread by barberry bushes to
wheat, etc (1964) 9958

Stemple, Ruth M., author-subject index to
Smithsonian annual reports, 1849-1961
(1963) 5719

Stenocardia, see Heart diseases.

Stenographers

:

career opportunities in General Services
Administration (1964) 795

curriculum for manpower development and
training program (1963) 2162

employment outlook (1961) 16059; (1962)
8411; (1964) 9418

examinations

—

announcements (1961) 3972, 11999, 16508;
(1962) 4834; (1963) 191, 7794, 18738,
20379; (1964) 206, 6102; (1965) 8665

Federal examination, what it is and how
given (1961) 20480; (1962) 324; (1964)
1845

practice dictation transcript sheet (1964)
6093

sample questions (1964) 212
MOS evaluation test aid (1962) 10990
opportunities

—

in Education Office (1965) 16092
in Washington, D.C (1964) 11566

transcript booklet, dictation test, exhibit
(1964) 6094

Stenomidae:
new genus, with description of 4 species

(1964) 18822
North American, review of family (1964)

20657
Stenoscismatacea, brachiopod superfamily

(1965) 9919

Stenosis:
mitral

—

aortic, surgical treatment, USSR study
(1961) 959

hemodynamic indices for control of results
of surgical therapy, USSR study (1961)
10951

oscillographic studies, evaluation, USSR
study (1961) 10941

oxygen debt as objective index of function-
al state of cardiopulmonary system of
patients, USSR study (1961) 19682

pulmonary arteriolar resistance in pa-
tients, USSR study (1961) 11007

systemization of changes in pulmonarv
vessels, USSR study (1961) 18851

Stenotomus chrysops, see Scup.

Stennett, Edwin A., NIP, foating-point inter-
pretive programming system for
NAREC computer (1965) 14950

Stenning, A. H., instabilities in flow of boiling
liquid (1965) 6623

STEP, see Recruiting and enlistment.
Step into action, guidebook for above-knee

amputee (1963) 9356; (1965) 3003
Stepanovich, Gherman, flight into space,

USSR study (1961) 21115
Stephen T. Mather Interpretive Training and

Research (Center, general information
(1964) 11472

Stephens, D. L., dislocation structures in sin-

gle-crystal AI2O3 (1964) 19173
Stephens, David G.:

air damping of circular and rectangular
plates, cylinder, and sphere (1965) 8087

coupled dynamic response of tank partially
filled with liquid and undergoing free
and forced planar oscillations (1963)
16408

liquid impact in model propellant tank (1965)
18535

Stephens, Emily L., establishing business in

Hong Kong (1964) 8817
Stephens, James CI., geology and uranium de-

posits at Crooks Gap, Fremont County,
Wyo (1964) 14337

Stephens, John C., Cypress Creek formula, use
to estimate runoff rates (1965) 8394

Stephens, Joseph R.:

effect of oxygen on mechanical properties of
tungsten (1963) 9155

interstitial impurities effects on low-
temperature tensile properties of tung-
sten (1964) 14851

Stephens County, Okla., soil survey report
(1965) 5384

Stephens County, Tex., Wayland quadrangle,
geology (1965) 10983

Stephenson, CJeorge K., research to tame rain,
watershed management research at
Southern Forest Experiment Station
(1965) 7758

Stephenson, Helenita K., relief (1962) 9200,
21330

Stephenson, Jack D., measurement of optical
radiation from wake of ablating blunt
bodies in flight at speeds up to 10 KM
per second (1965) 9710

Stepka, Francis S.:

catastrophic fracture of liquid-filled tanks
impacted by high-velocity particles
(1963) 12848

temperatures and coolant pressure losses
for cascade of small air-cooled turbine
rotor blades (1963) 5528

Stepping motor drive circuit designed for low
power drain (1965) 5140

Stepping stones to good member relations
(1963) 8205

Stepping switch with simple actuator provides
many contacts in small pace (1964)
13163

Steps ahead, report of conference on mentally
retarded children (1963) 16918

STEIPS program for improvement of science
teaching (1964) 4648

Steps to excellence, program to improve sci-

ence teaching (1962) 15504
Stereoautograph (1961) 11264
Stereograms, lithographed forest, evaluation

(1962) 7440
Stereometers, development, production, etc

(1961) 11316
Stereophotography with portable 35 mm and

roll-film cameras during geological and
geographical field surveys, USSR (1961)
20905
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Steroscopic display systems, 3-D data presen-

tation, human factors research (1965)

18907
Stereoscopic perception, see Perception.

Stereoscopic plotters, topographic, TSD-2, and
its application (1961) 11307-308

Stereoscopy:
application to compilation of maps (1961)

11225
stereoscopic filming of rapid processes by 2

independently operating moving picture

cameras (196,5) 16728
value for image interpreters (1961) 20253

Stereotaxic atlas of squirrel monkey's brain
(Saimiri scireus) (1963) 7318

Sterility in plants, utilization of male sterility

for select breeding of hybrid kaoliang,

Ckimmunist China study (1965) 842
Sterilization:
gaseous ethylene oxide, for medical materi-

als and equipment, evaluation (1962)

14579
medicinal preparations, use of ionizing ra-

diation (1961) 15345
nursing home environmental health factors

(1963) 13013

potential role of sterility method for insect
population control (1964) 20897

radiation of antibiotic preparations, USSR
study (1962) 6078

radiosterilization of edible fish, moUusks and
crustaceans, literature search (1961)
16211

sealed components of spacecraft, controlled
contamination approach (1964) 77

space probe components (1965) 6635
spacecraft

—

conference proceedings (1963) 1274
problems and techniques, proceedings of

meeting (1961) 4945
sub-sterilization doses of radiation, effects

on storage life extension of soft-shelled

clams and haddock fillets, final summary
(1963) 4486

surgical instruments, encapsulation process
(1964) 16671

Sterling, Ohio, railroad accident (1965) 11048

Stern, Alfred W., Lincolniana collection in

L.C., catalog (1961) 7913
Stern, David:
interplanetary magnetic field

—

cosmic ray anistropy (1964) 18746
magnetic field calculation (1964) 18745

low frequency power spectrum of cosmic-ray
variations during IGY (1963) 9170

Stern, E. George, nails and spikes in hickory
(1965) 7759

Stern, R. K., FPL dynamic compression testing
equipment for testing package cushion-
ing materials (1965) 7722

Stern, Robert L., address, Jan. 15, 1963 (1963)
4651

Stern, William L., woods and flora of Florida
Keys (1963) 21041

Sterner, B.T., applicability of gas chromato-
graphic analysis in thermal oil-recovery
tests (1965) 11392

Sternitzke, Herbert S.:

Alabama forests (1964) 8698
Mississippi forest resources (1963) 1475

Sternoptychidae, see Marine silver hatchet-
fishes.

Steroids:
anabolic, USSR study (1965) 12670
all Union conference of internists on use in

medicine (1961) 15465
antihistaminic therapy in cerebral edema,

evaluation (1965) 7107

Steroids—Continued
body fluid, measurement of responses to to-

tal fasting, Porter-Silver chromogen
interference (1965) 128

CEMA coordination conference on research
problems, USSR (1964) 16129

in medicine, utilization of anesthetic proper-
ties, USSR study (1964) 19890

parotid fluid responses to graded doses of

cortiocotropin (1963) 14922
studies on pilots during prolonged experi-

ments in space cabin simulator (1963)
16807

urinary excretion, effect of high concentra-
tions of carbon dioxide and diet (1963)
18505

Sterol, biochemical interrelations of fat-

soluble vitamins, sterols, and proteins of
blood plasma, USSR study (1961) 12949

Sterrett, Mary F., quadrennial supplement to
comulative index of congressional com-
mittee hearings, etc (1963) 13387

Stethoscopes

—

explosive ordnance disposal, mark 15, mod 0,
description and operation (1962) 14541

Laennec invention, general information
(1965) 2069

Stetson, John R., low L/D subsonic approach
and landing performance of F-106A
modified with drag plates (1965) 89

Steubenville, Ohio:
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18311
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20613

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 11177

Steve W. (tugboat):
documentation for coastwise trade (1962)

15184, 18931, 19205
Stevedores, see Longshoremen.
Steven, Thomas A., geology and structural

control of ore deposition in Creede dis-

trict, San Juan Mountains, (Jolo (1965)
19671

Stevens, G. H., fatigue strength of phenolic
laminates (1964) 12447

Stevens, H. W., approach roads, Greenland,
1956-57 program (1963) 10093

Stevens, Ira M., feeder cattle pooling, etc
(1963) 1702

Stevens, Joseph B., relief (1964) 17501; (1965)
17497

Stevens, Lavn-ence N., remarks, Nov. 29, 1962
(1963) 1378

Stevens, Leonard A., on growing older (1964)
21836

Stevens, Mary E., automatic indexing, state-
of-the-art report (1965) 8142

Stevens, Maxie L., relief (1964) 21174; (1965)
5867, 10628, 12022

Stevens, Richard F., jr.:

columbium (1965) 12820
columbium and tantalum (1965) 19835
rhemium (1965) 12955
tantalum (1965) 9603
tungsten (1964) 20516; (1965) 9605, 19875
vanadium (1963) 14527

Stevens, Robert D., elasticity of food consump-
tion associated with changes in income
in developing countries (1965) 7575

Stevens, Robert E., DDT spray for control of
ponderosa pine tip moth (1965) 10935

Stevens, William J., relief (1961) 10237, 14073,
14533

Stevens, William W., relief (1961) 12177
Stevens County, Kans., soil survey (1962) 1820
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Stevens County, Wash.:
geology of magnesite belt (1962) 13870
mining methods, etc., Deep Creek Mine,

Goldfield Consolidated Mines Co (1963)

14500
Stevenson, Adlai E.:

commemorative 5c. postage stamp (poster)

(1965) 18689
memorial stamp dedication (address) (1965)

20012
nomination, hearing (1961) 4095
statements (1963) 1513, 1577, 1795, 9399

Stevenson, Doris K., retail prices of food,

1961-63, indexes and average prices

(1965) 16562
Stevenson, F.D.:

metal diaphragm apparatus for measuring
vapor pressures, etc (1963) 9136

references to metal-halide vapor pressures,

etc (1963) 7206
vapor pressure of tungsten (VI) chloride and

hafnium (TV) iodide by metal diaphragm
technique (1964) 9500

Stevenson, Harold W., small manufacturing
firms, equity and long-term financing

sources (1963) 1477
Stevenson, Joseph H.:

cotton

—

in Spain (1964) 15933
production in (Central America (1964) 2348

Stevick, Earl W.:
Clhinyanja, basic course (1965) 18777
Kirundi, basic course (1965) 9942
Shona, basic course (1965) 15065
Swahili basic course (1963) 7438
Yoruba, basic course (1963) 14735

Stewards:
1 & C, Navy training course (1965) 14939
3 & 2, Navy training course (1964) 16796
stewardsman, Navv training courses (1962)

22664; (1965) 14940
Stewart, Clyde E., desert land act in

mid-twentieth century (1964) 12310
Stewart, D.E., Brayton cycle solar collector,

design study (1965) 9613
Stewart, David A., wire ignition in combus-

tion-heated drivers for shock-tunnel
application (1965) 19938

Stewart, Frederick H., marine evaporites
(1963) 5024

Stewart, Ileen E., characteristics of scientific

journals (1964) 21864
Stewart, James B., relief (1962) 13403, 19246,

20726
Stewart, Joe W.:

geologic and hydrologic investigation at site

of (jeorgia Nuclear Laboratory, Dawson
County, Ga (1965) 2223

infiltration and permeability of weathered
crystalline rocks, (Jeorgia Nuclear Lab-
oratory, Dawson County, Ga (1964) 8753

Stewart, Joseph K.:

hydrocooling vegetables, practical guide
(1964) 1708

transit temperatures of heavy loads of Cali-

fornia lettuce shipped in several types
of rail equipment (1965) 41

Stewart, K.R., ray acoustical model of ocean
using depth-sound speed profile with
continuous 1st derivative (1963) 11178

Stewart, Maxine:
employment outlook for hospital administra-

tors (1963) 20933
new look at manpower needs in teaching

(1965) 1300
Stewart, Potter, nomination, report (1963)

20528
Stewart, Richard R., development of manual

for nuclear reactor simulators (1963)

15014

Stewart, Robert E., waterfowl populations in

Upper Chesapeake region (1963) 15536
Stewart, Roger B., flow evaluation in arc-

heated hypersonic wind tunnel (1964)
14877

Stewart, Walter J., testimony, hearings (1964)
8456

Stewart, William H.:

community medicine, American concept of

comprehensive care (1963) 12986
nomination, hearing (1965) 19516

Stewart, William K., testimony, hearings
(1965) 4624

Stewart Ck)unty, Tenn., forest inventory sta-

tistics (1961) 2727

Stichman, Eugene P., information extraction
from voice communications, work meth-
ods for single transcribers (1965) 17077

Stickley, C. Martin:
applications of lasers (1965) 4220
transverse modes of ruby lasers using best

frequency detection and fast photogra-
phy (1964) 19165

Stickney, Alden P., feeding and growth of ju-

venile soft-shell clams, Mya arenaria
(1965) 14298

Stieff, L.R., algebraic and graphic methods for
evaluating discordant lead-isotope ages
(1963) 5022

Stiffeners (aircraft):

ring, influence on instability of orthotropic
cylinders in axial compression (1964)
21775

riveted, effectiveness as crack arrestors
(1961) 11739

Stiffness, properties of stressed fabrics, model
tests (1961) 15773

Stiinta si technica (periodical):

translations (1963) 8924
Stilbene, pulse distributions produced by 1-15

Mev neutrons (1962) 2096
Stiletto, Annie Z., relief (1963) 17081; (1964)

440, 1875
Still, (George W., insecticide residues on grapes

and in wine, studies (1963) 4337
Still-birth:

analysis of causes. Communist China study
(1962) 17694

gestation periods at which fetal deaths are
registered. State definitions (1964)

11579; (1965) 5356
Stilling basins:

hydraulic design (1964) 9743
spillways

—

Columbia Lock and Dam, Chattahoochee
River (1962) 2440

Maxwell and Opekiska Locks and Dams
(1962) 500

Pike Island Locks and Dam (1962) 5139
Stilling wells, see Wells.
Stills:

code of Federal regulations (1962) 2556
emergency solar still desalts seawater (1965)

14778
Hickman sea-water, study and development

(1961) 739
solar

—

producing selectively infrared-reflecting
surfaces on plastic films (1962) 15657

sea-water stills, study and evaluation
(1962) 9769

still for survival water (1965) 16992
Stillwater complex, Mont.:
low-grade-chromites, beneficiating (1964)

13124
ultramafic zone primary textures and miner-

al associations (1961) 7525
Stillwater County, Mont., Mouat mine, mining

methods and costs (1964) 5475
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Stillwater National Wildlife Management
Area, birds, list (1965) 610

Stillwell, Wendell H., X-15 research results

(1965) 8051
Stimulants:
bibliography (1961) 8445
growth-stimulants, development and study,

USSR conference, report (1964) 21507
plant growth stimulants, new, USSR study

(1965) 7955
Stimulators, electric, electrodes implanted by

new method, USSR study (1964) 1163
Stimulus:
and field size effects on accuracy of orien-

tation in homogeneous environment
(1964) 20701

hazards and complications in various forms
of electrostimulations of heart, USSR
study (1965) 2579

nystagmus responses of cat to rotation and
directionally equivalent and nonequiva-
lent stimuli after unilateral caboric ha-
bituation (1964) 1790

visual persistance decay curves function of

intensity and duration of stimulus (1962)
20207

Stine, P.T.:

operational performance of NRL thermis-
tor-bridge gas leak detector and its sen-
sitivity to various gases (1963) 3232

temperature compensation and improvement
of NRL thermistor-bridge gas leak de-

tector (1965) 13151
Stings (aircraft):

diameter effect on aerodynamic characteris-
tics of slender bodies at Mach from 1.57

to 2.86 (1964) 1465
support diameter effects on base pressures

of elliptic cone at Mach 0.60 to 1.40

(1961) 6367
Stink bugs:
Senn pest, general information (1963) 14887
tagging with radioactive isotopes, USSR

study (1963) 17929
Stipp, Henry E.:

boron (1963) 18065
bromine (1964) 13102
iodine (1963) 18077
mineral industry of

—

El Salvador (1965) 12864
Guatemala (1965) 12873
Honduras (1965) 12877
Mexico (1965) 12895
Nicaragua (1965) 12899

Stirling, Nora, breakthrough (1965) 18845
Stirrers (machinery), see Mixing machinery.
Stitches, seams, and stitching, Federal stand-

ard (1965) 12446
Stitching, see Sewing.
Stober, A.K., vacuum ultraviolet photoioniza-

tion detector (1963) 7288
Stochastic differential equations, analysis

(1964) 12
Stochastic methods:

discrete schemes, synthesis, USSR study
(1962) 14152

nonlinear closed-loop control systems with
stationary stochastic inputs, analysis
(1963) 19939

Stochastic processes, see Probabilities (mathe-
matics).

Stock catalogs, see Catalogs—Government
supplies.

Stock control, see Ordnance.
Stock exchanges:

laws relating to, compilation (1965) 383
transactions, statistical series releases, SEC

(1961) 3576; (1962) 4356; (1963) 4208;
(1964) 4053; (1965) 3960

Stock funds, see Army Stock Fund.
Stock ranges, see Range lands.

Stock water, see Water supply.

Stock-water reservoirs, see Reservoirs.
Stockdale, Eldward T., nomination, hearings

(1961) 7269
Stocker, Frederick D., revenues and expendi-

tures of State and local governments in

Great Plains (1963) 4802
Stockhamer, Rose, day camp for mentally re-

tarded (1965) 8630
Stockholders:
Federal reserve member banks largest

stockholders (1964) 21204
stock ownership, bank holding companies

(1963) 9926

Stockman, Norbert 0.:

design of pump impellers using high-speed
digital computer (1963) 3150

variable thermal properties on one-dimen-
sional heat transfer in radiating fins

(1963) 19915
Stockpiling, see Coal mines and mining

—

Food—Strategic materials.

Stocks:
bank, market (1965) 4511
constructive ownership rule, amend

—

law (1964) 17412
reports (1964) 15700, 17616

distributions pursuant to orders enforcing
antitrust laws

—

hearing (1961) 19160
law (1962) 4887
reports (1961) 16814, 18861, 19122

employee restricted stock options, amend
internal revenue code, hearings (1961)
14730

exchanges and distributions pursuant to

antitrust decrees, taxation, hearing
(1961) 16865

mutual funds study, report (1962) 19124

purchase plans, winter 1961-62, digest

—

departmental edition (1962) 14386
document edition (1962) 13363

registered

—

loans by banks for purchasing, etc., regu-
lations (1961) 14871; (1962) 9640, 15575;
(1964) 683

on national securities exchange, list (1961)
9124, 10604; (1962) 13815; (1963) 13936;
(1964) 10544; (1965) 18098

savings and loan associations, insured, aver-
age annual dividend rates paid (1961)

513, 9090; (1962) 522, 11768; (1964) 8545
see aJso Securities.

Stockstad, Dwight S., conversion tables for
use with national fire-danger rating sys-
tem in intermountain area (1964) 12454

Stockton, Calif.:

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 20461
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 18361
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18863

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 13084

port, harbor conditions, etc (1964) 10493
San Francisco Bay navigation, engineer

report

—

departmental edition (1965) 14208
document edition (1965) 13832

Stockton Dam, spillway, hydraulic model in-

vestigation (1965) 18046
Stockwell, Homer J.:

fall water supply summary (1963) 20138
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Stockwell, Homer J.—Continued
snow survey and soil moisture measure-

ments for Western United States, includ-
ing Columbia River drainage in Canada
(1964) 15089

Stoclrwell, Robert P., Spanish basic course,
units 31-45 (1964) 15104

Stockyards:
livestock terminal markets (1962) 12908
P. and S. docket (1961) 2795; (1962) 4155;

(1963) 3999
packers and stockyards act amend

—

hearing (1963) 11871
law (1963) 13435
reports (1963) 9897, 13717
as it applies to

—

auction markets (1963) 13140; (1964)
4179

livestock dealers (1963) 13141; (1964)
5788

livestock producers (1963) 13142; (1964)
4180

recordkeeping for livestock dealers (1963)
16754

regulation of livestock auction markets
under, hearings (1963) 9918

regulatory activities (1962) 12912
suggestions for amending (address) (1962)

14722
text, regulations, and policy (1964) 11738
what it is, how it operates (1963) 18441;

(1965) 13399
packers and stockyards resume' (1963) 18386;

(1964) 3833; (1965) 3751
posted under packers and stockyards act,

list (1963) 14828
public

—

livestock inspection, manual (1963) 1642
role of inspection, picture story (1962)
10865

Stoddard, Charles H., forestry and forest
products in New Hampshire (1963) 1449

Stoddard, Everett 0.:

commercial egg-producing farms. New Jer-

sey (1963) 10050
costs and returns, commercial broiler farms,

1964, Maine, Delmarva, and Georgia
(1965) 17991

Stoddard Aircraft Radio Co., NM-lOA radio
interference and field intensity meters,
test instrument calibration procedure
(1961) 15900

Stoeckeler, Joseph H.:

conifer nursery practice in prairie-plains

(1965) 10050
early survival of planted trees in southwest-

ern Wisconsin by species, age classes
and site factors (1964) 774

ground preparation costs and Ist-year sur-
vival of planted red pine in southwest-
ern Wisconsin (1964) 775

Stokers (mechanical):
factory sales, current industrial, reports

(1961) 6823
Losch anthracite, performance in building-

heating service (1963) 5477
Stokes, Birnev A., preparing shipments to

Morocco (1963) 6618

Stokes, Donald R., evaluation of specified

shrink films for prepackaging frozen
cut-up chickens (1964) 11772

Stokes, Mary E.:

occupational wage surveys

—

Chicago, 111 (1963) 16276; (1964) 16599
Columbus, Ohio (1963) 7167
St. Louis, Mo.— Ill (1963) 5444; (1964) 7410

Wichita; Kans (1963) 5439; (1964) 1383
Stokes, Richard A., relief (1962) 4985, 7026,

11232

Stokes stream function, see Flow.
STOL (short takeoff and landing) see Air-

craft—Airplanes—Seaplanes.
Stolnik, Alfred M., income loss protection

against short-term sickness, 1948-63
(1965) 3020

Stomach:
cancer (1965) 2993

oncological help, USSR translations (1963)
6792

chemical burns and their treatment, USSR
study (1963) 12496

electric potential of stomach in ulcer pa-
tients, effect of certain pharmacological
agents, USSR study (1961) 15451

functional state in persons employed in pro-
duction of organophosphorus insecti-

cides (1965) 16530
importance in iodide metabolism during thy-

roid uptake tests (1963) 16789
polyposis, remote results of treatment,

USSR study (1961) 10994
Stomach tubes, see Tubes.
Stomatology, theses on achievements, com-

memoration of 10th National Founda-
tion Day of China (1962) 22121

Stone, Alan, Simuliidae names (1963) 9592
Stone, Frederick L., National Institute of Gen-

eral Medical Sciences (1965) 9286
Stone, J. P., high temperature properties of

sodium, potassium, and cesium (1965)
13148, 13191

Stone, Lawrence M., remarks. Mar. 8, 1965
(1965) 6969

Stone, M.K., field experiments for control of
cabbage insects (1964) 13563

Stone, M.W., biology and control of lima-bean
pod borer in southern California (1965)
8448

Stone, P.H., jr., static dischargers for jet air-

craft (1963) 20297
Stone, Ralph W., jr., observations during

weightlessness with subject immersed in

rotating water tank (1964) 20585
Stone, Robert C, characteristics associated

with receipt or nonreceipt of financial
aid from welfare agencies (1965) 16920

Stone, Robert N.:

forest

—

area trends in Minnesota counties (1963)
15572

plantations of northern Lower Michigan
(1963) 573

Stone, Robert W., Federal reserve open market
operations in 1962 (1963) 10179

Stone:
census of

—

manufacturers, 1958, industry report
(1961) 5465

mineral industries (1962) 4718
crushed and broken, production, etc., 1960,

preliminary report (1961) 2505
crushed granite, methods, etc., for produc-

ing, Columbia, S.C., operation (1962)
8460

dimension stone, methods for producing,
Crab Ochard Stone Co., Inc. (1962)
23960

meteors, criterion for mode of ablation
(1963) 14692

mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)
12959

minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 21203;
(1962) 22529; (1963) 19879; (1964) 21721;
(1965) 19872

products

—

census of manufactures, 1958, special re-

port (1961) 13895
manufacturers' sales, 1958 census (1961)
20413
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Stone—Continued

sandstone as dimension stone (1963) 16324

Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery construction,

duty-free entry (1964) 14089, 17230,

17580
Stone fruit, survey of clones in United States

(1964) 1676
Stonemasons, see Masons.
Stoner, John E., interlocal governmental coop-

eration, selected bibliography (1964)

5841
Stoner, Warren N., corn stunt disease (Acha-

parramiento) and its insect vectors, etc

(1965) 8388
Stones River:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 422
document edition (1963) 312

Stones River National Battlefield, general in-

formation (1962) 8553
Stoop, J., effect of oxygen on creep-rupture of

niobium (1965) 13135
Stopcocks:
commercial standard, amdt (1961) 20372
glass, preventing capillary action (1965)

1503
Stoppers:
commercial standard, amdt (1961) 20372
cork, temporary suspension of duty

—

law (1963) 11724
reports (1962) 19103, 21389; (1963) 4743,

9976
Stopping powers for use with cavity chambers

(1961) 17737
Storage:
and materials handling, Quartermaster

Corps manual (1961) 15948
areas, military installations, provisions and

geometric design criteria, engineering
manual (1961) 14800

bibliography (1962) 4697; (1965) 13690
civil defense emergency hospitals

—

pre-positioned and training, storage loca-

tions (1964) 15052
storage structures (1964) 5654

cleaning equipment, house planning aids

(1965) 13397
cooling apples and pears in storage rooms

(1961) 17916
deficiencies in supply management proce-

dures resulted in overstocking at supply
depots. Veterans Administration, GAO
report (1965) 12520

devices, materials of scientific conference on
nuclear physics and linear accelerators,
Oct. 10-14, 1961 (1964) 15278

exterior facilities, serving family housing at

Fort Dix, GAO report on expenditures
(1963) 14010

flammable liquids and gases on farm (1961)

5257
household storage study (1964) 4697
marking, military standard (1961) 7307;

(1962) 21598; (1963) 2115
military installations, flexible pavement de-

sign for open areas, engineering manual
(1963) 4865, 19143

moisture and humidity effects on mainte-
nance of quality of rough rice (1963)
9580

open areas in military installations

—

flexible pavement design, engineering
manual (1961) 10564

geometric design, etc., engineering man-
uals (1962) 5131, 11724

rigid pavement design, engineering manual
(1961) 17207; (1962) 7296, 11725

packaged disaster hospital, component list-

ing and storage data (1965) 14999

Storage—Continued
pumped, for hydroelectric power, bibliogra-

phy (1963) 7474
storage in major power reservoirs in Colum-

bia River basin (1963) 4212; (1964) 4058;

(1965) 3965
structures, use of wood (1964) 14313
supply facilities

—

design manual for Naval Shore Establish-

ment (1962) 3566
Yards and Docks Bureau design manual,
change (1963) 1601

technical mannual, changes (1961) 1691,

6754; (1962) 16379; (1964) 109, 4290;

(1965) 5595, 13477-478
temperature and humidity effects on weight

loss of fruit (1962) 10840
see also Cold storage— also names or class-

es of articles stored.

Storage batteries:
aircraft ground support equipment, costs of

negotiated procurements by Rome Air
Materials Area, GAO report (1965) 2214

alkaline battery evaluation (1963) 5849
for future space vehicles (1963) 7594

anodization of silver-silver oxide electrodes

at 0° and 25°C in alkaline solutions

(1962) 14539
automotive. Federal supply schedule (1961)

9129
cathode-anode couples for secondary batter-

ies using molten salt electrolytes, inves-

tigation (1963) 14899
composite seal reduces alkaline battery

leakage (1965) 16659
discharge equation of primary and second-

ary cells, theoretical design (1963) 18244

lead-acid, active material retention (1965)
14963

lead calcium (1962) 12584
comparison of lead calcium and lead anti-

mony cells in float (1965) 11584

small portable cells (1962) 12608
manufacture, employees earnings, Jan. 1962

(1963) 3041
nickel cadmium

—

aircraft, unreasonable prices under Air
Force Dept. contract with Sonatone
C^orporation, GAO report (1963) 17514

cell, didymium compound improves (1965)

8067
plate conversion to lead dioxide and sponge

lead from pastes made of lower oxides

(1963) 7369
sealed silver-cadmium, feasibility of use in

space exploration (1963) 3145
spacecraft, reliability and redundancy con-

siderations in selecting (1962) 22570

theoretical design of primary and secondary
cells, further studies of battery dis-

charge equation (1965) 6838
vehicular. Federal standard (1963) 17442

Storage bins, see Bins.

Storch, Richard H., titanium placer deposits of

Idaho (1964) 1438
Stored grain pests (1962) 12842; (1965) 11838

Storekeepers:
1 & C, Navy training course (1962) 8564;

(196.5) 19996
3 & 2, Navy training courses (1961) 1368;

(1965) 18670
see also Aviation storekeeper.

Stores:
arrangement and display, bibliographies

(1961) 15963; (1964) 15079
bookstore operation (1964) 5680
case studies of small retail stores (1963)

1456
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Stores—Continued
chainstore

—

violations of antitrust laws, investigation
by FCC, authorize hearings (1964) 10415

warehouse meat operation, photo series
(1962) 12874

department stores

—

credit, monthly reports (1961) 3202; (1962)
3758; (1963) 3596; (1964) 3416; (1965)
3306

inventory price indexes (1961) 6257; (1962)
6202, 10414; (1963) 5451, 7170, 18042;
(1965) 1291-92, 18404

merchandising data, monthly report (1961)
3203; (1962) 3759; (1963) 3597; (1964)
3417; (1965) 3307

sales

—

and stocks, monthly report (1961) 3211;
(1962) 4068; (1963) 3911; (1964) 3736

annual distribution by months (1961)
9122; (1962) 9637; (1963) 10177; (1964)
8584; (1965) 7679

distribution by departments (1961) 9123;
(1962) 9638; (1963) 10178; (1964) 8585;
(1965) 7679

indexes, without seasonal adjustment,
average monthly sales, 1960 (1961)
9119; (1963) 10171-172; (1964) 8581;
(1965) 7679

monthly reports (1961) 3212; (1962)
4067; (1963) 3910; (1964) 3735; (1965)
3653-54

revision of monthly indexes (1962) 17494
selected cities and areas, weekly per-
centage changes (1961) 3223; (1962)
4439; (1963) 4297; (1964) 4150; (1965)
4062

weekly index (1961) 3222; (1962) 4438,
19492; (1963) 4296; (1964) 4149; (1965)
4061

stocks

—

indexes, without seasonal adjustment
(1961) 9120; (1963) 10173-174; (1964)
8582

monthly report (1961) 3213; (1962) 4069;
(1963) 3912; (1964) 3737; (1965) 3655

sales ratios (1961) 9121; (1963) 10175-
176; (1964) 8583

drug, bibliography (1965) 1610
employee earnings

—

miscellaneous retail stores, June 1962,
retail stores and proprietary stores
(1964) 14693

retail building materials, hardware, and
farm equipment dealers, 1962 (1964)
7398

retail food stores, 1962 (1964) 9456
food

—

bibliography (1962) 18444
pilot food stamp program effect on sales

(1962) 11688
in Fayette County, Pa., and McDowell
(^unty, W. Va (1963) 8145

retailing by discount houses (1962) 17370
gift and art shops, bibliography (1965) 9914
grocery

—

building store volume, how to increase
customer count (address) (1961) 5187

department operations, commissary
stores, technical manual (1963) 16829

minimum wages, New York State experi-
ences (1961) 94

liquor, operated by States, political subdivi-
sions, etc., to pay only one retail dealer
tax report (1961) 18906

location, bibliography (1964) 9766
North Vietnam, commercial enterprises,

state-private jointly operated (1961)
2177

Stores—Continued

packaging bulk cheese (1965) 16976
photographic dealers and studios, bibliogra-

phies (1962) 22790; (1964) 20787
produce departments, display location and

customer service, study (1962) 58
retail

—

advertising

—

bibliography (1963) 14688
in small stores (1963) 1479

apparel and accessory, employee earnings
(1964) 13059
departmental edition (1963) 3029
document edition (1963) 2013

building materials, hardware, and farm
equipment employee earnings

—

departmental edition (1963) 3025
document edition (1963) 2009

buying for, bibliography (1963) 9385
customer service for produce departments

(1964) 15211
dairy products, improved handling (1964)

16957
drug and proprietary, employee earn-
ings-
departmental edition (1963) 3031
document edition (1963) 2015

employee earnings (1962) 14397
food

—

and beverages, estimated number of
days' supply, 1963 (1965) 13395

and grocery, employee earnings-
departmental edition (1963) 3027
document edition (1963) 2011

breakage and damage (1964) 11770
displaying and handling produce, im-
proved methods (1962) 14757

service and self-service bakery depart-
ments (1965) 11819

store layout, customer shopping behav-
ior (paper) (1963) 15414

pilot food stamp program impact on
sales in Avoyelles Parish, La (1964)
12309

using work sampling data to control
labor costs (speech) (1962) 17385

workshop (1965) 24
fruit and juices, availability (1961) 1596
furniture, home furnishings, and house-

hold appliances, employee earnings
(1964) 13060
departmental edition (1963) 3030
document edition (1963) 2014

general merchandise, department stores,
etc., emplovee earnings (1964) 9455
departmental edition (1963) 3026
document edition (1963) 2010

hardware

—

bibliography (1964) 13444
small, starting and managing (1965)

16855
hours of operation (1961) 9732
packaging and price-marking produce

(1961) 87
produce

—

display work methods (1964) 15212
operations, layout principles (1963) 9578

sales area arrangement (1964) 15213
sales (1965) 3277, 13643
advance monthly (1964) 3392
audit and observation methods, some
variations (1961) 16

increase by using knowledge of customer
behavior (address) (1962) 5091

monthly (1964) 3393
weekly (1962) 16579; (1963) 4299; (1964)
3394

workers, emplovment outlook (1962)
8410
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Stores—Continued
sales promotion pointers for small retailers

(1961) 2705
self-service, equipment, West German mar-

ket (1965) 18966
small

—

building the right reputation (1961) 17816
recordkeeping systems (1962) 6449
bibliography (1964) 9765, 21867

sole proprietorship life insurance (1962)
1805

variety, bibliographies (1964) 13443; (1965)
20065

wholesale grocers services, opinions of
food-service operators (1963) 1705

see aiso Commissaries—Shopping cent-
ers—Supermarkets.

Stories worth knowing (1964) 554
Storlazzi, Mario, selected methods for meas-

urement of air pollutants (1965) 20025
Storm drains, outfalls, stilling well design for

impact-type energy dissipator, hydraulic
model investigation (1963) 10091

Storms:
casualties, income tax deductions (1962)

11910
coastal warning facilities charts

—

Canadian border to Eureka, Calif., and
Alaska (1961) 13724; (1962) 16211; (1964)
5755, 11685; (1965) 11785

Cape Hatteras, N.C., to Brunswick, Ga
(1961) 9827; (1962) 18570; -(1963) 11382;
(1964) 13520; (1965) 13339

eastern Florida (1961) 5165; (1962) 14688;
(1963) 3400; (1964) 5756; (1965) 6986

Eastport, Maine to Montauk Point, N.Y
(1961) 6611; (1962) 14689; (1963) 14776;
(1964) 13521; (1965) 15140

EXireka to Point Conception, Calif (1961)
13725; (1962) 18571; (1963) 11383; (1964)
11686; (1965) 13340

Hawaiian Islands (1961) 11653; (1962)
18572; (1964) 5757, 11687

Manasquan, N.J. to Cape Hatteras, N.C.
and Chesapeake Bay (1961) 9828; (1962)
14690; (1963) 11384; (1964) 13522; (1965)
13341

Montauk Point, N.Y. to Manasquan, N.J
(1961) 2747; (1962) 18573; (1963) 13116;
(1964) 13523; (1965) 13342

Morgan City, La. to Apalachicola, Fla
(1962) 22902; (1963) 5770; (1964) 9879;
(1965) 16912

Morgan City, La. to Brownsville, Tex
(1961) 11654; (1962) 12783; (1963) 14777;
(1965) 8363

Point (Conception, Calif, to Mexican border
(1961) 11655; (1962) 12784; (1963) 9491;
(1964) 13524; (1965) 9992

Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands (1961)
11656; (1962) 16212; (1963) 11385; (1964)
13525; (1965) 11786

data, monthly (1961) 3648; (1962) 4360;
(1963) 4213; (1964) 4060; (1965) 3967

economic injury loans for small firms (1965)
1603

forecasting procedures, improve, hearing
(1962) 13532

gales on Aral Sea, forecasting, USSR study
(1961) 15229

geomagnetic, correlation between solar
cosmic ray components, statistical anal-
ysis (1962) 8492

hailstorms of western Great Plains (1961)
21353

hydrologically critical in California, meteo-
rology (1963) 7515

lack of correlation between atmospheric dis-

turbances and weather conditions (1965)
8134

Storms—Continued
motion and predictability of convective sys-

tems as related to upper winds (1964)
20879

movement and development patterns of
convective storms, and forecasting prob-
ability of storm passage at given loca-
tion (1965) 3085

National Severe Storms Project

—

aircraft investigations of squall lines,

development 1956-60 (1964) 11693
and data collection, spring 1961, summary

(1964) 11696
field operations (1964) 11704, 11709

objectives and basic design (1964) 11692

operations, 1962, analysis of selected air-

craft data (1964) 11706
report (series) (1964) 11692-709, 20879;

(1965) 3085, 5471
small-scale surface network data, analysis
methods (1964) 11707

surface network, index (1964) 11697

northern California, 3-dimensional wind flow
and resulting precipitation (1963) 20246

power spectral measurement of atmospheric
turbulence (1964) 20596

prediction

—

instability lines, etc. as shown by aircraft
soundings (1964) 11694

vertical structure of 3 dry lines as re-
vealed by aircraft traverses (1964)
11698

radar photographs and gust loads in 3
storms (1964) 11705

sea, spectra of ocean waves and microseisms
relation (1963) 11164

severe

—

analysis in automatic control of air route
traffic (1964) 11702

convection, dynamics (1964) 11699
500-kc./sec. sferics studies (1964) 11703
turbulence, measured characteristics

(1964) 11700
small craft, gale and whole gale warning

facilities charts

—

Great Lakes

—

Huron, Erie, and Ontario (1961) 13726;
(1962) 16229; (1963) 13129; (1965)
15148

Superior and Michigan (1961) 13727;
(1962) 16230; (1963) 13130; (1965)
15149

spongy hail, radar reflectivity (1964) 19152

storm-period variables affecting stream sedi-

ment transport, analysis (1964) 10646
vertical motions in clouds, USSR study

(1963) 17898
water runoff, trapezoidal flume models at

San Dimas, study (1965) 2170
see also Cyclones—Hurricanes—Lightning
—Magnetic storms—Thunderstorms

—

Tornadoes.
Storr, John F., ecology of Gulf of Mexico

commercial sponges and its relation to

fishery (1964) 14283
Storti, George M., experimental study of tran-

sient effects in dielectric materials
caused by electron irradiation (1965)
19925

Story, Albert H., radioactivity transport in

water, environmental behavior of nitro-

sylruthenium (1965) 1844
Story of:

A.I.D., Agency for International Develop-
ment (1962) 19599

infant care (1963) 15093
Stotz, K.C., plasma afterglows with applica-

tion in nitrogen (1963) 21008
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Stoudt, Howard W., weight, height, and select-

ed body dimensions of adults, United
States, 1960-62 (1965) 13247

Stough, Ada B., rural county cares for its

aging, story of Aitkin County, Minn
(1964) 11717

Stout, Oliver 0., manual for fumigation of

Mexican fruits with ethylene dibromide
(1963) 20267

Stout, R.D., geometric effects of plate thick-

ness (1964) 9761
Stout, Virginia F., effects of ionizing radiation

on lipids of fish (1963) 18598; (1964)

19251
Stover, W.F., convey certain lands in Boulder

County, Colo., to (1964) 6268
Stowell, (Jene, U.S. Government purchasing,

specifications and sales directory guide
for selling or buying in Government
market (1963) 1493

STPP, see Sodium tripolyphosphate.
Strack, William C:
Fortran code for problems in space mechan-

ics (1963) 3130
n-body code, general Fortran code for nu-

merical solution of space mechanics
problems on IBM 7090 computer (1964)

1453
Straight pins, see Pins.

Strain gages:
balloon tank strain measurement on Cen-

taur flight vehicle at liquid-hydrogen
temperatures (1965) 18526

borehold deformation, for determining stress

in mine rock, description, etc (1962)

12399
ceramic bonded

—

apparatus for in-pile electrical measure-
ments and effect of radiation on insula-

tion components (1962) 12572
effect of radiation (1961) 1374

electrical

—

for tensile testing of paper (1963) 12169
resistance, performance at cryogenic tem-
peratures (1963) 7280

grids, forming blocks speed production
(1965) 6643

high-temperature, of electrical resistance

type, development (1961) 8046
instrumentation of steel piles in snow (1965)

10769
linear strain gage accelerometers used in

telemetry, general characteristics (1962)

22617
mercury, calibration (1964) 19148
use for measuring strain or deformation in

rocks, etc., Climax Molybdenum mine,

Colo., evaluation (1965) 16591
Strained relations among European trade un-

ion federations (1964) 18358
Strains and stresses:

acoustic fatigue of aluminum panels exposed
to random and discrete noise, errata
(1961) 21209

aerodynamically heated multiweb wing
structures in free jet (1961) 6364

aeronautical structures, buckling load, im-

perfections, main contributor to scatter

(1964) 19000
aircraft structural failures caused by corro-

sion, fatigue and abrasion, engineering
survey (1964) 19001

airfield pavements, produced by uniform cir-

cular loads, theory (1961) 7355
alloys, suitable for elevated-temperature

applications, fatigue crack growth stud-

ies (1965) 8123
alumina balls, surface failure due to re-

peated stresses applied in rolling con-

tact at temperatures to 2000° F (1964)
13227

Strains and stresses—Continued
aluminum-alloy box beams

—

residual static strength, crack propaga-
tion studies (1961) 9572

fatigue life, effect of prior stress (1964)
16688

subjected to varied loads at constant tem-
perature, creep deflection and lifetime
determination (1962) 14473

axial-load

—

fatigue properties of PH 15-7 Mo stainless
steel in condition TH 1050 at ambient
temperature and 500° F (1964) 14887

fatigue tests using loading schedules
based on maneuver-load statistics (1962)
12480

beam vibration analysis, use of higher-order
difference methods (1962) 1673

beryllium structures, strength, efficiency and
design data (1962) 22959

brittle fracture

—

initiation in mild steel (1963) 20124
propagation studies (1964) 1575

brittle materials, true stress-strain proper-
ties (1962) 4641

buckled circular plates, frequencies and
nwdes of vibration (1964) 7568

buckling

—

coefficients for flat, rectangular sandwich
panels with corrugated cores under
edgewise compression (1965) 16276

Echo A-12 satellite (1964) 16687
flutter of panels at Mach 3.0 (1961) 19955
of curved plates and cylindrical shells of

sandwich construction in axial compres-
sion, effect of face-sheet stiffness (1965)

9728
of eccentrically stiffened orthotropic cylin-

ders (1965) 16698
of longitudinally stiffened curved plates

(1961) 8005
sandwich panels, compressive buckling
curves (1961) 2038

strength of filament-wound cylinders un-

der axial compression (1965) 14749
stress of cylindrical shells

—

effect of

—

end slope (1965) 2887
initial imperfections (1963) 16410

calculation of stress from strain in concrete
(1962) 10625

changes in stress concentration created by
undercutting in block caving (1962)

14442

circular

—

cylinders with longitudinal stiffening,

structural behavior and compressive
strength (1962) 12478

reinforcements of rectangular cross sec-

tion around central holes in flat sheets

under biaxial loads in elastic range, in-

vestigation (1962) 8518

compressive

—

buckling curves for sandwich cylinders-

having orthotropic facings (1961) 659
stress effects on flutter of curved and flat

panels at supersonic Mach numbers
(1962) 22547

concepts of multiple-impact study of energy
absorption (1965) 16601

conformities of tendency of steel to brittle

fracture at high and low temperatures,
USSR study (1965) 2546

contact stresses calculated for miniature
slip rings (1965) 9644

crack

—

extension force dependence on crack
length for single-edge-notch tension
specimen (1964) 16707
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Strains and stresses—Continued
crack—Continued
propagation tests of high-strength sheet

materials air-melted and consutrode
AMS 6434 steel (1961) 1401

cross-sectional deformations of monocoque
beams and their effects on natural vi-

bration frequencies (1962) 3355
cryoformed AISI stainless steel pressure

vessels at cryogenic temperatures, ten-

sile coupon tests (1964) 21763
cylinders

—

influence of prebuckling deformations and
stresses (1964) 7561

orthotropic, instability in axial compres-
sion, influence of ring stiffeners (1964)

21775
ring-stiffened, buckling under pure bend-
ing moment and nonuniform tempera-
ture distribution (1963) 1305

sandwich construction, classical buckling
in axial compression (1964) 8639

thick wall, subjected to radial pressure
and axial strain (1964) 16640

cylindrical shells, post buckling behavior
(1964) 11422, 13261

deformation of metals and alloys, effect

upon crystal structure, USSR study
(1963) 5402

deployed hoses, dispensing system eliminates
torsion (1965) 11456

determination of stresses in flexible plates

and shells by method of photoelastic

coatings (1964) 14925
dislocations and plastic behavior of iron

single crystals (1962) 123
distribution in

—

Douglas-fir beams within plastic range
(1962) 9675

thick-walled cylinder of strain-hardening
materials, elastic-plastically strained by
internal pressure (1965) 16687

stress in Westvaco Trona Mine, Westvaco,
Wyo (1965) 19861

divergence characteristics of low-aspect-
ratio wings at transonic and supersonic
speeds, errata (1961) 7951

Douglas-fir curved laminated beams, stress-

es within (1964) 8640
drill bit and rock, stresses under static loads

(1963) 5495
dry stresses and stress relief in thin sec-

tions of wood (1961) 6107
dynamic

—

stress concentration factors (1963) 18265
tensile strength of rocks at minimum load-

ing, determining (1962) 22512
earth and rockfill dams stability analyses,

engineering manual (1961) 7351
edge loadings on vibration of rectangular

plates with various boundary conditions

(1965) 11484
edgewise compressive buckling of flat sand-

wich panels (1964) 12442
effect of component differential hardnesses

on

—

residual stress and rolling-contact fatigue
(1965) 6715

rolling-contact fatigue and load capacity
(1965) 6702

effect of

—

environment on fatigue strengths of four
selected alloys (1965) 14750

mechanical strain on p-n junctions (1965)

16603
stress on failure of metals at various
temperatures (1962) 1986

stress relief and other changes in stress

on physical properties of rock (1962)

22499

Strains and stresses—Continued
effect of—Continued
stresses on quality of silicide coatings on
molybdenum, USSR study (1964) 1012

elastic

—

constants of stress relief cores determined
by triaxial method (1964) 16640

design charts for thin plates with span-
wise and chordwise variations in tem-

perature (1962) 10515

plastic state around reinforced opening in

spherical shell (1965) 6723

state of thermal stress in thin flat plate of

finite dimensions, determining (1963)

18140
stress distributions

—

for cylinder-to-hemisphere and cone-to-
sphere junctions in pressurized shell

structures (1963) 5587
in Cassinian domes (1963) 16370
in orthotropic plate containing crack

(1964) 9607
stresses, relaxation under neutron irradia-

tion (1961) 11778
electron and light microscopy techniques

suitable for studying fatigue damage in

crystallized glass ceramic (1962) 1691
fatigue

—

aluminum alloys, effects of changing
stress amplitude on rate of crack propa-
gation (1961) 19966

behavior of AM-350 stainless steel and
titanium-8-Al-lMo-IV sheet (1964) 13139

behavior of materials

—

for supersonic transport (1965) 8048
under strain cycling (1963) 9152

bolts and bolted joints in aircraft (1962)
10545

crack-propagation

—

characteristics of aluminum-zinc-mag-
nesium alloys (1962) 12446

in aluminum-alloy tension panels (1961)

1310
rates and notch sensitivity in stainless

steel, effect of decarburization (1961)

21222
rates under equivalent-lifetime fatigue
loading (1962) 8495

damage under varying stress amplitudes
(1961) 1320

fatigue and deformation in single crystals,

ultransonic methods in study (1964) 4223

full-scale wing panels of 7075 aluminum
alloy (1961) 9546

high temperature in controlled environ-
ment (1962) 6364

life-
influence of load randomization and
ground-air-ground cycles (1964) 21746;

(1965) 6677

of ball-bearings, approximate determi-

nation of effects of geometry (1965)

11468

of notched cantilever-beam specimens of

SAE 4130 normalized steel, effects of

random loading (1961) 6378

of structural parts, factors in evaluat-

ing (1961) 7988

low-cycle

—

behavior of axially loaded specimens of

mild steel (1963) 18304

crack propagation studies, rotating-

beam test (1964) 18864

mechanical cycling behavior of materials

for supersonic transport, exploratory

studies (1964) 11351
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Strains and stresses—Continued
fatigue—Continued
metal

—

approach to analysis (1965) 11414
detection with Rayleigh waves (1961)
6727

in vacuum environment (1965) 5171
process, rolling-contact, in crystallized

glass ceramic (1964) 3030
properties

—

of high strength materials suitable for
high temperature applications, re-

search (1962) 12959
manganese-copper damping alloys (1961)
21194

stainless steels and 3 titanium alloys be-
fore and after exposure to 550° F (561°

K) up to 8800 hours (1965) 14833
test of phenolic laminate at high stress

levels and elevated temperatures (1962)
5233

tips on fatigue (1964) 13367
under random and programed loads (1965)
6697

visco-elastic panels, performance at ele-

vated temperatures (1965) 6621
filamentary structures (1963) 3163

stress concentrations (1961) 11421
finite element solution for thin shells of rev-

olution (1964) 14768
flexural vibrations of prestressed toroidal

shell (1965) 18469
flexure fatigue testing at cryogenic tempera-

tures (1965) 9671
forces and frequencies resulting from liquid

sloshing in spherical tank, investigation
(1962) 18264

fracture testing of high-strength sheet ma-
terials under conditions appropriate for

stress analysis (1961) 1389
fracturing theories review, technical report

(1962) 18745
frame-reinforced cylindrical shells, analysis,

applications, errata (1961) 7950
fuel rod design, fast oxide breeder, stress

considerations (1961) 190
glued laminated wood, static and impact

bending tests (1961) 7499
grain-boundary stress concentrations in sil-

ver chloride (1961) 8032
gravitational, effect on arterial wall, USSR

study (1965) 4967
heating encountered by manned reentry ve-

hicles and structures for dealing with
problem, summary (1961) 19933

helicopter rotor blade, bending and torsional
moments, effects of selected operating
conditions (1961) 9563

high-temperature tensile testing in vacuum,
apparatus facilitates (1964) 14805

hot structure for lifting reentry vehicles,

thermalstress features, etc (1964) 11385
hydraulic turbine parts, stress analysis

(1963) 5706
ice, low stress creep measurements (1961)

9064
impact resistance of double-sheet structures

at velocities to 24,000 ft. per second
(1962) 22567

in-reactor studies of low cycle fatigue
properties, of nuclear pressure vessel

steel (1965) 13147
induced around mine development workings

by undercutting and caving, Climax
Molybdenum mine, Colo (1965) 16591,
18451

ionic single crystals

—

non-Hookean, premacroyield behavior
(1965) 2893

stress-strain behavior (1965) 5173

Strains and stresses—Continued

internal stresses in manufacture of products
from glass-base textolite, USSR study
(1963) 8630

launch and spacecraft structures, fatigue
design (1965) 11413

linear theory for inflatable plates of arbi-
trary shape (1961) 21215

liquid, strength under hydrostatic tension,
USSR study (1962) 11980

liquid tension at incipient cavitation in ven-
turi flow, effects of air content and wa-
ter purity (1963) 9146

loads and deformations of buckled rectangu-
lar plates (1961) 1326

lubricants, effect on rolling-contact fatigue
life (1962) 22552

materials, stress gradient and stress biaxi-
ality effect on behavior (1963) 7602

measurement of

—

strain rates in deep bore holes in polar
glaciers (1965) 9061

stresses induced around mine workings by
undercutting and caving (1965) 18451

mechanical properties of

—

sheet alloys, influence on fluorine environ-
ment (1963) 9176

titanium alloy Ti-6A1-V at room and cry-
ogenic temperatures (1962) 12492

tungsten, effect of oxygen (1963) 9155
membranes, partly wrinkled, analysis (1961)

13509
merchant vessels, streng^th and stress of

structures, USSR study (1965) 12633
metal fatigue and cyclic stress, USSR study

(1964) 14465
metallic materials and elements for flight

vehicle structures (1963) 12037; (1964)
12303, 14162; (1965) 6091

metals^

—

effect of state of stress on failure at var-
ious temperatures (1962) 8901; (1963)
11517

low cycle fatigue, literature review (1962)
1799

mild steel, effects of speed and temperature
on crack toughness and yield-strength
(1962) 22673

miniature stress transducer has directional
capability (1965) 5137

missile and spacecraft structural dynamics
research problems (1962) 12493

moving vehicles, distribution of stresses

—

beneath towed pneumatic tire in air-dry
sand (1965) 16131

on unyielding surface beneath stationary
and towed pneumatic tires (1964) 15878

multiweb beams stress response to static
and dynamic loading, investigation
(1962) 12483

N.S. Savannah reactor vessel model and
attachments, model test (1962) 2072

natural frequencies in coupled bending and
torsion of twisted rotating and nonro-
tating blades (1964) 14778

nickel-base alloys

—

effect of 2 braze coatings, etc., on 1200° F
stress-rupture strength of L-605, A-286,
and inconel 700 sheet (1964) 1454

microstructure and creep-rupture proper-
ties revealed by overtemperature expo-
sures (1962) 20135

turbojet-engine bucket materials tested at
1650° F, performance data (1962) 20132

nonlinear response of windows to random
noise (1964) 3018

nonlinearity in random vibration of struc-
tures (1963) 9190

normal mode theory, elements (1964) 13330;
(1965) 8208
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Strains and stresses—Continued

optimization of time-temperature parame-
ters for creep and stress rupture (1965)
16710

optimum design of structures protected from
aerodynamic heating (1962) 10498

panel flutter

—

effects of thermal stress and buckling
(1964) 3022

test on full-scale X-15 lower vertical stabi-

lizer at Mach of 3.0 (1962) 22546
phenolic laminates under repeated load, fa-

tigue strength (1964) 12447
photoelastic strain measurements on resins,

servo system facilitates (1965) 2854
plane strain fracture toughness of 18 Ni

(250) and 18 Ni (200) maraging welded
steel plate (1965) 18473

plane-stress

—

analysis of edge-stiffened rectangular
plate subjected to loads etc (1965) 2876

local yielding and extension of crack
(1965) 5372

plastic

—

bending strains at elevated temperatures
(1962) 6361

deformation in titanium alloys under dif-

ferent types of stress, USSR study
(1965) 9366

instability of cylindrical shells with rigid

end closures (1965) 4258
strain in thin fuel element cladding due to
UO2 thermal expansion (1962) 2041

thermal stresses and strains in finite thin
plate of strain-hardening material, anal-
ysis (1964) 21764

postbuckling effects on flutter of simply
supported rectangular panels (1963)
7272

pre-shot and post-shot structure survey,
Project Gnome (1962) 13004, 16398

pressure

—

stabilized structures, theory (1963) 11080
vessel, time-dependent materials informa-

tion evaluation (1961) 5378
prestressed monolithic and segmented brittle

structures (1964) 21728
pushing tube through draw plate, investiga-

tion, USSR (1964) 2809
random responses, prediction of peaks, fa-

tigue damage, and catastrophic failures
(1964) 9535

reactor materials, mechanical properties
(1963) 14967

rectangular plate with propagating crack,
numerical solution for transient distri-

bution (1961) 20124
repeated stressing, effect on behavior of

lithium fluoride crystals (1961) 21247
residual stresses appearing during machin-

ing of metals. X-ray diffraction analysis,
USSR study (1964) 2674

resistance of crack propagation of high-
strength sheet materials for rocket mo-
tor casings (1963) 3224

results from full-scale measurements of mid-
ship bending stresses on 2 C 4-S-B5 dry
cargo ships operating in North Atlantic
service (1964) 18938

rock stresses

—

determinations (1963) 20969
determinations by flatjack and borehole-
deformation methods (1964) 9517

in situ. Rainier Mesa, Nevada test site

(1964) 19256
in situ, Ruth mining district, Nev. with
emphasis on slope design problems in

open-pit mines (1964) 20512

Strains and stresses—Continued
rock stresses—Continued
monitoring station developed based on flat

slot method (1964) 21710
rolling-contact fatigue life, factors affect-

ing, errata (1961) 4955
room-temperature shear and compression

tests of stiffened panels with integral or
attached cooling circuits (1963) 9148

salt-stress-corrosion cracking of residually
stressed Ti-8Al-Mo-lV sheet (1965) 8086

Saturn SA-1, torsional vibration character-
istics (1965) 9701

S-816 and inconel 550, vacuum effect at
1500° F (1965) 13050

sheet metals

—

behavior under biaxial stress, USSR study
(1964) 5369

structure designed to cope with heating
and air loads encountered by reentry
vehicle, study (1961) 19934

skin of inflated sphere during impact (1961)
15816

slow

—

cycle strain fatigue in thin wall tubing
(1963) 5931

growth and rapid propagation of cracks
(1961) 20056

soils

—

bulldozing resistance, simplified method
for determination (1961) 2636

triaxial tests on saturated sand and on
sands containing some clay (1961) 2637

values determination by means of circular
footings (1961) 2633

statically indeterminate structures, general
digital computer analysis (1963) 1317

statistical methods in nonlinear theory of
elastic shells (1963) 1319

steel

—

crack propagation in low-cycle fatigue
(1963) 14686

effect of cadmium plating at elevated tem-
peratures (1963) 5893

E-steel, ductility exhaustion and brittle

fracture caused by prestrain and aging
(1964) 16853

heat-treated 4340—
fatigue crack effect on notch strength
and fracture development in cylindri-

cal specimens (1964) 5588
specimen size effect on fatigue crack
strength of cylindrical specimens
(1964) 13335

high strength

—

quenched and tempered, explosion tear
test studies (1963) 12953

stress-corrosion cracking, etc (1964)
13342

with high tempering temperatures, fa-

tigue properties at room temperatures
(1962) 1978

low temperature fatigue cracks as deliber-

ate fracture origins (1963) 11168
mild, low-stress brittle fracture (1964)
5677

stainless, axial-load fatigue properties
(1964) 14887

stainless, stress corrosion mechanism
(1962) 23010

standard stress-strain curves, etc., practical
evaluation (1962) 12640

stiffened

—

plates, torsional rigidity measurements
(1963) 16411

sheet containing sharp central notch, stat-

ic strength prediction method (1963)
16407
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Strains and stresses—Continued

stiffness properties of stressed fabrics, mod-
el tests (1961) 15773

strain-cycle phenomena in thin-wall tubing
(1964) 19232

strain rate effect on mechanical properties
of wrought sintered tungsten at temper-
atures above 2500° F (1961) 21237

strained steel, restoration of ductility by
heat treatment (1965) 9912

strengrth of

—

pressurized cylinders in compression or
bending, correlation with structural
parameters, errata (1963) 5567

short and intermediate wood columns of
experimental and analytical methods
(1964) 12448

stress

—

determination in combustion chamber
walls of liquid reaction engine, USSR
study (1962) 7945

directions, determining through rock joint

analysis, etc (1964) 11320
distributions near abrupt change in wall

thickness in thin-walled pressurized cyl-

inders (1962) 14468
field within core stub in borehole (1964)

11344
stress concentration in cylindrical shell with

round aperture in its side (1965) 2923
stress-corrosion

—

cracking of zirconium in ferric chloride
solution (1961) 9479

for structural alloys at room and elevated
temperatures (1963) 7601

of type 304 stainless steel in simulated
superheat reactor environments (1962)
18711

stress-intensity factors for single-edge-
notch tension specimens

—

by boundary collocation of stress function
(1964) 16706

in bending or combined bending and ten-
sion by boundary collocation of stress
function (1965) 5203

stress-relief cores, modulus of elasticity de-
termined with biaxial device (1963) 3086

stress-rupture and fatigue properties of
iron-, nickel-, cobalt-base alloy, prelimi-
nary investigation of hydrogen effect

(1963) 1287
stresses on ships at sea, unmanned system

of recording (1963) 16556
structural

—

beams, creep deflection, analytical study
(1961) 4937

behavior and buckling strength of honey-
comb sandwich cylinders subjected to
bending (1965) 14848

design, emergency construction, engineer-
ing manual (1963) 19144

load-alleviating device, effect on landing
behavior of re-entry capsule model
(1961) 11410

loads surveys on 2 tilt-wing VTOL config-
urations (1961) 6397

structures fabricated from filamentary ma-
terials, applications in aerospace vehi-
cles (1963) 9158

susceptibility of 6 stainless steels to
stress corrosion at ambient and elevated
temperatures (1965) 1459

tapered circular reinforcements around cen-
tral holes in flat sheets under biaxial
loads in elastic range, investigation
(1962) 8504

temperature distribution in insulated thick
skin subjected to aerodynamic heating,
analysis of equations (1961) 4894, 7957

Strains and stresses—Continued
tensile

—

cold-reduced AISI 301 and 304L stainless-
steel sheet at 75°,-320°,-423° F (1961)
4917; (1962) 10496

compressive creep of 6A1-4V titani-

um-alloy sheet and methods of estimat-
ing minimum creep rate (1961) 8026

crack exposure tests for reinJForced con-
crete beams, results 1955-63 (1965) 2115

explosively formed mild-steel plate (1963)
11169
filament-winding plastics (1964) 18862
handsheets, effect of restraint during
drying (1964) 18079

impact properties of

—

maraging steel compositions (1963)
18249

17-7 pH and 12 MoV stainless steel

sheet under rapidheating and con-
stant-temperature conditions (1961)
9587

sheet-bending fatigue of refractory
metals at room temperatures (1963)
3153

structural materials at temperatures
from 20 to 300° K (1963) 14598

tungsten, effects of interstitial impuri-
ties (1964) 14851

strength of

—

paper, electrical strain gage for testing
(1963) 12169

plastics, computation from static
strength data (1964) 10482

reinforced phenolic laminates, effect of
infrared heat (1961) 12714

stress, role of resin in glass-fiber-rein-
forced structures, filament-winding plas-
tics (1965) 167_89

stresses on surface of ellipsoidal cavity in
compressive loading situations (1965)
13189

tension shell

—

shapes at Mach 7, aerodynamic investiga-
tion (1965) 18548

structure for entry vehicles (1965) 6726
tensiometric coefficient of tungsten in ther-

mometers and manometers (1961) 10897
theoretical elastic stress distributions aris-

ing from discontinuities and edge loads
in several shell-type structures (1962)
3381, 10538

theory of notch stresses, exact calculation
of strength with reference to structural
form and material (1961) 13835

thermal

—

fatigue and crack growth characteristics
and mechanical strain cycling behavior
of austenitic steels (1961) 1299

involving plastic flow, numerical method
for determining in missile nozzles (1963)
3223

midplane stresses, plates, finite differences
energy method evaluation (1964) 18767

shock evaluation of refractory materials
as rocket nozzle inserts (1964) 13331

shock studies of ceramic materials (1964)
13338

strains and transient temperature profiles
of turbojet engine buckets (1961) 13516

stress

—

buckling, effects on flutter characteris-
tics of flat single-bay panels (1963)
1290

combinations of temperature and axial
compression required for buckling of
ring-stiffened cylinder (1962) 10522

corrugated-stiffened insulating panels,
test under static and aerodynamic
conditions (1961) 19924
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Strains and stresses—Continued
stress—Continued

deflections in rectangular panels (1964)
4227

determination in conical shell (1961)
10892

fatigue behavior of zirconium and zirco-

nium alloys (1962) 23011
flat panel with uniform edge loads, su-
personic flutter (1965) 19943

temperature distribution (1964) 13436
three-span continuous wood laminated beam,

stress distribution over block supports
(1965) 2166

titanium alloys, hot-salt stress-corrosion
cracking phenomenon (1964) 21730

titanium and stainless-steel alloys and su-
peralloy, fatigue-crack propagation
(1964) 20587

torsion of sandwich panels of trapezoidal,
etc., cross sections (1961) 658

transport airplane wings, fatigue tests with
constant and variable amplitude loading
schedules (1961) 1313

true properties of brittle materials to very
high temperatures (1963) 9691

tubing, frangible metal, energy-absorption
process (1962) 22581

tungsten

—

arc-melted, effects of purity and structure
on tensile properties (1964) 21776

fiber-reinforced copper composites behav-
ior (1963) 19917

surface condition effect on ductible-to-
brittle transition temperature (1961)
6383

underground opening. Climax Molybdenum
Mine, (3olo., determination (1963) 3094

uniform longitudinal strain rate, effect on
weak homogeneous turbulence in com-
pressible flow (1965) 9732

uniform-stress spinning filamentary disk
(1964) 20527

unique construction makes interferometer
insensitive to mechanical stresses (1965)
18515

variable amplitude

—

fatigue tests, effects of high and low loads
(1963) 3147

loadings effects on fatigue crack propaga-
tion patterns (1963) 16380

weld cracking by hindered contraction, re-

search report (1962) 18369
wind stresses in pole building frames (1964)

18061
wing oscillating pressure distribution in 1st

bending mode for Mach from 0.24 to 1.30

(1961) 2573
wings, flexibility effects in rough air for

large sweptwing airplane (1961) 4958
working stresses for structural design, engi- i

neering manual (1961) 1946, 5945; (1962)
'

11722; (1964) 4664
wrought aluminum alloys, unified notch-

strength analysis (1962) 12484
X-15 airplane landing loads and dynamics

(1963) 11015
see also Poisson's ratio—Prestressing

—

Shear (mechanics).
Straley, Warren H., retrieval of astronaut

from extra-vehicular assignment (1965)
6630

Strange states of matter, USSR study (1962)
2691

Stranger, Roland J., criminal jurisdiction over
visiting Armed Forces (1965) 18679

Stransky, J.J., references on effects of flooding
on forest trees (1965) 671

Straps, buckle joins web straps quickly, ad-
justs easily (1964) 14827

Strass, H. Kurt, rocket-model investigation of
rolling effectiveness of fighter-type
wing-control configuration, etc (1963)
14532

Strasser, Arnold:
employer expenditures for selected supple-

mentary compensation practices for
production and related workers, etc
(1965) 12785

meatpacking and processing industries,
1962 (1964) 14706

factory workers under bargaining agree-
ments (1965) 8000

Strategic materials:
agreement with, Brazil (1961) 20195; (1962)

10688
American exports to U.S.S.R. and other So-

viet bloc countries

—

hearings (1962) 5069, 9499
print additional copies, report (1962)
7194

chromium survey (1962) 9009
critical material stockpiles

—

cadmium, Calumet & Hecla, Inc. (copper
deferrals), Climax Molybdenum Co., syn-
thetic cryolite, hearings (1962) 17305

copper deferrals, rubber, quartz crystals,
and industrial diamonds (crushing bort),

hearings (1962) 15428
cost, future, ores, etc., hearings (1963)
9998

declassification of data and review of
stockpiling policy, hearings (1962) 13662

disposals, lead and zinc, barter, hearings
(1962) 19374

draft report, committee print (1964) 6493
Hanna nickel contracts, hearings (1962)
21536; (1963)326

nickel, tungsten, and titanium contracts,
investigation hearings (1963) 4772

stockpile excess disposition act of 1962,
platinum, tin, American Chrome Co. con-
tract, hearings (1962) 21536

defense, agreements with Brazil (1961) 17835
disposal of abaca from national stockpile

—

law (1965) 19154
reports (1965) 15762, 17900

disposal of antimony from national stock-
pile

hearing (1964) 17636
law (1964) 19423
reports (1964) 17528, 17852

disposal of cadmium from national stock-
pile

hearings (1963) 6188, 6190; (1964) 10293
laws (1963) 7827; (1964) 13869
reports (1963) 6166, 6274; (1964) 10253,

12207
disposal of certain materials from national

stockpile

—

hearings (1962) 13497, 13661
reports (1962) 11410, 15338; (1964) 17531,

17853
disposal of chemical grade chromite from

supplemental stockpile

—

law (1965) 17439
reports (1965) 15765, 17897

disposal of chromium metal, acid grade
fluorspar, and silicon carbide, from sup-
plemental stockpile

—

law (1965) 17443
reports (1965) 8807, 17895

disposal of colemanite from supplemental
stockpile

—

law (1965) 17438
reports (1965) 15767, 17898

disposal of copper from national stockpile,
hearing (1965) 7528

disposal of diamond dies and bismuth alloys
from national stockpile

—
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Strategic materials—Continued

hearing (1965) 19482
reports (1965) 15706, 15962

disposal of feathers and down from national
stockpile

—

hearings (1963) 18921. 18924
law (1963) 20435
reports (1963) 15361, 18840

disposal of graphite, quartz crystals, and
lump steatite talc from national stock-

pile or supplemental stockpile, or both,

reports (1965) 17650, 19451
disposal of hyoscine from national stock-

pile

—

hearing (1965) 19482
reports (1965) 15707, 15964

disposal of lead from national stockpile

—

hearings (1964) 13992; (1965) 7528
law (1964) 15390
reports (1964) 13936, 14095; (1965) 5896

disposal of magnesium from national stock-

pil^
hearing (1965) 19482
reports (1965) 15705, 15963

disposal of molybdenum from national stock-
pile

hearing (1964) 13994
law (1964) 15394
reports (1964) 13935, 14094

disposal of nickel from national stockpile

—

hearing (1965) 19482
reports (1965) 15704, 17901, 19286

disposal of pig tin from national stockpile

—

hearings (1964) 13993
reports (1964) 13932, 14097

disposal of raw silk and silk noils from na-
tional stockpile, reports (1965) 8804,
15924

disposal of rubber from national stockpile

—

hearing (1965) 19482
law (1965) 15515
reports (1965) 15703, 15961

disposal of sisal from national stockpile

—

law (1964) 19425
reports (1964) 17529, 17851

disposal of vegetable tannin extracts from
national stockpile

—

law (1965) 17437
reports (1965) 15766, 17899

disposal of zinc from national stockpile

—

hearings (1964) 13988; (1965) 7528
law (1964)15391
reports (1964) 13947, 14096, 19491; (1965)

5897, 7518
export to U.S.S.R. and other Soviet bloc

countries, hearings (1963) 2099
Federal stockpile inventories, report (1961)

3085; (1962) 3577; (1963) 3415; (1964)
3212; (1965) 3099

manganese stockpiling. Emergency Planning
Office and GSA program, GAO review
(1963) 10263

materials reserve and stockpile act

—

effect of S. 2272 on defense production act
inventories, hearing (1964) 15801

hearings (1964) 4572, 6494; (1965) 19298
reports (1964) 12206; (1965) 6018

release of zinc, lead, and copper from na-
tional or supplemental stockpile or both,
law (1965) 8722

release of zinc from either national or sup-
plemental stockpile, or both, reports
(1965) 15763, 19285, 19436

stockpile as instrument of national security
(address) (1964) 12329

stockpile report (1961) 8553; (1962) 476,
15509; (1963) 6352, 12083; (1964) 2291

stockpiling, cordage fibers, questional need,
GAO report (1964) 21339

Strategic materials—Continued
stockpiling, investigation

—

authorization, reports (1962) 7193, 13651,
21423; (1963) 6240; (1965) 2106, 19300

expenses, reports (1962) 13651, 21423
stockpiling of minerals and metals, review,

hearings (1964) 10318, 14006
trade control program, survey 1957-60

(1961) 5105
transfer of copper from national stockpile

to Bureau of Mint
law (1965) 17442
reports (1965) 15764, 17896

unnecessary costs to (government by not
using surplus stockpiled materials to
satisfv defense contract needs. Air
Force"Dept., GAO report (1964) 10617

Strategic significance of African raw materi-
als in United States planning (1963)
1776

Strategy, see International relations—Mili-

tary art and science—Naval art and sci-

ence.

Stratford, Conn.:
census of housing, 1960, special reports for

local housing authorities (1961) 11943
hurricane survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 8519
document edition (1964) 8261

Stratification, thermal, elimination in reser-
voirs, and resulting benefits (1965) 12559

Stratigraphy:
all China conference, USSR report on re-

sults (1961) 837
Antler Peak quadrangle, Nev (1965) 6339
areas between Brazos and (Colorado Rivers,

northcentral Texas (1961) 704
Baranof and southern Chicagof Islands, geo-

logic mapping, study (series) (1963)
10284

biostratigraphic separation of bottom sedi-

ments in equatorial Pacific, USSR study
(1964) 7179

CJenozoic geology of part of basin of Pleisto-

cene Lake Lahontan (1964) 10639
changes in stratigraphic nomenclature by

Geological Survey (1965) 6334
China, regional tables (1963) 8898
contributions to stratigraphic

—

paleontology (series) (1964) 18110; (1965)
2227

(series) (1964) 19779-780; (1965) 2230-36,
4860-62, 18203-205, 19660, 19662

Cretaceous, McCarthv A-4 quadrangle,
southern Alaska (1964) 18110

Dripping Spring quartzite, southeastern
Arizona (1964) 8758

East Tintic Mountains, Utah (1962) 2527
(Peyser Creek, fanglomerate (1965) 18205
glossary of terms (1964) 8771
House Rock Valley area (1961) 7515
Lituyapecten in Alaska (1962) 2526
marine, upper Miocene and Pliocene in

southern Salinas Valley, Calif (1965)
2231

Matanuska formation in Matanuska Valley,
Alaska, reconnaissance (1964) 14339

Montana, Belt series and related rock with
stratigraphic classification, data on
(1964) 4786

Moose River synclinorium, Maine (1961)
7518

Niobrara formation at Pueblo, C^lo (1964)
14344

North Park basin, Jackson (bounty, CJolo

(1965) 10981
northern Aral region (1962) 993
origin, etc., of deposits of Pleistocene Lake

Bonneville (1963) 5019
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Stratigraphy—Continued
outcropping Permian rocks in northeastern

Arizona and adjacent areas (1962) 630
outline, Communist China study (1963) 2739
Paleozoic

—

and Cenozoic rocks, Alpine-Nutrioso area,
Apache County, Ariz. (1961) 14950

of southern part of Mule Mountains, Ariz
(1965) 10985

Pennsylvanian

—

and lower Permian periods, areas between
Brazos and Colorado Rivers, north-
central Texas (series) (1961) 19410;
(1963) 10277

and Permian rocks, Kans (1963) 8334
southern anthracite field (1963) 5013

Permian rocks of southwestern Montana
(1964) 15946

Pierre shale

—

S. Dak. and Nebr (1965) 19665
Valley City and Pembina Mountain areas,

N. Dak (1965) 9265
Pybus-Gambier area, Admiralty Island,

Alaska (1965) 2226
Quarternary

—

Lake Bonneville, eastern Jordan Valley,
south of Salt Lake City, Utah (1965)
19668

La Sal Mountains, Utah (1962) 15639
refractory clayrocks of Dakota group, Colo-

rado (1961) 12779
rocks of Belt series, Bonner quadrangle,

Mont (1961) 19412
smaller Foraminifera, general stratigraphic

relationships and assemblages (1964)
10645

stratigraphy

—

and chronology of late interglacial and
early Vashon glacial time in Seattle
area. Wash (1965) 4862

and geologic history of uppermost Creta-
ceous, Paleocene, and lower Ek)cene
rocks in Wind River basin, Wyo (1965)
18212

and paleoecologic significance of Forami-
nifera from Tertiary sequence (1964)
8766

and structure of Rainier and USGS tunnel
areas, Nevada Test Site (1963) 19315

structure

—

and oil resources of Prado Dam and Yorba
Linda quadrangles, study (1964) 10641

Cenozoic sedimentary rocks in part of Sa-
linas Valley, study (1964) 12506

northern and western flanks of Black Hills

uplift, Wyo., Mont., and S. Dak (1964)
21354

studies in snow and firn of Greenland ice

sheet (1963) 2188
Taconic stratigraphic names, definitions and

synonymies (1964) 8759
Upper Devonian and Lower Mississippian

rocks of Ohio, plant spores and other
microfossils (1962) 19571

western Sierra Nevada metamorphic belt,

Calif (1965) 7800
Wichita group in Brazos River Valley, north

Texas (1961) 9247
Wyoming, western Permian rocks (1964)

2420
Stratis, Christos, relief (1964) 19543; (1965)

6006
Stratosphere:
and mesosphere, USSR study (1964) 1232
atlas of monthly mean charts, 1955-59 (1962)

18651; (1963) 4390
circulation, winter of 1961, from rocket fir-

ings over U.S. (1963) 16376
classification of atmospheric stratification

to heights of 45 km (1965) 4939

Stratosphere—Continued
cosmic ray

—

intensity caused by solar processes, USSR
study (1964) 16319

variations (1961) 10805
equatorial, effects of periodic heat sources

(1965) 104
lower

—

aerosynoptic conditions of airplane buf-
feting, USSR study (1963) 6679

electronic forecasting, Soviet studies
(1962) 14011

over Northern Hemisphere, seasonal
changes in temperature field, USSR
study (1965) 12626

relationship between processes in tropo-
sphere (1965) 2739

meteoritic dust sampling (1961) 15966
radioactivity, high altitude sampling pro-

gram (1962) 19622
research in USSR, using meteorological

rockets during International Geophysi-
cal Year and International (jeophysical
cooperation period (1965) 4938

rhodium 102, high-altitude tracer experiment
(1963) 1732

sampling of radioactive debris, conceptual
study of possible particle collecting sys-
tems (1961) 1719

temperature distribution, role of vertical
motions in altering gradient and in pro-
ducing cloud, USSR study (1961) 15377

use of stratospheric observational data in

analysis of natural synoptic seasons,
USSR study (1965) 2322

water-vapor

—

distribution measurement (1961) 2624
USSR translation (1963) 16262

Stratton, Frances E., translation title list and
cross reference guide (1963) 11582;
(1965)4271, 17133

Straub, Ck)nrad P., low-level radioactive
wastes (1964) 15290

Strauss, Lewis L., nomination, report (1962)
15290

Strauss, William S., air laws and treaties of

world (1965) 14119
Straw, seed flax, potential for extending utili-

zation (1963) 11431
Strawberries:

culture (1961) 5253
Eastern U.S. (1964) 16951
south Atlantic, etc., regions (1961) 17908;

(1963) 1690
diseases (1963) 4351
fresh

—

acreage, production, etc., 1954-59 (1962) 76
economic feasibility of radiation-pasteur-

izing (1963) 19090
radiation-pasteurizing, costs and benefits,

estimates (1965) 13531
insects, control (1962) 12844; (1965) 5510,

16965
processing for freezing (1962) 12888
radiation pasteurization in southern region

(1965) 13533, 17139
varieties in U.S., general information (1964)

20912

Strawberry Hill quadrangle, Wyo., geology
and uranium deposits (1963) 2340

Stream pollution, see Water pollution.

Streamers, see Flags.

Streams, see Rivers.

Street railroads, losses in converting to bus
operations, income tax treatment, report
(1961) 18868

Streetcar satellites, see Satellites.
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Streets:
and related facilities, excessive costs alloca-

tion to Northside urban renewal project,

Kansas City, Mo., Urban Renewal ad-
ministration, HHFA, GAO report (1964)
19754

arterial

—

increasing traffic-carrying capability
(1962) 14581, 18431

police power and planning controls (1961)
2687

District of Columbia

—

one-way planning, report (1965) 2002
repair of alleys, relieve owners of abut-

ting property from certain assessments,
reports

law (1962) 20875. 21028, 21368
Virginia Avenue, N.W., plan for improve-

ment. National Capital Planning Com-
mission report (1965) 11530

within urban renewal plan, expedite clos-

ing, reports (1963) 13730; (1965) 19424
new names in Peiping (1965) 2387
Queensgate 1 urban renewal project, exces-

sive allocation of costs by U.R.A., GAO
report (1965) 7766

work injuries and rates in highway and
street construction industry (1964) 2960

see also Roads and highways.
Strela, see Electronic computers.
Strength of materials:
and structural elements, at high tempera-

tures, conference, USSR (1964) 10786
composite, characteristics (1965) 9621
glass fibers and failure of filament wound

pressure vessels (1965) 13115
properties and relationships associated with

various types of fiberglass-reinforced
facing sandwich structure, final report
(1965) 18804

sandwich construction, affected by size of

cells of honeycomb-core materials (1964)
12446

static strength of stiffened sheet containing
sharp central notch, prediction (1963)
16407

see also names of materials and articles.

Strengthen Security of Free World Committee,
report (1963) 9401

Strengthening free enterprise, 1964 annual
report. Small Business Administration
(1965) 8273

Streptococcal infections, selected references
(1964) 1564, 15043, 18918

Streptococci, group A, in throat cultures, de-

tection by immunofluorescence (1963)
12987

Streptomycin:
conferences, 1946-51, transactions, index

(1961) 8241
prolonged action by use of polyvinyl pyrroli-

done, USSR study (1964) 5068
semicontinuous biosynthesis, USSR study

(1965) 19754
use in prevention of acute radiation sick-

ness, USSR study (1963) 997
Stresemann, Wolfgang, relief (1961) 14273,

16558, 16883; (1964) 6269, 10391, 11999
Stress cracks in artificially dried corn (1961)

6639
Stress (psychological), see Tension.
Stress cracks and breakage in artificially

dried corn (1964) 34
Stresses (mechanical), see Strains and stress-

es.

Stretchers, aircraft litter installation, dynam-
ic test (1963) 13098

Strickland Transportation Co., Inc., motor
vehicle accident (1961) 4345

Strictly for teenagers, some facts about vene-
real disease (1962) 10614; (1965) 1593

Strickler, Paul E., liquid petroleum fuel used
by farmers in 1959 (1964) 9964

Stridulivelia, see Water striders.

Striffler, David F., fluoridation of water sup-
plies in small rural communities (1965)
8239

Striffler, W. David, sediment, streamflow, and
land use relationships in northern lower
Michigan (1965) 9200

Strigeoidea, see Flukes.
Strikes and lockouts:

final tabulations (1963) 10923
missile bases

—

hearings (1961) 10505, 12515; (1962) 9495
reports (1962) 23393

Pakistan, working Pakistan struggles on,
strike history (1962) 10053

right to strike concept, historical and legal

development (1963) 18955
steel strikes and bargaining abroad (1961)

6261
west coast maritime strike impact, report

(1963) 18956
aircraft and parts industry (1961) 6243
analyses (1964) 1377; (1965) 1282
basic steel industry (1962) 1573
Capehart military family housing proj-

hearings (1961) 10499
report (1962) 11649

contract construction industry (1962) 8326
departmental editions (1961) 15728, 21143;

(1963) 1169
document editions (1961) 14159, 20537;

(1963) 274
electrical machinery, equipment, and sup-

plies industry (1962) 8330
50 States and District of Columbia (1964)
2959

final tabulations (1961) 9430; (1962) 12350;
(1965) 11359

Government employees (1963) 10893
metropolitan areas (1963) 3023, 16272
monthly reports (1961) 3398; (1962) 4451;

(1963) 4312; (1964) 4164; (1965) 4076
water transportation industry (1961) 6244

Stringer, Elizabeth, tool for case evaluation
(1965) 7291

Stringer, T.E., relationship between resistive
instabilities and microinstabilities in

inhomogeneous plasmas (1965) 17102
Strip cropping, contour, on that land down

there viewed from airplane (1962) 10823
Strip-mined lands, see Reclamation of land.

Strip mines, see Coal mines and mining.

Striped bass, see Bass.

Striplin, M.M., jr., general outline of chemical
engineering activities (1965) 9973

Strite, Mary K., temperature, distribution in

laminar flow of heat-generating fluid in

rectangular channels (1965) 18580
Strobel, Joseph J., testimony, hearings (1965)

4624
Stroboscope, TS-805A/U strobotac, general

radio 631-BL, 631-B, test instrument cal-

ibration procedure (1962) 12612
Strohbehn, Roger W.: ^,

graphic summary of farm tenure, coopera-
tive report (1963) 1902

ownership of rural land in Southeast (1964)
4611

Strobridge, Thomas R., thermodynamic prop-
erties of nitrogen (1963) 3177

Strohm, W.E., stability of crater slopes. Proj-

ect Sedan (1965) 187
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Strokes:
cerebral vascular disease and strokes (1964)

18904
combating, provide assistance

—

hearings (1965) 6064, 15821
law (1965) 17432
reports (1965) 12296, 17607, 17640

hope for recovery through research (1962)

22630; (1964) 7586
little strokes in dental patients (1965) 20040
national program to conquer, reports (1965)

2978, 9861
progress in cerebrovascular disorders, sum-

mary (1964) 9646
rehabilitation program

—

guidelines with model plan for community
action (1964) 13399, 20749

inservice training for care facility person-

nel in Oregon (1964) 11561
stroke and its victims, report of conference

(1965) 6980
stroke is a community problem (1964) 9729

up and around, booklet to aid stroke patient
in activities of daily living (1964) 13422

Strom, Gordon H., scale model studies on snow
drifting (1963) 4840

Strong, Ann L., preserving urban open space
(1963) 11368

Strong, Merle E., curriculum materials for

trade and industrial education (1964)

8479
Strontium:
chemistry of strontium in natural water (se-

ries) (1962) 9742; (1963) 5029
content of natural water, flame-photometric

determination (1962) 9742
copper-spark method for spectrochemical

determination of strontium in water
(1962) 636

crystalline silicates, low temperature heat
capacities and entropies at 298.15° K
(1965) 1373

exchange adsorption on clay minerals (1965)

16311
exchange from solutions containing 1 and 2

competing cations, comparison of distri-

bution coefficients (1965) 10980
Health and Safety Laboratory fallout pro-

gram, quarterly summary report (1962)

197A
metabolism in man and animals, bibliogra-

phy (1961) 1635
migration through quartz sand (1962) 2101;

(1964) 5991
mineral facts and problems, chapter (1965)

9602
minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 13463;

(1962) 18235; (1963) 12840; (1964) 14765;

(1965) 14720
occurrence and distribution in natural water

(1963) 5029
oilfield waters analysis methods,

flame-spectrohphotometric determina-
tion (1962) 20112

radiochemical separations by amalgam ex-

change technique (1963) 18600
removal from nuclear waste solutions by

foam separation (1961) 8405
sorption by crandallite, studies (1963) 8333
stable, microquantities effect on mineral

metabolism and uptake of SR-90, USSR
study (1963) 12716

titanate radioisotope fuel production for

SNAP 7B thermoelectric generator
(1964) 5968

turnover rates in human bones (1965) 8255
see also Radiostrontium.

Strontium bromide, and nitrate, thermodynam-
ic properties (1962) 10474

Strontium chloride, thermodynamic properties

from 0° to 300° K (1963) 20971
Strontium fluoride, thermodynamic properties

from 0° to 300° K (1963) 20971

Strontium isotopes:

accidental releases during shipment, conse-

quences (1962) 23033
fallout

—

Health and Safety Laboratory program,
quarterly summary report (1965) 8546

measurement program, quarterly report

(1961) 5353
HASL bone program, 1961-64 (1965) 17100
osseous system changes in dogs, USSR

study (1963) 2959
Sr-89—
and Sr-90, radiation protective action

guides (1965) 10821
effect on microflora of biological filters,

USSR study (1964) 9177
SR-90—
and calcium in infant diets (1965) 8253
Atlantic Ocean surface waters, USSR

study (1964) 10901
biogeochemical studies (1961) 8379
bone levels and diets, annual report (1961)

5379
contamination, soil and plant analysis,

methods (1965) 16957
content of

—

food products, changes after cooking,

USSR study (1964) 10759
foods and of total diets in U.S., sum-

mary of available data (1961) 194

Pacific Ocean surface waters, 1961,

USSR study (1965) 4993
distribution characteristics in skeleton of

dogs after single and long-term adminis-

tration, USSR study (1964) 1251

eliminating from organism, USSR study

(1963) 10637
fallout measurement program, quarterly

report (1961) 196
fuel for generator for unattended light

buoy, safety analysis (1962) 8962

Health and Safety Laboratory fallout

program, quarterly summary report

(1962) 6692; (1963) 4479, 9680, 14985
health hazard in milk (1964) 18901

in foods at intermediate stages of prepa-

ration for canning and freezing (1964)

20770
in human bone (1965) 5357
in human vertabrae (1965) 8254

in plant parts and milling fractions from
1963 Illinois wheat (1965) 1594

measuring fallout, gummed film, summary
of results (1961) 195

migration

—

along biological chain, plant, sheep, fe-

tus, USSR study (1962) 881

in human organism from consumption of

marine animals, USSR study (1965)

4995
milk-

—

and food supplies in U.S. effect of depo-

sition rate and cumulative soil level

on concentration (1962) 2100
farming practices effect on concentra-

tion (1964) 16833
from Brainerd, Minn. Milkshed, factors

influencing (1963) 3279
rapid method for determining content,

USSR study (1963) 8991

on earth's surface, summary and interpre-

tation of world-wide soil sampling pro-

gram (1961) 8410; (1963) 1842

program of Health and Safety Laborato-
ry, quarterly report (1961) 16195
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Strontium isotopes—Continued
SR-90—Continued
10-watt fueled generator for unattended
meteorological station, safety analysis
and evaluation (1962) 8963

uptake, effect of microquantities of stable

strontium, USSR study (1963) 12716
Strontium nitrate, thermodynamic properties

(1962) 10474
Strontium oxide, heats and free energies of

formation (1963) 5497
Strontium titanate, direct precipitation syn-

thesis, procedure (1965) 15248
Strophanthin:
comparative therapeutic evaluation with

convallatoxin, USSR study (1961) 11110
sensitivity in cardiovascular diseases, USSR

study (1961) 12897
Stroud, C.W., thermal conductivity of honey-

comb-core panels (1965) 13032
Stroud, Lowell:
low temperature phase equilibria of

—

Hansford gas (1963) 3099
Hogback gas (1963) 18096

Stroud, Raymond B.:

manganese resources of Batesville district.

Ark., field investigations, July 1956-June
1961 (1964) 14760

mineral industry of Arkansas (1964) 1407;

(1965) 1332
Stroud, W. Jefferson, elastic constants for

bending and twisting of corrugation-
stiffened panels (1964) 20618

Struble, George R.:

attack pattern of mountain pine beetle in

sugar pine stands (1965) 12503
black pine-leaf scale (1965) 638

Structural adhesives, see Adhesives.
Structural behavior of composite materials

(1964) 14784
Structural clay products, see Clay.
Structural designs, see Architecture—Designs

(industrial).

Structural dynamic experiences of X-15 air-

plane (1962) 10507
Structural engineering, see Building.
Structural fabric program (1963) 16768
Structural materials, see Materials.

Structural steel, see Steel.

Structural steelworkers, 3 & 2, Navy training
course (1965) 19995

Structural synthesis of symmetric waffle plate

(1963) 3162
Structure:

of Mach lines in relaxing media, USSR
(1961) 11123

of wood (1963) 12170
propagation of turbulent Bunsen flames

(1963) 1197
properties of liquid metals (1962) 14833

Structures, see Buildings—Earthwork and
structures—Shore protection—Steel

structures—Strains and stresses—Vi-

bration.
Struelens, Michel, State Department security

clearance case, report (1963) 335
Struggle for clean water (1962) 22765
Struthers, Robert E., role of irrigation devel-

opment in community economic struc-
ture. Grand Valley trade area, Colo
(1963) 13035

Strutt, John W.. see Rayleigh, Lord John W.S.
Struvite, crystals and canned seafood (1965)

12481
Stuart, D.G.:

activation, etc., of shivering during septal
and hypothalamic stimulation (1963)
11492

anatomy of hypothalamus and its connec-
tions (1963) 11489

Stuart, D.G.—Continued
anti- and pseudo-Parkinson drugs, effects on

shivering (1963) 11493
decerebration, etc., effects on shivering

(1963) 11491
nervous control of shivering (1963) 18468
septal and hypothalamic

—

lesions effects on shivering (1963) 11494
stimulation of unanesthetized cats (1963)

11490
shivering and temperature regulation (1963)

18469
Stuart, Harold C, how can we apply our

knowledge of child growth and develop-
ment (1965) 10267

Stuart, Lyle, testimony (1963) 19062
Stuart, Thomas R., and wife, relief (1961)

7050, 14070, 14534
Stubble-mulch farming:
economics (paper) (1962) 9521
Pacific Northwest, experiments and observa-

tions (1962) 8821
tillage in Southeast, planting and cultivat-

ing in crop residue (1962) 20406
using crop residues on soils of humid area

(1961) 5256
Stubbs, Sandy M.:

landing characteristics of reentry vehicle

—

having canted multiple-air-bag load-allevi-
ation system (1963) 16401

with passive landing system for impact
alleviation (1964) 5512

skid-rocker landing, characteristics of
spacecraft model (1963) 11026

Stucki, Roland, study of SBA financial assist-

ance in Utah (1963) 1467
Studebaker Corporation, South Bend, Ind.,

plant closing, report (1964) 13656
Student-learners, employment, pursuant to

fair labor standards act (1962) 1894;
(1963) 14771; (1964) 11680; (1965) 16911

Student nurses, see Nurses and nursing.
Student reference sheet SR series (1965)

7708-12, 12495, 16226-229, 19636
Student work sheet. Department of Labor

safety training programs, SWS-LS se-

ries (1965) 9499
Students:

able, guidance, counseling, testing, identifi-

cation and encouragement. State pro-
grams, regulations (1965) 7585

aerospace periodicals, science services, list

(1963) 13864
African, and study programs in United

States, report and hearings (1965) 15722
age-grade school progress of farm and non-

farm youth (1963) 17354, 20625
aids, financial and other assistance through

programs of Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, guide (1964)
21365

Army Nurse Corps, education opportunities
(1963) 1815

automobiles, controlling use, guide (1962)
15486

braille transcribing, general information
(1961)4811

Brazilian, adventure of disenchantment be-

hind Iron Curtain (1961) 13129

career opportunities in

—

Public Health Service (1962) 12658; (1965)
6871

SCS (1961) 96

college

—

aid (1965) 16333
applicants, entrants, dropouts, study

(1965) 19553
borrowing guide (1965) 16086
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Students—Continued
college—Continued
career opportunities in

—

Federal service (1964) 4388

Interior Department, directory (1965)

18246
Public Health Service (1964) 18895;

(1965) 6871
college and university, scholarships, mes-
sage from the President (1961) 5608;

(1962) 6971
Federal career directory (1963) 4623,

16945
Federal careers in sixties, directory (1961)

1835
financing science education (1965) 9805
freshmen, prevalence and prophylaxis of

rheumatic fever and rheumatic heart
disease, 1956-60 (1965) 2999

graduates, career opportunities in Public

Health Service (1963) 12984
junior-year science, mathematics, and for-

eign language, survey (1964) 10467
loans, report (1962) 21084
residence and migration (1964) 10465,

21271
role in our society (address) (1965) 1268
summer employment in Federal Govern-
ment (1963) 6282, 9954

time for idealism and vision (address)

(1964) 20721
undergraduate social work, field experi-

ence and summer employment, guides

(1963) 13044
Communist International youth apparatus

(1963) 17317
Cuban refugee assistance program

—

hearing (1961) 8838
report (1961) 8817

District of Columbia schools, permit suspen-
sion or dismissal, reports (1963)
9899-9900

dropouts

—

importance of getting facts, etc (1963)

17368
motivations for leaving school (1963)

19095
rates among farm and nonfarm youth

(1963) 19088
references (1962) 13741; (1963) 15425

dwelling units, planning, USSR study (1965)

9392
elementary boarding-school grades, joint

work of teacher and class advisor,

USSR study (1963) 2714
employment (1961) 9415, 13409; (1962) 18156

in retail or service establishments at spe-

cial minimum wages, regulations under
Fair labor standards act (1965) 9991

thinking about your first job, try Uncle
Sam (1963) 9754

engineering, C&GS training program in pho-

togrammetry (1963) 1952
enrolled for advanced degrees (1963) 4827;

(1964) 609, 15857
Federal assistance in higher education, re-

port (1965) 1989
financial aids

—

Education Office publications available

(1963) 2168
environmental science and engineering,

listing (1963) 18284
publications, announcement and order

form (1964) 12326
financial assistance for education beyond

high school, handbook (1965) 442, 15838

print as Senate document, report (1965)

12256
financing undergraduate education (1965)

10737

Students—Continued
Finnish student's comments on lUS congress

in Baghdad (1961) 2279
credential service of Comparative Re-

search Branch (1965) 19562
in U.S. and other countries, research on,

bibliography (1965) 15052
West German assistance, especially to

students from Asia, Africa, and Latin
America (1963) 5365

France, leftist, national union of students
faces crisis (1965) 7893

full-time, employment in retail or service

establishments at special minimum
wages (1962) 20367

fundamentals of electricity, study guide
(1962) 15459

German Democratic Republic students in

Ukraine interbloc (1963) 17938
graduate, in clinical psychology, opportuni-

ty in Army Medical Service (1963) 117

groups visiting Washington, D.C., places of

interest, general information (1961) 6442

high school

—

and college, educational opportunities in

Air Force (1962) 20441
civil service examinations currently open

(1961) 6907; (1962) 6842
1966 national ability counts contest, an-

nouncement (1965) 9496
pupil programs, survey (1962) 457, 19446
State Employment Service guidelines for

choosing occupation (1961) 5942
students and Peace Corps (1962) 24059
superior, educational motivation patterns

of those who do and do not achieve

(1961) 12555
higher education

—

assistance act

—

hearings (1964) 14151; (1965) 12344,

13981, 14131
reports (1964) 17804; (1965) 13938,

17576, 17849, 19291

basic charges (1963) 19101
careers in Interior Department, directory

(1963) 623
financial aid, bibliography (1961) 1937

financial assistance (1961) 12565
loan program, report (1962) 4937
national defense loan program

—

borrowers' needs and resources (1962)

7279
summary report of operations (1961)

7336
statistics (1963) 2144

important message. Ability Counts Contest,

announcement (1963) 1157
infirmary planning aids (1962) 21658
Iowa State University, progress of rural

and urban students, entering fall 1955

(1962) 15466
Iraqui, internal troubles, report (1963) 5368

job opportunities, mechanics and repairmen
(1963) 20937

Korea, student movement, nature and direc-

tion (1963) 10750
learning, does grouping according to ability

make difference? (1963) 8161

loans

—

health professions, program (1965) 16817
National defense education act program

(1963) 377, 10075, 17381; (1965) 7587-88
collection, report (1965) 7542
GAO review (1965) 721

nursing, program (1965) 16825
medical and osteopathic, how they finance

their education, survey (1965) 16820

modern foreign languages, handbook for

guiding (1964) 2273
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Students—Continued

national defense education act, extend and
amend law

—

hearings (1964) 17646
law (1964) 21157
NDEA at a glance (1965) 6115
reports (1961) 7136; (1964) 15530, 15732,

17575, 19483; (1965) 17947
optometry, loan program, extend to

—

hearings (1964) 15593
law (1964) 21146
reports (1964) 17547, 17760, 19459

pilot guide, general information (1964) 15932

prospective students from other countries,
guide (1964) 10469

public schools, urban systems, current ex-
penditures per pupil (1961) 9027; (1963)
2150

publications on mental health, selected read-
ing list (1961) 6431

pupil

—

attitudes, and achievement, influenced by
teacher (1965) 6122

marks and school marking systems, bibli-
ography (1963) 19115

personnel services (1962) 463; (1964) 5450
pupil transportation

—

selected references (1962) 17406
State supervisors, directory (1962) 5109
statistics (1963) 19120; (1965) 4663

secondary school

—

identification and development of talent
(1963) 19094

polytechnical, general education, etc.,

problems (1962) 14317
summer science training programs (1963)
3199

social climates in high schools, relation to
academic achievement (1961) 5937

social security benefits up to age 22, expla-
nation (1965) 15036

Soviet news reports tension between Komso-
mol youth and foreign students (1963)
10807

student manual, SM series (1961) 5514;
(1962) 9110; (1963) 11656, 13319 (1965)
19009-10

study to determine why able students fail to
attend or complete college, authorize,
report (1961) 10286, 19098

summer employment and field experience of
undergraduates in social work, guide
(1964) 13533

summer job experience, public welfare

—

career sampling for college students (1964)
9885

need for young and imaginative staff
(1964) 9886

summer jobs, general information (1962)
10389

summer-session, regular-year scholarship
programs available in higher education
institutions, list (1962) 19436

summer trainee, Weather Bureau, reports
(1963) 16691; (1964) 16921

tests, interpretation of results (1965) 2099

therapeutic use of student volunteers (1964)
17116

thinking about your first job? remember
Uncle Sam (1961) 14016; (1964) 10107;
(1965) 16352

trainees

—

assigned to Government positions, travel
and transportation expenses, report
(1961) 18889

Students—Continued
trai nees—Continued
cooperative and vacation work-study pro-
grams, examination (1961) 18410, 18415;
(1962) 23105; (1964) 205, 4384
veterinarian, summer employment (1961)

18417; (1963) 20385
travel expenses, when appointed to posi-

tions where manpower shortage exists,
amend act

—

hearing (1963) 15313
law (1963) 18787
reports (1963) 11954, 18853

Weather Bureau, report (1962) 8743
training in food industry (1961) 14780
transportation

—

State plans for financing (1963) 6323
State supervisors, directory (1963) 2170;

(1964) 4647; (1965) 7593
statistics, 1960-61 (1962) 21657

tuition and fees in junior colleges, 1961-62
(1962) 19441

underachiever with superior ability, guid-
ance (1962) 456

undergraduate,
financial aids, sources of information

(1962) 454, 9544; (1964) 8485; (1965)
10736

programs in mathematics programs (1962)
21634; (1963) 19102

scholarships, amend national defense edu-

hearings (1961) 7132, 17139
report (1961) 10286

working routines at farm camps, hygienic
evaluation, USSR study (1961) 21042

U.S. student and leader exchanges, hearings
(1964) 2112

USSR-
awards (1963) 15740
boarding school trainees, organization of

agricultural labor (1961) 10866
chemistry courses for developing dialec-

tic-materialistic world outlook (1963)
17580

vocational, insured and direct loans

—

hearings (1965) 12167
law (1965) 19162
reports (1965) 8857, 17883

see aiso Reserve Officers Training Corps,
Army.

Studer, Philip A.:

brushless dc motor for satellite applica-
tion (1964) 7517

development of sealed brushless DC motor
(1965) 11486

Studia geophysica et geodaetica (periodical):

translations (1963) 7065
Studies (North Vietnam periodical);

translations (1961) 19580, 19595, 19598;
(1962) 1496, 22297; (1963) 12534, 17704,
17763; (1964) 898, 1160, 2606, 2779, 2918,
5188, 6877, 7318, 7322, 7336, 9090, 9264,
9350, 10859, 10883, 11006, 12682, 16005,
16057, 18221, 19979, 20319; (1965) 1083,
2329, 2612, 4907, 4914, 6462, 6515, 9356,
11152, 12624, 14482, 16388, 16537, 18284,
18319, 18388

Studies in comparative education (series)

(1961) 5939, 7331
Studies in Plains anthropology and history

(1965) 7815
Studies of evaporation (series) (1962) 9731
Studies of land subsidence (series) (1965) 2244
Study, see Curriculum.
Study abroad, new dimensions in higher educa-

tion (series) (1961) 460
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Study Commission on Southeast River Basins,
see United States Study Commission,
Southeast River Basins.

Study of roles and missions of Coast Guard
(1963) 15120-121

Stulen, F.B., approach to metal fatigue (1965)
11414

Stulik, R.S., geology and ground water of

Luke area, Ariz (1964) 14356
Stull, Luther D., relief (1964) 15663
Stultz, Kenneth, relief (1961) 18803; (1962)

4990, 6886
Stumm, Ekiwin C, Silurian corals from Moose

River synclinorium, Maine (1963) 6556
Stumpage, see Timber.
Stumpff, Karl:
calculation of ephemerides from initial val-

ues (1963) 1277
Hill's lunar theory (1963) 7253-54
LaGrange's theory of three-body problem

(1963) 3129
long-period motion of the Trojans as re-

stricted three-body problem, Thuering's
theory (1963) 12847

Stuntz, Stephen E., speech-intelligibility, etc.,

tests of voice communications systems
(1963) 9615

Sturgeons:
beluga, results of monographic investiga-

tion, USSR (1965) 1238
caviar

—

and other fish roe products (1964) 19728
firms canning, list (1964) 746; (1965) 14325

hemoglobin types in young, USSR study
(1964) 2638

oocytes, metaphase of 1st maturation divi-

sion, USSR study (1964) 1240
species, life history, etc (1962) 7402

Sturman, John C:
low-power, low-level analog-to-digital con-

verter for space vehicle applications
(1965) 14842

micropower logic circuits (1965) 11420
micropower transistor logic circuits (1963)

5573
Stuttering, see Stammering.
Stuve, John M., heat of formation of europium

sesquioxide and europium trichloride
(1965) 14704

STX, Fortran 4 program for estimates of tree
populations from 3P sample-tree-
measurements (1964) 18083

Style manual. Armed Forces news style guide
(1964) 17030

Stype, Charles H., relief (1961) 10245
Styrene:

industry, water requirements (1963) 12231
rubber-plastic drain and sewer pipe and fit-

tings, standard of trade (1961) 11828
Styrene-butadiene rubber, industry, water

requirements (1963) 12231
Styrene polymers, see Polymers and polymeri-

zation.

2-StyTylquinoline, see Quinoline.

Su, C.H., kinetic theory of weakly coupled
gases (1964) 11861

Su-fen Chen, see Chen Su-fen.

Subacute radiation death in chemically treat-
ed monkeys (1962) 1965

Subalpine fir, see Fir.

Subarctic region:
evaluation report-

carrier, Trackmaster (1963) 1571
transporter, Nodwell (1963) 1572

mosquitoes, feeding habits and colonization
(1965) 17008

northern operations, field manual (1963)
5910

Subarctic region—Continued
survival, simulated situations, caloric cost,

fluid and electrolytic balance (1964)
19140

transporter, Rolligon Mark 4, subarctic
evaluation (1963) 5756

Alaska (1963) 5754
Subcontracts, see Government contracts.
Subcooled boiling heat transfer under forced

convection in heated tube (1963) 9156
Subcritical reactors, see Reactors (atomic).
Subdivision of land, see Land.
Subject headings:
Armed Services Technical Information Agen-

cy-
chemical thesaurus (1963) 1792
descriptors thesaurus (1963) 1793; (1964)

14165
Atomic Energy Commission (1962) 23056;

(1965) 13523
Bureau of Ships Technical Library, thesau-

rus of descriptive terms and code book
(1964) 20779; (1965) 11674

Federal Council for Science and Technology
COSATI category list (1965) 6894

Housing and Home Finance Agency library
catalog (1962) 23601

Library of Congress (1961) 3417; (1962)
4361; (1963) 4214; (1964) 4061; (1965)
3968

medical (1963) 3776; (1964) 3583; (1965) 3498
National Agricultural Library, list (1963)

16415
National Library of Medicine catalog (1961)

3499; (1962) 4044; (1963) 3892
Smithsonian Institution, annotated subject-

heading bibliography of termites (1962)
3481

Sublette, James E., chironomid midges of Cali-
fornia etc (1964) 7601

Sublimation:
thermionic diodes, chemical regeneration

(1963) 16392
vacuum, radiant heat component effect on

heat transfer (1963) 18179
Submarine boats:
anti-submarine warfare, role of Navy (1961)

1365
atmosphere

—

control (1962) 14413
experiences (1963) 7188
studies aboard USS Sculpin (1964) 18865

Casimir Pulaski, USS, launching, (remarks)
(1964) 5633

construction, per diem payments to military
personnel, Navy Dept., GAO report
(1964) 8742

detection, in search of means, USSR study
(1962) 814

displays for monitoring performance under
full automatic control (1962) 12586

dry chemical system for carbon dioxide re-

moval (1961) 8095
filtration of salt smoke from chlorate candle

oxygen (1965) 13192
fracture toughness of pressure-vessel mate-

rials, evaluation (1961) 20053
functions of medical officer aboard fleet bal-

listic submarine (1965) 11373
hull construction, factors determining ap-

plicability of high strength quenched
and tempered steels (1963) 11190

hull structural materials, panel report
(1965) 6840

incentive pay for personnel attached to
staffs of submarine operational com-
manders

—

law (1965) 19153
report (1965) 7435, 8779, 19441
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Submarine boats—Continued
Navy, history (1961) 4991
nuclear powered

—

air purification systems, ignition and com-
bustion properties of activated carbon,
containing adsorbed hydrocarbons
(1965) 13134

atmosphere hydrocarbon analyzer, devel-

opment (1964) 13345
atmosphere purification

—

chemical research status (1961) 1378,

20062; (1963) 11165; (1964) 18863;

(1965) 13204
diaphragms for sulfate cycle electrolytic

cell (1964) 5615
with mass culture of algae (1962) 12580

atmospheres
analysis and removal of organic contam-
inants (1963) 11162

aromatic hydrocarbon content (1965)

13150
mass spectrometric determination of

aliphatic and aromatic content of

hydrocarbon mixture (1965) 13172
catalytic combustion of atmospheric con-

taminants (1965) 13117
components, overpayments made under

cost-plus-a-fixed-fee contract under

—

(Combustion Engineering, Inc., GAO re-

port (1964) 6774
Westinghouse, GAO report (1963) 2321;

(1964) 6776-77
construction, failure to obtain and con-

sider cost data in procurement of HY80
steel plate used, GAO report (1965)

12524
naval program, review, hearing (1961)

10193
oxygen production by algae (1964) 5602
valves purchased from Crane Co. by West-

inghouse, unsupported costs, GAO re-

port (1965) 2219
Polaris medical officers, annotated reference

file (1965) 11376
Polaris submarines, unnecessary costs in

accelerating construction, Navy Dept.,

GAO report (1965) 12530
radio rescue buoy

—

electrical and radio design considerations

(1963) 11170
mechanical design considerations (1962)

12595
Severyanka, scientific journeys, USSR study

(1962) 2826
shipboard equipment, shock resistance, dy-

namic design analysis method (1961)

9654
smoke and illumination signals, handling

and operation instructions (1963) 7372

stabilization of monoethanolamine solution

for carbon dioxide scrubbers (1965) 9832

submarine in United States Navy (1964)

18846
sulfate cycle for carbon dioxide removal and

oxygen generation (1964) 13340
supply management of equipment and spare

parts in Navy Dept., GAO review (1963)

594
Thresher

—

in memoriam, Apr. 10, 1963 (1964) 15016

loss, hearings (1965) 1967
training manual (1961) 9644; (1964) 3077

USSR studies (1963) 19464

wake generating system for ASW training

device (1965) 11570
World War II, United States losses

—

listing (1964) 16784
paster (1964) 21821

Submarine cables:

cable connection with Japan (address) (1965

13696
data from carriers' reports (1961) 3147;

(1962) 4146; (1963) 3990; (1964) 3817
defense, cable communication facilities,

agreement with Philippines (1965) 20095

Submarine crews:
Soviet, garrison life, glimpse of (1964) 8906

Thresher in memoriam, Apr. 10, 1963 (1964)

1501c6
Submarine medicine, see Medicine.
Submarine mines, see Mines (ordnance).
Submarine physiography of U.S. continental

margins (1962) 15005
Submarine research, see Oceanography.
Submarine warfare, behavioral and operation-

al aspects of tactical decision making
(1965) 1546

Submariners:
combat training, Soviet military transla-

tions (1961) 1064
enlisted men, use of standard psychiatric

interview to predict motivation for sub-
marine service (1962) 12362

enlisted submarine school graduates, fol-

low-up study on attitude, performance,
and achievement levels (1963) 9103

fleet ballistic missile submarine, prediction

of adjustment to prolonged submer-

background variables (1963) 7198
objective tests (1963) 7199

hazardous duty pav, illegal payments, GAO
report (1965) 2196

intrapulmonary air trapping in submarine
escape training casualties (1962) 10432

relationship of breathholding ability, etc., to

performance in pressure chamber, etc

(1963) 7189
Submerged lands, see Land.
Subminiature biotelemetry unit permits re-

mote physiological investigations (1964)

20562
Subpenas:

authority for District of Columbia, House,
report (1961) 16800

power for commission on assassination of

President Kennedy

—

law (1964) 1931
report (1964) 2044

Subsidences (earth movements):
near surface, western Fresno County, Calif

(1965) 2244
San Manuel Mine, Pinal County, Ariz., sur-

face subsidence measurements (1963)

9131
Santa Clara Valley, Calif., progress report

(1962) 11896
studies of land subsidence (series) (1965)

2244
subsurface, seismic methods of detecting and

delineating (1962) 1645
Subsidies:
and subsidylike programs of U.S. (jovern-

ment, report (1961) 3995; (1965) 7381
welcoming the future, relationship of subsi-

dies to maritime progress (remarks)

(1965) 18418
see also names of commodities, industries,

etc.

Subsidies for bulk carriers, hearing (1962)

15434
Subsistence:
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 9508; (1963) 3657;

(1964) 3475, 12294; (1965) 3377
Federal supply schedule (1961) 1991, 4219,

6029
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Subsistence—Continued
supplies authorized for issue and sale in

commissaries etc

—

Army and Air Force regulation (1963)
20325

list (1962) 4601
Subsistence allowances, see Pay, allowances,

etc.

Subsistence stores, subsistence supplies,

inspection and storage. Army technical
manual (1964) 19217

Subsonic flow, see Flow.
Subsonic speed, see Air speed.
Substrates, biological, determination of toxic

chemicals (1965) 16384
Subsurface fracturing from Shoal nuclear

detonation (1965) 1849
Subtropics:

anticyclone formation, Czechoslovak study
(1963) 7066

dry subtropics, frequency and seasonal dis-

tribution of late toxemia of pregnancy,
USSR study (1962) 15730

USSR southern regions, acclimatization of

man (1963) 20773
Suburban and farm vegetable gardens (1961)

20293; (1964) 4203
Suburbanites, publications, list (1962) 17653,

19589; (1964) 4830
Suburbs:

central city and its suburbs, problems and
future, message from the President
(1965) 5824

planning and zoning to prevent land and
water problems (address) (1962) 17382

rural zoning (address) (1962) 17383
shopping centers, bibliography (1963) 18308
social and economic disparities with central

city, intergovernmental relations impli-

cations (1965) 8387
Subversive activities, see Un-American activi-

ties.

Subversive Activities Control Board:
appropriations

—

hearings (1961) 10330, 12501; (1962) 15253,
21525; (1963) 11874; (1964) 515, 10288;
(1965) 10517

law (1961) 14125; (1962) 23243; (1964) 1974,

17386; (1965) 15511
reports (1961) 12454, 14327; (1962) 511,

16956, 21493; (1963) 11848; (1964) 10245,
21193, 21233; (1965) 10497, 15929

code of Federal regulations (1961) 6088
organization and rules of procedure (1963)

7466
reports (1961) 1539; (1962) 1859; (1963) 3373;

(1964) 5714; (1965) 5423
Success and failure factors in small business

(1964) 16855
Success before countdown, 2d annual report of

President's Missile Sites Labor Commis-
sion (1963) 20083

Sucking bugs, see Lygus.
Suction and pressure apparatus, air pressuriz-

ing, use for comparative testing of fab-
rics (1961) 10908

Sudan:
agricultural commodities, agreement (1964)

7782, 11630
Arab socialism, translations (1965) 1201
Army area handbook (1964) 17047
boundary studies

—

Central African Republic (1963) 20161
Chad (1963) 20160
Libya (1963) 20155
United Arab Republic, Egypt (1963) 20163

economic developments (1961) 14907
economy, basic data (1964) 10691
educational data (1963) 15428

Sudan—Continued
establishing business (1962) 5343, 11920
gazetteer, official standard, names (1962)

23585
import tariff system (1961) 7470
investment guaranties, agreement (1964)

11633
labor, employment, wages, etc (1961) 6246
licensing and exchange controls (1961) 20874
market for U.S. products (1963) 10345
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12913
mutual security in action, fact sheet (1962)

1823
newly independent nation, fact sheet (1961)

1483
plant quarantine import requirements (1962^

16265
preparing shipments to (1961) 9194
sending gift packages to (1962) 716
surplus agricultural commodities, agreement

(1962) 8685

Suddath, Jerrold H.:

minimum drag bodies with cross-sectional
ellipicity (1964) 18760

sufficient conditions for stability in the
large of nonlinear system of differential

equations (1964) 20592

synthesis technique of constant linear dy-

namical systems with bang-bang con-

troller (1964) 16724

use of inertia sphere to damp angular mo-
tions of spinning space vehicles (1963)

1324
Suddreth, Jack A., national altitude rocket

test facilities (1964) 14833

Suehs, Erwin A., relief (1963) 13498; (1964)

1887, 2161

Suez Canal:
sailing directions (1965) 18648
vessel tonnage measurement, customs regu-

lations, revised pages (1962) 11677,
21579

Suez, Gulf of sailing directions (1965) 18648

Suffolk County, N.Y.:
chemical quality of water, Brookhaven Na-

tional Laboratory vicinity (1964) 19772

geology and ground water resources (1962)
2534

hydrogeology of Huntington-Smithtown area
(1964) 10655

hydrology of Babylon-Islip area (1964)
18147

Sugar:
act, amend and extend

—

hearings (1961) 7268; (1962) 13490, 15438;
(1964) 19497; (1965) 15774, 19493

law (1961) 6952; (1962) 16761, 16765
report (1961) 5716, 7106, 7235; (1962)

15163, 15165, 15240, 15371; (1965) 17651,

19236, 19291

act, as amended, 1962, selected data (1965)
15775

beet

—

factories in U.S., chronological history

(1961) 10142
farm and retail prices (1961) 21

changes and challenges (address) (1962)

14737

confectionery and related products, census
of manufactures, 1958, industry report
(1961) 1788

Cuban

—

industry, difficulties (1962) 22342
loose storage and transportation (1963)
2892
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Sugar—Continued
Cuban—Continued

sugar workers assembly, speech (1962)
19810

determinations of prices, shares, and wage
rates (1961) 3058; (1962) 4310; (1963)
4162; (1964) 3999; (1965) 3908

exporting countries, data (1963) 15296
exports to U.S., data by countries, 1961-63

(1964) 10283
foreign agriculture circulars (1961) 3274;

(1962) 3876; (1963) 3720; (1964) 3520;
(1965) 3433

futures trading on N.Y. Ck)ffee and Sugar
Exchange (1964) 10301

imports from Communist Zone damage Bo-
livian production, translation (1963)
2686

industry

—

Communist China (1961) 19470
Indonesia (1961) 1062
recent developments (1962) 15472
Ukrainian SSR, development and distribu-

tion, USSR study (1963) 19597
international agreement of 1958

—

prolongation, report (1964) 10363
protocol prolonging, text (1964) 6379
report (1963) 20531
text (1963) 20511

invert, refractive indices and densities of

aqueous solutions (1963) 12897
maple, variation in content in budded clone

(1964) 8653
new areas and new growers, hearings (1961)

12331
new sugar bowls, Cuban developments and

new supplies (address) (1961) 5553
payments and quotas, statutes, compilation

(1961) 1622; (1963) 1683; (1965) 5507
prices, investigate, hearings (1963) 12016

producing crops in China, distribution (1962)
14217

production

—

in Louisiana (1964) 13580
supply, etc., special study group report

(1961) 5730
proposed legislation, summary (1962) 12932
quotas, development (1965) 19293
raw, Puerto Rico, weight and polarization

changes during bulk shipment (1961)
10527

requirements and quotas (1961) 3059; (1962)
4311; (1963) 4163; (1964) 4000; (1965)
3909

situation (1961) 5210; (1962) 9536

and related data (1963) 14892
etc., compiled in administration of Sugar

acts (1961) 20308
supplement (1961) 3055

sugar

—

and international trade (address) (1963)
1727

reports (1961) 3055; (1962) 4362; (1963)
4215; (1964) 4062; (1965) 3969

supply requirements balance (address) (1963)
9556

U.S. program, history and operations (1962)
13491

Sugar beets:

culture in North Central States (1964) 5825
fertilizers, USSR study (1964) 16524
grown for seed, insects affecting (1964) 1695
high yields at minimum expense, Soviet agri-

culture, translations (1964) 20268
marketing economics (1962) 11689
nematode control (1961) 3700
raw, fate of aldrin, dieldrin, and endrin resi-

dues during processing (1965) 15169

Sugar beets—Continued
refinery, raw materials, semi-finished prod-

ucts, and waste products, investigation,
USSR study (1965) 4945

USSR research results, 1959-60 (1964) 7243
Sugar Grove, W. Va., see Naval Radio Re-

search Station, Sugar Grove.
Sugar Land, Tex., railroad accident (1961)

9288
Sugar maple, see Maple.
Sugar pine, see Pine.
Sugar refineries. Communist China, recent

conditions (1962) 1526
Sugar Research and Marketing Advisory

(Ikimmittee, 18th meeting, report and
recommendations (1961) 5237

Sugarcane:
culture for

—

sirup production (1962) 1929
sugar production in Louisiana (1964)

13580
cytology of Saccharum robustum and relat-

ed sympatric species and natural hy-
brids (1965) 13416

derivatives, Cuban industrialization of pro-
duction moves ahead (1962) 18102

drainage system (1963) 18395
maturity of varieties in Florida, progress

report (1965) 16934
sugar, seed, sirup, acreage, yield, produc-

tion, etc., by States, 1909-59 (1962)
12930

Sugarcane beetle, see Beetles.
Sugarcane sirup, production (1962) 1929
Suggestion systems:
Bureau of Ships shop practice suggestions

(1962) 4655, 13017; (1963) 13258
employee suggestion system for small com-

panies (1964) 16858
Suggestions to women and girls on training

for future employment (1961) 6618
Suicide:

among VA hospital patients with malignan-
cies (1963) 9478

Bang-Jensen case and other recent political

suicides (1961) 19175
facts about causes, prevention, etc (1961)

17792
frequency in 2 German states; comparative

study, translation (1962) 5650
Mohave ethnopsychiatry and suicide

—

departmental edition (1962) 1992
document edition (1962) 2294

problem and its magnitude (1961) 8242
schizophrenic patients in psychiatric hospi-

tals, evaluation and treatment of risk
(1962) 10722

Suitability of tubed foods for in-flight feeding
(1963) 4394

Suits, Daniel B., economic models for analysis
of disarmament impacts (1965) 15234

Suits:

fitting coats and suits (1963) 13167
men's and boys', industry wage survey

(1965) 6558
men's, how to judge quality (1963) 18425
women's and misses', industry wage survey

(1963) 14477
woman's, how to tailor (1964) 19074

Suits at law, see Actions at law.
Suk, Kim Sa, relief (1965) 15857, 17324, 19192
Sukhatme, S.P., heat transfer in liquid-liquid

spray tower (1965) 11022
Sulfate pulp, see Wood pulp.
Sulfate pulping of alligator juniper (1962)

9674
Sulfates:

cobalt, copper, nickel, and zinc, low-
temperature heat capacities and entro-
pies at 298.15° K (1965) 18454
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Sulfates—Continued
cycle

—

for carbon dioxide removal and oxygen
generation, laboratory scale operation
(1962) 20210

system for nuclear submarines, dia-

phragms for (1964) 5615
differential sulfatizing process for recovery

of ferrograde manganese (1963) 5487
halophile sulfate-reducing bacteria, effect of

freshening strata waters on develop-
ment, USSR study (1963) 10383

molten alkali-sulfate salts, solubility, USSR
study (1965) 6400

rare earth, naphthenic acid solvent extrac-
tion (1964) 9513

solvent extraction of beryllium from sulfate
solutions by alkylphosphoric acids
(1962) 10456

Sulfate-resistant concrete, literature review
(1961) 12601

see also sulfates by name.
Sulfathiazol:
granulocytic reactions, cybernetic outline,

Polish study (1962) 7643
in vitro, resistance of Flexner and Sonne

dysentery bacteria, Bulgarian study
(1962) 9878

Sulfatization:

—

manganese minerals and selected gangue
materials (1964) 20498

of manganiferous carbonate slates in flui-

dized bed reactor (1963) 16330
of nickeliferous laterites (1965) 14708

Sulfhydryl:
groups, dehydrogenase histochemistry of

human gingiva (1965) 126
SH groups of myogen A., effect of radiant

energy on changes in number, USSR
study (1961) 12964

tissue sqlfhydril groups in irradiated ani-

mals, effect of protective substances on
changes in reactivity (1964) 2493

Sulfides:

arsenic, germanium, and nickel, low temper-
ature heat-capacities and entropies at
298.15° K (1964) 18694

caustic, use for leaching of mercury prod-
ucts (1961) 7941

chemical thermodynamic properties (1962)

3289
extraction from petroleum fractions by con-

version to sulfonium salts (1964) 13134
mineral, chloridization (1962) 22498
ores

—

copper-nickel, flotation studies from depos-
its near Rockport, Maine (1961) 9482

recovery of cobalt and nickel (1961) 7933
rare earth and actinide, crystal-chemical

properties, USSR study (1963) 1061
surface energies (1964) 3038
see also sulfides by name.

Sulfite pulp, see Wood pulp.

Sulfonamides, prolonged activity, Polish study
(1962) 7749

see Bromobenzenesulfonamides.
Sulfonates:

alkali-metal

—

conductance in polar organic solvents
(1965) 11593

dinonylnaphthalene solubility (1964) 13334

oil-soluble, adsorption at metal/oil interface
(1961) 20058

solubilization of polar species by mic-
elle-forming soaps in nonpolar solvent
(1965) 13144

Sulfur:
biogeochemistry, USSR study (1964) 4986

Sulfur—Continued
boiling, corrosion and heat transfer charac-

teristics, power reactor study (1961)
11782

compounds

—

bibliography with abstracts (1965) 6880
identification of 2, 2, 5-trimethylthiacy-
clopentane and 2, 2, 5, 5-tetramethyl-
thiacyclopentane in Wilmington Calif.,

crude oil (1963) 14517
in planted soil, USSR study (1965) 6454
microhydrogenation identifying technique

(1963) 1236
polar material in distillate fuel, separa-

tion, etc (1963) 19869
crude oils. Eastern and Western Hemi-

spheres, hydrocarbon-type relationships
(1964) 21712

elementary selenium and sulfur jointly pres-

ent in cyanic solutions determined bj'

iodatometric method, USSR study (1962)
1055

fuel distillates containing, influence of prod-
ucts of combustion on construction ma-
terials of gas turbines (1963) 18512

gases, ammonia-phosphoric acid method of

producing ammophos, USSR (1962) 5643
in selenium, coagulation process for separa-

tion, USSR study (1962) 1054
industry of eastern U.S (1965) 8018
Kara Kum deposits, USSR microbiological

investigations (1963) 14429
mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)

11397
minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 19891;

(1962) 20115; (1963) 19880; (1964) 20514;
(1965) 19873

molten, gas explosion hazards associated
with bulk storage (1963) 7221

native and recovered, mineral industry sur-

vey, monthly (1961) 3461; (1962) 4099;
(1963) 4216; (1964) 4063; (1965) 3970

plant nutrient in southern U.S (1964) 5862
poisoning of fixed beds of iron catalysts in

F^scher-Tropsch synthesis (1965) 9550
processes for recovering from secondary

source materials (1962) 18192
production

—

and consumption in 8 western States
(1962) 20080

preliminary reports (1961) 2497-98; (1962)
3319' (1963) 5503

reports (1962) 3317, 18210; (1963) 18108;
(1964) 5497, 14766

radiochemistry (1962) 8967
radiotracer studies of distribution in steel

(1963) 14521
recovery by combined chlorination and elec-

trolysis of galena (1965) 1371
resources and production in Texas, etc

(1964) 20475
Sulfur dioxide:

adsorption and recovery from industrial
gases by using synthetic zeolites (1964)
1439

atmospheric, methods of measuring and
monitoring (1965) 2987

conversion into sulfuric acid by autoxida-
tion in mechanical cells (1963) 12835

Cuyuna manganese resources, evaluating by
sulfatizing (1962) 1648

dissociation energies (1963) 19890
improved fumigation of grapes in railway

refrigerator cars (1964) 4211
monitor for air pollution studies, design of

instrument and field testing, final report
(1965) 17109

removal from hot flue gases, bench-scale
experimentation process (1961) 7931
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Sulfur dioxide—Continued
removing from hot flue gasses, process de-

velopment (1963) 20964
ultraviolet absorption (1963) 19890

Sulfur monoxide:
discussion on, USSR (1961) 10927
preparation, photochemically, USSR study

(1961) 10929
Sulfur oxides, bibliography with abstracts

(1965) 6880
Sulfuric acid:

conversion from sulfur dioxide by autoxida-
tion in mechanical cells (1963) 12835

current industrial report (1962) 16469;
(1963) 13297; (1964) 13759; (1965) 13635

furfural yield and decomposition in sodium
2, 4-dimethylbenzensulfonate-sulfuric
acid-water solutions (1965) 16281

industry of eastern U.S (1965) 8018
industry, outlook and review (1961) 3875;

(1962) 2142
manufacturing processes, atmospheric emis-

sions (1965) 14992
processes for producing alumina (1963)

10962
rate of D-xylose decomposition in, sodium 2,4

dimethylbenzenesulfonate water solu-
tions (1965) 9195

separation of tantalum from columbium by
hydrofluoric acid-sulfuric acid-methyl
isobutyl ketone system (1961) 21196

solutions, molten alkali-sulfate salts and
Mg-Li melts, USSR study (1965) 6400

use of pickle liquor in manganese extraction
(1964) 13128

Sulky Project, see Project Sulky (Plowshare
program).

Sullivan, Eugenia, address, June 2, 1965 (1965)
11001

Sullivan, Gerald V.:
beneficiating chromites from Stillwater

complex (1964) 13124
extraction of manganese from low-grade

dolomitic materials by roast-leach proc-
ess (1963) 3079

Sullivan, Helena, relief (1961) 14237, 18545,
19013

Sullivan, John J., YAT-37D systems evalua-
tion (1964) 13619

Sullivan, R. J., hot cycle research aircraft
(1963) 14750

Sullivan, Thomas A., electrorefining vanadium
in molten bromide electrolyte (1965)
12949

Sullivan, William H., trilinear chart of nu-
clides, revision sheet (1964) 4096

Sulph, see certain headings beginning Sulf.
Sulphate pulp, see Wood pulp.
Sulphur oxides, SO, dissociation energies

(1963) 19890
Sulzbach Construction Company relief (1961)

19033; (1962) 6912, 20969
Sumac, see Poison sumac.
Sumatra, sailing directions (1961) 6199; (1962)

21850
Sumby, William H.:

comparative evaluation of vibrotactile
warning signal potential (1963) 1769

effect of length on recall of verbal series
(1965) 8481

Sumdum, Mt., southeastern Alaska, Sumdum
copper-zinc prospect, geology (1964)
18101

Sumitani, Hajime, relief (1962) 7139, 15144,
16670

Summary technical report of NDRC, microfilm
index (1961) 6490

Summer:
annual forage grasses in United States

(1963) 4348

Summer—Continued
employment in Federal agencies (1962) 4851;

(1963) 4628
session offerings in institutions of higher

education, 1960, directory (1962) 21660
sessions in colleges and universities of Unit-

ed States (1964) 4649
student trainee report (1963) 16691

Summers, L. G.:

human tracking performance under trans-
verse accelerations (1964) 7469

manual control methodology (1965) 1392
Summers, Robert L., cesium vapor effects on

ionization gages (1964) 9609
Summers, W.K., geology and ground-water

resources of Waushara County, Wis
(1965) 18225

Summers Gyroscope Co., defective controllers
for vertical gyro indicating systems,
procurement examination, GAO review
(1962) 19556

Summit, W. Robert, economics of flat grain
storage facilities in Kansas (1965) 1765

Summit County, Colo., Tenmile Range, geology
of northern part (1963) 19300

Summitville district, (Dolo., geology and ore
deposits (1961) 708

Sumner, Irving E.:

frequencies, etc., resulting from liquid slosh-
ing in toroidal tanks (1963) 12858

pendulum analogy of liquid sloshing in

spherical and oblate-spheroidal tanks
(1965)8117

slosh-suppression effectiveness of annul-
ar-ring baflles in spherical tanks (1965)
1470

viscous damping of liquid sloshing in spheri-
cal tanks (1964) 1459

Sumter, Fort, commemorative postage stamp
(poster) (1961) 6484

Sumter County, Ga., geology and ground-
water resources (1964) 2432

Sumter National Forest, Woods Ferry recrea-
tion area, dedication (remarks) (1965)
11867

Sumy, Ukrainian SSR, chemical machine build-

ing plant, production problems, USSR
study (1962) 22362

Sun, Fang T., hodograph analysis of free-

flight trajectories between 2 arbitrary
terminal points (1965) 5107

Sun Ho Kim, see Kim Sun Ho.
Sun, Lee Hwa, see Lee Hwa Sun.
Sun, Pao-Chang P., large springs of east Ten-

nessee (1964) 826
Sun:
Arctic climate fluctuations and circulation

of atmosphere and solar activity, USSR
study (1961) 17501

atmosphere relationship changes, possible
cause, USSR study (1961) 970

azimuths, 1964 (1965) 6824
calculation of sunrise and sunset times at

ionospheric heights along great circle

path (1965) 1500
chromosphere, fine structures study (1964)

20961; (1965) 5550
chromospheric flares

—

nature and localization (1965) 16720
nuclear processes (1964) 14921
weak, nature (1965) 16718

collation study of highly magnetic period
(1965) 4185

control of direct sunlight for comfort, house
planning aid (1965) 16981

corpuscular stream

—

determination of form of hollow produced
in by interaction with magnetic dipole

field of earth (1962) 14491
related to solar M-regions (1965) 11466
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Sun—Continued
cosmic radiation, USSR study by satellites

and rockets (1961) 12947
cosmic ray intensity in stratosphere caused

by solar processes, USSR study (1964)
16319

cyclic solar activity and weather forecast-
ing, USSR study (1964) 10787

eclipse

—

AFCRL workshop proceedings (1965) 4218
ionospheric behavior, Bedford, Mass

(1964) 7964
solar flux measurements (1964) 4231
USSR study (1962) 822

ephemeris (1961) 17608; (1962) 15991; (1963)
14486; (1964) 16616

extraterrestrial spectrum, temperature of
gray body most closely fitting (1964)
18730

flares and geomagnetic activity (1961) 11559
formation (1963) 21015
gravitational

—

effects on close satellite, mathematical
development (1962) 3366

field (1962) 18261
height, effect on albedo, Czechoslovak «tudy

(1962) 7699
insolation, USSR research (1965) 11294
long period effect in motion of artificial sat-

ellite (1961) 15804
low energy gamma-ray detector (1963) 9172
magnetic field, structure in active region

(1964) 5532
north-south asymmetry in solar spottedness

and in great-storm sources (1962) 22794
Orbiting Solar Observatory project, weak-

nesses in management, GAO report
(1964) 6762

particle ejection, possible mechanism, USSR
study (1963) 2469

perturbations in motion of artificial satellite

(1961) 4892
photosphere, magnetic field gradient, deter-

mination (1964) 7564
problem of active longitudes on sun (1965)

16719
protons, rocket observations during Nov.

1960 (1963) 21013-14
radiation pressure, effect on motion of arti-

ficial satellite (1961) 19975
radio bursts, very low frequency envelope

spectra (1965) 4184
radio emission

—

bursts, USSR study (1965) 12596
velocity of corpuscular streams in solar
corona based on observations (1964)
20624

radio phenomena and their physical inter-
pretation (1961) 19988

relationship between chromospheric and
photospheric processes in active region
during flares (1965) 18594

relative motion, determination of ideal orbit
for Nimbus meteorological satellite

(1961) 13535
secular perturbations, Halphen's method

applicable to long range effects in mo-
tions of celestial bodies (1964) 9618,
14902

setting, as seen from space, effect of refrac-
tion (1963) 12862

solar

—

activities, problems (1965) 2918
activity effect on blood, USSR study

(1963) 10661
constant, instrument to measure from sat-

ellite (1961) 7973
flux incident at top of atmospheres of
earth and neighboring planets for spec-
tral region 50 A to 3000 A (1963) 19891

Sun—Continued
geophysical data (1961) 3488; (1962) 3731
light, inducing carbon monoxide in closed
environments (1963) 18506

magnetic fields, structure, USSR study
(1965) 12596

observations

—

USSR (1962) 901
with soft X-ray spectrometer (1962)
20160

orientation control system for spacecraft
(1964) 5506

origin of atmospheric xenon (1963) 5607
probe mission, preliminary study (1961)
8017

proton manual (1964) 9615
radiation

—

distribution at various altitudes, USSR
study (1961) 10898

in space, use of movable shield as tem-
perature control device for space vehi-
cle (1961) 4910

infrared and reflected, measurements
from Tiro II meteorological satellite
(1961) 21238

interplanetary space, surface-temper-
ature distribution on thin-walled
bodies (1961) 19944

on convex shaped satellites, effect (1961)
9545

radio bursts, type IV, geomagnetic storms,
and polar cap absorption (PCA) events
(1963) 20132

spectrum, HLa radiation, absorption in
earth's atmosphere, USSR study (1961)
11071

still for survival water (1965) 16992
temperature measurements at 15 and 35
Gc (1965) 7103

variation and weather (1963) 21108
XUV spectrum from 310A to 55A (1964)
20965

space vehicles solar orientation control sys-
tem (1962) 20128

spinning spherical shell in solar flux, tem-
perature distribution, perturbation ex-

pansion, etc. (1965) 11409
sunshine

—

industrial region of Upper Silesia, Poland
(1962) 7683

mean percentage of possible, monthly and
annual, national atlas sheet (1961) 2750

mean total hours, monthly and annual,
national atlas sheet (1963) 21176

sunrise and sunset, calculation program
(1965) 8150

total eclipses, radio measurements (1963)
1738

tracking by minitrack network stations
(1962) 10503

USSR study (1961) 15015
vehicle technology considerations for solar

probe (1963) 11050
see also Sunspots— a/so headings beginning

Solar— aiso names of solar instruments.
Sun glasses, see Spectacles.
Sun journey, story of Zuni Pueblo (1963) 10308
Sun River project:

Fort Shaw division, reclassification of land,
etc

—

law (1962) 15064
reports (1961) 17024; (1962) 11361

Sun spots, see Sunspots.
Sun-Yat-sen:
commemorative stamp

—

dedication (remarks) (1961) 20085
(poster) (1961) 20084

Sun Yee, Mrs., see Yee, Mrs. Sun and children.

Sunbury, Pa., redevelopment area, statistical
profile (1962) 13174
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Sundra Strait, sailing directions, change
(1961) 14988; (1963) 7351; (1965) 1529

Sunflower power system, simulated, operation

of Haynes alloy 25 forced circulation

loop to study effects of hydrogen (1965)

9622
Sunflower solar collector (1964) 13143
Sunflower turboalternator, CSU 1-3A, 4329-

hour-test summary report (1965) 9611

Sunflowers:
growing (1962) 4487
seeds and accumulation of reserve sub-

stances, electron microscope study,

USSR (1964) 987

Sung, Jai Yul, see Barker, David G.

Sung, Kim Jai, see Kim Jai Sung.

Sung Sang Moon, see Poison, Joseph K.

Sunga, Major S., relief (1962) 21317, 23137,
23346

Sunkist Growers, Inc., California adventure in

agricultural cooperation (1961) 1952

Sunnyside Seed Farms, relief (1965) 5991

Sunnyvale, Calif.:

land exchange

—

law (1964) 17411
reports (1964) 17534, 17830

Sunrise effects on east-west ionospheric prop-

agation paths (1964) 13629
Sunset Crater National Monument:
general information (1962) 14528; (1963)

11125; (1965) 14916
ground water (1962) 15643

Sunshine, see Sun.
Sunspots:

coolness, theoretical model (1963) 19921;

(1964) 3009
cycle, stage, quick method of estimating

(1962) 3385
magnetic field of sunspots (1965) 18596
north-south asymmetry in solar spottedness

and in great-storm sources (1962) 22794
relative position of sunspots and flares

(1963) 14694
solar atmosphere, circulation from observa-

tional evidence (1965) 7091

see also Faculae—Solar flares.

Suo, M., boiling flow regimes and critical heat

flux, final report, Dynatech report 517

(1965) 17113
Super, Ann, relief (1962) 16874; (1963) 9848,

13398, 13688
Superacion del hogar y de la vida familiar

entre familias de ingresos limitados

(1965) 14427
Superalloys, see Alloys.
Supercompressibility factors for helium-nitro-

gen mixtures (1963) 9123
Superconductivity:

alloys, physics, USSR study (1964) 20391
magnetically-supported spinning body, theo-

retical and experimental study (1964)

20529
shaped superconductor cylinder retains in-

tense magnetic field (1964) 13169
Superconductors:

anisotropic, potential advantages in force-

free solenoids (1964) 21757
hard, evidence of degradation effects in

short samples (1964) 14878
shields test chamber from ambient magnetic

fields (1965) 18517
technique for duplicating magnetic field in

2d superconductor (1965) 2844
Superconductors (electric), see EHectric conduc-

tors.

Supercooling of hydrazine (1965) 13149
Supergrade positions (1965) 19519
Superheat advance demonstration experiment,

see Reactors (atomic).

Superheaters:
boiling water-separate superheat reactor

plant, 600 MWe, design study (1963)
7696

Bonus

—

assembly seal connector development,
terminal report (1962) 8951

boiling nuclear superheater power sta-

tion

—

final hazards summary report (1962)
16400

final summary design report (1964)
13707

supplementary study (1962) 8980
fuel assembly

—

development (1962) 18713
unflooding test, terminal report (1962)
8949

reactor

—

fuel emergency cooling, terminal report

(1962) 8947
water injection test simulating modera-

tor flooding, heat transfer tests (1962)

8948
zero-flow shutdown cooling test (1961)

18052
zero power critical experiments and appli-

cation to reactor design (1962) 18714
corrosion test facility, design and principles

of operation (1962) 4628
design, fabrication and irradiation of super-

heat fuel element SH-4B in VBWR
(1962) 8946

direct cycle boiling water reactor reference

design (1962) 23030
EVESR nuclear superheat fuel development

project, reports (1963) 7698, 9678, 16841
fuel element, fabrication, evaluation, etc

(1961) 191
integral nuclear superheat reactors (1962)

4629
materials for nuclear superheat applications

(1962) 18708
mixed spectrum

—

flood safety methods, reactivity response
(1961) 18051

steam cooled power reactor evaluation

(1962) 195
nuclear critical initial experiments, analysis

(1961) 18053
nuclear project

—

meetings (1961) 3812-13, 8418; (1962) 8984,

14893, 23058; (1963) 9688; (1965) 1852
progress reports (1961) 193, 1699, 3795-96,

5348, 18054; (1962) 196-197, 2039, 2044,

4626, 14836, 14838, 18710, 23023; (1963)

16837-838; (1964) 4295-96
nuclear steam superheating, evaluate effects

(1962) 198
process tubes for nuclear superheat applica-

tions, development (1962) 23022
sodium to sodium intermediate heat ex-

changer and sodium to water steam gen-

erator (1962) 6688
stainless steel, type 304, exposed to simulat-

ed superheat reactor environments
(1962) 23021

stress corrosion of type 304 stainless steel

(1962) 18711
temperature evaluation routine. Pathfinder

atomic power plant computer program
(1962) 8933

300 MW(e)—
once-through reactor, steam-cooled power

reactor evaluation (1961) 18048
separate factor, steam-cooled power reac-

tor evaluation (1962) 4627
tube heat transfer tests (1961) 187

Superheterodyne receivers, see Receivers (ra-

dio).
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Superintendent of Documents, see Public Doc-
uments Division.

Superior, Mont., geology and mineral deposits

of area (1961) 10682
Superior, Wis.:

area redevelopment manpower report (1964)

12332
censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 4788

Duluth-Superior Harbor wave action and
breakwater location, hydraulic model

tests (1963) 4874
port, harbor conditions, etc (1963) 10089
primary wood use by manufacturing firms

(1965) 656
redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)

13156
wholesale fruit and vegetable markets, orga-

nization (1964) 5838
Superior, Lake:

herring, life history (1965) 14304
iron ores

—

metallurgical evaluation, etc (1962) 23977;

(1963) 1243
R-N process application, engineering stud-

ies (1964) 8018
iron resources (1961) 6277; (1964) 14714
Minnesota landings, fish, 1960 (1961) 7431
ports, harbor conditions, etc (1963) 10089
small craft, gale and whole gale warning

facilities charts (1961) 13727; (1962)

16230; (1963) 13130; (1965) 15149
temperatures of streams tributary to south

shore (1962) 13835
whitefish tagged in Apostle Islands area,

movements, growth, and rate of recap-
ture (1965) 14307

Superior Atlanta Manufacturing Co., Inc., ac-

cident (1963) 14077
Superior National Forest:
Boundary Water Canoe Area, visitor reac-

tion to timber harvesting (1963) 6509
lands owned by Minnesota, exchange, report

(1962) 19356
recreational

—

capacity (1965) 676
use of (Juetico-Superior area (1964) 12476

remove land acquisition restrictions, author-
ize appropriations

—

hearings (1961) 18929
law (1961) 18738
reports (1961) 10468, 16790

Superior-Quetico area, see Quetico-Superior
area, Minn.-Ont.

Superior vena cava syndrome and its surgical

treatment, USSR (1961) 11006
Supermarkets:
customer shopping behavior and store lay-

out (paper) (1963) 15414
equipment. West (German market (1965)

18966
point-of-purchase advertising and factors

influencing use in stores (1965) 4111
produce departments, display location and

customer service, study (1962) 58
retail produce operations, layout principles

(1963) 9578
Supernovae (Star) see Stars.
Superoxidizers, see Oxidizing agents.

Superphosphates, see Phosphates.
Superpressure balloon for constant level flight

(1963) 59
Supersonic aerodynamics, see Aerodynamics.
Supersonic airplanes, see Airplanes.
Supersonic cones, see Cones.
Supersonic flow, see Flow.
Supersonic inlets, see Air inlets (aircraft).

Supersonic speed, see Air speed.

Superstitions, medical, general information

(1965) 2066
Supervision, see Supervisors.
Supervisors:
Army Department, guide to job instruction,

civilian personnel pamphlet (1963) 18541

art of supervision (1965) 5377
common ground (address) (1965) 6165
common sense about supervising people

(1961) 6607
concept of supervision (address) (1963) 20665
construction, safety guide (1965) 6552
crop insurance, examination announcement

(1964) 8164
development conference series (1961) 13720

role in effective personnel management
(1961) 16040

development program, basic course

—

career management (1963) 4450
health and sick leave (1963) 4448
job instruction training (1963) 4445
performance appraisal (1963) 4446
personnel, selection and utilization (1963)

4444
position and pay management (1963) 5909
recognition of employees (1963) 4447
relationships with employee organizations

(1964) 5941
role of supervisor (1963) 4443
safety (1963) 4449

farm management, examination announce-
ment (1963) 16956

Federal service, role in selective placement
of handicapped (1962) 11208

guides (1965) 14968
handbook (1962) 16663
HHFA, and equal employment opportunity

policy (1964) 8791
it's good business to know your men (1961)

8054
job, staff development (1963) 17539

manageirent for supervisors, phase 2 (1962)

7326
workbook (1962) 13778

managing your work, training guide (1961)

13720
Navy's position classification handbook

(1961) 4334
personnel selection, evaluation standards

(1961) 20256
policies in evaluation of subordinates by

using ratings of simulated job incum-
bents (1965) 4194

references on supervision, list (1965) 9047
safety

—

responsibility for program (1962) 10390
training (1964) 1364

school library supervision in State and local

school systems (1963) 4823

skills of management and supervision, anal-

ysis and inventory (1963) 10103
State—

of pupil transportation, directory (1962)

5109; (1963) 2170
trade and industrial education, directory

(1964) 4617
supervision

—

for quality education in science, confer-

ence 1962, report (1963) 17395
in rural schools, beliefs and practices

(1965) 18014
tabulation equipment operation supervisors,

examination announcement (1961) 20477

training and development program

—

maintaining work flow (1964) 5686
planning and organizing work (1964) 5689

training course, interviewing and counseling
(1964) 15082
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Supervisors—Continued

worker and supervisory agreement, worker's
job description (1964) 15232

youth vou supervise (1965) 11329
Supervisory handbook, HHFA (1964) 8791
Supplemental appropriations and estimates,

see Appropriations.
Supplies, see Agricultural supplies—Dental

supplies—Government supplies—Hos-
pital apparatus and supplies—Medical
supplies—Military supplies—Office sup-
plies—School supplies—Subsistence
stores.

Supply Agency, Defense, see Defense Supply
Agency.

Supply and demand:
coal. Nation's expanding energy market

(1961) 19890
commercial fisheries outlook (1961) 568;

(1962) 15596, 17508
considerations in safflower and castor bean

industries (speech) (1962) 9537
convenience foods, relationship between

sales volume and factors influencing
demand (1965) 16078

demand and price analysis, examples from
agriculture (1965) 63

demand and price situation (1961) 2780;
(1962) 3754; (1963) 3591; (1964) 3412;
(1965) 3303

forest products (1963) 20289; (1965) 48
hogs, factors affecting supply (1963) 4377
inadequate demand and higher unemploy-

ment rates, 1957-60 (1962) 356
mineral commodities, analvzing demand,

case study of salt (1962) 16007
organization of material-technical supply

and material balances, fundamentals,
USSR study (1964) 14645

Philippine agricultural products, implication
for U.S. exports (1964) 2264

sugar supply requirements balance (address)
(1963) 9556

task in socialist society, USSR study (1961)
7743

textile fibers in U.S (1964) 44
time series analysis in measurement of de-

mand (1961) 10525
ways to improve material and technical

supply, USSR (1962) 10329
weaknesses in centralized supply system,

USSR(1965) 6470
world newsprint, outlook reports (1961)

14398; (1962) 19123; (1963) 20479; (1964)
19466; (1965) 19273

Supply and transport battalion division sup-
port command (1962) 4605

Supply catalogs, see Federal supply cata-
logs—Military supplies.

Supplv Corps, Navy, officers, professional
development guides (1961) 8222; (1962)
18529

Supply facilities, design manual (1962) 3566;
(1963) 1601; (1964) 3203

Supply functions for cotton in Imperial Val-
ley. Calif (1963) 8155

Supply management:
economics of national security (1965) 19709
reference book (1965) 14163

Supply Management Branch, NIH, supply
services guide (1961) 15833

Supply schedule, see Federal supply schedule.
Support from absent fathers of children re-

ceiving ADC aid to dependent children

(1961) 1423
Supports:
horizontally supported planar surfaces,

classification bulletin (1963) 7383
nonresonant, facilitates vibration testing of

structures (1965) 5148

Suprarenal bodies, see Adrenal glands.
Supreme Court:

appeals improvidently taken from courts of
appeals

—

law (1962) 20844
reports (1961) 10312; (1962) 21371

Associate Justice, nomination of

—

Fortas, Abe, hearing (1965) 16034
Goldberg, Arthur J (1962) 21556
Potter Stewart, report (1963) 20528
White, Byron R.. hearing (1962) 15446

cases adjudged

—

Arizona v. California, et al., water rights
controversy (1963) 11920

Court of Claims cases (1961) 431; (1962)
430, 7231, 13707, 17349, 21577; (1963)
8130, 15404, 17336; (1964) 551-552, 6531,
12286-287, 19611; (1965) 449, 9011,
10712, 17971

official reports (1961) 3609; (1962) 4141;
(1963) 3984; (1964) 3812; (1965) 3730

tax cases decided (1962) 13547, 17138;
(1963) 9951

United States reports (1961) 1541-42,
17860; (1962) 1860, 3527, 8704, 22867;
(1963) 1567, 3374, 20196, 21139; (1964)
1625, 5716; (1965) 1675, 3063. 6950, 8343

clerk, payment of salaries by marshal

—

hearings (1964) 8455
law (1964) 8218
reports (1963) 17115; (1964) 6480

constitutional cases decided to June 22,

1964, annotations (1965) 5982

decision on government-sponsored prayer,
explanation (1962) 21661

journal (1961) 3608; (1962) 4368; (1963) 4222;
(1964) 4070; (1965) 3977

Judicial Conference report containing
amendments and notes of Advisory
Committee (1963) 6087

jurisdiction, defining, report (1964) 17577
Justices, salaries, increase, reports (1965)

5938, 7430

Justices' widows, increase annuities, reports
(1963) 20598; (1964) 15507. 17540

opinion on Bible reading in public schools

—

explanation (1964) 571
print additional copies, reports (1964)

4456, 4534
pages, residence

—

hearing (1964) 546
report (1964) 14087
staff report (1964) 10436

promulgate rules of practice and procedure
under bankruptcy act

—

law (1964) 19431
reports (1961) 14336; (1964) 19559

records, preliminary inventories (1962)
22598

review final decisions of Puerto Rico Su-
preme Court

—

law (1961) 18588
reports (1961) 12320, 16962

rules of civil procedure for district courts,

adopted (1963) 4717, 7857
Tennessee legislative reapportionment

(1962) 11469

Supreme Court Building:
District of Columbia, acquisition of

grounds

—

hearings (1964) 2122
reports (1962) 17211; (1963) 13623, 13714;

(1964) 349

Supreme Court of Puerto Rico:
final decisions, review by Supreme Court of

U.S.—
law (1961) 18588
reports (1961) 12320, 16962
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Supreme People's Court, highest judicial organ
in Democratic Republic of Vietnam
(1961) 19505

Sura, Michael H., nomination, hearings (1962)

7211
Surabaja glass industry (1961) 2082
Suranyi-Unger, Theodore, jr., current projects

on economic and social implications of

science and technology (1963) 9250
Sureties, see Bonds of officers, etc.

—

Guaranties and sureties.

Surf, see Waves.
Surface active agents:

adsorption at sea/air interface (1965) 13195
chemical methods of displacing water or oils

and salvaging flooded equipment (1965)

11595
economic potential of surfactants made from

fats and oils (1964) 10455
reduction of polymeric friction by minor

concentrations of partially fluorinated
compound (1965) 13199

Surface activity of fluorinated organic com-
pounds at organic liquid/air interfaces,

effect of structure and homology (1962)

12593
Surface currents of Lake Michigan 1931 and

1932 (1963) 10199
Surface energy balance in arid lands agricul-

ture (1964) 4219
Surface energy of certain oxides, sulfides, and

selenides (1964) 3038
Surface Phenomena, Laboratory of, see Labo-

ratory of Surface Phenomena.
Surface potentials and induced polarization in

nonpolar liquids adsorbed on metals
(1965) 13126

Surface properties of iron-carbon alloys (1964)
3037

Surface recombination of molecular fragments
(1962) 1987

Surface tension:
normal and para hydrogen (1965) 18620
solids and liquids, measurement, USSR

study (1963) 5326
Surface water, see Water.
Surfaces:
aerodynamic, mechanisms for burnishing,

synthesis, USSR study (1964) 9326
continuous chemical regeneration, analytical

study (1962) 8517
ellipsometry in measurement of surfaces and

thin films, symposium proceedings (1964)
21782

fabrication-type roughness effect on transi-

tion of ogive-cylinder models (1963)
16400

light-trapping, angular reflectance proper-
ties (1962) 24042

nitrogen atom surface recombination, effect

of surface preparation and gas flow

(1961) 19982
phenomena in metals and alloys, problems,

USSR study (1963) 8513
planar, horizontally supported, classifica-

tion bulletin (1963) 7383
polynomial surface fitting using sample data

from underground copper deposit (1964)
18704

reaction to catalytic heat transfer in frozen
dissociated hypersonic flow (1961) 4884

roughness effect on boundary-layer transi-

tion and heat transfer at Mach numbers
of 4.8 and 6.0 (1964) 11378

screw, isometric deformation (1963) 11079
thrust-augmenting, experimental investiga-

tion into shape, in conjunction with
Canada-deflected jet sheets (1965) 6962,
15110

Surfacing materials:
concrete, asphalt, lakebed surfaces, coeffi-

cients of friction and wear characteris-
tics of skids made of various metals
(1962) 6279

machine operator, MOS evaluation test aid

(1962) 10984
Surfactants, see Surface active agents.
Surfside Beach, S.C.:

hurricane survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 21694
document edition (1962) 20949

Surge (aircraft):

control on turbojet engine (1961) 4848
Ckjnvair YF-102 vdth 2-spool turbojet engine

characteristics for flight-determined

induction system (1961) 2559
turbojet engine, overriding control to effect

recovery, investigation (1961) 4853
Surge currents, see EHectricity.

Surgeon (General, Air Force, see Air Force
Medical Service.

Surgeon General, Army, see Army Medical
Service.

Surgeon General, Navy, see Medicine and Sur-
gery Bureau, Navy.

Surgeon (ieneral. Public Health Service, see
Public Health Service.

Surgeon (]lenerars Advisory (Committee on
Smoking and Health:

report (1964) 5664
excerpts (1964) 16845
quick reference guide (1965) 9893
summary (1964) 21858

Surgeon (ienerals' Consultant Group on Nurs-
ing, report (1963) 7414

Surgeons:
flight, AF manual (1962) 14769
Navy flight surgeon, who, what, why, where,

how, when (1962) 3287
USSR-

all-Union conference of surgeons, trauma-
tologists, and anesthesiologists (1962)

23800
all-Union Congress (1961) 11099, 19689

Surgery:
air conditioning in operating rooms, USSR

study (1962) 5606
alloplasty

—

fluoroplast-4 plastic in large postopera-
tive hernias, USSR study (1961) 19758

repair of small arterial and venous ves-

sels, experimental, USSR study (1962)
924

thoracic wall defects by means of capron
fabric, USSR study (1962) 13971

all-Zahrawi's 10th-century treatise, draw-
ings and comments on passages (1961)

20012
anastomoses creation, role in vascular path-

ology of internal organs, USSR study
(1961) 11172

lung surgery, USSR studies (1963) 17979
operations, USSR study (1963) 18011

coarctation, USSR study (1961) 10998
problems (1961) 10999
valves, anatomo-topographical investiga-

tion of procedures, USSR study (1961)
4684

arteries, use of hypothermy in regard to

organic, regional, and general extracor-
poreal circulation, USSR (1961) 15302

artificial hibernation, electroencephalo-
graphic observations, USSR study
(1962) 1256

blood system diseases, USSR study (1961)
11176
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Surgrery—Continued
blood, vessels, application of combined

prostheses, USSR study (1961) 11174
Bulgarian Scientific Association of Neurolo-

g>'. Psychiatry, and Neurosurgery, ac-

tivities report (1964) 12980
burns, USSR studies (1964) 9068, 9207

cardiac

—

activity changes in patients operated with
application of neuropleg:ic preparations
and physical cooling, USSR study (1961)
10952

electroencephalographic changes under
conditions of artificial circulation and
comparison with postoperative neuro-
logical picture (1964) 11234

NHI supported research grants (1964)
16743

problems, USSR study (1962) 923

with extracorporeal circulation, USSR
study (1961) 12913
hematological data (1961) 15423

cardio-vascular, Soviet survey of published
literature, 1959-63 (1964) 9267

changes of morphological and functional
properties of blood and hemodynamics
during work with extracorporeal circu-

lation apparatus, USSR study (1964)
5228

CHiinese journal

—

articles (1963) 10437
tables of contents (1962) 19754; (1963) 912

clinical and surgical practices (Russian peri-

odical) (1962) 5677
coagulating blood system after infusion of

protein blood substitute BK-8, USSR
study (1963) 16157

Communist (Ilhina

—

achievement (1962) 17714

constricting pericarditis, USSR study (1961)
10982

convalescence, July 1960-June 1961 (1963)
14676

correction of open bite deformities by obli-

que sliding osteotomy (1962) 176

cutaneous plastic, by implantation in exten-
sive burns (1961) 15426

dental, during anticoagulant therapy (1964)
5650

diaphragmatic grafts for plastic purposes,
USSR study (1961) 11113

dry heart, USSR study (1961) 904
electrocardioscopv in intrathoracic surgery

of children, USSR study (1962) 19686
emergency service in UkSSR, present status

and plans for improvement (1962) 922
experimental surgery and anaesthesiology,

USSR periodical, excerpts (1962) 14009;
(1963) 658, 2527

facultative, USSR utilization of television
installation PTU-3 for teaching purpos-
es (1961) 15383

Fallot's tetrad

—

aorto-pulmonary anastomosis by means of
alloplastic prosthesis, USSR study
(1961) 11112

application of cava-pulmonary anastomo-
sis, phonocardiographic changes prior
and subsequent to, USSR study (1961)
10978

ganglion-blocking preparations, Soviet ap-
plication (1964) nil

heart

—

and great vessels, Communist China (1962)
17816

and vascular, in Communist China (1962)
818

current problems, USSR study (1962) 2668

Surgery—Continued
hea rt—Continued
emotional problems of children (1965)

13658
hypothermia and extracorporeal circula-

tion, USSR study (1961) 20951
intercardiac operations analyzed, USSR

(1964) 12772
isolated deep hypothermia as method of

artificial cardioplegia, USSR study
(1962) 1255

microscopic structure of stenosed arterial

conus of right ventricle and changes
which develop after surgery, USSR
study (1961) 4692

open heart

—

extra corporeal circulation

—

adrenal cortex function, USSR study
(1964) 12759

experimental experience (1962) 9946
in children, study of nursing care (1965)
5719

under hypothermia
prevention of complications (1961)

11004
USSR study (1961) 19756

USSR studies (1964) 12999; (1965) 4932
what social services offer to patients

(1965) 3006
herald of surgery, editorial board, summary

of work and plans (1962) 12110
interference, limits in therapy of cancer,

USSR study (1961) 2347
intervention in injuries, USSR studies (1964)

1167
Kazakhstan, progress during 40 years of

Soviet rule (1962) 6103
liver and bone, techniques, USSR studies

(1964) 9123
liver resection, with use of alloplastic mate-

rials, USSR study (1964) 10963
lung and plastic, USSR translations (1964)

976
mitral stenosis, hemodynamic indices for

control of results (1961) 10951
modern achievements of television in surgi-

cal practice (1962) 9867
Moscow Society meetings, proceedings (1962)

13956
muscle relaxants use, USSR studies (1964)

21448
nerve regeneration and restoration of func-

tion, USSR study (1962) 18077
neurological

—

care system, comprehensive restorative
therapy and training of personnel,
USSR articles (1964) 14634

surgery of trauma (1965) 11911
neurosurgical clinic, uses of isotopic myelog-

raphy, USSR study (1963) 16112
neurosurgery

—

plastic materials for replacement of de-

fects of dura mater, USSR study (1965)
9403

scientific research work, development of

biological trend, perspectives, USSR
study (1964) 9012

Soviet developments (1964) 16266; (1965)

14486
North Vietnam (1962) 5477
oncological patients, alterations in basal

metabolism with use of different types
of inhalation anesthesia, USSR study
(1962) 13994

operating room manual (1961) 6268
oral

—

impacted teeth

—

adrenocortical responses in patients

(1963) 7639
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Surgery—Continued
oral—Continued
impacted teeth—Continued

air turbine technic carried out on 3d
molar cases (1962) 22968

combined chisel-air turbine technic car-

ried out on mandibular 3d molar cases
(1962) 22970

third molar impaction removal, measure-
ment of responses (1963) 16792

tooth impaction, identifying overly anx-

ious patient (1963) 72

stress in dental patients, effect of time of

day on adrenocortical response (1963) 75

otosclerosis, stapes mobilization surgery
progress, aviation medicine implications
(1961) 6716

pediatric, course of development, USSR
study (1964) 18319

plastic

—

of vessels by means of lyophilized trans-
plants, morphological information,
USSR study (1962) 11982

outstanding achievements, USSR (1964)
12652

USSR, translations (1962) 5741
procedures, Soviet studies (1965) 2378
radiation injuries, problems of surgical

treatment. East Germany (1962) 23899
residencies at Veterans Administration

Hospital, Perry Point, Md (1965) 6977
restorative, problems of application of allo-

plastic materials, USSR study (1961)
15298

surgery and chemistry, USSR study (1965)
12681

surgery and cybernetics, USSR study (1962)
22354

surgical PGN-01 device for control of phys-
iological processes during operations
(1962) 9945

teaching, USSR study (1964) 10964
techniques, instruments, drugs and other

surgical studies, USSR (1964) 6898
tendons and fascia, USSR studies (1965)

9361
tenosuspension operation for dislocation of

shoulder, modification, USSR study
(1962) 1257

thoracic

—

aspects, USSR (1964) 9039
polyvinol use (1963) 19391

treatment

—

burn cases, USSR studies (1963) 17883
burns, results, USSR study (1961) 15626
chemical burns, USSR study (1962) 12043
deep thermal burns, USSR study (1963)

893, 2499
fractures, tumors and ligaments, USSR
study (1963) 15731

gastric and duodenal ulcers, Communist
China (1962) 15800

mitral-aortic stenoses, USSR study (1961)
959

multiple aneurisms of cerebral vessels,

USSR study (1961) 4675
pulmonary tuberculosis. Communist China

(1962) 17815
thermal burns, USSR study (1964) 9207
thrombophlebitis, USSR study (1961)

11175
use of

—

medicines in surgical practices, USSR
studies (1964) 12919

plastics, USSR (1964) 2858
USSR-
advances (1962) 14271; (1965) 11056
all-Russian congress, report (1963) 20922

Surgery—Continued
USSR—Continued
all-Union corvference of surgeons, resolu-

tions adopted (1961) 19538
articles (1962) 9866
experimental

—

articles from Eksperimental 'nava khi-

rurgiya zhurnal (1961) 12962
translations (1963) 15736
methods (1964) 5393
neurosurgery, literature survey (1964)
7209

practices (1964) 9211
report (1962) 19738
research (1964) 16264
Russian surgical staplers, bibliography

(1962) 1717
searches and discoveries (1962) 955
scientific research in next few years (1964)
9082

some phases (1964) 1015
strides, translation (1962) 2733
surgical care in RSFSR (1961) 10956
thoracic, translations from Grudnaya khi-
rurgiya (1962) 18107; (1963) 6808, 10745

translations from

—

Khirurgiya (1963) 2676, 2712, 6703
Kukovodstvo po khirurgii (1963) 12368
Vestnik khirurgii (1961) 15609; (1962)

19698; (1963) 1054, 2463, 2678
vascular

—

and bone grafts, USSR articles (1964)
20175

prostheses, morphogenesis and histology,
USSR study (1965) 9387

vena cava syndrome, USSR study (1961)
11006

World War II—
activities of surgical consultants (1962)

14828; (1964) 10022
thoracic surgery (1963) 5920; (1965) 10163

see aiso Exodontia—Grafting (physiology).
Transplantation (physiology).

Surges in natural stream channels (1961)
10692

Surgical instruments and apparatus:
census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 3929
encapsulation process sterilizes and pre-

serves instruments (1964) 16671
USSR research institute, 4th session (1961)

19694
Surh, Michael T., radiation-balance (1964)

9598
Surinam:
labor conditions (1965) 7997
market for U.S. microwave, forward scatter,

and other radio communications equip-
ment and radar (1961) 18113

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter
a965) 12921

telecommunications, market for U.S. equip-
ment (1961) 20392

Surnames, see Names (personal).

Surplus agricultural products, see Agricultur-
al products.

Surplus food, see Food.
Surplus Government property, see Surplus

property.
Surplus lines insurance (1963) 15395
Surplus military property, see Surplus proper-

ty.

Surplus property:
act, amend

—

laws (1961) 14090, 16586
reports (1961) 8958, 8960, 12244-245

act and amendments, compilation (1965) 388
agreement with Poland (1961) 11612
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Surplus property—Continued

airport disposal program, Federal Aviation
Agency, GAO review (1962) 21817

Civil and Defense Mobilization Office admin-
istration, GAO review (1962) 23581

defense disposal manuals (1964) 4600; (1965)

9018, 14154, 17977
disposal

—

agreement with Korea (1963) 11318
airport property, release from restric-

tions. Federal aviation regulations
(1963) 2249

at selected installations of General Serv-
ices Administration and other Federal
agencies, GAO review (1963) 595

donable, program, evaluation

—

hearings (1962) 13518; (1965) 15807. 17927,

19498
report (1962) 15228

donation to schools for mentally retarded
and physically handicapped, etc.

—

law (1962) 23186
reports (1962) 21082, 21465

donation to volunteer firefighting and other
nonprofit organizations, hearings (1965)

17704
failure to

—

recover needed aircraft parts previously
determined to be Government surplus.

Army Dept., GAO report (1965) 14392
utilize excess components in production of

aircraft arresting barriers, GAO report

(1965) 7770
Federal personal, for public airport purpos-

es (1963) 482
materials available for science education,

general information (1961) 9268; (1962)

9756; (1964) 10668
old San Francisco Mint building, disposition,

opinion of Attorney (jeneral (1961) 1160
planned disposals of needed automotive re-

pair parts, GAO report (1965) 4836
redistribution, agreement with Denmark

(1961) 1505
sales, use of proceeds for construction pur-

poses by Air Force Logistics Command
(1962) 17615

State agencies directors, directories (1961)

19428; (1962) 9751; (1963) 8358; (1964)

10662; (1965) 7809
use by State distribution agencies, clarify

law

—

law (1961) 14094
reports (1961) 8964, 12247

utilization for education and public health

—

hearings (1962) 13518; (1965) 15807
report (1962) 15228

utilization within Defense Department, GAO
review (1962) 19559

see also Personal property

—

also names of

surplus articles, etc.

Surplus Property Utilization Division, directo-

ries (1961) 19428; (1962) 9751; (1963)

8358; (1964) 10662; (1965) 7809

Surrey, Stanley S.:

nomination, hearings (1961) 7267
Mar. 18, 1963 (1963) 7496, 7501, 20209,
21150; (1964) 20863; (1965) 1691, 6968,

9981, 11753, 17919, 18814

Surveillance inspection of industrial stocks of
bulk propellant in storage (1961) 9015

Surveillance (military):

troop topics (1965) 17062

Survey investigations and reports, general
procedures (1961) 10565; (1962) 15523

Survey of current business, monthly (1961)
2953; (1962) 4369; (1963) 4223; (1964)
4071; (1965) 3978

Survey of techniques for measuring radio re-

fractive index (1962) 20171
Surveying:
accuracy of method of geodetic intersec-

tions. East Clerman study (1962) 7769
aid, examination announcement (1965) 15354
alidade and limb, determination of eccentric-

ity (1961) 11315
angles, three point problem, subject (1961)

4772
azimuths

—

land marks, tables for determining by F.N.
Krasovskiy method (1961) 11271

rendering in precise closed traverse (1961)
11266

barometric leveling by airplane (1961) 4762
base-line measurement at Shubin (1961) 4753
computer's manual (1965) 8533
construction surveying, Army technical

manual (1964) 8038
control leveling (1961) 20487
conversion of Gauss-Kruger plane rectangu-

lar coordinates of one zone into coordi-

nates of another adjacent coordinate
(1961) 2455

desert regions shifting sand topography,
methods. Communist China study (1963)
2482

determination of radial lines on photographs
(1961) 4754

East (^rmany (1965) 2774
electronic geodetic trilateration, side compu-

tation by circular surveying system,
Polish study (1963) 7004

elements of surveying, technical manual
(1964) 17051

error accumulation in nadir point triangula-
tion chain (1961) 2452

expanding new BLM programs, administra-
tion (remarks) (1961) 9432

flight line measurement by scaled tape,
correction for inclination (1961) 11227

formulae for admissible errors of closure,

comments, Hungarian study (1962) 7845
geological, USSR method (1962) 14184
Hungarv

—

current problems (1963) 12677
State Survey and Mapping Bureau's role

(1963) 7003
leveling

—

city of Odessa in 1928 (1961) 11218
precise, with Zeiss level (1961) 11262

line of sight characteristics in internal fo-

cusing telescope (1961) 4777
new method of solving 2-point problem

(1961) 11297
phototriangulation, applied (1961) 4760
Poland

—

development (1962) 5622
geodetic services (1962) 5521

Potenot problem (1961) 11293, 11296
publications, price lists (1961) 15928; (1963)

3265; (1964) 7683; (1965) 6866
rectangular coordinates, calculation, more

about perfecting Gauss tables (1961)

4756
restoration of lost or obliterated corners,

etc (1963) 16301
scale for transferring distances from photo-

graphs to maps, construction (1961)

2447
singular geodetic survey (1961) 1844
Soviet geodesy, field work of 1925 (1961)

4746
surveying aid and technician, examination

announcement (1961) 3974, 10110; (1963)

4612, 7782
symmetrical base line parallactic method of

measuring (1961) 11275
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Surveying—Continued

tellurometer manual (1961) 18419
three tripods method, use for angle measure-

ments to secure rigid plumb line (1961)

4752
topographic

—

and geodetic operations conducted by Ko-
lyma expedition of People's Commissar-
iat of Communications, 1928-29 (1961)

11223
circular logarithmetic nomogram of differ-

ences in elevation (1961) 11270
field work by military scientific section, 2d

military topographic brigade, USSR,
1925 (1961) 4747

interpolator, drafting device, description

and use (1961) 11231
nomographic table of 4-place logarithms

for finding elevations (1961) 11253
production of theodolite work (1961) 11228
USSR territory, classification according

to basic scales (1961) 11249
vertical control (1961) 11207

transit survey adjustment, choice of junc-
tion lines (1961) 11309

transit traverses

—

extended, adjusting (1961) 11294
first order, construction of transit line

link (1961) 11292
rigorous adjustment (1961) 11304

traverse

—

computation tables (1961) 11274
lines, plotting (1961) 11291
nets, adjusting angles (1961) 11310

traverses, theodolite, rigorous adjustment
(1961) 11305

triangulation, net, final adjustment, evalua-
tion of accuracy of elements (1961) 4765,
11288

trigonometric

—

nets, adjusting by 3 group method (1961)
11318

traverse, error of closure (1961) 11206
USSR-
combination of rectangular coordinate
system in agrarian planning work in

Ural 'skaya Oblast (1961) 11230
sandy desert regions, trigonometric level-

ling, application (1965) 891
see also Photographic surveying.

Surveying instruments, recording very high
precision (1961) 11278

see also Geodimeters—Levels—Phototachy-
metry—Phototheodolites—Plane tables
—Range finders—Tachymeters—Theod-
olites.

Surveyors:
employment outlook (1964) 9412
surveying aid and technician, examination

announcements (1961) 3974, 10110;
(1963) 4612, 7782

Surveyors' levels, see Levels.
Surveys, see Community surveys

—

also sub-
jects of surveys.

Survival:
Air Force manual (1962) 12937
airport disaster control guide (1963) 1783
Army Dept. field manual (1964) 15266
civil defense and emergency planning for

petrolejm and gas industries (1961)
18397; (1965) 4390

dynamic test program, survivability seat
design (1965) 18807

education, struggle against world commu-
nism, symposium (1962) 13553

families on guard against accidents (1963)
20095

family food stockpile for survival (1961)
13783; (1963) 14859; (1964) 16953

Survival—Continued

helpful tips, must list for every American
(1961) 20089

human survivability of extreme impacts in

free-fall (1964) 1791
inflatable components of personal equipment

for astronaut body instrumentation and
survival at sea, development (1963) 3119

knowledge for survival, newsletter to exten-

sion program leaders (1963) 8227; (1964)

3633
medical self-help training (1963) 21089
motor transport emergency preparedness

(1963) 14078
national census survival rates, by color and

sex, 1950-60 (1965) 15313
or surrender for endangered wildlife (1965)

10860
personal and family, civil defense adult edu-

cation course student manual (1963)

11656
pilot rescue facts (1962) 10577
pocket pen flare, evaluation (1963) 11506
protection against fallout radiation in sim-

ple structure (1963) 16861
radium cases (1964) 13701
rural fire defense preparation (1963) 4370

science for survival (exhibit) (1965) 8652
sense, determination, preparation, and

skills, Army pamphlet (1963) 18547
simulated trek from confluence of Anaktu-

vuk and Colville Rivers to Arctic Coast
(1963) 11504

skills, etc., Army Dept., field manual (1961)

3771
solar still for survival water (1965) 16992
space flight, emergency escape and restraint

systems, biomedical research studies,

bibliography (1964) 13732
subarctic simulated situations, caloric cost,

fluid and electrolytic balance (1964)
19140

30-day extended survivability test of Min-
uteman missile, human factors aspect
(1965) 5563

training, AF manual (1962) 20435
you can survive, rural defense fact sheets

(1963) 10128-147
your livestock can survive fallout from nu-

clear attack (1963) 4369
Survival kits:

NASA Mercury, cold test evaluation of com-
ponents (1965) 8478

pararescue medical kit (1964) 9979
see also Aircraft survival equipment.

Survivors' benefits:

servicemen and veterans, benefits, effect of

in-service waiver of life insurance pre-

miums (1961) 3767
social security, rights and responsibilities of

recipients (1965) 8287

Survivors insurance:
aged beneficiaries and older workers fact

book (1961) 5059
benefits in pension plans under collective

bargaining, winter 1960-61

—

departmental edition (1962) 22437
document edition (1962) 20955

benefits, increase

—

hearings (1961) 7150, 10503
laws (1961) 12119, 15917
reports (1961) 7110, 7119, 12278, 12438

benefits under social security law (1961)

15915

changes under social security amendments
of 1961 (1961) 13667, 17775

OASDI program, 1960 amendments, analysis
of benefits (1961) 6548
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Survivors insurance—Continued

population aged 65 and over receiving pay-
ments (1961) 9752

social security rulings (1961) 3585; (1962)
4341, 10649; (1963) 4195; (1964) 4040;

(1965) 3945
your social security, basic information

(1962) 6388; (1963) 11281; (1964) 3131,
9772, 21874

see also Old age, survivors, and disability

insurance.
Susanville, Calif.:

convey land to

—

law"(1961) 14124
reports (1961) 10290, 14611

Suski, H.M., moments of sampled binomially
distributed variable (1964) 13332

Susquehanna River and Valley:
basin

—

project for water supply and water quali-

ty management (1965) 11642
West Branch, chemical quality of surface
water (1964) 4824

chemical character at Harrisburg, Pa., vari-

ations (1964) 828
drainage above Harrisburg, Pa., precipita-

tion, probable maximum (1965) 15147
Suter, Ann C:

labor

—

in Nigeria (1964) 5435
law and practice in Morocco (1965) 9502

Sutherland, (Carles F., jr., forest products
marketing, market for wood pallets in

auto industry, case study of Ford Motor
Company (1963) 575

Sutherland, Doyle F., variation in vertebral
numbers of juvenile Atlantic menhaden
(1963) 10201

Sutherland, E.G., properties of sintered

wrought tungsten sheet at very high
temperatures (1963) 5569

Suttles, John T., aerodynamic characteristics
of rocket having unusual nose shape
(1965) 1447

Sutton, Alex G., jr., technique for mapping
terrain, microgeometry (1963) 2230

Sutton, Doris G.:

beryllium determination in urine (1963)
14984

determination of cerium- 144 in vegetation
and soil (1964) 13696

Sutton, Joseph A., leaching copper sulfide min-
erals with selected autotrophic bacteria
(1964) 11329

Sutton, Willard H., bonding in oxide-fiber
(whisker) reinforced metals (1964) 7660

Sutures:
corneal-muscular, fullowing extraction of

cataracts, USSR study (1965) 11129
mechanical vascular suture in plastic of

blood vessels, USSR study (1961) 15604
Russian surgical staplers, bibliography

(1962) 1717
suturing nerves of hand and fingers, func-

tional results, USSR study (1965) 4953

Suwannee County, Fla., soil survey report
(1965) 11698

Suwannee River and Valley, Lafayette and
Suwannee River area, tourist and recre-

ation potential (1965) 5302
Suzuki, Sadako, see Reeder, Sadako S.

Svalbard, gazeteer, official standard names
(1964) 18097

Svehla, Roger A.:

thermodynamic and transport properties for

hydrogen-oxygen system (1964) 18727
viscosities, etc., of gases at high tempera-

tures (1963) 19945

Svendsen, K.L., United States magnetic tables
(1963) 1954

Sverdlovsk, Russian SFSR:
development of modern city, USSR study

(1963) 653
present and future, USSR study (1962)

22338
Ural conference on welding (1961) 9291

Sviridoff, Mike, new frontiersman, testimonial
dinner honoring (address) (1962) 8301

Swainson, William 0., relief (1964) 15425
Swahili language, Foreign Service Institute,

basic course (1963) 7438
Swalley, F^rank E., thermal radiation incident

on earth satellite (1963) 3142
Swamp Fox 1 (military operations in tropical

environment) (1962) 18541
Swamplands:

acquisition for migratory waterfowl conser-
vation

—

hearings (1961) 20629; (1962) 2339
law (1961) 18761
reports (1961) 12231, 14709, 18859

Barsa-Kel'mes salt swamp, USSR (1965)
16499

cutting methods in growths of mixed coni-
fers (1963) 15579

drainage, limit assistance if wildlife preser-
vation harmed

—

hearing (1961) 18931
law (1962) 20907
reports (1961) 16788; (1962) 17234

wetlands must be saved for wild ducks (re-

marks) (1961) 13414
your stake in preservation (1962) 19500

Swan Island:

climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial census
(1965) 16917

temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10775

Swan Lake National Wildlife Refuge, birds

(1961) 17260
Swann, Robert T.:

approximate analysis of performance of

char-forming ablators (1964) 13255
one-dimensional numerical analysis of tran-

sient response of thermal protection
systems (1965) 18539

Swans, see Trumpeter swans.
Swanson, Bruce L., statistics for farmer coop-

eratives (1965) 12422
Swanson, Harold J., jr.:

U-lOB—
high altitude takeoff tests (1965) 1788
limited category 2 performance tests in

landplane and floatplane configurations
(1964) 9975

Swanson, Howard E.:

standard X-ray diffraction powder patterns
(1963) 11096

X-ray diffraction powder patterns (1964)
16739

Swanson, L.W., thermal desorption and sur-

face diffusion of cesium on tungsten
(1964) 5500

Swanson, Lynn D., short-term juvenile prob-
lem institutes for police, list (1963) 1926

Swanson, Robert H.:

temperature measurement setup, circuit for

simultaneous recording of millivolt out-

puts (1963) 6517
thermistor bridge for use with null balance

recorders (1963) 6516
Swanson, Vernon.:

flotation of ilmenite from Virginia saprolite,

etc (1963) 5498
humate in coastal sands of northwest Flori-

da (1965) 12536
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Swanston Equipment Co., relief (1965) 19372
Swartout, James T., eflfect of number of plies

on tear resistance of paper (1963) 15561
Swartz, Clifford E., microstructure of matter

(1965) 13542
Swartzendruber, Lydon J.:

correction factor tables for 4-point probe
resistivity measurements on semi-con-
ductor samples (1964) 9635

two-point and four-point probe resistivity
measurements on rectangular bar-
shaped semiconductor samples (1964)
13276

Swarzenski, Wolfgang V., hydrogeology of
northwestern Nassau and northeastern
Queens Counties, N.Y (1964) 6816

Swasta Development Bank, problems involved
in development (1961) 807

Swaziland, see South Africa.
Swearingen, John J., air loads on man, studies

(1964) 13726
Sweat, see Perspiration.
Sweaters, industry in Puerto Rico, findings of

fact and recommendations concerning
wages (1962) 20368

Sweden:
atomic energy

—

company, annual report (1961) 17481
cooperation for civil uses, agreement

(1962) 24108
development, USSR study (1965) 9354

atomic weapons, design and effects (1962)
5510

cartography, translations (1962) 5989, 22119
civil aviation, survey (1963) 5985
communications satellites, intercontinental

testing, agreement (1964) 1604
Communist Party, controversy within (1963)

14162
convention on extradition (1964) 7783
double taxation, convention

—

ratification, report (1964) 15615
text (1964) 6378, 21887

economic developments (1961) 12700; (1962)
11923; (1963) 8399

economy, basic data (1964) 6851
education exchange program financing,

agreement (1963) 21122
electronic products, market information

(1964) 21068
establishing business (1965) 17286
bibliography of social science periodicals

and monograph series, 1950-63 (1965)
17226

export to, market for U.S. products, trade
mission report (1963) 17565

extradition convention

—

document (1962) 17147
report (1964) 424

fisheries (1964) 6718; (1965) 10865
food regulations (1961) 18451
foreign trade regulations (1965) 7354
gas appliances, household and commercial,

U.S. market (1964) 147
gasification patents, index (1964) 18660

gazetteer, official standard names (1963)
19290

homes for aged offer ideas for Americans
(1963) 14649

housing, publicly owned, administration
(1961) 6512

import tariff system (1961) 4263; (1962)
21885

industrial and hydroelectric power develop-
ments, report (1961) 20649

interchange of patent rights and technical
information for defense purposes, agree-
ment (1963) 1547; (1965) 5399

labor laws and practice (1965) 11344

Sweden—Continued
licensing and exchange controls (1961) 6089
living conditions (1963) 2389
maritime matters, use of ports and waters

by N.S. Savannah, agreement (1964)
18976

market for selected U.S. electric housewares
(1961) 20388

material handling equipment and automated
warehousing systems, market informa-
tion (1965) 17291

Meteorological and Hydrological Institute,
annual report (1962) 5644

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter
(1965) 12922

mutual defense assistance, security of infor-
mation, etc., agreement (1961) 9780

patent and trademark regulations (1963)
5075

plant quarantine import requirements (1962)
10814; (1964) 16939

Portland cement, determination of injury to
U.S. industry (1961) 11624

preparing shipments to (1961) 9188
protection instruction for armed forces

(1962) 7672
report of mission to. President's Panel on

Mental Retardation (1963) 14651
Revolt, Marxist review, translation (1962)

18059
school reform (1962) 467
sending gift packages to (1961) 621; (1963)

2415
Swedish Red Cross Hospital in Korea, agree-

ment (1962) 22848
trade agreements

—

interim agreement relating to GATT
(1962) 22857

supplementary to general agreement on
tariffs and trade (1962) 1840

text, schedules, etc (1962) 11297
supplementary report (1962) 11296

unemployment programs (1964) 12012
U.S. reciprocal negotiations, concessions

obtained and granted (1962) 8662
Wallenberg affair unsettled, USSR (1963)

16176
Sweeney, J. P., effect of household processing

and storage on quality of pickled vege-
tables and fruits (1965) 5512

Sweeney, J.S., design for analog computer.
quickening demonstration (1963) 11156

Sweeney, John W.:
lightweight aggregates (1964) 9510
expansion properties of selected

—

niinois shales and clays (1965) 9593
Indiana shales (1965) 5086

mineral industry of

—

Iowa (1963) 20957; (1965) 1338
North Carolina (1965) 18440

Sweeney, Joseph M., international law of sov-
ereign immunity (1964) 11625

Sweet, George E., wind-tunnel measurements
on lifting rotor at high thrust coeffi-
cients and high tip-speed ratios (1964)
18785

Sweet corn, see Co-n.
Sweet fern, see Comptonia peregrina.
Sweet gum:

old-field, prediction of yield in stands in
southern New Jersey (1962) 609

origin of secondary dormant buds (1965)
2173

sapwood, comparative biochemistry of decay
by white-rot and brown-rot fungi (1962)
1958

seeds, production and distribution by 4 N. J.

stands (1964) 8654
site index of New Jersey stands, relationship

to soil and water-table (1964) 784
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Sweet potatoes, see Sweetpotatoes.
Sweetclover:

aphid resistance sources in species of Melilo-

tus (1963) 18393
general information (1961) 1628

Sweeteners:
artificial, facts (1965) 12486
used by

—

baking industry (1963) 13837
beverage industry (1963) 10049
confectionery industry, competitive posi-

tion in U.S (1963) 12043
dairy industry (1963) 10048
food processing industries (1963) 351;

(1964) 4613
Sweetgum blight, dieback of sweetgum and

associated hardwoods, evaluation of dis-

ease (1961) 6119
Sweetfern rust on hard pines (1963) 15551
Sweetpotatoes:

acreage

—

marketing guides (1962) 5173; (1962) 6517;
(1963) 5780; (1964) 5784; (1965) 6070

yields, etc., by States and seasonal groups
(1961) 13799, 17857; (1962) 18525; (1963)
20193; (1964) 16884; (1965) 15092

canning industry in South, feasibility of

expanding (1963) 11458
consumer packaging and decay control

(1964) 9947
consumption trends and patterns (1961)

13772
disease, experience on eliminating, (Commu-

nist China (1961) 12903
economic considerations in marketing from

eastern shore of Virginia (1961) 16108
estimation and maintenance of sodium

o-phenylphenate concentration in sweet-
potato treating solutions (1964) 1675

flakes, recent research on marketing (1964)
21260

frozen, standards for grades (1962) 18606
fungicidal treatments and shipping prac-

tices for controlling decay during mar-
keting (1965) 13392

instant

—

flakes, household consumers acceptance of

(1964) 13588
market test in selected institutional out-

lets (1963) 5827
pallet boxes and palletized containers for

handling and storing (1965) 5499
Puerto Rico, decay during marketing, fungi-

cidal control, progress report (1961)
13751

production

—

annual summary (1961) 1595
Louisiana Crop Reporting Service (1961)
2851

recipes (1964) 4205
Sweetwater County, Wyo.:
geology of Lost Creek schroeckingerite de-

posits (1962) 21822
Great Divide Basin, uranium-bearing coal

(series) (1962) 7468
land conveyance to Wyoming, report (1962)

7185
uranium-bearing coal in Great Divide Basin

(series) (1962) 21823
Swellfish, length-weight relationship and stom-

ach contents of swellfish in York River,

Va (1964) 6707
Swenson, H. A., primer on water quality (1965)

9264
Swets, John A., computer-aided learning of

sound identification (1964) 15003
Swett, Clyde C, radiofrequency heating of

hydrogen plasma in magnetic field (1965)
6753

Swiatkowska, Liliana G., relief (1961) 8874
Swidler, Joseph C, nomination, hearings

(1961) 8992
Swierk, Poland:

atomic reactor EWA, installation (1962)
7651

radioactivity of external medium in environs
(1962) 7838

Swift, Calvin T.:

plane electromagnetic waves passing
through isotropic inhomogeneous plas-

ma slab (1964) 14901
radiation from slotted-cylinder antennas in

reentry plasma environment (1964) 7544
Swift, Lloyd B.:

Fula, basic course (1965) 13281
Igbo, basic course (1963) 5726
Kituba, basic course (1963) 21118

Swift, L.M., intermediate range earth motion
measurements (1964) 119

Swift, Ralph E., and wife, relief (1961) 14272,
16897, 18487

Swift & Co., wage chronology (1961) 9424;
(1964) 11273

SWIG, see Southwestern Irrigated (Cotton
Growers Association.

Swimming:
health information series (1962) 22740
operation waterproof 4th grade (1963) 16515

Swimming pools:
minimum property standards (1963) 20671
public, suggested ordinance and regulations

(1963) 18294
Swimsuits, see Bathing suits.

Swindel, G.W., jr., layman's look at water in

Alabama (1963) 10301
Swindells, James F., calibration of liquid-in-

glass thermometers (1965) 6779
Swindles, see Fraud.
Swine:
African fever (1962) 8783
Aujeszky disease in suckling piglets, use of

globulins from anti-Aujeszky serum in

prevention, Polish study (1962) 7765
behavior of indigenous anti-aphthous vac-

cines in pigs, Rumanian study (1962)

7747
breeding through performance testing (1962)

6535
breeds (1961) 5254; (1964) 9938
brooding pigs, use of infrared lamps (1961)

13784
brucellosis

—

and human health (1962) 1780, 6424
how to eradicate (1961) 16119
serum-diagnostics, influence of relations of

antigenic structure and certain bac-
teria, Yugoslavian study (1962) 7575

carcass value prediction, accuracy of

back-fat probes, etc (1962) 10883
castration, general information (1965) 10065

Chinese methods of hog raising (1962) 15832
crosses in 6 inbred lines, combining abilities,

study results (1961) 3725
diseases, USSR study (1961) 19650

effects of loud sounds on physiology and
behavior (1963) 5846

electric brooder for pigs, farm building plan
(1961) 17925

estrus production in sows, Chinese studies

(1961) 10744
feeder pig pooling, improved marketing, etc

(1963) 4357
garbage-feeding, national status on control

(1961) 2870; (1962) 4096; (1963) 3939;

(1964) 3766; (1965) 3682
hog feeding unit, building plan (1964) 19096
hog-lot equipment (1963) 13166
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Swine—Continued

hogs, grades slaughtered Sept. 1960-Aug.
1961 (1962) 13723

how do your hogs grade (1961) 5264
immunizing value of rabbit-passed pork pest

virus in pigs previously vaccinated with
inactivated vaccines, Rumanian study
(1962) 7837

internal parasites (1961) 11696; (1963) 5818
interstate shipping rules to prevent spread

of hog cholera, guide (1965) 4121
loss and damage in handling and transport-

ing (1961) 3706
meat-type hog (1962) 12848; (1964) 1704;

(1965) 11849
pig crop by States, 1955-59 (1961) 1647
pig crop report (1961) 2838, 8268, 17856;

(1962) 1906, 3521, 10702, 12747, 18524;
(1963) 3367, 7463, 11340, 16619, 21138;
(1964) 7806, 13487, 16883; (1965) 1671,
5422, 9967, 16887

Louisiana Crop Reporting Service (1961)
2839

poisoning in Yugoslavia (1962) 5589
portable shade for hogs (1964) 19095
price and supply of hogs, factors affecting

(1963) 4377
production, methods, problems, etc (1961)

9875
specific pathogen free hog production, eco-

nomic aspects (1964) 8469
swine unit for dry lot feeding, farm building

plan (1961) 8303
trichinosis, how it affects your hogs, etc

(1963) 16744
tuberculosis, eradication and control (1962)

8841
validated brucellosis-free herds, list (1964)

15199; (1965) 15174
Swine plague, control, Yugoslav rules (1963)

10685
Swinomish CJhannel:

modification of existing project, engineer
report

—

departmental edition (1963) 462
document edition (1963) 241

Swinzow, (Jeorge K.:

shear zones in ice cap margin, Thule, Green-
land (1964) 12343

tunneling in permafrost (1964) 10487
Swisher, James H., solubility of iron, nickel,

and cobalt in liquid potassium, etc
(1965) 8115

Switchboard operators, see Telephone opera-
tors.

Switchboards, apparatus, current industrial
reports (1963) 15070; (1964) 1819, 17102

Switches, see Hectric switchgear—Electronic
switches—Pneumatic switches—Thermal
switches.

Switchmen's Union of North America, emer-
gency board report (1963) 12082

Switzer, Carroll O., relief of estate (1961)
7039, 14061, 14524

Switzer, Mary E., address, June 6, 1963 (1964)
7833

Switzerland:
atomic energy cooperation for civil uses,

agreement (1961) 5122
boundary studies, France (1963) 20156

Italy (1963) 20157
certificates of airworthiness for imported

aircraft, agreement (1963) 3362
dollar problem, report on factfinding trip

abroad (1964) 10412
economic developments (1961) 14898; (1963)

8398
economy, basic data (1962) 21874
educational data (1964) 19628

Switzerland—Continued
establishing business (1962) 11933; (1965)

5760
declaration on provisional accession to

GATT (1962) 12728; (1965) 6941
foreign trade regulations (1965) 15373
gas appliances, household and commercial,

U.S. market (1963) 13264
German property liquidation, agreement

(1962) 20303
import tariff system (1961) 14910; (1963)

12255
licensing and exchange controls (1962) 19608
liquidation of German property, accord with

FYance and Great Britain (1962) 18509
livestock feeding and feed industry (1961)

590
living conditions (1962) 727
market

—

factors (1964) 10699
for selected U.S. electric housewares

(1961) 20389
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12923
passport forgeries with simplest means, in-

vestigation (1962) 15954
patents, translated (1962) 13028-29, 16425;

(1963) 18635; (1964) 1803, 9855; (1965)
3999

plant quarantine import requirements (1962)
16266

press

—

comments on Sino-Indian dispute, etc
(1963) 2768

translations (1962) 7923
protocol to GATT, agreement (1963) 18330
reciprocal trade agreement, modification

(1963) 11302
selling in Svntzerland (1964) 21082
sending gift packages to (1963) 2416
trade

—

agreement (1963) 18335
interim agreement relating to GATT

(1962) 18487
mission report (1964) 4867

U.S. reciprocal negotiations, concessions
obtained and granted (1962) 8662

U.S. schedules of concessions negotiated at
(Geneva (1962) 24090

Sycamore:
comparison of growth and survival between

seedlings and cuttings (1963) 17499
epicormic branching (1962) 9697

Syllabication, see Words.
Sylvester, Arthur, nomination, hearing (1961)

4084

Symbolic integrated maintenance manual, new
style technical manual, using SIMM
techniques (1965) 8266

Symbolic notation applied to unbalanced lad-
der networks (1965) 10117

Symbols:
alphanumeric characters, etc., legibility,

index and bibliography (1965) 1497

conspicuity coding of updated symbolic in-

formation (1965) 13480
defense materials system program identifi-

cation, use

—

segregate purchase orders (1961) 1454
segregating renegotiable and nonrenegoti-

able, subcontracts (1965) 15027
electrical and electronic

—

military standards (1962) 7242; (1963)
17348

reference designations (1962) 13719
electrical wiring

—

equipment for ships' plans, military stand-
ard (1962) 7243
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Symbols—Continued
electrical wiring—Continued

for architectural and electrical layout
drawings, military standard (1962) 7244

Federal item identification guides for supply
cataloging (1964) 8465

fluid amplifiers, nomenclature, and specifica-

tion (1965) 5101
machine written, algorithm for recognition,

USSR study (1963) 875
military, field manual (1961) 13820
on food labels (1965) 12482
uniform letter symbols in geodesy (1961)

4759
weather data transmission, symbol coding

(1961) 11743
see aiso Maps and charts.

Symmetry:
principle of symmetry and dialectics, USSR

study (1962) 14122
Symmetry pattern recognition system 2

(1963) 18228
Symposiums:
AEC^
and contractors, nuclear materials man-
agement (1963) 16859

packaging and regulatory standards for
shipping radioactive material (1963)
7710

series (1964) 13714, 15286
zirconium alloy development, proceedings

(1964) 5961, 10028
aeroelasticity, Gottingen, Apr. 16-17, 1957

(1963) 19941
airborne collision prevention devices (1963)

9457
airglow calibration (1965) 8494
aluminum welding, minutes (1965) 9610

analytic cell culture (1962) 10549
anesthesiology, USSR transactions (1964)

913
application of radioactive isotopes and ra-

diation in economy, 3d Yugoslav session

(1965) 12641
Arctic biology and medicine (1963) 18489
astronomy and physics of meteors, proceed-

ings, Aug. 28-Sept. 1, 1961, papers (1963)

14693
autoelectronic emission, USSR (1961) 7652

biochemistry and physiology of alkaloids,

USSR (1962) 898
biotelemetry, Sverdlovsk, Russian SFSR

(1965) 11295
carcinogenic air pollutants (1962) 20178
cardiac arrest (1965) 5331
cardiology in aviation (1961) 129
central nervous system and cardiovascular

data analysis using computer methods
(1965) 14756

ceramic coated reactor fuels (1963) 15008
chemistry of cement, proceedings (1962)

20169; (1963) 5619
cholera research (1965) 16758

Clherokee and Iroquois culture

—

departmental edition (1961) 11756
document edition (1961) 12140

chronic diseases, genetics, etc (1965) 9876
collision phenomena in astrophysics, geo-

physics, and masers (1962) 6311
computer applications to nuclear and radi-

ochemistry (1963) 9681
control of cell division and induction of can-

cer (1964) 13285
cosmic space investigation, 3d international,

USSR report (1963) 2570
crystalline solids (1963) 9207
deaf driver, abstracts (1962) 18553
deaf, driving and employability (1964) 9871

Symposiums—Continued
education for survival in struggle against

world communism

—

committee print (1962) 9498
print as Senate document, report (1962)

11641
electromechanics, USSR (1962) 12020, 12145
ellipsometry in measurement of surfaces and

thin films, symposium proceedings (1964)
21782

end results of cancer therapy (1964) 21792
Far East Symposium on Nutrition, transac-

tions (1965) 11014
fastenings for wood in house construction,

proceedings (1962) 17552
Federal Council for Science and Technolo-

gy-
current problems in management of scien-

tific personnel (1964) 8540
environment of Federal laboratory (1965)

14244
technical information and Federal labora-

tory, 2d symposium, proceedings (1965)
544

ferromagnetic films, USSR study (1961)
10741

frostbite, Arctic medicine and biology, pro-
ceedings (1965) 10119

fuel management (1964) 1776
gas-lubricated bearings (196113586
geophysics, Hungary (1963) 15685
Government-industry conference on mercury

condensing, Apr. 18, 1961, Pasadena,
Calif (1962) 6299

ground water contamination (1963) 16525
highlights on child welfare (1965) 4361
Hungarian, of radiation damage and protec-

tion (1962) 5389
hydraulic-engineering problems of Ruma-

nian Black Sea littoral, (3onstanta
(1964) 8859

image intensifier, Oct. 24-26, 1961, proceed-
ings (1962) 22537

instructional television and tutorial ma-
chines (1962) 23444

international

—

animal feed, papers (1961) 588-591
aviation and research development, pro-
ceedings (1962) 11042

biomedical research, 1st National Insti-

tutes of Health, proceedings (1964)
18815

macromolecular chemistry, Moscow, USSR
(1962) 183, 5694

silicosis, Bulgaria (1962) 9855
irradiation capsule experiments (1965) 195
juvenile delinquency, school's role in preven-

tion (1963) 8181
lignite technology and use, proceedings,

Apr.-May 1963 (1964) 20479
macromolecules (1961) 9294
manpower utilization in Federal Government

(1964) 17662
measurement of thermal radiation proper-

ties of solids (1964) 1450
medicine and natural science, philosophical

problems, USSR (1962) 2744
metabolic control mechanisms in animal

cells (1964) 13284
microstructure of ceramic materials, pro-

ceedings (1964) 11431
microwave optics (1961) 108
military-industry missile and space reliabili-

ty, papers (1963) 8141
military problems in cold regions, review of

research symposium (1965) 5543
modification of electromagnetic scattering

cross sections in resonant region (1964)
19189
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Symposiums—Continued

muscle relaxants, use, USSR (1964) 10962
narcotic drug addiction, problems, history,

proceeding (1963) 21033
natural foci of diseases, USSR report (1965)

885
naval hydrodynamics (1964) 18851
high-performance ships (1962) 20204
hydrodynamic noise, cavity flow (1961) 4998
nitric acids analysis (1961) 4140
nondestructive testing

—

of wood (1964) 12453
trends in AEC reactor program, proceed-

ings (1961) 9958
observatory generation of satellites, papers

(1963) 10988
oncologists-chemotherapists, USSR (1962)

9975
organ culture, studies of development, func-

tion, and disease (1963) 9225
organic and non-silicate silicon chemistry,

Dresden, East Germany (1963) 14399
parachute technology and evaluation (1965)

1784
particle-fluid interactions (1961) 3810
particulate nuclear fuels, preparation and

processing, proceedings (1965) 17086
pharmacological, Czechoslovakia (1962) 7525

physics of solar flares (1964) 20537
Polish radiologists, 22d session (1965) 11182
poultry health, disease, environmental, and

management factors (papers) (1962) 22
problems in irradiation capsule experiments

held at Germantown, Md., Oct. 8-10, 1963
(1965) 8556

protactinium chemistry (1964) 8078
protection against

—

hazards in space, proceedings (1963) 9687
radiations in space (1965) 18492

protein analysis, Quedlinburg, (Germany
(1963) 17634

radiation-induced polymerization and graft
copolymerization, proceedings (1963) 136

radiation therapy treatment of malignant
tumors, use of apparatuses, USSR study
(1961) 11035

radioisotopes, dynamic clinical studies, pro-
ceedings (1964) 15286

radiological health, university curricula
(1961) 5077

radionuclides in estuarine and other aquatic
environments (1963) 12990

range research methods (1964) 4212
reactor kinetics and control (1964) 13714
relay devices and finite automata, USSR

(1963) 12573
response of insects to induced light, presen-

tation papers (1961) 16074
rotating and static precision components,

proceedings (1964) 15009
seepage. Phoenix, Ariz (1965) 8393
shielding from radiation (Dot. 31—Nov. 1,

1960 proceedings (1961) 8182
silicates with monovalent and bivalent ca-

tions, Berlin (1962) 1278
sociology and psychology of scientists (1961)

15852
sodium reactors technology (1962) 14890
Soviet economy, crises (1964) 12274
space-research knowledge, transforming and

using (1965) 8055
spotted fever group of rickettsiae (1962) 175
structural dynamics of high speed flight,

proceedings (1961) 20042
systems engineering in ceramics, proceed-

ings (1965) 9766, 18608
Syverton memorial (1962) 10549
technology and use of lignite, proceedings

(1963) 12825

Symposiums—Continued

theory of extraction, USSR (1961) 2210
thermal radiation of solids (1965) 12980
thorium fuel cycle, proceedings, Dec. 5-7,

1962 (1963) 15007
tissue preservation, Germany Democratic

Republic (1961) 19526
total absorption gamma-ray spectrometry,

proceedings (1961) 8414
uranium

—

carbides as reactor fuel materials (1961)
18092

chemistry, USSR (1965) 7162
dioxide technology, characterization (1963)

1838
USSR, eleutherococcus and ginseng (1964)

2560
VTOL aircraft downwash impingment, pa-

pers (1961) 5152
waste stabilization lagoons (1962) 10616
wind, for aerospace vehicle design (1962)

12939
Symptomatology, see Semiotics.
Synapses:

interneuronal, electon microscopy, USSR
study (1962) 21952

morphological studies, USSR (1965) 9416
Synchronization of motor units and related

model representations (1964) 11226
Synchronized pulse generator needs no exter-

nal power (1965) 6670
Synchros:
fundamentals course

—

instructor's guide for maintenance train-
ing (1963) 7363

trainee's guide for maintenance training
(1963) 7364

rotating and static precision components
symposium, proceedings (1964) 15009

Synchrotons:
proton, cooperative venture in science, mod-

el for future (remarks) (1964) 1783
radiation calculations for artificial radia-

tion belt (1964) 7512
Syncom, see Satellites.

Syndrome, see Diagnosis.
Synergists, synergistic surface tension effects

from mixtures of fluorinated alcohols
with conventional wetting agents (1961)
8092

Synopsis of Government proposed procure-
ment, sales, and contract awards (1961)
2943; (1962) 3681; (1963) 3524; (1964)
3339

Synopsis of neotropical cockroach genus Ma-
crophyllodromia (Orthoptera: Blatto-
idea, Epilampridae) (1962) 20183

Synoptic meteorology, see Meteorology.
Synthesis:

airfoils at supersonic Mach number (1965)
5099

antenna with Gaussian-shaped radiation
patterns (1962) 12565

certain new thiols and their acetylderiva-
tives (1964) 5267

correcting circuits in nonlinear systems
(1962) 22385

discrete stochastic schemes (1962) 14152
highmolecular compounds with induced prop-

erties (1962) 1010
in hydrology (series) (1965) 7804
new high temperature materials (1961) 6735
of oj -halohexadecanoic acids (1963) 18233
phosphonic polyesters by transesterification

(1965) 14861
polyamides containing S-triazine rings

(1964) 13370
properties of germanium fluorphlogopite

(1964) 13119
protein (1962) 5738
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Synthesis—Continued
purification of dielectric materials (1962)

4558
reliable systems from unreliable elements

(1962) 14076
simple shock isolator (1964) 13149
some properties of aluminum borate whis-

kers (1965) 5087
2, 5-disubstituted quinuclidines (1964) 5334
unity-gain complex-zero RC networks (1964)

11495
utilization of low molecular weight ozonides

for air revitalization purposes (1965)

1399
Synthesis gas, see Gas.
Synthesizers, phase shift frequency, efficient,

small in size (1965) 11441
Synthetic ammonia, see Ammonia.
Synthetic analogues of alkaloid reserpine,

USSR (1962) 11997
Synthetic atropine like substances, USSR

(1963) 14159
Synthetic crystals, see Crystals.
Synthetic detergents, see Cleaning compounds.
Synthetic fibers, see Fibers.
Synthetic liquid gas, see Fuel oil.

Synthetic low friction materials (1962) 21971
Synthetic materials in medical therapy (1962)

7817
Synthetic mica, see Mica.
Synthetic organic chemicals, see Organic com-

pounds.
Synthetic organic compounds, see Organic

compounds.
Synthetic poisons, chemistry, effects and mili-

tary significance. East Germany (1964)
8955

Synthetic resins, see Plastics.
Synthetic rubber, see Rubber—Styrene-

butadiene rubber.
Synthetic waste, see Waste products.
Synthetic woven goods, see Textiles.
Syphilis:
and other treponematoses, world forum,

Sept. 4-8, 1962, proceedings (1964) 11567
description, care of (1961) 11533
diagnosis and management (1962) 6425
eradication, task force report (1962) 10600
laboratory procedures for modern serology

(1963) 3291
management guide for physicians (1961)

21317
SGrolocric test

adults, findings in U.S., 1960-62 (1965)
13248

1964 manual (1964) 13419
world forum (1963) 21095

Syracuse, Kans., railroad accident (1963) 6637
Syracuse, N.Y.:
census of business, 1958, standard metropol-

itan area, central business district sta-
tistics (1961) 6800

census of business, 1963, major retail cen-
ters, standard metropolitan statistical
area (1965) 13591

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18295
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20614

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 11178

Hancock Airport, weather observations,
hourly, decennial census (1963) 11395

Syreniotoxin, cardiac glucoside, employed on
patients suffering from circulatory in-

sufficiency, USSR study (1961) 11109

Syria:
agricultural commodities, agreement (1962)

12716, 14638
Arab Republic

—

agricultural commodities, agreement
(1964) 7784

foreign trade regulations (1965) 15384
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chap-

ter (1965) 14690
background notes (1965) 11707
Ck)mmunist Party, Central Committee, state-

ment (1964) 16470
constitution (1963) 1107
decree regarding teachers association (1963)

5387
economy, basic data (1964) 6856
fats and oils market, analysis (1961) 4253
import tariflF system (1962) 9795
labor conditions (1964) 11294
political personalities, biographic informa-

tion (1963) 2735
sending gift packages to (1961) 622
sailing directions (1964) 7632
United States foreign aid program, report of

study (1963) 19055
Syrian Arab Republic, see Syria.
Syringes, Luer, interchangeable component,

dimensions of. Federal standard (1961)
19327

Sysoyev, Andrey N., biographical information,
USSR (1961) 19533

System for measuring Seebeck coefficient and
resistivity (1964) 20711

System transmits mechanical vibration into
hazardous environment (1965) 16637

Systematic analysis of silicates (1964) 10633
Systematics, see Biology.
Systemic antidotes for selected toxic materials

(1965) 6885
Systemic insecticides, see Insecticides.
Systems:
and procedures, notebook for systems man

(1963) 8373
automatic, theory and application, USSR

study (1965) 11186
complex, problems in cybernetics, USSR

studies (1964) 11015
configuration management. Air Force man-

ual (1965) 7078
development and management, hearings

(1962) 21212, 23370; (1963) 290, 13652
dynamic characteristics of real structures

for high precision automatic regulation
(1965) 2733

electric, design for naval aircraft and mis-
siles, technical manual (1964) 11497

logic of, introduction to formal theory of
structure (1964) 7989

research techniques, staff development, re-

port (1961) 9712
self-adjusting, in automation, invariance

(1965) 11268
see aiso names or types of systems.

Systems engineering in ceramics, proceedings
of symposium (1965) 9766

Systems Maintenance Service, aircraft acci-

dent notification procedures, etc (1963)

10102
Systems operator proficiency, effects of speed

stress on overload performance (1961)

13806
Systems Research and Development Service:

organization handbook (1963) 15470
technical reports, abstracts, general distri-

bution, supplement (1964) 15132

Systems research, opportunity and challenge
for measurement research psychologist
(1961) 2
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Systron-Donner Corporation, pricing of sub-

contracts for components of Polaris

Missiles, GAO examination (1962) 23578

Szabo, Daniel: mq«q\
basic data on economy of Viet-Nam (lybd)

market for U.S. products in Viet-Nam (1963)

2419
preparing shipments to Viet-Nam (1963)

5066
. , „

Szaloczi, Jean K., public social welfare person-

nel (1963) 14803

Szanto, J., one-year tropical exposure test of

wood and plastic stocks for rifle (1964)

11527
, J _, ,

Szczecin Repair Shipyard, planned develop-

ment, 1961-65 (1961) 19732

Szechwan Province, China:

agriculture and livestock industry, geo-

graphic survey data (1962) 19623

economic geography (1962) 21967; (1963)

8438
mosquitoes hibernation data (1962) 1006

natural geography of areas (1962) 2885

organic and inorganic mixture fertilizers on

rice, application methods and problems

(1962) 2868
Snow Mountain and its grasslands (1963)

2514
, ^.

southeastern, hydrogeologic exploration

methods of Karst coal fields. Communist
China (1962) 5711

Sze-foo Chien, see Chien, Sze-foo.

Szepesi, Zoltan, solid state image intensitiers

(1964) 7647
Szmyd, Lucian:

. . , , oj
crevicular depth of 2d molar in impacted 3d

molar surgery (1963) 82

SAM contourator, model B, instrument for

measuring changes of surface contours

(1963) 74
^ ,

subjective and objective measurement oi

responses to third molar impaction sur-

gery (1963) 16792

surface contour changes after tooth extrac-

tion (1963) 7640
Sznaider, Henek, and wife, relief (1961) 6999

T series (1961) 11757; (1962) 20460-461; (1963)

5901
T-2 airplane, see Airplanes.

T-33, see Aircraft.

T-37C category 2 performance test (1964) 4234

T-38A, see Airplanes.

T-39A, see Airplanes.

T rails, see Rails.

T.C. Imeson Airport, hourly observations,

summary, decennial census (1962) 14691

T.V.A., see Tennessee Valley Authority.

Ta ASSR, see Tatar Autonomous Soviet So-

cialist Republic.
Ta-chung Jih-pao (periodical):

selected translations (1961) 892

Ta-hsiao Hsing-an Ridge, China, permafrost

areas, search for underground water

(1962) 2800
Ta Kung pao (periodical):

Communist China

—

articles (1961) 2142, 2145, 4372, 4399,

10985, 17469
translations (1961) 15143, 15171, 19565,

19611-612, 19630, 21024, 21047, 21050,

21052, 21097, 21112; (1962) 1114, 1125,

1127, 1234, 1236, 1247, 1352, 1426, 1434,

1466, 2946, 3030, 3098, 5780, 5814, 6038,

6125, 7936, 8088, 8157, 8257, 10034,

10139, 10171, 10242, 10324, 12179, 12245,

Ta Kung pao (periodical)—Continued
Communist China—Continued

translations—Continued
14092, 14208, 14332, 15833, 15951, 15964,

17855
TAB, see Technical abstract bulletin.

Tabacnik, Jeanirie R., relief (1961) 12210,

16913, 18511
Tabanidae, see Flies.

Taber, Claude E., jr., relief (1965) 10440

Table Rock Dam and Reservoir project:

buildings for public park and recreational

use, extend time for construction

—

hearing (1964) 21211
law (1964) 21134
reports (1964) 17723, 19472

Tablecloths, and related products, deceptive

advertising and labeling as to size, FTC
trade regulations rule (1964) 15910

Tables (compilation), see Coordinates—Hydro-
gen—Mathematics—Mathieu functions-
Technical, scientific, and economic sub-

jects

—

also subjects.

Tables (furniture):

chart table installed on trawler (1961) 6056

picnic table for children (1964) 8636

picnic tables use of red oak, and hickory for

making, advantages, etc (1963) 17500

tilting table for handling calves, wood frame

(1965) 8440
Tables (mathematics), see Kinematics—Loga-

rithms—Mathematics.
Tables for applying revenue procedure 62-21

(1962) 17659
Tables of aerodynamic coefficients from Nevf-

tonian expressions for conic and spheric

bodies at combined angles of attack and

sideslip (1963) 11089
Tables of carlot conversion factors, fruits and

vegetables, supp (1963) 1619
Tables of redemption values for United States

savings bonds series A-E (1962) 14564

Tables of Z functions for atmosphere entry

analysis (1962) 12514
Tableware:
earthenware table articles. Tariff Commis-

sion report (1963) 9460
household china. Tariff Commission report

(1963) 9461
radioactive dishes, health hazards (1964)

18901
stainless-steel flatware. Tariff (Commission

report (1961) 21414; (1962) 24117; (1963)

21140; (1965) 8345
Table, Claude E., jr, relief (1964) 21182
Tabulating cards, and sets, manufacturers'

shipments, 1960, current industrial re-

ports (1961) 20449
Tabulating machine operators, examination

announcement (1961) 20477
Tabulation:

planners, etc., examination announcement
(1961) 20477

published data on Soviet electron devices

(1965) 19961
punch card tabulation in Bureau of Census,

development, etc., 1890-1940 (1965) 18990

Tabulation of data on receiving tubes (1963

12893
Tabun:

influence on metabolism in acute and chronic

intoxication by dimethylamidoethoxy-
phosphorylcyanide poisoning, Bulgarian
study (1962) 9812

poisoning, treatment, Yugoslav study (1962)

5420
TACAN, see Air navigation.

Tachinid flies, see IHies.

Tachometers:
generators, rotating and static precision
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Tachometers—Continued
components symposium, proceedings

(1964) 15009
indicators, Hewlett Packard 500C, test in-

strument calibration procedure (1962)

.3413

Tachymeters:
formulas of tachymetry (1961) 11280
Gaultier tacheometer, description (1961)

2444
Kern double image, study of, and field work

with surveying instrument (1961) 11281

Ta-Dl stadia arc, of Hungarian Optical

Works, Hungarian study (1962) 7858
Tachymetry, high precision, basis (1961) 11256

Tackle, David:
regenerating lodgepole pine in central Mon-

tana following clear cutting (1964)
18062

specific gravity of lodgepole pine (1963) 571
Tacks, thumbtack, Federal standard (1963)

19212
Tacoma, Wash.:

census of business, 1958, standard metropol-
itan area, central business district

statistics (1961) 8482, 13869
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 13592
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 13981
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition, and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16541

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 6818

electric facilities of area, map (1962) 558;
(1963) 519, 2266

harbor improvements, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23491
document edition (1962) 23382

port (1965) 2112
principal electric facilities, map (1964) 676;

(1965) 16180
Seattle-Tacoma Airport, weather observa-

tions, hourly, decennial census (1962)
18589

water resources (1962) 13877
wholesale fruit and vegetable market, orga-

nization (1962) 22940
Taconic Mountains, stratigraphic names, defi-

nitions and synonymies (1964) 8759
Taconite:

central Mesabi Range nonmagnetic metal-
lurgical evaluation, etc (1965) 14714

Mesabi Range nonmagnetic, metallurgical
evaluation, etc (1961) 6277; (1963) 1243

nonmagnetic drill cores from west central
Mesabi Range, metallurgical evaluation,
etc (1962) 23977

smelting in Mines Bureau experimental blast
furnace (1961) 6289

Tacquechel, Dario, relief (1962) 16890

Tactical communications center operations
(1961) 17997

Tactical signal communication systems, Army,
Ck)rps, and Division, field manual (1962)
4606

Tactical vehicles, see Vehicles.

Tactics, see Military art and science—Naval
art and science.

Tactile sensitivity:

exercisability, USSR study (1963) 12342
nature of dermo-optical sense in man (1964)

5382
Tadpoles, see Frogs.

Tadzhik Soviet Socialist Republic:
Academy of Sciences

—

annual meeting (1965) 11299
discusses future plans (1964) 2717

fight against cancer, problems (1962) 1365
grain production, reserves for increasing,

USSR study (1964) 10882
public health

—

organs, yearly plan and budget, fulfillment
results (1962) 1366

translations (1962) 12004
trachoma eradication, USSR study (1962)

19719
Tadzhikistan, see Tadzhik Soviet Socialist

Republic.
Tae Soo Chung, see Chung, Tae Soo.
Taenia, see Tapeworms.
Taeuber, Irene B.:

population trends in U.S., 1900-60 (1965)
1911

presentation on Asian populations, critical

decades (1963) 296
Taft, H. M., community effort in boll weevil

control (1963) 4338
Taft-Hartley act, see Industrial relat-

ions—Labor unions.
Taft, Robert A. Sanitary Engineering CJenter,

see Robert A. Taft Sanitary Engineer-
ing Center.

Tagart, S.W., jr., mechanical design
considerations in primary nuclear pip-

ing (1965) 17095
Tagatz, Marlin E., blue crab fishery in St.

Johns River (1965) 9165
Tags, salmon tagging experiments, Unimak

Island and Alaskan shores (1965) 4772
Tahoma Glacier, history of recession, botani-

cal evidence (1961) 12791
Tahquitz Creek:

flood control, engineers report

—

departmental edition (1965) 16127
document edition (1965) 15531

Tai, Chew Sheung, see Chew Sheung Tai.

Tai Ja Lim, see Lim, Tai Ja.

Tai Shik Hwang, see Hwang Tai Shik.

Tai Ung Choi, relief (1964) 15436, 17227, 17683
T'aihu, Lake, physical and chemical properties

of water, Communist China study (1962)
5680

Tail (aircraft):

buflFet at subsonic and transonic speeds, in-

vestigation employing dynamic elastic

aircraft model (1962) 20140
configurations

—

static lateral characteristics at high sub-
sonic speeds of airplane model with
highlv tapered wing and several tail

configurations (1961) 17725
static longitudinal characteristics at high
subsonic speeds of airplane model with
highly tapered wing and several tail

configurations (1961) 17724
conical tail flares, effects of boundary-layer

separation over bodies of revolution
(1961) 9497

differential deflected horizontal effects on
lateral control of swept-wing airplane
at Mach numbers from 1.4 to 2.0 (1961)
13478

highly tapered horizontal, mode shapes and
pressure distributions at flutter, in sub-

sonic flow (1962) 12449
horizontal

—

buffeting loads, of X-IE airplane, measure-
ments (1961) 4872

effect on directional stability of trapezo-
idal-wing airplane mode! (1961) 1284

loads caused by blast-induced gust, experi-

mental investigation (1961) 1271
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Tail (aircraft)—Continued
loads, measured in service operational

flying, control deflections (1962) 10480
low auxiliary surfaces having dihedral, use

to improve longitudinal and directional
stability of T-tail model at high lift

(1961) 9577
sweptback

—

T-mounted horizontal, pressures and hinge
moments (1962) 1667

T-tail of cargo airplane, flutter studies
(1964) 9583

tee-tail

—

patrol bomber, transonic flutter investiga-
tion (1961) 1270

transonic flutter characteristics, effect of

Mach no. stabilizer dihedral, and fin tor-

sional stiffness (1961) 19956
transport airplane, effects of vane-con-

trolled gust-alleviation system on loads,

flight investigation (1961) 4931
vertical-tail-load, effect at high subsonic

speeds of fuselage forebody strakes
(1961) 11429

Tail-wing-fuselage combinations, see Air-
planes.

Tailings (ore dressing):
iron, from Champion mine, Marquette

Range, Mich., flotation treatment (1964)

20508
Tailoring, woman's suit, how to tailor (1964)

19074
Tailors, ship's serviceman, handbook (1965)

8205
Tait, Howard D.:

estimating abundance of pink and chum
salmon fry in Prince William Sound,
1957 (1963) 2300

fyke trapping as means of indexing salmon
escapements in turbid streams (1963)
6466

Tait, Pauline, footlight (1965) 3429
economic developments, 1960 (1961) 12694;

(1962) 11930; (1963) 6611
economy, basic data (1963) 6609
establishing business in Taiwan (1962) 11925
exports and imports, licensing and exchange

controls (1962) 15676
fisheries, 1963 (1965) 4750
foreign trade regulations (1964) 18184
import tariff system (1961) 4265
investment factors (1962) 721
labor conditions in Taiwan (1964) 5444
labor law and practice in Taiwan (Formosa)

(1964) 14690
mineral industry of Taiwan, minerals year-

book chapter (1965) 14691
pocket guide (1965) 17039
sending gift packages to (1961) 623
Taiwan fisheries, 1961 (1962) 23549
U.S. foreign policy and operations, report,

1961 (1962) 7111
United States military operations and mu-

tual security programs overseas, report
(1961) 19147

Taiwan, see Formosa.
Takagi, Shunsuke, geometric interpretation of

3-dimensional yield criterion of soils

(1965) 19575
Takahashi, Sumiko, relief (1962) 15299, 21001,

23131
Takai, Fusako, and son, relief, repeal act of

Aug. 14, 1957 (1962) 7023, 11530, 13265
Takamoto, Tome, relief (1961) 10234, 12420,

14056
Takayashiki, Yoko, relief (1961) 18567, 19035
Take command, apply for OCS (1963) 14938
Take-off (aircraft):

altimeter errors (1961) 1296

Take-off (aircraft)—Continued
characteristics of propeller-driven, aspect-

ratio-10, straight-wing airplane with
boundary-layer control flaps, as estimat-
ed from large-scale wind-tunnel tests
(1961) 13532

distances of supersonic transport configura-
tion as affected by airplane rotation
during take-off run (1961) 21232

GETOL configuration, ground effect, feasi-
bility and potential, research program
(1963) 9465

GETOL research program final report (1963)
21141

H-21B sideward takeoff test (1964) 7970
KC-135A heavy weight 3 engine performance

test (1964) 4232
off-runway, unprepared surfaces, O130B,

etc., capabilities (1963) 11484
performance of representative supersonic

transport configurations (1964) 14855
refused, 'r-38A aerodynamic braking tests

(1965) 7072
runway overrun, water-pond arresting

(1961) 9556
subsonic longitudinal aerodynamic charac-

teristics of tiltable-wing vertical-take-
off-and-landing supersonic bomber con-
figuration (1961) 13485

tilting-wing, vertical jet airplane model,
stability and controllability investiga-
tion (1961) 4873

U-lOB high altitude tests (1965) 1788

V/STOL program, vertical and short takeoff
and landing, hearings (1965) 401

Takeda, S., microwave reflection techniques
for dense plasma diagnostics (1965) 6786

Taking care of diabetes (1963) 13028
Takushan, see Kushan, Manchuria, China.

Talas-Fergana fault. Lower Carboniferous
deposits, USSR study (1964) 5166

Talbot, Gerald B., American shad (1963) 551

Talbot, Randall L.:

occupational wage survey

—

Albuquerque, N.Mex (1965) 12790
Portland, Oreg.-Wash (1965) 14635
Salt Lake City, Utah (1965) 7972
Spokane, Wash (1965) 16560

Talc:
heat of formation (1963) 14516
in U.S., bibliography (1963) 15607
lump steatite, disposal from national or

supplemental stockpile or both (1965)
17650, 19451

magnesia, mining and milling methods and
costs, Eastern Magnesia Talc Co (1963)
3057

mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)
12960

minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 19892;
(1962) 20116; (1963) 18109; (1964) 18709;
(1965) 19874

production, etc., 1960, preliminary report
(1961) 2501

resources of U.S (1964) 10632
ultramafic talc-bearing rocks and adjacent

country rocks in north-central Vermont,
petrology and geochemistry (1963) 603

Talcott method, determination of latitudes

(1961) 2448
Tale of 2 cities or law in action (address)

(1962) 18322
Talent:
and tomorrow's teachers, honors approach

(1963) 8179
crisis (address) (1962) 14558
identification and development in secondary

school students (1963) 19094
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Talent—Continued
management, providing for small business

(1963) 1458
project, aptitude and achievement tests,

standardized types (1962) 472
search (1965) 8005
State resources and responsibilities for edu-

cation of gifted and talented, conference
report (1964) 4651

test composites, comparison with Air Force
aptitude indexes (1963) 18496

Talent Development Project:
goals and activities, 1964 (1964) 6582
personnal and activities in States and outly-

ing areas (1964) 21273
Talent division, see Rogue River Basin proj-

ect.

Talent fees:

defining and delimiting term "talent fees."

fair labor standards act (1962) 14686
definition under fair labor standards act

(1963) 3397; (1964) 16918; (1965) 18830
Talerico, Robert L., natural mortality of

Zimmerman pine moth in 3 Michigan
plantations (1963) 12172

Taliaferro, Marie, petition for adoption (1961)
10422, 18493, 18793

Taliaferro, W.C., institutional wholesale gro-

cery warehousing (1964) 7928
Talking books:
books for the blind (1961) 21154
for quadriplegics and near blind, hearing

(1963) 18945
magnetic tape

—

recorded, annotated list (1961) 17611
recordings, catalog (1962) 22454

records. Civil War list (1961) 13417
Tallahassee, Fla.:

Dale Mabry Field, weather observations,
hourly, decennial census (1963) 21156

population, special census (1965) 7274
Talley, Thomas M., relief (1964) 12175, 17239,

21185
Tallin, Estonian SSR, capital of Estonian

SSR, description and general informa-
tion (1962) 12172

Tallow:
displacement of commercial dollar sales to

United Arab Republic by State and Ag-
riculture Depts., GAO report (1965)
14389

edible, continued increase in output antici-

pated (1963) 8148
export prospects, favorable (remarks) 1962)

9668
futures trading and open contracts (1961)

3049
inedible

—

output continues upward (1961) 5183
world market survey (1961) 20402

market for U.S. fats in Iran (1962) 2502
Tallulah, La.:

boll weevil control with emphasis on early-
season and fall treatment, 1960-62
(1965) 1737

cost of cotton insect control with insecti-

cides (1964) 13565
Taltal, (Jhile, uranium reconnaissance of

(Hianaral-Taltal area (1965) 4265
Talwar, Satya P.:

hydromagnetic stability (1965) 11467
stellar atmospheres 2872

two-stream instability in gravitating plas-

ma with magnetic field and rotation
(1965) 19934

Tam Ding Lam, relief (1961) 19028
Tarn Ding Yun, relief (1961) 19028
Tamarac National Wildlife Refuge, general

information (1965) 4762

Tamarisk:
deciduous, introduction, notes (1964) 12469
five-stamen, sprouting characteristics (1965)

12505
introduction, spread, and areal extent of

saltcedar in Western States (1965) 12546

removal reduces water-table fluctuations in

central Arizona (1963) 4988
stands, root plow use in clearing (1961) 692

Tamarix, see Tamarisk.
Tame, Kenneth E.:

alkaline leach processing in subgrade
calcareous uranium ore (1964) 9525

disposal of liquid waste in resin-in-pulp-type
uranium milling flowsheet (1963) 3()75

radioactivity in alkaline leach milling proc-

esses (1964) 5492
Taming of blue and beyond (1962) 20438

Tampa, Fla.:

census of business, 1958, standard metropol-
itan area, central business district

statistics (1961) 6801
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 17185
census of housing, 1960

city blocks (1961) 18236
special reports for local housing

authorities (1961) 16438
standard metropolitan statistical area

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18864

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 11179

Employment Service, new answers to old

problems (1962) 17417
Government-owned housing, potential

savings through use to meet military
requirements in area, HHFA and De-
fense Dept., GAO report (1965) 9240

harbor improvements, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 450
document edition (1963) 256

International Airport, weather observa-
tions, hourly, decennial census (1962)
18577

October test shipment of grapefruit to
Hamburg, Germany (1963) 9533

wholesale fruit and vegetable markets, orga-
nization (1963) 7574

Tampa Bay, tributaries, hydrological charac-,
teristics (1962) 19503

Tamper-proof rain gages (1964) 6749

Tampico fiber, see Istle.

Tanaka, Frank H.:

category 2 stability and control tests of
HH-43B helicopter (1964) 13612

HH-43B helicopter performance evaluation
(1964) 1730

Tanaka. Y.:

forbidden absorption-band systems of N2 in

vacuum-ultraviolet region (1965) 119
600-A band of helium (1964) 13644

Taneypodinae, see Flies.

Tanfara, Sirijo, relief (1961) 8887

Tang, Hamburg, relief (1962) 11499
Tang, Pei Chin, inflight loss of consciousness,

case report (1964) 4318
Tang, W., some aspects of atmospheric circu-

lation on Mars (1965) 14746
Tang, Wen, relief (1962) 13593
Tang Kanbudulege Chunun Ch'amgo Charyo

(periodical), articles (1961) 11129
T'ang-shan, China, economic geography,

translation (1962) 1390
T'ang-Shan Institute of Coal Research, USSR,

scientific research work (1961) 19646
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Tanganyika:
agricultural economy (1964) 17910
do business in, trade mission report (1964)

6861
economic developments, 1961 (1962) 13936
education for Africans, preliminary survey

(1961)4145
investment guaranties, agreement (1964)

3160
new force in Africa (1962) 2000
newly independent nation, fact sheet (1963)

11292
official publications, bibliography (1963)

9090
Peace Corps program, agreement (1962)

14631
sending gift packages to (1962) 709
technical cooperation, agreement (1964)

11643
see Tanzania.

Tangier, Morocco, Consulate General office

building and residence, construction,
GAO review (1964) 10614

Tank linings, see Linings.
Tank vessels, see Tankers.
Tankage, production, semiannual reports

(1961) 6655, 17855; (1962) 6480, 18521;
(1963) 7461, 16616; (1964) 18989, 20847;
(1965) 5419

Tankers:
economic soundness of operations, evalua-

tion by Maritime Administration, GAO
review (1965) 720

fuel truck, inadequate interior protective
coating, unnecessary costs incurred by
Army Dept., GAO report (1963) 20723

industry problems (remarks) (1961) 10594
midship bending moments (1964) 7727
nuclear powered, automatic control of pro-

pulsion system (1962) 8942
oil, corrosion inhibitors to protect inside

surface of tanks, USSR study (1963)
6802

ore/oil carriers in world fleet (1961) 15739;
(1963) 16313; (1965) 12810

rules and regulations (1962) 15009; (1964)
11962

T7 locking piston control rod drive scram,
analysis (1961) 18044

T7 natural circulation boiling water reactor,
effects of vertical gravity oscillations
on performance (1962) 8943

Tanks (cargo):
empty exempt from coastwise trade laws

—

hearings (1965) 10552
law (1965) 17390
reports (1965) 10468, 17851

Tanks (combat vehicles):

combat

—

and tactical vehicles, development and
procurement by Army, review (1961)
2048

modernization, unnecessary costs, GAO
report (1965) 9245

employment. Fleet Marine Force manual
(1965) 19820

M60, excessive charges by components under
contracts with Chrysler Corporation,
GAO report (1964) 4757

see Septic tanks—Tanks (cargo)—Tanks
(combat vehicles)—Tanks (containers)

—

Waste disposal tanks.

Tanks (containers):
aircraft-fuel-tank design for liquid hydrogen

(1963) 10973
auxiliary fuel tank invention developed un-

der government contracts with Lockheed
Aircraft Corp., patent royalty costs
improperly charged for use, Defense
Dept., GAO report (1965) 12527

Tanks (containers)—Continued
balloon tank skin measurements at liquid-

hydrogen temperature in Centaur flight
vehicle (1965) 18526

circular cylindrical ring tank partially filled

with liquid, fluid oscillations theory
(1961) 4901

cryogenic-propellant, thermal projection
systems for space-vehicle, analysis
(1962) 22594

cylindrical

—

propellant outflow during weightlessness,
photographic study (1965) 2909

sloshing forces and moments, nonlinear
analysis (1965) 9619

with various baffles, damping of liquid os-
cillations (1961) 9553

escape training, breathholding ability rela-
tionship to performance in escape train-
ing tank (1963) 7189

farm milk, examination, NBS handbook
(1964) 14933

fuel—
liquid-hydrogen, launch vehicles, insula-

tion systems, study under ground-hold
conditions (1965) 6730

1,700-gallon unassembled jettisonable,
negotiated contracts with Beech Air-
craft Corporation and Fletcher Aviation
(Corporation, pricing examination by
GAO (1962) 11871

rocket propellants, leak-indicating paint
(1962) 18360

sloshing in circular cylindrical tanks, iner-
tias and natural frequencies (1961) 9596

storage tank cleaning at Naval Shore
Establishment (1962) 14708

gasfreeing process explosion hazards (1961)
6272

liquid

—

combination undergoing free and forced
planar oscillations, coupled dynamic
response (1963) 16408

dispensing, truck mounting tank and pump
unit assembly, operators' manual (1961)
18008

filled, wall impacted by high-velocity par-
ticles result in catastrophic fracture
(1963) 12848

hydrogen propellant, internally insulated
filament wound, design and fabrication
(1965) 1393

level at wall of spinning tank, investiga-
tion (1962) 18298

propellant, with ellipsoidal ends, with
longitudinal spring constants (1965)
1452

rotation and vortexing in rocket propel-
lant tanks (1962) 6302

vapor interface configuration, effect of
contact angle and geometry during
weightlessness (1963) 21004

lunar storage of liquid propellants (1962)
18257

errata (1962) 23987
maintenance, USSR study (1965) 824
milk cooling, on farms supplying Federal

milk order markets (1961) 16085; (1964)
13559

mobile

—

arbitrary shape, liquid propellant sloshing
(1965) 9620

for petroleum products, anti-corrosion
protection, USSR study (1963) 6824

with rotational symmetry, digital analysis
of liquid propellant sloshing (1965)
11408

oblate spheroidal

—

natural frequencies and mode shapes of
liquids (1961) 11430
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Tanks (containers)—Continued
oblate spheroidal—Continued

with and without baffles, damping charac-
teristics of liquid oscillations, experi-

mental investigation (1961) 13508
orthotropic multicell, pressurized and axial-

ly loaded, analysis (1965) 11472
oscillator circuit measures liquid level (1965)

14773
pressurization during outflow (1965) 5187
propellant material and rocket fuels or oxi-

dizers, chemical reaction between them
when impacted by small high-velocity

projectiles (1963) 16393
rectangular, variation of pitch motion of

vehicle in space environment due to fuel

sloshing (1964) 14869
right-circular cylindrical, damping of liquids

(1962) 18283
errata (1964) 3005

spacecraft, effect of liquid impact on propel-

lant tank (1965) 18535
spherical

—

and oblate-spheroidal, pendulum analogy
of liquid sloshing (1965) 8117

annular-ring baffles, slosh-suppression
effectiveness (1965) 1470

forces and frequencies resulting from liq-

uid sloshing, investigation (1962) 18264
liquid sloshing, viscous damping (1964)

1459
slosh-damping of liquid oscillations (1962)

18273; (1963) 12860
stability of sloshing modes under transla-

tional and rotational excitation (1965)

9618
steel fuel-storage, polyurethane linings

(1965) 13154
storage facilities for fats and oils, expan-

sion during 1950's (1961) 17

subscale internally insulated fiber-glass

propellant for liquid hydrogen, evalua-
tion (1965) 19941

tilapia culture, study (1962) 9657
toroidal, for spacecraft, frequencies and

forces resulting from liquid sloshing

(1963) 12858
water

—

external installation in DeHaviland Bea-
ver DHC-2 seaplane for forest firefight-

ing (1962) 11866
facilities for measurement of acoustical

waves, experimental (1962) 12579
Tannar, Virginia L., social work concepts for

public welfare workers (1965) 531

Tannenbaum, Harold E., evaluation in elemen-
tary school science (1964) 15843; (1965)

488
Tanner, Watson H.:

charts for estimating rotary wing perform-
ance in hover and at high forward
speeds (1965) 1389

tables for estimating rotary wing perform-
ance at high forward speeds (1965) 1390

Tanning and tanning materials:
census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 1794
determining glutaraldehyde and chrome in

tanning solutions (1963) 7547
extracts, exemption from duty, continue

—

law (1963) 17022
reports (1963) 13548, 15347

home tanning of leather and small fur skins

(1962) 8828
leather tanning and finishing, industry wage

survey (1963) 14478
tanning in United States to 1850, brief his-

tory (1965) 2950
see also Leather, hides, and skins.

Tanning:
vegetable extracts, disposal from national

stockpile

—

law (1965) 17437
reports (1965) 15766, 17899

Tannins, see Chestnut extract.

Tan-0-Quil-QM process for chemical modifi-

cation of feathers (1963) 11252

Tanoak, slash, moisture patterns (1965) 7735

Tantalum:
alloys-

—

development for elevated-temperature
service (1965) 1375

oxidation resistant coatings (1964) 48
recommended for rolling to foil (1963) 7627

suitable for use at high temperatures
(1964) 7461

carbon electrotransport (1965) 1483
cathode improves electron-beam evaporation

(1965) 11447
chlorination kinetics (1965) 14713
determination in titanium alloys, recom-

mended methods of panel of Metallurgi-

cal Advisory Ck)mmittee on Titanium on
methods of analysis (1963) 12964

elevated temperature diffusion in Ni-Ta sys-
tem (1961) 5010

extraction from ores and concentrates by
chlorination (1965) 12952

gasses in, study, literature survey (1961) 206
hafnium-carbon at 2050° C, ternary system

(1965) 9717
hafnium-tantalum equilibrium diagram

(1964) 18703
industry

—

outlook for 1961 and review of 1960 (1961)

1757
outlook for 1962 and review of 1961 (1962)

2149
magnetic susceptibilities of tantalum-tanta-

lum carbide system (1965) 5221
materials survey (1963) 3054
methods of determining small quantities in

mineral raw materials, USSR study
(1961) 10746

mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)

9603
minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 17628;

(1962) 18188; (1963) 18069; (1964) 18662;
(1965) 19835

preparation

—

by metallic reduction of chlorides (1962)

23976
of high purity Ta (1961) 11749

producing by electrolytic method, USSR
study (1963) 6811

radiochemistry (1961) 18061
semi-finished, production and properties,

German study (1963) 5186
separation from columbium by

—

hydrofluoric acid-sulfuric acid-methyl iso-

butyl ketone system (1961) 21196
solvent extraction HF-HCl diethyl ketone
system (1962) 6243

trace quantities in columbium. X-ray spec-

trographic analysis (1964) 16634
Tantalum carbide:
heat of formation (1965) 14716
magnetic susceptibilities of tantalum-tanta-

lum carbide system (1965) 5221
melting points (1961) 8008

solid solutions, TaC-HfC system, vaporiza-
tion at 2500° to 3000''K (1965) 1466

Tanzania:
gazetteer, official standard names (1965)

16310
Malawi boundary, study (1965) 1645
Mozambique boundary, study (1965) 3044
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Tanzania—Continued

Tanganjdka mineral industry, minerals
yearbook chapter (1965) 12886

Zambia boundary, study (1965) 11717
Tape, Gerald F.:

paper, Aug. 31, 1964 (1964) 17066
remarks (1964) 11870; (1965) 10195, 15258,

17144
Tape:
computing machine, paper, Federal standard

(1963) 19211
gummed draft paper sealing, simplified prac-

tice recommendation (1963) 11600
system, low cost, measures velocity or accel-

eration (1964) 14808
video, neurological and sensory disease, film

guide (1963) 16514
see a/so Adhesive tape—Electronic data

processing systems—Measuring tape

—

Punched tape.
Tape drive and radial drive control systems

(1962) 4630
Tape (magnetic), see Magnetic tape.
Tape recorders:

digital, analyzer (1964) 21748
drop-outs in magnetic systems (1963) 3220
endless-loop tape transport for satellite

applications (1964) 13238
magnetic, continuous-loop, developed for

meteorological satellites, survey (1965)
9716

PCM (pulse code modulated) magnetic tape
system efficiently records and repro-
duces data (1965) 18522

portable, screening children for heart dis-

ease (1965) 13243
precision endless-loop magnetic, for space

applications, description (1963) 5579
satellite

—

application of modularization concept
(1963) 1285

vibration isolation (1964) 7492
use of polyester film belts (1961) 9547

Tape writers (machine operators):
MOS evaluation test aid (1962) 10994

Taper in Black Hills ponderosa pine saw-
timber trees (1961) 2044

Tapeworms:
experimental echinococcus, effect of ultra

high field, USSR study (1962) 877
pollution of surface waters by eggs of

Echinococcus, determining (1964) 19147
poultry, control (1965) 5513
research on human tapeworm infections.

Communist China (1962) 17741
studies on echinococcosis in Soviet Union

(1964) 18338
Taenia and Echinococcus problems, Hungar-

ian study (1962) 7865
Taps and dies:

diamond dies, disposal from national stock-
pile

hearing (1965) 19482
reports (1965) 15706, 15962

forging dies, electroslag build-up, USSR
study (1964) 11143

Taquechel, Dario, relief (1962) 19260, 20725
Tar:

acids

—

dealkylation of, from low-temperature lig-

nite tar (1965) 5096
extracting with monoethanolamine (1961)
6280

bases, analysis, production, synthesis, and
utilization, bibliography (1962) 23955

hydrocracking low temperature, from North
Dakota lignite (1963) 10966

Tar—Continued
low-temperature

—

condensed from low-rank coals, distribu-
tion of phenols (1965) 6596

extraction from lignite fractions with di-

propionitrile solvents (1961) 7935
from North Dakota lignite, examination

(1961) 15750
steam-fluidized low-temperature carboniza-

tion of high splint bed coal and thermal
cracking of tar vapors in fluidized bed
(1965) 12945

Tar roofing, see Roofing.
Tar sand, see Bituminous sand.
Tar siding, see Siding.
Tarapaca Province, Chile:

Pica area, geology and ground water re-

sources (1965) 16312
uranium reconnaissance (1962) 8981-82,

14879
Taras, Michael A., increment core sampling

methods for estimating tree specific
gravity (1964) 8692

Tarasov, Vladislaw S., testimony, hearing
(1964) 2125

TARGET (Thermal Advanced Reactor Gas-
cooled Exploiting Thorium), see Reactor
(atomic).

Target practice, national trophy matches
(1963) 1798; (1964) 1760; (1965) 5588

Targets:
acquisition, field artillery, field manual

(1963) 100
air-borne simulator for use with fire-control

systems (1961) 19901
Air Force, detection; visual display enhance-

ment and techniques of color filtering,

study (1964) 9980
drones, procurement information (1961)

17151
familiar, range estimation presented against

black background (1965) 18533
impact characteristics of various materials

evaluated from acceleration-time-history
technique (1962) 14474

massive aluminum, momentum transfer from
plastic projectiles at speeds up to 25,600
ft. per second, measurements (1962)
10519

metal, backscattering and secondary-elec-
tron emission from (1965) 9727

lOOO-Mw(e) high-temperature gas-cooled
reactor, design study report (1965) 4253

radiation, electron-Bremsstrahlung differen-
tial cross sections for thin and thick
targets (1965) 6711

small arms ranges. Air Force manual (1963)
9608

thickness, effects on cratering and penetra-
tion of projectiles impacting at veloci-
ties to 13,000 feet per second (1961) 9529

tracking, operating and performance char-
acteristics of naval data handling sys-
tem (1962) 12571

Tariff:

act of 1930. amend

—

classification provisions, restatement

—

law (1962) 13309
reports (1962) 9259, 9263, 9451

comments by interested individuals, etc
(1963) 14335
hearings (1962) 15437; (1963) 8103,

15383; (1965) 17748
laws (1961) 1409.5, 14110, 18652; (1962)

18967, 18972, 23170, 23254, 23278;
(1963) 17016; (1964) 13881, 13886-887,
13891, 13910, 17341; (1965) 17400
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Tariff—Continued-
act of 1930, amend—Continued
reports (1961) 8755, 8811, 12232, 12266,

12470, 12472, 16785, 18897, 18907, 18910,
20616; (1962) 15336, 15350, 15394, 15415,
19097, 19153. 21076, 21174, 21414; (1963)
4739, 4742, 4746, 4750, 13564-565, 15349;
(1964) 8306-07, 8309, 8311-13, 8315,
10266, 12231, 12233-235, 12243, 14098,
15544, 21194; (1965) 12113, 13918, 17634,
17854

special and administrative provisions un-
der titles 3 and 4, text (1961) 6588;
(1965) 3950
supplement (1965) 9972

Austria, anti-dumping legislation (1963)
8416

average rates of duty (1961) 4269; (1962)
5361; (1963) 2399

classification study (1961) 1547-56
index (1961) 20218
proposed implementing legislation, com-
ments on (1963) 15335

submitting report (1961) 1556
supplemental reports (1962) 6486, 16184;

(1963) 11343-345, 13097, 16626; (1965)
11738

commercial policy, program for 1960's (1962)
2288

communication carriers, FCC rules and reg-
ulations (1961) 7380; (1964) 3995; (1965)
3367

customs

—

cases adjudged (1965) 6080
duties, code of Federal regulations (1961)

9111; (1962) 11787; (1963) 8246; (1964)
6653; (1965) 9108

duty rulings on prospective imports (1965)
19525

exemption for returning residents

—

hearings (1965) 10563, 12325
law (1965) 13792
reports (1965) 12099, 13896, 14042
revision (1965) 14146

hints for
all persons entering United States

(1961) 434
nonresidents entering United States

(1963) 342
returning residents of U.S. (1963) 10031;

(1964) 4596
regulations (1964) 3397, 19612; (1965) 3280

exporting to United States (1963) 12032;
(1965) 16061

revised pages (1961) 432-433, 1920-21,
4129-30, 5911, 7302, 9005, 12539,
14761-762, 19192, 20654; (1962) 431,
2383-84, 7233, 9506, 11678, 13709,
17352-353, 19403, 21578; (1963)
340-341, 6307, 8131, 10030, 12033,
13830, 15405, 17339; (1964) 6535,
10442, 14159; (1965) 4627, 10713

valuation under revised German law, 1962
(1963) 5067

decisions under customs laws (1961) 3622;
(1962) 4394; (1963) 4245; (1964) 4094;
(1965) 4004

Court of Customs and Patent Appeals
(1961)4127

Customs Court (1961) 1922, 4131, 20655;
(1962) 13711, 21580; (1963) 8133, 15406;
(1964) 8460, 21246; (1965) 7555, 12362

duty-free entry of relief supplies, agreement
with Paraguay (1961) 11590

electron microscopes, transfer from free list

to, dutiable list, report (1962) 21053
emergency laws of 1921, with amendments,

compilation (1963) 211

Tariff—Continued
exemption for purchases made in Virgin Is-

lands (1961) 19193
continue, report (1964) 8287
waive temporarily 48-hour requirements

—

hearings (1961) 12509
law (1961) 16565

extending declaration on provisional acces-
sion of

—

Swiss confederation (1962) 12728
Tunisia (1962) 12729

general agreement on tariffs and trade, dec-

laration of relations between contract-
ing parties and Polish People's Republic
(1961) 6574

hints for returning residents (1962) 432
import duties (1962) 20341
annotated for statistical reporting (1962)

13091; (1963) 11641
public bulletins (1961) 287, 3939, 8523,

13924; (1962) 272, 4740, 14947, 18795,
23074; (1963) 7766

schedules (1963) 14743
supplements (1961) 5145; (1963) 1569, 7469

import tariff system

—

Afghanistan (1962) 21887
Algeria (1961) 10661
Argentina (1962) 2570; (1963) 8386
Australia (1961) 645; (1963) 5082
Bahamas (1961) 14911
Belgium, Netherlands and Luxembourg

(1962) 728; (1963) 6604
Brazil (1961) 20869
Burma (1963) 5077
Cambodia (1963) 6621
Canada (1963) 5087
Chile (1962) 9794
Colombia (1961) 2023; (1962) 15688
Congo (Leopoldville) (1963) 8417
Costa Rica (1962) 15684
Denmark (1961) 7468; (1962) 21890
Dominican Republic (1961) 4264; (1962)
21889

Ecuador (1962) 2571
Egypt (U.A.R.) (1961) 18447; (1963) 2390
Entente States (Ivory Coast, Dahomey,
Niger and Upper Volta) (1963) 2393

Ethiopia (1962) 5359
Federal Republic of Germany and West

Berlin (1961) 2025
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland
(1963) 5070

Fiji Islands (1963) 6613
Finland (1962) 21884
France (1961) 9196; (1963) 10342
Gambia (1961) 9202
Ghana (1962) 15686
Greece (1962) 725
Guatemala (1963) 5078
Haiti (1962) 21888
Honduras (1963) 2385
Iceland (1963) 2428
India (1961) 643
Indonesia (1962) 5349
Iran (1961) 642
Iraq (1961) 20873
Ireland (1963) 6589
Italy (1961) 9204
Jamaica (1962) 5350
Japan (1961) 20877
Jordan (1962) 9791
Libya (1962) 5358
Morocco (1962) 15678
Mozambique (1961) 9191
Nepal (1962) 2569
Netherlands Antilles (1962) 21886
New Zealand (1961) 644
Nicaragua (1963) 10330
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Tariff—Continued
import tariff system—Continued
Norway (1961) 9195
Pakistan (1962) 15689
Paraguay (1961) 20876
Peru (1963) 6600

" Portugal (1961) 17283
Republic of Korea (1961) 4266
Republic of Rwanda and Kingdom of Bu-
rundi (1963) 6599

Senegal and Mauritania (1962) 15682
Sierra Leone (1961) 2027
Singapore (1961) 2029
Somali Republic (1963) 10335
South Africa (1962) 723
Spain (1961) 18454
Sudan (1961) 7470
Sweden (1961) 4263; (1962) 21885
Switzerland (1961) 14910; (1963) 12255
Syria (1962) 9795
Taiwan (Formosa) (1961) 4265
Thailand (1961) 6085
Tobago (1962) 5347
Trinidad (1962) 5347
Tunisia (1962) 15679
Uruguay (1961) 12702
Venezuela (1961) 7469
Viet-nara (1961) 4262; (1962) 21891

increase duty-free exemption of persons ar-

riving in United States who are not re-

turning residents

—

law (1961) 18652
report (1961) 20616

laws, facilities for enforcement

—

increase authorization

—

hearing (1962) 11671
law (1962) 13318
report (1962) 11600

increase limitation, report (1962) 9361
legislation for Western Hemisphere (1962)

23340
minerals, new schedules, (1965) 9572

nontariff barriers to movement of tobacco in
free world countries (1963) 12148

Peruvian and American diplomats, free en-
try privileges, agreement (1961) 11587

publications, price lists (1961) 13625; (1963)
5680; (1964) 18887; (1965) 18696

reduction of exemption on articles purchased
abroad (1961) 19193

hearings (1961) 12509
laws (1961) 16565; (1963) 13427
reports (1961) 8812, 12473, 14358; (1963)

11832, 13544, 13584, 13742
statement (1961) 11640

schedules (1964) 4073
amend to change dutiable status of watch-

es, etc., from insular possessions, report
(1965) 17658

annotated (1963) 16627; (1964) 4074; (1965)
3981 20110
by country, U.S. imports (1965) 15320
supplements (1963) 18346; (1964) 3168,

13490, 16889, 18993
by part by item (1964) 1823
promulgated, 88th Congress, 1st session

(1964) 8579
revised, proposed implementing legisla-

tion, comments on (1963) 15335
special classification provisions appendix,
explanatory and background materials
(1961) 1554
suspension by Federal Maritime Board,
extend time

—

hearings (1963) 297
report (1961) 5823

technical amendments act of 1964, reports
(1964) 15574, 19578

technical amendments act of 1965

—

law (1965) 17433

Tariff—Continued
schedules—Continued

reports (1965) 10471, 15915, 17613
provisions, summary (1965) 19494

U.S. (1965) 3980
effective Aug. 31, 1963 (1963) 20200

threshold of new trading world (address)

(1962) 3487
trade agreement supplementary to general

agreement on tariff and trade, Sweden
(1962) 1840

treatment of articles assembled abroad of

products of U.S., report (1965) 19230
U.S. import requirements (1965) 19526
Yugoslavia and Poland, most-favored-nation

treatment, U.S. interest (1964) 13482
see also General agreement on tariffs and

trade

—

also names or classes of articles

imported or exported.
Tariff Commission:

appropriations, 1962, general Government

hearings (1961) 10330, 12501
law (1961) 14125
report (1961) 12454

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 15253, 21525
law (1962) 23243
reports (1962) 16956, 21179, 21493

appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 11874; (1964) 515
law (1964) 1974
reports (1963) 11848; (1964) 511

appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 10288, 15791
law (1964) 17386
reports (1964) 10245, 21193, 21233

appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 10517, 14112
law (1965) 15511
reports (1965) 10497, 15929

beryllium industry investigation, report

(1962) 20336
facts for industry series (1961) 3610; (1962)

3800
import data in terms of TSUS classifications

(1964) 1823
investigate

—

cobalt industry, report (1962) 18530
fluorspar industry, report (1962) 12754
lead and zinc industry, report (1962) 12755

lead, zinc and other minerals and report to

Congress, report (1961) 19125
investigation, beef and beef products (1964)

15133
investigations under escape clause of trade

agreements (1964) 5718
notices, of hearings, investigations, etc

(1962) 4371; (1963) 4224; (1964) 4072;
(1965) 3979

press releases (1965) 3843
public information releases (1961) 3611;

(1962) 4243; (1963) 4096; (1964) 3926
public notices (1961) 3612
publications, 1951-60, list (1961) 21413
reports

—

departmental editions (1961) 5143; (1962)

3528; (1963) 3375; (1964) 7809; (1965)
8344

document editions (1961) 4007; (1962) 2322;
(1963) 2033; (1964) 6224; (1965) 7388

report, 2d series (1961) 1545
rules of practice and procedure (1963) 3376
special and administrative provisions under

titles 3 and 4 of tariff act, text (1961)
6588

trade agreements escape clause investiga-
tions, outcome or current status of in-

vestigations instituted by Tariff Com-
mission, report (1961) 9805
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Tariffs and trade, general agreement on, see
General agreement on tariffs and trade.

Tarim River and Valley, sketches of natural
conditions, USSR papers (1962) 15807

Tarpaulins, vehicle, plastic fabric (vinyl ny-

lon), test (1961) 8131
Tarr, Cedric W., jr., administration of national

security (1963) 4779
Tarrant, Robert F., forest soils research in

Oregon and Washington (1965) 4811
Tartaron, FYancis X., prerefining pig iron with

vortex cone (1964) 9506
Taruntius, LAC61, lunar chart (1963) 7619

Tarzwell, B.M., biological problems in

water pollution (1963) 16521
Tashkent, Uzbek SSR:

conference on peaceful uses of atomic ener-

gy, proceedings (1964) 17057, 19225;

(1965) 7161
gold speculation, Soviet press examines im-

plications (1962) 22343
international forum of physicians (1962)

5717
pollution of air and ways for its reduction

(1962) 913
Tasi, J., buckling strength of filament-wound

cylinders under axial compression (1965)

14749
Task analysis:
development of method, and theory of train-

ing (1964) 18853
guidelines (1964) 18854
methods, literature review (1964) 18855

Task for 1962, free world community (1961)
20534

Task Force Committee on Education, report
(1961) 7134

Task Force on Air Traffic Ck)ntrol, report
(1962) 2451

Task Force on National Aviation goals, report
(1961) 19292

Task variables:
efficiency of open-ended inventory in elicit-

ing task statements from job incum-
bents (1963) 18493

whole versus part training as function of
task dimensions (1962) 12562

Task X (heat transfer and hydraulics) pro-
gress report (1961) 5394

lights and fog signals, list (1962) 19586
changes (1963) 5652; (1964) 3074, 13311,

18845; (1965) 2958, 8194, 14927
Tatar Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic:

scientific conferences devoted to 40th anni-
versary (1962) 1086

scientific societies, activities (1961) 7602
sewing and footwear industry, conference in

Kazan' on problems, USSR report (1963)
15881

Tatar Strait, climate changing in vicinity,

possibility (1961) 15384
Tatar USSR, see Tatar Autonomous Soviet

Socialist Republic.
Tate, Jasper E., relief (1964) 10201, 15626,

17183
Tate, Merle W., differences between good and

poor problem solvers (1963) 17366
Tate, Thomas 0., jr., relief (1962) 4979, 11318,

13236
Tatum, Barbara, teaching as career (1965)

7596

Taube, R. Katherine, home laundering, equip-
ment and job (1965) 8429

Tautomerism, and dual reactivity, USSR study
(1961) 15260

Tavenor, A.S., emergency repair kit for large
diameter tubeless tires and rolling
transporters (1964) 5722

Tavolga, William N., marine bio-acoustics,
state of the art, 1964 (1965) 14943

Tawil, Jacques, relief (1962) 16898, 19238,
20714

Tawil, Nissim S., and family, relief (1961)
10243

Tax benefits for older Americans (1965) 9303
Tax Court:

appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 7126, 10498; (1962) 7081
law (1961) 16592
reports (1961) 7096, 10450, 16664
1963—
hearings (1962) 9479
law (1962) 16800

appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 7985, 9997

appropriations. 1965

—

hearings (1964) 6341, 12251
law (1964) 17251
reports (1964) 8297, 14048

appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 7474, 10667
law (1965) 13787
reports (1965) 8789, 12261

decisions (separates) (1961) 3613; (1962)
4372; (1964) 4075

judges, annuities to widows and dependent
children

—

law (1961) 20520
reports (1961) 8789, 16958, 18873

judges, retired pay, change method of com-
puting, report (1965) 17604

reports (decisions)

—

advance sheets (1963) 4225
bound volumes (1961) 6590, 21415; (1962)

8706, 24118; (1963) 11348, 16629; (1964)
1628, 7810, 21897; (1965) 11739, 16892

consolidated pamphlets (1961) 3614; (1962)
4373; (1963) 4226; (1964) 4076; (1965)
3982

review of decisions, proposed rule (1961)
1588; (1962) 10794

rules of practice (1964) 3169; (1965) 18798
Tax dates for small plants (1963) 5716

Tax exemption:
abuse by subversive labor organizations

—

hearings (1964) 15811
report (1964) 17883

American War Mothers, Inc., property in
D.C. (1962) 15291

Army Distaff Foundation, property in D.C.
(1962) 13254, 13557A

awards made under Japanese-American
evacuation claims act, report (1962)
19106

Communist organizations, amend law, hear-
ings (1961) 18978

print additional copies, report (1962) 9318,
9466

District of Columbia

—

component of DAR, property in D.C. (1965)
15589

home repairs, incentives, hearings (1963)
20497

foundations and charitable trusts, their
impact on

—

economy (1963) 2063, 18960; (1964) 8402
print additional copies, reports (1964)

368-369, 2201-2
print hearings, report (1964) 19482

small business, hearings (1965) 2023
House of Representatives majority and mi-

nority rooms from D.C. sales and use
taxes, report (1964) 17618; (1965) 4500

income from U.S. obligations by foreign cen-
tral bank of issue

—

law (1961) 8617
reports (1961) 7068, 7257
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Tax exemption—Continued

International Hod Carriers' Building &
Common Laborers' Union of America
(1962) 20789, 21304

Laborers' Pension Fund of Hudson County,
N.J., as qualified trust (1964) 2007

nonprofit corporations

—

mutual deposit guarantee funds

—

hearing (1964) 15805
report (1963) 13580

providing reserve funds for building and
loan associations, report (1965) 17660

nurses' professional registries, status, re-

port (1964) 13962
organization exempt filing form, internal

revenue ruling, supplement (1961) 5990
pension fund of Bricklayers Local 45, Buffa-

lo, N.Y (1962) 19048, 19276, 23122
private pension funds, hearings (1965) 8966
relief supplies and equipment, agreement

with Paraguay (1961) 11590
unemployment tax, credit to successor em-

ployers

—

law (1961) 18711
reports (1961) 10273, 14698, 17067

United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Join-
ers of America local union 746, as quali-

fied trust (1964) 2004
United Supreme Council, Scottish Rite Free-

masonry, from D.C. tax (1964) 15450,
15671, 17209

unrelated business income, report (1962)
13446

Washington Gallery of Modern Art, real

estate (1965) 15590
Woodrow Wilson House, from D.C. tax

—

law (1964) 17329
reports (1964) 17507, 17709

Tax experts, internal revenue agent, specialist

(1964) 850
Tax guide for U.S. citizens abroad (1962) 682;

(1964) 859, (1965) 2259
Tax refunds:

excessive interest rates incurred on certain
income. Internal Revenue Service, GAO
report (1965) 10950

exportation of imported distilled spirits,

wines and beer

—

law (1964) 17398
reports (1964) 8317, 15702

farmer's gas (1964) 19819
Federal gas tax refund

—

aerial applicators, report (1964) 10213
nonhighway and transit users (1964) 849,

18165
internal revenue taxes, refunds and credits,

reports (1961) 5609; (1963) 9837, 15184;
(1964) 21168

related to illegally imposed local taxes in-

cluded in prices of Navy Dept. con-
tracts, retention by General Dynam-
ics/Pomona, Division of General Dynam-
ics Corporation, Pomona, Calif., GAO
review (1963) 8321

Tax stamps, see Revenue stamps.
Taxation:

abolition in USSR, manifestation of Com-
munist Party concern for people (1961)
2084

administration's policy (remarks) (1962)
20354

alcohol, free of tax, distribution and use,
code of Federal regulations (1961) 746

and industrial modernization (remarks)
(1965) 9981

bankruptcy proceedings, limit priority and
nondischargeability, reports (1961)
10319; (1962) 7202

budgetary policy, flexibility of tax rates, etc.

(remarks) (1965) 8350

Taxation—Continued

career opportunities, IRS—
careers in tax work, (1965) 762, 19697
estate tax examiner (1964) 4834; (1965) 763
revenue agent, professional accounting

(1964) 4840
revenue officer (1964) 4841
special agent (1964) 4842
tax technician (1964) 4844; (1965) 776

careers in tax work (1963) 2370; (1964) 2445
cases decided by Supreme Court (1962)

17138; (1962) 13547; (1963) 9951
changes needed to insure economic growth

(address) (1962) 8710
cigarette, State-Federal overlapping (1965) 2

common carrier property, tax assessments,
hearing (1964) 21208

(Communist China, agricultural tax work
during last 10 years (1961) 814

depreciable property accounting (remarks)
(1965) 6969

depreciation

—

reform and business investment decisions
(remarks) (1962) 16203

survey, Treas. Dept. findings on practices
and opinions (1961) 5153

District of Columbia

—

Finance Office, activities, GAO review
(1962) 15634

proposed legislation, hearing (1961) 5741
double, convention with

—

Belgium, protocol, supplementary, hearing
(1965) 19495

Canada (1962) 14640
report (1962) 21263
text (1961) 5778

Federal Republic of Germany, protocol
(1965) 17763, 19495

India (1963) 20522
Israel, text (1961) 5773

Japan (1965) 1650
protocol (1962) 21254; (1963) 20525;

(1965) 15068

ratification, report (1964) 15615
Luxembourg (1965) 11720

ratification, report (1964) 15615
Netherlands, extension to Netherlands

Antilles (1964) 6377
protocol (1965) 1654
ratification, report (1964) 15615

Norway

—

ratification, report (1963) 20.535

Sweden (1964) 6378
ratification, report (1964) 15615

United Arab Republic, text (1961) 5772

United Kingdom, application to Southern
Rhodesia, etc (1964) 7788

double, protocol with

—

Greece (1964) 10360
report (1964) 14030

double

—

relief on earnings from operation of ships
and aircraft, agreement with

—

Colombia (1962) 6477
Iceland (1963) 7453
Mexico (1964) 20834

employer's tax guide (1964) 6837

farm taxes

—

real estate, recent trends and develop-
ments (1963) 2137, 20627

recent trends and developments (1961)
17164; (1963) 3147, 30637

report (1963) 1901
rural-urban fringe, Fairfax Oiunty, Va.,
case study (1963) 10053

farmland on rural-urban fringe. State ac-
tion (1961) 19204
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Taxation—Continued
Federal social security, employers in Virgin

Islands, Guam, and American Samoa
(1962) 218.59

Federal system, facts and problems, 1964
(1964) 17442

dates for small plants (1963) 5716
system of Argentina (1962) 5341
treatment of depreciation and obsoles-
cense (remarks) (1962) 20356

Federal unemployment tax receipts and Fed-
eral allocations to States for employ-
ment security administration, 1960-61
and 1961-62 (1963) 3329

foreign investments in U.S., remove tax bar-
riers, hearings (1965) 15835

forest taxation in Louisiana (1962) 5275
functions of tax policy (remarks) (1965) 6968
guide for U.S. citizens abroad (1962) 682;

(1963) 2378; (1964) 859; (1965) 2259
highway program financing

—

hearings (1961) 7149
message from the President (1961) 5612

influence of voter turnout on school bond
and tax elections (1961) 12566

intergovernmental

—

aspects of documentary taxes (1965) 1

cooperation in tax administration (1962) 3
intergovernmental relations

—

comparative summary of recommendation
by commissions and study groups (1962)
20377

problems

—

hearing (1962) 23416
report (1962) 15412

results of questionnaire (1964) 2238
Internal Revenue Service publications con-

taining tax information, lists (1962)

24069; (1964) 1549
international aspects of U.S. tax policy (re-

marks) (1962) 24128
legislation as route to economic growth (ad-

dress) (1963) 18631
legislative program of Treasury (remarks)

(1961) 1562
life insurance companies, correct certain

inequities

—

law (1964) 17429
reports (1964) 12047, 17615, 17748

limit buyer dinner (remarks) (1964) 21913
limiting priority and nondischargeability of

taxes in bankruptcy

—

hearing (1965) 17918
reports (1963) 11833; (1964) 14080; (1965)

7514, 15669
liquor stores operated by States, political

subdivisions, etc., to pay only one retail

dealer tax, report (1961) 18906
local nonproperty taxes and coordinating

role of State (1962) 5

local taxing powers. State constitutional
and statutary restrictions (1963) 4328

maritime industry's gains from President's
reform program (remarks) 1963) 11361

measures of State and local fiscal capacity
and tax effort (1962) 22919

mutual savings banks and savings and loan
associations. Treasury Dept. report

—

hearings (1961) 12366, 18982
July, 1961 (1962) 15286

new look at taxes (1965) 2258
open space land, planning and taxation, bib-

liography (1965) 11759
our Federal system, reform

—

digest of testimony and statements (1962)
15287

hearings (1961) 14507
message from the President, with state-

ment, etc (1961) 8645, 8863

Taxation—Continued
People's Republic of China (1963) 6758
present tax issues and major misconceptions

(remarks) (1961) 9809
President's 1963 tax message, see, in main

alphabet, Income tax.

principal provisions of Cuban tax law (1962)
9960

property (1965) 290
assessed values (1963) 152
role of States in strengthening (1963)

20257; (1964) lA
tax assessments in U.S (1962) 16453

publications, price lists (1961) 13625; (1963)
5680; (1964) 18887; (1965) 18696

quarterly tax reports (1963) 16903, 20362;
(1964) 1824, 8138, 13772, 19307; (1965)
1909, 8624, 13647, 18991

railroad employees, retirement tax act,

amend

—

hearings (1963) 18950, 19065
law (1963) 18779
reports (1963) 17143, 19012

railroad retirement tax act, amend to
change rates

—

hearing (1965) 15822
law (1965) 17408
report (1965) 15771

recent international tax policy (remarks)
(1965) 6970

reduction and revision as stimulus to invest-
ment and business development (address)
(1963) 19778

regulated transportation corporations, net
operating loss carryovers-

—

law (1962) 20885
reports (1962) 19104, 21387

rule in social and economic progress of
Latin America (remarks) (1965) 11753

role of tax policy in Great Society (remarks)
(1965) 18814

schools, nonproperty, possibilities for local

application (1964) 589

science, technology, tax policy, and economic
growth (remarks) (1963) 7500

small business guides (1961) 744; (1962) 681;
(1963) 2377; (1964) 858; (1965) 775

social security

—

household employee coverage (1961) 9665;
(1962) 6385

household employers (1963) 626
State—
and local fiscal capacity, measures and tax

effort (1963) 3332
privately owned property located on
Federal areas (1965) 16931

revenue (1963) 15079, 16903, 20362;
(1964) 1824, 8138, 13772, 19307; (1965)
1909, 8624, 13647, 18991

and local participation of Federal-aid
funds, prohibit, hearings (1963) 15331

and local, of privately-owned property
located on Federal areas (1962) 8

collections (1964) 191, 21036

employees in interstate commerce, exempt
nonresidents from withholding tax

—

hearings (1964) 10413; (1965) 414
report (1964) 12225

interstate commerce activities, investiga-

tion

—

authorization

—

law (1961) 8605

reports (1961) 7070, 7077, 7232; (1963)
6120, 18877; (1964) 12070; (1965) 5911,
12154, 17601

extend time for filing reports

—

laws (1962) 11272; (1963) 13416; (1964)
8225
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Taxation—Continued
State—Continued

interstate commerce activities, investiga-

tion—Continued
reports (1962) 7035, 9450; (1963)

11807, 11987; (1964) 6296, 6486
reports (1964) 13928

print additional copies, report (1964)
17822

servicemen's personal property, broaden
immunity provisions

—

law (1962) 23171
reports (1962) 17020, 21461

tax collections (1961) 16321, 20455; (1962)
18794; (1963) 16904
detail (1961) 268; (1962) 23075

tangible personal property used in agricul-
ture (1962) 21609

tax cut and expansion of consumer demand
(text) (1964) 19365

tax overlapping in U.S (1962) 9; (1964) 16930
perspective (remarks) (1963) 7501
stimulus to economic growth (remarks)

(1963) 5760
tax policy

—

and economic growth (address) (1962) 8721
and U.S. economic prospects (remarks)

(1963) 11363
make U.S. exports more competitive (re-

marks) (1963) 12123
United States (remarks) (1962) 1867

tax policy (remarks) (1965) 8351
tax program

—

and balance of payments (remarks) (1963)

7494, 20217
perspective (remarks) (1963) 7501
stimulus to economic growth (remarks)

(1963) 5760
tax reduction as balanced stimulus for ex-

pansion (remarks) (1964) 1638
tax treatment of U.S. concerns with Puerto

Rican affiliates, hearings (1964) 17892
taxable property values, census of govern-

ments, 1962 (1963) 15035
errata (1964) 19285

taxes

—

and Internal Revenue Service, brief histo-

ry (1963) 17552
paid by firms marketing farm food prod-

ucts (1964) 6554
poverty, jobs, and profits (speech) (1964)

11829
Treasury tax and loan account

—

balances, list of banks holding (1964)
10299

etc., report (1965) 4727
U.S. system and international tax rela-

tionships, perspective in 1964 (remarks)
(1964) 20863

United States

—

tax system, history (1961) 2068
taxes during past 100 years, history (1963)
6580

violations, criminal aspects under U.S. laws
(1963) 15635

women. Social Insurance and Taxes Commit-
tee report (1964) 1545

your State and local taxes, troop topics
(1963) 11539

see also Corporations—Employment tax

—

Excise taxes—Franchise tax—Holding
companies—Income tax—Inheritance
and transfer tax—Internal revenue

—

Poll tax—Sales tax—Stamp taxes—Tax
exemption—Tax refunds—Use tax

—

also
names of articles, etc., subject to tax.

Taxes, see Excise taxes—Taxation.
Taxiways (aeronautics):

airfield, prestressed concrete pavement,
design and construction (1962) 7298

Taxiways (aeronautics)—Continued

airport runway and taxiway design (1961)
8168

exit locations, report (1961) 8170
exit, report on mathematical procedure for

locating (1961) 5080

serviceable marking (1961) 1959

Taxonomy:
botanical, biometrical method, USSR study

(1964) 16031
categories, criteria, USSR study (1963) 5204
Chaetomiaceae, cellulose-destroying fungi,

monograph (1963) 7683
enterobacteriaceae, biochemical methods of

differentiation (1962) 20250
fish, role of otoliths in analysis, USSR study

(1964) 4979
preliminary research on subject matter

(1965) 5545
revision of

—

genus Theobroma, cacao and allies (1964)

16759
Humiriaceae (1961) 8060

Taxpaid wine bottling houses (1962) 2557

Tayloe, (Jenevieve K.:

bathrooms (1965) 5519
dining areas (1964) 16960
laundry areas (1964) 16961
storage for cleaninp- equipment (1965) 13397
workrooms, house planning aids (1965) 16982

Taylor, Alfred R., geology of Rewey and Mif-

flin quadrangles. Wis (1964) 18102
Taylor, Arthur R, jr.:

some thermal properties of beryllium fluo-

ride from 8" to 1,200° K (1965) 18450
thermodynamic properties of

—

beryllium sulfate from 0° to 900<'K (1963)

10967
cesium chloride and cesium iodide from 0°

to 300° K (1963) 5484
Taylor, Claude A., civil suit under False

claims act, report (1962) 11421
Taylor, Cora E., occupational outlook for 1970

(1963) 9080
Taylor, David, Model Basin, see David Taylor

Model Basin.
Taylor, Dee F., mortarboard psychrometer

(1963) 19270
Taylor, Dorothy H., information services and

public speaking and writing, supp. 1

(1965) 18908
Taylor, Earl G.:

wholesale

—

florist facilities for Boston, Mass (1963) 35
food-distribution facilities for New Bed-

ford, Mass (1963) 14868
Taylor, G.C., jr.:

artesian water in Malabar coastal plain of

southern Kerala. India (1964) 12518
ground water in folder Cretaceous sandstone

of Bhachau area, Kutch, India, etc

(1964) 815
Taylor, Harold, search for talent (1965) 8005
Taylor, Henry J., relief (1961) 12199, 16895,

18485
Taylor, Hobart, jr.:

addresses, lectures, etc. (1964) 1543, 3089,

5637, 13377, 13380, 15034-35, 16820;

(1965) 1562, 1563, 5317-18, 5323, 6859,

6860, 8225-26, 9847, 11625, 14978
nomination, hearing (1965) 17908

Taylor, Irene S., traffic and senior citizen,

selected references (1965) 15156

Taylor, James L.:

home economics facilities (1965) 4651
library facilities for elementary and second-

ary schools (1965) 12388
space and facilities for art instruction

(1964) 4645
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Taylor, Joanne I., relief (1964) 15648, 17487,

19379
Taylor. John C, relief (1961) 7013; (1962)

16698, 17154
Taylor, John G., brooding chicks with infrared

lamps (1964) 9945
Taylor, John H., relief (1964) 17502; (1965)

10427, 15420, 17772
Taylor, Leland R., testimony, hearings (1964)

6526
Taylor, Marlowe M., farm enterprise input-

output data, publications, list (1963)

10059
Taylor, Maxwell D., nomination, hearing (1962)

19378
Taylor, Maynard F.:

heat transfer and friction data for hydrogen
and helium at surface temperatures up
to 5600° R (1964) 11407

heat-transfer data for precooled hydrogen,
etc (1965) 5195

Taylor, Paul B., charts of corrections to air-

borne radar observations for refraction,

etc (1963) 7596
Taylor, R.J., wind profiles in atmospheric fric-

tion layer (1963) 18453
Taylor, Reuben E., X-15 power unit pinion

gear wear and failure problem (1964)

20947
Taylor, William C, testimony, hearings (1964)

6526
Taylor County, W.Va., opportunities for eco-

nomic growth (1965) 1815

Taylor Glacier region, Victoria Land, Antarc-
tica, diabase sheets (1965) 12542

Taylor grazing act, see Grazing.
Taylors Bayou:

engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 14211
document edition (1965) 13830

Tazewell, Tenn., redevelopment area, statisti-

cal profile (1962) 13214
Tazewell County, Va.:

coal

—

carbonizing properties (1964) 5496
preparation characteristics (1963) 19868

TB, see Tuberculosis.
TB topics (series) (1963) 13157
TB-25N airtanker flight evaluation (1963)

10249
Tbilisi, GSFR, tourist information, USSR

study (1963) 14152
TBP, see Trybuytl phosphate.
TC series (1961) 20746; (1963) 2283
TC series see also listings under Government

contracts in the monthly issues.

Tchernosvitoff, Marie, relief (1963) 11785

Tchin, Anna-Marie K.T., see Tham, Anne M.K.

TCREC technical reports (1963) 3383-85, 5758,

7481-86, 9465-66, 11349-351
TEREC technical report (1962) 3545, 8708-9,

14665, 16190-194, 18542, 20348-353,

22876-879, 24125
TEREC technical reports see also listings

under Army TYansportation Research
(Command in the monthly issues.

TDP, see Talent Development Project

—

Technical development plans.

Tea:
drinking in 18th century America, etiquette

and equipage (1961) 4977
foreign agriculture circulars (1961) 3274;

(1962) 3876; (1963) 3720; (1964) 3520;

(1965) 3433
processing, new Soviet method, results under

Chinese conditions (1961) 12996

Teach-in movement:
and anti-Vietnam agitation, problem of

Communist infiltration and exploitation,

staff study (1965) 17939
print as Senate document, report (1965)

19474
Teacher Corps, National, see National Teach-

er Corps.
Teacher education series (1961) 17193; (1962)

5113
Teachers:
aerospace periodicals, science services, list

(1963) 13864
American professors in Asia, selection and

adaptation (1965) 8292
and professors, grants for study, research

and summer seminars abroad in modern
foreign languages, 1964-65 (1964) 4622

and scholar abroad, U.S. exchange program,
Ist-person reports (1965) 4786

Army's dependents schools overseas, oppor-
tunities (1962) 155, 20499

association in Syria, decree regarding (1963)

5387
beginning

—

one year later, report of foUowup study
(1964) 14177

survey in public schools, 1956-57 (1962)

441
errata (1962) 15490

business education, increases in courses and
graduates, 1955-61 (1963) 15435

characteristics, census, 1960, announcement
and order form (1964) 15301

city public school

—

1925-59 salary trends (1961) 15703
1925-63, salary trends (1965) 16563

college, job motivations and satisfactions,

study of faculty members Minnesota col-

leges (1961) 17187
colleges and universities, placement services

(1961) 20688
Communist China, training (1961) 5939
erratum (1961) 7331

congresses in Argentina (1961) 13103
constructing and using achievement tests,

guide for Navy instructors (1961) 20040
contribute to child health (1962) 13742
crippled children and children with special

health problems, qualifications and
preparation (1961) 19242

deaf children, training (1963) 10082
report (1961) 16807

Defense Dept. overseas, correct inequities in

compensation

—

hearings (1965) 12201, 16048
reports (1965) 13873, 15650

dependents' schools, modify conditions of

employment, report (1965) 12274
disadvantaged youth, NDBIA institutes for

advanced study (1965) 6114
District of Columbia

—

adjust salaries and annuities, reports

(1962) 21183, 21482
educational leave, increase partial pay

—

law (1964) 17331
reports (1963) 18895; (1964) 17714

increase annuities, report (1965) 19250
retired, to accept positions in Federal
Government without loss of retirement
pay, report (1961) 19040

salaries, increase

—

law (1964) 17433
reports (1964) 15568, 17613, 17716

temporary, health and life insurance bene-

fits, extend

—

hearings (1963) 11910; (1964) 6522
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Teachers—Continued
District of Columbia—Continued
temporary, health and life insurance bene-

fits, extend—Continued
law (1964) 21123
reports (1963) 11841; (1964) 19461

use of improper premium rate for insur-

ance by Civil Service Commission re-

sults in loss of revenue to Federal Em-
ployees' Group Life Insurance Fund,
GAO report (1965) 6279

education

—

assistants, examination announcement,
discontinuance notice (1961) 5522

internship program (1962) 5113

of handicapped children, grant program
for preparation of professional person-
nel, purpose, policies, and procedures
(1965) 16094

program in electronic data processing
(1964) 8490

programs in distributive education, guide-
lines (1962) 21635

series

—

fifth-year preservice programs for grad-
uates of liberal arts colleges (1962)
19426

5th year programs of classroom, survey
report (1962) 23442

systematic 5-year programs, study (1961)
17193

educational needs for school library admin-
istration, etc., conference proceedings
(1963) 19117

electronics, training instructor, examination
announcement, discontinuance notice

(1961) 5521
elementary

—

aerospace education, handbook (1965)
12978

Bureau of Indian Affairs, examination
announcement (1963) 1943; (1965) 7325

examination announcement (1962) 4835
elementary and secondary

—

fellowships for graduate study, provide

—

hearings (1965) 15800
report (1965) 15757

schools

—

fall 1960, statistics (1961) 5929
fall 1961, statistics (1962) 9543
fall 1962, statistics (1963) 10070
fall 1963, statistics (1964) 15844
fall 1964, statistics (1965) 9039
and scholarships, hearings (1962)
11448

hearings (1962) 13698
report (1962) 13443

institutes for advanced study, etc., hear-
ings (1963) 13645

school personnel, summer institutes, 1963
(1963) 3197

schools, development of means for assess-
ing quality (1961) 19229

elementary, secondary, college and universi-
ty, employment outlook (1964) 9411

employment

—

conditions in schools for dependents of
Govt, personnel, modify, law (1965)
15432

outlook (1962) 10402
English teaching' forum

—

articles of interest to teachers of English
as foreign language (1964) 20865; (1965)
9982, 11755

facts and ideas for teacher of English as
foreign language (1965) 1693, 18816

facts and ideas for teaching English as a
foreign language (1963) 14762; (1964)
5733-34, 13505, 19010

Teachers—Continued

evaluation and salary-policy (1962) 5114
examination announcements (1961) 5531
discontinuance notice (1962) 13101
elementary (1961) 311

exceptional children^

—

extend teacher training program, report
(1963) 13579

qualification and preparation (1961) 19242
exchange opportunities

—

summer seminars, teaching and research
(1964) 15859; (1965) 18015

teaching and summer seminars (1961)
12577, 19241; (1962) 17411, 19443; (1963)
17397

expulsion of 147 Turkish university profes-
sors (1961) 15679

five-year programs, education courses (1961)
12560

flight instructor's handbook (1965) 623
grants

—

for training for teaching deaf

—

law (1961) 18667
program (1962) 23443
report (1961) 5827

to teach abroad or to participate in sum-
mer seminars (1962) 15507

high school

—

foreign language, source materials, adden-
dum (1963) 8157

mathematics

—

and science, survey, 1961 (1963) 8177
inservice education, conference report

(1961) 10542
science and mathematics

—

characteristics and service loads (1963)
9252

influence, pupil's attitudes, and achievement
(1965) 6122

inservice mathematics education, promising
practices for elementary and secondary
school teachers (1964) 19630

institutes for advanced study for English,
reading, etc., preparing proposals, man-
ual (1964) 21267; (1965) 10744

international development program

—

reports (1961) 12567; (1963) 2157
Maine, social security coverage, law (1964)

13898
NDELA institutes for advanced study in Eng-

lish, reading, history, geography, and
for teachers of disadvantaged youth,
summer 1965 (1965) 7595

negotiate with their school boards (1964)
19642

overseas teachers act, amend

—

hearing (1961) 16847
law (1961) 18576
reports (1961) 12475, 16697

Peace Corps (1962) 16107
service, special message (1962) 20237

physics, space science program, papers
(1963) 19900

placement, centralized services, directory
(1963) 19127

preparation

—

agricultural education, survey (1962) 440
5 targets for next 10 years (1964) 8496
5-year programs (1963) 13868

publications on mental health, selected read-
ing list (1961) 6431

sabbatical leave program, establish

—

hearings (1965) 17696
report (1965) 17602

salaries, merit programs (1963) 2164
science and mathematics

—

in-service institutes (1963) 11129
institutes, academic year 1963-64 (1963)

1359
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Teachers—Continued
science and mathematics—Continued
NSF in-service institutes programs, 1961-
62 (1961) 8079

public high schools, basic information
(1963) 17393

summer institutes, secondary school, 1963
(1963) 3198

science, mathematics, and engineering (1963)
1363

secondary school foreign language, source
material (1962) 15499; (1963) 2169

social and economic characteristics, census
of population, 1960 (1964) 11915

Soviet

—

awards (1963) 15740
Union, salaries (1962) 18162

Spanish, opportunities abroad (1964) 17919
special education

—

enrollments and number of teachers, sta-

tistics, 1962-63 (1965) 10748
shortage (1965) 4666

special school programs for visually handi-
capped children, fall 1964, directory
(1965) 4645

strengthening qualifications and prepara-
tion (remarks) (1962) 9755

student loans, amend national defense edu-
cation act to permit partial cancella-
tion, reports (1962) 21469; (1963) 20585

talent and tomorrow's teachers, honors ap-
proach (1963) 8179

teacher and mental health (1962) 20181
teaching opportunities, directory of place-

ment information, 1964 (1964) 12328
today's health problems, series see listings

under health in the monthly issues.

trade and industrial education, teacher
trainers, directory (1963) 2153

trainers of trade and industrial education,
directory (1961) 10540; (1964) 4618

training programs, improve quality, commu-
nication from the President (1965) 15541

turnover in public elementary and secondary
schools, 1959-60, report (1963) 15450

university instructors in Turkey, participa-
tion in political parties (1961) 13269

USSR Supreme Soviet awards (1962) 15873
wood shop practice, publications for (1965)

2163
world conference at Conakry, Guinea

—

participation by Latin American Congress
of Teachers (1961) 4354

trade-unionism in service of Soviet policy
(1961) 4436

today's health problems, series (1962) 22765
see also Faculty (schools)

—

also School
superintendents, etc.

Teachers' College, EKstrict of Columbia, see
also District of Columbia Teachers Col-
lege.

Teachers' Day, see also National Teachers'
Day.

Teaching:
about United Nations in United States,

1960-63, report (1964) 14199
Academy of Pedagogical Sciences, RSFSR,

general convention (1965) 16493
aerospace education handbook for elementa-

ry teachers (1964) 7569
aids, medicine, lantern and microscopic slide

sets, catalog (1963) 18549
as career (1965) 7596
automated procedures for retarded children

(1964) 12321
automation. Skinner teaching machine, val-

ue, etc 9648
Bulgaria, modern devices (1964) 21605

Teaching—Continued
career

—

for retired military personnel, general in-

formation (1961) 11762
opportunities (1963) 13869

challenges of space age (1965) 12978
classroom, institutions offering, 5th-year

degree programs for graduates to quali-
fy for, list (1961) 10543

college, factors influencing choice as career,
exploratory study (1961) 12557

conservation, in our forests are many man
sions (1964) 2356

cybernetics, role in classroom, USSR studies
(1964) 7004

elementary

—

boarding-school grades, joint work of
teacher and class advisor, USSR study
(1963) 2714

schools, development of means for assess-
ing quality (1961) 19229

equipment, amend national defense educa-
tion act to permit reallocation of funds,
etc., report (1962) 21150, 21458 "

experience in hospital clinic, USSR study
(1962) 2823

Federal income taxes program

—

farm (1965) 777
student's handbook (1965) 4888

general (1961) 745; (1965) 778
student's handbook (1965) 2260

how to use USDA-donated food (1962) 16246
human rights, suggestions (1963) 10081
Hungary, problems of development of sys-

tem (1965) 2431
largest of all professions, chart (1962) 22449
machine, potentialities of auto-instructional

materials, research (1961) 14787
materials, periodicals related to internation-

al understanding, annotated list (1963)
374, 10069

methods

—

algorithmic approach to analysis of in-

struction, discussion of validity, USSR
study (1965) 6472

algorithmical approach to analysis is val-
id, USSR study (1964) 1329

modeling prcesses in automatic systems,
USSR study (1964) 1024

Navy instructors' manual (1964) 11484
new aids for American classroom, symposi-

um (1962) 23444
new look at manpower needs (1965) 1300
new materials, useful

—

about Latin America (1961) 17181
about professional literature on education

(1961) 20680
Africa, South of Sahara (1962) 11704
English as foreign language (1961) 20679

new tasks and new methods, USSR study
(1962) 3112

opportunities, directory of placement infor-

mation, 1964 (1964) 12328
philosophical problems of form-development

and theory of heredity information,
USSR study (1962) 9904

physics in USSR, report for UNESCO (1963)
12656

positions outside continental United States,
sources of information concerning, lists

(1961) 7338; (1963) 13853
practices, looking back with pleasure, look-

ing ahead with concern (address) (1962)
15556

professions act of 1965, proposed legislation

(1965) 15541
programmed

—

developments in USSR (1964) 2828
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Teaching—Continued
programmed—Continued

instruction, bibliography (1963) 18486
instructional materials available to educa-

tors guide to programs, 1962 (1962)
11709

public welfare staff training project (1964)
7851

reference materials, annotated lists (1961)

12561; (1962) 15488
science teaching, STEPS to excellence, pro-

gram for improving (1962) 15504
self-instructional programs, evaluating

(1963) 10064
sources of information on education media

(1963) 15447
Soviet

—

economics (1965) 2102
research on teaching during sleep (1964)

18198
suggestions for starting process teaching in

science (1963) 15446
tasks in connection with automation, Czech-

oslovakia (1962) 5459
teacher education

—

internship program (1962) 5113
systematic 5-year programs, study (1961)

17193
teachers electronic data processing, plan

(1964) 8490
teaching Federal income taxes program

—

farm (1964) 2450
general (1964) 2451-52

team teaching in elementary schools (1962)
11712

three-dimensional aids for trade and in-

dustrial instruction (1962) 2414
see also Progrrammed instruction

—

also sub-
jects taught.

Teaching machines:
Air Force-OAR contribution to programmed

instruction (1965) 4193
and programmed—

instruction in polytechnics and technical
schools of Soviet Union (1965) 4925

learning, survey of industry (1962) 21663
applications-
education, USSR study (1963) 12596
studies (1963) 3219

Armed Forces, Navy, party doctrine, USSR
translations (1964) 7153

bibliography (1963) 4440
computer application, learning to identify

nonverbal sounds (1962) 16087
computers for programmed education, USSR

study (1963) 12654
cybernetic

—

approach to educational theory, USSR
study (1963) 6965

use, Bulgarian study (1964) 18196
engineering disciplines, methods and theory,

USSR study (1965) 9352
equalization, for selection and training of

operators of higher order vehicle sys-
tems (1963) 11183

evaluating (1963) 10064
human engineering in design of instructional

systems (1965) 1792
mathematics (1963) 2172
programmed instruction—
and cybernetic teaching machines (1964)

12890
and teaching machines, USSR studies

(1965) 9318
bibliography (1963) 18486, 20644

scientific conferences on automatic teaching,
USSR (1964) 14627

Soviet bloc, literature survey, 1962-63 (1964)
7056

Teaching machines—Continued

Soviet

—

research (1965) 7865
school, USSR study (1964) 11130

step size and error rate (1964) 20704
survey of auto-instructional devices (1963)

5872
symposium on state of research (1962) 23444
taxonomy of subject matter (1965) 5545
use in programmed instruction, evaluation,

USSR study (1964) 10985
use of cuing in training tasks (1964) 13323
USSR discussion (1964) 7161

Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehousemen and
Helpers of America, International
Brotherhood of, see International Broth-
erhood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Ware-
housemen and Helpers of America.

Teamsters Union, see International Brother-
hood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Ware-
housemen, and Helpers of America.

Teamwork:
individual learning and team performance

(1961) 2619
military training, approach to optimum

methods and procedures (1961) 21280
TVA and Tennessee Valley Trades and La-

bor Council (1961) 3616; (1962) 4374;
(1963) 4227; (1964) 4077; (1965) 3983

Tear rings, see Rings.
Tebben, Gerald D.:

coefficients of friction, etc., of cermet mate-
rial for X-20A nose gear skid (1964) 5877

evaluation and checkout of Air Force Flight
Center VTOL test stand (1965) 4161

friction and wear property of wire brush
skids constructed with Rene 41 bristles

(1964) 19134
Tebow, Hilda P., desarrollo del personal como

una parte integrante de la administra-
cion (1964) 8525

Technetium radiochemistry (1961) 8394
Technical abstract bulletin. Government-wide

inded (1965) 11978
Technical aids for small manufacturers (1961)

5094, 17818, 20137; (1962) 6453, 8637,
12692, 18448, 22793; (1963) 7429

Technical aids for small manufacturers see
also listings under Manufactures and
manufacturers in the monthly issues.

Technical and Cultural Interchange between
East and West Clenter, see Cultural and
Technical Interchange between East and
West Clenter.

Technical analysis reports. Defense Atomic
Support Agency (1962) 19622

Technical analysis reports, see also listings

under Defense Atomic Support Agency
in the monthly issues.

Technical assistance, management and techni-
cal aid for displaced small businesses
(1965) 11676

Technical assistance, see also Foreign aid.

Technical assistance aid (series) (1961) 15696;
(1962) 22421; (1963) 12777; (1964) 16577,
18611

Technical assistance aid (series) see also list-

ings under Labor Management Reports
Bureau in the monthly issues.

Technical assistance in area redevelopment
(1963) 11524

Technical assistance reminder R series (1961)
11335

Technical assistance reminder R series, see
also listings under Labor-Management
Reports Bureau.

Technical bulletins:
Agriculture Department (1961) 103, 1648-51,

3721-25, 5283-84, 6708-9, 8313, 9907,
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Technical bulletins—Continued
Agriculture Department—Continued

11730-734, 13800-801, 16125-126, 17941,
20309-310; (1962) 77, 1956-60, 4530-32,

6591, 8880, 12933-935, 14766, 18642,
20424-428, 22945-946; (1963) 46, 1729-30,

4377, 5846, 7593-84, 9591-92, 11467,
13189-192, 16765-766, 18445-447, 20294;
(1964) 42-44, 1722-23, 5862-64, 7950-53,

15223-224, 16973-974, 19103-105; (1965)
61-63. 1774, 4128-31, 5523, 7044-48,
8448-52, 10091-95, 13414-416, 15211,
16999, 18897-901

Apprenticeship and Training Bureau, T se-

ries (1961) 11757; (1962) 20460-461;

(1963) 5901
Army Department (1962) 2018, 11011
Coast and (Geodetic Survey (1961) 1844,

3980, 6914, 10113; (1962) 13114. 15005-6,

20671; (1963) 1956; (1964) 4407; (1965)

338, 7335, 13694
Ck)mmittee on Tidal Hydraulics (1961) 17202;

(1963) 13877
Food and Drug Administration (1961) 582;

(1962) 13838
Technical bulletins see also names of issuing

agencies—also subjects.

Technical Committee on Plumbing Standards,
report (1964) 9725

Technical Conference on Lighthouses and Oth-
er Aids to Navigation, International, see
International Technical Conference on
Lighthouses and Other Aids to Naviga-
tion.

Technical cooperation, see Foreign aid—aiso

name of country with which agreement
is made.

Technical cybernetics, USSR (1963) 14099;
(1964) 19865; (1965) 928. 6394. 6486,

11264
Technical data, see Technical information.
Technical data package:
erroneous purchase from Westinghouse Elec-

tric Corporation by Navy Dept.. GAO
report (1964) 4756

unnecessary costs incurred in production of

T 208 telescope mounts. Army Dept.,

GAO report (1965) 9247
Technical development plans, guide for prepa-

ration for technical development plans.

Naval Material Support Establishment
(1965) 18681

Technical development reports:

Civil Aeronautics Administration (1961)

12608
Research and Development Bureau, Federal

Aviation Agency (1961) 1456
Technical development reports, see aiso names

of issuing agencies—also subjects.

Technical documentary reports. Air Force
Research Division, quarterly index
(1961) 2902; (1962) 4276

Technical documentary reports:
Aeronautical Systems Division (1963) 47,

5848-52, 7587-96. 9595-98, 11470-476,
13195-196. 14899. 16767, 18448-449,
20295-300; (1964) 46-50, 4223-26, 5867-69,

7955-59, 11783; (1963) 7604, 11477,

20301; (1964) 51, 9967, 11784-785
AF Avionics Laboratory (1965) 4133
Air Force Flight Test Center (1963) 1741.

5856-63. 7608-10. 9607, 11482-485,
13200-201, 14902-905, 16773, 18457,

20304; (1964) 1728-32. 4232-34, 5877-84.

7968-71, 9974-75, 11786-787, 13612-623,

15227, 16987-988, 19134-135, 20947-948;
(1965) 88-94, 1783-85, 5535

Air Force Special Weapons Center (1963)

11487

Technical documentary reports—Continued
Arctic Aeromedical Laboratory (1963)

1751-66, 11488-503, 13203-206, 14907-912,
18467-483; (1964) 4242-50, 7980-83,
9976-79, 19140-148, 20955-956; (1965)
97-99, 4167-72, 5542-43, 8465-78

Arnold Engineering Development Center
(1964) 4253, 7988

Electronic Systems Division (1962) 16323-324
20442; (1963) 58, 1769-70, 4396, 9614-15.
11507, 14914, 18486-487; (1964) 63-64,

1736, 5890-91, 7989, 9980-81, 11798,
16994, 20957; (1965) 100-101, 1791-93,
4173-74, 5545-48, 7080, 8480, 10109-111,
11874-877, 15216, 17012

Personnel Research Laboratory (1962)
12948, 16329-330, 20447-450, 22961;
(1963) 63-67, 1772-73, 4401-7. 5882-83.
7622-26, 9622-26, 11512, 13213,
16783-787, 18493-496; (1964) 4256,
7993-94, 9983-85, 11802-803, 13633-635.
15232-235, 17002, 19161-164, 20970-971;
(1965) 4194-96

Research and Technology Division (1964)
5893-94, 11804

Rome Air Development Center (1963) 11513,
18497-498; (1964) 4257, 7996, 20972

School of Aerospace Medicine (1962)
10920-921, 20455-457. 22963-971; (1963)
69-83. 1775. 4410-23. 5888-92. 7629-40,

9628-34, 11514, 13214-218, 14917-922,
16790-808, 18500-507, 20310-313; (1964)
70-79, 1742-49, 4259-60, 5895-5911,
7999-8006, 9986-88, 11806-808, 13647-651,
15236-242. 17009-15. 19177-186. 20973;
(1965) 126-128. 4209-16. 5559-68, 7107-9,

8489, 10120-127, 11884, 18916-923
Space Documentary Division (1964) 11809
see aiso names of issuing agencies—aiso

subjects.
Technical education:

Air Force training, prediction of success
from educational achievement informa-
tion (1963) 16784

Communist Clhina

—

developments (1961) 2187
specialization in higher technological edu-
cation (1963) 8185

facilities, basic planning guide (1965) 19552
higher, future development in Hungary

(1962) 5409
Indonesia, recent trends (1961) 5938
North Korea, training technical cadres.

USSR study (1961) 15390
programs

—

electronic data processing in engineering,
science, and business, suggested tech-

niques for determining courses of study
(1964) 8481

occupational criteria and preparatory
curriculum patterns (1962) 7280

review of activities in federally aided pro-

grams (1965) 2104
scaling personnel tests, equipercentile con-

versions as function of training (1961)

9918
State supervisors, directory (196'') 4617
teacher trainers of trade, etc., education

directory (1964) 4618
technical

—

education program series (1963) 2163.

6332; (1964) 21263; (1965) 18013
training in U.S (1963) 13844

trade and industrial

—

education

—

State supervisors, directory (1963) 2152
teacher trainers, directory (1961) 10540;

(1963) 2153
research, bibliography (1961) 10535
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Technical education—Continued
trade and industrial—Continued
training program in public schools, direc-

tory (1962) 21644
USSR, articles (1965) 9363
years of education as predictor of training

success (1964) 9983
Technical equipment reports (1962) 11865-866
Technical guides. Urban Renewal Administra-

tion (1961) 1563, 2730-33, 6604, 8237-39,
17875, 21431; (1962) 14672. 18458; (1963)
1579, 11370, 18358; (1965) 3072, 6973,
16906, 18819

Technical guides, see aiso listings under Ur-
ban Renewal Administration in the
monthly issues.

Technical information:
Air Force maintenance system study (1964)

51
export control (1962) 17434

of technical data (1965) 16350
exportation (1964) 8810
standardization requirements (1962) 20225

Technical information bulletins:

Atomic Energy Commission (1962) 2105;
(1963) 4498; (1964) 4304-6, 8090; (1965)
4279

atomic weapon accident hazards, precau-
tions and procedures (1963) 7720

Technical Information Division, cataloging
reports, report number series used
(1964) 17059; (1965) 17129

Technical information handbooks, Air Force
Flight Test Center (1963) 12036, 16774;
(1964) 7972; (1965) 1786, 4159

Technical information handbooks, see also
listings under Air Force Flight Test
Center in the monthly issues.

Technical information memorandums, Air
Force Flight Test Center (1963) 7610

Technical information memorandums, see a]so
listings under Air Force Flight Test
Clenter in the monthly issues.

Technical Information Office, AEC, report
number series used in cataloging reports
(1961) 213

Technical information release (1964) 14368;
(1965) 3984

Technical journals:
Soviet bloc and China, selected articles,

English abstracts (1961) 6766-68,
8441-43; (1962) 3784-89, 20524; (1963)
3621-27; (1964) 3439-45

Technical Laboratory, BPA, safety manual
(1963) 13255

Technical leaflets, area redevelopment (1963)
12243-244

Technical leaflets, area redevelopment, see
also listings under Redevelopment (city

planning, etc.).

Technical Liaison Office, Army Engineer Re-
search and Development Laboratories,
press releases (1963) 4097

Technical libraries, see Libraries.
Technical literature searching service (1961)

20398; (1964) 20853
Technical manuals:
Army Department (1961) 163-165, 1691, 3781-

84, 5330-34, 6751-54, 8365-68, 9933,
11772-774, 16172, 18007-9, 20351-353;
(1962) 168-172, 2019-21, 4622-23, 6677-82,
8929, 11012-17, 12998-13000, 16375-379,
18687-689, 20506-507, 22995-996; (1963)
112-113, 1807-10, 4458-59, 7681, 9662-63,
11542-544, 13241-244, 14947, 16828-829,
18556-557, 20327-328; (1964) 109, 1765,
4288-90, 8038-43, 10012-15, 11847-849,
13680-684. 15272, 17051-53, 19215-222,

Technical manuals—Continued
Army Department—Continued

21003-5; (1965) 170-174, 1825, 5595, 7154-
58, 8532-36, 10159-160, 11907-908, 13469-
478, 15242-244. 17069-75. 18947-950

Defense Dept. military/industry specification
standardization program (1963) 8139

Marine Corps (1961) 15738. 13422-423; (1962)
23946; (1964) 5460

National Resource Evaluation Center (1965)
9051-52

Navy calibration program (1963) 3239.
9290-9300, 14636, 18256-262, 20002-9,
21060-61; (1964) 1530, 5623, 11497-525,
13355-366, 16802-804

Navy instrument calibration series availa-
ble through CFSTI (1965) 11980

TDO series (1961) 11507
see also names of departments, etc.^ issuing

technical manuals

—

also subjects.
Technical memorandums:
Army Transportation Research Command

(1961) 8230; (1962) 3544, 6488; (1965)
15101

Beach Erosion Board (1961) 487, 1948-49,
5950-51, 12587-590; (1962) 497-499,
7291-92; (1963) 6358-60, 19130-132

Civil Defense Office (1965) 4394-95. 7314
Coastal Engineering Research Center (1964)

6587. 12339-342; (1965) 2109, 7603-5,
10762-763, 18020-21

Feltman Research Laboratories (1964)
13369-370

Frankford Arsenal (1962) 6398
Human Engineering Laboratories (1963)

9314
National Aeronautics and Space Administra-

tion (1961) 4876-77, 6364. 9536-40. 13496-
498, 17706-712, 19921-939; (1962) 1666-

70, 6265-69, 10487-494, 12427-444; (1963)
1268, 3115-16, 5554-66, 7237-41, 10990-
11015, 12846, 14544-545. 16362. 18132-

134; (1964) 5504-6. 7492, 9564, 14833-834.
20566; (1965) 1440. 5159-60. 6675-76,
8085-86, 11459-460, 13004-6, 14807-812,
16671-673, 18524-527

National Meteorological Center (1964) 11691
Naval Ordnance Test Station, Inyokern

(1961)8122
Naval Weapons Laboratory (1962) 6372-73
Waterways Experiment Station (1961) 5952,

7355-56, 12597, 20708; (1962) 17432;
(1963) 13884-885; (1964) 641, 14211;
(1965) 2115

Technical memorandums, see also names of
issuing agencies

—

also subject.
Technical news bulletin. National Bureau of

Standards (1961) 3493; (1962) 4375;
(1963) 4228; (1964) 4078; (1965) 3985

Technical notes:
Aeronautical Systems Division (1961)

17954-957, 20325-330; (1962) 90-93,
1969-74, 6608-10, 8896; (1963) 9599

Air Force Cambridge Research Center (1961)
106-107. 8316-17

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories
(1962) 20430-433

Air Force Office of Scientific Research (1961)
3727. 6710, 8321

Alaska Forest Research Center (1961) 1473-
78

Arctic Aeromedical Laboratory (1961) 127-

128; (1963) 11504-506, 13207, 14913,
18484; (1964) 4251-52, 7984-87

Ballistic Research Laboratories (1963) 9311
Electronic Research Directorate (1961) 5302
Feltman Research Laboratories (1961) 17777
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Technical notes—Continued
Forest Products Laboratory (1961) 665-666,

6112 (1962) 9679
Geophysics Research Directorate (1961) 5304
Lake States Forest Ebq)eriment Station

(1961) 672-674, 4281-84, 9222-27,

14928-933, 20768-771; (1962) 2509,
5240-42, 11860-864, 17566, 19550-552
(1963) 577-579

National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion (1961) 1286-1320, 257-89, 4878-4946,
6365-6403, 7950-8036, 9541-9607,
11401-433, 13499-538, 15766-818,
17713-730, 19940-985, 21209-245; (1962)

1671-93, 3345-78, 6270-6302, 8485-8524,
10495-532, 12445-507, 14459-487,

16034-61, 18254-298, 20124-161,
22539-591, 23987-996; (1963) 1269-1318,
3117-63, 5567-5610, 7242-93, 9144-91,
11016-81, 12847-887, 14546-591,
16363-411, 18135-167, 19906-940,
20977-21008; (1964) 1452-79, 3005-34,

5507-22, 7493-7552, 9565-9612, 11378-417,
13211-246, 14835-899, 16677-721,
18730-791, 20567-617, 21746-776; (1965)

1441-78, 2866-2912, 5161-5229, 6677-6755,
8087-8127, 9692-9735, 11461-509,
13007-57 14813-857, 16674-716,
18528-586, 19914-945

National Bureau of Standards (1961) 1339,

2600-1, 4968-71, 8049, 13549-551, 15831,

17740; (1962) 3387, 6311, 8534-36,

10544-545, 14497-500, 20171, 22609-624,
24009-11; (1963) 1331-34, 3176-77, 5620,
7312-13, 9209-17, 11098-102, 12900-903,

14599-604, 16421, 18191-195, 19952-953.

21028-30; (1964) 1498-99, 3047-53,

5549-50, 7580-82, 9635-39, 11436-441,
13274-277, 14939-942, 16740-742,

18806-811, 20641-643, 21783-787; (1965)

1499-1503, 2938-39, 5254-59, 6784-87,

8144-52, 9768-73, 11527-529, 13065-67,
16744-747, 18613-620, 19960-965

corrigendum for nos. 18-1 through 18-11

(1962) 22609
Northern Forest Ebcperiment Station (1962)

17572-574
Northern Forest Ebcperiment Station (1963)

12159

Rome Air Development Center (1961) 133,

17964
Tennessee Valley Authority, forestry inves-

tigations (1961) 1559, 5148, 6595

Wright Air Development Center (1961) 9915;
(1962) 100-102

Wright Air Development Division (1961) 143-

144, 1675-78, 3753-58, 5314-19, 9918-19,

16150-151, 17968, 20333; (1962) 104-109,

10922, 12958; (1963) 5883
Technical notes, see also names of issuing

agencies—aJso subject.
Technical papers:

BCD (series) (1965) 11929
Census Bureau (1963) 7768, 11636, 13304,

16906; (1965) 1911, 5715, 10261, 13648,

15319; (1964) 1825
Central States Forest Experiment Station

(1961) 4274, 9214, 12709, 14924, 17289.

19351; (1962) 595, 5229-30, 11846-847,
15617-618; (1963) 567, 4979, 6482, 8291

metallographic group meeting (1963) 4488;
(1965) 17106-107

Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experi-

ment Station (1961) 687-689, 6143-44,

12743, 17309, 19378; (1962) 5260-62,

7446-47, 9688-90, 17586-587; (1963)

2314-15, 6500-3, 8299, 12164. 15558

Technical papers—Continued
12th metallographic group meeting (1962)

14851
Weather Bureau (1961) 1574, 8247, 17880;

(1962) 1899, 6502, 8745-46, 18593, 20371;
(1963) 1593, 5771, 13131, 14802, 16692;
(1964) 19027, 21922; (1965) 1000-1, 11793,
18842

Technical papers, see aiso names of issuing
agencies

—

also subject.

Technical publications

—

announcements, contract number index,
cumulation, NASA (1964) 9541

bibliography, 1949-60 (1961) 1666
bibliography of USASRDA technical publi-

cations, 1951-60 (1962) 12685
Civil Aeromedical Research Institute (1964)

139
NAVDOCKS TP series (1961) 9834
Soil Conservation Service (1961) 9758
see also names of issuing agencies—aiso

subject.
Technical record of design and construction:
Anchor Dam (1963) 7419
Glendo Dam and powerplant (1962) 1794
Prineville Dam (1963) 13036
Rogue River Basin project. Talent division

(1962) 16151
Steinaker Dam (1964) 3120
Tiber Dam (1962) 8624
Twin Buttes Dam (1965) 6892

Technical reports:
AD-PB correlation index (1963) 4507
Aeronautical Chart and Information Center

(1961) 105; (1963) 1731
Aeronautical Research Laboratories (1961)

6727-28, 8332, 11745; (1962) 6607
Aeronautical Systems Division (1962) 94-95,

1975-76, 4550, 14774, 16320-321, 20440,
22957-959; (1963) 56, 1767-68, 4391-94,
5870-74, 7597-7602, 9600-1, 16768; (1964)
4227, 5870

Air Force Cambridge Research Center (1961)
108, 5286-87

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories
(1961) 5288, 8318-20, 11737, 16129

Air Force Flight Test Center (1963) 1742;

(1965) 1787-88, 4160-62, 5536, 7072,
10104-105

Air Force Missile Development Center (1961)
11738

Air Force Office of Scientific Research (1961)
6711, 11739

Air Force Special Weapons Center (1961)
13802

Air Materiel Command (1961) 8331; (1962)

8895, 12941; (1963) 18466
Apprenticeship and Training Bureau (1965)

136
Arctic Aeromedical Laboratory (1965) 8479,

10108, 17007-10
Arctic Construction and Frost Effects Labo

ratory (1961) 12585
Army Aviation Materiel Laboratories (1965)

15102-109, 16893-900, 18804-808,
20113-116

Army Engineer Research and Development
Laboratories (1964) 10482, 14201

Army Map Service (1963) 20649
Army Signal Research and Development

Laboratory (1961) 9721; (1962) 1803
Army Transportation Research Command

(1961) 5150-52, 6598-99, 8230. 11638,
17870, 21418-419; (1962) 3545, 8708-9,

14665, 16190-194. 18542. 20348-353,
22876-879, 24125; (1963) 3383-85, 5758,
7481-86, 9465-67, 11349-351, 13098-100,
14749-753, 16631-632. 18348-354,

20203-208, 21141-143; (1964) 1636,
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Technical reports—Continued
Naval Training Device Center—Con.

3172-74, 5722-26, 7815-19, 9857-58,
11666-667, 15136-138, 16893-896,
18999-19001, 20854-859, 21905-911;
(1965) 1684-89, 3066, 5437-38, 6962-63,
9975-76, 11741-743, 13311-312, 15110-111

author's guide for technical reporting (1964)
19160

Beach Erosion Board (1961) 19270
bibliography, index, Jan.-June 1953 (1961)

3883
catalog, CTR series (1962) 9000
Civil Defense Office (1962) 13095; (1963)

9740, 20376; (1964) 4372-73, 15344-346,
21048; (1965) 5736, 15343, 19011

Cold Regions Research and Engineering
Laboratory (1962) 9555, 15518, 17423,
23458; (1963) 4843-44, 12086-87,
19135-137; (1964) 6588, 8511-16, 10487,
15866, 17938-941, 19652; (1965) 510-511,
4679, 6133, 7607, 9065-66, 10768-772,
12402-403, 18022-25

Diamond Ordnance P\ize Laboratories (1961)
8130, 13613; (1962) 6394-96, 10582,
14546; (1963) 11197, 14637, 16472

Earth Sciences Division (1963) 1435-38
Electronic Systems Division (1962) 12942;

(1965) 4175-76, 5549, 7081-82, 8481,
13424, 17013, 18907

Federal Aviation Agency, consolidated ab-
stracts, 1957-62—

general distribution (1963) 14738
Government distribution (1963) 13093

Feltman Research Laboratories (1961)
13614; (1963) 7378

Geophysics Research Directorate (1961) 8335
Harry Diamond Laboratories (1964) 5628,

7663-64, 13371
highway planning (1964) 5670; (1965) 15022
Information Retrieval Section, FAA Library

Branch, list (1963) 10104
National Aeronautics and Space Administra

tion (1961) 1326-28, 2593-94, 4954-58,
6405-13, 8042-45, 9609, 11435-436,
13542-543, 15823-826, 19989-993,
21246-252; (1962) 1695-96, 3379-81, 8527,
10537-538, 12513-514, 14488-491,
18301-305, 20164-165, 22593-595,
23998-999; (1963) 1321-25, 5612-15,
7301-2, 9198-99, 11088-91, 12889, 18168,
19943-946; (1964) 1482-86, 5523-29, 7553-
62, 9613-20, 11418-421, 13247-258, 14900-
905, 16722-726, 18792-795, 20618-621,
21777; (1965) 1479, 2913-16, 5230-32,
6756, 8128-32, 9736-37, 14858-859, 18587-
588

National Capital Open-Space Project (1964)
7583

National Resource Evaluation Center (1965)
4669

Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory (1961)
6622, 8255, 9835, 20249; (1962) 1902,
3570, 6513-14; (1963) 13135

Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak,
Md. (1962) 10575; (1963) 1373, 12958;
(1964) 5620, 13349; (1965) 6843

Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory
(1961) 2701, 5088, 8182; (1962) 3476,
22781

Naval Research Office (1964) 13347
RLT series (1964) 7655

Naval Training Device Center (1961) 1370,
2619-22, 4999-5002, 6461, 8086-87,
9647-49, 13587-590, 15862, 17760,
20043-46, 21280-282; (1962) 1734-37,
8565, 10573, 12559-563, 14538, 16087,
20205-207, 22665; (1963) 1371. 3217-19,

Technical reports—Continued

5657-58, 7366, 9272, 12946-947,
18226-227, 19998-20000; (1964) 1528,
3083, 5586, 7646-48, 11489-494,
13322-323, 15002-6, 16797-798, 18852-856,
20701-707, 21825-828; (1965) 1545-47,
6835-36, 11567-570, 13104-105, 14943-947,
18675-677

new products and processes (1963) 14933
news letter (1961) 2944; (1962) 4377; (1963)

4231; (1964) 4079; (1965) 3986
Ohio River Division Laboratories (1962) 493,

7297-98, 11728, 15524-525; (1963) 13880;
(1964) 4670, 12352, 14207-208, 17950

Personnel Research Laboratory (1965)
1797-99, 5554, 7097-98, 8486-87,
11881-883, 13428, 15220, 18910-913

quality and reliability assurance (1965)
16072

quality control and reliability (1962) 2391,
13720; (1963) 8142

Robert A. Taft Sanitary Engineering Center
(1962) 6422, 18423-424, 20257; (1963)
9350-51, 11245, 14670, 16519-532

Rock Island Arsenal Laboratory (1964)
18869

Rome Air Development Center (1961) 134,
17965; (1962) 18657; (1964) 69

School of Aerospace Medicine (1965) 7107-14,
8490-93, 13430-437, 15222-225, 17018-31

Snow, Ice, and Permafrost Research Estab-
lishment (1961) 9065-68, 14809-811;
(1962) 9560, 17428

Springfield Armory (1964) 11527
Systems Research and Development Service,

FAA, abstracts, general distribution,
supplement (1964) 15132

Technical Services Office, catalog (1961)
5416

Tennessee Valley Authority (1965) 6959
Veterans Administration (1963) 11372
Watertown Arsenal Laboratory (1961) 2640,

9671; (1962) 3447, 14553-554, 18369,
22697; (1963) 9316, 11198-199, 12965-966,
18265

Watervliet Arsenal (1962) 10584, 12640;
(1964) 7665

Waterways Experiment Station (1961) 4169,
5953-54, 7357, 9074-75, 12598-601,
14813-816, 17212-213, 19273-276, 20709;
(1962) 500-501, 2440-41, 5138-40, 7302,
9565-67, 11732-733, 13760, 15529, 17433,
21698-700; (1963) 466, 2227-31, 4874-75,
6378, 10091-93, 13886-890, 15457-460,
17413-414, 19152, 20653; (1964) 642-643,
2300-1, 4671, 6598-6601, 8520, 14212-214,
15878, 19662-19665, 21282-284; (1965)
526-529, 4583-85, 6145-47, 9071-72,
10785-786, 14218, 16131-134, 18046-52,
19590-591

Wright Air Development Center (1961)
138-142, 3752, 5309-13, 6729-36, 8343-48,
9916-17, 11748-750, 13810-811, 20332;
(1962) 103, 1977-79, 4557-58, 8900, 14791;
(1963) 9636

Wright Air Development Division (1961)
3759-61, 6737, 9920-21, 11751-752,
16152-154, 17969-970, 17971-973,
20334-335, 20332; (1962) 110-128,
1980-89, 4559-60, 6616-19, 8901-2,
10923-928, 12959-960, 16332-335; (1963)
86-87. 1779-80, 4424, 5893, 7646-49,
9637-39, 11515-518; (1964) 1750, 5918,
13652

see also names of issuing agencies

—

also
subject.

Technical reprint NASA RP series (1962)
21013-25; (1964) 1487
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Technical research notes; Army Personnel
Research Office (1962) 12982-983; (1963)
4461-63, 7684, 11546, 14948-949,
16830-831, 18559; (1964) 13685,
15274-276, 21006-7; (1965) 1826, 5597,
7159, 8537, 13480, 17076-77

Personnel Research Branch, Adjutant Gen-
eral's Office (1961) 2, 1587-87A

Human Factors Research Branch (1961)
8256, 20250-55

see also listings under Army Personnel Re-
search Office in the monthly issues.

Technical reprint NASA RP series, see also
listings under National Aeronautics and
Space Administration in the monthly
issues.

Technical requirements for fallout shelters
(1965) 4394

Technical research notes:
Army Personnel Research Office, abstracts

(1963) 4461; (1964) 21007
Technical research reports. Army Personnel

Research Office (1962) 16353, 18690-692;
(1963) 4464-67; (1964) 13687, 15277,
21008; (1965) 175, 4249, 5598, 11910

Human Factors Research Branch (1961)
11662, 20256

Technical research reports, see also names of
issuing agencies

—

also subject.
Technical review, Diamond Ordnance Fuze

Laboratories (1962) 3769
Technical Sciences Department:
Academy of Sciences

—

Hungary,

—

reorganization (1965) 9390
Ukrainian SSR—
dissertations defended, 1960 (1962) 19814
report of work (1965) 4979
research and introduction plans of insti-

tutions for 1960 (1961) 1020
technical cybernetics, news (1963) 19402;

(1964) 4961:, 8847
Technical services:
BDSA publications, list (1962) 230
information systems in current use, report

(1963) 3316
United States Army in World War H (1961)

6270-71; (1965) 19825
Technical Services (Dffice:

catalog of technical reports (1961) 5416
correlation index of technical reports (1963)

4507
non-ferrous metals, research reports and

translations available (1963) 13265,
15028

OTS selective bibliography SB series (1961)
1768-71, 3885-88, 5423-26, 6771-75,
8445-52, 9978-79, 11832-834, 13859-860,
16241, 18114-116, 20396; (1962) 239,
2156-59, 4697, 6734-36, 11059-61,
13022-25, 16442-443, 18762-769,
20526-527; (1963) 148-149, 1864-72,
4553-54, 7738-41, 9707, 11598, 13266,
15029-30, 18626-629; (1964) 149,
1793-1800, 9849-53, 11658-664, 13491;
(1965) 17260-261

lists (1961) 6770, 11832, 20395; (1963) 148,
1864, 18625; (1964) 7812

press releases (1961) 2949; (1962) 4228;
(1963) 4079; (1964) 3910; (1965) 3827

technical

—

information center for science and indus-
try (1961) 16240; (1964) 20852

literature searching service (1961) 20398;
(1964) 20853

Technical standard orders (1961) 1958-59,
14840, 19293; (1963) 8221, 13903; (1964)
4684

index (1961) 5978

Technical studies, Federal Housing Adminis-
tration, lists (1964) 658, 6637

Technical translations (1961) 2945; (1962) 4378
bibliography, OTS periodical (1963) 4232;

(1964) 4080; (1965) 3987
periodicals translated in, basic list (1963,

5957, 15025; (1964) 4325, 18997
index, July-Dec. 1959 (1961) 2946
periodicals translated and published in, list

(1961) 11821
National Aeronautics and Space Administra-

tion (1961) 1321-25, 2590-92, 4947-52,
6404, 8037-41, 9608, 11434, 13539-540,
15819-822, 17731, 19986-988; (1962)
8525-26, 10533-534, 12508, 16062, 23997;
(1963) 1319-20, 3164-68, 7294-99, 9192-97,
11082-85, 14592, 18169-181, 19941-942,
21009-12; (1964) 1480, 3035-40, 5530-34,
7563-68, 9621-27, 11422-424, 13259-263,
14906-926, 16726-733, 18796-798,
20622-630, 21778-780; (1965) 1480-91,
2917-24, 5233-43, 6757-66, 8133-34,
9738-59, 11510-517, 13058, 14860-861,
16717-731, 18589-604, 19946-949

see aiso listings under National Aeronautics
and Space Administration.

Technical University of Heavy Industry, Hun-
gary, bulletin (1962) 7634

Technicians:
Air National Guard, pay and allowances,

guide (1962) 22626
Army-Air Force Wage Board

—

localities and codes (1962) 20176; (1963)
19956

Army National Guard

—

manning criteria (1962) 22627; (1963) 9219,
19957; (1965) 1504, 16749, 19967

program

—

administrative procedures, pamphlet
(1962) 1706, 10546; (1963) 19955

job descriptions, pamphlets (1962) 1705,
18315; (1963) 5621; (1965) 8155

career opportunities, civilian. Air Force
Dept (1962) 10893

careers

—

for women (1962) 12789
technical occupations (1965) 481

civil and highway, determining courses of
study (1963) 6346

civilian

—

career opportunities, Air Force Dept
(1963) 1748

job opportunities. Army Dept (1963) 11531
coded occupational titles in trade and in-

dustrial education, list (1963) 10063

communications

—

A 1 & C (1962) 22656
A 3 & 2, Navy training course (1962) 3405;

(1965) 18657
M 3 & 2, Navy training course (1961)
20039; (1965) 13101
3 & 2, Navy training course (1963) 3210

T 3 & 2, Navy training course (1962) 8560
contractor technical services, use in Defense

Dept., GAO decision, report (1965) 7450
data systems technician 3 & 2, Navy train-

ing course (1965) 18658
dental laboratory, employment outlook

(1962) 8356
employed in

—

industry (1962) 1727
survey report (1961) 1359

State government agencies, survey report,
1959 (1961) 11462

employment in

—

Federal Government (1963) 1362
State government agencies (1964) 14705
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Technicians—Continued
engineering

—

and physical science, employment outlook
(1962) 10403

and science technicians, employment out-
look (1964) 9412

and scientific, examination announcement
(1965) 13688

pay, survey, Feb.-Mar. 1964 (1965) 1283
Federal Government technical personnel,

1961-62 (1965) 11552
first national assembly of Chilean Commun-

ist Party, report (1963) 757
human resources, training of scientific and

technical personnel (1963) 2443
labor market conditions (1961) 3118, 7346,

19251
semiannual study (1962) 21674; (1964)

4657, 19647
survey (1962) 9551

laboratory and clinical in health research,
NIH, examination announcement (1963)
13330; (1964) 4394

long-range demand for personnel, NSF study
(1962) 1725

magnetic amplifiers, training guide (1962)
20198

placement to relieve engineer of routine
work, etc (1961) 9041

Poland, bonus payments at industrial enter-
prises, new regulations (1961) 1098

requirements and supply in 1960's (1964)
7624

research, design, and development occupa-
tions supporting engineers and physical
scientists (1961) 7345

scientific and technical

—

personnel in industry (1964) 9665, 16613
societies, pertinent to education of (1965)
18013

small arms, on-the-job training package
(1962) 20446

Soviet, awards (1963) 15740
Yugoslav

—

association, honorary, etc., members
(1963) 944

biographies (1962) 21939
see also Cartographic technicians

—

Dental technicians—Electronic techni-

cians—Engineering aids—Fire control
technicians—Geodetic technicians

—

Medical technicians—Missile techni-
cians—Physical Science aids—Weather
forecaster technicians—X-ray techni-

cians.
Technicians, Mechanical and Electro-Technical

Engineers Association, see Mechanical
and Electro-Technical Engineers and
Technicians Association.

Technicism in medicine, consequence of erro-
neous methodology, USSR (1965) 12765

Technique simulates effect of reduced gravity
(1964) 14832

Techniques for rapid estimation of accelerome-
ter natural frequencies (1962) 12576

Techniques of Soviet propaganda, study (1965)
12341

Technological breakthroughs on horizon in
agriculture and impact on future (talk)

(1962) 16270
Technological Laboratory, Seattle, report

(1965) 4734
Technological progress and problem of study

of ability, USSR (1962) 7939
Technological unemployment:

displaced workers, case studies experiences
after layoff (1964) 16610

economic and technological changes affect-
ing labor force (address) (1961) 21146

Technological unemployment—Continued
experience of other countries in dealing with

problem (1963) 19124
impact of automation (address) (1961) 19819
relationship to agricultural productivity

(address) (1963) 3011
Technologists:

career opportunities, atomic energy (1964)
137

cotton, examination announcement, discon-
tinuance notice (1964) 4386

examination announcement (1961) 8554
see also Medical technologists.

Technology:
Academy of Sciences, Ukrainain SSR, inten-

sification of efforts toward technical
progress (1962) 19755

adjustment of individual to changes (ad-
dress) (1964) 11964

advance and national economic growth (ad-
dress) (1962) 16624

advances, benefits and problems in labor-
management field (1962) 8596

advice for Congress, needs and sources, staff
study (1965) 5971

AEC technical information, bulletins (1961)
5404, 8430

aerospace. Conference on New Technology,
Lewis Research Center, general informa-
tion (1964) 21743

agriculture's most versatile resource (talk)

(1963) 1662
American education, 1650-1900 (1963) 6348
and technicism in medicine, consequence of

erroneous methodology, USSR study
(1965) 12765

application of

—

cybernetics, USSR study (1965) 16450
living systems to technological problems,
USSR study (1964) 1121

aspects of cybernetics, Rumanian study
(1963) 20897

astronautics and aeronautics

—

1963, chronology (1965) 1404
1964, chronology (1965) 12985

basic research and national goals, report
(1965) 8905

bibliography

—

1957-61 (1963) 9092
PL-480 translation program (1964) 11664

Bulgaria, regulation on state committee for
science and technical progress (1963)
16058

Bulgarian

—

basic tasks in development plan, 1965
(1965) 9419

technical progress in next 20 years (1962)
23736

catalytic production of liquid parahydrogen,
problems, USSR study (1962) 1046

ceramics and refractories (1963) 18520
change and progress. Federal Interagency

Ck)mmittee report (1965) 2940
changing, implications for training of peo-

ple, (address) (1964) 14677
chemical

—

post high school curriculum (1964) 21263
problems in control of processes, USSR
study (1965) 2676

China, bibhography (1961) 5424

Chinese mainland, bibliography (1964) 1793

Chinese serial publications in L.C (1962)
3283

citrus, citrus products, and byproducts
(1962) 20395

civilian. Atomic Energy Commission, meth-
ods for promoting growth (remarks)
(1963) 18608
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classification, Library of Congress, supp

(1965) 9526
classroom, challenges school administrator

(1962) 469
(Communist C]hina

—

achievements (1961) 2195
items (1961) 20924
native versus modern methods, evaluation

(1961) 873
news briefs (1961) 12854, 12871, 19491
organizations of higher learning and their

publications, selected guide (1961) 19832
progress (1962) 794
reforms (1961) 12905
technical information (1961) 9292; (1962)

5658
technological

—

innovation (1962) 5491
items (1962) 2646
revolution, articles (1961) 1134

translations (1962) 17820, 18012, 18085,
18097, 18113, 21964, 22159, 22200, 22221,

22336, 23683; (1963) 648, 912, 2503, 2580,
2963, 2993, 5169, 6767, 6920, 7075, 8497,

8917, 8947, 10437, 10443, 10446, 10502,

10516, 10528, 10592, 10614, 10646, 10738,
12348, 12392, 12613, 14309, 14408, 14424,
15800, 15928, 15973, 15996, 16068, 16203,
17711, 19392, 19452, 19468, 19479, 19557,
19665, 19737, 20770, 20879; (1964) 915,

1088, 1209, 1231, 2605, 2751, 2786, 2897,

4936, 4955, 5080, 5246, 5279, 6942, 7079,

8866, 8985, 9016, 9041, 9167, 10760,
10844, 10888, 10970, 10992, 11172, 11213,
12611, 12658, 12700, 12715, 12819, 12973,

13021, 14411, 14532, 14604, 14608, 14624,
14644, 16015, 16208, 16240, 16334, 16419,

16497; (1964) 18204, 18406, 18431, 18496,

18592, 19839, 19851, 20112, 20158, 20179,
20273, 20396, 21419, 21496, 21536, 21566;
(1965) 803, 859, 1003, 1024, 1053, 1110,

1137, 1216, 2299, 2376, 2571, 2694
computer

—

in national economy, USSR study (1963)

19439
Soviet systems, development, etc (1964)
10758

use in statistical work, USSR study (1964)
10755

use to control national economy, USSR
study (1964) 16327

crystallography and technology, USSR
study (1963) 7067

Czechoslovakia, development as force of
production (1962) 23632

Department of Sciences institutions of Acad-
emy of Sciences, Ukrainian SSR, re-

search and introduction plans for 1960
(1961) 1020

desalting, program for advancing progress
of, report (1965) 761

development

—

in United States (address) (1964) 11298
relationship to labor productivity, USSR
study (1963) 8837

diffusion of technological change (1961)
21271

directories, provisional checklist (1964) 5455
discussion concerning cybernetic principles

of automation, East (Germany study

(1965) 2659
documentation in information system, USSR

study (1965) 16452
East European journals

—

abstracts (1962) 14187, 17685, 17936,

19643, 19991, 21994, 22272, 23750; (1963)

734, 778, 858, 901, 922, 940, 964, 1027,

1048, 1069-70, 1092, 1111, 2494-95,

Technology—Continued
East European journals—Continued

2542-43, 2597-98, 2613, 2645-47, 2675,
2726-30, 2755, 2757, 2777, 2812-13, 2874,
78, 2928-29, 2947-50, 5121, 5173-75,
5206-8, 5243, 5275-78, 5308-10, 5350,
5381-84, 5420-21, 6637B, 6639, 6672,
6674, 6699, 6710-11, 6714-15, 6717,
6796-98, 6820, 6849, 6879-81, 6911-12,
6949, 6981, 7014, 7087-89, 8475-77, 8479,
8522-24, 8586, 8608-9, 8615, 8685-88,
8774-79, 8846, 8882-86, 8962, 8976, 10394,
10396, 10419, 10428-430, 10453-455,
10466-467, 10534-537, 10546-547,
10606-610, 10673, 10677, 10712-715,
10720, 10722, 10764, 10793-799,
10866-868, 12298, 12300-305, 12418-419,
12438-439, 12448, 12525-528, 12555,
12558-12560, 12579, 12664-671,
12684-687, 12732, 12740, 12742-744,
12746-747, 14086, 14094, 14108-110,
14225-227, 14258, 14290-291, 14325-329,
14333-334, 14370-371, 14375, 14412,
14417-418, 15696-698, 15714-715,
15744-745, 15874, 15877-878, 15884,
15893, 15923-924, 15983, 15994, 16007,
16014, 16138-142, 16162, 16166, 16201,
16204-205, 16207, 16218-220, 17590,
17598, 17617-618, 17621, 17639, 17692,
17716-718, 17780, 17791-792, 17824-825,
17837, 17855-857, 17876, 17897,
17914-915, 17942, 17954, 17986,
17988-990, 19394-395, 19428-429, 19483,
19501, 19513, 19521-522, 19527,
19540-541, 19585, 19604, 19612-613,
19623, 19646-648, 19704-706, 19722-723,
19725, 19747, 19760, 19771, 20763, 20794,
20837, 20839-841, 20874, 20886-889;
(1964) 904, 948, 967-968, 977, 984, 1034,
1044, 1063, 1084, 1087, 1099, 1125,
1128-29, 1173-75, 1192, 1216, 1218, 1261,
1291, 1308-9, 1344-47, 1353, 2482-83,
2496, 2523, 2631-33, 2666, 2687, 2690-91,
2700, 2726, 2741-42, 2762-64, 2780-81,
2789, 2803-5, 2840, 2849, 2853, 2855

bibliographic, listing (1962) 17923, 18048,
19697, 21970, 22115, 22193, 22380, 23798,
23881

earth sciences, abstracts (1962) 10039
information (1962) 10165
medicine and biology, abstracts (1962)

10022
translations (1962) 19925

East European literature, g^uide (1963) 5646
East German Chamber of Technology, USSR

delegation's visit (1965) 14522
East German journals, information (1962)

5859, 10126
East Germany, nuclear research and tech-

nology (1963) 7118
economic

—

and social implications, current projects
(1962) 10564; (1963) 9250; (1964) 14987;
(1965) 19984

growth through effective use of technical
resources (address) (1963) 15138

ECPD accredited technical institutes pro-
grams (1961) 9048; (1962) 5116

effect

—

of changes on women telephone workers
(1963) 20254

on corn yields in Corn Belt, 1929-62 (1965)
14168

efficiency of technical devices, USSR study
(1965) 16387

electrical, development in 19th century
(1962) 22640

employment of aliens

—

law (1964) 17407
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employment of aliens—Continued
reports (1963) 13753; (1964) 17551, 17806;

(1965) 8951
employment of handicapped, effects (paper)

(1962) 20052
exchanges, agreement with USSR (1962)

22842; (1964) 15118
exhibition at Zagreb spring fair, Yugoslavia

(1962) 7836
expansion for human benefit (remarks)

(1961) 18107
exploiting for economic growth. Commerce

Dept. aids to business community (re-

marks) (1965) 7347
export control of technical data (1962) 17434

France, scientific and technical research, 4th
plan (1963) 19484

future international meetings, world lists

(1961) 3418; (1962) 4453; (1963) 4314;
(1964) 4167; (1965) 4079

growing pains of our society (remarks)
(1965) 8565

handbook (1963) 7645
health and safety aspects of automation and

technological change, abstracts (1964)
7358

high pressure, research and development,
bibliography (1961) 9916

History and Technology Museum, papers

—

index (1964) 1509
title page, etc (1964) 1510-11

human and education, in underdeveloped
areas (1962) 15487

erratum (1962) 19424
Hungarian Association of Societies of Tech-

nology and Natural Sciences new na-
tional directorate and presidium, elec-

tion, report (1962) 7644
Hungarian

—

journals, information (1962) 9968
regulations for scientific-technical cooper-

ation with other socialist countries
(1965) 11139

impact of change in pulp and paper indus-
try-

departmental edition (1963) 1177
document edition (1963) 282

impact

—

of new techniques in integrated multiple-

purpose water development, report
(1961) 426

upon manpower (remarks) (1963) 10911
importance of non-weapons aspects of Unit-

ed States international endeavors (re-

marks) (1962) 226
industrial

—

growth, program for development (ad-

dress) (1963) 4649
improving. Federal Government's role (re-

marks) (1964) 10129
national consideration on development

(address) (1963) 4651
information

—

documentation, recent developments, USSR
(1965)14492

proprietary interest, national policy, re-

port (1962) 11635
service, USSR study (1962) 6024

inorganic coatings, NASA contributions
(1965)5114

instrumentation, suggested 2-year post high
school curriculum (1965) 492

investment casting, new developments,
USSR study (1964) 20226

Israel

—

development (1964) 21495
information (1963) 748, 1150
translations (1963) 2776

Technology—Continued
Israeli personalities (1964) 2884
biographic information (1963) 20899

Japan and mainland China, journals, list

(1961)4810
Japanese

—

bibliography (1962) 6736; (1964) 1796
serial publications in L. C (1962) 22455

Latvian SSR, 20th anniversary (1962) 1105
Lenin prizes

—

announcement of works entered in contest
(1961) 7740

winners (1961) 15264
line of balance study, graphic method of

industrial programming (1962) 18365
main trends in progress, USSR 7-year plan

(1964) 12843
man and technology, USSR study (1964)

1230
management challenge of the sixties (ad-

dress) (1963) 4399
manpower

—

for technical information work, pilot

study (1965) 6536
Labor Statistics Bureau publications, list

(1962) 20057
meeting needs (1963) 3260
profiles (1963) 16446
supply, demand, and utilization, staff

study (1963) 6208
mathematical logic and its relation to tech-

nical applications, development, USSR
study (1962) 2891

measurement of technological change

—

paper for conference on Employment prob-
lems, etc (1965) 1299

seminar on manpower policy and program
(1965) 14608

mechanical, design and production

—

suggested 2 year post high school curricu-
lum (1963) 2163

techniques for determining vocational
educational courses (1962) 7275

metallurgical shop develops new technology,
USSR (1964) 20378

methods of adjusting to automation and
technological change (1964) 20734

mining, review, minerals yearbook chapter
(1961) 9488, 11396; (1963) 3105, 14526;
(1964) 13136; (1965) 12954

Moscow electromedical apparatus plant in
struggle for technical progress (1961)
15507

NASA scientific and technical publications
and how to obtain them (1964) 18726

NASA technical reports for

—

1963, selected Hsting (1964) 11365
1964, selected listing (1965) 8061

NASA's selection and development of new
technology (address) (1965) 14865

National Referral Center for Science and
Technology, general information (1964)
13094

Naval Guided Missiles School, special
course

—

student training manual and textbook
(1964) 13320

training manual (1964) 16792-793
NBS national standard reference data pro-

gram, background information (1963)
14604

new

—

equipment and USSR national economy,
USSR study (1961) 975

impact on people (remarks) (1964) 21065
technologies and their promise for life sci-

ences (1963) 5678
North Korea, technical development, 1945-60

(1962) 5476
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Technology—Continued
North Vietnam

—

activities, translations (1962) 19652
program implementation, 1962 (1962)
21992

translations (1963) 6813
nuclear

—

science and technology, Yugoslav study
(1963) 15905

technology, application in industry, agri-

culture, nr»edicine, and biology, Rumania
(1965) 6492

nutrition, scientific and practical ramifica-
tions, Polish study (1962) 19983

oil shale, review (1964) 14737
older workers, performance in industrial

retaining programs for technological
change (1963) 14475

opportunities for and obstacles to techno-
logical innovation in housing field, re-

port to Panel on Civilian Technolog^y
(1963) 13040

Panel on Science and Technology

—

3d meeting report (1961) 7121
4th meeting

—

hearings (1962) 15281
report (1963) 2060

5th meeting

—

proceedings (1963) 6206
report (1963) 8010

6th meeting

—

proceedings (1965) 8906
report (1965) 7465

physiological basis for new forms of labor
under conditions of technical progress,
USSR study (1964) 12938

physiology of labor and technical progress,
USSR study (1963) 16230

plasma jet (1965) 19893
Polish technical journals, information (1962)

5761
productivity and technological trends in

private economy, 1947-62 (statement)
(1964) 1387

progress

—

during building of communism, USSR
study (1963) 12597

research of underlying principles, Czecho-
slovakian study (1965) 9434

psychology of man and technical progress,
USSR study (1963) 5242

rare elements and national economy, USSR
study (1962) 1011

readings on application to problems of

less-developed nations (1963) 5097
relationship to economic growth (remarks)

(1963) 4647
resources for economic growth (address)

(1963) 18758
road to technical progress, USSR study

(1962) 21996
role and effect in Nation's economy, hear-

ings (1963) 17335; (1964) 19608
scandium, yttrium, and rare earth metals,

literature survey (1962) 16335
science and technology (1961) 3040
S&- (series) (1963) 4171
SF- (series) (1962) 4320; (1964) 4009

science, technology

—

and Nation's needs (remarks) (1965) 7367
tax policy, and economic growth (remarks)

(1963) 7500
scientific and technical

—

information in Federal government, status
report (1964) 8541

literature, universal decimal classification,

abridged tables, USSR study (1965) 4933
manpower resources, information on em-
ployment, etc (1965) 13092
errata (1965) 16777

Technology—Continued
scientific and technical—Continued

policy, planning, and organization, papers
prepared for United Nations conference
(1963) 2441

progress in Turkmenistan for 40 years,
USSR study (1965) 9380

scientific work of Kiev Technological Insti-

tute of Light Industry, USSR (1962)
2717

seminars on private adjustments to automa-
tion & technological change (1965) 5325

significance of cybernetics in Grerman Demo-
cratic Republic (1963) 7085, 10506

silicate chemistry development, USSR study
(1961) 7578

Soviet

—

bibliography on state of the art, 1955-61
(1962) 14405

North Korean, scientific and technical
cooperation (1962) 5497

Russian scientific and technical terms,
selective list, special issue (1961) 17614

science and technical information system,
methods to improve (1965) 2357

space exploration

—

advance of aeronautics and astronautics,
American chronology, 1915-60 (1961)
15765

preliminary program and abstracts to be
presented at NASA-University Confer-
ence, announcement (1962) 22534

State technical services act

—

hearings (1965) 12321, 15817
law (1965) 19118
reports (1965) 14068, 15726, 15745

technical information

—

and Federal laboratory, 2d symposium,
proceedings (1965) 544

interchange, agreement with

—

Australia (1962) 3505
Germany (1964) 18965
Portugal (1961) 5113
Spain (1961) 5110
Sweden (1963) 1547

machine translation and information proc-
essing development (1963) 14148

proprietary interest, national policy, hear-
ings (1961) 20643; (1962) 419

technical research

—

problems of efficiency, Rumanian study
(1963) 19614

statistical characterization, new aspects,
Rumanian study (1964) 11009

USSR achievements under communism,
public inspection of plan fulfillment

(1963) 5281
technological change

—

and recent collective bargaining (1964)
13046

pace, and factors affecting it (paper)
(1964) 20428

technological communication in (government,
organization and coordination of infor-

mation (1963) 18275
technology

—

and man, outlines in engineering psycholo-

gy, USSR study (1964) 2668
and national needs (talk) (1964) 8190
and science in Dnepropetrovsk Oblast,
USSR study (1962) 17999

for youth (USSR periodical) (1963) 8594
utilization report (1964) 5503

thought and technology, USSR study (1962)
6152

trends in 36 major American industries,

study (1964) 11299
use of radar technology in meteorology,

East Germany (1963) 969
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USSR-
centralized control of processes (19fi2)

17715
development of materials (1965) 4920A
economic problems of higher productivity
and prices (1965) 16507

finance (1963) 6770
gains (1962) 10188
general trend in progress (1962) 2811
geophysical developments (1961) 2223
Lenin prizes (1965) 11052, 11071
attainments (1964) 11228
list of works submitted (1965) 2401

light industry, developments (1963) 19456
planning development of new technology

(1964) 901
scientific and technical terms, selective list

(1963) 12816
scientific-technical

—

progress and regeneration of technical
engineering cadres (1963) 10408

societies

—

news (1965) 12654
role (1963) 19697

serial publications, list, 1945-60 (1963)
19813

studies (1964) 16442
utilization, NASA publications, list (1965)

5245
utilization

—

notes (1964) 7479; (1965) 1406
program of NASA for industrial and con-
sumer benefit (1964) 1488

publications, list (1964) 14929
vitamins of technical progress, USSR study

(1962) 754
vocational education act of 1963, report

(1963) 15270
why industrial arts (1964) 4652
work force adjustments to change, employer

procedures (1963) 6353
world isotope and radiation, literature sur-

vey (1964) 116
see also Automation

—

also subjects.
Technology and Science Commission, see Sci-

ence and Technology Commission.
Technology, Automation, and Economic Prog-

ress, National Commission on, see Na-
tional Commission on Technology, Auto-
mation, and Ek;onomic Progress.

Technology Branch, see Commercial Fisheries
Bureau.

Technology Branch, Fish and Wildlife Service,
publications, bibliography (1963) 15523

Tecolote Tunnel, Santa Barbara County, Cal-
if., construction effect on flow of springs
and small streams in area (1962) 23595

Tectonics:
fault, eastern Tennessee and southern Ken-

tucky, aeromagnetic and gravity sur-
veys interpreted to ascertain interrela-
tionship between basement and surface
structural features of area (1965) 739

geology of northern Shoshone Range, Nev
(1965) 12544

movement of northeastern Communist China
and its effect on physical geography
(1961) 19568

Ordovician sections south of Las Vegas
shear zone, paleotectonic significance
(1965) 2227

Siberia, prospects for petroleum and gas
production of platform regions, USSR
study (1965) 6434

vertical, Mohr's theory of strength and
Prandtl's compressed cell in relation to
(1962) 2530

Tedesco, Joseph A., relief (1962) 11535, 13268,
19035

Tedin, Marlys E., relief (1962) 7156, 9229,
11258

Tedrick, Richard N.:

atmospheric acoustics as factor in Saturn
static testing (1964) 18735

measured acoustic propagation parameters
in Mississippi test operations area
(1965) 16673

Tee rails, see Rails.
Teen-agers, see Farm labor—a7so Youth.
Tees, combined vnth beam and plate, tables of

properties, manual (1962) 1595
Teeth:
Antarctic stress on dental structures (1963)

7192
care, and prevention of dental disease (1964)

21682
caries

—

and systemic status

—

parotid fluid flow and serum chloride
(1961) 17952

parotid fluid flow rate, parotid fluid, and
serum inorganic phosphate relation
(1962) 22966

effect of water fluoridation in St. Thomas,
V.I (1965) 13229

experience and periodontol status, oral
glucose tolerance responses (1964) 4260

prevention by stannous fluoride topically
applied in aqueous solution (1964) 13649

reductase activity of human whole saliva
as related to dental experience (1964)
11808

statistical considerations for clinical stud-
ies (1964) 15241

cleaning in space cabin, selecting method
(1963) 5890

control of dental diseases, provide Federal
grant program, report (1962) 19300

dental

—

calculus, apparatus for removal with ul-

trasound, USSR study (1964) 1252
findings, adults, age, race, and sex (1965)
5360

health research grants (1965) 16808
health status of children 5 years after
completing school care programs, Rich-
mond, Ind., and Woonsocket, R.I (1965)
6872

dentin, quantitative determination of lipids

(1963) 7629
denture bases, recording deformation in

double processing (1963) 78
dentures

—

care of (1965) 19824
checking registration in centric relation-

ship position (1963) 77
discoloration by tetracycline drugs (1965)

12480
disease control, grant program, hearing

(1962) 13696

enamel solubility, effect of aqueous stannous
fluoride prophylaxis paste (1962) 22971

enamel surface protection by tap-water so-

lutions of stannous floride (1964) 8002
fasting and postprandial serum glucose lev-

els as related to periodontal status and
caries experience (1964) 19181

health of supporting tissues in complete
denture construction (1963) 11145

horizontal mobility

—

factors affecting (1965) 13434
screened subjects (1964) 8005

horizontal tooth mobility, instrument for
measuring (1963) 18504
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Teeth—Continued
miniaturized electronic devices, application

in complete dentures to study of tooth
contact (1961) 3744

neutron-induced dental fragility (1965) 10124

open bite deformities surgical correction by
oblique sliding osteotomy (1962) 176

reduction in dental caries by fluoridated
drinking water (1962) 12661

serum proteins in relation to periodontal
status and caries experience (1964) 1747

sound and carious dentin, lipid components
(1962) 10915

toothbrushing, supervised program effect

(1963) 7190
tumors, pathology (1961) 435
see aiso Dentistry.

Teeth extraction, see Exodontia.
Teflon, see Polytetrafluoroethylene.
Tehama-Colusa Canal, questions and answers

about proposal (1962) 20263
Teheran, Iran:

conference, 1943, diplomatic papers

—

departmental edition (1961) 13675
document edition (1961) 12151

Tehuantepec, Gulf of:

oceanographic study (1962) 15606
physical, chemical, and biological observa-

tions, report of 3 cruises in region,
1958-59 (1963) 2299

Teichert, Curt, Devonian rocks and paleogeog-
raphy of central Arizona (1965) 19667

Teichman, Louis A.:

automatic system for determining solar ab-
sorptance and thermal emittance of sur-
faces from spectral normal reflectance
measurements (1965) 14807

calculation of electron energy deposition in
thin-film polymeric materials (1963)
19938

Teichner, Warren H.:

information processing under task stress
(1964) 5891

visual after-images as source of information
(1964) 16797

Teir, Helen E., historical statistics of United
States, colonial times to 1957, continua-
tion to 1962 and revisions (1965) 5710

Tekhnika-molodezhi (periodical):
translations (1963) 8594

Tektites:
Australian, application of theory of tum-

bling bodies entering planetary atmos-
pheres (1964) 14905

bubble, composition of gases (1962) 18279

entry into earth's atmosphere, aerodynamic
evidence (1962) 18305

lunar origin (1963) 5584
melts, vapor pressure and vapor fractiona-

tion (1964) 20570
origin (1961) 1301
discussion of theories (1963) 21025
unsolved (1963) 3166

scientific problems, adaptation of punched-
card systems for use in research (1963)
3167

specimens from Empire, Ga. and Martha's
Vineyard, Mass., comparison (1961)
20140

Telecasting:
fairness doctrine applied to editorializing in

broadcasts (address) (1964) 15887
ledgership or leadership (address) (1963)

2256
Telecommunication:

abstracts pertaining to Communist China in
Soviet journal (1963) 14377

agreements with

—

Canada (1963) 5729; (1965) 18783

Telecommunication—Continued
agreements with—Continued
Ceylon, facilities of Radio Ceylon (1962)

18491
Columbia (1964) 7777
Dominician Republic, radio amateurs, ex-
change of third party messages (1963)
16584

H Salvador, radio amateurs, exchange of
third party messages (1962) 18470

Guinea (1963) 16587
Israel, facilities at embassy sites, etc

(1963) 16589
Liberia (1962) 1847
Mexico (1962) 18497
television channel allocation (1962)

18492
Philippines (1965) 20105
radio broadcasting facilities (1963)

14731
Albania, problems (1961) 20917
code of Federal regulations (1961) 6015,

7405; (1962) 9631, 11794; (1963) 6433,
12117; (1964) 8560-62, 10534; (1965)
7656-59

combating noise in rooms with equipment,
Rumanian study (1962) 7671

(Dommunist China

—

articles (1961) 2326
rapid development (1963) 2975
services (1961) 890
summaries (1962) 843
technological revolution and reform (1961)

15619
convention, and final protocol, 1959 (1962)

14608
report (1962) 21262

electrical communication, short history
(1964) 12386

Federal fund, provide

—

law (1962) 23247
report (1962) 23353, 23405

Federal system operations, efficiency and
economy, hearings (1964) 12133

Hungary

—

association, news, translation (1962) 5382
Hungary

—

engineering, new types of primary sources
of electricity used (1962) 5548

patents (1965) 12737
report of secretary of Scientific Associa-

tion for Telecommunications Engineer-
ing (1962) 7684

research on telecommunication engineer-
ing components, achievements (1962)
5544

international convention, annexes and final

protocol (1963) 20524
market for U.S. equipment in

—

Brazil (1964) 4337
Costa Rica (1962) 11056
Ecuador (1962) 13021
El Salvador (1962) 14916
Guatemala (1962) 9008
Jamaica (1961) 20390
Mexico (1962) 2155
Nicaragua (1962) 11057
Panama (1962) 14917
Peru (1961) 20391
Surinam (1961) 20392
Trinidad and Tobago (1961) 20393
Uruguay (1961) 20394

Poland, public equipment, development to
1980 (1961) 2681

present situation in Laos, report (1961) 771
S-band, for Apollo (1965) 8090
service, Cuban-Chinese agreement (1962)

15781
Shanghai plant, production efforts (1961)

7658
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Telecommunication—Continued
space, policy planning (1961) 1895
telecommunications review (Polish periodi-

cal), summary (1962) 5545
USSR, new books (1964) 21573
Yugoslavia, summary of Telekomunikacije

(1962) 5546
see also special method of communication.

Telecommunication Research Institute, Hunga-
ry, review of new patents registered
(1965) 11252

Teleelectrocardiographic device, USSR (1962)
5676

Telegraph:
carriers

—

data from monthly reports (1961) 3147
domestic and international, reporting

annually, statistics (1961) 14847; (1962)

17465; (1963) 15483; (1965) 16162
remove divestment requirement of commu-

nications act

—

hearing (1962) 19385
report (1962) 19334

communications industry, international

—

outlook for 1961 and review of 1960 (1961)
3882

outlook for 1962 and review of 1961 (1962)
6724

outlook for 1963 and review of 1962 (1963)
7733

data from carriers' monthly reports (1962)
4146; (1963) 3990; (1964) 3817; (1965)
3737

domestic record communications, industry
outlook for

—

1961 and review of 1960 (1961) 3863
1962 and review of 1961 (1962) 2151
1963 and review of 1962 (1963) 5976
1963, outlook for 1964 (1964) 4332

franks, FCC rules and regulations (1961)
7380; (1964) 3995; (1965) 3367

history and technology in 19th century
(1962) 22639

House Members, additional allowances, re-

ports (1962) 16975; (1963) 18876
regulations, revision, 1958, and final proto-

col

—

report (1963) 20534
text (1963) 20512

service furnished Members of House of Rep-
resentatives, amend act

—

law (1965) 15479
reports (1965) 15687, 15940

voice-frequency telegraphy systems, USSR
study (1963) 12681

wire, classification of employees, FCC rules

and regulations (1961) 7380; (1964) 3995;
(1965) 3367

Telegraphers, Railroad Order of, see Order of

Railroad Telegraphers.
Telekomunikacije (Yugoslavian periodical):

summary (1962) 5546
Telemechanics:
and automation in railroad transportation,

present state and methods of developing,
USSR study (1962) 5842

developments, USSR (1961) 7723
Rumanian IFAC congress proceedings (1962)

7645
translations from Avtomatika i telemekhani-

ka (1963) 6840
Telemetering signals, attenuation and reflec-

tion by ionized flow fields surrounding
reentry bodies (1963) 16378

Telemetering systems, see Radiological teleme-
tering systems.

Telemeters, instrument performs nondestruc-
tive chemical analysis, data can be
telemetered (1965) 19908

Telemetry:
applicability of microelectronic circuits of

several applications spacecraft (1965)

11407
biotelemetry, symposium in Sverdlovsk,

Russian SFSR (1965) 11295
devices for dental research (1963) 16798
digital readout technic for aerospace medi-

cal monitoring of physiologic data
(1963) 7635

large environmental system, problems (1963)
20001

linear strain gage accelerometers used in

telemetry, general characteristics (1962)

22617
miniature system, development (1964) 5899
narrow-band, of nonrecurrent pulses (1963)

11179
Nike-Cajun and Nike-Apache sounding rock-

ets, standard package (1965) 6718
corrected copy (1965) 9695

noise stability of pulse-width and pulse-time
modulated telemetering, increasing by
means of time selector, USSR study
(1965) 1028

PCM—
data processing and display test stand for

Explorer XVH (1964) 13239
pulse code modulation, all-magnetic tech-

niques (1965) 9626
personalized medical monitoring and per-

formance data gathering, fatigue study
(1965) 13433

probe entering atmosphere of Mars (1964)

3008
problems, USSR all-Union conference on use

of radioelectronics in biology and medi-
cine (1963) 6755

pulse frequency modulation (1962) 22559
encoders design (1964) 13211
resolution of frequency measurements

(1965) 2871
signals, simple circuit functions as fre-

quency discriminator (1965) 8082
telemetry (1964) 5529

radiotelemetry in physiology and medicine,

USSR studies (1965) 1231
reactors, in-core instrumentation (1963) 4478

receiving system, for Alouette topside

sounder satellite (1964) 21783
satellite signals, automatic data processing

(1963) 21017
signal-to-noise ratios in magnetic recording

(1965) 14857
space, medical and biological applications

(1965) 18497
spacecraft information systems (1962) 22543

systems

—

airborne transistorized model SST-1 (1965)

8088
application of integrated circuits (1964)

14838
medium-data-rate digital (1964) 14859
medium resolution infrared-pulse code

modulation, example of microelectronic

logic design (1964) 14856
telemetering transmittals for in-core power

monitoring, in-core instrumentation de-

velopment program, quarterly progress

report (1963) 18573

TELUS, telemetric universal sensor, general

information (1965) 15222

time sharing switch for spacecraft telemetry

systems (1962)8511

UHF concept study (1964) 11787

Teleology, and casuality relationship from
cybernetic viewpoint, (ierman study
(1962) 7647
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Teleostei, modern lower, osteological features
(1961) 13664

Telephone:
carriers-
data from monthly reports (1961) 3146
statistics (1961) 12614; (1962) 17464;

(1963) 15482; (1965) 16161
central office, operator's, organizational,

field and depot maintenance technical
manual (1961) 11774

Ch'ang-ch'un equipment plant, Ck)mmunist
CTiina, technical reforms (1961) 4384

commercial communications services. Air
Force manual (1961) 115; (1964) 5886

commercial long-distance calls, unnecessary
cost

—

by Federal Agencies in Dallas region be-
tween cities served by FTS, GAO report
(1965) 719

to Government made by civil agencies
between cities served by Federal Tele-
communications System, GAO report
(1964) 8739

communications

—

industry, international outlook for

—

1961 and review of 1960 (1961) 3882
1962 and review of 1961 (1962) 6724

1963 and review of 1962 (1963) 7733
labor market developments (1962) 17416
schedules, rates, etc., changes (address)

(1965) 2124
companies

—

class A and class B, employees, classifica-
tion and compensation of employees,
FCC rules and regulations (1961) 7380,
17232; (1964) 3995; (1965) 3367

consolidation, acquisition or control appli-
cations, FCC rules and regulations
(1961) 7380; (1964) 3995; (1965) 3367

uniform system of accounts, FCC rules
and regulations (1961) 5989; (1962) 518,
17462; (1963) 15481; (1964) 3994; (1965)
3366

concentrating device to make use of free
intervals on CELTIC telephone circuits,
French study (1962) 22092

cooperatives program, need for reappraisal
(remarks) (1961) 9718

criminal penalties for making certain calls
in D.C. report (1965) 17675

current industrial reports (1961) 2990; (1962)
3737; (1963) 3575; (1964) 3391; (1965)
8606

data from carriers' monthly reports (1962)
4147; (1963) 3991; (1964) 3818; (1965)
3736

dial central office repairman, MOS evalua-
tion test aid (1962) 10979

directories

—

Agriculture Department (1965) 8453, 17000
Atomic Energy Commission (1964) 19268
Commerce Department (1964) 6125; (1965)

365, 12007
Goddard Space Flight Center (1965) 1492,

11520
House of Representatives (1961) 6956,

14130; (1962) 6935; (1963) 7830; (1965)
13820

Labor-Management Reports Bureau (1961)
9402

National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration (1963) 16353; (1964) 7467, 18724;
(1965) 8049, 11416

Senate (1962) 407, 11483
State Department, International Develop-
ment Agency, Arms Control and Dis-
armament Agency (1965) 1648, 8312,
13286, 15066

Telephone—Continued
directories—Continued
Ulan Bator City, Mongolia, brief instruc-

tions for using (1963) 14211
domestic, communications industry

—

outlook for 1962 and review of 1961 (1962)
4682

outlook for 1963 and review of 1962 (1963)
4540

domestic operating industry, outlook for
1961 and review of 1960 (1961) 3850

engineering and construction manuals (1961)
5084, 15959, 20120; (1962) 10632, 20267,
22775-776; (1963) 3315, 16554; (1965)
6893

franks, FCC rules and regulations (1961)
7380; (1964) 3995; (1965) 3367

Government installation in private resi-
dences of Weather Bureau employees
report (1961) 5819

high-frequency telephony equipment, USSR
study (1961) 2372

history and technology in 19th century
(1962) 22639

House Members, additional allowances re-
ports (1962) 16975; (1963) 18876

households with telephones, 1960, population
characteristics (1961) 13918

individual S-10-60 equipment for multichan-
nel long-distance communications sys-
tems, USSR study (1965) 5014

installer-repairman, MOS evaluation test
aid (1962) 10978

long distance

—

calls, unnecessary costs by Federal agen-
cies in GSA, San Francisco region, etc.,
GAO report (1965) 6310

channels leased by 8th Army, Korea, over-
charges, GAO report (1965) 2203

communications, organization and plan-
ning, USSR study (1962) 2922

facilities, automation, USSR studies (1965)
6481

manually operated long-distance service,
measurement of workers' performance,
East (^rman study (1962) 14061

materials acceptable on svstems of REIA
borrowers, list (1965) 3598

modern service a must for rural America
(excerpts from remarks) (1961) 6530

monitoring, use by Federal agencies, reports
(1961) 18888; (1962) 15202

occupations, employment outlook (1962)
8416; (1964) 9453

operations manuals (1961) 8176
plant code and account handbook, amend-
ments (1961) 8176

R-600 radio relay system, USSR study (1961)
9383

rates, FCC progress report, hearings (1963)
10004

REA borrowers (1961) 3556, 9716; (1962)
12675, 4021; (1963) 3870, 11258; (1964)
3683, 11596; (1965) 9906

accounting system requirements (1962)
8627

financial planning (excerpts of remarks)
(1961) 6525

REA-financed, design and construction

—

assembly units for open wire pole (1962)
22775

dial central office, equipment requirements
(1961) 15959

station installation handbook (1962) 22776
REA loans in southeastern States (remarks)

(1961) 13646

REA program

—

community's stake (remarks) (1962) 10626
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Telephone—Continued
REA program—Continued
objective is service to people (remarks)

(1961) 11548
study (remarks) (1961) 20121

rural

—

activities through loans from REIA (1962)
12865

America needs cooperatives (remarks)
(1962) 20266

audit of REIA. borrowers' accounting re-

cords (1964) 3122
construction contract, labor and materials

(1961) 1458; (1962) 12679; (1963) 7420;
(1964) 13435

construction, outlook (address) (1962)
14584

financial planning in REA (excerpts of

remarks) (1961) 6526
framework for future (remarks) (1961)
9715

frontiers (remarks) (1962) 6437
program, statistical report (1961) 8172,

13642; (1962) 6433; (1964) 3121, 18931;
(1965) 18742

put them on the line (remarks) (1961) 6531
service, amend act

—

hearing (1962) 15425
law (1962) 23262
reports (1962) 11369, 11416, 21488

service still a frontier (remarks) (1961)
8175

telephone borrowers, statistical report
(1963) 5711

telephony report (remarks) (1962) 10630
service furnished Members of House of Rep-

resentatives, amend act

—

law (1965) 15479
reports (1965) 15687, 15940

speech-intelligibility and talker-recognition
tests of Air Force systems (1963) 9615

statistical bulletins (1961) 3558; (1962) 4083;
(1963) 3926; (1964) 3749; (1965) 3664

supplements (1961) 3560; (1962) 4084, 4282
tolls and charges, reimbursement of census

enumerators, authorize

—

hearing (1964) 10335
law (1964) 17394
reports (1964) 10261, 17791

transmissions, methods of increasing capaci-
ty, Rumanian study (1963) 738

USSR, rural networks, planning (1964)
20367

voice-frequency loading for trunk cables
(1963) 3315

women telephone workers and changing
technology (1963) 20254

see also Radio telephone—Wire tapping.
Telephone cables:

obsolete, retention by Army Dept., GAO re-

port (1965) 16306
pressurization system, design and construc-

tion (1961) 5084
REA-financed, aerial plant design (1962)

10632
voice-frequency loading for trunk cables

(1963) 3315
Telephone engineering:

area coverage design of telephone system
(1963) 16554

how to make structural return loss measure-
ments, manual (1961) 20120; (1965) 6893

Telephone lines:

extension, etc., FCC rules and regulations
(1961) 7380; (1964) 3995; (1965) 3367

Government-owned, Indian Affairs Bureau
administration, permit sale, etc.

—

law (1961) 18670
reports (1961) 14628, 20551

staking of aerial plant (1962) 20267

Telephone operators:
examination announcement (1961) 10111
MOS evaluation test aid (1962) 10993
women, effect of changing technology (1963)

20254
Teleprinter, see Teletype.
Telescopes:

auxiliary, use in observations of 1st order
triangulations of military topographic
administrations, 1926 (1961) 11210

control, significance in measurement of hori-

zontal angles (1961) 11289
cross-hair reticule setting effect on value of

eye-piece micrometer (1961) 11234
electron, results of observations, USSR

study (1964) 7346
electronic, contraption that rivals Mount

Palomar (1962) 2960
geodetic, line of sight characteristics in in-

ternal focusing (1961) 4777
19th century American makers, Holcomb,

Fitz, and Peate (1962) 6316
optical, lunar surface use, preliminary con-

sideration (1965) 18554
scintillation counter, charge and mass iden-

tification of primary cosmic rays (1963)

16377
T 208 mounts, unnecessary costs incurred in

production, result of inaccurate and in-

complete technical data package, Army
Dept., GAO report (1965) 9247

X-ray (1965) 6613
see also Radio telescopes.

Teletherapy, AEC licensing guide, possession
and use of radioisotope sources (1963)

14952
Teletype:
and facsimile equipment, Federal supply

schedule (1961) 10615
duplicate automatic switching centers in

military services, excessive costs, GAO
report (1964) 8719

equipment leasing by Defense Dept., unnec-
essary costs, GAO review (1964) 12495

leasing rather than purchasing equipment,
FSS, GAO report (1964) 21334

market news service. Agricultural Market-
ing Service direct hook-up (1963) 13150

news ticker service. Federal supply schedule
(1961) 10610

overpricing teletypewriters procured under
Army Dept. negotiated contract with
Smith-CJorona Marchant, Inc., GAO re-

port (1963) 14000
RTA-60 page teletype, USSR study (1964)

9110
teleprinter and facsimile equipment, Chinese

Communist development (1961) 239
telex service statistics, Polish study (1964)

13012
Teletypewriter, see Teletype.
Teletypist, examination announcement (1961)

10102
Television:
accomplishments in past year (address)

(1962) 21721
advertising opportunities for small busi-

hearings (1962) 17133
report (1963) 2045

all-channel receivers, amend communications
act, law (1962) 16755

amateur receiver, construction manual,
USSR monograph (1963) 12499

American broadcasting, ample meeting
grounds for Government and industry to

work together as team (remarks) (1965)

9849
and juvenile delinquency, investigation, in-

terim report (1965) 8998
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Television—Continued
antenna towers, limit height, hearings (1965)

Berlin conference of 4th study group, inter-
national organization, Polish report
(1961) 17451

^

bibliography (1961) 462
boosters, development, hearings (1961) 12519
broadcast

—

actions, reports (1961) 3151; (1962) 3642;
(1963) 3646; (1964) 3464; (1965) 3357

financial data of industry, 1961 (1962)
21723

broadcasting

—

business (address) (1965) 9085
criminal code provisions (1961) 5983
government role (address) (1962) 15542
industry antitrust investigations, hear-

ings (1961) 14487
job opportunities, programming personnel

technicians, office personnel, chart
(1962) 22447

occupations, employment outlook (1962)
8405; (1964) 7396

organizations, protection, international
convention, report on conference (1962)
13531

public responsibility and journalistic func-
tion (address) (1963) 17428

stations, licensing, etc., amend communica-
tions act, hearings (1961) 392

stations of world

—

amplitude modulation

—

frequency (1965) 16233
indexed by country and city (1965)
16232

indexed by

—

call letters and station name or slogan
(1962) 5225A

country and city (1962) 5224; (1963)
15546

country, city, and frequency (1962)
5226; (1963) 15548; (1965) 18175

frequency (1962) 5225
broadcasts, market news survey (1961) 6626
cameraman, MOS evaluation test aid (1962)

10998
campaign expenditures, reimbursement,

hearings (1961) 10520, 14755
closed circuit

—

displays for manual blind landing, flight
study of performance (1964) 13226

for aircraft landing (1964) 7543
TV system for passive use at night (1961)
8093

closed loop system, mark 2 mod 2, descrip-
tion, operation and maintenance (1964)
13350

cloud photography, meteorological satellite
data obtained, catalog

—

TIROS I (1961) 20246
TIROS II (1963) 14800
TIROS III (1962) 20370
TIROS IV (1963) 11407
TIROS V (1964) 9882
TIROS VI (1964) 19026
TIROS VII (1965) 9998, 18840
TIROS VIII (1965) 18841

college courses, directory (1962) 17395
color motion picture transmitter, with

3-vidicon camera, USSR study (1961)
11046

commercial and educational television co-
exist (address) (1964) 6623

community antenna

—

regulation, hearings (1965) 15818
systems and broadcasting industry, eco-
nomic analysis (1965) 7631

Television—Continued
current industrial reports (1961) 10018-

(1962) 16459; (1963) 16896, 20351
deceptive practices in contests of knowledge,

etc., prohibit, hearings (1961) 392
divided or united, some problems in growth

(address) (1964) 14233
editorializing, hearings (1964) 6363
education by television (address) (1964) 2308
educational

—

by State and city (1963) 10068
facilities act of 1962, explanation (1963)

12062, 13489
facilities construction. Federal grants

—

hearings (1961) 5876, 12354

law (1962) 11284
reports (1961) 5837, 16715; (1962) 7054.

11357
rules and regulations (1963) 14038

facilities program

—

instructional manual (1963) 13850
program bulletin (1964) 10663; (1965)
3323

public notice (1964) 10664; (1965) 3324
FCC progress report, hearings (1963)

10004
national policy, recommendations by Edu-

cational Media Study Panel (1963) 8178
stations

—

by State and city (1961) 7328; (1962)
17397; (1965) 16089

donation of surplus property, hearine
(1962) 19181

symposium on state of research (1962)
23444

television, next 10 years (1965) 14181

transmission apparatus, performance
standards (1963) 13851

television and money (address) (1964)
21295

Washington conference on long-range
financing (address) (1965) 2123

emergency broadcast system

—

(EBS) plan (1964) 8153; (1965) 5734
interim plan (1963) 15478

employees, exemption from overtime pay
under FLSA (1963) 3396; (1964) 3187;
(1965) 3081, 13333

equal time for nominees for President and
Vice President, suspend for 1964

—

hearings (1963) 9940, 17307
reports (1963) 11820, 11843; (1964) 12050

establishment of television system, agree-
ment with Saudi Arabia (1965) 1652

evaluation of recent developments (address)
(1963) 10114

fairness doctrine of FCC, current interpre-
tation (address) (1964) 2309

film catalog (1962) 32
Finnish, 1959 (1961) 13167
5th Armed Forces conference, 1964, report

(1965) 8530
food demonstration tips (1963) 5837
four new dimensions (paper) (1963) 4888
government

—

control of programs, questions raised (ad-
dress) (1962) 23510

programs, key personnel, directory (1963)
2158

households with sets in U.S., current hous-
ing reports (1964) 17086

infrared, application to military training
(1962) 1736-37

industry, future growth and expansion (ad-
dress) (1965) 12429

journalist, Navy training course (1961) 4996
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Television—Continued
limiting network ownership of nighttime TV

programs (address) (1965) 18073
local live programming in prime time (ad-

dress) (1963) 13905
methods in medicine, use, USSR study (1962)

9944
microscopic demonstration for studying mi-

croorganisms, USSR translation (1963)

16253
microscopy

—

in cytopathology (1964) 3114
in industry and medicine (1963) 8658

modern achievements in surgical practice

(1962) 9867
multiple insertion techniques (1963) 3217
national defense education act of 1958^

—

new educational media program (1961)
5932

news and reports (1962) 15506
status report, June 1960 (1961) 7136

Navy films for public and TV showings
(1961) 21290

network program procurement, reports

(1963) 9894; (1965) 16163
new center in Leningrad, description (1962)

5578
operations and maintenance technicians,

examination announcement (1964) 17147
optical amplifier, research and reports

(1961) 8332
overseas military information programs,

report (1962) 9342
payola and other deceptive practices, hear-

ings, index (1961) 18958
PCM transmission, least mean square error

analysis (1965) 1803
photography of moon, USSR study (1963)

15857
picture tubes, exemption of manufacturers'

tax from taxable price of rebuilt tubes

—

law (1964) 21145
report (1964) 15711

pictures, area properties (1964) 17006
Poland, Warsaw Radio and Television De-

sign Office, activities (1964) 12960
presidential campaigns, equal time

—

amend act, hearings (1961) 10520, 14755
nominees for President and Vice Presi-

dent

—

suspension for 1960, operation, prelimi-

nary report, hearings (1961) 7289
suspension for 1964, hearings (1962)
23411

problems, today and tomorrow (remarks)
(1962) 7327

program-
improvement, dependent on expressed pub-

lic interest (address) (1963) 12097
ratings, evaluation of statistical methods
used in obtaining, report (1961) 7090

programs

—

for children, parental guidelines for selec-

tivity (1961) 16486
regulations and problems (address) (1962)

11753
progress report from FCC, hearings (1965)

12323
PTU-3 installation for television transmis-

sions from operating room, USSR utili-

zation for teaching surgery (1961) 15383
quiz shows, investigation, hearings, index

(1961) 18958

R-600 radio relay system, USSR study (1961)
9383

ratings, methodology, accuracy, and use,

hearings (1963) 17173, 18948; (1964)
12142; (1965) 4523

regulation, laws, codes or competition (ad-

dress) (1963) 13904

Television—Continued
remote pilot-controlled docking with televi-

sion (1965) 19929
reproduction characteristics compared with

photography, USSR study (1963) 2737
role of industry and FCC in regulation of

advertising time standards for communi-
cations industry (address) (1964) 10514

selling and servicing, bibliography (1962)
1812

servicemen, employment outlook (1962) 8417
sets, current industrial reports (1964) 17094
sets in households in U.S (1961) 16265
sports contests, authorize contracts by

leagues

—

hearing (1961) 18963
law (1961) 18719
reports (1961) 18855, 19111

station employees, exemption from overtime
pay under FISA (1962) 18566

tests with Syncom II synchronous communi-
cations satellite (1965) 14839

tubes

—

purchased by tuner manufacturer, exempt
from excise tax, reports (1962) 15350,
21076

radiation as health hazard (1964) 18901
unscreening of images for optimum visual

information, French study (1963) 1063
USDA films (1963) 14881
USSR (1961) 15052
broadcasting, research to improve (1961)
4696

selection of color system (1964) 20373
technique in astronomy (1961) 996

utilization under national defense education

news and reports (1961) 9047, 10555-556,
17194; (1963) 15452; (1964) 17928

research reports under title 7 (1965) 6123
violence and crime programs, effect on

young people, hearings (1963) 8122
print additional copies, reports (1963)

13633, 13767
juvenile delinquency investigation hear-

ings (1965) 19509
visual data transmission (1964) 13643
wide angle

—

display, feasibility study (1962) 10573
projection, phases 1 and 2, final engineer-

ing report (1965) 18675
wide-band microwave radio connections,

Hungarian research (1962) 7685
world atlas of photography from Tiros sat-

ellites I to IV (1964) 20525
see also Television channels.

Television cameras, see Cameras.
Television channels:

all-channel receivers, amend communications

hearings (1962) 11464, 11655; (1963) 10004
reports (1962) 11348. 11365, 13619

allocation—agreement with Mexico (1962)
18492

by FCC—
deintermixture, hearings (1962) 11464

prohibit undue preferences, hearings

(1962) 11464
assignment along border, agreement with

Mexico (1962) 18497
demodulation of wide-band frequency modu-

lation by phase-lock technique (1964)

13212
needs of education for allocations, survey

(1962) 17404
Television picture tubes, see Television.

Television stations:

educational surplus property donation, clar-

ify law

—

law (1962) 23186
reports (1962) 21082, 21465
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Telex service statistics, Poland (1964) 13012
Tellico Plains, Tenn.:

land transfer

—

law (1961) 18578
reports (1961) 10465, 14426

Telling America's story to the world, press
release (1961) 3628

Telling school lunch story (1963) 14831
Telluric acid, sodium determined by neutron

activation and gamma-spectrometry,
Polish study (1962) 7761

Telluric bays and disturbances, USSR (1964)
9323

Telluric currents, see Geophysics.
Telluride, Colo., area south, geology and min-

eral deposits (1963) 6546
Tellurides:
bismuth, lead, and tin, literature search

(1965) 15254
depleted uranium, thermoelectric properties

(1965) 12953
Tellurium:
bibliography (1961) 3886
determination (1963) 7225
field test for detecting (1962) 16019
mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)

12961
oilfield waters, analyzing method (1964)

production, etc., 1960, preliminary report
(1961) 2506

radiochemistry (1961) 16201
resources in Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico

and Utah (1964) 5493
volatilization studies, radioisotopes as tra-

cers (1962) 14445
Tellurium dioxide, IR-transmission glasses

formed from oxides of bismuth and tel-
lurium (1965) 12993

Tellurium-tin systems, thermoelectric bonding
study, bonding of PbTe and PbTe-SnTe
with non-magnetic electrodes (1965)
16614

Tellurometers, distance-measuring system
etc., manual (1961) 18419

Telodrin, persistence on sweet corn as deter-
mined by gas chromatography (1964)
13564

Telstar, see Satellites.
Telstar 1 (1962) 20163
TSLUS (telemetric universal sensor), see Sen-

sors.
Temco Aircraft Corporation, purchase of

F-101 airplane aft fuselage assemblies
by McDonnell Aircraft Corporation,
pricing, examination by GAO (1962)
21805

Temkin, Aaron:
electron-hydrogen phase shifts just below

inelastic threshold (1963) 12861, 18138
nonadiabatic theory of electron-hydrogen

scattering, pt. 2 (1963) 14550
positron-hydrogen scattering, theory (1963)

16386
Temperament:

dogs, inheritance (1965) 16937
psychological characteristics, experiment

USSR (1964) 2773
Temperature:

ablation material, measurement by various
thermocouple configurations (1965)
1447A

activity of Musca domestica, USSR study
(1964) 2641

adjustment for differences in elevation
(1962) 5252

air

—

comparison of measurements in layer up
to 1.5 km by mechanical meteorograph

Temperature—Continued
air—Continued

carried aloft by helicopter and by
A-22-rV radiosonde, USSR study (1965)

diurnal amplitudes in USSR, atlas (1963)
2510

snow, and soil, relationships to soil frost
formation (1963) 10234

water, and stream flow data. Convict
Creek, Calif (1964) 10577

Alaska, seasonal, interior forested area
(1965) 9187

Albania, characteristics (1962) 9832
ambient and elevated, susceptibility of 6

stainless steels to stress corrosion
(1965) 1459

ambient, influence on relation between skin
temperature and blood flow in rabbit ear
(1963) 14907

and resistance relationship (1962) 6394
and salinity characteristics of Persian Gulf

summary (1965) 5281
Arctic climate fluctuations and circulation

of atmosphere and solar activity, USSR
study (1961) 17501

atmosphere, correlations with pressure and
density (1965) 7076

atmospheric

—

falling sphere measurements (1964) 16998
measurement by rocket-grenade experi-
ment (1964) 7516

pressure and density profiles determined
from temperature profiles (1965) 18559

profile, density, etc., USSR studies (1965)
14502

stratification, classification to heights of
45 km (1965) 4939

automatic controls industry, review of 1963
outlook for 1964 (1964) 6006

axial, and pressure distribution in EGCR
development of PTD-1 program (1964)

bath, in electroslag process, calorimetric
determination, USSR study (1964) 2754

bend transition, of arc-cast molybdenum and
titanium alloy sheet (1964) 20583

brightness, Venus at 1.35 cm (1963) 18252
change, detuning of cavity amplifiers, nylon

sleeve design (1964) 13166
character of change with depth in upper

layers of earth's crust, USSR study
(1965) 19774

^

cold ambient, effect on adrenal weight of
mice (1963) 18475

Columbia River basin, monthly (1962) 22907-
(1963)3918

combustion in supersonic streams, optical
techniques for measurement (1964)
18769

'

compensation circuit stabilizes performance
of vidicons (1965) 1427

computation of acoustic rays from tempera-
tures measured in deep ocean and pre-
diction of range to convergence zone
(1965) 13145

control of Explorer IX (1962) 18285
correlation v^dth ground-water levels in win-

ter spring in Minnesota (1961) 9261
critical, for surface ion currents from elec-

tron emission data (1962) 14478
cross sections of temperature, pressure, and

density near 80th meridian west, analy-
sis (1963) 11036

cryogenic, properties of plastics and related
materials (1965) 16071

cryogenics, elastomers evaluation for poten-
tial use (1964) 15017

cumulus clouds, structure of field (1965) 5010
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Temperature—Continued

cut flowers shipped from California, transit
temperatures (1962) 4465

daily normals of temperature and heating
degree days, decennial census

—

notice (1965) 11779
U.S. climate (1963) 14780

determination of dynamic quantities. East
German study (1962) 9957

differential, effect on fracture toughness of
stretch-oriented polymethyl methacry-
late (1961) 8089

distribution

—

and thermal stresses (1964) 13436
in crystallation of undercooled liquids in

cylindrical tubes (1964) 15974
in insulated thick skin subjected to aero-
dynamic heating analysis of equations
(1961) 4894, 7957

in laminar flow of heat-generating fluid in

rectangular channels (1965) 18580
in spinning spherical shell in solar flux,

perturbation expansion, etc (1965) 11409
in troposphere and lower stratosphere,

role of vertical motions in altering gra-
dient and in producing cloud, USSR
study (1961) 15377

of body shielded from solar radiation in

space, effect of shield position and ab-
sorptivity (1961) 4910

of idealized ice cap (1961) 9062, 14805
USSR studies (1962) 5819

effects of

—

artificial hotsp^^t embedded in stored grain
(1962) 14714

high and low temperatures on tendency of

steel to brittle fracture, USSR study
(1965) 2546

temperature and humidity on cheese mites
(1963) 9581

effects on

—

coal flotation, laboratory investigation
(1961) 19883

corn earworm damage to dent corn (1964)
20896

luminance of phosphorescent and fluores-
cent material used for aids to military
activity in dark (1961) 1372

Mexican fruit fly, development and poten-
tial distribution in U.S (1965) 13414

noise of bypass jets, measured in Langley
noise research facility (1964) 16695

specific reactive capacity of antiserum
(1962) 10920

strength and structure of steel (1961)
20050

strength of phenolic and silicone rein-

forced plastic laminates (1961) 6103
surface failure of alumina balls due to

repeated stresses applied in rolling con-
tact (1964) 13227

tensile properties of cold-reduced AISI 301
and 304L stainless steels (1961) 4917;
(1962) 10496

viscosity and drainage rates of mechani-
cally produced fire-fighting foams (1961)
20048

EGCR and neutron transient analysis, digi-

tal computer program (1964) 15280
electrical oxygen-temperature meter for

fishery biologists (1962) 19527
electron and ion in ionosphere (1963) 18122
elevated

—

alloys, fatigue crack growth studies (1965)
8123

alloy steels, stability and properties (1961)
11785

candidate materials for high temperature
fabrics (1961) 5311

Temperature—Continued
elevated—Continued
diffusion in systems Nb-Pt, Nb-Se, Nb-Zn,

Nb-Co, Ni-Ta, and Fe-Mo (1961) 5010
effect on mechanical properties of selected

alloys (1961) 6736
fatigue test of phenolic laminate (1962)

5233
friction and wear tests (1961) 6734

gas stream, cooled-tube pyrometer results

(1961) 17718
heat contents of cerium dioxide and colum-

bium dioxide (1961) 13447

iron-chromium alloys in water vapor, oxi-

dation (1961) 5004
lap-joint strength of metal-bonding adhe-

sives (1961) 12715
life at high temperatures, USSR study

(1961) 10830
materials for nuclear engineering applica-

tions (1961) 8406
measurements of thermal properties of

metals (1961) 5088
metals for fuel rods, isostatic pressing of

UO2 (1961) 5382
new organic fiber behavior (1962) 104

plastic bending strain measurement (1962)

6361
tensile properties of alloyed tungsten fiber

composites (1965) 19942

thermal properties of materials, measure-
ment apparatus (1961) 6729

under static and aerodynamic conditions,

on corrugated-stiffened panels (1961)

19924
wire insulation (1961) 5309

environmental

—

alteration, effect on adsorption of calcium,

iron and vitamin B12 (1963) 18484
energy expenditure, report (1963) 116

explosions, luminescence measurements by
optical method, USSR study (1961) 4658

extreme, tests of YHU-ID helicopter in Cli-

matic Laboratory, category 2 evalua-
tion (1963) 11476

fields in ground surface layer, USSR study

(1963) 19445
flight test data for Altair-IICl rocket motor

(1965) 16691
fluctuations, acoustical methods of investi-

gating, USSR study (1962) 3143
freeze-free period, mean length, national

atlas sheet (1962) 16228
furnace brazing of metals with controlled

atmospheres, USSR study (1965) 904

gas, in arc-heated jets and tunnels, spectro-

metric measurements (1963) 20987
Georges-Bank-Gulf of Maine area, fish eggs

and larvae distribution (1962) 11838,
17525, 19524

geothermal gradient measurement in drill

holes less than 60 feet deep, East Tintic
district, Utah (1963) 15606

Gnome postshot studies (1962) 16395

gradient measures at sea, USSR study
(1965) 2772

gradients

—

effect on tensile and compressive strength

of reinforced plastic laminates (1961)

19358
use as in-flight warning of impending

clear-air turbulence (1965) 8482

gray body most closely fitting solar extra-

terrestrial spectrum (1964) 18730

Aniak, Alaska (1963) 12087

Big Delta, Alaska (1964) 17940
Fort Yukon, Alaska (1963) 4844
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Temperature—Continued
ground observations—Continued
Galena. Alaska (1964) 17938
McGrath, Alaska (1964) 17939

heating degree day

—

manuals, decennial census of U.S. climate
(1963) 14779

normals, decennial census, notice (1965)

11778
height variation of vertical heat flux near

ground (1964) 20958
high-

action on neutron irradiated animals,

USSR study (1963) 16013
adhesives, resistant, progress report

(1961) 9670
after-effect on quantity and quality of

yield of plants USSR study (1962) 7987
applications, intermetallic compounds

—

development (1963) 9670
structural utility, investigation (1961)

5310
bearings, research (1964) 50
biochemical changes, USSR study (1963)

15932
carbon-graphite materials, techniques in

investigation (1964) 21584
conductivity of rocks, USSR study (1964)

903
corrosion studies (1964) 7439
cortical regulation of water and electro-

lyte balance, USSR study (1964) 2891
creep behavior, columbium alloy, FS-85

(1965) 13047
development of iron-base alloys (1961)

6731
droplet vaporization (1965) 1484
effect of industrial poisons on animal or-

ganisms, USSR study (1962) 22020
effect on

—

functions of digestive organs, USSR
study (1963) 20771

gear and spline lubricants, studies

(1962) 117
Schumann-Runge ultraviolet absorption
continuum of oxygen (1963) 1321

stability and ignition properties of

commercial triaryl phosphate fluids

(1962) 22676
strength properties of reinforced plastic

laminates (1964) 7955
extrusion process at SOOO^F (1965) 18564
fatigue

—

in controlled environments (1962) 6364
performances of visco-elastic panels,

investigation (1965) 6621
feasibility of electrical precipitation

(1964) 2993
fire-resistant hydraulic fluids (1965) 18612
frictional characteristics of alloys and

coatings (1963) 4496
gases, partition functions and thermo-
dynamic properties (1964) 7988

glasses, properties at elevated tempera-
tures (1963) 9636

heat-physical properties of materials,
USSR study (1963) 8856

hydrogen in rocket nozzles, heat-transfer
effects, analysis (1965) 6756

intermetallic compounds, investigation
(1962) 4.557; (1963) 11518

isotherm patterns on aerodynamically
heated models, measuring technique
(1965) 9718

magnesium alloys processing, USSR study
(1964) 14410

mechanical properties of commercial
Ni-base resistant alloys, Japanese study
(1964) 12876

Temperature—Continued
high—Continued
metals testing, USSR study (1963) 10509
oxidation and nitridation of niobium in
ultrahigh vacuum (1964) 8085

properties of sodium, etc (1965) 13148
solar-cell performance (1965) 1473
strain gages of electrical resistance type,
development (1961) 8046

strength of materials and structural ele-

ments conference, USSR (1964) 10786
stress corrosion of alloys (1963) 7601
stress rupture tests on sintered wrought
tungsten sheet (1963) 5569

stress-strain properties of brittle materi-
als (1963) 9691

subsonic

—

arc tunnel for structures and materials
tests (1963) 11024

streams, enthalpy calculated from pres-
sure and flow-rate measurements
(1965) 18563

surface, photographic technique of meas-
uring, investigation (1961) 2586

tantalum-modified, nickel-base alloy inves-
tigation (1963) 9150

temperatures and humidity influence on
overheating of human organism, USSR
study (1962) 7882

thermodynamics and thermophysics, USSR
study (1964) 10763

thermometry seminar, Oct. 1-2, 1959 (1961)
226

thermo-physical properties investigation
of substances, USSR study (1964) 18368

transference numbers in pure and mixed
aqueous electrolytes (1964) 8799

use, refactory oxides evaluated (1965)
12989

vaporization of compounds and alloys
(1963) 9638

variations in mechanical properties of
copper-nickel alloys (1963) 6810

ingot, problems, USSR study (1964) 5403
initial heating foci in impact initiation of

explosion, USSR study (1961) 10906
international practical temperature scale of

1948, text revision of 1960 (1961) 17739
ionospheric, obtained from photography of

shock waves (1964) 20963
linear variation, simple circuit provides ad-

justable voltage (1964) 9560
liquid-hydrogen, balloon tank skin strain

measurements on Clentaur flight vehicle
(1965) 18526

long-range forecast (1961) 21366
low

—

ambient, effect on resistance of mice to
bacterial disease (1963) 1755

effect on biological activeness of prepara-
tions made from stag antlers, USSR
study (1964) 10968

effects on structural metals (1965) 1405
far-infrared spectra of germanium and sil-

icon (1965) 114
heat capacities

—

and entropies at 298.15° K of anhydrous
sulfates of cobalt, copper, nickel, and
zinc (1965) 18454

of lead molybdate and lead tungstate
(1964) 7437

of magnesium metavanadate and magne-
sium pyrovanadate (1963) 3088

measurement, USSR study (1961) 20896
physics, all-Union meeting, USSR report

(1961) 989
low

—

productivity of seed potatoes after cool-

ing, or freezing (1962) 64
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Temperature—Continued
low—Continued
properties of materials

—

bibliography (1962) 4559
solids (1963) 11515

research on materials, bibliography (1961)
6772

respiration of cutis stored (1965) 11233
static electricity accumulation on arctic

clothing (1963) 14912
thermal expansion of technical solids

(1961) 11443
lunar thermal emission measurements (1963)

50
magnetic anisotropy fields in single-crystal

iron garnets (1965) 7104
magnetization vs. temperature curves, cal-

culation for ferrimagnetic materials
(1964) 5595

mean annual maximum, national atlas sheet
(1962) 3562; (1963) 3402

mean daily maximum

—

Jan., national atlas sheet (1961) 1572
July, national atlas sheet (1961) 1573

mean freeze date

—

autumn, national atlas sheet (1962) 16226
spring, national atlas sheet (1962) 16227

measurement of free atmosphere taking into
account recombination of atoms (1964)
14922

measurements

—

bibliography (1961) 8047; (1963) 18190
circuit for simultaneous recording of milli-

volt outputs (1963) 6517, 17505
thermocouple materials, selection and

properties (1962) 8531; (1963) 16419;
(1964) 11432

with rocket grenade experiment, 1960-63
(1964) 20621; (1965) 2913

measuring set AN/TMQ-ll(a), modification
and testing (1964) 7961

mesoclimatic differences in Fort Greely,
Alaska area (1963) 1436

metals, in relation to deformation, USSR
studies (1964) 20072

moderate, magnesium alloy mechanical prop-
erties, studies (1962) 22523

monthly normals, decennial census, notice
(1965) 11776

nomograph for determining temperature
advection in free atmosphere, Hungari-
an study (1962) 7881

nonequilibrium shock front rotational, vi-

brational and electronic measurements
(1965) 8042

nonuniform distribution cause of buckling of
ring-stiffened cylinder (1963) 1305

Northway, Alaska (1965) 510
oscillations in wall heated by alternating

current, analytical determination (1962)
18266

Pacific Northwest, monthly (1964) 3829;
(1965) 3748

planet atmospheric, methods developed for
inversion of radiative transfer equation
(1965) 16686

plasma

—

determination using millimeter waves
(1965) 14828

jet, optical methods of measuring (1962)
1983

plastic material, determination of transition
temperature from variations in its pen-
dular hardness (1965) 18601

plastics weight loss rates in vacuum from
80° to 500''F (1963) 1273

probe, immersion-type, internal cooling in-

creases range (1965) 11430
record-high, methods for obtaining, USSR

study (1961) 922

Temperature—Continued

recovery, transition, and heat-transfer at
Mach 5 (1961) 17727

regime, 25-50-km layer, USSR study (1965)
4937

regulation

—

comparative physiology, papers (1963)
13209

in nursing homes (1963) 13012
rise measurements on weather- and explo-

sion-proof electrical products by means
of thermoelements, East (ierman study
(1962) 9829

room

—

and cryogenic, smooth and sharp-notch
property variations for several heats of
Ti-6A1-4V sheet (1962) 12492

and low, ultrasonic determination of elas-

tic constants (1961) 2640
olivine shear strength (1964) 19155
shear and compression tests of stiffened

panels with integral or attached cooling
circuits (1963) 9148

scale of non-adiabatic heating as factor in

cyclogenesis (1962) 14780
sea, towed thermistor chains for investigat-

ing, USSR study (1965) 18385
seasonal changes, lower stratosphere over

Northern Hemisphere, USSR study
(1965) 12626

secular, measurement of change in eastern
U.S (1961) 16049

skin

—

and structural, on X-15 airplane during
flight (1963) 18133

resistance and galvanic skin response
(1963) 20313

sky, apparent at millimeter-wave frequen-
cies (1964) 19171

soil, stations in U.S., history (1961) 8246
solar, measurements at 15 and 35 CJc (1965)

7103
space correlation of local changes in turbu-

lent isotropic streams, Bulgarian study
(1962) 9881

spacecraft, control by thermostatic
fins-analysis (1964) 18717; (1965) 5108

steels, high strength, with high tempering
temperatures, fatigue properties at
room temperature (1962) 1978

storage and humidity effects on weight loss

of fruit (1962) 10840
streams tributary to south shore Lake Supe-

rior (1962) 13835
structures, variable-transparency wall regu-

lates temperatures (1964) 14811
surface

—

distribution on thin-walled bodies subject-
ed to solar radiation in interplanetary
space (1961) 19944

effect of monomolecular films on surface
temperature and convective motion at
water/air interface (1962) 20212

layer measurements on towers and masts,
USSR study (1961) 15317

prediction in hydrogen-cooled nuclear
rocket reactor at high surface- to
bulk-temperature ratios, improved meth-
od (1965) 5194

temperatures and growth of sea ice (1961)
14808

temperature-sensitive network drives asta-
ble multivibrator (1964) 20548

temporal changes as function of altitude for
Patrick Air Force Base, Fla (1961) 4904

thermophysical physical properties of argon
from to 300° K, bibliography (1964)
14941

thermostatic control for shipments of early-

season Bartlett pears (1962) 14713
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Temperature—Continued
time-temperature relationships of test head

fires and backfires (1961) 697
transducer measures differentials in strong

electromagnetic fields (1965) 8073
transient

—

FATT computer program for EGCR core
(1964) 11858

surface distribution, thin-walled sphere
subjected to radiation in space (1965)
9697

transit

—

in truck shipments of Calif, citrus fruit

(1962) 10801
frozen foods, effect of new trailer design

(1961) 9842
ripening of early-season Bartlett pears
shipped (1963) 13145

transcontinental cut-flower shipments
(1963) 5833

transition, of steels and weld metals, effect

of neutron irradiation (1961) 1385
tungsten-nickel-copper ternary alloys for

high-temperature applications (1965)
18565

tungsten, surface condition effect on duc-
tile-to-brittle transition (1961) 6383

turbulent, fluctuations and 2-dimensional
heat transfer in uniform shear flow
(1965) 1465

two-stage emitter follower is temperature
stabilized (1964) 13193

ultra-low, insects resistance, USSR study
(1963) 8577

upper-air, measurement (1964) 9533
upper atmosphere, thermal state (1962)

23997
variable, bioclimatic cabinet for simulating,

design and operation (1964) 19051
various, determination of amounts of ice

formed in feet of mice frozen (1965) 4168
very high, in nearly transparent arc col-

umns, method of measurements (1961)
4950

virtual, correction according to Dalton's
law, Hungarian study (1962) 7821

Wallops Island, Va., above 50 km, measure-
ment (1963) 7287

water

—

method of calculating in upper layer of
sea in warm part of year (1961) 4668

studies for 1958, Middle Snake River
drainage (1963) 8284

surface, during evaporation studies, com-
parison of thermistor with infrared ra-
diometer measurements (1962) 12604

wood parts of houses throughout U.S (1964)
6743

see aiso Body temperature—Cold—Heat

—

Heat transfer—Melting point—Ocean
temperature—Water.

Tempi moderni (Italian periodical):

Italian Communist Party, review (1962)
17950

Tempka, Tadeusz, biographic sketch (1962)
7541

Templates:
builders' template hinges, standard of trade

(1965) 8137
build-in speed up process for making accur-

ate models (1964) 7489

Temple, Pa., railroad accident (1963) 14080

Ten best scientists in Japan today (1962) 7526

Ten Commandments, Biblical commandments,
teachings, USSR refutation (1961) 822

Ten Mile River, pollution of interstate waters
(1965) 6884

Tendons:
lyophilized, homotransplatation in flexor

digitorum profundis lesion at carpal ar-
ticulation level (1964) 21445

surgery, USSR study (1965) 9361
Tenmile Range, geology of northern part

(1963) 19300
Tennent, Richard C, hydraulic analysis of cir-

cular culverts (1965) 16840
Tennessee:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 5896
annual survey of manufactures

—

1960, standard metropolitan statistical
areas and large industrial counties, sta-
tistics (1962) 18774

1961, standard metropolitan statistical
areas, and large industrial counties,
statistics (1963) 4569

1962, standard metropolitan areas and
large industrial counties (1964) 6030

area measurement report (1964) 17075
barite-fluorspar ore, flotation tests (1964)

16641
bauxite deposits (1965) 18202
census county divisions, 1960, map (1961)

16312
census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1962)

276
census of business, 1963

—

retail trade

—

area statistics (1965) 7197
merchandise line sales, statistics (1965)
15302

selected services, area statistics (1965)
5668

wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)
7251

census of governments, 1962, State report
(1965) 5688

census of housing, 1960, State and small
areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc (1962)
4767

census of manufactures, 1958, area statis-
tics (1961) 13885

census of mineral industries, 1958 area re-

port (1961) 20425
detailed characteristics (1962) 16560
general population characteristics (1961)

10082
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 4780
number of inhabitants (1961) 8535

censuses of population and housing, 1960

—

census county division boundary descrip-
tions (1962) 16574

geographic identification code scheme
(1961) 8540

Chattanooga shale and related rocks (1961)
17332

civil rights, public schools, 1962 (1963) 1935
climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial census

(1965) 15146
climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;

(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216
cotton, results of 1963 regional variety tests

(1965) 12
county business patterns, activities covered

by OASDI program (1961) 11880, 20440;
(1963) 15053, 18674

Cumberland highlands, economic survey
(1965) 4882

district court at Winchester, waive sec. 142,
title 28, U.S.C—

law (1962) 16779
reports (1962) 11397, 17188

eastern

—

gravity and magnetic fields, regional geo-
logic implications (1965) 739
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Tennessee—Continued
eastern—Continued
insects not cause of post-emergence chron-

ic tipburn of white pine (1963) 12182
electric rate book (1961) 528; (1962) 5171;

(1963) 6408; (1964) 4709
fish hatchery, establish, hearings (1962)

11470
fishery products, wholesale dealers, Missis-

sippi River and tributaries, list (1965)

18155
5B redevelopment area, statistical profiles

(1963) 13372-373
ground-water geology of Dickson, Lawrence-

burg, and Waverly areas of Highland
Rim (1964) 19799

industrial modernization, opportunities (ad-

dress) (1964) 19274
labor laws affecting women, summary (1965)

20153
labor organizations, reporting, register

(1961) 6239; (1964) 16571
large springs of eastern section (1964) 826
late Cretaceous gastropods (series) (1961)

6177; (1964) 18125-126
legislative reapportionment, opinion of Su-

preme Court of U.S (1962) 11469
low-flow characteristics of streams (1965)

18209
meatpackers, problems (1963) 1482
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1961) 1213; (1962) 3310; (1963) 3066;
(1964) 1424; (1965) 1356

Mississippi River and tributaries, fishery

products, wholesale dealers, list (1964)

8616; (1965) 10890
municipal water facilities (1964) 18909
inventory (1961) 6504; (1964) 3104

national electric rate book (1965) 576
Negroes, business enterprises (1963) 1464
northeastern

—

Linville quadrangle, geology, preliminary
report (1962) 19566

Upper Cambodian trilobite, faunas (1965)
13262

northeasternmost, geology (1961) 9253
nurserymen, business problems and prac-

tices (1961) 9729
opportunity for progress (1965) 1810
pine site index relationships (1961) 5148
plane coordinate intersection tables (1961)

14023
pleasure boating industry (1963) 1447
population, 1960, characteristics (1963)

18664
precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)

3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965)
3492

recreation on TVA lakes (1961) 11634
review of activities of Federal-aid highway

program of Public Roads Bureau by
GAO (1962) 7461

rural redevelopment area, statistical profiles

(1962) 18910
southeastern, 6 county area, forest invento-

ry statistics (1961) 1557
temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10765

truck inventory and use survey (1965) 4337
water pollution control and abatement,

hearings (1965) 4521
weather stations, decadal census (1963)

16685
west, and adjoining areas, farm forestry

activities, guide to planning (1965)
18800

western, geology and hydrology of Claiborne
Group (1965) 18226

Tennessee—Continued

women, labor laws, summary (1964) 13546
women workers (1963) 11418; (1965) 1726
ZIP code directory (1963) 20067

Tennessee River and Valley:
additional hardwood pulp and paper mills,

comparative data (1961) 17866
basin

—

above Chattanooga, precipitation, proba-
ble maximum and TVA (1965) 16918

floods, Mar. 1963 (1964) 9856
bridge across on Natchez Trace Parkway,

designate as John Coffee Memorial
Bridge, report (1962) 17215

evaporation in basin, 1935-59, observations
(1961) 6591

flood control (1961) 11636
flood problems and management in basin

(1961) 411
floods, magnitude and frequency (1964) 4816
forest-

industries (1961) 20220
inventory statistics (1961) 16031
management (1961) 11633
plantations, report (1962) 18536
resource trends (1961) 20221

forests, flsh, wildlife, development, 1962
(1962) 22871

fresh-water mussel stocks, status (1961)

7443
hardwood utilization centers, potential for

Valley (1965) 6955
harvesting pine pulpwood (1961) 11631
mussel investigation (1965) 9974
Norris watershed, multiple use (1963) 14745
precipitation in basin
supplement (1961) 1560, 3615, 6591; (1962)

4184; (1963) 4031; (1964) 3862; (1965)

3776
private forest management trends (1961)

20222
southwestern, 12-county area, forest inven-

tory statistics (1963) 3379
surface water supply of basin (1961) 14977;

(1964) 15959
Tennessee River navigation system, history,

development, and operation (1965) 6959
Tennessee Valley agriculture, profile

change, 1949-59 (1965) 5426
TVA tames river (1965) 6960
valley vidth a future, TVA in the sixties

(1962) 18539
water resources, nature's constant gift

(1963) 14746
Tennessee Valley Authority:

agricultural and chemical development, an-

nual reports (1963) 7470; (1965) 5425
Agricultural Economics Branch report

(1965) 5426-27
Agricultural Relations Division, annual re-

port (1961) 2726
annual reports (1961) 2725; (1963) 3378;

(1964) 3170; (1965) 3065
appropriations, 1962, public works

—

hearings (1961) 12334, 19145
law (1961) 18718
reports (1961) 16798, 18919

appropriations, 1963

—

law (1962) 23280
public works

—

hearings (1962) 15258, 21529
reports (1962) 17084, 21457

report (1962) 21164
appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 17162; (1964) 518
law (1964) 1984
reports (1964) 343, 510, 4458

appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 12119, 15796
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Tennessee Valley Authority—Continued
appropriations, 1965—Continued
law (1964) 17370
reports (1964) 12098, 15767, 17572

appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 12158, 17906
reports (1965) 13876, 15967, 19265

audit reports (1961) 4034; (1962) 9713, 11305;
(1963) 4710

Board of Directors, member, nomination of
Aubrey J. Wagner hearing (1961) 5904

bond financing for power system (1961)
11629

bridge relocation, etc., hearing (1964) 21211
budget, 1964, decrease (1963) 13459
career opportunities (1963) 7477
engineering (1963) 7475
engineers (1963) 7476

chemical engineering activities, general out-
line (1965) 9973

economic advancement of American people
(remarks) (1963) 11464

electricity sales statistics (1961) 3614A
retail distribution (1962) 3776; (1963) 3613;

(1964) 3432; (1965) 3327
facts about TVA operations (1961) 11629;

(1964) 21898; (1965) 6954
fertilizer

—

activities (1963) 9464
summary data by States and geographic

areas (1965) 5428
trends and activities (1965) 15096

financial statements (1962) 1863, 24119
1962, audit, GAO review (1963) 2318
1963 (1964) 1631
audit

—

departmental edition (1964) 6761
document edition (1964) 10172

financial statements, 1964 (1965) 5429
audit

—

departmental edition (1965) 4819
document edition (1965) 5812

fish and wildlife, valuable natural resources
(1964) 5720

flood control operations (1961) 11636
forest nurseries, operations guide (1961)

6594
forestry bulletins (1961) 1557-58, 2727-29,

6593, 13708-709, 16031, 17867; (1962)
3538-40, 12758-759, 16185-186, 18534,
20343; (1963) 3379-80

Forestry Development Division, annual re-

port (1964) 1630
forestry investigation notes (1963) 7471-72
forestry investigations, technical note (1961)

1559
Forestry Relations Division, annual report

1961 (1961) 20219
forestry, twentieth century goals (1962)

20344
furniture industry expansion (1964) 5721
health and safety (1965) 6956
history, 1933-63 (1964) 1633
indexed bibliography, cumulative supp., Jan.

1959-Dec. 1960 (1962) 24120
industrial development in area (1961) 11632;

(1962) 18535; (1963) 14744; (1965) 6957
manufacturing structure and change in re-

gion, 1959-63 (1965) 8346
national fertilizer education program, sta-

tistical summary by States and geo-
graphic areas (1964) 13492

power (1962) 18537; (1964) 21902
annual report (1962) 1866, 24121; (1965)
6958

municipal and cooperative distributors

—

1963 operations (1964) 3171
1964 operations (1965) 5430
report (1963) 5753

quarterly report (1961) 11637

Tennessee Valley Authority—Continued
preretirement program (1961) 20832
recreational uses of reservoir system (1962)

1865
reducing national flood damage potential,

program, newspaper, etc., excerpts
(1961) 5147

reports (1961) 5146, 11635; (1962) 3536-37;
(1963) 14748

research and education programs, fertilizer
science and American farmer (1964)
21899

resource development, report (1962) 18538
retirement, selected list of references (1963)

3381
river traffic and industrial growth (1964)

21903
symbol of valley resource development, di-

gest and selected bibliography (1961)
17868

teamwork (periodical) (1961) 3616; (1962)
4374; (1963) 4227; (1964) 4077; (1965)
3983

technical notes (1961) 5148, 6595
technical report (1965) 6959
tributary area development

—

activities, list of reports and publications
(1964) 1634

in Tennessee (1964) 21900
TVA in the sixties (1962) 18539
TVA, national asset (1964) 21901
TVA program, bibliography (1964) 1629
TVA tames river (1965) 6960
TVA's 30th anniversary, press comments

(1963) 14747
urgent purchases procedure

—

hearing (1962) 17110
report (1962) 17043

valley of light, 1933-1963 (1964) 21904
Tenney, Ralph F., Losch anthracite stoker

performance in building-heating service
(1963) 5477

Tennis rackets, trade agreement, escape
clause, investigation report (1961) 8228

Tensile properties, alloyed tungsten fiber com-
posites, elevated-temperature (1965)
19942

Tensile strength, see Strains and stresses.
Tension:
behavioral energetics, individual differences

in energy discharge resulting from in-

duced frustration (1963) 7196
dental patients

—

effect of local anesthetic administration
upon serum free 17-hydroxycortico-
steroid patterns (1962) 10919

effect of local anesthetic procedures (1963)
13218

effect of time of day on adrenocortical
response to oral surgery (1963) 75

serum and urine 17-hydrozycorticosteroid
responses in impaction patients (1962)
14790

effect on digestive organs, USSR study
(1962) 22064

groundlessness of idealistic theory of stress
by Selye (1961) 15211

induced stress effects

—

in naval training school (1962) 20205
on learning and performance (1962) 14538

information processing under task stress
(1964) 5891

maintained in thermally expanded wires by
cantilever springs (1965) 11423

mechanism of change in function of thyroid
gland during stress, USSR study (1964)
21398

military small group performance under iso-
lation and stress (1965) 8466

critical review (1963) 1762-66
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Tension—Continued
new stress factors found in 120-day sealed

chamber tests, USSR study (1965) 4973
perception and short term memory under

work load stress (1964) 20706
pilots, stress responses (1963) 4413
response to stress monitored by evoked audi-

tory responses (1965) 18917
Soviet medical research related to human

stress, review of literature (1962) 3393
stress

—

abstracts from literature (1961) 6461
and fatigue under conditions of isolation
from external stimuli, USSR study
(1964) 12918

effect on radiosensitivity of rats and ef-

fectiveness of radioprotective action of
mercamine, USSR study (1964) 14471

studies in rats fed glycine containing diets

(1963) 1758
USSR studies on stress (1965) 16389
see also strains and stresses.

Tension calibration kits, fabrication instruc-
tions (1961) 15873

Tension control, tension is servo controlled in
film advance system (1965) 8062

Tensors:
high frequency dielectric, of temperate plas-

ma, geometrical representation (1965)
5159

permeability, determination of components
at 3.2 cm wave length, German study
(1962) 7718

Tent caterpillars:

general information (1964) 12433
Great Basin, defoliation effects on greenleaf

manzanita and mountain whitethorn
ceanothus (1963) 12162

Tents:
air-supported tentage, field manual (1964)

15265
guides for inventory and use of existing

stocks for emergency housing (1965)
16334

pole and frame supported. Army field man-
ual (1964) 19203

Tenure of land, see Land tenure.
Teoriya i praktika fizicheskoy kul'tury (peri-

odical):

excerpts (1962) 15862, 18047
translations (1965) 11224

Tepper, Morris, meteorological satellites

(1963) 18118
Terapevticheskiy Arkhiv (periodical):

articles (1963) 5135
translations (1962) 3144; (1963) 935

Teratogeny, specificity of teratogenic effect of
anomalies, USSR study (1961) 15235

Terbium:
thermodynamic properties of aqueous solu-

tions (1962) 4633
zero field magnetic properties (1962) 2050

Tercka, Franziska At., see Fuchs, Franziska
A.

Tereniak, W. B., flight shock and vibration
data of Echo A-12, etc (1963) 19923

Terephthalate, see Polythylene terephthalate.
Tereshkova, Valentina:

flight, background, USSR study (1964) 20376
new cosmic tandem, USSR study (1963)

20905
Terkin versus Terkin, critique of A. Tvardov-

skiy's new poem, USSR (1964) 1089
Terleckyj, Nestor E., lecture, Dec. 5, 1963

(1965) 4292
Terlin, Rose:

address. May 2, 1964 (1965) 15158
job horizons for college women in 1960's

(1964) 15175

Term contracts (1961) 20746; (1963) 2283
Terminal velocities of small fruits (1963)

20264
Terminals (transportation):

air, evaluation of radar service area control
concept (1964) 4268

Air Force guide. Defense Supply Agency
handbook (1962) 21584; (1964) 6542

ammunition loading (1964) 14206
Army guide. Defense Supply Agency hand-

book (1962) 21582; (1964) 560, 6541
marine

—

prospects for regulation (remarks) (1962)
5166

reason for regulation (remarks) (1963)
12112

marine terminal leases, exempt from penal-
ties

—

hearing (1964) 6499, 15596
law (1964) 6186
reports (1964) 2206, 6274

motor carrier operations by or for water
carriers, exemption in interstate com-
merce

—

hearings (1961) 18955; (1962) 5063, 9486
report (1961) 18829

Navy and Marine Corps guide. Defense Sup-
ply Agency handbook (1962) 21583

railroad, income tax treatment of corpora-
tions and shareholders

—

law (1962) 23270
reports (1962) 19154, 21176, 21512

terminal building, design guide (1961) 5956
terminal industry and Federal Maritime

Commission (remarks) (1964) 661
transportation terminal transfer company.

Army field manual (1965) 8514
see also Army.

Terminology of heat and mass transfer, USSR
(1961) 15495

Terminology of theory of relay devices (1965)
11516

Terminus Dam:
lake formed on Kaweah River, designate as

Lake Kaweah

—

hearings (1962) 15280
law (1962) 16794
reports (1962) 13436, 17216

Termites:
annotated subject-heading bibliography,

1955-60 (1962) 3481
control, estimation of aldrin and chlordane

residues in soil (1962) 14726
eastern subterranean, description, control,

etc (1962) 11848
repellents, field evaluation (1963) 11188
soil treatment, aid in control (1962) 6568
subterranean, prevention and control in

buildings (1963) 16739
Terms used in cardiovascular diseases (1962)

6426
Ternary system tantalum-hafnium-carbon at

2050° C (1965) 9717
Terpak, Maria T., relief (1961) 14555, 18499
Terpene, biogenesis in pine (1962) 9688
Terraces, farming terraced land (1963) 5822
Terrain:

diverse, floods in humid region, factors influ-
encing occurrence (1963) 2355

fall-off with height of terrain-induced verti-
cal motions (1965) 7087

flying to promote safety (1961) 1960
geographic study, use of aerial photogra-

phy, USSR study (1963) 12514
investigation of roughness (1964) 15138
microgeometry, mapping technique (1963)

2230
Moscow, distribution of tree belts (1962)

12158
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Terrai n—Continued
muskeg

—

review of research (1963) 1438
trafficability tests (1964) 21283

operation Swamp Fox 1, terrain and soil

trafficability observations (1962) 21699
rough, effect on landing loads, etc (1964)

7819
Sierra Nevada west-side zone, features of

drainage basins (1962) 5261
Thailand, factors affecting ground mobility

(1963) 13888
Terrain dynamometer vehicle (Terrapin), trop-

ical evaluation (1962) 16189
Terrain models, see Relief models.
Terrazo, workers, employment outlook (1962)

8346; (1964) 13056
"

Terre Haute, Ind.:

air pollution incident (paper) (1965) 9868
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18245
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20615

Terrebonne Bayou:
declare portion nonnavigable waterway

—

law (1964) 17263
report (1964) 10219

flood control survey, etc., engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2178
document edition (1963) 2006

Terrestrial magnetism:
anomalies in transition region from Asiatic

(Continent to Pacific Ocean, USSR study
(1964) 969

anomalous component of low-energy geo-
magnetically trapped protons (1963)
7285

articles, USSR (1962) 6089
Chashniki magnetic anomaly (1961) 1154
Coast and CJeodetic Survey as central depos-

itory of data

—

hearings (1963) 4756
report (1962) 21092

cosmic-ray equator at 170° west longitude
(1965) 4182, 7083

dipole field of earth, determination of form
of hollow produced in solar corpuscular
stream by interaction with (1962) 14491

directional dependence of counting rates
from Explorer TV (1964) 18792

earth satellite spin motions, effects of mag-
netically induced eddy-current torques
(1964) 11389; (1965) 8089

earth's magnetic field on

—

Antarctic peninsula traverse, results of
measurements, 1961-62 (1963) 16958

Ellsworth Highland and McMurdo-to-Pole
traverses, results of measurements,
1960-61 (1963) 1951

equatorial loci of earth's magnetic field and
cosmic ray parameters (1964) 11799

Filchner Ice Shelf Traverse, results of meas-
urements, 1963-64 (1965) 8671

Fourier coefficients of diurnal variation of
foF2, atlas (1962) 14500

geomagnetic

—

activity and major flares (1961) 11559
and interplanetary-magnetic-field environ-
ment of earth satellite (1962) 18254

disturbances, USSR articles (1964) 3036
field measurements by Vanguard IH satel-

lite (1962) 22557
IGY findings, Hungarian summary (1962)

7603
infrasonic waves from auroral zone asso-

ciated with (1964) 13216

Terrestrial magnetism—Continued
magnetic—
and ionospheric disturbances, IGY studies

(1961) 4947
attitude control of rigid, axially symme-

tric, spinning satellites in circular earth
orbits (1965) 19880

field earth currents at Mirnyy and Oazis
stations, 1957, USSR observations
(1961) 13132

field of radiation belts (1963) 12873
magnetism of the earth (1963) 1953
measurements by Explorer VI and Pioneer

V, relationship with charged particle
measurements by Soviet cosmic rockets
(1961) 13156

meteor geomagnetic effects (1965) 13261
meteorological satellites, flywheel stabilized,

magnetically torqued attitude control
system (1965) 12970

mineralization associated with magnetic
anomaly in part of Ely quadrangle, Nev
(1964) 18122

mutually consistent magnetic charts based
on orthogonal functions (1964) 20964

paleomagnetic type in coupled disk dynamos,
field reversals (1963) 11189

paleomagnetism, USSR investigations (1965)
19775

rapid pulsations in earth's electromagnetic
field, USSR study (1964) 9359

remanent magnetization of igneous rocks,
measurement (1965) 4863

rotational decay of 1960 ETA 2 due to
earth's magnetic field (1962) 22575

satellite magnetic field mapping (1961) 9549
satellites in circular orbits, magnetic field

encountered (1964) 7501
Savran' magnetic anomaly (1961) 1157
scientific works in field of geomagnetism,

1957-59 (1961) 8040
solar radio bursts of spectral types 2 and 4,

relation to geomagnetic activity (1963)
9386

South Pole traverse, results of measure-
ments, 1962-63 (1964) 17148

stability of boundary of geomagnetic field

(1965) 9737
telluric bays and disturbances, USSR study

(1964) 9323
terrestrial electricity, Soviet bibliography

(1962) 10181
torques produced by magnetic field on rotat-

ing cylinders, etc (1963) 5613
translations from Geomagnetizm i aeronomi-

ya (1962) 12015
Tungussk meteorite explosion, effect on

geomagnetic field, USSR study (1962)
5735

United States magnetic tables for 1960
(1963) 1954, 7797

USSR-
activities in geomagnetism and aeronomy,

1960-62 (1963) 19579
research (1963) 19375; (1964) 895, 993
study (1963) 20785
work in field of geomagnetism (1962) 5655

world magnetic survey, methods, results
expected, etc (1964) 7518

see also Compasses—Magnetic surveys

—

Magnetograms.
Terrestrial substances, polarization of light,

research study (1964) 16727
Terriere, Robert T., petrography and environ-

mental analysis of some Pennsylvanian
limestones from central Texas (1963)
19309
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Territorial papers of United States, compila-
tion (1962) 22604

Territorial waters, sovereignty of the sea
(1965) 11714

Territories:
briefings on hearings (1965) 8890
dental directors, conference with PHS and

Children's Bureau, 1961, proceedings
(1961) 21319

former Delegates, gratuitous copies of con-

gressional record

—

law (1961) 6939
reports (1961) 5816, 7072

health authorities, directories (1962) 16127;

(1963) 14659; (1964) 18897; (1965) 16809
health officers, conference with Surgeon

General PHS, and chief. Children's Bu-
reau, proceedings, 1960 (1961) 9693

1961 (1962) 14577
1962 (1963) 18290

territorial responsibilities of Interior Dept
(1963) 16630

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, admin-
istrative changes (1961) 2258, 13065

Territories Office:

budget, 1963, amendment (1962) 4924
press releases (1961) 3617; (1962) 4244
records, preliminary inventory (1963) 12892
territorial responsibilities (1963) 16630

Terry, James E.:

parametric study of hypersonic flow fields

about blunt-nosed cylinder at zero angle
of attack (1964) 14875

Terry, James M.:
modification of self-positioning device for

collection of parotid fluid (1965) 4215
vacuum adaptation of baseplate materials

(1964) 19184
Terry, Luther L.:

addresses (1963) 18291; (1964) 3097, 7688;
(1965) 2992

let's clear the air (1965) 1581
Terry County, Tex., soil survey (1962) 8657
Terry, David D. Lock and Dam, see David D.

Terry Lock and Dam.
Tertiary deposits, west-central Oregon, miner-

al resources study (1963) 5015
Tertiary echinoids from Caloosahatchee and

Tamiami formations of Florida (1963)
16560

Tertiary geology of Beaver Rim area, Fremont
and Natrona Counties, Wyo (1965) 2224

Tertiary larger Foraminifera from Guam
(1963) 10289

Tertiary period:

Foraminifera, stratigraphic and paleoecol-
ogic significance (1964) 8766

gastropoda of Okinawa, description, etc
(1961) 6178

Geyser Creek Fanglomerate, stratigraphic
and structural history (1965) 18205

MoUusca, migrations (1965) 9269
mollusks, gastropods, Calumbellidae to Vol-

utidae (1964) 6803
petrography of radioactive igneous rocks.

Front Range mineral belt (1961) 14946
Piceance Creek basin geology and oil-shale

resources (1961) 12776
reef-associated limestones (1964) 14340
rocks, engineering geology (series) (1962)

9730
smaller Foraminifera of southern Okinawa

(1964) 10645
see also Green River formation—Oak Spring

formation.
Tesseral harmonics of gravitational field and

geodetic datum shifts derived from cam-
era observations of satellites (1963)
12885

Test and evaluation of 2200 Mc. parametric
amplifier (1963) 13201

Test ban treaty, see Nuclear explosions.
Test chambers, multiple, exposes materials to

various environments (1965) 16656
Test kitchen series (1965) 12470, 19634
Test Pilot School, USAF Experimental, see

USAF Experimental Flight Test Pilot
School.

Test stands:
evaluation and checkout of Air Force Flight

Test Center VTOL test stand (1965)
4161

vibration analysis of AFFTC VTOL test
stand (1964) 20948

Test tubes, see Tubes.
Test your understanding of directors' respon-

sibilities (1963) 2239
Testes:

effect of rabbit testicular extract on testicu-
lar regeneration in rat, USSR study
(1965)5011

irradiation

—

injury in mature mice following embryonic
exposure, USSR study (1963) 17902

with fast neutrons and X-rays, compari-
son of harmful effect (1963) 20813

late testicular lesions in irradiated monkeys,
data (1962) 84

rats, gamma irradiation with Co^", histochem-
ical characterization, USSR study (1964)
1271

Testimony, see Evidence.

Testing:
able students, State programs, regulations

(1965) 7585
abnormal milk, screening tests for detection

(1965) 13244
articulation-testing methods, consonantal

differentiation with closed-response set

(1965) 8480
butterfat, problems, 9 market study (1965)

13415
commitment to youth, progress under na-

tional defense education act, 1958-63,
report (1964) 17913

education, develops stronger schools (1964)
607

fracture toughness (1965) 5199

interpretation of test results (1965) 2099
laboratory investigations and materials

testing for military and civil works con-
struction projects, engineering and de-
sign manual (1961) 17204

life and reliability, applying MIL-STD-105D
sampling plans (1965) 16072

materials, bibliography (1964) 9850

metal volumetric standards (1963) 9208

National Bureau of Standards, test services
(1964) 1493; (1965) 19955

national defense education act of 1958

—

provisions and impact of title 5-A (1961)
7334

suggestions for evaluation of programs
under title 5-A (1961) 17183

nondestructive (1965) 13543
all-Union conference (1964) 2811
evaluation of materials, review of U.S.
Government research reports (1965)
16742

infrared technology (1963) 18263
operation of tubular dischargers in lightning

protection systems of rotary machines
connected directly to actual overhead
power line, USSR study (1965) 2749

recent trends. Education Office survey, re-

port (1962) 7283
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Testing—Continued
resonance, determination of fixed base natu-

ral frequencies of shipboard equipment
(1965) 9830

State department of education personnel,
directory (1961) 9029; (1963) 19096

ultrasonic, review of U.S. Govt, researc*"
reports (1965) 14879

untestables (1964) 14663
see also Ability—Impact—aiso names of

substances or objects tested.
Testing and licensing of construction equip-

ment operators (1962) 18603
Testing -I- training = success (1963) 2176

Testing apparatus:
cotton, equipment and techniques basis for

interpreting reports, cotton testing
service (1964) 4178

electronic and electric component parts, mil-
itary standards (1962) 11684, 19412

FPL dynamic compression equipment for
testing package cushioning materials
(1965) 7722

molecular bounce-back, test device for pre-
venting (1964) 14812

novel probe simplifies electronic component
testing (1965) 16633

optical torque tester, Sturtevant model
OTT500 and 165, test instrument cali-

bration procedure (1962) 6383
raster linearity of video cameras calibrated

with precision tester (1965) 2850
Soviet psychological testing (1965) 12646
study of Rammsonde for use in hard snow

(1965) 10770
superconductor shields test chamber from

ambient magnetic fields (1965) 18517
test facilities and techniques used in deter-

mining performance of soils under tire
loads (1965) 4685

Testing device subjects elastic materials to
biaxial deformations (1965) 12992

Testing laboratories:
Brownsville, Tex., laboratory tests of candi-

date insecticides and acaricides (1963)
18392

fire tests, chemical retardants in forest
fuels, evaluation (1962) 13850

Testing machines:
gyratory, for testing bituminous paving

mixtures (1962) 11732
NRL drop-weight test apparatus (1963)

11173
strain-stress, bearing transmits rotary and

axial motion (1964) 20556
see also Examinations

—

also types or names
of tests.

Tetanus:
definition, symptoms, treatment, etc (1961)

15934
vaccination assistance act

—

law (1962) 23268
reports (1962) 15169, 15191, 19302

Teter, Norman C:
foundations for farm buildings (1965) 10056
use of concrete on farm (1965) 10059
use of stabilized earth block in farm con-

struction (1964) 7953
Teton County, Wyo., Teton Valley, upper part,

ground water (1965) 2253
Teton Basin project:
construction of Lower Teton division

—

hearings (1964) 8449, 19512
law (1964) 19391
reports (1964) 14077, 15561, 17625

Lower Teton division. Interior Dept. report
(1964) 12023

Teton National Forest, Big Game Ridge and
vicinity, watershed & range conditions
(1961) 7500

Teton River and Valley, upper part, Teton
Counties, Idaho and Wyo., ground water
(1965) 2253

Tetracyclines:
antibiotics of group, translations from Anti-

biotiki gruppy tetratsiklinov (1963)
10671

discoloration of teeth (1965) 12480
experimental use in radiation sickness (1963)

19491
Tetra-ethyl lead, effect on detonation of gas

mixtures (1961) 2368
Tetrakis (hydroxymethyl) phosphonium chlo-

ride, see THPC.
Tetralogy of Fallot, see Heart diseases.
Tetrahydrofuran, flammability in air of sol-

vent mixtures (1962) 20113
Tetramethyldisilazane and related compounds,

preparation and chemical behavior. East
German study (1962) 7739

Tetramethylthiuram disulfide, see Thiram.
Tetraphenyldiphosphine, heavy metal complex-

es. East Germany contributions (1962)
7734

Tetrapyrrols, pigments, intermolecular elec-
tron transfer during pulsed illumination,
USSR study (1963) 20811

Tetrode transistors, see Transistors.
Tettigellidae, catalogue (1965) 4092
TEUC, see Unemployment insurance.
Texaritana, Ark.:

census of housing, 1960, special reports for
local housing authorities (1961) 16429

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 6819

Texarkana, Tex.:
census of population and housing, 1960, cen-

sus tracts in standard metropolitan sta-
tistical area (1962) 6819

railroad accident (1963) 6635
Texarkana, Lake, general information (1961)

5944
Texarkana Reservoir:

inter-agency archeological salvage pro-
gram

—

departmental edition (1962) 135
document edition (1962) 363A

Texas:
aeroradioactivity survey and geology of

Gnome (Carlsbad) area (1965) 7163
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 7298
agricultural conservation handbook (1962)

1925
annual survey of manufactures standard

metropolitan statistical areas, and large
industrial counties, statistics, 1960
(1962) 18775

1961 (1963) 4570
1962 (1963) 6031

cattle itch mite, psorergates, reported (1964)
16937

cattle slaughtering plants, improved meth-
ods and facilities (1961) 5266

census county divisions, 1960, map (1961)
16313

census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1962)
4746

census of business, 1963

—

retail trade

—

area statistics (1965) 5658, 17197
merchandise line sales, statistics (1965)
15303

selected services, area statistics (1965)
8586, 13614

wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)
8599

census of governments, 1962, State report
(1965) 5689
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Texas—Continued
census of housing, 1960, States and small

areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc (1962)

9071
census of manufactures, area statistics

(1961) 13886
census of mineral industries, 1960, area re-

port (1962) 4714
census of population, 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 23090
general characteristics (1961) 11971
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 6790
number of inhabitants (1961) 6849, 11976

censuses of population and housing, I960—
census county division boundary descrip-

tions (1962) 16575
geographic identification code scheme

(1961) 8541
central, petrography and environmental

analysis of Pennsylvanian limestones

(1963) 19309
civil rights, public schools, 1963 (1964) 10098

climate of Texas and adjacent Gulf waters
(1964) 15151

climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial census
(1965) 9993

climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;
(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216

coastal area, fishery products, wholesale
dealers, list (1964) 720, 19736

cotton gin power expenses (1962) 8848
cotton ginning costs at single-gin and 2-gin

plants (1964) 5835
cotton gins, effects of electric rates on pow-

er expenses (1961) 11709
cotton, results of 1963 regional variety tests

(1965) 12
cotton varieties planted in early producing

areas (1961) 9844; (1962) 14718; (1963)
13151; (1964) 13561

county business patterns, activities covered
by OASDI program (1961) 13907, 20442;
(1963) 13286, 18676

district court at Marshall, waive sec. 142,
title 28, U.S.C—

law (1962) 16786
reports (1962) 11398, 17190

district courts

—

eastern district, inclusion of Hopkins
Ck)unty within Paris division

—

law (1964) 17371
reports (1964) 6285, 17738

southern district, transferring Austin,
Fort Bend, and Wharton (bounties from
Galveston division to Houston division

—

law (1964) 8221
reports (1964) 4528, 6284

drought effects in central and south areas
(1963) 19312

electric rate books (1961) 14864; (1962)
17485; (1963) 15500; (1964) 15897; (1965)
16176

farm supply operations of cooperative gins
and elevators (1961) 14820

5B redevelopment area, statistical profiles
(1963) 13374-375

floods of Apr.-June 1957 (1963) 8352
forest fires, relation to weather, etc (1965)

14379
fresh grapefruit, competitive practices in

marketing (1964) 33
fruit and vegetables, truck-rail and sea-land

shipping tests (1963) 5832
Gulf Coast area, analysis of crude oils

(1963) 16337
Gulf Intracoastal Waterway, channel im-

provement, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 418
document edition (1963) 266

Texas—Continued
High Plains, winter wheat, irrigation and

fertilizer interrelationship study (1965)
16944

Jefferson division, redesignate as Marshall
division

—

law (1961) 20512
report (1961) 19101

labor movement (address) (1961) 15686
labor organizations, reporting, registers

(1961) 4784; (1964) 16573
land on certain reservoir projects, reconvey

to former owners

—

law (1961) 20522
reports (1961) 16761, 19104

landings

—

fish and shellfish (1964) 4081, 2334; (1965)
3988 4731 18113

fishery products (1961) 3258; (1962) 4379;
(1963) 4233; (1965) 596

Marshall division designation

—

law (1961) 20512
report (1961) 19101

meat industry, structure, etc (1963) 12044
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1961) 1214; (1962) 3311; (1963) 3067;
(1964) 2989; (1965) 1357

Mississippi River and tributaries, fishery
products, wholesale dealers, list (1964)
736, 18027

municipal water facilities inventory (1961)
15941; (1964) 3107, 18912

north-
stratigraphy of Wichita group in Brazos

River Valley (1961) 9247
subsurface saline water sources for water-

flooding (1962) 1628
north-central, areas between Brazos and

Colorado Rivers, Pennsylvanian and
lower Permian stratigraphy (series)

(1961) 19410
title page and contents (1963) 10277

oilfield brines, chemical analysis, etc (1964)
11328

policenien and firemen under retirement sys-
tem, coverage under social security

—

law (1964) 13898
reports (1964) 8308, 12232

population, 1960, characteristics (1963)
18665

precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)
3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965)
3492

public school finance program, 1962-63
(1964) 596

radiation control, agreement with AEC (re-

marks) (1963) 1848

reservoir projects, extend time within which
land may be reconveyed to former own-
ers, hearings (1961) 20584

Rio Grande Valley, packing mature green
tomatoes, costs, etc (1964) 20929

rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-

files (1962) 20696
Sabine River compact, amend, consent of

Ck)ngress

—

law (1962) 9158
reports (1961) 16794; (1962) 7198

south, citrus and vegetable freeze damage
report (1962) 10706

southern high plains, summary of occur-
rence and development of ground water
(1964) 8781

southern, titanium-bearing deposits (1961)
13444

study commission on river basins, report
(1962) 19027

sulfur, resources and production (1964)
20475
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Texas—Continued
temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10766

truck inventory and use survey (1965) 250
water pollution control and abatement,

hearings (1965) 4521
west and central, Pennsylvanian and Lower

Permian rocks (series) (1963) 19309
women

—

labor laws, summary (1962) 6510; (1965)
10014

legal status (1964) 13540
workers, 1960 (1964) 5771

ZIP code directory (1963) 20068
see aiso Aransas National Wildlife Refuge
—Canadian River project.

Texas City, Tex.:
census of housing, 1960, standard metropoli-

tan statistical area tenure, rooms, con-
dition and plumbing, etc (1962) 18821

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 6802

Texas County, Okla., soil survey (1961) 17829
Texas & New Orleans RR., accident (1961)

9288
Texas and Pacific Ry.:

accidents (1961) 752, 12834; (1963) 6635
additional authority

—

law (1962) 16753
"

report (1962) 13634
incorporate, amend act, reports (1962)

13479, 15192
Texas International Airport, Houston, Tex.,

weather observations, hourly, decennial
census (1962) 18587

Texas Panhandle Pueblo Culture National
Monument, see Alibates Flint Quarries
and Texas Panhandle Pueblo Culture
National Monument.

Texas towers, see Towers.
Textbooks:
Armed Forces Institute (1964) 557
classification scheme (1963) 12060
Educational Materials Laboratory report

(1964) 15842
comparative education (1965) 19566
elementary and secondary education act,

guidelines to regulations, etc (1965)
19561

elementary and secondary school, classifica-
tion scheme in education materials cen-
ters (1962) 17399

prep-text, mathematics series, programed
self-teaching device

—

algebraic axioms (1965) 18667
exponents and scientific notation (1965)

19993
extraction of square roots (1965) 18666
fractions (1965) 18663-664
ratio, proportion, and variation (1965)

18668
signed numbers (1965) 18665

programmed

—

first results of work with, USSR study
(1964) 5301

USSR principles of formulation (1965)
6429

USSR-
anthropology, based on Rudolph Martin's
work, systematic presentation (1962)
1182

social science, textbook for secondary
schools (1964) 12945

Textile fibers, see Fibers.
Textile machinery:

industry outlook for

—

1961 and review of 1960 (1961) 1744

Textile machinery—Continued
industry outlook for—Continued
1962 and review of 1961 (1962) 2134
1963 and review of 1962 (1963) 5977

new machines for USSR industry (1962)
10339

Textile mills:

automation, USSR (1962) 5954
industry

—

construction schedule, unjustified delay in
fulfillment, USSR study (1962) 15861

Ukranian SSR, economic effectiveness
(1962) 8021

machinery, fiber, and fabric consumption,
census of manufacturers, 1958, supple-
mentary industry report (1961) 8488

Middle Atlantic States communities, econom-
ic effect of closings (1963) 11685

products

—

census of manufactures, 1958, special re-

port (1961) 13891
manufacturers' sales, 1958 census (1961)
20410

Soviet industry and 22d Party Congress
(1962) 12150

wage survey, dyeing and finishing

—

departmental edition (1962) 3269
document edition (1962) 2329

Textile testing machines:
adaptation of Micronaire for ramie fiber

fineness (1965) 1743
effects of defoliation, etc. on Micronaire

reading of El Paso area cotton, 1960-61
season (1965) 4110

Textiles:

American industry, competition, structure,
facilities, costs (1965) 467

and fabrics, daily spot market price index,
Jan. 1957-Sept. 1962 (1962) 22440

and knitting industry, condition for further
development in USSR (1962) 12117

and related manufactures, U.S. imports
compared to production and exports,
1957-61 (1962) 21894

apparel and related manufactures, imports
in relation to U.S. production and ex-
ports, 1956-60 (1961) 14913

broad-woven

—

fabrics, blends and mixtures, current in-

dustrial reports (1961) 11881; (1962)
2174, 18783; (1964) 4347

goods

—

blends and mixtures, current industrial
reports (1963) 18679

current industrial reports (1961) 10012;
(1962) 11073; (1963) 9714; (1964) 10048

civilian industrial technology program
(1964) 13822

coating, laboratory installation (1961) 15683

Communist (3hina industry (1961) 830

comparison of State safety codes with ASA,
charts (1962) 23931

consumer information, price list (1964) 21842

cotton

—

broad-woven goods, current industrial
reports (1964) 21031

typewriter-ribbon cloth

—

report to the President (1962) 20338
Tariff Commission reports (1963) 20197;

(1964) 20848; (1965) 18797
deterioration by ultraviolet light (1962) 6617

domestic industry

—

problems, investigations

—

hearings (1963) 13797
reports (1961) 8918; (1962) 9448; (1963)

19014
study, hearings (1962) 9487
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Textiles—Continued
dyeing and finishing

—

census of manufactures, industry report
(1961) 5457

industry, earnings (1961) 17602
effect of insect repellents on fabrics (1963)

1623
expanded vinyl fabrics for apparel use,

standard of trade (1963) 20338
fabric imperfections, glossary, federal

standard (1964) 19710
fabric production costs in U.S. and 4 other

countries, comparison (1961) 9970
fabricated

—

products, census of manufactures, 1958,
industry report (1961) 3914

textile industry in Puerto Rico, findings of

facts and recommendations (1965) 5463
fabrics and related research, bibliography

(1962) 2157; (1965)8670
Federal

—

item identification guides for supply cata-

loging (1962) 9510; (1963) 3659; (1964)

3477, 12296; (1965) 3379
supply catalog. Defense Dept. section,

price list (1961) 9010
fiber products identification act, amend

—

hearings (1964) 4501; (1965) 10545-546
law (1965) 12027
reports (1965) 8949, 10460

finishing, fabrics, shortcomings, USSR
(1965) 11248

flame-retardant, review of Govt, reports
(1965) 2937

general repair, techniques. Army technical
manual (1963) 9663

high temperature, candidate materials for
parachute type devices for re-entry of
earth satellites (1961) 5311

household fabrics, making flame resistant
(1963) 5825

impact phenomena (1963) 3307
imports and exports, impact on American

employment, hearings (1962) 4961
imports regulation, carry out provisions of

voluntary agreements

—

law (1962) 15075
reports (1962) 9329, 9348

industry

—

and local development in Indonesia (1961)
965

basic trends in development, Bulgaria
(1962) 12289

Communist China (1961) 4419, 9359
cyclical movements, role of inventories

(1961) 5421
deceptive use of word 'mill,' guide for

avoiding (1965) 12447
determination of cost index in use of basic

production funds (1962) 17856
development in Democratic Republic of
Vietnam (1961) 12997

development of technical base, USSR
study (1962) 12119

growth, production, etc. (address) (1963)
9775

outlook for sixties (1961) 1773
research, challenge to graduates (address)

(1963) 13341
Soviet innovations (1962) 14043
United States, study of problems, hearings

(1961) 7288
wage survey (1963) 18041

Japanese cotton cloth, typewriter ribbon,
trade agreement with Japan (1962)
16177

knit cloth for sale, current industrial re-

ports (1961) 10019; (1962) 16462; (1963)
11624; (1964) 17095

Textiles—Continued

look for that label! consumer warning from
Federal Trade Commission (1965) 2143

man-made fiber, broad-woven goods

—

current industrial reports (1961) 2990;
(1962) 2177, 3737; (1963) 3575, 20355;
(1964) 1814, 3391, 17097; (1965) 3274

industry outlook for 1961 and review of

1960 (1961) 3853

manufacturing, job skill, size of firm and
unionization effect, variables in retire-

ment policy case study (1961) 15730

military

—

clothing, quarpel water- and oil-resistant

treatment, report (1962) 8620
wear resistance (1964) 13430

miscellaneous goods, census of manufac-
tures, 1958, industry report (1961) 3912

narrow fabrics, current industrial reports
(1964) 166, 19295; (1965) 17218

nonwoven, bonded fiber fabrics, current in-

dustrial reports (1962) 20535; (1963)
15059; (1964) 21032

products

—

and processes. Government-owned inven-
tions available for license (1961) 8590

tariff classification study, explanatory and
background materials (1961) 1549

protective properties of various fabrics
worn in chlororganic insecticide pro-
duction, USSR study (1965) 19750

Quartermaster Corps textile series reports
(1965) 8668

bibliography (1961) 3887
removing stains from fabrics, home methods

(1964) 11761; (1965) 7029
research related to new uses (1961) 8437

statistical data, principal sources, list (1964)
17069

synthetic

—

individual means of protective apparel at
installations manufacturing or consum-
ing acids, USSR study (1961) 10938

industrial wage survey (1964) 20438
wage structure (1961) 15701

textile series reports (1962) 8620-21; (1963)
3307, 112.52-253; (1964) 5671, 11590,
13430

tufted products, current industrial reports
(1961) 2991; (1962) 4733, 11089; (1963)
20358; (1965) 282, 13638

used in map printing. West Germany experi-
ments (1962) 7600

USSR-
industry

—

mechanization and automation (1962)
8072

new machines (1962) 10339
technology and production methods in

present 7-year plan (1962) 8294
wool broad woven goods, current industrial

reports (1963) 3575; (1964) 3391; (1965)
3274, 18984

woven

—

goods production, 1961, current industrial

reports (1962) 13057

label identification, amend act-
hearing (1964) 4501
reports (1964) 12052, 17612

woven fabrics

—

current industrial reports (1964) 3390,

11904
production

—

current industrial reports (1965) 3273,

4347
inventories, and unfilled orders, current

industrial reports (1961) 2989; (1962)

3736; (1963) 3574
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Textiles—Continued
woven fabrics—Continued

production—Continued
tarifT treatment, amend, report (1965)

19226
young people's use and appraisals of natu-

ral and competing fibers used in wearing
apparel, preliminary report (1965) 1672

Textolite, glass-base, internal stresses in

manufacture of products and table of

equivalent terms for chemistry and plas-

tics, USSR study (1963) 8630
TFE, see Polytetrafluoroethylene.
TFX (tactical fighter experimental) airplane,

see Airplanes.
Tgotgolas, (^eorgios L., relief (1961) 10417
Thaden, Robert E., geology, etc.. White Can-

yon area, Utah (1965) 6329
Thai language, Foreign Service Institute, ref-

erence grammar (1964) 9807
Thailand:

agricultural diversification and economic
development, case study (1963) 8154

ambassador, nomination of Kenneth T.

Young, hearings (1961) 7269
atomic energy, cooperation for civil uses,

agreement (1962) 22851; (1965) 20101
automotive maintenance equipment, foreign

market survey (1965) 17153
birds, check list (1964) 3059
Cambodia boundary, study (1965) 5393
Chinese population (1961) 13173
citizen

—

instruction at Air Force Academy

—

hearings (1962) 11652, 13500
law (1962) 13315
reports (1962) 11411, 11594

instruction at Military Academy, West
Point, report (1964) 15519

instruction at Naval Academy, Annapolis,
report (1964) 15521

Clinical Research Center agreement (1963)
14722

cotton (1965) 18173
country profile (1964) 3142
economic

—

and technical assistance program adminis-
tered by ICA, 1955-56, GAO examination,
report (1961) 17320

developments (1962) 13934; (1963) 6617
economy, basic data (1961) 632; (1964) 6855
educational foundations and financing of

exchange programs, agreement (1963)
14732

environmental

—

conditions affecting military logistics
(1963) 1434

factors

—

affecting ground mobility (1963) 13888
literature survey (1965) 16134

establishing business (1963) 6605
fisheries, industry (1965) 10880
food produce, foreign market survey (1965)

17155
foreign trade regulations (1964) 14378
import tariff system (1961) 6085
industrial promotion act (1961) 17282; (1963)

2424
investment factors (1961) 18441; (1963) 2425
labor

—

conditions (1963) 20935
law and practice (1964) 16588

Laos boundary, study (1963) 20165
living conditions (1962) 5346
loan of vessels, extension, agreement (1965)

13292
market for U.S. products (1962) 11938
Medical Research Laboratory agreement

(1961) 11581

Thailand—Continued
metalworking equipment, foreign market

survey (1965) 17160
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 14692
Muslims in southern provinces (1961) 4487
nutrition survey (1961) 20852
parcel post agreement (1963) 1556
Peace Corps program, agreement (1962)

10680
pocket guide (1965) 8511
postal matters, money orders, agreement

(1963) 1519
reorganization of administrative districts,

translations (1963) 19458
sending gift packages to (1961) 624
under American imperialism's control, (Com-

munist (China's viewpoint (1961) 15095
United States Educational Foundation,

agreement (1961) 20197
United States military operations and mu-

tual security programs overseas, report
(1961) 19147

U.S. foreign policy and operations, report,
1961 (1962) 7111

USSR description of conditions (1964) 10982
Thalidomide:

babies, CJerman rehabilitation service (1964)
5749 -

story (1965) 7709
Thalier, Lawrence H., long-life thermal cell

(1965) 14841
Thallium:

metallic, and its salts, problems of labor
hygiene in production, USSR study
(1964) 14547

mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)
12962

radiochemical separations by amalgam ex-

change technique (1963) 18600
Thallium isotopes, radioactive course of asep-

tic imflammation of cornea under influ-

ence of B-particles, USSR study (1964)
12893

Tham, Anne M. K., relief (1963) 13684
Thanksgiving Day:

President Kennedy's proclamation for 1963
(1964) 6196

print as House document, report (1964)
4474

Tharp, Allen, accident (1965) 14471
Tharp, James R.:

occupational wage survey. New York, N.Y
(1963) 18034; (1964) 18631

Tharp, Norman R., relief (1962) 16852; (1963)
13509; (1964) 15625, 17182

Tharp, W. H., cotton plant, how it grows and
why its growth varies (1965) 18872

That equity may prevail (address) (1961) 10137

That land down there (1962) 10823

Thatcher, Susan L., see Yoon So Shim.

Thatcher Ferry Bridge, funds for construc-

tion, improper use by Panama Canal
Company, GAO report (1964) 10603

Thawing:
concrete, laboratory (1965) 10783
soils, trafl[icability forecasts, pilot study

(1964) 14211
Thayer, Fred A., testimony, hearings (1965)

6067
Thayer, James D., gonococcus, procedures for

isolation and identification (1963) 1405
Thayer, Julian B., nomination, hearing (1961)

8970
Thayer, Louis M., jr., nomination, hearings

(1964) 4576
Theater, see Drama.
Theater of operations, see Combat areas.
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Theaters:
Bulgaria, party organization work (1961)

13151
District of Columbia municipal

—

use of Belasco Theater, report (1962)
21097

use of Capitol and Keith theater buildings,
report (1962) 21106; (1963) 17121

see also Motion picture theaters.
Then and now, comparison of 2 summers (1962)

18323
Theobroma, see Cacao.
Theodolites:

circle gr^aduations, Heuwelink's method and
testing, application (1961) 11254

measurements of accuracy of manual optical
sighting at center of planetary disk
(1963) 9165

one-minute, use in higher precision of angle
determinations (1961) 4778

optical, new developments. East Germany
(1962) 7662

radio for accurate determination of wind
direction and speed at different altitudes
(1961) 15428

traverse, rigorous adjustment (1961) 11305
use in aerial-photo and topographic survey-

ing (1961) 11228
wild T-1 repeating, description (1961) 4771
see also Phototheodolites.

Theodore N. Gill (fishing vessel):

South Atlantic Ck)ast cruises (1961) 4245;
(1962) 586, 7417, 11837

crab larvae (Callinectes), in plankton
collections (1964) 4743

Theodore Roosevelt Birthplace National His-
toric Site:

establishment

—

law (1962) 16773
reports (1962) 9295, 17186

general information (1964) 21808
Theodore Roosevelt Island, general informa-

tion (1963) 1355
Theodore Roosevelt National Memorial Park:

facilities adjacent, at Medora, N. Dak., con-
struction, etc., by Secretary of Interi-
or

—

law (1961) 18590
reports (1961) 14656, 16689

general information (1962) 22648; (1965)
6810

Theodoropoulos, Kostas, see Theodoropoulos,
Konstantinos P.

Theodosiades, Demetrios, see Uousopoulos,
Demetrios.

Theodoropoulos, Konstantinos P., relief (1962)
13591

Theon, J. S., determination of pressure and
density profiles from temperature pro-
files in atmosphere (1965) 18559

Theophane, M., Sister, see Carroll, Jane.
Theophedrine, simulation of hypertensive dis-

ease with large doses, USSR study
(1961) 4662

Theophilus LAC 78, lunar chart (1963) 9619
Theoretical analysis of monostatic reflection

in far field of rigid, finite objects (1961)
1379

Theoretical formability (1962) 22957-958
Theoretical study of angular motions of spin-

ning bodies in space (1961) 19990
Theory and design of pneumatic power de-

vices, USSR (1962) 17682
Theory and methods of optical pyrometry

(1962) 8532
Theory and practice of physical culture

(USSR periodical):
excerpts (1962) 18047

Theory of artificial stabilization of missiles
and space vehicles with exposition of 4
control principles (1961) 11403

Theory of controlling systems, USSR (1961)
10935

Theory of Mars (1962) 6331
Theory of nuclear breakup (1961) 2155
Theory of optimal fast-acting processes in lin-

ear systems, USSR (1961) 19483
Theory of optimal processes (1961) 15023
Theothoropoulos, Constantine, relief (1964)

296, 6165, 6412
Therapeutic archives (USSR periodical):

translations (1962) 3144
Therapeutics:

all-Russia conference of therapeutists on
hormone therapy of internal diseases
(1961) 9296

antibiotic therapy in radiation autoinfec-
tion, reasons for failure (1964) 4939

anticoagulant therapy, laboratory tech-
niques used, manual (1963) 16511

application of electro-sleep, USSR study
(1965) 16464

cancer therapy

—

end results, international symposium
(1964) 21792

intratumoral deposition of radioactive col-

loids and suspendoids, Czechoslovakian
study (1962) 7867

climatotherapy, conference of Crimean phy-
sicians (1962) 2711

clinic, methods used in treatment of terminal
states (1963) 8803

complex treatment of endarteritis and ather-
osclerosis, USSR study (1961) 10940

convallatoxin and strophanthin, compara-
tive evaluation, USSR study (1961)
11110

diet recipes. Air Force manual (1962) 6597
dysbarism pathogenesis, review of 35 cases

(1961) 8326
electroaerosol therapy apparatus, USSR

study (1962) 12133
experimental

—

and pathological physiology

—

excerpts (1962) 12037, 12200
studies, USSR (1962) 6100

therapy, USSR translations (1964) 7335
family group therapy, method for phychol-

ogical treatment of older, children, ado-
lescents, and their parents (1961) 20103

5th all-Russian scientific-practical confer-
ence (1963) 20825

guide for pharmaceuticals in packaged dis-

aster hospital (1965) 20034
healing arts practice act. District of Colum-

bia, amend

—

law (1961) 18640
reports (1961) 17015, 20548

health zones in Baku city parks and gardens
(1962) 9871

hydrogen sulfide therapy in treating nervous
illnesses, USSR study (1964) 20411

Institute of USSR Academy of Medical Sci-

ences, 12th scientific session (1962) 2805
intracavitary therapy of carcinom portionis

vaginalis uteri with radioactive cobalt
60 (1965) 16408

leukopenia, USSR study (1962) 6066
mechanism of therapeutic action of some

psychotropic substances in experimental
study of conditioned reflexes, USSR
study (1962) 11961

medical control and therapeutic physical
culture (1964) 18383

modern therapy of burns, USSR study (1962)
7985
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Therapeutics—Continued
oxygen therapy (1965) 11206
pathological physiology and experimental

therapy (USSR periodical), translations
(1965) 9381

peripheral arteries, USSR study (1961)
11173

physiology and therapy, USSR studies
(1964) 20223

polymeric therapeutic compounds, USSR
study (1963) 20772

properties of ionized air, USSR study (1962)
23787

radiation

—

sickness therapy, USSR experimental
studies (1964) 8952

therapy

—

USSR studies (1965) 11181
USSR translations (1965) 834

research in USSR (1965) 7954
skin diseases, physiotherapy and resort

therapy, USSR study (1965) 867
starvation therapy, preliminary USSR re-

port (1962) 13993
synthetic materials in medical therapy,

Hungarian study (1962) 7817
therapy

—

and intoxication by pesticides, USSR
study (1963) 17669

and prevention of burn shock, USSR study
(1961) 19662

and prognosis, care of retarded child

(1965) 10271
of friendship (address) (1964) 10086

use of student volunteers (1964) 17116
USSR-

articles from therapeutic archives (1963)
5135

recent news, articles (1961) 17419
wave therapy, equipment, methods, etc.,

USSR studies (1964) 6943
X-ray apparatus, problems during use,

USSR studies (1964) 9204
see also Chemotherapy—Cold—EHectro-

therapy—Healing art—Occupational
therapy—Physical therapy.

Therapists:
medical cadres, USSR study (1961) 15369
Veterans Administration, career opportuni-

ties (1961) 5160
see Exercise therapists—Occupational thera-

pists—Physical therapists.
Therapy of terminal states, USSR (1962)

22310
Theriosynoecum wyomingense (Branson, 1935),

possible guide ostracode to Salt Wash
Member of Morrison formation (1963)
2344

Thermal analysis, see Heat.
Thermal and thermionic characteristics of

large-scale experimental thermionic
converter (1964) 9619

Thermal balance in F region of atmosphere
(1963) 1333

Thermal batteries, see Electric batteries.
Thermal conductivity, see Heat transfer.
Thermal cycling:

effect of uranium by X-ray inverse pole fig-

ure method, study (1962) 18698
growths of recrystallized rods (1961) 18014
heat damage tests of thin-film cadmium sul-

fide solar cells (1965) 18579
uranium, equipment and experimental data

(1962) 182
Thermal decomposition, see Decomposition.
Thermal decompositions of siderite and conse-

quential reactions (1965) 14707
Thermal design of Explorer XHI micrometeo-

roid satellite (1962) 12448

Thermal desorption, 'see Desorption.
Thermal diffusion, see Diffusion.
Thermal escape of neutral hydrogen and its

distribution in earth's thermosphere
(1965) 18547

Thermal evaluation of footgear associated
with full pressure high altitude flying

outfit A/P 22S-2 (1965) 17009
Thermal expansion, see Ebcpansion (thermal).
Thermal, field emission with terminated image

potential (1965) 9729
Thermal flowmeter for measuring velocity of

flow in well (1962) 23593
Thermal gradients, see Temperature.
Thermal injuries, see Burns and scalds.

Thermal insulation, see Insulation.
Thermal performance and radio-frequency

transmissivity of several ablation mate-
rials (1964) 21749

Thermal properties of materials at elevated
temperatures (1961) 6729

Thermal protection, systems, one-dimensional
numerical analysis of transient response
(1965) 18539

Thermal radiation:
ablation products injected into hypersonic

shock layer (1963) 18159
application of double spherical harmonics

method to one-dimensional radiat-
ion-transfer equation (1965) 5190

aqueous uni-univalent electrolytes, proper-
ties (1965) 8143

atmospheric absorption in 9.6u ozone band
region (1964) 14915

boron nitride measurements (1962) 16041
CO2 in atmosphere (1964) 14916
conical cavities, directional properties (1965)

14836
derivation on flat surface rotating about

arbitrary axis in elliptical earth orbit,

application to spin-stabilized satellites

(1964) 9579
efflux from cylindrical cavity irradiated

from external source (1962) 16049
electromagnetic-radiation environment of

satellite (1962) 20138
measurements from satellites in non-

adiabatic model of atmospheric move-
ments, results, USSR study (1964) 6905

nitrogen peroxide, and air afterglow, USSR
study (1961) 4617

propagation of plane acoustic waves in ra-

diating gas (1963) 12889
properties

—

of solids, measurement, symposium (1964)
1450

precise determination (1965) 1502
shock layer of blunt bodies at reentry veloc-

ities (1964) 9620
solids, fundamentals, surface effects, etc.,

symposium (1965) 12980
thermal radiation incident on earth satellite

(1963) 3142
transmission from nuclear detonations in

real atmospheres (1962) 14773
transport through absorbing plane layer,

approximate prediction (1965) 1469
Thermal reaction of diborane with trimethyl-

borane (1962) 6321
Thermal reactors, see Reactors (atomic).
Thermal shock:

refractory materials as rocket nozzle in-

serts, evaluation (1964) 13331
resistance of zirconia with metal additions

(1964) 20594
spectrum measurements from seismic effects

of nuclear detonations in rock salt un-
derground (1965) 13537

studies of ceramic materials (1964) 13338
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Thermal soaring plane, see Gliders (aircraft).

Thermal state of upper atmospheric layers
(1962) 23997

Thermal stresses, see Strains and stresses.
Thermal switches, automatic, accelerates cool-

ing-down of cryogenic system (1965)
6666

Thermionic converters:
cesium diode, application of study of

zero-field electron work function of met-
al immersed in gas (1964) 14886

cesium vapor, for nuclear applications, re-

search program (1964) 14786
materials, study (1964) 11496
molybdenum emitter, low voltage arc power

converter, evaluation (1964) 5869
radiator area characteristics of out-of-pile

thermionic gas cycle space power sys-
tems (1964) 16721

thermal and thermionic characteristics of
large-scale experimental converter
(1964) 9619

thermionic diode placed in autonomous dis-

charge plasma, properties, USSR study
(1965) 12750

Thermionic emission:
diodes, chemical regeneration of surfaces

(1963) 16392
electron

—

and ion emission, USSR study (1964) 3035
sources (1962) 6359

emission stabilization of thermionic diode
noise sources (1962) 24011

field-enhanced, from electrodes of cesium
iron thrustor (1965) 5219

from cesium-coated electrostatic ion-

thrustor electrodes (1963) 19916
ion sources for isotopic analysis of lithium

(1964) 8061
spacecraft coatings, dynamic thermal vacu-

um technique for measuring (1963) 9179,
18137

Thermionic power plant, see Nuclear reactor
power plants.

Thermistor bridge, see Electric bridges.
Thermistors:

connector assembly increases accuracy of
measurements (1965) 5152

infrared detectors (1962) 8574
measurement of surface temperature of

water during evaporation studies, com-
parison with infrared radiometer (1962)
12604

pressure gauge design procedures (1961)
1305

probe for measuring particle orbital speed
in water waves (1964) 12340

PTC, protects multiloaded power supplies
(1965) 1437

relationship of temperature and resistance
(1962) 6394

semiconductor, USSR, book review (1962)
8100

static volt-amphere characteristic during
change in temperature of external medi-
um, analytical method of calculating,
USSR study (1962) 6102

superhigh frequency, for power measure-
ments, temperature compensation, USSR
study (1964) 11097

towed chains, use for investigating thermal
structure of sea, USSR study (1965)
18385

Thermochemistry:
erbium (1962) 3327
gas analyzer for continuous detection of

oxygen (1963) 18521
heat extraction from molten salts, experi-

ments (1961) 13458

Thermochemistry—Continued
organic halogen compounds (1961) 6711
properties of 65 elements, their oxides, etc

(1963) 16318
Thermocompression bonding produces efficient

surface-barrier diode (1965) 5122
Thermocouples

:

base metal, except copper-constantin, am-
bient to 1100° C, test measurement sys-
tem operation procedure (1962) 12623

connectors for leads saves wire, etc (1964)
11377

device for forest fire research (1965) 10930
heat-transfer measurements on flat plate

and attached protuberances in turbulent
boundary layer (1964) 20589

hollow plastic hoops protect while in storage
and handling (1965) 16644

internal temperatures in ablation material,
measurement (1965) 1447A

materials, selection and properties (1962)
8531; (1963) 16419; (1964) 11432

noble metal

—

in vacuum, study of instability (1965)
14956

thermoelectric instability at high tempera-
tures (1963) 11157

refractory metal, instability (1965) 13201
sensor, circuit for continuous monitoring

(1964) 20546
temperature measurement setup, circuit for

simultaneous recording of millivolt out-
puts (1963) 6517, 17505

thermocouple-to-instrumentation connector
features quick assembly (1965) 16635

using graphite in one leg, metal sheath im-
proves (1965) 5155

Thermodynamics:
analysis of thrust augmentation for nuclear

rockets (1961) 6368
and higher-order fluid theories (1965) 16616
aqueous electrolytes, thermal properties

(1965) 8143
biological, elements, USSR study (1965) 6475
Brayton cycle space-power system applica-

tions, analytical studies (1964) 20610
calculations of carbon monoxide-air detona-

tion parameters for initial pressures
from 1 to 100 atmospheres (1963) 1318,
11043

carbon dioxide, equilibrium properties (1965)
8053

chemical, properties of hydrocarbons and
related substances (1961) 19842; (1962)
3289

combustion gases, computed compositions of
methane-air, propane-air, and ethyl-
ene-air flames (1965) 19859

concept of entropy in landscape evolution
(1962) 11893

consistency of solubility data for hydrog-
en-helium vapor-liquid system (1962)
18291

cycles of atomic power stations with MHD
generator, USSR study (1963) 19543

data for

—

columbium (niobium) carbide (1964) 13122
gallium and scandium sesquioxides (1963)

9127
lanthanum sesquioxide (1962) 1629

effects of working medium on choice of opti-

mum parameters for gas turbine (1965)
18604

engineering properties, application to ship
propulsion (1961) 6434

equilibrium, local, departures in AO star
atmosphere (1964) 7519
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Thermodynamics—Continued

functions

—

for internal rotations that involve rota-

tional isomerism (1962) 8475
for para-hydrogen, provisional (1962)

10544
vibrational contributions (1962) 20170

general theory of internal friction (1962)
3044

high-temperature, and thermophysics, USSR
study (1964) 10763

hydrate systems (1965) 7825

ideal gas, functions for diatomic hydrides,
deuterides, and tritides (1961) 11442

irreversible processes and problems of bio-

genesis, USSR study (1962) 12017
magnesium oxide, periclase, data (1963)

18103
multicomponent plasmas, computations

(1965) 11476, 18532
osmionic cell operation, theoretical studies

of behavior of ions (1963) 14061
parahydrogen, from triple point to 100° K at

pressures to 340 atmospheres (1965)
14875

petroleum constituents and related com-
pound, bibliography (1961) 21168

properties of

—

aluminum nitride (1961) 7927
aqueous rare earth chloride solutions

(1962) 23035
argon (1965) 5209
beryllium sulfate from 0° to 900° K (1963)

10967
carbon-dioxide and nitrogen mixtures be-

hind normal shock wave (1963) 7257
cesium chloride and cesium iodide (1963)

5484
cesium to 1500° K (1965) 13054
chemical, selected values, tables, etc., 1st

23 elements and compounds (1965) 18614
coolant fluids and particle seeds for gas-
eous nuclear rockets, properties (1965)
8046

correlation formulas for equilibrium air
from 1,000° K to 14,000° K (1962) 22565

cuprous and cupric ferrites (1964) 18(396

deuterium-air flames (1961) 11391
gaseous carbon dioxide (1961) 5345
harmonic oscillator contributions, tables

(1962) 20170
helium from

3 to 300° K between 0.5 and 100 atmos-
pheres (1962) 22620

6 to 540°R between 10 and 1500 psia
(1962) 24009

high temperature gases (1964) 7988
hydrogen

—

at high temperatures, tables (1964) 5502
from room temperature to i00,000°K

(1962) 6290
from 300°K to 20,000°K (1964) 11359
normal, from low temperature to 300 K
and from 1 to 100 atmospheres tabu-
lated (1963) 1331

oxygen system (1964) 18727
Martian atmosphere (1965) 19891
nitrogen

—

from 114 to 540°R between 1.0 and 3000
psia (1963) 3177

oxygen mixtures, charts (1965) 12984
normal hydrogen gas, ortho-para composi-

tion, tabulation (1962) 22613
perfluorocyclobutane, real gas (1964)

14757
products of cyanogen-oxygen combustion

(1964) 18753
propylene, USSR study (1961) 948

Thermodynamics—Continued
properties of—Continued

reacting gas mixtures under high pressure
using Lewis and Randall rule (1965)
5200

real-gas effects in critical-flow-through
nozzles (1965) 5172

saline water (1964) 19814; (1965) 18251
65 elements, their oxides, etc (1963) 16318
sodium bromide and sodium iodide at low
temperatures (1964) 11339

sodium, potassium, and cesium at high
temperature (1965) 13191

solids, tables of Einstein energy, etc (1961)
1397

stroutium chloride and strontium fluoride
from 0° to 300°K (1963) 20971

210 substances involving first 18 elements,
to 6000°K (1963) 19903

yttrium metal and iron pentacarbonyl at
high temperatures (1963) 5482

property values for gaseous and liquid car-
bon monoxide from 70 to 300°K (1964)
3050

shock-heated flow parameters, hypersonic,
as function of flight velocity and alti-

tude (1964) 14900
simultaneous least-squares approximation

of functions related as integrals, appli-
cation (1961) 9566

snow cover in northern Michigan, studies
(1961) 14807

solubility in liquid metal systems, analysis
(1961) 8091

Soviet handbook, brief description (1964)
9122

strontium bromide and nitrate (1962) 10474
terbium in aqueous solutions, properties

(1962) 4633
thermal design and thermal data analysis of

SA-5 payload (1965) 5207
values for titanium halides (1961) 19871
see also Entropy—Heat transfer.

Thermodynamics, Institute of, see Institute of
Thermodynamics.

Thermoelectric generators:
curium fueled, for lunar and space missions,

safety analysis (1961) 3799
isotopic powered, loading, shipping and test-

ing procedures for task 2, technical
manual (1961)3797

optimization of silicon-germanium thermoe-
lectric modules for silent boat design
(1963) 16633

SNAP programs

—

cerium-144 fueled, conceptual design (1961)
5364

curium-242 fueled, conceptual design
(1961) 5360

final safety analysis report (1961) 5363
preliminary operational safety report

(1961) 5362
quarterly progress reports (1961) 5366,
8391

radioisotope fueled, final safety analysis
report (1961) 16200

SNAP 7B, production of strontium-titanate
radioisotope fuel (1964) 5968

strontium-90 fueled, for unattended light
buoy, safety analysis (1962) 8962

task 2, safety procedures, interim report
(1961) 3798

10-watt strontium-90 fueled generator for
unattended meteorological station, safe-
ty analysis and evaluation (1962) 8963

13-watt curium-fueled

—

for hard lunar impact mission, final report
(1961) 1708

use for 6-month space mission (1961) 201
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Thermoelectric generators—Continued

thermopile generator feasibility study

—

design (1962) 111
summary (1962) 110

Thermoelectric heat exchanger demonstration
unit, final report (1964) 8089

Thermoelectric instability of some noble metal
thermocouples at high temperatures
(1963) 11157

Thermoelectricity

—

abstracts, bibliographies (1962) 14540, 18361

AEC's advanced space electric power pro-
gram (remarks) (1962) 14830

bibliography (1961) 1769; (1962) 18766
bonding of PbTe and PbTe-SnTe with

non-magnetic electrodes, study (1965)
16614

cooling large electronics packages (1962)
14546

devices, examples (1963) 7642
elementary theory, brief survey (1963) 18239

elements diffusion-bonded to tungsten elec-

trodes (1965) 19902
heat flowmeters, construction (1965) 18919
heat pump research (1964) 846
materials and fabrication, use of, review of

research reports (1965) 6783
modular cell is easily packaged in various

arrays (1965) 13000
palladium and palladium nickel alloys con-

taining absorbed hydrogen, low temper-
ature dependence (1961) 1387

properties

—

of depleted uranium selenides and tellur-

ides (1965) 12953
of enargite-type compounds (1963) 9129

science and technology, Soviet literature
survey (1964) 150

semiconducting compounds

—

for thermoelectric power generation (1963)
7486

with thermoelectric applications, report
(1964) 16896

status report (1961) 13591; (1962) 8566,
18355-356

TAP-100 converter, performance (1961)
17964

thermoelectric

—

method of determining basal metabolic
rate, USSR study (1961) 15625

nuclear fuel element, progress reports
(1961) 230-231, 5401

power of semiconductors (1962) 12457
theoretical and experimental research (1962)

12950
Thermoelectrostatic generators:
power generation for space flight applica-

tions, exploratory study, errata (1963)
7242

space applications, parametric study (1965)
9713

Thermoluminescence, see Luminescence—Ra-
dioactivity.

Thermoluminescence bibliography (1962) 14885
Thermomechanical treatment and strengthen-

ing of alloys, USSR (1964) 12899
Thermometers:

clinical. Tariff Commission reports (1961)
9804; (1963) 11342; (1964) 11653; (1965)
11734

liquid-in-glass, calibration (1965) 6779
mercury-in-glass, calibration at ice-point,

measurement system operation proce-
dure (1961) 11505

resistance

—

heat transfer measurement (1964) 9531
thin-film, measurement of radiative heat

transfer (1964) 9532

Thermometers—Continued
triple point of water standardization, meas-

urement system operation procedure
(1961) 11506

tungsten filament tests (1961) 10897
Thermometry:

high temperature, seminar, (Dct. 1-2, 1959
(1961) 226

use in study and interpretation of ground
water (1962) 9746

Thermo-milliammeter instruments, 1.0 to 1000
MA full scale (1964) 11508

Thermonuclear reactions, see Nuclear reac-
tions.

Thermonuclear weapons, see Weapons.
Thermophototropism:

corticated alkaline earth titanates (1964)
13234

perovskite-structured titanates, proposed
mechanism for behavior (1964) 9606

phenomenological model (1964) 5525
Thermophysical properties of 6 charring abla-

tors from 140° to 700° K and 2 chars
from 800° to 3000° K (1965) 19917

Thermopiles:
generator feasibility study

—

design (1962) 111
summary (1962) 110

Thermoplastics, see Plastics.

Thermoregulation, internal human system,
dynamic systems response (1965) 2835

Thermoregulation in bats, USSR (1962) 12129

Thermosphere:
earth's, effect of thermal escape on distribu-

tion of neutral hydrogen (1965) 18547
temporal variation of O/N2 ratio, notes on

Wright's interpretation (1964) 20960
Thermostats, temperature control for ship-

ments of early-season Bartlett pears
(1962) 14713

Thesaurus of ASTIA descriptors (1963) 1793
chemical supplement (1963) 1792
DDC supplement (1964) 14165

Theses, see EHssertations (academic).
Theta pinch, see Plasma.
Thiacyclopentanes, 2,2,5-trimethyl- and 2,-

2,5,5-tetramethyl, identification in Wil-
mington, Calif., crude oil (1963) 14517

Thiaminase, activity in fish, improved assay
method (1965) 14346

Thiamine, see Vitamins.
Thibault, Charles D., materials research ab-

stracts (1963) 60
Thickness measurement, effects of thickness

on supersonic performance on wing-body
configuration employing warped highly
swept arrow wing (1965) 19926

Thickness of bituminous coal and lignite
seams mined in 1960 (1962) 18200

Thielaviopsis basicola, associated with declin-

ing sweet orange seedlings in Florida
(1963) 20270

Thieme, Darius L., African music (1964) 14715
Thimble Shoal Channel:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 12398
document edition (1965) 12056

Thinking and cybernetics, USSR (1962) 17914
Thinner (paint mixing), see Lacquer and lac-

quering—Paint.
Thinning red pine for high investment returns

(1965) 19644
Thinning western larch (1965) 14376

Thiobacillus thiooxidans, leaching ores and
minerals, experiments (1961) 19875

Thiolacetic acid, synthesis, procedure (1964)
18701
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Thiols:
alkane, chemical thermodynamic properties

(1962) 3289
hemolytic action of thiol poisons, USSR

study (1963) 837
synthesis of new thiols and acetyl deriva-

tives (1964) 5267
Thiophenes, hydrazine derivatives, East (ier-

man study (1962) 7825
Thiourea in combination with endrin-Arasan

75 rodent repellent, effect on germina-
tion of bitterbrush seed (1961) 17308

Thiram:
tests of arasan 75-endrin 50W rodent repel-

lent on acorns (1963) 12184
used against corn smut, USSR study (1962)

2881
3d Air Pollution Research Seminar, conference

report (1961) 6497
Third challenge, unconventional warfare,

facts for Armed Forces (1963) 7658
Third revolution (address) (1962) 13014
This is my America, remarks (1961) 5078
This is the Army (1964) 20995
This most profound challenge (address) (1965)

19000
Thistles, Canada thistle, control, etc (1964) 29
Thomas, Allan E., device for stamina measure-

ment of fingerling salmonids (1965) 4770
Thomas, C. A., safflower diseases (1963) 11435
Thomas, Carolyn:

goal of improving quality of foster care,

child placing agency experiments in use
of group methods for foster parents
(1963) 9733

use of group methods with foster parents
(1964) 8146

Thomas, C«cil A.:

floods of Feb. 1962 in southern Idaho, etc

(1961) 18118
magnitude and frequency of floods. Snake

River basin (1964) 6822
Thomas, Charles M., strategic significance of

African raw materials on U.S. planning
(1963) 1776

Thomas, David C, relief (1961) 7066, 16886,
18480

Thomas, David D., nomination, hearings (1965)
17913

Thomas, David F., parametric investigation of

lunar-orbit-rendezvous scheme (1963)
11025

Thomas, Delbert D., soil survey report, Pepin
County, Wis (1964) 11613

Thomas, Ella C, reports of Tax Court (1964)

7810, 21897; (1965) 16892
Thomas, G. E., jr., dose-response relationships

in mammalian acute hematologic radia-
tion injury (1965) 18921

Thomas, Grover J., soil survey report, Walton
County, Ga (1965) 9928

Thomas, Harold E.:

causes of depletion of Pecos River in New
Mexico (1963) 5037

drought effects along Pacific Ck)ast in Cali-

fornia (1964) 808
effects of drought in

—

basins of interior drainage (1964) 807
central and south Texas (1963) 19312
Colorado River basin (1963) 20733
Rio Grande Basin (1963) 8335
Southwest (1963) 14022

meteorologic phenomena of drought in

Southwest (1963) 605
water and Southwest, what is future? (1964)

18120
Thomas, J. O.:

calculation of electron density, etc., at Al-

ouette I orbit (1965) 14844

Thomas, J. O.—Continued

reduction of Alouette I ionograms to elec-

tron density profiles (1965) 14824
Thomas, J. W., aerosol penetration through

filter paper (1964) 4297
Thomas, James L., Wenner bridge (1964) 1531
Thomas, James R., interrelationships of nitro-

gen, phosphorus, and seasonal precipita-
tion in production of bromegrass-crested
wheatgrass hay (1964) 5858

Thomas, John F., Cuban refugee program
(1964) 7847

Thomas, Joseph L., relief (1961) 12202
Thomas, L. Jean, bibliography of reports is-

sued bv Behavioral Sciences Laboratory
(1963) 18485

Thomas, Louis L., application of electric cur-
rent during zone refining (1963) 4424

Thomas, Margaret W., nursing positions in

maternal and child health programs, etc

(1965) 7296

Thomas, Mary F., relief (1965) 17554
Thomas, Marv H., Cholesterol content of var-

ious species of shellfish (1965) 14284
Thomas, Numa E., retrometer, light-beam

communications system (1964) 11362
Thomas, T. H., nuclear reactors and earth-

quakes (1963) 20330
Thomas, Virginia F.:

enrollment in home economics education and
employment status of graduates first

year following graduation 1962-63 (1965)
6111

home economics in institutions granting
bachelor's or higher degrees, 1961-62
(1964) 4623

Thomas, William W., relief (1964) 15475; (1965)
10449

Thomas County, Nebr., soil survey report
(1965) 20080

Thomas Jefferson Memorial, general informa-
tion (1963) 3189

Thomas Range, Juab (bounty, Utah, geology of
beryllium deposits (1963) 10286

Thomason, Bruce:
medical consultation in vocational rehabili-

tation (1964) 9873
study committee reports (1965) 16908

Thomason, Georgia E., relief (1961) 12423,
14249, 16545

Thomason, Herman E., general description of
ST124-M inertial platform system (1965)
18544

Thomasson, Edwin M., helium (1965) 12826
Thompson, C. J.:

identification of 2,2,5-trimethylthiacy-

clopentane and 2,2,5,5-tetramethylthia-

cyclopentane in Wilmington, Calif.,

crude oil (1963) 14517

microhydrogenation technique for identify-

ing organic sulfur, nitrogen, oxygen,
and halogen compounds (1963) 1236

Thompson, Clark S., Ice Harbor fishway de-

sign (1965) 16222
Thompson, D., FORTRAN program to calculate

flow field, etc., axially symmetric de-Laval
nozzle (1965) 5182

Thompson, Dorothy B., guide to job placement
of the mentally restored (1965) 16548

Thompson, Erwin N., Whitman Mission Na-
tional Historic Site (1965) 1517

Thompson, F. H., Ka-band mixer (1964) 5594

Thompson, G. A., regional geology of Steam-
boat Springs area, Washoe County, Nev
(1964) 19788

Thompson, (ierald L., hydrology of melt-water
channels in southwestern Minnesota
(1965) 18228
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Thompson, Helen S., automation and some
implications for the handicapped, sum-
maries of reading materials and train-
ing projects (1965) 6533

Thompson, Hildegard, education for cross-

cultural enrichment, selected articles

from Indian education, 1952-64 (1965)
14445

Thompson, James H., selecting site for small
manufacturing plant (1963) 1455

Thompson, John W.:
continued increase in edible tallow anticipat-

ed (1963) 8148
economic evaluation of hide curing methods

(1963) 4804
economics of segmenting cattle hides (1965)

6104
guide to lower costs and greater efficiency in

curing cattle hides (1964) 12308
Thompson, Judson A., comparison of bag and

bulk shipments of dry edible beans
(1965) 17

Thompson, Lloyd G. D., USAF air base gravi-
ty network (1963) 5855

Thompson, M. C, jr., radio path length stabili-

ty of ground-to-ground microwave links
(1965) 2938

Thompson, Ralph A., stress cracks and break-
age in artificially dried corn (1964) 34

Thompson, Robert D., accurate weights and
correct scales for livestock producers
(1963) 1614

Thompson, Robert F.:

simulated flight investigation of scaled-
speed elastic swept-wing bomber, etc
(1963) 5532

testimony, hearings (1964) 6526
Thompson, Ross C:
asparagus culture (1964) 1699
cauliflower and broccoli, varieties and cul-

ture (1964) 19066; (1965) 16962
Thompson, Samuel W.:
histopathology of mice fed irradiated food

(1964) 110
toxicity studies with Tris (hydroxymethyl)

aminomethane (1965) 18951
Thompson, William C, landing characteristics

of manned spacecraft (1965) 6680
Thompson, William M., jr., natural frequencies

and mode shapes of double conical sand-
wich disks (1963) 16404

Thompson, Wintford J., relief (1961) 7017
Thompson Canyon, geology (1964) 4776
Thompson, Cape:
bioenvironmental features of Ogotoruk

Creek area, Alaska (1963) 4494
geologic investigations in support of AEC

Project Chariot (1961) 11798
Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc., inventions

not disclosed and confirmatory royalty-
free licenses not obtained under con-
tracts. Defense Dept., GAO report (1965)
701

Thomson, Edvdn K., memorial services (1961)
12028

Thomson, James E., effects of sodium poly-
phosphates on weight of fryer chickens
during chilling (1963) 11460

Thomson, Ker C:
full-field seismic modelling (1963) 18450
seismic model impacter (19(54) 1737

Thomson, M. T., historical floods in New Eng-
land (1964) 6825

Thomson, Robert D., mineral industry of Penn-
sylvania (1963) 3065

Thomson, Robert G.:

camber flutter characteristics of monocoque
and multiweb wings (1964) 1482

Thomson, Robert G.—Continued
hypervelocity perforation of visco-plastic

solid (1965) 8130
Thomsonites, see Zeolites.

Thor, see Missiles.
Thoracic cage impedance measurements (1964)

76, 5906-7, 9988-89, 15238
Thoracic surgery, see Surgery.
Thoracic survery (USSR periodical):

excerpts (1962) 12135
translations (1963) 6808, 10745

Thorax, see Chest.
arc melting, radiation hazards (1962) 12391

Thorium:
alloys, structure and properties (1964) 10967
area, Bokan Mountain, southeastern Alaska

(1964) 6798
Colorado, New Mexico, and Wyoming, tech-

nological and economic problems of re-

sources (1963) 3055
deposits of Lemhi Pass area, Idaho-Montana

(1963) 6548
determination in graphite by instrumental

neutron activation analysis (1962) 16390
doppler coefficient measured in critical facil-

ity by reactivity oscillation (1962) 2036
fuel cycle symposium, proceedings, Dec. 5-7,

1962 (1963) 15007
geologic distribution and resources (1965)

727
homogeneous power reactor before steady

state, time-dependent changes of opera-
tion conditions (1961) 18012

in atmosphere, extractional colorimetric de-
termination of small amounts, USSR
study (1965) 12693

industrial health in handling thorium (1965)
13487

insoluble thorium-232 compounds, toxicolo-

gy, certain problems, USSR study (1965)
1196

Kazakhstan, distribution in granites of cen-
tral region (1962) 23915

long term utilization (1962) 2099
mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)

12963
minerals yearbook chapters (1961) 11397,

17662; (1962) 18236; (1963) 18110; (1964)
18710; (1965) 14721

New Hampshire Paleozoic plutonic series, 3
early groups, distribution (1964) 21350

powder metallurgy, USSR study (1963)
10621

preparation by sodium reduction of thorium
tetrachloride (1964) 20503

prophylactic and protective measures in
working with thorium, USSR study
(1964) 14463

recovery from ores in

—

Colorado, Idaho, and Montana (1962) 6241
Wyoming (1962) 6242

solvent extraction recovery from siliceous
Colorado ores (1964) 13133

tetrachloride, metallic reduction method
(1961) 4831

thorium-uranium

—

base alloys, high-strength ternary and
quaternary development (1963) 5922

dicarbides in moist air, reaction-rate
(1961) 18038

systems, alloys structure (1964) 5953

Thorium carbide, reaction rates in moist air,

apparatus and procedure for measuring
(1961) 18036

Thorium dicarbide, preparation of (Th, U) C2
fuel particles for HTGR (1963) 14961
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Thorium fluoride, molten systems, with alkali

fluorides, electric conductivity and densi-

ty (1964) 18684
Thorium isotopes:
ionium-uranium ratios of carbonate rocks,

Eniwetok Atoll (1963) 19308
Th-232, activation measurements of reso-

nance captures in Peach Bottom proto-

type HTGR critical assembly (1963) 7689

Thorium oxide, nickel alloy strengthened by
dispersed thoria (1963) 14585

Thornburg, Va., motor vehicle accident (1962)
5371

Thorne, H. M., oil-shale technology, review
(1964) 14737

Thorning, Joseph F., testimony, hearing (1962)
417

Thorsteinson, Fredrik V.:

length, age, and sex ration of chum salmon
in Alaska, etc (1963) 8280

salmon tagging experiments along south
shore of Unimak Island, etc (1965) 4772

Thorsten, Kenneth:
occupational wage survey

—

Cleveland, Ohio (1963) 5441
Davenport-Rock Island-Moline, Iowa-Ill

(1963) 5445; (1964) 7401
Des Moines, Iowa (1963) 10904
Minneapolis—St. Paul, Minn (1963) 10901
Rockford, 111 (1963) 14464
Sioux Falls, S. Dak (1963) 3034; (1964)

7409
Waterloo, Iowa (1963) 5447; (1964) 7407,
9458

Thought:
and cybernetics, USSR study (1963) 8661
and technology, USSR (1962) 6152
automata, thinking and life, USSR study

(1962) 23688
functions, possibility of modeling, USSR

study (1964) 2553
nature of thinking and problem of modeling

it through cybernetics, USSR study
(1963) 16035

processes

—

investigation, USSR study (1964) 21397
modeling problem in cybernetics, USSR
study (1963) 10574

quanta, news in study of brain, USSR study
(1965) 14602

thought and language, USSR study (1962)
800

transmission, Soviet research (1961) 15576
unity of thought and existence. Communist

Chinese debate (1961) 4594
THPC, flame retardant treatment for cotton

(1961) 3689
Thrailkill, James R., zooplankton volumes off

Pacific Coast, 1959 (1963) 19241
Thrall, (George P., mean and mean square

measurements of nonstationary random
processes (1965) 9623

Thread, cotton, Quarpel application and test
methods (1964) 5671

Thread mills, census of manufactures, 1958,
industry report (1961) 1789

Threading hook facilitates safe recovery of
heavy loads (1964) 20563

Threads, see Screw threads.
Threat of Soviet economic policy (1961) 20166
Threat to peace. North Viet-Nam's effort to

conquer South Viet-Nam (1962) 1829-30
Three Affiliated Tribes of Fort Berthold Reser-

vation, see Fort Berthold Reservation.
Three-body problem:

celestial mechanics

—

and space flight analysis (1963) 5543
new formulation and equilibrium orienta-

tions deducted from integral of motion
of moon's libration (1965) 6626

Three-body problem—Continued
earth-moon system, small body in vicinity of

stable liberation points (1964) 7557
Hilden-Mounton hypothesis of origin of ge-

genschein, communication 6, on present
status of question of existence of Hil-
den-Moulton cluster (1965) 6760

Hill's lunar theory, remarks on (1963)
7253-54

Lagrange's theory (1963) 3129
long-period motion of the Trojans as re-

stricted three-body problem, Thuering's
theory (1963) 12847

report (1964) 20531
restricted

—

periodic solutions representing analytic
continuations of Keplerian elliptic mo-
tions (1963) 11072

series solution for orbits, according to
perturbation method (1964) 20611

2-center problem orbits as intermediate
orbits (1965) 16685

Three challenges, modernization, markets and
Marxism, address (1962) 16664

'

Three-dimensional display systems, see Ster-
eoscopic display systems.

Three Forks formation, see Devonian peri-

od—Mississippian period.
Three Forks quadrangle, Mont., geology (1963)

12228
Three leaves mean poison ivy (1965) 13410
Three-point problem (1961) 11248
Three Rivers, Tex.:

Frio River, flood control, authorize survey

—

law (1964) 13915
reports (1963) 15248; (1964) 14088

Three who came back! (1961) 8128; (1963)
21110; (1965)8282

Thresher (nuclear submarine):
in memoriam, Apr. 10, 1963 (1964) 15016

Thresher (U.S.S.):

loss, hearings (1965) 1967
survivor benefits payable, actuarial analy-

sis (1965) 1621
Thrift, see Saving and thrift.

Thrips, cotton, how to control, general infor-
mation (1963) 32

Thrombin, modified sterile, use as blood-
checking substance, USSR study (1962)
13983

Thrombocytes, mass transfusions used in cas-
es of thrombocytopenia, USSR study
(1962) 2910

Thrombocytopenia, cases, using thrombocyte
mass transfusions, USSR study (1962)
2910

Thrombophlebitis, pathohistologic changes,
basis for surgical treatment, USSR
study (1961) 11175

Thrombosis:
atherosclerosis

—

aortic, USSR study (1961) 851
arterial thrombi, Duguid theory, USSR
study (1961) 12890

blood coagulation following thromboembolic
pulmonary complications (1961) 10942

clot dissolution fibrinolytic therapy, current
status (1965) 209

experimental, prevention with trypsin inhib-

itor, USSR study (1961) 15528
internal carotid artery at different levels,

affection of cerebrum, peculiarities

(1961) 11060
pulmonary arteries, chronic thrombotic ob-

struction (1965) 211

Thrushes, geographic variation (1963) 7324

Thrust:
aircraft, circular plan form, with peripheral

jet, wind-tunnel test (1963) 7245
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Thrust—Continued
augmentation

—

nuclear rockets, thermodynamic analysis
(1961) 6368

rocket jector system, attainable with heat-
ed supersonic primary jet (1962) 12486

turbojet aircraft, afterburner perform-
ance with hydrogen peroxide injection

(1961) 17676
augmenting surfaces in conjunction with

Coanda-deflected jet sheets, experimental
investigation into shape (1965) 6962,
15110

auxiliary-air outlets, determining (1962)
22582

coefficients of low-thrust nozzles (1965)
19936

cold jets discharging from exhaust nozzles
designed for VTOL downwash suppres-
sion (1964) 11397

ejector-type exhaust nozzles (1963) 5516
electric and chemical systems for space sta-

tion drag cancellation (1964) 20578
high-

boosters, acoustic efficiency trends (1964)
14841

coefficients, wind-tunnel measurements on
lifting rotor (1964) 18785

hydrogen-oxygen rocket chambers, theoreti-

cal performance (1962) 14488
jet, augmentation, UH-2 helicopter high-

speed flight research program (1965)
13311

limited thrust vectoring, control of large
launch vehicle in presence of winds
(1963) 16409

linear system for variable control in termin-
al phase of rendezvous of space vehicles
(1961) 19962

low-thrust orbit raising in continuous sun-
light (1964) 9567

Mars and Venus orbiting probes, electrically

propelled, constant thrust, parametric
study (1964) 21755

measuring apparatus for very small thrusts
(1965) 1439

minus base drag effect of exchanging base
area for nozzle expansion in supersonic
nozzles at transonic Mach numbers
(1961) 8006

nuclear rockets-

-

perigee propulsion for orbital launch
(1963) 1325

residual-load-plus-powerplant weights for
orbital launch (1961) 11415

rocket

—

maximum principle and optimum program-
ming, USSR study (1962) 9837

optimal, Pontryagin's maximality princi-

ple and programming, USSR study
(1962) 9836

variation with foamed liquid propellants
(1961) 17677

satellite orbiting system, effects of flight

conditions at booster separation on pay-
load weight (1961) 21236

simplified scheme for aborting lunar land-
ings (1965) 2875

solid propellant rockets, effect of variation
of nozzle throat area (1963) 10991

transient measurements, optimum, correc-
tion (1965) 14752

turbojet, augmentation by combined com-
pressor coolant injection and afterburn-
ing (1963) 5513

vector control by secondary injection, exper-
imental investigation (1965) 16619

Thrust—Continued
vector

—

orientation effects during manual control
of lunar landings from synchronous or-

bit (1964) 14853
steering for rendezvous with near-earth

satellite using 3-stage vehicle launched
out of satellite plane (1962) 22550

vectoring effectiveness for 3 exit vane cas-
cade ducted fan configurations (1964)
20575

Thrust reversers, effects on longitudinal char-
acteristics of large-scale jet transport
model (1961) 8019

Thrustors:
arc-jet, for space propulsion (1965) 13034
colloid, beam analysis, design and operation

of quadrupole mass filter (1965) 18578
electron-bombardment, heavy-molecule pro-

pellants investigation (1964) 16709
electrostatic

—

electrolytic tank analog for two-dimen-
sional analysis of optics (1965) 11474

for space propulsion (1964) 11381
theoretical performance with analytic
space-charge flows (1964) 9617

electrothermal

—

effects of nonuniform flows on perform-
ance (1963) 12866

effects of regenerative and radiation cool-

ing on performance (1963) 20979
noncryogenic propellants (1964) 7552,

14848
rendezvous or maneuvering, direct-return

trajectories using constant-thrust en-
gines, study (1965) 19922

resistance-heated hydrogen, research (1964)
11408

thermal arc-jet, cryogenic propellant feed
systems (1964) 13153

see also Ion thrustors.
Thuering, B., theory of long-period motion of

the Trojans as restricted three-body
problem (1963) 12847

Thulium:
and erbium separation, temperature and

flow rate effects on ion-exchange (1962)
4634

resonance integrals (1965) 8550
sesquioxide, high-temperature heat content

and entropy (1963) 5501
Thulium ethylsulfate, heat capacity and mag-

netic susceptibility (1962) 8955
Thunderstorms

:

diagram for forecasting, USSR study (1961)
15591

electromagnetic induction as basis for theo-
ry, Austrian study (1963) 17628

flying, research (1961) 11652
May 4, 1961, wake (1964) 11708
penetration by aircraft flying at supersonic

speeds (1964) 11705
phenomena, mechanics of formation, USSR

study (1965) 1185
processes, Azerbaydzhan SSR study (1961)

7609
unitary vertical conduction current and

worldwide thunderstorm activity, inves-
tigation of relationship between, USSR
study (1965) 1170

see also Lighting.
Thunnus thynnus, see Tuna fish.

Thuroczy, Nicholas M., feed manufacturers'
and dealers' gains and losses from feed
contract program in Midwest (1963)
8150

Thurston County, Wash., coal cleaning trials

(1961) 9483
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Thymallus arcticus, see Grayling.
Thymidine, tritium-tagged, study of mitotic

cycle of epithelial cells of cornea, USSR
(1963) 16153

Thyroid gland:
bovine, in vitro measurement of iodine-131

(1964) 7697
chronic exposure to hypoxia, effect on blood

pressure and thyroid function of hyper-
tensive rats (1963) 9629

function, in atherosclerosis and hyperten-
sive disease, data from studies using
1-131, USSR study (1961) 11114

functions during stress, mechanism of
change, USSR study (1964) 21398

glandular research, USSR study (1964) 8877
hormone,

—

effect on formation of vitamin A from car-
otene, USSR study (1961) 12948

role in healing burns, USSR study (1963)
9016

human, iodine-131 in post-mortem (1964)
20759

influence on altitude tolerance (1964) 5908
iodide metabolism during thyroid uptake

tests (1963) 16789
iodine 131 in children's thyroids from envi-

ronmental exposure (1965) 20027
irradiation and other radiological studies,

USSR articles (1964) 21447
Thyrotoxicosis:

patients, preoperative preparation with use
of phenothiazine derivatives (1962) 5591

preoperative preparation of patients,
USSR study (1962) 2773

Ti-chih hsueh-pao (periodical):

translations (1963) 14403
TIAS series, see listing under State Depart-

ment in monthly issues
Tibbetts, Thomas R., expanding ownership of

household equipment (1965) 5042
Tibbitts, Qark, paper, Aug. 16, 1963 (1963)

18368
Tiber Dam, design and construction, technical

record (1962) 8624
Tibet:
achievements 1959, and plans 1960 (1961)

2109
eastern, high mountain soils (1965) 14597
ethnological information (1962) 23695
geography (1961) 15082
herdsmen around Na-mu Lake, improved liv-

ing conditions (1963) 2546
nationalities and ethnic groups in Clommu-

nist China (1961) 4460
public grain levy, 1960 provisional law

(1961) 2360
regulation of election of People's Congress

in autonomous region (1964) 1307
Tsinghai-Tibet region, translations (1963)

2921
Tibet Jih-pao (periodical):

selected translations (1961) 891
Tibetan Autonomous Region, budgets, 1959

final and 1960 draft, report (1961) 871
Tichenor, Lucille M.:

research at Institute of Forest Genetics

—

bibliography

—

1927-61 (1963) 2312
1927-65 (1965) 16245

Tick encephalitis, see Encephalitis.
Tick fever, see Marseilles fever.
Tickets, see Labels.
Ticks:

blood-sucking, vertebral leucocytes in intes-
tines, survival, USSR study (1964) 9007

chemoreception, USSR study (1964) 9199
encephalitis virus in jays, USSR studies

(1965) 11063

Ticks—Continued
eradication activities, 1964 (1965) 1754
livestock ticks, manual (1965) 13368
national surveys (1965) 1747, 8409
ornithodorini, and their epidemiological sig-

nificance, USSR study (1962) 15722
public health importance and their control,

training guide (1962) 16143
repellents, laboratory investigations of ef-

fect on mature Dermacentor pictus herm
ticks, USSR study (1962) 1080

tick-borne encephalitis, immunization of
black grouse, USSR study (1965) 9326

USSR, biological studies (1964) 16409
see also Cattle ticks—Fowl ticks—Wood

ticks.

Tidal Hydraulic Committee, see Committee on
Tidal Hydraulics.

Tidal waves, see also Tsunami (tidal wave).
Tides:
calendar for Hampton Roads, Va (1961) 3305
computation of S2 tidal component for Pa-

cific Ocean water area on BESM-2 elec-
tronic computer, USSR study (1964) 957

current charts

—

Narraganset Bay (1963) 13334
Puget Sound, southern part (1962) 6854

current surveys by photogrammetric meth-
ods (1964) 4407

current tables, 1965

—

Atlantic Coast of North America (1964)
19342; (1965) 15364

Pacific Ck)ast of North America and Asia
(1965) 339, 19035

Delaware River, tidal flow observations
(1962) 21840

earth, USSR study (1965) 7899
hurricane storm in New York Bay, predic-

tion (1961) 487
discussion and reply (1961) 12587

hydrodynamic equations, numerical solution
by means of BESM-2 electronic comput-
er for Pacific area, USSR study (1965)
11079

manual of tide observations (1965) 10310
tables

—

central and western Pacific Ocean and In-
dian (3cean (1961) 14025; (1962) 16618;
(1963) 15119; (1964) 13812; (1965) 15365

Europe, west coast of Africa and Mediter-
ranean (1962) 13116; (1963) 11674; (1964)
13813; (1965) 10314

North and South America (1961) 6915,
10114; (1962) 6855, 13115
west coast (1963) 6040; (1964) 6109;

(1965) 8674
tidal hydraulics

—

and related phenomena, present state of
knowledge of factors effecting, evalua-
tion (1965) 12415

bibliography, supplement (1965) 9070
engineering manual (1965) 16118

transient wind tide set-ups in shallow water,
study (1961) 5951

use of Ural-2 electronic computer for com-
puting tidal parameters by Hansen's
method, USSR study (1965) 18364

Virginia Beach, Va., nearshore tidal and
nontidal currents (1964) 12342

wind set-up, effects of reefs and smooth bot-
tom slopes, study (1961) 5950, 12588

see aiso Atmospheric tides. Bores (tidal phe-
nomena)—Seiches.

Tie Plant, Nashua, N.H., railroad accident
(1961) 9287

Tiedemann, Hans J.V., and family, relief (1961)
7007; (1962) 21365, 23146
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Tiedemann, J.G., research activities on per-
formance in Army nwnitor systems (U)
(1965) 5598

Tiedemann, John G., relief (1961) 7206, 10236,
12034

Tien Shan, middle. Lower Carboniferous de-
posits, USSR study (1964) 5166

Tien-Shan Mountains, exploration (1962) 5485
Tien Shan Station, studies in physical geogra-

phy, USSR (1965) 6500
T'ien-wen hsueh-pao (periodical):

translations (1963) 16109

Tiensuu, Victor H., absorption corrections for
intensity of X-rays scattered by weakly
absorbing polyptype-crystalline materi-
als (1964) 13131

Tientsin, China:
description (1963) 992
general economic policy, translation (1964)

18464
general information (1962) 15948
theoretical study among workers, review of

movement in past 2 years (1961) 7691
Tierney, Paul J., nomination, hearings (1963)

6291
Tiffany, Gordon, incompetence, reports (1961)

12452
Tikhvin, Russian SFSR, sketch of its recent

development (1962) 22079
Tilanne (Finnish newspaper):
and Jarno Pennanen, editor, controversy

over (1964) 21441
Tilapia:

rearing for tuna bait (1962) 11625
tank culture, study (1962) 9657

Tiles:

ceramic for floors and walls, simplified prac-
tice standard (1961) 13862

ceramic mosaic

—

trade agreements

—

escape clause investigation report (1961)
9803

supplemental information on escape-
clause investigation (1962) 3531

workers petition. Tariff Ckjmmission re-

port (1964) 1627
report to the President on petition for ad-

justment assistance by National Tile &
Manufacturing Co (1965) 3064

tile setters, employment outlook (1962) 8346;
(1964) 13056

Tilghman Beach, S.C:
hurricane survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 21679
document edition (1962) 20950

Ti-li (periodical):

translations (1963) 15753, 15815, 16085,
20916; (1964) 7294, 12756; (1965) 6422,
6493, 18300, 18343

Ti-li hsueh-pao (periodical):
translations (1963) 16084

Tillage-
deep

—

investigations on compacted soil in cotton
area of Louisiana (1961) 6666

plowing of sandy soil (1963) 1720
effect on intake rate of Pullman silty clay

loam and grain yields (1965) 15175
mulch. Southeast, planting and cultivating

in crop residue (1962) 20406
publications list (1963) 9; (1965) 1738
root plowing, shrub live oak control (1965)

12504

Tillage Machinery Laboratory, see National
Tillage Machinery Laboratory.

Tillamook, Oreg., soil survey report of area
(1964) 20803

Tillamook Bay:
and Bar, navigation project, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1965) 16128
document edition (1965) 158^2

Tillamook Indians:
disposition of funds

—

law (1964) 17365
reports (1964) 12110, 15717

Tilman, Milton M.:
effects of substituting cobalt for nickel

—

on corrosion resistance of stainless steel
(1965) 6601

on tensile properties and hardness of
stainless steel (1964) 11333

Tillman, Tom W., test for speech discrimina-
tion composed of CNC monosyllabic
words, etc (1963) 7634

Tilting table for handling calves, wood frame
(1965) 8440

Timber:
Agba, Gossweilerdendron balsamiferum, for-

eign wood series (1961) 12717
appraisal. Forest Service policies and proce-

dures, general review (1964) 2351
appraisals, computing average log values

using IBM 650 or UNIVAC solid state
80 computers (1961) 17309

authorizing national survey

—

hearings (1962) 21191
law (1962) 20860
reports (1962) 13636, 16997

Avodire, Turraeanthus africanus, foreign
wood series (1961) 12716

blowdown problems and solutions (1964)
2368

(Colorado front range, logging influence on
snow accumulation (1961) 12745

commercial

—

management, Clark Fork unit (1963) 6487
present and potential, Caribbean (1962)
8815

converting basal area to volume (1962) 9694
cut from Missouri's eastern Ozark region

(1965) 16246
determination of allowable annual cut, west-

ern national forests (1963) 2310
disposal program, weaknesses in administra-

tion, National Park Service, GAO report
(1965) 6326

economic importance in U.S (1963) 14880
estimating

—

maximum allowable yields by linear pro-
gramming (1964) 8681

tree diameters by aerial photography
(1961)691

Federal, sold in Pacific Northwest by oral
auction bidding, GAO review (1965) 4839

Florida, general information (1961) 17312
Georgia (1963) 19272
growth, estimate for Central States forests

(1961) 7479
Hawaiian, quality evaluation (1962) 5234
humus depths under cut and uncut northern

hardwood forests (1961) 12728
income potential from small forests in Mis-

souri Ozarks (1965) 672
Indian, amend act relative to sale

—

law (1964) 10144
reports (1962) 17067; (1964) 498, 8319

industry opportunities, W. Va (1965) 7748
industry's role in providing public recrea-

tion facilities (remarks) (1963) 7380
Intermountain Region, story (1964) 12436
investments, uncertain, analyzing (1965)

4808
joints, experimental techniques for determin-

ing mechanical behavior of flexible
structural adhesives (1965) 9196
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Timber—Continued
Lake States

—

growth estimates (1961) 14928
production of miscellaneous products, 1960

(1961) 14932
losses from fire, windstorm, etc (1964) 2367
management

—

and economic analysis, case study (1964)
8678

data framework (1962) 13847
in middle coastal plain of Georgia (1965)
9205

laboratory, Crossett, Ark (1964) 8701
Michigan (1964) 12477
plan, Gifford Pinchot National Forest,
report (1964) 2373

merchantable trees in Oregon, logging prac-
tice, etc., comparison (1961) 677

Minnesota, northern, changes in harvest
(1963) 12176

Missouri counties, timber volume (1963)
15560

mixed-conifer, board foot volumes for
young-growth (1961) 19377

national forest

—

aspects of bidding, by sealed bids and oral
auction in Forest Service regions 1 and
5, GAO report (1965) 18186

sale activities (1963) 10216
new products from low grade ponderosa pine

(1965) 7753
owner and his Federal income tax (1965)

1759
Pacific Northwest (1965) 9208
stumpage and log supply, quarterly report

(1964) 3830
windthrown, survey (1964) 15937

Pennsylvania, management opportunities
(1961) 12732

pine sawtimber, method of appraising in

South Carolina (1961) 19387
planting black walnut (1961) 5261
production

—

California national forests, possible im-
pact of recreation development (1963)
6501

Hawaii, opportunities (1963) 2313
products

—

harvesting in eastern United States and
Canada, bibliography (1965) 2158

industry and its problems (address) (1963)
19

logging, milling and utilization, publica-
tions, list (1963) 12155

output in

—

Arizona and New Mexico (1965) 10942
Colorado, Wyoming, and western South
Dakota (1965) 9199

Idaho (1965) 9198
Montana (1965) 10941

products, publications list (1961) 7481;
(1962) 16120; (1963) 18278

publications, price list (1961) 13626; (1962)
16120; (1963) 18278

resources

—

hardwoods of Douglas-fir subregion (1965)
9209

Idaho (1963) 569
outlook (remarks) (1964) 10588
New Hampshire (1964) 8700
relation to small forest ownerships (paper)

(1961) 700
small forest ownerships program, outlines

(address) (1961) 6127
southern Cumberland region, Kentucky,

highlights (1963) 19271
West Virginia (1964) 21329

print as Senate document, report (1961)
10488

Timber—Continued
resources—Continued

report (1961) 12372
Wyoming (1961) 4060

sale on a national forest, story (1963) 9586
sales contracts in California region Forest

Service, deficiencies in award and admin-
istration, GAO report (1964) 19752

skyline cable logging on steep slopes, report
on test (1961) 695

southeast Alaska, relating outside-to in-

side-bark diameter at top of first 16-foot
log (1962) 17573

Southeast river basins, potential supplies
(1962) 19553

Soviet industry, article (1961) 13028
standing, evaluation, concept of intrinsic

wood quality and nondestructive meth-
ods for determining quality (1962) 5236

structural glued laminated, standard of
trade (1963) 15026

stumpage prices for sawtimber sold from
national forests (periodical) (1965) 7760

stumps, treat to prevent Fomes annosus in
shortleaf pine plantations (1965) 10920

thin and prune in northern Rocky Mountain
and intermountain regions, opportunity
(1962) 604

trends in

—

Southeast (1962) 7452
U.S (1965) 6243
western Oregon and western Washington

(1964) 8683
utilization research activities of Forest

Service (1964) 7939
volume

—

Arizona (1965) 10932
Colorado (1964) 6745
Illinois (1965) 6245
Minnesota (1964) 12461
New Mexico (1965) 10931
per acre under point sampling, standard

error formulas (1961) 7488
Utah (1965) 4798
western South Dakota (1964) 14320

West Virginia, cost of marking hardwood
sawtimber (1964) 8651

western white pine stands, 2d-growth (1961)
1648

wide spacing of slash pine produces early
yields of sawtimber (1962) 5268

windthrown

—

and standing, high-lead yarding produc-
tion rates, comparison (1964) 18071

disease potential, summary report (1964)
2396

see also Hardwoods—Lumber

—

also names of
timber trees.

Timber and Watershed Laboratory:
Northeastern Forest Experiment Station,

research facility (1965) 688
progress report (1963) 15581

Timberlands:
K\' types of work (1965) 2165
overstory effect on understory, deer habitat

in mixed conifer type (1961) 683
Time:
binary system generates sidereal rate from

standard solar rate (1965) 1425
determination

—

by N. D. Pavlon's method (1961) 2443
from star observation on same vertical

circle (1961) 11317
factor in initiation of freezing and in pene-

tration and propagation of ice in tissues

of mouse limbs (1965) 4167
frequency standards and measurements,

engineering circular (1963) 3236
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Time—Continued
interval unit, Hewlett Packard 526N or

MX-1636/U (AN/USM-26), test instru-

ment calibration procedure (1961) 17764
microscope, USSR study (1961) 19546
moments of rhythmic signals (1961) 4761,

4764, 11240, 11242, 11252
orbital variables and their time rates in el-

liptic orbits (1961) 4902
physics of time and space, USSR study

(1962) 803
reaction of man, USSR study (1965) 2520
real-time

—

compensation for tropospheric radio re-

fractive effects on range measurements
(1964) 20530

computers utilizing counting techniques,
design (1965) 19928

relation to distance and drawdown in

pumped ground-water basin (1961) 4311
resolved probe method for plasma (1961)

18055
standard time zones in United States, map,

national atlas sheet (1962) 17676
standards, uniform system, legislation

—

hearings (1964) 19514
reports (1963) 12010, 13749, 17273

time-temperature relationships of test head
fires and backfires (1961) 697

uniform system throughout U.S.

—

hearing (1965) 12319
report (1965) 10657

see also Hours of labor.
Time and tide (remarks) (1965) 9530
Time-concentration effects in relation to oxy-

gen toxicity in man (1964) 4258
Time-dependent structure of upper atmosphere

(1962) 18295
Time for positive action (remarks) (1962)

22777
Time modulation, telemetering, increasing

noise stability of pulse-width by means
of time selector, USSR study (1965) 1028

Time off for voting under State laws (1962)
18127

Time series, analysis in measurement of de-

mand (1961) 10525
Time sharing switch for spacecraft telemetry

systems (1962) 8511
Time signals:
from NBS stations WWV and WWVH (1961)

2597, 2000
insert (1961) 6422

from NBS stations WWV, WWVH, WWVB,
& WWVL (1965) 6777

moments of rhythmic signals (1961) 11250
reception by CJook's method (1961) 1155

Time switches, see Electric switchgear.
Timers:

for use with nuclear soil moisture meters
(1965) 7717

solid state satellite separation sequence
timer (1964) 16685

Times, years, and life, critique (1961) 19498
Timetables, see Railroads.
Timing devices:

dutiable status of imports from insular pos-
sessions, amend tariff schedules report
(1965) 17658

motor-driven timer, coincident switch closing
reduces error (1965) 2843

Timiryazevskiy Agricultural Academy, Artifi-
cial Climate Laboratory, description and
operating experience (1965) 19785

Timisoara Institute of Medicine, artificial kid-
ney model designed (1962) 7723

Timmins, A.R., thermal-vacuum testing earth
satellites (1963) 16372

Timmins, Merrill S., jr., safe use and storage
of flammable liquids and gases on farm
(1964) 9942

Timmons, C. I., investigation of fatty acid
monolayers on metals by contact poten-
tial measurements (1965) 13187

Timmons, CO.:
stability of plankton oil films to artificial

sunlight (1963) 3226
study of autophobic liquids on platinum po-

tential method (1964) 20709
Timmons, F.L., studies on control of common

cattail in drainage channels and ditches

(1963) 13190
Timmons, John F., remarks, Jan. 15, 1962

(1963) 1728
Timocharis, LAC 40, lunar chart (1964) 1740
Timpanogos Cave National Monument, general

information (1962) 14527; (1963) 12930;
(1964) 14980; (1965) 13089

Tin:
eliminate from alloys in 1-cent piece

—

hearings (1962) 15262
law (1962) 19005
reports (1962) 15160, 19294

metallurgy, recovery from hardhead by fil-

tration (1964) 20505
mineral

—

facts and problems chapter (1965) 12964
industry survey, monthly (1963) 4234;

(1964) 4082; (1965) 3989
minerals yearbook chapters (1961) 17663;

(1962) 20117; (1963) 19881; (1964) 20515;
(1965) 18460

monthly report (1961) 3474; (1962) 4383
ore reserves. Lost River mine area, Alaska

(1964) 8752
pig, disposal from national stockpile

—

hearings (1964) 13993
reports (1964) 13932, 14097

radiochemistry (1961) 8396
recovery from

—

hardhead by amalgam electrolysis (1961)

15758
tin smelter wastes (1963) 1245

removing volatile metals by vacuum distilla-

tion (1961) 4832
Soviet Far East, southern, mineralization,

relationship to main structural elements
(1965) 12718

stockpile investigation hearings (1962)

21536
superconducting properties, effects of defor-

mation (1961) 16196
tellurides, literature search (1965) 15254
tin-lode investigations. Potato Mountain

area, Seward Peninsula, Alaska (1965)

6597
Tofty tin belt, Manley Hot Springs district,

Alaska (1961) 7514
Tin chloride, volatization from Bolivian

low-grade ores and concentrates (1961)

13457
Tin-tellurium systems, see Tellurium-tin sys-

tems.
Tin tuc boat dong khoa hoc (periodical):

translations (1962) 5486, 5580
Tindek, Ivanka V., relief (1962) 19223, 20980
Tingdahl, Marvin A.:

aerial unloading kit modification KMU-154/E
(1963) 18457

cargo handling system A/A32H-4 (1964) 7971

Tindell, Arthur B., relief (1961) 7047, 8912,
10167

Tingidae, see Lace-bugs.
Ting-Wa Wong, see Wong, Ting-Wa.
Tinker Air Force Base, Okla., civilian employ-

ees, relief (1965) 17307, 17778
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Tintic Junction quadrangle, Utah, geology
(1964) 6797

Tintic mining district, productive parts, study
(1964) 8755

Tintic Mountains, stratigraphy (1962) 2527
Tio Sien Tjiong, see Tjiong, Tio Sien.
Tip moths:

control fails to improve height of planted
loblolly pines in Maryland study (1964)
8652

damage in Florida pine plantations (1963)
17497

larvae effect on oleroesin crystallization of
southern pines (1962) 17597

Nantucket pine tip moth, description, con-
trol, etc (1962) 21796

ponderosa pine, DDT spray for control
(1965) 10935

Tipburn:
emergence, white pine, physiogenic disturb-

ance (1962) 5270
post-emergence chronic symptoms of white

pine in eastern Tennessee not caused by
insects (1963) 12182

Tiphen, effect on ballistocardiogram in pa-
tients suffering from coronary insuffi-
ciency, USSR study (1961) 919

Tippah County, Miss., bauxite deposits (1965)
6335

Tippets, Frank E., critical heat flux and flow
pattern characteristics of high pressure
boiling water in forced convection (1963)
122

Tips, State policy under minimum wage laws
and orders (1965) 13355

Tips (monetary), see Gratuities.
Tips for city and suburban dwellers soil con-

servation at home (1962) 12839A
Tips on fatigue (1964) 13367
Tips on selecting fruits and vegetables (1961)

6686
Tipson, R. Stuart, oxidation of polycyclic,

aromatic hydrocarbons, review of litera-
ture (1965) 19958

Tire hydroplaning, see Hydroplaning.
Tires:

aircraft

—

influence of tread pattern and runway
surface condition on braking friction
and rolling resistance (1962) 20144

uneconomical procurement by military
services under Federal Supply schedules,
GAO review (1963) 6539

airoll, trafficability tests on organic and
mineral soils (1961) 20707

and safety rims for automotive vehicles.
Federal standard (1965) 16199

automobile, Soviet production, improvement
necessary (1964) 18276

automotive

—

distribution problems affecting small busi-
ness, report (1961) 4041

dual distribution in industry, report (1964)
12284

oversize, special and desert tropical, re-
port of evaluation (1962) 20347

trafficability tests with 5-ton GOER on
fine-and coarse-grained soils (1962)
11731

condual model, evaluation (1961) 2635
cord and fabrics, current industrial reports

(1961) 2990, 8513; (1962) 3737, 11089;
(1963) 3575, 9720; (1964) 3391, 13760;
(1965) 17220

elasticity, airplane braking systems, dynam-
ics, effects on, study (1965) 19945

excise tax

—

impose at manufacturer-owned retail out-
let, report (1965) 19222

Tires—Continued
excise tax—Continued
imposition at time of delivery to manufac-
turer-owned retail outlet, report (1961)
18871

Federal

—

item identification guides for supply catal-
oging (1962) 7236; (1963) 3652; (1964)
3470, 12289; (1965) 3372

supply catalogs (1961) 6027; (1962) 19410
supply schedules (1961) 6028, 10611

industry

—

labor market developments (1965) 16098
outlook for 1963 and review of 1962 (1963)
4533

output per man-hour, indexes, 1947-60
(1963)1183

large diameter tubeless, emergency repair
kit (1964) 5722

mobility in

—

sand, scaled vehicle model factors (1961)
20225, 21418

snow, scaled vehicle model factors (1961)
21417

moving

—

center-line deflection studies (1965) 10785
deflection, tests on asphaltic concrete,
sand and silt (1961) 20709

performance of soils under tire loads

—

analysis of tests in Yuma sand (1965)
18051

test facilities and techniques (1965) 4685
pneumatic

—

aircraft, mechanical properties (1961)
6408

nonaircraft, military standard (1961) 448
notice (1961) 9014

performance on soft soils, dimensional
analysis (1965) 19591

rigid and pneumatic on vehicle wheels, anal-
ysis of existing data (1965) 6147

sand performance, correlation of single tire
test results (1962) 16194

stationary and towed pneumatic, distribu-
tion of stresses beneath (1964) 15878

towed pneumatic, distribution of stresses
beneath, in air-dry sand (1965) 16131

TIROS (television infrared observation satel-
lite), see Satellites.

Tisdale, L.E., Brick and Building Supply Inc.,
railroad accident (1962) 13953

Tishomingo County, Miss., forest inventory
statistics (1963) 3379

Tishomingo National Wildlife Refuge:
birds, list (1964) 6723
general information (1963) 2294
vialdlife management unit (1964) 698

Tisler, Frantisek, relief (1962) 13387, 16706,
17162

Tisot, P.R., physical structure of Green River
oil shale from Colorado (1963) 7220

Tissue cultures:
action of toxins of pathogenic anaerobes on,

USSR study (1962) 10020
cells

—

during initial phase of interaction with
Sendai virus, luminescent microscopy
study, USSR (1963) 12491

in vitro, RNA content and degree of rad-
ioresistance, correlative study (1963)
9632

Detroit-6, adaptation to various animal
sera, Hungarian study (1962) 7860

human

—

and monkey leukocytes, comparative study
(1963) 76

kidney, for virologic research, Bulgarian
study (1962) 9879
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Tissue cultures—Continued

isolation of enteroviruses from baboon
(1963) 5892

organ culture, studies of development, func-
tion, and disease, symposium (1963) 9225

plant, research, status and prospects,
Cniinese study (1963) 17917

utilizing toxic and antitoxic properties of

dog serum after thermal burns, USSR
study (1961) 11044

Tissues:
acceptance of free skin grafts when trans-

planted on various tissues, USSR study
(1962) 979

adsorptivity, shifts in acute radiation sick-

ness, USSR study (1963) 17655
animal, oxygen consumption after combined

action of certain gases, USSR study
(1965) 11254

banks, license in D.C.

—

law (1962) 20831
reports (1961) 17028; (1962) 19694

biological

—

difference meter for measuring pigments
(1965) 18897

electric parameters in microwave range,
USSR study (1964) 18494

citric acid and susceptibility to infection in

mice during chronic hypoxia and fluo-

roacetate poisoning (1961) 6719
changes in rheumatism dynamics, USSR

study (1962) 2836
connecting, reactive proliferation, effect of

humizol, USSR study (1964) 16183
connective

—

and collagen diseases, physiological sys-
tem, progress of study of A.A. Bogomo-
lets, USSR (1962) 1178

permeability, USSR study (1962) 1176
role in regeneration of parenchymatous

elements, USSR study (1962) 23868
tissue growth, ribonucleic acid and colla-
gen synthesis, USSR study (1964) 16345

cytochemistry of mucopolysaccharides in
normal and pathological connective tis-

sue, USSR study (1965) 6424
diet as factor in structure and composition

of tissues of rat v«th aging (1964) 19080
effects of acute radiation sickness, USSR

study (1962) 5802
electrical assymetry, possible mechanism,

USSR study (1965) 12591
electrolyte

—

change produced by hypercapnia, hypo-
capnia, and hypoxia, air crash cause
tests (1961) 3739

influence of intermittent exposure to simu-
lated altitude (1961) 6726

evolution of tissue energy matabolism in
number of vertebrates, USSR study
(1965) 11114

frozen, of frogs and mice, ice distribution
(1965) 8465

gaseous nitrogen

—

quantitative determination in animals
exposed to various simulated altitudes
(1962) 14784

rats exposed to simulated altitude and
high concentrations of nitrogen (1963)
16790

gingival

—

human bacterial invasion, simulation with
carbon particles (1964) 8000

microorganisms in human (1964) 1748
reductase activity and sulfhydryls in de-

hydrogenase histochemistry (1965) 126

guinea pigs, histochemical responses to cold
(1965) 8468

Tissues—Continued

health of supporting tissues in complete
denture construction (1963) 11145

hemolysins, formation under normal condi-
tions and after radiation injury to ani-
mals, mechanism, USSR study (1962)
12071

hepatic, morphological changes in inflamma-
tory processes of gall bladder and bile
ducts, USSR study (1962) 5619

human, production of gas at low pressures
(1962) 1966

hypoxia, development during progressive
hyperthermia (1963) 18501

insect, method for cultivating, USSR study
(1963) 2508

intra-vitam staining, USSR study (1964)
12675

living, mode of invasion by ice, direct obser-
vations (1965) 97

Macaca mulatta monkeys, endogenous bac-
terial invasion following lethal Co- irra-
diation (1962) 20455

mammalian, in vivo measurement of total
gas pressure (1964) 1789

mechanism on adaptation of animals to re-

duced oxygen content in environment,
USSR study (1962) 23923

normal, cytochemical analysis of nature of
relation between ribonucleic acid and
proteins in cells of normal tissues and
malignant tumors, USSR study (1962)
5584

otorhinolaryngological organs, spectral lu-

minescence of tissues, USSR study
(1963) 12375

parasites of man, life cycle charts (1965)
11645

polysaccharides in human tissues in early
stages of ontogenesis, USSR study
(1962) 946

preservation

—

problems of preparation and clinical utili-

zation, (Jerman Democratic Republic
symposium (1961) 19526

USSR study (1965) 19757
regeneration, USSR study (1965) 16459
reparative regeneration after exposure to

ionizing radiation, USSR study (1965)
9475

resistivity, thoracic cage impedance meas-
urements (1964) 9987

respiration in brains of albino rats, influ-
ence of low-intensity ultrasonic waves,
USSR study (1962) 2705

structure, properties and pathological
changes of elastic structures, current
data, USSR study (1964) 14593

transplantations and replacements, USSR
study (1962) 1187

time factor in initiation of freezing and in
penetration and propagation of ice in
mouse limbs (1965) 4167

use of gold-iron electrode pair for electro-
chemical recording of tissue oxygen in

vivo, USSR study (1965) 12661
using tissue hemolysins to indicate efficacy

of radioprotective preparations con-
traindicated, USSR study (1965) 6485

USSR studies-
changes in autolysis after radiation injury

(1961) 7610
content of macroergic phosphorus com-

pounds, change in acute radiation sick-
ness (1961) 15524

lyophilization apparatus (1961) 15340
morphological changes of autoplastically

successfully transplanted extremities in

dogs (1961) 15425
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Tissues—Continued
USSR studies—Continued
regeneration, effect of galascorbine (1961)

10779
systems of organism in decorticated ani-

mals, morphological analysis (1961) 4633

transplantation (1961) 12908; (1965) 6440
and replacements (1961) 15341
basic problems (1962) 9964

transplants, new break in barrier of incom-
patability (1964) 21412

tumorous, action of ultrasound on biologi-

cal properties (1961) 767
Ti-Tsang nunnery, changes in achievements

under Communist Party (1961) 4355
Titan missile, see Missiles.

Titanates:
corticated alkaline earth, thermophoto-

tropism (1964) 13234
perovskite-structured, proposed mechanism

for thermophototropic behavior (1964)
9606

strontium titanate radioisotope fuel produc-
tion for SNAP 7B thermoelectric gener-
ator (1964) 5968

Titanates, see Barium titanate—Iron titan-

ate—Strontium titanate.
Titaniferous iron ores, see Rmenite.
Titaniferous magnetite, see Magnetite.
Titanium:

alloys

—

analysis, recommended methods (1963)
12964'

and plating, application of coatings to
strengthen surface, USSR study (1964)
9187

brazing, problems (1964) 1350
casting and processing, safety problems,
USSR study (1961) 973

cold-mold and skull-cast composition and
mechanical properties (1962) 16022

corrosion properties (1965) 2809
corrosion, USSR articles (1964) 11222
diffusion in columbium rich columb-
ium-titanium alloys (1965) 13196

effects of Ti and Al, etc., on mechanical
properties of nimonic 80A, Japanese
study (1964) 12962

electrorefining (1962) 14441
fatigue before and after exposure to 550°

F (561° K) up to 8800 hours (1965) 14833
fatigue-crack propagation (1964) 20587
for hot stamping, USSR articles (1965)
2356

gadolinium, phase diagram (1961) 11393
hot-salt stress-corrosion cracking phenom-
enon (1964) 21730

hot stamping of titanium alloy blanks,

USSR study (1964) 20218
in vacuum, friction and wear, influence of

crystal structure (1965) 6722
modification, USSR studies (1964) 12584
molybdenum-0.5-percent-titanium sheet

—

bend transition temperature (1964)
20583

oxidation-resistant coatings (1964)
18733

nickel-titanium, review of Govt, reports
(1965) 2934

oxygen effect on properties and heat treat-

ment (1964) 4909
plastic deformation under different types

of stress, USSR study (1965) 9366
relative susceptibility to salt stress corro-

sion at 550° F (1964) 1460
residual static strength at 109° F, 70° F,

70° F, and 550° F (1964) 5514
RS-120, radiative cooling, emissivity meas-
urement (1961) 19991

Titanium—Continued
alloys—Continued
salt-stress-corrosion cracking of residual-

ly stressed Ti-8Al-lMo-lV sheet (1965)
8086

sheet stamping, USSR study (1964) 5060
6A1-4V sheet, tensile and compressive

creep and methods of estimating mini-
mum creep rate (1961) 8026

6Al-6V-2Sn, weld heat-affected zones,
study (1963) 9318

Soviet (1965) 9372
structural transformations, effect of hy-
drogen, USSR study (1963) 7046

structure and properties, USSR studies
(1965) 9323

Ti-6A1-4V sheet, smooth and sharp-notch
property variations for several heats at
room and cryogenic temperatures (1962)
12492

Ti-8-Al-lMo-rV sheet, fatigue behavior
(1964) 13139

translations (1964) 2860
USSR-
research (1964) 12816
studies (1965) 7894

weld joints, structure and properties,
USSR study (1965) 6520

B-titanium-vanadium, B-titanium-niobium
diffusion systems, electron probe mi-
croanalysis (1965) 13156

brazing

—

foam aluminum to SAP-1 material, and
titanium alloy, OT 4, USSR study (1962)
17874

to stainless steel with new alloy (1965)
6658

USSR studies (1965) 2314
with rapid heating, USSR study (1963)

19739
carbon electrotransport (1965) 1483
casting technology (1961) 2515
chlorination of titaniferous slags, study of

moving bed technique (1962) 14429
contracts, stockpile investigation, hearings

(1963) 4772
corrosion, USSR articles (1964) 11222
crystals in vacuum, influence of orientation

on friction characteristics (1965) 18546
deposits in south Texas (1961) 13444
determination of oxygen in (1961) 17655
diaphragm makes excellent amplitron cath-

ode support (1965) 18518
discharge behavior in vacuum arc melting

(1961) 9452
electrolytic, effect of impurities on mechani-

cal properties (1961) 4830
electrorefining

—

development of 10,000 ampere cell (1961)
13452

electrolytic methods of preparing cell feed
(1963) 5488

transfer of selected metals (1964) 11341
equipment—

in production of nickel, USSR study (1964)
10889

USSR book (1965) 2716
extrusion die development (1961) 8331
forming and fabrication, USSR study (1965)

7858
halides, thermodynamic values (1961) 19871
hot plastic deformation effect on structure

and properties, USSR study (1965) 18349
industry

—

outlook for
1961 and review of 1960 (1961) 1756
1962 and review of 1961 (1962) 2135
quarterly reports (1961) 3475; (1962)
4384
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Titanium—Continued

ingot and mill products, current industrial

reports (1961) 2989; (1962) 3736; (1963)

3574; (1964) 3390; (1965) 3273
ingots, electroslag smelting, USSR study

(1963) 686
iridium phase diagram (1962) 22524

melting and hot-rolling of titanium and zone
segregation of titanium alloy ingots,

USSR studies (1965) 19778
metallurgy, USSR translation (1964) 5238

metals, exposed to liquid nitrogen tetroxide,

impact sensitivity data (1962) 126
mineral

—

facts and problems chapter (1965) 9604
industry survey, quarterly (1963) 4235;

(1964) 4083; (1965) 3990
minerals

—

from Roseland anorthosite near Roseland,
Nelson County, Va (1962) 10467

yearbook chapters (1961) 17664; (1962)

20118; (1963) 18111; (1964) 18711; (1965)
18461

ores. Pacific Northwest, amenability to bene-
ficiation techniques (1961) 9466

oxidation at low temperatures, USSR study
(1963) 6888

physical metallurgy, USSR studies (1965)
2753

placer

—

deposits, Idaho (1964) 1438
resources in western Montana (1964) 7444

placers, prospecting and valuating methods,
USSR study (1965) 12759

powder

—

metal alloys, investigation (1962) 23743
metallurgy, USSR studies (1963) 2954

problems in substituting for manganese in

steel (1962) 18228
production, etc., preliminary report (1961)

2489
reaction rate of titanium and titanium sub-

chlorides in molten sodium chloride
(1963) 5489

reactivity with oxygen (1964) 16722

reconnaissance of resources on Ship Island,
Harrison County, Miss (1962) 20097

refining cells, development (1964) 11338
resources

—

Kemper County, Miss (1961) 6285
Nelson and Amherst Counties, Va (1963)

1234; (1964) 11335
skin panels, flat and curved, flutter results

at supersonic speeds (1963) 5595
sodium-reduced and electrorefined, physical

and mechanical properties (1961) 9467
southeastern United States (1964) 16624
Soviet use in metallography (1965) 12606
spectrochemical analysis (1963) 1244
strips, manufacture by powder rolling,

USSR study (1961) 11029
thermal expansion anisotropy and preferred

orientation in rolled zinc alloys (1965)
16597

titanium-alloy, stability of 4 sheet materials
after exposures to 22000 hours at 550° F
(561° K) (1965) 6686

titanium and its alloys, USSR studies (1965)

12766
titanium-oxygen alloys, electrorefining

(1965) 6598
treatment improves brazed joints (1965)

11427
vanadium alloy, stress corrosion cracking

(1965) 19866
welding, USSR studies (1964) 11141

Titanium borides:

base alloys for cutting tools, USSR study
(1963) 737

Titanium borides—Continued
cemented tungsten carbide with titanium

diboride additions (1963) 1235
diborides (Ti,V) B2, (Ti, Cb)B2, and

(Ti,Ta)B2, preparation and evaluation
(1964) 11318

electrochemical oxidation of titanium dibor-
ide (1964) 16715

pseudobinary system TiB2-CrB2, corrosion
resistance (1964) 11324

roentgenographic investigation of recrystal-
lization processes, USSR study (1962)
23887

single-crystal and polycrystalline titanium
diboride, metallographic procedures and
findings (1962) 20440

Titanium carbide:
and compounds, price list, bibliography

(1965) 1933
cermet, surface failure in rolling contact at

temperatures to 2000° F (1964) 18783

roentgenographic investigation of recrystal-
lization processes, USSR study (1962)
23887

stability when exposed to hydrogen atoms
(1961) 15809

titanium- and chromium-carbide-base cer-

mets, investigating hardness (1963) 2845

Titanium chlorides:
producing titanium lower chlorides, methods

(1964) 9499
reaction rate of titanium and titanium sub-

chlorides in molten sodium chloride

(1963) 5489
Titanium-columbium diboride, see Titanium

borides.

Titanium dioxide, determination of no injury,

etc. to U.S. industry by imports from

—

France (1963) 20201
Japan (1964) 11656

growrth and properties of zirconia and titan-

ia whiskers from fused salt baths (1965)

18452
pigment particle size separation (1964)

14787
pigmented epoxy, properties of white paints

for application to inflatable spacecraft

(1965) 11496
role in grain growth and sintering of urani-

um dioxide (1962) 199
Titanium isotopes, radiochemistry (1961) 9952

Titanium nitride:

preparation (1964) 13123
oxidizagle coating for high-temperature pro-

tection of graphite (1961) 6392

stability when exposed to hydrogen atoms
(1961) 15809

Titanium oxide, fabrication of dielectric films

(1964) 7996
Titanium steel, see Steel.

Titaniunvtantalum diboride, see Titanium bor-

ides.

Titanium-vanadium diboride, see Titanium
borides.

Titles (land), see Land.

Tito, Josip B.:

revisionist views (1963) 15998
special mission to save Africa, Albanian

study (1961) 15106
Titov, German S.:

cosmonaut

—

record flight, additional data (1962) 18659
USSR, biography (1962) 3101

Titran, Robert H., high-temperature creep
behavior of columbium alloy, FS-85
(1965) 13047

Titration, see Volumetric analysis.
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Titus, Joan B., subject index, etc., of technical

conference papers on plastics (1965)

14162
Tiverton quadrangle, R.I.-Mass., bedrock geo-

logy (1964) 15942

Tjaden, Charles F., relief (1961) 14245, 14519,

16536
Tjiong, Tio Sien, relief (1962) 11494, 15129,

16678
TL series see listings under Fish and Wildlife

Service in the monthly issues.

Tlingit Indians:
defined, amend act of June 19, 1935

—

hearings (1965) 12185
law (1965) 15478
reports (1965) 8947, 12141

TMTD, see Thiram.
TNO Institute for Health Technology, the

Hague (1962) 19924
To new heights of knowledge (1961 yearly gen-

eral assembly) USSR (1961) 19667

To protect the peace (1963) 1577

To strengthen flow of youth to science, USSR
(1962) 23844

To work again, to live again, vocational reha-

bilitation of homebound veterans (1965)

11763
Toasted breadcrumbs of the future (address)

(1963) 14711
Tobacco:
acreage allotments

—

extend time to file 1962 leases-
law (1962) 16756
reports (1962) 15236, 15354

extend time to file 1963 leases-
law (1963) 15159
reports (1963) 11822, 13781

extend time to file 1964 leases-
law (1964) 17328
reports (1964) 13930, 17721

extend time to file 1965 leases

—

law (1965) 10364
reports (1965) 10474, 15904

transfer by lease

—

law (1961) 18595
reports (1961) 14371, 16988

extend time

—

hearings (1963) 13636
law (1963) 15147
reports (1963) 11821, 13723

acreage-poundage marketing quotas

—

hearings (1965) 6037, 7467

law (1965) 8725
reports (1965) 5945, 7451, 8793, 8935

Africa's industry (1964) 764
agricultural commodity grader, examination

announcement (1962) 2269
auction markets, functions and operations,

hearing (1964) 4486
burley

—

light air-cured

—

inspection, market news and demonstra-

tion services (1961) 5176
market reviews (1961) 11667; (1962)

14719; (1963) 14826; (1964) 15189;

(1965) 14143
preparing, grading, selling, and reporting

(1962) 12911
referendum (1965) 8442

Canadian, production and trade, 1962 survey

(1963) 10207
cigar, special study report (1962) 7255
commercial farms, costs and returns

—

Bluegrass area, Kentucky (1962) 17366;

(1965) 12373
Coastal Plain, North Carolina (1962)

17364; (1963) 12045; (1965) 12374

costs of production by size of farm, central

cotton-tobacco area of N.C (1962) 21603

Tobacco—Continued
crop summaries (1961) 2852; (1962) 4385;

(1963) 4236; (1964) 4084; (1965) 3991
dark air-cured, official standard grades, U.S.

types 35, 36, and 37 (1965) 17964
dealers in tobacco materials, code of Federal

regulations (1962) 685
exports and Common Market (remarks)

(1962) 17540
farms, coastal plain of North Carolina, cost

of production (1961) 100
fire-cured and dark air-cured, market re-

views (1961) 8265; (1962) 10803; (1963)

9531; (1964) 9913; (1965) 7016, 10709
flue-cured

—

acids and esters found in tobacco (1961) 50
acreage-poundage referendum (1965) 10083

alkaloid studies of acceptable and dis-

count varieties grown in 1957 (1961)

11681
chemical composition of representative
grades 1952 and 1954 crops, analysis
(1961) 103

facts (1965) 1771
harvesting and marketing (1962) 12892
identification of certain varieties under

price support program (1964) 9929
inspection, market news, and demonstra-

tion service (1963) 14816
market reviews (1961) 5194; (1962) 8764;

(1963) 5788; (1964) 5794; (1965) 6076
official standard grades, U.S. types 11, 12,

13, 14 (1963) 14829
foreign

—

agriculture circulars (1961) 3274; (1962)

3876; (1963) 3720; (1964) 3520; (1965)

3433
trade prospects (1961) 2015; (1962) 2506;

(1963) 2307; (1964) 4750; (1965) 3433
health factors in use, authorize research by

Agriculture Dept.

—

hearings (1964) 8353
report (1964) 4484

hexane and ethanol extractives, total (1963)

1639
import duties

—

changes in free world countries (1961)

14895
European Common Market and effects on

U.S. tobacco (1962) 13841'

improved looseleaf package, developing and
market testing (1965) 472

industries, statistics (1961) 6212; (1962)

5327; (1963) 6579; (1964) 4832; (1965)

4883
industry

—

Indonesia (1961) 1062
position today (summary of remarks)

(1961) 6926
western Asia (1964) 8627

inspection, market news and demonstration
service

—

burley, light air-cured (1965) 16054
flue-cured (1965) 16055

irrigating, general principles (1961) 5259
laws enforced by Alcohol and Tobacco Tax

Division, IRS, guide for law enforcement
officers (1963) 5051; (1964) 14366

manufacturing, job skill, size of firm and
unionization effect, variables in retire-

ment policy, case study (1961) 15730
market reports, season's first (1964) 15191
marketing practices, proposed modification,

hearing (1961) 18932
Maryland, light air-cured, market reviews

(1961) 6653; (1962) 8765; (1963) 7536;

(1965) 17963
type 32, inspection, market news, etc

(1962) 6523
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Tobacco—Continued
materials, products, etc.

—

exportation without payment or drawback
of tax, regulations (1962) 11915

regulations (1962) 5336
mildew, oospores research, Bulgarian stud-

ies (1964) 1000
nontariff barriers to movement in free world

countries (1963) 12148
oriental, in changing world, production and

marketing (1965) 14352
Philippine, duty-free imports, limit quotas

—

law (1961) 12103
reports (1961) 8790, 8967

plant beds, controlling green June beetle
larvae (1962) 10835

price support level, stabilize and protect,
hearing (1961) 12330

pricing policy of Agriculture Dept., hearings
(1963) 17160

production (1962) 4500
and marketing in Southern Rhodesia,
Northern Rhodesia, and Nyasaland
(1964) 14291

and trade in Madagascar (Malagasy Re-
public) (1964) 12430

Indonesia (1961) 1022
marketing, etc., in U.S (1961) 16113

products

—

census of manufactures, 1958

—

industry report (1961) 3910
special report (1961) 13890

commodity transportation survey, shipper
series (1965) 15306

Federal supply schedule (1961) 12656
manufactured, regulations (1962) 13905
manufacturers' sales, 1958 census (1961)
18129

manufacturing and taxation, permissive
activities of Alcohol and Tobacco Tax
Division, GAO review (1961) 12763

outlook (address) (1961) 39
prevent double taxation

—

law (1964) 13891
reports (1964) 8312, 12235

role in foreign trade of U.S., past and pres-
ent (remarks) (1962) 13220

South America's industry (1962) 21792
statistics reports (1961) 9905; (1962) 8876;

(1963) 9589; (1964) 7949; (1965) 8445
stock reports (1961) 2800; (1962) 4387; (1963)

4238; (1964) 4086; (1965) 3993
stored, biology and control of insects (1962)

20397; (1965) 18873
tax guides (1964) 8808, 18168; (1965) 780,

3994, 7831, 11035, 14456-457, 16349,
18262

tax, removal of products without payment
(1962) 21868

tobacco situation (1961) 2799; (1962) 4386;
(1963) 4237; (1964) 4085; (1965) 3992

Turkish, flavor contribution in blended ciga-
rettes (1964) 13571

utilization of maleic hydrazide, economic
implications (1961) 11695

warehouses, insecticide sprays, oil base
specifications (1963) 7533

what is your crop really worth to you?
(1964) 6627

Wisconsin

—

acreage allotments, transfer by lease

—

hearing (1962) 21193
law (1962) 23224
reports (1962) 21065, 21489

cigar-binder, official standard grades
(1963) 5789

see also Cigarettes—Cigars.
Tobacco budworms, see Budworms.
Tobacco inspector, aid, examination announce-

ment (1962) 2269

Tobacco products, see Tobacco.
Tobacco research laboratory, hearings (1964)

8353
Tobago, see Trinidad and Tobago.
Tobak, Murray:

angle-of-attack convergence of spinning
bodies entering atmospheres at large
inclinations to flight path (1964) 21777

deduction of nonlinear differential equations
from their solutions (1965) 9724

study of nonlinear longitudinal dynamic
stability (1964) 20620

tumbling bodies entering planetary atmos-
pheres (1964) 14905

Tobias, Jerry V.:

binaural beat perception problem (1964)
4316

relation of earphone transient response to
measurement of onset-duration (1963)
16868

Tobin, J. Martin, copper oxidation and some
irradiation effects (1963) 14964

Tobin, James, nomination, hearing (1961) 4087
Tobosa grass, grazing values and management

of ranges of Southwest (1962) 20425
Tocks Island National Recreation Area:

establish

—

hearings (1965) 10542
report (1962) 21379

Tocopilla, Chile, uranium reconnaissance of
area (1961) 20361

Toda, Masanao:
logic of systems, introduction to formal

theory of structure (1964) 7989
utility, induced utilities and small worlds

(1964) 63
Todaro, Filipa, relief (1962) 15133, 18945,

19219
Todaro, Maria S., relief (1962) 11330, 15058,

15306
Today's challenge to cooperatives (1963) 11468
Today's problems, France (1961) 13029
Today's woman in tomorrow's world (1961)

1577
Todd, C, jr., relief (1962) 20814, 21341
Todd, Carlos, testimony, hearing (1963) 4784
Todd, F.H., series 60, methodical experiments

with models of single-screw merchant
ships (1964) 13438

Todd, F. Ridgely, jr., Pittsburgh wholesale
food distribution facilities (1965) 37

Todd, Frederick H., and wife, relief (1965)
17487, 19386

Todd, G.W., and others, relief (1962) 20815,
21342

Todd, Ira T., sr., relief of estate (1962) 20814,
21341

Todd, Ruth:
Foraminifera of tropical Pacific collections

of the Albatross, 1899-1900 (1965) 5270
planktonic foraminifera from deep-sea cores

off Eniwetok Atoll (1964) 15945
Todd, W.R., stress studies in rats fed glycine

containing diets (1963) 1758
Toeg, Rifka I., relief (1964) 8263
Tofty tin belt, Manley Hot Springs, Alaska

(1961) 7514
Together we are strong (1962) 8661
Togo:
business opportunities, report of 93d Dept.

of Commerce Trade Mission (1961) 14896
economic

—

assistance agreement (1961) 11579
developments (1962) 15667

economy, basic data (1961) 9185
foreign trade regulations (1964) 14383
guaranty of private investments, agreement

(1962) 14629
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12925
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Togo—Continued
ministers present plans and policies (1964)

12752
newly independent nation, fact sheet (1961)

9760
official publications, 1946-58, guide (1964)

11306
Peace Corps program, agreement (1963) 1559

soil studies status (1964) 7158
Toilet articles:

census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 275, 8492
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 9510; (1963) 3659;
(1964) 3477, 12296; (1965) 3379

Toilet preparations, see Toilet articles.

Toiletries, see Toilet articles.

Toilets:
metal partitions, current industrial reports

(1961) 2990
summary (1962) 4732

pit, ridding of bad odor by use of convection
stack (1963) 10218

Tokens:
use of slugs and other devices similar to

money, amend law

—

law (1962) 20842
reports (1961) 16771; (1962) 19333

Tokuhata, George K., familial aggregation of

lung cancer among hospital patients
(1963) 12991

Tokyo, Japan:
central fish market, gamma-emitting radio-

nuclides in tuna samples, 1962 (1965)
10190

purchase of residence for financial attache,
Treasury Dept., GAO report (1965)
12529

Toledo, Ohio:
aircraft accident (1962) 4824
census of business, 1958, standard metropol-

itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 5450
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 17186
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18312
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20616

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 11180

electric facilities of area, maps (1962) 556;
(1963) 517

foreign - trade zone, establish

—

report of examiners' committee (1961) 651
report on physical requirements (1961) 652

occupational wage survey (1964) 13063;

(1965) 11345
departmental editions (1961) 11343; (1962)

14378; (1963) 12798
document editions (1961) 10206; (1962)

13342; (1963) 11742
port, harbor conditions, etc (1961) 14803
principal electric facilities, maps (1963)

2266; (1964) 674; (1965) 16178
Toledo, Peoria & Western RR., accident (1965)

19707
Toler, James R., simulation of helicopter and

V/STOL aircraft (1964) 13322
Tolerance (engineering):
copper and copper base allov mill products.

Federal standard (1961) 6026
dimensioning and tolerancing, military

standard (1964) 10448
high permeability semiconductors permit

close-tolerance soldering (1965) 9676

Tolliver, Wayne E.:

bachelor's and higher degrees conferred
summary report during year

—

1960-61 (1963) 6347
1961-62 (1963) 10080

earned degrees conferred

—

1960-61 (1964) 2269
(1961-62 (1963) 15426

engineering enrollments and degrees, 1961
(1963) 6333

enrollment for advanced degrees

—

fall 1960 (1963) 12063
fall 1961 (1964) 8482
1st term, 1962-63, final report (1965) 2098

graduate enrollment and Ph.D. output in

scientific fields (1965) 14898
junior-year science, mathematics, and for-

eign language students, first-term
1962-63 (1964) 10467

survey of students enrolled for advanced
degrees, fall 1961, summary report

^ „ (1963) 4827
lolls:

Chicago Skyway toll bridge, operat-e as free-

way

—

hearings (1963) 17185
report (1963) 18872

Delaware River and Bay bridges, amend

law (1962) 20919
report (1962) 19156

Federal-aid highways, permit toll charges,
hearings (1961) 18973

St. Lawrence seaway, tariff of tolls, agree-
ment with Canada (1964) 18971

U.S.S. Alabama, permit passage through
Panama Canal without toll charges

—

law (1964) 17279
reports (1964) 13977, 15703

Welland Canal, suspension, agreement with
Canada (1962) 22846; (1963) 11640

Tolson, Hillary A., laws relating to National
Park Service (1964) 5568

Tolson, Robert H., geometrical characteristics
of lunar orbits established from
earth-moon trajectories (1963) 11057

Toluene:
butylated hydroxy, effect on development of

rancidity in smoked mullet (1962) 17501
solubilization of methanol by soap micelles

in, as measured bv gas chromatography
(1962) 6353

toxicity of chloride derivatives of, USSR
study (1965) 12692

Tom Good You, see Yee, Mrs. Sun, and chil-

dren.
Tom Pon Shee, see Shee, Tom Pon.
Toman, Kurt:

antipodal image of electromagnetic source
(1964) 13640

central-force laws for elliptic orbit (1964)
13636

scintillation mechanism (1965) 4204
Tomassian, Heghine, relief (1962) 7141, 16926,

20739
Tomato catchup, standard, proposal to amend,

comment invited (1965) 12491
Tomato fruitworms, see Bollworms.
Tomato paste, standards for grades (1964)

15193
Tomato puree, canned, standards for grades

(1964) 15192
Tomato sauce, U.S. standards for grades

(1961) 14
Tomatoes:

bruising injury, marketing problem (1962)
8846

canned, standards for grades (1964) 13562,
19048

commercial production (1963) 4349
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Tomatoes—Continued
controlling tomato diseases (1964) 11757
diseased, and control (1962) 34
dropsophila flies control (1963) 25
economic feasibility of radiation-pasteur-

izing (1963) 19090
golden nematode, how to prevent spread

(1961) 81
industry, small business problems

—

hearings (1961) 14505
reports (1962) 9290-91

insecticide residues (1965) 8389
packing in Lower Rio Grande Valley of
Texas, costs, etc (1964) 20929

mature green

—

packing, quality, costs, and margins in
Lower Rio Grande Valley of Texas
(1963) 20287

reducing costs of packing at Florida ship-
ping point (1965) 10068

on your table (1964) 20924
preparing fresh tomatoes for market (1962)

8843
prices and market structure in lower Rio

Grande Valley of Texas (1963) 9577
radiation pasteurization in southern region

(1965) 13533, 17139
repacking methods and equipment (1964) 32
salvaging from frozen vines (1961) 91
use on table (1961) 8297

Tombaugh, Larry W., estimating number of
visitors to national forest campgrounds
(1964) 12470

Tombigbee River:
Jackson Lock, prototype hawser-force meas-

urements (1965) 18048
Memphis lock and dam, change name

—

hearings (1964) 2123
law (1963) 18783
reports (1963) 13704, 18860

Tomboulian, D.H., determination of absolute
photon fluxes and applications to labo-
ratory calibration procedures in lOOA to
300A range (1965) 16677

Tomich, Vera, education in Yugoslavia and
the new reform (1963) 17369

Tomingas, Alma, academician, 60th anniversa-
ry, USSR (1962) 2821

Tomlinson, Helen:
abstracts of Air Force personnel research

reports (1963) 5882-83
defining technical information needs for re-

search laboratory (1965) 8487
Tomlinson, W. R., jr., properties of explosives

of military interest (1963) 20324
Tommy Lee, see Lee Suey Jom.
Tomorrow is already here (1963) 3298
Tompkins County, N.Y., soil survey report

(1965) 15047
Toms River, N.J., redevelopment area, statisti-

cal profile (1962) 13193
Tonan Ajia kenkyu (journal):
translations (1965) 9467, 12762, 14481,

14530, 14537, 18322
Tonga Islands, Geniostoma, description (1962)

3394
Tongue, examination, glossoscopic diagnostic

technique of Chinese traditional medi-
cine (1962) 2597

Tongue River Reservation:
minerals, grant to certain Indians

—

law (1961) 18678
reports (1961) 14623, 16757

Tonic, Ante, see Tunic, Ante, and family.
Tonkin, Gulf of, plankton and benthos distri-

bution, general characteristics (1963)
12575

Tonmovec, F.M., neutron-field and induced-
activity measurements. Operation Bren
(1965) 17085

Tonnage:
gross and net, of shelter deck vessels, meas-

urement, provide

—

law (1965) 17414
reports (1965) 15984, 17622

see Freight.
Tonsmeire, Edward C, jr., relief (1961) 8886
Tonto National Forest, withdrawal from min-

eral entry for Air Force seismological
observatory, report (1962) 9390

Tonto National Monument, general informa-
tion (1964) 5570; (1965) 8177

Tontz, Robert L., U.S. agricultural trade with
European Economic Community (1963)
2142

Tooele County, Utah:
geology—
and mineral deposits (1964) 14341
Tintic Junction quadrangle (1964) 6797

Tooker, Edwin W., altered wallrocks in central
part of FVont Range mineral belt, Colo
(1964) 4795

Tooker, Elisabeth:
ethnography of Huron Indians, 1615-49

—

departmental edition (1964) 11814
document edition (1964) 12019

Tool makers, tool and die industry, outlook for
1962 and review of 1961 (1962) 4667

Tool-set, see Tools.
Tool steel, oil-hardenable flat, ground stock,

standard sizes, recommendation of trade
(1961) 13863

Toole, E. Richard:
deterioration of hardwood logging slash in

South (1965) 7048
rot cull in black willow (1965) 7743

Toole, Eben H., storage of vegetable seeds
(1965) 36

Tools:
Army Dept., unnecessary costs relating to

reassignment of management responsi-
bility to Defense Supply Agency, GAO
report (1964) 6788

diamond, difficulties in manufacture (1964)
5038

field and depot maintenance list, technical
manual (1961) 3782

plastics for tooling, materials, techniques,
tool design (1964) 12305

power-activated employing explosives on
Capitol grounds, permit use

—

hearing (1963) 2057
law (1962) 16797
reports (1962) 13440, 17217

rented, can improve efficiency (1962) 12692
systems, numerical controlled, bibliography

(1965) 10307
see also Cutting tools—Hand tools—Machine

tools—Measuring instruments.
Toombs, George L., radiological survey of low-

er Columbia River in Oregon, Jan.
1962-July 1963 (1964) 21855

Toor, Joginder S., relief (1961) 14185, 16926,
18524

Tooth, see Teeth.
Tooth extraction, see Ebcodontia.
Top o' the morning with fish and shellfish

(1965) 19634
Topeka, Kans.:
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical
area (1965) 17187

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16344
standard metropolitan statistical area

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18865

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 4813
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Topeka, Kans.—Continued

Keyway slum clearance and urban renewal
project costs, improper inclusion of Me-
lan Bridge by Urban Renewal Adminis-
tration, GAO report (1963) 20716

Municipal Airport, weather observations,
hourly, summary, decennial census
(1963) 21161

Topo-Antarctica 1962 (Army Transportation
Environmental Operations Group) (1962)
12760

Topographic maps, see Maps and charts.
Topographic surveying, see Surveying.
Topographic symbols, see Maps and charts.
Topography:
French Indochinese military territory,

French study (1963) 17609
Georgia, USSR, complex, problem of climato-

logical computation of total radiation
(1962) 15851

ground-survey control for topographic map-
ping of Antarctica (remarks) (1961)
7526A

method of eliminating influence in alternat-
ing-current charge methods, USSR
study (1965) 11143

research 1962

—

short papers (1962) 23591; (1963) 6559
synopsis of results (1963) 608

scientific notes and summaries of investiga-
tions (1962) 11892; (1963) 6559

Siberian conference (1963) 2552
surface anatomy and pelage of northern fur

seal (1962) 9658
topographer's travel notes on southeastern

USSR (1963) 5184
topographic-geodetic work, organizing and

planning in USSR (1961) 2213
topographic instructions (1961) 710-711,

7527, 19419; (1962) 2531; (1965) 2249
USSR, Military Topographical Administra-

tion, activities, 1917-27 (1961) 11214
Topology:

metricization of topological space (1964)
7566

optimal control in Banach spaces, essential
conditions, USSR study (1964) 18471

spaces on normally embedded sets (1964)
7567

Toponymies, USSR studies (1963) 6823
Topside sounder, see Satellites.

Torches:
cutting, miniature oxygen-hydrogen, con-

structed from hypodermic needle (1964)
11376

political campaign torches (1965) 5272
Tornadoes:

electrical theory, contributions, Austrian
study (1963) 19645

Fargo, N. Dak., June 20, 1957, analysis
(1961) 2748

general information (1965) 18843
income tax deduction rights (1962) 5328
mechanics (1964) 11695
observations and data sources, history

(1963) 13128
safety rules (1962) 10776; (1964) 15164
visual observations beneath developing tor-

nado (1964) 19187
what they are and what to do about them

(1962) 14692; (1963) 9504
Toroian, Kevork, relief (1962) 6999, 11544,

13282
Toroidal discharge:

investigations

—

apparatus designed for strong magnetic
field, Tikomak-2 (1961) 8375

rapidly varying longitudinal magnetic
field (1961) 8374

strong magnetic field (1961) 8376

Toroids:
flexural vibrations of prestressed toroidal

shell (1965) 18469
pressurized shells, investigation (1965)

14745
Torosian, Toros, and wife, relief (1964) 10378;

(1965) 12244
Torpedo tubes, see Tubes.
Torpedoes, test range, establishment in Strait

of Georgia, agreement with Canada
(1965) 15072

Torpedomen, torpedoman's mate 3 & 2, Navy
training course (1962) 1733

Torque:
air brake-dynamometer accurately measures

torque (1965) 19904
ball bearing, approximate determination of

effects of geometry (1965) 11468
bidrectional step torque filter eliminates

backlash (1965) 11422
eddy-current, magnetically induced, effects

on spin motions of earth satellite (1964)
11389; (1965) 8089

exertable on knobs (1963) 7604
flywheel stabilized, magnetically torqued

attitude control system for meteorologi-
cal satellites (1965) 12970

observed torque-producing forces acting on
satellites (1964) 16723

optics used to measure, at high rotational
speeds (1965) 2845

unbalanced, slit feeds reduce, in gas-lubri-
cated bearings (1965) 8081

Torque wrenches, see Wrenches.
Torquemeter, optical, for high rotational

speeds (1962) 22569
Torrance, Calif., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 18220
Torre, Flora R., relief (1963) 8027; (1965) 6003
Torres, Edward, testimony, hearings (1964)

8456
Torres, Rafael P. Martinez, see Martinez

Torres, Rafael P.
Torres-Martinez Reservation, longer term

leases of Indian lands, reports (1961)
7100, 19092

Torrey, Ray A., electronic means of providing
binaural indication of direction of radio
transmissions (1965) 19937

Torsion, see Strains and stresses.
Tort claims, see Claims.
Tortricidae, see Microlepidoptera—Moths.
Tortugas fishing grounds. Gulf of Mexico, pink

shrimp size distribution and fleet con-
centrations (1961) 4244

Tory II-A, see Reactors (atomic).
Totality, development, and dialectics in light

of cybernetics, Poland (1962) 19636
Totem poles in Interior Dept., stories (1964)

2444
Touch:

active, algorithmic structure, USSR study
(1963) 12655

analysis, neurological studies, USSR (1962)
830

Touchet division, see Walla Walla project.

Tour map, memorials, Capitol, White House,
Mall, and Visitor Center, Washington,
D.C (1962) 24020

Tourism, see Tourist trade—Visitors.

Tourism and Travel Office, International, see
International Travel and Tourism Office.

Tourist courts, see Motor courts.

Tourist exemptions, see Tariff.

Tourist trade:
and international payments position (re-

marks) (1965) 5767
attracting visitors from abroad (remarks)

(1965) 1694
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Tourist trade—Continued

Cuba, National Institute for Tourist Indus-
try, regulations and organization (1962)
22062

development, Federal programs (1965) 5580
Hopi Indian Reservation, tourist potential,

and adequacy of water supply, survey
(1965) 7124

increase in U.S., Government assistance
(remarks) (1964) 11976

international

—

travel in relation to balance of payments
deficit hearings (1965) 4510

U.S. Government services aiding develop-
ment, bibliography (1961) 12690

Pacific and Far East, future of tourism
(1961) 20492

plant tours

—

for international visitors to United States
(1964) 7826

in United States (1962) 24130
role of public relations in marketing U.S. as

tourist destination (remarks) (1963) 5763
safeguard and extend personal and human

benefits of international tourism, prob-
lem (remarks) (1963) 18755

Singer story, one company's Visit USA Pro-
gram (1965) 16905

tourism in small family farm areas (paper)
(1963) 2141

tourist and recreation potential

—

Eastern Panhandle area, W. Va., Grant,
Hardy, Hampshire, Mineral, and Morgan
(bounties (1965) 5301

Lafayette and Suwannee River area, Fla
(1965) 5302

tourist industry and redevelopment areas,
statement (1964) 15257

trademark information (1962) 13710; (1963)
8132; (1964) 8459

visit USA program (remarks) (1962) 16204
Zapata County, Tex. program (1965) 1812

Tourists:
excursionist routes for Novgorodskaya ob-

last (1962) 15947
facilities on Inter-American Highway, pres-

ent needs and future potentialities, re-

port (1961) 4338
guide to Aluksne Rayon, Latvian SSR (1962)

14318
health information for travelers to U.S.

A

(1962) 8604
French edition (1963) 7397
German edition (1963) 7407
Italian edition (1963) 7396
Japanese edition (1963) 7399
Portuguese edition (1963) 7410
Spanish edition (1963) 7400

Israeli, visit to Vil'nyus, Soviet press report
(1964) 20124

motor, boarding houses and campsites,
guidebook, USSR study (1963) 8719

tour planner maps, travel a new world, see
U.S.A (1965) 5449

French edition (1965) 5447
Italian edition (1965) 5446
Spanish edition (1965) 5448

tourist and recreational potential, western
North Carolina (1965) 1550

trade-mark information (1961) 9006; (1965)
14147

travel

—

a new world, visit U.S.A. (address) (1962)
1882

Estonian SSR (1962) 12218
German Democratic Republic, information

(1962) 8267
USSR handbook and guide for mountains of

Carpathian Ruthenia (1963) 12675
see also Tourist trade—Visitors.

Touro Synagogue National Historic Site, gen-
eral information (1961) 8071

Tourtelot, Harry A., bauxite deposits of Tip-
pah-Benton district. Miss (1965) 6335

Towanda, Pa., redevelopment area, statistical
profile (1962) 13176

Toward greater security (1962) 8586
Toward new dimension in Atlantic partnership

(address) (1964) 5698
Toward understanding the atmosphere (1963)

21177
Toward world without war, summary of Unit-

ed States disarmament efforts, past and
present (1962) 20490

Toweling, flax, hemp, or ramie. Tariff Commis-
sion report (1961) 16028; (1962) 18531

Towels, current industrial reports (1961)
20447; (1962) 266, 16468; (1963) 13296;
(1964) 11901; (1965) 13632

Tower, Frederick J.:

economy of

—

(3osta Rica (1964) 8812
Republic of Panama (1964) 8814

import tariff system of Honduras (1963)
2385

Tower, John G., Senator, date of commence-
ment of term of service, establish, re-
port (1961) 14593

Towers:
radio and television antenna, limit height,

hearings (1965) 7487
radio, painting, marking, and dismantle-

ment

—

hearings (1965) 17716, 19487
law (1965) 19145
reports (1961) 8948; (1965) 14099, 17636

Texas, inquiry into collapse

—

discharge of command responsibility, sup-
plemental report (1962) 11650

hearings (1961) 12505
torsion (1961) 11285
trigonometric, determining proper height

(1961) 11312
VOR characteristics on 200-foot tower

(1962) 11044
Towing:
hawser-force measurements, Jackson Lock,

Tombigbee River (1965) 18048
motor vehicles, exemption from interstate

commerce act

—

hearing (1963) 13658
law (1964) 1937
reports (1963) 13590; (1964) 490

Town, Joseph W.:
beneficiation and hydrometallurgical treat-

ment of complex mercury sulfide prod-
ucts (1965) 2819

cost estimates and optimum conditions for
continuous-circuit leaching of mercury
(1964) 14744

Town ants, see Ants.
Towm River:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 8522
document edition (1964) 8249

Towns, see Cities and towns.
Townsend, John C, predicting decision making

behavior from personality and cognitive
variables (1965) 5546

Townsend, Marjorie R., medium-data-rate digi-
tal telemetry system (1964) 14859

Townsend, Merrill, reinforced concrete pipe
culverts, etc (1964) 1571

Toxemia:
late toxemia of pregnancy in dry subtropics,

USSR study (1962) 15730
treatment of late toxemias, USSR study

(1965) 19733
Toxic effect of molds on grain, USSR (1964)

14523
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Toxic hazards in aerial application (1962)

16421
Toxicants, see Insect repellents—Poisons.

Toxicedendron querifolium, see Poison oak.

Toxicity, see Poisons.
Toxicity for paramecia of plasma of healthy

and irradiated rats after being burned,
injured and starved (1962) 2845

Toxicity studies with Tris (hydroxymethyl)
aminomethane (1965) 18951

Toxicology:
beryllium, clinical aspects of diseases, USSR

study (1963) 1021
chronic exposure to organophosphate insec-

ticides, effects on central nervous sys-

tem (1964) 5999
data, and hygienic rating of ethylbenzene in

atmosphere of industrial buildings,

USSR study (1965) 12696
determination of cholinesterase activity,

East German study (1963) 6687
environmental, USSR, survey of published

literature, 1958-64 (1965) 2408
handbook, toxic agents, USSR study (1965)

14596
industrial

—

and agricultural, problems, USSR study
(1965) 16386

USSR studies (1965) 913, 11066, 11230,
19724

insoluble thorium-232 and uranium-238 com-
pounds, certain problems, USSR study
(1965) 1196

mechanisms of action of insecticide endrin

(1964) 5994
medical defense against chemical warfare,

Bulgarian study (1962) 17922
1962, USSR study (1965) 14549
organic

—

phosphoric acid esters, East German study
(1962) 7751

phosphorus insecticides

—

and industrial hygiene during their use,

USSR study (1964) 6944
USSR study (1964) 2818

organophosphorus

—

compounds, USSR study (1961) 11158
insecticides, mechanisms of selectivity,

USSR (1963) 16156
pharmacology and toxicology (USSR periodi-

cal)—
articles (1962) 12072-73; (1963) 817, 5352,

12658, 15743
translations (1963) 817, 5352, 12658, 15743

radioactive substances, USSR study (1963)

20803
sulfur poisoning of fixed beds of iron cata-

lysts in Fischer-Tropsch synthesis

(1965) 9550
toxicological

—

characteristics of new rubber mixture in-

gredients, USSR study (1965) 12672

laboratory at Moscow Sanitary-Epidemi-

ological Station, organization and work
(1965) 14575

mesidine, USSR study (1964) 1054

USSR-
research (1963) 15984
study (1962) 12137

USSR studies (1964) 14457
Toxins:

bacterial toxins and toxoids, USSR study

(1962) 3146
handbook on toxicology of toxic agents,

USSR study (1965) 14596
immunization and resistance, USSR study

(1964) 20240
pathogenic anaerobes, action on tissue cul-

tures, USSR study (1962) 10020

Toxins—Continued
research on toxic factor of strains of AD-01

group, Polish study (1962) 7724
see also Antitoxins—Biological products

—

Botulism — Endotoxins — Poisons—see
also names of toxins.

Toxoplasmosis:
USSR-
questions on, translation (1962) 9979
translated data (1961) 10750

Toys:
and games industrv, outlook for 1961 and

review of 1960 (1961) 3830
census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 5475
current industrial reports (1962) 268
imports and exports, impact on American

employment, hearings (1962) 4961
print additional copies, reports (1962)

17013, 17282
industry

—

bibliography (1965) 11681
outlook for 1963 and review of 1962 (1963)
4529

TP series see listings under Naval Ordnance
Test Station, (Uhina Lake, Calif.

TPA, see Technical publications announce-
ments.

TRA series see listing under National Bureau
of Standards in the monthly issues.

Trace elements:
deficiencies in plant nutrition, USSR study

(1965) 7890
determination

—

by fluorescent X-ray spectrography (1962)
12389

in radiation dermatites, USSR study
(1964) 16180

in crude oils, quantitative determination by
X-ray spectrography (1962) 20104

in Devonian and Mississippian black shales
in central midcontinent area (1962)

13869
in petroleums and rock asphalts (1961) 4317
petroleum products, analytical standards

(1962) 22606
role in life of plants, animals, and humans

(1965) 16394
spectrographic, use of temperature buffered

argon arc (1965) 5198
tantalum in columbium. X-ray spectrograph-

ic analysis (1964) 16634
trace mineral losses in sweat (1964) 19224
see subjects.

Tracer studies:

application of nuclear techniques to manu-
facture of high-reliability printed cir-

cuit boards (1964) 13718
cerium and sulfur distribution in steel (1963)

14521
electrometallurgical processing (1963) 9125
hydrobiological research, radioactive carbon

use, USSR study (1963) 16248
industrial radioisotope tracer calculations,

problem solving guide (1962) 18723
krypton-85 development as universal tracer

(1964) 19235
littoral drift near San Francisco (1963) 6359
radiation detection instruments, whole body

counters (1964) 19269
radioactive

—

tracers in miscible-phase petroleum pro-

duction operations, interim report (1965)
4276

tracers in studying ability of synanthrop-
ic flies to cross water barriers, USSR
study (1963) 1124

use in beryllium extractive metallurgy
research (1962) 12400
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Tracer studies—Continued
radiotracer techniques in study of gasoline

storage stability (1964) 13104
rhodium 102, high-altitude tracer experi-

ment, stratospheric results (1963) 1732

short-lived radioisotope tracer system for

detection of hidden materials, feasibility

(1965) 17108

spread of dye stream in isotropic granular
medium (1965) 2242

transport and dispersion of labeled bed ma-
terial. North Loup River (1965) 14414

tritium, use in studies of gasoline storage
stability (1964) 7450

use in evaluation, etc., of practices for re-

moval of pesticide residues from foods
(1964) 19243; (1965) 15252

volatilization of selenium and tellurium
(1962) 14445

Tracey, Joshua I., jr.:

general geology of Guam (1964) 19784
trace elements of volcanic rocks of Guam

(1963) 15611
Trachinotus spp., see Pompanos.
Trachoma:

control, organization in lolotanskiy Rayon
(1961) 15200

eradication in Tadzhikistan, USSR study
(1962) 19719

human infection with cultured virus (1962)
5674

USSR, ophthalmologists conference (1962)
10000

Tracing Service, International, see Interna-
tional Tracing Service.

Track firing programmer, modification (1963)
5857

Trackage, maintenance. Navy manual (1964)
11732

Tracking:
accuracy of automatic interceptor, effects of

modified roll-command system (1961)
6308

adaptive dynamic response characteristics
of human operator in simple manual
control (1964) 11395

Apollo entry, shipboard unified S-band inter-

ferometer system (1965) 16675
automatic fixed-camera orientation proce-

dures (1961) 17715
compensatory

—

effects of magnification and average
course velocity (1962) 6339

equalization teaching machine, design and
operation (1963) 11183

pursuit tracking of
loudness (1962) 12364
pitch (1964) 5466

Cygnus A and Cassiopeia A by NASA
108-MC Minitrack system (1962) 10504

determining time-invariant and time-variant
dynamic characteristics of human pilots
(1963) 11078

general vehicular trainer, design and utiliza-

tion (1961) 2621
human performance under transverse accel-

erations (1964) 7469
international, of space vehicles, 5th anniver-

sary, program (1963) 5507
man-machine performance with short-period

oscillatory control system transients
(1961) 9920

motion of point with variable mass along
optical line (1961) 2376

new system for satellite triangulation and
related geodetic research (1962) 13113

problem, relationship between difficulty level
and kind and type of tracking and con-
trol (1962) 1734

Tracking—Continued
range and range rate system, analysis

(1962) 8512
relationship of retinal-gain index to system

performance (1961) 5013
satellite

—

characteristics of X-Y mount for data
acquisition antennas (1964) 13213

track computation for display purposes
(1963) 7368

satellites, randomly spaced, communication
and navigation, required number (1962)
8496

scanner, description (1961) 19678
scheduling of training conditions for acqui-

sition and transfer of perceptual-motor
skills (1962) 8565

simplified electronic apparatus (SETA) for
training and research (1961) 139

sinews from space, STADAN, Space Track-
ing and Data Acquisition Network
(1965) 14863

stability of standard of loudness as meas-
ured by compensatory tracking (1962)
12363

synthesis of systems containing digital com-
puters using method of logarithmic am-
plitude characteristics, USSR study
(1962) 1024

tracking mechanisms and couplings for car-
go resupply train concept (1963) 21143

training vehicular research tool (1963) 9272
USSR satellite equipment (1963) 6853
see also Radar tracking.

Tracking stations:
agreement with

—

Argentina (1962) 22831
Australia (1963) 11310; (1964) 1618; (1965)
9949

Bermuda (1961) 9792; (1963) 21135
Chile (1961) 5130, 16007; (1962) 12734
Ecuador (1965) 13300
Great Britain (1961) 11583, 11606
Ascension Island (1965) 20104
Ganton Island (1964) 1609

Malagasy Republic (1964) 5704
Mexico (1963) 16594; (1965) 8329, 9959
Nigeria (1961) 1537; (1964) 21891
Spain (1963) 21123; (1964) 9835
Union of South Africa (1961) 1499
Zanzibar, establishment (1961) 11585

Baker-Nunn camera, operational aspects
(1963) 11485

digital recording system for satellite track-
ing data, description, etc (1961) 11406

four-station Doppler method using simple
CW beacon, analysis (1961) 8004

space vehicle system, hearings (1961) 5755
spacecraft tracking system, range and

range rate, development (1964) 13214
sun tracking by Minitrack network stations

(1962) 10503
tracking systems, mathematical models and

errors, theory (1962) 22577; (1963) 3134
transit navigational satellite program,

agreement with Australia (1961) 16019
Traction devices, jungle tracks, dual wheel,

tropical evaluation (1962) 14664
Tractor-logging costs and production in

old-growth redwood (1964) 8689
Tractors:
Army overland train Mark II, dust concen-

tration measurement (1964) 16894
Tractors:

current industrial reports (1961) 2989,
10026; (1962) 3736, 11088; (1963) 3574,
9721; (1964) 3390, 11902; (1965) 10247

Communist China, production (1962) 1132
costs of owning and operating, Delta area.

Miss., 1957 (1962) 5079
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Tractors—Continued
derived demand for farm tractors (talk)

(1962) 15467
designing of motors at Altay tractor plant,

USSR (1965) 7874
Federal

—

item identification guides for supply cata-
loging (1962) 7236; (1963) 3652; (1964)
3470, 12289; (1965) 3372

use tax on truck tractors (1964) 19820
Ford Motor Company, distributors franchis-

es, termination, hearing (1964) 17891
manufacture, use of powdered metal prod-

ucts, USSR study (1963) 2846
MTZ-80, for high-speed harvesting, USSR

study (1965) 16477
planning shipments (1964) 21501
tillage and tractors, publications list (1965)

1738
truck, steerable 5th wheel, use in maneuver-

ing semitrailers (1961) 6598
USSR industrial development, translations

(1961) 17535, 17543, 17551, 17558-559,
17577, 17582, 17587, 17591-592, 19680,
19745, 21104; (1962) 1110, 1189, 1194,

1306, 1533, 2698, 3134, 3156, 8112, 14151,
14310-311, 10167, 10223, 12142, 12233,
12268, 15806, 17796, 17934, 17955, 19963,
21966, 22099, 22103, 22170, 23690, 23789;
(1963) 840. 872, 902, 976, 1009, 1106,
2473, 2635, 2782, 2919, 2939, 5190, 5345,

6654, 6664, 7010, 8675, 8743, 8985, 10381,
10422, 10540, 10602, 10664, 12283, 12325,
12551, 12645, 14132, 14138, 14255, 14389,
15695, 15702, 15757, 15792, 15795, 15807,
15822, 16018, 16126, 16198, 16221, 16228,
17660, 17750, 17765, 17804, 17998, 19694,
19715, 20791, 20821, 17998, 19694, 19715,
20791, 20821, 20873, 20898; (1964) 926,

938, 1194, 1273, 1317, 2574, 2635, 2801,
2822, 2836, 2878, 4916, 4953, 5014, 5036,

5052, 5180, 5222, 6967, 7273, 7313, 8927,
8937, 8998, 9047, 9175, 9268, 10915,
11053, 12609, 12704, 12777, 12825, 14570,
16021, 16385, 16401, 16511, 18287, 18409,
18432, 19904, 20022, 20042, 20260, 20279,
20282, 20306, 20379, 21436, 21501, 21643,
21651; (1965) 983, 1007, 1026, 1075, 1104,

1139, 1228, 2285, 2296, 2464, 2528, 2593,
2696

price list (1963) 15804
see aiso Cargo carriers.

Tracks, see Rubber tracks.

Tracy, Louise T., talk, talk, talk to deaf chil-

dren (1965) 10751
Tracy, Paul H.:

layouts, etc., for automation of dairy plants
processing

—

milk and half-and-half (1963) 7572
cream, chocolate drink, and buttermilk

(1963) 16746
Tracy Fish Collecting Facility, efficiency eval-

uation (1961) 6515
Trade, see Agricultural products—Busi-

ness—Commerce—Retail trade—Service
trades—Wholesale trade

—

also names or
classes of commodities.

Trade agreements, see Commercial treaties.

Trade and industrial education series (1961)
461, 14788; (1962) 470, 21664

Trade and Economic Affairs, Joint United
States-Canadian Committee, see United
States-Canadian Joint Committee on
Trade and Ekronomic Affairs.

Trade and industry publications (1961) 1681,
17979; (1962) 137, 8907, 20463

Trade associations:
directory of national associations of busi-

nessmen (1961) 246, 9973

Trade associations—Continued
meetings of officials with Banking and Cur-

rency Committee, House, hearings (1963)
7988

national, of construction and building mate-
rials industries, list (1964) 148

Shantung's trade units help fight drought
(1961) 4353

small business, use of programs (1963) 1484
Trade barriers in fluid milk marketing (ad-

dress) (1961) 5212
Trade centers:
announcement (1965) 3996
overseas

—

confessions of a new exporter or what is a
trade center? (1965) 7833

profitable

—

markets for your products (1963) 203
sales (1963) 13351; (1964) 15988

U.S., show the world, sell the world (1964)
4849, 14371

Trade expansion act of 1962, see Commercial
treaties.

Trade fairs, see Fairs.
Trade marks, see Trademarks.
Trade Mission to:

Australia, report (1964) 12557
Germany, report (1964) 10707
Hong Kong, report (1964) 4865
Kenya, Tanganyika, Uganda, report (1964)

6861
Malaysia, report (1964) 4866
New Zealand, report (1964) 12558
Peru, report (1965) 18264
Sweden, report (1963) 17565
Venezuela, report (1964) 12559

Trade missions, overseas, industry organized
(1965) 16353

Trade Negotiations, Office of Special Repre-
sentative for, see Special Representa-
tive for Trade Negotiations, Office of.

Trade policy, see Commercial policy.

Trade practices:
enterprises engaged in production and dis-

tribution of tomatoes, hearing (1961)
14505

foreign restrictive, boycotts, etc., imposed
by foreign countries, request for infor-

mation or action (1965) 18263
funeral industry, hearings (1965) 435
rules

—

braided rug industry (1964) 14261
fiuorocarbons industry (1961) 4221
fresh fruit and vegetable industry (1965)
7687

hearing aid industry (1965) 14273
household furniture (1964) 2332
kosher food products, industry (1962)
19496

phonograph record industry (1964) 19713
poultry hatching and breeding industry

(1961) 6044
proposed (1961) 3230; (1962) 3845; (1963)
3681

residential aluminum siding industry
(1962) 9647

stationers industry (1962) 15580
wire rope (1963) 2284

Trade routes:
Great Lakes (remarks) (1962) 12359
United States foreign, essential (1963) 14489

Trade schools, see Technical education.

Trade Unions, Free, International Federation
of, see International Federation of PYee
Trade Unions.

Trade unions, see Labor unions.

Trade Unions, World Federation of, see World
Federation of Trade Unions.
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Trademarks:
code of Federal regulations (1961) 4207;

(1962) 5187; (1963) 4922; (1964) 8576;

(1965) 10833
decisions

—

weekly (1961) 3518; (1962) 4139; (1963)

3983; (1964) 3810; (1965) 3729
yearly, 1960

—

departmental editions (1961) 13619;
(1962) 18382; (1963) 7384; (1964) 11528;

(1965) 8214
document edition a961) 12148; (1962)

16830; (1963) 6082; (1964) 10155; (1965)
7385

general information, 1960 (1961) 2642; (1962)

8589; (1963) 14639
indexes (1961) 6482; (1962) 8590; (1963) 7385;

(1964) 7671; (1965) 8217
Japan, protection, laws, etc (1965) 15386
laws, investigation

—

authorization, reports (1962) 5041; (1963)

6259; (1964) 6454; (1965) 4565
expenses, report (1961) 5798
reports (1961) 7252; (1963) 8058; (1964)

10402; (1965) 7515
lists, in official gazette (1961) 3518; (1962)

4139; (1963) 3983; (1964) 3810; (1965)
3729

protection of

—

industrial property, convention (1962)
12713
report (1963) 20545
text (1963) 20518

owners

—

effects of bill, summary-analysis (1963)
20449

hearings (1962) 17115; (1963) 13660;
(1965) 2038

reports (1962) 19165, 21153; (1963) 15232

publications, price lists (1962) 10596; (1963)
5682; (1964) 7684

questions and answers (1963) 9323
registration and protection, amend act

—

hearing (1961) 20580; (1962) 422, 17342
law (1962) 23172
reports (1961) 16789; (1962) 21413

regulations of

—

Sweden (1963) 5075
Uruguay (1961) 9203

right of priority, implement Paris conven-
tion

—

hearings (1961) 14489
law (1961) 18721
reports (1961) 14302, 19063

rights in intellectual property (1962) 14666
rules of practice with forms and statutes

(1963) 14641
tourists information (1961) 9006; (1962)

13710; (1963) 8132; (1964) 8459; (1965)
14147

vested interests, amend trading with the
enemy act

—

law (1962) 23261
reports (1961) 19088; (1962) 23350, 23352

Trades, see Occupations^Technical educa-
tion—Vocational education

—

also names
of trades and types of workmen.

Tradescantia paludosa, microspores under
influence of space flight, new types of
chromosome rearrangement, USSR
study (1964) 4899

Tradevman:
1 & C, Navy training course (1964) 7644
3 & 2, Navy training course (1962) 24040

Trading stamps:
legalize use in D.C.

—

law (1961) 18658
reports (1961) 17065, 20547

Trading with the enemy
act, amend

—

Trading with the enemy—Continued
act, amend—Continued
hearings (1961) 20579; (1964) 12143
laws (1962) 23246, 23261; (1964) 17349
reports (1961) 19088, 19134; (1962) 16970,

16982, 17031, 33349-352, 23355, 23358;
(1963) 20590; (1964) 13982, 17539

administration of act, investigation

—

expenses, report (1961) 5812; (1962) 5053,
11597

extension, reports (1963) 6262; (1964) 4562;
(1965) 4567

reports (1961) 7242; (1963) 8075; (1964)
10398

see also Enemy property.
Traffic:

assignment

—

and distribution for small urban areas
(1965) 18738

manual for application with large, high
speed computer (1964) 15073

better safety and service control measures
(remarks) (1963) 20119

carload waybill statistics (1961) 6216, 10717,
15005, 15007, 19459-460; 20882; (1962)
734, 7514, 9801, 19614, 21897; (1965)
12574

all commodities (1963) 10348; (1965) 16362
animals and products (1962) 13941
forest products (1962) 13942; (1963) 10350;

(1965) 16364
mileage block progressions by commodity
groups and classes (1962) 13939; (1963)
14075; (1965) 18274

mine products (1965) 16365
channelized, flexible pavement design criter-

ia (1963) 2229
deep-sea domestic waterborne (1962) 23622;

(1964) 4874, 14400; (1965) 18279
District of Columbia act

—

amend to authorize fees upon restoration
of motor vehicle operators' permits

—

law (1962) 20920
reports (1962) 11586, 21093

amend to increase fee for learners' per-
mits

—

laws (1962) 20912; (1964) 8226
amend to increase fee for
reports (1961) 10479, 18879; (1964) 480,
6322

violations, increase allowable penalties,
report (1961) 10482

freight management activities in civilian
agencies, summary report and recom-
mendations (1961) 6596

highway regulation in emergency (remarks)
(1964) 15375

international, in radioactive materials (re-

marks) (1963) 9697
pneumatic counters, recreation visits and

use estimates, instructions for using
(1963) 12193

St. Lawrence Seaway reports (1963) 11260;
(1964) 9753; (1965) 9910

standard traffic control signs (poster) (1965)
16844

study requirements, engineering and design
manual (1961) 19264

surveillance simulation and control, high-
way conference on future of research
and development, Sept. 14-15, 1964, pro-
ceedings (1965) 1596

traffic and senior citizen, bibliography (1965)
15156

volume counting manual, guide (1965) 6890
see also Air traffic—Transportation.

Traffic control:
challenge to engineering (address) (1961)

16514
projects approved, register (1965) 19795
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Traffic control—Continued

devices uniformity progress (remarks) (1963)
1433

highway safety action program

—

police supervision, report (1961) 9700
uniform laws and ordinances, report (1961)
9698

traffic engineer's challenge (address) (1962)
8618

uniform devices for streets and highways,
manual (1961) 15947; (1962) 3473

construction and maintenance operations
(1963) 16541

urban arterial streets, increasing traffic-

carrying capability (1962) 14581
appendixes (1962) 18431

see also Air traffic.

Traffic courts, section of action program for
highway safety, report (1961) 9704

Traffic decisions, see Interstate Commerce
Commission.

Traffic managers, see Managers.
Traffic safety, see Safety of life.

Traffic Safety, President's Committee for, see
President's Committee for Traffic Safe-
ty.

Traffic signals, see Signals systems.
Traffic signs, see Signs (traffic).

Trafficability:

airoll on organic and mineral soils, tests

(1961) 20707
and mobility research (1964) 12353
Jumbo truck on organic and course-grained

mineral soils, tests (1961) 20706
snow trenches (1964) 8512
soils

—

classification (1961) 20708
tests (1963) 13884
Marsh screw amphibian (1964) 6600

tests on confined organic terrain (muskeg)
(1964) 21283

tests with 5-ton GOER on fine-and
coarse-grained soils (1962) 11731

Trafton, Donald R., market factors in Turkey
(1965) 17287

Trafton, George H.:

basic structure of annual earnings distribu-
tion of workers under old-age, survivors,
and disability insurance (1965) 15039

employment and earnings of self-employed
workers under social security (1964)
16863

Trailblazer, see Rockets.
Trailer parks, mobile home courts, minimum

property requirements (1961) 19303;
(1962) 7347; 23523

Trailers:
cold-wall, maintaining frozen food below

zero (1962) 14753
current industrial reports (1965) 3273
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 7236; (1963) 3652;
(1964) 3470, 12289; (1965) 3372

house

—

allowances for transportation to members
of uniformed services

—

hearings (1961) 14442, 20627; (1962) 9381
laws (1961) 18752; (1962) 23176
reports (1961) 12324, 14413, 19095;
(1962)
9305-21464

and mobile dwellings of members of uni-
formed services transportation, increase
allowances

—

law (1964) 17265
reports (1964) 10250, 12100, 14117

moved at government expense, erroneous
dislocation allowance payments to mili-
tary personnel, GAO report (1965) 12521

Trailers—Continued
house—Continued

transportation, traffic management proce-
dures (1963) 10037

use for bioassay equipment for lamprey
control (1962) 19525

liens, alphabetical file by D.C. Recorder of
Deeds, eliminate, reports (1962) 17244;
(1963) 13625, 13733, 17019

loading pattern for shipments of citrus fruit

(1965) 16977
mobile home and travel trailer industry, out-

look for 1962 and review of 1961 (1962)
4684

mobile homes

—

bibliography (1962) 14589; (1963) 21107
guides for inventory and use of existing

stocks for emergency housing (1965)
16334

mobile homes industry, outlook for 1961 and
review of 1960 (1961) 3829

piggyback-
hanging beef transportation (1961) 13788
refrigerated, fresh lamb transported

(1962) 14758
service, effects on transportation pattern

in Wyoming and contiguous areas, hear-
ing (1962) 5067

truck-rail service, photo series (1962)
12883

portable seed cotton scale, for research
plots (1962) 10806

procurement of

—

defective fuel servicing semitrailers. Army
Dept., GAO review (1965) 2207

semitrailers by Army Dept. from Fruehauf
Trailer Co., examination by GAO (1961)
4300

rolli-trailer, 3-ton-capacity, investigation
and evaluation (1962) 16190

rolling liquid transporter trailer kit, evalua-
tion (1963) 7483

semitrailer brakes, compressed gas system
for use during winching operations
(1965) 2858

semitrailers, electronic shop AN/MSM-55,
technical manual (1962) 8929

trains, lateral stability (1963) 21143
truck

—

current industrial reports (1961) 2989,

8514; (1962) 3736, 13053; (1963) 3574,

9722; (1964) 3390, 10060; (1965) 13637
effect of new design on transit tempera-

tures of selected frozen food (1961) 9842
improved loading methods for Florida
avocados and limes (1961) 6691

industry outlook for

—

1961 and review of 1960 (1961) 3856
1962 and review of 1961 (1962) 6725
1963 and review of 1962 (1963) 7732

rail and sea-land shipping tests with Tex-
as fruit and vegetables (1963) 5832

steerable 5th wheel, use in maneuvering
semitrailers (1961) 6598

USSR industrial development, transla-
tions (1963) 14389

two-horse trailer, building plan (1964) 19097
used as storage bins for seed cotton (1964)

7941
USSR price Ust (1963) 15804
warehouse platform, failure to use, to avoid

unnecessary procurements of similar
equipment, Defense Dept., GAO report
(1965) 9222

Trails:

explorers' trails in U.S., maps, list (1963)
1192

geology of Ch'i-lien Mountains, Communist
Chinese study (1963) 14104
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Trails—Continued
national forests-
construct and maintain

—

hearings (1963) 17331; (1965) 7492
law (1964) 21149
reports (1964) 14103, 19487

developing self-guiding trail (1964) 19092
Tupelo-Baldcypress Swamp, nature trail

guide (1962) 3399
wilderness-trail register information, effect

of nonresponse (1965) 9203
Train control devices, statistics (1961) 756,

20890; (1962) 15703; (1964) 2465
Train to save lives. National Fire Prevention

Week, Oct. 7-13, 1961 (1962) 18643
Trainee guide for Data Systems Technician

School, class A (1965) 8207
Trainee's guide for communications yeomen,

class A (1964) 18849
Traineeships:

mental retardation (1965) 20137
occupational therapy (1965) 20139
physical

—

medicine and rehabilitation (1965) 20132
therapy (1965) 20140

prosthetics and orthotics (1965) 20141
psychology (1965) 20133
recreation (1965) 20134
rehabilitation

—

counseling, graduate study (1965) 20128
nursing (1965) 20142

social work (1965) 20135
specialized areas (1965) 20138
speech pathology and audiology (1965) 20136

Trainers (devices), see Training devices.

Training:
acclimatization of athletes in mountainous

area, USSR study (1965) 18342
ADP, services and sources of information,

directories (1964) 19333; (1965) 17248
AID participant for social and economic

development of cooperating countries
(1963) 12262

air carrier recurrent requirements, civil air

regulations, amdt (1962) 19460
and reference manual for job analysis (1965)

19570
apprenticeship and

—

journeyman (remarks) (1964) 87
training representative, examination an-
nouncements (1961) 12014; (1963) 20387;
(1964) 13807

aspects of decision making (1961) 13589
basic, performance variables, factorial

structure (1961) 20328
child welfare traineeships, institutions of-

fering programs (1965) 8627
civil defense literature, list (1964) 15051
creative scientist, training and role (re-

marks) (1963) 9694
defense logistics management training cata-

logs (1965) 4629, 14150, 19528
dental assistants, organizing program (1965)

9043
each man has an aptitude (address) (1963)

14435
economic opportunity act of 1964, employ-

ment opportunities for girls 16-21 years
old (1964) 16926

educationally deficient adults, their educa-
tion and training needs (1965) 14182

employee-management cooperation in Feder-
al service, basic materials (1962) 16612

engineers, regulations, Hungary (1962) 5522
esthetic, in primary school, USSR study

(1961) 19792
excessive costs incurred for training activi-

ties at Federal Aviation Agency Acade-
my, GAO report (1965) 6262

Training—Continued
family breadwinners, special needs (1964)

11247
fire safety training (1964) 6793
floating-point display of numbers (1965)

5218
for future employment, suggestions to wom-

en and girls (1961) 6618
for job under MDTA (1963) 12081
foreign

—

nationals for employment with U.S. com-
panies, implications for domestic pro-
grams (1965) 6538

trainees in U.S. and other countries, re-

search on, bibliography (1965) 15052
formal occupational, of adult workers (1965)

2788
geological engineers at Moscow G€ological

Prospecting Institute (1964) 21594

guide for local public welfare administrators
(1965) 4687

hard-core unemployed, demonstration-re-
search project (1964) 21274

help for disabled through vocational reha-
bilitation (1962) 8731; (1963) 9484

high school students and Peace Corps (1962)
24059

human engineering in design of instructional
systems (1965) 1792

industrial

—

retraining programs, performance of older
workers (1963) 14475

work routine of school children undergrad-
uates, USSR study (1962) 2766

initial programs and preemployment courses
for women and girls (1961) 1576

job changing and manpower training (1964)
13027

job instruction, supervisor development pro-
gram, basic course (1963) 4445

jobs, training, and you, questions and an-
swers (1963) 9030

law and order, for civil defense emergency

—

instructor guides (1965) 19007-8
student manuals (1965) 19009-10

legislation

—

approved 1961-65 (1965) 17693
enacted, etc., 88th Congress (1964) 21242

manpower

—

and training, trends, outlook, programs
(1963) 9032, 14439

Navajo land (1963) 12067

projects approved July 1, 1963-June 30,
1964 (1965) 4655

reports (1963) 9031; (1964) 7359

statistics (1964) 11249; (1965) 6537
training activities for older workers (1965)

19791
Manpower development and training act

—

amendments of 1963

—

hearings (1963) 17325
reports (1963) 17278, 18913

amendments of 1965

—

hearings (1965) 6063, 8882
law (1965) 10352
reports (1965) 6036, 7433, 8776, 8795
summary (1965) 9491, 9493

cost reduction through increasing weekly
hours, GAO report (1965) 710

explanation (1962) 18117; (1963) 5428;
(1964) 21655

learn and train for job under MDTA (1965)
4672, 19573

manpower utilization catalyst (1963)
14441

opportunities provided for farm people
(1962) 22414
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Training—Continued
Manpower development and training act

—

Continued
regional manpower advisory committees,
directory of membership (1965) 18389

manpower development and training pro-
gram

—

act, amendments, explanation (1964) 7354
hearings (1964) 397
law (1964) 1943
reports (1964) 2048, 4527

act, text (1964) 13026; (1965) 16545
activities, report of Secretary of

—

Health, Education, and Welfare (1963)
6342; (1964) 8786; (1965) 9280

Labor (1963) 7139
clothing maintenance specialist (1964)

15839
companion to elderly person (1964) 15840
disadvantaged groups (1964) 11246
employer's guide to on-the-job training

(1964) 20977; (1965) 5573
employment data needed for evaluating

effectiveness, GAO report (1964) 10610
factors in workers' decisions to forego

retraining under (1964) 18610
family dinner service specialist (1964)

15845
forestry aide (1964) 15846
highway engineering aide (1964) 14188
homemaker's assistant (1964) 15847
hotel and motel housekeeping aide (1964)

15848
landscape aide (1964) 15850
management aide in low-rent public hous-
ing projects (1964) 15851

meeting challenge of changing skills (1964)
10479

Norfolk, Va.—
casework prevents dropouts (1964) 13024
graduates of project 1 vear later

(1965) 19792
occupational

mobility through MDTA training (1964)
16568

training of women (1964) 18609
projects approved July 1, 1962-June 30,

1963 (1963) 19103
report of Secretary of Labor (1964) 9374;

(1965) 9492
suggested curriculums (1963) 2161-62;

(1964) 19631
supervised food service worker (1964)
15858

under act of 1962 (1963) 2173; (1964) 19643
visiting homemaker (1964) 15860

materials

—

guide to preparation (1962) 15512
you can use, alphabetized subject listing

(1961) 3764
mental health counselors, pilot project

(1965) 6796
mentally retarded

—

girls, programs by nurse educators (1965)
7297

special needs (1964) 20427; (1965) 5031
methodology, programmed instruction (1964)

13678, 17049
naval training devices maintenance support

system, analysis (1961) 21281
needs and progress, assessing and reporting

(1962) 2266
needs in correctional institutions (1965)

18391
occupational

—

and other activities under area redevelop-
ment act (1962) 22418

training

—

developing human resources, report,
1964 (1965) 14606

Training—Continued
occupational—Continued

training—Continued
pathway to employment (1964) 7361
program activities under area redevel-
opment act (1962) 18119

on-the-job within industries program, Indo-
nesia (1961) 796

opportunities

—

offered your daughter in U.S. Air Force
(1962) 22973

your son in U.S. Air Force (1962) 22974
young workers, handbook (1965) 18393

PACAF basic bibliographies (1962) 10903
part or whole methods

—

as function of task dimensions (1962)
12562

relative efficiency (1962) 12561
partial-panel control skills (1963) 5658
Peace Corps and University of Kansas, pro-

grams and projects (1962) 24060
personnel

—

in neurosurgical care system, USSR arti-

cles (1964) 14634
PACAF basic bibliography (1965) 17015

programs

—

impact on public assistance caseloads
(1965) 14222

interagency (1961) 1836, 3967, 14015;
(1962) 4849, 16608

National Institute of Child Health and
Human Development, Federal assistance
for projects in aging (1965) 11797

National Institute of Mental Health, gen-
eral information (1965) 14899

professional opportunities in ARDC (1961)
131

psychiatric-mental health trainee stipends
for nurses (1964) 13289

public health traineeship program (1962)
1781; (1964) 11580

awards to inviduals (1965) 1570
rehabilitation of deaf, programs (1965)

20131
retarded girls, experimental programs (1964)

13785
right-of-way program. Public Roads Bureau,

opportunities (1963) 11251
summer science programs for high-ability

secondary school students (1963) 3199
tactical decision making in anti-air warfare

and anti-submarine warefare, behavior-
al and operational aspects (1965) 1546

task analysis

—

development of method, and theory of

training (1964) 18853
guidelines (1964) 18854
methods, literature review (1964) 18855

traineeship grants for residency training
(1965) 5359

training analysis procedure (TAP)

—

handbook for application (1964) 11492
theoretical development (1964) 11491

training by simulation, lecture (1965) 3018
training for development (1963) 12262
unemployed

—

economics (1965) 2094
job retraining under area redevelopment

act, questions and answers (1962) 20468
unemployed manpower

—

amend act

—

law (1962) 20904
reports (1962) 17272, 21054

hearings (1961) 12528, 14457
law (1962) 9155
provisions of MDTA (1962) 18453
reports (1961) 14667; (1962) 11345

USES services to disadvantaged youth
(1965) 9054
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Training—Continued
USSR-
programs for training Africans (1963)
6345

scientific and medical (1963) 899
Veterans Administration, guides, see listings

under Veterans Administration in the
monthly issues.

Virginia State College, program for unem-
ployed and unskilled adults, evaluation
(remarks) (1963) 14436

VRA workshops

—

15th annual workshop, proceedings (1963)
9483

proceedings dealing with small business
enterprises (1963) 16644

women, trained workers for future (1963)
18371

workers in American industry, survey (1964)
11817

your opportunity for job training under
manpower development and training act
of 1962, general information (1962)
11717

young workers, their special needs (1963)
10885

youth

—

East Los Angeles training and employ-
ment project, evaluation study (1965)
1269

on-the-job, and other, provide training

—

hearings (1961) 14460, 14752
reports (1961) 14377, 17107

see also Apprentices—Employee training

—

Job analysis—Learning—Military edu-
cation—Naval education—Staff train-
ing—Vocational education

—

also sub-
jects.

Training aids, see Training devices.
Training devices:
and aids, Federal item identification guides

for supply cataloging (1962) 9511; (1963)
3660: (1964) 3478, 12297; (1965) 3380

employment of aircrew trainers (1962) 10889
enhancement of fire control, technician pro-

ficiency (1964) 18852
E 17 gas identification training set, analysis

of CW-agent sources (1965) 9831
technician, description (1961) 5001
flight-
operational engine simulation methods,

studies (1963) 18227, 19998-20000
operational trainer in aviation safety

(1962) 22665
guide. Naval Training Device Center (1961)

9656, 13594, 17762; (1962) 20221; (1963)
3235, 9274-75, 14634, 16464, 18255;
(1964) 5617, 7656, 13348, 20713; (1965)
16791

guidelines for training situation, analysis
(TSA) (1965) 18676

human factors technology in design of simu-
lators for operator training (1964) 7648

training analysis procedure (TAP)

—

handbook for ap: lication (1964) 11492
theoretical development (1964) 11491

under development. Naval Training Device
Center, including devices under develop-
ment for Army activities (1965) 6842,
18678

Univac digital trainer, technical manuals
(1965) 8206, 14941

weapon systems trainers. Naval Training
Device Center dynamic test program,
summary of project (1961) 20043

Training for emergencies. Staff College, Ofliice

of Civil and Defense Mobilization (1961)
3958

Training for jobs in redevelopment areas
(1962) 22418

Training Materials Service, ICA information
(1961) 4339

Training new Soviet man (1962) 7952
Training of employees, see Employee training.
Training schools, see Cottage parents—Re-

formatories.
Training villages, see Villages.
Trains, see Overland train—Railroads.
Traits of character, see Character.
Trajectories:

abort, initiated during launch or lunar mis-
sion vehicle, preliminary study (1962)
10494

air particles, computing (1965) 2438
analysis

—

for probe and round-trip missions to Ve-
nus (1961) 2575

variable-drag payload ejected from vehicle
in low earth orbit (1963) 16402

approximate analytical solutions in solving
optimum trajectory problems (1965)
16699

banking positions, effects on lateral and
longitudinal ranges of hypersonic global
reentry vehicle (1963) 7274

boost, abort velocity requirements of
manned lunar mission (1961) 15802

central, of point of variable mass, general
properties, USSR study (1964) 8903

circumlunar trajectory for recovery of pho-
tographic film (1962) 12467

collision-avoidance, of aircraft and its per-
formance capability, relationship analy-
sis (1961) 8096

control

—

longitudinal and lateral range method for
high-drag low-life vehicle entering at-
mosphere of rotating earth (1961) 17726

rendezvous problems using proportional
navigation (1961) 8012

vehicles entering earth's atmosphere at
small angles (1961) 15825

data

—

earth to Venus and Earth to Mars (1965)
18490

Venus to Earth and Mars to Earth (1965)
18491

direct-return rendezvous, using constant-
thrust engines and rendezvous or ma-
neuvering thrusters, study (1965) 19922

flight-path angle of reentry vehicle in upper
atmosphere, approximate solutions
(1964) 16696

free flight, between 2 arbitrary terminal
points, hodograph analysis (1965) 5107

guidance for lifting reentry at supercircular
velocity (1964) 13247

human free-falling (1964) 13617
interplanetary

—

missions to Mars, use of three-dimensional
sphere-of-influence methods, analysis
(1962) 12462

navigation, statistical filter theory appli-

cation (1965) 6743
landing and launch, linear guidance scheme

in vacuum (1965) 6734
low-thrust transfers from Earth to Mars,

guidance sensitivity study (1962) 6297
lunar

—

effects of some typical geometrical con-
straints (1961) 15795

landing, analytical study with reference to

lunar-orbit-rendezvous mode and abort
situations (1964) 3015

mission analyses and design purposes
(1961) 15776

origin of tektites (1963) 5584
pilot-controlled take-off and rendezvous,
simulator study (1965) 9723
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Trajectories—Continued
lunar—Continued
point return from mission for vehicle
maneuvering within earth's atmosphere
(1961) 21244

position fix accuracy, factors affecting
measurements (1964) 7539

powered-descent for manned landings,
study (1964) 18756

return from moon, entry range and land-
ing lighting conditions (1964) 7527

vehicles-geometric constraints on recovery
(1964) 5881

lunar missions

—

abort (1963) 11039
effect of lift on separation distance and

loads (1963) 11055
from manned landing and return to ren-
dezvous in 50-mile orbit (1963) 1306

circumlunar navigation theory, transition
matrix assumptions (1963) 20980

earth-moon space with symmetrical free
return properties, lunar flight study se-
ries (1963) 12883

effects of insertion errors, statistical
study (1962) 12487

entry conditions at lunar sphere of influ-
ence applicable to near-moon trajectory
and impact conditions (1963) 14563
landing using jet VTOL test vehicle,

flight evaluation (1963) 5601
orbit descents (1963) 3143
geometrical characteristics established
from earth-moon transfer (1963) 11057

returning from moon to specified geo-
graphic landing area (1963) 11038

parameter study of insertion conditions
(1963) 19944

return, analysis (1963) 16403
terminal landing, analog simulation (1963)

16396
three-dimensional problem, optimal ascent
from lunar surface (1963) 12852

vehicle position in earth-moon space (1963)
12878

Mars nonstop round-trip (1965) 5205
modulated, atmospheric entries with vehicle

lift-drag ratio to limit deceleration
and/or maximum deceleration rates
(1962) 1687

moon

—

declination, radial distance, and phases
for 1961-71 (1961) 15786

limb zone, new Soviet study (1962) 20016
nonoscillatory low-thrust, planet-escape,

starting conditions (1962) 18292
optimal

—

method of construction, USSR study (1962)
5438

nonlinear systems, problem of existence,
USSR study (1962) 2693

optimum-low acceleration, for interplane-
tary transfers (1963)3131

parabolic reentry, guidance techniques for
direct-descent (1962) 1675

parametric study of mass-ratio and trajecto-
ry factors in fast manned Mars missions
(1965) 5161

performance analysis of ballistic missiles
(1961) 16140

precision circumlunar, for 1968, characteris-
tics (1962) 8499

PRESTO, program for rapid earth-to-space
trajectory optimization (1965) 6617

radioactive pellet, study. Project Sedan
(1965) 13509

reentry, capability of proportional-type lat-
eral control system in providing aerody-
namic heading-angle trajectory control
(1964) 14876

Trajectories—Continued
rendezvous with space station and ferry

vehicle, positions and velocities during
return, study (1962) 3379

satellite

—

launching calculations, program for
NAREC (1961) 5005

rendezvous, energy-optimal in 3 dimen-
sions for terminal phase (1964) 13251

Scout heat transfer spacecraft, reentry
flight in atmosphere (1965) 9721

Scout vehicle during 4th-stage reentry flight
analysis (1964) 13236

simulation applicable to stability and con-
trol studies of large multi-engine vehi-
cles (1963) 18143

space

—

analysis, acceleration hodograph and its

application, research study (1963) 19899
maneuvers, guidance equations (1964)

18736
vehicles, secondary errors and off-design

conditions in optimal estimation' (1964)
7528

three-dimensional

—

analysis for round-trip missions to Mars
(1962) 22541

problems, optimal ascent from lunar sur-
face (1965) 16674

simulation using 6 degrees of freedom with
arbitrary wind (1961) 6372

time optimal, for parking orbit, computation
techniques (1965) 6739

turbulent heated streams in atmosphere,
USSR study (1965) 6396

variational method for optimization of inter-
planetary round-trip (1963) 7279

vehicles and environments, instrumentation
and techniques, study (1962) 100

Venus round-trip missions, 3-dimensional
analysis (1962) 20133

Tramways, see Cableways.
Tranquilizing drugs:

bibliography (1961) 8445
effects on

—

body temperature (1964) 5998
physical work capacity and orthostatic

tolerance (1964) 13736
psychiatric and non-psychiatric use (1961)

1566
see a^so Atropine—Chlorpromazine

—

Epinephrine.
Transactions of Institute of Physics of metals,

issue 20, 1958 (1962) 22999
Transaminase, serum and aldolase activity,

clinical significance. Communist China
(1962) 2869

Transcaucasia:
cartographic-geodetic work, outline of devel-

opment (1961) 11319
synoptic processes and turbulence in upper

troposphere, USSR study (1964) 20052
Transceivers (radio):

lightweight safety helmet holds radio trans-
mitter, receiver (1964) 13206

pricing under Air Force Dept., fixed-price
contract with Radio Corporation of
America, GAO examination (1961) 12756

Transcribers, voice communications, informa-
tion extraction, work methods for single
transcribers (1965) 17077

Transcripts, court reporters furnish for Dis-
trict Courts, report (1963) 11845

Transcurium isotopes, radiochemestry (1961)
9949

Transducers:
acceleration compensated low level pressure

transducer, design and development
(1965) 16610
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Transducers—Continued

apparatus for removal of dental calculus
with ultrasound, USSR study (1964)
1252

bibliography (1962) 18765
blood-pressure, for temporal artery (1965)

16617
current state-of-the-art projects, list (1962)

6396
guide to literature (1961) 8130
hot-wire, cooling method prolongs life (1964)

14804
improved variable-reluctance, improves

transient pressures (1964) 13176
information, literature search (1961) 8130
man-made and natural, USSR study (1962)

2764
measures

—

low heat-transfer rates (1965) 1419
temperature differentials in strong elec-

tromagnetic fields (1965) 8073
mechanical self resistance and mechanical

mutual resistance of unbaffled rigid disk
radiating sound from single face into
acoustic medium (1961) 5012

micrometeorite

—

advances micro-measurement range (1964)
13203

use for measuring heartbeat of bird em-
bryos (1964) 11364

miniature

—

calibrate with metal diaphragm (1965)
6657

stress transducer has directional capabili-
ty (1965) 5137

mutual radiation impedance of circular
rings on oblate spheroidal baffles (1962)
12582

peizoelectric, use for measuring arterial
pressure, USSR study (1961) 15443

physical, for sensing oxygen (1963) 18499
point-contact, for ultrasonic testing (1963)

12965
pressure

—

can be faired into surface (1964) 13208
methods for dynamic calibration (1964)
3046

shock mount isolates from vibration (1965)
9655

system is force-balanced, has digital out-
put (1965) 11446

pressure-pulse, seismic velocity study (1963)
11580

radiation mechanical impedance of multizone
radiators in prolate spheriodal baffle

(1961) 5008
radioactive independent transducer-receiver

system, techniques and experiments used
in development, final report (1962) 190

seismic, measures small horizontal displace-
ments (1965) 6646

senses displacements of panels subjected to
vibration (1965) 8069

spherical

—

acoustic pressure distribution, formulas
(1964) 18859

wave functions use in empirical descrip-
tion of scalar wave fields (1961) 5007

theory, mechanical impedance added to walls
of cavity resonator by inside and out-
side liquid medium (1962) 12598

three string, with orthogonal axes of sensi-
tivity, measuring gravity from airplane,
USSR study (1965) 14505

underwater cavity-type squirting, radiation
impedance (1962) 12597

use to transmit mechanical vibration into
hazardous environment (1965) 16637

Transducers—Continued
variable reluctance, analysis

classical method (1965) 13132
energy method (1965) 13133

vibration, device for calibration at ampli-
tudes up to 20g (1964) 20547

welded pressure, made small as 1/8-inch in

diameter (1964) 9557
wide-range piezoelectric, for measuring mi-

crometeoroid impacts (1965) 14855
Transfer instruments, AC-DC, practical as-

pects of use (1965) 6787
Transfer of aerial photographs of areas with

uniform slope (1961) 11222
Transfer of heat, see Heat transfer.
Transfer of training, relating to pilot per-

formance and degree of simulation, ex-

perimental program (1965) 18677
Transference numbers, see Transport num-

bers.
Transfluxor circuit amplifies sensing current

for computer memories (1964) 9550
Transformation of rectangular space coordi-

nates (1961) 6914
Transformation (metallic):

influence of order-disorder transformation
on friction characteristics of copper-
gold alloys in vacuum (1965) 16713

isothermal, and hardenability of low-alloy
steel, effect of uranium (1964) 18679

Transformations (mathematics):
approximate inversion of some Laplace

transforms (1961) 20314
contact transformations and theory of opti-

mal control (1965) 19879
derivation of mapping functions for star-

shaped regions (1965) 6636
Markoff processes, USSR study (1961) 15257

Transformation temperatures, phase transfor-

mations in reduction of U4O9, problems,
USSR study (1963) 12414

Transformers, see Hectric transformers.
Transfusion:

antigen C^ and transfusions, Soviet re-

search (1965) 11099
apparatus and its use, Yugoslavian study

(1962) 7909
dry leucocytic mass in leucopenic conditions,

clinical effectiveness, USSR study (1963)

5115
Transfusion of blood and blood substitutes in

burn sickness (1961) 11008
Transhydrogenase, activity in acclimatization

to high altitude (1963) 4410
Transient processes in extremal system with

modulating signal, USSR (1962) 22387
Transistorized control systems for informa-

tion storage device using piezoelectric

substances, USSR (1963) 5211
Transistorized high quality carrier amplifier

for electrocardiogram (1962) 12958
Transistors:

airborne transistorized telemeter system
model SST-1 (1965) 8088

basic theory and application, technical
manual (1961) 6752

bibliography (1962) 20526
boron nitride housing cools transistors

(1965) 18509
building blocks for data instrumentation

(1963) 9213
course

—

information, experiments, and applications
(1962) 20202

maintenance technician training, instruc-
tor's guide (1962) 20203

curve tracer, Tektronix 575, Navy calibra-
tion program, technical manual (1963)
9296
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Transistors—Continued
field-effect

—

improves electrometer amplifier (1965)
1420

logarithmic amplifier uses (1965) 9687
present high input impedance in ac ampli-

fier (1965) 14796
transistor replaces bulky transformer in

analog-gate circuit (1965) 18504
used as voltage-controlled resistors (1965)

1421
frequency standards, Polish study (1964)

21597
fundamentals of electronics (1964) 20688
h-parameters, device for measuring at radio

frequency, Communist China (1961) 1021
high frequency, increased junction lead in-

ductance ballasts (1965) 16647
high-quality junction, economical fabrica-

tion process (1965) 2863
Hungarian miniature and transistor circuit

components, development and production
(1962) 5547

instrumentation system for acoustical data
acquisition (1964) 20608

inverters, variable frequency, use multiple
core transformers (1965) 9661

irradiation effects of

—

40 and 440 Mev protons (1963) 5574
22 and 240 Mev protons (1961) 7986

life span and variations, Cierman study
(1962) 7701

logical elements and tape-wound cores,
USSR study (1964) 19957

low-power transistorized circuit provides
staircase waveform (1964) 14818

magnet current amplifier, transistorized, for
reactor control system (1965) 13107

micropower logic circuits (1963) 5573
Polarad, microwave power meter, test in-

strument calibration procedure (1961)
11496

power

—

cooling in space environment (1963) 16374
indium foil with beryllia washer improves
heat dissipation (1964) 11368

proton damage in semiconductor devices
(1964) 11354

radios. Tariff Commission report (1963)
11346

research and development, (Communist (Dhina
work report (1961) 254

silicon current amplifier for microampere
current levels (1965) 7093

simple circuit reduces transistor switching
time (1965) 14798

test set

—

TS-1100/U, test instrument calibration
procedure (1962) 22684

TS-1294A/U, Navy calibration program,
technical manual (1963) 16489

tetrode, used for FM oscillator (1965) 6655
transistorized

—

circuit clamps voltage with 0.1% error
(1965) 9660

circuits, servicing techniques, guide (1964)
15001

tensometric amplifier, USSR study (1965)
12730

trigger circuit is frequency-controllable
(1964) 13197

two-stage temperature-stabilized emitter-
follower circuit, design (1964) 13193

VHF transmitter design for spacecraft ap-
plications (1964) 13215

voltage

—

comparator, performs own sensing (1965)
6645

stabilizer, transistorized (1963) 9192

Transistors—Continued
wide band 1-F amplifiers, use of R-F and 1-F

transformers (1962) 10927
Transit systems, see Local transit.
Transit surveys, see Surveying.
Transition characteristics of VTOL aircraft

powered by 4 ducted tandem propellers
(1964) 9603

Transitions:
and hovering flight characteristics of tilt-

duct VTOL research aircraft (1963) 1291
flight tests of jet-powered vertical-attitude

VTOL research airplane (1961) 9541
Transits (instruments):
Bamberg portable broken-telescope, error

due to inclined horizontal axis (1961)
11205

Translated Swiss patents (1962) 13028-29

Translating and interpreting interpretations.
Federal Reserve System Board of Gover-
nors (1963) 12121

Translating machines:
algorithm, from Russian to Lithuanian

(1963) 14341

automatic

—

character recognition, state-of-the-art
report (1962) 8535

speech sounds, experiments in recognition,
USSR study (1962) 22377

concept of configuration in machine transla-
tion and information processing, USSR
study (1965) 9402

foreign developments, translations (1961)
2080, 2209, 2232, 4445, 4457, 4503,
7701-4, 7707, 7715, 7731, 7751, 7851,
9338, 9382, 13001, 13088, 13266, 20915;
(1962) 790, 796, 823, 826, 828, 833,
838-39, 1040, 1044, 1063, 1145, 1470,
1550, 2642, 3021, 3058, 3190-92, 3227,
5446-47, 5457, 5603, 5608-9, 5614,
5620-21, 5623, 5625-26, 5630, 5818, 5866,
5919, 5967-71, 6035, 7548, 7588, 8045,
10033, 10122-124, 10184, 10216,
10232-233, 10266, 10311, 11979, 11983,
11988-990, 12007-8, 12086, 12091, 12118,
12147, 12175, 13997, 14006, 14026, 14054,
15756, 15785, 15838, 17683, 17770, 17945,
22066, 21921, 22377, 23676; (1963) 8478,
8651, 8765, 8817, 10754, 10809, 10852,
12383, 12484, 14097, 14148, 14195, 14254,
14321, 14341, 14368, 15825, 15992, 16626,
17582, 17705, 17802, 20819; (1964) 949,
2578, 2716, 2783, 2852, 2915, 6921, 6981,
7118, 8914, 9093, 9125, 11056, 11127,
16090, 16147, 16527, 20169; (1965) 2357,
6506, 7904, 9357, 11051, 11070,
11197-198, 12598, 12653, 14551, 14598,
16502, 19789
abstracts (1965) 16484, 19712
algorithm for recognition of machine-
written symbols (1963) 875

algorithms associated with word sys-
tems, USSR study (1963) 12701

bibliography (1963) 14603
computer and information technology

(1963) 19748
French translated to Russian, USSR
study (1963) 12721

machine translation and language re-

form (1963) 10465
mathematical linquistics, and machine
translation (1964) 18512

new electronic equipment for printing
industry (1963) 826

organization, application of computers
in coding and machine translation
(1964) 1018

perceptron theory (1964) 1059
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Translating machines—Continued
foreign developments, translations—Con.

Russian-Chinese systems, comparison of

old and new programs (1963) 8691
speech intelligibility computation, USSR
study (1964) 1139

USSR improves computers (1962) 23629
Japan, trends in machine translation (1964)

9093
machine translation in Rumania (1965) 958

machine translations, bibliography (1961)

1771; (1963) 15029

mathematical linguistics, Rumanian study
(1963) 8525

review and analysis, reports (1961) 11763;

(1962) 12988
scientific documentation sponsored by NSF,

price list (1965) 2928
translating machines and applied linguis-

tics, translations (1963) 14321
Translating problems into opportunities (ad-

dress) (1962) 21732
Translations:
Air Force Department, see listings under Air

Force Department in the monthly issues.

Arctic Construction and Frost Effects Labo-
ratory, see listings under Arctic Con-
struction and Frost Effects Laboratory.

atomic energy, title list and cross reference
guide (1961) 11803

subject index (1961) 18089
supplement (1963) 11582; (1965) 4271,

17133
automatic, data on status, USSR study

(1965) 11189
Chinese Communist terms, JPRS handbook

(1963) 19689
Civil Aeromedical Research Institute, bibli-

ography of recent material (1964) 139
index, NIH library (1964) 16745; (1965) 16756
medical, bibliography (1963) 9232; (1964)

16755, 18818; (1965) 14901-2
subject index (1964) 18917

National Institutes of Health Library, se-

lected lists (1963) 11110; (1964) 3963;
(1965) 3880

price lists, selective bibliography of Govern-
ment translations, see listings under
Government publications.

Public law 480 program, in process 1964, list

(1964) 9854
Russian serials into English, etc., list (1963)

1191
Snow, Ice and Permafrost Research Estab-

lishment, see listings under Snow, Ice

and Permafrost Research Establish-
ment, technical reports in the monthly
issues,

technical

—

bibliography, OTS periodical (1963) 4232;
(1964) 4080; (1965) 3987

index, July-Dec. 1959 (1961) 2946
list and abstracts (1961) 2945; (1962) 4378
National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-

tration, see listings under National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
in the monthly issues,

periodicals translated in, basis list (1963)
5957, 15025: (1964) 4325, 18997

Transliteration, Persian language (1963)
18054

see Alphabet.
Transmission and reflection of electrons by

aluminum foil (1963) 9217
Transmission device for reversibility of rota-

tion with extremely fast action (1961)
9544

Transmission lines, see Electric lines

—

Waveguides.
Transmission of diseases, see Contagion and

contagious diseases.
Transmission of information by extraterres-

tial civilizations, USSR (1964) 14648
Transmission of light in water annotated bib-

liography (1961) 11470
Transmissions:

All- Union scientific and technical conference
on gear transmissions with Novikov
engagement (1965) 7911

cycloidal cam (1965) 15102
roller gear reduction drive, parametric

study (1965) 16895
Transmitters:

circuit applications (1964) 20687; (1965)
16781

color motion picture television, with
3-vidicon camera, USSR study (1961)
11046

cost from indirect procurement from Hamil-
ton Standard Division of United Air-
craft Corp., GAO report (1965) 717

educational television apparatus, perform-
ance standards (1963) 13851

electronic

—

devices, miniaturized, application in com-
plete dentures to study of tooth contact
(1961) 3744

means of providing binaural indication of
direction of radio transmissions (1965)
19937

Navy space surveillance high-power system.
Lake Kickapoo station (1962) 18357

procurement, military designed when com-
mercially designed equivalent was avail-
able at less cost. Navy Dept., GAO re-

port (1964) 12493
radio, c-w and a-m technical manual, change

(1961) 5332
radio transmission through plasma sheath

around lifting reentry vehicle (1961)
4893

sensor, tiny, can withstand acceleration,
gives digital output (1965) 1410

solid-state laser transmitter is amplitude
modulated (1965) 14802

sonar, using parallel inverter unit, perform-
ance and analysis (1965) 13116

10-kw operating at 960 to 961 Mc in Project
Echo communications experiment (1961)
21241

transistorized VHF design for spacecraft
applications (1964) 13215

see also Transceivers (radio).

Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of

—

model of proposed 6-engine hull-type sea-
plane designed for supersonic flight

(1962) 12437

Saturn IB-Apollo launch vehicle with var-
ious upper-stage configurations (1965)
14821

Transonic flow, see Flow.
Trnasonic speed, see Air speed.
Transosonde:

flights, FCC-positioned (1962) 18593
lightweight system (1964) 18857

Transparent materials, optical transmission
properties, effect of electrons (1965)
6692

Transparent packaging (1961) 11621
Transpiration:
and evaporation, bibliography (1961) 12802
calculation of laminar and turbulent bound-

ary layer around 2-dimensional and axi-
symmetric bodies with suction or blow-
ing (1964) 21910
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Transpiration—Continued
evapo-transpiration reduction, report (1961)

416
plant, research (1963) 9587; (1965) 8443
retardant, effect on survival of planted pon-

derosa pine (1961) 12740
through angled slots, effects on development

of turbulent boundary layer (1964)
21909

Transpiration cooling, see Cooling.
Transplantation (physiology):

bone and skin, Soviet research (1962) 23829
bone marrow

—

in treatment of radiation sickness, USSR
study (1961) 21009

state of hemopoietic tissue in acute radia-
tion sickness, USSR study (1964) 14592

suspension, effect on acute radiation sick-
ness, USSR study (1961) 11178

transplantation

—

during acute radiation sickness, experi-
mental conditions (1962) 19900

on dogs with acute radiation sickness,
humoral component, USSR study
(1964) 4905

cardiac muscle in dogs, USSR study (1961)
19742

cutaneous autohomotransplantation tech-
niques used in treating granulated
wounds, USSR study (1961) 15291

heterotransplantations of female breast
tumor into anterior eye chamber and
mammary gland of guinea pigs, USSR
study (1962) 5631

homotransplantation of bones preserved by
freezing, roentgenological characteris-
tics, USSR study (1961) 20941

ingrowth of free cutaneous autotransplant
during different periods of acute radia-
tion sickness, USSR study (1961) 12957

leukemia, morphogenesis of cells in focus,
USSR study (1962) 2732

lyophilized tendon homotransplatation in
flexor digitorum profundus lesion at
carpal articulation level (1964) 21445

lyophilized

—

transplants in plastic surgery of vessels,
morphological information USSR study
(1962) 11982

tubular homotransplant, use in experimen-
tal replacement of large defects of femo-
ral diaphysis, USSR study (1961) 15233

minced muscle tissue

—

histological changes in implants, USSR
study (1962) 2778

regeneration of muscles under conditions
of sensory, denervation, USSR study
(1962) 2777

restoration of skeletal muscle defects,
USSR study (1962) 2779

muscle flap from other extremity in chronic
gunshot osteomyelitis, USSR study
(1961) 15289

organs, nature of incompatibility, USSR
study (1961) 11185

osseous heterogeneous material preserved
by deep freezing, USSR study (1961)
15290

preserved

—

bone-cartilage homotransplants use in
plastic surgery of hip joint, USSR study
(1962) 17902

extremities and kidneys, remote results,
USSR study (1961) 11177

replacement of defective articular bone ends
with preserved homotransplants, USSR
study (1961) 15288

skin homoplasty in treatment of burns, clini-
cal results, USSR study (1961) 10661

Transplantation (physiology)—Continued
skin homotransplants

—

preserved by various means, criteria of
biological evaluation, USSR studv
(1964) 20005

rabbits, possibility of prolonging life span
by means of alkylating substances
(1964) 10916

tissues and organs

—

basic problems, USSR study (1962) 9964
USSR review (1962) 1187
USSR studies (1961) 12908, 15341

lyophilization apparatus, USSR studv
(1961) 15340

USSR study (1965) 6440
transplantation of organs of the body

USSR study (1964) 21541
Vena cava defects, replacement, USSR

study (1962) 926
Transplants, see Grafting (physiology).
Transponders:
communication satellite, traveling wave

tube re-entrant amplifier serrodyne sys-
tem (1964) 14846

for Nike- Hercules guided missile system,
overprocurement by Army Dept., (^AO
report (1963) 14001

linear FM/CW, frequency offset eliminates
clutter (1965) 9688

NRL small (1965) 11579
oceanborne platform has good stability

(1965) 5144
prototype lunar transponder (1964) 19157

Transport aircraft, see Aircraft.
Transport airplanes, see Airplanes.
Transport coefficient, of partially and fully

ionized gases, critical evaluation of
methods for calculating (1965) 5209

Transport equations, see Equations.
Transport numbers:
high-temperature transference numbers in

pure and mixed aqueous electrolytes
(1964) 8799

scandium and rare earths, properties (1962)
4635

terbium, thermodynamic properties of
aqueous solutions (1962) 4633

Transport of chemically reacting species in
classical capillary (1964) 3025

Transport phenomena in aluminum oxide
(1965) 9715, 18531

Transport pilots, see Aviators.
Transport properties:
hydrogen-oxygen system (1964) 18727
in low-density ionized gas, Monte Carlo

method for calculation (1965) 16697
of dilute gas mixtures (1965) 5183

Transport Workers Union of America
(AFL-CIO):

emergency board report (1962) 475
Transportation:

abstracts pertaining to Communist Ci^iina in
abstracts journals (1962) 9875

activating national policy (address) (1961)
18423

adequacy for changing market structure for
farm commodities (address) (1962) 6532

African mining industry, problems in central
and south basins, USSR study (1963)
15870

agricultural commodities in U.S., selected
references, 1949-59 (1961) 13795

air

—

advancement, reasons (remarks) (1965)
7301

America's leadership (address) (1964)
15368

and its part in national transportation
system (talk) (1962) 20687
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Transportation—Continued
air—Continued
Army services and units in field army

(1965) 11903
certification and operation rules for certif-

icated route air carriers, civil air regu-
lations amendment (1964) 10505

delivery of supplies and equipment in
Field Army, Army field manual (1964)
2G990

evacuation of patients with head injuries
(1961) 17951

in New Hampshire (1963) 1453
manifold uses of helicopters (address)
(1962) 6834

military cargo for military assistance
program and Air Force units, GAO re-

view (1961) 19402
national military airlift

—

hearings (1963) 18925
subcommittee report (1963) 18926

passenger service from Europe to U.S.,
unnecessary procurement on commercial
airliners, Defense Dept., GAO report
(1965) 12532

translations from Stiinta si technica
(1963) 8924

transport development under AID pro-
grams (address) (1965) 11042

troops and equipment, technical manual
(1961) 165

unnecessary costs

—

for passenger service from Japan and
Korea to U.S., by Defense Dept., GAO
report (1965) 10973

incurred by Post Office Dept. in trans-
porting 1st class mail, GAO report
(1964) 12497

uses of helicopter and other V/STOL air-

craft in short-haul commercial air
transport service, report, Project Hum-
mingbird (1961) 19290

what the President's transportation mes-
sage means to air transportation (talk)
(1962) 13226

Alaska, study, hearings (1962) 9486
Alaskan and Hawaiian legislation, hearings

(1961) 5873
Albania, problems (1961) 20917
allowances, house trailers of civilian Feder-

al Officers and employees

—

hearing (1962) 9381
law (1962) 23176
reports (1962) 9305, 21464

allowances under canceled, etc., orders, au-
thorize

—

hearing (1964) 6496
law (1964) 1967
reports (1963) 13539; (1964) 2212

amendments to Federal laws

—

hearings (1964) 6502-3; (1965) 8893
law (1965) 17376
reports (1964) 6288; (1965) 8817, 8833,

14053, 15723
American National Red Cross, families of

personnel, at Govt, expense, provide,
report (1965) 17577

and distribution for selected industries in
northeast Minnesota and northern Wis-
consin (1965) 1811

and maritime issues (remarks) (1965) 18417
Anhwei Province, realization of plans. Com-

munist C:hina (1961) 774
apples, literature review (1965) 16938
Armed Forces deceased dependents at Gov-

ernment expense, amend U.S. code

—

law (1965) 15498
report (1965) 13885

Transportation—Continued
Armed Forces dependents, baggage etc.,

advance return

—

hearing (1964) 17866
law (1964) 17290
reports (1963) 13540; (1964) 15740

Armed Forces dependents,
deceased, provide at Government expense

report (1964) 10252
for medical care not locally available

—

law (1965) 15488
reports (1965) 13889, 17829

armed services retired personnel, depen-
dents, baggage, etc., to homes of selec-
tion

—

hearing (1961) 19152
law (1961) 16573
reports (1961) 8775, 14674

availability of fast, safe, and economical
services to meet needs of rapidly grow-
ing and changing economy (remarks)
(1965) 17293

bales of cotton, transporting with large
clamp trucks (1964) 20901

boat operation companies, field manual
(1965) 17051

bus services at Hanford Works, Richland,
Wash., AEC, savings attainable by dis-

continuing, GAO report (1965) 14400
census, 1963

—

advance and/or preliminary reports

—

passenger transportation survey (1964)
17079-81, 21027; (1965) 232, 1897-1901,
7258

truck inventory and use survey (1964)
17082-83; (1965) 233-270, 4337-40,
5695-5700, 8601

advance area reports, truck inventory and
use survey announcement and order
form (1964) 19284; (1965) 4297, 10202

hearings (1964) 8391
home-to-work travel, announcement and
order form (1965) 10201

national travel, passenger transportation
survey, announcement and order form
(1965) 1878

preliminary reports, commodity transpor-
tation survey, shipper series (1965)
15305-306, 17208-210, 18970-973
announcement and order form (1965)

15264
hearings (1961) 16850
publication program (1965) 4336

census of population 1960, place of work and
means of transportation to work (1962)
13038

changes in type used bv countrv grain eleva-
tors, 1958-63, north central' region (1965)
15198

civilian personnel, temporary duty, general
information, etc.. Air Force pamphlet
(1964) 60

code of Federal regulations (1961) 6016-17,
7406, 9113; (1962) 5189-90, 9632, 11795;
(1963) 6434-35, 10169, 13931; (1964) 4713,
6682, 8563, 10535; (1965) 9121, 9130-32

commercial cargo and passengers by Pana-
ma Line, discontinue report (1961) 20583

Commercial Fisheries Bureau research and
service activities, 1961, report (1963)
10194

Communist China

—

articles (1961) 13245
system, translation (1961) 7671
translations (1962) 17841, 17850, 17895,

17972, 18008-9, 18030, 18062, 19654,
19690, 19716, 19818, 19941, 22013, 22125,
22155, 22174, 22213, 22401, 23668. 23720,
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iTransportation—Continued
Communist China—Continued

translations—Continued
23737, 23771, 23790; (1963) 652, 913,
1033, 2577, 2621, 2641, 2837, 2886, 5375,
6740, 6869, 6937, 6984, 7092, 8455, 8532,
8599, 8844, 8964, 10439, 10529, 12699,
14182, 14241, 14367, 14378, 15754, 16015,
16090, 16189, 17685, 17754, 17816, 17903,
19374, 19462, 19488, 19666, 19702, 19738,
20799, 20877; (1964) 914, 939, 986, 1110,
1185, 1222, 2575, 2613, 2722, 2794, 2838,
2927, 4934, 4957, 4991, 5061, 5241, 5262,
5352, 5391, 6946, 6988, 7029, 7050, 7105,
7312, 8944, 9142, 10906, 12602, 12659,
12744, 12826, 13019, 14531, 14548, 14641,
16316, 18397; (1965) 1015, 2387

water transportation (1963) 7012
commuter, study in New Jersey-New

York-Connecticut metropolitan region
(1961) 20638

Congo, survey (1965) 1091
controlled expansion of U.S. system, hear-

ings (1961) 5875
converting from street railway to bus opera-

tions, treatment of losses for income tax
purposes, report (1961) 19123

coordination and future Dort planning (re-

marks) (1962) 22460
corn, changing patterns (speech) (1961) 6645
costs for Members of Congress traveling

outside U.S., limit, reports (1963) 13527,
13531

cybernetics

—

in municipal transportation. East German
study (1963) 8955

USSR study (1961) 15399
Defense Dept. civilian permanent change of

station, regulations (1963) 20305
defense traflfic management handbook (1964)

6540
developing a fully integrated and coordinat-

ed system of transport (remarks) (1965)
19045

development, prolegomenon to forecasting
(1965) 18806

disparities in transporting overseas person-
nel to and from work, GAO report (1965)
14388

District of Columbia, Maryland and Virginia
mass transit compact, amendments

—

hearing (1962) 17118
law (1962) 23167
reports (1962) 16952, 21438

DSA civilian career program (1964) 21252
economic geography, USSR translation

(1965) 16403
economics, monthly comment (1961) 3357;

(1962) 4391; (1963) 4242; (1964) 4090;
(1965) 4000

encourage regional planning of integrated
highway and commuter systems for met-
ropolitan areas, hearings (1962) 13668

equipment

—

census of manufacturers, 1958

—

industry report (1961) 3928
special report (1961) 13898

management in Navy (1963) 1611, 7522;
(1965) 11813

manufacturers' sales, 1958 census (1961)
18135

systems, and devices, Soviet and Chinese
articles, English abstracts (1961) 8442;
(1962) 3788

expenses

—

costs incurred by not considering as ele-

ment of procurement cost, Panama Ca-
nal Co., GAO report (1965) 6301

student trainees assigned to Government
positions, report (1961) 18889

Transportation—Continued

explosives

—

and other dangerous articles, civil aero-
nautics manuals (1961) 10577, 17224;
(1962) 9573, 17446

military and hazardous munitions on ves-
sels, rules and regulations (1962) 20676

facilities—
and services in metropolitan areas, inter-

governmental responsibilities (1962) 4
development termination, agreement with

India (1963) 13077
for developing wood-using industries in

northeastern Minnesota (1965) 9211

Federal agencies

—

coordinated efforts (remarks) (1965) 10277
GAO guidance manuals (1961) 12749,

17315; (1962) 617, 7454-56; (1963)
4994-95, 19275-277; (1964) 3552, 8704,
21331; (1965) 2182, 3465, 6251

Federal laws, amendments, proposal, hear-
ings (1962) 17320; (1963) 2089

Federal Maritime Commission, functions,
(address) (1962) 5165

Federal programs against curtailed develop-
ment (address) (1963) 6045

Federal, statistics, improving (1962) 13415

fishery products, indexes of cost (1961) 19337
fraudulent State tax stamp, prohibit in in-

terstate and foreign commerce,
hearings (1962) 395
report (1961) 19110

freight, regulatory problems (remarks)
(1963) 10155

fresh potato movement to large markets
from 5 major producing areas (1965) 43

frozen foods, effect of new trailer design on
temperature (1961) 9842

generalized problem, optimal use of produc-
tive assets in performing several kinds
of operations, USSR study (1962) 22157

geography research (1961) 6597
government supplies, common shipping

faults and their remedies (1964) 1635
governmental policy and regulation (re-

marks) (1965) 19043
Government's

—

responsibilities (address) (1961) 8583
role (address) (1962) 14982

grain

—

in Northwest, analysis (1965) 2085
north central region (1961) 13790
recent developments (speech) (1961) 17166
research findings (talk) (1961) 5204
speech (1961) 8269

gravity model, calibrating and testing with
small computer (1964) 5669

Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Seaway study,

report (1965) 17915

guide for traffic volume counting manual
(1965) 6890

hanging beef by refrigerated rail cars and
piggyback trailers (1961) 13788

helicopter air service program, hearings
(1965) 8981

high-speed ground —
program
challenging task for research and devel-

opment (remarks) (1965) 17296
passenger traffic (remarks) (1965) 17295

research and development

—

hearings (1965) 13990, 16008
law (1965) 17415
legislation, proposal (1965) 5825
reports (1965) 15729, 15746, 19212

high-speed intercity surface transport (re-

marks) (1965) 8700
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highway

—

activities, Post Office Department, GAO
review (1962) 5284

American highway transportation system
(remarks) (1965) 5769

highways and inland waterways (remarks)

(1961) 8592
hogs, loss and damage in handling (1961)

3706
House Members and employees, provide

reimbursement of expenses

—

law (1965) 15495
reports (1965) 15686, 15939

House Members, expenses, reimbursement,
amend law

—

law (1963) 15149
reports (1963) 13583, 13764

house trailers and mobile dwellings of mem-
bers of uniformed services, increase al-

lowance

—

hearing (1964) 15799
law (1964) 17265
reports (1964) 10250, 12100, 14117

house trailers, traffic management proce-

dures (1963) 10037
household goods of Federal employees as-

signed to isolated duty stations, reim-

burse, hearings (1965) 17709
importance

—

in promoting world trade (remarks) (1963)
13352

to national security (remarks) (1963) 7813
to our national economy (remarks) (1964)
8186

importation of migratory game birds, regula-
tions (1962) 21782

imports and exports, impact on American
employment, hearings (1962) 7087

in densely populated regions of the country
(remarks) (1965) 19046

industries, under Fair labor standards act
(1962) 8741

industry

—

closer look at whole transportation sys-
tem (remarks) (1965) 10335

in Puerto Rico (1962) 12780
or public service? (1964) 14539
platform for public service (test of ad-

dress) (1961) 20499
profit strategy (remarks) (1965) 13725
prospects for bright future (remarks)

(1964) 19358
reporting requirements by ICC, reduce,
interim report, report (1961) 12238

services in peace and war (address) (1961)
306

information and intelligence, training and
planning guide for personnel, field man-
ual (1962) 2008

inland waterway transport facilities, protec-
tion and restoration, etc., emergency
planning program (1965) 6383

international air transportation (remarks)
(1965) 4376

interstate, animals and poultry, code of Fed-
eral regulations (1963) 18408

Iowa's untilled opportunity (remarks) (1965)
18416

journey to work, commutation streams, etc
(1964) 1826

Kirin Province, China (1961) 821
land, radio services, FCC rules and regula-

tions (1961) 9088, 12612, 19296; (1962)
2456, 15543, 17460, 23515; (1964) 8534

land use, metropolitan planning study (1961)
5069

laws (1962) 360

Transportation—Continued

lines

—

Atlantic, Gulf, and Pacific Coasts, 1960
(1961) 1950; (1962) 5134, (1963) 6377;
(1964) 6596; (1965) 6143

Great Lakes system (1961) 10568; (1962)
13758; (1963) 13882; (1964) 14210; (1965)
16129

Mississippi River system and Gulf Intra-
coastal Waterway (1961) 19271; (1962)
21695; (1963) 20652,; (1964 21280; (1965)
18042

local transit operating employees, union
wages and hours (1964) 11285

departmental edition (1961) 6256; (1962)
8432

document edition (1961) 5603; (1962) 6965
look to future (address) (1962) 15028
maintaining and expanding our vast net-

work (remarks) (1965) 19044
maritime cargo, future horizons (remarks)

(1964) 18654
marketing and transportation situation

(1961) 2792; (1962) 4037; (1963) 3885;
(1964) 3709; (1965) 3627

mass

—

assistance. Federal laws (1962) 653
amendments (1965) 7812
demonstration grant program, informa-

tion (1962) 5311
loan program, guided 962) 9757
loans, extend time, law (1962) 23209

mass transit systems receiving Federal aid,

study of feasibility of user taxes

—

law (1964) 17412
reports (1964) 15700, 17616

materials having critical thermal tolerances
to heat, suitable insulated containers
(1961) 127

measuring field handling and transportation
conditions (1961) 3759

meat, regulations governing (1962) 6548
merger, opportunity for progressive nation-

al policy (remarks) (1963) 18756
Mid-Gulf Conference, proceedings, summary

(1965) 8571
migratory game birds, regulations (1963)

15535, 17461; (1964) 15925, 19734; (1965)

16211, 18141
military air transportation

—

investigation hearings (1961) 16840
1963—
hearings (1963) 11903
report (1963) 13622

military departments method of shipping
automobiles of Armed Forces personnel
to and from Alaska, amend United
States Cod(^-

hearings (1964) 13989, 17866
report (1964) 13943

military

—

in tropical environment, Swamp Fox 1

(1962) 18541
oversnow transport (1963) 19138
traffic management regulation (1961) 1683;
(1962)8914-15

MILSTAMP, military standard transporta-
tion and movement procedures (1963)

17351; (1965) 4632, 14161
mineral fertilizers and chemicals, transport

problems, USSR studies (1964) 5069
modern, challenge to veterinarian, interna-

tional aspects of problem (talk) (1961)

17899
modernization

—

(address) (1965) 4293
new concept of research (remarks) (1963)

18753
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nx)tor

—

service in theaters of operations, field

manual (1961) 17999
transport operations and motor transport

units. Army field manual (1965) 13457
vehicles

—

for relief of traffic congestion (address)
(1961) 17801

of Govt, employees in Alaska

—

hearing (1963) 15311
law (1964) 6177
report (1963) 18852; (1964) 4547

of members of Armed Forces, at Govern-
ment expense, amend U.S. code

—

law (1965) 15455
reports (1965) 13887, 14083

moving household goods, information for
Navy personnel (1962) 6484

National Capital region

—

District of Columbia participation in plan-
ning, authorize, report (1965) 19251

finance and organization recommendations
(1963) 1335

national defense

—

problems and plans (remarks) (1963) 9779
strengthen and improve (remarks) (1964)

10130
National Defense Transportation Associa-

tion (remarks) (1965) 564
national policies and economy of Pacific

Northwest (address) (1962) 13134
national policy

—

and President's program (remarks) (1963)
6051

for increased service and improved pros-
perity (address) (1962) 6869

for prosperity and defense (remarks)
(1964) 19359

investigation

—

address (1961) 20490
report (1961) 12457
report on findings (1961) 5878

additional copies, report (1961) 12434
national system

—

decline of regulated common carriage,
hearings (1962) 2363

strengthen and improve hearings (1963)
2054, 15319, 17176

nation's complex transportation system,
vital element in race to market place
(1965) 8687

nation's lifelines economic progress and na-
tional security (1962) 11956

network, characteristics, determination by
method of successive analysis of varia-
tions, USSR study (1964) 4921

new construction products in Soviet Ukraine
(1961) 19606

new methods, research, hearings (1962)
23373

new research programs, coordinated effort
to improve nationwide transportation
(address) (1965) 17275

North Vietnam, non-mechanized facilities,

role and problems (1963) 2751
ocean

—

best prod to efficiency is competition and
threat of competition (remarks) (1965)
10809

excessive costs incurred for shipments
under title 1, Agricultural trade develop-
ment and assistance act of 1954, GAO
report (1965) 6264

grain to Russia, hearings (1965) 418

insufficient amounts claimed from foreign
governments for recovery of costs fi-

nanced under agricultural trade develop-

ment and assistance act of 1954, Com-

Transportation—Continued
ocean—Continued

modity Credit Corporation, Agriculture
Dept., GAO report (1965) 14395

promoting world trade (remarks) (1964)
21301

surface effect, ships, new era (1965) 9534
understatment of claims against United
Arab Republic and Yugoslavia for re-

covery of excessive costs financed by
Commodity Credit Corporation, Agricul-
ture Dept., GAO report (1964) 8733

PACAF basic bibliographies (1962) 12947;
(1963) 2438; (1964) 9982

passenger transportation survey, advance
and/or preliminary reports (1964)
17079-81, 21027

piggyback-
programs for Pacific Northwest coopera-

tives (1961) 1953
service, hearing (1962) 5067

planning

—

developing, and coordinating peacetime
policies, Commerce Dept. responsibility
(talk) (1962) 6870

unified for permanent improvement (re-

marks) (1963) 9787
policy

—

formulation and legislative development,
congressional processes (address) (1961)
3986

future planning needs (talk) (1962) 13223
Polish facilities, reconstruction, etc., Ger-

man study (1962) 19779
politics and economics in policv making (ad-

dress) (1961) 1851
Post Office Department appropriations,

1961, supplemental, proposal (1961) 5607
poultry and poultry products, regulations

(1963) 11426
preparedness

—

Emergency Transportation Office focal
point for mobilization of Nation's civil

transportation resources (remarks)
(1963) 9791

(remarks) (1963) 13380
President's transportation message for bet-

ter Government-industry cooperation
(talk) (1962) 11224

privately owned vehicles of deceased or
missing personnel, within U.S., etc.

—

law (1965) 19148
reports (1965) 15711, 19437

problems

—

mathematical solutions (1964) 5233
solution on electronic computer by approx-
imation method using conditional-
optimal plans, USSR study (1961) 19640

stated in terms of graphs, USSR study
(1963) 15930

proceedings of ICC, rules of evidence dis-

cussed (1962) 9810; (1964) 6873
program and policv for action (text of ad-

dress) (1961) 10123
prohibit in aid of arson

—

law (1965) 13798
reports (1965) 8828, 12290

prohibit in aid of racketeering enterprises

—

hearing (1961) 17135
law (1961) 18620
reports (1961) 14661, 16818, 18815

projections to 1976 and 2000 (1963) 3250
publications, price list (1961) 1425; (1962)

16117; (1963) 11220; (1964) 18886
pupil

—

selected references (1962) 17406
State plans for financing (1963) 6323
State supervisors, directories (1962) 5109;

(1963) 2170; (1964) 4647; (1965) 7593
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pupil—Continued
statistics (1962) 21657; (1963) 19120;

(1965) 4663
radioactive materials (1964) 11855

Federal regulations, handbook (1965) 7173
regulations, USSR (1962) 1147

reducing costs in small business operations
(1962) 10642

reference data, field manual (1964) 4281
remains, etc., dependents of military person-

nel dying in Alaska and Hawaii

—

hearings (1961) 14443, 19151
report (1961) 14289

remains, etc.. Federal employees dying in

Alaska and Hawaii

—

hearing (1962) 9405
reports (1961) 12474; (1963) 17282

requirements for growth of northwest North
America (1961) 18777

research

—

activities of Commerce Dept. (remarks)
(1963) 20392

program, problems (remarks) (1963) 4652
projects of Commerce Dept. (remarks)

(1963) 15124
role in Great Society (remarks) (1965) 4441
Russian inland water system (1961) 13063
schoolchildren in D.C., fares, pay difference

to carriers

—

hearings (1961) 10341; (1962) 11440
reports (1961) 17073; (1962) 11375

services

—

at continental U.S. installation. Army,
technical manual (1964) 19222

in theaters of operations, field manual
(1962) 154

sheep and lambs, losses from handling (1962)
16300

shipping policy (remarks) (1965) 12809
small business, expenditures and manage-

ment (1961) 9737
State and regional defense airlift planning

(1964) 17969
statistics in United States (1961) 757, 2079,

4351, 17360, 19465; (1962) 740, 2590,
5373, 9811, 21906; (1963) 641, 2453, 5107,
14081; (1964) 880, 2466, 4091, 4881, 6874,
8844, 12573; (1965) 794, 4001, 4903, 6392,
7846, 9313, 11049, 14477

storage and transportation of meat (paper)
(1962) 14736

supply and transport battalion division
support command, field manual (1962)
4605

system, development in U.S (1963) 13240
system in our Nation, message from the

President (1962) 9197
technology, potential for future (remarks)

(1965) 364
through systems (remarks) (1965) 10336
traffic assignment manual for application

with large, high speed computer (1964)
15073

transatlantic supplemental air transporta-
tion, CAB economic regulation (1965)
4375

transport

—

abstracts pertaining to Communist China
in abstracts journal (1962) 15780

USSR, table of contents of book (1962)
19871

transportation and handling of seed by re-

gional cooperatives (1962) 13763
transportation series, see listings under

Engineers Corps in the monthly issues,
traveltime period for retirees, dischargees,

etc., extend

—

hearing (1965) 17684
report (1965) 17606

Transportation—Continued
troop movement guide, technical manual

(1965) 8536
Tunisia, history before and after reform

(1964) 13007
uncrated household goods

—

Defense Supply Agency regulations (1963)
10036, 17346; (1965) 7559

military traffic management (1962)
10961-962

unnecessary

—

costs incurred because available govern-
ment-owned containers were not used for
movement of household goods. Defense
Dept., GAO report (1965) 4848

expenditures for privately owned vehicles
transshipped between U.S. ports, GAO
report (1965) 6318

urban, looking ahead (remarks) (1962) 1790
urban

—

planning

—

Governments program of encouragement
(remarks) (1963) 9784

population, economic and land use stud-
ies in (1965) 1595

problem (remarks) (1962) 1791
role of economic studies in planning (1965)
18736

urban mass

—

act of 1961, hearings (1961) 8979
act of 1962—
hearings (1962) 13509, 13668, 21549
reports (1962) 15244, 17271, 21424
summary (1962) 21202
text, discussion, etc (1962) 17100

Federal aid available, fact sheets (1962)
19582; (1963) 2364

Federal assistance in planning improve-
ment, hearings (1961) 14454

transportation act of 1963

—

hearings (1963) 6290, 7990, 8099
law (1964) 13913
reports (1963) 7964, 8049-50; (1964)

12057
summary (1963) 8095

transportation, laws relating to, amend

—

hearings (1965) 8874
highlights, etc., of law (1965) 13976
reports (1965) 13943, 14044

USSR (1962) 14128
USSR-
industrial production, organizational
problems (1962) 22217

mineral fertilizers, organizing (1964)
10825

North, industrial development (1963) 678
railroad and motor-vehicle developments

(1964) 2856, 8846
selected translations (1961) 11082, 12979,

15284, 15313, 15638, 19747
translations (1962) 1415, 1494, 3047, 5479,

5487, 8081, 8204, 10287, 12211, 15852,
17878, 18092, 19951, 22177, 22196, 23647,
23649, 23700, 23734; (1963) 684, 765-766,
843, 1148, 2493, 2501, 2562, 2630, 2870,
6651, 7084, 7108, 8815, 8958, 10674,
10706, 10861, 10875, 12591, 14166, 14252,
14351, 16172, 17821, 17843, 19410, 19586;
(1964) 1051, 1314, 2844, 4886, 5367, 8888,
8978, 9022, 9201, 9272, 10891, 12685,
14460, 14503, 14534, 16234, 16299, 16463,
19905, 20043, 20149, 20173, 20227, 21578;
(1965) 1022, 1085, 2317

unified deepwater system (1964) 16189

Uzbekistan, translation (1963) 5215

Washington looks at transportation (re-
marks) (1963) 9792

water

—

and vehicle. Communist China (1961) 2129
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Communist China, translations (1963)
14378

farm products and supplies, traffic pat-
terns (1961) 9889

industry, work stoppages, 1927-59 (1961)
6244

use of MarAd surface effect ships for
profit (paper) (1963) 9095

well coordinated, adequate, and available
(address) (1962) 13797

Yugoslavia (1961) 19702
facilities and problems (1961) 2270

see also Air carriers—Carriers—Freight
rates—Local transit—Motor carriers
—Motor vehicles—Railroads—Roads and
highways—Shipments—Travel.

Transportation Agency, National Capital, see
National Capital Transportation Agen-
cy.

Transportation and Facilities Division, AMS
publications, list (1964) 4187

Transportation and traffic management (1965)
10716

Transportation Corps, Army:
environmental program (1962) 18543
infantry division transportation battalion

and transportation tactical carrier
units, field manual (1962) 16358

optimization of silcon-germanium thermo-
electric modules for silent boat design
(1963) 16633

organizational elements concerned with
transportation intelligence activities,
field manual (1962) 2008

role during exercise Willow Freeze, environ-
mental operation report (1962) 3541

role in highway, water terminal, railway,
and aviation operations (1963) 13240

transportation services at continental U.S.
(CONUS) installations, technical manual
(1964) 19222

Transportation Environmental Operations
Group, Army, see Army Transportation
Environmental Operations Group.

Transportation maps, see Maps and Charts.
Transportation of persons, see Transporta-

tion—Travel.
Transportation of school children see Trans-

portation.
Transportation Week, National, see National

Transportation Week.
Transporters, see Cargo carriers.
Transuranium elements
and chemistry of uranium (1964) 19229
spontaneous fission and synthesis of

far-transuranium elements, USSR study
(1963) 7024

synthetic elements (1965) 4285
Transverse diffusion during wave diffraction

on wedge (1965) 18375
Transverse diffusion in saturated isotropic

granular media (1961) 12794
Transverse dispersion in liquid flow through

porous media (1962) 11891
Transverse loading of pin type insulators

(1965) 1598
Transverse magnetoresistance of aluminum

(1963) 18254
Transverse waves, optical study of transverse

detonation waves, USSR study (1961)
10880

Transylvania County, N.C., forest inventory
statistics (1962) 12758

Trans World Airlines:
accidents (1961) 1828, 10094, 18395; (1962)

305, 14981, 16593; (1963) 1932
emerency board reports (1962) 475, 2417,

13746

Trapezoidal illusion, see Distortion
Trapping:

bobcat, hints on (1962) 2486
tips for young trappers (1965) 6218

Trapping turtles, general information (1964)
15918; (1965) 12462

Traprocks, general information (1963) 19836
Traps:

magnetic, with rotating plugs (1961) 8380
pollen, simple, inexpensive (1965) 9190
see aiso Animal traps—Bird traps—Fish

traps—Insect traps—Sand traps.
Trash collecting systems at cotton gins (1962)

8776
Trask River, waterpower resources of basin

(1963) 17531
Traumas, see Injuries.

Traumaticheskiv shok, translations (1962)
20015

Traumatism:
all-Union conference of traumatologists-

orthopedists, resolution, USSR (1964)
12883

controlling in petroleum industry, USSR
study (1961) 7601

morbidity rate of population of Leningrad,
USSR (1962) 12130

shock, protective effects of pretreatment
with adrenocorticotrophic hormones
(1963) 14919

therapy of terminal states, USSR study
(1962) 22310

USSR, translations (1963) 12371
Travel:

air

—

Federal Housing Administration person-
nel, GAO review (1963) 5004

national office. Internal Revenue Service,
Treasury Dept., GAO review (1963) 591

Public Housing Administration Personnel,
GAO review (1963) 590

air accommodations

—

1st class

—

Canal Zone Government and Panama
Canal Co., personnel, GAO report
(1964) 10598

defense contractors. Defense Dept., GAO
report (1963) 17506

District of Columbia Government, GAO
report (1963) 12203

air transportation promotion (address)
(1962) 20649

air travel authorized by

—

Bureau of Public Roads, GAO review
(1962) 17612

Veterans Administration, GAO review
(1963) 10265

air-travel policies encouraging defense con-
tractors to use less costly Ist-class ac-

commodations with respect to Govern-
ment savings, GAO review (1961) 10674

allowances

—

Federal employees assigned to Nevada
Test Site of AEC—
hearing (1965) 19310
reports (1965) 19263, 19442

improper and unnecessary payments to

crew members of U.S.S. Kitty Hawk by
Department of Navy, GAO report (1964)

10602
increase for members of uniformed serv-

ices, hearing (1961) 14451
retired personnel of uniformed services to

homes of selection

—

hearing (1961) 19152
law (1961)16573
reports (1961) 8775, 14674

under canceled, etc., orders, authorize

—

hearing (1964) 6496
law (1964) 1967
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reports (1963) 13539; (1964) 2212
uniformed services members ordered to

change stations while away from perma-
nent station, report (1965) 13890

Americans-at-home program (summary of

remarks) (1964) 5739
attitude of potential travelers to USA (1964)

3181
authorizations

—

Agriculture Committee, House, reports
(1963) 7972, 17152, 18859; (1964) 13960

Banking and Currency Committee, House,
report (1963) 7961

Education and Labor Committee, House,
report (1963) 7965, 9896

Government Operations Committee, House,
report (1963) 6110; (1965) 12121

Interior and Insular Affairs Committee,
House, report (1963) 18892

Interstate and Foreign Commerce Commit-
tee, House, reports (1963) 11817, 18858

Judiciary Committee, House, reports
(1963) 7973, 17151; (1964) 2064, 8340

Merchant Marine and Fisheries Commit-
tee, House, report (1963) 17153

Public Works Committee, House, report
(1964) 8341; (1965) 8784

balance of payments, travel abroad, (re-

marks) (1965) 8704
business expenditures, deductibility, testimo-

ny of commissioner of internal revenue
(1963) 8104

business in New Hampshire (1963) 1485
businessmen, income tax deductions, ques-

tions and answers (1963) 15643
civilian, temporary duty, general informa-

tion, etc., Air Force pamphlet (1964) 60
costs for applicants for Federal employ-

ment, payment

—

hearings. (1965) 15812
report (1965) 15678

Defense Dept. civilian permanent change of

station, regulations (1963) 20305
dependents to oversea areas, information.

Army pamphlet (1963) 18552
domestic air travel by military and civilian

personnel of Defense Department in

Ist-class accommodations, GAO review
(1962) 9720

employee, administration, improvements to

be made. Veterans Administration, GAO
report (1965) 18189

excess time allowed military personnel using
privately owned vehicles on permanent
change of station travel, GAO report
(1965) 6261

expense act of 1949, amend

—

hearing (1964) 17649
law (1964) 17397
reports (1964) 15528, 17747

expenses

—

for applicants invited to visit department
for possible future employment, hearing
(1963) 15312

for student trainees appointed to positions
where manpower shortage exists, amend
administrative expenses act

—

hearing (1963) 15313
law (1963) 18787
reports (1963) 11954, 18853

Navy Dept. employees assigned to Califor-
nia offshore islands

—

hearing (1964) 17649
law (1964) 17397
reports (1964) 15528, 17747

1962 rules for deducting, and new 1963
recordkeeping rules for substantiation
(1963) 6584

Travel—Continued
expenses—Continued

outside U.S. by civilian officers and em-
ployees, amend act, report (1962) 19083

rules for deducting (1965) 772
from income tax (1964) 2448

student trainees assigned to Government
positions, report (1961) 18889

foreign

—

effect on domestic outdoor recreation
(1963) 1380

improve world understanding of United
States (summary of remarks) (1962)
4874

violation of restrictions, hearing (1963)
18953

visitors to U.S.A. (address) (1963) 5762
frontiers and new trade (address) (1961)

18430
Government

—

employees on official business

—

increase per diem allowance rate

—

hearings (1961) 8841, 10518
law (1961) 16572
report (1961) 8770, 8813, 14595

to favor air travel on U.S.-flag air car-
riers, reports (1962) 19316, 21071

standardized regulations (1961) 6761,
20371

handbooks and guides, list (1962) 1881
health information

—

Africa, including Malagasy Republic and
neighboring islands (1961) 15931; (1962)
18414; (1963) 16497

Asia, etc., Australia, and New Zealand
(1961) 15932; (1962) 18415; (1963) 16498

Europe (1961) 11532; (1962) 18416; (1963)
16499

for travelers to U.S.A (1962) 8604
French edition (1963) 7397
German edition (1963) 7407
Italian edition (1963) 7396
Japanese edition (1963) 7399
Portuguese edition (1963) 7410
Spanish edition (1963) 7400

Mexico, (Central and South America, and
Caribbean (1962) 16130; (1963) 16500

highway planning, calibrating gravity model
with data from selected zones (1965)

15022
home-to-work (1965) 7258
announcement and order form (1965) 10201

House members, expenses, reimbursement,
amend law, reports (1963) 13583, 13764

household trip production, results of nation-
wide survey (1965) 15022

Hungarian radiologist reports on study trip

to Soviet Union (1965) 1058
increase in U.S., role of public relations (re-

marks) (1963) 5763
Indian Arts and Crafts Board members, in-

crease per diem payments

—

law (1961) 8611
reports (1961) 7101, 7249

industry

—

associations, list (1961) 9166
publications (1961) 9167

information

—

for Chinese going to Communist China
from Hongkong and Macao (1964) 9319

offices maintained by States in U.S (1963)
3389

international

—

immunization information (1961) 21312;
(1962) 20253; (1963) 21087

information sources (1961) 9165-67, 12690,
21429-430; (1962) 1881; (1963) 3389

organizations, list of publications (1961)
9165
hearings (1961) 5877, 8848
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Travel—Continued
international—Continued

law (1961) 12118
reports (1961)5821, 8763, 8814, 10322

promotion aids and services (1961) 21430
relation to balance of payments deficit,

hearings (1965) 4510
sanitary regulations (1961) 21397; (1962)

6476
surveys and statistical studies (1961)
21429

U.S. Government services aiding develop-
ment of tourist industry, bibliography
(1961) 12690

job opportunities, list (1962) 22911
joint regulations

—

changes (1961) 1540, 2721, 5141-42, 6586,

8223, 9801, 13702-703, 20215, 21410;
(1962) 3525-26

Defense Dept., civilian personnel (1965)

12365, 17978-981, 19536
Members of Congress outside U.S., per diem

allowances and transportation costs,

limit, reports (1963) 13527, 13531
military personnel dependents

—

improper payments, GAO report (1964)
6767

mileage reimbursements, causes for over-

payments, etc., review, GAO report
(1965) 19653

national

—

1st 6 months of 1963 (1964) 17079
4th quarter 1963, and annual summary

(1964) 17081
passenger transportation survey, an-
nouncement and order form (1965) 1878

summary (1965) 232
summer months (1964) 17080

Navy instructions (1961) 5049
new world of industry, see U.S.A (1965) 8354

New World, see U.S.A—
(address) (1961) 21428
tour planner maps (1965) 5449
French edition (1965) 5447
Italian edition (1965) 5446
Spanish edition (1965) 5448

overpayments of per diem travel allowances.

United States Information Agency, GAO
report (1965) 10964

overseas. Defense Dept. personnel, use of

commercial air carriers, GAO review

(1962) 5286
passenger, between U.S. and foreign coun-

tries (1961) 6203; (1962) 4293, 5319;

(1963) 4140, 5044, 14046; (1964) 3970,

4829, 12537; (1965) 756, 3891, 14443,

16336-340
monthly reports (1961) 737. 3310

passports, do's and don'ts, information and
travel tips (1962) 18464; (1964) 15095

per diem allowances, overpayments. State
Dept., GAO report (1965) 4834

plant tours

—

international visitors to United States

(1964) 7826
in United States (1962) 24130

prohibit in aid of

—

arson

—

law (1965) 13798
reports (1965) 8828, 12290

racketeering enterprises

—

hearing (1961) 17135
law (1961) 18620
reports (1961) 14661, 16818, 18815

promotion program and national economy
(address) (1961) 10122

Travel—Continued
regulations of State Dept., violations by

U.S. citizens, hearings (1963) 17189;
(1964) 416, 2127; (1965) 5976

print additional copies, reports (1965)
12131, 14065

revolution in mobility, better international
understanding and new economic forces
(remarks) (1963) 18755

see U.S.A—
new world of great outdoors (1964) 20867
program (remarks) (1965) 7364

southeastern USSR, topographer's notes
(1963) 5184

space

—

present and future, USSR studies (1963)
17834

sensory deprivation, pain and personality
relationships, study (1963) 18166

USSR development, translation (1963) 722
summer session programs, etc (1962) 19445
tourist attractions in America (remarks)

(1964) 11976
tourist, in German Democratic . Republic

(1962) 8267
transatlantic charter trips, CAB regulations

(1961) 299, 8549
travel service center in Henryetta, Okla.,

economic feasibility, ARA study (1964)

11820
uniform allowances for Reserve components

and National Guard

—

hearing (1961) 19151
law (1961) 16594
reports (1961) 14349, 14708

United States, task force to meet our bal-

ance of payments difficulties (remarks)
(1965) 11631

visit U.S.A.—
bridge of understanding (address) (1964)

13821
campaign

(address) (1961) 8576; (1962) 1882
(excerpts from statement) (1963) 11366

program
(remarks) (1963) 16964; (1964) 5740
Singer story (1965) 16905

western South China (1962) 10200
witnesses summoned before Senate on its

committees, increase payments for ex-

penses, report (1961) 16982
Travel Advisory Board:

establish

—

hearings (1961) 8848
reports (1961) 5821, 5877, 10322

Travel and Tourism Office, International, see

International Travel and Tourism Office.

Travel Office, see International Travel Office.

Travel Service, United States, see United
States Travel Service.

Travelers:
abroad, health hints for travelers (1961)

1449; (1962) 18426; (1963) 16534
Americans returning, reduction in duty-free

allowances (1961) 19193
hearings (1961) 12509
reports (1961) 8812, 12473. 14358

foreign visitor programs, Exlucational and
Cultural Affairs Bureau (1964) 7768

health information

—

Africa (1961) 2663
Asia, Australia and New Zealand (1961)

1437
Mexico, Central and South America and Carib-

bean (1961) 2664, 15933
overseas visitor survey, Honolulu Interna-

tional Airport, Nov. 1962 (1964) 11673
so you want to import a pet (1963) 12034
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Traveling wave electron tubes, see Electron
tubes.

Traveling-wave tubes, see Tubes.
Traverse City, Mich., redevelopment area, sta-

tistical profile (1962) 13164
Traverse surveying, see Surveying.
Traverses, see Surveying.
Traversing mechanisms, carriages and mounts

series, ordnance handbook (1962) 1751
Travis, B.V., classification and coding system

for compilations from world literature

on insects and other arthropods that
affect health and comfort of man (1963)

1437
Travis, Herman, mobility and worker adapta-

tion to economic change in U.S (1963)

18016; (1964) 5418
Travis, R.E., electron beam welding for fabri-

cation of ultra high strength steel rock-
et motor cases (1963) 9277

Trawlers:
Russian traffic in U.S. territorial waters

—

hearings (1963) 15302
report (1963) 18929

stern-ramp, construction, hearings (1963)
12011

Trawls and trawling:

beam, shrimp and otter trawls, scope ra-

tio-depth relationships (1964) 14268
blue crab trawl fishery of Georgia (1962)

15586
electrical cables, experiments utilizing (1961)

14879
experimental, for high-seas salmon (1965)

9151
Great Lakes trawler conversion (1963) 4957
Guinean trawling survey (1965) 604
Gulf of Mexico trawl fishery for industrial

species (1961) 9142
John N. Ck)bb pelagic trawl development

(1964) 4730
line-trawl fishery for cod and haddock,

(Chatham, Mass (1963) 17450
midwater, for forage organisms in central

Pacific (1962) 23539
New England coast, 1961, progress report on

studies (1963) 8270
otter-trawling gear, use in red snapper fish-

ing in Gulf of Mexico (1961) 6051
remote controlled underwater photographic

surveillance system (1965) 4774
scallop trawl for North Carolina (1962)

17504
southeastern coast of U.S., snapper trawl-

ing explorations (1963) 8272
trawling

—

explorations off Washington and British
Columbia coasts (1961) 17248

results of RA^ Anton Bruun in Bay of
Bengal and Arabian Sea (1965) 6213

survey of southern Lake Michigan (1963)
13959

utilization of otter-trawl shrimp vessels in
Gulf of Mexico (1964) 14271

Trayfors, William M., relief (1964) 2142, 6252,
8204

Tray racks, design and operation, for study of
oysters (1965) 6217

Trays, shipping, for pears and apples, evalua-
tion (1962) 10838

Treadwell, Mattie E., Hurricane Carla, Sept.
3-14, 1961 (1963) 180

Treakle, H. Charles, agricultural economy of

Iraq (1965) 17998
Treanor, Charles E., vibrational energy trans-

fer in higher energy collisions (1965)
16615

Trease, B. David, Spanish basic course, units
46-55 (1964) 15105

Treason, subjective aspect, USSR study (1965)
9460

see Conspiracies.
Treasure maps, see Maps and charts.
Treasury:
code of Federal regulations (1961) 7396;

(1962) 11789; (1963) 6430
daily statement (1961) 3619; (1962) 3744;

(1963) 3581
decisions (1962) 1877; (1963) 7502
weekly (1961) 3622; (1962) 4394; (1963)
4245

Treasury bills, yield differentials (1965) 588
Treasury bonds, see Bonds of United States.

Treasury Building, historical highlights (1961)
13712

Treasury certificates of indebtedness:

3 percent, series A-1962 (1961) 9807
3 1/8 percent, series D-1963 (1963) 1573

series B-1963 (1962) 12764
series A-1964 (1963) 7488
series B-1964 (1963) 11354

3 1/2 percent

—

series A- 1963 (1962) 8713
series C-1963 (1962) 18544

Treasury Department:
Accounts Bureau, Chicago Regional Dis-

bursing Office, automatic data process-
ing operations, GAO review (1963) 12212

activities, general information (1962) 1878;

(1963) 16638
adjust accounts of old series currency

—

hearings (1961) 10340
law (1961) 12120
reports (1961) 8953, 10308

advance refunding and debt management,
hearings (1962) 9489

appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 7126, 10498
law (1961) 16592
reports (1961) 7096, 10450, 16664
supplemental, proposal (1961) 18784

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 7081, 9479
law (1962) 16800
reports (1962) 9252, 9442, 16971

appropriations, 1964)
deficiency hearings (1964) 10285
hearings (1963) 7895, 9997
law (1963) 13413
reports (1963) 7941, 9983, 11814

appropriations, 1965--
decrease (1964) 12172
hearings (1964) 6341, 12251
law (1964) 17251
reports (1964) 8297, 14048, 15497

appropriations, 1966

—

amendment (1965) 10574
hearings (1965) 7474, 10667
law (1965) 13787
reports (1965) 8789, 12152, 12261

Assistant General Counsel nomination of

Mitchell Rogovin, hearing (1965) 4603
Assistant Secretary

—

additional

—

law (1963) 13432
reports (1963) 9988, 13556

nomination of

—

Leddy, John M., hearings (1961) 7267
Surrey, Stanley S., hearings (1961) 7267

budget, 1962, amendments (1961) 5613
bulletins (1961) 3621; (1962) 4393; (1963)

4244; (1964) 4093; (1965) 4003
code of Federal regulations (1964) 8574;

(1965) 10827
checking account

—

greater use by Federal Home Loan Bank
of Cincinnati would save interest costs

to Government, GAO report

—
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Treasury Department—Continued
checking account—Continued

departmental edition (1965) 10969
document edition (1965) 13827

savings in interest costs by greater use,
Federal Home Loan Bank of San Fran-
cisco, 4840, 5802

coin production, crash program

—

hearings (1965) 8888, 12159
reports (1965) 7455-56

daily statement (1964) 3401; (1965) 3288
dealings with foreign currencies, operations

and policy (statement) (1964) 1642
decisions (1964) 1644; (1965) 3070
weekly (1964) 4094; (1965) 4004

Department circulars, see listings under
Treasury Department in the monthly
issues,

drug control, enforcement responsibilities of
Narcotics Bureau (remarks) (1962) 22889

excessive payments of temporary lodging
allowances to uniformed personnel on
Oahu, GAO report (1965) 10951

foreign currencies, United States-owned,
additional income possible by obtaining
more equitable rates of interest, GAO
report (1965) 18187

foreign exchange operations (1962) 19493;
(1963) 8261, 19209; (1964) 17990; (1965)
9138, 18100

and gold pool (1964) 8588
General Counsel, nomination of Robert H.

Knight, hearings (1961) 7267
investigations, obstructing, amend U.S.

Code-
hearings (1961) 17135
report (1961) 14618

law enforcement agencies, career opportuni-
ties (1964) 9863; (1965) 1692

legislative program (remarks) (1961) 1562
lost, etc., property, disposition

—

law (1965) 15491
reports (1965) 13888, 17830

press releases (1961) 3623; (1962) 4245;
(1963) 4098; (1964) 3927; (1965) 3844

purchase of residence in Tokyo for financial
attache, GAO report (1965) 12529

public debt obligations, use of cumulative
sinking fund for retirement, GAO review
(1961) 19405

reports

—

departmental editions (1961) 6600; (1962)
14668; (1963) 14755; (1964) 13498; (1965)
9977

document editions (1961) 5568; (1962)
13347; (1963) 13453; (1964) 12026; (1965)
8732

report on

—

bonding of Federal employees, repeal re-
quirement, report (1961) 8796

private foundations (1965) 10677
sale of U.S. obligations directly to Federal

reserve banks, extend authority

—

hearings (1962) 15431, 17096; (1964) 13996
laws (1962) 16732; (1964) 13893
reports (1962) 15180, 15205, 15349; (1964)

12092, 14059
scientific information activities (1962) 1728
Secretary

—

annual appraisal of CCC assets and liabil-

ities, repeal requirement

—

law (1961) 16588
reports (1961) 14333, 14576

nomination of Douglas Dillon, hearing
(1961) 4088

report on balance of payments (1962)
10715

Treasury Department—Continued
Secretary—Continued

settle claims for damages by Coast Guard
personnel

—

law (1962) 23169
reports (1961) 7116; (1962) 21428

social progress trust fund administered by
Inter-American Development Bank, addi-
tional interest costs to United States
because of premature releases of funds,
GAO report (1965) 6253

staff study, silver and coinage (1965) 13321
statistical studies by Internal Revenue

Service, make available, report (1962)
21060

tax and loan account balances, list of banks
holding (1964) 10299

tax and loan accounts

—

and related matters, report (1965) 4727
establish more equitable arrangement
between Federal Government and com-
mercial banks, GAO report (1964) 4760

report on system (1962) 15096
transfer certain functions

—

law (1965) 10365
reports (1965) 5918, 10652

Treasurer of United States

—

custodianship functions, GAO audit, re-
ports (1962) 17608; (1963) 12196

financial statements, GAO examination
(1964) 19753

nomination of Hizabeth R. Smith, hearing
(1961) (1961) 4089

Under Secretary nomination of Henry H.
Fowler, hearing (1961) 4089

Under Secretary of Monetary Affairs

—

nomination of

—

Deming, Frederick Lewis hearing (1965)
4603

Roosa, Robert V. hearing (1961) 4089
Treasury enforcement agents, general infor-

mation (1963) 13107; (1964) 16902
Treasury notes:

3 1/4 percent

—

series H-1962 (1961) 16033
series D-1963 (1961) 9808, 21421
series E-1963 (1962) 1871

3 1/2 percent-
series B-1965 (1962) 24126

3 3/4 percent

—

series E-1964 (1961) 16034
series F-1964 (1963) 16637
series A-1967 (1962) 22883

3 5/8 percent

—

series B-1966 (1962) 12765; (1963) 11355
series B-1967 (1963) 7490

3 7/8 percent-
series D-1965 (1964) 7820, 9861
series C-1966 (1964) 16900

4 percent

—

series E-1955 (1964) 11671
series A-1966 (1962) 8714; (1964) 7821;

(1965) 13315
series D-1966 (1965) 1690
series E-1966 (1965) 6967
series C-1967 (1965) 16903

air laws and treaties of world (1961) 20586;
(1965) 14119

and other international agreements (1962)
1857, 18512, 20331, 22859

commercial fisheries, marine resources, sport
fisheries, and wildlife, compilation (1965)
17916

general interest, summary, 88th Congress
(1964) 21218

in force, lists (1961) 6585; (1962) 6478; (1963)
5743; (1964) 5710; (1965) 5417
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Treasury notes—Continued

Indian, list (1965) 411
Indian treaty study, Federal opinion on

need, report (1965) 17649
limit treatymaking powers, fallacies and

dangers of proposed Liberty amendment
(1964) 4519

print as Senate document, report (1964)
4537

Republican report, 88th Congress, 1st ses-
sion (1964) 2133

treaties and other international acts series,
see listings under State Department in
the monthly issues,

treaties and other international agreements
(19^1) 1538, 9793; (1963) 5745, 16613;
(1964) 5711, 7800; (1965) 6944-45

USSR-
listings (1964) 12275
treaty violations, record of broken prom-

ises (1963) 7657
see also Commercial treaties— also names of

countries— also subjects.
Treatment of psychiatric disorders with met-

razol, bibliography
Treatment of undiluted human waste by acti-

vated sludge process (1964) 19146
TREC reports, see listings under Army Trans-

portation Research Command in the
monthly issues.

TREC technical reports, see listings under
Army Transportation Research Com-
mand.

Trecker, Harleigh B., group services in public
welfare, guides for administration and
program development (1964) 19666

TRECOM technical reports, see listings under
Army Transportation Research Com-
mand in the monthly issues.

Tred Avon River:
engineering report

—

departmental edition (1965) 14212
document edition (1965) 13839

Tree belts, Moscow distribution in severely
dissected terrain (1962) 12158

Tree nuts, see Nuts.
Tree planting:
Allegheny section, current practices (1962)

5244
annual reports (1961) 6152; (1962) 9706;

(1963) 8307
ceanothus seeds, planting depth (1962) 9687
European alder, promising tree for strip-

mined land (1961) 19350
machine, fertilizer attachment, progress

report (1963) 10
pays, put idle land to work growing wood

(1963) 20202
red pine, individual seed sources, little vari-

ation in height growth (1962) 5241
southwestern Wisconsin, early survival of

planted trees by species, age classes,
and site factors (1964) 774

tree planters' notes (1962) 17606, 21802;
(1963) 2316-17, 6527, 10250, 20712; (1964)
791, 8702-3, 12483-484, 14335, 21330;
(1965) 7761-62, 9212-13, 125818, 14381,
18185

index (1964) 12483; (1965) 14381
Virginia, loblolly pine of northern prove-

nance may be best (1961) 19383
see also Forest planting.

Tree seeds, see Seeds.
Trees:
age determinations from glacial moraines,

botanical identification of ice-front posi-
tions (1961) 12791

Alabama, diameter growth (1965) 10936
Alaska, volume tables (1964) 2375

Trees—Continued
alinement chart for numbers of trees, diame-

ters, basal areas (1965) 19640
and shrub response to recreation use (1962)

17594
bark characteristics and fire resistance, lit-

erature survey (1963) 12195
basal area table for diameters from 1 to 240

inches (1963) 10225
California recreational areas, judging haz-

ard, guide for professional foresters
(1963) 15583

chemical control (1961) 20289; (1964) 20918
common trees of Puerto Rico and Virgin Is-

lands (1964) 16945
control, pinyon-juniper type of Arizona

(1964) 16969
counting growth rings moderately difficult to

distinguish (1965) 18178
cull, killing with ammate crystals (1961)

19367
cutting practices, Penobscot Experimental

Forest, Maine, management-intensity
demonstration plots, evaluation of 4
different treatments of mixed softwood
stands (1965) 2176

damage by gypsy moth (1962) 12871
dealers in seeds and planting stock, directo-

ry (1964) 791
decay, list of publications (1961) 6101; (1964)

6740
diameter growth in dry limestone hills (1963)

8294
dwarf fruit, selection and care (1961) 9882
eastern Oregon, number in forests by diame-

ter class (1962) 9681
fertilized, squirrel preference for cones

(1963) 12183
forest

—

effects of flooding on, references (1965) 671
fire-damaged in California, estimating
survival guidelines (1962) 5257

genetics and forest tree improvement, bib-
liography (1962) 22941

increasing value and volume by better
growth rate (1964) 2360

internationally dangerous diseases (1963)
18437

nurseries, location, ownership, shipments,
etc., 1964 (1965) 7762

performance in Olustee Arboretum (1963)
19269

plantations

—

in Tennessee Valley (1962) 18536
of northern Lower Michigan (1963) 573

planting, improvement guides for Central
States (1965) 7746

progeny testing for seed certification pur-
poses, minimum standards (1961) 6116

seed crop in

—

Lake States (1961) 9222
New England (1961) 12730

site preparation, what do you mean?
(1961) 14318

their beauty and use (1964) 7938
world, foreign diseases, list (1961) 16095

form-class estimates, inexpensive and ac-
curate (1965) 7755

fruit, bridge grafting and inarching (1962)
12850

grasshoppers, major defoliator in northern
Great Plains (1961) 4283

heights, sectional pole for measuring (1965)
9194

identification of species on large-scale pan-
chromatic and color aerial photographs
(1964) 15207
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Trees—Continued

improvement in grade and volume through
better log making (1961) 1559

injectors, field trial for weeding in West
Virginia (1963) 20701

interior Alaska species, equations and ta-
bles for estimating cubic-foot volume
(1965) 2167

measurment, compilation of data by hand or
computer (1965) 2159

nonmerchantable, what happens after clear-
cutting? (1965) 2168

Northeastern Forest Tree Improvement
Ck)nference, proceedings (1962) 7439

nursery products, production and sales
(1962) 18523; (1963) 14736; (1964) 15130

Oregon, logging practice and volume table
specifications comparison (1961) 677

ornamental, home propagation (1962) 4509
principal kinds in forest regions of U.S., list

(1961) 667
protecting

—

against damage from construction work
(1964) 20910

forest trees and their seed from wild
mammals (1964) 8684

resistence to freezing, USSR study (1961)
20961

ring shake associated with sapsucker injury
(1964) 786

root development of seedlings, construction
and use of glass-faced boxes to study
(1962) 17590

rooting, adventitious, Hawaii (1965) 7734
sap movement, instrument for detecting

(1962) 17591
screen and cover planting on anthracite

mine-spoil areas, guide (1965) 4807
shade

—

protecting during home construction
(1965) 13385

pruning and repairing injuries (1962)
14749; (1965) 11840

shelterbelt

—

growth response following sod removal
(1963) 15568

species under dryland culture. Central
Great Plains (1964) 4221

sixty from foreign lands (1962) 35
southeastern species, board-foot and cubic-

foot volume computing equations (1963)
10243

species trials at Waiakea Arboretum, Hilo,
Hawaii (1964) 8687

specific gravity estimating, increment core
sampling methods, comparison (1964)
8692

standing, calculating optimum product com-
binations (1963) 20705

State, list (1961) 701
STX, Fortran 4 program for estimates of

populations (1964) 18083
superior, for shelterbelts in Prairie Plains,

guide for selecting (1965) 674
survival and growth on strip-mined lands in

Pennsylvania's bituminous region (1961)
6125

tapping production

—

coordination and methodological confer-
ence, USSR (1962) 5671

scientific-technical conference of workers,
USSR (1962) 5672

tree diseases of eastern forests and farm
woodlands (1962) 10822

wetwood, bacteria, and increased pH (1961)
17298

what we get from trees (poster) (1963) 10252
windbreak experiments, Cheyenne, Wyo

(1963) 20294

Trees—Co ntinued
windbreaks for central Great Plains (1964)

5815
see also Brush—Christmas trees—Citrus

trees—Forest Planting—Hardwoods

—

Tree planting

—

also names of trees.
Trefoil:

adaption and culture (1962) 8817
production for pasture and hay (1963) 5819

Tregub, Burton G., simulation of helicopter
and V/STOL air craft, computational
methods digital (1964) 21827

Trejo, Augustin Ramirez— , see Ramirez-Trejo,
Augustin.

Tremant, Robert A., operational experiences
and characteristics of X-15 flight con-
trol system (1963) 3128

Trematodes, see Flukes.
Tremmel, Ernest B.:

addresses, etc (1963) 18608, 18611; (1965)
1861, 1871, 4281

Tremont quadrangle, Pa., geology of rocks of
Pennsylvanian age (1963) 5013

Trencin, Czechoslovakia, dermato-venereol-
ogists conference (1962) 7762

Trenholm, Derrill deS., jr., relief (1965) 15558
Trentanove, EHeonora, see Vasconi, Eleonora.
Trenton, N.J.:

aging, problems, hearings (1962) 9474
census of business, 1958, standard metropol-

itan area, central business district sta-
tistics (1961) 6802

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18272
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 16464
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical
area (1965) 17188

census of housing, 1960, standard metropoli-
tan statistical area, tenure, rooms, con-
dition and plumbing, etc (1962) 18866

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 4814

Delaware River water quality (1964) 19803
occupational wage survey (1964) 9460; (1965)

7974
departmental editions (1961) 6249; (1962)

10406; (1963) 9056
document editions (1961) 5580; (1962) 9169;

(1963) 7839
Treponema pallidum, darkfield microscopy for

detection and identification (1963) 5683
Treponematosis, world forum on syphilis and

other treponematoses, proceedings
(1964) 11567

Tres (1-aziridinyl) phosphine oxide, see APO.
Trescott, Charles D. jr., transonic investiga-

tion of longitudinal characteristics of
low-aspect-ratio wing-body configura-
tions etc (1963) 14586

Tress, Jack E., inorganic reactions in
high-gamma radiation flux (1964) 7458

Treutlen (Dounty, Ga., soil survey (1964) 13458
Trevino Sanchez, Carlos Teodoro, relief (1962)

7122
Trevorrow, George C, nomination, hearing

(1963) 8127
Tri-n-octylphosphine oxides, separation by

solvent extraction (1961) 16202
Tri-State zinc-lead district, catalog of record-

ed exploration drilling and mine work-
ings (1961) 1197

Trialkylsilylphenyl, replacement of chlorine
by trialkylsilylphenyl in preparation of
mono- and di-substitution products
(1962) 1985
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Triangulation:
adjustment of central-point system by

non-logarithmic method (1961) 11259
adjustment of network by coordinate adjust-

ment given directional angle and base
line conditions (1961) 11286

analytical aerial, electronic computer pro-
grams (1965) 15361

calculation of mean square error of bal-

anced angle (1961) 11303
combined method of phototriangulation

(1961) 11268
conversion of coordinates of triangulation

stations from Walbeck spheroid to Bes-
sel spheroid (1961) 11265

errors in normal chain, study (1961) 11244
first order

—

evaluating accuracy of an individual link

(1961) 11269
military topographic administrations,

1926, observations with use of auxiliary
telescope (1961) 11210

observations without control telescope,
results (1961) 11243

stations, geometric method of deriving
complete Schreiber formulas for calcula-
tion of geodetic coordinates (1961) 11213

phototriangulation

—

and transferring of elevations (1961)
11226

applied (1961) 4760
using electronic computer, USSR study

(1962) 5600
polygonal calculations substituted in map-

ping techniques, Hungarian study (1962)
11994

satellite, in Coast and Geodetic Survey
(1965) 7335

satellites, new tracking system and related
geodetic research (1962) 13113

spatial, employing fixed cameras to deter-

mine position of vehicle or missile-borne
flash (1961) 17715

trigonometric towers, determining proper
height (1961) 11312

Turkestan (1961) 11217
worldwide space triangulation network,

USSR study (1965) 14562
see also Surveying.

Triassic period, clay minerals in rocks of Colo-
rado Plateau (1963) 19296

Triaxial balancing techniques, study of space-
craft balance with respect to multiple
axes (1964) 9578

Triaxial equipment, mine rock testing (1963)
20972

Triaxial method for determining elastic con-
stants of stress relief cores (1964) 16640

Triaxial tests on saturated sand and on sands
containing some clay (1961) 2637

Tribolium castaneum, see Beetles.
Tribolium confusum, see Beetles.
Tributyl phosphate, kerosene solvent, dam-

aged by radiation, effect on behaviors of
fission products and nitric acid (1962)
18697

Trice, J. Mark, tributes (1965) 17757
Trichantha, revision of Gesneriaceae (1963)

19975
Trichinosis:
how it effects you, your hogs, etc (1963)

16744
in United States (talk) (1961) 60

Trichloroethylene, flammability (1963) 5502
Trichlorophenoxyacetic acid:

effect on water quality after spraying treat-
ment (1965) 2171

spraying 2d-year chamise sprouts (1961)
6137

Trichlorophenoxyacetic acid—Continued

use in killing hardwood culls, method and
cost study (1963) 8291

Trichlorosilane, refining by rectification,
USSR study (1963) 17886

Trichomoniasis:
disease of mourning doves (1961) 7445
vaginitis, achievements in prevention in

China (1962) 14252
variations in sensitivity of Trichamonas

vaginalis to various drugs, Rumanian
study (1962) 7885

Trichoptera, see Caddis flies—Flies.

Trident, long range report of Bureau of Com-
mercial Fisheries (1963) 19225

Triethylaluminum, use for ignition of hydro-
gen-oxygen rocket combustor (1961)
7976

Trigonometric towers, see Towers.
Trigonometry:

adjusting systems (1961) 4776
determination of elevation of distant and

high terrestrial objects (1961) 11298
levelling application in sandy desert regions,

USSR study (1965) 891
nets, adjusting by 3 group method (1961)

11318
networks

—

calculation, report in Iran (1961) 11321
problem of successive adjustment by
Kruger method (1961) 11267

Triiodothyronine, see Liothyronin.
Trilinear charts for nuclides, revision sheets

(1961) 2920; (1962) 4395; (1964) 4096
Trilobites:

fossils in Ordovician tuffs, northeastern
Maine (1964) 14338

Glyptagnostus and associated trilobites in
United States (1963) 606

late Cambrian Pterocephaliid biomere, Great
Basin (1965) 9272

Nevada, Lower Cambrian fauna (1964) 21356
Upper Cambrian, faunas of northeastern

Tennessee (1965) 13262
Trim requirements and static-stability deriva-

tives from wind-tunnel investigation of
lifting rotor in transition (1965) 6709

Trimble, Donald E., geology of Portland, Oreg.,
and adjacent areas (1963) 14015

Trimble, George R., jr.:

cull development under all-aged management
of hardwood stands (1964) 788

hybrid poplar grows poorly on acid spoil

banks in West Virginia (1963) 20700
improvement in butt-leg grade with increase

in tree size, for 6 hardwood species
(1965) 12514

species composition changes under individu-
al tree selection cutting in cove hard-
woods (1965) 14373

13 years of forestry research in West Vir-
ginia, progress report from Forest Serv-
ice Timber and Watershed Laboratory
(1963) 15581

what happens to living cull trees left after
heavy cutting in mixed hardwood
stands? (1964) 8648

Trimethylamine, nitrogen content of iced
shrimp for quality index (1962) 15587

Trimethylborane, thermal reaction with dibor-
ane in fuel preparation (1961) 6321

Trimetrogon photographs, see Aerial mapping.

Trimpi, Robert L.:

expansion tube for producing high-enthalpy
gas flows (1963) 5614

perfect-gas analysis of expansion tunnel,

modification to expansion tube (1965)

8132
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Trinidad and Tobago:
agricultural production, indices (1963) 2135
bats, bionomics and chemical control (1961)

4246
Cenozoic and Cretaceous echinoids (1961)

15967
defense, agreement (1965) 8319
economy, basic data (1961) 10656
foreign trade regulations (1965) 12002

import tariff system (1962) 5347
investment guaranties, agreement (1963)

9428
labor conditions (1965) 7994
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12926
nutrition survey (1962) 15654
release of drydock facilities at U.S. Naval

Station, agreement (1965) 8319
scheduled airline services between U.S. and

Caribbean area, agreement (1963) 3357
telecommunications, market for U.S. equip-

ment (1961) 20393
translations (1963) 8713

Trinity (^unty, Calif.:

geology of French Gulch quadrangle (1964)
8754

land conveyance by quitclaim deed

—

law (1961) 14120
reports (1961) 10289, 14610

proposed Whiskeytown-Shasta-Trinity na-
tional recreation area, report (1964)
1535

Trinity Dam:
reservoir, name Clair Engle Lake

—

law (1964) 21154
reports (1964) 17626, 17844

Trinity River:
and tributaries, engineer report

—

departmental editions (1965) 19586-87
document editions (1965) 19179-80

basin, flood control project, hearings (1965)
17734

East Fork, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 4854
document edition (1963) 4681

flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23492
document edition (1962) 23323

Wallisville Reservoir project, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1962) 2439
document edition (1962) 2304

water and land resources development, study
commission report (1962) 19027

Trinity River division, see Central Valley proj-
ect.

Triodes:
magnetic

—

analysis for direct-energy conversion hav-
ing fiat-plate cathodes and anodes at
arbitrary angle (1961) 1314

90 °flat-plate for direct energy conversion
(1963) 1309

semi-conductor manual, USSR study (1961)
15378

Tripods, three tripods method, use for angle
measurements to secure rigid plumb line

(1961) 4752
Trip to upper reaches of Yellow River (1963)

1138
Tripartite organic cooled heavy water reactor

meeting, Santa Monica, Calif., June
11-13, 1962 (1964) 127

Tripolitania, Sirte area. United Kingdom of
Libya, ground water (1964) 6824

Trips, see Travel.
Tris (hydroxymethyl) aminomethane, toxicity

studies (1965) 18951
Trisler, Geneva H., relief (1963) 9842, 19004,

20421

Tri-State Regional Conference on Industrial
Modernization, Pittsburgh, Pa., proceed-
ings (1964) 11881

Trites, David K., air traffic control specialists,
predicting performance (1964) 13733

Triticum, see Wheat.
Tritium:

activity, monitoring, personnel protection
and decontamination (1965) 11378

analysis of organic compounds using liquid
scintillation spectrometer (1961) 9486

exchange

—

between water and some aliphatic alcohols
(1962) 6705

labeling, susceptibility of organic com-
pounds (1961) 6286

handling, literature search (1962) 4644
heavy hydrogen isotope, properties, etc.,

USSR study (1963) 20779
ideal gas thermodynamic functions and iso-

tope exchange functions for diatomic
hydrides, deuterides and tritides (1961)
11442

tagged thymidine, study of mitotic cycle of
epithelial cells of cornea, USSR (1963)
16153

tracer

—

application in soil and plant water investi-
gations (1961) 1609

techniques, use in studies of gasoline stor-
age stability (1964) 7450

tritium (H'')-labeled pyridoxine, studies
(1965) 8479

Trochiliphagidae, see Lice.

Trochotron, operation, general information
(1962) 2843

Trogoderma, see Beetles.
Trojan group, long-period motion of the Tro-

jans as restricted three-body problem,
Thuering's theory (1963) 12847

Troitskiy, V.S., lunar radio emission, physical
state and nature of moon's surface
(1964) 14911

Troop topics, see listings under Army Depart-
ment in the monthly issues.

Troops, see Armed Forces—Army.
Tropane, group, new-source of galenical prep-

arations containing alkaloids, USSR
study (1961) 4672

Tropeines, parasympatholytic and gang-
lion-blocking effects, role of stereochemi-
cally different quaternary groups with
regard to development, Hungarian study
(1962) 7782

Trophic nerves, see Nerves.
Trophies:

National Guard Association, Pershing tro-

phy, National Guard (State) trophy,
announcement of winners, pamphlet
(1964) 21788

National Guard Bureau

—

Eisenhower trophy to outstanding unit of
company size, announcement of winners,
pamphlet (1964) 20645

indoor rifle matches, postal, announcement
of winners, pamphlets (1961) 1340,
20004; (1964) 18812, 21789; (1965) 18622

National Rifle Association, indoor rifle tour-
nament, announcement of winners, NGB
pamphlets (1964) 20644; (1965) 8153

Tropical Botanical Garden, see Pacific Tropi-
cal Botanical Garden.

Tropical diseases, see Diseases.
Tropical fishes, see Ksh and fisheries.

Tropical forest notes, see listings under Insti-

tute of Tropical Forestry in the monthly
issues.

Tropical Forest Research Center, tropical for-

est notes, see listings under Forests and
forestry in monthly issues.
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Tropical products, see Agricultural products.

Tropical Tuna Commission, Inter-American,

see Inter-American Tropical Tuna Com-
mission.

Tropics:
controlling cigarette beetle (1961) 8264

corrosion of metals (1961) 2623; (1965) 9820
Hainan Island and Kwangsi Province, arti-

cles (1961) 15182
military operations. Swamp Fox 1 (1962)

18541
wood resistance to biological deterioration

(1963) 3221
see Subtropics.

Tropopause:
definition and hourly fluctuations (1964)

19154
structure and air motions, using ozone to

determine (1965) 7088
Troposphere:
communication circuits, equipment charac-

teristics and their relation to system
performance (1963) 3176

fading on microwave line of sight tropo-

spheric propagation paths, bibliography
(1965) 8149

longwave fluxes, method of calculating in

cloudless sky (1965) 9745
propagation of

—

centimeter waves over large distances in

mountainous areas, USSR study (1961)
15352

radio waves, bibliography (1965) 8151
real-time compensation for tropospheric ra-

dio refractive effects on range measure-
ments (1964) 20530

refraction of radio waves, USSR study
(1965) 18367

relationship between processes in lower
stratosphere, USSR (1965) 2739

temperature distribution, role of vertical
motions in altering gradient and in pro-

ducing cloud, USSR study (1961) 15377
transmission loss predictions for trospheric

communications circuits (1965) 11527-
528

Turbulent inhomogeneities, scattering of
electromagnetic waves by, USSR study
(1964) 91

upper layers, aerosynoptic conditions of
airplane buffeting, USSR study (1963)
6679

upper, over Transcaucasia, synoptic proc-
esses and turbulence, USSR study (1964)
20052

Trotsky, Leon:
1923-24 debate, important landmark in

CPSU history (1965) 16396
Stalin's struggle against, Chinese transla-

tions (1965) 2462
Trotskyism, see Communism.
Trotters Shoals project, construction, hear-

ings (1963) 13667
Trotters Shoals Reservoir:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 18037
document edition (1965) 17756

Troubadors Drum and Bugle Corps of Bridge-
port, Conn., relief (1965) 19209

Trouble shooting:
electronic equipment

—

self-study textbooks (1963) 9270, 11150;
(1965) 18671-672

technical manual for oscilloscope TS-0
(1965) 18673

evaluation of strategies, NAVTRADEVCEN
technical report (1964) 11493

systematic, electronic equipment, training
manual (1964) 13321

and

etc

Troubled air, chart book (1963) 3299
Troughs:

grain, for sheep, farm building plan (1962)
8857

watering, continuous flow, for cattle, plan
(1962) 8856

Troup, James B., relief (1962) 11327, 13298,
13605

Trousdell, K.B., inheritance of branch length
in young loblolly pine progeny (1963)
12181

Trousers, tropical wool. Army and Marine
Corps, unnecessary costs incurred be-
cause of failure to standardize, GAO
report (1963) 20722

Trousil, Barbara W., and sons, relief (1962)
7005, 17157, 19028

Trout, Otto F., jr., design, operation, etc., of
Langley 11-inch ceramic-heated tunnel
(1963) 5594

Trout:
brown, effects of DDT chronic exposure

(1962) 13834
cutthroat

—

bibliography (1964) 21317
chronic effects of DDT (1964) 10570
Yellowstone Lake

—

equilibrium yield and management (1963)
17462

fluctuations in ages, composition
growth rate (1962) 2493

limnological studies (1962) 5213
mortality studies (1962) 5212
natural variations in spotting,

(1963) 19243
predicting year-class abundance (1962)

15602
feeds and feeding (1964) 4728, 12423
fishery in Shenandoah National Park (1962)

2494
growth of intraspecies biological forms of

Arctic char Salvelinus alpinus of Kam-
chatka, USSR study (1963) 20812

hatchery, description and purpose (1963)
4941

lake, general information (1964) 15920
production in farm and ranch ponds (1961)

1626
steelhead

—

description and proximate composition
(1961) 1998

development program in California, initi-

ate, hearings (1963) 299
whirling disease (1962) 17510
caused by Myxosoma cerebralis (1962)
21784

Trout Creek Watershed, soil survey (1961)
17828

Trowbridge, Alexander B.:

addresses, lectures, etc (1965) 13704, 15392,
18394

nomination, hearings (1965) 12322
Troy, Mich., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 13970
Troy, N.Y.:
census of business, 1958, standard metropol-

itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 5433
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 13549
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16385
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20565

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 11160
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Troy, N.Y.—Continued
occupational wage survey (1964) 14695;

(1965) 11347
departmental editions (1961) 11344; (1962)

18141; (1963) 12800
document editions (1961) 10207; (1962)

16818; (1963) 11744
water resources (1964) 4800
wholesale fruit and vegetable market, orga-

nization (1962) 22939
Troxell, Margaret M., address, Jan. 14, 1963

(1963) 1784
Trozera, T.A., mechanical properties of reac-

tor materials (1963) 14967
Trucial Coast, see Trucial States.
Trucial States, mineral industry, minerals

yearbook chapter (1965) 14693
Truck brokers, see Brokers.
Truck crops, see Market gardening.
Truck drivers, see Motortruck drivers.
Truck mechanics, see Mechanics (persons).
Truck tractors, see Tractors.
Truck trailers, see Trailers.
Truck-rail and seal-land shipping tests with

Texas fruits and vegetables (1963) 5832
Truckee Meadows area, Nev., hydrogeology

and hydrogeochemistry evaluation
(1964) 18151

Truckee River:
flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23493
document edition (1962) 23314

Trucking, see Motortrucks in freight service.
Trucks:

clamp, used in transporting bales of cotton
(1964) 20901

jFederal use tax on (1964) 19820
inventory and use survey

—

advance and/or preliminary reports (1964)
17082-83; (1965) 233-270, 4337-40,
5695-5700, 8601

advance area reports, census, 1963, an-
nouncement and order forms (1964)
19284; (1965) 4297, 10202

United States summary (1965) 8601
lift, development and manufacture in USSR

(1963) 17778
moving farm products to market, photo se-

ries (1962) 12880
powered industrial, comparison of State

safety codes with ASA, chart (1963)
10887

unnecessary costs resulting from failure to
furnish available parts to contractor
engaged in production of 3/4-ton trucks.
Army Dept., GAO report (1965) 10972

see also Fire trucks—Motortrucks-
Trailers—Utility trucks.

Trudeau, Percy J., relief (1961) 18998; (1962)
6909, 20968

Trudy Glavnoy Geofizicheskoy Observatorii
imeni A.I. Vovevkova (periodical):

translations (1963) 10397
Trudy Instituta Okeanologii (periodical):

translations (1963) 8920
Trudy vsesoyuznogo gidrobiologicheskogo

obshchestva (periodical):

translations (1963) 8474
True, J.C., soil survey report, Williamson

County, Tenn (1964) 20806
Trued, Merlyn N., remarks. May 18, 1965

(1965) 11754
Truelson, Andrew R.N., paper. Mar. 24, 1965

(1965) 15151
Truesdell, Leon E., development of punch card

tabulation in Bureau of Census,
1890-1949, etc (1965) 18990

Truk Islands, geology and petrography of vol-

canic rocks (1963) 8338

Trucklines, see Air carriers.
Truman, Harry S., see President of United

States.
Trumpeter swans, in the West, safeguarding

techniques (1961) 21368
Truskett, Jack M., testimony, hearings (1965)

4624
Trusses, collapsible structure, automatically

expandable (1965) 9668
Trusses (roof), see Roofs.
Trust funds, see Trusts and trustees.
Trust Territory of Pacific Islands:

administration, reports to United Nations
(1961) 13680; (1962) 14604; (1963) 11298;
(1964) 11624; (1965) 8310

appropriations, remove ceiling

—

law (1962) 16767
reports (1962) 9430, 15223

audit report (1962) 9714
claims of residents

—

law (1964) 17344
reports (1962) 16993; (1963) 7914; (1964)
21226

compensation for occupancy of Kwajalein
and Dalap Islands, reports (1962) 16988;
(1963) 9861

disasters, authorizing Federal assistance

—

hearing (1962) 15279
law (1962) 16728
report (1961) 16984

economic and social development, promote

—

law (1964) 17346
reports (1963) 15256; (1964) 21227

Federal employees compensation act, extend
report (1962) 19301

High Commissioner, reports (1961) 7542;
(1962) 9766; (1963) 17546; (1964) 10671;
(1965) 7820

report (1962) 13438
naval administration, trusteeship period,

1947-51 (1963) 14623
permit admission of citizens to U.S. Mer-

chant Marine Academy

—

law (1961) 18636
reports (1961) 16678, 17033

phosphate mining, effects on ground water
(1962) 2535

reports of meetings of 1st Ck)ngress of Mi-
cronesia and 6th South Pacific (Confer-
ence, 1965 hearings (1965) 19312

Trustees in bankruptcy:
closing fee, amend bankruptcy act

—

law (1962) 20856
reports (1961) 18881; (1962) 21372

part-time referee, prohibited from acting,
report (1965) 17873

power, amend bankruptcy act

—

hearing (1965) 17918
reports (1961) 14291; (1962) 11569; (1963)

13576; (1964) 14079; (1965) 12263, 15668
Trustees of Federal Old-Age and Survivors

Insurance and Disability Insurance
Trust Funds, see Board of Trustees of
Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insur-
ance and Disability Insurance Trust
Funds.

Trusts (industrial):

administered prices, compendium of public
policy (1963) 10018

Antitrust and Monopoly Subcommittee, ac-
tivities, 1961, reports (1961) 8913; (1962)
9440; (1963) 9980

antitrust laws

—

administration, investigation, authoriza-
tion, reports (1962) 5032; (1963) 6275;
(1964) 6449, 17808; (1965) 4558

administration, investigation expenses,
report (1961) 5790
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Trusts (industrial)—Continued
antitrust laws—Continued
and foreign trade, hearings (1965) 438,

12338
applicability to professional sports teams

—

hearings (1965) 14127
report (1965) 14085

basis for economic freedom, compilation
(1965) 4525

chainstore violations, investigation by
FCC, authorize hearings (1964) 10415

compilation (1962) 23290; (1965) 382
consent decrees and television broadcast-

ing industry, hearings (1961) 14487
drug industry, amend laws, hearings

(1961) 20640; (1962) 5068, 7224, 11665
appendix (1962) 18693
antitrust act, hearings (1962) 19192

enforcement, compel documentary evidence
in civil investigations

—

hearing (1961) 12521
law (1962) 20839
reports (1961) 19113; (1962) 7051, 9257,

15189, 19131
enforcement, stock distributions pursuant

to orders

—

hearing (1961) 19160
reports (1961) 16814, 18861, 19122

exempt bank mergers

—

hearing (1965) 10670
report (1965) 12264

investigation, professional boxing, hear-

ings (1961) 7295, 14750; (1964) 14150

legislation to strengthen penalties, hear-

ings (1962) 7226, 11667
manufacturing industry, concentration

ratios, 1958 (1962) 13692; (1963) 2097

print additional copies, reports (1963)
8078, 9984, 11863

milk cooperatives, group bargaining, ex-
empt, hearings (1961) 12327

motor vehicle financing, supplement, hear-
ings (1961) 16845

ocean freight industry problems

—

hearings (1961) 4048, 14490-491
reports (1962) 7067, 7101

price discrimination legislation, hearings
(1964) 14149; (1965) 19512

professional sports, television contracts
by leagues

—

hearing (1961) 18963
law (1961) 18719
reports (1961) 18855, 19111

selected references, list (1964) 2941
sports, limit applicability

—

hearings (1964) 10428
report (1964) 15758

taxation of dispositions of property pur-
suant to orders, reports (1962) 9365,
13412, 21474; (1963) 4745

balance of payments voluntary agreements,
safeguarding U.S. position, exemption
from antitrust laws

—

hearings (1965) 10549, 17938
law (1965) 17381
reports (1965) 15931

blood banks and antitrust laws, hearings
(1965) 2042

economic concentration, hearings

—

mergers and other factors affecting indus-

try concentration, invention and innova-
tion (1965) 16032, 19507

overall and conglomerate aspects (1965)
2044

print additional copies, reports (1965)

14057, 15717
European Common Market, antitrust devel-

opments, hearings (1963) 13814, 17315

Trusts (industrial)—Continued

interlocks in corporate management, staff

report (1965) 7489
space satellite communications system anti-

trust problems, hearings (1962) 13691
15444

stock distributions pursuant to orders en-

forcing antitrust laws, law (1962) 4887

stock exchanges, etc. pursuant to antitrust

decrees, taxation hearing (1961) 16865

see aiso Monopolies.

Trusts and trustees:
collective investment funds, regulation,

hearings (1965) 4524
common trust funds

—

overlapping responsibility and conflict in

regulations

—

hearing (1963) 13648
report (1963) 13553

surveys (1961) 10607; (1963) 13938

District of Columbia

—

deeds of trust, appointment of new trus-

tees by agreement of parties, reports

(1962) 17056; (1963) 6154

testator to add properties to existing

trusts

—

law (1964) 1921
reports (1963) 7975; (1964) 483

highway trust fund, financial conditions and
operations, reports (1961) 5616; (1962)

6977; (1963) 6090; (1964) 6214; (1965)
5822

joint industry promotional funds, employer
contributions

—

hearings (1962) 11443; (1964) 4494; (1965)

12169
reports (1962) 13422; (1964) 12094; (1965)

8853, 15649

legal investments for trust funds in D.C.,

lists (1961) 4142, 14766; (1962) 5078,
19414; (1963) 4800, 15410; (1964) 4610,
15834; (1965) 4636, 14165

national bank trust powers

—

and common trust funds, regulation (1962)
20704

place authority in Comptroller of Curren-
cy-
hearings (1962) 19175, 19380
law (1962) 20897
reports (1962) 19107, 21385

regulations (1961) 12645

OASDl trust funds, earnings from 1960 in-

terest rate (1965) 9921
real estate investment trusts, corporations

to qualify, report (1965) 12122

social progress trust funds

—

additional interest costs to United States
because of premature release of funds

GAO report (1965) 6253
agreement with Inter-American Develop-
ment Bank, protocol (1964) 9824

status (1963) 18316

trust indenture act of 1939

—

and general rules, etc., effective Aug. 1,

1963, text (1963) 18303
releases, SEC (1961) 3577; (1962) 4396;

(1963) 4246; (1964) 4097; (1965) 4006

union trust funds, jointly administered, per-

missible uses, broaden

—

hearing (1965) 17694
report (1965) 19218

union trusteeships, report and study (1962)

22422
Western Europe, cartelization (1964) 16872

see also Charitable trusts —Deeds of trust.
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Truszynski, Gerald M., space cominunications
(1963) 5611

Truth about Ethiopia, excerpts (1961) 4516
Truth in lending (1962) 19382
Truth in lending act, see Credit.
Truth in lending bill (1961) 19156
Truth needs a lot of telling, remarks (1964)

6124
Truxtun-Decatur Naval Museum, general in-

formation (1961) 9637
Truxylonium, pharmacology of new curare-like

preparation, USSR (1962) .5651

Trypsin:
and ovomucoid in mixed films, force-area

study (1964) 20710
and pepsin fragments during autolysis and

electrodialysis, structure formation and
enzymatic activity, USSR study (1964)
7149

inhibitor, prevention of thrombosis, USSR
study (1961) 15528

Tryptophan, intertryptophan migration of
energy in protein systems, USSR study
(1964) 9265

Tryptophan pyrrolase:
implication in endotoxin poisoning (1964)

4248
induction in cold-exposed mice, influence of

cortisone injection (1965) 5542
Tsai, Stephen W.:
strength characteristics of composite ma-

terials (1965) 9621
structural behavior of composite materials

(1964) 14784
Tsaidam area, China:

natural geography (1962) 2885
sketches, recent changes (1963) 2515

Tsaidam region, (Communist China, develop-
ment and construction under Mao Tse-
Tung's theory (1961) 793

Tsambiras, Yiannoula V., relief (1962) 11547,
16885, 18925

Tsander, Fridrikh A., biography (1963) 1123
Tsanoff, Corrinne S., residents of housing proj-

ect in Houston, working together for
neighborhood improvement (1965) 1914

Tschermak, Gustav, microscopic properties of
meteorites (1964) 13449

Tsentral'no-Chernozemnyy Rayon, extracts,
translations (1962) 14109

Tshombe, N., interview with, on death of
Lumumba, Belgium (1964) 9121

Tsiang, Hilda S., relief (1965) 19371
Tsinghai Province, China:
party work report (1961) 935
People's Court, work report (1961) 2173
Tsinghai-Tibet region, translations (1963)

2921
Tsinghai-Tibetan Plateau, frozen earth, preli-

minary studies (1963) 8870
Tsingtao, China, work report, 1957-58 (1961)

869
Tsilis, Maria, relief (1965) 10588, 15608, 17333
Tsiolkovskiy, K. E.:

collected works

—

aerodynamics (1965) 9740
dirigibles and theory of aeronautics (1965)

19946
reactive flying machines (1965) 18592
rocket technology (1965) 19947

Tsitologiya (periodical):
articles (1961) 11028
translations (1962) 3060; (1963) 10792

Tsivoglou, E.C., waste guide for uranium mill-

ing industry (1963) 9350
Tso, Huan-pin, relief (1961) 16,537, 16636,

16874
TSO series, see listings under Federal Avia-

tion Administration in the monthly is-

sues.

Tsukikawa, Yasuo, see Keene, Ken A.

Tsumani (tidal wave):
Alaska, earthquake, etc., assistance and

recovery (1965) 11987
bulletin of Council on Seismology, problems

of tsunamis, USSR, translations (1965)
12742

Ck)ast and Geodetic Survey as central depos-
itory of data

—

hearings (1963) 4756
report (1962) 21092

Hilo Harbor model

—

design, pilot study (1965) 10784
selection and design of bore generator

(1965) 14217
history (1961) 21354
in Soviet Far East (1965) 14500
notes, general information (1965) 10315
seismic sea-wave warning system

—

notes (1965) 11989
story (1965) 8675

TSUS, see Tariff.

Tsvetnyye metally (periodical):

translations (1963) 2666
Tsze Woo Lai, see Moy, Yet Gee.
Tualatin project, construction, report (1964)

17451; (1965) 8932
Tualatin Valley, (!)reg., geology and ground

water (1965) 7808
Tuazon, Timoteo A., relief (1965) 10607
Tubbs, Carl H.:

artificially constructed mounds show prom-
ise in yellow birch regeneration (1964)
779

germination of yellow birch seed following
natural stratification in upper Michigan
(1964) 6746

root development of yellow birch in humus
and sandy loam (1964) 780

Tube tester, Hickok 539B, test instrument cal-
ibration procedure (1961) 20069

Tuberculin, see Tuberculosis.
Tuberculosis:
Arden House Conference, recommendations,

summary, etc (1961) 1430
arrested, service connected, statutory award

to veterans, payment without filing

claims, report (1961) 5657
bacteriology, laboratory methods (1961)

11775
beds in hospitals and sanatoria, indexes

(1961) 1442; (1963) 5698; (1965) 11666
campaign against, development in Hungary

(1962) 5405
chart series (1962) 1782
chemotherapy

—

conferences 1946-60, transactions, index
(1961) 8241

VA-Armed Forces study, quarterly prog-
ress report (1962) 4278

control

—

and treatment, present knowledge, health
information series (1961) 21309

summary of reports on All-Union and
All-Russian conferences (1962) 14103

USSR, stages in development (1963) 993
United States, report (1964) 9714

epidemiology and statistics, USSR study
(1964) 16551

fluorescence and phase-contrast bacterio-
scopic diagnosis, effectiveness, USSR
study (1963) 12520

genito-urinary system, clinical studies.
Communist China (1962) 17851

history, significant events (1965) 2068

joints, clinical studies. Communist China
(1962) 17852

laboratory methods, VA-Armed Forces coop-
erative study (1963) 9475
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Tuberculosis—Continued
osteoarthritic, use of UHF in complex thera-

py, USSR study (1962) 5618
phthisiology, contemporary problems, USSR

study (1964) 11044
prevention, child-centered program (1965)

11643
problem in 1963, and overview (1963) 9359
pulmonary

—

curative effect of Bulgarian antitubercu-
lar medicament no. 17 (1962) 7896

reported data (1963) 3297; (1964) 18920;
(1965) 18723

Rumanian Institute of Phthisiology, general
information (1964) 12807

scientific research, main trends, USSR (1964)
4903

services, areawide planning of facilities

(1964) 7689
status of disease at present in U.S (1963)

18295
surgical treatment of Communist China

(1962) 17815
TB cause of disability in Czechoslovakia

(1962) 5827
vocational rehabilitation opportunities for

patients (1961) 20240; (1964) 7835
Warsaw Institute of Tuberculosis, data

(1962) 5460
Tuberculosis in animals:

cattle tuberculosis and its control in Soviet
Union (1962) 5523

eradication

—

and control, cattle, etc (1962) 8841
cattle and other animals (1961) 11674
conference, 1959 proceedings (1961) 1613
cooperation with States, summaries (1961)

2875; (1962) 4363; (1963) 4217; (1964)
4064; (1965) 3971

livestock identification reduces herd test-

ing (1965) 51

State-Federal cooperative program

—

progress reports (1964) 9920, 19054;
(1965) 18865

State-Federal cooperative program, statis-

tical tables (1961) 53; (1962) 4486; (1963)

15, 18407
status (paper) (1965) 8412

uniform methods and rules (1965) 7015
good identification essential to effective

traceback (1963) 13157
laboratory diagnosis procedures (1961) 8276
prevention, investigation of prevailing meat

inspection regulations (1962) 7563
Tubes:

access, for use with nuclear soil moisture
meters (1965) 7717

angular glass tubing drawn from round tub-
ing (1965) 14799

Apollo fuel-cell condenser, operating stabili-

ty (1965) 13004
armored, space radiator, hypervelocity im-

pact damage characteristics (1964)
20599

beryllium and graphite, hypervelocity im-
pact damage characteristics (1965)
18568

B^C-in-tubes control rods, lifetime determi-

nation (1962) 2042
boiler-water, operational reliability, hydro-

dynamics and heat transfer (1961) 11780
capillary fluted aluminum, heat transfer and

corrosion characteristics (1965) 11019
clad tubing and mechanical and electrical

properties of aluminum alloys, USSR
study (1965) 12764

composite, vacuum-jacketed tubing replaces
bellows in cryogenic systems (1964)
14806

Tubes—Continued
connector for vacuum-jacketed lines cuts

tubing system cost (1964) 13181

CP-5 fuel element fabrication development
work (1961) 1714

Cr-Mo steel, 2-inch diameter, procedure for
welding to forged Cr-Mo tubesheets
(1961) 5340

cylindrical, in free-molecule and slip flows,
measurements of efflux patterns and flow
rates (1964) 20606

detonation, formation of waves with vari-
able internal geometry (1963) 12887

engineering evaluation of long-tube vertical
falling-film distillation process (1965)
11029

Federal item identification guides for supply
cataloging (1962) 7239; (1963) 3655;
(1964) 3473, 12292; (1965) 3375

54-meter long, formation of detonation
waves in hydrogen-oxygen mixtures
from 0.2 to 2 atmospheres initial pres-

sure (1964) 9604
foods tubed for in-flight feeding (1963) 4394
gaseous detonation structure. USSR study

(1961)4615
heat-exchanger, mechanized brazing, USSR

study (1963) 17676
helical tubing separating nitrogen gas from

liquid nitrogen (1964) 13171

identification of tube lines for aircraft, mis-
sile and space systems, military stand-
ard (1964) 21255

K-27 sheet assemblies procured from Fair-
banks, Morse & Co. by Union Carbide
Nuclear Co., overpricing under AEC
cost-type contract, GAO report (1963)
19284

lay-flat irrigation tubing, hydraulic and
geometrical relationships (1964) 19103

manometer, short length, used in fluid pres-
sure measurement apparatus (1965) 6644

metal

—

apparatus facilitates pressure-testing
(1965) 9673

bellows custom-fabricated from tubing
(1965) 11424

break-up makes one-time shock absorber
(1964) 7486

fill, tool facilitates sealing (1964) 14810
frangible, energy-absorption process, ex-

perimental investigation (19()2) 22581

microwave, materials useful in design, man-
ual (1963) 1780

miniature, use in electromyograph (1961)
15218

numerical solutions of free-molecule flow in

converging and diverging tubes and
slots (1964) 13244

1/4-inch electrically heated, experimental
study of subcooled nucleate boiling of
water at low pressures (1965) 5215

plastic, collecting and transporting maple
sap (1962) 23

polyethylene tubing replacing ureteral de-

fect, USSR study (1965) 9388

pushed through draw plate, investigation of
stresses, USSR study (1964) 2809

self-sealing disconnect for tubing (1964)
7482

sleeve and cutter simplify disconnecting
welded joint in tubing (1964) 13170

small straight, heat transfer studies of va-
por condensing at high velocities (1964)
21736
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Tubes—Continued

stainless steel

—

process tubes for nuclear superheat appli-

cations, development (1962) 23022
tubing for reactor fuel cladding, evalua-

tion (1963) 5933
stomach, introduced after gastrectomy, re-

sulting in decubitus ulcer of small intes-

tine (1962) 9938
straight, uniformly heated, heat-transfer

characteristics of cryogenic hydrogen
from 1000 to 2500 psia flowing upward
(1965) 16711

strain-cycle phenomena in thin-wall tubing
(1964) 19232

superheat process, heat transfer tests (1961)
187

test, multiple, stirred mechanically (1965)
9662

TF&fluorocarbon (polytetrafluoroethylene)
resin electrical misulating tubing, stand-
ard of trade (1963) 13260

thin wall tubing, slow cycle strain fatigue
(1963) 5931

tire and tube industry, outlook for 1963 and
review of 1962 (1963) 4533

torpedo

—

defective, unnecessary costs incurred in

procuring from Youngstown Welding &
Engineering Ck)., by Navy Dept., GAO
report (1964) 19765

21-inch submerged, description, etc (1962)
3409, 8576

total-pressure tube located on upper surface
of fuselage of X-15 research airplane
with nose boom, determination of source
of errors (1962) 10530

traveling wave

—

re-entrant amplifier serrodyne system
(1964) 14846

tube circuit simplifies microwave relay
(1965) 9669

tubular reverse osmosis membranes, salt

concentration at surface (1965) 19692

vapor-chamber fin-tube radiator for high
power Rankine cycles, analysis and
evaluation (1965) 11498

wall temperatures with forced convection,
internal radiation exchange, and axial

wall heat conduction (1964) 9568

Tubes (inner), see Inner tubes.
Tubing, see Tubes.
Tubocurarine, synthetic analog, Czechoslova-

kian study (1961) 19794
Tubular goods, see Tubes.

Tucano basin, central, reconnaissance for
uranium (1965) 2229

Tuckahoe, N.Y., census of housing, 1960, spe-

cial reports for local housing authori-
ties (1961) 11957

Tucker, Ernest C, testimony, hearings (1964)

4554, 8456; (1965) 4624
Tucker, Sidney G.:

anchor systems for prefabricated membrane
surfacing for Army helicopter landing
pads (1965) 10786

portable surfacing for U. S. Army helicopter
landing pads, engineering field tests

(1965) 18052
prefabricated airfield and road surfacing

membrane investigation (1963) 2228
Tucker, William B., computation techniques

including application to time optimal
trajectories from parking orbit (1965)
6739

Tucker act (28 U.S.C. 1346 (a) (2)), see District

Courts.

Tucson, Ariz.:

census of business, 1963, major retail cen-
ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 13593
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 11895
standard metropolitan area, tenure,
rooms, condition and plumbing, etc

(1962) 16542
censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 4815

Gila River flood control

—

engineer report

—

departmental edition (1961) 474
document edition (1961) 384

Municipal Airport, weather observations,
hourly, decennial census (1963) 13118

Tucson Magnetic Observatory, magnetograms
and hourly values (1962) 15003, 18892;
(1963) 9765; (1964) 4404; (1965) 7332

Tuff, see Volcanic ash, tuff, etc.

Tufted textile products, Jan.-June 1964 (1965)
282

Tug Fork:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 16103
document edition (1965) 15542

Tugboats:
Barbara, etc., admit to American registry

(1962) 15186, 18934, 19208
include among eligible vessels for Federal

ship mortgage insurance

—

law (1961) 18694
reports (1961) 16677, 19037

John Roen, jr., and Steve W., documentation
for coastwise trade (1962) 15184, 18931,
19205

Tui Hing Tow Woo, see Woo, Tui Hing Tow.
Tukhachevskiy, Mikhail N., last days (1963)

10389
Tukums, Latvian SSR, description of tourist

facilities (1962) 12089
Tula, USSR, economic and geographic survey

(1962) 3199
Tula region, USSR, industry of economic re-

gion (1962) 1473
Tulane University:

beta-ray spectrometer, free entry

—

law (1962) 11264
reports (1961) 14308; (1962) 7197

Tularemia:
dust vaccine testing, evaluation, USSR

study (1964) 9195
natural focus of flood plain type, structure,

USSR study (1964) 1242
sources and methods of infection, symptoms,

etc (1962) 10604
USSR studies (1962) 15726; (1963) 19406
variability, USSR articles (1964) 10845

Tule Lake National Wildlife Refuge:
administration

—

hearings (1962) 9497; (1963) 10017
law (1964) 17425
reports (1962) 11616; (1963) 13757; (1964)

2093, 17595
Tulelake, Calif.:

durum wheat acreage allotments

—

exempt

—

hearings (1961) 20564
law (1961) 18739
reports (1961) 12492, 16792

increase

—

hearing (1964) 15580
law (1963) 15143
reports (1963) 9981, 13597

Tuliptree:
fertilized yellow poplar seedlings maintain

growth (1962) 17598
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Tuliptree—Continued
micro-organisms and soil structure affect

yellow-poplar growth (1964) 8671
premium yellow-poplar seedlings, 8 years

after planting (1964) 18050
scale (1965) 4788
yellow-poplar

—

cubic-foot volume tables, southern Appa-
lachians (1964) 8669

geographic seed source study, results

(1961) 4291
potential growth indicated by past (1963)

15575
seedlings, survival, some effects of compe-

tition (1963) 10219
seeds low viability (1962) 11846
site index curves (1963) 6520

Tull, James N., relief (1962) 4932, 11540, 13273

Tully, G. R., jr., process for making graphite
less permeable to gases at high tempera-
tures (1963) 14960

Tulsa, Okla.:

census of business, 1958, standard metropol-
itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 3902
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 13594
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16404
standard metropolitan statistical area;

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20617

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 4816

Municipal Airport, weather observations,
hourly, decennial census (1963) 11398

Tumacacori National Monument, general in-

formation (1962) 24021; (1965) 1520
Tumors:
animals

—

blastomogenic action of ionizing radiation,
USSR study (1961) 4632

radiation, USSR study (1961) 4632
results of evaluation of anti-tumor anti-

biotics, USSR study (1962) 10190
antitumor alkaloids of vinca rosea Linn,

USSR study (1965) 4961
ascites tumors, Yoshida sarcoma, and asci-

tes hepatoma, Japanese studies (1965)
1505

atlas of tumor pathology (1961) 435, 9008;
(1962) 17355; (1963) 6312

avian tumor viruses, international confer-
ence, Duke University, Durham, N.C.,
Mar. 31-Apr. 3, 1964 (1965) 6792

benign into malignant, degeneration prob-
lem, USSR study (1961) 11000

bladder, mono and biactive electrocoagu-
lation, USSR study (1962) 8073

bone and cartilage, pathology (1962) 17355
brain

—

biochemical and cytochemical features,
USSR study (1965) 9384

cerebral blood circulation in intracranial
hypertension and edema, USSR study
(1961) 12912

cholinesterase activity, Hungarian study
(1962) 5882

diagnosis with Ural-1 computer, USSR
study (1964) 12716

use of betatron and radioactive gold in
treatment, USSR study (1963) 19388

Brown-Pearce, ultrastructure characteris-
tics of nucleolus in cell nuclei, USSR
study (1963) 19508

cardia carcinoma, clinic and surgical treat-
ment problems, USSR study (1961) 11002

Tumors—Continued
cell membrane, antibodies to specific anti-

gen, USSR study (1964) 10801
certain controversial problems of viral ori-

gin, USSR study (1961) 769
chemotherapy, USSR study (1964) 14617
chondrogenesis during long bone regenera-

tion, USSR study (1964) 2476
chorionepithelioma research, Communist

China (1962) 17772
cytostatic substances in chemotherapy,

USSR studies (1964) 18550
ascitic form, morphological action of anti-

biotics olivomycin and krutsin on cells

(1963) 6704
Ehrlich—

ascites, resistance, effect of exposure to 2°

C (1964) 7982
Ehrlich's ascite carcinoma, effect of sarcoly-

sin on life cycle (1964) 9322
epithelial, of renal pelvis, USSR study

(1961) 11010
experimental, under conditions of protein-

choline deficiency, USSR study (1961)
15454

eye, clinical material of Azerbaydzhan Sci-

entific-Research Institute of Opthalmolo-
gy, USSR (1962) 15765

female breast, heterotransplantations into

anterior eye chamber and mammary
gland of guinea pigs, USSR study (1962)
5631

female sex organs, pathology (1961) 9008
fluorine, irradiation, and tumors, USSR

study (1964) 18581
gastro-intestinal, induced by radioactive

cerium (Ce-144), USSR study (1963)
15844

growth and radiosensitivity, effect of vicasol

administration, USSR study (1965) 4926
intracavitary therapy of carcinom portionis

vaginalis uteri with radioactive cobalt
60 (1965) 16408

large intestine, significance of roentgenolo-

gy in diagnosis, USSR study (1961) 2349

lipoproteins, effects of gamma rays, USSR
study (1962) 5604

lymphosarcomas, USSR medical tests (1963)

6668
malignant

—

effect of snake venom on properties of,

USSR study (1962) 19785
neoplasms

—

age-adjusted and age-specific death
rates (1964) 15041

disease and death rate of USSR popu-
lation (1963) 830

role of viruses in origin, USSR study
(1962) 14064

melanotic, of skin (1963) 6312
menopause and neoplastic diseases, USSR

study (1961) 15565
neoplastic diseases according to autopsy

data, 1939-58, USSR studies (1963)

17982
odontogenic apparatus and jaws, pathology

(1961) 435
oncogenic properties of viruses, problems,

USSR study (1964) 16559
patients, proper feeding during radiation

treatment (1963) 20880
plant tumor genesis, new data. East German

study (1962) 7753
plastic prosthetics in surgical treatment of

aneurysms of peripheral vessels, USSR
study (1962) 925

problems of clinic and treatment of malig-
nant neoplasms (USSR periodical),

translations (1963) 15839
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Tumors—Continued
proteins, USSR study (1964) 18249
research, work must advance, Communist

China study (1961) 21092
surgical treatment

—

multiple aneurisms of cerebral vessels,

USSR study (1961) 4675
USSR study (1963) 15731

therapy, role of hemotransfusions, USSR
study (1961) 10856

tissues, action of ultrasound on biological
properties. USSR study (1961) 767

transplantable

—

genetics, USSR study (1961) 4666
rats, incorporation of labeled Lys-

ine- l-C'^ into proteins, USSR study
(1962) 5648

tumorous lesions of hemopoietic system,
classification, USSR study (1963) 17656

types found in slaughtered animals by Fed-
eral meat inspectors in 8-vear survey
(1963) 9554

upper respiratory organs, classification,

USSR studies (1964) 14516
USSR studies (1962) 22335, 23680; (1964)

14521
viruses role in origin, USSR study (1962)

21969
see aiso Cancer—Cells—Oncology.

Tuna fish:

albacore

—

northeast Pacific oceanography survey
(1964) 4741

resource of central North Pacific, investi-

gation (1962) 2488
seasonal movement off Pacific Coast, 1962
review (1963) 17449

sexual maturity and spawning, central
South Pacific (1962) 15592

survey, central North Pacific, biological
and oceanographic observations,
July-Sept. 1958 (1961) 6063

tuna in central and northeastern Pacific,

food study of (1963) 2288
Atlantic C3oast fishery, development, review

(1965) 10861
bluefin

—

age composition of commercial California
catch in 1963 (1965) 4736

distribution, long-line exploration of
northwestern Atlantic slope (1962) 13827

growth, western North Atlantic (1961)
2008

purse seining. New England commercial
season, 1958 (1961) 9139

canned

—

labels must say light or dark (1965) 12475
standard, petition to amend (1965) 12485

economic aspects of U.S. albacore fishing
industry (1965) 14295

firms canning, lists (1964) 740; (1965) 14319,
16213

gamma-emitting radionuclides in samples
from Tokyo central fish market (1965)
10190

Gulf of Mexico, summary of observations
(1965) 7697

how tuna see a net (1965) 10862
Indian Ocean scombridae. preliminarv field

guide. National Museum (1963) 16430
larvae of mackerel-like fish from Indian

Ocean, USSR study (1963) 14186
northwestern Atlantic oceanic waters, dis-

tribution (1963) 4952
oceanography, eastern tropical Pacific

Ocean (1962) 15603
Pacific Ck)ast, review of movement (1965)

6215
rearing tilapia for bait (1962) 11825

Tuna fish—Continued
recipes, quick, cool, for salads, casseroles,

etc (1963) 13966
regulatory authority to carry out recom-

mendations of Inter-American Tropical
Tuna Commission-

hearings (1962) 17315, 21207
law (1962) 23214
reports (1962) 17193, 21073

selling, tips for cash returns (1963) 13965
sharks of genus Carcharhinus associated

with tuna fishery in eastern tropical
Pacific Ocean (1965) 4733

skipjack (Katsuwonus pelamis), origin, east-
ern and central Pacific (1965) 14343

nonofilament gill net fishing in Hawaiian
waters (1964) 15916

small boat tuna long-line fishery (1961) 2005
tunalike fish, firms canning, lists (1964) 741;

(1965) 14320, 16214
western and southern Africa (1965) 10876

Tuners, classification bulletin (1962) 1753
Tung, C.C, effect of runway unevenness on

dynamic response of supersonic trans-
ports (1964) 21732

Tung Chi-Ping, Chinese defector, testimony
(1964) 21241

Tung Hui Lin, see Tung Hui.
Tung-Kuo, Shantung, collective economy of

Ling-ch'eng commune, translation (1963)
672

Tung, Mai Har, relief (1962) 13592, 16929,
18943

Tung-Ming Lee, see Lee, Tung-Ming.
Tung nuts:
production (1961) 3676
Tariff Commission investigation under agri-

cultural adjustment act (1962) 1862
Tung oil:

production and export, Communist China
(1962) 14196

supplies scarcest since World War II (1963)
8151

Tariff (Commission investigation under agri-
cultural adjustment act (1962) 1862

Tungans, minorities in Soviet (Central Asia
and Kazakhstan (1964) 20069

Tungsten:
alkali metal atoms

—

adaption of atom-atom interaction theory
to adsorption (1964) 18759

atom-metal interaction theories, applica-
tion to adsorption (1964) 18758, 18784

alloys

—

preparation by bomb reduction (1961)
17651

recommended for rolling to foil (1963) 7627
arc-melted, effects of purity and structure

on recrystallization, grain growth, duc-

tility, tensile, and creep properties

(1964) 21776
carbon determination of less than 10 parts

per million (1964) 21754
carbon electrotransport (1965) 1483
cesium on tungsten, thermal desorption and

surface diffusion, field-emission, investi-

gation (1964) 5500
chlorination kinetics (1965) 14713
composites containing fibered or reacted

additives, studies (1965) 9707
contracts, stockpile investigation, hearings

(1963) 4772
deposits

—

Cochise, Pima, and Santa Cruz (Counties,

Ariz (1961) 2511
Gila, Yavapai, and Mohave Counties, Ariz

(1962) 6234
USSR report (1962) 23816
Utah (1961) 9443
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Tungsten—Continued
effect on grain size of magnesium oxide after

high-temperature heat treatment (1965)

11490

electrical resistance, effects of temperature

and mechanical stress (1961) 10897

electrodeposition in organic solvents (1963)

19873
electron-beam-melted, extruding and mechan-

ical properties, investigation (1963)

12857
evaluate use as metallic binder for zirconi-

um diboride (1965) 1369

extraction from ore concentrates by chlorin-

ation (1965) 9591

fiber composites, alloyed, elevated-temper-
ature tensile properties (1965) 19942

fiber-reinforced

—

copper-alloy or high-temperature-alloy

matrix composites, alloying effects

(1963) 19907
copper composites, stress-strain behavior

(1963) 19917
filler material, effect of adding to beryllia

magnesia thermal storage material in

solar thermionic power system (1965)
18540

forging development program (1963) 7597
fused-salt electrolysis, experiments (1963)

5481
geology and mineralization of Bishop dis-

trict, Calif (1965) 14415
grain-growth in dilute boron alloys (1965)

6704
Hamme district, geologic setting (1963)

15602
high-purity, spectrochemical analysis (1961)

13459
impurities, analytical methods for quantita-

tively determining (1962) 14446
inert gas equipment, refractory metals weld-

ed or brazed with (1965) 19910
ion exchange X-ray spectrographic method

for determining

—

trace metals (1965) 1382
traces in cobalt and nickel (1963) 20965

ion rocket engine using rectangular-slab
porous-tungsten emitter (1963) 1272

ionizers, 2-dimensional ion rocket using
through-feed and porous tungsten ioniz-

ers, evaluation (1961) 8010; (1962) 8486
low temperature tensile properties, effects of

interstitial impurities (1964) 14851
mechanical properties, effect of oxygen

(1963) 9155
melting points (1961) 8008

Mesozoic mineralization, Yugodzyr region,

Mongolia (1962) 19681
metabolism in patients with infectious hepa-

titis, USSR study (1965) 12727
metal powder, spectrophotometric determi-

nation of traces of copper (1961) 4836
metals, copper determination (1963) 16346

mineral facts and problems (1965) 9605
mineral industry survey, monthly (1963)

4247; (1964) 4098; (1965) 4007
minerals yearbook chapters (1961) 19893;

(1962) 20119; (1963) 19882; (1964) 20516;
(1965) 19875

Montana, western, resources (1964) 2996
molybdenum alloys, high-temperature tensile

and stress-rupture properties in system
(1962) 12454

Mo-W alloy components, ionization extent,
USSR study (1963) 19708

nickel-copper ternary alloys for high-
temperature applications (1965) 18565

Tungsten—Continued
niobium-tungsten-zirconium ternary system,

USSR investigation (1964) 4907
nongray parallel plates, radiant heat trans-

fer (1961) 17730
ores and concentrates, methods for analyz-

ing (1963) 3102
parallel plates, laminar and turbulent flow

of hydrogen over, heat transfer and
friction coefficients (1964) 18763

plasma-sprayed

—

and stainless steel substrate, analysis of

bonding mechanism (1964) 20593
metallurgical bonding on hot molybdenum
substrates (1965) 1464

porous

—

gas flow, omittance, and ion current capa-
bilities (1961) 17719

platelets for ion rocket engines, method of

producing (1961) 13519
powder, electrowon evaluation (1965) 5090
preparation;

—

by tungsten hexachloride (1961) 21195
of high purity W (1961) 11749

production, etc., preliminary reports (1961)

2503; (1963) 5504
radiochemistry (1962) 203
reactor-weight study of beryllium oxide, etc

(1962) 22554
recovery from tin smelter wastes (1963) 1245

report, monthly (1961) 3476; (1962) 4397
rivets, jig and fixture aid fabrication (1965)

9646
semiquantitative spectrographic analysis

(1962) 3335
sheet, development by use of ultra-fine tung-

sten metal powder (1963) 18466
sintered wrought, properties at very high

temperatures (1963) 5569
spectrochemical analysis (1965) 12950
stability of refractory compounds in hydro-

gen and their compatibility with tung-
sten (1961) 11416

structure, USSR study (1965) 14507
surface condition effect on ductile-to-brittle

transition temperature (1961) 6383
surfaces, effect of electron bombardment

heating (1965) 9822
technical aspects, translation (1963) 14592
thick coatings, preparation (1964) 13130
tubes and rods centrally located in homoge-

neous reactor, criticality effects (1962)
20134

tungsten and alloys of refractory metals,
USSR experiments (1963) 7016

tungsten-base alloys, arc-melted and elec-

tron-beam-melted, mechanical properties
(1965) 5170

vapor deposition on MERM rocket nozzles
(1964) 13135

wire mesh, heat-transfer and pressure drop
correlations for hydrogen and nitrogen
flowing through at temperatures to
5200° R (1965) 14847

wrought sintered, effect of strain rate on
mechanical properties at temperatures
above 2500° F (1961) 21237

see also Ferberite— Scheelite.

Tungsten carbide:
cemented with titanium diboride additions

(1963) 1235
heats of combustion and formation (1964)

5484
roentgenographic investigation of recrystal-

lization processes, USSR study (1962)
23887

Tungsten hexachloride:
reduction for preparing tungsten (1961)

21195
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Tungsten hexachloride—Continued

vapor pressure by metal diaphragm tech-
nique (1964) 9500

Tungsten isotopes, radioactive, in atmosphere,
USSR study (1963) 6762

Tungsten oxides, copper determination in

tungstic oxide (1963) 16346
Tunguska Basin, Siberian RSFSR:

nuclear explosion over taiga, USSR study
(1962) 12120

velocity and energy of Tungusk meteorite,
USSR report (1963) 3164

Tunic, Ante, and family, relief (1961) 7192
Tunisia:

agricultural commodities, agreements (1962)
14612; (1963) 1558, 21134; (1964) 7785,
13467, 18983; (1965) 9953

agriculture, organization, production, and
trade (1964) 8472

banning of Communist Party, Soviet reac-
tion (1963) 6649

declaration on provisional accession to
GATT (1965) 15076

economy, basic data (1964) 6845
education, commission for educational ex-

change and financing programs, agree-
ment (1964) 7786

enters era of solar energy (1964) 5079
extending declaration on provisional acces-

sion to GATT (1962) 12729
fact sheet (1964) 1594
foreign trade regulations (1965) 15388
gazetteer, official standard names (1964)

18100
import tariff system (1962) 15679
investment guaranties, agreement (1963)

13088
labor conditions (1963) 19798
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12927
mutual security in action, fact sheet (1961)

1494
newly independent nations, fact sheet (1961)

9761
Peace Corps program, agreement (1962)

14614
preparing shipments to (1963) 8418
public health and medical services, transla-

tion (1962) 17871
sending gift package to (1962) 2560
surplus agricultural commodities, agreement

(1962) 8674
3-year plan, economic development agree-

ment (1963) 7445
transportation, history before and after

reform (1964) 13007
United States foreign aid program, report of

study (1963) 19055
Tunnel diode static inverter (1962) 12594
Tunnel diodes, see Diodes.
Tunneling, West Delaware aqueduct, safety

practices (1962) 14425
Tunnels:
design of underground installations in rock,

manual (1961) 14801
dust control (1962) 23957

in mining (1961) 9444
engineering, museum treatment (1964) 21800
flood-control tunnel 10 in Fort Randall Dam,

flow characteristics (1963) 13886
heat-tunnel, effects on shrink-film-wrapped

lettuce (1964) 36
Helena Valley, technical record of design

and construction (1961) 8167
ice, closure phenomena (1962) 17428
Mach 8 to 9 hypersonic, use for high-

temperature synthetic-air heater study
(1965) 13042

Tunnels—Continued

Meihuashan, conditions of engineering geol-
ogy (1962) 2850

permafrost

—

Camp Tuto, Greenland (1961) 9067
in Tuto area, Greenland (1964) 10487

railroad, at Kennecott Ck)pper Corp. proper-
ty, construction details and methods
(1962) 10443

snow tunnels, production analysis of
cut-and-cover trench construction (1965)
9064

vehicular, locate under certain parts of Cap-
itol grounds and Botanic Garden
grounds, authorize

—

hearings (1964) 12280, 15821, 17664
law (1964) 15398
reports (1964) 10224, 12065, 14092

see also Shock tunnels.

Tupelo-Baldcypress Swamp, Natchez Trace
Parkway, nature trail guide (1962) 3399

Tupelo National Battlefield:

designate and add land

—

law (1961) 16566
reports (1961) 8800, 14635

general information (1961) 4985; (1962) 22649

Tupes, Ernest C:
AQE norms for high school seniors and Air

Force training groups (1965) 15220

correction of correlation with dichotomous
variable for restriction in range (1963)
7623

normative distributions of AQE aptitude
indexes for high-school-age boys (1964)
19162

relationships between attendance at squad-
ron officer school and later officer effec-
tiveness reports (1963) 9626

Turbine blades, see Blades.

Turbine fuel, aviation fuels, petroleum prod-
ucts surveys (1963) 14504; (1964) 9497

Turbine-powered transport airplanes, see Air-

planes.

Turbines:
air-cooled, semistrut corrugated blade for

operation at tip speed of 1300 feet per
second, design and engine evaluation
(1961) 2554

air-turborocket engine performance (1963)
5520

alkali metal, geometry as affected by
blade-speed limitations (1965) 9722

axial-flow

—

for Rankine cycle space powerplants, par-
ametric exploration (1965) 2892

having rotor suction-surface diffusion,

investigation (1961) 4852

two-spool nuclear-powered turbojet en-
gines, effect of design compressor pres-
sure ratio on performance (1962) 6251

Brayton cycle space-power system applica-

tions, analytical studies (1964) 20610

cold-air evaluation of 2-stage sodium vapor
turbine (1965) 5229

cooling-air temperature, reducing with
ram-air heat exchangers, study (1961)
4851

cooling and coolants, bibliography (1961)
5425

cycle characteristics for turboelectric space
power systems (1961) 1297
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Turbines—Continued

design

—

off-design performance prediction with
experimental verification for radial-

inflow turbine (1965) 5214
point analysis of one-spool turbojet en-

gines, to ascertain limitations imposed
(1961) 4847

requirements for several engine operating
conditions (1961) 2536

equipment in Czechoslovak hydroelectric
power plants, characteristic features
(1961) 1047

Federal item identification guides for supply
cataloging (1962) 7236; (1963) 3652;
(1964) 3470, 12289; (1965) 3372

flow distribution

—

in meridional plane, use of arbitrary
quasi-orthogenals for calculating (1965)
2894

on blade-to-blade surface in turbomachine,
use of arbitrary quasi-orthogonals for
calculating (1965) 11479

gas-
Army overland train Mark II, dust concen-
tration measurement (1964) 16894

coal-fired, Mines Bureau research project

(1962) 10470
control (1961) 13539
effect of thermodynamic properties of

working medium on choice of optimum
parameters (1965) 18604

in aircraft propulsion, USSR study (1964)
11169

steels and alloys used in building, welding
operations, USSR study (1964) 14441

gas engines, spare parts for military, under
contract with United Aircraft Corp.,
Government's loss of capability to pro-
cure competitively, GAO report (1963)
13997

gas turbines, influence of products of com-
bustion of sulfur-containing distillates

on construction materials (1963) 18512
generator set 2000-KW-AC, technical man-

ual (1964) 7730
high rotor blade suction-surface diffusion,

performance at high subsonic Mach
number, investigation (1963) 5522

hydraulic

—

index of hourly earnings, selected estab-
lishments (1962) 3936; (1963) 3780; (1964)
3587; (1965) 3502

multi-stage gas, air cooling systems, de-
sign (1963) 11082

operations for 7 establishments (1961)
3389

parts, stress analysis (1963) 5706
price indexes for materials, quarterly re-

leases (1961) 3390; (1962) 3937; (1963)
3782; (1964) 3589; (1965) 3504

liquid-hydrogen, liquid-oxygen gas generator
for driving (1962) 18275

manufacture, earnings of workers (1962)
18161

marine gas turbine engines, exhaust silenc-
ers model test, USSR study (1965) 6415

mixed flow, with low-velocity-turning stator
and standard rotor, performance and
design (1962) 12413

one-stage, with downstream stators, design
charts constructed from aerodynamic
analysis (1961) 6313

performance of 2-stage turbine over range
of ratios of specific heats from 1.2 to 1

2/3, analytical investigation (1962)
18268

Turbines—Continued
radial inflow, designed for Brayton cycle

space power generation system, evalua-
tion (1965) 16714

radioisotope-fueled turboelectric power con-
version system summary (1961) 5361

rotors, critical speeds, USSR study (1965)
9401

secondary flow study, 0.6 hub-tip radius ra-
tio

—

mixed flow turbine with low-velocity-turn-
ing stator and standard rotor, perform-
ance and design (1962) 12413

standard turbine, performance and design
(1962) 12412

transonic turbine

—

rotor loss patterns as determined by
hot-wire anemometers (1962) 12416

stator confiburations designed to elimi-

nate blade wakes, etc (1962) 12414
shaft seals for gas-cooled reactor applica-

tion. Oak Ridge National Laboratory
proceedings (1961) 11807

single-stage,

—

at various inlet pressures from 0.14 to

1.88 atmospheres and corresponding
Reynolds numbers from 2500 to 50,000,
air-performance evaluation (1962) 18274

with downstream stator, effects of low
Reynolds number operation on perform-
ance (1962) 12427

SNAP-8, prototype, cold-air investigation
(1962) 22590

standard, performance and design (1962)

12412
stator

—

adjustment required for compressor de-

sign-point operation in high Mach num-
ber supersonic turbojet engines (1961)

4846
area, performance investigation and

high-flight-speed application (1961) 6314
steam

—

census of manufactures, 1958, industry
report (1961) 3924

industry, outlook for 1961 and review of

1960 (1961) 1760
USSR industrial development, transla-

tions (1963) 5353

steam generators industry, outlook for and
review (1962) 2152; (1963) 5964

temperatures and coolant pressure losses
for cascade of small air-cooled rotor
blades (1963) 5528

three-stage

—

3.0-inch-mean diameter full admission,
suitable for small auxiliary power units
(1965) 5222

4.54-inch-mean-diameter reverse-flow reen-
try design, experimental investigation
(1964) 1475

transonic, 7-inch-tip diameter, experimental
investigation (1962) 12415

turboelectric space power systems

—

alkali metal, effect on turbine geometry
(1963) 11047

recirculation-pump and radiator-area re-

quirements for flash vaporization (1962)
18265

turbojet engine, use with high compressor
pressure ratio and low compressor-tip
speed, investigations (1961) 2536,
2538-40, 2545, 2549-50, 2551

2-stage

—

effect of stage spacing on performance
(1964) 13246
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Turbines—Continued
2-stase—Continued

performance, experimental (1961) 2545,
2549-50

wth dowTistream stater internal flow con-
ditions (1961) 2.556

velocity diagrams

—

engine operation at constant rotative

speed, effect of increasing blade speed
(1961) 2540

engine operation with constant exhaust-
nozzle area, study (1961) 2538

study for engine operation with constant
exhaust-nozzle area (1961) 2538

study of 2-stage and downstream-stator
for engine operation at constant rota-
tive speed (1961) 2539

see also Engines (aircraft).

Turbo propeller engines, see Engines (air-

craft).

Turbocirculators, investigation for TARGETT
program 1000-Mw(e) reactor (1965)
13494

Turbodrills, geophysical prospecting for pe-
troleum, and geophysical well logging in

Soviet Union (1965)" 2728
Turbojet aircraft, see Airplanes.

Turbojet engine, see Engines (aircraft).

Turbomachines, see Rotors—Turbines.
Turbopumps:

bearings, fluid pressure used to test (1965)
5138

cavitation damage of mechanical pump im-

pellers operating in liquid metal space
power loops (1965) 14728

feed systems

—

for hvdrogen-nuclear rockets, analysis
(1965) 6752

suitable for high-pressure hydrogen-
oxvgen rocket-engine applications, in-

vestigation (1965) 16709
Turbulence:

anisotropic theory, towards constructing,
USSR study (1961) 15337

atmospheric

—

dynamic response of airplanes (1964)
13257

measuring (1965) 18593
power spectral measurement in severe
storms and cumulus clouds (1964) 20596

representation and calculation of spectral
density, results of aircraft flight tests
(1965) 2920

sweptwing airplane, calculated responses
with flight-test comparisons (1961) 9609

use of radioactive isotopes for determina-
tion, USSR study (1961) 979

used in hydrodynamic long-range weather
forecasting, characteristics, USSR
study (1965) 2437

boundary layer

—

semiempirical method for predicting ef-

fects of incident-reflecting shocks on
(1965) 19923

wall-pressure fluctuations and pressure-
velocity correlations (1964) 9614

clear-air, use of temperature gradients as
in-flight warning (1965) 8482

clouds, some results of experimental investi-
gation of structural-energv characteris-
tics, USSR study (1965) 2744

decaying homogeneous multipoint-multitime
correlations and difl"usion, analysis
(1961) 21248

diffusion in surface of earth's atmosphere,
USSR studies (1964) 11110

Turbulence—Continued
diurnal pattern of probability zones of in-

creased turbulence at high altitudes,
USSR study (1963) 985

flight, urinary catecholamines (1964) 1742
free, in jet of atomized liquid fuel, coefficient

(1965) 9759
heated streams in atmosphere, trajectories,

USSR study (1965) 6396
increased, and computation of Richardson

number, USSR study (1965) 2762
intensity of deep turbulent exchange in At-

lantic Ocean, results of direct determi-
nation, USSR study (1964) 12745

jet stream, during shear of geostrophic
wind, USSR study (1965) 2770

local turbulent skin-friction measurements
on flat plate at Mach numbers from 2.5
to 4.5, etc (1965) 14831

method for investigation of turbulent regime
of boundary layer using data from ac-
celerograph records at Pakhta-Aral.
USSR study (1965) 2743

mixing in lower layer of atmosphere, USSR
study (1965) 6397

observations of vertically moving turbu-
lences at Irkutsk (196.5") 18310

oceanic, energy spectrum, some pecularities,
USSR study (1965) 12674

radar measurements, in free pure atmos-
phere, USSR study (1964) 18389

relationships among coefficients of turbulent
moment, heat, and matter transfer in
atmosphere (1963) 5188

scattering of electromagnetic waves by tur-
bulent inhomogeneities of troposphere,
USSR study (1964) 971

severe storm, measured characteristics
(1964) 11700

temperature fluctuations and 2-dimensional
heat transfer in uniform shear flow
(1965) 1465

turbulent diffusion of sodium vapor trails in
upper atmosphere (1965) 18472

upper troposphere over Transcaucasia,
USSR study (1964) 20052

vertical turbulent exchange in atmospheric
surface layer, USSR study (1965) 2769

viscous fluid dynamics, towards construct-
ing, USSR study (1961) 15336

Turbulent flow, see Flow.
Turf, see Sod.
Turing calculators, see Electronic computers.
Turkestan, triangulations (1961) 11217
Turkey:

agricultural

—

commodities, agreements (1962) 10686,
14624, 20319; (1963) 1553, 7442, 13084,
20170; (1965) 8333

economy in brief (1965) 475

atomic energy cooperation for civil uses
(1961) 15998; (196.5) 16873

background notes (1965) 11708

bibliography of social science periodicals
and monograph series (1964) 8133

biographic information on newly appointed
ministers (1961) 2313

citrus fruit production (1961) 9346

citrus industry (1965) 16231
Commission for Educational Exchange be-

tween United States and Turkey, agree-
ment (1961) 16011

Constituent Assembly, amnesty and press,
new laws, texts (1961) 4557

"

constitutional and economic issues, commen-
taries (1961) 19.569

dams and water supply, developments and
problems (1961) 13133
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Turkey—Continued
disposition of equipment and materials,

agreement (1963) 5741
economic developments (1963) 8393
economy, basic data (1962) 21876
educational data (1963) 8169
electoral

—

law, comment (1961) 7838
registers, developments concerning (1961)

13027
establishing business (1962) 11935
exports and imports, licensing and exchange

controls (1962) 2566
expulsion of 147 Turkish university profes-

sors, views (1961) 15679
foreign trade (1961) 9208

regulations (1964) 14376
Greece boundary, study (1965) 5394
instrumentation (1962) 9007
investment

—

factors (1964) 2459
guaranties, agreement (1965) 5413

Iran

—

boundary, study (1964) 7766
rail link, U.S. assistance to CENTO, GAO
follow-up examination (1965) 9225

Iraq boundary, study (1964) 7765
Kurdish activities (1961) 13089, 13283
labor conditions (1964) 1385
labor law and practice (1964) 5430
law providing for increased rights of jour-

nalists (1961) 7822
living conditions (1961) 2024
loan of destroyers, reports (1965) 15648,

17571, 17902, 19290
market factors (1965) 17287
market for fats, oil and oilmeal (1962) 9660
military and civil personages, biographic

data (1961) 4475
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 14694
motion picture industry (1965) 10332
mutual security in action, fact sheet (1961)

21386
new draft constitution, text (1961) 4476
new income tax system, developments (1961)

15516
now trends in social thought (1965) 14509
Parliament considers new electoral laws

(1961) 13108
Peace Corps program, agreement (1963) 1560
petroleum development (1961) 9345
plant quarantine import requirements (1963)

9552
pocket guide (1965) 17040
political

—

activity, resumption (1961) 15103
situation following revolution (1961) 1004

preparing shipments to (1961) 20867
present day, Turkish Communist view (1964)

9240
Press-Advertising Agency, law governing

(1961) 7871
public prosecutors, new law regarding scope

(1962) 17806
railway system, present status (1961) 7840
reflection of opinion regarding new laws

(1961) 20913
reform in income tax system (1961) 13026
selling in Turkey (1964) 21072

seminar on bicameral system, proceedings
(1961) 7749

sending gift package to (1961) 625; (1962)
717

southern, sailing directions (1964) 7632
surplus agricultural commodities, agree-

ments (1961) 5125, 9773, 11616, 15999,
20200-201; (1962) 1856, 8696

Turkey—Continued

trade in cotton textiles, agreement (1964)
18982

U.S.S.R. boundary, study (1964) 7767
United States

—

aid, staff survey team report (1962) 9379
foreign aid program, report of study

(1963) 19055
military operations and mutual security
programs overseas, report (1961) 19147

university teachers, participation in politi-

cal parties (1961) 13269
who's who, biography (1963) 16124

Turkeys:
blackhead, control (1963) 7568
breeder hens (1961) 6661; (1962) 10710;

(1963) 9452
hatching season intentions (1962) 8700;

(1963) 3370; (1964) 3165; (1965) 1673
breeding, outline for selecting (1961) 20273
curing and smoking (1962) 6541
farm production, etc (1961) 8312; (1962)

18517; (1963) 13091
feed financing programs used by coopera-

tives (1963) 20656
hatcheries, economies of scale (1965) 11858,

15195
hatchery industry, structure, economic

changes, problems (1961) 11714
homemakers' opinions and preferences (1965)

13308
marketing

—

guide (1965) 4122
order, proposed, summary (1962) 10819
spreads, selected cities (1961) 14771

national improvement plan

—

changes, conference reports (1961) 5238;
(1963) 1658

distribution by States and varieties (1961)
11678; (1962) 8778; (1963) 12; (1964)
1684; (1965) 15

hatcheries and dealers, participants (1963)
11438

hatcheries, dealers, and independent
flocks, participants (1961) 6669; (1962)
6538; (1963) 4339; (1964) 5797; (1965)
7009

hatchery and flock participation, tables
(1961) 5220; (1963) 1633; (1964) 1683

performance tests (1961) 3683; (1962) 1907,
8779; (1963) 1635; (1964) 1685; (1965)
1744

provisions (1961) 9892; (1962) 10815; (1963)
9583; (1964) 9926; (1965) 11859

record of performance (1962) 19; (1963)
1634

number raised, intentions (1961) 6662; (1962)
10711; (1963) 7465; (1965) 8342

on table year round, preparing, cooking, rec-
ipes (1961) 20294

price spreads and prices, selected cities

(1962) 13724
prices received by farmers, United States

and by States (1965) 10089
processing, California, photo series (1962)

12886
processing plants

—

activities, Federal inspection for whole-
someness (1962) 12867

costs and economies (1963) 18434
costs and efl^ciency (1961) 19212

raised

—

crop same as last year (1963) 20195
crop smaller (1962) 22865
on farm (1961) 40
record crop (1961) 20214

tested by official State agencies, monthly
report (1961) 2854; (1962) 4398; (1963)
4248; (1964) 4099; (1965) 4008
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Turkey—Continued
wild, on southeastern farms and woodlands,

general information (1963) 20285
Turkish Army, high command and general

staff (1961) 4428
Turkish minority in Bulgaria, report (1962)

19634
Turkish tobacco, see Tobacco.
Turkiewicz, J.M., electronic integration of

UK-1 international ionosphere satellite
(1965) 18553

Turkistan, role in USSR's sovietization plans
for Orient (1961) 7717

Turkmen Soviet Socialist Republic:
Academy of Sciences, annual meeting (1962)

2835
chemical industry development, bright pros-

pects (1965) 2502
cotton growing, shortcomings, USSR study

(1963) 15954
development under 7-year plan (1962) 12156
industrialization (1962) 14802
medical research (1961) 15032
public health problems of chemistry (1965)

2677
scientific and technical progress in Turk-

menistan for 40 years, USSR study
(1965) 9380

Turkmen Medical Institute, scientific confer-
ence of professorial-instructoral staff

(1961) 2404
Turkmen State University, USSR, 1950-60,

personnel, list (1962) 3045
Turkmenistan, see Turkmen Soviet Socialist

Republic.
Turley, William R., YHU-ID category 1 per-

formance, stability and control tests
(1964) 7968

Turkot, V. A., explosion puffed dehydrated
carrots (1965) 16940

Turnbow, James W., troop seat installation in
H-21 helicopter (1964) 7818

Turnbull National Wildlife Refuge:
birds, list (1965) 18136
general information (1961) 10634; (1965)

4765
Turner, Donald F., nomination, hearing (1965)

12339
Turner, Frank, terrain roughness (1964) 15138

Turner, Frederick B.:

food-chain relationships of iodine-131 follow-

ing 2 nuclear tests in Nevada (1964) 123
influence of cratering device on close-in pop-

ulations of lizards (1963) 11575
Turner, Howard L.:

flight characteristics of deflected slipstream
V/STOL aircraft (1963) 14575

swept-wing fighter with director-type radar
fire-control system and scope presenta-
tion, tracking performance (1963) 10971

Turner, Kenneth L., static stability character-
istics of nonlifting reentry vehicles

(1963) 18125
Turner, P.M., phreatophyte activities (1963)

18299
Turner, Richard F., relief (1961) 7066, 16886,

18480
Turner, Robert, engineering tests of T13 plas-

tic airplane landing mat (1965) 16132
Turner, Robert A., advance test reactor turbo

report (1965) 10168
Turner, Theodore L., ammoniacal-ammonium

carbonate leaching of manganiferous
materials from southern district, Aroos-
took County, Maine (1964) 7446

Turner, Thomas R., boundary layer control by
blowing on NACA65.S-424 airfoil to ef-

fect drag reduction (1964) 16692

Turner Lake, geologic investigation of power-
sites in Alaska (1962) 19564

Turner watercolors from British Museum
(1964) 3056

Turney, Jack R., State water-rights laws, etc.,

bibliography (1963) 1715
Turning the corner (1961) 20311
Turnips, market diseases (1961) 17900
Turnipseed, Marie, seasonal factors, consumer

price index, selected series (1963) 14474
Turnover of labor, see Labor turnover.
Turnstile antennas, see Antennas.
Turonian period, see Cretaceous period.
Turpentine, see Naval stores.

Turpentine, pine gum, composition (1961)
11731

Turraeanthus africanus, see Avodiae.
Turtle Lake quadrangle, Wash., geology and

mineral deposits (1963) 12222
Turtles:

care in home aquarium (1962) 15594; (1963)
19232

trapping, general information (1962) 15595;
(1964) 15918; (1965) 12462

Tuscaloosa, Ala.:

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 13935
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16543

Tussock moths:
Douglas-fir, description, control (1964) 14300

mortality and growth reduction of white fir

following defoliation by Douglas-fir tus-

sock moth (1964) 12478
Tuto, Camp, permafrost tunnel (1961) 9067
Tuto, Greenland, tunneling in permafrost

(1964) 10487
Tutorial machines, see Teaching machines.
Tuttle, Frederick B., science education in

space age (1965) 11519
Tuve, R.L., vapor-securing agent for flamma-

ble-liquid fire extinguishment (1964)
13344

Tuyen-huan (North Vietnam periodical):

translations (1965) 12644
Tuzigoot National Monument, general infor-

mation (1963) 14611; (1964) 14981
TV, see Television.
TVA, see Tennessee Valley Authority.
Tvardovskiy, A., Terkin versus Terkin, cri-

tique of poem (1964) 1089
Twelve years of Communist broadcasting

(1962) 20359
Twelvepole Creek:
engineer report-
departmental edition (1963) 463
document edition (1963) 252

Twenter, Floyd R.:

geology—
and ground water in Verde Valley (1964)
2419

Hualapai Indian Reservation (1963) 5033
Twi language, foreign Service Institute, basic

course (1963) 7457
Twiford, Don D., physical facilities for guid-

ance services (1964) 8489
Twiggs County, Ga., soil survey report (1963)

16566
Twin Buttes Dam, technical record of design

and construction (1965) 6892
Twin Crags quadrangle, Idaho, geology (1963)

6550
Twin Falls County, Idaho, ground-water recon-

naissance of Sailor Creek area (1964)
15944

Twin goals of monetary policy, remarks of C.
Canby Balderston (1962) 19494
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Twine.
binder and baler, trade agreements, escape

clause investigation report (1961) 1543
hard-fiber cords and twine, trade agree-

ments, escape-clause investigation re-

port (1961) 1544
Twinting, William T., T-37C qualitative spin

evaluation (1963) 14904
Twiss, Robert H., forest recreation research

at Pacific Southwest Forest and Range
Experiment Station (1963) 20704

2-aminoethylisothiuronium bromide hydro-
bromide, see AET.

2-benzene-benzimidazol chloride, see Dibasol.
2-(4'-amino-5'-azamethenyl pyrimidyl)-3 pen-

tene-4-01, molecular structure (1964)
19174

2,4-D, see Dichlorophenoxyaeetic acid.

2,4-DP, controlling cane cactus plants (1964)
12468

2,4,5-T, see Trichlorophenoxyacetic acid.

Two ears, USSR (1962) 941
Two Harbors, Minn., port, harbor conditions,

etc (1963) 10089
Two kinds of politics (1963) 14710
Two-stage emitter follower is temperature

stabilized (1964) 13193
Tygarts Creek:

flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1961) 476
document edition (1961) 358

Tyler, John, papers, index (1961) 19835
Tyler, Nancy C, testimony, hearings (1964)

8456
Tynes, Mrs. Tyra F., relief (1961) 12424, 14256,

16539
Tynes, W.O.:

horizontal construction joints in concrete
(1963) 17414

influence of fine-aggregate grading on prop-
erties of concrete, laboratory investiga-
tion (1963) 466

Tyler, Tex., censuses of population and hous-
ing 1960, census tracts in standard met-
ropolitan statistical area (1962) 6820

Typesetting, theory and practice of composi-
tion (1963) 19332

Typewriter pads, sponge rubber. Federal
standard (1963) 19213

Typewriter ribbons, see Ribbons for typewrit-
ers, etc.

Typewriters:
current industrial reports (1961) 2989, 5485;

(1962) 3736, 6748; (1963) 3574, 5997;
(1964) 3390, 6046; (1965) 10248

electric

—

allowance for House of Representatives
members, increase

—

law (1961) 14107
reports (1961) 12277, 14592

increase number furnished to Members of
House of Representatives (1965) 17440

reports (1965) 17631, 17889
industry outlook for 1962 and review of 1961

(1962) 2120
repair, maintenance, etc.. Federal supply

schedule (1961) 12654
seven keys to better, faster typing (1962)

11205
see also Ribbons for typewriters, etc.

Typewriting:
repro typing and layout, for contractor re-

ports for NASA (1964) 16665
seven keys to better, faster typing (1962)

11205
Typhoid fever:
(Communist China, clinical studies (1962)

17765
dehydrated bacteria, prolonged vacuum

preservation (1962) 8056

Typhoid fever—Continued

epidemiology and clinical correlations,
USSR studies (1965) 9427

fluorescent antibodies method for accelerat-
ed diagnosis, USSR study (1963) 12492

Hungary, occurrence and communal-hygienic
correlations (1962) 5709

prophylaxis, Rumanian study (1964) 9266
symptoms, etc (1963) 11235
water-borne epidemic in Bulgaria (1962)

11978
Typhoons, recurrence over China, perennial

variation of meteorological elements, etc

(1961) 15326
Typhus fever:

problems reflected in its contemporary
forms, USSR study (1961) 795

research on prevention and treatment.
Communist C::hina (1962) 17748

Typists:
career opportunities in General Services

Administration (1964) 795
employment outlook (1961) 16059; (1962)

8411; (1964) 9418
examination announcements (1961) 3972,

11999, 16508; (1962) 4834; (1963) 191,

7794, 18738, 20379; (1964) 206, 6102;
(1965) 8665

copying from plain copy, test exercise ex-

hibit (1964) 6092
sample questions (1964) 212
simplified test, exhibit (1964) 6095

Federal examination, what it is, and how it

is given (1962) 324; (1964) 1845
general abilities test (1961) 20480

instructions for typing manuscripts to be
printed at GPO (1964) 4736

MOS evaluation test aid (1962) 10989
opportunities in

—

Education Office (1965) 16092
Washington, D.C (1964) 11566

Typographical machines, see Printing machin-
ery.

Typography, see Printing.
Tyree, Eugene F., relief (1965) 15585
Tyrrell, Miles E.:

cemented tungsten carbide with titanium
diboride additions (1963) 1235

metallic binders for zirconium diboride,

chromium, molybdenum, and tungsten
(1965) 1369

metallic binders for zirconium diboride, iron,

cobalt and nickel (1963) 16334
preparation and evaluation of diborides

(1964) 11318
Tzanabaras, Mapkos 1., see Janavaras, Mark

J. (Markos J.).

Tzy-cheng Peng, see Peng, Tzy-cheng.

u

U.A.R., see United Arab Republic.

U.I., see Unemployment insurance.
U.N.E.S.C.O., see United Nations Educational,

Scientific and Cultural Organization.
U.S.A.F.I., see Armed Forces Institute.

U.S.A.P.R.O., see Army Personnel Research
Office.

U.S. Antarctic Projects Officer, bulletin (1964)

3285,(1965)3173
U.S.D.A., see Agriculture Department.
U.S. Display Corp., relief (1961) 7045, 14571,

16553
U.S. Employment Service, see Employment

Service.
U.S. Government organization manual, 1963-64

(1964) 13934
U.S.I.A., see United States Information Agency.
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U.S. Industrial Development Mission, promote
machinery exports, joint venture with
Philippines (1964) 14391

U.S. National Commission for UNESCO news-
letter (1964) 4104; (1965) 4013

U.S. Naval Air Development CJenter, see Naval
Air Development Center, Johnsville, Pa.

U.S.-owned foreign currencies, hearings (1964)
6356

U.S.S.R., see Union of Soviet Socialist Repub-
lics.

U.S. stake in southeast Asia (1965) 13279
U.S. Study Commission, Southeast River Ba-

sins:

appropriations, 1964, public works

—

law (1964) 1984
reports (1964) 343, 510, 4458

U.S. Trade Mission to Mexico, report (1963)
12258

Ubieta, Victor M., relief (1964) 15655; (1965)
6009

Uchenogo Meditisinskogo Soveta byuUeten (pe-

riodical):

translations (1962) 9901
Ucuncu, Nihat Ali, relief (1962) 16908, 19249,

20727
Udall, Stewart L.:

addresses remarks, etc (1963) 6575, 10309,
10310, 14052, 14054, 14055, 14056, 17548,
20750, 20751; (1964) 841, 843, 19812;
(1965) 760, 6363, 7819, 7822, 9293, 11016,
14447, 18248

nomination, hearing (1961) 4104
Udder, diseases of dairy cows (1961) 5255

Udell, Oilman G.:

agricultural trade development and assist-

ance act of 1954 and amendments, compi-
lation (1963) 209; (1965) 381

bankruptcy laws of United States (1965) 4451
civil service classification and salary laws,

V.2, compilation (1963) 210; (1964) 21160
emergency tariff laws of 1921, etc (1963) 211
farm relief and agricultural adjustment acts,

compilation (1963) 212
Federal farm loan act with amendments and

Farm mortgage and Farm credit acts,

compilation (1963) 213
home owners' loan acts and housing acts,

compilation (1963) 214
laws relating

—

civil service retirement (1963) 215; (1964)
21161

mediation, conciliation, and arbitration
between employers and employees, com-
pilation (1965) 4452

shipping and merchant marine (1965) 384
social security and unemployment compen-
sation (1965) 385

vocational education and agricultural ex-

tension work, compilation (1963) 216
naturalization laws (1965) 386
opium and narcotic laws (1965) 1970
public building act of 1926, with amendments,

condemnation laws, etc (1965) 8730
radio laws of United States, compilation

(1963)217
Small Business Administration act, etc (1965)

387
veterans laws, supplement to compilation

(1963) 218; (1965) 1971

UDMH, see Dimethylhydrazine.
UDOFTT (Universal digital operational flight

trainer tool), see Electronic computers.
Uehara, Michiko, see Larson, Kris A.

Ufa, Russian SFSR, rheumatic fever among
school children (1963) 8966

Ufa Order of Lenin Oil Refinery, 25th anniver-
sary (1964) 8905

UFI-63, device for study of human higher nerv-
ous activity, USSR (1965) 6501

Uganda:
do business in, trade mission report (1964)

6861
education (1965) 4646
gazetteer, official standard names (1964)

21.347

investment guaranties, agreement (1965)
15084

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter
(1965) 12886

official publications, bibliography (1963) 7185
Peace Corps volunteers, agreement (1965)

20089
sending gift packages to (1962) 709

Uglov, F.G., accomplishments (1962) 7963
UH-1, see Helicopters.
UH-IA, see Helicopters.
UH-IB, see Helicopters
UH-ID, see Helicopters.
UH-2, see Helicopters.
UH-2A, see Helicopters.
UHF telemetry concept study (1964) 11787
Uhler, E.F., new cathode-anode couples for sec-

ondary bateries using molten salt electro-
lytes, investigation (1963) 14899

UI, see Unemployment insurance.
Uigur worker speaks out on Soviet-Chinese con-

troversy (1963) 20843
Uigurs, minorities in Soviet Central Asia and

Kazakhstan (1964) 20069
Uinta Basin, uranium reconnaissance (1961)

5380
Uinta County, Wyo., ground-water resources

and geology of Lyman-Mountain View
area (1963) 20744

Uinta National Forest;
acquisition of certain lands within bounda-

ries by Secretary of Agriculture

—

law (1965) 17420
reports, (1965) 15732, 15892

Uintah and Ouray Reservation:
termination act, amend

—

law (1962) 20873
reports (1962) 19346, 21034

UK-1, see Satellites.

Ukase of Presidium of Supreme Soviet Kazakh
SSR on electoral districts for elections to

Supreme Soviet Kazakh SSR, USSR
(1963)8714

Ukiah, Calif., redevelopment area, statistical

profile (1962) 13212
Ukr SSR, see Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Repub-

lic.

The Ukraine (Ukrainian periodical):

translations (1963) 10863
Ukrainian Botanical Society, USSR, activities

of, 1960(1961)21083
Ukrainian (Communist Party, Krivoy Rog City

Party organization work for technical
progress in industry and construction
(1961)13157

Ukrainian language, dictionary, personal
names, Ukrainian-Russian and Russian-
Ukrainian (1962) 5948

Ukrainian Physiological Society, 7th congress,

work (1965) 12777
Ukrainian Scientific Research Institute of Clin-

ical Medicine, inter-relationship with
public health institutions (1962) 9976

Ukrainian Scientific Research Institute of
Leather and Shoe Industry, development
and progress (1962) 908

Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic:
Academy of Agricultural Sciences

—

between 2 Congresses of CPSU (1962) 9972
review of reports at plenary meeting and

general assemblies (1961) 4646
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Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic—Con.

Academy of Sciences

—

activities (1962) 5755; (1963) 8825, 10572,

18000
and its sections (1964) 7345

biological cybernetics research, status and
developmental prospects (1965) 12657

candidacy report (1964) 18320

candidates for membership (1964) 16105

Department of Technical Sciences institu-

tions, research and introduction plans for

1960(1961)1020
election of members (1962) 5770, 5898

graduate study admissions announced
(1962) 15957

Institute of Botany, scientific activity, 1961

(1962) 22068
Marine Hydrophysical Institute, activities

(1964) 10765
meetings (1962) 1480, 5772-73
Microbiology Institute, problems (1964)
10764

news (1961) 15374; (1962) 22101
newsof conferences, etc (1961)20891
presidium activities (1962) 5720
presidium decisions regarding scientific ac-

tivities, 1961 (1962) 940
presidium reports (1962) 1057
presidium scientific studies, plans (1962)

916
report on general assembly (1961) 4623
reports (1961) 2247

translations (1963) 12415; (1964) 20305,

21554
research activities information (1964)

12966
scientific coordinating councils (1962) 14291
selections from reports (1965) 4947

technical and scientific progress, intensifi-

cation of efforts (1962) 19755
Technical Sciences Department, news. of

joint session with USSR Department
(1963) 2615

translations of reports (1962) 811

artificial diamonds in industry (1964) 5223
capital construction (1964) 16465

cement industries, 7-year plan (1962) 3198
chemical industry (1962) 2851
chemical machine building (1963) 12427

reserves for lowering production costs
(1965) 18363

chemical-pharmaceutical industry, develop-
ment (1965) 16437

Communist Party 20th Ebctraordinary Con-
gress, delegates, list (1962) 3225

conference on industrial use of sorbents
(1961) 19537

congress of hygienists, epidemiologists, mi-

crobiologists and infectionists, report
(1961)2117

construction, news items, 1959-61 (1964) 1144
cybernetics, developments (1964) 2713

distribution of condensation nuclei over me-
teorological polygon (1965) 2745

economic administrative regions (1962) 8071
economy role of Party and workers in post-

war restoration (1965) 18340
emergency surgery, present status and plans

for improvement (1962) 922
ferrous metallurgy, long-range development

(1962)14155
food industry ( 1 96 1 ) 2 1078
gas design and planning institute (1962) 1400

gas utilization institute (1962) 1399
GDR students in Ukraine article (1963) 17938
geography, economy, etc (1962) 21988
geophysicists and astronomers, work, 1960-62

(1964)21593

Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic—Con.

gerontology and geriatrics, scientific confer-

ence (1962) 2786
health resorts, instructions for patients

(1962)22110
hydroenergetic utilization of small rivers

(1962) 14299
infectious diseases, results and tasks of con-

trol (1962) 9998
light industry (1962) 2968

medical activities (1962) 1025

medical care, etc., resolution on improvement
(1962)1185

medical science and public health, history

(1962) 2703
minerals (1962) 10080

Ministry of Health, work and administration,

laws concerning (1962) 2807
new construction products in industry and

transportation (1961) 19606
organic chemistry, 7th conference (1962)

18001
parasitologists, scientific conference (1962)

2724
peats, microbiology, USSR study (1963) 20915

philosophical problems of biology, summary
of activities (1962) 1478

Poles'ye, lowland forest area, description for

tours (1963) 17888
public health, main tasks, 1961 (1962) 2804

report on 4th all-Union conference on liquid

state of matter (1961) 1003
sanitary aviation stations, activity (1962)

9933
sanitary-bacteriological laboratories, status,

(1965) 12673
science, news, USSR (1961) 762
scientific conference devoted to role of nerv-

ous system types in metabolic compensa-
tory and restorative reactions of orga-
nism(1961)1012

scientific research, plans, 1964-65, summaries
(1964)11114

scientists and scientific organizations (1964)

2549
small hydroelectric power plants (1962) 9859
social development in Sokal' Rayon (1963)

8490
socialist competition between blast-furnace

operators (1962) 17821
sugar industry, development and distribution

(1963) 19597
textile industry, economic effectiveness of

new technical equipment (1962) 8021
Uniate Church, anti-Soviet activities (1964)

16491
Ukrayina (periodical):

translations (1963) 10863
Ulan Bator, Mongolia, communications and

telephone directory, brief instructions
for using (1963) 14211

Ulan-Ude, Russian SFSR, capital of Buryatiya,
general information (1963) 10881

Ulbricht, Walter:
imaginary conversation with Marx and En-

gels (1962) 12209
report to 6th SED Congress (1963) 5216
seeks aid from West Germany (1962) 19727
speech at East German Youth Rally, transla-

tion (1963) 19695
speech, Nov. 1963 (1964) 2702
terror justice, trial of Harry Seidel (1963)

5129
Ulbricht's Concentration Camp, East Germany

(1962)22344
Ulcers:

decubitus, of small intestine from tube intro-

duced to feed patient after gastrectomy
(1962)9938
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Ulcers—Continued

electric potential of stomach in ulcer pa-

tients, effect of certain pharmacological
agents, USSR study (1961) 15451

gastric and duodenal

—

Ch'i-kung therapy, research (1962) 2797
surgical treatment. Communist China study

(1962) 15800
gaugliolytics in therapy of ulcerous diseases,

USSR study (1961) 792
general information (1962) 16134

peptic ulcers, treatment (1964) 8941
trophic, treatment with preserved intestinal

grafts, USSR study (1961) 17511
Ullman, Morris B., cities of mainland China

(1964) 10068
Ulmer, David H.B., j r., preparation of chilled

meat from Atlantic blue crab (1965) 14310
Ulmers, S.C, railroad accident (1965) 4903

Ulopidae, catalog (1963) 1649
Ulrey, Ivon W., fresh potato transportation to

large markets from 5 maj or producing
areas (1965) 43

Ultramarine blue, trade agreement escape
clause investigation, report (1961) 6589

Ultrashort waves, see Radio waves.

Ultrasonic fabrication (1965) 14878
Ultrasonic waves, see Sound.
Ultrasonics, see Sound.
Ultraviolet light, see Light.
Ultraviolet multiplet table (1962) 12515-517

Ultraviolet photodetectors (1963) 16366
Ultraviolet rays:
atmospheric attenuation model (1965) 103
biomedical effects of exposure (1962) 4560
ceramic vacuum ion chamber for measuring,

fabrication, etc (1962) 10514
combined with cold air, building resistance,

USSR study (1963) 14120
decontamination results of UFA water sys-

tem by irradiation from AKKh appara-
tus, USSR study (1961) 941

effect on plastic films in vacuum (1965) 14809

effect on properties of paints (1961) 1398;
(1962) 22667

emitted radiation, relation to combustion of

hydrogen and oxygen at 20 atmospheres
(1965) 2895

La line of hydrogen emission, absorption into
earth's atmosphere, USSR study (1961)
11071

low-pressure mercury arc for calibration
(1963)21023

measurement experiments using magnetic
photo-multiplier with large cathode
(1961) 8337

nature of ultraviolet luminescence of cells,

USSR study (1964) 11225
radiance of earth and its limb (1964) 14885
radiation, USSR, translation (1962) 808

ultraviolet multiplet table (1962) 12515-517
use in prevention of air-droplet infections,

USSR study (1962) 2839
vacuum ultraviolet radiation from N+- and

0-1-= electron recombination in high-
temperature air (1965) 13011

Ultraviolet spectrum, see Spectra.

Ulvedal, Frode:
effects of high concentrations of carbon diox-

ide, etc. on urinary excretion of steroids,

etc (1963) 18505
respiratory function, studies during exposure

to simulated altitude without hypoxia
(1963) 16797

steroid, etc., studies on pilots during experi-

ments in space cabin simulator (1963)
16807

Ulwick,J.C.:
direct satellite probe measurements of iono-

spheric irregularities in F region and po-

lar cap (1965) 7084
rocket measurements with electron and ion

probes in Aurora (1965) 1794
Umatilla River, geology and ground water of

basin (1964) 8777
Umbrellas, and parts of umbrellas, except han-

dles. Tariff Commission report (1964)

18995
Umiat oil field:

sell crude oil for drilling, mechanical, and
heating operations in nearby areas

—

hearings (1964) 12121

law (1964) 17248
reports (1964) 13933, 15678

well productivity related to drilling muds
(1961)4834

Umpqua River basin, water problems and hy-
drologic characteristics (1961) 6148

Umstead, M.E., submarine atmosphere studies
aboard USS Sculpin (1964) 18865

Umstott, Haven D.:

Public law 480 and other economic assistance
to United Arab Republic (Egypt) (1964)
12316

Redi wheat, new canned cooked bulgur, mar-
ket position, etc (1963) 4359

UN, see United Nations.
Unalakleet, Alaska, land conveyance to Mrs.

William E. Beltz (1963) 6096, 8045, 9805
Unalaska Island:
and adjacent insular shelf, geology (1962)

5292
pillowed lavas (1963) 6560
Sitka spruce planted in 1805, history (1964)

2355
Un-American activities:

Castro-Communist subversion in Western
Hemisphere

—

hearings (1963) 6194
reports (1963) 6195, 7956

combined reports of Communist subversion
(1965) 14126

convicted Government employees, forfeiture
of annuities, limit to cases involving
national security

—

hearings (1961) 17144, 12361'

law (1961) 18690
reports (1961) 17062, 12228, 12272

Cuba as base for subversion in America,
study (1963) 6302

extent, etc., investigation, authorization or
expenses, reports (1961) 5788, 19057;
(1962) 5038

internal security manual (1961) 5763
organizations and activities, guide (1962)

2343, 11308
print additional copies as House document
reports (1962) 9319, 9467

prohibit subversive communications to

members of Armed Forces or their fami-
lies, hearing (1965) 19513

subversive activities control act of 1950,
amend

—

hearings (1961) 379, 18978-979
print additional copies, reports (1962)
9315, 9318, 9466

reports (1961) 5666, 8756, 18814, 19127

report (1964) 17883
subversive labor organizations, abuse of tax

exemptions

—

hearings (1964) 15811
subverison, communist party's cold war

against congressional investigation,

report (1963) 307
print additional copies, report (1965) 12133
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Un-American activities—Continued

testimony

—

Ve-Shen Hsiang, hearings (1963) 2100
Yuan, Frances, hearings (1963) 2100

Yugoslav interference with U.S. book pub-
lisher, William Jovanovich, president,
Harcourt, Brace & World hearing (1962)
15449

see also Communism.
Un-American Activities Committee, House:
annual reports (1961) 1880; (1962) 23360;

(1963) 2064, 7938, 8012; (1964) 15577;
(1965) 15769, 17745

errata sheet (1965) 17608
print additional copies, reports (1961)

7525, 18834; (1963) 11860, 13770; (1964)
17564, 17820

committee prints (1963) 8012; (1964) 8403;
(1965) 17745

consultation with John Santo (1963) 8013
expenditures, authorizing, reports (1965)

5924, 8606
hearings (1961) 379-80, 4052, 18978-979;

(1962) 2332, 2343, 4969, 7103, 11476,
15283-284, 17135-136, 19199, 21223,
23377; (1963) 306-307, 2065, 4759, 9950,
13672, 17188-189; (1964) 416, 2125-27;
(1965) 423-424, 2024-25, 5976, 13999

investigations and studies

—

authorization or expenses, reports (1962)
4943; (1963) 6135; (1964) 6312

matters within its jurisdiction, authoriza-
tion or expenses, report (1961) 5689

Nation of Islam, authorization or expenses
report (1962) 19128

legislative history (1961) 16863
print additional copies, reports (1961)

16661, 16950
members, defense in suits, report (1961) 18825
publications

—

index, 1938-54, print additonal copies, re-

ports (1962) 15214, 15407
index, 1955-60 (1962) 17136

print additonal copies, reports (1962)
15213, 15406

publications on communism, official lists

(1961) 8144; (1962) 8599; (1963) 11218
reports (1961) 1880, 5666, 8756, 18814, 20560;

(1962) 391, 2331-32, 7040, 11400, 15230,
19081, 23360; (1963) 6179, 7938, 15269;
(1964) 15577; (1965) 13941, 15769, 17608

print additional copies, reports (1961)
16661, 16950

rules of procedure (1961) 18980
subversive organizations and publications,

guide (1962) 11308
what it is, what it does, questions and an-

swers print additional copies, report
(1961) 5726; (1962) 9316

Unangst, John R.:

determining nodal arrival times at moon from
precessing near-earth parking orbits
(1964) 18770

effects of sweep and aspect ratio on transonic
flutter characteristics of series of thin
cantilever wings, etc (1963) 5593

UNC, see United Nations Command.
Uncle Sam, national symbol, salute to Samuel

Wilson as progenitor reports (1961)
14691,16759

Unconventional warfare, special bibliography
series (1964) 20934

Underdeveloped areas:
AID participant training for social and eco-

nomic development of cooperating coun-
tries (1963) 12262

aspects of maternal and child health in devel-
oping regions (1965) 4358

Underdeveloped areas—Continued
conducting labor force survey in developing

countries (1964) 21668
developing countries, commercial agreements,

partial answer to trade problems (1965)
16867

development, readings on science and technol-
ogy (1963) 5097

East-West economic competition, Soviet press
comment (1962) 17799

education and development of human technol-
ogy (1962) 15487, 19424

elasticity of food consumption associated
with changes in income in developing
countries (1965) 7575

French foreign aid to underdeveloped coun-
tries, wasted or productive? (1964) 11022

national development through social prog-
ress, role of education (1963) 19107

papers prepared for United Nations confer-
ence

—

agriculture (1963) 633
communications (1963) 634
economic development, organization, plan-
ning programming (1963) 2440

health and nutrition (1963) 5096
human resources, training of scientific and

technical personnel (1963) 2443
industrial development (1963) 2437
international cooperation (1963) 2442
natural resources (1963) 5094-95
scientific and technological policy, plan-

ning, organization (1963) 2441
social problems of development and urbani-

zation (1963) 2439
transportation (1963) 2438

recent international tax policy (remarks)
(1965)6970

role of abundance in assisting developing na-
tions (address) (1964) 7943

Soviet and Communist Chinese policy towards
under-developed countries, list of publica-
tions (1964) 9783

training foreign nationals for employment
wath U.S. companies (1965) 6538

underdeveloped countries, effect on U.S. agri-
culture (address) (1963) 9557

Underemployed, see Unemployed.
Underemployment, see Unemployed.
Undergraduates, see Students.
Underground construction of large under-

ground facilities, USSR study (1965) 1093
Underground gasification of coal with oxy-

gen-enriched air (1962) 20107
Underground mining, see Mines and mining.
Underbill, A. Heaton:
remarks (1964) 21829; (1965) 9834

Underlying crisis, coercion vs. choice (address)
(1961) 15995

Undersea Technology Panel, Project Seabed,
back-up report (1965) 6840

Understanding American democracy, study
guide (1962) 17354

Understanding brain and nervous system, re-

search advances in neurological and sen-
sory disorders (1963) 1338

Understanding management of congestive
heart failure, outline for health agency
personnel (1963) 16536

Understanding why they buy (1962) 1813
Undertakers and undertaking:
funeral directors

—

antitrust aspects, hearings (1965) 435
as payees for lump-sum death payments
under Social security act (1965) 1619,
1627

Underwater research, see Oceanography.
Underwater shock waves formed by exploding

wires (1963) 18242
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Underwater sound, see Sound.
Underwater Sound Reference Laboratory, re-

search report (1963) 21058
Underwear knit, current industrial reports

(1961) 2990; (1962) 3737; (1963) 3575;
(1964) 3391; (1965) 3274

Underwood, J.C. quick test for buddy flavor in

maple sirup (1964) 1687
Underwriting, see Mortgage insurance.

Undulant fever, occupational infection by Bru-
cella abortus in Czechoslovakia (1962)

7693
Unemployed:
accelerated public works program, maximum

grants-in aid for eligible areas (1962)

22980; (1963) 4430, 16815; (1964) 88, 11818

alleviate unemployment by depressed area
redevelopment

—

hearings (1961) 5739, 5849
law (1961) 8615
reports (1961) 5832, 7088, 7097, 8737

among young workers, Oct. 1961 (1962) 8323

anatomy of unemployment (address) (1964)
11267

Appalachia, survey (1965) 9030
apprenticeship and unemployment (1964)

11816
area redevelopment

—

create more jobs where most needed (1965)
7131

progress in the South (remarks) (1961)
17984

area redevelopment act

—

and its role in local redevelopment (re-

marks) (1962) 11222
and your community (1961) 9924
aspects, basic purposes and objectives
(1962)5123

assist chronic unemployment and underem-
ployment areas (remarks) (1962) 10936

cooperation of community and Government
(remarks) (1962) 4565

forest production and industry (1963) 12243
impact on public-assistance caseloads

(1965) 14222
questions and answers (1962) 20465

commercial and industrial loans (1962)
20466

designating areas (1962) 20467
job retraining (1962) 20468
local planning (1962) 20469
public facilities (1962) 20470
technical assistance (1962) 20471

restoration of national economy to higher
level of production and employment (ad-

dress) (1961) 19798
revitalizing rural communities (remarks)
(1961)11720

starter for progress in farming communi-
ties (speech) (1961) 11725

area redevelopment approach to problems
(address) (1964) 5926

area redevelopment program

—

(addresses) (1961) 16156-158
investing in new jobs (1962) 14795
planning for new growth, new jobs (1962)

12970
remarks (1962) 6626

area trends in employment and unemployment
(1965)3148

assistance for workers under trade expansion
act of 1962(1963)3013

characteristics of urban depressed areas
(1964)7416

chronically depressed areas, structure of

unemployment by age and sex, occupa-
tion, etc.", ARS study (1965) 147

Communist tactics, staff study (1961) 19178

Unemployed—Continued
community attack upon chronic unemploy-

ment

—

(address) (1963) 14432
Hazelton, Pa., case study (1961) 243

community organization for employment de-

velopment (1965) 7599
continuing high rate, economic trends (re-

marks) (1961) 13394
continuous substantial unemployment areas

eligible to participate accelerated public
works program, list (1962) 20464

cooperation of Federal, State and local gov-
ernments in training and employment
security programs (address) (1963) 19778

defense spending impact on labor surplus
areas

—

hearings (1962) 23422; (1965) 446
report (1963) 19069

dependent children

—

aid (1961) 17783; (1963) 3435
Federal aid

—

hearings (1961) 5758
law (1961) 8619
reports (1961) 5669, 5698, 7259, 8754

designation of unemployment, problem, op-
portunity and challenge (remarks) (1962)
10941

disadvantaged grirls 16-21 vears old (1964)
16926

displaced workers, case studies experiences
after layoff (1964) 16610

economic effects of deactivating military in-

stallations in areas of substantial unem-
ployment, study, hearings (1962) 7212

eliminate unemployment through education
(remarks) (1964') 14665

employment and unemployment problems in

Idaho (remarks) (1962)" 14797
family characteristics of claimants under

temporary extended compensation pro-
gram, 1961-62 (1962) 5120. 11714, 21673;
(1963) 4832, 6354, 12084; (1964) 4656

Federal employees, financial protection (1964)
11945

Federal Government aid plan for redevelop-
ment areas (remarks) (1961) 16159

Federal programs of assistance to labor sur-

plus areas (1961) 4336
Federal-State cooperation in solving prob-

lems of unemployment and poverty (ad-

dress) (1963) 14433
financial protection for Federal employees

(1963) 16946
full employment and economic growth (ad-

dress) (1962) 1567
geographic mobility and employment status

(1964) 13074
higher rates, 1957-60, structural transforma-

tion or inadequate demand (1962) 356
household statistics, concepts and methods

used (1964) 16589
how Government measures unemployment

(1964) 9472; (1965) 5044
human and natural resources of Nation, con-

serve, hearing (1964) 19604
husbands and wives. Mar. 1961 (1961) 15698
Indians

—

American (1964) 837
survey, questionnaire returns (1963) 15316

iron-ore mine workers, Tariff Commission
report (1963) 14741

labor force

—

components seasonal adjustment factors
(1961)9420

meeting human problems created by techno-
logical change (address) (1963) 19122

monthly reports (1962) 4078; (1963) 3921;
(1964) 3745; (1965) 3660
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Unemployed—Continued
labor force—Continued

statistics, 1947-61 (1962)23937
labor surplus area specialists, Defense Dept.

list (1965) 6095
Los Angeles, hard-core unemployment and

poverty (1965) 15230
Manpower development and training act

—

amendments, explanation (1964) 7354
amendments of 1963

—

hearings (1963) 17325; (1964) 397
law (1964) 1943
reports (1963) 17278, 18913; (1964) 2048,
4527

amendments of 1965

—

hearings (1965) 6063, 8882
law (1965) 10352
reports (1965) 6036, 7433, 8776, 8795
summary (1965) 9491, 9493

as amended, text (1964) 13026; (1965) 16545
cost reduction through increasing weekly

hours, GAO report (1965) 710
explanations (1962) 18117; (1963) 5428;
(1964)21655

learn and train for job under MDTA (1965)
4672, 19573

occupational mobility through MDTA
training (1964) 16568

opportunities provided for farm people
(1962)22414

programs for disadvantaged groups (1964)
11246

projects approved, register (1965) 19795
regional manpower advisory committees

directory of membership (1965) 18389
regulations for administration (1963) 2173-
(1964) 19643

research and training activities, reports
(1963) 7139; (1964) 9374; (1965) 9492

manpower resources of nation, training and
utilization

—

hearings (1963) 17327, 19066; (1964) 543
2247, 4589

index (1965) 16043
measures to alleviate unemployment (ad-

dress) (1961) 15692

measuring statistics, report of President's
Committee to Appraise Employment and
Unemployment Statistics (1962) 22715

merchandising your job talents (1964) 14200
methods of forecasting short term unemploy-

ment change, report (1965) 5032
mid-decade census, take in 1966 and 1975

etc., hearings (1965) 12200
national attitudes toward unemployment (ca-

per) (1964) 2972
national program of public work, should Fed-

eral Government establish? national col-
lege debate topic 1964-65 (1964) 19450

need for better educational planning (ad-
dress) (1963) 9026

neighborhoods (1963) 5453-57 7171-77
9066-77, 10912-921; (1964) 2966-68

new job opportunities for a growing America
(summary of remarks) (1961) 6922

occupational training program activities
under area redevelopment act (1962)
18119,22418

out-of-school young people in city slums (ad-
dress) (1961) 11330

parents of dependent children-
aid (1962) 3595

statistical summary (1962) 7305
impact on general assistance caseloads of
extendingAFDC (1962) 22798

political actions for meeting human needs
(address) (1963) 19779

Unemployed—Continued
problem of unemployment (remarks) (1964)

7362
problems (addresses) (1961) 9387; (1963) 1155
profile in early 1960's, analysis (address)

(1961)11354
program of administration for full employ-

ment (remarks) (1962) 347
reduced credits against unemployment tax,

postpone, report (1961) 16686
reduce unemployment through acceleration of

State and local public works

—

areas eligible for immediate public works
assistance list (1964) 413

hearings (1961) 14751; (1962) 11473, 11672,
13542; (1964) 412

law (1962) 20833
reports (1962) 11592, 13447, 17048; (1964)
2092

schools in areas of substantial unemploy-
ment, financial assistance, provide hear-
ings (1964) 17884

secondary market for industrial mortgages in
depressed areas, hearings (1961) 19155

spectral study of overadjustment for season-
ality (1965) 13654

statistics, meaning and measurement, special
report (1963) 4506

Sweden, unemployment programs (1964)
12012

temporary unemployment compensation bene-
fits, extend, hearings (1962) 21225

testing untestables (1964) 14663
training

—

each man has an aptitude (address) (1963)
14435

implications from training foreign nation-
als for employment with U.S. companies
(1965)6538

Virginia State College, program for un-
skilled adults, evaluation (remarks)
(1963)14436

training and utilization of manpower

—

economic setting for program (paper)
(1962) 20051

hearings (1961) 12528 14457
law (1962) 9155
provisions of MDTA (1962) 18453
reports (1961) 14667; (1962) 11345
your opportunity under act (1962) 11717

training and utilization of manpower, amend

law (1962) 20904
reports (1962) 17272, 21054

training economics (1965) 2094
training hard-core unemployed (1964) 21274
unauthorized assistance to seemingly nonde-

pressed areas under public works acceler-
ation act and area redevelopment act,
GAO report (1965) 6291

unemployed-parent segment of aid to families
with dependent children (1964) 4105;
(1965)4014

unemployment

—

among full-time and part-time workers
(1964)21678
advance summary (1964) 18646

and employment

—

in nuclear scientific era (paper) (1964)
13087

statistics

—

measuring, hearings (1963) 13440
review

—

hearings (1962) 2282
report (1962) 4889

and labor force (1962) 3777; (1963) 3614;
(1964) 3433; (1965) 3328

employment, and labor force, original and
seasonally adjusted data, 1947-61 (1962)
8441
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Unemployed—Continued
unemployment—Continued

benefit plans, supplemental (1965) 14626
estimating, handbook (1963) 19126
international comparisons (1962) 23938
major employment centers, statistics (1961)

9056; (1962) 7289
moral issue for America (address) (1961)

9398
problem, what we can learn from European

experience (remarks) (1963) 9082
problems(address) (1961) 4209, 6235
profile (statement) (1964) 2973
public enemy (address) (1961) 9399
rates
from household survey, definitions, uses,

and limitations (1963) 12813
in larger cities, ARA staff study (1964)

15255
international variations, explanatory
study (1962) 23938

seasonal adjustment factors, revised (1961)

7908
situation and outlook, hearings (1961)

10517
situation, significance of seasonal, etc.,

factors (1961) 6258

terminology, measurement, and analysis

(1962) 2287
value of prime contracts awarded

—

by Federal agencies in areas of substantial

unemployment (1962) 4426; (1963) 4274;

(1965) 4040
in labor surplus areas (1961) 9981, 11760

Western Europe, economic programs (1961)

3993
who are they, study (1961) 11333
work history

—

attitudes, and income (1964) 7418
survey (1964) 7420

workers in middle or later years, problems
(address) (1961) 11327

youth

—

and work (address) (1961) 11326
challenge of jobless (1963) 9327
out of school

—

national problem (address) (1962) 12321

problem in labor market (address) (1961)

11350
unemployment problem, national awaken-

ing and determination to do something
about it (address) (1962) 6181

see aJso Unemployment insurance.

Unemployment, see Technological unemploy-
ment—Unemployed.—Unemployment in-

surance.
Unemployment compensation, see Unemploy-

ment insurance.

Unemployment insurance:
agency planning for next 10 years (address)

(1961) 19248
and challenge of 1960's (address) (1962) 2422
appropriations, 1964, supplemental

—

law (1964) 8234
report (1964) 8416

benefit rights, exhaustion, current and past
trends (1961) 12581

benefit series service (1961) 3117; (1962) 3638;

(1963) 3478; (1964) 3278; (1965) 3164
challenge facing system (1961) 9054

claims (1961) 3125; (1962) 4403; (1963) 4253;

(1964) 4106; (1965) 4015
local offices, directory (1963) 19127

coverage of supplemental unemployment ben-

efit plans (1965) 1632
coverage of wage and salary workers (1964)

4661

Unemployment insurance—Continued

District of Columbia act, amend

—

hearing (1961) 17126
laws (1962) 11262, 20880
reports (1961) 16744, 17077, 18915; (1962)
9294,21043,21397

employer's tax guide (1964) 6837
employment, etc., of covered workers (1961)

3119; (1962) 3778; (1963) 3615; (1964) 3434
employment security activities, local office

reports validation handbook (1961) 19252
Employment Security Bureau practice of con-

current payments and benefits to retired
members of Armed Forces, GAO report
(1963) 15591

employment security interviewers, analysis
of appointments (1963) 20745

employment security research exchange
(1961)467

employment security review (1961) 3120;
(1962) 3780; (1963) 3617; (1964) 3436

exhaustees, survey (1963) 12084; (1964) 4656
extended compensation, temporary program,

establishment

—

hearings (1961) 5758, 5857
law (1961) 6943
reports (1961) 5668, 5687, 5839, 7085

Federal government's participation, etc., in
various programs (1963) 17406

Federal tax receipts and Federal allocations
to States for employment security admin-
istration, 1960-61 and 1961-62 (1963) 3329

former civilian employees and ex-servicemen.
Labor Dept. policies regarding terminal
leave, GAO review (1963) 10267

insured unemployed, personal and economic
characteristics (periodical) (1961) 3122;
(1962) 3952; (1963) 3791; (1964) 3599

issues for tomorrow (1963) 17406
Korean conflict veterans unemployment com-

pensation, repeal provisions of GI bill

—

law (1962) 20850
reports (1961) 5656; (1962) 17286

Labor Department practice of paying benefits
to former employees of post exchanges
and similar activities of Armed Forces,
GAO review (1963) 14005

labor market and employment security
(1961) 3123; (1962) 3981;. (1963) 3823;
(1964) 3637

index (1961) 9055
statistical supplements (1961) 3124; (1962)

3778, 3982; (1963) 3824; (1964) 3638
special issues (1961) 3119; (1963) 3615;

(1964)3434
laws relating to, compilation (1965) 385
legislative planning, charts and tables (1962)

7288
legislative policy, recommendations for State

legislation, 1962 (1962) 23450
net receipts under Federal unemployment tax

act, 1964, estimates (1963) 13464

payments to former Federal civilian employ-

ees and ex-servicemen for more than one
benefit year, GAO review (1963) 12215

program, extend benefits, etc.

—

analysis of proposed bill (1965) 10754

message from the President (1965) 10403

program of Railroad Retirement Board, audit

by GAO (1961) 7505
programs, uneconomical practices in adminis-

tration, GAO report (1963) 10271

railroad act

—

provisions, general information (1961)

20114
text as amended

—

June 29, 1935-Oct. 1, 1962 (1962) 23293
1963(1964)11591

railroad act, amend

—
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Unemployment insurance—Continued
railroad act, amend—Continued

hearings (1963) 18950, 19065
law (1963) 18779
reports (1963) 17143, 19012

railroad employees

—

extend benefits, report (1961) 5840
RRB administrative rulings (1962) 10623;

(1964) 15074
taking training reimburse account

—

law (1962) 20904
reports (1962) 17272, 21054

temporary extended unemployment insur-

ance benefits act of 1961, amend

—

hearings (1963) 18950, 19065
law (1963) 18779
reports (1963) 17143, 19012

Railroad Retirement Board contribution
collection activities, GAO review (1962)

5288
railroad system, amendments, 1963 (1964)

1589
reduced tax rate, amend act relative to admin-

istrative expenses, etc.

—

law (1963) 11723
reports (1963) 7971, 9869, 9989

research exchange (1961) 10559; (1962) 7287;

(1963) 395
research for improving operations (address)

(1963)19122
restoration of temporary unemployment

compensation act amounts (1964) 5691
role of employment security in active man-

power policy (address) (1964) 7363
social administration adviser, examination

announcement (1963) 11667; (1965) 317
social security amendments of 1960 (1961)

19161
State employment security agencies assist-

ance for workers under trade expansion
act of 1962(1963)3013

and experience (1961) 9053; (1963) 13873;
(1965) 7598

comparison (1961) 466; (1962) 21672; (1964)
21276

employment and wages of workers covered
(1965)3329

significant provisions,

—

Oct. 15, 1960(1961)469
Nov. 15, 1962(1963)2174
Nov. 15, 1963(1964)4659
Jan. 1,1964(1964)6584
Jan. 1,1965(1965)4675

State salary ranges in employment security
(1962) 13885; (1963) 616, 10305, 19340;
(1965) 10667, 19807; (1965) 9285

statistics reporting instructions handbook
for State employment security agencies
(1961)468

supplemental benefit plans, digest (1963)
16289

system, principles and purposes in changing
economy (address) (1961) 19256

by industry (1962) 13749; (1964) 8498
temporary increase

—

hearings (1961) 5857
law (1961) 6943
reports (1961) 5668, 5687, 5839, 7085

temporary benefits, extension to unemployed
railroad workers

—

law (1961) 6944
report (1961) 5694

temporary extended unemployment compen-
sation act of 1961

—

amounts restoration, revise law, reports
(1963) 20470; (1964) 456

family characteristics study (1962) 5120,
11714, 21673; (1963) 4832, 6354, 12084;
(1964) 4656

Unemployment insurance—Continued
temporary unemployment compensation act

amounts restoration, revise law

—

law (1964) 253
reports (1964) 456

temporary unemployment compensation bene-
fits, extend, hearings (1962) 21225

TEUC report series (1962) 5120, 11714, 21673;
(1963)4832,6354,12084

30th anniversary in U.S., 1935-65 (1965) 16102

unemployment compensation act of 1938,

facts for ex-servicemen (1963) 17403
unemployment insurance review (periodical)

(1964) 8504; (1965) 4016
unemployment insurance statistics (periodi-

cal) (1964) 8505; (1965) 4017
unnecessary costs from preferential treat-

ment of Federal retirees, GAO report
(1965)9244

veterans and Federal employees, appropria-
tions, 1961, supplemental, proposal (1961)
5607

women, Social Insurance and Taxes Commit-
tee report (1964) 1545

Unemployment Relief, President's Organiza-
tion on, see President's Organization on
Unemployment Relief.

Unen (Mongolian periodical):

articles, summaries (1962) 12232, 14019, 15786
translations (1961) 17472, 17495, 19594;

(1962) 1159, 1272, 2939, 3086, 5667, 5815,
6001, 7901, 7956, 8006, 8040, 8093, 10252

UNESCO, see United Nations Educational Sci-

entific and Cultural Organization.
Unfair commercial activities, hearings (1964)

17656
Unfair trade practices, see Trade practices.

Unfunded private pension plans (1964) 13070
Unger, Leonard, U.S. stake in southeast Asia

(1965) 13279
Uniate Church, anti-Soviet activity in Ukraine,

USSR study (1964) 16491
UNICEF, see United Nations International

Children's Emergency Fund.
Unified action Armed Forces (UNAAF) (1961)

759, 6228; (1962) 19620, 21909; (1963)
12270, 17571; (1964) 4882-83, 6876, 8845

Unified notch-strength analysis for wrought
aluminum alloys (1962) 12484

Unified thrust seaward (remarks) (1965) 9529
Uniform Code of Military Justice, Good Order

and Discipline in Army, Committee on
report to W. M. Brucker (1961) 1690

Uniform commercial code, see Commercial law.

Uniform crime reporting handbook (1962)

23509; (1965) 9084
Uniform letter symbols in geodesy (1961) 4759
Uniform system of accounts for common and

contract motor carriers of property
(1965) 12582, 16373

Uniform time legislation (1963) 12010, 13749,
17273; (1964) 19514

Uniformed services, see Armed Forces.
Uniformed services contingency option act of

1953, see Armed Forces.
Uniforms:
American soldier, 1781-1855, posters (1965)

155
Army of United States, 1861 regulations

(1961)13666
cold weather clothing, Army (1965) 173
furnishing in lieu of paying cash allowances

to employees. Veterans Administration,
need for effective management action to

achieve substantial savings, GAO report
(1964) 19759

Marine Corps regulations (1963) 16311
changes (1964) 14721-722

military

—

combat, quarpel water- and oil-resistant
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Uniforms—Continued
military—Continued

treatment, report (1962) 8620

foreign countries (1961) 147

women in United States armed forces (1962)
16340

Naval Sea Cadet Corps and Federal and State
maritime academies, purchase

—

hearings, (1965) 8974, 13967
law(1965) 19143
reports (1965) 8959, 13930

Naw regulations, 1959, change (1962) 6338;
(1963) 14632; (1964) 18850

Reserve officers, maintenance allowance, to

combine service in more than one reserve
component in computing 4 years of Feder-
al service to qualify

—

hearing (1964) 19591
"

law (1964) 19432
reports (1964) 13942, 17849

Reserve Officer's Training Corps cadets.
Army and Air Force, need for improved
administration of allowances, GAO re-

port (1965) 18190
Troubadors Drum and Bugle Corps, refund of

duties (1965) 19209
wear resistance of military textiles (1964)

13430
Unijunction frequency divider is free of back-

ward loading (1965) 9654
Unimak Island, salmon tagging experiments

(1965)4772
Union, S.C., consumer expenditures and income,

1960(1963)14460
Union Carbide Nuclear Company, overpricing

of K-27 tube sheet assemblies procured
from Fairbanks, Morse & Co., GAO report
(1963) 19284

Union catalogs, see Catalogs.
Union City, N.J.:

census of housing, 1960—

-

city blocks (1961) 18273
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 18371
Union County, Ind., soil survey (1961) 6551
Union lists of serials, bibliography (1964)

20453
Union of South Africa:
establishing business (1961) 9174
sending gift packages to (1961) 626
space vehicles tracking stations program,

agreement (1961) 1499
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics:

abstracts journal-
astronomy and geodesy (1962) 9874
automatics and radioelectronics series
(1962)15780,19791,19879

biochemistry (1962) 5662, 8115, 19878,
20020

biology (1962) 2860, 5704, 6069, 6081, 6130,
15725, 19792, 20007, 22036, 22147, 22175,
23706
zooparasitology (1964) 2873-75

chemistry (1962) 1515, 5662, 5805, 5972,
5974, 6140, 7930, 14058, 14194, 19744,
19874,22218,22320

electrical and power engineering (1962)
15780

electronic and power engineering (1962)
22065

geography (1962) 5973, 9846, 10228-229,
12154, 19731, 19865, 22277, 23705, 23856

geology (1962) 6011, 7993, 10262, 12060,
19704, 19876, 22289, 23689, 23705

geophysics (1962) 9902, 15780, 22263
machine building (1962) 5874, 6012, 7994,
9921,9967,12078

mathematics (1962) 1186, 9922, 12061.
17710, 19701, 19875

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics—Con.
abstracts journal—Continued
mechanics (1962) 9897, 12046, 12213
metallurgy (1962) 3145, 6060, 6104, 9923,
15719,22065

mining (1962) 3220, 6127, 9948, 15717,
17775, 19880

physics (1962) 12131, 15779, 19877, 22219
transportation (1962) 9875, 15780

academic degrees and titles, decisions of
commission (1962) 1002, 2658

academicians' working day, report (1962)
6141

information on (1964) 8934
members, nominations and elections, 1962
(1963)6821

news (1964) 2757
Academy of Medical Sciences

—

activities in Presidium (1961) 810
Burdenko, N.N., 1st president (1965) 11229
Bureau of Department of Clinical Medicine,

activities, 1960 (1962) 8104
candidates, Hst (1962) 1001; (1964) 929
candidates for membership (1965) 11111
chemotheraphy, side effects, application,

etc (1961) 4699
clinical medicine, problems (1962) 8059
Department of Hygiene, Microbiology, and
Epidemiology general meeting discussion
of reports (1962) 10050

15th general session 1961 (1961) 21022
herald

—

excerpts (1962) 14084, 19982, 22091
translations (1963) 2590, 6794, 6994, 8511,

10643, 12682, 16224, 17768, 20818
nominations for membership, (1961) 7619;

(1964) 1020, 1097
organization and structure (1962) 22314,
23627

Pharmacology Division of Institute of Ex-
perimental Medicine, work on neurophar-
macology (1964) 9190

results of scientific research of institutes,

1959(1961)15207
vacancies in institutes, announcement
(1964)18571

vestnik (1964) 2509, 5025, 11018, 12595,

12639, 12771, 14549, 14582, 21519; (1965)
809, 2425

work of Department of Hygiene, Microbiol-
ogy, and Epidemiology, 1960-61 (1961)
21010

Academy of Sciences

—

academicians, candidates, list (1962) 22132
activities (1962) 19917, 22216; (1964) 10972
eastern affiliates (1962) 760
measures for improving, etc (1963) 16033

addresses of M.V. Keldysh (1965) 6451, 9461
affiliates, trends in scientific research in

1963(1963)8659
African Institute, research plan (1962) 2673
agricultural translations from bulletin

(1962)22255
anniversary meeting (1963) 17667
annual meeting (1961) 15102A; (1963) 12659
articles from reports (1963) 5134
beneficiation of useful minerals, problems

pertaining to development of new tech-

niques (1962) 1094
biological investigations (1964) 16237
biophysics, report (1963) 865
Botanical Institute imeni V.L. Komarov,
work of scientific seminar of section of

geobotany (1964) 12993
candidates for active and corresponding
members, list (1964) 18210

coordination conference on growth stimu-
lants, etc (1964) 21507

Cytology Institute reports, abstracts
(1963) 17576
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Department of Biochemistry, Biophysics,
and Chemistry of Physiologically Active
Compounds, general meeting, (1965)
16460

Department of Biology, meeting (1962) 751
Department of Chemical Sciences

—

annual general meeting (1962) 1370, 7943
general conference. Mar. 9-10, 1961 (1962)
5743

general meeting (1961) 15398; (1963) 5162
news (1961) 10885
proceedings (1961) 943

Department of Technical Sciences

—

meeting(1962) 745,2667
technical cybernetics, news (1965) 12732,

16508
departments, general meetings (1962) 5685,

18039, 18069
dissertations, 1962, list (1963) 12574
Earth Sciences Division, expanded session

(1965) 7927
ecology and biophysics, reports (1962)
19837

election of academicians and associate
members (1961) 15253

Entomological Society activity, 1963 (1964)
19960

functions as affected by recent 22d Party
Congress (1962) 9914

general assemblies of departments (1961)
15202

general assembly, 1961 (1961) 19667
general information (1961) 4670
general meetings (1964) 16095, 16483
geophysical series news, translations (1963)
2535

herald

—

articles (1962) 919, 15740; (1963) 12373
biology series, translations (1963) 12661
translations (1961) 2224, 10731, 17370,

15259
I.V. Grebenshchikov Institute of Silicate
Chemistry, bibliography of works by sci-

entific personnel (1964) 12994
Institute of Economics, work (1962) 6044
Institute of Oceanology, Black Sea Experi-
mental Scientific Research Station, jubi-
lee conference report (1961) 777

Institute of Theoretical and Experimental
Physics (1962) 5956

Institute of World Economics and Interna-
tional Relations, investigations, 1960
(1962)10156

institutions, reports on activities, etc (1962)
3002

new additions (1964) 18521
new departments in operation (1964) 11128
news (1963) 6680
biology series, (1962) 12190
translations (1965) 4972

physiology and biochemistry problems of
microorganisms, studies and plans (1964)
16204

president A.N. Nesmeyanov's opening
speech (1961) 2329

presidents' report on work of scientific es-

tablishments (1962) 12029
presidium activities (1962) 5692
presidium decisions regarding activities
(1962)3001

presidium developments, (1965) 11193
radiobiology report (1963) 7097
reports (1961) 2942; (1962) 15792, 17732,
19655,21948

results and prospects reviewed (1964) 9193
scientific city near Novosibirsk, progress
and plans (1962) 7601

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics—Con.
Academy of Sciences—Continued

Scientific Information Institute, organiza-
tion and activities (1964) 12648

sessions held by sections (1964) 11109
Siberian Branch

—

activities (1961) 10740
Siberian Department

—

accomplishments (1963) 15725
activities (1962) 14147
news (1961) 1038, 2141, 21094; (1962)

12227;
problems in communist education of la-

borer (1962) 13959
recent events (1962) 10161, 11976

Sino-Soviet Paleontological Expedition field

research (1962) 2791
social sciences, recent reports (1963) 8965
Technical Sciences Department

—

news (1964) 2592
news of joint session with Ukrainian
Department (1963) 2615

technical cybernetics, news (1963) 19402;
(1964)4962,8847

vacancies (1964) 11098
various aspects of, notes (1962) 8117
vestnik, translations (1964) 16395; (1965)

6450, 6461, 6482, 6522, 7934, 16448, 18318,
18361

acclimatization of fresh water fish (1963)
17805

accounting procedures, improvements. Coun-
cil of Ministers, resolutions (1965) 9473

acetylene chemistry, research evaluation
(1962)2161

achievements in mapping of vegetation and
their significance for Rumania (1962)
5702

activities of Ukrainian Botanical Society,
1960(1961)21083

administrative work and coordination of sci-

entific research (1961) 13238
aerial photographic surveying, goals for

modernizing photographic department
(1961)11236

aerial photography and inland waters, study
(1963) 19465

aerial surveying and geology (1964) 5387
aerial surveys and geodesy (1962) 8095

aerological studies (1962) 14285
aerosol studies (1962) 14195
aerospace medicine and bioastronautics, bib-

liographic index to literature, 1962-64
(1965)9741

Afghanistan boundary, study (1964) 7764
Africa primer (1962) 15819
agricultural production, methods of reducing

expenditute of labor and capital (1965)
2528

agricultural sciences, news (1961) 15500
agricultural trade, foreign, 1962-63 (1965)

9033
agriculture

—

agricultural applications of plant selection
and breeding (1964) 2683

agricultural failures, French study (1963)

agricultural picture, USA, comparison
(1962)17377

agricultural sciences (1963) 8887
comparison with US production, policies,

etc (1963) 12051
development, statements of N.S. Khrush-
chev (1963) 17838-842; (1964) 16520

development and distribution according to
natural farming areas (1961) 7790

enterprises, administration (1964) 9029
maps and atlases, compilation (1962) 15922
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agriculture—Continued

material and technical supply improved
(1962)3105

mechanizers, 1929-57 (1961) 17491
planning (1963) 5218
problems, Achilles heel of Soviet economy

(1963) 5907
problems and progress (addresses) (1963)
20271-272

reserves for ways to raise labor productivi-
ty (1961) 10763

situation, 1961-62 (1962) 21614
specialists criticized, lack of specific as-

signments (1964) 16205
statistical comparison with U.S. (1965)

16082
statistical procedures and definitions (1961)

10979
statistics (1963) 8465
trade, 1955-61 (1963) 15420
translations (1961) 2225. 2227, 2233-34. 2252.

2257, 4435, 4448, 4450, 4493, 4498, 7720,
7727, 7739, 7759, 7766-67, 7772, 7785,
7807, 7818, 7856, 7863, 7872, 9318, 9328,
9337, 9367, 13028, 13060, 13091, 13094,
13214, 13336-337, 13364, 15083-84, 15088,
15096, 15112, 15137, 17438-439, 17441,
19542, 19547, 19549-550, 19602, 19691,
19696, 19736, 20908, 20983, 20993. 20995,
21074; (1962) 788, 791, 795, 804, 1081,
1144, 1336, 1440, 1462-64, 1485, 1487,
1499, 1511, 1517, 1522-25, 2643, 2645,
2651, 3026-27, 3046, 3082, 3106, 3209,
5850, 5888, 6059, 14034, 19888, 23651;
(1963) 885, 2629, 2785, 8735, 8748, 10542,
10857, 12429, 12442, 14319, 17693, 17770,
19092, 19653; (1964) 1074, 2775, 2848,
2882, 4887, 5381, 7089, 7190, 7296, 8997,
10841, 10988, 14572, 18209, 18342, 18416,
18468, 19850, 19888, 20268, 20320, 20334,
21421, 21449, 21624; (1965) 822, 903, 965,
977, 1023, 1043, 1051, 1057, 1123, 1147,
1213, 2304, 2609, 2649

U.S. Agriculture Exchange Delegation, re-

port, 1963 (1964) 2266, 14173
use of chemistry (1965) 861

agrochemistry need (1964) 18259
aid to Indonesian and Bulgarian fishing in-

dustries (1965) 6446
air defense (1965) 2675
Air Force materials, translations (1961) 1041
air-ionization equipment, development and

production information (1963) 12636
air pollution and industrial poisoning studies

(1965) 19758
aircraft

—

designers, accomplishments, etc. (1961)
2149

exports (1962) 23631
recognition guide (1965) 7073
change (1965) 17001

albedo of earth's surface within its territory
(1965)9379

all-Russian conferences and congresses

—

directors of higher medical education insti-

tutions, etc (1961) 7586
hearing disorders, problems (1961) 7600
therapeutists, on hormone therapy (1961)

9296, 10734
All-Union Academy of Agricultural Sciences

imeni V.I. Lenin, meetings of Presidium
(1965) 14564

all-Union association Izotop, organzational
information (1965) 16423

All-Union Astronomic and CJeodetic Society

—

exchange of work experience of divisions
(1965)12634

first laureates of prices (1965) 12634

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics—Con.

All-Union Astronomical and Greological Socie-
ty, activities of geodetic of Kuybyshev
Branch (1962) 17679

All-Union Chemical Society

—

Central Board, results of competition for
best works (1962) 7869

Physics Section (1962) 1285
report (1962) 5744

all-Union conferences and congresses

—

active public health workers, plan for
medical industry (1961) 12953

aero-and hydroaeroionization (1962) 1075
aeroionization in industrial hygiene (1965)

11253
agricultural specialists (1961) 2107
agro-climatologists (1962) 2998
algae, unicellular, cultivation (1962) 12014
anti-corrosion techniques (1962) 1287

atherosclerosis, problems (1963) 859
biochemical (1964) 18367
calorimetry (1962) 5706
chemical and food industry, .theory and

practice of rectification (1962) 1000, 5439
chemical society, report and election ntjeet-

ing (1961) 10918
chemistry and technology of synthetic as-

teroid hormones and their analogs (1961)
19539

chemistry of complex compounds (1964)
20243

computational mathematics and techniques
(1962)2918

corrosion, problems of combatting (1962)
1284

cultivation and improvement of solon-
ets-soil lands (1961) 2337

dermato-venerealogists (1961) 868
economic competition between 2 world sys-

tems, scientific conference report (1962)
3122

electrical traumatism (1961) 914
electron microscopy and nondestructive
methods of testing (1964) 2811

electrophysiology of nervous system (1961)

7603
elementary particles, theory (1962) 846;
(1963)20810

Entomological Society (1961) 4366, 4624,
20975
report (1962) 6096

epidemiologists, microbiologists, and infec-

tious disease specialists (1965) 11130
epidemiologists, microbiologists, and path-

ologists (1964) 19961
experiment planning (1965) 12635
fats in nutrition, problems (1962) 5707

gas exchange, study (1961) 12839
geothermic (1964) 21540
historians, proceedings (1964) 21613
hydrochemical (1962) 2927
industrial hygiene and biological action of

electromagnetic waves, problems (1961)
2092

infectious diseases (1962) 12052
inorganic glass structure (1964) 20265
internists (1962) 2806

introduction of radioactive isotopes and
nuclear radiation into national economy
(1961) 7802

isotopes and radiations use in national
economy and science (1962) 2026

isotopes in catalysis (1962) 14050

liquid state of matter, Ukrainian report
(1961) 1003

low temperature physics (1961) 989
luminescence (1961) 10839
material production limits (1962) 12219
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mechanization and automation of processes
of forging and press-working industry
(1962) 1192

mechanization of management work (1961)
13256

medical institutes conference on physical
education, medical supervision, and ther-

apeutic physical culture (1963) 20825
medical radioelectronics (1965) 18303
meteorological conference (1962) 9984
morphology of heart and vessels (1961) 2091
multivariable control theory (1965) 6527
neuropathologists and psychiatrists (1964)
7236

noble metals, analysis (1961) 10735
nuclear physics problems, papers, brief

description (1961) 4524
oil and gas fields development (1962) 5812
ornithological conference (1961) 2234
ozone (1961) 7877; (1962) 1060
Pacific Ocean ore belt (1962) 2655
paleontological conference (1961) 2336
pathophysiologists (1961) 15448
pest control (1962) 10195
pharmacists (1962) 12226
photosynthesis (1963) 1816
physical chemistry of molten salts and

slags (1964) 5954
physicochemical analysis (1962) 1228, 10198
physics of electron and atom collisions,

reports (1965) 19713
physiologists (1965) 9464, 11128
physiology and pathology of respiration
(1962)18100

physiology of work problems (1961) 10989
pneumatic-hydraulic automation, 6th meet-

ing (1964) 7210
polymers industry, modern problems of con-

trol in producing and reprocessing (1961)
4604

problems of biology and medicine (1965)
11165

prospecting and development of useful min-
erals by radioactive methods (1961) 18018

public health workers (1962) 1227, 8109
radiation chemistry (1962) 5705
proceedings of 2d meeting (1961) 17396

radio invention, scientific session honoring
70th year (1965) 12767

radioactive and stable isotopes and radia-
tion applicable in national economy and
science (1961) 18027

radioelectronics

—

use in biology and medicine (1962)
19919; (1963) 2467

telemetry problems (1963) 6755
radioisotopes, applications in measuring
techniques and instruments, reports
(1964) 19228

rare earth elements, chemistry, etc (1963)
774

rhenium (1963) 14163
rheumatologic conference (1962) 15728

roentgenologists and radiologists, 8th
(1965) 9465

scientific research conference, sanitary
protection of water reservoirs, problems
(1962) 1076

steelsmelters scientific and technical con-
ference (1964) 19896

steroid hormones in medicine (1961) 15465
surgeons (1961) 11099, 19538, 19689

report (1963) 20922
surgeons, traumatologists and anesthesiol-

ogists (1962) 23800

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics—Con.
all-Union conferences and congresses—Con.

thermal burns, surgeons' problems (1961)
11154

traumatologists-orthopedists, resolution
(1964) 12883

tuberculosis control (1962) 14103
ultrasonics (1962) 2606
veterinary virology (1964) 20047
vitamins, resolution adopted at 4th confer-
ence (1961) 12952

young writers (1963) 17918
All-Union Hydrobiological Society, works

(periodical) (1963) 8474
All-Union Microbiological Society

—

2d Congress (1963) 16247
work of Moscow Dept. (1963) 1114

All-Union Mineralogical Society

—

1962 activities (1964) 4949
records (1962) 775

All-Union Paleontological Society, 7th ses-

sion (1962) 2816
All-Union Pharmacological Society, organi-

zation (1961) 17369
All-Union public review of achievements in

ferrous metallurgy (1965) 14523
All-Union Scientific-Research Chemicophar-

maceutical Institute, review of activity,
1920-57(1962)15766

All-Union Scientific-Research Institute of
Medical and Medical-Technical Informa-
tion, organized (1964) 2714

All-Union Society of Helminthologists, anni-
versary session (1964) 19962

allergy studies (1964) 18569
American exports of strategic materials hear-

ings (1962) 5069, 9499
additional copies, report (1962) 7194

American surplus wheat sales (1963) 18812
Amur boundarv question, book review (1961)

13040
anesthesiology

—

current developments (1962) 2602, 2617
published literature, 1959-63, survey (1964)
7293

Angara-Yenisey industrial development
(1962)23733

anthrax and immunity, problem translations
(1961)15021

anthropological studies (1964) 11104
antialcoholic propaganda statistics versus

capitalist countries theories for control
of alcoholism (1962) 842

antibiotics research (1964) 19835; (1965) 1189
antigen C™and transfusions, research (1965)

11099
anti-religious activities (1961) 13073
hearings (1965) 12171
report (1965) 13881

anti-religious articles in Soviet publications
(1961)2424

anti-religious propaganda translations (1961)
4378,13011

anti-semitism, discussion by 2 Norweigian
Communists (1963) 10880

apothecary network during 1961, remarks
concerning plan (1961) 15020

Arab-Soviet cooperation, growth (1964) 18327
Aral Sea, major scientific work (1961) 773
Armed Forces

—

and internationalism (1963) 15790
development as part of socialist state

(1963) 19485
liberation of Belgrade (1963) 8859

around world with Bob Poage, report on re-

cent trip (1963) 2046
art against religion (1961) 1030
astronomic-geodetic highlights (1962) 7545
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astronomical reports (1963) 5247
research (1964) 8932

astronomy

—

new methods in (1964) 5010
upper atmosphere, and space research, bib-
liography (1962) 10074

astrophysics, recent developments (1965)
16513

atheism in central Asia (1965) 16418
atheism study room (1961) 7677
atheistic education, CC CPSU ideological

commission session Nov. 1963 (1965)
16536

atheistic knowledge for every komsomlets,
training of youth (1961) 13213

atheist's handbook (1961) 15116
athletic program, analysis (1964) 18373
atmosphere pollution

—

criteria and methods of establishing maxi-
mum permissible concentrations (1965)
7956

investigations (1965) 910
atmospheric and marine research (1963)

19714
atmospherology and geology research (1964)

1082
atomic energy exploitation (1963) 10775
attack on anti-Soviet slanderers (1961) 13323
automatic control research (1962) 19821
automation

—

and computer specialists, training program
(1961)8453

and research in machine building industry
(1962)3056

developments (1962) 17716, 19661; (1963)
19507

industrial (1962) 12116
long-range prospects (1963) 14193
national economy, possibilities of control
(1962)8134

production processes in nonferrous metals,
iron and steel industries (1961) 15248

production progressive methods (1961)
10745

telecommunication, developments (1961)
7723

automobile tire production, improvement nec-
essary (1964) 18276

automobiles buses, trailers, etc., price list
(1963) 15804

aviation design, new achievements (1964)
12688

aviation medicine, outline on history (1963)
10826

awards

—

for entries in 1960 exposition of achieve-
ments in national economy (1961) 19501

to engineers, technicians, institutions, etc
(1963) 15740

background notes (1965) 8294
bacteria of layer waters, oils and rocks of oil

deposits in USSR, review (1964) 2589
basic capital of kolkhozes and sovkhozes

(1963)8454
Biblical commandments, teachings refutation

(1961)822
bibliography

—

electron and ion emission research (1961)
4970

meteorology, hydrology and oceanography
(1961)2332,2414, 10883, 10932, 15318

missiles, rockets, and space effort (1961) 157
social science periodicals and monograph

series, 1950-63 (1965) 7276
Soviet abstracts journals (1961) 7873

bioastronautics research (1965) 6508
biochemistrv

—

developments (1962) 12050

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics—Con.
biochemistry—Continued
sequential problems (1964) 21550
studies (1964) 14569

biographic information, Knunyants, I L
(1964) 19876

biographical information from Bol'shaya
Sovetskaya entsiklopediya (1963) 6744

biographies

—

medical personnel (1961) 4393, 7795, 12864
133.55. 1.5.522, 1.5569, 17494

scientific personnel (1961) 19541
scientists (1961) 2127, 4510, 4645, 7587

7800, 7843, 10726, 128.58, 13140, 19475 '

biographies from Soviet encyclopedia (1963)

biological areas, plans for intensified expan-
sion (1962) 3097

biological, botanical and zoological sciences
recent activities (1962) 13989

biological control systems, research litera-
ture survey (1964) 10877

biological sciences and radiobiology, develop-
ment, etc (1964) 1122

biology—
and medicine, activities (1963) 7008

biological sciences
developments (1963) 17885
studies (1963) 10461, 12447

conferences (1963) 8639
decree for further development (1963) 19616
general, studies (1964) 18549
news (1962) 17828
translations (1962) 938; (1963) 8450

biomedical institutions, directory (1965)
16763

biomedical research (1962) 12003
biophysics research (1964) 16330
Biophysics Section of Moscow Society of

Naturalists, May 1963-Apr. 1964, activi-
ty (1965) 11180

biophysics studies (1963) 10555; (1965) 14529
biotron research (1962) 9999, 11984, 22261
birdbanding in USSR (1962) 17805; (1965)

14559
blood-typing research (1963) 12587
Board of Ministry of Health, work (1965)

boarding schools

—

educational work (1963) 5116
hygienic characteristics of educational re-
gime (1961) 15262

trainees, organzation of agricultural labor
(1961) 10866

bone grafting studies (1964) 16397
bonus system for creating and introducing

new techniques (1963) 10402
border protection decree, selected military

translations (1961) 1103
botanical conferences, information (1961)

12846
botany and mycology, translations (1962)

2782
brewing industry, development (1962) 6136
budgetary and financial problems, articles

(1964) 14626
builders of cosmic ships (1962) 2810
burgeoning maritime strength, staff study

(1963)20612

cadre policy, nomenclature (1962) 1397
calculating and communications equipment

(1964)16113
cancer control and tasks it involves (1962)

22126
capital, fixed, indices of utilization (1961) 7732
capital construction

—

statistical collection (1932) 17873
statistics and accounting (1961) 4576
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capital investments, planning procedures
(1961)4579

capital of Soviet light industry enterprises
(1963)8712

cardiology in USSR (1964) 21509
cardiology research (1965) 11274, 16411
cardiovascular and other diseases, factors

affecting condition (1961) 15663
cardiovascular pathology of childhood, pres-

ent status (1962) 1251
cartographic work, chronology (1961) 11204
case of injustice in small Russian city (1965)

6431
cattle tuberculosis control (1962) 5523
cement plants, industrial methods of assem-

bling technological equipment (1963)
15950

Central Black Earth region, translated ex-

tracts from Tsentrarno-Chernozemnyy
Rayon (1962) 14109

central portion, basic nonmilitary informa-
tion. Air Force pamphlet (1964) 7978

Central Scientific Research Institute of Geod-
esy, Aerial Surveying and Cartography,
works (1962) 9860, 17760

ceramics and refractories, articles (1963)
2620

challenge to U.S. machine building (1963) 7742
charge Fourth International and Communist

Party of China with Trotskyism (1963)
19759

chemical by-products of coking, developing
production (1961) 10922

chemical fiber industry, tasks (1961) 9295
chemical industry (1962) 1157
chemical industry

—

economics (1964) 10900
technological progress and industrial hy-

giene (1964) 5045
chemical nomenclature (1962) 7646
chemical science in higher educational insti-

tutions (1964) 16210
chemicopharmaceutical industry, prospects

of development (1964) 16313
chemistry (1962) 1007, 1009, 1043, 1045, 1047,

1049-53, 1455, 1061, 2809, 7809, 7851
fiber quality, translations (1961) 21099

chemistry of synthetics, high polymer re-

search and synthetics technology (1962)
7567

chemistry translations, nonferrous metallur-

gy (1963) 5195
chemization of agriculture, status, etc (1964)

19895
chemotherapy, achievements and prospects

(1961)7590
chief scientific research and design institute

of lacquer and paint industry and its ex-

perimental plant (1961) 19495
children's health protection, constant im-

provement (1962) 2796
China, northeastern, survey (1965) 4910
Chinese and Russian Communists compete for

foreign support (1964) 21241
Chinese Communist charges. Army colonels

defend Soviet attitude toward war and
peace (1965) 6436

Chinese provocation on Soviet border (1964)
955

Chinese-Soviet zoological-botanical expedi-
tions to southwest China, results (1963)
16231

Chu-Iliyskiye Mountains, impregnated-
streaked semi metallic mineralization in
granites (1963) 2763

church and state under Communism (1965)
436, 12337

church status (1965) 18386

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics—Con.

circulation of metal in national economy
(1963) 8763

cities, regulations for planning and construc-
tion (1961) 17536

city and village, overcoming differences (1962)
1405

civil air fleet (1962) 6031
radar stations, working conditions (1965)

1192
civil defense

—

selected military translations (1961) 1045,
13057

translations (1965) 1027
civil defense and DOSAAF (1964) 2529
civil defense handbook (1963) 6958
civilian employment, magnitude and distribu-

tion, 1928-59 (1961) 10039
studies (1964) 21411; (1965) 16454
translations (1963) 8936

coal

—

industry (1962) 10202
underground gasification

—

economic analysis (1962) 8459
stations (1962) 14079

coal tar chemical industry tasks (1961) 4712
collagen diseases in children (1962) 18002
colleges and universities, news (1965) 11098
commentary in press on anniversary of

Chinese People's Republic (1961) 2244
commerce, problems relating to finances

(1964) 12882
communal livestock raising, growth (1964)

1057
communications (1961) 819
development (1961) 15359
direct link with U.S., memorandum of under-
standing (1963) 14734

long distance (1963) 6728
new equipment, economic efficiency (1964)
2679

translations (1961) 2124, 2263, 7576, 7612,
7646, 12857, 15016, 17409, 19476, 19780,
21021; (1962) 3111, 3168, 3236, 8106,
12108, 12313-314, 14232, 17909, 17928,
19937, 22016, 23838; (1963) 691, 1084,

5331, 6708, 8463, 8578, 9009, 10855, 12713,
16239, 17591, 17794, 19658; (1964) 1013,
2843, 5255, 5350, 7220, 11119, 12912,
14526, 16067, 18435, 21463; (1965) 1207,

2281
Communications cable, excerpts (1961) 838
communications channels (1965) 18373
communications economics, textbook (1962)

10314
Communism

—

challenge to U.S (1964) 1756
material-technical base (1962) 797
science (1962) 10176
scientific, principles and structure, prob-
lems (1964)4929

social problems in building (1962) 14069
communism, translations from Kommunist

(1961) 1077, 2304, 2306, 4554
Communist building period, role of scientific

and engineering personnel in raising la-

bor productivity (1963) 19503
Communist ethics, Izvestiya censures work-

er's economic manipulations (1963) 19632
Communist indoctrination and medical train-

ing of doctors (1964) 9196
Communist outlets for distribution of propa-

ganda in U.S., hearings (1963) 306
print additional copies, reports (1963)

11861,13771
Communist Party

—

activity in international education of work-
ers, intervuz scientific conference (1961)
15110
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Communist Party—Continued

and Soviet science (1962) 19864
22d Congress

analysis (1962) 144
tasks of Soviet trade unions, report
(1962)3159

communist regime from Lenin to Khrushchev
(1961) 1889

print additional copies, reports (1963)
11859, 13766

print as House document, reports (1961)
5721,7225

text (1961) 8644
comparison of agriculture in United States

and Soviet Union (1961) 10531
computer engineering (1962) 22051
development and introduction in national
economy (1961) 7676

computer equipment (1965) 12599
computer improvement, report (1962) 23629
computer technology effect on economy (1963)

19439
concrete plants and shops, realization of

healthier working conditions (1962) 2768
conditions, propaganda and truth

—

hearing (1962) 15283
print additional copies, report (1963)

11858
conference on

—

chemistry of complex compounds of nickel

and cobalt (1961) 19488
coordination of major scientific research in

ferrous metallurgy, 1961 (1961) 19479
cyclone processes (1961) 15216
gerontology and geriatrics (1961) 17375
institutions of higher learning dealing with
problems in logic and methodology of sci-

ence (1961) 13158
military builders (1961) 17446
peaceful use of atomic energy (1961) 1050
statistics of sanitation and health of popu-

lation (1961) 20959
welding and heat treatment of metals (1961)

17380
conferences, congresses, etc

—

acclimatization and nutrition of people of

Far North, problems (1962) 2759
Africanists, coordination of research work

(1963) 1037
air conditioning in industrial, etc., build-

ings (1962) 2687
antibiotics, plant genetics and soil science
(1961)2241

atomic energy (1962) 5872
automatic control and methods of electrical

measurements (1961) 833
automatic teaching (1964) 14627
biological aspects of cybernetics (1963)

1133
biology (1964) 2498, 9000
biology, philosophical problems (1962) 1479
cardiovascular diseases, control (1961)
2338

chemical, reports (1962) 22072

climate modification (1962) 10009
(Communist Party, 22nd Congress, discussed
by Soviet scientists (1962) 6092

conferences and research in earth sciences
and astronomy (1 963) 20885

coordinating council for protection of agri-

cultural crops, proceedings and results of
meeting (1963) 1013

CPSU, activities, etc., review, 22d Con-
gress (1961) 20341

cybernetic devices for information process-
ing, use of (1965) 12590

cybernetics, philosophical problems (1963)
6666, 6843

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics—Con.
conferences, congresses, etc—Continued
Department of Technology of Inorganic
Substances, reports (1962) 801

diseases

—

infectious in Leningrad (1962) 1077
parasitic and infectious (1962) 10051

Estonian SSR health problems (papers)
(1962)1138

gas-industry, information (1961) 10730
glucose production (1962) 2981
heat-resistant concrete (1962) 2605
heterosis (1961) 20979
higher nervous activity problems, report

(1962) 5988
hydrobiology of inland waters (1964) 2841
hygienists and public health physicians in

Kemerovo (1965) 11211
Kiev conference on chemical method in

plant pest control (1962) 6050
mathematical methods in biology, use (1962)
12178

medical (1964) 10868
medical equipment, coordination of plans
for scientific research, etc., in creating
(1961)15346

medical 1962, reports (1964) 1090
medical specialties, recent sessions (1962)

10077
medicine (1964) 2498
metallurgical problems (1965) 11273
metallurgy (1964) 890, 12608
metals and metallurgy (1965) 11280
meteorological research during IGY (1961)
2398

microelements and natural soil radioactivi-
ty problem (1961) 4525

Moscow conference and Sino-Soviet ideolog-

ical dispute (1961) 11097
nucleic acids and nucleoproteins (1961)
10876

ophthalmologists, interrepublican (1962)
10000

parasitological problems and diseases with
natural reservoirs (1962) 5656

physical culture conferences, news (1961)

832
phytocides problem (1961) 2343
plastics, ideology and forest conservation

(1963) 15670
problem of restorative and compensatory
processes in radiation sickness (1961)

12959
problems of logic (1961) 13388
public health and medical trade union work,
news (1964) 1310

radioactive and stable isotopes and radia-

tions, use in national economy and sci-

ence, transactions on machine building

and instrument making (1962) 14831
rare elements high-melting compounds,
production and application (1962) 5758

scientific-technical, modern methods of ana-
lytic control in chemical industry (1962)

2824
on lubricating and cooling agents for

metal cutting (1962) 7597
tree tapping production

—

coordination and methodological confer-

ence (1962) 5671
scientific-technical conference of workers
(1962)5672

vacuum diffusion welding (1963) 8677
water-power resources, list of participants

(1962)3140
welding and metallurgical problems (1965)

16539
confession of a generation (1962) 2789, 7950
conquest of Arctic (1963) 864
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construction

—

installation, etc., departmental standards
and rates (1962) 17804

organization of planning in construction
(1963)16108

plan for research, planning, and experimen-
tation, new techniques (1962) 5794

resolutions of November plenum of CC
CPSU (1963) 6835

translations (1961) 1121
construction and building materials, transla-

tions (1961) 4690, 10931, 12911, 12977,
15314, 15436, 19697, 21027; (1962) 854,
1321, 2983, 3210, 6167, 8202, 10352, 12261,
14116, 17778, 19692, 21926, 22010, 23702;
(1963) 2596, 6719, 8508, 10705, 10726,
12606, 15920, 16134, 16192, 19770, (1964)
1168, 2817, 6952, 8874, 10778, 11208,
12820, 16394, 18349, 20128, 20196, 20201,
20324, 21548; (1965) 895, 898, 931, 981,
1126, 2373

consular agreement with Austria (1962) 21914
consular convention

—

hearing (1965) 16019
text, etc (1964) 14028

consumer goods and domestic trade (1963)
834, 873, 910, 978, 5258, 6787, 6819, 8449,
8693, 10374, 10386, 10400, 12384, 15872,
16159, 17574, 17612, 19385, 19673, (1964)
994, 2703, 2900, 2930, 7124, 7270, 9210,
9279, 10731, 10863, 11028, 11054, 12882,
12948, 14651, 16248, 18356, 18411, 19945,
20010, 20172, 20190, 20326, 21488

translations (1961) 7756, 7814, 13085, 13092,
15136, 17362, 17386; (1962) 789, 1281,
3052, 5904, 8265, 14077. 15763, 19660,
22122, 22241, 22350, 23740; (1965) 825,
827, 996, 1121, 1165, 2331, 2606, 2632,
2666

consumer in Soviet and United States (1963)
9062

consumers' cooperatives, stricter control
over financial activities (1964) 11054

contemporary Judaism and Zionism, transla-
tions (1965) 2405

contemporary revisionism (1961) 1049
control sciences, news (1962) 5723
control systems development (1964) 10846
controversy with Chinese Stalinists, Italian

study (1962) 15769
Coordinating Council for Improving Produc-

tion Management and Mechanizing Man-
agement and Mechanizing Managerial
Work, USSR, conference (1962) 1421

coordination of scientific research, etc (1961)
15392

copper industry (1964) 1792
correctional-labor institutes, improvement

(1962)8262
cosmonauts

—

space flight (1964) 19951
story (1964) 19899
training (1964) 20291

drills, etc (1963) 15734
cotton production, etc., addendums (1962)

6585, 14761; (1963) 11465, 13187, 16762;
(1964) 13597; (1965) 11871

Council of National Economy, legal problems
in organization (1961) 19601

Council on Coordination of Scientific Activi-
ty, examination of Academies of Sciences
(1962) 5689

cranes and derricks (1963) 14142
creation of new hydraulic hammer for stamp-

ing parts (1965) 14561
credit for bankrupt kolkhozes? German study

(1964)8875
crime statistics, system of reporting (1965)

14555

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics—Con.

criminology, some aspects (1964) 10842
criticism of Baptist religious teachings (1963)

17678
critique of Christian, Jewish and Moslem

scriptures (1963) 5425
Cuban military buildup

—

report (1963) 13792
U.S. charges (1963) 1513
U.S. response. President Kennedy, report to
the people (1962) 24093

cultural relations, exchanges

—

in scientific, technical, educational, cultural
and other fields, agreement (1964) 15118

1962-63, agreement (1962) 22842
current events (1961) 15471

cybernetic modeling, philosophical questions
(1965)6497

cvbcrnGtics
and information control (1962) 19811
and technical progress (1962) 5877
applications (1965) 2432
current problems (1962) 17699
development (1962) 9937
future lies with cybernetics (1962) 7948
in nature, study (1962) 17769
in research and education (1962) 21928
technical developments (1964) 2556
use in legal practice, present status and
problems (1965) 16390

cyclic accelerometers research (1962) 14018
cytology, translations (1961) 11194; (1962)

6079,9818,12123,13992
dangerous and rarely encountered diseases

and their prophylaxis (1962) 976
data processing research (1963) 17602

decisions of higher certification commission
on scientific ranks and titles (1961) 21120

deep-sea fishing and whaling, new treaties,
etc., in international regulation (1963)
7079

defection of Russian seaman, reasons, testi-

mony, hearing (1964) 2125
dermatology

—

field, scientific research, present status and
tasks of scientific research (1965) 11178

present status and prospects for further
development of functional studies (1965)
16415

desalination, agreement (1965) 5406
design practices must be improved (1963)

19680
de-Stalinization, West German studies (1963)

1011,1134
development of

—

economic relations between Communist
countries of Europe (1961) 1102

feelings and conscience in Soviet society
(1964) 5357

interkolkhoz production ties (1961) 19760
materials for new technology (1965) 4920A
Soviet States, new stage (1961) 4466

diagnosis and therapy of allergic diseases,
methods (1961) 15556

diagnostic radiology, survey of published lit-

erature, 1959-63 (1964) 7093
disarmament general and complete measures

contributing to, memorandum (1962) 4580
disarmament policy, 1922-31 (1965) 7139
discrimination and abuse of power, study

(1965) 16036
print additional copies reports (1965) 14058,

15718
discussion of war and peaceful coexistence

(1962)5918
diseases, natural foci, methods for developing

study in USSR and abroad (1964) 12815
dislocation structures studies (1964) 5295
dislocation theory studies (1963) 17650
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dissertations for degrees in science and engi-
neering at higher educational institu-
tions, list (1961) 913

distortions by Vyshinskiy in theory of Soviet
law and practice (1965) 9432

district executive committee and its depart-
ments, report (1961) 13120

diurnal amplitudes of air temperature, atlas
(1963)2510

documentary films, ideological content (1964)
8880

documentation of scientific and technical in-

formation, recent developments (1965)
14492

drug administration, improvements needed
(1963) 19534

drug industry, achievements (1962) 9900
drug research (1964) 16364
Dzerzhinskiy papers on Cheka (1962) 1381
earth sciences, studies and conferences (1963)

2528
earthquakes (1963) 1826
East Kazakhstan area, construction lag

(1962) 18026
East-West economic competition, press com-

ment (1962) 17799, 17827, 17880
ecological studies (1963) 10479
ecology of marine inhabitants, studies (1964)

7107
ecology research (1963) 12586
economic activity classification, systems in

use (1961) 10038
economic aggression in Sinkiang, Nationalist

Chinese study (1963) 6971
economic and sociological trends (1961) 15193
economic and sociopolitical development since

1953(1961)13041
economic cooperation and mutual aid among

socialist countries (1965) 11168
economic draft program (1962) 3005
economic geography (1963) 2549
economic indicators

—

annual (1964) 6189
current statistics (1965) 12035

economic indices, comparison with USA, con-
ference reports (1963) 17663

economic information, methods of improving
effectiveness, study (1964) 9336

economic leadership, Khrushchev's retraction
of 1957 proclamation (1963) 10763

economic offensive in Western Europe, special
study mission, report (1963) 4749

economic planning

—

articles (1962) 3216
problems in improvement (1961) 13217

economic plans for 1964-70, adequate founda-
tion needed (1963) 12663

economic policy threat (1961) 20166
economic power, dimensions, hearings and

studies (1963) 1971
economic problems, coordination of research

(1962)8041
economic regions, new (1964) 5399
economic science to level of tasks of building

communism (1962) 9939
economic system

—

current developments (1963) 19731; (1964)
931, 1035, 1124, 1215, 1319, 2508, 2621,
2744, 2870, 4885, 4984, 5103, 5210, 5321
6936, 7005, 7130, 7217, 7327, 8917, 9058,
9152, 9269; (1964) 10723, 10854, 10942,
11031, 11134, 11231, 12665, 12792, 12909,
13005, 14489, 14639, 16051, 16103, 16186,
16276, 16365, 16467, 18192, 18335, 18487,
18544; (1964) 19847, 19920, 20114, 20189,
20351, 21410, 21489 (1965) 849-850, 945,
1064, 1235, 2336, 2395, 2542, 2627, 2715

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics—Con.
economic system, structure and policy (1962)

10243, 12121, 12230, 14148, 14343, 17783,
17869, 17905, 18038, 18071, 18073, 19711,
19762, 19851, 19961-962, 20012, 21923,
21999, 22097, 22108, 22236, 22334, 22358,
22376,23718, 23882; (1963) 888, 947, 1093,
2609, 2677, 2824, 2915, 5161, 5217, 5260,
5271, 5295, 5317, 5359, 6768, 6803, 6856,
6939, 6990, 7011, 7048, 7105, 8491, 8555,
8597, 8646, 8827, 8861, 8943; (1963) 8953,
9005, 10427, 10460, 10544, 10563, 10615,
10629, 10653, 10711, 10727, 12287, 12312
12386, 12566, 12612, 12663, 12702, 12745,
14088, 14101, 14185, 14239, 14384, 15668,
15775, 15827, 15860, 15913, 15941, 15991,
16024, 17663, 17741, 17774, 17940, 17965,
19459, 19477, 20765, 20800, 20816, 20858-
(1964) 916, 940, 947, 1205, 1226, 2469
2485, 2647, 2785. 2880, 4956, 5018, 5034^
5291, 5385, 6992, 7229, 8908, 9238, 9355,
10727, 10832, 10971, 10993, 10999, 11069,
11086, 11101, 11133, 12651, 12706, 12881
12922, 14450, 14533, 16075, 16110, 16136,
16247, 16369, 16414, 16454, 18233, 18279
18309, 18506, 18564, 19902, 20013, 20038
20283, 20357, 21556, 21577; (1965) 826
871, 915, 1042, 1063, 1164, 1210, 1219
1247, 2392, 2453, 2582, 2635
problems of intra-plant planning, solving
(1963)10711

economics

—

and education in economics, development
of science (1965) 2654

and organization of socialist agricultural
production (1962) 3043

construction industry (1961) 7842
iron and steel (1962) 15742
management of industrial enterprises
(1962)17995

publication of manuals, articles and in-
structional aids (1962) 8118

supplying consumers with industrial oxy-
gen (1961) 4556

economist's handbook (1961) 13254
economy

—

basic data (1962) 19600
Brazilian view (1964) 9140
many crises, symposium (1964) 12274
observations of Kaoru Ota (1961) 7803
problems in working out new 5-year plan

(1964) 12881
education (1961) 15661; (1962) 3113
and cybernetics, Moscow, May 1963 (1964)
17918

and professional employment (1962) 6326
and sports, new methods (1965) 4923
English-language materials, bibliography

(1964) 17923
improving various areas (1964) 8868
methods and aims (1964) 7284
pre-school education methods (1964) 12860
programs (1961) 463
recent meetings (1961) 17583
reorganization (1962) 3251
scientists (1965) 11183

education, significant aspects (1965) 9048
insert (1965) 12385
social problems (1962) 1441
structure and decision-making (1964) 6581
younger generation and CPSU program
(1963)5119

educational institutions and establishments
of culture in Gor'kiy, RSFSR (1965) 11263

electoral system (1962) 10010
electric power

—

electrotechnical industries (1964) 5000
recent developments, U.S. delegation tour

report (1963) 5048
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electric power stations (1962) 23752
construction, shortcomings in planning
(1961)1132

problems of calculating indices of utiliza-

tion of fixed assets (1962) 22278
electric power translations (1961) 2253,2309,

7713, 7745, 7784, 13008, 13224, 15152,
17393, 17401, 19480; (1962) 1500, 1512,
2644, 3195-96, 5871, 12165, 12296-297,
15856, 22152, 22162, 22239, 23657, 23699,
23839, 23867; (1963) 799, 1088, 2637, 2654,
5263, 6752, 8716, 10635, 12409, 12564,
15680, 17836, 19378, 20849; (1964) 2533,
2626, 4945, 5088, 6912, 8928, 12605, 12769.
14427, 16267, 18469, 20089, 20280, 21420,
21450, 21568; (1965) 865, 971, 1046, 1076,
1159, 2608, 2660

electrical appliances, power consumption etc
(1963) 17919

electroerosion machining of metals, review
of progress (1961) 11357

electron devices, tabulation of data (1963)
12903; (1965) 19961

electronics

—

broad road to industry (1963) 10517
developments (1963) 3003
medicine (1961) 15215
translations (1963) 10380

Elista Plague-Control Station collection of

scientific works (1962) 22276
emerald mines of Urals, general information

(1961)994
engineering-geological mapping, methods

(1962)7665
engineering journal (1965) 12677
engineering-technical workers, etc., wages

—

planned regulation (1962) 5925
principles for reforming (1962) 10152

entomology, report of technical study group
(1961)9903

enzymology research, literature review (1961

)

6427,9615
epidemic hepatitis and Q-fever research

(1965)11125
equalization of astronomic-geodetic network,

problems (1964) 12686
equipment and machinery, summary report-

balance (1965) 16412
ethnography (1961) 20923; (1962) 6098, 8014,

8018, 10269
recent articles (1963) 12271

evening and correspondence courses impor-
tant part of higher education (1961) 1046

exhibition of new oceanographic instruments,
Sept. 1964 (1965) 12658

experience of converting industrial enterpris-
es to 7 and 6 hour workday in 1956-58
(1961) 15673

experimental physiology studies (1965) 16434
Experimental Scientific Research Institute of

Metal Cutting Machine Tools (ENIMS)
and Order of Lenin Stankokonstruktsiya
plant (1962) 17726

experimental surgery (1963) 15736
experiments with plutonium-239 (1963) 2708
export of strategic materials to USSR, hear-

ings (1963) 2099
export sales of U.S. agricultural commodities

to Soviet Union, opinion of Attorney Gen-
eral (1964) 5415

exposition at Paris (1961) 13061
exposition of achievements in national econo-

my plastics in machine building exhibits
(1962) 5693

false economy uncovered at Mednogorsk
plant (1965) 6519

Far East-
fisheries expansion (1965) 6210

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics—Con.
Far East—Continued

shipping, history (1963) 12487
southern part, relationship of tin and gold

mineralization to main structural ele-

ments (1965) 12718
USSR basic nonmilitary information (1963)

14906
far North and subtropic South, acclimatiza-

tion of man (1963) 20773
farm machinery production specialization in

Rostov Sovnarkhoz (1962) 2671
farm production (1964) 8473
ferrous metal rolled stock distribution, in-

ter-regional improvement (1962) 1379
ferrous metallurgy

—

development, production cost planning
(1961)815

in Eastern Siberia, book excerpts (1961)
7711

Lake Baikal region (1962) 1143
1959-65(1962)8070
products, new technical specifications

(1962)14142
fertilizers

—

liquid nitrogen, utilization (1964) 9312
mineral

—

and crop yields (1964) 10917
principal types, agricultural effective-

ness (1964) 9294
transportation (1964) 10825

research (1965) 5009
field emission research 1960-63, bibliography

(1964) 5550
financial and budgetary problems, articles

(1964)14626
financing capital investment (1961) 15408
fine arts education (1963) 19100
1st Continental Expedition, 1955-57, transla-

tions (1962) 852
first flight of man in cosmic space (1961) 13169
First Moscow Medical Institute (1962) 5769
fish-catching, fish-breeding, and pisciculture

studies (1964) 16283
fish population, research on increasing and

using (1963) 17911
fish studies (1964) 5380
fisheries

—

activities, observations of U.S. delegation
(1961) 7432

developments (1964) 5296
off U.S. coasts (1965) 6211

fishery research (1963) 15683
fishing activity off Alaska in 1964 (1965)

14289
fishing areas, role of youth in creating (1963)

16232
fishing industry (1964) 1091; (1965) 603
development, problems (1963) 8509
general studies (1964) 16259
new developments (1965) 11258
postwar expansion (1964) 12258
rapid-freezing methods (1963) 17755
recent developments (1964) 16348

fishing operations, northeastern Pacific
Ocean (1965) 5412

5-year plan, problems of development (1964)
18564

food industry coordination of scientific re-

search (1962) 12112
food products sale structure, changes (1964)

1058
foreign developments in machine translations

and information processing (1961) 2209,
2232, 4445, 4457, 4503, 7702, 7704, 7707,
7731, 7151, 9338, 9382, 13001, 13088

foreign exchange monopoly, translation
(1961)15180

foreign exchange system (1963) 6909
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foreign languages in schools (1961) 7332
foreign policy (1962) 12196
West German views (1962) 17977

foreign pre-diploma probationary work of

students (1963) 8544
foreign trade (1961) 1031, 9209
operational accounting (1961) 4379
statistical review (1965) 7902
statistical survey (1962) 12040; (1963) 647;

(1964) 1202
Foreign Trade Bank, establishment (1963)

8836
forest economy, administrative structure

(1961)4497
forest protection, current state and tasks

(1962) 6093
Franco-Soviet cooperation reviewed (1965)

901
friendship with Communist China

—

indissoluble (1961) 1029, 1036
stronghold of peace and security of nations
(1961)7683

fuel-power balance (1963) 6858
friendship with science and its relation to life

(1962)870
fuel and power industry, 1959-65 (1961) 7828
fuel balance in power generation in next 20

years, prospects (1962) 14173
game waterfowl, reserves at present time

and recent past, distribution (1964)
14464

gas industry, studies (1962) 1101
genetics

—

history of ideas, translation (1965) 12773
news (1965) 14540

geodesy—
1925-40, translations (1961) 1154-58,
2442-55,4746-79, 11204-320

problems and developments (1962) 17693

geodetic and cartographic industry trust, ten
years of achievement (1961) 11215

geological investigations, improving organi-
zation (1963) 14141

geological journal, articles (1961) 2249
geological sciences

—

development, present and future (1963) 7040
institutes (1962) 5396
recent news (1962) 10284

geomagnetism activity (1962) 5655

geomagnetism and aeronomy

—

activities, 1960-62 (1963) 19579
research (1963) 19375

geophysical and meteorological research,
1962(1963)8760

geophysical research (1964) 1221; (1965) 1227
geophysics

—

recent developments (1963) 10520
Soviet developments, translations (1961)
4501

German population (1961) 17478
gerontology, study, history of development

(1962)1177
glass and ceramics (1962) 12115

industries, recent news (1961) 15031

glorious jubilee, achievements of communism
(1962)2812

(]k)sstroy SSSR (State Bureau of Construc-
tion), research institutes, activities

(1965) 6404
grain marketing (summary of remarks) (1961)

26
great medical encyclopedia articles on radia-

tion sickness (1961) 12901
Grishin speech at Moscow trade union con-

gress (1962) 3246
gross national product, comparative growth

rates (1963) 7734

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics—Con.

Groznyy Petroleum Institute, research, etc
(1962)2630

Harvard Russian Research (Denter, USSR
article (1962) 5831

health care of very young (1961) 7626
health protection developments (1964) 12797
health resorts (1963) 15788

history, geography, and lists (1961) 11077
science, physiotherapy, and therapeutic

physical culture, studies (1964) 14462
health services, protecting nation (1962) 5998
heat and sound proofing materials, produc-

tion (1963) 15726
heavy industry

—

geography (1962) 12286
survey (1961) 2108, 2146, 4375, 4389, 4395,

7568, 7607, 7629, 7649, 7659, 9304, 9306,
9308, 9313, 10756, 10766, 10771-772,
12859, 12861-862, 12865, 12869-870

helicopters, news (1963) 5212
helminthology studies (1964) 1032
help to African countries (1961) 10770
hematological studies (1964) 16464

•

hematology practices (1964) 11008
higher education (1962) 17105; (1964) 583
current problems (1965) 7913
innovations (1965) 9325
miscellaneous studies (1965) 16462

higher educational hydrometeorological insti-

tutions (1961) 15319
higher educational institutions

—

catalog (1963) 7132
news

—

instrument building series (1963) 10369;
(1964)2847,5178,5347

radio engineering series (1961) 845, 867,
984, 2162, 7685, 10845-846, 12887,
20903; (1962) 17723; (1963) 745, 6671,
10753, 12490, 14345, 20796; (1964) 2500,
7021 7308 9209

radio physic's (1961) 991, 7686, 10841-844,
15070; (1963) 10524; (1964) 1123, 5236,
7212,8863

1965, handbook (1965) 18329
higher medical education, urgent problems

(1963) 999
higher schools

—

activity (1965) 2423
programmed instructions, translations

(1965) 9368
scientific reports, biological sciences, trans-

lations (1965) 6428
highway network, developing and improving,

prospects (1961) 15393
highway 7-year plan, intensify efforts for

completion (1962) 9980
historic achievement, world's first flight into

cosmic space (1962) 2862
historic flight of Vostok spaceship (1962) 816
Hungarian radiologist reports on study trip

(1965) 1058
hydrobiology studies (1963) 15673
hydrobiology translations (1963) 16020
hydroelectric power plants, northern Cauca-

sus (1962) 18007
hydroelectric power stations (1961) 2144
hydroenergetics, results and prospects of

development (1962) 11969
hvdrogeological stations, distribution (1961)

1011
hydrological service and studies in Soviet

Union (1962) 7596
hydrolysis and wood pulp industries in new

period of development (1962) 11974
hydrometeorological service

—

main administration activities (1965) 2777
review (1962) 5992
works, 1959 (1961) 15320
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hydrometeorological servicing of fishing in-
dustry in Barents Sea, etc (1963) 795

hydrometeorological studies (1962) 13985
hydrometeorology, reorganization (1964)

11148
hygiene

—

industrial (1962) 22324
studies (1962) 1332

hygiene and sanitation (1965) 11177
studies (1964) 19834

ichthyological research (1965) 7944
ichthyology, recent developments (1964) 2590
ideological conflict with Communist China

(1961) 13268
IGY information bulletin translations (1961)

2591
immunology research (1965) 912
improvement of chemical fibers used in rubber

industry, creative discussion (1961) 19502
incidence of disease among population of cer-

tain rural areas (1961) 2176
index-digest of decisions, 1949-62 (1964) 19745
Indonesia students in Moscow, talks (1961)

7798
industrial administration, use of economic

cybernetics (1965) 19723
industrial arts in support of production

(1965) 16463
industrial development

—

automotive industry (1962) 1311, 2963,
3038, 3247, 10041, 10168, 12255, 12288,
14031, 14255, 15775, 17737, 17768, 20004,
21979, 22070, 22169, 23874; (1963) 690,
2806, 2999, 6748, 8720, 8744, 8967, 10657,
12552, 12737, 14221, 14314, 15669, 15749,
15826, 16127, 16195, 19480, 19724; (1964)
1161, 2494, 2601, 2706, 2928, 5056, 5134,
6995, 7226, 7295, 9083, 9275, 10949, 12601,
14493, 16029, 16160, 16168, 16510, 18219,
18357, 18450, 19853, 19932, 20023, 20039,
20215, 20281, 20292; (1965) 1168, 2530

chemical industry (1962) 1459, 2964, 3109,
7998, 8203, 8232, 8270, 10087, 10147,
10224, 10353, 12066, 12187, 14256, 14275,
15772, 15844, 15860, 17689, 17785. 18045,
19685, 19757, 19885, 19909, 19985, 19989,
23693, 23701, 23773. 23806; (1963) 698,
919, 1072, 1076, 2477, 2672, 2848, 2978,
5198, 5262, 6684, 6799, 6886, 6933, 7039,
7052, 7082, 7106, 7116, 8473. 8551. 8770,
8881, 8899, 8940, 8973. 9004. 10511. 10552.
10611. 10648. 10815. 12297. 12408, 12423,
12452, 12521-522, 12626, 12694, 12704,
14111, 14145, 14199, 14262, 14265, 14272,
14324, 14332, 14369, 14373, 14410, 15676,
15689, 15693, 15746, 15858, 15866, 15882,
15887, 15927, 15946, 15967, 16001, 16027,
16038, 16044, 16048, 16061, 16066, 16093,
16196, 17579, 17654, 17712, 17723, 17877,
17932, 17955, 19478, 19599, 19640, 20786.
20844; (1964) 900, 1040, 1076, 1143, 1188,
1325, 2572, 2667, 2738, 2823, 2826, 2883,
4985, 4993, 5024, 5058, 5075, 5094. 5119,
5203. 5214, 5220, 6895, 6900, 6927, 7076,
7088, 7116, 8884, 8912, 8926, 8942, 9053,
9075. 9189. 9261. 9303, 10768, 10952,
11027, 11111. 12729, 14599, 14631, 16019,
16104, 16115, 16169, 16252, 16337, 16400,
16427, 16468, 16546, 18276. 18355, 18379.
18452, 19887, 20041, 20129, 20144, 20162,
20194, 20200, 21462. 21628; (1965) 902.
980, 1118, 1251, 2454, 2502, 2577

chemical machine building (1962) 1320,
8231, 10247, 14329, 17971. 22316, 22362;
(1963) 667, 728, 763, 805, 2771, 5155, 6916,
7113. 8648. 10494, 12340, 12427, 14267,
15764, 15821, 15914, 17584, 17623, 17949,
19573, 20805; (1964) 1068, 1204, 2646,
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chemical machine building—Continued
2865, 2911, 4947. 5125, 5329, 7155. 9013,
10752. 11242. 16111, 18210, 19889, 21435;
(1965) 1069, 1250

chemicals, fuels and metals (1961) 10974,
11024, 11042, 11141, 11156, 11193, 12930,
15334

construction machinery (1962) 2956, 3083.
5826, 5978, 10248, 12239, 12282, 14030.
17728, 17862, 17989, 18004, 19812, 22315,
(1963) 670, 789, 860, 961, 1094, 2680, 2770,
6834, 8493, 8602, 8647, 8729, 8868, 10616.
10842, 14130, 15766, 15819, 15903, 17670,
17819, 19461, 19568; (1964) 1146, 1277,
1311, 2544, 2721, 2917, 5048, 5053, 5071,
7180, 7314, 8958, 9333, 10732, 12784,

electrical equipment (1962) 904, 1115, 1342,
1393, 1410, 1518, 1545, 2965, 3208, 6075,
8131. 12283, 17688, 17721, 17729, 17830,
19789, 19841, 22039, 23886; (1963) 750,
966, 1003, 1053, 2589, 2896, 2944, 5179,
8526, 8552, 8595, 8612, 8627, 8684. 8828.
8918, 8975, 10679, 10716, 10802, 10814,
12416, 12549, 12648, 14124, 14168. 14210.
14264, 14302, 14359, 14372, 14411, 15727,
15756, 15886, 15894, 16017, 16079, 16128,
16217, 17588, 17594, 17632, 17652. 17742,
17760, 17875, 17889, 17960, 19437, 19719;
(1964) 1109, 2521, 2715, 2760, 5062, 5109,
5118, 5302, 5401, 6938, 7015, 7047, 7256,
14652, 16121. 16428, 16512, 16530, 18577,
20184, 21607, (1965) 2279, 2640, 2665, 2678

ferrous metallurgy (1962) 1465, 2966, 3249,
5977, 6054, 6055, 8033, 8271. 9819, 9969.
10088-89, 10146, 10286, 10302, 10321,
10335. 10351, 12143, 12188, 12242, 14027,
14033, 14105, 14107, 14126, 14190-192,
14211, 14257, 14276, 14279, 14312, 17727.
17736, 17751, 17794. 17800. 17863-864,
17957, 17969, 18014-15, 18091, 18098,
19635, 19730, 19790, 19798, 19840, 19844,
19861, 19952-953, 21933, 21963, 22009,
22040, 22379. 23652. 23658. 23686.
23781-782, 23803-805, 23919; (1963) 746,
848, 920 1010. 2458, 2679, 2685, 2766,
2872, 2916, 2943, 5304, 5349. 6842, 7022,
7051, 7083, 8505, 8543, 8580, 8653, 8942,
10426, 10480, 10496, 10512, 10519, 10575,
10587, 10632, 10651, 10678, 10830, 12286,
12454, 12509, 12554, 12703, 12706, 12748,
14087. 14178, 14219, 14385, 15687, 15778,
15812, 15835, 15895, 15917, 15938, 15957,
15970, 16094, 16131, 16167, 16178, 17614,
17698. 17713. 17743, 17764, 17798, 17831,
17844, 17972, 18008, 19572, 19608, 19621,
19669, 19744, 20838; (1964) 897. 1072,
1127, 1167, 1316, 1349, 2504, 2835, 2923.
5009, 5050, 5067, 5111, 5197, 5221, 5299,
5314, 5331, 5384, 5413, 7133, 8891. 8947,
9134, 9149, 10733, 10751, 10896. 10954,
10990, 11093, 11138, 11211, 12660, 12676,
12839, 12865, 14491, 16002, 16087, 16194,
16225, 16284, 16306, 16324, 16359, 16434,
16556, 18206, 18260, 18408. 18531. 18565,
19971, 20097. 20267. 20307, 20378, 21427,
21525, 21637; (1965) 869, 897, 953, 1020,
1035, 1056, 1065, 1089, 1100, 1148, 1200,
2295.2531

food processing machinery (1962) 17731.
21956, 23742; (1963) 7120"

fuel (1962) 1376, 5891
machine building translations (1961) 928,

995, 1125, 2381, 2401. 4625, 4663, 10852,
10870. 10984, 11075. 11016-17, 11032,
11101-102, 11120, 11128, 11171, 11188,
12926, 12934. 15220-221, 15263, 15270,
15294, 15331, 15386, 1.5400, 19644

machinery industries (1963) 19684, 19721;
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(1964) 997, 1022, 1236, 2511, 2541, 2871,
2922, 5086, 6906, 6924, 7108, 8923, 9148,

9213, 11068, 12603, 12615, 13002, 16017,
16041, 16289, 16310, 16367, 16509, 18211,
18509, 18538, 20268, 20377, 21246, 21460,
21623; (1965) 961, 985, 1041, 1078, 1105,
1136,2501

metalworking equipment (1963) 838, 879,

907, 1007, 1132, 2601, 2924, 2998, 6785,
6890, 8660, 10387, 10423, 10507, 10636,
10783, 12326, 12428, 12510, 12604, 12708,
14283, 14358, 15703, 15811, 15971, 16016,

16106, 16246, 17575, 17608, 17773, 17858,
17887, 19404, 19551, 19656, 19761, 19768;

(1964) 1075, 1134, 1235. 1259, 2472, 2484,
2599, 2705, 2846, 2851, 2854, 4951, 5038,

5090, 5133, 5137, 5159, 5268, 9164, 9174,
10770, 11113, 11166, 12776, 12903, 13001,

14520, 14545, 16134, 16148, 16360, 16433,
16485, 16506, 18258, 18268, 18417, 18585,

19840, 20007, 20231, 20341, 20393, 21506,
21591; (1965) 864, 1162, 1197, 1237, 2269,
2506, 2650, 2686, 1220,

nonferrous metallurgy (1962) 884, 1409,
1490, 2984, 3252, 3254, 5892, 5907, 5940,
6080, 6172, 8164, 8239, 8296, 10026, 10042,
10300-301, 12141, 14032, 14049, 14188,
14307, 15845, 17707, 17738, 17787, 17801,
17861, 17881, 17903, 18046, 18105, 19637,
19816, 19843, 19903, 19955, 21920, 22230;
(1963) 685, 1052, 2628, 2907, 5158, 5200,
5202, 5367, 6652, 6665, 6883, 7023, 7056,
8579, 8711, 8771, 8921, 10576, 10784,
12323, 12503, 12581, 12698, 14134, 14171,
14222, 14256, 15681, 15820, 15915, 16057,
17638, 17706, 19576, 20781; (1964) 2582,
2656, 4891, 4990, 5223, 5248, 6959, 7097,
9054, 9176. 9236, 10728, 10748, 10772,
11112, 11203, 14507, 14605, 16112, 16236.
16291, 16340, 16545, 18218, 18329, 18410,
18552, 18578, 19903, 20287; (1965) 998,
1077, 2503, 2578, 2705

power machinery (1962) 17951, 18011,

20003, 22317; (1963) 1020, 2480, 2769,

5353, 7103, 10618, 12285, 14271, 15713,

15765, 15806. 15824, 17683, 17973, 19570;

(1964) 1085, 2583, 5089, 7091, 18555,
21437; (1'965) 2529

precision equipment (1962) 888, 1121, 1196,

1258, 1343-44, 1392, 1491, 2938, 2967,
.3025, 3186, 5562, 5908, 5960, 8254. 9919.
9995, 12240, 14189, 17812, 19842, 19845,
21985, 22140, 22383, 23783, 23785, 23845,
23908; (1963) 886, 1006, 1044, 1109. 1120,
2459, 2611, 2644. 2731, 2758, 2958, 6724,
6944, 7021, 7054, 7081, 8464, 8734. 8922,
8931, 8957, 8974, 8995, 9002, 9013. 10532.
10553. 10718, 10782. 10847. 12421. 12607,
12649, 12749, 14418, 14123, 14125, 14263.
14266, 14287, 14422, 15690, 15701, 15724,
15751, 15797, 15823, 15837. 15848, 15859,
15873, 15898, 15919, 15939, 15945, 15972,
16005, 16019, 16039, 16064, 161.30. 16144,
16161, 16165, 16174, 16193. 16200. 16222.
16244. 17.589, 17616. 17635, 17642, 17664,
17719, 17722, 17775, 17797, 17931. 19528,
19571, 19720 (1964) 2503, 2694, 27740,
5164, 5183, 6962, 7077, 10726, 18350.
18491; (196.5) 978, 1113, 2280

rare metals (1962) 10040, 10086, 10246

regional economy (1961) 21014, 21103;
(1962) 2985, 5840, 8162, 10213, 103.34,

10373, 12267, 14274, 17708, 17730, 17752,

17906. 19677, 21958, 22123, 22243, 22337;
(1963) 681, 866, 979, 1008, 1081, 2722,
2748, 2820. 2853, 2860, 3008, 6663, 6793,
6877. 8676, 8855. 8902, 10462, 10504.
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12284, 12.502, 12553, 12712, 12730, 14257,
14282, 14285, 14320, 15771, 15836, 15850,
15856, 15861, 15867, 15891, 15993, 16029,
16056, 16101, 16107, 16125, 16216, 16229,

17586, 17626, 17795, 178.52, 17861, 17884,
17974. 19552. 19.569, 19670, 19686, 19743,
208.54, 20906; (1964) 965, 999. 1027, 1157,
1208, 1258, 2474, 2486. 2629. 2677, 2776,
2815, 2829, 4896, 4950, 5085, 5099, 5147,

5160, 5174, .5239, 6958, 7078, 8898, 8919,
9120, 9146, 9285, 9304, 9349, 10938, 11120,

12707, 12770, 14432, 14458, 16135, 16161,
16273. 16353, 16415, 16465, 18308, 18511,

20012, 20186, 20256, 20284, 20327, 20414,
2142.5, 21.524, 21622; (1965) 964, 1098,
1109,2508

tractors and agricultural machinery (1962)

1110, 1189, 1194, 1306, 1.533. 2698, 3134,
3156, 8112, 110167, 10223, 12142, 12233,
12268, 14151, 14310-311, 15806, 17796,
17934. 17955, 19963, 21966, 22099, 22103,
22170, 23690, 23789; (1963) 840, 872. 902,

976, 1009, 1106, 2473. 2635, 2782, 2919,

2939, 5190, 5345, 6654, 6664, 7010, 8675,

8743, 8985. 10381. 10422, 10540, 10602.

10664, 12283, 12325, 12551, 12645, 14132,
14138, 14255, 15695, 1.5702, 15757, 15792,
15795, 15807, 15822, 16018, 16126, 16198,

16221, 16228, 17660, 17750, 17765, 17804,

17998, 19694, 19715, 20791, 20821, 20873,

20898; (1964) 926, 938. 1194. 1273, 1317.

2574. 2635, 2801, 2822, 2836, 2878, 4916,

4953, 5014, 5036, 5052, 5180. 5222, 6967,

7273, 7313, 8927. 8937, 8998, 9047, 9175,

9268, 10915, 11053, 12609. 12704. 12777.

12825. 14570. 16021, 16385, 16401, 16511,

18287, 18409, 18432, 19904. 20022, 20042,

20260, 20279, 20282, 20306, 20379, 21436,
21501, 21643, 21651; (1965) 983, 1007,

1026, 1075, 1104, 1139, 1228, 2285. 2296.

2464. 2528, 2593, 2696
translations (1961) 2391, 2402, 4642, 4648,

4673-74,4673-74. 10868-869, 11136, 12900,
12929 12963, 12978,15268, 15272, 15363.

15460, 15476-477, 15.545. 15631. 19653.

19666, 20948, 20957; (.1962) 845, 847, 851
automotive industry (1961) 17553. 17579,

19777, 21110
chemical industry (1961) 17560, 17576,

19716, 20965, 21084-85
chemical machine building (1961) 17540
construction machinery (1961) 17532,

17,574, 21038, 21066
electrical equipment (1961) 17581. 21026.
21028, 210.34. 21036

ferrous metallurgy (1961) 15414, 17534,
17.537, 17562, 17566, 17584-585, 17590,
19675, 20969, 21065

metalworking equipment (1961) 15582,
17531, 17541-.542, 17572, 17586, 19744;

(1962) 1005, 1120, 1414, 1528, 1546,

2710, 7995, 8050, 8240, 10257, 10285,

10358, 12284, 14210, 17722, 17788,

19648, 19712. 19849, 20008, 21912,
22038, 22143, 22318, 23658, 23755,
23860, 23875

nonferrous metallurgy (1961) 2325, 2389,
4639, 4667, 11022, 11140, 12925, 15269.
15285, 15300, 15401, 15437, 1.5475,

19641, 21015
precision equipment (1961) 10887, 11062,

15275, 15662, 17538, 17550, 17569,
17.571, 17.580, 17589, 19698, 19739,
21016, 21030-32, 21037

refrigeration machinery (1961) 17588;

(1962) 1195, 1221, 3108, 3155, 19786,

22164, 22227; (1963) 694, 892, 2633,

8968. 10.561, 14388, 15704
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(1961) 17535, 17543, 17551, 17558-559,
17577, 17582, 17587, 17591-592, 19680,
19745,21104;

industrial employment, magnitude and struc-
ture, 1933-55(1961) 10036

industrial growth rates (1963) 1045
industrial hygiene (1961) 20950
industrial instrumentation problems (1964)

2765
industrial management, firms in system (1963)

2819
industrial production

—

planning cost (1961) 7773
transportation, organizational problem
(1962)22217

industry

—

employment in industry, comparison of U.S.
and U.S.S.R. (1964) 10069

heavy, cost of production (1964) 16356
Leningrad, and reserves, USSR study
(1961)17474

mechanization of engineering and control
operations (1962) 7553

need for improved standards (1964) 18438
use of financial services (1964) 6966

industry and construction, new system of

administration, advantages (1962) 10270
infectious disease control (1962) 2712
information storage and retrieval, develop-

ments (1963) 2659
inland water transport (1961) 13063
insecticide developments (1962) 5757
insecticide research trends (1961) 11111
insecticides, new in 1961, results of testing

(1962)21960
inspection of slaughter animals and meat and

meat products, specifications (1962) 2638
Institute of Cardiovascular Surgery, Acade-

my of Medical Sciences, 8th scientific ses-

sion (1965) 9394
Institute of Epidemiology and Microbiolo-

gy,Division of Immunology and Oncology,
work (1961) 787

Institute of Geodesy and Cartography, activi-

ty for 1929 (1961) 2450
institutions approved for post-graduate

training, list (1963) 8937
insulators and ceramics, development of new

and improved materials (1961) 7579
Interdepartmental Commission on Aerial

Surveying (1961) 776
Interdepartmental Scientific Methods Com-

mission on control of Anthrax, 6th ses-

sion (1965) 11249
international currency and credit relations

(1961)805
international economic relations (1963)

20833; (1964) 1041, 5168, 5402, 6923, 8975,
9263, 11039, 11078, 11214, 12954, 14518,
16466, 19852, 19929, 19938, 20032, 20105,
20325, 21479, 21636; (1965) 832, 935, 1011,
1145,2274,2292

international payments and credit in foreign
trade (1962) 17975

international relations

—

background information (1961) 20573
cooperation in Soviet medicine (1962) 10068

interplanetary rocket to Mars (1963) 1047
inter-relationship between national blood

banks and military medical service (1964)
7064

Inventions and Discoveries Committee of
(Council of Ministers, resolution (1962)
14004

ionosphere and geomagnetism, research
(1964)993
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Iran boundary, study (1 964) 7763
iron ore for steel industry (1962) 22109
iron ores, metallurgical value as basis for

constructing wholesale price list (1962)
22208

irrigation and reclamation discussion (1964)
14650

irrigation systems, translations (1962) 19770

Israeli Communist Party activities and Isra-

eli-Soviet relations (1965) 18368
Israeli tourists visit to Vil'nyus, Soviet press

report (1964) 20124
Japanese-Soviet trade, current status, trans-

lations (1962) 19882
Joint Nuclear Research Institute, 5 years

work, summary (1962) 810
journal of higher nervous activity (1962) 5696

journals, abstracts pertaining to Communist
China (1963) 17761, 17767, 19564-565;
(1964) 1043, 1048, 1064, 1080-81, 1248,
2495, 2513, 2525, 2579, 2618, 2651, 2672,
2692, 2820, 2830, 2866, 2868

astronomy (1963) 987, 10765, 12361, 15995
automation (1963) 1032, 8919, 12547-548

biochemistry (1963) 733, 8738, 12545, 14084,
15796, 17975, 19554, 19566, 19600

biology (1963) 867, 8447, 8723, 15796, 16076,
17975, 19523, 19539, 19554, 19600

chemistry (1963) 733, 8448, 10766, 19566
electrical engineering (1963) 1032, 8655,

12726, 14377
electronics (1963) 12546, 14377
forestry (1963) 17977
geodesy (1963) 12366
geography (1963) 847, 8848, 12366, 12544,

14405, 15995, 17620
geology (1963) 753, 847. 12362, 14405, 17620
geophysics (1963) 12733, 17620, 17740,

17766, 17977
machine building (1963) 963, 8939, 12726
machinery (1963) 19567
mathematics (1963) 744, 854, 12417, 12672,

14349, 16006
mechanics (1963) 987, 10481
metallurgy (1963) 10766, 12360, 14273,

19567
mining (1963) 963, 10434, 17977
pharmacology (1963) 19600
physics (1963) 987, 8681, 12367, 12734
plant growing (1963) 19554
power engineering (1963) 1032, 8655, 12546,
14377

radio engineering (1963) 14377
radioelectronics (1963) 1032, 8919, 12547-
548

soil science (1963) 17740
telecommunications (1963) 14377

juvenile health problems (1965) 7906

Kabardino-Balkaria, general information
(1962)1270

Karakum' Canal, main channel completed,
1962(1963)10791

Khrushchev's virgin lands policy, French an-
ticommunist analysis (1964) 9092

king crab fisheries on continental shelf,

agreement (1965) 8327
kolkhoz trade, procurement of agricultural

products and raw materials (1961) 19791
kolkhozes

—

leadership by rayon executive committee
(1962) 1475

methods of raising labor productivity
(1961) 19584

sovkhozes, new organization of material-
technical supply (1961) 4438

.state management (1962) 6131
Kremlin shakeup, background information

and interpretation (1965) 148
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Kuwait's international finance role, view
(1964) 18532

labor

—

and concrete social research studies (1965)

11222
controls, recent trends (1965) 2803

distribution present and future (1962) 3173
force, reproduction and balance (1961) 1040
hygiene problems (1965) 16429
incentives, law (1963) 6867
law and practice (1965) 6556
legislation

—

compilation of documents (1962) 8328
new basic principles (1962) 5427

productivity

—

in agriculture, increasing, accounting,
etc (1963) 6915

methodological principles in comparing
with Capitalist countries (1961) 7837

studies (1962) 5710
resources (1962) 14198
selecting by competitive methods, laws
(1963)5191

statistics in agriculture (1963) 8798

translations (1961) 2293, 4734, 4520, 4774,

7616, 7845, 9358, 13137, 13346, 15168,
17455, 17471, 19572, 21046; (1962) 1233,

3031, 5933,7935, 10185, 10312, 12281,
14305, 17819, 17942, 19758, 19766, 19807,

22029, 22083, 22249; (1963) 663, 726, 740,

924, 948, 1115, 2681, 2778, 5172, 5297,

6747, 6775, 7053, 7091, 8516, 8645, 8930,
10364, 10447, 12318, 12382, 14090, 14192,
14240, 15912, 19412, 20827; (1964) 1132,

2650, 2827, 6926, 7230, 10725, 10875,
11161, 12695, 12778, 16294, 18313, 19928,
20154, 20195; (1965) 805, 1040, 1257, 2360,
2555,2693,2707
improving bonus system for devising and
introducing new techniques (1962)

22374
turnover in Soviet Union (1962) 20055

lake and river fishing, recent developments
(1963) 12372

land and marine ecology, translations (1963)
8876

large dams of U.S.S.R. (1963) 17191
print as Senate document, report (1963)
13765

large-scale maps in economic-geographic re-

search, use (1961) 15552
lasers are operational new quantum instru-

ments sent to international fair at Le-
ipzig, Germany (1965) 9437

last days of Marshal Tukhachevskiy, docu-
mentary story (1963) 10389

Latin American policy of Kremlin, Italian

study (1963) 882
law on protection of nature, sanitary aspects

(1961) 15486
legal measures on personnel administration

(1963)5185
leisure time of working people (1961) 4535

Lenin and problem of peaceful coexistence
(1961) 1035

Lenin Prizes-
attainments, 1964, science and technology
(1964)11228

awards, 1961 (1961) 19472

awards science and engineering 15735
(1962); (1963) 12446; (1964) 16030

Committee for Lenin Prizes in Field of

Science and Mechanics, article (1962)

11996
Committee for Lenin Prizes in field of Sci-

ence and Technology

—

announcement of works entered in con-

test (1961) 7740

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics—Con.
Lenin Prizes—Con.

under Council of Ministers, list of stud-

ies submitted (1962) 7964
controversial works of Ye. B. Krasovskiry

in competition (1965) 6465
five otorhinolaryngologists receive Lenin

prize (1965) 2545
natural foci of diseases, article (1965) 9383
nominations (1961) 19482

science and engineering (1964) 2743
review of some works nominated for 1965
(1965)6464

science and technology

—

list of works submitted (1965) 2401
news (1965) 11052

Soviet mathematicians (1963) 6801
winners, 1961 (1961) 19540
works nominated for 1965 (1965) 5008

let your conscience decide, brochure of NTS,
anticommunist organization (1961) 7637

libraries, list (1962) 761

lift trucks, development and manufacture
(1963)17778

light and food industry (1962) 14051
light industry, technical developments (1963)

19456
linguistic and industrial instructions in Sovi-

et Union (1964) 10905
linguistic geography (1965) 16475
literature, arts

—

criticism of Communist China's attitude

toward (1964) 6907
human rights (law and religion), and young-

er generation, recent trends hearings

(1964)8381
post-Stalin era (1963) 10366

Livestock

—

farming, report of U.S. technical study

group (1961) 17936
pest control urged (1964) 7141
production (1963) 8542

living conditions and health of population

(1964)7166

logging industry, resources, employment, etc.

(1961) 10035
long-distance telephone communications,

organization and planning (1962) 2922

lumber and wood processing industries,

long-range expansion and development
(1962)8130

machine building

—

and instrument making technology, present
status and trends in development (1962)
15944

capacity, development (1962) 23713

economics, organization and planning of
enterprises, translation (1964) 18580

hot pressing technology (1963) 6865

industry, bonus system (1964) 6940
powder metallurgy (1962) 23644
specialization and automation (1963) 7130
technical progress, basic directions (1962)

17735
translations (1962) 844, 857, 860-861, 2676,

2679,2721,5492,5579

machine construction, competition with US,
prospects (1961) 1107

machine tool industry, new developments
(1965) 1220

machines for plant protection, mass-prod-
uced in 1961 (1962) 7944

magnetic anomalies, map, compiling problems
(1963) 1087

Main Geophysical Observatory imeni A. L
Voyeykov, report (1963) 10397

main trends in technical progress, 7-year plan

(1961)12843
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major tasks set in plan for scientific research
in field of labor hygiene and occupational
diseases, 1961-62 (1961) 20960

malaria and toxoplasmosis in USSR, trans-

lated data (1961) 10750
malignant neoplasms, disease and death rate

of population (1963) 830
malignant tumors, incidence, expeditional

study of regional characteristics (1961)

15310
man-in-space shot, hearing (1961) 8859
management of interkolkhoz production units

(1961)19707
manpower utilization in automobile industry

(1961) 10034
map at scale of 1:500,000, description, etc,

(1961)11314
maps of types of terrain (1961) 15551
marketing of industrial products, organizing

etc. (1961)2441
marketing grain (remarks) (1961) 17167
Marxism-Leninism principles in scientific

theory (1965) 14491
mathematicians, biographies (1962) 999
mathematics and computer technology in eco-

nomics and education (1965) 7886
mathematics for national economy (1962)

14094
mechanization and automation of production

(1962) 1340
mechanization of accounting and calculation

operations (1961) 17426
medical activities, developments (1964) 4910
medical and biological institutions, activities

(1963) 17799
medical and biochemical investigations (1964)

12795
medical cadres (1961) 15369
medical care

—

and facilities (1964) 19964
and health development news (1965) 6421
improvement and health of population pro-

tection measures (1961) 944
medication, new, determining volume of

production (1963) 19638
organization of treatment for injuries

(1963)5194
specialized (1964) 9188
treatment for all on dispensary level (1963)

17944
medical cybernetics use (1965) 9456
medical education (1964) 18154
translations (1961) 4727

medical encyclopedia, selections (1963) 5168
medical examination of persons 80 years of

age and older 4622
medical follow-up on athletes in training

(1964)7340
medical industry (1962) 8098, 19737; (1965)

14488
improve work (1962) 12024
products, improving (1965) 12736
progress, translations (1964) 20109
prospects, tasks and cooperation (1964)

14511
research (1965) 11078
small-scale production units (1963) 17577

medical institutes

—

criticized (1965) 14512
development (1961) 15368
work being done (1964) 6994

medical instrument manufacturing industry,
prospects for development (1964) 7001

medical radiology

—

personnel, training (1963) 852
studies (1963) 19516; (1964) 11072

medical research plan, 1961-62 (1965) 1508
medical schools, improvement in methods of

instruction needed, (1965) 11091
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medical sciences (1963) 2707
milestones in development (1963) 2638
theoretical and practical aspects (1965)

6489
medical science news (1961) 12928
medical scientific meetings (1964) 19952
medical service and protection of health,

provisions for improving (1961) 20953
medical service improvement and preserva-

tion of health (1961) 7633
medical service to population improved, de-

cree of Central Committee of CPSU etc

(1965) 11288
medicine

—

and biology, news (1962) 1225
and public health, recent developments

(1962) 5791
Cuban-Soviet interrelations, USSR study

(1964) 1270
developments, 1917-57 (1962) 2618
medical care, industrial workers (1962) 1131

medical chemistry, recent work (1962) 14206

medical equipment (1962) 855
medical exchange mission report on ma-

ternal and child care (1962) 855
medical geography (1962) 22262
medical innovations (1962) 957
medical instruments (1962) 6065, 6117, 7983

medical training and education (1962) 10221

new technology (1961) 15611
news (1961) 15205; (1962) 5766, 6007
practical and theoretical aspects (1965)

7859
practice of expertise (1965) 4983
practices (1962) 1058
problems (1963) 12465
progress (1964) 20051
publications, summaries (1962) 5524

recent advances (1962) 14270
translations (1964) 20113

recent developments (1965) 9426
report on work (1962) 19959
research (1962) 9982, 10153
scientists, biographies (1962) 5756
surgery and cardiology, advances (1965)

11056
translations (1962) 805, 14017; (1964) 14567

21942
medicine and public health (1963) 2639, 12306

articles (1965) 1080
news (1965) 9347
organizational problems (1965) 2748

meetings with top agricultural workers (1961)

19504
Melekess, city for peaceful uses of atomic

energy (1964) 7221
merchant fleet, growing strength (1965) 6043

mercury deposits, studies (1964) 9205
mercury poisoning, research in toxicology

(1963) 15984
metallurgical industries, problems of automa-

tion, etc. (1961) 4555

metallurgical scientific research and planning
institutes, conference (1961) 20945

metallurgy (1962) 19848
and dislocations, reports (1963) 10570
developments (1963) 10571
Soviet reports (1963) 10518
studies (1964) 14630

meteorological and hydrological organiza-

tions, plans and meetings (1964) 2746

meteorological instruments and observations
(1962) 15889

meteorology

—

hydrology and oceanography literature
(1962)2694,14070

recent developments (1963) 19544
research and development (1964) 7011
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meteorology and hydrology

—

literature published 1963 (1965) 2435
research (1963) 17724
studies (1964) 7022
work (1962) 799

microbiological research (1964) 12697
microbiology

—

current tasks (1962) 6132
epidemiology, and immunobiology research
(1965)2383

technological and agricultural (1962) 928
microrayons development (1963) 8857
middle schools, new course in general biology

(1965) 18353
Mikhail Lomonosov, research vessel, 14th

voyage in Atlantic Ocean (1964) 16514
military and political intention, etc., testi-

mony (1961) 380
military construction units, progress (1963)

12530
military doctrine (1964) 932

list of references (1964) 9780
military history, questions in book. Military

strategy (1963) 15791
military law foundations (1963) 14216
military medicine

—

current topics, abstracts (1965) 9459
translations (1961) 15354

military personnel, resettlement in new lands
(1961) 13358

military science, methods of research (1963)
10417

Military Topographical Administration, ac-

tivities, 1917-27(1961) 11214
military translations (1961) 1018, 1041, 1053,

1064-65, 1079-80, 1084, 1103, 1113, 1115,
2271, 2276, 4504, 4508, 7775, 9378-79,

13053, 13058, 13138, 13278, 17387; (1962)
' 12216, 12295, 12310; (1963) 19419, 20857;

(1964) 1158, 2529, 7219, 7298, 9069, 9251,
9345, 9371, 10944, 10996, 11011, 11199,
12585, 12624, 14478, 14486, 16519, 18245,
18267, 18295, 18392, 18505, 18523; 21598,
20009, 20027, 20188, 20250, 21517, 21579,
21601; (1965) 911, 1027, 1217, 2371, 2534,
2575 2675

border troops (1963) 874, 19407
civil defense, materials on (1962) 10271-274,

10282-283, 23645-646; (1963) 6872, 10415,
12616-617,17751

doctrine and training (1962) 21959; (1963)
1025,8470,17784
cybernetics (1963) 10418

DOSAAF—
activities (1962) 21954; (1963) 764
Ck)ngress (1963) 680
materials on (1963) 679

ground troops, materials on (1963) 1017
KGB anniversary (1963) 7123

military cybernetics (1962) 17835, 21961
militia, materials (1963) 5130
Navy materials (1962) 8238, 9925, 22136;

(1963) 12614
PVO troops, materials on (1962) 12164,

22018, 22137; (1963) 1017, 12615
rear services materials (1962) 17912
rocket development and missile force (1962)

9993,
rocket troops, materials (1962) 12164,

17836, 22135; (1963) 1017, 6927

Mindszenty, Joseph, article on (1961) 816
mineral-fuels industries, 1928-58, statistical

survey (1963) 6006
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965)12928
mineral resources, development (1965) 12771
mineral trade in 1960 (1962) 10446

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics—Con.
Ministry of Agriculture,Scientific-Technical

Council, herbicide reports (1962) 6094
Ministry of Health, prophylactic survey of

population (1961) 20942
Miskhor, Koreiz, Gaspra Health Resort, guide

(1963) 12488
missile bases in Cuba, President Kennedy's

report on protecting the peace (address)
(1963)1577

mission to, report of President's Panel on
Mental Retardation (1964) 9703

moon limb zone, new Soviet study (1962) 20016
morphogenesis studies (1964) 16488
morphology and biochemistry research (1964)

1071
mortality and natality statistics comparison

with capitalist countries (1961) 20943
Moscow electromedical apparatus plant in

struggle for technical progress (1961)
15507

Moscow higher technical school (1962) 763
Moscow Oblast Scientific Research Clinical

Institute, imeni M.F. Vladimirskiy (Moni-
ki) (1962) 5767

Moscow Sanitary Epidemiological Station,
toxicological laboratory, organization
and work (1965) 14575

Moscow Society of Naturalists, activity of
histology and embryology section,
1963-64 (1965) 11085

Moscow State University, faculty members
and activities, 1955-56 (1962) 3091

Moslem religion, Soviet articles (1965) 18325
motor transport development, 7 year plan

(1962) 5997
motor vehicle industry, 1959-65, development

(1962) 19735
museum of petroleum refining plant imeni D.I.

Mendeleyev (1962) 1282
National Council of Cartographers, activities

(1965)16485
national economy

—

exhibition of achievements (1962) 1437
1958 statistical yearbook (1961) 10776
1960 statistical yearbook (1962) 7953
questions of planning at contemporary

stage (1963) 8718
revaluation of fixed assets (1961) 4491
use of entomopathogenic fungi in control

of harmful insects (1962) 22133
use of material balances (1963) 7119

national income and financing of scientific

research (1965) 5001
national income antiscientific methods used

by bourgeois economists in comparing
writh U.S. (1961) 13107

nationalism and clericalism, anti-popular ide-

ology (1961) 1034
nations, peoples, and countries (1965) 416
natural and social sciences, developments,

1964(1965)11239
natural resources, protection (1963) 16049
natural sciences, study (1964) 2708
navigation and construction of boundary

rivers, agreement with People's Republic
of China (1961) 13392

Navy, military translations (1961) 1065,
15170

neurosurgery developments (1965) 14486
neurosurgery

—

in USSR'(1964) 16266
literature survey (1964) 7209

new achievements in chemistry (1963) 897
new meteorological instruments and methods

(1965) 19752
new reforms, old goals in administrative

structure and planning system (1961)
19590
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newspapermen, visit to Mozambique (1965)
9440

newspapers in library of Congress (1963) 5465
nickel, conservation in national economy

(1962)3102
1926 population census, partial evaluation

(1961) 10031
nitrogen and complex fertilizers, production

development (1961) 10884
noise-control research, translations (1961)

7597
nonferrous metal processing (1962) 21972
nonferrous metallurgy, translations (1962)

872,932
North Pacific fur seals, protocol amending

interim convention of Feb.9, 1957 (1964)
13469

North, transportation and industrial develop-
ment (1963) 678

northern, sailing directions (1962) 660, 2545,
24031

change (1964) 1520, 3071, 16776; (1965)
18647

northwest, geographic characteristics, etc.,
Air Force pamphlet (1963) 4387

Norway boundary, study (1964) 7762
notices to navigators, Hydrographic Service,

Soviet Navy (1965) 9377
novelist describes kolkhoz life (1963) 10488
Novosti Press Agency activities (1965) 12772
nuclear reactors, U. S. exchange trip, report

(1965) 18954
nuclear research, hearing (1965) 10697
nuclear tests

—

cessation, excerpts from statement to UN
Disarmament Commission (1962) 10949

detonation of 50 megaton nuclear device.
White House statement of Oct.30, 1961
(1962)4588

discontinuance of arms tests, text of note
on resumption of talks (1962) 4594

discontinuance of nuclear and thermonu-
clear weapons tests, draft agreement
(1962)4596

excerpts from USSR statement (1962) 10664
fallout data (1962) 6708, 14840
Geneva test ban negotiations, Soviet note

(1962) 10661
Japan Communist Party's attitude (1962)
23698

memorandum (1962) 4581
Soviet reply to proposal to ban (1962) 10666
uninspected moratorium proposal, U.S.
statement on (1962) 14811

nutrition

—

problems, various aspects studied (1962)
18087

rational, popularization (1964) 18515
studies (1962) 9940; (1963) 19473

observatories and instruments, development
(1961) 4382

ocean transportation of grain, hearings
(1965)418

oceanographic and submarine studies (1963)
19464

oceanographic research in Mediterranean
Sea, Indian and Atlantic Oceans (1962)
9840

oceanography

—

achievements (1961) 7687
developments (1963) 19580
important historical document (1962) 7745
physical, scientific works, (1964) 5339

Odessa Biological Station scientific notes,
review (1962) 910

oil—
and chemical industries (1962) 10340
and natural gas, super deep drilling, pros-

pects (1962) 1163

Do not order from index; see indicated entry
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oil—Continued
in cold war, study (1961) 8994
in East-West trade, hearing (1962) 19394

oil offensive, problems raised (1962) 15448
18675

oil refineries, problems of development and
location (1963) 19482

oncological data (1961) 7584
oncology

—

concepts and methods of research (1962)
5575

recent aspects (1963) 8808
ore, deep-seated deposits, prospecting (1965)

11118
organizing and planning sale of industrial

products (1961) 19585
otorhinolaryngology, news (1961) 7565
outer space

—

explorations (1964) 2507
flight training, aspects (1964) 1083
research, five years (1964) 16383

Pacific Ocean fishing industry plenums, re-
search (1963) 10658

palace of culture, antireligious campaign
(1961)13025

palynologist, list (1962) 1360
papers on variation problems and fluctuation

escape (1964) 16430
party-state control assistance groups, con-

trol agencies, etc., and their activities
(1964) 16402

patent information in design bureau (1965)
11101

patents

—

for electronic equipment (1964) 1207
on computer elements (1965) 2450

pathological physiology and experimental
therapy, articles (1961) 15592

peaceful coexistence

—

and Socialist unity, comments (1963) 6973
statements, international communist devel-
opments (1963) 8487

pest resources for fuel, development (1962)
12237

pedagogy-
news (1965) 11199
translations (1962) 14140, 15920

periodicals in Western languages (1964) 20454
permafrost, history of investigations (1965)

12556

persecution of persons because of religion,
expressing sense of Congress against
report (1965) 10642

personal budgets, grouping by income, trans-
lation (1962) 2934

pest-allergen on animals and volunteers,
study (1965) 11124

pest control (1962) 9872

petroleum

—

accomplishments (1962) 1283
gas bearing areas, schematic map for pre-

diction (1964) 1327

industry, deficiencies, USSR study (1964)
887

petroleum and gas, news (1962) 768
products distribution centers, development
(1962)2882

petroleum industry and trade, 7-year plan
(1961)9445

pharmaceutical preparations, physiological
effects (1964) 9066

pharmaceutical scientific research in 1963
implementation of plan (1965) 11.54

pharmacies, use of cybernetic techniques
(1965)9428

pharmacological research (1961) 15610;
(1965) 11126
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pharmacology

—

handbook (1962) 14286
new developments (1965) 12662
studies (1964) 7160

pharmacotherapy, new achievements (1962)
7743

pharmacy

—

recent policies and methods (1962) 10134
reorganization of courses (1962) 10114

philosophical problems of medicine and natu-
ral science, symposium (1962) 2744

philosophy and medicine, translation (1962)
.
2750

philosophy, recent developments in situation
(1962) 12290

photogrammetry, development (1964) 10777
photography and cinematography (1962)

14075
physical-chemical and engineering sciences,

division, report (1962) 765
physical culture

—

institutes, results of scientific investiga-
tions (1962) 963

organization charts (1962) 10092
theory and practice (1962) 962

physical sciences, publications (1965) 11084
physical training program, need (1962) 19920
physicians

—

improving training (1965) 16430
organization of advanced training (1961)

15568
physico-technical studies (1964) 16442
phvsics (1962) 5736
progress (1964) 12875

physiological research (1964) 19973
methods (1965) 11269
on education programs (1961) 15350
reports (1962) 18112

physiology—
and neurology studies (1964) 10865
and therapy studies (1964) 20223

physiotherapy methods, information (1962)
19926

pipe production (1963) 14105
planned expenditures for research institu-

tions (1963) 5157
planning

—

of public funds of national consumption
(1963) 767

of retail commodity turnover (1964) 16200
planning, training and allocation of manpow-

er (1961) 19597
plans for USSR and Western Europe (1961)

15640
plant creative societies, public design oflfices,

work (1962) 3141
plant diseases and pest control conferences

and studies (1962) 5903
plastics industry development (1963) 14121
policies, West German comment (1961) 13381
political agreements and results

—

staff study, supplement (1963) 17319
treaty listings, etc (1964) 12275
words of American statesmen who negotiat-

ed with Soviet representatives (1964)
12276

political base, further democratization (1963)
831

political economy (1961) 19603
political subjects, talks on (1964) 10839
polytechnical and technical schools, pro-

grammed instruction and teaching ma-
chines (1965) 4925

population (1965) 416
estimates and projections, 1950-76 (1961)
10033

movement and social development, studies
(1965) 18293

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics—Con.
population—Continued

projections, by age and sex, 1964-85 (1965)
1907

postal communications, main line (1964) 8916
powder metallurgy

—

abstracts (1963) 8541
developments (1963) 15911
rheniumin (1963) 5404
Soviet studies (1963) 5373

power engineering (1962) 17681
growth rate and progress (1962) 12279

precision equipment (1962) 2680
preparation for human space flight (1965)

12660
Presidium and scientific establishments (1962)

2716
press criticism of Iraqi Government (1961)

13036
press examines implications of gold specula-

tion in Tashkent (1962) 22343
price policies and export strategy (1961)

12853
producers' cooperatives, organization, em-

ployment, etc (1961) 10032
production and value, cost (1962) 10072
production costs (1964) 16379
reducing (1964) 14437

production figures (1963) 2487
production goals under Seven-Year plan, role

of CPSU (address) (1964) 1120
production, input/output, forms and instruc-

tions for 1959 (1962) 14339
problems

—

in early diagnosis of acute radiation sick-

ness (1964) 1303
in planning long-run increase in people's

level of living (1961) 4474
of cell chemistry (1964) 1234
of party work (1961) 2296
of space biology (1964) 14628

production of medical equipment and medica-
tions (1965) 7864

production planning use of linear program-
ming (1965) 16509

production reserves and science of economics
(1962) 1443

programmed instruction

—

and prospects for its introduction (1964)
14621

use (1965) 11097
programmed teaching

—

developments (1964) 2828
methods used in schools (1965) 2447

propaganda techniques (1965) 12341
prophylaxis of infectious diseases (1965) 7897
proposed shipment of U.S. ball bearing ma-

chines to report (1962) 13694
protection against chemicals and radiation,

individual means, civil defense instruc-
tions, etc (1964) 20103

protection of agricultural animals from aeri-
al attack conditions (1962) 1412

protective equipment, catalogue (1965) 16468
psychiatric institutions composition and dis-

position of patients (1961) 952
psychiatry, articles (1961) 15622
psychological reports (1963) 3002

psychological science (1962) 15707
psychological testing and recording instru-

ments (1965) 12646
psychology activities (1965) 12643
psychoneurological services (1964) 2576

public health (1964) 16560; (1965) 853, 4963,
4987, 9344, 9454, 11192, 11279

achievements (1961) 19528
agencies, assistance given bv scientific re-

search institute (1962) 9870'
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and clinical medicine, current stage (1961)
19660

and expanding chemical industry (1964)
5335

in national economic plan (1964) 12855
new stage, translations (1962) 887
organizations and conferences, news (1964)

1245
organizations and establishments, assist-

ance by Institute for Advanced Training
of Physicians (1961) 19499

problems (1964) 9172
forensic medicine in solution (1962) 12035

projected measures for improvement (1964)
19950

recent developments (1962) 22186
service in diverse regions (1964) 19974
service in rural districts, problems (1961)

11036
statistical handbook (1961) 7780
studies (1964) 2550, 18286, 20224,
thematic program, development (1961)

15213
translations (1961) 7618, 15035
translations from Sovetskoye zdravookra-

neniye (1963) 6643
Public (Opinion Institute, how 3 polls were

conducted (1962) 3099
publications on Arab world, articles (1961)

4534
Pulkovo Observatory, 125th anniversary

(1965)6511
pulp-paper production capacities, more rapid

utilization needed (1965) 11201
racism in USSR (1961) 2250
radiation and chemical reconnaissance,

translation (1962) 2762
radiation distribution (1965) 9750
radiation effects, research (1964) 1337
radio and television (1961) 15052
broadcasting, research to improve (1961)
4696

radio astronomy, major center (1962) 2663
radio electronics, progress (1962) 2650
radio engineering achievements (1965) 16510
radio technology and electronics, research

problems (1962) 5520
radio telescope proposed for Byurakan Ob-

servatory (1965) 16481
radioactive substances, etc. new sanitary

regulations of work with and transporta-
tion (1962) 9932

radiobiology research (1964) 21443
radiological warfare, troop dosimetry and

reconnaissance training (1961) 21053
radiology research (1964) 1336
radiology, scientific investigations develop-

ment during 7-year plan, USSR (1961)
15305

railroads

—

automation (1964) 2791
building projects price lists (1964) 6969
calendar-handbook for workers (1963)

10630
Moscow-Caucasus guide (1963) 15847
Moscow-Chop guide (1963) 12402
Moscow-Crimea guide (1963) 10824
Moscow-Vladivostok guide (1963) 12441
motor-vehicle transportation developments

(1964) 2856, 8846
trains (1963) 12410

rare metal industry research (1963) 6721
real productivity critical analysis (1961) 4116
recent attitude on Mendelism (1965) 18295
Red Cross and Red Crescent societies in rural

areas, activity (1962) 2719

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics—Con.

reflections of Soviet historians (1962) 14231
relationship between national income and

State budget (1963) 12313
religion (1962) 1362, 3110, 3234-35, 8108,

12152, 14227, 14342, 14344, 17826, 17924,
22037, 22105, 22301, 23772, 23793, 23861

illegal religious sect, break-up by authori-
ties (1964) 7101

religious survival, causes and means for
elimination (1964) 14553

renewed struggle against (1964) 7185

translations (1961) 7675, 9301, 10765,
12867, 15043, 15049, 17378, 19521-523,
21058; (1963) 1105, 5236, 5336, 8573,
8903, 10375, 12642. 16149

religious survivals, studying and overcoming
(1961)10774

religious trends, study (1961) 13318
reorganization of research (1962) 8102
report of U.S. technical study group (1961)

6703; (1962) 6585, 14761, 20419; (1963)
11465,13187,16762

report on Chilean elections (1964) 20132
report on Mexico (1965) 2341
report on

—

results of all-China stratigraphic confer-
ence (1961) 837

U.S. railroad signaling and communications
(1962) 9909

underdeveloped countries (1961) 1032
West Berlin (1962) 10021

research and design contracts (1963) 16183
research

—

Arctic (1965) 9317
effects of vibration (1965) 12667
ESP and thought transmission (1961) 15576

kinetics of catalytic reactions (1963) 16873
marine biocenosis (1963) 15961
world ocean (1965) 9420

research institutes, problems (1965) 11293
research organization (1965) 9477
research studies

—

completed, list (1964) 7750
currently in progress, list (1961) 15976
in progress, list (1964) 9786

reservoir water contamination, prevention,
regulations (1962) 18089

rheumatism in school age children, incidence
(1962) 1249

rheumatism research (1964) 20408
rifle marksmanship and skin diving (1964)

12940
rivers, geographical and climatic factors

affecting regimes (1964) 20048
road work, reducing cost (1962) 8019
roentgenology and radiology studies (1964)

1305
role and activities of republic academies of

sciences, USSR (1965) 9489
rolled metal, development of production,

1959-65 (1962) 5722
rubber technical articles, new equipment for

production (1962) 2603
Rumania-USSR boundary, study (1965) 8309

Rumania-USSR state border agreement
(1962)20018

rural population, morbidity (1962) 5730,7938
rural settlements, geographic study (1962)

12265
rural telephone networks planning (1964)

20367
Russian-Chinese machine translation sys-

tems, comparison of old and new pro-
grams (1963) 8691

Russian drug index (1961) 8057
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Russian press, critical target of Iraqi gov-

ernment (1961) 19582
Russo-Chinese treaties and agreements relat-

ing to Sinkiang, 1851-1949 (1964) 12863
sandv desert regions, application of trigono-

metric levelling (1965) 891
sanitary chemical defense (1962) 2755
sanitary epidemiological work, organization

under new conditions (1961) 15473
sanitary inspection, all-Union state, 25th

anniversary (1961) 20907
satellites

—

and rockets nuclear component of cosmic
rays investigations (1964) 12986

and space ships (1962) 23643
towns and settlements (1962) 23830
tracking equipment (1963) 6853

school day prolonged, hygienic and education-
al significance (1961) 15489

schools

—

extended-day, initial experience (1962) 8086
health measures for children with chronic

diseases (1962) 5599
reorganization hygiene problems of chil-

dren and adolescents (1962) 12005
science

—

activities (1963) 5259
and organizations (1962) 2598, 17973
and personalities (1963) 17581, 17672
in the Republics (1962) 19965

administration and organization (1962)
2899
translations (1961) 12879

administration, articles (1964) 2816
administration, organization, and policy

(1962) 17678
and scientists, news (1965) 18287
awards (1962) 10160
building Communism (1961) 19548
conferences and activities (1962) 764
conferences and organizations, reports

(1962) 10102
criticism (1965) 16383
developments, some future problems (1962)
8160

education, recent articles, USSR (1962)
15829

frontiers (1965) 5006
future (1962) 14287
in Soviet Union (1964) 21504
journals, available in English (1963) 7423
new achievements, conversation between
Tass correspondent and member of Com-
mittee on Lenin Prizes in Science and
Technology (1964) 16203

news (1962) 1268, 12030; (1965) 14533,
16451, 16496, 19755

news articles (1961) 15407, 19782
organization and administration (1964)

2756, 21614; (1965) 894, 4920, 12621
organization news (1965) 11053, 11154
planning (1965) 2353, 11302, 12715, 12770,

16427
present tasks confronting (1963) 5269
problems and achievements, translations

(1963) 10721
progress, reflections (1963) 17629
public councils (Soviets) (1964) 16088
recent scientific conferences (1962) 13990
science and agriculture (1962) 12009, 19949;
(1963)2595

science and education (1964) 5176
translations (1962) 22357

science and technology

—

advanced methods, proposals for use in

national economy and agriculture
(1964) 12979

bibliography on state of the art, 1955-61
(1962) 14405

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics—Con.
science and technology—Continued

scientific and medical activities, recent
(1963) 19607

scientific and medical education in 1962,
developments (1963) 5399

scientific and technical research and
achievements under Communism, public
inspection of plan fulfillment (1963) 5281

scientific and technical serial publications,
list, 1945-60(1963)19813

scientific and technical terms, selective list

(1963)12816
scientific cadres, improving selection and

training (1962) 22325
scientific organization and policy (1962)

15827, 15839
serves the building of communism (1962)
10197

strong and weak points (1962) 10159
translations (1961) 2265, 12851
trends and achievements (1964) 16492
trends and developments (1964) 970
ways (1961) 7592

scientific abstracts

—

bio-medical science (1965) 847, 1173, 2680
biology and medicine (1963) 14280, 15814,

17587, 17933
chemistry (1965) 837, 2681
chemistry and metallurgy (1963) 17611,

17947, 19629
cybernetics, computers, and automation
technology (1965) 806, 2492

electronics and electrical engineering (1965)

845,2284,2611
electronics and engineering (1963) 14106,

15949, 17808-9, 19682
engineering and equipment (1965) 877, 2366
metals and metallurgy (1965) 835, 2444
physics and mathematics (1963) 12767,

15672, 19683; (1964) 1006, 1016, 1197,

2657, 2697, 2732-33, 5042, 5107, 5169-70,

5283, 6972, 7162, 8973, 8996, 9035-36,

9372, 10940, 11240, 12580, 12690, 13015,

14424, 14577, 16092, 16198, 16245, 16391,

18193-194, 18376, 18498, 19900, 20056,

20092, 20115, 20166, 20353, 20365, 20384,
20405, 21388-389, 21394, 21430, 21490,
21498, 21619, 21642, 21646; (1965) 2288,
2544

publication notice (1964) 19831
scientific achievements promote use in econo-

my (1965) 4912
scientific and technical workers, training

(1965)7853
scientific Communism course basic principles

(1963)2711
scientific competitions, results (1965) 11241
scientific cooperation with

—

Algeria, Czechoslovakia, Indonesia, Poland
and Brazil (1964) 6987

Hungary and Afghanistan (1965) 5013
North Vietnam (1962) 7580

Scientific Council expanded session (1962)
19813

Scientific Council of All-Union Geologic Ex-
ploration Scientific Research Institute,

field session in Perm' (1961) 9299
Scientific Council of State Hydrological Insti-

tute, session on results of scientific re-

search works in 1959 (1961) 2333
scientific council planned, new organ (1964)

12720
scientific education (1965) 11221, 11054,

12702, 14535, 14546
scientific information, accessibility to U.S.

scientists (1962) 10569

scientific information report (periodical)

(1961)2995
scientific institutions, news (1965) 11262
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scientific items from Great Soviet encyclope-
dia (1962) 10103

scientific journals available in English (1961)

5084A
scientific meetings, reports (1964) 9002
scientific organizations

—

cooperation between Soviet and Polish

(1964)20244
personalities, and conference reports (1964)

2707
scientific periodicals received in Department

of Agriculture Library (1961) 104
scientific personnel, suggestions for better

utilization (1965) 2342
scientific ranks and titles, decisions (1961)

19769
scientific reports (1962) 5688
scientific research

—

and publications (1965) 6524
coordination (1962) 17698
improving (1962) 802
new form in economics (1963) 19637
problems (1962) 6027
public health problems (1961) 10970
State task (1962) 8180

corrosion of special alloys (1961) 16244
crops research (1961) 17936
deficiencies in planning work, translation
(1964)11117

financing for new equipment, etc., USSR
study (1965) 12602

geographic investigation, methods (1962)

5587
gravimetric research (1961) 10847
hard alloys (1963) 8996
higher level development (1962) 6076
hypothermy during oxygen starvation and
on neurosecretory elements (1962) 23819

institutes (1962) 960
activities (1965) 5018
criticized in Soviet press (1964) 16431

institutions of hydrometeorological serv-

ice, 1959 (1961) 2334
Marxist methods (1964) 11182
metal super-strong (1962) 22279
meteorology and physics in atmosphere,

1957-59, report (1961) 10872
methodology and planning, discussion by

scientists (1965) 2711
organization (1964) 20332
planning and coordinating necessity (1965)

9370
planning, financing, and utilization (1963)

10779
ultrasound in biology (1961) 10917
veterinary medicine (1965) 11218

scientific-technical progress and regeneration
of technical engineering cadres (1963)
10408

scientific-technical societies

—

news (1965) 12654
role (1963) 19697

scientific work

—

direction and planning, study tour made
by Hungarians (1961) 10760

experience of coordinating (1965) 18382
legal questions on organization (1961)

15025
scientific workers and training of scientific

pedagogical cadres (1962) 21984
scientists

—

activities in USSR and foreign countries
(1965)11306

and scientific achievements, news (1965)
14524

and scientific organizations (1962) 770,

1059, 1093, 1149, 1191, 2622, 14078

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics—Con.
scientists at higher educational institutions,

contribution to theory and practice (1961)
19503

biographies (1962) 743, 743, 752, 829, 836,
1008, 1032, 1422, 2613, 2999, 5829, 6145,
6166, 9828, 9926, 10078, 12084, 14143,
14228, 15720, 15737, 17782. 17990, 18083,
19916, 22025; (1963) 788, 2930, 8949,
10652, 16069, 17812; (1964) 1191, 2862-63,
7159, 8909, 9163, 12625, 12637, 12678,
14418, 16380, 19909, 20317, 20333, 21539

information (1963) 17659
recent activities (1965) 14543
recent awards conferred (1965) 9424
Soviet and Czech scientists, cooperation
(1964)7227

training (1964) 21603
young, training (1965) 2343

sea pollution protection, draft regulations
(1964)7117

searching for, and creating insecticides, prob-
lems (1965) 16382

Second Moscow Medical Institute (1962) 5768
secret of successes in Asia-Africa (1962) 3094
seismological phenomena studies (1965) 11256
seismology, problems and single system of

observations (1965) 19717
selection of established power of groups of

hydroelectric power stations in consoli-

dated power systems (1962) 5921
semiconductor thermistors, book review

(1962)8100
semiconductor work, articles (1962) 2678
sending gift packages to (1961) 12693
separation of Soviet heavy oils, (Jerman

study (1965) 18314
sequelae of deep hypothermia, experiments

(1961) 15237
service industries, translations (1962) 1345,

1450
7-year plan discovery and utilization of avail-

able reserves (1962) 18040
sewage, disposing in sea, problem of sanitary

regulations (1962) 22012
sheet rolling technology (1964) 8870
shipbuilding, views (1962) 8161
ships, plastic and fiberglass (1962) 23824
shortcomings in finishing of fabrics (1965)

11248
sightseeing tours in Leningrad region and

quick trips to northern Russian cities

(1963) 957
silicate chemistry and technology (1961) 7578
silk industry (1962) 10370
Sino-Soviet agreement on friendship (1961)

13045
Sino-Soviet assistance to undeveloped areas,

analysis and prognosis (1961) 7643
Sino-Soviet bloc. United States trade, 1960-61

(1962) 19609; (1963) 17559; (1964) 18181;

(1965)13715
Sino-Soviet conflict implications, report and

hearings (1965) 10539, 13845
print as document, report (1965) 12127

Sino-Soviet dispute (1963) 4435
analysis of points of issue (1961) 4585
effect on Albania (1963) 6962
class struggle on world scale (1964) 2731
French CP documents (1963) 6851
Italian press articles (1963) 16260
key issues (1963) 11529
Peking's provocative polemic against Mos-
cow (1964) 9113

Peking's version (1964) 1332
Uigur worker speaks out (1963) 20843

Sino-Soviet economic cooperation, outlook
(1962)15916
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Sino-Soviet relations, selected translations
(1961)4536

Sino-Soviet talks on Communist China's basic
viewpoints and attitudes (1963) 19454

social and cultural institutions, prevention of
inefficient expenditures (1963) 12425

social organizations and school, translations
(1961)21082

social science

—

methodology (1964) 9254
research studies

—

completed, list (1965) 8298
in progress, list (1964) 20812

textbook for Soviet secondary schools
(1964) 12945

social security programs in Soviet Union
(1961)2710

socialist construction, studying, in light of
decisions of 22d Congress (1962) 15917

socialistic equality of all peoples and nation-
alities solution of national problem (1962)
10093

sociological problems, studies (1965) 14508
soil and vegetation cover on scale topograph-

ic maps, representation (1961) 15553
soil conductivity of territory (1963) 19730
soil salinity and irrigation, report of U.S.

technical study group (1962) 20419
solar energy utilization, research (1962)

14183
solar observations (1962) 901
soldiers recall comradeship with Czech par-

tisans during WW II (1965) 12659
solidarity and friendship with (Dommunist

China (1961) 13354
southeastern, topographer's travel notes

(1963) 5184
southwest, geographic characteristics, etc..

Air pamphlet (1963) 55
Soviet-British tests with USW space radio

communication (1965) 19722
Soviet-Chinese economic cooperation (1961)

2371
Soviet-Chinese friendship indestructible, 11th

anniversary of signing of pact (1961)
9307

Soviet comments on socialist solidarity and
national liberation (1963) 7064

Soviet East, plant physiology and pathology,
and agronomical problems, USSR (1964)
20221

Soviet health care ( periodical) translations
(1965) 7916

Soviet initiative in cancer control supported
by UN General Assembly (1961) 976

Soviet man in cosmos (1962) 2660
Soviet-North Korean scientific and technical

cooperation (1962) 5497
Soviet oceanography, 1964 trip report (1965)

10312
Soviet public health (periodical), translations

(1965)11167
Soviet technical press, current review (peri-

odical) (1961) 2927; (1962) 3739; (1963)
3576; (1964) 3395; (1965) 3278

Soviet view of foreign policy of British Labor
Party (1965) 11110

Soviet Union and right of self-determination
(1963) 16175

Soviets criticize British policy, Lancaster
House is arena of hypocrisy (1964) 16564

sovkhozes, use of reserves for raising labor
productivity (1962) 1303

sovnarkhoz carries out preventive inspection
(1964) 10747

space

—

embryology studies (1963) 8948

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics—Con.
space—Continued
exploration, role of radio electronics (1962)
22067

flights (1961) 2262
simulated, ejcperiments (1965) 917

medicine and biology

—

reports (1963) 10686
studies (1963) 8897

medicine research (1965) 16501
microbiology, scientific progress (1962)
5668

navigation, brief developments (1965) 2731
programs (1962) 13655
science (1962) 5652, 5754

specialists at Khmero-Soviet Hospital at
Pnom-Penh(1964)2602

specialized department for treatment of burn
patients, organization of work (1962)
2820

staffing procedures and problems, study
(1963) 13808

print additional copies, report (1963) 15364
standardization of home refrigerators (1963)

10561
standardization problems (1965) 7879
standards of maximum permissible level of

noxious substances in air of industrial
installations, opinion of foreign research-
er (1961) 10738

standards, planning (1965) 16398
state and collective farms, material incen-

tives system (1963) 2468
State Committee of Council of Ministers

USSR for Automation and Machine-
building, conversion problems confer-
ence (1962) 11975

state farms, wage level (1962) 10095
state standards for railroad clearances (1961)

1024
statistical system, labor force recordkeeping

and reporting since 1957 (1962) 14945
steel

—

increase production (1962) 12253
industry

—

activities (1962) 17893
oxygen converter steelmaking process,
problem of efficiency (1963) 946

steel casting shops, mechanization of trans-
port (1961) 19771

steels and alloys, handbook (1965) 18285
stock breeding (1964) 12753
struggle against stubborn writers (1963)

12437
strong men are sought, Shelepin appears on

eve of power struggle. West German
study (1965) 6523

study of juridical questions among activities
of International Court during 1959 (1961)
927

supervision needed for using funds to acquire
equipment (1963) 16104

supply, material and technical, ways to im-
prove (1962) 10329

surgery

—

advances (1962) 2733, 14271
articles (1962) 9866
methods (1964) 5393
research (1964) 16264
scientific research in next few years (1964)
9082

surgical and diagnostic practices (1964)
9211

translations from kukovodstvo po khirurgii
(1963) 12368

surgical apparatus, etc., research institute
session (1961) 19694

surgical procedures, studies (1965) 2378
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symposium of theory of extraction (1961)

2210
syreniotoxin, new cardiac glucoside, employed

on patients suffering from circulatory
insufficiency (1961) 11109

system of indicators for economic competition
with U.S (1961) 9355

tandem space flight results (1962) 23892
taxes, abolition, manifestation of Communist

Party concern for people (1961) 2084
teachers, outstanding. Supreme Soviet

awards (1962) 15873
teachers salaries (1962) 18162
teaching and research in economics (1965)

2102
teaching cytology in medical institutes, im-

provement (1965) 1271

1

teaching genetics in secondary schools (1965)
16469

teaching in social sciences and humanities
(1963) 15451

teaching machines

—

design and use (1964) 11130
research (1965) 7865

teaching of physics, report for UNESCO
(1963) 12656

technical aid to foreign countries in develop-
ntient of medical industry (1963) 19727,
20826

technical assistance to foreign countries
(1961)21059

technical designers, obstacles facing (1963)
721

technical education

—

articles (1965) 9363
proposed revision of engineering curricu-
lum (1962) 5731

technical information and bibliographical
centers (1962) 6614

technical progress, general trend (1962) 2811
techniques of takeover of North Korea, case

study (1961) 9764
technological gains (1962) 10188
technological progress and natural laws of

development influence on socialist life

(1961) 15109
planning development of new technology
(1964)901

pneumatic automation (1964) 9310
telecommunications, new books (1964) 21573
territorial and administrative changes (1961)

2258, 13065, 19593; (1962) 6149, 10231,
14268, 23911; (1963) 829, 6995, 12524,
16249; (1964) 1009, 5383, 12614, 18310

textile and knitting industry, condition for
further development (1962) 12117

textile industry

—

and 22d Party Congress (1962) 12150
construction schedule (1962) 15861
development of technical base (1962) 12119
innovations (1962) 14043
mechanization and automation (1962) 8072
new machines (1962) 10339
7-year plan, technology and production
methods (1962) 8294

theoretical problems of building communism
and tasks of Soviet ethnographers (1961)
15614

therapeutics

—

recent news, articles (1961) 17419
research (1965) 7954

Thirty years of Central Institute for Ad-
vanced Training of Physicians (1962)
1004

Timiryazev Agricultural Academy

—

Dec. 1960 scientific conference (1961) 20977
doctor of biological sciences degrees
awarded for 1960 (1961) 20981

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics—Con.

titanium alloys (1965) 9372
titanium uses in metallography (1965) 12606
topographic-geodetic and cartographic work,

organizing and planning (1961) 2213
topographic maps

—

demand and use in national economy (1963)
12411

improving content (1961) 15554
topographic surveys, classification of territo-

ry according to basic scales (1961) 11249
toponymies studies (1963) 6823
total war, symposium, print additional copies,

reports (1961) 12288, 14613
toward new imposing tasks (1962) 9852
trachoma control, organization in lolotan-

skiy Rayon (1961) 15200
trade, economics (1961) 15505
trade while building a Communist society

(1963)861
trade with United States, 1959-60 (1961)

14914
train movement chart (1962) 1313
training programs for Africa (1963) 6345
transplantation of fish and aquatic inverte-

brates, 1962 (1965) 9425
transport machine building, determination of

unit cost of output (1963) 15840
transport USSR, table of contents of book

(1962) 19871
transportation (1965) 1022, 1085, 2317
transportation

—

radioactive materials, regulations (1962)
1011

sea (1963) 2830
translations (1961) 11082, 12979, 15284,

15313, 15638, 19747; (1962) 1415, 1494,
3047, 5479, 5487, 8081, 8204, 10287, 12211,
14128, 15852, 17878, 18092, 19951, 22177,
22196, 23647, 23649, 23700, 23734; (1963)
684, 765-766, 843, 1148, 2493, 2501, 2562,
2870, 6651, 7084, 7108, 8815, 8958, 10674,
10706, 10861, 10875, 12591, 14166, 14252,
14351, 16172, 17821, 17843, 19410, 19586;
(1964) 1051, 1314, 2844, 4886, 5367, 8888,
8978, 9022, 9201, 9272, 10891, 12685,
14460, 14503, 14534, 16234, 16299, 16463,
19905, 20043, 20149, 20173, 20227, 21578

unified deep water system (1964) 16189
Transvolga area, irrigation, development,

questions (1963) 2470
trawler traffic in U.S. territorial waters

—

hearings (1963) 15302
report (1963) 18929

treaty violations, record of broken promises
(1963) 7657

tsunamis in Far East (1965) 14500
tuberculosis control, stages in development

(1963)993
Tula economic region, industry (1962) 1473
turbodrills, geophysical prospecting for pe-

troleum, and geophysical well logging in

Soviet Union (1965) 2728
Turkey boundary, study (1964) 7767
Turkistan role in sovietization plans for Ori-

ent (1961) 7717
Turkmen State University, personnel, list

(1962)3045
turnover funds of enterprises, analysis (1963)

19734
two major Communist offensives (address)

(1964) 7761
typographical machine building, condition

and development, basic technical and
economic indices (1965) 872

Ufa Order of Lenin Oil Refinery, 25th anniver-
sary (1964) 8905

ultrasound studies (1962) 17939
underwater fishery research (1963) 8860
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underwater peology studies (1963) 14310
underwater research, data (1963) 19736
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and Red

China, State Department briefing (1963)
9398

United States Army handbook on Soviet
Army, change (1961) 13826

United States foreign policy and operations,
report (1962) 7111

United States Russia convention line of 1867,
study (1963) 20159

United States trade relations, report to the
President of special committee (1965)
11634

universities, cooperation with Hungarian
universities (1965) 14542

uranium chemistry, symposium (1965) 7162
urban medical districts, problems of organi-

zation, etc., translation (1963) 17935
urgent government tasks, views of V.I. Lenin

(1962)22305
use of powder metallurgy in USSR (1962)

23809
use of radiogeodesic stations in making topo-

graphic maps (1962) 23715
use of tetracycline antibiotics in experimen-

tal radiation sickness (1963) 19491
USSR and USA should live in peace (1962)

12022
USSR is tempted by isolationism, French

study (1965) 18327
USSR sees Chile in power of Leftist Catholics

(1965)4936
Vatican council report (1965) 18324
technology

—

in service of 7-year plan (1961) 975
venereal and infectious skin diseases, control-

hng (1962) 5612
veterinarians, conferences (1963) 5392
veterinary diseases, research (1961) 15530
veterinary medicine

—

organization (1964) 16505
and progress (1961) 998

studies (1962) 10047
veterinary science, problems (1962) 9963
veterinary service, visits of

—

Czechoslovak veterinarians (1962) 5560
Finnish delegates (1962) 7616

vigilantly stand guard over the peace (1963)
10828

VINITI (All-Union, Institute of Scientific and
Technical Information)

provides needed technical information
(1965)4940

review of 10 years activities (1963) 12572
visit of U.S. controlled thermonuclear re-

search team (1961) 11810
visit of U.S. high-energy physics team (1961)

11806
Volga region, poorly planned scientific insti-

tutes (1964) 16201
Volga-Vyatka region, economic development

(1962) 15835
Voronezh Chemical-Technological Institute,

30th anniversary (1962) 2818
wage and administrative systems, plans to

improve (1962) 5920
wages

—

piece-rate and premium systems (1963) 2533
Wallenberg affair unsettled (1963) 16176
water bodies, acclimatization of fish and in-

vertebrates, results and prospects (1964)
1003

supplemental on experimental-demonstra-
tion farms (1963) 2531

water supply improvements and methods of
furthering improvements (1963) 2566

water transport developments (1962) 10006

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics—Con.
ways of saving ferrous metals in national

economy (1961) 10768
ways to increase national well-being of Soviet

people (1962) 3051
weaknesses in centralized supply system

(1965)6470
weather

—

modification techniques review (1964) 4923
prediction, numerical, for 1962, review of

publications (1964) 11691
reconnaissance (1965) 18286
service and new meteorological techniques,
USSR study (1965) 12593

weightlessness and physical exertion studies
(1962) 18052

welding, prospects for development (1963)
16056

western part of USSR territory, frequency
data on noctilucent clouds (1961) 15353

western, relationship of ice phase dates on
some lakes and rivers (1964) 16553

wheat, grading and exporting (1961) -2012,
7453

wholesale prices

—

for production of heavy industry and of tar-
iffs on freight shipments, improvement
(1962) 10263

review and some problems of theory (1965)
18370

window glass, determination of no injury to
U.S. industry (1964) 20851

winter precipitation in Arctic region, precise-
ness of calculation (1961) 10882

work of 1st Institute of Research Workers
conducted at OMSK tire plant (1961)
19551

workers

—

benefits in far North, revision (1961) 2086
improving scientific-technical and cultural

levels (1963) 20846
leisure time under shorter workday, scien-

tific conference (1961) 9303
material incentives and development of
production (1964) 10725

of Krasnovolzhskiy angina incidence, sta-
tistical data (1961) 15247

works on corrosion and protection of materi-
als, bibliographic index (1963) 10640

world of the ocean, plan of investigation
(1964)21486

World War II—
history of war, 1941-45, USSR review (1963)
20815

operations, translations (1963) 8640
role, distortion (1965) 11304
war (military) economy, 1941-45 (1963)

17643
world's first atomic electric power station, 10

year results (1964) 20337
Yellow fever in Russia (1962) 301

1

zinc, copper, cobalt and molybdenum in some
soils in European part of USSR (1964)
18343

zoologists, list (1962) 11985
Union Pacific RR., accident (1961) 17359; (1962)

9605; (1964) 8843, 10717
Union Slough National Wildlife Refuge, general

information (1961) 571
Union Town, N.Y. population, special census

(1964) 13765
Union wages, see Wages.
Unions, see Fishermen's and fish shore work-

ers unions—Labor unions—White collar
unions

—

also names of unions.

Uniontown, Pa., redevelopment area, statistical

profile (1962) 13175

Unionville, Mo., aircraft accident (1962) 16589
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Unit heaters:
current industrial reports (1961) 2990, 6819,

8501; (1962) 3737, 9039, 11077; (1963)
3575; (1964) 3391; (1965) 3274, 10239

summary (1963) 7754; (1964) 8116

nit planning and teaching in elementary social

studies (1963) 13871

Init safety management (1962) 20503; (1964)
20999

-I'Unita reporter interviews Fidel Castro (1961)
7801

Unitarian Women, Alliance of, see Alliance of

Unitarian Women.
Jnited Aircraft Corporation:
rent free use of Government facilities in pro-

duction of commercial aircraft engines by
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Div., GAO re-

port, (1965) 6288
repair kits procurement, unnecessary costs

incurred in packaging. Air Force Dept.,

GAO report (1964) 12499
emergency board report (1964) 4653

United Airlines. Inc., accident (1962) 14981,
16594; (1963) 7773

United American Veterans of United States of
America, Inc.

design patent of insignia of Massachusetts
Department extend

—

law (1965) 19169
reports (1965) 17488, 19336

United Arab Republic:
agricultural commodities, agreements (1962)

1855, 6470, 12719, 14628, 14636, 20312.
24114; (1963) 9405; (1964) 1611, 15115
18980, 20836

air transport services, agreement (1965) 5415
Arab world and U.S. foreign policy (1962)

6630
atomic energy

—

and armaments industry, development
(1962)5511

development (1962) 5470
cultural relations, agreement (1962) 20314
double taxation convention text (1961) 5772
East bloc influence on Cairo (1961) 15194
East-West competition in Nasser's domains

(1961)13221
economic assistance under Public law 480 and

other programs (1964) 12316
economic developments (1962) 19604
Egypt-

agricultural economy (1965) 480
corn grant by AID, GAO report (1965) 14397
Daqhaliyah Province, education program

(1965) 2386
declaration on provisional accession to
GATT (1965) 6940

displacement of commercial dollar sales of
tallows by State and Agriculture Depart-
ments, GAO report (1965) 14389

economic developments (1961) 14897
economy, basic data (1963) 12253
education exchange program, financing,
agreement (1963) 21 120

educational data (1963) 8170
establishing business (1961) 9184
fisheries (1965) 10874
foreign trade regulations (1964) 4854
import tariff system (1961) 18447; (1963)
2390

investment guaranties, agreement (1963)
16605

Israel armistice line, boundary study,
(1965) 15061

labor law and practice (1965) 7967
market factors in U.A.R. (1964) 21091
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chap-

ter (1965) 12929
ocean transportation, claims for recovery

of excessive costs financed by commodity

United Arab Republic—Continued
Egypt—Continued

Credit Corporation, Agriculture Dept.,
GAO report (1964) 8733

sailing directions (1964) 7632
selling in UAR (1964) 6852
sending gift packages to (1963) 2417
socialism under Nasser, contrasted with
Algerian (1964) 2729

sociological and economic developments
(1965) 2348

Sudan boundary, study (1963) 20163
summit meeting in Alexandria Soviet report
(1964)20410

trade, agreement relating to GATT (1963)
11326

trade in cotton textiles, agreement (1964)
7787

U.S. Army area handbook (1965) 11905
United States foreign aid program, report
of study (1963) 19055

visas, abolition of fees, agreement (1963)
20184

war plants' production, translation (1964)
2526

Egyptian region, sending gift packages (1961)
600

information on UAR, translations (1962)
2905, 17872

internal affairs, information (1961) 12868,
13267

military potential, Israeli appraisal (1961)
17466

missions, economic organization, etc., infor-

mation (1961) 7866
new valley project (1961) '2.'^45

press, translations (1962) 3041
publications, translations (1961) 15158,

15195, 15198, 19554; (1962) 1504, 2942
3066, 5788, 5896, 6086, 8008, 8063

surplus agricultural commodities, agreement
(1961) 1510, 9777, 9782, 16008, 17843,
21407

United States military operations and mutual
security programs overseas, report
(1961)19147

United Association of Journeymen and Ap-
prentices of Plumbing and Pipefitting
Industry of United States and Canada,
H Dorado local 706, improper activities
investigation, report (1961) 5815

United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners
of America, local union 746, qualify as
trust for tax exemption purposes (1964)
2004

United Daughters of the Confederacy:
design patent, extend (1963) 13526
law (1964) 1942
report (1964) 2140

United Federation of Postal Clerks, AFL-CIO
agreement with post office Department
(1963) 9324; (1964) 15026

United Kingdom, see Great Britain.
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern

Ireland, see Great Britain
United Nations:

action agency for peace and progress (1963)
18328; (1964) 20822; (1965) 18778

activities in North Borneo (1963) 19615

agricultural commodities, use in Congo of
Congo francs, agreement (1962) 12721

bonds, purchase

—

hearing (1962) 7218, 17108, 23414
law (1962) 20906
message from the President (1962) 4917

reports (1962) 9435, 17060, 19095
charter

—

enforcement of art. 19 as to payment by
members of assessments in arrears, ex-
pressing sense of Congress, reports
(1964) 17535, 17799, 17800
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United Nations—Continued
charter amendments

—

hearings (1965) 10682
message from the President (1965) 8917
to articles 23, 27, 61 adopted by General
Assembly (1965) 20097

Ck)mmunist China, representation (1961)
17991

conference on law of the sea,

—

convention of territorial sea and contig-
uous zone (1965) 1651

convention on continental shelf (1964)
15114

convention on high seas, adopted (1963)
5728

Naval War College, studies (1962) 6370
Disarmament Commission

—

cessation of nuclear weapons tests excerpts
from USSR statement (1962) 10949

conference deliberations (1962) 1634, 20488
reports (1961) 10288, 16820, 16959

Economic and Social Council, role in interna-
tional development (statement) (1964)
20821

evolution of rising responsibility (address)
(1965)8311

fact-finding mission to South Vietnam, report
(1964)6519

fight for freedom (address) (1963) 9403
financial management (1964) 11618
financial situation, 1962, semiannual report

(1963) 19051
1st 25 years, from San Francisco to 1970's

(addresses) (1964) 7772, 9998
5-cent commemorative postage stamp (1965)

11616
Food and Agriculture Organization

—

constitution, amendments and text (1961)
21392; (1963) 5739: (1965) 1649

20th anniversary dinner commemorating
founding (address) (1963) 14711

United States contribution, remove mone-
tary ceiling, hearing (1961) 12348

United States report on progress made
toward purpose of organization (1961)
20758

United States report to FAO on progress
made toward purpose of organization
(1964) 14293

General Assembly

—

disarmament and nuclear tests, negotia-
tions (1961) 17990

18th session

—

report (1964) 6271
15th session

—

observations, reports (1961) 5868, 7835
reimbursement of police department ex-

penses to New York City

—

hearing (1961) 14486
reports (1961) 18731; (1962) 9301, 15385

resolution adopted for continuation of sus-
pension of nuclear and thermonuclear
tests (1962) 4590

resolution adopted on urgent need for
treaty to bank nuclear weapons tests
under effective international control
(1962)4592

resolution adopted regarding Soviet 50
megaton bomb (1962) 4587

17th session

—

general accomplishments (statement)
(1963)9399

report (1963) 6296
Geneva conference on trade and development,

conclusions and lessons (1965) 1011
guardian of peace (1961) 20174
hard choices at U.N. (address) (1965) 7137
in time of transition (remarks) (1961) 6602

United Nations—Continued
international conference on peaceful uses of

atomic energy 1964, report

—

of U.S. delegation (1965) 7172
instrument and hope for peace, excerpts from

state of the Union message (1962) 10951
summary (address) (1964) 19267
U.S. participation (statement) (1964) 19265

international cooperation and problems of
transfer and adaptation (1963) 2442

meeting place of nations (1961) 17833; (1962)
18468

member nations, political rights of women
(1963) 3407; (1964) 5766

new look, political assessment of organiza-
tion for decade of sixties (address) (1961)
20175

new materials useful in teaching, bibliogra-
phy (1961) 9036; (1963) 4813, (1964) 6564;
(1965) 10752

operations and financing, information (1962)
7216, 15439

operations in Congo hearing (1961) 10349
postal service, agreement (1965) 13302
procedures and power realities, international

apportionment problem (address) (1965)
13284

rules out change in representation of China
(1962) 10674

Special Fund, Cuban project, hearings (1963)
6297

survival, address of President Kennedy (1961)
20176

print as Senate document report (1961)
19137

teaching about in U.S. (1964) 14199
technical cooperation programs (1963) 20169
transition (1965) 11718
20th anniversary, expressing sense of Con-

gress reports (1965) 12287, 13882
United Nations and world food program, op-

portunities (1962) 8670
United Nations in Crisis, report (1964) 6271
United States and United Nations (1963) 1790

reflections on 17th (ieneral Assembly (1962)
22817

United States interest, reappraisal (1963)
1791

United States membership, views and ap-
praisal, report (1962) 15227

United States participation

—

amend act

—

hearing (1963) 11898; (1965) 15804
law (1965) 17402
report (1963) 13599; (1964) 2183; (1965)

14039, 15675, 15756
obligations, opportunities, etc report (1961)

5868
report

—

departmental editions (1962) 10673,
18469; (1964) 1600, 18959

document editions (1962) 9166, 16840;
(1964) 279, 17446

review, hearing (1963) 8108
United States representative nomination of

Adlai E. Stevenson, hearing (1961) 4095
United States representative on Economic

and Social Council, nomination of Philip

M. Klutznick hearing (1961) 4094
you and United Nations, questions and an-

swers (1963) 3342
United Nations Command:

records of headquarters, preliminary invento-
ry (1961) 1332

United Nations Conference on Application of

Science and Technology for Benefit of

Less Developed Areas:
readings on development, list (1963) 5097
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United Nations Conference on Application of

Science and Technology for Benefit of

Less Developed Areas—Continued

United States papers (1963) 633-634, 2437-43,
5094-96

United Nations Conference on Diplomatic Inter-
course and Immunities report of U.S.
delegation (1962) 8668

United Nations Disarmament Commission, de-
bate Apr. 21-June 16, 1965, report (1965)
18933

United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization:

activities and procedures, hearing (1963) 6294
American interest in UNESCO (1963) 20191
American voluntary organizations represent-

ed (1965) 20084
background book, Africa and United States

images and realities (1962) 6462
basic documents (1963) 7436; (1965) 20088
cultural relations, agreement (1962) 10690
documents against discrimination in educa-

tion (1962) 21665
films, filmstrips, slides on worldwide programs

(1962)20288
newsletters (1961) 3605; (1962) 4402; (1963)

4252; (1964) 4104; (1965) 4013
preservation of Abu Simbel Temples from

inundation from Aswan High Dam,
agreement (1965) 6869-A

teaching of physics in USSR, report for
UNESCO (1963) 12656

UNESCO general conference, 11th session,
informal report of U.S. delegation (1962)
20297

UNESCO in the news (1962) 3495; (1963) 5744
U.S. National Commission for UNESCO, gen-

eral information (1962) 20330
United Nations International Children's Emer-

gency Fund, MIT- UNICEF studies on
production of fish protein concentrate
(1964)8601

United Nations, United States Mission to, see
United States Mission to United Nations.

United Party of Socialist Revolution, Cuba,
criticism of party methods (1962) 21982

United Republic of Tanzania, see Tanzania.
United Spanish War Veterans:
convention proceedings (1961) 10212; (1962)

9180; (1963) 11750; (1964) 12025; (1965)
8736

memorial in D.C., authorize

—

law(1964) 19420
reports (1964) 17552, 19577

United States:
Note:—for all subjects pertaining to the

United States, except its government,
general history, and description, see
such subjects.

America illustrated (periodical)

—

Polish language (1961) 3624; (1962) 3614;
(1963) 3452; (1964) 3251; (1965) 3136

Russian language (1961) 3625; (1962) 3613;
(1963) 3453; (1964) 3252; (1965) 3137

American studies, USIA reading list (1963)
18357

balance of payments, questions and answers
(1961) 15990; (1962) 18465

teacher's guide (1964) 12536
our United States (1964) 14360

becoming a citizen series

—

our American way of life (1964) 12535
our Government (1964) 18157

censuses of population and housing, 1960
geographic identification code scheme
(1961)11978

Constitution and Government, Federal text-

books (1961) 19446; (1963) 621, 15630,

17543; (1964) 18158, 19810

United States—Continued
continental margins, submarine physiogra-

phy (1962) 15005
county outline maps (1961) 282, 283
designate 1964 and 1965 as period to see the

United States-
law (1964) 17275
reports (1964) 2053, 14084

facts (1965) 8506
from recent Census Bureau Surveys (1964)
11908

history, geography, etc (1961) 148; (1962)
141

flight information publication, planning

—

air traffic control procedures (1961) 1672;
(1963)3704

planning data (1961) 137, 1671, 1674; (1962)
3866; (1963) 3700

formation, documents illustrative, print ad-
ditional copies, reports (1965) 12126,
14062

general agreement on tariffs and trade

—

reciprocal concessions granted, summary
and consolidated schedule (1962) 16175

schedules of concessions negotiated at Ge-
neva 1960-61 (1962) 24090

geographic names, decisions (1961) 6168,
17326; (1962) 622, 11881; (1964) 796,

8749-50; (1965) 724, 2221, 10976, 14407,
18197

Government

—

history, etc., pictorial story, print addition-

al copies, reports (1961) 17094, 18831
new American administration

—

100 day achievements (address) (1961)
9389

our American Government

—

print as Senate document, reports (1963)
6278, 7930

questions and answers (1963) 9955; (1965)
10387

participation in international payments,
imbalances, and need for strengthening
international financial arrangements
hearings (1961) 14128
report (1961) 16612

price statistics (statement) (1961) 11620

history of Public lands, brief sketch (1963)
10924

imperialism, danger to peace and security of

nations, Albanian article (1961) 13244
interest in United Nations, reappraisal (1963)

1791
map

—

authorize printing, report (1962) 21497
showing national parks, etc. (1965) 2805

measuring Nation's wealth

—

hearings (1965) 17452
report (1965) 15521
study (1965) 1969

membership in United Nations, views and
appraisal, report (1962) 15227

military operations and mutual security pro-
grams overseas, report (1961) 19147

on eve of Civil War as described in 1860 cen-
sus (1964) 10114

our country, troop tropics (1964) 15269

outlying areas. State Dept. geographic bulle-

tin (1965) 11715
rural farm population, consumer expendi-

tures and income (1965) 11829
Russia convention line of 1867, study (1963)

20159
See America Year, 1964, designate, report

(1964)2053
social development (remarks) (1965) 11328

splendors and heritage, publications list

(1963) 11227
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United States—Continued
State of the Union Address:
by President Eisenhower (1961) 4003
by President Johnson (1964) 1996; (1965)

1976

by President Kennedy (1961) 4035; (1962)
9174; (1963) 2023

statistical abstract, 1961—
departmental editions (1961) 13925; (1962)

16482; (1963) 16905; (1964) 17113; (1965)
15318

document editions (1961) 14154; (1962)
16831; (1963) 17068; (1964) 17445; (1965)
15526

travel New-World, see USA (addresses) (1961)
21428; (1965) 8354

understanding American democracy, USAFI
study guide (1962) 17354

United States and outlying areas, sovereign-
ty, etc., geographic report (1962) 20292

United States and United Nations (1963) 1790
urban, consumer expenditures and income

(1964) 11268, 18623
urgent national needs, addresses by President

Kennedy (1961) 10220, 13677
USSR and USA should live in peace (1962)

12022
wall map, print, reports, (1963) 7931, 8082
Western Europe, Japan, Pakistan lead liber-

alization of dollar imports (1961) 20503
United States Agricultural Land Development

Corporation establish, etc., hearings
(1965) 15773

United States and Mexican Claims Commis-
sions, records, preliminary inventory
(1962) 18307

United States Antarctic Research Program,
general information (1963) 14617

United States Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency, biographic register (1962) 24091

United States Army Japan 'Depot-Complex,
supply activities, GAO review (1961) 6164

United States Army Service Center for Armed
Forces USASCAF pamphlet (1962) 13002;
(1965)17078

United States Bill of Rights Day observance on
Dec. 15, suggestions, etc. (1962) 8666;
(1965)16869

United States-Canadian Joint Committee, on
Trade and Economic Affairs, agreement
(1964)1619

United States Capitol Historical Society, House
of Representatives in session, grant per-
mission to take color photograph, report
(1963)20477

United States Citizens Commission on NATO:
extend

—

law(1961) 14116
report (1961) 14598

report of activities (1962) 15097
United States coast pilots, see Coast pilots.
United States Commission for Cultural Ex-

change -mth Iran agreement (1961) 20202
United States code see Codes of law.
United States commissioners:

fees, increase statutory ceiling, etc., report
(1965) 15652

health and life insurance benefits, extend to

—

hearing (1964) 10338
law (1964) 17390
reports (1964) 12080, 17795

United States Constitution 175th Anniversary
Commission:

establishment, amend act, law (1962) 23159
payment of certain expenses from contingent

fund of House of Representatives, report
(1962)4945

report to Congress, extend time for filing

—

law(1961) 10179
report (1961) 8926

United States Courts, see Courts of United
States.

United States Customs Year:
designate 1964

—

law (1964) 1982
United States-Danish Committee on Greenland

Projects, establishment, agreement with
Denmark (1961) 6581

United States District Court for D.C. transfer
functions, report (1965) 1.5973

United States Educational and Cultural Foun-
dation in Liberia, agreement (1964) 15122

United States Educational Commission

—

in Brazil, agreement (1961) 5139
in Japan, agreement (1961) 5138
in Korea, agreement (1961) 16622

United States Educational Foundation

—

in Burma, agreement (1961) 2)401
in Ceylon, agreement (1964) 20840
in China, agreement (1961) 11601
in Denmark, agreement (1965) 9960
in Finland, agreement (1961) 5118
in Greece
agreement (1961) 9790
financing of exchange programs, agreement
(1964)7779

in Iceland, agreement (1964) 11631
in Israel, agreement (1961) 13694
in Norway, agreement (1964) 11634
in Republic of China, agreement (1964) 13478
in Thailand, agreement (1961) 21097; (1963)

14732
in the Philippines, agreement (1963) 13081

United States Employment Service, see Employ-
ment Service.

United States Government organization man-
ual (1964) 14256

United States Government publications, see
Government publications

United States import duties annotated (1963)
11641

United States in United Nations, turning point,
report (1961) 5868

United States Indian Service (1962) 17650
United States Information Agency:

activities in Africa, hearing (1963) 7996
appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 10329
law (1961) 18655
report (1964) 2054

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 15253, 21526, 21528
law (1962) 23243, 23272
reports (1962) 16956, 21074, 21173, 21179,
21456,21493

appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 11874; (1964) 515
reports (1963) 11848; (1964) 511, 2082

appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 10288, 15791
law (1964) 17386
reports (1964) 10245, 21193, 21233

appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 10517, 14112
law (1965) 15511
reports (1965) 10497, 15929, 17579
supplemental, hearings (1965) 17680

biographic register (1961) 5103; (1962) 12704,
24091; (1964) 1595

budget

—

amendments (1961) 6980, 10223
decrease (1963) 7867

career opportunities for young people in For-
eign Service (1962) 12770

career reserve officer examination, sample
questions (1964) 7748

Cuban crisis, 1962, USIA in action (1962)
24129

Deputy Director, nomination of Donald M.
Wilson, hearing (1961) 7273
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United States Information Agency—Continued

Director, nomination of EMward R. Murrow,
hearing (1961) 7273

disparities in transporting overseas person-
nel to and from work, GAO report (1965)
14388

facts about USIA (1963) 11364, 14763; (1964)

5736, 20866; (1965)11756
failure to effectively utilize excess U.S. owned

foreign currencies to pay international
air travel tickets, costs being paid in dol-

lars, GAO report (1965) 10953
field staff, foreign service list (1961) 3598;

(1962) 3886, 14602, 22815; (1963) 1510,

3340; (1964) 3524; (1965) 3437
focus on Berlin, USIA in action (1963) 11365

foreign affairs personnel, transfer to unified

system

—

hearings (1965) 15802
reports (1965) 15728, 17599

foreign operations appropriations, 1963,
hearings (1962) 19169

Foreign Service, career opportunities for
young people (1964) 3179

Foreign Service secretarial career (1965)
20122

general information (1962) 14671; (1963) 1578
legislative authority, provide, report (1964)

2184
magazine reprint

—

articles (1961) 3627
MR series (1962) 4033; (1963) 3880; (1964)

3700; (1965) 3617
officers, nomination to be Foreign Service

officers, hearings (1965) 10683
operations in Africa, hearing (1962) 13515
operations, report on various countries (1961)

5771
print as document, report (1961) 7073, 75215

overpayments of per diem travel allowances,
GAO report (1965) 10964

press releases (1962) 4246; (1963) 4099; (1964)
3928

report, semiannual (1961) 8235; (1962) 1879,
10717, 20360; (1963) 9471, 20219; (1964)
.15141: (1965) 11757

review of operations

—

July 1-Dec. 31, 1960 (1961) 8236
Jan. 1-June 30, 1961 (1962) 1880, 10718,

20361
July 1-Dec. 31, 1962 (1963) 9472

television operations and maintenance techni-
cians, examination announcement (1964)
17147

winning cold war, U.S. ideological offensive,
hearings (1964) 8382

United States Marine Corps War Memorial,
general information (1961) 1354; (1962)
16080

United States Military Advisory Group to Re-
public of Korea:

establishment, agreement wdth Korea (1961)
5117

KMAG in peace and war, history (1963) 5468
biographic register (1961) 5103; (1962) 12704,

24091; (1964) 1595
press releases (1965) 3845

United States Missions to International Orga-
nizations, field staff, foreign service list

(1962)22815
United States National Arts Foundation:

hearings (1962) 21563
report (1962) 21502

United States National Commission for UNES-
CO:

Africa and United States, images and reali-
ties, background book (1962) 6462

United States National Commission for UNES-
CO—Continued

association with American voluntary orga-
nizations, international dimension (1965)
20084

general information (1962) 20330
newsletters (1961) 3605; (1962) 4402; (1963)

4252
UNESCO in news (1963) 5744

United States National Committee on Vital and
Health Statistics;

fertility measurement, report (1965) 20052
national vital statistics needs, report (1965)

18729
United States Olympic Association:
change name

—

law (1964) 17266
reports (1964) 2051, 15673

United States Olympic Committee:
naming

—

law (1964) 17266
reports (1964) 2051, 15673

United States Operations Missions, Latin
American seminar on agrarian reform,
Santiago (1962) 7503

United States Park Police, see Police.
United States-Puerto Rico Commission on

Status of Puerto Rico:
establish

—

hearings (1963) 13654; (1964) 6513
law (1964) 6182; (1965) 15439
reports (1963) 18885, 20469; (1964) 504;

(1965) 12297, 13916
United States reports, see Supreme Court.
United States Steel Corporation:
wage chronology (1961) 4803; (1965) 6554

United States Study Commission, Southeast
River Basins:

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 13496
law (1962) 23280
reports (1962) 17084, 21164, 21457; (1964)
6375

special lists (1963) 18357

United States Study Commission - Texas:
audit, Aug.28, 1958-Aug.28, 1962 (1963) 6531
budget, amendment (1962) 11307
report (1962) 19027

United States Studv Commission on Savannah,
Altamaha, St. Marys, Apalachicola-
Chattahoochee, and Perdido Escambia
River Basins, and intervening areas, see
United States Study Commission, South-
east River Basins.

United States Travel Service:
activities, general information (1961) 21427
director, nomination of

—

John W. Black, hearings (1965) 19489
Voit Gilmore, hearing (1961) 14726

establish

—

hearings (1961) 8848
law(1961) 12118
reports (1961) 5821, 10322

illegal contract payment provisions and other
deficient contracting practices employed,
GAO report (1964) 10599

increasing incoming tourist trade by promo-
tion campaigns (excerpts from state-
ment) (1963) 11366

press releases (1962) 4247; (1963) 4100; (1964)
3929(1965)3846

reports (1962) 22893; (1963) 11367; (1964)
3180; (1965) 18817

visit USA program (remarks) (1964) 5740
United States - United Kingdom Educational

Commission, agreement (1965) 15073
United Steelworkers of America, unionwide

bargaining (1961) 6263
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United Supreme Council, 33d Degree, Ancient
and Accepted, Scottish Rite of Freema-
sonry, Southern Jurisdiction exempt
from D.C. tax (1964) 15450. 15671. 17209

UNIVAC, see Electronic computers.
Universal digital operational flight trainer tool,

see EHectronic computers
Universal instruments:

calibration of universal ratio sets, modifica-
tions in methods (1964) 18808

circle graduations, Heuwelink's method and
testing, application (1961) 11254

Universal joints, see Joints (universal).
Universal key to CSC issuance system (1962)

2263
Universal military training, see Military educa-

tion.

Universal military training and service act, see
Military service.

Universal Postal Union, accomplishments (re-

marks) (1963) 21072
Universal ratio sets, see Universal instruments.
Universalist Women. Association of. see Asso-

ciation of Universalist Women.
Universe:
and life. USSR study (1962) 2863
cosmogony problems. USSR articles (1965)

11510
development of life, USSR study (1965) 9353
microbes and the cosmos, USSR study (1963)

931
model universes, zero-pressure relativistic

having U-property, approximate solution
for luminosity distance (1965) 19932

models, zero-density cosmological and their
applicability to observed universe (1965)
5201

peaceful use, Yugoslav order establishing
commission (1963) 10655

problems of cosmogony, USSR articles (1964)
10880, 10978, 11055, 12691-692, 12808,
16037

Universities, see Colleges and universities.
University City, Mo. census of housing, 1960,

city blocks (1961) 13976
University-Federal Agency Conference on Ca-

reer Development, conference report
(1962) 20666-667

University Free Cuba, see Refugees.
University of Alaska:

land in dispute with Klukwan Iron Ore Corp..
authorize negotiated disposal

—

law (1965) 17417
reports (1965) 15899, 17615

University of the Americas:
study feasibility of establishing

—

hearing (1961) 8838
report (1961) 8817

University of Belgrade, bulletin (1962) 7532
convey property to

—

hearing (1962) 17306
law (1962) 20837
reports (1962) 15370, 19130

Lawrence Hall of Science, groundbreaking
ceremony (remarks) (1965) 11923

marine biological research laboratory, use of
land donated, reports (1965) 17826, 19262

University of Chicago, mass spectrometers,
duty-free entry (1965) 17534. 19399

University of Colorado, microcalorimeter,
duty-free entry (1964) 14089, 17230, 17580

University of Kansas, Peace Corps training
programs and projects (1962) 24060

University of Medical Sciences. Hungary,
practical exercises in nursing for medical
students (1962) 3119

University of Michigan, scientific and engineer-
ing research proposals, case study of
support (1963) 19984

University of Nebraska, stone for construction
of Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery,
duty-free entry (1964) 14089, 17230, 17580

University of Oklahoma, steady state distribu-
tion machine, duty free entry (1965)
17523,19114,19404

University of Pittsburgh, split pole magnetic
spectrograph system, duty-free entry
(1965) 17535, 19402

University of Rochester, mass spectrometer
and split pole spectrograph, duty-free
entry, (1965) 17531, 19403

University of South Dakota, shadomaster mea-
suring projector, duty-free entry (1965)
17524. 19407

University of Tennessee:
Agricultural Research Laboratory, research

progress reports (1962) 8979; (1963)
7706, 16851; (1964) 8067; (1965) 1845.
17117

proceedings of national workshop on im-
proved opportunities for deaf (1965)
15128

rheogoniometer, duty-free entry (1964) 14089,
17230, 17580

University of Texas:
Lyndon Baines Johnson archival depository,

agreement, authorize

—

hearing (1965) 17705
law (1965) 17375
reports (1965) 17593, 17846

University of Washington, mass spectrometer,
duty-free entry (1965) 17529, 19108, 19400

University of Zagreb, Yugoslavia, organization
of instruction and research (1964) 20213

University Reactor Conference, proceedings
(1961)16216

University Subcritical Assemblies Conference,
proceedings (1962) 4646

Unlading and lading:
aerial unloading kit modification, KMU-154/E

(1963) 18457
ammunition loading terminals (1964) 14206

C-130 aircraft ramp unloading kit (1964) 5883
effect of heavy loading on quality of Sebago

potatoes shipped from Florida (1961) 6641
embarkation. Fleet Marine Force manual

(1962) 14408
Florida avocados and limes, improved loading

methods for truck shipments (1961) 6691

fresh fruit and vegetables, unloads

—

eastern cities (1962) 10799; (1963) 5784,
7531, 14817. 20258: (1965) 6072

midwestern cities (1963) 5786, 9527, 14819,
20260; (1964) 5791; (1965) 6074

41 cities (1964) 7877; (1965) 7552
100 cities, 1961 (1962) 8758; (1963) 7528
southern cities (1963) 5787, 7532, 14820,

18377; (1964) 5792; (1965) 6075
fresh fruit and vegetable unloads, western

cities (1961) 5182, 8263; (1962) 10800,
22922; (1963) 5785, 9526, 14818, 20259;
(1964) 5790; (1965) 6073

hard winter wheat area, loading boxcars at
country elevators (1964) 19088

livestock trucking, safety-checking (1963)
8206

loading insert containers and cargo trans-
porters (1964) 13681

manual (1962) 170, 11017
loading out produce in warehouses, 3 methods

(1964)11773
mariner-class ship, loading (1963) 7362

steel products, recommendation of trade
(1962) 16444

amendment (1963) 4557, 13267

unloading grain faster from trucks with
complete opening endgate (1963) 7570
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Unloaders, silo, mechanical, for upright silos

(1962) 22932
Unloading, see Unlading and lading.
Unmarried parents, guide for development of

services in public welfare (1961) 20087
Unscreening of images for optimum visual in-

formation (1963) 1063
Unskilled workers, see Labor.
Untermeyer, Louis:
Edward Arlington Robinson, reappraisal

(1963) 9088
Robert Frost, a backward look (1964) 9485

Uota, M.
improved sulfur dioxide fumigation of grapes

loaded in railway refrigerator cars (1964)
4211

quality and respiration rates in stock flowers
treated with benzylaminopurine (1964)
13560

Up and around, booklet to aid stroke patient in

activities of daily living (1964) 13422
Upchurch, Robert E., subject headings used by

USAEC, Division of Technical Informa-
tion (1965) 13523

Upland cotton, see Cotton.
Upper air, see Atmosphere.
Upper atmosphere, see Atmosphere.
Upper Cretaceous period, see Cretaceous peri-

od.

Upper Darby Township, Pa., census of housing,
1960, city blocks (1961) 18326

Upper Eocene period, see Ek)cene period.
Upper Flathead Valley, Mont., soil survey of

area (1961) 1473
Upper French Broad Watershed, forest indus-

try prospects (1965) 13310
Upper Klamath National Wildlife Refuge:

administration

—

hearings (1962) 9497; (1963) 10017
law (1964) 17425
reports (1962) 11616; (1963) 13757; (1964)

2093, 17595
Upper mantle project, see Earth
Upper Mississippi River Wildlife and Fish Re-

fuge:
birds, list (1965) 4768
description (1961) 14889
general information (1963) 13969; (1964)

10568
waterfowl utilization and hunting kill,

1946-60(1963)15537
Upper Ordovician period, see Ordovician period.
Upper Peninsula of Michigan, see Michigan.
Upper Priest Lake:

include within Kaniksu National Forest, Ida-
ho-

hearing (1965) 2041
law (1965) 12030
reports (1965) 8918, 12093

Upper Rock Creek Watershed, proposal (re-

marks) (1963) 42
Upper Silesia, Poland, air pollution and sun-

shine in industrial region (1962) 7683
Upper Volta:

agricultural economy, notes (1962) 9534
business opportunities, report of 93d Dept. of

Commerce Trade Mission (1961) 14896
economic, technical and related assistance,

agreement (1961) 17840
economy, basic data (1965) 7349
foreign trade regulations (1964) 14383
gazetteer, official standard names (1965) 7795
import tariff system (1963) 2393
investment guaranties, agreement (1963)

18791
investment law (1963) 15649
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965)12931
newly independent nation, fact sheet (1962)

12703

Uppercase and lowercase computer printout
increases readability (1965) 18506

Upson, Joseph E., bedrock valleys of New Eng-
land coast as related to fluctuations of
sea level (1964) 19787

Upswing in rural America (1963) 11469; (1965)
7049

Uptake of radioisotopes by some aquatic in-

sects, USSR (1963) 12513
Upton quadrangle, Wyo., geology (1964) 19776
Uptrend in workers' education (1963) 20938
URA, see Urban Renewal Administration.
Ural electronic computer, see Electronic com-

puters.
Ural Mountains:

agricultural production, report on scientific
research, study (1965) 16422

emerald deposits, general information (1961)
994

metal industry, USSR study (1962) 22323
Sakmara interfluvial region, landscape map

and its use in physical geographic region-
ing, USSR study (1962) 6088

southern, pyrite deposits, geological-
geochemical comparison with those of
Kyzil-Kum, USSR study (1965) 6514

Ural'skaya Oblast, combination of rectangular
coordinate system in agrarian planning
work (1961) 11230

Urani, Josephine M.:
legal status of women in U.S., report for

—

Georgia (1963) 20253
Michigan (1964) 5763
Texas (1964) 13540
Washington (1964) 9891
Wisconsin (1964) 11721

Urania, see Uranium dioxide.
Uranic oxide, see Uranium dioxide.
Uraniferous coal, see Coal.

Uranium:
after 1966 (remarks) (1963) 11594
alloyed steels, their fabrication and mechani-

cal properties (1964) 9520
alloys

—

metallographic study of swelling (1961)
1711

molybdenum, Japanese study (1962) 6685
silicon, molybdenum and uranium monocar-

bide cermets, beryllium-clad fabrication
development, as reactor fuel-elements
(1961) 204

structure and properties (1964) 10967
and hydrogen, high-temperature mixtures,

viscosities and diffusivities (1965) 11405
area, Bokan Mountain, southeastern Alaska

(1964) 6798

base alloys, strengthened by SLIS tech-
niques, fundamental and applied research
and development in metallurgy (1965)
13503

beds in Yugoslavia (1965) 12714

beta treatment, summary report (1963) 18583

bibliography (1962) 14910

botanical prospecting

—

Colorado Plateau (series) (1962) 17621
South Elk Ridge, San Juan County, Utah

(1962) 17621

burnup in Mwd/ton, determination (1961)
16183

catalysts for

—

destruction of air pollutants in automobile
exhaust, development (1963) 4490

removal of hydrocarbons and carbon mon-
oxide from automotive exhaust (1964)
1441

chemistry

—

and transuranium elements (1964) 19229
USSR symposium (1965) 7162
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Uranium—Continued
coated particles, corrosion and radiation

damage resistant fuel material, final

report (1962) 207
cold drawn rods, properties (1961) 18014
compounds, electroreduction in carbonate

solutions, Polish study (1962) 7805
concentrates, technology of treatment (1961)

18026
contributions to geology of uranium (1961)

14948
contributions to geology of uranium (series)

(1962) 5293, 13868-869, 17622, 21822,
21824-825, 21829; (1963) 19296; (1964)
2413, 10629, 14337, 15941

corrosion of uranium and its alloys, USSR
study (1965) 16425

depleted, use in

—

bearing metals and low-alloy steels (1963)
137

cathodic protection (1963) 18101
deposits

—

buried channels in Monument Valley area,
Arizona and Utah (1963) 597

carbonate rocks (1963) 17529
Cave Hills area, Harding County, S.Dak.

(1965) 12545
(Cottonwood Wash mining area, San Juan
County, Utah (1962) 2074

Crooks Gap, Fremont County, Wyo (1964)
14337

distribution in granites of central Kazakhs-
tan (1962) 23915

distribution of elements in Colorado Pla-
teau, preliminary report (1963) 15605

distribution, relation of transmissive char-
acter of sedimentary rocks of Colorado
Plateau (1962) 23587

Front Range, Colo., geology (1964) 806,
18106

gamma-ray log sample data. Ambrosia
Lake area, statistical analysis (1965)
14709

Green River Mining District, Emery and
Grand Counties, Utah (1962) 210

lignite and carbonaceous shale in Williston
Basin (1965) 7803

Lost Creek schroeckingerite deposits,
Sweetwater County, Wyo, geology (1962)
21822

Lukachukai Mountains, Apache County,
Ariz. (1961) 4818

Montezuma Canyon area, San Juan County,
Utah (1965) 14409

Powder River basin, southern part (1964)
10629

Pumpkin Buttes area of Powder River ba-
sin, Wyo. (1964) 15941

relation to tectonic pattern of central Cor-
dilleran foreland (1961) 14948

Rifle Creek area, Garfield County, Colo.
(1961)6171

search, USSR study (1962) 8935
Slick Rock district, Cblo., heavy minerals as
guides (1962) 5293

Strawberry Hill quadrangle, Wyo (1963)
2340

Vilcabamaba area, Peru (1965) 4264
determination in graphite by instrumental

neutron activation analysis (1962) 16390
determination in natural waters (1965) 16324
dispersion hardened powder products, prepa-

ration and properties (1962) 2064
distribution in crude oils and methods of anal-

ysis (1961) 9252
distribution in rocks and minerals of Meso-

zoic batholiths of western U.S. (1961)
12775

domestic industry, review (remarks) (1965)
1866

Uranium—Continued

effect on isothermal transformation and hard-
enability of low-alloy steel (1964) 18697

electrorefining in chloride electrolyte (1965)
11395

electrowinning molten uranium metal from
uranium oxide, technical feasibility
(1963) 10959

Elk Ridge and vicinity, San Juan County,
Utah (1965) 6343

extraction from pulp and solutions, USSR
study (1961) 7850

extrusion of uranium, uranium alloys and
uranium compacts, literature search
(1961) 16209

fission, USSR study (1961) 2115
fuel elements, studies (1961) 18017; (1962)

180-182
fuel rod

—

analysis by X-ray inverse pole figure meth-
od (1961) 18017

thermal cycling by X-ray inverse pole figure
method (1962) 18698

fueled, water moderated lattices, beginning of
life characteristics, survey (1961) 18031

geology-
coaly carbonaceous rocks (1962) 9736
uranium-bearing veins in conterminous
United States (series) (1964) 4797; (1965)
9267

uranium deposits of Black Hills (series)

southern (1962) 2519, 15636; (1963) 6544,
10275, 12219, 20727; (1964) 2411-12, 21348

heating to forging temperature, USSR study
(1962)11973

in carbonaceous rocks (series) (1961) 4317,
19416; (1962) 9736

in Devonian and Mississippian black shales in
central midcontinent area (1962) 13869

in ground water in U.S., data, 1954-57 (1962)
19573

in marine black shales, geology and geochem-
istry, review (1961) 19416

in Peru (1964) 21014
in petroleums and rock asphalts (1961) 4317
in rocks of Pennsylvanian age, Oklahoma,

Kansas, Missouri (1962) 21829
in sedimentary rocks of Pennsylvania (1962)

13868
industry and its potential market (remarks)

(1963)4501
insoluble uranium-238 compounds, toxicology,

certain problems, USSR study (1965) 1196
internal friction increase in process of in-

creasing temperature, USSR study (1961)
7752

investigations in Brazil (series) (1965) 2229
investigations in Cave Hills area, Harding

County, S.Dak., (series) (1965) 12545
ionium-uranium ratios of carbonate rocks,

Eniwetok Atoll (1963) 19308
irradiated, process of formation of bubbles

(1962)23005
Lehighton, Pa., quadrangle (1963) 19293
long term utilization (1962) 2099
metal

—

electrolysis of uranium dioxide in fluoride

melts (1964) 11340
hoods for machining, special design (1962)
180

metal rods in heavy water, behavior of ther-
mal neutrons in lattices (1965) 4259

Mi Vida mine. Big Indian district, San Juan
(County, Utah, statistical interpretation
of sample assay data (1964) 21717

mill solutions, recovery of scandium from
(1962) 22509

milling industry, waste guide (1963) 9350
mills, process and waste characteristics

(1963)9351
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Uranium—Continued

mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)
12965

minerals, evaluating discordant lead-isotope

ages (1963) 5022
minerals reference book (1961) 16177
minerals yearbook chapters (1961) 17665;

(1962) 18237; (1963) 18112; (1964) 18712;

(1965) 14722
miners and millers, cancer mortality pat-

terns. 1950-62 (1964) 15044
mines, existence of severe health hazards,

Governors' conference report (1961)
11531

mining and milling industry, AEC raw materi-
als, program, hearings (1962) 6930

mining methods and costs

—

Colorado Plateau (1961) 19853
Kerr-Mcgee Oil Industries, Inc. (1961) 4818

mining practices at four properties in Gas
Hills, Wyo. (1963) 9112

molten-salt electrorefining (1964) 18690
Morro do Vento, Serra de jacobina, Brazil

(1964)18113
natural, amount of U-235 isotope in oflficial

USAEC values (1964) 13716
New Hampshire Paleozoic plutonic series, 3

early groups, distribution (1964) 21350
New Mexico mine experiments, measuring

changes in pillar strain during pillar re-

covery (1962) 22502
ore deposit at Monument no. 1-Mitten no. 2

mine. Monument Valley, Navajo County,
Ariz, (1961) 19411

ores

—

beneficiation (1962) 1646
Deer Flat area, Utah (1963) 12223
gamma-only assaying for disequilibrium

corrections (1961) 3801
recovering other metals occurring with,

Polish study (1962) 5703
subgrade calcareous, alkaline leach proc-

essing (1964) 9525
uranium milling flowsheet, radioactive
waste disposal

—

Durango-type(1962) 1637
shiprock-type (1962) 20110
vitro-type (1962) 14449

outlook for consumption and prices through
1970's (remarks) (1962) 6711

outlook for mining industry (remarks) (1964)
19262

Panhandle gas field, Tex (1964) 6807
plutonium-uranium fuel elements, separation

and determination of plutonium by cation
exchange (1963) 5939

possibilities, Pucallpa region, Loreto Depart-
ment, Peru (1963) 14998

processing plants in St. Louis area, construc-
tion and expansion, report (1961) 3807

procurement program of AECI

—

GAO review (1962) 9726
hearings (1962) 23286

radiochemical determination in environmen-
tal media by electrodeposition (1965)
13231

radiochemistry (1962) 14846

reconnaissance

—

Aisen area, Chile (1965) 17126
Antofagasta area. Province of Antofagas-

ta, Chile (1962) 2075
Arizona (1962) 17622
Ayabaca and Huancabamba provinces,
Peru (1962) 14874

Ayacucho Basin, Peru (1962) 14877
central Tucano basin, Bahia, Brazil (1965)
2229

Chanaral-Taltal area, Chile (1965) 4265

Uranium—Continued
C!hota and Hualgayoc provinces, Peru

(1962) 14876
Ck)piapo area, Atacama Province, Chile

(1962) 23049
Cuzco-Anta area, Peru (1963) 11581
Cuzco-Ayaviri region, Peru (1962) 14871
Dos de Mayo Province, Peru (1962) 14873
Elqui-Vicuna area, Ck)quimbo Province,

Chile (1961) 20360
Islay Province, Peru (1962) 14878
Iquitos area, Peru (1963) 14999
Mato Grosso State, Brazil (1965) 13517
Magallanes Province, Chile (1962) 16401
Moquegua-Ilo area, Peru (1962) 14875
Olmos district, Peru (1962) 14872
Peru, west-central (1965) 1850
Perus area, Sao Paulo, Brazil (1964) 17058
Peruvian coast (1963) 14997
Salamanca area, Coquimbo Province, Chile
(1961)211

San Pedro de Atacama and Laco areas,
Chile (1963) 16855

Sao Paulo, Santa Catarina, Rio Grande do
Sul Brazil coal (1962) 2081

SayapuUo Mine area, Peru (1963) 16854
Stanley area, south-central Idaho, hydro-
geochemical data (1962) 23048

Tarapaca Province, Chile (1962) 8981-82,
14879

Tocopilla area, Antofagasta Province,
Chile (1961) 20361

Uinta Basin of Colorado and Utah (1961)
5380

recovery

—

from Chattanooga shale (1962) 6699
metallic reactions (1963) 4484

refractory compounds, synthesis and fabrica-
tion experiments (1961) 18080

requirement forecast (remarks) (1962) 20520
resin-in-pulp-type milling flowsheet, disposal

of liquid waste (1963) 3075
rod, beta-heat treated, properties (1962) 181
rolling of uranium sheet and its properties,

studies on fuel element (1961) 178
selected measurement methods in nuclear fuel

cycle (1964) 4303, 19249
errata, (1965) 5613

selenides and tellurides, depleted, thermoelec-
tric properties (1965) 12953

selenium in oxidized sandstone-type deposits
(1963)6552

sintered dioxide pellets, micro-structures
(1961) 18013

structural control of uranium-bearing vein
deposits and districts in conterminous
United States (1965) 9267

technology, complexation reactions, USSR
study (1965) 4934

thermal cycling equipment and experimental
data (1962) 182

thorium systems, alloys structure (1964) 5953
thorium-uranium base alloys, high-strength

ternary and quaternary development
(1963)5922

thorium-uranium dicarbides in most ari, reac-
tion-rate (1961) 18038

underground miners, daily exposures to air-

borne radon-daughter products, estimate
(1962) 23983

undergound mining, hygienic aspects, USSR
study (1964) 7291

uranium and compounds, action on human
organism, USSR study (1961) 940

uranium-bearing coal

—

Great Divide Basin, Sweetwater County,
Wyo. (series) (1962) 7468, 21823

Wyoming Coal, Red Desert area eastern
part (1962) 21823
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Uranium—Continued
uranium-bearing lignites, mineralogy, pe-

trography, and paleobotany, analyses
(1961)11794

uranium-fueled, light-water-moderated super-
heater lattices, conversion ratio measure-
ment (1965) 15246

uranium-zirconium spent fuel elements, ura-
nium recoveries from Dow aluminum py-
rometallurgical process, progress report
(1961) 18094

vanadium deposits of Monument Valley area,

Ariz, (1963) 12220
volumetric determination in presence of high

concentrations of iron (1961) 2516
water-moderated arrays of uranium and

stainless steel, ANPP code development
program (1963) 126

Wyoming and Utah, intermontane basins,
uraniferous lake beds of Eocene age
(1965)2245

X-ray preferred orientation meeting, papers
(1963) 16850

Uranium carbide:
columbium alloy clad fuel element

—

final report (1961) 18078
technical report (1962) 8978

conference, East Hartford, Conn., May 20-21,

1963, presentations, summaries (1964)
8079

fast reactor fuel, study of PuC-UC (1963) 1829
meeting. Oak Ridge National Laboratory,

proceedings (1961) 9960
nuclear fuel, developments (1962) 14853;

(1963) 15017; (1964) 21018
preparation of (Th, U) C2 fuel particles for

HTGR (1963) 14961
reaction on rates in moist air, apparatus and

procedure for measuring (1961) 18036
reactor fuel materials, proceedings of sympo-

sium (1961) 18092
Uranium dioxide:
ceramic fuel elements made by hot isostatic

pressing (1961) 11796
characterization, papers presented at meet-

ing (1963) 1838
coated particles, corrosion and radiation

damaage resistant fuel material final

report (1962) 207
crystal, deformation modes at 700° C to 1900°

C (1961) 205
direct electrolysis to uranium metal in fluo-

ride melts (1964) 11340
fabrication cost estimate (1964) 8053
fast reactor fuel, study of Pu02-U02 (1963)

1829
fuel element system, development and testing

(1961) 5342; (1962) 6690, 23013
fuel elements, powder packed, symposium

(1963) 5925-26
grain growth and sintering, role of niobium

pentoxide, vanadium pentoxide and ti-

tanium dioxide (1962) 199
high burnup fuel elements behavior during

radiation (1961) 5346
hot extrusion of UO2 fuel elements (1962)

8968
irradiation

—

behavior of BeO-U02 fuel as function of

fuel-particle size (1963) 14970
testing, literature search (1961) 3804
transient effects in fast reactor fuels (1963)

14982
isostatic pressing in high temperature metals

(1961)5382
low temperature sintering (1962) 23061
molten, compatibility with 5 refractory mate-

rials (1963) 5572
oxidation, USSR study (1963) 5285

Uranium dioxide—Continued
oxygen to metal ratio in solid solutions of

uranium and plutonium dixoides, meas-
urement (1964) 8054

pelletization procedure for Yankee core 1

(1962)11037
plutonium-uranium dioxide fuel fabrication

(1961)18042
reactor-weight study of beryllium oxide, etc

(1962)22554
sintering studies of plutonium dioxide-

uranium dioxide pellets (1961) 16184
slightly enriched, in water lattices (1962) 2030
thermal conductivity of UO2, effect of solid

solution additions on measurement
(1961) 18081

thermal expansion cause of plastic strain in

thin fuel element cladding (1962) 2041

U02—
fuel systems for water reactor applica-

tions, development and testing (1964)
5956

properties and nuclear applications (1961)

16228
urania ceramic fuel elements, summary re-

port on development (1962) 14900

vibrational compaction (1962) 23029

Uranium hexafluoride, corrosion of metallic
materials at high temperature (1965)

4250
Uranium isotopes:

separation by diffusion and other processes
(1961) 1692

U-233, systems containing, critical dimen-
sions (1964) 17062

U-235—
amount in natural uranium, official USAEC
values (1964) 13716

calculating outputs and charges (1963)
15010

centrifuge separation project developments
(1961) 3806

consistent PI analysis of aqueous critical

assemblies (1962) 1684
enriched and depleted uranium as UFe,
base charges, detailed listing (1965) 199

fission, neutron induced, symmetry at indi-

vidual resonances (1964) 5980
method of determining in flat configurations

(1961) 1697
retained in absolute air filters, non-de-

structive measurement (1964) 13704

system containing, critical dimensions
(1964) 17062

Uranium mills, recovery of scandium from iron
sludge (1965) 5092

Uranium oxides:
chemistry of uranium-oxygen systems (1961)

16178
deposit, geologic environment, Black Hills,

S.Dak (1962) 15636
electrowinning molten uranium metal from

uranium oxide, technical feasibility

(1963) 10959
reduction, phase transformations, problems,

USSR study (1963) 12414

Uranium peroxide, thermal decomposition, reac-
tivity survey (1962) 16385-386

Uranium tetrafluoride:

high-temperature heat content (1961) 7925
molten systems, with alkali fluorides, electric

conductivity and density (1964) 18684

Uranoscopidae, see Strargazer fishes.

Uranouranic oxide:

powder, form and surface structure conducted
by electron microscope-replica and x-ray
diffraction methods, survey (1962) 23002
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Uranouranic oxide—Continued
reactivity changes

—

relationship to condition of preparation of

source materials (1962) 23003
specific surface area influence, survey
(1962)23004

surface structure of uranouranic oxide
powder by electron microscope replica
and x-ray diflFraction methods, survey
(1962) 23002

thermal decomposition of uranyl nitrate,

ammonium diuranate and uranium perox-
ide, reactivity survey (1962) 16385-386

Uranyl nitrate:

electron spectra, oscillational structure, Pol-
ish study (1962) 7803

thermal decomposition, reactivity survey
(1962) 16385-386

Urbach, Frederick, Conference on Biology of

Cutaneous Cancer, Apr. 6-11, 1962, pro-

ceedings (1963) 7315
Urban affairs and housing, coordinated pro-

grams of HHFA (1962) 9758
Urban Affairs and Housing Department:

hearings (1962) 7093, 7220
message from the President (1962) 4916
report (1962) 7038

hearings (1961) 14469, 14736
message from the President (1961) 5618
reports (1961) 16754, 17076

Urban areas, see Cities and towns.
Urban development and the law, address (1962)

7479
Urban growth and water regimen (1961) 14976
Urban life, see Cities and towns.
Urban Life, Space and Science Conference, see

Space, Science and Urban Life Confer-
ence.

Urban planners, see City planners.
Urban planning, see Redevelopment (city plan-

ning, etc.).

Urban policy, see Redevelopment (city plan-
ning, etc.).

Urban renewal, see Redevelopment (city plan-
ning etc.).

Urban Renewal Administration:
bulletin (1964) 16903
career opportunities, community planners

(1961)6603
community renewal program (CRP), policy

(1964)3182
cost of facilities of Mill Creek Valley project,

excessive allocations, GAO report (1965)
694

costs of projects, controlling and sharing
with Housing and Home Finance Agency,
GAO review (1962) 7459

demonstration grant summary (1965) 15116
excessive allocation of costs of streets

—

and facilities to Northside urban renewal
project, Kansas City, Mo., GAO report
(1964) 19754

and roads to Queensgate urban renewal
project, Cincinnati, Ohio, report (1965)
7766

improper inclusion of Melan Bridge costs in
Keyway slum clearance and urban renew-
al project, Topeka, Kans., GAO report
(1963)20716

news releases (1961) 3635; (1962) 4248; (1963)
4101; (1964)3930

overallocation of public facility costs to 5
urban renewal projects in Hawaii and
California, GAO report (1965) 16299

premature approval of large scale demolition
of Erieview urban renewal project I,

Qeveland, Ohio, GAO report (1963) 14002

Urban Renewal Administration—Continued
press releases (1965) 3847
technical guides (1961) 1563, 2730-33, 6604,

8237-39, 17875, 21431, (1962) 14672,
18548; (1963) 1579, 11370, 18358; (1965)
3072, 6973, 16906, 18819

what it is, what it does (1962) 15647
Urban renewal manual (1962) 4422; (1963) 4270;

(1964) 4126; (1965) 4037
Urban renewal service bulletin (1961) 16037
Urban transportation, fact sheet (1962) 19582
Urbana, HI.:

census of housing, 1960 standard metropoli-
tan statistical area tenure, rooms, condi-
tion and plumbing, etc (1962) 20572

consumer expenditures and income, 1960
(1963) 12790, 14459

Urbancic, Anton, and wife, relief (1961) 7205
Urbanek, Jindrich biographic sketch (1962)

5376
Urbano, R.H. convergence and ultimate reliabil-

ity of iterated neural nets (1965) 116
Urea:
blood content under conditions of medically

induced sleep, effect of radioactive phos-
phorus, USSR study (1962) 2681

chemical composition of urea-extractable
components of plague virus EV, USSR
study (1964) 20387

fertilizer of winter wheat, USSR study (1964)
16366

hypertonic, intravenous, in cerebral edema
(1964) 15237

impact on oilseed meal markets, economic
analysis (1961) 9890

use for treatment of impairment of excretory
function of kidneys in burns, USSR study
(1964) 18231

Urease, solutions, effect of gamma radiation on
viscosity and enzymatic activity (1961)
20317

Ureters, replacement of ureteral defect with
polyethylene tubing, USSR study (1965)

T, ,
9388

Urethanes:
polyurethane

—

azide base foam for rigidization of solar
concentrators in space (1965) 12971

erosion resistant material for helicopter
rotor blades (1965) 15108

linings for steel fuel-storage tanks (1965)
13154

Urgent national needs, special message to Con-
gress by President Kennedy, May 25, 1961
(1961) 13677

Uric acid, carbonate-phosphotungstate method
for determination in rat urine (1962)
10911

Urinalysis, see Urine.
Urinary calculi:

hypodynamic urolithiasis, potential hazard
during prolonged weightlessness in space
travel (1962) 12940

weightlessness effects (1965) 15221
Urinary organs, intestinal transplants incorpo-

rated in bladder, physiological and histo-
chemical study of adaptation, USSR

U^j^^X1963)5235
analysis, detection of in-flight hyperventila-

tion (1963) 5891
ascorbic acid levels as related to oral health

status (1964) 1746
beryllium determination by ion exchange sep-

aration and fluorimetric measurment
(1963) 14984

catecholamines in motion sickness and turbu-
lent flight (1964) 1742

electrolytes, acid-base balance, of man during
acclimatization to carbon dioxide (1965)
1320
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Urine—Continued

evacuating system for use in full-pressure
suits (1964) 8006

excretion of 17-hydroxycorticosteroids—
and 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid in pilots,
USSR study (1964) 8881

effect of bedrest. (1965) 9612
excretion of steroids and catecholamines,

effects on high concentrations of carbon
dioxide and diet (1963) 18505

excretion trends in men undergoing deaccli-
matization to heat (1961) 17949

free amino acids in leucosis, USSR study
(1961) 15525

gross chemical changes of human waste un-
dergoing thermal decomposition (1964)
7986

human waste, combustion and product recov-
ery (1964) 7987

ketone testing, glucose tolerance test, stand-
ardization simplified (1965) 11650

laboratory procedures (1962) 16317
maple syrup disease, general information

(1964) 19310; (1965) 11950
postflight urinary determinations for evalu-

ating flight stress (1965) 7113
rat, uric acid content determined by modified

carbonate-phosphotungstate method
(1962)10911

titratable acidity and ammonia excretion dur-
ing hypothermia (1963) 13215

trihydroxyindole method for estimation of
epinephrine and norepinephrine (1961)
3737

volume and electrolyte excretion, bedrest
effect (1965) 8032

water and electrolyte excretion rhythms in
patients suffering from rheumatic disease
of heart and circulatory insufficiency,
USSR study (1961) 4606

Urogenital organs, see Genito-urinary organs.
Ursic, Stanley J., planting loblolly pine for ero-

sion control in north Mississippi (1963)
20710

Uruguay:
agricultural commodities, agreement (1962)

1852, 18498
agriculture situation and outlook (1962) 5085
air conditioning and refrigeration equipment,

production, consumption, trade (1961)
5414

air transport services, agreement (1965) 5401
background notes (1965) 9938
Commission for Educational Exchange be-

tween United States and Uruguay, agree-
ment (1961) 16622

communist reports on Cuba visit (1962) 21998
economy, basic data (1964) 4859
educational data (1962) 23439
estabhshing business (1962) 17668
foreign trade regulations (1964) 4853
gas appliances, household and commercial,

U.S. market in (1963) 20339
import tariff system (1961) 12702
labor conditions (1965) 7995
livestock and meat industry (1963) 15544
market for U.S. telecommunication equipment

(1961) 20394
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12932
patent and trademark regulations (1961) 9203
Peace Corps, agreement (1964) 1614
plant quarantine import requirements (1964)

19060
sending gift packages to (1962) 718
surplus agricultural commodities, agreement

(1961)6569,9769
Uruguayan Communist Party Congress, pro-

ceedings (1962) 18054

Urumchi, China, Shu-mo-kou hot springs, inves-
tigation of origin (1962) 1033

USA, see United States.
USAAA, see Army Audit Agency.
USAAML, see Army Aviation Materiel Labora-

tories.

USAARU, see Army Aeromedical Research
Unit.

USAEC, see Atomic Ehiergy Commission.
USAF Experimental Flight Test Pilot School,

history, Feb. 4, 1951-Oct. 12, 1961 (1963)
7610

USAF, see Air Force.
USAFI, see Armed Forces Institute,
procurement of concentrates by Atomic Ener-

gy Commission contracts with Western
Nuclear Corp, Rawlins, Wyo., GAO review
(1961)4301

potentiometric titration in milligram
amounts with vanadate, Poland (1962)
7609

USAPRO, see Army Personnel Research Office.
USARP, see United States Antarctic Research

Program.
USASCAF pamphlet (1962) 13002; (1965) 17078
USASRDA, see Army Signal Research and De-

velopment Agency.
USASRDL technical report (1961) 9721; (1962)

1803
USDA, see Agriculture Department.
Use tax:

District of Columbia, exempt House of Repre-
sentatives majority and minority rooms,
report (1964) 17618; (1965) 4500

Federal, on trucks, truck tractors, and buses
(1964) 19820

State, as applied to interstate commerce,
hearings (1962) 19190

State taxation of interstate commerce, report
(1965) 12154; 17601

transportation, additional charges message
from the President (1965) 10400

Useful information about working for Uncle
Sam (1963) 11228

Useller, James W., combined compressor cool-
ant injection and afterburning for tur-
bojet thrust augmentation (1963) 5513

Uses of isotopes in industry and in physical
and chemical research (1962) 16412

USES, see Employment Service.
USHL, see Hydrograph Laboratory.
USLV, see United States Information Agency
USIDA series (1961) 13924; (1962) 272, 4740

14947, 18795, 23074; (1963) 7766; (1965)
289

Using records to prevent accident, conference
workshop (remarks) (1964) 13035, 14679

USL reports (1963) 11263
Uslenghi, P.L.E., antennas for space vehicles

(1965)6618
USLI, see Life insurance.
USNRDL-TR series (1961) 2701, 5088, 8182;

(1962) 3476, 22781
USOM, see United States Operations Missions.

Uspekhi sovremennoy biologi (periodical):
translations (1963) 772; (1964) 16331

USRL, see Underwater Sound Reference Labo-
ratory.

USS Burrfish SSR 312 (submarine):
loan to Canada, agreement (1961) 1526

USSR, see Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
Usury and interest:
home mortgage interest rates and terms

(1963) 10148
interest information on IRS returns, author-

ize free use of mails for reporting, hear-
ing (1965) 17728

USW, see Radio waves.
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Utah:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 7298
annual survey of manufactures, 1960 stand-

ard metropolitan statistical areas and
large industrial counties, statistics (1962)

18776; (1963) 4571; (1964) 6032
area measurement report (1964) 17076
beryllium-bearing tuff. Honeycomb Hills,

Juab County (1964) 9524
beryllium ore, recovery by fluosilicate process

(1963) 5483
Cache Valley, southern, geology (1963) 2345
census county divisions, 1960, map (1961)

16314
census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1961)

11892
census of business, 1963

—

merchandise line sales, retail trade, statis-

tics (1965) 15304
retail trade, area statistics (1965) 1884
selected services, area statistics (1965) 5669
wholesale trade, area statistics (1965) 5675

census of governments, 1962, State report
(1965)4332

census of housing, State and small areas, ten-

ure, rent, plumbing, etc. (1962) 2198
census of manufactures, 1958, State bulletin

(1961)8493
census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-

port (1961) 20426
census of population, 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 13073
general characteristics (1961) 6837
general social and economic characteristics

(1962) 288
number of inhabitants (1961) 1823

censuses of population and housing, 1960

—

census county division boundary descrip-
tions (1962) 16576

geographic identification code scheme
(1961)6886

central and southern, marine Jurassic

—

gastropods (1965) 18213
pelecypods (1964) 18137

climatic summary

—

1931-52(1961)2745
1951-60, decennial census (1965) 18837

climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;
(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216

confirm lands lying below meander line of
Great Salt Lake, hearings (1965) 12335

county business patterns, activities covered
bv GASDI programs (1961) 10011; (1963)
15054, 18677

East Tintic Mountains, stratigraphy (1962)
2527

electric rate book (1962) 551; (1963) 13922;
(1964) 19700

eligibility of public lands for selection as in-

demnity for lost school lands, opinion of
Attorney General (1963) 9020

5B redevelopment area, statistical profiles

(1963)11693,13362
floods, magnitude and frequency (1962) 15637
forest area and timber volume (1965) 4798
forest products output, 1960 (1962) 17557;

(1965)9197
gravity survey along central and southern

Wasatch front (1961) 14969
Green River oil shale, yields, 1952-62 (1964)

11326
Indians on Federal reservations, basic infor-

mation (1961) 8153
intermontane basins, uraniferous phosphatic

lake beds of Eocene age (1965) 2245
interstate highway, unnecessary costs from

failure to acquire rights-of-way before
properties were improved. Public Roads
Bureau, GAO report (1965) 9249

Utah—Continued
labor organizations, reporting, register

(1961) 4783; (1964) 16574
La Sal Mountains, quaternary stratigraphy

(1962) 15639
regional geophysical investigations (1963)
2346

Middle Canyon of Oquirrh Mountains, hydro-
geology (1963) 19324

mineral and water resources (1964) 8451
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapters

(1961) 1215; (1962) 1621; (1963) 3068;
(1964) 1425; (1965) 1358

municipal waste facilities, 1962 inventory
(1964)3108

municipal water facilities (1964) 18913
inventory (1961) 6506; (1964) 3108

pest control progress 1961 (1963) 10230
recreation (1964) 12439

natural resources (1965) 16342
non-ferrous metal refining opportunities,

study (1965) 5581
population, 1960, characteristics (1963) 13278
precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)

3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965) 3492
public school finance program, 1962-63 (1963)

13860
refractory clay deposits (1964) 13106
rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-

files (1962) 16647
SBA financial assistance (1963) 1467
smelting of iron ores (1961) 13461
snow survey and water supply forecasts

(1961) 3590; (1962) 3834
snow survey measurements (1965) 20075
South Elk Ridge, San Juan County, botanical

prospecting for uranium (1962) 17621
Spor Mountain, beryllium-bearing tuff, chem-

ical, etc., properties (1962) 18231
sulfur production and consumption (1962)

20080
tellurium resources (1964) 5493
temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10767

titaniferous sandstone, reconnaissance (1962)
6236

truck inventory and use survey (1965) 265
tungsten deposits (1961) 9443
uranium reconnaissance in Uinta Basin

(1961)5380
Utah Valley, southern, geology (1963) 5019
water supply outlook and snow surveys (1963)

4290; (1964) 4143; (1965) 4055
weather stations, decadal census (1963) 16686
western, hydrology of stock-water develop-

ment on public domain (1963) 6561
women

—

labor laws, summary (1962) 22914; (1964)
13547

legal status (1964) 16924
workers (1964) 1668

zinc deposits

—

oxidized (1963) 14017
supergene detailed study (1963) 14017

Zip code directory (1963) 20069
•Utah County, Utah:

geology of—
Eureka quadrangle (1964) 8755
Tintic Junction quadrangle (1964) 6797

Utah Valley, southern, geology (1963) 5019

Ute Indians:
Southern Ute Tribe, land exchange

—

laws (1962) 23228; (1963) 17042
reports (1962) 21036, 21451; (1963) 13594,

17261
Uintah and Ouray Reservation mixed bloods,

limitation on mortgaging

—
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Ute Indians—Continued
Uintah and Ouray Reservation mixed bloods,

limitation on mortgaging—Continued
law (1962) 20873
reports (1962) 19346, 21034

Ute Mountain Tribe rights and interests in
and to land in New Mexico, determine re-

port (1963) 19039
Ute Mountains, area, Colo., geology and petrol-

ogy (1965) 9268
Ute Mountain Tribe of Ute Mountain Reserva-

tion, see Ute Indians.
Utensils, see Implements, utensils, etc.

Uterus:
cancer (1963) 20099; (1965) 18709

cervix

—

articles from Laboratornoye delo, USSR
(1961) 10747

China's achievements in combating (1962)
17808

USSR study (1964) 18249
denervation conditions, action of X-rays on

development of rat embryos, USSR
study (1961) 2199

intracavitary therapy of carcinom portionis
vaginal is uteri with radioactive cobalt
60 (1965) 16408

Utica, N.Y.:
census of business, 1963 major retail centers,

standard metropolitan statistical area
(1965) 15297

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18296
standard metropolitan statistical area ten-

ure, rooms, condition and plumbing, etc.

(1962) 20618
censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 11181

water resources of area (1963) 5030
Utilities:

Government-owned, Indian Affairs Bureau
administration, permit sale, etc.

—

law (1961) 18670
reports (1961) 14628, 20551

industry in Puerto Rico (1962) 12780
loss in revenues from undercharges to em-

ployees occupying Government-owned
quarters, Interior Dept., GAO report
(1965) 7776

naval shore activities, conservation program
survey manual (1964) 5778

underground installations in rock, design
(1961) 19267

water, service-pipe requirements, 1950-80
(1964) 19280

water-supply, injury-producing accident oc-

currences (1961) 1169
Utilities, see Public utilities.

Utility, induced utilities, and small worlds
(1964) 63

Utility companies, see Electric utilities—Pub-
lic utilities.

Utility man:
1 & C, Navy training course (1964) 20699
3 & 2, Navy training course (1963) 16459

Utility trucks, M151, costs incurred because of

delay of Army in equipping for airbone
operations GAO report (1963) 12217

see Motortrucks.
Utilization and cost of labor for ginning cotton

(1965)9028
Utilization research report (1962) 78; (1964)

7954
Utley, Robert M., Fort Davis National Historic

Site, Tex. (1965) 16773
Utricle, receptor cells, histochemical and ul-

trastructural changes, altered gravita-
. tional field, USSR study (1964) 9111

Utter, Fred M., use of plant extracts in serologi-
cal studies of fish (1964) 10574

Utter, Kenneth L., New York City wholesale
butter, etc., market facilities (1963) 1701

Utter, Stephen:
determination of stresses around under-

ground opening. Climax Molybdenum
Mine Colo. (1963) 3094

stresses induced around mine development
workings by undercutting and caving.
Climax Molybdenum mine, Colo. (1965)
16591

Utterback, Charles J. relief (1961) 16900; (1962)
7113,13370

Utukok-Corwin region, Alaska, geology (1961)
17330

Uvalde County, Tex., geology and ground-wa-
ter resources (1964) 10652

Uzar, Vartanus, relief (1962) 6981, 7177, 9144
Uzbek biological journal (USSR periodical):
translations (1963) 15738

Uzbek Soviet Socialist Republic:
Angren, 7 year plan (1962) 1357
chemical industry, main trend of development

(1964)21462
economy and culture in 5th year of 7-year

plan "(1963) 12702
Institute of CJeology and Geophysics imeni

Kh. M. Abdullayev of Academy of Sci-
ences (1964) 18483

medical research, USSR report (1962) 14086
medical school (1962) 757
medical sciences news (1961) 12915
mountain slide and rescue operations in

Uzbekistan (1964) 12864
occupational diseases, prevention and control

(1962)9896
public consumption funds, translations (1962)

19762
public health problems at 4th session of Su-

preme Soviet Uzbek SSR (1962) 912
research activities of zoologists (1963) 1112
scientific meetings and activities, transla-

tions (1962) 756
transportation, translation (1963) 5215
ukase

—

on consolidation of rayons (1963) 8529
election districts (1963) 8629

Uzbekistan, see Uzbek Soviet Socialist Repub-
lic.

Uzbekskiy biologicheskiy zhurnal (periodical):
translations (1963) 15738

V.A., see Veterans Administration.
V.C.S., see Veterans Canteen Service.

V.E.S., see Veterans Employment Service.

V.G. Khlopin Radium Institute, see Radium In-

stitute imeni V.G. Khlopin, USSR.
V.O.A., see Voice of America.
V-G (velocity-gravity) recorders, turbine-

powered transport airplanes, data 1959-
63 (1965) 8120

VA fact sheet IS (series) (1964) 7830
Vacancy formation in gold under high pressure

(1964) 14894
Vacation pay, see Wages.
Vacations:

business in

—

Maine (1961) 9734
New Hampshire (1963) 1485

farm associations, why, how (1965) 547
farms

—

business planning helps (1964) 5848
businesses in New England (1964) 19620
enterprises in Ohio (1964) 14168

Indian reservations, guide to campgrounds
and tourist attractions (1965) 11012
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Vacations—Continued
paid leave provisions in major contracts,

1961—
departmental edition (1962) 23935
document edition (1962) 23339

planning, Governnient publications, list

(1961) 9680; (1962) 10594
table of contents of handbook on furloughs of

workers employed in public health serv-

ice, USSR study (1965) 853
workers entitled to, Nort Vietnam ministry of

labor directive (1961) 844
work-study program for student trainees,

examination announcement (1962) 23105
Vaccination:

aerosol method, theoretical and experimental
development problems, USSR study
(1962)5624

assistance act of 1962

—

hearings (1962) 13523
law (1962) 23268
reports (1962) 15169, 15191, 19302

brucellosis, identification of calves, guide
(1961)5226

general information (1965) 2070
information for

—

international travel (1962) 20253; (1963)
21087

travel in

—

Africa, including Malagasy Republic and
neighboring islands (196'l) 2663, 15931;
(1962) 18414

Asia, Australia and New Zealand (1961)
1437; (1962) 18415

Europe (1962) 18416
Mexico, (Central and South America and
Caribbean (1961) 2664, 15933; (1962)
16130

polio, 1961 neighborhood campaign, propos-
als (1961) 6496

smallpox, international certificate require-
ment, poster (1964) 5665

see also Vaccine.
Vaccine:

antipoliomyelitis lozenge, production, proc-
essing instructions, USSR study (1965)
6399

babesiasis of cattle, immunoprophylaxis,
Yugoslavian study (1962) 7729

Brucella abortus, strain 19, production and
standardization (1961) 1614

helminthiasis, immunization of animals, Yu-
goslavian study (1962) 7648

inactivated, immunizing value of rabbit-
passed pork pest virus in pigs previous-
ly vaccinated, Rumanian study (1962)
7837

inoculations for infectious diseases in USSR
(1965)7897

live—
brucellosis, cause of decrease in natural

resistance of irradiated animals, USSR
study (1964) 12853

prophylaxis of infections, USSR study
(1961)15559

measles vaccines, status, technical report
(1963)9355

prophylaxis of brucellosis, ways of studying
and obtaining vaccine strains, USSR
study (1962) 12034

stored for civil defense medical stockpile,
weaknesses in management. Public
Health Service, GAO report (1965) 14404

tularemia dust, evaluation, USSR study
(1964)9195

use, USSR handbook (1962) 21947
see also Anthrax vaccine—Antiaphthous vac-

cine—Brucellosis vaccine—Influenza
vaccine—Poliomyelitis vaccine.

Vaccine Producing Institute, see State Vac-
cine Producing Institute.

Vacirca, Chiara P., relief (1962) 11513, 21291
Vacuum:
adaptation of baseplate materials (1964)

19184
apparatus facilitates high-temperature test-

ing (1964) 14805
application, rolling element slip rings (1964)

9608
arc melting, discharge behavior (1961) 9452
backup bar, vacuum-tvpe, speeds weld repairs

(1964) 20542
chamber, modified rf coaxial connector ends

wiring problem (1964) 13204
cladding of refractory metals, USSR study

(1963) 19546
coatings, deposition by means of electron

bombardment (1963) 18180
crystal structure of rare earth and related

metals influence on friction characteris-
tics (1965) 1467

diffusion welding

—

high-welding metalloid compounds with
high-melting metals, USSR study (1965)
9338

metals, USSR study (1964) 21602
USSR scientific-technical conference sum-
mary (1963) 8677

effect of ultraviolet irradiation on plastic
films (1965) 14809

effect on

—

creep-rupture properties of sintered alumi-
num and commercial aluminum (1964)
5600

fatigue and stress-rupture properties of

S-816 and inconel 550 at 1500° F (1965)
13050

penetration characteristics of projectiles

into fine particles (1963) 3140

electrical breakdown

—

facts and observations (1962) 12570
initiation (1964) 5599

electron bombardment improves vacuum
chamber efficiency (1965) 16668

environment

—

adhesive resists shock and vibration (1965)
5130

cobalt alloys have high-temperature
strength, etc (1964) 9555

jet impingement on surfaces of fine parti-
cles (1965) 6700

evaporated thin films research (1963) 7646

evaporation rates for organic lubricants in

vacuum (1964) 5517
extreme technology and associated clean sur-

face studies (1964) 14792
fatigue of metals in vacuum environment

(1965)5171
forming thermoplastic sheet, results in

low-cost casting patterns (1964) 9543
friction

—

and wear of low-melting binary and ternary
gallium alloy (1965) 6754

characteristics of beryllium, hafnium, etc.,

relation of lattice parameters
(1965)6721
wear, and decomposition mechanisms for
polymer compositions (1964) 3027

fused fluoride coatings as solid lubricants
(1964)16686

high, gauge calibration study (1965) 6625

high speed performance of miniature ball

bearings lubricated with combinations of

barium, gold, and silver films (1964) 13232
high-vacuum condenser design, experimental

effects from cesium and mercury ion

beams (1962) 18258
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Vacuum—Continued
hot-
pressing of high grade beryllia (1961) 175
rolling molybdenum conditions, USSR
study (1964) 1011

impurities in vacuum (1965) 111
induction melting, oxygen and carbon in iron

(1961)5009
influence of

—

crystal orientation on friction characteris-
tics (1965) 18546

order-disorder transformation on friction
characteristics of copper-gold alloys in

vacuum (1965) 16713
insulation, materials investigation up to

4000° F (1963) 11472
learning set performance of squirrel monkeys

after rapid decompression (1965) 4209
linear acceleration guidance scheme for land-

ing and launch trajectories (1965) 6734
measurement

—

bibliography and index (1961) 21255; (1964)
13273

lowest pressures in space and laboratory
(1965)6615

photolysis of

—

poly (alkylene polysulfides) (1965) 13183
poly-a-methylstyrene(1962) 6345

plastics weight loss rates at temperatures
from 80° to 500° F (1963) 1273

prolonged preservation of dehydrated ty-

phoid, paratyphoid, and dysentery bacte-
ria (1962) 8056

spraying, thickness monitor for thin films

obtained (1964) 5917
sublimation effect of radiant heat component

on heat transfer (1963) 18179
super-high via semiconductors, USSR study

(1963)6641
thermal-vacuum testing earth satellites

(1963) 16372
titanium and alloys friction and wear, influ-

ence of crystal structure (1965) 6722
treatment of metals, USSR study (1964) 10790
ultraviolet

—

measured with spectrophotometric attach-
ment (1962) 3347

radiation from N+- and O-i-- electron re-

combination in high-temperature air

(1965) 13011
spectrum, nitrogen and oxygen absorption

cross-sections (1965) 124
vessel, burst diaphragm protects from inter-

nal pressure transients (1965) 14800
Vacuum arc melting and casting of copper

(1963)14519
Vacuum cooling, see Cooling.
Vacuum furnaces:

high temperature, used in laboratories, USSR
study (1964) 2810

melting of low-alloy steel (1961) 9473
radiant heater offers high structural rigidity,

etc (1964) 13178
Vacuum gages:

calibration of gas-composition-sensitive
pressure gages in condensible vapors
(1965) 5174

precision gages measures ultrahigh vacuum
levels (1964) 13200

Redhead and Bayard-Alpert, response aboard
Explorer X\'II (1964) 7533

thermal conductivity, calibration in range of
lO-i to 1 Torr lower limit (1963) 12865;
(1964) 3006

see also Ionization gages.
Vacuum presses, hot, induction heated (1961)

3794
Vacuum systems:
equipment for processing refractory metals

in electrovacuum industry, USSR study
(1964)5208

Vacuum systems—Continued

gas-fired retort for distilling metals (1961)

9460
pneumatic, for filling large dry chemical fire

extinguishers (1963) 18253; (1965) 13128
technology and practice, literature review

(1963) 9599
Vacuum tubes:
high-power emission tester (1964) 20559
technical physical research, economic signifi-

cance, Hungarian study (1962) 7637
voltmeters, Hewlett Packard, instrument cali-

bration procedure, technical manual
(1961) 11481; (1962) 12617; (1964) 13360

see also Diodes.
Vacuum ultraviolet photoionization detector

(1963) 7288
Vagus nerves, see Nerves.
Vakhsh River and Valley, hydroelectric sta-

tions, installation, USSR study (1963)
5333

Valachi, Joseph:
testimony, hearings (1964) 533

print additional copies, reports (1964) 325,
455

VALB, see Veterans of Abraham Lincoln Bri-
gade.

Valdes-Cruz, Oscar, relief (1965) 17776
Valdez, Luisa G., relief (1963) 11929; (1965) 5989
Valdez, Teresita C, relief (1965) 8765, 13769,

15869
Valdosta, Ga., census of housing, 1960, special

reports for local housing authorities
(1961) 18365

Vale, Lester B., height gage (1964) 5503
Valence, estimation of chemical bond from su-

perfine structure of electronic paramag-
netic resonance spectra of manganese
(1964) 14456

Valentina, Sister M., see Fatibene, Maria.

Valentine, Ruth E.:

photographic dealers and studios, bibliogra-

phy (1964) 20787
store arrangement and display (1964) 15079

Valentine National Wildlife Refuge:
birds, list (1964) 19732
general information (1961) 4242

Valeo, FYank, testimony, hearings (1964) 8456

Validity (psychology):

Air Force classification tests against academ-
ic grades in aviation high school (1962) 90

Vallbona, C, bedrest effect on physiological
function (1965) 6628-29, 8031

Valle Grande, Sandoval County, N.Mex., geolo-

gy and hydrology (1963) 19325
Valle Grande-Bandelier National Park, estab-

lish, hearing (1964) 17880
Valle Grande National Park, establish, hearing

(1963)2096
Valle Toledo, Sandoval County, N.Mex., geology

and hydrology (1963) 19325
Vallecitos boiling water reactor, see Reactors

(atomic).

Vallejo, Calif., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 18221
Vallejo Unified School District, Vallejo, Calif.:

board of education, remove encumbrance on
title to land heretofore conveyed to

—

law (1962) 23200
report (1962) 21080

Vallely, James L., mineral industry of CJeorgia

(1963) 20955; (1964) 21697
Valley, Shea L., handbook of geophysics and

space environments (1965) 17014
Valley City, N.Dak., stratigraphy of Pierre

shale in area (1965) 9265
Valley County, Idaho, reconnaissance petro-

graphic cross-section of Idaho batholith

(1964)8760
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Valley County, Mont., geology of Fort Peck
area (1964) 8767

Valley of opportunity, TVA (1963) 7477
Valley Steel Products Co., motor carrier acci-

dent (1961) 19463
Valley with a future, TVA in the sixties (1962)

18539
Valleys, general theory of meandering valleys

'(series) (1964) 18130-131; (1965) 9266
Valsalva maneuver, its relationship to chronic

recurrent aerotitis media (1961) 17947
Valuation:

assessed, of farmlands in rural-urban fringe
of Maryland, preferential treatment
(1961)17157

Preferential assessment of farmland, Mary-
land experience (talk) (1961) 19216

spot cotton quotations, relation to spot val-

ues and average differentials (1964) 19089
test appraisals (address) (1963) 6403
timber appraisal. Forest Service policies and

procedures, general review (1964) 2351
Valuation decisions, see Interstate Commerce

Ck)mmission.
Value analysis (1961) 20081
Value engineering:

contract clauses, defense procurement circu-

lar digest (1965) 465
fringe benefits (1965) 456
Maritime Administration unwarranted con-

struction-differential subsidy payments
from inadequate implementation of value
engineering program, GAO report (1965)
12533

Value engineering handbook (1963) 10039
Value of interdisciplinary laboratory, remarks

(1965) 13545
Valves:

blade, isolates compartment in pipe, opens to

allow free flow (1965) 1424
check valve is installed in standard AN fit-

tings (1965) 14786
culvert teinter, new lock no. 19, Mississippi

River (1961) 12598
design with elastic seat (1965) 5149
duct closure for hot cycle rotor system (1963)

14751
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 7239; (1964) 12292
supplements (1963) 3655; (1964) 3473; (1965)
3375

flow control, independent of pressure drop
(1965)9663

fluid check, fail-safe feature (1965) 14771
gate, with ceramic-coated base operates at

high temperatures (1964) 16670
high-temperature, high-pressure spherical

segment valve provides quick opening
(1964) 11374

improved fluid control valve extends dia-

phragm life (1965) 9689
multiple port pressure scanner valve (1964)

20550
nuclear submarine, purchased from Crane Co.

by Westinghouse, unsupported costs,

GAO report (1965) 2219
one-shot valve may be remotely actuated

(1965) 16654
packless valve with all-metal seal handles

wide temperature, pressure range (1964)
9546

pneumatic, use for automation of irrigation
systems (1965) 15171

purchased from Garrett Corp., by General
Dynamics Corp., for Atlas ICBM, GAO
report (1965) 6282

sensitive low-pressure relief, has positive
seating against leakage (1965) 1436

ships' water system, vibro-acoustical charac-
teristics, USSR study (1962) 22330

Valves—Continued
technology, advanced (1965) 8056
tricuspid, artificial, replacing mitral valve of

heart, USSR study (1964) 9178
two-part valve acts as quick coupling (1965)

2851
vacuum ball, description (1965) 13065
see also Light valves.

Vanadates, see Calcium vanadates—Ferrous
vanadates—Magnesium vanadates

—

Sodium vanadates.
Vanadium:

alloys

—

mechanical properties, oxidation character-
istics and weldability (1965) 6690

production from ores of Kazakhstan, pros-
pects, USSR study (1964) 1227

B-titanium-vanadium, chromium-vanadium
diffusion systems, electron probe mi-
croanalysis (1965) 13156

binary alloys for high temperature service
(1962) 14432

carbon alloys, properties (1965) 12947
deposits

—

Cottonwood Wash mining area, San Juan
County, Utah (1962) 2074

Little Cone Quadrangle, Colo (1961) 4309
ore at Monument no. 1-Mitten no. 2 mine,
Monument Valley, Navajo County, Ariz
(1961) 19411

ore in Slick Rock district, Colo., heavy min-
erals as guides (1962) 5293

Rifle Creek area, Garfield County, Colo
(1961)6171

electrodeposition in organic solvents (1963)
19873

electrorefined

—

effect of interstitial impurities on mechani-
cal properties at low temperatures (1965)
14702

effects of yttrium and rare-earthmetal addi-
tions (1964) 21718

physical and mechanical properties (1961)
9464

electrorefining in molten bromide electrolyte
(1965)12949

hafnium additions, effects (1962) 10463
hafnium-vanadium system (1965) 6604
high-purity

—

analysis by optical emission spectrography
(1963)7218

chemical and galvanic corrosion properties
(1962)16015

high-vanadium oil-ash deposits in naval boil-

ers, chemistry (1963) 11182
materials survey (1962) 10444
mineral

—

facts and problems chapter (1965) 9606
industry survey, monthly (1963) 4275;

(1964) 4129; (1965) 4041
minerals yearbook chapters (1961) 13464;

(1962) 16026 (1963) 14527; (1964) 18713;
(1965) 14723

oxides

—

heats and free energies of formation (1961)
19885

metal-grade, preparation from red cake and
mill solutions (1962) 10452

phase transformations in iron-vanadium sys-
tem, USSR study (1964) 19867

physical and mechanical properties (1962)
12397

production, etc., 1960 (1961) 9449
radiochemistry (1961) 8395
recrystallization (1964) 21716
reducing compounds in bomb reactors (1964)

7451
removal from iron in converter with injection

of pulverized oxidizers, USSR study
(1961)2354
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Vanadium—Continued
reports, monthly (1961) 3477; (1962) 4427
stress corrosion cracking, vanadium and ti-

tanium-vanadium alloy (1965) 19866
uranium-vanadium deposits of Monument

Valley area, Ariz (1963) 12220
vanadium-gallium system between 50 and 100

atomic percent, investigation (1965) 6703
see also Rusacovite.

Vanadium carbide, heats and free energies of
formation (1963) 7214

Vanadium chlorides, metallothermic reduction
(1961)7928

Vanadium nitride, heats and free energies of
formation (1963) 7214

Vanadium oxides, bomb reduction, modifications
(1963) 18100

Vanadium oxides:

phase diagram for system

—

magnesium oxidevanadium pentoxide (1964)
18861

vanadium pentoxide-zinc oxide (1964) 5605
Vanadium pentoxide, role in grain growth and

sintering of uranium dioxide (1962) 199
Vanadium silicide, high-temperature heat-

content and entropy data (1963) 12837
Van Albert, Charles E., training analysis proce-

dure (1964) 11491-492
Van Allen, J.A., edge of polar plateau for galac-

tic cosmic rays and their charged albedo
(1964) 9599

Van Allen radiation belts:

artificial-
computer program to calculate decay fac-

tors (1965) 13038
syrochrotron radiation calculations (1964)
7512

dose rate of penetrating electrons of outer
belt, USSR study (1964) 10719

electron and proton fluxes in trapped radia-
tion belts originating from orbiting nu-
clear reactor (1965) 1790

Hektron studies earth's radiation belt,
USSR (1964) 10998

energetic particles (1963) 16373
high-energy electrons, origin, etc (1963) 21024
inner, flux and energy spectra of protons

(1961)17713
magnetic field (1963) 12873
outer, energy spectrum of electrons (1963)

7289
physical aspects of composition, etc (1961)

13802
shock wave in front of earth, effect, USSR

study (1964) 5073
Van Arsdel, E.P.:

growing white pines to avoid blister rust
(1964) 12460

paper presented, Oct. 8-10, 1964 (1965) 14366
simple weather instrument shelter for plant

disease investigations (1963) 15565
some forest overstory effects on microclimate

and related white pine blister rust spread
(1963) 577

Vanasek, Frank J., importance of situational
factors in measurement of officer effec-
tiveness (1963) 66

Van Bavel, C.H.M., surface energy balance in
arid lands agriculture 1960-61 (1964) 4219

Van Buren, James K., inservice training in
stroke rehabilitation for care facility
personnel in Oregon (1964) 11561

Van Buren, Ark., census of housing, 1960, city
blocks (1961) 11902

Van Buren County, Iowa, soil survey (1962)
8654

Van Buren County, Mich., truck crop produc-
tion practices (1965) 7567

Van Campen, Wilvan G., progress in 1961-62,
Biological Laboratory, Honolulu, Hawaii
(1963) 15518

Vance, A. M., lawn insect control (1964) 7919
Vance, Cyrus R., nomination, hearing (1961)

4084
Vance Mill Jet., Pa., railroad accident (1963)

638
Vanco, Michael R.:

heat-transfer coefficients, etc., of inert gases
and their binary mixtures (1965) 6728

radiator area characteristics of out-of-pile
thermionic gas cycle space power sys-
tems (1964) 16721

Vancouver, Wash.:
motor carrier accident (1965) 12578
port (1964) 15876

Vancouver Island, B.C., shrimp explorations,
Oct.-Nov. 1962 (1964) 19723

Vandalia, 111., railroad accident (1963) 10357
Vandenburg Air Force Base, Calif., Dry Gulch

diffusion program, wind data, etc (1964)
5871

Vanderbeck, R.W., mechanical properties of
high-manganese semikilled steel plate
(1963) 9379

Vanderbilt Mansion National Historic Site,

general information (1961) 8072
Van de Graaff generator. Split, Yugoslavia,

600-kilovolt electrostatic accelerator at
School of Engineering (1964) 16370

Van Deusen, B.D., study of vehicle ride dynam-
ics aspect of ground mobility (1965)
14214

Van de Velde, Aloysius, relief (1961) 10261,
16912, 18510

Vandiver, Frank E., John J. Pershing and
anatomy of leadership (1963) 13194

Van Dolah, Robert W.:
abatement of noise from explosives testing

(1964) 5494
natural gas concentration effect on ignitibil-

ity of gallery atmospheres (1964) 5487
review of fire and explosion hazards of flight

vehicle combustibles (1963) 5470
Van Dress, Michael G.:

days' supply of food and beverages in estab-
lishments that serve food for on-premise
consumption (1965) 10070

estimated number of days' supply of food
and beverages in

—

retail stores, 1962 (1963) 1708
warehouses, 1963 (1964) 35

inventory of food products and beverages
in

—

establishments that serve food for on-
premise consumption (1965) 15193

warehouses at wholesale, 1962 (1964) 5833
Van Duzen, Jean L., medical practice on Nava-

ho Reservation (1964) 20763
Vandyke, Pa., railroad accident (1962) 21902
Van Engel, W.A., blue crab and its fishery in

Chesapeake Bay, pt. 2, types of gear, etc
(1963) 4945

Vanes:
inlet-guide-vane angle, effect on blade vibra-

tion and rotating stall of 13-stage axial-

flow compressor in turbojet engine (1961)
9503-4

paddle, oscillating in jet of 1,300 pound
thrust rocket motor, static investigation
(1961)9531

Vanguard, see Satellites.
Van Hoboken, Anthony, lecture. May 18, 1962

(1963) 1190
Van Houten, Franklyn B., tertiary geology of

Beaver Rim area, Fi-emont and Natrona
Counties, Wyo (1965) 2224
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Vanillin:
technical, from Canada, determination of no

injury or likelihood thereof to U.S. in-

dustry (1963) 9459
trade agreement, escape-clause, investiga-

tion report (1962) 18532
Vanlier, Kenneth E., ground-water resources

of Alma area, Mich (1963) 20741
Van Lieu, J.A., coal resources of Lawrence

County, Pa (1964) 19771
Van Nuis, Cornelis, relief (1964) 6238, 15628,

17174
Van Olphen, Barbara R., relief (1963) 15203,

20561; (1964) 237
Van Oosten, John, surface currents of Lake

Michigan (1963) 10199
Vanpe'e, Marcel, ignition of combustible mix-

tures by laminar jets of hot gases (1963)

19865
Van Sant, Joel N., refractory-clay deposits of

Utah (1964) 13106
Van Stee, Ethard W., chimpanzee, clinical

management, observations (1965) 5560
Vanston, A. Rorke, comparative study of 40

nursing homes (1965) 8244
Van Tassel, Peter V.:

effect of dimercaptopropanol (British anti-

lewisite) on toxicity of oxygen at 6 at-

mospheres' pressure on white male rats
(1965) 8493

hyperbaric chamber for small animals (1965)

4214
Vapor-liquid equilibria for helium-nitrogen-

methane system (1963) 7215
Vapor pressure:
and vapor fractionation of tektite melts

(1964) 20570
arsenic (III) oxide, metal diaphragm appara-

tus for measuring (1963) 9136
determination of seed hygroscopicity (1961)

3722
magnesium between 223° and 385°C (1965)

8106
measured with inflatable plastic bag (1965)

9678

metal halides

—

references with bibliography (1963) 7206
servomechanical system for measuring

(1964) 11327
organic compounds in range below one milli-

meter of mercury (1961) 2600
potassium, in 550° to 1,280° C temperature

range, determination (1961) 15819
sodium from 0.5 to 120 atmospheres (1965)

11501
sodium vapor expansion characteristics de-

termination with inert-gas-injection
measuring technique (1964) 11405

tungsten (VI) chloride and hafnium (IV) io-

dide, by metal diaphragm technique
(1964) 9500

Vaporization:
compounds and alloys at high temperatures

(1963) 9638
coolant, effects important to fast reactor

safety (1962) 23062
droplets under conditions of high tempera-

ture and pressure (1965) 1484
flash, in turboelectric space power system,

recirculation-pump and radiator-area
requirements (1962) 18265

propellants with different rates, analysis of
chugging in liquid-bipropellant rocket
engines (1965) 19944

rates of ethanol sprays in combustor with
low-frequency fluctuations of combus-
tion-gas pressure (1962) 22555

sodium facility, design, etc (1963) 11041
tantalum-carbide-hafnium-carbide solid solu-

tions at 2500° to 3000° K (1965) 1466

Vapors:
adsorption on adsorbents having heteroge-

neous surfaces, USSR study (1961)
15252

cesium

—

compatability with selected materials at
temperatures to 1200° F (1963) 16369

pyrometer correction due to dimer absorp-
tion (1964) 5876

combustible, flammability characteristics
(1965) 14660

compression with secondary heat-transfer
media process for saline water conver-
sion (1962) 9770

condensible, calibration of gas-composition-
sensitive pressure gages (1965) 5174

condensing at high velocities in small
straight tubes, heat transfer studies
(1964) 21736

deposition, boron carbide whiskers (1965)
16649

detectors. East German translation (1964)
1025

liquid-vapor interface

—

cryogenic liquids during weightlessness,
behavior (1965) 5228

motion in response to imposed acceleration
(1965) 18555

physical adsorption and adsorption proper-
ties of adsorbents of differing nature
and having porous structure, USSR
study (1962) 2675

removal systems in dehydration of food
products having piece or block confirma-
tion (1962) 22771

saturated flow determining velocity of aver-
age-size condensate drop (1965) 13058

sodium vapor trails in upper atmosphere,
turbulent diffusion (1965) 18472

vapor-chamber fin-tube radiator for high-
power Rankine cycles, analysis and eval-
uation (1965) 11498

see also Water vapor.
Vargo, Donald J.:

effects of secondary-air flow on annular base
force of supersonic airplane (1963) 5515

electromagnetic acceleration of variable-
mass plasma (1964) 21762

Variability (psychology):
factor analysis functions in statistical anal-

ysis of multiple time series (1963) 4419
factorial structure of basic training per-

formance variables (1961) 20328
Variable light source with million-to-one inten-

sity ratio (1964) 13186
Variable load automatically tests dc power

supplies (1965) 9647
Variable-transparency wall regulates temper-

atures of structures (1964) 14811
Variables (mathematics):

analog, coding for constant percentage error
(1964) 9605

Fortran program, empirical expression for
measured quantity on 2 variables (1965)
8148

ratio, proportion, variation, programed
text for self-study (1965) 18668

sampled binomially distributed, moments
(1964) 13332

Varian Associates, Palo Alto, Calif., catalog
prices charged for klystron tubes under
non competitive procurements negotiat-
ed with military departments and con-
tractors, GAO examination (1963) 2322

Variance analysis, effects on judgment of vari-
ations in job rating scale format (1963)
7626

Variation (biology):
aerobic variants of Bac. perfringens type B

obtained under effect of X-rays, USSR
study (1961) 4621
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Variation (biology)—Continued
Breslau bacillus, change in content and

composition of nucleic acids under effect

of ionizing radiation (1961) 4620
Chlorella mutations, USSR studies (1963)

16243
induced by means of desoxyribonucleic acid

and desoxyribonucleoproteins, USSR
study (1962) 1029

microbial changes under influence of ionizing

radiation (1961) 4631
mutagenic and antimutagenic action of so-

dium gallate, USSR study (1964) 9061
mutation activity of certain cholinesterase

inhibitors (1961) 2093
mutation theory, USSR study (1962) 2757
plant populations, phenogenetic analysis,

USSR study (1964) 5032
reaction mechanism of chemical modifica-

tions and mutations, basic differences,

USSR study (1961) 20970
whitefish multiplicity and feeding habits in

Arctic bodies of water (1964) 5006
Variational approach to calculation of charge

exchange cross sections for adiabatic
collisions (1963) 12853

Variational method for optimization of inter-

planetary round-trip trajectories (1963)

7279
Varicose veins:

cause, treatment, etc (1964) 20751
dilatation of esophageal veins in portal hy-

pertension, USSR study (1961) 10874
dilated, use of sergosin in treatment, USSR

study (1964) 1282
Variety Artists Week, see National American

Guild of Variety Artists Week.
Variety stores, see Stores.
Varnes, David J., geology and ore deposits of

South Silverton mining area, Colo.

(1963) 8337
Varnish and varni.shing:

census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 276
colors and containers, recommendation of

trade, amdt (1962) 9011
current industrial reports (1961) 285, 2989,

8510; (1962) 3736, 11082; (1963) 3574,

9718; (1964) 3390, 11899; (1965) 3273,
13627

Federal test method standards (1961) 12657;

(1962) 11803; (1963) 8263
industry wage survey

—

departmental edition (1962) 8434
document edition (1962) 6969

production, consumption, and trade, selected

European countries (1962) 13026
Vary, A., thermal and thermionic (characteris-

tics of large-scale experimental ther-

mionic) converter (1964) 9619
Vasconcelos, Joao D.F.F., relief (1962) 16864,

19255, 20716
Vasconi, Eleonora, relief (1964) 6267, 10389,

11997
Vascular grafts, see Grafting (physiology).

Vascular surgery, see Surgery.
Vascular system, see Blood vessels—Cardiov-

ascular system—Cerebrovascular sys-

tem.
Vasilevsky, Alexander M., ownership of com-

mercial forest land in Minnesota, 1962

(1964) 12462
Vasodilators:

effect on capillary permeability, Hungary
(1962) 7876

effects on physical work capacity and or-

thostatic tolerance (1964) 13736
Vasomotor reflexes, USSR (1965) 6458
Vassiliou, Elena, relief (1965) 15630

Vassos, Paul, relief (1961) 18971
Vastakis, Panagiota and son, relief (1965)

17545
Vatakis, Marika N., see Caviris, Maria.
Vatican:
blamed for condoning fascism, USSR views

(1964) 11038
council, Soviet report (1965) 18324
2d Ecumenical Council, viewed by Ukrainian

Catholic of Eastern Church (1963) 17916,
20760

under new Pope, USSR study (1964) 11019
Vaughan, David A.:

arctic survival rations, liver constituents in

rats fed pemmican (1963) 11499
composition of gains during protein reple-

tion in cold (1965) 8471
effects of diet on HMP dehydrogenase and

malic (TPN) dehydrogenase in rat (1965)
4172

high fat diet effect on thiamine excretion, etc

(1963) 1761
post cold behavior of riboflavin deficient

rats (1963) 1760
studies with tritium (H3)-labeled pyridoxine

(1965) 8479
Vaughan, James A.:

anthracite (1965) 9540
coal, Pennsylvania anthracite (1963) 19827;

(1965) 9555, 19833
distribution of Pennsylvania anthracite for

coal year

—

Apr. 1, 1961-Mar. 31, 1962 (1963) 3052
Apr. 1, 1962-Mar. 31, 1963 (1963) 20945
Apr. 1, 1963-Mar. 31, 1964 (1965) 1326

Vaughan, Richard D., pollution of Detroit Riv-
er, Michigan waters of Lake E^rie and
their tributaries (1965) 9894

Vaughan, Victor L., jr., self-erecting flexible

foam structures for space antennas
(1963) 7267

Vaughan, W.J., underwater shock waves
formed by exploding wires (1963) 18242

Vaults, protective, response to blast loading
(1962) 16406

Vaux, Walter G., interchange of stream and
intragravel water in salmon spawning
riffle (1963) 4969

VBWR, see Reactors (atomic).

VCS, see Veterans Canteen Service.

Veal:
calf pooling, improved marketing through

grading and commingling (1963) 16747
fresh, USDA institutional purchase specifi-

cations (1961) 30, 20263
imports, restrict

—

hearings (1964) 10418, 14135
reports (1964) 14098, 15544, 21194

trade agreement with

—

Australia (1964) 9829
Ireland (1964) 9830
Mexico (1964) 15120
New Zealand (1964) 9831

Vectorcardiograms

:

diagnosis of left ventricular hypertrophy,
USSR study (1961) 917

evaluation in diagnosing myocardial hyper-
trophy of left ventricle, USSR study
(1961) 2158

heart, observations in newborn, infants, and
children native to high altitudes (1961)
124

method during medical study of sportsmen,
USSR study (1962) 14176

normal, and its variants in persons of differ-

ent ages, USSR study (1961) 918
normal spatial, in laboratory animals and

methods for its recording, USSR study
(1964) 16277
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Vectorcardiograms—Continued

observations in adolescence and adulthood
of influence of high altitudes on heart
(1963) 71

significance in investigation of mitral le-

sions of heart, USSR study (1963) 2968
variations in patients with mitral cardiac

defects depends on amount of pressure
in pulmonary circulation, USSR study
(1961) 11078

Vectorcardiography, principles, USSR study
(1964) 12687

Vectorcardioscopy, USSR handbook (1963)
10731

Vectorial reflectance of ELxplorer IX satellite

material (1964) 16701
Vectors (biological):

Alaskan hematophagous insects, feeding
habits and potential pathogenesis (1965)
17007-8

control, manual of naval preventive medi-
cine (1964) 11310; (1965) 2808

insect, review of corn stunt disease (Acha-
parramient)(1965) 8388

leafhopper vectors of plant viruses, synon-
ymical list (1962) 16253

Vectors (mathematics), see Mathematics

—

State vector.
Vedder, J.G., geology of San Nicolas Island,

Calif (1963) 14021
Vedeler, Alexander, relief (1962) 11555, 21294
Veeco Instruments, Inc., President's E award

for export excellence (remarks) (1965)
7346

Vega Dam and Reservoir, lands acquired, re-

convey mineral interests to former own-
ers, reports (1964) 15559; (1965) 10498

Vegetable fats, see Fats.
Vegetable fibers, see Fibers.
Vegetable gardens, see Gardens.
Vegetable oils:

market for U.S. oilmeal and vegetable oils in

Greece (1962) 9664
market for U.S. oils and oilmeal in Iran

(1962) 2502
see also Oils.

Vegetables:
acreage marketing guides

—

spring (1961) 11

summer and fall (1961) 5173
winter (1961) 13744

canned, and vegetable products, definitions

and standards (1965) 7707
canning industry

—

outlook for 1963 and review of 1962 (1963)
4514

review of 1963, outlook for 1964 (1964)
15299

canning, injuries and accident causes (1961)
15699

carlot conversion factors, table, supp (1963)
1619

census of agriculture, 1959 (1962) 20560
commercial, fresh market and processing,

planting and harvesting dates, etc (1963)
14853

commercial processing-

—

acreage marketing guide (1961) 5174;
(1962) 6518; (1963) 5781; (1964) 5785;
(1965) 7549

acreage production, annual summaries
(1961) 1604; (1962) 3523

commercial production for fresh market and
processing (1962) 10709; (1963) 9451

commercial reports, 1963, release dates,
announcement (1963) 9441

consumption trends and patterns (1961)
13772

Vegetables—Continued
containers, additional standard sizes, amend

act

—

hearing (1964) 2124
law (1964) 17375
reports (1964) 2037, 17749

culture, etc., publications, price list (1962)
8601; (1963) 11223; (1964) 16825

dehydrated, gun for explosive puffing, design
(1965)8401

fair trading in industry, under Perishable
agricultural commodities act (1963)
18382

farm-retail spreads (1965) 10726

Florida, marketing, 1962 summary (1963)
18385

foreign trade prospects (1961) 9160; (1962)
2504; (1963) 2306; (1964) 15934

freeze damage report, south Texas (1962)
10706

fresh

—

and frozen, specifications (1965) 18822
California-Arizona, interstate hauling by

rail and truck (1964) 16959
commercial fresh market, 1960 annual
summary (1961) 1603

foreign agriculture circulars (1961) 3274;
(1962) 3876; (1963) 3720; (1964) 3520;
(1965) 3433

fresh, frozen, and canned, consumer quali-

ty, yield and preparation time (1962)
10832

fresh market, acreage, production, etc
(1961) 2856; (1962) 76, 3522, 4428A;
(1963) 3371, 4277; (1964) 3166, 4131;
(1965) 1674, 4043

fresh market prices, by commodities, etc.,

1954-61 (1962) 14763
market news, weekly summary (1961) 2824;

(1962) 3898; (1963) 3741; (1964) 3539;
(1965)3453

prices (1961) 8311; (1962) 8875; (1963)
11466; (1964) 13599; (1965) 8447

shipments, by States, commodities, etc
(1961) 8259-60; (1962) 10796-797; (1963)
9525, 13136; (1964) 9907, 11734; (1965)
10707-708

sold in selected markets, 1956-62, prices
and spreads (1964) 7947

Tariff Commission investigation (1961)
17863

unloads

—

by commodities, States, etc (1962) 16244
carlot, by commodities (1961) 2812
eastern cities, by commodities. States,

etc (1961) 5181, 6637, 13748, 20259;
(1962) 6521, 10799, 16243, 22921; (1963)
5784, 7531, 14817, 20258; (1964) 5789,
7879; (1965) 6072

41 cities (1964) 7877; (1965) 7552
in 100 cities (1961) 6625; (1962) 8758;

(1963) 7528
midwestern cities, by commodities.

States, etc (1963) 5786, 9527, 14819.
20260; (1964) 5791, 7881; (1965) 6074

reporting, seasonal movement guides
(1963) 1618

southern cities, by commodities, States
etc (1963) 5787, 7532, 14820, 18377;
(1964) 5792, 7882; (1965) 6075

western cities, by commodities. States,
etc (1961) 5182, 8263, 13749; (1962) 14,

4463, 10800, 22922; (1963) 5785, 9526,
14818. 20259; (1964) 5790, 7880; (1965)
6073

wholesale market facilities, Milwaukee,
Wis (1964) 15214
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Vegetables—Continued

frozen

—

economic inquiry into marketing (1963)
13944

interstate trucking, under agricultural
exemption (1961) 16106

gamma radiation used to extend market life

(1965) 18882
glamorizing (1961) 5184
green, for good eating, recipes (1964) 11759
growers, perishable agricultural commodi-

ties act, information (1961) 13750
growing in town and city (1962) 45, 18626
harvesting and handling, use of cushioning

materials (1964) 13567
home canning (1965) 5511, 10062
home freezing (1965) 10063
home production, variations in importance

and use (1961) 6633
hydrocooling, guide (1964) 1708
imports under quarantine (1961) 20667
in family meals, guide for consumers (1965)

16971
insects and diseases in home garden (1961)

11701; (1963) 11452
international trade expanding (summary of

remarks) (1961) 6073
irradiation preservation (1965) 1829
Jackson (bounty, Fla., processing plant, fea-

sibility (1964) 5924
labor used to produce, estimates by States

(1964) 9963
Louisiana, annual summary (1961) 1601
market news service (1962) 14710; (1963)

11425
marketing agreements and orders (1962) 13

marketing facilities of San Francisco (1963)
20281

marketing margins (1961) 6629
marketing orders, hearing on various bills

(1965) 17677
Mexican winter production, survey (1964)

14288
official grade standards and inspection

(1964) 4182
outlook for 1961 (talk) (1961) 5203
pickled, household processing and storage,

effect on quality (1965) 5512
processed

—

and related products, regulations govern-
ing inspection and certification (1963)
13153

inspection, Agriculture Department serv-

ices (1963) 7537
plants under USDA continuous inspection,

list (1961) 13746; (1962) 14711; (1963)
7530, 13137; (1964) 13558; (1965) 16059

road to good quality (talk) (1961) 9849
standards for grades (1961) 13747; (1963)

16703; (1964) 19044; (1965) 17969
USDA inspection service (1962) 18604

processing

—

acreage, production, etc (1961) 2857; (1962)

75; (1963) 45
annual summary (1965) 3061
Southeastern industry, marketing prac-

tices, etc., 1960 (1963) 5829
statistical reports (1962) 4428B; (1963)

4278; (1964) 4132; (1965) 4044
annual summaries (1963) 3372; (1964)
3167

products, contract terms and conditions for

purchase (1965) 14139

radiation-pasteurizing, costs and benefits,

estimates (1965) 13531

rail shipments, protection (1961) 13768

receiving in wholesale warehouses (1961)

20298

Vegetables—Continued

sanitary-virological examination in irrigated
fields, USSR study (1965) 4968

sanitation inspection program (address)
(1961)8270

seeds

—

foreign agriculture circulars (1961) 3274;
(1962) 3876; (1964) 3520; (1965) 3433

storage recommendations (1965) 36
shelf life extended by use of radiation tech-

nology in conjunction with postharvest
procedures (1964) 5987; (1965) 4277

shipping point packaging trends (talk)

(1961) 5207
spring, acreage-marketing guides (1962) 10;

(1963) 2; (1964) 3; (1965) 5

storing on pallets in wholesale warehouses
(1964) 4209

summer and fall, acreage-marketing guide
(1962) 6517; (1963) 5780; (1964) 5784;
(1965) 6070

supplying metropolitan area, photo series

(1962) 12875
Texas, truck-rail and sea-land shipping tests

(1963) 5832
tips on selecting (1961) 6686
trade practice rules for industry (1965) 7687
USSR studies (1965) 5023
vacuum precooling, comparison (1963) 9582
vegetable report, Louisiana Crop Reporting

Service (1961) 2855
vegetable situation (1961) 2802; (1962) 4428;

(1963) 4276; (1964) 4130; (1965) 4042
western frozen, geographic distribution

(1961)95
western, marketing, long-term outlook (1963)

10051
wholesale warehouses, layout and design

(1961) 16107
wholesale market, organization

—

Albany, N.Y (1962) 22939
Albuquerque, N. Mex (1962) 14754
Boston, Mass (1962) 4514
Butte, Mont (1962) 14754
Dallas, Tex (1962) 18635
Denver. Colo (1962) 14754
Detroit, Mich (1962) 22939
El Paso. Tex (1962) 14754
Fort Worth, Tex (1962) 18635
Houston, Tex (1962) 18635
Little Rock, Ark (1962) 18635
Miami, Fla (1963) 7574
Minneapolis-St. Paul and Duluth-Superior

(1964) 5838
New York City (1962) 14755
Philadelphia, Pa (1962) 18636
Pittsburgh, Pa (1962) 18634
St. Petersburg, Fla (1963) 7574
Salt Lake City, Utah (1962) 14754
Schenectady, N.Y (1962) 22939
Seattle-Tacoma, Portland, Spokane (1962)
22940

Tampa, Fla (1963) 7574
Troy, N.Y (1962) 22939
Washington, D.C (1962) 6574
West Virginia (1962) 22939

winter, acreage-marketing guides (1962)

16239; (1963) 14814; (1964) 15181; (1965)
16052

zinc deficiency in western crops (1962) 49
see also names of vegetables.

Vegetation:
and engineering structures in flood and ero-

sion control (1962) 9708
and hydrologic phenomena (series) (1965)

2246
and relief, relationship, Hungary (1963) 17830
and soil condition changes on subalpine

grassland in eastern Oregon (1961) 20781
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Vegetation—Continued

aquatic, effects of larger types on iron con-
tent of water (1962) 11894

California, annual-type range, changes in,

then and now (1964) 8663
changes following Mingus Mountain burn

(1964) 12471
close-in effects of underground nuclear deto-

nation (1963) 11577
cover on scale topographic maps, representa-

tion, USSR (1961) 15553
determination of cerium-144 (1964) 13696
establishing on exposed subsoil in

—

Monona-Ida-Hamburg soil association area
(1962)10821

southern Iowa and northern Missouri (1964)
4197

evapotranspiration, Blaney-Criddle method
for estimating, analysis and simplifica-

tion (1963) 17488
geochemistry. Yellow Cat area, Utah (1964)

21351
historical development, etc., conference on

coordination of work, USSR study (1962)
5607

photo-interpretation, literature survey and
analyses (1961) 9066

phyreatophyte, guide for surveying (1964)
9933

range information, automatic data process-
ing (1963) 6497

recovery following wildHre on chaparral area
in Arizona (1962) 17589

Rumanian mapping projects, Soviet contribu-
tions to (1962) 5702

short-grass, early- and late-season grazing
versus season-long grazing on central
Great Plains (1965) 7754

Thailand, ground mobility (1963) 13888
see a/so Brush—Herbs—Plants—Trees.

Veghte, James H.:

evaluation of KC-135 and U-2 bailout surviv-
al kit (1963) 14913

partial cold water immersion on man in Arc-
tic, effects (1963) 18483

simulated survival trek from confluence of
Anaktuvuk and Colville Rivers to Arctic
Coast (1963) 11504

static electricity accumulation on arctic
clothing (1963) 14912

Vehicles:
airoU, new concept of locomotion, tests (1961)

20707
amphibian. Fleet Marine Force manual (1965)

12807
Army combat, unnecessary deterioration of

unused rubber tracks, GAO review (1963)
6540

children's, except bicycles, current industrial
reports (1962) 268

children's industry, outlook for 1963 and re-

view of 1962 (1963) 4529
combat, and equipment in 3d marine Division

(reinforced) Okinawa, Marine Corps,
Navy Dept., unsatisfactory condition,
GAO report (1963) 20725

combat and tactical, development and pro-
curement by Army, review (1961) 2048

commercial-type, mobilization reserve stocks,
uneconomical management by Navy
Dept., GAO report (1964) 8734

directory of combination export managers
(1962)9779

equipment components

—

Federal item identification guides for sup-
ply cataloging (1962) 7236; (1963) 3652;
(1964) 12289
supplements (1964) 3470; (1965) 3372

Federal supply schedule (1961) 545

Vehicles—Continued

general vehicular trainer, design and utiliza-

tion (1961) 2621
handling qualities in simulated lunar gravita-

tional field, preliminary investigation
(1965) 6701

identification mark'iig of administrative,
combat, and tactical transport vehicles

(1965) 2075
maintenance at non-personnel offices, facili-

ties handbook (1964) 20729
maintenance facility. Post Office Department

handbook (1964) 20728, 21834
mechanically powered, hoisting, safety data

for stevedoring (1963) 14449
military, trafficability and mobility research,

abstracts (1962) 11718
mobility research

—

measuring soil properties (1964) 19664
photoelastic studies (1965) 18044
strength-moisture-density relations of

fine-grained soils (1964) 6599
moon, radiation shields for thermal control

(1964)9573
moving, stresses under (1964) 15878; (1965)

16131
noncombat, maintenance costs and manpow-

er in Defense Dept., GAO review (1963)

589
operation Swamp Fox 1, terrain and soil

trafficability observations (1962) 21699
petroleum tank, operation, Army manual

(1965) 17072
recovery operations (1963) 101
reentry research, 3 Trailblazer H, description

and performance (1965) 1443
ride dynamics aspect of ground mobility,

study (1965) 14214
scaled-model for testing

—

in soils and snows, mobility research study
(1961)8230

mobility factors of tires

—

in sand (1961) 20225, 21418
in snow (1961) 21417

scales, selection, installation, and mainte-
nance, recommendation, addendum (1961)
15830

slow moving, emblem for use and identifica-
tion (1965) 10096

tactical, development and procurement by
Army Department

—

hearings (1961) 1883
report (1961) 1882

tire sand performance, correlation of single
tire test results (1962) 16194

Vicksburg mobility exercise A, vehicle anal-
ysis for remote-area operation (1965)
7618

Vehicle walks on varied terrain, can assist
handicapped persons (1965) 1434

see aiso Air Cushion vehicles—Air-
craft—Airplanes—Missiles—Motor vehi-

cles—Parking of vehicles—Spacecraft.

Vehicular measurements of effective runway
friction (1963) 9456

Veins:
esophageal, varicose dilatation in portal hy-

pertension, USSR study (1961) 10874
intravenous administration of oxygen in ex-

periments on animals, USSR study (1961)
11181

see also Blood vessels—Varicose veins.

Veitch diagram plotter simplifies Boolean func-
tions (1964) 11371

Veizis, Pavlos, see Vassos, Paul.

Vekol Mountains, Mesozoic formations in Papa-
go Indian Reservation, Ariz. (1965) 2232
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Vela Uniform program:
Project Gnome, seismic effects of nuclear

detonation in rock salt underground,
shock spectrum measurements (1965)
13537

Project Shoal

—

analysis of Shoal data on ground motion
and containment, safety program (1965)
5621

Federal Aviation Agency airspace advisory
plan (1965) 202

off-site surveillance, report (1965) 1857
on-site health-and-safety report (1965) 1859
seismic safety net (1965) 1858
structural survey of private mining proper-

ties (1965)201
test of Dribble-type structures (1965) 1860
weather and surface radiation prediction
(1965)200

seismic observations, agreement with Canada
(1965) 15089

Vellidae, see Water striders.

Velloziaceae, American, Synopsis (1962) 8546
Velocity:

abort requirements from boost trajectory of

manned lunar mission (1961) 15802
aborts from midcourse region of lunar mis-

sion, prediction of requirements (1963)
11039

absolute judgments (1962) 16324
aerodynamic characteristics of full-scale

propeller tested with rigid, flapping
blades, and cyclic pitch control (1963)
11054

and boundary layer on bodies of revolution,
methods for computing flow distribution
(1964)7815

atomic beam distribution, distortions of, due
to classical hard-sphere gas scattering
(1965)5212

constant, traveling magnetic wave plasma
engine, experimental investigation (1965)
6727

corpuscular streams in solar corona based on
observations of solar radio emission
(1964) 20624

diagrams

—

turbine for engine operation

—

at constant rotative speed, effect of in-

creasing blade speed (1961) 2540
with exhaust-nozzle area, study (1961)
2538

2-stage and downstream-stator turbines for
engine operation at constant rotative
speed, study (1961) 2539

distribution, smooth rectangular channel
(1961) 12804

faint meteors (1964) 18945
free stream, heat transfer measurements at

Mach number of 8 in vicinity of 90° inte-

rior corner (1964) 18750
hypervelocity

—

impact damage characteristics in beryllium
and graphite plates and tubes (1965)
18568

impact data of projectiles obtained by using
relative velocities technique (1961) 6394

impact ionization effect (1963) 18165
theorv of electromagnetic mass accelerator
(1961)11423

induced

—

blades of propeller method for calculating
(1961)9586

lateral plane of rotor, with harmonic azi-

muthwise vorticity distribution, and cal-

culated results (1961) 9579
longitudinal wave velocity in processed snow

(1965)6133
low-cost tape system measures (1964) 14808

Velocity—Continued

low density plasma flows, direct measure-
ments (1963) 11060

magnification and average course, effects on
compensatory tracking system (1962)
6339

mass, measure with use of single total-and
static-pressure probes (1964) 21769

mean, relationships in sand-bed streams with
discharge of sands (1964) 18136

measurement, effect of errors on guidance of
space vehicle approaching earth (1961)
19964

measurement of displacement, velocity, and
acceleration, bibliography (1962) 10582

midcourse corrections for lunar mission,
Monte Carlo computation of statistics

(1964)11416
modification for earth capture of astronomi-

cal body in solar system (1962) 3373
optium change to intercept and rendezvous

(1962)8500
orbital element control with potential appli-

cations to manned space missions (1964)
11391

parabolic

—

heat transfer during atmosphere entry
(1962) 1682

piloted entries into earth's atmosphere for
capsule-type vehicle, fixed-base-simulator
study (1962) 22583

plasma with finite conductivity, linear ap-
proximation in case of 1-dimensional mo-
tion, USSR study (1961) 10835

potential and forces on oscillating slender
bodies of revolution in supersonic flow
expanded to 5th power of frequency
(1962) 12466

profile of moon, USSR study (1965) 18308
retrograde, required for insertion into

low-altitude lunar orbits, survey (1961)
19980

selected atomic-beam apparatus, preliminary
experiments (1965) 2903

sound in petroleum reservoir rocks and other
mediums, bibliography (1963) 7205

terminal velocities of small fruits (1963)
20264

time-dependent air forces on wings with su-

personic leading and trailing edges and
subsonic side edges applicable to wing
deforming harmonically according to
general polynomial equation (1963) 3135

USSR study (1963) 15979
vertical wind component, sonic anemometer

for measuring (1963) 9616
wall pressure fluctuations and pressure-

velocity correlations in turbulent bound-
ary layer (1964) 9614

water waves in small tank, study (1965) 13136
wind

—

forecasting by geopotential field of 300 mb
isobaric surface method, USSR study
(1962) 990

structure in ground surface layer, USSR
study (1963) 19445

Velt, Alfred J.:

occupational wage survey

—

Canton, Ohio (1965) 14627
Muskegon-Muskegon Heights, Mich. (1965)

14633
Velvet-roll separator for seed testing (1961)

16078
Velveteen, Italian exports of cotton fabrics,

trade agreement (1963) 1554; (1964) 20827
Vena Cava:

defects, replacement, USSR study (1962) 926
superior, syndrome and its surgical treat-

ment, USSR study (1961) 11006
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Vending machines:
automatic

—

growth and development of industry (1963)

1856
industry outlook for 1961 and review of

1960(1961)3826
U.S. export market in

—

Austria (1963) 16870
United Kingdom (1964) 143

current industrial reports (1961) 8515; (1962)

13054; (1963) 9723; (1964) 11903; (1965)

10249, 13639
food and beverages, sanitation ordinance and

code (1965) 16832
in Federal buildings, blind veterans operators

to receive income, hearing (1962) 17333
operated by postal employees, Post Office

Dept. furnishing utilities, GAO review
(1963)8319

their changing fortunes, USSR report (1963)

2644
use of slugs and similar devices, amend law

—

law (1962) 20842
reports (1961) 16771; (1962) 19333

Vending stands, in Federal buildings, blind vet-

erans operators to receive income, hear-

ing (1962) 17333
Vendors and purchasers:
GSA regional office, San Francisco, overpay-

ments to vendors, GAO report (1965) 705
Hallicrafters Co., Chicago, 111., improper ap-

plication of Government's share of ven-

dor credits for volume discounts under AF
contracts, GAO report (1965) 6271

Veneer logs, see Logs.
Veneers:
bonding preservative-treated, procedures

description (1961) 4273
Cottonwood, cutting and drying properties

(1964) 18058
cutting and drying properties of Pacific mad-

rone (1965) 10921
doors, hardwood, commercial standard,

amendment (1962) 9003
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 7239; (1964) 12292
supplements (1963) 3655; (1964) 3473; (1965)

3375
grade yield from pruned Douglas-fir (1962)

17579
grades recommended for development of hard-

wood log grades (1964) 8673
hardwood, using FPL grades (1964) 8642
log production and consumption in Southeast,

1963(1965)2174
publications, list (1965) 14359
softwood, current industrial reports (1962)

14936; (1963) 15068; (1964) 15312
southern pine, experiments in gluing (1964)

12451
sugar maple veneer logs, grading for pith

flecks (1964) 12459
use of small logs (1965) 10927

Venereal diseases:

basic statistics on problems in U.S. (1961)

9695; (1962) 12670; (1963) 9361; (1964)

11581; (1965) 11667
control, handbook, USSR (1961) 2429

controlling, implementing decree of CC CPSU
and Council of Ministers, USSR (1962)

5612
current Hterature (1961) 3539; (1962) 3738;

(1963) 1399, 3410; (1964) 3206; (1965) 3094

education, report (1964) 15070

facts for teenagers (1962) 10614; (1965) 1593

5th All-Union Congress of Dermato-
Venerealogists, USSR study (1961) 868

Venereal diseases—Continued
immediate treatment of minors upon their

own consent, by Public Health Depart-
ment of D.C.

—

hearing (1963) 10008
law (1963) 20426
reports (1962) 19111; (1963) 6159, 13786

in children and youth (1961) 15945
Kazakhstan, dermato-venerology, 40 years

(1962) 5836
management guide for physicians (1961)

21317
teen-agers, sociological study (1961) 20105;

(1963) 177
Trencin Conference of Dermato-Venere-

ologists, Czechoslovakia (1962) 7762

see a/so Syphilis.

Venezky, D.L., fusing Teflon to magnesium and
aluminum alloys (1965) 13188

Venezuela:
agricultural commodities

—

agreement (1962) 22823
sales under title 4, agreements (1962)

20310, 22823

alliance for progress programs, report on
study mission (1963) 8023

print as S. Doc, report (1963) 20571

alliance for progress. United States activities

(1962)9420
print as document, report (1962) 9436

Army area handbook (1964) 15273

background notes (1965) 6922

British Guiana boundary, study (1963) 20166
Cenozoic and Cretaceous echinoids (1961)

15967
commercial fisheries catch, foreign trade, and

major developments, 1963 (1965) 10870
Communist deputies visit prisoners in defi-

ance of order (1963) 2694
Communist infiltration in educational sys-

tems, report (1965) 4612
Communist Party, anti-terrorist faction

drafts manifesto (1963) 2832
economic developments, 1962 (1963) 8410
economy, basic data (1964) 2456
education, development (1963) 10065
equine encephalomyelitis virus, site of syn-

thesis, USSR study (1965) 19786
establishing business (1965) 4431
exports and imports, licensing and exchange

controls (1963) 8415
fisheries, commercial catch

—

foreign trade, and major developments,
1961-62 (1964) 19729

processed fishery products, foreign trade
1960-61(1962)21778

foreign trade

—

19.59-60 (1962) 2577
regulations (1964) 18170

gazetteer, official standard names (1962) 623
Government reaction to murder of high school

teacher by extremists (1963) 2617
illegal entry of Chinese (1963) 2584
import tariff system (1961) 7469
increased trade and closer commercial ties

between Venezuela and U.S. (address)
(1964) 10124

investment guaranties, agreement (1963)
13086

labor conditions (1965) 7996
labor law and practice (1962) 14367
labor organizations, directory (1964) 21376
living conditions (1962) 15677
manufacturing industries (1965) 15380
market and competition for U.S. farm prod-

ucts (1961) 17165
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Venezuela—Continued

market for U.S. products, international com-
merce, supplement (1964) 14370

military prosecutor brings charges against
139 guerrillas (1963) 2484

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter
(1965)12933

parliamentarian denounces terrorist line of
CP and MIR (address) (1963) 2521

Peace Corps program, agreement (1962) 22821
peasantry, guerrilla threats against (1963)

2859
plant quarantine

—

import requirements (1962) 14733
requirements (1965) 16950

sailing directions (1964) 7629
sending gift packages to (1961) 628; (1962)

9785
study mission report (1961) 5708
trade agreement (1964) 7789
trade mission, report of 1964 (1964) 12559
University's School of Journalism exposed as

Marxist Indoctrination (Center by La-
Esfera newspaper (1963) 2695

Venezuelan comments on alliance for progress
(1963)751

Venice, Calif., Marina del Rey, wave action re-

duction (1965) 6145
Vennard, Edwin, judging your electric power

needs (1963) 7429
V'enom:
poisonous bites, treatment and prevention,

USSR study (1964) 20236
poisonous snakes of world, manual for use bv

U.S. amphibious forces (1963) 16454
snake, effect on properties of malignant tu-

mors, USSR study (1962) 19785

Ventilation:

air ducts in ship's quarters, calculating
noise, USSR study (1965) 11100

buildine maintenance (1965) 1727

carbon dioxide, oxygen, and acidity interac-
tion, effects on breathing, factors in ar-

terial blood (1965) 10120

cold-storage facilities, engineering and design
manual (1961) 14799; (1965) 517

effect of carbonic enhydrase inhibitor aceta-
zolamide in man (1961) 3741

emergency construction, design, engineering
manual (1963) 6372

engineered performance standards

—

formulas (1962) 14704, 22917; (1964) 7870
handbooks (1961) 13741; (1962) 1901, 22918;

(1964) 7871
mechanical, for drying ear corn (1963) 5834
mechanical design, engineering manual (1961)

481; (1964) 620, 4666
microclimate of standard apartments with

central hot-air heating system, USSR
study (1965) 14519

normal and blocked middle ear (1963) 4409
NS Savannah filter testing (1964) 19252
shell svstems for potato storages in fall crop

area (1963) 5826
systems

—

installation during reconditioning of pro-
tective bunkers, preliminary procedures
(1961) 171

operation, maintenance, etc., technical
manual (1962) 11016

see aiso Mine ventilation.
Ventilators:

centrifugal, decreasing noise level, USSR
study (1965) 12774

marine, general, noise suppressors, USSR
experimental studies (1965) 9441

Ventricular fibrillation, in experimental dis-

turbance of coronary blood circulation,
USSR study (1965) 9482

Vents:
manifold, for plumbing system (1965) 1503
vented piston seal prevents fluid leakage be-

tween 2 chambers (1965) 2842
Ventura basin, southeastern, Los Angeles

(^untv, Calif., contributions to general
geology (1962) 9734

Ventura, Calif.:

coastal area, cooperative beach erosion con-
trol study, engineer report

—

departmental edition(1963) 405
document edition (1963) 229

Venturi tube:
cavitation and effective liquid tension of ni-

trogen in tunnel venturi (1964) 7510
flow, effects of air content and water purity

on liquid tension in incipient cavitation
(1963)9146

incipient cavitation of

—

ethylene glycol (1965) 6755
freon-114 in tunnel venturi (1965) 6713

Venue:
civil actions on tort claims in District

Courts

—

law (1964) 1963
reports (1963) 11846, 20595

indictment and trial of joint offenders under
espionage act, amend U.S. Code, report
(1961)16721

indictment and trial of offenders and joint
offenders for crime not committed in any
district

—

law (1963) 11719
reports (1963) 6175, 9966

Interstate Commerce Commission judicial
reference cases, establish

—

law (1964) 17372
reports (1964) 2046, 17737

jurisdiction of U.S. district courts

—

actions against Grovernment officials

—

law (1962) 20923
reports (1961) 10318; (1962) 19340

interstate river pollution compact cases

—

hearing (1962) 7100
law (1962) 23230
reports (1962) 11414, 21479

Venus (planet):

atmosphere

—

convective and radiative heating of shapes
entering at suborbital speeds (1964) 3026

determining characteristics from gas-
dynamic behavior of probe vehicle (1963)
9184

exploration by simple capsule (1964) 14839
photochemical problems (1963) 14591
radioactive equilibrium, application of

strong line absorption law (1964) 18742
brightness temperature at 1.35 cm (1963)

18252
dark side airglow (1963) 19894
ionosphere, theoretical study (1964) 14868
launching of Mariner spacecraft in vicinitv

(1962)22536
Mariner II reports (1963) 10981
natural and induced environments encoun-

tered in interplanetary space and meth-
ods of simulation, investigation (1963)
4392

nominal natural environment for advanced
planetary mission programs (1965) 11419

orbiting probes, electrically propelled, con
stant thrust, parametric study (1964)
21755

planetary flight handbook (1965) 18489-491
probe and round-trip missions, trojectory

parameters, analysis (1961) 2575
puzzling data, USSR studv (1961) 15596
radar observations, USSR study (1963) 2551
riddle, towards solution, USSR study (1962)

7902
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Venus (planet)—Continued

round-trip mission, 3-dimensional trajectory
analysis (1962) 20133

strength and structure (1964) 9616
theoretical model atmospheres (1965) 5166

Venus mercenaria, see Clams.
Venute, Donald J., import tariff system of So-

mali Republic (1963) 10335
Veracruz, Mexico, military government records,

preliminary inventory (1962) 20168
Verano, Jovenal G., relief (1961) 8664, 10426,

14037
Verbal abilities and arithmetic test, exhibit

(1964) 6089
Verde River and Valley:
geology and ground water (1964) 2419
snow survey and water supply forecasts

(1962)3828
summary of snow survey measurements,

1938-64 (1964) 18955
water supply outlook and snow survey (1963)

4284; (1964) 4137; (1965) 4049
Verdigris River:

flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 4872
document edition (1963) 4682

Verheyn, Adolphe C, relief (1961) 12183, 16941,
18548

Vermeer, James:
economic appraisal of 1961 feed grain pro-

gram (1963) 13840
pilot cropland conversion program, accom-

plishments in 1st year, 1963 (1965) 469
Vermiculite:

minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 19894;
(1962) 22530; (1963) 18113; (1965) 2822,
19676

production, etc., 1960 (1962) 3316
Vermilion Iron Range:
ground and surface water in area (1965) 19676
water resources

—

Mesabi and Vermilion Iron Ranges (series)

(1965) 18220, 18222, 19677
near municipalities (1965) 19677

water resources (series) (1965) 19676
Vermillion River and Valley:

flood control, improvement of basin, engineer
report

—

departmental edition (1961) 488
document edition (1961) 354

Vermont:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 7298
agricultural conservation handbook (1962) 30
annual survey of manufactures, standard

metropolitan statistical areas, and large
industrial counties, statistics (1962)
16447; (1964) 4342

bus taxation proration compact, consent of

Congress, reports (1965) 17595, 19454
census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1961)

5492
census of business, 1963

—

merchandise line sales, retail trade, statis-

tics (1965) 10220
retail trade, area statistics (1965) 1885
selected services, area statistics (1965) 7222
wholesale trade, area statistics (1965) 5676

census of governments, 1962, State report
(1965) 4333

census of housing, 1960, State and small
areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc (1962)
2199

census of manufactures, 1958, area statistics
(1961) 13887

census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-

port (1961) 13903
census of population, 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 11157

Vermont—Continued
census of population, 1960—Continued

general characteristics (1961) 289
general social and economic characteristics

(1961) 13993

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
geographic identification code scheme
(1961)8542

climatic summary 1951-60, decennial census
(1964)21920

county business patterns, activities covered
by OASDI program (1961) 11872; (1963)
11614,18669

District Court, terms to be held at Montpelier
and St. Johnsbury

—

law (1964) 12007
reports (1963) 9969; (1964) 10240

electric rate book (1961) 19318; (1962) 21752;
(1963) 20675; (1965) 577

5B redevelopment area, statistical profiles

(1963) 11699, 15133
geochemical prospecting investigations in

copper belt (1965) 14411
Green Mountains, site indices for northern

hardwoods (1962) 23572
labor organizations, reporting, register

(1961) 9401; (1964) 16570
milk flavor improvement program (1961) 41

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter
(1961) 19866; (1962) 20092; (1963) 18081;

(1964)20492
minor civil divisions, towns and cities, census,

1960, map (1961) 16315
municipal water facilities inventory (1961)

15938; (1964) 3101, 18906
natural resources (remarks) (1965) 20008

north-central, talc-bearing ultramafic rocks
and adjacent country rocks, petrology
and geochemistry (1963) 603

population, 1960, characteristics (1963) 18666
public school finance program, 1962-63 (1963)

15445
rehabilitation of chronic schizophrenic pa-

tients (1962) 8730
review of activities of Federal-aid highway

program of Public Roads Bureau by GAO
(1961) 17324

temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10753

truck inventory and use survey (1965) 251
upper Missisquoi Valley and vicinity, bedrock

geology and asbestos deposits (1963)

19292
weather stations, decadal census (1964) 15161

women

—

labor laws, summary (1965) 1721
legal status (1964) 11720
workers, 1960(1964)11727

ZIP code directory (1963) 18270
Vermont Asbestos Mines, Ruberoid Co., mining

and milling methods and costs (1962)
12372

Vermont Maples Orchards, Inc., relief (1964)

17692; (1965) 5858, 10627, 12021
Verniani, Franco, luminous efficiency of mete-

ors (1965) 13260
Verona, Wis., motor vehicle accident (1961)

12831
Verral, Arthur F., preserving wood by brush,

dip, and short-soak methods (1965) 8450
Verrazano-Narrows Bridge, 5-cent commemora-

tive postage stamp (poster) (1964) 21833
Vertebrae, see Spine,

early Permian, from Cutler formation of Plac-
erville area, Colo. (1965) 16323

ecological survey of White Oak Lake, etc

(1963)11567
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Vertebrae, see Spine—Continued

habitat relations, Sierra Ancha Ebcperimental
Forest (1964) 12479

larprer, on AEC Savannah River plant site,

population status report (1964) 8086
leucocytes, survival in intestiness of blood-

sucking insects and ticks, USSR studv
(1964) 9007

nerve tissue, functional evolution of enzyme
systems in cellular metabolism, USSR
study (1965) 2422

parthenogenesis, USSR study (1964) 19992
tissue energy metabolism, evolution, USSR

study (1965) 11114
Vertical coordination in agriculture (1963) 4801
Vertical lift crest gates (1963) 2210
Vertical sintering furnace, USSR (1963) 12519
Vertical takeoff aircraft, see Aircraft.
Vertical test range for antenna radiation meas-

urements (1965) 9704. 14818
Vertical transfer of momentum and heat at and

near earth's surface (1965) 130
Vertical turbulent exchange in atmospheric

surface layer, USSR (1965) 2769
Vertigo:
changes in nervous system, USSR study

(1965) 2754
clinical classification (1962) 22962
inflight loss of consciousness, case report

(1964)4318
Vertol, see Helicopters.
Vervoort, Willem, free-living Copepoda from

Haluk Atoll in Caroline Islands (1964)
14961

Verzich, Manojlo, relief (1965) 15635
VES, see Veterans Employment Service.
Veselenak, Helen, relief (1962) 16895; (1963)

7899; (1965) 5842
Ve-Shen Hsiang, testimony, hearings (1963)

2100
Vesper, William H.:

behavior of beach fill and borrow area at Sea-
side Park. Bridgeport, Conn. (1965) 10763

pictorial history of selected structures along
New Jersey coast (1965) 7601

Vessels, see Fishing vessels—Ice breakers

—

Shipbuilding::^—Ships— Tankers—War-
ships—White Fleet.

Vessels (utensils):

spherical, used to measure combustion at ele-

vated pressures (1962) 3331
Vest, Charles E., adaptation of M0S2 in situ

process for lubricating spacecraft me-
chanical components (1964) 13229

rectangular coordinates, 1960-80 (1963) 7344
Vestibular apparatus:

bicaloric test of vestibular function, evalua-
tion (1965) 11372

nystagmus caused by radial acceleration,

analysis of fast component, USSR studv
(I960) 9348

threshold of vestibular coriolis effect and its

significance to aircrew (1965) 17031
Vestibular stimulation, using electronystag-

mograms, factors affecting quality (1965)
18923

Vestnik Akademii Meditsinskikh Nauk SSSR
(periodical):

translations (1962) 14084, 19982, 22091;
(1963) 2590, 6794, 6994, 8511, 8847, 10643.
10675, 10721, 12373, 12661, 12682, 16224,
17768, 19530, 20818; (1964) 2509, 4898,
5025, 11018, 12595, 12639, 12771, 14549,
14582, 20076, 20299, 21519; (1965) 6450,
6461, 6482, 6522, 7934, 12632, 16448,
18318,18361,18923

Vestnik khirurgii (periodical):

excerpts, translation (1961) 15609

Vestnik khirurgii (periodical):

translations (1963) 2463, 2678
Vestnik khirurgii imeni I.I. Grekova (periodi-

cal):

translations (1963) 1054, 10613
Vestnik khirurgiya (periodical):

translations (1962) 5677, 9892, 15880, 17908,
19698

Vestnik Moskovskogo Universiteta (periodical):

translations (1965) 6517
Vestnik of Academy of Medical Sciences USSR

(periodical):

translations (1964) 2509, 5025, 11018, 12595,
12639, 12771, 14549, 14582, 21519

Vestnik of USSR Academy of Medical Sciences
(periodical):

translations, (1965) 809, 2425, 7908, 7942
Vestnik of USSR Academy of Sciences (periodi-

cal):

translations (1964) 16395
Vestnik oftal'mologii (periodical):

excerpts (1962) 12134
Vestnik otorhinolaringologii (periodical):

excerpts (1962) 14182
Vestnik rentgenologii i radiologii (periodical):

translations (1963) 6642
Vestnik svyazi (periodical):

translations (1961) 840, 1019, 2185-86, 2202,
2206, 2219. 2323, 4416, 4418, 4420-21,
4423, 4441, 4446-47, 4452, 4456, 4505,
4511, 4514, 4582-84, 4586, 4588, 7688-89,
7694-96, 7706, 7708, 7712, 7724-25,
7735-38, 7741, 7746, 7768, 7781, 7806,
7861, 9315, 9333, 9370, 10780-801,
12883-885, 13109, 13119, 13181, 15057-68,
15385, 19531-532, 19659, 19673-674,
20899-902, 20956; (1962) 776-785, 903, 944,
1222, 1411, 2633-35, 5442, 5714, 5975,
7620-21, 12021. 12062, 13973, 14131,
14153, 15718, 17811, 22194, 22234, 23889;
(1963) 2651, 6700, 7110, 8690, 10746,
12443, 12673, 14173, 17951, 19547, 19660;
(1964) 1096, 2542, 5013, 5225, 7264, 9255,
12622, 12717, 13016, 16233, 21567

Vestnik wsshev shkolv (periodical):

translations (1964) 4987

Vetch, culture and uses (1961) 8293
see also Crownvetch.

Veterans:
aging, rehabilitation study by Veterans Ad-

ministration, authorization, report (1961)

7089
benefits

—

administered bv VA, brief account (1961)

5156; (1962) 8726
automobiles for cold war-connected disabil-

ity, authorize, reports (1962) 21517;
(1963) 11962

available to veterans and dependents, fact

sheet (1961) 5157; (1962) 8724; (1963)

11373; (1964) 7830; (1965) 5452
brief explanation (1964) 5746; (1965) 3076

calculator, additional copies, reports (1962)
9311,9463

count vour benefits, facts to consider and
compare (1962) 1888

discharge, effective time—

-

law (1961) 14101
reports (1961) 10284, 12481

eligibility of widows, opinion of Attornev
General (1961) 19796

laws, compilation (1962) 23379; (1964) 21215

lump sum settlement for reduction of life

expectancy, hearings (1961) 10363
slide chart calculator (1961) 381; (1963) 308;

(1965) 2027
slide chart calculator, print additional cop-

ies, reports (1964) 6313, 10395
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Veterans—Continued
benefits—Continued
veterans with conditional discharges, re-

port (1963) 18870
blind, grants for specially adapted housing,

expand

—

hearing (1964) 4573
law (1964) 17260
reports (1962) 9276; (1963) 6149; (1964)

15695
burial allowances, amend law

—

law (1964) 13907
reports (1963) 18868; (1964) 14065

burial in national cemetery, determine nation-
al policy, hearings (1962) 13519

census, 1960, announcement and order form
(1964) 15301

children of deceased or disabled veterans,
educational assistance, amend laws, hear-
ing (1965) 12207

civil service preference (1962) 326; (1963)
9756; (1965) 13682

handbook for counselors (1962) 14996
claims

—

disposition by regional offices (1964) 12158;
(1965) 2026

independent medical review by Board of
Veterans Appeals

—

law (1962) 20846
reports (1962) 9272, 17264

judicial review of decisions of Board of Vet-
• erans Appeals

—

hearings (1962) 9411
print additional copies, reports (1962)
15211,15410

cold war veterans' readjustment assistance

hearings, (1965) 9000, 17746
print additional copies, report, (1965)

19472
reports, (1963) 13761; (1965) 10658

Committee on Disabled Veterans, Meeting
(1965) 5038

Congo (Leopoldville) national federation, by-
laws (1962) 15759

deceased

—

burial expenses, pay when discharges
changed from dishonorable, amend U.S.
Code
law (1963) 7822
reports, (1962) 9277; (1963) 4731, 6276

transporting body to place of burial, amend
U.S. code-
law (1961) 14099
reports (1961) 10285, 12482

defects in mortgaged homes, VA to aid

—

hearing (1964) 8404
reports (1964) 15706; (1965) 4543

disabled

—

automobiles, liberalize provisions, hearing
(1963)8126

compensation benefits when standards for
evaluating disabilities are revised, inade-
quate management by Veterans Adminis-
tration to review and adjust, GAO report
(1965)6275

educational assistance to children

—

hearing (1964) 542
law (1964) 13909
reports (1963) 15289; (1964) 513

employment, blueprint for action (1964)
11252

vocational rehabilitation, amend laws,
hearing (1965) 12207

disability evaluation examinations, physi-
cian's guide (1963) 14766

drugs and biologicals, assist in obtaining,
hearings (1963) 15334

employment, local VER service to veterans,
instructor's guide (1963) 15453

Veterans—Continued

employment placement services through pub-
lic employment offices (1961) 17200; (1962)
17419

employment services (1963) 17404; (1965) 503,
19571

enlist in war on poverty (address) (1965) 7019

home-buying guide (1961) 11649, 17877; (1962)

6497, 8725; (1963) 16641; (1964) 7832;

(1965) 1700
homebound, vocational rehabilitation (1965)

11763
hospital and medical care to U.S. citizens re-

siding abroad, furnish for wartime serv-

ice-connected disabilities, report (1962)

9283
hospitalization and medical care legislation,

hearings (1961) 8862
hospitalization in Alaska and Hawaii, hear-

ing (1963) 8126
housing, see, in main alphabet, Housing,

illness, disability, and hospitalization, July
1957-June 1961, selected statistics (1965)
8258

Indian wars, outpatient medical care—
law (1961) 18755
reports (1961) 5660, 17113

insurance

—

non-service disabled (1965) 11764
service-disabled and non-service disabled
(1965)9985

Korean conflict

—

education and training programs, GAO re-

view (1961) 4303; (1962) 7458
education, etc., provisions of U.S. Code, ti-

tle 38, chap. 43, repeal, report (1963) 6143
education, repeal obsolete provisions of

law

—

hearing (1965) 12207
report (1965) 12118

job adjustment of psychiatrically disabled
(1963)9481

mustering out payments, repeal authority,
report (1961) 5700

unemployment compensation, repeal provi-
sions of GI bill

—

law (1962) 20850
reports (1961) 5656; (1962) 17286

laws, compilation, supplements (1961) 351;
(1963) 218; (1965) 1971

legislation

—

affecting, 88th Congress (1965) 14132
hearing (1965) 16045

loan program, liability of individuals to U.S.,

amend United States Code, report (1965)
17567

loans

—

direct, sale by VA at prices determined to be
reasonable

—

hearings (1964) 4511
law (1964) 17261
reports (1964) 4470, 15696

guaranteed and direct

—

by VA properties acquired upon default,

GAO report on excessive costs (1963)
15705

questions and answers (1961) 1567,

17876; (1964) 5745; (1965) 13325
waiver of indebtedness to U.S. in certain
cases arising out of default

—

hearing (1963) 8126
law (1963) 18788
reports (1962) 9281; (1963) 6147, 11959

guaranteed or insured, extend maturity

—

hearing (1964) 542
reports (1962) 15387; (1964) 2205

guaranty or insurance, VA lenders hand-
books (1961) 20239; (1963) 1584; (1964)
1650; (1965) 5453
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Veterans—Continued
loans, guaranteed and direct—Continued
Medal of Honor recipients hospital, etc., care

for nonservice-connected disabilities

—

hearing (1964) 14154
law (1964) 17340
reports (1964) 15558, 15750

medical care, intermediate and nursing
home

—

hearings (1963) 15334; (1964) 12278
law (1964) 17309
reports (1963) 15291 ; (1964) 15749

medical care legislation, hearings (1962)

11480; (1964) 12161
medical care, 1870-1960, bibliography (1963)

9479
Mexican border service, 1911-17, provide flag

for burial

—

law (1961) 18632
reports (1961) 14419, 17021

miscellaneous bills

—

hearings (1962) 11670; (1963) 8126; (1964)

14155
non-service connected pension benefits for

all wars, hearings (1964) 14019
naturalization benefits (1961) 9275; (1962)

7484
non-service connected disability, hospital

outpatient treatment, VA program (1962)
11479

non-service-connected nonemergent patients,

admission to VA hospitals, Oct. 15-Nov.
15, 1961 (1962) 11477

number in United States, 1960 (1963) 1879
older American (1964) 15143
outpatient dental care where discharges were

corrected

—

law (1964) 17289
reports (1964) 10277, 15752

peacetime, service-connected disabilities,

hospitalization and medical care

—

law (1962) 16805
reports (1962) 15388, 17021

pensions, enlisted men, credit inactive Re-
serve service

—

hearing (1963) 13640
report (1963) 13606

pensions, see in main alphabet. Pensions.
Philippine, hospitalization and medical care,

extend program

—

hearing (1963) 8126
law (1963) 13414
reports (1962) 17201; (1963) 6140, 11960

Philippine Islands hospitalization, etc.,

agreement with Philippines (1963) 16600
population, historical statistics, 1865-
1960(1961) 12364

post-Korean, provide GI benefits for, hear-
ings (1965) 17746

post-Korean, readjustment assistance act
hearing (1961) 12527; (1963) 12026
reports (1961) 16953; (1963) 13761

programs in Hawaii, hearings (1962) 7105

psychiatric patients in VA hospitals (1961)
17744; (1962) 14510

publications, price list (1961) 8148; (1962)
22721; (1964) 1553; (1965) 5330

reemployment rights

—

clarify—
hearings (1961) 16832-833, 20627
law (1961) 20526
reports (1961) 16774, 19096

information sheet (1965) 20127

legal guide and case digest (1964:) 15145

1960 and 1961 amendments to law, explana-
tion (1962) 6498

program, conditions to meet, former em-
ployer's obligation, and seniority (1962)
8727

Veterans—Continued
loans—Continued
relief, code of Federal regulations (1961) 7402;

(1962) 7369; (1963) 10170; (1964) 10533;
(1965) 7651

service-connected blindness, continue train-
ing course, report (1962) 15392

service-connected disability, replacement of
prosthetic appliances

—

law (1962) 23250
reports (1962) 17016, 21460

service-connected psychosis and psychoneu-
rosis, employment adjustment (1963)
11372

service-disabled, life insurance, improper is-

suance, GAO review (1964) 21337
service-disabled standard insurance, informa-

tion, premium rates and policy values
(1965)6978

servicemen's readjustment act of 1944,
amend

—

hearing (1961) 7148
law (1961) 14084
reports (1961) 7091, 7114, 12227

social and economic data for former members
of Armed Forces, census of population,
1960(1964)13774

social security benefits (1961) 9666; (1962)
1744; (1963) 7375; (1965) 1630

State and assistant State employment repre-
sentatives, examination announcement
(1962)4857

State employment representatives, examina-
tion announcements (1961) 325, 3973,
1^020; (1962) 14998, 23107; (1964) 17142

therapeutic and rehabilitation devices, fur-
nish, hearings (1963) 15334

top-level Communist maneuvers among for-
mer soldiers (1961) 13326

unemployment compensation

—

act of 1958, facts for ex-servicemen (1963)
17403

appropriations, 1961, suplemental, propos-
al (1961) 5607

appropriations, 1964, supplemental

—

law (1964) 8234
report (1964) 8416

operations reports (1963) 17406
veterans with mental disorders resident in VA

hospitals (1964) 11454, 20652
vocational rehabilitation & education quar-

terly, information bulletins (1961) 6606,
16038

World War I emergency officers, readjust ben-
efits equitably

—

law (1962) 23275
reports (1962) 17018, 21476

World War H, job adjustment of psychiatri-
cally disabled (1963) 9481

see also Life insurance—Pay, allowances,
etc.—Pensions—Rehabilitation of the
disabled.

Veterans Administration:
accounts analyst guardianship program,

training guide (1962) 22897
activities under hospital construction pro-

gram, GAO review (1962) 17614
Administrators

—

nomination of John S. Gleason, Jr., hearing
(1961)4089

nomination of William J. Driver, hearing
(1965) 4603

administrator's decisions (1962) 3578; (1963)

3416
appropriations, 1962—
hearing (1961) 8833, 12502
supplemental (1962) 4912
hearings (1962) 4957, 5060
law (1962) 6925
reports (1962) 4948, 5056
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Veterans—Continued
appropriations, 1963-

—

hearings (1962) 13494, 19369
proposal (1963) 7863

appropriations, 1964

—

deficiency, hearings (1964) 10285
independent offices, hearings (1963) 18919
supplemental, proposal (1964) 10162

appropriations, 1965

—

hearing (1964) 10290
laws (1964) 13904; (1965) 7378
reports (1964) 8288, 8420, 13951
supplemental, proposal (1965) 7501

appropriations, 1966, hearings (1965) 8869
automatic data processing system installa-

tion at Hines, III., Dept. of Veterans Bene-
fits, GAO review (1963) 12213

budget, 1964, amendment (1963) 13460
budget, 1965, amendments (1964) 12173, 14026
career opportunities

—

bacteriologists (1961) 13722
biochemists (1961) 13722
chief, nursing service training program,

facts (1963) 7503
count your benefits with VA (1965) 15123
Dietetic Service (1963) 11374; (1964) 16905
dieticians (1961) 5161
engineers and architects (1964) 20870
medical laboratory technicians (1961) 9817
medical technologists and technicians

(1961) 9817; (1964) 5744; (1965) 13324
Nursing Service, your bright career as
nurse (1963) 18361

practical nursing (1961) 9816; (1963) 11375;
(1964) 16906

serologists (1961) 13722
social worker (1965) 322
therapists (1961) 5160

careers in automatic data processing (1965)
18824

compensation and pension program, review of
operations by GAO (1961) 7512

construction projects, equipment symbols,
list (1965) 20124

cost reductions (1965) 16907
defects in mortgaged homes, extend aid

—

hearing (1964) 8404
reports (1964) 15706; (1965) 4543

deficiencies in supply management procedures
resulted in overstocking at supply depots,
GAO report (1965) 12520

dictating is an easier way, handbook (1962)
22898

direct lending program for purchase or con-
struction of residential dwellings located
in housing credit shortage areas (1961)
20238

drug policies, interagency coordination,
hearings (1963) 4781, 10014

drugs and pharmaceutical products pur-
chased, violations of price reductions
clause in Federal supply schedule con-
tracts, GAO report (1965)"6322

employee travel, administration, improve-
ments to be made, GAO report (1965)
18189

employees

—

air travel authorized, GAO review (1963)
10265

defense of malpractice, etc., suits, report
(1965)12115

quarters, housekeeping, Los Angeles, reno-
vation, GAO review (1963) 5007

quarters, rental charges, etc., GAO review
(1963) 2332

employment benefits for employees (1962)
1887: (1964) 21916

excessive Federal contributions to veterans
life insurance trust funds, (5A0 report
(1964) 21336

Veterans—Continued

facilities, definition of term, amend U.S.
C^de—

hearing (1962) 11670
reports (1962) 17202; (1963) 11963

fact sheet, IS (series) (1961) 2738, 5157, 13721;
(1962) 8724; (1963) 11373; (1965) 5452

form and form letter management at field sta-
tions (1963)20222

functions and purposes (1961 ) 13721

garages used by field station employees, loss
of revenue resulting from inadequate
rental rates, GAO report (1964) 10608

grants to blind veterans for specially adapted
housing, expand

—

hearing (1964) 4573
law (1964) 17260
reports (1962) 9276; (1963) 6149; (1964)

15695
guide series (1962) 12774

handbook series (1962) 22898; (1964) 1648;
(1965)6975, 11761,20124-125

hospital and medical program, operations,
report (1965) 425

hospital equipment guide lists (1965) 11761,
20125

hospitals

—

construction program, reports (1963) 7927,
11844

unnecessary costs resulting from excessive
dental services to hospital patients, GAO
report (1965) 4844

housing, fix prices for resale of direct loans,
hearing (1964) 4573

housing program operation, hearing (1965)
15833

inadequate action to adjust compensation
benefits to veterans when standards for
evaluating disabilities are revised, GAO
report (1965) 6275

information bulletin IB series (1961) 1565,
2736, 6606, 16038, 21432; (1962) 3550,
8722-23, 18549, 22895-896; (1963) 9476-77,
20220; (1964) 1649, 5742-43, 9866-67,
20869; (1965) 1698, 3075, 8355-56, 18821

insurance operations, review by GAO (1961)
4305

land transfer

—

Cheyenne, Wyo., reports (1965) 8851, 19473
Roseburg, Oreg.

—

law (1965) 19130
reports (1965) 8850, 19413

laws administered by, compilation (1962)
23379; (1964) 21215

legislative policy on VA programs, hearings
(1963)11914

librarians

—

career opportunities (1962) 16207
examination announcements (1963) 1938;

(1964)8160; (1965) 19021
life insurance, improper issuance, GAO re-

view (1964) 21337
loan guaranty program, housing loans made

in Florida, inadequate management ac-
tion to collect debts resulting from de-

fault, GAO report (1965) 4832
loan guarantee program, improve effective-

ness, hearings (1961) 7148
loan guarantee revolving fund, estimate of

receipts in excess of expenditures (1962)
13369

loans, direct, sale at prices determined to be
reasonable

—

hearings (1964) 4511
law (1964) 17261
reports (1964) 4470, 15696

loans, guaranteed and direct

—

properties acquired upon default, GAO re-

port on excessive costs (1963) 17507
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Veterans—Continued
appropriations, 1962—Continued
questions and answers (1961) 1567, 17876,

21433
waiver of indebtedness of U.S. in certain

cases arising out of default

—

hearing (1963) 8126
law (1963) 18788
reports (1962) 9281; (1963) 6147, 119.59

loans, liability of individuals, amend U.S.

Code-
hearing (1965) 15833
report (196.5) 17567

management analysis benefits for VA manag-
ers (1961)9818

management improvement (1962) 18551
manuals (1961) 2737, .5154-55; (1962) 12775;

(1963) 3394; (1964) 11674
medical illustrator and photographer, exami-

nation announcement (1964) 15360
medical program, hearings on various bills

(1962) 11480; (1964) 12161
medical research and development, indemni-

fication of research contractors

—

law (1964) 17292
reports (1963) 18862; (1964) 15753

medical research, reports (1962) 6495; (1963)

9480; (1964) 12159; (1965) 6976
Medicine and Surgery Department

—

opportunities for dentists (1962) 14674;

(1965) 13323
opportunities for physicians (1962) 14673

memorial certificate program

—

established without legal authority, GAO
review (1964) 10609

statutory authority

—

law (1965) 15443
reports (1965) 8849, 14078

mortgages, sell participations, hearing
(1964) 8404

national service life insurance

—

disability coverage to age 65

—

law (1964) 13903
reports (1964) 4477, 14064

new permanent plan of insurance, modified

life, information about conversion and

premium rates, holders in V, RS, W, H,

and RH programs (1965) 13326

premium rates for total disability income

provision, disability protection to age 65,

etc (1964) 20871
waiver of premiums upon becoming disabled

prior to age 65

—

law (1964) 1.3912

reports (1964) 360, 14063

new modified life plan for NSLI policyhold-

ers

—

hearing (1961) 12511
reports (1961) 5654, 14699; (1963) 6145,

11991

Nursing Service, inservice education activi-

ties, program guide (1964) 11675

offices in Europe, establish and maintain—

law (1962) 23215
report (1962) 9283

paperwork managing, guide (1962) 12774

personnel information bulletins (1961) 1565,

2736; (1962) 4166; (1963) 4015; (1964)

3846; (1965) 3763
personnel offices, field stations, potential sav-

ings by consolidation, GAO review (1965)

4837
personnel workers, inclusion of volunteer

workers in determining allowable number
to defeat intent of appropriations act lim-

itations, GAO report (1964) 10607

pharmacies, require to fill private physicians'

prescriptions, GAO report (1963) 15594

Veterans—Continued

potential savings through use of (iovern-

ment-owned housing in Jacksonville, Fla.

area, GAO report (1965) 10968
prescriptions, to fill with cheaper, generically

equivalent drugs etc. GAO report (1965)

6290
problems of aged or handicapped veterans

study, authorization, report (1961) 7089
productivity information, preparation and

use, guidelines (1965) 6975
professional careers, opportunities (1963)

13110, 18360; (1965) 8357
psychiatry, new programs and their implica-

tions for volunteers (1964) 9868
psychology careers, examination announce-

ment (1965) 10291
publications, index a961) 1564, 13718; (1962)

3549; (1963) 1582; (1965) 3074
pulmonary disease research (1964) 21915
regional office, move from Dallas to Waco,

Tex., GAO report (1964) 2404
regional offices-

disposition of claims (1964) 12158; (1965)

2026
hospitals, and domiciliaries, closing, hear-

ings (1965) 7494, 8970, 9001
relieve from paying interest on funds trans-

ferred between revolving funds

—

hearings (1964) 542, 4511
law (1964) 6185
reports (1964) 2191, 4478

report

—

departmental editions (1961) 5570; (1962)

6494; (1963) 9474; (1964) 5741; (1965) 5451

document editions (1961) 6605; (1962) 4906;

(1963) 7848; (1964) 4436; (1965) 4458
research into spinal cord injuries, report

(1965)4485
retention of land excess to needs at hospitals

and domiciliaries, GAO report (1965)

16305
revolving supply fund, use for repair and re-

clamation of personal property

—

law (1961) 18705
reports (1961) 14422, 17053

safety and fire protection bulletins (1962)

3550, 8722, 18549, 22895; (1963) 9476,

20220: (1964) 5743, 9866, 20869; (1965)

3075, 8355, 18821
savings through use of Government-owTied

laundry facilities at hospitals rather
than contract services, GA() report (1965)

18193
scientific information activities (1961) 11463

serving those who served, benefits in brief

(1961) 5156; (1962) 8726; (1964) 5746;

(1965) 3076
size of flags furnished to drape caskets of vet-

erans, amend U.S. Code, report (1965)

13868
social work assistant, study of use (1965)

13322
special insurance dividends for NSLI policy-

holders

—

law (1961) 18615
reports (1961) 5702, 12479

statistics in management, guide to analytical

methods (1961) 21432

surplus dairy products used, change reports

from monthly to semiannual

—

law (1962) 16721
reports (1962) 11376, 13642

technical report (1963) 11372

tort claims arising in foreign countries settle-

ment, etc., reports (1965) 8822, 19446

training guides (1961) 13720, 16040; (1962)

6496, 20364, 22897
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Veterans—Continued
uniforms, furnishing in lieu of paying cash

allowances to employees, need for effec-
tive management action to achieve sub-
stantial savings, GAO report (1964) 19759

VA-Armed Forces cooperative study on
chemotherapy of tuberculosis (1963) 9475

VA-Armed Forces study on chemotherapy of

tuberculosis, quarterly progress report
(1962)4278

VA housing program, operations, hearing
(1962)11478

VA Medical Research Conference, abstracts
(1963) 1581

VA nurse, rewarding career for you (1964)
7831

VA pamphlets (1961) 1567; 2739, 5158-61,
6607-09,9816-17, 11649, 13722, 17876-877,
20238-239, 21433; (1962) 1886-88, 6497,
8725, 14673-674, 16207, 18551-552; (1963)
1583-84, 7503, 9481, 11374-375, 13110,
16641, 18360-361, 20222-223, 21152; (1964)
1650, 5744-45, 7831-32, 9868, 11676, 13507,
15144, 16905-907, 20870-871, 21916-917;
(1965) 1699-1701, 5453-55, 6978-79, 8357,
9985-87, 11763, 13323-326, 15123-125,
16907,18822-823,20126

voluntary service. National Advisory Com-
mittee, report of 1961 meeting (1961)
13719

waste of funds from procurement of X-ray
film development equipment, GAO report
(1964)6791

Veterans' Affairs Committee, House:
calendars (1961) 3082; (1962) 4000; (1963)

3844; (1964) 3658; (1965) 3571
committee prints (1963) 18961; (1964)

12158-159; (1965) 425, 2026
hearings, see subjects.

investigations and studies

—

authorization, reports (1961) 5646; (1963)

6108; (1965) 4492

expenses, reports (1961) 5686, 14430;
(1963) 6136; (1964) 2084; (1965) 5922,
17617

reports, see subjects.

Veterans Appeals Board:
claims, cases appealed shall contain state-

ment of facts, etc.

—

hearings (1962) 9411
print additional copies, reports (1962)
15211,15410

law (1962) 20841
reports (1962) 9273, 17263

decisions, independent medical review of
claims

—

law (1962) 20846
reports (1962) 9272, 17264

decisions, judicial review

—

hearings (1962) 9411
print additional copies, reports (1962)
15211,15410

decisions to be in writing and shall contain
findings of fact, etc., separately stated

—

law (1961) 14097
reports (1961) 5658, 20604

information bulletin (1964) 5742
rules of practice (1962) 18552; (1964) 15144

Veterans Benefits Department, automatic data
processing system installation, GAO re-

view (1963) 12213
Veterans Benefits Office, inadequate manage-

ment action results in excessive payments
of compensation benefits, GAO report
(1965)2199

Veterans Canteen Service:
audit reports (1961) 4036; (1962) 6959; (1963)

12198
financial statements, 1965, GAO audit (1965)

6255
Veterans Employment Service:

activities (1961) 17200; (1962) 17419
assistant State veterans employment repre-

sentative, examination announcement
(1964)17142

local service to veterans, instructor's guide
(1963) 15453

Veterans homes:
closing, hearings (1965) 7494, 8970, 9001
Federal payments to State homes

—

law (1962) 23219
reports (1962) 17019, 21459

Medal of Honor recipients care

—

hearing (1964) 14154
law (1964) 17340
reports (1964) 15558, 15750

milk, inadequate management action to avoid
excessive costs, GAO report (1964) 4765

retention of land excess to needs, GAO report
(1965) 16305

see also Soldiers' and sailors' homes.
Veterans hospitals:
Albuquerque, N. Mex., progress, 1932-62

(1962) 18550
Brecksville, Ohio, deficiencies in contract

administration resulting in additional
costs for exterior concrete construction,
GAO report (1965) 6258

cancer suicide cases, analysis (1963) 9478
closing

—

funds appropriated not to be utilized prior
to May 1, 1965, law (1965) 7378

hearings (1965) 7494, 8970, 9001
construction, acquisition, etc., submitting

plans to Congress, report (1965) 12115
construction legislation, hearings (1961) 8862
construction program of VA, reports (1963)

7927,11844
construction program, review of activities

administered by Veterans' Administra-
tion, GAO review (1962) 17614

convalescent and nursing home care

—

hearings (1963) 15334; (1964) 12278
law (1964) 17309
reports (1963) 15291; (1964) 15749

dairy program, extend, hearings (1961) 8825
dietetic internships (1961) 5159; (1964) 13507
directors, additional pay, report (1963) 6146
Edith Nourse Rogers Memorial, designate,

reports (1964) 10273 15543
equipment symbols, list (1965) 20124
Hazard Park, Calif., land exchange

—

law (1964) 17293
reports (1964) 361, 15751

hospitalization among veterans, July
1957-June 1961, selected statistics (1965')

8258
hospitalization and medical care for peace-

time veterans with service-connected
disabilities

—

law (1962) 16805
reports (1962) 15388, 17021

increase bed capacity

—

hearing (1965) 7540
report (1965) 10659

interior decoration for Veterans Administra-
tion hospitals (1964) 16907

John Elliott Rankin Memorial, designate,
reports (1964) 10275, 15543

McKinney, Tex., sewage treatment plant,
transfer to city

—

law (1964) 17299
reports (1964) 10279, 15755

managers, additional pay, report (1961) 5655
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Veterans hospitals—Continued
Medal of Honor recipients care

—

hearing (1964) 14154
law (1964) 17340
reports (1964) 15558, 15750

Melvin J. Maas Memorial, designate

—

hearing (1965) 16045
report (1965) 15934

mentally ill patients, family plays important
part in treatment (1963) 1583

milk, inadequate management action to avoid
excessive costs, GAO report (1964) 4765

milk program, extend

—

hearing(1964) 12115
law (1964) 17388
reports (1964) 10244, 17772

non-service-connected nonemergent patients,
admission (1962) 11477

nursing service personnel, guide for studying
utilization of personnel (1961) 11648

Outwood, Ky., property, disposition, hearing
(1962) 15285

packing house and dairy products, standard
specifications (1961) 5158; (1965) 20126

patient turnover, increase, VA program
(1962)11479

patients with mental disorders, resident
(1961) 17744; (1962) 14510; (1964) 11454,
20652

Perry Point, Md., residencies, psychiatry,
surgery (1965) 6977

prebed care, report, Feb.-Mav 1962 (1963)
18961

retention of land excess to needs, GAO report
(1965) 16305

Sam Ravburn Memorial, designate, reports
(1964) 10274, 15543

savings through use of Government-owned
laundry facilities rather than contract
services, GAO report (1965) 18193

volunteer workers, handbook (1963) 21152
VA medical research program report (1964)

12159
VA program, operations, report (1965) 425

Veterans Memorial Hospital, Manila, use,

agreement with Philippines (1963) 16600
Veterans of Abraham Lincoln Brigade, activi-

ties, hearing (1964) 2126
Veterans of Foreign Wars of United States:

authorize to rent property in D.C., reports
(1965) 5873, 10577, 12017

convention, proceedings (1961) 10210; (1962)

13354; (1963) 13455; (1964) 12024
legislative objectives, hearings (1962) 9412;

(1963) 8014; (1964) 10347; (1965) 8909
proceedings of 65th national convention

(1965) 12043
Veterans of World War I of United States:

incorporate

—

convention proceedings (1964) 21162; (1965)

4466
print as House document

—

law (1963) 17035
reports (1963) 15234, 15363

legislative objectives, 1963, hearings (1963)

8014
Veterans organizations:

jobs for disabled, blueprint for action (1964)

11252
legislative objectives, hearings (1961) 7147;

(1962) 9412; (1963) 8014; (1964) 10347;

(1965) 8909
national headquarters in D.C., group life

insurance programs for members

—

law (1962) 23255
reports (1962) 17055, 21506

see also names of organizations.
Veterans' pensions, see Pensions.
V^eterans' preferences benefits, see Civil serv-

ice.

Veterans' Reemployment Rights Bureau:
field letter (1962) 6498
legal guide and case digest (1964) 15145

Veterinarians:
activities of Kazan' Veterinary Institute,

USSR (1964) 4943
Agricultural Research Service

—

duties and responsibilities (1963) 14841
and FDA, guardians of animal health (1964)

14286
career opportunities in Agricultural Re-

search Service (1961) 5270; (1962) 6578;
(1963) 4364-65

Czechoslovak, visit to USSR (1962) 5560
employment outlook (1962) 8418; (1964) 9399
examination announcements (1962) 4833,

6838; (1963) 16943, 16957, (1964) 4377
Finnish Veterinary Science Institute dele-

gates visit to USSR (1962) 7616
Hungary, society holds leadership election

meeting (1965) 9436
improvement of service in livestock husband-

ry in kolkhozes and sovkhozes and in-

creasing responsibility of ranch manag-
ers for veterinary and sanitary condi-
tions, USSR study (1962) 1364

inspection problems and its effect on national
and international trade in meat (address)
(1962) 6544

modern transportation, challenge, interna-
tional aspects of problem (talk) (1961)
17899

opportunities for doctors of veterinary medi-
cine in ARS (1965) 1767

responsibilities in national emergencies (ad-
dress) (1961) 8286

role in national disasters (1964) 18921; (1965)
5347

science, conference and personnel notes,
USSR translation (1962) 19423

science, USSR problems (1962) 9963
Soviet, conferences (1963) 5392
specialization of 1st class, regulations, Yugo-

slavia (1963) 10683
trainee, examination announcements (1961)

18417; (1962) 23106; (1963) 20385; (1964)
19337; (1965) 19029

veterinary science and practice develop-
ments, USSR studies (1965) 12695

Yugoslav graduates. 1961, list (1962) 15744

Veterinary instruments and apparatus:
equipment and supplies. Federal item identifi-

cation guides for supply cataloging
(1962) 9508; (1964) 12294

supplements (1963) 3657; (1964) 3475; (1965)
3377

Federal supply schedules (1961) 547-548

Veterinary laboratories, tuberculosis diagnosis
procedures (1961) 8276

Veterinary medicine:
agreement concerning, cooperation in field.

East (iermanv and other countries (1962)

5616
and national emergencies (address) (1961)

8286
applied to poultry raising, translation (1962)

5832
Bulgaria, reorganization of service (1963)

5192
C^ommunist C:hina, articles (1961) 15219
dermatomvcoses and current status as prob-

lem. East (iermany (1962) 7787
East (jermany, proposed laws (1962) 9833
Hungary, developments 1945-65 (1965) 18313
Kazakhstan, development (1962) 13987
Moscow Veterinary Academy (1962) 14293

National Agricultural Library, veterinary
medical periodicals currently received,

list (1963) 11093
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Veterinary medicine—Continued
officers, examination announcement, amend-

ment (1965) 11966
opportunities for doctors in ARS (1962) 6578;

(1963)4364-65
preventive health protection for man and

animal, East Germany (1962) 5822
Veterinary Medicine Week:
proclaim

—

law (1963) 15157
report (1963) 13618

research and regulatory programs, advances
(talk) (1961) 9864

science and human health, international
health study (1961) 14739

Soviet studies (1962) 10047
USSR-
organization and progress (1961) 998;

(1964) 16505
scientific research (1965) 11218

virology, all-Union conference, USSR (1964)
20047

World War II, activities of Army Veterinary
Service (1962) 6684

zoonoses, description and treatment, USSR
study (1964) 19873

Veterinary research in Poland (1962) 5525
Veterinary services:

in national emergencies (1964) 1696
Polish Academy of Sciences committee of vet-

erinary sciences 5-year and long-range
plan of scientific research (1962) 7604

salmonellosis problem and control in slaugh-
tered fowl. East Germany study (1962)
7781

Yugoslavia

—

1958-59 (1962) 5397
organization and operation (1962) 5753

Veterinary Service, Army, activities in World
War 11(1962)6684

Veterinary supplies, see Veterinary instru-
ments and apparatus.

Veterinarv zoology, see Zoology.
Veto, presidential," 1789-1961. list (1961) 4057
Veto messages, see President of United States.
Vetrone, Phillip L., relief (1965) 15640
Vettiger, Joseph A., relief (1961) 8869; (1962)

21295
Vg series (1961) 2856-57
Vhay, John S., geology and mineral deposits of

area south of TeUuride, Colo (1963) 6546
VHF communications in air transportation,

Czechoslovakia (1963) 12570
VHF ionospheric scatter system loss measure-

ments, European-Mediterranean area
(1965)2939

VHMCP, voluntary home mortgage credit pro-
gram (1963) 19342

Viability of pine pollen stored 15 years (1961)
7490

Vibrating-membrane electrometer has high
conversion gain (1965) 9641

Vibration:
absorber, for 2-bladed helicopters (1961) 1321
acoustic, use to improve heat transfer rates

and reduce scaling in distillation units for
saline water conversion (1963) 625

acoustical, influence on convective heat
transfer to liquids (1964) 8801

air damping of circular and rectangular
plates, cylinder, and sphere, investiga-
tion (1965)8087

air (gas) flow vibrations in tube clusters of
boiler assemblies, USSR study (1965)
11282

aircraft construction layout for measure-
ments. East German study (1962) 9847

aircraft engine T-37/J-69, tests (1963) 9607

Vibration—Continued
angular displacement of jolting nature, influ-

ence on human body, USSR study (1962)
5586

autocorrelation function of structural re-

sponse measurements (1965) 5181
axially symmetric equations of liquid-filled

cylindrical shell (1964) 14924
beams, use of higher-order difference meth-

ods, analysis (1962) 1673
behavior of load effect, on frequency of free

vibrations of ring (1961) 4948
bending

—

determination of frequency in rotating
twisted blades, USSR study (1965) 9362

pipe, effect of high-velocity fluid flow (1965)
14823

biomedical research studies, bibliography
(1964) 13732

blasting

—

at Iowa limestone quarries (1963) 16340
instrumentation to record, design require-
ments (1964) 14763

review of criteria for estimating damages
to residences (1962) 12390

buckled circular plates, frequencies and
modes (1964) 7568

compaction of uranium dioxide (1962) 23029
compressed rocket vehicles, analysis (1965)

5167
cylinders, circular, partly filled with liquid,

NASA reports (1963) 19946; (1964) 7555
damper, lightweight load support (1965) 9686
damping capacity of magnesium alloys (1963)

1250
damping, heavy rotors, USSR study (1965)

6488
Delta 9 launch vehicle, flight data (1963)

20978
development of vibratory compaction tech-

niques for radioactive source fabrication
(1964) 19239

disease and thermal dehydration, USSR
(1963) 8935

eccentrically stiffened cylindrical shells and
flat plates (1965) 18560

effect on peripheral nerve trunks, USSR ex-

perimental study (1963) 17995
effect on specific reactive capacity of antiser-

um (1962) 10920
effects on organism, USSR studies (1965) 2623
effects, Soviet research (1965) 12667
electronic designer's shock and vibration

guide for airborne applications (1964)
1750

fiberglass ship, characteristics, USSR study
(1965) 12651

field vibratory techniques for determining
elastic moduli of soils, procedures (1963)
13883

finishing of edges of punched parts, Commu-
nist Chinese study (1964) 11088

flexural vibrations of prestressed toroidal
shell (1965) 18469

flight data of

—

Aerobee 150A sounding rocket (1964) 14858
Echo A-12 application vertical tests AVT-1
and AVT-2 (1963) 19923

free and forced, of cantilever beams with vis-

cous damping (1965) 13016
free, of conical shells (1965) 6717
freely vibrating nonuniform beams including

methods of solution and application to

ships, theory (1962) 20269
frequencies, cross-sectional deformations

effects of monocoque beams (1962) 3355
from instantaneous and millisecond-delayed

quarry blasts (1963) 5479
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Vibration—Continued
fuel rods in parallel flow (1 963) 9676
in coupled marine mechanisms resulting from

imperfect coaxial alignment, USSR study
(1965)6417

in-plane, of flat spinning disk, corrected copy
(1963) 1269

isolation of satellite tape recorders (1964)

7492
lateral, characteristics of model of Saturn

SA-1, investigation (1963) .'S592

lateral Saturn SA-1, characteristics of model
with 8-cable suspension system (196.5)

1449
mechanical

—

associated with boiling songs (1961) 11792

effect on nervous system (1963) 1777
original problem in aerospace biology, ef-

fect at cellular level (1965) 19949
system transmits into hazardous environ-

" ment (1965) 16637
monitoring, U.S. Borax and Chemical Compa-

ny Potash Refinery, Project Gnome (1962)

14865
natural, of free-free unsymmetrical beams,

matrix method for determination with
application to launch vehicles (1962)

12476
nonresonant support facilitates testing of

structures (1965) 5148
normal mode theory, elements (1964) 13330;

(1965) 8208
for three-directional motion (1965) 13171

panels subjected to, transducer senses dis-

placements (1965) 8069
payload data measured during 5 flights of

2-stage solid-propellant launch vehicle

(1962)6277
pendulum, motion, with strong damping on

vibrating base (1965) 11517
problems, measurement and interpretation of

power spectra (1964) 20523
pumps, caused by cavitation (1962) 16331
random, of structures, role of nonlinearity

(1963)9190
rectangular plates with various boundary

conditions, effect of edge loadings (1965)

11484
reduction on Nimbus spacecraft (1964) 18751

requirements, civil air regulations amend-
ment (1964) 19667

resistant, shipboard electronic equipment,
design manual (1962) 20270

resonant, effects on heat transfer at high
Reynolds numbers (1962) 2102

ring-stiffened cylindrical shell structure with
various support conditions, study (1964)

18743
rocket vehicles, localized environments, sta-

tistical techniques for describing (1964)

14847
rocket vehicles, vibratory localized environ-

ments, prediciting techniques (1963)

19912
rotor-blade, and rotating-stall, axial-flow

compressor (1961) 9499
rotor blades having two flapping hinges,

analysis of flapwise bending frequencies

and mode shapes to reduce levels (1961)

2588
Saturn SA-1, characteristics (1965) 1450

sensitive, magnetometer (1964) 7963
ship, David Taylor Model Basin report (1962)

1800
.ships water svstem valves, USSR study (1962)

22330
shock nwunt isolates pressure transducers

(1965) 9655
sickness, neurological changes, Czechoslovak

study (1962) 7649

Page 2380

Vibration—Continued

sinusoidal, choosing suitable sweep rate for
testing (1961) 19946

sinusoidal testing of nonlinear spacecraft
structures (1963) 19910

soil stabilization (1961) 20249
sonic, control in ships (1963) 8536
sphere for determining dilatational constants

of visco-elastic materials (1964) 10486
structural

—

and sound (1965) 6619
recent research (1964) 11398
viscous-pendulum damper suppresses (1965)
2853

test specifications for spacecraft applica-

tions, development (1965) 11410
testing, determining excitation forces (1965)

11515
testing, mechanical impedance simulation

(1963)16389
tests, pressurized thin-walled cylindrical

shells (1965) 19940
theory, unsolved problems, physiological ef-

fects, USSR study (1964) 21409
Thor-related vehicles, flight data (1965) 6637
thin-walled cylindrical and conical frustum

shells (1965) 8111
torsional, Saturn SA-1 model (1965) 9701
transducers, calibration at amplitudes up to

20g (1964) 20547
transverse, of liquid-filled shells, equations

(1964) 14923
ultrasonic, effect on

—

generation of detonation in NCI3, USSR
study (1961) 4613

growth of plants, USSR study (1961) 19677
vehicle ride dynamics aspect of ground mobili-

ty, study (1965) 14214
vibration analysis of AFFTC VTOL test

stand (1964) 20948
viscoelastic sphere, dilation constants and

complex ratio from forced vibration

(1965)6132
warning signal potential, comparative eval-

uation (1963) 1769
wings of varying aspect ratio, etc., at Mach

nos. 0.60 to 1.10, flutter investigation

(1961) 1248
see also (Oscillations.

Vibration indicators, helicopter, final report

(1964) 5723
Vibration mounts, vibration isolation mounts,

types, USSR study (1964) 17963

Vibrational spectra, see Spectra.

Vibrators:
mechanical vibratory feeder for small seeds

(1961) 8274
seed separators, description, etc (1961) 8273

Vibro-acoustical characteristics of ships' wa-

ter system valves (1962) 22330

Vicasol, administration, effect on growth and
radiosensitivity of tumors, USSR study
(1965) 4926

Vice President of United States:

assassination, penalties, provide

—

hearing (1965) 12194
law (1965) 15489
reports (1965) 12125, 15900

campaign, 1960, suspension of equal oppor-

tunities requirements of communications
act, operation, preliminary report hear-

ing (1961) 7289
campaign, 1964, suspend equal time provi-

sions of communications act

—

hearings (1963) 9940, 17307
reports (1963) 11820, 11843; (1964) 12050

discharge duties of Presidency, interpreta-

tion of Constitution, opinion of Attorney
General (1961) 21123
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Vice President of United States—Continued
elect

—

financing transition period between admin-
istrations

—

hearing (1962) 23369
report (1962) 21081

protection by Secret Service

—

law (1962) 23229
reports (1961) 10278, 17040

election

—

abolish electoral college, proposed constitu-

tional amendment, hearing (1965) 6062
electoral college votes, proposed constitu-

tional amendment, message from the
President (1965) 4475

laws, amend, hearings (1961) 10520, 14755
electors, choosing in D.C.

—

law (1961) 20524
reports (1961) 14435, 17068

nomination and election

—

including manner of selecting delegates to

national political conventions, laws, etc.,

analysis (1964) 8404B
method, constitutional, amendments

—

hearings (1961) 14748, 17137, 19181;
(1962)5070; (1963) 17318
appendix and index (1961) 19181

nominations, political conventions be held not
prior to 1st Monday in Sept. of year of

presidential election, report (1961) 16980
official residence, acquire hearing (1965)

17959
presidential

—

campaign, 1960 (speeches), reports (1962)
409, 2351

transition act

—

hearing (1963) 9937
law (1964) 8216
reports (1963) 9914, 15238; (1964) 4526,

6292
succession upon presidential inability, hear-

ings (1963) 15397
tributes to Richard M. Nixon, remarks (1961)

4064
vacancies in office, filling, proposed amend-

ments to Constitution

—

hearings (1964) 14148; (1965) 6062, 7488
message from the President (1965) 4475
reports (1964) 17727; (1965) 6026, 8771,

8783; 13884
Vicino, Frank, conspicuity coding of updated

symbolic information (1965) 13480
Vick, Allen R.:

comparisons of experimental free-jet bounda-
ries with theoretical results (1964) 14865

highly underexpanded free jets impinging
upon parallel flat surface (1964) 14864

Vick, H.M., Federal Aviation Agency airspace
advisory (1965) 202

Vickers Brothers, lands acquired by U.S., con-

vey to copartnership (1961) 14253, 16552,

16875
Vicksburg, Miss., consumer expenditures and

income, 1960 (1963) 14460
Vicksburg mobility exercise A, vehicle analysis

for remote-area operation (1965) 7618
Vicksburg National Military Park:

consolidate lands, promote safety, etc., by
installation of park tour road

—

hearing (1962) 21553
law (1963) 11729
reports (1962) 21445; (1963) 8066, 9905

general information (1963) 11124
Victoria Land, Antarctica:

diabase sheets of Taylor Glacier region (1965)

12542
Mount Gran coal deposits (1963) 12834
Willett Range coal deposits (1964) 2995

Victoria, Tex.:
Gulf Intracoastal Waterway, channel, navi-

gation improvements, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 2429
document edition (1962) 2327

Victorian American, lithographs from Harry T.
Peters America on stone collection (1961)
9750

Victory of enlightened minds (remarks) (1965)
1308

Video amplifiers, see Amplifiers.
Videon, F.F., brittle fracture propagation stud-

ies (1964) 1575
Vidicons:
beam current variations, detector circuit

compensates for (1965) 14776
temperature-compensation circuit stabilizes

performance (1965) 1427
Viduinae, see Weaverbirds.
Vienna convention on diplomatic relations

—

hearing (1965) 17924
report (1965) 17764

Vienna, Md., soybean processing plant, ARA
loan, hearing (1963) 11872

Vienna Youth Festival, Latvian exile's view
(1962)22253

Viereck, Eleanor, frostbite, symposia, Arctic
medicine and biology (1965) 10119

Viereck, Eleanor G., influence of cold on
host-parasite interactions (1963) 18489

Vietnam:
acceptance of foreign decorations by mem-

bers of U.S. Armed Forces serving in

—

hearing (1965) 14116
law (1965) 19134
reports (1965) 8803, 19433

agricultural commodities, agreements (1963)

11322; (1964) 20826
anti-Vietnam agitation and teach-in move-

ment, problem of Communist infiltration

and exploitation, staff study (1965) 17939
print as Senate document, report (1965)

19474
Army area handbook (1965) 1824
art and archeology, traveling exhibition

(1961)11558
atomic energy cooperation for civil uses,

agreement (1964) 18985
background information (1965) 6045, 16018
Clhina boundary, study (1965) 1646
conflict, importance (address) (1965) 10142

crucial testing ground for freedom (1961)

16161
demarcation line, study (1 963) 20164

Democratic Republic, see, below. North

exchange of oflicial publications, agreement
(1961)11605

fact sheet (1963) 9396

foreign assistance, additional amount, mes-
sage from the President (1964) 10195

4 steps to peace (address) (1965) 15054

import tariff system (1961) 4262

international Communist developments,
translations (1963) 14374

Laos boundary, study (1964) 18958

line is drawn, extracts from letters of J. P.

Spruill (1965) 13458
market for U.S. products (1963) 2419

mutual waiver of certain claims, agreement
(1965)11721

Nation's commitment (statement) (1965)
15547

newly independent nation, fact sheet (1961)
1487

Nguyen Van Vinh writes on U.S. war in Viet-
nam (1965) 14560
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Vietnam—Continued

North-
aggression from the North, campaign to
conquer South Vietnam

—

departmental edition (1965) 8306
document edition (1965) 7408
print as House document, report (1965)
7422,8928

special edition (1965) 7138

agriculture (1961) 4407
and industry, 5-year plan outline (1961)
4694

collectivization (1961) 7617
cooperatives

—

and party discipline (1961) 1101
model constitution (1961) 10947

development (1962) 5480
in midland regions (1961) 2148

economy (1965) 10729
production

—

relationships and techniques (1961)
2237

translations (1961) 19625
related subjects, translations (1961)

19616

architecture, translations (1964) 7034

Army, problem of youth (1961) 4680
art and literature of ethnic minorities
(1961)870

artillery chapter of Communist Party
struggles against fraud and falsification
(1964) 9264

banking and currency system (1961) 4412
better rice-planting techniques (1961) 19575
bibliography (1964) 9781
bumper mua crop (1965) 2388
cement factory, expansion (1963) 7017
Cho Dien zinc mine, description (1961) 7858
comment on revolution in South (1964) 7114
commercial enterprises, state-private joint-

ly operated (1961) 2177
Communist

—

developments (1963) 6817
morality. General's views (1964) 9021

construction

—

and necessity of avoiding waste (1961)
800

of state industries (1961) 7631
cooperative production units, improve
management, (speech) (1963) 16067

Democratic Republic of Vietnam (1961)
17411

development projects, various aspects
(1961)13124

distribution of 5th-month harvest (1961)
21075

economic development, 1961 (1963) 6904
economy and foreign trade (1961) 4698
economy, translations (1961) 19574, 20927;

(1962) 1355, 17876, 17879, 17897, 17907,
17931, 17958, 18042, 18060, 19641, 19644,
19696, 19707-708, 19774, 19819, 19863,
19891, 19967, 19974, 20022, 22047, 22283,
22333, 23818, 23877; (1963) 673, 949, 1099,
2479, 2592, 2701, 2788, 5159, 5170, 5296,
5335, 6692, 6757, 6814, 6848, 6988, 7013,
7100, 8598, 8845, 8954, 10368, 10388,
10589, 10692, 10819, 10834, 10838, 12390,
12431, 12466, 14190, 14362, 15721, 15987,
16254, 19398, 19519, 19610, 19741, 20782,
20871 (1964) 909, 961, 1147, 1171, 1280,
1295, 2540, 2623, 4935, 5005, 5051, 5212,
5234, 5252, 5272, 5285, 5349, 5364, 6922,
7182, 7234, 7278, 7307, 8901, 8931, 9271,
9316, 9341, 10734, 10833, 11057, 11162,
11171, 11198, 12597, 12683, 12748, 12791,
12812, 14495, 14535, 14609, 14654, 16173,
16195, 16239, 16290, 16346, 16437. 16451,
16480, 16565, 18261, 18391, 18405, 18447,

Vietnam—Continued
North—Continued
economy, translations—Continued

18591, 19849, 20034, 20100, 20400, 21470,
(1965) 828, 887, 952, 1124, 1150, 2349,
2512,2572,2651,2701

education among (Thinese (1961) 15510
effort to conquer South Viet-Nam, threat to
peace (1962) 1829
appendices (1962) 1830

finances, development (1961) 7681
first 5-year plan, 1961-65 (1963) 14354
food production, distribution, and physical

fitness, articles (1961) 13174
40 days in provinces (1965) 18301
freight shipments to, international regula-

tions, Austrian study (1963) 19421
gazetteer, official standard names (1964)

15939
geological survey (1961) 15512
geophysical research during past 4 years
(1962)5817

government

—

report on 1960 State plan before national
assembly (1962) 7530

resolutions and directives (1961) 7819
grain

—

problem (1961) 2405, 4689
production (1961) 11145

Haiphong cement plant renovation (1961)
7859

handicraft production (1961) 4442
Ho Chi Minh, newspaper articles (1961)
1095

hospital workers, self-sacrificing devotion
(1961) 13387

I have just returned from Vietnam, French
report (1961) 4440

industry, economic problems and solution
(1961) 10981

international

—

and domestic topics, translations (1961)
4597

Communism, articles (1963) 7001
labor

—

conditions (1964) 13083
unions, role in industrialization, etc., par-

ty resolution (1963) 15722
Lao Dong Party

—

congratulatory messages to (1961) 4593
questions and answers (1961) 4651
3d national congress, documentary record
(1961)10803

Lao Dong youth group, bylaws (1961) 13383
Lao Kay mining area, contrast between
today and yesterday (1961) 2121

larvae of bloodsucking mosquitoes (Culicin-
ae), study (1964) 21413

legal and ideological developments (1961)
9363

let us hold high revolutionary banner of
creative Marxism (talk) (1963) 12336

life in Hanoi, articles (1961) 898
local industry in provinces (1961) 896

malarial zones, (1965) 12703
marriage and family law, strengthen propa-
ganda on implementation (1961) 13237

mass line of Party (1961) 2254
medical

—

developments (1963) 2908
journal, abstracts, translations (1965)

12614
military

—

personnel that switch over to other
branches, treatment, new regulations
(1961)2191

unit citations awarded in 1962 (1963)
17781

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chap-
ter (1965) 14685
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Vietnam—Continued
North—Continued
ministry of labor directive on vacations for

various occupations (1961) 844
model Party member (1961) 2268
monkeys of jungles infected with SV40 vi-

rus (1965) 11212
morphology

—

and development of kegelkarst (1963)
17772

teaching and scientific research methods
(1965)4966

National Assembly Standing Committee,
report (1964) 11077

National Front for Liberation of South
Vietnam, 2d Congress, military report
(1964)9245

new sky over port of Haiphong (1961) 10849
newspapers, translations (1961) 21087
1960 census, official report (1961) 4488
1962 state plan, report (1962) 14212
people's councils and administrative com-

mittees, organization law (1963) 1059
periodicals, translations (1961) 19787;

(1962) 1124, 1425, 1456, 1496, 1529, 2974,
3032, 3164, 3215, 3239, 3244, 5627, 6002,
6030, 7957, 8028, 8030, 8039, 8158, 8290,
9927, 10015, 10141, 10150, 10294, 10320,
10341, 12139, 12275, 14042, 14135, 14157,
14266, 14323, 15752, 17926, 18041, 21918,
22297

physical nature (1962) 10281
political and sociological information,
translations (1962) 17877, 17956, 18065,
18094, 18103, 19709, 19828, 19857, 19915,
21993, 22059, 22284, 23724; (1963) 645,
710, 927, 1059, 1147, 2700, 2750, 2787,
2991, 5322, 6736, 6919, 7019, 7104, 8498,
8839, 10373, 10693, 10849, 10872, 12391,
12482, 12620, 14150, 14232, 14313, 14336,
14363, 15682, 15722, 15832, 15999, 16067,
16210, 19408, 19605, 20792, 20891; (1964)
1170, 1201, 1293, 2537, 2628, 5211, 5253,
5273, 5287, 5351, 5412, 7034, 7110, 7315,
7349, 8889, 8977, 9317, 10820, 10955,
11058, 11164, 11170, 11191, 11197, 11239,
12596, 12684, 12747, 12850, 12949, 12995,
14492, 14536, 14558, 14578, 14587, 16117,
16137, 16159, 16165, 16174, 16197, 16226,
16263, 16285, 16303, 16349, 16457, 16479,
16566, 18262, 18274, 18390, 18404, 18473,
18513, 18590, 19843, 19861, 19935, 20000,
20006, 20102, 20339, 21429, 21468, 21553;
(1965) 829, 886, 1001, 1012, 1115, 2301,
2388, 2496, 2513, 2600, 2648, 2700

production

—

campaign, 1960-61 (1961) 10948
relations between quality, quantity and

costs (1961) 10824
targets for winter-spring season (1961)

10854
protect party organization by good man-
agement of cadres and party members
(1963) 10487

recent conditions in Hanoi (1961) 21107
research programs conducted during 1960

(1962) 5478

resistance of soil (1962) 19775

resolution

—

of 3d National Party Congress (1961)

15099

regarding attacks on naval vessels in

Tonkin Gulf-
law (1964) 17267
reports (1964) 15554, 15770

resolutions of 8th Party Conference
(speech) (1963) 15832

responsibilities of industrial branches,
2d-half of 1960 (1961) 800

Vietnam—Continued
North—Continued
responsibility for strengthening unity of

socialist nations (1961) 13018
road building under tropical conditions

(1963) 10433
savings banks, development (1962) 17750
scientific

—

activities (1962) 17933
and technical activities, translations

(1962) 19652
and technical information, translations

(1963)6813
and technological program, implementa-

tion, 1962 (1962) 21992
cooperation with Soviet Union (1962)

7580
development (1962) 5440
farming, encouragement (1961) 2406
research and industrial development
(1962)17813

selected translations (1961) 10769, 13176,
13215, 13222, 13288, 13303, 13345, 13380,
15129

selection of literary works for textbooks
(1961)2251

socialism

—

building of socialism, outstanding event
in history (1961) 7684

economy achievement campaign (1964)

2720
expansion through cadres (1961) 2255
legislation, strengthening and safeguard-

ing (1961) 4592
revolution, formulate and develop new
concepts to step up completion (1961)
15169

socialist industrialization, increase speed
(1961)2238

State plan 1964, report of Council of Minis-
ters (1964) 11016

state structure of Democratic Republic of

Vietnam (1964) 2506
statistical data, 1963 (1965) 6414
Supreme People's Court, jurisdiction, etc

(1961) 19505
surgery (1962) 5477
technical educational facilities, articles

(1961)4381
test by fire, bombings (1965) 11245
3d Congress of Party and arts and letters

professions, importance (1961) 13009
threat to southeast Asia (1962) 1999
Tran Hung Dao machine-tool factory, histo-

ry and achievements (1961) 7860
transportation, problems of non-
mechanized facilities (1963) 2751

United National Front, stronger unity
(1964) 10826

university branch developing quickly and
strongly (1961) 13019

urban areas, translations (1961) 19763
utilization of natural resources in Laokay
Province and responsibility for scientific

research (1961) 4701
Viet Cong, Japanese correspondent writes

of experience as prisoner (1965) 11298
Vietnamese Revolution, questions and an-
swers of present stage (1961) 10815

visit of Soviet scientists (1961) 15203
water utilization and flood control policies

(1961)2285
weather

—

Feb.-May 1961 (1962) 5583
report (periodical) (1962) 7741

zonal autonomy with regard to nationali-

ties, implementing policy in Viet Bac zone
(1963) 17681

northwest, Puok people, materials on social

and family organization (1964) 10976
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ophthalmology research, translations (1964)

7315
our mission in Vietnam, troop topics (1965)

166

peasants, nature, translations (1963) 17704,
17763

pocket guide (1963) 4436

preparing shipments to (1963) 5066
prescription for peace (1964) 13667
Republic

—

agricultural commodities, agreements
(1962) 10687, 18501, 20315, 20322; (1963)
7454, 20188; (1964) 7790, 9817, 13474;
(1965)1663,6926,18779

amity and economic relations, treaty with
U.S. (1962) 6474, 21249

bibliography (1964) 9782
Chinese Buddhists protest persecution,

translation (1964) 1113
citizens, instruction at Military Academy,
West Point, report (1964) 15520

coup in South Vietnam (1964) 91
credit expansion relations between industry
and State banks (1963) 2732

economic

—

cooperation agreement (1962) 20318
situation (1962) 16626

economy, basic data (1963) 6593
exports and imports, licensing and ex-

change controls (1962) 726
foreign trade regulations (1964) 12556
free-world challenge in southeast Asia

(1962) 14600
friendship, commerce and navigation treaty

(1961) 18995
gazetteer, official standard names (1962)

7466
guerrilla warfare, 2 months of observation

(1965) 7887
import tariff system (1962) 21891
investment guaranties, agreement (1963)
20187

labor conditions (1964) 13082
landed property, achievements and pro-
gram of directorate general, 1964-65, Vi-
etnamese report (1965) 12648

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chap-
ter (1965) 14689

Montagnard tribes, customs, etc (1962)
12090

mutual

—

defense and development programs, pro-
posed, amended request, message from
the President (1964) 12563

security program, GAO review (1961)
7510

National Geographic Service, activities,

1959-60 (1961) 19749
news coverage, govt, information plans and

policies hearing (1963) 17169
newsletter (1964) 5205
North Vietnam's effort to conquer, threat

to peace (1962) 1829-30
reality and myth (1965) 15053
revolution

—

in South Vietnam will be won (1964) 9182
North Vietnamese comment (1964) 7114

steady strengthening of people's-demo-
cratic law (1961) 17405

subcommittee report following inspection
tour (1965) 17682. 19301

surplus agricultural commodities, agree-
ments (1961) 21396; (1962) 8692, 22844

textile industry, development (1961) 12997

U.S. commitment (statement) (1965) 13445

U.S. foreign policy and operations, report,

1961(1962)7111

Vietnam—Continued
Republic—Continued
U.S. imperialists to be completely defeated,
Communist view (1964) 5188

UN fact-finding mission, report (1964) 6519
under US-Diem domination (1961) 4596
United States

—

aid, staff survey team report (1962) 9379
information problems, report (1963)

18871
military operations and mutual security
programs overseas, report (1961) 19147

Viet Cong

—

and national liberation front, (Communist
political-military organizations (1965)
11317

weapons, evidence at Vung Ro Bay (1965)
10140

Vietnam and southeast Asia, report (1963)
6298

why Vietnam, report (1965) 16804
print as House document, report (1965)

19280
sending gift packages to (1961) 629
South, see, above. Republic.
Soviet botanists (1962) 5687
struggle for freedom, questions and answers

(1965) 3040
surplus agricultural commodities, agree-

ments (1961) 5140, 11609
U.S. policy, analysis of current situation

(1964) 9997
United States military requirements, addi-

tional appropriation

—

hearing (1965) 10666
law (1965) 10353
message from the President (1965) 8752
reports (1965) 8848, 10632

United States policy (1964) 13462
visit by Polish press agency correspondent

(1965) 16524
war, 3d face (addresses) (1965) 11710, 14463
we will stand in Vietnam (statement) (1965)

15055
Vietnam medical journal (periodical):

abstracts, translations (1965) 12614
Vigilance:

effects of visual display, mode on 6 hours of
visual monitoring (1964) 17012

prediction, AASHO road test (1962) 12982
Vigness, I.:

effect of chamfered holes on resistance of
bolts and dowels to shock loads in shears
(1963)11160

numerical method for determining/thermal
stresses involving plastic/flow (1963)
3223

sawtooth and half-sine shock impulses from
Navy shock machine (1964) 5598

Vigor, complete exercise plan for boys 12 to 18
(1964) 11539

Vilcabamba area, Peru, uranium deposits
(1965) 4264

Villa Park, 111., population, special census
n962U6473

Villachica, Maria R. Barrena-, see Barrena-
Villachica, Maria R.

Village Creek:
flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 21696
document edition (1962) 20951

Village Creek District, Ark.:
flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 464
document edition (1963) 270

Villages, training, USSR, what they should look
like (1964) 14517

Villagomez, Joaquin U., relief (1965) 19339
Villar Salinas, Maria D., relief (1961) 10414,

14204, 16546
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Villareal, Nicholas E.: relief (1961) 14267; (1963)
6097

Ville Porte, La, census of housing, 1960, special

reports for local housing authorities
(1961)11948

Vil'nyus, Lithuania, Israeli tourists visit, Sovi-

et press report (1964) 20124
Vil'nyus, Lithuanian SSR, short directory and

reference book (1962) 12058
Vim, complete exercise plan for girls 12 to 18

(1964) 11540
Vimmerstedt, John P., southern Appalachian

white pine plantations, site, volume, and
yield (1963) 6524

Vinalhaven, Maine:
Carvers Harbor improvement, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1963) 403
document edition (1963) 315

Vinca, see Periwinkles (plants).

Vinca herbacea, see Periwinkles (plants).

Vinca, Yugoslavia:
Boris Kidric Institute, production of radioac-

tive isotopes (1964) 7055
producing radioactive colloidal gold, Au-198,

in Boris Kidric Institute (1965) 7881
Vince Bayou:

flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23494
document edition (1962) 23319

Vincent, Robert E., bibliography of arctic

grayling (1965) 14287
Vincent, William J.:

relief (1961) 7022, 8907
veto (1961) 10221

Vine, James D., surface geology of Nash Draw
quadrangle, Eddy County, N.Mex (1963)
6549

Vineland and South Jersey Cooperative Egg
Auction and Poultry Association, Inc.,

loan approved by ARA, GAO report (1965)
2201

Vines:
frozen, salvaging tomatoes (1961) 91
potato. Red River Valley, killing in relation to

maturity (1964) 15223
woody, for southern Great Plains (1964) 20913

Vineyards, land use, problems and conservation
treatment, Western States (1963) 11289

Vinifera, see Grapes.
VINITI, see Union of Soviet Socialist Repub-

lics.

Vinogradov, Viktor V., biographical sketch
(1961)7641

Vinson, Carl, chairman of Armed Services
(Committee, ceremony in honor of, hearing
(1964) 17642

Vinti, John P., satellite theory, determination of
mean elements (1964) 13237

Vinyl:
metal laminates, standard of trade (1963)

1857
plastic weatherstrip, standard of trade (1961)

242
see also Polyvinyl pyrrolidone.

Vinyl alcohol, biologically active polyvinyl al-

cohol letilan fibers, USSR study (1964)
8883

Vinyl-coated glass fiber insect screening and
louver cloth, recorded voluntary stand-
ard of trade (1963) 4513; (1964) 11430

Vinyl fabrics, see Textiles.
Vioplastics, new preparation and its purpose,

USSR study (1961) 19757
Viral diseases, see Virus diseases.
Virgin Islands:

acting government secretary, appointment
of—

law (1962) 9159
reports (1962) 9250, 9429

Virgin Islands—Continued
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 7298
agriculture department, directories (1963)

7529; (1964) 9906
applicability of

—

automobile information disclosure act, clar-

ify, report (1962) 13649
poultry products inspection act, clarify

—

law (1962) 16724
reports (1961) 16787; (1962) 13638

appointment of U.S. nationals to Military
Academy, Naval Academy, Air Force
Academy

—

law (1962) 20838
reports (1962) 19133, 19292

business patterns, activities covered by
OASDI program (1961) 16264

census of

—

agriculture, 1959, municipalities (1961)
18158

business, 1958, retail trade area statistics,
errata (1962) 11184

governments, 1962, State report (1965) 4334
housing, 1960, outlying areas, tenure, rent,
plumbing, etc (1963) 1920

population, 1960

—

counts and selected characteristics (1961)
20429

general characteristics (1961) 16482
number of inhabitants (1961) 3952

climate (1962) 3559
climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial census

(1965) 16917
climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;

(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216
coast pilot (1963) 1957
supplements (1961) 5536; (1962) 6856; (1964)
6108; (1965) 7334

construction authority for customs and immi-
gration facilities

—

law (1965) 15442
reports (1965) 8953, 13914

cost-of-living allowances for Federal employ-
ees, require survey before reducing (1965)
17665

county business patterns, activities covered
by OASDI program (1963) 16889

deaths, leading causes, 1959 (1961) 11454
dutiable status of watches, etc., amend tariff

schedules, report (1965) 17658
duty exemption, continue, report (1964) 8287
duty-

free allowance (1961) 19193
waive 48-hour requirement temporarily

—

hearings (1961) 12509
law (1961) 16565

emergency feed sale, extend to

—

law (1964) 19393
report (1964) 15566

excessive cost-of-living allowances paid to
Federal employees. Civil Service Commis-
sion, GAO report (1965) 7767

export potential, increasing (address) (1965)
4419

fair labor standards act, wage order proce-
dure (1965) 8360

Federal social security tax guide for employ-
ers (1962) 21859

foreign dredge act, nonapplicability, opinion
of Attorney General (1963) 19774

geographic names, decisions (1961) 6168
government

—

amend revised Organic act to authorize is-

suance of general obligation bonds

—

law (1964) 260
reports (1962) 16992; (1963) 7919, 7947,
20578

certain activities, GAO review (1961) 17321;
(1962) 19557; (1964) 4769
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Virgin Islands—Continued
government—Continued
comptroller salary, amend organic act

—

law (1962) 9161
reports (1961) 14316; (1962) 7200

payment of legislative salaries, etc.

—

law (1965) 15452
reports (1965) 13908, 15890

records, preliminary inventory (1961) 1331
Governor

—

nomination of Raphael M. Paiewonsky,
hearings (1961) 7284

reports (1961) 7541; (1962) 9765; (1963)
10312; (1964) 10672; (1965) 11015

housing census, 1960 (1964) 1806
industry committee handbook (1965) 1705
infant mortality, 1959 (1962) 1787
labor organizations, reporting, registers

(1961) 6239; (1964) 16571
leasing of naval properties, status, hearings

(1964) 4588
liquors, etc., from, code of Federal regulations

(1962) 7498
map. United States and possessions, inset

(1965) 2805
marriage, divorce, natality, fetal mortality

and mortality statistics, 1959 (1962) 8614
maternal mortality, 1959 (1962) 1786
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapters

(1962) 1620, 22492; (1963) 19852; (1964)
20491; (1965) 18441

mortality data, 1959, national summary
(1961) 15846

motorboat act of 1958, make applicable

—

hearing (1962) 9399
law (1961) 16598
reports (1961) 8923, 14405

municipal water facilities inventories (1961)
6503; (1964) 18908

nurses in public health, number and educa-
tional preparation (1963) 3295; (1965)
8247

organic act, amend

—

law (1962) 9159
reports (1962) 9250, 9429

organic act, text (1961) 5748
participation in Caribbean Organization

—

hearings (1961) 8839, 14732
law (1961) 12126
reports (1961) 8815, 20601

permit certain foreign vessels to land catches
offish

—

hearing (1962) 2339
law (1961) 18612
reports (1961) 14374, 17032

plane coordinate projection tables (1961) 3979
poisonous and injurious plants (1962) 10841
population, 1960, characteristics (1963) 20349
precipitation and rainfall-frequency data

(1962)8746
principal electric facilities, maps (1964) 680;

(1965) 16184
public school finance program, 1962-63 (1964)

4643
rainfall, 2-to 10-day duration for return peri-

ods of 2 to 100 years (1965) 11793
reporting labor organizations, register (1961)

6239
representation in House of Representatives

by Territorial Deputy, report (1961)
18901

rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-
files (1962) 18912

special duty exemption, law (1963) 13427
storm warning facilities chart (1961) 11656;

(1962) 16212; (1963) 11385; (1964) 13525;
(1965)11786

submerged lands, place jurisdiction within

—

law (1964) 263
reports (1962) 15161; (1963) 9862, 19040

Virgin Islands—Continued
temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

grees days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10775

trees, common species (1964) 16945
wage order procedure

—

pursuant to fair labor standards act (1962)
1892

regulations (1962) 16209
water resource development, map (1963)

14027
ZIP code directory (1963) 20063
see aiso British Virgin Islands.

Virgin Islands Corporation:
appropriations

—

hearings (1962) 7076, 11648; (1963) 6184,
9995

law (1961) 14122; (1962) 18954; (1963) 15158
reports (1961) 7120, 10455, 14357; (1962)

9226, 11642; (1963) 7939, 11951
audits by GAO (1962) 11870; (1963) 10257;

(1964) 10594; (1965) 9216
audit reports (1961) 5615; (1962) 13361; (1963)

15183; (1964) 10157; (1965) 10398
borrowing authority, increase

—

law (1961) 18760
reports (1961) 10277, 18911, 19091

Virgin Islands National Park:
general information (1962) 6324
revise boundaries

—

law (1962) 20925
reports (1962) 15375, 17061, 19143

Virgin Mountains, northern, beryllium deposits
(1965) 5084

Virgin River and Valley, Dixie project, develop-
ment report (1963) 15181

Virginia:
acquire Great Falls properties for parkway

—

law (1965) 17446
reports (1965) 12286, 17616

aerial radiological measuring survey ARMS,
Norfolk Peninsula Area (1964) 4293

aged and aging, problems, background stud-
ies (1961) 7298

annual survey of manufactures, standard
metropolitan statistical areas, and large
industrial counties, statistics (1962)

18773; (1963) 4568; (1964) 6029
bauxite deposits (1965) 9261
Breaks Interstate Park compact, amend-

ment

—

law (1964) 19410
reports (1964) 15550. 17842

census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1962)
273

census of business

—

merchandise line sales, retail trade, statis-

tics (1965) 15301
retail trade

—

area statistics (1965) 5659, 13605
errata (1961) 16247

selected services, area statistics (1965) 7223
wholesale trade, area statistics (1965) 8600

census of housing, 1960, State and small
areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc (1962)
6780

census of manufactures, 1958, area statistics

(1961)16250

census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-

port (1962) 258

censuses of population

—

and housing, 1960, geographic identifica-

tion code scheme (1961) 8543
detailed characteristics (1962) 18873
general

—

and economic, characteristics (1962) 4781
characteristics (1961) 11972

number of inhabitants (1961) 6850
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Virginia—Continued

Chesapeake Bay fishing harbors economic
study (1961) 14796

civil rights, pubHc schools, 1962 (1963) 1935
climatic summary (1964) 1656

decennial census (1965) 20144
climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;

(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216
convey Shirley Highway and other highways

to Virginia

—

hearing (1961) 18973
law (1961) 18698
reports (1961) 16772, 19048

copper deposits, geology (1964) 800
costs of operating exempt for-hire motor car-

riers of agricultural commodities, pilot
study (1963) 8152

county business patterns, activities covered
by OASDI program (1961) 11878, 20438;
(1963) 15051

crops and livestock (1961) 2803; (1962) 4429;
(1963)4279

Cumberland highlands, economic survey
(1965)4882

eastern shore sweetpotatoes, marketing
(1961) 16108

economic impact of Federal Crop insurance
(1965) 10722

electric rate book (1962) 552; (1963) 514,
17433; (1964) 15898; (1965) 18091

export origin study (1962) 20689
Federal-aid highway program, GAO review

(1963)5008,12214
firefighting agreements with D.C., amend

law (1964) 17332
reports (1963) 7976; (1964) 15785

fishery products, wholesale dealers, list (1964)
712,18013

5B redevelopment area, statistical profiles
(1963) 11696, 13367

fossil marine mammals from Miocene Calvert
Formation (1965) 18633

Great Falls property, exchange for land at
Blue Ponds, Md.. report (1963) 13726

income tax, withholding from compensation of
Federal employees, agreement (1962)
22882; (1964) 3176

labor organizations, reporting, register
(1961)9401; (1964) 16571

landings, fish and shellfish (1961) 3259, 7427;
(1962) 4430, 9650 (1963) 4280, 12132;
(1964) 4133, 19717; (1965) 4045

annual summary (1965) 14278
loblolly pine of northern provenance may be

best for planting (1961) 19383
mail routes, schedule (1962) 16109
marketing farmers' stock peanuts (1963)

9579, 13174
middle and lower peninsulas, hurricane sur-

vey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 8517
document edition (1964) 8259

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter
(1961) 1216; (1962) 3312; (1963) 3069;
(1964) 2990; (1965) 1359

minor civil districts, magisterial districts,
census, 1960, map (1961) 16316

municipal

—

waste facilities (1964) 3103, 18908
water facilities inventory (1961) 6503

opportunity for progress (1965) 1810
peanuts, buying farmers' stock in area (1962)

22937
pine sawfly larvae destroy shortleaf pine

strobili (1965) 9192
Plantation, effect of Bacon's Rebellion on

government (1962) 6315
population, 1960, characteristics (1963) 15046

V irginia—Co ntinued
Potomac River compact to regulate fishing in

area

—

law (1962) 23183
reports (1962) 16953, 21437

precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)
3925; (1 963) 3771 ; (1964) 3578; (1965) 3492

psoroptic sheep scabies outbreaks, 1964
(1965) 1752

recreation on TVA lakes (1961) 11634
rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-

files (1962) 16657
saprolite and unweathered diorite ores, flota-

tion of ilmenite (1963) 5498
southern Piedmont, farm woodland manage-

ment cost and returns (1965) 9204
temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10768

truck inventory and use survey (1965) 252
urbanized areas adjacent to D.C., air pollu-

tion problems, appraisal and recommen-
dations (1962) 18410

weather stations, decadal census (1963) 16687
white potatoes, marketing, buyers' prefer-

ences and practices (1965) 1764
women

—

labor laws, summary (1962) 20375; (1965)
10015

workers, 1960 (1964) 3195
Woodrow Wilson Memorial Bridge over Poto-

mac River, maintenance and operation

—

law (1961) 18740
reports (1961) 12429, 18878

world trade prestige (remarks) (1962) 5167
ZIP code directory (1963) 20070

Virginia, Minn., drilling for ground water in
area (1961) 9260

Virginia Beach, Va.:
beach changes (1965) 7602
beach erosion control study, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1962) 23495
document edition (1962) 23303

beach-ocean-atmosphere system, interactions
(1965)7603

dynamic properties of immersed sand (1965)
7605

hurricane survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 18043
document edition (1965) 17470

nearshore tidal and nontidal currents (1964)
12342

sedimentation at inlet entrance, Rudee Inlet
(1965) 7604

Virginia City, Nev., volcanic geology, struc-
ture, and mineral deposits (1964) 19788

Virginia Key, Fla.:
beach erosion control study, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1963) 2179
document edition (1963) 1996

Virginia Piedmont, comparison of loblolly,
white, Virginia, and shortleaf pine (1964)
2381

Virginia pine, see Pine.
Virginia Polytechnic Institute, towing carriage

for use in ship model tank, free entry, law
(1962) 18971

Virginia State College:
Norfolk Division, MDTA program

—

casework prevents dropouts (1964) 13024
graduates 1 year later (1965) 19792

retraining program for unemployed and un-
skilled adults, evaluation (remarks)
(1963) 14436

Virginius Island, self guiding history-nature
trail (1962) 22650

Virology, see Viruses.
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Virolog:y and immunologry of cancer (USSR^eri-
cKiical):

translations (1963) 6946
Virulence as factor in Salmonella infection in

mice maintained in the cold (1963) 18467

Virus diseases:
chemical composition of urea-extractable

components of plague virus EV, USSR
study (1964) 20387

chemotherapy, USSR study (1962) 8075
ionizing radiation effect on infections and

immunity (1963) 9669
laboratory diagnosis, procedures (1962) 8893

maize, resumes (1965)8388
plant viruses, leafhopper vectors, synonymi-

cal Hst (1962) 16253
Virus hepatitis, see Hepatitis.

Viruses:
avian tumor, international conference, Duke

University, Durham, N.C., Mar. 31-Apr.

3,1964(1965)6792
bacteriology and virology section of Hungari-

an Microbiology Society, invitation to

meeting (1965) 7867
barley stripe-mosaic virus strains and evolu-

tion, biological characteristics (1965)

8449, 16999
biosynthesis

—

and molecular basis of virus variability,

USSR articles (1965) 5005
problems, USSR study (1962) 19933

catalog of strains, USSR translation (1965)

18354
causative agents of cancerous diseases (1961)

12880
cytopathic, absorbent disc method for identi-

fication and titration (1962) 8894
encephalitis, tick-borne, in jays, USSR stud-

ies (1965) 11063
etiology of leukoses, USSR study (1962) 989

human and animal, infectious ribonucleic

acids, USSR study (1965) 989
human kidney tissue" cultures for virologic

research, Bulgarian study (1962) 9879
influence of cold on host-parasite interactions

(1963) 18489
intracellular inclusions in h^editary amy-

otrophic lateral sclerosis, USSR study

(1964) 9297
Japanese B encephalitis, pathogenicity of

different strains, USSR studies (1964)

8939
Kazakhstan, science of virology, fundamental

problems of development, USSR study

(1962)929
laboratory procedures (1964) 8040
molecular structure, data, USSR (1965)

14498, 14578
nonvirulent strains of Aujeszky's virus ob-

tained by disease passage through pi-

geons (1962) 9854
oncogenic properties, problems, USSR study

(1964) 16559
physiology, USSR study (1962) 8075
polyhedral of insects, methods of collecting

and processing (1961) 6122; (1962) 17570

problems of

—

current importance in virology, USSR
(1962) 2794

virology (USSR periodical), translations

(1965) 14483
propagation, use of Alaskan ground squirrel

cell cultures (1965) 8469
retention of viral agents by Arctic ground

squirrels, effect of hibernation (1963)

18476
ribonucleic acid of influenza A virus, infec-

tious activity on susceptible animals,

investigation, USSR study (1965) 11170

Viruses—Continued

role in

—

etiology of leucoses, USSR study (1963)

8871,15803
origin of tumors, USSR study (1962) 14064,

21969
Sendai, interaction with tissue culture cells,

luminescent microscopy study during ini-

tial phase, USSR study (1963) 12491
study at Inframicrobiology Institute, Bucha-

rest, Rumania (1963) 8863
SV40, monkeys of North Vietnam jungles in-

fected with (1965) 11212
translations from Voprosy virusologii (USSR

periodical) (1963) 12715
USSR-

dissertation (1964) 20141
studies (1965) 2355

veterinary virology, all-Union conference,

USSR (1964) 20047
viral

—

aerosols, variable volume chamber design
for, USSR study (1961) 19553

origin of tumors, certain controversial
problems, USSR study (1961) 769

virological study of blood of leucosis patients,

methods, USSR study (1961) 15343
virology, USSR studies (1964) 9230
virus-cancer research (1964) 11453
work of Czechoslovakia Academy of Sciences

(1962) 5574
see also Biological products

—

also Names of

virus diseases.

Virusologiya i immunologiya raka (periodical):

translations (1963) 6946
Visalli, Frances I., iodine-131 in post-mortem

human thyroids (1964) 20759
Visas, see Passports.
Viscoelastic properties of styrene-acenaph-

thylene copolymers in transition region
(1964) 7655

Viscoeiasticity, see Elasticity.

Viscometers, seeViscosimeters.
Viscosimeters:
NBS calibrating liquids and capillary tube

viscometers (1963) 3174
penetrometer for measuring absolute viscosi-

ty of glass (1964) 7438
Viscosity:

analysis of visco seal, concentric laminar
case (1965) 16609

blood, in vivo method to measure and factors

associated with hindrance (1963) 7631
data, from lime soda sinter slurries, method

for evaluating (1961) 1236
fused metals, problems related (1962) 12508
gas mixtures, approximate formulas (1965)

1462
gases at high temperature (1963) 19945
hydrogen and uranium, high-temperature

mixtures (1965) 11405
liquid metals, relation to other properties

(1961)180
nonpolar gases and gas mixtures at low densi-

ty (1961) 8044
sodium aluminate solutions (1965) 5094
surface, monomolecular films of long-chain

aliphatic amides, amines, alcohols, and
carbolic acids (1965) 14960

see also Plasticity.

Viscous flow, see Flow.

Viscous mixing of 2-dimensional jets with par-

ticular reference to jets in ground proxim-

ity (1964) 13496

Viscous-pendulum damper suppresses structur-

al vibrations (1965) 2853

Viselli, Andreina:
relief (1963) 20554; (1965) 10589
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Vises (tools):

machinists' and other bench-mounted, simpli-

fied practice recommendation (1964) 1497

Viseu, Arminda P.:

relief (1962) 16938; (1963) 11791
Visher, F.N., ground-water resources in south-

ern Oahu, Hawaii (1964) 10660
Visibility:

during landing on particle-covered surface,

blast effects of twin variable-cant rocket
nozzles (1965) 2874

introscopy, prospective uses (1965) 7869
navigational lights, progress report (1962)

24043
noctilucent cloud, photometric conditions,

USSR study (1961) 19642
Vision, see After-images—Eyes—Sight.

Visit USA, new friends and dollars for America,
(address) (1962) 18547

Visiting housekeepers:
do you have homeraaker service in your town

(1963) 20076
homemaker service

—

and social welfare (paper) (1965) 18846
available help (1963) 13032
broadened horizons, highlights from Na-

tional Conference on Homemaker Serv-
ices (1964) 19316

directory, 1963 (1964) 11553
for older people, annotated bibliography

(1962) 23598
history and bibliography (1964) 10084
in neglect and abuse, articles (1965) 15324
public welfare (1964) 11716
suggested training program (1964) 15860

homemaker's assistant, suggested training
program (1964) 15847

International Congress on Home Help Serv-
ices, proceedings (1965) 15153

strengthening family life, tool for case evalu-
ation (1965) 7291

Visitor reaction to timber harvesting in Bound-
ary Waters Canoe Area (1963) 6509

Visitors:
meet Americans at home (1965) 11758
national forest campgrounds, estimating

number (1964) 12470
see aiso Tourists.

Vismia, Guttiferae, South American species,

synopsis (1962) 14514
Visors, padded, for automotive vehicles, Feder-

al standard (1965) 16190
VISTA, see Volunteers in Service to America.
Visual acuity, see Acuity.
Visual aids:

AFVA, Air Force visual aid series (1963)
18456

distant objects detected visually with optical
filters (1965) 16641

pilot controlled simulation of (Jemini-Agena
docking (1965) 6699

see aiso Signals.
Visual analysors, see Optical analyzers.
Visual art, see Art.
Visual binary stars, see Stars.
Visual data transmission (1964) 13643
Visual flight investigation of hovering and

lowspeed VTOL control requirements
(1965)9731

Visual fluorescent detection box 8329
Visual instruction, medicine, lantern and micro-

scopic slide sets, catalog (1963) 18549
see aJso Audio-visual education.

Visual perception, see Perception.

Visual persistance decay curves as function of

intensity and duration of stimulus (1962)
20207

Visual recovery (1965) 13431

Visual resolution and optical scintillation over
snow, ice, and frozen ground (1964) 12344

Visual study of 2-phase flow in vertical tube
with heat addition (1963) 5586

Vital statistics (1964) 3115
analytical studies (1964) 7705, 9732; (1965)

20051
birth and death records. United States and

outlying areas, where to write (1962)

10617; (1964) 11586, 20772
data evaluation and methods research (1963)

14673-674, 16537; (1965) 9896, 15014-17,

16833, 20049-50
data from national health surveys (1963)

14675-676, 16538, 20112; (1964) 5666,

7704, 7706, 9733-34, 11583-584, 13423-424,

15071, 16846, 18924-926, 21859; (1965)

5360, 8258, 9897-98, 11668, 13247-248,

15018, 16834-835, 18730-732, 20053-54

data from National Vital Statistics System
(1964) 20771; (1965) 9899, 15019, 16836,

20055
documents and committee reports (1965)

18729, 20052
monthly vital statistics reports (1961) 3500;

(1962) 4085
national needs, report of United States Na-

tional Committee on Vital and Health
Statistics (1965) 18729

programs and collection procedures (1963)

18296; (1964) 11582; (1965) 8257, 15013

provisional, monthly reports (1963) 3928;

(1964) 3751; (1965) 3666
publications, price list (1962) 1764; (1963)

1397; (1964) 5643; (1965) 14984
safeguards for records (1963) 16533
seasonal adjustment by electronic computer

(1965)11665
special reports (1961) 15845; (1963) 20113-115;

(1964)3116
national summaries (1961) 9619, 11454,

13565, 15846, 20107; (1962) 1786-87, 6428;

(1963) 18297
selected studies (1961) 20108, 21324; (1962)

1788, 10615, 16144, 24081; (1964) 1568,

7710; (1965) 9900
United States (1961) 13564, 15840-844; (1963)

21094; (1964) 5667-68, 7707-09, 9735;
(1965) 3005, 5361, 6886-87, 15020

annual reports (1961) 20106; (1962) 1783-85;

(1962) 18427, 20258; (1963) 1432, 11247,
13029-31

facts of life and death (1963) 20094; (1965)

20028
marriage and divorce (1962) 8614; (1965)

3005, 15020
mortality (1963) 14677, 21094; (1964) 3115,

7707, 7709; (1965) 6886-87
natality (1962) 20258; (1964) 5667-68, 7708;

(1965) 5361
United States, summary (1961) 2611
use for genetic and radiation studies (1963)

1431
see also Birth—Death—Divorce—Life ta-

bles—Marriage.
Vitamins:

j\

and E, artifical protein complexes, biologi-

cal activity, USSR study (1961) 12967
effect on antibody formation following
immunization with antigen from Ascari-

dia galli, USSR study (1964) 8924
formation from carotene, effect of thyroid
hormone, USSR study (1961) 12948

liver content in rats fed on diets containing
synthetic food dyes, Rumanian study
(1962)9816

arginine, 1-glutamate, and pyridoxine, effects

on toxicity of Aerozine (1964) 19182
ascorbic acid

—

effect of hexonium and dibasol on content in

adrenal glands of rabbits with athero-

sclerosis, USSR study (1961) 10810
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Vitamins—Continued
ascorbic acid—Continued
plasma levels relationship to gingival

health in IGY personnel wintering in
Antarctica, dental research program
(1962) 10437

prolonged systematic therapy of coronary
atherosclerosis patients, USSR study
(1961)11104

Bl-
and PP, effect on metabolism of citric and
fumaric acids in radiation sickness,
USSR study (1962) 2685

effect upon coronary circulation, experi-
mental study, USSR (1961) 11057

B6—
deficiency, use in reversing hydrozi-

de-induced convulsions in monkeys (1962)
4549

importance in ensuring normal activity in
cerebral cortex in animals with different
types of central nervous system, USSR
study (1961) 12950

B12—
absorption during alterations in environ-
mental temperature (1963) 18484

microbiological assay methods and distri-
bution in selected foods (1961) 11703

biosynthesis, all-Union conference, USSR
(1965)7866

blood vessel strengthening, USSR study
(1962) 902

C—
and P, galascorbine synthesized for treat-
ing wounds, USSR study (1961) 10779

ascorbic acid levels in blood and urine as
related to oral health status (1964) 1746

determination of ascorbic acid in plant
juices by chromatographic method, USSR
study (1961) 12998

D2 artificial complex with protein, effect on
rickets in children, USSR study (1961)
12968

E—
effect on cholesterol level in blood serum of

patients with atherosclerosis, USSR
study (1961) 15347

effect on performance of swimming rats
(1963) 7687

effect of ascorbic acid on function of supra-
renal glands under influence of high
ambient temperature, USSR study (1963)
14413

fat-soluble, and sterols and proteins of blood
plasma, biochemical interrelations,
USSR study (1961) 12949

galascorbine and thiamine, effect on recovery
of injured muscles, USSR study (1962)
7636

ionizing radiations, effect on vitamins and
vitamin therapy of radiation sickness,
USSR study (1962) 7947

manufacture from wastes of alcohol industry,
USSR (1962) 2756

microbiological dewaxing process yielding
protein-vitamin concentrates (1964)
18798

needs of dairy cattle (1963) 14837
nicotinic acid, physiological mechanism of

action, USSR study (1961) 12951
pangamic acid, vitamin Bis, effect on resist-

ance of organism and cardiovascular sys-
tem to hypoxia (1962) 19753

pyridoxal phosphate hydrazone as measure of
1, 1-dimethylhydrazine concentration in
tissues (1962) 10917

questions and answers (1965) 6239
requirements in Antarctic regions (1963) 7194
research (1961) 13095

Vitamins—Continued

riboflavin deficient rats, post cold behavior
(1963) 1760

thiamine excretion, effect of high fat diet

(1963) 1761
tritium (H''-labeled pyridoxine, studies (1965)

8479
vitaminology development, etc., in USSK,

all-Union conference and congress resolu-
tion adopted for program (1961) 12952

see aiso Deficiency diseases.
Vitamycin, preparation, USSR study (1962)

21936
Viti Levu, Upper Eocene and Oligocene Forami-

nifera (1961) 6180, 9254
Vitiello, Giovanna, relief (1961) 14559, 18501

Vitreous china plumbing fixtures, recorded vol-
untary standard of trade (1964) 5539

Vitrified clay sewer pipe (standard and extra
strength), recorded voluntary standard
of trade (1961) 5419

Vitro calculus, see Dental calculus.

Vivian, (Jeorge L., summary report on ML-1 fuel
element development, in-pile test history
(1965) 4256

Vivian, Gordon, excavations in 17th century
Jumano Pueblo Gran Quivira (1964)
20660

Vladimirov, Georgiy Y., obituary (1961) 7730
Vladivostok, Russian SFSR, socio-economic

study, 1860-1960 (1962) 12180
Vlahovic, Ivanka S., relief (1964) 309, 6153, 6396
Vlasov, K.A., concepts in works and role in

prospecting for and evaluating rare
earth pegmatites, USSR criticism of ar-
ticle on (1961) 949

VOA, see Voice of America.
Vocational counselors, see Counselors.
Vocational Division:

bulletins (1961) 465, 1940, 9039, 9049-50,
14789-790, 19247, 20692; (1962) 473-474,
7285, 21666; (1963) 390, 15436; (1964)
8479, 8491-92; (1965) 12392

report (1961) 5828
Vocational education:

act of 1946, amend

—

law (1961) 8610
act of 1963—
general information (1965) 4667
hearing (1963) 15309
law (1964) 1939
reports (1963) 13533, 15270, 20473, 19019;

(1964) 2056
summary (1965) 6124

adult Indians, amend act

—

law (1961) 18664
reports (1961) 7244, 16716

advisory committees, organization and use
(1961)461

and training legislation, enactments, issues
and, reports (1962) 13697; (1965) 4515

area programs

—

development of workers' technical abilities

through extension training (1961) 7311
digest of State boards reports (1961) 17177;
(1964)576

mechanical technology, design and produc-
tion, courses of study, etc (1962) 7275

area vocational education program series

(1962) 7280
blind persons, instructional guide for train-

ing (1961) 2742
bulletin (1961) 17196
(Communist China, progress (1961) 1005
cooperative program, agreement with Brazil

(1961)1518,11580
economic and social background in U.S. (1963)

13846
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Vocational education—Continued

education for changing world of work, report
of Panel of Consultants on Vocational
Education (1963) 10066, 13844-846

Summary (1963) 2156; (1964) 2289
expansion and improvement, appropriations,

1965, supplemental, proposal (1964) 19529
export trade program, planning, etc (1963)

15436
extend training opportunities for manpower

guidance (address) (1963) 3012
facilities, basic planning guide (1965) 19552
formal occupational training of adult work-

ers (1965) 2788
ILO convention and recommendations, text

(1963)20457
Indians

—

adult

—

amend act

—

law (1964) 1959
reports (1963) 17260; (1964) 335

program, appropriations, increase

—

law (1965) 10351
reports (1965) 7453, 8940

laws, compilation (1963) 216
legislative proposals, 1963, summary (1963)

6342
mechanical technology, 2 year post high

school programs in mechanical design
and production (1963) 2163

mentally retarded. North High work-study
program (1964) 612

national defense education act of 1958, status
report, June 1960 (1961) 7136

next decade, proposals for discussion, devel-
opment, objectives, manpower require-
ments (1961) 5940

office occupations (1961) 7327
older workers, training and placement pro-

gram (1961) 20825
organized occupational curriculums, in high-

er education

—

enrollments, etc., 1958 (1961) 9040
graduates July 1961-June 1962, enrollments

Oct. 1962, institutional data (1965) 9041
public

—

programs under Federal acts (1962) 9547
schools with aviation flight or ground

school courses approved by FAA (1962)
21629

review of

—

activities in federally aided programs, 1963
(1965)2104

program, message from the President (1961)
5608

sociological analysis of vocational education
in U.S. (1963)13846

State boards, digest of reports, 1961 (1963)
8159

student loan insurance act of 1965

—

hearing (1965) 12167
law (1965) 19162
reports (1965) 8857, 17883

trade and industrial

—

curriculum materials, list (1962) 452; (1964)
8479

instruction, teaching aids (1962) 2414

training

—

opportunities and preemployment courses
for women and girls (1961) 1576

survey, results (1963) 6342
through rural youth work, possibilities and
methods (talk) (1962) 21731

veterans, rehabilitation & education quarter-
ly, information bulletins (1961) 6606,
16038

Yugoslavia, developments (1962) 12250

see also subject.

Vocational guidance:
challenges of dual role for girls (address)

(1965) 15158
economic setting (1963) 20931
medical criteria of vocational aptitude of ju-

veniles, USSR (1965) 1191
occupational outlook handbook (1964) 2961
departmental edition (1962) 1574
document edition (1962) 371

older workers program (1961) 20830
see aiso subject.

Vocational rehabilitation, see Rehabilitation

of the disabled.
Vocational Rehabilitation Administration:
GTP bulletin (1963) 16644
guidance, training, and placement, 15th an-

nual workshop, proceedings (1963) 9483
international activities (1965) 15127
program administration review, report, 1962

(1964) 13509
rehabilitating physically handicapped, advi-

sory groups (1963) 14767; (1964) 16908
reports (1965) 1703, 15131
research and demonstration

—

grant, program in aging (1964) 7850
projects, annotated list, 1964 (1964) 16912

vocational rehabilitation

—

clients, adjustment (1964) 3184
programs administered, regulations gov-
erning (1964) 13510, 20872

Vocational Rehabilitation Office:

handbook on programs (1961) 9819
information service series (1961) 3636; (1962)

3950
reports (1961) 6610, 9821; (1962) 18554; (1963)

16643
research and demonstration projects

—

annotated lists (1961) 5163, 9822
bibliography (1963) 1589

Vocational training, see Rehabilitation of the
disabled.

Voegelein, L. Belle:

classification

—

class A, general works, polygraphy (1963)

9086
class P, subclass PG, Russian literature

(1965) 9525
class Q, science (1963) 9087

Voegeli, Paul T., sr.:

geology and ground-water resources of Prow-
ers County, Colo. (1965) 12554

ground-water resources of North Park and
Middle Park, Colo., reconnaissance (1965)

10999
Voegelin, Eric, and wife, relief (1963) 17084;

(1964)1865,2154
Vogel, Robert M., engineering contributions of

Wendel Bollman (1964) 21798
Vogges, Fotini C, relief (1962) 16879
Vogler, L.E.:

curves of

—

ground proximity loss for dipole antennas
(1963)11101

input impedance change due to ground for

dipole antennas (1964) 5546
lunar surface radio communication study

(1964) 20640
percentage points of beta distribution (1964)

13275
Vogler, Raymond D.:

interference effects of single and multiple
round or slotted jets on VTOL model in

transition (1964) 16697
pressure distributions on surface of flat plate

induced by cold air jet (1963) 7276
Vogt, Fred B.:

effect of bedrest on parameters of physiologi-

cal function

—

bioinstrumentation (1965) 8029
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Vogt, Fred B.—Continued
effect of bedrest on parameters of physio-

logical function—Continued

blood volume, etc (1965) 8032
bone mass and calcium balance (1965) 8033

effect of performance of periodic Flack ma-
neuvers on preventing cardiovascular
deconditioning of bedrest (1965) 14729

Vohr, John H., photographic study of boiling

flow (1964) 8063
Voice:

aphonia, compensations for veterans

—

law (1963) 11714
reports (1962) 9284; (1963) 4732, 9975

reentry communication system for use in con-

junction with radar tracking equipment
(1964) 16653

Voice communication, information extraction,

work methods for single transcribers

(1965) 17077
Voice-frequency circuit, loading for trunk ca-

bles (1963) 3315
Voice-frequency telegraphy systems, USSR

(1963)12681
Voice of America:
broadcasts to captive European nations,

objectives and effectiveness, hearings
(1962) 21206; (1963) 9880, 18940

catalog of selected programs (1963) 14761
doubles its power, new Greenville complex

(1963) 5761; (1964) 5738
forum lectures broadcast and published on

automation, new industrial revolution,

list (1962) 18546
radio relay facilities, agreement with Liberia

(1962) 1847
20th anniversary commemoration (1962)

10719
VOA, general information (1965) 20121

Voice recording equipment, see Sound recording
and reproducing equipment.

Voight Creek Experimental Forest, pulpwood,
cost of thinning 50-year-old Douglas-fir

(1962) 9680
Vojvodich, Nick S., influence of heating rate and

test stream oxygen content on insulation
efliciency of charring materials (1963)
14573

Vojvodina, Yugoslavia:
brucellosis in cattle, planned measures for

control and extermination (1962) 5516
medical personnel of some hospitals (1962)

9856
Volatile corrosion inhibitors (1965) 6782
Volatile flavors, see Flavors.

Volatilization, see Chloride volatilization proc-
ess—Evaporation.

Volcanic ash, tuff, etc.:

beryllium-bearing

—

from Spor Mountain, Utah, chemical, etc.,

properties (1962) 18231
Thomas Range, Juab County, Utah (1963)

10286
tuff. Honey (3omb Hills, Juab Ck)unty, Utah,

mineralogical investigation (1964) 9524
fossils in Ordovician tuffs, northeastern

Maine (1964) 14338
origin, geologic relations, and identification

(1961)6179
zones and zonal variations in welded ash flows

(1961)4316

Volcanic rocks, see Igneous rocks.

Volcanoes:
active, hydrothermal processes and mineral

formation conference, USSR (1961) 7714
Alaskan, investigations (series) (1961) 14945,

20809; (1962) 5292
emanations, geochemistry data (1963) 8339

Volcanoes—Continued
geology, structure, and mineral deposits of

Mount Rose quadrangle, etc (1964) 19788
Hawaii, Kilauea, 1961 eruption (1964) 14345
Hawaii, 1955(1964)4779
Hawaiian Observatory summary (1964) 3568;

(1965)3481
lunar, observations in 18th and early 19th

centuries, (1965) 11512
Volcanology, publications, list (1964) 9768
Volchok, Herbert L., Health and Safety Labora-

tory surface air sampling program, sum-
mary report (1965) 5603

Volcker, Paul A., remarks Sept. 23, 1965 (1965)
18813

Voles:
spruce seeds, relative preference (1961) 20777
water, producing virulent bacteria to control

(1962) 11991
Volga region, USSR:

conference of physiologists, etc (1964) 9115
poorly planned scientific institutes (1964)

16201
Volga-Vyatka region, USSR (1962) 15835
Volin, Lazar, agricultural picture in U.S.S.R.

and U.S.A. (1963) 12051
Volkmann, John:
further experiments on range of visual search

(1965)17012
range of visual search (1965) 1793

VoUman, Rudolf F., 50 years of research on
mammalian reproduction, bibliography
of scientific publications of Carl G. Hart-
man (1965) 9890

Vollmer, &win P., biology of prostate and re-

lated tissues (1964) 1502
Vologda oblast, USSR, historical and economic

data (1962) 8236
Volpp, Louis D., statistics and maps for nation-

al market analysis (1965) 11680
Volt-ammeter, Hermach-Engelhard model 30081

transfer, modification instructions (1962)
8573

Volta, Upper, see Upper Volta.
Voltage dividers, coaxial, fabrication instruc-

tions, calibration procedure (1961) 11474
Voltage generator sweeps oscillator frequency

linearly with time (1965) 2861
Voltage regulators:

flyback, used in satellites (1965) 5216
inductor flyback characteristic gives voltage

regulator fast response (1965) 16645
synchronous generators, problems and con-

cepts, Polish study (1962) 7780
transistorized voltage stabilizer (1963) 9192

Voltage stabilizers, see Voltage regulators.
Voltages:

adjustable, simple circuit with linear temper-
ature variation (1964) 9560

breakdown

—

of some electronegative gases at low pres-
sures (1963) 12872

pulse generator permits nondestructive
testing (1965) 6654

calibration

—

ac or dc (60 cps) indicating instruments,
Navy program, technical manual (1963)
16467

measurement system operation procedures
(1961) 5030-34, 5039, 11499

standing wave ratio

—

(j-band 3.95 to 5.85 kmpcs, etc., measure-
ment system operation procedure (1961)
15906

J-band 5.85 to 8.20 kmcps etc., measure-
ment svstem operation procedure (1961)
8116

S-band measurement system operation
procedure (1961) 8117
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Voltages—Continued
3/8" coaxial, type N connector, etc.,

measurement system operation proce-

dure (1961) 8118, 11502
X-band 8.2 to 12.4 kmcps etc., measure-
ment system operation procedure (1961)
15905

test instruments procedures (1961) 5020-22
current balance and establishment of stand-

ard volt, USSR study (1961) 7769
electrical comparators for precise measure-

ments, USSR study (1965) 7919
establishing best levels for future naval air-

craft (1961) 11472
generator, selection of bus reactor for regula-

tion, USSR study (1965) 18289
instrument for electronic differentiation of

current-voltage characteristics (1964)
21760

low frequency sinusoidal, with superimposed
direct component, generating procedure.
East German study (1962) 9955

low input, dc to ac converter operates effi-

ciently (1965) 11450
low triggering, blocking oscillator uses (1965)

2847
magnetic core voltage-to-frequency converter

(1963) 5606
microvoltages, measurement (1963) 9276
spherical electrode eliminates high-voltage

breakdown (1965) 9681
standing-wave ratio

—

Javelin spike antenna model (1961) 4906
modified reflectometer techniques (1964)

13354
3/8" coaxial, type N connector, measure-
ment system operation procedure (1963)

9288
transistorized circuit clamps voltage with

0.1 o/o error (1965) 9660
transmission line construction, specifications

and drawings (1963) 11257, 11259; (1964)

18932
insert (1963) 14683

two-step voltage discharge characteristics of

silver-zinc-cells eliminated with auxiliary
silver electrode (1964) 14826

two variables, light-sensitive potentiometer
measures product (1965) 6673

variable supply uses zener diode as reference
(1965) 8080

voltage variable oscillator has high phase
stability (1965) 14768

zener diode function generator requires no
external reference voltage (1965) 5127

Voltaic cells, see Electric batteries.
Voltmeters:
coaxial T for radio-frequency calibrations

(1965) 13065
DC or AC voltage or current indicating in-

struments. Navy calibration program,
technical manual (1963) 18261

dc vacuum tube voltmeter, Hewlett Packard
41 2A, instrument calibration procedure,
technical manual (1964) 13360

dynamometer, instrument calibration proce-
dure, technical manual (1964) 11498

electronic

—

AN/USM-106, Ballantine Laboratories 314,
technical manual. Navy calibration pro-
gram (1963) 20002

Ballantine Laboratories 310A, Navy cali-

bration program, technical manual (1963)
18256

fluke—
801 differential, test instrument calibration
procedure (1962) 12610

803 AC-DC differential, test instrument cal-

ibration procedure (1962) 12611

Voltmeters—Continued
Hewlett Packard 400C and ME-30/U, instru-

ment calibration procedure, technical
manual (1964) 13357

John Fluke model 801, modification instruc-

tions (1962) 8572
sensitive electronic, Ballantine 300D, test

instrument calibration procedure (1961)
13603

vacuum tube, Hewlett-Packard, calibration

(1961) 11481; (1962) 12617
volt-ohm-milliammeter, Simpson 260, test in-

strument calibration procedure (1963)

9284
wave analyzer, test instrument calibration

procedure

—

harmonic, general radio (1961) 15901
Hewlett Packard 302A (1961) 11493

Volume and yield tables:

aerial photo

—

basal area tables (1965) 651
estimates for Douglas fir in Pacific North-
west (1962) 7442

volume tables, constructing (1963) 6492
aerial volume tables for pinyon-juniper

stands (1963) 4983
and point-sampling factors for lodgepole pine

in Colorado and Wyoming (1964) 12481
aspen, in Colorado (1962) 613
basal area table for diameters from 1 to 240

inches (1963) 10225
board-foot

—

and cubic-foot volume computing equations
for southeastern tree species (1963) 10243

young-grrowth mixed-conifer timber (1961)

19377
composite aerial volume tables for conifers in

Mountain States (1963) 20697
converting basal area to volume (1962) 9694

cubic-foot volume estimating, equations for
interior Alaska tree species (1965) 2167

Douglas-fir

—

growth and yield records from wellstocked
stands, summary (1964) 8682

volume growth percent tables (1965) 2179
Engelmann spruce

—

board-foot volumes (1961) 7494
lumber grade recovery in Colorado (1963)

12190
learning to estimate stand volume from aerial

photos (1965) 652
loblolly pine

—

merchantable cubic-foot growth (1961)
19391

plantations, weight and volume tables
(1961) 20792

lodgepole pine (1964) 8686

log grades, analysis technique for testing
(1964) 2390

paper birch, in Alaska (1961) 7477
pine poles, unpeeled. cubic foot (1965) 654

point-sampling factor in southwestern ponde-
rosa pine (1964) 790

ponderosa pine

—

immature stands in Black Hills (1963) 17491
in Arizona and New Mexico

—

estimating past diameters (1963) 17493
pole-size, taper table (1963) 17494

southwestern (1963) 15584
southwestern, estimating volumes and di-

ameters at breast height from stump
diameters (1963) 17495

pulpwood, ponderosa pine in Arizona (1962)

9693
red alder (1961) 4289
relating outside-to inside-bark diameter at

top of first 16-foot log for southeast Alas-
ka timber (1962) 17573
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Volume and yield tables—Continued

shortleaf pine

—

graded stock means greater yields (1961)
17289

in Virginia-Carolina Piednront (1962)
17593; (1963) 6518

top utilization, adjusting for different lim-
its (1963) 567

southern pine lumber grade yields (1963) 6522
spruce and hemlock, estimating d.b.h. from

stump diameter (1962) 17572
timber volume per acre estimated under point

sampling, standard error formulas (1961)
7488

trees in interior Alaska (1964) 2375
unmanaged slash pine stands in south Florida

(1961) 19388
Utah's forest area and timber volume (1965)

4798
volume tables and point-sampling factors for

ponderosa pine in Black Hills (1965) 4813
western hemlock, yield of even-aged stands

(1962)20428
white pine, southern Appalachian plantations

(1961) 20793; (1963) 6524
yellow-poplar, southern Appalachians (1964)

8669
Volumetric analysis, diaferm-3 antitoxic sera

titer reduction under storage conditions,
causes affecting, USSR study (1962) 2738

Volumetric apparatus:
for determining helium content of gas mix-

tures (1964) 21715
testing of glass (1963) 7310
testing of metal (1963) 9208

Voluntary foreign aid programs, reports of
American registered agencies (1964)
10711, 15990, 18188; (1965) 4894, 16358,
16360, 18267

errata (1964) 21375
Voluntary foreign relief programs, activities of

registered American voluntary agencies
(1962) 13916, 15664; (1963) 5098

Voluntary Overseas Aid Week, designate week
of Mar. 25, 1962, reports (1962) 9330, 9439

Voluntary Society for Support of Army, Air
Force, and Navy, USSR, military transla-
tions (1962) 21954

Volunteer workers:
and rural poverty (1964) 14664
organizations, voluntary, equal pay packet

(1965)11807
therapeutic use of student volunteers (1964)

17116
VA psychiatry, new programs (1964) 9868
veterans hospitals, handbook (1963) 21152
women, new patterns in volunteer work (1964)

1542
young people for good of your community,

your hometown needs you for variety of

useful jobs (1963) 10888
Volunteers in Service to America:
facts about VISTA volunteers (1965) 6097
VISTA, invitation to serve (1965) 12370

Volz, Marvin D., centralized processing of fresh
meat for retail stores (1963) 18435

Vom Rath, William H., relief (1963) 13682
Vomitus, human, effects of miscellaneous

wastes on mesophilic activated sludge
(1964) 20973

VonGlahn, UweH.:
critical boiling heat flux (1963) 14548
film-boiling heat-transfer coefficients ob-

tained with hydrogen, nitrogen and freon
113(1964)13230

on effect of heat addition in empirical correla-
tion of void fractions for steam-water
flow (1963) 1282

Von Steuben, (xeneral Friedrich Wilhelm, see
(jeneral von Steuben Memorial Day.

Von Stroebel, James M.:

Brazil's licensing and exchange controls
(1963)6607

establishing business in Argentina (1964)
10698

VonWald,W.A.,jr.:
electrical calorimeter as integrating device

(1963)11159
environmental telemetering system (1963)

20001
Von Weyerhausen, Ginko, relief (1961) 19018
Von Winkle, William A., measurements of longi-

tudinal space-time correlations of wall
pressure fluctuations in turbulent pipe
flow (1963) 11263

Vonbun, F.O., Apollo entry tracking, shipboard
unified S-band interferometer system
(1965) 16675

Voprosy biofiziki, biokhimii i patologii eritorot-
sitov (periodical):

translations (1963) 10836
Voprosy filosofii (periodical):

translations (1962) 18075, 19804, 19931;
(1963) 988; (1964) 2473; (1965) 7943, 11220

Voprosy gerontologii i geriatrii (periodical):

translations (1963) 6947
Voprosy ikhtiologii (periodical):

translations (1963) 10482, 10800, 14174
Voprosy klinicheskoy onkologii (periodical):

translations (1964) 21494
Voprosy kliniki i lecheniya zlokachestvennykh

zabolevaniya (periodical):

translations (1963) 15839
Voprosy meditsinskoy khimii (periodical):

translations (1963) 970, 2764
Voprosy onkologii (periodical):

translations (1965) 11214
Voprosy patologii krovi i krovo-obrashcheniya

(periodical):

translations (1962) 23687, 23729
Voprosy pitaniya (periodical):

translations (1963) 1055; (1965) 9479
Voprosy psikhologii (periodical):

translations (1962) 10048, 17709, 18111;
(1963) 933, 10420, 12705; (1964) 18317

Voprosy tsitologii i obshohey fiziologii (periodi-
cal):

radiobiological activity, articles (1962) 10002
Voprosy virusologii (periodical):

translations (1963) 12715; (1965) 14483
VOR, see Omniranges.
Voress, Hugh E.:

peaceful uses for nuclear explosives, bibliog-
raphy (1963) 7707; (1964) 8069; (1965)
13521

Veris, Frank B., medical aspects of space flight

(1964) 16658
Voronezh Chemical-Technological Institute,

USSR, 30th Anniversary (1962) 2818
Vortex motion:

aircraft wakes in relation to terminal opera-
tions (1963) 9185

liquid rotation and vortexing in rocket pro-
pellant tanks (1962) 6302

spiral longitudinal, effects on turbulent
boundary layer skin friction (1965) 2837

turbulent vortex system, applicability of mix-
ing length theory (1961) 17728

viscous, unsteady flow toward center (1965)
18574

vortex movements about wing in intermediate
and high subsonic flow undergoing large
angle-of-attack change in blast-induced
gust (1962) 12471

vortex-sheet deformation behind highly load-
ed wing and its effect on lift (1961) 7971

vortical wake effects on rectangular wing at
low speed, study (1961) 1290

Vortex structure of cloud cover according to
weather satellite data (1964) 16730
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Vortman, L.J., close-in air blast from row
charge in basalt (1965) 17123

Voskhod, see Spacecraft.
Voskhod (spaceship):

account of flight (1965) 1253
Vosloh, CarlJ., jr.:

operating costs in packing mixed feeds with
emphasis on labor and capital (1964) 9953

processing feed ingredients, costs, labor, and
capitol requirements (1965) 18883

Voss, (Hiristian, and wife, relief (1961) 7012;

(1965) 10442, 17369, 17806
Voss, Gilbert L., cephalopods of Philippine Is-

lands (1963) 19974
Vosteen, Louis F.:

aerodynamic heating tests of missile stabiliz-

ers (1963) 11002
supersonic jet tests of missile stabilizer (1963)

5560
Vostok, see Satellites—Spacecraft.
Voting:

age, 1960 population, and votes cast for Pres-

ident, 1964 and 1960, (1965) 8615
civil rights report, 1961 (1962) 314
constitutional rights, enforce right to vote,

hearings (1964) 6514
District of Columbia, qualifications, etc.

—

law (1961) 20524
reports (1961) 14435, 17068

elections conducted by NLRB, information to

voters (1963) 3180
general elections, estimates of population of

voting age and percent voting (1965)

15315
hearings before Commission on Civil Rights

(1965) 11962
Mississippi, report of Civil Rights Commis-

sion (1965) 10283
participation and voter registration, Ck)mmis-

sion report (1964) 3091
qualifications

—

constitutional amendments, hearings (1961)

14748, 17137, 19181; (1962) 5070
appendix and index (1961) 19181

laws of all States, hearings (1962) 5070
remarks of the President to joint session of

(Congress, American promise (1965) 8227
rights, act of 1965

—

court decisions pertinent to bill (1965)

13994
hearings (1965) 7538, 8895, 8999
law (1965) 15458
message from the President (1965) 5830,

12044
reports (1965) 7525, 10507, 13899
text (1965) 19012
views (1965) 8950, 15679

time off. State laws (1962) 18127; (1964) 14670
see also Elections.

Vouchers:
military pay system, Army National Guard,

financial administration, pamphlet (1961)

13552
military pay, U.S. Army, description, etc.,

pamphlets (1961) 20346; (1962) 12994
statistical sampling procedures in examina-

tion, permit

—

hearing (1964) 12136
law (1964) 17380
reports (1964) 15534, 17745

Voutsikas, Demitrios, see Dousopoulas, Deme-
trios.

Voydanoff, Kristina, relief (1961) 7056, 10390,
12045

Voyenno-meditsinskiy zhurnal, articles (1961)
4695, 10973, 11189, 12945, 12974, 12976,
15607, 19635, 19645

Voyenno-meditsinskiy zhurnal (periodical):

translations (1962) 893, 959, 1026, 1030, 5664,
6061,9824,9911,10129

VR-ISC series (1961) 20240; (1962) 3552, 8731,
18559-560; (1963) 9484; (1964) 7835; (1965)
6981

VRA, see Vocational Rehabilitation Adminis-
tration.

Vrachebnoye delo (periodical):

translations (1962) 15890; (1963) 1012
Vrzich, Manojlo, see Verzich, Manojlo.
V/STOL (vertical and short take off and land-

ing), see Aircraft.
VTOL (vertical takeoff and landing), see Air-

craft—Airplanes.
Vuillemot, F.L., Naval aerial photographic

analysis. Project Sedan (1963) 14996
Vulcanology, see Volcanology.
Vulin, Desanka, relief (1961) 8688, 10430, 12097
Vulin, Radoslav, relief (1961) 8688, 10430, 12097
Vulin, Sime D., relief (1964) 15646
Vultures, American, general information (1964)

16859
Vung Ro Bay, Viet Ck)ng weapons, ammunition,

uncovered (1965) 10140
Vyatka region, USSR, see Kirov Oblast, USSR.
Vyshinskiy, Andrei V., distortions in theory of

Soviet law and practice, USSR (1965)
9432

VZ-2, see Aircraft.

W

W.A.C., see Women's Army Corps.
W.A.D.C, see Wright Air Development Center.

W.A.D.D., see Wright Air Development Division.

W.A.F., see Women in Air Force.
W.A.L., see Watertown Arsenal Laboratory.
W.H.O., see World Health Organization.
W.M.S., see World magnetic survey.
W series (1961) 3497; (1962) 4441; (1963) 4300;

(1964) 4151; (1965) 4063
Wabash Basin Interagency Water Resources

(Commission:
establish

—

hearings (1962) 425
report (1961) 10458

Wabash County, 111., soil survey report (1964)

9776
Wabash RR., accidents (1961) 6226; (1962)

11953; (1965) 9312, 12581
Wabash River and Valley:

basin, engineers report

—

departmental edition, (1965) 12410
document edition, (1965) 12062

survey. Mount Carmel, HI., flood control, engi-

neers report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2225
document edition (1963) 2001

Wabasha County, Minn., soil survey report

(1965) 13269
Wabasso, Fla., railroad accident (1962) 15699

WAC, see Women's Army Corps.
Wachtel, Dawn A.:

foreign trade regulations

—

Hong Kong (1964) 18174
Philippines (1964) 2460
Taiwan (1964) 18184
Thailand (1964) 14378

Wachtell, G.P., flow stability of gas-solids sus-

pensions, final report (1965) 13506
Wacker, Paul F.:

microwave spectral tables

—

diatomic molecules (1965) 5250
line strength of asymmetric rotors (1965)

2930
Waco, Tex.:

census of business, 1963, major retail centers,

standard metropolitan statistical area,

(1965) 13595
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18350
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Waco, Tex—Continued
census of housing, 1960—Continued
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbine'
etc. (1962) 20619

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 6821

Municipal Airport, weather observations,
hourly, summary, decennial census of
climate (1963) 14796

Veterans Administration, regional office
move, GAO report (1964) 2404

WACU, see West African Customs Union.
WADC, see Wright Air Development Center.
WADD, see Wright Air Development Division.
Waddell, Galen G., mining methods and costs,

Deep Creek zinc-lead mine, etc (1963)
14500

WADEX, see Indexes.
Wadsworth, James J., nomination, hearings

(1965) 12322
Wadsworth, Nev., ground-water conditions in

area (1963) 8351
WAF, see Women in Air Force.
Wagar, J. Alan:
campgrounds for many tastes (1963) 19268
convection stack, device for ridding pit toilets

of bad odor (1963) 10218
estimating numbers of campers on unsuper-

vised campgrounds (1965) 677
Wage and Hour and Public Contracts Divisions-
explanatory bulletins (1961) 16044; (1962)

8740-41, 14676; (1963) 14770-771, 18362;
(1964) 7836; (1965) 16909

industry pamphlets (1963) 5766, 20229; (1964)
1652, 7838; (1965) 3079-80

interpretative bulletins (1961) 17878, 20242-
(1962) 1890-91, 3554-55, 10727, 12781-782'
14678-680, 16208, 18566, 22899-900; (1963)
1591, 3396, 7504, 9486, 11378, 16645-649,
18364, 20230 (1964) 1653, 3187, 7839, 9875,
11677-679, 13513. 15146, 16913-914
19013-15, (1965) 1706, 3081, 11767-768
13329-333, 15132-133, 16910

press releases (1961) 3638
publications, lists (1963) 16650; (1965) 6984
questions and answers, QA-IND series (1962)

8736; (1965) 18827
regional and field offices, list (1965) 1707
regulations (1961) 16044; (1962) 8737-41

10728-731, 14682-686, 16209, 18567-568,'
20366; (1963) 3397, 9487-88, 20231; (1964)
1654, 5750-51, 7840, 9877, 11680-684
16915-918; (1965) 3082-83, 11769

Wage chronology, see Wages.
Wage earners, see Labor.
Wage-hour act, see Labor standards.
Wage-hour law in small firms (1963) 5718
Wagener, Willis W., judging hazard from native

trees in California recreational areas,
guide for professional foresters (1963)
15583

Wager, J. Alan, relationship between visitor
characteristics and recreation activities
on 2 national forest areas (1964) 785

Wagering, see Gambling.
Wages:
accrued vacation pay, deductibility, extend

time

—

laws (1963) 20434; (1964) 17412
reports (1963) 11851, 17286; (1964) 13946
15700,17616

amend Davis-Bacon act to include fringe ben-
efits

—

hearings (1962) 11442; (1963) 11892; (1964)

law (1964) 13897

Wages—Continued
amend Davis-Bacon act to include fringe

benefits—Continued
report (1962) 9347; (1963) 11796; (1964)
2047.8413

annual, paid man-hours of employment
1946-54(1962)16094

area surveys

—

Green Bay, Wis., metropolitan area (1965)
19807

Manchester, N.H., metropolitan area
(1965) 19805

Oklahoma City, Okla., metropolitan area
(1965) 19808

Scranton, Pa., metropolitan area (1965)
19806

balance of trade problems, wage, price, and
productivity trends (speech) (1965) 8006

battery manufacture earnings, Jan. 1962
(1963)3041

basic structure of annual earnings distribu-
tion of workers under old-age, survivors
and disability insurance (1965) 15039

benefits under Federal employees' compensa-
tion act, correct inequities

—

law (1961) 8727
reports (1961) 16805, 19067

building and construction workers guide to
laws applicable to federally financed con-
tracts (1961) 5101

building construction, federally financed
rates in excess of prevailing rates in New
England areas, GAO report (1965) 6323

building trades in 100 cities, Jan. 2, 1964
(1964)7421

Canal Zone, Federal wage and hour law ap-
plication (1963) 9485

chronology

—

American Telephone & Telegraph Co., long
lines department, 1940-64 (1965) 14640

American Viscose. 1945-63 (1964) 21669
Anaconda Co., 1941-58 (1961) 15704
anthracite mining industry, 1930-59 (1964)

14689

Armour & Co. (1961) 11338; (1963) 20926
Berkshire Hathaway Inc., 1943-64 (1964)

18628
Bethlehem Atlantic Shipyards (1962) 14368-
(1965)18403 y

)
o,

Boeing Co. (1961) 19822; (1965) 6555
Chicago Newspaper Publishers' Associa-

tion, 1939-61 (1962) 12340
Chrysler Corporation (1961) 13396; (1965)
5040

(Commonwealth Edison Co. of Chicago
(1961) 21142; (1964) 13042

directories (1963) 18043; (1965) 5058
Federal classification act employees
1924-64(1965)12793

'

Ford Motor Co., 1941-64 (1965) 9500
Franklin Assoc, of Chicago, 1939-61 (1962)

General Motors Corp., 1939-60 (1961) 11337-
(1964)9377

International Shoe Co. (1962) 8329; (1963)

Lockheed Aircraft Corp., California Com-
pany (1963) 1161; (1964) 21667

Martin-Marietta Corp. (1963) 9048; (1965)

Massachusetts shoe manufacturing (1962)
3262; (1964) 20432

New York City, laundries, 1945-64 (1965)
16566

North American Aviation, Inc. (1961) 21141-
(1965)5041

North Atlantic longshoring, 1934-61 (1963)
7144
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Wapes—Continued
chronology—Continued

Pacific Coast shipbuildinR, 1941-64 (1965)
9501

railroads, nonoperating employees, 1920-
61 (1962) 8327

Sinclair Oil companies (1962) 18139: (1964)
20433; (1965) 14641

Swift & Co (1961) 9424; (1964) 11273
United States Steel Corporation (1961)
4803; (1965) 65.54

Western Greyhound Lines, 194.5-63 (1964)
14688

Western Union Telegraph Co., 1943-63
(1964) 21666

collective bargaining agreements, escalator
clauses (1961) 15732; (1963) 3035

collective form in industry, USSR book re-
view (1962) 1,5817

Communist China

—

monthly advanced payment (1961) 864
monthly wage payment system, evalua-

tion, etc (1961) 4363
community surveys, directories (1961) 1181;

(1963) 1181; (196.5) 19810
construction industry, Fair labor standards

act, coverages (1962) 35.54, 10726
current developments (1961) 3376; (1962)

3740; (1963) 3,577; (1965) 3279
Dallas-Fort Worth, Tex., rates for federally

financed housing construction improperly
determined, GAO report (1965) 7792

data, evaluation for interarea comparisons,
report (196,5) 16,570

Davis-Bacon act, administration

—

hearings (1962) 19177, 21203
hearings and appendix (1963) 47.53

deferred increases and escalator clauses
(1962) 3275; (1963) 9049

deferred increases due and escalation (1963)
.3038; (1965) 5062

developments, escalation, deferred increases,
BLS reports, directory (1962) 14390

discriminatory rates based on sex, suggested
language for State act to abolish (1965)
3093, .5484

memorandum (1965) 3092
District of Columbia, selected industries, 1962

(1963) .5452

earnings and supplementary benefits in hospi-
tals during mid- 1960

—

departmental edition (1961) 13405
document edition (1961) 121.53

earnings series

—

manufacturing, summaries (1963) 11.59,

7143; (1964) 2950, 9378, 14685; (1965)
2791, 18397

summary, 1939-62 (1962) 1.5977
earnings statistics, U.S. (1963) 19792; (196.5)

.5047
departmental edition (1962) 1583
document edition (1962) 389

economic indicators relating to equal pay
(1962) 22913; (1963) 202.55

EEC, Great Britain, and U.S., comparative
costs and trade advantages (1964) 10305

electric lamps, manufacture (1962) 84.39

employee earnings

—

apparel and accessory stores (1964) 13059
furniture, home furnishings, and household

appliance stores (1964) 13060
general merchandise stores (1964) 9455
metropolitan areas of South, June
1961-June 1962 (1964) 16608

nonmetropolitan areas of central regions,
June 1962 (1963) 14480; (196.5) 1281

retail trade (1962) 14397; (1963) 12812;
(1964)1376

wholesale trade. Mar. 1964 (1965) 6579
employee earnings and hours

—

nonmetropolitan areas of South, Mar. 1964
(1965) 12795

W ages—Conti nued

employee earnings, retail trade, June 1961—
apparel and accessory stores

—

departmental edition (1963) .3029

document edition (1963) 2013
automotive dealers and service stations

—

departmental edition (1963) 3028
document edition (1963) 2012

building materials, hardware, and farm
equipment dealers

—

departmental edition (1963) 3025
document edition (1963) 2009

drug and proprietary stores

—

departmental edition (1963) .3031

document edition (1963) 2015
food and grocery stores

—

departmental edition (1963) 3027
document edition (1963) 201

1

furniture, home furnishings, and household
appliance stores

—

departmental edition (1963) .3030
document edition (1963) 2014

general merchandise stores

—

departmental edition (1963) 3026
document edition (1963) 2010

overall survey

—

departmental edition (1963) 9052
document edition (1963) 7835

employer expenditures for selected supple-
mentary compensation practices for pro-
duction and related workers

—

manufacturing industries, 1962 (1964)
20443

meatpacking and processing industries,
1962(1964)14706

employer expenditures for selected supple-
mentary remuneration practices for pro-
duction workers

—

manufacturing industries, 1959

—

departmental edition (1962) 6201
document edition (1962) 4910

mining industries, 1960 (1962) 621

1

employment and earnings (periodical) (1961)
,3377; (1962) 3777; (1963) 3614; (1964)
3433; (196.5) 3328

employment and earnings statistics for
States and areas (1963) 14476; (1964)
18629; (196.5) 16.5.53

engines and turbines manufacture (1962)
18161

equal pay for equal work, hearings (1962)
11445,13510

escalation, productivity, wages and costs, do
figures tell the story? (address) (1962)
6205

excessive premium pay costs, etc., in price
negotiated with New York Shipbuilding
Cx)rporation, GAO review (1961) 19397

factory earnings reach $100 a week (1963)
18045

factory workers, trends 1947-60 (1961) 9418
Fair labor standards act

—

agriculture, etc., exemptions (1963) 18365;
(1965)13329

as amended 1961, highlights (1961) 116.50
automotive parts wholesaling, application

(1963).5766; (1965) .3080
background information (1961) 16041
computing overtime pay, as amended, 1961

(1964) 20875
construction industry, coverage (19631

18364; (1964) 11678
"

>^
y

.
.

)

^^'^y products industry, application (1965)

determinations under and interpretations
code of Federal regulations (1962) 18568

Equal pay act of 1963, information (1965)
11766

equal pay for equal work (1964) 13513
address (1965) 1704
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Wapes—Continued
Fair labor standards act—Continued
extend coverage

—

hearings (1961) 5743, 5895

law (1961) 8618 ^^^^
reports (1961) 5712, 7084. 72.54, 8767

summary (1961) 16045

text (1961) 16042
. .

forestry or logging operations, application

(1964) 16913: (1965) 151.33

forestry or lumbering operations, applica-

tion (1963) 16648
full-time students employed in retail or

service establishments, regulations

(1965)9991
general coverage of wage and hour provi-

sions (1963) 7504. 20230
general provisions (1964) 11677
handy reference guide (1965) 6983
how to keep time and pav records (1965)

3078.20143
minimum wage standards, evaluation re-

port (196.5) 5457
manufacturing industries (1965) 5458

wholesale trade (1965) .5464

order procedure for Puerto Rico, Virgin

Islands, and American Samoa (1965) 8360

overtime compensation (1962) 6500, 16208;

(1963) 16645; (1964) 9875; (1965) 1706,

16910
overtime pay

—

basic rates for computing (1963) 9488;

(1964) 7836, 9877; (1965) 16909

petroleum products distribution, exemp-

tion, interpretation (1962) 12782

radio and television station employees,

exemption (1962) 18566; (1963) 3396;

(1964) 3187; (1965) 3081, 13333

persons engaged by Federal contractors to

furnish cleaning'services, etc., to Federal

agencies, provide

—

hearings (1964) 12127
report (1964) 12112

poultry and egg business, application

(1964)7838
Puerto Rico, minimum rates (1964) 15148

reference guide (1961) 16043; (1962) 18565;

(1964)13512
regulation governing employment of

full-time students at special minimum
wages, summary (1962) 20367; (1965) 1708

farm labor developments (1965) 3352

employment and wage supplement (1965)

3353
farm labor market developments (1964) 3459

emplovment and wage supplements (1961)

312i; (1962) 3806; (1963) 3642-43; (1964)

3460
farm production, increasing costs (paper)

(1961)19215
farm working force, hired, education, skill,

level and earnings, 1961 (1963) 6317

Federal aid highway program, determination,

opinion of Attorney CJeneral (1961) 6229

firefighters, overpayments made by Forest

Service

—

GAO report (1964) 8727
validate

—

law, (1965) 12026 ^ ^^^^
reports (1964) 15512; (1965) 8826, 10654

glossary of terms (1965) 14639

Government Printing Office compositors, ap-

peal, hearing (1961) 7151

GPO compositors, proposed wage increase.

hearing (1962) 11482

hired farm working force. 1960 (1962) 12840

hospitals, nongovernmental, feasibility of

extending minimum wages to. study (1965)

5459
hourly, index for hydraulic turbine establish-

ments (1961) 3389; (1962) 3936; (1963)

3780; (1964) 3.587; (1965) 3,502

Page 2398

Wages—Continued

• hours and earnings

—

labor force monthly report '1962) 4078;

(1963) 3921 ; (1964) 3745; (1965) 3660
nonagricultural industries, measurement of

employment (1962) 3271
household workers, earnings toward social

security benefits (1962) 24046
industrial workers, (Communist China (1962)

3172

industry and union scale studies, directory

(1961) 15731; (1962) 14391; (1963) 19796;

(1965) .50.57

industry committee handbook (1965) 1705

industry surveys

—

auto dealer repair shops (1965) 16565
bituminous coal mining (1963) 19794
cigar manufacturing (1965) 11353
departmental edition (1962) 8433
document edition (1962) 6966

communications (1964) 5438; (1965) 2794
departmental editions (1962) 3267; (1963)

1171
document editions (1962) 2324; (1963) 276

contract cleaning services

—

departmental edition (1962) 14387
document edition (1962) 13364

cotton textiles (1964) 20437
eating and drinking places (1964) 16606
departmental edition (1962) 18151
document edition (1962) 16832

electric and gas utilities (1963) 19793
fertilizer manufacturing (1963) 14473
flour and other grain mill products

—

departmental edition (1963) 1168
document edition (1963) 273

hosiery

—

departmental edition (1963) 5448
document edition (1963) 4704

hospitals (1964) 16611
hotels and motels

—

departmental edition (1962) 15985
document edition (1962) 15095

iron and steel foundries (1964) 2965
laundries and cleaning services (1964)

16607
leather tanning and finishing (1963) 14478
life insurance

—

departmental edition (1962) 14985
document edition (1962) 13362

machinery manufacturing (1963) 9061;

(1964) 9468; (1965) 9504
departmental edition (1962) 3268
document edition (1962) 2325

meat nroHiirt.s (1964) 13073
men's and boys' shirts (except work shirts)
and nightwear (1965) 19803

men's and boys' shirts and nightwear—
departmental edition (1962) 12345
document edition (1962) 11301

paints and varnishes

—

departmental edition (1962) 8434
document edition (1962) 6969

plastics products, (1965) 12791
power laundries and cleaning services

—

departmental edition (1962) 18153
document edition (1962) 16834

pressed or blown glass and glassware (1965)
1284

pulp, paper, and paperboard mills

—

departmental edition (1963) 1170
document edition (1963) 275

southern sawmills and planing mills (1963)
12807

structural clay products (1965) 19804
suits and coats, men's and boys' (1965) 6558
synthetic textiles (1964) 20438
textile dyeing and finishing

—

departmental edition (1962) 3269
document edition (1962) 2329

women's and misses' dresses (1964) 9469
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Wapes—Continued W
industry surveys—Continued

wood household furniture (1963) 16290
wool textiles (1963) 18041
work clothing (1965) 16561
departmental edition (1962) 10413
document edition (1962) 9182

kolkhozes, cash, economic effectiveness (1961)
17374

labor payments, raising and perfecting in

period of full-scale building of commu-
nism in USSR (1962) 5793

long hours and premium pay (1963) 19799
machine tools, manufacture (1962) 1587
major current developments, 1st quarter of

1962, summary release (1962) 12348
manifold business forms manufacture, sum-

mary release (1961) 6262
manufacture of drugs and medicines (1962)

1584
manufacturing earning series, summaries,

1276,(1965)14612
manufacturing employees. Mar. 1964 (1965)

9518
manufacturing industries, developments

(1961) 2472, 7910, 21150; (1962) 1589,
3278, 6212; (1963) 4281; (1964) 4134;
(1965)4046

mathematical models and electronic comput-
ers in planning and economic calcula-
tions, USSR study (1961) 17379

minimum

—

civil service examination announcements
(1962) 4830; (1963) 1936, 7779; (1964) 6077

coverage of domestic workers, present
status (1964) 19036

District of Columbia law, amend

—

hearings (1964) 6347, 6504; (1965) 8876.
16013

reports (1964) 17805; (1965) 19453
effects in 6 areas, 1956-59 (1961) 9417
establishing. State law, suggested lan-

guage (1964) 13037
extend Fair labor standards act coverage

—

hearings (1964) 15586; (1965) 15799, 16040
message from the President (1965) 10403
report (1965) 15738

Fair labor standards act amendments of

1961, progress report (address) (1961)

13723
Fair labor standards act, sec. 4(d), report to

Cx)ngress, Jan. 1963 (1963) 7505
50 States, District of Columbia, and Puerto

Rico (1963) 14805; (1964) 13549
forestry or logging operations, exemptions
(1962)3555

grocery stores, selected experiences in New
York State (1961) 94

hotels and motels, evaluation of need for
and feasibility of, data (1962) 8734

increase

—

hearings (1961) 5743, 5895
law (1961) 8618
reports (1961) 5712, 7084, 7254, 8767
summary (1961) 16045
text (1961) 16042

laundry and cleaning service (1962) 8735
laws and orders. State policy, tips and gra-

tuities (1965) 13355
National Conference of State Minimum-
Wage Administrators, report (1962)
18599

restaurants and other food service enter-

prises, extending (1964) 5752
seamen exemption from requirements under

Fair labor standards act (1961) 17878
State laws (1962) 18596; (1963) 21179; (1964)

14673, 16581
State laws and orders

—

analysis of rates and coverage (1961)
8248; (1962) 14693; (1964) 1663

provisions, affecting working conditions,
1942-61(1961)16053

Do not order from index

ages—Continued
mi nimum—Continued
State legislation, major weapon in war on
poverty (1965) 13354

under Fair labor standards act, include in

Federal service contracts

—

hearings (1965) 17695, 19518
law (1965) 19161
reports (1965) 17600, 19431

miscellaneous chemicals, manufacture, sum-
mary release (1961) 9426

Mongolian coal industry, wage regulation for
underground workers (1961) 4408

naval installations, relief of civilian employ-
ees erroneously paid, report (1965) 17655

net spendable earnings, monthly release
(1961) 3392; (1962) 4112; (1963) 3955;
(1964) 3783; (1965) 3699

New York City, 1950-60 (1962) 22441
nonmetropolitan areas, south and north cen-

tral regions (1961) 9427, 19820
occupational earnings and wage trends in

metropolitan areas, 1964-65 (1965) 5064,
11357, 16568

occupational earnings in major labor markets
(1961) 7899, 11352, 17604; (1962) 10415,
18158, 22444; (1963) 9079, 16298; (1964)
9479,14711, 18643

occupational groups in metropolitan areas,
trends (1962) 23941; (1963) 19806; (1964)

20448; (1965) 16571
occupational surveys

—

Akron, Ohio (1964) 18638; (1965) 16559
departmental editions (1961) 17600;

(1962) 22435; (1963) 18036
document editions (1961) 16618; (1962)

20946; (1963) 17063
Albany-Schenectady-Troy, N.Y (1964)

14695; (1965) 11347
departmental editions (1961) 11344;

(1962) 18141; (1963) 12800
document editions (1961) 10207; (1962)

16818; (1963) 11744
Albuquerque, N. Mex. (1964) 16594; (1965)

12790
departmental editions (1961) 15708;

(1962) 20041; (1963) 14470
document editions (1961) 14136; (1962)

19018; (1963) 13451

Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton, Pa.-N.J.

(1964) 13068; (1965) 9513
departmental editions (1961) 9413; (196?)

15978; (1963) 10907
document editions (1961) 8639; (1962)

15086; (1963) 9828

Atlanta, Ga. (1964) 18632; (1965) 14636
departmental editions (1961) 15718;

(1962) 22428; (1963) 16262
document editions (1961) 14146; (1962)

20939; (1963) 15173

Baltimore, Md. (1964) 7413; (1965) 6559
departmental editions (1961) 7890; (1962)

10404; (1963) 7164
document editions (1961) 6967; (1962)

9167; (1963) 6075

Beaumont-Port Arthur, Tex. (1964) 18630;
(196S) 14631
departmental editions (1961) 15720;

(1962) 20045; (1963) 16278
document editions (1961) 14148; (1962)

19022; (1963) 15169

Birmingham, Ala. (1964) 16596; (1965) 12788
departmental editions (1961) 11345;

(1962) 18143; (1963) 12802
document editions (1961) 10208; (1962)

16820; (1963) 11746

Boise, Idaho (1964) 20439
departmental editions (1961) 15709;

(1962) 22433; (1963) 16285
document editions (1961) 14137; (1962)

20944; (1963) 15176

; see indicated entry Page 2399
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Boston, Mass. (1964) 7405; (1965) 2796
departmental editions (1961) 4793; (1962)

6197; (1963) 5442
document editions (1961) 4011; (1962)

4899; (1963) 4698
Buffalo, N.Y. (1964) 9466; (1965) 7975
departmental editions (1961) 6254; (1962)
10405:0963)9057

document editions (1961) 5585; (1962)

9168; (1963) 7840
Burlington, Vt. (1964) 13064; (1965) 11346

departmental editions (1961) 11346;

(1962) 14381; (1963) 12797
document editions (1961) 10209; (1962)

13345; (1963) 11741
Canton, Ohio (1964) 16597; (1965) 14627
departmental editions (1961) 6253; (1962)

18146; (1963) 14471
document editions (1961) 5584; (1962)

16823; (1963) 13452
Charleston, W.Va. (1964) 14699; (1965)

14630 .

departmental editions (1961) 15707;

(1962) 18145; (1963) 14468
document editions (1961) 14135; (1962)

16822; (1963) 13449
Charlotte, N.C. (1964) 14697; (1965) 12789
departmental editions (1961) 15705;

(1962) 18144; (1963) 14465
document editions (1961) 14133; (1962)

16821; (1963) 13446
Chattanooga, Tenn.-Ga. (1964) 1382; (1965)

1287
departmental editions (1961) 2464; (1962)

1579; (1963) 3033
document editions (1961) 1877; (1962) 378;

(1963)2020
Chicago, ni. (1964) 16599; (1965) 16556
departmental editions (1961) 15712;

(1962) 16824; (1963) 16276
document editions (1961) 14140; (1962)

18147; (1963) 15167
ancinnati. Ohio-Ky. (1964) 14700; (1965)

11350
departmental editions (1961) 15706;

(1962) 15982; (1963) 12801
document editions (1961) 14134; (1962)

15090; (1963) 11745
Cleveland, Ohio (1964) 7400; (1965) 1290

departmental editions (1961) 2463; (1962)
6194; (1963) 5441

document editions (1961) 1876; (1962)

4896; (1963) 4697
Columbus, Ohio (1964) 7414; (1965) 2798
departmental editions (1961) 9406; (1962)

14373; (1963) 7167
document editions (1961) 8632; (1962)

13337; (1963) 6078
Dallas, Tex. (1964) 7404; (1965) 5054
departmental editions (1961) 4799; (1962)

8423; (1963) 7162
document editions (1961) 4017; (1962)

6940; (1963) 6073
Davenport-Rock Island-Moline, Iowa-Hi.

(1964) 7401; (1965) 5050

departmental editions (1961) 4794; (1962)

6198; (1963) 5445
document editions (1961) 4012; (1962)

4900; (1963) 4701
Dayton, Ohio (1964) 11281; (1965) 6563
departmental editions (1961) 9408; (1962)

14371; (1963) 10899
document editions (1961) 8634; (1962)

13335; (1963) 9820
Denver, Colo. (1964) 9467; (1965) 6564
departmental editions (1961) 6251; (1962)

10408; (1963) 10897
document editions (1961) 5582; (1962)

Wages—Continued
occupational surveys—Continued

Des Moines, Iowa (1964) 13061; (1965) 9512
departmental editions (1961) 9410; (1962)

14374; (1963) 10904
document editions (1961) 8636; (1962)

13338; (1963) 9825
Detroit, Mich. (1964) 11284; (1965) 9508
departmental editions (1961) 9405; (1962)

14370; (1963) 12794
document editions (1961) 8631; (1962)

13334; (1963) 11738
Fort Worth. Tex. (1964) 7408; (1965) 7971
departmental editions (1961) 4800; (1962)

8422; (1963) 7166
document editions (1961) 4018; (1962)

6939: (1963) 6077
Green Bay, Wis. (1964) 1381, 20441
departmental editions (1961) 1172; (1962)

1577; (1963) 1173
document editions (1961) 365; (1962) 376;

(1963)278
Greenville, S.C. (1964) 16601; (1965) 14634
departmental editions (1961) " 15710;

(1962) 18150; (1963) 16279
document editions (1961) 14138; (1962)

16827; (1963) 15170
Houston, Tex. (1964) 18639; (1965) 18401
departmental editions (1961) 15723;

(1962) 22434; (1963) 18037
document editions (1961) 14151; (1962)

20945; (1963) 17064
Indianapolis, Ind. (1964) 9463; (1965) 6562
departmental editions (1961) 6252; (1962)

8429; (1963) 7165
document editions (1961) 5583; (1962)

6946; (1963) 6076
Jackson, Miss. (1964) 11282; (1965) 9509

departmental editions (1961) 9409; (1962)

14376; (1963) 10905
document editions (1961) 8635; (1962)

13340; (1963) 9826
Jacksonville, Fla. (1964) 9465; (1965) 7977
departmental editions (1961) 7888; (1962)

6200; (1963) 10902
document editions (1961) 6965; (1962)

4902; (1963) 9823
Kansas City, Mo.-Kans. (1964) 9459; (1965)

5055
departmental editions (1961) 4796; (1962)

8426; (1963) 7163
document editions (1961) 4014; (1962)

6943; (1963) 6074
Lawrence-Haverhill,

18634; (1965) 14637
departmental editions (1961)

(1962) 22432; (1963) 16288
document editions (1961) 14152; (1962)

20943; (1963) 15179
Little Rock - North Little Rock, Ark. (1964)

1380; (1965) 1285
departmental editions (1961) 1176; (1962)

1576; (1963) 1176
document editions (1961) 369; (1962) 375;
(1963)281

Los Angeles-Long Beach, Calif.

16592; (1965) 12786
departmental editions (1961)

(1962) 15980; (1963) 14469
document editions (1961) 12143; (1962)

15088; (1963) 13450

Louisville, Ky.-Ind. (1964) 13067; (1965)

9507
departmental editions (1961)

(1962) 14382; (1963) 12795
document editions (1961) 10205;

13346; (1963) 11739

Lubbock, Tex. (1964) 18633; (1965) 16557^
departmental editions (1961) 15713;

(1962) 20044; (1963) 16283

Mass.-N.H. (1964)

15724;

(1964)

13399;

11342;

(1962)

Page 2400
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document editions (1961) 14141; (1962)

19021; (1963) 15174
Manchester, N.H. (1964) 1378, 20442
departmental editions (1962) 1578; (1963)

1172
document editions (1962) 377; (1963) 277

Memphis, Tenn. (1964) 11276; (1965) 7978
departmental editions (1961) 7891; (1962)

14372; (1963) 10900
document editions (1961) 6968; (1962)

13336; (1963) 9821
Miami, Fla. (1964) 9462; (1965) 6561
departmental editions (1961) 7889; (1962)

8430; (1963) 9058
document editions (1961) 6966; (1962)

6947; (1963) 7841
Milwaukee, Wis. (1964) 14698; (1965) 12787
departmental editions (1961) 13403;

(1962) 18142; (1963) 14466
document editions (1961) 12147; (1962)

16819; (1963) 13447
Minneapolis - St. Paul, Minn. (1964) 11280;

(1965) 9505
departmental editions (1961) 9407; (1962)

12343; (1963) 10901
document editions (1961) 8633; (1962)

11291; (1963) 9822
Muskegon-Muskegon Heights, Mich. (1964)

16603; (1965) 14633.
departmental editions (1961) 15715;

(1962) 20042; (1963) 16280
document editions (1961) 14143; (1962)

19019; (1963) 15171
New Haven, Conn. (1964) 11278; (1965) 7973
departmental editions (1961) 11340;

(1962) 10409; (1963) 9059
document editions (1961) 10203; (1962)

9172; (1963) 7842
New Orleans, La. (1964) 11283; (1965) 11348
departmental editions (1961) 11341;

(1962) 14375; (1963) 10906
document editions (1961) 10204; (1962)

13339; (1963) 9827
New York, N.Y. (1964) 18631; (1965) 18399
departmental editions (1961) 15711;

(1962) 20039; (1963) 18034
document editions (1961) 14139; (1962)

19016; (1963) 17061
Newark and Jersey Qty, N.J. (1964) 13066;

(1965)9510
departmental editions (1961) 7892; (1962)

14377; (1963) 12793
document editions (1961) 6969; (1962)

13341; (1963) 11737
Norfolk, Portsmouth and Newport News,
Hampton, Va. (1964) 18635; (1965) 16558
departmental editions (1961) 17601;

(1962) 22431; (1963) 16286
document editions (1961) 16619; (1962)

20942; (1963) 15177
Oklahoma City, Okla. (1964) 1379, 21671
departmental editions (1961) 1173; (1962)

1580; (1963) 1175
document editions (1961) 366; (1962) 379;
(1963)280

Omaha, Nebr.-Iowa (1964) 7403; (1965) 2797
departmental editions (1961) 4792; (1962)

6195; (1963) 5440
document editions (1961) 4010; (1962)

4897: (1963) 4696
Paterson-Clifton-Passaic, N.J. (1964) 16595;

(1965) 16555
departmental editions (1961) 15719;

(1962) 22429; (1963) 16267
document editions (1961) 14147; (1962)

20940; (1963) 15178

Wages—Continued
occupational surveys—Continued

Philadelphia, Pa.-N.J. (1964) 9464; (1965)
6560
departmental editions (1961) 6248; (1962)

8427; (1963) 10896
document editions (1961) 5579; (1962)

6944; (1963) 9817
Phoenix, Ariz. (1964) 14696; (1965) 11351
departmental editions (1961) 13401;

(1962) 15981; (1963) 12803
document editions (1961) 12145; (1962)

15089; (1963) 11747
Pittsburgh, Pa. (1964) 11279; (1965) 9506
departmental editions (1961) 9411; (1962)

10410; (1963) 12792
document editions (1961) 8637; (1962)

9173; (1963) 11736
Portland, Maine (1964) 7411; (1965) 5051
departmental editions (1961) 4797; (1962)

8428; (1963) 9054
document editions (1961) 4015; (1962)

6945; (1963) 7837
Portland, Oreg.-Wash. (1964) 16600; (1965)

14635
departmental editions (1961) 17599;

(1962) 22430; (1963) 16284
document editions (1961) 16617; (1962)

20941; (1963) 15175
Providence-Pawtucket, R.I. - Mass. (1964)

16598; (1965) 14632
departmental edition (1961) 15716; (1962)

18148; (1963) 16281
document edition (1961) 14144; (1962)

16825; (1963) 15172
Raleigh, N.C. (1964) 2963, 21672
departmental editions (1961) 1175; (1962)
3264,23936

document editions (1961) 368; (1962) 2312,
23341

Richmond, Va. (1964) 7412; (1965) 5049
departmental editions (1961) 6250; (1962)

8424; (1963) 5446
document editions (1961) 5581; (1962)

6941; (1963) 4702
Rockford, 111. (1964) 16593; (1965) 14628
departmental editions (1961) 15714;

(1962) 18149; (1963) 14464
document editions (1961) 14142; (1962)

16826; (1963) 13445
St. Louis, Mo.-ni (1964) 7410; (1965) 5052

departmental editions (1961) 2462; (1962)

6199; (1963) 5444
document editions (1961) 1875; (1962)

4901; (1963) 4700
Salt Lake City, Utah (1964) 9461; (1965)
7972
departmental editions (1961) 6255; (1962)

10407; (1963) 9055
document editions (1961) 5586; (1962)

9170; (1963) 7838
San Antonio, Tex. (1964) 16604; (1965) 18400
departmental editions (1961) 15717;

(1962) 20040; (1963) 18033
document editions (1961) 14145; (1962)

19017; (1963) 17060

San Bernardino-Riverside-Ontario, Calif.

(1964)5437,21673
departmental editions (1961) 1174; (1962)

3265; (1963) 5438
document editions (1961) 367; (1962) 2313;

(1963) 4694

San Diego, Calif. (1964) 7402; (1965) 1289
departmental edition (1963) 7161
document edition (1963) 6072

San FYancisco-Oakland, Calif. (1964) 11277;

(1965) 7976

Do not order from index; see indicated entry Page 2401
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departmental editions (1961) 9404; (1962)

12344; (1963) 10898
document editions (1961) 8630; (1962)

11292; (1963) 9819
Savannah, Ga. (1964) 16602; (1965) 14629
departmental editions (1961) 15721;

(1962) 20046; (1963) 14467
document editions (1961) 14149; (1962)

19023; (1963) 13448
Scranton, Pa. (1964) 2964, 20440
departmental editions (1961) 1178; (1962)

3263; (1963) 1174
document editions (1961) 371; (1962) 2311;
(1963)279

Seattle, Wash. (1964) 7399; (1965) 1286
departmental editions (1961) 1177; (1962)

1581; (1963) 3032
document editions (1961) 370; (1962) 380;
(1963)2019

Sioux Falls, S.Dak. (1964) 7409; (1965) 2795
departmental editions (1961) 4795; (1962)

6196; (1963) 3034
document editions (1961) 4013; (1962)

4898; (1963) 2021
South Bend, Ind. (1964) 14694; (1965) 11349
departmental editions (1961) 13400;

(1962) 15979; (1963) 12799
document editions (1961) 12144; (1962)

15087; (1963) 11743
Spokane, Wash. (1964) 18636; (1965) 16560
departmental editions (1961) 15722;

(1962) 20043: (1963) 16277
document editions (1961) 14150; (1962)

19020; (1963) 15168
Toledo, Ohio (1964) 13063; (1965) 11345
departmental editions (1961) 11343;

(1962) 14378; (1963) 12798
document editions (1961) 10206; (1962)

13342; (1963) 11742
Trenton, N.J. (1964) 9460; (1965) 7974
departmental editions (1961) 6249; (1962)

10406; (1963) 9056
document editions (1961) 5580; (1962)

9169; (1963) 7839
Washington, D.C.-Md.-Va. (1964) 7406;

(1965) 5048
departmental editions (1961) 6247; (1962)

8421; (1963) 5443
document editions (1961) 5578; (1962)

6938; (1963) 4699
Waterbury, Conn. (1964) 13065; (1965) 9514
departmental editions (1961) 13402;

(1962) 14379; (1963) 12796
document editions (1961) 12146; (1962)

13343; (1963) 11740
Waterloo, Iowa (1964) 7407, 9458; (1965)
5053
departmental editions (1961) 4798; (1962)

8425; (1963) 5447
document editions (1961) 4016; (1962)

6942; (1963) 4703
Wichita, Kans. (1964) 1383; (1965) 1288
departmental editions (1961) 1179; (1962)

1582; (1963) 5439
document editions (1961) 372; (1962) 381;
(1963)4695

Wilmington, Del.

—

departmental editions (1961) 4791; (1962)
6193

document editions (1961) 4009 (1962) 4895
Worcester, Mass. (1964) 18637; (1965) 14638
departmental editions (1961) 15725;

(1962) 22436; (1963) 18035
document editions (1961) 14153; (1962)

4895, 20947; (1963) 17062
York, Pa. (1964) 13062; (1965) 9511
departmental editions (1961) 9412; (1962)

14380; (1963) 10903

Wages—Continued
occupational surveys—Continued

document editions (1961) 8638; (1962)
13344; (1963) 9824

occupations by earnings and education, by
color (1963) 15084

order procedures for Puerto Rico, Virgin Is-

lands, and American Samoa, pursuant to
Fair labor standards act (1962) 1892

overtime pay

—

computing (1962) 1896
increase rate, hearings (1964) 17645, 19505

overtime, provide double time, hearings (1965)
15799, 16040

payment and collection. State law, suggested
language (1964) 14683

payroll hours in manufacturing, composition,
1958—

departmental edition (1961) 1171
document edition (1961) 364

piece-rate and premium wage system on state
farms, USSR utilization (1963) 2532

piece work system, Communist China (1962)
23726-727

policy, some problems connected (1962) 18157
price stability and economic growth (re-

marks) (1962) 429
private economy and private nonfarm sector,

comparison of payments, prices, etc.

(1964) 16615; (1965) 19809
production workers in manufacturing indus-

tries, employer expenditures for supple-
mentary remuneration practices, 1989
(1962) 14392

publications, lists (1961) 3393; (1962) 4116;
(1963) 3959; (1964) 3787; (1965) 3703

pumps and compressors, manufacture (1962)
8440

railroad employees

—

class 1 railroads (1961) 3359; (1962) 4432;
(1963) 4282; (1964) 4135; (1965) 4047

pay structure study (1962) 20242
report of Presidential Railroad Commission

(1962) 12649
Railroad Retirement Board accounting activ-

ities, GAO review (1962) 5288
railroads, nonoperating employees, chronolo-

gy, 1920-62 (1963) 14450
rates for selected farm activities (1962) 4431
replacement with social security benefits for

lost earnings (1962) 6386
research institute personnel, Hungarian reg-

ulations (1962) 7598
restaurants, etc., need of applying statutory

minimum wage standards (1962) 10732
retail and service industries, how Federal law

applies (1961) 17879
seafarers, other than masters, ILO recom-

mendation, text (1961) 4019
seafaring premium pay (1963) 16315
seafaring wage rates, Atlantic, Gulf, and Pa-

cific districts (1964) 14726
seamen, recommendations of ILO convention,

text (1963) 20526
employed workers under social security (1964)

16863
severance pay and layoff benefit plans (1965)

9503
shellfish processing industry, Atlantic and

Gulf coasts (1963) 9064
shipyards, straight-time hourly earnings,

indexes of change, monthly (1963) 3781;
(1964) 3588; (1965) 3503

South, metropolitan areas, June 1961, prelim-

inary release (1962) 18163
States
equal pay laws, digest (1964) 13541; (1965)
8372

minimum wage laws, summary (1964) 11256;
(1965)6549,10016
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payment and collection laws, summary
(1964) 13033

prevailing laws, summary (1964) 11257
State unemployment insurance laws, work-

ers covered (1964) 3434
statistics of BLS, guide (1962) 14393
structure

—

cotton textiles (1961) 15700
crude petroleum and natural gas produc-

tion (1961) 11336
power laundries and dry cleaners (1961)

6245
production administration and wages in

sovkhoz, translations on USSR labor
(1964) 19928

synthetic textiles (1961) 15701
women's and misses' dresses (1961) 15702

subject to Federal unemployment tax, in-

crease hearings (1961) 5758
supplementary benefits in metropolitan

areas, 1959-60 (1961) 13407
sweater and knit swimwear industry of Puer-

to Rico, findings of fact and recommenda-
tions (1962) 20368

telephone company employees, FCC rules and
regulations (1961) 7380; (1964) 3995;
(1965)3367

ten-year earnings from 2 small woodlands on
Fernow Experimental Forest (1961) 14935

textile dyeing and finishing industry (1961)
17602

tips as wages under social security, brief ex-

planation (1965) 18768
union

—

building trades (1963) 12804; (1964) 13071;
(1965) 7980
departmental editions (1961) 11347;

(1962) 14384
document editions (1961) 10214; (1962)

13353
local transit operating employees (1963)

7169; (1964) 11285; (1965) 7979
departmental editions (1961) 6256; (1962)
8432

document editions (1961) 5603; (1962) 6965
motortruck drivers and helpers (1963)

12805; (1964) 14701; (1965) 9515
departmental editions (1961) 11348;

(1962) 14383
document editions (1961) 10215; (1962)

13352
printing industry (1963) 14472; (1964)

14702; (1965) 11352
departmental editions (1961) 11349;

(1962) 15983
document editions (1961) 10216; (1962)

15092
use of price indexes in escalator contracts

(1963) 19803
USSR—
engineering-technical workers and employ-

ees

—

planned regulations (1962) 5925
principles for reforming (1962) 10152

levels of sovkhoz workers (1962) 10095
piece-rate and premium wage system (1963)
2533

supplemental, on experimental-demon-
stration farms (1963) 2531

system, plans to improve (1962) 5920
wage and salary stabilization programs in

post-attack emergency (1964) 12331
wage board pay rates, report (1965) 7449
wage-employment guarantees (1965) 14626
wage order procedure, regulations, Puerto

Rico, Virgin Islands, and American Sa-
moa (1962) 16209

Wages—Continued

wages and benefits under old-age, survivors,
and disability insurance, relationships,
1940-61 (1962) 18456

wage indexes, long-term trend data for select-

ed occupations and metropolitan areas
(1965)7970

wages and related benefits

—

labor markets (1964) 7374
departmental editions (1961) 13398;

(1962) 8331; (1963) 3024
document editions (1961) 12139; (1962)

6937; (1963) 1977
metropolitan areas, 1963-64 (1965) 7969
metropolitan areas. United States and re-

gional summaries (1964) 16590; (1965)
16554
departmental editions (1962) 22427;
(1963)14462

document editions (1962) 20938; (1963)
13444

what equal pay principle means to women,
questions and answers, (1965) 11811

wholesale grocery business, Federal
wage-hour law application (1964) 1652

women

—

action for equal pay (1964) 13538; (1965)
13348

equal pay

—

address (1965) 1704
getting facts (1965) 1715
member nations of ILO (1964) 5768
what you want in State equal pay bill

(1964) 20888
Equal pay act of 1963

—

general information (1963) 18363
legislative history (1964) 10308

equal pay facts (1961) 16060; (1963) 7520;

(1964) 13548
equal-pay primer, basic questions (1963)

7521
what equal pay principle means, questions
and answers (1963) 14806; (1964) 16925;

(1965) 13356
women, equal pay, no discrimination because

hearings (1962) 11445, 13510, 19395; (1963)

9928 10020
highlights (1963) 13113, 14769
law (1963) 11730
reports (1962) 13418, 13458; (1963) 9991,

11797,11801
workers covered by State unemployment in-

surance laws (1961) 3119; (1962) 3778;
(1963)3615,(1965)3329

worktime required to buy food and other arti-

cles (1962) 10417; (1963) 7179
your social security earnings record (1962)

24049
see aiso Cost-of-living allowances—Salaries.

Wages and Industrial Relations Division, publi-

cations, lists (1961) 3393; (1962) 4116;
(1963) 3959; (1964) 3787; (1965) 3703

Wagman, D.C., selected values of chemical ther-
modynamic properties (1965) 18614

Wagner, Aubrey J., nomination, hearing (1961)
5904

Wagner, Carl A.:

drift of 24-hour equatorial satellite due to
earth gravity field through 4th order
(1964)7515

ellipticity determination of earth's equator
from observations on drift of Syncom II

satellite (1965) 9709
Wagner, Carl L., jr., Ariel I, evolution of its

structure (1963) 18149
Wagner, Claude, see Homann-Herimberg,

Claude.
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Wagner, Richard D., jr.:

induced pressures and shock shapes on blunt
cones in hypersonic flow (1964) 9584

Reynolds number effects on induced pressures
of cylindrical bodies with different nose
shapes and nose drag coefficients in heli-

um (1964) 1486
Wagoner, Joseph K., cancer mortality patterns

among U.S. uranium miners and millers,

1950-62 (1964) 15044
Wagons, self-feeding hay wagon for cattle,

farm building plan (1962) 68
Wahlberg.J.S.:

adsorption of cesium on clay minerals (1963)

5017
comparison of distribution coefficients for

strontium exchange from solutions con-

taining 1 and 2 competing cations (1965)

10980
exchange adsorption of strontium on clay

minerals (1965) 16311
Wai Chan Cheng Liu, see Liu, Wai Chan Cheng.
Wai, Young, relief (1962) 21268; (1963) 6219;

(1965) 14004
Waiakea Arboretum:

five-year measurements of unit 3 (1965) 16261
species trials at Hilo, Hawaii (1964) 8687

Waikiki Beach, Hawaii:
beach erosion control study, engineers re-

port

—

departmental edition (1965) 7615
document edition (1965) 7391

retention of high-value land for recreation,

Fort DeRussy, by Army, GAO report

(1965) 10975
Wailuku, Hawaii:

aging, problems, hearings (1962) 11645
census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

11910
Wainerdi, Richard E., automated activation

analysis (1965) 10179
Wainwright, Richard, Admiral, U.S. fleet, bio-

graphy (1962) 12624
AVsit TsTTlGS R '

antipodal focusing (1963) 18193
calculated diffraction effects at VLF from

localized ionospheric depression (1964)

7580
calculations of field near apex of wedge sur-

face (1964) 3051
characteristics of earth-ionosphere wave-

guide for VLF radio waves (1965) 5258
influence of sector ground screen on field of

vertical antenna (1963) 11097
theory of radiation from slotted conducting

plane in plasma environment (1964) 20641
Wait, Robert L., geology and occurrence of

fresh and brackish ground water in Glynn
County, Ga. (1965) 19675

Waits, John V., accident analysis and remedial
action (1965) 9499

Wake (aircraft):

aircraft vortex in relation to terminal opera-
tions (1963) 9185

helicopter, as potential operational hazard to

aircraft, brief evaluation (1962) 8522
vortical, effects on rectangular wing at low

speed, study (1961) 1290
see a/so Downwash (aircraft).

Wake Island:
civil administration code, Federal aviation

regulations (1962) 21717; (1965) 14241
reporting labor organizations, register, 1960

(1961) 4783; (1964) 16574
weather observations, hourly, decennial cen-

sus (1963) 7514
Wakefield, Roy M., aerodynamic characteristics

of blunt cone-cylinder body with flared

afterbodies (1963) 10994

Wakes, artificial, wake generating system for
ASW training device (1965) 11570

Wakinyan, contemporary Teton Dakota reli-

gion (1965) 7815
Waksberg, Joseph, sampling applications in

censuses of population and housing (1965)
15319

WAL, seeWatertown Arsenal Laboratory.
Walburg, Charles H., fish population studies,

Lewis and Clark Lake, Missouri River,
1956-62 (1964) 12427

Walczyk, Marian, relief (1961) 8673, 10412,
12081

Wald, Elizabeth E., execution of LGP-30 ma-
chine-language codes on NAREC compu-
ter (1964) 13325

Wald, Niel, cytogenetic study of radium
dial-painters (1963) 13214

Wald, Patricia M., law and poverty, 1965, report
to National Conference on Law and Pov-
erty, June 23-25, 1965 (1965) 16076

Waldorf, William H.:

demand for manufactured foods, maniofactur-
ers' services, and farm products in food
manufacturing (1965) 4129

output per man-hour in distributing foods of
farm origin (1965) 8451

Waldron, Kenneth D., fish schools and bird
flocks in central Pacific Ocean, 1950-61
(1964) 15930

Wales, C.P.:

electrolytic cell for X-ray diffraction studies

of electrode phenomena (1965) 13118
increasing discharge capacity of silver elec-

trode (1963) 18247
Wales:

educational data (1963) 20633
west coast, sailing directions (1962) 5313;

(1963) 21048; (1965) 11556
Wales, Alaska, atmospheric radioactivity

(1962) 6360
Walk in space, see Outer space.
Walker, Audrey A.:

official publications of

—

British East Africa

—

Kenya and Zanzibar (1963) 7184
Tanganyika (1963) 9090
Uganda (1963) 7185

Rhodesia and Nyasaland, guide (1965)
18414

Sierra Leone and Gambia (1963) 19810
Walker, B.E., jr.:

instability of refractory metal thermocouples
(1965) 13201

study of instability of noble metal thermocou-
ples in vacuum (1965) 14956

thermoelectric instability of some noble metal
thermocouples at high temperatures
(1963)11157

Walker, C.J., feasibility of inert-gas cushions in

gas storages (1964) 18705
Walker, Charles R., toxicity of antimycin A to

fish, etc (1964) 19721
Walker, David D., tungsten resources of west-

ern Montana (1964) 2996
Walker, EXigene H.:

ground water in

—

Midvale and Council areas, upper Weiser
River basin, Idaho (1964) 8783

Sandpoint region, Etonner County, Idaho
(1964) 15968

upper Star Valley, Wyo. (1965) 9277
subsurface geology of National Reactor Test-

ing Station, Idaho (1964) 12503
Walker, G.O., soil survey, Wabash County, HI.

(1964)9776
Walker, George W., geology of uranium-bearing

veins in conterminous United States
(1964) 4797
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Walker, Jack R., relief (1965) 17547
Walker, James F., job performance of Federal

mail sorters by age (1964) 9477
Walker, Kenneth C:

fate of aldrin, dieldrin, and endrin residues
during processing of raw sugarbeets
(1965) 15169

residues of DDT in fatty tissues of big game
animals in Idaho and Washington in 1962
(1965)15168

Walker, Lonnie and Agnes, accident (1965) 4901
Walker, Norman K.:

heave stability and heave damping of ground
effect machines, thick annular jet and
plenum types, final report (1965) 18805

roll stability of ground effect machines, thick
annular jet and plenum types, final report
(1965) 16897

Walker, Pamela G., relief (1961) 14174, 16927,
18490

Walker, Robert H.:

basic data on economy of Belgium (1964) 8822
Belgium, market for U.S. products, interna-

tional commerce (1963) 10327
economic developments in Belgium, 1962

(1963)8412
establishing business in Belgium (1963) 17557
foreign trade regulations of Belgium-

Luxembourg (1964) 8830
market factors in Belgium (1965) 5759

Walker, Robert W., flutter investigation of

streamwise-oriented arrays of curved
panels under compressive loading and
aerodynamic heating (1965) 14838

Walker, Russell G.:

celestial background radiation, bolometric
corrections (1964) 13626

infrared stellar irradiance (1965) 5551
tables of blackbody radiation function for

wavenumber calculations (1963) 1739
Walker, Walter G., V-G data obtained from tur-

bine-powered transport airplanes (1965)
8120

Walker River Paiute Tribe, seePaiute Indians.
Walker River Reservation:

minerals, give to Walker River Paiute Tribe

—

law (1961) 18621
reports (1961) 14629, 16750

Walking:
hints for hikers, general information (1962)

11849
prediction of energy cost of treadmill work

(1962)16418
step into action, guidebook for above-knee

amputee (1963) 9356; (1965) 3003
Walking under zero-gravity conditions (1961)

9915
Walkingstick, defoliator of deciduous trees,

general information (1964) 12434
Walkowicz, Josephine L., bibliography of for-

eign developments in machine translation
and information processing (1963) 14603

Wall, Edward P., relief (1961) 7046, 8893, 10162
Wall, John E., union wages and hours, motor-

truck drivers and helpers ',1963) 12805
Wall charts, see Charts.
Wall-pressure fluctuations and pressure-

velocity correlations in turbulent bound-
ary layer (1964) 9614

nursing homes, conditions and problems,
hearings (1962) 11644

Walla Walla, Wash.:
ground water recharge through well tapping

basalt aquifers (1961) 6188
Walla Walla County, Wash., soil survey (1964)

9775
Walla Walla project:

construction of Touchet division

—

hearing, (1965) 16028

Walla Walla project—Continued
construction of Touchet division—Con.

Interior Dept. report (1965) 17456
report (1965) 15912

Wallace, J.D., and Co., Inc., relief (1964) 2015,
6413, 8210

Wallace, Sarah L., quarterly journal of Library
of Congress (1965) 3874

Wallace Lake Reservoir, general information
(1963) 15456

Wallach, Hans, effect of learning on visual per-
ception of depth (1963) 5657

Wallenberg affair unsettled, USSR (1963) 16176

Waller, Roger M., hydrology and effects of in-

creased gvound-water pumping in An-
chorage area, Alaska (1964) 15965

Wallis, James R.:

area burned by wildfire in California wat-
ersheds, 1940-59 (1964) 8666

logging for water quality in northern Califor-
nia (1964) 8662

rapid method for getting area-elevation infor-

mation (1963) 8298
Wallis, R.F., detector investigation (1965) 13112

Wallisville, Tex.:

Wallisville Reservoir project, engineers re-

port

—

departmental edition (1962) 2439
document edition (1962) 2304

Wallkill River:
flood control improvements, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2220
document edition (1963) 2069

Wallner, Lewis E., arc-jet thrustor for space
propulsion (1965) 13034

Wallops Island:

mass spectrometric investigations of atmos-
phere between 100 and 227 kilometers
(1963) 16387

temperature and wind measurement above 50

km (1963) 7287
Wallops Station, wind distribution statistical

data (1962) 16039
wind velocity profile measurement by

smoke-trails (1965) 16684
Walls:

openings, comparison of State codes with
ASA standards, chart (1961) 1166

panel-type construction (1964) 18

seawalls, vertical, effect on beach profile

(1963) 19131
sound insulation, errata, (1965) 2931, 19957
variable-transparency wall regulates temper-

atures of structures (1964) 14811
Wolf River floodwall, chert popouts on con-

crete surfaces, observations (1962) 2441
wood brick strip paneling, new way to deco-

rate (1963) 17477
Walnut:

black

—

climatic injury to planted trees (1961) 14921

planting for timber (1961) 5261
pruned, growth and quality (1961) 14924
seeded taller than planted (1961) 14922
walnut logs, export controls, hearings

(1965) 10673
plantings, mixed or pure, on strip-mined land

in Kansas, survival, etc. (1962) 11847

Walnut anthracnose (1964) 14299

Walnut Canyon National Monument, general
information (1965) 13090

Walnut Creek, Calif., census of housing, 1960,
city blocks (1961) 18222

Walnut River and Valley:
flood control, engineers report

—

departmental edition (1965) 14213
document edition (1965) 13842
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Walnuts:
black

—

growing black walnuts for home use (1964)

30; (1965) 4109
plant large seedlings for best survival and
growth (1965) 16249

Walpole, Martha, education directory, 1962-63,

Federal Government (1963) 15427
Walpole, Norman C:
Army area handbooks for

—

Algeria (1965) 17065
Germany (1964) 19212
India (1965) 1823

Walrath, Lawrence K., nomination, hearings
(1964)8442

Walsh, D.F., magnesium alloys, vibration damp-
ing capacity (1963) 1250

Walsh, Don, relief (1962) 9233. 19262, 20722
Walsh, John P., training, manpower utilization

catalyst (1963) 14441
Walsh, Richard D., relief (1965) 15581. 19112,

19382
Walsh, Robert M., food supplies available in

case of national emergency (1964) 17902

Walsh-Healy public contracts act, see Govern-
ment contracts.

Walter, Francis E., memorial services (1964) 231

Walter, L.S.:

P-T univariant equilibria of reaction forster-

ite + calcite=monticellite -i- periclase -i-

CO2, experimental studies on Bowen's
decarbonation series, II (1963) 16385

vapor pressure, etc., of tektite melts (1964)

20570
Walter F. George Lock and Dam:

engineers report

—

departmental edition (1962) 19451
document edition (1962) 19203

Walter Reed Whole Body Counting Facility,

detail of construction, gamma radioactiv-

ity in people and foodstuffs, July

1958-July 1960 (1961) 18011
Walters. C.F.:

waste disposal system for small groups at

remote USAF sites in Arctic (1963) 18472

water conservation through reuse of flushing

fluid in aerobic sewage treatment process

(1963) 1757
Walters. G.G., brined cherries, analytical and

quality control methods (1963) 14839
Walters, Harry E.. agriculture in United States

and Soviet Union (1963) 19092
Walters. Jack G.:

correlation of ASTM and Micum coke test

methods (1964) 16633
plastic, agglutinating, and free-swelling

properties of American coals (1963) 7204

Walters. Kenneth L., geologic reconnaissance

and test-well drilling, Cordova. Alaska
(1964) 827

Walters, L. M., address, June 8. 1965 (1965)

10799
Walters. LillieC:
computation of modified Fresnel integral aris-

ing in theory of diffraction by variable

screen (1964) 21784
numerical calculations for reflection of elec-

tromagnetic waves from lossy magneto-
plasma (1964) 1499

Walters, M., bedrest effect on physiological

function, dietary requirements (1965)

18465
Walters, Roger K:

experimental dual track conveyor system for

processing poultry (1 964) 9948
relations of weights and sizes of broiler

parts to carcass weights (1963) 11459
Walters. Russell S., past growth of yellow-

poplar and oak reproduction, key to

Walton. Thomas E.. jr., mass-transfer cooling
on blunt cone (1964) 9588

Walton County. Fla.. redevelopment area, op-
portunities for economic growth (1965)
7125

Walton County, Ga., soil survey report (1965)
9928

Wan Fung, see Fung Wan.
Wang. David Tao Chung, relief (1961) 7038,

10403. 12058
Wang, K.P.:

mineral industry of

—

Bulgaria (1965) 12850
Burma (1965) 14669
Japan (1965) 14677
Laos (1965) 14678
mainland China (1965) 14679
Mongolia (1965) 14681
North Korea (1965) 14684
North Vietnam (1965) 14685
Philippines (1965) 14687

Wang. Kung-Lee, review of mineral industries
(metals and nonmetals except fuel). (1964)
2997; (1965) 1384

Wang Ta Ng, see Ng. Victor W.T., and wife.
Wann, Marie D.:

background, etc., population and housing
census evaluation and research program
(1964) 185

tests of use of post office resources to improve
coverage of censuses (1965) 18994

Wapato project:
construction costs on Wapato-Satus unit,

fix-
law (1961) 18707
reports (1961) 14337. 17106

delinquent irrigation charges and penalties
owed by non-Indian landowners, cancel
and defer

—

law (1963) 20440
reports (1963) 9908. 19026

Wappapello. Lake, general information (1962)
3343

War:
Africa, journey through 5 wars, translations

(1964) 12768
against growing threat of thermonuclear

war, USSR study (1963) 5238
American fighting men from Revolution to

Korea (announcement of color reproduc-
tions) (1962) 3453

coexistence, alternative for future in nuclear
age (1961) 13203

dialectics of war and peace (1962) 15826
fighting journey from Plaine des Jarres to

Ban Ban, Laos (1961) 15441
freedom from war, complete disarmament in

peaceful world, U.S. program (1961)
20165

games, computer simulation of water termin-
al operations in limited warfare situation
projected for time period 1965-70, (1962)
8708

Marxist-Leninist teaching, eliminate dogma-
tism and distortions, USSR study (1963)
19698

military dialectics of Mao Tse-tung (1961)
4373

optimization of control of forces, USSR study
(1965) 18336

prevention, desire of manlynd, USSR study
(1961)4495

revisionism relation, Bulgarian article (1961)
7709

Soviet military figure discusses war and
peaceful coexistence (1962) 5918

strategy of diplomatic war. USSR study
(1965)4965

unconventional warfare

—

bibliography (1964) 20934
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War—Continued
unconventional warfare—Continued

Philippines, lessons learned 1946-53, facts
for Armed Forces (lecture) (1963) 18534

3d challenge (1963) 7658
war against poverty

—

American Indian (address) (1964) 10670
recommendations of the President (1965)

5818
war and peace

—

Leninist teaching (1961) 13386
North Vietnam article (1964) 9040

see also Peace.
War and emergency powers:

laws in effect, compilation (1962) 9398
negotiated procurement, limit

—

hearings (1961) 7129; (1962) 11438, 17304
law (1962) 20828
reports (1962) 11384, 13431

President of U.S., under Federal civil defense
act, extend, reports (1962) 13413, 15339

War Between the States, see Civil War, 1861-65.
War claims, see Claims.
War claims act, see Claims.
War Department, Revolutionary War records

collection, preliminary inventory (1962)
24002

War gases, see Gases.
War in the Pacific, fall of the Philippines (1961)

13426
War memorials, see National monuments and

memorials.
War on poverty, hometown fight (1965) 6100
War on waste (1965) 8570
War orphans educational assistance act, see

Education.
War plants, see Plants (industrial).

War Plants Corporation, see Smaller War
Plants Corporation.

War relief, benefits for employees of contrac-
tors (1963) 393

War risk insurance:
aircraft coverage, extend authority

—

law (1961) 14089
reports (1961) 10460, 12253

construction-subsidized vessels, coverage,
remove certain limitations

—

hearings (1962) 11657, 17119; (1963) 17177
law (1964) 17337
reports (1962) 9457; (1963) 19013; (1964)

15551
investment of fund in Gk)vernment securi-

ties

—

law (1962) 20918
reports (1962) 13646, 17082

marine, extend authority for 5 years

—

hearings (1965) 10552, 17910
law (1965) 15444
reports (1965) 10475, 14069

War that never ends, facts about pest control
(1965)11013

War ships, see Warships.
WAR series (1961) 3478; (1962) 4434

Warbis, Viola B., relief (1962) 11504, 13249,
19032

Ward, Calvin H., bacteria associated with Chlo-
rella pyrenoidosa TX 71105 in mass cul-

ture (1965) 4216
Ward, Charles F., jr., relief (1962) 15120, 19239,

20715
Ward, Cordelia T., major agreement expirations

and reopenings in 1963 (1963) 3037
Ward, David J., evolutionary aspects of certain

morphological characters in World
Collection of Barleys (1963) 7583

Ward, Don C, preshot and postshot safety sur-
vey of oil and gas facilities, Baxterville
Field, Miss. (1965) 17142

Ward, F.N., analytical methods used in geo-
chemical exploration by (ieological Sur-
vey (1963) 2343

Ward, FYed, circulation of solar atmosphere
from observational evidence, (1965) 7091

Ward, Harvey E., relief (1965) 17517
Ward, Helen L.:

biological applications of gamma radiation
(1965) 10182

insect control by radiation and radioisotopes
(1965)4268

isotope techniques in biological sciences, lit-

erature search (1965) 13520
radioisotopes in agriculture (1964) 15283
subject index to effects of radiation on mam-

malian eye (1964) 21015
Ward, James C, sugar maple veneer logs should

be graded for pith flecks (1964) 12459
Ward, Joe H., jr., teaching digital computer to

assist in making decisions (1963) 11512
Ward, Joseph:

statue

—

acceptance, print proceedings, report (1963)

9873
place in Statuary Hall, reports (1963) 8077,

9872, 13530
Ward, Rachel B., photography, PACAF basic

bibliography (1963) 5881
Ward, Ray:
background material on

—

economic aspects of military procurement
and supply (1963) 7829

economic impact of Federal procurement,
1965, etc. (1965) 8728

Ward, Robert D., relief (1965) 19195
Ward, Warren G., relief (1963) 13511; (1965)

10432
Ward, Wilfred H., technical wool conference.

May 13-15, 1964, San Francisco and Al-

bany, Calif. (1965) 8402
Wardrobes:
wood

—

executive office, Federal standard (1964)

6690
general office. Federal standard (1965) 9141

Ware, (ieorge M.:
delta-wing recovery device for nonlifting

spacecraft (1964) 14881
static stability, etc., of lenticular reentry

configuration (1963) 11009
Ware, Glen C:

cobalt (1964) 18661; (1965) 18429
electrodeposition of zinc (1963) 19871
nickel (1964) 18674; (1965) 9580, 19857
platinum-group metals (1965) 1367, 5082,

9582, 16588
Wareham, Mass.:
hurricane barriers, discharge characteris-

tics, hydraulic model investigation (1965)
527

hurricane survey, engineers report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2226
document edition (1963) 1991

Warehouse examiners, examination announce-
ments (1962) 18885; (1963) 16939; (1964)

13809
Warehousemen:

food, good housekeeping rules to protect
stored food products (1965) 630

MOS evaluation test aid (1962) 10983
Warehouses:
Alaska, potential for expansion (1961) 9726
automated warehousing, Sweden, market in-

formation (1965) 17291
chainstore meat operation, photo series

(1962) 12874
cotton, increasing storage capacity in older

structures (1964) 9912
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Warehouses—Continued

failure to use available warehouse platform
trailers to avoid unnecessary procure-
ments of similar equipment, Defense
Dept., GAO report (1965) 9222

fruit and vegetable, wholesale, layout and
design (1961) 16107

grading wool, reducing costs (1963) 1707
grain, flat storage facilities in Kansas, eco-

nomics (1965) 1765
grocery, breakage and damage (1964) 11770
humidity-controlled warehousing, review of

U.S. Government research reports (1965)
16736

institutional wholesale warehousing, improv-
ing (1964) 7928

lighter door to ease strain for potato ware-
housemen (1964) 7886

loading out produce, 3 methods (1964) 11773

multiple-occupancy, for poultry and egg who-
lesalers, improved designs (1964) 7929

operations research, workshop (1965) 24
operations under 1959 and 1960 cotton pur-

chase programs, Commodity Credit Cor-
poration, GAO review (1963) 5010

packaging bulk cheese (1965) 16976
produce, improved inventory control systems

(1961)8267
produce packaging at central warehouse,

bananas (1965) 18864
public warehousing, census of business,

1958—
preliminary report (1961) 2974
wholesale trade (1961) 20407; (1962) 14964

public warehousing, census of business, 1963
(1965) 10230

compressing and storing bailed cotton, lay-
out and design (1962) 20408

refrigerated

—

capacity (1962) 20332; (1964) 18987
directory (1963) 16623
use of (Jovernment-owned facilities in com-

petition with private business, report
(1961)4067

supply warehousing-inspection airmen career
ladder, occupational survey (1963) 1773

tobacco, insecticide sprays, oil base specifica-
tions (1963) 7533

warehousing, bibliography (1961) 11556
warehousing gross performance measure-

ment system (1965) 12368, 16074
motion pattern data, etc. (1965) 17984

wholesale

—

maintaining fresh quality in produce (1962)
6528,8766

receiving fruits and vegetables (1961) 20298
storing fruits and vegetables on pallets

(1964)4209
wool

—

facilities, services, etc. (1962) 1959
layouts and work methods, (1965) 11852

see aJso Bonded warehouses—Bottling ware-
houses.

Warfare, see Air warfare—Atomic warfare
—Biological warfare—Chemical war-
fare—Guerilla warfare—Psychological
warfare—Radiological warfare—Special
warfare—Submarine warfare—War.

Warfield, Richard M., North Atlantic region air

traffic survey, 1962 (1963) 9455
Warfield, Robert S., Beluga River coalfield,

Alaska (1963) 19857
Waring, (ierald A., Thermal springs of United

States and other countries of world,
summary (1965) 18211

Warm air furnaces, see F\irnaces.
Warich, Amrik S., relief (1962) 15140, 17173,

18928

Warm Creek:
flood control, engineers report

—

departmental edition (1965) 19581
document edition (1965) 19327

Warm Springs, Ga., bauxite deposits of district
(1965)16313

Warm Springs Reservation:
acquire land within boundaries

—

law (1961) 18597
reports (1961) 14300, 17003

Warm-water ponds for fishing (1965) 10061
Warmbrod, John D., transient heating and melt-

ing process of glass shields at stagnation
point of re-entering ICBM (1963) 11037

ultraviolet absorption of SO2, dissociation
energies of SO2 and SO (1963) 19890

Warneck, P.:

NO2 in Martian atmosphere (1963) 18119
Warner, Donald F., summer sessions in colleges

and universities of United States, 1960
(1964)4649

Warner, O. Roy, commitment to youth, report on
5 years of progress in guidance, etc., un-
der National defense education act (1964)
17913

Warner, Robert W., deforming energy-absorp-
tion system for space-vehicle landings
(1965) 18586

Warner, S.E., seismic velocity study (1963)
11580

Warner, T.B.:

adsorption and oxidation of carbon monoxide
on platinum using constant-current pul-

ses (1965) 13122
potential of platinum electrode at low partial

pressures of hydrogen or oxygen (1965)
13203

Warner Robins, Ga.:
property, clear title

—

hearing (1962) 21538
law (1962) 19004
reports (1962) 13475, 23397

Warning systems:
aircraft, measurements of infrared reflecting

properties of beaded screens (1962) 10576
aircrew hypoxia, description (1962) 10918
civil defense accelerated program, 1961

—

hearings (1961) 16838
hearings, print additional copies, reports
(1962)9310,9464

civil defense new program, 1961, report (1961)
20558

civilian defense plan, procedures for warning
points. State and local warning opera-
tions manual (1961) 1830

emergency broadcast system (EBS) plan
(1963) 15478; (1964) 8153

national emergency alarm repeater system
(NEAR)—

indoor attack warning, information (1961)
304

questions and answers (1961) 6894
national warning system (NAWAS) opera-

tions manual (1964) 8152
proposed nationwide natural disaster warn-

ing system (1965) 19593
seismic sea-wave, notes (1965) 11989

Warping, plastic-faced wood panels, importance
of balanced construction (1961) 664

Warrant officers, see Army Reserve—Coast
Guard Reserve—Marine (3orps—Navy.

Warrants of arrest, see Arrest.
Warranty of seaworthiness, third party liabili-

ty, hearings (1961) 18967
Warren, Bruce H., exclusion of angular acceler-

ations as principal cause of visual illu-

sions during parabolic flight maneuvers
(1964) 79
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Warren, Carlos S.:

radiation dosimetry aboard spacecraft of 8th
Mercury-Atlas mission (MA-8) (1964)
18731

radiation measurements on 9th Mercury-
Atlas Mission (MA-9) (1965) 6687

Warren, Cline J.:

agricultural economy of UAR (Egypt) (1965)
480

agriculture of northern Africa (1965) 12382
Warren, Earl, eulogy delivered Nov. 24, 1963 for

John F. Kennedy (1964) 2132
Warren, K.A., tensile, etc., properties of materi-

als from 20 to 300° K (1963) 14598
Warren, Oakley O., relief (1961) 7000
Warren, R.W.:

fluid amplifications, basic principles (1963)
11197

fluid flip flops and counter (1963) 16472
Warren, Walter C:

bauxite deposits of

—

Eufaula district, Ala. (1965) 6336
Virginia (1965) 9261

Warren, Ohio:
census of business, 1963, major retail centers,

standard metropolitan statistical area
(1965)17190

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18313
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc. (1962) 20623

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 11183

Warren Commission, see President's Commis-
sion on Assassination of President John
F. Kennedy.

Warren (bounty. Miss., soil survey report (1965)
11696

Warren Ck)unty, N.J., carbonate rocks of

Cambrian and Ordovician age, (1965)
2235

Warren (bounty. Pa., hydraulic fracture treat-

ments in glade and Clarendon oil reser-
voirs (1964) 14753

Warrilow, Lynette M., and child, relief (1964)
17496

Warroad River:
survey, flood control, engineers report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23496
document edition (1962) 23320

Warsaw, Poland:
gas industry, establishment of central labo-

ratory, accomplishments (1962) 19630
ghetto, uprising, 20th anniversary, commemo-

rate

—

law (1962) 18980
reports (1962) 17078, 17259

Institute of Tuberculosis (1962) 5460
Military Institute of Hygiene and Epidemiolo-

gy, research (1962) 7535
Oncology Institute, work (1962) 5938
Polish Physics Society, lectures delivered

(1962)6074
radioactivity of external medium in environs

(1962) 7838
Radio and Television Design Office, activities

in last 5 years (1964) 12960
Warsaw convention, Hague protocol, hearings

(1965) 10680
Warsaw Polytechnic Institution, Poland, orga-

nizational changes in mechanical depart-
ments (1962) 7659

Warships:
aircraft carriers, evolution (1964) 21820
CL type, battery alinement (1962) 16091
dangers of electricity, how to avoid fatal acci-

dents (1961) 20127

Warships—Continued
Defense Department military procurement

appropriations, 1963, hearings (1962)
9482

loan, agreement with

—

Argentina (1961) 6577
Greece (1962) 6469
Portugal (1962) 24106

loan and extension of loans to friendly foreign
countries

—

hearings (1961) 14448, 20627; (1962) 17090
laws (1961) 20523; (1964) 17296

loan or sale to friendly Latin American coun-
tries, reports (1965) 13939, 17569

loan to Turkey, China, and Philippines, re-

ports (1965) 15648, 17571
reports (1961) 14340, 14366, 19070; (1962)

13480, 15195; (1964) 10271, 15730; (1965)
13940, 17570, 17902, 19290

naval fighting ships, dictionary (1963) 16453,
18218

nuclear propulsion for naval surface vessels,
hearings (1964) 4423

see also Destroyers (warships)—Ships.
Wart, Robert L., geology and ground-water re-

sources of Dougherty (Dounty, Ga. (1963)
12232

Warth, Peter, soil survey, Adair County, Okla.

(1965)20081
Warwick, R.I.:

census of business, 1963, major retail centers,

standard metropolitan statistical area
(1965)17180

census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

11935
Wasatch Mountains:
Lake Bonneville, Quaternary stratigraphy of

eastern Jordan Valley, south of Salt Lake
City, Utah, correlation with record of

contemporaneous glaciations (1965)

19668
Little Cottonwood and Bells Canyons, glacia-

tion (1964) 15950
northern, blister rust found on limber pine

(1964) 16935
Wasatch National Forest:
land addition

—

hearings (1962) 21191
law (1962) 20836
reports (1962) 17000, 17252

^^satch Range, regional gravity survey along
central and southern front, Utah (1961)
14969

Waseca County, Minn., soil survey report (1965)

16863
Washability characteristics of Lower Hart-

shorne (Spadra) coalbed near Clarksville,

Ark. (1962) 22505
Washers (metal):

indium foil with beryllia washer improves
transistor heat dissipation (1964) 11368

Washichek, Jack N.:

water supply outlook and Federal-State-
private cooperative snow surveys

—

Colorado and New Mexico (1963) 3336, 4285
(1964) 4138; (1965) 4050

Colorado and Wyoming, special reports

(1964) 13460; (1965) 11700
Colorado early season snow reports (1964)

3141; (1965) 3026

Washing machines, selection and use (1961)

13781; (1965) 32

Washington, George:
5-cent stamp, in sheet, coil, and booklet form

(poster) (1963) 1386
naval honors, ship ceremonies when passing

Mount Vernon (1961) 9636
papers, index (1964) 18652
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Washington, George, Birthplace, National
Monument, see George Washington Birth-
place National Monument.

Washington, George, Memorial Parkway, see
George Washington Memorial Parkway.

Washington, D.C., see Capital of United
States—District of Columbia.

Washington, Iowa, motor carrier accident
(1965)14471

Washington, Mo.:
redevelopment area

—

opportunities for economic growth (1964)
11823

statistical profile (1962) 13209
Washington, N.C., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 16395
Washington, Pa., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 18327
Washington Airports Board, create, hearings

(1962) 13524; (1963) 15320
Washington (Channel:

bridge, designate Francis Case Memorial
Bridge

—

law (1965) 17399
reports (1964) 15782; (1965) 10637, 19249

waterfront, urban renewal in D.C.

—

hearings (1963) 11890; (1965) 2011, 19304
report (1963) 2037

Washington County, Colo., geology and ground
water resources (1965) 741

Washington County, Fla.:

redevelopment area, opportunities for eco-
nomic growth (1965) 7125

soil survey report (1965) 15048
Washington County, Maine, opportunities for

economic growth (1965) 11891
Washington County, Md.:
redevelopment area, opportunities for eco-

nomic growth (1965) 143
soil survey (1963) 13055

Washington County, Miss., soil survey (1961)
15969

Washington County, Nebr., soil survey report
(1964) 20804

Washington County, Oreg., detention and shel-

ter care of delinquent children (1965) 295
Washington, Fort, general information (1963)

5637; (1965) 11544
Washington Home for Foundlings:

act incorporating, amend

—

law (1961) 18618
reports (1961) 14283, 17012

Washington Gallery of Modern Art, exempt
from D.C. real estate tax (1965) 15590

Washington International Airport, see Dulles
International Airport.

Washington, Lake, stage, effect of irrigation
withdrawals (1961) 6183

Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Com-
mission:

determine D.C. Transit System, Inc., net oper-
ating income

—

law (1964) 1941
reports (1964) 380, 481

Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Dis-
trict:

compact, amendments

—

hearing (1962) 17118
law (1962) 23167
reports (1962) 16952, 21438

Washington Monument:
flags surrounding, ceremonies in connection

with raising and lowering

—

hearings (1963) 13640
report (1963) 13601

general information (1961) 8073; (1962) 24022
Washington National Airport:

annual reports (1963) 9218; (1964) 13278
audit report, fiscal years 1959-61 (1963) 10258

Washington National Airport—Continued
concessions

—

increase periods for agreements, hearing
(1964)21206

operation, amend act, hearings (1962) 13524
general information (1962) 8537

local climatological data (1961) 3643-44
operation, transfer responsibility, hearings

(1963) 15320
weather observations, hourly, decennial cen-

sus (1962) 16225
Washington State:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 7298
agricultural conservation program hand-

books (1961) 10; (1962) 4495
annual survey of manufactures, standard

metropolitan, statistical areas and large
industrial counties, statistics (1962)
20531; (1963) 5989; (1964) 8104

area measurement report (1965) 5634
artificial recharge of ground water, 1962

(1965) 12552
big game animals, DDT residues in fatty tis-

sues, 1962 (1965) 15168
BLM at work (1964) 13089
census county divisions, 1960, map (1961)

16317
census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1961)

13930
census of business, 1963

—

merchandise line sales, retail trade, statis-

tics (1965) 13606
retail trade, area statistics (1965) 4308,
10216

selected services, area statistics (1965) 5670
wholesale trade, area statistics (1965) 7252

census of governments, 1962, State report
(1965) 4335

census of housing, 1960, State and small
areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc. (1962)
6781

census of manufactures, 1958, area statistics

(1961)13888
census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-

port (1961) 18143
census of population, 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 20638
general characteristics (1961) 10083
general social and economic characteristics
(1962)6791

number of inhabitants (1961) 6851
censuses of population and housing, 1960

—

census county division boundary descrip-
tions (1962) 16577

geographic identification code scheme
(1961)6887

central, forest fire weather, 1960 (1961) 7487

cetacea, observations (1965) 6229

(Christmas tree harvesting and marketing
regulations (1964) 10586

climate (1965) 11782

climatic summary, 1931-52 (1961) 2746

climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial census,
(1965)9994

climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;
(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216

coast pilot, supplement (1961) 5537; (1962)
4864; (1963) 6038; (1964) 1850; (1965) 5751

coast, trawling operations (1961) 17248

county business patterns, activities covered
by OASDI program (1961) 13908, 20443;
(1963) 15055, 18678

District Court, Eastern District, Southern
Division, constitute Richland as place for
holding court

—

law (1962) 20874
reports (1962) 17191, 19159
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Washington State—Continued
eastern

—

clay deposits, investigations (1961) 10684
kiln-drying ponderosa pine, seasoning and
surfacing degrade (1961) 17305, 19372

pea aphid, ecology in Blue Mountain area
(1963) 18445

woody plants, handbook (1961) 1621A
electric rate book (1962) 2467, 21753; (1964)

672; (1965) 578
fish hatcheries, mycobacteria in returning

salmonid fishes (1963) 19244
fishery products, wholesale dealers, lists

(1964)723,18021
forest soils research, bibliography (1965)

4811
labor laws affecting women, summary (1965)

13352
labor organizations, reporting, register

(1961) 4783; (1964) 16574
land and personal property conveyance by

Secretary of Interior, report (1961) 14624
landings, fish and shellfish, annual summaries

(1961) 7428; (1963) 542, 20684; (1964)

8594; (1965) 18115
landslides, Columbia River Valley (1962) 5300
lead-zinc sulfides, fine-grained, flotation

(1961) 13446
log production (1963) 17503; (1965) 2180
logging residues, utilizing (1965) 138
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapters

(1961) 11386; (1962) 3313; (1963) 1224;

(1964) 1426; (1965) 1360
municipal waste facilities, 1962 inventory

(1964)3109
municipal water facilities (1964) 8914

inventory (1962) 3463
natural resources (1964) 2443
north-central, ponderosa pine lumber recov-

ery (1962) 5251
northeastern

—

dwarfmistletoe survey (1963) 10213
forest statistics (1963) 15586
range resources and management problems

(1962) 19546
Pacific Northwest disaster relief act of 1965

—

hearings (1965) 9005, 12202
law (1965) 13772
reports (1965) 8859, 8954, 10480, 12123,

12262, 13869
veto (1965) 12218

Pacific slope basins, floods, magnitude and
frequency (1964) 10658

population, 1960, characteristics (1963) 13279
precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)

3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965) 3492
public school finance program, 1962-63 (1963)

10078
radioactivity in surface water, July

1962-June 1963 (1965) 1589
Roslyn-Cle Elum coal field, amenability of

coals to production of high-ash boiler fuel

(1965)11394
rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-

files (1962) 16631
snow surveys and water supply forecasts

(1962)3835
southwest, western hemlock looper control

project

—

evaluation of larval projects (1965) 635
pilot test results of Sevin, Phosphamidon,
and DDT (1965) 643

results of entomological aspects (1965) 687
surface water records, Oct. 1950-Sept. 1960

(1964) 14354
surface water supply of Pacific slope basins

(1961)721,20821
temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10769

Washington State—Continued

use of funds from sale of lands for construc-
tion of State institutions

—

law (1962) 13325
reports (1962) 9292, 13609

water delivery to certain irrigation districts

authorized

—

law (1961) 16597
reports (1961) 14643, 16692

water supply outlook and snow surveys (1963)
4291; (1964) 4144; (1965) 4056

western

—

forest fire weather and computed fire occur-
rence, 1960 (1961) 6129

resources for making expanded aggregate
(1962) 22507

seasoning and surfacing degrade in

kiln-drying western hemlock (1964) 8655
timber trends (1964) 8683

winter wealth, measurement and use (1962)
22812

women, legal status (1964) 9891
women workers, 1960 (1963) 14811; (1965)

15166
ZIP code directory (1963) 20071
see also Yakima project.

Washington State Conference on Industrial
Modernization, proceedings. Mar. 31,

1964 (1964) 13745
Washington Terminal Co.:

exempt from District of Columbia sales tax

law (1964) 17422
reports (1964) 15495, 17750

Washita River Basin project:

Fort Cobb Dam, design and construction
(1964) 1574

Foss Aqueduct, design and construction,
(1965) 13256

Washoe County, Nev.:
ground water resources (1961) 14973
regional geology (1964) 19788
Truckee Meadows area, hydrogeology and

hydrogeochemistry evaluation (1964)

18151
Wasilewski, P.J., magnetic results, Antarctic

peninsula traverse, 1961-62 (1963) 16958
Wasko, Robert A., heat transfer to sphere with

retrorocket exhausting into free stream
(1963) 1310

Wason, John, remarks, Dec. 8, 1964 (1965) 1694

Waspaloy, mechanical properties at 800°, etc.,

for use in supersonic transport (1964)

18718
Wasps:
genus Cerceris (Hymenoptera, Sphecidae)

(1965) 14904
how to control them, etc. (1962) 16292; (1963)

18429
spider, genus Auplopus, new species (1963)

9234
Wasserbauer, Joseph F.:

afterburning ramjet using gaseous hydrogen
as fuel (1963) 3106

field-enhanced thermionic emission from elec-'

trodes of cesium ion thrustor, (1965) 5219

Wasserman, Aaron E.:

fluffed market products, new use for maple
sirup (1963) 1640

microbiology and sanitation in sugarbush
and sugarhouse (1963) 18404

Wasson, James A.:

hydraulic fracturing in recovery of oil by
waterflooding(1963) 12827

Wasserman, M.S., solid-state self-scanning dis-

play device (1963) 18497
secondary oil recovery possibilities, Covf Run

sand. Burning Springs pool, Wirt County,
W.Va. (1964)1474^
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Wasson, John T., radioactivity in Sputnik 4

fragment (1964) 16997
Wasson, P.A.:

anionic flotation of silica, etc. (1963) 9128
conversion of hematite to magnetite with sol-

id reductants (1964) 5485
Waste (economics):
North Vietnam, construction and necessity of

avoiding waste (1961) 800
war on waste (1965) 8570

Waste disposal, see Radioactive waste dispos-

al—Sanitation.

Waste disposal tanks, system for small groups,

Arctic area, remote Air Force sites (1963)

18472
Waste products:

air pollution and industrial poisoning in

USSR (1965) 19758
alcohol industry, manufacture of protein fod-

der concentrates, antibiotics, and vita-

mins, USSR study (1962) 2756
board materials from wood residues (1961)

17294
canned fish and byproducts, annual summary,

1960(1961)7429
coking, production of chemical by-products in

USSR (1961) 10922
disposal

—

aerobic waste digesters, hestianic acid pig-

ments, biologically resistant (1964) 1743

Alaska, Air Force remote sites (1963) 13207
fruit processing industry (1963) 1410
industrial wastes by Federal installations,

report (1965) 12153
materials, new designs and methods in pub-

lic works, study and investigations of use

(1962)21568
meeting community need under construc-

tion grants program (1961) 15942

municipal waste treatment (1961) 20094

potato chip industry (1961) 1443

research and treatment technology (discus-

sion of paper) (1961) 2670
sanitary and industrial-waste sewers, engi-

neering manuals (1962) 15520; (1963) 427

subsurface, industrial wastes in United

States (1964) 14736
system for small groups, Arctic area, re-

mote Air Force sites (1963) 18472

undiluted human waste, treatment by acti-

vated sludge process (1964) 19146

effects of miscellaneous wastes on mesophilic

activated sludge, soaps, detergents and
vomitus (1964) 20973

Federal installations, facilities, and equip-

ment control act

—

hearings (1965) 7545
report (1965) 7523

granulated waste from chemical industry, use

for combatting weeds, USSR study (1962)

1289
industrial disposal, meat industry, guide

(1965) 16822
industrial waste guide series (1963) 1410

industrial wastes, stabilization ponds for

treatment, inventory and reference mate-

rial (1963) 16527
industries in lower Missouri River basin, wat-

erborne mineral wastes (1962) 20082
metal-processing industries, Kansas and Mis-

souri (1962) 1604
municipal treatment works construction cost

trends (1963) 20111
statistical summary (1964) 15068, 16834

municipal waste facilities, in United States,

1962 inventory (1964) 3101-9

PHS advanced waste treatment research pro-

gram (1964) 13391

Waste products—Continued

pollution treatment works, construction as-

hearings (1963) 13824 (1964) 8395; (1965)

4622, 7493
print additional copies, reports (1964)

2101,2199
law (1965) 17427
reports (1964) 4530, 17627; (1965) 4546,

8782,8810,17643
poultry byproducts, processing and utiliza-

tion in feeds (1962) 78
poultry processing industry, treatment stud-

ies (1963) 16530
slabs, edgings, and trims utilization (1964)

12452
solid waste disposal, public health aspects,

research needed (1964) 13415
solid waste disposal, research

—

hearings (1965) 15820
reports (1965) 10643, 17597, 17641

subsurface disposal of industrial wastes in

U.S. (1964) 11315
synthetic detergents in wastes, bibliography

(1964) 7690
uranium milling industry, waste guide (1963)

9350
uranium mills, characteristics (1963) 9351
waste stabilization lagoons, symposium pa-

pers (1962) 10616
waste treatment processes, advanced, prelim-

inary appraisal (1963) 11245
waste water disposal by (Connecticut indus-

tries (1965) 6888
water

—

advanced treatment research, summary
report (1963) 16531

effects from A.E.C. plant on hydrology of

(ilowegee Creek, West Milton, N. Y.,

1958-61 (1965) 12560
waters from radiochemical laboratories, etc.,

decontamination, USSR studies (1964)

20366
see also Radioactive substances—Refuse

—

Scrap.
Waste storage tanks, see Waste disposal

Waste treatment studies (series) (1963) 16523,

16527, 16530
Watanabe, Yoshiko, see Ridgely, Kazuyo W.
Watauga Stone Co., Watauga Limestone Quar-

ry, crushed limestone operations (1964)

1405
Watch for new plant pests (series) (1963)

14884-887
Watch your footing, hints for longshore safe-

ty (1961) 13395
Watchcases, census of manufactures, 1958,

industry report (1961) 5474
Watches, see Clocks and watches.

Water:
absorbent materials as heat sinks for hyper-

sonic and reentry vehicles (1962) 18267
accidents, medical aid to victims, USSR

study (1964) 21652
actinomycetes related to supplies, isolation

and enumeration (1963) 16532
air interface, effect of monomolecular films

on surface temperature and convective
motion (1962) 20212

Alabama, layman's look (1963) 10301

quality problems (1961) 20651
supply problems at remote Air Force sites

(1963) 13207
algae and metropolitan wastes, seminar

transactions (1963) 16524
alluvial aquifer in northeastern Louisiana,

potential source (1962) 21842
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Water—Continued

America's needs, 1900-80, chart book (1961)
1434

AMF on-power refueling system for Douglas
Point Plant, component feasibility test

(1963) 120
analysis of performance of radial steam

separator models (1962) 14837
announcement of water-resources reports

(1961) 3289; (1962) 3616; (1963) 3455;
(1964) 3255; (1965) 3140

Arizona

—

hydrologic data for San Simon basin
(1963) 10299

supply outlook (1964) 4137
surface runoff and erosion in lower chap-

arral zone (1962) 9896
artesian

—

in Malabar coastal plain, southern Kera-
la, India (1964) 12518

supply. Grant Junction area, Colo (1965)
10988

artificial recharge

—

in Oregon and Washington, 1962 (1965)
12552

of ground water, Grand Prairie region.
Ark (series) (1964) 817

automatic devices to take samples and raise
weir trash screens (1961) 12727

availability and future management (re-

marks) (1963) 10313
bacteria of layer wastes, oils and rocks of

oil deposits in USSR (1964) 2589
bacteriologic potability of condensate water

from heat exchangers of pressure suits

(1965) 4213
beach area between Ocean City, Md., and

Rehoboth Beach, Del (1962) 23596
beta activity, determination (1963) 8357
bond sales (1961) 13636; (1962) 22766; (1963)

11248; (1964) 16847; (1965) 15021
Bonita Creek area, Graham County, Ariz

(1961) 14975
borated, high temperature, corrosion of sil-

ver-indium-cadmium (1961) 16224
bore hole washing and water pumping and

computing permeability by head loss

tests. Communist Chinese studies (1962)
2629

brackish

—

saline conversion demonstration plant,
Webster, S. Dak (1962) 7494

sources for irrigation along eastern sea-
board of U.S (1962) 20416

Brazil

—

algae and water supplies in Sao Paulo
area (1963) 16528

ground-water provinces (1963) 614
British Guiana, coastal artesian basin,

ground-water conditions (1963) 15619
Bulgaria

—

development (1962) 5507
regional breakdown of irrigated areas on
basis of indices of aridity and natural
water supply (1964) 12951

Bulgarian economy and distribution of pro-
duction (1962) 3166

California, southern, natural loss and re-

coverable water in mountain basins
(1965) 6338

California's water yield from snow zone
land, management (1964) 8688

carbon-14 dating, preparation of sample
(1964) 802

career opportunities in water supply and
pollution control (1963) 1402, 9336,
18283

central water and sewerage systems, owner-
ship and organization (1965) 561

Water—Continued
Chamberlin Glacier area, hydrochemistry

(1962) 631
Chapman, Nebr., proposed waterfowl ref-

uge (1964) 15966
chemical character, Englishtown Formation,

N. J (1965) 12547
chemical quality

—

Bear River Valley (1963) 8343
Brookhaven National Laboratory vicinity,

Suffolk County, N. Y (1964) 19772
Cheyenne and Kiowa Counties, Ck)lo (1965)

742
Frenchman Creek basin (1963) 15615
Washington, D.C., and vicinity (1964)

12527
chemistry of

—

iron in natural water (series) (1962) 11894
manganese in natural water (series) (1963)

8354; (1964) 6817-18; (1965) 14418
strontium in natural water (series) (1962)

9742; (1963) 5029
chlorinated organic pesticides, identification

and measurement by electron-capture
gas chromatography (1965) 16331

chlorination, engineering manual (1962)

17426
clean

—

needs and obligations of municipalities

(address) (1961) 2676
struggle for (1962) 22765
water

—

availability and future supply (1962)
12659

for Alaska (1965) 18701
is everybody's business
and need (1963) 7398
filmstrip and speaker's guide (1964)

13420
coastal and offshore waters of Washington

and Oregon, radionuclides of Columbia
River origin in marine organisms, etc

(1965) 13536
cold, effects on digital blood flow of immer-

sion of hand (1964) 20955
(Colorado, early season snow report (1962)

3485; (1963) 3336; (1964) 3141; (1965)
3026

C^olorado River, lower, watershed conditions
affecting (1964) 3639

Columbia River basin

—

discharge at gaging stations, etc (1961)

3291; (1962) 4073; (1963) 4212; (1964)

4058; (1965) 3965
resources, cooperative development, treaty

and related agreements with Canada
(1964) 21881

storage in major power reservoirs, month-
ly report (1963) 4212; (1964) 4058; (1965)

3965
Communist China, underground water (1961)

12991

community program for Latin America
(1962) 16428

Congo, survey of resources (1965) 1092

conservation

—

abstracts of material published (1961)
9855, 11677, 17893; (1962) 12823; (1963)
5791, 18396; (1964) 1679, 7890, 9916,
15197, 20898; (1965) 5495, 8392,
10025-26, 11817, 15170
index (1963) 5790

for Boy Scouts (1964) 16964
guide for leaders of Girl Scouts (1965)

11866
address (1965) 14447
benefit to wildlife (1962) 36; (1963) 9564
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Water—Continued
conservation—Continued
broadened conservation concepts (address)

(1962) 20399
Communist China (1961) 10863, 13245;

(1963) 2850
drought insurance (1962) 12843
facts (1964) 11776
financing approved practices (address)

(1962) 15535
fund program (1965) 1549
Hungary, directive no. 24/1961 of national

chief directorate, concerning organiza-
tion of production sections within direc-

torates (1962) 7827
increasing efforts throughout the country

(talk) (1962) 8652
joint surveys by Army and Agriculture

Depts

—

hearings (1961) 18975
law (1962) 19001
reports (1961) 16775; (1962) 19305

list of publications (1964) 5641
need for conservation fund (remarks)

(1964) 1534
needs

—

digest of national inventory (1962)

10825, 16311
economic potentials of irrigation in

North Carolina, etc (1965) 2084
national inventory (1965) 5517

new problems mean new opportunities (ad-

dress) (1962) 20281
Ohio, progress and future needs (address)

(1962) 10654
plans (remarks) (1965) 7821, 7823, 7826

plenty for all through conservative use

(talk) (1961) 21376
practices on irrigated farms as recom-
mended by SCS (1962) 12866

predicting rainfall-erosion losses from
cropland east of Rocky Mountains,
guide (1965) 10051

REA programs (excerpts of remarks)
(1961) 6524

report WC (series) (1963) 18299
research in

—

Great Plains States (1963) 4366
many countries (1962) 16305
northeastern States (1965) 4114
Pacific

—

Coast region (1962) 10842
Northwest (1963) 16750

research (talk) (1962) 20392
scientific careers in Agricultural Research

Service (1962) 1944
tax treatment, amend act, report (1964)

19579
teaching, classroom and field guide (1964)

9960
through reuse of flushing fluid in aerobic

sewage treatment process (1963) 1757
Yellow River middle loess region

—

Communist C^iina handbook (1963) 14212
relation of erosion in gully drainage
systems. Communist Chinese study
(1963) 6695

contaminants, radiological, biological and
chemical, methods for removal (1963)
16520

contaminated with botulin toxin, sanitation
method, USSR study (1962) 5394

content

—

and intensity of precipitation relation to
radar reflectivity of meteorological ob-
jects with different drop-size distribu-
tion parameters, USSR study (1965)
4988

of—
clouds and fog, measurement, USSR
study (1961) 7644

micas and chlorites (1964) 12512
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Water—Continued
contracts under Reclamation act, renewal,

report (1962) 17066

control, TVA, valley of light, 1933-1963
(1964) 21904

cortical regulation of water and electrolyte
balance, USSR study (1964) 2891

cost of converting brush cover to grass for
increased water yield in watersheds
(1963) 17482

Cretaceous and Pleistocene aquifers (1964)
6816

critical economic problem facing Nation (ad-
dress) (1961) 7544

curtailing waste, the reclamation story
(1961) 8166

damage to records, salvaging and restoring
(1963) 10272

Delaware River Basin and southern New
Jersey, water supply characteristics of
streams (1964) 824

delivery to

—

certain irrigation districts in Washington
State authorized

—

law (1961) 16597
reports (1961) 14643, 16692

lands in 3d division, Riverton project

—

laws (1962) 15066; (1963) 9806
reports (1962) 11615, 13430; (1963) 7923,
8063

Mexico, special studies (1964) 15077
desalination

—

and simultaneous generation of electric

power by nuclear power, USSR (ad-

dress) (1964) 20026
industrial, USSR study (1961) 7582

determining

—

consumptive use and irrigation require-
ments (1963) 46

specific yield from pumping tests (1961)
12799

development programs, effective local par-
ticipation (address) (1962) 22803

different pH values, effect on growth and
propagation of Eucyclops serrulatus
(1964) 9011

disinfection with application of ultrasonic
waves, experimental investigation,
USSR study (1962) 1193

dissolved oxygen analyzer (1965) 8552
distribution systems, design, engineering

manual (1963) 6369
drainage water sanitation, USSR studies

(1964) 933
drinkable, from underground source, necessi-

ty of determining radioactivity, USSR
study (1962) 6058

drinking

—

effects of high mineral content, USSR
study (1965) 884

give us this day our daily water (address)
(1961) 7544

quality of interstate carrier supplies
(1963) 16494; (1965) 16810

safe in emergencies (1964) 11558
standards (1963) 3296
storage in fallout shelters, study (1965)

3001
Eastern States, problems (address) (1961)

8314
economy, significance of automatic measur-

ing and regulating equipment, East
German study (1962) 9880

Exien Valley irrigation and reclamation pro-
ject, problems, hearings (1962) 7221

effect

—

of agricultural requirements, report (1961)
408

on concentration of cycloheximide in fuel

oil (1965) 10929
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Water—Continued

Egypt's Aswan Dam (1961) 1044
electrochemical demineralization of water

with carbon electrodes (1965) 18253
emergency construction, engineering and

design manual (1963) 12090
emissive power, in infrared region of spec-

trum (1965) 8133
environmental health planning guide objec-

tives and procedures (1961) 8150; (1962)

10599
estimated use in United States, 1960 (1962)

7469
evaporation

—

from exposed surfaces of 17 Western
States (1962) 9731

rates (1962) 9731
experiments in water spreading at Newark,

Del (1963) 612
facts (1964) 11776
farm and city, problem (1961) 1639
Federal

—

programs and policies (address) (1961)
19451

resources research activities, report (1963)

8116
Federal-State-private cooperative snow sur-

veys and water supply forecasts

—

Arizona (1961) 3586; (1962) 3828
Colorado and Wyoming (1961) 11565-566;

(1962) 12697; (1963) 11288; (1964) 13460;
(1965) 11700

Colorado, Rio Grande, Platte and Arkan-
sas River drainage basins (1962) 3829,
16170

Columbia basin (1961) 3587; (1962) 3830
Montana and northern Wyoming (1961)
3588; (1962) 3831

Nevada (1962) 3832; (1963) 1502
Oregon (1961) 3589; (1962) 3833; (1964)
3136

Utah, Bear and Colorado River basins
(1961) 3590; (1962) 3834

Washington State (1962) 3835
Wyoming (1962) 3836

field-
measurement of alkalinity (1964) 4805
projects, application of new preparation
Karboferogel-M, Bulgarian study (1962)
7622

field water supply

—

Army technical manual (1962) 2019
filter-press method of extracting samples for

chloride analysis (1962) 641
flow

—

in natural channels, surface profiles, com-
puter program (1965) 10027

through salmon spawning riffle, southeast-
ern Alaska (1963) 6463

fluoridation

—

drinking water and control of dental car-
ies (1962) 12661

schools in St. Thomas, V.I., effect on den-
tal caries (1965) 13229

water supplies in small rural communities
(1965) 8239

IHuoride drinking waters

—

index (1963) 7314
relation of dental caries (1962) 12661

focus on clean water, action program for
community organizations (1964) 13397

for honey bee colony (1964) 15210
fresh water

—

components radioisotope distribution,

USSR study (1964) 1070
systems, radionuclides transport, report

(1964) 129
general ground-water techniques (series)

(1964) 2425

Water—Continued
geochemistry of natural waters of Blue

Grass region, Ky (1964) 14350
geochemistry of water (series) (1961) 6186,

7529, 9259, 10696; (1962) 17632; (1964)
4805, 15954

German Democratic Republic, water econo-
my enterprises, local organization (1962)
5642

Government publications relating to, list

(1961) 2656
ground water

—

Acoma and Laguna Indian Reservations,
N. Mex., availability (1964) 12514

Ahtanum Valley, Yakima County, Wash
(1962) 13880

Al Marj area, Cyrenaica, United Kingdom
of Libya, explorations (1963) 14037

alluvium of

—

Arkansas River between Little Rock and
Fort Smith, potential (1964) 823

lower Mississippi Valley (upper and cen-
tral areas) (1965) 528

Alma area, Mich (1963) 20741
American Samoa (1963) 17530
ammoniated thermal quality. Lake and
Colusa Counties, Calif (1961) 6186

Anchorage area, Alaska

—

effects of increased pumping (1964)
15965

resources (1964) 15964
Anguar, Palau Islands, Trust Territory of

Pacific Islands, effects of phosphate min-
ing (1962) 2535

Apache County, Ariz., central part (1965)
6347

Argonne National Laboratory, 111.,

1948-60 (1963) 19327
Arkansas, eastern, vicinity of U.S. High-
way 70, resources (1964) 19802

Arkansas River Valley, Ark (1964) 8780
Arkansas Valley region, Ark., resources

(1964) 2434
artesian pressure decline and land subsi-

dence (1964) 10661
artificial recharge

—

Grand Prairie region, Ark. (series)

(1963) 10298, 14032, 20740; (1964)
816-817, 4809; (1965) 10993

Roswell Basin, N. Mex (1964) 19805
(series) (1961) 6188; (1963) 612; (1965)

12552
studies (1964) 8781

Bartow County, Ga (1963) 19326
Bear River Valley, Wyo (1963) 8343
Bengasi area, Cyrenaica, United Kingdom

of Libya, resources (1964) 6823
Bexar County, Tex (1963) 14029
Bhachau area, Kutch, India, with refer-

ence to Kandla Port supply (1964) 815
Blue Grass region, Ky (1961) 9258
Bluewater Springs area. Carbon County,
Mont (1964) 15969

Bradley, Calhoun and Ouachita Counties,

Ark., resources (1964) 12528

Bristoi-Plainville-Southington area. Conn
(1965) 7805

Bryce Canyon National Park area, Utah
(1963) 5027

Bunker Hill Air Force Base and vicinity,

Peru, Ind., geology and hydrology (1963)

19323

Butte Valley region, Siskiyou County, Cal-

if (1961) 6184

Cache la Poudre River basin, Ck)lo. investi-

gations (1964) 6821

calcium carbonate saturation from routine

analyses (1961) 9259
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Water—Continued
ground water—Continued

Camas Prairie, Idaho, resources (1962)

21841
Camp Ripley Military Reservation, Morri-

son County, Minn (1964) 4813

Canyon County, Idaho, southern, effects of

irrigation (1962) 13879

Cledar Rapids division, lower Platte River
basin, Nebr (1964) 19800

central Sevier Valley, Utah, conditions
and storage (1965) 16325

Chapman, Nebr., proposed waterfowl ref-

uge area, conditions (1964) 15966
chemical quality (1964) 19795
Hamilton County, Nebr (1962) 7475
Owl Creek area. Hot Springs County,
Wyo (1961) 10695

Cheyenne and Kiowa Counties, (3olo (1965)
742

Clark Ck)unty, Wash., conditions, with de-

scription of major alluvial aquifer along
Columbia River (1964) 12517

coastal

—

dune area near Florence, Oreg (1963)
5031

sand-dune area north of Coos Bay (1963)
2356

(Columbia River bank storage evaluation,
Richland-China Bar area. Wash (1961)
12801

(Hommunist China, forecasting methods
(1961) 11026

Ck)nnecticut, north-central, resources
(1964) 8782

contamination

—

and legal controls, Michigan (1963)
19331

symposium proceedings, 1961 (1963)
16525

(Cordova, Alaska, geologic reconnaissance
and test-well drilling (1964) 827

Cow Creek and Soldier Creek grazing
Units, Malheur County, Oreg (1961)
17334

Cow Valley, Malheur County, Oreg (1963)
613

Crook County, Wyo., resources (1964)
19795

Dane County, Wis., resources (1965) 12555
development effects on depletion of Pecos
River (1963) 5037

Dickson, Lawrenceburg, and Waverly
areas, Tenn., geology (1964) 19799

dispersion through heterogeneous materi-
als (1963) 10288

Dougherty County, Ga., resources (1963)
12232

east Portland area, Oreg (1965) 10998

Eastern Coal Field region, Ky., resources
(1962) 19575

Edison-Maricopa area, Kern C3ounty, Calif
(1964) 15957

Edwards County, Tex., geology (1963)
12235

electrical geophysical prospecting under
complex geological conditions, USSR
study (1965) 6419

Elizabethton, Johnson City area, Tenn
(1963) 5025

exploratory, drilling. Mountain Iron-
Virginia area, St. Louis County, Minn
(1961) 9260

Fairbanks area, Alaska (1963) 8344
Fairfax quadrangle, Va (1963) 609
Farmington-Granby area. Conn (1964)

10654

Fernley-Wadsworth area, Nev (1963) 8351

Water—Continued
ground water—Continued
flow

—

patterns, electrochemical potentials and
iron content relation (1965) 9273

system in Snake River Plain, analysis
(1962) 9744

Fond du Lac County, Wis., resources
(1962) 9749

Fort Hall Indian Reservation, Idaho, irri-

gation (1964) 2426
Fort Rock Basin, Lake County, Oreg
(1964) 19783

Fountain and Jimmy Camp Valleys, El
Paso County, Ck)lo., resources (1964)
12516

Frenchman Creek basin, geology (1963)
15615

fresh and brackish, Glynn (bounty, Ga
(1965) 19675

fresh, relation of salt water (series) (1964)
19792; (1965) 19675

galleries, use for development of shallow
supplies (1964) 18152

Gallup area, N. Mex (1961) 12783
general techniques (series) (1962) 641,

9746, 21837, 23593; (1963) 5032, 6564,
14028

geochemistry in mine drainage problems
(1964) 2423

geologic investigation along south-rim.
Grand Canyon National Park (1961)
19420

(Geological Survey research (1965) 2239
geology and occurrence, South Dakota

(1961) 6185
Gila Bend Indian Reservation, Maricopa
County, Ariz (1963) 6567

Grand Prairie region. Ark (1965) 10993
artificial recharge (1963) 10298, 14032,
20740

environment and history (1964) 816-817,
4809

Grand Teton National Park, Wyo., east of
Jackson Lake (1965) 18206

Grande Ronde River basin. Union County,
Oreg., resources (1964) 8776

Grant Village, Yellowstone National Park
(1962) 635

Grayson County, Tex (1963) 10300
Green Bay area. Wis (1964) 6819
Greybull River, Dry Creek area resources

(1963) 8345
ground water and law (1961) 7520
ground-water basin effect of pumping on
water level (1961) 4311

Hale County, Tex (1963) 6563
Halma-Lake Bronson area, Minn., explora-

tion and test pumping (1963) 14033
Hamilton County, Nebr., resources (1962)
7475

Hartford-New Britain area, (Donn., re-

sources (1964) 10649
Hays County, Tex (1963) 14030
Hoopa Valley, Calif (1962) 643
Hualapai Indian Reservation, development

(1963) 5033
hydraulics (series) (1961) 12798-799; (1962)
9744, 13878, 21834-835; (1963) 2353,
19322; (1964) 2424

hydrology, laboratory and field methods,
bibliography (1964) 12529

Jenkins-Whitesburg area, Ky (1965) 9276
Jewel Cave National Monument (1961)

12795
Karnes County, Tex., geology (1963) 8340
Kings River Valley alluvium, Humboldt
County, Nev (1963) 8348

Lake Dakota plain area, S. Dak (1963)
8342
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ground water—Continued

Lake Mead Base, Las Vegas Valley, Nev.
vicinity (1963) 19328

Larimer, Logan, Morgan, Sedgwick, and
Weld Counties, Colo (1965) 12558

Lee and Sumter Counties, Ga., resources
(1964) 2432

levels, correlation with air temperatures
in winter and spring in Minnesota (1961)
9261

levels in United States

—

North central States (1964) 21363
Northeastern States (1965) 4870
Northwestern States (1963) 17533
Pacific Northwest wells (1961) 707
Southeastern States (1962) 21836
Southwestern States (1963) 17534

levels near well discharging from uncon-
fined aquifer (1961) 12798

Los Alamos area, N. Mex., resources (1964)
19798

Louisville area, Ky., progress report
(1963) 15616

Lowell area, Mass., resources (1964) 10657

Luke area, Maricopa County, Ariz (1964)

14356
Lyman-Mountain View area, Wyo (1963)
20744

Lyon County, Minn (1961) 12784; (1964)

818
McMullen Valley, Ariz., resources (1964)

4811
Maine, conditions (1964) 825
Maynard, Mass., geology and hydrology of

area (1963) 2354
Mesabi and Vermilion Iron Range area,
northeastern Minnesota (1965) 19676

Mesilla Valley, Tex. and N. Mex (1964)
4815

methods of collecting and interpreting
data (1964) 2425

Midvale and Council areas, upper Weiser
River basin, Idaho (1964) 8783

Mirage Flats, Nebr., resources (1964)
21362

Mississippian Plateau region of Kentucky,
reconnaissance (1963) 12233

Montauk Point area, N.Y., availability of

fresh water (1963) 14031
Montgomery County, Ala., resources

(1964) 6812
motion, extending Darcy's concept (1965)
728

movement (1964) 9744
movements and bank storage due to flood

stages in surface streams (1963) 19322
Naval Air Missile Test Center area. Point
Mugu, Calif., appraisal (1964) 2427

New Castle County, Del., resources (1964)
4823

New Hampshire, southeastern, resources
(1964) 19794

Niobrara County, Wyo (1965) 9275
Nobles and Jackson Counties, Minn., re-

sources (1964) 18146
North Park and Middle Park, Colo., re-

sources, reconnaissance (1965) 10999
Oahu, Hawaii, resources (1964) 10660
Oak Spring formation and hydrologic ef-

fects of underground nuclear explosions
(1961) 212

occurrence in area of discontinuous per-
mafrost (1963) 8344

Olmstead Air Force Base, Middletown, Pa
(1962) 640

Otero County and southern part of Crow-
ley County, Colo (1965) 18223

Owl Creek area. Hot Springs County,
Wyo., resources (1961) 10695

Water—Continued
ground water—Continued
Pavant Valley, Utah (1965) 12557
Pecos River between Acme and Artesia, N.

Mex., appraisal (1964) 8779
permafrost regions, annotated bibliogra-
phy (1965) 12556

Pica area, Tarapaca Province, Chile, re-
sources (1965) 16312

Pinnacles National Monument, Calif (1962)
13876

Platte County, Wyo., resources (1961)
10694

Plum Island, Suffolk County, N. Y (1962)
2534

Point Arguello Naval Missile Facility
(1963) 6565

potentialities in Crescent Valley, Eureka
and Lander Counties, Nev (1961) 14974

primer (1964) 803
Prineville area, Oreg (1963) 8349
Prowers County, Colo., resources (1965)

12554
Pullman area, Whitman County, Wash

(1963) 8353
pumpage and water-level changes, 1950-61,
Milwaukee-Waukesha area, Wis (1965)
14420

radioactivity determination, necessity
when selecting drinkable source, USSR
study (1962) 6058

Raft River Basin, Idaho, irrigation use,
1956-60 (1963) 14034

Rainbow Valley and Waterman Wash
areas, Maricopa and Pinal Counties,
Ariz (1964) 4814

Red Lake area, Navajo Reservation (1962)
5310

Redwood Falls area. Redwood County,
Minn (1964) 15958

relation between ground water and sur-
face water, Brandywine Creek basin
(1962) 9739

resources, development and management
(1961) 6175

resources of the South (1961) 6174
Richardson Ck)unty, Nebr., resources

(1964) 21360
rights, interpretation and current status

(1961) 2051
Rio Grande Valley area, Tex., resources
(1964) 14348

Rock County, Wis., resources (1964) 2428
role in national water situation (1963)
17535

Russian River Valley areas, Sonoma and
Mendocino Counties, Calif (1965) 18216

Sailor Creek area, ()wyhee. Elmore, and
Twin Falls Counties, Idaho, reconnais-

sance (1964) 15944
St. Croix, V. I (1964) 820
Salmon Falls area. Twin Falls County,

Idaho, report (1961) 12781
San Antonio Creek Valley, Santa Barbara
County, Calif (1964) 12520

San Joaquin Valley, Calif (1964) 18115
Sandpoint region, Bonner County, Idaho

(1964) 15968
Savannah area, Ga.-S.C, resources (1964)
4808

Scottsville area, Ky (1963) 10296
searching for ancient river bed in drought
and semi-drought areas. Communist
Chinese study (1962) 1267

Seminole, Decatur, and Grady Counties,
Ga., resources (1965) 19680

Sirte area, Tripolitania, United Kingdom
of Libya (1964) 6824

Snake River basin, Idaho, irrigation use
(1964) 15956
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Water—Continued
ground water—Continued

Snowflake-Hay Hollow area, Navajo Coun-
ty, Ariz., resources (1962) 9745

South Platte River basin in western Ad-
ams and southwestern Weld Counties,
Colo., resources (1964) 12519

southern Nassau and southeastern Queens
Counties, Long Island, N.Y (1963) 12234

southern Oahu, Hawaii, study (1961) 2053
Southern Rhodesia provinces (1965) 2250
Southold, N. Y (1963) 20742
specific yield

—

column drainage and centrifuge mois-
ture content (1964) 819

effect of time on column drainage, labo-

ratory experiments (1965) 14417
spread of dye stream in isotopic granular
medium (1965) 2242

storage behind subsurface dams in Colum-
bia River basalt (1962) 2528

storage capacity of Sacramento Valley,
Calif (1961) 19421

studies and electric analog models (1964)

18119
Texas, southern high plains, summary of

occurrence and development (1964) 8781
thermometry to determine rates and direc-

tion of movement (1962) 9746
Tualatin Vallev, Oreg (1965) 7808
turbulent flow (1964) 6805
Umatilla River basin. Oree (1964) 8777
United States, data on uranium and ra-
dium in, 1954-57 (1962) 19573

upper part of Teton Valley, Teton Coun-
ties, Idaho and Wvo (1965) 2253

upper Star Valley, Wyo (1965) 9277
Uvalde County, Tex., resources (1964)

10652
Verde Valley, Mogollon Rim region, Ariz.,

resources (1964) 2419
Washington, D.C., and vicinity, resources

(1964) 12527
Washington County, Colo (1965) 741
Waupaca County, Wis., resources (1964)

10656
Waushara Countv, Wis., resources (1965)

18225
west-side business district of Portland,

Oreg., problems of utilizing (1963) 5038
Western Coal F^eld region, Ky., resources

(1962) 11895
Wichita area, Kans., resources (1964)

10650
Wilmington-Reading area, Mass (1964)

18141
Winkler County, Tex (1963) 5034
Wlnnemucca Lake valley, Pershing and
Washoe Counties, Nev (1961) 14973

Wupatki and Sunset Crater National
Monuments, (Coconino County, Ariz
(1962) 15643

Yuma County, Colo., resources (1964)

10651
Hawaii, storage capacities of soil under dif-

ferent land uses (1963) 17484
helpful tips about survival, must list for

every American (1961) 20089
Honey Lake Valley, Calif (1963) 8350
human body requirements, effect of ventilat-

ing air flow (1964) 1744
Hungary (1961) 15115
decree on ensuring purity (1962) 5398
protection of drinking supplies (1962) 5426

surface, radioactive pollution (1962) 5617
hvdrothermal processes in region of active

volcanoes, conference, USSR (1961) 7714

Idaho, supply outlook (1964) 4139
immersion, h>T)odynamic effects 1665

Water—Continued
Indian reservations (series) (1962) 643, 5310;

(1963) 5033, 6567
Indus Plain, development report (1964) 21837

industrial uses (1962) 19574
lower Missouri River basin (1962) 20082

industrial wastes treatment, use of stabili-

zation ponds, bibliography (1963) 16527
inert for neutralizing coal dust explosion

hazard (1962) 14424
infiltration and drainage in uniform sands

(series) (1961) 12792; (1964) 6805
equation for watershed engineering, math-
ematical refinement (1965) 8396

field method of measurement (1963) 6564
ponderosa pine ranges of Colorado, stud-

ies (1961) 19381
weathered crystalline rocks, Georgia Nu-

clear Laboratory, Dawson County, Ga
(1964) 8753

injected in waterfloods, evaluation of quality
by filter methods (1964) 11332

injection

—

effects on oil recovery in Cboke and Gray-
son Counties, Tex (1963) 9135

in 14 oil reservoirs of north Louisiana,
engineering study (1962) 8468

test simulating moderator flooding of

BONUS superheater assembly, heat
transfer tests (1962) 8948

inland waters, USSR study (1963) 19465

intake by soil, experiments for high school
students (1963) 14877

intergovernmental responsibilities in metro-
politan areas (1963) 4327

interstate carrier, supplies, by States and
FNiblic Health Service regions, inventory
(1964) 7698

interstitial balance in dogs after lethal ther-
mal burn, problem, USSR study (1964)
14474

intragravel, dissolved oxj'gen content in

spawning streams of southeastern Alas-
ka, variations (1962) 15604

inventory, national and Missouri Basin
needs (talk) (1962) 10657

ions common to, effect on flotation of lime-

stone (1963) 9121
iron content, effects of larger types of

aquatic vegetation (1962) 11894
irrigation

—

distribution, control and measurement on
farm (1963) 13178

methods of measurement (1962) 8651
soil-plant-water relationship (1964) 11612

isotopic analysis (1961) 5337

Israeli projects, development (1962) 14133

joint hydrology-sedimentation bulletin (1965)
758

Lake Mead supply outlook (1962) 3983;
(1964) 3639; (1965) 3554

Land and water conservation fund

—

act of 1965
implementation (remarks) (1964) 21829

hearings (1963) 8117, 13655, 15338;

(1964) 15809
law (1964) 17436
reports (1964) 341, 12064, 17713, 17617

landmark in legislation (remarks) (1964)

18870
operation (remarks) (1965) 9834

policies and procedures (remarks) (1964)

18871

program (1965) 11604
Lake T'aihu, physical and chemical proper-

ties. Communist China (1962) 5680
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Water—Continued
light, measurement of slowing-down area of

neutrons in various types of mixtures,

experimental results and discussions

(1961) 8384
line construction, interest charges paid.

Fort Belvoir, Va., GAO review (1962)

13857
liquid state, infrared absorption spectrum

(1964) 14918
logging for water quality in northern Cali-

fornia (1964) 8662
loss in lower Colorado River-Salton Sea

area (1965) 737
lower Colorado River, watershed conditions

affecting (1961) 3553; (1962) 3983; (1963)

3825
magnetic treatment, physical and chemical

fundamentals, USSR study (1964) 16472
major uses of land and water for agricul-

ture, summary, 1959 (1962) 17362
man under water, selections, USSR study

(1962) 7921
management

—

effects, consumptive use, and nitrogen fer-

tilization of irrigated winter wheat in

western Kansas (1963) 16759
newly irrigated lands in Dakotas (1961)

11719
Rumania, progress (1965) 2404
Weather Bureau, role of river forecasting
and hydrometeorological analysis (1965)

10002
maximum water-equivalent values of March

snow cover in north central U.S., fre-

quency (1964) 21922
medical aspects, critical research needs (ad-

dress) (1961) 2668
melt-water channels of southwestern Minne-

sota, hydrology (1965) 18228
metal-processing industries, water use in

Missouri River basin (1962) 1604
microbial inhibitors for systems of jet fuel

and water (1961) 5003, 6462
mineral composition, southern Coast

Ranges, Calif., geologic control (1961)

6187
mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)

14724
minerals yearbook chapters (1961) 21204;

(1962) 22531; (1963) 20974; (1964) 20517;
(1965) 18462

miracle of water (1965) 16848
moderator with tungsten 184 structural

material and uranium dioxide fuel, reac-

tor-weight study (1962) 22554
moisture absorption by eviscerated broilers

during washing and chilling (1961) 93
monolayers behavior of progressively fluori-

nated fatty acids adsorbed on water
(1964) 5592

Montana

—

resources (1964) 2240
water supply outlook (1964) 4140; (1965)

13272
mountain resources. Forest Service research

(1963) 14895
movement in film between glass and ice

(1965) 12401
multiple-purpose projects, uniform policies

with respect to recreation, etc., and cost
allocation

—

briefing (1965) 17733
hearings (1964) 6361; (1965) 7532
law (1965) 13802
reports (1964) 6304; (1965) 8818, 8938,
10469

multiple use of land and water areas,
ORRRC study report (1962) 18378

Water—Continued
municipal, etc., contracts under Reclamation

project act

—

renewal

—

law (1963) 13418
reports (1963) 6164, 11984

repayment, compilation (1964) 17669
print as Senate document, report (1964)

17706
municipal facilities

—

communities of 25,000 population and over
(1963) 5697; (1965) 16823, 20047

inventories (1961) 6503-6, 15938-941; (1962)

3463; (1963) 18293; (1964) 18906-914
municipal, reduced sedimentation and other

benefits of small watershed projects (ad-

dress) (1962) 18460
municipalities, title to movable property on

reclamation projects

—

law (1965) 13778
reports (1965) 8931, 10504

natural

—

electric resistance measurement in solu-

tion of geological problems, USSR study

(1965) 11134
resource development and conservation

(1961) 8166; (1965) 16848
spectrographic analysis (series) (1961)

12803
uranium determination (1965) 16324

Nevada

—

fall summary (1961) 21371; (1962) 22804;

(1963) 21115; (1964) 20802; (1965) 18769

test site, water wells in Frenchman and
Yucca valleys, report (1963) 130

water supply outlook (1964) 4141
nitrogen and phosphorus in water, biological

effects, bibliography (1965) 11661
North Carolina streams, water-supply char-

acteristics (1964) 2435
North Vietnam, utilization policies (1961)

2285
Northeast water crisis, hearing (1965) 19506

northeastern compact, approval of Con-
gress, reports (1961) 14290, 14328

notes on hydrologic activities, bulletin

(1961) 17348
nuclear energy-potential for desalting (re-

marks) (1965) 17147
nursing homes, environmental health factors

(1963) 13002, 13004
occurrence

—

and distribution of strontium (1963) 5029

of minor elements (1961) 12785
oilfield waters, methods of analyzing (1961)

15753; (1962) 23980
Oregon

—

severe shortage, highlight State water
conditions (1961) 13669

water supply outlook (1964) 4142

organic substances in water (series) (1965)

16331
organisms, abiotic and biotic factors signifi-

cance during acclimatization, USSR
study (1963) 14154

Otero and Crowley Counties, Ck)lo., soft-

water supplies in Dakota, etc., forma-
tions (1963) 17532

our needs and resources (address) (1962)
8860

Pacific Northwest

—

annual peak discharge at selected gaging
stations (1961) 19409; (1962) 21821;

(1963) 17520
current discharge at selected stations and
storage in major reservoirs (1961) 3290;

(1962) 3734; (1963) 4212; (1964) 4058;

(1965) 3965
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Water—Continued
Pacific Northwest—Continued
water resources summaries (1961) 707,

3292, 20811; (1962) 4157, 21831; (1963)
4001, 20731; (1964) 3831; (1965) 2241,
3750, 19663

water resources weekly reports (1962)

4158; (1963) 4002; (1964) 3832
water resources weekly runoff report

(1965) 3749
Pacific Southwest water plan (1964) 9745-47
hearings (1964) 14142
Interior Dept., fact sheet (1964) 7719

papers prepared for United Nations Confer-
ence (1963) 5094

partial cold water immersion, effects on man
in Arctic (1963) 18483

Pascagoula area, Miss., resources (1965)
6346

Pecos River Basin, reduce nonbeneficial con-
sumptive use

—

hearing (1963) 13813
law (1964) 19402
reports (1963) 19033; (1964) 15494

percolation through certain alluvial-fan
deposits for first time since burial, ef-

fects on compaction, study (1965) 2244
permeability of frozen sand (1961) 9070
petroleum refining industry, requirements

(1964) 813
plumbing cross-connections, hazards (1963)

14678
possibilities at Capitol Reef National Monu-

ment, Utah (1962) 2532
Potomac River basin

—

needs, public understanding, summary
(1963) 6375

report (1965) 523
public hearing (1965) 524

Potomac River service area, economic base
survey (1962) 6740

private industry, needs and obligations (ad-

dress) (1961) 2677
problem of management (address) (1961)

7522
problems and hydrologic characteristics,

Umpqua basin (1961) 6148
problems in Springfield-Holyoke area. Mass

(1962) 23597
protection bunkers, reconditioning (1961)

174
protection for use after nuclear attack

(1963) 10139
public domain, explorations, 1960 (1962)

17623
Public Health Service supply and pollution

control program, report, 1964 (1964)
18891

public utilities, adequacy, 1959 (1963) 13257
public water supplies

—

manual for protection from chemical
agents (1965) 16816

100 largest cities in United States, 1962
(1965) 743

public waters area, sport fishery research,
1961 progress (1962) 11815

pulsed water jet, use for destruction of

rocks, results (1964) 8993
pumping tests in Los Alamos Canyon well

field near Los Alamos, N. Mex (1962)
13881

purification and treatment, scientific and
technical conference, USSR (1962) 1286

quality

—

Delaware River at Trenton, N. J (1964)

19803
Delaware River, Bristol to Marcus Hook,
Pa (1965) 16330

during low-flood periods in Mississippi

embayment (1965) 732
effect of 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T after spraying
treatment (1965) 2171

Water—Continued
quality—Continued

Fort Belvoir Va., area, 1954-55, investiga-
tion (1961) 10697

intelligence (address) (1961) 2681

quality conservation, Arkansas-Red River
basins, report on basic study (1965)
9871, 14988

quality control, etc.

—

materials, new designs and methods in

public works, study and investigations
of use (1962) 21568

storage and retrieval of data (1964) 15069

quality management

—

comprehensive planning (address) (1964)
5648

report (1961) 419
national network (1963) 21091; (1964) 5659
Newlands reclamation project (1965) 8395
primer (1965) 9264

quality study, Arkansas-Red River basins,
engineers report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23497
document edition (1962) 23383
radioactive sewage, utilizing for field irri-

gation, USSR study (1963) 17813
radioactivity

—

measurement in Czechoslovakia compared
with other countries (1963) 8750

peacetime detection and control (1963)
7523

transport, environmental behavior of ni-

trosylruthenium (1965) 1844
radiochemical analysis of water (series)

(19C3) 8357; (1965) 16324
radionuclides, maximum permissible concen-

trations for occupational exposure
(1963) 18185

radium, determination (1964) 14349
radon, Belaya Tserkov region, new informa-

tion (1962) 22100
rare and trace elements, determination

(1963) 18510
reaction of ceramic material, USSR study

(1965) 12754
recreation values and opportunities (1962)

22701
relation of salt water to fresh ground water

(series) (1963) 12234; (1964) 10653
replenishing underground supplies on farm

(1964) 20925
requirements

—

and uses in Arizona mineral industries
(1963) 12824

copper industry (1961) 14970
selected industries (series) (1961) 14970;

(1963) 12231; (1964) 813
styrene, butadiene and synthetic-rubber

industries (1963) 12231
research, Mongolia (1962) 17718
reservoir

—

prevention, contamination, Soviet regula-
tions (1962) 18089

self-purification of cesium-137, USSR
study (1964) 18359

resistivity, effect on mortality of fingerling
silver salmon (1962) 21772

resource development, Alaska, hearings
(1961) 4099

resources

—

activities in U.S.

—

Alaska resources, report (1961) 414
application and effects of nuclear ener-

gy, report (1961) 422
charts and graphs with brief comments,
report (1961) 397

electric power in relation to Nation's
water resources reports (1961) 405

estimated requirements for agricultural
purposes, report (1961) 408
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Water—Continued
resources—Continued

evaporation reduction and seepage con-
trol, report (1961) 418

evapo-transpiration reduction, report
(1961)416

fish, wildlife and water resources, report
(1961) 413

flood problems and management in Ten-
nessee River Basin, report (1961) 411

floods and flood control, report (1961)
410

future needs for navigation, reports
(1961) 406, 5899

future needs for reclamation in Western
States, report (1961) 409

future requirements for municipal use,
report (1961) 402

future requirements of principle water-
using industries, report (1961) 403

Hawaii resources, report (1961) 415
impact of new techniques on integrated

multiple-purpose development, report
(1961) 426

land and water potentials and future
requirements for water, report (1961)
407

national water resources and problems,
report (1961) 399

national water resources duriiig past 50
years, summary of reviews (1961) 398

pollution abatement requirements, re-

port (1961) 424
pollution abatement, report (1961) 404
population projections and economic
assumptions, report (1961) 401

present and prospective means for im-
proved reuse of water, report (1961)
425

quality management, report (1961) 419
recreation needs in U.S., 1960-2000, re-

port (1961) 412
research needs, report (1961) 423
river forecasting and hydrometeorolo-

gical analysis, report (1961) 420
saline water conversion, report (1961)
421

supply and demand, report (1961) 427
surface water resources, summarized

data, report (1961) 400
weather modification, report (1961) 417

Alaska (1965) 4607

Albany-Schenectady-Troy area, N.Y (1964)
4800

Baltimore area, Md (1964) 8775

Chiricahua National Monument, Cochise
County, Ariz., availability of additional
water (1962) 9741

clean water availability and future supply
(1961) 1435

Colorado (1965) 4608
Colorado River, upper basin

—

basic data (1964) 19786
technical report (1965) 19666

conservation becomes more important (ad-

dress) (1962) 18651
Delaware River basin (1965) 7799
Commission program (1965) 19547

De Soto Parish, La (1965) 2252
development

—

and management, potential applications
of nuclear explosives (1965) 17128

for multiple use (address) (1962) 8809
for public recreation (1962) 8852
in United States, map (1963) 14027
materials, new designs and methods,
study and investigations of use (1962)
21570

river basin planning seminar. May
27-31, 1963 (1963) 20651

Water—Continued
resources—Continued
Flint (1964) 4801
Green Bay area. Wis (1964) 4802
Idaho (1965) 4609
in vicinity of municipalities on

—

central Mesabi Iron Range, Minn (1965)
18221

east-central Mesabi Iron Range (1965)
18222

eastern Mesabi and Vermilion Iron
Ranges, northeastern Minn (1965)
19677

west-central Mesabi Iron Range, Minn
(1965) 18220

western Mesabi Iron Range, Minn (1965)
18219

industrial areas (series) (1963) 5030; (1964)
4800-1, 8775, 10649-650

industrial regions (series) (1964) 4802
Little Plover River basin (1965) 19682
lower Colorado River basin, future plans

(1963) 8000
Lower Colorado River-Salton Sea area

(series) (1965) 737
Mesabi and Vermilion Iron Ranges (series)

(1965) 18219, 18221-222, 19676-677
Mississippi embayment

project (1963) 12226
(series) (1964) 12511; (1965) 732, 12541,

18209
Nevada (1964) 17668

print as Senate document, report (1964)
15690

New Mexico (1965) 12333
Ohio River basin, comprehensive survey

(1965) 513, 521-522, 9069
planning, financial assistance, hearings

(1963) 19061
Portage County, Wis (1965) 19678
professional challenges (1962) 2524
projects, determination of area redevelop-
ment benefits (1964) 9995

Providence, R. I (1961) 12797
Raft River Basin, Idaho-Utah (1961) 19424
reconnaissance of Ouachita Mountains,
Ark (1965) 16329

Red River Parish, La (1963) 5036
research. Federal programs (1964) 9755;

(1965) 11673
research needs, report (1961) 423
research, reports of Federal Depts., etc

(1963) 15391
review, monthly (1964) 4136
reviews of past 50 years, summary (1961)
398

safeguarding at community level (talk)

(1962) 8647
Santa Fe area, N. Mex (1963) 19321
South Dakota (1965) 4610
Southwest, effects of drought (1964) 4787
Spain (1965) 15840
development, print as document, report

(1965) 14056
technical publications (1964) 9743-44,

9749, 11593
techniques in investigations (1963) 19329
Tennessee Valley, nature's constant g^ift

(1963) 14746
United States, radioelements, survey data
(1962) 19573

Utica-Rome, N. Y. area (1963) 5030
Wisconsin (1963) 10294

resources and pollution control (1963) 618
resources, development and coordination

investigation

—

report on findings (1961) 5802
additional copies, report (1961) 5833

resources development projects

—

budget, 1964, decrease (1963) 13459
planning policy, hearings (1963) 13653
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W ater—Continued
resources of Columbia River Basin, coopera-

tive development, treaty with Canada

—

hearing (1961) 5860
report (1961) 5780
text (1961) 5774

resources planning act

—

hearings (1961) 19174; (1963) 19061; (1964)
12140; (1965) 6057

law (1965) 15435
reports (1964) 494, 17621; (1965) 6028,

7432, 8780, 13926
resources planning, financial assistance,

hearings (1961) 19174
resources research catalog

—

federally supported research in progress
(1965) 9295

more adequate program

—

hearings (1965) 7533
reports (1964) 6280, 10248, 13958; (1965)
7522

non-federally supported research in prog-
ress (1965) 19696

results of air-water and steam-water tests
on radial vane steam separator models
(1962) 8945

reuse, present and prospective means for
improved processes, report (1961) 425

river basin maps, hydrologic stations (1961)
17348

River basin planning act

—

hearings (1963) 19061; (1965) 6057
law (1965) 15435
reports (1965) 6028, 7432, 8780, 13926

ruby laser light transmission (1964) 5597
Rumania, Institute of Hydrotechnical Stud-

ies and Research of State Water Com-
mittee, activities (1965) 1226

run-off

—

forecasts, western U.S., 1961 (1961)
9754-55

trapezoidal flume models at San Dimas,
study (1965) 2170

safety program, Operation Waterproof 4th
grade, general information (1963) 16515

saline

—

demineralization by electrically-induced
adsorption on

—

porous carbon electrodes (1962) 13900;
(1964) 8802, 10676

porous graphite electrodes (1961) 6207
demineralizing, physiological mechanisms

of sodium and chloride ion transport and
design of experiment for application,
survey (1962) 2551

desalination, bibliography (1962) 18763
expanded glassy polymers as reverse os-

mosis membranes (1965) 19694
ground water in Roswell Basin, Chaves
and Eddy Counties, N. Mex., 1958-59
(1963) 8341

resources. New Mexico (1963) 5035
thermodynamic properties (1964) 19814;

(1965) 18251
saline and brackish, development of electro-

lytic system for conversion (1962) 5326
saline conversion

—

absorption-multistage flash distillation

process (1963) 20753
acceptable cost (remarks) (1962) 9768
bibliography (1964) 847
by freezing, research (1964) 10679
current status of problem, USSR (1965)

14554
demineralization by

—

pressurization cycles with ion exchange
materials (1963) 14060

transport depletion (1963) 20752

Water—Continued
saline conversion—Continued
desalination by electrosorption and de-
sorption (1964) 18163; (1965) 18250

develop new source of fresh water (1963)
624

development of solvent demineralization
(1962) 15658

direct freeze separation process, develop-
ment (1965) 18249

energy and mass transfer in partial-
pressure distillation (1965) 11027

engineering evaluation of long-tube verti-
cal falling-fim distillation process (1965)
11029

heat transfer in liquid-liquid spray tower
(1965) 11022

ice solidification and separation (1964)
10677; (1965) 19693

investigation of supersaturation (1962)
5325

isotopes utilization as fuel (1963) 12246
Koppers hydrate process, experimental
and engineering studies (1964) 10674;
(1965) 11023

laboratory evaluation of use of algae,
final report (1962) 2551

literature, bibliography (1965) 18254
literature search (1962) 2087
low-cost development (remarks) (1963)

10313
mechanism of electrode demineralization

(1965) 11024
membrane technology, bibliography (1964)
848

mineral by-products, research (1965) 18252

nuclear energy for desalting, bibliography
(1965) 17131

nuclear power use for production of fresh
water from sea water, hearings (1964)
21159

nucleation and growth of ice crystals
(1965) 11025

osmionic demineralization process, practi-
cality (1963) 14057

polymer films

—

for conversion investigation (1962)
19592

pretreatment, seawater softening by ion
exchange (1962) 17654

to improve separation of water and
salts (1963) 8369

reports (1963) 12245; (1964) 8797; (1965)
12567

research and development test station,
Wrightsville Beach, N.C (1964) 18164

research needs, staff reports (1961) 5709,
5757

reverse osmosis (1964) 6835
in relation to membrane structure (1965)

16345
pilot plant design (1964) 6836

salt concentration at phase boundaries in

desalination processes (1964) 10678

thermal diffusion, investigation (1965)

11020
thin film vapor compression system (1964)

10673
use of acoustic vibrations to improve heat
transfer rates and reduce scaling in dis-

tallation units (1963) 625

vapor compression with secondary
heat-transfer media (1962) 9770

vapor reheat and liquid-liquid heat ex-

change (1964) 845

washing brine from ice crystals (1965)
11026
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Water—Continued
saline conversion program

—

development and status, staff reports
(1961) 5709, 5757

expand, extend, and accelerate

—

hearings (1965) 12334, 15815
law (1965) 15466
message from the President (1965) 7404
reports (1965) 12281, 13917, 15682

expansion and extension

—

hearings (1961) 14470, 19172
law (1961) 18686
reports (1961) 421, 9281, 16672, 16815,
17000

remarks (1961) 7544, 9278, 10711, 14996,
19452

reports (1962) 13898; (1963) 12245
saline demonstration plants

—

dedication (address) (1961) 20853
Freeport, Tex., reports (1963) 14058; (1964)

19813; (1965) 14448
groundbreaking (address) (1961) 10709
large size (1963) 14059
Roswell, New Mexico

—

ceremonies (speech) (1961) 15656
dedication (remarks) (1963) 14056

San Diego, Calif (1962) 7491, 7493; (1963)
2369

Webster, S. Dak (1962) 7494; (1963) 5049;
(1964) 18162; (1965) 11028

saline water research and development prog-
ress reports, see listings under Interior
Department in the monthly issues.

Salt Creek basin, Nebr., sedimentation and
chemical quality (1964) 822

San Pedro River, regimen of inner valley,
pilot study (1963) 15620

sanitation facilities for Indians, PHS au-
thority under P.L. 86-121 (1964) 15064

Santa Fe River watershed, water yield

(1963) 10240
sensitivity tests, use in estimating forma-

tion damage, Patrick Draw area, Wyo
(1964) 18702

separation from fuels, laboratory evalua-
tion method (1962) 6367

shallow

—

effects of reefs and bottom slopes on wind
set-up, study (1961) 5950, 12588

transient wind tide set-ups, study (1961)
5951

wave generators, wave-height prediction
(1964) 12341

snow run-off forecasts, western U.S., 1962
(1962) 10656, 12698

soil and plant investigations, application of
tritium tracer (1961) 1609

soil moisture as source of base flow from
steep mountain watersheds (1962) 5272

soil water storage under natural and cleared
stands of alligator and Utah juniper in
northern Arizona (1965) 668

solar still for survival water (1965) 16992

solutes, acquiring and relinquishing, rela-

tion to ionic activity (1961) 7529
solutions, rate of D-xylose decomposition in

sulfuric acid, sodium 2, 4 dimethylben-
zenesulfonate (1965) 9195

sources of mineral constituents from granit-
ic rocks. Sierra Nevada, Calif, and Nev
(1964) 12513

South Carolina, conservation and wise use,
key to progress (1961) 11564

southern Nevada project, construct, operate,
and maintain

—

hearings (1965) 10693, 17714
Interior Dept. report (1965) 19175
law (1965) 19167
reports (1965) 14033, 17633, 19235

Water—Continued
Southwest, future (1964) 18120
specialist, MOS evaluation test aid (1962)

10981
spectral attenuation coefficients, high reso-

lution investigation (1961) 20065
spectrochemical determination of

—

minor elements by concentration method
(1961) 12803

strontium, copper-spark method (1962) 636
spreading in Box Creek Basin, Wyo., hydrol-

ogical effects (1962) 2533
Springfield-Holyoke area, Mass., problems

(1963) 19330
springs oif east Tennessee (1964) 826
State urban policy (1964) 9728
steam-water flow, effect of heat addition in

empirical correlation of void fractions
(1963) 1282

steel corrosion in high-temperature aqueous
systems, with addition of sodium hydrox-
ide (1965) 11585

stock-water development

—

southeastern Idaho, hydrology (1964) 814
public domain of western Utah, hydrology

(1963) 6561
storage container, civil defense instructions

for filling (1962) 18880
stream-intragravel interchange in salmon

spawning riffle (1963) 4969
strontium in natural water, flame-photo-

metric determination (1962) 9742

studies of flow over weirs and dams (series)

(1964) 6813
subcooled

—

flowing in 1/4-inch-diameter tubes at low
pressures, experimental study of nu-
cleate boiling (1965) 5215

flowing under conditions of zero gravity
instability effect on 2-phase heat trans-
fer (1964) 21771

transient boiling on horizontal surface
(1965) 5164

subsurface

—

chemical composition, geochemistry data
(1963) 2349

saline water sources for waterflooding in

north Texas (1962) 1628

supply—.
adequacy for tourism on Hopi Indian

Reservation, survey (1965) 7124
career development for engineers. Public
Health Service (1965) 5332

Chesapeake Bay-Susquehanna River ba-
sins project (1965) 11642

El Morro National Monument (1965) 2251
forecasts, snow survey measurements
summary for Idaho, 1921-64 (1965) 20075

lower Colorado River, watershed condi-
tions affecting (1965) 3554

Mammoth Cave National Park (1965)
14416

management in packaged disaster hospital
(1965) 20035

needs, etc., facts (1964) 11776
Oregon (1965) 10995
potential, asphalt-lined catchment, Holu-

alo, Kona, Hawaii (1965) 19679
problems in RSFSR (1964) 16039
Reynolds Creek Experimental Watershed,
area set aside to find way to save and
use each precious rain drop (1965) 7039

systems, maintenance and operation (1965)
13358

urban water supply and sewerage systems
act and regulations, recommended State
legislation and regulations (1965) 20045

western U.S., fall summary, 1965 (1965)
20074
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Water—Continued
supply and pollution control

—

bibliography (1963) 14670
publication in US, Soviet research (1965)

19771
supply and quality management in Columbia

River basin project (1964) 11552
surface water

—

Alaska, quantity and quality (1961) 9266;
(1962) 9750

chemical analyses, continental United
States and Puerto Rico, 1961, inventory
(1964) 6827

chemical quality

—

Brazos River basin, Tex (1964) 18149
Grand River drainage basin, N. and S.

Dak (1964) 18148
Sabine River basin, Tex. and La (1965)
18227

Saline River basin, Kans (1964) 4810
Snake River basin (1965) 729
West Branch, Susquehanna River basin

(1964) 4824
chlorinated hydrocarbon pesticides, identi-

fication and measurement (1964) 20758
color removal by

—

carbon filter (1964) 4242
hypochlorite (1964) 20956

Colorado River basin (1964) 15961
Cumberland and Tennessee River basins

(1964) 15959
Hawaii (1961) 9265; (1962) 5305, 11902
Hudson Bay and upper Mississippi River
basins (1962) 11900; (1964) 18144

Hungary, radioactive pollution (1962) 5617

hydrology of coastal basins of northern
California (1964) 12526

Kotzebue Air Force Site, color removal by
hypochlorite, field tests (1965) 8473

lower Mississippi River basin (1961) 4320;
(1962) 11901; (1964) 18145

Mariana, Caroline and Samoa Islands
(1963) 2357

Mesabi and Vermilion Iron Range area,
northeastern Minnesota (1965) 19767

Missouri River basin below Sioux City,
Iowa (1961) 2058

north Atlantic slope basins. New York to
York River (1962) 11898

Ohio River basin except Cumberland and
Tennessee River basins (1961) 4318;
(1962) 2537; (1964) 12522

Pacific slope basins in

—

California (1961) 2060; (1964) 19796
Oregon and lower Columbia River (1962)
646

Pennsylvania, chemical quality (1963)
6566

quality

—

Alaska (1965) 16332
(Columbia River basin, lower (1965) 4871
determinations throughout U.S (1961)

21315; (1963) 3293, 20739, 20743
irrigation, western U. S (1961) 716;

(1962) 17633; (1964) 4819
United States (1961) 713, 715, 14971,

19422; (1961) 19427; (1962) 5808,
21838-839; (1964) 6811; (1965) 744-748,
7806, 10994

records to Dec. 31, 1963, index

—

Ck)lorado River basin (1965) 12538
Great Basin (1965) 16319
Hawaii and other Pacific areas (1965)

16321
lower Mississippi River basin (1965)

12537
Missouri River basin (1965) 16317
Pacific slope basins in California (1965)
16320

Water—Continued
surface water—Continued

records to Dec. 31, 1963, index—Con.
Pacific slope basins in Oregon and lower
Columbia River basin (1965) 12540

Snake River basin (1965) 12539
western Gulf of Mexico basins (1965)

16318
resources of U.S., summarized data (1961)
400

Sacramento River basin, chemical quality
(1963) 12236

St. Lawrence River basin (1964) 18143

solar radiation, long wave and reflected,

methods to compute data (1964) 8763
South Atlantic slope and eastern Gulf of
Mexico basins, (jgeechee River to Pearl
River (1964) 10659

storage, use of ground-water reservoirs,
San Joaquin Valley, Calif (1964) 6814

South Atlantic slope basins, Ogeechee to
Pearl River (1961) 2057; (1962) 11899

temperatures determination during evapo-
ration studies, comparison of thermistor
with infrared radiometer measurements
(1962) 12604

United States (1961) 717-722, 2057-60,
4318-20, 6189, 9264, 14977, 19425-427,
20818-821; (1962) 646
compilation of records (1961) 713; (1964)

4820-22, 10659, 12522-523, 14351-355,
15959-961, 18142-145, 19796; (1965) 740

upper Black Earth Creek basin, Wis
(1964) 821

viscosity of monomolecular films at low
film pressures, literature survey (1963)
12949

Washington State, radioactivity (1965)
1589

western Gulf of Mexico basins (1961) 2059;
(1962) 2539

Tacoma, Wash., resources (1962) 13877
tamarisk removal reduces water-table fluc-

tuations in central Arizona (1963) 4988
temperature

—

effects on bed material discharge (1965)
7802

method of calculating in upper layer of
sea in warm part of year (1961) 4668

studies for 1958, Middle Snake River
drainage (1963) 8284

temperatures and stream flow data. Convict
Creek, Calif (1964) 10577

Texas Study Commission report (1962) 19027

30,000 communities without water, Kansas
develops rural systems (1965) 10079

time of travel in

—

Ohio River, Pittsburgh to Cincinnati
(1961) 10688

Potomac River, Cumberland to Washing-
ton (1961) 10687

treatment

—

and water supply of atomic electric power
plants, USSR study (1965) 6509

biological references (1963) 20110
transmission of light, annotated bibliogra-

phy (1961) 11470
triple point, standardization of instruments,

measurement system operation proce-
dure (1961) 11506

Turkish, developments and problems (1961)
13133

uncontrolled, role in soil erosion (1962)
16276

underground

—

as source of life, USSR study (1963) 17936
search for in Ta-hsaio Hsing-an Ridge

(1962) 2800
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Water—Continued
urban

—

growth and water regimen (1961) 14976
supply, State and local authority to pro-

vide orderly development (1964) 11578
use —
by riparian vegetation, Cottonwood Wash,

Ariz., progress report (1961) 2052
data, 1960, bibliography (1962) 2523

in manufacturing, census of manufac-
tures, 1958 (1962) 4713

new multiple-purpose opportunities (talk)

(1962) 22807
priorities (address) (1961) 2680

use and energy balance (1963) 7548

used in Southwest River basins, estimate
(1961) 12786

USSR-
improvements and methods of furthering
improvements (1963) 2566

transport developments (1962) 10006
Utah, resources (1964) 8451
utilities

—

injuries and accident causes (1961) 1169
service-pipe requirements, 1950-80 (1964)
19280

utilization

—

and conservation by petroleum refineries

in California (1965) 18435
Communist China, translation (1962) 2636

volumes measured by subsurface nuclear
probes (1965) 7719

Washington State, forecasts (1962) 22812
waste

—

containing radioactive substances, elimi-

nating hazards, USSR study (1962) 1089

disposal at Federal installations, report
(1964) 15527

effects from A.E.C. plant on hydrology of
Glowegee Creek, West Milton, N. Y.,
1958-61 (1965) 12560

waste treatment processes

—

advanced, preliminary appraisal (1963)
11245

renovate for direct and deliberate use
(1963) 11245

research summary report, June 1960-Dec.
1961 (1963) 16531

water and related land resources

—

Gunnison River Basin, Colo (1963) 13193
policies, standards, etc. for use and devel-
opment (1962) 13556
print as Senate document, report (1962)

13616
Water resources research act, establish cen-

ters etc.

hearings (1963) 8121, 17170, 20499; (1965)
7533

law (1964) 15396
reports (1963) 8068; (1964) 6280, 10248,

13958; (1965) 7522
water and sewerage works pressure pipe

requirements, 1940-75 (1965) 223
water-bearing materials, hydraulic proper-

ties, Otero and Crowley Counties, Colo
(1965) 18223

water for the benefit of man (1965) 11384

water resources review

—

annual summary (1961) 712
monthly (1961) 3294; (1962) 4433; (1963)
4283; (1965) 4048

water supply

—

afioat, naval preventive medicine manual
(1963) 9097

ashore, naval preventive medicine manual
(1963) 19819

of Indian reservations (series) (1964)
12514

Water—Continued
water supply—Continued
outlook

—

Arizona (1963) 4284; (1965) 4049
Colorado and New Mexico (1963) 4285;

(1964) 4138; (1965) 4050
Colorado, Rio Grande, Platte and Arkan-

sas River drainage basins (1963) 4285;
(1964) 4138; (1965) 4050

Columbia basin (1963) 4286
Idaho (1963) 9391; (1965) 4051
Lake Mead (1963) 3825
Montana (1965) 4052
Montana and northern Wyoming (1963)
4287

Nevada (1963) 4288; (1965) 4053
Oregon (1963) 4289; (1965) 4054
Utah (1964) 4143; (1965) 4055
Utah, Bear, and Colorado River basins

(1963) 4290
Washington State (1963) 4291; (1964)

4144; (1965) 4056
western United States, including Colum-

bia River drainage in Canada (1963)
9392; (1964) 4145; (1965) 4057

Wyoming (1963) 4292; (1964) 4146; (1965)
4058

waterdrop apparatus (1963) 1719
watersheds and water conservation prob-

lems (talk) (1961) 8200
well drilling machinery and equipment, in-

dustry trends (1961) 3889; (1963) 150
western development, summary of resources

projects, plans, and studies relating to
western and midwestern U.S (1964)
21243

Western U.S., fall summary (1961) 21370;
(1962) 22605; (1963) 20138; (1964) 21877

wettability of solid surfaces submerged in
oil, effect of polar-nonpolar solutes
(1962) 6363

what can you do for clean water? (1963)
16539; (1964) 13425

yield from soil-block lysimeters planted to
small trees, etc (1964) 6751

yield, losses due to snow interception on
closed conifer forest, analysis (1965)
14378

Yugoslavia, territory of Vinca, movement of
radioactivity emanating from K-40 in
precipitation and waters (1965) 14582

see also Heavy water—Hydrogeology

—

Mineral water—Natural resources

—

Precipitation—Sea water—Seepage

—

Waves

—

also headings beginning Water.
Water birds:

Alaska, annual report (1964) 2333
Canadian waterfowl breeding area inspec-

tion tour, report (1965) 420
conservation of migratory waterfowl by

acquisition of wetlands

—

hearing (1961) 20629; (1962) 2339
law (1961) 18761
reports (1961) 12231, 14709, 18859

game, reserves in USSR at present time and
in recent past distribution (1964) 14464

hunting, etc., regulations (1962) 21782;
(1963) 15535, 17461; (1964) 15925, 19734;
(1965) 16211, 18141

Alaska (1962) 17519
digest (1961) 17246

identification guide (1963) 17451
population management, hearings (1963)

15325
population trends, hearings (1963) 4757
populations in upper Chesapeake region

(1963) 15536
proposed refuge area near Chapman, Nebr.,

ground-water conditions (1964) 15966
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Water birds—Continued
utilization and hunting kill, 1946-60, Upper

Mississippi River Wildlife and Fish
Refuge, etc (1963) 15537

waterfowl feathers and down, immediate
disposal from national stockpile

—

law (1961) 18660
reports (1961) 14352, 16992

waterfowl harvest in Mississippi Flyway
States during hunting season(1961)
17266; (1962) 7419

management, hearing (1965) 17721
status reports (1962) 7422; (1963) 4971;

(1964) 8625; (1965) 4776
tomorrow, general information (1965) 619

see aiso Trumpeter swans.
Water boiler nuclear reactors, see Reactors

(atomic).
Water boilers, see Boilers.
Water-borne commerce, see Commerce.
Water carriers:

bulk commodity exemption, amend act

—

hearings (1962) 5064, 13528
report (1961) 17042

common ownership by regulated carriers
hearings (1961) 5875

dual-rate contract agreements, authorize
use by steamship conferences

—

hearings (1961) 10356, 14728, 17124
law (1961) 18734
reports (1961) 10306, 17060, 18900. 19047
extend law

—

law (1963) 7824
report (1963) 8047

legislative history, index (1962) 15289
print as Senate document, report

(1962) 11640

dual-rate contract arrangement for ship-
pers, continue in effect

—

hearing (1961) 389
laws (1961) 12128, 18644
reports (1961) 12463, 17110

deep-sea domestic waterborne traffic,

1956-60 (1962) 23622; (1964) 4874, 14400;
(1965) 18279

inland water emergency transport planning
(1965) 6383

revenue and traffic, quarterly (1961) 3350;
(1962) 4300; (1963) 4151; (1964) 3979;
(1965) 3899

terminal area operations exemption

—

hearings (1961) 18955; (1962) 5063, 9486
report (1961) 18829

ton-miles, 1961 (1963) 8198
transport statistics, 1960 (1962) 2590; (1963)

641; (1964) 6874; (1965) 9313
water carriage ton-miles, 1962 (1964) 10494

Water-film cooling of 80° total-angle cone at
Mach number of 2 for airstream total
temperatures (1962) 6263; (1963) 21000

Water fleas, reproduction as affected by con-
centration of bacteria (1963) 12720

Water flooding, see Petroleum.
Water fowl, see Water birds.

Water heaters:
automatic gas-fired and electric storage

heater industry, outlook for 1962 and
review of 1961 (1962) 4692

nursing homes, environmental health factors
(1963) 13005

Water hemlock, livestock poisoning in Western
States, reducing losses (1963) 14856;
(1964) 20915

Water-hyacinth, plants and seeds, permit
transportation into Northern States,
report (1961) 8731

Water levels:

correlation of water-level fluctuations with
climatic cycles in Oklahoma Panhandle
(1963) 8356

Water levels—Continued
ground

—

and surface, (Columbia River bank storage
evaluation, Richland-China Bar area,
Wash (1961) 12801

correlation with air temperatures in win-
ter and spring in Minnesota (1961) 9261

float-and-tape device for measuring fluc-
tuations in shallow wells (1962) 7450

United States (1961) 2056; (1963) 610,
17533-534

Lake Washington, Miss., effect of irrigation
withdrawals (1961) 6183

near well discharging from unconfined aqui-
fer (1961) 12798

observation wells in Santa Barbara County,
Calif (1961) 9255; (1962) 17631; (1963)
19320; (1965) 4869

point gage, description, etc., of inexpensive
equipment (1961) 20771

recorders, maintenance and adjustment, in-

structions (1962) 7451
wells of small diameter, evaluation of equip-

ment for measurement (1961) 19414
Water measurements, acoustic pickup depth

meter, electronic circuit for relaying
data, USSR study (1962) 9841

Water meters, requirements, annual, 1940,
1960, 1975 (1962) 242

Water oak, see Oak.
Water plants, see Aquatic plants.
Water pollution:
abatement

—

industrial incentives (1965) 18713
progress and programs, hearings (1965)

17961
water requirements, reports (1961) 404,

424
abatement and control (1961) 17794
acid mine, affecting fish and wildlife, extent

(1964) 17998
America's water needs, 1900-80, chart book

(1961) 1434
bibliography (1962) 18769; (1965) 11986
biological problems, transactions of 1959

seminar (1963) 16521
Blackstone and Ten Mile Rivers interstate

waters (1965) 6884
building for clean water, progress reports

(1961) 20094; (1962) 22729; (1964) 5646,
20744

career development for engineers, Public
Health Service (1965) 5332

career opportunities in

—

pollution control (1963) 9336, 18283
water supply and pollution control (panel

presentation) (1963) 1402
Chesapeake Bay-Susquehanna River basin

project for water supply and water
quality management (1965) 11642

clean blue water, what boat owner can do
for clean waterways (1965) 5334, 20021

clean water

—

challenge to the Nation (1961) 5074
is everybody's business, speaker's guide to

filmstrip (1964) 13420
contamination

—

and self purification of River Oka, USSR
study (1964) 20217

problems in Czechoslovakia (1962) 5401
control

—

biological references (1963) 20110
clean water for Alaska, mission and func-

tions of new Alaska Water Laboratory
for research (1965) 18701

Delaware estuary comprehensive project
(1965) 20022

municipal sewage disposal, report (1965)
8772

municipal waste facilities, 1962 inventory
(1964) 3101-9
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Water pollution—Continued
control—Continued
needs and obligations of interstate agen-

cies (address) (1961) 2675
publication in U.S. of Soviet research

(1965) 19771
research and field laboratories, establish

(1964) 1157.S
research and training grants awarded

lists (1962) 22767; (1964) 7711. 21860
under construction grants program (1961)
15942

control act, amend

—

changes, comparative print (1962) 17127
hearings (1961) 8855, 10519; (1963) 13824;

(1964) 8395; (1965) 4622, 7493
print additional copies, reports (1964)
2101 2199

laws (1961) 14088; (1965) 17427
reports (1961) 8753, 8769, 10462, 12315;

(1964) 4530, 17627; (1965) 4546, 8782,
8810, 17643

control and abatement

—

Delaware River Basin, hearing (1964)
17652

disposal of sewage and industrial wastes
by Federal installations report (1965)
12153

hazardous substances removal, reimburse-
ment of Government expenditures, re-

port (1964) 15524
national survey, hearings (1964) 14004;

(1965) 4521
controlling acid mine

—

drainage, report (1964) 410
water (1962) 12373

critical health and economic problems facing
Mation (1961) 1435; (1962) 12659

determining pollutant distribution in tidal

estuaries (1964) 19791
Detroit River, Michigan waters of Lake

Erie, and their tributaries, report, sum-
mary, etc (1965) 9894

disposal of waste water at Federal installa-

tions, report (1964) 15527
echinococcus eggs, determining pollution of

surface waters (1964) 19147
effect on

—

industry (addresses) (1961) 2673
effects on

—

molluscan shellfish, hearings (1964) 405
environmental health training program, bul-

letin (1965) 13230
experiments, effect of 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T on

water quality after spraying treatment
(1965) 2171

Federal control program

—

administration, protecting our water re-

sources (1962) 22763
help fight for clean water (1963) 7398

Federal installations, facilities, and equip-
ment control act^

hearings (1965) 7545
report (1965) 7523

fish kills (1961) 13634; (1962) 12668; (1963)
11244; (1964) 13414; (1965) 13237

ground water pollution, symposium (1963)
16525

higher water plants as related to polluted
continental bodies of water, USSR study
(1963) 12341

Hudson River and tributaries, report (1965)
18721

impact on

—

fish and wildlife (1962) 10602
recreation and esthetic values (address)

(1961) 2674
recreation (1962) 16142

industrial sewage, sanitary protection of
reservoirs. USSR study (1965) 9322

Water pollution—Continued
industries in lower Missouri River basin,

mineral wastes (1962) 20082
Lake Erie and its tributaries, reports (1965)

16829-830, 18722
lateral turbulent diffusion at surface of al-

luvial channel (1964) 18124
laws, compilation (1964) 12144

metal-processing industries, waterborne
wastes in Missouri River basin (1962)
1604

mineral pollution problems and proposed
solutions, Arkansas-Red River basins
study, appendix (1965) 14988

municipal waste facilities in United States,
1962 inventory, statistical summary
(1964) 15068, 16834

National Conference on Water Pollution

—

bulletin (1961) 1433
impact on recreation (1961) 1446
papers (1961) 2668-81
proceedings (1961) 6508
program (1961) 1444

national water quality network (1963) 21091
new dimensions in research (paper) (1962)

8608
Ohio River Basin, project for control (1965)

16826
outdoor recreation, policy (1964) 15032

pollutional effects of stormwater and over-
flows from combined sewer systems, pre-
liminary appraisal (1965) 1585

President's Water Pollution Control Advi-
sory Board, functions and responsibili-
ties (1963) 1428

problem in conservation, health and water
resource management (1962) 22765

problem of evaluation (address) (1961) 2679
public awareness and citizens' responsibility

discussion of papers (1961) 2669, 2672
Public Health Service

—

control program, report, 1964 (1964) 18891

Midwest Regional Control Laboratory,
report of Institutional Cooperation
Committee (1964) 9724

quotable quotes (1962) 10610
radioactive pollution of Hungary's surface

waters (1962) 5617
research for clean water (1965) 16529
rising tide of trouble (1963) 11249
rivers, interstate compact cases, U.S. Dis-

trict Court jurisdiction and venue

—

hearing (1962) 7100
law (1962) 23230
reports (1962) 11414, 21479

St. Lawrence Seaway, etc., cooperative ar-

rangements to reduce

—

hearings (1964) 17663
reports (1964) 10221, 15704

salt pollution, natural and manmade, Arkan-
sas-Red River basins study, report
(1965) 9871

seas, by oil, international convention for
prevention

—

amendments, report (1964) 10366
hearings (1961) 8980, 20629; (1962) 9399
law (1961) 16595
reports (1961) 14382, 14682; (1962) 21257;

(1963) 20540
text (1962) 18676; (1963) 8025, 20517

sickening story (1963) 11246

State and interstate control administrators
meeting with Conference of State Sani-
tary Engineers, proceedings (1962)
18421; (1963) 1430

State control agencies, needs and obliga-
tions (address) (1961) 2678

study, staff report (1964) 10437
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Water pollution—Continued
surveillance system, annual compilation of

data, Oct. 1, 1962-Sept. 30, 1963 (1965)
1587, 5351-54

synthetic detergents in water, bibliography
(1964) 7690

USSR, protection against sea pollution,
draft regulations (1964) 7117

waste products, research and treatment
technology (discussion of paper) (1961)
2670

waste water disposal by Connecticut indus-
tries, inventory as of Jan. 1, 1961 (1965)
6888

water resources and pollution control (1963)
618

what industries can do (1964) 13425
what you can do (1963) 12985

Water Pollution Control Administration, see
Federal Water Pollution Control Admin-
istration.

Water Pollution Control Advisory Board:
establish, report (1964) 17627
extend

—

amendments of 1961, comparative print
(1962) 17127

hearings (1961) 10519
law (1961) 14088
reports (1961) 8753, 8769, 10462, 12315

Water Pollution (Control Laboratory, Midwest
Regional, see Midwest Regional Water
Pollution Control Laboratory.

Water Pollution Ck)ntrol Research Laboratory,
see Federal Regional Water Pollution
Control Research Laboratory.

Water power:
Bradley River, Kenai Peninsula (1962) 11384
developed and potential, of U.S. and other

countries of world, 1955-62, summary
(1964) 18123

development, Alaska streams (series) (1962)
7474

geology of sites in Alaska (series) (1965)
9262

North Korea, resources and their utilization

(1961) 4485
production of mineral fuels and hydropower

in U.S. since 1800 (1963) 7211
publications, price lists (1961) 20091; (1963)

3263, 18277; (1965) 16805
powersites

—

geology of powersites in Alaska (series)

(1962) 11883-885, 13867, 19564
geology of sites on Scenery, Cascade, and

Delta Creeks near Petersburg, Alaska
(1962) 11885

proposed sites at Baranof and Carbon
Lakes, Baranof Island, Alaska, geologic
investigations (1962) 11883

proposed sites at Sheep Creek, Carlson
CIreek, and Turner Lake, Alaska, geolog-
ic investigation (1962) 19564

resources

—

Bradley River basin, Kenai Peninsula,
Alaska (1961) 12805

Petersburg and Juneau, Alaska (1962)
7474

Providence, R.L, industrial areas (1961)
12797

Trask River basin, Oreg (1963) 17531
United States (series) (1961) 12805; (1962)

7473; (1963) 17531
title page and contents (1962) 9740

Wilson River basin, Oreg (1962) 7473
sites, Trask River basin, Oreg., geology

(1963) 17531
USSR, resources conference, participants,

conference, list (1962) 3140

Water purification:
bibliography (1962) 18769; (1965) 11986
biological

—

methods of purifying industrial sewage
from enterprises engaged in organic
synthesis, effectiveness, USSR study
(1964) 7058

wastewater installation of big coking
plant of Lauchhammer, East Germany
(1962) 7844

chlorination, engineering manual (1962)
17426

effectiveness of process as measured by coli-

form reduction (1962) 14569
equipment, Federal item identification guides

for supply cataloging (1962) 7239; (1963)
3655; (1964) 3473, 12292; (1965) 3375

recycling system for use in sealed environ-
ments (1964) 75

Water quality act of 1965, see Water pollu-
tion.

Water repellency, quarpel treatment for tex-
tiles, Army report (1962) 8620

Water repellent compounds, improve perform-
ance of drop siding (1963) 19265

Water Research Center, Robert S. Kerr, see
Robert S. Kerr Water Research Center.

Water Research Symposium, National, see
National Water Research Symposium.

Water Resources Council:
€stiiblish'

hearings (1961) 19174; (1963) 19061; (1964)
12140; (1965) 6057

law (1965) 15435
reports (1964) 494, 17621; (1965) 6028,

7432, 8780, 13926
Water Resources Division, CJeological Survey,

career opportunities (1962) 2524
Water Resources Research Committee, reports

(1964) 9755; (1965) 11673
Water Resources Research Office, programs,

briefing, hearings (1965) 8890
Water rights:
Arizona v. California, et al., controversy,

opinion of Supreme Court (1963) 11920
Federal legislation, problems of development

and control, hearings (1961) 14741
Federal-State relationships

—

clarify, hearings (1964) 21240
hearings (1961) 14741

Furnace Creek area

—

hearings (1965) 5958
report (1965) 7454

ground water and law (1961) 7520
Missouri basin, legislative history of 0'-

Mahoney-Millikin flood control act of
1944 (1962) 2371

State laws and related subjects, bibliogra-
phy (1963) 1715

Water Sports Center, general information
(1961) 11459

Water stills, see Stills.

Water striders, Hemiptera, Vellidae, subgenus
Stridulivelia from Mexico, Central
America and West Indies (1962) 14517

Water supply, see Water.

Water Supply and Pollination Control Divi-
sion:

activities of

—

Basic and Applied Sciences Branch, re-

port, 1964 (1964) 18891
Research Branch, report (1963) 16529

Water supply papers, see listings under (Geo-

logical Survey in the monthly issues.
Water systems:
bond sales (1964) 16847; (1965) 15021
Cambodia, water works, description (1962)

7630
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Water systems—Continued
construction

—

contract awards (1961) 21322; (1962)

22764; (1963) 13026
materials, new designs and methods in

public works, study and investigations
of use (1962) 21568

electric, for farmsteads, planning helps

(1962) 67
energy loss at sharp-edged pipe junctions

(1963) 16766
individual use, manual (1962) 22758
Laos, installation of necessary equipment

(1961) 770
municipal, communities of 25,000 population

and over, U.S. and possessions (1961)

5076; (1962) 24079; (1965) 16823
statistical summary (1965) 20047

national network annual compilation of data
on surface water quality determinations
throughout U.S (1961) 21315; (1963) 3293

serving rural areas, FHA insured loans

—

hearings (1965) 14110, 17678
law (1965) 19131
reports (1965) 15730, 15902, 19211

sewage and water works construction, con-
tract awards (1964) 18922; (1965) 15009

UFA, decontamination results by ultraviolet
irradiation from AKKh apparatus,
USSR study (1961) 941

Water tanks, see Tanks.

Water vapor:
afterglow spectrum during discharge in

water vapor, USSR study (1961) 2408
bands, line parameters and computed spec-

tra at 2.7u (1964) 14937
condensation from stationary steam-gas

mixtures, USSR study (1962) 15713
content in column of atmosphere, spectro-

scopic method of integral determination
(1964) 14919

distribution in stratosphere, measurement
(1961) 2624

high altitude, satellite determination (1964)
14783

infrared

—

absorption (1962) 22950
radiation absorption, USSR study (1963)

19545
jets, measured steady-state performance for

use in space vehicle attitude control
systems (1962) 12499

planets, settling time of fixed amount of
oxygen in atmospheres (1964) 1480

radio-release technique for measurement in

gases (1964) 13705
stratosphere, USSR translation (1963) 16262

vertical distribution over Hyderabad, India,

and comparison with mid-latitude distri-

bution (1963) 12951
Water voles, see Voles.

Waterborne commerce, see Commerce.
Waterborne foreign trade statistics (1961)

2993; (1962) 2245, 4418; (1963) 4267;
(1964) 4122; (1965) 4033

Waterborne foreign trade, trade area by
coastal district (1965) 11946

Waterbury, Conn.:
census of business,
major retail centers, standard metropoli-
tan statistical area (1965) 13597

standard metropolitan area, central busi-
ness district statistics (1961) 5451

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16338
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16544

Waterbury, Conn.—Continued
censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 2241

occupational wage surveys (1964) 13065;
(1965) 9514

departmental editions (1961) 13402; (1962)
14379; (1963) 12796

document editions (1961) 12146; (1962)
13343; (1963) 11740

Watercraft, see Ships.
Waterers (automatic):
automatic livestock waterers (1962) 18629

Waterflooding, see Petroleum.
Waterfowl, see Ducks—Water birds.
Waterfowl Management Area, John Day, see

John Day Waterfowl Management Area.
Waterfront facilities:

forbid employment to persons failing to
answer questions on Communist activ-

ites, report (1961) 5666
security. Federal regulations (1961) 16512;

(1964) 17155
Waterfront operational facilities, design man-

ual (1962) 12805; (1964) 3201; (1965) 5488
Waterhouse, Robert W., Camp Century Move-

ment record (1964) 6588
Waterloo, Iowa:
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 11917
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20621

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 2242

occupational wage surveys (1964) 7407,

9458; (1965) 5053
departmental editions (1961) 4798; (1962)

8425; (1963) 5447
document editions (1961) 4016; (1962) 6942;

(1963) 4703
Waterloo, Nebr., flow characteristics of EHk-

horn River (1962) 15644
Waterman Wash, ground-water conditions in

area (1964) 4814
Watermelons:
commercial growing (1962) 18623
for garden (1964) 11767
Georgia, marketing (1962) 12895
trade agreement, escape clause, investiga-

tion report (1961) 8229
Waterproofing soils, laboratory studies of

materials (1963) 17413
Waters, Carrie J.:

feasibility of abbreviated forms for enlist-

ment screening test (1964) 15275
simulated branching tests (1964) 15274

Waters, Melvin E., comparison of chemical and
sensory tests for assessing storage life

of iced calico scallops (Pecten gibbus)
(1965) 14291

Watersheds:
agricultural, annual maximum flows (1961)

16072
Arizona, surface runoff and erosion in lower

chaparral zone (1962) 9696
Big Game Ridge & vicinity, Teton National

Forest, conditions (1961) 7500
brush cover, cost of converting to grass for

increased water yield (1963) 17482
burn damage treatment, trapezoidal flume

models at San Dimas, study (1965) 2170
burned, first aid treatments, reducing flood

and erosion damage (1964) 8665
California, area burned by wildfire, 1940-59

(1964) 8666
central New York, effect of reforestation on

streamflow (1961) 9263
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Watersheds—Continued

conservation

—

insurance (talk) (1961) 2712
on public lands (remarks) (1961) 7912A
treatment needed for irrigation, etc., use

(address) (1962) 6456
development projects, miscellaneous, hear-

ings (1964) 2121, 6335
engineering, infiltration equation, mathe-

matical refinement (1965) 8396
Fraser Experimental Forest, research (1963)

14895
geology, relationship to beach radioactivity

(1963) 19132
grazed and ungrazed. Badger Wash Basin,

Oslo., 1953-58, hydrologic and biotic

characteristics (1964) 4804
Hawaiian wildlands, management research,

program (1963) 12164
Honey Creek basin, Collin and Grayson

Counties, Tex., hydrologic studies (1964)
15967

hydrologic data, agricultural experimental
watersheds (1964) 4213; (1965) 10076

joint surveys by Army and Agriculture
Depts.

—

hearings (1961) 18975
law (1962) 19001
reports (1961) 16775; (1962) 19305

management

—

bibliography (1961) 12743
in Rocky Mountain alpine and subalpine

zones (1965) 7741
management research

—

importance of dew (1965) 7729
program in California's lower conifer zone

(1961) 688
Southern Forest Experiment Station

(1965) 7758
mud and rock slide on experimental tract,

case history (1963) 12180
multipurpose goals in improvement pro-

grams (talk) (1961) 13668
Norris, Tenn., multiple use watershed man-

agement, objectives (1963) 7473, 14745
North Carolina projects (talk) (1962) 8650
North Sanpete project, proposal, hearing

(1963) 13822
opportunities in our broadened conservation

job (talk) (1962) 8658
precipitation measurement on forested ex-

perimental areas (1963) 20699
problems and prospects of watershed devel-

opment (address) (1964) 11748
program evaluation

—

East Willow Creek, Minn (1965) 12376
Plum Creek, Ky (1965) 17995

project structures

—

hearings (1963) 12005; (1964) 12114
report (1964) 10238

projects

—

conservation needs inventory (1965) 5517
development, 1965, miscellaneous, hearings

(1965) 19319
miscellaneous, hearings (1961) 16825,

18935; (1962) 23362; (1963) 302; (1964)
21210; (1965) 400

protection and flood prevention act

—

administration, hearing (1961) 19141
amend

—

hearings (1961) 16825; (1963) 12005;
(1964) 12114; (1965) 8968

law (1961) 18575
reports (1961) 10466, 12318; (1964) 6489,

10238; (1965) 10653
as amended

—

State legislation status (1961) 9758
text (1962) 8659

economic guide (1964) 11611

Watersheds—Continued
recreation in small projects, rural areas

development program (1964) 5853
recreational development projects, utility

relocation costs, reports (1964) 6489;
(1965) 10653

research and land management model for
southern California (1961) 17307

San Gabriel, brush conversion on areas
(1962) 9683

Santa Fe River, water yield, study (1963)
10240

SCS programs, speed up under Public works
acceleration act (1963) 1507

small

—

agricultural, selected runoff events (1961)
11689

influence of land use and treatment on
hydrology, Coshocton, Ohio, 1938-57
(1962) 4531

place in river basin development (paper)
(1962) 18459

peak rates of runoff (1961) 9697
role in river basin planning (paper) (1962)
22608

rural areas prosper through program, pic-

ture story (1962) 10881
stream-gaging stations for research (1964)

13581
Western States, hydrology (1963) 2352

small projects

—

how local people participate in SCS pro-

gram (1963) 14882
improve for better hunting and fishing

(1961) 6050
outdoor recreation (1962) 10845
plans, financing, etc (1963) 13050
reduced sedimentation and other benefits

to municipal water supply (address)

(1962) 18460
Wisconsin, progress of program (paper)

(1962) 8649
steep mountain, soil moisture as source of

base flow (1962) 5272
vegetation and engineering structures in

flood and erosion control (1962) 9708
West Virginia mountains, four forest prac-

tices, effect on streamflow (1963) 10238
Workman Creek, test management tech-

niques (1962) 9695
see also names of rivers, etc.

Waterstargrass, response to herbicides (1965)
16933

Waterstops:
nonmetallic

—

evaluation of alkalies effect and accelerat-
ed extraction tests, investigation (1961)
7357

laboratory and field exposure tests (1963)

13889
Waterstradt, A. K, relief (1961) 7186, 8708,

10178
Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park,

see Glacier National Park.
Watertown Arsenal, Army disposal report,

hearing (1965) 17688
Watertown Arsenal Laboratory, technical

reports (1961) 2640, 9671; (1962) 3447,
14553-554, 18369, 22697; (1963) 9316,
11198-199, 12965-966, 18265, 20653

Watertown, N.Y., redevelopment area, statisti-

cal profile (1962) 13181
Waterville, Maine, Foraminifera from Late

Pleistocene clay (1965) 6902
Watervliet, Mich., motor carrier accident

(1965) 14469
Watervliet Arsenal, technical reports (1961)

11516; (1962) 10584, 12640; (1963)
9317-18; (1964) 7665
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Waterways:
Atlantic Coast

—

commerce, 1959 (1961) 7354
waterborne commerce (1962) 11730, 21697

bridge, hydraulics (1961) 1451
permits for work in navigable waters (1963)

4867
see also Inland waterways—aiso waterways

by name.
Waterways Experiment Station:

capabilities (1964) 628-640
summary (1964) 640

contract reports (1963) 19151; (1965) 12418,
14214, 18044

instruction report (1961) 19272
miscellaneous papers (1961) 20705-707;

(1962) 7301, 9563-64, 11731, 15528,
17431, 23498; (1963) 13883; (1964) 2299.
17959; (1965) 6144, 7618, 10783,
14215-216, 18045

publications

—

available for purchase (1965) 16123
lists (1961) 10561; (1962) 9562; (1963) 6368;

(1964) 10490; (1965) 16116
research reports (1965) 10784, 14217
technical memorandums (1961) 5952, 7355-56,

12597, 20708; (1962) 17432; (1963)
13884-885; (1964) 641, 14211; (1965) 2115

technical reports, see aiso listings under
Engineers Corps (Army), Defense Dept.
in the monthly issues.

Waterweed:
aquatic pests on irrigation systems, identi-

fication guide (1965) 18739
control on
farms and ranches (1962) 6564; (1965)

13383
improving sport fishing by control of aquat-

ic weeds (1962) 7390
submersed, chemical control in western irri-

gation and drainage canals (1964) 1677
Watkins, Charles L.:

Senate procedure, precedents and practices
(1965) 427

tributes upon retirement and designation as
Parliamentarian Emeritus (1965) 2035

Watkins, F. A., jr., ground-water geology, etc..

Bunker Hill Air Force Base and vicinity,
Peru, Ind (1963) 19323

Watkins, J. Wade, potential of nuclear explo-
sives for producing hydrocarbons from
deposits of oil, natural gas, oil shale,
and tar sands in United States (1964)
13110

Watkins, Jerry D., vibrational characteristics
of thin-walled cylindrical, etc., shells
(1965) 8111

Watkins, Joel S., regional geologic implica-
tions of gravity and magnetic fields of
part of eastern Tennessee and southern
Kentucky (1965) 739

Watkins, Kay 0., M6A1 detector paper for
small airborne drops of chemical war-
fare agents (1965) 11572

Watkins, William H., acoustic effects upon
visual signal detection (1965) 7081

Watkinsville, Ga., cropping system studies on
Cecil soil, 1943-62 (1964) 11741

Watling Island, see San Salvador.

Watson, A. A., relief (1962) 9238
Watson, Charles W.,' jr., relief (1962) 13401;

(1963) 7895
Watson, Donald A., insurance management in

small retail firms (1963) 1481
Watson, Earnest C, organization of scientific

activities in India (1963) 3193
Watson, Harold:

cottonseed quality as affected by ginning
process (1965) 1742

Watson, Harold—Continued
power requirements for cotton gins in Ya-

zoo-Mississippi Delta (1964) 7892
Watson, Harry J., testimony, hearings (1965)

4624, 7547
Watson, John E., method of tagging immature

herring (1964) 2342
Watson, Calif., railroad accident (1964) 18191
Watsonville, Calif., census of housing, 1960,

city blocks (1961) 18223
Watt, Bernice K.:

composition of foods, raw, processed, pre-
pared (1964) 9930

paper, Feb. 6, 1961 (1963) 1645
Watt, Lois B.:

classification scheme for elementary and
secondary school textbooks (1963) 12060;
(1964) 15842

classing curriculum guides and related pub-
lications (1963) 8171

Eastern Europe, E^ducational Materials
Laboratory report (1963) 15429

education, literature of profession, lists

(1964) 581; (1965) 7582
Educational Materials Laboratory, Office of

Education (1963) 19097
Near East and north Africa, bibliography

(1964) 14183
periodicals related to international under-

standing (1963) 374, 10069
programs and services, 1965, report on Edu-

cational Materials Laboratory, Division
of International Studies and Services
(1965) 19564

seasons and holidays (1963) 12059
United Nations, bibliographies (1963) 4813;

(1964) 6564; (1965) 10752
Western Europe, Educational Materials

Laboratory report (1963) 12061
Watt, William C:
Placebo IV, rules, concordance, sample com-

puter generation (1965) 6785
utility of microgrammars (1965) 8147

Watthour meters, see Electric meters.
Wattmeters, see Hectric meters.
Watts, C. B., marginal zone of moon (1963)

19987
Watts, Mary E., mental retardation, bibliogra-

phy for social workers (1965) 4365
Waubay National Wildlife Refuge:

birds (1963) 17457
general information (1961) 574

Waugh, Frederick V.:
Agricultural outlook for 1963 and next 5

years (1963) 2121
demand and price analysis, some examples

from agriculture (1965) 63
Waukegan, 111., railroad accident (1963) 12266
Waukegan Port District, HI.:

conveyance of real property to

—

hearings (1964) 2123
law (1964) 1952
reports (1963) 18907; (1964) 464

Waukesha, Wis., ground-water pumpage and
water-level changes, 1950-61 (1965)
14420

Waupaca County, Wis., ground-water re-

sources (1964) 10656
Waurika, Okla., dam construction, hearings

(1963) 13667
Waurika project, construction, reports (1962)

2309, 13690, 15362
Waurika Reservoir, Okla.:

flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 19153
document edition (1963) 18965

Waushara County, Wis., geology and
ground-water resources (1965) 18225

Wave, H. E., biology of foxglove aphid in
northeastern United States (1965) 15211
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Wave forms:
physiological

—

analog device simulates (1965) 1418
simulator produces signals (1965) 8075

spin-wave instability threshold data auto-
matic plotting (1964) 19158

staircase, low-power transistorized circuit
provides (1964) 14818

Wave functions:
prolate radial spheroidal

—

digital computer program in NAREC code
for calculating (1964) 13326

Neliac program for calculating (1965)
13139

spheroidal eigenvalues and expansion con-
stants

—

digital computer program for calculating
(1964) 13324

Neliac program for calculating (1965)
13140

Wave generators, shallow water, wave-height
prediction (1964) 12341

Wave guides, see Waveguides.
Wave meters, see Wavemeters.
Wave numbers:

calculations

—

of spectral density of radiation scattered
by non-equilibrium plasma (1964) 13697

using tables of blackbody radiation func-
tion, research report (1963) 1739

Waveforms, see Wave forms.
Waveguide couplings, see Couplings.
Waveguides:

attenuators, microwave, test instrument cal-

ibration procedure (1962) 3424
cryogenic, window sealed with plastic foam

(1964) 14817
detector mount X-band types, test instru-

ment calibration procedure (1962) 3425
directional couplers, H & X band to 30 db

coupling, technical manual. Navy cali-

bration program (1963) 20006
earth-ionosphere, for VLF radio waves,

characteristics (1965) 5258
effects of dielectric covers over shunt slots

(1965) 2878
ferrite-loaded open transmission line (1963)

18231
ferrite sphere in coaxial waveguide, USSR

study (1965) 9423
improved twist-turn junctions, description,

etc (1962) 6343
mode conversion in earth-ionosphere wave-

guide (1962) 22618
model for turbulent shear flow (1965) 18403
noise figure of X-band mixer with tunnel

diode, measurement (1964) 19169
rectangular and circular, or cylindrical cavi-

ty resonators, coupling through aper-
ture, Communist China study (1961)
19473

systems with long electron flows, nonlinear
effects and parametric regeneration dur-
ing interaction of waves, USSR study
(1963) 10752

VSWR measurement

—

modified reflectometer technique (1964)
13354

Navy calibration program (1964) 5623
Wavelengths:

Soviet atlas of airglow spectrum X X 3000-

12400A (1962) 22050
spectral, color discrimination, psychophysi-

cal methods and sensitivity as function
of determining (1963) 9105

spectral-line intensities

—

of 70 elements, experimental transition
probabilities (1962) 18313

tables, arranged by elements (1962) 12519

variable geometry tubes,
and theoretical studies

Wavelengths—Continued
X-ray (1965) 185
see also Spectra.

Wavemeters:
acoustic pickup depth meter electronic cir-

cuit for relaying data, USSR study
(1962) 9841

TS-117/GP, test-
instrument calibration procedure (1961)

11494
Navy calibration program, technical man-

ual (1963) 9298
wave and power meter set, TS-107A/TPM-1,

Navy calibration program technical
manual (1963) 9294

wavemeter-oscillator, OAP, etc., test instru-
ment calibration procedure (1962) 22683

Wavenumbers, see Wave numbers.
Waverly, Tenn., ground-water geology of area

(1964) 19799
Waves:

action, reduction, Marina del Rey, Venice,
Calif., hydraulic model investigation,
selection of optimum plan (1965) 6145

capillary water damping by monomolecular
layers of organic materials, physical
and chemical parameters affecting
(1965) 9821

characteristics in inland reservoirs (1963)
6360

compression, formed during burning of gas-
eous mixtures, investigation, USSR
study (1961) 10823

conidal, solitary and Stokes, limiting heights
(1963) 19130

detonations

—

formation
experimental
(1963) 12887

IBM 704 or 7090 computer program for
computation (1962) 23992; (1963) 7247

longshore currents on plane beach, experi-
mental study (1965) 10762

nonlinear water, higher approximation
(1963) 19130

nuclear detonations, electron density, pro-
files of wavemotions in ionosphere (1963)
13198

ocean, and microseisms, spectra as related
to storms at sea (1963) 11164

ocean wave

—

bed material transport bv waves and cur-
rents (1964) 12339

forces on vertical piling, statistical distri-

bution (1965) 18021
profiling radar system (1965) 13119

one-dimensional free-surface interaction on
liquid metals with transverse magnetic
field (1964) 13249

propagation of cylindrical and spherical
elastic waves bv method of characteris-
tics (1965) 5225*

Rayleigh, research in ultrasonic detection of
fatigue development (1961) 6727

refraction, development of method for nu-
merical calculation (1965) 2109

seismic sea-wave warning system story
(1965) 8675

short-crested, mathematical description
12590

solitary wave reflection along straight
sloped wall at oblique angle of incidence
(1961) 12589

tsumani notes, general information (1965)
10315

water

—

damping by insoluble organic monolayers
(1965) 11577

in small tank, study (1965) 13136
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Waves—Continued
water—Continued
thermistor probe for measuring particle

orbital speed (1964) 12340
wave action and breakwater location

—

Half Moon Bay Harbor, Half Moon Bay,
Calif., hydraulic model investigation
(1965) 4684

Superior entry, Duluth-Superior Harbor,
Superior, Wis., hydraulic model tests
(1963) 4874

wave-height prediction for wave generators
in shallow water (1964) 12341

see also Earthquakes—Electric waves—Mag-
netic waves—Radio waves—Seiches

—

Seismology—Shock waves—Standing
waves—Transverse waves.

Waves (Navy), see Navy.
Waves (radio), see Radio waves.
Waxes:

Federal item identification guides for supply
cataloging (1962) 9508; (1963) 3657;
(1964) 3475, 12294; (1965) 3377

Federal supply schedule (1961) 6042
identification lists (1963) 19076; (1964)

15829
management data lists (1963) 19077; (1964)

4601, 14161, 15830
Way of life (1965) 7117
Way to job in Government (1963) 4629
Waybill statistics, see FVeight.
Wayland quadrangle, Tex., geology, Stephens

and Eastland counties (1965) 10983
Wayment, William R., percolation rate test for

use in physical property testing of mine
backfill (1965) 1379

Wayne, Robert E., relief (1965) 17521
Wayne, Mich., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 16371
Wayne County, Ga., soil survey report (1965)

9930
Wayne County, Mo., redevelopment area, op-

portunities for economic growth (1964)
13657

Wayne County, Tenn., forest inventory statis-

tics (1963) 3379
Wayne County, Utah, geology of Capitol Reef

area (1963) 20732
Wayne State University:
mass spectrometer, duty-free entry

—

law (1964) 17230
reports (1964) 8310, 14049, 17580

Ways and Means Committee, House:
additional employees, report (1962) 4944
calendars (1961) 3083; (1962) 4001; (1963)

3845; (1964) 3659; (1965) 3572
committee prints (1963) 309, 2066, 4760,

15335-336; (1964) 2128, 4512-13, 6372,
12162; (1965) 7496, 10564, 12208, 14001,
15836, 17747, 17749, 19322, 19324-325

digest of testimony on H.R. 8000 (1964)
10348

discussion draft (1961) 20590
excise tax

—

compendium (1964) 12163
structure panel discussion (1964) 14020
testimony on, summary (1965) 12209

hearings, see also subjects,
investigations and studies, matters within

its jurisdiction, expenses, reports (1961)
10310; (1963) 6137; (1965) 5915

press releases. President's 1963 tax recom-
mendations, compilation, committee
print (1964) 4513

reports, see also subjects.
Wayzata, Minn., railroad accident (1965) 793
We have so much to do, address (1962) 20702
We know so shamefully little about the moon

(1963) 16413

Wealth:
and welfare in 1960's (address) (1962) 20058
measuring Nation's wealth

—

hearings (1965) 17452
report (1965) 15521
study (1965) 1969

Weapons:
aerospace

—

surveillance, tactical decision-making for
threat evaluation and action selection

(1963) 11507
systems (1961) 17959

Air Force system, reliability and maintaina-
bility techniques, category II/IH test
concepts (1963) 16774

and related parts. Government production
compared to procurement, GAO foll-

ow-up review (1965) 6269
Army Department procurement of unneeded

spare assemblies resulting from negli-

gence of Raytheon Company, Lexington,
Mass., GAO report (1965) 6287

Army firepower, troop topics (1964) 10006
atomic

—

cooperation with France, agreement

—

hearing (1961) 20530A
law (1961) 18744
reports (1961) 18858, 18867, 19068
text (1962) 3507

design of structures to resist effects, engi-

neering and design manual (1961) 7353,
9061

effects on electric utilities (1965) 13539
necessity for preparedness (remarks)

(1961) 235
radiation distribution in Japanese residen-

tial structures (1965) 17084
bacteriological, protection of farm animals,

USSR study (1962) 1220
chemical and biological

—

defense against

—

East German instruction material (1963)
705

translation (1962) 5392
employment. Army field manual (1962)
8917

principles of antichemical defense, USSR
study (1962) 19855

work of motor vehicle driver where used,

USSR study (1961) 19669
concealed, carrying on board aircraft in in-

terstate air commerce, amend law, hear-
ing (1961) 14724

cost and pricing data not obtained for deter-

mining reasonableness of prices for
components procured from Aluminum
Ck). of America, by Bendix Corporation
and ACF Industries, Inc., for AEC, GAO
report (1964) 21332

Davy Crockett system in infantry and ar-

mor units (1962) 6650
design for maintainability (1963) 11477
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 9511; (1963) 3660;
(1964) 3478, 12297; (1965) 3380

fleet ballistic missile, human factors design
standards for

—

equipment (1964) 5619
systems (1964) 5618

French

—

military and nuclear developments, press
reports (1964) 14581

nuclear program, press reports and com-
ments (1965) 7900

laser radiation weapons, USSR study (1965)

798
mass

—

attack, medical measures taken after at-

tack, USSR study (1962) 10209
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Weapons—Continued
mass—Continued

destructive, protection against, USSR civ-

il defense study (1962) 22220
men and weapons (North Vietnam periodi-

cal) (1964) 2606
missile

—

and space

—

defense against, USSR translation

(1963) 19696
reliability, military-industry symposium,
papers (1963) 8141

warheads, USSR study (1962) 10220

mutual development program, agreement
with Australia (1961) 1501

naval

—

ordnance and gunnery principles (1965)

6834
reliability engineering

—

and testing (1963) 9280
specifications, and assurance, film bro-

chure (1964) 18867
systems, equipments, and components, reli-

ability engineering handbook (1964)

16801
nuclear

—

accident hazards, precautions and proce-
dures, technical information bulletin

(1963) 7720
AEC program, hearings (1964) 8235; (1965)

10368
arms control measures and disarmament
program (1964) 4276

bomb effects computer (1962) 11040
slide-rule design and curve fits for weap-
ons effects (1963) 5929

comparison test of reinforcing steels in

blast-resistant construction (1961) 233
design

—

and effects, Swedish study (1962) 5510
of structures to resist effects, engineer-

ing and design manual, change (1963)
6370

disarmament-
program, two approaches, comparison of

U.S. and USSR proposals (1962) 2001
statement by Dean Rusk

—

(jcneva Disarmament Conference,
Mar. 27, 1962 (1962) 14808

plenary meeting of 18 nation Disarma-
ment (Committee, Mar. 15, 1962
(1962) 14806

discontinuance of tests, draft treaty (1961)
15974

effects (1962) 11038; (1964) 17065
and defensive measures, student man-

uals (1961) 5514; (1962) 9110
on houses, reducing (1963) 18716
research capabilities of Waterways
Experiment Station (1964) 636

employment, staff officers field manual
(1963) 7667, 11533

fallout from tests, hearings index (1961)
1854

fire effects (1963) 10147
fire-fighting procedures, technical bulletin

(1962) 11011
France, press reports, etc (1965) 5019
French

—

armaments, scientific and economic as-

pects (1963) 19752
development (1964) 12761
strategy, installations, expenditures

(1964) 19897
general correlative studies. Operation
Bren (1964) 4294

information, exchange with NATO and
member nations, agreement

—

hearings (1964) 17440
reports (1964) 19457, 19569

Weapons—Continued
nuclear—Continued

Israeli Communist press comments (1963)
825

Japanese view of international nuclear
problems (1965) 6521

neutron-field and induced-activity meas-
urements. Operation Bren (1965) 17085

not to be trifled with, USSR article (1964)
974

operation plan and hazards report, C>pera-
tion Bren (1962) 14835

pathology, clinical picture and therapy in
affections with toxic and radiological
agents, USSR study (1965) 12722

phenomena and characteristics (1961) 5513
physical fundamentals, USSR translation

(1965) 16467
play of agressor forces during tactical

exercises, evaluating. Army field manual
(1964) 10001

radiation and contamination control, pro-
cedures and guidelines (1961) 2700

risk and security (address) (1963) 4441
search for effective agreement to end nu-

clear arms race, William C. Foster's
communication to Washington Post
(1962) 10954

shielding against gamma rays, neutrons
and electrons, review and bibliography
(1964) 7577

structure shielding against fallout radia-
tion (1962) 14494

system, plotting circles of constant over-
pressure around targeted points, pro-
gram (1964) 21786

test ban

—

agreement

—

Japanese Prime Minister's letter to
Khrushchev (1962) 14813

USSR study (1964) 2920
movement, Ckimmunist infiltration, hear-
ings (1961) 4114

negotiations

—

and disarmament, hearing (1963) 8110
conference deliberations Mar. 14-June

1, 1962, report to UN Disarmament
Commission (1962) 16348
June 1-Sept. 8, 1962, interim progress

report to UN Disarmament Commis-
sion (1962) 20488

developments at Geneva Conference
on discontinuance of tests, address
(1962) 14807

developments at Geneva Conference
on discontinuance of tests, State
Department press release (1962)
10952

hearings (1962) 23407
history and analysis (1961) 21381
international, Sept. 1961-Sept. 1962

(1962) 22985
questions and answers (1963) 18938
renewed at (Geneva disarmament con-

ference, hearings (1963) 4777
reports to the President (1962) 4584
resumption, U.S. statement (1962)
4595

Soviet note, Aug 9, 1961 (1962) 10661
Soviet note in reply to U.S. note of
June 17, 1961 (1961) 20162

Soviet reply, Sept. 9, 1961, to US-UK
proposal to ban (1962) 10666

statement (1961) 20156
Statement by Arthur H. Dean at (Gene-
va Conference (1962) 16347

text of USSR note on resumption of
talks (1962) 4594

U.S. note of July 15, 1961, in reply to
Soviet note of July 5, 1961 (1961)
20163
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Weapons—Continued
test ban—Continued

negotiations—Continued

U.S. note to Soviet Ministry (1961)
20159

United States note to USSR on re-

sumption of conference (1962) 4593
urgent need for treaty under effective
international control (1961) 20164

proposals, military aspects, hearings
(1964) 6495

treaty

—

addresses by President Kennedy (1963)
13232, 13234

agreement with other Governments
(1964) 1606

draft summary (1961) 20155
eight power proposal, Apr. 16, 1962

(1962) 14812
excerpts from President's news confer-

ences (1962) 20480. 20482
excerpts from Secretary Rusk's news
conference of Apr. 26, 1962 (1962)
16346

gateway to peace (1961) 17830
hearings (1963) 17310

print additional copies, reports
(1963) 17287, 18911

joint statement of President of U.S.
and Prime Minister of United King-
dom (1962) 20486

military implications, subcommittee
report (1964) 10410

questions and answers (1963) 16821;
(1965) 13446

report (1963) 18971
Soviet draft agreement (1962) 4596
statements by Ambassador Dean

(1962) 20483
United States-United Kingdom draft.
Ambassador Dean's presentation
(1962) 20487

urgent need for treaty, statement by
Adlai E. Stevenson (1962) 4586

urgent need for treaty under effective
international control joint U.S.-
United Kingdom draft resolution
(1962) 4582

resolution adopted by United Nations
General Assembly (1962) 4592

why, U.S. policy statements, etc (1963)
11530

testing

—

cessation of tests, excerpts from USSR
statement to UN Disarmament Com-
mission (1962) 10949

continuation of suspension, resolution
adopted by UN General Assembly
(1962) 4590

discontinuance, Geneva Conference,
guide (1963) 3341

excerpts from President's press confer-
ences (1962) 4591, 10953, 10959, 14804,
14805

fallout from tests

—

hearings (1962) 20932
summary-analysis of hearings (1962)

20933
U.S. through 1962, estimates and
evaluation (1963) 13924

health

—

aspects (1964) 13721
endangered by radiation (1963) 10137
implications of fallout through 1961

(1962) 13804
Japan

—

Communist Party's attitude toward
Soviet testing (1962) 23698

Socialism Reform Movement Prepara-
tory Council comments (1963) 1038

Weapons—Continued
testing—Continued

prohibition, U.S. views (1962) 20477

radioactive fallout, conference proceed-
ings (1962) 14894

resumption, President's statements
(1962) 4589, 10664, 10667

Soviet

—

detonation of 50 megaton device.
White House statement of Oct. 30,
1961 (1962) 4588

50 megaton bomb, resolution adopted
by UN General Assembly (1962)
4587

memorandum (1962) 4581
statement by Adlai E. Stevenson, Oct.

10, 1962 (1963) 1795
technical capabilities for detecting and

identifying, hearings (1963) 9812
testimony of Linus Pauling

—

hearing (1961) 1917
report (1961) 7297

United States reply of Sept. 13, 1961 to
Japanese note of Sept. 6, 1961 (1962)
4574

USSR, 1961, fallout data (1962) 14840

USSR's decision to resume, White House
statement concerning (1962) 10665

vulnerability of electric power systems
to (1963) 349; (1965) 6096

tests and disarmament, text of Soviet
aide-memoire (1961) 20160

tests, (ieneva discontinuance conference,
progress, etc., analysis (1961) 387

prevent spread of nuclear weapons, U.S.
draft treaty (1965) 17041

production program, agreements with

—

France (1961) 5115
Great Britain (1962) 22820
Netherlands (1961) 9788
Norway (1961) 1504
Portugal (1961) 1527

reliability, allocation and testing procedures
(1963) 11471

rocket system mounted in HU-IB helicopter,
flight test evaluation (1963) 11482

simulator, weapon, firing and ranging (laser)

system (1965) 13104
systems

—

aircraft trainer instructor station display
and recording systems

—

functional requirements (1965) 11568
study (1965) 11567

concept of project management (1964)
20987

development, investigation, authorization
or expenses, reports (1961) 5785; (1962)
5021

fundamental s

—

analysis of weapons (1964) 7658
synthesis (1964) 5622

HU-l/SS/ll/AN/ASW-12, flight evaluation
(1963) 14903

integrated design for maintainability. Air
Force guide (1963) 1767

international control, excerpts and bibli-

ography for 1964-65 high school debates
(1964) 12167

operators, development of complex behav-
ior simulator for studying psychologic
problems (1961) 6723

rotating and static precision components
symposium, proceedings (1964) 15009

standardization requirements, technical
data (1962) 20225

test programs, human engineering testing
and malfunction data collection (1961)
9921

systems and components (1961) 9668
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Weapons—Continued
thermonuclear, against growing threat of

war, USSR study (1963) 5238
Viet Cong, evidence at Vung Ro Bay (1965)

10140
weapons officers. Navy, home study course

(1963) 19997
Wear, see Friction.

Wear, Jerrold D., performance of single
fuel-vaporizing combustor with 6 injec-

tors adapted for gaseous hydrogen
(1963) 10975

Weart, W. D., particle motion near nuclear
detonation in halite (1963) 18585

Weast, Donald L., plumbing, heating, and air

conditioning job shop (1965) 1613
Weather:

air conditioning design and criteria date, AF
pamphlet (1961) 9910

aircrews, Air Force manual, change (1964)
11792

and satellites, USSR study (1962) 2669
and surface radiation prediction activities

—

Project Gnome (1962) 14864, 16397
Project Sedan (1963) 14994

Arctic areas, weather effect on aircraft
maintenance crews (1963) 18482

at 2 poles, USSR study (1961) 9342
average, resume and outlook, monthly (1961)

3639
aviation, for pilots and flight operations

personnel (1965) 10902
career opportunities, engineers and physi-

cists, weather systems (1964) 15150
China, summer months, perennial mean

characteristics (1961) 15325
conditions and atmospheric disturbances,

lack of correlation between, reasons
(1965) 8134

correlation with solar variation (1963) 21108
daily weather and river bulletin

—

Albuquerque, N. Mex., area (1965) 3289
Houston, Tex., area (1965) 3290
Little Rock, Ark., area (1965) 3291
Memphis, Tenn., area (1965) 3292
Montgomery, Ala., area (1965) 3293
New Orleans, La., District Forecast Cen-

ter (1965) 3294
Sacramento, Calif., area (1965) 3295

data transmission, symbol coding investiga-
tion (1961) 11743

detection of near atmospheric disturbances
and weather conditions (1965) 9756

distribution of parallel-and meridian aver-
aged characteristics of eddies, tempera-
ture advection, and geostrophic wind
components over Northern Hemisphere,
USSR study (1965) 12627

effect on corn yields in Corn Belt, 1929-62
(1965) 14168

engineering data, Army, Navy, and Air
Force manual (1963) 16828

factor in plant location (1961) 16050
fatal general aviation accidents involving

weather, study (1963) 16921
fire weather damage in California (1963)

6494
flight manual, revised pages (1961) 9657
for aircrews. Air Force manual (1963) 52

forest fire season

—

computed fire occurrence in western Ore-
gon and western Washington (1961) 6129

eastern Oregon and central Washington
(1961) 7487

severity in

—

California (1961) 6136
southern California (1962) 17580

Weather—Continued
Government programs, military and civilian

operations and research

—

report (1963) 7440

responses of executive agencies (1965)
15810

hot weather comfort (1962) 22739
Hungary, vectorial wind-velocity (1962) 9834

indexes, agricultural, procedures for con-
structing (1963) 2125

information in relation to piloting of private
aircraft (1963) 17426

key to aviation weather reports (1961) 21436
Louisiana weekly weather and crop bulletin

(1961) 2830
maps

—

daily weather maps (1961) 3642; (1962)
3746; (1963) 3582; (1964) 3402; (1965)
3296

Northern Hemisphere, for IGY (1963)
20244; (1964) 5758, 7842, 9880, 11688,
13527-528; (1965) 8364-66, 9996-97,
17790-791

synoptic. Northern Hemisphere (1961)
3641; (1962) 3742; (1965) 3285
daily bulletins (1961) 3651; (1962) 3743;

(1963) 3580; (1964) 3398-99; (1965) 3286
mariner's weather log (1961) 3645; (1962)

4036; (1963) 3883; (1964) 3707; (1965)
3625

measuring effects on agricultural output
(1963) 2125

Mississippi weekly weather-crops bulletin
(1961) 2832

modification
progress and possibilities (1961) 417
reports

—

departmental editions (1961) 15854;
(1962) 18346; (1963) 14618

document editions (1961) 14167; (1962)
16845; (1963) 13467

techniques, Soviet review (1964) 4923
natural synoptic seasons, use of strato-

spheric observational data in analysis
of, USSR study (1965) 2322

North Vietnam (1962) 5583
numerical prediction lectures (1963) 1733
phenomena observations from outer space,

report (1963) 287
price list (1962) 1763
progress and prospects of radar meteorolo-

gy (lecture) (1961) 3747
publications, price list (1963) 3264; (1964)

1552; (1965) 6865
radio aids (1961) 12816, 19444; (1962) 667
Atlantic and Mediterranean

—

areas (1963) 21054; (1964) 20677; (1965)
6822, 8198

Pacific and Indian Ocean areas (1964)
3075, 13313, 21818; (1965) 6823, 13099

reconnaissance, USSR study (1965) 18286
records, history of verification in Weather

Bureau (1962) 22905
review, monthly (1961) 3647; (1962) 4086;

(1963) 3929; (1964) 3752; (1965) 3667

and rockets, USSR study (1963) 10583
vortex structure of cloud cover according

to data (1964) 16730
service A schedules, ATS manual (1961)

1680, 8349, 11753, 17974-975; (1962) 133,
4562, 6621, 18666-667; (1963) 5899,
13228, 14925, 16809, 18523-524; (1964)
1753, 8012, 9991, 17019; (1965) 133, 4226,
10132-133, 15226

service C schedules, ATS manual (1962)
4563. 10931, 18668; (1964) 4271, 20974
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Weather—Continued
service O schedules, ATS manual (1962)

8905, 18665; (1963) 89; (1964) 11812,
19191; (1965) 1807, 7118, 18925

services for

—

merchant shipping (1964) 1658; (1965) 3086
pilots (1963) 1594

severe factor, analysis in automatic control
of air route traffic (1964) 11702

solving the problem, research on under-
standing the atmosphere (1963) 21177

space, effect on manned spaceflight (1963)
19947

standard summaries, guide (1965) 14964
stationary fronts, role in causing abundant

precipitation during autumn and early
winter in Hungary, 1960 (1962) 7824

systems, kinematic properties (1964) 11701
tests of YUH-ID helicopter (1963) 16767
Thailand, environmental factor in ground

mobility (1963) 13888
Tiros II experiment, physical significance

(1962) 1672
USSR service, etc., USSR study (1965) 12593
visual flight rules, minimum conditions, civil

air regulations amendment (1961) 5974
V/STOL aircraft impact on instrument

weather operations (1965) 6747
weather and crop bulletin (1961) 3649; (1962)

4443; (1963) 4302; (1964) 4153; (1965)
4065

weather and flight safety, USSR study
(1964) 20053

weather report (North Vietnam periodical)
(1962) 7741

weather science study kit (1964) 3190
winds-aloft observations, manual (1964)

7841
winter space correlations of pressure, tem-

perature, and density to 16 km (1965)
5552

world records, 1951-60, North America (1965)
15150

world weather watch, international system
to serve all nations (1965) 13345

see also Climate—Meteorology—Weather
forecasts.

Weather Analysis Center, see National Weath-
er Analysis Center.

Weather Bureau:
air safety activities, hearings (1961) 10508
airway meteorological service, contractions

used, manual (1962) 12963
and water management, role of river fore-

casting and hydrometeorological analy-
sis (1965) 10002

barometric pressure measurements, history
(1964) 13530

circulars (1961) 8243, 16046, 20245, 21435;
(1962) 14687, 22901; (1963) 3398, 5769,
13114-115, 20232; (1964) 7841, 9878,
13516

climatic data, published sources, guide
(1963) 20245

climatological
field services (1965) 15139
record forms for observations, history

(1964) 13529
employees' residence, (Government telephone

installation, report (1961) 5819
instrumental program, modernization, pres-

ent and future plans (1962) 12787
meteorological services, acceptance and use

of funds from States, etc., reports (1961)
12469; (1964) 15744

meteorology research, clarify authority of
Secretary of Commerce, report (1961)
5819

Weather Bureau—Continued
nomination of Robert M. White, hearings

(1964) 4576
operations, etc., GAO review (1962) 5289
precipitation measurements, history (1963)

7516
press releases (1961) 3653; (1962) 4249;

(1963) 4102; (1964) 3931; (1965) 3848
records, history of verification (1962) 22905
reimbursements between appropriations,

authorize report (1964) 17788
reorganization

—

hearings (1965) 15813
message from the President (1965) 10399

research papers (1961) 2748, 16049; (1963)
20246; (1965) 8368, 20145

research progress and plans (1961) 5167;
(1962) 3561; (1963) 3401; (1964) 5760;
(1965^ 9999

summer student trainee report (1962) 8743;
(1963) 16891; (1964) 16921

technical papers (1961) 1574, 8247, 17880;
(1962) 1899, 6502, 8745-46, 18593, 20371;
(1963) 1593, 5771, 13131, 14802, 16692;
(1964) 19027, 21922; (1965) 10000-1,
11793, 18842

toward understanding the atmosphere, re-

search (1963) 21177
wind measurements, history (1963) 16668

Weather control:
artificial modification of clouds and fog,

USSR study (1964) 20090
cloud modification

—

Chinese Communist experiments, trends
and evaluation (1961) 240

USSR study (1965) 4959
cloud seeding in Black Hills, 1961 (1963)

2105
Colorado River basin, increase precipitation,

hearing (1964) 14146
CRREL whiteout studies, summary (1965)

10771
dissipating whiteouts with dry-ice pellets

(1965) 9066
future, USSR study (1964) 16523
Government patent policies, effect on compe-

tition, etc., hearings (1962) 15456
hail cloud seeding, Soviet research, transla-

tion (1963) 17807
method of evaluating climatic resources for

artificial increase of precipitation from
convecture clouds, based on data from
Lake Sevan basin, USSR study (1965)
4957

military significance, translation (1964)
20390

modification, reports

—

departmental editions (1965) 1525, 11553
document editions (1965) 1981, 10407

rain making, cloud seeding experiments re-

ported by Clhinese communists, table

(1961) 240
weather and climate modification, report

(1965) 16919
Weather equipment repairman (1961) 8341

Weather forecaster technicians, on-the-job

training package (1961) 8339

Weather forecasts:
aircraft investigations of squall lines, devel-

opment 1956-60 (1964) 11693
analysis of tropical cyclones and forecast-

ing their movements by use of numerical
methods, USSR study (1965) 2434

and surface radiation prediction. Project

Shoal (1965) 200
atmospheric pressure fields using hydrody-

namic equations, USSR study (1964)
4960
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Weather forecasts—Continued
automatic data processing program for mar-

ine synoptic radio weather reports
(1965) 6231

average outlook, monthly (1965) 3159
average, resume and outlook, monthly (1962)

3634; (1963) 3473; (1964) 3273
verification, 1958-59 (1961) 8247

aviation, key to (1964) 11689
broadcasting (address) (1965) 8362
calculation of non-adiabatic processes in

numerical short-range pressure fore-
casting, USSR study (1964) 20168

China, articles from Jen-min Jih-pao (1961)
7845

coastal storm warning facilities charts

—

Canadian border to Eureka, Calif., and
Alaska (1961) 13724; (1962) 16211; (1964)
5755, 11685; (1965) 11785

Cape Hatteras, N.C. to Brunswick, Ga
(1961) 9827; (1962) 18570; (1963) 11382;
(1964) 13520; (1965) 13339

eastern Florida (1961) 5165; (1962) 14688;
(1963) 3400; (1964) 5756; (1965) 6986

Elastport, Maine to Montauk Point, N.Y
(1961) 6611; (1962) 14689; (1963) 14776;
(1964) 13521; (1965) 15140

Eureka to Point Ck)nception, Calif (1961)
13725; (1962) 18571; (1963) 11363; (1964)
11686; (1965) 13340

Hawaiian Islands (1961) 11653; (1962)
18572; (1964) 11687

Manasquan, N.J. to Cape Hatteras, N.C.
and Chesapeake Bay (1961) 9828; (1962)
14690; (1963) 11384; (1964) 13522; (1965)
13341

Montauk Point, N.Y. to Manasquan, N. J
(1961) 2747; (1962) 18573; (1963) 13116;
(1964) 13523; (1965) 13342

Morgan City, La. to Apalachicola, Fla
(1962) 22902; (1963) 5770; (1964) 9879;
(1965) 16912

Morgan CSty, La. to Brownsville, Tex
(1961) 11654; (1962) 12783; (1963) 14777;
(1965) 8363

Point (jonception, Calif, to Mexican border
(1961) 11655; (1962) 12784; (1963) 9491;
(1964) 13524; (1965) 9992

Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands (1961)
11656; (1962) 16212; (1963) 11385; (1964)
13525; (1965) 11786

contrails forecasting manual (1965) 2967
cyclic solar activity and weather forecast-

ing, USSR study (1964) 10787
data communication system, evaluation of

control monitor (1962) 4551
evolution of low-level cyclones and anticy-

clones (1961) 15376
extremely long-range, perennial variation of

meteorological elements and recurrence
of typhoons over China, etc (1961) 15326

five-day, application of synoptic climatology
and short-range numerical prediction
(1965) 20145

fog, atmospheric electricity measurements
(1963) 11175

forecasting jet streams (1964) 9028
geographic aspects, Hungarian study (1962)

5417
graphical prediction technique incorporat-

ing ageostrophic effects (1965) 7085
high-altitude, recent developments, USSR

studies (1964) 5055
humidity patterns at middle elevations in

coastal mountains of southern Califor-
nia (1961) 6138

hydrodynamic long-range, characteristics of
atmospheric turbulence, USSR study
(1965) 2437

Weather forecasts—Continued
instability lines and their environments as

shown by aircraft soundings and
quasi-horizontal traverses (1964) 11694

long-range forecasting fundamentals, USSR
study (1961) 15019

long-range temperature forecast (1961)
21366

medium-range, Hungarian meteorological
service (1962) 5537

medium range forecasting, new methods,
Hungarian study (1964) 16187

monthly mean height values for 500-mb
charts, experimental, USSR study (1961)
4709

nonadiabatic factors in short-term forecast-
ing of lower-atmosphere geopotential
fields, USSR study (1964) 20321

numerical

—

on spherical system of coordinates, USSR
study (1965) 2540

practical methods, USSR book review
(1965) 2436

prediction for 1962, USSR publications
review (1964) 11691

precipitation changes resulting from pro-

posed Rampart Dam Reservoir (1965)

10768
probability of storm passage at given loca-

tion (1965) 3085
problems

—

long-range weather forecasting, USSR
studies (1964) 7013

USSR study (1965) 1079
radiation measurements from satellites in

non-adiabatic model of atmosphere
movements, USSR study (1964) 6905

seasonal and monthly weather forecasts,
problems, USSR studies (1965) 2780

short- and long-range predictions, USSR
study (1962) 832

16-day, from satellite observations (1961)

11561
small craft, gale, and whole gale warning

facilities charts

—

Great Lakes, Huron, Erie, and Ontario
(1961) 13726; (1962) 16229; (1963) 13129;
(1965) 15148

Great Lakes, Superior and Michigan
(1961) 13727; (1962) 16230; (1963) 13130;
(1965) 15149

solution of system of equations for

short-range weather forecasting, USSR
study (1965) 6395

storm forecasting procedures, improve,
hearing (1962) 13532

studies in weather forecasting, USSR (1962)
15841

temperature distribution, wind velocity, and
forecasting, USSR studies (1962) 5819

theoretical model, USSR translation (1964)
16076

thunderstorms, USSR diagram for forecast-
ing (1961) 15591

transcribed broadcast, maintenance of
equipment, FAA handbook (1965) 7623

use in forecasting hatching period of grass-
hoppers (1965) 8390

using weather services in business (1961)
5092

USSR, hydrodynamic long-range (1964)
18479

vertical structure of 3 dry lines as revealed
by aircraft traverses (1964) 11698

weather information, automating collection

and processing by electronic computers,
problems (1965) 18345

weatherman in space (1964) 11980
Weather modification, see Weather control.
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Weather observers, Air Force officers, contri-

bution of education to rated effective-

ness (1964) 20970
see a]so Meteorological observers.

Weather radio aids (1961) 12815
Weather stations:

agreements with

—

Chile (1961) 1519; (1962) 3501
Colombia (1964) 18968
Dominican Republic (1963) 5730
France (1961) 2720; (1964) 7778
Mexico (1962) 24104; (1963) 13087; (1964)

11629
Peru (1964) 20833
United Kingdom (1962) 1845

automatic (grasshopper) design, etc (1964)
13327

code and sequencing system for automatic
weather stations (1965) 11588

continuation of cooperative meteorological
program, agreement with Jamaica (1965)
3051

continuous-loop magnetic tape recorders
developed for meteorological satellites,

survey (1965) 9716
decadal census

—

Arkansas (1963) 16669
California (1964) 15156
Idaho (1964) 15157
Iowa (1963) 16670
Kansas (1963) 16671
Louisiana (1963) 16672
Maryland and Delaware (1963) 16673
Michigan (1964) 15158
Minnesota (1964) 15159
Missouri (1963) 16674
Montana (1963) 16675
Nebraska (1964) 15160
Nevada (1964) 16919
New England (1964) 15161
New Jersey (1963) 16676
New Mexico (1963) 16677
New York State (1963) 16678
North Carolina (1963) 16679
North Dakota (1963) 16680
Ohio (1963) 16681
Oklahoma (1964) 15162
Oegon (1964) 16920
Pennsylvania (1963) 16682
South Carolina (1963) 16683
South Dakota (1963) 16684
Tennessee (1963) 16685
Utah (1963) 16686
Virginia (1963) 16687
West Virginia (1963) 16688
Wisconsin (1963) 16689
Wyoming (1963) 16690

electronic fire weather station (1964) 8659
index (1961) 14992, 19445; (1962) 668; (1963)

16452; (1964) 16782; (1965) 18653
material recorded in climatological record

books, 1870 to date (1961) 1571
north Atlantic Ocean agreement, amendment

(1963) 9433
North Atlantic Ocean stations

—

Bravo, 56" 30' N., 51° 00' W (1965) 13695
Delta, 44° N, 41° W (1964) 13815
Echo, 35° N, 48° W (1964) 13814

NSSP—
small-scale surface network data, analysis
methods (1964) 11707

surface network, index (1964) 11697
storage-gage, precipitation data (1965)

11775
Western United States, July 1962-June

1963 (1964) 15163
telemetering systems, problems (1963) 20001
10-watt strontium-90 fueled generator for

unattended meteorological station, safe-
ty analysis and evaluation (1962) 8963

Weathering:
concrete and concreting materials (1962)

15529
performance, investigation (1961) 19275-

276; (1964) 2300-1, 21284
revisions (1964) 2301

Weatherman in space (1964) 11980
Weatherstrip, vinyl plastic, standard of trade

(1961) 242
Weaver, George L-P:

addresses, etc.

—

Oct. 23, 1963 (1963) 19777
Mar. 5, 1964 (1964) 7352
May 1, 1964 (1964) 11244
May 12, 1964 (1964) 11250
June 1, 1964 (1964) 13025
Oct. 16, 1964 (1964) 19828
Nov. 7, 1964 (1965) 787
Apr. 7, 1965 (1965) 7837
Aug. 19, 1965 (1965) 16361
Sept. 6, 1965 (1965) 16544
Oct. 17, 1965 (1965) 19790

brief outline of operating programs of Inter-

national Labor Affairs Bureau of Labor
Department (1963) 17567

Weaver, H.F., national first-aid and mine res-

cue contest, Charleston, W. Va., Oct. 2-4,

1961 (1963) 1203
Weaver, James M., television microscopy in

cytopathology (1964) 3114
Weaver, L.K., oil recovery by miscible-phase

displacement, bibliography (1963) 12828
Weaver, Lynn E.:

automatic control theory application to nu-
clear rocket dynamics, etc (1965) 8035

reactor kinetics and control (1964) 13714
Weaver, Robert C.

addresses, etc.

—

Feb. 8, 1963 (1963) 5042
Dec. 3, 1963 (1964) 830
Apr. 20, 1964 (1965) 751
Jan. 12, 1965 (1965) 4878
June 18, 1965 (1965) 12564
Sept. 13, 1965 (1965) 18235

Weaver, Robert L., meteorology of hydrologi-
cally critical storms in California (1963)
7515

hearing (1961) 4086
Weaver, William L., tables for integral of cir-

cular bivariate normal frequency func-
tion (1963) 14562

Weaverbirds:
parasitic, study (1961) 2608
problem of Viduinae in light of recent publi-

cations (1962) 18452
Weaving, and comprehensive utilization of

wild plant fibers, Communist China
(1961) 797

Weaving mills, census of manufactures, 1958,
industry report (1961) 3911

Webb, James E.:

June 9, 1963 (1963) 12888
Jan. 25, 1965 (1965) 14866

nomination, hearing (1961) 4074
Webb, Laura M., food expenditures of urban

families, 1950-61 (1965) 11343
Webb, Robert W., interrelationships among 5

cotton-quality factors (1965) 10067
Webb, Paul, bioastronautics data book (1965)

5113
Webb, Tarvin F.:

layouts and work methods for wool ware-
houses (1965) 11852

reducing costs of grading wool in warehous-
es (1963) 1707

Webb, Thomas D. jr., testimony, hearings
(1964) 6526; (1965) 4624

Webber, Carl E., effects of visual display mode
on 6 hours of visual monitoring (1964)
17012
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Webbert, M. Virginia:
basic data on economy of Indonesia (1964)

8815
economic developments in Indonesia (1963)

8404
foreign trade regulations of Indonesia (1964)

12552; (1965) 4433
investment factors in Indonesia (1964) 18176

licensing and exchange controls of Indonesia
(1963) 5076

Webbing, general repair, Army technical man-
uals (1964) 17052, 21004; (1965) 17070

Weber, Dean, United States censuses of popu-
lation and housing 1960, enumeration
time and cost study (1963) 16909

Weber, Frederick P., aerial survey of spruce
and fir volume killed by spruce budworm
in northern Minnesota (1964) 12472

Weber, George H.:

changing programs in institutions for delin-

quent children (1963) 1928
institutional care and treatment of older

hyper-aggressive delinquent children

(1965) 15325
Weber, Lila E., relief (1963) 20570
Weber, Ray, early pruning reduces blister rust

mortality in white pine plantations
(1964) 8646

Webster, Clark G., improved nest structures
for wood ducks (1964) 14284

Webster, Henry H., timber management and
economic analysis, case study (1964)
8678

Webster, Marvin W., peanut marketing (1964)
4206

Webster, Ind., railroad accident (1965) 791
Webster, S. Dak.:

saline water conversion demonstration plant
(1962) 7494; (1963) 5049

annual reports (1964) 18162; (1965) 11028
Webster County, Nebr., geology (1965) 4857
Webster unit, see Missouri River Basin proj-

ect.

Wedgeleaf ceanothus, see Ceanothus.
Wedges:
bar type micrometer wedge (1962) 17560
calculations of field near apex of wedge sur-

face (1964) 3051
effect on drag along trailing edge of swept

wing, experimental investigation (1961)

6309
modified method of integral relations for

supersonic nonequilibrium flow (1965)
6708

parallax wedge improved (1962) 17561
transpiration cooling, using nitrogen and

helium as coolants at stagnation tem-
perature (1961) 9555

transverse diffusion during wave diffraction

(1965) 18375
two-dimensional, separation studies at Mach

nos. of 4.8 to 6.2 (1962) 6286
Weed, George T., relief (1964) 19545; (1965)

5988
Weedicides, see Herbicides.
Weeds:
and weed control, Soviet abstracts (1961)

4627
chemical control in crimson clover grown for

seed production (1964) 7950
control

—

by flame burner, field evaluation of 2

types of mountings (1962) 10805
ditchbank weeds on irrigation systems

(1963) 40
extent and cost, etc (1962) 6536
hygienic data on application of toxic

chemicals for combating, USSR study
(1962) 5654

Weeds—Continued
in western irrigation and drainage sys-

tems (1961) 43

use of granulated wastes from chemical
industry USSR study (1962) 1289

with herbicides (1962) 8833; (1963) 18427

control and fertilization in white pine plant-
ings (1965) 16247

control and specific weed problems, survey
of extent and cost (1965) 16932

flame cultivation equipment, etc (1965) 5522

noxious seed chart (1965) 10710-711

seeds, identification (1963) 9561, 20277

see also Halogeton glomeratus—Herbi-
cides—Waterweed.

Weekly:
NOTE.—For all publications which

begin with the word "Weekly", see sub-
ject, or name of department, etc., issuing
publication.

Weeks, Edwin P.:

hydrologic conditions in Wheatland Flats
area, Platte County, Wyo (1964) 19804

hydrology of Little Plover River basin. Por-
tage County, Wis., etc (1965) 19682

Weeks, (George E., effect of edge leadings on
vibration of rectangular plates with
various boundary conditions (1965)
11484

Weeks, John W.:
50th anniversary of the passage of Weeks

law and founding of forestry associa-
tions (1962) 9705

story of campaign for national forests
(1961) 17301

Weeks, W.F., structural control of vertical
variation of strength of sea and salt ice

(1964) 14203
Weeks, see names of special weeks.
Weems, S.J., hydraulic ball (hy-ball) control

system development program (1965)
13519

Weertman, Johannes:
glacier sliding (1965) 4678
profile and heat balance at bottom surface

of ice sheet fringed by mountain ranges
(1964) 19649

rate of growth or shrinkage of. nonequili-
brium ice sheets (1964) 19651

Weevils:
alfalfa weevil, how to control (1965) 8434
boll weevil

—

control, community effort (1963) 4338
control with emphasis on early-season and

fall treatment, 1960-62, Tallulah, La
(1965) 1737

how to control it (1962) 20402
mechanical devices to expedite rearing in

laboratory (1964) 4189
populations as affected by removal of shed
cotton forms (1962) 22946

cotton boll weevil, Anthonomus grandis Boh,
abstracts of research publications,
1843-1960 (1965) 1770

genus Maemactes (1963) 9236
genus Smicronyx in America north of Mexi-

co, nomenclatorial history (1962) 14515
pine reproduction weevils, life history, con-

trol, etc (1965) 14355
rice weevil

—

in wheat, effects of cathode-ray irradia-
tion (1962) 8851

sorption rates and effects of concentra-
tions of methyl bromide (1962) 6570

susceptibility to pines (1961) 6144
white pine

—

control decisions, uninjured trees index as
criterion (1962) 17569
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Weevils—Continued
white pine—Continued
control, evaluating and scheduling in

Northeast (1964) 14330
control with knapsack mistblower (1962)
23568

damage differs by seed source on 2 Minne-
sota jack pine plantations (1962) 11660

jack pine from Lake States differ in sus-

ceptibility to attack (1961) 4282
see also names of weevils.

Wehrend, William R., jr.:

aerodynamic damping moments of cones
with different centers of rotation (1963)
7292A

effect of changes in base contour on damp-
ing in pitch of blunted cone (1964) 1472

Wei, Anton W. T.:

mineral industry of

—

Cyprus (1965) 12910
Finland (1965) 12868
Indonesia (1965) 14676
Luxembourg (1965) 12892
Portugal (1965) 12906

Wei-sheng-wu Hsueh-pao (Chinese periodical):

translations (1961) 19535; (1962) 863
Weiberg, James A.:

tilt-wing VTOL airplane with articulated
rotors (1965) 6682

wind-tunnel tests of airplane model with
unswept tilt wing of aspect ratio 5.5,

with stall control devices (1964) 7530
Weibull, Waloddi, algebra of stochastic quant-

ities (1963) 20300
Weid, Arthur C, testimony, hearings (1964)

6526
Weidner, John P., base pressures and convec-

tive heat-transfer coefficients for clus-

tered sonic nozzles, etc (1965) 16682
Weighing instruments, see Scales (weighing

instruments).
Weight:

analysis, moving belt radiator system for
waste heat rejection in space (1964)
16677

at birth, and survival of newborn. United
States (1965) 20055

gains during protein repletion in cold, com-
position (1965) 8471

Weight handling equipment, design manual
(1962) 14703

handling equipment and service craft. Navy
design manual, changes (1964) 3202

lifting provisions for women, by State (1964)
3193

weight distribution of quadratic residue (71,

35) code (1965) 115
Weight control, see Obesity.

Weighting functions, see Mathematics.
Weightlessness:

behavior of liquid-vapor interface of cry-
ogenic, liquids (1965) 5228

behavior of visual target and visual aft-

er-image during parabolic flight maneu-
vers (1962) 22964

bibliography (1964) 1798
biochemical laboratory apparatus for use in

space cabins (1965) 5564
biological studies under conditions of space

flight (1964) 16522
biomedical research studies, bibliography

(1964) 13732
effect of surface energy on liquid-vapor in-

terface configuration (1963) 5590
effects on

—

configuration of mercury and alcohol in

spherical tanks (1962) 12460
gravity on body functions and problems of

space flight (1965) 1486

Weightlessness—Continued
effects on—Continued
growth of wheat coleoptile, experiment for

use in biosatellite (1965) 18474
human work capacity, USSR study (1965)

16406
effects, Soviet studies (1962) 18052
ground tests with liquids, USSR study (1964)

7035
liquid hydrogen under zero gravity condi-

tions (1963) 11013
liquid vapor interface configuration, effect

of contact angle and tank geometry
(1963) 21004

man in state of weightlessness, psychologi-
cal experiments, USSR study (1965) 9410

man's capacity to work, USSR study (1965)
12671

motor reactions, USSR study (1965) 1222
muscle tonus under conditions of intermit-

tent action (1963) 7298
physical training, USSR studies (1965)

11117
physiological

—

effects on cosmonauts, USSR study (1964)
9191

effects, USSR study (1965) 12686
mechanism of effect on organism of man,
USSR study (1965) 7938

postural reflexes in intact animals (1963)
7297

prolonged, implications, renal regulation of
calcium (1965) 15221

propellant outflow from cylindrical tank,
photographic study (1965) 2909

psychophysiological reactions, USSR study
(1965) 1232

response of mammalian gravity receptors to
sustained tilt (1962) 6605

sensitivity to stimulation of semicircular
canals (1963) 7636

sensory reactions and voluntary movements
of man, USSR study (1962) 6110

simulated, orientation to vertical during
water immersion (1962) 10435

simulation with subject immersed in rotating
water tank, observations (1964) 20585

space travel, hypodynamic urolithiasis as
hazard (1962) 12940

state, USSR study (1962) 13970
time response of liquid-vapor interface

(1964) 18782
training requirements 'and solutions (1961)

9647
USSR study (1963) 15979
voluntary movements, effects of changes in

gravitational fields on coordination,
USSR study (1962) 22172

see also Zero gravity.
Weights and measures:

accurate weights and correct scales for live-

stock producers (1963) 1614
activities in USD! fishery products pro-

grams (1965) 4735
administration (1962) 16066
classification of weights, standard group-

ings for merchant ships (1962) 23947
commercial, specification, tolerances, and

other technical requirements (1965)
19954

commercial, specifications, tolerances, and
regulations (1962) 16065, 18309; (1963)
18184; (1964) 20637

conversion factors for agricultural commod-
ities and their products (1965) 15209

dead weight of structures, problem of reduc-
tion. Communist CHiina (1961) 7574

11th General conference, transactions of
meetings (1964) 20622
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Weights and measures—Continued
examination of weight equipment, manual

for State and local weights and mea-
sures agencies (1965) 6776

Federal program necessary, achievements
(address) (1965) 11996

flying weight of flying apparatus, effect of
changes in weights and aerodynamic
characteristics of construction, USSR
study (1961) 10891

Institute of Length Measurement, East
(Jermany, organization, etc (1964) 7204

international system of units

—

physical constants and conversion factors
(1964) 20540

resolution no. 12 from proceedings of 11th
General Conference (1964) 7551

manual for officials, LP gas liquid-

measuring devices (1965) 9765
maximum desirable, of vehicles operated on

Federal-aid systems (1964) 19445
MTMA criss-cross weight breaker, technical

bulletin (1962) 2018
National Bureau of Standards activities

(address) (1961) 10137
net-weight determinations for frozen glazed

halibut steaks, accuracy and simplifica-
tion of method (1963) 4947

precision laboratory standards of mass and
laboratory weights (1962) 12518

precision measurement and calibration
standards, selected papers (1961) 6419;
(1963) 9201

recommended unit prefixes, defined values
and conversion factors (1964) 5545

regulation by State and local governments,
hearings (1962) 23368

standards, U.S., history (1964) 1492
units, definitions and tables of equivalents

(1961) 6421; (1962) 6309
see aiso Body weight—Gages—Metric sys-

tem—Molecular weight—Volumetric ap-
paratus.

Weights and Measures, National Conference
on, see National Conference on Weights
and Measures.

Weigle, Weldon K., designing coal-haul roads
for good drainage (1965) 16238

Weihmiller, H. E., notes on conversion to me-
tric system (1965) 19321

Weiland, William, case, updated, hearings
(1965) 16037

Weimar Electrotechnical Conference, East
Germany, lectures and exhibits, measur-
ing techniques (1962) 10143

Weinberg, Alvin M., report of President's Sci-

ence Advisory Committee (1963) 5677
Weinberg, Edgar:
impact of technological change and automa-

tion in pulp and paper industry (1963)
1177

industrial retraining programs for techno-
logical change, study of performance of
older workers (1963) 14475

Weinberg, Joseph L., youth training and em-
ployment project. East Los Angeles
(1965) 1269

Weinberg, Langston W. T.:

crash injury evaluation, test of seat instal-
lation in H-21 helicopter (1963) 18351

crashworthiness evaluation of energy-
absorption experimental troop seat con-
cept (1965) 11742

survivability seat design dynamic test pro-
gram (1965) 18807

Weiner, Jack, highlights of developments in

mental health programs (1963) 19965

Weiner, Louis L, wear resistance of military
textiles (1964) 13430

Weiner, Myron, testimony, hearings (1965)
4624, 7547

Weinles, Martin M.:
occupational wage surveys

—

Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton Pa-N.J (1963)
10907

Bufi"alo, N.Y (1963) 9057
Weinstein, Harry, relief (1961) 12191, 16898,

18488
Weinstein, Herbert:
mixing of coaxial streams of dissimilar

fluids, etc (1964) 9572
numerical solution of problem of mixing of

laminar coaxial streams of greatly dif-

ferent densities, isothermal case (1963)
7251

Weinstein, Irving:
heat transfer and pressure distributions on

hemisphere-cylinder and bluff-afterbody
model in methane-air combustion prod-
ucts and in air (1963) 1299

techniques for measuring high-temperature
isotherm patterns on aerodynamically
heated models with experimental results
(1965) 9718

Weinstein, Michael B.:

thermoelectric bonding study, bonding of
PbTe and PbTe-SnTe with non-magnetic
electrodes (1965) 16614

operating stability of Apollo fuel-cell con-
denser (1965) 13004

Weinstein, Ray, containers and packaging,
quarterly industry report (1965) 3252

Weintraub, A. A., control of liquid hydrogen
hazards at experimental facilities, re-

view (1965) 17098
Weintraub, Cierald D., employer expenditures

for selected supplementary remunera-
tion practices in finance, insurance, and
real estate industries (1964) 21670A

Weintraub, Robert, study of selected banking
services, by bank size, structure, and
location (1965) 405

Weir, Gordon W.:
Calloway Creek limestone and Ashlock and

Drakes formations (Upper Ordovician),
south-central Kentucky (1965) 18204

Qays Ferry formation (Ordovician), new
map unit, south-central Kentucky (1965)
18203

Weirich, Robert L., take-off performance of
representative supersonic transport
configurations (1964) 14855

Weirs, see Dams.
Weirton, W. Va.:

census of housing, 1960, standard metropoli-
tan statistical area, tenure, rooms, con-
dition and plumbing, etc (1962) 20613

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 11177

motor carrier accident (1963) 17569
Weise, Robert W., jr., selling in Pakistan

(1964) 21088
Weisenberger, B.C.:

soil surveys

—

Bath County, Ky (1963) 21116
Elliott County, Ky (1965) 6913

Weiser River, basin, Idaho, ground water
(1964) 8783

Weiss, E. C., anti-air warfare training pro-
gram (1964) 20707

Weiss, H. J., nonlinear analysis for sloshing
forces and moments on cylindrical tank
(1965) 9819

Weiss, Leonard, address, Apr. 5, 1963 (1963)
16568

Weiss, Volker, stress gradient and stress biax-
iality effect on behavior of materials
(1963) 7602
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Weissbrodt, Sylvia R.:

State labor legislation enacted in 1963

(1964) 5424
State legislation enacted in 1962 (1963) 3040

Weissenberger, Stein, stability analysis of
relay-control systems via direct method
of Lyapunov (1965) 19883

Weist, William G., jr.:

geology and ground-water resources of

Yuma County, Colo (1964) 10651
geology and occurrence of ground water in

Otero County and southern part of

Crowley County, Colo (1965) 18223
reconnaissance of ground-water resources in

parts of Larimer, Logan, Morgan, Sedg-
wick, and Weld Counties, Colo (1965)
12558

water in Dakota and Purgatoire formations
in Otero County and southern part of

Crowley County, Colo (1963) 17532
Weisz, Alexander Z., response and feedback

techniques for automated training of

visual identification skills (1964) 20703
Weitzman, Murray S., comparison of U.S. and

U.S.S.R. employment in industry (1964)
10069

Weitzman, Sidney, forest soil freezing and
influence of management practices,
northern Minnesota (1963) 12187

Weitzman, Stanley H.:

catfishes of South American callichthyid
genus Corydoras (1964) 20658

South American characid fishes of subfami-
lies Lebiasininae, etc (1964) 20659

Welander, Arthur D., radionuclide content of
oceanic fish, etc., in vicinity of Christ-
mas Island (1965) 11919

Welbourne, Jerry L., suitability of tubed foods
for in-flight feeding (1963) 4394

Welch, B. E.:

effect of ventilating air flow on human re-

quirements (1964) 1744
time-concentration effects in relation to

oxygen toxicity (1964) 4258
Welch, Frank J., jr., nomination, hearings

(1961) 5844, 7262
Welch, John L., career guide for demand occu-

pations (1965) 4670
Welch, Richard L., pulpwood prices in South-

east, 1962-64 (1965) 16274
Welch, W. Va., redevelopment area, statistical

profile (1962) 9052
Welcome aboard (1964) 15364

Welcome aboard, O.C! Officer Candidate
School, Newport, R.I (1965) 16788

Welcome stranger, suggestions for schools and
communities when receiving educators
from abroad (1964) 10476

Welcome to Lake o' the Pines, Tex (1961) 19277

Weld, Betsy A., reports and maps of Geologi-

cal Survey, released only in open files,

lists (1963) 19302; (1965) 2237, 16316
Weld County, Colo.:

ground water resources (1965) 12558
South Platte River basin (1964) 12519

Weld metal, neutron irradiation, effect on
Charpy V and drop-weight test transi-

tion temperatures (1961) 1385
Welded joints, see Joints.

Welded pressure transducer made as small as

l/8th-inch in diameter (1964) 9557

Welder, Frank A., geology and ground-water
resources of Uvalde County, Tex (1964)

10652
Welder, George E., hydrologic conditions near

Glendo, Platte County, Wyo (1965) 10997

Welders, employment outlook (1962) 8420;
(1964) 7391

Welding:
AEC forum, papers (1963) 135
aluminum welding symposium, minutes

(1965) 9610
and cutting, comparison of State safety

codes with ASA, charts (1962) 3261
and related metallurgical problems, USSR

conferences (1965) 16539
arc, safe practices (1962) 14361
austenitic heat resisting steels and alloys

used in building gas turbines, USSR
study (1964) 14441

austenitic steels and alloys, USSR study
(1965) 6477

automatic

—

and welding industry, USSR conferences
(1965) 1087

longitudinal seams, universal stand, USSR
study (1965) 4996

automatic welding (USSR periodical), ab-
stracts (1961) 2924

bibliography (1963) 7738
boron stainless steel control rods (1961)

16175
ceramic flux in welding some alloys (1964)

20167
columbium alloys (1963) 5850
cold, plastic metals, USSR study (1963)

10804
Cr-Mo steel, 2-inch diameter to forged Cr-Mo

tubesheets, procedure (1961) 5340
diffusion, USSR conference (1963) 2756
electric pipe-welding mills, self-adjusting

system of automatic control, USSR
study (1962) 10008

electron beams

—

and electroslag refining role in special
weldments, USSR study (1963) 8849

chromium, USSR study (1965) 9438
for fabrication of ultra high strength

steel rocket motor cases, evaluation
(1963) 9277

in industry, USSR study (1964) 14512
industrial application, USSR study (1965)

16497
industrial potential, etc (1963) 5983
techniques (1963) 11199

electronic assemblies (1965) 2840
electronic module fabrication (1964) 14862
electroslag

—

and remelting, USSR (1964) 16435
applications, USSR study (1963) 20777

fluxes, USSR study (1964) 12726
kinetics of austenite grain growth (1964)

10898
of alloy steel, USSR study (1964) 21602
remelting, USSR study (1965) 16527
USSR developments (1965) 16489
USSR studies (1964); 11179; (1965) 2314,

11162
engineered performance standards, hand-

books (1961) 5170; (1965) 20161-162
equipments—

cost improperly included in price redeter-
mination proposal under contract with
Ford Motor Co., Dearborn, Mich., GAO
report (1965) 6257

Netherlands, foreign market survey (1965)
17161

equipment industry

—

gas welding and cutting equipment, safe
practices (1962) 14362

outlook for 1962 and review of 1961 (1962)
4668

production equipment directory (1962)
7247

trends (1962) 11062
ultrasonic equipment for refractory met-

als (1962) 14774
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Welding—Continued
explosion welding, theory of cumulative

processes (1963) 7299
fracture testing of weldments (1965) 2834
heat-affected zones in titanium-6Al-6V-2Sn

alloy, study (1963) 9318
industry, chapters from Soviet book (1962)

12955
inspection, magnets position X-ray film

(1965) 9652
insulated tooling permits uniform,

high-quality (1964) 20552
marine engineering regulations (1961) 8569;

(1963) 13336; (1965) 4417
metal powders (1963) 8824
metals, USSR conferences on, translations

(1961) 17380
method of welding joint in closed vessel im-

proves quality of seam (1964) 13164
microweld, force controlled solenoid-driven

tester (1965) 11453
minutes of annual AEC Conferences (1961)

8413; (1963) 15005
nickel and its alloys, USSR (1964) 5259
niobium and its alloys, USSR study (1964)

4911
operations formulas, engineered perform-

ance standards (1961) 6621
plane strain fracture toughness of 18 Ni

(250) and 18 Ni (200) maraging welded
steel plate (1965) 18473

plastics, USSR seminar (1961) 7650
procedure improves quality of welds, offers

other advantages (1965) 2859
refractory metal weldments, bend ductility,

study (1965) 11509
refractory metals with tungsten inert gas

equipment (1965) 19910
selected techniques (1964) 7479, 21742
sintered aluminum powder, USSR study

(1963) 8546
sleeve and cutter simplify disconnecting

welded joint in tubing (1964) 13170
spot, of sintered aluminum powder with

D16AT and AMg6 alloys, USSR study
(1964) 2790

steel welding and welding equipment, USSR
studies (1964) 1150

techniques in USSR (1965) 18376
techniques, selected (1963) 10989
technology

—

effect of columbium as micro-alloying ele-

ment in steels (1964) 1577
1st Ural conference, USSR report (1961)

9291
theory and practice. Communist China

(1961) 2137
titanium alloy weld joints, structure, etc.,

USSR study (1965) 6520
titanium and niobium, USSR study (1964)

11141
transition joint between Cr-Mo steel and

type 316 stainless steel, procedure (1961)

5339
upsetting butt edge increases weld-joint

strength (1964) 20560
USSR-
prospects for development (1963) 16056
research (1964) 12897
translations (1963) 14117

vacuum diffusion, high-welding metalloid

compounds with high-melting metals,
USSR study (1965) 9338

vacuum diffusion

—

of metals, USSR study (1964) 21602
USSR scientific-technical conference sum-
mary (1963) 8677

vacuum-type backup bar speeds repairs

(1964) 20542

Welding—Continued
weld cracking by hindered contraction, re-

search report (1962) 18369
weld metal toughness, interpretative report

(1965) 15029
weldability of

—

heat-resistant material SAP by fusion,
USSR study (1964) 20322

vanadium-base alloys (1965) 6690
X-ray inspection of welds using back scat-

tered radiation (1961) 20125
Welding flux, see F^ux.
Welding Techniques of Slovenia, Society in

Maribor, celebration, general assembly,
etc (1962) 12299

Weldments, see Welding.
Weldon, N.C., motor carrier accident (1963)

15659
Weldon Spring, Mo., uranium processing feed

materials plant construction, report
(1961) 3807

Welfare, see Public assistance—Social work
and problems.

Welfare Administration:
alcoholism, preventive programs (1964) 7846

appropriations, 1966

—

reduce, proposal (1965) 7410
supplemental, proposal (1965) 19189

contribution to international cooperation
for social development (1963) 20250

cooperative research and demonstration
grant program

—

in aging (1964) 7848
projects aided, list (1965) 15154

deficient practices relating to Federal
matching State expenses, public assist-
ance programs in North Carolina, GAO
report (1964) 8707

excessive Federal matching of administra-
tive expenses, public assistance pro-
grams in

—

Massachusetts, GAO report (1965) 4827
New York State, GAO report (1965) 2188

excessive financial participation in federally
aided public assistance programs in
Louisiana and Oklahoma, GAO report

(1964)6764
financial assistance provided for. ineligible

Cuban refugees in Miami, Fla., area,

GAO report (1965) 2193

international research administered (1965)

11799
publications list (1965) 11804

report on recent Federal legislation to aid

States and communities in dealing with
poverty and other social problems (1965)
10003

social welfare in changing world, place in

process of development (1965) 5476
State and local staff development directors

biennial meeting Dec. 14-18, 1964, Wash-
ington, D. C, papers (1965) 10006

weaknesses in negotiation and administra-
tion of contracts for resettlement of

Cuban refugees, GAO report (1965) 7793
what it is, what it does (1963) 13132

Welfare and Education of Congressional
Pages, Select Committee on. House:

hearing (1965) 5978
report (1965) 2001

Welfare funds:
bonding provisions of Federal labor laws,

amend

—

law (1965) 17412
reports (1965) 7445, 10484, 15991

characteristics of 144,700 plans filed with
Secretary of Labor (1962) 6188
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Welfare funds—Continued

District of Columbia regulations rel. loaning
money on securities, exempt from, report
(1962) 15199

employee benefit plans disclosure act,

amendments

—

hearings (1961) 14455, 17141
law (1962) 9160
reports (1961) 16714, 17091; (1962) 4950,
7066

text (1962) 15975
facts and figures, grants, etc (1962) 21843;

(1964) 829, 18153
participation of retired employees of em-

ployers, etc.

—

hearing (1965) 17694
report (1965) 19218

rights of pension plan participants, Welfare
and pension plans disclosure act (1965)
6541

union welfare-pension funds, Allied Trades
Council and Teamsters Local 815, diver-

sion hearing (1965) 19497
welfare and pension benefit plans, financial

data (1963) 16271
welfare and pension plans

—

specialist, examination announcements
(1964) 216, 6083; (1965) 10300

statistics (1963) 7140, 18020
Welfare and pension plans disclosure act

—

amendments (1962) 18118
legislative history (1963) 5723

bonding in excess of $500,000 (1963) 10884
bonding provisions of Federal labor
laws

—

hearings (1964) 4492; (1965) 14128
report (1964) 15498

fidelity bonding (1964) 21656
general information (1965) 11323
highlights (1962) 18120
questions and answers (1962) 18123; (1964)

11248
Welfare in review (periodical) (1963) 18369;

(1964) 4154; (1965) 4066
statistical supplement (1964) 21925

Welfare work, see Public assistance—Social
work and problems.

Well drilling:

(Dordova, Alaska, ground-water test-well
drilling (1964) 827

increasing drilling depths, problem (1963)
10862

jet drilling in Fairbanks area, Alaska (1961)
7530

machinery, oil, gas, and water, industry
trends (1961) 3889; (1963) 150

petroleum, Al' Met'yevsk industry drilling

trust, USSR (1962) 2846
superdeep drilling problems, USSR study

(1961) 2231
superdeep well, problems for study of struc-

ture of earth's crust in Azerbaydzhan,
USSR study (1963) 12354

test, Bryce Canyon National Park (1963)
5027

Welland Canal:
reimposition of tolls, agreement with Cana-

da (1964) 9811
suspension of tolls, agreement with Canada

(1962) 22846; (1964) 11640
Wellcome, Henry S., papers. Federal Records

Clenter, Seattle, Wash., preliminary in-

ventory (1963) 7305
Weller, William W.:

heat capacities and entropies of akermanite,
etc (1964) 5489

low-temperature heat capacities and entro-
pies at 298.15° K of—

Weller, William, W.—Continued
low-temperature heat capacities and entro-

pies at 298.15° K of—Continued
anhydrous sulfates of cobalt, copper, nick-

el, and zinc (1965) 18454
crystalline silicates of barium and stron-
tium (1965) 1373

lead molybdate and lead tungstate (1964)
7437

magnesium metavanadate, etc (1963) 3088
monomolybdates of sodium, magnesium
and calcium (1963) 3101

muscovite (1963) 16347
sesquioxides of scandium, etc (1963) 14511
sodium dimolybdate and sodium ditungs-

tate (1963) 9122
sulfides of arsenic, germanium, and nickel

(1964) 18694
Wellington Basin, evaporites, Wellington for-

mation, Hutchinson, Kans (1965) 7798
Wellman, Henry N., iodine 131 in children's

thyroids from environmental exposure
(1965) 20027

Wells, A.A., remarks. May 4, 1963 (1963) 9697
Wells, C. Sinclair, jr., similar solutions of

boundary layer equations for purely
viscous non-Newtonian fluids (1964)
11396

Wells, Claude V., relief (1962) 21020; (1963)
7876, 11943, 13393

Wells, Daniel R., plasmoids generated by elec-
trodeless plasma gun (1964) 5966

Wells, Ernest H., preliminary considerations
of optical telescopes for lunar surface
use (1965) 18554

Wells, J. Robert:
feldspar (1965) 12823
feldspar, nepheline syenite and aplite (1965)

19837
spectrochemical analysis of high-purity ti-

tanium (1963) 1244
talc, soapstone and pyrophyllite (1965)

12960, 19874
Wells, Jean A.:

address. May 21, 1963 (1963) 14807
economic indicators relating to equal pay,

1963 (1963) 20255
women in Federal service (1963) 3406

Wells, John D., relationship of Precambrian
quartzite-schist sequence along C!oal
Creek to Idaho Springs Formation,
Front Range, Colo (1964) 18135

Wells, Melissa F., market factors in Federal
Republic of Germany (1965) 8691

Wells, R.D., soil survey report, Meriwether
County, Ga (1965) 8290

Wells, Rollien R., review of metallurgical tech-
nology (1963) 14525

Wells, William R.:

aerodynamic coefficients from Newtonian
expressions for conic and spheric bodies
at combined angles of attack and side-
slip (1963) 11089

analytical lifetime studies of close-lunar
satellite (1965) 11475

influence of precession of earth rendezvous
orbits on lunar mission requirements
(1963) 1304

Wells:
artificial recharge of ground water. Grand

Prairie region. Ark (1963) 10298
artificial recharging through well tapping,

basalt aquifers, Wala Walla area, Wash
(1961) 6188

bores, flow measurement, methods (1962)
21837

characteristics of municipal well fields, Los
Alamos and Guaje Canyons, New Mexico
(1965) 16328
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Wells—Continued
electric analog of 3-diinensional flow and its

application to unconfined aquiflers
(1963) 2353

electrical and radioactive well logging, ap-
plication to ground-water hydrology
(1963) 14028

formula for computing transmissibility
causing maximum possible drawdown
(1962) 21834

Fountain Valley, Colo., computation of
drawdowns caused by pumping of wells
(1964) 12516

Grand Prairie region, Ark., artificial re-
charge problems (1964) 817

methods of determining permeability, trans-
missibility and drawdown (1964) 2424

multiaquifer, constant-head pumping test to
determine characteristics of individual
aquifers (1962) 21835

observation wells, Santa Barbara County,
Calif., water levels (1961) 9255; (1962)
17631; (1963) 19320; (1965) 4869

plutonium-beryllium neutron sources for
well logging, guide for preparation of
license applications (1963) 15021

proper spacing in artesian aquifers, meth-
ods for determining (1962) 642

pumping tests in Los Alamos Canyon well
field near Los Alamos, N. Mex (1962)
13881

radioactive, surveying applicable to hydro-
geological prospecting, (Communist
China (1962) 2993

relief well systems, finite, design, engineer
manual (1963) 12088

shallow ground-water, float-and-tape device
for measuring fluctuation (1962) 7450

small diameter, water level measurement
equipment (1961) 19414

stilling, design for impact-type energy dissi-

pator for storm-drainage outfalls, hy-
draulic model investigation (1963) 10091

10,000 meter exploratory well in Azerbayd-
zhan, USSR study (1364) 5344

vacuum, utilization in irrigation. Communist
China (1962) 1406

velocity of flow, measuring with thermal
flowmeter (1962) 23593

water, in Frenchman and Yucca Valleys,
Nevada Test Site, (Geological Survey,
report (1963) 130

water well construction and pump installa-
tion act and regulations, recommended
State legislation and regulations (1965)
20045

see also Artesian wells.

Welsh, Edward C:
nomination, hearing (1961) 5841
speech. Mar. 20, 1964 (1965) 5975

Welsh, Gene B., clean air for Chattanooga
(1965) 1572

Welsh, Peter C:
tanning in United States to 1850, brief his-

tory (1965) 2950
United States patents 1790-1870, new uses

for old ideas (1965) 9784
Welshans, L., ANPP code development pro-

gram, experimental program on wat-
er-moderated arrays of uranium and
stainless steel (1963) 126

Welty, James R., thermodynamic properties of
yttrium metal, etc (1963) 5482

Wempe, Thomas E., fixed-base-simulator evalu-
ation of pilot's terrain-following display
(1965) 1442

Wen Nong Wong, see Wong, Wen Nong.
Wenatchee, Wash., redevelopment area, statis-

tical profile (1962) 6765

Wendel, George W., moisture fluctuations in

pocosin vegetation (1963) 10245
Wenden, Ariz., flotation and sintering studies

on stockpiled manganese ores (1963)
1242

Weng Chiew Wong, see Wong, Weng Chiew.
Weng, Moy Qiong, relief (1962) 13595
Wenger, Wiley D., jr.:

effect of nonresponse on representativeness
of wilderness-trail information (1965)
9203

unmanned registration stations on wilder-
ness trails, effectiveness (1965) 9202

Wenley, Archibald G., memorial volume, ars
orientalis (1964) 4751

Wenner bridge (1964) 1531
Wennerstroem, Stig E. C, spy case, excerpts

from testimony (1965) 439
Wentz, Arthur E., studies on aging in aviation

personnel (1965) 4287
Wenzel, Leon M., chugging in liquid-bi-

propellant rocket engines using propel-
lants with different evaporation rates
(1965) 19944

Werner, Elisabeth, relief (1964) 2026; (1965)
12073

Werner, Elliot, foreign trade regulations of

Trinidad and Tobago (1965) 12002
Werner band, absorption spectra of H2 in

vacuum ultraviolet region (1965) 122
Wernick, Joel S., central factor in pure tone

auditory fatigue (1964) 4317
Wertheim, Edward L., relief (1962) 7155, 9232,

11261
Wertheimer, Michael D., employment of scien-

tific and technical personnel in industry
(1964) 16613

Wesley, Wallace A., good posture for boys and
girls (1964) 4621

Wessel, F.W.:
columbium and tantalum (1963) 18069
minor metals (1963) 18082
zirconium and hafnium (1963) 16349

Wesson, William T., taxes paid by firms mar-
keting farm food products (1964) 6554

West, Helen R., Meriwether Lewis in Blackfeet
Country (1965) 2255

West, J.M.:

asbestos (1963) 18063
cement (1963) 19825
mineral industry of

—

Cambodia (1965) 14670
Fiji Islands (1965) 14673
Greece (1965) 12871
Hong Kong (1965) 14674
Malaysia (1965) 14680
New Caledonia (1965) 14682
South Korea (1965) 14688
South Viet-Nam (1965) 14689
Taiwan (1965) 14691
Thailand (1965) 14692

West, Kelly M., international biomedical re-

search, 1st National Institutes of
Health international symposium (1964)
18815

West, Margaret D., Federal support of schools
of public health (1963) 12992

West, Sam W.:
ground water for irrigation in part of Fort

Hall Indian Reservation, Idaho (1964)
2426

water supply of El Morro National Monu-
ment (1965) 2251

West, W.W., analysis of polypheny! radiolysis
products by gas chromatography, etc

(1963) 5948

West (U.S.):

agriculture, long-term production prospects
(1963) 13838
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West (U.S.)—Continued
ancient lake deposits, Precambrian to Pleis-

tocene, review and annotated bibliogra-
phy (1964) 15940

civil rights, public schools (1964) 10097
eggs, cost of handling and labor output of

selected cooperatives (1961) 4171
evaluation of western phosphate industry

and its resources

—

introductory review (1964) 16636
Montana (1965) 9590

evaporation from exposed water surfaces of
17 western States (1962) 9731

floods, Dec. 1955-Jan. 1956 in far western
States (1963) 6568, 15618

food consumption (1961) 6631
food processing and marketing, long-run

projections (1965) 12372
forest highway projects under direct Federal

highway construction program, failure

to require adherence to specifications
for materials used. Public Roads Bu-
reau, GAO, report (1965) 698

frequency of earthquakes for selected areas
in western United States, 1945-59 (1962)
14880

fresh fruit and vegetable unloads in western
cities by commodities. States, etc (1963)
14818, 20259; (1964) 7880; (1965) 6073

frozen fruits and vegetables, geographic
distribution (1961) 95

grazing land policies in 10 western States
(1961) 21151

growing Russian wildrye in western States
(1963) 18430

hydrology, small watersheds in western
States (1963) 2352

improving mountain meadow production
(1963) 1685

industrial engineering practice at metal
mines (1962) 22478

instrument approach procedure charts and
airport obstruction charts, dates of lat-

est prints (1961) 3026; (1962) 3752;
(1963) 3588; (1964) 3408; (1965) 3513

intermountain, treated and untreated wood,
service records (1962) 15619

introduction, spread, and areal extent of
saltcedar in western States (1965) 12546

irrigating dry beans (1962) 51
irrigation and drainage canals, chemical

control of waterweeds (1964) 1677
irrigation and drainage systems, weed con-

trol (1961) 43
irrigation, quality of surface water (1961)

716; (1962) 17633
western States (1964) 4819

livestock ranches, costs and returns (1963)
15412

movements of shell eggs into retail channels,
study (1961) 20663

national park system, invitation to visit

(1961) 9631; (1962) 12547
orchard and vineyard land use, problems

and conservation treatment (1963) 11289
phreatophyte research in western States,

Mar. 1959-July 1964 (1965) 2240
plants poisonous to livestock, description,

etc (1963) 14856; (1964) 20915
population migration, 1950-60 (1965) 14177
public health problems in recreational

areas, guide (1962) 24072
radiation measurements, environmental,

1962-63 (1964) 21012
rangelands, pellet seeding (1963) 11461
recreation on reclamation lakes (1961) 15953
reducing salt injury to ornamental shrubs

(1964) 7921
reporting labor organizations, register

(1961) 4783; (1964) 16574

West (U.S.)—Continued
revision of Paleozoic coral species (1965)

18214
rice industry improved drying methods

(1961) 3688
rural farm population, consumer expendi-

tures and income (1965) 11828
rural nonfarm areas, consumer expenditures

and income (1964) 14687; (1965) 11340
see the West reclaimed, films available for

educational purposes (1962) 12673;
(1963) 18298

small cities, consumer expenditures and in-

come (1964) 11271
snow run-off forecasts (1961) 9754-55; (1962)

10656, 12698
snow survey and soil moisture measure-

ments (1964) 15089; (1965) 18770
spruce budworms, life history, control, etc

(1961) 9215
storage-gage precipitation data, July

1962-June 1963 (1964) 15163
suitability of 7 West Ck)ast species of wood

for pallets (1965) 10939
sulfur production and consumption (1962)

20080
timber, determination of allowable annual

cut in national forests (1963) 2310
trumpets, safeguarding techniques (1961)

21368
Upper Cretaceous strata, correlation be-

tween western interior. Gulf coastal
plain, and Europe (1964) 18138

uranium distribution in rocks and minerals
of Mesozoic batholiths (1961) 12775

urban and rural, consumer expenditures and
income (1965) 14622, 14624

urban places, consumer expenditures and
income (1964) 14686, 18622

cross-classification of family characteris-
tics (1965) 14615

water development (1964) 21243
water supply

—

fall summary (1961) 21370; (1962) 22805;
(1963) 20138; (1964) 21877; (1965) 20074

future needs for reclamation projects
(1961) 409

outlook and snow surveys (1963) 9392;
(1964) 4145; (1965) 4057

West against itself, history of western
America (address) (1961) 19454

western range and livestock report, monthly
(1962) 22866; (1963) 4303; (1964) 4155;
(1965) 4067

western range and livestock, 17 western
States, 1922-62 (1963) 9590

zircon, west coast resources and markets
(1965) 19840

West African Customs Union, foreign trade
regulations (1964) 14383

West Branch Susquehanna River, see Susque-
hanna River.

West Carrollton, Ohio, railroad accident (1963)
6636

West (Central Statt_, see Central States.
West Ck)ast, see Pacific Ck)ast—Pacific States.
West (3oast Airlines, Inc., accident (1963)

18710
West Coast Labor Commissioner's Conference,

western conference of Government labor
officials. May 23-25, 1962, proceedings
(1962) 18124

West (3oast Memorial, San Francisco, general
information (1964) 19195

West Covina, Calif., population, special census
(1964) 17106

West Creek, geologic reconnaissance of dam-
site near Skagway, Alaska (1965) 9262

West Delaware Aqueduct, shaft sinking, safe-

ty practices (1962) 14425
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West Des Moines, Iowa, sand and gravel oper-
ations and costs at Martin Marietta
Ck)rp (1964) 5474

West Frankfort, 111., redevelopment area, sta-
tistical profile (1962) 15019

West Germany, see Germany.
West Harbor, Ohio:
engineers report

—

departmental edition (1964) 8521
document edition (1964) 8247

West Hartford, Conn., census of housing, 1960,
city blocks (1961) 16339

West Haven, Ck)nn., Prospect Beach, behavior
of beach fill and borrow area (1962) 498

West Indies:

agriculture and trade (1961) 4251
aviation routes between U.S., agreement

(1962) 12726
Beane Field Airport, St. Lucia, use, agree-

ment with Great Britain (1964) 20837
beetles, notes on new and old species of Alti-

cinae (coleoptera) (1964) 7598
climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;

(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216
Federation, U.S. defense areas

—

agreement (1961) 15996
use of oceanographic research stations
and part of long range proving ground,
agreement with Great Britain (1961)
13686

French West Indies^

—

agricultural production and trade (1964)
12315

labor conditions (1965) 6576
lights and fog signals, lists (1961) 4328,

10704; (1962) 664, 19585, 24035; (1963)
3208, 5651, 9258; (1964) 1523, 13310,
20674; (1965) 1530, 8193, 11560, 18650

nutrition survey (1962) 15654
sailing directions (1961) 6195, 7533; (1962)

24028; (1963) 3201; (1964) 5774, 7629;
(1965) 14926

territories under jurisdiction, economic coop-
eration agreement with Great Britain
(1961) 8216

timber, commercial, present and potential
(1962) 8815

water striders, subgenus Stridulivelia (1962)
14517

West Milton, N.Y., geology and hydrology of
area (1964) 12524

West North Central States, see Central
States.

West Palm Beach, Fla.:

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18237
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18867

International Airport, weather observa-
tions, hourly, decennial census (1963)
7507

West Palm Beach Canal:
flood control improvement, engineer, re-

port

—

departmental edition (1963) 2232
document edition (1963) 2079

West Penn Power Co., President's E award for
excellence in exporting, remarks (1965)
19048

West Point, Ga.:
Chattahoochee River, engineers report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2185
document edition (1963) 2000

West Point, N.Y., see Military Academy, West
Point.

West Quincy, Mo., accident (1964) 10714
West South Central States, see Central

States.

West Union, Ohio, redevelopment area, statis-
tical profile (1962) 15020

West Virginia:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 7298
agricultural conservation handbook (1962)

1926
Allegheny Parkway, establish, hearing

(1962) 13681
annual survey of manufactures, 1960, stand-

ard metropolitan statistical areas, and
large industrial counties, statistics
(1962) 18773

annual survey of manufactures, 1961, stand-
ard metropolitan statistical areas, and
large industrial counties, statistics
(1963) 4568

annual survey of manufactures, 1962, statis-
tics for States, standard metropolitan
statistical areas, and large industrial
counties (1964) 6029

census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1961)
20458

census of business, 1963

—

merchandise lines sales, retail trade, sta-
tistics (1965) 15301

retail trade, area statistics (1965) 5660
selected services, area statistics (1965)

7224, 7253
census of governments, 1962, State report

(1965) 5690
census of housing, 1960, State and small

areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc (1962)
9072

census of manufactures, 1958, area statis-

tics (1961) 11857
census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-

port (1961) 16260
census of population, 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 20639
general characteristics (1961) 8533
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 6792
number of inhabitants (1961) 3951

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
geographic identification code scheme
(1961) 8544

centennial celebration. United States partic-
ipation, report (1962) 21430; (1963) 6271

centennial of statehood, 1863-1963, exhibi-
tion in Library of Congress (1965) 1305

climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial census
(1965) 9995

cHmatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;
(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216

cost of marking hardwood sawtimber (1964)
8651

county business patterns, activities covered
by OASDI program (1961) 11878; (1963)
15051

electric rate book (1962) 2468, 23528; (1963)
17434; (1964) 15899; (1965) 18092

Federal-aid highway program, right-of-way
claims, GAO follow-up examination of
reviews (1965) 7771

field trial of tree injector for weeding (1963)
20701

5b redevelopment area, statistical profile

(1963) 13354
5-cent statehood commemorative stamp

(poster) (1963) 11204
forestry research (1963) 15581
hardwoods, tree diameter poor indicator of

age (1964) 8647
hybrid poplar, observations on test planting

(1961) 12726
income tax, withholding from compensation

of Federal employees, agreement (1961)
20229
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West Virginia—Continued

introducing white pine into poor-site hard-
wood stands (1961) 20778

labor organizations, reporting, register

(1961) 9401; (1964) 16570
mail routes, schedule (1962) 16109
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1961) 1217; (1962) 3314; (1963) 3070;

(1964) 2991; (1965) 1361
minor civil divisions, magisterial districts,

census 1960, map (1961) 16318
mountains, 4 iforest practices, effect on

streamflow (1963) 10238
municipal waste facilities, 1962 inventory

(1964) 3103
municipal water facilities inventory (1961)

6503; (1964) 18908
national forests (1961) 12372

print as Senate document, report (1961)
10488

natural resources (1964) 14365
northern, removing methane from Pitts-

burgh coalbed (1962) 10475
oak site index on Belmont limestone soils in

Allegheny Mountains (1965) 7749
oil production by waterflooding (1961) 4814,

11380
oilfields discovered before 1940 (1963) 7203
100th anniversary of admission as State,

commemorative medals, amend act

—

law (1962) 20886
report (1962) 19293

opportunities for wood industries develop-
ment through application of FPL re-

search (1964) 6744
opportunity for progress (1965) 1810
plane coordinate intersection tables (1961)

14024
population, 1960, characteristics (1963)

18667
precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)

3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965)
3492

public school finance program (1963) 17390
roads and highways, right-of-way acquisi-

tion practices

—

hearings (1962) 21220
report (1964) 8329

rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-

files (1962) 16634
sawmill residues and lumber for wood-using

industries, raw materials survey (1963)
12189

southern, removing methane from Pocahon-
tas coalbed (1964) 1443

spoil banks, poor growth of poplar (1963)

20700
temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10770

timber industry opportunities (1965) 7748
timber resources (1964) 21329

print as Senate document, report (1961)

10488
sources of employment and income (1961)

12372
tourist and recreation potential. Eastern

Panhandle area (1965) 5301
truck inventory and use survey (1965) 270
weather stations, decadal census (1963)

16688
wholesale fruit and vegetable market, orga-

nization (1962) 22939
Wirt Ck)unty, Cow Run sand and Burning

Springs pool, secondary oil recovery
possibilities (1964) 14745

women

—

labor laws summaries (1965) 5483
legal status (1963) 3405

West Virginia—Continued
women—Continued
workers (1964) 15179

ZIP code directory (1963) 20072
West Virginia Centennial Commission:
Treasury Dept. to supply and sell commemo-

rative medals, amend act

—

law (1962) 20886
report (1962) 19293

West Virginia Forest Products Co., opening
(remarks) (1965) 8503

West Waterford, N.Y., railroad accident (1963)

639
Wester, Robert E., suburban and farm vegeta-

ble gardens (1964) 4203
Westerly, R. I.:

hurricane survey, engineers report

—

departmental edition (1965) 6148
document edition (1965) 5815

Western Air Lines, Inc., accident (1965) 8641
Western Carriers' (jonference Committee,

emergency board report (1964) 10478
Western County, Wyo., geology of Upton

quadrangle (1964) 19776
Western Hectric Co., Inc., equipment rentals

charged by subcontractor in construc-

tion of White Alice communications sys-

tem GAO examination (1963) 10260
Western Europe, see Europe.
Western Gold and Uranium, Inc.:

Orphan mining claim conveyance

—

law (1962) 13310
reports (1961) 19072; (1962) 4940, 11391

Western Greyhound Lines:

motor carrier accidents (1965) 12578; 14470
wage chronology, 1945-63 (1964) 14688

Western Hemisphere, see Hemisphere, West-
ern.

Western hemlock, see Hemlock.
Western larch, see Larch.
Western Michigan Conference on Industrial

Modernization, report (1965) 221
Western Nuclear Corp., Rawlins, Wyo., pro-

curement by Atomic Energy Commission
of uranium concentrates, GAO review
(1961) 4301

Western pine beetles, see Beetles.
Western region, see West (U.S.).

Western Regional Conference, problems and
prospects of working women, report
(1962) 12795

Western Space Age Industries and Engineer-
ing Exposition and Conference, proceed-
ings (1962) 18252

Western States, see West (U.S.).

Western Training Center, catalog of courses
(1964) 4374

Western Union Telegraph (3o., wage chronolo-

gy, 1943-63 (1964) 21666
Western Utilization Research and Develop-

ment Division:
laboratories and functions (1964) 5799;

(1965) 8407
organization, research program, etc (1961)

5244
publications and patents, semiannual lists

(1961) 5230, 8278; (1962) 1912, 16261-262;
(1963) 14844; (1964) 7900, 16936; (1965)
8408, 16947

Western white pine, see Pine.

Westfield, James, administration of Federal
coal-mine safety act, 1952-62 (1963)

19838
Westfield, N.Y., motor vehicle accident (1961)

2074
Westfield, Tex., railroad accident (1962) 13953
Westinghouse Electric Corp.:

Atomic Power Dept., research and develop-
ment program, progress report (1961)

234
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Westinghouse Hectric Corp.—Continued

contract with AEC and Navy Dept., large
surface ship reactor, GAO review (1962)
5283

costs of leasing electronic data processing
systems at Defense and Space Center,
GAO report (1965) 7788

excessive costs paid for propulsion reduction
gears by Navy Dept., GAO report (1964)
4759

nuclear components, subcontract awarded
by Plant Apparatus Dept. to another
dept. and charged to Navy, GAO exami-
nation into pricing (1962) 17609

nuclear submarine components subcontract,
GAO examination into pricing (1963)
2321

nuclear submarine valves purchased from
Crane Company, unsupported costs,

GAO report (1965) 2219
overcharges for propulsion machinery for

U.S.S. Enterprise, GAO report (1963)
19283

overpricing

—

B-58 electrical power systems purchased
by (Jeneral Dynamics Corp. under
cost-plus-a-fixed-fee prime contract. Air
Force Dept., GAO report (1964) 8728

contracts for T38A electrical power sys-
tems. Air Force Dept., GAO report (1964)
8730

nuclear reactor components, GAO report
(1964) 6776

nuclear submarine components, GAO re-

port (1964) 6777
Westinghouse Electric International, E award

ceremonies (remarks) (1964) 229
Westlands water district, see Central Valley

project.

Westley, David E., economic developments in

Iran (1963) 8389
Westley, Tomoe I., relief (1964) 10368, 15442,

17198
Westminster, Calif., population, special census

(1964) 180
Weston, W. Va., redevelopment area, develop-

ment opportunities (1964) 15250
Weston County, Wyo.:
geology of

—

Inyan Kara Mountain quadrangle (1963)
8331

Newcastle area (1963) 20728
Westport, Conn.:

hurricane survey, engineers report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23499
document edition (1962) 23306

Westrup, Jack, lecture, Sept. 3, 1963 (1964)
11305

Westvaco Trona Mine, distribution of stress
(1965) 19861

Westworth, Edna C, impact of hospitalization
costs on aged beneficiaries, etc (1963)
9302

Wetherbee, D.K., some recent findings in inhi-

bition of avian reproductivity (1963) 559
Wetherill Mesa, see Mesa Verde National

Park.
Wetlands, see Swamplands.
Wetmore, Alexander, additions to records of

birds knowTi from Panama (1964) 3129
Wetmore, Joseph W., aircraft vortex wakes in

relation to terminal operations (1963)
9185

Wetsel-Oviatt Lumber Co., Inc.:

relief (1964) 8279, 15660
veto (1964) 19448

Wettability of aluminum oxides and carbides
by n;)etals of iron group, USSR (1962)
23865

Wetting agents:
cinematographic study of flow of thin liquid

layers on surface of a solid, USSR study
(1962) 19820

dynamics in brazing and soldering (1963)
12966

floorination of fatty acid, effect on wettabili-
ty of adsorbed, condensed monolayer
(1962) 20211

properties of tetrafluoroethylene and hexa-
fluoropropylene copolymers (1961) 1381

synergistic surface tension effects from mix-
tures of fluorinated alcohols (1961) 8092

upper limits for contact angles of liquids on
solids (1965) 11575

Wetwood, bacteria, and increased p" in trees
(1961) 17298

Wetzel Ojunty, W. Va., oil production by wat-
erflooding (1961) 4814

Wetzel County Hospital:
relief (1963) 15200; (1964) 15621, 17180

Wexler, Arnold, NBS standard hygrometer
(1964) 11433

Weybrew, Benjamin B.:

individual differences in energy discharge
from frustration (1963) 7196

psychological and psychophysiological ef-

fects of confinement in high-pressure
helium-oxygen-nitrogen atmosphere for
284 hours (1965) 11380

relationship of breathholding ability, etc., to
performance in pressure chamber, etc
(1963) 7189

Weymouth-Fore River:
engineers report

—

departmental edition (1964) 8522
document edition (1964) 8249

WFTU, see World Federation of Trade Unions.
Wha Ja Oh, see Oh Wha Ja.
Whaite, Ralph H., microfilming maps of aban-

doned anthracite mines (1965) 19843
Whale, H.A.:

excitation of electroacoustic waves by an-
tennas in inosphere (1963) 12871

impedance of electrically short antenna in

ionosphere (1963) 5581
ion sheath effects near antennas radiating

within ionosphere (1963) 11049
Whale sharks, embryo, information on mor-

phology (1964) 7597
Whales, humpback, feeding, periodicity. South

Atlantic Ocean, USSR study (1963) 8767
see aiso Cetacea.

Whaling:
international convention, amendment to

schedule (1962) 18479-480; (1963) 9427;

(1964) 5703; (1965) 15067
international regulation, new treaties, etc.,

USSR articles (1963) 7079
Whaling Commision, see International Whal-

ing Commission.
Whang, Shin Sook (Renee), relief (1963) 17002,

17223
Wharton County, Tex.:

transfer from Galveston Division to Hous-
ton division of southern district of Tex-
as

—

law (1964) 8221
reports (1964) 4528, 6284

Wharves:
wharfbuilding formulas (1962) 3569
wharfbuilding handbook, engineered per-

formance standards (1961) 16068

What a training village should look like,

USSR (1964) 14517

What are you doing about vour insurance
waiver (1961) 3767

What consumer wants to know (1964) 11781
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What

What

What
What
What
What

What
What

consumers should know about cosmetics
(1962) 590; (1963) 17467
do off-job accidents cost industry? (re-

marks) (1964) 13041
is a conservation farm plan (1962) 1938
is a co-op (1961) 20710
is a good nursery school (1963) 20646
is Foreign Agricultural Service (1961)

20759; (1962) 7435
is good day care (1964) 21040
is the letter A, USSR study (1962) 11967

What is your tobacco crop really worth to you
(1964) 6627

What standards do we raise (1963) 17383
What to do this summer (1965) 12394
What we get from trees (1963) 10252
What you should know about exporting, how

to get started handbook (1963) 632,

6624; (1964) 19826; (1965) 19702
What you should know about John (1963) 1583
What you should know about regional offices

of National, Labor Relations Board
(1962) 12533

What young farm families should know about
credit (1965) 5509

What's ahead in range research (1961) 7501
What's available in atomic energy literature

(1963) 9686; (1965) 5612
What's happening at San Dimas (1962) 17581
What's happening in migrant education (1963)

10084
What's new about women workers (1962) 6507;

(1963) 11413
What's up there, source book in space oriented

mathematics for grades 5-8 (1964)
7570-71

Wheat, Francis M., nomination, hearing (1964)
17871

Wheat:
acreage allotment, marketing quota, and

price support program for 1962, hear-
ings (1961) 14438

acreage allotment, marketing quota, 1963,
defer proclamation

—

law (1962) 15072
report (1962) 11405

acreage allotments and price support (ex-

cerpts from talk) (1963) 16734
American surplus commodities, sales to So-

viet Union and Eastern Europe (1963)
18812

Armenian rust-resistant, and pathogenesis
of radiation injuries, USSR study (1962)
5527

baking quality test (1961) 16100
bread-baking quality, sedimentation test

(1962) 12921
bulgur recipes (1964) 16934
Canadian, marketing (1962) 17538
carlot receipts, physical, chemical, etc.,

properties (1961) 3662, 17886; (1963)
18376; (1964) 5

classification of Triticum species and wheat
varieties grown in U. S (1963) 11467

clears, encourage industrial utilization,
hearings (1964) 21199

commercial farms, Pacific Northwest, North-
ern and Southern Plains, costs and re-

turns (1962) 17368; (1963) 15413; (1965)
16080

(Communist China

—

crop management on saline-alkaline soil

(1961) 12906
rotation in Wu-kung area, economic re-

sults investigation (1962) 22322
winter production (1961) 20904

crop insurance, outline (1965) 546
distribution of varieties and classes, U.S

(1961) 101

Wheat—Continued
domestic, price equalization, research pro-

gram, etc.

—

law (1964) 10140
reports (1964) 6467, 8323

donating flour instead of wheat, unnecessary
cost, GAO report (1965) 6308

drought relief assistance agreement with
Cyprus (1961) 9770-71; (1962) 12717

durum, Tulelake, Calif., acreage allot-

ments

—

exempt

—

hearings (1961) 20564
law (1961) 18739
reports (1961) 12492, 16792

increase

—

law (1963) 15143
reports (1963) 9981, 13597

increase and make permanent, hearing
(1964) 15580

farm-stored, how to control insects (1962)
20405; (1965) 13388

farmers, adjustment to different programs
(1961) 9900

Federal insurance program (1963) 13909
foreign markets (address) (1961) 6076
foreign trade prospects (1961) 10650; (1962)

11844; (1963) 10208; (1964) 8629
futures

—

commitments of traders (1961) 3047; (1962)
3688; (1963) 3530; (1964) 3344; (1965)
3231

trading and open contracts (1961) 3053;
(1962) 3908A; (1963) 3752; (1964) 3550;
(1965) 3464

gluten, vital, from Canada, determination of
no injury or likelihood thereof to U.S.
industry (1964) 11655

grading and exporting in USSR (1961) 2012,
7453

growers' machinery costs. North Dakota
(1963) 6315

growers problems and prospects (address)
(1964) 7907

hard red spring and durum, culture and va-
rieties (1962) 4501

hard winter, loading boxcars in country ele-

vators (1964) 19088
hybrids, inter-and intra-generic exhibit of

crosses between species (1961) 8271
Illinois, 1963, strontium-90 in plant parts

and milling fractions (1965) 1594
improved standards, background on (1964)

4198
international agreement (1963) 1517
report (1962) 17148
text (1962) 21252
extend

—

hearing (1965) 15787
law (1962) 20824
protocol (1965) 20091
reports (1962) 17233, 19098; (1965)

12223, 15685, 15755, 15906
ratification, report (1963) 20530

legislation, hearings (1963) 18916; (1964)
4488, 8352; (1965) 13961

malathion, synergized pyrethrum and diato-
maceous earth as protectants, in small
bins (1965) 16978

market quota referendum, defer—
laws (1961) 14104; (1962) 16766
reports (1961) 12490, 14292; (1962) 16948

marketing in Soviet Union, U.S. technical
study, group report (1961) 11723

marketing quotas and acreage allotment
proclamation, defer for 1963 crop (1962)
13303

national referendum. May 21, importance
(remarks) (1964) 23

new program (address) (1963) 1671
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Wheat—Continued
new programs to achieve balance between

production and demand, message from
the President (1962) 4919; (1963) 4721

Pacific Northwest areas, stubble mulch
farming, experiments and observations
(1962) 8821

permit flexibility in use of acreage diverted
from wheat and feed-grain program

—

law (1962) 13304
report (1962) 11380

plant progeny, radiosensitivity influenced by
gamma irradiation of parent seed (1964)
9008

price support and acreage allotment pro-
gram for 1962

—

law (1961) 16561
reports (1961) 14335, 14342, 14597

production and trade (remarks) (1965) 7040
production in eastern U.S (1962) 8820, 18622
program, 1962, correct inequity relating to

underproduction

—

hearings (1961) 14438
law (1962) 9150
report (1961) 18841

program, 1963

—

adjustment in yields for irrigation, report
(1962) 21142

small farm exemption

—

law (1962) 23201
reports (1962) 21134, 21491

program, 1964

—

economic analysis (1963) 5847, 7585, 9593
small wheat grower, alternatives (1963)
7581

statistical summary (1965) 7017
program, 1965 (1965) 1772
programs, voluntary adjustment and price

support, hearings (1964) 6492
proposed changes in grade standards (1963)

18380
quality

—

sedimentation measure (1963) 4363
trade agreement with European Economic
Community and member states (1962)
18489; (1965) 6934

Redi wheat

—

market potential (paper) (1962) 5089
new canned cooked bulgur, market posi-

tion, etc., in Wichita, Kans (1963) 4359
referendum

—

effects on rural economy, etc. (address)
(1963) 5811

extend time

—

law (1965) 15437
reports (1965) 13897, 14072

farmer's stake (address) (1963) 1696
in United States (speech) (1963) 1722

rice weevil in wheat, effects of cathode-ray
irradiation (1962) 8851

role in world's food supply, report of confer-
ence, Apr. 30-May 2, 1962 (1962) 18616

sales to Soviet bloc, benefits to U.S. (state-
ment) (1964) 1639

sedimentation as measure of quality, 1963
crop (1965) 39

sedimentation values

—

changes during storage (1964) 6
stability (1964) 7

setting agricultural price in Common Mar-
ket (speech) (1963) 1722

situation, Government program, choices for
1964 (1963) 10127

spring, moisture supply where virgin and
fallow lands are cultivated, USSR study
(1962) 2808

stabilization program

—

fact sheet (1961) 16087
statistical summary (1963) 16727

Wheat—Continued
stabilization program—Continued

to bring decrease in Government stocks,
increase net income to wheat producers
(excerpts from speech) (1961) 17907

stem rust spread by barberry bushes (1964)
9958

stocks, Oct. 1, 1960 (1961) 36
strength and sedimentation test (1961) 5179
trade agreements with European Economic

Community and member states (1962)
14656

U.S. exports under Government programs
(1961) 12686; (1962) 7432; (1963) 4977;
(1964) 14290; (1965) 16230

utilization

—

for food (1963) 15423
mission to Japan, India and Indonesia,
report (1961) 4256

research, 3d national conference (1965)
16941

voluntary marketing certificate program,
1964 and 1965 crops, report (1964) 8290

wheat coleoptile, effect of weightlessness
and radiation on growth, for purpose of
defining and verifying experiment suita-
ble for use in biosatellite (1965) 18474

wheat pasture (1963) 4304; (1964) 4156;
(1965) 4068

wheat situation (1961) 2806; (1962) 4444;
(1963) 4305; (1964) 4157; (1965) 4069

winter

—

crop production (1961) 5192; (1962) 16696;
(1963) 7459; (1964) 7802; (1965) 5418

fertilization with urea, USSR study (1964)
16366

relationship between dormancy and mete-
orological conditions. Communist China
(1961) 12838

report (1961) 1605
southern High Plains, irrigation and fer-

tilizer interrelations, study (1965) 16944
water management, consumptive use, and

nitrogen fertilization in western Kansas
(1963) 16759

withdrawal of stored penalty wheat, report
(1962) 7188

yields, spring, relationship of soil moisture
and precipitation, northern Great Plains
(1962) 6583

Wheat flour, see Flour.
Wheat germ oil, effect on performance of

swimming rats (1963) 7687
Wheatgrasses:

crested

—

and bromegrass hay production, interrela-

tionships of nitrogen, phosphorus and
precipitation (1964) 5858

in northern New Mexico, cattle gains and
plant responses from spring grazing
(1963) 16758

lambing range, activities of sheep (1963)
4985

New Mexico, rate and spacing in seeding
(1965) 12508

Wheatland Flats area, Wyo., hydrologic condi-
tions (1964) 19804

Wheatley, P.E., plant quarantine import re-

quirements of Kenya (1965) 4096
Wheaton, 111., population, special census (1963)

15075
Wheatstone bridge, see Electric bridges.
Wheeland, Hoyt A., timber-products harvest-

ing in eastern United States and Canada
(1965) 2158

Wheelchairs, stairclimbing, developed in Ger-
many (1964) 5749

Wheeler, Earle G., nomination, hearing (1962)
19378
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Wheeler, Kermitt K:
legal status of women in

—

Florida (1965) 10009
Idaho (1965) 10010
Minnesota (1964) 19031
Nevada (1965) 11806
Pennsylvania (1965) 6993

Wheeler, Louis C, relief (1961) 18805; (1963)
13515

Wheeler, Phillip C, magnetic attitude control
of rigid, axially symmetric, spinning
satellites in circular earth orbits (1965)
19880

Wheeler National Wildlife Refuge:
birds

—

general information (1961) 9148
list (1965) 611

Wheeling, W. Va.:
aged, problems, hearings (1962) 21205
area redevelopment manpower report (1964)

17935
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 13984
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 16478
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20622

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 9099

redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)
13163

Wheels:
inertia, and bar magnet, use in satellite atti-

tude control (1961) 1317
truck tractor 5th wheel for steering semi-

trailers (1961) 6598
vehicle, on soft soils, analysis of existing

data (1965) 6147
Whelan, James A., laboratory studies of vari-

ables in rotary drilling (1963) 3087
Whelan, Joseph G.:

Soviet Empire, study in discrimination and
abuse of power (1965) 16036

world communism, bibliography (1964) 15608

world Communist movement, selective chro-

nology (1964) 8403, 17472

When Americans live abroad (1965) 13277
When you work in United States (1963) 11282
Where will school graduates work, USSR

(1962) 17944

Where's your electric co-op headed (1961) 2697

Whetstone River:
flood control, engineers report

—

departmental editions (1963) 2180; (1964)
10484

document editions (1963) 2004; (1964)
10158

Whetten, Nathan L., presentation on Mexican
population trends (1963) 11909

Whieldon, Charles E., jr.:

oilfields in Mahoning, etc., Counties, Ohio
(1965) 5078

West Virginia oilfields discovered before
1940 (1963) 7203

Whipkey, Ronald Z., measuring subsurface
stormflow from simulated rainstorms,
plot technique (1965) 6249

Whipple, Elden C., jr., electricity in atmos-
phere above exchange layer (1964) 5518

Whirling disease of trout (1962) 17510, 21784
Whisenhunt, F.S., jr., filament-winding plas-

tics, role of resin in glass-fiber-
reinforced structures under tensile
stress (1965) 16789

Whiskers:
alumina, growth and analysis (1963) 7591

Whiskers—Continued
aluminum borate, synthesis and properties

(1965) 5087
bonding in oxide-fiber (whisker) reinforced

metals (1964) 7660
boron carbide, produced by vapor deposition

(1965) 16649
fracture, of lithium fluoride, strength de-

pendent on size, USSR study (1963) 6807

Whiskey:
bourbon, designate as distinctive product of

U.S., reports (1962) 19155; (1963) 4748,
17293; (1964) 347

except Irish, Scotch, etc., Tariff' Commission
report (1963) 11347

imported, paper labels, marking require-
ments, report (1964) 10264

Wiskeytown, Calif., proposed Whiskey-town-
Shasta-Trinity national recreation area,
report (1964) 1535

Whiskeytown Lake Recreation Area, general
information (1965) 9802, 19982

Whiskeytown Reservoir:
powerhouse, name Judge Francis Carr Pow-

erhouse

—

law (1964) 17413
reports (1964) 10220, 17780

Whiskeytown-Shasta-Trinity National Recrea-
tion Area, establish, report (1965) 19470

Whistler-hydromagnetic extension of magne-
to-ionic theory (1964) 5874

Whistler Peacock Room in FVeer Gallery of
Art, description (1963) 4993

Whistling atmospherics, see Static.
Whitaker, Gilbert R., jr., market for bank

stock (1965) 4511
Whitcomb, Harold A.:

ground-water resources and geology of

—

Niobrara County, Wyo (1965) 9275
northern and western Crook County, Wyo

(1964) 19795
White, Billy L.:

helicopter evaluation in Arctic (1964) 49
temperature evaluation of YHU-ID helicop-

ter in climatic laboratory (1963) 11476
White, Byron R., nomination, hearings (1961)

4113; (1962) 15446
White, Charles F., synthesis of unity-gain

complex-zero RC networks (1964) 11495
White, Clayton S., environmental effects at

Hiroshima and Nagaskai (1965) 5601
White, Donald E.:

chemical composition of subsurface waters
(1963) 2349

rocks, structure, and geologic history of
Steamboat Springs thermal area (1965)
734

volcanic emanations, data of geochemistry
(1963) 8339

White, E.M., soil survey of Hand County, S.

Dak (1963) 13052
White, Edward H., II, walk in space (1965)

14727
White, Eliot J.:

formation damage estimated from water
sensitivity tests, Patrick Draw area,
Wyo (1964) 18702

physical properties and clay mineral con-
tents affecting susceptibility of oil

sands to water damage. Powder River
Basin, Wyo (1963) 1233

White, Gladys 0.:

improving home and family living among
low-income families (1963) 10304

simplified methods for determining needs
(1964) 6605

superacion del hogar y de la vida familiar
entre familias de ingresos limitados
(1965) 14427
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White, Gladys 0.—Continued
yardstick for need (1963) 17415

White, H.D., jr., design of PFM telemetry en-

coders (1964) 13211
White, Harold D., improved methods for evis-

cerating chickens (1963) 5782
White, Irma R., one hundred seventy-five years

ago today, first time Uncle Sam counted
his flock (1965) 13710

White, Jack A.:

abort from manned lunar landing and return

to rendezvous in 50-mile orbit (1963)

1306
deadband about desired perigee of space

vehicle approaching earth (1963) 5597
feasibility study of bang-bang path control

for reentry vehicle (1964) 1468
solutions for flight-path angle of reentry

vehicle in upper atmosphere (1964)

16696
White, James L., statistical analysis of world's

merchant fleets (1964) 2978
White, Mrs. Jesse F., relief (1963) 9843, 18995,

20407
White, John H., Pioneer, light passenger loco-

motive of 1851 in Museum of History
and Technology (1965) 1514

White, John S., application of statistical filter

theory to interplanetary navigation, etc

(1965) 6743
White, Leslie A., Pueblo of Sia, N. Mex (1963)

4428
White. Maurice D., study of handling qualities

of supersonic transports (1963) 11075

White, Max G., uranium at Morro do Vento,

Serra de Jacobina, Brazil (1964) 18113

White, Naoko I., relief (1961) 10370, 14203,

16525
White, Natalie D.:

analysis and evaluation of hydrologic data
for San Simon Basin, Ariz (1963) 10299

electrical-analog analysis of hydrologic data

for San Simon Basin, Coshise and Gra-

ham Counties, Ariz (1965) 19681
ground-water conditions in Rainbow Valley

area, etc (1964) 4814
White, Robert M.:

addresses, etc (1964) 13531; (1965) 8362, 8367

nomination, hearings (1964) 4576; (1965)

16011
White, S.S., electron beam welding (1963)

11199
White, Walter S., bauxite deposits of Warm

Springs district, Meriwether County, Ga
(1965) 16313

White Alice communications system, rentals

charged for equipment by Morrison-
Knudsen Ck)., Inc., GAO examination
(1963) 10260

White basswood, see Basswood.
White Cane Safety Day:

designate Oct. 15 of each year

—

law (1964) 21120
reports (1964) 17518, 19560

White Canyon area, Utah, geology (1965) 6329

White Canyon uranium mining district, geolo-

gy, ore deposits, and exploratory drill-

ing (1963) 12223
White cedar, see (3edar.

White Clay Creek:
engineers report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2233

document edition (1963) 2080
White clover, for South, information (1962) 50

White collar unions, unionism in Western Eu-

rope (1963) 19802
White-collar workers:
employment trends

—

structure of work force (1961) 9425

White-collar workers—Continued
employment trends—Continued

20th century (1961) 13411
exemptions under Fair labor standards act

(1964) 13515
personal characteristics, extent of employ-

ment, etc (1961) 9425
real income in Bulgaria (1962) 22359
salaries in Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and Alaska

(1964) 7415
see aiso Government officials and employees.

White County, Ga., mineral deposits, explora-
tion (1965) 4231

White Earth Reservation, land, convey to
Minnesota Annual Conference of Meth-
odist Church (1964) 15427, 15658, 17206

White fir, see Fir.

White Fleet, establish to provide emergency
assistance to other nations in case of
disaster, report (1961) 10453

White-fringed beetles, see Beetles.
White grubs, see June bugs.
White Hollow Watershed, forest coyer im-

provement influences upon hvdrologic
characteristics, 1935-58 (1962) 20342

White House, see Ebcecutive Mansion.
White House Committee on Small Business:

press releases (1963) 4103; (1964) 3932
progress report on activities and recommen-

dations (1962) 16111
report on small business in American econo-

my (1962) 14562
White House Conference on Aging:
background paper on rehabilitation of the

disabled (1961) 6614
background studies prepared by State com-

mittees (1961) 4120, 5896
basic policy statements and recommenda-

tions (1961) 19140
chart book (1961) 1965
national organizations with delegate status,

handbook (1961) 2756
program, Jan 9-12, 1961 (1961) 2757
report on Nation and its older people (1961)

9267
reports and guide lines (1961) 12807,

14978-984, 19429-433, 20838
significance, purpose, etc (1961) 1575

White House Conference on Children and
Youth:

golden anniversary

—

findings and recommendations for today's
youth, tomorrow's adults (address)

(1962) 14979
index to State reports (1961) 2758

implications for elementary education (1961)
20683

prospectus on research recommendations
proposed by forums (1961) 2759

White House Conference on Conservation,
official proceedings. May 24-25, 1962
(1963) 11412

White House Conference on Education:
consultants' papers on contemporary issues

(1965) 18003
milestone for educational progress (1965)

17951
White House Conference on Export Expansion:

export facts (1963) 19359
recommendations, progress report (1964)

6121
report (1963) 20251

White House Conference on International
Cooperation, congressional delegation,
reports (1965) 12287, 13882

White House Conference on Mental Retarda-
tion:

1963 legislation, programs, activities, etc
(1964) 4826
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White House Conference on Mental Retarda-

tion—Continued
proceedings (1964) 7857

White House Conference on Narcotics and
Drug Abuse, proceedings Sept. 27 and
28, 1962 (1963) 9510

White House Conference on National Ek;onomic
Issues, proceedings. May 21-22, 1962
(1963) 18370

White House Conference on Natural Beauty,
for the benefit of man (1965) 11384

White House-Department of Interior Panel on
Waterlogging and Salinity in West Paki-

stan, report on land and water develop-
ment in Indus Plain (1964) 21837

White House Police, see Police.

White House Regional Conference, report

(1964) 13383
White oak, see Oak.
White Oak Bayou:
engineers report

—

departmental edition (1965) 10758
document edition (1965) 10396

White Oak Creek:
ecological survey (1963) 9684
limnology (1963) 11566

White Oak Lake:
bed. Oak Ridge, Tenn., chemical and physical

data on soils and plants (1963) 1836
ecological surveys

—

limnology (1963) 11566
vertebrate fauna (1963) 11567

White pine, see Pine.
White pine blister rust:

eastern, relating climate to infection hazard
(1964) 6742

forest overstory effects on microclimate and
related spread (1963) 577

growing white pines to avoid blister rust,

new information (1964) 12460
incidence in central Sierra Nevada, relation

to canyon physiography (1963) 2314
Lake States

—

control (1962) 5237
economics of control (1961) 653

low average infection rates may mean high
control costs (1965) 9186

mortality in white pine plantations reduced
by early pruning (1964) 8646

spread from Ribes to sugar pine in Califor-

nia and Oregon (1961) 20310
spread, on white pines, relationship to night

breezes (paper) (1965) 14366
Wisconsin, climatic distribution (1961) 9220

White pine cone beetles, see Beetles.

White Pine Copper Co., copper reverberatory
slags, study (1962) 10468

White Pine Copper Mine, mine roof in-place

support with rock bolts, method of de-

termining number required (1961) 7939
White pine weevils, see Weevils.
White Plains, N.Y., census of housing, 1960,

city blocks (1961) 20464
White rats, see Rats.
White River:

flood control, engineer reports

—

departmental edition (1963) 464
document edition (1963) 270

morphology and hydrology of glacial stream
(1964) 4791

White River National Wildlife Refuge, general
information (1962) 23558

White Sands Missile Range, N. Mex.:
IRIG document (1962) 22698
unnecessary costs incurred by leasing rath-

er than purchasing electronic data proc-
essing equipment, GAO report (1964) 794

White Sands National Monument, general in-

formation (1961) 8074; (1964) 9659

White Sea Biological Station, Moscow Univer-
sity, biology of White Sea, book review
(1963) 17820

White spot disease of fish eggs and fry (1963)
6455

White-spotted sawyer, see Beetles.
White spruce, see Spruce.
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va., climatic sum-

maries of resort areas (1963) 18367
White trunk rot of hardwoods (1964) 18045
Whitefish:

central Green Bay and adjacent waters of
Lake Michigan, age, growth, sex ratio,

and maturity (1965) 14275
Coregonus variability, USSR study (1964)

2837
feeding habits in Arctic bodies of water,

variation and multiplicity (1964) 5006
Soviet studies (1964) 7107
tagged in Apostle Island area of Lake Supe-

rior, movements, growth, and rate of

recapture (1965) 14307
Whitehead, A.B., spectrographic analysis of

cerium by carrier distillation technique
(1963) 1231

Whitehead, Allen H., jr., pressure, etc., 80°

sweep slab delta wing in hypersonic flow

(1965) 8098
Whitehead, Kenneth D., basic data on economy

of Libya (1964) 21086
Whitehead, W.D., transistorized magnet cur-

rent amplifier for reactor control system
(1965) 13107

Whitehouse, J.R., jr., relief (1962) 4985, 7026,
11232

Whitelaw, John B., teacher preparation, 5 tar-

gets for next 10 years (1964) 8496
Whitelaw, John L., selected bibliography of

highway traffic safety (1963) 7413
Whiteman, Marjorie M., international law di-

gest (1963) 14705; (1964) 5697; (1965)
1640, 13278

Whitenack, Frank W., convey land to (1962)

17266
Whiteouts:
CRREL studies, summary (1965) 10771
dissipation techniques (1965) 9066
ice fog and ice-fog nuclei, Fairbanks, Alaska

(1965) 507, 9062
seeding procedures, investigation (1963)

19134
Whitesburg, Ky., ground-water resources of

area (1965) 9276
Whitesell, Craig D., silvical characteristics of

koa (Acacia koa Gray) (1965) 680
Whitestone Coulee unit, see Chief Joseph Dam

project.
Whitfield, A. A., UH-2 helicopter high-speed

flight research program utilizing jet

thrust augmentation (1965) 13311
Whiting, Ronald, relief (1962) 11495; (1963)

6225
Whiting (fish):

improving quality (1965) 598
products tested at University of Massachu-

setts annual, school-lunch conference
(1964) 6706

whiting fishery, Atlantic Coast, review
(1961) 4232

see also Hake.
Whitlock, Charles H.:

pitch-roll resonance conditions of rocket
(1963) 12882

preformed elliptical parachute (1964) 7542
Whitlow, Jesse W., geology of Dubuque North

quadrangle, Iowa, Wisconsin, Illinois

(1963) 10281
Whitman, Merrill J., advanced nuclear rocket

materials research (1963) 4491
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Whitman, Robert A.:

iron and steel (1964) 21693
mineral industry surveys (1964) 18671;

(1965) 5081
iron and steel scrap (1964) 20482; (1965)

18436
steel (1965) 12958

Whitman (jounty. Wash., Pullman area,
ground water resources (1963) 8353

Whitman Mission National Historic Site:

general information (1964) 9660; (1965) 1517
naming

—

law (1962) 13323
reports (1962) 9300, 11613

Whitman National Monument:
change name to Whitman Mission National

Historic Site

—

law (1962) 13323
reports (1962) 9300, 11613

general information (1961) 1355
Whitney, Doris, compilation of statements and

speeches of John F. Kennedy (1964)
21216

Whitney, Jack M., H, nomination, hearing
(1961) 19154

Whitney, Warren J., turbopump feed systems
for hydrogen-nuclear rockets (1965) 6752

Whitney Reservoir:
land, reconvey to former owners

—

law (1961) 20522
reports (1961) 16761, 19104

Whittaker, Colin W., liming soils, aid to better
farming (1964) 19069

Whittemore, Hiram D.:

adaptation of Micronaire for ramie fiber

fineness (1965) 1743
mechanical harvesting and ribboning of

ramie fiber (1963) 4373
Whittemore, Reed, lecture, Oct. 12, 1964 (1965)

12806
Whittemore, W.L., differential neutron ther-

malization (1963) 7690; (1964) 8052;
(1965) 5602

Whitten, M. E.:

determining oil content of cottonseed, evalu-
ation of rapid method (1964) 1723

soybeans, rapid method for determining oil

content (1964) 43
Whitten, Russell R.:

dutch elm disease and its control (1964) 9935

elm-bark beetles (1964) 1702
Whitten amendment, see Government officials

and employees.
Whittenberger, R.T., electric sorting machines

for tart cherries (1964) 19053
Whittington, Harold, starting and managing

small motel (1963) 14690
Whittle, Charles L., feasibility of aircraft-oil

analysis system for operational use in

field (1963) 14749
Whitton, Rex M.:

nomination, hearing (1961) 5905
remarks (1963) 1433, 3304, 5700, 9367, 20116,

20119, 21099; (1964) 9739; (1965) 16842
WHO, see World Health Organization.
Who are the unemployed (1961) 11333
Who are the working mothers (1961) 17883;

(1962) 18597; (1963) 13134; (1965) 16925
Whole body counters (1964) 19269
Wholesale prices, see Prices.

Wholesale trade:
automotive parts. Federal wage-hour law

application (1963) 5766
bibliography (1962) 1810; (1964) 5681; (1965)

15033
census of business, 1958

—

area reports (1961) 11840; (1962) 4820
area statistics (1962) 4820; (1965) 1888-89,

5671-76, 7225-55, 8588-8600, 10227-230,
13615-616, 17204

Wholesale trade—Continued
census of business, 1958 Continued
preliminary area reports (1961) 2973
Puerto Rico (1963) 13303
receivables and bad debt losses (1961)

11841
subject reports (1961) 11841, 13871,

18124-125, 20407; (1962) 249, 2166.
14964; (1963) 16877

summary statistics (1962) 14964
United States summary (1961) 11840

census of business, 1963

—

advance reports (1965) 3199
subject report (1965) 17205

employee earnings and hours (1965) 6579
florist facilities for Boston (1963) 35
operating costs and ratios, bibliography

(1963) 11275
primary market price index, monthly report

(1961) 3397; (1962) 4447; (1963) 4308;
(1964) 4160; (1965) 4072

sales and inventories, monthly report (1961)
2969; (1962) 4087; (1963) 3930; (1964)
3753; (1965) 3668

sales workers, employment outlook (1962)
8410

study to evaluate minimum wage and maxi-
mum hours standards of fair labor
standards act (1965) 5464

see also Stores

—

also names of commodities
and industries.

Whooping cough:
Vaccination assistance act

—

law (1962) 23268
reports (1962) 15169, 15191, 19302

Whooping cranes, see Cranes (birds).

Who's who in Turkey (1963) 16124
Why nuclear test ban treaty (1963) 11530
Why and how of school savings (1962) 18437
Why do young people fall (1965) 18396
Why invest in forest land? some forest owners

give their answers (1963) 3382
Why land on the moon (1964) 11426
Why not use everyone's good ideas (1962)

22785
Why Vietnam (1965) 16804

print as House document, report (1965)
19280

Why we serve (1964) 10008
Wiard, Leon A., floods in New Mexico, magni-

tude and frequency (1964) 18116
Wichita, Kans.:

aircraft accident, Air Force to settle

claims

—

law (1965) 13795
reports (1965) 5919, 14038

census of business, 1958, standard metropol-
itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 3903
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 17189
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16345
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18868

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 4817

consumer expenditures and income (1964)
2954-55

Municipal Airport, weather observations,
hourly, decennial census (1963) 13121

occupational wage surveys (1964) 1383;
(1965) 1288

departmental editions (1961) 1179; (1962)

1582; (1963) 5439
document editions (1961) 372; (1962) 381;

(1963) 4695
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Wichita, Kans—Continued
Redi wheat, new canned cooked bulgur, mar-

ket position and consumer acceptance
(1963) 4359

water resources of area (1964) 10650
Wichita County, Tex., waterfloods, perform-

ance (1962) 22517
Wichita Falls, Tex.:

census of business, 1963, major retail cen-
ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 13598
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18351
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 18382
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18869

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 6822

Municipal Airport, Kell Field, weather ob-
servations, hourly, summary, decennial
census (1963) 20242

Wichita Mountains Wildlife Refuge:
birds (1961) 7441; (1964) 14279
general information (1961) 6058
mammals (1963) 4965; (1965) 7700

Wichita River:
Lake Kemp, flood control, engineers report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2208
document edition (1963) 2077

Wichorek, Gregory R., insulating refractory-
metal heat-shield panels (1965) 2867

Wickenburg, Ariz., nrtotor vehicle accident
(1962) 7519

Wickenden, Elizabeth, social welfare in chang-
ing world, etc (1965) 5476

Wicker, C. F., evaluation of present state of

knowledge of factors affecting tidal

hydraulics and related phenomena (1965)
12415

Wicker, Ed F., phomopsis canker on western
larch (1965) 10035

Wickford quadrangle, R.I., bedrock geology
(1964) 10630

Wickman, Boyd E.:

defoliation by Great Basin tent caterpillar
on greenleaf manzanita and mountain
whitethorn ceanothus (1963) 12162

effects of sanitation-salvage cutting on in-

sect-caused mortality at Blacks Moun-
tain Experimental Forest, 1938-59 (1963)
6500

mortality and growth reduction of white fir

following defoliation by Douglas-fir tus-
sock moth (1964) 12478

Wicks, Charles E., thermodynamic properties
of 65 elements, their oxides, halides,
carbides, and nitrides (1963) 16318

Wide-angle photography, see Aerial photogra-
phy.

Wide-angle sensor measures radiant heat ener-

gy in corrosive atmospheres (1965) 5133
Wide angle television projection, phases 1 and

2 (1965) 18675
Wide-aperture solar energy collector is light

in weight (1965) 5153
Wide range phase detector (1964) 9611
Wide-temperature-range springs (1963) 7598
Wideawake Airfield, Ascension Island, use by

United Kingdom military aircraft,
agreement (1962) 24113

Wideman, Frank L.:

arsenic (1964) 11313
copper (1963) 19828; (1964) 21687; (1965)

9556
technologic trends in mineral industries,

metals and nonmetals except fuels (1965)
1386

Widows and widowers:
benefits for widows at age 60 under social

security, brief explanation (1965) 18760
Foreign Service Officers retirement and disa-

bility system and adjustments

—

hearings (1964) 10311
reports (1964) 2226, 13968, 15507, 17540,

19465; (1965) 12134, 15966
Foreign Service oflficers widows' annuities,

report (1961) 7239
Panama Canal noncitizen retirees' widows'

annuities, report (1965) 8843
police, firemen, etc., of D.C., increase relief,

etc.

—

law (1962) 18970
reports (1961) 17058-59; (1962) 17053
veto (1961) 18991

social security benefits, increase

—

hearings (1961) 7150, 10503
laws (1961) 12119, 15917
reports (1961) 7110, 7119, 12278, 12438

Supreme (Uourt Justices' widows, increase
annuities, report (1963) 20598

Tax Ck)urt judges' widows annuities

—

law (1961) 20520
reports (1961) 8789, 16958, 18873

see also Pensions.
Wiebelt, J.A., spacecraft temperature control

by thermostatic fins-analysis (1964)
18717; (1965) 5108

Wieland, William, State Department security
clearance case, hearings, etc (1962)
21561-562

Wiener-Hopf technique, equation, solving
method (1965) 7100

Wienslaw, Arthur E., jewelry retailing (1965)
8271

Wiersma, Vernon J., relief (1962) 15119, 19252,
20732

Wierwille, Walter W., optimal deterministic
characterization of time-varying dynam-
ics of human operator (1965) 6627

Wiesen, Raymond A., decision-theoretic and
empirical investigation of some probabi-
listic discrimination learning situations
(1965) 10109

Wiesner, Jerome B., nomination, hearing (1962)
17345

Wiggins, Emilie, National Library of Medicine
classification (1964) 11457

Wigglesworth, Richard B., memorial services
(1962) 351

Wight, Howard M., mourning dove status re-

port (1963) 4972; (1964) 6730
Wigley, C, collected papers of Sir Thomas

Havelock on hydrodynamics (1965) 18674

Wigrren, Lloyd E., wholesale prices and price
indexes (1963) 16291

Wiitala S.W.:
St. Lawrence River basin floods (1965) 18218

water resources of Flint, Mich., area (1964)
4801

Wilbarger County, Tex., soil survey (1962)

24089

Wilber, Charles G., histochemical responses of

guinea pig tissues to cold (1965) 8468

Wilbur, Robert E., pattern for land-use plan-

ning (1965) 11363

Wilcox, J., tomato fruitworm, how to control it

(1963) 11453

Wilcox, Jane, blood pressure measurement,
programed notebook for nurses (1965)
2942

Wilcox, L.V., salt balance and leaching re-

quirement in irrigated lands (1963)
13192

Wilcox. Thomas P., relief (1965) 5862, 15419,
17773
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Wilcox, W. Wayne, methods used in studying

microbiological deterioration of wood
(1965) 648

Wilcox, Walter W., farm programs and dynam-

ic forces in agriculture (1965) 8967

Wilcox, Ansley, House, see Ansley Wilcox

House.
Wild, Alfred, methods and practices in clay

mining, processing, and utilization,

Kraftile Co., Fremong, Calif (1964) 1404

Wild animals, see Animals.

Wild birds, see Birds.

Wild fowl, see Game and game birds.

Wild land, see Land.
Wild Rivers System, National, see National

Wild Rivers System.
Wild-rye, see Rye grass.
Wilder, Charles S.:

acute conditions, incidence and associated

disability, U.S (1963) 14675; (1964)

13423; (1965) 9897
bed disability among chronically limited.

United States, July 1947-June 1961

(1964) 18925
chronic conditions and activity limitation,

United States, July 1961-June 1963

(1965) 9898
current estimates from health interview

survey (1964) 9733, 21859
disability days. United States (1963) 20112
personal health expenses, distribution of

persons by amount and type of expense,

U.S (1965) 18731
persons injured while at work. United States

(1963) 5688
physicians' visits, interval of visits and chil-

dren's routine checkup. United States

(1965) 16835
types of injuries, incidence and associated

disability (1964) 11583
Wilder, Clarence J., convey lands to (1964)

2012, 15641, 17194

Wilderman, 111., railroad accident (1963) 15662

Wilderness areas:
establish national system

—

hearings (1961) 7285; (1962) 11460, 15272;

(1963) 8118; (1964) 8386, 12138
law (1964) 17435
reports (1961) 14655; (1962) 21154; (1963)

8060; (1964) 13970, 15500, 17603

Glacier Peak, general information (1964)

2353
Goat Rocks Wild Area, general information

(1964) 2354
Mt. Jefferson Primitive Area, study and re-

classification (1964) 2393
Mt. Jefferson Wild Area, proposal (1964)

2369
national forest wilderness and promitive

areas (1965) 9171
national forests (1963) 16752
North Cascades Primitive Area, study and

reclassification (1964) 2394
preservation system, message from the Pres-

ident (1965) 8738
recreation, resources, values and problems,

ORRRC study report (1962) 12641

trail register information, effect of nonre-

sponse (1965) 9203
unmanned registration stations on wilder-

ness trails, factors influencing effective-

ness (1965) 9202
wilderness land allocation in multiple use

forest management framework in Pacific

Northwest (1965) 16256

Wilderness, Battle of, commemorative postage
stamp (poster) (1964) 9697

Wildfire, see Fires.

Wildhack, W. A., accuracy in measurements
and calibrations (1965) 16745

Wildlands, see Land.
Wildlife:

abstracts, 1956-60 (1964) 10581
acid mine pollution in U.S. affecting fish and

wildlife, extent (1964) 17998
and water resources, report (1961) 413
aquatic resources, impact of water pollution

(address) (1961) 2674
autumn olive berries furnish food (1964)

7926
code of Federal regulations (1961) 10602;

(1962) 7371; (1963) 4925; (1964) 6683;
(1965) 7675

conservation

—

efforts to control nature (address) (1964)

841
increase through soil and water conserva-

tion (1962) 36; (1963) 9564
list of publications (1964) 5641
planning, etc., on military reservations,

hearing (1961) 1900
produce as farm and ranch crop (1962)

8852
programs, developing, etc. (remarks)

(1961) 13414
protection, and propagation of endangered

native species, report (1965) 19269
public land withdrawals from California,

hearing (1961) 14476
publications (1965) 6225
selected Federal laws (1962) 19530

emergency feeding of surplus grain

—

law (1961) 16585
reports (1961) 12448, 14329

endangered

—

native species, conservation, protection,

propagation, provide, hearings (1965)

17720
survival or surrender (1965) 10860

facilitate operation of fishery loan fund to

increase amount upon securities for

loans in default report (1961) 14389
Fish and Wildlife Service, informational

leaflets, selected list (1961) 19346
highway, protection in plans, hearings

(1965) 17957
information leaflets, list (1965) 18164
injury from use of insecticides, etc., prevent

or minimize

—

hearings (1965) 4597, 17720
report (1964) 10216

L.P. Sabaneyev, encyclopedist of wildlife

management, USSR (1965) 7947
management in national parks (1964) 12541
minimize injurious effects of insecticides,

etc., hearings (1963) 15324
miscellaneous legislation, hearings (1961)

378; (1962) 2339; (1963) 4757; (1965)
17720

national cooperative land and wildlife man-
agement areas, establish, hearing (1961)

14476
national forests. Operation Outdoors (1961)

6126
National Wildlife Federation Conference,

report (1965) 420
North American Wildlife and National Re-

sources Conference, report (1965) 420
pesticide-wildlife studies

—

annotated list (1965) 12458
review of Fish and Wildlife Service inves-

tigations (1963) 17447; (1964) 2337;

(1965) 602
pesticides

—

investigations of effects, 1960 (1962) 15584

research findings of effects, 1964 (1965)

18118
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Wildlife—Continued
pesticides—Continued
review, 1959, Sport Fisheries and Wildlife

Bureau (1961) 1997
population management, hearings (1963X

15325
preservation, limit assistance for drainage

of wet lands

—

hearing (1961) 18931
law (1962) 20907
reports (1961) 16788; (1962) 17234

protection from pesticides, increase authori-

zation for research

—

hearing (1965) 4597
law (1965) 17425
reports (1964) 12216; (1965) 8957, 17624

public lands (1964) 20451
publications, price list (1962) 12655; (1963)

12978; (1964) 13388; (1965) 18695
regulations for District of Columbia (1964)

14276
research, problems, programs, progress

(1963) 17446; (1965) 2149, 18117
research progress (1963) 545

brief history as Federal function since

1885 (1961) 10629
resources

—

affected by John Day lock and dam project

(1963) 8275
conservation and development, compila-

tion of Federal laws (1965) 19491
restoration program. Federal aid regula-

tions (1962) 13832
Russian-olive for food and shelter (1962)

22935
saving from insects and diseases (1965)

13407
something about fish, wildlife and you, infor-

mation for young people (1962) 17523
special scientific reports, wildlife series

(1961) 4246, 10640, 14891-892, 17266;

(1962) 7419-24, 17528; (1963) 558-559,
4971-72, 6470, 13977, 15536-537; (1964)

4746, 6730-31, 8624-25, 10578-580, 15931,

18030; (1965) 617-618, 4776-78, 6233
list (1962) 23545

sportsman's stake in conservation (1964)
5847

State agencies, transfer excess real proper-
ty to

—

hearings (1962) 21544
report (1962) 17283

Tennessee Valley development, 1962 (1962)

22871
treaties and international agreements, com-

pilation (1965) 17916
TVA, valuable natural resources (1964) 5720
useful

—

making land produce useful wildlife (1961)

70; (1965) 18876
water pollution's impact (1962) 10602
water resource projects, uniform policies

and cost allocation

—

briefing (1965) 17733
hearings (1964) 6361; (1965) 7532
law (1965) 13802
report (1964) 6304; (1965) 8818, 8938,

10469
water resources development projects, plan-

ning policy, hearings (1963) 13653
wildlife review

—

abstracting service (1961) 3260; (1962)

4448; (1963) 4309; (1964) 4161; (1965)
4073

bibliography and index, 1956-60 (1964)

10581
see also Game and game birds—Natural re-

sources.
Wildlife leaflets, see listings under Fish and

Wildlife Service in the monthly issues.

Wildlife refuge managers, see Managers.
Wildlife refuges:

acquisition of wetlands for conservation of
migratory waterfowl

—

hearing (1961) 20629
law (1961) 18761
report (1961) 12231

Alaskan, list, description (1965) 2155

directory (1961) 4247

Klamath Basin (1962) 11833
managers, address list (1962) 7428, 17529;

(1963) 561; (1964) 4747; (1965) 4779
map of United States showing national wild-

life refuges (1965) 2805
authorize printing, report (1962) 21497

national

—

address list (1961) 7446
Alaska, region 6, list (1962) 7407
directories (1963) 4974; (1965) 10901
establishment (1963) 6454
North Central region, region 3 (1962)

7411; (1965) 12464
Northeast, region 5 (1964) 6721
Pacific, region 1, general information

(1961) 14888; (1965) 4766
public use (1961) 12684; (1963) 12139;

(1964) 14285
public use 1951-61 (1962) 17530, 17531
publications (1962) 7427; (1963) 12140
recreational fishing (1962) 23536
recreational policy (1965) 4780
revenues, increase participation by coun-

ties

—

hearings (1962) 21217, 21544, 10414, 121;

(1944) 12148
law (1964) 17382
reports (1962) 19313, 21136; (1964)

12244, 17532
Southeast region 4, general information

(1961) 570
Southwest region 2 (1961) 7439; (1965)
18130

system (1964) 14278

land disposal, hearings (1965) 17720
national conservation areas, increase use

for public recreation

—

hearings (1962) 2339, 21544
law (1962) 20889
reports (1962) 9293, 17277

status, 1961 (1962) 7426
see also names of refuges.

Wildlife Research Branch, Sport Fisheries and
Wildlife Bureau, activities (1963) 17446;
(1965) 2149, 18117

Wildrye, see Ryegrass.

Wildwood, N.J., redevelopment area, statistical

profile (1962) 13192
Wiley, Harvey W., place statue in capitol, re-

port (1961) 14434
Wiley, Llewellyn, relation of job qualification

ratings to performance ratings of basic
training instructors (1964) 20971

Wiley Transport Co., accident (1965) 9312

Wilfong, Roy L., thermal expansion of oxides

of yttrium, cerium, etc (1963) 7217
Wilhelm, Donald, jr., employee suggestion sys-

tem for small companies (1964) 16858
Wilhold, G.A., predicting far-field acoustic en-

vironments due to moving rocket sound
source (1963) 16384

Wilken, Arnold A., jr.:

investment law of

—

Congo (Brazzaville) (1963) 5062
Gabon (1963) 5065

basic data on economy of Nigeria (1964)

14373
market for U.S. products in Nigeria (1964)

6843
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Wilkens, Anne, guides for field instruction for
graduate schools of social work, etc

(1963) 13044, 13533
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.:

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18328
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16545

censuses of population and housing, 1960
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 6823

electric facilities of area, map (1962) 555;

(1963) 516
principal electric facilities, map (1964) 673;

(1965) 16177
redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)

13173
Wilkesboro, N.C., dam and reservoir dedication

(remarks) (1962) 20697
Wilkeson, Wash., coal study of area (1964)

5498
Wilkins, Max E., combustion tests of oxygen-

hydrogen-helium mixtures (1963) 19918

Wilkins, Theresa B., education directory,

1962-63: pt. 3, higher education (1963)

12056; (1964) 8480; (1965) 10735
Wilkinson, Thomas L., effect of confining pres-

sure on compression parallel-to-grain

strength of small clear wood specimens
(1965) 7720

Wilks, Syrrel S., light-induced carbon monox-
ide in closed environments (1963) 18506

Will, Robert F.:

separation of powers at administrative level

(1963) 6344
State education, structure and organization

(1965) 4661
Willamette River and Valley:

below Portland, Oreg., engineers report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2191
document edition (1963) 1978

modification of project, engineers report

—

departmental edition (1962) 2425
document edition (1962) 2303

seed losses in harvesting grass and legume
crops (1961) 9856

Willcox, Alanson W., nomination, hearing
(1961) 5856

Willden, Ronald:
geology of Christmas quadrangle, Gila and

Pinal Counties, Ariz (1964) 19774
geology of Jackson Mountains (1963)

12225
Willenberg, Ernest P.:

President's Panel on Mental Retardation,
report of task force on education and
rehabilitation (1963) 21074

report of mission to Denmark and Sweden,
President's Panel on Mental Retardation
(1963) 14651

Willenbrock, A., jr., thin film vapor compres-
sion saline water conversion system
(1964) 10673

Willett, R.P.:

laundry and drycleaning, coin-operated and
nonautomatic (1965) 6898

sporting goods (1965) 6899
Willett Range, coal deposits (1964) 2995
Willhite, Forrest M., improving mountain

meadow production in West (1963) 1685
Willhoit, Donald G., neutron-induced dental

fragility (1965) 10124
William F. Patterson Apprenticeship Memorial

Award, 1st 10 winners, 1962 (1963) 16814

William O. Huske Lock and Dam:
designate

—

law (1965) 17383
report (1965) 13935

Williams, Austin B., marine decapod crusta-
ceans of the Carolinas (1965) 18123

Williams, Carl E., psychoacoustic evaluation
of speech communication system (1965)
7080

Williams, Carroll B., Pacific silver fir (1965)
7751

Williams, D.A., address (1964) 3137
Williams, D.D.:

postulated anomalous dissolved atmospheric
gas concentration in Arctic Ocean (1965)
14959

submarine application of gas chromatogra-
phy for analysis of dissolved gases in
sea water (1965) 14958

Williams, D.N., development of aluminum cast-
ings with high impact strength at low
temperatures (1964) 13151

Williams, Daniel N., independent duty, chap.
17, handbook of Hospital Corps, Navy
(1963) 10934

Williams, Dansy T.:

analysis methods for small-scale surface
network data (1964) 11707

instability lines and their environment as
shown by aircraft soundings, etc (1964)
11694

kinematic properties of certain small-scale
systems (1964) 11701

thunderstorm wake of May 4, 1961 (1964)
11708

Williams, Don G., motion picture production
facilities of selected colleges and uni-
versities (1963) 12068

Williams, E.S.:

calibration of volt-ampere converters (1963)
11102

practical aspects of use of AC-DC transfer
instruments (1965) 6787

Williams, Edgar G., control methods for house-
hold appliance dealers (1963) 1452

Williams, Ellis T., timber owner and his Feder-
al income tax (1965) 1759

Williams, F.W.:
Southeastern vegetable processing industry,

marketing practices and management
problems, 1960 (1963) 5829

vegetable processing plant in Jackson Coun-
ty, Fla (1964) 5924

Williams, Frank, Guinean trawling survey
(1965) 604

Williams, G. Mennen:
addresses (1965) 11896, 17037-38, 11

Ck)ngo realities and United States, policy

(1965) 15049
nomination, hearing (1961) 4093

Williams, Glenda, relief (1964) 6387, 17479,
19374

Williams, Hal G., nomination to grade of Brig-
adier (General in Army Reserve, report
(1962) 21261

Williams, Harold W., remarks, etc (1963) 4432,
11525; (1964) 11829; (1965) 7127, 8502,
13442

Williams, Henry B., relief (1963) 13685, 15215;
(1964) 13840

Williams, J. Stewart, Lake Bonneville, geology
of southern Cache Valley, Utah (1963)

2345

Williams, James D.:

air pollution

—

St. Louis area interstate study (1965) 6883

Terre Haute, Ind. incident (1965) 9868
Williams, James L.:

lunar landing trajectories with reference to

lunar-orbit-rendezvous mode, etc (1964)

3015
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Williams, James L.—Continued
study of direct-return rendezvous trajecto-

ries using constant-thrust engines and
rendezvous or maneuvering thrusters

(1965) 19922
Williams, Jerry G., structural, etc., investiga-

tion space structure of toroidal configu-

rations, etc (1965) 6706
Williams, John J., testimony, hearings (1964)

12281
Williams, John R.:

geologic reconnaissance of Yukon Flats dis-

trict, Alaska (1963) 2339
ground water in permafrost regions, anno-

tated bibliography (1965) 12556

Williams, Joseph J. jr., remarks (1963) 8230
Williams, Llewelyn, growing ginseng (1964)

19071
Williams, Lloyd A., flight vibration data from

Delta 9 launch vehicle (1963) 20978

Williams, Lloyd R.:

alumina and bauxite (1965) 12813

bauxite (1964) 20467; (1965) 19828
magnesium (1964) 14740 (1965) 12836
magnesium and magnesium compounds

(1965) 14665
magnesium compounds (1964) 20484; (1965)

19847
mineral industry of Tennessee (1963) 3066

Williams, Michiko M., relief (1965) 12068,

17374, 17823
Williams, Murat W., nomination, hearings

(1961) 4093
Williams, Owen W.:
compendium of papers in fields of geodesy

and planetary geometry (1963) 18454
compendium of papers in fields of wave

propagation and geotechnics prepared
in AFCRL during 1963 (1965) 5570

Williams, R.C., sedimentation in forested
drainage basins in Alsea River basin,

Oreg (1965) 2238
Williams, R.J., time factor in initiation of

freezing and in penetration and propa-
gation of ice in tissues of mouse limbs
(1965) 4167

Williams, Robert D., plant large black walnut
seedlings for best survival and growth
(1965) 16249

Williams, Roger B., bedrock geology of Wick-
ford quadrangle, R.I (1964) 10630

Williams, Ross W., report on timber manage-
ment plan, Gifford Pinchot National
Forest (1964) 2373

Williams, Thomas F.:

address (1965) 5333
clean air act, description (1964) 4825

Williams, Virgil C, testimony, hearings (1965)
4624

Williams Hill quadrangle, Calif., geology
(1965) 9255

Williamson, Malcolm J., burning does not con-
trol young hardwoods on shortleaf pine
sites in Cumberland Plateau (1964)
14308

Williamson, Nancie E., relief (1961) 16946;
(1962) 6911, 6988

Williamson, Richard L.:

cooperative-level-of-growing-stock study in

Douglas-fir (1965) 10909
Douglas fir growth and yield records (1964)

8682
Williamson, W. Va., railroad accident (1961)

753
Williamson County, Tenn., soil survey report

(1964) 20806
Williamsport, Pa.:

aircraft accident (1961) 297
surficial geology and soils of region (1963)

19313

Willis, Conrad M., calorimetric evaluation of

60 in. electroformed nickel solar concen-

trator (1965) 18562
Willis, Dawn E., right-of-way acquisition, bib-

liography (1964) 9737
Willis, J.T., radar observations of ice spheres

in free fall (1965) 4183
Willis, Walter K., relief (1965) 15582, 15883,

17349
Williston, H.L., early yield of erosion-control

plantations in northern Mississippi

(1964) 2385
Williston, N. Dak., District Court term, addi-

tional place, reports (1964) 17735; (1965)

14081
Williston Basin:

corals from well cores of Madison group
(1961) 4307

Devonian rocks, distribution and thickness

(1962) 11886
uranium-bearing lignite and carbonaceous

shale (1965) 7803
Willits, CO., maple sirup producers manual

(1965) 11833
Willman, (Jeorge C, jr., records and credit in

profitable management (1964) 20782
Willmott, Leslie F.:

aqueous slurries of coal and granular mate-
rials, bibliography (1963) 14497

gasification of bituminous coal with oxygen
in pilot plant equipped for slurry feed-

ing (1963) 1251
Willoughby, Malcolm F., Rum War at sea

(1964) 10122
Willow Creek:

engineers report

—

departmental edition (1965) 14219
document edition (1965) 13843

flood control, etc., engineers report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2219
document edition (1963) 1997

Willow Freeze, Army Transportation C«rps
role during maneuver conducted in 5

phases in Alaska, 1960-61, environmen-
tal operation report (1962) 3541

Willow oak, see Oak.
Willow Springs quadrangle, Calif., geology

(1963) 10276
Willows:

black, rot cull (1965) 7743
Salix species in Black Hills, identification

and distribution (1962) 22945
Wills:

do you need a will (1961) 742
need, suggestions for making (1963) 16733
see also Probate law and practice.

Willson International Ltd., Inc., President's E
pennant for exports (remarks) (1964)

19361
Willwerth, Robert E., jr., PRESTO, program

for rapid earth-to-space trajectory op-

timization (1965) 6617
Wilmington, Calif.: identification of 2, 2,

5-trimethylthiacyclopentane and 2, 2, 5,

5-tetramethylthiacyclopentane in Wil-

mington, Calif., crude oil (1963) 14517
oil well scale formation in waterflood opera-

tions using ocean brines (1965) 18447
Wilmington, Del.:

census of business, 1958, standard metropol-
itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 1781
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 15298
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 11909
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 23084
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Wilmington, Del.—Continued
censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 4818

New Castle County Airport, weather obser-
vations, hourly, decennial census (1963)
13119

occupational wage surveys

—

departmental editions (1961) 4791; (1962)
6193

document editions (1961) 4009; (1962) 4895
Wilmington, N.C.:
Cape Fear River, navigation project, engi-

neers report

—

departmental edition (1965) 18019
document edition (1965) 17461

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16396
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 16468, 18373
harbor improvement, engineers report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23500
document edition (1962) 23385

port, harbor conditions, etc (1962) 9558
Wilmot, Charles A.:

effects of oversized motors on power costs in
ginning cotton (1965) 4639

increasing efficiency of power used for mate-
rials handling in southwestern cotton
gins (1964) 12312

Wilson, A.R.W., evaluation, for Australian
purposes, of proposed civil engineering
and mining applications (1965) 13482

Wilson, Alvin K.:

commercial pole production in northern
Rocky Mountain area, 1962 (1964) 8644

output of timber products in

—

Arizona and New Mexico (1965) 10942
Idaho (1965) 9198
Montana (1965) 10941

production of lumber and other forest prod-
ucts in Nevada (1963) 570

timber resources of Idaho (1963) 569
Wilson, B.J., experiments with magnesium

seawater cell incorporating bacterial
colonized cathode (1965) 11576

Wilson, Bill F., sediment density meter (1965)
4262

Wilson, Dale W., wool pools, organization, etc
(1965) 16140

Wilson, Donald M., nomination, hearing (1961)
7273

Wilson, Edward L., mobile homes (1963) 21107
Wilson, Franklin G., using injury statistics

(1963) 12779
Wilson, H.B.:
wave action and breakwater location, Half

Moon Bay Harbor, Half Moon Bay,
Calif., hydraulic model investigation
(1965) 4684

wave action and breakwater location, Supe-
rior entry, Duluth-Superior Harbor,
Superior, Wis (1963) 4874

Wilson, Louis F.:

field key to adult hymenopterous parasites
of spruce budworm in Minnesota (1965)
657

green-striped mapleworm (1963) 8293
Wilson, Milton E., hydrology and hydrogeology

of Navajo Lake, Kane County, Utah
(1964) 21355

Wilson, Peter C, Atlantic Coast tuna fishery
(1965) 10861

Wilson, R. Gale:
hemispherical spectral emittance of ablation

chars, carbon, and zirconia to 3700° K
(1965) 8097

thermophysical properties of 6 charring
ablators from 140' to 700° K and 2 chars
from 800° to 3000° K (1965) 19917

Wilson, Ralph E., nomination, report (1963)
20541

Wilson, Richard P.:

occupational wage surveys

—

Boise, Idaho (1964) 20439
Los Angeles-Long Beach, Calif (1965)

12786
Phoenix, Ariz (1965) 11351
San Bernardino-Riverside-Ontario, Calif

(1964) 21673
Seattle, Wash (1965) 1286

Wilson, Robert E., remarks (1963) 1846-47,
11592, 20829

Wilson, Robert W., jr., silvical characteristics
of eastern white pine (1964) 8677

Wilson, Samuel, progenitor of national sym-
bol, Uncle Sam, congressional salute,
reports (1961) 14691, 16759

Wilson, Walter R.:

color removal from surface waters by hy-
pochlorite (1965) 8473

design criteria for a sewage oxidation pond
in Arctic Alaska (1965) 8474

Wilson, Woodrow, and the new frontier
(speech) (1962) 13764

Wilson, Woodrow, Memorial Commission, see
Woodrow Wilson Memorial Commission.

Wilson, N.C., redevelopment area, statistical
profile (1962) 13186

Wilson County, Kans., in situ combustion pro-
ject and 3 waterflood projects, 1964
(1964) 20480

Wilson County Youth Commission, work (1962)
2249

Wilson River, basin, waterpower resources
(1962) 7473

Wilson's Creek Battlefield National Park, es-

tablish, amend, report (1961) 17102
Wilson's snipes, see Snipes.
Wiltbank, J.N., influence of total feed and pro-

tein intake on reproductive performance
of beef female through 2d calving (1965)
4128

Winans, J. Gibson:
college physics I, USAFI study guide (1963)

4793
college physics 2, study guide to be used

with USAFI course C 518 (1963) 17342
Winchester, Clarence F., present and future

factors that may influence fish meal
demand (1963) 13961

Winchester, Mass., railroad accident (1965)
9309

Winchester, Tenn.:
district court, waive sec. 142, title 28,

U.S.C—
law (1962) 16779
reports (1962) 11397, 17188

Wind:
Cape Canaveral wind and shear data for use

in vehicle design, etc (1962) 16043
distribution, statistical data for use at

NASA Wallops Station (1962) 16039
upper wind code, WBAN coding instructions,

manual (1964) 3189
Wind, see Winds.
Wind Cave National Park, general informa-

tion (1962) 18341; (1964) 13305
Wind machines, tests as aid to burning slash

(1964) 14324
Wind River and Valley:
geology of basin, central Wyoming (series)

(1965) 18212
stratigraphy and geologic history of upper-

most Cretaceous, Paleocene, and lower
Eocene rocks in basin, Wyo (1965) 18212

Wind River project:

non-Indian-owned lands, cancellation unpaid
reimbursable construction costs, report

(1964) 17782
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Wind River project—Continued
non-owned Indian lands, cancellation of irri-

gation charges, approve

—

laws (1962) 16742; (1963) 17046
reports (1962) 7042, 15353; (1963) 13596,

17262
Wind River Range, chemical degradation on

opposite flanks (1961) 10696
Wind tides, see Tides.

Wind tunnels:
airstream, effectiveness of device to oscil-

late, investigation (1961) 7997
arc-heated hypersonic

—

flow evaluation (1964) 14877
low-density, design and calibration (1962)
20126

electrode configurations for heater incorpo-
rating magnetically spun electric arc
(1962) 10520

facilities for flow investigations at Institute
for Applied Aerodynamics of Technical
University, Dresden, East Germany
(1963) 16012

ground-wind loads on launch vehicles, in-

cluding effects of conduits and adjacent
structures, study (1965) 13048

high energy, feasibility of using 2-stage
annular air ejector, evaluation (1962)
14470

high-temperature pebble-bed heat exchang-
ers, evaluation of refractory oxide ma-
terials (1964) 20615

hypersonic, gas injection in boundary layer

to extend operating range (1965) 14853
instrumentation and operation, handbook

(1961) 15876
interference effects in two-dimensional and

axisymmetric flows with free-stream
Mach number 1 (1961) 1328

investigation at low speed of effects of side-

slip on static longitudinal trim and stat-

ic lateral stability characteristics of

fighter-type airplane (1961) 19915
investigation of balloon as towed decelera-

tor at Mach numbers from 1.47 to 2.50

(1961) 15788
investigation of static and dynamic stability

characteristics of 10° semivertex angle
blunted cone (1962) 3377

Langley hot shot tunnel, contamination-
induced luminosity ahead of blunt body,
study (1964) 18775

Langley Research Center

—

characteristics of major active structures
(1965) 14811

12-inch hypersonic ceramic-heated, de-

scription and calibration (1965) 8096
low airspeed differential pressure integrat-

ing system (1965) 14365
Mach 6 open-jet system, diffuser perform-

ance and model-blockage effects at stag-
nation temperature to 3,600"? (1964)
16700

measurements

—

correlation with sonic-boom theory (1965)
2915

lifting rotor at high thrust coefficients and
high tip-speed ratios (1964) 18785

oil-smeared models aid measurements (1964)
11373

pressure measurements in wake of
cone-cylinder model at Mach numbers of
2.30 and 4.65 (1965) 14849

slotted, development for Mach numbers up
to 1.28 (1961) 17721

small arc-heated hypersonic, description and
preliminary calibration tests (1963) 1275

subsonic, design requirements for full-scale

aircraft powerplants (1962) 4653

Wind tunnels—Continued
subsonic arc, structures and ablation mate-

rial tests at high temperature (1963)
11024

supersonic aircraft with forebody strakes
for improving directional stability in-

vestigation (1961) 1282
tables of interference factors for use in

wind-tunnel and ground-effect calcula-
tions for VTOL-STOL aircraft—

width-height ratio of 0.5 (1962) 6276
width-height ratio of 1.0 (1962) 6275
width-height ratio of 1.5 (1962) 6274
width-height ratio of 2.0 (1962) 6273

tests

—

circular plan form aircraft writh peripher-
al jet for lift, thrust, and control (1963)
7245

low-speed, large-scale inflatable structure
paraglider (1965) 11505

1/20-scale airship model with stern propel-
lers (1962) 6287

seven static-pressure probes at transonic
speeds (1961) 21220

transonic

—

static aerodynamic characteristics of con-
figurations of Blue Scout launch vehicle
(1963) 19927

tests of error-compensated static-pressure
probe (1961) 15800

transonic and supersonic, rigidly forced os-

cillation system for measuring dynamic-
stability parameters (1962) 10524

wall effects and

—

scale effects on VTOL configuration with
fan mounted in fuselage (1965) 5169

wall corrections for V/STOL tilt-wing
model with flap (1965) 14825

Windbreaks:
Nebraska

—

growth curves for ponderosa pine (1963)
4989

height-age curves for Austrian pine (1964)
783

Plains, necrotic ring spot virus content of

American plum (1962) 23573
tree windbreaks for central Great Plains

(1964) 5815
trees, spacing distance, etc., experiments,

Cheyenne, Wyo (1963) 20294

Windeler, A. Stewart, jr., effect of flow rate on
ability of parotid fluid to bind calcium
(1965) 7114

Winder, Alan S., acoustical space-time infor-

mation processing (1963) 7365

Windham, Ohio, railroad accident (1963) 15660
Windmill Point (ferry boat):

admit to American registry (1964) 1910,

2001, 4523

admit to American registry and to permit
use in coastwise trade

—

hearings (1962) 17313; (1965) 419
report (1962) 23395

Window dressing in bank reports:
hearing (1964) 402
report (1964) 357

Window wipers, see Windshield wipers.
Windows:

cleaning, comparison of State safety codes
with ASA, chart (1963) 16269

nonlinear response to random noise (1964)
3018

ponderosa pine, sash, and screens, standard
of trade (1965) 6768

show, use for effective displays (1961) 8190
standard of trade, wood

—

awning, units (1965) 6770
casement, units (1965) 6771
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Windows—Continued
standard of trade, wood—Continued
double-hung units (1965) 6769
horizontal-sliding units

—

all sash operating (1965) 6772
1 or more non-operating sash (1965)
6773

single-hung units (1965) 6774
Winds:
aerospace vehicle design, proceedings of na-

tional symposium (1962) 12939
aerosynoptic conditions of airplane buffet-

ing in upper troposphere and lower
stratosphere, USSR study (1963) 6679

air loads on man, studies (1964) 13726
atmospheric ozone and jet streams, USSR

study (1965) 2737
blowdown problems and solutions for forest

owners (1964) 2368
Cape Canaveral, Fla., magnitude and shear

characteristics in 10 to 14 kilometer al-

titude region (1961) 4900
China, summer months, perennial mean

characteristics (1961) 15325
Communist China, coastal waters, relation-

ship between winds and surface currents
(1963) 15665

compensation calculation for launching of
unguided rockets (1961) 7967

compensation method in Trailblazer rocket
vehicle flight tests, results (1964) 9566

components, interlevel and intralevel corre-
lations for 6 geographical locations
(1961) 2582

continuous sinusoidal gusts, calculation of
unsteady aerodynamic forces due to
(1963) 5575

control of large launch vehicle with limited
thrust vectoring (1963) 16409

Czechoslovak study of jet streams (1962)
5551

detail data measured by radar/balloon tech-
nique (1963) 11022

direction and speed at different altitudes,
accurate determination with radio the-
odolite (1961) 15428

directions for prescribed burning in South-
eastern U.S (1962) 5271

empirical three-sigma wind component pro-
files for 45-degree missile flight azimuth
(1961) 13501

erosion

—

control on irrigated lands (1962) 10836
equation for measuring, aid to farming in
Great Plains (1961) 11675

fallout and winds (1964) 4373
flow in 80-400 km altitude region of atmo-

sphere measurement techniques (1963)
9151

forecasting jet streams (1964) 9028
geostrophic

—

distribution of kinetic energy over North-
ern Hemisphere at sea level and at 500
mb level, USSR study (1965) 12628

wand components over Northern Hemi-
sphere, USSR study (1965) 12627

graphical prediction technique incorporat-
ing ageostrophic effects (1965) 7085

ground, loads on axisymmetric launch vehi-
cles (1964) 1455

ground-wind loads on launch vehicles includ-
ing effects of conduits and adjacent
structures, wind-tunnel study (1965)
13048

gust-alleviation

—

automatic system in transport airplane,
flight investigation (1961) 4897

vane-controlled system on wing and tail
loads of transport airplane, flight inves-
tigation (1961) 4931

W i nds—Continued

gust loads in 1961 Rough Rider storms
(1964) 11705

high-altitude minimum-wind fields and bal-
loon applications (1965) 107, 4180

hourly rawinsondes for week (1965) 4217
idealized wind profiles applicable for study

of vehicle performance between 60 km
and 80 km altitude. Cape Canaveral, Fla
(1961) 4903

ionospheric

—

motions into night and sporadic E correla-
tions (1963) 18167

patterns, observations through night
(1964) 20962

jet stream

—

atmospheric structure (1961) 20068
relationship to turbulence (1965) 8482
turbulence during shear of geostrophic

vdnd, USSR study (1965) 2770
loads on

—

flexible launch vehicle during ascent (1965)
6685

launch vehicles, dynamic response of ris-

ing and falling balloon wind sensors
(1963) 20981; (1965) 14814

measure of wind-caused fuels (1965) 662
measurement by

—

rocket-grenade experiment (1964) 7516,
20621; (1965) 2913

Weather Bureau, history (1963) 16668
mesospheric, observations from successive

hourly rocket soundings (1963) 18451
meteorological wind-scales (1963) 3237
monthly and annual distribution as function

of altitude (1961) 15769
Santa Monica, Calif (1963) 5588

motion and predictability of convective sys-
tems as related to upper winds (1964)
20879

night breezes, relationship to blister rust
spread (paper) (1965) 14366

Ocean Breeze and Dry Gulch diffusion pro-
grams, data, etc (1964) 5871

over wildlands, guide for forest management
(1965) 26

prevailing direction, mean speed (m.p.h.),

etc.. National atlas sheet (1964) 7844
profiles in atmospheric friction layer, analy-

sis (1963) 18453
random atmospheric turbulence, airplane

response (1961) 6410
sand movement (1961) 1948; (1964) 6587
sand transport by wind on natural beaches,

calculation procedure (1964) 12337
shear measurements, evaluation of chemi-

cals for smoke trails (1964) 20586
smoke-trail vehicle for application to

wind-shear measurements up to 80,000
ft., development (1963) 20994

stratospheric circulation, winter of 1961,
aspects derived from rocket firings over
U.S (1963) 16376

stresses in pole building frames (1964) 18061
structure, model for periodic character of

winds from 85 to 135 km (1964) 14767
synthetic profiles, statistical model for

aerospace vehicle design and launching
criteria (1963) 14559

tail loads caused by blast induced gust, ex-

perimental investigation (1961) 1271
three-dimensional flow and resulting precipi-

tation in northern California storm
(1963) 20246

timber losses from fire, windstorm, etc (1964)
2367

tornadic fire-whirlwind, causes and behavior
(1965) 16259

torques induced on large antenna, measure-
ment (1961) 9655
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Winds—Continued
upper atmosphere rocket soundings (1961)

7982
upper, Northern hemisphere, meridional

cross-sections (1962) 1899
upper wind code, WBAN coding instructions,

manual, amendment (1965) 1709
velocity

—

Hungarian weather situations (1962) 9834
in relation to ruggedness of sea surface,

USSR study (1965) 14558
measurement, USSR studies (1962) 5742,

5819
precasting by geopotential field of 300 mb

isobaric surface method, USSR study
(1962) 990

profiles measured by smoke-trail method.
Wallops Island, Va (1965) 16684

structure in ground surface layer, USSR
study (1963) 19445

vertical component, comparison of bivane
and sonic techniques for measuring
(1965) 4188

vertical profile, smoke-trail method for

obtaining measurements for application

to missile-dynamic-response problems
(1961) 21230

vertical velocity component, sonic anemome-
ter for measuring (1963) 9616

Wallops Island, Va., above 50 km, measure-
ment (1963) 7287

warm sea breeze, effect on forest fire behav-
ior (1964) 8660

weighting and impact prediction for unguid-
ed rockets (1964) 7532

wind-movement recorder, how to make from
spare drum-type recorder (1964) 21327

winds-aloft observations, manual (1964)
7841

wing loads caused by blast-induced gusts

—

experimental investigation (1961) 1266
experimental results (1961) 1273

zonal and meridional, to 120 kilometers
(1965) 7077

see also Solar wind—Wind.
Windshield wipers:
and washers for automotive vehicles, Feder-

al standard (1965) 16196
glare reduction surfaces, for automotive

vehicles. Federal standard (1965) 16197
Windsor, Richard M., southern sky survey

payload (1963) 7290
Windsor Locks, Conn., aircraft accident (1963)

15095
Windthrown timber survey in Pacific North-

west, 1962 (1964) 15937
Windy Hill Beach:
hurricane survey, engineers report

—

departmental edition (1962) 21679
document edition (1962) 20950

Wine:
excise taxes, code of Federal regulations

(1962) 5334
importation, code of Federal regulations

(1961) 2067
imported, refund of taxes on exportation

—

law (1964) 17398
reports (1964) 8317, 15702

insecticide residues in, studies (1963) 4337
taxpaid wine bottling houses (1962) 2557
volatile fruit-flavor concentrates, use in cel-

lar treatment

—

law (1964) 21145
reports (1964) 10205, 15711

see also Liquors.
Winema National Forest, Mountain Lakes

Wild Area, general information (1965)

642
Wines, John C, Project Pre-Schooner, stem

design (1964) 21013

Winfield, Fred T., and wife, relief (1964) 2003,
6159, 6403

Wing, Morgan E., response of otolith organs
to tilt (1963) 7633

Wing commander's maintenance guide, key to
operational readiness, AFP pamphlet
(1962) 12938

Wing-fuselage combinations, see Airplanes.
Wing-tail-fuselage combinations, see Air-

planes.
Wingate, Isabel B., buying for retail stores,

bibliography (1963) 9385
Wingate, John W., management audit for small

retailers (1964) 20791
Winget, J. Oscar, separation of lanthanide se-

ries and yttrium using phosphonic and
iminodiacetic acid resins (1964) 18693

Wingrove, Rodney C:
guidance to reference trajectories for lifting

reentry at supercircular velocity (1964)
13247

study of pilot's ability to control Apollo
type vehicle during atmosphere entry
(1964) 18788

Wings (aircraft):

aerodynamic characteristics

—

airplane configuration at Mach nos. 2.36
and 2.87 (1961) 6359

arrow, 80° of sweepback, lift, drag, and
pitching moments (1961) 17707

arrow sideslip angle effects (1961) 6377
arrow wing with bodies, lift-drag ratios at
Mach number 3 (1961) 13492

delta wing-body combination, effects of
body contouring specified by transonic
area rule (1961) 6326

heated multiweb aluminum-alloy struc-
tures, tests in free jet (1961) 6364

influence coefficients at supersonic speeds,
method of determining from wind-tunnel
data (1961) 9575

load caused by blast-induced gust increas-
ing angle of attack into stall region,
investigation (1961) 1266

semispan delta VTOL model, interference
effects of deflected jet with free stream
and ground (1961) 15787

sideslip of configuration with blowing ap-
plied over flaps and wing leading edge
(1961) 9530

surface pressures and load distribution of
Douglas D-558-II research airplane at
Mach numbers from 0.73 to 1.73 (1961)
13475

aerodynamic data on large semispan tilting

wing with 0.6 diameter chord, single-

slatted flap, and single propeller ro-

tating down at tip (1964) 18747

aerodynamic heat transfer to wing surfaces
and wing leading edges at high speeds
(1962) 12419

airplane model with tilt wing and differen-
tial propeller thrust, wind-tunnel tests
of descent performance (1964) 20579

arrow, highly swept, designed for Mach no.

2.0 employing various degrees of twist
and camber, off-design aerodynamic
characteristics (1963) 7277

arrow-wing missile configuration, rocket-
model tests (1962) 6257

arrowhead, with tip ailerons and trailing
-edge flaps, flutter investigation (1961)
4866

aspect-ratio

—

at transonic speeds, sweep and taper ratio
effect on effectiveness of spoiler-slot

deflector controls, wind-tunnel investiga-
tion (1961) 6361
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Wings (aircraft)—Continued
aspect-ratio—Continued

4, 45° sweptback, taper-ratio-0.2 plan
form, transonic flutter characteristics

(1961) 4877
3 and 6 with Sears-Haack body, indented
for Mach no. 1.20, transonic investiga-

tion (1961) 2534
3 at Mach nos. 2.29 to 4.65, effects of wing
sweep, etc., on static stability charac-
teristics (1961) 6355

variations, design guide for pitch-up eval-

uation (1961) 17709
blended wing-body combinations with curved

plan forms at Mach nos. up to 3.50

(1961) 19937
buffet response of transonic-transport mod-

el, effects of wing bodies, fences, flaps,

and fuselage addition (1961) 7966
buffeting loads, of X-IE airplane measure-

ments (1961) 4872
cambered

—

and twisted arrow wing airplane configu-

ration, aerodynamic characteristics at

Mach no. 2.01 (1961) 19930

and twisted, swept planform, pressure and

aerodynamic characteristics at Mach
numbers of 1.61 and 2.01 (1962) 20150;

(1963) 3126
influence of body size and indentation

asymmetry on effectiveness of body in-

dentation, investigation (1962) 12444
span having minimum induced drag, aero-

dynamic design (1964) 7556
span wing systems having minimum in-

duced drag, bending-moment distribution

(1963) 7248
variable swept, transonic investigation of

pyramidal reentry configuration (1964)
3019

cantilever, flutter characteristic at transon-
ic speeds, effects of sweep and aspect
ratio (1963) 5593

circular-arc, 2-dimensional field of aerody-
namic characteristics of body (1961)
6346

complete

—

design variables, effects of wing warp on
stability characteristics of aircraft
configuration at Mach numbers from 1.1

to 1.7 (1961) 6347
lateral control and dihedral effect with

variable-incidence triangular wing and
wing-tip ailerons at Mach number of

1.52 (1963) 5509
loads and load distributions at subsonic,
transonic and supersonic speeds, flight

measurements and calculations (1961)
6324

64° delta model with simulated streamwise
rib and orthogonal spar construction
(1961) 9515

stability and control for reentry vehicle

with deflected flap-type control surface
tested at high subsonic speed (1962)
6269; (1963) 21001

subsonic and supersonic flutter calcula-

tions, effects of variations in density
and aerodynamic parameters (1962)

10490
sweep, lift effectiveness with use of slotted

and area-suction flaps (1962) 12407
configuration including effects of canard and

wing trailing-edge flap controls, low
speed longitudinal characteristics (1962)

20152
configurations, flight-determined transonic

lift and drag characteristics (1961) 6323
control, NACA research, description and

bibliography (1961) 9493

Wings (aircraft>—Continued
cranked-wing configuration, interaction of

shock-wave patterns (1961) 1293
cruciform triangular wing-body combina-

tions, damping in roll (1962) 12406
damping data from small pulse rockets lift

and pitching effectiveness, investigation
(1961) 4875

delta-
airplane configuration equipped with
canard control, etc., longitudinal and
lateral stability and control (1961) 2569

airplane having violent lateral-
longitudinal coupling in aileron rolls,

flight experience (1962) 6255
at angles of attack up to 90° and Mach
number 6.85, pressure distributions
(1963) 14588

blunt, local pressure distribution for an-
gles of attack up to 35° at Mach num-
bers of 3.4 and 4.7 (1963) 3148

body combination, pressure distribution
and loadings at transonic speeds (1961)
11413

bomber with strut-mounted Siamese na-
celles and indented fuselage at Mach
nos. 0.80 to 1.35, free-flight investiga-
tion of drag (1961) 9520

curved and straight leading-edge, longitu-
dinal aerodynamic characteristics at
Mach numbers 3 and 6, comparison
(1964) 20609

delta-wing-half-cone combination, heat
transfer at Mach 7 and 10 (1964) 7545

drag due to lift at Mach nos. up to 2.0

(1961) 1312
half-delta tip control, aerodynamic char-

acteristics (1961) 2562
heat transfer and pressure measurements

at Mach numbers and angles of attack
(1964) 18740

highly swept longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics at low subsonic speeds
(1963) 1289

hypersonic longitudinal trim, stability,

and control characteristics at high an-
gles of attack (1962) 12436

hypersonic stability and control behavior
at angles of attack between 30° and 90°

(1963) 7262
low-aspect-ratio, aerodynamic characteris-

tics at angles of attack to 50°, etc (1961)

17689
model, low-speed static longitudinal and

lateral characteristics (1963) 7238
modified, with tip ailerons, 50° semispan,
transonic flutter investigation (1961)

19916
planform surfaces flutter characteristics,

effects of leading-edge sweep at Mach
number of 15.4 (1964) 14888

pressure and heat-transfer distribution in

hypersonic flow (1964) 11418
recovery device for nonlifting spacecraft,
lowsubsonic aerodynamic characteris-
tics (1964) 14881

60°, heat transfer on lifting surfaces at

angle of attack for Mach number 1.98

(1961) 6336
60° swept with blunt edges and dihedral

angles of 0° and 45°, pressure measure-
ments at Mach number of 4.95 (1962)

12475
70° swept slab, heat transfer distribution

at Mach number of 9.86 and angles of

attack up to 90° (1964) 21772
78°, hypersonic boost-glide configuration

(1961) 9607
79° clipped, rolling motions with wing-tip

fins (1963) 20996
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Wings (aircraft)—Continued
delta—Continued
spin entry characteristics of delta-wing

airplane by dynamic model (1965) 6710
supersonic flow past angle of incidence,

etc., USSR study (1961) 10889
supersonic flow static aeroelastic loads

and deflections (1961) 21229
swept 65°, Mach number 5.96 at angles of

attack from 65° to 115° and angles of

roll from 0° to 25° at 90° angle of attack,

effects of rounding corners and leading

edges on windward-surface pressures
(1963) 14589

thin, with symmetrical double-wedge sec-

tion, aerodynamic characteristics at

Mach number of 6.9 (1961) 13477

windward pressures, control-surface inter-

action effects (1964) 14867
with 74° sweep, laminar boundary layer

transition in free flight at Mach num-
bers from 2.8 to 5.3 (1961) 15814

with spars along constant-percent chord
lines, etc., transonic investigation (1961)

, . 4865
delta wings

—

80° sweep slab, in hypersonic flow, pres-

sure and heat transfer values (1965)

8098
half-cone combinations, lift-drag ratios

(1965) 9712
model with midchord boundary-layer-

control flaps, wind-tunnel tests (1965)

2898
diamond, delta, and arrow plan forms, sonic

design (1961) 19936
diamond, sonic design but low wave-drag

increase with increasing Mach number
(1961) 19929

dihedral and planform, effects on stability

characteristics of research model at
Mach numbers from 1.80 to 4.63 (1965)
14840

effects of

—

frequency and amplitude of oscillation in

sideslip on lateral stability derivatives,

low-speed investigation (1961) 1281
skewed wing-tip controls on highly swept
arrow wing at Mach number 2.03 (1964)
20582

thickness on supersonic performance of

wing-body configuration employing
warped highly swept arrow wing (1965)
19926

vertical location on stability and control
of canard airplane configuration (1963)
5556

F-101 airplane wings subcontract negotiated
by McDonnell Aircraft Corporation with
Martin Co., pricing examination by GAO
(1961) 2046, 20805

favorable interference effects on maximum
lift-drag ratios of half-cone delta-wing
configurations at Mach 6.86 (1965) 16688

finite, in subsonic flow, integral equation
relating general time-dependent lift and
down-wash distributions (1963) 3141

finite-span

—

flutter calculations by modified-strip-
analysis (1963) 14566

unsteady motion in compressible medium
(1961) 9608

zero incidence, pressure distributions for
Mach numbers near 1, theoretical pre-

diction (1961) 11436
flat-plate

—

pressure distribution induced at free-

stream Mach number of 1.39 by rockets
exhausting upstream and downstream
(1962) 6266

Wings (aircraft)—Continued
flat-plate—Continued
pressure loads produced by rocket jets

exhausting in spanwise direction below
wing and perpendicular to free-stream
flow of Mach no. 2.0 (1961) 1285, 11424

wings having leading-edge sweep angles of
70° to 84°, static and dynamic stability

derivatives (1963) 14564
flexibility, effects on strains in rough air for

large sweptwing airplane (1961) 4958
flexible, air cargo glider delivery system

(1965) 15111
flight-measured surface pressures and loads

for X-15 airplane at Mach numbers from
1.2 to 6.0 (1965) 5202

flow angles, measurements in vicinity of 2

Hfting configurations (1963) 11035
flutter characteristics obtained by modified

strip analysis, subsonic kernel function,

and experiment, comparison (1964) 13231

flutter of varying aspect ratio, etc., at Mach
nos. 0.60 to 1.10, investigation (1961)
1248

forces and pitching moments on aspect-

ratio-3.1 wing-body combination (1961)

6310
full scale wing panels of 7075 aluminum al-

loy, fatigue investigation (1961) 9546
heat-transfer measurements and combina-

tions (1963) 7233

heat transfer to swept blunt leading edges
in free flight (1962) 12431

highly swept arrow wings employing various
degrees of twist and camber, aerody-
namic characteristics at Mach nos. 2.05

(1961) 19935
highly tapered, static

—

lateral characteristics at high subsonic
speeds (1961) 17725

longitudinal characteristics at high sub-
sonic speeds (1961) 17724

inboard trailing edge camber of model at

high subsonic speeds, aerodynamic ef-

fects (1963) 12879

leading edge

—

internal modifications, influence on tran-

sient temperature rise during high-speed

flight (1963) 16354
sweep, effects on boundary-layer transi-

tion at supersonic speeds (1961) 19979

leading-edge-flap deflection, effect on wing
(1961) 2560

load distributions at high angles of attack
and supersonic speeds (1961) 4839

loads due to blast

—

experimental investigation (1961) 1266
experimental results (1961) 1273

loads due to deflected inboard ailerons on
sweptback wing at transonic speeds

(1963) 3108
longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics

—

applicable for use as reentry configura-
tions (1963) 10993

at angles of attack from -4° to 100°, inves-

tigation of delta-wing reentry configu-

rations (1963) 11010
longitudinal stability characteristics of

low-aspect-ratio wings having varia-

tions in leading- and trailing-edge con-

tours (1964) 20577
low aspect-ratio

—

aerodynamic characteristics of missile

configurations for components in combi-
nation for combined angles of attack
and sideslip at Mach numbers of 2.0

(1961) 4858
aerodynamics of missiles employing (1963)

18116
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Wings (aircraft)—Continued
low aspect-ratio—Continued

close proximity to ground, aerodynamic
characteristics (1961) 15792

cruciform-wing configuration employing
canard and trailing-edge flap controls

aerodynamic characteristics (1963)
14540

flutter of flat-plate surfaces at Mach
numbers from 0.62 to 3.00 (1963) 21002

high density, unswept, flutter, comparison
between analytical and wind-tunnel re-

sults (1961) 2528
jet-flapped, performance, operation, and

use (1965) 1687
transonic and supersonic speeds, diver-

gence characteristics (1961) 7951
triangular, lift at large angles of attack
and supersonic speeds (1961) 9496

unswept model, longitudinal and lateral

stability characteristics at Mach nos.

1.82 and 2.01 (1962) 1663
variations in leading-edge contour, low-
speed longitudinal aerodynamic charac-
teristics (1962) 20143

wing-body configurations, transonic inves-

tigation of static longitudinal aerody-
namic characteristics (1963) 14586

M-wing-body combinations, aerodynamic
characteristics in pitch at Mach num-
bers of 2.40, 2.60, and 2.86 (1965) 19927

monocoque and multiweb, camber flutter

characteristics (1964) 1482
nonplanar lifting systems, induced lift and

minimum induced drag (1963) 11090,
18168

paragliders, low subsonic pressure distribu-

tions on rigid wings simulating, with
varied canopy curvature and leading-

edge sweep (1961) 21233
para^^•ings

—

aerodynamic characteristics, effect of

wing sweep (1963) 18155
as high-lift device for aircraft (1961) 1319
auxiliary lifting devices for supersonic
airplane configuration, low-speed longi-

tudinal aerodynamic investigation (1964)

14879
effect of aspect ratio and canopy shape on
low-speed aerodynamic characteristics

(1965) 14845
effects of camber and twist on aerodynam-

ic characteristics (1963) 3118
for recovery of rocket boosters, loads, etc

(1962) 8490
landing aid of supersonic-airplane config-

uration, low-subsonic flight characteris-
tics of model (1964) 1462

large 1/12-scale dynamic radio-controlled,

free-flight investigation of deployment,
dynamic stability and control character-
istics (1963) 18151

model, radio-controlled, stalling and tum-
bling (1964) 14852

pressure distributions on 3 rigid wings
simulating (1963) 9159

recovery device for radio controlled 1/5

scale dynamic model spacecraft, free

flight investigation of deployment proc-

ess (1964) 1466
spacecraft combination, low-speed investi-

gation of cable tension and aerodynamic
characteristics (1963) 14584

swept with large-diameter leading edges,
effects of canopy shape on low-speed
aerodynamics (1965) 1478

utility model, flight characteristics,
low-speed wind-tunnel investigation
(1962) 20127

Wings (aircraft)—Continued
parawings—Continued
utility vehicle, low-speed force flight inves-

tigation (1965) 6679
wing-tunnel investigation of flexible-wdng
manned test vehicle (1963) 18152

planform modifications, low-speed longitudi-
nal aerodynamic characteristics of can-
ard airplane configuration, effects (1961)
15799

pressure distribution to determine propeller
slipstream effects at static thrust (1963)
1302

pressure measurements within propeller
slipstream for V/STOL wind-tunnel
model simulating transition (1963) 2099.'>

ratio of wing thickness to chord and wing
sweep on hinge moment and flutter char-
acteristics of trailing edge flap-type
control at transonic speeds (1961) 19931

rectangular

—

effects of 2 trailing-edge controls on aero-
dynamic characteristics (1962) 1654

force, moment, and pressure distribution
characteristics at high angles of attack
and supersonic speeds (1961) 9494

generalized aerodynamic forces deforming
symmetrically in supersonic flight etc.,

method for calculating (1962) 10517
Mach number of 4.08 effects on longitudi-

nal and lateral characteristics at com-
bined angles of attack and sideslip of
generalized missile model (1961) 6360

oscillating pressure distribution in 1st

bending mode for Mach nos. from 0.24 to
1.30 (1961) 2573

vortical wake effects at low speed, study
(1961) 1290

rectangular and delta, at Mach 6.9, maxi-
mum lift-drag-ratio characteristics
(1965) 16680

reentry configuration, longitudinal stability
and control characteristics (1962) 6268

retractable winged re-entry vehicle at sub-
sonic and supersonic speeds, wind-tunnel
investigation (1963) 11007

rotary

—

charts for estimating performance

—

high forward speeds (1965) 6614
hover and at high forward speeds (1965)

1389
tables

—

estimating performance at high forward
speeds (1965) 1390

2-dimensional oscillating airfoil coeffi-

cients (1965) 5438
sections, heat reduction to nonporous sur-

faces behind porous leading edge
through ejected coolant (1962) 12434

semispan

—

cantilevered arrow, with and without
trailing-edge-mounted engine masses,
transonic flutter tests (1962) 8497

4-foot-diameter ducted fan mounted on
tip

—

aerodynamic characteristics (1962)
12498

wind-tunnel investigation (1961) 6402
sideslip derivatives of sweptback-wing-body

combinations, effects at supersonic
speeds (1961) 6356

span loadings due to twist at transonic and
supersonic speeds (1961) 1274

stability derivatives, effects of frequency of

oscillation in sideslip (1961) 11425
stall of VZ-2 VTOL airplane, wind-tunnel

test (1964) 3014
stalling in transition effect on 1/4-scale

model of VZ-2 aircraft (1964) 16698
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Wings (aircraft)—Continued

static lift, drag, and pitching-moment char-
acteristics (1961) 6362

store pitch flexibility effect on flutter char-
acteristics of wing-store configuration
(1964) 20605

structural-loads surveys on 2 tilt-wing
VTOL configurations (1961) 6397

supersonic

—

design of camber surfaces with arbitrary
planforms, numerical method (1964)
14874

flat plate pressure distributions, arbitrary
planform numerical calculation method
(1965) 5176

leading and trailing edges and subsonic
edges, time-depended air forces with
application to wing deforming harmoni-
cally according to general polynomial
equation (1963) 3135

swept

—

and unswept, supersonic bomber configu-
ration at Mach numbers from 1.79 to
2.67, aerodynamic characteristics (1961)
13484

effects at Mach numbers 1.61 and 2.01 of
camber and twist on aerodynamic char-
acteristics (1961) 15793

effects of differential horizontal tail de-

flection on lateral control (1961) 13478
effects of wing-crank, leading-edge, hori-

zontal-tail height on longitudinal stabil-

ity at Mach numbers from 0.6 to 1.4

(1961) 19927
fighter airplane with leading-edge droop,
aerodynamic characteristics, transonic
investigation (1961) 9592

45°, effect of body-mounted lateral con-
trols and speed brakes on aerodynamic
load distribution (1961) 2577

or unswept, at subsonic and supersonic
speeds, flutter calculations (1962) 10484

or unswept, steady-flow aerodynamic pa-
rameters in calculation of flutter char-
acteristics for finite-span at subsonic,
transonic, and supersonic speeds (1963)
10998

74°, arrow, with and without camber and
twist, at Mach numbers 1.6 to 2.8, aero-
dynamic characteristics (1961) 19921

stall characteristics, review (1964) 14896
with flutter suppressor, subsonic and su-

personic flutter characteristics (1961)
2579

swept arrow

—

effect of twist and camber and thickness
on aerodynamic characteristics at Mach
number of 2.91 (1962) 6267

twisted and cambered, pressure distribu-
tions at Mach number 2.05 (1962) 12489

sweptback

—

aspect ratio of 3, taper ratio of 0.2, and
NACA 65A004 airfoil sections, loading
investigation at transonic speeds (1961)
9552

cantilevered, untapered with 3 different
external store configurations, flutter

characteristics (1961) 4861
drag due to trailing edge wedges, experi-
mental investigation (1961) 6309

factors affecting flutter characteristics
calculated by piston theory, etc (1963)
11067

flutter characteristics at transonic speeds
(1961) 6332

45°, designed for high performance, effects
of changing indentation design Mach
number on aerodynamic characteristics
(1961) 21217

Wings (aircraft)—Continued
sweptback—Continued

45°, free flight tests of aspect ration 3.15
and taper ratio 0.54 to measure wing
damping of first bending mode and in-

vestigate flutter at transonic speeds
(1963) 16357

45°, high velocity blowing over leading-and
trailing-edge flaps (1961) 1251

45°, outboard thickened and blunted lead-

ing edges effects on wave drag (1961)
17710

45°, wing-body configurations, aerodynam-
ic characteristics, effects of spanwise
and chordwise and chordwise external
store location (1961) 6348

45°, with distributions of ballast along
leading edge, transonic flutter charac-
teristics (1961) 4876

leading-edge slats, aerodynamic load meas-
urements (1961) 19952

loads due to deflected inboard and out-
board ailerons at transonic speeds
(1961) 4921

planform, flutter characteristics in air and
in Freon-12 (1963) 7273

pressure drag, sine-cosine method for re-

ducing interference (1961) 6345
section aerodynamic characteristics at
Mach nos. 1.61 and 2.01 (1962) 12473;
(1963) 3120

60°, delta, heat-transfer measurements on
apexes (1961) 4899

60°, delta with blunt leading edges and
dihedral angles of 0° and 45, heat trans-
fer measurements (1961) 4898

spoiler-slot-deflector control, aerodynamic
characteristics (1961) 4868

thick, parabolic plan forms at Mach num-
bers of 3.11, static stability characteris-
tics (1961) 19932

thin flat-plate arrow, effect of aerodynam-
ic heating on flutter (1963) 11064

30°, 4-percent-thick, outboard ailerons
transonic characteristics, including ef-
fects of aileron-trailing edge thickness
and aerodynamic balance (1961) 6354

transonic flutter, effects of mass ratio on
untapered 45° sweptback wings of as-
pect ratios 2 and 3.5 (1962) 10485

with and without inboard modifications at
leading and trailing edges, flutter char-
acteristics (1962) 10481

with leading-edge chord-extensions, aero-
dynamic load distribution at transonic
speeds (1962) 6259

tapered, oscillations, aerodynamic forces,
moments, and pressures acting in pitch
(1962) 12470

thin

—

flexible, calculating aerodynamic forces
due to downwash (1962) 22539

highly tapered, effect of tail dihedral on
lateral control effectiveness at high
subsonic speeds of differentially deflect-
ed horizontal-tail surfaces on configura-
tion (1961) 9535

low aspect ratio, flow characteristics de-
termined from surface pressure meas-
urements (1961) 17700

three-dimensional oscillator air forces, ex-
perimental data (1961) 6330

tilt-wing

—

multipropeller VTOL/STOL aircraft oper-
ating over level, gravel-covered surface,
damage incurred (1961) 2578

VTOL propeller-driven aircraft, aerody-
namic characteristics (1961) 7990

VZ-2, rapid-transition tests (1961) 21219
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Wings (aircraft)—Continued

tilting

—

semispan, with -.6-diameter chord, Fowler
flap, and single propeller rotating up at
tip, aerodynamic data (1964) 7540

with 0.6-diameter chord, single slotted
flap, and single propeller rotating up at
tip, aerodynamic data (1964) 20571

transport airplane, gust-alleviation of

vane-controlled system on loads, flight

investigation (1961) 4931
trapezoidal

—

and delta, pressure data and section aero-
dynamic characteristics at Mach num-
bers of 1.61 and 2.01 (1962) 22549; (1963)
3127

lift, drag, and static longitudinal stability
data at Mach no. 6.86 (1961) 19908

longitudinal and lateral control character-
istics of Mach no. 4.06 (1961) 19911

plan form, static longitudinal and lateral

stability and control data at Mach num-
ber 6.86 (1961) 19912

pressure distributions and aerodynamic
characteristics of spoiler-type controls
(1963) 3107

static lateral stability data at Mach no.

6.86 (1961) 19910
static longitudinal and lateral stability

data at Mach no. 4.06 (1961) 19909
wing-body combination, aerodynamic load-

ing characteristics (1963) 16362
triangular

—

and rectangular, pressure distributions to
high angles of attack, Mach numbers
1.45 and 1.97 (1961) 1249

aspect ratio 2, and body warped to be
trimmed at M-2.24 (1962) 12421

equipped with canard control, trailing-
edge-flap control, or cambered fore-
body, stability and control at Mach
numbers from 0.70 to 2.22 (1961) 13489

leading edge flaps designed to simulate
conical camber, effects on drag, lift and
pitching moment (1961) 9526

wing and canard, static stability and con-
trol at Mach nos. 0.70 to 2.22 (1961)
2532

twisted cambered, with 75° swept leading
edge (1965) 19924

unsteady aerodynamic forces due to continu-

ous sinuosoidal gusts, application of

numerical technique to lifting-sur-

face-theory for calculation (1963). 5575

unswect

—

airplane model static longitudinal and
lateral-directional characteristics, wind-
tunnel investigation at Mach nos. 0.8 to

1.4 (1961) 2529
diamond-airfoil-sections, effects of angle

of attack and thickness ratio on flutter

at Mach number 10.0 (1962) 18289

effect of leading-edge droop on aerodynam-
ic and loading characteristics at tran-
sonic speeds (1961) 1267

of finite span, predicting flutter and diver-

gence (1964) 3024
tilt wing of aspect ratio 5.5, with stall

control devices, wind-tunnel tests (1964)

7530

untapered, sweep angle effects on boundary-
layer stability characteristics at low
speeds (1961) 1289

variable-camber high-lift, of Marvelette air-

craft, obtaining 2-dimensional boundary
layer data (1965) 13312

Wings (aircraft)—Continued
variable-sweep panels, use on right-

triangular pyramidal lifting, reentry
configuration, aerodynamic characteris-
tics at Mach numbers from 0.40 to 1.10
(1963) 7249

vertical position and dihedral effects on lat-

eral stability at transonic speeds (1961)
4956

vertical position effects on directional sta-
bility of trapezoidal-wing airplane model
(1961) 1284

vortex movements about wing in intermedi-
ate and high subsonic flow undergoing
large angle-of-attack change in blast-
induced gust (1962) 12471

vortex-sheet deformation behind highly load-
ed wing and its effect on lift (1961) 7971

wing-aileron flutter characteristics of
1/4-scale dynamic model of X-IE air-

plane (1961) 4859
wing and flap loads of large scale V/STOL

model, wind tunnel investigation (1963)
11029

wing-body combination, lift, drag, and pitch-
ing moment, effects of spanwise varia-
tion of leading-edge sweep (1964) 9596

wing-chord tilting-wing configurations, ef-

fects of propeller-diameter ratios at
transition speeds (1963) 14560

wing planform modification, effect on long:i-

tudinal characteristics of variable-
sweep M wing (1965) 18573

winged shapes in air and helium, hypersonic
aerodynamic characteristics (1964)
14866

zero-lift drag, variations of thickness ratio
and chord (1965) 11481

Winkler County, Tex., geology and ground
water resources (1963) 5034

Winn, Jack C, jr., relief (1964) 15619; (1965)
10624, 15428, 15569

Winnemucca, Nev., hydrogeologic investiga-
tions in valley of Humboldt River (1964)
15963

Winnemucca Lake, ground water resources of
valley (1961) 14973

Winnett, Mont., geology of Winnett-Mosby
area (1964) 8756

Winnie, Tex., motor carrier accident (1965)
9307

Winning cold war, U.S. ideological offensive
(1963) 7997, 11901; (1964) 2112, 4497,
8382; (1964) 10228

Winning worldwide victory for freedom (ad-

dress) (1962) 20299
Winnisquam, N.H., railroad accident (1963)

19370
Winovich, Warren, equilibrium sonic-flow

method for evaluating electric-arc
air-heater performance (1964) 9574

Winright, Ky., railroad accident (1964) 4880
Winslow, Ariz.:

relief

—

law (1964) 1950
reports (1963) 18866; (1964) 4532

Winstead, Jack A., effects of ionizing radiation
on enolase, inactivation and chemical
protection (1965) 17020

Winston, Ellen:

addresses, etc (1964) 1659, 6832, 8787, 9889,
11712, 11718, 13534-535, 13537, 19028-29;
(1965) 3088, 11795, 18846

research and public welfare (1965) 20146
Winston, Matthew M.:

propeller slipstream effects as determined
from wing pressure distribution on
large-scale 6-propeller VTOL model at
static thrust (1963) 1302
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Winston, Matthew M.—Continued
wing pressure measurements within propel-

ler slipstream for V/STOL wind-tunnel
model simulating transition (1963) 20995

Winston-Salem, N.C.:

census of business, 1963, major retail cen-
ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 13599
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks 16397
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16546

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 2243

Smith Reynolds Airport, weather observa-
tions, hourly, summary, decennial census
(1963) 21168

Winter, William C, jr., relief (1961) 7023,
16893, 18484

Winter:
construction, bibliography, 1940-63 (1965)

14197
forecasting air temperatures, problems,

USSR studies (1965) 2780
see also Weather.

Winter oats, see Oats.
Winter wheat, see Wheat.
Winterfield, R.G., Piper PA-25 Pawnee distri-

bution patterns (1963) 18398
Winters, Clyde W.:

ablation of blunted cylinder-flare configura-
tion (1964) 14884

free flight investigation of ablation of blunt
body to Mach number of 13.1 (1963) 1297

heat transfer rates and ablation on blunted
cylinder-flare configuration in free flight

(1964) 18738
Wipers (window), see Windshield wipers.
Wire:
aluminum-coated, reinforcement for concrete

mattresses (1963) 4875
hot-wire transducer, cooling method pro-

kngs life (1964) 14804
ignition in combustion-heated drivers for

shock-tunnel application, note (1965)
19938

mesh

—

isolator protects sensitive electric compo-
nents (1965) 14780

tungsten, heat-transfer and pressure drop
correlations for hydrogen and nitrogen
flowing through, at temperatures to
5200°R (1965) 14847

stainless and copper-clad steel, as reinforce-
ment for concrete mattresses (1964)
14214

winding of oxide-coated cathodes increases
lifetime (1965) 6648

see also Electric wire and wiring—Wire
cloth—Wire rope.

Wire cloth, industrial, commercial standard
(1961) 1735

Wire communication:
analog computers role, Czechoslovak report

(1962) 7720
discrete communications systems, testing,

USSR studies (1965) 6481
transmission of bets, prohibiting

—

hearings (1961) 17135
law (1961) 18608
reports (1961) 14617, 16704

see also Telephone—Teletype.

Wire mills:

refined metal and copper scrap operations

(1961) 3472

Wire mills—Continued
scrap and metal consumption and stocks

—

mineral industry survey, monthly (1963)
3482; (1964) 3284; (1965) 3171

monthly report (1962) 4322
Wire rope, industry, trade practice rules

(1963) 2284
Wire screens, see Screens.
Wire tapping:

investigation

—

hearings (1961) 1918
hearings, 1958-61, summary-report (1963)
2102

legislation

—

Attorney General's program, 1962, hear-
ings (1963) 4788

hearings (1961) 19184
print additional copies, reports (1962)

11639, 15212
State Department security, hearings (1964)

2244
State statutes, compilation (1961) 19183

Wires:
invar

—

Finnish, determining length by means of
Moscow comparator (1961) 11283

Jaderin-Guillaume apparatus, coefficient
of linear expansion (1961) 11221

Wiretapping, see Wire tapping.
Wireworms:

potato, screening tests of additional com-
pounds for toxicity (1961) 16075

southern, control on Irish potatoes (1965)
5515

Wiring, see Electric wire and wiring.
Wirt County, W. Va., Cow Run sand and Burn-

ing Springs pool, secondary oil recovery
possibilities (1964) 14745

Wirtanen, T., ANNA-1 satellite optical beacon
(1963) 9617

Wirth, Michael, lichen family Graphidaceae in
Mexico (1964) 5563

Wirtz, W. Willard:
addresses, etc (1963) 1155, 3010-11, 3014,

5426-27, 7136, 9025-28, 10883, 12773,
14434, 14436, 16265, 19778; (1964)
1357-61, 2938-40, 7353, 7357, 7362, 11245,
13029-30, 14661-662, 14665-666, 18608,
20425; (1965) 1267-68, 5028-29, 6546,
7958, 11328, 12781, 14605

nomination, hearing (1961) 4123
Wischkaemper, Paul, services of wholesale

grocers to food-service operators (1963)
1705

Wischmeier, Walter H., predicting rainfall-

erosion losses from cropland east of
Rocky Mountains, guide (1965) 10051

Wischnia, Herbert F., determination of optical
technology experiments for satellite
(1965) 14738

Wiscona, Wis., railroad accident (1964) 6869
Wisconsin:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 7298
annual survey of manufactures, 1960, stand-

ard metropolitan statistical areas and
large industrial counties, statistics
(1962) 16449

annual survey of manufactures, 1961, stand-
ard metropolitan statistical areas and
large industrial counties, statistics
(1963) 4566

annual survey of manufactures, 1962, stand-
ard metropolitan statistical areas, and
large industrial counties, statistics
(1964) 6027

butter reporting, description and analysis
(1961) 11707
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Wisconsin—Continued

census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1961)
13927

census of business, 1963

—

merchandise line sales, retail trade, statis-
tics (1965) 15299

retail trade, area statistics (1965) 7198,
10217-218

selected services, area statistics (1965)
8587, 17203

wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)
7254

census of governments, 1962, State report
(1965) 5691

census of housing, 1960, State and small
areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc (1962)
6782

census of manufactures, 1958, area statis-

tics (1961) 10002

census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-

port (1962) 259
census of population, 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 20640
general characteristics (1961) 10084
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 4782
number of inhabitants (1961) 5505

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
geographic identification code scheme
(1961) 6888

cigar-binder tobacco, official standard
grades (1963) 5789

climatic distribution of blister rust on white
pine (1961) 9220

climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial census
(1965) 18838

climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;
(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216

congressional districts, 89th Congress (1965)
7263

county business patterns, activities covered
by OASDI program (1961) 11874, 18146;
(1963) 13283, 18672

eastern judicial district, inclusion of Menom-
inee County

—

law (1962) 16798
reports (1962) 9251, 17207

electric rate book (1962) 553, 17486; (1963)
19199; (1964) 14251; (1965) 19616

flow characteristics of 2 types of springs
(1963) 6508

forest resources (1961) 20766
geology of—

Dodgeville and Mineral Point quadrangles
(1964) 797

Montfort and Linden quadrangles (1962)
1887

Platteville quadrangle (1963) 17522
grants for Menominee County, etc.

—

law (1962) 11269
reports (1961) 8738, 8786, 8943; (1962)
7071

Great Lakes area, fishery products, whole-
sale dealers, Hsts (1964) 725; (1965) 9157

gullv control structures in southwestern
counties (1963) 7541

hydrology of upper Black Earth Creek basin
(1964) 821

Ice Age National Scientific Reserve

—

designation, etc.

—

law (1964) 21147
reports (1964) 375, 19455, 19583

establish, proposal for cooperative conser-
vation (1963) 9240

income tax, withholding from compensation
of Federal employees, agreement (1962)
6490

Wisconsin—Continued
jurisdiction over Camp McCoy, adjust

—

law (1965) 15492
reports (1965) 13886, 15952

labor organizations, reporting, register
(1961) 6238; (1964) 16572

landings, fishery products (1962) 4449; (1963)
4310, 12134; (1964) 4162, 12419; (1965)
3638, 4074

annual summary (1965) 14282
lightweight aggregates, expansion proper-

ties of clays, shales, and precambrian
rocks (1962) 3338

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter
(1961) 21188; (1962) 23973; (1963) 20962;
(1965) 1362

minor civil divisions, towns, cities and vil-

lages, census, 1960 (1961) 16319
Mississippi River and tributaries, fishery

products, wholesale dealers, list (1964)
8612; (1965) 10888

municipal waste facilities, 1962 inventory
(1964) 3105

municipal water facilities inventories (1961)
15940; (1964) 18910

native aspen stock, survival and growth as
compared with 12-year hybrids (1963)
15569

northern red oak, seeding and planting tests
(1964) 12475

northern, transportation and distribution
for selected industries (1965) 1811

population, 1960, characteristics (1963)
18668

precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)
3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965)
3492

psoroptic sheep scabies outbreaks, 1964
(1965) 1753

public school finance program, 1962-63
(1964) 8493

remaining recreational shoreline opportuni-
ties, report (1962) 18337

review of activities of Federal-aid highway
program of Public Roads Bureau by
GAO (1961) 17322

rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-
files (1962) 16661

silage, facts (1965) 1668

small watershed program, progress (paper)
(1962) 8649

southern, sediment characteristics of small
streams (1963) 8355

southwestern

—

early survival of planted trees by species,
age, classes, and site factors (1964) 774

ground preparation costs and Ist-year
survival of planted red pine (1964) 775

takes lead in pulpwood production (1964)
18068

temperature, precipitation, and heating de-
gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10771

truck inventory and use survey (1965) 266

urban areas along Mississippi River, flood

control, engineers report

—

departmental edition (1963) 437
document edition (1963) 226

water resources investigations (1963) 10294

weather stations, decadal census (1963)
16689

women

—

labor laws, summary (1962) 10781; (1965)
13353

legal status (1964) 11721
workers, 1960 (1964) 9900

ZIP code directory (1963) 20073
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Wisconsin Avenue, District of Columbia, in-

creasing traffic-carrying capability,

study (1962) 14581, 18431
Wisconsin Coach Lines, Inc., accident (1965)

790
Wise, David, labor developments abroad, cu-

mulative index, 1956-63 (1965) 14624
Wise, Harold E., major principles of physics,

chemistry, and geology of importance
for general education (1963) 4826

Wise, John P., bibliography on biology of cod,

Gadus morhua, and related species

(1963) 12137
Wise, W. R., jr., response of Enrico Fermi reac-

tor to TNT simulated nuclear accidents
(1965) 6843

Wise County, Tex., oil recovery from wat-
er-injection projects (1965) 8021

Wise County, Va., coal, carbonizing properties
(1964) 5496

Wisecarver, David W.:
device for placing borehole deformation

gage in horizontal hole (1964) 21714
in situ rock stresses, Ruth mining district,

Nev., etc (1964) 20512
Wiser, Vivian, writings relevant to farm man-

agement in records of Bureau of Agri-
cultural Economics (1963) 7309

Wishart, Jack D., and wife, conveyance of

mineral interests (1963) 7913, 13397,
13677

Wishbone Hill, Matanuska coalfield district,

Alaska, bituminous coal deposits (1962)
10464

Wiskoff, Martin F., selection of anti-tank mis-
sile gunners, status report, June 30,

1962 (1963) 4467
Wit, Daniel, labor law and practice in Thai-

land (1964) 16588
Witcofski, Robert D., blunt low-fineness-ratio

bodies of revolution at Mach number of

24.5 in helium (1964) 11409
Witherell, Julian W.:
guide to official publications, Madagascar

and adjacent islands (1965) 18409
official publications of French Ekjuatorial

Africa, FVench Cameroons, and Togo,
1946-58, guide (1964) 11306

Withers, James C, electroplated cermet coat-
ings for oxidation protection of sub-
strates in excess of 2000°F (1963) 86

Withlacoochee River:
flood control, etc., engineers report

—

departmental edition (1963) 4856
document edition (1963) 4689

Without man, for man, USSR study (1961)
21004

Witkind, Irving J.:

geology and uranium-vanadium deposits of

Monument Valley area, Ariz (1963)
12220

geology of Abajo Mountains area, San Juan
County, Utah (1964) 18132

Witmer, Helen L., children and poverty (1965)
7289

Witnesses:
congressional committees, omitting names

from reports

—

law (1964) 21148
report (1964) 19576

Federal courts

—

fees in habeas corpus cases and forma
pauperis proceedings, payment by U.S.
marshal, report (1963) 11810

increase per diem, mileage, and subsist-
ence allowances, report (1962) 21407

fees, proceedings in forma pauperis, pay-
ment

—

law (1965) 15509
reports (1965) 5899, 17837

Witnesses—Continued

summoned before Senate or its committees,
increase payments of fees and travel
expenses, report (1961) 16982

Wittmer, James F., pathogenic mechanisms in

gas and fat embolism (1963) 5885

Witt's algebra, see Algebra.

Witts Spring Formation, Morrow age in Snow-
ball quadrangle, north-central Arkansas
(1965) 2230

Witucki, Robert M., boron filaments (1964)
18721

Witzigman, Frederick S., determination of
fluvial sediment discharge (1964) 14363

Witzke, Walter R., melting, extruding, and
mechanical properties of elect-

ron-beam-melted tungsten (1963) 12857
Wives:
employed, job-related expenditures and man-

agement practices in 4 Georgia cities

(1962) 6567
gainfully employed in Ohio, job-related ex-

penditures and management practices

(1965) 4106
working, legal rights (1965) 15165

WMS, see World magnetic survey.

woe employees, see Government officials and
employees.

Woelfel, B. La Salle, what kind of money do
you need? (1963) 7426

Woerner, (3harles V.:

comparison of ground tests and orbital
launch results for Ebcplorer IX and Ex-
plorer XIX satellite (1964) 18787

properties of 2 white paints for application
to inflatable spacecraft (1965) 11496

Wohl, Joseph G., human factors design stand-
ards for Fleet ballistic missile weapon
system (1964) 5618

Wohl, Millard L., Monte Carlo calculation of

nuclear collision on density of primary
galactic protons in slab of aluminum
(1964) 9571

Wohlford, Lake, thermal stratification, elimi-

nation and resulting benefits (1965)
12559

Wohlmuth, Hertha L., relief (1965) 17549,
19097

Wojciechowicz, A. F., jr., dominant aerodynam-
ic characteristics of shaped GEM (1965)
1689

Wojdak, Matthew A., relief (1961) 7014, 8904,
10174

Wojtowicz, Aniela, relief (1962) 7140

Wolbach, John G., relative position of sun-
spots and flares (1963) 14694

Wold-Chamberlain Field, disaster control plan
(1962) 22975

Wolf, A. F., bibliography on costs, margins
and efficiency in marketing dairy prod-
ucts (1965) 9032

Wolf, James S., internal oxidation in 6 nickel-

base alloy systems (1965) 11482
Wolf, Joseph, jr., relief (1962) 19070, 20782,

21320
Wolf, Ken:

bacterial kidney disease of salmonid fishes

(1964) 10567
blue-sac disease of fish (1963) 13963
lymphocystis disease of fish (1964) 6717
white spot disease of fish eggs and fry (1963)

6455
Wolf River, fioodwall, chert popouts and con-

crete surfaces, observations (1962) 2441
Wolfbein, Seymour L.:

addresses (1964) 14677, 20428
economic growth and labor market policy

(1963)19783
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Wolfbein, Seymour L.—Continupfi

presentation on manpower in U.S. with
projection to 1970 (1963) 296

Wolfe, Deborah P., education and citizenship
in public school system of Puerto Rico,

interim report (1963) 11893
Wolfe, Jack A., Miocene floras from Finger-

rock Wash, southwestern Nevada (1964)
18134

Wolfe County, Ky.:
coal geology of Seitz quadrangle (1963) 598
opportunities for economic growth (1964)

19197
Wolfe Island, dredging cut in St. Lawrence

River, agreement (1962) 6464
WolflF, Herbert A. jr., relief (1962) 4985, 7026,

11232
Wolff, Ilse S., nursing role in counseling par-

ents of mentally retarded children (1964)
10081

Wolff, Reinhold P., construction industries in

Southern Florida (1963) 1451
Wolff, Richard C, cardiopulmonary resuscita-

tion (1963) 5887
Wolford, Everett R., frozen jelled fruits (1964)

7896
Wolframite, concentrates, recovery of scan-

dium (1965) 5092
Wolfson, David E., comparison of properties of

coke produced by BM-AGA and industri-

al methods (1964) 7435
Wolle, William D., economy of Saudi Arabia,

basic data (1963) 5068
Wollerman, Edward H.:

bagworm (1965) 16239
boxelder bug (1965) 10911

Wollmar, Ann, see Choi, Ok Nyu.
Wolman, William, reliability model and analy-

sis for Project Mercury 3-orbit manned
and unmanned mission (1963) 1313

Wolters, Fort, Army Dept., excessive aircraft

assigned as result of overstated require-

ments. Army Dept., GAO report (1965)
9218

Wolverton, Robert L., relief (1964) 15654;
(1965) 10620, 15425, 15564

Women:
ability counts, program guide for women's

groups for the handicapped (1964) 21665

achievements and opportunities (address)
(1963) 18757

African women educators project report
(1963) 14072

Air Force screening and selection tests, de-

velopment (1962) 1971
answers to woman's questions about social

security (1965) 8279, 9924
appointment

—

and promotion in Federal civil service,

opinion of Attorney General (1962)
20031

to govt, clerkships at discretion of depart-
ment head, repeal act

—

hearings (1965) 15825, 17956
law (1965) 19138
reports (1965) 15708, 19428

Armed Forces selection test, 5 and 6, re-

standardization (1965) 11910
Army physical fitness program (1965) 8516
bindery workers, examination announcement

(1962) 320
business, opportunities and trends in em-

ployment (address) (1963) 18018
by number of children born, fertility by so-

cial, economic and housing characteris-
tics, census of population, 1960 (1964)
11914

career and job opportunities, report of

World of Work Conference (1963) 11416

Women—Continued
career opportunities

—

as technicians (1962) 12789
biological sciences (1961) 2466, 6615, 16051
civil service careers (1961) 5528; (1964)

21061
life insurance underwriters (1961) 16052,

16062
scientific careers (1961) 20036

careers in retailing (1963) 5772
challenges ahead (address) (1965) 15159
changing status (remarks) (1963) 1784
chronic alcoholism, characteristics and

treatment (1961) 11048
clerical occupations, today and tomorrow

(1964) 20884
college graduates, job-finding techniques

(1961) 2763
colleges, alumnae of class of 1945, study

report (1962) 18595
(Committee on Civil and Political Rights,

report (1964) 13381
Committee on Education, report (1964) 7679
Communist China, activities, etc (1961) 2133
conference in New York on voluntary work

in various countries, experiences, etc.,

Israeli press reports (1961) 7874
Congress, biographies (1961) 13739; (1963)

14808; (1965) 11812
counseling and guidance (1965) 13351
Cuban Women's Federation, reports (1962)

23764
discriminatory wage rates based on sex,

suggested language for State act (1965)
3092-93

educated, needs and opportunities in our so-

ciety (1964) 21927; (1965) 11995
educational attainment, trends (1965) 5485
emancipation in Italy, progress (1961) 17473
employees in small business, management

(1962) 3479
employing policies of national governments

(1964) 5767
employment

—

nonagricultural industries (1962) 20053
private, opportunities (1964) 1542
sex discrimination, laws against (1965)
15163

under old age, survivors, and disability
program (1962) 14544

United States and 9 European countries,
notes (1964) 7863

energy expenditures for selected activities

(1961) 77
equal pay

—

action for (1964) 13538; (1965) 13348
act of 1963—
general information (1963) 18363
legislative history (1964) 10308

economic indicators relating to (1963) 7519
facts (1961) 16060; (1963) 7520; (1964)

13548
getting facts (1965) 1715
in member nations of ILO (1964) 5768
no discrimination because of sex

—

hearings (1962) 11445, 13510, 19395;
(1963) 9928, 10020

highlights (1963) 13113, 14769
law (1963) 11730
reports (1962) 13418, 13458; (1963) 9991,

11797, 11801
primer, basic questions (1963) 7521
suggested State act to abolish discrimina-
tory rates (1965) 5484

what equal pay principle means, questions
and answers (1963) 14806; (1964) 16925;
(1965) 13356

what you want in State equal pay bill

(1964) 20888
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Women—Continued
equal rights amendment (1961) 11659
questions and answers (1963) 6213
print as Senate document report (1962)

21499
reports (1962) 21471; (1964) 17858

equality in pay, employment opportunities,

and language (remarks) (1964) 13030
equality through opportunities, training,

employment, education, etc. (address)

(1961) 20248
exploring diversity of opportunities for citi-

zenship action (address) (1965) 11805
facing facts about women's lives today (ad-

dress) (1965) 8373
fair sex workers around globe profit from

expertise of Women's Bureau after 20
years of international work (1965) 4895

family and property law

—

California (1961) 11660
Iowa (1961) 8250; (1962) 10777; (1964) 5764

Maryland (1961) 9830; (1962) 16233, 22909
Michigan (1961) 8251; (1962) 12790
New Mexico (1961) 6616; (1962) 12791
Ohio (1961) 6617; (1962) 12792; (1964) 7860;

(1965) 5480
Oregon (1961) 8252
Wyoming (1961) 8253; (1962) 12793; (1963)

9514
Federal Employment Policies and Practices

Committee, report (1964) 3090
Federal service, equal opportunity and equal

pay (1964) 13542; (1965) 8374
full partnership in our democracy (1962)

12647
future employment, suggestions on training

(1961) 6618
goal of full partnership for women and men

in our democracy (address) (1962) 22411
governors' commissions on status (1964)

7864; (1965) 3091
guidance counselors needed for career and

employment decisions (speech) (1965)
18854

health protection, Soviet immediate tasks
(1962) 1084

high-level elective and appointive positions

in national governments (1964) 5765
Home and Community (Committee, report

(1964) 5638
impact of education (address) (1963) 9515
improved labor standards, pressing need

(address) (1962) 22910
Indonesia, national seminar of women peas-

ants (1961) 13233
in Federal service (1963) 3406
job

—

holders, significance of research (address)

(1964) 15177
horizons for college women in 1960's (1964)

15175
opportunities

foreign, linguistic, travel, list (1962)
22911

in labor market (address) (1965) 1713
jury service, eligibility laws (1965) 15162
Korean diving, physical insulation (1963)

1759
labor legislation, protective, in 91 countries

(1964) 7861
Latin American, seminar, Bolivian articles

(1963) 17815
legal status in U.S.

—

Alabama (1964) 13539
Arkansas (1964) 19030
California (1964) 1662
Connecticut (1963) 7518
Delaware (1964) 9890
District of Columbia (1963) 3403

Women—Continued
legal status in U.S.—Continued
Florida (1965) 10009
Georgia (1963) 13133, 20253
Idaho (1965) 10010
Kentucky (1964) 3192
Maine (1964) 15173
Massachusetts (1963) 3404
Michigan (1964) 5763
Minnesota (1964) 19031
Missouri (1964) 7858
Nebraska (1964) 20883
Nevada (1965) 11806
New Mexico (1963) 9512
North Carolina (1964) 15174
Pennsylvania (1965) 6993
Texas (1964) 13540
Utah (1964) 16924
Vermont (1964) 11720
Washington (1964) 9891
West Virginia (1963) 3405
Wisconsin (1964) 11721

Manpower development and training act of

1962, occupational training under (1964)

18609
mature, memo on job finding (1961) 2762;

(1962) 12794
Michigan Conference on Problems of Em-

ployed Women, report (1962) 10780
minimum wage coverage of domestic work-

ers, present status (1964) 19036
modern American woman, status and oppor-

tunity (address) (1963) 9024
Negro

—

problems (1964) 1542
workers in 1960 (1964) 11722

new

—

horizons, job opportunities, etc. (talk)

(1965) 1722
opportunities and new responsibilities

(address) (1965) 1723
nonwhite workers

—

current data (1964) 9892; (1965) 13350,
16924

fact sheet (1965) 18848
occupations and salaries in Federal service

(1962) 13106
opportunities in science (paper) (1963) 16897

our women of 1860's (1963) 11669
physical fitness program for female special

staff personnel and TD organizations.
Army pamphlet (1963) 1800, 14940

political

—

and civil status (1965) 18853
rights in member nations of United Na-

tions (1963) 3407; (1964) 5766
portrayal by mass media (1964) 1542
preemployment courses and training oppor-

tunities (1961) 1576
Private Employment Committee report

(1964) 5639
private-household workers

—

consultation, summary (1965) 11810, 16926
fact sheets (1964) 13552, 19038; (1965)

8381
progress around world (1965) 7002
Protective Labor Legislation Committee

report (1963) 20081
role in

—

bringing peace through understanding
(address) (1964) 13537

war on poverty (address) (1964) 12533
Social Insurance and Taxes Committee re-

port (1964) 1545
State-
family, and property laws, summaries

—

Colorado (1965) 15160
Massachusetts (1965) 18849

hour laws (1961) 17881
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Women—Continued
State—Continued
labor laws

—

general information (1964) 13550
summaries (1962) 18600; (1964) 7865

(1965) 18850
Alabama (1964) 13543; (1965) 20149
Alaska (1961) 2760; (1964) 20886
Arizona (1961) 1580; (1962) 12796

(1965) 6994, 20150
Arkansas (1961) 5168; (1963) 9511

(1964) 13544
California (1961) 11658; (1962) 12797

(1965) 8375
Colorado (1962) 12798; (1965) 6995
Connecticut (1962) 6504; (1965) 6996
Delaware (1961) 1581; (1962) 16232;

(1964) 11723; (1965) 20151
District of Columbia (1961) 1582;

(1962) 12799; (1965) 1716
Florida (1965) 1717
Hawaii (1962) 16234; (1965) 6997
Idaho (1965) 1718
Illinois (1961) 1583; (1962) 10778;
(1964) 19033

Indiana (1962) 10779; (1964) 11724
Iowa (1964) 9893
Kansas (1961) 16064; (1962) 12800
Louisiana (1962) 16235; (1965) 6998
Maine (1964) 19034
Maryland (1961) 9831; (1962) 14694
Massachusetts (1961) 1584; (1962)

6508; (1964) 19035
Michigan (1961) 8254, 16063; (1962)
8747; (1963) 11414; (1965) 8376

Minnesota (1962) 20374; (1965) 6999
Mississippi (1965) 5481
Missouri (1962) 18598; (1965) 1719
Nebraska (1962) 14695
Nevada (1962) 14696
New Hampshire (1965) 1720
New Jersey (1965) 7000
New Mexico (1965) 8377
New York (1965) 10011
North Carolina (1964) 13545
North Dakota (1961) 1585; (1962) 6509;

(1964) 15176; (1965) 18851
Ohio (1961) 9832; (1962) 8748; (1963)

11415; (1964) 11725; (1965) 10012
Oklahoma (1965) 5482
Oregon (1961) 9833; (1965) 10013
Pennsylvania (1965) 8378
Rhode Island (1965) 15161
South Carolina (1965) 7001
South Dakota (1965) 20152
Tennessee (1964) 13546; (1965) 20153
Texas (1962) 6510; (1965) 10014
Utah (1962) 22914; (1964) 13547
Vermont (1965) 1721
Virginia (1962) 20375; (1965) 10015
Washington State (1965) 13352
West Virginia (1965) 5483
Wisconsin (1962) 10781; (1965) 13353
Wyoming (1962) 10782; (1965) 8379,
20154

legislation of special interest (1961) 5169;
(1962) 3563, 22908; (1964) 7859

minimum wage laws (1965) 10016
status

—

and activities in labor market today and
tomorrow (address) (1963) 14807

report of Interdepartmental Committee
and Citizens' Advisory (Council (1965)
6360

telephone workers and changing technology
(1963) 20254

today's woman in tomorrow's world, report
of conference commemorating 40th anni-
versary of Women's Bureau (1961) 1577

Women—Continued
volunteer work, new patterns (1964) 1542
weight lifting provisions, by State (1964)

3193
what equal pay principle means, questions

and answers (1965) 11811
why continuing education programs? (1964)

5770
why mothers work, review of data (1962)

16236: (1963) 20256
woman's destiny, choice or chance? confer-

ence report (1965) 20156
women

—

and their accomplishments through na-
tional and international women's organi-
zations (address) (1962) 16231

in medicine (1965) 2071
in Peace Corps (1962) 16108
in poverty (1964) 16927, 21929
in State governments as secretaries of

state and members of State legislatures,
list (1961) 13738

women in Air Force

—

factor analysis of peer nominations (1961)
1677

opportunities offered new WAF (1962)
22973

prediction of success in basic training by
background inventories (1961) 3754

WAF basic trainees, performance on Cali-
fornia psychological inventory (1961)
1678

work^
connected with frequent carrying of light

loads, influence upon health, USSR
study (1962) 2769

opportunities through education (address)
(1963) 9023

workers

—

Alabama (1964) 3194
American, bibliography (1962) 20373
Arizona (1964) 16928
Arkansas (1964) 9896
California (1963) 3408; (1965) 5486
Colorado (1964) 1664
Delaware (1964) 7866
District of Columbia (1964) 19039
earning opportunities forum (1961) 13728
facts (1961) 1578; (1962) 6505-7; (1963)

11413
Florida (1965) 7003
4 international meetings, notes on agen-

das. United Nations Commission on
Status of Women, Inter-American (Com-
mission of Women, International Labor
Conference, ILO Panel on Consultants
on Problems of Women Workers (1965)
11808

geographical differences (1962) 24135
Georgia (1963) 5773; (1965) 7004
handbooks (1961) 2761; (1963) 9513
Illinois (1964) 1665
Indiana (1963) 18372
Iowa (1963) 5774; (1964) 9897; (1965) 18855
Kentucky (1964) 19040
Maine (1964) 15178
Maryland (1964) 11726
Massachusetts (1963) 5775, 21180; (1965)

18856
Michigan (1964) 13553
Minnesota (1963) 11417
Missouri (1965) 1724
Montana (1964) 7867
Nebraska (1963) 5776; (1965) 7005
New Hampshire (1964) 1666
New Jersey, maintenance and health pro-

tection costs (1961) 1579
New Mexico (1965) 18857
New York (1963) 14809
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Women—Continued
workers—Continued

North Carolina (1964) 1667
North Dakota (1964) 13554

Ohio (1963) 14810
Oklahoma (1964) 13555
Oregon (1963) 9516; (1965) 1725
Pennsylvania (1963) 3409
Puerto Rico (1964) 9898
Rhode Island (1963) 21181
South Carolina (1964) 9899
Tennessee (1963) 11418; (1965) 1726

Texas (1964) 5771
trained workers for future (1963) 18371

United States, background facts (1962)

18594; (1963) 1595, 7517, 20252; (1964)

11719; (1965) 5478, 13349
Utah (1964) 1668
Vermont (1964) 11727
Virginia (1964) 3195
Washington State (1963) 14811; (1965)

15166
West Virginia (1964) 15179
Wisconsin (1964) 9900
Wyoming (1964) 19041

working

—

maternity protection and benefits in 92

countries (1964) 7862
problems and prospects of (1962) 12795

working wife, legal rights, general informa-
tion (1965) 15165

young, metabolic response to standard diet

(1962) 8834
Women, President's Commission on Status of,

see President's Commission on Status of

Women.
Women Strike for Peace, Communist activities

in peace movement, hearings (1963) 9950
Women's Army Corps:

officers, selected for success, career informa-
tion (1963) 111

physical training, field manual (1965) 17049
Women's Bureau:

bulletins (1961) 1576-77, 2761, 8248,
16051-53, 17881; (1962) 6503, 12789,

14693, 18595, 24135; (1963) 3403-5, 5772,
7518, 9512-13, 13133, 20253-254; (1964)
1662-63, 3192, 5763, 7858, 9890-91,

11720-722, 13539-540, 15173-175, 16924,
19030-31, 20883-884; (1965) 6993,
10009-10, 11806

Director, nomination of

Keyserling, Mary D., hearing (1964) 8453
Peterson, Esther, hearing (1961) 4123

fair sex workers around globe profit from 20
years work on international scene (1965)
4895

functions and services (1965) 20155
leaflets (1961) 1578, 2762-63, 6618, 11661,

16060-62, 17883; (1962) 1900, 3564, 6507,
12794, 18596-597, 22912; (1963) 1596,
7520-21, 11413, 13134, 21179; (1964)
5769, 7864, 13548, 20887; (1965) 3091,
10016, 15164-165, 16925, 20155

pamphlets (1962) 3565, 22913; (1963) 3406,
20255; (1965) 18852

publications, lists (1961) 16061; (1962) 1900,
23912; (1963) 1596, 14804; (1964) 5769,
20887; (1965) 15164

today's woman in tomorrow's world, report
of conference commemorating 40th anni-
versary (1961) 1577

Women's clothing, see Clothing—also names or
types of clothing.

Women's Reserve, Coast Guard, see Coast
Guard Women's Reserve.

Won, Chung K., relief (1963) 17203; (1964)
15439, 17686; (1965) 7505

Won Lee Shee, see Lee Shee Won.

Wong, Byron, relief (1962) 7131, 15054, 23343

Wong, Edgar L., mass speetrometric investiga-

tion of reactions of oxygen atoms with
hydrogen and ammonia (1965) 5226

Wong, Gar Wah, relief (1961) 8884

Wong Gee Wong, relief (1962) 7128

Wong, Jacob Y. M., magnet systems design

(1963) 5942

Wong, Jennings L., specialization in higher

technological education in Communist
China (1963) 8185

Wong, Lau Sau Kam, relief (1961) 12160,

14063, 14527
Wong, Lea Min, see Lea Min Wong.
Wong, Morton M.:

electrolytic methods of preparing cell feed

for electrorefining titanium (1963) 5488

electrorefining beryllium (1965) 2820
operation of prototype cell (1964) 16639

Wong, Robert Y., 3.0-inch-mean-diameter
full-admission 3-stage turbine suitable

for small auxiliary power units (1965)

5222
Wong, Ting-Wa, relief (1962) 7133, 13291,

1 OOgQ

Wong, Wen Nong, relief (1961) 12381

Wong, Weng Chiew, relief (1962) 13595

Woo, Hok Yuen, relief (1961) 8874, 12069,

12166
Woo, Santiago, and wife, relief (1965) 10587

Woo, Tui Hing Tow, relief (1961) 8724, 14043,

14522
Woo You Lyn, relief (1963) 15230, 20563;

(1964) 239
Woo Zee-Ching, relief (1964) 2176; (1965) 14006

Wood, Burrell L., atomos en accion in Guate-
mala City, Aug. 28-Sept. 24, 1965 (1965)

13540
Wood, Don J., digital distributed parameter

model for analysis of unsteady flow in

Hquid-filled lines (1965) 9734
Wood, E. R., parametric investigation of aero-

dynamic and aeroelastic characteristics

of articulated and rigid (hingeless) heli-

copters rotor systems (1964) 21907
Wood, Floyd W.:
electron-beam melting (1964) 7430
studies of high-current metallic arcs (1965)

14659
Wood, Gordon H., jr., geology of rocks of

Pennsylvanian age, Tremont quadran-
gle. Pa (1963) 5013

Wood, Helen, occupational training of women
under Manpower development and train-

ing act (1964) 18609
Wood, Hugh B., development of education in

Nepal (1965) 19556
Wood, John F., relief (1963) 20460; (1964) 6428,

13862
Wood, L. E., protection of reinforcing steel

(1964) 14207
Wood, Lyman W., wood for use in bulk storage

structures (1964) 14313
Wood, P. R., geology and ground-water fea-

tures of Edison-Maricopa area, Kern
County, Calif (1964) 15957

Wood, Richardson, (Connecticut 4-town redevel-

opment area (1963) 20317
Wood, W. W.:

sheet metal forming technology (1963) 9600;

(1964) 5868
handbook (1964) 7958

Wood:
Alaska woods, characteristics (1963) 12186
American woods

—

nail-withdrawal resistance (1965) 9179
publications, price lists (1961) 13626;

(1962) 16120
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Wood—Continued
awning window units, standard of trade

(1965) 6770
beams, laminated, stiflFness and bending and

strength (1961) 6106
Black Hills ponderosa pine, conversion of

cubic-foot volumes to cords (1961) 2043
block shear methods for determining

strength, comparison (1964) 12449
breeding for high-quality (1965) 650

capparis, occurrence in Florida Keys (1963)
21041

casement window units, standard of trade
(1965) 6771

cativo Prioria copaifera Gris (1965) 10922
characteristics of some imported woods

(1962) 17553
chemistry, publications list (1961) 6100;

(1964) 18046
chips, weight-volume method of determining

specific gravity (1961) 12719
comprehensive use in (Communist C^ina

(1961) 1023
cribs, rate of burning (1962) 9690

decay, environmental conditions, effect on
growth of Merulius lacrymans (1961)
14937

decorative or simulated products, misbrand-
ing, etc., protect consumers hearings
(1964) 6364, 6500

drying, publications, list (1964) 8631
fallacies about wood (1965) 10923
finishing of surfaces, military standard

(1961) 5917
food-yeast from wood-processing byproducts

(1965) 7721
foreign wood series (1961) 4277, 6105,

7482-83; (1962) 17553, 17555
fuel preparation (1965) 9177
glued laminated, static and impact bonding

tests (1961) 7499
growth, structure, and identification, list of

publications (1964) 6741
hickory, versatile wood adaptable to many

uses (1965) 1679
industries development in West Virginia

through application of FPL research
(1964) 6744

interaction with moisture (1961) 6108
intrinsic quality concept, and nondestructive

methods for determining in standing
timber (1962) 5236

labor resource for expanding wood-using
industries in northeastern Minnesota
(1965) 10912

laminates in flexure for marine use, design
criteria (1964) 9762

microbiological deterioration, some methods
used in studying (1965) 648

modified woods (1961) 662
moisture

—

content

—

calculated with circular slide rule (1961)

19390
coatings for minimizing changes (1961)

665
meters, electric (1963) 19253

natural resistance to biological deteriora-

tion in tropical environments, test of

wood species (1963) 3221
nondestructive testing symposium, proceed-

ings (1964) 12453
oak, identification (1964) 14312
outdoor exposure, marine laminating proper-

ties (1962) 6446
Pacific Coast, suitability for printing paper,

evaluation (1961) 17296
performance in fire (1961) 6110

Wood—Continued
plastic combination preparation using gam-

ma radiation to induce polymerization
(1964) 8066

plasticized, uses, USSR industrial develop-
ment (1964) 16252

plywood joints nail-glued to solid wood, per-
formance (1964) 18056

preservation

—

preliminary statistics (1963) 12165
publication, lists (1961) 4276; (1963) 12157

preservative-treated, methods of determin-
ing specific elements, review of articles
(1962) 17549

primary

—

use by manufacturing firms in Dul-
uth-Superior, 1962 (1965) 656

wood industries of Kentucky, utilization
summary and directory (1964) 14307

processing

—

and lumber industries, USSR, long-range
expansion and development (1962) 8130

in Alaska, 1961 (1964) 8695
products

—

and processes, (jovernment-owned inven-
tions available for license (1961) 8590

census of manufactures, 1958
industry report (1961) 3917
special report (1961) 13892

imported, marking requirements, hearing
(1963) 8103

labeling act, amend, hearing (1965) 10546
Lake States, imports and exports via St.
Lawrence Seaway (1963) 6511

manufacture at small sawmills and wood-
working plants (1965) 9174

manufacturers sales, 1958 census (1961)
18130

properties and

—

condition, effect on groundwood pulp qual-
ity (1961) 17300

paint durability (1962) 14759
Puerto Rican, their machining, seasoning,

etc (1961) 20282
raw materiel source for chemical utilization

(1961) 19362
residues

—

board materials manufactured (1961)
17294

briquets from (1965) 7724
volume and use from primary processing

in Minnesota (1962) 11864
robusta eucalyptus, its properties and uses

(1964) 18082
sawdusts, decomposition in soil, nitrogen

requirements, effect on plants (1965)
10094

seasoning

—

high-frequency dielectric heating (1961)
12713

publications, list (1961) 20760
solvent method (1961) 14926
special methods (1961) 12713, 14926
vapor drying method (1961) 12712

shipbuilding

—

boat and ship construction techniques,
manual (1963) 11265

technical data applicable to boat and ship
design, manual (1963) 11264

short and intermediate columns, experimen-
tal analytical methods for evaluating
strength (1964) 12448

shrinkage or swelling with change in mois-
ture content (1961) 657

soft rot and basidiomycetes destroying fun-
gi, relative aeration requirements (1961)
19359

southern density survey, status report
(1965) 16277
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Wood—Continued
species

—

grown in Hawaii, calibration of electric

moisture meters (1965) 4793
pulp yield for various processes (1964)

12450
specific gravity, silviculture in controlling

(1963) 13191
stocks for M14.7.62mm rifle, one year tropi-

cal exposure test (1964) 11527
stresses during drying, etc (1961) 6107
suppliers, Puerto Rico (1962) 11850
tariff classification study, explanatory and

background materials (1961) 1548

treated

—

and untreated in intermountain West,
service records (1962) 15619

in highway construction (1962) 9676
treatment with polyethylene glycol, notes

(1963) 12171
tropical, use of bow saw for cutting (1962)

11853
20-foot-diameter laminated ring subjected to

compressive loading along diameter,

deflection characteristics (1961) 6099
use in

—

auto industry for pallets (1963) 575
bulk storage structures (1964) 14313
cabins, rustic work, and unseasoned, pro-

tection from insects in eastern United
States (1963) 1692

manufacturing industries (1965) 7042
utilization research activities of Forest

Service (1964) 7939
West Virginia wood-using industries, raw

materials survey (1963) 12189
wood and wood products

—

identification (1962) 5235
materials, new designs and methods, study
and investigations of use (1962) 21572

wood-plastic

—

combination using gamma radiation to

induce polymerization (1965) 13508
material, irradiated, technical and econom-

ic considerations (1965) 5618
wood-using industries in

—

northeastern Minnesota, transportation
facilities for developing (1965) 9211

northern Appalachians, location decision
(1964) 8680

Pennsylvania, development, manual (1965)
11894

see aiso Hardwoods—Lumber—Plywood
—Pulpboard—Softwoods—Veneers

—

also
names of articles manufactured from
wood.

Wood chemicals, see Chemicals.
Wood destroying organisms, see Fungi.
Wood ducks:
banding program, progress report, 1959-60

(1962) 7420
improved nest structures (1964) 14284

Wood fiber:

products research, publications, list (1965)
14357

structure and bonding, elements (1963) 15578

Wood finishing, publications, list (1963) 12156
Wood lots:

forest products for profit, self-help sugges-
tions for owners (1963) 18420

managing in southern Maryland, 7-year re-

sults (1963) 20703
outdoor recreation on small woodlands (ad-

dress) (1965) 16244
profitable management in New England

(1962) 23571
Wood moldings, see Moldings.
Wood preservation, see Wood.

Wood preservatives:
comparison

—

Mississippi post study, progress reports
(1962) 9673; (1963) 12167; (1964) 12441;
(1965) 9172

stake tests, progress reports (1962) 17548;
(1963) 12168; (1964) 14309

preserving by brush, dip, and short-soak
methods (1965) 8450

pressure-treated pole stubs, groundline
treatments, field tests study (1961) 20765

treated wood in highway construction (1962)
9676

treatment of

—

poles (1961) 6111
shingles (1961) 6102
wood in intermountain West, service re-

cords (1962) 15619
used in U.S., preliminary statistics (1963)

12165
see also Creosote—Preservatives.

Wood pulp:
Arizona ponderosa pine, specific gravity

(1961) 7492
aspen semichemical corrugating pulp,

bleachability (1963) 19267
board materials from wood residues (1961)

17294
Central States, pulpwood

—

consumption and harvest (1965) 16251
production and consumption, 1962-63

(1965) 646
chipping installations in Midsouth (1963)

12194
converting basal area to volume (1962) 9694

current industrial reports (1962) 3736, 6746,
18788; (1963) 3574, 18684; (1964) 3390,
21034; (1965) 3273, 7267

cutting short bolts means more wood but
more work too (1961) 6098

drying, effect of restraint on tensile proper-
ties of handsheets (1964) 18079

freshly cut pulpsticks attract wood-boring
insects (1961) 20768

groundwood pulp quality, effect of condition
and kind of wood (1961) 17300

hardwood

—

neutral sulfite semichemical pulps, 2-stage
nonchlorination bleaching (1964) 18057

strength and fiber fractions (1964) 12444

hydrolysis and chemical industry in new pe-

riod of USSR development (1962) 11974
industry opportunities in western Colorado

(1963) 4992
Lake States pulpwood

—

cut continues to climb, Wisconsin takes
lead in pulpwood production (1964)
18068

production up while Canadian imports
drop to all-time low (1963) 15570

pine

—

harvesting in Tennessee Valley (1961)
11631

value growth on George Walton Experi-
mental Forest (1962) 17800

ponderosa pine chips, knife action and stor-

age loosen bark (1965) 4802
production and consumption (1963) 6482

production, etc

—

Central States (1962) 15617
in South (1961) 10670
Lake States (1961) 14930; (1962) 19551;

(196.5) 14371
counties (1962) 5239; (1965) 9207

pulp-paper production capacities, more
rapid utilization, USSR study (1965)
11201
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Wood pulp—Continued
production, etc—Continued

Southeast, pulpwood prices, 1962-64 (1965)

16274
southern (1965) 686, 14380

pulping experiments

—

Asian g^rasses, ekra, khagra, and nal

(1961) 2039
Philippine woods, etc (1961) 17297

pines of Mexico and Central America
(1961) 17299

pulpwood

—

price trends in

—

Midsouth, 1937-63 (1964) 18078
Southeast (1962) 5263; (1963) 6521

production in Lake States counties (1963)

6488; (1964) 6750; (1965) 19647
southern pulpwood, production (1963) 10242
suitability of Pacific Coast trees for print-

ing paper, evaluation (1961) 17296

sulfate

—

and prehydrolysis-sulfate for nitration,

relation of characteristics to prepara-

tion variables (1961) 661
pulping of balsam fir (1961) 20764

supply-demand, report (1963) 17113
Voight Creek Experimental Forest, cost of

thinning 50-year-old Douglas-fir (1962)

9680
Wood River Drainage and Levee district:

flood control, engineers report

—

departmental edition (1963) 19154
document edition (1963) 18806

Wood River Lake, stream catalog, Bristol

Bay, Alaska (1965) 7705
Wood screws, see Screws.
Wood sugar, rate of D-xylose decomposition in

sulfuric acid, sodium 2, 4 dimethylben-
zenesulfonate, water solutions (1965)

9195
Wood ticks, how to control them (1963) 20284
Wood waste, see Waste products.

Woodard, T. H., inventory of published and
unpublished chemical analyses of sur-

face waters in continental U.S. and
Puerto Rico 1961 (1964) 6827

Woodbine, Iowa, railroad accident (1962) 9808

Woodbine Reservoir:
flood control, engineers report

—

departmental edition (1965) 19592
document edition (1965) 19185

Woodburn, John H., whole body counters as

sensitive radiation detection instru-

ments (1964) 19269
Woodby, Lauren G., emerging 12th grade

mathematics programs (1965) 4647
Woodcocks:
hunting

—

etc., regulations, Alaska, 1962-63 (1962)

17519
possession, transportation, importation.

Federal regulations (1963) 15535; (1964)

15925; (1965) 16211
regulations 1961-62, digest (1961) 17245

status report (1961) 14892; (1963) 6470;

(1964) 4746; (1965) 4778
Woodcuts, color, by John Baptist Jackson,

18th-century master (1962) 14512

Wooden, Kenneth D., relief (1962) 7123, 13285,

20975

Woodhouse, William H., relief (1963) 11775,

18986, 20406

Woodlands, see Forests and forestry.

Woodlawn Baptist Church, conveyance of real

property at Fort Belvoir, Va., to (1964)

15458, 17205

Woodling, C. H., orbital error analysis of

Scout research vehicle (1963) 11034

Woodmansee, Walter C:
mineral industry of

—

Colombia (1965) 12856
Ireland (1965) 12881
Netherlands (1965) 12897
Switzerland (1965) 12923

Woodpeckers:
anatomy of hemlock ring shake associated

with sapsucker injury (1965) 679
ring shake of trees associated with sapsuck-

er injury (1964) 786
Woodring, W. P., geology of Canal Zone, etc..

Tertiary mollusks (1964) 6803
Woodrow Wilson House:
exempt from D.C. tax

—

law (1964) 17329
reports (1964) 17507, 17709

Woodrow Wilson Memorial Bridge:
dedication ceremony, remarks (1962) 2274
maintenance and operation

—

law (1961) 18740
reports (1961) 12429, 18878

Woodrow Wilson Memorial Commission:
create

—

law (1961) 18745
reports (1961) 16977, 18886

Woods, F. J., ignition and combustion proper-
ties of activated carbon containing ad-

sorbed hydrocarbons (1965) 13134
Woods, John C, soil survey of Twiggs County,

Ga (1963) 16566
Woods, see Wood.
Woods Hole Biological Laboratory:
Commercial Fisheries Bureau, 1885-1958,

story (1962) 21770
report (1961) 6049

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution:

contribution (series) (1962) 5207
drift bottle records (1961) 19341

Woodside, N.Y., railroad accident (1963) 10359
Woodstock Fair, centennial program (address)

(1961) 1638
Woodward, Harold C, nomination, hearing

(1962) 9488
Woodward, Henry T., thermodynamic proper-

ties of carbon-dioxide and nitrogen mix-

tures behind normal shock wave (1963)

7257
Woodward, Richard L., removal of. radiologi-

cal, biological, and chemical contami-
nants from water (1963) 16520

Woodward County, Okla., soil survey report

(1964) 5693
Woodworkers, publications (1965) 2163
Woodworking:
Government publications, lists (1961) 21302;

(1962) 18397; (1964) 11542; (1965) 8230
plants, wood products manufacture (1965)

9174
production, fulfillment of plans of scientific

research work, etc., USSR study (1963)

6659
shops, bibliography (1961) 8188

Woodworking machinery:
and equipment. Federal item identification

guides for supply cataloging (1962)

7237; (1963) 3653; (1964) 3471, 12290;
(1965) 3373

comparison of State safety codes with ASA,
charts (1962) 12335

general information (1964) 18060
Woody plants, see Plants.
Woody's Trucking Co., accident (1961) 10723
Wool, Harold, changing pattern of military

skills (1963) 20647
Wool:

act of 1954, extend

—

hearings (1961) 18928
law (1961) 16561
reports (1961) 14335, 14342, 14597
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Wool—Continued

all-apparel, completely launderable, poten-
tial market (1965) 1766

and wool top futures

—

commitments of traders (1962) 3687
hedging and other operations, analysis

(1962) 1960
trading and open contracts (1962) 3905;

(1963) 3748; (1964) 3546; (1965) 3460
broad woven goods, current industrial re-

ports (1963) 3575; (1964) 3391, 8121,
17103; (1965) 3274, 18984

carpet and related fibers, stocks, current
industrial reports (1962) 3737; (1963)
3575

classification service and prices to producers
(1961) 13801

consumption on woolen and worsted systems,
current industrial reports (1961) 2989,
11883; (1962) 3736; (1963) 3574, 4580,
16893; (1964) 3390, 13752; (1965) 3273

cooperative marketing in Indiana (1963)
17416

fabric finishing, conference report (1962)
1908

fibers, stocks, current industrial reports
(1961) 2990

foreign agriculture circulars (1961) 3274;
(1962) 3876; (1963) 3720; (1964) 3520;
(1965) 3433

futures

—

commitments of traders (1963) 3529; (1964)
3343; (1965) 3230

trading and open contracts (1961) 3049
grading, reducing costs in warehouses (1963)

1707
market news

—

service (1962) 16241
weekly summary and statistics (1961)

2790; (1962) 4025; (1963) 3874; (1964)
3688; (1965) 3604

measuring by staple length recorder (1964)
13590

National wool act of 1954

—

amend—
explanation (1965) 19478
hearings (1965) 14109
reports (1965) 15654. 15712, 17668, 17859

extend, hearing (1965) 10511
packing racks, farm building plan (1961)

8306
payment program (1964) 11779
pools, organization, practices, services, and

problems (1965) 16140
preparation for market (1962) 12909
how to increase profits (1965) 18880

prices, 1960 marketing year (1961) 17859
production and value (1961) 6663; (1963)

9453
years 1909-59 (1962) 10886

products labeling act, amend

—

hearing (1964) 4501
reports (1964) 12052, 15713, 17612; (1965)

10639
shorn woo! production (1961) 17858; (1962)

18526; (1963) 18343; (1964) 18990; (1965)
16889

statistics and related data (1961) 1645;
(1962) 4529; (1963) 5842

stocks of wool and related fibers, current
industrial reports (1965) 4346

technical wool conference, May 13-15, 1964,
San Francisco and Albany, Calif (1965)
8402

thermally conductive metal wool-silicone
rubber material, used as shock and vi-

bration damper (1964) 11370
use of treated burlap bags for shipping,

appraisal (1963) 12048

Wool—Continued
used in manufacture of polishing felts, pro-

vide duty-free entry

—

law (1964) 13881
reports (1964) 8307, 12231

using your wool cooperative (1965) 19596
warehouses

—

layouts and work methods (1965) 11852
practices, facilities, etc (1962) 1959

western, scouring, baling, and transporting
(1965) 15197

wool—
and related data, statistics, 1920-64 (1965)
15210

situation (1961) 2807; (1962) 4450; (1963)
4311; (1964) 4163; (1965) 4075

yarn and broadwoven fabric industry, wage
survey (1963) 18041

see also Felt.

Wool Department, IFBCA, organization and
operations (1963) 17416

Woolens:
machinery activity, current industrial re-

ports (1961) 13914; (1962) 13056; (1963)
11630; (1964) 10061; (1965) 17221

manufacturing industry, outlook and review
(1961) 1749

production, current industrial reports (1962)
13057

systems, consumption, current industrial
reports (1963) 3574, 4580, 16893

woven goods, current industrial reports
(1961) 2990; (1962) 269, 3737

Woolf, Philip L.:

blast furnace operations with very low slag
rates (1965) 19864

fuel-oil injection in blast furnace (1963) 3103
Woolfolk, E. J.:

identification marking of experimental ani-

mals (1963) 10229
then and now, changes in California an-

nual-type range vegetation (1964) 8663
Woolhiser, David, gully control structures in

southwestern Wisconsin (1963) 7541
WooUett, Richard R.:

electromagnetic wave propagation in cold,

collisionless atomic hydrogen plasma
(1964) 11379

frequency ranges for existence of waves in

cold, collisionless hydrogen plasma
(1964) 11403

Wooley, Robert W., papers in Library of Con-
gress, register (1961) 1192

Woolner, Bruce K, relief (1962) 11344, 21356,
23154

Woolner, Sidney H., paper (1964) 230
Woolson, John R., seismic and gravity surveys

of Naval Petroleum Reserve no. 4 and
adjoining areas, Alaska (1963) 5020

Woon, Jung Ngon, see Jung Ngon Woon.
Woonsocket, R. 1.:

aircraft accident report (1961) 5509
census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

11936
dental

—

care services for school children (1964)
13421

health status of children 5 years after
completing school care programs (1965)

6872
vicinity, census of housing, 1960, special

reports for local housing authorities

(1961) 16470
Wooster, Eugene R., jr., relief (1964) 10202,

15632, 17186
Wooster, Ohio, census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 16400
Wooten, H. H., land utilization program

1934-64, origin, etc (1965) 17989
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Wooten, O. B.:

detecting and measuring mechanical picker
lubricants on cotton (1963) 1631

planter-sprayer for precision placement of
subsurface bands of herbicides in cotton
rows (1963) 18400

Worcester, Mass.:
census of business

1958, standard metropolitan area, central
business district statistics (1961) 6803

1963, major retail centers, standard metro-
politan statistical area (1965) 13600

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16359
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16547

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 4819

occupational wage surveys (1964) 18637;
(1965) 14638

departmental editions (1961) 15725; (1962)

22436; (1963) 18035
document editions (1961) 14153; (1962)

20947; (1963) 17062
Word cooperative, world rallying point (1965)

16141
Word picture checklist for officer effectiveness

reports (1965) 5554
Worden, Mrs. M. Orta, relief (1963) 13522;

(1964) 1892, 2149
Wordmanship, semantics as Communist weap-

on, study (1962) 2375
Words:

algorithms associated with word systems,
USSR study (1963) 12701

concurrent repetition of word flow, intelligi-

bility factors and scores (1963) 9099
division, supplement to style manual (1962)

11903
word retrieval, effect of length on recall of

verbal series (1965) 8481
Work:

ability, electrocardiography use in evalua-
ting, USSR study (1961) 2395

activity statements, comparison in terms of

consistency of job information (1961)
3761

Air Force

—

jobs, familiarity effects in evaluative judg-
ments (1961) 3758

personnel, effect of amount of job informa-
tion required on reliability of check-list,

reports (1961) 1675
airman specialties, development of standard

list of work requirement factors (1964)
4256

airmen effectiveness, on-the-job criteria

(1962) 1976
airmen's attitudes and job performance, con-

tribution of status factors (1962) 6610
all-Union congress, problems of physiology

of work (1961) 10989
capacity

—

man's, in state of weightlessness, USSR
study (1965) 12671

related to chronological and physiological
aging (1964) 5995

relation between work span and rest peri-

ods for people of various ages, USSR
study (1965) 14520

Soviet bloc medical conference (1962) 5515
under conditions of weightlessness, USSR
study (1965) 16406

college work-study program (1965) 16333
Communist

—

attitude, USSR study (1963) 14323
China, commercial and financial, articles

(1961) 2122

Work—Continued
Cuban regulations (1962) 22054
equal pay for equal work under Fair labor

standards act (1964) 13513
experience (1961) 6259
employment status, census of population,

1960 (1963) 18705
factor-analytic reanalysis of studies of job

satisfaction and morale (1961) 3753
fitness, creating by ergographic method,

reflection of human typological charac-
teristics during USSR course (1962)
15809

improving standards for wage earners
(1963) 9040

job performance of

—

enlisted men scoring low on AFQT (1964)
15276

Federal mail sorters by age (1964) 9477
load stress, perception and short term

memory (1964) 20706
maintaining work flow, supervisory training

and development program (1964) 5686
measurement

—

how and where to use in Army (1965) 7145
progress, concepts, techniques, etc., for
improving productivity, management
bulletin (1962) 20523

system of postal service, hearings (1964)
409

through cutting costs (1961) 8191
measuring capacity to work, seminar report

(1964) 7734
mental

—

effect on development of people engaged
in, USSR study (1964) 10780

influence of air ionization on ability,

USSR study (1962) 1108
mentally retarded, evaluation, conference

proceedings (1963) 3395
muscular, brain and muscle activity, USSR

study (1963) 891
occupational psychology, reflexometric and

tremometric methods, USSR study (1964)
1228

officer effectiveness reports, word picture
checklist (1965) 5554

performance standards for post engineering.
Army pamphlet (1964) 10009

physical

—

effects of tranquilizing, analeptic and
vasodilating drugs on capacity (1964)
13736

influence of air ionization on ability,

USSR study (1962) 1109
women's health problem connected with
frequent carrying of light loads, USSR
study (1962) 2769

physiological basis for new forms of labor
under conditions of technical progress,
USSR study (1964) 12938

planning and organizing, supervisory train-
ing and development program (1964)
5689

prisoners, release program for persons sen-
tenced by courts of D.C., authorize re-

port (1965) 8962
procedural constraint and task performance

(1965) 7082
psychology problems and cybernetics, USSR

study (1962) 15879
rate and functional state of analyzers dur-

ing work requiring great amount of pre-
cision, USSR study (1962) 2747

rules, featherbedding, restriction of output,
selected references (1963) 18014

sampling

—

data to control labor costs in retail food
stores (speech) (1962) 17385

repairs and utilities (1964) 1763
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Work—Continued

simplification for naval units (1965) 11566
supervisors, management, training guide

(1961) 13720
tolerance, adaptation to high altitudes relat-

ed to age (1964) 13735
work experience helps needy people get jobs

and hold them, general information
(1965) 18058

working life table for men (1963) 14483
length of, 1900-60 (1963) 14437

youth community programs, mobilizing (ad-

dress) (1961) 1943
see also Employment—Occupations.

Work Ck)nference on Deprived Adolescent
Girls, proceedings, Aug. 20-21, 1964

(1965) 3090
Work councils, see Collective bargaining.
Work experience program (1965) 4691
Work force, see Labor.
Work injuries, see Accidents—Injuries.

Work places, control of electrical shock haz-

ards (1961) 19814
Work safety in industry (periodical):

translations (1962) 9978
Work shirts, see Shirts.

Work stoppages, see Strikes and lockouts.

Work with children coming before courts
(1961) 11983; (1962) 16586

Workable program for community improve-
ment (1961) 12808; (1962) 13888

fact sheet (1965) 754
program guides (1965) 755, 11008

Workbooks:
management for supervisors, phase 2 (1962)

13778
under Yugoslav law (1961) 20935

Worker and supervisor agreement concerning
worker's job description (1964) 15232

Workers, see Farm labor-Government officials

and employees—Labor—Volunteer work-
ers—Women—Youth.

Workers daily (Chinese periodical):

articles (1961) 2143
Working day of Strela (1962) 7833
Working for U.S.A (1961) 1842; (1962) 13105;

(1963) 9753; (1964) 11950; (1965) 10299
Working mothers, see Mothers.
Working partnership for new growth, new jobs

(1961) 20340
Working wife and her family's economic posi-

tion (1962) 14395
Working with sick and disabled, sketches

(1963) 19157
Working women, see Women.
Workman, Joseph A., lease land to (1961)

14546, 16640, 18477
Workman, Robert D., prolonged exposure of

animals to pressurized normal and syn-
thetic atmospheres (1963) 9101

Workman Creek experimental watershed (1962)
9695

Workmanship and design practices for elec-

tronic equipment (1963) 5660
Workmen's Circle, helping immigrants find

equality and opportunity in America
(address) (1962) 12328

Workmen's compensation, see Employer's lia-

bility and workmen's compensation.
Workrooms, see Farm workrooms.
Works of art, see Art.
Works of Institute of Oceanology (USSR peri-

odical):

translations (1963) 8920
Workshop on Group Services, background

papers (1965) 16138
Workshops:

consultation, selected papers (1965) 11951
employment of handicapped, 1961 directory

(1962) 12777

Workshops—Continued
proceedings of national workshop on im-

proved opportunities for deaf, Universi-
ty of Tennessee (1965) 15128

production microclimate in hot workshops,
hygiene principles, USSR study (1965)
14496

retail food store and warehouse operations
research (1965) 24

sheltered

—

employment of handicapped clients, pur-
suant to Fair labor standards act (1961)
11651

Fair labor standards act, regulations (ad-
dress) (1962) 8732

under Fair labor standards act and
Walsh-Healey public contracts act,

questions and answers (1962) 8736;
(1965) 18827

small business, prospective owners (1963)
21103

Worktime required to buy food and other arti-

cles (1962) 10417; (1963) 7179; (1964)
21679; (1965) 11360

Workweek, see Hours of labor.

World, see Earth.

World affairs, see International relations.

World agricultural production and trade, sta-

tistical report (1963) 8290; (1964) 4166;

(1965) 4078
World agricultural situation (1962) 2401;

(1963) 2143; (1964) 4614
Eastern Europe supplement (1963) 12047

Western Hemisphere supplement (1963) 8156

World Airways, Inc., accident (1962) 16595

World atlas (Polish book):

reivews (1965) 2565
World bank, see International Bank for Re-

construction and Development.

World Communism, selected annotated bibli-

ography (1964) 15608

print as Senate document, reports (1964)

8429, 15686
World Communist movement, selective chronol-

ogy (1964) 8403, 17472
print as House document, reports (1964)

17565, 17821
World Conference on National Parks:

1st, cooperate with

—

law (1962) 16730
reports (1962) 11626, 15179

proceedings (1964) 20665
World Congress against Atomic and Hydrogen

Bombs, plan that failed and course of

development of movement (1962) 21962

World Congress for Disarmament and Peace,

report (1962) 19827
World Economic Progress Assembly and E^xpo-

sition, endorse, reports (1961) 18903,

19112
World economic situation and outlook, text of

address (1962) 6593
World economy and international relations

(Russian periodical):

translations (1963) 10384
World export regulations (1962) 16665

World Federation of Trade Unions, 5th Con-

gress, Italy (1962) 3213
World Fishing Gear Congress, report (1964)

17999
World food budget (1961) 20666; (1962) 7262;

(1964) 19623
World Food Congress:

invite to U.S. in 1963, authorize

—

law (1962) 23241
reports (1962) 21157, 21504

World food deficit, 1st approximation (1961)

7459
World Food Forum, proceedings (1963) 4378
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World food program, new opportunity for
United Nations (1962) 8670

World Forum on Syphilis and Other Trepone-
matoses, proceedings (1964) 11567

World Games, Inc., relief (1961) 8710; (1963)
7873; (1964) 426, 17236

World geography, study guides, USAFI cours-
es (1961) 12540. 17147

World Health Organization:
amendments to articles 24 and 25 of consti-

tution (1961) 6571
international sanitary regulations (1961)

21397; (1962) 6476
pesticides, information circulars and miscel-

laneous articles, hearings (1965) 6050
regulations

—

amendments (1965) 20103
notification (1964) 3154
yellow fever (1963) 1525

22nd assembly, appropriation, reports (1965)
15677, 15690

World in space (1963) 9141
World knowledge (Chinese periodical):

translations (1961) 17385
World list of future international meetings

(1962) 4453-54; (1963) 4314-15; (1964)
4167-68; (1965) 4079-80

World magnetic survey (1964) 7518
World Meteorological Organization:

convention, amendments

—

report (1962) 9426
text (1961) 5777

World motor vehicle production and registra-
tion (1961) 6779; (1962) 6738; (1963)
7744; (1964) 151; (1965) 7181

World of Work Conference, career and job
opportunities for women, report (1963)
11416

World Organization for Early Childhood Edu-
cation, 20th World Assembly, Stockholm,
1964, notes, for young children in chang-
ing world (1965) 6112

World peace, see Peace.
World Peace Council, Stockholm meeting,

Sino-Soviet dispute (1962) 14304
World petroleum statistics (1963) 18114
World population and food crisis, hearing

(1965) 17925
World port index (1963) 18217
World Refugee Year, 1959-60, participation of

U.S., report (1961) 5106
World Seed Year, observance, fact sheet (1961)

16103
World strength of Communist Party organiza-

tions (1963) 7458
World survey of civil aviation (1961) 9982,

20401; (1962) 6739, 13030, 18771; (1965)
7182

World trade, see Commerce.
World War, 1939-45:

Air force combat units, history (1961) 6712
Ardennes, Battle of the Bulge, European

theater of operations (1965) 11381
Army personnel, history of Medical Depart-

ment (1963) 16832
blood program in World War II (1964) 21010
breakout and pursuit, European theater of

operations (1962) 10439
command decisions, studies (1961) 4813

damage claims of American nationals, adju-
dication, etc., report (1961) 19134

4th Marine Division and 4th Marine Air-
craft Wing, pocket history (1965) 19821

Germany, war years, documents (1961) 9763;
(1962) 24092; (1965) 1641

head wounds, follow-up study (1962) 16206

industry employment growth since (1963)
16267

World War, 1939-45—Continued
internal medicine

—

activities of medical consultants (1961)

16173; (1962) 173
infectious diseases (1963) 9666

liberation of Belgrade, Oct. 1944 (1963) 8859
losses by American nationals, compensa-

tion

—

law (1962) 23246
reports (1962) 23349, 23351, 23355, 23358

Marine Corps operations, isolation of Ra-
baul (1964) 9488

Medical Dept., Army, organization, etc

(1963) 11550
Morgenthau diary, China (1965) 6060-61

Operation Pointblank, tale of bombers and
fighters (lecture) (1962) 20429

Pacific command, study in interservice rela-

tions (1961) 5285
postwar economy and concept of full em-

ployment (1965) 9002
preventive medicine (1961) 11776; (1963)

11551; (1964) 17056
PT boat operations in U.S. Navy, "at close

quarters (1963) 5653
Sevastopol' diary of A. I. Kovtun, USSR

(1964) 1279
Siegfried Line campaign, European theater

of operations (1963) 12819
Soviet soldiers recall comradeship with

Czech partisans during WW II (1965)

12659
Soviet Union role, distortion (1965) 11304
surgery in World War II

—

activities of surgical consultants (1962)

14828; (1964) 10022
thoracic surgery (1963) 5920; (1965) 10163

United States Army in World War II (1961)
6270-71, 13426; (1962) 6684, 10439; (1963)
9107, 12819-820; (1964) 9493, 11312,
20462; (1965) 11381, 19825

master index (1961) 7916
United States submarine losses (1964) 16784
paster (1964) 21821
USAF airborne operations (1964) 4264

USSR-
history, 1941-45, USSR review (1963)
20815

Marshal Konev's reminiscences of 1945
(1965) 18316

military economy, 1941-45 (1963) 17643
operations, translations (1963) 8640

veterans, see in main alphabet Veterans,
war in the Pacific (1963) 9107, 12820
wound ballistics, history of Medical Depart-

ment, Army (1962) 14829
see aiso Pensions.

World War II, see World War, 1939-45.
World weather records, 1951-60, North Ameri-

ca (1965) 15150
World weather watch, international system to

serve all nations (1965) 13345
World-wide frontiers in child welfare (1962)

18877
World Youth Festival, Algeria, planning for

9th festival and International Youth
Solidarity Day (1965) 11200

World Youth Festival, Helsinki:
Austriam comments (1962) 19748
Colombian comments of derision (1962)

22373
Colombian delegate's report (1962) 22022
Communist masquerade (1962) 10947
Cbmmunist Youth activities, 1962, print ad-

ditional copies, report (1963) 11856
East German refugees' reports (1962) 22001

World's Fair, New York, see New York
World's Fair. 1964-65.

World's stake in U.S. agriculture (1964) 2317
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Worley, Qiarles E., catalog of visual binary
orbits (1964) 9669

Worley, David P.:

Beaver Creek pilot watershed for evaluating
multiple-use effects of watershed treat-

ments (1965) 16285
calculating optimum product combinations

from standing trees (1963) 20705
Worley, Will J.:

geometrical and inertial properties of class

of thin shells of

—

general type (1965) 16599
revolution (1964) 20522

Worms:
anaphylaxis, active and passive (1964) 9010
helminthological science, current problems,

USSR study (1963) 19401
helminthology

—

identification and detection (1962) 16002;
(1965) 18421

USSR studies (1964) 1032
parasitic and free-living, regulation of mo-

tor activity, role of mediators, USSR
study (1964) 19890

publications, price lists (1962) 18401; (1963)

11222; (1964) 20736
see also Helminths—Polychaeta

—

also names
of worms.

Wornom, Dewey E.:

aerodynamic characteristics of flexible-

canopy paraglider model (1963) 11056
longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of

curved and straight leading-edge delta

wings (1964) 20609
transonic aerodynamic characteristics of 45°

swept-wing-fuselage model, etc (1963)
18126

Worsted:
fabrics, production, 1961, current industrial

reports (1962) 13057
machinery activity, current industrial re-

ports (1961) 13914; (1962) 13056; (1963)
11630; (1964) 10061; (1965) 17221

manufacturing industry, outlook and review
(1961) 1749

systems, consumption, current industrial

reports (1961) 2989, 11883; (1962) 3736;

(1963) 3574, 4580, 16893; (1964) 3390;

(1965) 3273
woven goods, current industrial reports

(1961) 2990; (1962) 269, 3737
Worth K., low-permeability graphite proper-

ties for reactor application (1963) 14966
Worthington, Norman P.:

light thinning of Douglas-fir does not stimu-
late regeneration (1965) 2169

13 years of thinning in Douglas-fir woodland
(1964) 8657

Worthington (Dil Refiners, Inc., relief (1961)
5625

Wortman, Jimmie J., effect of mechanical
strain on p-n junctions (1965) 16603

Wotruba, Thomas R., automatic merchandis-
ing (1964) 5682; (1965) 15034

Worts, G. F., jr.:

ground-water conditions in coastal artesian
basin of British Guiana (1963) 15619

hydrogeologic reconnaissance of Poro Point
and vicinity (1964) 15955

Wound and folded single-sheet fuel elements
(1962) 4638

Wounds:
ballistics in World War II and Korean War

(1962) 14829
granulated skin, autohomotransplantation

techniques used in treatment, USSR
study (1961) 15291

head, in World War II, follow-up study
(1962) 16206

Wounds—Continued
radiation injury, optimum time for treating,

Hungarian study (1962) 5423
treating, effect of galascorbine, USSR study

(1961) 10779
treatment, polychlorvinyl films, USSR study

(1963) 19506
Woven goods, see Textiles.
WPS series (1961) 3481; (1962) 3342, 4455
Wray, W. R., venting requirements, Project

Pre-Buggy (1965) 1848
Wrecking:
and demolition operations, occupational

hazards to young workers (1961) 19816
demolition materials, general information

(1962) 12608
Wrenches, torque wrench tester chatillon

1388-S, instrument calibration proce-
dure (1962) 12622

Wright, Bruce H.:

changes in transportation used by country
grain elevators in North Central region,
1958-63 (1965) 15198

for-hire trucking of exempt farm products
(1964) 7932

Wright, Charles T., environmental health
practice in recreational areas (1965)
5337

Wright, Grace S.:

core program

—

selected references, 1961-63 (1963) 17362
unpublished research, 1956-62 (1963) 17363

enrollment size and educational effectiveness
of high school (1964) 8483

junior high school, survey (1963) 15433
offerings and enrollments in high school sub-

jects (1964) 14198
subject offerings and enrollments in public

secondary schools (1965) 19568
Wright, Harry K., civil rights U.S.A., public

schools, Southern States, 1963, Texas
(1964) 10098

Wright, Howard M., mourning dove status
report, 1964 (1965) 4777

Wright, I. J., nuclear techniques application to
high-reliability printed circuit boards
manufacture (1964) 13718

Wright, Irene V., patent and trademark regu-
lations of Sweden (1963) 5075

Wright, J. W., mean electron density varia-
tions of quiet ionosphere (1963)
11098-99, 19952; (1964) 3047

Wright, Mary W., from other side of counter,
sensitivity exercise (1965) 1260

Wright, Patricia S.:

earned degrees conferred, 1962-63, baclie-
lor's and higher degrees (1965) 18004

faculty in white and Negro colleges (1965)
11000

Wright, Robert B., address (1965) 1817
Wright, Thomas L., geochemistry of platinum

metals (1965) 4864
Wright Air Development Center:

technical note (1961) 9915
technical reports (1961) 138-142, 3752,

6729-36, 8343-48, 9916-17, 13810-811,
20332; (1962) 103, 4557-58, 8900, 14791;
(1963) 9636

Wright Air Development Division:
technical notes (1961) 143-144, 1675-78,

3753-58, 5314-19, 9918-19. 16150-151,
20333; (1962) 104-109, 10922, 12958

technical reports (1961) 3759-61, 6737,
9920-21, 11748-752, 16152-154, 17971-973,
20334-335; (1962) 110-128, 1980-89,
4559-60, 6616-19, 8901-2, 10923-928,
12959-960, 16332-335; (1963) 86-87, 1779-

80, 4424, 5893, 7646-49, 9637-39, 11515-
518; (1964) 1750, 5918, 13652
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Wright Brothers Day:
designating Dec. 17 of each year

—

laws (1961) 18682; (1964) 1938
reports (1961) 10271, 17081; (1963) 17147

Wright Brothers National Memorial:
general information (1963) 9246; (1965)

14917
historical handbook (1961) 20022

Wright County, Minn., land exchange, report

(1962) 19356
Wright Motor Lines, Inc., accident (1964)

14405
Wrightsville, Beach, N.C.:

hurricane survey, engineers report

—

departmental edition (1963) 467
document edition (1963) 248

sea water conversion research and develop-

ment test station (1964) 18164
Wrigley, Ada:
programmes d'assurance et garantie de cred-

it applicables aux exportations des

Etats Unis (1964) 13824
U.S. export credit insurance and guarantee

programs (1963) 14071
Wrigley, Robert L., jr.:

development opportunities in Raleigh Coun-
ty, W. Va (1965) 13441

proposals for making development program
more effective in Jefferson County, El

(1964) 11824

Wrigley quadrangle, Ky., geology and refrac-

tory clay deposits (1963) 5016
Writers, see Authors.
Writer's experience (lectures) (1964) 20455

Writing:
Air Force writing (periodical) (1965) 7079
author's guide for technical reporting (1964)

19160
brush up on your writing with these selected

U.S. (jovernment publications, list

(1965) 8229
chemical analysis of ink (1962) 7531
effective revenue writing

—

advanced course (1961) 20855
basic course (1962) 675

expository IRS effective writing course to

improve communications (1962) 21861
guide for naval officers (1965) 1544
learning objectives, Navy handbook (1965)

13103

news stories, guide for extension workers
(1961) 5277

PACAF basic bibliographies (1961) 9913;

(1962) 12945; (1963) 11511; (1965) 18908
problem of themes, discussion. Communist

China (1961) 19506
profession, importance, and 3d Congress of

Party, North Vietnam (1961) 13009

publications for effective writing, price list

(1962) 10598
report to Young Writers' Conference, Bu-

charest, 1960 (1961) 7748

self-writing machine, a dream, USSR study
(1962) 871

technical, violation of statutes governing
Federal employment and excess costs

incurred under contract awarded by
Goddard Space Flight Center, NASA,
GAO report (1965) 6321

words that work, guide for extension work-
ers (1962) 1951

Writing paper:
pad. Federal standard (1963) 17441
white and colored. Federal standard (1963)

535

Writings of American authors, USAFI study

guide (1964) 21248

Writings on American history:

departmental editions (1962) 136; (1963)
16813; (1964) 11815; (1965) 11887

document editions (1962) 363; (1963) 17058;
(1964) 12017; (1965) 12040

Wroclaw, Poland, Agricultural College, science

and scientists in past and in future
(1962) 7758

Wrought metals, see names of metals.

Wruble, D. T., radioactivity in waters and se-

diments of Colorado River basin,
1950-63 (1965) 6881

WS series (1961) 2824; (1962) 3898; (1963)

3741; (1964) 3539; (1965) 3453
WTC, see Western Training Center.
WTR, see Reactors (atomic).

Wu, Chang In, relief (1963) 18834; (1964) 2182,

13854
Wu Chun, Arlene, see Chun, Arlene Wu.
Wu-erh-ho area, Clhina, hydrogeology (1962)

5682
Wu-han University natural science journal,

translations (1962) 9861
Wu-hsi, Kiangsu Province, China, description

of city (1963) 844
Wu-hsing, theory and application in Chinese

traditional medicine, Communist China
(1962) 748

Wu-kung, China, rotation of wheat in area,

economic results, investigation (1962)

22322
Wulfsberg, Karl N., apparent sky temperature

at millimeter-wave frequencies (1964)

19171
solar temperature measurements at 15 and

35 Gc (1965) 7103
Wu-li Hsueh-pao (periodical):

translations (1961) 11139, 15075; (1962) 939,

994, 2639, 2672, 5490
Wu-li t'ung-pao (periodical):

translations (1961) 2172; (1962) 15750
Wunderlich, Goolo S., characteristics of resi-

dents in institutions for aged and chron-

ically ill, United States, Apr.-June 1963

(1965) 18732
Wuori, Albert F., snow stabilization for roads

and runways (1963) 19135
Wupatki National Monument:
general information (1962) 14528; (1963)

11125; (1965) 14916
ground water (1962) 15643
revise boundaries by exchange of lands

—

law (1961) 16569
reports (1961) 12310, 14637

WURDD, see Western Utilization Research
and Development Division.

Wu, Robert (kun Ting), see Ngo, Dinh Khon.
Wu, W.R.K., densimetric method in studying

coal and coke structure (1963) 19858
WVTRI series (1961) 11516; (1962) 10584
WVTRR series (1962) 12640
Wyandotte National Wildlife Refuge, create,

hearings (1962) 2339
Wyandotte National Wildlife Refuge:

create

—

law (1961) 14119
reports (1961) 12229, 14604

Wyatt, Walter, United States reports, cases
adjudged in Supreme Court (1964) 1625,

5716
Wyly, Robert S., investigation of hydraulics of

horizontal drains in plumbing systems
(1965) 1498

Wyman, Thomas G., addresses, Feb. 24, 1964
(1964) 17157; (1965) 13709

Wyman Gordon Corp., unwarranted inclusion

of tooling costs in price of case extru-

sion cylinders procured by Bendix Corp.,

under AEC cost-type contract, GAO re-

port (1964) 10625
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Wyner, Lilian, local office organization, Em-
ployment Service (1963) 19128

Wynn, William H., quantification of processing

of probabilistic (uncertain) data, re-

search and development (1965) 11876

Wynne, Bedford S., testimony, hearings (1965)

4624
Wynoochee River:

flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2234
document edition (1963) 2018

Wyoming:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 7298
annual surveys of manufactures, standard

metropolitan statistical areas and large

industrial counties, statistics (1962)

18776; (1963) 4571; (1964) 6032
area measurement report (1964) 17077
Box Creek Basin, water spreading, hydrolog-

ical effects (1962) 2533
census county divisions, 1960, map (1961)

16320
census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1961)

10045
census of business, 1963

—

merchandise line sales, retail trade, statis-

tics (1965) 15304
retail trade, area statistics (1961) 11977;

(1965) 7199, 10219
selected services, area statistics (1961)

20469; (1965) 1887
wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)

7255
census of governments, 1962, State report

(1965) 5692
census of housing, 1960, State and small

areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc (1962)

2200
census of manufactures, 1958, area report

(1961) 10003
census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-

port (1961) 18144
census of population, 1960

—

general characteristics (1961) 5494; (1962)

2207, 13074; (1963) 11613
number of inhabitants (1961) 1824

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census county division boundary de-

scriptions (1962) 16578
censuses of population and housing, 1960,

geographic identification code scheme
(1961) 8545

central, geology of Wind River basin (series)

(1965) 18212
central, Split Rock formation (Miocene) and

Moonstone formation (Pliocene) (1962)
628

climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial census
(1965) 18839

climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;
(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216

coal, carbonizing properties (1961) 6295
geochemical study of minor elements

(1961) 14949
convey land to, report (1962) 7185
county business patterns, activities covered

by OASDI program (1961) 10011; (1963)

15054, 18677
electric rate book (1962) 554; (1963) 515;

(1964) 2324, 19701
electric smelting of titaniferous iron ores

(1964) 18681
family and property law (1962) 12793
5B redevelopment area, statistical profile

(1963) 13365
floods, magnitude and frequency (1964) 6800
forests (1964) 12482
gas industry, FPC procedures, study, hear-

ing (1965) 4600

Wyoming—Continued
Greater Clareton area, Newcastle sandstone,

areal variation in reservoir oil charac-
teristics (1964) 9507

intermontane basins, uraniferous phosphat-
ic lake beds of Eocene age (1965) 2245

labor organizations, reporting, register

(1961) 4784; (1964) 16573
land conveyance by quitclaim deed, law

(1962) 9162
land conveyance by quitclaim deed, reports

(1961) 14425, 17090
Little Missouri River compact, extend time

—

law (1962) 13305
report (1961) 19046; (1962) 11360

lodgepole pines, taper tables, bark thick-

ness, and diameter relationships (1965)
7736

lodgepole pine, volume tables and point-

sampling factors (1964) 12481
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1961) 1218; (1962) 3315; (1963) 3071;
(1964) 1427; (1965) 1363

mountain range, rotation, rest-rotation, and
season-long grazing (1965) 18184

municipal water facilities inventory (1961)
6506; (1964) 3108, 18913

national forests

—

basic facts (1961) 4060
pest control progress, 1961 (1963) 10230
recreation (1964) 12440

Niobrara River compact negotiation, ex-

tend

—

law (1961) 18583
reports (1961) 14671, 16691

north-central, Devonian rocks, distribution
and thickness (1962) 11886

northern, Jefferson and Three Forks forma-
tions, nomenclature and correlation of

lithologic subdivisions (1965) 4861
northern, snow surveys and water supply

forecasts (1961) 3588; (1962) 3831; (1963)
4287

piggyback service, effects on transportation
pattern, hearing (1962) 5067

Pole Mountain district of Medicine Bow Na-
tional Forest, retrocede jurisdiction to

—

law (1964) 17353
report (1962) 21490; (1963) 13719; (1964)

15536
precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)

3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965)

3492
public school finance program, 1961-62

(1963) 17387
rare-earth-metal and thorium resources,

technological and economic problems
(1963) 3055

refractory-clay deposits (1961) 6276
rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-

files (1962) 16653
smelting of iron ores (1961) 13461
snow reports (1961) 11565-566; (1962) 12697;

(1963) 11288
snow survey measurements, 1919-63 (1964)

15090, 18950; (1965) 20075
snow surveys and water supply forecasts

(1962) 3836
southwestern, geology of Green River for-

mation and associated Eocene rocks

(1965) 2247
southwestern, lower Eocene mammalian

faunas (1962) 3482
sulfur production and consumption (1962)

20080
temperature, precipitation and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial

census (1962) 10772
thorium, recovery from ore (1962) 6242
timber products output, 1962 (1965) 9199
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WyominK—Continued

titaniferous sandstone, reconnaissance
(1962) 6236

truck inventory and use survey (1965) 253
water supply outlook and snow surveys

(1963) 4292; (1964) 4146; (1965) 4058
special report (1964) 13460; (1965) 11700

weather stations, decadal census (1963)

16690
western, physical stratigraphy and mineral

resources of Permian rocks (1964) 2420
women, family and property law (1961) 8253
summary (1963) 9514

women, labor laws, summaries (1962) 10782;

(1965) 8379, 20154
women workers, 1960 (1964) 19041
ZIP code directory (1963) 20074

Wyoming, Ohio, census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 18314
Wyoming County, W. Va., coals, carbonizing

properties (1965) 9594
Wyssen cable system, see Lumbering.

X-15 airplane, see Airplanes.
X-ray apparatus:

dental

—

physical survey manual (1964) 20767
State radiological health activities (1963)
9357

diagnostic and therapeutic, problems during
use, USSR studies (1964) 9204

energy distribution determination of beams
from 250 kV constant potential machine
(1965) 8544

equipment survey, Polk County, Fla., Sept.
1961 - Aug. 1963 (1965) 2989

film developing equipment, waste of funds
from procurement by VA, GAO report
(1964) 6791

magnets position film for weld inspection
(1965) 9652

shielding devices, protective multi-layered
rubber, USSR study (1962) 22141

Yugoslavia, regulations on use (1965) 18317
X-ray cameras, see Cameras.
X-ray laboratories, personnel of X-ray rooms,

condition of blood coagulation system
(1961) 10858

X-ray technicians:
employment outlook (1962) 10398
examination announcement (1961) 309
medical, employment outlook (1961) 16057;

(1964) 9396
specialist, MOS evaluation test aid (1962)

6667
X-rays:
accuracy of solution X-ray spectrometric

analysis of copper base alloys (1965)
8139

action on development of rat embryos under
conditions of denervation of uterus,
USSR study (1961) 2199

action on rabbit embryogenesis, USSR study
(1961) 2341

activity of coenzyme A following irradiation
in endocrine glands and liver of rats

(1961) 11014
analysis, ratio of calcite to dolomite in min-

eral mixtures (1961) 6173
annotated bibliography (1962) 18312
atlas of current roentgenographic findings

in New Jersey radium cases (1964) 19236

bone marrow and spleen irradiated, cultiva-
tion in vitro, USSR study (1961) 12921

civil defense emergency hospital, section

(1964) 7695

X-rays—Continued

combined

—

action of high-frequency field and X-ray in

industry, USSR study (1962) 920

effect of high-frequency electromagnetic

field and X-ray under industrial condi-

tions, USSR study (1963) 17814

dental surpak program and results through
Dec. 1963 (1965) 20023

diagnostic, and shoe-fitting machines, health

hazards (1964) 18901
diffraction

—

analysis of stresses appearing during
machining of metals, USSR study (1964)

2674
data

—

for carbon structures (1965) 19830

reduction program for IBM 704 and
7090 (1962) 20216; (1963) 9273

electrodes, silver, oxides on (1965) 6841

facilities of Mines Bureau (1961) 6300
form and structure of uranouranic oxide

powder particles, reactivity survey

(1962) 23002
phases in binary systems CaO-Al203, CaO-

Si02, and Na20-Al203 (1964) 11334
powder patterns (1962) 8529; (1963) 11096,

20941; (1964) 16739
quadratic functions for copper radiation

(1962) 3296
research, USSR studies (1964) 7286

dose load on reproducing organs in diagno-
sis, Hungarian study (1962) 7829

effect on

—

duration of animal hypnosis in intact and
decorticated rabbits, USSR study (1961)
17508

formation of enzymes in pancreas, USSR
study (1961) 4636

membrane potential and concentration of

sodium and potassium in frog muscle
fibers, USSR study (1962) 2741

metabolism of free nucleotides and en-

zymes of nucleic metabolism in Azoto-
bacter agile 21-D, USSR study (1962)
19964

micro-organisms

—

nucleic acids, USSR study (1961) 4620
respiration, USSR study (1961) 4621

mouse testes, comparison with fast neu-
trons (1963) 20813

protein and water metabolism in brain,

USSR study (1962) 2708
reduction of digits in mouse embryos,
USSR study (1961) 12958

regeneration of sciatic nerve, USSR study
(1961) 12940

regenerative process in striated muscles,

USSR study (1961) 12923
roentgen irradiation of susceptibility of

white mice to ornithosis virus, upon
infection with aerosol of virus, USSR
study (1964) 12653

electrolytic cell for diffraction studies of

electrode phenomena (1965) 13118

electrometric device for measuring integral
absorbed energy, USSR study (1965)
16486

electromagnetic-radiation environment of

satellite (1962) 20138

exposure

—

change in radiosensitivity as result, USSR
study (1961) 19637

does on patients skin during roentgenolo-
gical examinations, USSR study (1961)
15306

filmbadge monitoring, bibliography (1962)

2070
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X-rays—Continued

fluorescent

—

excitation using isotopic X-ray emission
(1965) 15249

spectrograph for dynamic selective oxida-
tion rate studies, design and principles

(1961) 7932
spectrography determination of trace ele-

ments (1962) 12389
spectrometry, report, July 1964-June 1965

(1965) 19962
fractional irradiation effect on activity of

hexokinase and aldolase of brain and
muscle tissue of rats, USSR study (1964)
16308

hematological research on irradiated rats
treated with homologous bone marrow,
Rumanian study (1962) 7711

injuries, USSR study (1964) 10805
irradiation

—

ammonia and hydrazine, preliminary study
(1962) 8516

hydrazine and 1, 1-dimethylhydrazine
(1964) 18778

influence on microsome oxidase and reduc-
tase activity in livers of young male
rats (1964) 13651

USSR studies (1963) 16055
machine of varying output, energy depend-

ence determinations in 60-180 KeV
range (1963) 11558

medical

—

protection up to three million volts (1961)
6418
insert (1964) 13268

medical units in Baltimore, findings of 1963
pilot survey (1965) 1582

micro-beams, use for simulating cosmic ray
damage to animal tissues (1961) 5291

miraculous ray, uses in medicine, USSR
study (1962) 1028

multiple element soft source, produces wide
range of radiation (1965) 8066

non-medical sources, safety standard (1964)
7574

physics

—

and technique, fundamentals (1963) 19818
basic principles (1961) 18021

population exposure, field trial of system to
obtain data (1964) 11555

preferred orientation meeting, papers (1963)
16850

projection microradiography, metallurgical
application, research (1961) 8132

protecting personnel and patients against
irradiation, USSR study (1961) 11034

protection

—

design (1962) 6808
techniques, Oregon's radiological health
program (1965) 16838

.quantitative interpretation of mineralogical
composition of Pierre shale (1964) 18127

radiation, dosimetric examinations of ioniza-

tion chambers, USSR study (1961) 15307
radioisotope source to develop Rayleigh

scattering method for analysis of high Z
atoms in low Z media (1964) 19254

regulations on use of X-ray equipment and
protective measures against X-rays,
Yugoslavia (1965) 18317

roentgen irradiation, nuclein metabolism in
regeneration of skeletal musculature,
effect, USSR study (1963) 17939

roentgenographic investigation of recrystal-
lization processes of titanium, zirconi-
um, molybdenum borides and titanium,
tungsten carbides, USSR study (1962)
23887

X-rays—Continued
satellite borne spectrometer scanning mech-

anism (1963) 1271
scattered by weakly absorbing polytype-

crystalline materials, absorption correc-
tions for intensity (1964) 13131

small doses, effect on extinguishing inhibi-
tion in rabbits, USSR study (1961) 15581

soft, spectrometer, solar observations (1962)
20160

solar, proportional counter spectrometer for
measurement (1963) 7618; (1965) 4181

solubility of impurities in beryllium, USSR
study (1963) 6764

spectra study, basic research program
(1962) 125

spectrographic

—

analysis for trace quantities of tantalum
in columbium (1964) 16634

determination

—

cobalt and nickel in tungsten (1963)
20965 trace metals in tungsten (1965)
1382

method for quantitatively determining
trace metals in crude oils (1962) 20104

State Scientific Research Roentgenora-
diological Institute of Ministry of
Health, RSFSR, 40th anniversary (1965)
14534

study of effect of hydrostatic pressure to
18,000 KG/CM-' on structure of lead ti-

tanate, USSR (1962) 19936
telescope (1965) 6613
total beam energy, determination with cali-

brated ionization chamber (1962) 14496
use of computers in crystal structure analy-

sis, USSR study (1962) 17913
volume of X-ray visits, U.S. statistics, July

1960-June 1961 (1962) 22747
wavelengths (1965) 185
whole-body irradiation effect of 2 Mev

X-rays on primates, radiations of space
(1965) 13430

X-ray topography of ruby crystals (1964)
9682

see a/so Mammography—Radiography.
Xanthophylls, participation in oxygen trans-

fer during photosynthesis, USSR study
(1964) 12861

Xenon, atmospheric xenon origin (1963) 5607
Xenotime, petrography and origin. Central

City district, C^olo (1961) 10680
Xerox operators, examination announcement

(1961) 14008; (1962) 2253
XH-51A, see Helicopters.
Xylose, see Wood sugar.
Xystodesmidae, see Millepeds.

Ya-Tung, China, general information (1963)
6638

Yabroff, Bernard, employment and changing
occupational patterns in railroad indus-
try, 1947-60 (1963) 9053

Yadernaya geofizika (periodical):

translations (1961) 7606
Yadkin Ck>unty, N.C., soil survey (1963) 1506
Yaeger, Earl C., lighter door to ease strain for

potato warehousemen (1964) 7886
Yaffee, Philip, integrated system for collecting

and analyzing, environmental test data
(1964) 14863

Yaggy, Paul F., VTOL propellers in descent,
tests (1963) 7292

Yagi antennas, see Antennas.
Yahooskin Band of Snake Indians, see Sho-

shone Indians.
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Yahraes, Herbert:
mental health research findings, 1963 (1965)

9776
narcotic drug addiction (1963) 14606

Yakima, Wash., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 13982
Yakima County, Wash., truck crop production

practices, labor, power, and materials,
by operation (1964) 17903

Yakima Indians, legislation, hearing (1962)
19184

Yakima project:

Federal property on, disposal

—

law (1961) 165844
reports (1961) 14359, 14642

Kennewick division extension, construction,
etc (1964) 17452

hearings (1964) 12270; (1965) 6056
reports (1964) 14050; (1965) 6022

Yakima Reservation:
land, purchase, exchange, etc., amend act

—

law (1964) 17399
reports (1964) 8320, 15720

legislation hearing (1962) 19184
Yakima River, hydraulic and geologic factors,

effects on streamflow of basin (1964)
4807

Yakut Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic,
genetic conditions of diamond mineral-
satellite in kimberlite (1961) 15456

Yakutat Bay:
archeology of area

—

departmental edition (1965) 7121
document edition (1965) 7384

Yale University, multigap magnetic spectro-
graph, duty-free entry (1965) 17533

Yamada, Takimi, relief (1961) 12376, 14202
Yamamoto, Teruo:

soil moisture constants and physical proper-
ties of selected soils in Hawaii (1964)
2389

water storage capacities of soil under 4 dif-

ferent land uses in Hawaii (1963) 17484
Yamaoka, Hideki:
comparison of theoretical determination of

boundary layer momentum thickness
with full-scale flight experiments (1965)
16899

method for calculation of laminar and tur-

bulent boundary layer around 2-dimen-
sional and axisymmetric bodies with
suction or blowing (1964) 21910

Yampa Canyon, Colo., unusual features and
origin and development, geologic study
(1962) 17628

Yampai, Ariz., railroad accident (1965) 6386
Yampolsky, J., investigation of turbocircula-

tor for TARGET, lOOO-Mw(e) reactor
(1965) 13494

Yan Chew Chi, see Chew Chi Yan.
Yancey, Marion H., jr.:

C-135B category 2 performance tests (1964)
13613-614

C-135B limited category 2 stability and con-
trol tests (1964) 13616

Yancey, Robert M., king salmon of Cook Inlet,

Alaska (1963) 13974
Yancey, Roxanah B., flight measurements of

stability and control derivatives of X-15
research airplane, etc (1965) 1476

Yancey County, N.C., geology of Spruce Pine
district (1962) 23586

Yang, Jae H., relief (1963) 17079; (1964) 436,
1869

Yang, Kang Soon, relief (1962) 13596
Yang, Sieu-Yoeh Tsai, relief (1962) 15323,

16886, 18942
Yang, Yin and acupuncture (1965) 2072
Yang-shu-p'u, China, from slums to modernity,

new frontiers (1963) 1136

Yangtze River, flood control, Cliing Chiang
flood dispersion. Communist China (1963)
5316

Yangtse River Basin, Communist China (1961)
12992

Yankee Atomic Hectric Co., reactor research
and development program, progress re-

port (1961) 234
Yankee power reactor, see Reactors (atomic).
Yankton, S. Dak., geology of area (1961) 4314
Yannoni, N. F., molecular structure of

2-(4'-amino-5'-azamethenyl pyrimidyl)-3
pentene-4-01 (1964) 19174

Yao, J. T. P., low-cycle fatigue behavior of
axially loaded specimens of mild steel

(1963) 18304
Yao-hsueh Hsueh-pao (periodical):

articles (1961) 11039, 11092, 11094, 15069
Yaplee, B. S., mean distance to moon as deter-

mined by radar (1965) 13152
Yard service performance (1961) 3360; (1962)

4456
Yard service performance of class 1 railroads

in U.S (1963) 4317; (1964) 4170; (1965)
4082

Yarding, see Lumbering.
Yards, iron deficiency in plants, how to control

(1965) 11843
Yards and Docks Bureau:
design manuals (1962) 3566-67, 6511, 8749-52,

10783-789, 12801-808, 14697-703; (1963)
1597-1606; (1964) 3196-3204, 20889-893;
(1965) 5488, 8382, 10020-21, 16927, 18858,
20157-159

cumulative indexes (1965) 10021, 20159
engineered performance standards, OTS bib-

liography (1963) 15030; (1964) 11658
protective shelter studies (1963) 18236
publications, indexes (1964) 3205, 5777,

19042; (1965) 5490, 20160
specifications, design manual (1962) 10784;

(1965) 20157
technical publication NAVDOCKS TP (se-

ries) (1961) 9834
Yardstick for need (1963) 17415
Yarn:

cotton, moisture regain, standard of trade
(1963) 13259

manmade fibers, textured, specific -tariff cat-
egory-

law (1965) 17422
report (1965) 14080

production, current industrial reports (1961)
20451; (1962) 11090; (1963) 1895; (1964)
13761; (1965) 17222

quality, effects of gin drying and cleaning of
cotton on fiber length distribution (1964)
13589

silk, temporary suspension of duty, extend

—

law (1965) 17422
reports (1965) 12112. 14080

spun, for sale, current industrial reports

(i961) 2989; (1962) 3736; (1963) 3574;
(1964) 3390; (1965) 3273

1962 summary (1964) 1818
spun silk, temporary suspension of duty,

continue

—

law (1962) 18971
reports (1962) 13467, 17249

vitreous silica textile type, development of

methods for producing (1961) 17970
Yarn mills, census of manufactures, 1958, in-

dustry report (1961) 1789
Yarrow, Marian R., maternal employment and

child rearing, personal and family fac-

tors (1964) 8144
Yasaki, Paul T., experimental investigation of

0.35 hub-tip radius ratio transonic axial

flow rotor, etc (1963) 5559
Yasuda, Sato, relief (1961) 5638, 10388, 12043
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Yasuo Tsukikawa, see Keene, Ken A.
YAT-28E, see Airplanes.
YAT-37 D, see Airplanes.
YAT-37D systems evaluation (1964) 13619
Yates, E. Carson, jr.:

comparisons of some wing flutter character-
istics obtained by modified strip analy-
sis, etc (1964) 13231

diflferential-pressure system for evaluating
angles of attack and sideslip of Ranger
IV (1964) 1457

flutter characteristics of 45° sweptback wing
planform in air and in Freon-12 (1963)
7273

modified strip-analysis flutter calculations
from finite-span wings at supersonic
speeds (1963) 14566

predicting flutter, etc., of unswept wings
(1964) 3024

static longitudinal aerodynamic characteris-
tics of eleastic canard-fuselage configu-
ration as measured in air and in
Freon-12, etc (1963) 16379

steady-flow aerodynamic parameters in cal-
culation of flutter characteristics for
finite-span swept or unswept wings
(1963) 10998

Yates, Robert L., and others, relief (1964)
21173; (1965) 10626, 12020

Yauco, P.R., redevelopment area, statistical
profile (1963) 13378

Yavapai Ck)unty, Ariz.:

geology and ground-water resources of
McMullen Valley (1964) 4811

tungsten deposits (1962) 6234
Yavorsky, P.M., evaluation of beta radiation

as hydrogenation catalyst (1965) 17110
Yaw:

control on VZ-2 tilt-wing aircraft, ailerons
as source (1962) 18287

effect on heat transfer to blunt cone-
cylinder configuration at Mach no. 1.98
(1961)9528

gyroscopic cross coupling between pitch and
yaw, effects on handling qualities of
VTOL aircraft (1961) 21228

laminar heat transfer (1961) 4923
low speed characteristics of 45° swept-wing

fighter, type airplane, wind-tunnel inves-
tigation (1961) 6334

sensor, satellite, use of 2-degrees-of-freedom
gyroscope (1964) 7531

spinning symmetric missile governed by ar-
bitrarily nonlinear restoring moment
(1964) 9575

supersonic flows of perfect gas over bodies
of revolution at small angles (1964)
16702

Yawney, Harry W.:
control of rhododendron by basal spray

(1963) 10217
oak site index on Belmont limestone soils in

Allegheny Mts., W. Va (1965) 7749

Yazicioglu, Agavni, relief (1961) 14219, 16910,
18508

Yazoo-Mississippi Delta:
cotton, fiber and spinning properties, as

affected by certain harvesting and gin-
ning practices, 1959-60 (1964) 13587

power requirements for cotton gins (1964)
7892

Yazoo National Wildlife Refuge, general infor-
mation (1964) 700

Yazoo River Basin, watershed and flood con-
trol projects, inspection, report (1962)
9409

Ybor Channel:
Tampa Harbor, Fla., engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 450
document edition (1963) 256

Yeannakopoulos, Vasiliki, relief (1961) 10379,
14211, 16529

Year of the Bible, designate year of 1966, re-
port (1965) 17870

Yearbooks:
agriculture

—

authoritative information, list (1961)
15930; (1962) 8603; (1963) 11229

departmental edition (1962) 12834
document edition (1962) 13350
list (1965) 6868

Bulgarian, statistical, 1961 (1963) 953
conservation, quest for quality (1965) 11017
East German, 1961 (1962) 10280
Forest Service intermountain region, 1961

(1963) 568, 580
Hungarian statistical, 1961 (1963) 12697
Intermountain Region, Forest Service (1965)

16242, 16290
minerals, 1959-1963—
area reports

—

departmental editions (1960) 1625; (1961)
2509; (1962) 1625; (1963) 1226; (1964)
1430

document editions (1961) 1873; (1962)

387; (1963) 285; (1964) 288
domestic

—

departmental edition (1965) 1366
document edition (1965) 395

fuels

—

departmental editions (1961) 2508; (1962)
1624; (1963) 9116; (1964) 1429; (1965)
1365

document editions (1961) 1872; (1962)
386; (1963) 7850; (1964) 287; (1965) 394

international

—

departmental edition (1965) 11387
document edition (1965) 10375

metals and minerals except fuels

—

departmental editions (1961) 2507; (1962)
1623; (1963) 1225; (1964) 1428; (1965)
1364

document editions (1961) 1871; (1962)
385; (1963) 284; (1964) 286; (1965) 393

Navajo Indians, 1951-61, decade of progress
(1963) 5046

North Korean-
central yearbook, 1960, information from

(1963) 1122; (1964) 18489
1961 (1963) 6959; (1964) 885

Polish statistical, 1960 (1962) 3130
Yearly variations in runoff for conterminous

United States, 1931-60 (1964) 2433
Years of reform, prelude to progress: (1964)

21101
Office of Comptroller of Currency, survey of

program of reform

—

departmental edition (1965) 369
document edition (1965) 391

Yeast:
cells irradiated under aerobic and anaerobic

conditions, postradiation restoration,
USSR study (1964) 9219

food-yeast from wood-processing byproducts
(1965) 7721

Yee, G., electronic computer program for anal-
ysis and design of welded steel girders
(1964) 13426

Yee, H.Y.:
approximate method for computation of

—

scattering by conducting cylinders with
arbitrary cross-section (1965) 16606

wave propagation in nonuniform media
(1965) 16607

Yee Foo, see Yung Yuen Yau.
Yee Hin Fong, see Fong Yee Hin.
Yee Hing Ng, see Fong Yee Hin.
Yee Mee Hong, relief (1961) 7202, 12076, 12171
Yee Shui Ling, see Yu Sui Ling.
Yee, Mrs. Sun, and children, relief (1962)

16889, 19242, 20721
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Yellow birch, see Birch.
Yellow Cat area, Utah, geochemistry of rocks

and related soils and vegetation (1964)

21351
Yellow dwarf, problem disease of small grains

(1961) 11676
Yellow fever:

conquerors of yellow fever (1965) 2057
history of its control and cure (1965) 2073
Russia, history of study (1962) 3011
World Health Organization regulations

(1963) 1525
Yellow-headed spruce sawfly, see Flies.

Yellow jackets, see Wasps.
Yellow poplar, see Poplar-Tuliptree.
Yellow River and Valley:
general information (1962) 12312
middle loess region, erosion in gully drain-

age systems and its relation to water
and soil conservation. Communist
Chinese study (1963) 6695

soil conservation for cotton fields in Huang
Ho area (1961) 17503

trip to upper reaches (1963) 1138
water and soil conservation in middle loess

region. Communist China handbook
(1963) 14212

Yellow Sea:
littorals of China seas, USSR article (1961)

17394
oceanology data (1961) 10813

Yellowfin tuna, see Tuna fish.

Yellowstone Lake:
cutthroat trout

—

equilibrium yield and management (1963)

17462
fluctuations in age composition and
growth rate (1962) 2493

limnological studies (1962) 5213
mortality studies (1962) 5212
natural variations in spotting, etc (1963)

19243
predicting year-class abundance (1962)

15602
Yellowstone National Park:

electrical power contract, hearings (1961)
1884

general information (1961) 11460; (1962)

14529; (1965) 9803
ground water at Grant Village (1962) 635
petrified forests (1964) 18832

Yeloushan, Charles C:
mineral industry of

—

New Jersey (1964) 1420, 21702
Pennsylvania (1964) 2988

Yemen:
economic development (1964) 20140
economy, translation (1962) 5958
labor conditions (1963) 20936
revolution, 1962, USSR study (1964) 18420
Soviet physicians work (1964) 20407
Soviet views (1962) 12056
tribes, bibliography (1964) 9785

Yemeni Arab Republic, see Yemen.
Yen, Ching Heing, and wife, see Ching Heing

Yen, and wife.

Yen, Ching Zai, and wife, relief (1965) 17784
Yen, Tim L., relief (1963) 17209, 18823, 20420
Yen, Yin-Chao:

flow of air into partially-cased snow trench
(1964) 19650

heat transfer characteristics

—

naturally compacted snow (1965) 16109
ventilated snow (1965) 6130

isothermal flow of air

—

into partially cased rectangular snow
trench (1965) 19576

through snow of variable permeability
(1964) 19649A

Yen, Yin-Chao—Continued
laminar heat transfer over melting plate,

modified Leveque problem (1964) 10485
thermal conductivity of ventilated snow

(1963) 19133
Yenan, China, revolutionary spirit of Yenan

period, Ck)mmunist China (1961) 9354
Yenisey River and Valley:
diphyllobothriasis distribution in lower

reaches, USSR study (1964) 9180
industrial development (1962) 23733
role of lake fishes in infestation of humans

with Diphyllobothrium latum, USSR
study (1964) 9180

USSR guidebook on area (1963) 10730
Yeomen:
communications, class A, trainees guide

(1964) 18849
1 & C, Navy training course (1961) 9645
3 & 2, Navy training course (1964) 21824

Yerkes, R. F., geology of Los Angeles basin,
Calif., introduction (1965) 16322

Yet Gee Moy, see Moy, Yet Gee.
Yevdjevich, Vujica M., bibliography and dis-

cussion of flood-routing methods, un-
steady flow in channels (1964) 18140

YH-41, see Helicopters.
YHU-IB category U performance tests (1963)

5856
YHU-ID, see Helicopters.
Yield, differentials in treasury bills, 1959-64

(1965) 588
Yield probabilities as Markov process (1962)

17376
Yield tables, see Volume and yield tables.

YIG, see Garnet.
Yih-Ho Pao, and wife, see Pao, Yih-Ho, and

wife.

Yin-Chao Yen, see Yen, Yin-Chao.
Yingling, John H., testimony, hearings (1964)

6526
Yin-yang, theory and application in Chinese

traditional medicine. Communist China
(1962) 748

YMCA, see Young Men's Christian Associa-
tion.

Yoakum County, Tex., soil survey report
(1964) 9777

Yoga, USSR study (1964) 18388
Yokosuka, Japan, Public Works Dept., Fleet

Activities, Navy Dept., manpower utili-

zation, GAO review (1961) 9238
Yon Ok Kim, see Kim, Yon Ok.
Yong, Kim Dom, see Kim Dom Yong.
Yong-hun, Kwon, see Kwon Yong-hun.
Yonkers, N.Y., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 16386
Yoo Chul Soo, relief (1963) 8030, 13404, 13483
Yoo Sei Chun, relief (1963) 17234

see Chun, Yoo Sei.

Yook, Horn Wah, see Horn Wah Yook.
Yoon So Shim, relief (1962) 11548, 15151,

16677
Yorba Linda quadrangle, Calif., stratigraphy,

structure, and oil resources, study (1964)

10641
Yordanov, Daki, academician, life and work,

data (1965) 817
York, Harold F., mineral industry of Rhode

Island (1965) 19856
York, Pa.:

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16411
standard metropolitan statistical area

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18870

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 6824
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York, Pa.—Continued
occupational wage survey— (1964) 13062;

(1965) 9511
departmental editions (1961) 9412; (1962)

14380; (1963) 10903
document editions (1961) 8638; (1962)

13344; (1963) 9824
York County, Maine, lightweight aggregate

plant using marine clays establishment
(1965) 4232

York County, Pa., soil survey report (1963)

16564; (1965) 13270
Yorktown Battlefield, general information

(1963) 16443
Yoruba language. Foreign Service Institute,

basic course (1963) 14735
Yosemite National Park, general information

(1961) 8075; (1962) 10562; (1963) 12933;
(1964) 9661-62; (1965) 14918

Yoshikawa, Kenneth K.:

aerodynamic and rocket braking of blunt
nonlifting vehicles entering earth's at-

mosphere at very high speeds (1964)
11392

charts for air-flow properties in equilibrium
and frozen flows in hypervelocity noz-

zles (1963) 3117
Yoshida, Tomizo, ascites tumores, Yoshida

sarcoma and ascites hepatomas (1965)
1505

Yost, I.D., floods of Apr.-June 1957 in Texas
and adjacent States (1963) 8352

You, Tom Good, see Yee, Mrs. Sun, and chil-

dren.
You and Army R.O.T.C, school year 1962-63

(1962) 18693
You and United Nations (1963) 3342
You and your passport (1963) 18325; (1964)

20811
You as volunteer, handbook for hospital vol-

unteer workers (1963) 21152
You can prevent foodborne illness (1964) 7712
Youden, W.W., computer literature bibliogra-

phy, 1946-63 (1965) 8140
Young, A. Thomas:

rotating-solid-rocket control system (1964)
16689

test-stand study of vehicle upper stage em-
ploying rotating-solid-rocket attitude
control system and comparison with
analog studies (1965) 19919

Young, Albert G., testimony, hearings (1964)
4594

Young, Allan, estimating trading-day varia-
tion in monthly economic time series

(1965) 10261
Young, Dudley E., cooperative Federal-State

statistical programs, past, present, and
future (1963) 16292

Young, Earl H.:

Japanese motion picture industry (1965)
4436

market information on motion pictures in

Greece (1965) 359
motion picture industry of Federal Republic

of Germany (1965) 15385
Turkish motion picture industry (1965)

10332
Young, Earle W., helium mass spectrometer

leak detector (1964) 14834
Young, George R.:

coning motions of final stages of Scout de-

velopment vehicles (1963) 1276
magnetometer to determine angular motion

of spinning body in regular procession
(1964) 11411

Young, Ian T., least mean square error analy-
sis of PCM transmission (1965) 1803

Young, Ida, NASA publications manual (1964)
20541

Young, J.A., diaphragms for sulfate cycle elec-

trolytic cell (1964) 5615
Young, John N., moving-cockpit-simulator

study of piloted entries into earth's
atmosphere for capsule-type vehicle at
parabolic velocity (1963) 11068

Young, John W., terminal control techniques
for guidance during direct and skip en-

tries for capsule-type vehicle (1964) 7503
Young, Kenneth T., nomination, hearings

(1961) 7269
Young, L. L., waterpower resources in Trask

River basin, Oreg (1963) 17531
Young, Lawrence R.:

adaptive dynamic response characteristics
of human operator in simple manual
control (1964) 11395

biological control systems, etc (1965) 8034
Young, Lewis A.:

minutes of

—

138th meeting of Missouri Basin Inter-

Agency Committee (1965) 2825
139th meeting of Missouri Basin Inter-

Agency Committee (1965) 8027
Young, Lou S., store pitch flexibility eff'ect on

flutter characteristics of wing-store
configuration (1964) 20605

Young, Loyd L., developed and potential water
power of U.S. and other countries of

world, 1955-62 (1964) 18123
Young, Mon (Fred), relief (1962) 9208, 11565,

13262
Young, Richard A., ground-water conditions

and storage in central Sevier Valley,
Utah (1965) 16325

Young, Richard S., analysis of extraterres-
trial life detection problem (1965) 18493

Young, Robert J., restraint apparatus for
thoracic roentgenographic examination
of unanesthetized primates (1964) 1749

Young, Robert W., Navajo yearbook, 1951-61,

decade of progress (1963) 5046
Young, V.D., spray-distribution patterns from

low level applications with high-wing
monoplane (1964) 16933

Young, W. H., coal, bituminous and lignite

(1965) 1322
Young Jei Oh, see Oh, Young Jei.

Young Men's Christian Association:
building constructed on Fort Jay Military

Reservation, acquire, authorization

—

law (1964) 17430
reports (1964) 17524, 17828

Young Mine, Jefferson County, Tenn., mining
methods and practices (1965) 18434

Young people, see Youth.
Young Soon Kim, relief (1964) 15436, 17227,

17683
Young Wai, see Wai, Young.
Young workers, see Youth.
Youngken, Heber W., jr., common poisonous

plants of New England (1965) 2983
Youngs, Robert L.:

hardness, density, and shrinkage character-
istics of silk-oak from Hawaii (1965)
4796

strength and related properties of mountain
hemlock (1963) 20706

Youngstown, Ohio:
census of business

—

1958, standard metropolitan area, central

business district statistics (1961) 6804
1963, major retail centers, standard metro-
politan statistical area (1965) 17190

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16401
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20623
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Youngstown, Ohio—Continued

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 11183

Crab Creek, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23460
document edition (1962) 23318

electric facilities of area, map (1962) 556
Municipal Airport, weather observations,

hourly, decennial census (1963) 21172
principal electric facilities, maps (1963) 517,

2266; (1964) 674; (1965) 16178
Youngstown Welding & Engineering Co., tor-

pedo tubes, defective, unnecessary costs

incurred in procuring by Navy Dept.,

GAO report (1964) 19765
Your baby's 1st year (1962) 23091
Your best defense (1964) 16848
Your career as trained practical nurse (1965)

5362
Your child from 1 to 3 (1965) 1917
Your children and their gangs (1961) 3956
Your civil service veterans preference (1963)

9756
Your community and accelerated public works

program (1962) 20473
Your daughter in U.S. Air Force (1962) 22973
Your duty (1965) 19546
Your farm lease checklist (1961) 8295
Your farm renting problem (1964) 9873
Your Federal income tax (1961) 747; (1962)

686; (1965) 781; (1963) 631
Your Federal income tax for individuals, 1964

(1964) 2453
correction notice (1964) 6841

Your future and Neighborhood Youth Corps
(1964) 21664

Your job and psychiatric patient (1964) 11676
Your money and your life, FDA catalog of

fakes and swindles in health field (1963)

19248; (1964) 19743
Your money and your life, FDA memos for

consumers (1965) 12478-479
Your name is somewhere in census records

(1962) 16581; (1965) 1912
Your personal affairs, keep with your impor-

tant papers (1964) 2257
Your social security (1963) 13047
Your social security earnings record (1961)

9667
Your son and Army R.O.T.C. (1962) 8931
Your son's Air Force life, what you, as par-

ents, should know (1962) 22974
Your stake in wetlands (1962) 19500
Your State Department (1961) 9762; (1963)

7433; (1964) 9778
Your USDA library, how it serves you (1961)

16128
Youssef , Hanna Georges, see Joseph, John.
Youth:
adolescent

—

conformity and deviation, sociopsycholo-
gical study (1961) 12573

delinquent girls (1965) 4367
inhabitants of high altitudes, electrocar-

diographic and vectorcardiographic ob-

servations (1963) 71
African problems, challenge for trained

leadership (address) (1962) 18115
agency operated group homes for unserved

or poorly served children (1965) 297

how fare in 1962? (1963) 8173
qualification for military service (1963)

1814
antisocial behavior of minor in United

States, statistical aspects (1964) 13783
Argentine, publications, articles (1961) 2275
basal metabolism, evaluation of data (1962)

48

Youth—Continued
books for

—

aids for knowing (1962) 23447
leaders (1963) 15089

Bulgarian, Marxist-Leninist training (1961)
4506

challenge of jobless youth (1963) 9327
changing roles in developing nations (1965)

8296
Chinese, translations from Chung-kuo

Ch'ing-nien (1961) 20997
Cincinnati, profile of youth power (1964)

10480
Colombian Communist Youth Congress,

(Communist press comments (1963) 2887
commitment to youth, progress in guidance,

etc., under national defense education
act, 1958-63, report (1964) 17913

communist

—

appeal aided by new organizations, hear-
ing (1961) 12522

International youth apparatus (1963)
17317

program, hearings (1965) 16031
youth festival in Helsinki, Finland (1962)

10947, 14165, 19748, 22001, 22022, 22373
community work programs, mobilizing (ad-

dress) (1961) 1943
counseling and employment service (1963)

4833
creating experience opportunities, confer-

ence report (1963) 4596
culture in life, USSR study (1961) 15028
delinquents, prediction and selection (1961)

11979, 20471
disadvantaged

—

intensive services for assistance (1965)
9054

national defense institutes for teachers,

manual (1964) 21267
NDEL\ institutes for advanced study for

teachers (1965) 7595
manual (1965) 10744
of America (address) (1965) 13656

East German, law draft text (1963) 20806
education in armed forces of Rumania (1964)

21521
educationally disadvantaged program, con-

ference on teaching (1963) 15439
effects on young people of violence and

crime portrayed on television, hearings
(1965) 19509

employment

—

act, education challenge (address) (1964)

1363
and unemployment, Oct. 1961 (1962) 8323
certificates (1964) 18612
design for community action (1962) 22426;

(1963) 3017
education, physical fitness programs, mes-
sage from the President (1963) 4728

effect of labor laws on placement (1963)
12810

high school dropouts in 1961 (1962) 15989
job guide for young workers (1963) 4835
list of publications (1961) 1167; (1963)

5434
President's Committee on Youth Employ-
ment, reports of subcommittees (1963)

18274
problems (addresses) (1962) 1558, 15015
problems and programs (address) (1964)

1360; (1965) 6546
programs in perspective (1965) 20148

employment act of 1963

—

hearings (1963) 8128, 9931
reports (1963) 7960, 8062

employment opportunities act of 1961

—

\
hearings (1961) 14460, 14752
reports (1961) 14377, 17107; (1962) 9338
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Youth—Continued
employment programs Labor Department

(1962) 12338
exceptional

—

education (1962) 9542; (1963) 385; (1964)
4646

publications list (1964) 590
special education, enrollments, statistics,

1962-63 (1965) 10748
State education agency publications (1963)

13847
extension work with young men and women,

statistical summary, 1961 (1962) 17470
facts and figures about (1965) 15330
fair labor standards act, message to young

workers (1964) 15147
family group therapy, method for psycholog-

ical treatment of adolescents (1961)
20103

farm

—

• j •

economic factors influencing educational
attainments and aspirations (1964)
10453

employed, safety program (1961) 21138
errata (1964) 12307
opportunities provided under manpower
development and training act (1962)

22414

farm and nonfarm

—

educational and occupational status, Oct.

1959 (1961) 16273
school dropout rates (1963) 19088

farmwork, safety, and you, discussion for
youth leaders, teachers, etc (1963) 5433

4-H club program, using studies as tool in

building (talk) (1961) 5992
from school to work. Federal services to

help communities (1964) 5846
group leaders, forestry conservation activi-

ties, guide (1961) 11718
handicapped-
organization and implementation of pro-
grams for 1964 (1964) 17920

special services (1963) 13111
hazardous occupations, prohibitions for 16-

and 17-year-old persons, comparison of
State and Federal orders (1964) 7367

health problems in Soviet Union (1965) 7906
high-school-age boys, normative distribu-

tions of Air Force AQE aptitude indexes
(1964) 19162

hygiene problems, all-Russian congress of
hygienists and sanitation physicians
(1961) 15490

hypertensive vascular disease in young peo-
ple, USSR study (1961) 2380

ideas, 4-H and youth development (newslet-
ter) (1964) 6630; (1965) 3497

improving teenage nutrition (1964) 5845
Indian, no higher education aids (1963) 5045
interpreting their problems and needs

through friendship (address) (1964)
10086

Italian Communist

—

and international Communist conflict
(1964) 2808

views (1963) 2946
Youth Congress, Serri's report to (1963)
2752

Job Corps

—

amend economic opportunity act

—

hearings (1965) 16042
law (1965) 17444
reports (1965) 12106, 12148, 15953,

17623, 17652
establish

—

compilation of materials relevant to bill

(1964) 15610
print as Senate document report

(1964) 15684

Youth—Continued
Job Corps—Continued

establish—Continued
hearings (1964) 10306, 12126, 14152
law (1964) 17311
message from the President (1964) 8246
reports (1964) 14120, 15482, 15523

juvenile

—

and young adult criminality, illegal nar-
cotics traffic and effect, hearings (1963)
8123, 12024

delinquency and youth offenses control
act

—

functional categories of training pro-
jects (1965) 11798

summaries of training projects (1965)
11803

Komsomol, and foreign students, Soviet
news reports tension between (1963)
10807

labor force status, 1964 (1965) 18407
labor laws, training opportunities, sources

of help, handbook for young workers
(1965) 18393

Lebanon story, programs to carry out rec-
ommendations of White House Confer-
ence (1962) 2249

lifting jobs, danger from (1965) 6547
living in low-rent public housing dwellings,

services furnished (1962) 22768
manpower

—

development and training act of 1962,
learn and train for job under MDTA
(1965) 4672, 19573

policies (address) (1964) 20425
meaning of manpower development and

training act of 1962 (1963) 14440
medical criteria of vocational aptitude of

juveniles, USSR (1965) 1191
mentally retarded teenagers in social group

(1965) 4363
Mongolia, activities (1963) 12459
Mongolian, all-out efforts for development of

socialist construction (1961) 765
Morocco, problems (speech) (1963) 20788
motivations for leaving school (1963) 19095
national defense education act of 1958,

NDEA at a glance, guidance, counseling,
and testing, etc (1965) 6115

needs, U.S. experience in planning and pro-
viding for (1964) 7856

neighborhood youth corps and your union
(1965) 1266

new employment service focus (1965) 505
new frontiers for educational advancement

(address) (1963) 19775
North Korea, democratic organizations

vnthin government organs (1961) 2192
North Vietnam Army, problem (1961) 4680
occupational

—

hazards, report (1961) 19816
training

—

explanation of manpower development,
etc

—

act amdts (1964) 7354
hearings (1963) 17325; (1964) 397

occupational training

—

law (1964) 1943
reports (1963) 17278, 18913; (1964)

2048, 4527
offenders

—

gaps in State programs (1963) 1925
on probation, amend Federal youth correc-

tion act

—

law (1961) 18724
reports (1961) 10279, 19081

out of school

—

problems

—

in labor market (address) (1961) 11350
survey, Feb. 1963 (1965) 5061
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Youth—Continued
physical fitness

—

program, problem, solution, etc (1962)
12648

suggested elements of school-centered
program (1961) 15924

problems

—

American youth (remarks) (1962) 1568
fact book (1964) 19605
program of President's Committee on Ju-

venile Delinquency and Youth Crime
(1961) 21299

V.I. Lenin's works, USSR study (1961)
7721

programs

—

Federal government (1961) 13995
Senate:
continue

—

reports (1963) 11958; (1964) 10396
establish

—

hearing (1962) 13704
report (1962) 11637

White House regional conferences, 1961,
fact sheet (1961) 21130

project grants to provide comprehensive
health services (1965) 15327

psychiatric clinic, adolescent outpatients,
statistical report, 1962 (1964) 13287

psychological changes in adolescence (1965)
8633

publications concerning, price list (1962)

18405; (1963) 14656
recreation planning for fitness, workshop

report (1961) 6488
rural

—

career guidance (1963) 14875
civil defense program, leaders guide (1961)
3959

perspectives on employment (address)
(1963) 18019

school age, employment (1964) 9470, 18642
school or else, employment opportunities are

relative to education secured (1965)
16101

school or what else? (1962) 18137
scientific workers, encouraging supply,

USSR report (1962) 23844
smoking, health, and you, facts for teenag-

ers (1964) 19312
social services for, increasing needs due to

tensions of our age (1962) 14978

education, statistics 1957-58 (1964) 2268
training needs for young workers (1963)

'* 10885
State committees for

—

how-to-do-it (1963) 6012
patterns of organization (1962) 6830

target for communist infiltration and agita-
tion tactics

—

hearings, pts. 1-3, print additional copies,
reports (1961) 12289, 14587

report, print additional copies, reports
(1961) 5723, 7227, 16804, 19045

teenage

—

farm employees, supervision that stresses
safety (1962) 6189

nutrition, selected programs for improving
(1963) 20663

teen-agers

—

and veneral disease, sociological study
(1961) 20105; (1963) 177

can be hired (1965) 14611
television violence and crime programs ef-

fects on young people hearings (1963)
8122

print additional copies, reports (1963)
13633, 13767

today, tomorrow's adults (address) (1962)
14979
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Youth—Continued
training

—

and employment project. East Los Ange-
les, evaluation study (1965) 1269

for new careers, community apprentice
program (1965) 18692

unemployed out-of-school

—

critical national problem, (address) (1962)
12321

young people in city slums (address) (1961)
11330

use and appraisals of natural and competing
fibers, used in wearing apparel, prelimi-
nary report (1965) 1672

U.S. Employment Service employment pro-
grams (1962) 7290

USSR-
hygiene problems of adolescents in school,
reorganization (1962) 12005

role in creating abundance of fish (1963)
16232

venereal disease (1961) 15945
facts for teenagers (1962) 10614; (1965)

1593
volunteer for good of your community, your

hometown needs you for a variety of
useful jobs (1963) 10888

when teenagers take care of children, guide
for baby sitters (1964) 17118

why do young people fall? (1965) 18396
workers and police (1962) 302
workers under 18, White House regional

conferences, 1961, fact sheet (1962) 3259
World Youth Festival—
and International Youth Solidarity Day,

1965, USSR preparations (1965) 11200
Helsinki, (Dommunist activities

—

hearings (1963) 2065
print additional copies, report (1963)

11856
1965 (1965) 11895

young workers

—

etc., bibliography of items for sale by
Superintendent of Documents (1961)
21305

supervision (1965) 11329
under 18, supplement 1959 (1961) 1168

younger generation, recent developments in

Soviet block, hearings (1964) 8381
your teenage children and smoking (1964)

17119
youth and work (address) (1961) 11326
youth centers, training program for college

graduates to work in (1965) 10753
recognizing problems (1965) 502, 2107

Yugoslavia

—

and social problems (1961) 13182
Association of Young People (1963) 12762

Youth, White House Conference on, see White
House Conference on Childrer) and
Youth— a/so 4-H Clubs,

zinc in blood at various stages of physical
development, USSR study (1965) 2703

Youth and Children, Interdepartmental Com-
mittee on, see Interdepartmental Com-
mittee on Children and Youth.

Youth Appreciation Week, establish, report
(1961) 14600

Youth Conservation Commission:
establish

—

hearings (1961) 14752
reports (1961) 17107; (1962) 9338

Youth Conservation Corps:

hearings (1961) 14460, 14752; (1963) 8128,
9931

reports (1961) 14377, 17107; (1962) 9338;
(1963) 7960, 8062

Youth Corps, see Neighborhood Youth Corps.
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Youth Councils on Civic Affairs, incorporate,
reports (1965) 15660, 15932

Youth Crime and Juvenile Delinquency, Presi-

dent's Committee on, see President's
Committee on Juvenile Delinquency and
Youth Crime.

Youth Employment, President's Committee on,

see President's Committee on Youth
Employment.

Youth Employment Advisory Committee:

hearings (1961) 14460, 14752
reports (1961) 14377, 17107; (1962) 9338

Yo-yo de-spin systems:
mechanism for satellites, theory and design

curves (1961) 15771
spacecraft, rotating, method of accurately

reducing spin rate (1962) 22558
dynamic tests (1963) 19920

stretch

—

analytical theory of satellites (1963) 9169
Yponomeutidae, see Moths.
Ysrael, Antonio C, relief (1962) 9242, 13280,

13569
Ytterbium, physics changes of electric resist-

ance under pressure of up to 250,000
kg/cm, USSR study (1962) 983

Yttrium:
behavior in rare-earth-amine extraction sys-

tems and effect of sequestrants (1963)
12838

effects on electrorefined vanadium (1964)
21718

elastic constants, calculation (1962) 2046
electron-beam melting (1965) 18449
euxenite, extraction and separation (1962)

3341
extraction and separation of rare-earth,

elements with dodecyl phosphoric acid-

kerosine, solvent (1965) 6608
fabrication (1962) 2067
group metals, electrowinning (1961) 21198
halides, metallothermic reduction (1963)

16331
high temperature spectral emissivity (1963)

14987
mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)

12966
radiochemistry (1961) 8393
rare earth impurities, activation analysis

(1962) 2058
salts, pyrolysis (1962) 18227
separation of lanthanide series using phos-

phonic and iminodiacetic acid resins

(1964) 18693
sesquioxide, high-temperature heat content

and entropy (1962) 20100; (1963) 5501
solvent extraction recovery from siliceous

Colorado ores (1964) 13133
technology, literature survey (1962) 16335
thermal expansion (1963) 7217
thermodynamic properties at high tempera-

tures (1963) 5482
Yttrium iron garnet, see Garnet.

Yu, Charles C, relief (1962) 11323, 15059,
15312

Yu Liao, see Liao, Yu.

Yu. M. Shokal'skiy, M.S., research vessel,

maiden voyage, results, USSR study
(1962) 8085

Yu, Y. S., runoff from impervious surfaces,
numerical computations (1963) 19151

Yu Sui Ling, relief (1962) 1927T

Yuan, Frances, testimony, hearings (1963)
2100

Yuba City, Calif., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 18224

Yuba River and Valley:
Bullards Bars, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 12396
document edition (1965) 12051

Yugodzyr, Mongolia, tungsten and molybden-
um Mesozoic mineralization of region
(1962) 19681

Yugoslav language, see Macedonian lan-

guage—Serbo-Croatin language—Slo-
venian language.

Yugoslav Macedonia, see Macedonian People's
Republic.

Yugoslavia:
abstracts and translations from legal publi-

cations (1961) 19587
administration and citizen (1961) 13271
agricultural commodities

—

agreements (1962) 18474; (1963) 1516,
5735, 9407, 16598; (1964) 15108-109,
15111; (1965) 3054, 9958, 13287, 15077,
18787

sales under title 4, agreement (1962) 18473
Albania

—

in Yugoslavia's shadow. West German
study (1962) 21991

relations (1962) 10207
application of radioactive isotopes and ra-

diation in economy, 3d symposium (1965)
12641

Association of Young People (1963) 12762
atomic energy development (views) (1962)

19830
background notes (1965) 3039
Belgrade Mining Institute officially opened

(1965) 1172
bibliography of social science periodicals

and monograph series, 1945-63 (1965)
8620

blood transfusion service (1961) 15027
changes in

—

economic composition of population in last
40 years (1962) 12221

settlements (1962) 3089
chemical

—

industry, summaries (1961) 21069-70
institutes reorganization study (1963)
17745

church and state under Communism (1965)
8997

claims of U.S. nationals, agreement (1965)
9944

commission for use of universe for peaceful
purposes, order concerning (1963) 10655

communism

—

critical study of its socioeconomic, legal,
and political aspects (1961) 20645

translations (1961) 13204
Communists

—

battle Chinese inside French Communist
Party (1962) 23722

ideological report, 3d plenum (1962) 5737
conference on production of nuclear raw

materials, list of reports (1962) 7728
construction research, organization and

work (1962) 7688
Council for Coordination of Scientific Re-

search, members (1963) 17746
current problems in ideological education

(1961) 9325
declaration on provisional accession to

GATT (1965) 3048
decree on Federal Geological Institute (1962)

7682
Institute for Research in Nuclear Raw
Materials (1962) 7552

development of economy in 1963 (1965) 2302
disability compensation as special form of

protection under disability insurance,
law (1964) 2901
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Yugoslavia—Continued
disinfection service and plans for improve-

ment (1962) 7771
doctorate degree in science and doctoral dis-

sertations in 1959-60, changes in law
(1962) 7663

economic

—

and technical assistance, agreement (1961)

9779
developments (1961) 17281; (1962) 15671
underdevelopment, historical roots of

problem (1961) 4721
economy

—

basic data (1964) 18180
in 1963 and plans for 1964 (1965) 874
science and automation in development

(1965) 11184
education

—

and the new reform (1963) 17369
bibliography of materials (1962) 468
commission for educational exchange and

financing programs, agreement (1965)

3058
electronic industry and automation, financ-

ing projects (1962) 5526
engineers and technicians

—

association, meritorious, etc., members
(1963) 944

biographies (1962) 21939
execution of criminal penalties, law (1964)

10892
exports and imports, licensing and exchange

controls (1963) 2434
Federal Council for Coordinating Scientific

Research, ruling on naming President,

general secretary and members (1963)

16036
Federal Republic, and regional government

officials, directory (1964) 9130
1st Congress for industrial medicine (1964)

7109
food products market, 1956-61, examination

(1963) 10565
foreign trade regulations (1965) 13718
gazetteer, official standard names (1961)

19408
geodetic and photogrammetric projects

(1962) 5539
geography, textbook (1962) 2972
grant for nuclear research and training

equipment, etc., agreement (1961) 11617
health-
insurance benefits, obtaining abroad, reg-

ulations (1963) 16194
protection and organization of health

service (1962) 5823
service, organization, and health centers

(1962) 7810
hostile activity against Albania (1961) 13370

hydraulic research, 1954-62, review of devel-

opment (1963) 20875
hyJrometeorological service (1962) 7674
and industry (1962) 17739
basic law (1965) 11138

hygiene institutes, work plans (1962) 7770
imports of machinery, 1957-61 (1964) 5186
index-digest of decisions, 1949-62 (1964)

19745
interference with U.S. book publisher hear-

ing (1962) 15449
internal security and constitutional princi-

ples (1962) 22003
investments in electric power sources, etc.,

in relation to needs for power and ener-

gy, translation (1965) 1067
journalists association, international con-

tacts survey (1962) 15870
judicial procedure in administrative disputes

(1961) 7674

Yugoslavia—Continued
labor

—

force (1965) 11948
law and practice (1964) 5434

law on

—

decorations, changes and supplements to
law (1964) 12933

narcotic drugs (1964) 16079
legal journals, abstracts (1962) 10018, 10069,

10137, 10265, 14220, 15913, 17779, 17790,
17899, 19656, 19777, 19939-940, 22106,
22242, 23780; (1963) 2474, 2789, 5138,
7076, 10379, 10856, 12389, 12768, 16045,
19373, 19425, 19635; (1964) 2750, 5037,
7046, 7127, 7319, 10843, 11145, 12914,
18228, 19833, 19911, 20116, 20134, 20145,
20150

legal publications, abstracts and transla-
tions (1962) 1135, 1444, 2958, 7978,
9961-62; 10012

local committee and local community (1962)
5856

localism, nature and causes, translation
(1963) 2576

maritime trade and 7-year plan, 1964-70
(1964) 11224

market factors (1965) 4430
Marxist theory on sociology, selected trans-

lations (1961) 15046
Mechanical and Electro-Technical Engineers

and Technicians Association, 1st honor-
ary and meritorious members (1962)
12298

mechanics development, 1954-59 (1962) 5538
medicine and technology exhibition at Za-

greb spring fair (1962) 7836
Militarv Medical Academy, 10th anniversary

(1962) 5467
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12934
minorities, equality of treatment (1961) 4405
most-favored-nation treatment, U.S. interest

in (1964) 13482
mycotic diseases and their control problem

(1962) 7791
National Bank, statistical bulletin, glossary

(1964) 9290
national cultures under socialism (1962)

10135
neuroendocrinology and histology research

(1965) 9476
nuclear

—

affairs, regulations and instructions (1963)
646

energy, translations (1962) 5529
program (1962) 5715
scicncG
developments (1963) 19618
information (1962) 7591

nutrition investigation (1962) 7861
ocean transportation, claims for recovery of

excessive costs financed by Commodity
Credit Corporation, Agriculture Dept.,
GAO report (1964) 8733

people's councils, administrative organiza-
tion (1961) 7750

petroleum and gas processing, development
and problems, translations (1963) 15705

Pharmaceutical

—

C:enter, tasks and goals (1962) 5628
developments (1962) 5505
personalities (1962) 15804

pharmacies, reconstruction (1962) 5759
Pharmacists, National Congress (1965)

12663
physicians' cadre, composition (1962) 15864
plants, edible wild (1961) 12876
plasma program (1962) 6013
prison sentences, execution of (1961) 7750
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Yugoslavia—Continued

problem of constitutional court (1962) 5855
producers council within commune (1961)

1048
production

—

of artificial radioisotopes (1962) 17803
orientation and perfecting economic, sys-

tem, translation (1965) 1062
proletariat and bureaucracy, political trans-

lations (1962) 23897
psychopharmacology (1962) 7730
public

—

health statistics (1962) 9958
self-management institutions, origin and
development (1962) 3255

radioactive products for industrial uses
(1965) 12642

radioisotopes (1963) 10545
regulations

—

for protection against malaria and ioniz-

ing radiation (1962) 5456
on use of X-ray equipment and protective
measures against X-rays (1965) 18317

pertaining to work with ionizing radiation
sources (1965) 16511

report on

—

experiences in treatment of chronic mental
patients with diethylamide of lysergic
acid (1962) 7727

trip, 1964 (1965) 16022
rules concerning hog and chicken plague

(1963) 10685
science doctorates, 1961-64 (1963) 12578;

(1965) 11161
scientific

activities (1965) 11246
and technical journals, information (1962)
9956

development (1962) 5472
establishments, law on method of financ-

ing (1962) 7546, J680
research

—

Federal fund (1962) 7547; (1963) 10597
institutions, list (1963) 15786
projects, competition for funds (1965)

12587
work, resolution on (1965) 7941

work, law on federal fund (1962) 7681
selected

—

economic translations (1961) 1087, 1140,
1147, 1150, 2288, 2410, 2437, 4738, 11087

military translations (1961) 2138, 4394,
15120

sociological translations (1961) 1028, 1091,
4490, 4494, 4543, 4548, 4566

self-management and consciousness of work-
ers (1962) 8065

social

—

bases of new constitution (1962) 10163
sciences, translation (1961) 17460
self-administration, development in public

services (1961) 13023
socialist commodity production, theory

(1961) 13183
socialistic country? Chinese study (1963)

20872
still flagrantly in service of anticommunist

cause (1961) 13339
surplus agricultural commodities, agree-

ments (1961) 16003, 20198; (1962) 1843,
8695

survey of various diseases (1962) 5473
swine poisoning by plants, chemicals, etc

(1962) 5589
territory of Vinca, precipitation and waters,

movement of radioactivity emanating
from K-40 (1965) 14582

trade in cotton textiles, agreement (1965)
1656

Yugoslavia—Continued
trade-union relations with Indonesia, letters

exchanged (1962) 15767
transportation (1961) 19702

facilities and problems (1961) 2270
ukase on proclamation of law on procure-

ment, possession and bearing of arms
(1965) 1094

Uljanik Shipyard and Diesel-Motor Factory,
activities (1962) 19659

uranium beds (1965) 12714
veterinarians, specialization of 1st class,

regulations (1963) 10683
veterinary

—

faculties, 1961 graduates, list (1962) 15744

service (1962) 5397, 5753
view of modern America (1961) 4722
visas, abolition of fees, agreement (1964)

13475
vocational education and new concepts

about advanced schools (1962) 12250
work

—

books, law (1961) 20935
of Nikola Tesla Electro-Technical Insti-

tute in Belgrade in 1961 (1963) 906
workers self-management

—

activity in solution of working and per-

sonal relations (1961) 9305
division of labor (1961) 1043

young generation and social problems (1961)

13182
Yugoslav sailor's 6 years in Chinese prison

(1964) 20272
Zagreb University personnel (1961) 2246
Zeta River Valley, geographic study (1965)

14538
YUH-ID, see Helicopters.
Yuker, Harold E., address, Apr. 29, 1965 (1965)

11335
Yuk-Kan Cheuk, see Cheuk, Yuk-Kan.
Yukon Flats, geologic reconnaissance of dis-

trict (1963) 2339
Yukon River, Rampart Canyon Dam feasibili-

ty (1963) 2104
Yukon River and Valley:
geology of Yukon Flats region, Alaska

(1965) 511
magnitude and frequency of floods in Alas-

ka, south of Yukon River (1965) 9263
Yukon River basin:

flood control, engineers report

—

departmental edition (1964) 6591
document edition (1964) 6206

Yukon Territory, overland train, Mark 1,

phase 2, evaluation (1962) 20346
Yule, H. P., utilization of reactor fast neu-

trons for activation analysis (1965) 182,

13495
Yulee, David Levy, lecture, text (1965) 5776
Yulish, Charles B., handbook of atomic energy

abbreviations, etc (1965) 5614
Yuma, Ariz., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 11896
Yuma County, Ariz.:

geology and ground-water resources of
McMuUen Valley (1964) 4811

public lands, withdrawal for military train-

ing program at Luke-Williams Air Force
Range

—

law (1962) 18966
report (1961) 7111; (1962) 17258

Yuma County, Colo., geology and ground-wa-
ter resources (1964) 10651

Yun, Kim-Ok, see Kim-Ok Yun.
Yun, Soo Kahng, see Kahng, Yun Soo.
Yung Yuen Yau, relief (1963) 13680
Yunnan Province, China:
agriculture and livestock industry, geo-

graphic survey data (1962) 19623
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Yunnan Pi-ovince, China—Continued
economic geography (1963) 8438
geography (1961) 15082, 19557
hydrological survey work of lead mine (1961)

7575
landforms (1962) 1341

small mammals, amphibians, and reptiles,

material (1963) 16234
work report (1961) 1072

Yutsis, A.P., configuration interaction in car-
bon atom (1963) 18174

Z
Z-function solutions for motion and heating

during atmosphere entry from equatori-
al orbits of rotating planet (1963) 5583

Zabetakis, Michael G.:

autoignition of lubricants at elevated pres-
sures (1963) 1248

biological formation of flammable atmos-
pheres (1963) 3085

flammability characteristics of combustible
gases and vapors (1965) 14660

hazards in using liquid hydrogen in bubble
chambers (1963) 20966

Zablocki, Clement J., report on Poland, Czech-
oslovakia, Austria, and Italy (1965)
17580

Zabrowski, Edward K., industrial R&D funds
in relation to other economic variables
(1965) 5279

Zaffarano, Richard F.:

petroleum and natural gas (1965) 12940
reservoir oil characteristics. Greater Aneth

area, Utah, etc (1963) 10944
Zagoria, Sam, remarks, Oct. 28, 1965 (1965)

19975
Zagreb, Yugoslavia:
government organs, institutions, and organi-

zations, directory (1962) 19628
Rudjer Boskovic Physics Research Institute,

scientific program, etc (1962) 7639
Zagreb University, personnel (1961) 2246

Zahl, Samuel, linear prediction of determinis-
tic signals (1965) 125

Zahn, (Charles, optical activity in oils derived
from coals (1964) 20501

Zahn, John J.:

classical buckling of cylinders of sandwich
construction in axial compression-
orthotropic cores (1964) 8639

edgewise compressive buckling of flat sand-
wich panels, etc (1964) 12442

Zahner, Kenyon B., relief (1962) 16899, 21331,
23153

Zaid, Charles, preliminary inventory of re-

cords of Committee on Fair Employment
Practice (record group 228) (1963) 1327

Zambetoulla, Maria, relief (1962) 5013, 9214,
11253

Zambia:
Ambassador, nomination of Robert C. (iood,

hearing (1965) 6048
background notes (1965) 9939
economy, basic data (1965) 15389
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland min-

eral industry, minerals yearbook chap-
ter (1965) 12867

guide to official publications, Northern Rho-
desia, 1889-1963 (1965) 18414

new State, general information (1965) 3045
Tanzania-Zambia boundary, study (1965)

11717
Zander, Aral, feeding habits, USSR study

(1965) 973

Zanesville, Ohio, census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 16402

Zantop Air Transport, Inc., accident (1964)
201

Zanzibar:
African question mark (1964) 5935
gazetteer, official standard names (1964)

8751

official publications, bibliography (1963)
7184

sending gift packages to (1962) 709

tracking and communication station, agree-
ment with Great Britain (1961) 11585

Zanzibar, see Tanganyika—Tanzania.

Zapata County, Tex., tourist and recreation
program for, ARA case book (1965) 1812

Zaporozhstal' Plant, history and achievement,
13th anniversary (1964) 5197

Zapp, Alfred D., bauxite deposits of southeast-
ern United States (1965) 18201

Zapp, Hans R., ferrimagnetic resonance rela-

tions for magnetocrystalline anistropy
in cubic crystals (1964) 15243

Zappe, Alfred, engineer, East (Jerman, bio-

graphic information (1962) 5379
Zappel, Stefan, relief (1962) 13598
Zaretsky, Erwin V.:

effect of component differential hardnesses
on

—

residual stress and rolling-contact fatigue
(1965) 6715

rolling-contact fatigue and load capacity
(1965) 6702

Zarichansky, John, soil survey report, Jeffer-

son County, Pa (1965) 1635
Zashcita ot radioaktivnykh osadkov (periodi-

cal):

translations (1964) 4983
Zavodskaya laboratoriya (periodical):

metallurgical reports (1963) 10590
Zdorov'ye (periodical):

translations (1965) 2567
Zavodskaya laboratoraya (periodical):

translations (1962) 10199
Zdravookhraneniye Belorussii (periodical):

excerpts (1962) 12036
translations (1962) 120362, 19928; (1963)

6941; (1965) 9320, 11208
Zdravookhraneniye Kazakhstana (periodical):

articles (1962) 9974, 18049
excerpts (1962) 18049

Zdrodovskiy, Pavel F., biographical sketch,
USSR (1962) 806

Zee-Ching Woo, see Woo Zee-Ching.
Zeeman effect, see Magneto-optics.
Zeeman phenomenon and magnetic resonance,

USSR (1963) 5280
Zeff, J. D., internal environmental simulator

for man-machine system (1964) 5586
Zegers, Richard T., perception of distortion,

distance and perspective in Ames trape-
zoid illusion (1964) 21828

Zehr, Melynda K., relief (1962) 21287
Zehr, Michelle S., relief (1962) 21287; (1964)

2158, 15451, 17197
Zeisel, Joseph S.:

manpower and training (1963) 9032
trends, outlook, programs (1963) 14439

Zeiss photogrammetry course in Budapest
(1962) 8002

Zeitlow, Alfred E., jr., biology 1, high school
course (1963) 6309

Zeitschrift der Organization fuer die Zusam-
menarbeit die Hsenbahnen (periodical):

selected translations (1961) 2272, 4371
Zelenbaba, Djura, relief (1961) 8671, 10383,

12038
Zeleny, Lawrence:

sedimentation as measure of wheat quality,
crops (1963) 4363; (1965) 39

stability of wheat sedimentation values
(1964) 7
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Zeleznik, Frank J.:

equilibrium computations for multi-com-
ponent plasmas (1965) 11476, 18532

numerical calculation of potential-energn/
curves by Rydberg-Klein-Rees method
(1965) 2883

Zeller, John H.:

breeds of swine (1964) 9938
hot-lot equipment (1963) 13166

Zeller, R.P., reconnaissance of, coastal dunes
of California (1963) 6357

Zen, E-an, Taconic stratigraphic names, defi-

nitions and synonymies (1964) 8759
Zender, (ieorge W., strength of filamentary

sheets with one or more fibers broken
(1963) 9158

Zener, Margot W., foreign trade regulations of

Fed. Rep. of Germany (1964) 14379
Zener diode is starter for transistor-regulated

power supply (1965) 5156
Zeolites:

synthetic, use for adsorption and recovery
of sulphur dioxide from industrial gases
(1964) 1439

thomsonites, gonnardites, and natrolites,

compositional relations, studies (1965)
2248

Zephyr Cove, Nev., aircraft accident (1965)
13664

Zero-flow shutdown cooling test for bonus-type
superheater elements, terminal report
under activity no. 50-00-00, heat-
transfer tests simulating loss of cool-

ant (1961) 18052
Zero gravity:

instability effect on 2-phase heat transfer
for sub-cooled water (1964) 21771

pressure losses of condensing mercury in

constant-diameter tube (1965) 13019
Zero Refrigerated Lines, accident (1962) 21899
Zeta River and Valley, Yugoslavia, geograph-

ic study (1965) 14538
Zettle, Eugene V., combustion performance of

2 experimental turbojet annular combus-
tors at conditions simulating high-
altitude supersonic flight (1963) 14530

Zeug, Joe B., nomination, hearing (1961) 8970
Zhukovskiy, Russian SFSR, early infant mor-

tality (1964) 21552
Zhurnal evolyutsionnoy biokhimi i fiziologii

(periodical):

purposes and tasks (1965) 11062
Zhurnal mikrobiologii, epidemiologii, i immu-

nobiologii (periodical):

translations (1963) 15933
Zhurnal nevropatoologiii i psikhiatrii (periodi-

cal):

excerpts (1962) 8036
translations (1963) 10786

Zhurnal nevropatologii i psikhiatrii imeni S.

S. Korsakova (periodical):

translations (1962) 19794
Zhurnal obshchey biologii (periodical):

translations (1963) 14188; (1964) 21596
Zhurnal vychislitel'noy matematiki i matema-

tikoy fiziki (periodical):

translations (1965) 7884
Zhurnal vysshey nervnoy deyatel'nosti (peri-

odical):

translations (1963) 1083, 2476, 6675
Zia Pueblo:
land to ge given in trust, report (1965) 15897
lands in trust

—

correct land description errors in Public
law 231, 87th Congress-
law (1962) 20862
reports (1962) 11607, 21038

law (1961) 18623
reports (1961) 14619, 16755

Ziegler, P. N., equalization teaching machine
(1963) 11183

Ziemba, F. P., fabrication of pin and lid detec-
tors and dry run interface system (1965)
5619

Zietlow, Alfred E., jr., biolog^y 2, high school
course (1963) 2111

Zietz, Isidore, magnetic anomaly of possible
economic significance in southeastern
Minnesota (1964) 8762

Zikeev, Nikolay T., scientific and technical se-

rial publications of Soviet Union,
1945-60 (1963) 19813

Zimmer, Charles E., chance distribution of
inconsistent response patterns in paired
comparison and multiple ranking de-

signs (1963) 7625
annual fish passage report. Rock Island

Dam, Columbia River, 1961 (1963) 6464;
(1964) 21319; (1965) 9164, 10900

spring Chinook salmon transplantation
study, 1955-61 (1964) 2341

Zimmerman, Arthur V., optimum low-accel-
eration trajectories for interplanetary
transfers (1963) 3131

Zimmerman, Everett A., geology and water
resources of Bluewater Springs area,
Carbon County, Mont (1964) 15969

Zimmerman, Howard M.:
basic data on economy of Israel (1963) 10339
market factors in Lebanon (1964) 10697

Zimmerman, James H.:

college biology

—

1, study guide, etc (1963) 4792
2, study guide, etc (1963) 13831

Zimmerman pine moth, see Moths.

Zinc:
alloys,

—

method for determination of aluminum,
iron, cadmium and lead (1961) 6292

rolled, containing copper and titanium,
thermal expansion anisotropy and pre-
ferred orientation (1965) 16597

notch-sensitivity and fatigue-crack-
propagation characteristics, effects of
constituent particles (1962) 12446

base coating for niobium, progress reports
(1961) 8090, 8097; (1962) 6349, 6354

caustic leaching of oxidized ores and miner-
als and recovery from leach solutions
(1965) 5088

concentrates, recovery of germanium, cad-
mium, and zinc as sulfides by batch and
fluid-solids roasting, extraction studies

(1962) 3326

content

—

human

—

blood, growth-related changes, USSR
study (1964) 16042

pancreas, USSR study (1964) 18354
some soils in European part of USSR

(1964) 18343

Deep Creek zinc-lead mine, methods and
costs (1963) 14500

deficiency, western field and vegetable crops
(1962) 49

deposits near western margin of Coast
Range batholith (1964) 18101

description of Cho Dien Mine, North Viet-

nam (1961) 7858

determination in various materials, methods,
review of articles (1962) 17549

disposal from national stockpile

—

hearings (1964) 13988; (1965) 7528
law (1964) 15391
reports (1964) 13947, 14096, 19491; (1965)

5897, 7518
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Zinc—Co ntinued
dissolution

—

from sphalerite at elevated temperatures
and pressures (1961) 19882

in alkalis (1965) 16721
East Shasta copper-zinc district, Shasta

County, Calif (1962) 7470
electrodeposition (1963) 19871
electrolytic deposition from sulfate and

cyanide electrolytes, effects of ultrason-
ics (1962) 3325

elevated temperature diffusion in Nb-Zn sys-
tem (1961) 5010

geochemical prospecting techniques (1961)
7517

geology of upper Mississippi Valley
zinc-lead district (series) (1961) 12780;
(1962) 1887; (1963) 10281, 17522; (1964)
797, 18102-103; (1965) 2222

import taxes, report (1961) 18920
imports and exports, impact on American

employment

—

hearings (1962) 7087
print additional copies, reports (1962)

17013, 17282
in blood of children and adolescents at var-

ious stages of physical development,
USSR study (1965) 2703

industry

—

in 3 recessions following World War II

(1962) 3294
investigation under sec. 332 of Tariff

report (1962) 12755
studies, report to Congress (1961) 19125

mineral industry survey, monthly (1963)
4318; (1964) 4171; (1965) 4083

monthly report (1961) 3482; (1962) 4457
industries, USSR activities (1964) 2656
lead-zinc deposits—

in Municipio de Januaria, Minas Gerais,
Brazil (1964) 6796

of Boquira district, Bahia, Brazil (1962)
5294
corrected title-page (1962) 9729

lead-zinc domestic mining industries,

—

conditions

—

hearings (1963) 15315
report (1963) 15278

stabilize

—

hearings (1964) 536
report (1964) 2195

loading and transportation, Eagle-Picher
Co. mines (1964) 5477

manganese-zinc ferrites, research in Hunga-
ry (1962) 5462

Metaline zinc-lead district, Pend Oreille
County, Wash (1965) 9271

mine production

—

mineral industry survey, monthly (1963)
4319; (1964) 4172; (1965) 4084

monthly report (1961) 3459; (1962) 4058
mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)

12967
minerals yearbook chapter (1962) 1652,

22532; (1963) 19883; (1964) 21722
mining stabilization program, annual report

(1963) 7201
molten, use in extraction of aluminum from

aluminum-silicon alloys, progress report
(1961) 9476; (1962) 8463

ores

—

and concentrates, marketing in U.S (1964)
13105

census of mineral industries, 1958, indus-
try report (1961) 20427

oxidized deposits of U.S.

—

Colorado (1964) 21349
general geology (1962) 19568
Utah (1963) 14017

Zinc—Continued
primary, industry, outlook for 1963 and re-

view of 1962 (1963) 4536
radiochemistry (1961) 5368
recovery

—

by-
filtration from dross and scrap (1964)

11323
from

—

ammoniacal-ammonium sulfate leach
solutions (1962) 20103

dross by amalgam electrolysis (1961)
15758

slimes (1963) 16335
release from either national or supplemental

stockpile, or both

—

law (1965) 8722
reports (1965) 15763, 19285, 19436

report on 7th session of international study
group (1964) 10319

scrap, mineral industry survey, monthly
(1963) 4321; (1964) 4174; (1965) 4086

secondary, scrap

—

consumers report (1961) 3484
monthly report (1962) 4459

slab, industry, outlook (1961) 1755; (1962)
2139; (1964) 8100

small producers stabilization act, amend

—

law (1965) 17431
reports (1965) 12095, 17882

stabilizing mining by small domestic produc-

hearings (1961) 17130, 18951, 20631
law (1961) 18735
reports (1961) 14437, 16724, 17066, 19099,

19128
stabilizing mining by small domestic produc-

ers, amend act

—

law (1963) 15154
reports (1963) 7936-37, 7948-49, 11985-986

stockpile investigation, hearings (1962)
19374

supergene deposits of Utah, detailed study
(1963) 14017

surface topography of zinc-blende struc-
tures (1964) 11404

Tariff Commission report (1961) 20216;
(1962) 22869; (1963) 20199; (1965) 11736

Tri State zinc-lead district, catalog of re-

corded exploration drilling (1961) 1197
used to dope germanium, photoelectric prop-

erties (1963) 7037
workers' petition for adjustment assistance.

Tariff Commission report (1963) 9463
Zinc oxide, mineral industry survey, monthly

(1963) 4320; (1964) 4173; (1965) 4085
phase diagram for system vanadium pent-

oxide-zinc oxide (1964) 5605
pigmented methyl silicone elastomer proper-

ties of white paints for application to
inflatable spacecraft (1965) 11496

report, monthly (1961) 3483; (1962) 4458
silver alkaline, primary cell capacities

(1962) 6351

Zinc silicate, deposits, southwestern Missouri,
experimental tertiary mine flotation of

hemimorphite (1961) 19884

Zinc sulfate, anhydrous, heat of formation
(1965) 9595

Zinc sulfide:

chloridizing (1962) 3329
fine-grained, from Idaho and Washington

State, flotation (1961) 13446
heats and free energies of formation (1964)

16644

Zinn, Charles J.:

how our laws are made (1963) 11756; (1965)
12048

reprinting, report (1965) 7420
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Zinn, W.H., power reactor technology (1963)

4030
Ziolo, Anna S., relief (1961) 7033. 10393, 12048
Zion, Elders of, see Jews.
Zion National Park, general information

(1961) 13575; (1963) 9247
Zionism, contemporary, USSR translations

(1965) 2405
ZIP code:
general information on progress (remarks)

(1964) 5632
information, publications for sale by Super-

intendent of Documents, price list (1963)

20089; (1964) 18890
last word in mail addressing (1963) 16487;

(1965) 8223, 16802
most important single postal innovation of

century (address) (1965) 2972
numbers post offices, directory, 1963 (1963)

14646; (1964) 20727; (1965) 14976
post offices, national directory (1965) 13218
presorting by ZIP code, major postal

achievement of our era (address) (1965)

2971, 5310
program (general remarks) (1965) 11612
special merit awards from Post Office De-

partment for outstanding cooperation in

program, etc., (remarks) (1965) 11621
system in U.S. postal service, encourage use

of volume mailers, hearings (1965) 13997
see also Post offices.

Zipf, E. C, jr., observation of (0,0) negative

band of N 2 in dayglow (1964) 9600
Zircaloy, see Zirconium.
Zircon:
production data and analyses of zirconium

diboride (1961) 9465
review, with emphasis on west coast re-

sources and markets (1965) 19840
Zirconia, see Zirconium oxide.
Zirconium:

alloys

—

design

—

for application as nuclear fuel cladding
for steam service, progress reports
(1963) 14979, 14983, 16843

program, progress report (1963) 9672
evaluation of Zr 1.5 w/o Nb cladding for

use in boiling water reactor (1963) 9677
Hall coefficient of superconducting and
normal Nb-25% Zr (1963) 18234

high strength base alloys (1961) 16206
hot water and steam corrosion rates of

zircaloy-3, effects of aluminum, nitrogen,
manganese, and copper impurities (1962)
1630

niobium, equilibrium phase diagram (1961)
18095

separation, etc., of rare earth metals
(1964) 11336

solubility of columbium-1% zirconium in

sodium by activation analysis (1965)
14948

structure and properties (1964) 10967
thermal-stress-fatigue behavior (1962)
23011

USAEC symposium proceedings 1962
(1964) 5961, 10028

zircaloy-2 process tube for nuclear super-
heat applications (1962) 23022

zirconium-dysprosium equilibrium diagram
(1961) 1237

zirconium-gadolinium, equilibrium dia-

grams (1961) 21192
base alloys strengthened by SLIS tech-

niques (1965) 13504
bibliography (1962) 8454
casting technology (1961) 2515
chemical and physical methods of analysis

(1963) 1823

Zirconium—Continued
corrosion

—

in cupric and ferric chlorides (1962) 10460
mechanism of zirconium and alloys (1963)

14978
deformation modes at 77° K, 300° K, 575° K,

and 1075° K (1961) 18070
effect of impurity levels in zircaloy 2 micro-

structure, mechanical properties, and
corrosion rates (1964) 20510

electrorefining (1961) 9456
extraction from Nigerian high-hafnium con-

centrate (1961) 7940
hafnium content of domestic and foreign

minerals (1962) 14427
hydrogen overvoltage and electrochemical

potentials (1963) 18571

intermetallic compounds in magnesium-rich
alloys (1964) 18682

intermetallics, hydrogen overvoltage and
electrochemical potentials (1963) 18571

lattice parameters relation to friction char-
acteristics in vacuum (1965) 6721

Legendre expansion coefficients for angular
distribution of elastically scattered neu-
trons and fast-neutron cross sections

(1961) 18039
magnesium-zirconium liquids, determination

(1965) 19860
mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)

12968
minerals yearbook chapters (1961) 11398,

13465; (1962) 16028; (1963) 16349; (1964)

16648; (1965) 14725
niobium-tungsten-zirconium and niobium-

molybdenum-zirconium ternary systems,
USSR investigation (1964) 4907

OTS selective bibliography (1961) 13859
preparation of high purity Zr (1961) 11749
production by semicontinuous reactor proc-

ess (1961) 9457
quality of metal prepared by different reduc-

tants, report (1962) 10450
sponge, evaluating one-half million pounds

(1961) 4827
stainless-steel-lined zircaloy-2, fabrication

of full rods, design (1964) 13695
stress-corrosion cracking susceptibility in

ferric chloride solution (1961) 9479
uranium-zirconium spent fuel elements, ura-

nium recoveries from Dow aluminum
pyrometallurgical process, progress
report (1961) 18094

Zircaloy-clad U-2^/>' Zr rod for EBR-lMark 3
core loading (1961) 1713

Zircaloy-2, ultrasonic tube drawing, phenom-
ena involved in extrusion process (1962)
8976

Zirconium and compounds, use in industry,
USSR (1962) 23741

Zirconium and its alloys, USSR studies

(1965) 18359
Zirconium and Zircaloy-2 tubing, extruded,

texture study (1961) 203
zirconium-nitrogen equilibrium at high tem-

peratures and free energy of formation
of ZrNx as function of its composition
and structure, USSR study (1962) 5597

Zirconium borides, roentgenographic investi-

gation of recrystallization processes,
USSR study (1962) 23887

Zirconium carbide, heat of formation (1964)
18700

Zirconium diboride:

metallic binders (1963) 16334
evaluation of chromium, molybdenum, and
tungsten (1965) 1369

prepared directly from zircon (1961) 9465

Zirconium dioxide, see Zirconium oxide.
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Zirconium fluorides, high-temperature heat
contents and entropies (1962) 12387

Zirconium isotopes, Zr-90, nuclear electric

monopole transitions (1961) 184
Zirconium oxide:

calcia-stabilized, deterioration (1963) 3154
diffusion of oxygen (1963) 14978
growth and properties of zirconia and titan-

ia whiskers from fused salt baths (1965)

18452
hemispherical spectral emittance to 3700° K

(1965) 8097
mechanism of monoclinic to tetragonal

transformation (1965) 11390
PuOz - UQj fast reactor fuel post-irradiation

examination (1963) 123
thermal shock resistance of zirconia with

metal additions (1964) 20594
Zirconium sulfate, high-temperature heat con-

tents and entropies (1962) 12387
Zisman, W. A.:

fundamental factors in detecting chemicals
as adsorbed films (1965) 13170

surface chemistry of glass-fiber-reinforced

plastics (1965) 13130
Zissu, Theodore:

relief (1962) 15124; (1963) 13523; (1965) 5841,
15884

veto (1965) 19191
Zitter, Meyer, revised estimates of population

of States and components of population
change, 1950-60 (1965) 7271

Zittle, Kazuko, relief (1961) 10409, 12214,
14058

Zlatin, N., machining of refractory materials
(1963) 56

Znaniye-sila (periodical):

translations (1961) 19481; (1965) 12775
Zoetmulder, Hendrikus, relief (1962) 7025,

11529, 13264
Zone melting:
continuous

—

via zone-transport method theory (1965)
1801

zone refining (1965) 4219
Zone plates:
Fresnel zone plate forms images at wave-

lengths below 1000 angstroms (1965)
11443

Zone refining:

apparatus, continuous (1965) 110
electric current application (1963) 4424
investigating conditions for obtaining

high-purity aluminum by zone recrystal-
lization, USSR study (1964) 11079

see also Zone melting.
Zones and zonal variations in welded ash flows

(1961) 4316
Zones, C.P., ground water in alluvium of Kings

River Valley (1963) 8348
Zoning, see Cities and towns—Suburbs.
Zoning for rural areas (1962) 10837; (1965)

16973
Zoobenthos and nutrition of benthophagous

fish in Lake Dalaynor, Chinese People's
Republic (1964) 5001

Zoological Park, National, see National Zoo-
logical Park.

Zoologicheskiy zhurnal (periodical):

translations (1963) 5401, 6974, 8444, 8907,
12577, 14296, 15841; (1964) 16106, 19901

Zoologists:
Siberian, 2d meeting (1964) 2620
Soviet, handbook of (1962) 11985

Zoology:
Communist China

—

Chinese-Soviet expeditions to southwest,
results (1963) 16231

zoological progress, translation (1961)
11160

Zoology—Continued

general and specialized, Soviet abstracts
(1961) 987, 10939

marine studies, USSR (1964) 8948
medical and veterinary, index catalogues

(1961) 9861; (1962) 12826; (1963) 16716,
18409; (1964) 7898, 19057; (1965) 21,

5501, 18866
oriental serial publications, bibliography

(1963) 16414
Soviet, recent activities in zoological sci-

ences (1962) 13989
USSR-

studies (1964) 5016, 9032, 18480
translations from zoological journals

(1963) 5401, 6974, 8444, 8907, 12577,
14296, 15841; (1964) 16106, 19901

Uzbek Academy of Sciences, research activi-

ties (1963) 1112
Zoonoses:

control of diseases common to man and ani-

mals, USSR studies (1962) 9890; (1963)
2472

diseases transmitted from animal to man,
little known varieties, USSR study
(1964) 19873

Zooparasitology:
Soviet abstracts (1961) 963; (1964) 2873-75,

4938, 4999, 5098, 9335, 9337, 12803-804
USSR, literature survey, 1959-63 (1964) 9252

Zooplankters, towed pump and shipboard fil-

tering system for sampling (1963) 13975
Zooplankton:
Bare Lake, Alaska, composition, abundance,

and depth distribution after fertilization

(1963) 6465
biological studies, USSR (1964) 16409
effect on fish supplies, USSR study (1964)

16493
organisms, biological indicators of weak

radioactive contaminations in northern
seas, USSR study (1963) 8992

population dynamics of diaptomus salinus
daday in Aral Sea, USSR study (1961)
10811

volumes off Pacific Coast, 1958 (1961) 9152
volumes off Pacific Coast, 1959 (1963) 19241

Zorich, Antonio, and family, relief (1963) 20549

Zorin, V.A., exchange of letters with McCloy
regarding joint statement of agreed
principles for disarmament negotiations
(1962) 4577

Zostera marina, see Elelgrass.

Zschirnt, Hans H., research in computer sci-

ences (1965) 7116
Zsoldos, Istvan relief (1961) 12188, 16930,

18532
Zubieta, Zenon relief (1964) 6432; (1965) 6004

Zubovic, Peter, distribution of minor elements
in coal beds of eastern interior region

(1965) 725
Zuckert, Eugene M., nomination, hearing

(1961) 4078
Zucrow, M.J., propulsion and propellants

(1964) 95
Zula Plain project, report (1962) 15663

Zumbro River, Minn.:
flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 8523
document edition (1964) 8248

Zuni Indians:
land donation

—

law (1962) 9156
reports (1961) 8940; (1962) 7043

Zuni Mountains:
herpetology of region, northwestern New

Mexico (1965) 6805
stratigraphy and correlation of Permian

rocks (1962) 630
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Zuni Pueblo, story (1963) 10308 Zymelman, Manuel, cotton textile cycle, its

Zuromsky, G., irradiation testing of ceramic nature and trend (1963) 11684
fuels (1963) 18566; (1964) 8051 Zymosan, treatment, effect on Coxsackie B

Zuzik, Michael B., labor law and practice in virus infection (1964) 7983
Philippines (1964) 1374 Zytka, Doreta, relief (1965) 12080, 17313,

Zwick, Jack, small business finance (1965) 8272 17791

o
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